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Explanatory Note

Illusti'iited articles are denoted by an asterisk

(•). book notices by a dagger (f).
Tliis index is made compreiiensive but concise.

I'uins are taken to bring together matter belonging

(o the same subject so that when a reader looks

up an article he will be cited to related data.

I'nder these conditions some further explanation

of tlie method will be useful in finding leading

articles quickly. Series of simple page numbers
following names of mines or companies usually

refer to news notes and other lesser matters.

Descriptive articles are appended under titles

(often abbreviated) beginning with dashes. When
the minor references are numerous, as in the case

ijf "Anaconda," they are sometimes separately

designated as "notes." The unspecified entries

may, however, be important; for instance, an edi-

torial or other article may be entitled simply by

a proper name. With a major entry or series of

entries may be placed several minor ones relating

to tlie same subject in order tliat its history may
be followed. The asterisks denoting illustrated

articles assist in Hnding tliem and if the author's

name be known, it is the simplest means of refer-

ence Productions are indexed under names of

metals and countries or states, in important cases

imdcr both. The mere juxtaposition of a mineral

and geographical name usually signifies an output

hut may cover other statistical or news matter.

.Vot all' news notes are indexed, but a liberal se-

lection of them is made.
. , ^ , . ..

Following is a list of the pages included in the

several numbers of the volume, by date :

.Ian 1 P^Ses 1-40
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s " 41-128

It " 129-168
.,.> " 169-206

m " 207-246
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" 289-338
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" 339-378
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March 4
" 421-462
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" 463-504
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" 505-544

•is
" 545-586
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" 587-630
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" 631-672

15
" 673-716

$2
" 717-758

Jg
" 759-802

Mt,. "k
" 803-844

" 13.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.. " 845-884

20.
927-

Tune 3
" 969-1014

.) 10
" 1015-1056

17
" 1057-1098

2i'.'.'.\'.'.'.\\'.
.'.

" 1099-1140

A
rage

A. W. C. Mg. Co., Mo 453

Aberthaw Const. Co ^J;
Abstracts of Current Decisions T91

1

Accident Coram., Calif. Industrial—Report

;

statistics; various work 176, 208, 220, 369,
875. 1028, 1047, 1130._ 1131

Accident compensation. See "Compensation."

Accident, Hoisting, Fortune mine .664
Accident statistics and prevention—Inspectors

conference *"'

Accidents—Alaska report • • • -1041

Accidents and prevention. Anaconda 38J, '59^

Accidents, Body chart for
Jc?

Accidents, Idaho mine 467

Accidents, Metal-mine in 1914 on
^Classified by mining methods »bii, 659

—Placer-mine fatality rate 641

Accidents, Quarry, in 1914 • • li

"

Acetate of Ume, Gray, under Brit, restric-

tions 11"
Acetylene, Explositiility of lo

—Copper lamps dangerous? 859

Acme merger. See "Holiinger."
Adanac, Ont 334, 799. 837, 1136

Addicks, L. Cop. metallurgy • 90

Adit, Crosscut, cost, Portland Canal Tunnels 98

1

Adit enlargement and alignment, Alaska-

luneau 982

Adventure mine, Mich lOiJO

Aerial tramway. See "Tramway."
Aero Club membership card '916

Aeroplane mine. Calif 87i

Aeroplane, Mine supplies by 99

J

Aetna, Colo i,;- -.lo" "lU
Africa. See "Transvaal," "Rand, "South

Af.," "West Af.," "Rhodesia," "Madagas-
car," "Nigeria," "Mozambique."

After All Mines Co -•ISiJl
Afterthought mine, Calif ' ^' 'Joo
Agasslz, Rodolphe "L 1088

Age and experience vs. youth and educa-

tion .• 12 ,i
Agitator, Devereux propeller slimes sii

Page

—Power for agitutors HIS
Agitator, Laboratory cyanlding '440

Aguascalientes Metal Co H"
Abler, P. D 1046

Ahmeek mine, Mich... 140. 200, 278, 834. 963. 1093

Ahmeek village. Rights under 161

Air blasts, Mich. cop. dist 922, 1091

Air, Compressed, or electricity in stope haul-

Air compressor. ciardner-Rlx vertical duplex •1026

Air compressor, Lyons Atlas portalile gaso-

line-driven *439

Air-compressor starting. Butte Cent 8a9

Air compressors. Comparative ettlciencies of

various types of *255

Air compressors, Ingersoll-Rogler at Cresson

and Humboldt mines '566

Air goes, Wliere the; compressor leaks 485

Air hoist. Drill-column, for windlass •1025

Air-hose clamp tool. Chicago ^941

Air-hose wire-winding tool ;,„,
Air lift for secondary unwatering l;ih
Air lifts. Old Dominion ._.

^859

Ajax mine, Mont "'"•-iX?
Ajax oil or gas forge i^9

Ajo Con.. Ariz • "-^

Ajo ores. See "Calumet & Ariz."

Alabama coke •,•,./•, „?n
Alabama iron and ore lo". tubo

Alameda-Success litigation Sr-

Alaska antimony Ho. Sob. bi9

Alaska coal—Imports 414

—Mining near Seldovia • • ^»-
—Fields opened to entry

A! to Tic
Alaska copper 48, 52. 115

Alaska Cop. Mines •,••,•;;;• f^i
Alaska dredging—In 1915 101. 115. 550

—Berry's locomobile dredge 'i^'^

—Kusliokwim dredge. Candle Creek 805

Ala.ska-Ebner ."•;

Alaska—Ellamar Dist. report ;A^'-T,SS
Alaska Endicott la».

11*J
Alaska Exploration Co •.

• • • -1"^

Alaska-Gastlneau ; Perseverance mine (see

also "Alaska Gold Mines Co ') ljl|' gi^'j^g.,

—Report; Perseverance mine section. .. ...^.'JM
Alaska gold and silver 43, llJ, 1^4

Alaska Gold Belt
'qbi "insi

—Drilling record • -961. 1081

Alaska Gold Mines Co. (see also
,
Alaska-

Gastineau") '5. 134, l^t".
-,J

—Report
'iVk" 71 n

Alaska Gold Mg. Co "•> 'l?

Alaska Graphite Co »J-
Alaska inspector's report >)>*;:

Alaska. Interior Dept-t)u»ft"i, »•>•,.;;• -.VV
34.

Alaska Juneau... .30, 75, 115, 134, 135. 414. 921

—Report •
,911

—Adit enlargement and alignment »»-

Alaska—Juneau mining in 1915 •
'<>*

Alaska Mex. See "Alaska—Treadwell group.

Alaska mining in 1915 ll»

Alaska Peabody ^l*

Alaska railroad strike; ^J-
Alaska. Transportation in •*'

'

Alaska—Treadwell group ;
^—Tamping practice ^°o

—Machine drilling J"—Proposed consolidation »«
—Safety magazine—"Gold Bar ' VJZ

—Douglas Isl. wage rates ij
JJ

—Alaska United rd'ort- •,•,•.••••.••_•
'oVi' inio

—Various notes 115, 134. 8i7. 921, 1049

Alaska Treasure Con 4- Wo
Alaska Treasure Syndicate «-

1

Alaska tungsten ^,-
•

' V • ,•,

Alaska-United. See "Alaska — Treadwell

group."
Albemarle Zinc & Lead "6
Alberta- Calgary petroleum. .... JW
Alberta natural gas—Prohibiting exportation 920

Alberta production ;;;••;-•„•• •,•„„•-'
' , for

Allilon. rtnh 281, 456, 100,, lUb
Albro mine, Colo '5-

Aiexo mine, Ont •• •';

Algomah Mg. Co. report, etc 822,999

Algonia Steel Corp., Ltd
'f,

Alice Arm, B. C <^
'

Alice mine, Ida • • •

-J;!;

Alkali merger. Mond-Castner 1024. 9bi

Allen, R. C. Vanadium in Mich............. ;8t.

Allouez, Mich 140, 200, 622

—Report 2«
Allovs used in Zeppelins 9«
Alniy, Darwin, Death of «^'^

Alpine mine, Calif

Alta Cop. and Silver, Mont
Alta-Germanla, Utah °|^"

Alta Tunnel & Trans 923. IOj.

Alumina in silicates. Dctemilning lOjS

Aluminum-barium glass '-•>*

Aluminum Co. of America ; Southern Alu-

minium Co SI. S2. lOi;, loss

499

Page
-\luiiunuiii in aluminum dusi. Estimating me-

tallic 813
Aluminum in 1915 41, 81—Prices and market •IS. 81—Imports and exports .' 756
Aluminum ore. 1911-1914 128
Aluminum smelting. Norway 751
Alvarado M. & M. Co "..116, 754, 1004, 1123
Amador Con. See "Consol. Amador."
Amador Star, Calif 1005. 1049
Amalgamated Pioche 77, m
Amalgamated Zinc (De Bavay's) Co 128
•Amalgamating copper plates 647
Amazon-Dixie. Ida 455
Ambraw Milling Co 449
American Chemical Soc 535. 617—Bureau of Mines advisory comm 1088
American Coal Refining Co 1093
American Con. Cop 33
American Electrochem. Soc. 276, 425, 451. 563

652, 819, 820. 832. 874. 943. 958, 1075
American Fork. Utah, activity 1052
American Gold Dredging Co 962 1092
American Inst. .Mg. Engineers:—Proposed increase of dues 154—Program for Feb. meeting 176 330—February meeting 435—Photos, of officers .*!!!!! •527—Present status and aims '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.','.'.

435—Resolution on Mex. outrage '.'.'.'.'.'. 236—Flotation dissertation at smoker *.'..' 382—Honorary members ; deceased list ! ! 1060—Army and Navy matters 270. 271. 360 435—Simplified spelling. McGinty on 445—Various papers, etc. 89. 90. •216. 226. ^469
•480. 508, 562, 643, •726. ^859. •860. 888!

•902, 1033, 1057, 'loei—Chicago section 276
—Colo, section '.'.'. 276', 330—Mont, section 330, 367, 494
•—Nev. section 409
—X. T. section .ioS,' 535, 831—Southern Calif, section oyg
—Utah section—Preparedness 240 795
American Iron & Steel Inst... 276. 513. 958. 1089
—I. & S. V\'ks. Directory tl087
American Manganese Mfg. Co. ; Cuvuna-Du-

luth; Cuyuna Mille Lacs 163. 711. 796, 801,
878, 1050

American Manganese Steel Co 1089
American Mines, Colo 76
iimerican Mg. Congress—Prospecting on for-

est reserve 612—I'tah chapter 709—Xew Mex. chapter 1089
American Molybdenum 75. 621
American Ore Flotation Co .' 76
American Pig Iron Asso 451
American Placer Mg. Co 101
American Rand Syndicate—Will Am. capital

be attracted to Far Eastern Rand? 1124
American Rutile Co 176
American Smelters Securities Co. ; Garfield

Smg. Co 52. 58, 92, 114. 138—Elec. smoke precipitation •388

American Smelting & Ref. Co.

:

—Report 573. 577—Tin smelting, Perth Amboy •927
Briefer mention 25, 67. 487,492—El Paso smelting practice 89—Arkansas Val. Smeltery 160. 496.537—Electrolytic copper refining 9—Refinery and smelting capacity 51, 52. 58

—Pig-lead sales policy 569. 583.625—"Dollar exdiangc," South Am 531—Lead production 660
.—Plants' copper-roflnlug capacity 912—Ttiree vessels ac(iuired 956
—Electrolytic' zinc plant 104S—East Helena smeltery improvements 1114
—Mines in Mex 58, 116. 117. 754, 1123
-Various notes 26. 107. 108. 114, 138, 160.
199, 279, 416, 537. 538. 581. 710. 835, 871.

920. 962. 1007. 1052. 1132. 1133
American Soc. Mech. Engineers. 158. 535. 646, 874
American Star Antimony Co. ...^. 1005
American Telephone & Telegrapl^.Co. report. 827
American Trona Co. (see also *'Potash,

Searles Lake") 75. 82, 277

American Vanadium Co 848
American Zinc & Chem. Co 62. 542, 609. 626
American Zinc. Lead & Smg. Co. 62. 608. 609,

610, 751. 869. 9-20. 1134

—New pumps rapidly built 1031
—Purchase of Granby Co 1042

American Zinc. Tenn 77, 114,164
"Americanizing British mines" 870

—American engineer abroad 95."i

Anilck clay property. Calif 332

Ammonia leaching. Kennecott 788. 95j

Ammonia Soda Co 10.4

Ammonium sulphate, Gt. Brit 33. .419
Ammonium sulphate. U. S.. imports, exports,. 543
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Anaconda Cop. Mfg. Co. (see also 'Interna-
tional Smg."J :

—Report 826, 828. 829
—Betterments—Pres. Ryan's statement—Flo-

tation ; new roaster ; Gt. Falls milling aban-
donment ; smelteries ; electrolytic zinc

;

Chilean mines : statistics, etc 361
—Diridend 614
—Coal-dust firing 'SOS
—Klectrol\'tic copper refining 9, 51
—Fire, Bost. & Mont.'s Penn. mine 362, 452,

496. 536. 380, 619, 754, 1051
—Lifting 210-ton converter *396
—Lilly hoisting controller *68S
—Safety trollev-wire bos *857

—Zinc plant, Gt. Falls 22, 25, 94, 361
—Zinc process, Elec, described 425
—Refinery and smeltery capacity 51, 52, 90, 1132
—Men employed in mines 141
—Flotation—Tests and plant described 469, •480

Oils 508
Testing blankets for Callow cells 562

—Safety bureau 382
—Accidents and their prevention *593

—Regrinding—Mill lining, etc *480

—Plan and flow sheet. Washoe ._. *552
—Profit-sharing 447. 612
—Device for chairing cages *818

—Photo.—Remelting furnace *400

—Tramway and mine hoisting record 493
—Donfs for the skinner 943
—Raritan works 31, 92, 104. 361, 362, 537,

•724, 730
—South Butte 110
—Douglas mine bonding 32, 163
—Raven Cop. Co 333
—Butte Alei-Scott 51, 110, 199, 372. 435
—Pilot-Butte 32. 50. 1B3. 280, 455, 536, 711.

754. 798
—Andes companies 118, 164, 236. 361
—Atlantic Mines Co. deal 922
—Porphyry Dike mine 963
—Mav enter Bolivia 487

—Review of year 30. 51. 74. 77, 91, 92, 94.
109, 110

—Tropic mine 1007, 1090, 1131
—Consolidation rumors 1131
—Various notes, etc. 160. 163, 239, 333, 372,

388. 389. 415, 435. 499. 540, 581, 382, 619.

622. 623. 641, 667, 711. 798. 833, 836. 871,

875, 963, 992. 1006, 1051, 1090, 1093; 1131, 1135

Analysis, Metallurgical. Brief Course in t366
Analysis, Rapid. Methods of, St. Jos. I-ead

Co. 650. (erratum ) 781

Anchor-boll casings *561

Anchor mine. Xev 32. 1007

Ancker, Albert 330
Anderson, A. .1 1001
Anderson, L. D. Mechanical feeding of sil-

ver-lead blast furnaces •SSd

Anderson on Calif, oil strata 104
Anderson, W. B., Death of 748
Andes copper companies 236
-Notes 118, 164. 361
Andrada Mines, Mozambique *673

Andrews & Hitchcock Iron Co 754, 757
Anglo-Chilean Nitrate Co 259
Anglo-Colombian Dev. Co 102, 119. 668. 1094
Anglo-French Exploration Co 1108
Annuaire pour !'An 1916 t703
Antelope mine. Rhodesia 137
Antimonial ores, Cvanide for 224
Antimony, Alaska 115. 556, 619, 1003
Antimony, Ariz.—Battle Flat 30
Antimony, Ark.—Am. Star 1003
Antimony, Bolivia, ore exports •173, 1054
Antimony, Calif., discoveries 332, 962
Antimony, Canada 483
Antimony, China. Hunan Province •637

—Notes, etc 79, 742
Antimony Corp 374
Antimony, Electrol>-tic—Wu-Gen Co 283
Antimony importing—Guarantees 155
Antimony in 1913 79

—Prices and market *io, 79

^Large output of ore 556
—Imports and exports 736
Antimony. Nova Scotia, ore 641
Antmony ore in 1911-1914 128
Antimony products. Nomenclature 327
Antimony-Silver Co.. Ida 163
Antimony and Silver Mines Co., Nev 1093
Antimony Smg. & Ref. Co 557. 924
ApoUo Elec. Steel Co 368
Apperson. A. B 276
&pprai.sement. See "Tarifl," "Tax."
Aramaj-o, Francke mines 82, 119, 174
Archdeacon, G. K. Engineer in the tropics.. 938
Argentina tungsten 203
Argo mill, Colo 242
Argo Mines Co., Ariz 1049, 1133
Argonaut mine, Calif 498, 666, 710, 795
Arlzona-Butte Mines Co 1133
Ariz.—Cerbat and Black Mtns. mineral de-

posits II

Ariz. Commercial 621. 797
Ariz, copper 48, 53
—Mining and metallurgy 53. 90
Ariz. Cop. Co 52. 75. 369, 621, 642—Report 862
Ariz, gold and silver 43
Ariz, labor—Cllfton-Morenci strike, etc.

—

Wage scales before It 24

—Assessment-work Interference 194—Strike settled 197
—New strike 362,413

—Notes 30, 53, 74, 105, 161, 278. 369, 497,
661, 833, 1004—Oatman dist. wages, etc 6, •SSS—Warren dist. wage increase 581

Ariz, laws 103, 665. •898
Ariz. Zinc and Lead Co 1092
Ariz, mining in 1915 103
Ariz.—Oatman and Kingman; map •o
Ariz, smelting situation 1132
Ariz, spelter 608
Ariz. Tellurium 30
Ariz.—Tom Reed-Gold Road dist. (see also

"Oatman," etc.) •!—Map of claims •4
Ariz., Tungsten in 68"
Ariz. Venture 332, 621
Ariz. Volunteers 1004
Ariz. Zinc. & Lead Co 797
Arkansas oil, gas, manganese 1092
Arkansas A'alley. See "American Sm. &

Ref."
Arkansas zinc 608—Rush district, etc 485, 709, 751. 796
Armilda mine, Mont 963
Arminius, Va 334
Armor-plate nonsense. The 615, 746
Armstrong, F. H. Electro-hydraulic shovel.. *860
Arnold, R. Petroleum resources 468
Aroroy dist. photos »188, ^948, •989, *1117
Arsenic, Canada 475, 483
Arsenic imports and exports 503
Arsenic, Utah 115
Arsine poisoning. Odd case 769
Arthur, James, Death of 663
Asbestos. Canada 483
Asbestos claims, Ariz 279, 835
Asbestos Corp. of Can 416
Asbestos packing made in U. S.

—"Goodyear-
ite" 1034

Asbestos, Quebec 806
Asbestos, Shasta Co., Calif 962
Ash Creek Asbestos, Ariz 666
Ash Creek Gold, Ariz 621
Ash Creek Mg., Calif 73
Asphalt in ancient times 956
Asphalt . Trinidad 55
Asphalt. Venezuela 120, 583
Assay curves for copper drill holes. Interpre-

tation of ^726
Assay fluxes. Lime in 568
Assay maps, etc.—Samples and their inter-

pretation ^933
Assaying, Crushing fineness for 187, 445, 568
Assaying method. Comer 793
Assays, Pulp and metallics 612
Assays, Silver—Effect of borax in matte fu-

sion ^648
Assessment work—Law reform 787, 790, 823
Associated Geological Engineers 494
Associated Oil Co 239
Associated Smelters. See "Broken Hill."
At last 331
Athens mine, Mich 1134
Athletic Mg., Mo 77, 622,751
Atlanta mines, Nev 164
Atlas group, Ariz 162, 279
Atolia, Calif., notes.. 107, 162, 199, 581, 750, 1050
Atolia Mg. Co. 31, 107, 277, 332, 411. 580. 1134
Auger drills. Forming tools for ^857
Aurora Con.. Nev 77
Aurora-Sampson, Ida. (see also "Western
Union") 31, 242

Aurora Zinc Mines Co 663
Austin Cop., N. M 1094
Austin mine, N. M 540,879
Australasia. See also "Australia," "Broken

Hill."
Australasia copper 48, 127
Australasia gold. .43, 127, 137, 348, 714, 827, 1000
—Export prohibition removed 756
Australasia in 1915 126
Australasia—N. Z. exports 137, 714
Australasia silver 127, 714
Australia—Electrol.vtic Sm. & Ref. Co 530
Australia—Lead-acetate substitute 440
Australia, Mining and metallurgy in 340
Aastralia—Queensland production 827
Australia, Resoiling in •529, ^1117
Australia silver coinage 584
Australia—Tasmania production 1000
Australia tin 67, 128
—Cock's Pioneer operation. Vict ^347

Australia, West—Sons of Gwalia milling prac-
tice 224, 225. 263, 356

Australia zinc 127. 128.608
—<:erman ore-contract decision, etc. 148.

1095. 1104
—Broken HiU Asso. Smellers 1120. 127,

144, 799
—Zinc Producers' Asso. Prop 1104, 1120, 1121
Australia's base metals. Melting and selling. .1120
Austr-ilian coal embargo 1043
Australian Electric Steel. Ltd 1121
Australian Metal Exchange 215
Austria coal and coke 1139
Austria steel and Iron 757, 997
Auto. Engineers, Society of 595
Auto, truck. See also "Tractor."
Auto trucks for the border ^995
Averv, P. W. Galena In gold and silver ores 819
Aviation, Alloys used In 938
Avres, T. L., Death of 330
Azalla, Nev 32
Azimuth, Target for determining 'eoi

B
Babllonia Mines, Ltd 120
Bachnrach pocket CO. Indicator •647

Page
Bacigulpi, Chas., Death of 1046
Baekeland, L. H 1088
Baerwald, Emil 137
Bags, Bryant's method of shaking, by com-

pressed air 183
Bags, Precipitate, Holder for ^526
Bailey, H., slimes treatment 992
Bailey pipe-fiow meter •1034
Baker, A. A. 617
Baker, H. F 137
Baker Lead Co 60, 1091
Baker Mg., Utah 33
Balaklala Con 52, 107, 388, 411
Baldwin, A. J., new pres , ^327
Ballanberg, Adolph 367
Balls. Steel, for Mex. mills 573
Baltic, Mich. Sec "Copper Range."
Bancroft. Howland 198
Banka tin 67, 965
Bankers tract. Mo 453
Bannack Gold, Mont 163, 1133
Banner & Bangle, Mont 331. 499, 798
Bannister mine, Calif 201
Bantjes Con 122, 124
Barber asphalt operations 55, 120
Barber, T. W. Civil Engineering T.vpes and

Devices t366
Bart>our, P. E. Review of 1913 103—Proper way to spit fuses •260—Porphyry coppers in 1913 742—r. S. mineral-land law 823
Barite, Meggen, Westphalia 103
Barium-aluminum glass 254
Barium chloride from barium sulphide and

chlorine 356
Barker, Pierce 157
Barnes-King Devel. Co 329—Report 821
—Notes 199, 202, 242, 280, 372, 415, 582. 661.

753. 919. 922, 1133
Barr, .1. C. Chain grizzlj-, Rowe mine "599
Barrett, Edward 918
Barrett, John ^289
—Monroe doctrine Pan-American 301
Barron shaft, Pachuca, Concreting »676, 700
BartlesviUe Zinc Co 609. 584—Gallium-indium alloy 197, 720. 937
Barton, C. R. Cartridge-brass mfr •973
Barton, E. M., Death of 874
Barvtes, Calif 830
Bateman, G. C 918—Markets for East. Can. ores 597
Bates, Lindell Theodore 237
Bath house for miners 477
Batopilas Mg. Co 1123—Report 8—MetaUurgy *297
Battle Flat, Ariz., antimony 30
Bauer. L. A. Compass changes 901
Bawdwin output increasing. Burma 20
Bay State Ry. plant cost 227. (correction).. 394
Bavard. R. S. Liquid manometers ^942
Bayliss, R. T 874. 918
Beach Glen Iron Mg. Co 419
Beadle. C. Toughening paper filters 781
Bear Canon, N. M 32
Beaver Con., Ont 923
—Reports 481, 905,1136—Statistical notes 33, 871
Beaver Creek Mg. Co 1135
Beck, .T. P 533
Beck Tunnel, Utah (see also "Colorado

Con.") 668, 964
Beckett, P. G. Water problem. Old Domin-

ion 643, 'SSS, ^902
Beeson mine, Nev 964
Behm mine, Mont 87S
Belen mine. Mex 33, 281. 1007
Belgian relief 872
Belgian Scholarship Committee 658
Belgium coal 543
Belgium iron 997
Bell. Automatic locomotive •1031
Bell, R. N. Idaho In 1913 177
—Peat-pho.sphate fertilizer 52s
Bell Reef Devel.. Rhodesia 137
Belleville Tailings Asso 77
Bellevue Hudson. Colo 31.797
Bcllite No. 1 explosive 690
Belt dressing. Misuse of 85s
Bench claims, etc.. In Yukon •722. •806. 10,38
Bendfeldt, J. D. A. F., Death of 409
Bcnguet cvanldc-plant photo ^442
Bennett, J. C. Safety gate •393
Benny Holllnger. Ont, 1032
Benson. Henry K 45li

Bent. Qulncy 533
Benzol, Manufacture of •;
Benzol plants. New 8. 78
Benzol Products Co 8, 78
Bergoat. A. Meggen deposit 103
Berrv, C. J., dredge ^172
Berry, Edward W 1046
Brrrv, J. C, and Bolivia tin smelting 23. 33,

164. 174
Bertellng. .Tohn P 794
Bethlehem Chile Iron Mines Co 33, 118, 869
BelliUhem Steel Co.—Consolidation 4"7, 408—Mining Interests, Cuba •.iS7, ^605
—Annor-plate situation 615
—Notes 71, 375, .-.ii2, 1085
Big Bend mine, Tex i;8, 334
Big Cllir, Calif 75
Big Creek, Ida 1006
Big Drumni claims. Calif 1040
Big Five Tunnel, Colo 31, 1093

•S
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Big Four Explor., Utah

Big Jim

Page
114, 138, 281,
624, 608, 712, 999

Ariz. 162, 201, 241, 454. 666,

797, 834, •896, 897, 899, 1049, 1133
Big Ledge Devel., Ariz 30

Big Pine Con.. Ariz 75, 100,371
Big Pine dist.. Calif 797
Big Rice Lake dist 'SSO
Big Run Zine, Mo 999
Blgnell, L. G. E 1001

Billings, R. S 409
Blraotallic Mg., Wash 164
Bingham & Garfield electrification 1132
Bingham Mines. Utah (see also "Eagle &

Blue Bell") 243,624
—Report 946
Bingham wage increase 240

Bins, Ore, Clapper's door-operating mechanism
for

Bins, Polygonal, Perth Amboy •928

Birch, S. Kennecott mines 52

Bishop mine. Out 837
Bismarck mine, Colo 1131
Bismuth, Bolivia 82, 174
Bismuth, Fire refining of 356, 778
Bismuth in 1915 82

Bismuth, Peru •846, 848
Bits for drill steel, Carr '13
Black Iridav mine, Mont 836
Black, H. F 794
Black Hills gold-bearing iron-quartz-tremo-

llte belt •770
Black Hills Tungsten Co 113, 799
Black Jllns. deposits, Ariz 11

Black Prince Cop. Co 921. 1133
Black Range mine. Ariz 898. 962, 1133
Blacksmith shop. Cop. Queen 'lOgO
Blacksmith shop. Underground *818

Blackwelder. Eliot 831
Blake. L. I., Death of 918
Blake, Ross 28
Blankets for Callow flotation cells. Testing. . 562
Blast furnace. See "Furnace," "Smeltery."
Blast, 75,000-ton. W. Va. quarry—Cost 227

Blasting. See also "Explosive," "Drill."

"Shooting." "Du Pont."
Blasting boulder in dredge bucket •673

Blasting caps. Advantages of strong 12
Blasting caps. Two or more electric, per

here hole 154

Blasting gases, Neutralizer of 601

Blasting, Morris-Lloyd mine 354
Blasting—Primers and misfires 12

Blasting—Shaft sinking, Ont ^774
Blasting—Spitting fuses ^260
Blasting—Splitting logs with dynamite 184
Blasting—Storing and handling explosives. . 349
Blasting—Stronger detonators 187
Blasting—Tamping advantages 12
Blasting. Treadwell group—Tamping 560
—Machine drilling 643
Blasting with liquid air 998
Blecher mine. Ariz 332
Blende. Roasting of 1021
Blende roasting. Wedge furnace for 718
BlickenstalT & Braun 75

r.liek, P. F. Bolivian mining *\'%

Bloede scholarship 826
Blorafield, A. L 617

Blowers and compressors, various types, ef-

ficiencies compared ^255

Blue Bell. Ariz 332. 835, 1092
Blue Eyed Nellie. Mont 1006
Blue Goose mine. Okla 876
Blue-sky law, etc.. Calif 29. 452. 536
Blue-sky violations. Mont 412. 795
Blueprint tube, Improved •1112
Bluster Con.. Nev 964
Boardman, F. L 794
Bobcat Merger, Calif 621
Body chart for non-fatal accidents •lOSO
Boiler-cleaning costs 1115
Boiler-furnace door supports •261, •560
Boilers—Coal and oil fuel cost chart •555
Boise, Charles W 535
Boise-Rochester Mg., Ida 76
Boleo, Mei 52, 116
Bolivia, Anaconda may enter 487
Bolivia antimony 175. 1054
Bolivia bismuth 82. 174
Bolivia copper 48. 119, 174. 296
Bolivia export tax 174,363
Bolivia gold— 14-lh. nugget 1007
Bolivia mining in 1915 119, •173
—Map
Bolivia silver
Bolivia—Things in technical literature that

are not so
Bolivia tin 67, 119. •173, 282,

—Plans for smelteries, etc. 25. 33. 119. 164,
174,

—Smelting at Perth Amboy.. 25. 67, 48", 492,
Bolivia tungsten 175,
Bolley, William R
Bolt casings, Machinery foundation
Bonanza King Con
Bond, Capt. William
Bond, Maj. P. S.. on pontons
Bonneville Nat. Gas & Oil
Bonney Mg. Co 112
Bonsib. R. S. Dumping waste cars •

Boob Creek, Alaska, strike
Books—Flotation bibliography
Books, Important, of 1915
—Notices in 191i; 366, 534, 705, 917,
Books on military subjects

174

Books, etc.—Bibliography of elec. precipita-
tion ^392

Borax, Calif 850
Borax Con.. Ltd.. report 549
Borax in matte fusion. Effect of ^648
Borax, Peru ^846, 847
Borcherdt, W. O. Miner's exam 230
Boss mine, Nev 32, 103, 111, 163, 963
Boston & Corhin, »Iont 499,836, 1047
Boston-Idalro Dredging Co 101
Boston & Mont. See "Anaconda."
Boston & Sup., Ariz 241
Bottinelli's failing-rope indicator •ISO
Bouerv, Pierre 409
Boulder Tungsten Prod. Co. 31, 76, 106, 279,

499, 708, 878
Boundary Cone, Ariz 30
Boundary Red Mtn., Nev 77
Bour molybdenite mine, Calif ^867
Bowie Mines Dev., Ariz 621. 1133
Bracken mine, Colo 333, 499
Braden Cop. Co.

:

—Kennecott report 788
—Metallurgical operations •315
—Oxvacetylene welding 230
—Notes 53, 118, 365, 441, 603, 647, 712
Bradley, F. W 918
Bradley properties. Mo., sale 453
Bradley, W. W.—-Quicksilver-ore concentra-

tion 1033
Brafl'ett. Mark P 330
Brainerd-Cuyuna drop shaft ^404
Brakeman, Roy E 579
Brakpan. Transvaal .809, 1124, 1125
Braley, B. The reason 152
Brandenburg, J. F. Publication and pat-

ents 554
Brass manufacture. Cartridge •975

Bravton, Corey C 1130
Brazil mining in 1915 120
Brazil. Mining industry of *759

—Calvx core drill exploring •1037
Breadner, Robert W 1046
Brewer's. I. C, constant-flow device... •1029
Brewer, W. M 1088
Bridges, Military ponton 1070
Bridges, R. W. Metallurgy of ores from

Cobalt 646
Britannia M. & S 268, 270, 453
British. See also "United Kingdom," "Gui-

ana." "India."
British Am. Nickel Corp 122
British Broken Hill Prop, report, etc. 1104, 1121
British Col. Cop. Co. (see also "Canada Cop.

Corp.") 52, 269
British Col. copper 236, 269,484
British Col. gold, silver 483
British Col. in 1915 236, 208. 484
British Col. road-aid bill 104S
Broadwater Mills, Utah 77, 114. 138. 624, 668
Broan, J. M. Sinking Woodbury shaft 521
Brock, Maj. R. W 1046
Brodie, W. 51. Metallurgy of native-silver

ores, S. W. Chihuahua ^297
Broken Hill Asso. Smelters 127, 799, 1121
—Increases plant 144
—Account of activities 1120
Broken Hill. British, report 1104. 1121
Broken Hill. Flotation at—Hebbard-Harvey
machine at Sulphide Corp.'s Central mine

231. 39S
Broken Hill in 1915 127
Broken Hill Prop Co 42, 71, 127. 128. 1121
Broken Hill Prop.—Fire barriers 984
Broken Hill South Co 127
Broken Hill labor strike 373
Broken Hill—Zinc Producers' Asso. Prop..

Ltd 1104, 1120, 1121
Brooklyn mine, Mont 878, 1135
Broivn, A. C 748
Brown, A. H 706
Brown, G. Chester 220
Brown, R. D. Track turnouts *81C
Browne, David H 706, 1046
Brownell. F. H 579
Bruderlin. E. J 958
Bruere. Henry 367
Brunner. Mond & Co 426, 427. 967. 1024
Brunswick Con.. Calif "6, 332. 666
—Report: costs 904, 1115
Brush. E. Lead sales market 569
Bryant's method of shaking bags by com-

pressed air 185
Buena Vista Iron Co 55
Buffalo Con., Utah 334, 712
Buffalo-New Mex 112
Buffalo, Ont 33. 582, 668, 712, 871, 876
Building a science 272
Building—Mine-plant office •lllS
Building vibrations. Study of; 368
Bullion dist., Ida 161
Bullwhacker, Mont. 110, 199, 163, 242, 280,

333. 711, 754, 878, 1131
—Drilling from suspended ladders 'OSe
Bullv Hill. Calif 241, 426. 427
Bund Copper, Calif 752
Bunker Hill. Ariz 75, 105, 279, 538, 651, 835
Bunker Hill. Calif 962
Bunker Hill & Sullivan, Ida. 76. 108, 177,

331, 711, 871
—Report 994
—Kellogg smeltery planned 660
—Smelting works at Kellogg •868

—Falling-rope Indicator •186

—Malm process 679, 864
Burbridge. Frederick E 706
Burch. L. L, Inspector 1004
Burchard, E. F 28

Page
Bureau of Labor Statistics—Workmen's Com-

pensation laws 88—Lead poisoning 90
Bureau of Mines :

—Abstracts of Current Decisions t917—Accidents, Body chart for 'lOSO—Accidents In 1914 -..571, 'eSS, 641, 659—Acetylene, Exploslblllty of 10—Appropriations 172—Calif, safety work. See "Calif. Industrial
Accident Comm."

•—Carbide lamps—Copper dangerous? 859—Chemical advisory committee 1088—Denver headquarters removal 369—E.xplosives, Papers on 349—Gas, Rock, at Cripple Creek 888—Gasoline locomotives in relation to health 645—Metallurgical bulletins. Some 89, 90—Panama earthquake danger 529—Petroleum products mfr |917—Quarry accidents in 1914 176
^Safety-flrst exhibit. Wash., D. C 270
Bureau of Standards. Invar and Related

Nickel Steels t807—Table of heat-conducting and insulating
materials 1020

—Standard test-screen scale 1104
Burette-fllling device •781
Burgess, R. J. Sampling and mapping 551
Burgren. Arthur W 237
Burma Corp. ; Bawdwin mines 20, 137. 829,

1007, 1121
Bums, W. T 49J
Burr. William A 157, 409
Burrell, G. A. Gas. Cripple Creek 888
Burro Mtn. Cop. Co 11'2, 540, 651, 799—Report 732
Burrows. A. G 918
Burrows', L. P., nickel treatment 873
Bush-Baxter, Ariz 105, 538
Bush & Crawford. Ariz 454
Bush, John M 579
Business elBciencv 784
Butcher. E. W. R. Standard sub turns.. •1029
Butler, B. S. Utah deposits 102, 432
Butler Bros., Minn 261, 1091
Butte-Alex Scott. See "Anaconda."
Butte & Bacorn 667, 708. 754, 798
Butte-Ballaklava 242, 372, 623, 711, 878, 922,

963, 1051
Butte Central, Butte Detroit and Ophir mine

499, 754, 798, 859, 875, 1024
Butte-Columbia Mg. Co 922,960
Butte consolidation rumors 199, 1131
Butte-Duluth 29, 32, 110, 199, 280, 067, 754,

836, 878, 960
Butte & Ely 1132
Butte & Gt. Falls 110, 242, 536, 623, 667,

711, 878, 1051, 1135
Butte & Helena Whitlach 280
Butte labor—Notes 109, 111, 239. 240. 412,

750, 875, 1003, 1047, 1090, 1131—-Anaconda employees 141
Butte & London 32, 199, 372. 499. 667, 711,

836, 878. 1131
Butte-N. T 280
Butte shafts. Depth of 141
Butte & Superior :

—Elm Orlu litigation 11. 242, 919, 1051
—Decision, with map ^274
—Annual report 737, 742—Quarterly reports 455. 484, 937
—Notes 32, 50, 99, 110, 160. 163. 202. 280.

333, 499, 539, 610, 623, 641, 667, 754, 833,
871, 878. 963. 1051

Butte & Zenith Cy 455, 836, 1051
Butters companies, Salvador 120, 1052
Buying and selling non-ferrous metals in

South Am 292
Byllesby smeltery, Poteau, Okla 584

C. O. D. Con., Nev 455, 1051
C. 0. D. mine. Colo 752
Caballo Mtn.. N. M 456, 1052
Cabinet, Handy packing •690
Cable. See "Rope."
Cahleway. See "Tramway."
Caceres dist., Colombia 296
Cache Creek Dredging Co 101
Cactus Queen, Ariz 1092
Cadmium and zinc. Volumetric determination

of 1075
Cadmium in 1915 66
Cadmium, Precipitation of 865
Caetani, Gelasio 617
Cage, Man, at Inspiration ^476
Cages, Device for chairing •SIS
Cages, Folding safety gate for •lllj
Calaveras Con., Calif 104S
Calaveras Cop., Calif. 75, 201, 371, 1092
Calaveras Mg., Calif 1133
Calcium hypochlorite for water sterilization. . 562
Calculass. Management 906
Caldo Mg. Co 77. 114, 138,139
Caldwell Chemical. Ind 76
Caledonia mines, Ida 177, 331. 333, 372, 994
Caley. Frank. Colo 76
Calgary oil field 961
Calhoun claim. Calif 1005
California antimony 556
Calif. Chrome Co 581
Calif, copper 48. 199
Calif. Counties. Mines and Mineral Resources

of t705
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Calif, dredging (see also "Dredge")—In

11)15 100, 107, 199,550
—Correction as to output 248

Calif, gold and silver 43. 199

Calif, gold discover.v—Site and monument. .*1036

Calif. Gold Mines. Forbestown 30

Calif. Gold M. & D 31, 202

Calif. Industrial Accident Comm.—Reports
208, 104(

—First aid work in state 176, 1130, 1131

—Mine-safety work 220. 1028

—Urging safet.v co-operation 3b9

—Hookworm and tuberculosis 8i5

—Safety Bear Club 1028

Calif., Labor Laws of • • • • • • 1 9"
Calif, laws 29, 199, 277, 352, 452, 536

Calif, lead and zinc 1=»

Calif. Magnesite Co 5d9

Calif. Manganese Co ik' ' Ho?
Calif. Metal Producers' Asso 220, 1130, 1131

Calif, mining in 1915 J?'—State Bureau mineral statistics SaO

Calif. -Ore. Power Co 496, 833

Calif, petroleum:
—Statistics for years 80, 167, 199, 468

—Monthly statistics. . .11, 428, 593, 882, 9d2. 1131

—Independent Producers' figures 795

—Geology north of Coalinga 104

-Storms wreck derricks. .199, 236, 277, 327. 411

—Land cases ^^®' ,?„—Area of proved land ^oo

—Various notes 239, 277, 331, 369, 496. 536.
919, 1047

Calif, production, various 199

Calif, quicksilver 67. 68, 199, 418. 508

Calif, spelter 608

CaUf. St. Mg. Bureau 159

—Quicksilver-ore concentration study 1033

Calif. & Tonopah 32, 1051

CaUf. Trona Co. (see also "Potash, Searles

Lake") 149. 277

Calif., Univ. of 1<"'2

Callow process. See also "Flotation."

Callow flotation, Cobalt, Ont 876

Callow, J. M.. on flotation 97, 99

Calumet & Ariz,—Mitchell top-slice and cav-

ing svstem *545, 658

—Oilman cut-and-flll system *631

—Notes, etc. 24, 52, 53, 55, 105, 414, 487, 621,
886. 1049

—New Cornelia notes 75. 91. 371, 710, 834

—New Cornelia report 530

Calumet & Hecla :

—Production in 1915 200. 8il

—Tailings-reclaiming dredge '488

—Proflt-sharing 612
—Semicentennial celebration ; medals for old

eraplovees. ete 1122

—WTiite Pine mine—Notes 51. 141.200
—Tamarack purchase question 582, 709, 869.

944, 1050

—Various notes 51. 140. 161. 240. 278. 415.

539. 622. 834. 955. 1048, 1093

Calumet & Jerome 877

Cam & Motor. Rhodesia 137

Cambria Steel Corp. 35. 71. 166, 326, 337,
375. 1136

Camp Bird. Colo. 180, 279, 333. 666, 1003, 1050
—Report 399

—Reducing capitalization 348
Camphuis. George A 494

Can you heat it ? 1039
Canada. See also provinces and minerals by
name.

Canada coal 483. 484
Canada coal resources 103

Canada copper 48, 483
Canada Cop. Corp. (see also "Brit. Col

Cop. Co.")—Smelting operations in 1915.. 1074

—Note 964
Canada, Eastern, ores. Markets for 597

Canada ferrosilicon 585

Canada gold 43, 483

—Assay OfHce statistics 283

Canada iron, etc 483, 484, 593, 997

Canada labor conditions 528

Canada lead 483, 484

Canada mineral production 483

Canada—New law badly needed 1038

Canada petroleum 483
Canada potash regulations 1091
Canada. Pre-Cambrian gold fields of central 275
Canada silver 483
—St.itistlcs of producers 871
Canada zinc 483. 484. 608
—Bountv 796
Canadian Collieries (Dunsmuir) Ltd 269
Canadian Cop. Co. See "International

Nickel."
Canadian corporations, British decision af-

fecting 453
Canadian-Cuyuna Ore Co "404

Canadian Exploration Co 1 21
Canadian-Klondyke Mg. Co 101, 223. 416, 1007
-Report 399
Canadian mineral resources 1108
Canadian Mg. & Explo. Co 1083
Canadian Mg. & Finance Co. (see also "Bol-

linger") 78. 796.834
Canadian Mg. Inst, meeting, discussion, etc.

490. 342, 486, '527, 532
—Notes 237. 535

Canadian Natl. Clay Prod. Asso 330
Canadian nickel controversy, refinery planned,

etc. 370, 418. 447, 497, 533, 580, 597, 620.
626, 665. 709

Canadian tax on proflls..413. 486, 490, 920. 961

Page
Cananea Con. (see also "Greene") . .52, 416, 879
Cape Cop. Co 33

Capital mine, Colo 31,415
Cappelen Smith, E. A *313, •321

Car and rolling side-dump tipple design *182

Car for drills. Cop. Queen •1102

Car for flat stopes ^395

Car loader, Savings due to underground 184
Car return. Automatic. Belmont ^1112

Car, Self-propelled dump. Orenstein-Arthur
Koppel ^1035

Car wheels bolted together as cable roller. .•1075

Car wheels. Mine ; flanges 982
Car, 10-ton dump, Granby *354
Car. See also "Cars."
Carbide lamps—Copper dangerous? 859
—Explosibility of acetylene 10
Carbolite Chemical Co 582
Carbon-dioxide indicator, Pocket *647
Cardiff, Utah 114, 373,608
Carey, Joseph J 1088
Caribou Mines & Mills Co 412
—Peculiar magnetic phenomenon *444

Carlin, Henry. Death of 198
Carlisle mine. N. M...32. 540. 754, 879, 1052. 1094
Carlson. J., poisoned by cyanide. .. .141, 444. 698

Carman Con. Cop. Co 455
Carmichael. A. D., Death of 198
Camahan. Charles T 367
Carnahan. T. S. Underground methods, Utah

Cop. Co '216

Carnegie Steel Co. sulphur studies 595
Carney Copper 836
Camotite. See "Radium."
Carpender, W. P., Death of 450
Carpenter, William H 28

Carr bits for drill steel •IS
Carroll, Frank IV.'M

Carrigan, J. J 491
Cars. See also "Car."
Cars, Dumping waste •llll
Cars, Concentrate and calcine, Miami smelt-

ery *563
Carson, Col. John 157

Carter, C. M.—Carter Mg. Co., Colo.—Drill-

steel breakage 14
-—Dropping ore through 1.135-ft. raise *262

Carter, Emmett B 579
Carter Gold Mg., Ariz 454
Cartridge-brass manufacture ^975

Gary. Webster P 1001
Casapalca cop. smeltery •782
Case, B. H. Why metric system ? 950
Case low-pres. oil forge ^818

Castle Dome. Ariz 710
Castle Rock. Ida 202, 333, 798
Castner-Kellner Alkali Co 967, 1024
Catdnou Co., Chile 118

Catskill Aqueduct, Bypass arotind leaky tun-
nel in •260

Cauto Mg. Co 55, ^587
Caving system. Mitchell top-slice and...^545. 658
Cedar. Miners' use of, in Can. N. W 984
Cedar-Talisman, Utah 164, 243, 334, 373, 623, 837
Cement, CaUf 850
Cement. Canada 475.483
Cement, How to store 1030
Cement kilns. Potash from—Security Cement
and Lime Co 455

Cement. Portland, output 275
Centennial, Mich 140, 200
—Report 945
Centennial-Eureka, Utah 115. 876. 1064
Central America, etc.. gold 43

Central Am. Mines, Ltd 879
Central Am. mining in 1915 120
Central Chile Cop. Co 187

Central Eureka. Calif 877. 1049
Central Mg.-Rand Mines group 124
Central Zinc Co 153, 1095
Century Zinc Co 622, 1006
Cerbat Mtns. deposits. Ariz 11

Cerro de Pasco Cop. Corp. 24, 118, 487, 661.
712, •783, 923, •lOL?

Cerro de Pasco dist., Peru *1015, •847

Cerro Gordo, Calif 75. 107, 371, 797. 877
Certigue Dredging Co 1094
Ceylon graphite exports 72
Chain grizzly. Rowe mine ^599
Chairs. Transfer truck and 'lOTl
Chairing cages. Device for ^818
Chalsmith interlocking piston ring •lOSl
Chamberlain. H. S.. Death of 579
Chambers-Fcrland. See "Mining Corp. of

Can."
Champion mine. Ariz 279
Champion, Mich. See "Copper Range."
Chances in mining propositions 1083
Channing, J. P.. in Aero Club '916
Chapman Bros. & Longacre 798
Chapman Smelting Co.. Calif 557
Chapman's slimes treatment 992
Charcoal Iron Co. of Am 1070
Charging. Mechanical, of silver-lead blast

furnaces. U. S. Smg. Co.'s. etc •885
Charlton, D. E. Slack-rope Indicator •12
—Float control for pump ^903
Chart. Body, for accidents •1030
Chart. Coal and oil cost ^555
Chart. Expansion-bend •184, (correction)... 572
Chase. Charies A 958
Chase. E. E.. & Son 017
Chatata Zinc M. & M 1136
Chateaugav Ore & Iron Co 113
Chemlral-englneerlng scholarships 826.869
Chemical Engineers 663
Chemical Products Co 900

Chemicals and raw materials, Imports and
exports 503—Fertilizing chemicals 543

Chemistry, Modern, and its Wonders t705
Chemists' Handbook, Metallurgists and t705
Chicago hose-clamp tool ^941
Chicago "Hummer" drill *565
Chicago military engineering 706, 874, 1070
Chichagof Mg. Co 135, 136, 371
Chief Con., Utah 115, 278, 624, 712, 837. 876,

1007, 1090
—Report 373
Chihuahua, S. VV., Metallurgy of native-sil-

ver ores ^297
Chicksan Mg. Co 102—Automatic pulp sampler ^524
Chilano mine, Calif 1093
Chile. See also "Braden."
Chile copper 48, 53, 118.296
Cihile copper—Buying, selling 292
C;hile Cop. Co. ; Chile Exploration Co.

;

Chuquicamata 53, 91, 118
—Mine at Chuquicamata •307
—Metallurgical operations •321
—Tailings-disposal conveyors •359, 572—Furnace; laboratory—Photos •359, ^400
—Laying tank bottom—Photo ^604
—Leaching drums—Photo •111?
—Tocopilla district 259
Chile, Gold mining in 1110
Chile in 1915 118
Chile iron deposits 36, 53, 118, 869
Chile—Mining at Tocopilla 259
Chile nitrate 53, 118, 245, 259,376
Chile, Smelting. Panucillo 187
Chilean mills vs. stamps 15
Chimney. See "Stack."
China antimony. Hunan Province •637
—Notes, etc 79, 742
China coal 882
China copper—Tungchuan mines 210
China—Formosa resources 1060
China gold 43
China gold-coinage rumor 925
China iron deposits 799
China lead and zinc mine 1064
China, New mining laws for 537
China silver—Melting coins 1 009
China tin 67
China Cop 32, 77, 112, 668. 1135
—Report 403, 736, 742, 900
^Production for 1915 540
Chisos Mg. Co 68. 3:-:t

Cbloridizlng and leaching plant of Va. Smg.
Co.

Chosen. See also under "Japan."
Chosen, Operations in 102, ^524, •10::«

Christensen, Andrew 74s
Christmas Con., Nev 32, 111
Christmas mine, Ariz 621, 1005. 1092
Chrome. Calif., deposits. . .454. 538. 797, 921.

1005. 1133—Production 850
Chrome iron ore as lining for reverberatory

furnaces 267
Chrome ore imports, exports 503
Chrome ore. New (jaledonia 543
Chrome ore tapping blocks 778
Chrome steel vs. manganese 613, 907, 951
Chromic iron ore production 808
Chromite. Canada 483, 80fi

Chromium Gold, Mont 622
Chronology of mining—For 1915 73
—Months of 1916 327, 487, 655, 869, 1024
Chuquicamata. See "Chile."
Church mine, Joplln dIst 1050
("hum drill See "Drill."
Chynoweth, B. F., Death of 918
Cisco Mg. Co 1091
Clapp. Frederick G 494. 706
Clapper's bin-door operator •521
Clark. R. V., Death of 157
Clark. S. S 28
Clark. William Bullock 1046
Clarke. John M 198
Classifler, Rotary-screen ore. Tough-Oakes

mill •691
Classifying technical literature 784
Clay gasoline engine ^1025
Clennell, J. E. Concentration formulas 17.

187. 402. 612, 613—Estimating metallic aluminum In aluminum
dust 813

Cleveland-ClllTs Iron Co. :

—Morris-Lloj-d methods 184, 222, •354, ^857—Morris-Lloyd drifting records 31,242
—Lake Angellne notes 31. 408. 539,922—Various notes 76, lOS, 163, 242, 415. 836,

878, 922. 901
Cliff mine, Alaska 921
Clifton-Morencl strike—Wage scales before

strike 24—Assessment-work Interference 194—Strike settled i9j—New strike 362 41"!

—Notes 30, 53, 74, 105, 161, 278, 369, 497,
001, 833, 1004

Climax mine, Ariz \\'^:\

Climax mine, Colo !!!!!! 752
Cllnchfleld Products Asso ...'. 77
Close. Fred B io4(i
Clrmd. T. C. Collecting dust 357
("Oj Indicator. Bacharach pocket •647
Coal. Alaska—Imports 414—Mining near Seldovia ',',\\ 352—Fields opened to entry 1028, 1122
Coal and oil fuels—Relative-cost chart. .. .'.•555
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Coal and petroleum origins
Coal and coke railroad traffic

Coal, Australian, embargo
Coal, Austria
Coal, Belgium
Coal. Brit. Col., and coke 2;i(j, 2ii9

Coal. Canada 483
Coal. Canadian, Paper on
Coal. China
Coal-dust firing in reverberatory furnaces
Anaconda and other practice ; pulverizing
Warford burner, etc

Coal, Germany, and coke
Coal, India
Coal. Japan
Coal-land decision, Utah
Coal, Nova Scotia 484,
Coal, Peru •846
Coal, Russia, and coke
Coal, Spain 715, '55,

Coal, Spitzbergen. fields

Coal tar and its products
Coal. United Kingdom, and coke 284. 543, 840,

Coal. U. S.. and coke 41,—Exports and imports
Coal. Utah
Coals. Heat values of
Coast & Geod. .Surv. exhibit
Cobalt coinage proposed. Can
Cobalt, Ont., in 1915, etc 121, 475,
Cobalt, Ont., Metallurgy of ores from
Cobalt, Ont.. oil flotation
Cobalt production. Can 483,
Cobalt Red., Ont
rockeriU's zinc redistillation

Cock's Pioneer Gold & Tin Mines
Coeur d'Alene (see also "Idaho"j—Produc-

tion for 13 years
—Production in 1915
Coeur d'Alene Antimony
Coeur d'Alene photos
Cohen, Julius
Cohn, A. Locomotive gong •

Coinage, U. S. gold
Coke. Ala., in 1915
Coke-oven gas, Cottrell process for
Coke, U. S 41,

Colburn mill, Colo
Cold Bay strike. Alaska
Cole. A. A 490,
Cole. A. N. Centrifugal pump
Cole. T. F.—Ahmeek purchase
Coleman. B. Dawson
Collaring machine. Steel
Colley. B. T. Metallurgical operations. Bra-
den

Collins, Edgar A
Collins, G. A. Colo, mining
Collln.s, J. H., Death of
Colloids, Elec. charges on
Colloids in ore dressing—Colloids and col-

loidal slimes
—Building a science—.Sedimentation and flooculation *429,
—Rate of slimes settling
—Control of ore slimes *763, 890,—Properties of slime cakes 1068.
Coloma Hill. Calif
Colombia. Caceres dist
Colombia dredging. .102, 119, 456, 668, 879.—Pato report
Colombia mining in 1915
Colombia mining regulations
Colombia platinum
Colonial Cop., Ariz
Colorado Con., Utah (see also "Beck Tun-

nel") 754, ]

Colo, copper
Colo, dredging in 1915
Colo. Fuel & Iron Co 181, 411. 619. 960,—Sunrise. Wyo.. photo "

Colo, gold and silver
Colo, lien law
Colo. Manganese M. & S 1

Colo. Metal Mg. A.sso 451. 496.
Colo. Mg. Co.. P. I »188, *948. •989. •]

Colo, mining in 1915 106.
Colo, mining prosperity 1

Colo.-Nev. M. & M
Colo, petroleum 80.
Colo. School of Mines 158, 277, 367. 369. 794,
Colo. Scientific Soc *129.
Colo. Springs Stock Exchange
Colo, tungsten-ore milling <

Colo. Utah Mines Op 76.1
Colo, zinc 61, 180. 606.
Colpitts, W. W
Columbia Con., Calif
Columbia , S. D
Columbia Univ.—New professor—Engineering research plans
Columbus. N. M. . region map
Colusa -Leonard Extension 540. 1

Comacar.nn 0. M. Co
Comer & Co. ass.nv method
Conmierce Mg. & Royalty Co
Cnnimerclal movement. Precious metals 45.

205.
Commonwealth. Ariz.—Mill photos '229. "

—Ken inding filter drums <

Commonwealth Extemsion. Ariz 241, 621,
Commonwealth. Ul.ih
Compass direction, Changes in
Compensation, Calif., and safety work. etc.

176. 208. 220, 1

Compensation laws of 1914 and 1915
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.1045
,1139
543
484
484
103
882

847
543
1138
624

1109
167
503

249
272
509
•681
990

1105
921
296

1094
815
119
1064

Page
Compensation, Slont 88, 536, 795
Compensation officials' conference 467
Compensation, Ont 528, 687
Compressed air. See "Air."
Comstock companies' elections 29
Compton Mines Co 1135
Concentrate and calcine cars, Miami smelt-

ery 'ses
Concentrate sampler, Miami •422
Concentrating quicksilver ores—Calif, study 1033
Concentration. See also "Flotation," "Jig,"

"Classifier."
Concentration, Braden Cop. Co. •315. 441, 603, 647
Concentration, 'Cop. Range.—Photos '19
Concentration formulas corrected 17. 187, 402.

612, 613
Concentration, Tungsten-ore. Colo ^717
Concentration, Van-Roi mill •464
Concentrator decks. Repairing Wilfley ^1114
Concentrator, Natl. Cop. Co ^696
Concentrator, New Granby, Mo 557
Concrete—aggregate measurement in revolving

boxes •1030
Concrete mi.Ker, The largest •730
(Concrete stack, Baltic mill •1116
Concrete work. Trouble in 807
Concreting Barron shaft, Pachuca *676, 700
Congor mine, Utah 964, 1136
Congress, How coal and oil leasing bill was

discussed in .
'. 493

Congress, Legislation In 154, 172, 196, 272,
405, 449, 491. 568. 573. 615, 619, 642. 655.

660, 746, 792. 869, 872, 875, 1064, 1083
Congress, Mining men for 492
Coniagas Mines, Ltd. 78, 164, 665, 668, 754,

871, 1094—Air-drill repair costs 817—Report 399
Conklin, H. R. Precipitate-bag holder •526
Conkling, C. C, Death of 1001
Conkling Mg. Co 453, 974
Conner, Eli T 535
Connolly, D. H. Target for determining
azimuth •eoi

Connors', William, tungsten strike 680
Conrey Mg. Co 412
Conservation, Improved mining and metallurgy

as aid to 291
Consol. Amador (Old Eureka or Hetty

Green) 96, 369, 414, 538, 664, 708, 710,
835, 962, 1092, 1133—Poetry on Old Eureka 747

ConsoL Ariz. Smg. 30, 52, 73, 106, 162, 666,
710, 962—Seasoning reverberatory furnaces ^721

Consol. Coppermines Co Ill, 735, 1094
Consol. G. F. of So. Af 136
Consol. Interstate-Callahan 107, 17", 499, 753,

798, 876, 1050—Report 981
Consol. Langlaagte stamp mill ^264
ConsoL Marsh Mines Co 1134
ConsoL Mines Co., Calif 30, 332, 498, 752
ConsoL Mines & Reduc, Colo. ..622, 750, 753, 836—Report 481
ConsoL Mg. & Smg. Co. of Can. 25, 52. 58.

90, 94, 268, 269, 270, 281, 370. 389. 413.
426, 582, 799. 871

Consol. Nevada-Utah 77, 203, 712, 837. 879, 1051
ConsoL Tungsten Co., Nev 1004
Consol. Virginia, Nev 29
Constant-flow device ^1029
Constitution, Ida 1006
Construction, New. in 1915 75
Contraband scheellte 1039
Contract, Breach of mining 981
Controller, Lilly hoisting. Anaconda •eSS
"Conversational geology" at Oatman 1119
Converter. Lifting 210-ton, Anaconda's 396
Converters, International smeltery ^423
Conveyors, Tailings-disposal, Chile •359. 572
Cooling gas-engine water in cyanide plant.. •860
Cooney, Lawrence 663
Copper after the war 235
Copper, Alaska 48, 52, 115
Copper and lead mining, Proflt-sharlng in

447, 612
Copper, Ariz 48. 53—Mining and metallurgy 53
Copper. Australasia 48. 127, 827
Copper Basin, Ariz., cop. discovery 371
Copper, Bolivia 48, 119, 174. 296
Copper Boy, Utah 114
Copper, Braden, metallurgy •Sla
Copper, Brit. Col 236, 269. 484
Copper. Brittleness of annealed 820
Copper. Calif 48. 199
Copper. Canada 48, 483
Copper carbide lamps dangerous ? 859
Copper Chief, Ariz... 75, 106, 371, 710, 876.

921. 962
Copper. Chile (see also "Chile Cop. Co.."
"Braden") 48. 53. 118. 259. 296—Mining and metallurgy. Chuquicamata •307, ^321—Buying and selling ore 292

Copper, China—Tungchuan mines 210
Copper chloridizing and leaching plant of

Ariz. Smg. Co 803
Copper Cliff (see also "International Nickel

Co.'')—Determining flue dust SOS
Copper companies. Position of 745
Copper content of slag. Decrease In, at De-

troit plant 1033
Copper converter. Lifting Anaconda's *39G
Copper. Cuba and Trinidad 48. 55. 397. 540—Mining in Oriente Province 587
Copper dividends 614

Interpretation of assay

-Opcrati

Page
Copper drill holes

curves for
Copper electrolysis. Jtarltan \flis.-

of engine-driven generators 730
Copper flotation. See "Flotation" and proper

names.
Copper. France, Imports 810. 1010—Havre market , lOOO
Copper freight ease, Tacoma 1 137
Copper, Germany 48
Copper in shipbuilding 574
Copper, .lapan 48. 133, 956, 1010. 1020
Copper leaching. Ammonia, Kennecott 788, 935
Copper leaching—C. & H. tailings dredge ... ^488—Leaching plant to operate io48
Copper leaching, Chuquicamata 313, 321.

604, 111?
Copper leaching In 1915 91
Copper leaching. New Cornelia 33, 55, 91, 530
Copper leaching plant, Utah to build 701
Copper, London standard 447, 491
Copper-matte fusion. Effect of borax in ^648
Copper metallurgy in 1915, Ariz, and else-
where 53, 90

Copper, Mexico 48
Copper, Mich 43, 51', 20O—By individual mines 200—.Mining in 1915 108, 140
Copper miners. Contented 197
Copper, Mont 48, 50, 109
Copper, New Mex 48, 112
Copper. Ontario 475, 484, 597—Origin of nickel-copper deposits: map SIX
Copper ores in flne condition, Roasting-Mat-

ting—Klepinger-Krejci-Kuzell patent ^479
Copper ores. Secondary enrichment of 1127
Copper, Peru 48, 118, 296, 846—Cerro de Pasco district 1015
Copper, Production and stocks of 271
Copper production statistics—Remarks 197—Correction 272
Copper, Quebec ........'..' 484
Copper Queen, Ariz 24, 52. 53. 538. 1049
—Reports 651. 693, 695—Churn drilling costs 226—Safety and accidents ...'. 659—Safety and welfare work 723—Measuring dust losses loei—Drill and tool-sharpening shop ^1099
Copper Queen Gold, Ariz, (see also "Stod-
dard Mines") 30

Copper Range Co. (Champion, Trimountain.
Baltic, etc.) :

—Production 200—Trimountain and Champion mills IS—Baltic mill llie—General report 944—Baltic report 739—Trimountain report 862—Champion report 945
—Notes 51, 455, 499, 539, 622, 667, 963

Danish pebbles said to be obtaioablfr
(reply to 455) 618

Copper refineries, Electrotytic, U. S SO. 51
Copper reflning capacity, A. S. & R 912
Copper reflning. Multiple vs. series electro-

lytic 9
Copper, Rhodesia 136, 137.373
Copper, Russia 48, 125
Copper sale of 60,000 tons 26
Copper, Slocan, Saving 860
Copper smelteries. North Am SO, 52
Copper, Spain 48, 755, 1138
Copper statistics, situation, etc.

:

--Market and prices, former years ^44, 47, 48—London prices ^44, ^47, 49—Market highest in 40 yrs 329—The bear squeeze 719—Recent sales 746
—Current situation 745. 1043
Copper stock tip miscarried 273
Copper stocks. The 407
Copper sulphate. U. S 41, 714
Copper trading, N. Y. Metal Exchange (see

also "New York") 863. 871
Copper, T'nited Kingdom—Buying rules 244
—Statistics 335. 347. 1109
Copper, U. S 41. 197
—By states 48
^Production and stocks—Our totals 271
—Ore. 1911-1914 128
—aiine, smeltery; refinery map SO—Imports and exports 446, 275, 912
Copper, Utah 48, 115, 140
Copper, World 48, 197
—By countries 48
Copper, Yukon 484
Coppcrfleld mine, Ariz SO, 162
Coppers, Porphyry, In 1915 742
Coppers. Volumetric, Sodium nitroprusslde as

reagent for 327
Corbln Cop.. Mont 539.667
Cord. J. B 663
Cornelia, Ariz.—Model town 834
Corocoro. Bolivia, companies. .119, 174. 487. 837
Corona Quicksilver. Calif 921
Coronet Phosphate Co 1030
Corr.ill Gold Hyd. Co 31
Corrosion prevention. Pipe 601
Cortez .\sso. Mines 243
Corthell, E. G., Death of 958
Corwln, Frank U 918
Cossak Mg. Co 77,112
Cost. See also reports of companies by name.
Cost, concreting shaft. Pachuca •679. 700
Cost estimates. Engineers' 793
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Cost of doing things—Churn drilling. Cnp.

Queen. Sacramento Hill: 73,000 blast. V,.

Va. quarry ; unit costs. New T'tah Bing-

ham ;
plant cost per kw.. Bay State Ky.

226, (correction) 394

—Heating tniildings ; operating aerial tram-

wavs; Portland Canal Tunnels crosscut

ndi't ^ ,,, ^^^

—Wage rates. Treadwell group. Douglas Isl.

;

Brunswick Con. mining and milling; com-
parative cost of distillate ; boiler clean-

ing .1115
. 151

•554

Cost, Seneca -Superior silver

Cost system. Mine, Can. Cop. Co
Cost, Wellington Mines operating
Cost, Yuba tractor haulage
Costa Kica in 1915 ^^):
Costs, Air-drill repair ol'

Costs, Chum-drill prospecting, Morenci 'Si 4

Costs, Dragline-excavation 9*0

Costs, Drifting, Morris-IJoyd *35o

Costs, Mineville sloping—Correction 22 r

Costs, Mining, Utah Cop *218

Costs, Pumping, Old Dominion »902

Costs, Band—Chart • 'SOg

Costs, Relative, of coal and oil fuels—Chart 'ooa

Costs, Road and ry., Alaska 348

Costs. Sunset mine and mill 520

Costs. Tool-sharpening. Cop. Queen »1102

Cotton, Joseph B 1130

Cottonwood- -Vm. Fork region 432

_Xotes 160, 709, 796, 920. 1132

Cottrell, F. G. Recent progress in electrical

smoke precipitation *385

Cottrell process "9. 90. 92
Cottrell process. Miami *380. *423

Cougar Gold. Ore 582, 799

Coughlin, Frank H M9
Coupling hook for mine motors *643

Coverdale, W. H 918

Cowboy mine. Globe, Ariz 33-

Cowlioy M. & S.. Twin Buttes. Ariz 1049

Cowles, Russell A lOSS

Crane Co.'s e.\pansion-bend chart 'ISi, (cor-

rection) 5
1
2

Crane Co.'s 4-way valve '730

Crane. W. R. Railway transportation.

AUiska 347

—Rifling of diamond-drill cores 902
Cranston, Robert K Jdi"

—Gold dredging in 1915 100. 248

Crary, M. W., Death of 28

Craven. A., on subway cave-ins 873

Crean Hill shaft sinking *774

Creighton mine shaft sinking 774

Creole Mg., Utah 203. 243,334
Cresson mine, Colo IOC, 180, 1131

—Air compressor photo '586

Crimora mine, Va 1094

Cripple Creek Cyanide M. & M 76

Cripple Creek deep-ore finds 919

Cripple Creek Gon. M. & E 753

Cripple Creek gold discoveries 580

Cripple Creek Gold. Lure of tfll7

Cripple Creek. Rock gas at 888

Crist property. Colo 31

Croesus mine, Ont. 33, 121, 203, 243, 540, 668,
799, 837, 1007

CrofT mine. Utah 203, 334

Crosley. William '06
Crosscut-adit cost. Portland Canal Tunnels 987
Crown Jewel, Colo 922

Crown King tunnel, Ariz.—Wheeler proj-

ect 620, 1092
Crown mine, S. D 964
Crown Mines, Transvaal 809

—Electric hoist *265

—Record tonnage hoisted 786

Crown Pt.-Belcher—Yellow Jacket fire 1007.
1024, 1133

Crown Keserve, Ont. 33, 456, 668, 871, 923.
964, 1136

—Annual statement 281

—Report 821

—Globe Con., Calif 875

Crows Nest Pass Coal Co 8. 78

Crucible making. Morro Velho 11

Crucibles, Carlrldge-brass '979

Crushing fineness for assaying 187, 445, 568

Crusblng-roU frame repair '562

Cry.st:il Cop. Co 836
Cub;i copper 48, 33
Cuba r,.p. Co.—Flotation, etc. 55, 397, 587.

591, •592

Cuba— M.ilahambre mine 55, 540
Cuba, Mining In Oriente Province, Copper
and iron ^587, •eOS

Cuban mine. Explosion in 215
Culver, F. F 1130
Cundy, J. H., Death of 28
CunnlnBham, F. W 450
Cunningham, G. H 1001
Cunningham, J. C. J. Lead smelting 90
Cuprite Cop. Co 202
Curie, J. H 1039
Cushman, A. Atmospheric nitrogen 448
CusI Mg. Co 116
—Officials murdered 151, 'igo, 195, 236, 1045
Cut-and-flll system, Gilman •631
Cuyun.i drop-shaft sinking ^404
Cu>Tina-t>uluth ; Cuyuna Mllle Lacs. See

"Arnerlfan Manganese."
Cuyuna Iron & Manganese 372
Cuyuna rail ore shipments 503
Cuyuna-Sultana 455, 622, 667, 796, 836,

878, 1050

Page
Cuzco, Peru 'Sio
Cvanide, Flotation replaces, Oneida Stag...»142
Cyanide for antimonial ores 224
Cyanide. Gold dissolution in 356
Cyanide machinery—Dorr Co 654
Cyanide mill. Nevada Packard *247

Cyanide mill. Tough Oakes 95
Cvanide mills, Philippines •188, *442. 'OlS.

•989, ^1117

Cvanide plant. Cooling gas-engine water in *860
Cvanide plant, 50-ton, Frontlno & Bolivia

Co.'s. Colombia 263
Cyanide, Poisoning fish by 23

Cyanide poisonnig. Slow 141. 444, 608
Cyanide practice in 1915 94
Cyaniding agitator, Devereux 823
—Power for slimes agitators Ills
Cyaniding agitator. Laboratory ^440
Cyaniding, Chiksan—Pulp sampler '524
Cyaniding, El Oro—Galena in ores 810
Cyaniding—Estimating metallic aluminum in

aluminum dust 813
Cyaniding—Litharge as substitute for lead

acetate 440
Cvaniding—Rewinding Alter drams '819
Cvaniding, Sons of Gwalia 224, 225, 263, 356
"Cvprus," Cruise of the •1040

D

Dabney Oil Co. case •. 199
Daggs copper deposit, Ariz 1049
Daiquiri. See "Cuba."
Daisy mine, Calif 581
Dalv-Judge, Utah (see also "Judge Mg. &

Smg.") 33, 77, 114. 139, 277, 278, 453, 537,
668, 754, 869, 875, 879, 1048

—Report 946
Daly on Kiruna ores 103
Daly West, Utah 139, 243, 277, 278, 624, 964, 1007
Dam, Pl.ittsburg, failure 1129
Dana's S.vstem of Mineralogy fOS
Daniels, W. H., Death of 1001
Danielson, Ole, Death of 198
Darrah. J. L., Death of 450
Data, world's principal mines 86
Daunais, Oliver. Death of 367
Davenport, L. D. Shoe for hauling rails. . .•1071
Davidson, W. H., Death of 409
Davis, A. v., on aluminum 81, 82
Davis, C. A., Death of 874
Davis-Dalv, Mont. 32, 199, 202, 280, 333, 415,

455, 539, 711, 754, 798, 9S3, 1131
—Report 399
Davis, Frank 450
Davis Sulphur Ore Co 352
Davis, W. Walley 535
Davis, Willis P 450
De Deken, Albert 1130
De Hora dredge, .Mont 372
De la Fontaine, Ariz 75
De la Marliere, L. C. Dredging, Mozambique '673
De Lummen, M. Blende roasting 1021
De Wolf, W. P. Tungsten, Ariz 680
Dean mine, Minn 32, 163
Death Val. region activity 1090
Deaths in 1915 55
Del Carmen mine, Mex 33
Del Mar, A. Tube-mill lining •224
Delap Development. Alaska 201
Delmonico Leasing. Colo 333
Delplace roasting furnace 1022
Delta Con. Gold, Calif 76
Denis, Theo. C 1046, 1088
Denver M. & M 666
Denver mint receipts 411
Depreciation, Principles of 1534
Derry Ranch Gold Dr. Co 101, 711, 750
—Description of dredge •ISO
Desllverization, Lead 90
Desloge Lead Co 60
Detlnnlng, Electrolytic 186
Detonators, Always stronger 187
Detroit Cop. Mg. Co. (see also "Clifton-
Morencl strike") 52, 194, 201, 369, 413, 414, 651—Chum-drlU prospecting •969

—Decrease in copper content of slag; other
impvts 1033

Detroit Iron & Slecl Co 798
Devereux slimes agitator 823, 1118
Devereux, W. B., Jr 237
Devine, John C 1088
Devlin, W. F 958
Dewatering flotation concentrates, Anaconda

•469, 475
Dewey decimal system 784
Dewey, F. P. Crushing fineness for assay-

ing 187, 445, 568
Diagrams, Tape sag and slope ^776
Diamond drill. See "Drill."
Diamond Match Co 624
Diamond mining, Brazil 120, ^761
Diamond trade restrictions 132
DiamondBcld Black Butte 32
Diamonds. British Guiana 726
Diamonds. Transvaal 124, 482, 642
Dlckerman, Nelson 494
DIckerson, E. H. Samples and their Inter-

pretation ^933
Dickinson's, S. D., first-aid work 170
Dickson. It. H. Mitchell top-slice and caving
system ^545. 658—Gllnian cut-and-fill system '631

Dickson Zinc, Ariz 454
DIehl. A. N 367
Diesel Engine in Practice t917
Dike and slate analysis 433, (erratum).., 592

Page
Diller. .1. S. Chromic iron ore 808
Dillingham, G. B 918
Dinkev, Alva C 450
Dishes, Platinum vs. gold ^780
Distillate, Comparative cost of 1115
Dividends and profits. Rand •SIO
Dividends, Copper 614
Dividends—In 1915 41
—Month of December 27
—Tables for 1915 83
—Months of 1916 273, 449, 661, 830, 999
—Latest and total (page tables) 377, (cor-

rection 513), 883
Divining-rod mystery—Von Uslar at Mine-

ville 651
Dixon, J. M. Using old tube-mill liners... 185
Dober mine, Mich 711
Dock, Ore. La Playa, Cuba •605
Doctor mine. Colo 180
Dodd, Alfred W 494
Doe Run. See "St. Joseph."
Dog, Roller, for draglines *2--
Doheny, E. L 104i;

"Dollar exchange," South Am 531
Dolly Varden mine, B. C 999
Dolores. Mex 164. 944
Dome E.xtension, Ont 668, 799,964
Dome Lake, Ont. 121, 456, 500, 540, 712,

879 1136
Dome Mines, Ltd. 78, 96, 121, 203. 373, 483,

500, 540, 620, 668, 712, 799, 879, 1007,
1052, 1094

—Shaft-sinking method ^774
Dominion. See also "Canada."
Dominion I. & S. Co. report 398
Dominion Band, Ont 1007
Dominion Reduction, Ont 334, 540
Dominion Steel Corp 8, 78
Donora. See "U. S. Steel Corp."
Dont's for the skinner 943
Door-operating mechanism for ore bins. Clap-

per's '521
Door supports. Boiler-furnace •261, •560
Dorn gold mines, S. C •1019
Dorr Company. The 654
Dorr thickeners at Joplin 834
Dorr thickeners. Inspiration mill •866
Dos Estrellas, Mex 209, 210
Douglas Isl. See "Alaska—Treadwell group."
Douglas mine and Anaconda 32, 16S
Douglas, Walter. Copper, Ariz 53
Douglass, W. C 9.58

Douglass, E. E. Metallurgical operations,
Braden •SIS

Down Town area, Leadvllle. Pumping; Down
Town Mines Co. 76, 106, 642. 665. 919,

1110, 1131
Dowsing—Von Uslar at Mineville 651
Draft gages—Liquid manometers •942
Dragline excavation costs 940
Draglines, Roller dog for '222
Dragon Con 624, 668, 712, 923, 1052
Drawings—Blueprint tube •1112
Dredge, C. & H. tailings ^488
Dredge, Derry Ranch gold •ISO
—Note 101
Dredge, Launching Marigold No. 5, In Yuba

basin ^808, (erratum) 919
Dredge, Launching Y^uba No. 15 619. 664. ^949
Dredge, Natoma No. 4, with two tailings stack-

ers for resoillng '169—Neill jigs on No. 7 ^207
Dredge Siberian gravels. Lena Goldflelds

will 719
Dredge, Steel's jig for gold •692
Dredge, Yukon Gold Co.'s No. 9 ^146
Dredging. Alaska and Yukon 101, 115, 550
.—Berry's locomobile dredge •172
—Kuskokwim dredge. Candle Creek 805
Dredging and hydraullcking In 1915 by Yukon

Gold Co 550
Dredging, Australia—Resoillng •529, 'UK
Dredging. British Guiana 725
Dredging. Calif., In 1915 100, 107, 199,550—Correction as to output 248
Dredging, Colombia 102, 119, 456, 668, 879,

1094—Pato report 815
Dredging gold in 1915 100
—Correction as to output 248
Dredging In Mozambique *673
Dredging, Philippines 100, 101,102
Dredging, Russian Empire 125
Dredging, Stralt.s of Magellan 403
Drier plant, Inlcrnatl. smeltery '423
Drifting, Rock. Morris-Lloyd mine •354
—ITnderground loader savings 184
—Ventilating long drift 222
Drifting with jackhamers, Prince Con 903
Drill. Air. repair costs. Conlagas 817
Drill and tool-sharpening sliop. Cop. Queen.. •lOOO
Drill. Calyx core, on exploration work. Bra-

zil ^1037
Drill, Chum, prospecting. Morenci, Ariz 'BOO
Drill, Diamond, cores. Rilling of 902
Drill-dust allaying. Rand mines •lOOS
—History of minors' plilhlals 936
Drill forges ^729, ^818
Drill, Hammer, mounting—Tonnesen's patent.

South Af ^437
Drill. Hammer, rotating device •Sie
Drill, Hand, Inspection gage ^939
Drill holes. Copper, Interpretation of assay

curves for •726
Drill holes. Horizontal—Alaska Gold Belt
and Longyear records 961. insi

Drill, Kellow rock •729
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Drill, Levner vs. piston 360
Drill, Machine, repairing. Stand for *Wi
Drill, New Konomax *564
Drill, Self-rotating hammer—Chicago I'neu.

Tool Co.'s "Hummer" •5G5
Drill sharpener, Chinese operating Leyner *1036
Drill sharpener. Original Word 'IBS
Drill steel brealiage. Preventing, by Carter
Mg. Co 14

Drill steel, Carr bits for *\Z
Drill steel collaring machine, Tonopah-Bel-
mont *984

Drill steel. Preheating, In Leyner oll-bumlng
furnace •1035

Drill steel. Tempering 744
Drilling, Churn, costs, Cop. Queen, Sacra-
mento Hill 226

Drilling diagram for Catskill Aqueduct by-
pass tunnel and shaft »261

Drilling diagram, IVIorris-Lloyd mine 'SSS
Drilling in Woodbury shaft; header for mul-

tiple hand-hammer drills •521

Drilling methods in driving 0-ft. sewage tun-
nel, Portchester, N. Y •523

Drilling on Rand—Photos •825

Drilling—Shaft sinlsing, Ont •774
Drills, Auger, Forming tools for, Morris-

Lloyd mine •SS?
Drills, Car for. Cop. Queen •1102
Drills, Jackhamer, Alaska-Juneau '982
Drills, Jackhamer and single-stacker—Contest

at West Point, Calif 1112
Drills—.lackhamer drifting. Prince Con 903
Drill, Jackhamer, loosening boulders 1073
Drills, Jackhamer, Mounted ; outfit and meth-

ods for prospects 1026
Drills^ackliamers at Pozo mine 775
Drills—Jackhamers in shaft sinking on Go-

gebic 816
Drills. Operating hammer, from suspended

ladders. Bullwhacker mine, Mont *fi56

Drop-shaft sinking, Ouyuna ; •404

Dropping ore through 1,135-ft. raise '282

Drumlummon mine, Mont 919
Dryden, Ont., Gold near 121, 1004, 1048, 1136
Drying. See "Drier."
Du Pont, T. Coleman 873
Du Pont Powder Co 154, 708, 836, 1085
—Proposed nitric-acid plant...., 655
—Nonfreezing explosive—"Arctic" 776
—Conservation of paper 955—"Du Pont Products" tUlS
Dulieux, E 1046
Duluth-Brainerd. Minn 372
Duluth & I. B. R. R 76, 280, 876, 999
Duluth, Missabe & Nor. report 999
Dumont custom mill, Colo 76
Dump—Automatic car return ^1112
Dump car, Self-propelled, Orenstein-Arthur
Knppel *1035

Dump, Side, car tipple •182

Dumping waste cars •llll
Duncan, Lindsey 1088
Duncan Syndicate, Ont 964
Dundee-Arizona 752, 1133
Dunkle, W. E 1001
Dunn, Harrison A 1089
Dunstan, W. Hammer-drill rotating device.. 'BIS
Duquesne mill, near Joplin 1004
Duquesne M. & B., Ariz 75
Duquesne Reduction Co 389, 'Sgo
Durand, W. L. Expansion bends •IBl, (cor-

rection) 572
Durban Roodepoort Deep 124
Durham. E. B 1088
—Filing technical literature 784
Durham Ranch Cop., Ariz 921
Durrell, V., Iron Mg. Co 1050
Dust. See also "Coal dust."
Dust allaying in Rand mines 'loes
—History of miners' phthisis 936
Dust-collecting chamber. Wedge *646
Dust—Collecting powdery material 357
Dust loss. Cop. Cliff, Determining *505
Dust losses. Cop. Queen, Measuring *1061
Dutcli Guiana. See "Guianas."
Dutch East Indies—Banka tin 67,965
Dutch East Indies gold mine 799
Dutch-Sweenv-App, Calif. 75, 107. 202, 242,

666, 919, 1093, 1134
Duty. See "Tariff," etc.

Dwight. A. S.. on furnace charging 886
—Columbia's new professor, R. M. Raymond 148
Dwight-Lloyd annular sinterer ^526
Dwight Mfg. Co.'s furnace-efBciency case..*1075
Dyer. Jos. B., Death of 157
Dynamite. See "Blasting," "Explosive," "Du

Pont."

Eagle & Blue Bell (see also "Bingham
Mines") 114, 624, 712, 876, 879, 946, 964

Eagle mine. Colo 750
Eaglc-Picher Lead Co 920
Eagle River Mg. Co 136
Earl. T. C. Dredging In Straits of Magel-

lan 403
Earth tremors, Transvaal 122—Their cause 995
Earthquake danger, Panama 529. 995
East Butte Mg. Co. 29, 51, 52, 110, 199. 415,

455, 623, 711, 963, 1007, 1051, 1135
East Butte Extension 499, S78, 1135
East Carbonate Hill section, Colo 539
East Helena smeltery (see also "American
Smg. & Ref. Co.")—Improvements 1114

Page
East, John Hershel, Jr 494
East Rand .Mining Estates 1124
East Rand Proprietary 809
East Side Mg. Co., Mont 878
Eastern Mesabi Range 372
Easy Bird, Calif 454
Eccles, S. W. A. S. & R. mines, Mex 58
Echo Gold, S. D 77, 964
Eckel, E. E. Iron Ores t534
Eckman, J. W., Death of lUOl
Economic geology in 1915 102
Ecuador, Mining in—Pan-Ara. paper 343
Eddy, L. H. Natomas dredge No. 4 with two

stackers •IBO—Jigs on No. 7 *Vil
Eder, Phanor J 23T
Edgar Thompson works blast-furnace tapping
by electricity 003, 698, 951

Edgar Zinc Co. See "U. S. Steel."
Ertmaier Mg. Co., Ariz 581
Education of mining men 532, 784
Efes, S. Present conditions in Mex 266
ElBciency, Business 784
Eggers, H. Tool board 'ISS
Eighty-Five Mg. Co 112,540
El Cobre. See "Cuba Cop. Co."
El Monte M. & M. Co 1093
El Oro dist., Mex 209—Sampling and mapping 551—Galena in ores 819
—Note 117
El Paso Con 242, 53", 664, 753—Annual meeting 580
El Tigre. See "Tigre."
Elder, R. B. Pulp sampler •524
Eldorado mine. Rhodesia 137
Electric blasting. See "Blasting."
Electric charges on colloids 577, 9iJ0

Electric furnace production of ferrosilicon.
Can 585

Electric hot plate. Home-made *1076
Electric induction motor for heavy duty. West-

Ingliouse •1034
Electric iron smelting—Notes; 329,687
Electric Point Mg. Co 1136
Electric iron .smelting, Trollhattan 23—Zinc smelting 998
Electric ohmmeter. Roller- Smith •1035
Electric plant cost per kw. 227, (correction) 394
Electric Steel Co 158
Electric steel furnace statistics 329
Electric thaw point. Quain 776
Electric tin smelting 487
Electric trolley-wire box. Safety ^857
Electric welding for repairs 744, 906
Electrical smoke precipitation. Recent progress

in ^385
Electricity, Blast-furnace tapping by, Edgar
Thompson works, etc 603, 698, 951

Electricity or compressed air in slope haul-
ages 221

Electro-hydraulic shovel, Penn Iron Mg.
Co.'s •seo

Electro Metals, Ltd 585
Electro-osmosis theory, Schwerin's 766
Electro Zinc Co 426
Electrolysis, Zinc, C. M. Hall's 263
EIectrol.vte, Commercial, for iron production.. 943
Electrolytic antimony 283
Electrolytic copper precipitation 55
Electrolytic cop. refineries •50, 51
Electrolytic cop. refining, Chrome 92
Electrolytic copper refining. Multiple vs.

series 9
Electrolytic generators, Operation of engine-

driven, Raritan Cop. Wks 730
Electrolytic plant, Chuquicamata •321
Electrolytic Sm. & Ref. Co 530, 1121
Electrolytic silver refining. Effects of addition

agents in 1075
Electrolytic tin refining by Whitehead's metli-
od 357

Electrolytic tin refining, Perth Amboy 929
Electrolytic zinc. Paper on 425
Electrol.ytic zinc enterprises 22. 25—Reviews and notes 94, 270, 361, 1048. 1132
Blcctrothermic zinc smelting 998, 1080
Elevators, Treatise on fOl"
Elizabeth Mines, Calif 619, 621
Elk Gold. Mont 372
Elko Prince, Nev 77, <I6. 280
Elkton Con., Colo 160, 664. 795, 922, 1134—Report 694
Ellamar Dist., Alaska, report 1360
Elliott, S. R 494, 579
Elm Orlu. Mont 110—Butto-Superior litigation 11, 242, 919, 1051
•—Decision, with map •274—Nordlierg-G. E. hoist ;5i>

Elmendorf. W. J. Cost of crosscut adit 9S7
Emiiudo Tungsten Mg. Co 879
Emerald mine. B. C 269
Emma Cop., Utah 500, 624
Empire Cop. Co., Ida 179
Empire, Shoshone Co., Ida.—Horst-Powell
mine 178, 280

Empire Mg. Co., Kan 70. 753
Empire, Nev. Co.. Calif 76. 877. 1050
Empire Steel & Iron Co 71, 164. 337. 418
Empire Zinc Co. 32, 77, 112. 114. 180. 333.

538. 70S. 833. 1052
Enell, H. Volumetric determination of cad-
mium and zinc 1075

Engelhardt. V. Elcc. zinc 427
Engels Cop.. Calif 75. 201. 79"
Engine-driven generators. Opei'atlon of, Rari-

tan Cop. Wks.; Nordberg engines "30

Page
Engineer—Age and experience vs. youth and

education 1081
Engineer, American, abroad 953—Americanizing Brit, mines 870
Engineer in the tropics 938, 940
Engineer, The mining 402—Opportunities for unemployed '360

"Engineering and Mining Journal"—50th an-
niversary 614

Engineering, Civil, Types and Devices t366
Engineering GeoIog>' t366
Engineering research, Columbia L'niv 254
Engineers' Army and Nary relations. See
"War topics."

England. See "United Kingdom."
Enricht. Louis—Motor fuel 792
Equador mining in 1915 118, 119
Erosive effect of water •572
Esperanza, El Oro, Mex 209, 210, 923
—Sampling and mapping 551—Galena in ores 819
Estabrook, Edward L 1130
Estes, Frank M 918
Estmere, C. Mining-law revision 568, 573
Eureka Cy. Mg. Co 1091
Eureka King, Utah 964
Eureka, Nov., Story from 155
Eureka Slate, Calif 162
Eustis, F. A. Chloridizing and leaching plant

of Ariz. Smg. Co •803
Eustis mine. Que 597
Evaporating dishes. Platinum vs. gold '"SO
Everson. Carrie •129, 131
Examination, Metal miners', Knoxville 13, 230
Excavation costs. Dragline 940
Excavation—Roller dog for draglines '222
Excavator, Lubecker, on Klondike •1057
Expansion-bend chart. Pipe ^184, (correction) 572
Experience vs. education 1081
Explosibillty of acetylene 10
Explosion, Gas, Cuban mine 215
Explosive. See also "Blastinn," "Du Pont,"

"Nitrate."
Explosive, New—Bellite No. 1 690
Explosive, New Du Pont nonfreezing—"Are-

tic" 770
Explosives and paper famine 955
E.xplosives in mines. Storing and handling... 349
Explosives-magazine shoes, Rubber-soled 355
Explosives—Neutralizer for d.vnamite gases... 601
Explosives, Nonfreezing, possible 222
Explosives—Powder-mill Are escapes 1129
Explosives, Shipping, to Mexico 468
Explosives thawing kettle •222
Explosives, Wood flour in 827
Export. See also "United States" and other

countries, metals, etc.
Export taxes, Mexico 751. 1059
Export taxes. South Am 174, 363
Extralateral rights and patents 974

F

Fairbanks dist. output estimate 961
Fairview, Ariz 710
Falcon mines, Rhodesia 136, 137
Falding. F. .1.. Death of 330
Fanti Con.. West Af 1052
Far Eastern Rand, Will Am. Capital be at-

tracted to? 1124
Parish. George E 874
Farup's ilmenite treatment 357
Fay, .4. H. Accidents 571. •633, 641. 659—Body chart for accidents •1030
Fay. Charles L 874
Federal Lead Co 60. 622
Federal Mg. & Smg. Co 76, 412, 497. 871—Photo, of Standard mine •507
Feed. Acid—Constant-flow device •1029
Feeder. Tube-mill, Anaconda •480
Feeders, Flotation reagent, .Anaconda *469
Feeding, Jlechanical. applied to silver-lead

lilast furnaces—U. S. Smg. Co.'s, etc 'SSS
Feldspar mining, N. C 412
Fell. Charles 874
Fell, E. N.. Stories by 702
Ferberlte—New Colo, town 878
Ferreira Deep. Transv.aal 122, 809, 996
Ferro mine. Minn. 163, 622. 711, 836, 1006, 1093
Ferromanganese, See "Manganese."
Ferrosilicon. Canada 585
Ferry. Calilo. Gila river 'isg
Fertilizer, Peat-phosphate. Ida.. Minn 528
Fertilizing chemicals, imports, exports 543
Fichtel. C. L. C. Lake Sup. cop. dist 140
Field Analysis of Minerals t917
Field fortincations, sieges and demolitions

•514. 532
Field M. & M. Co 66, 78
Field's Process Smelter Fumes 76
Fiftieth anniversary, Our 614
Filing technical literature 784
Filling blocks for Idler wheels ^901
Filling stopes with sand 266
Filler drums. Rewinding 'SIS
Kilter practice. Australia .- 263
Filters. Oliver, dewatering flotation concentra-

tion concentrates ^469, 475
Filters. Tougehning paper 781
Filtration aid. Paper-pulp 781
"Financial News," London, opinions 870,955
Finlav. J. R •527, 918
Fire barriers. Broken Hill 984
Fire-doors. Old. made usable •261, •560
Fire escapes in powder mill 1129
Fire. Penn. mine. Butte 362. 452. 49«, 536.

5S0. 619. 754. 1051
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Fire protection, Van-Roi mill 6«-2

First aid and rescue, Calif 176, 1130, llil

First-aid contest rule changes bSb

First aid. Gas-poisoning 901

First aid—Treating wounds --a

First National. Calif. See "Balaklala.

Fish poisoning by cyanide ^J
Flat-contract abolition, Transvaal l^J

Fleshpots, Speaking of »['^

Float control for pump ,• •

;.i.',
'

Flocculation and sedimentation (see also ilo-

tatiou") »429. 509, '681, •763 '890, 990

Florence, Goldfleld. Nev o82, 92^ 964

Florence M. & M. Co.. Utah 82, llib

Florence Silver. B. C ;9»

Flotation aiding conservation •• -»|

Flotation, Anaconda V.Va '. .oi
—Tests and plant described '469. 'ixv

—Oils •,
2"°

—Testing blankets for Callow cells ob-

Flotation. Bearing of. on zinc metallurgy iu^

Flotation, Bibliography of '• =1;

Flotation. Braden Cop. Co ,;v
'

-eni' ci-—Nodulizing concentrates 441. bUJ, b4i

Flotation, Broken HiU—Hebbard-Harvey ma-
chine at Sulphide Corp.'s Central mme

^^^

Flotation—Colloids 249, 272, »429, 509, *6S1. _

763. *890, 990. 1068, 1105

Flotation concentrate smelting pat *479

Flotation concentrates. International smeltery

for. Miami *421. *oe3

Flotation concentrates. Sintering, Mt. Mor-
gan *^5n;

Flotation concentrates—Production 4»2

Flotation, Cuba Cop. Co 55, 397. *d92

Flotation, Differential—Magnetic separation.. djI

Flotation dissertaUou at smoker 382

Flotation Hydrocarbons for—Mineral Sep.

Ltd.'s Nutter patent 636

Flotation, Interfacial tension in 5.6

Flotation machine, Hebbard-Harvey 231

Flotation machine. Rowand's '597

Flotation machine. Roy & Titcomb's experi-

mental *691

Flotation machine. Wood 1 '
o

Flotation—Minerals Sep. report 641

Flotation process. The 364

Flotation Process. The 1 703

Flotation progress in 1915 9i

—tJ. S. map, showing companies '98

—Copper flotation 54. 91,106
—rtah companies 114

Flotation, New ideas about—Higgins frother:

Layers separation of mixed sulphide ores

:

Higgins & Stenning machine ; Owens frother

and separation of sulphides '22

Flotation. Pine oil for 21

Flotation plans. Cobalt. Ont 876

Flotation replaces cyanide. Oneida Stag *142

Flotation. The advance of 998
Flotation works. How •851, 870, (erratum)

912, 99S
Flow computer and slide rule, Proudfoot... 565
Flow device. Constant •1029

Flow meter. Pipe. Bailey ^1034

Flue-dust chamber. Wedge *646
Flue-dust collection 357
Flue-dust losses. Cop. Cliff. Determining. . .*505

Flue-dust losses. Cop. Queen. Measuring. .*1061

Flue-gas analysis case. Dwight •lO'S
Fluxes. Assay. Lime in 568
Flvnn. F. H. Walhalla dist •379
Food list. Tropical 940
Foote. F. W. Jigback for Incline ^221
Forbestown Consol 30
Ford, Henry, and motor fuel 792
Ford. W. E. Dana's System of Mineralogy. . .t705
Foreign trade. See also "United States" and

other countries, metals, etc.

Foreign trade. Increa.se in 1044
Forest reserve. Prospecting on 612
Forge. Case low-pressure oil. Denver Fire

Clay Co.'s ^818
Forge, Ajax oil or gas *"29

Forges. Oil, Cop. Queen •1099
Formcn Trading Co 1009
Forming tools for auger drills 'Sa"
Formosa mineral resources 1060
Forrester. 0. E 276
Fort Smith Spelter Co 796. 838
Fortifications, Field, sieges and demolitions

•514, 532
Fortuna mine, Ariz 1092
Fortuna mine. Utah 1094
Fortune niiric. LeadvlUe, Colo 664
Fortune Mg . Ariz 75
Foster mine. Ont 500
Foster. R. S 494—Accidents and prevention. Anaconda •593
Foster's. Dr.. bill 401
Foundallon-bolt casings •561
Fowler. F. Brit. Guiana report 723
France copper—Havre market 1010
France gold 4S
France Imports and exports 810. 1010
France Iron 907
France zinc-ore export allowed 996
Francis. Howard L 1080
Franklin. Mich 200, 6«", 753. 798, 963. 1134—Report 889
Frasch sulphur-mlnlng patent 439
Frederick, L., and "dollar exchange" 531
Free. E. E.. et al. ColloULi In ore dress-

ing 249, 272. ^429, 500, •081. •763, "890. 900

—Properties of slime cakes 1068, 1105
Freed estate coal lands 580
Freeland Dev. & Tunnel Co., Colo 106
Freeland mine, Colo 752
Freeport Chemical Wks 923
Freeport Sulphur Co 53, 923
Freight case. Copper, Tacoma .'ll37
Freight congestion and embargos. Railway 701,

"39, '747, 1028
^The reasons 1043
Freight situation. Ocean .26, 32P
Fremont Grant, Calif 159
French. See 'Trance," "Guianas."
French, A. G., slimes treatment 992
French Flag, Ida . 878
French Gulch Dredging Co 101, 239. 666. 105n
French Indo-Chinese mines 994
Freundllch's slimes treatment 992
Frisco Gold Mines, Ariz .498.538
Frontino & Bolivia G. M. Co 119.263
Frother patents. Flotation '22
Fryer Bill drainage. Leadville 497
Fuel gas. Analysis of '779
Fuels. Heat values of 1031
^ller, .1. C 1001
Fuller's earth discovery, N. M 1052
Fulton, Chester A 663
Fulton, John. Death of 237
Fume. Smeltery. See "Smeltery."
Furlough Devel.. Ariz ."

962
Furnace. See also "Smelterj-," "Roasting."

"Converter," "Electric."
Furnace. Blast. Gases. Cleaning of t534
Furnace. Blast, record. Zenith •722
Furnace. Blast, settlers. Chrome-ore tapping

blocks for 778
Furnace, Blast, tapping by electricity, Edgar
Thompson works 603—Teziutlan Cop. Co 698—From "Greenwood Times." B. C 951

Furnace. Boiler, door support 261, ^560
Furnace-efiBciency case .-•1075
Furnace gases. Measuring dust losses in

—

Can. Cop. Co •505—Copper Queen •lOfil
Furnace-grate bars, Sandoval •602
Furnace insulation (i46
Furnace, Leyner oil-burning. Preheating steel

in •lO.IS
Furnace, Remelting, Anaconda •400
Furnace, Reverberatory wire-bar, Cbuquica-
mata ssg

Furnace. Square-pit crucible 976
Furnace. Wedge, for blende roasting 718
Furnaces. Antimony. China ^639. 640
Furnaces. Blast, Mechanical feeding of silver-

lead—U. S. Smg. Co.'s, etc SSS
Furnaces, Blende-roasting 1021
Furnaces, International smelterj- ^421—Concentrate and calcine cars. ^563
Furnaces. Oil—Drill forges ^729. ^818. •1099
Furnaces. Reverberatory, Chrome-iron ore as

lining for 267
Furnaces, Reverberatory, Coal-dust firing in ^302
Furnaces, Reverberatory, Seasoning, Con.

Ariz ^721
Furnaces, Tin, Perth Amboy ! ! ! ! •oEs
Fuses, Proper way to spit ^260

G. S. Drill- and tool-sharpening shop.
Cop. Queen ^1099

Gage. Hand-drill inspection 9.39
Gage, Jlercury pressure •goi
Gaika mine, Rhodesia 137
Galena Farm mine *>70

Galena Hill dist., Calif .'

. 877
Galena in gold and silver ores. EI Oro 819
Gallagher's. J. F.. contracting plan and co-

operative smeltery 709, 876
Gallagher property, Colo 795
Gallagher. William H 276
Gallatin Gold Dr. Co 6''->

Galllgan. E. F. .lackhamers at Pozo mine.! 775
Gallium from spelter 197, 720.937
Gallium produced In U. S 197
Galty Boy. Colo '.',

.-Ji

Galvanlzers as zinc smelters 1082
Galvanizing processes 1070
Garcia. J. A. Wash house ..." 477
Gardolla dredge. Calif 76. 100. 877
Gardner-Rlx air compressor •10'>6
Garfield Chem. & Mfg. Co 497
Garfield Smelting Co 52, 92. 114. 138—Elec, smoke precipitation '.388
Garlock-Goler dist.. Calif 1134
Gas cleaning. Cottrell process 391
Gas-engine water cooling In cyanide plant.. •SfiO
Gas, Flue, analysis case, Dwight... . •107';
Gas, Fuel, Analysis of !.^770
Gas machine. Tirrlll equalizing '.'

»a(H
Gas, Natural, Alberta—Prohibiting exporta-

tion 920
Gas. Natural. Canada 122. 475,483
GAs, Natural. Okla.. conservation 537
Gas neutrallzer. Dynamite 1)01
Gas-pnlsonlng flrst aid oni
Gas. Rock, at Cripple Creek 888
Gas-veloclty measurement In dust-loss deter-

mination. Cop. CIltT SOS
Gas-nell casing. Welded 939
Gases. Cleaning of Blast-Furnace. .

.

' t534
Gases. Heat values of 1031
Gases. Measuring dust losses In SOS, lOOl
Gasoline, distillate, etc.. Comparative cost of 1115
Gasoline engine, Clay 102S

Page
Gasoline from shale 530
Gasohne, High price of 782, 1085. 1129—Cheaper predicted 1122
Gasoline locomotives. Air vitiation by 645
Gasoline Mfr. from Petroleum t917
Gasoline—Rittman process in Calif 1047
Gasoline production. U. S 404
Gate, Folding safety, for cages •1111
Gate mechanism. Ore-bin ^521
Gate, Semiautomatic shaft safety !!!!!^393
Gatico Co., Chile 118, 259
Gay, J. E.. Estate of 830
Geary, W. P. Australasia in 1915 126
Gebb, J. Wesley 220
Geddes, Charles ' 918
Geduld Prop 123, 809, 1124!' 1125
Geis, W. H 794
Gem Jig. Co., Mo ".I]]]]'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' 453
General Chem. Co.—Sulphuric acid mfr 209—^Tote 163
General Exploration Co 139 624
General Petroleum Co 411
Geological ofHcials, State 104
Geological Survey. See "Survey."
Geologj-—Analysis of slate and dike 433,

(erratum) 592
Geology—Black Hills gold-bearing iron-quartz-

tremollte belt ^770
Geology, Cerbat and Black Mtns., Ariz..!!!!! 11
Geology, Chuquicamata 307
Geology, Coeur d'Alene 178
Geologj-, Cuban mining

! ! !^587
Geology, Economic, in 1915 102
Geolog.v, Engineering M66
Geology, Gold Lake dist sag
Geology—Idiosyncrasies of paystreak, Yukon *889
Geology, Oatman dist.. Ariz •!, sgs—"Conversational geology" 1119
Geolog.v, Peruvian districts •845. 'lOlS
Geology—Samples and their interpretation .. •gsS
Geology—Secondan* enricliment of copper

ores 1127
Geology, Sudbury nickel-cop. dist. ...!!!!!!! •Sll
Geology, Textbook of t366
Geology, Walhalla dist., S. C ^379
George, H. C 1130
Georgetown, Colo., activity 1047
German zinc-ore contract in Brit, court
„ etc 148, 1095, 1104. 1120
Germanium from spelter 720
Germany coal and coke !!!!! 543
Germany copper !

*

!

" 4g
Germany iron and steel 376, 503, 671! 997, 1139
Germany, Manganese supply of 957
Gerry, M. H., Jr., East Helena smeltery. . .!lll4
Getting out the ore 365
Giant mine, Rhodesia 137
Gibson, Thomas 237
Gibson, Thos. W. Ont. in 1915 ' 121
Gideon & Quirk, Alaska loos
Gilbert. J. C 535
Gill. P. L. Multiple vs. series electrolytic
copper refining 9

Gillies Limit opening 920! 1052
Gilman cut-and-fill system esi
Glass. Barium-aluminum 254
Gleeson. John, case decision 498
Globe Con., Calif g75
Globe & Phoenix 136
Goetze, Frederick A .' 254
Gogebic, Shaft-sinking rate on 816
Golconda Con., Ariz 30, 536
Golconda mine, Ariz. ; Union Basin Mg. Co

6, 75, 621, 1049
Golconda Extension, Ariz 30, 162
Gold, Adirondack, scheme 449
Gold, Alaska 43. 115.134
Gold and silver metallurgj-—Review 94
Gold and silver ores. Galena in. El Oro 819
Gold, Australasia 43, 127, 137, 348. 714,

827, 1000—Export probibltiou removed 756
Gold Bank. See "CaUf. Gold Mines."
"Gold Bar. The" 932
Gold, Bolivia—14-lb. nugget 1007
Gold. Brazil, mining 759
Gold. Brit. Col 236, 268,483
Gold, British Guiana 725
Gold Bullion mines, Ariz 332
Gold bullion. Segregation In in:;:

Gold. Calif 43. V.'

•

—Discovery site and monument lit::'

Gold, Canada 43, 4s—Assay office statistics 2s—Pre-Cambrlan fields of central Can 27
Gold Chain, Utah 879, 9' 1

Gold. Chile, mining n 1

Gold Cliff. Calif., strike li:; :

Gold. Commercial movement 45. 2"')

Gold dishes. Platinum vs 7.-iii

Gold dissolution in cyanide 3.'.r,

Gold dredging. Sec also "Dredge."
Gold dredging In 1915 in—Correction as to output :; 1

Gold, Ecuador :; 1

1

Gold Hill Mg., Colo :.;

Gold HIU. Utah 41,:

Gold. India 43, i:!7
Gold. .lapan 43! 1:1:;

Gold King. Colo 76. 3.i 1

Gold Lake dist., Man 3:1:1
Gold. Madagascar 4:;

Gold. Mexico 4:;

Gold. N. Y. Assay office sales 4i
Gold. Ontario 475, 483, 6SI'.

Gold ore. High-grade, National, Nev 111:;

Gold Orn Mg. Co 1 (i |<i
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Gold Pan mine, Man 1091
Gold, Peru •846, 847
Gold, Philippines 43. Wl
Gold Pinnacle, Colo 280
Gold recoven". New process of, wanted 951
Gold- refining process, WohlwUl '"'S
Gold, Rhodesia 43, 136, 375
Gold Koad mine, Ariz. n. 5, '895, 1005, 1064, 1119
Gold Road-Tom Reed dist. (see also "Oat-
man," etc.) •!

—Map of claims '4
Gold, Russia 43, 125
Gold. Russian, placer mining 363
Gold. So. Car.—Wallialia dist •379
Gold. South Dak 43
—Black Hills gold-bearing iron-qua rtz-trem-

olite belt '770
Gold. Straits of Magellan, dredging 403
Gold. Transvaal 43, 122, 166
—Mining in 1915 122, 'SOg
Gold, U. S 41—By stales 43—Mint coinage 42
—Amount held. Jan. 1 205
—Ore. 1911-1914 128
Gold, rtah 43, 115, 140
Gold. West Africa 43.375
Gold, World 41—B.r countries 43—For 20 vears 43
Gold. Yukon Gold Co., output 550
Golden Chest. Ida 163. 240,622
Golden Cycle. Colo. See "Tlndicator."
Crf>lden Gate Mg. Co 77
Golden Jubilee. Calif. 454, 666
Golden Pen. Xev 203
Golden Reward. S. D 113, 436
Golden Rule mine, Ariz 1049
Goldfleld Con. 99. 163. 202. 373, 500, 540, 623,

667. 712, 754, 836, 922, 1051. 1093
Goldfleld Great Bend 77
Goldfleld—Small timber headframes •645
Goldschmidi Detinning Co 186
(^oldschmidt & Lyman. Inc 663
Goldstone. Calif., New strike •1040
Goldstrike dist.. Wash 923
Gong. Automatic locomotive •lOSl
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Labor, Ariz.—Clifton-Morenci strike, etc.—
Wage scales before it 24—Assessment-work interference 194

—Strike settled 197—New strike 362
—Notes 30, 53, 74, 105, 161, 278, 369, 413,

497, 661, 833, 1004—Oatman dlst. wages, etc 6, '898
—Warren dist. wage Increase 581
Labor—Broken Hill strike 373
Labor, Butte—Notes 109, 111. 239. 240, 412,

750, 875, 1003, 1047, 1090. 1131—Anaconda employees 141
Lalior, Calif.. Laws t017
Lalmr. Colo.—Smelters' strike 487—Leadville miners' unrest 795
Latior—Companies' force Increases 1085
Labor—Copper miners contented 197
Labor. Ida.—Wages advanced 453—Wage-payment law construed 1028
Labor—Kennecott demand 496
Labor, Mich., notes 161, 200, 961
Labor, Minn., troubles, Va. dist 1132
Labor, Missouri, notes 109, 751. 878, 920, 1024,

1048, 1091, 1096, 1132
Ln bor, Ontario, conditions 528—Wage Increase, Cobalt 920
Labor—Profit-sharing, lead and copper min-

ing 447, 612
Lalior situation. The 914
Labor—Steel-trade wages 166, 200, 235, 746, 757
Labor. Transvaal 123
Labor, TItah—Wage Increase 240, 277, 278. 876
Labor—Youngstonn troubles 155, 167, 925
Laboratory, Chile Cop. Co ^400
Lackawanna Steel Co. 8, 35, 71, 78. 166,

337, 406, 801—Report 687
Ladoo, R. B. Laboratory cyaniding agitator ^440
Lalst, F. Flotation, Anaconda 469, •480,

508, 562—His electrolytic zinc process 425
Lake Angellne. See "Cleveland-Clifrs."
Lake Cop., Mich 141, 200. 1006
Lake iron-ore situation 26
—Review of 1915 69

Page
—Shipments by rail 593,585—Capacities of docks 876—Production, by states 1060
Lake mine, Colo 162, 415, 1134
Lake Shore mine, Ont 799, 837
Lake Sup. copper dlst. in 1915 (see also

"Mich.") 140
Lake Sup. Mg. Inst. 184, 222, •354, '521,

617, 1089
Lakevlew Mg. Co. 114, 139, 203, 582, 837,

1052, 1133
Lamb, M. R. Gold mining, Chile 1110
Lamb, R. B 794
Lamberton mine, Minn 1091
Lamps, Carbide—Copper dangerous? 859—Explosibility of acetylene 10
Land, Coal, decision, Utah 580
Land, Mineral, Classification 1*17
Land, Oil, cases, Calif 239, 496
Land opening, Sevier Co., Utah 875
Land patents. Expediting—N. W. Convention

resolution 724
Landing chairs. Substitute for •SIS
Landing chairs; transfer truck •1074
Lane, L. Mex. mining law 187
Lannon, James A looi
Larry, Charge-collecting, Midvale •SSS
Last Chance dist., Calif 1047
Last Hope mine, Mont 5S2
Latest Out mine, Ida 178
Laura Lee Co., Colo 415
Laurel Canyon mine, Ariz 371
Lava, Wyoming, Potash from 1020
Laveile, W. J 450
Layers, H., fiotation patent 22
Lavino, E. J., & Co 671
Law. See also "Compensation," "Tax," "Con-

gress," litigating companies by name.
Law—Bureau of Mines Abstracts of Current t917
Law decisions

:

—Contract, Breach of mining 981—Idalio wage-payment law 1028—Leasing contract liability 675—Lien law, Colo 810—Lode claims. Conflicting 598
—Lode locations. Rights under 1042—Mine-law violation as negligence 1067—Mineral rights in land. Reserving 1104—Patents and extralateral rights 974—Safeguarding setscrews 930—Stockholders' right to samples 352—Trespass, Waiver of 549
Laws, Ariz 105, 665, '898
Laws, British patent 773
Laws, Calif 29, 199, 277, 352, 452, 536
Laws, Calif. Labor f917
Laws, Canada—New Dominion law badly
needed 1038

Laws, China—New code 537
Law, Colombian mining 1064
Laws, Ecuador mining 344
Laws, Honduran mining 428, 448, 769, 1118
Laws, Mexican mining 187, 278, 789, 827
Laws, Mont 88, 536, 795
Laws, Peruvian 848
Laws, Quebec, revision 331
Laws, Reform of raining 787, 790,823
Laws, Revision of mining 154, 172, 196, 272,

405. 449, 491, 492, 568, 573, 660—N. W. Mg. Convention resolutions 655, 724
Laws, Yukon placer ^722, 'SOO, 1038
Lawton, Nathan 237
Lay, D. Slocau district •463
—Roll steel discussed 613, 907, 951—Dynamite-gas neutralizer 601—Fire-protection for mills 602—Truing roll shells with emery 691—Saving Slocan silver and copper 860
Lay tongs for pipe ^1072
Layne & Bowler Co.—Rapid pump nifg 1031
Lazarus, L., & Sons 157,276
Le Brun, L. F 1046
Le Due, Calif 279
Le Fevre, S. Divining rod 651
Le Roi No. 2, B. C 268,270
Lea, J. T., Death of 958
Leaching, Copper. See "Copper" and proper

names.
Lead acetate, Substitute for 440
Lead and copper mining. Profit-sharing In

447, 612
Lead, Australasia 127
Lead, Bawdwin mines, Burma 20
Lead, Brit. Col 236, 26S—Prices for munition purposes 755
Lead, Broken Hill Prop. Co 42
Lead, Calif 199
Lead, Canada 483, 484, 597
Lead, China, mine 1064
Lead, Disseminated, discovery, St. Francois

Co., Mo 365
Lead, Idaho 56, 177, 436, 1090
Lead, Joplln deposits. Origin of 102
Lead market and prices (Including ore) In

1915, etc ^44, ^47, •56, 58, 64
Lead market—London prices •47, ^56
Lead metallurgy In 1915 89
Lead, Missouri and vicinity 56, 64—Missouri production, revised 1090—Mining in S. E .dist 59
—Mining in Joplln dlst 64—Joplin dist. ore. revised 336,572
Lead paint prohibition. British 850
Lead. Peru •846, 848
Lead, Pig. market—A. S. & R. policy 569. 583. 625
Lead poisoning 90
Lead. Rhodesia 373

Page
Lead, Russia—Siberian mining >,5

Lead, Sliver, smelteries. No. Am 58
Lead situation, current 531, 573, 719, 743,

913. 1043
Lead smelters. The 660
Lead smeltery. Bunker Hill & Sullivan '868
Lead smelting data, St. Jos., Herculaneum. . 983—Matte sintering and double roasting 943—Rapid analysis. Belle Terre 650, (erratum) 781
Lead, United Kingdom 335,347
Lead, U. S 41. •SS—Imports and exports 446, 826, 957, 1126
—Ore, 1911-1914 128—Mine, smeltery, refinery map •o?—Outputs of certain companies 660
Lead, Utah 115, 140, 1090
Lead, White, and oxides 57,714
Leadville, Colo., manganese 159
Leadville, Important work; pumping 106, 642,

663. 919, 1110, 1131
Leadville labor unrest 795
Leadville zinc 608
Leadville mine, Ariz 1049
Leadville, What's the matter with? 1109
Leaks In pipes. Stopping ^941
Leases, Valuation of oil •OSO
Leasing contract liability 675
Leasing venture making good. Another 360
Lcavitt, E. D., Death of 579. ^743
Lectures, Military-engineering 306, 362, 446,

•514, 532, 721. 1000, 1042, 1070
Leddell, W. J., Death of 874
Lehigh Coke Co 8. 78
Leland, Frank M 157
Lena Goldflelds; Lenskole Co.—^Winter min-

ing photos •443—Will dredge gravels 719
—Notes 125, 668
Leonard mine, Calif 752
Lesher, C. E ', 28
Levens.iler, L. A 794
Levorsen. A. I. Backing maps I072
Lewis and Marks interests. Rand 1124
Lewis, H. E 450
Lewis, I., project. South Af .'. 616
Lewisohn, Adolph 450, 616, 1046, 1124
Leyner drill sharpener, Chinese operating. . .•1036
Leyner oil-burning furnace. Preheating steel

in
Leyner vs. piston drill
Library report. United Eng. See
Liddell, Donald M
—Pulp and metalllcs assays—Metallurgists' and Chemists' Handbook.

.

Lien law, Colo
Lifting, Safety-first in
Lighting protection for stacks
Lilly hoisting controller
Lime, Gray acetate of, under Brit, restric-

tions
Lime in assay lluxes '.

.

Lime manufactured. U. S
Lindgren, W. National, Nev., ore
Lindsey, G. G. S 537,
Lings, Scott
Lining. See "Tube-mill," "Furnaces."
Links, G. P. Primers and misfires
Liquid air. Blasting with
Liquid manometers, Light-pres
Liquor prohibition 105, 109, 126,
Litchfield sheave lining
Litharge as substitute for lead acetate ....
Little, Arthur
Little Giant, Colo '.

Little Gladys mine, Colo .'

Little Mack mine, N. M
Little Pittsburg. Ida 202, 280,
Littleford's sliincs treatment
Livermore. II. P. . Death of
Livingstone on matte assa.ving
Llallagua Co., Bolivia 119, •17:;,

Llama pack trains •7S2.
Lloyd " "

•1035

612
t705
810

103
1088
579

12
998

•942
160

•356
440
831
1006

273
Loader, Underground car 184
Loading station. La Playa. Cuba ^605
Locke. A. Interpretation of assay curves for

copper driil holes •726
Lockviood's Murcx process 765
Locomotive coupling hook. Jones' •MS
Locomotive gong. Automatic •lOSl
Locomotives, Gasoline. Air vitiation bv 645
Lode claims, ' Conflicting ". 59s
Lode locations, Riglits under 1042
Log splitting with dvnaniite 184
Lola C. Mont 922
Lola Hill, Cuba •fin.'".

London Ariz. Cop. Co 1039
London markets. See "United Kingdom."
London Metal Exchange 1044
London mine, Colo 581, 833. 1006
Long. C. S. Lease making good 360
Long. Henry Thomas «;(,

Longmaid. J. H.. Sr.. Death of 28
Long.vear horizontal drilling record 1081
Longyear shaft sinking, Norwav 600
Lopez, Pablo, shot 1045
Lorenzona Ore P. & R. Co 752
Loring, W. J iflsj;
Los Angeles—Chamber of Mines 15S. 831
Los Ocotes shaft timbering 17
Los Packer. Ida 179. 9i;'!

Louisiana petroleum SO 4H<
Lowell. F. L .' jjo
Lower Mammoth. Utah !!!!!!!!!!! iii.;

Lubecker excavator on Klondike '. '•in.-.7
Lubrication. Wire-rope •s.is
Lucky George. Mo " "

76
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Page
Luckv Six Mg., Wis "8

Luera.1 >lg. Co., Calif 452
Luitwieler, J. C, and Bolivia tin smelting

25, 33. 164, 174
Lumry & Moore. Utah 33,139
Lundbotun, Hjalmar 579
Lunn, C. A 663
Luty, B. E. V. Pittsburgh markets 71

Lyman, J. Grant 493. 1085
Lvnch Bros., Alaska, drilling record 961, 1081
Lyndon. L. Can you beat it ? 1039
Lyon, M. Smelting, Panucillo. Chile 187

Lyons Atlas air compressor *439

M

MacArthur-Forest cyaniding of antiraonial

ores 224
.McCaffery, R. S. Electrolytic copper reflning 9

McCaskey, Hiram D 28
McClain. Henry G 28
McClelland, Joplin, llo 1050
McClintic-Marshall Const. Co 670
McCUntock, W. H., Death of 1046
JlcComiac, Thomas 1001
McCrea mine, Ont 879
McCullough, Ernest 663
McCutcheon's gallium-indium alloy 720, 937
XIcDermott. W. Brit, mining men at front. . 932
McDonald, D. F. Earthquake danger, Pan-
ama .* - 529

Macdonald, J. A. Bench claims, Tukon,'. . . .*722
—Remedies for incongruities of Yukon placer

regulations *806
—Idiosyncrasies of the paystreak *SM
—New Dominion law needed 1038
McDonald, Louis X 1088
McDonald mine. Mo 453
McDonough claim. Ont 33, 121. 203
McDougal roasting furnace 1023
McDougall, D. H 535.1089
McFarlane. Captain. Death of 157
SIcFeely, G. C. Mine cost system 688
McGinty, B. Simplified spelling 445
McGinty block, Making '14
McGoTem, Jas., Death of 409
McGrath, T. O. Business efficiency 784
McGrigor, G. D. Field Analysis t917
McGuckie, Thomas 1088
McGuire Bros., Colombia 119
McTnnes, Hector 367
Mclntvre-Porcupine and Jupiter, Ont. 33. 78.

121. 243. 373. 624, 668. 879. 964, 1094, 1136
McKay, A. A 535
McKay. George F 450
McKechnie. B. E 831, 1001
McKee. Fred W 831
McKee. Ralph H 958
McKinley-Darragh 582, 624, 712, 871, 876,

923, 1136
McLaren, A. Chilean mills vs. stamps 15
—Amalgamating copper plates 647
McNair. Frank J 918
MacNamara mine, NeT 456, 540, 1051, 1135
MacNaughton. James 1088—Copper production in Mich 51
McNeill. Alex. S 1089
McNeill. .John 874
MacNichol, R. W 794
McQuatters. A. .T 918
Mace mine. Minn 455. 667. 711
Mace No. 2 mine. Minn 261. 836
Machine drill. See "Drill."
Madagascar gold 43
Madden. Mont 922
Madden Scratch Gravel. Mont 622
Madison Mg. Corp 798
Magalia di.st.. Calif 1049.1131
Magazine. See "Explosives."
Magdalena. N. M 623
Magee. J. P. Milling tungsten ores '717
Magellan Straits, Dredging 403
Maema Cop. Co. reports 732,957
—Notes 621. 962. 1004
Magmatlc-segregation theory *811
Magner. E. N., Death of 330
.Magneslte. Calif., near Portervlllc 75, 162.

202. 452. 496. 539. 619, 875. 87S
Magneslte Products Corp 158
Magnesium industry. Metallic 652
Magnetic phenomenon. Peculiar, Caribou tun-

nel •444
Magnetic process. Murex 765
Magnf'tic separation. See "Separator."
Macii'li.i Metal Co 74. 79
Magrii] H.. rhrome-orc tapping blocks 778—Sintfriiig flotation concentrates •1032
Mahoning mine shipments 593. 1060
Majestic, fliili 334^ 837
Malaya tin 67. 244
Mallcltc. Walter K 958
Malm process. The (571)
Statements by Malm and Tonldes !!.!.S64

Mambulao Placer Cit 10'
Mammoth Cop. Mg. Co.. Calif. 52. 75. 167' Ml'

239. 241. 2.i9. 411. 454. 710, 877. 1064'.

1093. 1134
M.immoth mill, N. M ..4:;

M.immolh mine, Ariz
,

.

'. 414
Man from the Bitter Roots" 4(»3

.Management. Symposium on ,',,[ fldc
Mandlnga. Pan., manganese mines 500
Manganese. Ark., mining 1092
Manganese. Brazil iio •759
Manganese. Brillsh, ore Imports '.

. "84
Manganese, Calif., notes 31, 797. 498. 062

1133. '1134

Page
Manganese. Colo.—^Leadville 159
Manganese, Cuba, shipments 55
Manganese. India 137
Managnese. Ferro, U. S 41
Manganese ore. Vermilion and Cuyuna

Ranges: Vermilion Con. 163, (correction) . . 408
Manganese. Russian, industry 894—Notes 36, 126
Manganese, South Australia, found 549
Manganese, South Carolina 'lOig
Manganese steel at St. John del Rey 185
Slanganese steel—Shrinkage, etc 1034
Manganese supply of Germany ; steel without
manganese 957

Manganese. U. S.. ore 128, 284.503
Manganese- vs. chrome-steel roll shells.. 613. 951—Crusher plates 907
Manitoba—Gold Lake dist '339
Manitoba—Gold N. W. of Pas 796
Manitoba production 484
Manometers. Light-pres. liquid •942
Mansfield. G. R. Phosphate, Wyo 428
Mansur. D. A.. Mo 70
Manufacturing. Rapid pump 1031
Manzanita mine. Calif 414. 622
Map, Gold Lake dist.. Man •SSO
Map of Bolivia •173
Map. Peruvian mining *846
Map. Sudbury nickel district *811
Mapimi smeltery. Mex 164
Mapping and sampling. Esperanza 551
Maps—Ariz, districts ^4. '5
Maps. Cloth backing for 1072
Maps. New Geol. Survey 724
Maps, r. S.—Smelteries, etc. •SO, ^57. •OS.

•98. 259
Marigold. See "Marysville."
Mariposa Estate. Calif 159
Markets for Eastern-Can. ores 597
Marliere. L. C. de la Dredging. Mozambique. .•673
Marquard. Frank F 663
Slarquette Range—Analysis of slate and dike

433. (erratum) 592
Marriott, H. F. Transvaal in 1915 122
Marsh mine. Ida 878, 1006, 1134
Marshall, J. W.. monument •1036
Martha Wash. G. M. Co 920
Martin. Geotfrey. >Iodem Chemistry t705
Martin, George W. Cost of heating build-

ings 986
Martin. Wm.. plant 75
Mary Murphy mine. Colo 180, 1047—Report 945
Maryland Geol. Survey parties 1089
Marysville Gold Dredging Co., Calif. 100, 107.

199. 414. 581. 878
—Launching Marigold No. 5 dredge '808. (er-
ratum) 919

Mar.vsville Gold Mg. Co.. Mont 711, 919
Mascot Cop. Co 453. 454. 666, 1049
Mason & Barry, Ltd.. report 905
Mason Val. Mines Co 52, 77. Ill, 886—Report 946
Mass. Con.. Mich 200. 1006, 1093—Report 822
Mass. Inst, of Tech. buildings •1077
Massey mine. Ont 597
Matahambre mine. Cuba 55. 540
Mathers. F. C. Nickelplating with pure

nickel 819—Electrolytic silver reflning 1075
Matte fusion. Effect of borax in •648
Matte sintering and double roasting, St. Jos.
Lead Co 943

Mattes Bros 76. 1004
Mattingly, B lOSS
Mattson. J. E.. Death of 91S
May Day. Utah 923
Maycumber. W. R 603
Mayo mine. Yukon 624
Maxwell. .T. D 10S9
Mazapil Cop. Co 52, 118
Mazda Tungsten. Colo 797
Mears-Wilflev, Colo 76
Mechanical Engineer's Pocketbook. Kent's +534
Medals for old employees. C. & H 1122
Media mill. Mo ^441
Meeker Mg. Co 32.112
Meggen, We.stphalla. ore deposit 10:i
Megraw. H. A. Metallurgy of gold and

silver ci4

—Flotation progress In 19115 ..] •o;
Megson, J. E. Diesel Engine !t917
Meln. William W 409. 450. 1124
Melones Mg. Co 75. 877
Melstead, B. J .' s"!
Memphis Red River \\2
Mentzel. Charles nn^—Gravity Incline with limited cable '.I.^O

Merced mine. Calif. 30
Mercer. J. W. Mining In Ecuador 343
Jlerehants Finance Co. : Western Metals Co

75. 79, .-,57

Mercury. See "Quicksilver."
Merrlam, W. N.. Death of Hiii
Merrill. F. J. H '.'.^n'n

Merrlmac mine. N. M 4.'-,(;

Merriss, M. H ;4s
Mesabl. New stripping method 261
MesabI mill ore Hhlpmonis 59:!
Mcsalii strike 1 1:12

Metal-coating processes I07n
Metal ecnnom.v—Military preparedness 659
.Metal exchange. Why not a? (See also "New
York") 863, 871

Melal Imports and exports 446, 756
Metal Manufactures, Ltd 1121

Page
Metal prices since 1879—Chart ^47
Metal prices in 1914 and 1915 (see also

metals by name)—Charts •44, ^45, "SO—Geol. Survey spelter price 755
Metaline Oriole. Wash 923
Metallic products. Secondary, e.xports and im-

ports 714
Metallography applied to ores 1084
Metallography of Steel and Cast Iron t91'
Metallurgical. See also "Smeltery," "Fur-

nace," names of metals, companies, proc-
esses, etc.

Metallurgical Analysis. Brief Course in t366
Jletailurgieal consti-uction. New. in 1915.... 75
Metallurgists' and Chemists' Handbook t705
Metallurgy, Improved, as aid to conservation 291
Metals, Current situation in. See also metals
by name.

Metals—Handwriting on wall 1043
Metals. Non-ferrous, Buying and selling, in

South Am 292
Metals, Prices for the 913
Meter. Bailey pipe-flow *1034
Metric law, TTruguay—Catalogs 959
Metric system and India 830
Metric system movement 700, 703, 823. 950
Mexican, Comstock, Nev 29, 833, 837
Mexican Petroleum Co.'s gusher 808
Mexico

:

—American mine employees leaving 1123—A. S. & R. mines in 1915 58, 116, 117—Balls, Steel, for Mex. mills 575—Complexities—Native characteristics. .952. 1039
^Copper 48—Currency depreciation 1085—Dunn and Francis in prison 1089—El Oro dist. in 1915 209—El Oro ores. Galena in 819—Esperanza sampling and mapping 551—Explosives, Shipping, to Mex 468—Export duty, Sonora 751
—Gold 43—La Colorada must reopen 620—Laws, Mining—Taxation 187. 278. 789, 827, 1091—Metallurgical conditions—Review 95—Mining in 1915 116—Notes, Various 74, 278. 365. 373. 413. 4.53.

754, 796. 869. 1004. 1024—Pachuca, Concreting Barron shaft. . .•676, 700—Petroleum 284. 808. 882—Phelps-Dodge report 651—Present conditions in Mexico 266—Progress in the situation 1127—Railway traveling 340—Registration notice. Mex. consulate 1085—Rulers since Diaz 575—Santa Ysabel massacre 151. •190. 195. 2.36, 1045—Silver ores. Metallurgy of native, S. W.
Chihuahua •297—Spelter 608—v. S. Smg. Co. statement 181

—Villa. Pursuit of 531, 615, 746, 871. 914—Zinc ore. Villa duties on 1059
Meyer, Eugene, Jr 617
Meyer. F., annular sinterer ^526
Miami. See al.so "International Smg."
Miami Cop., Ariz. 24, 54. 75, 106, 279, 327

513, 710. 869. 992
—Report 741, 742, 955
Jliami Products Co 503
Mica. S. D 436, 964
Michigan copper 48, 51. 200—By individual mines 200
Mich. Creek. Alaska, gravel 10J9
Mich. Iron ore 106O
Mich, labor notes 161, 200.961
Mich, mine, Colo 239
Mich, mining in 1915 ."1O8, 140
Mich, silver 43
Mich, taxation 200, 920. 961
Mich.. University of 409 451
Mich. -Utah 243, 879, 1136
Mich. Vanadium In 736
Midas. Calif. See "Victor."
MIddleton. A. E. Air or electricity In slope

haulages 221
Midland Chemical Co ...'. 750
Midnight mine. Ariz 1049
Midvale Steel & Ord. Co 55. 71,375—Absorbs Cambria Steel 326, 337^ 406
Midwest Reflning Co 160
Midwest Sulphur. Wyo 1136
Military. See also "War topics."
Military Preparedness and the Engineer t705
Mill. See also "Milling," "Mills." "Chil-

ean." "Tube." "Stamp." "Pan." "Roll."
"Cvanlde." "Copper leaililng." "Concentra-
tion" and cross-references from It, com-
panies by name. etc.

Mill, Ariz. Smg. Co.'s chloridlzing and
leaching ^803

Mill. Braden Cop. Co.'s •315
Mill. Chile Explor. Co '. •soj
Jim, Commonwealth, photos •229. •8(17
Mill. Conical. Rotary screen on ..•eOl
Jim construction activity. Joplin 370
Mill. Media, for low-grade zinc ore. Mo ^441
Mill, Nevada Packard ^247
Mill, Oneida Stag flotation '•142
Mill photos.. So. Af ^264 •265
Mill. Sunset. Nev 520
Mill, Tomboy, Interior photo •228
.Mill, Van Rol. Arc protection •fi02
Mill work—Repairing roll frame ^562—Installing tube mills ^777
Miller. B. LeU. Mining industry, Peru »»tS—Cerro de I'asco district •1015
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Miller Independence, Ont 668, 754
MUler, J. P. K., Death of 748
Miller & Moesser, Calif 241
Miller, W. W. New process of gold recovery
wanted 951

Miller-Wicliman-Hllton, Calif 621
MUliken, G. F.. Death of 276
Milling—Colloids in ore dressing 249, 272,

•429, 509, »681, •763, •890, 990, 1068, 1105
Milling costs. See "Cost," names of com-

panies, etc.

Milling—James' refractory-ore process 1114
Milling native silver ores, Batopilas "297
Miller, B. L. Mining in Cuba •587. •605
—Mining industry, Brazil •759
Miller, Willet G 958
Milling of tungsten ores ^717
Milling practice in Anaconda flotation plant

•469, •480, 508, 562
Milling practice. Sons of Gwalia 224, 225,

263, 356
Milling Slocan ores •463
Mills, Copper Range—Photos •IS, •ig. •llie
MllU, Philippine—Photos. *\%%. •442, ^948,

•989 ^1117
Mills. Steel b.ills for Mex .'

. . 575
Mills, Transvaal stamp and tube 123
Mine inspectors, etc., State 104
Mine inspectors' conference 467
Mine la Motte Co 60,109
Miner in the trenches, The 490
Mineral Land. See "Land," "Law," etc.

Mineral lands, Unworked, Latin Am. 448,
428. 769

Mineral Point Zinc Co 62. 66, 78, 456, 609
Mineral Products Corp. 82, 115, 140, 281,

373, 875, 1136
Mineral rights in land sold. Reserving 1104
Mineralogy, Dana's system of t705
Minerals Separation System. See also "Flo-

tation."
Minerals Separation, Ltd.—Report 641—Wood flotation machine ^175
—Hebbard-Harvey flotation machine 231—Anaconda's machinery 469—Nutter hydrocarbon patent 636—Littleford's patent, etc 992
Miners' examination. Knoxville 13, 230
Miners' phthisis. See also "Tuberculosis."
Sliners' phthisis history. Rand 936—Du.st allaying ^1065
Mines Co. of Am., Mei 164, 1123—Report 944
Mines Devel. Co.. Mont 922
Mines, World's principal, Data 86
Mineville di.st. in 1915 112
Mineville stoping costs—Correction 227
Mining and metallurgical construction. New,

in 1915 75
Alining and metallurgy. Improved, as aid to

conservation 291
Mining & Met. Soc.—Mining-law revision 154,

172, 196, 272, 405, 449, 491, 492, 568, 573,
655, 660. 663—Mining-law reform 787. 790, 823—Annual meeting. X. Y 176—Photo of Pres. Finlav ^527

—Note 874
Mining Corp. of Can. (Cobalt-Townsite, Cham-

bers-Ferland. Cobalt Lake) 668. 837. 964. 1136
Slining engineer—Age and experience vs.

youth and education lOSl
Mining engineer. The 402
Mining Engineers. See also ".\nierican Inst."
Mining engineers. Opportunities for unem-

ploved 360
.Mining index 38. 286. 460. 628. 842, 1012
Mining law. See "Law." and cross-refer-

ences.
Mining Manual and Tear Book t705
Mining methods. Accidents classified by ^633
.Mining methods, C. & A •545, •631,658
Mining Methods. Utah Cop. Co.'s under-
ground ^216

Mining. Practical. Details of t534
Mining propositions, Chances in 1083
Mining stock. See "Stock."
Minneapolis Cop 334
Minnesota iron-ore production 1060
Minn, labor troubles 1132
Minn, mining in 1915 108
Minn. Steel Co. 71, 76, 109. 202. 280, 455,

499, 71J
Minn, taxation 109. 161.1048
Minn. Testing Laboratories 749
Mintoe Silver Lead Mg 1135
Miracle. Ont 78. 456
Misfires and primers, Regarding 12
Missabe Mtn. . Minn 753. 963
Mississippi Valley Iron Co 283
Missouri. See also "Joplin."
Missouri and vicinity. Lead 56. 64—Revised production for state 1090—Mining in S. E. dist 59—Mining in Joplin dist 64—Joplin dist. ore. revised 336.572
Missouri labor notes 109, 751, 878. 920. 1024,

1048. 1091. 1096. 1132
Missouri Mining Asso 706
Missouri mining in 1915 108
Missouri tungsten concentrates 468
Missouri miv.—Flotation bibliography .IIS

Missouri zinc fil . 64. 606—Joplin dist. ore, revised 336. 572. 608
Missouri Zinc Smg. Co 1006
Mitchell Gulch. Mont., strike 582
Mitchell, John. Death of 409

Mitchell top-slice and caving system. . .^545, 658
MlxseU, A. D., Death of 276
Moctezuma Cop. Co... 33, 161, 237, 281. 373, 1123—Report 731—Folding safety gate for cages '1111
Modderfontein B., Transvaal 124, 1124
Modderfontein Deep Levels 123, 809
Modderfontein—Govt. Areas.. 123. 809, 1124, 1125
Mogollon -Mines Co 112, 243
Mogul, S. D 77, 113,436
Mohave-Oatraan Water Co 454
Mohawk Central, Ariz 962
Mohawk, Mich 140, 200, 415, 753, 963
Mojave Tungsten Co 371, 1005
Molding brass cartridges '976
Molybdenite duty-free 337
Molybdenite mine. Hour, Calif •SO"
Molybdenum, Ariz 30, 105, 482
Molybdenum as tungsten substitute 1027
Molybdenum, Australasia 128
Molybdenum, Calif., discovery 1005
Molybdenum, Canada 475, 483,484
Molybdenum, Colo 181—Strike near Magnolia 199
Molybdenum in 1915 104
Molybdenum, South Africa 254
Molybdenum, Unfused—Correcting porosity. .1020
Molybdenum, Utah 140
Monarch mine, B. C 269
Jlonarch mine, Mont 919,922
Mond-Castner alkali merger 1024. 9iiT

Mond Nickel Co 52, 121, 122, 597,987
Monitor-Belmont, Nev 77
Monlux, George, Kan 76
Monroe doctrine Pan-American 301
Montana. See also "Butte."
Mont, compensation law 88, 536,795
Mont, copper 48. 50
Mont. Frisco mine. Mont 331
Mont, gold and silver 43
Mont. Gold Mines Co 878
Mont. mine. Ida 179
Mont, mining in 1915 109
Mont, oil and gas 160, 243, 277, 667. 836
Mont. Power Co 412.750
Mont. Reliance G. M. Co 878. 1093
Mont. Soc. of Engineers 494, 832, 1114
Mont, spelter fiOS

Monte Cristo, Mont 919, 922
Montecristo Sonora 334, 1007
Monteponi, Societa di 670
Monterey Steel and Iron 1136
Montezuma camp, Colo 160, 919
Montezuma mine, Calif 159, 332. 1133
Monument to J. W. Marshall •1036
Mooers. Ed. D 330
Moonta mines 789
Moore, E. S.. on Gold Lake dist •339
Moore, L. C. Auger-drill forming tools ^857
Moose JItn. Cop. Co 1135
Morenci. Churn-drill prospecting ^969
Morgan. Mark R 1046
Morgan & Owens Bros 241
Morning mine. Ida 177
Morris-Lloyd. See "Cleveland-Cliffs."
Morrison. H. A 367
Morro Vellio. See "St. John del Rev."
Morse. B. K., Death of .'

198. 215
Moscow mine, Utah 456, 623. 668
Mother Lode mine, Alaska 116
Mother Lode Co., Ariz 371
Motherlode Sheep Creek, B. C 270
Motherwell. W. Slope filling 266
Motor fuel. Enricht's 792
Motor truck. See also "Tractor."
Motor trucks. Military, for border 995
Motor. Electric. See "Electric."
Mount Bischoff mine, Tas 128
Mount Lyell 127. 1121
Mount Morgan G. M. Co 127—Report 905—Metallurgical notes—Report 724—Chrome-ore tapping blocks 778—Sintering flotation concentrates •1032
Mountain Cop. Co 52, 239, 241, 411, 877
Mountain House mine, N. M 837
Mountain King Mg., Calif 75.371
Mountain Lion. Colo 242
Mountain Meadows Dredging Co 100
MozamhiQue, Dredging in ^673
Mugwump Mines Co.. Calif. 454, (correc-

tion) 710
Mulcahy land. Wis 450
MulUken, H. S 157
Munroe, C. E. Storing and handling explo-

sives 349
Murchison Range (list 123
Murdoch. J., on metallography 10S4
Murex magnetic process 7G5
Murphv. B. F 2,<!

Murphy. Charles J .i35

Mysore Gold. India 754

N

Nacozari Con 2S1, 500
Nanganuma, S 1001
Nason, A. A. Smoke farming 445
National Cop,, Ida 178. 242. 280. 753. 798—Photo, of concentrator •696
National Fire Protection Asso 1032
National Foreign Trade Convention 158
National, .Toplin. Mo 922
National Lead Co 60—Report 693
National, Prosperity, Mo 1050
National. Nev., gold ore 103

Page
National Tube, See "U. S, Steel"
National Zinc Co 62. 93,609
Natomas Co 75, 100, S6«, 795,869—Dredge with two UUings stacker* 'les—Jigs on No. 7 •SO?
Natural gas. See "Gas."
Natural Products Refining 77
Natural Soda Products 581
Naumkeag Cop. Co. report 822
Naval Consulting Board 270, 271,360
Navy Bean, Joplin dist 932
Nechi Mines, Colombia 102, 119, 668, 879
Necrology of 1915 55
Nederland Tungsten M. & D 31. 106
Needles Mg. i Smg.. Colo 666
Needles Smg., Calif 58
Nelll jigs on dredge *Vi'
Nelll. W. A 579
Nellie mine, Ida 1006
Nelson, James M 1130
Netherlands spelter 584
Netherlands tin 67
Nevada Chemical Co 6fi7

Nevada Con 52, 74. 111. 1048. 1132
—Reports 408, 734. 742. 9u0. 95^
Nevada copper 4>
Nevada-Douglas 77, 111. 8'iT

Nevada gold and silver 43
Nevada Hills Mg. Co 582, 712,1007
Nevada Mine Owners' Asso 276
Nevada mining in 1915 Ill
Nevada Packard Mines Co. 74, 77, 111. 280.

964. 1129
—The mill ^247—Photo, of opencut ^657
Nevada quicksilver 67
Nevada Scheellte Co 837
Nevada spelter 608
Nevada Wonder 163. 871—Report 398
Neversweat Hill. Colo., discoveries 1093
New Arcadian, Mich 51, 141. 622.963
New Atlas Mines Co 877. 1049
New Baltic. Mich 963
New Brunswick production .484
New Caledonia shipments 543
New Cornelia Cop. Co.—Report 530—Notes 75. 91. 371. 710.834
New Eng. Chemical Wks 451
New Eng. Mg., Mo 76
New Era Leasing Co.. Teller Co.. Colo 1134
New Era mine. Clear Creek Co.. Colo 581, 1134
New Goch. Transvaal 122
New Golden West Siines Co 33. 879
New Guadalupe 411. 7.*iO

New Hope. Nev 77
New Idria. Calif. 67, 68,538—Report 695
New Jersey iron ore 1060
New Jersey Zinc Co 62, 203, 609,915—Financial statement 912—Shaking bags by comp. air 185—Rowand's flotation machine •597
New Mex. copper 48
New Mex. gold and silver 43
New Mexico mining In 1915 112. 416
New Mexico Sch. of Mines 1001
New Mex. spelter 608
New mining and metallurgical construction in

1915 75
New Modderfontein 123, 1124
New patents. See "Patents."
New publications of 1915 78
—Notices in 1916 366, 534. 705, 917. 1087
New Quincy. Utah 243. 416, 456, 879, 964. 1094
New Refractory Ores. Ltd 1114
New Reliance. S. D 436
New Utah Bingham 33
—Unit costs 227
New York Assay office gold sales 42
New York iron ore 1060
New York & Honduras Rosario 120
New York markets. See also names of

metals.

New York Metal Exchange 669. 8,"S—Wiv not revive It? 863. STl
New York military atfairs. See "War."
New York mining in 1915 112
New York petroleum SO. 468
New York preparedness parade •910, 827
Now York. Smoke farming at 445
New Y'ork stock markets in 1915 SO
New York subway strike 679, Cave-Ins 873
New Zealand statistics 127, 137.714
Newberry. Andrew W 74S
Newbery, E, Reducing oxides 1074
Newfoundland oil shales 436
Newhouso Tunnel, Colo 619
Newman. G. W.. Death of 151. *\%\. 193, 195
Newnam hearth. The 89
Newport Hydro Carbon 78
Newport >Ig. Co.—Sinking Woodburv shaft •321
—Notes 372. 499. 836
Newton. F. C. Lead desllverizatlon 90
Nicaragua In 1915 120
Nichols Cop. Co 369
Nichols. H. S,. on settline 890
Nichols refinery system, electrolytic cop. re-

fining 9
Nichols. W. H.. Jr 409
Nickel. Canada 4S3. 4S4—Controversy, refinery planned, etc. 370. 418.

447, 497. 533. 5S0. 597. 620. 626. 665. 709
Nickel-copper deposits. Origin of Sudbury

:

map •Sll
Nickel ore. New Caledonia 543
Nickel, Ont 121, 475
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Page
Nickel-plating, Rapid SS"

Nickel-plating with pure nickel Sia

Xipkel treatment. Burrows' 8.

o

Nickel, TJ. S A\—Imports and exports ^.^

Nigeria tin V v.," **'

Nipissing, Ont. 203, 3T3, 540, 624, 608, 8'1.
,^„

964, Hob
—Report • • • 9*!;

Nitrate, Chile 53, 118, 243, 2d9, 3ib

Nitrate requisition, Russian 1010

Nitrates from air—Southern Electro-Chem.

Co etc 1^^' ^^^

—Proposed ' GoTt. plant 619, 872, 875, 1064. 1083

—Proposed Du Pont plant 655

Nitrogen, Atmospheric 44»

Nitrogen, The fixation of 108-

Noble Eiec. Steel Co.; Heroult smeltery 498,
962, 1133, 1134

Noble mine, Nev 837

Nodulizing fiotation concentrates. Braden 441,

Nordberg-G. E. hoist for Elm Orlu 256

Nordel, C. H. Air-compressor etBciencies *255

Nortli Am. Copper Co 1094

North Am. Magnesite, Que 582

North American, Utah 334

North Broken Hill Co 12i

North Butte 110, 111, 199. 280, 455. 582,
623, 754, 871, 1007, 1090, 1131

North Butte Ext 110

North Car.—Asch Co. possibilities d3i

North Chandler mine, Minn 1050

North Lake Mg. Co. report 821

—Note 1050

North Star Mines Co., Calif... 31, 581, 835, 1092

—Report 947

North Star, Colo 31

North Star and Triumph, Ida 178, 1050

North Traders, Mich 1050

North West Corp.'s excavator •1057

Northern Calif. Power Co ,-,•„ J^5
Northern Light, Ida <53. U34
Northern Ont. L. & P. Co 373, 497, 796

Northern Ore, N. Y 77

Northport S. & R. Co 58, 108, 540, 799

Northwest Inspiration 538

Northwest Mg. Convention 451, 618, 655. 724
Northwestern Metals Co., Mont 453, 878
Northwestern Mines Con.; Royal Basin, Mont.

539, 878

Norway, Aluminum smelting 751
Norway elec. zinc smelting 998

Norway, Shaft sinking in 600

Notman, A. Chum drilling costs. Cop. Queen 226

Nova Scotia production 484, 641

Noyes, T. C, Death of 367

Noyes, William S 536, 664

Nozzle eroded by water '572

Nutter flotation patent 636

O'Connell, C. 831
O'Donnell, Thomas A 1046
O'Flynn, W. R. Concentration formulas 613
O'Harra. B. M. Black Hills gold-bearing iron-

quartz-tremolite belt *770
O'Sbea, Timothy, old employee 1122
Oatman Combination, Ariz 1049
Oatman dist. Ariz, (see al.so mines by name)

•1. 'SOS
—Maps *4, '5
—Photos 'OOS
—Conditions around Oatman and Kingman.. *5

—Cerbat and Black Mtns 'll—"Conversational geology'* 1119
—Notes 96, 106, 834, 876. 920
Oatman Gold. Ariz '897
Oatman, lu praise of 872
Oatman Pioneer, Ariz 581, 797, 1133
Oatman Queen, Ariz 752
Oatman Syndicate Mg. Co 6,898
Ocean freights 26, 329
Ocotes mine, Mex 117
Octo Mg. Co 112
Ofer Gold Mg. Co 33
Offlce. Mine-plant 'lllS
Officer. Hcrliert G 579.874
Ohio & Colo, .smeltery, Sallda 58. 89
Ohio Cop. Co 139, 624, 712. 837. 1048
Ohio jictniloum 80. 468
Ohmmoter. Direct -reading, Roller-Smith 'lOSS
Oil. S(r ;il5o "Petroleum," "Gasoline," "Fur-

nace."
Oil and coal fuels—Relative-cost chart 'SSS
Oll-englne fuel.s. Comparative cost 1115
Oil, Pine, for li'.tation 21
Oil properties. Valuation of •930
Oil, Shale, Gasoline from 530
Oil shales, Newfoundland 436
Oils, Flotation ^99
Oils. Flotation. Anar.,nda 508—Mechanism for adding oil •473
Oils—Flotation hydrocarbons 636
OJIbway, Mich 413
Oklahoma gas conservation 537
Okla. petroleum 80, 4fiS

Okla. Spelter Co 61. 62, 77, 609
Okla. zinc and lead 61, 64, 336, 572, 606, 608
Old Colony Cop. Co. report 822
Old Dominion, Ariz. 24, 52, 279, 621, 710,

751, 1133—Report 694—Water problem ; valve facings 643
—Air lifts •SSO—Pumping costs analyzed ^902

Page
Old Eureka. See "Consol. Amador."
Old Mike mine, S. D 964
Old Tiffany 32

Old Trails camp, Ariz '891

Oliver Alter drums. Rewinding •819

Oliver Iron Jig. Co. (see also "V. S. Steel

Corp.").—Slack-rope indicator *12

—Notes 78, 163, 200, 202. 242, 455, 753, 798,

878, 1093, 1132

Oila de Oro 119
Olympia. See "Green Hill-Cleveland."
Oiiahman Iron Co. ; Ferro mine 163, 622, 711,

836, 1006, 1093
Oneco mine, Mich 331
Oneida mine, Calif 666
Oneida Stag flotation plant, Ida •HJ
Onondaga, Colo 242, 1006, 1050
Onondaga, Mich 331, 1006
Ontario as mining district 686
Ontario Bureau of Mines Report t366—Parties sent to Nor. Ont 1048
Ontario compensation 528. 687
Ontario copper 475, 484
Ontario gold and silver 475, 483
Ontario iron 122, 475, 484, 598
Ontario labor conditions 528
—-Wage increase, Cobalt 920
Ontario mine, Ida 177, 331
Ontario mine, Utah 33, 138, 139, 203, 277,

278, 281, 334, 416, 668, T12, 837. 923
Ontario mining in 1915 121
—Production 475, 483, 484
Ontario—Origin of nickel-copper deposits

;

map •Sll
Ontario ores. Markets for 597
Ontario platinum discovery 161
Ontario taxation 453, 620
Onyx, Chaffee Co., Colo 1006
Onyx group. Colo S3:i

Openpit raining accident figures ^635
Ophlr mine, Ont 33, 334, 1052
Ophlr Mg. Co., Nev 820
Ophlr, Mont. See "Butte Central," "Butte

Detroit."
Ophlr Range Gold, Colo 7i>

Oploca Co., Bolivia 175
Ore. See also "Geology," "Mill," "Crushing,

"

"Flotation," "Roasting," "Bins," "Concen-
tration" and cross-references.

Ore buying. South Am 292
Ore cooler, Hendrle & Bolthoff's "Iron Mask" 397
Ore dressing. Colloids in 249. 272, •429. 509,

•681, •763. •890, 990, 1068, 1105
Ore dropping through 1.135-ft. raise •262
Ore production, U. S., 1911-1914 128
Ore, Removing broken, from flat stopes ^395
Ore samples and their Interpretation ^933
Ore stealing 199, 537, 709, 750, 1039. 1085
Oregon gold and silver 43
Oregon mining in 1915 113
Orenstein-Arthur Koppel dump car 'lOoS
Ores from Cobalt. Ont., Metallurgy of 646
Ores, Metallography applied to 1084
Ores, Refractory—James' process 1114
Organ Mt.. N. M 540
Oriental Con. 164, 334. 456. 500, 668. 698.

712, 799, 879, 1007. 1052
Original Amador Co 76,710
Original Bannack Mg. Co 1051
Orion M. & M. Co., Ariz ^909
Orkla Co.'s shaft. Sinking 6o0
Oro Hondo. S. D 113, 754. 799
Oro Water. Lt. & Power 76,100
Orovllle Dredging, Ltd.—Dredging. Colombia

102, 119, 456, 668. S79
—Report 9411

—Pato report .*<1."'

Orphan mine, Ariz 6. 241
Orr, H. D 2:;7

Oruro mines. Bolivia 17.">

Osage, Joplin dist Ulio
Osaka Zinc Reflning Co l::4

Osborn. W. X. I'nited Verde Ext 723
Osborne. A. H.. Death of 237
Osceola Con., Mich 141, 200, 539, 667, 1134
—Report «9.{

Osceola Mg. Co.. Ida 372
Oston Leasing, Colo 7.'i2

Otter River Mg. & Manganese Corp 9(14

Otto Coking Co 8. 7S
Ouro Preto City, Brazil 7.-i!»

Ouro Preto Gold Mines 120
Overlook. Ida 76
Owens, 'T. M., flotation patents ^22
Oxides. Reduction of, by hydrogen at high
temperatures 1074

Oxyacetylene. See "Welded."

Faclflc Coast Borax Co 241. 1090
Pacific Coast Gypsum Co 136
Pacific Dredging, Calif 666
Pacific mine, N. M 1094
Pacific Mineral Products. Calif 76
Pacific Mines Corp., Calif 1092
Pacific Portland Cement Co 241. 1005
Packard, G. A. Gold Lake dist '339
Packing. Asbestos—"Good.vearlle" 1034
Packing cabinet, Handy 'OOO
Padshaw, B. J 2S
Paints, Lead—British prohibition S.IO

Palsh. Sir G., on war economics 382.702
Palladium. Boss mine. Nev 103
Palllster, H. D. Peculiar magnetic phenom-
enon '444

Palmer, Charles S 157

Page
Palmer, John. Death of 28

Palmer, L. A. Oatman dist ^895

—New strike, Goldstone, Calif ^1040
Palona G. & S 164, 243, 281, 1052
Pan-America. See also "South Am.," etc.

Pan-American Petroleum & Transport Co. 277,
327, 331, 369, 536

Pan-American Scientific Congress 23. 25, 154
—-Report of meeting •289
—Papers, etc. 197. 291, 292, •297, 301, •302,

•307, ^315, '321, 329, 343, 349. •385, 448
Pan grinding in Australia 225
Pan-shi antimony mines 637
Panama earthquake danger 529
—Seismic disturbances 995
Panama, Keeping out Insects 263
Panama, aianganese from 500
Panuclllo. Chile, smelting 187
Papasslmakes' "Greek Strike'" 121, 243, 1045
Paper famine, Explosives and 955
Paper filters. Toughening 781
Paper pulp, filtration and 781
Parade, Preparedness, N. Y ^910, 827
Park City wage Increase 277, 278
Parkdale dist., Colo 919
Parker mine, Colo 280
Parowan, I'tah. Tungsten near 1004
Parsons, Charles 365
Parsons, George Klngdon 535
Patent laws, British 773
Patent Office reorganization 432
Patents and extralateral rights 974
Patents and publication 554
Patents, Land, Expediting—N. W. Convention

resolution 724
Patents, New 24, 156, 238, 368. 410. 495. 569,

618, B62. 707, 786, 959. 1002, 1045, 1087
Patino Interests, Bolivia 119, 'ITS
Pato dredge, Colombia 102, 119, 456, 668—Report 815
Patten, Miss Josephine 874
Patterson, C. E 273
Patterson & Nelson, Nev 623
Patuxent mine, Ida 202
Paul. H. W. Mining, Japan 133
Paulsen Ranch, Calif 202
Pavitt. W. Hesser. Jr 276
Pay Day mine, Ariz 962
Pavne, Henry M 494
Payne. J. H.. Death of 958
Paystieak. Idiosyncrasies of the, in Yukon.. •889
Pearce, E. V 927
Pearce. W. D., Death of 151. 193, 195
Peat-phosphate fertilizer, Ida.; Minn 528
Penliale, Col. J. J 1046
Penn Iron Mg. Co 76
—Electro-hydraulic shovel •88(
Penn Mg. Co., Calif 52, 107, 1047, 1090
Pennsylvania iron ore 1060
Penn. mine Are. Butte 362. 452, 496, 536,

580, 619, 754. 1051
Penn. petroleum 80, 468
Penn. safety conference 663
Penn. Smelting Co 660
Penn. Steel Co 71. 375. 406, 408,502
Penoles, Cla Min de 17, 58, 164, 389
Peoples Natural Gas Co 939
Percy, JI. R. Record tonnage hoisted 17, 360,

493, 786—Leyner vs. piston drill 360—Manganese- vs. chrome-steel roll shells 613.
907. 951

Perin. Charles P 1130
Perkins, H. C 918
Permeability—Slime-cake proporties 1105
Perry, E. H. Interpretation of assay curves

for copper drill holes '726
Perry. 0. B. Yukon Gold report 550
Perseverance. See "Alaska-Gastineau."

"Alaska Gold Mines."
Perth .^mboy tin smelting ^927
—Briefer mention '25. 67. 487. 492
Pei-u copper 48. 118. 296. ^846
Peru mining in 1915 118
Peru, .Mining industry of; map. etc •845
—Cerro de Pasco district 'loin
Peru, quicksilver 540, ^846
Peru tungsten—La Dura mine 'SM
Peruvian Potash & Cheni. Cn 278
Pervell. A. C, Death of 1045
Pesquiera mine story 273
Peterson, F. P. Walhalla dist •379
Peterson, John. Death of 198
Peterson Lake. Ont 1136
Petre. R. W. Manganese. S. C '1019
Petroleum. See also "Oil."
Petroleum and coal fuels—Relative-cost chart •SSS
Petroleum and coal origins 103
Petroleum, Ark., and gas 1092
Petroleum, Calgary, note 961
Petroleum, Calif.

:

—Statistics for years SO, 167. 199. 468
—Monthly statistics. .11. 428. .'593, 882, 952. 1131—Independent Producers' figures 795—Geology north of Coalinga 104
—Storms wreck derricks 199. 236, 277, 327, 411—Land cases 239, 496—Area of proved land 750
—Various notes 239, 277. 331. 369, 496, 536.

919. 1047
Petroleum, Canada 483
Petroleum distillate and other fuels. Com-

parative cost of pumping with 1115
Pctrnloum, Ecuador 343
Petrnleum, Guatemala, control 352
Petroleum, Heat values of 1031
Petroleum. India 137, 720
Petroleum. Japan 133
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Pase
Petroleum, Mexico 284, 808. 882

Petroleum, Mont., notes 160, 243, 277, 836

Petroletun, Ont 122. 483

Petroleum. Peru •846. 847

Petroleum products mfr.—Bureau of Mines^
bulletin *91"

Petroleum properties. Valuing 'SaO

Petroleum, Bumania, exports 967

Petroleum, Russia 126, 1097

Petroletun. S. D.—Waterton-n 620

Petroleum—Standard Oil's method 872
Petroleum. U. S 41, 79
—By states 80

Past and future production, b}' states 468

Petroleum, Venezuela 120, 585

Pettingell , Frank Herve.v 237

Phalan Manganese, Nev 964
Pharmacist mine, Colo 750

Phelps, C. A 874

Phelps, C. C. Drill gage '939

Phelps-Dodge (see also "Copper Queen" and
other interests by name) 456, 712,871

^Reports 031, 693

—Mines acquired. Organ dist 665

—Tvrone—Ne>v town 871
—How flotation works *S51, 870, (erratum!

912, 998
Philippines dredging 100, 101.102

Pope, John D 157 ,
276

Porco Tin Mines, Ltd 119

Porcupine-Crown, Ont 123, 837, 1007
—Report 821
Porcupine dist., Mich 370
Porcupine Premier, Ont 164
Porcupine-Vipond, Ont. 121, 203, 334, 373,

799, 923, 964, 1007, 1136
Porosity—Slime-cake properties 1105
Porphyry coppers in 1915 742
Portchester sewage-tunnel driving •523
Porter, Frederick S 794
Porter seals for samples •439
Porterville, Calif., Magneslte near; Porter-

ville Jlagnesite Co. 75, 162, 202, 452, 49C,
539, 019, 875, 878

Portland Canal Tunnels—Cost of crosscut
adit 987

Portland-Independence, Colo. 29, 106, 159. 180.
452, 642, 1090

—Reports 482, 822
Portland mine, Dumont, Colo 539
Portugal, Mineral resources of 815
Portuguese iron and steel tariff 342
Potash, Calif., near Kane Springs 1134
Potash, Canada, regulations 1091
Pot.ish, Chile—Pintados deposits 118
Potash from kiln gases. Security Cement
Lime

Pase
Pump, Centrlfug.il, for variable delivery. . ."983
I»ump, Float conir.jl for "903
Pump manufacturing;. Rapid, by Lane & Bow-

ler Co.. for Am. Zinc, L.. & .S. Co 1031
Pump, Sand, Stripping HiUcrest irm mine

with '-'H. 215. 369
Pumping—Air lift for secondary unwaitrini: "1112
Pumping, I-eadville, Colo. 106, 642, 66,j. S19.

1110. 1131
Pumping. Old Dominion—Life of ralTe facings 643
—Air lifts "859
—Costs analyzed •902
Pumping-plant kelp screen. Standard Oil Co.,

Pac. Coast 'SSS
Pumping with distillate and other fuels. Com-

parative cost of 1115
Pumping with water hoists 857
Pumps, Centrifugal. Roodepoort Deep 124
Punching machine. Hollow-steel, Cop. Queen •llOl
Purington. C. W 719, 1046
Putnam, J. H., & Co 493
PjTite mining, Ont 598
Pvrites—Brit, foreign trade 335
Pyrites Co., Ltd 455
Pyrites exports, Spanish 755. 1 138
Pvrites trade, V. S 503—With Spain and Portugal 352

Philippines gold and silver 43. 102 Lime Co. •;••••.
,„^i;

Philippines photos. 'ISS, •442, •948. •989, •1117 Potash from lava, ^y™'"/ 1020
lippines

Phoenix, Calif.

Phosphate in Wyoming 428

Phosphate, Peat-, fertilizer, Ida., Minn 528
Phosphate, V. S., Imports, exports 543
Phvsician, Plant (poetry; 533
Pioher Lead Co 76, 584, 665, 920. 966

Picher. Okla.. rail connection 834
Piedmont Manganese Corp 1094
Pilot-Butte. See "Anaconda."
Pinal Development 538. 1092

Pine Grove, Calif 162

Pine oil for flotation 21

Pinos Altos M. & M 77, 243
Pioneer Con., Xev 712, 1051

Pioneer mine, Calif 797

Pioneer Smelting Co., Ariz 52, 1049, 1132
Pioneer Tin Mg. Co 128
Pipe-corrosion prevention 601

Pipe expansion-bend chart •184. (correction) 572
Pipe-flow meter, Bailey '1034

Pipe-line support. Overhead ^478

Pipe-repairing kinks—Patching split pipe

:

lay tongs •1072
Pipe roughness—Kutter formula 675
Pipe-straightening device. Tonop.ih *353

Pipe. Wood-stave. Continuous wire winding
for *355

•941Pipes, Stopping leaks in

Piping—Kutter's formula coefficients 675

Piping, Flow computer for 565
Pirsson, L. V. Textbook of Genlogj- t366
Piston ring. Chalsmlth interlocking •IflSl

Pitt, Dale L 918
Pittsburg-Idaho 178
Pittsburg-SUver Peak: Rawhide. Bacigalupi,

etc 111. 162. 202, 498. 666, 1093, 1134
Pittsburgh-Dolores. Nev 77

Pittshiirgh iron and steel markets. .^45. *47, 71

Pittsburgh Liberty, Calif 76

Pittsburgh Steel Ore Co _76
—Chain grizzly ^599

Placer gold, Tukon—Idiosyncrasies of pay-
streak '889

Placer laws, Tukon—Bench claims ^722

—Remedies for incongruities •SOe
—Xew Dominion law needed 1038
Placer mines. Fatality rate in 641
Placer mining, Russian gold 363
Placers, Round Mtn., Nev '856

Placerville Gold Mg. Co 750
Planet, etc., mines, Rhodesia 137
Plate. H. R 617
Plate. Laboratory electric hot ^1076
Platinum, Boss mine. Xev 103

•» Platinum, Brit, embargo on 1000
Platinum, Canada 484
Platinum, Colombia 668. 1094
Platinum in 1915 6, 46
—Prices •45. 46, 125
—-Imports and exports 756

Platinum, Ont.. discovery 161
Platinum. Oregon, notes 1135
Platinum-rhodium wire dutiable 1096
Platinum, Russia 46, 125, 839, 925
Platinum, Spain—Proving deposit 141

Platinum vs. gold dishes *"80

Plattsburg dam failure 1129
Plenaurum, Ont 1136
Plumh-bob Illuminator ^223

Plummer, J. H 276
Plummer. W. H 748
Plutus mine. Utah 799
Plvmouth Con., Calif. 201, 241. 498. 664. 752.

797, 962
—Report 905
—Tube-mill lining •263
Plvmouth Explor. Co. ; Montezuma mine 159.

332, 1133
Pocket dredge, Colombia 119

Poetry 152, 365. 533, 575,747
Poisoning, Arsine. Odd case 769
Poisoning. Cvanide. Slow 141, 444. 698
Poisoning fl.sh by cyanide 23
Poisoning, Gas, first aid 901
Poisoning. Lead 90
Polglase. .1. H.. Death of 1089
Pontons, Military use of 1070

Quain's electric thaw point 776
Quarry accidents in 1914 176
Quartzite belt. Black Hills ^770
Quebec law revision 331
Quebec ores. Markets for 597
Quebec production 484, 806
Queen Mines Corp., B. C 879, 923
Queen's University, Ont 831
Queensland production (see also "Australa-

sia," etc.) 827
Quicksilver, Ariz.—Cinnabar claims 1005
(julcksilver—Brit, foreign trade 335
Quicksilver, Calif 67, 68, 199, 418. 508
Quicksilver, Calif. . stealing 750
Quicksilver, Humboldt Co., Nev 836
Quicksilver in 1915 41, 67—Prices and market •45, 68—Exports 756
Quicksilver ore, 1911-1914 128
Qvilcksilver ores, Concentrating—Calif, study 1033
Quicksilver, Peru 540, •846, 848
Quicksilver prices, ctirrent 913
Quicksilver, Tex 68—Discovery in Brewster Co 623
Quicksilver, Univalent, Sliver separation from 781
Quincy Mg. Co 141, 200, 922, 1006, 1091
—Report 735
Quinn claims, Ont 161
Quinn, Martin, Death of 330
(juinton Spelter Co 838. 876
Quirk, J, Drifting with jackhamers. Prince
Con 903

Quirk-Statts, Calif. 581
Quiruvilca Co., Peru 118
Quo Vadls, Nev 32

Potash from seaweed, Calif 162
Potash, Nevada 331
Potash, Oregon lakes 113
Potash, Peru, development 278

Potash Recovery Co.. Calif 921
Potash recovery. Riverside plant •390

Potash salts imports, exports 503. 543
Potash, Searles Lake, Calif 75, 82, 277
—Land Office denies patents 149
Potash, U. S., in 1915 82
Potash, Utah 82, 115, 140. 281, 373, 709, 875,

960, 1136
—In western lake muds 900
—Parowan-Cedar Cy. discovery 1004
Potosi mine, Mex 116
Potosl, Nev Ill
Powder. See also "Blasting," "Explosive,"
"Du Pont." "Nitrates."

Powder headache, Preventing 478
Powder Riv. Dredging Co 101, 113
—No. 2 dredge photo. •604

Powdery material. Collecting 357
Powell, llaj. J. W., monument 558
Powell's camp, Calif 30

Power cost chart. Coal and oil fuels '555
Power, F. Danvers 1088
Power plant, Chuqulcamata *314
Power-plant cost. Bay State By. 227. (cor-

rection) 394
Power-plant practice. Ariz 53
Power plant. Wash., D. C 574
Power supply. Rand mines 124
Powers Gulch Devel.. Ariz 241
Pozo mine. Jackhamers at 775
Practical Mining. Details of t534
Pratt. Wallace E 748
Pre-Cambrlan gold fields of central Can 275
Precious metals. Guarding the 1000
Precipitate bags. Holder for •526
Precipitation, Electrolytic copper 55
Precipitation—Estimating metallic aluminum

in aluminum dust 813
Premier Diamond Mg. report 482, 642
Preparedness. See "War."
Prescott, Ariz. , customs smeltery 1005
Prescott, F. B. Misused belt dressing 858
Presidio Mg. Co 536, 664
Pressure gage. Mercury ^861

Pressures, Light. Liquid manometers for... •942
Price's cage-chairing device •SIS
Prices for the metals 913
Prices, Metal—Charts ^44, ^45, ^47, 'Se
—Geol. Survey spelter price "55
Prichard formation, Ida lOS
Prichard. W. A 494
Primers and misflres. Regarding 12
Primos companies 75, 104, 105, 106, 159, 664
Primrose mine. Alaska 30
Prince Con.. Nev. Ill, 415, 879, 1007, 1094, 1135
—Drifting with jackhamers 903
Prindle, Harrison 794
Pringle, C. A.. Death of 151, •191, 193,

195, 236
Pringle. L. B. Rapid analysis 650, (erratum) 781
Probert, Frank H 831, 1130
Products Sales Co 412
Proflt-sharing. lead and copper mining ..447, 612
Progressive, Ariz 5:^8

Prohibition 105, 109, 126, IfiO

Promontory Pt. camp, Utah 114, 70S
Promoter mine. Ariz 710
Prospecting, Churn-drill. Morencl, Ariz ^969

Prospecting on forest reserve 612
Prospects. Portable mining equipment for..^l025
Proctractor, Watch face as *395 Rand metallurgy—Review 96, 124

R. R. R. mine, Ariz 797
Rabb, E. M 1088
Rack. Drill-pick, Cop. Queen ^1104
Radium ore, Colo ISl
Radium never seen In nature 720
Radium Ore .\sso., Colo 333
Radium ore, U. S 12S
Radium ore, Utah 140
Radium. Uranium and Vanadium from Camo-

tlte. Extraction of t366
Railroad strike, Alaska 362
Ralls, Rolls for straightening •437
Rails, Shoe for hauling, in openpit *1071
Rails, V. S. production S07. 714
—Alloy-steel rails 850
Railway congestion. The 701, 739. 747, 1028
—The reasons 104."

Railway sub turns. Standard •1029
Railway transportation. Alaska S47
Railway traveling in Mex 340
Railwavs, Mine. Turnouts for •Sie
Rainbow Mg. Co 113
Raise, Dropping ore throvigh 1,135-rt *i6i
Ralcv, Robert J 794
Ralston Devel. Co 159. 162
Ralston, O. C. Control of ore sUmes •763.

•890, 990
Ralston, W. C 367
Rambler-Cariboo 268, 269
Rand. Charles F 276
Rand. See also "Transvaal," "South Af."
Rand. Drilling methods, etc., by natives on

—

Photos •825

Rand earth tremors. Cause of 995
Rand. Far Eastern, Will Am. capital be at-

tracted to ? 1124
Rand. Konomax drill on ^564

Prospector's experience in Honduras lllS
Proudfoot flow computer 565
Providence mine, N. M 243
Provincla. Ariz 1049
Publication and patents 554
Publications, New. See "New."
Publicitv in technology 273
Pugsley, F. W 494
Ptillls. W. K.. Death of 958
Pulp and metalllcs assays 612
Pulp. Paper, filtration aid 781
Pulp sampler. Chlcksan Co.'s automatic •521

Rand. Miners' phthisis history 936
Rand mines. Dust allaying In 'lOOS
Rand mining in 1915 122
—With charts of costs, returns, etc. ^809
Rand. Practical Mining on tl2S
Rand. Slope filling on 266
Rand—Slope haulage power 221
Randall's, C. A., rotary-screen ore classifier. .•eSl
Randfontoin Central 122. S09
Rare Metals Ore Co 708. 798, 833. 875
Raritan Copper Co. 51, 92, 104, 861, 362. 537, •724
—Operating engine-driven generators 730
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Page
Rasmussen, C. M. Hoisting-rope question... 699—-Record tonnage hoisted 786
Ration list, Tropical 940
Rattlesnake Jack, S. D 33, 77, 113, 416, 799
Raven Cop. See "Anaconda."
Rawhide. See "Pittsburg-SilTer Peak."
Ray Con., Ariz 24. 54, 581. 1003—Reports 384, 738, 742, 900
Ray, G. B.. Death of 450
Ray. Goldfleld, Xer 964
Ray Hercules Cop., Ariz 454, 710, 797, 962
Ray-Jefferson, Ida. 31, 107, 499, 539, 711,

963, 1006
Raymond, R. M., Columbia's new professor. . 148
Raymond, E. W. Details of Prac. Mining

reviewed t534
Ra.vner. W. H. Tape sag and slope dia-
grams '776

Reading, Jlilitary, for civilian engineers 257
Ready Bullion. See "Alaska—Treadweil

group."
Real del Jlonte, Pachuca—Concreting Bar-

ron shaft •676, 700—Big reserve 869—Report item 1064—Employees leaving Me.xico 1123
Reason, The (poetry) 152
Reconstruction. A work of 658
Bed Monarch, Ida 31, 242
Red MtiL group, Ala 1060
Red Mtn. Magnesite, Calif 75
Bed Beef, Ariz 710
Red Wing mine, Calif 921
Bedfield group, Calif 1041
Bedmayne, Sir R. A. S 872
Reed Quicksilver mine, Calif 414
Beese, C. E 958
Eeeve, Sidney A 918
Befractory-ore process, James' 1114
Begrinding at Anaconda '480
Belifuss, L. A., drilling contest 1112
Behfuss, L. A. and W. C. Portable equipment

for prospects •1025
Beindeer Queen, Ida 76, 711
Beorganized Booth 373, 661, 964
Beorganlzed Cracker Jack 623, 922
Beorganized WTiite Caps 281, 500, 879
Beports. See also companies by name, "Cost."
Reports. Offlcial, Notes from 745.955
Bepublic, I. & S. Co 8, 78,202—Standard sub turns ^1029—Automatic locomotive gong •lOSl
Republic mine. Mich 31, 798
Bequa, M. L., on Standard Oil 872
Rescue. See "First aid," "Safety."
Bescue-Eula, Nev 623, 923, 1051
Besoiling in Australia •529, '111?
Resoiling with Natoma dredge ^169
Retort discharging machines 93
Bererberatory. See "Furnace," etc.
Beview of mining in 1915 105

Page
Robinson, E. F. Military Preparedness and

the Engineer 1705
Rochester Hill, Nev., photo !!^657
Rochester Merger, Nev 878
Rochester Mines Co., Nev. 77, 111, 164, 203^

281, 623, 878, lOOT
—Mill photo •(i97
Bochester, Ont 624, 923
Bochester United. Nev 836
Rockbridge Manganese, Va 164
Rocky Mtn. Club dinner •932
Roessler & Hasslacher Chem. Co 618
Rogers, Alexander P 157
Rogers-Brown interest, Cuba. See "CauVo."
Rognon's gold discovery, Ont. 121, 1004,

„ „ , l"**. 1136
Roll frame. Repairing •562
RoU-shell truing with emery bricks..!!!!!! 691
Roll shells, Manganese- vs. chrome-steel 613,

907. 951
Roller dog for draglines •222
Roller, Pope, from car wheels !!!!!»1075
Roller-Smith ohmmeter •lOSS
RollinsviUe tungsten camp. Colo 833
Roosevelt Drainage Tunnel 107. 180, 242, 372

411, 795, 878, 1134
Rope, Cableway, Finding tension on 1111
Rope, Failing, indicator !^ig6 Sample. Automatic pulp !

!

.UiRone nnp«:tinn Th,i >i^ictir„T t-nn o i .-. . r ^.:. 3-^*

—Poisoning fish by cyanide "23—Statistics, etc 120
St. Johns Mines. Calif '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

75
St. Joseph Lead Co 59' 60—Report ' g^j
—Methods of rapid analysis "c'oO, (erratum)' 781—Matte sintering and double roasting 943—Lead-smelting data, Herculaneum 985—Lead production ggQ—Doe Run receivership suit 920
St. Nicholas Zinc, N. Y tqo
St. Paul, Colo laka
St. Paul Mont. Mg !!!!!!!!'! 77
Salduro Marsh. L'tah. potash 900
Salida. See "Ohio & Colo."
Sailers. E. A. Depreciation +534
Salitrera. Cia., Chile .. . 245
Sally, Waters, Wis !.!!!!!!!! !!ll36
Salt desert. South America ! !

!

•8'*4
Salt. Hwaiian, production !!!!!!!! 594
Salt Lake Cy.'s position !!!!!!!!! 160
Salt Lake Power & Water 'l094
Salt Lake Stock Exch 412, 497
Salt mines, Venezuelan "'

933
Salt, Peru '.'.'.'.'. •846, 847

120
173

Salvador
Salvador mine. Bolivia

Rex. Ida 31. 333, 372
Rex Plaster, Calif. 241
Rhodesia gold 43, 136, 373, 375
Rhodesia production, various 373
Rhodesia mining in 1915 136
Rice, George S 237
Bice Lake dist., Man 1091
Richards, E. B 1130
Bichards, Fred. Death of 535
Bichards. J. Adit enlargement and alignment,

Alaska-Juneau •982
Richie. A. A. Keyboard method, shaft tim-

bering •JSS—Hanging shooting timbers In shafts ^1071
Richard, T. A. Flotation Process 1705
Bicketts, L. D 435. •527, 831—Cop. mining and metallurgy. Ariz ."ss—Improved mining and metallurgy as aid to

Rope question. The hoisting., 699
Bope roller from car wheels •IO'd
Rope, Slack, indicator !!, •12
Rope, Wire, Lubrication ! . •858
Roper, Norman B 367
Rose, C. A. Metallurgical operations. Chile

Exploration Co •soi
Rose Rock M. & M ! . ! ! ! 1051
Ross, Frank A !!!!!!!! 706
Rossland. B. C, Geology and Ore Deposits
„°' tl087
Rotary-screen ore classifier •691
Roughness—Better Kutter coefficients 675
Bound Mtn. Mg. Co 164, 667, 1135—Round Mtn. placers •856
Rowand's flotation machine !.!.!^597
Rowe mine. Chain grizzly at !!!^599
Roy & Titcomb's experimental flotation ma-

chine *Q^1
Royal Basin. See "Northwestern "

Royal Cornwall Polytech. Soc 706
Royal John, N. M ooq
Ruble M. & M. Co !

!

"

!

u'o
Ruby mine, Silverton. Colo 798, 922 1131
Ruby mine, Weston Pass. Colo .'

. 239
Ruder. W. E. Annealed-copper brittlcness.! 820
Ruggles. W. B., Death of 276
Rumania petroleum exports 967
Rush, Ark., zinc cUst 485—

^'<"f,s •; • '.'.'.'.Yo9, 796
Russell, James A. 1046
Russell, William C !!!!!!!!!!! 450
Russia—Anglo-Am. syndicate buys piatinum-

gold claims in Urals 1121
Russia coal and coke !!!!!! 543—Spitzbergen coal-fleld purchase report.!!!!! 624
Russia copper 4g 1-7^
Russia—Fell's Spassky stories . .

...'.'.'.'.'.'.
.

.'

702
Bussia gold 43' 12.5
Russia, Gold placer mining *.'.".'.

.

.'

363
Russia iron ][] 997
Bussia—Lead and zinc mining. Siberia 65
Russia—Lena Goldflelds; Lenskoie Co.. Si-

beria—Winter mining photos ^44.3
•—Will dredge gravels ' 719—^'o'ss 125. 668
Russia manganese industry 894
—Notes 36. 126
Ru.'isia. Mining machinery in 7'9
Russia petroleum
Bussia platinum 46, 125

Sampler, Concentrate. 5Iiami ^422
Sampler, Hamilton automatic ! ! ! ! !^603
Samples and their interpretation !!!! ^933
Samples. Porter seals for ! ! ! !

! ^439
.Sampling and mapping. Esperanza 551
Sampling—Churn-drill prospecting. Morenci-

Methods, drying stove, splitters and mixing
aprons, etc t^gg

Sampling device. Tailings, Shaw's.!!!!!!!!! ^223
Samuel. J. M. Measuring dust losses. Con
Queen •loei

San Antonio mill. Mex •299
San Francisco del Oro 116
.San Francisco Mint ....369 536
San .lose mine. Mex *. .".*.

.
.

'

1^4San Juan Cop.. Ariz !!! 1092San Poil. Wash.; West Hill Mg.' Co.! !! !!!
"

5SS
Sand. Filling slopes with '

266
Sand pump. Stripping Hillrrest iron "mine
o '"i" •,•;, '211. 215. 369
Sandoval. Grate bars at •602
Santa Barbara mercurv. Peru.... "iJO
Santa Fe G. & C. Co so' 1%—Report ' 4g2
Santa Gertrudis 281, 500,' 'e'e's'.' 837.' SIS, ' 1052
Santa Tsabel massacre. . .151. •WO, 195, 236 1045
Saratoga, Ariz 75 jgg
Sarton. G. Belgian Scholarship "commit-

tee DKQ
Sasco smeltery, Ariz.. ..!'.!.'.!!'..'.!'" ii32"ii33
Saskatchewan production ..'. .

' 434
Saskatchewan placer mining.. <na
Sault Ste. Marie dock ?^;
Sault Ste. Mane traffic. igjSaunders. W. L 270. 27i. 33o'."3'6'o, 661—State and aims of A. I. M. E.

.

435Savanna Cop. Co.: Ohio mine ."si'o «51
Savannah Kaolin. Ga '

?b^
Su.vapullo. Cia. Mln. de. .

.

Ji?
Scaife. C. C. Death of ico
Scammell, Matthew J tji
Scheelite. See "Tungsten."
Schmidt. J. Oxyacetylene vs. arc welding.. 906
Schneider. William G gij
Scholarships. Cheniical-englneerinE. . '8'26 869
Scholarship jCommittee. Belgian ' 658.i,:.j

-nitation. .Toplin !!!! 834
..1094

School children's
School Property mine. Tenn.

ation 291 l'"''.s|''>—Siberian industrial bureau and expeconserv:
Ridden. Guy C !!!!!!!! 617
Bidder Concession, Siberia 65
Rider. G. S 411
RIedcr Iron Co ! ! ! ! 1050
Rifling of diamond-drill cores 902
Rigg. Gilbert 1001—Dissertation on flotation 382
Right of Way. Ont 582
Rimini dist.. Mont 919
Bio Tlnto. Ltd.. report 827 829
Rising Hope mine, Calif. I59
Bitiman. W. F 663—Gasoline from Petroleum, etc t917—Pro.os, In Calif 1047
Blver ,v (,,ist Nav, Co 938
Blversii I', rtland Cement Co *390
Boanokc, M., 202 242
Roastlii;: .\nnular sintering apparattis. . . . . .

.'•526
Boasting l.lcnri,

, Wedge furnace for 718
Boasting. Doulile. and sintering matte. St

Jos. Lead Co 943
Bnastingmalllng of cop. ores In 'fine condi-
tion—KicpiiiEerKrcJcl-Kuzell ^479

'!!!!l021

"-S Schoop's metal-spraying process! 1070
.126. 1097 Schrader on Oatman geologv 1119
. 839. 925 Schroeder. F. A .....!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! 579

.332. 371.
269

Roasting
Boasting practice. Zinc—Revle'w
Boasting—Sintering flotation concentrates. Mt'

dition
Russia sodium-nitrate requisition!
Ru.ssian Empire in 1913
Rust. W. B
Ruth mine. Ariz
Ruth-Hope. B. C
RutUe. See "Titanium.'
Ryan, J. D., Statement of 36I

Sabiwa mine. Rhodesia
Safeguard setsorews. Dutv to
Safety. See also "First aid."
Safety Asso.. .1. A. Holmes
Safety bureau. Anaconda
Safety conference. Penn
Safety—Copper Queen accidents. .

'.

Safety-Don'ts for skinner
Safety—Failing-rope indicator ...
Safcty-flrst exhibit. Wash., D C
Safoty-flrst In lifting .'

.

Safety-flrst magazine. Rand
Safety gate for cages. Folding. .

.

123

.Schroedter on steel without manganese 957
Schurhcrt. C. Textbook of Geology +«««
Schultz. R. W '"'I's'?' 831
Schumacher mine. Ont 78, 'l2'l!

5'8'2'.'624'
712Schwab, Charles M 459

Schwcrin's patents 764. 7'6'6"9'9'»' qqi
Scott. H. E. \\'here the air goes. .

.

' m
Scranton. Utah 8'3'7' 903
Scratch Gravel. Mont 499,'622. "922 'll35
Screen. Kelp. Pumplng-plant ^983
Screen. Rotary, ore cla.sslfler "•691
Screen scale. Standard test 1104
Screw, Straightening long •940
Seaboard Steel & Manganese Co !!!!!!!! 967

Porter, for .samples !.' ' "•439
1, W. Y. Lure of Crlppie'creek

: .•••• t917
ke potash.

........'..' 149
409. 450. 1124

urnaces ^721
pper ores 1127

.Seal:

Seamai
Gold

Searles

93

Morgan ,.(,0,
Roberts. W. Frank

!
.'

;

' j:,"

Roble. E. H. Determining dust loss, Cop.

Bobins. t' m '

'Field fortlflcatioiii." "sieges" 'a'lid

''"^

demolitions •514 530
Robins tailings conveyors. Chile... •ssg' 1,75
Robinson, r. steel .shaft timbering.'.'." ' "

•llll
. ^393
. 349
. 467
. 932

Boblnson Deep. Transvaal
Boblnaon mine. Transvaal.

122
..•809, 1065

Safety pate for shaft
.Safety In handling expiosivcs.
Safet.v,—Inspectors' conference
Safety magazine—"Gold Bar".
Safety—Slack-rope indicator .

Safety trolley-wire box •857
Safety work. Calif. Industrial Accident Comiii

'

etc. 176. 208. 220, 369, 875, 1028, 1047'
1130, "l 131

.Safety work. Cop. Queen.. ro't
St. Elmo & Mtn. Queen !!!!!!!!!'" 24''
St. James mine. .Minn 31 16.3 oflj
St. .Tohn del Bey—Metallurgy 11, lej 185

-Land Office denies patent
Searls. Fred. Jr
Seasoning reverbcratory fi

Secondary enrichment of c
Secrecy. British metallurgi
Security Cement & Lime Co 455
Sedimentation and flocciilatlon " '*i29 509
Segregation In gold buillon '

'1033
.Selhy Smg. & Lead Co 58 Qo" "9' 387
Selch. E. potermlnlng alumina In s'lllca'tes"'l076
Seldovla. Aln.ska. coal mining iso
Selenium In 1915 'ijjf
Sells mines, TTtah....33, 114, 164, 334,"l'o"5'2" 1094
Semple, C. C. SIraighteners •sss .437—Steel-collaring machine ' ^984
Seneca mine, Mich "

" 'fis's 79s
Seneca Blver. 8. C.

.

Seneca -Superior. Ont
-Cost of silver .

.

—Beport

•381

904
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Separation. See also "Coiu:entiatloii" and
cross-references.

Separator, Campbell magnetic, used for flo-

tation concentrates 551

Serpek process (see also "Nitrates," "Nitro-

gen" )
1082

Setscrews, Dut.v to safeguard 930

Settling of slimes (see also "Flotation"; •081,
•768, *%W. 990

Seven Troughs Coalition 164, 455, 623, 836,
922, 1135

—Report 9(15

—Mill photo '097

Seven Troughs Mg. Co 922
Sewage-tunnel driving '523

Shaft, Concreting Barron, Pachuca—Squeezed
shaft •676. -on

Shaft, Drop, sinking, Cuyuna '404

Shaft gate. Semiautomatic safety •SSS

Shaft sinking—Air-lift 'lllS
Shaft-sinking in Norway 600

Shaft-sinking methods, Three—Crean Hill,

Dome and Creighton mines •774

Shaft-sinking rate on Gogebic ;
jackhamer

drills 816

Shaft, Sinking Woodbury, Newport Mg. Co.'s ^521

Shaft timbering. Keyboard method ^438

Shaft timbering. Steel, Los Ocotcs 17

Shafts, Butte, Depth of 141

Shafts, Hanging shooting timbers in 'lO'l

Shale, Gasoline from 530

Shales, Oil, Newfoundland 436

Shamva mine, Rhodesia 137

Shannon Cop. Co 52, 752,877
Shasta-Belmont, Calif 201

Sha.sta Natl. Cop. Co 1092

Shattuck Ariz 371, 538, 710, 921, 1092

—Calumet & .Jerome option 877

—Report 731

Shaw, A. M. Tailings sampling auger •223

Shaw, S. F. Data, world's mines 86

Shearer, B. F.. Death of 748

Sheave lining. New, Litchfield •SSe

Sheaves, Idler, Filling blocks for ^901

Sheda, B. J. Tungsten determination 1076

Slieldon, G. L. Mex. comple.'jities 1039

Shell Co 1047

Sheperdson, J. W 28

Sherardizlng lO'O

Sherwood, C. F. Pine oil...,. 21

Shields, Chas., Death of 198

Shipbuilding, Copper in 574

Shipping, British, in 1915 1044

Ships, Companies chartering 26

Ships, The scarcity of 913

Shipsey Mg., Calif 75.201
Shoe for hauling rails •lO-l

Shoes, Rubber-soled magazine 355

Shooting. See also "Blasting," "Explosive."

Shooting soot from stacks 1071

Shooting timbers in shafts. Hanging •lO?!

Shop, Tool-sharpening, Cop. Queen •lOOO

Shop, Underground blacksmith ^818

Shovel, Electro-hydraulic, Penn Iron Mg.
Co.'s '860

Shovel-mining accident statistics *635

Shoveling, .Steara, vs. caving 1128

Shover, R. B 1130

Shui-ko-shan mine, China 1064

Slam tungsten discovery 1054

Siberia. See "Russia."
Sicilian sulphur. See "Sulphur."
Sidney Point, Calif 921

Slebenthal, C. E. Joplin ore deposits 102

Siebert, F. A., Death of 794

Sieges, field fortiflcations, etc •514,532
Sierra Buttes, Calif 498

Sierra Nevada, Nev 32

Sierra Nev. Con., Ida 994

Signal, Visible and audible 'I!?!?

Signals, Whistles as warning
Silicates, Determining alumin;
Sill &
Silver, Alaska
Silver assays—Effect of borax in matte fu-

sion •««
Silver, Australasia 127, 714,827
Silver. Bawdwin mines, Burma 20

Silver Bell, Colo 581

Silver, Bolivia 1"4

Silver, Brit. Col 236. 268, 483

Silver, Calif 43, 199

Silver, Canada 483, 871

Silver Cell group. N. M 32. 500,799
Silver, Chief mine. Colo 333, 499

Silver. China—Melting coins 1009

Silver Cy., N. M., folio 880
Silver cost. Seneca-Superior 151

Silver Fortune group, Ida 161

Silver Hoard, B. C 582
Silver, .Tapan 133

Silver King mine, Ariz 1005

Silver King Coalition, Utah 20, 33, 77, 114,

115. 139, 369, 453. 580, 751, 87C, 974
Silver King Con., Utah 164, 277, 278. 373, 453,

664, 879, 923, 964, 1052, 1136

—Report 945
Silver-lead blast furnaces, Mechanical feed

iiiK of

—

v. S. Smg,
Silver-lead smelteries.

Page
Silver ores. Metallurgy of, from Cobalt U46

Silver ores. Metallurgy of native. S. W. Chi-

huahua '297

Silver, Peru '846

Sliver producers—Table of outputs and capi-

talization 8"!

Silver refining. Electrolytic, Effects of addi-

tion agents In 1075

Silver-refilning process, Thum '77:1

Page
Snake Creek tunnel 139, 281. 373.837
Snake Range tung.sten dlst 1004
Snelllng. W. 0., and tamping 560
Snow. H. S 1130
SnowsUdes, Colo 199. 331
Snowstorm mine, Ida.—Photo '988

Snowstorm Mg. Co. ; Banner & Bangle. Mont. 798
Snyder. B. M 579
Society of Auto. Engineers 595

Silver, Rhodesia
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.. 373 Society of Chemical Industrj' 27, 330, 425. 958

781

860

.1076

Silver separation from univalent mercury..
Silver Shield. Utah 799.83'
Silver. Slocan, Saving
Silver, United Kingdom, coinage 881
Silver, U. S 41

—By states 43

—Coin held Jan. 1 245

—Ore, 1911-1914 128

Silver used by "movies" 956
Silver. Utah 43. 115. 140

Silverspur, Furnace lining at 267

Simpson, W. E 1088
Singewald, J. T., Jr. Mining In Cuba. . .•587. '605

—Mining industry of Brazil •759

—Mining industry of Peni ^845

—Cerro de Pasco district •lOlS
Sintering and double roasting, Matte, St.

Jos. Lead Co 943
Sintering apparatus. Annular ^526

Sintering flotation concentrates, Mt. Morgan

;

pots used •1032
Sioux Con., Utah 754. 799,879
Siskiyou Syndicate, Calif 31, 75

Skidoo Mines, Calif 75

Skiff, Frederick J. V 157

Skinner, Don'ts for the 943

Skinner, T. M., Jr 494

Skinner. W. R. Mining Manual t705
Skuilbreaker, Internatl. smeltery ^422

Slack-rope indicator •IS

Slag, Decrease in copper content of, at De-
troit plant 1033

Slag piles. Bonne Terre, Smelting 1091
Slate and dike analysis 433 (erratum) 592
Slate production, U. S 855
Sleeping sickness. Death by 1045
Slide rule and flow computer, Proudfoot . . . 565
Slimes agitator, Devereux propeller 823
—Power for agitators 1118

Slimes, Colloidal, and colloids. .249, 272, ^429, 509
—Rate of slimes settling ^681

—Control of ore slimes ^763, •890, 990
—Properties of slime cakes 1068, 1105

Slocan district operations •463

Slocan silver and copper, Saving 860
Slocan Star, B. C 269.582
Smeltery. See also "Furnace," "Converter."

"Roasting," "Electric." "Crucible," metals
and companies by name, etc.

Smeltery, Braden Cop. Co ^315

Smeltery, Bunker Hill & Sullivan ^868

Smeltery, Cop. Cliff.—Determining dust loss ^505
—-Metallurgy, ores from Cobalt 646
Smeltery, Cop. Queen, Measuring dust losses •lOOl
Smeltery—Dust collection 357

Smeltery, East Helena, impvts 1114

Smeltery fume bags, Bryant's method of shak-
ing, by comp. air 185

Smeltery, Internatl., Miami ^421, ^866

—Concentrate and calcine cars ^563

Smeltery smoke, Calif 107, ^385, 1047. 1090

Smeltery smoke—Cottrell process at Miami
•389, ^423

Smeltery smoke—Field's process 76
Smeltery smoke—Recent progress In elect

precipitation
Smeltery smoke—Review of 1915
Smeltery smoke, Utah ^S^ 920

Smeltery, Washoe, plan and flow sheet
Smelteries, etc.--;Maps aiid statistical tables

•50, 51,(52} •57,(S$), 62, •OS, 66, 259, 609
Smelting charge^-tfdvnnce. Ariz 751

Socorro M. & M. Co 112, 243, 540, 1094
Sodium nitrate requisitioned, Bussia 1010
Sodium nitroprusside for volumetric coppers. . 327

Sodium, Oregon lakes 113
Sodium salts Imports, exports 503,543
Sohnlein, M. G. F. Bolivian mining •173

Solar observations. Form of calculation of.. 941
Somers, G. E., Death of 28
Sons of Gwalia practice 224, 225, 263.356
.Soot from stacks. Shooting 1071
South Africa. See also "Transvaal," "Rand,"
"Rhodesia."

.South Af.. American capitalists look to 616
South Af. diamonds 124, 132, 482, 642
South Af. mill photos., etc •264. •265

South Af . tin 67

South Af., Tungsten in 254

South America. See also "Pan-Am." and
countries, metals and companies by name.

South Am., Buying and selling non-ferrous
metals in 292

South Am. Cop. Syndicate 119
South Am. "dollar exchange" 531
South Am. Elec. Smg. Co 487
South Am. gold 43
South Am. in 1915 118, ^173

South Am. mining means and adjuncts

—

Llamas ; Casapalca smeltery : Cerro de Pas-
co photos., salt desert and volcano. . .•782. ^824

South and Central Am.—Economic vagaries ;

export taxes, etc 363
—Note 174
—Taxing unworked mineral lands.. 4'28. 448. 769
South Banner. Calif 621. 752. 797
South Carolina—Manganese in •lOW
South Car.—WalhaUa dist •379
South Dakota—Black Hills gold-bearing iron-

quartz-tremolite belt •770
South Dak. gold and silver 43

South Dak. mining in 1915 113

—Mineral output 436
South Dak. petroleum drilling 020
South Eureka, Calif 162, 279, 877, 1133
South Hecia, Utah 33, 114, 373, 456. 879,

1007, 1052, 1094, 1136
—Report—Note 500
South Hecia Extension 334
South Lake, Mich 51, 141, 200, 373, 753

—Report 905

South Mtn., Ida 963
South Utah 114, 138, 416, 1136
Southern Aluminium ("o. See "Aluminum Co.

of Am."
Southern Belle, Calif 877
Southern Electro Chemical Co 149. 448. 1083
Southern Eureka, Calif 371
Southern Pacific 239. 496
Southern Sierra Power Co 496
Southern Zinc mines. Tenn 623
Southwestern Mine Safety Asso.—Flrst-ald

contest changes 636
Southwestern Mines, Nev 754

Southwestern New Mex. mine 1052

Spagnoli, D. B., Death of ._.._. 4.^0

Spain coal 715. T.'i'*

Spain copper 48.
7'>''

Spain iron 9:>:

Spain. Mineral exports from 7ri."i. 11 >
Spain, Platinum in . . IfJ
Spain pyrites trade :t52, 755

Spanish-Am. Iron Co '587

Sparkler, Kan 76
- - • 't>ls, ueierraining aiuimiiu m »"" om;uj"n™ HntT St ln<. T.enrt Co at Her- Spassky region. Stories about.

Sill \fl ^™„,„"i,,V, ' qor, Spearman, C. Rotarv-screen ore classifier. .
.•691

Alaska 43,115 P"""!™"' .
•. ,•,•,•,•••,: i\t Sneddinir J. "

Co.'s. etc •SSS SmHh^

Vo. Am,
Ledge, Colo,

-market booms
' market, prices,

—Current situation
Silver metallurgy—Review-
Silver, Ont

76
872

nt—Review 44.
•45, 46

.615. 829. 913, 954

-Matte sintering and double roasting 943
Smelting flotation concentrates ^479
Smelting—Mt. Morgan report 724
—Chrome-ore tapping blocks 778
—Sintering flotation concentrates •1032
Smelting native silver ores, Batopllas ^299
Smelting operations. Canada Cop. Corp.,
Greenwood, B. C 1074

Smelting practice. Cop., in 191
Smelting practice. Lead
Smelting practice. Zinc, in 1915 92
Smelting situation, Ariz 1132
Smelting tin, Perth Amboy 25, 67. 487, 492, *9i'
Smink, F. C 4.''>0

Smith, Charles H lOSS
Smith, E. A. Cappelen 'SIS, ^321

Smith, J. E. Concreting Barron shaft. Pa-
chuca ^676, 700

Smith, L. P.. Death of
Smith. M. B., Death of
Smith, R. F. C.Tr ami tipple ^182

-Transfer truck iinil chairs •1074

Smith, R. W. Flotation replaces cyanide ^142

Smith-Lnbine, Ont 243, 500, 1007. 1052
bismuth refining 356. 778

Smoke farming gains prestige around New
York 445

Smoke, Smeltery. See also "Smeltery."
Smoke precipitation. Electrical, Recent prog-

ress In 'SSS

Smoke-stack. See "Stack."
Smuggler-Union. Colo 106, l.'SO, 581,711
Snake & Opportunity, N. M 500. 540,754

Spedding. J. F. Filling blocks for Idler

wheels '901

Speel River Project. Alaska 136

Speis mine, Mich 163.202
Speller, F. M. Preventing pipe corrosion 601

Spelling, Simplified, In A. I. M. E 445
Spelter. See also "Zinc."
Spelter, Gallium recovery from 197. 720. 937

,„ ,_,.. .,„ Spelter, Japan 133.134,458

\^ Jgjj ,ij Spelter market and prices, former years '44.
•47, 61, 611

—Geol. Survey price computation 755
Spelter. Netherlands 5S4
Spelter situatiim, current 531, 745, 913. 1043
Spelter statistics for 1915 606
Spelter supply, Forthcoming 196

""" Spence, C. E. Oil shales, N. F I:f6

-nn Sperr. J. D. Tom-Reed-Gold Road dlst •I

,',.<, —"Conversational geology" nt Caiman 1119

„,.« Spider. Walei^-Flotatlon •852, (erratum) ... 912

loJ Spllsliury, E. G 409
Splrlet roasting furnace 1023
Spitzbergen coal fields 624
Spokane, Electrol.vtlc zinc plant 11S2
Spokane Mining Men's Club 617
Spreader, Furnace-charging. MIdvale •SSS
Springer and Mathewson. Calif 1092
Springer. Lamb & White. Nev 964
Springfield Tunnel, Calif 922
Sinlngs Mines, Ltd 123. 1124, 112.^.

Squire, N. H. Preventing powder headache.. 478
Stack. Concrete. Baltic mill 'llie
Stacks. Lightning protection for 10S2
"Stacks" or "chimneys" 956
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stacks. Shooting soot from If'l

Star Canon Fuel Co Sjl

Stakle, Charles 5c^9

StaU Bros., Calif 'J>

Stamp mill. Con. Langlaagte *264

Stamp milling, Transvaal 1-^

Stamp practice. Sons of Gwalia, West Aus-

tralia 2-4
Stamps, Chilean mills vs 1^

SUndard mine, Ida. See "Tederal Mg. &

Standard Oil Co., Calif v!?^2'
**^'

Standard Oil Co.—Gasoline prices 792. lOSo.

—As conserrationist
—Pumping-plant kelp screen .

.

Standard Silver-Lead, B. C. 26;

st;
'gss

!69. 270,
416. 1136

. yw]\ '463, 466

Standard "Suiphur" Co ^W
Slander. H. J *?4
—Interfacial tension in flotation ^•6

Stanford I'niv. teaching flotation 330

Star Antimony, Ida 3' -

Starr King. Calif 241

State geological and mining officials 104

State Line, Joplin dist 1050

Statute of Limitations. Calif 199

Slaver, W. H 1130

Steam-flow meter, Bailey *10J4

Steam shoveling. See "Shoveling," Strip-
ping."

Steel. See also "Iron," Drill."
Steel and Cast Iron. Metallography of t917
Steel—Armor-plate nonsense 613, 746

Steel. Austria-Hungarj- "57

Steel-collaring machine '984

Steel consolidations (see also proper names) 406

Steel, German, without manganese 957

Steel In 1915—Review 69

Steel, Manganese, at St. .John del Rev 185

Steel. Manganese—Shrinkage, etc 1034

Steel. Openhearth, High sulphur does not

injure—Carnegie Co. studies 595

Steel-rail production 807, 714

—Allov-slecl rails S50

Steel-roU shells. Manganese vs. chrome.. 613, 951

—Crusher plates 907

Steel. Tempering drill 744

Steel-trade conditions 329

Steel trade. Wages In 235

—Notes 166, 200, 746. 757

Steel—Tungsten scarcity : use of molybdenum 1027

Steele, Heath 579
Steele. Sanford H 409

Steelite as gas neutraliTer 601

Steel's. Donald, jig for gold dredge •692

Steels. Invar and Related Xickel 7807

Steese. B. C MSS
Steiner. C. A.. Death of 409

Stenger. Edward L 1046

Stephens. George B 617

Stephenson. T. L., Death of 409

Sterling. Robert 7nr,

Stevens, Frank G 918
Stevens. T. B. Sons of Gwalia practice 224.

225, 263, 356
Stevenson mine, Minn 372
Steveson. Tiinmas. Death of 579
Stewart. .1. B. Tempering drill steel 744
Stewart, Leighton 237
Stewart Mg. Co.. Ida 333, 415, 539, 994. 1134
Stines, Norman C 157
Stock fraud prevention. Mont 412, 795
Stock selling laws, Calif 29. 452, 536

Stock lip. Copper, miscarried 273
Stockholder has fat chance 493
Stockholders' liability case. Calif 277
Stockholders' right to samples 352
Stocks, Auction sales of 408. 449, 533
Stocks in Hnggin estate 575
Stocks. Industrial. Earnings on 749
Stocks, Investigating no-par 24

Stocks, Mining. N. T. exchanges, in 1913... 80
Stocks. The copper 407

Stoddard Mines Co.. Ariz 434, 1005
Stoddard Milling. Ariz 621
Stock. H. H 367
Slope fllling. See "Filling."
Stnpe haulages. Compressed air or elcclrlclly

in 221
Slopes, rial. Removing broken ore from : a
nr '395

.Slniii;: Tl.ih Cop. Co *216
Slor.i: .r explosives 349
Stote-l'.'^- . E T 450
Stott.M;.'. Mo 77
Stove f.r s.uniile drving •970
Stovel. r n 706
Stralghtenint' machines, Tonopah •SSS. •IS"
Slranahan. J. L., Death of 1130
Stratton's Independence (see also "Portland")—Report 482
Street. A. L. H. I.«Bal notes 352. 549. 598,

675, 810. 930, 974. 981. 1028. 1042, 1067, 1104
Stringer district, Calif 30
Stripping HlUcresl iron mine with aand pump

•211. 215, .-;n9

Stripping method. New. MeaabI 261
Stripping vs. caving 112S
Stromberg. M. Russian manganese 894
Slruthcrs. Joseph 1001
Sub turns. Standard •1029
Subway cave-Ins. N. Y. Cy 873
Success mine, Ida. 31, 333, 372, 499, 7.53.

836. 922
Success mine, Ont 203. 1052

Sudburj- district. Ont 597, 686

—Origin of copper-nickel deposits; map •SIX

Sulman's slimes treatment 992

Sulphide Corp.—Flotation plant 231

—Report 398

—Central Zinc Co. purchase 1095

—Progress since war began 1121

Sulphur, High, does .not injure openhearth
steel 595

Sulphur imports and exports 503
Sulphur industry in 1915 55

Sulphur, Italy in 1914 762

—SiciUan in Feb. 1916 957

Sulphur, Japan 133. 134

Sulphur, Midwest Company, Wyo 1136

Sulphur mines development, Tex 623

Sulphur-mining patent. Frasch 439

Sulphur refinery, Freeport, Tex 923
"Sulphur subdivision" lots. Selling 916

Sulphur, Tex., development note 456

Sulphur. L'nion. Company. .26. 55, 747, 915. 916
Sulphuric-acid constant-flow device '1029
Sulphuric acid from blende roasting 1024

Sulphuric-acid manufacture. New method of 10

Sulphuric-acid patents. Contact 209

Sulphuric-acid plant, Braden *318

Sulphuric-acid plant. Garfield 497

Sulphuric-acid prices, British 724

.Sulphuric-acid production 609,952
Sult.in mine. Nev 32, 77. 1007

Sulzer. Charies X 1130

Sumatra, (Jold mine in 799

Summer Lake development 113
SummerviUe. Calif 371. 752

Sunflower Cinnabar. Ariz 75

Sunnyside mine, Colo 76. ISO

Sunrise, Wyo., photo 'ISS

Sunset mine, Ida 202

Sunset SI. & D.. Nev 77

—Mine and mill—Costs, etc 520

Sunset & Independence. Ariz 962

Superior mine, Mich 200

Superior & Best., Ariz 666

—Report 903

Superstition, Ariz 75

Suppes. M. M., Death of 663

Surprise mine, B. C 269.484
Survev, Coast & Geod., exhibit 23, Centen-

nial 702. 901
Survey, Geological (see also statistics under
names of products) :

—Alaska in 1915 115

—Cerbat and Black Mlns., Ariz 11

—Chromic iron ore 808

—Columbus, N. M.. region map 957

—Copper statistics did exist 272
-^Cottonwood-Am. Fork region 160. 432. 709.

796. 1132
-Economic geological bulletins 102
.—Gasoline from shale 530

—Letters answered last year 636
—Maps. New 724
-Phosphate in Wyoming 428

—Potash in l"lah muds 900

—Potash from Wyoming lava 1020

—Radium never seen in nature 720

—Silver Cy.. N. M.. folio 8S9

—Speller price in 1915 755
Surveying—Compass changes 901
Surveying—Form of calculation of solar ob-

servations 941
Surveying—Slagnelic phenomenon ^444

Surveying—Plumb-bob illuminator *223
Surveying—Sag and slope diagrams for steel

tape ^776

Siurveying—Target for determining azimuth. .•fiOl

Surveys. Slate Geol.—Officials 104
Sutherland. T. F. Ont. as mining dist 6S6
Sutro Bros. & Co 494

Swaren. W. Erosion by water •372

Swart. W. G 157
Swastika mine. Ont 334
Swastika Mines. Ltd.. Ont 164
Sweden elec. smelting 23. 998
Sweden iron and steel 997. looo
.Sweden. Kiruna iron ores 103

Sweenev. Charies. Death of 1046
.Sweet, .T. E.. Death of 91S
Sweetser. Ralph H 617
Swiss mountain cableway •lOl
Symmes, WTiitman 1130
Symons disk crushers. Inspiration's ^866
Symons, S. W. Drilling methods in driving

6-ft. tunnel ^523
Syndicate Mg. Co.. Philippines •989. •IIU

T

Tacoma Exploration Co 794
Tailings-disposal conveyors. Chile •SSS. 572
Tailings-reclaiming dredge. C. & H •ISS
Talllngs-safflpling auger. Shaw's *223
Taku-Alaska 135
Tamani Mg. Co 296
Tamarack, Mich. 140. 200. 278, 582, 667. 709,

869. 1050, 1134
—Report 944
Tamarack & Custer. Ida *9%%, 999, 1093
Tamping, Advantages of 12
Tamping In Treadwell mines 560
Tape. Steel. Sag and slope diagrams for •776
Tapping blast furnaces by electricity fiors,

6flS, 931
Tapping blocks. Chrome-ore 7TS

Tar. Coal, and Its products '7

Tarantula mine. Calif. 1093
Target for determinioK azimuth •OOl

Page
Tariff—Appraisement of imported zinc ore.. 1086
Tariff classification, zinc dross 722
Tariff commission. To create 869
Tariff—Molybdenite free 337
Tariff, Platinum-rhodium wire 1096
Tariff. Portugese iron and steel 342
Tariff. Timgsien-ore. asked 833
Tariff—Villa zinc-ore duties 1059
Tariff, Zinc-ore, wanted 920
Tasmania production (see also Australasia,"

etc.) 1000
Tax, Canadian, on profits.. 413, 486. 490, 920. 961
Tax decision—Ore reserve exhaustion not al-

lowed for 487
Tax, Honduras inactivity 428. 448, 76!i

Taxation, Mich 200. 920. 961
Taxation, Minn 109, 161. Ifl4.>!

Taxation, New Mex 112
Taxation, Ont 453, 620
Taxation. Wis 66
Taxes, Export. South Am 174.363
Taxes, Mexican 187, 789.827
—Notes 278. 751. 1091—Villa zinc-ore duties 1059
Tavlor. Charles 706
Taylor. Knox 706
Techatticup Syndicate. Nev 77
Technical literature. Filing "84

Technical literature. Things in, that are not
so 364

Technology, The new •1077
Tect Hughes. Ont 78, 243, 456, 754
Tecopa mine. Calif 1090
Teddv Bear mine. Calif 241
Teknik Club of Denver 367
Teleplione—Phantom wire system 827
Temiscaming & H. B. report, etc 481. 871
Temiskaming. Ont 33, 500,871
Tempering drill steel "44

Tennessee C. L & R. R 8. 7S
Tenn. Cop. Co 52, 243, 582, 799
—Report 805
Tenn. in 1915 IK;
Tenn. iron ore IOHm
Tenn. metal miners' examination 13. 2M"
Tenn. mine, Ariz 6, 835, 962, 1049. WM
Tenn. zinc 6i'S

Tennis in HoIIinger report 911^

Terra Maria. Calif 581
Territorial Enterprise" discontinued 10S5
Test screen scale. Standard 1104
Tetrahedrite. Cripple Creek 873
Texada Island t917
Texas petroleum 80, 468
Texas quicksilver P8

Texas Steel Co 1052
Teziutlan furnace-tapping method 698, 951
—Electrolhermic zinc smelling 1080
Tharsis S. & C. Co. report 862
Thaw point. Electric. Quain's 776
Thawing kettle. Home-made *222
Thayer, B. B. Copper and zinc. Mont 50
Thiele. Ludwig A 409
Thistle-Etna, Rhodesia 137
Thomas. C. A. Liibecker excavator •1057
Thomas. George G 831
Thomas Iron Co 71. 337, 418
Thomas, W. R.. Death of 794
Thompson. Alfred 1038, 1039
Thompson. Charles F 1088
Thompson Falls Power case 412
Thompson, J. W. Abstracts of Current De-

cisions t917
Thompson, T. W 198
Thompson. W. B.. Dinner to •gs"
Thorkildsen & Bierce. .\riz 73
Three Forks Cop. Jig. Co 798
Three Kings Mg. Co 139, 243, 1052
Thum. E. E. Lifting converter •Sge
Thum silver-refining process ^773
TIcrra del Fucgo dredging 403
Tigre mine. Mex .33. 161.413
Timber—Miners' use of cedar In N. W 984
Timber Butte 110.160
Timbering methods. C. & A •545. •OSl. 658
Timbering. Shaft. Keyboard method ^438
Timbering. Steel shaft, Los Ocofes 17
Timbering. 1"lah Cop. Co •216

Timbers, .'hooting. Hanging In shafts ^1071
Time-sludv prohibition. Govt 792
Times mine, Ariz 898, 962. 1049
Timlskamlng. See "Temiskaming," "Temis-

caming."
Tin, Alaska 101.115
Tin. Australasia 67. 128.827
—Cock's Pioneer operation. Vict ^347

Tin. Banka 67.965
Tin. Bolivia 67. 119. 'US. 282.800
—Proposals for smelteries 25. 33, 119. 164.

174. 487

—Things in technical literature that are not

so 364

Tin. Eleclrol.vtlc, refining, by Whitehead's
method 357

Tin In 1913—Smelting plans: statistics 67

Tin, Malaya 67,244
Tin market and prices •IS, •47. 06

Tin smelting. Perth Amboy •92"

—Briefer mention 25. 67. 487.492
Tin smelling. Proposed electric 487

Tin. S. D 436
Tin Slocks visible Dec. 31 204

Tin. Straits 244

Tin. Tran.svaal 124

Tin. fnlted Kingdom 66, 67, 335, 347. 1109

Tin. r. S.—Imports and exports 446

—Ore 128
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Page

Tin. Workl statistics 67

Tintic Milling Co. 77, nH. Wi. 7.')1, 833,
1007, 1052

Tintic Tunnel Co 29

Tintic wage increase 278

Tioga mine, Minn 372, 798, 836, 1050

Tip Top. Ariz 454. 68"

Tipple, Rolling side-dump 'ISS

Tirrill equalizing gas machine '564

Titanium. High, products from ilnienite 357

Titanium ore in 1914 128

Output and mining in 1915 176

Titrating. Elimination of personal equation in 563

Tohev, C. E 409

Tobin. .1. .T.. Death of 28

Tocopiila, Chile, mining 259

Todd. R. B. Nev. Packard mill ._.
'247

Tofo iron deposits 53, 118, 869

Togo Co., Mont 'i'il

Toiima Mg. Co 119

Tolstoi Creek, Alaska, strike 83o

Toluol. See also under "Benzol."

Toluol. Coal-tar product •"

Tom Reed-Gold Road dist. (see also "Oat-

—Map' of claims *4

Tom Reed mine, Ariz. *1, 5, 162, 371, i52,

877, »S95, 961, 1049, 1089, 1119, 1133

Tonihov Gold, Colo. 76, 96, 106. 162. 180. 372,
539, 711. 878, 1093

—Report 481

—Mill interior photo *228

—Mercurv pressure gage •861

Tonge. Alfred J IJ!?^

Tongs for brass mfr 'a^S

Tongs, Lay, for pipe •1072

Tonkin mines invite Am. capital 994

Tonnesen's hammer-drill mounting *437

Tonopah Belmont 164, 203, 281, 455, 623. 837,
871, 1051

—Straightening machines 353, 437

—Steel-collaring machine *984

—Automatic car return • 'lllj

Tonopah Bonanza 455, 923

Tonopah Extension 32, 164, 373, 415, 540, 623,
667, 83", 1051

Tonopah Midway 623, 1094

Tonopah Mg. Co 281. 455, 871, 923, 1051

—Report •
-862

- -Straightening machines *353, •437

Tonopah Placers Co 101, 1050

Tool board. Convenient ' *185

Tool-sharpening shop. Cop. Queen •1099

Top-slice and caving system, Mitchell (Calu-

met & Ariz.) *545, 658

Torreon. Cia. Met. de 52, 58

Tough-Oakes, Ont. 78, 121, 164, 281, 373, 624,
1007, 1136

—Cvanide mill 95

—Rot^iry-screen ore classifier ^691

Track sub turns. Standard •1029

Tracks. Aline, Turnouts for ^816

Tractor. Yuba, Hauling Calif, lead ores with •554

Tracy, W. E 28

—His death 409

Trade. Foreign. See also "United States

and other countries, metals, etc.

Trade. Foreign, Increase in 1044

Traffic conditions (see also "Freight")—Im-
proved 1664

Tramway—Cable ferry, Gila Riv ^189

Tramway—Finding tension on cahleway rope 1111

Tramway—Passenger cableway, Swiss moun-
tains *401

Tramways, Aerial, Cost of operating and main-
taining various 986

Transfer truck and chairs •1074

Transportation in Alaska 347

Transvaal. See also "Rand," "South Af."
Transv:ial Con. Land & E 124

Transvaal—Cvaniding antimonial ores 224

Transvaal gold 43, 122, 166
Transvaal mine. Mex 1007

Transvaal raining in 1915 122, '809

Treadwell mines. See "Alaska."
Treadwell, .1. T., Death of 494

Treasurer mine. Calif 752
Tremnlite belt. Black Hills '770

Trenches. Military. Lecture on •SH, 532
Trespass. Waiver of 549
Tntlu-ufv. Ont 456. 754, 923, 1136
Tnijiiin Ranch tungsten milling •717

Tri-lliilliun, N. M 203

Triniourclain. Sec "Copper Range."
Trinidad in 1915 •''5

Trinity Asbestos. Calif 75, 202

Trinity Con.. Calif 202

Trinity Development, Calif 1650

Tn.jan. S. D 33, 113

Trollev-wire box. Safety ^857

TriiUhiillan. Elec. smelting 23, 998
Tropic. Mont. See "Anaconda."
Tropical ration list 940

Tropics. Engineer in the 938

Troy mining dist., Mont 331
Truck. See "Motor," "Tractor."
Tube-mill liners. Using old 185

Tulie-mill lining, Another '224

Tube-mill lining, Plymouth *2I)3

Tube-mill practice. Anaconda '480

Tul:c nulls. Installing ^777

Tubcrrulnsis, Calif 875
Till.. 1. uliisis and dust. Rand 936, •1065
Tur,i,ii mine. Ariz.- 581
Tulii. Mg. Co 496, 878

I 111 I. II See also companies, etc., by name.
Tmi^i.M, Alaska 620

Page

Tungsten and tungsten steel—Scarcity ; •»«.,. -
of molybdenum 1"-' -

Tungsten, Argentina f"*
-

!^S":..'':'"^"''.'.'^^:.-.---9«:'96i;io« :

—High assay. Powers fiulch 241 _
Tungsten, Au.stralasia V.

-'-
' i n^j

"

Tungsten, BoUvia •l''^- 1»|4

Tungsten, Burma, development •;•»•„„• -

Tunlsten, Calif., -tes m, m
411
J9. 960,^^^^

-

Tungsten, Colo. 106, 1^1.
«|.,"«i„«f*i„^«''ll31 [

—Snowslide discloses ore 331

—Discovery from locomotive ooi

—Price figures in lawsuit li-j'

Tungsten, Determination of lO'']

Tungsten King Mg., Ariz Ij^'J -

Tungsten market in 1915 i" -

—In 1916—Declining tendency • • •
^vii _

Tungsten Mines, Ariz 16-. f^
-

Tungsten, Mo., concentrated... "»
Tungsten, Nev.—Snake Range dist 1004

Tungsten-ore price schedule. .........•••• -^Ja
Tungsten-ore stealing. . .199, 709, 750, 1039, 1085 -

Tung.sten-ore taritT asked....... ^f -

Tungsten ores. Milling of, Colo < i
' -

Tungsten, Peru—La Dura mine .. .. J&» -

Tungsten scarcity, Gt. Brit Ia3, lo^i

Tungsten, Siam, discovery l"54

Tungsten, South Africa iiVViV 799 "

Tungsten, S. D -
-,

113. 436, .99 .

Tungsten supply. Steel maker s - J-^o -

Tungsten, Unfused—Correcting porosity. ....10.0

Tungsten, U. S., ore l-». ^2* -

Tungsten, Uses of ^J"

Tungsten, Utah •• ""
Tungstic-acid rafr., Formen plant

a^a
Tungstonia camp, Nev.. ............•• »-"

Tunnel, Drilling methods in driving 6-rt. sew-

age, Portcliester, N. T •.•,••,• " '

Tunnel enlargement and alignment, Alaska-
^^^

-

TumieT'in Catskiil Aaueduct, Bypass around -

leaky ''" "

Tunnels, ' Portland Canal—Cost of crosscut -

.•rtit *'°

'

Tuolumne,' "Mont. 202, 243, 455, 582, 667^^922,^^^^

Turbo-blower efficiencies '255

Turnouts for mine tracks "^
Tuscumbia Mg. Co., Ida "O^
Tuscumbia M. & M. Co lo^»

Twin Buttes, Ariz ^J;

Tyee Cop. Co =-

Tyrone, N. M.—New town ;:-\-\y;
Tyrrell, J. B. Pre-Cambnan gold fields of

Central Canada fiB

—Canadian mineral resources iio»

U

Ubehebe lead ores. Trucking *554

Uglow, M. L ;• -.V •.••. C05
Unger. J. S. Sulphur in openhearth steel .^.. 595

Union Basin Mg. Co.; Golconda mine 6, i5.

Oil, 11)49

Union Carbide Co 832

^SroS'Sr^""' 29°"3'2, •7'5'0'.'75i;
833','

's's^'. iSJ

^rsg;il:^"?S!!&^?!^::i62;'^'io«
Union Hill, Trinity Co., Calif 202, 1050

tinion Jack mine. So. Af ^-J
Union Cop. L. & M. report

VnVinor.
Union mine, Ida " oVi' ?M «B
Union Oil Co ••2(7 331, 369, 536

Union Sulphur Co 26, 55, 747, 91^, 916

United Cop. Co ;;• v -^r V»Vi-?' j«'
united Eastern, Anz.

'^l^^^^l^lXt',;^^^
United Engineering Soc. Library report 384

United Globe report • -695
United Gold Mines, Colo a.'-. ' i.>i

United Kingdom :

See also "War."
—"Americanizing British mines

xiS' V?o
—Ammonium sulphate • • • • • :]•" "^
—Coal and coke 284, 543, 840, 1109

—Collieries, Women employed In ._. Ii5

—Copper prices •44, 4;^, 49

—Copper, London standard 44i
,
4»i

—Copper purchasing regulations ;44

—Copper situation •, i„„—Guarding the precious metals 1000

—Information, Interchange of i91

—Infusorial earth. Supply of 1018

—Iron, steel, ore:
Pig production 808, |57, 99i

Steel production 840

Iron from native ore in 1914 34i

Ore in 1915 1109
Foreign trade 284, 419

Change in statistics collection It a

—Lead paint prohibition proposed ..850
—Lead prices *''"•,

!5?—London Metal Exchange 104.1

—Manganese-ore imports ..•• 2M
Metal triuilng restriction 491, 501, (>,:.>

^>tot:illMr'j\-, standing comm. on 1088
- M.iii i"ivi;:ii trade 335

_,ji„,, I
,1

I

,, .III, lion in 1014 (metals) 347
— Miii,i,,l |,i,,,hi, luin in 1915 (ores, etc.). ..1109
—Mliui.s .iiul \\w war "69

—Milling men at front 932

—Patent laws ",3—(JulcksUver prices 68

Page

Shipping In 1915 1»«
-Silver coinage "•}
-Spelter prices •'

-Sulphuric-acid prices ••••••;;••.;.• •„•/." ,;5J
-Tin and ore 66, 67, 3:u 34;, 1109

-Tungsten situation • \ai, WZi

-Zinc Corp., Hlrsch loses appeal against,

g|(. 148, 1U93

-Zliic-'export allowed. Broken Hill. . .;. . . . . . 128

-Zinc-smelting affairs 145, l.i3, ^*' jjj^'jj,,,

nited Smg. & Aluminum Co 388

nited States (productions and other mat-

See also "Survey, Geological," "Bureau of

Mines " "Bureau of Labor Statistics.'

"Bureau of Standards," "War topics," etc.

-Accidents, Quarry, in 1914 ;, • VoV -A
-Aluminum ...•• 41- »-»•

'J*
-Ammonium sulphate imports, exports s«
-Antimony market, etc.. In 1915 <»

Ore in 1915 556

Ore in 1913-14 J2«
Imports, exports in 1915 ' j""

—Arsenic imports and exports o«-i

—Bismuth ^-T
—Cement, Portland • •''

»

—Chemicals and raw materials, ImporU and
^

exports
Fertilizing chemicals 543

—Oirome iron ore production »"»

—Chrome ore Imports, exports 5"

J

—Coal and coke 41, 16.

Exports and imports •• ?"i
-Copper iiBy states ,1?

Ore, 1911-1914 J?*
Mine, smeltery, refinery map 'oO

Production and stocks—Our toUls.... .. 2il

Imports and exports 446, 2.5, 91.

—Copper sulphate 41, .14

—Ferromanganese JJ
—Flotation concentrates. No. Am *»-

—Flotation, Map showing use of •»»

—Foreign trade. Increase in 1044

—Gasoline production 404

—Gold "
By states

1-J
Coinage • Jr
Amount held Jan. 1 fOj
Ore, 1911-1914 128

—Iron, steel, ore •,- °?

Pig ;41, .0

Pig. revised ; by states 513, 997

Rails 807, 714,850

Ore .:'.......;; 41, 69, 128, 167

Ore revised : by states 1060

Lake rail ore shipments
,
„ 5„?

Foreign trade 418, 419,503
—Iron and ore supplies V, ««
—Lead 41, 'se

Imports and exports 446, 826. 957. 1126

Ore, 1911-1914 12?
Mine, smeltery, refinery map -S.

Outputs of certain companies 660

—Lead, White 5,, .14

—Lime .46
—Magnesite Imports and exports

i
• VcV eno—Manganese ore 128. .84, 503

—Metal Imports and exports in 1915 446, o6
—Metallic products. Secondary, exports and

_
imports '

Jj
—Molybdenum • Yr

Nickel 1. '
*

—Ore production, 1911-1914 128

—Petroleum 41, .9

By states J"
Past and future production, by states... 468

—Phosphate imports and exports -543

—Platinum 6, 46. .n6

—Potash production begun »-

—Potash salts imports, exports
„2a' 211—Pyrites imports and exports 352, 50X

—Quicksilver <!. »' '56

Ore. 1911-1914 128

—Selenium 'JJ
—Silver *1

By stales «
Coin hold .Tan. 1 JJS
Ore. 1911-1914 128

—Silver producers—Statistical table 8.1

—Slate production SS."*

—Spelter statistics for 1915, revised 606

—Sulphur -55, 50S

—Sulphuric acid 609, 95'.

—Tin *' •
i":*!

Imports and exports 44b

—Titanium 'lo U*)
—Tungsten ore 128, 2.i4

—Vanadium and uranium ore 128

—Zinc 41, 196

By stjites 61

Revised statistics 606

Jline, smeltery, refinery map '63, 259

Imports and exports, zinc and ore 446.
611. 826. 957. 1126

Ore producUon, 1911-1914 12S

Importation of ore 954

Dust 611

Dust, oxide and dross exports and Im-
ports 714

r. S. Borax Co 922
IT. S. Coast & Geod. Surv. exhibit 23. Cen-

tennial "02. 901

U. S. Cop. Co 112

II. S. Dept. of Agriculture—Sulphuric-acid
mfg. method lo
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Page
f. S. Gold Corp 76.499
U. S. Gypsum Co 203, 581
r. S. Manganese Corp 1138
r. S. Metals Kef. Co., Chrome, X. J. 51,

52, 92, 104—Fire refining of bismuth 356,778
U. S. Red. & Ref. Co 239, 411. 795, 960
U. S. .Smg., Ref. & Mg. Co. (see also "Mam-
moth Cop.," "Centennial-Eureka." "Gold
Road," "Tenn. mine." "Needles," "Alaska-
Ebner." "Real del Monte") :—Report 106S—Outlook—Statement 181—Lead production 660—Mechanical feeding as applied to silver-lead
Mast furnaces *8S5—Notes, statistics, etc. 33, 52. 58, 77, 83, 93,
114, 138, 139, 140, 153, 240, 414, 497, 610,

642, 665, 871, 920. 921, 1093
U. S. Steel Corp. (see also "Oliver." "Illi-

nois." "Minn.") :—Report for 1915 570
^Quarterly reports 274, 801—Monthly reports of orders 166, 167, 375. 376,

542, 714. 925, 1096, 1097—Benzol plants 8, 78—Edgar Zinc Co. : Donora smeltery, etc. 62,
77, 93. 196, 502, 606, 609. 610, 879, 1082—Natl. Tube plant, Gary 670—Wage advances 166, 200, 235, 746, 757. 882—Number of employees 1085—Impvts. planned—Coke ovens, etc 245—Sulphur in openhearth steel 595—Bessemer & Lake Erie traffic 616—Blast-furnare tapping by electricity 603,

698, 951—Various notes, etc. 26, 70, 110. 161. 337,
542, 616. 661. 665. 671. 104.S

United States Tungsten Corp Ill, 837, 1004
U. S. Vanadium Devef 279, 1092
U. S. Zinc Co 62, 93, 609, 835.838
United Verde. Ariz... 24. 52. 53, 90, 106. 538, 876
I'nited Verde Extension 30, 106. 454. 538. 876

877, 1092—Account of developments 723
United Western, .\riz. 710, 752, 877. •896,

897 899
United Zinc Smelting Corp. (see also "Kene-

flck") 789, 1024
Universal Portland Cement 76,455
Uranium ore. See "Radium."
Uruguay, Coinage in 35
Uruguay metric law—Catalogs 959
Uruguay Mineral Report ..j'oh
Uruguay mining in 1915 120
Utah Antimony Co * *

1094
Utah Apex 77, 114. 203. 240. 497, 923, 1094—Reports 373, 790
Utah arsenic II5
Utah Chemical Co. ; Gt. Salt Lake potash' 82,

T., ,, , .. ,
1*». 9S0

Utah coal and coke X60
Utah Con '.

.".'.VlV, 240—Report 945
Utah copper 48," 115, 140
Utah Cop. Co. 77, 114, 139, 240. 334, 369, 500,

876, 923, 1052, 1094, 1132—Statement for 1915 416—Annual report 73.3, 742—Quarterly reports .428,' 900—Dividend gl4—Underground mining methods ...!!!!!!!!,"! '216—To build leaching plant 701
T'tah—Cottonwood-Am. Fork region 160, 432,

709, 796, 1132
Utah gold and silver 43, 115, 140
Utah Iron-ore Investigation .'.... .'ll36
T'tah land opening, Sevier Co 875
T'tah lead and zinc 11.5, 140'.' 1090
Utah Leasing Co 77. 114, 138,416
Utah Metal & Tunnel 114. 139, 240, 243, 281

334. 837. 1052
Utah Minerals Concent 29, 243,410
T'tah mines whose dividends have equaled cap-

ital 9P,n
U'tah mining in 1915 I14, i.-jg
TTtah Ore Concentrating Co 114.138
Utah Ore Sampling Co 1132
Utah ore deposits. Origin of lb"
Utah potash 82, 115, 140, 281, 373, '7'o'9',

875, 1136—In western lake mud« 900—Parowan-Cedar Cy. discovery 1004
Utah Potash Co 82
Utah srli.,ol lands question .1090
Utah Sorv of Engineers 832UUh spr.lt.T

gflg
Utah, Inlv. of 617, 664. 7'4'8. 832
Ltca mn,-. Calif 30, 162. 279. 666
Utlca Mines Co.. B. C . om
Uwarra mine. N. C ...........'.'.'.'. 920

Van-Roi Mg. Co.—Mill •464—Neulraiizer for dynamite gases 601—Fire protection for mill 602—Truing roll shells with emery 091
Van B.vn Deep 123, 1124
Vanadium in Michigan 786
Vanadium ore, U. S 128
Vanadium, Peru .•846, 848
Vargas mines, Colombia 296
Vasco Mg. Co 245, 499, 752
Venezuela developments 119, .583
Venezuela magnesite .' 158
Venezuelan salt mines 933
Ventilating long drift, Morris-Llovd mine of

Cleveland-Cliffs 222
Ventilation and gasoline motors 645
Verde Comb., Ariz 751
Vermilion Con., Minn.—Manganese ore 163,

(correction) 4og
Victor Power & Mg. Co. ; Midas mine, etc. 31,

"6, 498, 538
A ictoria. See also "Australasia," "Australia."
Victoria mine, Mich 200. 256. 753—Report 90.5
Victoria mine, Nev ',

'. ni
Villa. See "Mexico."
A'Ulage Deep, Transvaal 1065
Village Main Reef 122, 809. 996. 1114
Vindicator Con. ; Golden Cycle

180, 199, 411, 452, 499, 664, 667, 798, 836, 1090
—Report 731—Power for slimes agitators—Negotiations for merger
Vinegar Hill Zinc
Vipond. See "Porcupine Vipond."—Report—Note
Virgin and Valentine, Calif
Virginia Cy. mine, Colo
Virginia dist., Minn., labor trouble;
Virginia Iron, C. & C. Co
Virginia iron ore
Virginia Smelting Co—Chloridizini

106, 159.

1118
1131

8, 416. 1136

.1132

Page—Military reading for civilian engineers... 257—Miners in the trenches 490—Motor trucks for border •995—Naval Consulting Board ; another call to
engineer toward preparedness 270, 271, 360, 435—New Year's greeting to English tunneling
engineers 57.f;

—N. Y. Engineers' Training Battalion! !!!! 'l042—Nitrate plant. Govt., etc. 619, 655. 872. 875.
1064. 1082—Preparedness. Military, and the Engineer. fJOS—Preparedness, Military : metal economy, etc. 659—Preparedness parade, N. Y •910, 827—Reprint replaces lost periodical 27—Soldiers, Employment of returned 49o—Transvaal war taxation 123—Utah industrial preparedness 240, 795—Zinc affairs, British and Australian 128,

145, 153, 447, 743, 1104, 1120—Zinc-ore contract, Australian-German, deci-
sion, etc 148. 1095—Zinc smelting, war time 828

Wardle, L. P., Death of 831
Warford coal-dust burner •sos
Warner, R. K. Plumb-bob illuminator ^223
Wasatch Mines, Utah 33, 1007
Wasatch Ozokerite 334
Wash house for miners '. 477
Washburne, Chester W 748
Washington, D. C, power plant 574
Wash, mine, Colo 963, 109"
Wash, mine, Mex I0(t7
Wash. State copper '.]'.'. 4v

Wash. State gold and silver .'..'. 4
Wash. Water Power Co 4 1 :_•

Washoe. "See Anaconda."
Wasley, W. A
Wasp No. 2, S. D. ;

Waste cars. Dumping.
Watch face as protractor.

113, 203, 416, 436,
799. 837, 9i!4

•nil
..•39

..611, 623
1060

51. 582

Virginirst^Sl c'jfrp.'.'.''.'".''.'.""..
!•.'""* '^ S?}"'

Pooling gas-engine, in cyanide plant ^8

Vivian mine. Ariz '..'.'.'.'.'.'. 898 ^^ "?''''. low—Better Kutter's formula coeffl

Vogelstoin, L. Buying and selling non-ferious
metals in South Am 292

Vogelstein smeltery. Van Buren, Ark.
Volcano. South American ^824
Volker, H. J. Samples and their interjire-

tation ^933
Von Polenz, Baron '.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

617
Von Uslar's divining-rod work ..'. 651
Voorhees. P. A. Rewinding filter drums. . ^8 19
Vorck, Charles R njgj
Vulcan Detinning Co. report !!.!!!! 568
Vulcan Engineering Sales Co.'s hammer ^565

. 128
1134

Vulcan mine, Queensland..
Vulcan M. & S. Co., Colo 1090

W
Wade, John F 28
Wages. See "Labor."
Wagner, F. H. Cleaning of Blast-Furnace
Gases 1534

Wah Chang M. & S. Co '. .'."7'9', "638. 742
Wahling, W. H., Kan 76
Wallialla district, S. C •379
Walker, John, discovery, Ariz .'!.*!' 962
Walker Cop. Mg.. Calif 76, 797" 921
Walker, Myron R gig
Wallace, R. C "1130
Wallace, Thos.. Death of

'.'.'"
igg

Wallace, W. J., Death of. .151, •igi, 193, 195, 236
Wallaroo & Moonta 99, 127, 830, 1121—Report 945
Wallower-Cumberland mill fire .!io64 1050
Wanakah Mg. Co 52. 106. 180
War topics. European and U. S. (see also
"Mexico") :—Acetate of lime. Gray, under Brit, restric-
tions 1123—Ariz. Volunteers '.'.'.'.'.'.

.1004—Armor-platc nonsense '.'o'l's' 746—Australian Metal Exchange '....' 215—Australian shell-making offer 010—Bawdwin mines situation -"n
—Belgian relief: Hoover's work.—Belgian Scholarship Committee

,.—Brit, metal-trading restriction 401, 501 6-'5—Brit, miners and war '

709
—Brit, mining men at front '.'.'.'."

93''
—Brit, precious-metal embargoes looo West Dome Con.. Ont—Canadian nickel situation 370. 418, 447 497

533. 580. 597. 620. 628. 665." 709
—Canadian tax 413, 486, 490, 920,961—Cartridge-brass manufacture •975
—Military Engineering, Chicago .lolnt Coniiii""" "" Lecture on pontons 1070

872

Water consumption per capita 51:;
Water, Cooli

'
'

Water flow-
cients ',','"",

67.".

Water-flow computer and slide rule. Proud-
foot 56-,

Water hoists. Use of [[] §57
Water. Nozzle eroded by .•572
Water power and atmospheric nitrogen 149

448. 619. 055. 872. 875. 1064. 'lOS2
Water power idle. Burma 8'"i
Water problem. Old Dominion 643, •859, •902
Water-rights litigation. Calif 7511
Water. Sea, for concentration 789
Water sterilization. Calcium hypochlorite 562
Water s.vstem, Mine-plant 1073
Waterman, A. D., Death of 494
Waterman, F. W " 874
Watson. C. R. Death of 151, 'lOl. l'9'2

195. 236
Watson. M. S. Railway traveling, Mex 340
Watson, T. L. Engineering Geology t366
Watts. 0. P. Rapid nickel-plating 820
Watts steel plant sale oil
Wayland, Kan .

"' 7;
"Web of Steel." The +79"
Webb, C. N. Getting out the ore '.'.

36,';

Webb C.V.. Mo., activity 200
Webster, R. J 1988
Wedge dust-collecting diamber

!

.'

! •6411
Wedge furnace for blende roasting .'.'. 718
Wedge furnaces, Miami •42'!
Weed, L. B "looi
Weed. Walter Harvey 700
Weedon elec. zinc refinery 25/ 78 94
Weedon mine. Que '.

.
. '597

Weinbrcn. M. Removing broken ore froni
flat stopes •39,ri

Welded, Oxyacetylenc-. casing for deep weil
Peoples Nat. Gas. Co 939

Welding. Elec, for mine repairs 744
Welding, 0.\-.vacetylcne. Braden 230
Welding, Oxyacetylenc vs. arc ",*.'

9O6
Welfa re work. Copper Queen ....!. 723
Well ca.slng. Oxyaoetylcne-welded '.

939
Wellington Mines Co ISO. •185, 798. 963', 'inou
—Operating cost 594
West Africa gold 43 37,5
West Australia. See "Australasia." •Aus-

tralia."

33.

874—Copper after the wa
—Copper purchasing rules, British

'.'.'.'"
24—Copper sales. Recent 719 74,—Diamond trade restrictions '

i-j—Economic loss-Views of Palsh and Whli"

West End Con., Nev
West Hill Mg. Co.

;

West Hunter. Ida. .

.

West Kootenav Co..
West Norfolk." Vn..
We.st Va. pclnilcum.
Western Cliom. Mfg.
Western .'Hctals Co. ;

San Poll mine.

334. 540. 582.
668, 964, 1007, 1136

.32, 456
582
539
413

smelting 51
80. 468

7fi

Merchants' Finance Co.

Jr"!';
"-," ,''"'" »n>cltlng, Perth Amboy.

Valdez Creek placer mines

328. 702

Valdor Gold Mg. Co
Valley Pipe Line. Calif '.'.',

Valuation of oil properties...
Valve facings. Life of
Valve. Pour-way. Crane Co."«."."."
Van Arsdale. G. D. How flotation works' ''

870. (erratum)
Van Campen. F. R
Van Dyck. E. 8. Sunset pro'p'e'rty ! !

.'

.'

Van Hl»e, Charles R .

—Engineers. Reserve Corps of 042—Gold and silver movement
'

4.?—Indu.strial Preparedness Conmi.. Mining
members of 929— loplin Industrial preparedness.....! 901—Machine guns. Govt, bu.vs three " 991)

—Manganese supply of (iermanv
""

957
—Military engineering lectures at E'lglneerlng

Societies building, N. Y. 306, 362, 44(1, 1000
Held fortifications, sieges and demoll- Wheeler's, F.
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fine Toinm Reed°G©M Road MiMimg

By J. D. Speek*

."^YXOPSIS—District lies on Colorado side of

Black Mouniain Range, near ivestern boundarij of

state, and borders on California and Nevada. It

is characterized hy lack of sedimentary rocks.

Profound fissuring has resulted in veins not yet

bottomed by deepest workings. Oatman experi-

encing big boom; has about 100 incorporated

mining companies, about JiO of ichich are operating;

10 having good milling ore and 3 having large

producing mines of proven merit.

This district was formerly known as the Sau Francisco

mining district of Arizona, but it is now commonly called

the Tom Reed-Gold Road district, after the two oldest

and best-known mines.

In the earlv history of Slohave County, little is writ-

ten of the Black Range mountains along the western

ning engineer, Tom Reed CSold Mines Co., Oat

])art of the county, except the records of a few Indian

fights. Prospectors thought the range worthless because

there were no high-grade ores to be found on the surface

;

and silver -in other parts of the county was then attracting

more attention. Shortly after the slump in silver, gold

was strnck where the Gold Road mine is now located.

This was followed by the usual rush, and some work

was done in other parts of the district, followed by a

long period of comparative quiet. Of late years, no one

would belie\e a boom possible in ilohave County—it

seemed too old and well-known. But the unexpected

happened. Now the Tom Reed-Gold Road district is grow-

ing so fast it is difficult to keep track of developments.

The main portion of the district lies on the west Hank,

or Colorado River side, of the Black ilountains, or River

Range, in the western part of Mohave County. It em-

braces an area of about 6 mi. east and west by about 10

mi. north and south, with tlie camp of Oatman as the

])resent center of an activity recalling Goldfield's boom.

u TIVITY IN -VND ABOUT OATMAN, THE I>.\TKST BOOM CAMP
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The topography of the district is generally similar to

that of the Southwestern desert country. Enormous

volcanic action, Assuring and faulting, followed by erosion,

have left the country- rough and rugged as a whole and

marked by deep caiions, steep slopes and high peaks. The

general strike of the range is north and south. The west

drainage is directly into the Colorado Eiver, and the east

drainage is into the Sacramento A'alley and thence into

the Colorado.

There are three outlets to points on the Santa Fe
railroad, the only one into this part of the country.

These points are connected by generally good desert roads

to Oatman and the surrounding properties.

Needles, Calif., is the nearest railroad center. This is a

division point of the Santa Fe, lying on the west side of

Colorado River about 20 mi. from Oatman. The fact

that all goods via Needles must be ferried across the

river makes this town unimportant as a shipping point.

Kingman, the county seat of ilohave County, lies about

27 mi., by road, to the east of Oatman. This is the main

shipping point at present. Practically all supplies are

hauled bv motor trucks or wagons from this town. As

group at about the time this bulletin was written. Well-

defined oreshoots have been worked with great profit in

this mine, and it is now one of the well-known mines of

the country.

Since the writing of Mr. Shrader's report several other

prospects have been worked to a greater or less extent,

so that at the present time considerable more is known of

the economic importance of this district. The present

activity, which began a little over a year ago, justifies

a summation of these later developments and of the

facts proved by them. At this writing between 75 and

100 companies are operating in the district. Of these

three have proven mines, about 10 others have some

showing of milling ore opened up, and about 25 are

carrying on active development.

Complex geologic conditions offer great opportunity

for detail study of general conditions which will be briefly

summarized here.

A pre-Cambrian complex of schists, gabbros and por-

phyries underlies and forms the base of the range.

Sedimentaries are markedly absent, although occasionally

found overlying the granites, notably as lilack shale, which

l'ANOR.\M.\ OF THi: TOM REED-OOLD R(iAi:> MIXING DISTRICT .\ND THE CA .'

a .supply point for the surrounding country, Kingman is

rather an important town. Tlie steep grades over the

mountain make freighting difficult, but considering the

character of the country, the charges are reasonal)le.

Kates are generally fixed by contract and may range any-

where from 8c. to 25c. per 100 II)., depending on the

acce.'isibiiity of the point of destination. Topock, on the

Arizona side of Colorado River, lies about 27 mi. to the

southwest of Oatman. A good road is being Ijuilt to this

station to provide a railroad outlet that will avoid haul-

ing over the Gold Road hill from Kingman. This road

is held to a maximum grade of 10% on the u]i haul to

allow of advantageous use of motor trucks.

The older historj- of tiiis district is well outlined in

the United States Geological Survey bulletin No. 310,

of 1908, by I'\ C. Slirader. Later important economic
developments began with active work on the Tom Reed

may be .«cen just to the south of Boundarv' Cone. Other

rocks higher up in the range may possibly be altered

sedimentaries.

Overlying the pre-Cambrian "base is a .series of flows and
intrusions, highly altered, difficult to separate and con-

veniently referred to as the "Undifferentiated Voli'anics.''

It is, however, in these later igneous flows that the mines

arc found, and their economic importance justifies closer

study and a more careful differentiation.

These rocks are everything from rhyolite to basalt.

They grade from very acidic to very basic in a most con-

fusing manner, and no one, as yet, has definitely inapi»cd

or determined the different flows. Formerly it was sup-

po.sed that the flows were arranged somewhat as follows

:

An old andesite overlying the granites, followed liy ;i

younger or chloritic andesite, both of which were cut by

rhyolites and covered by a basalt.
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The mineral belt was supposed to be within the ehloritic

andesite and limited to it. Present developments, how-
ever, seem to show an entirely different state of affairs,

which is both more complicated and of greater importance

to the district as a gold producer. It is now definitely

proved that the mineral belt is not limited, especially in

depth, to the ehloritic andesites. True fissure veins have

been traced through the ehloritic ande-sites and over 200

ft. into an underlying rock which has not been definitely

classified, but which is certainly not the "older andesite"

of local fame. And the oreshoots continue to the deepest

workings in the district.

True fissure veins have been found at depths of from
200 to 400 ft. iu ehloritic andesites, but capped by a

basic andesite similar to the rock previously called the

"older andesite."

After careful study covering a period of two years, the

writer is of the opinion that the tiows followed more the

following order: A nearly nonual andesite, called a

biotite andesite or ehloritic andesite, follows the pre-

Cambrian complex. Following this flow was a period of

great Assuring and faulting, during which enormous iutru-

were laid down as a series of flows which were afterward
tilted to a pitch of from 60 to 80°, but as yet there is not
sufficient evidence to justify advancing this theory.

The latites and rhj-olites paralleling the main fissure

\eins are presumably the mineralized feeders from which
the hydro-thermal solutions mineralized the fissures in

the adjoining rocks. No pay ore has been found 3'et

within these intrusions, but the concentrations seem to

occur within the fissures close by, but cutting through the

andesites.

The surface is capped and it is necessary to penetrate

the capping, sometimes to a depth of 400 or -500 ft., to

find the true fissure veins. The ore occurs in shoots within

the veins, which shoots are separated by areas of barren

or low-grade material. No definite law has been evolved

for finding these shoots, but it has been proved that they

repeat themselves within the same fissure. There is a

\ast undeveloped territory within this district, but the

work being carried on at present can be counted on to

develop at least a part of it into paying mines.

Oatman, as the center of activity and main distributing

point of the district, ha? grown in all directions, in-

TMAN. SHOWING THE MINE FOR WHICH THE DISTRICT IS NAMED

sions of latite and rhyolite were thrust upward and most of

the great fissure veins were formed. Following this period

of fissuring came another flow of andesite of a more basic

type than the ehloritic andesite. This flow probalily

covered all the ehloritic andesite and even spread beyond
it. Then, following a period of erosion, came a flow of

basalt, which is the last in the series and remains as a

capping over most of the Black ]\Iesa part of the range.

Since the primary fissuring, there has been little move-
ment of note.

System of Fissurixg A\'ell Developed

The district shows a remarkable and well developed

parallel fissuring, especially in that part within a radius

of 3 mi. from Oatman. The main fissuring and general

formation strikes about northwest and southeast. This

leads to another theorj'—that the andesites and latites

eluding straight up and straight down. From a one-mine
camp of perhaps 300 or 400 inhabitants, it has become
the seat of operations of nearly 100 organized companies
and has six times its former population. It takes nearly

half an hour to drive an auto from one end of the camp
to the other.

Since its foundation, Oatman has always been a model
camp. Cleanliness has been the watchword. No tin

cans or refuse is allowed to litter the streets. The houses

and business buildings have always had a well-kept, per-

manent look, and daring these boom times the effect

of these early adopted principles is being felt.

Living conditions are such as one expects to find onlv in

large towns. Electrii'ity, furnished from a modern plant

in Kingman, adds much to the camp
; practically all the

houses are electrically lighted. An ice plant has done a

good business here for years. One can buy anything from
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a potato to a hoist from the stores, provided they are not
'•just out." Teleplioncs and telegraphs and uniformed
messenger Ijoys are connnonplace features. The camp
hoasts three news])apers and they are enterprising sheets

too; e.xtras are put out on the slightest provocation.

There is a motion-picture show witli pictures changed
daily. In fact, there are few modern comforts and con-
veniences that the camp has not acquired.

As an unusual feature of prospecting, the automobile
plays an important part. Everything nowadays is done
by machinery, and here traveling and freighting are no
exceptions to the rule. As the camp is 20 mi. from the

nearest railroad point and 27 mi. from the main .shipping

point, traveling and freighting are considerable items.

But the automobile and truck simplify all that. It is

no uncommon sight to see 20 or more automobiles in

CAUFORNIA

Naiionat Highway

Avtomobiles

Poor Roads -Trails

Telephone Lines

Poiver Line

ROAD MAP OF OATM.\N PORTION OP MOH.WE COUNTY
Figures show elevation above sea level

the center of town at the same time, and probably twice
tliat many arrive and leave everj' day. Moreover, no
driver complains of doing a poor business.

A list of the businesses, besides mining, that are tlniv-
ing in this camp would read like a buyer's guide. At
this time there are four banks either doing business or
preparing to do so. Several hotels and rooming houses
are open or in process of construction, but it is a difficult

matter to find a place to sleep if you have not brought
your blankets. Drug stores, grocery stores, hardware
stores and all other kinds of stores are to be found. The
liead of one of the brokerage firms is erecting a 3-story

concrete and stucco Imililing to be used for restaurant.

roof garden and office purposes. Other enterprises, too
numerous to mention, are all to be found here, includiu"^
"Lou's Trading Post," where you can buy or sell anythin"-
from a frying pan to a complete mine efiuipment.
As an exact representation of a modern camp and as

a complete opposite to the early-day camps, the tale of
Oatman is well-worth preserving. No gun fights occur
iiere

; everything is peaceful and orderly ; gambling is not
a thriving industry-; and, of course, Arizona is dry! All
the deputy sheriff has to do is to act as traffic cop, and
that is some job in itself. No one will ever .speak of a
bad man from Oatman, for there "ain't no such animal."
The boom has a solid, and comparatively conservative

basis. The cainp has gone on record as being again-^t
wildcatting and as favoring con.servative, legitimate pub-
licity leased on actual worth and development, which it

is hoped can be lived up to. The district has received
the approval of prominent mining engineers, and the
]irospects of steady development and growth seem unques-
tionable. No one here is afraid of waking up in the
morning to find the boom "busted" and the camp dead,
as has occurred so often heretofore. All of the prospects
will not make mines, but there is no question of the
district making good ; it has already done that.

Miiaajnig Coimdiattioiras AtrouBiradl

OsitlsmiSiini ©.sac

EuiTOItl.VL CORRESPOXDENI i;

Although the excitement of the Oatman (Arizona)
boom is only eight or nine months old, the camp and
the surrounding territory have four large producing
mines—which of course antedate the boom—yielding to-

gether between $300,000 and fUoOCOOO per month. These
are the Gold Eoad, tlie Tom Eeed, the Golconda and the

Tennessee. At least one other will l)e added to this list

when its 200-ton mill, now under construction, is com-
]i!eted, and there are several small producers at present

nnd there is likelihood of their increasing, both in number
and in amount of production, as development work now
in hand progresses.

Although there is a new company organized every day
—sometimes two—the Arizona Corporation Commission
is using more care now in granting permits for the sale

of stocks, but there is every reason to believe that many
are selling stock who will not engage in actual develop-

ment.

The Camp's Producing ilixEs

The Gold Eoad produced during the year 1914, ac-

cording to the report of the United States Smelting.

Eefining and Mining Co., of whicii it is a subsidiary.

107,846 tons of ore. Other than these the company ha<

not made public its production or dividend figures. Tli.

Arizona State Tax Commission fi.xed a value on this

mining property, for the purposes of taxation during the

current year, of $262,670, and the value of improvements

at $166,940.

The Tom Eeed made the following production accord-

ing to its report dated May 20, 1914: 1910, 14,289 tons,

average value per ton $42.46; 1911, 39,447 tons, $19..">;>:

1912,^43,478 tons, $23.22: 1913. 48.110 tons. $21.09:

The gross gold production for 12 months ended March
of that voar was $1.1.-)S.927. The AH/oua St;itc Tax
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Commission, for the purposes of taxation for the current

year, put a value on the mining property of the Tom Reed

of $.3,034,060, and on the improvements, $175,500.

The total net bullion production to Apr. 1, 191-1, was

.$-1,051,215. To and including dividend 46, May, 1914,

the total dividends disbursed amounted to $1,882,864.

The operating costs for the year ended Apr. 1, 1914,

were as follows: Mining, $4,153; milling, $1,664; cyan-

iding, $1,557; marketing, $0,155; total, $7,529. The

indirect cost, composed almost entirely of depreciation

charges, was $1,133, making a total cost per ton of

$8,622.

The Tom Reed is now producing $100,000 per month

from 4,000 tons of ore, which is treated in a 20-stamp

mill. The working force is about 150 men. The ore

is free-milling and is easily cyanided. No ore was en-

countered unfil a depth of 300 ft. was reached. The mine

is opened up to a depth of about 1,200 ft.

The Golconda mine at Golconda in the Wallapai dis-

trict, 20 mi. north of Kingman, owned by the Union

Basin Mining Co. and controlled by N. L. Amster, of

Boston, has paid two dividends this year, of $85,000 each.

The company is at present expending in the neighborhood

of $100,000 on the construction of a 200-ton oil-flotation

plant for the treatment of zinc ores.

The Tennessee mine in the Wallapai district is re-

ported to have made a new find of ore on the 1,200 level.

The big shaft is progressing toward the 1,500 level. The

mine has increa.sed its regular output from 100 tons per

day to 200 tons, 3 carloads per day being shipped to the

Needles smelten,'.

In the Secret Pass district, 20 mi. west of Kingman,

the Orphan mine is being worked under bond and the ore

treated in a 2-stamp Tetrault mill. From six weeks' op-

erations three bars of bullion have been shipped, amount-

ing to about $2,000; the total mill run having been only

about 200 hr.

Prominent New Entries

The United Eastern Mining Co. was organized by two

practical miners, George Long and James Melver, who,

while working in the Tom Heed mine, figured out the

trend of the rich Tom Reed lead and secured control of

the adjoining ground iiiuk'r bond. Seelcy W. iludd and

Frank A. Keith became interested in the venture, and

at a depth of 200 ft. the apex of an ore chute was tapped.

The mine is now opened up to a depth of 565 ft., and

it is claimed that $5,000,000 worth of ore is in sight in

the mine—developed witliin a period of eight months.

.\t one place the ore is said to be 43 ft. wide and averages

$32 per ton. D. C. Jackling, representing Hayden-

Stone interests, has just been elected to the directorate.

The company lias recently authorized the construction of

a 200-ton cyanide plant, work on which has already

begun.

It is not often that a boom cam|) gets the invested in-

terest of as many ])roiiiinent men as are already associated

with Oatman. T\\u following are some of the more

prominent: Senator W. ,\. Clark, I). C. Jackling, N. L.

.Vmster, Seeley W. Miidd, Frank Keith, J. Parke Chan-

ing, A. E. Carlton, United States Smelting and Refining

Co., Hayden, Stone & Co.

J. Parke Clianning, in connection with G. W. Long
and J. L. McIver of the United Eastern, has taken over

from II. Ci. Putney the Putney grouj) of 12 claims and

has organized the Oatman Syndicate Mining Co., a

close corporation, for the development of this property.

Work has already been started on a 500-ft. working shaft.

About the only approved method of development in this

district is sinking from 300 to 500 ft. and then cross-

cutting and drifting. Practically no surface work is

being carried on. This is an unusual feature of a boom

camp. Gas-engine hoists and compressors and Jack-

hamer drills are the usual equipment.

Scale of Wages and Transportation

The wages paid are about the usual in the mining

camps of the West. The following is the scale: Super-

intendents, $250 to $350 per month; hoist engineers,

$4.50 per dav : pump men, $4; timber men, $4 to $4.50;

machine dril'lers, $4 to $4.50; hand drillers, $3.50 to $4;

blacksmiths, $4 to $4.50; carpenters, $4 to $6; car and

shovel men $3 to $3.50; surface laborers $3 to $3.50;

ore sorters, $3 to $3.50; millmen, $4 to $6. It is com-

pulsory, under state law, to pay twice a month.

The automobile, of course, is a prominent feature of

the present activity. Three hundred motor cars and

trucks are now in use in the county. About one-third

are the poor man's friend—the little Ford. Kingman
alone boasts of 60 Fords, 76 of other makes and 20 trucks

—about one machine to every 10 inhabitants.

The following list of distances to the important cen-

ters of activity in this section of Mohave County is in-

teresting in this connection.

Distances from Kingman by wagon road to: Gold

Road, 23 miles; Oatman, 26; Union Pass, 20; Secret

Pass, 20 ; Fort Mohave, 43 ; Chloride, 23 ; Mineral Park,

20; Golconda Mine, 17; Golconda Extension Mine, 16;

Cerbat Camp, 14; White Hills, 43; Hackberry, 28; Cop-

per Giant iline, 36 ; ilusie Mountain, 39 ; Wallapai Tel-

lurium Klines, 15; Williams Tungsten Mines, 68; Yucca

Tungsten Klines, 35; Stockton Hill, 11; Molybdenum
Mines, 35 miles.

A bond issue of $100,000 was recently voted by the

county for the purpose of building and improving roads.

For the information of those wishing to visit this

region a list of the railroad fares from various points

(subject to change without notice) is given.

Fare to Kingman from : Boston, $76.75 ; New York,

$74.75; Chicago, $56.40; Denver, $38.50; Salt Lake,

$35.85 ; San Francisco, $22.20 ; Los Angeles, $13.60.

Oatman is now experiencing a building boom. The call

for oHice rooms, hotel accommodations and business

(luartcrs is resulting in the building of several new and

modern building.*, besides large additions to buildings

already u]). The townsite boosters are getting more
numerous daily. There are now at least 12 townsites

and additions in and around the main camp.

The rest of Mohave County is also ex]ieriencing a re-

vival as a result of the interest in the Tom Reed-Gold

Road district. A strike of porphyry copper, carrying

some native, made a short time ago at Mineral Park,

caused quite a rush and everything in that locality has

been staked.

t&
riotlnum Proiluctlon in the I'nitrd StatM in 1914 amounted

to .'i2r. troy i>z. of platinum from domestic crude placer ma-
terial or a total of S.I.TO oz. of new retlned platinum from
platinum sands, gold bullion and copper matte, according to

the GcoIoBlcal Survey. In addition there was a production of

C4 troy oz. of iridium, 195 oz. of osmlridium and 2,635 oz. of

palladium.
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CoaH Tar Siimdl Itts Frod^cit;
SYNOPSIS—Increasing interest in and need of

coal-tar products lead to construction of many
new plants likely to make the United States inde-

pendent of imports after the war ends. Coal-tar

distillation is not particularly difficult to accom-

plish; expert labor not required. Among the prod-

ucts of the distillation of coal tar are ammoniacal

liquor, crude naphtha, benzol, toluol, carbolic acid,

cresylic acid, naphthalene, anthracene and creosote.

The increasing interest in the coal-tar industry has

been stimulated by the cutting off of our sources of sup-

ply by the European War. When the war is over it is

not likely that we will go abroad to purchase these prod-

ucts, as we have always done heretofore, because we shall

class of coal and the temperature of ilistillation. The
figures^ here given are representative of an average tar.

In particular cases they might be slightly higher or

slightly lower, depending of course upon the quality

of the tar; but the whole of the quantities stated herein

are being obtained under everyday working conditions

and do not represent simply laboratory-experiment results.

The primary distillation of one ton of average gas

tar will produce approximately : Ammoniacal liquor, 5

gal. ; crude naphtha, 5.6 gal. ; light oils, 26 gal. ; creosote

oils, 17 gal.; anthracene oils, 38 gal.; pitch, 12 ewt.

In the continuous process of distillation there is no
ground for the prevalent idea that tar distillation is

an intricate and offensive process. Neither is it neces-

sary to employ for supervising the plant men who have

had previous experience with distillation. Perhaps it

Coal
100 tons

Volatile Products
•3D tons

I

Coke
70 tons

Retort Carbon
200 lb.

Gas
16.85 tons

Wl.VO cu.ft. 1875 gal

Oven Coke
60 tons

(Net salable)

Gas Coke
47.5 tons

(Net salable)

. Gas .

(Oxide Purified)
1,071,750 cu.ft.

Breeze and
Waste

£2.5 tons

Cyanogen(CN)
107 lb.

750 cu.ft.

I

—

^ Gas ^
(Partly debenzolized)

530 B.t.u. per cu.ft.

1.067,850 cu.ft.

Carbon Bisulphide

64.2 lb.

Gas ^ 321 cu.ft.

(Catalyticall^ Purified)

550B.t.u. per cu.ft.

1,071,430 cu.ft.

ScrubberWater
3750 gal.

Tar
5.35 tons
1072 gol.

LiqhtOils
^267 lb.

36.4gal.

Middle Oils
1366 lb.

leavyOils
967 lb.

I07.2qal.

l!

Pitch
7500 lb.

Sulphureted
Hydrogen(HjS)

968 lb.

10,714 cu.ft.

850cu.i

I

Benzol
80.3 qal

PrussiariBlue

K.FerPe.CeNfc)
200 lb.

._ Gas ^
(Debenzolized)

500 B.t.u. per cu.ft.

1,060,710 cu.ft.

Benzol
160.7 gal.

Benzol
241 gal.

SulphuricAcid

I
(l00%,HjSO4)

Yellow Prussiate 1.4 tons

(K4Fe.C6N6)
300 lb.

I

i

SulphuricAcid
(Sp.Gr l.71,feO°Be.)

(H2S04 + l.52HjO)
Sodium Cyanide

1.8 tons
(Nq.CN)

200 lb.

Benzol -.

^uplized J(Detol.-.,
209g

Toluene(C6H5.CHj)

32 gal.
Surplus Acid

0.675 ton
Sulphate ^ Ammonia

1.2 tons

1.125 tons

Benzol
CeHeClmpure)

13.4 g

Naphthc
andLoss

1671b.

Fuel Oils

1349 lb.

.Naphthalene

VcioHa)
\23Jlb.

benzene
(CeHe)
536 gal. Residues

and Loss
6.43 gal.

Toluene
(C6H5.CH3)

1.61 gal.

Fuel Oil

2149 lb.

241 gal.

lenOil
00 lb,

Anthracene
Cake
167 lb.

Anthracene ^

(C6H4.C2H2.CeH4)

17 lb.

Residues and Loss
ISO lb.

CarboMcAcid
(C6H5.OH)

331b.

CresylicAcid
(C6H4.CHj.OH)

Ben-zene Residues and Loss
(CeHe) 102 qal.
107 gal.

THE JIORB COMiNlON DERIVATIVES OP THE DESTRUCTIVE DISTILL.iTION OP COAL,

Residues
ond Loss
671b.

by then be producing ample supplies of all these products

from our own plants, mostly as byproducts.

The importance of the coal-tar industry is not confined

to dyestuffs and allied products, but touches in a most in-

timate way the mining industry; some of the uses being

benzol for motor fuel, toluol for various explosives and
especially in the nitro-derivative class of mining explo-

sives, such as the gelatin dynamites, for disinfectants,

wood preserving, and for creosote oils for timber preser-

vation.

Tar is an exceedingly complex substance, consisting

of a mixture of more than 200 different chemical com-
pounds, and of course varies considerably in quality

and quantity per ton of coal distilled, according to the

will be of interest to consider further the treatment ap-

plicable to the various distillates for the production

of the refined or semirefined products for which there is

a continually increasing demand. Among such products

are

:

1. From crude naphtha and light oils: 00% benzol

used for motor and chemical requirements ; solvent naph-

tha used in the rubber industries ; toluol used for chemical

and explosive purposes.

2. From creosote oils: Carbolic acid for disinfect-

ants, ex]ilosives, etc.; cresylic acid for disinfectants and

chemicals; naphthalene for coal-tar colors and other

'From "Iron and Coal Trades Review," London, Oct. 15,
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purposes; creosote light oils for disinfectants and wood

preserving.

3. From anthracene oils: Creosote for timber pre-

serving and other uses; anthi'acene for colors, alizarin,

etc.

The products enumerated ixnder item 1 are contained

in the first two fractions obtained in the continuous

plant, and can be separated therefrom by additional plant

of very simple design. One ton of average tar will, from

tbe crude naphtha and light oils, yield 2.5 gal. of 90%
lionzol. 2.0 gal. of cnide toluol and 5.5 gal. of solvent

naphtha.

Rectification on the continuous system is a very simple

process and calls for no special knowledge in its manipu-

lation, the operation being well within the capacity of a

man of average intelligence. The plant automatically

and continuously delivers crude benzol, crude toluol and

.-iilvent naphtha.

Referring to group 2 of the aforementioned products,

one ton of average tar contains 3 gal. of crude carbolic

acid, 3 gal. of crude cresylic acid and 112 lb. of crude

naphthalene.

For the recovery of the tar acids (crude carbolic

and cresylic acids) a simple type of plant is required,

in which the middle oils are washed with caustic soda,

wbich chemically combines with the tar acids, forming

sodium carbonate and ."^odium cresylate. By heating the

latter with waste carbolic-acid gas, the tar acids are sep-

arated. The plant is generally arranged so that the car-

bolic and cresylic acids may be obtained separately.

Naphthalene in its crude form is used for agricultural

insecticides, fire lighters, etc. It is, however, recovered

without difficulty by cooling the various distillates in a

suitable apparatus, when the naphthalene separates out

in the form of yellow crystals, which are freed from en-

meshed oil by suitable means, producing crude naphtha-

lone. An average tar contains approximately 5% of

naphthalene.

Anthracene is contained in the heaviest portion of the

distillates obtained from the first distillation process.

The yield is about 12 lb. of 30% anthracene per ton of

tar distilled.

After having isolated the various materials previously

referred to, the residuum is creosote oil, so that there are

no working charges to be set against the creosote. One
ton of tar will produce 42 gal. of creosote oil, partly

obtained from the creosote-oil fraction and partly from
the anthracene fraction.

The accompanying diagram- shows what byproducts

can be extracted from coal in the gas industry, the quan-

tities given being those derived from the gasification of

100 tons of coal, as shown.

The den)and for coal-tar products has suddenly grown
so great that during the year 1915 the following plants

have been constructed for the production of benzol

:

The United States Steel Corporation built three ben-

zol plant.s—one at Farrell, I'enn.; one at Gary, Ind.;

and one at Birmingham, Ala. These plants have a ca-

jiacity of ap|)roxinuitely 2r),000 gal. of crude benzol per

day. Otto Coking Co., of New York City, contracted to

build a benzol plant in connection with byproduct coke

ovens of the Citizens Gas Co. of Indianapolis. Lehigh

Coke Co., South Bethlehem, Penn., built a jjlant with ca-

From "Coal Age," July 3, IJIB.

pacity to take care of gas from 3,000 tons of coal per day,

the fuel consumed in two batteries of 212 byproduct coke

ovens of the Koppers type. Benzol Products Co., Marcus

Hook, Penn., built plant for the production of benzol

jointly for the General Chemical Co., the American Coal

Products Co., and Semet-Solvay Co. Republic Iron and

Steel Co. started manufacturing benzol and homologues

at Youngstown, Ohio; capacity, 5,500 gals, per day.

Dominion Steel Corporation, Sydney, N. S., completed

and put in operation benzol plant for manufacture of

benzol and toluol, which is also produced at bj'product

coke-oven plant at Sault Ste. Marie. Crows Nest Pass

Coal Co., Fernie, B. C, constructed plant for the manu-
facture of benzol and toluol, especially for the British

Army. Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Co., Birming-

ham, Ala., constructed benzol plant at Fairfield, with

capacity' to recover, from byproduct gases, 15,000 gal. of

benzol every 24 hr. At Woodward Iron Co., Woodward,
Ala., plant erected by Edison Laboratory Co., of Orange,

N. J., to utilize gas from byproduct ovens at Woodward;
capacity, 2,000 gal. of benzol per day. Lackawanna Iron

and Steel Co., Bufi'alo, N. Y., built and started operation

of benzol plant at Lebanon; capacity, 1,000 gal. per day.

Illinois Steel Co. is to build, at Joliet, 111., a "benzol lab-

oratory," to cost $800,000, and to be ready Feb. 1. Zenith

Furnace Co., Duluth, Minn., completed benzol plant,

capacity, 600 gal. per day.

The report of the Batopilas ?^Iining Co. for 1913 and
1914 has just been published, and in it a great deal of

information regarding the company's vicissitudes during

the revolutionary period is given. The compan)' con-

trols a large concession with mining and milling proper-

ties at Batopilas, in Chihuahua, Mexico.

During the first five months of 1913 work was fairly

constant at the mine, but in June revolutionary activi-

ties put a stop to actual work and the Americans left

the district. Operations were continued in a way with

Mexican help and under the direction of loyal Jlexicans,

but production was not great. Owing to interruption to

transportation, cyanide and other supplies could not be

obtained, so that in July, 1913, work was limited to pan

anuilgamation and concentration, though the low-grade

concentrates had to be stored for future treatment.

About the end of 1913 conditions a])peared to be satis-

factory, and it was intended to start the works up again,

but it was found that the district was in the hands of

bandits and nothing could be done. Work under the

new manager was not instituted until the early part of

September, 1914, and from that time up to September,

1915, the district was quiet and work proceeded at a

normal rate.

During the absence of the American officials of the com-
pany, the property was in charge of responsible Mexican

emi)loyees. It is a notable fact that the conlidence re-

posed in these men was not misplaced, and tiicy loyally

used every effort to protect tiie property and do the In -t

possible with it. As a matter of fact, the destruction,

while great, was much less than might have bci-ii expected,

and there was no serious trouble in starting the work up
again.

In Se])tember, 1915, Americans were again notified

by consular officials that it would be dangerous to rciiiaiii
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in the territory, so they left, and at the present time the

])ropert\' is again in charge of Mexicans.

The production during 1913 amounted to 374,174.80

oz. of fine silver. Of that metal produced in 1914, there

was 188,087.28 oz. Exploration work during the latter

year was done to the amount of 1.2(J0 ft.

M^SftapE® vSo S®s=a©® ISSectta ©Sg^fea®

By riiiLip L. Gill*

Modern practice in electrolytic copper refining has for

some years been drifting steadily toward the so-called

multiple and away from the older series system. The
Baltimore refinery of the American Smelting and Refining

Co., which started with the series system, is the only plant

in this country where both systems have been extensively

used on a commercial scale. Recent reports from this

plant seem to indicate that the multiple system has been

found more advantageous, though each system has ad-

vantages peculiar to itself, as well as disadvantageous.

There is little if any difference in the cjuality of the

]n-(iduct of the two systems as marketed today, though

the advantage, if it does exist, probably here lies with

the fceries. This is not due to any peculiarity of the

scries system itself, but to the fact that it is treating

anodes considerably lower in impurities, including

])recious metals, than the general run of material received

at the multiple-system plants. This results in a decreased

bulk of slimes in the electrolytic tanks and allows the series

system to maintain a shorter distance between anode

and cathode surfaces without danger from mechanical

contamination by the slimes^ and in consequence the

lower voltage is less favoralde for the electrolytic deposi-

tion of impurities. Also, a lower percentage of impuri-

ties in the anode means a lower percentage of As, Sb,

Ni, etc., going into solution and less cathode contamina-

tion when electrolyte is occluded.

Power Costs Favor Series Refixixg

As operated today, the series system has a decided ad-

vantage in power consumption. In addition to the lower

drop across the electrolyte, as noted, the drop in voltage

between anode and anode busbar, and cathode and cathode

busbar, in the multiple system is almost entirely elimi-

nated in the series. The end electrodes only of the

series tank have busbar connections, and these are made
permanent. The balance of the plates in a tank having,

say, 120 cells, are charged positively on one side, nega-

tively on the other. The result is two permanent bus-

bar connections to 120 cells of 25 sq.ft. depositing sur-

face each, for the series, against two relatively poor con-

nections to each cell having from 7 to 9 sq.ft. depositing

surface for the multiple. The following table, given bv

Prof. R. S. McCaffery in the Wisconsin Engineer, illus-

trates what this means to the Great Falls refinery, a mul-
tiple-system plant. Tliere were 320 regular refining

tanks—22 anodes, 22 cathodes per tank—90% amp. eff.,

2-day cathodes:

Volts p.-r

Tank
Drop between anode and anode bus... . 0.044
Dropbetween cathode and cathode bus. 0.0.55
Drop across electrolyte 0.495

14.08 7.40
17. t» 9.24

15S.72 83.30

•40 Cedar St., New York City.

'Addicks, "Met. and Chcm. Ens., Vol. XII. Xo. II.

In this case 16.64% of the total tank re.-istance i.-

caused by the connections between busbars and electrode.-

of ihe multiple system.

A comparison of ampere efficiency of the two system

-

as actually operated today sliows the multiple to be in:

in advance. In one of the large multiple-system plant-
near New York the ampere efficiency is given at from 90
to 92%, while 6.5 to 70% is considered good work \vith

the series. The effect of these differences on the power
cost per ton of copper produced is illu.=trated by the
following comparison, representing average work of th-

leading exponents of the two systems.

MULTIPLE SERIE.S

Ampere efficiency, per cent 90 Ampere efficiency, per cent 68
Average volts per tank 3 Average volts per tank 18
Anodes per tank 28 Anodes per tank 120
Cathodes per tank 29 Cathodes per tank 120
Depositmg surface per cell, sq.ft. .

.

7.2 Depositing surface per cell, sq.ft. 25
Amperes per sq.ft. 18 Amperes per sq.ft If,
Daily deposit per tank, lb 204 Daily deposit per tank, lb 2.040
Lb. Chi deposited per kw.-day 1S7 Lb. Cu deposited per kw.-day 283

Figuring the cost of power in both cases at yoc. per
kw.-hr., the power cost of the multiple system would
be $1.28 per ton of cathodes produced, against $0,848
per ton for the series, or a 51% higher power cost for the

multiple.

Scrap Haxdlixg Greatest ix- Series Work
The difference in power consumption is not. however,

the only point wherein the two systems are radically

different. Other considerations lielj) to overcome this ap-

jjarent suiwriority of the series system. Stated brieflv,

the more important ditferences exclusive of the power
question are these: The series system requires the strip-

ping of the "Lacks" or tmdissolved portion of the anode
from the cathode. In theory, with a perfectly uniform an-

ode and uniform distribution of current, the anode would
be entirely dissolved and redeposited as cathode copper.

In practice, however, if the electrolytic action is allowed

to proceed too far, redeposition of the cathode copper be-

gins to tal^e place and the power cost becomes exorbitant.

The labor cost of '"'stripping'' also shows a tendency to in-

crease if the percentage of backs is allowed to rim too

low. The economic point at which to cut out a series

tank will therefore be determined by the power cost, the

cost of stripping and the care with which the anode>

have been prepared and hung. Under favorable conditions

this point is reached when the ''backs'' are reduced to

about 1T% of the original weight of anodes. In order

that stripping may be possible, series anodes must be

painted before being hung. On account of the sliortened

distance between anode and cathode surfaces, straightening

and careful hanging of the anodes is of the greatest im-

portance to prevent sliort-circuiting and consequent loss

in ampere efficiency.

The multiple system, on the other hand, has no backs,

and the anode scrap, consisting of the lugs and undis-

solved portions of the anodes amounting to about 15*^;,

is returned to the anode furnaces witliout stripping.

Starting sheets of electrolytic copper, which form the basis

on which to deposit the cathode, are deposited on. and

latei stripped from, rolled copper sheets, this being the

nearest parallel to the stripping of the series system.

But the greatest advantage of the multiple system is in

the handling of materials. The greatest distance between

anode and cathode and the thick, heavy anode plates ob-

viate the expensive straightening and hanging of the ser-

ies svstem. Anodes and cathodes are all handled in
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tank-load lots by overhead traveling cranes, giving a

decided advantage in labor cost. Considering only the

points so far mentioned, relative advantages of the two

systems as operated today might be summarized as follows

:

C. per C\ per

MULTIPLE Ton SERLES Ton

Labor and power cost of making Labor cost of loading and un-

starting sheets, loading and loading tanks, stripping ca-

unloading tanks SO 230 thodes, straightening and
Power cost 1.2S0 painting anodes $0,665

Power cost 848

Total $1,510 .. .,„
Total $l.ol3

Analyzing other cost items on both systems, the higher

first cost of the lead-lined tanks and the greater weight

of copper tied up in the multiple system are offset by

higher repair charges on the asphalt-lined tanks of the

series system : the 17% of backs to be reworked in the

series is balanced by the 15% of scrap in the multiple.

Contrary to many existing ideas, the cost of casting anodes

is about the same, the additional cost of the series anode

lying in the straightening and painting, which has already

been considered. While there are many other points of

difference in the operation of electrolytic refining plants

—

such as removing excess copper from the electrolyte, purifi-

cation of the same, treatment of the slimes for the recovery

of the precious metals and treatment of byproducts—which

have a large influence on the ultimate cost of copper

refining, these differences are not due to inherent princi-

ples of either the multiple or the series system.

The figures given would indicate that at present the

higher labor cost of the series system is compensated

for by the higher power cost of the multiple and that the

ultimate cost would be about the same. These figures

must not be taken, however, as an exact comparison of

costs between the two systems working on the same class

of material ; they are simply illustrations of what has

been accomplished by leading advocates of each working

on their regular supply of blister copper. The series

system is favored by a supply of exceptionally pure blister,

wiiile the multiple is operating on, and is more adaptable

to, impure coppers and tliose running high in silver

and gold values. It would then be the natural choice

of a customs plant in any locality where reasonable

power costs could be obtained.

Ne^v Metlhiodl off MsMatLalTsi.cttiaff'aini^

A new method of mamifactiiriiig sul])hiiric acid, for

whicli advantage.s are claimed, is suggested in United
States Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 28:5, "Tlie

Production of Sulphuric Acid and a Proposed New
.Metliod of Manufacture." The essential difference of the

metlidd is thiit tlie gases employed arc drawn downward
througb a spiral flue in place of iieing drawn through
lead cbainliers or intermediate towers.

It is asserted that the resistance of gases to the down-
ward pull and the constant change in their course through
the sjiiral tend to nii\- them very intimately. The fact

that the ga.ses constantly impinge on the walls of the

s]>iral flue, which can be cooled either by air or by
"'t'r, makes it praclicable to maintain the gases at a

.i|)eratnrc Tiiost favorable for the efficient yield of sul-

phuric aciil. In laboratory tests in which the spiral was
utilized, prnctically all the sulphur dioxide was oxidized

to .«ulphuric acid, only traces being lost through escape

or in the system. The lead spiral, the author points out,

however, is not intended to replace the Glover tower, nor

to do away with the Gay-Lussac tower.

It is believed that while the lead spiral will take

considerable lead, the great reduction it will effect in

the chamber space will make it possible to construct a

plant with considerably less lead than is required in the

ordinary chamber system. The new type of plant requires

no other device to accelerate the reactions, occupies much
less ground space and would not need as large buildings,

and therefore should decrease the initial cost of con-

struction. The method, however, has been tried only

on a laboratory scale, and the bulletin refuses to predict

just how efficient the commercial plant would be, but

states that all indications are that this method offers

promise of being economically successful.

With the increasing use of acetylene in mines, there

has arisen the question of the danger of its exploding

in the mine from various causes. For this reason and

because of the ease of generation of the gas from water

and calcium carbide, a study has been made by the Bureau

of Mines^ of the possibilities of explosions occurring when

the carbide is being handled underground.

There may first be considered the quantity of the cal-

cium carbide necessary to form explosive proportions of

acetylene. A good yield from one pound of calcium car-

bide would be -1.6 cu.ft. of acetylene. This would render

182 cu.ft. (equivalent to a room 6x6x5 ft.) of air ex-

plosive on the l)asis of the low explosive limit of acety-

lene-air mixture being 2.53% acetylene, as determined

by the experiment of the bureau, under the ideal condi-

tions that the acetylene be uniformly mixed throughout

such a space and confined to it. Such an accident as the

dropping of calcium carbide in a pool of water on the

floor would result in a strong mixture near the water,

but the mixture would gradually become leaner as the

acetylene diffused into the air or was swept away by

ventilating currents. The ignition of acetylene produced

under such conditions would result in the formation of

a flame confined to a much smaller space than the di-

mensions given.

The calcium carbide in a miner's lamp (about 50

grams) upon contact with water would produce 0.51 cu.

ft. of gas. This quantity could render about 20 cu.ft.

of air explosive, if the acetylene could be confined to a

space of that size. However, such a condition is not

jirobable.

Relative to the formation of acetylene from the action

of the moisture in the mine air on calcium carbide that

might be thrown on the floor of the mine, it was demon-

strated that the production of acetylene in this manner
would be too slow to form an explosive mixture with air,

l)ecause the acetylene first formed would be continuously

carried away by the air current, and consequently there

would not lie an accumulation necessary to r<iriii the ex-

])losive mixture.

The re])ort concludi^s tiiat, on the whole, with reason-

able precaution there need be little danger from exjilosion

of acetylene in mines.

Hxplcslblllty of Acetylene
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I a lilies' SiS )ep(n)sats of Ceirlbatl aimc

asoima,^

The discovery of mineral deposits in this region dates

from early in the 60's when rich gold ore was found at

what is now the Moss mine, situated about 4 mi. north-

west of Gold Road. A decade later the discovery of

silver-gold ore in the Cerbat Range drew the attention

of prospectors hither, and rich veins were opened in the

Cerbat and Hualpai ^lountains. These ores were rich

and returned large profits, althouofh the expense of

freight and treatment ran into hundreds of dollars per

ton, owing to the fact that they had to be packed long

distances, on burros, to the Colorado River, thence trans-

ported by river steamer down the Gulf of California and

up the coast to San Francisco, whence they were shipped

to England for treatment.

This was the method of marketing ores until the ad-

vent of the railroad in 1882. During this period the

region was classed as a silver camp, until the decline in

silver drove prospectors back into the gold belt of the

country, where later the Gold Road and Vivian mines,

so important in the present prosperity of the camp, were

found. Up to the 80's, for want of transportation, there

were but few shafts more than 150 ft. deep, although

the production of high-grade ores ran well up into the

millions.

General Character of the Deposits

The metallic deposits occurring in these ranges con-

tain gold, silver, lead, copper, zinc and tungsten, and

exhibit considerable diversities of character and occur-

rence. They naturally fall into two very distinct groups.

The first consists of quartz fissure veins containing pyrite,

galena, zinc blende, and locally also arsenopyrite. The
sulphide yields principally silver, but also gold. These

deposits are confined chiefly to the Cerbat Range and

usually occur in the pre-Cambrian rock. They are oxy-

dized to a depth ranging from 50 to 300 feet.

The second group comiDrises the deposits of the Black

Mountains. They differ from those of the Cerbat Range

in four important respects : Firstly, they occur chiefly in

the Tertiary volcanic rock, especially in the green chlor-

itic andesite, and are younger than the Cerbat veins.

Secondly, they occur chiefly in fissure veins; these veins

seeming to have originally contained a calcite gangue

which is still present in many of them. In many cases,

however, the calcite has been replaced by other minerals.

Thirdly, the values are almost exclusively gold. Fourthly,

oxidation extends to a depth of 600 to 700 ft., and as a

rule no sulphides are found.

The area may be conveniently considered as two dis-

tricts : the Chloride district in the Cerbat Range and the

Gold Road district in the Black Mountain Range.

The principal districts in the Cerbat Range, named in

order from north to south, are the Gold Basin, White

Hill, Chloride, ilineral Park, Cerbat, Stockton Hill,

McConnico and ilaynard. These are situated in the mid-

dle part of the Cerbat Mountains and extend a distance

of about 12 mi. and have certain features in common.

The rocks in this section are essentially of the pre-

Cambrian complex and consist of granite and schists,

which are locally cut by dikes of pegmatite, diabase,

rhyolite, etc.

•Excerpt from Bulletin 340, United States Geological

The croppings, which are generally prominent, consist

of red or dark reddish brown iron- and mangane-;e-stained

quartz and altered silicified country rock. Many of the

veins are frozen to the walls, while others are separated

from them by several inches of gouge. The gangue is

generally quartz.

The deposits of the Black ilountains differ markedly
from those of the Cerbat Range, in that they occur chiefly

in the Tertiary volcanic rock. The gangue is chiefly

calcite or calcite replaced by quartz and adularia. The
districts in the Black ilountains, named from north to

south, are the Eldorado Pass, Gold Gulch, blocking Bird.

Virginia, Pilgrim, Union Pass, Gold Road, Vivian and
Boundary Cone. Of these the most important is the

Gold Road District.

In the recent suit Ijetween the Elm Orlu ^lining Co.

and Butte & Superior Co. in Butte, H. V. Winchell,

J. D. Irving, W. H. Weed, Fred T. Greene and Fred Searls

appeared as expert witnesses for the plaintiff, and Albert

Burch, J. AV. Finch, W. H. Wiley, R. D. Salisbun- and

W. H. Emmons testified for the defendant. The case

is now tmder advisement by Federal Judge George il.

Bourquin, and a decision is not expected for two or three

months. It involved many points in the construction of

the mining laws and a discussion of complicated geological

conditions. It is probable that the total expense, includ-

ing that of development work, directly required by the

litigation, was in the neighborhood of $300,000, and the

value of ore deposits that will be awarded to one side or

the other by the judge's decision runs into millions of

dollars.

lSiJK.ainigi, lorr© Vell^iO

The making of assay crucibles and liners for gold-

melting pots has been the subject of considerable experi-

mentation at the ^lorro Velho mine of the St. John del

Rey Mining Co., of Brazil. The first unsuccessful efforts

were continued until now a serviceable product is turned

out, and the expense of importing the goods from Eng-

land is avoided. The production amotmts to about 400

assay crucibles per month.

Some work has been done in an effort to utilize the

greenstone and serpentine rocks on the company^s prop-

erty, but although the latter contains a portion of asbes-

tos, there was no success attending the attempt to make

crucibles of these rocks.

Calafoiriraisi ©aS aia Hoveiniiifijes'

Production of petroleum in California in November

amounted to 7,223,250 bbl., a decrease of 451,986 bbl.

from October. The total shipments were 883,633 bbl. in

excess of the production, amounting to 8.106,883 bbl.,

which was 493,798 bbl. less than the October shipment--

The total crude-oil stocks Nov. 30 amounted t'

959 bbl., a reduction of only 89,417 bbl. from i /. -

at the end of October. The average daily pri ..^on,

240,775 bbl., is the lowest average for a monthly period

during the year 1915. The loss in production was largely

in the ilidway-Sunset fields.
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cheaper than increasing the number of holesi in the roiind

;

it is cheaper than increasing the amount of the explo-

sive in the hole; it is cheaper than iising a stronger grade

of explosive.

Lag Bolts '^^

By Gokdox p. Lixks*

It has been part of my work for at least 10 months

to investigate and determine causes of misfires in several

mines. Most misfires can be traced to the following

causes: (1) Wet holes—improper crimping and greasing

of fuse; (2) holes cut out by other shots; (3) defective

caps and fuse.

The lacing method is invariably used in these mines,

and not once have I found evidences of burned dynamite

where the fuse ran through and alongside of the cartridge.

Tlie question of cutting the fuse by

tamping arose. Cutting is hardly prob-

alile, as experiments were made under

actual underground conditions, and not

one fuse failed to detonate the blast-

ing cap. A fuse was placed in a ])iece

of \y^-\a. iron pipe and coarse, wet ore

was tightly tamped in. This was left

for 15 min., and then a cap was at-

tached to one end and the fuse lighted.

Three different primers (cap in-

serted in the side and fuse tied to cart-

ridge—cap inserted in the end and

paper tied around fuse—laced) of I14

in. 10% gelatin dynamite were properly tamped in a

bore hole in a block of wood split through the center and

clamped in a vise. On opening the block no sharp bends

were found in the laced or side-inserted primers, but one

was found in the end-inserted fuse.

In view of the foregoing it is my belief that the laced

primer, wiiich can -be made with the greatest speed, is

the most practical for general use in iron mines.

'^.

Advaiatailes of Usaim^

To get tlie greatest clliiiciicy from The

in any blasting operation, the largest and

tital detonator shouhl be used.

In a test made in a gold mine where a tunnel was
being driven, 10% gelatin was being used and No. 6

blasting cajjs; No. 8 l)Iasting caps were substituted with

the same gelatin, and the ])r<»gress per shift was increased

from 4 to fi in. The additional cost of a No. 8 cap

is incomparalile with the increase in the advance of the

round of nearly half a foot. Similar results were obtained

III a section of th(,' Xcw York subway, whore 00% gelatin

was i)eing use<l an<l No. (i electric blasting caps. On
I'C substitution of No. 8 electric blasting caps, an in-

rease in progress of from (J to !) in. per day was .se-

I 11 red.

Using a stronger blasting cap is tlic ( heapest way of in-

' reasing the ediciency of l)la>tiiig operations. It is

•Iron River. Mich.

By D. E. CiiAitLTox*

The slack-rope indicating device shown in the accom-

panying sketch has been successfully iised at the mines

of the Oliver Iron Mining Co. on the ^lesabi Range

for indicating to the hoisting engineer anv slackness in

Circuit to Battery and Bell in Engine 'ficvse

^-^^GuideBolt *^Rope 4. ^-^Mjcsfing Screr/

^r
-Oak Bar;Length=Ojhlde Width 'Weatherproof '"6

of idler Stand 3' flectnc Push-
'11 Butlon

{\ Bracket

Detail of Slack Rope Indicator Slack Rope Indicator

explosive used

strongest prac-

liETAILS A.VD METHOD OF INSTALLATION OF SLACK-ROPE INDICATOR

the hoisting rope, due to the skip getting stuck in the

shaft or to any other causes.

The slacking-off of the rope causes it to sag and in

so doing produces a pressure on a trip bar. This actuates

two electric push-buttons, which close the circuit and
ring a bell in the engine room.

The device consists of the following: (1) A horizon-

tal trip bar of oak which operates on guide bolts at

either end; (2) adjusting screws fastened to trip bar by

a countersunk bushing and suspended in a position over

weatherproof electric push-buttons (3) by means of a

spiral s])ring (1) ; guide bolts (.5) and ])ush-buttons are

fastened to an oak bar (6) which is suspended fro.m the

uprights of an idler stand bv means of iron strap brackets

Advaiata^es of TaBnapBira^

The practice observed in regard to tamping is at wide

variance. Exi)losive experts agree that tamping increases

the useful work done by the explosive. In practice in

some mines nothing is used, in others sand cartridges or

clay is eni])loyed.

The man who does not use tamping asserts that tli<'

force of the exjdosion is so rapid that tam]iing is un-

necessary. The man who does use tamping has in his

sujiport tlie argument that every aid should be used to

break the rock. Whether powder can or cannot be saved

by tamping would seem to depend on whether the proper

•MlnlnK engineer, VlrKlnl.n. Minn.
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cliarge can be jiulged sufficiently accurately so that a

man can say, "With tamping this iiole will break, witii-

oiit tamping it will not.'' It is very doubtful if this

can be done, and in most cases sufficient powder is used

so that the hole would break whether tamped or not.

The "Carr bit," while designed primarily for overcom-

ing certain difficulties in drilling rock, has been found to

meet satisfactorily not only these special conditions, but

the ordinary conditions as well. The Carr bit has but a

single cutting edge and is uniform and symmetrical in

shape. A transverse recess is formed across the center

of the bit. With hollow steel this recess is tapered until

it runs into the original hole through the steel ; with solid

steel the recess extends back about ^ in. from the face.

This recess tends to act as a pilot and reduces the cutting

or contact surface with the rock to a minimum. The
thickness of the bit is made equal to the short diameter

of the steel and the length equal to the bit gage. Hollow

drill-steel bits are conical in shape and have a 5° taper

CARR BITS FOR ROCK DRILLING
1—For Leyner water type. 2—For piston drill. 3—For large

sizes of automatic hand drills

on a side. Solid steels have straight parallel cylindrical

sides.

The advantages claimed for this bit are many. It holds

its gage better, thereby increasing the depth to which

a hole may be drilled with a single steel. It drills a round

hole and therefore rotates easily. It does not reciuire

more than iV-in. variation in the gage of bits on successive

lengths of steel. The bit, being simple in form, is easily

made.

The idea of drilling a hole the same size from the collar

down to the bottom originated with the inventor from a

discovery that a drill bit cuts a margin of clearance for

itself; and to in.nire the drilling of a round hole, the

shape of the bit was made such that it would be impossible

for it to go down if the hole were not round. The loss

of gage was overcome by providing the long shoulders

curved concentric with the axis of the bit. Kapid cutting

speed was assured by forming the transverse recess in the

center of the bit, reducing the area of contact. These drill

bits can be obtained from the Ingersoll-Rand Co., Xew
York Citv.

At Knoxviile, Tenn., on Nov. 22-2i exaniinatii^ns were
held by K. A. Shiflett, chief mine inspector for the

state, for mine foremen at coal ajid metal mines and
fire bosses. The questions given the metal-mining ap-

plicants, which were supplemented in some cases by oral

(piestions, were as follows:

1 What precaution would you use in approaching a
worked-out or abandoned mine?

2 What forms the most dangerous character of roof in
metal mines in this state?

3 What is atmospheric air?
4 Name gases met with in metal mines.
5 Explain proper method of thawing dynamite cartridges.
6 Explain method of ventilating metal mines.
7 Describe principles of natural ventilation.
8 Explain difference between natural and artificial venti-

lation.

9 How is ventilation of a mine affected by a rise or fall of
atmospheric pressure?

10 What are the duties of a mine foreman?
11 What are the laws governing shaft mines?
12 How should a shaft be equipped for haulage and pas-

sengers?
13 Explain methods of signals.
14 How would you proceed to sink shafts to develop ore in

the Ducktown Basin?
15 What measures would you use to provide safe exits

from metal inines other than the haulage shaft?
16 What precautions would you take on haulage shafts for

safe conditions?
17 What would you do before entering passenger cage?
18 How would you handle balk ground and slopes?
19 How would you plan exits from each drift?

20 What, in your opinion, is the best method of timber-
ing in metal mines?

21 What protection should be made at surface at shaft to

prevent accidents?
22 How should passenger' cages be provided for safety?
23 What are the chief causes of accidents in metal mines?
24, AVhat would you do to prevent them?
25 What are the chief points in the construction of shaft

haulage?
26 What are safety catches and why used?
27 How would you test the haulage in shafts as to safety,

etc.?

28 Suppose the hoisting shaft should catch on fire, what
would you do to protect the mines?

29 What experience have you had with hoisting engines
and boilers?

30 What are the essential qualifications of a hoisting en-

gineer?
31 What are the duties of a hoisting engineer?
32 What are the duties of signalmen?
33 What special care should be given hoisting cables, etc.?

34 How would you determine w"hen the hoist was safe?
35 How would you test safety catches?

36 AVhat are the rules for hoisting and lowering persons

employed in shaft mines?
37 How should landings be arranged?
38 What precautions would you take to prevent accidents

in hoisting and lowering persons in sh.ifts?

39 What are the dangers from heaps of combustible ma-
terial in metal mines?

40 Explain advantages and disadvantages of usin- c
pressed air in mines.

41 If the shaft compartments in your mine v ;iViIy

saturated with oil, what precautions would : *ke to

prevent ignition of timbers, etc.?

42 What dangers would result from fires to shaft or hoist-

ing plant?
43 Define and tell the uses of each of the following: Shaft;

drift; crosscut; raise; winze.

44 What is the most approved method of sinking a shaft

in hard rook?—Describe in full the machines used, the kind

of holes to be drilled, how blasted and how the broken rock

should be hoisted out; also how the shaft should be timbered.

45 How should a drift be driven in hard rock?—Describe in

full the machines used, the kind of holes to be drilled and

the blasting of same.
46 How should a raise be driven?—Describe in full the

machines used, the kind of holes to be drilled and the blast-

ing of same.
47 How should a winze be sunk?—Describe in full the ma-

chines used, the kind of holes to be drilled, and the blasting

of same.
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4S "What is a back slope, and what is the most approved

method of working it? What precaution should be taken for

the safety of miners working in a back stope?

49 What is an underhand stope, and what is the most ap-

proved method of working it? What precaution should be

taken for the safety of miners working in an underhand

stope? How should the ore be made fine enough for loading

into cars?
50 Describe two methods of loading ore into cars in a

mine. Describe the methods of hauling cars of ore on the

levels of a mine. Describe the methods of hoisting the ore to

the surface.
51 How are men taken in and out of mines? What pre-

caution should be taken for the safety of miners with re-

gard to their going in and out?

52 How should dynamite, blasting caps and fuse be stored

on the surface and in a mine? How should a charge be made
up? What should be done in case of a missed hole?

53 What pressure should be carried in the air mains?

What size pipe is required to furnish air for one stoper drill?

For four stoper drills? For five rock drills of the Ingersoll

type?
54 How should the water be taken care of in a mine hav-

ing twelve levels, the shaft being 1,200 ft. deep? How often

should the skip or cage, manway hoisting cable, etc.. be in-

spected? What safety devices should a skip or cage have.'

What lamps are used in metal mines? What means of com-

munication should there be between the surface and the

various levels of a mine?

Such an examination covers a great deal of ground:

the man that can answer all these questions correctly

must kno-vr his business, and provided he can handle

men, should make a good foreman. Some of the questions,

however, are of such latitude that the examiner must

necessarily be clothed with a great deal of discretion, and

a full and complete answer to several of them would be

acceptable additions to mining literature.

Aiff-Hose Wiire^WSEadlaiag Tool
A device lor winding wire tightly onto air hose, for the

purpose of holding fittings, etc., is described' by H. B.

ilcDermid-, as follows:

Take any piece of tough wood (a piece of hickory ham-

mer handle 6 to 8 in. long is excellent) and drill two or

more holes' Vt to y^ in. in size through it, as shown in

the sketch.

Clamp in a vise the hose fitting and the end of the

wire to be used. Put the hose in place, thread the wire

neatly and quickly. The tool can be made in a minute or

two by anyone, and with its use the blowing-out of hose \

fittings can speedily be made only a memory.

TOOL FOIt WI.NDINU WIRE O.V AIR HOSE

through the holes in the tool, as shown, and proceed to

wind the wire around the hose and fitting as tightly as

desired. Using two holes will usually give sufficient fric-

tion on the wire to enable all the pull desired to be ob-

tained ; in fact, care must often be u.sed to prevent pulling

the wire in two. A dozen to twenty turns put on tightly

in this manner will hold a "tail" or "buck" hose securely

during the life of tlie hose, and the work can be done

'In "American Machinist," Dec. 9, 1916.

^Rrantford, Ont., Canada.

v^-

B

^'
McGINTY BLOCK FOR SELF-.\CT-

ING INCLI.XES IN ROOM

A "ilcGinty" block for use in handling cars on inclines,

especially in coal mines, is described in Coal Age, Dec. 11,

191-5. It could be made in any mine shop from material

of the scrap heap and would often be used around metal

mines. The McGinty
block shown in the

figure consists of an

iron sheave A 15 in.

in diameter and 4 in.

wide, having a groove

3 in. deep in its face.

This sheave is sup-

ported in a strong

wooden frame B made
of 3xl2-in. plank. An

iron pin C li/o in. in diameter and 18 in. long passes

througli the center of this l)lock and holds the sheave in

place. The pin is prevented from turning by a 1%-in. bolt

that passes through the sole-piece of the block and a hole

bored in the pin, as indicated in the figure. A screw thread

is turned on the upper end of the pin to receive the brake

handle F. As this handle is turned, its shank bears down
on a collar, or sleeve. E which surrounds the pin C and

which, in turn, presses against the brake-block D, which

serves to control the speed of the wheel and tlie descending

cars. The pipe section E is 2 in. in diameter and about 6

in. long. As shown in the figure, the McGinty, block is se-

cured to the post by a strong iron chain. The post itself

is set in hitches cut in the roof and floor and is tightly

wedged. This post is moved up as the face is advanced

everv 4 or 5 vd.

Ifeeel BreaEage
- By Caijkoll M. Cartek*

Steel experiments, at the Carter Mining Co., Ohio

City, Colo., proved of great service in reducing breakage

to a minimum. It came about in this way: We were

short of steel and noticed that the breakage seemed to be

more than usual just at a time when we could stand it

least. Acting on this hint, we took a new piece of steel,

put a Lcyner shank and bit on it and sent it into the mine
to start a drill hole. Immediately after the hole was

started, the liit was brought out and resliarpened and

sent in to start another hole. This process was kept up
until the steel jumped in two when starting the 12th

hole. Another piece of steel handled in the same manner,

but in somewhat softer rock, started 16 holes before

breaking.

Then another new piece of steel was sent in to start

a hole and afterward allowed to lie idle for three days,

when it started another hole. Four pieces of steel wen
used in these experiments, and by being permitted t n

rest as stated, they started, averaging the four, 51 hol('>

each before breaking.

We now have on hand three times the amount of steel

needed in any one day and use one-third of it every third

dav and have next to no breakage.

•1430 vine St., Denver, Colo.
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CSr^a^eam^ laJ Is Veff-stms Stasiaps

By Ai.EXAXDEii McClarex*

Witli each innovation in the metallurgy of gold and

silver the operator is brought in contact with both the

chemical and mechanical problems involved, the latter in

many cases proving the more perplexing. A number of

inventors and operators have brought out mechanical ap-

pliances intended to reduce ores from primary crusher

down to the consistency of slime (minus-200 mesh or

thereabouts) in one machine and at one operation, but

none as yet has been eminently successful.

Each standard type of machine has its own proven

scope of economy and usefulness, and attempts to use

one to do the work of another have in most cases proved

disastrous. It might have been only to the extent of a

few cents per ton, yet a few cents per ton on the wrong

side of the ledger is not without its weight on the monthly

balance sheet of a mill handling a few hundred tons per

day, or much less for that matter.

The Texdexcy ix Gkixdixg Plaxts

The tendency in modern reduction plants where an
all-slime output is desired seems to be : By gravity

stamps from primary crusher output down to No. 12

ton-cap screen size : from stamp product down to minus-

200 mesh with tube mill or some similar cylindrical fine

grinder, with an interception of the minus-200-mesh

product formed in the stamp battery, l)etween the latter

and the ultimate grinder, the latter working in a closed

circuit.

Another combination that has found favor with some
operators is the use of gravity stamps to reduce from
primary-crusher output down to Ncx 4 screen, thence to

the classifier, which takes out that portion of the stamp
output passing 200 mesh, the oversize from the classifier

going to a high-speed chilean mill equipped with 16-

mesh screens, the product of which is classified, all coarser

than 200-mesh going to tube or ball mills and issuing

as a finished product, the last grinder also working in

closed circuit.

In nearly all cases we find the stamp hatterv doing

work for which it is absolutely unfitted. The economy,
comparatively speaking, of the gravity stamp, figuring

on a basis of tons of output per horsepower used, has

reached its maximum in crushing to 14 i"- From that

point on down through the succeeding finer meshes, al-

though the power used is constantly the same, the ratio

of output to energy u.sed diminishes with rapidity.

The high-speed ciiilean mill has found favor in a num-
i)er of the large reduction plants as one unit in the

jirocess of sliniiiig. in some cases being used between
stamps and tulie mills. The slo\v-s])ccd type of chilean

mill has, until recently, not been looked on seriously by
any of the larger operators as a useful factor in ore

Roberts Building. Los .\n-

reduction and has never been allowerl i ' •
_

_

. r

place in the metallurgy of gold and silver. It has al-

ways been regarded as a semi-primitive device on the

order of an arra.stre, adapted only to amalgamation ami
even that only on a small scale. These ideas more than

likely emanated from reading accounts of the ancient

machine—the wood, stone and rawhide prototype of what
is today a well-constructed, dependable unit in the re-

duction of some classes of ores. It was primarily de-

signed and used as an amalgamator, but the improved
ma(^hine of today has a far wider scope of usefulness and
economy in the reduction of ores before or with cyanide

than it ever did in the field of amalgamation. It has

recently been used with gratifying results on the part

of some of the larger and more successful operators, who
have ])roved conclusively that where a slime product is

desired the slow-speed mill will deliver more per horse-

power used, at a smaller cost of upkeep, than either

the stamp, the high-speed mill or a combination of both.

Slov\'-Speed Chilean Mills axd Stamps

During the last eight j-ears I have been in touch with

the operation of slow-speed chilean mills running m'

varied characters of ore in different parts of the AV

during wliich time a considerable amount of data br..- '^n::

gathered as to tonnage, sizes of product, power \ised and
cost of upkeep; and therefore I feel justified in tht com-

parisons here shown, checking up the resul'- obtained

in slow-speed mills against some of t!;e modern plants

using stamps.

One instance we will take ?s that of a modern Western

plant using stamps and tube mill, au all-slime product

being desired. This mill consists of 10 stamps of 1,140

11). each, classifier and tube mill. The battery output

per 24 hr. is 80 tons of medium-hard ore through a

No. 12 ton-cap screen. The ore is fed to the stamps

at approximately 2-in. ring size, and of the battery out-

put, about 25% will pass 200 mesh and is taken out

by the classifier ahead of the tube mill. The tube mill,

5x16 ft., working in a closed circuit, takes the remain-

ing 75%. The 10 stamps use 34 actual hp., and the

tube mill 40 h]i. Resorting to figures we find that with

the stamps 1 hp. is equal to about 2.352 tons per 24

hr., and that in the tube mill, 1 hp. is equal to 1,5 tons

per 24 hr. Figuring the total output of the mill per

24 hr, against the entire power used. 74 hp,. it takes

] hp. to finish 1.081 tons. The foregoing does not in-

corporate the ]iower used in classifying and transfcrriiiL:

the pulp from one level to another, but merely the jiowcr

actually used in stamping and regrinding.

As an ultimate fine grinder we cannot very well, at

present, get away from the tube mil! or some of the other

cylindrical types of grinders. We can, however, pre-

cede thcui with a unit that will do the duty of the stamp

at a far less co.st per ton in ]iower and general \ipkeep,

forming far more minus-200-mesh product, thereby less-

ening the dutv of the tube mill i in fact. enai>ling a much
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smaller one to do the work of finishing. As a matter

of comparison, take the results obtained by me in Mon-

tana on an installation of three 10-ft. Lane slow-speed

mills grinding in cyanide solution. I take this par-

ticular mill as a comparison because of the similarity

of the texture of the ore treated and that of the stamp

mill formerly mentioned. The three Lane mills are

driven by a 40-hp. motor which also supplies power to

drive two concentrators and a classifier, so we are per-

fectly safe in assuming the actual power taken by each

mill not to exceed 12 hp. The material fed to the mill

is medium-hard quartz crushed to pass a 2-in. ring. The
mills are operated at 8 r.p.m., and each one has a duty

of from 48 to 50 tons per 21 hr. The average may be

taken as 49 tons per day. Of the output of each of

the mills, 40% will pass a 200-mesh screen. Overflow

discharge to the height of 614 in. is used. Previous to

tliis, an 8-in. discharge was used, which resulted in

.)()% pasisng a 200-mesh screen. The lowering of the

discharge was due to lack of agitator capacity and a

surplus of leaching-tank space.

Taking 49 tons as the average output of each mill,

it will be seen that each horsepower is equal to a frac-

tion more than four tons milled—nearly twice that of

the stamp batteries, at the same time producing 15%
more material of minus-200 mesh, thereby lessening the

tube-mill duty to that extent. The difference and the

material economy of the slow-speed mill over the stamps

-hould be perfectly obvious.

SxAiiPS Used with High-Speed Chilean Mills

Another comparison may be made with a modern West-

'•rn mill using stamps, high-speed Chileans and tube mills,

in the order mentioned. A fairly soft ore is fed to the

stamps at about li/s-ii*- =^'ze. The stamps are of 1,050

!b. each and use 2.4 hp. per stamp. The daily output

of each stamp tlirough a No. 4 screen is 81^ tons, or

approximately 3.541 tons per hp., 20% of which passes

a 200-mesh screen. The high-speed Chilean mills follow-

ing have each a duty of 75 tons per 24 hr. through 16-

mesh screen, of which 30% passes 200 mesh. These mills

use 35 hp. each and are doing a duty of about 2.142 tons

])er hp. In the combined two stages we find that one

ton has been reduced at a power cost of 0.7489 hp. per

ton and tliat about 44% of the total output passes 200

mesh, leaving the remaining 5fi% to be finished in tube

mills—5x22 ft.—each handling about 95 tons and using

(iO h])., in which the grinding of one ton requires 0.G314

hp. (or 1 hp. equaling 1.583 tons) ; and in the entire proc-

ess, not figuring the powcx necessary for such operations

as classifying, elevating, etc., it takes 1.3803 hp. to make
a fiiii-licd product of one ton, of which approximately

95% passes a 200-mesh screen.

I operated a 10-ft. Lane mill in California some time

ago, reducing an ore much harder tlian that treated in

tlic plant just described. This mill was operated at 8

r.p.m. The ore as fed to the mill would pass a ll^-in.

ring. The discburge from the mill was an unobstructed

overflow (no screen used) set at a lieight of 7Vij in-

above the die or track. The output was 40 tons per

24 hr., of which a fraction over 53% ))assed a 200-niesli

screen. In tliis installation tiic slow-speed mill con-

sumed 12 hp., which figures approximately 1 hp. to 3.333

tons' output per 21 hr. This was a hard, clean, siliceous

ore with no talcy matter wliatever. John McDcrmott

of Cue, Western Australia, says that on ores from the

Chunderloo mine, Yalonginda, using a 10-ft. slow-spec'l

mill, the output per 24 hr. was 36 long tons. Using a

7 -in. unobstructed overflow discharge, 67% would pass a

200-mesh screen and with a 9-in. overflow discharge.

73.25% would pass a 200-mesh screen.

A great number of similar instances might be given,

in each of which the slow-speed mill has the best of it.

I believe that some of the manufacturers of mills of

the slow-speed type guarantee a cost of wear not to ex-

ceed 4c. per ton treated. In this matter my experience

leads me to believe that they are perfectly safe in the

guarantee, as I have found it imder that on average ore.

A total absence of the use of screens is no small item

in their favor, both in the actual cost of the screens

and in the time lost and the labor necessary in replacing

them.

Time Lost with Stamps axd Chileax Mills

Some of the stamp-mill disciples put forward the

argument that it takes a long while to renew the tires

and track and that the mill is "dead" for that length

of time. They refer to the stamp as being a continuously

working unit. From experience I find that with a man-
ganese steel track and a chrome-steel tire, 8,500 tons

of hard ore can be treated before renewal of parts be-

comes necessary. This, at the rate of 40 tons per day

and 30 days per month, is about 212 days, or 7 months.

Taking six days as the extreme limit of time necessary to

replace the worn parts (it has been done in half that

time), it will be seen that a fraction less than one day

per month of time used is charged to repairs, and apart

from the actual wear on tires and track there is no break-

ages or wear of any consequence.

A stamp mill is credited with the ability to run on,

day, week, month and year, continually, but my stamp-

mill experience, which covers a number of 3'ears, is filled

with perspiring recollections of dies removed and re-

placed, shoes bucked on, tappets set daily, stems re\ersed,

screens changed and cams put on. Each of these many
operations was attended by stoppage of at least a por-

tion of the mill, and as each and every stamp is ex-

pected to deliver its quota of tonnage, it was in ar-

rears at the end of the month to the amount of the time

each part was inactive. Several stems in a mill may be

hung up for a period of time, while the others go thump-
ing along making about as much noise as ever and the

mill gets the credit for steady running.

In sunnning up the foregoing, it will be found cor-

roborative of some notable articles on "Slow-Speed Chil-

ean Mill Practice" by J. B. Empson {Min. and Eng.
^Vorld. Mar. 23, 1912); "Metallurgical Practice at Ha-
cienda de la Union," by Francisco Navaraez {Eng. and
Min. Journ., Nov. 28, 1908) ; "Some Characteristics of

Chilean Mills," by Herbert A. ^legraw {Eng. and Min.

Journ., Nov. 12, 1910) ; D. C. Bayldon, Mark Lamb and

E. E. Carter, as well as a number of others.

St. John dri Rry MlnlnRT Co. at Morro Velho, Brazil, does
not uso amul^^'amation in recoverlnp gold, since the ore char-
acter is such that mercury is easily flowered and the loss would
be great. All of the gold Is fine enough to pass a lin-mesh

screen and is easily dissolved In cyanide solution. Precipi-

tation Is by fine zinc formed by pouring the molten metal
over a moving, w.iter-cooled cylinder. The gold-bullion is

refined and parted at the mine, flne metals being the ultimate
product.
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Referring to the letter of Louis Janin, Jr., in the

Journal of Nov. 27, a rather interesting point is raised

as to the relative merits of arithmetic and algebra in

solving mathematical problems arising from physical

and mechanical operations. The choice seems to me
rather a matter of temperament. Personally, I always

prefer to work out such proljlems once for all in general

terms, but others no doubt find it easier and more con-

vincing to solve each case arithmetically as it arises.

I knew a foreman of a metallurgical plant who would

habitually spend half an hour or so calculating the dilu-

tion of his pulp from measurement of pulp density, depth

and diameter of tank, weight of a cubic foot of water,

assumed specific gravity of mineral, and perhaps other

factors, all this being done arithmetically, the final result

being frequently incorrect, instead of applying the simple

.V — P
formula, Dilution = „ — , where P = pulp den-

sity and .S' = specific gravity of mineral, and solving the

problem in a few minutes.

With regard to Mr. Janin's solution of the problem

under discussion, it does not appear to me by any means
clear or easily understood. After calculating the total

gold in the original concentrates per 100 tons of ore. he

says: "The middlings will add to this 11.45 (0.35

—

0.055) = 3.37." This seems to be erroneous, as will he

shown. It is true that in this instance the difference from

the correct result falls well within the limits of experi-

mental error in tests of this kind, but the basis of calcu-

lation is nevertheless unsound, and in a case where the

middlings carried considerable value the error might be

of importance.

Let us illustrate this in general tenus, using the same
sjTnbols as in my note of Oct. 30, viz:

C, .1/, T = Percentage weights of concentrates, middlings

and tailings respectively.

A', Y = Percentage weights of concentrates and tail-

ings when middlings are eliminated.

li, c, iii,t = Assay values of heads, concentrates, middlings

and tailings respectively.

X, y = Percentage of total values in concentrates and

tailings when middlings are eliminated.

Then the total value in the original concentrates per

100 tons of ore is Cr, and the total value in the final

concentrate is Xr, hence the difference, (X — C)c, rep-

resents the amount added by eliminating middlings. Call

this amount .1. Then since

(• J- .1/ _{- r = X + r = 100

and

Cc -f Mm -^ 77 ='Xc + 17. = 100 h

we mav obtain the following values for .1 .•

.4 = (A' — C)c = M (m — i) + (A — C)t =
100 (// ~t)c

c — t

Substituting the quantities given in the concentration

tests, these expressions give the figures 3.-115, 3.40U5 and

3.415 respectively, as against the figure 3.37 (more e.v-

aetly 3.378) obtained by Mr. Janin's method of calcula-

tion.

A simplification of the formulas given in my note of

Oct. 30 has been pointed out to me by S. Woodworth, a

former assistant of mine. This is as follows

:

Since

Ac + YL = 100 /( and

r = ]^^t — /)
and V =

+ y =
100 (c —

100

/

similarh

lOtj (/( /)
and _ 100 (c — h) t

h (c — t)h {c — t)

Using these simplified formulas, the percentage weight
of final concentrates may Ije ol^tained by performing two
subtractions, one multiplication by 100 and one division.

The percentage of total values may then be calculated from
this quantity by one more multiplication and one divi-

sion.

It is noteworthy that this solution of the problem is

independent of the weights of the products ; nothing need

be actually determined except the assay values of heads,

concentrates and tailings, it being unnecessary to assay

the middlings.

Applying these simplified formulas, the quantities ob-

tained in the test are as follows

:

X = 12.973 X = 94.652

Y = 87.027 1/ = 5.-348

Oakland, Calif., Dec. 4. 1915. J. E. Clexxell.

I notice in your issue of Nov. 13 a brief description,

with sketches, of the steel shaft timbering at Los Ocotes

mine, Mexico, being an abstract from the article by R.

11. Cromwell in School of Mines Quarterly.

The design of this steel shaft timbering was made by

me and modeled after the first design made and in-

stalled under my direction at the American shaft No. 3

of the Compailia Minera de Peiioles. The Mapami equip-

ment was furnished by the United States Steel Products

Co.. and the Los Ocotes by the Hamilton & Chambers Co.

New York, Dec. 6, 1915.
'

Cyrus Robixsox.

;-%

IRecoirdl Tosairaa^e f2oBSte<d

Can you tell me the greatest tonnage ever hoisted from

a metal-mine two-hoisting-compartment shaft in 8 hr.,

and for two successive 8-hr. .shifts ? I would like to know
the world's record, the best record in the United States

and the Southwestern record. M. R. Pekcy.

New York. Nov. 30.

[Will some of the Journal readers come forward with

their local records, so that a l)ase line can be obtained?

—

Editor.]
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IXTERIOR VIEWS SHOWING THE MACHINERY ARRANGEMKNT AT THE CHAMPION MILL, FREDA. MICH.

The upper illustration shows one set of concentrating tables and the feed launders. The lower illustration i -• of a second

table floor and the Jig: floor above
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SyyOPSIS—The expenditure of £2,000,000 at

the Bawdivin mines in upper Burma has returned

£1,000,000 and developed 2,000,000 tons of rich

lead-silver-zinc ore. The Burma Corporation now

plans to mine in 1916 about Jf,oOO tons per month

of lead-silver ore, yielding 1,500 tons of lead and

lJfO,OoO oz. of silver. The ultimate scale of oper-

ations will he at least 1.000 tons per day.

Aiiproxiniately £2,000,000 has been spent in the devel-

I'lii.'it and equipment of the Bawdwin mines of the

; -;:..' Corporation in the Northern Shan States of

i.,i' . rjna; of this amount approximately £1,000,000

ha? J. (itnvofl from old Chinese slags and high-grade

ore su.'^'lti'i! ai tlio works first erected at Mandalay and

later movtd to Nan, hi, about 13 mi. from the mines.

The company's i.irrow-irage railroad, connecting with the

Maudalay-Lashio iuiHih of the Burma Railways, has

been shortened 5 mi.
'

^"<^ion of the new junc-

tion at Nam Yao, tht • il haul to the port

of Rangoon is still f.i :, iii in? Burma Corpora-

tion now owns 99.8 , : shades and over 77% of

the debentures of th.- Bt. Mi^-v. Ltd.. which began

the active developme t of r.i i':()perties about the year

1908; the Burma Corporati .\-' look over the operations

in April, 1914. A 100-1^' ..ucentrating mill has now
been completed, after elaborhte preliminary tests, and the

ultimate scale of operation will embody a 1,000-ton plant.

At the adjourned annual general meeting of the Burma
Corporation in London on Nov. 8, R. Tilden Smith,

pre.siding in the unavoidable ab.<ence of Chairman H. C.

Hoover, stated that the ore reserves now amounted to

at least 2.000.000 tons and that the undertaking bade

fair to become one of the largest single lead-zinc-silver

producers in the world, capable of turning out 75,000

tons of lead, O.'j.OOO tons of zinc and 7,000,000 oz. of

silver annually.

NkW COXTIi.UTS XlXESS.VRY FOR TliEATIXG

ZlXKIFliKOrs PlfODUCTS

Mr. Smith directed attention to the fact that the war
liad interfered with the arrangement the com])aiiy had
for the disposal of its products, which were formerly

-liipped to Gennany. He reviewed tlie reasons for the

-lii])ment of the complex ores and products to Germany
and the lack of sympathetic attitude on the part of .some

of tlic officials of the British Empire. He said in jjart

:

The ore at the Burma mines, as in the case with the
ores of tin Biol<en Hill mines, is of a complex nature; as a
eon8ee4Uen< f, your company was on the outbreak of the war,
at once facd with the difflculty of treatment, as. with one or
iwo exceptions, only smelters controlled by German Inter-
tats had made a special study of, and had erected plants
capable of treatlHK. this class of ore. This is especially sur-
prisinK in view of thi- fact that this ore is the cheapest raw
material from which spelter can be produced, and it is upon
it that the world will have to rely almost entirely for Its

future production of this metal. The liiRgrest and richest
known deposits of this ore occur within the- Hrltish Kmpire,
ind the Germans, renllzInK its potentialities, have, during
ibc last 10 years, built and adapted their plants to treat It,

while the TCnKllsh smelters have continued to purchase clean
zinc ores—sulphides or, preferably, oxides—at exorbitant

•"Eng. and MIn. Journ.." Jnn. 28, 1915.

prices and consequently could not and did not invest in their

works the capital necessary to keep them up to date. I may
mention that the Americans have not developed their smelt-

ing methods in this direction.

The powerful position secured by German firms in the

zinc industry was brought home to me when Burma Mines
entered into a contract for the disposal of a large quantity
of its complex zinc ores, as not only did the Germans pur-
chase the ore on very favorable terms to the mine, but they
offered to make the company large cash advances at i'^'c in-

terest. The consequence of this sale to Germany was that
the ore had to be carried in German steamers, German coke
to be purchased and loaded out as back-freight, employment
was found for German labor, and German firms benefited by
having control of the smelted products—from all of which
you will appreciate the far-reaching benefit to the German
Empire from this and other similar contracts.

As a result of the war, realization on the complex
zinc ores produced within the British Empire has been more
or less suspended. On the basis of technical advice given to

me and of my own commercial investigation, I have come
to the conclusion that to enter successfully into the field of

zinc smelting it is essential to start with an established
works which has bought its experience under surrounding
conditions; this is available in this country, and there has
been made to the British Government a proposal which I

hope will lead to the establishment of such a works, or or-

ganization, as will deal with the principal zinc products of the

Empire. I am doubtful whether this government will offer

any encouragement; I have, however, no doubt that the

Australian Commonwealth premier will.

LACK OF CO-OPERATION OF BRITISH OFFICIALS
A production of the above quantity of ore and metal will

necessitate the expenditure of £1.500,000 per annum in wages
and salaries, and these metals will represent an increase to

the national wealth of approximately £3,500,000 per annum, a

large proportion of which will be distributed among the
miners, surface workers, staff, railways, steamship lines,

metal workers, metal markets, and to shareholders in the

company, all British. Considering the basis upon which the

British Empire has been founded and the sentiment of unity
upon which it is being maintained, it cannot but be a matter
of surprise that the establishment of such great undertakings
in remote parts of the Empire appears to be viewed without
interest by British colonial ofllcials. Notwithstanding that

they recognize the labor, courage and risk which have to bo
incurred in order to bring these undertakings to a profitable

result, they appear to think that the whole question under-
lying this enterprise is for the purpose of profit

In reality, this company is developing a new land of at

least 10,000 sq.mi.. and of enormous potential possibilities.

The relations between the government ollicials and the
company are in the main uniformly satisfactory. Unfortu-
nately, however, there is one exception, and it is an important
one. I refer to this with extreme reluctance, and I do not
for a moment wish to suggest that the superintendent of the
Northern ,Shan States is prompted in his attitude by anything
but the highest motives. He does not, however, appear to

grasp the broad bearings of an enterprise of this nature in

regard to the development of the economic condition of the
states, but he appears to regard it as nothing more than a
money-making concern. This undertaking does not differ

from any other enterprise on business lines existing in the
Empire. ... In the inception, it is to the disadvantage of

the state that heavy conditions should be imposed and the
highest charges should not be imposed. To attempt to se-

cure for the state all the advantages and ignore all the dif-

ficulties of an industrial enterprise is a policy which would
certainly not be to the advantage of the state in the long
run. In fact, when it comes to the matter of utilizing the
important resources of the district, the attitude of an olficial

should not be "What can you afford to pay?" but "What can
I afford to sell for?"

RE.StTLTS OF WATER-POWER HOLDl'P
An Instance of the unnecessarily heavy charges is found in

the question of the use of water power. An otilcial who has
had charge of this question is endeavoring to obtain from us
the uttermost farthing, without reference to the consideration
due to us for the advantages we have brought to the dis-

trict. We have felt this attitude deeply, and as a conse-
quence were compelled to turn our attention to the uses of oil

engines for the generation of electric power, and ultimately
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compelled to go to Switzerland for the purchase of a 1,000-

hp. Sulzer-Dies^ oil engine, which is now in the course of
erection.

Theodore J. Hoover, chairman of the technical com-
mittee, reported that the ore reserves had been increased

since Dec. 31, 1914, from 1,.300,000 tons of proven and
probable ore to 2,000,000 tons. The 250,000 tons of

high-grade silver-lead ore had brought up the average

assay of the whole, but it was interesting to observe that

the assay of the 1,7.30,000 tons other than high-grade

silver-lead ore also showed an increase of assay in all

the metals.

Tiger Tuxxicl Mist Be Driven 3,000 Ft. F.\rther To
Eeach Chix.^max Orebody

The Tiger tunnel has passed through over 3,000 ft.

of wet, loose ground, which required timbering prac-

tically throughout the whole length. It is expected that

the next 3,000 ft. may be in better ground, and an aver-

age monthly advance of about 300 ft. is anticipated.

The Chinaman lode has been followed to within 50 ft.

of the Tiger tunnel level, and if the orebody continues

to that level in full strength, much more than 3,000,000

tons of ore will be available above the tunnel. No fur-

ther crosscutting of the Chinaman orebody will be at-

tempted until the internal shaft has been finished to

the Tiger tunnel level, and development will also be cur-

the remaining 3,000 tons will be sent to the mill, jield-
ing about 1,500 tons monthly of concentrates estimated
to contain approximately 60% Pb, 54 oz. Ag and 10%
Zn. These concentrates, mixed with the 1,500 tons of
high-grade ore, will be roasted, sintered and smelted, to-

gether with a small monthly tonnage of old Chinese slags
still available, which will act as a factor of safety. Tip
production from these operations is expected to amouni
to 1,500 tons of soft lead and 140,000 oz. of silver per
month, from which ample revenue sliould be provided
for the costs of operating and all capital pxpenditui
propo.sed for the year 1916. It is possible tliat there wi
be a surplus above these expenditures, in view of tl

high prices being maintained for the metals during t

continuation of the war.

Pira© Oil for Flotlaftar
By C. F. Sheuwocd*

The accoinpam ing test was made
No. 2, with a view of determining i^

in the flotation of a zinc ore in w'

disseminated in quartz The ci' .

had a specific gravjtv of 0.'^' i".

was made to simui; v

by incorporating '

.- (Ml

ror u-r

vva> finely

in color and
•"

.

Lt'st an endeavor

ulilioas in the slide machine
and third classes as a cir-

Firet operation

Second operation - .

Third operation

Temperature 45

Wilson Pine N'o. 1

and Oleic
Wilson Pine N'o 2

(Orange)
Wilson Pine No. 2
and Oleic

Temperature 45

Lb. Oil
per Ton

T.^BLE 1 WILSON PINE OIL NO. 2

Assay Zinc
Middlings .\ssay Zinc

.\ssay .\ssay Second and Cleaned
Zinc Heads Zinc Tailings Third Passes Concentrates

11.5 1.30

12 3 170

13 1 2 05 20 47

Remarks
On first pass. 1 lb. Wilson pine oil

No. 2. On second pass, 1 lb.

oleic
On first pass, 1 lb. Wilson pine oil

No. 2. On second pass, 1 lb,

oleic

On first pass, 1 lb. Wilson pine oil

No. 2. On second pass, 1 Id.

oleic

1 passes of 30 seconds' duration. -Acid added 1 minute before oil and agitated.

TABLE 2. TEST OF TWO PINE OILS

Heads Tailings

asses per Ton per Ton Zinc

3 2 2 12 2

3 2 2 12.2

3 2 2 12.2

3 2 2 12 2

C. Dilution 4 to 1 . .All passes of 30 s

Zinc

1.9

Cleaner Cleaned
Clean Tailings Concentrate

2 12.7 52 2 ]

15.0

9.8

4S-8

53 3

4S 2

Froth
Character

client. Shews tend- Oil added, 1 lb.

acv to drop min-
ral

client

tiniarks

I first pass. 1 lb.

1 pine, on secondOn first pass, 1 lb. No
pass, 1 lb. oleic

llcnt. Show tend- 1 lb. on first pass and 1 lb. on second
cy to drop mineral
llent On first pass 1 lb. No. 2 pine, on second

pass 1 lb. oleic

.\11 acid added 1 minute before oil and agitated.

tailed by the necessity of hoisting 150 tons per day of

high-grade silver-lead ore from the internal shaft.

From laboratory and tonnage tests it was decided to

erect a 100-ton mill, consisting of crushers, jigs, tables

and a slime-treatment plant. This 100-ton plant will

fulfill the dual role of an opportunity for further large-

scale concentrating tests, and will al.so have great value

as an actual commercial-treatment plant, as it is ex-

])ected to turn out a substantial tonnage of high-grade

lead-silver concentrates. The smelting plant was pro-

ducing in the first half of 1915 at the rate of 1,125

tons of hard load jjer month, of which 45T tons was
refined and sold in the open market, and the balance

of about 670 tons monthly was shipped to London for

refining and marketing.

The program for 1916 includes the smelting of less

of the old Chinese slags, which are becoming ex-

hausted, and more high-grade ores and concentrates. Op-
erations are to be on a basis of mining 4,500 tons of

silver-lead ore, 1,500 tons of which will be smelted direct

;

culating load. The method is not entirely fair, since

the middlings obtained in these passes cannot be reground

for the slide machine as they are in the mill, and the

result is a building up of tailings of high value with

every operation. The method of procedure was as fol-

lows :

In the first operation the regular charge of composite

tube-mill and cone-tank discharge, assaying 11.5^,'

zinc, was weighed out and run in the slide machine,

using 2 lb. of acid and 1 lb. of the pine oil in the first

pass. The concentrates from this pass were set to one

side. Then 1 lb. of oleic oil was added and two more
pas.ses were taken, the middlings to be incorporated in

the heads of the second operation. The tailings from

the three passes assayed 1.3% zinc.

As the second operation, a charge of regular f^ed, plus

the second- and third-pass middlings from the first oper-

ation, was mixed as samples, giving heads for this opera-

tion a.ssaying 12.3% zinc. This was run in the machine.

•Mining Engineer, Butte, Mont.
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usin.ij 2 lb. of acid and 1 lb. of the pine oil in the first

pass. The toiuentrates obtained from this pas-s were

added to those obtained on the first pass of the first

ojjeratiou and set aside. One pound of oleic oil was then

added and two more passes were taken, middlings to be

added to the heads for the third operation. The tailings

resultinir from these three passes assayed 1.7% zinc.

As the third operation, a charge of regular feed was

used, plus the second- and third-pass middlings from the

first operation, assaying 1:>.1% zinc. This was run in a

machine, using 2 lb. of acid and 1 lb. of the pine oil in

till" first pass. The concentrates obtained from this first

pass were added to those obtained from the first pass of

the first and second operations and set aside. One pound

of oleic oiJ was then added and two more passes were

taken. This proihu-t was assayed as middlings and gave

20% zinc. The- tailings resulting from these three passes

assayed 2.0.")% ziuv'. The concentrates from the first pass

(if the three operations were then cleaned in two passes

without any addition of oil or acid. The cleaned con-

centrates assayed 27.7% zinc an'^ the cleaner tailings,

10.6% zinc. The three operatioi - were conducted at a

temperature of 45° C, and at a ,;
i,-,.,,

,

if four of solu-

tion to one of ore.

From the data recorded i< c the heads were

built up from 11.5% to i:i. , the addition of

cost $2,000,000. The work will be rushed witii all po.s-

sible speed, and the plans call for its completion by Sept.

1, 191{).

The decision to erect this plant was reached some
weeks ago, after the results of the experimental plant at

Anaconda had proved beyond question the success of the

process. The new refinery will be near the copper smeltery

at Great Falls and will use the wet process developed dur-

ing the past year. When in full operation it will require

appro.ximately ;50,000 hp. The electricity will be fur-

nished from the new Volta plant of the ^lontana Power
Co., situated a few miles below Great Falls, on the ilis-

souri River.

The great importance which the flotation system is as-

suming in the eyes of the metallurgical profession is

directly reflected in the great number of patents being

taken out dealing with variations of the system and ap-

paratus. The last few months have shown an appreciable

increase in patents applied for and granted. Many of

them, of course, will never lie of any service, but some
of them are no doubt destined to become monumental in

the art.- At the present stage no one can effectively sep-

arate the two classes, so it is probably worth while to re-

•SKETCHKS OF SOME NEW FLOTATION MACHINES
''''«• 1—A- H- HlKcin.x frother. Fig. 2—Higgins and Stennlng machine. Fig. 3—T. M. Owens frother

ihe middlings, and the tailings also increased in as.sav

value from 1.3% zinc to 2.0.")% zinc. This was due
entirely to the absence of regrinding the middlings, as

would be the case in practice. Tiie froth obtained in all

' a.<c> wa- excellent, and the oil a])pears to be thoroughly
-atisfactory for use in flotation practice. A test of two
\nrieties of pine oil was also made, data of which are
ii|)pended.

Anaconda Zinc Plan& Be^uaim
l!l Jl i: {"()liltKSl'()NI)K.\(K

With Vice-I'residciit Hcii M. 'I'liayer driving the team
iiid with IVesident John F. IJyan holding the plow han-
llcs, ground was broken for the new zinc-reduction plant,

apacity 70,000,000 lb. of zinc per annum, estimated to

view .some of the promising ones briefly. Under date of

Oct. .-), 1!)I5, U. S. I'at. No. 1,155,810 was granted to

A. H. Iliggins, of London, for a new design of flotation

apparatus. The device consists essentially of a chamber
in which agitation is carried on and into which air is iu-

ti-oduced through a pipe, without having recoui'.se to the

surface air. The air and ]nil]) are thoroughly mixed by
the agitatoi-, and tlie u])pcr pai-t of the chamber is pro-

vided with a series of baffles in order that the surface may
be comparatively quiet and the froth bearing the minerals
may be effectively skimmed oil'. One form of the api)ar-

atus used is shown in Fig. 1.

Under date of June 15, 1015, Henry Lavers, of Vic-

toria, Australia, was granted U. S. Pat. No. 1,112,821.

This patent relates to a jiiwess of separating mixed sul-

])liidc ores. The inventor shows that it has been |)revi-
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ously pointed out that if a salt of chroniiuni is introduced

ill solution into the circuit liquors of flotation process, or

if tlie material to be treated is subjected to the action of

chromium salts, it is possible to obtain a flotation product

relatively high in certain sulphides and a residue rela-

tively high in other sulphides. The inventor now finds

that in treating finely pulverized material containing

mixed sulphides, partiiularly good results can be ob-

tained if the pulp, during digestion with the chromium

salt or during flotation treatment with the chromium

salt, is slightly alkaline. A further feature of the in-

vention is that if the finely pulverized ore containing

mi.xed sulphides suspended in slightly alkaline water is

subjected to the agitation-froth process with the use of

a suitable frothing agent, a flotation product can be ob-

tained containing the bulk of the metallic sulphides which

are thus separated from the gangue, which mainly sinks.

If, then, the concentrates be again treated by the flota-

tion process, still in alkaline circuit and with the addi-

tion of the salt of chromium, it is possible to obtain a flo-

tation product relatively high in certain sulphides and

a residue relatively high in other sulphides. In this way
it is possible to separate, in a lead-zinc-irou ore, concen-

trates containing a very high percentage of zinc and very

little of the lead and iron, the latter being left in the

residues.

A patent under date of Oct. 5, 1915, bearing the

number, 1,155,815, has been issued to A. H. Higgins

and W. W. Stenning, both of London, embodying the

principles of the previous Higgins patent, with some

adilitioiial ones. The accompanying drawing. Fig. 2,

shows clearly the arrangement of the apparatus, which

does not require any further explanation. Another ap-

paratus patent. No. 1,155,836, has been issued under the

same date to Thomas M. Owen, of New South Wales,

Australia. In this apparatus the air is also introduced

into the bottom, agitated and flotation and skimming
done from the top. The accompanying illustration. Fig.

3, shows how the machine is built.

Then a patent issued to the same man, under No.

1,157,176, is based on the discovery that small quantities

of certain manganese salts applied to the slimes alter or

modify their behavior in flotation treatment so that the

sulphides may be obtained separately; that is to say, sep-

arate products may be obtained, each of which respec-

tivfly is relatively high in one particular sulphide and

relatively low in others. This question of separate flota-

tion of different sulphides seems to be receiving a great

deal of attention.

111 eoiineetiou with the Second Pan-American Scieutitic

Congress, the offices of the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey at 205 New Jersey Avenue S. E., will be

open to the public from 9 a.m. until 5 : 30 p.m. every

(lay, except Sunday and Jan. 1, from Dec. 27 to Jan. 8.

Visitors will be afforded an opportunity to view the

methods and results of the work of this bureau, and there

v.ill be someone on hand at all times to act as guide and
to explain the exhibits.

Tliere will be shown nautical charts, survey plats and
records, diagrams and publications. The exhibit will

also include the surveying- instruments used by this

bureau, particularly those which have been designed in

it. A tide-predicting machine, designed and con-tructed

at this office, will be on exhibition, and visitors will have

an opportunity to see this machine in operation, making
actual predictions for u.se in the next tide tables.

Attached to each exhibit will be a short explanation,

written in both English and Spanish.

E.IecGs'lc Hipona SmriKBllftiini^ aft

In a recent report on "Electrothermic Smelting of

Iron Ores in Sweden," i.ssued by the Canadian Depart-

ment of Mines, a resume of a year's smelting at Troll

hattan is given. During the year 9,381,980 kg. of lump
ore, 2,182,575 kg. of concentrates and 1,001,155 kg. of

limestone were .smelted with 2,634,355 kg. (175,623 hi.)

of charcoal and a gross electrode consumption of 34,039

kg., producing 7,333,995 kg. of pig iron. This is a con-

sumption of 1,279 kg. of lump ore and 299 kg. of con-

centrates per metric ton of pig, fluxed with 136 kg. of

limestone and reduced with 359.2 kg. of charcoal and
4.64 kg. of electrbde.

The furnace was operated 7,970.6 hr. and shut down
for 789.4 hr. The entire current consumption was 15,-

838,250 kw.-lir., or 2,160 kw.-hr. per ton of iron, includ-

ing that used for lights and motors, or 2,116 for the

furnace alone. The daily output was 20.08 tons, or 3.05

tons per kw.-year of powe f6r the furnace only, 2.98

tons per kw.-year of total power and 2.44 tons per year

per kw.-year paid for (including transformer losses, etc.).

The iron contains: Si, 0.05-1%, usually 0.3%; Mn,
0.15-0.20%,; S, 0.005-0.015%: P, 0.020." During the

time covered by the report the hearth and roof were re-

lined and the furnace reheated.

111 the 84tli annual report of the St. John del IJey

^lining Co., of Brazil, attention is called to the fact that

.several attacks had been made on the company in the

newspapers of the capital of the state of ilinas, as well

as those of the federal capital, affirming that the cyanide

and waste products from the ^lorro Velho mine, passing

into the Rio das Velhas, have resulted in the destruction

of fish in that river. In order to ascertain the truth of

this matter, detailed experiments were instituted and car-

ried out to ascertain whether fish would be art'ected by

the extremely low-grade solution represented by the mix-

ture of the Morro Velho waters with those of the Rio

das Velhas. The strength of this solution was estimated

and made and checked by the actual samples taken from

the river below the point where the tailings from the

mill enter that stream. Comparative results were made

by placing fish in this solution and in ordinary stream

water that was not contaminated. It showed clearly that

the fish were not afl'ected in any way by the solution.

It was also stated that the white salt deposit occurring

along the river banks, resulting from the decomposition

of the moist sands from the mill, were poisonous, and

that this was the cause of the trouble. An analysis of

this salt was made many years ago, but it was thought

advisable to investigate it further, and it has been dem-

onstrated that the sulphates of iron and magnesium, of

which it consists, cannot be detrimental to the fish.
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The probabilities are that the disappearance of fish in

the Rio des Yelhas is mainly due to their wholesale de-

struction by people adopting the illegal use of dynamite
as a means of obtaining fish, thus destroying not only the

fish, but also the spawn. The diminished rainfall in the

past years has also had some infiuence on the disappear-

ance of the fish, many of which are migratory. The Rio

Paraopeba, which is of about the same size as the Rio

das Velhas and, like it, a tributary of the Rio San Frai>-

cisco, has also, from the two causes mentioned, suffered

equally in diminution of fish, in spite of the fact that

there are no mines discharcring their tailins^s into it.

The Treasury Department at Washington is investi-

gating the recent issuance Ijy prominent companies of

stock without par value. The purpose of the inquiry,

according to the Tribune, is to learn if corporations are

seeking by this method to avoid payment of the war-

revenue measure passed in 1914, imposing a tax of 5c.

a .share on issues of new stock with a par value of $100
or fractions thereof. A bill may be introduced in Congress

to amend the law, levying a tax on all new issues of stock

without reference to the par value.

Since the enactment of the special revenue-tax law,

four big companies have is.sued stock of no par value,

from which no tax can be collected. Among the corpora-

tions that have issued securities of this character are the

Kennecott Copper Corporation, with 1,148,000 shares and
the Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation with 1,000,000

shares.

HEW FATEMT^

ArisfDjaai Wa^e Scales
The following scales of the prevailing rates of wages

at Arizona copper mines just before the outi>reak of the

Clifton-ilorenci .strike are of interest:

aKIZONA SLIDIXG-SCALE of MIXERS' WAGES. AUGUST, 1914

Miners-Machine
13c. 14c. 15c. 16c. 17c

.50 $3.57 S3. 65 $3.72 $3.80 $3.90 $4.00

Old Dominion
Copper Queen $3.50
Calumet & .\rizona. 3.50
United Verde

Miners-Shaft

Ray Consolidated
Old Dominion
Old Dominion..
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gress is coiitemplatiiig a step to )uoiin]iolizu the tin in-

dustry of the republic. The sugf/jestiou is to grant a

2.5-year oontraet to Berry and Lutweiler to produie all

the tin of Bolivia, authorizing also the exelusive use of

hydro-electric jjower for tin smelteries.

It is almost impossible to believe that a step of this

kind can be taken anywhere in the world, much less in

Bolivia, where the mining industry has always enjoyed

a full measure of liberty. Besides being an outrageous

restriction upon an industry, the project is not based

on sound jttdgment, since electric tin smelting has not

yet been demonstrated to be a commercially feasible

process on any broad scale.

iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiHiniiiiiiii iiiiiinininiiiiiniini iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiii iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinninniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiinMiiii iiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinwiniiiiiiiiiiM^^^^^^^^

FaBa^Aimes'acsiEa ScaeimtlaiSc

There is being held in Wasliington this week a very

notable meeting—the second Pan-American Scientific

Congress—the purpose of which is to draw together rep-

resentatives of all kinds of scientific bodies in North
and South America for interchange of ideas, the dis-

cussion of problems and, in general, getting better

acquainted. The last is perhaps the most important

thing of congresses of this kind.

The second Pan-American Scientific Congress is being

londucted under tlie auspices of the Department of

State and to a considerable extent is a diplomatic func-

tion. Its membership comprises the official delegates

appointed by the several nations participating, the dele-

gates of bureaus, societies, etc., the members of com-

mittees officially appointed and the writers of papers.

Section VII—Mining and ^letallurgy—is one of the

leading divisions of the congress, naturally, owing to the

more intimate association of North and South America

in the exploitation of mineral wealth than in any other

branches of commerce and industry. The list of papers

that are to be read in the meetings of this section is of

a high order.

The congress was opened on Dec. 27 and will close on

Jan. 8. Mining men who can visit "Washington to

attend it will find it worth while to do so.

Tim. SmaeMaim^ Sift Peipftlh Ainmlbos^

The new tin-smelting plant of the American Smelting

and Refining Co. will shortly go into operation, smelt-

ing Bolivian ore. This is an extraordinarily interesting

development in metallurgy, not only for the reason that

it will inaugurate tin smelting in the United States,

but also because it will introduce some radically new
ideas in the new metallurgy of tin.

This new enterprise of the American Smelting and
Refining Co. is a practical demonstration of how to se-

cure South American business that heretofore has gone

to Europe; namely, by doing something tangible and
making it more advantageous for the South American
people to trade with the United States than with Europe.

Besides building this plant and pitrchasing South

American ores, the American Smelting and Refiniiig Co.

is also helping to finance the miners of South America
by making to them liberal advances immediately upon
shipment of their ore. This is how the United States

has got to go about it if it is going to build tip a South

American trade. The South Americans can not buy
from us tmtil we buy from them. It is to be hoped that

the American Smelting and Refining Co. will be so suc-

cessful in its new enterprise that it will be able to ex-

tend its present i)lant and increa.se the business.

Just as we were noting the first steps in tin smelting

under conditions so satisfactory, a communication has

arrived from Bolivia announcing that the National Con-

le^iiecti2'Oil5^Uac ^asac Irs'odl'iiacttaoira

Reference has previously been made in the Journal to

the promise of a development of the hydrometallurgy-

electrometallurgy of zinc as a commercial art. The prom-
ise has already become a prospect. There is to be such

an art. The magiiittide that it will attain and its ef-

fect 111)011 the zinc industry of the world remain for the

future to tell, but that it is going to have an early and
important influence is not to be doubted. Two great

companies are already far advanced with their plans.

The first of these—the Consolidated Mining and Smelt-

ing Co. of Canada—is about completing at Trail, B. C,
a plant that is planned to produce about 12,000 tons

of spelter per annum. The source of the ore will be

the Sullivan mine—owned by this company—which is

the largest deposit of zinkiferous ore in Canada. The
Trail plant is expected to be in operation early in 1916.

At Welland, Ont., the Weedon ilining Co. has been pro-

ducing about five tons of electrolytic spelter per day

for several months past. These Canadian plants are com-

mercially equivalent to American capacity, for they sup-

ply a market that heretofore has been sujiplied by the

United States.

Of more importance is the project of the Anaconda

Copper Mining Co., which, after operating an experi-

mental plant of five tons' daily capacity, broke ground

on Dec. li for a big plant at Great Falls, Mont., that

place having been chosen manifestly on account of its

cheap power and the desirability of hitching such a plant

as closely as possible to the busbar of the power station.

We are able to state authoritatively that the Great

Falls plant is designed for the production of 3.5,000 tons

of spelter per annum, treating about 140,000 tons of

concentrated ore, which will be derived from about ;)")0.-

000 tons of run-of-mine ore. The run-of-mine ore will

be concentrated at Anaconda, the concentrates being

passed on to Great Falls. The cost of the Great Falls

]ilant is estimated at $1,500,000 to $2,000,000. Assum-

ing the higher figure, this will be aiunit $11: per annual-

ton of capacity in terms of concentrated ore. This is

less than the cost of a modern zinc smeltery.

We have previously remarked that with existing con-

ditions electrolytic spelter can be made profitably in any
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reasonable way. The Anaconda management is of the

opinion that it can continue to make it out of Butte ore

at Great Falls, no matter what happens in the .spelter

market after the war. There are some specially favor-

able conditions in this case that lend color to that hope.

The Great Falls plant is expected to be in operation

late in the summer or early in the fall of 1916.

Here we ha\e coming in two new plants a production

which, added to that of Donora, will be about 25% of

the total American production in 1914. The electroh'tic

spelter will 1)e of high grade if the metallurgists want

to make it so. Brunner, Mond & Co.. in England, have

for years offered electrolvtie spelter guaranteed 99.95%
Zu. There is no reason why any electrolytic spelter should

not be made as good as that if it be worth while. Tlie

control of impurities, including cadmium, is easier than

it is in smelting.

Tlh® IL^S^e ©re SSfttmsiftloia

The total sliipnieuts nf Lake Su].ierior iron ore l>y

water this season, including a few cargoes that did not

get away until after Dec. 1, were 46,318,804 tons. This

is an increase of 14,396,907 tons over the season of 1914

and is only 2,751,674 tons below the movement of 1913,

Avhich was the largest on record. The total does not

include the all-rail shipments for the year, which are

yet to be reported and which will probably bring the total

shipments up to a little over 47,000,000 tons. In one

respect the movement on the Lakes this year has been

an unusual one. The season opened very slowly, and for

tie first three months the business was light. It was not

until August that shippers began to realize the growing

demand for ore and the necessity of s])eeding up ship-

ments, so that by far the larger part of the traffic came
in the second half of the season. From Sept. 1 until the

close the ore fleet was worked to its ca]wicity, and the

result shows what can be done when a heavy movement
is called for.

The shipments have not yet been divided by ranges,

but the port figures indicate that the ilesabi range has

this year furnished about 70% of the total ore, probably

the liighe.st proportion it has ever reached. In the ship-

ments from the ^lesabi there has been a great change,

resulting from the closing of the Hill leases. In 1914

al)out 35% of the total .shipments were from the port

of Superior and less than 20% from Dulutii; this year

less tlian 19% were from Su])erior and 31% from Duluth.

Last year the Steel Corporation was rushing production

from its Hill mines to make \\p the iiiiiiimum on its

leases, but this year the bulk of its shipments were from
the rilder Mesabi mines, which have been worked ijut

liglitly for severalyears. The old ranges have kept up
shipments by working off accunuiiated ore iiiies. The
stocks left over on Lake Erie docks at the close of the

ship])ing season are only about the same as la.st year

and from jiresent indications will be pretty well al)sori)e(l

by winter shipments io furnaces, leaving the docks nearly

bare when spring opens.

The present indications are tliat mills and furnaces an;

well enough supplied with orders for domestic and export

business to carry them at high ]iressure through the lirst

half of 1916 and probably well into the second half. Good
business seems to be insured for the greater ])art, if not

all. of next vear. It is estimated lliat the furnaces will

need from 55,00,000 to 60,000,000 tons of Lake ore. The
mines are able to supply all that is needed, and the only

question is whether so large a quantity can be transported.

Shipbuilding on the Lakes has not been es])ecially active

for two years past, and there have been few additions

to the fleet. To carry the additional tonnage, vessels will

nave to be worked to their highest capacity, as well as

unloaders on the Lake Erie docks.

Rather a peculiar situation has developed in the carry-

• ing trade recently. The Steel Corporation and a few

other large shippers have anticipated the situation by

chartering in advance about all the available tonnage at

a price 10c. per ton above the present .sea.son rates. The
terms were tempting, and most of the independent vessel

owners have been glad to take them. This means that

in<le]XMi(lent shipjiers will find it hard to secure trans-

[(ortation and will have to accept whatever room the

larger shippers may be disposed or be able to give them.

It will not be possible for new boats to be brought into

use until nearly the close of the season, even if contracted

for at once. The independent shippers and ore sellers,

who control no boats, will thus be jilaced at a serious

disadvantage. Such shippers mine and sell aiiju-oximately

a quarter of the Lake ore.

With the activity of this season and a year of still

greater prosperity in prospect, it was inevitable that

ore prices, put dow-n to a low point two years ago, should

be raised. While there is no formal agreement on prices,

those adopted by a few of the larger interests are always

generally accepted by the trade. The advance for 1916

over this year is 75c. per ton, and will be effective early,

as it is believed that few furnaces, if any, have stockpiles

large enough to carry them beyond the end of the shipping

year. This increase, with the advances in coke, will

increase the cost of raw material to the merchant furnaces

$1.75, or more nearly, $2 per ton of pig iron. This

increase, however, is fully lovered by the advances which

have taken place in pig iron.

The sale of (SO.OOO long tons of copper consummated

c^n Dec. 23 was the largest single transaction whereof there

is any rci-ord. Several times during the last 10 years.

at crises in the market, as in 1907, there have been

takings of blocks of 20, 40, even 50 million pounds by

some of the great London metal houses, but those now
sound insigniticant in comparison with the recent sale.

The latter will he a great backlog for the market. Entered

on the sales books of two great agencies, which previously

liad made contracts to deliver a large i>roportion of their

expecti'd su])plies in 1916, the quantity available to other

((insumers 'A' copper is materially
_
diniinished. It was

hut natural that the market that had already advanced

should advance further after the news of the big trans-

action was ])uhlished. As 1915 draws to a close copjjer

is not only at the highest point for the year, but also

is higher than at any time since 1907.

The ocean-freight situation may yet force mining and

metallurgical companies into the shipping business on

a more extensive scale than any of them has ventured

heri'tofore. The American Smelting and Refining Co.

has already been chartering shi])s to carry co])per to

Euiope. A few days ago the Union Sul])hur Co. let

a contract for building a shi|i to carry its suljihur from

Louisiana.
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Cliarles il. Hall, inventor of the process for recovering

aluniinum which bears his name, who died Dec. 27, 1914,

left an estate valued at $10,000,860, according to testi-

mony of Arthur V. Davis, of Pittsburgh, an executor,

before State Transfer Tax Appraiser Rice. The entire

fortune was made in aluminum.

Instead of the familiar blue cover of the Journal of the

Society of Chemical Industry, we are in receipt of a

number (Aug. 31, 191.5) in olive green with this inscrip-

tion taking up the lower half of the page

:

SPECIAL REPRINT
In replacement of copie.s lost by the sinking of the R.M.S.

Hesperian, on September 6th, by a German submarine.

lu the early days of the "Safety-First" movement a

big Western contracting firm was desirous of analyzing

the conditions surrounding all accidents occurring on

their work with a view to taking steps toward the cor-

rection of any methods and equipment that might be

found "unsafe," says Engineering and Contracting. One

day a 10-ton boulder on a ledge undermined by a steam

shovel came down among a crew, and after the dust had

settled it was found that one perfectly good bohunk,

less nimble than his fellows, had been neatly obliterated.

In accordance with the general rule the young engineer

in charge of the work sent in to headquarters his report

of the accident, concluding with the following weird, but

doubtless well-intentioned, comment: "Fortunately the

vi<tim, who had been for several weeks carrying six

months' wages on his person, only yesterday deposited

tlie money in a savings bank; so all that he lost was his

life."

The manager of the customers' room in one of the

principal commission houses, according to the Wall Street

Journal, says: "About the middle of July a man came

into our office who had never been in before. Next morn-

ing he appeared again, made some inquiries about pur-

chases, terms, margins, etc. He drew a check to our order

lor $5,000 and told me to purchase 200 Allis-Chalmers

coinmon. The stock was selling between 16 and 18. At
2 1 he told me to buy 200 shares more and gave me another

iheck for $5,000. I advised him that additional margin

was not necessary, except to diminish interest charges,

but he insisted. He kept increasing his holdings and

recently sold out the entire lot in blocks of 200 shares,

ills profits amounted to upward of $27,000. I asked him

1k)w he came to select that particular stock. His answer

was that he figured out that the Chalmers car was the

coining car, and he saw a period of great prosperity for

its manufacturers." We don't get the entire hang of

why the man gave $5,000 checks on his first two purchases,

but we suppose it's all right. Anyway, a fool for luck

!

Jecei ^!i"^adleffii<si§

December dividends were paid by Gv' mining companies

and reach a total of $16,980,812, as compared with dis-

bursements of $7,;38.S.297 by 38 companies in December,

1914, and $9,230,918 by 41 companies in 1913. To
equal and pass the combined dividends of 1913 and
1914 is astonishing. Metallurgical and holding com-
panies paid $6,700,000, as compared with $8,518/;24 in

1914, showing still the influence of suspended paj-ments

ijy the Steel Corporation, while Canadian and Mexican

companies paid $1,268,536 in 1915 and $690,634 in De-

cember, 1914. A full review of the year's dividends will

appear in the annual statistical number, issued on Jan.

8. The accompanying tables give the details of the amaz-

ing payments for the month

:

United States Mbing (

Argonaut, g
Bingham-New Haven, c
Bunker Hill Con., g
Bunker Hill & Sullivan, l.s.

.

Butte & Superior, z
Caledonia, l.s.

Calumet & .Arizona
Calumet & Hecla, e
Champion, c
Chii
Continental, z

Copper Range, c

.

Daly-Judge, s.l

Eagle & Blue Bell, g.s.l...

Federal M. & S. Co., pfd
Golccnda, g
Golden Cycle, g . . . .

Grand Central, g. , ,

Grand Gulch, c

Hecla, l.s

Hercules, l.s

Homestake, g
Homestake, g.
Hope Mines Dev., g.

.

Interstate-Callahan, z. . . .

Iowa Gold, g
Iron Blossom, g.s

Iron Blossom, g.s

Iron Cap, pfd., c

Jumbo Extension, g.s.

.

Lake View, z

Linden, z

Lower Mammoth, l.s

Magma, c

Mammoth, g.s.c

Mt. Aetna, g .

National Zinc and Lead, 2

Nevada Con., c

New Idr
North Star, g
Old Dominion M. and S.,

Plymouth, g
Prince Con., l.s

Quincy, c

Ray Con., c

St. Joseph, 1.

Seven Troughs, g.s

Silver King Con., s.g. . . .

Socorro, g
Stewart, s.l

Success, l.s

Superior & Pittsburgh, c.

Ignited Globe, c
United Verde, c -.

Utah, c

Utah Con., c

\'indirator, g
Wasp No. 2, g.

.

West End. e. . , .

Wolverine & Ariz.. .

.

Yak. s.l..

Yellow Aster, g .

.

Yellow Pine, l.g.s.

Yukon, g

Industrial and Holding Companies

Amrr. Sm. and Ref., com
Amer. Sm. and Ref., pfd
Crucible Steel, pfd
General Development
Great Northern Ore
Inland Steel
Internation.ll Nickel, com
LaBelle. pfd
National Tx'ad, com
National Lead, pf<l .

.

Old Dominion of Main,. •

Pittsburgh Steel, pfd ...

Pittsburgh Stei-1, pfd".

.

Venture
* Back dividends.

Situation

CalU.
Utah
Calif.

Ida.
Mont.
Ida.
Ariz.
Mich.
Mich.
N. M.
Mo.
Mich.
Utah
Utah
Ida.
Ariz.
Colo.
I'tah
Utah
Ida.
Ida.
S. D.
S. D.
Calif.

Ida.
Colo.
Utah
Utah
Ariz.
Ncv.
Utah
Wis.
Utah
Ariz.
Utah
Utah
Mo.
Nev.
Calif.

Calif.
Ariz.
Calif.

Utah
Mich.
Ariz.
Mo.
Nev.
Utah
N. M.
Ida.
Ida.
Ariz.

Ariz.
Ariz.
Utah
.\riz.

Colo.
S. D.
Nev.
Ariz.

. Colo.

. Calif.

Nev.
Alas.

Per Share

SO. 10

2 00
1 00

10 00
3 00

Canadi:

Don

Me can and Central An
Companies

Hedlry, K
Hollinger, g
Kerr Lakes
LeRoi No. 2, g
Lucky Tiger, g......
Nova Scotia, S. & G.
Rambler-Cariboo, c .

.

Seneca-Superior, s. .

.

Standard, s.l

Temiskaming, s.

.

Situation Per Share

/U.S. \ SI OO
t.Mex. / 1.75
U.S. 175
U.S. 3.00
U. S. .50
Ind. 2.00
U. S.-Can. 5 00
U.S. 1.00
U.S. 75
U. S, 1 . 75
Ariz. 2.00
Peun. 1.75

Situation Per Share

Ont. JO 50
B.C. 100
Ont. 40
Ont. 25
B. C. 24
Mex. Oil

N. S. 12 00
B.C. .01
Ont.
B. C
Ont.

Total

S20,000
45.73S
5.000

163,000
2,244.915

52.100
771,2M

1,500,000
200,000
869,980
220,000

1.084.498
105,000
44,657
119,861
85.000
30,000
12,500
2,400

100,000
200,000
163,254
251,160

5,000
690.000

8,667
30,000
50,000
44,136
97,168
12,500
3,060
10,000

120,000
20,000
5,000

15.000
999.728
100.000
100.000
324.000
58,520
50,000

330,000
730,401
352,350
36,075
63,758
18,865
61,918
45,000

569,922
276,000
225.000

2,436.735
150.000
45.000
5,000

93,429
23,734
70,000
2,000

150,000
262,500

Total

$500,000
875.000
427.638
89,964
750,000
157,672

2,091.632
99,154

154,911'.

426,433
7S6,70S
U2,5tH1
225.0tX)

4.0(H)

Total

$250,000
120,0tHi

240.000
l.iO.OOO

29.160
6I,3S0
126,720
17,500
95.776
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E. H. Emerson, manager of the Cuba Copper Co.. Santiago
de Cuba, is spending the holidays in New York.

A. G. Wolf, who has recently been in the San Juan district

on professional business, returned to Denver for the holidays.

George B. Holderer, manager of the Furlough Development
Co. at Wickenburg. Ariz., is in New York during the Christ-
mas holidays.

Wm. Mathews, who formerly operated in Jalisco, Mexico,
has returned to San Antonio, Texas, from an extensive trip in

Central America.

George Watkin Evans, consulting mining engineer, has
moved from the New York Block to 901 American Bank Build-
ing, Seattle, Wash.

A. A. Hassan, of Washington. D. C. is prospecting on a
large scale, with diamond drills, the gold deposits of Mont-
gomery County, Maryland.

B. B. Thayer expects to sail for Chile on Jan. 15. He in-

tends to spend about a month in Cliile and will be absent from
New York about three months.

William H. Carpenter, superintendent of the Bristol Brass
Co., Bristol, Conn., has resigned after 33 years' service. He
has been succeeded by John F. Wade.

B. J. Padshah, of the firm of Tata Sons & Co.. London,

managing director of the Tata Iron and Steel Co., Sakchi,

India, arrived in New York last week.

W. E. Tracy has resigned as superintendent of the Liberty

Bell company, and has been succeeded by Henry G. McCIain.

Mr. Tracy will be engaged in metallurgical work in the East.

E. H. Hamilton, formerly manager of the Virginia Smelting

Co. has become consulting metallurgist to the Consolidated

Mining and Smelting Co., of Canada. Ltd., and has gone to

Trail, British Columbia.

Joseph G. Butler, Jr., of Youngstown. Ohio, probably the

best known and most popular man in the iron trade of the

country, has been receiving congratulations this week on his

75th birthday anniversary.

J. W. Sheperdson has resigned as assistant general super-
intendent of the Central Iron and Steel Co., Harrisburg, Penn.,

to go in the early part of January with the Morgan Construc-
tion Co. at Worcester, Mass.

Ross Blake, division superintendent of the St. Joseph Lead
Co. at Leadwood, Mo., has resigned liis position to taice effect

Jan. 1. and has accepted a position with the Baker Lead Co.

at the same place. S. S. Clark, formerly mining engineer at
Leadwood, but recently division superintendent at River-
mines, has been transferred back to Leadwood. and H. A.
Kruger, the Leadwood engineer, goes to Rivei'mines to take
Mr. Clark's place. B. F. Murphy, who went to Leadwood a few
weeks ago to take a contract to mine Hoffman shaft, has been
made assistant superintendent under Mr. Clark.

George Otis Smith, director of the United States Geological
Survey, in his annual report just submitted, refers as follows
to the changes in the Division of Mineral Resources due to the
resignation of Edward W. Parker; "Hiram D. McCaskey was
appointed geologist in charge; E. F. Burchard, geologist In

charge of the section of nonmetallic resources, and C. E.

Lesher, associate geologist to take charge of the statistics of
coal. The number of men designated to take up the work
relinquished by Mr. Parker is perhaps the strongest indica-
tion of the amount and importance of that work which he so
long successfully carried on."

OBHTUARY

Stephen R. Whiting died at Cambridge, Mass., Dec. 23, aged
SI years. He was for many years connected with the Calumet
& Hecia Mining Co. and for 13 years was general manager
of the comimny, retiring In 1901. He was well known In the
Lake Superior country.

Milton Whiteside Crary, one of the oldest pioneers of
Placer County, California, died at Auburn on Dec. 8. He wa.s
a native of Ohio and was 90 years old. He went to California
In 1852 and mined in the Forest Hill district on Middle Fork
of American River. Ho helped to clear the strip of land
which l.s now the main thoroughfare of the Town of Auburn.

John J, Tobin, deputy labor commissioner of California,
died suddenly of ptomaine poisoning at Los Angeles on Dec,

11. Mr. Tobin was a resident of Alameda, though his official

headquarters was at Los Angeles. He was a native of Ireland
and 7S years old. He came to the United States at an early
age and went to California many years ago.. He was a news-
paper man of large experience and was also a member of the
state legislature. He was deputy collector of the port of San
Francisco under John H. Wise about 15 years ago.

John H. Longmaid, Sr., one of the best-known mining
operators in Montana, died at his home in Helena. Dec. 19,

aged S4 years. Mr. Longmaid first came to Montana as a rep-
resentative of the English company which owned the Drum
Lummon mine at Marysville. Later he bought and operated
mines in the Marysville distric, and also opei'ated in other
parts of the state. He was born in England, and previous to
coming to Montana had operated mines in all parts of the
world and had achieved an international reputation both as a
mining engineer and as a manager of mining properties.

George E. Somers, vice-president of the Bridgeport Brass
Co. and president of the Bridgeport Crucible Co., Bridgeport,
Conn., died Dec. IS, aged S2 years. He was born in Newtown,
Conn., and began his business career in Waterbury. Thirty-
five years ago he removed to Bridgeport and purchased an
interest in the Bridgeport Brass Co.. becoming its general
manager, a position he held for many years. He was active
in organizing the Bridgeport Crucible Co. and was its presi-
dent up to the time of his death. He was prominent in the
political affairs as well as in the business circles of his home
city.

John Palmer died at Sacramento, Calif., Dec, 4. He was
born at Whitneyville, Maine, in 1S26. He went to California
and made his home in Amador County in the spring of 1859.
He was one of the jjioneers and active in quartz mining, and
for 18 years was superintendent of the Bunker Hill in Amad'or
County. For five years he was employed in Alaska at the
Treadwell mine. Two sons survive him. The eider, Wales
Palmer, is superintendent of the Fremont mine in Amador
County, and William Palmer is engaged in dredge mining in

the Oroville field. Although nearly 90 years old, John Palmer
persisted in visiting the Panama-Pacific Exposition during the
closing week, and it is believed tliat the strain of the extra-
ordinary walking and exposure brought on pneumonia, from
which he died.

Captain James H. Cundy, a prominent mining man of the
Lake Superior district for a number of years, died in Chicago,
Dec. 12. Born in Cornwall, Eng., in 1847, he came to America
in 1860. First mining work done in New Jersey. Went to
Michigan and worked at old Cliff copper mine, later in Onton-
agon county. Went to Champion mine, at Champion, as shift
boss in the seventies, and later was mining captain at the
Michigamme mine, at Michigamme. Returned to Champion
mine as mining captain, under AValter Fitch, general manager,
now of ICureka. I'tali. Accepted position as manager of mines
for Illinois Steel Co., with headquarters at Quinnesec, on the
Menominee range and opened the Quinnesec mine there.

When that property was taken over by the Steel Corporation,
he continued as manager. Retired from active life six years
ago. Was well known and highl.v I'espected in the Lal^e Su-
perior district. He was a member of the Lake Superior Min-
ing Institute.

Henry Wick, prominent throughout Ohio as a steel manufac-
turer and coal operator, died at Youngstown, Ohio, Dec. 18, of
pneumonia. He was 69 years old and rated one of the wealth-
iest men of that city. Henry Wick founded and took the most
active interest in the upbuilding of the Ohio Steel Co. of
Youngstown, now a part of the Carnegie works of the United
States Steel Corporation, and it was he who organized the
great combination known as the National Steel Co. He, was
one of the most expert steel men of the country. He was
born In Youngstown in 1846 and educated there and at Hudson.
Ohio. His first business occupation was running a coal mine
at Youngstown. Subsequently he was with the Packard Coal
Co. and later was a member of the firm of Wick & Wells, coal
operators. Then he became secretary and treasurer of the
Youngstown Rolling Mill Co. and remained with that institu-

tion for 15 years. He overhauled the Warren mills and con-
solidated the GIrard mills with them. Later, he was one of

the founders and ,a leading spirit in the organization of the
Ohio Steel Co. at Youngstown, and his efforts more than those
of any one else raised it from an unimportant beginning to the
second largest plant in the United States and built up a trade
with every country In the world. This plant was later mad.
a part of the Carnegie Steel Co. and subsequently was taken
over by the United States Steel Corporation. Mr. Wlclt wa.s

a director of the National Bank and the Dollar Savings and
Trust Co. of Youngstown and was one of the largest realty
owners In the city. He also had valuable holdings In lead,

gold and sliver mln's in Idaho, Montana and British Columbia,
He leaves a widow and three children.
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SABT FRANCISCO—Dec. 22

Under the Blue Sky Laiv all companies permitted to sell

their shares or other securities are required to render semi-
annual reports to the commissioner of corporations, to be filed

within the first 15 days of January. These reports are for the
information of the commissioner and not for public inspection.

The.v include an accounting of the securities that were sold
under the permit; the money received: commissions paid and
to whom paid: and the uses to which the proceeds have been
put. A showing of the extent of the Investment of each
officer and director and the amount of time each gives to the
affairs of the company is also demanded, as well as a complete
financial statement. That is all for the present.

The Northend Comsfoek Mlnine Companies, with the ex-

ception of Con. Virginia, have held their annual elections, the

result of which indicates a spirit of cooperation on the part of

the several companies. The boards of flirectors are largely

identical. H. L. Slosson, Jr., president of the Mexican, Ophir
and Union Con., is a director also of Con. Virginia and will

most likely remain in that position after the annual election

of that company in March. W. \V. Turney, president of Con.

Virginia, is vice-president of Ophir and a director and vice-

president of Union and Sierra Nevada. W. J. Morrow, presi-

dent of Sierra Nevada, is a director of Mexican and Ophir.

Herman Zadig, vice-president of Mexican, is a director of

Con. Virginia and Ophir. The November mill sheet of the
Mexican mill, which is running on ore from the Union and
Sierra Nevada, shows that the Union will receive from ore

crushed in November $12,675, after paying all milling costs.

Sierra Nevada, which began milling in quantity near the end
of the month, will receive $2,146. The bullion was shipped to

Selby. The Union cleanup settles all indebtedness and the
December returns will make a surplus, the first 10 days' mill-

run in December being sufficient for all the expenses of the
company for the month. It is expected that the Union will

begin the New Year in a better position financially than at

any time since 1S79: and the mine has good ore on two levels;

so that the prospect for 1916 is favorable. The past two or
three months have been prosperous in all the Northend mines.
Orebodics of high grade have been developed and exploration
and development work has been advanced: the unwatering of
the lowest levels progressed favorably. And what will add
most to the future of the Comstock is that the officers and
managers are working together harmoniously for the com-
bined success of the entire group of Northend mines.

DENVER—Dec. 24

Don-ntonn I'umpins Co.'s operations at Leadville are again
active, repairs having been made to the pump motors. The
water level is now considerablj- below the 700-ft. mark in

the Penrose shaft.

The Vindicator ConHOlidated is earning approximately
$10U,OUU pel- munth, according to Adolph J. Zang, president,
and $S40.000 of the notes issued to purchase the Golden Cycle
mine have been redeemed, leaving an unpaid balance in notes
of $410,000. The December dividend of 37q has been dis-
tributed. The Portland Gold Mining Co. has also paid a
Christmas dividend of 27c, amounting to $40,000.

Schedule for Treatment and Freight on Cripple Creek dis-
trict ores has been announced by Golden Cycle Mill at Colo-
r.'ido City; Under and including $10 per ton. charge is $4: over
$10 and including $15 per ton. charge is $5.2!); over $15 and
including $20, charge is $6; over $20 and including $25, charge
is $6.50; over $25 and including $30, charge is $7; over $30 and
including $40, charge is $7.50; over $40 and including $60,
charge is $8.50; over $60 and including $100. charge is $8.75;
over $100 and including $150, charge is $9.75: over $150 and
including $200. charge is $10.75; over $200 and including $300,
charge is $12.75: on all grades above $300, the charge is $12.75
plus 1% of the value in excess of $300. It is expected that
the Portland mill will make a similar announcement. Both
milling companies are busy engaging ore supplies and sign-
ing up contracts, and the belief is expressed in some circles
that the lowering of rates and the efforts to secure contracts
are due to anxiety concerning the success of the numerous
flotation investigations being conducted by large mining
comp.inles.

Bl TTE—Dec. 2:5

.\t a MeetlDK of the Butte Doluth principal stockholders,
bond holders and creditors and Oscar Rohn, general manager
of the East I3utte Mining Co.. an agreement was reached by
which the plant of the former will be opened and operated by
Mr. Rohn and those associated with him in the control of the
East Butte. ITnder the terms of the agreement, Mr. Rohn
and the East Butte interests will take charge of the Butte
Duluth properties and advance the funds necessary to com-
plete the electrolytic plant and bring it up to a capacity of
between 750 and 1.000 tons of ore per day. A flume will be
constructed between the Butte Duluth plant and the East
Butte oil flotation plant. The two properties adjoin and the
East Butte company can operate them jointly to great advan-
tage. Under the agreement Mr. Rohn and his associates are
to receive back the $100,000 that it is estimated it will cost
to put the Butte Duluth plant in a position where it can be
operated to advantage. After that is paid back to those
advancing it, the floating indebetedness. labor claims ana
back interest amounting to approximately $250,000 will be
paid. Then the bonded indebtedness is to be cleared off. This
amounts to $500,000. The stockholders of the Butte Duluth
plant agree that if this is done, they will turn over to Mr.
Rohn and the East Butte interests 55<;^ of the stock of the
Butte Duluth company. For some weeks Mr. Rohn has been
conducting experiments with the Butte Duluth ores and he is

convinced that with the changes and improvements he has
planned to make in the electrolytic plant of the Butte Duluth,
and with the advantages that can be taken of the new oil

flotation process that has just been installed at the Pittsmont
smeltery of the East Butte company, it is possible to operate
the Butte Duluth at a splendid profit on the present copper
price. He is confident that within the two years time allowed
under the agreement that the entire indebtedness of the Butte
Duluth can be paid off from the profits of operations in addi-
tion to paying all the costs of mining and operating and
making needed improvements. This will leave the East Butte
interests with a majority of the stock of the Butte Duluth
company and control of the property. The plan as outlined
was subject to the approval of the District Court as the Butte
Duluth is in the hands of a receiver.

SALT L..VKE CITY—Dec. 23

The TIntic Tunnel Co. was incorporated Dec. 18 for the
purpose of draining the eastern and southern sections of the
Tintio district. It is proposed to drive a 5-mi. tunne,! from
the head oi Goshen Valle>-. starting at an elevation of about
5.000 ft. The capitalization is $2,000,000. and the directors are:

F. C. Richmond, D. R. Beebe. S. B. Smith. B. D. Lyon. H. J.

Fitzgerald. R. J. Evans. O. F. Davis. C. E. Martin and L. A.

Martin. The promoters think that the water that will be
developed will pay for the cost of driving the tunnel.

The New Flotation Section at the Silver King Coalition
mill in Park City went into operation Dec. 5. -\n increased
saving of from 10 to 15% of the silver and 10<"r of the lead,

as compared with the former milling, is reported. The
changes and additions that have been made to the mill this

year have doubled its capacity, bringing it up to 600 tons per
day. At present 400 tons are being handled. About 70% of

the mill ore is sulphide and 30% carbonate. The flotation sec-

tion takes the place of vanners formerly used. The equip-
ment installed includes 15 standard Callow notation cells,

three Pachuca tanks, Portland continuous vacuum niter, ami
two 300-ton Marcy mills. A saving of 90 to 93% ot the silver

and 90 to 95%. of the lead is being made.

The I'tnh Minerals ConcentrntinB Co.. which has a 100-ton

mill at Eureka in the Tintic district, has recently Deen treat-

ing tungsten ores. Ore from White Pine County. Nevada, in

which the tungsten was in the form of scheelite in a gangue
of quartz and limestone has been successfully treated. The
ore carried around 4% WOj and concentrates running 50%
tungsten were made. An 82% extraction was recorded. The
treatment consists of wet concentration, crushing to ^-in.

by gyratory crushers, and then to six-mesh by rolls. The
material passes to impact screens of 10-mesh size, after which
the oversize is again crushed by roll, and reducea to 10-mesh.
The entire product is treated on tables, no classlfloation being
used. Company is advertising for custom tungsten ores.
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ALASKA
ALASKA JUXEAU (Juneau)—Piactically all contracts let

for mill and power plant: grading for latter completed; mill
grading oO'^c completed. Plant expected to be in operation at
capacity—8,000 tons per day—early in 1917.

PRIMROSE JIIXE (Seward)—C. G. Hubbard, who recently
secured an option upon Primrose Mine 16 mi. north of Seward,
has uncovered new vein of high-grade gold ore. assays of
which have averaged nearly $200 per ton. Will commence
shipping to Tacoma smeltery at once and expects to average
about 30 tons per month throughout winter.

ARIZOXA
Cocbise County

JIM WILLIAMS (San Simon)—Property situated in the
Chiricahua Mountains has been leased with bond by J. T.
Anderson, of Los Angeles, from J. C. Hancock and C. E. Welsh.
Group consists of six claims, with 25-ton mill, tables of which
will be replaced with Stebbins tables.

OLD FRIEND (Tombstone)—This group copper claims, 12
mi. northeast of Tombstone, bonded to Oscar Evans by James
Hamilton and associates of Bisbee for $30,000. Mr Evans will
install concentrator and hoist and will develop on large
scale. Surve.v for railroad to be built to camp from Cochise
Stronghold, 15 mi., being made.

Gila County
OX BOW (Payson)—Company is rebuilding wagon road

preparatory to resuming operations.

Greenlee County
MORENCI WATER (Morenci)—Company has appealed to

state corporation commission for protection. Appeal states
members of AVestern Federation of Miners interfering with
service, polluting water in reservoir and threatening destruc-
tion of plant.

Mohave County
E. P. RIPLEY, president of the Santa Ff, was in Oatman

recently. It is thought he was here to ascertain the ad-
visability of running a sliort line to the district.

UXITED XORTHERX (Kingman)—Has begun develop-
ment of group of three claims lying northwest of Fessenden.

GOLCOXDA EXTENSION (Golconda)—Section of shaft
between 2S0 and 400 levels finished. Laterals will be driven
from latter level.

BOUXDART CONE (Kingman)—Last 90 ft. of 450-ft. drift
on 500 level has exposed 4^ -ft. ore, $15 to $25 per ton. Total
width of ore is 12 ft.

COrPERFIELD (Mineral Park)—Copperfield Porphyry
Copper f'o. has shipped its initial car to Consolidated Arizona
smeltery at Humboldt.

UNITED E.ASTERN (Oatman)—All lateral work stopped:
sinking in old vertical shaft from 565 to 765 level and in new
main shaft to depth of 600 ft. is being rushed.

YUCCA TUNG.STEN (Yucca)—Forty workmen will soon
have completed good wagon road to property. Development
is going on and things are being shaped for installation of
mill.

L.\ZY BOY (Kingman)—A 300-cu.ft. air compressor and
three jackhamers have been installed. Within few davs,
40-hp. gasoline hoist will arrive, foundation for which already
laid.

ARIZONA TELLURIUM (Kingman)—Simulaneouslv with
payment of second instalment. $10,000, to I{. A. George"of Los
Angeles, on that portion of property bonded from him. crosscut
on ino level cut Ohio vein, which averages about $6 in gold
and silver.

TELLURTDE CHIEF MINING (Kingman)—Company has
taken over and will soon devlop Garnier group of three claims
in Maynard district, 16 mi. east of Kingman. Road to prop-
erty will be improved and hoist will be installed. Tellurium
li.iK been found in small quantities.

:;rT/Rnr>CK M. & M. (Kingman)—Has taken over from S. R.
Pi'il' r and F. A. Murdock group of claims adjoining Putney
gr'.i.ii on we.st and possessing extension of Nellie vein. Work-
m'- ir.- building road to property and grading site for 25-hp.
gii- .:.:.• lioist and four-drill compressor.

0..;.i-ONDA CON.'SOLIDATED MINES (Golconda)—Com-
pan.% :

f I ntly organized under laws of Arizona, Issuing 1.500.-
000 shuif!. of par value of $1 each. Will d.\«lop holdings
consisting of nine claims in Cerbat range and Golden Gem
mine of six patented claims, I't ml. from famous Golconda.

Pima Count>-
TWIN liUTTKS (Twin Puttes)—M. D. Oavlord and asso-

clates, of Kl Paso, have taken over this property under bond.
ConslHts of -.2 claims, of norphyry-copper ground situated in
Slerj-lta Mts., about 4 nil. from TncHon-Nogales branch of S. P.
Ry. Property In developeii by shafts, tunnels, opencuta. etc.,
some shafts to a depth (rf l.-,0 ft , alsD drill boles, some of
which are 700 ft. deep. Ii.vi-lopin.tit seems to show there are
SOO acres of 2'/, copper ore that cm be worked with steam
shovels. There are also veins of hiKh-graile shipping ore.
.New company will deepen sh.ifts anil Irlll.

I'nvniinl County*
MOLYBDENITE has Just been discovered bv John Bradv

ind J. E. FltzRerald on Granite Creek 3 mi. south of Prescotl.

BIG LEDGE DEVOLPMENT (Cherry Creek) — Company
nas let contract for 500-ft. shaft on Boyer group on Cherry
Creek.

MONICA (Kirkland)—W. W. Copp, of Los Angeles, is now
in charge and is doing development work. Stamp mill will
soon be going.

ANTIMONY (Mayer)—Outcrop 2 ft. wide and traceable 1

mi. was discovered on Battle Flat by M. H. Ryan and Edward
Rogers, of Mayer.

WICHITA PLACER (Lynx Creek)—Operations will begin
this month. New sluice boxes and pumps have been in-
stalled and four hydraulic rams recently received.

CONSOLIDATED ARIZONA SMELTING (Humboldt)—Has
blown in second reverberatory furnace; capacity increased to
500 tons per day. Custom ores accumulating in district will
now be marketed.

COPPER QUEEN GOLD (Mayer)—Building new wagon
road to this property on Agua Fria. and it is thougiit opera-
tions will soon bf resumed. Development work was sus-
pended few months ago.

UNITED VERDE EXTENSION (Jerome)—Shipping 40 tons
per day to Clarkdale smeltery; about one-fourth of this aver-
ages 45% copper. Has just placed new hoist in operation.
Is building aerial tramway to railroad, distance of one mile;
will be finished in few weeks.

Yuma County
LA P.\Z GOLD (Parker)—O. L. Grimsley, president is pre-

paring to install $75,000 worth of hydraulic machinery.
Several sections on east side of Colorado river, in rich placer
district, yielded heavily in the '70s, located by company 3
years ago. -About time work was started, Indian agent
ordered company off, declaring ground was part of Colorado
River Reservation. Land offices at Phoenix and at Washing-
ton upheld agent, but Grimsley appealed to Secretary of
Interior, who recently ruled in company's favor.

C.\LIFORM.*.
.\niador County

ALPINE (Plymouth)—All of old buildings and machinery
have been dismantled and moved and carload of steel re-
ceived to be used in construction of new headframe. Ground
cleared for carpenter and machine shops. Superintendent
Clark expects to be ready to begin sinking 750-ft. shaft by
Jan. 1.

ZEIL.A (Jackson)—Recent report that preparations were
being made for reopening this propert.v was an error. Mr.
Hutchinson, president of Kennedy Mining and Milling C"o.,
owner of Zeila, states that there is no present intention of
reopening mine. He is waiting for discovery of process that
will economically treat low-grade sulphide ore .ind leave net
profit to operator. He knows ore is there and that it cannot
get away, but its value is not sufficient to warrant large
expenditure for equipment and treatment.

nntte County
CALIFORNIA GOLD MUXES (Forbestown)—New incor-

poration organized to take over Gold Bank-Golden Queen-
Shakespear mines from Forbestown Consolidated, capitaliza-
tion $50,000, divided into 1,000,000 shares. Incorporators and
present stockholders are C. R. Reece, Arthur Buckbee, A. Y.
Eagle, B. Jl. Sullivan, Arthur McFarlane. Head office is in
Salt Lake City. Progress is being made in resuming de-
velopment. The 20-stamp mill was started with 5 stamps
dropping and later increased to 15 stamps. It is expected to
have full 2ii dropping soon. Increase in capacity of mill is
contemplated.

CalaveraH County
ECONOMIC (Esmeralda)—New compressor, to have been

installed several months ago, delayed on account of labor
strike. C. Thormablen, of Zanesville, Ohio, one of the owners,
paid recent visit to mine.

UTIC.V (.\ngels Camp)—Mules emplo.ved In hauling ore cars
underground having completed their vacation which lasted
several months on account of shortage of water for operat-
ing, have been sent down hole and work is resumed. Com-
pany will add about 100 men to regular force now working
In Gold Cliff, which will make total of more than 300 men in
employ of Utlia company.

Kern County
POWELL'S CAMP le.asers have started extensive work

most of them meeting with good results mining scheelite.
Ore Is taken to Atolia.

STRINGER district is employing about 100 men who are
working with Jigs .and dry washers and other appliances for
handling tungsten and gold taken out of placer claims. Men
are all making more than wages and some of them are
said to average $25 per day.
MERCED (Randsburg)-Sunshine mill Is being put in

shape for reduction of about 20 tons of ore, said to run $1"
to $20 per Ion gold and about 10% tungsten. Shaft at Sunshin.
will be deepened for developing orebodles believed to iiersi
below 5O0 level.

CONSOLIDATED (Randsburg)—Several tons of low-gr;i.l.
tungsten ore Is on dump, but active extraction of this or.
has not been undertaken as work is being centered on main
shaft and Installation of pumps, tanks, etc., for furnishiiii;
water to Atolia tungsten camti, 5 mi south nf l{:ii\dsliiirg
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Nevnda County
NORTH STAR (Grass Valley)— Incline shaft has reached

2.630-ft. point (vertical depth 2,450 ft.), which is exactly
elevation of Grass Valley above sea level.

GREY STONE (Nevada City)—Reported that this mine in
Washington district h.as disclosed vein of good ore 12 ft.

wide in tunnel working. George Hegarty is part owner.
OCEAN STAR (Washington)—Property recently taken over

by new operators and winze is being sunk from tunnel. Ore-
body widened out; mill running two shifts on good ore.

OVERSKJHT (Quincy)—Since rains began there is plenty of
water for mill work at this mine on Washington Creek.
Recent crushing showed an average of $15 per ton, with some
ore of higher grade. G. E. Wilson and Augvist Benner are
owners.

San Beruiirdino County
ATOLIA MINING (Atolia)—About 300 men employed;

large number of leasers working on adjoining properties.
Company work is chiefly applied to the development of new
veins arid pockets on the Papooset, Paradox, Piute, Churchill
and Spanish Lease. Large number of new tents have been
erected by company beside many new frame buildings for
housing of men. Osdick propci ty adjoining company ground
is said to be one of most i)romising tungsten properties
in district. John Mahood and Frank Peldman of Kelso Creek
district report an excellent showing and have erected reduc-
tion plant. Tungsten excitement extends to Randsburg and
in fact all over this region. Everybody is talking tungsten.
Atolia now has about as many inhabitants as Randsburg and
camp is very lively. Situation is on Randsburg branch of
Santa Ff, about 30 mi. north of Kramer and 5 mi. south of
Randsburg.

Shastii County
MIDAS (Knob)—Has been taken over by deed upon final

payment of $35,000 by Victor Power and Mining Co. Purchase
price said to be $125,000, first payment made on day war was
declared in Europe.

Siskiyou County
MANGANESE deposit on Balfrey & Grisez ranch is being

prospected, and gold-bearing ore also disclosed.

McKEARN (Callahan)—Mine closed for winter, having
given employment to 25 men during season. Installation of
50 stamps, tube mill and cyanide plant contemplated.

HINZEY (Callahan)—Development during last two years
has produced SOO tons of ore from three oreshoots which assay
from $6 to $23 per ton. Installation of small stamp mill con-
templated.

SPENCER (Yreka)—J. E. Kirk, who has been operating
this property with others in Humbug district for several
years, has closed down for season and owners of mine will
undertake its operation next year. Mr. Kirk has made a
recovery of $5 per ton from dump rock treated in an arrastre.

SISKIYOU SYNDICATE (Etna)—New stamp mill being in-
stalled on Cow Creek and ditch for carrying water is being
constructed. Expect to have mill completed and operating
early in spring. There are 500 tons of ore on dump ready
for crushing.

Tuolumne County
CORRALL GOLD HYDRAULIC CO. (Columbia)—Company

will take over property of 100 acres, including Rehm, Baci-
galupi and Hastings lands. Charles S. Young, of Hermoso
Beach, near Los Angeles, is manager. Several oil operators of
Los Angeles and Orange County are in company.

CALIFORNIA GOLD MINING AND DEVELOPMENT CO.
(Sonora)—New incorporation organized to take over patented
and unpatented quartz claims. Price placed at $10,000 and
company is authorized to issue 34,000 shares to E. Bennett
and P. A. Ellis in exchange for claims; and option to sell 10,000
shares to net not less than 80c. per share, proceeds to be used
in development, etc.; balance of shares to be held in escrow.

COLORADO
Boulder County

BOULDER TUNGSTEN PRODUCTION (Boulder)—Clark
tunnel advanced 200 ft.; has struck blind vein of tungsten
ore that will average 10';; of tungstic acid across width of
3 ft. Rich stringers will run as high as 70%. Discovery 100
ft. below surface. New mill building completed; installation
of machiner,\' now under way.
NEDERLAND TUNGSTEN MINES AND DEVELOPMENT

CO. (Nederland)-—This companv was recently incorporated
under laws of Colorado for $1,000,000 bv H. L. Thompson W.
L. Smith. D. N. Cymyotti and W. W. Klrby, for purpose of
developing 100-acre tract of mining property recently ac-
quired in tungsten district. Preliminary development fund
of $10,000 has been provided and work will commence within
fiO days. The property is located about 'i mile southeast of
Nederland on divide between P.oulder and Heaver Creeks.

YELLOW PINE (Boulder)—Ralph Cotton, owner of this
property, plans extensive underground i-xploration and sur-
face improvements during coming year. It is estimated that
old stopes and dumps contain 200.000 tons of ore averaging
$5 a ton. which can be profitably treated by flotation.

Clear Creeli County
CRIST (Georgetown)—This property on Lincoln Moun-

tain in Bard Creek District is scene of one of latest tungsti-n
discoveries.

SUNBURST (Georgetown)—This property on Democrat
Mountain being developed through upper level by Lewis &
Co., lessees.

CAPITOT/ (Georgetown)—Arthur .lohnson and associates,
who are driving west drift on Aetna vein, have opened 6-in.
vein of high-grade ore.

SIDNEY TUNNEL (Georgetown)—This tunnel driven into
Pendleton Movintain has been cleaned out and repaired and
de\'e]opment work is now in progress.

VIRGINIA CITY (Georgetown)—Arthur Robert, lessee. Is
performing dpvplnpment work through Lincoln t\mnel on (iOO

level. Body of $50 ore has been opened and preliminary ship-
ment been made to .Salld.a smeltery.

BELLICVUE HUDSON (Georgetown)—This Colu!nr,ia Moun-
tain property to be reopened and developed bj :,-roup of
Denver capitalists headed by Hugh Mackay. .Shaft Irom the
Bellevue level is to be repaired and sunk below 300- ft. level.

GOLDEN CYCLE (Dumont)—Shaft sunk 115 It. on Golden
Cvole claim of Portland property on Albro Mountain will be
Bunk additional 100 ft. to further prospect streaks of rich
ore already opened. Contract awarded to L. Clark of Dumoni.
J. W. Smith is manager.

BIG FIVE TUNNEL (Idaho Springs)—Arrangements made
to advance this tunnel 1,000 ft. to total length ot 10,053 ft.
Work will be done under contract and company is ready to re-
ceive bids. Compan.v will furnish power, transmission, tim-
bers, track and air pipe, while contractor must supply his own
drill equipmint. powder, caps. fuse. etc. Breast of tunnel is
now within 250 ft. of Gilpin County line. D. A. Barry is
superintendent.

San Juan County
NORTH ST.\R (Silverton)—Property recently acquired by

J. H. Slattery; being cleaned up pieparatory to resumption of
operations in both mine and mill. An extensive campaign of
development is planned.

KITTTMAC (Silverton)—Connection between upper and
lower workings completed, resulting in first-class ventilation.
Development work is in progress. New tube mill has been
ordered for mill which has been equipped to treat ore by
flotation process. Mr. Walter is manager.

GALTY BOY (Silverton)—First important shipment of
tungsten concentrate in San Juan County was made recently
from Yukon mill. Ore was produced from Shafer-Paul lease.
Amounted to about 2 Mi tons, averaging 72% tungstic acid.
Ratio of concentration was 10: 1. Ore is hiibnerite in quartz
and minerals separate freely. Result of this mill run will
increase interest in prospecting for tungsten.

San MiKuel County
CARRIBEAU (Ophir)—On Jan. 16. 1916. entire property of

this company will be sold at public autcion in Telluride. Colo..
to satisfy a judgment of $5,000 and accrued interest.

SILVER BELL (Ophir Loop)—Contract let to extend two-
compartment raise from mill level to highest level opened in
property, distance of 60,S ft. Raise is designed to accomplish
both development and ventilation. Frank E. Trumble is
manager.

ID.VHO
Shoshone County

RAY-JEFFERSON (Wallace)—Boarding house and mess-
house destroyed by fire. Will use tents till new buildings
completed.

RED MONARCH (Spokane)—This company. recently
formed to take over Red Monarch group on Missoula Gulch.
Beaver district, is building boarding house and compressor
house. Two veins being explored, one by driving and other by
diamond drill.

SUCCESS (Wallace)—Development being pushed; reserves
having been some^vhat depleted through crowding of produc-
tion to take advantage of high zinc prices. Driving under
wav on 1,200 level in both directions; planned to deepen shaft
at once to 1.400.

AURORA-SAMPSON (Wallace)—Reported that Aurora-
Sampson and H. E. M. will be consolidated. Properties adjoin
and Aurora-Sampson is working through H. E. M. tunnel.
Latter company lonstructed 100-ton concentrator during sum-
mer but insufficient ore is available to keep it running stead-
ily. Aurora-Sampson is said to have 3 ft. of milling ore in
face of drift.

REX (Wallace)—Consolidation of two Ninemile properties.
Rex and Black Bear Consolidated, seems to be assured. By
terms of agreement Rex obtains 250.000 shares of Black Be.ir
treasury stock for $112,000 in monthly payments extending
over period of 10 months. Black Bear stockholders have also
given Rex an option on 500,000 shares of issued stock at 27c.
Claims extensively developed. 6.000 ft. of work having been
completed. Peter Bernier is manager.

MICHIGAX
iron

LAKE ANGELINE (Ishpeining)—Likely will be stripped.
New ore deposits are being found by drills. In one place
ore is only 15 ft. under sui-faee.

REPUBLIC (Republic)—More ore is coming to surface than
at anv time in mine's history. Regular daily shipments being
made'to plant of the Algomah Steel Co.. Soo, Ontario. Ship-
ments will continue all winter.

.TUNCTION 40 (Ishpeming)—rWork on shaft will be started
soon. Pipe line from North Lake to Cliffs shaft mines will
be tapped to supply air for drills. Hoists, compressor and
other machinery ordered.

MORRIS (Ishpeming)—New drifting record made in

November. Motor-size drift extended 44S ft.; two S-hr. shifts
worked; two drills were employed; Thanksgiving meant loss
of a dav; work carri.d on onlv 16 hr. out of every 24; drifting
in hard" rook. Working over 1.000 ft. from shaft; all dirt has
to be trammed there by hand.

MIWRSOT.V
l^leNnhl Range

SNYDER (Nashwauk)—Interstate Iron Co. has taken lease
of this 40-acre tract. Butler Bros, have been given contract
to strip, "n'ork started thl." week.

JMINORC.A (Virginia)—Operations suspended. Mine was
worked for eight years. Was operated by Republic Iron and
Steel Co Men will be given work elsewhere.

SELLERS (Ilibbing)—Winter stripping has started. Two
shovels and four locomotives are being kept busy in pit
More will be added Stripping Is also under way at big Mahon-
ing pit.

ST. JAMES (Aurorn>—After being closed nine years, mine
Is to be worked again. Was operated but short time when
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all work stopped. Corrigran, JIcKinney & Co. hold lease.

Preparations now being made to start mining.

DEAX (Buhl)—Stripping started again. About 1.000,000

cu vd. will be removed. Three shovels and 170 men now
working. The first stripping contract called for removal of

4 000.000 cu.vd. This was just about completed when new
contract was let to same concern. Original contract was larg-
est ever awarded on Mesabi range. Todd Stambaugh & Co.
hold lease from Arthur Mining Co.

MOXTAN.*.
Silver Bofv County

BUTTE & LONDON (Butte)—Shaft sinking going ahead at
rate of about 4 ft. per day. Shaft is running through good
hard Butte granite. Rainbow Development Co. is doing work
under contract.

DAVI.'i-DALT (Butte)—Twelve feet of high-grade copper
ore opened up in drifting on Hesperus vein on 2.500 level of
Colorado mine. Indications are that orebody will prove one
of best in Butte. Crosscutting to find vein extension where
faulted is being pushed rapidly.

PILOT BUTTE (Butte)—Supreme court sustained district
court of Silver Bow County in action brought by Anaconda
Copper Mining Co. against Pilot Butte. Latter appealed from
order granting injunction to plaintiff company by which Pilot
Butte was restrained from mining in disputed territory.
Plaintiffs won in district court and Tatter's ruling is affirmed
by above ruling of supreme court.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—Monthly report for Novem-
berber filed in federal court in compliance with order pending
outcome of suit with Minerals Separation Co.. shows that
47.672 tons of ore were treated in flotation section of com-
panv's mill at cost of $2.91 per ton. Operations resulted in
production of 10,836 tons of concentrates, valued at $90.58 a
ton.

BUTTE DULUTH (Butte)—Pending approval by district
court of an agreement reached between Manager Rohn of
East Butte and Captain AVolvin of Butte Duluth, preparations
are being made for resuming operations at the Butte Duluth
under direction of Mr. Rohn. Whether plan means taking
over of Butte Duluth by East Butte or an arrangement by
which Mr. Rohn will merely act in personal capacity with
backing of East Butte interests, has not been divulged. Butte
Duluth was closed down last spring when property went into
hands of receiver, followed by bankruptcy proceedings that
tied it up for many months.

ANACONDA (Butte)—.lames M. Porter, of Spokane, Wash.,
stockholder in Douglas Mining Co., reports that Douglas mine
in Pine Creek district of Cfeur d'Alenes, has been taken over
by Anaconda company under 3-yr. bond and that company
will builci mill and install adequate plant to operate property
at capacity. To carry on systematic development of com-
pany's zinc mines in Butte. James J. Carrigan, formerly of
safety-first department, has been appointed assistant superin-
tendent and will have charge of Emma, Lexington, Alice,
Nettie and Poulin mines which are being developed chiefly
for their zinc contents.

\EV.\D.\

Clark County
.\NCHOR (Goodsprings)—Property now shipping about 300

tons of lead concentrate and 200 tons of zinc ore per month.
R. W. Moore is superintendent.

GRKI:N' MONSTER ((joodsprings)—Zinc ore has been de-
veloped on 300 level. Arrangements are being made to facili-
tate hauling by connecting road with tramway of Yellow Pine
Mining Co.

QUO VADIS (Las Vegas)—Quo Vadis Gold Mining Co. has
been organized by Las Vega.s men to operate property near
Las Vegas, at which gold ore of high grade was discovered
few months ago.

AZ.-VLIA (Goodsprings)—Has acquired Surprise group,
situated about 2 ml. west of Goodsprings: force of men
engaged in development worlt. Planned to erect aerial tram-
way from workings to main road.

SULTAN (Goodsprings)—50-ton dry concentrating plant
completed early in December; in successful operation. Steb-
bins tables used to effect a separation of oxidized lead and
zinc minerals. Work Is in charge of Henry Robbins, owner
of property.

V'ELLOW PINK (Goodsprings)—Ore has been encountered
on 800 level. 250 ft. south of main shaft: evidently extension
of main orebody which faulted at 700 level, and should result
In greatly Increasing ore reserves. Order placed for 75-hp.
Diesel engine to Increase capacity of mine power plant.

BOSS (Goodsprings)—This property, which was under bond
to Platinum Gold Mining Co. has reverted to original owners.
Br.s? Gold Mining Co. Operations resumed with force of men,
undi r management of O. .1. Flsk. Experiments being made
for treatment of gold-platinum ore, of which there is con-
siderable tonnage blocl<ed In mine; In meantime, copper-
carbonate ore win he shipped to Salt Lake smelters.

CHRISTMAS (Goodsprings)—Doran and Zenzen. former
owner.s iif this property, have incorporated under name of
Christmas Consolidated Mines Co. Property has blocked con-
siderable tonnage of lead-silver ore of milling grade, and
stock has been sold for further equipment of property. In-
tention to ereet siiinll compressor plant at once. In order to
use air drills; experimental work In concentratlnR ore Is to
be performed.

RunieralilR County
r.TAMONDFTKLD BLACK HUTTK RKORGANTZFD (Gold-

fleld)—Has placed compressor and drilling equipment at
Dortch shaft to assist In development of Marine base. This
lease recently encountered small shoot of good ore.

\ye f'oiinty

TONOPAH EXTENSION (Tonopah)—Cleanup for latter half
of .Vovembcr resulted In shipment of bullion and concentrates
valui'd at SSI.noO; record for plant to il.ite. Sorting plant
and ore bins are to be erected at Victor shaft In anticipation
of connection soon to be made with workings of No. 2 shaft.

WEST END CONSOLIDATED MINING CO (Tonopah)—De-
velopments on lower levels of mine continue encouraging.
Sloping is in progress from the 4, 5. 6 and intermediate
levels. '

600-(r; slope, which attained maximum width of 30
ft., still produces large tonnage of excellent ore.

CALIFORNIA & TONOPAH (Tonopah)—Small stringers of
excellent ore encountered in limited development in early
(lays of camp. It is reported Tonopah Mining Co. will under-
take development of this ground under an option, terms of
which have not been made public. Repairs are being made to
main shaft and work underground will start as soon as
these are completed.

Storey County
ALPHA & EXCHEQUER (Virginia)—West drift on tunnel

level shows red clay with some quartz at S6-ft. point.

OPHIR-CON. VIRGINIA (Virginia)—Joint west crosscut,
2,700 level, in porphyry and streaks of quartz at 182-ft. point.

OPHIR CENTRAL TUNNEL (Virginia)—South drift 250
level in low-grade quartz. Extracted 345 cars of ore from
stopes and 295 tons milled.

COMSTOCK PUMPING ASSOCIATION (Virginia)—Repairs
to 2,700 level drifts and the Ophir shaft continued; pumps at
C. & C. shaft working successfully.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Prospecting continued on 2,500 and
2,700 levels through porphyry and quartz. Mill received 413
tons of custom ore averaging $22.29 per ton; four bars of
bullion shipped.

UNION (Virginia)—Extracted from No. 2 stope, 2,500 level
189 tons of ore averaging $32.09 per ton: from north end No. 3
stope. 19 tons averaging $11.42 per ton; from raise in No. 1
stope 50 tons averaging $19 per ton.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Advanced west crosscut on
2,500 level to 7S-ft. point and passed througli IS-in. stringer
of quartz assaying from $36 to $100 per ton. Saved from west
crosscut 20 tons averaging $9.17 per ton; from footwall side
of stope 62 tons averaging $12.84; from stope 50 tons averag-
ing $1S.S8 per ton. Shipped to Mexican mill 132 tons of ore,
gross assay value $1,934.44.

UNION CONSOLIDATED (Virginia)—Saved from 2,400 level
35 tons of ore averaging $50.80 per ton; 82 tons averaging $29
per ton saved from raise in No. 1 stope; 72 tons averaging
$8.95 per ton from north end No. 3 stope; 122 tons averaging
$25.08 per ton from No. 2 stope. Installing hoist in 2,400 level
raise; top of raise in No. 1 stope in $25 ore; "west crosscut
from top of this raise shows $44 ore in face. Northwest drift
on sill floor disclosed $12 ore in face.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—North drift 1,600
level advanced 18 ft.; saved 114 cars of mill rock; 60 cars of
mill rock saved from sill floor of No. 1 stope. Jacket mill
received 611 tons of dump rock and 190 tons of mine rock.
Shipped bar of bullion. E. B. Sturges visited mines and ex-
pressed himself as much encouraged regarding the situation
in the property where operations were broken off by fire last
December, which closed 1,500 and 1,600 levels. The 1,600
level is now to be further prospected and outlook is favorable
for large tonnage of ore to show profit. I*roperty is well
equipped with modern macliinery for economic work and
steady advance is being made in deepening mine.

\EW .lIE.\ICO

Dona .\na County
BEAR CAN'ON (Las Cruses)—Will soon be cleaned up,

dump sorted and carload of lead, zinc and silver ore ready for
shipment to El Paso smelter. C. T. Boyd, of Los Angeles, will
put men to work to get property in shape for extensive oper-
ations.

Grant County
MEEKER MINING (Pinos Altos)—Has begun work on

3-compartment shaft.

CARLISLE MINE (Steeple Rock)^Unwatering of old Car-
lisle has been commenced by W. B. Duvall wlio has taken
property under option. Machinery being sent to mine from
Duncan. Ariz.

CHINO COPPER (Santa Rita)—Company is working about
900 men underground and payroll for mine and mill amounts
to about $110,000 per month. Twenty-one locomotives are
being used by company.

WHITE CAT TUNGSTEN MINES (White Oaks)—Eastern
syndicate, represented locally by Richard Welghtman as man-
ager, which recently took over Wild Cat mines here is doing
extensive development. Old dumps said to contain large
amounts tungsten.

EMPIRE ZINC (Pinos Altos)—Started 150-ton concentrator
at its Cleveland mine. George Miltenberger in charge of
electrostatic mill. Concentrates trammed by horses from
company's ore bins to Santa Ff Ry. few miles below Silver
City. About 100 men employed in mine and mill.

SILVER CELL (Pinos Altos)—This group of six patented
claims and two homesteads of IfiO acres each, together with
buildings, smeltery and other machinery has been taken over
under h(md and option by Hilarlo Lozoya, of Mexico, tem-
porarily refugeelng in El Paso. Mine is about 15 years old
but has not been worked for 12 years until last summer.
Vein 1 ft. between walls was struck last summer, of which
4 to 10 In. was native silver. In gangue of calc-spar. Sample
from vein got blue ribbon at .San Diego fair. Mine Is devel-
oped with 345-ft. shaft; with laterals on three levels 100 ft.

apart; 45-hp. steam hoist: IB-hp. engine: drills and com-
pressor and 40-ton smeltery. Fifty men will be put to work
at once.

Otero County
OLD TIFFANY (Jarllla)—O. D. Warnock, of Artesia, N. M.,

has leased and bonded from the Alabama Consolidated Copper
and Gold Mining (^o. a group of 5 or 6 claims situated on Gov-
ernment Hill, southwest of Price station. Property contains
the old turquoise workings of the Tiffany jewelers, worked
about 25 years ago. Fifteen years ago W. H. H. Llewellyn
sunk shaft on narr<iw streak of quartz carrying gold; is be-
lieved vein leads to large ore shoot. On Monogram claim
prospecting has been done on outcrop of Iron, carrying some
copper; entire face of fiO-ft. drift Is In chalcopyrite.

'
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Sierra County
LOOKOUT (KlnKston)—Davidson & Co., has taken lease on

mines owned by Webster and Parker. Operations will begin
at once.

SOl'TH D.\KOT.\
I*a«'renoe County

RCHO (Maitland)—At dtptli of 200 ft. lateral work i.s

under way.
RATTLESNAKE JACK (Galena)—Plant has resumed oper-

ations after suspension brought about by protests of farmers
complaining of pollution of Bare Butte Creek by tailings.

TROJAN (Trojan)—Capacity of mill has been increased by
putting in commission both Trent Chilean mills with which
plant is equipped. With everything in good order this .should
give plant capacity of 400 tons daily. Mine is in splendid
shape to furnish this tonnage for long period.

WASP NO. 2 (Flatiron)—Car of high- and medium-grade
wolframite ore now being prepared for shipment, expected to
bring $48,000 gross. Concentrating plant for handling low
grade completed and in commission: cost, about $5,000; will
handle tungsten ore on dump estimated to contain $100,000
net. Gold mill running 250 tons daily.

OFBR GOLD MINING CO. (Deadwood)—This is new cor-
poration backed by New York men never before interested in
Black Hills mines, has purchased all property and assets of
Imperial Gold Mining Co. Production has commenced, ore
from Burlington Apex group, at Trojan, going to Mogul mill,
and from American Express, in Blacktail district, to New
Reliance mill. Company plans to either purchase or construct
milling plant next spring. W. S. Elder is general manager.

HOMEST.\KB (Lead)—By increasing weight of stamps to
1.000 lb. and adopting secondai-y crushing at B. & M. shaft
(which will be principal ore-producing shaft when new equip-
ment is complete) is calculated capacity of mills will be in-
creased about IS'^. This makes daily capacity over 5,000 tons.
Carload of mixed grade tungsten ore being prepared from
workings on Durango and other properties on West Lead hill,

purchased some years ago from Hidden Fortune company.

Pennineton County
NEW GOLDEN WEST MINES CO. (Rochford)—Corpora-

tion organized to take over holdings of Golden West company,
on basis of $1 worth of new 7% preferred stock for each $10
worth of old stock, bonds and accrued interest. Property is
regarded as one of best prospects in Rochford district, con-
taining large quantity of low-grade ore. Small mill driven
by water power, will be enlarged and equipped with cyanide
department: mining will begin at once, but milling will not
commence before spring.

IT All
Beaver County

LPMRT & MOORE (Beaver City)—New shaft, being sunk
at this property by United States Smelting and Refining Co.
is down 40 ft. Gasoline engine is being h.auled to property
from Milford via Beaver City. J. G. (Tlemons is in charge
of operation.

Juab County

DALY-JUDGE (Park City)—Hcadframe for new hoist has
arrived. Snake Creels tunnel in more than 13,375 ft., is head-
ing for Daly-Judge ground.

BONANZA KING CONSOLIDATED (Park City)—New com-
pany formed to w^ork old New Y'ork Bonanza. Preparations
for resuming work being made.

SILVER KING COALITION (Park City)—Shipments for 11
months of year amount to 37.945 tons. At present production
is from 3,000 to 4,000 tons monthly.

ONTARIO (Park City)—Preparations for more extensive
operation being made. Power line being built from Utah
Power and Light line to shaft: planned to install electrically
driven pump (capacity 1,000 gal. per min.) on 1,700 level to
lift water to drain tunnel on 1,500. It is expected to make
profit from large tonnage of old stope fillings on 500 level,
\vhich, with exception of these fillings, is being done in first-
class ore: expects soon to be shipping low-grade ore from
1.500, where there is large tonnage.

Salt Lake County
SELLS (Alta)—Ore opened recently at this property has

been followed 140 ft., and in places is 12 ft. thick. Value is
in silver.

CARDIFF (Salt Lake)—Hauling conditions are difficult
at present as roads down Big Cottonwood are cut up; sliip-
ments are hampered.
BAKER MINING (Salt Lake)—Some mineral carrying lead

and silver has been cut by this company's tunnel. Property
is east of Maxfleld mine.

MAXFIELD (Salt Lake)—Shipments of lead-silver ore have
been resumed from this property in Big Cottonwood. F. H.
Vahrenkamp is general manager.

AMERICAN CONSOLIDATED COPPER (Salt Lake)—
Stringer of lead-silver ore has been cut in this company's
tunnel in Big Cottonwood, northwest of Cardiff. L. L. Smith
is manager.

CARBONATE (Salt I-ake)—This property in Big Cotton-
wood has two suits filed against it by J. M. Howell, who
seeks to collect notes and other obligations, amounting to
$20,000. During year leasers shipped ore valued about $10,000.

SOUTH HECLA (Alta)—Shipments are in progress, and
more ore teams are being added. New lease has been taken
on Quincy tunnel level by Curry & Brain, about 600 ft. from
Kate Hayes lease. Six inches of ore exposed, running well
in silver and copper. There has been strike of high-grade
ore in Langdon fissure on 250 level.

WASATCH MINES (Alta)—New 3,000-ft. pipe line is to be
laid at this company's power plant in Little Cottonwood.
Grading is in progress. When line is completed, there will be
about 400 hp. additional. An increase in capacity of plant
has been necessary owing to large amount of work being done
by mines of Little Cottonwood, to which company furnishes
power.

NEW UTAH BINGHAM (Bingham)—Returns from ship-
ment of 37 >4 tons of ore; contents, 0.11."; oz. gold, 17,33 oz
silver, 1.49% copper, 23.5% lead; total, $28.50 per ton. Costs
in connection with this shipment were: Hauling and freight,
7.")C. per ton; tine for sulphur less bonus for iron, $2.20;
treatment, $1.15; sampling, 50c.: assaying, 8c.; total, $4.68
per ton: net receipts, $23.82 per ton.

Ontario

BUFFALO (Kirkland Lake)—Structure of 100-ton mill has
been comjilelcd and machinery ordered.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS (Boston Creek)—Six-drill compres-
sor has been installed. Shaft is down 100 ft.

ALEXO (Porquis Junction)—Made new record for nickel
ore shipments in November; 1,305 tons sent to Mond Nickel
Co. at Coniston.

MILLER SYNDICATE (Boston Creek)—Small stamp mill
being installed for testing purposes, and boilers and com-
pressors are being brought in.

OPHIR (Cobalt)—This property situated about half a mile
south of the Temiskaming will be reopened and shaft, now
down 300 ft., put down to 500 ft.

TEMISKAMING (Cobalt) — Main shaft down 850 ft. and
station cut at 835 level, from which crosscutting will be done
to reach veins proved on upper levels.
WEST DOME (Porcupine)—Plan for financial re-organiza-

tion completed by underwriting of 1,000,000 shares of treasurv
stock at 25c. Mine manager will be appointed and work
started.

PRESTON-EAST DOME (Porcupine)—Surface development
is being undertaken to uncover veins cut in diamond drill-
ing, result of which disclosed wide mineralized zone travers-
ing property for about 2,000 ft.

CROWN-RESERVE (Cobalt )—Owing to falling off of pro-
duction, the Ontario government will no longer exact royalty
of 10' r hitherto payable on output, reserving right to reimpose
royalty should conditions improve.

Mcdonough claim (Boston Creek)—Road cut to rail-
road station for hauling in machinery now on way. Big vein
has been traced for about 2,500 ft., with fine gold visible for
entire distance.
BEAVER (Cobalt)—Quarterly statement for period ended

Nov. 20 shows $122,672 cash in hand and 220,01" oz. of silver
in bullion and ore at smelters, in transit, and bagged. Ad-
dition to mill has been completed and is now treating 125 to
150 tons per day.

CROESUS (Munro Township)^Is putting up large camp
buildings on Leyson-Dobie property. Actual mining opera-
tions have been curtailed owing to shortage of compressed
air, but drifting is progressing on 100 level. Diamond drill
installed for exploration at depth.

McINTYRE (Porcupine)—Arrangements between this com-
pany and Jupiter completed under which new^ company to be
known as Mclntyre-Jupiter organized, to which Juoiter prop-
erty will be transferred. Capitalized at $2,000,000 in $1 shares.
Mclntyre takes 955,000 shares at $152,000, and Jupiter share-
holders receive 943,893 shares in new company and $60,000
cash. Mclntyre agrees to mill Jupiter ore at $2 p^r ton
guaranteeing 95%' extraction.

MEXICO
Coahuila

DEL CARMEN MINE situated just across the Rio Grande
from Boquillas, Brewster county, Texas, is being worked by a
large force of men. High-grade zinc carbonate is carried
across boundary river by aerial tramway and is hauled with
motor trucks to Marathon (Tex.), on .S. P. Ry. about 90 mi.
northeast.

Sonora

EL TIGRE (Esqueda)—After enforced shutdown mine and
mill have again started and regular output is again being
maintained.
MOCTEZUMA COPPER (Nacozari)—Mill again put in

operation after about two months of idleness caused by the
invasion of Sonora by Villa army. One unit started Dec. 18
and other Dec. 21.

BELEN MINE (Cumpas)—This property, operated under
lease by S. M. Greenidge, has been working during all the
trouble of last few months and there are now in Nacozari
ready for shipment four cars of ore which will be shipped as
soon as railroad is repaired.

SOI TH A^IERICA
nollvia

PROPOSALS FOR EST.\BL1SHMENT OF TIN SMELTER-
IE.S in Bolivia, have been received by the Bolivian Govern-
ment, from David G. Pricker, representing the Wile Electric
Furnace Co., of Pittsburgh and by Messrs. John C. Berry and
J. C. Luitwieler. said to be representing a group of West
Virginia caidtali.sts. The former company is prepared to in-
stall the necessary jilant in Bolivia within six months, with-
out asking any monopoly or privileges other than the guaran-
tee of commercial and industrial freedom: the plants to have
a capacity ranging from 150 to 250 tons daily. The latter
bidders request the exclusive privilege of smelting tin by
electricity in Bolivia for a period of 25 years and the right of
using water power on a public domain or by legal ex-propri.a-
tion, etc.

AFRIC.\
Cape Colony

C.\PE COPPER CO. (O'okiep)—Has declared a dividend
of 3<;, making 6<n f«r the year, on the cumulative pref-
erence shares, and Is. per share on the ordinary sh.ares. both
less income tax, payable on Jan. 1, 1916. The transfer books
closed Dec. 2.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—Dec. 20, 1915

The outstanding feature of the week was the continued

rise in the price of copper, which was of spectacular charac-

ter. All of the other metals were strong, but in no case was
there any material change of price.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—The volume of business during our last week of

record was limited by the inability of producers to supply

what was wanted. The principal producers report the sale of

about all the copper they expect to produce during the first

quarter of 1916. Only relatively small quantities for early

Celivery are available from the smaller producers. The copper

market has, therefore, entered upon a phase similar to what
has existed in spelter, and similar to the conditions that pre-

vailed in the latter part of 1906. The mines could readily

produce more copper, but production is now limited by the

refinery capacity, which is taxed to the utmost.

On Dec. 23 sales were made early in the day as low as

20 %c., cash. New York, but by the end of the day about all

of the producers were realizing 20?4c., i.e., 21c., r.t. From
this time onward there was a steady advance. On Dec. 2S.

the market became firmly established at 22c., r.t., and million-

pound lots were sold at that price for delivery next May. For
January-February delivery a premium was paid, but there

was practically no market for that delivery, most producers

being sold out until March, and some of them even further

ahead. On Dec. 29 the market opened at 22c., r.t., but before

the end of the day 22>,4c., r.t., was realized, and there was talk

about 22 %c. having been got. Copper for forward delivery

was still to be had. however, from the large producers at 22c.,

r.t. The market was irregular, owing to the inability of many
of the producers to supply the particular deliveries desired

by buyers.

The London market rose steadily during the week. On
Dec. 20, £10S was realized.

Copper SheetH have been advanced and the base price is

now 27c. per lb. for hot rolled and 2Sc. for cold rolled. Usual

extras charged and higher prices for small quantities. Cop-

per wire is 22^4® 23c. per lb., carload lots at mill.

Copper ExportM for the week ended Dec. 11 are reported

by the Department of Commerce at 15.793,210 lb., the larger

shipments being 5,599,216 lb. to France, 4,282.917 lb. to Italy,

3,354,471 lb. to Great Britain and l,S37.r>26 lb. to Sweden. Im-
ports were 4,855,763 lb. metal and 2,614,751 lb. in matte;

7,470,514 lb. in all. The larger imports were from Peru. Can-
ada, Cuba and Chile.

Tin—A good business was done at prices changing but

little. The market was full of rumors about what was going

to Ik- done by Great Britain in the way of restricting exports.

The.«e rumors probably played a part in this market, but the

• al basis for its strength was undoubtedly the strong con-

uinptive demand.
Tin output in the Federated Malay States in November was

<;r.,7:i9 pikuls. For the 11 months ended Nov. 30 the total was
44.691 long tons in 1914 and 42,609 this year: a decrease of

;,os tor

I,i-nil—This market was strong but quiet. However, during
the 1 St ,lay or two producers reported an increased volume
of iniiuiry. Otherwise, there was no special feature of In-

teri-sl Thi' trade is imbued with the Idea that we may be

sitting on a volcano in lead as was the case in copper. Some
producing Int. rests appear to be holding rather aloof. Others
are so well sold ahead that they have but little lead to offer

anyhow.

Spelter—The situation In spelter has continued about the

same aH we reported last week. The aggregate of the bus-
iness done was relatively light. There was some trining
business In prompt deliveries, as high as 17|.4c. being re-

ported realized, although 17fil7^4i'. Is probably nearer the
MVerage. There was .i fair volume of business for first-

quarter delivery which w.ts done at ISSiie^ic, and a little

higher toward the close. There was considerable busln"ss

for second-quarter delivery at 13%@14c. All producers

seem to be anxious to sell for that delivery, but there are

not many buyers. The confusion that prevails in this mar-
ket is indicated by the following: A consumer needing spel-

ter for February delivery obtained offers on Dec. 2S from
eight producers whose offers ranged from I614 to 17Vic.,

two being at 16V4c., at which figure the business was placed.

For a 250-ton order for later delivery, offers ranged from
14 to 14?4c., the business being placed at 14c.

Zinc Sheets are in demand, but the base price still remains
at $22 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru. 111., less S% discount. Railroad
embargoes and delays are making a great dial of trouble
about deliveries.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals

NEW YORK—Dec. 2lt

Aluminum—More metal seems to be available now for

early delivery, while on the other hand the demand is less

pressing. The market is easier and prices have receded from
the highest level. Current quotations are 53ig)55c. per lb. for

No. 1 ingots, New York.

Antimony—The market has been rather quiet during- the
week, with only moderate demand and a little better sup))ly.

Prices are firm, however, quotations for Chinese and other
ordinary brands being 39(fi40e. i)er lb., New York; while
Cookson's is held at 55c.

QulcliNllver—There has been a fair demand with limited
supplies and the price is strong. New York quotations are
$1.tO per flask of 75 lb. for large lots; $150 up for smaller
orders, one or two sales up to $155 being reported. .San

Francisco reports by telegraph fair sales at $120 increasing
to $130 at close of the week. London price is £16 15s. per
flafk, with no discount from second hands.

Nickel—The market is quiet and steady, with a good de-
mand. Quotations are 45(5)500. per lb. for usual forms, ac-
cording to size and terms of order. A premiuin of 5c. per lb.

is charged for electrolytic nickel. Monel metal is in demand
and good sales are reported.

Minor Metals—Current quotations for Bismuth are $4 per
lb.. New York.—Cndmium is quoted as ligSs. per lb. in London;
$1.75 fl> 1.90 per Hi.. New York.—C'lironiinm metal. 75c. per lb..

New York.—Cobalt metal. 97'; pure, is sold at $1.25@1.50 per
lb.—MagneHiuni, pure, holds to a high price, $6 per lb. being
asked.—Selenium varies from $2.50® 3 per lb.. New York, for

large lots; $4.50(8)5 for retail quantities.

EIXPORTS A>D I.HPORTS

Exports anil Imports of Secondary Metallic Products in the
United States nine months ended Sept. 30, in pounds:

Exports Imports
1914 1915 1914 191.5

Copper sulphate. 7,14n,2:« 10,134,821
White lead l:i.n7_>. 261 18,529.278
Zinc oxide 2.1,:;'.li,„1.-,7 31,111,.580
Zinc dust l:iL',."i^i:i 371.678 3,079,979 1.173, .512
Zinc dross..- 1,M2,047 8,273,986

The exports of zinc dust reported were all reexports of

foreign material.

Imports and E.xports of Metals other than iron and steel

in Great Britain 10 months ended Oct. 31, in long tons:

Metals; 1914

Copper .. 146,798
Tin 34,870
Lead 183,l:i2
Zinc 110.244
Quicksilver 1.229
Minor metals 6,3(i0

Ores. etc.

Tin concentrates 29,841
Pyrites 695,373

Copper includes contents of (

reexports of foreign material.

191.1

174.900
34.849

213.192
73.743
1,003
4.269

1914

45,860
36,981
44,951
7,148

le and matte. Exports include

Gold, Silver and Platinum

MiW V(»KK—Dee. ail

Gold—A shipment of $1,000,000 in gold coin from New York
to Buenos Aires is reported this week. It is expected that
riore gold will go to Argentina shortly. Some additional
gold has been received from London.

Platinum—Sales have been ver.v sinall, largely because
there is little to sell. Dealers decline to make prices except
to regular customers. The market is very much in the air

and it is very diflicult to name prices. A small sale is reported
at $85 per oz. for refined platinum, but as high as $D5 has
been paid in other cases.

Sil%'er market has been dull owing to the inaction of holi-

day times. The improvement of exchange, however, has added
to the value of the New York price. The tendency is towards
a slight advance.

The President of Uruguay has recommended to Congress
the passage of a bill providing for the coinage of 5,000,000

pesos in silver pieces of one peso ($1,034) and one-half peso
($0,517). Old coins of these denominations are to be retired
and recoined. This amount is equivalent to 3.80 pesos ($3,929)

per inhabit.ant. and it is estimated that it will be sufficient

for a number of .vears. The profits realized from the coinage

—

should the bill pass—are to be used for the improvement of
roads and construction of public buildings.

Exports of silver from London to the East, Jan. 1 to Dec. 1,

as reported and valued by Messrs. Pixley & Abell:

1914 1915 ChanKCS
India £4,67!t,.5(M) •3..5.52.00O D il,127..TO0
f'hina. 42,000 7,000 D. :5.5.0O0

Tot:.l i4,721 ,.500 13,359,000 D. £1,1C2,,500

Palladium—Sales have been reported recently at $43@
50 per oz. for this metal.

Iridium—Sales have been reported as high as $110 per
oz. Dealers will not quote and every sale is a matter of ne-
gotiation. It is impossible to give any regular quotation.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
.lUPl.lN, MO.—Dec. 34

Blende, high price, $117.50; base per ton 60'/, zinc, premium
ore, $115; medium and lower grades down to $100; calamine
base, $75(5)65, 40% zinc; average selling price, all grades of
zinc, $94.20 per ton. Lead ore, high price, $72.70; base per
ton SO',', metal content, $70@72; average selling price, all
grades of lead, $70.i>4 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED DEC. 24
Blende Calamine Lead Values

Totals this week. . . 14,724,550 2,224,930 2,009,650 $869,790
Totals this year... 582,044,330 46,854,880 91,273,460 $27,190,640

Blende value, the week, $726,950; 52 weeks, $23,464,480.
Calamine value, the week, $71,540; 52 weeks, $1,227,830.
Lead value, the week. $71,300; 52 weeks. $2,498,330.
Shipping conditions were ideal and this was deemed an

opportunity to load out some long purchases, and the result
proved it, as Friday it rained, turning to snow in the evening,
and on Saturday the district was well blanketed with the
Christmas white, quite unusual in this latitude. Light thaw-
ing has put the roads in a bad condition for wagon hauling.

PL,.*TTEVILI>E, WIS.—Dee. ST.

The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $9S(S)

110 per ton. The base price paid for 80% lead ore was $70
per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEW ENDED DEC. 25
Zinc Lead Sulphur

Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.
Week 4,884.000 156.200 470,400
Year 208 094,750 7,351,740 29,558.910

Shipped during week to separating plants. 4.220.000 lb.

zinc ore.

Iron Trade Review
^E^V YORK—Dec. 29

The most serious question in the iron and steol trades
just at present is that of transportation. The embargoes
on the railroads leading to the seaboard and the delays else-
where are interfering with the deliveries of finished products
from the mills and with the supply of raw materials and
coke to mills and furnaces when they are badly needed.

The blockade of export business, however, has helped the
mills in one way, by giving them an opportunity to fill home
orders with less delay than would otherwise have been re-
quired. Many orders are pressing and consumers are begin-
ning to place contracts for second-half business, though many
mills are rather holding back and are not anxious to contract
so far ahead.

The pig-iron market continues strong and active, though
there has been a slight lull owing to the holidays. Some
furnaces are having difficulty getting coke and a few have
been obliged to bank for a time. Deliveries of pig from
merchant furnaces have been more or less delayed in a num-
ber of cases, especially in seaboard territor.v.

The Cambria-Youngstown-Lackawanna steel merger still

hangs fire, or approaches completion very slowly. Some defi-

nite conclusion was promised this week, but has been again
postponed, and full information, it is said, will now be ready
next week—which may or may not be realized, as there .tre

manv points yet to be settled.

Imports at Baltimore for the week included 1,139 tons
ferromanganese from Liverpool and" 7,000 tons manganese ore
from Bombay, India. Brazilian ore seems to be coming for-

ward more slowly.

PITTSBIRGH—Dec. 2.S

Despite the general tendency toward holiday dullness in

the steel trade, a great deal of business is being booked.
.Specifications are heavy on contracts that expire with the
close of the month, buyers recognizing that on account of
the lowness of prices involved in such contracts the mills
will give them no leeway in filing specifications. New bus-
iness is coming up In various unlooked-for ways. For in-
stance, while the shipyards are known to be filled to
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capacity far ahead, there are negotiations now for vessels

to be built after existing business is cleaned up and mills

are receiving inquiries for steel for very late deliveries,

largely in 1917. On specific orders of this character the

mills are ready to quote, no matter how late the delivery.

On open contracts they will not sell even for the third

quarter of next year. An advance from the present price of

l.SOc. for bars, plates and shapes is expected next week.
Export shipments from the steel mills are now very light,

on account of the railroad embargoes, and shipments to the

domestic trade are being correspondingly increased. The
mills are making every effort to place the additional steel

with customers jvho need it most, and the inherent strength
of the situation is shown by the eagerness with which such
additional steel is accepted.

The tinplate mills are understood to have accepted prac-

tically all the contract business for 1916 they care to take

at the ruling market, and most of the independents have
announced an advance from $3.60 to $3.75, an advance which
the leading interest is expected to make next week.

There is a remarkably heavy demand for oil country
goods, continuing the improvement that began towards the

close of September. Heavy oil developments are expected

for months to come on account of the failure of the Gushing
field.

Pig Iron—The pig-iron market continues to show extreme
sensitiveness, prices tending to advance in the face of light

sales. Bessemer has sold at $20, Valley, in one 1,000-ton and
several smaller lots, establishing the market at an advance of

50c. There are only a few sellers of foundry iron and they are

very reserved about selling any tonnage, though a few are

now willing to consider third-quarter deliveries, at an ad-

vance of 50c. Basic iron is not moving to any extent and the

real market level is not clearly disclosed, the last important
sales being at $1S, Valley. The pig-iron market has all the

outward semblance of extreme strength, with furnaces appar-
ently well sold up, but no one really knows how much ca-

pacity they have been disposed to hold back in view of the

steadily advancing prices. We quote: Bessemer. $20 '§20.50:

basic, $lS(glS.50: foundry, $18.50(319; malleable and forge,

JISS 18.50, f.o.b. Valley furnaces. 95c. higher delivered Pitts-

burgh.

FerromanBanese—English producers who were quoting

$100. Baltimore, on contract, have advanced to $110, the price

quoted by one producer for two or three weeks, and domestic
producers are quoting up to $125 on contract. Prompt lots

generally command $110 § 115, shipping point.

Steel—The market has continued quiet. The interest of

consumers is in securing deliveries on contracts rather than

in making fresh purchases. The market is quotable at about

$32'5 33 for bessemer billets or sheet bars and about $35 for

openhearth. fob. maker's mill, Pittsburgh or Youngstown.
Rods are quoted nominally at about $40, but there are reports

of fair-sized sales at $44, Pittsburgh.

FOREIGX IRON

Forelsn Trade of <;reat Britain In Iron and Steel. 11

months ended Nov. 30. is valued by the Board of Trade re-

turns as follows:

Exports Import.*) Excess

Iron and steel £36,909,103 W.STCISS Exp. £27.G38,96o

Hardware, machinery, ete 26,917.0.58 13.812 477 Exp. 13,305.181

T.,i.als £63.826,761 £23.482.015 Exp. £40„344,146

Totals, 1914 85,674,792 22,035,453 Exp. 63,039,333

Actual (luantities of iron and steel exported were 3,678,-

^3I tons in 1914, and 2,944,838 tons in 1915; imported, 1,557,-

-1.1 tons in 1914, and 1,090,400 tons this year.

FERROALLOYS

Ferronlllron la in demand and firm. For high-grade, SO',',

up, the quotation is $S3@8o per ton at furnace in the Pitts-

burgh District. Bessemer ferrosiUcon is also firm, prices vary-

ing from $2S at furnace for 10";; up to $38 for 16',r alloy.—

FerrotnnKiiten remains high with some variations in price.

—

Tuniciiten metal is held at $6.50 per lb. for 98";^ pure.—Molyb-

denum metal Is reported sold at $1.50 per lb. Most of the

metal now offered is high In sulphur, and good metal Is scarce.

ROM ORK

Sales of Lake ore continues. It Is believed that there will

be a better demand for Lake ore from Eastern furnaces dur-

ing the coming season, owing to the high ocean freight rates

on foreign ore and the uncertainty of shipments. Even from

I'uba there Is a scarcity of vessels and shipments are slow.

The new MIdvale Steel and Ordnance Co. has already bought

:i large block of Lake ore.

A consular report from Chile says that the Chilean com-
pany owning the iron-ore deposits on Gordon Island, in the
southern part of the country, is anxious to sell the property
or to obtain capital to exploit it. It is close to deep water
on a good harbor and is believed to be worth investigating.

Iniiiorts of Iron Ore in Great Britain, 11 months ended
Nov. 30. were 5.340,348 tons in 1914, and 5,609,914 in 1915;
increase, 169,566 tons, or 3.2<;;, this year. Imports of mangan-
ese ore were 446,205 tons in 1914, and 338,053 tons in 1915;
decrease, 108,152 tons.

OTHER ORES
-Antimony Ore is in good supply at present, some quanti-

ties being offered from South America. The only plant in the
East is crippled by a recent fire, so that American users
are out of the market for the present and prices are nominal.

—

TunB.«ten Ore is a little easier, the high prices paid having
brought out a little more supply. Prices are quoted around
$45'ff50 per unit for ore 60% WOj, and business has been done
at those figures. It is reported that $42 per unit has been
taken for 1916.

Manganese Ore—An official Russian report gives the total

shipments of manganese ore from mines in the Caucasus
in 1914 at 788,216 tons; a decrease of 400,384 tons from the
previous year.

COKE
Coke production in the Connellsville region for the week

is reported by the "Courier" at 451,896 short tons: shipments,
441,211 tons. Shipments of Greensburg and Upper Connells-
ville districts, 34,761 tons. Shipments were cut down by
congestion on the railroads.

Connellsville—The acute scarcity of prompt coke expected
by some operators for Christmas time has not been realized.

The market was quiet before Christmas and has shown no
activity thus far this week. Furnaces are apparently provided
with sufficient coke to tide them over such poor deliveries as

may occur this week, and prompt furnace coke is quotable at

$3.25<g3.50. the same as a week ago. Foundry coke for many
points in New England is subject to a tight railroad embargo
and some material has thus been released, making the market
on the whole a shade easier, at about $3.50@3.75 per ton at

ovens.

Coal and Coke Carried on Pennsylvania R.R. lines east of
Pittsburgh and Erie. 11 months ended Nov. 30, in short tons:

1914 1915 Changes

Anthracite 10.071,433 9.882,581 D. 188,849
Bituminous 41,287,270 40,290.407 1"). 993,863
Coke 8,877,618 10.824. .573 I 1,946,955

Totals 60.236,321 60,997,564 I. 761,243

The increase was wholly in coke. The total November
tonnage was 6,721.984 tons, being 1,671,810 tons more than last

year.

Furl Exports of Great Britain, 11 months ended Nov. 30,

in long tons:

1914 1015 Changes

Coal .-.5.:!41,00e 40.247..")20 D. 15.093,477
Coke 1,075.406 909.134 U. 166,272
Briquetles 1..534.680 1,143.245 D. 391,435
Steamer coal 17.287.361 12.677.086 D. 4.620.278

Total 75.238.456 .54,976.994 D. 20.271,462

Steamer coal is fuel furnished to steamships in foreign
trade. Imports were only 3,137 tons this year.

Chemicals
NEW YOKK—Dec. SB

The general market is still steady, with a good undertone,
though sonic temporary dullness is due to the holidays.

Amenlc—The market is more active and firmer, and
prices have advanced. The current quotations are $4@'$4.50

per 100 lb. for both spot and futures.

Copper Sulphate—The stocks for early delivery arc low
and the market is rather confused. Prices have advanced
rather sharply and the present quotation may be put at $11

per 100 lb. for carload lots and $11.25 per 100 lb. for smaller
parcels.

Nitrate of Soda—The demand continues good for the sea-

son, and prices are supported by the high ocean freights,

which show no signs of weakening. Quotations are $3.25 per

100 lb. for both spot and futures.

Pyrltea—Imports at Baltimore for the week included 3.265

tons Iron pyrites from Spain.

Sulphurle Acid—Exports of sulphuric add from the United
States, nine months eniled Sept. 30, Increased from 7,057,802

lb. In 1914 to 63,436,045 lb. this year.
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Assessments N. Y. EXCH. Dec. 27 BOSTON EXCH Dec. 27

Company

Ailvorate. Utah
Alpha. Nev
Alta-tlprnianla. Utah
Andes Sliver. Nev
Argenta, Ida
Cedar Creek. Ida
Conrtdencc. Nev
Demijohn Cons., Nev
Dry Canon Cons.. Utah
E. Hercules Ext., Ida. (post.).

Emerald. Utah
Federal Ely. Nev
Four Timbers. Wash
Octhln l.e Hoy. Utah
(;old Mt. Champion. Utah. .

Hancock Cons.. Mich
Hypotheek, Ida

Ida. & L. Angeles. Ida., (post.)

Idaho-Nevada. Ida
Ivanhoe. Ida. (post.)

.lack VValtc. Ida. (post.)

Joe Davis. Calif

I.ehl-Tlntlc, Utah
Lucky Calumet Cop.. Ida
Lucky Swede. Ida

MaJ. Evans Cons
Monte Crlsto. Utah.
Murray Copper, Utah
Nevada-.^naconda. Utah
New Baltic, Mich
Nicholas Tlntlc, Utah
Nyala Metals, Nev
Old Veteran, Ida
Oreano. Ida
Rescue Eula. Nev
Rio Grande Grub Stake, Utah
Sierra Nevada. Nev
Sixes Mlnin?. Utah
Tarbox. Ida
Tonopah Midway, Nev
Victoria. Utah
Wasatch Marble. Utah
Western M. & M.. Utah
Western Pan. Mln., Utah. . . .

Western Star. Ida
White Cloud. Utah

Dellnqe Sale

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec,
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Amt.

Jan.
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This index is a convenient reference to the current liter-

ature of mining and metallurgy published in all of the im-
portant periodicals of the world. We will furnish a copy of

any article (if in print) in the original language for the
price quoted. Where no price is quoted, the cost is unknown.
Inasmuch as the papers must be ordered from the publishers,
there will be some delav for the foreign papers. Remittance
must be sent with order. Coupons are furnished at the fol-

lowing prices: 20c. each, six for $1, 33 for $o, and 100 for Jlo.

When remittances are made in even dollars, we will return
the excess over an order in coupons, if so requested.

COPPER
t Arizona Co., Warren Mining
(Min. and Eng. Wld., Dec. 11.

2532—ARIZONA—Calumet
District, Ariz. C. A. Tupper.
1915; 21,4 pp.. illus.) 20c.

2533—CALIFORNIA AND OREGON—Gold. Silver, Copper,
Lead and Zinc in California and Oregon in 1914. Chas. G.

Yale. (Mineral Resources of the U. S. for 1914—Part I, Oct.

30. 1915; 62 pp.)
2534—CHILE—Bosquejo del Estado Actual de la Industria

Minera del Cobre en el Estranjero i en Chile. J. G. Malta.
(Bol. Soc. Nac. de Mineria, July and Aug., 1915; 33 pp.) Con-
tinuation of article previously indexed.

2535—CONCENTRATOR—Braden Copper Co.'s Concen-
trator at Sewell, Chile. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. 27. 1915;
1>4 pp., illus.) From "Teniente Topics." Oct.. 1915. 20c.

2536—ELECTROLYTIC COPPER—The Production and
Properties of Electrolytic Copper. B. Welbourn. (Elec. Rev.,
London, Nov. 19, 1915: 2 pp.) Abstract of chairman's address,
to Manchester Local Section of the Assn. of Elec. Engineers,
Nov. 16, 1915; to be continued. 40c.

2537^FLOTATION at Globe-Miami. Ariz. (Eng. and Min
Journ.. Dec. 18. 1915: 1% PP.) 20c.

2538—IDAHO AND WASHINGTON—Gold. Silver, Copper
Lead and Zinc in Idaho and Washington in 1914. C. N. Gerry.
(Mineral Resources of U. S.. 1914—Part 1. Dec. 17, 1915; 58 pp.)

2539—JAPAN—.Xshio's Copper-Smelting Works at Honzan
Japan. fEng. and Min. Journ., Dec. 18, 1915; 3 pp., illus.) 20c

2540—LEACHING—Roasting and Leaching Concentrate
Slimes Tailings. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Dec. 1915; 4 pp.) Discus-
sion of article by Lawrence Addicks previously indexed.

2541—ONTARIO—The North Shore of Lake Huron: Sum-
marv Report on Geology and Mineral Industry. Cyril W.
Knight. (Annual Report. Ont. Bureau of Mines. Vol. XXIV.
Part 1, 1915: 26 pp., illus.) Information about Bruce Mines
district is included.

2542—PYRITE SMELTING at Mount Lyell. Presidential
Addres^ bv Robert C. Sticht. (Proc. Austral. Inst. M. E.,

No. 19, If'lS: 49 pp., illus.)

2543—.^.\NTO DOMINGO—The Copper Deposits of San Cris-
tobal, Santo Domingo, r Bull. A. I. M. E.. Dec, 1915; 1% pp,)
Discussion of article by T. F. Donnelly previously indexed. 40c.

2544—T.\SM.\NTA—Stope-Survev Practice at Mount Lyell.
G. F. Jakins and L. J. Coulter. (Proc. Austral. Inst, of M. E.,
Nov. 19, 1915; 14^4 pp., illus.)

2545—VENTILATION of the Copper Queen Mines. (Bull.
A. I. M. E., Dec, 1915; 1 •/» pp.) Discussion of article by
Charles A, Mitke previously indexed,

GOLD AND SILVKK—GBOLOGY
-ARIZONA—A Reconnaissance in the Kofa Mountains,

(Bull, 620-H. U. S. Geol. Surv..
2546-

Arizona. Edward L. Jones. Jr.
1915; 14 pp.. illus.)

2547—CANADA—Pre-Cambrlan Goldfields of Central Can-
ada. J. B. Tvrrtll. (Trans. Soc of Can.. Vol. IX, Series III.

1915: 30 pp., illus.)

2548—DUTCH GUIANA—Gold Deposits of Dutch Guiana.
J. B. Percival. (Can. Min. Journ.. Dec. 1, 1915; 2 pp.) 20c

2549—ONTARIO—Gold Discovery Near Dryden, Ont. James
Bartlett. (Can. Min. Journ., Dec. 1, 1915; •% p.) 20c.

2550—TASMANIA—The Geology of the Waihi Grand Junc-
tion .Mine. Arthur Jarman (Bull. 134. I. M. M.. Nov. 11, 1915;
8'/& ') ) Discussion on article i)rcviously indexed.

2 —WITWATERSRAND—Conditions of Deposition of
the • \' alcrsrand System. E. T. Mellor, (Min. Mag., Nov.,
1915; ; pp., illus.) 40c.

fiOl-D DRKDCilNG AND PLACKR r.IIMNG

2552—AL.\SK.\—Hydraulic Mining at Circle. Hubert I.

Ellle, (Eni,'. and Min. Journ., Dec 11, 1915; 1 p., illus.) 20c
2B63—ALASKA—Sluicing Methods at Fairbanks. Hubert 1.

Ellis. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec, 18, 1915; 3% pp., Illus.) 20c.

2554—SEWARD PENINSULA—Dredging Outlook on Sew-
ard T'enlnwula. (Alaska and Northwest Min. Journ., Nov.,
1915; 1 p., Illus. 20c.

GOLD .\ND SILVICR—CYANIDINR
2555—CO.STS— Planl-Con«tructlon C"st.s In Chosen. A. E.

Drucker. (Min. and Scl. Pr.Hs, D.-c 11, 1915; 1 p., lllus.) 20c.

2556—FLOTATION CONCENTHATR-Cvanlde Tr.'atment
of Flotation Concentrate. Charlis Hulters and J. E. Clennell.
(Min. and Scl. Press, Nov. 20, 1915; 8 pp.) 20c.

2557—ONTARIO-liulldlng the Tough-Oakes Mill. John A.
Raker. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Nov. 27 and Dec, 4, 1915; 9 pp..
IIIUB.)

255S—OREGON—The Cyanide Plant of the Baker Mines Co.,
Cornucopia. Ore. Robert M. Keeney, (Met. and Chem, Eng.,
Dec. 15, 1915: 6 pp., illus.) 40c.

2559—PRECIPITATION "^'ith Zinc-Thread. Jay A. Car-
penter. (Min. and Sci. Press, Dec. 11, 1915; 3J pp.) 20c.

2560—RAND—Metallurgical Practice in the Witwatersrand
District, South Africa. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Dec, 1915: 17% pp.)
Discussion of article by F. L. Bosqui previously indexed.

2561—REFINING—Electric Furnace for Gold Refining at
the Alaska-Treadwell Cyanide Plant. (Bull. A. I. M. B., Dec,
1915; 3 pp.) Discussion of article by W. P. Lass previously
indexed.

2562—SOLUTION.?—The Morro Velho Method of Assay of
Gold-Bearing Cyanide Solutions. Donald M. Levy and Harold
Jones. (Bull. 134. I. M. M., Nov. 11, 1915; 1% pp.) Authors'
reply to discussion.

2563—THICKENERS—Foam Sweep for Thickeners. D. W.
Minier. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec. 18, 1915; ?i p., illus.) 2Dc.

2564—WESTERN AUSTRALIA—The Metallurgy of the
Sons of Gwalia Mine Ore. Thos. B. Stevens. (Journ. W.
Austral. Chamber of Mines. Sept. 30, 1915; 11 pp., illus.)

GOLD AND SILA"ER—GENERAL
2565—ARIZONA—Mining Developments at Oatman, Ariz.

J. Nelson Nevius. (Min. and Oil Bull., Nov., 1915: 5 pp., illus.)

2566—CALIFORNIA AND OREGON—Gold. Silver, Copper,
Lead and Zinc in California and Oregon in 1914. Charles G.
Yale. (Mineral Resources of the U. S. for 1914—Part I. Oct.
30. 1915: 62 pp.)

2567—CHOSEN—Prospecting on the Chiksan Concession.
Charles W. De Witt. (Min. and Sci. Press, Dec. 11, 1915; 2 pp.,
illus.) 20c.

2568—ELECTROMETALLURGY—Neuerungen in der Elek-
trometallurgie der Edelmetalle. Franz Peters. (Gliickauf,
Nov. 13 and 20, 1915; 9% pp.) 80c.

2569—IDAHO AND O'ASHINGTON—Gold. Silver. Copper,
Lead and Zinc in Idaho and Washington in 1914. C. N. Gerry.
(Mineral Resources of U. S.. 1914—Part 1. Dec. 17. 1915; 58 pp.)

2570—SAMPLING LOW-GRADE ORE on a Large Scale.
Downie D. Muir. Jr. (Min. and Sci. Press. Nov. 13. 1915: 4%
pp.. illus.) Relates to practice at Ebner mine. Alaska. 20c.

2571—SUMATRA—Erz und Kohle auf Sumatra. P. Muller-
Herrings. (Oliickauf. Oct. 9. 1915; 4 pp., illus.) Conclusion
of article previously indexed. 40c.

IRON ORE DEPOSITS, MINING, ETC.
2572—LAKE SUPERIOR—The Dean-Itasca and Penning-

ton Mines. (Iron Tr. Rev., Dec. 9, 1915; 1% PP., illus.) 20c.

2573—ONTARIO— The Productive Area of the Michipl-
coten Iron Ranges. Arthur L. Parsons. (Vol. XXIV. Part 1,

Annual Report of Ont. Bureau of Mines. 1915; 29 pp.. illus.)

2574—ORE DEPOSITS—The Formation and Distribution of
Bog and Iron-Ore Deposits. (Bull. A. I. M. E.. Dec. 1915; 1
p.) Discussion of article by C. L. Dake previously indexed.

2575—PRODI'CTION of Iron Ore. Pig Iron and Steel in
1914. Ernest F. Burchard. (Mineral Resources of the U. S.,
1914—Part 1, Dec. 9, 1915; 58 pp., illus.)

IRON AND STEEL MET.XLLIJRGY
2576—ALUMINA in Steel. George F. Comstock. (Met.

and Chem. Kng., Dec. 1, 1915; 4',4 pp., illus.) 40c.

2577—BLAST FURNACE—Thermal Principles of the Blast
Furnace. J. E. Johnson. Jr. (Met. and Chem. Eng.. Dec. 1

and 15. 1915; 7% pp.. illus.) Conclusion of article pre-
viously indexed. 80c.

2578—BLAST-FI'RNACE GAS— Utilization of Blast-Fur-
nace Gas. A. N. Diehl. (Iron Tr. Rev., Nov. 11, 18 and 25,
1915; 10 pp., illus.) Paper before Am. Iron and Steel Inst.
60c.

2579—CALIFORNIA—The Pacific Coast Iron Situation.
(Bull. A. I. M. R.. Dec. 1915: 6 pp.) Discussion of article by
C. C. Jones previously indexed.

2580—ELECTRIC FURNACE—Evolution of the Electric
Furnace. Karl George Frank. (Iron Tr. Rev., Nov. 4. 1915;
2 pp.) Paper before Assn. of Iron and Steel Elec. Engrs.
20c

25S1—ELKCTRIC-FI7RNACE STEEL in Canada. (Bull.
Can. Min. Inst.. Nov. and Dec. 1915; 14 pp.. illus.)

2582—ELECTRICAL PRACTICE in Steel Mills. D. M. Petty.
(Iron Tr. Rev., Nov. 11, 1914: l'/4 pp.) Paper before Assn. of
Iron and Steel Elec. Engrs. 20c.

2583—ELECTROTHERMIC SMELTING of Iron Ores in
Sweden. Alfred Stansfleld. (Can. Dept. of Mines, 1915; 6.1

pp., Illus.)

25S4—HEAT TREATMENT of Modern Steels. Robert U.
Abl)t)tt. (Iron Tr. Rev., Nov. 18, 1915; 5% pp., Illus.) 20c

2585—IRON, JIOLYBDENUM AND CARBON—The Chemical
and Mechanical Relations of Iron, Molybdenum and Carbon
J. O. Arnold and A. A. Read. (l':ngineerinK, Nov. 26, 1915; :

pp., Illus.) Paper before Brit. Instn. of Mech. Engrs. 40c.

25.<t6—NICKEL-CHROME STEEL, The Choice of. J. 11

S. Dlcken.'ion. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev., Nov. 12. 1915; 2

pp.. Illus.) Abstract of paper before Instn. of Automobll'
Engrs. 40r,
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25S7—PRODUCTION of Iron Ore, Pig Iron and Steel in
1914. Ernest F. Burchard. (Mineral Resources of the U. S.,

1914—Part 1, Dec. 9. 11115; :>f> pp., illus.)

2588—PROPERTIES—Some Suggestions Regarding the
Determination of the Properties of .Steel. (Bull. A. I. M. E.,
Dec. 1915; 15 pp., illus.) Discussion of article by A. N. Mitin-
sky previously indexed.

2589—.SLAG — Brechanlagen fijr Hochofenschlacke. A.
Mann. (Stahl u. Eisen, Oct. 21, 1915; iy^ pp., illus.) 40c.

2590—WASHED METAL. Henrv D. Hibbard. (Bull. A. I.

M. E., Dec, 1915; 10',^ pp., illus.) 40c.

LEAD .\XD ZIXC
2591—ARIZONA—Gold. Silver, Copper, Lead and Zinc in

Arizona in 1914. V. C. Heikes. (Mineral Resources of the
U. S., 1914—Part 1, Dec. 14, 1915; 49 pp.)

2592—ASSAY—The Electrolytic Assay of Lead. Ernest A.
Lewis. (Met. Ind.. Nov., 1915; 1 p.) A rapid method of in-
terest to the brass-mill chemist.

2593—CALIFORNIA AND OREGON—Gold, Silver, Copper.
Lead and Zinc in California and Oregon in 1914. Chas. G.
Tale. (Mineral Resources of the U. S. for 1914—Part I, Oct.
30, 1915: 62 pp.)

2594—DROSSING—Bardill Dressing Apparatus. J. O. Bar-
dill. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Dec 11, 1915; % p.) Device for
agitating molten lead In drossing kettles in St. Joseph lead
refinery. 20c.

2595—IDAHO AND WASHINGTON—Gold, Silver, Copper,
Lead and Zinc in Idaho and Washington in 1914. C. N. Gerry.
(Mineral Resources of U. S., 1914—Part 1, Dec. 17, 1915; 58

pp.)
2596—LEAD ANALYSIS—A Colorimetric Method for the

Determination of Copper and Iron in Pig Lead. Lead Oxides
and Lead Carbonate. Bernard S. White. (Journ. Ind. and
Eng. Chem., Dec, 1915; 1% pp.) 60c.

2597—MAGNETIC SEPARATION in Sardinia. Charles W.
Wright. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Dee. 4, 1915; 2 pp., illus.)
Describes use of Ullrich electromagnetic separators at Gen-
namari-Ingurtosu mine. 20c

259S—SMELTIN(3—The Advantages of High-Lime Slags in
the Smelting of Lead Ores. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Dec, 1915; 2»4
pp.) Discussion of article by S. E. Bretherton previously in-
dexed.

OTHER MET.iLS
2599—CADMIUM—Ueber Rohmaterialbeschaffung. Technik

und Rentaljilitat bei der Metallurgischen Cadmiumgewinnung.
Franz Juretzka. (Metall u. Erz, June 22, 1915; 5^4 pp., illus.)
40c.

2600—COBALT—Electro-Plating With Cobalt. Herbert T.
Kalmus, assisted by C. H. Harper and W. L. Savell. (Can.
Dept. of Mines. 1915; 69 pp., illu.s.) Part III of Researches
on Cobalt and Cobalt Alloys Conducted at Queens University,
Kingston, Ont.

2601—GERMANY—Germany's Ante-War Preparations for
Stocks of Auxiliary Metals. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev., Nov. 26,
1915; IS pp.) Notes on Germany's supplies of nickel, chro-
mium, tungsten, antimony and aluminum. 40c.

2602—MANGANESE—Classification and Composition of
Manganese Ores. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev.. Nov. 12, 1915; 1 p.)
From Records of the Geological Survey of India. 40c.

2603—MOLYBDENITE—Notes on the Geology of the
"MoUv" Molybdenite Mine, Lost Creek, Nelson Mining Divi-
sion. B. C. Chas. W. Drvsdale. (Bull. Can. Jlin. Inst., Nov.,
1915; 9 pp., illus.)

2604—MOLYBDENUM. P. E. Joseph. (Bull. 5, Ariz. State
Bureau of Mines. 1915; 9 pp.)

2605—R.\DIUM—Practical Methods for the Determination
of Radium. II—The Emanation Method. S. C. Lind. (Journ.
Ind. and Eng. Chem., Dec, 1915; 4?i pp., illus.) 60c.

2606—SELENIUM—.Analysis of Commercial Selenium. H.
D. Greenwood. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec. 18, 1915; V4 P)
20c.

2607—TIN—Annan River Tinfleld, Cooktown District, North
Queensland—IV. (Queensland Govt. Min. Journ., Nov. 15.
1915: lO'i pp., illus.) Conclusion of article previously in-
dexed. 6nc

260,"!—TIN—Das Zinnobervorkommen von Idria in Krain
unter Rerlicksichtigung Neuerer Aufschliisse. A. Pilz. (Gliick-
auf, Oct. 30, Nov. 6 and 13, 1915; 17n pp., illus.) $1.20.

2609—TIN—The Physical Condition of Cassiterite In Cor-
ni.«h Mill Products. J. J. Beringer. (Bull. 134, I. M. M., Nov.
11, 1915; 6 pp.) Further contributed remarks on paper pre-
viously indexed. 40c.

2610—TIN AND TUNGSTEN-t—Mining in Trengganu. Henry
Brelich. (Min. Mag.. Nov., 1915; 3V2 PP-, illus.) 40c.

2611—TUNGSTEN—The Black Hills of South Dakota a
Good Producer of Tungsten. Jesse Simmons. (Min. and Eng.
Wld.. Nov. 20, 1915; § p.) 20c.

2612—TUNGSTEN—The Reduction Test for Tungsten. M.
L. Hartmann. (Pahasapa Quart., Dec. 1915; 3% pp.)

2613—V.\N.\DIUM—Some New Organic Compounds of
Vanadium. .A.. T. Mertes and Herman Fleck. (Journ. Ind.
and Eng. Chem.. Dec. 1915; 2 pp.) 60c

XOXMET.VLLIC MIXKIl.VIiS
2614 — ALUNITE— Recent -Alunite Developments near

Marysville and Beaver, Utah. G. F. Loughlln. (Bull. 620-K,
U. S. Geol. Surv., 1915; 34 pp., illus.)

2615—ASBESTOS—Crvsotile .Vsbestos. P. H. Mason. (Min.
and Sci. Press, Nov. 20, 1915; 1% pp.. illus.) 20c.

2616—ASBESTOS—The Testing of Asbestos Mill Fiber.
Edward Torrey. (Bull. Can. Min. Inst., Nov., 1915; 5 pp., Illus.)

2617—C.\N.\DA—The Utilization of Our Non-Metallic Min-
eral Resources, Suggested by Present Conditions. Eugene
Haanel. (Report of 6th -Ann. Meeting, Can. Commission of
Conservation, Jan.. 1915; 17 pp.)

2618—MAGNESITE—The Production of Mugneslte in 1914.
Chas. G.Yale and Hovt S. Gale. (.Mineral Resources of the
TJ. S. for year 1914—Part II, Oct. 28. 1915; 18 pp.. Illus.)

2619—PHOSPHATE ROCK—Report of the Committee on
Research and Analytical .Methods, Division of F. i tilizer
Chemists. American Chemical Societj-. New Orleans .\ pr. 2,
1915. (Proc. Ann. Convention, Nat. Fertilizer Assn., .luiy 12,
1915: 7 pp.) Tentative standard methods for samplin;; and
determination of moisture, phosphoric acid and Iron and
alumina in phosphate rock.

2620—POTASH—American Potash (Chem. Engr., Nov.. 1915:
4^4 pp.) Reprint of article from "The American Fertilizer."
40c

2621—POTASH—American Potash. Editorial. (Min. and
Sci. Press. Nov. 27, 1915; 1 p.) 20c.

2622—POTASH—Evaporation of Potash Brines. W. B.
Hicks. (Prof. Paper 95-E. U. S. Geol. Surv., Oct. 25, 1915: 8 pp.,
illus.)

PETROLEr.M AXD X.\TUR.\I, G.\S
(.See also "Fuels")

2623—CALIFORNI.A—The Cost of Maintaining Productionm California Oil Fields. (Bull. A. I. M. E.. Dec, 1915; 1 p.)
Discussion of article by M. E. Lombardi previously indexed.

2624—DAKOTA SAND—Oil, Gas and Water Contents of
Dakota Sand In Canada and United States. (Bull. A. I. M. E..
Dec. 1915; 3 pp.) Discussion of article bv L. G. Huntb-v pre-
I'iously indexed. 40c

2625—DAM.VGE BY WATER—Protecting California Oil
Fields from Damage bv Infiltrating Water. R. P. McLaugh-
lin. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Dec, 1915; 13 Vi PP. illus.)

2626—FIRE HAZ.\RD—Factors Affecting Fire Hazard of
Oil Producing and Refining Properties. A. W. Gunnison.
(Western Eng., Dec, 1915; 2 pp.) Abstract of paper before
Am. Petrol. Soc, Oct., 1915. 40c.

2627—MEXICO—The Occurrences of Petroleum in Eastern
Mexico as Contrasted with Those in Texas and Louisiana.
(Bull. A. I. M. E.. Dec, 1915: 2 pp.) Discussion of article by
E. T. Dumble previously indexed.

2628—MEXICO—The Petroleum Industry of Mexico. P.
Charteris A. Stewart. (Petrol. Rev.. Oct. 30 and Nov. 6. 1915:
2% p.) Continuation of article previously Indexed. SOc.

2629—NATURAL GAS—Its Occurrence and Properties.
Dorsey Hager. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec. 11, 1915; 3 pp..
illus.) 20c.

2630—ONTARIO—Records of Wells Drilled for Oil and Gas
in Ontario. Cyril W. Knight. (Annual Report of Ont. Bureau
of Mines. Vol. XXIV. Part II. 1915: 96 pp.. illus.)

2631—PHILIPPINE Oil Possibilities. (Petrol. Rev., Nov.
27. 1915: 114 pp.) 40c.

2632—PUMPING California Crude Oil. C. P. Bowie. (Eng.
News, Dec. 2. 1915; 3V4 PP., Illus.) 20c.

2633—REFINING—European Refining Methods. Leopold
Seelenfried. (Western Eng., Dec, 1915; 2 pp.) Address before
Am. Petrol. Soc. Oct., 1915. 40c.

2634—ROYALTIES—Sliding Royalties for
Wells. (Bull. A. I. M. E.. Dec, 1915; 3 pp.)
article by R. H. Johnson previously indexed.

2635—RUSSIAN PETROLEUM INDUSTRY. (Petrol. Rev.,
Nov. 27, 1915; l'^ pp.) Details for nine months: to be con-
cluded. 40c.

2636—USES—Petroleum and Its Uses. John D. Northrup.
(Petrol. Rev., Nov. 20 and 27. 1915: 314 pp.) Address before
Oil and Gas Producers' Assn. of W. Va.

2637—VISCOSITY OF OILS in Relation to the Rate of Flow-
Through Pipes. R. T. Glazebrook. W. F. Higglns and J. R.
Pannell. (Petrol. Rev.. Nov. 20. 1915: 2 pp.)

263S—WASHINGTON—The Possible Occurrence of Oil and
Gas Fields In Washington. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Dec, 1915: 3 pp.)
Discussion of article bv Charles E. Weaver previously indexed.
40c.

ECOXOMIC GEOLOGY—GEXBR.\L
2639—ALASK.\—Notes on the Geology of Gravina Island.

Alaska. Philip S. Smith. (Prof. Paper 95-H, U. S. Geol. Surv..
Nov. 11. 1915; 9 pp., illus.)

2640—AL.\SK.\—The Broad Pass Region, Alaska. Fred H.
Moffit. With sections on Quarternarv Deposits. Igneous Rocks
and Glaciation. Joseph E. Pogue. (Bull. 60S. U. S. Geol. Surv..
1915: .SO pp.. illus.)

2641—ARTZON.\—Directory of .Arizona Minerals. Chas. F.
Willis, (Bull. 3. Ariz. State Bureau of Mines. 1915: 16 pp.)

2642—C.AN.\DA—Notes on the Geology and Palaeontology
of the Lower Saskatchewan River Valley. E. M. Kindle.
(Museum Bull. 21, Can. Dept. of Mines, Oct. 14. 1915: 25 pp..
Illus.)

2643—DIFFUSION OF SOLIDS—Preliminary Report on the
Diffusion of Solids. C. E. Van Orstrand and P. P. Dewey.
(Prof. Paper 95-G. U. S. Geol. Surv., Nov. 10. 1915: 14 pp.. illus.)

2644—GERM.AN COLONIES—The Economic Resources of
the German Colonies. HI, West African Colonies. (Bull. Imp.
Inst., July-Sept,. 1915; 30 pp.) Notes on climate, etc.. and
brief mention of minerals which occur in Camaroons and
Togoland.

2G45—OC.\L.\ LIMESTONE—The Age Of the Ocala Lime
stone. Chas. Wvthe Cooke. (Prof. Paper 95-1. U. S. Geol
Surv., Oct. 29, 19i5; 11 pp.)

2646—ONT.VRIO—Metallogenetic Epochs in the Pre-Cam-
brian of Ontario. Willet G. Miller and Cyril W. Knight.
(Report of Ont. Bureau of Mines, Vol. XXIV. Part 1. 1915;
7 pp.. illus.)

2647—ONT.VRIO—The North Shore of Lake Huron: Sum-
mary Report on Geology and Mineral Industry. Cyril X\'.

Knight. (.Annual Report of Ont. Bureau of Mines. Vol. XXIV.
Part 1, 1915; 26 pp., illus.)

.WIXING—GEXERAL
2648—.ACCIDENTS—Machinery Accidents on the Gold

Mines on the Wltwatersrand. C. B. Pattrick; also discussion.
(Journ. So. African Inst, of Engrs., Oct., 1915; 1(5% pp.) 60c.

2649—.ACCIDENTS-Mining -Accidents in Ontario in 1914.

T. F. Sutherland. E. A. Collins. J. G. McMillan and James
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Bartlett. (Annual Report of Ont. Bureau of Mines, Vol. XXIV,
Part 1. 1915: :S pp. ,illus.)

2650— ACCIDENTS— Monthly Statement of Coal-Mine
Fatalities in ttie United States, Sept., 1915. Albert H. Fay.
U. S. Bureau of Mines; 17 pp.) 20c.

2651 — ACETYLENE — The Explosibility of Acetylene.
George A. Burrell and G. G. Oberfell. (Tech. Paper 112, U. S.

Bureau of Mines, 1915: 15 pp.)

2652—ALASKA—Transportation in Alaska. AV. R. Crane.
(Proc. Railw-av Club of Pittsburgh, Sept. 24, 1915; 31% pp.,

illus.)

2653—ARIZONA. Chas. F. Willis. (Bull. 6. Ariz. State
Bureau of Mines, 1915-16: 16 pp., illus.) Notes on industrial
progress of the state, including mining, giving review of 1914
developments and production.

2654—ARIZON.X—Mining in Arizona. Charles P. Willis.

(Min. and Sci. Press, Nov. 13. 1915: 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

2655—BLASTIN(3—Use of Cordeau-Bickford in Deep-Blast
Firing. L. B. Reifsneider. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec. IS,

1915: % p.) 2nc.

2656—BLASTING WITH LIQUID AIR—Die Erzeugung und
Verwendung flussiser Luft zu Sprenszwecken. H. Diederichs.
(Stahl u. Eisen. Nov. 11 and IS, 1915: 12 pp.. illus.) 60c.

2657—BOSNIA AND HERZEGOWIN.A.—Das Berg- und Hiit-
tenwesen in Bosnien und der Herzegowina im Jahre 1914.

(Montanistische Rundschau. Nov. 1, 1915: 3 pp.) 40c.

265S—COLORADO—Mining in Colorado. GeorKe J. Ban-
croft. (Min. and Sci. Press. Nov. 13. 1915: ^i p.) 20c.

2659—CONSERVATION of Mineral Resources. fEng. and
Min. Journ.. Dec. 4, 1915: lu, pp.) Excerpts from address by
H. M. Chance at dedication of Penn. State College Mines Build-
ing. 20c.

2660—DIAMOND DRILLING. P. B. McDonald. (Min. and
Sci. Press. Dec. 4, 1915: 2t4 pp.. illus.) 20c.

2661—DRILL STEEI^ (Min. and Sci. Press, Dec. 4, 1915;

m pp.) 20c.

2662—DRILL STEEL and Its Treatment. E. M. Weston.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec. IS. 1915: 2^4 pp., illus.) 20c.

2663—DRILL STEEL—Handling Drill Steel. P. B. McDon-
ald. (Min. and Sci. Press. Nov. 20. 1915: ^i p.) 20c.

2664—HOISTING-ROPE QUESTION. The. (Eng. and Min.
Journ. Dec. 4. 1915: 1 H pp.) Discussion on safety of hoisting
ropes.' From Bull. 75. U. S. Bureau of Jlines. 20c.

2665—HUNG-4RT—Bergbau and Hiittenwesen Ungarns im
Jahre 1913. D. A. Zsigmondy. (Gliickauf. Oct. 9, 1915: 6 pp..

illus.) 40c.

2666—INDIA—The Mineral Production of India During
1914. H. H. Havden. (Rec, Geol. Sun', of India, Vol. XLV,
Part 3, 1915: 51 pp.)

2667—ITALY—Movimiento Industrial en 1913 de las Minas,
Canteras i Oficinas Metalurjicas de Italia. (Bol. Soc. Nac. de
Mineria. July and Aug.. 1915: 27>4 PP-)

266S—MINING METHOD—Notes on Shrinkage Stoping. E.

H Dickenson and H. J. Volker. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Nov.
27. 1915; 2Vt pp., illus.) 20c.

2669—MONT.\N.^—Mineral County. Montana. Mining Notes.
Hubert I. Ellis. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Nov. 27. 1915: l^i
pp.) 20c.

2670—ONT.\RIO—Mines of Ontario. T. F. Sutherland. E. A.

Collins. J. G. McMillan. James Bartlett (Report of Ont.
Bureau of Mines. Vol. XXIV, Part 1. 1915: 77 pp.. illus.)

2671—ONTARIO—Statistical Review of the Mineral Tn-
dustrv of Ontario for 1914. Thos. W. Gibson. Report of Ont.
Bureau of Mines. (Vol. XXH'. Part 1. 1915; 65 pp., illus.)

2672—PROPT-CTTON of Metals and Ores in 1913 and 1914.
J. P. Dunlnp. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914—Part L
Nov. 20. 1915: 11 pp.) 2nc.

2673—PUMPING at the Commonwealth Mine, Arizona.
Edgar A. Collins. (Min. and Sci. Press, Nov. 20, 1915; 2% pp..
Illus.) 20c.

2674—QUARRTIN(3—Electricity In Marble Quarrying

—

Vermont Marble Co. (Elec. Rev., Nov. 27, 1915; 4 pp., illus.)
20c.

2675—SHAFT RECOVERY—Method of Recovering a Caved-
In Shaft in South Africa. (Eng. and Contract.. Dec. 8, 1915:
H4 pp., illus.) Abstract of paper before So. Afr. Instn. of
Engrs., relating to Bantjes Consolid.Tted Mines. 20c.

2676—SHAFT SINKING in a Michigan Iron Mine. F. K.
Mcintosh. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Dec. 11, 1915; IH pp., Illus.)
20c.

2677—SOUTH AT'STRALTA—A Review of Mining Opera-
tions in the State of South Australia During the Half-Year
Ended June 30. 1915. Lionel C. E. Gee. (So. .\ustrallan Bu-
reau of Mines, 1915: 59 pp., illus.)

2R7S_STnpE ST'RVEY PRACTICE at Mount Lyell. G. F.
Jaklns and L. J. Coulter. (Proc. Austral. Inst. M. E.. No. 19,
19K,: 14»:4 IT.. Illus.)

267<>—TASMANIA—Mining Methods at Mount Lyell. R. M.
Murray. (Proc, Austral. Inst. M. E., No, 19, 1915; 15 pp.,
illus.)

2680—TIMBERING In New York Subway, John Seward,
(Eng. and Min. Journ.. Dec. 27, 1915; % p.) Replies to dls-
cuHslon of .1 communication previously Indexed. 2flc.

26S]—TUNNKI.—Method Used In Driving the Rogers Pass
Tunnel. (Eng. nnd Min. Journ., Dec. 11, 1915; 1 p.) From
Eng. News, Nov. 11, 1915.

2«R2—WASH AND CHANGE HOT'SES for Miners, Joseph
H. White, (Tech, Paper 116, V. 8. Bureau of Mines, 1915: 27
pp.. Illus.)

ORK nKF.>i<<iN(i

—
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2«83—FLOTATION—Note,-! on Flotation. J. M. Callow.
(Bull. A. I. M. E.. Dec 1915; IS pp., illus.) Abstracted In Eng.
and Min. Journ., Dec. 4, 1915.

26S4—FLOTATION of Silver-Lead Mineral at a New South
Wales Mine. H. Hardy Smith. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec. 11,
1915: 4V4 pp.. Illus ) Describes Sliver Peak mill. 20c.

FUELS

26S5—FLOTATION—The Electrical Theory of Flotation.
Thomas M. Bains, Jr. (Min. and Sci, Press, Nov. 27, and Dec.
11, 1915; 4I4 pp.) 40c.

26S6—FLOTATION PLANT of the Utah Leasing Co. Her-
bert Salinger. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Nov. 15, 1915; 1% pp.,
illus.) 20c.

26S7—MILL CONSTRUCTION—Cost of Winter Construc-
tion. Harrv T. Curran. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Nov. 27, 1915;

% p.) 20c

METAXLURGY GEXERAX
26SS—ACCIDENTS—Accidents at Metallurgical Works ff

the United States During 1913 and 1914. Albert H. Fa.
(U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1915; 28 pp.) 20c.

26S9—FERROMAGNETIC METALS—Magnetic Studies of
Mechanical Deformation in Certain Ferromagnetic Metals and
Allovs. H. Hanemann and Paul D. Merica. (Bull. A. I. M. E.,

Dec, 1915: 15 pp.. illus.)

2690—FIRE BRICK—A New Industrial Enterprise for Utah
and the West. Will C. Higgins. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Nov.
30, 1915: 2 ',4 pp.. illus.) 20c.

2691—INSUL.\TION—The Thermal Insulation of High Tem-
perature Equipment. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Dec, 1915: 6 pp.. illus.)
Discussion of article by P. A. Boeck previously indexed.

2692—METASTABILITY of Metals. A. Vosmaer. (Met.
and Chem. Eng., Dec. 15, 1915: 1'^ pp.) Continuation of an
article previously indexed; an account of publications of Prof.
E. Cohen of Amsterdam. 40c.

2693—POWER—Electrometallurgical Industries as Pos-
sible Consumers of Electric Power. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Dec.
1915; 5% pp.) Discussion of article by D. A. Lyon previously
indexed.

2694—SMOKE—Effect of Sulphur Dioxide on Human Be-
ings. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. 27, 1915: IH pp.) From
Report of Selby Smelter Commission, Bull. 98, U. S. Bureau of
Mines. 20c.

2695—SMOKE—Solution of Smoke, Fume and Dust Prob-
lems bv Electrical Precipitation. Linn Bradley. (Met. and
Chem. Eng.. Dec. 1, 1915: 4 pp.) Address before First Nat.
Exposition of Chem. Industsries. 40c.

26#6—TEMPERATURE SCALES— Conversion Scale for
Centigrade and Fahrenheit Temperatures. (Bull. A. I. M. E.,

Dec, 1915; 1 p.) Discussion of article by H. P. Tiemann pre-
viously indexed.

)n the Use of Low-
(Tech. Paper 123. U.

2697—LOW-GR.\DE FUEL— Notes
Grade Fuel in Europe. R. H. Fernald.
S. Bureau of Mines, 1915; 37 pp., illus.)

269S—PETROLEUM as Fuel Under Boilers and in Fur-
naces. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Dec. 1915; 3 pp.) Discussion of ar-
ticle by W. N. Best, previously indexed. 40c.

2699—POWDERED COAL—Stand der Kohlenstaubfeue-
rungen in Deutschland. A. B. Helbig. (Stahl u. Eisen, Nov.
18, 1915; 2li pp., illus.) 40c.

MIMXG A\D MET.\LLLRGICA1. MACHINERY
2700—BELTING—How Your Leather Belting is Made. F.

H. Small. (Iron Tr. Rev., Dec. 16, 1915: 3',fe pp.) Paper pre-
sented before Providence Assn. of Mech. Engrs. 20c.

2701—CRANES— Handling Materials in Manufacturing
Plants. Robert L. Streeter. (Eng. Mag., Dec, 1915; 27 pp.,
illus.) Second article of series dealing with overhead cranes,
wall cranes and jib cranes. 40c

2702—CRANES—The Use of Locomotive Cranes and Some
Data on Their Cost of Operation. (Eng. and Contract., Nov,
24. 1915; I3 pp.) Prepared by committee of Am. Ry. Bridge
and Building Assn. 20c

2703—G.\S PRODUCERS—Bv-Product Coal Gas Producers.
Arthur H. Lvmn. (Iron Tr. Rev., Dec. 9, 1915; 81 pp,. illus.)
Paper before A. S. M. E., Dec, 1915. 20c.

2704—LUBRICATION—The Theorv of Lubrication, Pari
III. L. Ubbelohde. Translated by Helen R. Hosmer. (Gen.
Elec. Rev., Dec, 1915; ZV^ pp.. illus.) Conclusion of series of
articles—treats of "Investigations of the Future" and de-
scribes combined oil and graphite lubrication. 40c.

2705—PUMP—Genesis of the Centrifugal Pump. Albert
E. Guy. (Proc. Colo. Sci. Soc, Nov., 1915; 53 pp., illus.)

2706—WKLDINC3—Oxvacetvlene Welding at Braden. Alma
Ek and J. R. Thill, (Erig. and Min. Journ., Dec 4. 1915; 2'*:

pp.. illus.) 20c.

SAMPLI.NO A.\D .\SS.\YIN<;
2707—ALI'MINUM AND BERYLLIUM—The Separation : '

Estimation of Aluminum and Beryllium by the Use of Ac-
Chloride In Acetone. H. D. Mining. (Am. Journ. of Sci., -N

1915: 3 pp.) 40c.

2708—ALI'MINUM S.^LTS—Rapid Volumetric Procedi:
for Determining Combined Alumina and Basic Alumln:i
Free Acid in Aluminum Salts. Wilfred W. Scott. (Journ. I

and Eng. Chem,. Dec. 1915; 2^4 pp.) 60c.

2709—COAL ANALYSIS—Determination of Nitrogen
Coal. A Comparison of Various Modifications of the KJeM
Method with the Dumas Method. Arno C. Fieldner and Cai .

Tavlor. (Tech. Paper 64, U, S. Bureau of Mines. 1915; 25 ;

Illus.) 20c.

M,\TERI..VL.S OF CONSTRIICTION
27in—CEMENT—Southwestern Portland Cement Co. L.

Gilbert. (Min. and Oil Bull., Oct., 1915; 6% PP.. illus.) 20c.

2711—CONCRETE—The Use of Hydrated Lime in Concrete
for Waterproofing. L. N. Whitcraft. (Western Eng.. Dec,
1915; 1 p.) 40c.

2712—PORTLAND CEMENT— British Portland Cement-
Making Machinery. (Engineer, Aug. 27. Sept. 3. and 10. 1915;
4 pp.. Illus.) Conclusion of article previously indexed.

2713—PORTLAND CEMENT CLINKER—On the Function
of Ferric Oxide In the Formation of Portland Cement Clinker.
Edward D, Campbell, (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Oct., 1915;
2% pp., Illus.) 60c.
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This is the annual re\ iew mmiher oL' the year in which

the J'Jnf/ineerwf/ and Mining Journal celebrates its oOth

aiiiiiversarv. A <-()niparison of this issue, lioth in size

and ill rharaeter, with No. 1 of Vol. 1 shows picturesquely

llir marvelous (levelopnient of the miuing inihistry (if

the United States, which we have chrouicled, reviewed

and reflected without interruption during 50 years.

TIk' jiroduction of the more imjiortant minerals and

metals is summarized in the table on this jiavre. The de-

tails appear nn subsequent pages. It will be found that

in some ca>es ciur contributors give figures that do not

agree with our owii. The explanation of such differences

will generally be tliat the articles of outside contrilnitors

were necessarily written and put into tj'pe before our own
statistics were available. The necessity of handling the

PKODUCTION OF METALS IN THE UNITED STATES
.Metal Unit 1913 1914 1915

.\lumuium Pmnds 49.601,500 (A) 45,000,000 (A) 80,000,000
Copper (a) Pimnds 1.235,735,S34 1,1.58,581,876 1,424,640,565
Ferromangnnese Lonji tons 229,834 185,118 232,210
Gold (6) Dollars 88,884,400 94,531,800 98,891,100
Iron Long tons 30,7.36,477 23,147.226 29,738,981
Lead (c) Short tons 433.476 .538,735 .505,.J5(i

.\ickel (e) Pounds 47,124,330 30,067,064 38.9611, 13S
Quicksilver Flasks (A) 20,000 16,,300 (/) 20,681
Silver (t) Trov ounces 6fi,S01..-)00 72,45.5,100 67,485,600
Zinc on Short tons 3.\S,262 362,361 492,495

(i) Production from ore oriuii.atiiie in tlw United States. C,i T'l- ^intwlics
for 1913 and 1914 are tlie tiiiMl :iiul ilm-i^ t, i- 1915 .are the pr.-lii i. ,i. . i-ii.s

reported jointly by the dirc.tni. ,,l ih, Xhiit and the U. S. (

.

- . n

Ir) Production of refined 1'-:mI li.^jn .,ir :(n.l -rmp ori^inntinp in n, i
, u i

- >:

antinioniallcTi.l w in.-lii.i.-.l i./i'h.i J I, ,,.,„,„ ,,f «,„h|,,,,.. ,,,,,|, ;. ;,,.

iiiE dross and iiinl, .
- -Im^- -
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i .l.'l i\ -. I t, ,,,., n I

Imports; for I :*
I

'- .!,-..'
I I
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: i
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i

i..!ii;i
.

I r : :, I r. .1 m 'in-s

for tht' prOlhii-i 1 in: ; ,i l, .: x;. ;. ,;,il~,i,: i;; \ i. j.i.M, I ; 1... i ,^ t ,1 ,,|, - ii-al

Survey. (,;) A^ ir|..,iiu,! I,;, tU- .M, i;.llt. ,., i:,., L.ili, liaukluii an, .M,,u.. t/.|

Estim.ated.

PllODUCTION OF MINERAL AND CHEMICAL SUBSTAXCES
.Substance Unit 1913 1914 1915

Coal, anth. (a).. Short tons 91,62i;,S25 (6)90,821,507 89,0:'0,C0O
C:oal, bitu. (o) . . Short tons 478,r,,ss,sii7 (M 122,703,9711 428,371,921
Coke (n) Short tons 45,9."i:!„S0S (6)34.555,914 4il.462.027
Copper sulphate. Pounds .>l,33O.(K)0 31,776,670 41,032.0110
Ironore Lnng tons 61,847,116 42,9n.,S97 58,843,sm
Petroleuni Barrels (//)24S.446,230 (6)265,762,535 (6)267,400,0(10

(n) The coal and coke statistics are I he est iinates of "Coal Age." (6) .As reported
by U. S. ecological Suri-ey.

great mass of material in this huge number in a few days

leaves no time for leisurely cuiiiiiarismi and revision to of-

i'ect a careful cocirdinatimi of all the data. We feel sure

that no one, in the liglit of this ex])lanation, will be mis-

led by any discrepancies that may be discovered.

Til 11114 we were ali1c to gi\f at this time ligures ol'

the world's produclion ol' copper, gold, s])eltcr and tin

in the year that had closed a few days previously. These
lignres were not mere guesses, but were based on ollicial

i-eports covering 10 or 11 months of tlic year; with esti-

mates only I'or November and December. When the final

ligures were published scMTal nioiillis later, they were

lound to vary I'imiu our jircliminary figures liy oiilv a

trifling percentage. The statistics tluit we -aiv able to

present this year, as w;is also the case a year ago. are I'ar

more incomplete than in Kill ami pre\ious years, llni-

reflecting the disturbaiii-es creaicil b\- the war. which has

pill many commercial <iinililiou< out oj' joint.

American mining companies that publicly announce
their dividends paid ii>(.5,:!8:5,;]87 in 1915, compared with

$60,323,52!) in J 91k Canadian and Mexican companies

paid $10,686,384 in 1915 and $15,231,122 in 1011.

United States metallurgical and holding companies con-

nected with the mining industry paid $82,592,19-1: in

1915, as compared with $90,434,67 7 in 1914.

The production of spelter in the United States in

1015 was the largest on record. The out[>ut swelled

enormously, quarter by quarter. If the December output

could have been reported separately, it would have ap-

peared that the rate of production at the end of 1915

was considerably in e.xcess of the rate of the last quarter.

The returns from the producers showed that the increase

of production in 1915 was chiefly attributable to the

older smelters (many of whom added new furnaces) and
to concerns which repaired and restored to operation

previously idle plants. The new plants, such as those

at Kusa and Donora, contributed relatively little to the

output of 1915, but by the end of the year they were

going at ]n'etty good gait, while several other new plants

Avere about ready to come in.

We commend to our readers a careful reading of the

remarkable series of reviews of technical progress that

appears in this issue. ^Ir. Knopf writes of advances in

the science of economic geology, Jfr. ^fegraw of gold and

silver metallurgy and progress in flotation, Professor

Ilofman of the metallurgy of lead, Mr. Addicks of the

metallurgy of copper. Dr. T?icketts on the mining and

metallurgy of copper, Jlr. Ingalls of the metallurgy of

zinc, and ^Ir. Cranston of gold dredging. All of these

contributors are of national reputation as experts in

their specialties; several of them are of international reji-

iitation. Such contributions as they offer in this issue

are real enrichments of technical literature and are es-

])ecially valuable to the general practitioner as expert

summaries of what has been done in technical metallurgy.

To all the contributors who collaborated in this number

we tender our thanks, and also to the many jiersons who

have assisted in the collection of statistical inftu-matioii.

Our thanks are due also to the ])rodiicers of copper, U>ad,

spelter and other substances, who have comniunicated ti>

us the amount of their out]iut in 1915 and have thenliy

enabled a close approximation to the actual i>roduction in

1915 to be made by Jan. 5. 19 Id, our date of tfoino- to

United States jiig-irou ]iroduction is estimated at

29.9ri.19I tons I'or the year, rro.ludion for the last

luiif-year is estimated at IT.T^i^.lOO tons.

Cold iiroduction of the world is esiimat.-d at $U0.-

9;9.S90 bir !iM5, as against $i51.582.129 in 1911.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—Jan. .">, 1»I6

All of the principal raetals advanced sharply in price

during the last week, with the exception of spelter, which

was a little softer in tone.

Copper, Tin Lead and Zinc

Copper—During the last two days of December some Con-

necticut manufacturers were large buyers at 22Vic., r. t..

April delivery. Sales of copper for earlier delivery were

made at 22i(;C. On Jan. 3 the market rose to 221/2 @23c., r. t.,

according to delivery, the difference between the prices for

early and late deliveries becoming more pronounced. On Jan.

4 the market rose further to l3®23%c., r. t., numerous sales

of round lots being made at those figures. Certain large

producers were able to sell freely only for second-quarter de-

livery. Such first-quarter supplies as were free were fur-

nished to regular customers at the same price. However, a

buyer who wanted two million pounds had to be satisfied

with one million. Sales in France were made at 24c.. delivered

there, which was reckoned equivalent to about 22.80@22.90c.

here. In London the price rose to £112®114. The aggre-

gate of the business transacted in this market was large,

chiefly for second-quarter delivery. The freight congestion

on the New Haven Ry. is causing a great deal of trouble

among the copper manufacturers of the Naugatuck Valley,

who are short of supplies, generally speaking.

Copper Sheets have been advanced and the base price is

now 29c. per lb. for hot rolled and 30c. for cold rolled. Cop-

per wire is 24® 2414c. per lb. carload lots at mill.

Tin—Owing to the disturbance of traffic conditions in

the Mediterranean, and the consequent scare respecting sup-

plies, there was a sharp advance in this market, especially

on Jan. 3, when business was done at 41 nc. at the beginning

of the day, and at 43c. at the close, the average price for the

day being reckoned at 42i,4c. On Jan. 4 there was a further

advance, 45c. being the high point. A large business was
transacted during the week.

Lead—The A. S. & R. Co. advanced its price to 5.50c.

on Dec. 31, and to d.Tdc. on Jan. 4. A large business appears

to have been done. Certain important producers are so well

sold out that they can no longer figure prominently in the

market.
Of the lead shipped by the Broken Hill Proprietary Co.

in the first half of 1915, a total of 18,962 tons, 22.9% was de-

livered in Australia and New Ztaland; 63.6',; in China, Japan
and India; 7.7% to Vladivostok, Siberia and 5.8% to Europe.

The deliveries to Vladivostok are a new feature.

Spelter—Business in this metal was relatively small in

volume, and was liBhter in the second half of the week than
in the first. There is an easier tone. Metal for prompt de-

livery is offered at ITc; for February, at 16'S16V2C.; for March,
at 15%@15?4c. First-quarter delivery is quoted at 16c. For
second-quarter delivery, many producers are sellers at 14c.,

but buyers are not to be found.

Zinc SheetH have been advanced slightly and the base
price is now 23c. per lb., f.o.lr. p. ru, ill., less 8% discount.

Business is active.

Other Metals

.VKW VUKK—Jnii. .'>

Alnmluum—With a fair amount of business the market
still shows an easier tLndenc.v. Quotations are 54i&5Sc. per

lb. for Xo. 1 ingots. New York.

Anllmoiir—The market has been limited by the small
amount ofTered, but has been active and closes strong. Ordi-

nary brands, chiefly Chinese, are quoted at 42®42%c, per lb.

The small stock of Cookson's available is held at 56c, per lb..

New York.

Nickel—The market is steady and unchanged at 4B®'60c.

per lb. for ordinary forms, according to size and terms of

order. Electrolytic nickel is 5c. per Jb. higher.

QuIekMilvrr—Prices seem to have gone wild in the absence
of uijw supplies, which have been very scarce. In New York
$1C0 ptr flask of 75 lb. Is named for large lots; *16B'S175 per
flask for smaller orders. San Francisco price is JI35®I4B,
with small stocks. London price Is £18 ISs. per flask, with
no discount from Hcrond hands.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

tiold coinage by the L'nited Slates Mini In 1915 was espc--

clally large. Out of a total coinage for the calendar year
amounting to $30,144,319.20, a total of $23,967,375 was gold.
This Included l,5i>0 octagonal |fiO, .1,500 round $58, 10,600

quarter eagles, and 25,000 gold dollars, coined tor the Pan-
ama-Pacific Exposition, 719,550 double eagles, 410.075 eagles,

752,075 half eagles, and 606.100 quarter eagles. During the

year the mints coined 60.000 special silver half dollars for the

Panama-Pacific Exposition, and 2,912.850 half dollars, 7,878, 45o

quarter dollars. 6,580,450 dimes, 30,062,120 five-cent and 55.-

975,570 one-cent pieces.

Gold sales from the United States Assay office in N. .

York in December were $3,230,572. For the year ended D.

31 the total sales were $60,616,224 in 1914. and $34, 802. r,.

in 1915; a decrease of $25,813,555 last year.

Platinum—The situation is unchanged. Prices for th

little thai is to be had are nominal at $90@95 per oz. l'

refined platinum.

Silver—The holiday inactivity in silver has been succeeded

by an inquiry sufficiently large to carry up the price to

26%d. in London today at which figure there is a moderate
inquiry.

Italian Exports of metals and minerals, nine months ended
.Sept. 30, are reported as below, in metric tons:

1913 1914 1915

Quicksilver 747 635 72s

Graphite 6,2{>! 6.118 5,610

Sulphur 283.283 229,911 241,47S

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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GoM s^midl Salver
J5v FiiEDi;iiKK lloiiAin'

Tlie sold production of the world in li)1."), iifcording

to tiir ])r('liminiiry cstinialcs pri'st'nted in Table 1. showed

an increase 1'or the lirst time in tliree years. Tliese

estimates are larjjely i)ased \\\Hm official returns covering

II months, and in the instances where these are lacking,

they are founded on the closest olficial figures obtainable,

backed bv information Irom engineers familiar with the

,-onditions in the several loiiiiTries. They are (dnserva-

tively made, and it is belie\cd that the fnial corrected

ligui'es will show s(jnie increase over thosi' hei-e given.

That the gold-mining incUistry should make so excellent

TABLE 1 GOLD PRODICTIOX OK TIIK WORL:)

Tr;iiisva,ll....

Kh'fiipsia
West .\frica .

.

MrulaKasiur, (

Tolal .\frio!

riiilfU SUiU'S

Total North .\mer:

Itus^ia, inc.. Siberia.

.

Franrc
( )l Ikt Kumpf-

'I'otal lOvimpi-

HrKish India
Briliali and Dutch 10. Indies

Japan and Chosen
China and others

Total Asia, not inc. Sibori;

.'^outh .^tnerica

Australasia

191.3

$1S1,SS'.M)I2
i:i.M:j."..(;si

S21W,71.'1.(1.53

sss.ss 1.1011

HI id.'.iiil

$a)..5( 10,000
1.S12.1UU
2.1).-)ll,00l)

$:i4,262.100

S12, 176,783
1,739,100
7,301,300
3,(;.'JS,900

S27 ,909,083

S13,0.">8,400
;>S,033,391

ini4

S173,17t),13.J

17,74.5,980
8,071,371
1,980,000

$201,.573.4.S4

S«4,.'i31.SOO

l?l:i_Mll,MI

$2(i,7li3,00(]

1 ,4.J0,00()

2.3."jO,000

$30,5l>i,0OO

$12,327,980
4.090,000
7,47Ci,.500

3,02.5,000

$28,119,480

$13,.52.5,000

45,659,271

191.5

S1SS,397,707

$217,(171,.392

•IS,S0 1,000
ir,;.i7."..()i)U

*i.;7.i'.ii,loo
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and estimate a reduction of from 7 to 10% in the silver

output of the world.

Table 3 gives the gold and silver production of the

United States for two years, the figures for 1915 being

the preliminar}' statements made jointly by the United

States Mint and the Geological Survey. These figures

are based upon smelter production and upon the returns

of the mints and assay offices, and in past years have

proved to be very nearly correct, although rather conserv-

ative in their nature, the corrected figures being generally

a little larger. According to this statement the gold pro-

duction again showed an increase, the total being $98,-

891,800, which is $4,359,300 more than in 1914. The
gain is widely distributed, the principal increases being in

California and in Colorado, those in the former state

resulting from extended dredging operations chiefly,

while in Colorado they were principally the result of bet-

ter mill work and improved methods. California main-

tained its position as the leading gold producer, with

Colorado rather a close second, Alaska third and Nevada

fourth. A second group of large producers, although

some way behind the first four, were South Dakota, which

is a gold producer only. Montana. Arizona and Utah,

wliere the gold is won chiefly in connection with copper

and other metals. These eight states produced in all

94% of the total, the remaining 6% being scattered

among 16 states, the more important of which were Ore-

gon, New Mexico and Idaho. Of our insular possessions,

the Philippines showed an increase of about 25% over

TABLE 4. MONTHLY AVERAGE PRICE OF SILVER

Month 1913 " 1914 1915 1913 1914 1915

Januarj- 62 9SS 57.572 48 855 28.983 26.553 22.731
Febniarj- 61 642 57.506 48 477 28 357 26.573 22.753
March 57 S70 58.067 50.241 26.669 26 788 23.708
April 59 490 58.519 50 250 27 416 26 9.58 23.709
Alay 60 361 58.175 49 915 27.825 26.704 23.570
June 58 990 56 471 49.034 27.199 25 948 23.267
July 58 721 54 678 47.519 27 074 25.219 22.597
.August 59 293 54 344 47 163 27.335 25 979 22.780
September 00 640 53 290 48.680 27 986 24 260 23.591
October 60 793 50 654 49 385 28 083 23 199 23 925
November 5S 995 49 082 51714 27.263 22.703 25 094
December .")7 7()0 49 375 54 971 26.720 22.900 26.373

Year .59.791 54.811 49.681 27.576 25.313 23.675

New York quotations, cents per ounce troy, fine silver; Ixindon, pence per ounce
sterling silver, 0.925 fine.

1914, which was chiefly due to extended dredging opera-

tions, while the output of Porto Rico was trifling. It

should be noted that the dredging work in the Philip-

pines is largely under the direction of Australian and

New Zealand capitalists and engineers, a fact which is

1914 1915

50
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accounted for by the proximity of Australia to the Islands

and the largo degree of ignorance as to their resources,

which still prevails at home.

The total silver production of the United States in

1915 was 67,485,600 fine ounces, a decrease of 4,969,500

ounces from 1914. As is well known, the silver output

of the United States is made chiefly in connection with

other metals, largely copper, lead and gold, comparatively

little being produced from mines whose chief value is

in silver. The greatest losses in silver were in Idaho and

Nevada, the other large silver-producing states very nearly

holding their own. The foui' leading silver producers,

in the order of their importance were Nevada, Montana,

Utah and Idaho. A second group, some way behind the

first, comprised Colorado, Arizona, California and New
Mexico. No other .state than the eight mentioned pro-

duced over 1,000,000 oz. of silver during the year 1915.

1914

Coffiffissnercial Movenirriesat of
tS^ve Pffecio-iuis Metlsils

While the European War had little effect on the min-

ing of gold, it had an important influence on the com-

mercial movement of the metal. This was entirely differ-

ent Ifom what we are accustomed to seeing in normal

Inncs. Th(! demand for gold everywhere has been great.

and it is probable that an unusually large portion of the

gold mined passed into currency cither as coin or in

liullion used in bank reserves and in the making of ex-

ihanges. Certainly a comparatively small amount was eni-

])lnyed in the arts, the efforts of European countries being

to retain as much as ])ossil)le in their own hands.

The United States has ijecn the chief beneficiary of

the gold production of the year. The extent of our exports

10 Europe, very far in excess of those of any previous year,

1915
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was strikingly illustrated, espucially in tlie latter half

1)1' the year, ijy the tlepressiou iu exchange and by the very

large amount ol loans made to foreign countries. Of these,

the most important was the advance of $50(),0()0,()00 to

the Allied nations, bnt there were a number of individual

loans made to various countries which we have not room

10 si)ecify in detail, but which brought the total amount

up to more than .$!)0(),000,000. These advances were sup-

plemented by the return or resale to us of American se-

curitii's held abroad, the total of which it is impossible to

estimate. Besiiles all this the imports of gold into this

country e.xceeiled the exports for the year by about -$-114,-

.-)."i(),0(M). Adiling to this our own gold production of .$ilS.-

Si)l,»)<)0. it will be seen that ])ractically the United States

absorbed in 1913 not only the entire gold production of

the yeai', but ov-n- $4().(iO().t)0() additional and is therefore

at jjresent the chief gold-holding nation of the world.

A ])eculiar situation with regard to the English reserve

lias developed fi'om the war. The gold from South Africa

and Australia, which normally goes direct to London, was

largely held in those countries as a reserve which could

be drawn u]TOn by the Bank of England in case of ueces-

sitv. or which could be shijjped, if required, to other coun-

tries direct. This was done to avoid as far as possible the

risks of transit during war times. The returns of the

great Euro]iean banks cannot be accepted in the usual

sense as commercial balances, except in the case of the

Bank of England, and even there the colonial reserves

referred to must be taken into account. The Bank ot Eng-

land, at the close of December, 1915, reported a decrease

of $90.0S."i.flO() as com]iared with the close of 1914. On

the other hand, the Bank of France showed a gain of

.$ir)(),()()0,OO() in its gold reserve, that of Germany about

.'{;90,()()0,000 and that of Kussia about $30,000,000. These

figures are to be accepted with reserve, since the aim of

these institutions has beea to accumulate as great an

amount of gold as possible, while the currency of most

of the European nations has been going to a large extent

upon a paper basis. What the future result of this move-

ment will be is an interesting problem.

The silver movement has been rather light. The (h'-

mand from the Far East, which is generally the backi)one

of the silver market, has not been as large as usual, while a

considerable part of the Iiulian market requirements has

been sup])lied by direct sliipnu'nts from Australia and by

sales of accumulated silver from China. The disturbed

londition of the last-named country and its comi)arative!y

small export balances have ])revented the taking of much

silver from the West.

The estimated rjuantily of silver used in the arts was

probably less than usual, owing to the small deuumd for

silver i)roducts in Europe. 'I'liere was, however, an un-

usual demand from the JMiropean nations for silver coin-

age, wliicli was due to the re<piirenients of sudi coins for

the payment of armic-s in the field, wiiere jjaper monev

was doubtful an.l dillicnlt of use. This demand was IIh'

means of causing an imiiorlant rise in (he i)rice of silvei'

ill November and I)eceml)er, as is shown in the aecomiiany-

iiig table, wiiieli gives the average prices in London and

New York for tliree years past. The general level, it will

be seen, was rather low in 1915. The United States Mint

was also a consi(leral)le purchaser of silver.

The market would have probably gone lower than it

did, had not Ameiiean and (lanadian iirodneers held back

supplies and refrained from jjressing silver for sale.

At the beginning nl I'.M.'J the platinum market at New
York was (juiet at .$41(« 4'^ per oz. for retineil. During the

first quarter there was but little change, though i)rices

were easier if anything, some business being reported as

low as $38. 0.1 the other hand, there was imjirovement

in the market for crude platinum at Ekaterinburg. The

Russian government stopped the export of platinum. At

a conference of gold and platinum producers in I'etrograd

it was reported that the smaller producers had ceased

working. The stock of platinum was large, but generally
,

it was in strong hands. In April the Russian government

IRMinitted resumpticui of exports, but imjiosed special con-

ditions. However, there was no dillieulty iu se(niriiig

])ei-mits for e\]iortation to friendly countries. About

Mav 1 it was reported that 4fi,000 oz. of crude platinum

was held liy ihe banks in Petrograd and Ekaterinburg.

At the mid-year the jirice for n'lined ]ilatiiium at .Ni'

York was $3';'(r( 39 |ier o/. About Ihe middle of Augu-

an upward lendcncy began to be e.xhiliiled, the Him

AVERAfiE PRICES OF PI.ATIM.M

(In DnlhirspcrOuncoTroy)

IHU • 1915
liussia. Cnide Metal liil.s.sia, Cnidi- Metal

New York 83% Platinum Now York s:!% Plii'ii'Uiii

Ueiimil SI . Prtvrs- Ekatorin- Refinc<l St. Peters- Kkoterin-
Platiiium burg burg Platinum burg burg

.T.anuai^'.. 4.i 3S 3(>.43 36. 2S 41.10
Fcbru.-iVv... 43.50 36.36 36.28 40.00 30 :W 30. OS
March.:. . 43.50 36.39 36.28 39.50 30.;J8 30 OS
April 43.50 36.46 36.28 38.63 30 38 30 OS
May 43.50 30.41 36.28 38.50 .iO.SV 30 OS
.Tune 43.50 36 09 36.00 38 00 32.39 31.02
July 43.50 35 72 35 72 38.00 32.39 .!1.02

August 50 20 39.25 32 30 30.73
September.. 50 00 . 35.72 .50.00

Ortober... 49.50 33.84 .54.50 37 98 38.70
November.. 45.45 62. 1)3 17 4ri .il< M
December.. 42 19 85.50 .56 40 .56 25

Year 45 14 47 13

New York average for year 1913. $44 .SS; 1912, $45 .55; 1911 $43 12; 1910,

$32 70 per ounce Troy.

change in the tpiotation being to $39l/2@-H- If was not,

however, until the first week of September that consumers

awoke to a realization that the market was short of sup-

].lies. In that week the price ro.se from $4'3 to $4S(ct)50.

This was about the season when manufacturing jewelers

are accustomed to buy largely. During the remainder of

Sc]itembei- the market was uneasy. This situation con-

tinued into November, when the ipiotatioii at New York

was $.'J-.ifa .'iti per oz. In the meanwhile there hail been a

crazy market ni Hu.-isia, where platinum had been bought

largely for ex|)orl, wherefur il was as good a niedium

of exchange as gold, while Iheie was an increased domes-

tic demand from sulphuric-acid coneenlrators. who were

expanding their phints.

During November the jirice for platinum at New Yorl

rose r;ipi(lly. I?y the end of the montli Ihe ipiotalioii \'

$';il(r;;i pel' i.z. ill liu.ssia there was a .similar advan-

and from there il was reported that abandoned minev

the Urals were being reojiened. During December ;

markel was very e.xcited, and at the end nf tlir i Ili li^

ipiotalion was about $90 jier oz. l.'elineis were disineliiH W

to (piiite except lo their regular eusloiners. and siippl"

in l,'ussi;i were being held back, their holders e.vpectn

.fill higher prices.

Mine MniiiiriK-tiirril mill Solil in tlic United States In 1!>I

iiniDiinted lo 3,3S0.92S liiii.M, uccoidlnjc to llic United Stiil'

r,eol(i»fir.Tl Snivcy, a dcrreiise of r>.96';{. from 1913. Pcnii

.sylvnnl.i prodiici'd tlio laiRCst qunntlty. 852,927 tons; Ohio II

Hecond InrRpwI. 4S7,fi!i3 tons. Total numljcr of Uilnn Is 2.::;'

The hydrnted-lliTie production was 515.121 tons
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The situation of copper at the end of 191.5 may be

diagnosed approximately Irom the li'iures in tlic ac-

lompanying tables. The first table gives the smelters'

prudiiction of copper in the United States, this being the

sinumary of reports received from all of the producers.

The distribution by state of origin is approximately

correct, but those figures are subject to more revision than

is the grand total, for the reason that it is impossible to

niake a precise allocation at this early date. The copper

production of the United States in 1915 was larger than

in 1914. In the later year the mines were operated at

reduced rates for five months. In 1915 the curtailment

was generally in effect during the first quarter only, and

during the remainder of the year all of the companies

SMELTERS' PRODCCTIOX OF COPPER IK THE UNITED STATES

(In Pounds)

State !ni2 ini3 1014 1915

Alaska :w.i;()L'.(K)n 24,t.'i2,non 24.2.s.s,o()o (u.KfKi.mio

Arizona :;.-.7.'i:.2.'m;l' :!<.«i>4'.i.Tir. ijsTHTs.s.iJ 44:!.(ir]|.:!:!l

California :'.l .iiii:i,iij:( :«.:i'.iii.27L' i;'.i.-,i.-,.4vn :;s.:ii:!.'.i.'7

Colorado T.r.ie.oiH) 7.iw(i.(ioii l<i,l(il..".7',i r, ^iiii.iiiio

Idaho .•.iii-,i,.",-12 s.i:;t.ii-'s i,vor,,4i,(i .-,,7-';),(iiiu

Michigan 2 il .iL's.lsi. l.V.i.4:;7.2i,2 l.-yjivrn.; 241.951.921

Montana :;nM,2l7.7:',.-. 2s,-.,:i;;i..l '..; 2t:;.i:i'i.7:!7 2(>.5,779.&4:S

Nevada. s2.."..;(Mi()S M.iisi.'.liil i>ii.(i7s.ii<l5 G5.59S 475

New Mexico 27.4X.S.912 4(i.y.>i.414 ()4.*i^..'s92 67..S2".73()

Utah 131,673..'S03 147,.591.9.55 153.5.55,902 188.080,000

Washington 1.121,109 448.805 1(5.5.023 *

Ea^st and South 1S.502,I).55 24,333.014 19.213,9B5 20.90().143

OtherSlateB 4,396,BG7 4,1.5.5.135 4.257.0SS tl5.S2-l.395

Totals I,241.77()..WS 1.22.5.73.5,834 l,1.5-<,.5Sl.s7li l,424.(14ll,.5li5

'InHudwI in "Other SIntis " tlncluded in this fiwiru is agiioU deal of cup-

piT that could not be distributed as to oripin at this time.

SMELTERS' PRODUCTION

(In Pounds)

Source 1012 1913 1914 1915

N.American ore. 1,489,170,5(52 1,438,565,881 1,327.488,479 1.010499.571

Foreign ore 53,701,307 .55,803,202 .50,101,308 44. ,538,2 17

Scrap 11,949,348 22,427,.8S9 20.894,5.59 15,275,991

Totals 1,554,827,217 1,516,79B.972 1,398,484.340 1,076,313,769

To foreign refiners 45,735,673 36,682,605 30,765,920 4'J,062,900

To .Vnierican rc-

fiiiirs 1,509,091,544 1,480,111,307 1,301.718.426 1,030.250.809

Crude copper im-
ported 144.480.144 109.31.5,869 131,12.5,076 140.000.000

Total crude
copper 1,0.53,471,(588 1,619,430,230 1 ,492,.'*43,.502 1.776.250.869

strove to force production to the utmost. In so doing,

American refining capacity was taxed to the maximum.

The second table gives tlie total supply of crude copjier

available to American refiners. The (hi id table sum-

marizes the world's production of co])]H'r in 191."). These

figures are offered with consideralile diflideiuc, for the

reason that it was impossible to obtain flie usual reports

from Europe and Africa. Cable advices from London on

Jan. .") were to the effect that copiier-pniduction figures

were quite impossible, but it was e.xpected that the

WORLD'S PnOni:CTION OF COPPER (•)

(In Metric Tons)

C.untry 1012 1913 1914 1915

l!ml«l States .561.200 .55.5,990 .525,.529 646.212

Mexico 7:!,(517 .58,323 30,337 30,969

Canada MM-i .34,880 31,027 47,202

Cuba 4,393 3,:ftil 6,251 8,M:i(i

AuBlralasia t47,772 t47,325 37,.502t 32,512

I>eni 20,4X3 •2.5,4.S7 2:<,()47 tt.32,41(l

f 'liilc ,39,201 .39, (.34 40,870 17, 142

lUivia 4,081 .i.0.5St 1.3(Mit •*:t,lK«>

Japan (52,486* 73,1.52t 72,0385 57.5,(KKI

UuTOM 33,.5.5«± -M.-iUt 31,93Nt •*IO,(l'KI

Oermany ai.:t03t 25.:«ik+ 30,4801 **.35,(i(KI

Africa l(i,(132t 22,s70t 21,1.3.5+ •••.•7,fl!)0

Spain and Port ucnl .59,873t .5l.(i90t 37,0991 ••.3,5.0(KI

thlicr (XJuntriM 20,.5.5.5t 27,l.58t 2.5,l76t **2J,'no

Total* 1,020,022 1,00,5,978 92-1,888 1,061.283

* "The etatu'tien in this table are our fiwn compiljitionft, exoi'pt where specinllv

noted to thi eontnirv. + A" re|).irtrd by ili-nr>' R. Marlon & C\<. J Ah oflicinlly

reported. S Privately roinmunii-ntol to us from Japan. •Estimated. ttConi-
municated by L. Vogelslein & Co.

Ore, matte, etc.. contents.
Unrefined, blister, etc

Ingots, bars, etc
Plates and sheeus
Wire
Old and scrap

October Ten Months
264,085 1,901,841

202,239
44,141,210 452,906.9,53

537.0:i3 23,285,230
1,946,4'20 44,067.775

I),004,050

Total. 46,889,300 529,028,097

111 addition iiiamiraitures of copper, weight not given,

were t'X])ortcd, Milued at •$."j,77:'«,91() for tlic Icii months.

'I'he imports of copper for October and for the 10

months ended Oct. 31 are reported as follows, in pounds:

Ore, matte, etc., contents
Unrefined, blister copper, etc.

Bars, plates, etc
Old and miscellaneous

October Ten .Months

9,330,386 97,570,150
18,741,1.50 74,850,217
2,003,5,54 78,471,891
599,406 5,959,355

Total 30,683,496 256,857,624

'i'lie actual tonnage of ore, concentrates and matte, of

which the contents are given, was 1:0..j70 tons in October

and 351,178 tons in the 10 months.

Jaiuiarv—The year opened with copper at about

l'2.7(lc. Improvement in the demand manifested itself

almost immediately, and the price rose steadily, the tiuoUi-

tion at the end of the month being H.JrO'o 1 1.50c. There

were some mysterious features in the market, which later

in the year turned i^ut to be connected whh a liuge specu-

lative o])eratioii.

February—With the beginning of tliis month there \vi\>

a lull in buying. The large producers made no effort to

•On any Riven day copper is apt to be sold at a range '>'

price even wiiin the inaikct Is stationary, such raii|ic e-xhlbil-
in;^ the competition amonsr sellers and the shoppinB innoiii4
bu.vcrs; also there are differences in price iccordliiR to con-
ditions of sale. In periods of activity there arc. moi eovii-.
ihaiiKes In price between the bcKiniiintf and end of a day. In

(lUotiiiK liniires in this nnnnal review wc have refi r. nci (n

what we have in our weeUly market reports dtiiinR tin >eai
coiiipKted as the daily avcraije price. (.Juotatloiis an ic'lni.,!

to terms of net cash. New York. Copper for domestic ilrh\ii.\
is cdinmiinlv sold on "regular terms." "HeKtdar terms" in tin

sale of copiH-,- mean that the .•seller delivers the idpi.ei- to tli.

Iniyer, piiyiiin the freiKht on it. and allows liim 30 days aft i

his receipt of the copper in which to make paymetit. or if Im

ehuoses to pay cash, the bill Is discounted at the rate of M;'>-
To arrive at the dilTcrcnce between a sale upon these tcrlM^
and a cash sale f.o.b. iiHnery, which is regarded as beiir..;

f.ob. New York, the interest on the value of the copiH i

while In transit is commonly reckoned. This is a matter "'

10 (lays. When copper sells at lUVtC, regular terms, (In-

eciiilvalcnt net price Is therefore about IS.DSe.. there bclir.;

(I.O!(12Bc. dlseouiit. fl.lc. freiijht and 0.0304c. loss of interest,
a total of (1.22c. The frel)fht rate is naturally a variable
belnir less to some nearby factories and more to some of tlu-

more remote ones, .\liout lOc. per 100 lb. is regarded as beiii:;

an averaire t lanspnrtiitlou cost.

princi])al countries would show marked decreases. .\

report from our correspondent in Petrograd indicate>

n large increase in the Russian production, owing to the

mines of the Catuasus being in the war zone. The
returns from the United States, ilexico, Canada, Cuba,

x\ustralia, Peru, Chile and Japan are approximately

comjih^te. They show a further diminution in the pro

duction of Mexico, which in 1915 dwindled almost to

insigniiicance. Japan and Chile, on the other hand,

showed increases, operations among the Japanese miip

having been forced, while the production of Chile w;i

swelled by the growing output of Braden and the new l

output of Chuquicamata.

The exports of copper from the United States in Oc-

tober and in the 10 months ended Oct. 31, as reported

by the Department of Commerce, in pounds, were:
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Sdliril, ailditiiiiuil husincss. Iiciii;;- well Siilislii'd with tlie

large sales effected duriiii.' tlir prcxious three months, hut

dealers anxicjiis to do hnsiness nil the time immediately

hegaii to i|uote the markel down, seekiuff the level at

whieli (oj)|)er could lie liii-iii'd o\cr. After a decline to

ahout I t.l.'jc., tiiere was a I'ally 1o I l.^rifr' l-t.Soc, where

the iiioiith closed. Duriii"' Fehruary the market was

rather confused.

.March—Imjjrovenient eai'ly nianilc-ted itself, and the

price had a I'ising tendency right llii'ough the month. At
liu' end the quotation was l.')..5()(6f) 15.60c. The disturh-

aiice of conditions respecting the transaction of foreign

husine.ss hegan to attract nnu-h attention. On Mar. 17

it was written "with respect to .sales for export there are

all kinds of uncertainties as to exchange, insurance and

freight, and even of freight room at all, and a shipper

can seldom figure out what he is going to realize until the

husiness is completed." Also it was noted in Marcli that

the demand for copper, hoth foreign and domestic, was

attrihutahle to military requirements rather than to

peaceful.

.\pril—^larket report^ hegan to talk ai)out inipro'c-

meiit in domestic consuni]ition, es]iecially among the sheet

lolli'rs and wire drawers, hut tlie im|)rovement was char-

MONTHI.Y .WEKAGIC I'JilCIO OF COPPER

Elpctrolvtir Loudon Standard
Muiilli U)12 1913 'mu li)ir> 1912 191.3 1914 191.5

Jan.. 11094 16.48S 14.22S l:i.B41 02 71)0 71.741 64.:i04 HO 75(i

I'Vb... 14 0X4 14 971 14 491 14 :in4 1)2 S93 65. .519 0.5 2.59 (i:i.4fl4

Mar... 14.69S 14.713 14.131 14 7S7 0.5 SKI 0,5 329 r4.270 66.1.52

.Apr.... 15 741 15.291 14.211 lO.Sll 7il_'Ml i-,s 1 11 64.747 75,090

.\I.-iv... 10 031 15,436 13.996 lK..50(i 7_' ;V' i.s v:i7 03.1S2 77,600
.liin'p... 17 234 14.672 13.603 19.477 7s J'l i.7 Mil 61.336 S2.574
.hllv... 17 190 14.190 13.223. IS 790 7'. ',;i. •! Hili 60. .540 76.011
,\ni; ,, 17,498 15,400 * 16 941 7sii7ll (.'ijiMl * 68.073
Sipt... 17. .508 16.328 * 17 .502 7s 7' ,' 7: IJ,'. * 68,915
OH 17,314 16.337 * 17(180 7'. ;-'' 7 ; N:; * 72.601
Nov... 17 326 15.182 11.739 18.627 H. viu i.v j7.-> .53 227 77.744
D<-c., 17.370 14.224 12.801 20 133 7.5.511) 6.5 223 56 841 80 773

Yrar... 16 341 15 269 17 275 72.942 68 335 72 532

New York, conts per pound. London, pounds storting per long ton of standard
eopper. * No quotations.

acterizcd as "sjiotty." 1'lie hrass makers were already

very busy with war orders. Tii the second week of April

the market rose shar]i|y upon fairly large transactions.

Fancy prices hegan to he realized on special brands of

Lake copper. As the month wore on, large buying devel-

oped, and at the end of the month the quotation was

18.7()@18.8()c.

May—AVith the opening of this month there was a lull

again and a shading of prices in some quarters. During

the second half the ])rice declined to about 18.30e. At
this time the ralnmet & lleihi company was reported to

he well sold ahead at 2:?c. per Ih., and domestic consumers

who ]ireviously hud never used anytiiing but Lake copper

Were said to he considering the use of electrolytic.

'I'oward the end of !Mav the market rallied, and the month

elosiMl at 1S..')nc^, IS.fjO,-.

.lune—About June 1 an active demand began to de-

xelop with buviiig of such magnitude as to start a sliarp

ad\iince in the price. .\t the middle of the month an

aM'i'age of 20c., lu^t cash, was realized. The volume of

business consnmniated was stiquMidous. It was reported

A Ibis time thai the .\iiaconda company had sold 1(1%

of its ex))ecteil out|nit in l!)l(i at ]n-ices in the neighbor-

hood of -^Dc. The great buying nuivement having spent

itself, the market relapsed to lO.l.^frTiin.T.lc. at the end of

I be month. Noteworthy features at the mid-year were the

unusual disparity between the firices for electrolytic and

casting copper—abiuit Ic jier lb.—that still prevailed.

Prices for elcctrolytir coppn- and standard in the London

market had lieen entirely out of joint for a lon^' time, for

the reason that there was no longer a free market for

standard, iiiasmueh as no copper could be exported from

Kngland. Foreign refiners were therefore unable to buy

warrants and accept delivery of the copper for shipment

to their refineries.

July—During the first half the market was dull, but

there was no great change in price. During the second

half there was more pressure to sell, and the price had

declined to 1 7..'i.5((7 17..5oc. by the end of the month. The
British government decided to release raw copper for

ex])ort with certain stipulations and guarantees, and some
of siuli cop|jer was bought by American refiners, but the

extraordinary differential between refined and standard

continued throughout 1915.

August—This was another dull month. About the

middle tlie market became weak and business was done at

ir).75@15.S5c. This relatively low price attracted buyers

who really were in need of copper, and their demand [nit

the market up to 17.3;')(7/ 17.8oc. by the end of the month.

but sellers were injudicious, advancing prices too rapidly.

and liuyers were frightened away. Stocks at refineries

were reported as not increasing to any great extent, owing

to the large deliveries .still being made on old orders, hut

pidduction was proceeding at a high rate—one estimate

being IfiO.OOO.OOO lb. per month—and this caused some

concern. There was even some gossip among the pro-

ducers about taking steps to curtail the output.

September—An improved .sentiment among the ]irin-

cipal sellers of copper was discernible. Certain houses

that previously had been rather bearish began to be more

.\^'ER.\GE MONTHLY PRICES OF COPPER MANIF.-\CTUKES

fin Cents per Pound)
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lietter. By the middle of October the price for copper

had declined to about IT.aO^lT.eOc. Then there was

another improvement, which turned out to be the fore-

i-uuner of a great demand, and at the end of October the

quotation was 17.70@17.80c. During October the copper

market was in a rather chaotic condition. Certain pro-

ducer.'i who were fortunate in having large stocks of copper

abroad made excellent sales out of warehouse there, and

being satisfied with that business, made no effort to do

an\-thing here. Other protlucers, in selling for export,

found it difficult to arrange for freights, and taking

chances on freight rates and exchange, their probable net

return was a good deal a matter of guesswork. Some

producers were disposed to take business whenever and

however they could get it. The competition of the Lake

producers was sharp.

Xoveniber—The strike at the Nichols refinery, early in

this month, started something of a scare among buyers.

On Xov. 15 the advance began to be rather violent. It

continued without interruption right up to the end of the

month, when the quotation was 19.50@ 19.75c. The

volume of business consummated in Xovember was huge,

being but little less than that done in June.

December—^With the opening of this month the market

became more quiet, the price settling to a basis of about

19V^c., net cash, Xew York. The matter of freight rates

to Europe became e\en more troublesome, contracts at $1

]icr 100 lb. being made early in the month and at $1.50

toward the end. About the middle of December domestic

manufacturers, especially some of those who had am-

munition contracts, began to exhibit signs of nervousness.

These manufacturers had failed to contract for all the

metal that they needed for their own ]>roducts already

sold. AVIien they attempted to cover their shorts, they

found that copper was not easy to get and that they had

to bid for it. On Dec. 22 was announced the consumma-
tion of a transaction whereby the British government

purchased 60,000 long tons of copper from the two lea^l

ing producing interests, for delivery during 1916, tii

price being in the neighborhood of 20c., Xew York. Tli

news of this and the realization that but little unsui

copper was available until after the first quarter of 191

excited the market. At the end of the month the pri'

was 2214c., net cash, Xew York.

Copper SiBacdl Zses© Fs'odl^cfeaosa

By B. B. Thayer*

Last year was a record year, so far as prosperity' w:

concerned, throughout the entire Butte district, and t!

condition was reflected generally throughout the Stat.

of Montana. On account of the high prices received foi-

all the metals, production was at its maximum and all

tlie companies produced at least their normal output.

The Butte & Superior made its largest output in zinr

on record, and there is no indication at the present

time of any cheek during 1916. What has been sai^!

of the Butte & Superior applies likewise to the properti -

operated by W. A. Clark, and the prediction made
number of years ago—namely, "that Butte would beconu

as important a factor in the production of zinc as it hail

been in the production of copper"—has been fulfilled.

The Pilot-Butte company was ia litigation durii

1915 with the Anaconda company over the ownership m
certain orebodies, and the case is still in the courts. Th<-

•Vice-President Anaconda Copper Mining Co.. New York.

IMUNCIPAIv COPPER-XIIXINO D1.STRICTS. SMELTING WORKS AND ELECTROLYTIC REFINERIES IN THE
UNITED STATES
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Alex Si-ott coinpaiiy npuratcd continuously witli results

very satisfactory to the niaiiaj^'onient, it is statefl. The
oflicials of tiie East Buttu company reported satisfactory

])n)<rrL'ss and are contemplating more extensive operations.

The condition of the mines of the Anaconda company
improved very materially durin.ij: li'l.j, and developments

therein were very gratify in jj-. The new work undertaken

at the Washoe reduction works was practically completed,

and all of the improvements, when in full operation, will

reduce considerably the cost of copper production. The
Anaconda company will probably enter the field as a zinc

producer on a large scale, as a process has been evolved

at the Washoe works which it is thought will to a certain

t.xtent revolutionize the metallurgy of zinc, in that no

smelting whatsoever is carried on in the reduction of

the zinc ore, the process being entirely leaching and

electrolytic preci))itation.

I
The Anaconda electrolytic zinc process is di'sci-ihed

elsewhere in this issue.—Editor
|

By J.vmes ^IacXaugiitu.v*

Jjast year was oue of gradual and continuous improve-

ment. At the end of 1014 practically all the nonpro-

ducing mines were closed and all the producing mines

except Jlohawk and Wolverine were running at reduced

rates. The situation improved rapidlv', so that the close

of 191j found all the producing mines pushing produe-

work and bonus systems underground havi- been exii-inied

so that the willing and efficient miner or tramnur .an
make almost double the basic rate. The use of the C'arr

bit has resulted in an increased output per miner equiv-

alent to his total output of a few years ago. This
increa.<<ed efficiency shows itself not only in decreased

eo.sts, but more especially in making available tremendous
t(jnnages of low-gra<le ore that woidd not otherwise Iw

commercial. At the Copjjer Range mines the use of .sand

filling for stopes has been continued and a closer selection

of rock underground has resulted in a decided lowering

in the cost per pound of copper produced.

At the several mills the changes have been along the

line of increased efficiency, chiefly by reason of lower

]TOwer cost and finer crushing. The use of the low-pres-

sure .steam turbine following the steam stamp has become
standard ; Ahmeek, Champion and Isle Royale put in

tiiis equipment during 1!)1.5. The Copper Range Co.

IS increasing its fine-grinding capacity as power permits.

using Hardinge mills and steel balls. Calumet & Heda
i)egan the recrushing of its accunmlated tailings during

1915, and results have exceeded expectations. This in-

stallation is the largest tailings ])lant in existence, having

a\ailal)le over 35,000,000 tons of material, all lying with-

in a radius of less than a mile.

The excellent results of 1915 were accomplished by

friendly feeling and cooperation between employer and

employee. Most of the companies showed a willingness to

share their prosperity with the men to an extent beyond

Works Situation

Nichols Copper Co Laurel Hill. X. Y.
Rahtan Copper Works Forth Amboy, N. J
Raltiniori- Copper Snif?lting and Rolling Co Canton. Md'
American Smelting and Refininp Co Perth Ambov, X. J
Ignited States .Metals Refining Co Chrome. X. J.
Ralbach Smelting and Refining Co. ... Xewark, X*. J . ,

.Vnaoonda Copper Mining Co . . Great Falb, Mont.
Tacoma Smeltmg Co . . Tacoma. Wash.
Calumet <!: llecla Mining Co . Buffalo, X. V.
Calumet & Hccla Mining Co Calumet, Mich.

ELECTROLYTIC COPPER REFIXERIES OF THE UNITED STATES

1913 Capacity,
Poundst
400,000,000
400,000,000
348.000,000
210,000.000
200,000,000
48,000,000
6.5,000,000

30,000,000
,->5,000,000

400,000,000*
30O,OU0,0OOt
312,000.000*
192.000,000*
180,000,000*
4.>i,0(.)0,00»»

c.-i.ooo.om*
;ir,,(x 10,000*

,5.3,000,000*

1914 Capacity.
PoundsX

400,000,000
400,000,000
330,000.000
210.000,000
200,000,000
4S,t)0(),(XK)

0.5,()(X),000

48,000,000

§
05,000.00011

1915 Capacity,
Poundst

400.000.000
400,000,000
3.>l ,000,000
240,000.0a)
200,000.01X1
4S,00a,0(KI
05,000.1HKI*

120,0«1,(M)II

§
65,000,000

* Official figures furnished by the respective companies, t Esi
Calumet & Hccla dismantled in "fall of 1914.
a capacity of about 180,000,000 lb.

Xew works put into operatit

1,648,000,000 1,768,000,000

tetl. t All of the figures for 1013, 1914 and 1915
, 1914. ** Xew- refinery of Anaconda company,

officially furnished. § Buffalo works of
construcf'on, will have

tion to the limit and all non})ro(huing mines again in

o]je ration.

The new jjrojjerties to enter the eop]>er-production class

(luring 1915 were the South I^ake, New Arcadian and
White Pine. The production of the first two mentioned

has been limited to an occasional mill run, but White

I'ino has been a steady producer on a limited scale since

April. This rock has been much advertised by the

newsjiajiers as being ])henomenally rich. This statement

is probably made becau.se of th(> inherent optimism of

the correspondents and the isolation of the property. The
fads are that the rock is but little richer than the average

of the district. Exploration in the neighiiorhood of the

White Pine has led to the organization of the White Pine

Extension Jlining Co., the only new incorporation in this

district during 1915.

If 1915 was notable for increased activity in the eon-

sumption and production o'' eo])])er, it was no less so in

the effort to produce cheaply without its heing at the

expense of the wage earner. Wages have been gradually

raised as the price of cojiper warranted it, until they are

now the highest ^ver known in the district. Contract

•Second vice-president and general inan.n^tr, Caltiniet ^:

Ilerla Mining Co., Calumet, Mich.

the immediate necessities of the labor market. With

the continuance of this cooperation the Lake .Sujierior

copper district faces a future brighter even than the past,

for every decrease in cost carries with it the ability to

extend the field of operation to ore otherwi-'- i-i-n- the

point of profitable extraction.

The smeltery at West Norfolk. Va.. is e(|uippe<l to

produce 20 tons of bli.sfer copper from ore ]xm- day.

Electrolytic copper is being successfully ludilueed direct

from roasted pyrite cinder from the sulphuric-acid works,

although from some solutions cement copper is being

produced. The residue, after the copper is extracted, is

sintered and sold for the production of iron in iron and

steel works.

The Virginia Smelting Co. has begun the production

of liquid SO. from waste smeltery gases and is reclaiiii-

iiig very valuable land on one of the best harbors in the

Tnited States by filling in the mud Hats with slag from

the smeltery. .\ pier of slag has alreaily iieen built

1.500 ft. out to deep water.
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In this plant ore is smelted for the recovery of copper,

silver and gold, after it has been mined in Butte, roasted

at Kansas Citj' to produce sulphuric acid, and smelted

in Oklahoma for the recovery of the zinc. Pyrite is

mined in Canada, roasted in Massachusetts, New Jersey,

New York and Pennsylvania, and the cinder is smelted

at ^Vest Norfolk or the copper is leached out and precipi-

tated and the cinder sintered.

tion of a leaching plant to treat the tailings from th'

concentrator was commenced during 1915. Addition

-

and improvements to the concentrator have resulted ii

increasing its capacity to 800 tons per day.

Prospecting in the district was not carried on as ener-

getically during 1!)15 as formerly, principally bcause >

many men were attracted to the line of the new railwa;

being built bv the Government from Seward.

By Stepmex Birch*

During 1915 the copper mines near Kennecott owned

by the Alaska Syndicate were transferred to the Kennecott

Copper Corporation, and the stock of this company was

placed on the market. These mines produced from the

time of the formation of the Kennecott Copper Corpora-

tion, May 2T, 1915, to Nov. 30, 1915, approximately

52,000,000 lb. of copper, averaging about 8,660,000 lb.

per month, at a cost of under 5c. per lb. Dur-

?ffim< of

The accompanying table, corrected up to Dec. 1, 1915,

gives the names of the companies engaged in copper

smelting in the United States, Canada and Me.xico;

the situation of their works, the number of their smelt-

ing furnaces and the estimated annual capacity in terms

of tons of charge, meaning ore and flux, but not includ-

ing fuel. It should be noted, however, that not all of

the furnaces reported are in operation all the time. In

COPPER-S.MELTIXG WORKS OF NORTH MERICA
No. of Re-

Situation of Works
Aguascalientes. Mex.

No r,f Blast
Company

American Smelting and Refining Co
.\merican Smelting and Refining Co Perth Amboy, N.
.\merican Smelting and Refining Co Omaha. Neb
American Smelting and Refining Co Ei Paso, Tex 3
American Smelting and Refining Co Mitehuala, S.L.P.. Mex. 3
.American Smelting and Refining Co Hayden, Ariz
.American Smelters .Securities Co Garfield, Utah 4
.American Smelters Securities Co Tacoma. Wash. .. 2
.American Smelters Securities Co Velardena, Dgo., Mex ... 3
.Anaconda Copper Mining Co Anaconda, Mont 3
.Anaconda Copper Mining Co Great Falls, Mont 2
.Arizona Copper Co Clifton, .Ariz

Balakala Consolidated Copper Co.ft Coram, Calif 3
Compagnie du Boleo Santa Rosalia, Mex 8
British Columbia Copper Co Greenwood, B. C 3
Calumet & .Arizona Slining Co Douglas, .Ariz 2
Canadian Copper Co Coppercliff, Ont 7
Cananea Consolidated Copper Co Cananea, Son 8
Consolidated .Arizona Smelting Co Humboldt, Ariz
Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co Trail, B. C 5
Copper Queen Consolidated Copp*T Co.. Douglas, .Ariz 10
Detroit Copper Mining Co Morenci, Ariz 1

Ducktown Sulphur, Copper and Iron Co Isabella, Tenn 2
E,-»st Butte Copper Mining Co Butte, Mont 2
Granby Consoliiitod Minins. Smelting and Power Co. Cirand Forks, B. C S
Granby Consolidated ^.Fining, Smelting and Power Co. Anyox, B. C 4
International Smelting Co Tooele, Utah
International Smelting Co Miami, Ariz
Mammoth Copper MinLne Co Kennett, Calif 5
.Mason Valley Mines Co.ft Thompson, Nev 2
Mazapil Copper Co.tt Concepcion del Oro, Zac.

Mex . 4
Mond Nickel C.) Coniston, Ont 3
Mountain Copper Co Martinez, Calif
Nevada Consolidated Copper Co McGill, Nev 1

Nichols Copper Co I.ai:rcl Hill, N. Y 2
Norfolk Smeltins Co Wr-st Norfolk, Va 1

Old Dominion Copper Mining and Smelting Co Globe, -Ari2 ,5

I 'rford Works. International Nickel Co Constable Hook, N.J... 2
Penu Mining Co Campo .''eco, Calif 1

Pioneer Sinelting Co Coram. Ariz 1

Santa Fe Gold and Copper Co San Pedro, N. M. 1

Shannon Copper Co Clifton, Ariz ;i

.Swansea Consolidated Gold and Copper Milling Co. .. . Boutje, .Ariz 1

Tennessee Copper Co Copperhill, Tenn 7
Teziutlan Copper Mining and Smelting Co.tt T'-ziutkin. Puebla. Mex.

.

2
Cia. Metalurgica de Torreon Torreon, Coah., NIcx.. . . 2
Tyee Copper Co.tt I.advsmith, B. C 2
U. S. .Metal.s Refining Co , Chn.me, .\. J >

U. S. Smeltint- Co.tt Midvale, Ut.-lh (i

United \'erde Copp<"r Co Clarkdak, Ariz 4
Wanakah Mining Co.. .. Ouray, Colo 2
W.-stern Sm. ,t Power Co t Cooke, Mont 1

* Raw ore smelted as flux, t Included in iiirnae<? tonnages, t Under constniction, § Penn. M
per annum, hut only one is run at a time. ** .\o raw .irc chiirge^l. tt Nit in operation.

ing November tli

Capacity

800.000
90,000

Annual
Capacity

800,000
375.000
250.000
,750,000
280,000

630.000
650.000
912,500
649,500

1,020,000
808,000

450,000
1,225.000
132.657
171,500
350,000

1,440 .000
1,080,000

175,000
94,500
140.000
562,500
94,500
50,000
60,000
45.000

,T(X),000

190,000
1,000,000

3,->0,000

175,000
175,000
200.000
670,(KX)

720,000
105,000

1,750,000
339,000
360,000
52,500

.Annual
Capacity
in Ore*

t
t
t
t

486,500
300,000
153,000
150,000

33.500
43,200
35,000
10,000

S.OOO
7,000

28,000
14,000
7,000

25,500
22,000

70.000

40,000

8,000

15.000

t
36,000
54.000

. Co. hi verbe rat cries, each with capacity of 48.000 tons

production exceeded 10.000.000 lb.

The developments in tlic Juinbo mine were especially

remarkable. On the 500-ft. level of this mine there is a

.stope that averages over 70% copper for a widtii of 70 ft.

All the ore from this stope is shipped directly to the

smelters and returns between 1.350 and 1.500 lb. of

(opper per ton. Some of the ore from otlier parts of

the mine is first concentrated in a mill situated at a

lower altitude, about three miles from the mine, with

which it is connected by an aerial tramway. Construc-

•Presldent. Kennecott C«tpper CorporatUin. New York.

most cases the data have been communit^ated to the

Journal by tiie operating companies. However, the fig-

ures should be taken as only approximately correct.

Some companies may have figured their annual capacity

on the basis of the 3'ear of 3G5 days, and others on the

basis of 350 days, or something else. Anyway, annual

capacity is a rather variable figure. In modern practice

a rather large quantity of ore is reduced directly to cop-

per by charging it into the converter along with matte,

this being sliowii separately in some cases by the last

column of tbe table.
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Copper Frod^cttSoim aim Clhale

By Pope Yeatman*

During the first half of 1915 the nitrate industry was
bv no means in a prosperous condition, many of the

plants having been shut down in 1914 because of the

Kuiopeau war, and others operating on reduced time.

1 lining the second half of the year, however, the industry

has been getting back to normal conditions, and the pro-

liution is said to be equal to the average. High freight

rates and difficult}^ in getting shipping of any kind have

greatly interfered with shipments.

The copper-mining industry was also at a low ebb

during the early part of 1915, owing to general business

ilc))ression and low prevailing prices of metal, high

freights and restricted markets, the war having cut oil

many of the European smelters having agencies in South

America. Later in the year the high price of copper

tempted the smaller producers to resume and increase

operations.

The smelteries at Catemou, Xaltagua, Chanaral, Cal-

di-ra, Calania, Lota and Gatico have been running, the

last especially wich a greatly increased production. The
mines at Collahuassi also were operated.

The Braden Copper Co. continued its operations and

ruatly increased its production, the plant now being large

enough to handle -4,500 tons of ore per day. Designs are

iic'ing made for an increase to a capacity of 10,000 tons

per day.

The plant of the Chile Exploration Co., at Chuqui-

lamata, was officially started up in May and is now on an

operating basis. Actual construction was begun in

.lanuary, 1913—a little over two j-ears for building the

plant, which is designed for the treatment of 10,000 tons

of ore per day. Mining is by steam shovel, and the

treatment consists of crushing to about a maximum of

ij in., leaching with sulphuric acid and precipitation of

> i)])per from .solution electrolytically.

Work at the iron mine of the Bethlehem Chile Iron

.Mines Co., at Tofo, consists of preparing for large pro-

iluition and, for this purpose, especially in work on a

landlocked harbor and docks. Considerable shipments of

ore were also made.

A great deal of work was done under the direction of

William Braden in the way of prospecting, and prepara-

tions are now being made to open the Potrerillos copper

mine, situated about 90 mi. back of Chaiiaral.

Copper Ps^oc^^ctaoira iia .A-razoiraa

liv Walter DoiGLAsf

Tiie restriction of production initiated in August of

l!il4 continued in force until after the first quarter of

I'M.5, when, owing to the recovery of the metal market

and the increased demand, operations were resumed on a

normal liasis.

In July, 1915, the Inspiration Copper Co. and the

associated works of the International Smelting Co. at

-Miami entered the ranks of the producers, and while

maximum production was not attained during 1915, the

I'utput served to offset in a measure the loss in production

•Consulting engineer. Cliile Copper Co. and Braden Copper
Co.. New York.

tGeneral manager, Phelps, Dodge Sr Co.. New York.

through the strike in tiie Clii'ton-Morenci district, which

has closed down the mines of the Arizona Copper Co.,

the Detroit Copper Mining Co. and the Shannon Copper

Co. since September.

During 1915 the new smelting plant of the United

A'erde Copper Co., at Clarkdale, was put into opera-

tion, and being modern and efficient, it will permit

of an increased production of copper from the mines of

that company and an active participation in the custom-

ore business of the northern part of the state.

In the Warren district the Copper Queen satisfactorily

concluded its concentration experiments and will shortly

decide upon the plans for a commercial unit for the

treatment of its disseminated and aluminous ores. The
Calumet & Arizona continues to increase its output of

copper at its Bisbee mines and, having completed the

exploration of its Xew Cornelia propert\% is, in conjunc-

tion with the El Paso & Southwestern Railroad Co.,

constructing a railroad from Gila on the Southern

Pacific to the mines at Ajo. The treatment of the Ago
ores involves an interesting metallurgical problem, in-

volving the leaching of the oxides and carbonates and

the electrical deposition of the copper from solution, and

later, the concentration by flotation of the sulphides. The
availability of the orebody for steam-shovel raining will

serve to give minimum mining costs, the overburden be-

ing negligible.

Copper MaEaasa^ aiadl MeftaHHtuir^s''

aira ,A.rasoEaa

By L. D. Picketts*

During the last eight months of 1915 all the copper

mines of Arizona were worked at full capacitj', with the

exception of those of the Clifton-ilorenci district, which

have been closed down by a strike since September. The

works of the Arizona Copper Co., at Clifton, and of the

Calumet & Arizona Mining Co., at Douglas, have been

very successful in getting .satisfactory costs and savings.

The new reduction works of the United Verde Copper

Co. at Clarkdale, and those of the International Smelt-

ing Co., at Inspiration, were blown in during 1915 and

are in successful operation. All of these four large works

are equipped with adequate crushing and sampling works,

calcining furnaces, reverberatory furnaces and Great Falls

type of basic-lined converters, 12 ft. in diameter. The

Douglas and Clarkdale plants arc also equipped with

blast furnaces.

The striking features brought out in 1915 in the de-

velopment of the copiier industry in Arizona lie in the

continued and .successful efforts to obtain low unit costs

and greatly increased savings in order to meet higlt labor

costs, and at tlie same time to convert into great and

profitable mines certain immense masses of mineralized

rock that a comparatively few years ago were uncom-

mercial.

Power Plants

The leanness of the ores in the new great mines de-

mands great tonnages, and the necessity of a high re-

covery demands fine grinding. As a consequence, the

amount of power consumed is great and the generation

of cheap power is a necessity. The tendency has been

•Consulting engineer. 42 Broadway. Xew York.
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toward the adoption of the steam turbine in compara-

tively large units in a central power house, the genera-

tion of electric current and the distribution of this cur-

rent to mine, mill and smeltery for power purposes.

The Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co., in con-

junction with the International Smelting Co., built and

])ut into operation during the year a new power plant

containing three ~.500-kv.-a. steam turbines with acces-

sories, and three reci]irocating converter Idowing engine-s

each having a capacity of 1.5,000 cu.ft. of free air per

minute and delivering the air at 1') lb. pressure. This

])lant, which was designed and constructed l)y C. C.

-Moore & Co.. is exceeding its guarantees aiul giving per-

fect satisfaction. In the future, liowever. it is p;'ol)al)lc

that the turlui-blowei', driven liy steam turbine or motor,

will supersede the reciprocating engine. The contract-

ing firm was in no way responsible for the adoption of

the reciprocating engine.

The introduction of the Diesel engine has Ix'cn re-

cci\ing attention, and as American nianul'actureis de-

velop this t\]w of engine and gain experience, it will

doubtless be adopted in some of our |)lants. As long as

tlie reverberatory furnace is used, liowever, the use of

steam is obligatory, in part at least, in most central plants.

illXIN'G ^fE'l'irODS

In mining in Arizona, the dejiarture of the T»ay Con-

solidated in ado]iting the sbiinkage system, devised by

Mr. Cafes at Bingham and I^ay, is successful, and satis-

fat-tory costs are being obtained. At the ^liami mine a

part of the ore from the top of its great orebody is being

top-sliced with a mattress, but its management is also

adopting the shrinkage .system aud is obtaining very

creditable costs. At Inspiration Mr. Mills has been 'sys-

tematically developing the mine, and .Mr. McDonald, the

underground superintendent, is introducing the Ohio

system of mining, wliich is now in successful operation

in a form modified to suit Inspiration conditions. In

adopting the inclined raise, the extraction drifts are

placed 100 ft. apart and the tramming .system is much
simplified. Compressed-air locomotives are used under-

ground instead of the trolley. The Hay o-ton car, which

is a mere box on wheels, is used, and the ore is dumjied

into pockets in three revolving tipples of the Ray type,

but each taking live cars at a time instead of three. The
two duple.x-dnim hoists, equipped with 12-ton skips, are

electrically driven. They are coupled together and op-

erated mechanically and alternately in iiaif-cycles. An
Uglier motor-generator set furnislies the direct current

i'or these hoists and e(|iializes the otiierwise heavy peaks.

U|) to June last the Jns])iration mine ])roduced but TOO

tons a day for its ex])erinienta1 mill. In June t\V() of

the l.S sections of the mill were put in operation, and

at tbe end of December 11 units were in o|)eration. while

tlic remaining 7 units should be in o])crafion early in

1 !)!(). Tlie mine lias easily respomlcd to the demand of

tlie mill. In December over 210,000 tons was mined,

and the management believes the iiniie can produce II,-

000 tons of ore a day when the mill calls for it. If so,

in nine short months tliis mine will have developed from

a small producer into possiiily tbe largest single under-

ground mine in point of tonnau'c in tbe world.

Hy the use of either the slirinkage nietliod or the Ohio

method of mininj,', there is necessarily some waste mixed

witli the iiri'. \\itli tbe use of lloliition this does not

\itiate the reco\eiy of the sulphides. While suih dilu-

tion requires greater mill capacity for a gi\en output,

besides the cost of milling such waste, the diminislu-il

mining co.st will far more than counterbalance this and

may even approach the cost of steam-shovel niiiwim'.

The Flot.vtiox Pkooess

Upon information furnished the Inspiration com])aiiy

by the Minerals .Separation company, experiments lead-

ing to the saving of copper sulphides by Hotation were

begun about "Ji.'o years ago, and the success of this proc-

ess has since lieen demonstrated. When the ratio of

concentration of a given ore is very high, as at Inspira-

tion, and a new mill has to Ir" built, jlotation becomes

the major ]nocess and gravity i uuentration supplements

it, but wiiere practicnily new and fine mills like thos.'

at l'a\ and ^liaini are in operation or where the ratio of

concentration is coiniiaratively low, as at Clifton, the

gravity method may, or should be, the major process,

and flotation should be supplementary. In the former

case, as at Ins]iiration, tiie ore is crushed initiiilly in

Maicy steel-ball mills to pass -tS-mesh. Tar and ot!n'r

oils are fed into the ball mill, and the ])uli) pa.sses to

flotation cells. Tlie tailings are divided into slimes, which

are again treated by flotation, and sands, wiiich are clas-

sified and passed to tallies. Tiie other large niills of

Arizona ii.se ]irogressive crushing and gravity concentra-

tion, and they have all done valualile and excellent woiic

in the intiuiiuctioii of supplemental ])lants for the treat-

ment of tailings by llotalioii. In some cases, .so far only

slimes and fine sands are treated, but doubtless they will

all come to regrinding the coarser sands to the neces-

sary extent.

The relative merits of the short tube mill and the

Ilardiiige mill lia\e not been determined. Tiie short

tube mill is gi\iiig satisfaction at Inspiratinn. 1 have

no doubt that tiie Ilardinge mill will do equally good

work, and it may possess some ad\antages. In either

case the striking feature of the.se mills is their ability

to take ore as coarse as a 1-in. cube and crush it to pass

a 4S-niesh screen at one operation.

Various types of flotation machines are in use in tbe

West. The Callow machine, the Insjii ration machine (de-

signed iiy Or. (laid) and the Cole machine rejiresent

various tyjies of ]ineuniatic machines. The llebbard ma-

chine of the ilinerals Separation Co., which retains the

mechanical beaters but introduces comiiressed air under

the im]iellers, also seems to gi\e gratifying results,

OXIDIZKI) COI'I'KK Ol!K

From 10 to 1")% of the total co|)per in our so-called

clialcocite ores is in the form of oxidized coiiper minerals.

Of the co|iper existing as sulphide, from !K) to !l2'/< may
be recovered Jiy flotation, with ])ro]ier grinding, and only

about ;!0^^ of the oxidized copper minerals are saved.

I'lxiiei'iments indicate that certain compomids will per-

mit of a high recovery by flotation of copper carlionates.

I doubt if silicates will res]ioiid e(|iially. because such

mineral is often disseminateil throiigli Ihe pores of the

rock like ink in a blotter.

There lias lieen a decided decrease in smeltinu costs,

but this decrease has not iieeii as radical as the de<rensc

in power, mining and milling costs, nor as im|ii>rt.int.

for it applies only to a concentrated |iro(hict and not I"

Ihe Iota! tomia'^e. Lar>rer units in calciiiers and fin-
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naces, the electrostatic precipitation of dust aud capital

expenditure to assure accurate sampling and cheaper

handling charges are factors.

The New Cornelia Copper Co., at Ajo, Ariz., now con-

trolled by the Calumet & Arizona Mining Co., has a large

tonnage of carbonate and silicate ores, containing about

1.5% copper, which cap the sulphide ores and which

may be mined by steam shovel with practically no strip-

ping. After preliminary experiments, the company oper-

ated throughout 1915 a test leaching plant of 10 tons'

daily capacity. Using sulphuric acid as a solvent, from

80 to 85% of the copper is dissolved when the ore is

crushed to -l-mesh and treated by continuous upward per-

colation in tanks having a column of ore from 10 to 18

ft. high.

Electrolytic Pkecipitation

In order to recover from 0.9 to 1 lb. of copper per

kilowatt-hour in the electrolytic plant, with hard-lead

anodes, the ferric iron has to be kept under control by

the use of sulphurous acid added in absorption towers.

A neutral solution of copper sulphate and other salts ab-

sorbs the gas more readily than an acid solution. Ex-

periments in this electrolytic plant, with carbon anodes,

air agitation and the use of sulphurous acid, confirmed

the results given by Mr. Addicks in his most valuable

paper, but experiments with this method at Ajo have

not gone far enough to demonstrate with any degree of

certainty that it can be used without serious mechanical

difficulties, without displacement and loss of sulphuric

acid by air, and without serious annoyance to the work-

men from sulphurous-acid gas.

The favorable results obtained in this test plant have

led the company to decide to erect a leaching plant of a

capacity of 4,000 tons a day. This development is very

important because of the great quantities of lean oxi-

dized copper ores at other places in Arizona. Inspira-

tion alone has 18,000,000 tons of such ore, with possi-

bilities of an even larger tonnage, and I understand that

at Ray they have similar deposits.

The success of the great so-called por])liyry mines in

Arizona is the result of years of creditable work by able

men. This year has showoi that a great mass of cop-

per-sulphide-bearing rock, having a high ratio of con-

centration, when favorably situated may be profitably ex-

ploited if it contains 1% of copper or over, and the in-

dications to me point with certainty to our being able

to attack in another decade such complex ores of still

leaner character.

Ctalba aiadl Tirnimadlsidl ana 1^13
The success of the ilatahamljre copper mine in Cuba

stimulated prospecting throughout the island, and some

small shipments were made from these prospects. The

Matahambre mine in the Province of Pinar del Rio

sliiijped about 40,000 tons, averaging over 12%, Cu ; the

mine is now open to a depth of 300 ft. The Cuba Copper

Co. finished the unwatering of its mine near Santiago

Cuba and completed its 700-ton Minerals Separation

notation plant; the company milled about (iOO tons daily

jf :?% copper ore, 1)esides making monthly shipments of

from 2,000 to 3,000 tons of 7% ore. Near Bayamo,

M( Loughlin Bros, continued development work on a cop-

per property and began the erection of a small smelting

furnace. Prospecting was continued at the Carlotta py-

rite mine, north of Cienfuegos, and wa- rommenced at

another pyrite mine, the Antonio, at Minicaragua, Santa

Clara Province.

The ilidvale Steel and Ordance Co. announced in

December that it had obtained control of 300,000,000 tons

of iron ore througl* the purcha.se of the Buena Vista Iron

Co. in northeastern Cuba. The iron-ore shipments from

Cuba were as follows: Nodules from Felton, 296,407

tons; raw ore, 4,617: Daiquiri, 245.088: Juragua, 187,-

000; El Cuero, 65,930. The Cauto :Mining Co., a Rogers-

Brown interest. shi]iped aljout 6,000 tons manganese ore.

The oil coni])anies in Trinidad continued active ex-

ploitation, the leading companies being the United British

Oil Fields of Trinidad, Trinidad Lea.seholds, Ltd., and the

Barber Asphalt Paving Co. The first comjjauy was ship-

ping at the end of the year about double its former

output. The Barber Asphalt Co., owing to difficulties

in ocean transport, purchased a steamer in ilay, after

which about 35,000 bbl. per month was shipped. Its

asphalt shipments from Trinidad Lake showed a substan-

tial increase over 1914, though European business was

jiractically suspended.

Si

Stialplhtyiip Isadltuists'y nm 19S5

Sulphur production in the United States in 1915 was

probably the greatest in the history of the industry.

Louisiana and Texas furnished practically the whole out-

put, the former state su]ip]ying the major part of this pro-

duction as heretofore. The Union Sulphur Co., at Sul-

phur, La., maintained in 1915 its normal yearly output of

about 375,000 tons, with four wells. In Texas, the Free-

port Sulphur Co. added a third steaming plant at the.

Bryan Heights dome and was producing at the end of 1915

at the rate of aijout 300 tons per day : no figures of the

year's output were ol)tainable from the company. No pro-

duction except for local constimption was made in other

states of this country, and the same was true of the other

Americas.

The sulphur trade in the United States was decidedly

slack during the first half of 1915. but improved gradually

until at the end of the year there was a brisk trade. Stoc-ks

at the end of 1915, however, were greater than at any pre-

vious time. The slack conditions in the paper trade in

Tlie first half of the year reduced domestic consumption

in 1915 to less than 300,000 tons. Export business was

practically suspended owing to transport conditions, but

late in tlie year the I'nion Sulphur Co. made two small

shipments to Sweden and inirchased a 9,000-ton steamer

preparatorv to resuming sliipments to some of its Euro-

pean distributing stations. Prices remained practically

stationarv in the United States, but the Consorzio, which

controls the Silician sulphur sales, is reported to have

laised its prices late in the year. Japan at midyear was

producing at an increased rate.

Hecirology

Among the noted men identified with the mining and

metallurgical industries who died during 1915 were tlie

following

:

Birkinhine, John May 14 Hebgen, Max A»g. 24

Derbv. OrWUo .\ Nov 27 Holmes. Jp*ph A July 1-

Geikie, James Mar. 2 Martin. Pierre May -J

Greiner. .\dolphe Nov. 20 .Sohnabcl. Carl Jan 7

Guitennan, FrankUn May S S»-;»nk. James M June -1

Hahn, OttoH July 26 Tropenas. Alexander July 14
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The production of lead in the United States again

showed an increase in 11)15, the output of the refiners,

l)oth from domestic and foreign source^, attaining an un-

l)aralleled total of more than 600,000 tons. Tlie Mis-

souri smelters turned out about 20,000 tons more than in

1914, wliich means that tlie output of the Missouri mines

increased in about the same ratio, inasmuch as this group

PRODUCTION OF LEAD (REFINERY STATISTICS)*

Donioslic: Class

Desilverized
Antini(;nutl

.S. E. .Mis.s<mri

S. W. .\li,ssnuri

1912
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terial advance in Hk' jn-ice would give too great a stimu-

lus to production. Toward tlie end of .May, liowever, a

larger infiuiry from ammunition nianufaeturers devel-

oped, and on ^lay 25 the Ameriean Smelting and Kedn-

ing Co. advanced its price to 4.:30e., New York, which

took most of the. other producers by surprise. This

started a spectacular advance in tlie price for lead. On

May 27 the quotation was 4.40c.; on June 1, 4.90c.: on

June 12, 7(5 8c. ; on June 15, 6%(VVTV4c-; on June 22,

5-%i<( 5-V.'tC-. The advance was well founded. Curtail-

ment had i-educcd the supply to a greater extent than was

supposed, and on the other hand the requirements for

jeail had increased to a greater extent than was supiiosed.

Into this situation a powerful speculative clique injected

it.<elf. Several days in advance the tip was circulated in

Wall Street that lead was going to 6c. or higher. Of

course this intlanied buyers, who feared a repetition of

what had happened in spelter. At al)out fie. producers

made very large sales, some of the largest transactions in

lead ever recorded^] 0,000-tou lots and such—being made

at tliis time. As the market rose further, the volume

of transactions dwindled, and al)ovc Tc. was relatively

small. At 8c. the speculators tried to liquidate, but

found that there were no iiuyers. The market simply

melted away under their feet. The producers took a

-tand at 5%c. to stay the decline, but they did not re-

L'ain control of the market until all the speculative lead

had been liquidated. That appeared to have been accom-

l)lislied about the end of June, at which time the mar-

ket rallied and became firm at 5%c.

Third Quarter—During July the market was dull and

narrow, but throughout the month there was some shad-

ing of prices, and toward the close the American Smelting

and Refining Co. made several sharp reductions, which

brought the market down to 4i^c. aiwut the mitldle of

August. At this level buyers evinced interest and placed

some large orders, whicli cleared the atmosphere. An
increased demand then develo])ed, and bii^inr prii • - v,,re

willingly paid. By the end of August tiie market liad

recovered to alwut -l.'Miti He. Following this there was

again a recession of price, the market standing at 4.50c.

at the middle of September, and at the same price at the

end of the month.

Fourth Quarter—Lead reniained at about 414c., Xew
York, until Oct. 21, when the American Smelting and

Kefining Co. advanced its price to 4%c., this having been

justified by the considerable volume of business done

during the month. Continued large bu.siness led to an

advance to 4.!/0c. on Oct. 21), to oc. on Xov. 4, to 5.15c.

on Xov. 10 and to 5.25 on Xov. 15. About the end of

Xovember the market began to exhibit a .«tiffer tendency,

but the American Smelting and Refining Co. did not

raise its price, mystified by which independent producers

became free sellers and the market turned distinctly

easier. On Dec. 14 the American Smelting and Refining

Co. unexpectedly rai.<ed its price to 5.40c., Xew York,

and the market then became more active. At the close of

IDIS lead stands at 5.50e. The consumptive demand is

large, and the unsold stocks in the hands of producers

are believed to be verv small.

Wfiaafee I^esidl asao )s£idles aim I'^li

Prices of lead pigments lluctuatcd more violently and

reached a higher level during the last six months than

at any other period since commercial conditions bei-ame

normal after the inflation during and following the Civil

War. The indirect influence of the European War upon

pig lead, and speculative operations in that connnodity,

cau-cd a rapid advance during the latter part of May

rUINX-lPAl. LEAU-JIINIXC UUSTRICTS. SMEI.TI.\0 VVoKKS AND KEFIN El; I KS IN THE INITEK STATES
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:in(l resulted in a rise of over ^lAc per 11). before the

middle of June. As a consequence, white lead in oil,

which had remained at 6%c. from Nov. 1913, to June

1. 1915, was advanced on the latter date to 7e., with

further advances of 14c. on the -Ith, i/^c. on the 7th and

Ic. on the 9th, making the price on that date 8%c., or

2c. per lb. above the figures that liad ruled for more

than 18 months prior to June 1.

A break in pig lead was promptlj- followed on June

22 by a reduction of Ic. in the price of white lead m oil,

and subsequent reductions brought the price back on

Aug. 19 to the level of June 1. 6%c., thus covering an

advance of 2c. per lb. and an equal decline in 21-2 months.

Since the last-named date there liave been two advances,

following pig lead, and at the close the minimum price

is Ti^f- Tli^ frequent 1 hanges have had a more or less

disturbing etfect upon business, which was restricted by

the extreme advance, but the sales for the year have been

in excess of 191-t and reflect a heavier domestic consump-

tion, as well as a considerable export business with the

Latin-American markets.

Dn,- white lead has not followed closely the fluctua-

tions recorded for lead in oil, but from an opening fig-

ure of 5c. there was a gradual advance to oVljC during

the first half of the year and in June corroders made
a 7%c. price as a safeguard against the uncertain future

of pig lead. With the sub.^equent decline in the latter,

dr}' lead settled back to a (ic. basis, but subsequently ad-

vanced to (iVtC, which is the quotation at the close,

but with guarded selling on contracts running into next

year.

Oxides were weak at the opening of the year and only

began to stiffen up in April, wiien the pig-lead market

showed a veri' positive advancing tendency. Red lead at

that time advanced to 6c. and Gi/^^'- from an opening

of 51/^c. to 5-''4c. and in the June rise went to SYxC,
after which there was a gradual decline to G^^c. in Sep-

A. S. & R. CO. PRICKS FOR PIG LE.\D

\cw York I5clivcT>-

(In Cents per Pound)

Opening
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cases, l)liist fiiniiiccs) and their estimated annual eapaeity

in tons ol' eliarfic. F>y "tons ol' eliargu" is meant ore and

flux, Init not coke. Tlie ton ol' charge is niaiiifestly

the correct nnit. In the ease of a self-fluxing ore, the

ton of ore smelted and the toll of charge smelted is the

same thing. In other lases fnel and lahor ha\e to he

used ill smell iuL; the lhi\ as well as in smelling; the niv,

and the ecoiiumy ol' smelting depends largely upon the

]ierceiitage of <jre in the charge. The iiianagement of

this questiiin is about the highest exercise of the nietal-

lurgisfs skill.

The ligures in the accom|)anying lahle are in most cases

from ollieial communications of the respecti\c ccun|iaiiies.

Ksliniated capacity is, li(i\ve\er. always a matter of more

or le.ss uiieertaiiity, and for this rcasun. if for no other,

the (ignres gi\eii (Uight to he ac<-epted only as ai:)|)roxi-

mations. The figures have heeii coi-rected from last year,

hut the totals remain aljout the --aine. There was in fact

no new construction of consecpicnce in tDlo. The Xorth-

port. Wash., ]ilant has heen taken over hy the Hercules

interests and is being remodeled, and liuidsci' Hill &
Sullivan expects to huild a new plant in IDlCi, so that

lead-sniclting capacity will soon he malei-ially increased.

The total capacity of the Mexican works is a little

over 2,000,000 tons per year; of the American works,

a little over 4,800,000 tons. With respect to the American

works, at least, such ea].)acity has never heen in use at

one time. More or less of it represents capacity that has

Ijecome idle because of changes in the conditions of ore

supply.

insso^ra

By II. A. Wiii:i:i,Kii*

The Southeastern, or disseminated-lead, belt of Mis-

souri })roduce(l about HSjOOO tons of pig lead in 11M."J.

This maintains the long, almost unbi-oken record of the

coiitinuous growth of this district, as last year's output

exceeds the previous high record, iii- that (if li)l 1. hy about

15,000 tons, (.r D^,. The bumpci' ])nHliicli<)n last year

is especially noteworthy, as thei-e was a markeil cur-

tailment during the first part <if the year, when the lead

market was very low, or less than Ic. ]iei' lb. in St. Jjouis.

With the improvement in prices that took place in April,

the district tuned up to fidl s|iccd and bnished the \ear

under full pressure and givat acti\ity.

SI. Francois County jjn.iduccd nearly 'J't'/, oi' the out-

|iut of .southeastern Jlissouri in 11(1.") fi'om the mines of

the St. Joe, Federal, National, Deslogc and Uakei' lead

companies in the Bonne Terre, Big River and Flat Kiver

districts. These mines all produce from the deeji, low-

V.rade, large disseminated dejiosits that occur at de]iths ef

100 to fiOO ft. in the "Bonne Terre" limestone. The
numerous shallow digijjings that wi'rc worked a century

ago were aba.ndoned :)0 to 10 years ago in St. Francois

County and were always small ju-oducers ; they have

proved invalu.-iblc, however, to the modern ])ros]ieclor in

indicating where to drill for the deeper disseminated

leiul: for the relation between flic shallow lead and the

deep dis.seminated deposits has ]n'o\('d most intimate in

St. Francois and Madison Counties. The shallow dig-

gings in Washinirton County, which adjcu'ns St. Francois

•Mining enslnecr, 510 Pine t^l., St. Louis. JIo.

on the west, did not produce much lead in lOl'j, nor
did Franklin County to the north. .lelfcison C<iuntv,

which is immediately north of St. Francois County, has

a few slialhjw diggings that coiitaiii both lead and ziiu-,

and under the stimulus of the liigli zinc market in ]!»1.">

produced a limited amount of zinc carbonate and galena.

Xinv PiiOsi'KcTiNG its .\ Big S( .m.i:

The L;ieat iiii[)rovenieiit in market conditions stinuil-

lateil ciinsiilerable prospecting in the last half of the year.

The (jperators are hegiiining to realize that desirable uii-

absorbed bind in St. Francois County is steailily diminisii-

ing and that it will not be long before they will have to

cross the line into Washington County to maintain their

fiitiirc (u-e reserves. While the drilling will be deeper.

slower and more costly, or to depths of .500 to 1,200 ft. at

$!.<!•') to ^].]') per ft. in Washington, as compared with

200 to (;()0 ft. at 50c. to ij;] per ft. in St. Fraiu'ois County.

it is low when compared with dianiond drilling in other

milling districts, where •$"<! to $5 per ft. is the usual range.

That Washington County is likely to eclipse St. Francois

A\itliiii the next 20 years or less is quite probable, if the

most lelinlile guide to successful prospecting in St. Fran-
cois ami .Mailison Couutie.s—shallow lead diggings—also

holds true in Washington Cc/unty. For the shallow dig-

gings ;ire much richer, more numerous and cover larger

areas in Washington County than in St. Francois, unle.ss

the county line should pro\e to be a di.s.seniinated-lead

dam. The couiitv line did not prevent .some of the sur-

face-lead deposits from slo]ipinir over from Washington

into St. Francois County, yet tlu^ average native, as well

as some "liighci- up" is cominced that it trapped all the

disscininate(l-lead solutions ainl ]ii'evented them from

makiin;' similar deposits in A\'ashington County under

identically the same ge(dogical conditions as occur in St.

Francois County.

One l^astcrn syndicate is already ]iros])eeting near

Ii'oiidtilc, ill the s(uitheastei II part of Washington County.

where it has optimied coiisiiliTidilc land that was .secured

by II. .1. Cantwcll, tlie »etciaii mIio successfully unearthed

several deposits in the Flat l,'i\ei' district.

A St. Louis syndicate is also drilling lu'ar I'otosi, on

ihc. eastern side of Washington County, where an eiieour-

ai'iiig core of disseminated lead was obtained in 101.'! at

depths (d' 827 and 9:!0 ft.

The llotatiiui jnocess is making further headway in re-

co\'ei'ing the lead from the slimes, and it has been adojited

by all the larue mills. In fact, the recovery of the for-

ineily lost lead has made such ]irogrcss that further ]iol-

liitioii of Big Biver, into wdiich all the St. Fraiu-ois

Ciuintv slimes finally drain, is no longer considered prob-

able, and Ihe old damage suits.have been .settled on this

basis.

Tlie labor situation has been very satisfactory through-

out the dislvict during the ]iast year, as there have been

pleiit\ (d' men and no strikes. When the price of lead

took file sIkiiji u]iward turn, there was a clamor for higher

wiiLiX's that resulteil in giving the men a bonus of SSc.

per day, which is still continued, although the price of

lead has considerably receded.

St. Fii.wcois Corxrv

The St. Joseph liCad Co. had a most successful year in

1015 under its new regime and made by far the largest

(uitiuit ill its long, highly suece.s.sful career. This was

mainly due. liowever, to the absorption of the Doe Run
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Lead Co., with which it ha.« always beeu closely affiliated

and which was taken over by tlie parent company in 191-i

on a stock basis. Ten shafts were operated that fur-

ni.*hed the ore, via the Mississippi River & Bonne Terre

R.R., which it owns, for the old 1,500-tou mill at Bonne

Terre, for the 1,500-ton mill at Owl Creek (on Big-

River) and for the 4,000-tou Doe Run mill at Rivermines,

in the Flat River district. The original mine at Bonne

Terre, which is nearly 50 years old and was the first dis-

seminated mine in the district, is still a large and active

producer. The smelter at Herculaneum, on the ilissis-

sippi River, was further improved and can now treat 12,-

000 tons of concentrates per month with a high efficiency

as regards recovery. The Peugnet tract at Bonne Terre

has been optioned at $1,000 per acre and is now being

drilled.

CiiAXCEs IX St. Joe Staff

There have been many changes in the local management

during the last year, including the death of Roscoe Par-

sons, former general manager, and the retirement of

0. M. Bilharz, who is now identified with zinc mining

in the Joplin district. Mr. Bilharz was superintend-

ent of the Doe Run company for over twenty years

and later of tlie St. Joe conii)aiiy and the designs of the

new mills at Owl Creek and Rivermines were executed in

his office. The death of Roscoe Parsons removes the last

of the Parsons from Bonne Terre, an attractive, model

mining town that owes its existence and development to

this family. For it was his father, Charles Parsons, the

first superintendent of tlie St. Joe company, that finally

made a success of tlie enterprise after years of strug-

gling with poverty and technical difficulties, and on his

succes.sful retirement in later life, he was succeeded liy

his oldest son Roscoe, whose untimely death occurred

last summer.

The Desloge Lead Co. pursued its usual ]iolicy of

quietly pushing production to its top notch and main-

taining its plant in excellent condition. It operated three

.shafts that supplied its l.GOO-ton mill on Big River at

the town of Desloge. While most of the concentrates were

shi])|)ed to a custom smelter in the East St. Louis district,

its small ])lant of Fiintshire or air furnaces at Desloge

were kept in operation, as usual—a type of smelting tin's

company has tenaciously adhered to, at least on a mod-

erate .'^calc. This company operates its own railroad be-

tween tlie scattered .•shafts and mill, which connects with

the Mississi;)pi River & Pxmne Terre R.R. at Desloge

.station.

The National Lead Co.'s mines are at St. Francois sta-

tion, ill the Flat River district, where it operates four

shafts on a c()iii])act body of land that is equipped with

an excelieni 2,000-ton mill. A central rockhouse situated

near the mill is employed, to which all the ore is hauled

from tiie scalfered shafts by an electric trolley system, the

only one used in the di>trict. All the ore is sampled and

wuiglied berr)re it is milled, and all of the mill products

are sampled and assayeil, thus giving complete informa-

tion as to the actual work of the mill. The concentrates

are shijiiied to the National comi)any's large smeltery at

CoUinsville, III., which also does custom work. The
plants were run at full capacity during ]!)15 and turned

out the largest output in their history. Options were

taken on con.siderable St. FraiH'ois County land, which

is now being drilleil, and several triicts were purchased.

The Fedeial Lead Co. operated seven shafts in 101 -"i

on its very extensive property in the Flat River district,

from which tlie ore is hauled by its own railroad to a

central rockhouse and 4,000-ton mill on the land acquired

from the old Central Lead Co. To appreciate the mag-

nitude of its operations and to realize the difficulties oi

wasting such a heavy tonnage of resulting tailings, om

has only to glance at the huge pile—or rather, younu

mountain—of tailings that has accumulated in the short

life of this mill, which is the largest in the district. Al-

though advantage was taken of a draw or gentle vallc\

near the mill in which to dump the tailings from a high

wire-rope tramway, this was soon outgrown, and now a

rubber-belt conveyor set at a high angle is employed, to

which "dummies," or extensions, are built as "Mount

Federal"' enlarges.

A new shaft. No. 12, was started last August that

will be 460 ft. deep. It will be equipped with an electric

hoist that will operate two ii/o-ton skips. The concen-

trates are shipped to its large smelting plant at Alton.

III., which ojjcrates on the open-hearth and baghouse

principle and also docs custom work.

New Bostox Interests Activi:

The Baker Lead Co., of Boston, succeeded the St.

Francois Lead. Co. in the ownership of the old Jake Day

land on Big River. This is a tract that was peddled on

the market for years, and almost every ojierator in the

district has ojitioned it and turned it down, after more

or less drilling. Boston interestes finally took it over at

about $1 ,200 an acre on the strength of the previous drill

records and sunk a shaft on the edge of Big River. It

opened up one of the richest orebodies in St. Francois

County, as mill runs for month after month on careful

sampling assayed from 8 to 11% lead, as (•ompared with

a district average of '^ to 0%. The company has no mill,

and the ore is being treated under a long-time contract

by the National Lead Co., with whose mill it is connected

by a spur of the Mississippi River & Bonne Terre R.R.

The Baker company recently acquired the "Jones

Forty."' a 40-acre tract lietwcen the old Central and

Derby lands at Elvins, that is claimed to be very rich.

At tiie reported price of $100,000, or $2,500 per acre,

this is the highest price yet paid for drilled but undevel-

oped farm lands, as the previous high was $1,500 an

acre. This property sold 15 years ago for $6,000, or

$150 an acre, when it was undrilled, although within a

mile or so of good mines. A shaft has been started that

will be 625 ft. deep, one of the deepest in the district.

Madison County

The Mine la Motte Co., which operates the classic lead

mine of America, had an active year and made the

largest output in its history. Since the present coni-

]>any took h(dd two years ago, it has adopted several

original ideas, the most important of which is to rework

the shallow diggings with steam shovels, in milling which

there is (|uite a recovery of carbonate of lead. The dis-

seminated orebodies are also being actively worked.

The Phienix mine, formerly known as the Catherine,

was reopened last s])riiig and is again being worked under

lease by the Federal Lead Co. The adjoining Fleming

tract is also being worked, as the Catherine orebody ex-

tends into Ibis land. The North American mine, at

Fredericktown, is still closed down, and its costly smeltery

is sadlv siilfi'iiML.' rroiii disuse.
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.iimc
The ))r()(lii(tioii of sjielter by ore .smelters in the I'liitcd

States was 4'J2,4!)5 tons in 1913, compared witli 'Mi'Z,'->(M

tens in 1914. This includes the spelter derived both from

domestic and foreign ores and also a small tonnage ob-

tained from dross, etc., by smelters whose chief business

is the reduction of ore. It is to be noted that there is

also a rather large production of spelter by dross smelters,

pure and simple. Their production is not included in

the present report.

The total reported for 191.5 is the aggregate of the

reports of 32 smelters operating 42 works. So far as we

know, these were all of the smelters who produced in

1915; but in view of the starting up of new works like

mushrooms, it is possible that one or two new concerns

escaped attention. The list of the zinc smelters, together

with the number of their retorts at the end of 1915, is

given in an accompanying table.

In reporting their production, all of the smelters gave

their output up to Dec. 15, together with their own
SPELTER PRODrCTION IN 1914 AXD 1915 BY QUARTERS

(Reports of Ore Smelters Only)

(In tons of 2,000 lb.)

1914

District I II III IV

Illinois

Kansas-Missouri
Oklahoma
Others (*)

Illinois..

Kansaa-Missouri

.

Oklahoma
Others (*)

31.003
13,9.-?9

22.563
20.700
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months ahead. By the middle of February there was no

longer any wholesale market in spelter lor prompt de-

livery, for the reason that all supplies except occasional

odd lots had been exhausted. At this time it was first

i-umored that some Australian ore was coming to this

country for smelting here. Early in :\farch speller

touched lOc, and that price was spoken of as killing con-

sumption for purely industrial purposes. Alarming news

was received respecting this situation, esjiecially among

the sjalvanizers. This led ])rodncers to believe that they

had been riding the whirlwind a little too long, and be-

"inning on ilar. i, strenuous efforts were made to place

tonnages for any deliveries from Ajjril onward. This

idea occurred to many sellers at the same time, and all

kinds of efforts were made in the attempt to find a

market. About ^lar. 10. April-:May and .May-June spelter

was offered in large lots at Sc, with intimation of better

terms to anyone who wanted to do business. E\en with

such a cut, buyers could not be found. Hesale offers from

several consumers appeared as a disturbing factor. How-

ZINC-SMEI.TIXG CAP.VCITY OF THE CNITED ST.\TES

(Xumbor of Retorts at End of Years)

Name Situation IflU Wl"'

American Spelter Co Pittsburg. I^an (Jl fi-.

Am.TiranZ.VandCl>em.Co I^ngelotb Pemi. 864 3.b4b

Anicri<-an Zinr Co of Ul Hillsboro. lU. 4.(X)0 4,000

Ain.rii-aiiZin.-, LearlandSmg. Co.. Dearing, Kan. ^-^3 f-'ion
\.,. n,;,. Z„,c. UadandSmg. Co. Canev, Kan. .3,648t b.08O

I ,, i /u„ Co . . .

.

BartlesviUe, Okla. 5.184 .j,!.-<4

1 1, Co CollinsvUle. Oljla. 8,0M 10.080

r ,
~, rCo.jj Chanute.Kan. 1.280§ 1,2S0

n.n.kee S„K.lting Co Cherokee. Kan. (***)
.

n;«C,

Clarksburg Zine Co Cljirksburg, W . \ a. ^'ll^t *.T'^'r
CoUinsviUe Zinc Co Collin!i\Tlle, 111. 1 .o36| *• l,o3l

Edgar Zinc Co St. I^uis, AIo. 1.100 2.0OO

E<lg.ir Zinc Co Cherr>-vale. ICan. 4.S00 4,800

Edgar Zinc Co Donora, Penn. (t) 3.648

Granbv Minin" and SmE. Co Neodesha, Kan. 3.840 3.7«)

Granbv .Mining and Smg. Co E. St. Louis, lU. 3,240 3,220

Gras-selli Chemical Co Clarksburg, W. Vn o.760 o,7faO

Grasselli Chemical Co Meadowbrook, W . \ a. ^^}~^.^
8,o92

IlegelerZincCo Dan^-ille, 111. 1,800** 3.fiOO

Henrj-ctta Spelter Co Henryetta, Okla. (I) blX)

Illinois Zinc Co Peru. 111. 4,(h40 4,M

lola Zinc Co Conereto. Kan. (t) W.

Joplin Ore and Spelter Co Pittsburg, Kan. ( **') 1.440

J. B. Kirk Gas and Acid Co.+t. ... lola, Kan. (
*^) 3,440

Kusa Six-her Co Kusa, Okla. (t) 3-'
J"

La Hatpe Spelter Co.* Altoona, Kan. 3,(v>0t 3,960

La Harpc Spelter Co Kusa, Okla. (t) lU
U Harhe .Spelter Co* La Harpe, Kan. 1.850** l.M-l

I^nj-on Smelting Co Pitt.sburg. Kan. <***) 448

Robert Lanvon Zinc and Acid Co. Hilkboro, 111. 1.840 1,840

Ijinvon-Starr Smelting Co Bartlesvilli-, Okla. 3,450 3,4,jl>

Matthiessen and IlegelerZincCo La .Salle. 111. 5,230 6.16.S

Mineral Point Zinc Co Depue. 111. 9,080 9,0b8

National Zinc Co Ban lesville, Okla. 4,260 4,2W

National Zinc Co ,Snri..Kfield, III. 3,200 3,200

Nevada Smelting Co Nevada, .Mo. (tt) 872

New Jersey Zinc Co. of Penn Palmcrton, Penn. 5,760 0,.2O

Oklahoma Speller Co Kusa, Okla.
(J)

Ut
Owen Speller Co . ttt Caney, Kan. (1) , 1.280

Pittsburg Zinc Co.« Pittsburg. Kan. 910§ 010

Prime Western S|xlter Co G.1S City, Kan, 4,768 4,868

,Sandoval Znic Co Sandoval, ni. 890 896

Tulsa Fuel and .Manufacturing Co. ColUnsville, Okla. 6.232 6,232

i:nitcd States Zinc Co.jj || Sand Springs, Okla. 4,000 5,680

United States Zinc Co Pueblo, Colo. 1,920 2,208

TotaU 120,494 155,388

* Taken over by I'. S. Smelting Co. in ,Iuiie, 1915. t Inactive during latter

partofvcar. t Plant built in 1915. § Inactive throughout year. ||Taker
over bv" American .Metal Co. in June, 1915. **No n^port received; ent.-red the

.-am.- .i^ previous year, tt Taken over by U. S. Smi Iting Co. in July. 1015.

;t Plant, was Ix'ing dismantle<l in 1914. but later was repaired and reopi'nod.

55 f)r.rMle.l by Anuririi. M.tal f.. >.inie April. 191.5. |1 || Formelly Tulsa
Spelter Co '*0|d plant dropped from list years ago, but renewed m 1915.

ttt Operated by Amer. Zinc, Lead and Sm Co. tXX Not yet operating.

ever, tlie news of a strike among the smelters in Oklahoma

on JFar. i:! called a halt licnding observation as to what tliis

would amount to. The smelters demanded .'JOc. ))er day

advance in wages all around. On Mar. IT it was reported

that a compronii.^e iiad been effected.

Secontl Quarter—During the remainder til' Marcli the

market remained dull and easy, but tlie beginiiiiig of

April galvanizers began to exhibit more interest and tin-

market started up again, liy the middle of the month

the price for spelter was about '.)«i'.)\U: and there was

being exhibited an increa.sed willingness iii some iiuying

quarters to enter into contracts for delivery further ahead

than theretofore. Toward the end of April the market

began to become crazy. Inspired by the spectacular rise in

the price of spot spelter at London, dealers, traders and

speculators ran away with this market. The transactions

were of extraordinary character, being in the main for

deliveries ranging all over the remainder of the year.

At the end of the month the price was quoted at

i\l-j{(( 14c. This k'VL'l (d' price was simply paralyzing of

consumption for ordinary purposes. The largest galvan-

izing interest of the United States was reported to be

frankly advising its customers to use painted sheets in-

stead of galvanized. London re])orte(l that the govern-

ment was taking bright wire instead of galvanized.

During .May the market rose perpendicularly, transac-

tions of extraordinary volume being consummated. The

iniving was mostly by ammunition manufacturers, ilany

of tliese had pbenomcnally lucrative contracts, the profit

from which rendered the price paid for spelter almost

immaterial. The chief thing in their minds apjjeared to

be to contract for all the spelter they were going to

rctpiire in lilliiig their orders. Prices were at sixes and

sevens, dilVcrences of cents per pound being recorded in

the same oilice on the same day. At the end of- Jlay the

market was quoted at 20((i 22c. On June 4 the quotation

was 2K«27c.
At this point ammunition makers appeared to have

satisfied their requirements or were disposed to hold olf

nid await developments, while as for the galvanizing

AVERAGE PRICE OF ZINC SHEETS
(In Cents ])er Pound)

101 t 1915

January.... 7.44 9.25 May...
February... 7.25 12. 3S June...
March 7 10 13.50 July
April 7.00 14 13 August.

1914 1915 1914 1915

7.00 19,13 .September. 8. .50 16.00
7.00 2125 October.. 8.07 IB. 00
7.00 27 00 Nov<-mber. 8.00 20 00
7.38 IS SO December.. 8.55 22 (H)

Average for the year 1914—7.524; year 1915— 17 37 cents.

Note:—Thes'* are base prices for ordinary size .shii ts, in carload lots, f.o.b.

Lasalle-Peru, 111., less 8% d iscount

.

business, it has been simply paralyzed. Consumers were

freely offering spelter for resale and were unable to find

buyers. This situation led to a rapid decline, and on

June 2o the quotation was l()(dl8c. Tliis was followeil

by a rally, but it was not characterized by anj- such crazy

buying as there lias been early in the month. At the einl

of June the quotation was 19((/21c.

Third Quarter—A new to]) was recorded on July !>

at 20(r/22V2C. Ee])orts of olil smelteries being repaireil

and new furnaces ami new works being built came from

all quarters, a large increase in iirodiution l)eing thereby

promised. A renewed relaxation in the demand led t.

a secondary decline, liberal supplies being offered fi"

numerous quarters. I'y early .\iigust tlie market .show i

-

all the earmarks of demoralization. Speculators wlm

wanted to liquidate, manufacturers wlu) hail overbrouglii

and wanted to resell and the wcaUer ]irnducers e.xerteil

|)ressure. Stocks of metal a\ailable for ])i(>inpt deliverv

began to increase, leather than sell such metal at tb'

existing market, some ))roducers anticipated deliveries on

their later contracts.

At the niidille of .\ugust spelter stood at about lOi.

]it!r II). At Ibis time there suddenly develojied a rather

imi)or(ant buying demand, in which .some very huge

domestic consumers lignrcil. their orders being taken ai

about 10c. per lb. Englaml then coinmeiiced buying ami

took a considerable tonnage at about 10' ^„'. This lifted

the market out of the doldrums, and :i furlbiM- aihnncc

ensueil on relatively small business. Touaiii the end of

the month the Uniteil States Steel Corponitioii again
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bought a largo quantity of spelter at a sharp advance in

|jrice. This buying, together with other orders, created

roni'used and excited conditions, similar to what pre-

vailed when spelter was 10c. higher. The market rose

to 15@16i/;P- The large demand having been filled,

l)uyers again became conspicuous by their ab.sence, and

sellers immediately exhibited once more their desire to

get spelter off their hands, with the natural result that

I'le pnce began to sag off again. By the middle of

September the price had fallen to about 121/2^' I-'"'- A
curious feature at this time was the offering of spelter for

uumediate delivery by the principal domestic consuming

interest. Another rally put the market up to l-'SfT/llc.

at the end of September.

Fourth Quarter—During the early part of Ocluber the

market drooped, and about tlie middle of (bo mouth was

reason except that the foreign demand, which pn'viou.sly

biu] been the backbone of the market, bad ceased, tempor-

arily at least. Toward the middle of tiie month, however,

there was a .sharp and equally incomprehensible advance,

Avbich continued up to the close of the month, when the

quotation was loVif''' 16%c.

Summary—The spelter market during 1915 was charac-

terized after the first month, or perhaps the first fortnight,

l)y an absence of stock on hand; that is, the market lo.st

its balance wheel and consequently was highly erratic.

This caused the small sujjplies of spelter available for

prompt delivery to command a premium throughout the

year, but of course the volume of this premiimi business

was relatively trifling. During the first quarter buyers

were reluctant to enter into the usual two-montii and

thrcp-mtjiitb contracts. During the second quarter not

LEADIXi; ZIXC MINING AND .SiUOLTIXG CENTERS IN THE L'XlTED STATE.S

<|unted at 10i/2(r' !•'!('. A moderately large business was

done at this time at an average of about 12%c. There

ilc\eloped then a rather large volume of business, whicli

was done chiefly with foreign buyers, especially for export

1o France. In flic nuiin it was done in contracts for

deliveries running far ahead, ranging from contracts

rovering the fii'st qiiiirter of 101(5 to contracts beginning

immediately and running through the first quarter of

I!)16 and even further. At (be end of October the pi'ico

was about L'P/o^llVoc.

Tn November the volume of business increased, domestic

consumers figuring in tlie market, certain prominent gal-

vanizers being large Iniyers, both for delivery in (be im-

mediate quarter and in the following one. 'I'hc ]u-ice

advanced steadily, and at the end of the month (be market

was quoted at ISyof^'IS^c. On relatively small business

in the early part of December, the market experienced a

severe decline, for which there was apparently no special

only would they do m). hut also they bought eagerly for

<le!ivery right through the remainder of the year. At

I his time and later the operations of dealers, speculators

and traders added to the confusion. After spelter touched

10c. in ]\[arch, there had been a relapse to 8c., and

experts were expecting a complete collapse of the position,

which was already beyond all precedent in the spelter

industry. In i\Iay and June ammunition contractors

hought spelter as if there were never going to be any more

of the metal made. At aliout 25c., however, the madness

exhausted itself.

In the third quaiicr jirophccies of a steady decline to

8c. or fie. iier lb. by the end of the year was general,

owing to the large increase of capacity that was known to

be going on. These prophecies failed \itterly of realiza-

tion, the reason being that the new production did not

develop so rapidly as it was thouglit it would. However,

(iiii-iug (he third and fourth quarters there was a perfect
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iipprec-iatidii tluit tlu' o-reat expwU'd addition to sujjjjly in two months. That was the end of liii: rcvn-so, ;iiiii

was sinijily delayed, and eonseqnently there was a general the price climhed to $89 the first of Sc|ilcnilicT, ending;

eaijcrness on the i)art oT iiniduccrs to i)bu-e contracts for the month at $8'i.50, rose to $!)li Hie liisi ol' Oclolier.

distant deliveries at pi-ices far liclow what they would hack to $87.50. np again at the close to $!•:!. then In

accept for the quarter ininiediatrly following. These $102. -jO one week, $112.50 one week and $1 IS the lattci'

conditions ])rodnccil a wide range ol' pi-ice and made it two weeks of Xo\emher. As the year di'cw to a close.

dittiriilt til sav at anv time what was the average ])tisition prices receded, luit the o]itiniism of the nuner's mind
iif tlir market. sees more hig ]ii'irc's early in the new ycai-. while ])resent

Till- pi-iic fill- high-gradi' >pcltrr. wliirli was lOr. at (igures are (piite satisfactory cnmpai-rd with previous

the licgiiining of I'.M.'). ruse tn -lOr. ami ilccliiicd to ')'>r. years.

This plicnonu'ual priic li-d to ron^idrralilc iii-w ]iriidui'tiou Tin" ])i'oduction of cahimine assiimt'il an importance

of llii> sort of nii'tal. and in the latter part of l!)|."i there nndi-eanied of in past years, as ]irii-es of this mineral

was ai riiinnlalion of unsolil stocks of it. Init the ]iricc i-osc fiom $2.3 ha.'^c of -10% zinc, with the opeiung of the

was held lii-nily at •I'lc. ]ier lli. TABt.E r .lOPI.IX DISTRICT ORE SHIPMENTS, ix lk)L-NUS

Till' i;\|-ations in the spelter nia|-kcl completely upset .Missouri Bloudo Oilamim- Lead Values

the ore marl I't For a Ion"' time the nrice for oie failed '•isp.-i- County 4:i(i,.-.S7,i:50 4,.>10.S40 (i2,9fl2,U00 .$19..507,8.50UK oil man. II. l oi a mii,, liiiu iiii |iiii(_ loi on laiiio
x.-wton County 29.728,440 32,57!l.l()0 3,819,.>50 1.901,(W(I

to advance aiiytllllig like in propoitioll of spelter. I.nwrenceCouAty 1.9S3,780 7.731.2.30 19fi.l70 ai9.4..0

Tliis caused many ore producers to consider that ilicy Total 468,249,.350 44„s.5i,2.30 (,7,007.720 .$2i,b78,900

were heing iinlaiiiy treated, ami at the demand of the oit*™c'ounty 5G,.341,ouo ig7,2so i<).43.5,i70 2,728,720

Joiilin nroducers the attorncv-oeneral of Missouri filed K.ansas
' ' •,,,;,',., • ,. Cl.crolw County .W.1S.1.U10 113,000 3,560,470 2,290,480

a comnlaint ai;aiiist about all ol the zinc smelters, on Total loi.-j (*) .-)79.77(i,o20 4.i,i:ii..'.io <)O,003,300 26,698,i9o

,, I ,.
' • nil t- »

t ^'^ 4- 1\ i i Total 1914 .509,07.1,490 39,42.).170 87,254,000 12,722,210
the ground ol coiisi>iracy. llic I iiiteil .states IJcpartmeiit ini-n-asc... . ,,, 70,7(X),5io 5,70ii.340 2,749.300 i3,975,9so

of justice was also led to inangnrale an iliquirv. iJoth - Owmb.-r .-si imatwl foicach county. Value increase over loorc-

of the.se actions cvaiiorated in their own silliness. There .^ar, to $10 in March and $80 in June. AVhile the price

was at all times a plethora of ore supplv. the lii-h prices declined through July and August, along with blende,

that were being paid ft.r spelter and tiie large smelting it ^^as less sewre. at no time receding below $.30, and

margins that the smelters were enjoying being iiremiums advancing again to $Sii in Xovember,

on the ])()ssession of smelting capacity, not on the jhisscs- l-'or the lirst time in the history of the district, the pro-

sioii of raw material. The' ]irice bir ore in the .loplin duction of calamine was taken over by men ofbig biLsiness

market did indeed rise to iin|irecenilentcd ligiires. but

never in ]iro|iiirt ion to the ]irice of spelter. On the other

hand, miners \\ ho were selling their ore on sliding scale y

contracls got the full bcnelit of the rise in the price for iMl-

spelter. At certain lime.- of the year the supply of zinc 1903.

ore was so large that it became impossihle for miners to 190.-.:

make new contracts for it, and in >omc cases smelters ihoi'.

lamelcd contracts. Large importations of .\ustralian ]!;";";

oi'e played an important part in the situation.

ABLE :;. ORE PRICES IN JOPLIN DISTRICT

(15 Years)

I'.il.'

l!H:;

I'.ill,

Zin
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liiiiu, atToplaniii;: up ti> ^S'l. Tiiuu, ni(l<l(!rlc'S!., it lloiiii-

(lered down to !)>)G..jO at the cud (jf Aii;,'u.<t. Ell'orls U>

(iiid a higher hiiidiiig were iiieJlcctual. Falling so hiw,

howevL'i', made the re-ascen.sion easier, and an unrestrittcd

demand elevated jirices .-nioothly to $7"^ at the close ol'

Xovonibor, with the demand growing and higher prices

in prospect for the new year.

The year's production was 312.4")0 tons of all grades

of zinc ores, only 0,830 tons in excess of 1913. The

year's average price of $7?.84 per ton was $24.51 per ton

greater than the average price in 1012. With these com-

parisons it is indicated that a maximum production

cannot readily be increa.sed, yet it is possible that the

movement inaugurated by the high level of ])i-ices in

]'.<]') may result in a larger increase in the 1!>1(J yield,

even though the price decline to a lower level. The

production of this district is staple and cannot he spas-

modically influenced, advancing slowly and receding

slowly with price variations.

Metallurgically, no effort developed toward larger

mills. Instead of greater capacity for heads, the increase

in yield was directed to the tails. l)y the addition from

time to time of slime tables. The disposal of the tail

waste is a problem being threshed out. The level surface

of this section presents a situation unusual in mining

regions. Some mines installed cars for waste delivery.

This proved unsatisfactory. Dewatering is now advo-

cated, with a return to the belt-and-cup elevator, placing

additional elevators on top of preceding dumps. Wet

delivery is the easiest disposal of waste, but cost is against

it in actual practice.

ZaEac anadl ILeadl MaEaiia^ asa Salbeipasi

By it. H. Kxox

The Iiidder Concession, about 1,000 sq.mi. in area, is

held by a Iiussian company. The smeltery and coal

nunes are held by another Russian company. Both are

controlled by an English company called the Irtysh

Cor]ioratiou, Limited. The Eidder group lies on the

northern spurs of the Altai Mountains in .Siberia and is

coiniccted. by about fiO mi. of railway now under con-

struction, with the Irtysh River, which is navigable about

seven months in the year.

The Ridder mine alone has developed up to date,

mainly bv borings, over three million tons of ore, which

falls into two classes, the so-called "solid sulphides" and

the "disseminated ore." In August, 1915, the general

average contents of the two classes of ore were as fol-

hjws

:

Gold, SUver, Cu, Lear], Zinc,
Long Tons Oz. Oz. % ''.'< ",

Solid sulphides 94.i,000 0.47 9.7 15 18.1 31.2

Concentrating ore ... 2.229,000 0.71 1.7 O.T, 3.5 6.7

Total 3,174,000 0.64 4.1 O.S 7.8 14.0

On this basis the estimated net profit in sight is

':10,800.000 without reference to other mines of the group

tlinn the Ridder.

The Ridder dejiosit is roughly talmlar in form and

is a])])roximateIy conformable with the inclosing strata,

((insisting of ancient and altered slates and lull's and

igneous sills. The solid sulphide orebody is a complete

rcplacemout of the rock and is underlaid by the dis-

seminated ore which is a partial replacement with the

hornstone gangue. The treatment of the ore at the

mine involves the separation of the solid sulphides into

lead and zinc concunlrates and a concentration of the

disseminated on; al.so into lead and zinc con( i iitrates.

This is accomplished by the ordinary- hydraulic imthods

supplemented !iy flotation for the treatment of slimes.

The jiroducts are to be shipped to the Ii-tysh River by

rail, transported on barges down the river to the coal

mines at Ekibastus, where they will be smelted to lead

bullion, s])elter and co])per matte. The fini.shed products

will then be shipped further down the river to Omsk on

the trans-Siberian railway and thence to market.

Notwithstanding the e.\ceptioual difficulties imposed

by war conditions, the construction of the smelting plant

is proceeding, and it is expected that the first of the

zinc ])laiit will be in operation in the spring, whereas the

lead jjlaiit will be ready by the autum of 1916.

Z^asac Masaaffiig ana wrascoimsaia

By J. v.. Kio.v.NEDY*

War orders for spelter were reflected in the production

and price of zinc ore. The net tonnage of zinc ore

ship])ed to smelteries from the Wisconsin district, includ-

ing Jo Davies County, Illinois, in the first 11 months of

the year was 189,643,750 lb., an increase of 24%. The

TABLE 1. WTSCOXSIX ZIXC OUTPUT, 1915

(First 11 Months)

Net to Smplterii^ Gross from Min(^
1914 1915 1914 1915

Hiehland 5,097,650 3,.538.060 .5,097,6.M 3..538.0BO

Linden 7,.570,190 12,716,810 11,612,280 13.1U.GSI)

Mifflir, 6,855,120 9.202,560 40,743,220 49,6in,7.iO

Mineral Point 36,996.820 52,091,480 1,095,480 972,780

Dodgevillc 1,254,290 1,109,150 1,516.270 l,109,l.jO

Montfort 1,906,000 1,906,000

Platteville 12.781,940 18,7.35,760 .5,287.560 15,098,470

Cuba City 19,640,100 31,605,060 .5.370.430 3.642,600

Benton 31.740.910 36,759,190 69.563,720 119.173.94(1

Hazel Green 14.222.200 11,1.57,960 31,625.100 40.289,060

Shullsburg 2,090,070 1.130,300 19.209.800 5.712,300

Potosi 6.51,420 e.il.42tl

Galena 12,025,700 10.946,000 46,046.410 43.816.440

Totals 1.52.186.990 1.S9.643.7.50 2.39,073,920 296.735.(vJ0

Shipment of Field mines from Scales Mound is credited to Benton.

tonnage of lead ore shipped was 6,338,640 lb., an increase

of 31%, while the shipment of sulphur ore, 26,534,310

lb., decreased 13%. Aside from the high price of zinc

ore, the feature of the year's progress was the increase in

roasting capacity, as shown in Table 2. Low-grade ore

was in little demand.

AVide variation was made in the price of zinc ore. The

year opened at $50 per ton base for 60 7o grades. The

price fluctuated between $55 and $75 until June, when

$100 per ton was reached, and the price was maintained

at $100 and over for two months, going as high as $130

in the week ended June 19. The base declined as low as

$60 during one week in .Vugust. but advanced as high as

$110 in November. The highest premium price reported

paid was $131.20. Prices paid for zinc ore taken under

contract exceeded those paid in the open market, but were

not available for publication.

A total of 57 mills and 12 roasters were in operation

(Uiiing the year. Fifteen concentrating mills were c-on-

structed: The Kittoe, Biddick, Lucky Six, Treg-anza.

ilcMillan, Field-Thom]ison, Graham, Gilman. Long-

henry, f'ruson. M. & II., O])timo Xo. 3, Stoner, TC. ('. (!t

M. and Blackstone. The Wisconsin Zinc Co. will shortly

erect four more: The Longhorn. Birkbeck, C. A. Thoin])-

son and East End Champion. The Frontier company

will equip the Ilird. The Wisconsin Zinc Co. built a

riattevilU', Wis.
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Skinner-type roaster at the Champion mine, Xew Dig-

gings. At the year end, the JVIiiieral Point Zinc Co. was

building a Skinner roaster at Mineral Toint to replace

the old cylinder type, and the Field Mining and Milling

Co. was assembling a Mathey roaster at Galena. The

TABLE 2. WISCONSIX ZINC-SMELTING EQUIPMENT, 1915

Capacity per
No. Ivihis No. Machines Week in Tons

Type of Type of in Operation in Operation of Green Ore*
Roaster Machines .1914 1915 1914 1915 1914 1915

Min.Pt.Z.Co.. Mathey Wethcrill 4 5 3 4 700 1,050

National Mathev Dings 2 4 li 12 400 SOO

Empiret Mathev Dines 2 2 4 5 200 250
CampbeUt Campbell Campbell 3 3 8 8 200 200
Linden Z. Co... Campbell CampbeU 1 1 2 3 140 280

Indian Mound Mathev Cleveland-
Knowles 1 1 1 1 125 125

Joplint Mathev Cleveland-
Knowles 3 4 400

Championt. Skinner Cleveland-
Knowles 1 . 6 SOO

Benton Ro. Co. Mathey Dings 2 3 200
Enterprise Mathev Dings 1 1 .. . 125
Climax Mathev Dings 1 1 125

Gr. Western.. Mathey Cleveland-
Knowles 1 1 . 125

1,765 4.480
2,715

t Wisconsin Zinc

13 24 49

ewhat according to grade of' Capacity var
Co. plants.

most development work was done in the Benton-X"ew

Diggings territory, but many prospect drills were busy

in every camp of the district.

The Wisconsin law enacted by the Legislature of 1913,

assessing mineral lands for taxation upon the computed

value of "ore in the ground," was amended in so far as it

applied to lead and zinc deposits. By the terms of the

new section the value of the land exclusive of its mineral

content shall first be determined by the assessor, and to

this there shall be added, in lieu of the value of such

mineral content, one-fifth of the gro.«s amount of the

sales of any ore extracted at any time and sold during

the preceding calendar year. The sum total is the valua-

tion subject to the current rate of taxation, .separate and

distinct from the personal-property valuation of l)uild-

ings, machinery and equipment, which is likewise subject

to the current rate of taxation.

The ))rice for cailinium during 1915 was ^1.2')(a 1.50

per lb. This metal is used chiefly by the manufacturers of

silverware. It has no military use, at least none of

consequence, and its history in 1915 was therefore quite

different from that of the other metals. Indeed, the cou-

siini])tion of it was less tlian it was in 1914.

Si

Tlhe BJew Yorlfe Timi Mg&ifl&et
The New York tin market during 1915 was purely a

local market, limited by consum])tive demand and at

times during the year dwindling to a very small affair.

Its couisc depended considerably uikiii the London

market.

In January tlie market opened rather weak witii busi-

ness slow, and an advance in London, mainly based on the

spot position, failed to stir buyers here. Later in the

month the London prices became firmer, hut consumers

here paid very little attention and i)urchases wi^rc small.

Business continiiod light through the month. In Febru-

ary there was a rise in prices of sonicthing like 3c. per lb.,

which was due principally to freight congestion on the

docks in London and difllculty in getting freight room
for .\tlantic shipments, which caused some expectation nf

scarcity here. Business later .•^nbsidcd inlo dullness, and

buying was only for necessary requirements.

In March the market continued dull, but there was an

advance in prices, owing chiefly to the difficulty of get-

ting supplies. Later in the month the situation developed

into a shortage of spot supply here, and although there

was no panic, prices rose to what proved to be the highest

level of the year, the average for March in X'^ew York

being 48.-t26c. The actual shortage was increased in its

effect upon the market by the British government pro-

hibition of the exportation of Straits tin to other than

British ports. Business at the highest prices was very

small. In April the market was rather erratic, prices re-

maining high, but fluctuating from day to day on small

business.

In May the market was quiet, but there was a fair turn-

over of metal at prices rather lower than those that pre-

vailed in April. The importation from Great Britain

under consular supervision had been reduced to a work-

able form, and little difficulty was found. Later in the

month some u])ward fluctuation was caused by the sink-

ing of the "Lusitania." The effect of the rise, however,

MONTHLY .WERAGE PRICES OF TIN IN 1913. 1914, AND 1915
• New York • London >

Month 1913 1914 1915 1913 1914 1915

.lanuarv .50.298 37.779 .34,260 238 273 171 905 156.550
Februarj- 48 766 39.830 37.415 220.140 181.556 176.925
March 46.S32 38.038 48.426 213.615 173 619 180.141
April 49 115 36 154 47.884 224 1.59 163 963 166.225
Mav 49.038 33.360 38.790 224 143 150.702 162.675
,Tun"e 44 820 30 577 40.288 207.208 138.321 167.636
July 40 260 31707 37.423 183 511 142.517 167.080
.\ugust 41.582 * .34.389 188 731 * 151.440
September 42.410 32.675 33.125 193 074 * 152.625
October 40 462 30.284 33 OSO 184 837 * 151.554
November 39.810 33.304 39 224 180.869 139 391 167.670
December 37.635 .33.601 38 779 171786 147 102 167.000

.\v.year 44 2.52 38.590 206 279 163.960

New York in cents per pouiul ; London in pounds sterling per long ton. * No
<iuotations.

was to quiet business down and make sales smaller than

they had been. At the beginning of June business was

moderate with only small fluctuations, but toward the

middle of the month demand was active and strong and

consideraiile sal;>s were made, after which the market

(|uieted down and the volume of business became small.

The quantity of tin sold during the month, or rather, it

^il(lllld be .'iaid, during its active .season, was considerable

and the average price for the month was over 40c.

In July the market wns xcry (|iiiet, consumers being

for the most part su]iplic(l with metal, while there were

good arrivals and a sullicient supply, sellers rather press-

ing metal for sale. August showed no special demand,

and prices were rather weak. Dealings in spot were slow,

the demand for futures being rather better. The low

rates for sterling exchange seriously affected the market.

Throughout Seiiteinbcr the market continued dull, with

sales only of material that was needed by consumers and

a general absence of fluctuations. About the beginning of

October rumors began to be circulated that the govern-

ment of the Federated .Malay States intended to put an

exjiort duty on fin. These reports were cabled over to

Europe, where dealers apimrcntly bad not heard them,

and this was followed by a sharp rise in price. The
rumors were subsequently contradicted. Later in the

month the market was steady, being supported by a fair

buying by consumers.

In November the ])ricc rose again under the inlliiciict'

of rather heavy luiying. which .seemed to lie tine cliieny

to the im]irovemeiit in difTerent kinils of business where

tin is required. About the middle of the month there was

a sharp advance caused by the increased demand and by

rumors concerning the stoj)]iage of British vessels in the

Suez Canal. The discovery that fbcse were rnniors only
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mill lliat the canal hail nut been intcrlVrcil with caii.sed

a rccessioji, anil the |inro (lro|)]ie(l rioni the high ])oint

reached (luring tiie month. Toward thu end of the month

business was light and the market declined. The.-ie con-

ditions extended into December, hut only a fair business

was done in .s])ot on the decline. Subsequently the market

rose very sharply on news that the British government

intended to curtail exports until a safe working stock

could be accuniulated. Wiien it was learned that the

government idea of this safe stock was 4,000 tons, of

which 3,000 tons was already on hand, the price dropped

again, and for the remainder of the month business was

on a moderate .scale, maiidy for early consumption.

The fluctuations in December were a fair indication of

the general course of the market, which on the whole was

light and easily affected by current rumors or only mod-

erate buying.

Tasa Sffiffiellfenim^ iim "Uiraatedl Stattes
The American Smelting and Refining Co. has about

completed an addition to its Perth Amboy works, which

consists of a new plant for the smelting of tin ores and

concentrates and the electrolytic refining of tin.

The United States im]>orts about 45.000 tons of tin

yearly, and of this about 90% is Straits tin, which is

largely consumed in the manufacture of tinplate, for

TI.X PRODUCTION .^XD COXSUMPTION
(In Long Tons)

Kxpnrts. Str:

Expnrl-, \..

naiik' I I

Soutli African produfl
XiKeri.in production*
Comwall production*

191.3
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lurnace was under construction at the Golrlbanks, during

the year. In N3'e County the ilercury mine, near lone,

was shut down from February- to July, but made a con-

siderable output the latter half of the year. The Nevada
Cinnabar Co. reported an active year and largely increased

yield. The Telluride group, near Beatty, was hampered
by litigation, but made a small output from concentrates

treated in a retort.

The exports of quicksilver from the United States in

1915 were about 3,300 flasks, compared with 1,440 flasks

in 1914. The imports were about 5,200 flasks, compared

A\\ERAGE MONTHLY PRICE OF QriCKSILVER
(Per Flask of 75 Lb.)

19U ^^ 1915 _
San San

Month New York Francisco London New York Francisco London
January... S.'^S.Vo $.38. B3 £7.50 S5160 .?50.80 £1135
February... 39 00 38.50 7 .50 59 38 58.00 12 28
March 38 60 38.30 7 30 73 13 62.16 12 50
April 38 00 38.00 7 00 7150 64 31 12 44
May 37.90 37 60 7.00 77 20 67 50 11 80
•lune 38 00 37.13 7.00 95 63 88 13 15 13
July 36 75 36 50 6.75 95.50 92.50 17 94
.\ugust 83 00 90 00 92.90 89 25 18 15
September.. 74.38 74 00 89.50 88.00 10.50
October... 53 75 53 50 94 70 90 80 15 90
November.. 50.30 51.00 108 13 102 00 16 38
December.. 5125 51.00 .... 135 00 12125 16 63

Year $48 31 $48.68 $87 01 $8123 £14 75

with 8,198 flasks in 1914. The Italian embargo on
quicksilver prevented the continuance of imports from
that quarter.

m.

By' Murray Ixxe.s*

California quicksilver jjroduction in 1915 is estimated
at 13,910 flasks, an increase of 2,045 flasks over 1914. The
principal producers were again the New Idria, Oceanic,
New Almaden and Guadalupe. The new Idria, in 8au
Benito County, produced 0.200 flasks, compared with

0,600 flasks in 1914, while the Oceanic, New Almaden
and Guadalupe were, as in 1914, the only other producers

credited with more than 1,000 flasks each. In addition
there was, as in recent years, a production of alxiut 2.500
flasks from a dozen or more other ventures, items regard-

ing which have appeared in the Journal from time to time
during the year. There has been much talk of reopening
old mines, but so far this lias not resulted in production
or new equipment of importance.

The average returns to the produirr in 1915 weie more
than double those of 1914, and therefore the small increase

in production is surprising. The New Idria, for exam])le,

realized, according to its annual report of 1914. an
average of $11 per flask, while returns for 1915 will be

in the neighborhood of $85 per flask. The market ])ri(e

advanced from $50 last January to $150 in December,
19] 5, the market being well reflected in the Journal.

Why has the quicksilver production in California

steadily declined from an annual average of 00,000 flasks

for the 10 years ending with 1885 to 1.3,000 fla.sks in

the last two years, and why has the state's production
shown no greater increase in 1915. notwithstanding the

highest market price in 40 years? Exhaustion of the

high-grade surface deposits answers the question in part

only. One added reason is that probably nine-tenths of

all the quicksilver deposits lie in the Coast Range and
on lands that have, during the last 30 years, gradually

been patented as agricultural and are no longer open

•Oceanic Quicksilver Mine, Canibrin, Calif.

for mineral location under our present mining laws. As
a rule the owners of these lands know nothing cf mining
or lack the means to develop and equip. The prospector

has little inducement to develop ground that he cannot
locate, and as a result the mineral remains undiscovered.

In the meanwhile, after several lean years the surviving

producers are more hopeful.

AVhile the California production has steadily decreased,

even in the last 10 years, from 30,000 to 13,000 flasks per

year, it is instructive to note that the production in Austria

has. during the same period, increased from 17,000 to

27,000 flasks; that the production of the mines in Italy

(owned by German and Austrian capital) has increased

from 11,000 to 30,000 flasks—an exact reversal of our

progress; also that the Spanish production (controlled

in England) has increased from 25,000 to 44,000 flasks.

Prior to 1895 our import tariff on quicksilver was 10c.

per lb., and from 1895 to 1913 this duty was 7c. per lb.

The present Administration then saw fit to place the duty

on an ad valorem basis of 10%, and for 1913 the duty

amounted to 4.8c. and for 1914 to 4.0c. per lb. The net

result was that the producers were, market-wise, placed

face to face with the cheapest labor in Europe and re-

quested to compete. The imports on foreign quicksilver

increased from 84 lb. in 1906 to 014,809 lb. in 1914 and

ceased only when its export was prohibited by England

and her allies.

Quicksilver mining was once an important industry in

California and may be so again if the investor is given

leasonable assurance of a tariff that will permit him to

o])erate in fair competition with European producers after

the embargo is lifted and conditions are again normal.

A rea.sonable import duty to compensate for the dift'erent

labor conditions would ]irobably double the California

production in a year or two. This production may not

be of great importance outside of California, provided

the United States can always be sure of adequate supplies

for Government uses in times of emergency. However,

for the time being, we are cut otf from foreign supplies,

and the market indicates that it might be a difficult matter

for even the Government to accumulate any considerable

reserve stock for the manufacture of fulminate, antisep-

tics, etc. The production, not only of California but of

North America, is now far sboit of the ordinary peace

requirements of the United States. These requirements

are now in the neighborhood of 25,000 flasks per year and

seem to be increasing.

*:

Tessas QuBl£MsiE^®B° aim I'^IS

Tlie Chisos Mining Co., which is the only operator in

the Terlingua district, has closed a record-breaking year

with a production of 1.200 flasks of (piicksilver for. the

months of No\ember and December; 150 men are em-

|doyo(l. Its capacity will soon be greatly increased by

supplementing its 18-ton shaft furnace with a rotary fur-

nace cajiable of treating double that amount. This will

place at the coni])nny's disjjosal a large quantity of ore

of such low grade that it could not have geen jireviously

treated at a profit. Wayne Cartledge is general manager.

The Big Bend mine is being reopened by W. D.

Burcham. It lias been unwatered and one year's supply

fif ore blocked out. The mine started its 50-ton furnace

on Jan. 1. 1910. and is cxi)ected Id proiliice 300 fl.isks

of quicksilver per inonlli.
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Iroim aimdl Steel
By FiiKDKinrK IIdhart

The year 1915 will be remembered in the history of no jucount has been taken of changes in the stocks of iron

the iron trade by the extraordinary changes which took ore on hand. The difference in the visible stocks was not

place during its course and l)y the remarkable contrast be- large in comparison with the total, and there are no data

tween its opening and closing. These changes were due in u|)on which the stocks in furnace yards can be estimated

part to the conditions prevailing in Europe resulting in with any degree of correctness. There is good reason to

a tremendous growth of export trade; but in large part believe, however, that those stocks are low, and this belief

also to a growth in domestic business and the active de- table i. iron-ore production and consimption

velopment of home consumption under the influence of (in Long Tons)

increasing business confidence and the abundance of monev i9i3 i9i* I9i3

T , , T 1 4- j-I 1 j-i ^i- „f 4.V.\ Lake Superioi sliipmcnts 49,947,116 33,721,897 47,143.804
due to extraordinary crops and to the betterment or the southern ore mined 7,950.000 6,175,000 7,s25,ooo

banking system under the new law.
Eastern and other local ores ^•^^'°«° ^'"^-^'"^ ^•^^^°^

The year 19U closed with some anticipations of better
jJ^'X^"^'"."'!'"!: ::::::::.::::;::: ''2;!9l:876 *i;435:oi!o llitl'o^

business, but with no immediate signs of any great im-
Total supplies..

...'.'.''....
m',44i,992 li!i^ 1^!^^

provement over the depressed conditions which then pre- Exports 1.042.131 660,000 635..500

vailed. Production of p)ig iron was at the rate of only Approximate consumption 63,399,841 43,706,897 59,422,402

ibout 22,000,000 tons a year, a low point as compared is supported by tlie urgency with which deliveries of ore

with previous years, although it would have been consid- are called for.

ered high only a few vears ago. For the first half of the - c!„t„.„,^„ i„r^- a,.,.°. f .
•

-,
T n 1 4. I 1 1 j-l

I^AKE bUPERlOR IRON OllK
vear this rate increased graduallv but slowly and the

otficial report showed little gain over 1914. From July -^s f'^r ^^ years past Lake Superior iron ore has sup-

on, however, production of all kinds of finished materials rlied the material from which almost 80^^ of our pig iron

began to increase, and month In' month this increase was '«> made. The statistics of shipments and distribution of

greater in proportion, until the vear closed with an out- that ore are carefully kept, and the volume of the trade

put of pig iron at the rate of 38,000,000 tons a year, the tan be accurately reported. The total shipments from

highest ever reached in our industrial history and with a <l>e iron ranges of Michigan and Minnesota, arranged by

production of finished steel which cannot be very far from P"rts, for the season year ended Dec. 1, are given by the

the same tonna'i-e
Marine Review of Cleveland as in Table 2. The total

The first impetus to the trade was given by the placing table 2. lake iron-ore shipments

of large orders, mainly for finished steel in various forms, "
Tons^^^Per CenT Tons'^'^Per CenT

for export to Europe. The countries engaged in war Escanaba 3,664.451 11.5 5.693.663 12..!

/, ,, T- -.L 1 Ci. t t I 1 • Marquette 1,755,726 5.5 3,099.589 67
turned to the Lnited States lor assistance in supplying Ashland 3.363,419 10.5 5.146.772 n.i

... T ! ^ i' i. 1 J. 1 TwoHarbors 5,610.262 17.5 8.367.381 IS.l
munitions and found our manufacturers readv to respond, superior 11309743 .35.3 8.63.3.980 is.

4

This class of business grew to large proportions as the ""'"'t "-•'^^^1
_J2lL

'^'^^'"^ ^^±
year went on, but it was soon found that foreign demand

„Ji^J^^'^J- ::;::; ''^f^-^Z
'"^:° *''82S "":"

was being supplemented by a heavy call from domestic
'^^^^^ 3, 721^897 ~TT7 47,143.804

"~~"

consumers. Under the ioint influence of the foreign and ,. ,

',
1

"' '

i. j. -

, ,. , 1 ,, 1 1 ii n 1 ! sliipnicnts there shown represent a great increase over
domestic demand the year closed with our nulls and fur- ' ^ ,,>.., 1 i. tt . •. 1 Ii 1 1 c 4^1

, . , 1 . ,1 e 11 1 1 those of 1914, but did not quite reach the level ot the pre-
naces working closely up to their lull capacity and carry- . '

,. ^, , , j • .1 /i 1

, °j,
, . 1-, ii XI J- 11 vious vear. Of these shipments during the season, a total

ing a volume of contracts which seemed to assure them lull ,..,..,-,,, ,„„ , , ,. i j. t 1 t- x ii
, , . , 1 . .1 n i. 1 1.. 1 -inir. TM- c j-i. oi 37,332,428 tons was delivered at i.ake Erie ports, the

work during at least the first halt ot 191G. Many of them,
, ,

' '. , , t 1 tit- i
• 1 • a o +1

. , , T 1 i J- I
4' +1 1 balance going to ports on Lake Michigan, chiefly South

indeed, are indisposed to accept business lor the second ^„ . '' ,"^ ' .,, ,, .-z: ,1 1 ,
,,,,,.. ,, ,' 1 •111 II + 4 41 • Chicago and Gary, with a small quantitv to charcoal lur-
hall, tearing that thev will be unable to carry out their & .'

1 ,,- 1
• rri,' 4- 4- 1 1

• „„+o
/ , 2,, , '.• 1 • 4- 11 u I, naces in Wisconsin and Michigan. The total shipments

iiitracts. The domestic business conies from all branches „ ., t 1 -n • i 1 .• 41 i- •
,, ,^«,.„

, ^, .,
, „, .,

1 11111 II 14' from the Lake Erie docks tor the shipping season were
ot the trade. The railroads, which had been backward lor „,.,,,, .,,^, i ,, •

1 i.„ „ n ,'
, . ,, .. , 1 ,, 34,323,31G tons, and the ore remaining on docks on Dec.

over a year, are increasing their calls tor rails and other ' ' ^ 4. 4. 1 •
v, „i,;„ „*„ „„„

,
.•',', .... i 4- • 1 1 1 1 was 9,797.980 tons. The rate at which shipments are

luateriaL New building construction is already on a large .' -
i 41 4. 11 „,..i ,1 ;!,>, 4L„ of . i-,

, , 4. f 1 4. „ 4.1 „ now being made IS such that in all probability the stocks
Slide and promises to be much greater in the new vear, ., , , ,, 1 • -4.1

., ' r ^, . , T ^ + 1 +1 ' on docks when the shipping season opens in the spring
while shipbuilding IS demanding more material than ever . >• 1 4 4. 4 Tf „„,,k,,. „f,
, ,.

'

4.1 1 1 -4. 1 -1 41 4- < will be the lightest reported for a number ot > ears,
be ore. Upon the whole, it may be said that tew years

-i ?• 4. • •, rr,n„ o „,.„ „,4.:.„„+„j
, \ .,, , ' ,•

,. ,. ., ,,
• The rail shipments given in Table 2 are estimated.

have opened with such prospects for activity as the one ,, - „ 4 4. 1 • 1 ...„ ,.,„.o,t,i ,, ,.,*. rri,

,

,,,'.,, rr,
^ {, , 1 .. ,, 1,. the full reports not having been completed as vet. Ihe

that has lust beo'un. Toward the close ot the year deliver- ,.
, ,. ,, 1 xi 4.- j 1L 44ao J su UL„ TIT, ,1 ' ^- 1 shi pmcuts lor tlic scasou liavB uot bceH apportioHed by

les Ot material were delayed by railroad congestion, and
_.^^

I
^^

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^.^^^
.^ .^ ^^^

exports by the lack of ocean steamers.
(hat between G9 and 70% of the shipments were from tlie

Iron Ore Mesabi and Vermilion ranges in Minnesota, with about

The production and consumption of iron ore in the 307c from the old ranges in Michigan and Wisconsin.

lnited States, which in 1914 showed a material decrease These ranges were actively worked with some new devel-

liMiu previous years, recovered this year almost to the opments and showed heavy increases in shipments, but the

liii^h figures of 1913. Approximate figures are given in great mines ot the Jlesabi kept up their full activity.

'I'able 1, in which the exports and imjiorts are estimated All prejiarations are being made at the Lake Superior

for the months of Xoveiiiber and December. In this table mines fiir great shij-.n-icnts in the coming season, and there
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is no doubt tliat very liigh figures will be reached. Prep-

arations are also being made for a very large ore move-

ment on the Lakes, and a peculiar situation has developed

in the vessel market. The large companies have secured

by charter or purchase nearly all the available boats out-

side of their own fleets for carrying ore, and there will be

no chance for outside shippers to secure wild tonnage.

A peculiar feature of the Lake trade in 1915 is that the

season opened light, and it was not until July that ore

shipments began to be pushed. The consequence was that

the greater part of the sliipments were handled in four

months of the season, and the results showed what the

present I..ake fleet can do, even witliout any additions to

its capacity. The new vessels built during the year did

not do much more than to till up the vacancies made by

storm losses and depreciation. A number of new boats

arc now imder contract, but very few of them will be ready

for service until toward the close of the coming season.

In the East the increasing demand for ore, as the sea-

son went on, resulted in active work in the ore districts of

eastern Pennsylvania, Xew Jersey, the Hudson IJiver and

Lake Clianiplain. The importation of foreign ores was

strictly limited by the scarcity of ocean tonnage and the

high prices charged for freights. Even fi-om Cuba it was

at times difficult to get vessels for transportation. Ship-

ments from Xewfoundland and Labrador show a heavy

decrease, as do those from Spain and Sweden. A begin-

ning was made in the shipment of iron ore from Chile,

Inu this was hindered during the closing months of the

year by the delavs at the Panama Canal.

The prices agreed \)p<>n for Lake iron ore for the season

of litlfi were advanced about 70c. per ton over those of

191.5. The new prices delivered at Lake Erie ports are:

Old Range bessemer, $4.4-5 ; Mesabi bessemer, $4.20

;

Old Range nonbessemer, $3.70; Mesabi nonbessenier,

$3.o5. Prices of Eastern ores are showing a correspond-

ing increase, contracts for 191G delivery being made at

81,4 (S)9e. per unit of iron as against (i%@7i/2c. a year ago.

'J'hese prices are for ore delivered at furnaces in eastern

Pennsylvania.

PiG Ikox

The production of pig iron by half-years for four years

past is given in Table 3, the first half of 191.5 being the

lorrected figures of the Iron and Steel Institute, while

T.\BLE 3. PIG-IRON PRODUCTION BY H.\I.F-VEARS

1912 1913 1914 1913

First half 14.072.274 16.48.S,(J02 12,536,094 12,233,791

Second half lo,0.>4,873 14,477,ti90 10,720,000 17,737,400

Vmr 29,727.147 30,9(i(i,:i01 23,250,.'«)1 29,971,191

the second half is estimated on the basis of the monthly

statements of the furnaces. The official figures, when

published, may show a small deviation, but it will piobal)ly

be in the nature of an increase rather than a decrease.

'I'he total shows an increase of G,(i39,000 tons over 1914

and is only !t9.5,000 tons below that of 1913. It is greater

than that of any other preceding year in the history of the

trade. This is more remarkable from the fac't already

stated tliat production in the early part of the year was at

a low point. .\s will be seen from the table, the make of

pig iron in the first half of the year was only 40.S^,
wliile that of the second half was 59.2^ of the total.

'I'he ore consumed in making this iron averaged 1.98

tons to the ton of pig iron. About 900,000 tons of iron

ore is u.sed yearly in openhcMrth furnaces and rolling

mills. This quantity, however, is more than ollset iiy the

quantity of mill cinder, slag and other miscellaneous ma-
terials used in the blast furnaces. The fuel used, in mak-

ing this iron was approximately 36,500,000 tons of eokc.

48,500 tons of raw bituminous coal, 7G,500 tons of an-

thracite and 35.000,000 bu. of charcoal. The limestone

and dolomite used for flux was a])proximately 14,865,000

TABLE 4. PIG-IRON PRODUCTION FOR 15 YEARS
1901
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structural material will probably constitule aixnit tin- usual

proportion of finished steel.

The more important new construction of the vear was

that carried out by the Bethlehem Steel Co. and Ijy the

Minnesota Steel Co. at Duluth, a subsidiary of the

Steel Corporation. Xot much new work was done during

the first half of the year, and comparatively little during

the second half, although a number of works are putting

in additional openhearth furnaces. Much new work is

planned for the coming year.

Several large consolidations have been talked about dur-

ing the year, but for the most part, have not reached the

stage of coniplotion. The Midvale Steel and Ordnance Co.

is a notable instance, which has been completed. In

the last quarter of the year an important change in the

ownership of the great Cambria Steel Corporation oc-

curred, owing to the sale of the large intei-est in the stock

which has been held by the Pennsylvania R.R. The latest

plan is the consolidation of this company with the Lacka-

wanna Steel Co.. with its large works at Buffalo and

with the Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co., which is an

important manufacturer of finished material. The own-

ership of the Pennsylvania Steel Co. has likewise changed,

but nothing definite has so far been done with regard to

its consolidation or extension. An important consolida-

tion of Eastern blast furnaces has been arranged for, which

includes the Thomas Iron Co.. the Wharton Iron and

Steel Co. and the Empire Iron and Steel Co. These

concerns own a number of blast furnaces, with extensive

interests in ore and coal mines. When completed, the

consolidation will be the largest prodiuer of merchant iron

in the country. The Thomas Iron Co. is the oldest pro-

ducer of merchant iron in the United States, as well as

the largest.

The United States Steel Corporation has followed the

general course of the trade. Its business a:! ! o-irniugs

have showed large rec(jvery, but its projjortion of the total

was prol)ably less than in 1!J14. Dividend- on the common
stock have not been resumed, although the third and
fouith (|uarters showed a very considerable increase in

earnings.

Ko I! i; 1 G .\ Co I" .VTU I E.S

Great Britain has furnished no statement for any part

of the year. The indications are, however, that the pro-

<hiction of iron and steel was about the same as in 1914.

The foreign trade of Great Britain in iron and steel

for 11 months ended Xov. 30 is valued by the Board of

Trade returns as follows:

Exports

Iron and steel £36.909.10S
Hardware, machin-

ery, etc 26,917,658

Imports Excess

£9,870,138 Exp. £27,038.965

13.612.477 Exp. 13,305.181

Exp, £40.344.146
Exp. 63.039,339

Actual quantities of iron and steel exported were 3,-

678,831 tons in 1914 and 2,944,838 tons in 1915; im-

ported, 1..j5:,'213 tons in 1914'and 1,090,400 tons this

year.

For Belgium and France, owing to the disorganization

wrought by the war, no statistics are available. Germany
has kept its production up to about two-thirds of a normal

year, the make of pig iron for the 10 months ended

Oct. 31 having been 9,741,871 tons and that of steel 10.-

832,039 metric tons.

The production of Canada, like our own. .showed a

large increase ovci 1914. much of this being due to work

on munitions of war.

In Australia a notable event was the completion of the

first important blast furnace and steel works in th,' loun-

trv, built by the Broken Hill Proprietary Co. and success-

fully started in September.

PMteb^rElhi Iromi s^midl Steel Me^rHieil^
By B. E. V. LuTY^

In no year has the steel industry ever made such a

remarkable record as in 191.5. The high prices reached

in the year find their parallel in the general level attained

ill 190G and 1907, but the prices then w'ere reached by a

slow and steady movement. In 1903 prices were some-

what higher than prevailed at the close of 1915, but that

price level also was attained by relatively slow .stages.

Jn 1899 prices rose as rapidly as in 191."), and reached a

materially higher level, but there was the very important

difference between 1899 and 1915 that substantially full

l>roduction occurred for almost two years preceding.

During 1915, on the other hand, the rale of pig-iron

l)roduction more than doubled and tiie rate of steel pro-

duction fully tripled. Pig-iron prices scored an average

advance of more than $5 a ton. Bessemer billets advanced

about $12 a ton, while finished steel products generally

scored an average advance of somewhat more than $12 a

ton ; and if the premium prices paid toward the close of

the year for early deliveries be taken into aerimnt. the rise

in steel products w^as still greater.

Action in the steel market was so rapid and at times

.-o violent that it was impossible to discern clearly the

•627 Oliver BuildinK, Pittsburgh, Penn.

underlying forces at work, and at the close of the year

it was evident that the judgment pronounced earlier in

the year, that the war demand for steel was diielly

responsible for the activity, was largely at fault. Perhaps

the truer j)ersi)ectivc obtainable a year or two hence may
alter the views obtaining at the close of the year as to

the fuiidamentiil factors causing such remarkable develop-

ments.

To trace briefly, as a prelude to an attempt at analysis

of causes and real conditions, the course of the iron and

steel markets during the year, it may be said that iu

December, 1914, pig-iron prices were the lowest since

1904 and fini.<hed-steel prices, by a small margin, the

lowest since the fore part of 1899. Pig-iron production

v.as at a rate slightly less than one-half the capacity

;iiid .<teel jiroduction at a rate not more than one-third

the capacity. During the first half of the year pig-iron

lUutuated narrowly, not definitely advancing until July,

while the rise in the second half of the year amounted

to more than $5 a ton. Steel prices advanced slightly

during the first half of the year, by about $2 a ton,

then beginning to ri.se more rapidly, while the advances

in the last (luarter of.theyear inav be di'<iribed as n>ally
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violent, no such rate of advance havinj: prevailed, in a September the mills l)egan to fall behind in deliveries,

period of three months, since the memoral)le year 1890. Tbe market then Ijei-anie intenselj- excited, anil there was

Production of pig iron increased moderately during the a wild scramble for material, ^iany buyers were securing

first half of the year, while steel production increased deliveries perfectly satisfactory, but some were not and

more rapidly. In tlie third quarter production of both their cases attracted attention, while the cases in whiili

pig iron and .steel increased steadily until a rate fully deliveries were sati.sfactory did not. Some fresh con-

equal to capacity wa.s reached. Tlie year had opened witli sumptive demand arose, particularly on the part of the

accumulations of pig iron at steel works, the consumption railroads, and this denumd coming to mills already over-

of the stocks accounting for the (hft'erence between the sold necessarily made the situation from the mill view-

rates of pig-iron and steel production increase resi)ective- point extremely strong.

Iv. The view entertained quite generally in June, that

Demand for pig iron and steel, as expressed in actual almost the sole support of the steel market was the war

market purchase.*, is not always in exact relation to demand, may possibly have been a correct view at the time,

actual consumption requirements. In the case of steel but it certainly was not correct as to conditions olitain-

products, stocks, if carried at all, are carried by buyers ing in October. Steel production increased until Sejitcm-

rather than by producers. According to the buyers' ber or Octoljer, when the capacity rate was iiicrensed. Ijut

expectations as to the future, these stocks are decreased steel exports were heaviest in August, decreasing in

or increased, and thus as a rule the steel market is either September and .-itill f .irther in October. The Octolx'r

languishing or definitely advancing. Stocks in buyer.s' exiwrts of tonnage products as re]X)rted by the Goveru-

hands had been liquidated to an extent in 1913. Init ment, plus a liljeral estimate of the steel made for indirect

in 19U the liquidation was made complete. The situa- exports, including shells, niachiiieiT, railroad rolling

tion was ripe for a buying movement, l)ut the trade did ttock, etc., did not account for as much as 20% of the

not expect an important buying movement as long as steel-mill output in that month, so that domestic buyers

the war lasted. It had seen five months of war, during were taking more than ?•)% of the output for eventual

which no good things developed. Prices had reached surh domestic consumption, and all exports, direct and imliiert.

a low ebb in December, 1914, however, that some buy- to the belligerents and to neutral countries amounted

.VVKUAGE PRICES AT PITTSBIRGH. l'.)l.j

• Pig Iron Suvl . • Xiil..^

niiiik Wire C-iii

No. 2 Fcrro- Bcss'*nier Shwts per ikt
B<»ssi^mer P.asic Foundry mangancsf* Billets Beams Pbtes Bars No. 28 Keg Kep

January $14 49 S13 45 $13 70 $70 30 S19 25 1 10c. 1.10c. 1 10c. 1.80c. 1.54c. 1.5.V

February 14. .t5 13.45 13.70 70.30 19.25 1.10 1.10 110 l.SO 1 .Vt 1 .V.

March 14 .t5 13.45 13 70 SO. 30 19 :« 1.15 1.15 1 15 l.SO 1 tiO 1.5.-.

April 14.55 13.45 13 70 80 30 19.50 1.20 1.20 120 1.80 1.57 l.W
May 14 r.l 13 60 13 70 93 30 19. .iO 120 1.17 120 1.80 1.55 1 .w
June 14.70 13 (57 13 65 102 30 20.00 1.20 1.15 1 20 1.70 1.55 1 .V,

July 14 94 13 91 13 67 102 30 21 40 1.25 1 22 1.27 1.74 1.58 1 .-.5

August 16.01 15 31 14 66 102 30 23 50 1.30 1.26 130 1.85 1.61 l.V,
September 10 .SO 15 95 15.45 109. SO 25 50 1 :« 1.33 135 1.91 1.69 l..\s

October 16.95 15.96 15.53 107.30 26 00 144 1.42 1.43 2.aj 1.78 1.65
.N'ovember 17.57 10.47 16.77 102 30 20 20 103 1 63 1 63 2.:«) 2 87 1 . 72
December... 19.95 l.s 95 18.95 102.30 30 1)0 175 175 175 2,50 2 00 1 )n7

Year 815.81 $14 SO $14.77 $33.59 $22 45 130 120 131 192 lUO 1«<I
Yearl914 14. S9 13.76 13.89 57.79 20 03 1 10 1.14 1 15 189 157 1 .'.7

Prices of pig iron, fcrromaDganese and billets are per ton, 2,240 lb.; of steel product.^, per lb.: of nails, per 100 lb., base.

ing was induced, encouraged by the improved financial to less than 2.1%. It diil not follow, however, that all

conditions produced by the establishment of the new the material taken by domestic buyers was for immediate

banking system, Nov. 10, 191 1, and tlie large balances in consuinjjtion. As current ))rices were high and most

foreign trade that were beginning to pile u]) in favor of buyers were provided with relatively low-priced contracts,

the United .States. it was natural for them to specify freely. The year

The steel mills were quick to make the most of the closed with some material in stock and some material

situation and began advancing prices, frequently setting on order that was not immediately required. On the

a date upon which they would establish an advance, other hand, there apjieared to be a large unsatistie.l

Jiuyiiig was thereby encouraged. Orders for war material ( onsuming demand. There was reason to believe th.ii

were placed in constantly increasing volume, x^t first tiie latter influence wouhl easily pre]ionderate, but the

the reports of these orders were thought to be greatly market had advanced too rapidly to jjerniit it to be re-

exaggerated, but by the middle of the year it had to i)c ganled as certain that domestic consumption would be

admitted that a very large volume of trade had come to maintained at a full rate under high prices,

the Ameriian steel industry by rea.son of the war. The Pig-iron ])n)duction in the first half of 1915 was 12,-

sleel mills were then operating at about 90% of capacity, 233,791 gross tons, and production in the second half

The opinion of the majority of buyers was that the entire <an be estimated at 17,700,000 tons, making 29,900.000

backlwiie of the steel market was the war demand, and tons for the year. At the close of the year ]iig iron wa>

in consequence they did not have much confidence in being jjioduced at the rate of 38,000,000 tons a year,

the situation. In .July and August, however, they came steel ingots at about 38.000,000 tons, steel ca.«tings at

to realize that even though the demanil were merely a about 1.000,000 tons and finished rolled .steel at fully

war demand, it might pf)ssil)ly fill the mills and make 28,000,000 tons,

it difficult to obtain deliveries, jmrticularly since very y.

fanc-y prices were freelv i)aid for war material. They <irnphHe Kxporta from rryion <i:cro.asp.i fn.m f..i,9:ir,.i-,s4 ii..

'

., ; , ... , . 1 i In lOl.t to ni.STI.itH ll>. in 19H. The chUf i-aiK-^cs for the loss
began to specify very freely on their contracts, and to „. re tl,.- eml.ar«« place.l «„ exports fn.m Ceylon :.n<l the com-
.«eek contracts for j)eriods farther ahead, wheieby in iiiiiti.m of .M.i(hii;:.scar praphite.
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ClhFOiniollogV ©f Mimmitf for 1915
JAMARY

Jan. 7—Federal Distiict Court at San Francisco declared
Arizona's alien law to be unconstitutional.—German Zink-
liuttenverband dissolved owing to closure of some of the
UelKian works.

.Ian. 11—Strike started in Miami and Globe.
Jan. 12—The Zinkhiittenvereinigung organized to take the

place of the old Zinkhiittenverband.
Jan. l.T—Copper Producers' Association dissolved.
Jan. 24—Strike in Globe-Miami district settled; work re-

sumed at increase in wages.
Jan. 2«i—United States Steel Corporation passed dividend

on common stock.

Jan. 27—.'Announcement of raise in wage scale at Bisbee
following higher price of cojjper.

FEBRIARY
Feb. 1—Bristol mine. Crystal Falls, Mich., resumed opera-

tions.—Inland Steel Co. assumed control of Armour No. 1 and
No. 2 mines on Cuyuna Range.

Fell. <i—Serious cave in inclined shaft, Gagnon mine, Dutte.
resulted in death of tour men and slight injuiies to two.

—

Calumet & Hecla and its suljsidiai'ies resumed work on full-

time basis.—Germany put embargo on spelter.

Feb. 13—Calumet & Hecla announced resumption of divi-

dends.
Feb. IS—First 1,500-ton unit of Alaska-Gastineau mill at

.Iiineau started.

Feb. 2:?—Five miners arrested for high-grading in the
Cripple Creek district, tliis being the beginning of a new
crusade against this practice.

MARCH
Mar. 1—Increase of wages granted by the Quincy Min-

ing Co.—Hoisting of ore resumed at Ashland mine, Gogebic
liange.—Mountain Copper Co. resumed operation of its

smelter.v at Martinez.—Xewpoit mine, Michigan, resumed full-

time work.
.Uar. 2—Explosion in the Layland mines (No. 3) of the

.\ew River & Pocahontas Consolidated Coal Co.. near Quin-
nimont, W. Va., entombing about 160 miners; 47 men sub-
sequently rescued.—Decision rendered in favor of Ontario
Mining Co. in its suit against the Stewart Mining Co., of
Idaho, for trespass.—Metal mining property of Golden Cycle
Mining Co. sold to Vindicator Consolidated Gold Mining Co.
tor $l..-)00,000.

Mar. S—Persons unknown dynamited and destroyed Green
Copper shaft of Anaconda company at Butte.—President Wil-
son signed Foster bill providing for the establishment and
maintenance of 10 mining-expei-inient stations and seven
mine-safety stations in addition to those already established.
—Sale of minority interest of Edgar Zinc Co

.Mar. 9—Judge Van Fleet in United States District Court
rendered decision that the Mammoth Copper Co.'s plant at
Kennett was doing no damage to the agricultural lands;
company has resumed work.—New electric haulage system
of .Alaska Juneau mine started.

Mar. 13—Strike among the zinc smelters in Kansas and
Oklahoma.

.Mar. 13—St. .loseph Lead Co. increased production to !)fl';

of normal.
.Mar. IB—Mountain Copper Co.'s new concentrator at Kes-

wick, Calif., started.—Cuyuna I'Jlo shipping season inaugu-
rated.

.Mar. 17—Twent.v-stamp mill at Plumbago mine, .Alle-

ghany, Calif., destroyed by file.—Compromise effected in strike
of workers in Kansas and Oklahoma zinc smelteries.

Mar. IS—Crushing began at new mill of Rochester Mines
Co., Nevada.—Mining and Metallurgical Society medal award-
ed to I'rof. R. H. Richards.

Mar. 22—Snowslide at Howe Sound, n. C, swept away
several bunkhouses at Britannia mine; ."i.'i l<illed and many in-

jured.

.M'RIL

.\|ir. 1—Spain placed emliargo on iron, steel, tin, sulpluir,
aluminum, antimony, mini lal oils and ammonia.

\ltT. 7-—Alask.a Juneau Gold Mining Co. offered 100,{10{i

shaies capital stock at $10 per share.
Apr. 10—President Wilson announced the route of Uie

.Ahiska Railway.
Apr. 12—Alaska Juneau stock offering oversubscrilieil four

times and trading on Curb begun at $1S to $1:-| per share.
Apr. 1.%—Worlv resumed at East Butte mill.

\pr. 17—No. 1 diedgi- of Canadian-Klondyke l)eBan oiier-
afions.

Apr. 10—New pumping machinery for draining downtown
district of Leadvllle, Colo., started operation.

.\pr. 22—Spelter at St. Louis passed 10c.

.\pr. 21»—Work begun at Ship Creek on construction of
Government railroad in Alaska.

-MAY
May 1—Crushing plant of Oliver Iron Mining Co., at

Escanaba, Mich., started operations.—Lake Superior Hema-
tite property of Oliver lion Mining Co., Ishpeming. closed
down and abandoned.—Calumet & Hecla company granted
increase of 10% in wages of surface and underground men.

—

Decision by Judge Bourquin of the Federal Court in suit
against the Anaconda company provides that the Alice mine
property, sold some time ago to the defendant, shall again be
offered for sale.

May »—Stamp mill at White Pine mine, Ontonagon, Mich..
started regular operation.—Alaska coal lands case nol-prossed
at the request of the Attorney-General; said to be on account
of lack of evidence.—Bullwhacker Copper Co., Butte, started
operations after a long shutdown.

May 10—Decision rendered by United States Supreme Court
in favor of the State of Georgia in its suit against the
Ducktown Sulphur, Copper and Iron Co. for an injunction to
prevent the company from allowing fumes to diffuse over the
state border.—First cargo, 6.000 tons, of Broken Hill zinc
ore delivered at Bartlesville, Okla.

.May 17—New Washoe acid plant of Anaconda company
put in commission.—No. 1 reverberatory at International
smeltery, Miami, filled with calcines for first time.

May IS—Chile Exploration Co.'s plant at Chuquicamata
started operations.—New record established at Duluth docks
by loading 10 boats %vith 86,000 tons of ore in one 10-hr.
shift.

May 19—Anaconda stockholders voted to change par value
of stock from $25 to $50.

.May 26—United Verde plant at Clarkdale started.
May 2S—Utah, Nevada, Ray and Chino declared dividends:

all raising rates except Ray, which was a return to the rate
paid before passing its dividends.—Spelter at St. Louis pas.sed

20c.

Jl\E
June 1—Lower Lake freight rates on iron ores became ef-

fective.

June 2—J. P. Morgan & Co. announced purchase of $10.-

000.000 of 10-year R'/, bonds of Kennecott Copper Corpora-
tion.—New iron and steel works of Brolien Hill Proprietary
Co., Ltd., at Newcastle, Australia, otficiall.v opened.

June S—Decision adverse to the Government in its suit

to dissolve United States Steel Corporation rendered by the
Federal District Court at Trenton, N. J.

June 4—Prompt spelter at 27c., futures at 24@27c.; highest
on record.

June 7—Amalgamated stockholders' meeting in Jersey City
voted for dissolution of company.

June 9—rOhio Copper Co. leased mine and mill to General
E.xploration Co.—The Tonopah Merger and Tonopah Victor

mines voted to merge with Tonopah Extension.—Electrolytic

copper touched 20c., regular terms; Lake copper quoted at
23c.

June 10—Cave-in in Longacre Chapman mine, Joplin dis-

trict, buried six men; four rescued after 120 hours' imprison-
ment.

June 12—Calumet & Hecla distributed bonus of over $500.-

000 among nearly 10,000 employees.—Lead touche,' Sc, but
sales at that price were small and market immediately col-

lapsed.

June 14—Stores in Butte forced to declare holiday on an-
niversary of big Butte labor riot in 1014 on account of action

by clerks' union and defection in employers' association.

June I.'i—Last spike driven in Mascot i<t Western Ry.. Ari-

zona, connecting Mascot copper mines with Southern Pacific

Co.—.Attorney General of Missouri filed charge against zinc

smelters.

June Itt—Greene-Cananea resumed operations at mine ami
smeltery v/ith two blast furnaces and one reverberatory.

—

Plant of La Harpe Spelter Co., .Altoona. Kan., taken over by
United States Smelting. Refining and .Mining Co.

June 17—United States Steel Corporation announced its

plan to build zinc works at Donora, I'enii.

June IS—First section of Ohio copper mill started by
Iess<e.—First copper produced at Cnnanea ;ifter long idle-

ness.

June 20—.Anglo-Colombian dredge No. 1 launched in Con-
rioto River.
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June 22—Disruption of the International Lead Convention
owing to secession of the Australian producers.—Construc-
tion of Donora zinc plant started.

June 23—First copper made at Chuquicaraata.
June 24—Success Mining Co., Idaho, changed hands by

sale of 1,100,000 shares of stock for ?1 a share.

June 28—Strike of zinc miners in Joplin district. Missouri.
June 29—Portland Gold Mining Co. given possession of

.Stratton's Independence.—First section of Inspiration mill put
in operation.

June 30—Aliarai increased its dividend to 75c. quarterly.

JtlLV

July 1—New wage scale agreed on by miners and mine
operators of Joplin.—New "workmen's-compensation law of
Montana went into effect.

July 7—New Jersey Zinc Co. increased its capital stock to

$35,000,000.

July 12—Striking miners at Joplin, Mo., returned to work.
—Dr. Joseph A. Holmes, Director of the United States Bu-
reau of Mines, died.

July 15—Business section of Valdez, Alaska, destroyed by
fire; loss, $500,000.—Coniagas Mine, Cobalt, Ont., celebrated
the completion of a decade of mining.

July 17—Property of Iron Mountain Tunnel Co., Montana,
purchased by Federal Mining and Smelting Co.

July 20—Ontario government appointed a commission to
inquire into the feasibility of refining nickel ore entirely
within the province.—Work commenced on a 1,300-ft. tunnel
to carry water from Upper Annex Lake to provide extra
power for the operation of the Alaska-Gastineau mill at
Thane, Alaska.

.July 21—New Jersey Zinc Co. paid stock dividend of 250%
amounting to $25,000,000.

July 26—Beginning of suit of the North Star Mines Co.
vs. Empire Mines and Investment Co.

July 30—Receivers appointed for Ohio Copper Co., follow-
ing suit of Empire Trust Co. as trustee under the mort-
i<age bond.

July 31—Books of the Amalgamated Copper Co. closed,
thus terminating its official existence.—Strike at Aluminum
Co. of America plant. Massena, N. Y.

-\U«CST

Aug. 1—Workmen's-compensation law went into effect
in Colorado.

Aug. 5—Dredge of the Empire Gold Dredging Co. in the
Leadville district. Colorado, launched, this being the first

dredge to operate in that district.

Aug. 13—Stocks of Belcher, Crown Point and Yellow
Jacket dropped from the official list of the San Francisco
Stock Exchange, these companies having been merged as the
Jacket-Crown Point-Belcher Mines Co.

Aug. 15—Fire destroyed portion of the town of Upper
Rochester, Nev.

Aug. 18—Spelter at 9V4®10>^c.
.Vug. 21—E. W. King Dodds reported to have made first

discovery in Kowkash district, Ontario.
Aug. 26—Zeila mine, Jackson, Calif., sold to Kennedy Min-

ing and Milling Co.—Hoisting plant of Victor Consolidated,
near Mammoth. Utah, destroyed by fire.

Aug. 27—Vannoy II. Manning appointed Director of the
United States Bureau of Mines.

.Vug. 28—United Verde smeltery at Jerome. Ariz., closed.

.\ug. 31—Explosion at Orenda mine of Merchants' Coal
Co., at Boswell, Penn.; 19 killed.—Petition filed to dissolve
Tintic Smelting Co.

SEPTK.MDKR
Sept. 1—Price of silver went to 46 '4 c, the lowest on record.—Sterling exchange went to 4.51c.
Sept. 2—Crushing started in Nevada-Douglas mill.
Sept. II)— Final decree of the Circuit Court filed at Tren-

ton. N. J., dismissing suit against the United States Steel
Corporation.

Sept. II—Nf-chi dredge launched.
Sept. 12—Strike of miners at Clinton and Morenci. Ariz.
Sept. 14—Investigation of alleged zinc-smelting trust In

Missouri started at Joplin.
Sept. I.-,—Holdings of Pittsburgh & Lake Angelina Co.

sold to Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co.
Sept. n;—Meeting of American Institute of Mining Engi-

neers In .San P'ranclsco.
Sept. 20—Opening meetings of American Mining Congress

and of International Engineering Congress, at San Francisco.
Sept. 21—Canadlan-Klondyke dredge No. 2, which sank In

1914, righted and restarted.
Sept. 82—National Association of Mining and Stock Brok-

ers organized at .San Francisco.

Sept. 2.'i—Old board of directors of Northport Smelting
and Refining Co. resigned and new board elected.

Sept. 28—Unusually severe collapse of ground in Village
Main Reef mine, Transvaal; 3 killed and 27 injured.

OCTOBER

Oct. 3—Arizona militia ordered to Clifton on account of
strike disorders.—Crushing begun in mill of United States
Gold Co., Boulder, Colo.

Oct. 9—Derry Ranch dredge, near Leadville, Colo., went
into commission.

Oct. 11—Commencement of suit of Elm Orlu vs. Butte &
Superior.

Oct. 13—Pilares mine of Moctezuma Copper Co. and the
concentrator at Nacozari, Sonora, closed down.

Oct. 14—Production of electrolytic zinc begun at Anaconda,
Mont.

Oct. 18—Stockholders of Tennessee Coppe.- Co. approved
the issue of $3,000,000 first-mortgage 10-year convertible
STr bonds.—Strike at Thetford mines. Quebec.

Oct. 19—Carranza government in Mexico recognized by the
United States.—Explosion of dynamite at Granite Mountain
mine, Butte, Mont., 16 men killed.

Oct. 20—First spelter made at Donora, Penn.
Oct. 22

—

Initial carload of potash shipped by Mineral
Products Co., Marysvale, Utah.

Oct. 2;j—Stockholders of Southern Aluminium Co. voted
to dissolve *he corporatior

Oct. 25—Operations suspended at C,".:.anea owing to cutting
of railway by Yaquis.

Oct. 26—Beginning of strike at Silver King Coalition mine.
Park City, Utah.

XOVEMDER
!Vov. 1—Canadian Copper Co. adopted eight-hour day for

all men at smeltery and shop and granted increase to men
in mines working on an hourly rate.—Gaylord mill Cripple
Creek, burned to the ground.^U. S. Supreme Court decided
that Arizona anti-alien law w^as unconstitutional.

Nov. 2—Strike at Thetford mines, Quebec, settled,

Nov. .3—Utah Leasing Co.'s flotation plant started.

Nov. S—Concentrator of Arizona Copper Co., Clifton, Ariz.,

partly destroyed by fire.

Nov. ii—Strike at Nichols copper refinery.—First mangan-
ese steel produced in Canada at Wabi Iron Works, Ontario.

Nov. 9—Strike at Silver King Coalition mine settled.

Nov. 10—Alice mine, Butte, reverted to Anaconda company,
no offers having been made when offered at public sale.

Nnv. 11—Mill of National Copper Co.. Idaho, started oper-
ation.

Nov. 14—Law enacted in Peru levying export duty on gold,
.silver, copper and ores, with some exemptions, and on borax
and petroleum.

Nov. 16—.Strike at Nichols refinery settled.—Explosion in

mine of Northwestern Improvement Co.. at Ravensdale.
Wash.; 34 men entombed, of whom three were rescued.

Nov. 17—-Announcement of Kennecott-Braden consolida-
tion.—New York & Honduras Rosario Mining Co. celebratt^d

35th anniversary of its operations..

Nov. 22—Federal investigation of Clifton strike begun.

—

Villa reported di-iven out of Cananea.

DECE.IIBER

Dec. 1—Nevada Packard mill, Rochester. Nev., started

operation.
Dec. 8—Increase In dividends by Utah. Chlno and Ray;

.N'evada Consolidated declared extra dividend of 12>^c.—Mid-
vale Steel and Ordnance Co. purchased Buena Vista Iron ('

property In Cuba.
Dec. 14—Announcement that Anaconda will build electrv

lytic zinc plant at Great Falls.

Dec. 17—Fire at works of Magnolia Metal Co., Matawaii
N. J., which partially destroyed the plant.

Dec. IS—Villa announced his intention to leave Mexii
Dec. 20—Special meeting of stockholders of Canadian Min

Ing and Exploration Co. to authorize surrender of charter aim
dissolution of assets.

Dec. 22—British Government closed contract with Ana-
conda and A. .S. & R. Co. for 60,000 long tons of copper, to li'

delivered during 1916, at about 20c. per lb.

Dec. 24—United States Court granted petition of Detron
Copper Mining Co. tor order restraining strikers at Clifton
from Interfering with assessment work.

Dec. 27—Opening of second Pan-American Scientific Con
gress at Washington.

Dec. 28—Anaconda Increased dividend.—IT. S. Smelting, Re-
fining and Mining Co, and Greene Consolidated resumed pay-
ment of dividends.

Dec. 20—Qreene-Cananea resumed payment of dividends.
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niplfti-il installation ',f ih>AInNkn Gold, Juneau. AlasUa
St fi, 000-ton unit of its mill.

Williiini Miirdii, ICiiik, Alaska, ootiipletert (iO-ton cyaniilc

plant (luiinK snninici ; cost, $5,000.

(;riiiiitf (;ol<l, Iloho Bay, Poi-t Wells. Alaska, constructoil

t)5-ton mill, conipiising 10 stamps ami one 2ii.ton l^ane mill,

foi- crushing unit; total cost, $20,000.

AliiMka Jiineiiii, Juneau, Alaska, announced that OeorRe O.

Hiadliy had been i-nsaK^'d to design and supt-ivise construc-

tion of S.OOO-tOM mill, estimated to cost, together with hydro-

electric i)0\ver plant, etc., $4,000,000.

•tliami CaiiiixT, Miami, Gila County, Ariz., remodeled con-

cintiatoi-. incieasins capacity from 3.000 to 4.200 tons per

day. at cost of $.'!On.O00.

CoiiMolidiUrd AriKuiin SnidtiuK, Humboldt, Yavapai County,

Ariz., in.stalled oil-fired reverlieiatory furnace, IS f t. by 100

ft,, capacity 250 to 300 tons per day, at a CQSt of $50,000.

.Also started to erect new crushing and repeiving plant to

co.st about $70,000.

Fortiim- >;i:iiii);, Providence. Yavapai County, Ariz., work-
iiiH on 3u-ton milling plant, to cost about $SO,000.

Xe»v Cornelia <'».|iiier t'lK, Ajo, Pima County. Ariz., received

authority from Arizona Corporation Commission to issue

$(',75,000 of securities for construction Tucson. Cornelia &
Oila Bend Ry.. connecting mine at Ajo with main line of

Southern Pacific at Gila Bend. Started construction of 4.000,-

ton leaching plant. ICstimated cost, $4,000,000.

.\rixona Copi'ei" <"., Clifton, Greenlee County, Ariz., remod-
eled Ko. 4 mill at Clifton, to bring capacity up to 500 tons
per day. also made some changes in No. 6 mill at Morenci,
whiiii increased capacity of that mill to 500 tons per day.

iiiiikrr Hill. Tombstone, Cochise County. Ariz., remodeled
old 411-stamp jnill to 50-ton cyanide mill and 50-ton concen-
liate test-mill.

i'rimoM Cbeniieal C»., Primos. Penn., erected plant for treat-

njent of tungsten ore at Russelville, Cocliise County. Ariz.

International Smelting:, Miami, Gila County, Ariz.; smeltery
built iirimarily to smelt concentrates from Inspiration and
Miami mines, put in operation. Estimated cost, $2,000,000.

liliekenstalV A Urann. Crown King, Yavapai County, Ariz..

added Marathon mil! and concentrating tables to stamp mill,

im leasing capacity to 150 tons per day; estimated cost of ad-
dition and improvements. $10,000.

Snratoi^a, Crown King, Yavapai County, Ariz., installed

Ifiit-ton plant to treat obi dumps.

I'cviatlian MineN, Kingman. Mohave County, Ariz., diawing
plans for mil! for concentration of molybdenite ores.

De la Fontaine, .Stockton Hill. Mohave County. Ariz., has
enlarged mill to treat zinc ores from Shooting Star group.

Anieriean Molyliilenuni, Peluge Wash. Mohave County,
.\iiz.. lias erected small mill for treating niolyl>denum ores.

Superstition, Price, Pinal County, Ariz., lias built small
mill for treatment of gold ore.

Snnllower Cinnaliar, Plupnix. Maricopa County. Ariz., in-

vestigating wet process in 5o-ton plant; estimated cost,

DiiiineNne Mining' and Hednotion, Duquesne. Santa Ciuz
County. Ariz., remodeled mil! for installation of flotation

ei|ui])ment: capacity, 50 tons per day; estimated cost, $20,-

iiixin. Golconda. Mnhave County,
iding and flotation plant, 200 tor

\riz.. completed
capacity.

'I'liorkildsen * Mieree, Patagonia. Santa Cruz County, Ariz.,

completed dry concentrator, 10-ton hourly capacity; cost, $20,-

IIOII.

Bip Pine Conxolidatod, I'rescott. Yavapai County. Ariz.,

started construction of cyanide plant, SO-ton capacity; cost,

$50,000.

(;ray Ka^ie lieiliietion, Mayer. Y'avapai County, Ariz., com-
I)leling 50-ton leaibing and electrolytic-precipitation plant at
cost of $00,000.

I'nited Ka.sterii, Oatman. Mohave County, .Ariz.; at annua!
1 ' ii'' voted to build 200-ton cyanide plant. Plans under

< »|i|KT Chief, .lerome, Yavapai County. .\riz.; H;

V, ;, pineut Co. is erecting .-i 20ii-ton mill.

He

Calaverax Cupiier, Copperoi>olis, Calaveras County, addei.

ball mill, l>oir classifier and thickener, Oliver filter anil othei

mill eiiulpment to bring capacity up to 200 ton.s per day;
cost of intprovement, $12,000.

American 'I'rona, Trona, San Bernardino County, Calif.

started woi k Aug. IG on first unit of mill, capacity 100 tons

l)ota.ssium chloriile and 40 tons of borax per 24 hr. at Trona
estimated cost, including the refinery at San Pedro. $400,000; at

Searles Lak.- installed 750,000-gal. per day brine-pumping
plant.

Stall RroK., Masonic, Mono County, Calif., installed (IO-

ton. lO-stani]) mill with tube mil! and cyanide equipment:
estimated cost. $:iO,flOO.

iHammotli Copper, Kennett, Shasta County, Calif., built

sorting and concentrating plant for zinc ore; capacity. 125

tons in S hr., at an estimated cost of $10,000.

Colnmhia ConNolidated, Nevada City, Nevada County. Calif.

built and put in operation 10-stamp mill; c:ipacity. 50 tons
per day; estimated cost, $20,000.

Melones MiniuK Co., Melones, Calaveras County. Calif., com-
pleted 450-ton cyanide ijlant for slime treatment of tailings.

Skidoo Miners, Slsidoo. Inyo County. Calif.. lO-stamp mill

was enlarge'' by addition of five 1.250-lb. stamns. two Deister
concentrators, and 40-hp. gas engine as auxiliary to present

water power.

Merchants Finance Co., represented by M. Elsasser and
Henry E. Simpson. New York City, constructed antimony-
smelting plant at Harbor Industrial City, Calif. Capacity.

1,000 tons per month; cost. $75,000.

Pboenix, Randsburg. Kern County. Calif., added five stamps
to five already in operation and increased size of cyanide plant

by addition of 25-ton agitator.

St. .lolius Mines, Vallejo, Solano County, Calif., completing
4 Scott tile-furnaces to liandle coarse cinnabar ores.

EngeL-s Copper, Keddie, Plumas County, Calif., addition to

250-ton concentration plant increasing cai^acit.v to 400 tons,

includes flotation machinery. Minerals Separation. Ltd.. proc-

ess. Built 26-ml. electric power line from Butt dam of Great
Western Power Co.

Shipsey Mining. Randsburg. Kern County. Calif., completed
5-stamp mill at King .Solomon mine.

Union ( oiiper. .Milton. Calaveras County, Calif.. 100-ton
concentratin,i; jdant increased to 250-tons; includes flota-

tion cells.

IVatomns, Natoma. Sacramento County, Calif., completing
reconstruction No. 4 dredge equipped with two tailing-

stackers and double-deck tail sluices, tor ledaination of

ground coincident with dredging.

IJert Mountain >lagnesite, Livermore, Alameda County.
Calif., completed three calcining kilns and constructed new
road.

IJutch-App. Jamestown. Tuolumne County. Calif., comple."-

ing Iminovenients to stamp mill and installation of tube mill.

Trinity AsheMlos, Castella, Trinity County, Calif., coni-

Iileted 12 ml. wagon road. 6'i grade, cost about $45,000; saw-
mill, capacity 25.000 ft. lumber in 24 hr., and 100-ton rock

crusher.

Porterville MaKneslte. Tulare County. Calif., completed
milling equipment, 100-ton per day capacity.

Cerro (iordo Mines, Keeler, Inyo Count.v. Calif., completed
Inicket tramway 29.000 ft. long, capacity 100 tons in 24 !>r.

:

electric power line contracted for to replace steam.

Siskiyou Syndicate, ICtna, Siskiyou County, Calif., com-
pleting 10-ton stami) mill; and ditch for carrying water.

niB ClilV. ICtna. Siskiyou County. Calif., completed sawmill

and cut lumber for tramway 7.700 ft. long, and surface build-

ings, mill, otiice and boarding house.

Alpine, I'lymouth, Amador County, Calif., completing new-

steel headframe. carpenter and machine shops.

Mountain Kinu Mininu:, Mountain King. Mariposa County.

Calif., coinpletod ;f0-stamp mill equipped with classification,

concentiatlon ami regrinding machinery, and 400-hp. hydro-

electric plant. Caiiaelty of mil!, 150 tons per day; cost.

$50,000.

Ash Creek >lining. Honiliiook. Siskiyou County. Calif.

cmpleted 'I-slanip mill; capacity, IS tons; cost. $fi.0OO.
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Pittsburgh Liberty. Masonic. Mono County. Calif., mine and
mill leased by Sarita Mining Co. and new macliinery installed,

including 10 stamps, tube mill and cyanide equipment, for

capacity of 60 tons per day; cost, between $15,000 and $20,000.

Oro AVater, Light and Power, Clements. San Joaquin
County, Calif., constructed and started up 6-cu.ft. bucket
dredge on Mokelumne River; capacity. 125.000 yd. per month;
cost, $125,000.

Field's Process Smelter Fnme.s, Redding, Shasta County,
Calif., expects to complete smelter fume-handling plant. 50-

ton capacity, Jan. 1. 1916; estimated cost, $45,000.

Valley Pipe Line completed oil pipe line from Coalinga to

Martinez, Calif., carrying capacity, 25,000 bbl. per day; cost,

$4,500,000.

Laurence Gardella, Clear Creek, Shasta County, Calif., built

dredge; capacity, 125.000 cu.yd. per month; cost, $100,000.

Walker Mining. Portola, Plumas County, Calif., completed
half of fiist unit. 100 tons flotation plant, at cost of $60,000.

BruiiNwicli Consolidated Gold, Grass Valley, Nevada County.
Calif., built 40-stamp mill; capacity, 120 tons per day; cost.

$40,000. ,

Young .Vmeriea. Sierra City, Sierra County. Calif., recon-
structed 160-ton cyanide plant at cost of $12,500.

Empire, Grass Valley. Nevada County, Calif., completed
60-stamp mill and 300-ton cyanide plant.

Delta Consolidated Gold. Bayles. Shasta County. Calif., com-
pleted 50-ton cyanide plant at a cost of $35,000.

Paeifle Mineral Projiucts, Los Angeles. Calif., completed
150-ton fine-grinding, lixiviating, pulverizing and air flotation

plant; estimated cost. $150,000.

Harvard. Jamestown. Tuolumne County, Calif., built 150-

ton O'anide plant.

Victor Power and Mining. Knob. Shasta Counly. Calif.,

added $60,000 equipment to present mining and miHiiiK plant;

capacity, 250 tons per day.

Original .Vmador Consolidated, Ama<1or City. Amador
County. Calif., built new milling plant; twenty 1,000-lb.

stamps: capacit>', 300 tons per da.\".

L'niteil States Gold Corporation. .'!uKar Loaf.s. Boulder
Count.v. Colo., completed equipinvnt of 150-ton cyanide and
leaching plant—cost $150,000—by addition of 50- to 60-ton

roasting plant at cost of $15,000.

Gold Hill .Mining, Left-Hand Ci eek. Boulder County. Colo.,

completed 100-ton cyanide plant; cost, $62,000,

Colorado I tali Minc-s Operating completed 50-ton con-
centrating and flotation plant at Golden Fleece mine. Lake
City, Hinsdale County, Colo., at cost of $25,000.

Ophlr Kange Gold. Ojihir. San Miguel County, Colo., re-

modeled 100-ton plant at cost of $3,000.

Amerlenn Mines, Goldhill, Boulder County, Colo., completed
25-ton unit of 50-ton amalgamation and concentration plant;

estimated co.st, $2,500.

Western CliemienI Manufacturing, Penvel", Colo., built new
roaster plant at cost of $45,000.

Tomboy Gold, Telluride. San Miguel County, Colo., com-
pleted 400-ton tailing cyanide plant; estimated cost, $1|30,000.

Cripple Creek Cyanide Mining and Milling, Clippie Creek,
Teller County. Colo., wet-crushing continuous-filter cyanide
plant; 100 to 150 tons' capacity; estimated cost, $70,500,

Frank Cnley, lessee on Jerry Johnson mine. Ironclad Hill,

Cripple Creek, Colo., constructed 100-ton cyanide plant.

Dumont Custom .Mill, Du.nont. Clear ("reek County, Colo.,

Installed 25-ton amalgamation and concentration i)lant at

coat of $5,000.

Boulder Tungsten Production, Nederland, Boulder County,
Colo., installed 30-ton concentration plant at cost of $20,000.

Down Town Mine, Leadvllle. Lake County, Colo., erected
and equipped 500-ton plant at cost of $55,000.

American Ore Flotation. .Sllverton, San Juan County, Colo.,

made Improvements at Animas mill of Garfield Smelting Co.
and repairs to power plant. Estimated cost, $30,000.

lona, Sllverton, San Juan County, Colo,, Installed flotation
unit at cost of $3,000.

(iold King, Gladstone, San Juan County, Colo., installed
additional flotation units at cost of $10,000.

.•innnyslde, ICureka. San Juan County, Colo., made Improve-
ment to stamp mill. Increased capacity of electrostatic i)lant

and added flotation unit. ICstlmatcd cost of lmprovement.s,
$30,000.

Hamlet Mining and Milling, H.iwaj ilsvllle. San Juan
County. Colo., adiled conical mill and llotallon unit at cost
of $8,000.

-Mears-Willley. Silverton, San Juan County, Colo., added
flotation unit and lined flume with vitrified tile.

Silver Ledge, Chattanooga, San Juan County, Colo., re-

modeled mill at cost of $15,000.

Boise-Rochester .Mining. Atlanta, Elmore County, Idaho,
built 100-ton stamp, concentrating and cyanide plant.

Highland Surprl.se Con.. Kellogg. Shoshone County, Idaho,
added $2,000 flotation unit to treat slimes from 100-ton mill.

Reindeer Queen, Mullan. Shoshone County, Idaho, prepar-
ing to install flotation plant.

Federal Mining and Smelting, Gem. Shoshone County,
Idaho, completed 400-ton concentration mill.

Bunker Hill ..<!; Sullivan Mining and Concentrating Co.,

Wallace. Shoshone County, Idaho, announced plans for

building $1,000,000 lead-smelting plant, either in Coeur
d'Alenes or on Pacific Coast.

Overlook, Atlanta, Elmore County, Idaho, installed 10-

stamp mill and Bleichert tramway.

H. E. & M.. Wallace. Shoshone Count.v, Idaho, completed
100-ton concentration mill including flotation machinery.

Idnlio-Continental. Porthill, Bonner County, Idaho, started
construction of bad-concentrating mill, mining plant and
ti'amway; mill capacity. 250 tons; estimated cost, $55,000. To
lie completed Mar. 1, 1916.

Caldwell Chemical. Kvansville, Ind., began work on 100-ton-
por-iiionth picric-acid plant at Spottsville, Ky.

Peun Iron. Vulcan. Mich., erected two crushing plants, one
at Curry and oni- at Brier Hill shaft; total cost, $22,000.

Isle Roynle, Houghton. Mich., started rebuilding its $150,000
mill destroyed by flre, Dec. 24, 1914. Capacity, 2,000 tons per
ilay.

.Minnesota Steel Co., Duluth. Minn., resumed construction
on and completed part of plant on which work was stopped last
year after nearly $10,000,000 had been spent. Total cost when
completed, $25,000,000.

Inland Steel Co., Brainerd, Minn., built small concentrator
at Thompson mine near Crosby. Contracted for 70-hp. elec-
tric current from local power company.

Pittsburgh Steel Ore, Riverton (Cuyuna Range), Minn.,
built concentrating mill for iron ore; capacity 3,000 tons for
single shift; estimated cost, $300,000.

Cleveland Clill's Iron, Nashwauk, Minn., at Crosby mine,
built iron-ore washing plant with capacity of 50.000 tons
crude ore, 30.000 tons concentrates, per month, at estimated
cost of $100,000.

Universal Portland Cement, New Duluth, Minn., completed
cement plant begun in 1013; capacity, 1,400,000 bbl. of cement
per year; estimated cost, $1.S00,000.

Uulnth * Iron Range R.H.. Two Harbors. Minn., started
work on installation of $1,500,000 concrete-steel ore dock,
to replace old No. 2 wooden dock being dismantled.

Mattes Bros., Galena. Kan., built new concentrating plant,
capacity 500 tons in 12 hr.; motive power, natural gas, 150-
hp. gas engine; cost. $30,000.

Empire .Mining. Galena, Kan., bought and remodeled old
Tiwah mill, bringing capacity to 200 tons in 10 hr.; added
150-hp. gas engine.

W. H. Wahling, Galena. Kan., built new concentrator, ca-
pacity 250 tons in 10 hi., and installed 150-hp. gas engine,
cost, $22,000.

George .MohIux. Galena. Kan., built now concentrator, t\i

Iiacity 150 tons in 10 hr.; installed 100-hp. gas engine: com
$15,000.

Sparkler. Galena. Kan., built new lead and zinc concen-
trator-. 4 mi. northwest of Galena, capacity 300 tons per' n*

hr. ; cost $30,000.

D. A. Mnnsur, Joplin, Mo., bought Yellow Jacket mill ann
moved same to Duenweg, Mo., remodeled and enlarged to :!iin

tons in 10 hr.

Lucky George, Joplin, Mo., built new concentrator at Hell.

Center, 3 mi. northwest of Joplin, capacity 150 tons in lo In.

cost, $17,500.

George Kruester and AssoolnteH, Webb City, Mo., complcti d

new lead and zinc concentrator, 300 tons' capacity In 10 hr.:

cost, $25,000.

\ew England Mining, Joplin, Mo., built lead-zinc con-
centrating plant at Klondyke. 4 ml. northwest of Joplin, ca-
pacity 250 tons In 10 hr ; Installed 150-hp. gas engine, esli-

matc-d co-.t, $25,000.

Pleher Lead, Galena. Kan., built two lead-zinc concentrat-
ing plants at Pleher, Okla., capacity 30n tons each in in

hr.; Installed gas engine and compressors at both i)lant.«;
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estimated cost, $30,000. Is now building third plant at

same place.

.4thle(le Mining, Duenweg, Mo., enlarged mill to 1,000 tons'

capacity per 24 hours. Installed compressor and 300-hp. boiler.

Wayland, Galena, Kan., erecting 500-ton concentrating

plant; estimated cost, ?25,000.

Stott Itlinine, Duenweg. Jasper County, Mo., built zinc-

and lead-ore concentrating plant; capacity, 500 tons per 10

hr.; cost, $40,000.

La Harpe Spelter. Kusa, Okla., has under construction 10

furnaces—400 retorts each.

Oklahoma Spelter, Kusa, Okla., has 4 furnaces—400 re-

torts each—under construction.

Inter-Mountain Copper, Iron Mountain, Missoula County,

Mont., built 100-ton copper concentrator at cost of $60,000.

St. Paul Mont. Mining, Maiden, Fergus County, Mont.,

completed a 50-ton cyanide plant; cost, $45,000.

Anaconda Copper, Great Palls, Cascade County, Mont.,

completed 2,000-ton copper plant—leaching and flotation—for

treatment of 15,000.000 tons of accumulated tailings; and 100-

ton sulphuric-acid plant. Estimated cost of improvements,

$6,000,000. Also completed copper reflnery, capacity 15,000,000

lb. copper per month, at cost of $1,350,000. In December broke

ground for construction of zinc plant to cost $2,000,000 and

have capacity of 70,000,000 lb. zinc per annum.

Natural Product.* Reflnine. Jersey City, N. J., manufacturer

of bichromate of potash and bichromate of soda, is building

extension to plant at estimated cost of $50,000.

CosNak Mining, Bland, Sandoval County, N. M., completed
100-ton cyanide plant at cost of $100,000.

PinoN Altos M. & M., Pinos Altos, Grant County, N. M., in-

stalled nn-ton concentrator at cost of $25,000.

Empire Zinc, Pinos Altos, Grant County, N. M., installed

150-ton electro-magnetic zinc plant.

Empire Zinc, Silver City, Grant County, N. M., has com-
pleted 150-ton concentrator, 9 mi. north of Silver City.

Chine Copper, Hurley, Grant County, New Mexico, reports

no new construction during 1915.

Northern Ore, Edwards, St. Lawrence County, N. Y., com-
pleted 100-ton mill for concentrating zinc ore to replace mill

burned in 1914.

Rochester Mines Co., Rochester, Humboldt County, Nev.,

completed and put in operation 100-ton fine-grinding and
cyanide mill. Book cost, $87,000.

Nevada Packard Mines Co.. Rochester, Humboldt County,
Nev.. completed 100-ton cyanide plant, equipped with crusher,

rolls, tube mill and zinc-dust precipitation. Cost, $70,000.

Nevada-Douglas, Ludwig, I.yon County. Nev., constructi'd

250-ton leaching plant.

PIttsburKh-Dolores, Rockland, Lyon County, Nev., com-
pleted 80-ton cyanide mill. Estimated cost, $40,000.

fieorce AVinBfleld, Reno. Washoe County, Nev., has taken
option on Boundary Red Mountain Gold Mining Co. in Mt.

Raker district, Washington, one mile from British Columbia
boundary and 90 mi. east of Vancouver, and is installing ten

1.000-lb. stamps and small tube mill foi- regrinding, equipped
tor amalgamation only.

Consolidated Nevada-Utah, Pioche, Lincoln County, Nev.,

broke ground Dec. 15, 1915, for erection of 50-ton concentrat-
ing mill, to cost $35,000 to $40,000. Completion expected Mar.
15, 1916.

rioldfleld Great Bend, Re-lnc, Goldfleld, Esmeralda County,
Nev., installed hoist, compressor and mining machinery, at
cost of $10,000.

Vinson Valley, Mason, Lyon Count.v. Nev., reports no new
construction.

Colorado-Nevada M. * M., Nelson, Clark County, Nev..
erected and put in operation a 75-ton Dorr counter-current
cyanide pl.ant.

Techatticnp Syndicate, Nelson, Clark County, Nev., in-

stalled 40-ton Dorr counter-current cyanide plant.

.tmalgamated-Pioclie, Pioche, Lincoln County, Nev., com-
menced work on 75-ton crushing and 50-ton milling plant
with oil flotation; estimated cost, $35,000.

Sunset M. and D., Rhyolite, Nye County, Nev., ailditional
equipment consisting of ball mills, classiflers, etc., to in-
crease capacity from 50 to 100 tons per day, at cost of $6,000.

Sultan, Good Springs, Clark Count.v, Nev., installed dry-
ronrentration mill; capacity. 2."i tons per .s-hr shift: total cost.

$8,000.

lidated, Aurora. Mineral County. Nev.. in-

atus in 500-ton all-slime cyanide plant; cost.

New Hope, Kagleville, Churchill County. Nev., started con-
struction of 150-ton cyanide j)lant: estimatid cost, $50,000.

CjoodsprlnRH Anchor, Jean, Clark County, Nev., installed

dry-concentration plant; capacity. 50 tons jier 24 hr. ; cost.

$8,000.

Yuba I.easinfc and Develop., Pioche, Lincoln County, Nev.,

installed 50-ton concentration and cyanide plant; cost, $30.-

000.

nelleville Tailings .Association, Belleville. Esmeralda
County. N>v.. completed 130-ton cyaniding plant for treating
'dd tailings, at cost of $30,000. Construction started May.
1914.

Klko Prince. Midas. Elko County, Nev., built all-slime cy-
anide plant; capacity 50 tons; estimated cost. $75,000.

Monitor-Relmont, Belmont, Nye County, Nev,, completed
150-ton stamp mill equipped with ten 1,650-lb. stamps, tube
mills, and oil flotation; capacity, 150 tons per day, cost, $70,-

000.

.\ur€>ra <'<

stalled new a

$45,000.

I'nited States Steel Corporation started construction and
finished one unit of zinc-smelting plant for the production of

zinc and byproducts, including sulphuric acid, at Donora near
Pittsburgh, Penn. Estimated cost, $2,500,000 to $3,000,000.

Good Hope Mining Co., Keystone, S. D.. completed 10-stamp
mill; capacity 40 tons. Cost, $10,000.

Honiestnke Mining, Lead. S. D., practically completed in-

stallation of CI ntral boiler plant, containing 3,600-hp. boilers:

electric generating station—steam-driven units—4,000-kv.-a.
capacity: compound condensing steam hoists for handling two
G-ton skips from depth of 4.000 ft.; estimated cost, $500,000.

Rattlesnake .lack. Galena, S. D., equipped with 10-stamp
mill, Wilfley tables, conical mill and cyanide inachinery;
capacity, 75 tons per day.

Mogul, Terry. S. D., installed a second 100-hp. De La Vergne
oil engine, for purpose of increasing mill capacity to 150 tons
daily.

Wasp No. 2, Deadwood, S. D.. installed in mill at Flatiron,
Wilfley concentrator, jig, ball mill, rolls and full equipment
for handling 25 tons daily of low-grade wolframite ore; cost.

$5,000.

Kcho Gold. .Maitland, S. D., installed prospecting equip-
ment, including ;;ir compressor, hoist, sinking pump, etc.,

at a cost of $6,000.

(Golden tiate Mining Co., Grtenhorn. Baker County, Ore.,

completed 35-ton amalgamation plant. Cost. $45,000.

Imperial, Cable Cove. Baker County. Ore., increased 60-

ton amalgamation and concentration plant to 100-ton; cost of

increased capacity, $15,000.

.Vmcrican Zinc, Mascot, Tenn., erected 700-ton zinc-con-
centrating mill; estimated cost. $100,000.

Clinchfield Products .\ssocinti<in, 100 William St., New York
City, started constiuction of $500,000 plant at Johnson City.

Ti-nn., for manufacture of lithophone and kindred products.

I'tali Copper, Bingham, Salt Lake County, Utah, reports
no new construction during 1915.

Silver King Coalition, Park City, Summit County, Utah,
erected a 400-ton flotation plant; estimated cost, $75,000.

Utah Leasing, Newhouse, Beaver County, Utah, installed

500-ton plant for flotation of concentrates; estimated cost,

$50,000.

United States Smelting, Midvale, Salt Lake County, Utah,
made 100-ton addition to lead and zinc concentrator and 40-ton

addition to zinc mill. Also built new custom lead and zinc

concentrator with capacity of 150 tons.

Daly Judge. Park City, Summit County. Utah, installed 150-

on per day Callow flotation equipment.

Tintic Milling, Silver City, Juab County. Utah, building
chloridizing and leaching plant; capacity, 300 tons: estimated
cost, $200,000: to treat local custom ores.

Utnh-.\pex. Bingham, Salt Lake County, Utah, installed

250-ton flotation equipment at cost of $22,000.

Broadwater Mill, Park City, Summit County, Utah, installed

500-ton water concentration plant for treating old tailing

dumps.

Big Four Kxiiloratlon, Park City, Summit County, Utah,
Iniilt 250-ton concentration plant at .\tkinson, below Park
City to treat tailings.

Cnldo, Krisco, Beaver County. Utah, built 200-ton flotation

mill

—

t'aliow i)rocess—to treat tailings from tlie Horn-Silver
mill.
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United Copper Co.. Chewelah. Stevens County. Wash.; 50

stamps added, making 74 now in operation. Mill also includes

oil-flotation process. Total capacity. 235 tons per day.

Hammond Mininpr Co., Glacier, Whatcom County, Wash.,

reconstructed old milling plant and added modern cyanide

equipment.

Lnekr Six Mining. Livingston, Wis., installed 100-ton zinc

concentrator at cost of $S.2nO. at Dodger mine, near Mifflin.

Field Jlinine nnd Millins Co., New Diggings, Wis., com-

pleted 450-ton zinc-concentrating mill. Cost, $30,000.

Oliver Iron. ShuUsburg. Lafayette County, Wis., built 400-

ton mill at zinc mine; estimated cost, $S0,000.

VincRar Hill Zinc constructed three plants, each with a

capacity of 150 tons per 10 hr., cost $15,000 each, at Kittoe and

Graham mines at Benton and at Blackstone mine at New-

Diggings, Wis.

B. M. B., Mifflin, Wis., built zinc mill at Biddick mine, ca-

pacity 100 tons per 10 hr.; estimated cost. $S.000.

Treganza, Benton. Wis., built zinc mill, capacity 100 tons

in 10 hr. ; estimated cost. $8,000.

Mc3Iillan, Hazel Green, Wis., built 100-ton mill at McMillan

mine: estimated cost, $8,000.

Saxe-Pollard, Linden, Wis., built 100-ton plant at Oilman

mine, cost S8.000.

Longhcnry Bros., Benton, Wis., at Longhenry mine, built

100-ton zinc mill; estimated cost, $8,000.

Blockhouse, Platteville, Wis.; at Cruson mine building 150-

ton plant; estimated cost, $15,000.

31. & H., Platteville, Wis.: at Loomis mine built nO-ton mill;

cost. $4,000.

Optimo. Linden, Wis.; at Optimo No. 3 built lOO-ton zinc

mill at estimated cost of $8,000.

Stoncr Bros., Linden, Wis., built 50-ton zinc plant; esti-

mated cost, $4,000.

K. C. & M., Benton, Wis.; at Wilkinson mine built 75-ton

plant; estimated cost, $4,000.

^VlHConsin Zinc, Nevr Diggings, Wis., built Skinner roaster,

capacity 800 tons of green ore per week; estimated cost,

$75,000.

Mineral Point Zinc, Mineral Point, Wis., built new acid

plant at Mineral Point and is now building Skinner roaster.

Great Western, Galena, 111., moved and reassembled Brown-
Croft roaster—Mathey type.

Galena Refining. Galena, 111.—an affiliation of the Field

Mining and Milling Co.—is reassembling the Mills roaster

(Mathey type), at Galena.

Mclntyre-Porcupine. Schumacher, Ont.. Canada, added new
150-ton unit to cyanide plant at cost of $35,000.

TouBh-Oalies. Kirkland Lake. Ont.. Canada, completed 120-

ton mill and cyanide plant; estimated cost. $127,000.

3Iiracle, Porcupine, Ont.. Canada, completed mill and cy-

anide plant. 50 tons' capacity.

Weedon, Welland. Ont., Canada, installed additional con-

centrating machinery and 50-ton flotation plant at lead-

zinc mine near Notre Dame des .\nges, Quebec; concentrates

to be shipped to company's zinc works at Welland.

.^Igoma Steel Corporation, Ltd.. Ontario. Canada, extensive

Improvements made on roasting plant at Magpie mine. Capac-

ity of drying plant at powdcred-ioal mill was doubled.

Sebumaeber Gold Mines. Ltd., Schumacher, Ontario. Canada,

completed 150-ton cyanide plant. Cost. $75,000.

Cobalt KedDction, Cobalt. Ont.. Canada, completed 300-

ton concentrator and 175-ton cyanide plant; estimated cost,

$83.onn.

Dome llinrs, Ltd., .South Porcupine, Ont.. Canada, .started

work on addition to pre.xent mill, which has capacity of 2s.nnO

tons per month; ultimate total capacity 45,000 tons per month.
Installed underground crusher station and power haulage, 120

tons' capacity per hr., at cost of $30,000.

Weedon Zinc, Ltd., Welland, Ont., Canada, completed first

unit of electrolytic zinc refinery; capacity, 5 tons of spelter per
day.

CoDlaBas Mines, Ltd„ Cobalt, Ont.. Canada, completed can-
vas plant of sn to Pn tons' rapacity at cost of $3,000 and
cyanide plant of 6 to 8 tons' capacity at cost of $S.000.

Holllnger Gold, TImmlns. Ont., Canada, added 40 stamps
and new tube mill to previous equipment of 60 stamps.

Teek llanbea, Kirkland Lake. Ont., Canada, started work
on construction of lOO-ton mill and power plant.

Canadian Copper, Sudbury, Ont.. Canada, has new shaft-

house, warehouse, machine and carpenter shops at Creighton

mine completed, and new rockhouse in course of construction

Canadian Mining and Finance, Ltd., Timmins, Ont., Canii

has completed construction of central power plant at Gilli'

Lalie, with four air compressors, each with a capacity of 4,5"

cu.ft.

BBXZOL PLANTS
I nited States Steel Corporation built three benzol pla^'

—one at Farrell, Penn.. one at Gary, Ind.. and one at Bin
iiigham, Ala. These plants have a combined capacity of ,i

pro.ximately 26.000 gal. of crude benzol per day.

Otto Coking, New York City, contracted to build ben?

plant in connection with the byproduct coke ovens of t

Citizens Gas Co., of Indianapolis.

Lehigh Coke, South Bethlehem, Penn., built plant w:'

capacity to take care of gas from 3,000 tons of coal per d.i>

fuel consumed in two batteries of 212 byproduct coke ovens of

the Koppers type.

Benzol Product."!, Marcus Hook. Penn.. plant for the p!

duction of benzol built jointly for General Chemical C

.\merican Coal Products Co. and Semet-Solvey Co.

Republic Iron and Steel. Toungstown. Ohio, built and i

in operation at its byproduct works at Toungstown. pla

for manufacture of benzol and its homologues. with a c

pacity of 5,500 gal. of chemically pure products per day.

Dominion Steel Corp., Sydney, N. S., Canada, completed a

put in operation benzol plant for manufacture of benzol av

toluol, which are also produced at byproduct coke- plant

Sault Ste. Marie.

Crows >est Pass CoaL Fernie, B. C, started construction

plant for manufacture of benzol and toluol for the Brit -

army.

Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad. Birmingham, Ala., cr

structed benzol plant at Fairfield with capacity to reco\

from byproduct gases 15,000 gal. of benzol every 24 hr. .

Woodward Iron. Woodward, Ala., plant erected by Edison
Laboratories Co., of Orange, N. J., to utilize gas from by-

product plant at Woodward. Capacity 2,000 gal. of benzol

per day.

Lackawanna Iron nnd Steel, Buffalo. N. Y., built and
started operation of benzol plant at its Lebanon works; ca-

pacity 1.600 gal. per day.

Zcnitb Furnace, Duluth, Minn., built and started operating
benzol plant, with capacity of 600 gal. per day.

Illinois Steel, Gary, Ind., reported started construction of
benzol laboratory at Joliet, 111., to cost $800,000 and to be
ready by Feb. 1.

Newport Hydro Carbon, Carrollville, Wis., is erecting plant j

to manufacture coal-tar products: estimated cost, $100,000. i

The Newport Mining Co., Ironwood and Bessemer, Mich., is

interested in this project.

Iinapoirtairat BooMs of fl9I15

Aiiioiig the more important books on niinin"; and
{

metallursy pnblislicfl during 1015 were tlie followini::

Pauer, O.. and Deiss. E. "The Sampling and Chemic;il
.\nalysis of Iron and Steel." Translated from the German by
William T. Hall and Robert S. Williams. (373 pp., $3.)

Chniicll, J. E. "The Cyanide Handbook." Second cditi
(601 pp.. $5.)

Ingalls. W. R.. Douglas. James, Finlay. J. R.. Channini;
I'ark>-. and Hammond. John Hays. "Rules and Regulati.
for Mital Mines." Bull 75, United States Bureau of Mii
c2!16 pp.)

Johnstone, Sydney J. "The Rare Earth Industry." (136 i

Lewis, J. Volncv. "Determinative Sfineralogy." Sei •

edition. (155 pp.. $1.50.)

Lunge. George (Editor). "Technical Methods of Chenn
.\nalysis." Vol. 111. (1.125 pp.. $18.)

MacFarren. H. W. "Practical Stamp Milling and .\mal-
mation." Third edition. (231 pp.. $2.)

Park. James. "A Text Book of Practical .\ssaying." i :

pp.)
Pirsson. Louis V.. and Schuchert, Charles. "A Test Bool;

Geolog.v." (1.051 pp.)
RIes. Hiinrich, and Watson, Thomas L. "Enginrei

Geology." (772 pp., $4.)

Rosenhain. Walter. ".\n Introduction to the Study
Physical Metallurgy." (368 pp., $3.50.)

Skinner. Edmond Norton, and Plate. H. Robinson. "Mii i

Costs of the World." (406 pp., $6.)

Thomson. Francis Andrew. "Stamp Slllling and Cyanil
Inp." (285 pp., $3.)

White. Charles H. "Methods of Metallurgical Analysis'
(356 pp.. $2.50.)

Wlard. Edward S. "The Theorv and Practice of '

Dressing." (426 pp., $4.)
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For many years Ainencan consumers have been in the

habit of buying Cookson's and Halletfs antimony to the

exclusion of practically all other brands, though naturally

other brands found their way to this market from time to

time. With the outbreak of the war, Great Britain re-

quired all the antimony its smelters could make, and

though shipments are still reaching this countrj' from

England, the}' are made under special pemiit, difficult

to obtain.

The Chinese, who are undoubtedly the largest producers

of antimony in the world, saw their opportunity, opened

an office in Xew York and started a ngorous campaign

to make their prodxict known. They have been exceed-

ingly successful. Their metal is of a very good quality,

and ever}- month has seen it arriving in ISTew York in

large quantities. This antimony is introduced here by

the Wah Chang Mining and Smelting Co., which has at

Changsha a very modem and efficient plant.

Prices fluctuated considerably, and until the last stop-

page of the Panama Canal the market had gradually

dropped to about 2.5(5 26 per lb. for antimony in liond.

AVERAGE PRICES OF ANTI.MOXY

(Id Cents per Pound)

1913 1914 , • 1915 .

Cook- Ordi- Cook- Ordi- Cook- Ordi-
son's V. a. naries son's U. S. naries sons' naries

January 9 94 9 53 8 97 7 388 7.110 6 125 17 90 15 85
February 9 47 9 09 8 25 7 250 7.057 6.100 2125 18.21
March 9.28 8 85 8.18 7.315 7 073 6 053 28 73 22 13
.\prii 9.13 8 50 7 98 7 363 7 048 6 006 3188 24 88
May 8.88 8 37 7 79 7.365 7 020 5.845 42 70 .35.30
.Inne 8.79 8 27 7 64 7 230 7 000 5 825 47.50 37 69
July 8.54 8 08 7 55 7 210 6.940 5 638 50.44 38 13
August 8.38 7 91 7 39 17 250 15 800 13.800 48.00 33 00
September 8 37 7 93 7 37 11830 9 940 44.56 28 03
October 7 60 7.27 6 49 14.6S0 12 060 43.50 31.43
November 7 62 7 30 6 45 17 7.50 14.450 47.25 38 88
December 7.50 7 25 6 13 16 130 13.310 55 00 39 25

Year 8.73 8 22 7.52 10 732 . 8.763 40 06 30.28

Note—Hallett's was not quoted in 191.5. for lack of sales.

By the land-slide large quantities were held up, the spot

position became acute, and our market advanced by leaps

and bounds to 40c. for spot. Part of the metal that was

held up was unloaded at San Francisco and sent overland

to this port. Other shipments went around Cape Horn.

After the war between Russia and Japan, antimony

prices reached their highest point about eight months
after the conclusion of hostilities, as the warring nations

and those who had supplied the belligerents were re-

plenishing their stocks. Some think that at the conclu-

sion of this war we shall not see a similar advance. It

is true that Germany, Austria and their allies have had
no opportunity of importing antimony, but it is known
that not only these countries, but also neutral countries

that were prevented from getting antimony by the strict

contraband laws, have changed their method of cartridge-

making entirely. In former years the steel or cupro-nickel

bullets were filled with antimonial lead ; now new in,<tall-

ations have been made to produce a steel mantle of greater

thickness in wliich pure lead is placed.

Next to Cliiua, Japan sends the largest quantities oi

antimony to this market. Tlie high prices for the metal

induced several concerns in this country to start anti-

mony smelting. Most important of these seems to be the

Western Metals Co., of Los Angeles, which is managed by

persons wlio were previously connected with Cookson &
Co., Newcastle-on-T}Tie. Antimony smelting has been

started on the Atlantic Coast, though not to any extent

as yet. The difficulty has been the getting of suitable

ores. As China no longer shi])s antimony ore and

Australia has put an embargo ujion the shipments, the

ores found in this country, in Ala.-ka and South America
had to fill the bill. Transport difficulties in Alaska are

the main obstacles to getting the supplies from there,

though the ore is of an exceedingly good quality. Several

thousand tons are said to have reached this country

during the open sea.son.

In South America competition for the ore has been

exceedingly acute. English and French refiners, and
even Japanese refiners, competed with the American

buyers, and the prices paid for South American ore are far

in excess of that paid for the Alaskan or for the domestic

ore. Whereas the bulk of the Alaskan ore was sold at a

price of about $1.40^ 1.50 per unit, the South American

ore has not failed to realize -$1.85 per unit; but at that

figure little business was done, and most contracts were

clo.sed over $2 per unit. In December business for fair-

sized quantities was concluded at $2. .5.5 per unit c.i.f.

New York. The domestic product has the advantage, of

course, of not ha\ing to pay tlie duty of 10%, and if the

ore supply can be maintained, domestic antimony .should

be a permanent feature of the antimony business in the

future.

The antimony smeltery at Chelsea, Staten Island, was

idle, but the ilagnolia .Metal Co. inaugurated antimony

smelting in Brooklyn. Antimony mines in all parts of

the United States were rejuvenated, and several little

furnaces were built. Stibnite deposits are being worked

10 mi. north of Neuralia, Kern Co., Calif., and also

at Wild Rose Spring, at the foot of Telescope Peak in

the Panamint Range, 2.5 or 30 mi. northeast of Trona.

One of these companies has a smeltery at Industrial

Harbor, a part of San Pedro. It is said that the Cottrell

process is being used to save the fumes.

Several smelteries were reported in operation in Mexico

in spite of the disturbances in that country. However,

no attempt was made to exploit the great deposit of

jamesonite that is known to exist.

Fa'odtiactaoia of FetiroSetuiina

Estimates of the petroleum production in the United

States in 1915 indicate a slight increase over the record-

breaking year of 1914. According to the figures of John

1). Northrop, of the United States Geological Survey, the

"marketed production" of petroleum in 1915 was 267,-

400,000 bbl., and the total yield about 291.400.000; ap-

proximately 24,000,000 bbl. of oil brought to the sur-

face during the year was placed in field storage. The

stocks of crude petroleum held by pipe-line companies at

the end of 191.5 approximated 195,000.000 bbl.; this

reserve was about 50,000,(100 bbl. greater than at the end

of 1914. Mr. Northro|>'s cstimato of the "marketed pro-

duction" by states is given in a table on page SO.

Production in the Appalachian region was for tlie most

part of routine character. TennesseiJ returned to the

ranks of oil-producing states with a 50-bbl. well at

Oneida, in Scott County, near the Kentucky boundary

;

at the end of the year 6 active wells were reported in

tlie Oneida field. The Lima field recorded its usual

decline despite some new wells in Seneca County, Ohio.

Illinois' output also declined, reducing its rank to fourth

place as an oil-producing state.

In the Mid-Continent field, the Cushing pool held the

center of interest during the first part of the year, but
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experienced a rapid decline. Atteutiou was then centered

on the Healdton pool in Carter County, Oklahoma, where

the daily outpt increased from 2o,(i(»0 bbl. to 7'.j,()0U bbl.

Northern Louisiana made a considerable increase by

reason of the oil and gas wells brought in near Crichton,

"MARKETED PRODUCTION' OF PETROLEUM IN 1914
AND 1S15 „^^

State 191-* 1^^5

Caliform^a 99.775.327 89,000.000

Oklahomt .... 73631724 80.000,000

Te4as 20 068,1S4 26,000.000

Illinois 21.919,749 18,500.000

Louis Ina 14,309.435 18.500.000

West Virginia . i i 9.6S0.033 l°-ZTn
Pennsvlvania 8.170,335 8. 1 00.000

Oh?o 8.536:352 7,900.noo

WvomYne 3,560,375 4.200.000

Kansas 3.103,585 S.OUU.noO

iTidilnl 1.335,456 1,000,000

New TorW 938.974 900,000

Kentucky .:::::: 502.441 450.000

Colorado 222,773 200,000

Other states 7-79 2 50.000

Total 265.762.535 267.400. OOU

east of tiie Red Kiver. In the Panhandle region of north-

ern Texas oil and gas were discovered near Strawn. A
small oil field of unique geological conditions was found

near Thrall, in Williamson County, in the south-central

part of the state. Late in the year oil was found near

Ran Antonio, in Bexar County, and near Brenliam, in

Wasliington Counfv In the Gulf Coast field Humble

retained first rank, increasing its daily output from

.3.5.(1(10 to 7.5.000 l)b!. The deep test well at Spindletop

drilled by the Gulf Production Co. was finished to a

dejitli of 4.720 ft. without discovery of oil or gas in paying

quantity. Louisiana pools in the Gulf field were feature-

less except for slightly increased activity in the Edgerly

pool.

The output of Wyoming increased materially, the Grass

Creek and Greybull pools being chiefly responsible. Fre-

mont County added some new wells, but the most import-

ant development was on the Silvertip anticline in Park

County, along the Montana boundary; this field was ex-

tended across the line into Carbon County, Montana.

Important gas wells were encountered in Bighorn County,

Wyoming, and at Havre. Mont. No oil was reported

from Utali. and Colorado's ]>rodu(tion was fnmi the de-

clining Florence, Boulder and Eangely fields. Test wells

in Wasiiiiigton, Oregon, Arizona and Maryland resulted

in commercial failures.

California production declined in 1015, largely because

of overproduction of previous years and con,se<|uent dis-

<-<)uragement of ])rospecting. The fields south of the

Tehachipi range exhibited more activity than the San

Joaquin A^'alley fields. In the Midway-Sunset ficiil. the

last of the big gusher.s—Miocene No. 2—ceased flowing

in March, and no wells of corresponding size were com-

l)let<.'d. A new field was opened north of McKittrick by

the Belridge Oil Co.'s No. 1 well at a depth of 4,000 ft.

Near Oil City the decjiening of an old well in the white-

oil district resulted favorably, and a revival of activity is

expected in this section.

y.

Missing Stocks iirrk 1915 on tlKe

New YoB°Ite E-Kclhiaiagfes

The accompanying tables .-bow the IDI-l quotations on

mining stocks in tiie Now York Stock Exchange and

the New York Curb. TIic year aaw a most remarkable

rise from tlie low figures of January, which were main-

tained by fixed "minimum prices" in some cases, and
was marked on the big board by a decided increase in

the number of mining listings. For Curb prices and

stocks on the New York Stock Exchange, in 1914, refer

to the Journal of Jan. 9, 1915, page 88, and for bond

prices on the New York Stock Exchange see the Journal

of Jan. Hi, 1915, page 157.

STOCKS ON THE NEW YORK STOCK EXCH.\NGE
Tutal

Company First High Date Low Date Last Sale?

Alaska Gold MincsU . 26J 405 -*^pr. 22 21J Dec. 9 23 1.543,1-

.Alaska Juneau Oold
MiningJt 13 135 Nov. 4 9i Dec. 9 10 387

.\llis-Clialmers MfK S 49i Oct. 4 7^ Jan. 12 311 2.6.34 i

-'Vllis-Chalmers.MfB.pf. 3S 83| Dec. 30 33 Feb 10 82 n&K-
.\malgamated Copper., olj 795 Apr. 24 50| Feb. 24 72 3.033 7

.\iner. Smelt, and Ref.

Co 56 1081 Dec. 31 56 Jan. 2 108} 2,312-
Amer. Smelt, and Ref.
Co.pf 100 113 Nov. 18 100 Jan. 4 112J 45.'

.Vmerican Smelters pf.

\ 86 92 Dec. 31 86 Sept. 30 911 23.121
American Smelters pf. B 78 83i Dec. 6 78 Jan. 19 Soj 14,168
.\mer. Zinc, Lead and

Smelt. t . 695 715 Dec. 24 67} Dec. 29 69 25,850
.\naconda Copper Min-

ing Co.t 50} 91} Nov. 17 495 Feb. 24 91} 3,747,121
Butte&Superiortt. . 685 79} June 4 53 May 10 72} 544.134
BatopilasMiningtt... I 4} Dec. 9 5 Feb. 5 3} 243.457
Bethlehem Steel Co.... 465 600 Oct. 22 46} Jan. 2 439} 1.522,382

Bethlehem Steel Co. pf. 91 184 Oct. 22 91 Jan. 2 145 94,028
Chile Coppert 26 26| Nov. 24 23} Dec. 13 24} 90,352
Chino Copperttt 33} 57} Nov. 17 32} Jan. 6 55} 1,372,153
Colorado Fuel and Iron. 22 665 Sept. 29 21 J Jan. 5 52) 2.148,480
Comstock Tunnel 9c. 21c. June 3 7c. May 29 lie. 356,850
Crucible Steel Co 21} 109} Sept. 29 18} May 10 73 4,622,043
Crucible Steel Co. pf. 86 1125 Sept. 29 84 May 10 111 114,284
Dome Mines 175 30} Dec. 6 16 June 25 28} 377.584
Federal Min. and Smelt. 10 60 June 12 8 Mar. 24 32} 45,046
Federal Min. and Smelt.

pf 29} 65 June 12 20 Mar. 13 53} 186,815
General Chemical Co 165} 360 Oct. 8 165 Jan. 26 3285 15,708
General Chemical Co.

pf 108} 116 Dec. 10 106 Mar. 1116 7,172
GranbyConsol 79} 91 June 14 79} Apr. 19 80 1,170
Great Northern pf.. 112} 128} Nov. 5 112} Jan. 2 127} 570,095
Great North, ctfs. for

ore prop 25} 54 Oct. 22 25} Jan. 2 31} 2,666.163
Greene CananeaJt 42} 52} Dec. 27 37 Oct. 22 50} 69,700
Guggenheim Explora-

tion!: 45} 83} Dec. 31 4.3} Jan. 7 83} 1,1.59.843

Guggenheim Ex. ex. div. 23} 23} Dec. 31 22 Dec. 31 23 13.800
Homestake Mining 116 124 Dec. 9 116 Feb. 24 124 5.718
International Nickel v.

tr. cfs 215 223} Oct. 5 179} Dec. 3 198 91.661
Intemat. Nickel pf., v.

tr rfs 107 110 Oct. 5 10.5} Oct. 19 108 1.025
Lackawanna Steel Co 28 94} Sept. 29 28 Jan. 7 81 934.182
Miami Copperttt 17} 36} Dec. 31 17} Jan. 6 36 1,0)6,347
National Lead Co 44 70} Mav 1 44 Jan. 4 66} 573,618
National Lead Co. pf. . . 104} 115 Nov. 15 104} Jan. 4 110 13,621
Nevada Con. Copper

Co.ttt 11} 17 Nov. 17 11} Feb. 24 16} 391,393
Ontario .Silver Min 2 12} Dec. 9 2 Feb 23 9; 262,932
Pittsburgh Steel pf... 74 102} Dec. 1 74 May 12 102S 8,590
Quicksilver 1} 5} Nov. 1 } Mar. 15 4} 96,820
Quicksilver pf 1} 6} Nov. 1 i Mar. 29 4} 45,705
Ray Consolidated Cop-

pertt 15} 27} Nov. 17 15} Jan. 2 25} 1,541,206
Republic Iron and Steel
Co 19} 57} Dec. 9 19 Feb. 1 55} 1,802,265

Republic Iron and Steel
Co.pf 75 112J Dec. 14 72 Jan. 30 110 117,194

Sloss-Sheffield Steel and
Iron 24 66} Dec. 7 24 Jan. 6 63} 288,974

Sloss-Sheffield Steel and
I. pf 85 102 Dec. 30 85 May 6 102 6.930

Tennessee Coppert 32} 70 Sept. :«) 25) Feb 24 63} 1.378,229
U. 8. Reduction and

Ref 1] 101 June 14 1} Apr. 26 3} 51,845
U. S. Re<iuction ,and

Ref. pf 1 10} June 14 1 .\pr. 9 4 30.385
r.S. Steel Corporal ion. 49 895 Dec. 27 38 Feb. 1 88} 23,222.017
V. S. Steel Corporation

pf 105 117 Oct. 30 102 Feb. 1 117 344.324
ttah Copp<TtJ 495 81} Dec. 28 485 .Ian. 5 815 2,762.981
Vulcan Detinning 5 19 Oct. 22 5 Jan. 21 12 13..390

Vulcan Detinning pf 21 43 Oct. 29 21 Jan. 22 43 1.185

Highest and lowest prices of the year are based usually on sales of 100 shares.

Where priees are use<l for less than that amount thev are marked with an astc-risk

(*» t Par $.30 t I'ar »25. tt Par $20. tt Par $10. ttt Par. $5

BONDS ON THE NEW YORK .STOCK EXCHANGK
Totd

Bond High Low Last Sales

Alaska CJold M lO-vr conv. deb.' 25. 150 112} 117 868.000
Am Smelt. .Sec. 13-yr. s f. 6s. 1926 1155 103i 114! 3,877,000
Beth Steel Ist ext. gtd. s. f. 5s, 1926 103 98) 102) 2,(M0,0(X)
Beth, .steel 30-v Ist and r. m. gUl. .5». '42 102} 85} 101) 12.194..300
Chile Copper conv. 78, 1923 141 111 135 2,928,000
Col Fuel and Iron gen. 8. f. K. ,58, 1948 95 87 94 82,000
Granbv Consol. eonv. 69, St'ries A... Ill 98 104 1,172.000
Granby slamp.-d 105 102} 104 293,00"
Illinois St«.l deb. 4)8, 1940 92} 82} 91 2.163.000
Indiana St^l Ist mtge. Ss. 19.52 102} 99 101 i 1,835.000
Inspiration Cons. Cop. conv. Os, 1922 190 97 185 1.3.768.500
Lacka. Stwl Ist ev. g Ss. 1923 08{ 89 98} 1.795,000
Lacka. Ist con. mtg. ,3», .Scr. A. 19,50 97 65 92! I3,.346,.500

Ray Con. Cop. 1st mtg. cv. 6r, 1921 140 103 129 2.S66,.300

R. I. & S. I0-.30-vr. 8. f. nitg. .58. '40 07} 90) 97 2.295.000
Tcnn. Cop. sub. reels, for Ist 10-yr. cv. 68. f.p. . 136 117 124i 276,0(K)

U. S. Iletr & Ref. Ist 8k. fd. Os, 1931 .30) 20 23 113.000
U.S. Steel Corp. 10-60 yr. K. B. f. 58. '03. 105 991 104} 19.370,000
U, 8. Stw-1 Corp n'gistered 105 99J 1045 297,000
Va. Iron, Coal & C. Ist g. 5«, 1949 901 82 89 226,0(10
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MININc;
Company

STOCKS ON THE
Open

NEW YORK CURD
High Low

—1015
I.ast

MINING STOCKS ON THE NEW YORK CURB—(Continued)

Albion .Mil

An
. Cons.

.

Arij. Duqupsnf
Firavor CoDsoKi
niueBcl!,..
Blue Bull
BiKrottomvo,,.
MiK Ledge Dev,
Braden CV.pii.r

Binirhani MinTi,

Booth
Butte Cnpniiil
Buffalo Mines..
Butte-New Vorl
Butte& Superin
Cae sMii
Calaveras Cop
Caledonia Copper. . .

,

Can. Copper. .

.

Caribou Cobalt
.'ihboy.

Chile Copper, w. i

CTrodePasecifop, .

C O. D
Combination Fraeli.ir

Comstoek Tunnel. . , .

Cons. Ariz Smelt.....

Cons. Cf)pper Mines.
Consolidated Nev.-Ht

1 Reserve
Daly-West
Davis-Dalv Copper ,

Dia, Blaek Butte...
Dome Ex
Dome Lake
East Caledonia
ElvCon
El Paso Con
lima Copper
•deral Reserve M in

First Nat'l Copper , . .

Florence
Foley O'Brien

GoidHili':'','
ColdheldCons.
Goldfield Merger.

ne-Can., new. .

, Cop. M. * R
ana.ui to f<

Halifax Tom
Heela Mining.
Howe Sound, «. i

Inter. Mines Dev. Co
Iron Blossom
Jim Butler
.Jumbo Extension
Kerr Lake
I<onana8
Kennecott Copper . .

.

I\ey3tone Mining . . .

.

J^ake Superior
La RoseConsol
Lone Star
Magma Copper
Maieatie Mines
Marsh Mining
Mason \-allev . . .

Mclntyre...'
MeKinlev-Darragh.

.

Mines Co. of Am.....
Montana Con
Mother I.od.-

Nat. Zineandl.e.id
Nevada Hills.

N.-w l-tah Kinghani
Nipissine Mines. .

.

No. Butte Devc-lop . .

Ohio Copper
On,
I'aeifie Smelters.
Peterson I.;ike . .

Rav Hereul.-f.

Ilex Con. Mil.
Hoehestor Mines
Sandstorm Kendall

.

San Toy
Santa Fe
Sells...

Seven Troughs Coalil
Silver I'iek

South I'tah Mines..
Stand..Silver-Lead .

Stewart.
Success .Mining.
Superstltinii ^L('
Temiskaimng
Tonnp;ih Heliuoiil

Tinfir .Mining
, .

Tonopah M.Tg.r
Tonopah Ext.en.sioii

Tonopah of Nev
Tularosa.
Tuolumne. .

Trinity ("oppiT
Tri-Bullion
United Copper .

.

U.S. Continental Min
United Verde Ex
Utah Con
Wasatch
West End Cons
West End Ex

HJ
i

i;

17i

i

2,7X7, Kid
7.51, lot)

IV.ifiTr,

M,rM)
<.m.r,7r<

IIXI

:).l.'>,7.^()

2(JII

8.H,!MJ()

inii,.siiii

i2t,i«)(i

1 111,1121;

l.l>.''.2,127

2un
41)1,.wo
108,800

1 1 ,400
159,93.5

5,510

9,.-).50

.312.B45

.i7:t,700

42,9.^.5

7:i9,ion
4ii:i,!

,41.1

174.2(

99.20(1

1,1(11,090

18.775
399.550
14,01(1

1,000
2,S00

242,780
190,035

2,000
1,000

149,400
100

1,092,900
1.30,000

2,834,810
1.50,959

2,700
04,.520
.30,100

273,4(50

1,501,700
(12,057

200
400

7,750
29,310

l.><5,940
1,.-.113.(1(1(1

ltl7,,SL'0

5(l.n.-|(l

2,11(18.201

1.7.070

1.11(1,730

2.132,0(W
2(K)

3,920
93,115

210,205
1.50,9(50

296,908
73,555
0,2.50

1(11,900

511,77.3

1(1,410

:1S,5(I0

3,771, .5.50

133,470
(10,390

1.59,193

298,4.30
(1(1.(100

221. .500

510,400
987.1,85

37,700
204,010
13,720

375.995
871.1(15

2,113,2(15

1.008,905
02,400
21,570
4,.5(M)

4,51,005

330.032
50,5.59

109,200
251,970

.5.50

301,019
200

20,(500

300
175

135,011
4(50,025

019,780

Company
Wetllauf.-r.Silv. Mines.
Wh. Knob. Cop. pfd....
Yukon Gold Alinc

Con^pany
AlaskaG. M.Bsw. i,

Braden Cop[XT Os. . .

Braden Copper 7». . .

Cclrod,l•a.s.C•op.(,^
Cons. Ariz..5.«...
Chile ( Copper 7s . .

Ely Cent. Os...
Kennecott ('op. Os .

United Lead deb. .5s.

Open limli Low La»t Total Salen
*3 12 .3 10 41.200
U 3 J 1 2 49,3.50

2J 31 2i 2: 49,295

1914 11,0(H,I72 1913 10,,57li,792

1911 11,772,314 1910 :J4.172,.548

Bonds

Open Hiuh Last

1I8S
3:J5

.322 J

121
33
IICJ

t

220

*Cent3 per share.

Sales

32,200
,808.000
203,0(X)
..574,000

202,9.50

,337,000
27.900

,791,000
5.000

Tlif pritc Inr aliiiniiiuin was sleady at aliout \'-h: pei

!7..5oo II). up to tlie iiiidtUu ij[ May. An impi'oveiiieiit in tin-

(leniantl tlioii iiianil'ested itseli', and it swelled until alu-

minum became a very scarce article, the price rising to

liOc. per lb. in the latter part of 1915. At the high prices

it became profitable for electric companies that had in-

stalled aluminum transmission wires to take them down,
sell the aluminum and replace it with copper. Tliis was
done to a considerable e.xtent. Although the quotation.*

lor aluminum rose as high as GOc. per pound in tiie last

(juartcr of 1915, the bulk of the production went into

consumption at very 111 luh lower figures, the contract

]iriccs of the principal producers having ranged from 20c.

to 31c. per lb.

In a recent sjieoch at Detroit, A. Y. Davis, president of

the Aluminum Co. of America, stated that his company
was then producing 18 lb. of aluminum where 10 lb. was

AVER.\GE MONTHLY PRICE OF INGOT ALUMINUM
(At New York, in Cents per Pound)

.

Year 1912 1913 1914 1915 Ycai

Jan 19.13 20.31 18.81 19.08 Julv.
Feb 19 44 20.04 18 81 19 22 Aug
Mar 19, .58 27.05 18 .50 19.00 Sept.
April 20.38 27 03 18 10 18 .88 Oct.
May . 21 09 20 41 17 95 22 03 Nov..
June 22 S3 24 08 17 75 30 00 Dec.

1912 1913 1914 1915

23 .50 23 :» 17 60 32.38
24 3S 22 7(1 19 88 34 .50
-'

.

I ; -'I o'l 19 94 47 75
-'I. !•

i J" 1 . IS .50 50.00
Ji. ..I. 1" .;.', is 00 .57.75
2.J 7.5 ^s.s,^ 1!, <)0 57. 13

Year 22.01 23.64 IS (>3 3:J.9S

lus would indicate an American pro-made in V.m. Ti

duciion of about 80,000,000 lb. in 191.5. The British

commandeered the production of the company's ])laiit situ-

ated in Canada, wherefore that supply—8,000 to li),iiO0

Ions per annum—is going to Kngland instead of coming
to the United States, as lieretofore.

The Aluminum Co. of America is planning greatly to

increase its capacity. A big wafer power, estiiiialed at

M)0,000 hp., is being developed on the St. Lawrence Hiver.

During 1915 the Aluminuin Co. of .\merica bought out

the Southern Aluminium Co., which bt>came involved in

linancial difficulties in 191 I. and immediately took steps

to com|)lete the plant at Whitney. X. C., whereof con-

struction had been interrupted. The following summary
111' the aluminuin industry in 1915 is based on authorita-

tive inl'ormation

:

The aluminuin niaiket in 1915 followed closely the

market for other metals. During the first quarter of the

year the supjjly of aluminum was ample and the price

remained about 20c. jier lb. During the succeeding quar-

ter file sui'])lus began gradually to diminish, and for the

last si.\ months of the year the demand was in excess of

the supply. This situation was brought about in part

l)y the gradual reviving of business in this country and
the consequent increase in consumption of aluuiiuum.
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partly by the gradual cessation of importations and partly

by the increasing urgency and demand in Europe for

aluminum for war-munition purposes. The price grad-

ually rose from 20c. to 31c., although during the last

quarter resales have been made at prices substantially in

excess of tho.se asked by the domestic manufacturers.

The domestic manufacturers adopted the policy of

conserving the entire United States production for United

States consumers. The result has been that while there

was considerable pressure to get aluminum, ueverthele.ss

the domestic consumer was taken care of. While some

took advantage of the urgency of the foreign market and

resold their aluminum at high profits, this was not a

general practice, and in consequence the domestic con-

sumer obtained and used all that he required. The presi-

dent of the Aluminum Co. of America stated in Detroit

a few weeks ago. at an address given before the Society

of Automobile Engineers of America, that his company

had not sold any aluminum for munitions or for war

purposes, but that nevertheless, considerable resold alumi-

nium had gone out of the country for this ]nirpose de-

rived from aluminum transmission wires that had been

replaced by copper.

In the same address he stated that the company was

bending every energy to increase its output and that as

soon as its new works are finished, on wliich it is now

working and which it e.xpects to complete in 191G, what-

ever pressure now exists for an additional supply of

aluminum would be relieved, and furthermore, that his

company was proceeding on other sul)stantial enlarge-

ments for 1917 and following year.s, and that, so far as

he could see, after the present pressure is relieved the

market would be settled and normal for years to come.

It will be of interest to note that the extreme demand

from Europe arose largely from the increase in the use

of ammonal, an explosive which has been known for a

great many years but which was not until the last few

months used in large quantities by the European bel-

ligerents. Ammonal is a niixtui'e of nitrate of ammonia

and powdered aluminum. The aluminum burns at the

time of the explosion and, ijy imjiarting a high heat to the

ex])losivc gases, causes them to exiiand to a volume con-

siderably greater than they otherwise would. Annnonal

has heretofore been considered unreliable on account of

its tendency to absori) moisture, but either because the

belligerents found some way to overcome this or because

the ammonal is u.sed so soon after itn manufacture, this

objection seems no longer to hold, and aluminum was in

great demaiu] in p]urope for this purpose.

The world's supply of bismuth is derived chiefly from

Bolivia, where the mines of Aramayo, Francke & Co. at

C'horolque and Tasna, the product of which is smelted at

Qucchisia and Buen Retiro, are the principal ]>roducers.

This company in 1914 produced 437 tons of impure i)ars

and 112 tons of ore. The company recently reported that

in its fi.scal year ended Afay 31. 1 91.1. it produced 73%
tons more of crude bismuth than in 1913-11. However,

the .xales were ('A tons less, owing to tlie lock-up of stocks

in (Jcrniany, while new refining works were being estab-

lished in Kngland. On tlie other hand, the average price

realized was 22r. per lb. belter than in the previous year.

(ii the United States bisnnith is produced as a by])rod-

uct by the principal silver-lead .smelting and refining

companies. The price for bismuth in the United States

at the beginning of 1915 was $2.75 per lb. In the latter

part of the year it rose to $4 per pound.

No new producers of bismuth in the United States

have offered metal to the trade. Importations from

abroad have been cut off, and with the demand steady,

the accumulations of other years has been used and

there is little spot metal available at the end of 1915.

i)e@tia&a m
StejJS were finally taken in 1915 to produce potash

salts on a commercial scale in the United States. While

Searles Lake will undoubtedly be the most important

source of potash for some years to come, the war con-

ditions permitted other sources to be developed. The
alunite deposits near Marysvale, Utah, thus became the

first important producers of potash in the United States.

The plant of the Mineral Products Corporation, or-

ganized by Howard F. Chappell, began the production of

potash on a commercial basis at ]\Iarysvale in October,

1915. This plant, in which the Armour Fertilizer

Works and the U. S. Smelting, Refining and Mining

Co. are interested, produces both potassium sulphate and

alumina in liigh-grade form. The potash shipments have

averaged about 95% K2SO4, and the rated capacity of

the works is from 25 to 30 tons per day ; the grade of the

])roduet and the capacity of the plant are largely de-

pendent on manipulative skill and are gradually being

brought up to rated efficiency as the operators arc be-

coming more experienced. Shipments of alumina have

also been made ; varioiis uses are being developed for this

product, a large market as a refractory being expected.

The present plant handles about 150 tons of alunite daily

and plans are being made to double its capacity.

At Searles Lake, California, the American Trona Cor-

])oration proceeded with the construction of its works

to treat the potassium-bearing brine of that desert basin

by the Grimwood process. For reasons of economy of

operation and better .^^hipping facilities, it was decided to

jiroduce at Trona (Searles Lake) only mixed salts from

the first jiart of the process and to refine these mi.xed

salts at the port of San Pedro, Calif. The initial plants

are ex])ccted to produce 100 tons of potash and 30 tons

of borax daily. The crude-salt plant at Trona is to be

ready in March, 1916, and the refiner}' at Saii Pedro a

few weeks later.

The alunite deposit of the Florence Mining and Milling

Co.. in the Marysvale district of Utah, is to be exploited

i)y a newly formed corporation, the Utah Potash Co.

Investigations were also made of the possibilities of

utilizing the tailings of certain mines, leucite, green-sand

marl, inica, feldspar and kelp. Some plants were erected

to utilize the potash of the feldsi)ars, but did not get

into operation on a commercial scale. Work was begun

in 1915 on a plant at Great Salt Lake to extract potash

from the brines of the evaporating ponds of the Inland

Crysal Salt Co. In their present development practically

all of these are war-time processes that could not com-

)>ete with the German ])roducers on a pre-war basis. How-
ever, i)otash will ])rol)ai)ly never be so chea]) as it W!i>^

before the war. It is one of those commodities on whi'

it will be most easy for Germany to levy and collect tiU'

in the future.
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MiimSinictf Divideinidls iiOi 10^15
The tables which follow show liie dividend!; ])aid in

101 I. 1!I15 aud to date hy the principal mining, uietal-

InrLrical and holding companies of America. The list

includes practically all United States mining companies

that liave paid dividends since l!)(tG, except a few that

have ceased to have a separate cor])orate existence.

The total of $75,383,^ST disbursed by 10 companies

in mining dividends sets a new record for tl e United

States. While it is a remarkable showing as c mpared
with the $60,333,529 paid last year hy 90 companiis. it is

not a great increase over 1913, when 110 companies paid

$73,440,701. The most significant fact is that in Decem-

ber of 1915 the dividends were greater than those of

December, 1913, and December, 1914, combined and
amount to more than 25% of this year's total.

As we have always pointed oiit, however, these divi-

dends do not mean the receipt by the public of these

amount-?. For instance, a large share of Xevada Con.'s

l)ayments g"" to Utah Copper, while Champion's are split

e(|ually between St. Mary's Mineral Land and Copper

Ifange. On the other hand, there are large producers

which do not make their dividend public, although this

policy is becoming less common.
With the metallurgical and holding companies, the

1915 payments are $82,592,194, while in 1914 they were

$90,434,077 and in 1913, .$99,710,693. Howeu-r, in

1914 the Steel Corporation common paid -$21,602,856 and
in 1913 .$24,41.5,12.5, against nothing in 1915.

As most mines are commercial producers of two or

more metals, no attempt is made to classify them as

copper producers, lead producers, etc.

Canadian aud ^lexican mines paid $10,686,384, against

$15,231,122. The sdver mines of Canada suffered

severely through the low price of that metal while Mexico
was under the blight of re\olution and rebellion, although

recovery began late in the year.

DIVIDENDS OF MINING COMPANIES IN THE INITED .STATES
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COMPANY NAME SITrATlOX
Golconda, g. Ariz.

Gold Coin of Victor, g Colo.
Gold Dollar Con., g Colo.
Gold King Con., g Colo.
Gold Sovereign, g Colo.
Golden Cvele, g Colo.
Gold Chain, g Utah
Gethin-LeRoy. l.s Utah
Golden Star, g Ariz.

Goldfield Alamo, s.l Nev.
Goldfield Comb. Frac. g Nev.
Goldfield Con., g Nev.
Grand Central, g Utah
Granite, g Colo.
Hazel, g CaUf.
.Hecla, l.s Ida.

Hercules, l.s Ida.

Homestakc, g S. D.
Horn Silver, s.c.2.1 Utah
Insurgent, g Wash.
Iowa-Tiger, g.s.l Colo.
Iowa, g.s.l Colo.
Iron Blossom, s.l.g Utah
Iron Silver, s.l.g Colo.
Isle Royale. c Mich.
Iron Cap, pfd. c Ariz.

Jamison, g Calif.

Jerr>' Johnson, g Colo.
Jumbo Ext., g.s Nev.
Kendall, g , Mont.
Kennedy, g Calif.

Jim Butler-Tonopah, g.s. . . Nev.
King of Arizona, g Ariz.
Klar-Piquette, z.l Wis.
Kennecott, c Alas.

Knob Hill, g Wash.
Lake View, z Utah
Liberty Bell, g Colo.
Linden, z Wis.
Little Bell, l.s Utah
Little Florence, g Nev.
Lost Packer, c Ida.
Lower Mammoth, g.s.c. . .

.

Utah
Magma, c . . Ariz.

Mammoth, r.s.c Utah
Manhattan-Big Four, g Nev.
Man,- McKinney, g Colo.
Mary Mtirphy, g Colo.
Mav Dav, g.s.l Utah
Meiican. s Nov.
Miami, c Ariz.

Mohawk, c Mich.
Monarch-Madonna, g.s.l . .

.

Colo.
Montana-Tonopah, s.g. . ,

Nev.
Mogollon Mines, g.s N. M.
Moscow iL &. M., g.s.c.::.

.

Utah
Modoc, g.s Colo.
Mountain, g.s Calif.

Napa Con., q Calif.

National, g Nev.
National Lead and Zinc, l.z. Mo.
Nevada Con., c . Nev.
Nevada Douglas, c Nev.
Nevada Hills, g Nev.
Nevada Wonder, g.s Nev.
New Centurj*. z.l: Mo.
New Idria, q Calif.

North Butte, c Mont.
North Star, g Calif.

Old Dominion M. & Sm., c. Ariz.

Ophir, s.g Nev.
Opohongo, g.s.l Utah
Optimo, z Ww.
Oroville Dredging, g Calif.

Osceola, c Mich.
Osceola, l.z Mo.
Parrot, c Mont.
Pearl Con., g Wash.
Pharmacist, g Colo.
Pioneer, g Alas.
Pittsburgh-Idaho, I Ida.
PittaburKh-Silver Peak. g.

.

Nev.
Plymouth, g Calif.

Portland, g Colo.
Prince Con. 1.8 Utah
Quartette, g.s Nev.
Quilp, g Wash.
Quincy, c Mich.
Uay Con., c Arix.
Republic, g Wash.
Rochester, l.z Mo.
Round Mt.. g. Nev.
8t. Jos^h. I Mo.
Seven Tr. Coalition, g Nev.
Shannon, c Ariz.
Shattuck-Arizona, c .\riz.

Silver King Coalition, I.h. . . Utah
Silver King Con., l.s l^tah
Bioux Con., I.B.g Utah
Skidoo.g Calif.

Snowstorm, eg Ida.
Standard Con., g.a Colif

.

Stretton's Ind., g Colo.
Socorro, g N. M
SuceesM, z Ida.
Superior & Pills, c ... Ariz.

Stewart, s.l Ida.

Tamarack, c Mich.
T^-nnesnec, c Tenn.
Tomboy, g.8 . . Colo.
Tonopah-Belmont, s.g Nov.
Tonopah Ezt., g.s Nev.
Tightner, g Calif.

Tonopah of Nov., s.g Nev.

DIVIDENDS OF
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DIVIDENDS OF MINING
SHARES

COMPANIES IN THE UNITED STATES—Continued
DIVIDENDS PAID -

COMPANY NAME SITUATION
Tri-Mountain. c Mich.
Tuolumne, c Mont.
Tom Reed, e Ariz.

Uncle Sam, g.8.1 Utah
United Copper, com Mont.
Uniti-d Copper, pf Mont.
United. Z.I., com Mo.
United, Z.I.. pf Mo.
United (Crip. Ck.) g Colo.
I'nited, e Wash.
(.nitiKl Globe, c Ariz.

United Verde, c Ariz.

Ui:ili (Fish Springs), e.l

—

Utah
I tah Copper, c Utah
Utah Con., c Utah
Utah-.Wx, c Utah
Vall.y View, g Colo.
Victoria, g.s.l Utah
Vindicator Con., g Colo.
Wasp No. 2, g S. D
Wellington, g Colo.
West End Con., g Nev.
White Knob pfd., g Calif.

Wilbert, l.s Utah
Wolverine & Ariz., c Ariz.

Wolverine, c Mich.
Work, g Colo.

Vak 6.1 Colo.
Yankee Con., s.l.g Utah
Yellow Aster, ? Calif.

Yellow Pine, z.l.s. Nev.
Yosemite, g-

.

. CaHf.
ukon Gold, g Alas.

Total
,



COMPANY NAME SITIATFON
Guanajuato D., pf., s Mt-x.

H.-dley Gold BC.
H.illinger, g Ont.
Jimulro, c.s M<*.\.

Kerr Lake, s Ont.

La Rose Con., s <*nt.

I>-RoiNo. 2, g B.C.
Lucky Tigpr Com., g Mex.
McK.-Dar.-Sav., s Ont.
Mexican. 1. pf Mrx.
M.-xicoMines of ElOro.g.s. Mex.
Min. Corp. of Can. s Ont.
Mines Co. of Am Mex.
Montezuma, L, pf Mex-
N. Y. & Hond. Ros., g C. A.

Xipissing, s Ont.

Nova Scotia C. * S.. com. N. S.

Nova Scotia C. & S . pf. N. S.

Penoles. s.I-g.

.

Mex.
Percgrina M. & M.. pf Mex
Peterson Ijike, s Ont.

Pinguico, pf., s Mex.
Porcupine-Crown, g Ont.
Rambler-Caribou, c B. C.
Right of Way Mines, s. . .

.

Ont.

Rio Plata, s Mex.
San Rafael, g.s Mex.
Santa Gertmdis, g.s Mex.
San Toy Mex.
Seneca-Superior, s Ont.
Sorpresa, g.s Mex.
Standard, s.l B. C.
Temiskaming, s Ont.
Tern. & Hud. Bay, s Out
Tretheivay, s Ont.
Wettlaufer-lxjrinin, s Ont.

Tot.il

a Two classes. 6 New series only.
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MeteM^iTEV of ILeeidl nim 1911i
P.V II. (). IFoiM

During the last year there was little ehaiige in the

practice of smelting silver-lead ores as a whole, although

a mimljer of improvements were introduced at tlie 2:5

plants in operation in North America {Eng. and Min.

Journ., 1915, Vol. 99, p. 59) which, with 124 blast fur-

naces, have an annual capacity of over 7,000,000 tons of

charge. In the treatment of nonargcntiferous ores the

introduction of the Newnam mechanical ore hearth marks

a radical innovation that is bound to become a perman-

ent improvement. The refining of lead bullion has gone

on in the usual way. The European War has drawn into

the anuies many investigators, so that there is compara-

tively little to record from the laboratories which usually

make a careful study of metallurgical reactions.

Lead Ore axd Its Handling

It is not often that jamesonite occurs in sufficient quan-

tity to form an ore, but this is the case (Raymond, Eng.

and Mill. Journ., 1915, Vol. 99, p. 9) near Zimapan,

Hidalgo, Mexico. Concentration tests of the ore with

8% Pb and 4% Sb have given an enriched product with

25% Pb and 15% Sb; and blast-roasting the concen-

trates in a Dwight-Lloyd machine has shown that the

antimony and arsenic are readily oxidized and volatilized,

leaving behind a sinter low in these elements, well-suited

for smelting in the blast furnace with siliceous ores

carrying precious metal.

The purchasing of ores, including that of lead, has re-

ceived the attention it has needed for a long time in

the publication by C. H. Fulton (Technical Paper

83, Bureau of jMines). While schedules have been fre-

quently given out, rational analysis of the subject has not

received the attention it deserves, considering its im-

portance in connection with lead works which are largely

custom smelteries.

Smelting in the Ohe Hearth

The working of the ore hearth in the Mississippi Val-

ley has become about as much standardized as that of

the blast furnace in other parts of the country, but at

every smeltery there is the complaint of hard and un-

sanitary work in spite of the improvements made to miti-

gate the evil. It remained for W. E. Xewnam (BtiU.

of A. I. M. E., Oct., 1915, p. 2139) to make the radical

departure from rabbling by hand to doing this mechan-

ically, and thus not only overcome the disadvantages of

hard and unsanitary labor, but improve the work in

quality and quantity. The ordinary ore hearth, 4 to 5

ft. long, requires in 24 hr. six men, and treats about

7,000 lb. of galena concentrates. The Newnam 8-ft.

hearth treats 21/2 times the amount of ore, and while

it demands the same number of men, the work is light,

so that in hot weather the rate of production is the

same as that during the winter.

In a test run of four weeks with a galena concentrate

containing 72.5% Pb and 15.1%, S, the Newnam 8-t't.

hearth treated 13,179 lb. ore with 3.G% coke breeze.

It collected in pig lead, 67.44%; in gray slag, 15.18%;
and in dust and fume, 17.38% of the lead; and elim-

•Professor of metallurgy, Massachusetts Institute of Teoh-
nolopy, Boston. Mass

mated 87.9% of the sulphur of the ore. The correspond-

ing figures for the 4-ft. ore hearth were: Ore treated,

509 lb., and coke breeze required, 8.8%. The lead re-

covered in the products was: Pig lead, 55% ;
gray slag,

1().2%i ; dust and fume, 28.5%. The sulphur eliminated

was 80.(')%. With a concentrate assaying 82% Pb and

11.2% S, the lead recovered with the Newnam ore hearth,

in pig lead was 91.15%; in gray slag, 4.25%; and in

d\ist and fume, 4.6%. Of the S content, 94.7% was

driven off.

Smelting in the Blast Furnace

The smelting works of Salida, Colo., discussed by F.

D. Weeks {Bull, of A. I. M. E., 1915, p. 1961) and
those of El Paso, Texas, treated of by H. F. Easter {op.

cit., p. 1493), have many things in common, as have

most blast-furnace plants of the country, but they have

certain features that give each an individual character.

The smeltery of Salida was the first to install the

Dwight-Lloyd sintering machines and has done consid-

erable experimental work with them, in preparing the

ore for the six blast furnaces of tlie plant which are

still fed by hand. The cleaning of the lead bullion forms

an interesting feature. The bullion is tapped from the

lead well into pots holding 10 bars and transferred to

hemispherical kettles of 30 tons' capacity; there it is

stirred with comjjresesd air, drossed at 450° C, and the

dross freed from adhering lead with a Howard press.

Stirring is continued until the temperature has fallen to

360°, and the dross rising to the surface is skimmed.

The temperature is now raised to 380° C., and dip sam-

ples are taken for assay. The temperature is then raised

to 425° C. and the bullion siphoned into molds. By pay-

ing attention to the temperatures given, the dip sam-

ples upon assay give check results which show that the

silver was uniformly distributed in the lead.

The character of the work at El Paso has changed

greatly in recent years. Erected in 1886, burnt in 1900,

and at once rebuilt, the smeltery was considered at that

time a model plant. It has since undergone many
changes, but one characteristic has remained the same

—

the unloading of ore by hand and the making up of ore

beds with wheelbarrows. The earlier character of the

smeltery of being a lead plant has also changed in that

lead has become subsidiary to cojiper. The increase of

the copper content of the lead charges has also had its

influence upon the blast-furnace work and upon the hand-

ling of its products. Formerly the lead was removed

from the 46xl62-in. blast furnaces in the usual way

through the lead well, and matte and slag were tapped

together into slag pots and transferred to settling re-

verberatory furnaces, from which the slag was drawn into

waste-slag pots and the matte tapped to be granulated.

The high copper content of the blast-furnace charges has

been the cause of the closing up of the lead well; hence

lead, matte and slag are tapped together from the breast.

The lead is collected in an oblong forehearth 2 ft. 6

in. by 9 ft. 2 in. and 2 ft. deep, lined with 4.5 in. of

nuignesite brick. Matte and slag overflow into a larger

oil-lired hearth, 10 to 20 ft., from wlviih sla>r overflows
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continuously and matte is tapped periodically into a

ladle, to be hauled to the converting department. The

experiences had with the settling of matte have been

of great value. Two facts stand out clearly : Whenever

one has to deal with ores which contain considerable

amounts of blende, blast roasting leaves most of the

zinc sulphide unchanged because its oxidation requires

time. Zinc oxide in the ore may enter the slag, zinc sul-

phide does not. The sulphide is taken up to a certain

extent by the matte, but most of it forms a muck which

floats on the matte and cannot be tapped. A partial anal-

ysis gave: Insoluble, 66; Ee, 19; CaO, 3.4; Zn, 24.3;

S, 21; Pb, 10; Cu, 4.6%. The other fact is that in a

reverberatory settler, a copper blast-furnace slag in the

presence of a leady copper matte takes up lead and sil-

ver, and leady copper matte in contact with lead takes

up lead.

Eegulatiox of Blast-Fuexace Work
The top of the charge of lead blast furnace ought

to be always cool. It has been noticed (W. C. Smith,

Eng. and Min. Journ., 1915, Vol. 100, No. 18) that in

working up storage-battery residues, the top becomes hot.

This is attributed to the presence of PbO,, which is

readily dissociated into PbO and by heat; it gives up
one molecule of oxygen near the throat and oxidizes

ascending CO. Heating the residue before charging or

diminishing the amount on the charge corrects the condi-

tion. Premature oxidation of the coke is prevented by W.
D. Kilbourn (IT. S. Pat. 1,148,782) by coating it with a

fusible lead-bearing mixture. In normal work (Min. Sc.

Press, 191.5, Vol. Ill, No. 94) the gas passing off the

top of a charge does not contain over 0.5% vol. 0; if

this amount is exceeded the reduction in the furnace is

insufficient. Another sign for tlie quality of the work is

the lead content of matte and slag. With 12% lead in

the matte and 0.5% in the slag, reduction is good.

In a pamphlet, "Metallurgical Smoke" (Bull. No. 24,

Bureau of Mines), C. H. Fulton has discussed briefly

the leading devices used in lead aiul copper smelteries

for collecting flue dust. The Cottrell electric-precipi-

tation process has been introduced in the lead depart-

ment of the Consolidated ^Mining and Smelting Co., at

Trail, B. C. (G. Guess, Can. Min. Journ., 1915, Vol. 36,

No. 37), in which 384 vertical pipes 12 in. in diam-

eter handle 100,000 cu.ft. per minute of gas. The col-

lected dust assays 70% Pb. Alice Hamilton, who pre-

pared last year a monograph upon lead-poisoning in smel-

teries (United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bull.

141) has extended her investigation to the manufacture
r.f storage batteries (United States Bureau of Labor Sta-

tistics, Bull. 165). Of the 7,400 men employed in 1912

in 12 American smelteries, 1,769 were lead-poisoned,

while in England, of 2,400 men, only 56 were thus af-

fected. In the manufacture of storage batteries there

were afflicted in the United States 17.9% of the men
engaged in the work, in Great Britain 3% and in Ger-

many only 0.97%. These startling figures show how
little attention has been paid in this country to removing

dust and fume from the working places and enforcing

cleanliness in general. The ''Report of the Selby Smelter

Commission," published as Bulletin 98 liy the Bureau
of !Mines, contains much valuable original information

on tlie effects of smelter smoke upon human beings, an-

imals and vegetation. It deserves careful study.

DeSILVEEIZATIOX ilETHODS

In the Parkes process, practical experience accom-

panied by pyrometric measurement has determined that

the best results are obtained if the zinc-silver crust is

removed from tlie kettle at about 535° C. In view of

the research of Carpenter and Whitley, which showed,

contrary to the earlier work of Petrenko, that there

exists only a single chemical compound of zinc and sil-

ver, ZugAgj, freezing at 665° C, F. C. Newton (Bull.

of A. I. M. E., 1915, p. 474) carried out experiments

at the desilverizing works of Mavirer, N. J., to form this

compound. He stirred the zinc into the lead bullion

heated to 750° C. and removed the crusts as quickly as

they formed until the lead became too cool to allow

skimming. He found that the silver content of a crust

diminished as the temperature of the lead rose. The
cause of this is to be sought in the dissolution of ZujAg,
in lead; for whicli no data are extant.

A recent investigation by J. C. J. Cunningham [Zt.

anorr/. Client. 1914, Vol. 39, No. 48) shows that there

exists an eutectic of PbO-CuO witli 32% CuO, freezing

at 698° C. This furnishes an explanation of the well-

known fact that coppery litharge runs more freely than

when the lead bullion is free from copper.

Mefts^IMrgV of Copper iim 1915
Bv Lawukncic Aodicks*

The year 1915 proved as strange as its predecessor in tlie

conditions of the cojiper industry. From great depression,

with reduced outputs, lowered wages and almost no visible

market, the year has seen a comijlete reversal to record

productions, tlic liighest wages ever paid and for wirebars

a price level ol' wliich no producer can justly complain.

Tlie efTc'ct of such revolutionary changes in the financial

foundation of the industry lias naturally been to confine

ti'clinicaj advances largely to the few great companies

uhoBC resources enable them to adopt for a term of years

a policy inde])endent of the exigencies of the moment.
Practically all tlie copper-producing plants of the coun-

try, excluding Mexico, are l)eirg operated at maximum

•MetallurKloal enKliicfr, 114 I.llicrty .St., N'ew York City.

capacity. The new International smeltery, at Miami,

and that of the United Verde, at Clarkdale, have been

successfully placed in operation. The I'cal limit of attain-

able ]u-<)(liiction is now refinery capacity. While some
3,()()0,()(»(» II). per month has been added to the Tacoma
refinery and a net increase of at least 10,000,(100 \h. will

soon be in operation at Great Falls, the refineries at pres-

ent are holding back the smelters and further refinery

extensions may be looked for,

A most remarkable devclo))ment in the ])ractice of flota-

tion has taken place during the year. It has not been

confined to any particular type of apparatus. In many
cases it has been found ])ossible to dispense entirely with

tlie use of mill. mikI llic clieMpcst of the common oils have
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larguly rcplaceil tlic expensive (.lieniicals used a year ago

as froth-foniiing merliums. It is possible now to talk

about tailings running as low as 0.1% copper in some

cases, and concentrates running as high as 25% in copper

are made from 2% ore. These great advances have come
about through intelligent experimentation and attention

to detail and, of course, can be obtained only with sulphide

minerals. Fine grinding with its attendant expense is

also predicated. Various schemes for coating oxidized

minerals in such a way that they can be recovered Ijy

flotation are being tried out, but without notable success

as yet.

Unfortunately the theory of flotation^ has not kept

pace with the practice, and the fact that no rigid applica-

tion of physical law has as yet been adduced to cover

the known facts has made much more difficult the disen-

tangling of the complicated patent situation.

At the Anaconda plant, in line with the new jjolicy

of abolishing the so-called first-class ore and sending

everything to the concentrator, at the same time taking

advantage of the improved recovery obtainable by flota-

tion, radical changes have been made in the concentrator

equipment and the capacity of the mill has been brought

up to 15,000 tons per day-. The Jigs on the roll and

Huntington-mill floors have given way to roughing tables

producing concentrates and coarse tailings, which are re-

ground' in Hardinge mills in closed circuit with Dorr
simplex classifiers. The slime is then treated in Minerals

Separation machines and Callow cells. The final tailings

are to be made into brick. The flotation concentrates are

sent to Dorr thickeners followed by Oliver filters, result-

ing in a product running 18% moisture.

One of the most remarkable results of the successful

development of flotation has been the effect upon the

whole scheme of metallurgical treatment. It is now pos-

sible, given a suitable ore, to make tailings lower in value

than the slag resulting from smelting the same ore raw, so

that even quite high-grade ores can be profitably crushed

and concentrated. As the flotation concentrates are ex-

ceedingly fine, they must be either roasted and smelted

in a reverberatory or sintered and smelted in a blast

furnace, thereby adding the handicap of sintering to the

already difficult situation in which the blast furnace finds

itself, owing to the recent advances in reverberatory prac-

tice, thus lowering reverber-itory costs.

PiiOGRES.s IX Leachinc; and Ore Roastixg

The marked success of flotation on sulphide ores and
concentrator tailings has to all appearances definitely re-

moved this particular field from leaching operations, and
this has largely checked the work so generally under wa\'

a year ago. The 2,000-ton unit at Anaconda has success-

fully been placed in operation on stored tailings where
there is likely to be some oxidation from exposure. At
last accounts no marked advantage of either process

—

leaching or regrindiiig and floating—has been announced.
The large phint at C'huquicanuita, Chile, has apparently

been started with remarkable freedom from technical diili-

culties, cathode shipments now being regularly received

in this country. The large-scale exi)eriments at Douglas,

Ariz., have been shut down on account of the flotation

showing; the work done has been fully covered in recent

'Rickard, "Min. and Sci. Press," Vol. Ill, p. 3S5.
-"Anode," February, 1915.
'Mathewson, "Min. and Sci. Press," Vol. III. p. .112.

technical papers^. At Lake Linrlen, where a large plant

lias been in course of construction, the work has been
delayed. Some of the details of the process have Ijeen

made public', however. The older processes using am-
monia as a solvent of copper oxide have failed en account
of losses of the expensive reagents used. A study of these

losses has developed that their soiree is not so much leak-

age of volatile ammonia as absorption by fine sand or
slimes, and this has been minimized by using sufficienth'

flilute solutions.

At Ajo, Ariz., large-scale experiments are still being
carried on, the management being practically committed
to a wet method of handling the immense oxidized over-

burden of the New Cornelia property. An outline of some
ol the earlier work done here has been published^ but
no definite statement of a finished process has been made.
Some work is being done on both the Midland and Slater

leaching cycles in several parts of the country by those

interested in the exploitation of these processes.

.\t least for the time being, therefore, flotation has pre-

empted the sulphide field, while leaching is making good
with oxidized ores. On mixed sulphides and oxides no
decision has been reached, but it will likely be a draw,
individual cases depending upon precious-metal values

and other local considerations. An excellent resume of

the work done on leaching copper ores up to the first

of the year was presented to the International Engi-
neering Congress at San Francisco'.

There has been no new development in the field of

roasting during the year. The large increase in the pro-

duction of fine, wet and often clayey flotation concen-

trates has in many cases altered the character of the

charge to be roasted and naturally increased the problem
of dust recovery. One interesting experiment is being

tried at the new International smeltery, at Miami, where
the usual roaster dust chambers have been omitted en-

tirely, Cottrell treatcrs being relied upon to recover the

dust values.

Blast-I'irnace and Revkrbkratory Smelting

The sweeping changes at Anaconda following a success-

ful duplication on a trial furnace of the use of coal-dus";

firing and side charging inaugurated at Copper Cliff,

have been completed, and the rebuilt furnaces are fultillint;

all expectations. The net effect of the alteration is ilw

change from a furnace 19x112 ft., smelting 240 tons o::

charge with a coal ratio of 41/4, to a furnace 25x144 ft.,

smelting 650 tons of charge with a coal ratio of 7. Xot*'

that efficient coal drying and grinding machines* are stand-

ard, the decision between coal and fuel oil rests chiefly

upon the cost per British thermal unit theoretically ob-

tainable, and oil will likely be displaced in several large

installations. The advantages of side charging are of

course applicable to a furnace burning either fuel. Most
leverlieratory ])lants have considerably modified their

methods of dum]i'ng charges.

The marked developments in reverberatory practice

have relegated the blast furnace rather to the background,

Init the latter is too firmly entrenched to be swept away
easily, and the ])rcsent situation should spur its champions
on to new trials along the line of substituting fuel oil for

'Addicks, "Met. and Chem. Eng.," Vol. XIII. pp. 531 and 748
'Benedict. U. S. Pat. 1,131.986.

"Ricketts, "Trans. American Electrochemical Society."
'Austin, paper No. 160.

M.itliewson. "Eng. and Min. Journ." Vol. 100, p. 45.
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coke and of delivering blister direct, which have been

lather inconclusively worked out in the past. Those in-

terested in sintering methods «ill naturally do all possible

to help the blast furnace to regain its popularity. Per-

haps the greatest opportunity for further improvement in

either method of smelting lies in reducing the metal losses,

tvhich, in many cases, are now costing more than the smelt-

ing. A valuable contribution in this direction is a ser-

ies of papers that recently appeared in the JournaP.

The large research staffs now being maintained by some

of the companies should be able to throw some light upon
what seems to have been a neglected problem.

The only new development in converter practice is an

indirect one, the 25xl75-ft. furnace at Anaconda for re-

treating converter slag. The proposed charge is 700 tons

of slag and 350 tons of fine ore per day, the final slag

going to waste. The results of this work should be

very interesting as indicating what can be done in the

way of slag cleaning by re-treatment.

FIME-COXDEXSATIOX PRACTICE

But four commercial methods of recovering values in

smeltery fumes are in favor, and there is much diversity

of opinion as to the choice of these. ^Miere local condi-

tions make it profitable, the direct manufacture of sul-

phuric acid is undoubtedly indicated. This has been lim-

ited chiefly by the lack of a local market and by the

fact that sulphuric acid cannot readily be thrown away
without serious consequences of some kind. The logical

use is in leaching oxidized ores, and as leaching practice

improves this market will broaden. Acid is readily made
from roaster gases, and Anaconda already produces 100

tons per day. Where the attitude of a neighboring farm-

ing community is hostile, the baghouse has much in its

favor on account of the perfect ridding of the issuing

gases of visible solids. The Cottrell apparatus has made
great progress in the last few years, and it is now gen-

erally admitted that the early troubles with the original.

Balaklala installation, were not due to any failure of the

])rinciples involved. The (Jarfield plant, where the con-

verter fumes are "treated," has proved an entire technical

success. On the other hand, where no legal questions are

involved it is a debatable matter whether the additional

recovery above well-designed dust chambers warrants the

additional investment and operating cost, always remem-
bering that there is a heavy treatment charge to apply

to the foul sludge recovered. However, the fine dust from
flotation concentrates and the possible elimination of

chamber investment as being tried out at the Internationa'

smelter already referred to (and any case where high sil-

vei values are present in the smoke) favor tlie Cottrell

process.

Altogether, therefore, the dust chamber with suspended

wires continues to find the most general favor, but much
work in a variety of directions is in progress to develop

a process whereby some actual revenue may be derived

from the sulphur and other nonmetallic values in smelter

smoke. Anyone interested in smoke damage should ob-

tain the report of the Selby Smelter Commission".

Progress ix Copper-Eefixixg Methods

Work continues to be done upon improved methods of

treating anode slimes. A new process" for eliminating

the copper before furnacing has been successfully applied

at the Raritan Copper Works. The slimes are filtered

and then mixed with the theoretical quantity of strong

sulphuric acid required to convert the copper into sulphate,

the resulting mud being pumped into a steel basin 7x13

ft. and heated to a temperature below the point of fusion

or of decomposition of CuSO^. The copper is then

leached with hot water as a nearly pure sulphate. More
or less than the theoretical amount will not do.

An improvement in the electrolytic purification cycle

has been worked out at the Chrome refinery'-. Advantage
is taken of the tendency of the liquor in an active elec-

trolytic tank to stratify in respect to copper contents and

in this way a solution leaner in copper than the average

in the tank is drawn off for recovery of byproducts and

elimination of impurities.

The data for the excellent evaporative efficiency shown
by tlie Chrome waste-heat boilers have been published in

detail'^. This installation includes a combination of

boilers, economizers, forced and induced draft and cold

feed water preheated by admixture.

MetlaM^irgy of Ziimc in 1915
5y W. K. Incalls

Conditions in the zinc-smelting industry of the United
States in 1915 rendered dollars so easy to get by anylwdy
\>Iio had smelting capacity that the attention of smelt-

ers was devoted chiefly to the making of spelter in any old

way, there being neither need for making improvements
nor time to spare on them. In the Kansas-Oklahoma re-

gion there was a reversion to primitive methods, for

the reason that they were the easiest in the inauguration
of new smelting capacity, haste being a prime considera-

tion. Many of the smelters who repaired old plants are

\ising the auger machines of 20 years ago for the manu-
facture of their retorts and are making condensers by

hand. This is being done even in .some important plants,

with the result, it is said, that zinc extraction is not

•Lathe, "Engr. and MIn. Journ.." Vol. 100. pp. 215, 263 and .105.

exceeding 80%, ^\hile there is an immense breakage of re-

torts and condensers, especially in the smelting of Rocky
Mountain ores, some of which contain as much as 20%
iron. These plants will be run only so long as the price

for spelter is high and the smelting margin is large. When
the price and margin shrink, their owners expect to quit

the business, and in the meanwhile do not intend to spend

any money on plant that is not absolutely necessary.

In general the zinc smelters of the United States who
gave any thought to the excellence of their practice con-

fined themselves to the improvement of details. Thus one

"Holmes, Franklin and Gould. Bulletin 98. U. S. Bureau of
Mines.

"Keller. U. S. Pat. 1,110.493.

•=Pym and Green, U. S. Pat. 1,148.798.

"Brower, "P:nK. and Mln. Journ.." Vol. 99, p. 892.
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smelter reported better extraction of zinc i'rom low-grade

ore, not owing to the introduction oi' any novelty in prac-

tice, but simply to increased familiarity with the liehavior

of these low-grade ores and to the insistence of more care-

ful work in the handling of the furnaces. Another smelter

reported the introduction of several mechanical improve-

ments that resulted in greater economy in the handling

of material. Other smelters experimented with mechani-

cal gas producers. The Edgar Zinc Co. continued its ex-

periments with coal-dust firing, but as yet has achieved

no great success with this. The United States Smelting

Co. inaugurated an experiment for the collection of zinc

dust by the use of prolongs on the condensers, a reversion

to old practice that was almndoned in Kansas many years

ago, but may be economical under existing conditions.

The Kansas-Oklahoma region was favored with a better

supply of natural gas in 1915 than for a long time pre-

vious. This was due to some small concerns selling out

and to the increased pumping of gas that could not be

put into the high-pressure lines for distant delivery.

In the Kansas-Oklahoma region, the most important

improvement in blende roasting is the lowering of the arch

in the Zellweger furnaces, and in some instances the doub-

ling of the furnace, the rabble being carried on the same

shaft for the two furnaces. This, together with the

lowering of the arch, saves fuel, the admission of un-

necessary air being reduced. The original Zellweger fur-

naces were enormous wasters of fuel. With the recent

imijrovements, they are still bad, but not so bad as they

were.

At Argentine, Kan., the National Zinc Co. is building

six Spirlet furnaces, which will be ready for operation

early in 1916.

The Doxoea Smeltery

One of the important commercial features of 191.5 was

the expansion of the United States Steel Corporation

—

through its subsidiary, the Edgar Zinc Co.—in the zinc-

smelting business. The new plans comprised the erection

at Donora. Penn., of a plant designed for the smelt-

ing of 100,000 tons of zinc ore annually and the production

of about 40,000 tons of spelter, the distilling equipment

of the plant being about 9,000 retorts. In speed of con-

struction all previous records were broken in this plant.

Earth was first turned over about the end of June, and

spelter was first made on Oct. 20. However, the plant will

probably not be completed until about Mar. 31, 1916.

Even that will be only about nine months from start to

finish. Such a construction would ordinarily take 18

months. The Donora plant is unique in zinc-smelting

construction, moreover, by reason of the extensive use of

reinforced concrete in its several parts. About 50,000

cu.yd. of concrete was laid, whereof about SO,000 cu.yd.

was reinforced concrete. The Donora plant comprises 6

Hegeler roasting furnaces and 10 Hegeler distilling fur-

naces, each of 912 retorts. It is considered likely that the

Steel Corporation will later build a smeltery at Gary, Ind.,

or in the Illinois coal field.

Kktort Disciiaugixg Machixes

The United States Zinc Co. now has in operation at

Sand Springs, Okla., six of the Simmonds discharging

machines that were descrilied a year ago. This means
iluit the residues are being removed from six distillation

riirnaces with these machines, it having been found advis-

able to have one machine for each furnace in this type

of smeltery. At Blende, Colo., there are two machines

in operation, one taking care of one side of two furnaces.

With a smeltery of this type, that is, with the furnaces

end to end, one discharging machine can easily take care

of one side of two furnaces. It is thought, moreover,

that if a successful labor system can be devised, one dis-

charging machine may be able to take care of one side

of three or four furnaces.

At Blende the average time for removing the residues

in the regular manner is 1 hr. 30 min. The machines do

it in 20 to 23 min. At this plant the retort charge is

often as much as 45 lb. per cu.ft., which is far in excess

of the practice at other plants for a similar grade of ore.

Machines have been ordered to equip fully the Sand

Springs plant, which consists of 14 furnaces, 400 retorts

to the furnace. The Blende plant is to be fully equipped.

after which an installation will be made at the plant of

the Kusa Spelter Co., at Kusa, Okla.

The Grasselli Chemical Co. is also working on a retort

discharging machine at Clarksburg, W. A*a.

Zixc Refixixg by Redistillatiox

The extraordinary premiums that have been paid for

high-grade and superior intermediate spelter led naturally

to the refining of common spelter by redistillation. A
large tonnage of refined spelter is now being produced

in that way. There was no metallurgical novelty in this,

a good deal of refined spelter having been so produced dur-

ing many years by dross and junk smelters in this country

and Great Britain, and also in Sweden and Norway, and

perhaps elsewhere. The dross and junk smelters in this

country commonly perform the redistillation in large re-

torts. The smelters in the Scandinavian countries do it

in electric furnaces. The practice recently developed in

the United States is novel in that the ordinary ore furnace

is used for the purpose. Yet even that is novel only in

ilie making of a regular practice of it.

The same thing was tried about IT years ago in one of

the works of the old Cherokee-Lanyon Spelter Co., then

managed by A. B. Cockerill. Mr. Cocke rill, who was

something of an experimenter, thought then to improve

liis metal product by redistillation. He found that he

could make a refined spelter assaying approximately

99.9% Zn, but he found also that he lost about 10%
of his zinc in doing it (by absorption in retorts, breakage

of retorts, failure to condense, etc.), and the premium

realized for high-grade spelter at that time was not enough

to pay for making it in this way. When, however, the

premium rose to 10@15c. per lb., as it did recently, the

aspect of things was changed radically.

Nevertheless there is some doubt as to just how much
profit there is in refining spelter by this method under

existing conditions, exceiitional as they are. The slabs

of common spelter are broken up or are recast in little

bars, and are piled up in the ordinary retorts, which are

heated in the ordinary way. The direct cost of redistilla-

tion is variously estimated at 0.5 to Ic. per lb., probably

being nearer the low(;r figure than the higher. Then
comes the cost of the zinc that is lost. This is variously

stated at 10 to 12^(—a confirmation of Mr. Cockerill's

experience. If the common spelter that is being redistilled

costs 10c. per lb., the loss is Ic. per lb. If it costs 20c. per

lb., it is twice as n\uch. The third element of cost is

the use of smelting capacity. In normal times, when
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there is a surplus, this might reasonably be reckoned as

nil, but certainly not so at present, when smelting capacity

is so urgently needed. An lola furnace of (500 retorts

is figured as taking about 30 tons of spelter per day for

redistillation, or (iO,000 lb. Such a furnace takes nor-

mally about 121/2 tons of calamine or roasted blende. If

the latter, say about 15 tons of raw blende. Now if the

smelter can make a profit of $40 per ton in smelting ore

(he talks about such figures), he does not make it if he

uses his furnace for refining spelter, and such use may
therefore be reckoned temporarily as costing him $G00

per furnace per day. or Ic. per lb. The total cost of

refining is therefore from 3 to 4c. per lb., which is not bad

if a premium of 10c. be realized. However, there has been

some difficulty in bringing all of the product up to the

liigliest grade.

Electrolytic Zinc Prodcctiox

Without any doubt, the most important thing in the

metallurgy of zinc in 1915 was the inauguration of elec-

trolytic zinc production direct from ore on a large experi-

mental, even a commercial, scale at several places, the

most important of these being at Anaconda. Mont., where

the production of electrolytic spelter at the rate of about

5 tons per dav was begun. The results are considered so

favorable that the Anaconda company has commenced

the erection at Great Falls, Mont., of a plant capable of

jiroducing 35,000 tons of electrolytic spelter per annum.

AVith regard to the nature of the Anaconda process, Mr.

l.aist. who is responsilile for it, has written me as fol-

lows :

I can hardly claim that we have accomplished anything
e.speclally new in this line, except insofar as we have done
on a somewhat larger scale what had often been done before

by others in the laboratory and in a smaller way. Briefly,

the process consists of concentrating the zinc ore, preferably

by flotation, so as to make a concentrate with as little insol-

uble matter as possible and as rich In zinc as the nature of

the ore allows. This concentrate is roasted in two of the
furnaces of our copper-leaching plant, so as to produce a
calcine containing- from 2 to S'/c sulphur, most of which is

present as sulphate sulphur. The temperature is not allowed
to exceed 1,350° F.. under which conditions the formation of

zinc ferrite is not pronounced.
The calcine, after cooling, is treated with a solution con-

taining sulphuric acid, which dissolves the zinc and a little

of the iron. A small amount of manganese dioxide is added
for the purpose of oxidizing the iron, which is then precipi-
tated by means of a small amount of jiowdered limestone. Any
arsenic or antimony is carried down by the precijiitated ferric
hydroxide. The resulting solution contains nothing but zinc,

cadmium and copper, and is separated from the residue by fil-

tration. The residue contains the lead, silver and gold and
part of the copper originally present. The solution is treated
w^ith metallic zinc to precipitate the copper and cadmium, and
is then pumped through a clarifying filter-press into a storage
tank, from which it goes to the electrolytic cells. The cell

room contains 42 tanks, which are in no way different from
those commonly used for copper refining. Here the zinc is

deposited on aluminum plates.

The solution fi-om the cells contains sulphuric acid and
is used for leaching a fresh charge. The zinc deposits on the
aluminum plates are stripped off every 4S hr. and sent to the
melting furnace. At the present time we are making about
five tons of zinc per day of a high degree of purity.

The .\naconda spelter assays above 99.9% Zn. It is

well known that the electrolytic spelter produced for

many years at Winnington, England, is guaranteed

99.i)5 9( Zn. I have often expressed the opinion that there

was no great proir.ise in a hydrometallurgical-electrometal-

lurgical process of zinc extraction unless use could be

made of the anode reaction (as at Winnington) or some

specially favorable conditions otherwise might be found

to exist. That a])pears to be the case with the Butte ort.

In roasting there is relatively little formation of zinc

ferrite, and consequently zinc extraction is high. More-

over, the ore is rich in silver, whereof 90% or so ought

to be recovered by this process against only 65 to 70%
by the pyrometalhirgical process. Both of these are strong

points. Of course, with existing commercial conditions,

electrolytic zinc may be produced profitably out of many
ores. However, the Anaconda metallurgists are of the

opinion that they can carry on the process successfully

uniler normal conditions.

Electrolytic zinc was also ju-oduced in 1915 on a com-

mercial scale by the Weedon Mining Co., at AVelland, Ont.

There may also have been a small production elsewhere,

li. (J. Hall was understood to be experimenting in this

line at Keokuk, la., and there were mie or two other

(perations that may not yet be mentioned i)ublicly.

Apart from tlic Anaconda work, the most ambitious

]ilans were those of the Consolidated Mining and Smelt-

ing Co. of Canada, which contintuMl the expi-rimental work

begun several years ago. In the last official report of this

company it is stated that spelter of good grade has been

produced at the late of l.OllO lb. per day from ore from

the Sullivan mine, and that the results were sufficiently

])roinisiiig to warrant the building of a plant capable o1

])i(>(Uicing 25 to 35 tons of spelter daily. Constructioi

of IJiis ]ilant is well advanced, and it is expected to be ii*

opci'ation early in 191(1.

Mefts\MujiFtfy of GroM sumdl Silver
l'.^ II i;i;r,i;irr .\. Mi-,(!1!A\v

New .steps in the metallurgy of gold and sihrr have

licen few during the last year. H lias liccii a most uii-

coninioniy sterile period as regards metallurgical advances.

Some new plants have been built, but in none of them
lias any .serious new development nl' iiu'talluigy been iii-

• orporated. The principal jdants of this contineMt have

iK«n satisfied to continue in the regular way, a|)|)lyiiig

principles of efficiency to ])rocesses already developed, but

spending little time on any new features.

The profliiction of gold has been stiniulatnl hv war

coiulitions, through its requirement for the li(|ui<lalioM

of the world's iiidelttedness. Kor this reason gold mini's

have been worked to the limit of their ])o,ssihilitics, and

r\cii new mini's have been (i|ii'iii'il and pnslu'd toward tin'

|ir(iilu(ti\(' stage. In sihci'. linwcM-i', tlu- situation has

been Miini'wliat diU'crcnt. There has been little demand
lor till' mrtal tlirougb linaiicial sources, and the pricr

has until rcri'iilly rrmaincd at a low point. This situa-

tion made till' ciinilitions of sihcr producci's rather hard

to cndurr fill' a long time. Many of the weaker operators

bail to ri'stiirt oprratiims or discontinue entirely. During

till' last inmitb or two of 1915 the jirice of silver took

an n])ward (I'cnd, however, and almost immediately cstab-

lisbi'd itself at a comfortably high level. This is said to

be due to buying from the Orient, but the result is

satisfactoi'v lo the iiroducer, whatever the cause.
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The ba.sic conditions atlendiiif^ the (listril)ution of gold

and silver have been, as has just Ijeen mentioned, in such

a condition as to stimulate, in the case ol' gold, maximum
production and to deter, in the case of silver, overproduc-

tion, the result in either case being a hesitation to attempt

metallurgical changes of any kind. With gold the con-

ditions required its production at maximum rate, leaving

no time for experiment^ ; while with silver the result was

the same, although for the reason that profits had been

much reduced in the business and there was no disposition

to spend money on metallurgical changes.

Pkoghess Driiixfi the Yeai: ix ^Mexico

Conditions in Mexico have been pretty much the same

as during 1914. At the beginning of the year an im-

provement seemed to be aljout to set in, hut toward the

last quarter everything was again disarranged. During

the part of the year that operations were possible, a

number of the larger ])lants made more money than they

did in normal times. This situation came about througli

the general lack of employment for laborers. These

people then went to work on their own hook and institvited

ap industry of cleaning and sorting ore from old dumps,

mining on their own account and in many cases robbing

the best ore from mines belonging to foreigners that

had left the country. The ore thus produced was sold

to operating companies at an extremely low i^rice, and

those companies having the necessaiT supplies for milling

it and the facilities for getting the bullion out of the

country increased their earnings through this practice.

At the end of the year, however, about everything was

shut down, since supplies could not he oljtained nor was

bullion safe from confiscation by any official that happened

to be handy.

The rolling stock of all the railroads has practically

ceased to exist, and now, even counting upon the best

of intentions, it will be a long time before any serious

operations can be carried on. AVhile rolling stock may be

imported promptly provided there is money to pay for

it. it will not be so easy to put the roadbed in such con-

dition that trains may be operated over it. Three years

of almost complete inattention have made serious inroads

upon its ])hysical state. It is proltable that considerable

time and much labor will be required to put the railroads

in condition to establish a satisfactory basis for the in-

dustries of the country.

All the princijial camps in Mexico have suspended oper-

ations. At El Oro it was found impossible to secure

supplies in such quantities as to guarantee continuous

operations, so the plants were all closed. The same is

triie in Pachuca, where strenuous efforts were made to

o])erate for a time, but it was found impossible. Guana-

juato gave up the effort a long time ago, and there has

been no attempt at regular ojierations. The Jalisco prop-

erties also suspended, as di<l most of those of the M'est

coast, and in fact all large works in Mexico with the ex-

ception of a few near the United States liorder. El Tigre

has been operating most of the time, and Batopilas o])er-

ated a ])art of the year, but had to shut down in Septem-

ber. Naturally, mithing new in nu'tallurgy has been de-

veloped in Mexicti. Conditions have been too strenuous

for any research wnrk to be undertaken.

The Central and South American jilants producing

silver and gold have been pu.'ihed strongly during the

year, but new developments have been rather commercial

tiiaii technical. In no known case ha- any new departure

in treatment methods been in.stituted, but full attention

has been given entirely to mechanical and commercial

improvements.

In this connection it is of some interest to say that

aluminum precipitation from cyanide .'solutions has been

receiving some additional attention during the year. The
process Avas somewhat criticized by G. H. Clevenger in

the early part of the year and Avas discussed again by
E. ^1. Hamilton, who successfully instituted the process

at the Ni])issing mill at Cobalt. Aluminum jjrecipitation

has been established at the Butters plants in San Salvador,

the San Sebastian and the Devisadero. It can hardly be

doubted that ahnninum precipitation is a .satisfactory

advance and is perfectly sure of its position in cases where
its appropriateness has been indicated.

The New Tough-Oakes Cyaxide Mill

In the Canadian field developments have been greater

than almost anywhere else. At Kirkland Lake, the

Tough-Oakes mill, a highly developed cyanide plant for

handling rich gold ore, was completed. This is probably

the mo.st important plant finished and operated during

the year. It certainly embodies the results of the mo.st

advanced technical study. The Tough-Oakes is a 100-

ton all-slime cyanide plant, in which a ball mill replaces

stamps. In this case a ball mill of the Hardinge type is

installed, the product of which goes to two Dorr dassi-

iiers, each operating in closed circuit with a -DxSO-ft. tube

mill. Provision is made for the introduction of copper

amalgamating plates should that at any time be considered

necessary.

The slimes from the Dorr classifiers go to a thickener,

the overflow of which is clarified and precipitated. The
pulp is sent to Dorr agitators and a series of continuous

counter-current thickeners. Transfers of thickened pulp

are effected by diaphragm pumps. From the final tank

the thickened pulp is discharged by a spigot into a

launder, whence it runs througli a mechanical-sampling

device and then to waste. It will be noticed that in this

]ilant the newest developments of cyanide metallurgy are

incorporated.

Tlie elimination of stamjis from the metallurgical lay-

out is a feature that is becoming increasingly frequent

(hiring the last few years, and one that will probably

Ijecome the rule in the future. Continuous pulp-flow and

automatic transfer of ])uli) in solution is another feature

of the mill. The elimination of the slime filter for the

tailings is a feature of importance. Tiie mill design

was under charge of the Butters-Johnston Engineering

Syndicate.

At Cobalt a new slimes plant was built and operations

begun, tliis being designed to liaiulle the slime pul))s

from a coalition of several of the Cobalt I'oncentrating

]dants. Ojierations have been successful uj) to the present

time. These are about the only new develoiunents in the

Col)alt field. There has lieen consideralile jirospectiug

in the outlying silver districts, l)ut as yet no discovery

of great ini])ortance has come to light.

TllK V.'ORK OF THE PoKCUPTXE DISTRICTS

In Caiuula. in the Porcupine district, the Holliuger

plant has increased its capacity and still another increase

is uiidcr consideration. Hollinger, when taken together

with its allied property, the Acme, is rapidly becoming
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one of the great gold miues of the world and is novr

probably the principal one in Canada. The metallurgy

at the Hollinger mill has not been changed; it is still

making use of the modified system of counter-current de-

cantation, together with filtration of part of the residue.

Stamp crushing has always been considered satisfactory

at the Hollinger, and no change has been made in it.

Production is continuous on a large scale.

At the Dome, conditions have been improving during

the year. The opening of a new and richer orebody was

reported some time ago, and further plant improvements

have been undertaken. Xo change in the metallurgj-,

however, is under consideration, the system continuing

to be stamp crushing, regrinding in tube mills and

separate treatment of sand and slime. The plant was

appreciably enlarged in 1914, and further enlargement is

being considered. Dome has been rather unfortunate in

that the irregular quality of its ore deposits is responsible

for the impossibility of maintaining a uniform milling

system.

In other parts of Canada there is little of importance

to record. In British Columbia the plants are proceeding

about in the usual manner, with no new developments

to report. All the properties are producing as best they

can.

Developments ox the Eaxd

On the Rand the practice has been absolutely normal,

but production has been pushed to the utmost limit.

Because gold has been so strongly in demand to pay the

debts of the nation, practically all gold mines have been

made to produce to the limit of their al)ility. Those in

South Africa, are no exception to the rule, but, rather to

the contrary, have been more strongly urged than have

other places, since the Rand mines form such an im-

portant part of Great Britain's gold production. At the

Rand mines there have been no delays due to strikes or

other troubles, and the Rand output in general will

]<robably be a record, at any rate, in the number of tons

treated. The total output will probably not be so high

as in other years, owing to the lower unit content of

gold.

The question of cyanide supply has been less in evidence

than was expected in the early part of the year. The
production of .\nierican and British factories has been

increased as far as ])ossible, and it seems that a sufficient

supply has been forthcoming to keep operating plants

going. Perhaps the diminished demand from Mexico has

been an important factor, since that country in normal

times consumes more cyanide than the United States,

i)ut the fact remains that, although its .source has not

been a general sul)ject of conversation, enough cyanide

lias been forthcoming to fulfill the actual necessities of

all the large operating plants. I have not heard of any

plant anywhere that had to shut down through inability

to buy cyanide. So far as I know, there have been no

entirely new producers of cyanide. It will be remembered

that early in llUo several new sources of cyanide were

suggested. These factories have from time to time re-

corded some progress toward fitting themselves to turn

out the material, but as yet none of them has succeeded

in doing it.

In the United States production has been continuous

and con.stant, but new details in metallurgy, as is the

lase evcrj'where else, have been conspicuous by their

absence. A few new mills have been completed and

some of the old ones somewhat changed, but nothing of

great metallurgical interest has taken place. The Amador
Consolidated milling plant, at Amador City, Calif., was

started in ^laj-, a change of milling practice having been

instituted. The mill contains twenty 1,000-lb. stamps,

and to these were added two 8-ft. by 36-in. Hardinge

mills. The capacity of the plant has been increased to

300 tons daily, and the processes in use include amalga-

mation, concentration and cyaniding. A description of

this mill was published in the Journal of Aug. 14.

1915, a flow sheet of the complete practice being shown.

Perhaps one of the most important features of the miU
is its precipitation department. Zinc shavings were used

at the outset, but, owing to erratic results, a change was
made and zinc dust installed. The method followed is

the same as that used at the Ajax property, of Victor,

Colo. Two five-ton tanks are used, equipped with mechan-

ical agitators, into which the solution from the gold tank

is run. \Mien the tank is about two-thirds full, the

amoimt required of lead acetate and zinc dust is added,

and by the time the tank is full it has had sufficient

agitation and is then pumped through the filters. Wh'le

one tank is being pumped out, the other is being filled

and agitated. This system is said to be more satisfactory

and economical from even- standpoint than was the zinc-

shaving system.

In Colorado, the Tomboy added a cyanide plant to its

60-stamp concentration mill and has materially increased

its output. In Xevada a new mill has been constructed

at the Elko Prince, this plant having been designed by

the Dorr interests and including all-sliming, agitation

and continuous counter-current decantation.

At Tonopah all the mills have been running and pro-

duction has been about as usual. So far as can be

determined at the present time, there have been no notable

metallurgical extensions or improvements in the camp.

All interest has been devoted to steady work and the

systematization of well-known processes. Goldfield also has

been producing about as usual, but this company has

installed a tailings reclaimer and made arrangements to

re-treat the accumulation of tailijigs below the mill.

Much of these tailings were made while extremely high-

grade ore was being treated in the mill, and it is believed

that a large part of them can be treated again at

a profit. It is stated that the company is trying out a

process of flotation, and it seems that the prospects are

favorable for its installation in the mill. It will be likely

to add considerably to the output.

Anizox.\ AXD Colorado Developments

A new spasm of interest is attaching to the Gold

Road-Tom Reed district in Arizona. Aside from the

Gold Road property and the Tom Reed, which have both

beeu working profitably for a number of years, explora-

tion has developed in the district a number of other

properties that seem to be in the way of making sub-

stantial successes. Several of them are already paying

largely in dividends, aiul it is hoped that the camp will

become one of the large gold producers of the West.

In the Crijiple Creek district there has been practically

no new mctalhirgy except experiments on flotation. The

feat of the year was the purchase of the Independence by

the Portland Co. Some operators go so far as to .say

that flotation will open u]> a new era of profit in the

camp and that it will more than double its former output.
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lu the Black Hills all the companies have been working

as usual, including the Homestake, but there have been

no changes of a metallurgical nature.

Flotation is the great puzzle of the year. Many oper-

ators believe it will take the place of practically all the

wet-milling systems in use at the present time ; but while

this can probably be accepted with some reserve, it is

nevertheless undoubtedly true that the cj'anide operator

would do well to transfer his affections to flotation and

learn the business as thoroughly as possible. It is not

going to eliminate the cyanide process altogether, but in

the cases of ores of a certain character, it will surely lead

to such increased efficiency for concentration systems that

there will be no room for cyanide plants. Particularly

apt, under present conditions, is the application of flota-

tion to the silver-sulphide ores that form the greatest

source of silver in the western United States and all

of Mexico and Central America. With these ores con-

centration will become the principal metallurgical pro-

cedure, cyanide becoming an auxiliary used for treating

the concentrates where conditions are not advantageous for

shipping.

©gir( ©f Ftotettiomi iim !9I1
By Herbert A. Megravv

During 1915 the flotation process was hampered by the

status of the litigation over basic patents, just as it

was in the year previous. The spread of the process has

been so rapid, however, that by sheer weight of merit

some of the important data regarding operating methods

and conditions have broken through the reserve. Articles

have appeared in the technical press setting forth the

aims and objects of the process, and some of them have

contained records from practice. A good many flotation

articles;, however, have been written without conveying

much real information.

Important Facts Made PrsLic

Probably the most important article of the year was

that by J. M. Callow, read before a meeting of the

Salt Lake section of the American Institute of Mining

Engineers and to be presented at the February meeting

of the institute at New York. This article was abstracted

in the Journal of Dec. 4, 1915, and gave a good many
facts about the establisliment of the Callow system of

flotation at several different mills, presenting flow sheets

of the mills themselves, facts concerning their opera-

tion and an explanation of some of the theoretical bases

of the process.

Other important articles ajjpearing during the year

were a description of the Silver Peak mill, of Australia,

which appeared in the Journal,^ and also Mueller's- ex-

periments on the use of coal tar as a flotation oil.

Concerning the use of oils in particular, it is hoped that

the current year will bring forth some actual experimental

data, since that is the point that has been particularly

kept under cover up to this time.

As an auxiliary metallurgical process flotation seems

to be succeeding in filling a niche that has been left

absolutely vacant up to this time. Attempts to fill it

through slime-concentrating machines have not been par-

ticularly successful, hence the stampede to make use of

flotation, which promises a signal success at that point.

There is enormous danger, however, that the universal

adoption of the process, even for a specific purpose, is

likely to degenerate into its adoption for all purposes

and, through failure, to react upon the process in a way
that will be to its disadvantage. Some of its enthu-

siastic adherents are recommending its use where success

cannot possibly result. One or two failures will be more

than likely to delay proper application.

'"Eng. and Min Journ.," Dec. 11, 1915.

="Eng. and Min. Journ.," Oct. 9, 1915.

To sa\^ that flotation may be the sole process of metal-

lurgy in a given case is to make a statement entirely

too broad for general credence. Some ores, it is true,

may be treated exclusively by flotation, but it is reasonably

certain that such ores are limited in number and that the

statement can by no means be made a widely applicable

rule. Ores that are of a coarsely crystalline nature can

best be treated by stage crushing and stage concentration,

beginning with jigging. By this means a large amount
of expensive grinding and regrinding is avoided, and
concentrates are recovered as quicklj- as possible. Of
course, in such case the very finely divided part of the

ore, or slimes, had best be treated by flotation, but with

an ore of this character there is no reason for doing any
more grinding than is just enough to liberate the mineral

particles and allow them to be separated from the gangue.

In fact, it may be said that this particular point is

exactly the one that limits the reasonable application of

flotation and other concentrating systems. The mineral

particles must be liberated from the gangue by crush-

ing, and then separated by concentration. Therefore

crushing should be carried only far enough to liberate

these particles, and the concentration process then applied

to separate one from the other should be appropriate to

the size of the grain thus freed. If the grains are all

coarse, then under ordinary circumstances, jigging, table

concentration or any form of ordinary gravity concentra-

tion is the one that should be applied. If the grains are

exceedingly fine, then flotation will do the better work

and at a lower cost. Of course it may be possible that

in special instances, such as with very heav^- gangues

approximating the weight of the mineral itself, fine

grinding and flotation will have to be resorted to in order

to get satisfactory results, no matter what the size of the

mineral grains are.

In general, when the ratio of concentration is low,

it is considered better practice to begin with gravity

concentration and finish up with flotation. When tlie

concentration ratio is high, authorities consider it bet-

ter practice to make flotation the principal process,

with gravity concentration as an auxiliary. In cases

where new and modern concentration mills have been

constructed, based on gravity practice, it would be foolish

to waste all the money involved in the work, and the

part of wisdom is to use flotation as an auxiliary to the

gravity-concentration scheme.

Up to the present time it may be said that any kind

of an ore in which the mineral occurs in sulphide form
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is susceptible to flotation. As yet there has been uo

great success in concentrating oxides by flotation, though

some experimental successes have been obtained by chem-

ically coating the oxide particles with a film of sulphide

and then treating the coated oxide particles l)y flotation.

An important feature of the develo]nnent of the year

has been the indication that flotation is going to replace

the cyanide process to a great extent. In those mines

that produce silver principally in the form of sulphide,

particularly when ores are of a rather low grade, it seems

almost certain that a process of flotation concentration

will be cheaper and more easily ap])lied than tlie cyanide

process. The liberation of sulphide particles for action

by a flotation proiess makes fine grinding a necessity,

but in fact all-sliming has been a standard process for

so long that grinding problems have been essentially

solved. The recovery of the sulphide from the pulp.

nage and able to keep it up continuously, some form of

smelting may possibly be introduced. The way is by no

means clear as yet, but the problem is going to come
up.

In the cyaiiiding of the concentrates obtained by flota-

tion, it will be a problem to get rid of the oil contained

in the sulphides. Filtration will not remove it all, and
roasting the concentrates will bequeath an uncomfortable

larbonaceous residue that will give trouble by precipi-

tating the gold and silver from solutions. Perhaps some

form of washing it out with an alcohol, which will remove

the heavy oil and itself be removed by water, or by

saponifying and washing out with some alkaline solution,

will present a way out of the difficulty.

While the principal companies owning flotation patents

are ofl'ering especially designed machines for its applica-

tion, it is a notable fact that many of the operating plants

COMI'ANIKS CSl.VC Ol: K.\l'i:i;I.MENTI.Ni; WITH FLOTATION IN' THE U.NITED STATi:-
Owing to the large amount of experimentation now goinK on in this country with the flotation process, new companies

are daily being added to this list or are changing their status from experimenters to users. While the map is therefore onl
of ephemeral value, it serves to indicate the great awakening that has taken place in the United States during the last twu
or three years with respect to flotation

then, is the stage in whidi flotalioii will ])robably be

cheaper, quicker and easier than treatment by cyanide.

The treatment of silver sulphides l)y flotation is going
to introduce another pn)bk'ni, however, and that is the

iiandling of tiie comentrates themselves. Perhaps in

the great majority of cases the high grade of the con-

centrates thus recovered will allow them to be shijjped

for considerable distances witiiont running up the cost

per ton of crude ore to an abnormal jwint. There will

1)6 cases, however, where it will be impossible to .ship the

concentrates, and their tn-atment will have to be at-

ti'inpted on the ground. Here cyanidation will ])robably

1k' ait|)lied at the smaller plants, whereas in the ])lants

i)ig enough to make an output of anv ( (nisideijilili' trm-

iiavf designed macliiiies that si'eiii to suit their particular

conditions better. It is a remarkable fiut that a very

large proportion of tlie mills using flotation at all are

using machines of their own design, .sometimes in com-
Ijinatioii with those of the standard manufacturers and
sometimes without them. The records of the Patent

Oflice show a continuous stream of patents issued for

flotation machines.

Successive cleaning of concentrates made by flotation

is being practiced by nearly all the plants. Tlie number
of cleanings, however, varies immensely, some plants

cleaning the concentrates but once, while others clean

with as many as si.\ dilTerent operations. The flotation

concentrates, once formed, have to be cleaned in order
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to raise their grade, but iu combiuatioii with the grade-

raising process it has been found possible to select the

particular sulphides to be floated and the ones to be left

in suspension. By this means it seems possible to separate

the different sulphides where an ore is complex and con-

tains several difl:erent metals. Thus it is possible to make

a large increase in the profits of the process, since many
of the sulphide combinations are worth less than when
they are sold separately. A well-known example is the

combination of zinc and lead sulphides, which is un-

desired by the smelting plants and brings a considerably

lower price than the lead and zinc when separated and

sold with a view to the value of the one metal contained.

Effect of Varying Details

The effect of varying conditions upon flotation has

been made the subject of considerable study, and some

information has been made public. The effect of varia-

tions of dilution, the amount and kind of ore used,

temperature at which the operation is carried on, etc.,

all appear to have some effect. As to dilution, it seems

that when a constant specific gravity of pulp is luain-

tained, it really does not make much difference what

the exact figure is. The point is that the amount of oil

used and the rate of flotation and skimming, etc., have

been based on a certain dilution and that dilution must

l)e maintained or the other factors will not be applicable.

Undoubtedly, in some cases a thicker pulp may be main-

tained than in others, but in general it may be said

that a prett}' fair rate of dilution ought to exist in order

to allow the free separation of the mineral grains from

the gangue, giving the former a chance to float without

any great amount of interference from the gangue

particles.

The kind of oil used will probably depend largely upon
the availability for local use of any particular oil. Of
course it is true that some oils provide good froths, while

others do not. Coal tars, for example, do not froth

readily, but make good carrying agents for the minerals.

Pine oils make common frothing agents. The cheaper

coal tar, with a small proportion of the more expensive

pine oil, will often make a good flotation combination.

In Australia the eucalyptus oils are readily obtainable

and have formed the frothing element in most of the

oils used there. However, a great variety of oils may be

used, among which may be mentioned jiine oils, creosote,

eucaly])tus oils, pyroligneous. Texas crude, coal tar, oleic,

stearic, and in fact all kinds of vcuetal)le and mineral

oils.

Al'I'LIl ATIOX.S OF THE TUUCESS

In the application of the process, the Australian fields

I'.ave led the way and still continue to increase the

a])|ili(ations. Most of the Australian mines have taken

it up, the latest being the Wallaroo & Moonta, which has

l)een making extensive experiments on the process. In

the United States the process has been applied iu almost

every district, except in those where the mineral recovered

is not of sufficient value to be handled by the process.

The Goldfield Consolidated is trying out the process and

has installed an experimental plant on rather a large

scale, (ioldfield will re-treat its large tailings ]iile and

will probably make use of flotation in that connection.

Some experiments have been madi> on the process at

Ton()i)ah. but as yet no definite conclusions, if reached,

liave been made public. In the Co'ur dWlcnc distri<t.

the process has worked practically a revolution in metal-

lurgy, becoming an important addition to all the mills

in operation there. In southeast Missouri it has been

widely adopted, and the applications are spreading every

day. In the Joplin district there is but one recorded ap-

plication of the process. The Cripple Creek district has

been trying it out during the year on the sulpho-telluride

ores of the district, and many authorities believe it will

lead to the rejuvenation of the district and an immense in-

crease in the gold production of the old camp. Mo.«t of

the Colorado mills have been trying it out, and with

considerable success. The Arizona porphyry copper mills

are using it, and in some of them an additional saving

of 15% has been made. It is used also in mills of the

Butte district of Montana. The Butte & Superior has

long been a leader in flotation and continues to use

the process successfully. The accompanying map will

give a good idea of the applications of the flotation at

the present time. It shows that there is hardly a metal-

mining section of the country where flotation has not be-

come a leading factor of interest and a subject of careful

and detailed experimentation.

The year has certainly been a notable one for flotation,

but it is also true that if publicity be given to the

details of the process, the coming year will be even more
remarkable. It is to be hoped that open discussion will

l)e promoted and that the theoretical basis of the process

will be more or less fixed.

The Theory of the Process

The theory of the process is one of the points that

has been uncertain for some time, and wdiile the year

lias brought forth several descriptions and tentatives bases

for a theorj-, none of them has been sufficiently elaborated

to prove its truth. The surface-tension theory, which

accounts for the use of oil through the fact that it

reduces the surface tension of the liquid and allows

bvibbles of a more permanent character to be formed,

while explaining the phenomena partly, will by no means
do as a complete ex])lanation. In the article by J. M.
Callow, which has already been mentioned here, a review

of the theories of flotation is presented, together with

some additional suggestions for a more stable working

basis. The most important new idea advanced is that there

IS a parallelism between certain electrostatic character-

istics and the flotation properties of ore. It has been

noted that small anunints of some colloidal impurities

interfere with flotation, and in classifying these the in-

jurious ones will be found to come usually under the

liead of electronegative colloids, while electropositive

(iilloids are not harmful. Thus the theory is advanced

tliat electrostatic conditions have a great deal to do with

the flotation of the mineral. There is very little doubt

of the truth of this assertion, since it is possible to measure

the difference in electric charge of the various kinds of

jiarticles in the pulp by nu'ans of a delicate«galvauometer.

The theory, however, is by no means clear, and a lot of

work will have to bo done to segregate the actual basic

iV.ct. The charges upon the solid particles iii the pulp

are in all jnobability ionic charges, and the reason for

their presciue and for their acting in the way they do

will have to be clearly explained. There is no doubt that

the apjiliiation of a proper theory will be of immense

assistance in forecasting the success or failure of flotation

as aiii)lieil to any jtarticidar ore or character of rock.
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Y Robert E. Cranston*

There was more activity in the dredging industry in

UU.5 than in 1911. More new dredges were built during

the year, and at least as many old dredges were re-

built. There was also a marked increase in the nimiber

of contracts let, and 1916 should show a greater number

of new dredges put in commission than for several years

past. The improvements in design follow the general

tendencies of the last few years. All-manganese-steel buck-

ets, round manganese-steel lower tumblers, steel hulls and

increased table areas are all becoming standard practice,

particularly in California, and there have been several

special designs originated to take care of particular local

conditions, such as the bypassing of clay overburden, re-

soiling, the use of jigs to replace tables and the grinding

of jig concentrates in order to save a larger percentage

of fine and coated gold. The improved financial condi-

tion of the country has had a good deal to do with the in-

creased activity in the dredging business.

Alaska and the Yukon have at least held their own. Si-

beria is still in about the same condition as last year. At

least two new dredges were built in Colombia, but I have

heard of no other installations being made in South

America, although several large areas are being tested on

the west coast and in Central America. Perhaps the most

active of any of the outside fields is the Philippines.

There are six dredges now operating there and several

more being built. The reports indicate that the profits

are satisfactory. It is possible that there may be an

extensive field developed in Chosen. A new dredge has

recently been ordered for that field, and a number of areas

look promising. The Breckenridge dredges continue to

be productive, and Montana, Idaho, Oregon and Xevada

have eacli one or more dredges operating successfully.

Dredging Conditions in California

In March the Oro ^Vater, Light and Power Co. com-

I)k'ted its 6-cu.ft. bucket dredge on the Mokehmine River

near Clements, Calaveras County. Part of the macliin-

erv for this dredge was taken from the old Empire dredge

at Oroville, and the new portion was built at tiie Xew
York Machine Shop, at Oroville. It is rumored that this

company contemplates extending its operations in Cala-

veras County, having made arrangements for additional

mining rights on the Mokelumne River, near Comanche.

The old Ilorsetown dredge, which operated near Red-

ding, has l)een moved to Gas Point, on Cottonwood

Creek, Shasta County. Cottages, etc., have been built,

and tlie new to\<'n is called Smith Center.

James Hawke has Iniilt a clamshell-type dry-land

dredge on Deer Creek, 2 mi. west of Grass Valley. The
gravel is dug by the clamshell bucket, screened, dropped

into sluices and the oversize disposed of by means of a

belt conveyor. The dredge is driven by steam, wood be-

ing used as fuel. The property extends about 2,300 ft.

along the creek, snd it is expected that 500 cu.yd. will be

handled per day.

The Xew Xo. 4 Xatomas dredge, now being rebuilt

after a design that will make possible replacing the

•Mining engineer. 437 Holbrook Building, San Francisco.
Calif.

ground with soil on top, is p"''haps the most interesting

of any of the 191.5 dredges. This boat has two short stack-

ers, one at each corner of the stern. The fine material

is carried aft a considerable distance beyond the point

where the stackers dump and is discharged back of and

above this coarse material. Jigs will replace the lower

part of the gold-saving tables, and the concentrates

from the jigs will be treated in a Hardinge mill. The
operation of this dredge will be watched with a great deal

of interest.

The Union Iron Works is building an all-steel 16-cu.ft.

bucket dredge for the Marysville Dredging Co.'s property

on the Yuba River. This will make the fifth dredge to be

built on this property. It will be of standard California

type and similar to the Yuba Consolidated's Xo. 14.

The Yuba Construction Co. now has under construction

for the Yuba Consolidated Co. an all-steel 16-cu.ft. dredge

designed to dig 80 ft. below the water level, and it is

said that this will be the most powerful and largest gold

dredge that has yet been constructed. The Union Iron

Works is rebuilding two 5-cu.ft. dredges for Lawrence
Gardella. One of these will be installed near Lincoln,

Calif., and the other will be put on the Salzer Ranch, 4

mi. south of Redding.

Besides the dredges that have been built or are building,

there are several other California properties on which
it is reported that dredges are being or will be built, but

concerning which there is no definite knowledge. A list

of these is given.

Yuba River and Marysville Conditions

The Mountain Meadows Dredging Co. expects to install

a dredge near Greenwood, Plumas County. Another

reported installation to be made in Plumas County is

at English Bar, on the Middle Feather River. The Gug-
genheim p]x])loration Co. is reported to have contracted

for a large dredge to operate on its recently acquired

jiropeily on the Yuba River above the Yuba Consolidated

ground. Clear Creek, east of Redding, has been tested

by steam drills and it is reported that a dredge is to be

installed. It is expected that the Valdor Gold Mining
Co.'s property at Junction City, Trinity County, will be

ei]uipped with a medium- or small-sized dredge during

the coming year, and Dr. James JI. Mclntire expects to in-

stall a suutll one at Bulls Bar, south of Copley, on the Sac-

ramento River.

Consideral)le prospecting has been carried on in Califor-

nia during 1915, and among the areas tested may be

mentioned tiie district in the vicinity of Carville and

Trinity Center, on the Trinity River, and the Igo district,

near Redding, Shasta County, both of these by the Tono-

pah Mining Co. The Marysville Dredging Co. tested

the placers at .Junction City, Trinity County, and the

Guggenheim Exploration Co. has been examining tin-

Yuba River above the Yuba Consolidated ground.

The only serious mishap reported during the year in

California was the burning of the Viloro Syndicate dredge

Xo. 2, at Orovillr. on Oct. 19. The fire was caused by

a short-circuit in the transformers, and the dredge is

said to be a total loss. The United States Geological Sur-
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vey reports I'or ]i)14 sliow that OO (Ircdtrcs jii-oduced $7,-

783,39-t, which is 86% of the total gohl jn-oduf'tion of

the state. The dredge production was $306,900 less than

in 1913. The total dredge production from 1898 to 1914

inclusive has been •$71,307,766. The figures for 1915 are

not yet availal)le.

The Feather River, Yuba Eiver and American River

districts still produce by far the greatest part of the

gold won in California by dredging and there has been

little apparent change in conditions. They are, how-

over, inevitably approaching the time when there will be

a marked decrease in production. The other smaller dis-

tricts continue about the same as in 1914, with some de-

creases which, however, are made up by other small new
areas being n])enc<l up.

OiiKiiox, f'oL(jKAi)o -\xii Oriiici: Statks

The Powder li'ivcv Dredging Co. has had a new dredge

constructed during the year for its property near Sunip-

ter, Baker County, Ore. This dredge was built by the

Yuba Construction Co. and is a duplicate of its other

boat. It is called Powder River No. 2, is electrically driven

and is equipped with 7-eu.ft. buckets and designed for

hard digging. Owners of the old Isabella dredge, which

operated at Jenny Lind, Calif., are reported to be about

to install a dredge in the Baker City district, Oregon.

On Oct. 9 a dredge went into commission on the Deri'v

Ranch property, on the upper Arkansas River, in Colorado,

below the mouth of the famous California Gulch of the

Leadville district. The property has been thoroughly

tested and 12.'j acres of land proven out of a total of 1,500

acres in the property. The New York Engineering Co.

lias rebuilt for this ground an old dredge using 5i/2-cu.ft-

all-manganese-steel buckets, electric drive and wood hull,

107 ft. long and 42 ft. wide. The operating company
is called the Derry Ranch Gold Dredging Co. The prop-

erty of the Tin Cup Gold Dredging Co., of Colorado,

was sold for $5,000 on Sept. 2, by the United States

Court of Bankruptcy, and is now lying idle.

At Breckenridge, Colo., the Tonopah Placers Co.'s

dredge No. 1 is operating below the town on the Blue

River. No. 2 is operating well up the Swan River, and

No. 3 is in lower French Gulch. The French Gulch

Dredging Co.'s dredge operated on upper French Gulch.

It is reported that a dredge is to be installed on the

Oro Grande placer near Dillon, Summit County, Colo.,

and the old placers near Alma are being tested with a view

of determining their value as dredging areas. In Idaho

the American Placer Mining Co. installed a 3i/^-cu.ft.

steam-driven dredge on the Orofino River 7 mi. below

Pierce City. The company owns 100 acres of promising

dredging land.

The Boston- Idaho Dredging Co., operating on the

Feather River, near Featherville, Elmore County, Idaho,

has worked only on a small scale this season, owing to

lack of water. There are reported dredging activities

in Montana, Nevada and Georgia, but the information

available at this time is not reliable.

Alaska, thic Piiilippixks and Othhr Countries

The reports of new installations for Alaska are some-
what conflicting and, as I have noticed in the past, not

always to be relied upon. However, I give a list, compiled
from the technical press, which is probably fairly accu-

rate although not complete. The new Berry dredge

was moved from Circle City to Mastadon Creek during
the early part of the year. This work was done under
the direction of the Union Construction Co. The Kouga-
rok iJredging Co. placed a dredge on Iron Creek, near

Cordova, the machinery being freighted in over the winter

trails. The Cache Creek Dredging Co. is preparing to

freight in during the coming winter a new 7-cu.ft. dredge,

which is to operate in the Yentna district back of Cooks In-

let. This will be the first dredge in this district. The Yukon
Gold Co., of Dawson, has bought 31^ mi. of placer ground
on Greenstone Creek in the Ruby Camp, and it is reported

that it will install a 3i/^-cu.ft. steam-driven dredge in

the near future.

Two dredges were built by the American Dredge Build-

ing and Construction Co., of Seattle. One on Si.\ Mile
Creek, near Sunrise, southwestern Alaska, for Barnes &
Herron, was designed to dig 20 ft. below water level. The
other dredge was built and installed on Buck Creek,

near York, Alaska, for the American Tin Dredging Co.

It is designed to dig 12 ft. below water and to recover

gold and tin. Both dredges have 2-cu.ft. buckets and
80-hp. gasoline engines.

The Alaska Exploration Co., which has been operating

a Sy^-cvL.it dredge on Fairbanks Creek for several years,

is considering the installation of a large steam shovel to

operate some newly acquired property on a tributary of

the upper Goldstream. It is reported that the Anaconda
group of placers near Fairbanks will install a dredge ne.xt

year. A. J. Jarmouth and associates, of New York,

will install a 5-cu.ft. Bucyrus dredge on Cripple Creek,

12 mi. from Nome. The machinery is being shipped north

this fall and will be installed in the spring.

Prospectixg IX Alaska

There has been much prospecting going on in Alaska

and the Yukon during the summer. Among other prop-

erties examined were the Timmons, in the Tatlanika

district, out from Fairbanks, the Ivenai River country,

Yaldez Creek, the new Talovana district, the Yakataga

Beach placers and many more. There were 42 dredges

leported operating on the Seward Peninsula. Many of

these, however, were very small aifairs, and the production

was light.

No. 2 Canadian-Ivlondyke dredge, which overturned in

the autumn of 1914, was righted and dry-docked on July

20, but owing to an accident on July 23 in which one

man was killed and 3 injured, the dredge could not go

into commission as soon as expected. It was restarted on

Sept. 21, and the cleanup will be about 65,000 oz. The
other three dredges of this company started work early

in the season and probably got in a good season's work.

Serious accidents to Riley & Marston's dredge, operating

on Alter Creek in the Iditarod district, compelled this

dredge to close down much earlier than was expected,

but the Bagley scraper excavating the dry portion of this

placer along the stream is reported to have been success-

fully used during the season.

Most of the dredging in the Philippines has been in

the Paracale district, Province of Ambos Cauuirines, Is-

land of TiU/Con. Early in 1913 four dredges were operat-

ing in this field. In April, 1915, six dredges were at

work and four more ordered or being constructed. Three

of these are being built by Philippine Dredging, Ltd.

One has 8i/4-cu.ft. buckets and a wooden hull, one has

(i-cu.l't. buckets, and the third has 9-cu.ft. buckets, is all
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steel and is being built in Australia. The otlier dredge

under construction is Ijeing i)uilt by the Xew York En-

gineering Co. for the Mambulao Placer Co. This dredge

will operate in salt water in the bay of ilambnlao, Island

of Luzon, and has several unique features. The hull has

more the lines of a ship than an ordinary dredge. It

has a clay chute to bypass the barren overlnirden. The

machinery is electrically driven by means of current gen-

erated on the dredge by a steam turbo-generator set.

The dredge is designed to dig o.i ft. below water line.

The hull is 136x4<.\10 ft. and is built of wood protected

by ship-sheathing felt to prevent boring by insects. The

buckets are of one-piece manganese steel, the lips being

cast integral with the hood and base.

Besides the new installations in the Paracale district.

new placer macJiinery is being installed in the districts

of Tayabas. Rizal and Surigao. The reported production

of gold in the Philippines for 191-1 was $1,203.4:33. Xear-

ly one-half of this came from dredges, and tlie 39% gain

in production over 1913 was mainly due to this source.

In Soutli America two new dredges were built, one of

which was for the Xechi Mines (Colombia). Ltd., near

Zaragoza. This property is controlled by the Oroville

Dredging Co., Ltd., and is to be operated in conjunction

with the Pato dredge. The Xechi dredge was ordered

in England from Eraser & Chalmers. It has 7%-cu.ft.

close-connected buckets. The hull arrived in Colombia

in Xovember. 1H14, and the dredge was put in commis-

sion in September, 1915. The Anglo-Colombian Develop-

ment Co. started its 8-cu.ft. dredge on July 20, in the

Condoto River, in western Colombia.

In Xovemlier, 191.5, the Chiksan Mining Co. placed

an order with the Xew York Engineering Co. for a 101^-

cu.ft. dredge for its property in Chosen. This dredge

will lie designed with large factors of safety and will be

of the most uptodate California type. It will be provided

with a bypass for taking care of the clay and resoiling

the ground dredged. The hull will be of steel, 110x.50xlO

ft., and the dredge is designed to dig 2-5 ft. below water

line and to carry a l.'i-ft. bank.

.comioiiMC ,Y in
By Adolph Knopf*

The origin of the zinc and lead deposits of the Joplin

region, which includes parts of Missouri, Kansas and

Oklahoma, is exhaustively considered by C. E. Sieben-

thal (U. S. Geol. Surv.", Bull. 606). His theory, in

brief, is that the ore deposits were segregated from zinc

and lead sulphides originally disseminated in the Cam-
brian and Ordovician strata, from which they were dis-

solved by alkaline-saline waters and deposited on the

upward limb of an artesian circulation. The orebodies

occur in a belt lying on the flank of the structural dome
known as the Ozark uplift. As a consequence of this

uplift the stratified rocks were warped into the shape of

a low, broad dome whose flanks dip away from the center

at the rate of 6.6 ft. to the mile.

After tlie impervious rocks had been removed by ero-

sion from the crest of the dome, an artesian circulation

was developed in the lower-lying pervious rocks. The
underground waters flowed down the sides of this dome
in the Cambrian, Ordovician and overlying rocks; and as

they were charged with salts of the alkali metals, with

hydrogen sulphide and with carbon dioxide, they were

al)le to extract the zinc and lead from the strata through

which they moved. As tliese waters rose to the surface

along the channels of ascent of 'the artesian circulation,

which were situated along the inner edge of the over-

lying impervious shale formation encircling the dome,

the carbon dioxide escajied and the dissolved zinc and
lead were precipitated as sulphides by the hydrogen sul-

pliide.

Action of Colo Autesi.ax Water.s

The ore-forming waters arc tiiought to have been sim-

iliar to waters now rising under similar conditions in

the surrounding region. The most important evidence

in support of this is that tlic sediments that accumulate

in reservoirs supplied by wells penetrating the Ordo-

vician and Cambrian rocks contain considerable quanti-

•Economlc geologist, United States Geological Survey,
Washington. D. C.

ties of zinc, lead and iron sulphides, so that it is clear

that the waters of the Ozark artesian circulation are

now dissolving tlie metals dispersed through the Cam-
brian and Ordovician strata and are bringing them to

the surface.

T\'ithout summarizing the large amount of evidence

that Sieljenthal has marshaled in support of his con-

tentions, it can be said that he has practically demon-
strated that cold artesian waters have deposited orebodies

of great commercial importance, Joplin being the most
productive zinc district in the United States. Accord-

ing to current thought, most orebodies have been depos-

ited from hot solutions given off by cooling igneous

rocks (and there have not been wanting those who have

suggested such an origin for the Joplin deposits, though

no one who has studied them in detail has supported

such an explanation, and in view of the prevailing trend

of thought concerning the genesis of ore deposits, tlii.-

demonstration of the cflicacy of cold meteoric water a-

an ore-forming agency consequently gives to the report

an additional significance.

Tlie opposite pole of geologic thought is seen in a paper

by B. S. Butler, on the relation of the ore deposits of

Utah to different types of intrusive bodies of igneous

rocks ("Econ. Geol." pp. 101-122). The ore deposits of

Utah are generally associated with igne<nis rocks, and

the author assumes as not requiring ])roof that tlie ore-

bodies and igneous rocks are genetically related in the

sense that both have sprung from the same magmas. The
value of tlie metalliferous output to tlie close of 191.''

exceeds .${)3r),000,000. Of tliis sum less tlian l/o% ha<

come from ore deposits associated witli laccoliths or with

"medially truncated" stocks; and of the $111 ,000,000

dividends known to have been distriinited by metal-min-

ing companies, all has come from deposits occurring in

or near "apically truncated" stocks; in other words, with

igneous intrusions whose tops have been but slightly un-

covered bv erosion.
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The explanation advanced for the remarkable relations

thus strikinglj' pointed out is that the mapniatic emana-

tions, which are the ore-formin<r arrencies, tend to col-

lect in the tops of the stocks, and wlien the io;neous rock

has cooled sufficiently to fracture, to esca])e through

these channels and deposit their metallic burden; in the

"medially truncated" stocks and more deeply uncovered

igneous masses, erosion has progressed deep enough to

have removed the roots of the veins. If this explanation

is correct, the actual disappearance of veins in depth

ought to be observable in some of the stocks. This is

thought to be true of the Cactus lode in the San Fran-

cisco stock. At the surface the lode is a mineralized

breccia zone over 100 ft. wide and traceable along the

strike for several thousand feet. In depth the breccia

zone tapers rapidly, so that at 900 ft., it is only a few

feet wide and the breeciation is much diminislied. As
might be expected of such orebody, the tap root of a

great lode, the earliest formed minerals occurring in it

are of the kind that prove it to have been formed at high

temperature.

The extensive deposit at ileggen, Westphalia, consist-

ing of barite and iron sulphide, is thought by A. Bergeat

("Neues Jahrb. Beil. Band" 39, pp. 1-63) to be a stratum

formed in the Devonian sea. The iron sulphide is chiefly

niarcasite in radial, rh\'thraically banded spherules, which

show shrinkage cracking from the decrease in volume

during the passage from the colloidal to the crystalline

state; and the barite, forming the largest known deposit

of this substance, generally lies above the sulphide, the

m-o together forming a lied ranging in thickness from -5

to 20 ft. The deposit is commonly explained as a metaso-

matic replacement of limestone, followed by replacement

of the barite by pyrite. Bergeat, however, regards it

as of sedimentary origin, although its deposition in the

Devonian sea was tiltimately conditioned by the volcanic

activity of that time.

Work ox Gold axd Platixum

The most remarkable of liigh-grade gold ore yet found

in the West, that at National, Nev., is described by W.
Lindgren (U. 8. Geol. Surv., Btill. 601). This shoot

produced nearly $4,000,000 in ore averaging $20 per

lb. Only one-sixtieth part of the quartz in the shoot

was rich ore. The shoot is an abnormal phase of the

argentiferous qtiartz-stibnite veins of the district, none

of which, however, has attained notable commercial im-

portance. It is shown to be of primary origin ; since

its original deposition there has been no redistribution

of gold or silver by the action of descending surface

waters. Beyond this, however, the explanation of the

extreme localization of gold in this shoot remains an
enigma.

Platinum and palladium have recently been recognized

in the gold ore of the Boss mine, in southern Nevada
(U. S. Geol. Surv. Bull. 620-A). The deposit has been

known for 30 years: attempts had been made to work
it for copper in the '90s, but only in 1914. while being

sampled for gold, was its platinum and palladium con-

tent discovered. The ore is a fine-grained gray to black

quartz, and is not only peculiarly worthless looking, but
is also material which it would have been considered

wlioUy improbable to contain platinum or palladium.

Tlie precious metals are especially associated with a green-

ish-yellow ocher. hicallv known a^; taK-. which carries gold,

platinum and palladium to the extent of several hun-
dred ounces to the ton. The ocher, when immersed in

highly refractive oils and examined under the microscope,

is found to consist largely of plumbojarosite, a basic .sul-

phate of lead and iron, and subordinately of beaverite,

a basic sidphate of copper, lead and iron. Both minerals

are crjstallized in perfect hexagonal plates averaging less

than one-thousandth of an inch in diameter. It is to

this CT^-stalline development that they owe their smooth
talc-like quality. The lode is a replacement of Carbon-
iferous dolomite along a series of vertical fractures and
is probably related genetically to the quartz monzonite

porphyry intrusions that penetrate the rocks of the re-

gion. The geologic features of the deposit run counter

to a number of long-cherished generalizations concern-

ing the geology of platinum. Production of platinum
and palladium began late in 1914. and a yield of 110 oz.

of platinum and 168 oz. of palladium was reported, the

largest production of these metals as yet from a lode

mine.

Developmexts IX THE Geologt of Irox

The iron-ore deposit of Kirimavaara in northern Swed-
en is the largest body of high-grade iron ore now being

worked anwhere. It is 10,000 ft. long, averages 2.50

ft. in thickness and carries 66% metallic iron. Those
who have studied this deposit in recent years agree that

it is of igneous origin. As to the kind of igneous mass
it represents, however, opinions are still at variance, some
holding that it is a dike and others, a great otitflow of

lava which was covered soon after its eruption by the

quartz-porphyry that now forms the hanging wall of

the orebody.

In a recent paper, Daly ("Origin of the Iron Ores at

Kiruna," p. 31 ) advances a new explanation. He believes

that the syenite-porphyry, which forms the foot wall of

the orebody. and the hanging-wall quartz-porphyry to-

gether make up a double or composite laccolith. The
quartz-porphyry magma was injected shortly after the

consolidation of the underlying syenite-porphyry. After

it came into place, magnetite began to segregate from

the still molten rock, collecting into irregidar nodides.

Under the pull of gravity these hea\'y nodides of mag-
netite sank to the bottom of the quartz-porphyry mass,

there to coalesce and form the great mass of iron ore

now being worked. In the late stages of this process many
of the magnetite nodules were frozen in at higher levels

of the porphyry and now afford clues to the mechanism

by which the orebody originated. That the foot-waU

syenite-porphyry was still hot when the quartz-porphyry

was injected, thus retarding the rate of coolbig of the

younger intrusion, was probalily an important factor fav-

oring the voluminous .reparation of iron ore.

Coal axd Oil REsorBCES

'"Coal Fields and Coal Resources of Canada" (Geol.

Surv. Canada. !Mem. 59) by D. B. Dowling is a reprint,

with some additions, from '"The Coal Resources of the

World," a volume prepared under the auspices of the

Twelfth International Geological Congress, and gives in

more available form the data on Canada.

Certain important relations in origin between coal and

petroleum are pointed otit by David White ("Wash. Acad.

Sci. Journ.." Yol. o. pp. 189-212). As shown by a ctm-

sideration of the data of the world's oil fields, the petro-
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leums exliibit regional differences that vary correspond-

ingly with the rank of the coals in the same fields. In

general, the oils of lowest rank occur in the regions and

formations in which tlie carbonaceous deposits are least

altered. In proportion to the amount of draamic dis-

turbance to wliich a region has been subjected, the hydro-

gen is concentrated in the distillates and the carbon in

the residual coals or carbonaceous shales. Xo commer-
cial oil pool has ever been found in regions in which the

elimination of the gaseous constituents of the coal has

proceeded beyond 70% of fixed carbon. This relation ap-

pears, therefore, to furnish a criterion of broad appli-

cability in the search for oil : it shows at once that large

areas of sedimentary strata can be excluded as territory

in which it would be futile to prospect for oil and directs

attention to areas in which search may be more profit-

ably prosecuted.

Anderson and Pack describe the oil-bearing strata and
associated formations of the west horder of the San
Joaquin Talley north of Coalinga, Calif. (TJ. S. Geol.

Surv., Bull. 603, p. 220). The oil is shown, hy what
practically amounts to proof, to have originated from

two distinct shale formations widely separated in age,

the older being Cretaceous and the younger Oligocene.

These shales are largely composed of the siliceous re-

mains of microscopic aquatic plants—diatoms—which

are mingled with a certain proportion of the remains of

the microscopic animals termed foraminifera. The older

shales gave rise to a parafiin-bearing oil. and the yf)unger

shales to an asphaltic oil. The sources of the oil being

known and the structural relations of the various forma-

tions having been determined, the practical questions that

arise concerning the extension of the oil-bearing terri-

tory can be discussed with considerable certainty.

The year's demand for selenium has been much cur-

tailed through absence of buying orders from the railroad

for signal lamps and no possibility of shipments to Ger-

many and Austria, although some metal was shipped

from Baltimore to Rotterdam. The copper refineries

have decreased production and even offer direct to con-

sumers in small parcels. Tlie price has ranged from $2
to $5 per lb.

Both the United States :Metals Refining Co. and the

Raritan Copper Works had interesting exliiblts at the

Chemical Exposition in Xew York, the Raritan bars

being especially noteworthy for the large masses cast in

vitreous fonn. Methods of production have been changed

by some of the leading producers, the slags from the

slimes furnaces being used rather than tlie flue dusts. It

is impossible to estimate the production.

MolySadec^tumm
In the early part of 1915 the inquiry for molybdenum

products dropped to practically nothing, the sudden de-

mand in the last quarter of 1914 proving to be but a

temporary interest. That demand, however, caused

molybdenum to be prospected for as never before, with

the natural result that molybdenum ores are offered ver}-

freely, with practically no demand at the present time.

The Primos Chemical Co. slnit down its Empire oper-

ations in Colorado on Sept. 1, as it had such a large

stock of molybdenum ores at its works in Pennsylvania

that it figured it would take a long time to absorb at

the present rate of consumption. Efforts made to broaden

the use of molybdenum at least to what it was from 1900

to 1905 have thus far failed, and what the future will

bring depends a good deal on experiments still going on.

At the present time there is no demand for molyb-

denum ores amounting to any tonnage, and low-grade

ores such as were bought in 1914 are not taken now,
there being so large a supply of very high-grade ores in

the market.

St

[isain^

The following lists of the directors of state geological

surveys and of the chiefs of state mine-inspection bureaus,

constitute a convenient reference

:

STATE MINE INSPECTORS, COMMISSIONERS, ETC.

State Name and Address

Alabanta.. . C. H. Nesbit. Chief Mine Inspector. Birmingham.
Alaska Sunmer S. Smith, Mine Inspector, Juneau.
.\rizona C. H. Bolin. State Mine Inspector. Phoenix.

Charles F. Willis, Director. State liureau of Mine-s.
.\rkansas John H. Page, Commissioner. Bureau of Mines. Manufactures

and -\griculture. Little Rock; John T. Fuller. State Mineralo-
Eist: Tom Shaw. State Mme Inspector, Midland.

California F. McN. Hamilton, .State Mineralogist, San Francisco.
Colorado Fred Carroll. Commissioner.

James Dalrymple. State Inspector of Coal Mine®, Denver.
Idaho R.N. Bell. State Mine Inspector. Boise.
Indiana Michael Sccllard, Deputy Inspector of Mines. Indianapolis.
Iowa E. M. Gray, Pres., State Mining Board, Des ^loincs.
Kansas John Pellegrino, Chief Mine Inspector. Pittsburg.
Kentucky C. J. Norwood, Chief Inspector of Mines, Lexington.
Marj'land William Walters. State Mine Inspector, Midland.
Minnesota F. A. Wildes, ,State Mine Inspector, Hibbing.
Missouri George Bartholomaeus. Sect.. Bureau of ^Iines and Mines In-

spection. Jefferson City.
George Hill. Chief Mine Inspector, Bevier.

Montana W. B. Orem, State Mine Inspector, Helena.
Nevada A. J. Stinson, State Mine Inspector, Carson City.
New Mexico. Rees H. Beddow, State Mine Inspector, Gallup.
New York W. W. Jones. State Mine Inspector. Albany.
North Dakota.. James W. Bliss, State Engineer, Bismarck.
Ohio J. M. Roan, Chief Deputy, Di\'ision of Mines, Columbus.
Oklahoma Ed. Boyle. Chief Inspector. McAlester.
Oregon H. M. Parks, Director. Bureau of Mines. Co^^aUis.
Pennsylvania. . James Roderick. Chief, Department of Mines. Harrisburg.
South Dakota.. Otto E. EUerman. State Mine Inspector. Lead.
Tennessee R. A. ShiDett. Chief Mine Inspector. Nashville.
Texas I.J. Broman. State Mine Inspector, .\ustin.

Utah J. E. Pettit. State Mine Inspector. Salt Lake City.
Virginia Capt. Richard B. Roane. Mine Inspector, Richmond.
Washington.. James Bagley, State Inspector of Coal Mines. Seattle.
West Virginia.. Earl Henr>-, Chief. Department of Mines, Charleston.

STATE GEOLOGISTS

Alabama Eugene A. Smith, University.
Arkansas N. F. Drake, Fayetteville.
Connecticut... William N. Rice, Supt., State Geol. and Nat. History Stirvey,

Hartford.
Colorado R. D. George. Director, Boulder.
Florida E. H. .Sellards, Tallahassee.
Georgia S. W. McCallie, Atlanta.
niinois .

.

F. W. DeWolf. Director, Urbana.
Indiana Edward Barrett, Indianapolis.
Iowa George F. Kay. Des Moines.
Kansas W. H. Twenhofel. Lawrence.
Kentucky. J. B lloi'ing. Frankfort.
Maryland William Bullock Clark, Baltimore.
Michigan R. C. .-Mien. I.ansing.
Miniiesota

—

W. H. Emmons, Minneapolis.
Mississippi... - E. N. Ix)we, Jackson.
Mi«soun H. A. Huehler, Rolla.
Nebraska K. H. Barbour, Lincoln.
New Jersey.

.

H. B. KOmmel, Trenton.
New York I..hn M Clarke, Albany.
N. Carolina. . .. Joseph Hyde I'ratt. Chapel Hill.

N. Dakota A. G. I-eonard, Fargo.
Ohio J. A. Bownocker, Columbus.
Oklahoma C. W. .Shannon. Norman.
Pennsylvania. R. R. Hice, Reaver.
Rhode Island.. Charles W. Bro»-n, Providence.
S. Dakota... . Freeman Ward. Vermillion.
Tennessee A. H. I'urdui'. Nashville.
Texaa J. A. Uddi-n, Director. Bureau of Economic Geolog>', Au^'i',.
Vermont G. H. Perkins, Burlington.
Virginia.. . Thomas L. Walson, Charlottesville.
Washington.. . Henry l.ande8, Seattle.
West Virginia.. L C. Whit*', Morgantown.
Wisconsin.. W. O. Hotchkiiw, Madison.
Wyoming.. . . L. W. Trumbull, Cheyenne

These lists were compiled in December, 1915, from the

latest information available at that time.

It will be seen that of the 48 states of the Union, 34

have organized geological surveys.
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By p. v.. Bahdouii

All estimates of mineral production in the L'nited

States for Uil.j indieate that it has iieen the most pros-

perous year in the history of miniuff. Tlie irross output

will prol)ahly be found in' excess of $2,000,000,000. The

year has been marked by record productions in both cop-

per and zinc and. owinjr to the war. in the semi-rare met-

als also, such especially as tun.^sten. Iron mining did

not reach the total of the f!)13 activities, but fell short

of the production of that year only.

The industry has l)een subjected to jirolilic and not al-

toirether wise lejjislation and to a considerable amount

of labor unrest, based largely on the miners" conception

of an unfair distribution of profits; has witnessed a note-

worthy boom in Arizona gold mining; has seen developed

from obscurity the country's third largest zinc producer;

a wild country-wide scrabl)le for tungsten ores; one ter-

rible accident ; the blowing-in of two new large copper

smelteries, and has seen the entire mining world go

'•flotation mad."

Arizoxa

Except in the southern part of the state, labor con-

ditions were eminently satisfactory throughout Arizona

during lOlo. There was an ample supply of labor, and

wages have been almost universally increased by the gen-

eral adoption of a sliding scale, depending iipon the

market price of copper. In the southern counties, where

Mexican miners are used to a large extent, there has been

an over-supply of men. owing to the entire breakdown of

the mining industry in ^Fexico on account of the con-

tinued rcMilutions.

In the Clifton-Morenci-iletcalfe district a strike was

called on Sept. 11. based on a demand for increased

wages and recognition of the union, which has completely

tied up that section to date. Although the struggle has

been comparatively free from violence, thanks in a large

measure probably to the prohibition law of the state, the

contest has been desperate and acrimoniou!5 and no solu-

tion of the difhculty is in sight. Militia has been .sent to

the district, and its use and the Governor's action gen-

erally have been criticized, and a petition has been circu-

lated for the recall of the (lovernor. On account of

threats, both by the strike leaders and the Governor,

the mine managers left camp and established heailquar-

ters in El Paso, where they still remain.

High prices for both base and semi-rare nictals have

greatly stimulated production. This condition has tended

to stimulate mining and to make for the ojjening uj) of a

large number of new properties and the reojiening of

many old pronerties that have been closed down over a

jieriod df years. Tlie smelting companies conducting a

custom liusiness have been keenly affected by this situa-

tion and have been obliged to increase their smelting

facilities in order to handle the products of outside mines

and concentrators, which are offered freely. All of the

smelting companies are crowded to capacity.

The Helvetia ]>mperty near Tucson ojiened a small high-

grade molybdenite deposit and shipped in excess of $:'>0.-

000. In the Dragoons the Primes Chemical Co. lias

reopened its tungsten mines, and in northwestern Arizona

there has been considerable activity in the search for

tungsten and niolybdenuni..

There has been little change in the transportation fa-

cilities in the state during the year, except in .so far as

the good-roads movement has had re.sults. Several coun-

ties have voted large bond issues for good roads, and

motor-truck haulage is becoming more and more com-

mon. The Calumet & Arizona Mining Co. started con-

struction of a railroad to connect its copper mines at

-Vjo with the nuiin line of the Southern Pacific at Gila

Bend, and it is reported that the Santa Fe is contemplat-

ing building a .spur into the Oatinan camp.

A most drastic prohiiiition law went into effect in

Arizona on Jan. 1, l!)lo, under which no alcoholic liq-

uors may be shi]i]X'd into the state even for home or per-

sonal use, nor can \m\\' alcohol be obtained within the

state for any purpose what.soever. A general beneficial

effect of this law is recognized even by those who are

opposed to such drastic measures. This has undoubtedly

been a factor in preserving order in the Clifton strike

situation, and is also responsible for the cleanliness and

orderliness of the boom camp at Oatman. where also, on

account of the lack of booze, the red-light district has not

thrived as is generally the case in a boom mining town.

With this single i-edeeming feature, the Arizona Legisla-

ture, inspired apparently by labor men, passed some per-

nicious legislation which has hani]UMed and restricted the

mining industry in many ways. The 80^ law. restrict-

ing the number of alien citizens employed in a mine to

one in every fi\e of the total number employed, was

declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court. The

anti-blacklist law acted as more or less of a boomeran-:

to the trade unionists, as the larger companies simply

moved their hiring organization into California or

Texas, and with the cxcei)ti(ui of this inconvenience, the

situation was not changed. It is expected that this

law also will be killed by the higher court. The miners'

lieu law—a misnomer, as the law really provides for

liens for everybody—which the legislature attempted to

improve, is now in an indeterminate condition until the

><tate Supreme Court has passed on it.

The sale of the Bush & liaxter property near Twin

Buttes. a!)out ."iO mi. northwest of Xogales, was .of con-

siderable importance. The deal involved $100,000. Cop-

per-sulphide ores are now being shipped on a considerable

scale under the management of the Guggenheim interests.

The mines of the Tond)stone Consolidated, at Toml)-

stone, were acquired by Phelps-Dodge and are now being

operated under the title of the Bunker Hill ^Mining Co.

In the Tom TJeed-Gold I?oad district there have been

many sales and transfers of property, some of consider-

able magnitude, and to interests of national importance.

The majority, however, were on terms and depend to

a considerable extent on future developments, which are

being rushed in all cases. .
Owing to the war. labor dif-

ficulties, adverse leirislation. etc.. Arizona has not at-
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traeted the outside capital for uew mining enterprises

(excepting of course the Oatman boom) which it other-

wise would have done under the stimulus of high metal

prices and new finds of ore.

Of course the most striking dcTelopment in Arizona

during the year was the Oatman boom.^ in which the

United Eastern was the star performer. On the 465 level

a large body of ore was encountered which has devel-

oped into one of the most promising gold mines in the

countr}-. This inspired a boom, and nearly 100 com-

panies, with a capitalization of nearly $100,000,000. have

been formed to operate in this section of Mohave County.

Zinc ore is also being mined in this section, as are sev-

eral of the semi-rare metals, stimulated of course by the

unusually high prices.

The development of the United Yerde Extension mine

at Jerome has produced remarkable results. The ore

was struck in April, and shipping to the Clarkdale

smelterj- began in May. Sliipments to Dec. 1 had

amomited to $650,000; most of the ore shipped having

come from development work and having averaged about

45% copper.

Inspiration started up its first 7,000-ton section of

its new flotation ])lant, and work on a second section is

nearly completed. Flotation plants have been installed,

and operations started at widely scattered points in

Arizona. The ITayden Development Co. erected and

put in operation a 125-ton cyanide plant to treat the ores

of the Copper Chief Alining Co., whose mines arc situ-

ated 5 mi. south of Jerome. The Big Pine Consolidated,

near Prescott, expected to install a 100-ton cyanide plant,

but for various reasons had to postpone the beginning of

construction until next spring.

The Miami made changes in its mill, increasing the

capacity from 3.000 to 4.200 tons daily, and the Ray
Consolidated during the first three-quarters of the year

produced nearly 44,000,000 ib. of copper, or at the rate

of about 5,000,000 lb. per month.

Two new smelteries were started during the year—the

International at Mianu, and the United Verde at Clark-

dale. The Consolidated Arizona, at Humboldt, increased

its capacity by adding another reverberatory furnace, and

changes increasing capacity were made at the Douglas

]ilants.

COLOKADO

There has been no change in the labor or transporta-

tion situations in the state during the year, the latter

remaining generally unsatisfactory to the shippers. Con-

siderable work bis been done in various parts of the state,

improving wagon roads, which encourages the use of

motor trucks for local ore haulages.

There have been no changes in the lead-snicltiiig ore

markets, and shipments to the smelteries have not de-

clined as compared with previous annual tonnages, which

is remarkable wIkmi the low price of silver during the

year is taken into consideration. There has been a brisk

ilemand for I^eadville carlKinates on ores containing as

low as 20% zinc, and all known deposits are being worked
to the fullest extent. A great variety of schedules exist

covering the purchase of tliese ores, which, with the varj'-

ing grades of ores, results in a great many market vag-

aries. In addition to carlwnates carrj'ing over 20% zinc,

Deacrlbed at length In "Eng. and MIn. Journ.," Jan. 1,

there are in the Leadville district large quantities of

lower-grade ore which find a limited market at the local

plant of the Western Zinc Oxide Co., which has been

operating throughout the j'ear.

Manganese ores being again in demand, a market has

been created for the manganiferous iron oxides which,

being too low in silver to ship to lead-smelting works,

are now profitably disposed of to the steel works.

The Wanakah smeltery, at Ouray, has operated inter-

mittently during the year, chiefly on Wanakah ores, and
has furnished a more or less attractive market for local

producers, without diverting any considerable tonnage

from other channels.

The Workiiigmen's Compensation Act is generally sat-

isfactory to the operators, although it largely raised the

rate of liability' insurance. The mines were appreciably

benefited by the restoration of the old law, taxing mines

on one-quarter only of the gross output, until the net

exceeds one-quarter of the gross, after which that becomes

the basis for taxation.

A great many sales of mining properties have taken

place during the year. Some of the more interesting

are the sale of the Humboldt mine to the Smuggler-

Union Co. ;
purchase from the Revenue Tunnel company

of the northerly extension of the Montana vein by the

Tomboy company; the largely increased holdings of the

Primos Chemical Co., and the acquisitions by the Free-

land Development and Tunnel Co. The most important

sales of the year, however, were probably the purchase of

the Golden Cycle by the Vindicator, in the Cripple Creek

district, for $1,250,000 and the purchase of Strattons In-

dependence by the Portland for £65,000 (approximately

$300,000).

The most sensational discovery in gold mines in the

state during the year was the opening of the now famous
vug in the Cresson mine, in Cripple Creek; one shipment

from which having netted $468,637.29.

Owing to the high price of tungsten, there was a

scraml)le among prospectors for tungsten pro])erty, and
several discoveries have been reported over a widely scat-

tered area. The activity of course eventually centers

around the Primos Chemical, the Boulder Tungsten Pro-

duction and tile Xcderland Tungsten Production Co.'s ac-

tivities. The treatment of tungsten ores at the Yukon
mill is the seiond attempt at concentration of this ma-
terial in the San Juan district; Wetherill magnetic sep-

arator and Plumb jigs are being u.sed in tliese experi-

ments.

The state is going mad over flotation, the process is

heralded as a cure-all for many ores that have not been

profitable under other treatment and numerous premature

flotation installations are being made.

In the Leadville district the larger operating conipanic-;

have maintained their regular output except the Wi-:

em Mining Co., which, oiierating through the Wolft^

shaft, was probably the largest producer of zinc-carbon;)

i

ore in the country, has, owing to the depletion of ore r

serves, reduced shipments to about (i,000 tons per moiHii.

The most imjiortant enterprise undertaken in the Lc:iil-

ville district during 1915 is the unwatering and rehabili-

tation of the so-called "Down Town'' area, which em-
braces that portiim of the district covered by the city

itself. For many years previous to 1907 mines located

in this area were profitably operated on the ores in the

deep-lyi'ig fonnntions under the city: this mining wa.*
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ilisioulinuod (Uiriiiff tlio ]ianic of that year ami the umk-
ings were allowL'd to lloocl with water. Duriiif;: the last

two years leases covering the whole area have been ob-

tained, and the Down Town Mining Co. was organized

td unwater and continue the working of the ground.

Progress to date has been sati.sfactory, and the water has

been lowered to within 180 ft. of the bottom of the shaft.

The American Smelting and Eefining Co. s])ent $2.50,-

000 in ini])rovements at the Arkansas Valley smeltery

during lOl."). These improvements ((insist largely of the

installation of roasting equipment to take care of the in-

creasing tonnage of sul])hide ore resulting fnnn the deep-

er development of the Leadville mines.

The leasing system has been so extended in Cri]iple

Creek district that, together with the larger develop-

ments previously mentioned, the district has had one of

its most profitable years. Of great importance to its fu-

ture is the resumption of work in the Roosevelt Drainage

Tunnel, which will be extended about 2 mi., making a

total length of 5 mi., at an estimated cost of $200,000,

which work is expected to require about two years. This

will drain the Vindicator, Golden Cycle and other mines

t'ituated bcvdud a neaily vertical syenite dike, which. Iie-

ing im]K'r\ i(iu>-, pre\ents these mines lieiielitiiig from the

draniage now alfiiri|e(l mines on the dtlier side of the dike.

The tunnel is at present lldwing l:i,Ol)0 gal. of water per

mill.

C.M.I I-OliXIA

There ba\(' heeu no im|iortant changes in either the

labor sitiiatidii or the ore market in California during

the year liH-"). Tlieie has been considerable legislation,

nnich of which, including the semimonthly payday bill

and the workingmen's compensation law, is ccmsidered

of very doubtful value by the mining comiianies.

The Dutch-Sweeney-Ap]) mines, in Tudluinne County,

were acquired by the Bewick, Moreing (.V Co. interests

who, with .\merican moiu'y, have undertaken an extensive

uiining campaign.

Hydraulic operations in Xevada and Placer Counties

were .stinmlated hy efforts on the i>art of mine owners

in various districts to secure congressional ap]3ro])riation

amounting to ^I-jOjOOO, for building a retaining dam
on Bear IJiver.

There was apex litigation in Grass Valley hetween the

Empire and the Golden Centre, the Xorth Star and the

l'hii])ire !Mine and Investment Co., and the Kennedy Ex-

tension and the Argonaut.

The smoke farmer was busy again in California

througlunit the year, and did more or less to harass the

various smelting companies, though luit suHicient to all'ect

their o]ierati(nis. Against the Penn Mining Co. :!r) suits

Were filed at CamjX) Seen during the early part of the

year. The total amounted to •$;J;i4,;iU. The Mamnidth

Co]iper Co. was again jnirged of contenqit by the I'liited

States District Cinirt denying the petition of the Shasta

County farmers filed the year ]ire\ ions. Later in the

year the >meltci'-rume (|Uestidii in the Kedding-Kennett

district was ic\i\ed bv the fanners, and an investigation

wa< started by the State Veterinarian, who was also a

iiicmlier of the State Snudtery Waste Commission. The
liernicious activities of the smoke farmers have ]irevented

the starting up of the Balakalala smeltery, but in order

to avail itself to so,.ie degree cd' the henellts of high

cd]i]ier ]iriccs a contract has been eiilered intd with the

-Mammdth. whereby the- latter conipauy will smelt the

IJalakalala ores, and regidar shipments are being iiiade.

Tjassen Peak indulged in another serie- of eruptions

during the sunniier months, and while these were spec-

tacular, they did no special damage.

-Motor trucks for ore haulage are becoming increasingh

common. By their u.se the Ubehebe District, in the north-

eastern part of Inyo County, hofies to liiid an outlet for its

ores, which will aid in developing and exploiting this

isolated district, now showing considerable activity.

Prospecting for, and mining of, tungsten ores received

the greatest impetus. Every available piece of ground

within miles of Atolia has been located, and many leasers

are taking out tungsten ore and making better than wages.

The Atolia Mining Co., around which all of the tungsten

activity centers, because of its milling facilities, has in-

stalled a new ]dant for concentrating scheehte.

Operations in .Modou County during 1915 have been

on moderate scale, but in Eldorado County there has been

a pi'onounced mining revival.

In Inyo County the AVilshire Bishop Creek mine has

proved up a larger extent of ore than was anticipated.

and the Cerro Gordo has, be.-ides extremely encouraging

underground work, built an a('rial tramway 29,118 ft.

long, to transjKU't ore from the mine to Keeler, theship-

iiiiii;' pdint.

Placer mining for gold, for years considered a decadent

industry in California, has for the past 18 yr. been grow-

ing in im])ortance, until now the jdacer mines are pro-

ducing 44% of the total gold yield, the other oli'/J

coming from deep mines, according to the United States

(ieoUigical Survey. This condition has been entirely

brought about by the dredging operations, the g(dd

dredges now producing 8()% of the placer gold. During

191-5 there were (iT g<dd dredges in California, of which

Ci wore . losed down all or ])art of the time and one was

bii i.ed, leaving (!0 active. A lii-cu.ft. !)ucket dredge is

under construction for the Yuba Con.solidated, in Yuba
County, and aiidtber one of equal capacity (to dig 10 ft.

below water line) is being built for the ^larysville

Dredge Co. in the .same county. Plans have been pre-

pared for still aimther of the same size for the Yukon
G(dd Co. in tiie same Held. The present tendency is

toward e.xteiisive yai'dage in dredging operati(Uis, .>;o the

new nuicbiiu's are nnich larger and more iiowerful than

those built formeily.

Ill.MlO

The most sjiectacular occurrence of tlie year in Idaho

was the develo])nieiit of the Consolitlated Inter.state-

Callahan mine, which was practically unheard of at the

beginning of the war. into the third largest zinc pro-

ducer in the country, being exceeded only by New Jersey

Zinc and Butte & Superior. Under the stimulus of a

runaway zinc market this iu-o])erty paid dividends in

191.5 of $2,.5:30,000, with a single disbursement in August

of .$9(;0,000. In the second half of the year a legal light

for control (d' the Cmisolidated Interstate-Callahan devel-

oped, and ai)plicati(Ui was made for a receiver. An in-

juiu-tion restraining the a)ipointnu>nt of a receiver was

asked for. and the legal tangle still continues. The con-

trol of the IJay-Jelferson was secured l.y the Day interests,

and tliis .-ieems to have a considerable hearing on the

future of the Fnterstate-Callahan. on account of the fact

that the two properties adjoin and the Interstate-Callahan

tried to senire control of the Rav-.Tell'erson stock.
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A controversy between the Henule? Alining Co. and

the American Smelting and Eefiniug Co. regarding the

terms of renewal of the smelting contract for the Her-

cules ore resulted in a deadlock, and the Days, who con-

trolled the Hercules, closed the mine and later secured

control of the Northport smelten- situated in the State

of Washington, near the Canadian line. The rehabilita-

tion and reequipment of this plant for the treatment of

Hercules ore and custom ores are nearly completed. This

brought to the forefront the renewal of the contract be-

tween the smelting company and the Bunker Hill & Sul-

livan Mining and Concentrating Co., with the result that

the Bunker Hill & Sullivan announced its intention of

building a $1,000,000 lead-smelting plant in the Coeur

d'Alenes, if satisfactory freight rates and smoke ease-

ments could be secured; otherwise on the Pacific Coast.

Work of drawing the plans and working out the design

of this plant are well under way, although where it will

be situated has not been announced.

If the Xorthport and the Bunker Hill & Sullivan

smelteries fulfill expectations, there will be an important

and favorable extension of the ore market for the pro-

ducers throughout the Coeur d"Alene district.

The most important geological result of the year in

the Co'ur d'Alene was the development of good ore, both

zinc and lead, in the Pricbard formation, which is the

deepest fonnation of the district and was considered at

one time of doubtful value as an ore bearer. The state

mine in.<peitor is quoted as saying that this development

will result in expanding the productive area of the Cieur

d'Alenes not less than 100%.
Almost every mill in the Coeur d'Alene district is

equipped with flotation units. At the Trail smeltery in

British Columbia, the new electrolytic zinc plant is prac-

tically completed and ready for operation, which is ex-

jXK-ted to have a considerable effect on the market for

zinc ores produced in this district.

Owinir to the stimulus of high metal prices, practically

ever}- mine in Idaho that has been idle has resumed oper-

ations, and although tlie Ca?ur d'Alene has attracted the

lion's share of attention, all of the other districts have

been stimulated. In the region innnediatcly surround-

ing Boi.<e 1,000 men are employed where last year there

were not to e.xceed 100. A new railroad built into this

district for the purpo.se of opening up large timber trat-ts

affords an outlet for the ores to Salt Lake, so that medi-

um-grade concentrates may now be handled.

MlCHIG.\X

The history of Lake Sujxjrior copper mining- during

the year can lie briefly but accurately summed up in the

simple statement of the unprecedented efforts of all op-

erating companies toward nia.xinuim production. When
navigation opened in the spring, there was no accumu-
lation of copper, all-rail shipments were continuing heavy,

and trains of 1,000,000 lb. of copper were not uncommon.
When lake navigation closed at the end of the year, the

heavy all-rail shipments were resumed.

The attempt of the Western Federation of Miners to

cajole Finnish miners to join their union failed, and
the Socialist agitators, after subtle hints of de])ortation,

left the di.strict. thus closing the incident which at one

time had a nastv look.

=A detailed rrvlrw will appi'nr In the ••Jiiuinal," Jan. 15.

Whereas most of the mines on the Marquette, Menomi-
nee and Gogebic iron ranges of Michigan were forced to

curtail operations in the summer and fall of 1914, business

started to pick up during the early part of litlo. There

was plenty of labor, and no difficulty was experienced in

getting men. Many of the companies had cut wages 10%.
Xow. however, there are twice as many men employed in

and about the mines as at this time a year ago, and the

old wage scale lias been restored ; there are practically no
idle men on the ranges : and a labor shortage is expected

before spring.

The demand for iron ore was brisk after the shipping

season had been opened for about a month. The boats

had difficulty getting all the ore down the lake, manv
freighters being attracted by the high rates being paid for

carrying grain. Prices for iron ore were the same as in

the year previous, but an advance of Toe. per ton has

already been announced for 191(). Many stockpiles that

had been at the mines for several years were loaded and

shipped, and operators had the best season they have had
for several years. The pro.spects for 1916 are bright.

All of the charcoal-iron furnaces in the Lake Superior

district are running at a satisfactory rate. The Cleveland-

Cliffs Iron Co. 's adding 20 retorts at Pioneer Furnace.

Marquette, which will give better results in the byproduct

department. The sulphuric-acid plant is to be enlarged.

There is also a plant at Xewbury, one at Gladstone, one

at Manistique and one at Stephenson, all of which are in

blast : the furnace at Ashland, Wis., is also running. The
Jones furnace, at Marquette, which was touted to revolu-

tionize the iron business, has been idle for months.

ilacliines for loading ore into cars underground are be-

ing given serious attention in this district. A large loader

worked in the .Tudson, at Alpha, for some months, giving

good results, and one of these machines is now working

satisfactorily underground in the Mass, at Xegaunec
Electricity is fast replacing steam in many of the mines.

The Peninsula Power Co. is extending its lines in the

Crystal Falls district in order to accommodate the mines

there, and is adding to its main plant on the Menominee
River and its sulistation at Iron River. The Cleveland-

Cliffs Iron Co. is getting ready to erect a new hydro-

electric plant on the Dead River, north of Xegaunee.
The plant on the Carp River will not be large enough to

take care of all the mines when the new ones are ready

to use current.

MiNXESOT.V

There has Iteen a continual increase in the demand
for labor on the Minnesota ranges during the year, ac-

companied by an advance in wages, until now practically

the same conditions exist regai'ding wages as prevailcil

in the record-breaking year of 1913. It will be a buj;>

winter, with good wages all over the iron ranges an^

]>lenty of work.

There has lieen a largely increased demand for tin

Cuyuna Range manganiferous ores. Owing to the em-
bargo on siiipping, as a result of the war, and the conse-

quent high ocean freight rates, consumers have been

forced to give more attention to domestic soiirces of man-
ganese ores. During the winter manganiferous ores will

continue being shipped all-rail from the Cuyuna Range
and a considerable amount will be stockpiled.

Xo direct state legislation of any moment has been

directed toward the mining indu.stf}'. but the new .sea-

men's law. ]m!'sed by tlic last Congress. -Ims hampered ore
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transj)ortation to a considerahic extent and lias made

transportation costs higher.

The tax disputes between the mining companies and

the village otiicials of Hibbing were finally adjusted on

Xov. 23. Several of the largest taxpaying com])anics

had refused to pay their taxes on account of the extrava-

gant and wasteful disbursements of the Town of Hibbing.

.\fter suits, threats, injunctions and recriminations, the

mining companiss paid their back taxes, the village agreed

to limit its expenditures to reasonable amounts per month,

and the $1,900,000 tax levy for 1916 was abandoned.

On Nov. 1, by order of the Indian Commissioner, all sa-

loons in Chisholm, Hibbing and other Mesabi Range

towns were closed ; all in the Cuyuna Range had been dry

for a consideral)le period. Mine operators in general favor

this apiilicati(m of prohibition to these mining com-

munities.

Mining activity on the Minnesota ranges has exceeded

anything in the ]iast history of the ranges except the ban-

ner year 1913 ; almost without exception, properties have

iione on a maximum-production basis, and the Cuyuna

Range for the first time in its history shipped over 1,000,-

000 tons. No material changes were made in railroad

facilities. The ratio of tonnage going to the two car-

riers remained the same as last season—85% to the Soo

line and 15% to the N. P.

Announcement has already l)een made of an advance

of Toe. per ton in ore prices for 1916, and some of the

big independent producers are holding out for a higher

figure and fully expect to get $1. The prospect is bright

for a banner production, although a shortage of lake-trans-

]iortation facilities is faced.

The Minnesota Steel Co. resumed construction on its

steel plant at Duluth and began the manufacture of steel

billets. The Duluth & Iron Range R.R. let contracts for

a new $1,500,000 steel and concrete dock, at Two Harbors,

to replace its old No. 3 wooden dock, which will be dis-

mantled. In anticipation of the greatly increased tonnage

next season, the lailroads that haul iron ore to the dock

at the head of Lake Superior have placed large orders

for heavy locomotives and sleel hopper ore cars to handle

tlie traffic.

illSSOURI

Owing to the extremely high prices paid for Joplin

zinc concentrate and for "jack'" a great deal of unrest

occurred among the miners of the district. This feeling,

fostered by the Western Federation of Miners, who be-

lieved the time ripe for an invasion on the Joplin district,

resulted in a strike, called June 28. Several of the large

producers shut down for a period of two weeks and as-

serted that they would remain closed indefinitely rather

than deal with the Western Federation. At its height

.".000 lead and ^inc miners were involved in the strike,

which, however, fell to pieces and the mines resumed

with full working forces on July 12, the defeat of the

unionizing movement having been complete. At present

the canip is still, as it always has l)een, an open-shop camp,

and the wages are in excess of $4 ])er S-hr. .shift.

The railroads have been fighting hard for an increase

over the 21/2C. passenger rate now in effect, Imt thus

far without avail. The Interstate Commerce Commission
has, however, granted an increase in freight rates on zinc

"Dealt with at length in the special article on tiio Mis-
souri zinc industry elsewhere in this issue.

and lead ores, pig lead, etc. ; the advance on coal amount-
ing to 50c. per ton from the Kansas field to .TopHn. There
have been but slight increases or additions in transpor-

tation facilities, the railroads being loath to spend any

money without an increase in rates.

The state, in conjunction with the United States Gov-

ernment, has done much good work to improve sanitary

conditions for the minei's, based largely on the research

Work conducted by Dr. A. J. Lanza, and Edwin Higgins,''

of the Bureau of Mines.

A number of laws were passed relating to the dust-allay-

ing methods to be used in lead and zinc mines and com-
pelling the construction of change and wash houses.

There has been no other important legislation direct-

ly affecting the mining industry, although several near-by

states have introduced the workingmen's compensation law

and prohibition.

In southeastern ]\Iissouri the Mine La Motte Co. has

installed steam shovels and is operating a washery for

concentration of the lead found in surface clays.

Among the interesting developments in the Joplin di.s-

trict during the year were the experimentation done with

flotation, leaching, electrolytic precipitation, and the at-

tempt to convert second-grade concentrates into a high-

grade roasted product, from which high-grade spelter,

rivaling the New Jersey Zinc Co.'s Horsehead and Bertha

brands, could be made.^

MONTAXA

The year 1915 witnessed the most remarkable progress

by the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. in its Butte mines

and in its reduction works at Anaconda and Great Falls.

At an expense estimated at $6,000,000, the Washoe smel-

tery capacity was greatly increased ; a new roaster plant

was installed; a new reverberatory plant was built; the

oil-flotation process was installed in the remodeled con-

centrator; a sulphuric-acid manufacturing plant was

erected ; and a score of lesser improvements were made.

At the Great Falls plant, at an estimated cost of $1,350,-

000, an electrolytic copper refinery was built with a capac-

ity of 15,000,000 lb. per month, and radical changes were

made in the reduction works there.

At the beginning of the year the payroll was on a basis

of $3.50 per day on a 5-day a week schedule ; at present

the scale is $-4 per day with a 6-day schedule. The monthly

payrolls January, 1915, were $400,000; at present they

are $1,150,000.

"

An increase of 20% in the ore that can be handled at

the Washoe and Great Falls smelteries is expected after

Feb. 1, 1916, and this will necessitate working all the

Butte mines at capacity. The present average daily

production of 13,600 tons will be increa.sed to 16,000 tons.

Fully 40 mi. of crosscuts, raises, drifts, winzes and shafts

make up the develo])ment work of the year.

At the present time the Nettie, Alice. Emma and IjOX-

ington, four well-known old mines, whose ores are high

in zinc and silver, are being unwatei-ed and put in con-

dition to o]ierate: work being rushed to secure, in par-

ticular, the zinc ores.

The concentrator at tlie Waslioe smeltery was remod-

eled and oil flotation was installed, which has reduced the

'Technical Paper lHa, Bureau of Mines, "Pulmonary Dis-
ease .A.mons Miners in the Joplin District, Missouri." "Enpr.
and Mining Journ.," Dec. 11, 1915, p. !176.

•'A considerable amount of mill construction in the zinc-
lead district is given in detail under construction news else-
where In this Issue.
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(ojipor !elt iu the tailiii.us to 0.1% against 0.0-")% under

the old plan.

The zinc experimental plant at Anaconda (no longer

experimental) is a success and is making o tons of zinc

jjer day. A larger plant will be constructed in 1916.

Anifius the properties developed ov iu course of devel-

opment is the Trojiie, situated 2 mi. east of Butte and

owned by the Anaconda company. AI;out 7-3 tons of ore

per dav is being siiijiped from this mine. Arrangements

liave been made for the Anaconda company to develop

the ground belonging to the South Butte Mining Co. and

lying south and west of the Belmont mine. A crosscut

is being driven into this property from the 2,800 level of

the Belmont.

At the Knnua mine the work of unwatering the shaft

is progressing rapidly. The crosscut from the 1,SOO level

of the Original has now been run 2,000 ft. south in the

direction of the Emma. The Lexington, which has a

shaft 1.400 ft. deep, has the water down to the 6.50 level

and about 2,000 ft. of the old drifts cleaned out and re-

timlx'red. The ^loonlight is installing a new electrical

hoi.st—capacity 24,000 lb. from a depth of 2.-500 ft.

Anaconda's production increased from nearly 14,000,-

000 lb. in January to over 22,000,000 lb. ])er month in

the middle of the year.

The most remarkalile development in mining in the

Butte district during the year l'J15 has been the progress

in the production of zinc ores. At present Butte has

the second largest zinc producer in Xorth America, the

Blackrock mine of the Butte & Superior.

During the year the Butte & Superior produced ap-

proxiqiately 165,000,000 lb. of zinc. The lowest month's

production was in June, when it amounted to 11,81.5,583

lb. The month of Xovember passed the 16.000,000-lb.

mark. The increa.-^e in tonnage during the year was from

36,840 tons in January to 52.360 tons in Xovember.

The shaft of the Blackrock mine was sunk during the

year from a depth of 1,640 to 1.920 ft. and stations were

cut on the 1,700 and 1,900 levels. The ])resent ore

reserves are estimated at over 1,000,000 tons, or two years'

supply at the present rate of treatment. About 4 mi.

of crosscuts and raises were completed.

During 191.5 Butte & Superior comjtleted the installa-

tion of the new oil-flotation ])lant, in which are (50 new

Janney machines. With the improved nuicliinery. the

recoveries were increased from 91% to 95%. The out-

put of the mill, which was figured at 1,000 tons per day,

is 50% in excess of that. The dillicidty encountered early

in the year of finding smelting facilitu-s tu iiandle the out-

put was finally overcome, and all the concentrates the

mill can turn out are iU)W being handled.

The riark mining interests in Butte have confined

their efforts during the ])ast 12 months to the further

devclopinciit of their zinc ]iroperties. M the Timlier Butte

mill, which started ojierating in June, 1914, many im^

provements have lieen niaiie that W. .\. Clark, Jr., states

have brough*' the recoveries u]i to 95.5% on the average,

and they make a much better showing than that in some
instances.

The mill now has a cajiacity of approximately 5,000

tons of concentrates a month, although it has been turn-

ing out only about 4.000 tons, as the contract with the

"meltnrs limited the amount from the Timber Butte mill

o that figure. After Jan. 1 they cxpeit to increase their

output to capacity. All the ore handled is taken from

tile Elm Oriu, wiiere sinking and cross-cutting sullicient

to keej) fully three years of ore reserves ahead have l)een

carried on during the last year. The Elm Orlu has let a

contract for the installation of a new electrical hoist sim-

ilar to that at the Granite ilountaiu.

The 2,000-ft. shaft that is being sunk on Clark prop-

erty" in the X'orthwest section is being put down with

the primary object of increasing the zinc output, and

should large bodies of zinc ores be ojiened there as the

engineers expect, the Timber Butte mill will be kept bu.sy

making concentrates from the Clark mines alone.

The out])ut of zinc in concentrates per month runs

about 4.000.000 11). from the Timber Butte mill—about a

quarter of the output of the Butte & Superior mill.

Should the zinc plant of the Anaconda company prove

its success to the satisfaction of the Clark interests, a

])lant to make zinc v.ill be installed by them in Butte.

In addition to the Butte & Superior, Anaconda and

Clark interests, it is understood that the United States

Steel Corporation has secured options on valuable zinc-

mininu ]iropcrties in the Butte di-strict and mav enter

this field.

The East Butte Copper Co. has started up its new oil-

flotation plant with satisfactory results. It ])ossesses two

advantages due to recent advances made in Montana—it

will secure its su]])huric acid from the large sulphuric-

acid manufacturing plant of the Anaconda company, and

it will secure cheap electric power from the immense
hydro-electric developments of the Montana Power Co.

The capacity of the new plant is 400 tons of ore per day.

There are large quantities of tailings on the dump at the

Pittsmont sniciterv, containing considerable co])per,

which will be re-treated in the new oil-flittation plant,

where also it is ])ossible to handle at a good profit large

available bodies of low-grade ore.

Improvements made at the .smeltery during the jiast

year include the rebuilding and enlarging of the blast

furnaces, which puts the East Butte in a very advan-

tageous jiosition. It is now handling only the ores of lb:'

Butte-.\lex. Scott mine and of its own mines, but will Ih>

able to care for considerable custom ore from near-l)y

mines. Its production during the coming year will jirob-

ably run clo.se to 2.500.000 lb. of copper ])er month, or

3o,((0(i,000 11). for the year.

The contract work for the develoi)ment of the Xorth

Butte ICxtension has been completed. This included

drifting along the Overland claim and crosscutting the

width of the claim on the 1,200 level from the Blackrock.

The new ore reserves arc maintaining the old averai."

of silver—about 20% zinc aiu^ 7 oz. of silver.

The Butte & Great Falls is sinking to the 500 level and

is crosscutting on the 300, where the lead has been cut.

The Butte-Duhith went into the hands of a receiver earK

in the year on account of financial difficulties, from whii

it was not extricated until late in December, when
wtu'king arrangement was nuide with the East Butte, i

which operations can be resumed uiuler direction of tli'

latter comijauy. which has financed the former's indehted-

ness. The ultimate consideration is said to be .55% "'

the stock. The Butte-Alex. Scott has installed a n.

headframe, a new double-drum Nordberg hoist, roun

cable and skips.

The leaching ])lant at the Bui'iw'nacker mine was not

operated, but in the latter half of the year considerable

copper ore was shipi)ed from this property. The North
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Butte produced nearly 8,000,000 lb. of copper during the

first half of the year and considerably increased the rate

of production toward the end of the year, as did other

copper mines in the district.

The dissolution of the Amalgamated Copper Co. did

not aflFect the Butte mines control, although local pride

was gratified by the fact that the Anaconda became the

nominal, as well as the actual, leader.

A workingmen's compensation law was put into effect

in Montana during the year, the adoption of different

clau.<es of which was optional with the mining comj)anies.

There was no unanimity among the mining comiiauies in

their choice of the optional clauses of the act, but it has

seemed to give general satisfaction.

The most serious accident in the history of Butte min-

ing occurred on Oct. 19, when 13 boxes of dynamite about

to be lowered into the mine exploded at the collar of the

Granite Mountain shaft of the North Butte Co. Sixteen

men were killed and several severely injured. The cause

of the accident has never been determined, despite careful

investigations.

The annual report of the state mining inspector gives

the present monthly mining payroll in Silver Bow County

as approximately $l,7.iO,000 and the number of men
employed as 14,067.

Montana oil and natural-gas fields received a great

deal of attention during the year ; many producing wells

were brought in, and much promising prospecting is

being done.

Nevada

Labor and wage conditions throughout Nevada remain

practically without change. A threatened strike at Ely,

owing to an edict for compulsory physical examination

of employees by the Nevada Consolidated, was finally

averted by the company withdrawing the order.

Except for the larger companies which had long-time

sliding-scale contracts, the zinc-ore market has been rather

restricted, but for these companies their ores have been

marketed at a very considerable profit during the high

price of spelter. Following the increased activity in Gold-

field and surrounding country, the Western Ore Purchas-

ing Co. reopened its sampler at Goldfield. thus affording

a quicker and more convenient market for the small

shippers of gold ores.

Motor trucks are displacing wagon transportation wher-

ever roads will pennit, but in districts like Aurora and

Fairview bad weather compels the laying up of the motor

truck and the return to 12- and 16-horse and mule teams

for freighting. The Aurora haul is 60 mi. Motor haulage

has not always lessened transportation costs, however,

owing to poor roads made worse by increased heavy traffic.

An incipient boom followed the discovery of free gold

in a bold outcrop at Willard. a few miles from Love-

lock, and a small mushroom tent city sprang up. The
boom died a-borning, however, and the camp is now all

but deserted. The search for good prospects, both for the

precious metals and rare metals, is becoming keener, but

no important discoveries have been made except in the

case of tungsten. The greatest activity in this has been

in the Snake Range, in the eastern part of Whit^ Pine

County. Four mills are operating, concentrating scheelito

and hiibnerite, making concentrate averaging about 60%
WO3. In the vicinity of the United States Tungsten

Co.'s property, 12 mi. south of Osceola, both north and

south of their mill a great manv locations have been

made, the discovery work on these claims invariably show-

ing tungsten ore. Probably 300 men ai(.' working on

tungsten properties in the county.

The Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. ran on a 50%
basis during the first six months of the J'ear, but during

the last six has produced 10,000 dry tons daily. Flota-

tion experiments are being carried on at the concentrator,

and at the smeltery and power plant a quarter of a million

dollars has been spent on increased capacity and new

equipment. The Ruth mine has been started up on a

1,000-ton daily capacity, to be gradually increased to 3,000

tons, mined by underground methods. Steam-shovel op-

erations are running smoothly. The two pits. Eureka

and Liberty, are gradually being connected. No work

has been done on the Con.-^olidated Copper ilines (old

Giroux) except some ore taken out by the Nevada Con-

solidated from the Ora claim, as the Nevada Consolidated

work necessitated. The old Victoria copper mine, 15 mi.

northeast of Currie, on the Nevada Northern R.R., has

been bonded, and some ore has been shipped to Salt

Lake, motor trucks being used for hauling to the ship-

ping points.

The Good Springs district has witnessed considerable

construction of small mills, mostly of the dry concentrat-

ing type. Several sales of property, from $30,000 to $50.-

000 each, have been made. Important orebodies of lead-

zinc ore were discovered in Green Monster, Mobile, Bo-

nanza and Sultan mines, and a new shoot was opened

in the Yellow Pine. Vanadium ore of good grade was

discovered on the Christmas property, and a considerable

tonnage of vanadium ore is blocked out in the various

mines in the district. No production of platinum from

the Boss mine was made, as the mine has been under op-

tion throughout the year on terms which did not permit

shipments to be made.

The zinc-carbonate calcining plant at the Potosi was

greatly improved, and dry concentrating plants using

Stebbins tables were constructed at the Bullion. Anchor

and Sultan mines, and a plant using Sutton. Steele &
Steele tables was erected at the Frederickson mine. All

of these plants are of about 60 tons' daily capacity.

The Rochester and Nevada Packard mills both went

into operation, and for the periods operated made heavy

production. Imjjortant alterations were made at the Au-

rora mill, and bullion shipments were far in advance of

those of 1914. The Pittsburgh Silver Peak at Blair prac-

tically exhausted its orebodies and began the examina-

tion of a property in California to which they will move

the Silver Peak mill if the examination justifies. In Jar-

bridge the Bluster mill operated to capacity, and in

the Manhattan district five mills were operating, one of

them treating 150 tons per day.

On the Comstock lode healthy and continuous operations

were carried on with satisfacttiry. but not startling, results,

although the silver production decreased.

The Mason Valley smeltery was idle during the year.

The Nevada-Douglas proceeded with the construction of

a leaching plant, and late in the year operations were

started.

Pioche for the first time in 40 years entered the divi-

dend-paying list on the strength of distributions made by

the Prince Consolidated, which was shipping at the rate

of 12,000 tons per month in October. The Amalgamated

Pioche also made important shipments, as did a number of

the smaller properties. There was considerable activity
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r mill l)uikling, and prospects for the district lor I'JIG

aie bright.

Apex litigation threatened, at one time during the year,

to involve all the important properties in Goldfield, hut

linallv amicable adjustments and side-line agreements

were made, and all suits were withdrawn. Tonopah also

was afflicted with serious apex litigation.

Xew Micxico

The Lordsburg district during the year made a total

production of approximately 10.').i)0t) tons, valued at $800,-

(11)0. which is double the tonnage of any previous year

in the history of the camp. Production in this district was

stimulated by the advent of the Arizona & Xew Mexico

Rv., which built a s])ur into the Virginia section of the

district. This eliminated the 3-mi. wagon haul to Lords-

hurg. formerly done by freight teams and later by trac-

tors, and reduced haulage costs approximately r>0% and

made shi]>|)iug advantageous all the year around, whereas

winter weather had rendered hauling an impossibility

before.

During the year two important mining transactions were

clVected. The .\twood mine was purchased by the So

^lining Co.. and dianusnd drills which were immediately

put to work resulted in the discovery of new orebodies

which warranted a continuation of ojierations at the At-

wood shaft. Eate in the year Silver City capitalists and

mining men associated with the Chino Cop])er Co. came

to the assistance of the Bonney Mining Co.. took care

of its indebtedness, refinanced the comjiany and it is

i'N])ecte(l will place it on the i)ro(huiiig list early in

I'.iK!.

The 8.3 Mining Co. added largely to its ore reserves by

development work and installed many surface improve-

ments. During the summer of 1!)1.") a dry lead con-

centrator was erected on the Waldo group, but owing to

I be hardness of the ore, the work was abandoned. At

Lee's Peak the Octo Mining Co. erected a hoist house and

beadframe and is pre|)ared to sink a shaft -"iOO ft. deep.

.\long with the Battleship groii]), it made .several carload

siiipments of ore to the El Paso smeltery. In the l.eideu-

dorf cam)), surface ores which were sorted, anil iiigii-grade

pockets underground in various pro])erties, ])rovided sev-

eral carloads of ore which were ship])ed to El Paso and

Douglas.

The Santa Fe Gold and Cojjper Co. at San Pedro

resumed operations with 300 men and treated a consid-

(•rable tonnage. The matte j)ro(luccil was shi|)ped to

Omaha.
The old Cochiti mining district was icjuvenated l)y the

Co.-sak Mining Co., which built a lOO-ton cyaniile mill

at Uland that has been in successful operation through-

out the year on ores from the mining property former-

ly owned l)y the Xavaho.

The Burro Mountain Copper Co.. a! Tyrone, coutiuucs

making extensive surface imjirovements. It has laid out

(own sites. inslalle<l a new beadframe and practically com-

j)leted its 1.<H)0-ton concentrator. Production is expected

to begin siiortlv after the first of the year. Tlie capi-

taliziition of the comiJany was increased during the year

from $:iOO.IIOO to .$«.000,000.

Two new conrvntrating plants added to the activity in

llie I'inos Altos mining district of Grant County. The
Emi)ire Zinc conipletcd and i)ut in operation its new 100-

\ipii electrostatic concentralor during the latter purl of

Xovember. Stauber & "Wright, lessees of the Savanur.

Copper Co., have been successfully treating their ore in

an electrostatic concentrator for several months. The
Sleeker Mining Co.. incorporated late in the year, began

work preparatory to the sinking of a three-compartment

shaft on its property. Some develojiment work was done

on the Silver Hill property by the B. V. X. Mining Co.

In the Hanover section, the Empire Zinc continued regu-

lar shipments of zinc carbonates and ]iut down a three-

compartment shaft on the Thunderbolt claims, where

zinc sulphides are encountered. A new power house and

electrostatic mill were built at Hanover which will start

operations early in the year. The United States Copper

Co. did little work except the annual assessments, but

the management announced that the coming year will

see the jiroperties operated on a substantial scale. At

Fierro the Phelps-Dodge Co. and the Colorado Fuel and

Iron Co. ceased operations. However, the latter com])any

is making ]ireparations for the resumption of mining.

The Chino Copper Co. has produced steadily at the rate

of 7.000 tons of ore i)er day. which easily makes it the

largest producer in the state. The total assessed valuation

of the company for the current year was $4,002,2.32, the

company now paying one-fifth of the total taxes of the

county in which it is situated. Flotation experiments

are being made in the mill, and many improvements were

made at the power house and the assay office. In July

the Chino increased the wages of its employees 10%,
owing to the advance in copper prices.

The ilogollon district continued the most important

gold-producing district. Several important transfers of

mining property took place, of which probably tlie most

imjjortant was the ac(piisiti(m by the Jlogollon Mines

Co. of the Ernestine property. This company built a

large storage dam which will impound 1.2.30.000 gal. of

water, which should be sufficient to meet the needs of

the milling plant during the jieriod of low water in the

summer. A large amount of new equipment was installed.

The controversy with the .\rizona farmers over the dis-

posal of tailings from the Mogollon mill was apparently

settled by the Socorro Mining and Milling Co. and the

Mogollon Mines Co. jointly installing impounding reser-

voirs and a system of launders wbereiiy all tailings are

kept out of Mineral Creek. A bridge is being built

over the Gila River which will aid in the transportation

of Mogollon ores and freight.

In the Red River district, Taos County, the Buffalo-

New Mexico Mining Co. and the Memi)his Red River Min

ing Co. both did considerable shaft sinking and ()])enei

up some good ore. Milling was done at several Red l!i\i

plants, and (|uite a tonnage of smelting ore was shippc

to Puel)lo.

The .Xew ^lexieo Eegislature ]iut into the liands of :i

stat« tax commission the regulation of mining ta\ali<iii

All surface improvements will be taxed. .Ml nonproducinL

mining claims known to contain valuaiile de])osits will 1"

assessed, and j)roducing conqianies are to be taxed iw

their o\itput.

Xkw York

Stagnation marked the iron-ore industry in Xew York

State during the year uj) until Septemiier. when renewed

activity in the ore market stimulated mining conditions,

and during the months of October and November iron-ore

slii|)ments from tii<' Mineville (li<lricl were at the rate
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nl' (i\cr l.dllO.llilll tons :i vi'iir. iMirill,:; lllr siliiilllri' <c;i-

soii llieri' "as a (-(jiisiild'alilr slii|)iiicnt of liiiii|i oi-u to

Canada liy lioat.

There was an ample su|i|]|y of labor until llie busy

season started in the lall. since wliich lime it has been

iiiereasingly dillieiilt to i^et the labor neecssai'y Tor the

inereased ])rodiietion.

'I'iie ('hateaii;iay Ore and Iron ( 'o. lias been siiddng a

new shaft liui-inL;' the last year, uliieh slionid be in opera-

tion in 1:M(i. It has also made extensive rc])airs to the

separating mill. The W'itherbee-Shernian Co. made ex-

lensi\c improvements al its Old lied. Ilai-mony and Barton

Hill mines, tlie latlei' of wlii-.h will begin ])i'odtieing early

in 111 1(1. The hoisting and transpoi'tation system at tlie

Harmony mine was entirely changed and a new system

installed. Since the I'evival in the oi-<' mai'lcet in Septem-

ber especial attention has b.'en paid bv tliis company to

the de\elo])ment of low -phosphorits ores.

( )i;k(;o\

The most iinportaiil mining o]jerations in Oi-egon at

;he pi'esent time ai-e al Cornucopia and in the \i(inity

of Mormon Hasin. The Itainbow mine, lor a long time

under option and de\clopment by the I'nited Slalis

Smelling, liefining and Mining Co., has reverted to the

IJainbow Mining Co., which will continue ojierations on a

la'ge scale.

Important development has taken |)lace in the Corini-

co])ia district, in the Last Chance ami rnion-Companiou

mines, where the orebodies on the lower li'Vels show con-

siderable improvement over the good ore already developed

ill the levels above. The production for the coining year

will be greatly inereased.

ilredging is being successridly cai'i-ii'd on by the I'<iwder

l.'i\cr (iold Dredging Co., near Snmpter. wlii'h h:is liuilt

and placed in commission a second boat during the vear.

.\ short railroad, built Iroin (ii-ant's Pass, soulln.est

into the 'Waldo district, although c<iin|iletc<l lor only 1"'

mi., has lately .stimulated development on some cop|)ei

deposits in that region.

Karly in the year a lease was negotiated by the state

to .lason C. :Mooi-e. of Xew York, for the treatment of

the waters uf Summer ami .\bert Lakes, in Lake County,

for their sodium and potassium contents. This project

in\ol\cd Ihe construction of a .'lO-mi. pipe line to the

Columbia i;i\er. lb" const iiictioii of a large hydro-eleetrie

plant and the lotal inwstuient of about $;,000,000. Con-
struction woi-k was he' I up on aci'ount of conflict with
some government conser\ation project, which trouble is

expected to be |-emo\-ed by legislaticui at the present ses-

simi of Congress. \\'ork will tlu'U be resumed on this

project.

Sol 111 1)akoi'\

The only change of importance in lb- local ore market
during the year was the I'eduction bv ;he Mogul .Mining

Co. of $1 per ton in their trealiii nl c h.' ge on custom
ores. This will stiiiiidale mining and leasing.

The discover) of wolframite in the disfict at .; time
when the demand fi'i' lungston was strong and the mar-
ket price cliinbiiiLi made this look attractive, although the

production was insignilicant compared with the gold pro-

duird. Several carloads of haml-sorteil oi-e were shipped
and marketed.

The most inutortant of the wolframite producers are

ilie Wasp Xo. .' at Flaliivui .-iml the Homestake at Lead.

iloth are niakini; legnlai- shipments. The ore in both
cases is found in the flat foi'niation lying on the quartzite

and varies in grade from '> to (i5J% tungstic acid.

.\t the Wasp, where several thousand tons of lower-grade

oie have been broken, a concent rat<jr has been constructed

and juit in operation. Several hundred . tons of the

higher-grade material have been hand-sorted and shipped.

The gold jjroduction from this property will be consider-

ably less than during the year ]u-evious, but the total

production of minerals will show a decided increase over

the year 191 I.

The Homestake developed ihe inngstcn deposit in the

Hidden Fortune ground. .\ll «\' the ore so far taken out
is hand-sorted and shipped. l>etween Keystone and Hill

City there has been activity in the development of tung-
sten properties, ami nearly all the smaller ])roperties are

being worked, although production has liot been large.

The Black Hill Tiiugsten i)lant is being repaired and ])ut

in shane for the handling of tungsten ore. At the Golden
Reward, at Spokane, wolframite deposits are being devel-

oped.

K'egular shi]munts of amblygonite were made from the

Rheinbold and Kaminan pro])erlies. Scrap mica found a

ready market at $13 per ton f.o.b. cars Keystone, but the

production has been limited. Several of the larger opera-

tors in this distric-t made ]n-eparations to resume work.

and the incoming year should be an active one.

.\t the Plomestake property heavier stamps are being

used and a ditlerent ty]ie of open back mortar has been

adopted. The l.S.'iO level, the lowest working in the mine,

has been o])eiied up and is now being worked. The Golden
licwai-d company started a roaster during the summer,
and it has been in continuous operation since. After

ibis preliiniiiar\- treatment the ore is cyanided at the

Deadwood plant. The Trojan company has added to its

mill e(|uipnient and increased its capacity. The Rattle-

snake Jack company at Galena completed its 10-stanip

mill and operation was begun, but a dam had to be built

to impound the tailings. a.:;d during this time the plant

was idh'. The Oro LTondo continued shaft sinking, the

bottom now a|i|iroaching the 2.000 level. The Jlogol com-
pany increased its mill capacity and has been in continuous

operation on ores from its property as well as custom

material.

The Golden Reward mill operated steadily on siliceous

ore from its mines, and iluring the latter ])art of the yeai

an addiiional ]ii-oducl was sent to the mill in the form

of roasted sulphiile or "blue" ore. These sul])hide ores

had never before been treated successfully by cyanidation.

Results indicate 9()r{ extraction as compared with o-V/i-

without roasting.

Tk.vxkssee

War demands for sulphuric acid have stimulated pro-

duction of the Tennessee aci<l plants to nuixinium. cop-

per being in re;dity a bvprodiict now, and caused certain

'additions to be made, ilata of which are not available.

The war having stopped completely the imports of potash,

il made a record high ligure. The advance in both sul-

phuric acid and potash has put up the jirice of eom]>lete

fertilizer and bulk acid jihosjihates. so that Tennessee phos-

phate properties have been stimulated both as to produc-

tion and as to ell'orts to decrease metallurgical losses,

to wiiich end mechanical classifiers and thickeners, jiartieu-

birly of the Porr l\pe, have been installed to cut down
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tailing losses. Only one sale of phosphate property of

importance was negotiated during the year, and the price

was high compared with previous transactions, owing

to the influences just mentioned. The zinc industry was

stimulated by the high price for spelter, Init nothing of a

special note occurred except the erection, by the American

Zinc Co., of a zinc-concentrating mill, at a cost of

$100,000.

Utah

No labor troubles, except an inconseriuential strike of

14 days' duration at Park City, disturbed Utah mining

activities during 1015. The labor supply has l)een plen-

tiful, and in the copper camps wages were advanced

with the advance in metal prices.

The valley smelters. United States, Murray, Garfield

and International, bought ore, and various other ore buy-

ers were in the field, among which were representatives

of Beer, Sondheimer & Co., purchasing zinc ore ; Consoli-

dated Ores Co., agents for Edgar Zinc Co. and general

rare-metal ore l)Usinoss: Knight iS: Warnock, cyanides,

precipitates and ores: and the Empire Zinc Co., for zinc

ores.

Work has been started on an 8-mi. narrow-gage railroad

from "Wasatch to Alta, in Little Cottonwood, which will

connect with the Salt Lake & Alta IJ.R., at Wasatch. The

road is to cost about $6.5,000, of which $22,000 has been

raised.

Corporation taxes have been slightly changed and made

more specific. At present mining property is taxed at

the price paid the United States, and net annual proceeds

are determined and taxed by the state board of equaliza-

tion.

The Utah Metal and Tunnel Co. at Bingham took

over the adjoining Bingham-New Haven Gold and Copper

Mining Co.'s ground. The T'nited States Mining Co.

bought the Aetna group of mining claims southwest of the

Last Chance, in Bingham. The Utah Consolidated at

Bingham bought the Copper Boy group of claims adjoin-

ing this ground. The Eagle & Blue Bell at Tintic ae-

quired the Victoria property. The .V., S. & R. Co. bonded

the Lakcview Mining Co.'s zinc jiroperty on Promontory

I'oint for $02-3,000. The I'nited States Smelting, Refin-

ing and Mining Co. took a bond on the Luniry & Mooi'c

claims at Fortuna in Beaver County and started work.

The Cardiff in Big Cottonwood developed a large body

of carbonate lead-.'iilver-cop])er ore aiul liegan production

and payment of dividends. The Soutli Ilecla at Alta

made important ore discoveries and develojied into a

regular producer. The Sells, adjoining the South Hecla,

developed a new orebody carrying silver and some lead.

Important zinc deposits were di.'^covered and developed

on Promontory Point, 30 mi. west of Ogden ; and a new-

zinc cam]), with 1.5 properties doing development aiul

employing upward of l.'JO miners, was started. The Lake

View Mining Co. in this camp paid ap])roximately $15,-

000 in dividends by the end of the year. Gold discoveries

were made at the new camji of Fortuna in Beaver County

and at Goldstrike in Washington County. Tlie Utah

Metal and Tunnel Co., of Bingliam, on Apr. 11 di.xcoven-d

a large body of shipping ore. This orel)ody, carrying

lead, silver, gold aiul copper, is estimated to be worth

lictwcen half a million and a million dollars. The Eagle

& Bhic Bell at Tintic developed an important lead-silver

orcbodv between tiic 1..5.50 and 1.7R0 levels. The Yankee

at Tintic made a new strike of what appears to be an

important body of silver ore.

Flotation was installed by the Utah Copper to clean

concentrates. Flotation was installed by the Utah-Apex

at Bingham to replace vanners, using the Janney process,

and a !)2% extraction was made. The Daly-Judge at Park

City installed flotation to re-treat tailings and slimes,

using the Callow process. The Silver King Coalition at

Park City is installing a flotation plant of 60 to 100 tons'

capacity daily. New mills were built at or below Park

City to treat tailings, by the Big Four Exjdoration Co.

(concentration), 2.50 tons' capacity, and the Broadwater

Mills (straight concentration), 500 tons' capacity. A

mill to treat tailings from the Horn Silver was built by

the Caldo Mining Co. at Frisco in Beaver County, using

the Callciw process. The Utah Leasing Co. built a mill

to treat a 1.000,000-ton tailing dump from the Cactus

mill (South Utah) at Newhouse, using the Minerals

Separation process; capacity 500 tons a day. This mill

is operating and making a successful saving on tailings

carrying from 0.7 to O.S% copper. A new mill is being

built by the Knight-Dern interests at Silver City to treat

low-grade ores, from the Tintic district, by chloridizing

roasting and leaching. The Utah Ore Concentrating

Co.'s new mill at Tintic is treating dump ore from the

Chief Consolidated, Eagle & Blue Bell and Victoria.

The United States Smelting, Refining and Mining Co.

at Midvale enlarged its wet concentrator from ;550 to 600

tons' daily capacity and made a corrcsjionding enlarge-

ment of the Huff electrostatic plant. This company in-

creased its roasting capacity by the addition of Dwight-

Lloyd roasters and added to its baghouse. The company
is making metallic cadmium as a byproduct from flue-

dust by an electrolytic process. The A., S. & R. at

Murray installed Uwight-Lloyd roasters. The Garfield

Smelting Co. equipped its reverberatory furnaces to burn

powdered coal instead of oil. Both the United States

and the .\., S. & R. are experimenting on electro-chemical

processes for the recovery of zinc.

There has been practically no iu-o<luition of uranium

and vanadium ores from Utah since the war started and

cut oft' the market. Development work on carnotite prop-

erties in San .Tuan ami Grand Counties has been done

and claims have been patented. A few odd lots of oir

which were on hand have been sold in the United States

tor ex|ierimental purposes.

The demand for tungsten has been good. A small

amoiuit has been produced from scheelite and hiibneriU',

chiefly from Nevada and Idaho, and marketed here.

A limited tonnage of antimony ore was shipped from

southern Utah near Marysvale and from Xexada—Carlin,

Battle Mountain, Winnemucca, etc.—to Salt Lake, al-

though nuist of it was shipped to the Pacific Coast. Small

amounts of bisnuith ore have been shipped from Deep

Creek. There has been no production of molybdenum
ores, although there is more or less molybdenite and Icail

luolybdate in Alta, which, however, would have to l»

closely sorted or concentrated.

The lu'oduction of lead ore has been luirnuil or greater

than normal, but probablv not as great an increase ai-

gciu'rally expected. There should be an increased ton-

nage from Park City, Bingham, and also most of the

other camps, excepting perhaps Beaver County. More

zinc ore has been produced than ever before in Utah,

proliably Iwicc as much. There has also developed a good
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lii:ii-k('t r<il' sui)stailli:ll loiiimp'S of lii;;li-;;r:iilo /.ilir siil-

jiliidfs (iilxAc l"'/c), ii^ "'I'll :i'^ I'll' carbDliaU'S. Most,

of tlie Utah /Am; ore is sliij)))ed to tlie Kaiisas-Oklalioina

gas Ijolt. Sliipmoiils arc also maile to Toiiiisylvaiiia.

The j)ro(lui'tio)i oi' ]>otasli was started in Utah in tlio

fall hy the Mineral Prodncts Corporation at Marysvale,

in the soutiiern ])art of the state. The ore is ahuiite, and

tlie ])rocess consists of crnsliing-, roasting, leaching with

water and rec-o\cry of the ]iolash as suljihate hy evapora-

tion.

A new powder plant of the Hercules Powdci- Co. at,

Bacchus, near (iarfield, was huilt and hcgan niaiiuractur-

iiig dynamite and hhiciv ])owder j'or the Interniouiitain

country in JIarch. Tliis ])lant has manufactured its own

sul])hurie acid for use in making its nitroglycerin.

During the year the total production from Bingham

is estimated to have heen 10,1 7G,984 tons, compared with

7,800,661 tons the year previous. The smallest month's

production was January—460,135 tons—and the largest

.Vugust— 1,0<;!),76.'J tons. There were .l^ sliipi)ers. com-

pared with 29 the year previous. The Utah T'opper was

of course the premier producer.

During the first 11 months of the year Park City ship-

ments amounted to 91,477 tons, compared with 63,606

for the year previous. There were 18 shippers, com-

pared with 12 the year previous; the Silver King Coali-

tion, the largest shipper by far, sending out about 40,000

tons, compared with 29,000 the year previous.

Tintie ore shipments for 11 months totaled 6,00.3 cars,

compared with 5,834 ears the year previous. In 1912

shi])ments for the first 11 months of the year totaled 8,819

cars, since which time Tintie shipments have steadily

decliiu'd until this year. There were 40 shippers, com-

jiared with 41 last year, of which the Chief Consolidated

was fii'st with 1.010 cars and the Iron Blossom and Cen-

tciniial l']ureka were second and third.

Utah exceeded all its previous records in the production

of every metal mined within the state. The estimated

totals were: Gold, 170,8.16 oz. : silver, 12..")12.891 oz.

;

copper, 171.861.82.5 lb.: lead, 186,030,235 lb.: zinc, 27,-

311.830 11,.; arsenic, 1,827,300 lb. The total estimated

\alue of the mineral production of Utah for the 3'ear is

$53,229,368.

The Alaska mining industry as a whole was more i)ros-

pcrous in 1915 than in any previous year. The value of

the total mineral output is estimated to have been $32,-

000,000. compared with $19,064,968 for 1911. The high-

est value for any previous year was in 1906. when Alaska

in-dduced $33,378,438, but this was at a time when the

bonanza ]ilacers of Fairlianks and Xome were yielding

their greatest returns.

The high value of the mineral output in 1915 was due

in large measure to the amount of cnppci- nnncd: esti-

mates indicate this to be 83,850.000 lb., xnlucd at $11,-

lon.iKH). In 1914, 31,450,638 lb. of copper was mined,

valued at $3,853,934. The .srold ]n-od\u-tion in 1915 was

about $16,900,000. against $15,626,813 for 1914. This

is the largest .cold production since 1912, when the output

was $17,145,951. .\s the productioi. of silver is inci-

dental to gold and copper mining, this also iiu-reased :

c^^tiinated $100,000 in 1915. against $318,337 in l!>II.

inn.

The output of othci- minerals, including tin, antimony.

marble, gy[)suni, coal and ])etroleuni, in 1915 had a value

of about .$3{tO,0()(), compared with .$333,803 in 1914.

Placer gold ])roduced in 1915 was $10,500,000, com-

pared with $10,730,000 in 1914. This decrea.se is eliarge-

a!)lo to falling off in out])ut of some of the Yukon camps.

Developments in the Tolovana district, where gohl was

discovered in the autumn of 1914, indicate that this dis-

trict will become of importance as a producer.

About 43 gold dredges were ojierated in Alaska during

1915, the same mimber as in 1914. However, the gold

recovered by dredges was less than $3,000,000 in 1915,

conipareil with $3,350,000 in 1914. This falling off is

chargeable to the Seward Peninsula districts, where about

'<7 of tlu? dredges are working. There can be no question

that this decrease of dredge outinit is but a temporary

check to the industry as a whole and is owing to certain

local conditions. Several dredges that will be operated

in 1916 are in process of installation.

About 23 gold-lode mines operated on a productive

basis in 1915, comjiared with 38 in 1914. -The value of

the gold-lode out]mt increased from $4,863,028 in 1914

to about $6,300,000 in 1915. This increase is to 1)€ cred-

ited to the Juneau district, where large developments

were continued throu.shout the year. There can be no

((uestion that the gold-lode output will increa.se at a rapid

rate owing not only to large-scale ojierations in southeast-

ern Alaska, but also to the encouragement given to lode

mining by the railway under construction from Seward

to Fairbanks.

About 200 tons of stream tin was produced in Alaska

during 1915. Much the larger i»art of the tin came from

the York district of Seward Peninsula. Here one tin

dredge was operated throughout the season on iiuck

Creek. A new dredge was installed on the same creek

during the summer and operated for a part of the season.

No returns have yet been received from the two dredges

operated in 1914 on Anikovik River, in the same district,

but these wei-e probably also operated. These two are

working on placers carryin.sr both tin and gold. Develo])-

ments were continued on the Lost River lode-tin mine,

and there was also some prospecting of other lode-tin

deposits. Tlicic was, however, no production of lode tin.

The only otlicr tin mining was done in the Hot Springs

di.strict of the lower Tanana basin. Here consideral)le tin

is recovereil incidental to gold placer mining.

The high ])rice of antimony in 1915 led to the mining

of over 800 tons of stibnite ores in Alaska ; 700 tons from

the Fairbanks district, and the rest from Seward Pen-

insula.

In the Juneau distiiit the I'oiir mines of the Treadwell

grou]) were (jpcratcd lui the sanu^ scale as last year. -Vn

accident to the cential hoist curtailed the output for

.several weeks during the summer. The adilition of :>o

stam])s to the Ready Hid! ion mill is under way. .\ mill

having a daily capacity of about 6,000 tons was completed

in February at the A!aska-(!astineau mine and oiiernted

for the rest of the year. Power is furnished by a hydro-

electric plant on Salmon Creek. .Vnother ])lant. the

.Vnnex powei' ]iro.ieet. is under construction on Taku .\rm.

The mill of the Alaska-Juneau mine was oi>erated during

the year. The construction of a larger mill—a part of

the original plan for the equipment of this jn-operty—has

been begun. This mill includes four units, eaeli having

a dailv caparity of 3.000 tons. Hydro-electric juiwer is
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to be used, supplemented by an oil-burning plant. Devel-

opments were continued on the properties of the Alaska

Gold Belt. Alaska Taku and Alaska Treasure mining

companies, all of which are near Juneau.

Nearly four times as much copper was produced as in

the previous year, and the value was nearly five times as

much. The copper was taken from 14 mines, of which

seven were in the Ketchikan district, four on Prince

William Soimd and three in the Chitina district.

The enormous output of copper from the Bonanza and

Jumbo mines, in the Chitina district, overshadowed all

other operations in the Copper Eiver basin. The adjacei
•

Mother Lode mine was. however, also operated througho','

the year. Its actual shipments are as yet limited to tls'

winter season, as the ore is sledded to the railway, a di^-

tance of 14 miles. Ore shipments from this district wei •

interrupted for several weeks during the summer oi

account of the burning of several railwav bridges.

Conditions in the Mexican mining camps during the

year have been unsatisfactory, perhaps a little more so

than during the year previous. In the early part of the

year it was expected that there would be a possibility

of doing some mining in the principal camps, but owing

to the difficulties brought about through labor, transpor-

tation and the handling and exporting of bullion, prac-

tically nothing was done throughout the coimtry. The
prospects for the coming year are particularly good, since

the natives seem to have had enough revolution, but much
serious work will have to be done before the properties

in the interior can go to work again. The railroads are

in bad shape, the rolling stock has largely disappeared,

and the roadbeds are seriously injured by practically

two years of complete neglect. However, it is expected

that all energies will be bent upon their repair and the

upbuilding of commerce in general, so that there is every

hope that, while complete return to normal conditions

cannot be brought about within a year, materially impor-

tant steps can and will be taken.

Agu.\scaliextes axd Chihuahua

Ver}' little, if any, work has been done during the

vear in Aguascalientes; the Tepezala mines were in opera-

tion for a few months during the early part of the year,

but were closed when operations at the smeltery ceased

in February. The principal producers in past years in

the Ocampo district were the Aguascalientes Metal Co.,

Fortuna, and Santa Francisca mines, situated near

Asientos. The Boleo mines, at Santa Rosalia, Baja Cal-

ifornia, belonging to French interests, were in operation

during the year. In the State of Chiapas practically

nothing was done, though the state is not a large metal

producer at any time.

A little work was done in Chihuahua at the Barranca

del Cobre mine. The Batopilas proi)erty was operated

for part of the year, while the Yoquivo mine has been

running with reduced force. The Liuvia de Oro did but

little work. The Palmarejo & Mexican Gold Fields prop-

erty, at Chinipas, is installing a new milling plant, but

little was accomplished. The Rio Plata property at

Guazapares was unable to prosecute active work. The
Sententrion property has been offered for sale by San
Francisco parties with a possibility of an examination

being made. No work was done at the property during
the year.

At the Hoquillas de Carmen mine the property is re-

ported sold to a company of which F. B. Morehouse is

manager. The Gibraltar, Lepanto and Naica properties,

iind the Ramon Corona mine at Naica were examined
during the year. Considerable ore belonging to the Naica

company, wliich was stored at Conchos, was confiscate'

by the Villa government during the year. The Encii:-

illas smelter at Camargo was in operation and was sai

to be reducing confiscated ore.

In the Guerrero district the Calera mine at San Isid;

passed under the management of the American Smeltiii _

and Refining Co. The Alvarado Mining and Milling Co..

in the Hidalgo district, operated a 300-ton mill near

Parral with ore from the Alfarena, Prescena, Palmilla

and Muertos mines, near ilinas Nuevas, and from t!

Alvarado mine, near Santa Barbara. The Veta CoL

rada property, at Villa Escobedo, was sold at auction

to satisfy creditors. In Santa Barbara the ilontezuma

Lead Co., belonging to the R. S. Towne interests, had
a few men employed until October. The Tecolotes mine
at the .«ame place was in operation until October, when
the foreign employees were all ordered out. El Rayo mine,

belonging to the Mines Company of America, was oper-

ated until October. The San Francisco del Oro mine,

about six miles from Santa Barbara, conducted experi-

ments with the Wood flotation process on its complex

sulphide ores. Operations ceased in October.

In the Iturbide di.<trict the smeltery of the American
Smelting and Refining Co., at Morse, continued its oper-

ations until October. The Villa government threatenr
'

confiscation unle.ss the smeltery was put in operatioi;.

and actually did attempt to start the furnaces, but ga\'

it up as a bad job. The Mina Vieja, A'elardeiia ai^

Sin Nombre mines at Santa Eulalia, belonging to th'

same company, were in operation until October. Th
Poto.si mine at Santa Eulalia was shipping 300 to 40(i

tons of ore i)er day to the smeltery at Morse until Oc-

tober. The Buena Tiorra mine belonging to the E.x-

ploration Co. of England & ^lexico, Reina do Plata, an>

San Toy properties had almost a normal force at work

until October. The Cigarrero mine near Baca was closc'

most of the year.

The Cu.<i Mining Co., in the Juarez district of Chi-

huahua, operating the Promontorio mine at Cusiiiuiri-

achic, produced rich ore until October. The Guadalupe

y Calvo property was too far removed from comnuinica-

tion and did no work of consequence. The Conchen<

lielonging to the Corrigan-McKinney interests, did bin

little work. The Sierra Mining Co. at Jesus Maria was

forced to suspend operation.

The Yeau i.v Coaiiuila, Guax.\ju.\to and Guerrero

In Coahuila the Reforma mine near Cuatro Cienegas

shipped some ore to the smeltery. Con.<tniction work was

continued and .some shipments made of zinc ore from the

Cabrilla and Paloma mines, owned by the Cia. Penoles.
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y Aiiexas, near Cabrillas. Small sliipments were made

by the Vulcan mine at Sierra Mojada. The Veta Rica

mine, belonging to the Mexican Metallurgical Co., also

made some shipments of lead ore. The Torreon smeltery

operated only part of the year.

In Durango the Bacis Co. did a little work, while the

Candelaria, at San Dimas, has been shipping about 100

tons per day of mine and dump ore. The Tominil mine

has been closed since 1912 with the exception of a small

amount of development which is being continued. The
Pefioles, at Ojuela, was operating its mine and smeltery

until October, when all foreigners left. The Asarco

smeltery was in operation during part of the year, as

well as the mines of the American Smelters Securities

Co. at Velardeiia.

In the Guanajuato camp some of the properties which

were operating until the Obregon forces reached the

state were the Amalgamated Gold ilines, the Guanajuato

Consolidated, the Guanajuato Reduction and ilines Co.,

the Guanajuato Development Co. and the Proprietary

Mines Co. In the Pozos district there was very little

activity, due partly to railroads between San Luis Potosi

and Queretaro being out of commission most of the year.

Very little work was done in Guerrero, owing both to

political disturbances and lack of transportation. The

principal properties are the Chontalpan, at Tetepac in the

Zacualpan district, and the Reforma Mining and ^lilling

Co., at Canipo Morado. The latter property has been

under option to several large operators, but the options

have invariably been thrown up because of the high

price at which the property is held.

In Hidalgo the only mines of consequence that were in

operation were those of the Pachuca district. Among
the most important are the Blaisdell, La Blanca, Real

del ilonte, San Francisco, San Rafael, Santa Gertrudis

and LTnion. ilost of these operated on a reduced scale,

being hampered by political disturbances and inaljility

to obtain supplies. In Jalisco the JIagistral mines found

diHiculty in concentrating the ore. The Amparo, the

Fa\or and ilololoa have been badly handicapped by revo-

lutionary activities, as have also all the other mines.

The Bolanos finished a wagon road 100 km. long con-

necting Bolano with Colotlan, and a cyanide plant is

planned as soon as political disturbances cease. The

Cinco Minas cyanide mill has been finished and was

in operation part of the j'ear. Political disturbances led

to the murder of two foreigners by Mexicans in the Hos-

totipaquillo district.

El Org Companies Idle

In the State of Mexico the mining companies in

El Oro district were subject to raids and consequent

iiuii)ility to continue operations. Blanco and others en-

tered the camp in the early part of the year and looted

the houses of numy of the foreigners and killed some

of the native employees. El Oro ]\Iining and Railway Co.

continued pumping as well as some development work,

but did not operate the mill. Esperanza and Mexico

Mines of El Oro were also unable to continue operations

on any reasoiuible scale.

In Michoacan the Angangueo properties, leased to the

American Smelting and Refining Co., have continued op-

erations on a reduced scale throughout most of the year.

In Nuevo Leon the ^linas Viejas, near Villaldama, af-

filiated with the American ^fetal Co., were in operation.

as well as the zinc-calcining plant belonging to the same
company near Villaldama, producing zinc ore. The lead

property of the American Smelting and Refining Co. at

Monterey was in operation part of the year, closing in

August.

In Oaxaca very little work has been done. The Geotes

property, owned by the Towne interests, is the principal

anine and is said to have a million tons of ore blocked

out. The treatment problem has not been altogether

solved. The principal mines of the Ocotlan district are

the Benjamin, Esquadra and San Juan mines. Consid-

erable litigation has interfered with the operations of

the San Juan mine, now owned by Judge L. E. Wil-

fley. In Puebla the Tezuitlan mines and smelteries,

owned by interests closely allied with the Cia. Metalur-

gica Mexicana, have remained closed during the year. The
Ajuchitlan ^lining and Milling Co., of Queretaro, near

Bernal Station, was unable to operate to advantage ow-

ing to inability to obtain cyanide and other supplies.

El Doctor iline, 50 mi. from Bernal, remained clo.sed

during the year.

In the Catorce district of San Luis Potosi the principal

mines are the Candelaria, Catorce, Concepcion, Dolores,

Trompeta and several others. In the vicinity of Mate-

huala are the mines of the American Smelters Securities

Co., the Santa ilaria de la Paz and others. The smeltery

remained closed during the entire year, thereby making
it almost impossible for the properties of the district

to operate profitably. The smeltery in San" Luis Potosi,

belonging to the Cia. Metalurgica ilexicana, also re-

mained closed. The same is true of the mines at San

Pedro. In the Venado district most of the mines are

near Charcas, and while some of them have been operat-

ing on a small scale, the work done is not worthy of

serious mention. Nothing other than general repairs

was done at the Tiro General, belonging to the American

Smelting and Refining Co.

In the principal districts of Sinaloa practicallj' nothing

was done. The Panuco, in the Concordia district, was

confiscated and worked by Carranza sympathizers. At

Copala the property owned by Charles Butters & Co. has

proved a disappointment, and no work was done. The
state in general was practically dead during the year.

Quiet in Soxoka and Zacatecas

In the Alamos District of Sonora, La Dura mine,

belonging to the Mines Company of America, was closed

during the entire year, as were also tlie Promontorio and

the Zambona. At Arizpe the Calumet & Sonora, Can-

anea Consolidated, Pedrazzini and Transvaal, are among
the princijial properties. The Greene Con.^olidated op-

erated intermittently, being closed at times because of in-

terruption of railway service between Caiuinea and Xaco.

In the Guaynuis district the mines were closed during the

entire year. At ^linas Prietas the Creston Colorada, be-

longing to the Mines Co. of America, continued work

for a part of the year. The dumps and mine are nearly

exhausted. No work has been done at San Antonio de

la Huerta, this mine being in the heart of the Yaqui

country. In the ^loctezunui district the Cinco de Mayo

mine was reported seized and being worked by the so-

called authorities. The .Minneapolis Copper Co. attempted

to work, but was interrupted by political disturbances.

The Pilares de Naeozari mine, belonging to the Mocte-

zuma Copper Co., was in operation at such times as it
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was possible to handle supplies and concentrates over the

railroad to Douglas. Work was continued at the Tigre

mine during part of the year, but later the foreign em-

ployees were all ordered out of the country. In Sahua-

ripa very little work was attempted at the Bufa or Ciene-

"uita properties. At Mina Mexico, work was continued

for a time. A few jjroperties in the TJres district at-

tempted to do some work, but not much was accomplished.

Practically no work was done during the year in the

State of Tamaulipas. There were several zinc mines in

the Santa Engracia district, among which the Dulces

Nombres mine may be mentioned as the one at whicli

some work was done during the year.

Jn the Fresnillo district of Zacatecas no work of con-

sequence was done by the Towne interests. In the Maza-

^©tltll
South American mining activity in lui-") was mainly

confined to those operations which were already under way

or for which capital had been previously arranged. A
noteworthy e.xception to this was the entrance of the Ana-

conda Copper Mining Co. interests in Chilean mining

through acquiring control of the Andes Exploration Co.

The important dredging interests in Colombia each com-

pleted a new dredge in 191."). and the Chile Explora-

tion Co. brought into bearing its great enterprise at

Chuquicamata. The high price of the metals stimulated

activitv in certain lines, but few new enterprises were able

to find the capital necessary for starting developuient cam-

paigns.

Chile

The bringing to fruition of the great enterprise of the

Chile Exploratiim Co., the metallurgical improvements

at Braden Co]i])or Co. and the activities of the Anaconda

Copper Mining Co. through the Andes Exploration Co.,

together with other imjwrtant mattere relating to the min-

ing activities of Cliile in IHI-"), are covered elsewhere in

this issue in the section on copper. Besides these opera-

tions of the lirst maguiludc. vnany older companies,

such as the Cia. de Minas de Cobre de Gatieo, Central

Chili Co])pcr Co , Lota i Coronel, Calama, Soc. des Mines

de Cuivre de Xaltagua, Soc. des Mines et Fonderies de

Chanaral and Soc. des Mines de Cuivre de Catemou, op-

erated without interruption notwithstanding the low

prices following the outbreak of the European War. The

Cjitemou company increased its smelting cap:uity ami

had i)h\ns made for a new concentrator. Gatieo is erecting

a larger water-jacket furnace that will blow in about Feb.

1, l!)l(i, when the rate of jiniduction will be aliout (HO

tons of converter bars per month. The Carrizal comjiany,

in the district of \'ailenar, produced about 100 tons of

cop])er monthly in the form of matte. The Guayacan, in

the Province of ('o(|uiml)o, iustalled a modern blast fur-

nace, but closed down owing to financial difficulties. The

smelting plant at Tncicnso was operated and the Cia. In-

dustrial de Atacama ran its Caldera plant, shipping

the matte to I^ota, where it was converted. Several com-

panies shipped ore and concentrates from the Collahuasi

district in the extreme north, the Poderosa sending out

from 300 to "lOO tons monthly of ore carrying around 'M'/i

copper.

Concessions were asked for two smelting plants to be

erected at .\rica to snu-lt Bolivian tin an<l cojiper con-

])il district mining was under a cloud and could not be

prosecuted. For a year or more the property of the Maza-

l)il Copper Co. was xi.sed as a rendezvous for the forces

of Eulalio Gutierrez, and the mechanics were forced

to nuike bombs which were used to destroy trains on the

National Liue. Practically everything that was portable,

including the hoisting engine, was removed from the

Orozco properties. At Pinos nothing of consequence was

done at the Candelaria or Cinco Estrellas properties. In

the Zacatecas district several large mines are situated,

but practically no work was done during the entire year.

At La Fe watchmen were maintained and pumping was

continued to keep the mine clear of water. At HI Bote

the same conditions existed, but no ore extraction was

accomplished.

ami l'i'Jl5

(I'litrates. An export tax on copper and other nietalli- i

ferous products is under consideration by the Chilean I

congress. I^as Yacas gold mine, in the Province of Acon-

cagua, operated until autumn, producing S.") kg. of gold up

to September: a reorganization is now in progress.

At Tofo, the Bethlehem-Chile Iron Slines Co. con-

tinued the develc7)ment of its great iron i)roperty and sent

out 160,000 tons of ore, shipments having been only slight-

ly curtailed l)y the Panama Canal closure. German and

Dutch interests acquired the Algarobo iron deposits in tlu"

A'allenar district.

The Pintados potash deposits, about 4.") jui. southeast

of Tquique, were examined for North American interests.

The nitrate industry exjjericnced a sharp recovery in l!i 1-')

:

the du Pont interests purchased additional nitrate lands.

ofhinns and steamers to ply betwoen the West Coast and

the T'nited States, via the Panama Canal. Coal produc-

tion surpassed that of any ])revious year.

PlIRf AND ECTADOU

The most important event of 191.5 in Peruvian mining

was the passage of an export tax on mineral products,

which had enjoyed exemption from special taxation for

nearly two decades; details of the new tariff were given

in the Jouninl of Dec. 18, 1!)15. The leading mini' .

operations in Peru, as heretofore, were those t'ondiK i

by the Cerro de Pasco Mining Co. and the Backus

.Tobnston Co. Stimulated by the high ]uice of co|i|'

lioth of these companies increased their outputs, re;

ing the lienefit of previous camjiaigns of improvement

facilities. At the end of 191.5 the Cerro de Pasco coi:

pany was producing at the rate of 6.000.000 lb. per month.

.\n interesting occurrence in this connection was the in-

corporation of the Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation

take over the Cerro de Pasco interests. Its capitalizati-

is now represented by .$10,000,000 of convertible boii

and 1.000.000 shares of no-par value. Since the boii

are convertible at $30. it would indicate a no;uinaI capi-

talization of the Cerro do Pasco properties at $30,000,000.

The copper deposits at Magistral and (^liiuvilca were

operated in a small way, but only the high-grade ore could

be handled, 'i'be Soc. Minera Quiruviica is erecting a

small snu'lting ])lant, and roads are to be built for moloi-

truck transport.

The wolfram mines in the Tamboras, Iluaura ami

Iluallapon were actively opcrahMl. In the old Catax gol.l
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ilistrirt, worked since colonial times, modern millino: ma-

cliinery was installed, tlie mill at the Gigante mine having

been remodeled for the continuous-decantation process.

In the south, the Inca Mining and Development Co. con-

tinued its operation near Carabaya, in the Department

of Puno. Cotol)ambas Auraria, in Apurimac, erected a

50-ton plant designed by Ferdinand McCann.
Production from placers was small. The most striking

event of the year in placer mining was the pricking of the

Marafion River Placers buljble by the United States postal

autliorities. Exploration for American interests in the

southern part of the re])ul)lic did not result in tlic aci|ni-

sition of ]n-operties.

Coal mining, as heretofore, was done principally by the

Cerro de Pasco company. Operations at the borax prop-

erties near Arequipa were lield in abeyance by the proposed

export tax, which was finally fixed at two shillings per

ton. The oil regions in the north were active, especially

in tlie latter part of the year, when much new work

was undertaken. Lobitos produced about 88,000 tons, and

Lagunitas at the end of 1915 was shipping about 5,000

tons monthly. Exploration by the Cardalitos company

was resumed late in the year.

In Ecuador gold production in 1915 is estimated at

$600,000, about $500,000 of which was from the district

of Zaruma, Province of El Oro, where the South American

Devclo]inient Co. continued active exploration, finished

the construction of the new water-power plant and com-

pleted plans for a new metallurgical plant embodying

the Dorr counter-current decantation method.

Bolivia and Colombia

In Bolivia the copper companies operating in the vi-

cinity of Corocoro profited by the high price for this

metal, and a number of small mines besides those of the

two principal companies—Corocoro United Copper Mines,

Ltd., and Cia. Corocoro de Bolivia—were worked. The

former company petitioned the Chilean government for a

concession of ground at Arica, Chile, on which to erect

a smelting plant.

Tin operators were not so fortunate in the matter of

price and markets as were the copper mines. AYork dur-

ing the first part of the year was largely restricted to

development, with a gradual resumption of operations.

By October Aramayo Francke Mines, Ltd., reached normal

production, especially in its tin and silver output. The
new mill of the Porco Tin Mines, Ltd., at Agna Castilla,

proved of greater capacity than calculated : ball mills

were installed instead of stamps. The two largest tin pro-

ducers, as usual, were Simon I. Patino and the Llallagua

company. The Llallagua company's interests planned

to erect a tin-smelting works at .\rica, Chile, the Cia.

Chilena de Fundicion de Estafio having been incorporated

for this purpose. Two pro])osals were nuide to the Boli-

vian governement for the establishment of electric tin-

smelting plants within the country. Xo action was taken

oil these proposals, so far as is known.

Wolfram and antimony mines increased their oiit|iuts.

but silver and zinc production declined, largely owing

to reduced operations of the Iluanchaca Co. at its Puhuayo

mine. The 011a de Oro gold mine worked steadily and

increased its milling capacity to 100 tons daily.

.\ I though the lode mines made important improvements

in 1915, tlie predominant feature of Colombian mining

continues to lie tlie new dredging operations, '{''he Pato

dredge on the upper Xeclii, according to cable advices,

had averaged over 33c. up to December. Estimating De-

cember, the yardage handled would approximate 1,450,-

000 yd. for a return of over $4-50,000. During the first

half of 1915 the dredge returns were over oOc. per cu.yd..

but the average for the last six months was around 20c.

The dredge worked lutside the tested area for part of this

]ieriod. The Xechi dredge was launched in September.

liiit had to dig in low-grade gravel for about two months

iic'l'ore getting into the rich ground across the river.

An interru]ition to operations occurred in Xovember, when

tlie bucket line broke. The Poc-het dredge on the Xechi

was reported purchased by C. J. London and associates.

The Anglo-Colomiiian Development Co. launched its

dredge on July 20, in the Condoto River, in the western

jjart of the country. While no figures have been given out.

the company announced that the yield justified the results

reported during the ])eriod of prospecting. The gravel

contains both gold and platinum. A power survey was

being made, and additional dredges are under contempla-

tion. Further jirospectiug was done by the General De-

velopment Co. in this field, and British interests were also

prospecting placer areas in the West <^'oast country. L*])

to 1915 platinum was recovered only by native meth-

ods—that is, chiefly with batens and in small opencuts

—

but with the installation of dredges in this field the plati-

num output will probably be increased.

Among the lode mines the Frontino & Bolivia Gold

Mining Co., Ltd., continued its campaign of improve-

ments, erecting a 50-ton counter-current decantation plant

and an auxiliary pan-amalgamation mill for handling

concentrates. The company placed a new 1,050-lb. stamji

mill in operation in September, and the old, or upper,

mill of thirty 450-lb. stamps will be remodeled gradually.

The Salada mine was closed, but the company acquired an

interest in the Cogote and Marmajito mines. The Tolima

Mining Co., which operates the Frias and neighboring

silver mines, produced 4i)4,234 oz. of fine silver in its fiscal

year, ended June 30, 1915. However, owing to the com-

mandeering of its smelting works, the company was com-

pelled to cease shipping "export mineral" and confined

its work in the latter part of the year to development. El

Recreo, in Ibague district, and other lode mines for the

most part operated steadily throughout tlie year, but

many developing enterprises were stopped for lack of

capital.

The largest hydraulicking ()])eratiiin was that of ilc-

Guire Bros., who continued to operate La Clara on the

Porce River, opened the Miraflorcs mine across the river.

and mined part of the old bed of the Porce. which has

been diverted. The richest part of the river bed was

not reached in 1915. Vallecitos' hydraulic operations ar

Aiiori were limited by dryness of the season, and Viborita

at Amalfi did prospecting only. The famous emerald

mines near Bogatji have not been worked for several years.

Vkvkzukla Axn tuk Giianas

In 1915 the South American Copper Syndicate resumed

the operation of its Aroa smelting plant at full ('ajiacity.

the smelting staiV having been dismissed at the beginning

of the Euro]iean War. In the Aroa district the Cuma-

ragua company continued developments, as did also the

Gathmann interests. El .Vmjiaro Jline. Ltd.. a British

corporation, worked its rich gold mine in the Yuruari sec-

tion of Bolivar. The Cia. .\noninia Minera lo Inoreible
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continued tliroiighnut the year, but its reserves were small.

The Barber asphalt interests operated the Beniuulez Lake

asphalt deposits, as usual, and drilled one oil well in the

sands near the asphalt lake. The Venezuelan Oil Con-

eessions, Ltd., which the Shell Group has absorbed, put

down a fourth well on the Santa Barbara anticline in the

Lake Maraeaibo region.

In the Guianas most of the mining activity continued

to be restricted to placer mining. This wor!: coni])rised

both dredging and sluicing operations. The C'ie. des

-Mines d'Or de la Guyane Hollandai.se, which had such

a successful year in lill4 despite the raid of a marauding

band, did not do so well in the early months of ISU.").

The recovery for 1!)14 was 3.52,008 grams, valued at 1,-

131,614 francs. There are several dredging companies

representing French and Belgian capital in this region.

The diamond production «as not officially reported, but

was undoubtedly below nonnal.

Brazil axd Other East Coast Eepublics

A feature of Brazilian mining was the increased out-

put of manganese ore due to the war in Europe closing

other sources of supply. The most important company,

as heretofore, was the Morro da Mina, which exports

about two-thirds of the manganese ore shipped from

Brazil. The war also atfccted favorably the single operat-

ing coal mine in the southern part of Brazil. Shipments

of zirconia and monazite sand to (Jermauy being ini])iac-

ticahle, there was a great falling olf in the pro<luction

of these ores.

The two important gold mines of Brazil enjoyed a

successful year, both St. John del IJov and Ouro Preto

having experienced a slight increase in the gold content

of their ore. The St. John del Key is sinking its (i

shaft to the level of horizon 20. a de])th of over LI mi.

from the surface: adits were being driven from the shaft

to intercept the lode at horizons 19 and 20. The yield

from 1!)!),23 1 tons in 1914-15 amounted to £4.5.),927,

which was the largest since the company began its min-

ing operations. The Ouro Preto Gold Mines of Brazil

profited both from the more plentiful labor su])]ily and

from the slightly increased yield of its ore. About 7,300

tons was milled per month for a return of about £10,000.

The only feature of special interest in diamond min-
)

ing was the announcement by the late director of the Geo-

logical Service, Orville A. Derby, that a member of
'

staff had found pipes of kimberlite in the region west

The upper Sao Francisco, thus confirming the opinion

long held by the Geological Service.

In the southern East Coast republics mining was not

active in 191."). Practically no new operations of im-

portance were undertaken. Paraguay and Cruguay were

comparatively quiet, owing to the general business depres-

sion. The talc mine at Condiillas in the Department of

Colonia, T'ruguay, was actively worked, and the Instituto

de (ieologia y Perforaciones made borings at this property

to determine the extent of the formation. Working of tlie

large manganife>ous iron deposits in the Department
of liivera was under consideration, but did not reach the

l)oint of actual exploitation. Generally speaking, the min-
ing industry advanced only slightly in 191.5, owing to the

])revailing financial stringency. This was in )iart coun-

terbalanced by the war-stimulated activity in copper,

wolfram and manganese.

Ceimftrall Aimeiricsi imi 1911:
Central American iiuinii.i; jiio|)('ities that luul reached

the productive stage were operated about as usual in 1915.

Few new undertakings were hegun, and though options

were taken on several properties of im])ortance, the nego-

tiations did not bear fruit, as the projierties were held

at too high a price.

Co.sTA Rica axd Hoxdl'ius

The princi])al ojierations in Costa Rica were those of

Abangarez (ioldfields, Aguacate Mines, and La Union
mine of the Costa Rica Union Mining Co. at ^liramar.

Abangarez, ujion resumption, was ojierated on royalty by

John N. Popham, full operation not l)eing reached until

late in 1915. Aguacate ilines worked throughout the

year and continued driving its lOth-level adit, ilon-

tezuma Mines of Costa Rica is understood to have worked
.-teadily. In Honduras the Xew York & Honduras
Ro.sario Mining Co. operated its mill and mine at stiglitly

increased capacity, milling 118,000 tons for a yield of

1,800,000 oz. of silver and 15,300 oz. of gold. The
company did consideiabic prospecting in the surroiuiding

region, but did not begin production at any new jiroper-

tics. On Nov. ^'t, 1915, the .'ioth anniversary of the

company's corporate existence and nninterniptcd opera-

tion was celebrated. The Socorro Gold and Siher .Mine,

Ltd., is understood to have o])crated its ])roperty at \'alle

de Angeles. Xo new operations of importance weie

undertaken.

The mo.-t interesting feature of mining in Gujiti'inala

wa< the discovery by the Gnat<'niala .Mining and Devi'lop-

iiiciit Co. of a new body of .-ujieriur white marble only

eiglit miles from the railroad at Zacapa. Preparations

are being made for extension of the railroad and active

exploitation. The Alotopeque district was comparatively

inactive, but preparations were made for further develop-

ment in 191(3. The Potts & Knight placers at Las
Quebradas were operated as usual.

Salvaoou a.vd Xrai!.\gua

The Butters Salvador iMines, Ltd., in'the Republic of

Salvador operated continuously in 1915, crushing aliout

40,000 tons for a yield of about $(i00,000. The Butters

Divisadero Co.'s operations were interrupted in the sum
mer by a fire which destroyed some surface buildings an '

liurned the tind)er of the .shaft. To extinguish the l'

the mine was flooded, resulting in several months' int.

ruption of crushing. .\n 11,800-ft. aerial tramway v

completed to a neighboring antujua, the ore of whi<-li I.

been ])urchased. Two Bolinder criule-oil engines V'

ship])cd from Sweden to supjdant the steam engines n-

used at the Divisadero. The Coniacaran Gold .Mining (

at -Mineral Ilormiguero, increased its milling equipnn

treating at the end of 1915 about (i.OOO tons monthly

$8 to $12 ore. The eom])any ojjcrates the tiallardn,

Ilormiguero and Guadalupe mines.

In Nicaragua the Eden Mining Co., a >Mbsidiary of the

Tonopali Mining Co. of Philadelphia, continued its cam-

])aign of (onstruction. The Leonesa mine at Matagi'lpa

and the I'abilonia at La Libertad both assumed a better

))OsitioM in 1915, making ]ironis and re]iaying some of
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tlie advances made by the Lake View & Oroya Exploration

Ltd., of London, which controls these mines. Cristino

Hansen operated a 3i/2-ft. Huntington mill on ore from

tlie Guapinol and Orosi group of mines. It is understood

that the La Liiz & Los Angeles Mining Co. continued its

operations in the Prinzapolka district. At Wawa, W. B.

Milliken was erecting a cyanide mill for the Linda

Ventura mine. Options were taken on several Nicaraguan
mines by Tonopah and Canadian interest-, but were not
exercised, owing, it is understood, to insufficient develop-

ment. In Panama, the old Darien Gold Mining Co. was
re])orted sold to Thomas Arias and as.sociates, who in-

tended to exploit the mine. Some manganese explorations

were in progress on the Atlantic coast.

By Thomas W. Gibson*

Notwithstanding the fact that gold had been discov-

ered in many and widely separated parts of Ontario,

production was insignificant until 1912, when the mines

at Porcupine began to yield. In that year the output

was a little over $2,000,000. In 1915 it rose to about

1,000,000. which was an increase over 1914 of nearly

$2,500,000. Of the total yield, all but $750,000 came

from the mines of the Porcupine camp. Chief among
these is the Hollinger, whose mill was treating 7,03-i

tons per week in November as against 5,TOG tons in Jan-

uary, and making a gross profit of $-16,192 per week

as compared with $37,746. The average value of the ore

varies but little from month to month. It began in Jan-

uary at $11.10 per ton and in November was $10.34. The
total output for the year was about $3,000,000.

Hollinger the Greatest Gold ]\1ine

The Hollinger, which is paying 4% dividend every

four weeks, or 52% per annum on its capitalization of

$3,000,000, has a claim to be ranked among the great

gold mines of the world. Its veins are numerous and

persistent in depth, and some of them are large. A
number of new and valuable veins have recently been

found in imderground exploration. A six-compartment

central shaft is being steadily pushed down, and it is

intended to operate the adjoining Acme claims, controlled

by the same interests, in conjunction with the Hollinger.

The Acme ore is treated in the Hollinger mill, but the

returns are kept separate. The yield from the Acme for

the 12 months was over $900,000.

The Dome mine is next in importance at Porcupine.

Opened on a mass of quartz that showed remarkable value

in spots, the Dome speedily took on the character of a

low-grade mine, the average value per ton treated in

1914 being $4.25. Eicher ore, resembling that of the

original Dome, struck on the fourth and fifth levels, has

materially improved the Dome's prospects and rai.sed the

average yield to $5.50 per ton. The mill is being en-

larged and is expected to be in shape next March to

treat about 55,000 tons of ore per month. The produc-

tion for 1915 was about $1,325,000.

^IcInt\'re-Porcupinp lias recently taken over the .Jup-

iter claims, and under the new management is doing

well. The yield for the year is about $750,000. Other

Porcupine mines and their production for 1915 are: Por-

cupine-Crown, $600,000: Porcupine-Vipond, $265,000;

and Dome Lake, $105,000. Schuniaclu'r, the latest ad-

dition to the list, began jM-oduction in November.

At Kirkland Lake the Tough-Oakes mill went into

operation early in the year and has run steadily ever

•Deputy Minister of Mines, Toronto, Ont,

since. The yield was about -$450,000, the ore averaging

$19 per ton. The Canadian Exploration Co., at Long
Lake, won about $260,000. In ilunro Township, quartz

of phenomenal value was found in the Dobie-Leyson
claim, now known as the Cra>sus mine. From 800 lb. of

rock $40,000 in gold was recovered by hand, and in a shaft

125 ft. deep, with a little drifting and erosscutting, it

is reported that a niillion dollars' worth of gold has been

put into sight.

The year was more than ordinarily prolific in prom-
ising discoveries. In Boston Township J. K. Papassi-

makes is developing a claim which shows in places a

free distribution of fine gold in dark greenish quartz,

and in Pacaud, the next township to the south. Miller

and Connell have acquired the ^IcDonough claim, one

of the best-looking finds of the year. This is a quartz

vein a foot wide and about 2,000 ft. long, showing free

gold wherever uncovered. At Kowkash, 300 mi. west of

Cochrane, on the National Transcontinental Ey., a spec-

tacular find of gold in quartz was made in August by

E. King Dodds, but on sinking, the values disappeared.

South of Dryden, on the Canadian Pacific, near Lake
Wabigoon, a narrow and irregular vein showing abund-

ance of free gold was located by E. G. Eognon. These

veins no doubt will all be opened up in the near future,

^[eantime the A'ear closed with a decidedly optimistic

feeling so far as gold mining is concerned.

Taken together, the value of the gold and silver ob-

tained in Ontario in 1915 exceeded that obtained in 1914,

but while the production of gold is going up, that of

silver is going down. The famous mines of Cobalt have

passed their zenitli, and their yield is decreasing. The
output in 1915 had a value of about $10,750,000—a little

over two million dollars less than in 1914. Production

was stimulated by the sudden and decided rise in the

price of silver in November. Much the larger produc-

tion of the silver outptit of Ontario is now refined in the

province, partly at the mines themselves and partly by

the smelters at Thorold and Dcloro. Byproducts of the

Cobalt ores, particularly cnbalf oxide and nickel oxide,

had a poor year, the continental markets in Europe being

cut off by tlie war. In consequence, stocks of these sub-

stances are accumulating at the refineries. The latter

are now beginning to produce metallic nickel and cobalt.

Nickel, Coim-ei; axd Iuox Production

The production of nickel was greatly stimulated by

the demand for war purposes, the outjiut being about

32,000 tons, much the largest for any single year. The
production is confined to the Canadian Copper Co,, Cop-

per Cliff, and the Jfond Nickel Co.. Coniston. The ores
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smelted hy the former come mainly from the Creighton

mine, which carries about 5% nickel and 2% copper;

those treated by the latter were raised from a number
of openings, including the Alexo, a deposit on the Por-

cupine branch of the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario

Ry. About 75% of the yield is to be credited to the

Canadian Copper Co. and about 25% to the ilond com-
pany, but since the opening of its new smeltery at Con-

iston the output of the latter is much increased. Both

companies produce a converter product containing 75 or

80% copper and nickel. That of the Copper com-

pany carries about 50% of nickel and 25% of copper;

that of the ilond company, about 40% each of nickel

and copper. A third concern, called the British America

Nickel Corporation, has acquired extensive deposits of

nickel-copper ore. and proposes to enter the field, but

the financial disturbances due to the war have inter-

fered with its plans.

Of copper the yield was about 18,850 tons. Practi-

cally the entire output was from the nickel-copper ores

of Sudbury, the principal exception being the ore raised

from the old Bruce mines by the Moud Nickel Co. and

used to supply silica for mi.xtures in that company's

smelteries.

The shipments of iron ore showed a decided increase

over those of 1914, the producing properties being the

ilagpie, Helen and ]\roose ^Mountain. On the othar hand,

the quantity of pig iron turned out by the blast fur-

naces of the province fell off materially. Most of the

iron ore charged in these furnaces is imported from the

United States.

The production of building materials and clay goods

was less than usual, owing to the stoppage of building

operations consequent upon the war. Petroleum con-

tiniies to be pumped in the Lambton field, but in di-

minishing quantities, the yield in 1915 being not o"'

7,000,000 gallons. Naturalgas, on the other hand, I.

been obtained in much larger volume during recent y<;

than formerly, and valued at a low figure at the wells, i

production in 1915 was worth about $2,300,000. The
mining of iron pyrites is yearly increasing, and many
other substances such as graphite, mica, corundum, feld-

spar, gj-psum, salt, quartz, talc, arsenic, etc., furnish em-
ployment to a considerable extent for capital and labor.

Tramsvs^ 1 iimiiniE in
By H. F. Marriott^^

The gold-mining activities of the Transvaal maintained

a steady course throughout the year. The strength and

solidarity displayed by this great industrj' have never

made so great an impression as recently in the face of

both war and rebellion. The need of keeping the produc-

tion of gold at the highest possible level was recognized

Ijy all, and to this end the captains of the industry,

assisted by a good supply of labor, devoted themselves.

Tnl)1es 1, 2 and 3 show respectively the increased 3'ield,

the enlarged milling capacity and the improved labor

]josition attained during the year. On Sept. 30 there

were 53 producing companies on the Rand. Working

costs were 6d. a ton higher, chiefly because of the in-

creased price of materials and stores.

TABLE 1. TRAXSV.\.\L GOLD PRODUCTION
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l'.|lll ...

UK).'. .

19(i:(

I'.IOI

I'.MI.-.

I'.KHK

1907
l'M)H

ISOU
1911)

1911
1912.
191.3.

1914..
1015 (i-

Tons^nlld
1.000.000
7.».000

1,1.>4,144

1.979,354
2.203.7W
2,830.885
3.4.V5.575

4.011.697
5.325.355
7.331,446
6.S72.750
4.i9.018
412.000

3.410.813
O.lO.i.016
S.0.'».295
11.160,422
13.571, .554

15..52.3,229

1S,I0()..W9

20..543.7S9
21,4.t2..541
23.S.S.S,2.58

2.5.480.301
2.'..02>1.432

25.701,9.>t
27.949,460

Witwatcrsrand District

V.ilue per
Ten Milled,

hillings

48 ,S

Value

£2,440,000
1.7.35,491
2,.5.56.328

4,297.610
5. 187.206
0.963,100
7,840,770
7,861,341
10,583,616
15,141.376
15,067.473
1,510,131
1.014.(«7
7,179,074
12.140.307
15.539.219
19.991,658
2:i.615,400
20.421 .S37
2S.S 10,393
29.90O.3.'V0

:io."o:i.yi2

33,.'i43.479

.•t7.l'S2,790

3."..hl2.<,()5

:!-l.l24,434

30,782,131

47 4

44.2
43 3
47
49 2
45 2
.39 2
39.7
41.3
48.8
65.8
49.2
42.0
39.8
38.5
35.8
34.8
34.0
31
29 1

28 5
28.1
29.2
27.8
26.5
20.3

Outside
Mines.
Value

£238.231
l:i4.1.54

367,977
243.461
293.292
7(M.0.i2
728,776
7.39,480

1.070.109
1,099.2.>»

601,220

81,364
74,591

442,941
515,590
810,416
964,587
981,901

1.147.217
1 .025.429
1.297,823
1.498.006
1.574,765
1.545.43S
1.463,641
1,3.56,444

Total Value
for

Transvaal

£2.678.231
1,869.645
2.924.305
4.541.071
5.480.498
7.607,1,52
8.509.5.55
8.603,.S21

11.653.725
10.240.M0
1.5.728.093

1.510.131
1.096.151
7.253.065
12.589.248
10.0.54,809
20.802,074
24,579,987
27.4a3.7.38
29.957.610
30.925.788
.32.001,735
35,041,485
38,757,560
37,358,040
35,588,075
38.138,575

Operations were hindered in several cases by abnormal

natural occurrences. Early in the year excessive rainfall

1 London ^\'all nulldingrs, Lon-

caused the flooding of several workings and brought about

delays more or less serious. One instance was at the

Bantjes Consolidated Mines where, in December, 1914,

the central incline shaft collapsed through the saturation

of the decomposed dike above the sandstone forming the

roof of the shaft. This matter is referred to again herein.

Another disturbing agent was the recurrence of earth

tremors along the reef. This affected portions of the

workings of the Ferreira Deep and Village Main Reef

mines, in which heavy falls of rock took place, tem-

porarily interfering with hoisting. Owing to the con-

tinuance of this phenomenon, an Earth Tremors Commis-
sion was appointed, which consisted of the government
mining engineer, the government astronomer and a con-

sulting engineer from one of the mining groups. The
commission held its first meeting June 29, but has not

yet published its findings.

Two mines in the far western Rand went into liquida-

tion—tlie French Rand Gold Mining Co., Ltd., and the

Lancaster West Gold Mining Co., Ltd. The New Riet-

fontein, on tiie Du Preez reef, north of the Main Reef

Series, had to be closed owing to lack of further pros-

pective profit. On the other hand, arrangements were

made to reopen the eastern portion of the Jupiter mine,

and milling, which had been discontinued in 1913, was

resumed Sept. 1. The New Goch and Randfontein Cen-

tral reappeared in the list of dividend payers.

AxoTHKR Important Amalgamation*

After negotiations extending over several years,

sclieme was finally agreed to in Deceml)er for the am
gamation of tlie Roljinson Deep Gold Mining Co., L;

Booy.scns Estate, Ltd., and South Deeps. Ltd. It w.i

decided to form a new company, to l)e called Robinson

Deej), Ltd., with a capital of 500,000 cumulative prefer-

ence shares of Is. each ("A" shares) and 900,000 shares

of .£1 each ("B" shares). The result of tlie amalgamation
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to the producing company, it was estimated, would be to

give its shareholders in the new company a guaranteed

income from dividends during 251^ years, as against

dividends during a few years only if the old company
retained its corporate existence.

TABLE 2. STAMPS AND TL'BE MIUJS
Stamps at Tube Mills Duty p<r
Work at Work Stamp per Day

1909. December 9,250 148 6 8
1910. December 9.150 184 7 2
1911. December 9,565 244 7.9
1912. December 9,440 277 8.4
1913. December 9,170 278 8.7
1914. December 9,291 294 9 1

1915. September 9,515 315 9 6

Considerable attention was again devoted to the eastern

Rand. Xine companies were producing in 1915, eight

of which paid dividends. The ore crushed was at the

rate of -1,730,000 tons a year. Preparations are being

made to raise this output during 1916 to 6,750,000 tons

a year. Development generally was good, and confidence

in the district has been still further strengthened.

The Springs Mines, Ltd., drew nearer to the producing

stage and commenced the erection of a plant with a ca pac-

ify of 360,000 tons a year. Development at this mine to

the end of September disclosed ore of which 54% was
regarded as profitable.

Several extensions of plant were considered. Orders

were placed by the Xew Modderfontein Gold Mining Co.

for an additional reduction plant of 40,000 tons per

month, which, with the existing plant, will enable the

company to treat about 1,100,000 tons a year. The Gov-

ernment Gold Mining Areas (Modderfontein) decided

to double its plant by the addition of another 100 stamps.

The Geduld Proprietary Mines decided also to extend its

plant so as to increase its capacity from 24,000 to 40,000

tons a month. This company paid its first dividend in

February, the rate being )%. The mill of the Modder-
fontein Deep Levels made its first full month's run in

January, when it crushed 25,750 tons of an average gold

content of 37.8s. Toward the end of the year more than

34,000 tons of ore a month were being treated at a work-

ing profit of about 20s. a ton. An increase of plant by

the addition of 10 stamps was decided upon, the cost to

be met out of profits. A dividend of 10% was paid in

respect of the half-year to June 30, this being the com-
pan}-'s first distribution. Very good developments were

recorded at the Van Ryn Deep. At this mine the gold

left in the slimes residue was reduced to less than 8d. a

ton.

Gold Mixixg axd the Wae Expenses

The arrangements made at the beginning of the war
for realizing the gold produced and obtaining supplies

continued in force during the year undei review. To
assist in meeting the expenses of the war and the rebel-

lion, the union government imposed extra taxation on

"the profits of mining for gold," in the form of a special

levy of £500,000, to be paid during the financial year to

end Mar. 31, 1916. This sum is approximately 5% of

the profits earned, as calculated for the purpose of profits

tax, and a first instalment of 21/)% was due Dec. 31,

1915.

The Vaal River water-supply scheme sanctioned by the

union government during the ])rcvious year could not be

carried out on account of the difficulties in the way of

raising the necessary loan. There is, however, no imme-
diate cause for anxiety in regard to water-supply.

A revival of interest in mining in the Murchison

Range district was brought about by the opening of the

Zoekmakaar-Komati Poort railway, whii h linked together

the Delagoa Bay line and the Messina-I'ietersburg exten-

sion. Lack of enterprise in the district had been previ-

ously caused not only by the difficulties of transport, but

also by the refractory nature of the gold ores due to the

presence of antimony. With regard to the latter, a

process for dealing cheaply and successfully with the

ores was brought forward, and a treatment plant was
installed at the United Jack mine and started in October.

Revenue from both the gold and antimony contents of

the ore was expected.

T.\BLE 3. L.\BOR EMPLOYED IN" TRAXSV.\AL GOLD MIXE.S
Native Death

Rate per
Whites Natives 1,000

1910 25,376 191,7*4 35 72
1911 25,108 194.286 3101
1912 24.334 206.121 28 83
1913 ; 22.797 162,181 26 61
1914 21,834 177,291 20.44
Jan., 1915 21,765 181,194
Mar 22,179 197,543
May 22,415 200,162 12 mo. endio«
July 22,765 201,465 Sept., 1915.
Sept 23,516 215.332 19 76

The most important item with regard to labor was
the abolition of the flat-contract system by companies
affiliated to the Transvaal Chamber of Mines. This took

place as from June 1, existing contracts remaining in

force until their expiration. Under this system a miner
was paid a fixed sum per square fathom broken, irre-

spective of subsequent variation in the nature of ground
during the period of his contract, and out of this sum he

had to provide explosives and native labor. His remuner-
ation, therefore, was liable to great variation as his work
progressed, and to the system was attributed the migra-

tory character of imderground labor. Xo particular

method of payment was substituted in place of this sys-

tem, it being left to those concerned to arrange matters

so that, in accordance with the wishes of the government,

all mine employees should obtain a certain definite daily

wage. The abolition of the flat-contract system was
among the recommendations made by the Economic Com-
mission and the Dominions Royal Commission.

A joint committee of the Transvaal Chamber of Mines
and of mine emjiloyees was formed to consider the cost

of living and a demand of mine workers for an increase

of wages. A memorandum of agreement was adopted on

July 23 and accepted by the mining groups and the work-

er.?' unions. The terms of the agreement related chiefly

to wages, hours and overtime.

Social and Technical Impkovements

The aim of "safety first" was kept before mine workers

by the monthly circulation, gratis, of a magazine called

The Beef, published under the auspices of the "Safety-

First" committee of the Raiid Mutual Assurance Co.

The first number appeared in July. Among the con-

tributors were the minister of mines and the government

mining engineer.

With a view to increasing the knowledge and efficiency

of underground employees the Transvaal Chamber of

Mines distributed a pamphlet by E. M. Weston entitled

"Practical Mining on the Rand." Intended for the use

of shiftbosscs ami miners, it gave hints and directions in

regard to the ty]ies of rock drills in use on the Rand and

the handling of them underground, the nature and use of

explosives, development, stoping and hammer work.

The progress in technical matters was reflected in a

number of excellent papers read before various societies.

Much valuable and interesting information was contained
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in a paper by J. H. Eider. "The Power Supply of the

Central :Mining-RaiKl Mines Group" read before the

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Vol. 53, Nos. 247,

248 and 250, 1915). From this it appears that the

annual consumption of the group is at the rate of about

310,000,000 electrical units and 103,000,000 air units.

The most important service for which electricity is used

is that of winding. Useful particulars were given of the

method of metering the supplies.

The latest methods in metallurgy were described by F.

L. Bosqui in his paper, "Metallurgical Practice in the

Witwatersrand District, South Africa," published in the

BuUeiin of the American Institute of Mining Engineers,

May. 1915.

Developments in the eastern Rand received their share

of attention. The geology of the district was dealt with

by E. T. Mellor in a paper on "The Upper Witwatersrand

System,"' read before the Geological Society of South

Africa.

Mining methods in the district were described by H.

Stuart Martin and W. L. Honnold. The paper of the

former was published in the Journal of the South Afri-

can Institution of Engineers, March, 1915. In it the

author described the general layout of the Modderfontein

B. Gold Mines and made particular reference to the

methods adopted for the tran.sport of ore underground.

The layout of this mine was designed with a view to

introducing several features associated with longwall coal

mining. W. L. Honnold's paper, "Mining Conditions on

the Witwatersrand," appeared in the Bulletin of the

American Institute of ^Mining Engineers, August, 1915.

It was devoted chiefly to a description of the underground

operation? at the Brakpan and Springs mines.

"The Centrifugal Pumping Plant of the Durlian

Roodepoort Deep, Limited," was the title of a paper con-

tributed by E. G. Izod and A. P. Rouillard to the January

issue of the Journal of the South African Institution of

Engineers. The authors expressed satisfaction, after a

year's trial, with centrifugal pumps, and stated the rea-

sons that had led to the installation of this type of pump
instead of the reciprocating type.

The method of recovering the Bantjes incline shaft

was described by Percy Cazalet and W. W. Lawrie, in a

paper read before the South African Institution of Engi-

neers and published in the institution's Journal for Sep-

tember. The operation, it was said, was probably unique

in the experience of the Rand. Standard methods of

"spiling" were departed from and a system followed

that was an application and modification of the "advanc-

ing-shield" method of tunneling in soft and running

ground.

Diamonds and Base Metals

The diamond mines remained closed, but it was de-

cided to resume work on a limited scale on Jan. 1, 1916.

There was no expansion in the output of base metals.

During the eight months to the end of August 2,380 tons

of tin were produced and 9,529 tons of copper, as against

2,715 tons and 9.593 tons respectively for the corre-

sponding period of 1914.

The latest tin producer was the Mutue Fides property

(in the Waterberg District) of the Transvaal Consoli-

dated Land and Exploration Co., Ltd. The initial output,

for ilay, was 10 tons, but the output was afterwards in-

creased to 15 tons a month. The plant is expected even-

tually to produce 30 to 40 tons a month. The Marico

Zinc Mines, controlled by the same company, had to close

down owing to the difficulty of obtaining a reasonable

price for the concentrates in spite of the high price of

spelter.

Iimiinia' aim ih.<s Rtnssii 1915
Bv JoiIX I'oWKR IlrTCIIIXS*

The last year was one of difficulty on account of war,

and there has been a general decrease in output of nearly

all metals and minerals. The particular reasons were

the scarcity of mining labor and supplies, high prices for

both and an insufficiency of transportation facilities.

Transportation was hindered by the large number of

freight cars and other railway equipment used for

military and naval purposes. Not only did this interfere

seriously with tlio local shipment of mine necessities and

products, but it made it difficult to get machinery and

supplies from abroad. The mobilization of industrial

plants for the production of military and naval supplies

and the greater profits accruing to tlie manufacture of

them resulted in some cases in the mine machine and

repair shops being u.sed for the manufacture of muni-

tions, with a consequent diminution of the production of

metal.s and minerals.

The shortage of labor, due to mobilization, was a serious

obstacle, and in some mines 50% of the total of labor

was taken. Some of the mines tliat contribute largely

to the copper production of the Caucasus region were

lield for a time liy the Tiirlss, and the labor of the

•MlnlnK enelneer, 341 SaliHbuiy House, London, EngLind.

district—largely Turki.sh—departed when the Russians

reoccupied the district. Some of these mines have been

able to operate again, but there has been the need to

import labor from other districts, and this has been slow,

difficult and costly. Indeed, .some of the mines have

succeeded in getting only about half as many laborers as

needed by paying double normal wages, and others did

not even attempt to get a new crew, since the difficulties

seemed too groat in spite of the high price of copper

—

alwut twice that of antebellum times.

Practically all producers of metals and minerals except

those that have oil wells have been greatly hindered in

transporting their products to market. As tank cars are

not u.sed in any considcral)le number in the transport of

war materials, there has not been a shortage of oil cars,

but there has been the obstacle of too few locomoti\' -

and similar drawbacks.

^lost of the zinc and lead mines are in territory that

was, innnediately after hostilities began, overrun by war
movements, and as a result there has been a much-
decreased prod uct ion. It has been extremely difficult to

get data as to production of 1014 and 1915, and there

will be unusual delays in the i.ssue of official reports. It

appears that records of production and consumption of
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6ome metals and minerals are not being kept, or at least

they are not being published. All of the figures of pro-

duction for 1915 and many of those for 1914 are

estimates based upon inquiries among producers. They
are therefore unofficial.

Statistics of Gold Production and Developjiext

The production of gold in 1911: was estimated to be

worth about $27,000,000. There are no records available

for 191.5, but it is estimated that there will not be a

great difference—probably a slight decline, ilauy of

the one-man operations have been stopped, and while no

large producer has had a much reduced output, the total

will almost surely be less than for 1914. One of the

largest producers, the Lenskoe Co., operating in the Lena
Kiver region, will pioduce aljout $10,000,000 worth of

gold, or about 30% more than in 1914. This, however,

will probably not compensate for decreased output due to

the interruption of small operations. The Lenskoe mines

nearly all its gold by drifting under the floors of present

valleys at a depth of about 70 to 125 ft. from the surface.

Because of bad methods and management, the total costs

of mining are about $10 per cu.yd., with labor at $1

per day and supplies proportionately cheap. Such cost

is, of course, iinpardonable. One mile of valley has in

the past produced about $55,000,000 worth of gold, or

over $10,000 per linear foot, which is a record.

There were no im]iortant discoveries of new gold fields

in 1914 and 1915. although search has been stimulated

by the strong demand for gold and the development of

some successful quartz mines in the valley of the Yenisei

Kiver. The present gold fields are being exhausted, and
it is probable that the next few years will witness a

continual decline unless some unforeseen stimulus shall

come as a result of the war.

Gold Dredging and Hydraclicking

Dredging for gold has had its customary precarious

\ear and has only confirmed the fact that, generally

speaking, the Russian Empire is a poor place for gold

dredging. Prospecting in the Lena region has given

renewed hope that, where such wonderfull}' rich drift-

ing had been done, there may still be something left to

be worked by dredging. Eecent results are said to in-

dicate the existence of considerable ground, perhaps

100,000,000 cu.yd. or more, \inder dredgable conditions.

Modified hydraulicking was tried in 1915. Material

was hydraulicked to a chain of buckets which lifted it

to such height as to give grade for sluice and dump for

tailings. This system, which has never been a success

anywhere in the world has, seemingly, failed again.

Straight hydraulicking is done in a few places, but

only on a small scale. Auriferous high old channels do

not exist, and terrace gravels generally exist where topo-

graphic conditions are unfavorable. The Russian Empire,

speaking generally, has gentle topographic conditions.

Thus the Perm railway between Cheliabinsk and Perm
meanders three times from the cast to the west watershed

of the Ural mountains. However, there arc bench gravels

in consideralile volume in the Altai ^Mountains under

ideal physical hydraulicking conditions. It is possible

that investigation will show enough gold in them to

pay. About 95% of all the gold produced comes from
jilacers.

The Russian government is attempting to increase the

output of gold. Thus it is lending money to the owners

of gold mines needing capital for equipment or develop-

ment. It is probable that this pohcy will not have a

good effect and that many of the loans will never be

repaid. The price of gold is now 30% above normal,
which about corresponds to the depreciation of the ruble

in English exchange.

Platinum Production and Its Prospects

The production of platinum in 191;} was about 381
poods, in 1914 about 157 and in 1915 about 100. The
prohibition of the export of platinum, decided after the

war began, had the immediate effect of curtailing produc-
tion. The second half of 1914 and the first half of 1915
were dull, with prices about 30% lower than normal, but
recently there has been an upward movement, and prices

are now over 53,000 rubles per pood, or about 13 rubles

per zolotnik, or $53 per oz. There are severe restrictions

against export at present to prevent it being used by
Russia's enemies.

Dredges, working platiniferous ground, have had pros-

perous times, iluch ground that could not be worked
prolitai)ly by hand 10 years ago, when platinum's price

was about one-eighth the present quotation, is now ex-

tremely profitable. ^lost of the dredges are of poor
design and construction. There is but one American
dredge in the Urals, and some mistakes of design, due to

inexperience of the local engineers, resulted in getting

a lack of correlation of capacities and a hull too small,

which results in constant danger of capsizing or sinking.

PRICE OF platinum IN RECENT TEARS
Rubles per Ounce

Tear Production in Ounces SS'r Platinum
1909 259,318 46
1910 272.468 49
1911 220,920 70
1912 221,972 72
1913 200,406 71
1914 S2,572 70

THE OLDER PRICES FOR 83% PLATINLTII
Tear Rubles per Ounce Tear Rubles per Ounce
ISSO 5.75 1907 3S.00
1900 2S.50 19ns 31.00
1905 42.00

There has been produced in the last 15 years about

2,10(5,400 ounces. There is a renewed effort to make
refining and export of platinum a government monopoly.
As about 95% of the world's production comes from
Russia, such restriction would have a marked effect upon
jjrices. There have been no new discoveries or important
developments of i)latinif'erous ground, although there

has been an intensive search covering 10 years in the

Ural mountains. It is reported that platinum has been

discovered near the ilougolian frontier on the watershed

of the Yenisei River, but it is not known whether these

deposits have commercial value. The matrix has been

found to be dunite. and prospecting has resolved itself

into, first, a geological search for dunite, and second

the determination of the existence of platinum in the

alluvium that has accumulated in the stream beds ad-

jacent to the dunite. It is reported that platinum has

also been discovered on the Viluce River, a tributary of

the Lena.

The .'Situation in Copper. Coal and Ikon

The production of copper in 1913 was 34,000 tons: in

1914, 20.000 tons, and in 1915, about lii.OOO tons. This

reduction is largely cau.sed by the proximity of the copper

mines in the Caucasus, which normally produce 25%
of the total amount, to the seat of war. Many of the

mines had so many of their men mobilized as to seriously
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iuterfere with output. In several instances about 40%
of the labor was taken.

Xo new or imi^ortant developments of copper ore were

made in 1915. although the big prices, about twice the

normal, stimulated prospecting. The extreme difficulty

of getting mining or smelting machinerj' from abroad

and the difficulties of transportation will probably hamper
copper mining in Bussia for some time.

In 191-4 about 13.000 tons of copper was imported

—

9,400 tons through Archangel and 3,600 through Vladi-

vostok. Practically all the copper arriving through

Vladivostok came from Japan; 1914 was the first year

during which copper came to Eussia from Japan. In

1915 there was about twice as much imported from Japan

as in 1914.

Coal and iron have been harder hit by the war than

any mineral product except manganese. The shortage

of labor and cars has been a serious drawback. Numerous
collieries have, for a considerable time, received only

about 20% of their car requirements. Statistics of

production are lacking, but there has been a notable

decrease in the output.

In the first quarter of 1915 nearly 500,000 tons of

coal was brought to Petrograd from the Don Eiver region.

Normally the Petrograd market is supplied by English

coal. Wood, which is still burned in large proportion

in Petrograd and which normally costs about $8 per

cord, now costs more than twice as much. Coal costs in

Petrograd at present are about 72 rubles per ton.

The principal deposits of manganese are situated in the

(]!aucasus, about 110 mi. from the Black Sea, and practic-

ally all the product, which was normally about 1,000,000

tons per year, was exported through the Dardanelles.

Production has been reduced to perhaps 5 to 10% of

normal. This industr}' has suffered more than any other.

The Chiatoori deposits, from which the manganese

comes, are well situated for cheap production and export.

There is estimated to be about 100.000.000 tons in the

field. Mining is done in a crude, wa.steful and expensive

way on a small scale. There is room for considerable

imjjrovement in mining, milling and transport.

The Situatiox ix Zixc, Lead axd Oil

Most of the zinc and lead mines are situated in Poland

:ind have not been operated since the outbreak of war.

Practically all ziiu- and lead now iised are imported.

The production of oil has increased. In 1914 it was

about 510.000.000 poods; in 1915 it was estimated at

about 565,000,000 poods. There has been a strong

demand for oil as a residt of the lack of the usual

competition from coal, and the circumstance that tank

cars have not been mobilized, except in small number,

has helped.

Workmen have been scarce, and wages are high a'"l

will probably continue at an abnormal scale. It

thought that the discipline of military .service will L.

a beneficial result upon the efficiency of the Rus-:

laborer. The prohibition of the sale of vodka is ha\ ; .

an excellent eftect, and an improvement in the efficic:

of mine labor is already noticed. It is said that in S'j

regions the output per man has increased 30 to 4''

since the outbreak of the war and solely because of
•

lack of vodka. All employers of mining labor ar"

imanimous in hoping that prohibition will continue.

With prohibition has also come increased thrift, cleanli-

ness and a desire for education. Since the sole pleasure,

that of getting drunk, has been put out of reach, the

laborer is looking to amusement by reading as a {K)ssi-

bility. There is a marked increase in the desire for

education. Education is what Russia lacks most, for it

is this condition that causes inefficiency. The Russian

peasant is much like any other peasant in spite of pseudo-

psychological analyses by partly informed travelers wlio

imagine there is a generic reason for liis backwardness.

AVhen he shall be taught, he will be as good a laborer as

any.

The regulations restricting the emplojTuent of yellow

laborers in the Russian Empire have been removed. For
several years there has been a constantly increasing ap-

plication of laws to prevent using Cliinese,. Japanese ami

Korean laborers, especially in Eastern Siberia, where the

higher wages have attracted thousands of Mongolians

from their overcrowded environments. Yellow labor has

not been an unqualified success, and industrious coolies

seem to have become lazy through contact with the

Russian peasants. One does not find the efficient China-

man met in the mines in California. It is probable that

the influx of several million Mongolians into Siberia

would hasten the development of a very rich country

needing labor badly.

^lost of the sulphuric acid is made from_ pyrite mined
in the Ural Mountains. Much of it contains enough
copper to be of considerable importance. There is a

strong demand for acid at present, and the price is more

than twice that of normal times. There are several new
plants being installed with government guarantees, so

as to secure the sale of product for several years. As
yet there are no .sulpluiric-acid i)lants in Siberia. This

is an eloquent commentary tipon the backwardness of

the arts, for there is pyrite and good coal there.

Mimmijtf iim A^s4ralasm iin 1^15
Uv W. I'. (JKAIiV^

The record of the mineral industry in Australasia dur-

ing 1915, in so far as regards the extent to which opera-

tions have been affected i)y the closing of the metal nuir-

ket 88 a result of the paralyzing effect of tiie war, varies

little from that of tlie i)rcvious year. Owing to there

being no market for the metals, many of the mines closed

down or worked on the half-time system for the time

•Department of Mines. Sydney. N. S. W.

being, but toward the close of the year the higher prices

ruling for tlie various industrial metals gave a stimuli's

to o])erations generally. However, a close study of the

position emphasizes the magnitude of tlie o]ierations con-

ducted under such disadvantageous circumstances, and
also emphasizes the possibilities of the mineral reisources

of tills country under favorable conditions.

The gold production of Australasia has for the past

few years declined stcadilv, and although the falling' off
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during 1915 is not so pronounced as in former year?, a down of the Cobar mine the production tliis year may not

decline of 176 000 fine oz. is the forecast from the produc- account for much more than 1,000 tons. There are many

ton of li>14 ^°^^^ ^^ promise, but as they are remote from railways

"Tlie following comparative statement shows the yield they cannot be profitably worked under present circum-

foithelasttwoyears, the figures for 1915 being estimated stances.

on the basis of the production for 10 months of that Queensland has been more fortunate m respect to

its railway facilities to mming centers, and as a result
^^^^'

AUSTRALASIAN GOLD YIELD has rapidly progressed in copper production. Queensland

1914, Fine Oz. 1915. Fine Oz. produces more than 50% of the total output of the com-

western Australia
:;:;;::: ^usjis ^'331:297 monwealth and for 1915 turned out appro.\imately 19,000

QL*e'e°ns?andV.:. :::::::.: :::::::• 249:468 254,120 tons of copper. TWs was drawn chiefly from the Clon-

Ta^nama ..
.^^^ ..'.:.''.''.'' ''''' 26:243 16,256 ^^^^, district, which includcs such mines as Hampdem,

Nonherli" Terruory :::::::::::::: 2:532 2:500 ^[^^nt ElUot and :\Iount Cuthbert. The ^lount Morgan

Commonwealth ^S?^-?s7 ^lisllo °""^ ^^ "^"^ generally known as a copper producer, after

New Zealand _^ao^
._i_ j^^^.jj^g jjj ^i;,g pjjgt contributed several million pounds'

Tota, 2,265.990 2,091.366
^^^^,;^^ ^^^^

AVestern Australia, as usual, has contributed the lar-
g^^^j^ Australia accounted for approximately 6.500

sest yield and is followed by Victoria, Queensland and
^^^^ ^^ copper, of which just about 99^0 will be drawn

New South Wales in the order named. At the Edna :May
^^^^^ ^j^^ Wallaroo & .Moonta propertv'. These old estab-

.,..ue. Western Australia, during the half-year ended
jj^j^g^ mines are still prosperous, although in many re-

Apr. 30, 1915, 17,257 tons was treated for a yield of
^^^^^^ operations are conducted on e.xceedingly conserva-

15.829 oz. gold from the battery. In addition, 14,900
^.^^ j.^^^^

tons of sands yielded 3,809 oz. The value of the reserves r^j^g Tasmanian output approximated 7,350 tons, of

m sight is estimated at $1,315,000. and it is confidently
^j^j^j^ ^qqq ^^^^ ^^^ credited to :dount Lyell. This

expected that the mine will open up profitably at the
^^,^,^,^3^^. j-j^^ latterly l>een able to reduce its costs some-

deeper levels. what bv the installation of water power, and in addition

The ore reserves at the Great Boulder, Great Fmgall
j^^_. ^^^^ fortunate in the lower levels in opening up a

and Bullfinch Proprietary at Dec. 31, 1914, were esti-
j^^.^^ q^^gntity of high-grade ore. The Mount LyeU com-

matfcd at 560,647 tons, value 14.85 dwt.; 63,360 tons, av-
^^^^ -^ ^ ^.^^^^^ -^ ^j^g g^jperphosphate industry. The

erage value 35s. per ton; and 101,402 tons of an assay
p^,j.j^jg oj.es from the ilount Lyell and Chester mines

of 27.55s. furnish considerable of the sulphur necessary for acid

The indu.str}' in Victoria cannot he viewed with sat-
jj^ai^jjio.

isfaction, as the yield of gold for 1915 promises to be
The^'Western Australian production is small and may

nm-h below that recorded for the previous j-ear. A nota-
-^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ,^.50 tons, the liulk of which came from

ble shrinkage is shown in the producdon of gold from the
^j^^ ^^j^^^g ^^^^1 gjjjgjterv which are being worked by the

Bendigo field for the first six months, which amounted
^^^^^ government at Ravensthorpe. Papua holds a num-

to 58,582 oz., as against 88,263 oz. for the same period
^^^ ^^ exceedingly promising copper propositions. One

last year. The prospects for the current half-year are
^^ particular, the Laloki, has been subject to extensive

considered to be more favorable, as many of the mines
^gygiopment, and the ore reserves are set down at some

that suspended operations on account of the drought
ij^j^^jj-gf], ^f thousands of tons of 4% pyritic ore. Eail-

liave resumed work. way facilities, however, are essential before the mine can

In Queensland the output gives every indication of
^^ worked on a commercial scale,

exceeding that for the preceding year. The total rev-

enue of the Mount Morgan Co. for the year ended :May Output of Silvee, Lead axd Zixc

30. 1915, was $5,026,995. The ore reserves at the end
^^^ conditions resulted in a serious curtailment of

of :\Iay, 1915, were stated to be 1,060,637 tons of high
g^^^j^j^g on the Broken Hill field. New South Wales,

grade and 1.786,560 tons of medium grade. The pro-
^^^ ^j^.^ .^ reflected in the exports of silver-lead products

duction for the period mentioned was 9,075 tons of cop-
^^^^^.^^^ ^^^^^ ^ comparative decrease of $3.3f,9.060 for the

per and 116,505 oz. gold.
j^j^^g ^jonths ending in September. The value of the

In New South Wales there were no developments
^.^^ concentrates shows a decrease of $1,146,775 for the

worthy of note during the year. The yield has been
^^^^^^ ..^^^ T)yxvm^ the six months ended May 31, the

mainly furnished by the established mines on the Cobar
g^.^j^p^^ ;p-|,l Proprietary Co. raised 109.911 tons of ore

and Wylong fields and by the dredging plants.
^^ Broken Hill as compared with 121,316 tons for the

The Copper Peoduction of 1915 previous half vear. The production of lead concentrates

It may be expected that the Au.stralian production of was 17.900 tons, as compared with 20 060 tons for the

copper for 1915 will approximate 35,000 tons. This, preceding half-year. At the close of the term, the Port

c.nipared with the previous year, shows an increase of Pirie works were handed over to the new company, the

about 1,000 tons, which in turn is 9,000 tons less than Broken Hill Associated Smelters, the Proprietary com-

the output for 1913, the last year that was not influenced pany receiving for its interest $1,500,000 cash and lo .-

bv war conditions. Roughly, the drop may be ascribed 000 fully paid shares, with an additional oO.OOO fully

to the partial cessation of oi^^rations at the Great Cobar paid shares for stocks taken over. The Broken Hiil

mine, which for some years was one of the leading cop- South Co. raisc.l 131.059 tons of su phule ore of an aver-

per producers of the commonwealth. age value of 14.9% cad 7.5 oz silver and 14.. % zmc

The output of New South Wales is usually from 9.000 for the half-year ended June 30. For the same period

to 10 000 tons per annum. Owing to the partial closing the North Broken Hill Co. produced 24.430 tons of con-
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centnites from 12.3,455 tons of ore treated of an average

assay of 61.9% lead, 21.1 oz. silver and 8.8% ziue.

In Queensland a satisfacton- increase is recorded in

the output of silver, but the production of lead is 67 tons

les.s than that obtained during the corresponding first

nine months of 1914. In Tasmania the output from the

mines at Zeehan and other districts has been greatly re-

stricted owing to the closing down of many of the silver-

lead mines on the west coast. Unfortunately explorator\-

work as carried out during the past few years has proved

with few exceptions unproductive; consequently no new

orebodies have been discovered to take the place of the

depleted ore reserves.

Th exportation of 50,000 tons of zinc concentrates by

the Amalgamated Zinc (De Bavay's) Co., Broken Hill,

has been approved by the attorney general. The im-

perial authorities have offered no objection to the ship-

ment of the quantity mentioned, which was lately sold in

America.

The Yeak".< Tix Productiox

The Mount Bischoff tin mine, Tasmania, produced

55,076 tons during the first half of the year, of which

52,187 tons was delivered to the mills for a yield of 238

tons of concentrates. The ore reserves are estimated at

1,720,000 tons, the northern slopes and northern valley

accounting for 850,000 tons, and the ea.«tern and western

slopes for 540,000 tons. The smelting works at Launces-

ton treated 1,241 tons concentrates, of which 1.014 tons

was on behalf of other companies. The total yield

amounted to 856 tons of tin.

During the year ended June 30, 1915, the Pioneer Tin

Mining Co., Tasmania, obtained 327 tons of stream tin

from 613,700 cu.yd. of wash, as against 441 tons from

571,700 yd. in 1914. The total production from the

Pioneer mine from 1900 to 1915 is given as 5,530 tons

from 6,786,200 cu.yd., the average value of the wash

being 1.825 lb. per yd. The exceptionally dry weather

e.xperienced and the closing of the metal nuirket on ac-

count of the war seriously interfered with sluicing oper-

ations.

In New South Wales, the deposits in the Tingha and

Emmaville districts continue to be systematically worked.

The operations of the dredges, although handicapped to

some extent by the scarcity of water, continued.

On the Artllethan tin field work at the various mines

is being vigorously proceeded with, and it is expected

that the production will be much in advance of that re-

corded for the previous year. The exports of tin from

this state during the first nine months of the year were

valued at .$972,420, or $294,430 below that for' the same

term in 1914.

In Queensland the output .'ihows a substantial increa.se

on that of the preceding year, the production to the end

of SeptomlMT totaling 1,520 tons, valued at $649,160.

In the Herberton district tlie drouglit liad a liad effect

on the mining operations. At tlie Vulcan mine, in

November, payable ore was l)eiug driven in on the 720-ft.

level. It was stated that tlie fiOO-ft. stope bad improved in

area and that 5% on; was being l)roken on a face averag-

ing 11x8 ft. During the mouth 850 tons of ore was

crushed for a production of 22 tons of first concentrate

valued at $7,130. For the nine niontbs ended with Sep-

tember, tin to the value of t'2 1,050 was producccl in the

state of Western Australia.

In connection with the production and disposal of

molybdenite, wolframite and scheelite, the commonwealth

government has entered into an arrangement with the

imperial government for 12 months to acquire for the

imperial government all molybdenite, wolframite and

scheelite produced in Australia. The price fixed for th

minerals delivered c.i.f. Loudon is as follows:

GOVERNMENT PRICES FOR MINERALS
Molybdenite 105 shiUings per unit of MoSo

(molybdenum sulphicV
Wolframite 55 shillings per unit of WO3

(tungsten tri-oxide)
Scheelite 55 shillings per unit of WO3

Tlie grade has been fixed by the imperial authoriti

at a minimum of 90% MoS, for molybdenite and

least 65% WO3 for wolframite or scheelite. Impurit

are not to exceed 0.5% of tin and 0.5% of bismuth.

In Queensland the quantity and value of tungsten pro-

duced to the end of September was 199 tons, valued at

$121,535; bismuth-tungsten, 227 tons, valued at $100.-

325; and molybdenite, 69 tons, valued at $165,000.

At Torriiigton in New South Wales, good ore is bein-

produced at various tungsten mines.

At the molybdenite mines at Glen Innes and Pambuhi

(Whipstick) operations were loutinuously carried on, and

the output of ore has been well maintained.

In connection with iron smelting, it may be stated that

in addition to the Eskbank Iron Works at Lithgow, N.

S. W., the Broken Hill Proprietary Co. established large

iron and steel works at Waratah, on Newcastle Harbor,

N. S. W., during the year at a cost of about $7,500,000.

This is a work of national importance, enabling Australia

to supply from her own products the iron and steel that

are required not only in railroad construction, but for

locomotives, shipbuilcling, etc. The iron ore used at the

new works is obtained from Iron Knob, S. A., whence it

is railed to Port Pirie and thence shipped to Newcastle.

This ore yields on an average 68% of metallic- iron.

©s"® Fs'otdl'iiactaoEa ofUiraiftecdl States
Tlie following table by the United States Geological

Survey shows the production of crude ores supplied

from domestic mines to gold and silver mills, concen-

trating ]daiits, and smelters:

PRODICTION OF CRUDE ORE.S FROM DOMESTIC -MINES 1911

IN SHORT TONS
1911 1912 1913 I'.t:

Iron ores (markeWd produc-
tion)

Manganese ore
Manganiforous iron ore
Chromic iron ore
Tunestenore

4G.023..T40 63,859,728 66,800,270 44,47

Tita
.Muminumori-.
Cold ore
.Silver ore
Quicksilver on-
Tin ore
Vanadium and
Antimony ore ...

Cojpni-r ore:
Western States.
Central States..
Eastern States

2.752
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Until recently, little delluite iuti)nnalioii was availabli'

conceniiiig Mrs. Carrie Jane Billings Ever.son, wliose

United States patent taken out in 188fi practically em-

bodied the underlying principles of the present process

of concentrating ores by flotation of the sulphide minerals.

Reference has frequently been made in the Journal to

tlie pioneer work of Carrie Everson, and much effort was

made both by the Journal and other organizations to

pierce the veil of myster\' surrounding the patentee of

tills far-reaching metallurgical discovery, which remained

ill obscurity for 20 or 'M) vears owing to lack of a suc-

pnor to her death and thus clear up many points regard-

ing her patent, nuuh new informatiou has been obtained

and some misconceptions removed.

To the Colorado Scientific Society belongs the credit

of finding out most of tlic facts relative to the Ever.^ons.

It discovered among other things that Mrs. Everson had

(/nly recently died, that she did not obtain her flotation

ideas from washing sam|ile sacks in the office of lier

assayer-brother, that she had never been a spinster school-

teacher, that she was married in Ciiicago to Dr. W. K.

Kverson iirior to the flotation discoverv, and that their

CARRIK JANK BILLINGS EVERSON
TI.e porti- The other portrait

lessful practical ajiplication of the iirinci])lcs enunciated

in Mrs. Everson's patent.

\Vith the increasing interest in llotation in the l'iiite<l

States, further eflfort was made not only by the tedinieal

journals, but also by various scientific societies. It sei'ins

typical of the quiet modesty of ilrs. Everson that she

failed to make herself known during the excitement of

the flotation-patent litigation when she had become almost

:in international figure in the metalhirgieal world. .\t

the very time search was being made to liiid liei-. she

was living, though most searchers had concluded that

>lu! had iirobalily died long ago. Notwithstanding that

the searchers were unable to interroirale Mrs. KvtM-son

son is living in California. As the first practical trial

of the Everson |irocess was made in Colorado, where the

Uversons lived for a number of years, the Colorado

Seieiitilic Society contemplates honoring this discovery

as soon as it is possible to determine whether the honor

should lie bestowed upon the Eversons jointly, upon

Hoctor Kver.son or upon Mrs. Everson, who applied for the

lirst patent on Aug. 20. 1885. John L. Everson, their son.

says that his mother was solely responsible for the develo]i-

ment of the llotation method, but a Denver acquaintance

oT the family during their residence in that eitj' says he

frequently heard "Doctor Everson tell about his discoverj-

for the freatmenl of ores l>v oil. ami that Mrs. Eversou
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always gave credit for the germ of the idea to her

husband."'

The Journal's California correspondent, Lewis H. Eddy,

was at one time private secretary to "Brick" Pomeroy,

with whom the Everson;; were associated in some of their

mining ventures. Mr. Eddy recently interviewed John

L. Everson at the latter's home, in rlie Sau Anselmo hills

in ilarine County about 15 miles from Sau Francisco, and

reports the following as the result of his visit

:

Carrie Jane Billings Everson, generally regarded in

America as the inventor of the flotation process, was about 44

years old at the time her patent was issued, Aug. 24, 18S6.

having been born at Sharon, Mass.. in 1S42. She was gradu-

ated from high and normal school. She did not begin teach-

ing school on graduating, as is generally supposed. She

was married to Dr. W. K. Everson in Chicago in 1S64. Doctor

Everson was an old-school physician, druggist and chemist.

Mrs. Everson first took up the study of medicine, with her

husband as tutor, and subsequently specialized in chemistry.

She never attended medical or engineering schools. She

was attracted to mineralogy through Doctor Everson's in-

vestments in mining enterprises in Colorado and Mexico.

Her inclination was toward whatever scientific subject that

came nearest to her daily life. She was interested in medi-

cine because her husband was a physician, and her medical

knowledge was considered equal to that of Doctor Everson.

She was interested in chemistry as an allied science and

became a better chemist than her husband. Mineralogy

attracted her because she believed that mining would be-

come pecuniarily profitable as well as scientifically interest-

ing.

Mrs. Everson had a brother who was an assayer, but whose

practice and research had nothing to do with mineralogy

or mining, so that he gave her no assistance whatever in

her experiments. The assistance that she obtained from

Doctor Everson was merely of a consulting nature. While

be was naturally interested in mineralogy and metallurgy

through his investments and his wife's research, he did not

attempt the study of these subjects with a view of applying

his own mind to the practical treatment of ores.

EVERSON'S MINING INVESTMENTS UNSUCCESSFUL,

Doctor Everson's mining investments brought him noth-

ing but loss and practically financial disaster. The in-

ve3tments were made through M. M. ("Brick") Pomeroy, widely

known as an editor and promoter during a period of more

than 30 years. The Eversons had formed a very warm
personal friendship for Pomeroy between 1876 and 1S79, while

he was publishing "Pomeroy's Democrat" in Chicago. Pome-

roy went to La Crosse in 1S79 and moved to Denver in ISSO,

where through the publication of his paper (then called "The

Great West") he induced the investment of many thousands

of dollars in mining stocks, most of which was expended in

exploitation and development, that yielded very little profit

to anyone and resulted in Pomeroy's return to New York

without money and with a bad reputation as a mine promoter.

I was employed by Pomeroy as privfate secretary in Chicago.

I,a Crosse and Denver during the period of Doctor and Mrs.

Everson's personal relation with him, and I know that he

did not profit permanently by the investments of the Ever-

sons and hundreds of others that intrusted their investments

to him. Because of their personal friendship for Pomeroy,

Doctor and Mrs. Everson suffered keenly, not only from their

monetary loss, but from the loss of confidence in the man
to whom they intrusted their entire fortune, amounting to

about $40,000.

Mrs. Everson probably began her study of mineralogy as

early as 1878, and about 1880 began the investigations and

research that resulted in her patent in 1SS6, while her husband

was In Mexico. The Eversons removed from Chicago to

Abilene, Kan., and thence to Denver. Their advent in Denver

in 1888, followed shortly after the return of Pomeroy to New
York. Doctor Everson died in Denver in 1SS9. Mrs. Everson

had Klven up hope of any return from their investments in

mlninif, but she believed stongly in her invention and was
lonfident that. If given proper attention, the flotation process

would be applied commercially and economically to the metal-

lurgy of ores.

At the time of Doctor Everson's death, their eon, John L..

was about 17 years old. Through association and tutelage, the

lioy became practically Interested in the process, and when
in 1890 Thomas F. Crilcy formed a copartnership with Mrs.

Everson, younK Everson assisted him in a practical demon-
stration at West CIlfT. In the ncluhborhood of Sliver Cliff,

Custer County, Colo, These exiierlments and demonstrations

were considered satisfactory in results, but so little encour-

agement was offered them in Colorado that it was determined
to send Criley to Baker County, Oregon. There was at that

time, or had been just prior thereto, some mining excitement
in the Sparta district in the Powder River region. Criley

put up a demonstrating plant and experimented successfully

with sulphide ores of the district and also made some demon-
strations at Baker City.i He died either at Baker City or

Portland, .->.nd Mrs. Everson vi'ent to Oregon in the hope of

straightening the tangle in which the affairs were left at the

time of Criley's death. But she was not a good prom.oter and
business woman, and so nothing of practical value to herself

resulted from the efforts of Criley in Oregon.
According to her son, John L. Everson, after Criley's

death and subsequent failure to interest mining companies
or investors in the oil-froth method, his mother made but little

effort to continue the exploitation of this process and devoted
her time to research and experiment with a dry process of flo-

tation; with Charles B. Hebron, a patent was taken out
about 1892. Hebron secured the financial assistance of a Mr.

Pischel, also of Denver. They obtained the use of a chemical
plant and laboratory in a suburb of Denver and proceeded
with experiments and demonstrations of Mrs. Everson's dry
process of flotation. Hebron and Pischel got into a quarrel

over money matters or divisions of interests, and finally Mrs.

Everson gave up hope of any financial benefit from either

of her processes.

Mrs. Everson went to California in 1909 to make her home
with her son at San Anselmo, where she died on Nov. 3, 1914.

For two or three years just prior to going to California, she
taught ptiysiology and hygiene in the State Reformatory for

girls at Morrison. Colo. From this might have been obtained
the impression that the inventor of flotation process was a
school teacher. Mrs. Everson had never taught school at the

time her flotation experiments were made, although she

graduated from a normal school and was prepared to take

up teaching as a profession. Her marriage to Doctor Everson
turned her mind and her talents toward medical and chemical
science and thence naturally, in view of their mining invest-

ments, to mineralogy and metallurgy. That she did not re-

ceive any benefit from her discovery was due primarily and
largely to the loss of her husband's accumulated earnings, but
in no small degree to the fact that as a metallurgist she was a
quarter of a century in advance of her profession.

Denver Resident S.\ys Doctor Eversox Was the
IxvEXTOR OF Flotation

A somewhat different account has been published in

the Denver ])ress, which interviewed Everett A. Fay, a

bookkeeper in the Denver National Bank. Fay, who Imew

the E\ersous when they were living in Denver, is quoted

as saying

:

The Eversons came here early in the '80s for the doctor's

health. He was a practicing physician from Chicago and, as

we understood it, was possessed at one time of considerable

financial means. His wife was a school teacher. Both were
highly intellectual. Jlrs. Everson was a little woman physi-

cally and very modest and retiring of disposition. She was
most lovable character and all who knew her admired 1'

greatly.

We were acquainted with the Eversons in those days and
I often heard the doctor tell about his discovery for the treat-

ment of ores by oil. He had impressed Mrs. Everson so

strongly with the value of the discovery that after his death

she went ahead and took out patent papers. Her first partner
was a Denver blacksmith, named Criley, who had become In-

terested in the process and thought he could bring it to tin

attention of the mining world.
Mrs. Everson always gave credit for the germ of the id

to her husband. Doctor Everson, but there is no doubt tli

his wife helped him in the conception and later develoi-

its application to mining, as evidenced by a subseov'»nt i>

cnt Issued about 1892. She was a woman of high educatii

entirely capable of having thought out the whole thing, )>

self.

It is conflicting evidence of this character that is being

silted by the coinniittee of the Colorado Scicntilic Society

and is delaying the award of a suitable testimonial.

Iluniaii nieiiiory is notoriously at fault, and there is often

I'licertainty respecting information about long-past events

that depends upon recollection unsupported by docu-

i-'Eng. and Min. Journ.." Nov. 15, 18i)U.
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iiiciitary evidence. Tlic fart that the name of Carrie

Kverson is the only one tliat appears in the patent papers

is a strong ground for the presumption that she was the

sole inventor.

Tlhe Clsissic FI®tisitta©Ba Fatenat

:']irint .Mrs. Everson's firstAs a matter of interest,

tiotation patent verbatim:

CARRIE J. EVERSON, OF CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Process of Concentrating^ Ores

Specifications forming part of Letters Patent No. 34S,157.

dated August 24, 18S6.

Application filed August 29. 1SS5. Serial No. 175,66!).

(Specimens.)

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Carrie J. Everson, of Chicago, in the

county of Cook and State of Illinois, have invented a certain

new and useful improvement in Processes of Concentrating
Ores; and I do hereby declare that the following is a full,

clear, and exact description thereof.

The discovery -which forins the basis of my invention is

that metals and metallic substances in a comminuted state

will unite with compounds of fats or oils and acids, and that

such compounds will not unite with comminuted quartz or

ether rocky gangue. The essential feature of the method
which constitutes my invention, therefore, consists in com-
mingling with pulverized ore a fat or an oil, either animal,
mineral, or vegetable, or a fatty constituent or acid of an
animal or vegetable fat or oil, or any constituent of a mineral
oil, together with an acid, either mineral or vegetable, or a
soluble neutral or acid salt, for the purpose of effecting a
union of the free metal or metallic portion of the ore with
such admixed material, whereby the same may be retained
in the subsequent separation of the quartz or other rock
therefi'om by washing or other suitable means.

The invention is more specially applicable to the treat-

ment of ores in which the metal or metallic portion is mixed
with quartz or other rock as distinguished from the mi.xture

of mineral with clay, though it is applicable to ores containing
alumina, together with quartz or other rock, to the extent of

permitting the removal of the silica or sand.

The operation of concentration as a whole, or in its prac-
tical form as applied to tiie separation of rocky mineral ores,

involves the reduction of the quartz or other rock containing
the mineral to a powder, the addition thereto of the fat or oil

and acid or salt, and the subsequent removal of the gangue.
If my invention is inapplicable to any particular rocky ores

or class or classes of rocky ores, or to the concentration of

any particular metal, such limitations are not now known to

me. Its commercial value, however, will probably be re-

stricted to its use in connection with ores bearing the precious
metals, such as gold, silver, and copper.

Among the ores upon which I have operated successfully by
means of my invention are the following: Ores containing
native gold and silver, kerargyrite. argentite, argentiferous
galena, and a variety of double and otherwise compound
sulphides of silver, with copper, antimony, arsenic, and other
base-metal sulphides. I have also operated successfully upon
pyritic ores, white, yellow, green, and intermediate shades,
having variable constituents of iron, copper, arsenic, and
sulphur, and mostly auriferous, and having variable propor-
tions of such constituents. I have also operated successfully

upon ores containing tellurides of gold, silver, and lead, and
others containing the oxides and carbonates of copper and
the carbonate of lead. All the metals or metallic mineral por-
tions of these ores are acted upon by the admixture de-

scribed, in such manner as to permit the rocky gangue to be
removed by a washing process, after which several metals
may be separated by the usual means.

In putting my invention into practice any fat or oil. and
any acid, either mineral or vegetable, or any soluble neutral
or acid salt, or any compound of fats and oils with appro-
priate acids, may prob.ably be successfully employed, at least

such is the case with all of these agents with which I have
so far experimented. I have used petroleum and one of its

several constituents—namely, paraffin oils—also tallow,
(melted,) lard- lard-oil, red-oil, (impure oleic acid,) cotton-
seed oil. castor-oil. sperm-oil, and linseed-oil, and some com-
binations of these with each other. The acids which I have
employed are sulphuric, hydrochloric, nitric, phosphoric, ace-
tic, ox.alic, tannic, and gallic. 1 have also used the follow

-

itm salts, to wit: the sulphates and chlorides ot sodium.

zinc, and copper, and the double sulphate of potash and alu-
mina. The selection of the appropriate agents will, however.
be largely determined in the practical working of my in-

vention by the consideration of economy, which will obvious-
ly exclude the greater number of those above enumerated.
A reasonably cheap and practicable use of my invention will
be as follows, the quantity named being suitable for labora-
tory use and the character of the ore specified being- substan-
tially that of an ore upon which I have successfully operated
by the preparation and in the manner hereinafter described.

Take an ore assaying twelve ounces per ton in silver
and containing forty-eight per cent, silica, 6.3 per cent. zinc.
1.5 per cent, copper, fifteen per cent, iron and aluminium, 6.5

per cent, lead, 14. IS per cent, sulphur, 7.19 per cent, arsenic.
Of this ore take four (4) ounces by weight in pulverulent
form, prepare a mixture containing sulphuric acid, cotton-
seed oil, and water, in all about twelve fluid drams, of which
ten drams are of water and about two drams are acid and oil

in the proportions of fifteen parts of the oil and two parts
of the acid by measure. In making this fluid mixture the
acid and oil are first mixed with each other, the acid being
added to the oil very gradually, so that the temperature will
not rise above 120° Fahrenheit. The stirring in of the acid
should be thorough, as it tends at first to gravitate to the bot-
tom. After a few hours, in a summer temperature, the mix-
ture will be ready for use, and, preferably, in such a tempera-
ture should not be prepared long before using, though if it

should have stood long enough to solidify it should be gently
heated before adding the water thereto. In winter or in air-
tight vessels it may be kept for a number of weeks or even
longer, and then rendered fit for mi.xing with water by heating
gently when required for use. The water may be advantage-
ously added in installments of about three equal parts, and
the mixture stirred after each addition of water until it

stiffens. After stirring in the entire quantity of water the
compound is added to the ore, the proportions of ore and
compound being chosen with a view to producing a stiff mass
after the materials have been incorporated, such proportions
being therefore variable in different cases with this end in

view. The stiri ing or incorporation of the ore with the liquid
should of course he thorough for the purpose of bringing
the mineral into contact with the oil and acid as completely
as possible, and after such incorporation the mass is then in

condition for the washing out of the quartz by the action of
water which will be applied to the mass in sufficient quan-
tities for this purpose. The washing should promptly follow
the mixing, and in this operation the mass be opened out
or broken up and thoroughly stirred in the water, in order
that the sand or quartz may be freed and carried away. In
treating so small a bulk as above specified the mass may be
squeezed repeatedly in the hand in a basin of water, the sub-
stance so manipulated being expressed between the fingers

each time it is squeezed, and thus made to expose new sur-
faces to the water from which the sand will be detached, so
as to fall to the bottom of the basin. In practice upon large
masses any vessel having an outlet or outlets at its bottom
for the escape of the water and sand will be suitable for this

operation of washing, and mechanical means will of course
be employed to break up the mass. The concentrated min-
eral will accumulate in a pasty mass or lump or lumps and
will contain the metallic portion of the ore, together with the
hydrated oil and acid, which latter may be removed by heat-
ing and afterward roasting, or by other suitable means. The
use of petroleum or of a constituent thereof, either by itself

or in combination with tallow, (heated,) cotton-seed oil, or
other fat or oil, will be even less expensive.

When petroleum or a constituent thereof is used the oil

should desirably be first mixed with the ore. then water added
containing a suitable amount of free acid or a soluble neutral
or acid salt, the quantit.v of water being ample for the wash-
ing-out operation, which is to follow, and the quantity of acid
sufficient to cut the sand away from the otherwise cohering
mass. In the case of petroleum or its constituent, parafflne-

uil, one or two fluid drams of acid to one gallon or water is

sufficient for this purpose. The petroleum which I have used
was 30° Baume. and I have found three fluid drams of oil

abundant for properly moistening two ounces of heavy ore,

or in the ratio of about a barrel of oil to the ton of ore,

the amount being, of course, variable with the relative bulki-
ness of the ore.

In the use of petroleum, or of a liquid constituent thereof,

like parafflne-oil, the condition of the concentrated mass is

more liquid than when a vegetable or an animal oil or a

fatty constituent thereof is used, and a somewhat different

means or method should be employed for removing the sand.

In practice, the concentrate, after thorough agitation of the
mass and detachment of the sand, will in this case be prefer-
ably removed by means of a constant overflow of water from
a washing-out vessel, by which overflow the concentrate will
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tie floated off. Devices and methods now well known in wet
separation of ores will be suited to this part of the operation,

bearing in mind that the sand and mineral are merely trans-

posed or their relative positions are reversed, because the

sand is heavier than the mixture of mineral, oil, and acid. A
proper selection of devices for this purpose will be apparent
to those skilled in the wet separation of ores. After removing
the quartz or rock by washing or any suitable means the
mineral may be roasted, in which operation the water, if

present, will be dispelled, the oil will burn out, and the acid
will be decomposed and eliminated, in the case of sulphuric-
acid, which will commonly be used, by conversion into sul-

phurous-acid gas, which passes off. In case fixed oils are used
the mass may be allowed to stand until the water has run
off. To hasten the operation of removing the water the mass
may be heated, say, to about 212° Fahrenheit or less, where-
upon the water will generally be promptly freed and may
be poured off or it may be evaporated. The operation of smelt-
ing is facilitated by the presence of the fat acting simply
as a fuel.

The disposition made of the mineral or metal after con-
centration, whether by roasting and subsequent smelting or

by smelting without previous roasting, or otherwise, belongs
to the after treatment and is not material to my present in-

vention. The proportions in which the acids or salts are added
to the oils or fats may vary according to the kind of acid

or oil employed, and also according to the kind of ore to be
treated: and the manipulation of the substances employed
may be varied from that above set forth in either formula
given. These matters may be determined in individual cases
by the operator: and I do not, therefore, restrict myself to

any particular proportions of the substances employed, though
I have above indicated proportions of certain acids and oils

by one of the other of which practical results may be ob-
tained upon almost all varieties of ores.

It is also not essential to my invention that the acid or

salt employed with a vegetable oil be added to the oil before
the incorporation of the oil with the ore, as it is entirely prac-
ticable, at least in most, and possibly in all, cases, to first

mix such oil with the ore and thereafter add the acid, as set

forth in the use of petroleum.
I am aware that it has been proposed in a patent to Tun-

bridge. Xo. 228,004, dated May 25, 1880, to recover finely com-
minuted metal held in suspension in water by the use of soap
or a saponaceous compound formed by a partial or imperfect
blending of an alkali or an alkaline salt with a fat or an oil.

The action of the soap or saponaceous compound when diffused

through hard water containing the metal in suspension is to

form with the lime salt in the water a coagulum in which the
particles of metal are enveloped and by which they are held
during a subsequent removal of the water. When the water is

soft a lime salt must be added to form the coagulum. I dis-

claim the use of any substance in connection with the fats

and oils capable of saponifying them. I also disclaim the
method set forth in said Tunbridge patent as being entirely
ilissimilar to that herein claimed. Said Tunbridge method
is stated in said patent to consist "in first depriving the water
of as much earthy non-metallic matter as possible," this

being effected by any of the ordinary methods in use for that
purpose, such as letting it stand until the earthy matter pre-
cipitates, ily invention, on the other hand, has reference sole-

ly to the separation of metal or metallic mineral from earthy
non-metallic matter, (rocky gangue,) and not to its subse-
quent separation from water. In the practice of my method,
moreover, the metal or mineral and non-metallic matter (rocky
gangue) are together and in the first instance mixed with
the fat or oil, and the non-metallic matter is afterward sep-

arated from the metal or mineral by the peculiar action of

the acid or soluble neutral or acid salt operating in the
presence of water to detach the gangue from the mass.

With the understanding that I am not restricted in the
matters mentioned, I claim broadly

—

1. In the separation of pu."erulent ores containing rocky
gangue, the method of treatment herein described, which con-
sists in mixing with such pulverulent ore a fat or an oil or
a constituent thereof, an acid or soluble neutral or acid salt,

and water, finally breaking up the mass to allow the sand to

separate therefrom.
2. The method, substantially as described, of separating

metals or metallic minerals from rocky gangues, which con-
sists In mixing a fat or an oil or a constituent thereof with
pulverized ore and washing out the gangue with water con-
taining an acid or a solubl" neutral or acid salt.

In testimony that I claim l';e foregoing as my Invention
I affix my signature In priMcnie of two witnesses.

(WHKIIO J. EVERSO.V.
Witnesses;

M. E. Paylon,
G. F. Lanaghen.

LestracSaoias ©im fh.® DaatnmoK&cS

It miglit l)e supposed that tlie trade in diamonds a-

pure hixurv would be practically stopped by the war. T
British government, however, according to the Lend-

Minint) Journal, has I'ound it necessary to make certain

dinances to prevent the Genuans from sending over si'i

of their remaining stock of Southwest African stones, cut

in Antwerp by what may have been forced labor, and ex-

changing them lor British gold. On the other hand.

Germany has since tried to secure rough diamonds ami

carbon for the use of her munition and other factori' -

With regard to polished diamonds coming over, a clu.

has been instituted by the Home Office, which in every

case requires a certificate of origin showing that such

stones as are allowed to pass have been cut in Holland from
rough, other than Southwest African. This certificate is

obtained from a technical commission and has to be legal-

ized at the British consulate.

Any consignments of diamonds not accompanied iiy

such certificates are held up by the Post Office iinder the

Home Office, and returned in doubtful cases, while dia-

monds brought into England by travelers are liable to

confiscation. Xo such certificate of origin is needed for

importation from British Colonies and allied countries.

On the other hand, to prevent rough diamonds reaching

Germany, the exportation is either prohibited or controlled

by a commission nominated by the government. The
members of this commission are Alfred Mosely. L. Breit-

meyer and V. .\, Litkie, all connected with Kimberley

mining since the early seventies. This commission ex-

amines every single parcel of any consignment, and the

Post Office will not accept any registered letters or parcels

unless the same bear the seal of the commission.

For stones sent out to be polished. 2-")% of the value

has to be deposited and will be returned only on proof

having been given that they have been so treated. Tliis is

done with a view to prevent Germany from olitaining

rough diamonds. The regulations are so far-reaching that

crushing bort (the common diamond used for polishing)

may be exported in powdered state only, and in order to

have a better control of ultimate use, the commi.-;sion has

delegated to Messrs. Triefus exclusively the function of

sup])lying it to the factories.

It may be of interest to state that during the first !

months of the war the outlook for the diamond trade wa-

very black, but its staiiility has been secured and main-

tained since, owing to the timely measures of the big South

-African mines and the London Syndicate.

Jitiu-N ^lixer tane Ureided—The .lones mixer case, wli

has been so long in the courts, has at last approached wl
looks like a final settlement. The United States Supr.
Court, by its refusal to grant a writ of certiorari Nov
decided finally that the Cambria Iron Co. must pay the i

negie Steel Co. $568,305, with interest from May 1, !;

for the infringement of the Jones mixer patent used
making steel. This amount was allowed by the Third Unii

Stales Circuit Court of .\ppeals. It was complained by i

Carnegie company that the defendant company had infrln.;'

on the Jones patent from Nov. 1, 1895, to Oct. 31, 1S9S. Dur-
ing this period the defendant company passed 520.188 tons of

molten blast-furnace metal through the mixer and remelted
In cupolas about the same quantity of Ijlast-furnace iron. The
Carnegie company averred that there was a saving of over

tl per ton by the Cambria company through the use of the

Jones patent.
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According to the Imperial Japanese Mining Bureau,

the total value of the mineral and metal production of

Japan, Chosen and Formosa during the last few years

was as follows: 1911, 105,929,517; 1912, l;?0,241,"335

;

1913, 145.848,792; 1914, 153,309,716 yen.^

In these figures the production of the Imperial Steel

Works, which amounts to about 13 million yen per year,

is not included. Owing to a setback in the coal outjnit.

the value for 1915 will probably not show an increase at

the same rate as in tiie preceding years. Roughly esti-

mated, the value may, however, reach 160,000,000 yen.

In Table 1 is a list of the production of the principal

minerals and metals during 1914 and of the estimated

output for 1915.

TABLE 1. CLASSIFIED PRODUCTION OF MINERALS IN
JAPAN FOR 1914 AND 1915

-191i

1914-

Jan. -Sept
Compared Total Year
With Jan.- Estimated,
Sept., 1914 About

Metric Tons
S.S^I- Dec. 19,000,000
"."T'f Inc. "5,000

Liters

Yen
Metric Tons

Coal 21,315.962 70,956.121
Copper 69.S16 35,350.311

Liters
Petroleum 424,456.920 9.631,049 IT.S-S Inc. 500,000,000

Kilograms Kilograms
Oold 7,217 9,430,722 24.0% Inc. 8,900
Silver 151,447 5.384,275 2.0'-,'f Inc. 155,000

Metric Tons Metric Tons
Iron and steel. 89,630 3,563,136 19.09^ Dec. 73,000
Steel of the Im-

perial Steel
Works 230,928 13,383,611 Increase 250,000

Sulphur 74,115 2,002,788 5.0% Dec. 70.000
Spelter 5,880 1,359,961 Increase 8,000 to 9.000

It will be seen from this table that the mining industry

of Japan has in general been favored, but not at all in a

proportion commensurate with the large demand for

metals created by the war.

The output of coal, which makes in normal times about

one-half of the total value of the Japanese mining pro-

duction, has been greatly decreased. This was cau.sed

mainly by a lowered demand for fuel owing to the de-

crease of ships calling on eastern Asiatic ports since the

war started. The export of coal during the first 9 months
of 1915 was about 2,000,000 tons, which is 1,000,000

tons less than for the same period of the preceding year.

There are about 51 principal coal mines, the main dis-

tricts being Hokkaido and Kyushu. Table 2 gives a list

of the mines with a production of more than 500,000

tons each per year.

TABLE 2. THE PRIXCIP.\L COAL MINES OF J.\P.\N
Tons per

Year, .\bout
Yubari mine (Hokkaido Coal and Steamship Co.).. 700,000
Iriyama mine (Irivama Coal Mining Co.) 530.000
Milke mine (Mitsui Mining Co.) 2,000,000
Mitsui-Tasawa mine (Mitsui Mining Co.) 983,000
Onoura mine (Kajima Mining Co.) 790,000
Futase mine (Department of Agriculture and Com-
merce ) 600,000

Yoshinotani mine (Mitsubishi & Co.) 540,000

The increa.<ed output of petroleum is mainly due to the

increased production of the Kurokawa oil field of the

Nippon Petroleum Co., which could have increased its

production of about 108 million liters in 1914 by at least

35% in 1915. All the princi]ial oil fields are situated in

the Niigata district in northern Japan. The demand
for light oil is decreasing in Japan, owing to the increased

•Mining and metallurgical engineer,
Yokohama, Jap.in.

'The yen is almost eciuivalent to 50c.

Yamashita-cho 175,

W. I'.ML*

use of electric and gas lights, but Jie demand for crude
oil for the navy and the railways is steadily increasing.

The great demand for copper as war materia! naturally

favored the Japanese copper industry largely. Copper
has been largely exported to Russia and England, the

total reaching about 38 million yen during the first 10

months of 1915, which is nearly double the value of cop-

per exported during the same period of 1914. There are

about 41 large copper mines in Japan, but more than
one-half of the total amount of copper is produced by the

four principal mines and smelters, as shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3. THE PRINCIPAL COP ^R MINES OF JAPAN
Jan. -June, 1915,

Compared
1914 With Jan.- Total 1915.

Production. June. 1914 Estimated,
Metric Tons Increase Metric Tons

Hitachi mine and smeltery
(Kuhara Mining Co.).... 10,132 17% 12,000

Ashio mine and smeltery
(Furukawa Mining Co.). 10,632 3% 11,000

Kosaka mine and smeltery
(Fujita & Co.) 7,520 4%% 8,000

Besshi mine and smeltery
(Sumitomo Mining Co.). 7.446 1 ^'r 7,500

These plants are treating not only the ores of the mines
they are attached to, but also copper, silver and gold ores

bought from other mines.

The production of gold and silver increased on account

of the increased refining of argentiferous and auriferous

copper in electrolytic refineries, gold and silver ores being

treated together with copper ores and the resulting black

copper refined to electrolytic copper, which is especially

demanded as war material. The production of silver

increased only slightly as compared with gold, owing to

the partial closing down of the Tsubaki silver mine be-

cause of financial difficulties. This mine once belonged

to the largest silver producer in Japan.

There are about 28 gold mines and 21 silver mines,

but most of them have a comparatively small production.

TABLE 4. PRINCIPAL J.A.PANESE GOLD AND SILVER
PRODUCERS

Estimated
Production, 1914 Production, 1915

Kilograms Kilograms
Hitachi copper smeltery and ( 2.717 gold 3,000 gold

electric refinery ) 25,084 silver 37,000 silver
(Kuhara Mining Co.)

Sado gold mine ( 552 gold fiOO gold
(Mitsubishi ,& Co.) \ 4, 2.'.0 silver 4,250 silver

Kosaka copper smeltery and ( 338 gold 350 gold
electric refinery) j 30,000 silver 30,000 silver
(Fujita & Co.)

Yamagano gold mine 423 gold 450 gold
(Prince Shimazu)

Matsuoka mine 100 gold 500 gold
(Fujita & Co.)

The largest ones are shown in Table 4. The gold produc-

tion of Chosen is of course not included in the table.

Its value is about 10 million yen. The total value of the

mineral output of Chosen is about 13 million yen.

Although the trade in steel has doubtless been greatly

favored by the war, a depression prevails in ])ig iron for

making utensils for home use. Japan has only a few iron

mines, and they are not of importance. The existing

demand in .lapan for iron and steel is stated as being

about one million tons per year; about one-third of this

amount can be provided by steel and iron works in Japan,

and this only by imi)orting about 300,000 tons of iron ores

from China. The Imperial Steel Works is producing

about 250,000 tons of steel a year, and great efforts are

being made to increase its capacity, but as the country
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has no iron orebodies of any importance, her iron and

steel works will always be dependent on the importation

of ores. That evidently constitutes a great drawback to

the iron industry which, being the foundation of many
other industries, results in a drag upon the development

of industry in general.

Although the demand for sulphur in the United States

and Australia remains unaffected by the war, the scarcity

of bottoms has hampered the export and consequently the

production has been curtailed. The zinc-refining indus-

try of Japan is of recent origin and not yet important,

but is interesting, considering the efforts made in other

countries at present to create new zinc smelteries. Zinc

mining has been practiced in Japan for only about 10

years, the ores being exported to Europe. The zinc-ore

export amounted to about 30,000 tons in 1912, but fell

off in the following years as zinc refining increased in

Japan. Zinc metal was mentioned for the first time in

the official statistics of 1913, the production of that year

being gi\en at 900 tons. Apparently not much profit was

derived from zinc refining in Japan until the war brought

about those abnormal spelter quotations. Besides some

experimental enterprises started recently because of the

high zinc prices, there are two companies producing a

fairly large amount of the metal now—the Mitsui Mining

Co., in the Miike smeltery, and the Osaka Zinc Refining

Co. It is difficult to obtain information about the exact

production of those two jjlants, as everything about the

zinc-refining business is kept secret. The output of the

^litsui smeltery is at present certainly not larger than

150 tons a month, while that of the Osaka Zinc Refining

Co. is somewhat lower as well as irregular. According

to its business reports, the Osaka Zinc Refining Co.,

founded in 1912, operated at a loss until September, 1914.

For the following six months there was an operating

profit of 7.5,000 yen, and for the period April-September,

1915, an operating profit of 338,000 yen. Taking now
into consideration the extremely high spelter prices and
the fact that the prices for zinc minerals did not advance

in Japan in proportion to the price for the metal, the

first cost incurred by that company in producing zinc

metal must have been very high ; certainly much higher

than a normal spelter price would allow. Evidently, also,

the Japanese metallurgists will find that the metallurgy

of zinc is the most difficult of all, and long experience for

engineers and workmen is necessary before a new smeltery

will run satisfactorily and assure a regular production

of metal of reliable quality, at economical costs.

TABLE 5. OTHER MINERALS AND METALS
Metric Tons Yen

Lead metal '4,562 827,282
Tin metal 9T 304,873
Tin ores 289
Iron pyrites 115,876 600,605
Antimony 25 2,788
Mansanese ore 16.875 159,373
Tunpsten ore 195 187,712
Phosphate 38,250 508,182
.411 others 115,966

Table 5 gives the production of other minerals and
metals in 1914. The output of most of these has prob-

ably increased somewhat in 1915, but no increase of any

importance has so far been reported.

unMinii
Jl'MEAU COREESl'ONDEXCE

The Juneau gold belt comprises, in the main, a strip

running from ^Vindham Bay northwest to Lynn Canal at

Berner's Bay, all in southeastern Alaska. It may be

divided into the immediate Juneau belt and the vicinity

of Juneau.

The Juneau district received greater impetus in 1915

than in any previous year of its history. This was due

to the arrival at the productive stage of the Perseverance

mine, under the management of tlic Alaska Gold Mines

Co., and the big development work on the Alaska Juneau

properties, which will be de.'^cribed in detail in this article.

The attention of capital has been brought to this licld

through the operations of the companies named and

through other natural causes, such as the war in Euro])o

and the start of the government railroad from Seward

to Fairbanks, with its prospect of tapping the Broad Pass

and Matanuska fields.

Mining is engaged in dui-ing the entire year in the

Juneau gold Ijelt, made jiossible by favorable climatic

conditions and good transportation. The orebodies are

large. The character of the ores and the to])ography of

the country make for cheap low-grade mining. Much
valuable water power makes tiie production of power cheap

in this district,

TJie Alaska Gold .Mines operations, with excellent

mining methods and milling facilities, ])rove that ore

running less than $1 per ton can be mined at a profit

on a largo-toimage basis. As an cxain]il(', during the

month of .September, 1915, the Perseverance mine, in

conjunction with its mill at Thane, showed a total cost

of mining and milling of 60c. per ton, 15c. under the

original estimate of the engineers in charge of the plans

for the comi)any.

In taking up the Juneau fields, it will be clearer to the

reader to subdivide the operations into producing mines,

mines under development, and prospects and properties

under competent investigation.

The Treadwell group of mines consists of the Treadwell,

the 700-Ft., the Mexican and the Ready Bullion mines,

situated on the east side of Douglas Island, directly

Mcross Gastineau Channel from the City of Juneau, all

along the strike of a single lead.

The Treadwell company hardly needs introduction to

those interested in mining, having been in the producing

class since 1882. The company's first productive year

of any magnitude was 1885, when the yield was $280,479.

This has steadily increased until in 1911 it reached \i>

largest production, .$1,983,171.

Briefly, the deposits of the Treadwell consists ol

mineralised dikes of albite diorite intruded into bhuk

slates and belonging to a series of instrusive bodies that

a|)pear at intervals along a zone ai)])roxiMiately 3,000 ft.

wide and 3 mi. long.' The mineralized dikes are cut by

veinlets of quartz and ralcitc, and the coinmcrcial values

'.Spencer, A. C "The Juneau tJold Belt, Alaska"; U. S.

Geol. Survey Hull. 2S7. pp. !)5-y7, 190G.
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of the deposits lie in the dissemination of mineralization

that makes great bodies of material available as ore. The
average yield per ton of ore milled under the Treadwell

system, which employs 1,000 stamps in crushing, was be-

tween $2.30 and $2.40 per ton, and operating costs bet^veen

$1.15 and $1..30 per ton.

Development during 1915 consisted in opening up the

lower levels in the Treadwell mine, which brought the

mine down to the 2,300-ft. level, more sinking in the

Keady Bullion and the usual yearly development. It

V.\LL"E OF GOLD PRODUCTION' OF TREADWELL GROUP OF MINES,
DOUGLAS ISLAND, AL.\SKA.

1S.S2-I8S4.
1885
1886
1887
1888

1890.
1891.
1892.
1803.
1894.

$10,902
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In addition to the Chichagof mine, tliis company
operated the old Golden mill during part of the year.

The Eagle River :Mining Co., at Amalga, abotit 40 mi.

north of Juneau continued operation? throughout the

year until the fall freeze-up cut off the water supply for

power.

Late in 1915 a deal wa.* consummated whereby the

Eagle River and Yankee Basin properties will be con-

solidated. This involves a large water-power proposition

as well as much development work to put the two
properties on a larger productioii basis. The Pacific

Coast Gvpsum Co.. at Gypsum, succeeded in unwatering
its mine during the year and continued the production

of gypsum derived from large deposits of this material.

The old Uncle Sam claims at Funter Bay, 20 mi. from
Juneau, were again opened up by W. S. Pekovich, under
the name of the Alaska Gold Mining Co., capitalized at

$1,000,000, and a small production was made in con-

nection with development work consisting of shaft sinking

and drifting.

Of the mines some distance from Juneau which are in

the development stage, the Kensington and Jualin-Alaska

promise the greatest future in 1916. In addition to the

5,000-ft. adit tunnel already driven, further crosscutting

and drifting and annual assessment work was done at

the Kensington under the management of the Alaska

Gold ilines Co., and definite plans were laid for the

constrtiction of a oOO-ton mill. Work will be started

full blast ill the spring of 1916 to bring this mine into

the producing class.

At the Jualin mine, which closed down at the start

of the Eurojiean War because it is financed by Belgian

capital, development work again started in 1915, arrange-

ments having been successfully made for the financing

of these operations. Some work was done on the un-

finished 7.500-ft. adit, crosscutting was done and stopes

cut out, the DeilJel-engine equipment, ordered before the

war, was installed, and plans were completed for the

handling of the great amount of water met with at this

jiroperty. In December, 1915, about 80 men were em-
ployed at this mine.

Some development work was done on the Hirst property,
on Chichagof Island, close to the Chichagof mine, a
hand-drilled tunnel being driven and five men employed.
Some development work was done on the Alaska Copper
Co.'s property near Sumdum.

Senator Frank Aldrich sampled and prospected proper-

ties in the Auk Bay region and obtained such good results

that development of tiiese properties under the direction

of Eastern capital is almost assured for the en.-;uing year.

The Alaska Endicott Alining and Milling Co., whose
claims are situated at William Henry Bay, directly across

Lynn Canal from the Kensington and Jualin locations,

thoroughly investigated its claims and intends developing

these with an adequate plant early in 1916. There are

numerous prospects that will materialize during 1916,

but that cannot be given space in this resume.

Development of Water-Powek Projects

Aside from the Annex Creek power plant installed by
the Alaska Gold Mines Co., and the plans for the Eagle
River-Yankee Basin power project, there was planned
during 1915 a water-power project of vital importance to

this field—the Speel River Project, which at present is

backed by San Francisco capital and involves the develop-

ment of 120.000 hp., to be installed by degrees. The size,

of the units has not yet been determined.

This Avork will involve several tunnels and dams to

utilize the water derived therefrom. Power will be sold,

and it is hoped that an electro-chemical plant will be

installed as a direct result of this project. At the close

of 1915 the engineers had completed their plans, and
work will no doubt be .started early in the spring of 1916.

The last year's developments and investigations indicate

that before very long Juneau will have taken its place

among the largest lode gold-mining camps in the world,

and the interest shown by capital in this region is most

certainly justified.

MSimiini® iim
In 1914 the mineral production of Rhodesia reached a

total of £.{,8rO,0:i4, of which £2,800,000 represented the

value of the gold output. There were 484 producers; 35

companies produced 6T%; 113 tributors, 16%; 336 in-

dividuals, 17%. Forty mines produced 75.5% of the

output. Companies milled 2,404,235 tons, value 26.10s.;

tributor.s, 575,764 tons, value 26. 32s. ; individuals, 600,-

210 tons, value 35.94s. The 40 mines ran various cru.<h-

ing machines, including 492 stamps, 92 Nisscns, 26 tube

mills, 4 Gates rolls, 4 ball mills, 39 grinding pans and

6 Chilean mills. The native labor employed averaged

36,363 per month. Dividends declared reached €514,800,

of which £50,655 was from coal mines and £12,000 from

chrome mines. Including tributors and individual mines,

profits reached £750,000. The value of base metals pro-

duced was £302,791, including coal, £115,099, and copper

from the Falcon mine, £50,559.

During 1915 the work of the mines was hampered by

the departure of many experienced men to the war, by the

-hortage of machinerj' and battery spares and by the gen-

ial rise in prices. Despite these factors the production

was well maintained. In 1910 Rhotlesian mining had the

benefit of a boom, and many new mines were started up
with adequate capital and high liopes of large i)rofits.

The Consolidated Gold Fields of South Africa has the

controlling interest in most of these properties, but so far

the results, as regards profits, have been di.sappointing.

The leading mines of Rhodesia are : The Globe &
Phoeni.x, which, despite patchy development values in the

bottom levels, has well maintained its output and the

value of its reserves, liut its prospects are clouded by liti-

gation. The early administrators of Rhodesia unfor-

tunately adopted the American apex mining law. For

tunately most of the ore deposits of Rhodesia iiave bein

of simple structure, and so far no serious litigation li:

resulted from this law. Now. however, a neighborii,_

company claims the apex rights to one of the richest ore-

bodies in the Globe & Phoenix mine and an interesting

lawsuit is in jjrospect, as there is no precedent here as to

the definition of the terms in which the law is expressed.

Though the law is undoubtedly taken from American

practice, it is doubtful if a British judge would be guided
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In Aiiiciicaii precedents. In August, 1915, 6,245 tons

was crushed for a yield of 7,569 oz. and a profit of

f 1 8,000. Ore reserves are valued at about £1,300,000.

The Shamva mine is vvorking a large orebody by open

(|iiarry and tunnels in a large hiil. For the quarter end-

ing June, 1915, 148,202 tons was crushed with a value

of £116,575 and a profit of £57,166, working costs being

about 8s. per ton. The ore reserves have been reduced

from 2,400,000 tons to 1,789,500 tons, valued at 5.43 dwt.

The orebody contracts badly in the lower levels, but a

cnis.scut on the 5th level has recently disclosed 40 ft. of

ore assaying 6.11 dwt. T\\v ])laiit i-onsists of 56 Xissen

stamps and tube mills.

Of the older producers the (Jiant mine is nearly e.x-

hausted and milled 5,800 tons for a yield of £3,591 and

a profit of £588 in August. The Eldorado mine suffered

from a shortening of the oreshoot on the 5th level; two

reefs were payable over a total length of about 1,000 ft.

On the 16th level the orebody is 140 ft. long, with a

value of 12.9 dwt. over a width of 8 ft.

The Gaika mine, near the Globe & Phoenix, milled in

August 3,264 tons for a yield of £7,168 and a profit of

£3.0.39. The ore reserve is, however, only about a year

ahead of the mill. The famous Lonely mine shows a

lower grade and a shortened orebody in depth. Ore re-

scr\es are 135,226 tons, valued at 14.66 dwt. per ton.

On the 12th and 13tli levels good values have been found.

In August 5,000 tons was milled for £11,492 and a profit

of £3,892. The Thistle-Etna, which has been milling

about 3,000 tons per month, is now nearly worked out;

but a new producer in 1914, the Fred mine, has been

milling about 2.000 tons per month for a yield of £2

to £2 10s. per ton. The great disappointments as regards

profits have been the mines treating refractory ores.

C.\M & ^loTOi; AXI) AXTELOPE illNES

The Cam & Motor started production with a million

tons of ore valued at 40s. per ton developed, and a large

and expensive plant for roasting and treatment on West
Australian lines was erected after an experimental plant

had been run some time. An extraction of 85% was an-

ticipated. Extractions were at first only about 60%,
and the expenditure was increased for additions to the

l)lant. Extraction is now about 70%. In August 12,849

tons was treated for a yield of £20,565 and a working
profit of £4,401. On the (ith level the orebody shows

some signs of shortening in length and values appear

more irregular. The Giant mines have taken an interest

in the Cam orebody near the ^lotor orebody.

The Bell Reef Uevelo])ment Co. has a capital of 181,000

shares and owes £54.000, and has erected another expen-

sive roasting plant. The ore takes too long to roast, and
an Australian expert is being called in. In 1914, 34,202

tons was treated for a yielcl of £71,424, showing 82%
reiovcry, but working costs were £60,096. On the 7th

level thf orebody is 660 ft. long, assaying 9.4 dwt. over

47 in. Ore reserves are 53,007 tons.

The Antelope, with a less refractory ore, treated 4,011

tons for a yield of £8,579 and a profit of £1,990. Costs

are 30s. 9d. per ton. On the 12th level the orebody has

been developed for 24!) ft. as.saying 14 dwt. over 61.0 in.

Ore reserves are about 50,000 tons. The Golden Kopje
lias a plant of 60 stamps, 3 tube mills and Burt filter,

and treats 12,000 tons per month. The ore reserves are

\alued at 7.6 dwt. for 290.200 tons, but owiuij to hang-

ing wall of slopes being .soft and caving, the recovery has
so far been only about 25s. per ton with a cost of 23s.

The Falcon mines work a large orebody showing auri-

ferous copper glance in quartz. This is concentrated in a

flotation plant, and concentrates are smelted to matte,

which is exported. Ore reserves are 874,000 tons, valued
at 49s. for gold, silver and copper. For the quarter end-
ing June, 38,889 tons yielded metals of a value of

£81,3 13. working co.sts £73,643, working profit £7,700,
capital outlay £15,750. As there is a detention debt of

about £200,000, the ])rospect for shareholders in this and
the other companies mentioned is not a brilliant one.

In the Enterprise district, the Planet, Arcturus and
Slate mines have developed about 300,000 tons of ore

valued at about 45s. per ton, of a refractory character

similar to the Cam & Motor, but the Goldfields Develop-

ment Co. has not yet raised capital to install a plant to

treat them. Almo.st the only other large mine of promise
IS the Sabiw-a in the Gwanda district, which has devel-

oped 170.000 tons of n-dwt. ore.

Unfortunately, few discoveries of either large or .small

mines are being made. \^lien the present orebodies are

exhausted, the output must decline. Howevei-, in 1914
a prospector near Bulawayo observed a piece of quartz

in a hole dug by an antbear and has now a nice little

mine producing gold to the value of £2,000 per month.

The Wankie coal mines are .supplying coal and coke to

the Katanga c-o]iper smelters.

)Ea ©1

The following figures of mineral production in 1914

are given in the Eecords of the Geological Survey of

India, A^ol. XLV, Part 3. 1915. the items being arranged

in order of descending value :

Coal, 16,464,263 long tons; gold, 607,388 oz. ; petrol-

eum, 259,342,710 gal.; manganese ore, 682,898 long

tons; salt, 1,348,225 long tons: saltpeter, 15,489 long

tons ; mica, 40.507 cwt. ; lead ore and slag, 33,685 long

tons; tungsten ore, 2,326 long tons; ruby, sapphire and

spinel, 30-1,872 carats; monazite, 1,185 long tons: iron

ore, 441,674 long tons; jadeite, 9,925 cwt.; silver, 236,-

446 oz. ; tin ore, 5,395 cwt.; block tin, 1,964 cwt.: zinc

oie, (produced by the Burma Corporation), 8,553 long

Tons; ro))per ore, 5.324 long tons; garnet, 21,906 cwt.;

alum, 8,731 twt. : steatite, 999 long tons; chromite,

5.888 long tons: clay 54,740 long tons; gypsum, 22,268

long tons ; diamonds, 55 carats.

As previously pointed out, these figures differ from

tliose already issued by the chief inspector of mines and

given in the Journal: the latter ap])ly only to certain

mines which come under the Indian Mine Act of 1901,

while the figures just quoted give the complete returns

collected from all sources.

New y.enlniid Miiieriil Kxportx in 1914 have been officially

reported by the Minister of Mines, the principal items being

as follows: Gold, 227,9,')4 oz.: silver. 599,162 02.; coal. 302.-

90S long tons; kauri gum, 8.4T3; coke, 17: scheelite, 204 long

tons. In addition to the coal exported, 1,972,685 tons was
produced and used in the Dominion. In .\uKUst the exporta-

tion of gold was prohibited, so that the value of gold and
silver exported does not even approximately represent the

total production, which is shown by returns from the mines to

be £1,499.072. The total value of the mineral production, in-

cluding gold and silver won but not exported, w.as £3,297,9S4.
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limEU^ i:

By Edward E. Zalixski*

There Tras unusual activitry in mining throughout the

state during 1915. More properties were operating,

producing or carrying on development than for years

previoiis. ]\Iany new companies were incorporated, various

claims were taken under option, and the general interest

in mining had the effect of bringing about much pros-

])ecting and the opening of new orebodies. A new zinc

camp was found, interest was taken in two new gold

camps, and the jiroduction of potash in Utah was begun

from the mineral, alunite. On account of advances made
in Utah in the metallurgical treatment and milling of

low-grade ores, new mills were built to rehandle tailings

and old dumps and flotation sections were installed by

several of the large producers.

The ore market was good. Tlie valley smelters bought

ore, and various buyers representing Eastern companies

were in the field. A fair tonnage of zinc ore was shipped

m January and February, and the quantity increased

steadily. The volume of lead- and silver-ore shipments

Ijegau to grow larger in April and May. An increased

tonnage of copper ore was shipped beginning with the

second quarter. The output of all kinds of ore was good
in the summer and fall and increased steadily up to

December. The tonnage handled was the greatest in the

history of the state, amounting to over 13,000,000 tons.

The production of gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc

exceeded all past records. There were 231 producing

mines.

The output of Park City was larger than last year

—

for the first 11 months showing an increase of over

10%. There were 18 shippers, compared with 12 the year

previous. Two new mills—the Big Four Exploration Co.,

capacity 250 tons, and the Broadwater mill, 500 tons

capacit}'—were built below the camp to treat tailings and
produced zinc and lead concentrates. Operations were

resumed by the Ontario and Naildriver mines.

The production from Alta and Big Cottonwood in-

creased, there being 14 mines and prospects at work in

the latter district. The Cardiff and South Ilecla were

the principal shippers. A few cars of silver-lead ore

monthly were shipped by the Miller Hill, Pacific and
others from American Fork. Stockton, D17 Caiion and
Ophir showed increased activity, especially Dry Caiion,

where numerous leasers were at work, who made zinc-

and lead-ore shipments. The Hidden Treasure, ^lono

T)eveIo]iment and Queen of the Hills in Dry Canon, the

Ophir Hill, Cliff and Lion Hill Consolidated at Oiihir,

and the Jiullion Coalition at Stockton )nade shipments.

Two new milling enterprises were started in Beaver

County. The Caldo Jlining Co.'s mill at Frisco, using the

Callow flotation process, was built to treat 200 tons of tail-

ings daily from the old dump at the Horn Silver mine,

and began operation the latter part of the year. The Utah
Leasing Co. built a mill to treat a 1,000,000-tou tailing

(himp from the Cactus mill (South Utah) and operated

on tailings carrying to 0.8% coj)pcr. Tintic produced

an increased tonnage of lead, silver, gold, cop|)cr and zinc

ore, there being 10 j)roducing proiicrtics. Many leasers

worked in this camp. Tiie Kniglit-Dern interests built

•Mining engineer. Salt Lake City, Utah.

a new mill at Silver City to treat low-grade ores from the

Tintic district by ehloridizing roasting followed by leach-

ing. This plant should go into operation soon after the

first of the year. The Utah Ore Concentrating Co.'s new
mill treated dump ore from the Chief Consolidated, Eagle

& Blue Bell and Victoria.

The output of Bingham broke all previous records and

reached 1,000,000 tons a month in August and September.

AVages in this camp were increased 25c. per shift Aug. 1

.

when copper reached ITc.

Park City, Tintic and Bingham Shipments

Park City shipments for the year were as follows

:

January, 8,U9 tons; February, 9,371; March, 8,829;

April, 6,950; May, 8,000; June, 8,911; July, 10,656;

August, 8,319; September, 9,096; October, 6,112; Novem-
ber, 6,482; total for eleven months, 91,475 tons.

Tintic shipments for 11 months were: Beck Tunnel,

69 cars; Black Jack, 5; Bullion Beck, 05; Cari'sa, 30;

Centennial-Eureka, 945; Chief Consolidated, 1,010; Clift,

4 ; Colorado, 49 ; Copper Queen 1 ; Dragon Consolidated,

167; Eagle & Blue Bell, 514; Eureka Hill, 35; Gemini,

257; Godiva, 11; Gold Chain, 99; Grand Central, 189;

Iron Blossom, 984; Lower Mammoth, 93; McDonald-
Huish Sioux lease, 659 ; Mammoth, 468 ; ]\Iay Day, 125

;

ilinnie Moore, 10; Opohongo, 10; Plutus lease, 3; Ridge

& Valley, 6; Salvador lease, 1 ; Sharp mine (McNaughton
& Caldwell lease), 6; Sioux Consolidated (Coombs lease),

1 7 ; Sultana lease, 3 ; Tintic smelter, 1 ; Tintic Standard,

2; Tintic Standard (concentrates), 1; Uncle Sam, 23;

United Tintic, 1 ; Utah Consolidated, 1 ; Utah ilinerals

Concentrating, 12; Utah Ore Sampler, 6; Victor, 2;

Victoria, 69 ; Yankee, 50 ; total 6,003 cars.

The total output for 1915 will be about 300,000 tons.

Bingham shipments for the year were: January, 400,-

125 tons; February, 544,876"; March, 599,339;" April,

746,192; May, 896,052; June, 928,682; July, 983,333;

August, 1,029,763; September, 1,006.279; October, 993,-

?89 ; November (estimated), 997,723; December (esti-

mated), 991,231; totals 10,176,984 tons.

S.melting Operations Lively

The United States Smelting Co. at Midvale ran five

furnaces on lead ore. This company increased its roasting

capacity by the addition of two Dwight & Lloyd roasters

and added to its baghouse. The wet concentrator was

enlarged from 350 to 000 tons' daily capacity, and the

Huff electrostatic plant, from 00 to'lOO tons." Metallic

cadmium was recovered from flue dust by an electrolytii-

process. Arsenic was also produced. The Consolidated

Fuel, Black Hawk and Panther coal comjianies' proper-

ties in Carbon ami Emery Counties were consolidated as

the United States Fuel Co., controlled by the smelting

company. The Bingham and Tintic mines of this com-

]iany o])erated as usual. The American Smelting ami

Refining Co. at Murray had five furnaces in o])eration.

Both the United States and the A. S. & R. experimented

on electro-chemical jiroccsses for the recovery of zinc,

and the A. S. & R. built a 10-ton trial plant.

The Garfield Smelting Co., of the A. S. & R.. operated

two blast furnaces and five reverberatories, smelting about
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2,700 tons of ore and contentrates daily. This company
completed the equipping of its reverberatory furnaces to

burn powdered coal instead of oil, though the oil is still

held in reserve. The International, at Tooele, had five lead

furnaces in blast and two, and at times three, copper re-

verberatory furnaces. Besides shipments sent by railroad,

ores were received by the Tooele plant from the Bingham
& New Haven and Utah Consolidated over the Utah Con-

solidated aerial tramway.

The Utah Ore Sampling Co. operated plants at Park
City, ilurray, and Silver City, and sampled ores from
Utah, Nevada, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Arizona, Calif-

ornia, etc., which shows the territory drawn on by the

valley smelters.

Utah Copper Co.'s Operations

Tlie Utah Copper early in the year still curtailed opera-

tions. In January only the Magna plant operated, the

output being appro.ximately two-thirds of normal; in

February the Arthur plant went into operation, when the

output was increased to three-quarters of normal ; at the

end of March both plants were operating at full capacity.

In the first quarter 1,396,.341 tons of ore was handled,

2,215,1.59 tons in the second, 2,498,400 tons in the third

and 2,445,000 tons (estimated) in the fourth, making a

total of 8,555,500 tons for the year, as compared with

0,470,166 tons in 1914. Capping amounting to 5,873,-

248 cu.yd. was removed. Up to 30,000 tons of ore per

day was mined and milled.

The Arthur and Magna plants handled an average of

about 27,000 tons per day in the latter part of the year.

Further experimental work iu flotation was done. The
grade of the ore was 1.4393%, 1.42% and 1.4089% daring

the first three quarters respectively. The extraction was

65.72%, 64.85% and 63.59%. The extraction in the

third quarter was lower than usual, owing to partly

oxidized ore and to the large tonnage handled. The costs

were: 8.188c., 7.49c. and 7.64c. per pound for the three

quarters respectively, not crediting miscellaneous income.

The production was : January, 8,009,646 lb. ; February,

8,202,467 lb.; March, 10,203",882 ; April, 12,010,148;

>[av, 14,053,765; June, 14,730,912; July, 14,041,009;

August, 15,900,543; September, 14,159,289; October,

10,004,607; November (estimated), 13,807,900; Decem-
ber (estimated), 14,000,000; total, 150,395,108 lb.

The Bingham & Garfield R.R. carried 17,850 tons of

ore per day in the third quarter; additional dumping
ground for the tailings at the mills and for overburden

at Bingham was acquired.

The Ohio Copper, at Bingham, was leased to the

General Exploration Co., which operated the mine ami

mill, treating about 2,000 tons of ore daily.

Production of Gold, Silver and Lead

(iold was produced from copper, lead and mixed ores.

Little straight siliceous ore was produced. Discoveries

wore made at Goldstrike, in Washington Coimty, and at

the new camp at Fortuna, in Beaver County. At Fortuna

the United States Smelting, Refining and ilining Ex-

ploration Co. took a bond on the Lumry & iloore claims

and started work on a 200-ft. shaft. A large body of

sul])hide ore—iron pyrite carrying copper and gold, and

galena carrying copper and gold—carrying V^ to 1 oz.

gold per ton was developed by the Utah Metal and Tunnel

Co. at Bingham,^ and regular shipments were made. Ore

a.ssaying well in gold was mined Uy the adjoining
Bingham-New Haven, which late in the year was bought
by the Utah Metal. Les.sees at the Annie Laurie mine,
at Kimberley, in Piute County, ma<l(: occa.sionaI ship-

ments of .siliceous ore. Tintic properties, including the
Centennial-Eureka, Eagle & Blue B<11, Chief, Gemini
and others, produced from siliceous silver-gold and from
lead ores.

Tlie Daly-Judge, Daly West, Silver King Coalition and
Silver King Consolidated, at Park City, producing silver-

lead ores, and the Utah Apex, Utah Metal and Tunnel
Co. (including the Bingham-New Haven), the Utah Con-
solidated and the United States properties at Bingham,
producing lead-silver ores, were the principal shippers.

The Silver King Coalition in.stalled an 80-ton flotation

plant (Callow process) at its mill; the Daly-Judge in-

stalled Callow flotation to treat slimes and tailings and
])ut iu a new steel gallows frame and electric hoisting
equipment at the Anchor shaft. The Snake Creek tunnel
was advanced to the 13,000-ft. point during the year.

leaving 1,500 ft. still to be driven. The Three Kings
Mining Co., at Park City, sunk a 540-ft. shaft in Nigger
Hollow and crosscut south in promising ground. The
Ontario Silver ^Mining Co. developed some low- and
medium-grade siliceous silver ore and made preparations

for unwatering the lower levels. Various Tintic mines

—

the Eagle & Blue Bell, Chief Consolidated, Gemini,
Yankee, ilay Day and others—developed and produced
lead and silver ores.

Zinc Ores and Concentrates

Shipments of zinc ores and concentrates were made from
Tintic and Park City, while Dry Caiion and Stockton

added small amounts. At Tintic the Yankee, May Day,
Lower ilammoth, Gemini, Uncle Sam, Ridge & Valley,

Colorado, Beck Tunnel, Iron Blossom, etc., mined and
shipped zinc ore. Shipments from the camp in the

middle and latter part of the year averaged 625 tons a

inonth and at times were considerably more. At Park
City, the Daly West and Daly-Judge made zinc concen-

trates and numerous small tailings plants operated. The
two mills—Broadwater and Big Four Exploration—below

Park City operated on tailings and produced zinc and

lead concentrates. The Daly West made zinc middlings

for a time and shipped them to Midvale. The United

States properties at Bingham shipped mixed lead and

zinc ores to the company's wet concentrator at ilidvale,

where it was separated and the zinc-iron product treated

by the Huflf electrostatic plant. The Hidden Treasure,

Queen of the Hills and Jlono Development, in Dry
Caiion, produced zinc ore amounting to 300 tons or over

a month during the last half of the year. The Bullion

Coalition, at Stockton, also produced zinc. In Beaver

County the Cedar-Talisnum, shipping 100 tons a month,

was the chief producer. The Horn Silver and the Leonora

produced some zinc. The Caldo mill at the former proper-

ty, treating tailings, started operations in December and

made zinc concentrates. Sn)aU zinc shipments were made

from Green River and from Hiram, near Logan, in Cache

County.

Important zinc deposits were discovered and developed

on Promontory Point, 30 mi. west of Ogden, and a new

zinc camp with 15 properties doing development and

employing upward of 130 miners resulted. The Lakeview

2ilining Co., in this camp, located its ground the first of the
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year and started work in March. Shipments and dividends

began the latter part of Maj^, from which time to the end

of the year dividends aggregating $45,500 were paid.

Other properties and leasers made shipments. The pro-

duction of the Lakeview mining district averaged per

month over 500 tons of carbonate ores carrying 32 to

55% zinc.

TjRAXirii, Yaxadicm axd Eake-Metal Ores

There has been practically no production of uranium
and vanadium ores from Utah since the war started and
cut off the market. Development work on carnotite

properties in San Juan and Grand Counties was done,

and claims were patented. A few odd lots of ore which
were on hand were sold in the United States for experi-

mental purposes.

A limited tonnage of antimony ore was shipped from
near ilarysvale and Junction in southern Utah and from
near Lovelock, Nev., being marketed in Salt Lake. One
lot of ore carrying 34% bismuth and some gold was
shipped from Deep Creek. Tungsten ores were shipped

to Salt Lake from Idaho and Nevada. There were also

small shipments from Deep Creek (scheelite) and from
Bovine. Box Elder County (wolframite). Molybden-

um is found at Alta as sulphide or as lead molybdate

at a number of properties, including the Grizzly, Alta

Gladstone, Albion and Continental Alta, but no ore has

even been marketed for this metal.

The production of potash was begun in Utah in October

by the Mineral Products Corporation, at Marj'svale, in

the southern part of the state. The ore is almiite, a

basic sulphate of potassium and aluminum, and occurs

in large fissure veins. The process consists of crushing,

roasting, leaching with water, evaporation and recover}-

of the potash as sulphate. A plant to treat 100 tons of

alunite a day was built aud is producing 20 to 30 tons

of potassium sulphate daily. Pure alumina is obtained

as a byproduct. The capacity of the plant will probably

be doubled.

Work was started on a plant for the recovery of potash

from the waters of Great Salt Lake. This plant is being

built by the Utah Chemical Co., near Saltair. west of.

Salt Lake Cit)\ and will treat the residual liquor from
the evaporating ponds of the Inland Crystal Salt Co.

Potash and other salts are concentrated in the evaporating

pond liquors to several times the percentage present in

the waters of the lake. A number of different salts or

chemicals are to be recovered, and it is expected to begin

operations early in 191(5.

A new powder plant of the Hercules Powder Co., at

Bacchus, near Garfield, was built and began manufactur-

ing dynamite and black powder for the Intermountain

country in March.

The metal jiroduction from Utah aud custom ores

smelted by the United States Smelting Co., the American

Smelting aud Eefining Co., and the International Smelt-

ing and Eefining Co. was: Gold, 170.83(5 oz. ; silver,

12.512.891 oz.: copper, 174,864,825 lb.: lead, 186,030,225

lb.; zinc, 27,341,830 lb. The output for December is

estimated. Arsenic and cadmium were produced by the

United States company as byproducts.

lU© i^nperBor Copper Disiiract
By C. L. C. Fichtel*

The year 1915 closed with the mines of the Lake
Superior copper district working to greater capacity than

at any other time in tiieir history. Tlie first quarter

of the year was taken up in getting the mines back to

normal after the enforced curtailment brought about at

the outset of the European War. Wages were returned

to their original scale, and at some properties they were

increased. The Calumet & Hecla Alining Co. returned

to all employees, in the form of a bonus, the difference

in money between the reduced scale of wages and the

original scale, based on the actual number of days worked

during the time the reduction was in effect. All the

smaller properties that suspended operations at the out-

break of the war resumed, and the larger properties took

on all the avai!al)le men, so that the labor situation was
cleaned uj) and the district was very prosperous.

The Keweenaw Copjjcr Co. carried on development

work on the Aslibed lode at the Pluenix property and
opened some very encouraging ground. The Ahmeek
Mining Co. put No. 3 and No. 4 shafts into regular

comnii.ssion and started two new heads at the stamp mill

to take care of the increased tonnage. A low-pressure

steam-turbine generating outfit was also started at the

mill. The Allouez .Mining Co. rounded into .shape nicely

luring the year and was ])ut f>n a dividend-paying basis.

•Care of Calumet & Herlii MinitiK Co., Calumet. Mich.

Fire destroyed the .shafthouse at the No. 2 shaft of

the Centennial Copper Co. and caused a curtailment

in tiie production. The Mohawk Co. had a successful

year; the mine was put in Al .^hape, and costs were ma-
terially lowered.

Work was resumed at the Tamarack mine. An ex-

amination was made of the property for the minorit\

stockholders and a valuation of the property was mado
with a view of selling the entire stock to the Calunut

& Hecla Mining Co. A proposition was made to thr

directors, but no definite action was taken. At the stamp

mill, plans were laid for the construction of a reclama-

tion plant for the reworking of the tailings piles. A
building for this work was erected last year, but all other

work was stopped at the beginning of the European War.

At the Calumet & Hecla Alining Co. the No. 2 regriml

ing mill, together with the hydraulic dredge and cla>-

fying house, was put into regular commission, and ti

results obtained from the reworking of the tailings pili

more than met the expectations of the management. TIm

building of the new leaching plant was constructed, all

contracts for the necessary apparatus were closed, and

the plant will go into connni.xsion during tiie summer ot

1916. Ground was broken for the erection of the third

large furnace at the smelting works. Both branches ol

the mine were worked successfully and kept the stainji

mills working to their utmost capacity.
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TIr' Osceola CoiisoliilMtcil Miniiii;- Co. (:-oni])l(>tc'il tlie

eintion oi' a new roekhoiise at No. ;} shaft of tlie old

iiiiiii', and al'tcr being idle for several years, this shaft

was again opened. During the later months of the

yvnr. a material betterment was noted in the cop-

per contents of the rock. The La Salle Copper Co. re-

sinned operations at both its shafts. The production was

small, for considerable development work was done. The

New Arcadian succeeded in develo])ing an encouraging

formation which ott'er.s well for the future of the prop-

erty. About ;!,500 tons of rock was shipped to the

stamp mill for three separate mill tests, and it ran bet-

ter than 20 lb. copper to the ton. The rock was taken

from the development openings without any selection.

The Hancock and Quincy companies made an exchange

whereby the former secured the use of No. 7 shaft

of the Quincy for a portion of each day for the hand-

ling of rock from the lower levels, which were extended

from the Quincy shaft into the Hancock property.

The stamp mill of the Isle Royale Copper Co., which

was destroyed by fire on Christmas eve of 1914, was

reconstructed and put in commission during the sum-

mer. The mill contains three compound heads and a

low-pressure turbo-generating outfit that furnishes the

necessary power for operating the washing machinery and

the main pumping station. The South Lake property

carried on development work and started the erection of

the i)ermanent rockhouse. Some small shipments of

rock were made to the Franklin jMill.

At the Lake property, operations were resumed. At

the close of the year some fine ground was being devel-

oped and the management was most optimistic regard-

ing the ultimate success of the property.

The success of the White Pine Copper Co., a subsid-

iary of the Calumet & Hecla ^Mining Co., developed a

keen interest in the possibility of the Porcupine Moun-

tain district of Ontonagon County. The AVhite Pine

Extension Co. started exploratory work with diamond

drill and shaft sinking. A formation was opened which

will be thoroughly developed.

The equipment of the White Pine Copper Co., which

consists of a 1,000-ton mill, power plant and compressor

house and rock-transportation system, was put in com-

mission in the early part of the summer and the property

put on a permanent producing basis. The two shafts

were equipped with ))crraanent hoisting and rock houses.

Buildings and equipment and a number of substan-

tially built dwellings were erected for the em])loyees.

Railroad connections were made with the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul 1M>., and the camp is in a most flour-

ishing condition.

Following the aiiiionnccnirnt by Sr. Orncta oT the dis-

covery of ])latinuni in the Serrania dc Romla, there have

been two royal decrees in connection with it, demonstrat-

ing the interest taken in tlie matter liy King .Mfoiiso.

According to Madrid Cienlifico, Nov. 15, IDIo, the lirst

order charges the geological institute with the forma-

tion of a iilan of operation for i)roving the platinum

deposit and an estimate of the cost of the work. The

determination of tlu' extent of the field in which plat-

inum may lie fouiKl is also part of this work, establishing

limits licyond wliich prospecting would not be justilied.

The second order su.spends prospecting in the Serrania

de Ronda until the possible platinum field has been de-

limited as previously mentioned. This provides for a

period in which the state may make its necessary inves-

tigations and possibly re.serve all or a part of the district

subject to special conditions.

Masaes s^t M^tte
BUTTU COURESPO.NDKXCE

The men employed at the various mines in Butte at the

close of 1915 were as follows:

Mine Surface Underground Total
Anaconda 59 750 809
Neversweat 42 62 104
St. Lawrence 50 344 394
Mountain Con 60 463 523
Bell 77 534 611
Higli Ore 120 540 660
Belmont 49 164 213
Original 101 557 658
Stewart 48 381 429
Moonlight 13 13 26
Tramway 128 612 740
Poulin 23 19 42
Silver Bow 19 146 165
Berkeley 40 223 263
West Gray Rock 32 162 194
Mountain View 8S 774 862
Pennsylvania 58 456 514
Leonard 148 577 723
West Colusa 80 391 471
East Colusa 19 96 115
Badger State S2 464 546
Tropic 14 29 43
Ella 4 ... 4

Butte mines' machine shops.... 212 ... 213
Leonard machine shop 214 ... 214
Timber framing plant 47 ... 47
Sampling works 39 ... 39

Butte Reduction Works 7 ... .

Nettie 15 ... Jo
Moiloc 14 ... 14

Emma 14 •
•

!»

DepSlhs of B^ftft® Slhsifils

Bl'TTE CoURESl'OXDlC.VCi:

The depth of different shafts and development work

done in 1915 in mines of the Butte district is:

Depth Feet
in Sunk

Mine Feet in 1915

Anaconda 2,666
Neversweat 2,430
St. Lawrence . . . 2,570
Mountain Con. . . 2,734
Diamond 3,330 200
High Ore 3,402
Belmont 2,349
Original 3,169 200
Gagnon 2,610
Stewart 2,987 350
Moonlight 1,742
Buffalo 1,597 100
West Gray Rock. 1,826 200
Silver Bow No. 1. 1,033
Berkeley 1,719 100
Tramway 2.460

Mine Feet
Mountain Viev^'.. 2,305
Pennsylvania . . . 2,442
.Leonard No. 1. . . 2,154
Leonard No. 2... 2,261
West Colusa 2,272
East Colusa 1,275
Badger State . . . 2.390
Moose 1,204
Tropic 910
Parnell 1.744
Pilot Butte 2,600
Butte Alex Scott. 2,250
Black Rock 1,850
Pittsmont 1,850
Colorado 2,550
Rainbow 1.400

Depth Feet
in Sunk

in 1915

300
200
250
250

An unusual case of cyanide poisoning is attracting the

attention of physicians, according to reports from Idaho

Springs, Colo. John Carlson, a millwright with many

years' experience in cyanide mills, was recently employed

where he was frequently called upon to repair pipes car-

rying cyanide solution. It is said that in the performance

of liis \vork he was frequently careless of his own welfare

and sometimes extended his arms full length into the

tanks to adjust a pipe I'onnection or regulate the flow of

solution. It is reported that Carlson's whole system ap-

pears to be impregnated with the poison, that his blood

seems to be undergoing a kind of separation and that all

ciforts to give him relief have thus far failed.
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aoim
By E. W. Smitu=:

mil Sol. Tank

The principle of ore concentration by flotation has been

known for 3"ears, but only recently has it attracted seri-

ous attention. Flotation has come before the pubUe

strikingly in the last year, and many commercial in-

stallations have been made. Its spread has been rapid,

and it is safe to say that few mills have not experimented

or are not experimenting in order to determine what the

process may be worth as an assistant to existing methods

or as a replacement of them.

If the millman of today finds his ore susceptible to

flotation treatment, it is possible that he can increase his

total mill saving from a former recovery of 55 or 65%
to 90 or 95%. In many cases he can make cleaner con-

centrates of better grade. He can eliminate all the un-

satisfactory slime concentrators, therel)}- getting rid of

their high upkeep cost and the large

floor space required. It is true that it

costs considerably less to change to mill

by a flotation process than to any other

form of concentrating mill. In view of

all these tempting conditions it is not

surprising that flotation has spread rap-

idly. The two factors, however, which

liave tended to delay its universal \ise

are, first, the ignorance concerning tlie

details of its practice and, second, the re-

luctance to work with the process while gold Sol

litigation continues. The first of these Tank

factors is rapidly disappearing. As to

the second, litigation has continued for

such a long period that operators have

become restless and are refusing to wait

for this to be definitely settled. One of

the most recent installations of the flo-

tation process is that of the Oneida

Stag ilines and ^lills Co., with offices at

Idaho Springs, Colo. The mine and mill

are at Freeland, an old mining camp
about 5 mi. from Idaho Springs. Tlie

I)resent mill provides some interesting

comparative data—interesting because

flotation has displaced the former practice of cyanide

treatment.

The ore is typical of the Idaho Springs district. It

has been milled for the gold and silver contained in py-

rite, gray copper, ehalcopyrite and small an»ounts of

galena. In the early days the ore from the mine was

high-grade and was then stamped, amalgamated, and a

furtlier recovery effected with Gilpin County bumping
tables. Part of the old mill is .still standing. As the

bettor ore was removed from the mine and the silver

market went down in 1893, higher recover)' and lower

treatment cost became necessary. The Oneida Stag built

a cyanide mill for this purpose several years ago. and

the first flow sheet shown here indicates the treatment

plan. Tlie ore was cruslicd at the stamps to 8-mesh,

concentrated on Card tables, the sand tailings from these

tables washed and di.schargcd to waste and the slimes

treated with a 2.5-lb. cyanide solution. This treatni" :

gave 92% extraction.

It was found, however, after running several months,

that the average total treatment cost per ton of cri'

mill-feed was 80c. for the cyanide treatment alone. T
figure was high on account of the small tonnage trea'

by the cyanide process and because of the high runii

expense of the cyanide process, which required hii;

paid men to operate. There was 50 tons of crude m
feed per day, and 50 tons of mill-feed produced olij\

20 tons of slime for cyanide treatment. The costs there-

fore were prohibitive, and the company could do no
more than break even by following the process. In fact,

the operators found they could make money by letting

this part of the mill stand idle and running only the

n-\5etthng BofM No I

resettling BoxM No.Z

Dorr Agitators

FLOW SHEETS OF THE CY.4XIDE PLANT AND THE FLOT.\TIOX PLA.VT
INTO WHICH IT WAS CHANGED

tables, thereby saving about (J5% of the ore value. Tbcv

decided that it would be necessary to find a cheap a

efficient method for treating slimes before they en

pay any attention to them. So they ran the stamps -.i

tables for many months—in fact, until flotation came i i

existence and was brought vividly to their notice n

l)romised a solution of the problem.

The Installation of Flotation

.\fter a thorough season of experiment the cyanide ]>

'

of tlie mill was replaced by a flotation ]ilaiit. The ll

is as indicated in the second drawing. The Dorr tiii.

ener and Dorr classifier shown were both part of t

cyanide jdant and fitted perfectly into the flotati'

sdicme. The flotation machine itself was built in Den-

ver and was shijipcd in one piece to Idaho Springs. Two
weeks after it arrived the feed was turned in, and in a

little over three weeks it was making a commercial

•MInInK engineer, 1845 Grant Ave, Denver, Colo. jiroduct.
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The entire tailings from tlie tal>lc tliwr are run tliri)Uf!:h

the Dorr classifier, which eliminates the coarse sands.

There are two advantages to this. The first is that the

larse sands contain practically no value, only about Mc.

in gold and loc. in silver, and by removing them, the

wear of the flotation machine is considerably reduced.

Alter removing the sands, the slimes are conducted to tlie

l>cirr thickener, as shown, where they are dewatered. The
thickened pulp as discharged from this machine is ele-

vated to a .small box near the first cell of the flotation

machine by means of a diaphragm pump. From here

the feed enters the flotation machine. The oil is added

at this point, but neither acid nor heat is necessary in

the treatment.

The flotation machine has 8 cells, or compartments,

)nnected in series, through which the pulp is made to

flow by an external method of circulation of special dc-

u. The agitation is accomplished by a double agi-

tator driven by a quarter-turn belt for each cell. The
agitators in each cell turn in the same direction since

tluy are both fastened on the same shaft, but the blades

arc turned at such an angle that one impeller opposes

the action of the other. The peripheral speed of the

impeller is about 1,500 ft. per min. The agitator cells

are 18 in. across inside of the lining. The tailings di.s-

harged from the eighth cell are reconducted to the Dorr

thi( kener, in which the slimes from the sand classifier

are thickened. This is an innovation that increases the

recovery materially, and will be discussed in detail.

System of Haxdlixg Concentrates

The froth from all eight cells is conducted to a screw

dcwaterer, into which are also conducted the table con-

centrates. This is advantageous because the table con-

centrates are coarse and stack easily and are readily

handled. If special product is made of the flotation

concentrates, an expensive dewatering system is required,

and it may involve an expensive filter press. With the

mixing system, the froth goes directly with the table con-

centrates into the dewaterer. A total of 100 lb. of slime

concentrates per hr. is the amount delivered by a flo-

tation machine. The dewaterer removes about two-thirds

of the total tonnage of the slimes with the coarse con-

centrates. Overflow from the dewaterer carries away the

other third, which is led to two large settling boxes.

The overflow from the second settling box is led back

to the Dorr thickener, thus forming a closed circuit, and
none of the concentrates are lost. Nearly all of the re-

maining third of the slime concentrates that overflow the

dewaterer settle in the settling boxes. The insoluble

material raised with the mineral is considerable—about

li>% in the first cell and about 30% in the eighth, or

last cell, making an average of about 24%. There is

only a sliglit penalty for this, and therefore there is not

niu( h objection to it. The table concentrates are much
cleaner and average about !)% in.soluble. After mixing
in the flotation concentrates, the total ])roduct averages

about l(i% insoluble, an amount for which the penalty

is extremely low.

Table concentrates assay about 1.5% copper, and since

the concentrate buyers do not pay for any copper less

tl)ah 1.5%, this amount is lost. The flotation concen-

trates, however, run about 3.5 to 4% copi)cr, and so it

was thought that an increased profit would be nuide by

a sejtarate prodtictiou of the flotation froth. After fig-

uring it up, however, it was readily -cen that it was
immaterial, since 1.5% of the copper i- lost whether it

is in the flotation concentrates or in the table concen-

trates. If the two are mixed, the assay is lower in cop-

])er but the tonnage is greater, and thi- 'tlsets the higher

assay but lower tonnage of the flotation froth.

Return of the Flotation Tailings

A\'hen it was first suggested to return the flotation tail-

ings to the Dorr thickener in which the flotation feed is

tliickened, it seemed that there were several things that

would defeat the purpose. In the first place it might be

supposed that the pulp would build up until the thick-

ener would not handle it properly. Or, if this did not

happen, it might be that by crowding the thickener with

more pulp, the additional pulp would crowd some of the

valuable minerals over the overflow lip and they would
go to waste. The pulp does gradually build up in the

thickener, but this is overcome l)y allowing the flotation

tailings to run to waste through the tailrace one hour

in every eight. The other effect is a slight increase in

the value of the thickener overflow, but a marked differ-

ence in the value of this overflow product and the nor-

mal discharge. The flotation tailings average about 40c.

in gold and 40c. in silver.

The overflow from the thickener averages about 40c.

gold and aboitt 20e. silver. Thus 20c. additional sav-

ing per ton is gained by this simple scheme. Consid-

ci-ing that the total value of the flotation feed is about

$2, this means an additional saving of 10%. Wlien the

tailings from the flotation machine are returned to the

thickener, the feed to the flotation machine contains six

parts of water to one of ore. When these tailings are

discharged directly to waste, the consistency is 9 : 1. When
the tailings are returned to the thickener, the value of

the overflow is about 60c. in total gold and silver. AVhen

they are bypassed to waste, the average value of total gold

and silver is about 55c., the difference being due to the

silver content. Thus, for seven hc'tirs out of eight the

tailings from the mill are two products, the first of

which is coarse sand from the classifier, having an aver-

age value in total gold and silver of 55c., and the second

of which is the overflow from the Dorr thickener, with

total value in gold and silver of 60c. The remainder

of the time the tailings are composed of three prod-

ucts, of which the first two are the same as those just

mentioned and the third is a discharge from the flo-

tation machine having a total value in gold and silver of

80c. per ton.

Using these figtires as a basis on a $2 feed, the flo-

tation recovery is about T0% of its own feed. The ad-

ditional saving made by this machine in connection with

the recovery made by tables makes the mill total recov-

ery about 87 to 5)0%. This is satisfactory considering

the low content of the crude mill-feed.

Flotation Oil and Its Use

Of the flotation feed 85% will pass through a 200-

nicsh screen and about 90% of the flotation concentrate

will pass through the same screen. The oil is added in

the small box under which the diaphragm pump dis-

charges just before the pulp enters the machine. Oil

is added at the rate of 2.5 lb. per ton of dry feed. The
cost has been materially reduced by mixing three dif-

ferent kinds of oil. In this case the mixture consists of
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oiif r.irt of thick crude wood-tar, fairly cheap, one part

of spirits of turpentine, more expensive : and four parts

of a cheap local mineral oil. This mineral oil constitutes

a cheap hase for carrying the other oils. It is not al-

ways possible to find a mixture that will give a high re-

co\ery and at the same time make clean products. By
mixing oils as is done at the Oneida Stag, the cost per

gallon for oil on the ground is reduced from 4.5c. to 23c.

This reduces the cost of oil per ton of crude mill-feed

from 6c. to 3c. The manager of the company, H. T.

Rogers, has estimated that the total cost of treatment,

including flotation, is $1.85. Of this, flotation costs 3oc.

The table shows a list of average assays of products in

various places as indicated.

VALUE OF VARIOUS FLOTATION' PRODUCTS
Sample Au. Oz. Ag, Oz. SiO;, ri Cu, %

Flotation feed 0.07 2.00
Flotation tailings 0.02 0.80
Flotation frotli (total S cells).... 0.60 15.00 24.00 3.5
Flotation, flr.st cell 0.70 17.00 18.00 5.0
Flotation, eigiith cell 0.50 13.00 30.00 2.0
Table concentrates 2.25 8.00 9.00 1.3
Dorr thickener overflow 0.02 0.35
Sand from the Dorr classifier 0.02 0.30 ....
Mixed concentrates from dewaterer 1.70 11.50 16.00 2.5

In comparing tlie former cyanide practice with the

present flotation-plant work, the advantages of the latter

are striking. An effective comparison .is made by con-

sidering the two flow sheets. In the flotation mill, the

discard included three Dorr thickeneri*, three Dorr agi-

tators, an air compressor for the agitator and a motor

to drive it, two zinc boxes, a melting room, solu-

tion tanks and the necessary pumps. This amount of

machinery represents a considerable outlay of capital, and

its saving is material.

Tlie next comparison is in treatment cost. Cyanide

costs 80c. per ton of crude mill-feed, or $1.50 per ton

of ore actually treated by cyanide. Flotation costs 35c.

per ton of crude mill-feed, or Gfic. per ton of ore actu-

ally treated. The difference between the two, 45c. per

ton. represents total profit per ton of mill feed with the

flotation machine. The ditference in the cost of instal-

lation is another advantage in favor of flotation. The
actual cost of changing the mill over to flotation from

cyanide was only about $2,000. Tliis includes the flo-

tation machine and all labor required to install and con-

nect it pro])erly.

It may l)e said in contlusiun that tliis installation is

only one of the many that are .so greatly widening the

field of flotation. And its displacement of cyanidation

in thi.- mill is suggestive of fields only touched, and

indicates possibilities that may lead to revolutionary

methods of treatment. Flotation has put the Oneida

Stag property back on the map with a bright future,

and the mine will undoubtedly be a i)roduccr for many
vears.

Ilinicir'eases FlaHiit

In order to iiurcaM- the capacity of its smelteries at

Port Pirie up to 5.000 tons of leady concentrates ])er

Sveek, the Broken Ilill Associated Smelters Proprietary.

Ltd., is s])ending nearly £100,000, says the London
Finnncial Tlinrs. When the works were taken over by

the present company at the beginning of June, the

cquiiinient included 4 Ropp roasting furnaces, 7 Dwight-

Lloy<l roasters, Ui Hiintiiigton-irclicrlcin converters and

4 smelting furnaces, with mechanical feeding arran^

ments. The capacity of the smelting plant was 3.".'

tons of 60% lead concentrates per week. The ]

refinerA' had a capacity of 2,000 tons of bullion per vn.

The zinc-smelting works consisted of 1 Matthiessen-IL

eler roaster and 10 zinc-distillation furnaces, with a tu; ,

capacity of 350 tons of zinc concentrates and an outpiir

of 100 tons of spelter and blue powder per week.

The area of land held by the Associated Smelter-

136 acres, of which 12T acres is freehold and the rema
der is held under lease from the South Australian govern-

ment. A wharf 1,200 ft. in length adjoining the work?
is also held under lease from the South Australian govern-

ment. In addition there are 18 acres of freehold land at

Belambi, N. S. W., 50 mi. south of Sydney, upon whicli

erected coke works, having a capacity of 1,100 ton>

coke per week, shipped to Port Pirie for smelting purjTOsi-

The distance by rail between Port Pirie and Broken Hill

is 250 mi. The concerns at present sending their out-

puts to the smelters are the Broken Hill Proprietary, the

North and the South companies and the Zinc Corporation.

LaK'M.et 5
Until the outbreak of the war the Primos Chemical Co.

was practically the only concern that produced tungsten .

and tungsten alloys in quantities in this country. The i

placing of war-order business here changed entirely the

American position, and the Crucible Steel Co., the Vana-
dium Alloys Steel Co., the York Metal and Alloys Co.,

the Wile Electric Furnace Co. and the Goldschmidt
Thermit Co. all started active competition for the pur- '

chase of tungsten ore so necessary for the shell-making ^ :

industry.

The market for tungsten ore during the first quarter '

of 1915 was very poor, and it fetched only $6(rt9 per

unit. Very little foreign ore reached this country, and >

the demand was not up to the normal. During April

and May the allies placed in this country enormous
orders for war requirements, and the demand for tung-

sten became great. Not foreseeing the call that would
be made for the ore, contracts were closed by many dealers

at between $7 and $9, but unfortunately the persons with

\ihom the contracts were closed did not make good m
all cases, and many a contract that was dcsed at tlv

figures is still awaiting completion. The fulfillment

the contracts closed at tho.'^e low figures is said to

i-athcr the exception than the rule. During May tli'-

jirice reached $10 per unit. It continued rising liy

lca])s and bounds until it became simply a que.stioii a>

to who had the tungsten ore. Whoever had it cotil I

demand his own price, which was paid by the bu}

without any counter-offer for fear lest they might 1-

the parcel. However, the British government lost pam '-

by trying to dicker for them in what was not a dickerini:

market.

Buyers here sent agents to Japan and to South America

to get whatever tungsten ore might still be had, as the

several interests in this country were competing with

each other, driving the market up against themselves.

By October the price had reached $40 jicr unit.

Pi-evious to the outbreak of the war, Australia, New
Zealand, Burma and the Straits Settlement)) supplied

a very large proportion of the world's production of

tuiiir-tcn. Kngland. foreseeing the call for tiiis ore, com-
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mandeered all that was produced in any of its colonies,

and fixed a maximum price of 5os. per unit, or about

ijlS-oO. Though this requisition stopped any tungsten

reaching this country from the British Colonics, it

cleared the position considerably as far as neutral

ountries are concerned, for the British no longer com-

]ieted for the ore which fetched here a very much higher

figure than the maximum price fixed for the British

irovcrnment.

However, the British embargo did not operate wholly

as expected. Many colonial producers did not relish the

celling of their product for a price only one-half or

one-third of what was being paid in the open market

and reserved their output with the expectation that the

British government would have to raise its figure at some

ttie.

American consumers of tungsten ore obtained consider-

able supplies from Mexico and South America. Portugal

and Spain are also producers, but the mines there are con-

trolled to a large extent l)y British capital. Those mines

that were not subjected to British dictation encountered

considerable difficulties in getting tungsten shipped to

the United States. Only during the last few weeks have

arrangements been completed by which tungsten ore

contracted in Portugal and Spain may now be .shipped;

the first shipment of fair quantity was to leave for New

I'ork during December. Japan shipped tungsten ore to

this country when the price had reached $44 per unit,

at which figure large quantities were booked during

December. Later sales of ore in quantity were made in

this market at $50 per unit. These were contract prices.

Ore for prompt delivery is so verj' much in demand

that practically any price is being paid. Although the

largest buyers here will not pay the top prices, ammuni-

tion makers have paid as much as .$G2.50 per unit, or

even more. Such high prices have stimulated every

prospector to look for tungsten, and on the other hand

have induced mine owners to work their mines to their

full capacity. Tungsten ore assaying only 2 to 4%,
which. was hardly worth while mining in normal times,

is now finding a ready sale, while 5% ore has fetched

$28 per unit. Dumps have been re-treated to get what-

ever they would yield. Anything containing tungsten

has been hunted for. Assayers' offices have been ransacked

for forgotten samples of the ore. A single pound has

been readily marketable, and opportunities to get 100-lb.

lots have been thankfully received by the largest buyers.

The value of tungsten metal advanced from 60c. per

lb. to $7 per lb. during the year. Tool steel that

used to be worth about TOc. per lb. is eagerly bought at

$;? per lb. These stupendous advances have not curtailed

consumption. On the contrary, the largest works in

the United States, which took about 100 tons of tungsten

ore per month at the beginning of 1915, was taking 200

tons per month at the end. The cessation of importation

of tungsten powder and magnet steel from Germany

placed the American producers of those materials in a

favorable position so long as they could get the raw

material.

As to what is going to hapjicn in this industry after

the war, opinions differ. One view is that it is threatened

with dire disaster. Another is that there will not be an

innnediate recession of the ])ricc. most of the ore that

could be secured having been contracted for months and

months ahead.

We understand, says the London Tim'-.t, that within

the next day or two the committee which lias been invited

by the Colonial Secretary and the president of the Board

of Trade to elaborate a British spelter scheme may be

expected to hold its first meeting for the purpose. The
committee, which is representative of the different in-

terests, is not even committed to the principles of a

single scheme, for when the deputation was received at

the Colonial Office a few days ago the ministers were

informed that the outlines of two schemes had been

discussed. The first provided for the payment of a

government bonus if and when the price fell below £23

per ton, and the other for a government guarantee of

interest on new capital expenditure, and the committee,

so it was pointed out, was probably slightly inclined

toward the bonus system. There seems reason for think-

ing that if a satisfactory' bonus scheme were prepared,

the government might not be unwilling to subscribe a

sulistantial amount, say £500,000. Then if the ore-

producing companies in Australia were ready to subscribe

another £500,000 it would seem not tinreasonable to invite

the great users of spelter in this countrv-, the brass and

corrugated iron manufacturers and other interested com-

panies, to subscribe a further £500,000.

With a capital of £1,500,000 large new smelting works

could be built, presumably in the neighborhood of coal

fields, for about three tons of coal are required for every

ton of ore smelted. No relief to the spelter situation could

be given for some time, since the building of works would

take between a year and two years, according to circum-

stances, and the labor problem would call for special

care. Possibly a garden city would form part of the

plan. If, as might fairly be expected, government con-

tracts over a period of years were forthcoming, the

scheme would start with a measure of support ; but clearly

the bonus system would have to be protected against the

dumping on the market of the German surplus pro-

duction. What dangers were latent in the old dependence

on Continental exports has been proved by the experience

since the outbreak of war, for, the German exports

having ceased, this country was for a time faced not only

with enormous prices, but with a positive famine of

spelter. One great merit of the bonus system would be

that no difficulty would occur in dealing with existing

works; they would participate, like new works, in any

bonus distributed and might even look to recoup them-

selves for past losses, whereas imder an interest guarantee

system special allowance could hardly be made for past

deficits.

for nS Years
The total production, costs, etc., of the Cceur d'Alenc

iiroducing mines for 13 years to Jan. 1, 1915, is given

l)V the WaUace Miner, from whose compilation that figures

in the ffrand total column of the table are taken; the

figures in the last column are computed therefrom.

Grand Totals Per Ton

Tons extracted 2?'< 3?.|^.; , / ^«
Gross value ^Un' i '^•-Si icl
Cost of extraction.

^J-jift-i^i 14^
Transportation and reduction al,S20,b-l »J-
In.iirovements and repairs

j^«?ft-^so lofi
Net profit 4o,910,.'8- i-t>
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STKKL HUXL .\.\L. ^Ui'hJHSTHUCTUlIE Ul<' YIKO.V NO. M I^KIODGE A.S.'-iKJIBLED IN CONSTRUCTION YARD
BEFORIC SIIITMRNT

During the season of 1911 the Yukon Gold Co. built two all-sti-el drodsres having 7H-cu.ft. buckets. These dredses
each welKhed over 1.310 ton.s and r.-(|ulred more than 55.0(10 rivets in their construction. For their size, thcv are probably
tne heaviest dredges ever bnllt. havInK been constructed to withstand the severe dutv Imposed bv the conditions in the
yuKon. Bedrock must be duK and occasionally unthawed areas are encountered. Since dredplng was initiated in the
Yukon, many detail changes have been made In the dredKe machinery. Certain parts were found to be Inadequate for
the severe conditions cncounteri<l In this field. The buckets have been redeslBned several times since operations started.
JJlgglng ladders have been ri'lnforccd and heavily shod on the bottom, screens rebuilt, pump capacities increased, sluices
and Kold-savlng apparatus changed. When the Yukon Oold Co. I)ullt its all-stiM-l dredges it had the benefit of several
years actual operating experience and incorporated these Improvements in its new dredges
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PROGRESS PICTURES OF CONSTRUCTION OF YUKON NO. 9 STEEL DREDGE
Construction of this dredge was begun on July 20. 1911, and was completed on Oct. 5. soingr into commission Oct. 7. No.

steel dredge, built simultaneously, was completed in 63 days; it has been dredging on Upper Bonanza Creek since 19H
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Mas'sclhi L©ses Appeal A^aBsasft
^asa© Gotpporsif^aoia

On Dee 21, in London, the Court of Appeal, composed

of Lords Justices Swinfen Eady, Phillimore and Pick-

ford unanimously affirmed the decision of Justice Bray
ci' laring void a contract by which Aron Hirsch & Sohn,

of Halberstadt, Germany, agreed to biTy from the Zinc

Corporation the zinc concentrates produced at its Broken
HiU mines from 1910 to 1919, and by which it was
further agreed that the corporation should not sell zinc

concentrates to other persons, says the London Financial

Times.

Their Lordships declined to entertain the contention

put forward on behalf of the appellant, Aron Hirsch

& Sohn, that the contract was merely suspended for the

duration of the war, and held that it was dissolved as

from the outbreak of war between Great Britain and
Germany on Aug. 4, 1914.

Lord Justice Swinfen Eady, in the course of a lengthy

nidgment, said that by the contract the plaintiff, the

Zinc Corporation, was to sell to the defendants, a German
firm, the whole of the corporation's zinc concentrates of

not less than 85,000 tons nor more than 95,000 tons, in

each year up to 1919 ; and so long as the agreement should

be in force the corporation was not to sell any zinc con-

centrates to any other firm, corporation or person. After

the outbreak of war the corporation discontinued, and the

defendant declined to accept delivery of concentrates,

and by reason of the contract the corporation had since

been placed in a position of much difficult}-. It could not

make forward contracts for delivery elsewhere until its

legal position had been determined. Furthermore, if upon
the restoration of peace the corporation was called tipon

to deliver to the defendant, it might run short by reason

of having delivered elsewhere.

The corporation contended that the effect of the war was

to put an end to and dissolve the contract ; the defendant

said that it was merely suspended during the war and
would immediately become operative again at the close of

hostilities. Having examined the contract in detail, his

Lordship said that, in his opinion, upon its true con-

struction the outbreak of war had dissolved the contract

between the parties so far as regarded further performance

after Aug. 4, 1914, and that the remedy of either side as

to what had previously been carried out remained in

abeyance until the determination of the war. But tliere

remained another point of view from which the matter

must be considered. The defendant could not take

delivery, and yet according to the contract the corporation

could not sell its products elsewliere, and thus the whole
of this great industry must be brought to an entire stand-

still. The effect of such a provision upon an important
commercial enterprise was to prevent the resources of the

countr}' being developed, labor being employed, the value

of the metal being realized and the proceeds being

utilized in the best interests of the country. Further-

more, it would enable the defendant, an alien enemy, to

resume its trade immediately after the declaration of

])eace, and so diminisli the effect of the war upon the com-
mercial prosperit)' of the enemy country whidi it was the

oliject of this countrj' during the war to destroy. It

would be to undo by a British tribunal the work done

for the nation by its naval and military forces. In his

opinion such an agreement was void as tending to assist

the King's enemies, and to act upon it would be little I

removed from trading with the enemy. Such a contract!

was just as illegal as if it had been expressly forbidden by
Act of Parliament. The true answer must be that the

contract had become not suspended Imt dissolved by the I

war, and the judgment of the court below must be affirmed

and the appeal dismissed with costs.

Lords Justices Phillimore and Pickford concurred.

^(D)Etiaina]basi''s Hew PffolH

'^aimaBa^!, Colbert Mo I^

By Aktiiur S. Dwiuiixf

The trustees of Columbia University at their meetini:

of Jan. .). 1916, appointed Robert ^latthew Raymond,
Class of "89, professor of mining in the School of Klines,

thus filling the chair made vacant by the retirement last

Jime of the veteran Prof. Henry S. Munroe, after ;!?

years of service. This appointment is unquestionably

one of the most important that has been made in the

School of Klines in several years, not only because mining
is naturally its pivotal course, but by reason of the eminent
professional standing, the character and personality of

the new incumbent.

Among her many distinguished sons who have carried

Columbia's traditions into the far corners of the earth,

few have had a wider or more successful experience, and
certainly none has earned a higher meed of affectionate re-

gard from his associates, employees and brother engineers,

than Mr. Raymond. Whatever his task, whether direct-

ing practical mining operations, examining and reporting

on mines, acting as managing director in a foreign country

or as the expert adviser of boards of directors in the

financial centers of the world, Mr. Raymond's executive

ability, resourcefulness, personal initiative, good sense and
tact have brought him success and distinction.

South Carolina, Montana, Arizona, Australia, South
Africa, China, ilexico, London, New York—these fields

of activity indicate tlie wide range of mining conditions

with which he is aiquainted, the scope of the problems he
has faced and solved, and furni.<h a measure of the

splendid equipment lie brings to the new and somewhat
tmtried task to which he has now, with characteristic

devotion and enthusiasm, dedicated himself—that of put-

ting his experience and talents at the service of hi~

Alma Plater.

Fully as important as technical skill should be reckonc
his rare personality, his characteristic alertness and

enthusiasm for any enterprise that his well-balanced

judgment will sanction, his contagious good nature, and
finally, his deep sympatliy with the Spirit of Youth. His
accession can hardly fail to have a great and favorable

influence on tlie future of the School of Mines.

Robert ilatthcw Raymond was born in Norton, New
Brunswick, Canada, and received his A.B. from the

University of New Brunswick. Before entering Columbia
School of ilines, lie had the advantage of an interim of

several years of practical work, which gave him the oiipm-

tunity of forming his ideas and deliberately choosin

mining as his profession. He taught for a short tiinc n

the Fredericton schools, was assistant assayer in the

tPresldent. the Uwiprht & Lloyd Met. Co., 29 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.
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Assay Office of the State of Maine and spent four years

it tlie llaile Gold Mines in South Carolina, under the

veil-known engineer, E. Gyi)i)on Spilsbury. He then

ittendcd the School of Mines, ^''aduated with the Class

,r '89 and immediately entered the service of the veteran

.iiotallurgist, Anton Eilers, who had then built the

Montana Smelting Co. at Great Falls, .Mont. Here ilr.

ii'avmont! was first assayer and later assistant to Eobert

Siicht, then superintenilent, whose fame as a metallurgist

well known.

From 1891 to 1894 he was superintendent of the

Diamoud R Mining Co., at Neihart, Mont., and then for

two years general manager of the Harquahala Gold

Mining Co.. in Arizona, owned by an English company

III whose interest he later went to Western Australia.

Wliile there, in 1898, he was engaged by the famous

jiloration Co., Ltd., of London, one of the most suc-

lessful and conservative of the great English mining

aidicates and one wliicli has been identified with large

lining operations in all parts of the world. That con-

..ection has been continuously maintained to the present

time and, under the arrangements that have now been

made, will not be entirely terminated by his appointment

10 tlie Columbia Faculty.

From Australia ^Ir. Raymond was sent to South

Africa, where the Exploration Co. had large interests,

having been among the first of the large companies to

apju-eciate the enormous possibilities of deep mining on

tlie Rand. He remained there alwut two years. In 1901

be made some important examinations for his company

in central and western China.

In 1903 he became general numager of El Oro ilining

and Railway Co., of El Oro, Mexico, probably the largest

iTold-mining property in Mexico, and controlled by his

lonipany. The pioneer plant of the cyanide process in

Mexico was built at El Oro, and it was during the period

of :Mr. Raymond's management that the practice of that

.irocess was worked out so successfully in El Oro mill

that it was adopted as standard not only in Mexico, but

in many other mining regions of the world. Mr. Raymond

gives most of the credit for this success to another School

if :Miiies- man, A. F. Main, who studied with the Class

of "95 and who is now general manager at El Oro, as

.Mr. Raymond's successor.

The management of a large mining property of this

kind in a country like Mexico is nothing short of a school

of statesmanship, for the industrial side of the problem

is often overshadowed by the broader aspects, involving

not only the well-being of the community dependent upon

the enterprise but many political considerations that re-

quire the exercise of considerable diplomatic skill.

In 190G ilr. Raymond was promoted to be managing

director of El Oro company and also of the Exploration

Co. of England and Jlexico, a subsidiary of the parent

company. This required him to take up his residence in

.Mexico City, where his beautiful home still stands un-

niolestcd. Except for a trip to South America early in

mil, when he made an examination of the great copper

inoperties of Chile, especially the Chuquicamata and

liraden, Mr. Raymond remained iu Mexico during most

(if the turbulent period of the present revolution and bore

his part in the activities which the foreign colony found

it necessary to organize, not only to safegiuird their own

lixcs and projierty, but to give aid to sulfering ^lexican

families during those tiding times. ^Ir. Raymond was

prominent as an oflficer of the International Committee.

Of this interesting episode, the most exciting portion

occurred in the early part of 191.5, wh'-n the Carranza,

Villa and Zapata factions were contendini: for the mastery

of .Mexico Cit}^

The Exploration Co., Ltd., has been \" ry loath to lo.«e

the services of Mr. Raymond, and he would probably have

felt compelled to decline the offer from Columbia out of

loyalty to his associates, had not the chairman, E. T.

Rayliss, for many years his chief and wann personal

friend, made it ])ossible for Mr. Raymond to take up the

work at Columl)ia and yet continue to serve the Explora-

tion Co. in an advisory capacity, as engineer and also

as director of El Oro company. This makes an ideal

arrangement for Columbia, as it insures Mr. Raymond's

keeping in close touch with the mining world. Columbia

University certainly owes a debt of appreciation to Mr.

Bayliss for his friendly attitude.

Mr. Raymond married Miss Grace Lovejoy, of Boston,

]Mass., who has shared many of his interesting experiences,

particularly in ilexico. He is a member of the American

Institute of Mining Engineers, the Mining and Metal-

lurgical Society of America, the Institution of Mining

and [Metallurgy of London and the Engineers' Club of

New York.

m

James B. Duke, of the Southern Electro-Chemical Co.,

announced that that concern will place on the market

nitric acid obtained from the air at a price far less than

the present process can produce, says the New York Sun.

This may furnish the need felt by the Federal Govern-

ment for cheap nitrates in the manufacture of gunpowder.

Four tons of nitric acid, Mr. Duke declares, will be pro-

duced from the air everj' day.

In the development of the acid the Pauling process is

used. This process was invented in Austria, and it is

said that by it the Central Powers are obtaining their

nitrates for war use.

Brig.-Gen. M'illiam ^I. Crozier, Chief of Ordance of the

United States Army, urged in his annual report steps

to make the Government independent of the great Chilean

nitrate beds.

If cheap water power can be obtained, ^Ir. Duke's

company is prepared to increase its produt't and reduce

the cost of its nitrates. Iu this process the air is super-

heated by electricity and the nitrogen is released. The

jilant now used is at Great Falls, S. C, 50 mi. fron

Charlotte, N. C.

Commissioner Clay Talhnan of the General Land

Office, in two letters under date of Dec. 13, 1915. has

directed the register and receiver at Independence, Calif.,

to enter adverse proceedings against the California Trona

Co.'s mineral applications Nos. 04,104 and 04,064 for

certain placer-mining claims at Searles Lake. The first

application covers 5 claims of 20 acres each, and the

second is for one association claim of 1(50 acres. These

claims contain sodium carbonate, sodium sulphate, sodium

borate, sodium chloride, potassium chloride and other

minerals, but their chief interest is in the potash-bearing
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brine which constitutes the principal commercial source

of potash in this country.

The main reasons cited by the mineral inspector for

the adverse proceedinirs are: (1) That the laud "does

not contain a mineral deposit of such form and character

as to bring it within the mining laws of the United States,

and is therefore not subject to entry or disposal there-

under;" (2) that the locations were not made in good

faith, but for the benefit and in the interest of nonresident

aliens who under the law are not qualified to receive a

patent from the United States. There are numerous

minor citations regarding the location of the claims, such

as improper filing, defective posting, etc. Should the

position of the Land Office be sustained, these potash

lands will not be open to relocation, as they are embraced

in the area withdrawn by the Executive Order of Feb. 21,

1913, and placed in Potash Eeserve No. 2.

The first contention of the Land Office, that these

claims do not contain a mineral deposit of such form and
character as to bring it within the mining laws, seems

rather extraordinary, especially in view of the fact that

petroleum locations have been, and still are, made under

these laws. The other contention, that the Trona patent

applications are made for the benefit of aliens, appears

more tenable and may eventually open the way to Govern-

ment leasing of the Searles Lake deposit, under the

proposed public-land leasing bill.

je
The Derry Eanch Gold Dredging Co. has under lease

2,000 acres of ground known as the Derry ranch, about

12 miles south of Leadville, Colo., in the Arkansas Valley.

The company's Siz-o-cu.ft. dredge began operating in Oc-

tober, 1915, and closed for the season in December. Dur-
ing this two months' period the dredge recovered over

$1,000 a day, while the operating expenses were only

about .$3,500 a month. The dredge was closed down Dec.

10, owing to the extremely severe climatic conditions,

which caused considerable increase in the operating ex-

penses.

The ground was originally drilled by W. H. Eadford
and was subsequently checked by Eobert F. Lafferty.

The actual recovery was about 15% more than the pros-

pecting estimates of this ground. The total cleanup dur-

ing the two months' run in 1915 amounted to $69,370, or

DERRY R.\NCH GOLD DREDGE IN ARKANSAS VALLEY, 12 MI. SOUTH OF LEADVILLE, COLO.

VIIOW.S ()!•' THIO -CU.FT. DERRY RANCH DREDGE
This dredge cleaned up over »1.000 per day before clostnt; for the season on Dec. 10. 1915. Note the size of the boulders

handled without interruption to operations; running time of dredge averaged 22 hr. per day
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apiiroximately 50c. per yd. for 110,000 cu.yd. handled.

TIk'sc hitrhly satisfactory results will doubtless cause some

_ivy on the part of engineers who have traveled down

this valley many times during the last 40 years.

The Derry Ranch dredge was erected last summer by

the New York Engineering Co., of 2 Rector St., New

York. A. C. Ludlum, president of the cou.struction com-

pany, is also president of the dredging company and is

the "largest stockholder. The dredge was relmilt, having

been purchased from the old Magpie Gulch Dredging Co.

in Montana, where it had operated about a year, but had

not been a commercial success. It was dismantled and

shipped to Colorado and brought up to a high state of

efiiciency by various improvements, the gold-saving

area on the dredge having been doubled. The complete

installation cost about $108,000, which indicates little

profit in transporting and rebuilding a dredge. The chief

advantage in this instance was prompt delivery, permit-

ting two months' operation last season. The remodeled

dredge operates on about 150 hp., and has averaged nearly

22 hr. per day, whereas in Montana the daily digging time

was only about 15 hr.

The accompanying illustrations show the dredge in its

picturesque situation; a feature of interest is the size

of the boulders that were handled, with almost no inter-

ruption by the Si^-cu.ft. buckets. Few tailing piles from

5- or 6-cu.ft. dredges show boulders of this size in the

United States. In Alaska and some other regions, boul-

ders of even larger size are encountered, but their hand-

ling entails delay and reduced yardage.

The Derry Ranch dredge will be placed in operation as

early as possible next spring. The prospecting campaign

has indicated that when she begins operations in 1916

she will be in as rich ground as was dug last autumn.

Mesac^Es Bsiiradlntls lExec^tl®

SIsstLeeira Amnieff'acsiims

According to a dispatch from British Vice-Consul

Scovell, of the City of Chihuahua, to Consul H. C.

Myles, of El Paso, 17 American miners were taken from

a Mexican Northwestern train, robbed and stripped, and

then shot near Santa Isabel by Mexican bandits on the

night of Jan. 10.

The news was brought to Chihuahua City, says the

New York Sun, by T. B. Holmes, one of a party of

Americans who left there ilonday morning. He was the

last man on the end of the line stood against the wall

and succeeded in slipping away and reaching Chihuahua.

As he ran through the underbrush ho heard the shots of

the firing squad.

Mr. Holmes says that the train was stopped in the

early morning by heavily armed Mexicans. The Amer-

icans were compelled to leave the cars. They found

themselves in a little depression thickly covered with

mcsquite trees and underbrush. Brought before the com-

manding officer, whom Mr. Holmes did not know, tlie

mining men were searched and stripped. Then a line of

Mexicans formed on each side, the word to advance was

given and the Americans were marched to an adobe hut

a quarter of a mile distant.

A few praved as the Mexican firing squad drew uj) in

front of them. It was then that Mr. Holmes, at one

end of the line, took advantage of some confusion among

the Mexicans and slipped around the corner of the house

\inob.served. He made his way across the desert to

Chihuahua, after securing clothes from fri.-ndly :Mexicans

on the outskirts of a village, and telegraphed here.

The party was in charge of C. R. Watson, general

manager of the Cusi Mining Co. This party left El

Paso Saturday for Chihuahua. A message was received

.Monday .saying that the mining men had arrived in

Chihuahua safely and planned to leave some time Monday

for Cusibuirachic to begin operations. This was the last

heard of them until a message was received at the ofBces

of the company reporting their execution.

The complete list of Americans who left El Paso is

as follows: Charles R. Watson, general manager of the

Cusi Mining Co., and chairman of the committee of the

Mine and Smelters Protective Association formed at

Chihuahua to protect the property of mining and smelting

companies in the State of Chihuahua; W. J. Wallace,

superintendent; M. B. Romero, office man, who formerly

was with the Madera company and who is a New

Mexican; Tom M. Evans, storekeeper; C. A. Pringle,

mining engineer of San Francisco, formerly general

manager of the Calera Mining Co. at San Isidro, Chi-

huahua, and of the Tintic Mining and Development Co.

at Bingham, Utah ; Maurice Anderson, clerk, son of Ro-

land Anderson, secretary of the Chihuahua Foreign Club

;

R. P. McHattan, of El Paso, a stenographer ; J. P. Coy,

a mill man; Alex Hall, a mill man; Charles Wadleigh,

a mill man ; E. L. Robinson, an assayer for the company

:

G. W. Newman, a mining engineer; H. C. Hase, a mill

man; I. Adams (not known); R. H. Simmons, master

mechanic for the Cusi Mexicana Mining Co.; W. D.

Pearce, manager of an independent mine; Murray F.

Crossette, formerly manager of the Cusi Mining Co. and

of the Minas San Juan y Anexas, and J. W. Woon.

residence unknown.

General Manager Watson lived in El Paso. He was

married only six weeks ago and brought his wife to El

Paso from Kansas. The Cusi mines are among the rich-

est in northern Mexico. They are owned by the Potter

Palmer estate, of Chicago, and developed into a bonanza

soon after they were bought by the Palmer interests five

years ago. It is believed here that the men were killed by

troops under Gen. Jose Rodriguez, a follower of Villa,

and with the approval of Villa.

The Americans are said to have been sent to reopen

the mines on assurances of protection to the company

o-iven by the Carranza government through the United

States State Department. After the first news of the raid

was received a censorship was imposed on the wires be-

tween Juarez and Chiliuahua City by the Carranza

officials, "until the story could be verified from official

Mexican sources," it was said.

Cost of Seiraeca-S^ipeir'aoff' Sslveff-

The o])crating costs per ton and per ounte, at the

Seneca-Superior mines. Cobalt, Ontario, from June to

October (1915) inclusive, were as follows:

Cost per Ton of Ore Cost per Oz. of Silver

$4 2.-. $0,096

AuKUst fi' Q.g
f^epten.ber |-3h ;0*|
October *•••"
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THERE'S a miner is dead and another in jail

With the mark of Cain on his brow;
It's the same old ugly and brutal tale

Of a horrible drunken row

;

For they'd both be back at their job today
\Mth the rest of the working crews,

Soberly earning their miners' pay,

If it wasn't for booze.

Bill Smith is only a drunken shine,

A sodden and blear-eyed tramp,
Yet he once knew more of the way to mine
Than anyone else in camp;

And he might be boss of a mine or so

And getting a foreman's dues,

Instead of a moocher, vag and "bo,"

If it wasn't for booze.

Jim Jones came back from a drinking spell.

And his head was dull and hot,

And so it happened he failed to tell

Of the hole he hadn't shot;

There is one man blinded and two men dead
Because he forgot that news,

Yet they'd all be living and well instead.

If it wasn't for booze.

If it wasn't for booze, why the wives who sigh

Might smile in their joy and peace,

And the sound of the children's hunger cry

Would dwindle and fade and cease;

We'd have less dirt and rags and more
Of clothing and food and shoes,

We'd earn more pay and we'd mine more ore,

If it wasn't for booze.

Written E x p r f ! ^ I y for The E n g i n e e r i n R n ii d M { n i n (i Journal hv B e r I o n B r a 1 e y
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Siigiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinimiiiiniiiiiniiii

^iirac S flEag aim Qs'eat BiPaft^aEa

Thf reason lor tliu sluggishness of Great Britain in

developing an enlarged zinc-smelting industry in her time

of need is being revealed. It is simply the fear that after

tile war its smelters eauuot hold the Inisiness, that the

Germans will step in and take the Australian ore again

bv offering to smelt it more eheaj^ly tlian the British can,

and that consequently new investment in plant in Great

Britain will be lost. Wherefore such fear? Great Britain

has all the advantages of raw material and markets that

tlic Germans have. The ore originates in British mines

and is brought over the seas in British ships. What is

the drawback? Simply the iueflfieiency of labor, the

blis^hting influence of British trade unionism. A move-

ment is now on foot to get around this by having the

government bestow a bounty njiou spelter production.

Judging from British press reports, this project is re-

garcfed "rather favorably by the government.

In this the British are beginning to see straight, but

they have not yet become quite honest. A little while ago

tiiev were blackguarding the German metal houses for

capturing the Australian business, charging conspiracies

and all sorts of evil things, but now are admitting that

after the war the ore is likely to go the same way Just

for the reason that it may be the more economical way

(as it was previous to the war). Xor is it honest to

charge "that the authorities had paid to the American

producers (of spelter) and speculators who bled them

(the authorities) more money in extortionate profits since

the beginning of the war than would have been required

to erect and" capitalize sufficient plant in this country

(Great Britain) to produce enough spelter for all our

present and future requirements."

This is equivalent to saying that the American /.iiic

producers put up the price for spelter to mulct the British

government. In fact the American consumer of spelter

has had to pay the same prices, and inasmuch as domestic

consumption has been larger than the British taking—

l^robably larger than the total military requirement—

the users of spelter in this country might reasonably

complain that the failure of the British to make then-

own spelter rendered conditions uncomfortable, even dis-

astrous, to many innocent persons here.

Hindsight is always easier than foresight. It is a

simple matter to look backward and say what ought to

have been done. Unfortunately nobody can put himself

back-ward to do it. The United States Smelting Co.

about the middle of 1915 bought a group of old, mori-

bund zinc smelteries in Kansas, at a time when other

adventurers were doing the same thing. That company

has just stated onicially that it has already recouped

two-thirds of its investment and expects to be "on velvet

'

about Mar. 1, 191C. It was open to the British govern-

ment, to British capitalists or to British zinc-mining

interests to do the same thing a year ago, or even nine

months ago, and put themselves in the position of

American producers, speculators, etc. Indeed, some

British interests, experienced ones at that, looked over tlu-

ground and refused to be interested. The truth is that

when our own people began to build new plants and repair

old ones, we thought they were doing something unusu-

ally hazardous. In March, 1915, it looked as if a collapse

in the spelter situation, already regarded as preposterous,

was imminent. In July it was a common opinion that

spelter would be at 6c. by the end of the year. The

British are not therefore to be blamed for not going into

American zinc smelting, but they ought not to find fault

with the American producers.

The British could have played a sure thing at any

time—and now for that matter—i)y revising their military

specifications, asking themselves how much high-grade

spelter thev were buying for purposes wherefor common

spelter would suffice, how much common spelter they

were using for purposes wherefor cheaper substitutes

would be as good, how much refined spelter they have

bought instead of buying common and redistilling it

themselves. How much galvanized .sheet and wire have

lieen bought for temporary use before and behind the

trenches?" ^^e have heard of galvanized wire being re-

jected for not coming up to the specifications as to

evenness of coating.

The Central Zinc Co., one of the leading smelters of

Great Britain, began to make a small addition to its

smelting capacity about nine months after the war had

beaun.
"
Some additions have lately been made by the

Welsh smelters, and in the aggregate the spelter produc-

tion of Great Britain is being increased considerably, but

as for the inauguration of any masterful plan for making

the countn- independent, no steps have yet been taken.

British capitalists are afraid of the labor question. Are

we to wonder at this when we see Lloyd George imploring

the unions to relax their rules, the ministry afraid to

exercise its munitions act and the allied councils of the

unions in conference to determine whether or not they

will agree to the policy of the ministry in fundamentals—

and all of this when their country' is fighting for its

life?

The Rangoon Times of Oct. 13, quoted by the London

Miniiui Journal, Dee. 4, 1915. comments on the failure

of the Indian government to ai-t promptly in the wolfram

industrv. It observes in part: "A very serious re-

sponsibility, conceraing wolfram, rests on the Home

Goveinnient, the govornnieut of India, and the govern-

ment of Burma jointly and severally. The facts are

simple enoush; there is an urgent need of wolfram at

home for the munition factories; Burma possesses this

important mineral; vet there is a most unaccountable

delay and hesitation in taking steps to increase the present

output. The Home Government has, we believe, informed

the Indian autliorities that it must havr wolfnim. and
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as much oi* it as possible. It is up to Burma to meet

that request."

Patriotism should incite every possessor of a wolfram

mine in the British empire to produce all of the ore

that he can, but when the government fixed a maximum
price of 55s. per tmit for a product that was fetching

several times as much in neutral markets, there was

offered but little incentive. There is nothing like high

prices to overcome difficulties of labor scarcity, bad roads,

etc. With wolfram ore salable at $2,500 per ton ad-

venturers risked their lives to go into ilexico for it and

bring it out on mule-back. The British would have been

better off if they had let this matter take care of itself.

Tlh© AsraeipacsiEa EiasUafetuiS© of

The board of directors of the American Institute of

Mining Engineers is out with a circular respecting the

jiroposed increase of dues on which the members of the

institute have been asked to vote by letter ballot. The

board says

:

The institute is faced -with this question, which must be
decided as a matter of policy. Shall its activities and growth
be restrained to the point necessary to keep within present
income? If not, increased income must be provided.

The institute has in recent years provided a handsome
return for the dues paid by its members. They have this

year received, at cost price, more than they have paid for.

If they feel that the present policy of increased service and
growth is commendable, they can have it continued only by
providing the necessary funds.

The proposed increase is a small one—only $2 per

annum—nevertheless a good deal of opposition to it is

being expressed. The question is really a ven' simple one.

In this case there is no controversy over extravagance,

poor judgment or anything of that sort. The institute

i- being run as economically, conscientiously and wisely

as can be done. Its chief expen.^e is for the publication

of its transactions. The sole qiie.stion now is whether

tlie members want a maintenance of the pre.sent volume

of papers at $12 per annum, or would rather have a little

less—perhaps more carefully chosen—at $10 per annum.

FaE5i'=A.iriaeipaca!ra Sca®Ir^ta^c
C©irags°©s§

The second Pan-American Scientific Congress, held in

Washington, concluded on Jan. 8. It was a noteworthy

gathering, and it will surely do a great deal to promote

better relations among the people of Xorth and South

America. The feeling among the diplomats and scienti.sts

assembled in Washington was excellent. Tliere was a

large attendance of South Americans, but unfortunately

only a few belonging to Section VII—the mining and
metallurgical section. There wa.s, however, a large attend-

ance from the United States.

In tlie "final act' of the congress there were but few

clauses directly pertaining to the mining and metallurgical

industries. These were as follows:

V. That proper steps nnd miasures be taken to bring
about In the American republics participating In the congress
a general use of the metric ^y.stem of weights and measures.

XXVIII. (1) That a compilation according to a definite

plan bf made of the mining laws of the American countries.
(2) that the several American governments appoint a
committee to consider the uniformity of mining statistics and
to make recommendations to their respective governments
fi>r the aystematlzlng, almpllfylng and standardizing of such

Clause XXVIII originated in Section VII and willl

command universal approval. Clause V was introduced!

in another section. Uniformity of weights and measures!

is highly desirable, but any attempt to substitute the!

metric system for the existing system in the United States]

will meet with irresconcilable opposition.

T^s^o ©IT More lEEecSrac BEa-s^asag
C^ps pes' IBos"© Inlofie

A method of preventing misfires in large blasts where

electric firing is used is discussed in "High Explosives,'

by Ibe du Pont powder company. It advocates the plac-

ing of at least two primers in each hole. If the number
of holes to be fired at one shot is nearly as great as

the number of caps that the blasting machine will fire,

only one of the primers for each hole is connected up,

the other being kept in reserve so that in case of a

charge missing fire, the second electric blasting cap can

be connected up and fired. This may seem at first a

rather expensive and extravagant method, but it is much
less expensive than having a misfire, which has to be

dug out, with the attendant danger and risk, and fired

over again. When within the limits of the machine,

both blasting caps should be connected tip and fired. The
additional cost is more than offset by the increased com-

pleteness of the detonation of the explosive and the

amount of work done.

\Miere large charges are loaded in each hole, as in

.'prung holes, it is customary to place one primer in the

pocket and one in the bore hole. For bore holes of 5 or

G in. diameter and 30 to 150 ft. deep, two or more caps

should be placed in each hole and all connected up.

The old idea that one detonator was able to explode

an indefinite amount of dpiamite has been shown to be

erroneous. When two electric blasting caps are used,

one near the top and one near the bottom of the charge,

complete detonation of the entire charge is assured in

moderate-sized holes and better work is done than with

only one detonator, even Avhen this one explodes all of

the dynamite in the hole.

No well-drill holes are fired nowadays with but one

electric blasting cap per hole and not many with only

two, for not only does the increased efficiency more tlui'

pay for the extra caps, but there is too much moiii

value in the explosive in a big well-drill hole, whi

:

charged, to risk any chance of a misfire. Three, foui

and even more electric blasting caps are now frequent 1

used in each charge, and the popularity of this nietln"

of blasting is due botli to the fact that the explosive i-

more thoroughly detonated by having several electi:

blasting caps in it and to the freedom from misfin

-

which goes with tiiis method of loading.

Maiiaaira^=»]Lsi^ssr IRevasaoia
The Senate, on .Jan. 10, passed the Smoot bill for tl'

creation of a commission to revise and codify the minii:-

laws. Tlie matter of mining-law revision is now in tli'

hands of the House of Representatives. Everybody iii-

terestetl in mining—whether in the mines of the West

or the offices of the East—is urged to write to the con-

gressman from his district requesting his favorable

attention to this iinjiortant thing. There is nothing else

so strongly commands the notice of congressmen.
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As long as the steamers of the Pacific Mail were running

letween the East and this country, purchases from this

DiK'ern had the great advantage that the antimony was

iiiported witliout restriction, and the reexiwrtation was

possible and induced very large business between this

rountry, Canada and Europe. Owing to the Pacific Mail

having withdrawn its service, the antimony is now reach-

ing this country by British and Japanese steamers and

lie lore the cargo is taken on a British boat, a guarantee

>iniilar to the tin guarantee must be given.

Engineering and Contracting does not unconditionally

guarantee the following dialogue between two workers

on the Catskill aqueduct as to deep shafts they had

seen : Finally one said : "Aw ! }'ou don't know what a

dec]) shaft is. Why, when I was oiit West I struck a

town where they said there was a deep shaft, so I went

to look her over. When I got to the location I found the

hoist house was made of cut stone and inside it had a

marble floor. I went in, and there was the biggest hoist

I ever saw running like hell, and the hoist runner was
sitting in a chair sound asleep. I ran over and woke
him up, and I says 'You will be pulling the skip through

tlie head house if you don't stop her.' He says, 'What
liy of the week is it ?' and I says, 'Tuesday.' 'Oh, hell

!'

hj says, 'she won't be up till Friday.' That's what I

call a deep shaft."

The laborers in the metallurgical works in the vicinity

of Youngstown, Ohio, demanded an increase of pay from
I!'!/; to 25c. per hr., but being given only 22c., they

were dissatisfied, struck, exhibited a disposition toward

turbulence, and on Jan. 7—imder the influence of John
Barleycorn—engaged in a riot wherein several men were

killed, more were wounded, and the town of East

Youngstown was burned flat. During the last operation

the shops of the merchants were looted without restraint,

whisky barrels from the saloons contributing toward the

orgy. The loss of property is estimated at $1,500,000,

and the fire-insurance companies are not responsible

The local police were powerless to protect it, and three

regiments of state troops arrived too late. This was a

new and startling episode of labor warfare. The idea

appears to be that if the capitalists will not come across

and are able to protect their own property, attention may
be turned to rolibing the shopkeepers. This is hard on

the shopkeepers.

"Probably one of tlie luckiest men in Bridgeport." says

the Wall Street Journal, "at the present time is a man-
ufacturer of special steels requiring tungsten. He has

three tons of this precious alloy (.sic) on hand, which he

bought during the early part of the war in small amounts.

The average cost is less than $1.50 per lb., and at these

prices he has a profit of $8.50 per lb., or a total of about

$50,000. This manufacturer takes orders for tungsten-

bearing steel and sends the amount of tungsten required

to the mill taking his order. The tungsten is kept by

him in a steel vault guarded by a watchman night and

day. If an order requires that 100 lb. of tungsten be

sent to a certain mill, that amount is carefully weighed

aiul expressed. When the order is filled, this man
analyzes the steel to see that the required amount of

tungsten was used, and if the analysis falls below the

required standard, an accounting is asked from the steel

maker. He has been attempting to procure additions

to his hoard for several months, but thus far lias been

unable to purchase any." It is true that one of our

friends told us last week that he had Ijought a thousand
pounds at $6.50 per lb., which isn't $8.50 above $1.50,

but perhaps the foregoing item is correct.

"You of 'By the Way' have not had a monoply of

Eureka, and I think it is unfair to make sport of the

railway," writes a correspondent. "I used to have to

make the trip from Palisade to Mineral Hill, and I know
that that railroad has difiiculties that others do not. There
are several places along the right-of-way where the groimd
is so uneven that the grades are heavy. There was no
possible way of avoiding this except to make cuts and
fills. One of these grades begins (unfortunately for the

railway company and the fireman and the conductor)

just in front of a farm belonging to Otto Schmidt, and
I understand that the company is at deadlock with Otto

as well. In any case, I never passed there on the trip

out that Otto didn't 'sic' his dogs onto the train.

Naturally all the passengers were interested in the result

of the race, and if the fireman had been neglectful or

if the load of passengers was greater than usual, it was

exciting. The conductor would stand on the rear plat-

form with a cane or an umbrella and try to frighten the

dogs off, but there was one big Dane that was most

successful in catching the air hose. If he once set his

teeth in it, it meant that we had to back down grade

and get a new start, while the dogs ate the bait meat

the conductor always had along for such emergencies."

A news dispatch from Bridgeport, Conn., describes a

little farm called "Toadhurst," where it is said that 1,500

educated toads play an important part in the daily

routine, being arranged in regular drill formation. This

tale bears a faint resemblance to an anecdote related by

an old prospector of the "'tropical-tramp"' genus. "Wanst

we was workin' at the Estrella do Oro mine down in the

jungles av Peru, thryin' to instal a flotayshun plant. Pe-

trolyum bein' expensive, we had to use cocoanut ile to

mix with the ore. We only worked the little mill in

the daytime, makin' about half a ton av concentrates

each day for a week; but ivery niornin' the concentrate

I)in was empty. Divil a futprint av the thieves cud we

find, at all, at all. The next week bein' mostly fiestas,

•we jist crushed all the ore on hand down to 40-mesh an'

left it in the upper bin. T\liin the holidays was over

we found a pile av tailin's on wan side av the bin, but

the sulphides was plumb missin'. After fuU investi-

gavshun we found that the high-graders was a big band

av these here leaf-cuttin' ants. They had started in

takin' the concentrates on account av the cocoanut-ile

fla^or, an' whin the concentrate bin was empty they

jist nacherally tackled the raw ore an' picked out the

\alues on suspishun. We saw wonderful jiossybilities in

catchin' thim ants an' eddycatin' thim to do all the mill

work. But whin we finally tracked thim to their nests

we found that ivery blame wan av thim had worn out

his jaws thryin' to crack the raw ore to get the ile they

expected to find inside."
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United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engrineering and Mining Journal at Z5c.

each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

AGGLOMERATING—Machine for Agglomera«ng Ores.

Philip O. Harding, Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,166,904; Jan.

4, 1916.)

AGGLOMERATING — Method of Agglomerating Ores.

Philip O. Hardinsr. Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,166,903,

Jan. 4. 1916.)

\LLOY of Iron Herbert E. Field and Fred Clinton Tilton

Daniels. Wheelfng.- W. Va. (U. S. No. 1,166.342. Dec. 2S, 1915.)

Sadt^ias" L^-ena^Tokyo, J°a'pan°''
a'"

S.^ No. iTietgaojTec""!?;
1915.)

BLA.ST FURNACE—Flue Structure for Hot-Blast Stoves.

Julian Kennedy, Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S. No. 1.167,081; Jan.

4, 1916.)

BL\ST-FURNACE BELL. James M. Gosper, Bessemer,
Ala. "(U. S. No. 1,164,929: Dec. 21, 1915.)

BLASTING—Process of Preparing Holes for Blasting.
William H. Mason, Easton. Penn. (U. S. No. 1,16b.694; Dec.

28, 1915.)

BLO'WER—Turbine Blower. William McClave. Scranton,
Penn assignor to McClave-Brooks Co., Scranton, Penn. (U.

5. Nos. 1.165.794 and 1,165,795; Dec. 28, 1915.)

BLOWER—Steam -Turbine Blower. William McClave,
Scranton. Penn.. assignor to McClave-Brooks Co., Scranton,
Penn. <U. S. No. 1,165.796; Dec. 28, 1915.)

CALCINING. DESULPHURIZING, and Agglomerating Ores.
Etc. Franz Mever, Englewood, N. J., assignor to Dwight &
Llovd Metallurgical Co., New York, N. T. (U. S. No. 1.166,142:

Dec". 2S. 1915.)

CANDLESTICK—Miner's Candlestick. Johan Hansen, Ton-
opah, Nev. (U. S. No. 1.163,912; Dec. 14, 1915.)

CHARGING-CAR FRAME. Charles F. Frede. St. Louis,
Mo asignor to Commonwealth Steel Co., St. Louis, Mo. (U. S.

No. 1.165.959: Dec. 28. 1913.)

COBALT—Process for Separating Cobalt from Ores or
Evproducts. Philip M. McKenna. Washington. D. C. assignor
to Chemical Products Co.. Washington. D. C. (U. S. No. 1,166,-

067; Dec. 2S. 1915.)

COKE—Apparatus for the Manufacture of Coke. John
Armstrong, London, England. (U. S. No. 1,166,422; Jan. 4,

1915.)

COKE—Continuous-Process Coke Oven. James A. Bishop,
Mascoutah. 111. (U. S. No. 1.166,175: Dec. 28. 1915.)

CONCENTR.\TION—Ore-Concentrating Apparatus. Thomas
A. Janney, Garfield. Utah. (U. S. No. 1,167.076; Jan. 4, 1916.)

CONVEYOR .SYSTEM for Ashes. William McClave. Scran-
ton Penn., assignor to McClave-Brooks Co., Scranton, Penn.
(U. S. No. 1,165.791; Dec. 28. 1915.)

CRUSHER. Robert Linn. Chicago, 111., assignor of one-
fourth to Fred C. Edler and one-fourth to Jacob Alter, Chi-
cago, 111. CU. S. No. 1,166.403; Dec. 28. 1915.)

CRUSHER—Rock Crusher. Charles G. Simonds and Albert
E. Smith, Milwaukee, Wis. (U. S. No. 1,164.762: Dec. 21. 1915.)

CRUSHIN(i—Bearing for Rolls of Crushing Mills. Thomas
Joseph Sturtevant, Wellesley, Mass., assignor to Sturtevant
Mill Co. (U. S. No. 1.164.672: Dec. 21, 1915.)

CYANIDING—Apparatus for the Recovery of Precious
Metals. Bruno R. Koering. Detroit. Mich., assignor to Koering
Cyaniding Process Co., Detroit, Mich. (U. S. No. 1,163,828; Dec.
14. 1915.)

DREDGfNG—Operating Means for Dredging Buckets. Ar-
thur Nathan Doud, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to Lakewood
Engineering Co.. Cleveland, Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,164,076; Dec.
14, 1915.)

DRILL—Rock Drill. George H. Gilman, Claremont. N. H.,
assignor, bv me.sne assignments, to Sullivan Machinery Co.,
Boston. Maks. (U. S. No. 1.164.496; Dec. 14. 1915.)

DRILL-BIT RETAINING DEVICE. Rudolph S. Weiner. El
Pa«o Tex., assignor to Sullivan Machinery Co., Claremont,
N. H. (U. S. No. 1,164,360; Dec. 14, 1913.)

DRILLING—Improvements In or Connected with Rock-
Drilling Machines. W. C. Stephens. Cornwall, England. (Brit.

No. 1.4S4 of 1913.)

IJRYING—Ore-Drving Apparatus. John Q. A. Houghton,
Lowell. Vt. (U. S. No. 1,166.909; Jan. 4, 1916.)

DUMPI.NG-IUCKET AND HOISTING MECHANISM
THEREF«^>lt. Franklin E. Arndt, Gallon, Ohio, assignor to
The Gallon Iron Works and Manufacturing Co., Gallon, Ohio.
(U. S. No. 1.166.033: Dec. 2S, 1915.)

DUST— I'rocc.ss of Recovering Flue Dust. Samuel W.
Osgood. ChicaKO. 111., assignor of cne-half to A. J. Jewell,
ChTcago. 111. (I'. .S. No. 1.166.927; Jan. 4, 1916.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. Frederick T. Snyder, Oak Park.
111. (U. S. No. 1,167.026; Jan. 4. 1916.)

ELECTROLYSIS (Zln< ). Clarence A. Hall. Mount Airy,
Penn. (U. S. No. 1,163.911; Dec. 14, 1915.)

EXCAVATING MACHINE. Matthew Arnold, Butte, Mont.,
aselgnor of one-half to Louis E. Haven, Butte, Mont. (U. S.

No. 1,164,44>.; Dec. 14, 1913.)

EXCAVATION—Self-Flllinc and Cleaning Scraper or Ex-
cavation Ituiket. Hermann K -ndlo. Eatonvllle, Wash. (U. S.

No. 1.166.601 : Jan. 4, 1916.)

EXCAVATOR—DraK-Llnc--Hucket Excavator. Morton G.
Bunnell. Chlcanro. HI.. asHlgnor to Frederick C. Austin. Chi-
cago, HI. U. S. No. 1,167,146; Jan 4, 1916.)

FILTER. Charles Butters, Oakland, Calif. (U. S. No.
1,165.068; Dec. 21, 1915.)

FIRE BRICK. Henry Tanner, Chicago, 111. (U. S. No.
1,164,6S0: Dec. 21. 1915.)

FURNACE. Horace E. Smythe. Pittsburgh, Penn., assignor
to The S. R. Smvthe Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,165,725;
Dec. 28. 1915.)

FURNACE. William N. Best, New York, N. Y. (U. S. No.
1,166.807: Jan. 4. 1916.)

FURNACE-DUST COLLECTOR. Utley Wedge, Ardmore,
Penn. (U. S. No. 1.165.351; Dec. 21, 1915.)

FURNACE for Melting Metals. Edwin Bosshardt, Emmen-
briicke. near Lucerne, Switzerland. (U. S. No. 1,164,»«'-

Dec. 21. 1915.)

FURN.\CE GRATE—Nonsifting Grate for Furnaces. W
liam McClave. Scranton. Penn.. assignor to McClave-Bro^
Co., Scranton. Penn. (U. S. No. 1.165.793; Dec. 28. 1915.)

FLTRNACE LINING—Refractory Lining*. Tor A. R. ^

Torsen. Lvnn. Mass.. assignor to General Electric Co. (U.
No. 1.167.135: Jan. 4. 1916.)

GOLD ALLOY. Karl Gustav Paul Richter. Pforzheim, G-
manv, assignor to the Firm of Dr. Richter & Co., Pforzhei
Germany. (U. S. No. 1.165,448; Dec. 28, 1913.)

GOLD-EXTRACTION MACHINE. Charles Suiter, Billing.s.
Mont. (U. S. Nos. 1,164.676 and 1.164.677: Dec. 21. 1915.)

HOIST—Continuous Mine Hoist. Edward O'Toole. Gary,
W. Va. <U. S. No. 1.165,017; Dec. 21. 1915.)

HOISTING BUCKET George E. Cook. New York, N. Y.,
assignor, bv mesne assignments, to Union Iron Works,
Hoboken. N." J. (U. S. 1,166.400; Dec. 28. 1913.)

INSULATING MATERIAL. John Ferla. New York, N. Y
assignor to .-\nierican Mineral Wood Manufacturing Co. (V
No. 1.163.164: Dec. 21. 1915.)

IRON-ORE REDUCTION—Process of Reducing Iron <:'

and Other Metallic Oxides to the Metallic State. Emil Bri
Pratt. Lakewood. Ohio. (U. S. No. 1.167.016; Jan. 4, 1916.1

L.\MP—Acetylene Lamp. Augie L. Han.=en. Evanston, I

assignor to Justrite Manufacturing Co.. Chicago, 111. (U
No. 1.163.969: Dec. 28. 1913.)

LE.\D—Apparatus for the Dissolution of Lead Ores. S.t

uel W. Anderson. Spokane. 'W'ash. (V. S. No. 1.165,742; Dt^.
28. 1913.)

MINE-CAR WHEEL. John Coan. Baldwin, Colo. (U. S.
No. 1.164.470: Dec. 14. 1915.)

NITRIC .\CIDS—Improvements in the Concentration of
Nitric Acids. Norsk Hvdro Elektrisk Kvaelstofaktiesclskab,
Christiana. Norway. (Brit. No. 19.792 of 1914.)

ORE TRE.\TMENT—Apparatus for Treating Ores and
Other Materials. Henrv B. Hovland, Duluth. Minn. (U. S.

Nos. 1,164,188 and 1.164.189: Dec. 14, 1915.)

ORE TREATMENT—Apparatus for Treating Ores and
Other Materials Under Pressure. Henry B. Hovland, Duluth,
Minn. (U. S. No. 1.164.187: Dec. 14. 1913.)

PE.\T—Utilization of Peat. Nils Testrup. London, Eng-
land: Thomas Rigby. Dumfries. Scotland, and Olof Soderlund,
London. England, assignors to Wetcarbonizing Ltd.. London,
England. (U. S. No. 1.164.429: Dec. 14, 1915.)

PYRITE—Treatment of Pyrite or Other Iron Sulphides.
Lewis Tronipson Wright. London. England. (U. S. No. 1.164.-
049; Dec. 14. 1915.)

ROASTING—Ore Furnace. Lewis Bailey Skinner, Denver
Colo. (U. S. Nos. 1,164,131 and 1.164,132; Dec. 14. 1915.)

RO.ASTING—Stirrer for Roasting Furnaces. Lewis Bailey
Skinner. Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. 1.164.130; Dec. 14. 1915.)

SEP.\R.\TION—Apparatus for Separating or Classifying;
Ores. Herbert E. Wetherbee. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to
Wetherbee Concentrator Co.. Cleveland, Ohio. (U. S. No.
1,163.876; Dec. 14, 1913.)

SEPARATION—.\pparatus for Separating Solids from Li-
quids. Herbert E. Wetherbee, Cleveland. Ohio, assignor of
one-half to Richard F. Grant, Cleveland. Ohio. (U. S. No.
1.163.875; Dec. 14. 1913.)

SHOVEL—Power Shovel. Edwin J. Armstrong. Elrie. Penn.,
assignor to Ball Engine Co.. Erie. Penn. (U. S. Nos. 1,163.633
and 1.163.634: Dee. 14. 1913.)

SL.\0—Apparatus for Utilizing Heat from Hot Slag. Wil-
liam H. Daily. Tucson. (U. S. No. 1.166.743; Jan. 4. 1916.)

SMELTING FURNACE. Charles K. Davis, Detroit. Mich.
(U. S. No. 1.165.393: Dec. 28, 1915.)

SMELTING—Process for Smelting Metallic Ores. Otto
Baltin. Lijiine, Germany. (U. S. No. 1.166.171; Dec. 28. 1915.)

SMELTING—Process of Smelting Ores. John H. Klep-
inger. Milo W. Krejci and Charles R. Kuzell, Great Falls.
Mont. (U. S. No. 1.164,653: Dec. 21. 1913.)

.STOKING :^IECHANISM FOR FURNACES. William
McClave, Scranton, Penn.. assignor to .McClave-Brooks Co.
Scranton, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,165,792; Dec. 28, 1915.)

TIMBER—Preservative Treatment of Timber. Willit
Dennison Clark. Portland. Ore. (I'. S. No. 1.163,753; Dec. -

1915.)

TIMBER-TREATING APPARATUS. John H. Grow, Mil-
waukee. Wis., assignor to Allis-Chalniers Manufacturing Co,
Milwaukee, Wis. (l*. S. No. 1,164,938; Dec. 21. 1913.)

TIN—Process for the Production of Tin-Iron Matte from
Pyritlc or other Tin-Ore Concentrates. Tin Waste. Tin-PIate
Waste. Stanniferous Slag and the Like. Jan Reub. The Hague,
Holland. (Brit. No. 20,609. of 1914.)

Tt!BE MILLS—Method of Grinding In Tube Mills. Meyer
Joseph Davldsen. Paris, France. (U. S. No. 1,164,264; Dec. 14,

1915.)

Tl'NNELlNG MACHINE. Dlghton A. Robinson, Seattle,
Wash. (V. S. So. 1,163.839; Dec. 14, 1915.)

WKKJHER-Duplex Weigher. Edwin H. Messlter. Brook-
lyn. N. Y., asHlgnor to Electric Weighing Co.. New York, N. Y.
(U. S .No. 1.163,678; Dec. 14. 1915.)
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F. R. Weekes has returned to New York from California.

I^eo Von Rosenberg, of New York, lias been in southern

Arizona.

R. B. Lamb has returned from Cobalt. Ont.. and has gone

to Oatman. Ariz.

Robert E. Cranston, of San Francisco, is at Butte, Mont., on

professional business.

Ceorge E. Hayes, mining engineer and geologist, recently

of Burke, Idaho, is now at GreybuU. Wyoming.

.lulius Cohen has been placed in charge of the Croesus

gold mine, Munro Township, in northern Ontario.

W. deL. Benedict has returned to New York after an ab-

sence of three months in California and the West.

H S Mulliken has been appointed manager of the mines

and smelter of the Penoles Co., at Mapimi, Durango. Mexico.

Blarney Stevens, manager of the Lane-Rincon Mines,

Temascaltepec, Mexico, is in New York to report to his

company.

George H. Garrey has returned to New York from Seattle

and Vancouver after four or five months spent in various min-

ing camps of the West.

T L Hughes has been appointed district manager of the

Lehigh Portland Cement Co. at New Castle. Penn., in place

of P. A. Jandernal, resigned.

William A. Burr will be in New York in January and will

open an office there. He will also reopen his offices at Parral,

Mexico, and in Mexico City in the near future.

Neil Morrison, of Elk Lake, has been appointed superin-

tendent and W. C. Baycroft, formerly of Sudbury, engineer

and assayer of the Reeves-Dobie mine. Gowganda, Ontariu.

t^ol. John Carson, of Montreal, president of the Crown Re-

serve Mining Co. and now on active service abroad, has re-

ceived from King George the title of Civil Commander of the

Bath.

Alexander P. Rogers sailed from New York on Dec. 26

for South America where he will be engaged in professional

work for several months. His address will be care of W. R.

Grace & Co., Oruro, Bolivia.

Prof. Roswell H. Johnson, of the University of Pittsburgh,

attended the Second Pan-American Scientific Congress at

Washington. On Dec. 29 he read a paper before the congress

upon the "Conservation of Oil and Gas."

Emil Baerwald, of New York, announces that the American

business of Messrs. Lewis Lazarus & Sons, of London, will,

from Jan. 1, 1916, be conducted under their own name, the

management remaining in his hands as heretofore.

D E Woodbridge and W. G. Swart, mining engineers,

are establishing an experimental laboratory in West

Duluth, Minn., to endeavor to perfect a process for separating

the good rock from the waste in mine refuse, eliminating an

annual loss to the mining companies of many thousands of

dollars.

Chas. E. van Barneveld, chief of the Department of Mines

and Metallurgy of the Panama-Pacific International Expo-

sition, is visiting Washington and New York and will return

to Berkeley. Calif., to take up his work as professor of min-

ing at the College of Mines, University of California.

At a recent meeting of the board of managers of the

Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co., the administration of the

commercial operations of the company was assigned to H. F.

Baker, vice president, effective Jan. 1, 1916. Henry H. Pease,

treasurer, was also elected secretary, vice Mr. Baker, resigned.

Henry B. Hovland, a director of the Inspiration Consoli-

dated Copper Co., has taken out letters patent on methods

(or concentrating oxide and carbonate ores by sulphiding

them. The patent is the result of several years' experimen-

tation, and details of the process have not yet been given out.

R. W. Schultz has resigned his position as mill superin-

tendent of the Mond Nickel Co.. Ltd., Coniston. Ont., as his

extensive experimental work, covering a period of nearly two

years, on the concentration of the low-grade copper-nickel

ores of the Sudbury district by both gravity and flotation, has

been successfully completed. He is enjoying a rest at his

hom.e in Ravenna, Ohio.

Dr. Charles S. Palmer, formerly professor of chemistry in

the University of Colorado, for several years an associate edi-

tor of the "Engineering and Mining Journal." and later con-

sulting chemical engineer for various manufacturing interests

in New England, has recently accepted a fellowship in th^

Mellon Institute for Industrial Research of the University

of Pittsburgh.

Hugh M. Wolflin. in charge of the Unit, d States Bureau of

Mines' mine-rescue station on the Pacific Coast, is to be trans-

ferred from San Francisco to the Bureaus chief station at

Pittsburgh. Edwin Higgins, also of the Bureau's stafT. has

been selected to succeed Mr. Wolflin as engineer to the Cali-

fornia Industrial Accident Commission, without, however, sev-

ering his official connection with the bureau.

Norman C. Stines, mining engineer and graduate of the

University of California, returned to California from Siberia

in the latter part of December. Mr. Stines is manager of

the Sissert estate of 140,000 acres in Perm district, owned
by the English-Russian Corporation and managed from Petro-

grad. He is in America for the purpose of buying mining sup-

plies and spent the holiday weeks with his parents, Mr. and

Mrs. Charles Preble, of Berkeley.

The following changes at the works of the Anaconda
Copper Mining Co. are announced: R. E. Howe, formerly chief

chemist, has been promoted to be assistant superintendent

of the converter department. Pierce Barker, formerly assist-

ant chief chemist, has been promoted to be chief chemist.

R. B. Caples. formerly assistant testing engineer, has been

promoted to be assistant chief chemist. J. Root has been pro-

moted to be assistant testing engineer.

Dr. Frederick J. V. Skifl: and Mrs. Skiff left San Fran-

cisco Dec. 27 for the East. Doctor Skiff was director-general

of the Panama-Pacific Exposition and was steadily engaged at

his duties in San Francisco for the past year. Prior to under-

taking personal direction of the Exposition, Doctor Skiff

traveled extensively in foreign countries on behalf of the

Fair. The success of the enterprise was very largely due to

his experience in other similar enterprises.

John D. Pope, for more than 10 years general manager
of the North Butte Mining Co.. has resigned to take a long-

needed rest and to devote his attention hereafter to private

affairs. Thomas F. Cole, who has recently been in Butte

to inspect the company's properties, announced that the

change in management would not involve a change in com-

pany's policy, that no new work at the company's outlying

properties was contemplated for the present and that the

company's activities would be confined to the operation of

its producing mines for some time to come.

Frank M. Leland, who has made a great success in rebuild-

ing the fortunes of the Empire Copper Co. at Mackay, Idaho,

has retired from the management of its properties, control of

the company having been acquired recently by L. R. Eccles and

associates, of Salt Lake City and Ogden. Ralph R. Osborn

will continue as general manager, while Mr. Leland will re-

tain a connection with the company as consulting engineer.

However, the major part of his time and attention will be

devoted hereafter to the affairs of the Balaklala company
of California, of which he is general manager.

Louis A. Wright, who has been mining engineer for the

General Development Co. for many years, recently severed

his connection with that company and joined the staff of the

American Metal Co., for which company he is to serve in

Chile. Mr. Wright, accompanied by his family, sailed for

Chile on Jan. S, with the expectation of not returning to this

country inside of two years. A few days before leaving

a grotip of his friends tendered him a farewell dinner, at

which many of his old associates of the General Development

Co. were present. On that occasion Adolph Lewisohn. presi-

dent of the General Development Co.. ))resented him with a

mammoth loving cup in behalf of his old associates, in whose

esteem he stood so highly.

Mine Captain McFarlanc. of the Cobalt-Comet mine. Cobalt,

Ont.. was killed and A. Macdonald had his feet badly injured

on Dec. 20 by a blast from a hole which failed to explode with

the others and which they supposed had gone off.

Joseph Bennett Dyer died at Oakland, Calif., Dec 17. He

was n? years old and was born in San Francisco. Mr. Dyer

was well known in .Maska as one of the pioneers of 22 years

ago who went into the interior and discovered gold. He had

spent a great deal of time in Alaska since then and returned

to Oakland to remain permanently two years ago.

Robert V. Clark, one of the first men to go into Eldorado

County in 1S4S, at the time of Marshall's discovery of gold

at Colonia, died on Dec. 15 at Colonia, Calif., where he had

resided since going into the state when a boy of 13. He was
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a native o' Indiana and 69 years old. He spent the earlier

days in minirig, but in the latter part of his life engaged in

farming.

Charles C. Scaife, president of the William B. Scaife & Sons
Co., died in Pittsburgh, Penn., Dec. 30, aged 71 years. He was
born and brought up in Pittsburgh, and after serving in the

Civil War he entered the business established by his grand-
father, in which he remained 50 years. Since the death of his

father in 1S76 he had been the active head of the concern. He
leaves a widow, two sons and a daughter.

William H. Holmes, a pioneer engineer, died Dec. 17 in the

Federal Soldiers' Home at Monte Vista. Colo., at the age of

74 years. He was a member of the famous Hayden Survey
and had been interested in Colorado's mining growth since

those early days. He participated in the survey of the first

Santa Fe railroad line into the state. At one time he was
government inspector of surveys. Geology was a subject in

which he took great interest.

George I. Ives died at San Francisco on Dec. 27, from heart

trouble. Mr. Ives was one of the oldest members of the

Stock Exchange, of which he was at one time president. He
was a charter member of the Pacific Union Club and a Mason
of high degree. He was born in New York City and went to

San Francisco when a boy of 1.5, making the trip through the

Straits of Magellan. For several years he was interested in

mining at Nevada City and for a period occupied a responsible

position at the United States Mint in San Francisco.

Charles Francis Hendrie, original partner in the mining

machinery firm of the Hendrie & Bolthoff Manufacturing and

Supply Co., died at his home, Denver, Colo., Dec. 22, at the age

of 76 years. For the past 15 years he had been retired from

active business, being succeeded as president of the firm by
his brother, Edward B. Hendrie. The immediate cause of his

death was pneumonia. Mr. Hendrie first went to Colorado

from Burlington. Iowa, in 1S64, and opened a machinery and
supply store at Central City. He did not remain more than

a year or so, as his parents were insistent that he become an
Episcopalian clergyman, and he returned to the states to study.

However, poor health required him to give up this calling and,

in 1S6S, he again settled in Central City with his wife whom
he had taken two years previously. Ten years later he moved
his business to Denver and formed a partnership with W. H.

Bolthoff, a firm that, with only small change in title, has
continued to date.

SOCSETEES

National Foreisn Trade Convention—The third meeting
will be held at New Orleans, La., Jan. 27-29. A large number
of invitations have been issued, and it is expected that the

convention will be a representative gathering.

American InNtltnte of Mining Engineers—The next meet-
ing of the New York Section will be held Jan. 19 at the

Machinery Club, 50 Church St. The meeting will be preceded
by a dinner served at 6: 30. Following the dinner the subject

of "The Problems of the Naval Consulting Board" will be dis-

cussed by ^V. L. Saunders, Commander H. B. Frye and Dr. L.

H. Baekland, all members of the Naval Consulting Board.

Clianiber of Mines and Oil—At the recent annual meeting
at Los Angeles, Calif., the following officers were chosen:
President, Theodore Martin; first vice president. Thomas Thor-
kildsen; second vice president. Dr. Norman Bridge; directors,

J. O. Royer, S. F. Forbes, Edgar Baruch, Alvin B. Carpenter,

Edward G. Judah, Eugene H. Law, Samuel E. Yount, J. Nel-
son Nevlus, Seeley W. Mudd, Chas. B. Barnes, Thos. A. O'Don-
nell, L. P. St. Clair, C. Colcock Jones, D. F. McGarry, H. P.

Anewalt.

American Society of Mechanical Ungineera—At a meeting
of the New York Section. Jan. 11, Walter N. Palakov, super-
intendent of power of the New York, New Haven & Hartford
R.R., discussed the question of standardization and predeter-
mination of the cost of power. He demonstrated a simple
method by which the o^vner of a power plant of any kind
can, without the necessity of study of technical details,

determine Just how closi' the cost of his own plant Is to the
possible minimum cost of such a plant—in other words, how
much more he la paying for power than he should pay. An
open discussion followed.

Colorado School of Mlnen—The success that attended the
first Prospector's Course, held In January and February, 1915,

has Induced the school to offer an enlarged course during the
coming winter. The course In 1915 occupied three weeks; the
course now offered will occupy five weeks, from Jan. 31 to

Mar. 4, 1916. The study of prospecting geology, including

common minerals and rocks, will be extended to 50 hr. There
will be a 30-hr. course in chemistry. A special laboratory

for prospectors is now being fitted up and equipped. A 5-hr.

course will be given in the elements of metallurgy. The new
fiotation machines that have been installed will enable the

student to avail himself of opportunities in this direction.

A special course in assaying is offered, actual supplies con-
sumed to be paid for by the student. The mining department
will offer a 5-hr. course in placer mining, a lu-hr. course
in lode mining and a 10-hr. course in mining claims. Par-
ticular attention will be given to the laws governing the
location of claims, mill and tunnel sites, water rights, etc.

A new course in first-aid-to-the-injured and mine rescue work
will be given by the department of safety engineering.

"1

BHDUSTRIAi^ HEWS

H. W. Caldwell & Sons, of Chicago, has opened a new of-

fice at 711 Main St., Dallas, Tex., in charge of S. C. Van
Arsdell.

The Art Metal Works, 7-15 Mulberry St., Newark, N. J., is

desirous of securing the name of some manufacturer of

metallic calcium, barium or strontium.

Tlie Hammond Iron VTorks. of Warren, Penn., having ofHces

in New York and Tulsa, on Jan. 1 opened a sales office in Los
Angeles, Calif., with G. C. Hoyt, Pacific Coast representative,

in charge.

The Raymond Granite Co., of San Francisco, has been
awarded the contract for furnishing the granite for Benjamin
Ide Wheeler Hall at the University of California. Contract
price, $225,000.

The Pacific Rolling Mill Co., San Francisco, has been
awarded the contract for the structural steel to be used in

building an addition to the library of the University of Cali-

fornia. Amount of contract. $46,232.

The Richardson-Phenix Co., lubrication engineers and man-
ufacturers. Milwaukee, Wis., has recently opened a branch
ofl^ce in Boston, Mass.. situated at 141 Milk St., and announces
the removal of its New York office to 30 East 42nd St.

A series of three industrial motion-picture films, illus-

trating the manufacture of "National" pipe, from ore to fin-

ished product, was shown before the students of the Depart-
ment of Metallurgy, Lehigii University, South Bethlehem,
Penn., on Jan. 7, 1916.

Control of the magnesite deposits on the Island of Mar-
garita, oft the coast of Venezuela, in the Caribbean Sea, has
been acquired by the Magnesite Products Corporation, Ltd.

The corporation proposes to start business at once. The en-
gineer is C. F. Z. Caracristi.

The construction of a cement factory in San Joaquin Val-
ley, California, is contemplated by Fresno men who are inter-

ested in lime deposits. A large amount of cement is used by
farmers and by miners in small quantities, and it is this class

of consumers that the enterprise will seek to supply.

The partnership of Myers & Whaley, consulting civil, min-
ing and mechanical engineers, Knoxville, Tenn., which has
existed for over nine years, has been dissolved. R. V. Myers
continues his office as civil and mining engineer. 1220 Holston
Bank Building, Knoxville, Tenn., and William Whaley will

devote his time to the affairs of the Myers-Whaley Co., build-
ing shoveling machines under the Whaley patents.

The organization of the Electric Steel Co. marks a new
devcloijment in the steel-castings industry of Chicago. At
the present time the only electric furnace in Chicago is of

the Heroult type and melts steel for large castings. The other

Jobbing steil foundries all operate converters. The Electric

Steel Co. will operate an electric furnace and will confine

itself to small castings of superior quality, especially in alloy-

steel castings. In order to commence operation with the least

possible delay and to offer quick delivery, the company has

leased a plant at 31st and Wood St.

The C. C. & E. P. Townsend Co. announces that the nam'
of the corporation was changed on Jan. 1, 191G, to the Town-
send Co. The officers are: R. T. Townsend, president and
general manager; J. M. Townsend, vice president; V. L. Brad-
ford, secretary and treasurer. The main office and mills are at

New Brighton, Penn. With the arrival of the year 1916 the

company conjpletes a "Century of Business" as manufacturers
of rivets, nails, wire and wire products, and in the celebra-

tion of this centennial they take occasion as the Oldest Wire
Mill In America to thank their many friends for the patronage
with which they have been favored.
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SAX FRANCISCO—Jan. 5

The State MininK Bureau is starting out the New Tear
with the distribution of five parts of the biennial report.

These chapters include the Counties of Amador, Calaveras,
Tuolumne. Fresno, Kern, Kings, Madera, Mariposa. Merced,
San Joaquin, Stanislaus; Shasta. Siskiyou, Trinity, Colusa,
Glenn, Lake, Marin, Napa, Solano, Sonoma, Yolo, Del Norte,
Humboldt, Mendocino. This plan of issuing the reports of the
several counties in groups as fast as the field work and com-
pilation are completed, render the reports more valuable
because of being nearer up to the date of publication and
distribution. Beside this, the separate books or chapters are
much more convenient for the library and desk than the bulky
form necessitated by including all the counties in one pub-
lication.

CnuiNtock MineH Made a Handsome showing in the last

days of the year. For a fe^v months past the average value
of the ores extracted from the Xorthend mines has been
increasing and the amount of ore extracted in the last half of

December also shows an increase. In the week ended Dec.
25, Union extracted 347 tons of ore having a gross value of
approximately $10,000. This ore was taken from four points
in the mine, on the 2.400 and 2.500 levels. The averages per
ton were $9.45, $14.61, $18.91, $51.55. Of the total tonnage
extracted 129 tons was of the high-grade ore. Sierra Nevada
shipped to the mill 145 tons having a gross value of $2,023.

The Mexican mill reported a good run for the week, handling
493 tons of custom ore of an average value of $23. &3. The
prosperity of the Northend also extends to Gold Hill. Crown
Point-Belcher extracted 324 tons of mill rock and the Jacket
mill received 801 tons of dump rock and 202 tons of mine
rock. So that the Christmas-day news that comes from the
Conistock Lode is in keeping with the spirit of the times and
provides an element of encouragement to the operators and
the stockholders.

Kxtraordinary Rain and Sno^T Storms ushered in the New
Tear in California. Beside the heavy fall of snow in the
Sierra and the foothills, the snow reached the lower eleva-
tions of the western slope and extended also to a number of
valley towns where snow is seldom seen. Marysville, which
is the chief town in the Tuba basin dredging district, at an
elevation of only 66 ft. above sea level, had 5 in. of snow.
Stockton, one of the chief river towns of the state, which has
not been visited by snow for 33 years, received enough on
Ne'w Year's day to give everybody a sleigh ride, w'ho had the
time and the means to construct a sled. Fresno the center of
the great grape-growing district of southern California had its

first snowfall in five years: it measured 4 in. Sacramento
and the floor of the Sacramento Valley had enough snow to

cover the ground for several hours. Bven Berkeley, the
home of the University of California, had its first snow since
1912. The snow storm prior to that was in 1907. Rain fol-

lowed the snow on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday and was
reported to have reached into the higher hills and mountain
ranges. Snow in the higher mountains and rain in the val-
leys are assurance of abundant water for both mining and
agricultural purposes unless the rain continues in the higher
elevations for too long a period. 'U^'ind accompanied the first

rain, starting in Santa Barbara County and sweeping the
entire coast north and into Oregon. Large amount of damage
was done to buildings and several persons were badly injured.
Two deaths in Oakland and one in San Francisco were re-

ported. Sacramento River rose 10 ft. and other streams
reported running high; but no damage by overflow has been
reported.

The Marlpnsa Estate, commonly called the Fremont Grant,
situated in Mariposa County at the southerly end of the
Mother Lode, is to be acquired by the Ralston Development
Co. This has been incorporated, with $3,000,000 capitalization,
by W. C. Ralston, ex-Governor J. N. Gillett and F. J. Solinsky,
all of San Francisco. The company will also have oftices in
New Tork. While California was under the dominion of
Mexico in 1847, the grant was purchased by John C. Fremont.
He presented his claim to the United States and the patent
was issued in February, 1856. The Mexicans mined here in
the early days and were followed by the pioneer Americans.
The gold-bearing ore was usually found in pockets, some of
them being exceedingly rich, varying in amounts from $100 to

$30,000. The quartz veins were worked on a more extensive
scale in later years and the grant is reported to have pro-
duced about $12,000,000 from 70 separate veins. The property
has been in litigation a good deal of the time and a suit was
recently started in the Superior Court at Oakland by W. G.
Langan for $1,500,000 against the Mariposa Commercial and
Mining Co., involving title to the Mount Bullion mine, the
Mariposa mine and the townsite of Mt. Ophir. The action
rests upon the alleged failure of the defendant to sell the
property after first payment had been made. The purchase
agreement was made by William H. Cook and Walter Parker
and $5,000 paid on the purchase price of $1,000,000. Cook and
Parker assigned their claim to Langan. With the settling of
litigation and the adoption of modern methods of development
and operation, this great property containing nearly 50,000
acres should become one of the large producing mines of
California. It has been favorably reported, it is said, by
J. Ross Browne, W. T. Bourne, Rossiter W. Raymond and
other men in high standing. The property is too large to be
operated on any other than an extensive scale and by men
acquainted with the Mother Lode. The litigation undoubtedly
will be settled, so that title to the entire property may be
quieted and the promoters of the enterprise permitted to pro-
ceed with development that will add another great producer
to the Mother Lode mines.

Mining Progress in Eldorado County has in the past year
become notable particularly in respect to development oftwo
important mines, one quartz, the other gravel. The Plymouth
Exploration Co. of Amador County composed of, or sub-
sidiary to, Bewick-Moreing interests, is sinking a 1,200-ft.
double-compartment shaft on the Montezuma mine at Nash-
ville. The shaft is progressing at the rate of SO ft. a month
and is now down 500 ft. This is one of the old producing
mines which is being prepared for new development and ex-
ploration on the same scale and by the same methods as were
employed at the Plymouth mine in Amador County. The Ris-
ing Hope is a deep-channel gravel mine which has been
developed, equipped and put in the producing class within the
last five years. The interesting feature of this work is that
it was undertaken and carried through by George W. Engle-
hardt, an Eastern man who had never seen and knew noth-
ing whatever about a mine until he took hold of this property.
He was assisted financially by two New Tork bankers and
employed as assistants and advisors engineers of well known
ability and reputation, Charles M. Hensen as mine superin-
tendent arrd George O. Perry as mill superintendent. They
have developed and equipped one of the best gravel mines iii

the county if not in the state. Besides the main tunnel in the
bed of the channel, crosscuts, drifts, winzes, and raises have
been made, aggregating a total of 10,000 lin. ft. The body
of pay gravel in the main channel is 150 to 300 ft. wide and
3 to 20 ft. deep. The gravel shows an assay value from $1.65
to $12.10 per ton and in some portions of the bench it runs
from $20 to $50 to the car. The property is equipped with a
revolving-barrel gravel mill which handles an average of 6
tons of gravel per hour. This single unit is to be duplicated
and the milling capacity afterward increased according to the
requirements. The mill is driven I)y water power through a
3-ft. impulse water wheel supplied by a 9-in. pipe from a
ditch 220 ft. above the mill. Surface equipment including
shops, change room, offices, etc., are in keeping with the mill
construction and modern methods employed in mining. There
are other examples of mining progress in Eldorado County;
but these two are particularly interesting in demonstrating
what may be done and is being done by outside men in spite
of the war conditions that for a year retarded progressive de-
velopment. They illustrate another fact, that the really bis
things in California mining are not being done by California
investors.

DENVER—Jan. 6
I.endville Trodufed )l,:!.%0 Tons of 25*^ manganese ore worth

about $100 per ton during 1915.

The Employees in both the Portland and Golden Cycle
mills at Colorado City have been given an advance in wages
of flat 25c. each per day, where the wage has been under $3.

PrimoM 3IlninK and Milling Co., feeling that one of the
rules fixed in its contract with the Colorado Power Co. was
unreasonable, cited the case to the state public utilities com-
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mission and was sustained. The objectionable clause holds

the minini: company liable for any injuries sustained by
persons from the power lines crossing the mining company's
premises. It has been ordered canceled.

At the Arkansas Valley .Smeltery, Leadville, two laborers

^\ere burned to death in a most peculiar accidont. Dec. 15,

and two others were seriously injured. The men were en-

gaged in spraying the interior walls of the new bag-house
with heated liquid tar by means of a hose leading from a

tank over a fire. The hose burst, permitting the hot tar,

under a pressure of 50 lb., to cover the men who were
instantly enveloped in flames

Elkton's 3Iain .Shaft (Cripple Creek district) is down 1436

ft. at which depth water level was encountered. .\s the water
is lowering at an average rate of 21 1^ ft. per mo.th. due to

drainage by the Roosevelt tunnel, the company will continue

sinking at the same rate. The 16th level is at 1.340 ft. A
station for the 17th level is planned at a depth of 1465 ft. The
breast of the Roosevelt tunnel is less than 500 ft. from the

shaft and is handling about 13.000 gal. per minute.

Midn^est Reflning Co., composed principally of Denver
stockholders, is in a most prosperous condition. The regular

dividend rate has been officially changed from 4'r to 6";^ and
the company has acquired new territory in Elk Basin, on the

Wyoming-Montana line. This new field presents special in-

terest to geologists in the fact that there are proved three

distinct zones of oil sand or rock, the upper, 60 ft. thick, the

second. SO ft. and the third as yet undetermined as to thick-

ness.

Monteznma. the little, dormant mining camp in eastern

Summit County, well up on the western slope of the conti-

nental divide, has been given renewed attention because of

its notable bodies of sphalerite. Good lead-silver mines,

formerly operated here, were closed down years ago, because
of the heavy zinc penalty in smelting. Last summer, flotation

was installed in the district and increased activities are

promised for next summer. On Dec. 14, a flre destroyed about
half the business part of the camp. Population is about 200.

DlreotoFN of the Colorado Springs Minins Stuck Exctaaage
have established new rules covering trades in mining stocks.

Hereafter, on all stocks selling at 2c. or less per share, the

least trade must be for 2,000 shares; on 2c. to 50c. stocks, the

lot must be 1.000 shares: on stocks above 50c. per share, the

minimum lot must be 500 shares. Moves in quotations are

.ilso to be regulated. Stocks selling between $2 and $3 must
move at least one-half cent, while stocks selling above $3

must move up or down not less than one cent. The signifi-

cance of this is that there will be no more quotations on this

e.xchange in eighth and quarter cents, on the higher-priced
stocks. The newlj- fixed commission charge is $2 per 100

shares.

Dry Colorado, besides the statistics of metal production,
is at present the only topic for discussion among mining men
in the state. For months after the prohibition law w.as passed
last winter, there were all sorts of threats of litigation that
would so interfere with the enforcement of the law that it

would, in the end, become a farce. Rut the law was found to

have its own teeth as well as the backing of a substantial
part of the state's citizenship. Still the wise ones continued
to assert that the mining camps would never go positively

dry. As a matter of fact, however, the mining camps of
the state are probably the towns that are doing their utmost
to scrupulously follow out the letter and spirit of the law and
there is no doubt regarding the "dryness" of every camp in

the state. There will be fewer mine ac-idents and fewer
interferences with mine production. The camps will be
deserted by that class of "drones" and agitators whose pres-

ence was baneful. Already, Cheyenne is complaining of its

receipt of Coloi-ado's flotsam.

ill TTF:—Jnr u

IteiKirln r>f Ull and .Natural <;aH

—

Drilling operations for

oil and natural gas in various sections of Montana are re-

ceived with increasing frequency. While the majority of

enterprises are still in the first stages of development, with
no Infallible Indications of striking oil or natural gas In com-
mercial quantities, there are nevertheless a number of wells

scattered throughout the state which are actually producing
both. Whether the yield will be of a magnitude to warrant
the planning of large enterprises dependent on oil or gas
for fuel and power. Is yet too early to predict. The state land
ofllce reports the leasing of large tracts of land for oil pros-

pecting In Carbon, Teton. MuMselshell, Dawson, .Sheridan, Yel-

lowstone, Stillwater and Cascade counties. A Hillings syndi-

cate began boring for oil this week In the field near Lovell,

expecting to strike oil within a few hundred fiet of the sur-
fiiec. Tn the Klk basin In Carbon County there are three
producing wells and near Melfry In the same county many

other wells are being drilled. One of them, upon striking

the second strata of oil sand is reported to register a flow of

2.500 bbl. of oil a day. Near Glendive in Dawson County a

big gas well was opened a few weeks ago by John Johns
which is said to furnish sufficient gas for heating, lighting

and cooking in Glendive and an additional amount for the

operation of a prospective smelting or other industrial plant.

While not all of the enterprises now in course of development
will prove successful, there is no longer room for doubt that

both oil and gas are to be found in Montana and that the i

exploitation of these resources will in time add enormously
to the wealth of the state as well as to that of the individii -

who have devoted both money and energy to the disco\ <

and opening up of these resources.

In the .\naconda Zinc Properties in Butte are enough z

ores to supply the entire capacity of the new refinery. ^

owners of zinc mines in the Coeur d'Alenes, in the Helena !

trict. and independent owners in the Butte district h

become imbued with the idea that the Anaconda compan>
going to put up a refining plant of such enormous capa. i

that they will all be able to send their ores to it. They
due for a hard bump when they finally awaken to the fa

It it estimated that about 1,000 tons of zinc ore per day v

be sufficient to furnish the new plant with all the concentre
required. The Emma, .\lice, Lexington, Poulin and East Gr
Rock mines of the Anaconda company can alone furnish trus

amount for several years to come. It is not likely that th.

Anaconda company will accept any custom ore for that plai.t.

The Clark interests are not allowing themselves to be fooled

nor is the Butte & Superior. The former are getting out,

through the Timber Butte concentrating mill, about 4,000 tons

of concentrates per month. That mill is handling the output
of the Elm Orlu mine alone. That Mr. Clark is seriously

considering the erection of a zinc refinery to handle the con-
centrates of the Timber Butte mill, is generally known. He
may build a plant large enough to handle the custom ores
from the mines of the Coeur d'Alene district and other sections

where zinc is abundant. His action will depend on develop-
ments in the spelter industry, Butte & Superior may also put
up an electrolytic refinery similar to that of the Anaconda
company. The output of this company for the last year has
been double the proposed capacity of the new Anaconda plant,

S.VLT I..\KE: CITY—Jan. 3

.V Dnlletin on the Geology of the Big and Little Cotton-
wood mining districts has been issued by the United States

Geological Survey, "A Reconnaisance of the Cottonwood-
American Fork Mining Region of Utah," Bulletin 620-1 by
R. S. Butler and G. F. Laughlin, with notes on the history and
production of the district by Victor C. Heikes.

The Report of the State Coal Mine Inspector for the year
ended Xov. 30, 1915, shows that 3,083,676 short tons of coal
were produced; coke production amounted to 357,572 tons and
gilsonite and other hydrocarbons to 39.044 tons. The coal

production was not as large as last year, but both coke .t"'

hydrocarbons showed an increase. There was an avev
of 4,044 men employed in the mines. Fatal accidents shov
a decrease. There were 194 accidents, 11 fatal, 28 seri.

and 155 minor. There were no labor troubles during i

year and the wages and selling price for coal were practic:.

unchanged.

The .\nierirnn Smelting and Refining Co. some time :<

increased its payroll by about $1,000,000 annually, this ad
tional amount going to foremen and those holding lesser !"
tlons: and it is now announced that an additional $600.

will this .voar be paid as a bonus to all employees, who \\ •

not affected by the increase in wages

—

including boss <.

penters. master mechanics, clerks, and others. The amount
be received in each case is to be proportional to the earnin
at each plant, to the length of time of employment, and to '

salary received. In addition to the $600,000. there will be -

aside $250,000 to be used for the improvement of sanitar>' :i

soci.ll conditions at the compan.v's various plants throughout
the country, such as the establishing of bath houses, etc.

This distribution is n.aturally of interest in this state, effect-

ing as it does the employees of the Murray and Garfield smelt-
ing plants.

.statlHticM collected by the United States Bureau of Mines
as to the distribution of ores and the situation of smelteries
In the western United States, show that Salt Lake City Is

nearer to the bulk of production of most of the valuable
metals than any other mining center; It being almost exactly
the geographic center of the western metal production. Tlii^^

city Is the most noteworthy center In the matter of flotation,

thi're being three important organizations which have con-
tributed to the art of floating minerals. These are: The
General Engineering Co., which is exploiting the Callow flo-

tation machine and process; the Utah Copper Co., which is
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exploitins the Janney flotation machine; and the Department
ot Metallurgical Research of the University of Utah, under
the direction of the local station of the United States Bureau
of Mines, which is conductinR research work on flotation, of

importance to the industry in general.

HOr«;HTOX, MICH .lull. 7

Thr FoIloiviiiK Notiee \Vji.h Posted at tlie Calumet & Hecla,
Centennial. Taniaracli. the three mines of the Osceola Con-
solidated, the North and South Kearsarge. the old Osceola,

La Salle. Superior Copper, Isle Hoyale, White Pine, Ahmeek,
Allouez, Lake Milling, Smelting and Refining plant. Lake
Superior smelting plant at Dollar Bay, and at ail otlier re-

lated industries of the Calumet & Hecla and its subsidiaries:

ISeginning Jan. 1, 191C, and continuing until Julv 1, 1!I16,

the company will pay to all emploj^ees a premium of 10%
on their montlily earnings.

This New Tear's announcement means an increase in earn-
a.s to approximately 14.000 men of the total numlaer of 20.000

employed in the mines of tlie copper coiintry. Notwithstand-
ing the fact that these men have been receiving the highest
wages ever paid in this district for copper-mining work,
they now are to participate in a further increase of 10%.
The additional pay means at least $700,000 over and above the
regular pay for the coming six months. It means that the
monthly distribution of mining corporation pay checks in

this district will hereafter total more than $1,700,000. A year
) today the mining company employees were working at

wages below normal and on three-quarters' time. In March
of i;tl5 the wages were restored to noi'mal again and on May
1 the Calumet & Hecla and its subsidiaries paid a bonus to

all employees amounting to $.500,000. This bonus covered the
• lost by the men through the period of their decre.ised

wages.

The Iiie:hest Price Ever Paid for Copper Laud was agreed
upon a few days ago when Thomas F. Cole, of Duluth. con-
cluded arrangements for the purchase of the mineral rights
underlying the village of Ahmeek, in Keweenaw County, ad-
joining the County of Houghton. The price was $4,000 an
acre or $160,000 for the mineral rights under the tract. In
the year 1903 when the Ahmeek mine became an assured
success and the Allouez and other properties showed evidences
of great futures the Ahmeek Land and Improvement Co. was
organized. It purchased the surface rights to this same tract
of land. The purchase was made from three interests, the
Devereaux. Chandler and Northey, who, owning the territory
jointly, retained the mineral rights. In the meantime tlie

Ahmeek Land and Improvement Co. went ahead with the sale
of lots. Eventually the village was organized and today it

is one of the substantial property interests of the Michigan
copper country. Recently Mr. Cole made extensive purchases
of landed interests in this district, taking over the entire
holdings of R. R. Goodell. The assumption is general that
he likewise took over a large interest in what is known as
the Douglass Copper Co., which owns a section that Ahmeek
shafts must cross in the course of its future operations, at

greater depth. To reach the mineral values of the Kearsarge
lode in the Douglass tract or under the village of Ahmeek a
shaft going through barren ground for a distance of 2.500

ft. would have to be sunk. The point of greatest interest is

the price paid for mineral values on the Kearsarge lode,

$4,000 an acre for copper rock which is to be mined only
after sinking through 2,500 ft. of barren ground.

RBLLEVUE:, ID.VHO—Jan. 4

The Bullion District is waking up. after a sleep of more
than 25 years. The lease on the old Jay Gould, with a lead-
silver production of two millions has been purchased by a
syndicate, which also bonded the May Flower, and Bullion
claims adjoining. The Bullion was owned by the heirs of the
late E. W. Nash of the American Smelting and Refining Co.
Regular shipments have been going forward from the Nit-
schke Lease during the last year, and the pay streak has
been continuous as far as developed and stoped. They are
well within the zone as defined by the upper workings of
the Gould.

The Silver Fortune Group, located about D mi. northeast
of the North Star Mine, on east fork of the Big Wood River
was purchased by Dr. Paul Valtinke and .associates of S.alt

Lake City about six months ago, and prospecting under the
supervision of the Doctor himself, has been steadily going on.
Within a month the vein lost by old prospectors in early
days, who extracted several car loads of very rich ore from
the very grass roots was recovered, and 6 ft. of a vein with
well-defined walls, brought into view two fine streaks of high
grade. About 20 in. of $300 ore on the foot, and 2 ft. of mixed
ore on the hanging. A crosscut was immediately started 100
I't. below and ha« just come into the oreshoot.

is County, Minn..
' sabi Range, will
'.'.'?; ot the total

/i the iron mining

l>lMTH. lll.W'.^—Jan.

The iron-ore mining InduMtry in St. I

wherein is situated the major part of th.

contribute $0,239,005 in taxes for 1910. 1" ii

taxes of the county. The assessed valuati^

interests is $247,755,587.

The Steel Corporntion will establish an uptodate company
store at Morgan Park, a $75,000 building having Just been
completed for the purpose. C. Z. Wilson. Pittsburgh, Pa.,

has been given charge. The situation of the plant, a number
of miles from the business center of Duluth. has necessitated
this action, although protest has been made vigorously by
the Duluth retailers' association.

PHIbADEI.PHI.V—Jan. 10
SaieH at .Vuetion in Philadelphia recently were: 1,000 Gold-

field Daisy Mining Syndicate. $1 lot; 1,000 West Coast M. & S.,

$1 lot; 1,000 Searchlight Cons. M. & M., $1 lot; 1,000 Orleans
Gold M. & M., $1 lot: 50 Montana-Tonopah Mines, 31c. each:
500 Rawhide Coalition, $2 lot; 500 Twin Mountain M. & M., $2

lot.

SKWARD. .\L.VSK.V—Dec. 2S
It Rained Xenrly .Ml Day in Seward, Dec. 23, the temper-

ature lieing several degrees above the freezing point. So far

this .year no zero temperatures have been experienced in

Seward.

The Idltarod Gold Shipment was brought in by Bob Griffis,

special messenger for Wells Fargo Express Co., who reached
.Seward on Christmas Day with over $500,000 in gold. The
))ullion weighed over 2.400 lb. and was hauled all the way
from Iditarod by 38 dogs. Three sleds were used, 800 lb. of
l)ullion being packed on each sled. At one stage of the trip

a temperature of 55 deg. below zero prevailed. The bullion
will be shipped to the States on the first available steamer.

JtlOREXCI. ARIZ.—Jan. It

For an Uarly Settlement of the Strike there seems to be a
ray of hope. A. V. Dye. representing the managers, has been
in the district for several days and has made several talks
to the strikers. He publicly offered them $5 a day to come
in on the assessment work, but after then, if the mines were
to resume work, the old scale would stand. However, a few
changes would be made: the scale would be advanced so as
to take in copper at 25c.. also there would be some change
in the method of calculation. As a result, the strikers sent
a telegram to the managers asking if they (the managers)
would meet a committee of strikers if the Western Federa-
tion was eliminated. The managers replied that they would
meet such a committee, pi-ovided they were satisfied the West-
ern Federation was really out of it. Committee will meet
the managers Jan. 11. The Detroit company will have fin-

ished its assessment work Jan. 10. There has been no real

interference with the workers. However, there is some ap-
prehension felt for the assessment workers at the time of

their departure.

DOUGLAS, ARIZ Jan. 4

.\t Jfacoaiarl the Moctezuma Copper Co. and El Tigre
Mining Co. have again commenced work at full capacity.
When Villa and his army invaded Sonora all the mines both
small and large shut down and the foreigners left the country
as they did not wish to meet Villa after he learned that
Carranza had been recognized. The railroad between Agua
Prieta and Nacozari was out of commission on account ot
burned bridges and it is being repaired now and trains are
running south as far as Esqueda and the people and supplies
are transferred to Coa where another train takes them
tlirough to Nacozari. There is nothing in Sonora now except
beans and some corn. Wherever the Villa army went, that
part was destitute when it left and what provisions they could
not carry with them were sprinkled on the ground. Many of
the small operators have again come south and development
will be continued where it was left off. There are only a few
scattered bands in the Northern part of Sonora that are a
danger to operations and these are being disposed of as
rapidly as possible so that within the next 30 days the north-
ern part of Sonora will he operating at about the same capac-
ity as a year ago and if conditions do not change for the
worse, inside of six month Sonora will have a bigger boom
than it has ever had.

TORONTO—Jan. S
I'intlnuni Has Been Dlncovered in paying quantities in

Munro Township, in Northern Ontario. Traces of this metal
have been previously observed by prospectors in this locality,
but the first really important discovery was made in the
course of assessment work on a gold location known as the
Quinn claims, situated about 1 mi. east of the Leyson-Dobu'
or Croesus gold mine. The miners encountered a mineral
which they did not recognize about three months ago, and
it was only recently when the owners submitted samples to
l)e assayed, that the value of the find was realized.
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ARIZONA
Mohave County

MIDNIGHT (Chloride)—G. S. Holmes, of Salt Lake City,
has purchased Midnight mine from Kean & St. Charles.

GOLCONDA EXTENSION (Golconda)—Shaft has reached
400 level. As soon as drifts at that level are well under way
sinking will be resumed.

KINGMAN ZINC (Kingmr.n)—Has suspended operations on
Its De La Fontaine property pending arrival and installation
of 3u0-cu.tt. compressor.

UNITED E.\STERN (Oatman)—Shaft being sunk from
565- to 765-ft. point has reached 665 level, where station is

being cut and laterals started.

COPPERFIELD (Mineral Park)—Necessary camp buildings
constructed and company has purchased two motor trucks.
Shipments of 15% ore have begun.

TOM REED (Oatman)—Negotiations under way looking
to consolidation of Tom Reed and United Eastern mines. En-
gineers have recently sampled both mines and consummation
of the deal is expected within the next week or so.

ARGO (Oatman)—Gallows frame and concrete foundations
I'or 25-hp. gasoline engine and 300-cu.ft. air compressor have
been completed. Machinery will be installed in near future.
Contract for first 200 ft. of proposed 400-ft. shaft awarded.

TUNGSTEN MINES (Kingman)—Shipping tungsten con-
centrates from mines in Aquarius Mountains, 40 mi. southeast
of Kingman. Ore is concentrated at mine and hauled to
Kingman by horses and motor trucks. Property embraces 60
acres: employs 14 miners. L. L. Stevens is manager.

BIG JIM (Oatman)—In crosscutting on 400 level, at 135
ft. from shaft ledge was struck, which now measures 40

ft. with footwall not yet reached; average value of ore be-
tween $15 and $20. Some streaks have assayed over $100.

Impossible at this time to correlate this ledge with any of
previously known deposits, but it is probably parallel to
Tom Reed ledge.

Pima County
ATLAS (Silverbell)—M. D. Gaylord and associates, of El

Paso, who have bonded the Atlas group for $200,000, will soon
begin active operations. This property is situated near rail-

road and was formerly good copper producer.
Pinal County

ARIZONA HERCULES (Ray)—Two new churn drills re-
ceived last week in December and are now in commission.

Yavapai County
SARATOGA (Crown King)—New mill now treating 150

tons daily from Crown King dumps.
WICHITA PL.\CER (Pre.scott)—Operations began Jan. 1

on company's ground at Lynx Creek.

TELSORI (Cherry C..,>;K)—New 10-stamp mill put in com-
mission and development resumed in mine.

MAJOR (Eureka)—Has leased 20-stamp mill and 8,300-ft.

tunnel from Poland Mining Co. and is making daily shipments
to Humboldt smelter.

BRADSHAW MOUNTAIX RY. (Prescott)—Account of in-
creasing ore .shipMieiils to Humboldt smelter, train service
between Prescott and Crown King is maintained daily instead
of Tuesdays and Fridays, as it has been several years.

TUNGSTEN (Castle Hot Springs) — George Thompson
shipped 2 tons of tungsten ore from his 2 claims 8 mi. east of

Castle Hot Springs to Denver; net retuins, $4,000. Had been
working his locations less than a month,

PLUMMER & COOK (Castle Hot Springs)—Started work
on 6 tungsten locations 6 mi. southwest of Tip Top; expect to

be shipping soon. Ore will be packed to Castle Hot Springs,
thence freighted to Hot Springs Junction.

CON ARIZONA SMICLTING (Humboldt)—Is shipping 350
tons a (iav from its Blueliell and DeSoto mines. DeSoto, which
has Iain "idle for several years, was revived last summer;
BluPbiU has opened large body of good grade copper ore on
SOO l«.-v<-l.

UANDOLPH-GEMMILL (Crown King)—New mill now
treating 2ii0 tons daily from Crown King dumps. Iron con-
centrates carrying gold and silver are shipped to Humlioldt.
Zinc concentrates are shipped to lola, Kan.

C.%l.irOKMA
.Vninilor County

PINE GROVE (Pine Grove)—Boiler and engine rooms re-
ijently destroyed by fire being rebuilt; mining will soon be
resumed.

SOUTH EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—Double dividend of 5c.

per share, amounting to $30,1)SS, has been paid for November.
This makes a tolal of $2:iii.'J^s paid In the 11 months of 1915.

The Novemb<r nport shuvvs recovery of $51,002 froni 12,050

tons of ore; opiratinK exp> ns.

The mine and mill employ 2:iii i

(indent.
liutti- < <

RALSTON DKVKLOP.MI'.NT
mltted to sell 20,000 shares at ?:i pir share to net not less

than $2.50 jn i share and to Ihhuc to \V. C. H.ilston In exchange
for option to purchase properdis of Burlington Gold Mining
Co In Forheslown district one .shine of stock for each four
shariH Molrl for (ash. Properly slluatirl iiarlly In Butte and
iiartly In Yuba County. I'urchase ijricc. $100,000.

$36,027; or a profit of $14. 075.
W. H. Schmal, superin-

(San Francisco)—Per-

Cjilaveras County
UTICA (Angels Camp)—Reported that 100 underground

men were laid off and Cross shaft will be closed temporarily.
Deepening shaft 300 ft. from 2,700 level contemplated. The
Stickles mill still running on ore from Gold Cliff and a
reserve supply from Utica.

ddorado County
GUILDFORD (Placerville)—Reported that three masked

men held up millman, Warren Sackett, Dec. 24, and robbed
mill of about $1,200 worth of amalgam. Mine is owned and
operated by A. Baring Gould.

EUREKA SLATE (Slatington)—Two shanties are splitting
14 squares of slate a day and quarry is in shape to provide
material for four more shanties, which will be put on split-
ting slate as soon as men can be secured. Tramway on south
side is about completed and repair of north side will follow.
Forty men now working. Long rope being stretched across
quarry for handling of waste, at cost of 7c. to 10c. a yard,
which is said to be large saving over old method of car
tramming.

Kern County
VIENNA (Randsburg)—While doing annual assessment

work Val. Schmidt, pioneer in Stringer district, disclosed
ledge 20 in. wide that will mill $20 per ton.

Napa County
UNION HILL (Grass Valley)—Union Hill is only mine in

district known to produce sciieelite. Three lots have been
shipped to Denver, and for one lot settlement was made on
basis of $1,000 a ton for 30% ore. Scheelite was encountered
recently in raise from 600 level and followed to 300 level.

Orange County
POTASH from seaweed is purpose of company organized

by Dr. S. R. Oppenheim. of Santa Ana. Construction of plant
at Long Beach is contemplated, at cost of $15,000.

Placer County
BANNER (Auburn)—Banner Consolidated Mining Corpor-

ation organized to purchase and operate property reported to
have failed to complete deal and has issued no shares. Per-
mit has been revoked.

AMERICAN GORGE MINING CO. (Auburn)—Permitted to
issue 100,000 shares to Charles N. Stone, William S. Parsons
and R. B. Parsons in e.xchange for unpatented mining claims
near Gorge station; and to sell 398.997 shares at 5c. per share
to net not less than 90% of selling price.

San Bernardino County
ATOLIA'S GROWTH requiring the laying out of a new

townsite has created a demand for motor stage service and
general automobile traffic between Atolia and Randsburg and
other camps in region. Automobile service may now be se-
cured day or night between Atolia and any point in southern
California, and extending into Nevada and Arizona.

Tulare County
PORTERVILLE MAGNESITE (Porterville) — Company

composed of San Francisco men has taken option on 76 acres
situated north, near Zante station, on Southern Pacific R.R.
This is in addition to recent purcliase of large deposit 2 mi.
east of Porterville.

Tuolumne County
ATLAS (Jamestown)—Reported that new owners have

taken charge and active development will begin as soon as
electric transformer can be installed.

RAWHIDE (Jamestown)—Additional electric power se-
cured by construction of new transmission line from Cop-
peropolis. New electric hoist and headframe are in place.
Electric pumps have been ordered and large amount or ma-
chinery is arriving from Blair, Nev. Property is being re-
opened by Pittsburg-Silver Peak Co.

coi.on.\DO
Clear Creeli County

NORTH STAR (Georgetown)—Preparations are being made
for resumption of development work in adit tunnel.

KIOY WEST (Georgetown)—Development is in progress In
the adit level and a raise is being made on the vein. Small
pockets of rich gold ore have been opened.
LAKE (Idaho Springs)—I. D. L. Leasing Co. has advann ,1

a drift from bottom of 50-tt. shaft sunk from Big Five tuniu 1

level and opened 2-ft. vein of $100 ore.

KAVERNE MILL (Dumont)—Plant being completely over-
hauled by McCall & Brooks; designed to treat custom ores by
concentration and amalgamation; capacity 50 tons per day.

San MiKuel County
TOMBOY (Telluride)—Return for December, 1915: Mill ran

29 days; crushed 13,000 tons of ore; yielding bullion, $44,400;
concentrates shipped, $11,500; expenses tor period, $59,200;
profit. $26,700.

Teller County
RIIBIE MINING AND MILLING (Cripple Creek)—Company

Incorporated Nov. 27. 1915, proposes to erect cyanide mill for
treatment of ores from Ruble and Lafayette mines and dumps.
Will be called Worcester mill; will use straight cyanide
process; and have crushing capacity of 50 tons i)ir day. S. A.
Worcester la president and general manager.
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tiKORGIA
Chatham County

SAVANNAH KAOLIN (Savannah)—Filed incorporation

Tianprs to engage in minins and marketing of clays ore, etc.,

araordonf Wilkinson County. Capitalization. $500,000.

LiUnipkin County

FINDLEY RIDGE M. & P. (Dahlonega)—Expect to add cy-

inlde plant early in 1916; is dropping 30 stamps now.

IDAHO
ShOHhone County

riOLDEN CHEST (Murray)—Made two shipments of gold-

lunesten ore, reported to be worth $15,000, or $100 per sack,

"osf of recovery about lO'/r of net return. Is installing Jig to

treat material too fine for hand-sorting. Rush J. White, of

Wallace, is manager.
OLYMPIA (Wallace)—This group of Canon Creek claims

sold by A. G. Kerns and associates to Green Hill-Cleveland

company for $150,000; terms, $5,000 cash, rest later. Claims

idjoin Green Hill-Cleveland on west and extend westward to

Vinemile Creek. Exploration work will be pushed from Green
Hill-Cleveland workings.

f-ekly, commencing about middle of January.

DOUGLAS (Kellogg)—Has -been taken .under three-year

handled by new electrolytic process of Anaconda.

ILLINOIS
Cook County

GENERAL CHEMICAL (South Chicago)—Is building $100,-

onn plant at South Chicago to manufacture sulphuric acid,

and $150,000 plant at West Hammond for manufactuie ot va-

Mous chemicals. MICHIGAN
Iron

SPEIS (Iron River)—W'hile drilling for shaft, orebody 80

ft. thick was struck. Suitable ground found for shaft and
sinking will be started. Contract let for 16 buildings; work
already started.

CLEVELAND - CIFPS IRON (Ishpeming) -- Work has
started on new power plant on Dead River. Pole line extended
from Maas mine station. Current will be used to operate com-
pressor for rock drills. All of machinery has been ordered.

AURORA (Ironwood)—Work started on 4-compartment
steel and concrete shaft similar to "C" shaft of EastNorrie
mine, recently completed. New shaft is designated E shaft

and will be sunk at an angle of 6S°. Size 19 ft. 4 in. by 10 ft.

Location. 250 ft. southeast of old No. 1 shaft.

BERKSHIRE (Iron River)—Orders given first of year to

resume operations. Property closed two years but pumps were
in operation. New steel headframe and crushing plant to be

constructed. Electric pumps, hoists and compressor to be
ordered Present equipment will be used until new machinery
is on the ground. This is last of Iron River mines to get

going again. Every property in district now working.
MINNESOTA
Cuyuna Range

FERRO (Ironton)—Mine nearly unwatered and new brick
power house completed.

CLTUNA RANGE POWER—W. D. Stoner, general manager,
announces that company will construct another dam, thereby
doubling its present production of 3,000 hp.

CUYUNA-DULUTH (Ironton)—This shaft of American
Manganese Manufacturing Co. will resume operations after
idleness of many months.

Mesabi Range
MEADOW (Aurora)—Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. will begin

operations at once with 125 men.
ALEXANDRIA (Chisholm)—Shaft completed; total depth

137 ft As soon as the station is cut and sump completed,
drifting to ore will be started. Mine will be shipper this year.

MINORCA (Virginia)—After operating life of 8 yr. pumps
are now being pulled and surface plant dismantled. Republic
Iron and Steel Co. plan to permanently abandon the operation.

GLEN (Chisholm)—Ore being hauled underground and on
surface by electric motors. New engine and 250-volt d.-c.

generator installed. Increase in production 107c expected
to result.

ST JAMES (Aurora)—Force of 200 men will be put to work
at once. Shaft was sunk and surface plant installed 10 yr.

ago, but no ore was taken out. Corrigan, McKinney & Co.

are operators.
OLIVER IRON MINING (Eveleth)—Steam-shovel and

locomotive men who rendered efficient service during 191o
were given bonuses last week. Over $9,000 was distributed
in Eveleth district.

MONROE (Chisholm)—Wire netting being placed between
skiproad and ladderway in recently relined Monroe shaft.

Advantages over customary board partitions are longer life,

permits admission of light and air to ladderway, saves space.

DEVN (Buhl)—Butler Bros., of St. Paul, awarded contract
for removal of 1,000.000-yd. overburden, which will require
use of three stea.n shovels and 170 and 200 men for ensuing
six months. Contractors have just finished stripping 4.000,-

oiiO yd. from same property; said to be largest stripping
contract ever let. Property operated by Tod-btambaugh Co.,

sublessee of Great Northern interests.

Vermilion Range
McCOMBER CTower)—Ostcrberg & Johnson have pl.-iced

diamond drill rig In bottom of shaft, on 200 level; will explore

from there. Also planned to unwater old .-.huit near lake and
continue exploratory work there.

VERMILION CONSOLIDATED (Tov.e,^—Mines of Ver-
milion Consolidated & Extension Co. will t).. started as soon
as tracks can be laid to property. About ji. days will be
required to complete extension of Iron Kani;e road. Machin-
ery necessary has been on ground some time, having been
transported by teams. Ore runs high in manganese; some
samples high as 55.57% manganese; average of all samples
more than 50% manganese. Phosphorus is very low.

MISSOURI—KANSAS—OKLAHOMA
HODGE (Carterville, Mo.)—Will erect mill on lease on

Davey land, north of Carterville; capacity 150 tons; will use
gas for power.

BURCH & CO. (Carterville, Mo.)—To build new mill on
lease on Conner land, situated west of Carterville; will be of
200-ton capacity.
CHATMAN & LONGACRE (Commerce, Okla.)—Have new

lead and zinc concentrating plant about completed; capacity
200 tons in 10 hr.; cost $25,000.

C. E. HART (Lincolnville, Okla.)—Has his new mill about
ready to start. Mill is situated on Frank Buck land near Lin-
colnville; capacity 250 tons in 10 hr. Cost $20,000.

GRAIN (Joplln, Mo.)—Will erect 200-ton mill on lease of
16 acres of Lindsay land, situated north ot Joplin: two shafts
already down to ore. Mill will use electricity. Hall S. Crain
is ii'ianager.

JACK HAVARD MILL (Joplin, Mo.)—Has operated steadily
for 10 yr., on Continental Zinc Co. land west of Joplin; will be
rebuilt; will be 200-ton capacity. George Lurwich is super-
inter.dent.

MONT.\N.4^
Beaverliead County

BANNACK GOLD (Bannack)—Treatment tests of ores from
company's mines being made by G. W. Wood to determine
character of mill to be installed in near future. Mill will

probably be continuous, counter-current, decantation cyanide
plant with Dorr equipment. At present about 40 men are
working at Golden Leaf and other mines controlled by
company.

Broadwater County

KEATING (Radersburg)—Construction ot big mill to treat

low-grade gold ore blocked out in Keating mine is contem-
plated.

Carbon County

ELK BASIN (Elk Basin)—Another well drilled in Elk
Basin, struck flow of oil; normal production estimated at

4,000 bbl. a day.
Silver Bon- County

ANACONDA (Butte)—Neversweat has resumed after shut-

down ot nearly two years.

BUTTE & LONDON (Butte)—Sinking of shaft carried to

depth of 1,250 ft.; work is progressing rapidly.

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Last three cars of ore sent to

Washoe from Colorado mine netted close to $1,000 per car.

BUTTE & ZENITH CITY (Butte)—Unwatering of shaft
will be rushed as fast as possible. The shaft has depth of 6i0

ft. and as soon as it is free of water, work of sinking to 1.500

level will begin.

PILOT-BUTTE (Butte)—Development work on 2.500-ft.

level of company's mine opening up finest body of copper ore

ever found in mine. Sixty tons of ore per day are being mined,
averaging over 5% copper, which pays for all mining expenses
and development work.

BULLWHACKER (Butte) — Wall - Jackman - Heilbronner
syndicate has taken lease on company's property for lb months
with option on majority of stock. Everything is in readiness

for resumption of operations within a day or two. Ore vi.l

be shipped to Pittsmont and Washoe smelteries. Part of ore

will be treated by leaching process.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—Output for December ap-

proximately 50,900 tons of ore, resulting " over 1:. 000 tons

of concentrates. Zinc recovery estimated at 16,000,000 lb No-
vember and December best in history of <:oi"P'i">V. .^°'?' =;?*=

production for quarter ending Dec. 31 \yas over 4 1,000,000 ID..

or 6,000,000 lb. greater than tor preceding quarter.

NEV.\D.V
Clark Ci

produced.
Exnioralda County

CR\CKER JACK (Goldfleld)—Plans were perfected for a
reorga"nization; new company to be known as Reorganized
Cracker Jack Mining Co.

GOLDFIELD CON. (Goldfleld)—Estimated production for

December- Total tons mined. 35.000; gross extraction. $212,-

000; operating expenses, $161,000; net realization, $ol.OOO.

JUMP.O EXTENSION (Goldfleld)—Preliminary estimate for

November: 2.6.")4 <lrv tons mined; gross value. $70,000: freight,

treatment, sampling and smeltery loss. $30,000: mining and
development, fl5.000; net realization, $25,000.

GREAT BEND (Goldfleld)-Has finished setting four-

stage centrifugal station pump on 400 level with o.-ipacity far

in excess of present requirements, and is now drifting east

on vein to get under shoot exposed in winze from 250 level.
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ATLANTA 5IINES (Goldfield)—Shipments of medium-grade
ore for month at rate of carload everv dav. Abouttwo-thirds of value is in copper content. Production mostlyfrom l.oSO level. TV'inze on 1,750 level encounterea heavy fiowof water; temporarily discontinued.

Hniuboldt County

,„
SEVEN TROUGHS CO.A.LITION (Seven Troughs)—During

191D produced S416,0b4 in gold and silver from 4,509 tons ofore. Ore handled by mill which came from all parts of mineaveraged about $93 a ton. This is believed to rank in averagewith any mine in world over same length of time

„f ?r°.'^?i^rfJ^?-
^^^'^^ ;tRochester)-From 52,282 gross tons?r °'^<=. ?l,01o.34o was produced up to last dav of December

191p: inception of operations by lease and company workearly in 1913. Through the acquisition of additional waterrights, for mill purposes, intimated that large addition toreduction plant is to be built during coming vear. Additionalwater is suffici^ent to treat about 500 tons da'ily; present mUl
is handling 13o tons a day.

«.oiii .u,i,

XJ e County
TO.\-OP.\H ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Jan 1was 7,567 tons, valued at $162,166. compared with 10,423 tons

for week previous. Decrease was largely owing to holidays
Producers were: Tonopah Belmont, 2.272 tons- Tonopah
Mining, 2,150 tons: Tonopah Extension, 1.600 tons; Jim Butler
600 tons: West End, 594 tons; North Star, 54 totLs; miscella-neous leases, 292 tons.

,
--'^°,^'°^-^H EXTENSION (Tonopah)—At Victor Shaft on

i,d40 level long crosscut has encountered Murry vein, expos-ing 4 ft. of low-grade quartz.
TONOPAH BELMONT (Tonopah)—Morning of Dec 19steel-concrete refinery building, which Is isolated from restof plant, was completely destroyed bv fire resulting frombreak within building in pressure-oil-line to furnace. Acci-dent will result in no delay to regular operations.
ROUND MOUNTAIN MINING (Round Mountain)—Totalnet_ profits, lode and placer, for sis months ended Sept 30

^^^^i,Yf'"^„*='5'*'13- *I>11 treated 25,343 tons of ore. recover-ing $142,o69 in bullion at a profit of $33,852. At placer, IS 150
•'f-„°.

gravel returned $33,102 in bullion, with some bed-rock
still to be cleaned, resulting in a profit of $24,178. Total

mlnt°wi*'$f9'2!s^7.'"''''"""'''
^^'"^^ "°*''^ ^""^ P'^'^^'" ^'»"'P-

XEW JERSEY
AA'arren Countv

r^i^'^^^^Fx ^'^^^ -^F' ^'^O^' (Oxford)—At Washington ironmine, shaft being sunk rapidly has nov%- reached depth of 700
ft. on incline; necessary to sink 300 ft. farther to reach pres-
f,»L J^^^J„"'.°'"'""^^ ,^y -^i;'"- 1 expected that new shaft andnew magnetic-separation plant, replacing present unit willbe in operation. Improvements will increase output of
o/f^^!i"^'^"A^'"^» ?P^'-

Company at present shipping fromOxford and Mount Hope mines about 30,000 tonjs of ore aver-aging approximately 607f Fe.
> • uo ui uie, aver

JTEW YORK
Erie County

nvfr,^^Z^ZF^9^^,^^ (Buffalo)—Will erect 60 bj-product coke
wMre Steef (?o

^''^<''"'"S ««««' P'ant being erected by Wick-

TEXXESSEE
Hamilton County

neat^hat^'^n^n,?-'^^.
rchattanooga)—Company's zinc mines.^ Chattanooga, were flooded on Dec 23 closine- down fo.^about 30 days. Mines located considerable distance from HoN

f^°"se?rj;;vXh"'lSL^e''\%!ig*i-,^t„TteTJE4E^5
^e'"p^^mpfrS^i^nU?e%^ .Lln^^s";"""

^^' °' wa\Ir^^wili-h\V"t^

rT.\H
Beaver County

nf fh-tJ^°^'^ ^9,^^ ^^^ SILVER (Milford)—Silver-lead oreof shipping grade cut at 375 ft. in shaft in Star district nitoccurs at contact of monzonite-porphyry and l[mestone Additional men have been added to working forces.

Juab County

^r-.Tf^r'??^ (Eiireka)—New tunnel, driven to reach recentlvopened body of silver ore, showed ore to be 18 ft thick.

Salt Lake County

im,frl-^eTIre^i^2:^in^''
^^A and in Little Cottonwood has

me^^V^^lVTrLinrim^otiVTo^T^^LTry^^"""^ °-- «'>"'-

shllJmlTt? a^/^;:,Vt''tJ-VaV^^oT'^7e"=da'n>°''''
''^""^ "^ '^''"""^ =

are broken and stnr^ in M^*"'*
orebody. Upward of 250 tonsare oroKtn and stored in bins and In mine, awaiting shipment.

Summit County

caro'lTg ^i'l^.e^'^yd^^oS,?;*^
f^l.y)-Shlpment.s of siliceous ore^dii>iiis HiiNer ana gold recentlv maile to Girficld

ore Is being nilned
e.isttrn part of camp, and some

SILVER KI.N'G CONSOLIDATED rp-irk niti-\ t. h„. i

VCny^'s C^aV';rn\ r^/arhi;;^'' m'a^.nTcT.^k'^.^Vs^-T'J.Voriev'^Ji!''"'' '"

VIRGIXIA
Rockbridge County

ROCKBRIDGE MANGANESE (Rockbridge)—Has com-pleted mill to treat manganese ore at Rockbridge and will
?'^''i^'-,.*?P*^'"=^*'°"® ^°°"- George A. Horton is president and H
L. ^ hitney secretary.

v w a u xi.

WASHIXGTOX
Stevens County

GREAT WESTERN (Northport)—Mine 7 mi. southv
of Northport being operated by Norman Mines Co. has sUcontract for oOO tons of ore to be forwarded to Dor.^

Spokane County
BIMETALJ^IC MINING (Spokane)—Capitalized for 10'shares, par *1 each, recently organized by Spokane men nto begin active construction of new 100-ton capacity elec-cheniical ore-treating plant at Turk, 25 mi. west of Spring !Wash. Plant will be equipped with Field's electro-chCTiprocess- Estimated cost, $25,000.

cici.nu men.

WISCOXSIX
Zinc-liead District

.,,»?^^^ (Platteville)—New shaft is down to good dissen r.>-ated zinc ore on Bell land, 2 mi. west of Platteville.
B M. & B. (Lancaster)—Boch, Merer & Brown wHI b^roasting plant, at Jlifflin, to treat concentrates of B. M iand Biddick mines.
WISCONSIN ZINC (Platteville)—Contemplates the t.ti9n of central power plant to furnish electric drive tomining properties in Benton-New Diggings camp
BIG TOM (Platteville)—Theo. Miller and others' havequired lease and hoisting plant, at Mifflin, and will operproperty and equip with mill. Shaft is sunk and cro=-driven through good body of zinc ore,

C.\XAD.4^
Ontario

tKj'°-^^^,?^'^^,^'^^?^\<P°'"<="P'''«)—Shareholders meeting ^

i share
^'^ ''^^ ^^"""^^ °^ treasury stock at ^

DOME CONSOLIDATED (Porcupine)—Is the name of

fon'^ert";^''?,?/''/™^''-
'° t^i?^,?^-" the claims that formerly

'

longed to the American Goldflelds.
SWASTIKA MINES LIMITED (Swastika)—Is the namenew $2,000,000 company formed to operate old Swastika mwhich was purchased by Beaver conipany of CobaU

..^hE'^^F
SHORE (Kirkland Lake)—Shaft is down to 300 le-where station has been cut. Crosscutting will be undertLto pick up oreshoot which yielded rich ore on 200 level

lO'n??ni^^'r^^V^'"',^"^~"-^r''r,"''' '"<'P°'"t ^hows ore reserves
i?iA' °^- °' silver. Mill treated 55.437 tons of ore
per ounc'e""."^^

extraction of S2.6rc. The total cost was 16.-

H(3LLINGER (Timmins)—The 4-weekIv statement
?^eTol''%''4F^'';r:i ""T^ ^'°^^ P°fi*^ °f $2'l0,558'-*/rom tre:meni oi .a.448 tons of ore; average value $10 99 ner t

Ton^'^frfnrrcn/e.^''''
">" *°" "'"^^^ mill"lisJ\"r^ite'd"ir.

TOUGH OAKES (Kirkland Lake)—Kalgoorlite a tellui i

?ered""on'°40n''iev^.°'^"T/°
°?'^"'' '" Canada!' has been encoun-

showin# of mircury.
'^^^''^'^^ ™°'-« ^^ver than gold with

Toi?'''*^^'^'^?^., (Porcupine)—This property, south of Don

-

cnmn-.n^.'^'l"""'??
by recently organized Porcupine Premcompany, capitalized at $1,000,000. No. 1 shaft w-ill hedown to 500 ft. and development pushed on 100 level. '

MEXICO
Sonora

•n,.^^ ^^? MINING COMPANIES operating in Chihuahua u,^Durango have sent oflicers and enVploveel from EI Piso '

\^rJ ,'hL"|f
-'"'^ V}> P^^'Ji. ^^•"'k at onte. The Mapimi snv

?n t^i;Jd^ Penoles Mining Co., the Mines Company of .\mer .n the Parral district, and the Dolores mines, expected to st

employ'mlnt Th:*" A' i'='"i,--
^^^", "•»»» "en'^will be giv.empiojment. The Chihuahua smeltery will also <!tartgiving work to several thousand men. Company has Dl-i.'-contract for several thousand carloads of coal

^

runni?i?'^^t^nra^cHn.riK.'*-/'rf"''"^''^—^'""' •""!« and smelt,running at piactically full capacity.
S.\N JOSE (Nacozari)—F. A. Montgomery and aainr-\-,<

wo'rk wi!rh1.''h"""
property of 19 clltaflnder bond a'work will be begun about Jan. 15. Plans include comni,-

ton''??a"n'idfng'nJ'."n;"^^"'^''"" '"='"' ^"^ installafion'^^oT" I.

mill.
'^ Expects to work 150 men in mine an

SOI TH AMEH1C.4

MesYrfLr^rl'^-?,w^'V'^ .
CAPITALISTS^behind negotiations ,.Messrs. Berry and Luitwieler at La Paz for electric smeltii

of"whlXi" W°'i-\'=' "t?
« ^''- P«'<^'-son and J.'c.'MaVK^n .'

for so r,n, 7,nW ^-..iV^:
^ '^^ '"« a'=° interested in neKotiatloi;

Paz-WnX Rv°''-.V„^".,,','''''".''*^'?"«,"1
'<"• construction of 1.laz-iungas Ry., 220 kilometers in length.

Chile

r-rsJ-^S,^?. EXPLORATION CO. (Chai^aral)—This comnanv
P^Sn'ositlons^f Pn'r'''"'',!''

developing low-grade .sfeam-s! ovei
'•50 mf nnwi, .ifV?."^'"';'""*-

'''''°"' ^'* ">'• from the coast, and
;; „l^Am 1 ,

°f Chu<.ulcamata. Tonnage developed is report-ed unofficially as 100.000.000 and averages 1 >..% copper

.*SIA
ChoNpu

«tnmn3'l^.n^i''
CON.SOLIDATKD (Unsan)—In October, 200

re?e nt Ji?-"i^f
-''•' '"'" ""^hed 2.5,422 tons of ore: grSss

amouniod n iiiAn-", Profit $59,677. November bullion
nlll^ri.!^!! }r. V''"''^."^-

f'""'" -<.2«9 tons of ore. Cable advice.''
S,"'«^„'£"S:"P„l°!:i'«'=e""^«^'- "' »m.500. Value of ore ml le

J

was above average.
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Tlhe MarBieii IReport

Metal Markets

NE^V YORK—Jan. 12

The most interesting market last week was the lead mar-

ket in which there was a sharp advance, followed with a few

days bv softness. Copper advanced further and held very

strong. In tin there was a sharp decline. In spelter there

was not much change, but the tone was considerably stronger.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—The advance continued on Jan. 6, on which day

large business was transacted, chiefly at 23 %c., r. t. On the

. davs next following, 24c., r. t., was realized, especially

for early deliveries, while later deliveries were available at

Vi® 14c. "less, and large business was again done. During

these days there was also rather large selling for export,

especially to France, Great Britain temporarily out of the

market. The asking price in England of the principal pro-

ducers was £117 per ton.

The sales to France brought very high prices—£119® 121,

the latter for prompt shipments. With exchange at 4.74, £121

is reckoned at 25.60c. However, these high prices shrink

y much when reduced to the basis of f.o.b. New York, the

current freights being IHc. per 100 lb. for prompt shipments,

<.nd IHc. for forward. Costs, insurance and freight are vari-

ouslv reckoned at l%(ff2c. per lb. on prompt shipments and

l%igi=-4c. on later. Sales to France that were made in the

early part of the week were computed as netting 23'5 23^;c.

In the latter part of the week the domestic inquiry relaxed

considerably. On Monday a relatively small amount of cop-

per was offered for resale by consumers and certain lots were

taken at 23i4c., r. t., while on Tuesday some copper was

reported sold"bv dealers at 23>sC. The asking price of the

producers remained 24c., r.t.. but large consumers reported

that they had been able to buy at less, and on Jan. 12 copper

was available from several producers at 23^0., regular terms.

Dispatches from London said that the Ministry of Muni-

tions had notified consumers in Great Britain that they must

not buy more than 50 tons of copper in one lot, and must

not pav more than £100 a ton for refined copper. While no

communications respecting the exact terms of this measure

.-e yet been received here, the governmental restriction is

believed to be correctly stated in the main. American pro-

ducers consider that this affects their interests in no wise,

but rather look upon it as probably being beneficial, inas-

much as it will tend to restrain the operations of dealers and

speculators and contribute toward the steadiness of the

market.

Copper Sheets have been advanced and the base price is

now 30c. per lb. for hot rolled and 31c. for cold rolled. Usual

extras charged and higher prices for small quantities. Cop-

per wire is 25(g'25%c. per lb., carload lots at mill.

Tin—This market declined sharply after the trade got over

the scare arising from the Mediterranean rumors. The vol-

ume of business that was transacted was rather light.

Lead The large number of inquiries that came into the

market on Wednesday, Jan. 5, resulted in business on Jan. 6,

following which independent producers found themselves able

to realize a premium over the price of the A. S. & R. Co. In

the afternoon of Jan. 7 that company advanced its price to

5.90c., New York, the independent producers following. After

the advance, however, business became rather dull, and deal-

ers and speculators attempting to liquidate, the price

eased off.

Spelter—This market was very dull. A considerable ton-

nage was sold for delivery during the second quarter, but

there was no general demand for deliveries in the first quar-

ter, nor was there pressure to sell. The business for prompt

delivery was small—carload lots, etc.—and was of but trilling

consequence. Consumers are believed to have covered their

requirements pretty well up to the end of March. Smelters

have sold very well for that time, but probably have con-

siderable February and March metal yet to sell. However,

for the moment they are in no wise urgent about it. JIany

producers would like to sell liberally for the second quarter,

but do not find buyers generally eager to enter into such

contracts.

Spelter for prompt delivery, in small lots, fetched about

17(§)17Hc. during the last week. February was quoted at

16iail6M;C., and March at 15H®15^4c. during the early part.

The average for first-quarter delivery was 16c. Sales for

second-quarter delivery were made at 14 '4c. In the latter

part of the week the market eased off, first-quarter spelter

being available at 15 '.4c., while second-quarter was sold at

13?i cents.

Zinc Sheets are in demand, but the base price still remains

at $23 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru, 111., less 8% discount. Railroad

embargoes and delays are still making some trouble about
deliveries.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals

NE'W YORK—Jan. 13

Aluminum—The market is quieter and transactions have
been on a moderate scale. Quotations are 54 @ 56c. per lb.

for No. 1 ingots, New York.
A strike is reported at the Niagara Palls works of the

Aluminum Co. of America, with work stopped for several

days.

Antimony—The market has been quiet with no heavy busi-

ness reported. Quotations are strong at 41 @ 42c. per lb. for

Chinese and other outside brands. Cookson's is very scarce

and is held at 56c. per lb. Antimony ore is in better supply
and is quoted at ?2i3 2.20 per unit.

Xickel—The market is steady with a good business. Quo-
tations for ordinary forms are 45@50c. per lb. A premium of

5c. per lb. is charged for electrolytic nickel.

Quicksilver—The metal is scarce and the demand is good,

prices having advanced to a high point. The New York price

is $180 per flask of 75 lb. for large quantities; $180@190 for

smaller orders. San Francisco quotes ?140@150 early in the

week, advancing to $160 per flask today. London price re-

mains £16 15s. per flask, with no discount from second
hands.

Minor Metals—Current quotations for Blsninth are $4 per
lb.. New York.—Cadmium is quoted as 7@Ss. per lb. in London;
$1.75&1.90 per lb., New York.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS
Mineral Kxports of Spain 10 months ended Oct. 31, as re-

ported by "Revista Minera" in metric tons:

Iron
Copper
Copper precipitate
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PITTSBURGH—Jan. 11

The railroads are still accepting very little steel from

r'ittsburgh district mills for export, as while a great deal

of material has been cleared there is still serious congestion

the East. The New York, New Haven & Hartford and the

Boston & Maine are maintaining embargoes on steel routed

for New England. As the steel mills maintain their output the

, isumers of the Central West are receiving more steel than

formerly, and the material proves very acceptable.

Men are returning to work at the plants of the Youngstown

•Sheet & Tube Co. and Republic Iron and Steel Co., at Youngs-

town, Ohio, which were closed tight last week by strikes,

ind the plants may be in full operation some time next week.

The men are offered 22c. an hour, when the struck for 25c.,

...J former rate having been 19 'ic. Last Thursday the Steel

Corporation announced that a general advance in wages would

be made, and the independents have been prompt to follow

the lead.

Steel prices are strong all along the line, but the current

turnover is light as the mills are already oversold for early

deliveries, and as a rule they will not commit themselves for

second half. Last week advances occurred in bars, plates,

shapes, tubular goods, blue annealed sheets, spikes, rivets and

bolts, shafting and cold-rolled strip steel, giving the year a

strong opening and furnishing no evidence that there was a

holiday or any other kind of a lull in the market.

The Steel Corporation's unfilled obligations increased 615,-

731 tons during December, equal to one-half its shipments,

which were fully up to capacity. The November increase was
1,024,037 tons.

The American Sheet and Tin Plate Co.'s shipments in De-

cember were the largest for any month in its history, but the

condition was exceptional since its figures take account of ex-

port tonnage as cleared at port rather than as shipped from

mill, and much material previously shipped from mill was
cleared in December, while domestic shipments were swelled

by so little material leaving mills for export. The company
has booked an order for 100,000 boxes of tinplate for use in

making containers for export, the price being approximately

$3.75, equal to the full market as recently advanced 15c. per

box.

The regular bi-monthly settlement under the Amalga-
mated Association's sliding wage scale for iron mills was
made today, showing that prices realized on bar-iron ship-

ments in November and December were not under 1.30c., as

against 1.20c. at the preceding settlement. The puddling
rate advances from $5.90 to $6.20 per gross ton while finish-

ing rates in iron mills advance from 3% to 8% in the various

scales.

Pie Iron—After its spectacular advance of $3.50 a ton dur-

ing Decem.ber, bessemer iron has been quiet, with offerings

very limited. There has not been much demand for basic

but the next active buying is expected to advance prices sharp-

ly as basic is very low relative to bessemer. The foundry-
iron market has been quiet of late, partly on account of the

strike of molders in this district for an eight-hour day with
nine-hour pay. The foundries report progress in getting out

tonnage. We quote: Bessemer, $21(§)21.o0: basic, mallealjle

and forge, $1S|&18.50; foundry, $18.50®19, f.o.b. Valley fur-

naces, 95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Ferromaneaneiiie—The market is strong, with consideraVjle

inquiry for second-quarter and later delivery from consumers
who had already covered, but find their prospective wants
greater. Some of the English producers have withdrawn
their $110, Baltimore, quotation, while domestic producers
are quoting up to $125 on contract. Prompt is $110@115 per
ton.

Steel—The market is quiet, regular consumers being cov-
ered on contract, while ordinary finishing mills cannot afford

to pay prices asked, $32 to $33 for bessemer billets and sheet
bars and $35 for openhearth. Forging billets made to war-
steel specifications are above $50. Rods are $40@44, Pitts-

burgh, with very limited offerings.

FKHKO.VLLOYS
FerroNilicnn is in demand and firm. For high-grade, 50%

up, the quotation is $83@85 per ton at furnace in the Pitts-

burgh District. Bessemer ferrosilicon is also firm, prices vary-
ing from $28 at furnace for 10<;; up to $38 for 16% alloy.

—

FerrutunKMten remains high with some variations in price.

—

TungKten metal is held at $6.50 per lb. for 98%, pure.—Molyb-
drnnm metal is reported sold at $1.50 per lb. Most of the

metal now offered is high in sulphur, and good metal is scarce.

ii<o\ ore:

.Sales of iron ore have been light since late December, but

business is becoming more active, especially in the East.

Eastern furnaces seem inclined to make rather large commit-

ments for the year. The Lake situation i.s not materially
changed and preparations are being made for large ehipments.

OTHER ORES
TuncKten Ore is rather easier, the sharp demand having

brought out some supplies. Current quotations are about $42

oer unit for 60% ore and over.

COKE
Coke production in the Connellsville region for the year

1915 is reported by the "Courier" at 17.920,841 short tons.

Shipment out of the region were 17,921,216 tons.

ConnellHVille—The strikes at Youngstown last week caused
the banking of five furnaces that had been using Connells-

ville coke and an oversupply resulted in sales being made
Saturday at $2.50, with prospects that the market would
go still lower. Today prospects are that the banked furnaces
will resume within a few days and the market is stronger
than expected, sales of small tonnages being made at $2.50.

For delivery over the next few weeks about $3 "would be
quoted, as winter weather can come at any time and would
interfere with both production and shipments. We quote:
Furnace, prompt, $2.50; January, $3; first-half, $2.35 @ 2.50:

year, $2.25 <§) 2.35; foundry, prompt, $3.50@4; contract, $3'5

3.50, per net ton at ovens.

Anthracite Shipments in December were 5,939,844 long tons,

being 237.586 tons more than in December, 1914. For the
year ended Dec. 31 the total shipments were 68,342.601 tons in

1914, and 66.122,062 tons in 1915; a decrease of 2,220,539 tons
for the year. Making the usual allowance for coal used at

mines the total anthracite mined in 1915 was 73,395,500 long
tons, or 82.202,950 short tons.

SALT STE. MARIE CAX.*L,S

The freight passing through the Sault Ste. Marie Canals
in December was 2,180,420 short tons. For the complete
season of 1915 the total freight was: East bound. 56,369,242;

west bound. 14.921,062; total, 71.290.304 short tons, an increase

of 15,920.370 tons over 1914. The number of vessel passages

was 21,233, showing an average cargo of 3,358 tons. The
mineral freights included in the totals were, in short tons,

except salt, which is in barrels:

1914 1915 Changes

Anthracite 2.240.505 2.030.7.30 D. 209,775

Bituminous coal 12.246.716 1 1 .326.328 D. 920.388
Iron ore 31,413.765 4S,213,6(M I. 13,799.839

Fig and m'f'd iron 239.683 211.781 D. 27.902

Copper 91.764 156.436 I. 64,672

Sah, bbl 777,208 699.337 D. 77.871

In 1915 iron ore was 63.4% and coal 18.7% of the total

freight. Of the total. 63.548.993 tons passed through the

United States Canal and 7,741.311 tons through the Canadian
Canal. The open season was from Apr. 17 to Dec. 20 for the

United States Canal; Apr. 13 to Dec. 16 for the Canadian
Canal.

Chemicals
XEW YORK—Jan. 12

The general market is recovering from the holiday lull

and is showing a fair amount of business for the season.

Arsenic—The market is not especialy active, but is fairly

steady. Prices are $4@ 4.50 per 100 lb. for both spot and

futures.
Copper Sulphate—Supplies are rather scarce. The market

has been irregular with sharp advances. Early '« the week
sales were made up to $15, and today quotations are $20

per 100 lb. for carload lots, and $20.25 per 100 lb. for smaller

parcels.

titrate of Soila—Good arrivals are reported, but most of

the material is under contract. Demand continues good.

Freight rates from the West Coast are 70 #758. per ton,

which is a heavy charge. Prices continue about the same.

$3.25 per 100 lb. being asked for both spot and futures.

Pyrites Receipts at Baltimore for the week included 3.000

tons pyrites from Seville, Spain.

Petroleum

The yearly statement of the "Oil City Derrick" gives the

number of new wells completed in 1915 as follows: Pennsyl-

vania grade, 4,085; Lima. 260; Central Ohio. 952; Indiana, 192:

Illinois. 756; Kentucky-Tennessee. 104; Kansas, 1,688; Okla-

homa-Arkansas, 4,605; Texas Panhandle, 287: Northern Louis-

iana, 480; Gulf Coast. 819; total. 13.828, having a total daily

production of 1.667.432 bbl. There were 1,928 gas wells, and

2.S40 dry holes.

.Vn advance estimate puts the production of oil in Cali-

fornia in 1915 at 89,768,298 bbl., a decrease of 13.103 bbl. from

the preceding year.
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Assessments
Company Delinqei Sale

j
Amt.

Albany Lead, Ida
Alpha, Xev
AU.vGermania, Utah
Andes Silver. Xev
Argenta, Ida
Atlantic, Ida
Baltimore Cons., Utah
Bay i^tate M . A M.. Utah..

.

Bellerophon, Utah
Big Elk. Ida
Cedar Creek, Ida
Challenge Cons., Nev
Clear Grit. Ida, (post.)

Consolidated Mines, Calif.

.

Demijohn Cons., Xev
EmpireiM . & D. Ida
Four Timbers. Wash
Gold Mt. Champion, Utah..
Goldstrike Bonanza. Utah.

.

Hale Xorcross. Xev
Hypotheek, Ida
Idaho-Nevada. Ida
Imlay, Xev
Independence. Utah
Lehi-Tinlic. Utah
Lucky Calumet Cop., Ida..

.

Lucky Swede. Ida
Maj. Evans Cons
Massasolt. Utah
Mexican Xev.
Monte Crlsto, Utah
Nabob, Ida
Nevada-.Anaconda, Utah. .

.

Old Veteran, Ida
Ophlr. .Xev

Rexall, Utah
Santaquin. Utah
Sierra Xevada. Nev
Sixes Mining, Utah
Superior & Boston, Mich. .

.

Tar Baby, Utah
Utah-Oregon, Utah
Victoria. Utah
Wasatch Marble, Utah
Western M. & M.. Utah. . . ,

Western Star, Ida
White Cloud, Utah

Jan.

Jan.
. Dec.
. Jan.
. Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

. Jan.

. Jan.
, Jan.
, Dec.
Jan.

20 Feb.
SlJan.

31 1
Jan.

21 Feb.
20 1 Jan.

21, Feb.
Ill Feb.
tOiJan.
8|jan.

25! Feb.
3D!Jan.
lllFeb.
. . Jan.

jDec.

Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Dec.

. Jan.

. Jan.

. Feb.

. Dec.

. Jan.

. Jan.

. Feb.

. Dec.

. Jan.
. Dec.
. Dec.
. Jan.
. Jan.
. Dec.

lOSO.OOo
26| 0.03
29 0.005
111 0.02
22! 0.001
21! 0.005
11 0.002
25 0.001
29I 0.005

0.001
0.01
0.05
0.0015

.;
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SYNOPSIS—Xcir method of reclaiming dredged

ground for agricultural use, coincident with gold

recovery. Two tailings stackers are used and two

douhle-dech tail sluices. The practice is exempli-

fied by Naioma No. 4 dredge of the Natomas Co.,

operating in the American River district of Cali-

fornia.

Natoma No. 4 dredge in Xatoiiia field, American Eiver

district, California, under reconstruction with steel hull

and 15-cu.ft. buckets, is the first gold-placer dredge to

be equipped with two conveyor-belt tailings stackers and
double-deck tail sluices. The purpose of the double-

stacker equipment is the reclamation of placer ground

Folsom Development Co. until Januan,-, 1009, when it

was taken over, with three other Folsom dredges, by
the Natomas Consolidated of California (now Natomas
Co.). The old boat was built with a wooden hull and
equipped with 60-c.c. 13-cu.ft. buckets and dug an av-
erage depth of 22 ft. below water line. It was then
the largest gold dredge known, being the first one equipped
with 13-cu.ft. buckets and a double bank of gold-saving
tables. It finished digging out its ground in the west
end of the field in the last half of 1914, and the dis-

mantled machinery was mo\ed to Nimljus, in the eastern
end of the field, alongside of the Southern Pacific tracks,

where the reconstructed dredge will begin digging.

Natomas Co. is reconstructing the dredge with its own
shop force and providing the smaller parts. The riveting

HULL OP NATOMA NO. 4. .SHOWING SAND BLASTING

for agricultural uses, coincident with tlie process of re-

covering the gold, by distril)uting the tailings uniformly
over the width of the pond and depositing the tine ma-
terial and soil on top, leaving the ground practically level

bchiiul the dredge. The arrangement of the stackers

and tail sluices was suggested and designed under super-

vision of L. D. Hopfield, manager of the gold-dredging
department, by C. M. Komanowitz, mechanical engineer,
and approved l)y Emery Oliver, general manager of Na-
tomas Co. of California.

Natoma No. 4 was originally Folsom No. 1, put in

commission in November, 1905, and operated by the

•Associate editor, San Francisco, Calif.

THE COMPLKTEP DItEPGE AFLO.VT

of tlie hull Hoor started Aug. '28. 191.5. The steel por-

tion of the hull was completed aiul ready for laying the

wooden deck on Sept. 4. The hull and superstructure,

including part of the housing and the winches and bow
gantry footings, were completed Oct. 9. Water was
started into the pit on Oct. 28. The foundation was
removed and the dredge floated on Oct. 31 at "i p.m. It

was expected to start digging at the beginning of 19 IG.

The Natomas shop is equipped for turning diameters

not to exceed 48 in., so the larger parts of the neces-

sary new equii)ment have been machined by other manu-
facturei-s. All the steel castings were made by the Colum-
bia Steel Co., of San Francisco: the iron castings by

the Stockton Iron Works. The Union Machine Co., of
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>aii Francisco, machined all the larger ca:?tings (except

the idler) such as the bidl-gear rim, ladder-hoist ^vineh

tastings and screen rings. The bucket idler vas ma-
chined by Joshua Hendy Iron Works, San Francisco.

The digging ladder and stackers, spnds. sluices and re-

volving screens were built In- Ealston Iron "Works, San
Francisco. The ladder hoist winch was built in Natomas
shops. The side-line ^rincli, taken from an old head-line

boat and repaired in Natomas shops, was designed so that

the dredge can be operated either on the head line or on

the spud. There is practically very little difference in

the operating equipment of this boat and a standard steel-

hull dredge, except for the t^\^o tail sluices and the two

stackers. These ])arts comprise the only extra material.

Yuba Construction Co., Marysville, built the pumps.

There are two 14-in. high- and low-press\ire jjunips, the

high-pressure used inside the revolving screen, the low-

pressure on the tables; one 6-in. two-stage hopper and

cleanup pumj), new type for dredge Avork; two single

pumps, one discharging into the other.

The electrical equi]mient is composed both of West-

inghouse and General Electric types. All the motors ex-

cept a new one for the high-pressure pump were taken

from old No. 4 dredge or from Natomas stock.

Details of the Hull axd Pi!EsEitvATH)x ^Ietiiods

The steel hull was Iniilt by Johnston Bros., at Ferrys-

burg, Mich., set up and knocked do^vn in the usual way
and shipped in jiarts. It weighs 4T5 tons. The total

weight of the dredge, including all machinery, is about

1,600 tons. The hull is 113 ft. molded length, which is

10 ft. longer than old Xo. 4; 52 ft. wide on the water

line and 11 ft. 6 in. deep. The wooden deck, luiilt of

Jx6-in. material, is 02 ft. wide, including o ft. overhang
on each side. The corners of the deck are provided with

/u-in. steel deck plates. Tlie housing is of wood and ex-

tends to the full M-idth of the deck and in length, from
the stern forward to the point of slope at the bow.

The hull Avas sand-blasted only on a small portion, as

it was found that it would take too long to finish tlie

whole hull imless several machines were used. The stir-

face was not painted iu the fabricating shops and had
rusted enough to permit the remo\al of the scale by
using wire brushes. The hull was painted one coat of

liitumaslic solution and then one coat Vu in. thick of

bitumastic enamel, under contract, by the Hill-TTul)hcll

Co., of San Francisco. Tlie sand-blasted area will serve

as an experiment for future Avork, to determine whether

sand-blasting is necessary.

Floor-beams of tlie hull are 15-in. ;i;i-]h. channels;

deck beams, 10-in. 1.")-ll). channels; side frames, S-in.

n.2o-1b. (liannels. The well hole is .");i ft. ol/o in. long,

7 ft. 6 ill. wide in the clear, and lined with V^-in. ])lates;

1-in, plates are used for chafing strips. The main truss

is mostly of i.j-hi. ;;;i-lb. channels. The liulkheads are

Imilt of y^-in. plates reinforced by vertical angles.

The bow gantry is of the same design as Nos. 7, 8 and
10 dredges in tlie K'atorna field, constructed of plates,

angles and channels. It is J -legged, standing in 4 sep-

arate deck footings Ijuilt on foundations extending from
the floor of the liull to the deck. The gantry is 52 ft.

high, measured from tlic deck lioor. Tiie two spuds are
each 61 ft. long, 30 in. wide, 12 in. deep, of the box-
girder type. Tlie digging spud is on the center line of
the stern. The IniU is reinforced at the stern, back of

the spud. The stepping spud is toward tlic port side

13 ft. from the digging spud.

The digging ladder is box-girder type, of the same de-

sign as on the standard steel dredges, 91 ft. long, 8

ft. deep, 5 ft. 2 in. center to center of girders. The dig-

ging-ladder back hanger is changed from the standard

type by using 2%-in. cable for ladder back-hanger sus-

pension, which gives better service than the eye-bar type,

owing to flexibility, and is more economical iu initial

cost and rejiairs, as old cables too short for other pur-

poses are thus made use of. The front hanger is of the

\isual eye-l)ar type. The rest of the hangings are about

the same as on the standard all-steel dredges. The lad-

der is designed to dig 40 ft. lielow water line.

Data of Timbleks and Idlers

The lower tuml)ler is of the round type, 5 ft. 6 in.

diameter, and the shaft is 1-31/2 in. diameter. The up-

per tumbler is 6-sided; shaft, 20 in. maximum diameter.

This tumbler is in one piece with the exception of wear-

l-'IUST BUCKET IDLER CAST IN ONE PIECE

ing plates, liishidii plati's on boitoiii ami ear plates on

side. The cushion plates taper from 3 in. to 2 in. thicl;.

The bucket line is com])osed of (iT-c.c. two-piece man-
ganese steel buckets, 15-cu.ft. capacity and 3-ft. 314-iii.

])itch; they weigli 3,900 11). each. The bucket pins ai

C/i i'l- diameter, 2 ft. 11 in. long. The two-piece buckr

is now used on all Xatomas dredges. The buckets on

No. 4 are about 550 lb. lighter than the standard 15-cu.

ft. buckets iuid are made so for the reason that the

ilicdge will dig in lighter ground tlian other boats ol

the same cajiacity. This permits the u.se of ligiiter buck
cts and <ertain other operating parts, and is in accord-

ance witli the jiractice followed in Calirornia dredge

construction, of building to nie(>t the demands of the

ground as shown l>y the prospecting drills.

The bucket idler is cast in one piece and is the first

one-piece idler cast in Nortli America and probably in

the world. It is believed that the one-piece type will

give better service than the usual four-piece type, as
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tlicrc are no bolts and nuts liable to Ijreakage. The idler

is 9 ft. diameter and 6 ft. 1114 in- wide through

tlie hub; the .«haft is 9 ft. 814 in. long and OiA in.

diameter.

The bull wheel is 13 ft. 83^ in. pitch diameter, 14%-

i. bore and has an ll-in. face. The main drive pulley

is 144 in. diameter, 35-in. face, 24-in. drive belt. The

main dri\e is driven through ladder-hoist winch 1)y a

:jOO-hp. Westinghouse motor.

The hop])er is of the same general design as used on

the standard all-steel dredges and is built of l/4-in. shell

plate and %-in. liners. The saveall is changed from

the old type. Instead of discharging through the well

hole, it Anil run back underneath the screen and dis-

trilnitor, and discharge out alongside one of the stackers.

This gives a larger area for gold saving, making it easy

in tlie cleanup.

The Scbeexs axd Stackeus

The revolving screen is the same type as used on the

standard boats; 9 ft. inside diameter, 36 ft. center to

center of tread rings and total length, 42 ft. 11% in.

Four sections are perforated mth i^-in. holes on the out-

side and %-in. holes on the inside. The distributor is

practically the same design as on standard dredges, but

with some modiUcation providing for better distribution

of material.

The two gravel stackers are alike, made up of 18-in.

channels. Thev are eacli -V; ft. long, center to center of

drum. Each is provided with a .3fj-in. belt. All other

parts are of the same general design as on standard

dredges. The difference is that the standard stackers

are generally elevated at about 18° from the horizontal,

while the elevation here is only 1 in. in ]2 in. The stackers

are placed on each side of the digging spud on footings

set on tiie deck floor, which provide for adjusting hori-

zontally or vertically. There are two doulde-deck tail

sluices ])laied near the corners of the stem. The upper

decks of the tail sluices are each 66 ft. long; the lower

ones .50 ft. long. All the sluices are 5 ft. wide. They

are supported at the upper end on castings set on a steel

box 5 ft. '(^ ifi. above deck and so designed that the

sluices can be adjusted horizontally or vertically as may
158 foimd necessary, just as the stackers are adjusted.

The distance ])etween the upper and lower decks of the

tail sluices is 2 ft. 6 in.

The gold-saving tables are of wood with standard riffles.

The only difference in construction of these tables and
the standard is that upper and lower bank.s of these ta-

bles are set 2 ft. 6 in. apart. The main reason for this

is to get i^roper clearance at the end of the tail sluices.

In order to clean up the under tables, ever}- other sluice

on the under side is left out and a board walk put in

for the cleanup. All the machinery is raised high enough

to give proper headroom at the end of the tail sluices. At

the end of the gold-saving tables there is a gathering

sluice which collects the material and puts it into the

tail sluice. Tlie material coming on to the stackers comes

FIGS. 1 TO 4. CO.NSTRUCTIOX OK .NATOM.\ NO. 4 DKKDliK, A.M IClilC.V.N KlVtOH ULSTKICT. > Al^IFoRNIA

1—Floor beams in place. Fig. 2—Completed steel portion, ready for
housing frame on starboard side Fie. 4—Orpdarn rt

viuK wooden deck. Fig. 3—Hull and superstructure;
iplott'd and water started in pit
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from the screen, distributed equally to the two stackers

by a double hopper designed especially for equallj' di-

viding the material. The rocks or large gravel goes out

on the two stackers.

The purpose of the drop of 1 in. in 12 in. in the tail

sluices, which do not have riffles, is to make sure of a

good flow of the material. The material from the lower

bank of tail sluices falls on the rocks or large gravel

which is spread uniformly by the stackers on the bottom

of the dredge pond. The material from the upper deck

of tail sluices will be deposited about 16 ft. to the rear

of the point where the lower decks of sluices deposit,

and act as a top soil. If either the stackers or tail sluices

are found to be working improperly, they can be read-

ilv adjusted without hindering the operation of the

dredge, and if the tail sluices are giving too much flow

to the material, they can be elevated.

PEonsrox fok Even Distribution^ of Tailings

The design of the stackers and tail sluices provides for

even distribution of all the material after the gold has

been recovered, and unless there may be found some de-

tective mechanical arrangement, there appears to be no

reason why this dredge should not successfully solve the

problem of replacing the gravel and soil in condition for

the best of agricultural uses. This has been done on

Butte Creek in Butte County by the application of the

same principle, but different design. The Butte Creek

. ,£)€cA\, '^.Limihofdeposlh

j''^,ci ii-es-^ii,—-^ f":"" Mlslakes

'i<3<^2:i^^--^t:%-^\carnjing sal
\ and fine

'Spud^ }^-.Mhof

f
Rock Deposit

In that connection I wish to say that the Bureau of Mines 1.

informed me that it has a list of S.OOO operators to whon.
desires tliese proceedings to be mailed, I shall ask the Co
mittee on Printing to authorize the printing of 10,000 copies 1

of this document.
The Vice-President—The paper will be referred to the

Committee on Printing.

Since then the Senate has decided to reprint the

proceedings of the conference, and it will be out in a

few days.

A ILocoaiaofoaae Dredge
A dredge embodying some unique features in its pow l

plant was built by the Union Construction Co., of Sa:

Francisco, for C. J. Berry, and has been installed

I^Iastodon Creek near Circle City, Alaska. This dred^

has a capacity of 2,000 cu.yd. per day and is capable

nP.EDGE WITH LOCOMOBILE-POWER PL.\XT

digging ground 15 ft, in depth. It is equipped wirli

3yo'-cu.ft. buckets.

The power plant consists of two 85-hp. Wolf loconK>-

biles, providing a compact installation of high efficiency.

The consumption of wood fuel has been found, by careful

observation, to average 3.42 cords per day of 24 lir. The
illustration shows the dredge at work.

FIG. r,. SKETCH OF DREDGE OPERATING PLAN

dredge discharged the rocks or heavier gravel directly

from the revolving screen through chutes on either side

of the dredge; the finer material was passed through a

single tail .sluice provided with riffles for recovery of

the gold and also witii an undercurrent or lower deck.^

The Natoma No. 4 design is obviou.^ly an improvement
ujion the Butte Creek dredge, as it retains the practice

of recovering the gold on standard gold-saving tables and

provides a more practical method of distribution of tail-

ings, not only l)y use of the two stackers and double-

deck tailing sluices, but by the provision for horizontal

as well as vertical adjustment of the stackers and sluices.

M. <SL M. Society of AmmeifBca s^t

WaslhnBagtoia

The following itciii is from the Congressional Record

of Jan. fi, under "Senate Proceedings'":

Mr. Snioot—I offer a partial synopsis of the conference of

the Mininc and MctallurKlcul .Society of America, held In the
auditorium of the Smithsonian Institution on Dec. 16, ISl.'i,

with a view to havInK It printed as a public document. I ask
that It be referred to the Committee on Printing for action.

The following table shows the Bureau o^' Mines ap-

pro]iriations for the current fiscal year and tiie estimatr

for the fiscal year 1916-17:

Appro-
priations,

1916
General expenses. Bureau

of Mines $70,000
Investigrating mine acci-
dents 347,000

Testing fuel 135,000
Mineral mining investiga-

tions 100,000
Investigations, petroleum
and natural gas 3S,000

Mining experiment stations
Removing mining experi-
ment station. Pittsburgh,
Fenn .57,300

Care and maintenance, new
buildings, Pittsburgh,
Penn

Purchase of three addi-
tional mine rescue cars

Equipment of three addl-
tlon.al mine rescue cxrs

Operating new mine rescue
cars

Inspecting mines In Alaska 7,000
Books and publications... 1,500
Land leases, etc., for mine

rescue cars 1,000

Esti-
mates,
1917

$74,800

100,000

42,700

17,220

53,280

13,500

54,810
7,000
1,500

crease

$4,800

35.000
75,000

17,220

63,280

13,500

54,810

$14,600

"En i.fl MIn .Toiirn.," Nov. Ifi, 1!)12, p. 935.

Totals $753,800 $992,810 $253,610

$239,010
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.etl Mlmini,^' im
By p. F. P.liek* and .M. <;. F. sriirxLEixt

,'<i'.\OPSlS—Till iiiininy is one of tin' most im-

portant industries of Bolivia, the production show-

ing an increase in 1915 over 191J^. Copper mining

is second in importance, and the mineral produc-

tion includes considerable quantities of other ores,

including bismuth, antimony, silver and gold.

After the depressed condition of the tiu-mining in-

dustry during the last five months of 1914, a revival came
in the first part of 1915, when exports of tin concentrates

could bo resumed because of the removal of difficulties

in marine transport and the reestablishment of a regular

market for tin ore in England. The production was soon

stimulated by stiffening of prices on the London market,

but toward the middle of the year exports declined owing

to the large stock of tin ore in Liverpool, the decrease

in the price of the metal and the difficult\- of selling

low-grade concentrates. These factors again changed in

October, and nearly all the tin mines are now working

at full capacity. No exact figures are available as to the

exports during 1915. but they are estimated to reach

42,000 metric tons of concentrates carrying 60^^: metallic

tin. against 37,260 tons in 1914 and 44,600 tons in 1913.

Proijably the tin production will increase for the next

five years, on account of the general introduction of

modern machinery that will allow treatment of higher

tonnages and a better recovery of the metal from the

ores. Further, the new railroads built during the last

year and those now under construction will have an im-

portant influence, giving better access to the mining

centers of Uncia-Llallagua, Berenguela, Potosi and

Chorolque-Oploca. The new railway from Arica to La

Paz has considerably lowered the freight rates to the

coast, so that at present it is cheaper to ship concentrates

from Oruro and ^lachacamarca—where all the Uncia

and Llallagua ore is now delivered by the private railroad

of Simou I. Patifio—via Yiacha-Arica, then via Anto-

fagasta or Jlejillones. On the other hand, it seems doubt-

ful whether the production of Bolivia will rise to more

than 60,000 tons of concentrates per year in the near

future, because several of the main producers can keep

tlieir production at the present level only by modernizing

tlieir methods of mining and dressing, being obliged to

work poorer ores on a larger scale because the richer parts

of the mines are nearing exhaustion.

Few New Tix Deposits Oi'exed

New tin mines of iniportaiue ha\e not been opened

during the year, and it seems, considering the experience

of the last five years, that new tin-mining districts will

be slow in showing up. Some work has been done at

ilalmisa, about 100 km. north of Potosi, without visible

results. The mines of Pujo, to the southeast of Uncia,

were being develoj)ed by Simon I. Patino, but work has

been stopped since the outlireak of the war. The Kami

district, northwest of Cochabamba, has entered the list

of producers with about 200 tons of concentrates per

•Manager, Cia'. Minera de Oruro. Oruro. Bolivia.

tMill superintendent. Cia. Minera de Oruro. Oruro. Bolivia.

annum. On the other hand, Negro Pabellon, 20 km.
ea^:t of Oruro, has practically died and the Berenguela
mines do not yet show much progress. Tlie same applies

to the Quimza Cruz region, south of La Paz. The
Morococala mine, near Huanuni, and Chocayay (Oploca).

near Uyuni, have considerably increased their production.

Among the tin producers the Salvadora (Uncia) mine
of Simon I. Patiiio maintains the lead with a production

of about 10,000 tons of concentrates per year, closely

followed by the Compaiiia Estanifera de Llallagua, work-

ing the same deposits on the other side of the mountain,

with a production of over 7,000 tons.

ilining in general has been favored by the low exchange

rate of the Bolivian currency. In the beginning of the

^COCHAB/kMBA
3EREN6UELA

[^"tR^""*^* SUCRE

potosi'

.->^

MAP OF BOLIVI.A. SHOWI.XG PRIXCirAL MIXING CENTERS

year the value of the Bolivian dollar fell to H~/fiA.

($0.29), the official rating being 19V5d. Through the

increase of exports and the reduction of imports, ex-

change slowly rose during the year to IGi^d. with a

probability of going higher still, as will be explained

further on.

Another factor that helped the mining industry during

the worst months of the crisis was the lowering of the

wages for miners and common laltoivrs. as has been

pointed out before. This favorable situation, however, is

rapidlv passing: high prices for wolfram and antimony

ores have drawn a lot of people from the tin mines, and

the resumi)tion of work on the Chilean nitrate fields has

had a stroiisr influence on tlie labor marker. With the
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lii-rlier prices of tin prevailing at present, it is to be

feared tliat the tin mines will soon suffer from the same

shortage of labor with corresponding high wages as in

] 912-13.

A number of new laws recently promulgated will un-

favorably affect the mining industry. In the first place

should be mentioned the law intended to raise the exchange

of Bolivian money, which obliges the tin producers to

sell 10% of the London drafts they receive in payment

for their metal to the Banco de La Nacion Boliviana,

the official Ijank of the coimtry, at tlie rate of exchange

fixed by this instittttion. The government recently pro-

posed to raise the ol)ligatory transaction of drafts to the

amount of 20% of the total, and this law is at present

under consideration by Congress. Heavy obligations

which the Boli\ian government has to meet in Europe

and the United States will tend to the acceptance of this

modification.

Smelting op Boi.iviax Tix Ore

The elimination of the competition of the German tin

smelteries and the closing of several small English and

I'rench plants has been a serious matter to Bolivian

ore producers. The large .smelting concerns in England

continued to buy tin concentrates, but of course only

selected the best qualities on the market and raised their

return charges from £10 to £10 per ton of 60% con-

centrates, retaining the usual sliding scale of 5s. per unit.

Ore of lower grade than 65% or with tindesirable im-

purities was practically unsalable, and this latter condition

has induced several mining concerns to improve the

quality of their concentrates so that at present a much
larger percentage of Bolivian shipments contain between

66 and 68% metallic tin than formerly. In most in-

stances l)etter concentrates can be made by installing

fine-grinding machinery and a little additional dressing

equipment.

A new smeltery built by the American Smelting and

Itefining Co., at Perth Amboy, X. J., is about to be

started. The ore supply has been contracted for a certain

time from the Llallagua and Oruro companies, and other

jiroducers may follow. The establishment of this smeltery

is a great benefit to the Bolivian tin-mining concerns,

since it will deliver them from the uncertainty of sending

tin ore to England where it may lie for months before

Ijcing smelted. Although the return charges of the

American smelter are about the same as those paid in

England, ocean freight and insurance arc considerably

less to New York tlian to Liverpool.

The building of a smelting works in this country has

been seriously considered, since electric smelting seems

to be f«'iisil)le. Early in l!tl4 French capitalists studied

the possibilities of erecting in Bolivia an electric smelterj'

that would receive its power from a large hy<lro-elcctrio

installation. The scheme was worked out in detail and

was reported to involve a capital outlay of ;{2,000,000 fr.

($6,000,000). but Avhilc it was being studied by tlie

government the war broke out and the plan had to be

withdrawn.

In November, 1!)15, two American citizens (J. C.

Berry and J. TiUitweiler) sui)|iipscd to rejiresent strong

interests in the United States nuide a similar i)ro])ositii>n

to the governincnt, and their scheme would have been well

received by the tin-ore producers but for their demand
>(< double the export tax<- "ii tin >" .ntrates, leaving

the ta.xes on tin bars at their present level. If this had
been granted, the tin-mining industry would have been

placed at the mercy of the new smelting concern, becau.se

all competition of European and American .smelters would

have been barred by the high export duties on tin ore.

On account of the strong opposition of the tin miners,

Messrs. Berry and Luitweiler have withdrawn their claim

to have the export taxes on tin concentrates doubled, and
their proposition is now under consideration by Congress.

Water ]iower in the department of La Paz or in the

northern part of the department of Potosi is to be used

for the electric furnaces, and the company is to have the

monopoly to smelt tin ore for a period of 25 years, besides

a number of favorable conditions, such as exemption

from all duties and taxes and reduced railway freight

charges. The tin-mining industry would doubtless be

aided by the installation of a national smeltery, provided

its commercial and technical management were in capable

and experienced hands.

CorpEi; ^Iixixii Taives Secoxd Place

Copper mining ranks next in importanie to tin mining
in Bolivia. The Corocoro district is the chief producer,

and its output is increasing since the Arica La Paz
railroad affords such cheap transportation of products and
supplies. The Corocoro United Copper ilines Co. has

asked the Chilean government for permission to erect a

copper smeltery at Arica. During 1914 exports amounted
to 3,874 metric tons of copper concentrates of 80 to 90%
and 4,793 tons of ore rated at 40 to 50%. A few copper

properties in Carangas and at San Vicente have been of

late examined by American engineers, but so far no new
copper-mining companies have entered the field.

Bismuth is ])roduced at a rajiidly increasing rate by

the mines of Aramayo, Francke & Co., at Chorolque and

Tasna, and smelted at Quechisla and Buen Rctiro re-

spectively. The total production in 1914 amounted to

437 tons of impure bars and 112 tons of ore, estimated to

have a total value of $1,200,000. ilost of this product

is shipped to Great Britain, hut before the war part

of it was refined in Germany and Belgium.

Xot more than two years ago the value of the silver

production was second only to that of tin, but now it is

surpassed by both copper and bisnnith. The production

of the metal is declining, partly owing to the competition

of the tin mines on the labor market and, further, because

the chief ])r()ducer, the Cia. Iluanehaca de Bolivia, whicli

owns the famous Pulacayo mines, near Uyuni, had to

reduce its out]nit on accotint of heavy inflows of water

into the mines, which the pumping plant could not cope

with.

Silver is at present mined only in cond)ination with

otiier metals— in Pulacayo with zinc and in Oruro and
Potosi with tin. The silver is recovered by lixiviatiou

with hy])osul])hite or brine, after the ore has i)een given a

chloridiziug roast, and is subsequently precijutated from

the .solutions as silver sulphide or cement silver, which

is ship])ed. A few operators have had tests made with a

view to sid)stitulion of hyposulphite lixiviation by cyanida-

tion, but in most cases the ores are of such a refractory

cliaractcr tliat consum])ton of cyanide is prohibitive. This

.seems to be largely due to the considerable amount of

antimony, often ))assing 5%, of Bolivian silver ores.

Production in 1914 was 2,300,000 oz. of line silver

against l.iKtO.OOO (,/,. in 1910. Half of this was produced
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by the Huauchaca Co.; the Oniro miiic.-, which arc ouiicil

by different Chilean coiupaiiie.^, coutribiited 780,000 oz.,

and tiie rest was derived Ironi the famous Cerro Rico

de Potosi. lu the southern part of the republic there

are mines that have veins with silver and tin minerals

of the same kind as those of Oruro and Potosi. At
Cliocaya the Cia. Minera y Agricola de Oploea and
Aramayo, Prancke & Co. have thus far treated this ore

for tin only and shipped small amounts of picked silver

ores, but lixiviatiou plants are now under construction.

The Oploea Co. also owns the well-known mines of

Portugalete, Tatasi and Choroma, which formerly pro-

duced large quantities of silver. These mines have been

idle for many years, since they could not be profitably

operated after the fall in price of silver. They will

probably be reopened if a suitable process for extracting

the precious metal is worked out. An attempt has been

made to attract foreign capital to unwater the famous

silver mines of Colquechaca, which have been flooded

for more than 30 years, but apparently without any

results.

Pkoduction of the ^Iixon Metals

Since the middle of the year there has been much
excitement over the high price of tungsten, and a good
deal of prospecting for this metal has been done without

disclosing new deposits of importance. The principal

nnnes are at Quimza Cruz, in the province of Ayo]3aya,

northwest of Cochabamba (Kami and Chicote) and near

Uyuiii, at Salasala. .Exports during 1914 amounted to

276 tons of 60 to 65% concentrates, and in l!)!.') this

figure will at least be doubled. In most instances the

increased production has been derived from low-grade

deposits that were known to exist, but coidd not be worked

at a profit with normal prices. All the tungsten mines

of the country are worked in the most primitive way,

almost without machinery. A discovery of tungsten was

recently made in partly workcd-out stopes in the upper

levels on the Llallagua property.

Exports of antimony ore have enormously increased

during this year, having risen from only 187 tons in 1914

to several thousand tons in 1915. The grade of the ores

shipped varies between 50 and 65%. It is principally

mined in the Potosi region, and near Oploea, and occurs

as almost pure antimonite in wide veins. Toward- the

end of the year antimony exports ha\c diminished be-

cause the metal was less in demand «ith the local ore

buyers.

Gold mining is still of small importance, although the

production of this metal has shown an increase since

American companies are operating the Tnoa Oro and the

OUa de Oro mines, both in the department of La Paz.

The total pi'oduction in 1914 amounted to 5,790 oz., of

which about 3,500 oz. was produced by the two American-

owned mines mentioned.

The production of zinc ore is declining, as the only

jjroducer, the Cia. Huanchaca de Bolivia, has diminished

its outjnit. In 1914 only 3,755 tons was .'ihii)pcd. .\ lew

mines in Sud Chichas near the Argentine border produce

lead ore. wliicli is exported to the Argentine Repulilic.

Women Bmiilnycd in liritiHh Collieries in 1914 iiumbci'Ltl

6,576, according to tlie British Mines Report. All were on
surface work, as the law docs not allow them to work under-
pround. The nurnber of boys employed was 76.399 in all,

53.102 underground and 22,997 on the surface.

TIhe Wood Flotaftiosa Macl&ine
The flotation process of concentration has become so

jjopular that many efforts are being made to develop and
impi-o\e it. Some operators are now attempting to ac-
complish flotation of the sulphides without any oil. Of
course that system is not altogether new, since the Potter
process depends upon floating sulphides by means of the

gas developed in acid solutions.

A new system is now proposed and has been patented
by Louis A. Wood, together with Minerals Separation,
litd., of London, and has received British Patent Xo.
10,31'^. In this process the bubbles are formed of air

which is injected into the pulp, mechanical agitation

also being applied. The apparatus proposed for this

process is shown in the accompanying drawing. A paddle
agitator is provided, as shown, the pulp entering from
one side and air from another. The whole mixture is

forced upward and through the small opening into the

thp: wood flotation machixe

first chamber, where a middling is formed, which settles

back into the air pipe and is forced again into the agitat-

ing chamber. The upper chauiber receives the clean sul-

phides, which are floated nearly to the top of the ma-

chine.

It is a fact that air bubi)les containing sulphides and

without any oil. will not persist at the surface of the pulp,

but will break at or below it. To receive this sulphide

concentrate the upper chamber with the inclined bottom

is devised. The concentrates are drawn off through the

valve at the apex of this chamber.

Agitation and air injection are at such a rate that the

barren ganguc will not ])ass out of the agitating cham-

ber. A s|)ccial ojiening near the bottom of the chamber

is jnovided. to draw off' the tailings. The accompanying

drawini!' shows clearly the construction of the apparatus.
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The eighth annual meeting of the Mining and Metal-

lurgical Society- of America was held at the Engineers"

Club, New York, on Tuesday, Jan. 11, W. E. Ingalls,

president of the societA', presiding. In the afternoon

session matters of business were transacted. The secretary

and treasurer made their reports, and the president

delivered an address, summarizing the participation of

the society in the second Pan-American Scientific Con-

gress and reporting its activities toward securing through

Congress a revision of the mining laws of the United

States.

The result of the election of officers of the society for

1916 was reported as follows: President, J. E. Finlay;

vice-president, Waldemar LLndgren ; secretarj- and treas-

user, Louis D. Huntoon; members of council, W. K.

Ingalls. E. A. F. Penrose, Seeley W. Mudd and Charles

W. Goodale.

The subject of the award of the annual gold medal
of the society in 1916 was "distinguished achievement in

the science of economic geology." Announcement was
made of the award of the medal, by vote of the council,

to Prof. James F. Kemp, of Columbia University.

Following the annual dinner, at which -16 members
M-ere present, reminiscences of South African experiences

were related by Thomas H. Leggett, E. M. Catlin and
H. H. Webb. Some graceful remarks were made by

H. W. Gepp, of Broken Hill, Australia, after which the

meeting adjourned.

:*;

Larger OtuiUp^^ of TMaiaituisim

During 191.5 the American Entile Co. produced 250

tons of rutile (titanium dioxide) worth between $2.5,000

and $30,000, at its plant at Boseland. Ya.. the largest pro-

duction to date. A considerable quantity of ilmeuite

(titanium-iron oxide) was produced as a by-product.

For a number of years this firm has been the sole ]iro-

ducer of rutile in this country. Attempts have been

made by others to develop deposits in Hanover and
Goochland Counties, Ya., and near Magnet. Ark., but no
commercial production has yet i)een made at these places,

says the United States Geological Survey.

Entile and ilmenite are both used in the manufacture
of ferrotitaniuni, which is employed in making steel and
cast iron. Both are u.«ed in making electrodes for arc

lamps, but for some reason ilmenite from other sources

tlian the foregoing does not seem to give the same satisfac-

tion. Entile is the source of titanium for making cupro-
titanium for use in brass and other copper-bearing alloys

and for making potassium titanium oxalate, used in dye-
ing leather and te.vtiles. A little rutile is also used in

ceramics and for coloring fal.se teeth.

«

First Aid in Califos'iraia

S. C. Dickinson, first-aid miner of the United States
Uureau of Mines, has been giving first aid instruction

at some of the California mines, the Industrial Accident
Commissi<m paying his expenses and the Bureau of Mines
his salarv'.

Between the middle of October and the end of Decem-
ber, 191.5, he visited the following mines: I^agle Shawniut,

Santa Ysabel, Dutch-App, Harvard and Jumper, in

Tuolumne County: Melones, Gold Quartz, Utica, Union
Copper, Hodson and Campo Saeo, in Calaveras County;
Union Hill, in Xevada County ; and Eeid and Mammoth
in Shasta County. He also visited gold dredges at

Hanimonton.

Bt^t<sm Dtunriiag £9114
According to Technical Paper 128, U. S. Bureau of

Klines, the total number of men killed in quarries during

the year 1914 was 180, which is at the rate of 2.05 per

1,000 men employed, compared with 1.T2 for 1913 and
1.88 for 1912. Although quarry work is done chiefly in

the open, yet falls of rock or overburden caused 29.45%
of the fatalities reported for 1914. The accidents from
explosives were about the same number and together rep-

resented about one-half of the fatalities ; haulage is third,

with about 20%, and falls of persons is fourth, with

9 to 13%.
In France the fatality rate from quarry accidents is

seldom more than 1 per 1,000 men employed. In Great

Britain for 10 years, 1895 to 1904, the rate was 1.09 per

1,000 men employed, and in 1913 it was 1.05. The higher

fatality rate in the quarries of the United States probably

results from less stringent regulation and less systematic

inspection.

ta21i2E1i« ^lagaiaeeB's

The introduction to the announcement of the A. I. M.
E. meeting this year (Feb. 14-17) would be sufficient

without the further details of the papers which are given.

This introduction is as follows

:

This folder is meant to be read; take it home with you and
let your wife read it, too.

We want you to come to the New York meeting of tlie

Institute this year.
We are doingr things in a new way, and it is because of

this change that we want you to attend and to tell us if you
like it.

In the first place, the idea is to make the meeting more
informal, to get better acquainted with one another, and to

have a good time while we are getting acquainted.
There will be the usual program, of course—technical

papers of great interest; discussions by prominent men, as we
have always had them.

But this year we have planned a series of college reunio.
where you can meet your old classmates. We tried this hi>

year and were very successful. This year we have gone :i

step farther. If you are interested, write us about it.

We have planned an excursion that will meet with your
approval: The N'avy Department has promised us a boat i

the day and will take us to the navy yard and to the Sai

Hook proving grounds. You cannot afford to miss this. D'
not cost you a cent.

We will have a smoker with several new features for o

evening. We can promise you an extraction of 98% on tl

evening's entertainment.
And the ladies' committee has some plans that will intei

your wife. There are excursions, theater parties, visits to :i

galleries, afternoon teas, thfes dansantes—all free to out-<
town visitors. Does your wife want to go shopping? Tl

ladies' committee will see that her wishes are gratified.

Expenses? Do not worry about it. There are plenty
hotels In New York City, really flrst-elass hotels that y
never heard of. where you can be very comfortable witln*
feeling that your bills are outrageous.

If there is anything you want to know about this meeti)i
any arrangements you would like to make, any people vc

would like to meet, write us and we will see that you ai

taken care of.

A detailed li.st of the papers will be printed later.
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MSminiM Dim Idlalhi©
By Robert N. DtyLh*

SYXOPSIS—Hifjh metal prices encouraged wide

exploration in Idaho in 1915, showing ore in for-

mation's not heretofore regarded as of commer-

cial importance. The Interstate-Callahan has put

Idaho on the map as a large zinc producer, while

the Coeur d'Alencs are turning out more lead than

ever before.

The rapid advance in base-metal values brought aljout

hv the European War during 1915 proved the greatest

stimulus to mineral production and new mining develop-

ment activity in Idaho and has demonstrated, to a marked
'legree, the potency of Idaho metal and mineral resources

in general that argues well for continued expansion in

annual yield and in particular puts this state on the map
as a permanent and important source of zinc ore.

The Cceur d'Alene district continues to afEord the

state's sensation in new ore development. The total metal

riclA of the state had a gross shipping value of about

s:;S,000,000 and att'orded net profits on its extraction of

fully $9,000,000. The most conspicuous profit-sharing

interprise was a new zinc mine owned by the Consolidated

Interstate-Callahan Mining Co., and situated about 8 mi.

uortli of Wallace. This property is well within the

Prichard slate formation, a division of the Coeiir d'Alene

ftdiments that for 10 years past has been rather dis-

credited as a probable source of profitable orebodies. Of
course the excessive market value of zinc during the year

was the big factor in the profit end of this mine's opera-

tions, which amounted to over -$2,500,000 on a daily

yield of three to four hundred tons of mill feed.

IxTEitsTATE Ore Chaxxel Proved 1,800 Ft. Deep

The ore channel from which this remarkable result

was obtained, as described in past publications, is fully

.000 ft. long and carries a sloping width of 3 to 40 ft.,

while the mine run of its stopes, giving a yield of fully

one ton of concentrates and crude hand-picked ore to two
tons of mine output, is the best result ever obtained in

the operation of any Cteur d'Alene mine of equal capacity.

This ore channel has been developed 1,800 ft. deep and
is much stronger in the bottom than at its crest. It is

only one of three important ore channels traversing the

company's property, the other two carrying more lead.

Tliis orebody, known as the Interstate shoot, is remark-
able from the fact that it carries very little associated

mineral with the zinc, excepting about 3% lead, from
which a clean shipping product of lead concentrates is

made averaging about 60% lead and 30 oz. of silver per

ton. The freedom from other objectionable minerals of

this remarkable zinc orebody should give it a marketable

I'leference after spelter values again assume a normal
level, and it should continue to be a profitable source of

mining operation. The community value of this interest-

ing new mineral deposit is the nature of its occurrence

in the form of a tabular orebody in a sheared fissure with

secondary short sjiurs of quartz and definite wall-rock

replacement evidences, that have characterized the famous

'.State mine inspector, Boise, Idiilio.

tabular lead-silver shoots in the adjacent Canon Creek
and .Muilan mines in the quartzite that now exhibit some
of their best ore phases at depth, ranging down to 3,000
ft. vertically.

This development opens wide possibilities of an ex-
panding a real distribution of ore deposits, as the black
Prichard fornuUion in which it occurs has the largest

surface distriijution of any of the classified Creur d'Alene
sediment.* and proljably carries as many surface prospects
of ore as all the other formations combined.
A nimiber of new development enterprises have been

started or revived in the vicinity of the Interstate-Callahan
propery, on Nine Mile and on the adjacent slopes of
the north fork of the Coeur d'Alene River, also on the east
fork of Pine Creek immediately south of Kellogg, where
more or less extensive preliminary' develojnnent opera-
tions exhibit at this time a dozen deposits that have equal
or superior shallow development manifestations of zinc-

lead ore to the now famous Interstate-Callahan bonanza.
I believe that, with the added encouragement of a method
of economically producing spelter in the Northwest, now
definitely promised by the practical research work of the
Anaconda company, the zinc resources of this region will

have a competitive advantage over the more eastern

resources of spelter by rea.son of the valuable byproduct
metals of silver, lead and copper that will be made avail-

able in the treatment of this class of mineral in the

Northwestern States.

Lead Productiox Retarded by Smeltixg TROrsLES

The lead production of Idaho, aggregating 370,000,000

lb. during the year, would have easily reached 400,000,000

lb. but for the smelter-market troubles, which kept two
of the largest producers out of commission for three

months of the year—one of them, the Hercules, the fattest

resource of high-grade lead-silver mineral in the district.

The Bunker Hill & Sullivan Co., with two-thirds of its

yield from its deep levels below the valley bottom, made
the record output of its history in lead and silver, and in

connection with the adjacent operations of the Stewart,

Last Chance, Ontario and Caledonia mines, gave the

Kellogg-Wardner diWsion of the Cceur d'Alene field a

combined output of over 6,000,000 oz. of silver and

16.5,000.000 lb. of lead, a remarkable result considering

that a large portion of the tonnage treated came from a

horizon between three and four thousand feet deep in

the dip of the Bunker Hill vein.

Tlie great Morning mine, at Muilan, oAvned by the

Federal company, whose dc^epest level is being opened

3,400 ft. verticaily below the apex of the orebody, con-

tinues to manifest splendid prospects of permanence and

the biggest developed ore resources of its history, while

some astonishing advances have been made by the present

management in the treatment and successful separation

of its complicated and base mineral product.

The deep levels of the Ilccla mine have sho^^-n a

remarkable expansion and continuation of the clean lead-

sulphide mineral for which this deposit has always been

noted, and the probable magnitude of this property is

not yet fully ajipreciated.
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The deepest level of the famous Hercules mine, now
ci'trated through a two-mile tunnel, oontinues to show

a persistent expansion in length of it* noted ore channel

with the addition of new and virgin shoots' of mineral

of big productive capacity. Additional proved mineral

territorv- in the technically forbidden Prichard formations

to the west has, with rare foresight, been acquired by the

Day brothers, the controlling owners of the Hercules. This

familv jjromises soon to lieconie the dominant factor in

Co-ur d'Alene ore production and has been justified in

entering the lead-smelting Held. It has acquired what is

known as the X'orthport smeltery in Washington and a

refiner}- in the East. The.se operations will be started

early in 1916 with a daily capacity of 2.50 tons of high-

grade lead-silver concentrates and crude ore sujiplied

from mines v.nder its own control. This capacity can be

niaintainct! ;iiid largely increased for a long future from

present proven resources.

As suggested 10 years ago, I am more firmly convinced

tlian t;\er that the genesis of the Cieur d"Alene ore

deiiosits, given as originating in a relatively shallow

monzonite magma by Ransom in professional paper Xo.

62, is erroneous, and that the mineralization is much more

ancient and likely much deeper seated than his conclusions

v\-ould indicate and that it is related more particularly

to a basic magma which produced the numerous narrow,

and in some places quite wide, dikes of diabase and kindred

basic igneous rocks for which the disti'ict is noted and

which closely parallel the main ore courses. One of these

dikes constitiites the line on which the Hecla vein was

formed, and the ore is now conspicuously found on both

walls of the dike and replaces its substance in the deeper

levels. If this conclusion has any value, it may enormous-

ly expand the scope in depth and probable productive area

of the Coeur d'Alene district, as the.<e dikes are a per-

sistent association of all the Cn-ur d'Alene sediments,

especially of the Prichard formation. They are generally

parallel to the main ore courses, while the monzonite cuts

the course almost at right angles.

The copper production of the Cceur d'Alene district was

greatly reduced by the exhaustion of the Snow Storm ore-

body down to a formation fault below which it has not

been recovered. The Xational mine, operated on a similar

(haracter of ore to the Snow Storm, only started its new
oOO-ton mill in December. The ores of this mine have

been found to be eonsideral)!y lower grade than was

anticipated, but are in the hands of one of the ablest

operators in the district—James F. McCarthy. The
enterprise gives eonsiderai>le promise of becoming an

interesting source of copper-mineral .<lii]iments in tlie

future.

Xew Are.v Xoiith of Kellogg

Twelve miles north of Kellogg a new mineralized area

is attracting attention on the Little X'orth fork of the

Coeur d'Alene River and gives evidence of adding another

important source of copper and also lead-silver mineral

])roduction to the district. The Horse Powell mine at this

point has opened an nie-hoot consisting of a quartz lime

and spathic iron gangue, 10 to 20 ft. wide. 100 ft. long

and 200 ft. deep, from which carload .-iample shipments

from the width of the vein have in.dicated an average value

of ^% cop])er. This big oreshoot <arries a quite uniforndy

disseminated chalcopyrite mineral. The walls of the vein

arc clean qnartzite. and tli<' 'i-Mve i^ ]iersistent at the

surface for over 2,000 ft. The property is in good hands
and has recently been equipped with a 1,500-cu.ft. com-
pressor, with which the development will be pushed in

the anticipation and promise of warranting a large mill-

ing plant during the coming year.

Among the other Idaho mineral development* of note

during the past year were the results obtained from the

Idaho Continental mine, in Boundary County, a group
of claims adjoining the international border betw

northern Idaho and British Columbia. This pro)-

has been developed 600 ft. deep by three adit turn

It is in thin-liedded pure qnartzite resendiling the Bi

formation in the Co?ur d'Alenes and is a.'i^.^ociated

intrusive dikes of diaba.se. It was equipped with a 20(i

mill, which began operations during the summer,
after producing 2,000 tons of 50% lead concentrates c-.>

ing alwut ;30% to 40% silver per ton, this new ]

was destroyed by fire. Through the energy of its I

])romoter, however, the mill has since been rebuilt and
shortly be in commission again. In the meantime iho

mine, in the hands of a practical Cceur d'Alene foreman. 1

b.as been transformed into a remarkably ])romisinu

source of rich concentrating ore. with 20.000 tons ah.

broken in the stopes and fully a thousand feet in lei

of oreshoots proven, larrying a stoping width from
15 ft. thick, with marked increase in silver values in

bottom level. As compared to the shallow surface develop- I

ment, the enterprise should prove an active shipper durinsr i

the coming year.

GlL-MORE AND DOME LeAD DisTKICTS I

Two other lead districts were actively operated in the I

central jiart of the state. One of these, the Gilni

district, had two producing mines that shipped a ;

of 10,000,000 II). of lead contents in crude ore. Tli -

were the Pittsburg-Idaho and Latest Out mines. Tlu

former is developed to a dejith of 650 ft. and shows '

richest ore of its history in the deepest point ope:

The formation is carboniferous lime and intnisive il

of semibasic igneous rock.

At tlie Dome di.strict in Fremont County the Wil

mine was actively operated on a fissure in CamI'

qnartzite and produced 600 tons of 50% lead concent r,

and crude ore a month during the greater part ol ti;i

year.

In the Wood River district several important

.•-trikes were recorded among the old lead-ore depo>f

one of them in the Li])man tunnel, at one of the dc.

lioints reached in the district and snpjjo.^ed to be oi

original channel of the Red Elephant vein. A 10-ft. I

of rich Jead-silver coiuentiating ore has been cut anil i-

attracting a great deal of attention, as it seems to wan.!'"

a deeper devclo]>ment at a number of other point

-

former important production in this extensive dist

Other rich lead-ore strikes made in the Wood K'

belt were at the Carboniferous and Black Barb mine-

Kelly (iidch, and the Silver Fortune mine, on the

fork of Wood River. An active interest is also being t;

in the zinc resources of this district, whi<h are wi'

distributed and give evidence of considerable toni

capacity when more fully develo]ied. Tlie Xorth >Mr

Trium]th group, with a 100.000-ton resource of developed!

ore relatively rich in zinc, lead and silver, is being devel-

oped by Ralph Xichols and jjromises the basis of a good-

sized o|)('ration.
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The most important coppL-r output of the state lor the

year was that of the t}m]jire Co])])er Co., at Mackay, iu

Custer County. The manager of this company pursued .

a wise plan in the fall of 1914. With no market in sight

for copper, he continued and extended an already estab-

lished leasing system and guaranteed the living expenses

of 100 men, divided over 40 or .50 separate leases, witii

the result that when the metal market improved in the

spring, he was in shape to take advantage of it and made
the record output and profit of the mine's history during

the year. The monthly shipment during the summer
fiom this mine reached 9,000 tons of about 6% ore con-

taining gold and silver. This deposit is being prospected

at an additional depth of 900 ft. through a crosscut

tunnel now in 4,500 ft., which has recently entered the

ore zone and found a good flow of water, together with

altered lime as.sociated with the garnet formation and
shows, according to TJmpleby, of the United States

Geological Survey, encouraging geological evidence for

the persistency of some of the numerous ore channels to

tiiis additional depth.

Lost Packei; Smeltery Only Cle.vxed Fi-

At Loon Creek, in the cotuity, the Lost Packer operated

its smeltery for a short cleanup run of 55 tons of matte,

containing 45% copper, nearly 9 oz. gold and :!0 oz.

siher per ton. This iomi)any has also completed the

installation of a concentrating mill to treat its quite ex-

tensive resource of quartz ore, which was too siliceous for

direct smelting. This new null has a capacity of 50 tons

per day, has 20,000 tons of measurable ore to start work on

and should put the Lost Packer again in the list of

important producers during the coming year.

Bonanza gold-ore values were developed and shipped

from the old ^loutana mine, on Estes Mountain. This

development was of sufficient importance to warrant the

installation of a ly^-mi. ac^rial tram to connect the mine
w'itli the Golden Sunbeam mill on the opposite side of

Jordan Creek Caiion, in which the projiertv lies.

The completion by the Intermountain Railway Co. of a

first-class standard-gage railway extending from a short

distance above Boise to a point near Centerville in the heart

of tlie Boise Basin, and primarily built to transport logs

to the big milling plant of an affiliated com])any five

miles above Boi.se, has had the effect of greatly stimulating

interest in the lode deposits of this famous placer gold

district. At Grimes Pass quite an active interest is now
being taken and a hundred men are emidoyed in the devel-

o]iment of a series of interesting qua rtz-py rite fissures

whose shallow development has Ijeen confined to the ex-

traction of their free gold, for which they have been

worked in a desultory manner for a numlier of years.

One of these fissures is from 5 to 10 I't. thick, stands

nearly vertical and is traversed by shallow surface work at

short intervals for 9,000 ft. through a vertical range in

its outcrop of fully a thousand feet. The deepest point

of its development does not exceed 200 ft., where there

is disclosed a pay streak from 1 to :> ft. wide of high-grade

soft chalco])yrite ore as.sociated with a gray-black mineral

similar to the glance and enargite mixtures of Butte,

-Mont.

Other veins in this vicinity in shallow development have

shown very high silver-bearing gray-copjier ore associated

with lead in pay streaks from a few inches to 2 ft. thick.

Still another phase of mineralization is a broad dike of

diorite carrying a prinuiry dissemination of coarsely

crystalline lead sulphides. 'J'his is jirobably too low-grade
on the average for profitable treatment as a whole, but
contains narrow bands of clean galena giving good assavs
of gold and silver. Some of the veins of this district show
a rich percentage of zinc sulphide. The base minerals
are all as.sociated with a relatively high tenor of gold and
.silver, and the situation .seems encouraging, to sav the
least, for the liirth and establishment of a new smelting-
ore di.striet for central Idaho. These mines are within
10 mi. of the new railway, which has been a big factor in

stinnilating interest in their develo|)nient. Idaho jdacer
districts as a rule are not noted for deep-vein mineral-
ization, but there is one deposit on this particular zone

—

the (iold Hill & Iowa mine—that has proiluced three
million dollars in gold from a maximum depth of 550
ft. under its lowest outcrop and the geological conditions
of this jiarticular belt are extremely favorable, consisting
as they do of a zone two or three miles wide and twenty
miles long which shows a conspicuous development of
enormous dikes or zones of porphyry and rhyolitc, to-

gether with smaller dikes of i)asic igneous rock.

The Seven Devils copper district was more active during
the year than usual, and a number of cars of lease ore was
shipped. The Red Ledge deposit of this district attracted

the attention of an array of the leading copper
talent of the country. It is idle at this time, but will be
tested more fully by diamond drilling during the coming
season, as some conflicting but interesting opinions have
been rendered as to the importance of the big bodv of

suljihide mineral that has been disclosed in its limited

tunnel development. This iiody is 80 ft. thick and will

average -$5 per ton in gold and silver about equally divideil.

and 50 ft. of the unoxidized portion will average 4.6%
copper.

On the Oregon bank of the Snake River Canon in this

same region, the Iron Dyke mine is being operated under
lease and Ijond by a crew of 20 men and has already

shipped several cars of crude ore to market.

XiTEI! PkODUIED IX AX ExPEIil.MEXTAL WaY"

Interest continues to be manifested in the potassium

and nitrate deposits of southwestern Idaho and eastern

Oregon. Assay results in beds up to 40 ft. thick have

been obtained, showing from 2 to 10% of these desirable

salts and a small experimental plant has been l)ui!t iu

the field by one of the promoting companies.

Very little activity was manifest during the year in the

southeastern Idalio phosphate belt beyond tiie shipment of

a few thotisand tons of rock from the Waterloo mine and
a continued eifort to obtain title to a few of the privately

owned claims that were located before the extensive

government withdrawals were made.

What is said to be an entirely new method of pro-

ducing pure iron has been discovered by Dr. Trvgve

Ycnsen, an assistant in the engineering experiment

station of the University of Illinois. Doctor Y<nseu"s

discovery was made during liis investigation of magnetic

pro])erties of iron and iron alloys. The university declined

to permit a patent on the proce.ss to l)e taken out, believing

the benefits should accrue to everyone. .-Vn announce-

ment made at the university was as follows:

"The method used by Doctor Yensen consists of

melting electrolvticallv refined iron in a vacuum, thus
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;\ lueing .- impurities far below any point that had

ii reacht 1 by previous investigators. The magnetic

ertie? of this vacuum-fused iron have proved to be as

iiiarkable as its purity. Its maximum permeability,

(hat is, measure of ease with which it can be magnetized,

was found to be two or three times higher than for the

best magnetic iron or iron alloy previously produced.

"A practical result of this investigation is that if it

should turn out to be commercially profitable, the amount

of material needed for electrical machinery, such as trans-

formers, would be cut in two and the losses that occur

continuously as long as the machine is in operation would

be greatly minimized. The annual saving to the elec-

trical industries of the country by application of this

discovery will amount to between $15,000,000 and $20,-

000.000 if it should turn out that the iron can be produced

at the same expense as the iron at present used."'

By George E. Collixs*

Speaking generally, it may be said that 1915 was a pros-

perous year for Colorado metal miners. This was owing

principally to the high prices of zinc and lead prevailing

during the greater part of the year; and had the mines

themselves received the entire benefit of the high metal

prices, the resulting prosperity would have been more

marked. The low price of silver largely offset the high

price of lead, as the same mines usually produce both;

especially as the miner suffered the full extent of the

former, while being settled with on the basis of only part

of the advance in lead. The pretext advanced was the

higher cost of the zinc used in refining, but this is ob-

viously an insiifScient reason.

Zixc MixiXG Not a Flourishing Industry

As to zinc—except in the case of mines that had pre-

viously entered into definite contracts based on a sliding-

scale varying with the selling price of spelter—ores could

be sold for only a portion of the value of their zinc con-

tents. This resulted in part from the fact that Colorado

ores usually make only inferior grades of spelter; still

more, because the distilling capacity of the smelteries was

for the time utterly insufficient to handle the output of

ore stimulated by high prices, actual or expectant. Fur-

thermore, the interests that control the smelteries in many
cases also control important producing mines; and they

naturally prefer, at times of high metal prices, to reserve

tlicir retort capacity as far as possible for their own

ntput or that of producers closely allied to them.

The Cripple Creek district made a good record for the

year i^'-ont the stimulus of high prices for its sole prod-

uct '^nerally speaking, developments in most of

the li. '^ i! <, such as the Portland, ^'indicator and

Cresson, continue? ' ;)M)rable, while the sensational bonanza

uncovered at tln' ' i -^<>n a year ago indicates that a bold

policy of prospLLiiu- At depth is justified. A feeling of

optimism is genera! ,<'«r,n<i the men best qualified to judge

of the future of the -' ict.

The Roosevelt draih: /c tunnel continues to discharge

about I."),000 gal. of water ])er min. Tiic brea.st is ad-

vancing at the rate of 10 or 12 ft. daily and is nearing

the Elktou shaft.

*MlnlnK engineer, Boaton Bulldlni;. Denver, Colo.

In April the Golden Cycle mine was sold for $1,500. (it id

to the Vindicator company, which had a lawsuit against it

for $1,000,000 on accotmt of alleged wrongful extractimi

of ore. In the succeeding month Stratton's Independenc-

was sold to the Portland company for over $300,00(i.

The Independence mine and dump were practically t-
-

hausted, and its mill was better situated for handlii „

Portland dumps than the low-grade mill of the Portlai

company. It is stated that the Independence mill is 1

ing remodeled to use flotation on the dump ores. In ot]i<

respects the prevailing milling practice of the district-

roasting and cyaniding the high-grade ores, and cyanidii-

with or without concentrating, the low-grade and dun

ores—remains unchanged.

Leadville and the Sax Juax District

At Leadville there has been little change in the relati

positions of the principal producers. The situation i

the market for zinc ores, just referred to, has been acut.

felt, but toward the end of the year the condition improv.

considerably. The machinery for the down-town drain-

age project arrived early in the year, and unwateriiiy

of the Penrose shaft is making good progress.

In the San Juan district the three great mines at Tellu-

ride continue active. The Tomboy, by judicious pur-

chases of territory, appears to have extended its life in-

definitely. The Humboldt group, which contains the

extension of the Smuggler-Union vein, has finally been

purchased by people connected with the latter company,

and its ore will be treated at the Smuggler mill.

At Ouray the Crawford smelting plant has been oper-

ated most of the year by the Wanakah company. T'

Camp Bird has had yet another successful year and forv

a remarkable illustration of how long a great mine in

linger, even after it appears to be worked out. It is nu

planned to resume exploration in depth, which was di>-

continued several years ago in consequence of the Spun-

report. At Silverton most of the mines are operated by

tributers, with the striking exception of the Sunnysidi.

This property has derived great benefit from the hi^

price of spelter and has enlarged its plant in preparati^

for increased activity.

In the northern part of the state the Idaho Sprii;_

district has had a fairly successful year and Gilpin Coun.

a relatively dull one. Georgetown also has experienced

but little activity.

In Summit County the gold dredges have all produced

well, and a new enterprise of this nature, on the Derry

ranch near Leadville, has made a good start.

Outside Leadville the largest producers of zinc are i'

Wellington, at Breckinridge, and the Iron Mask, at 1.'

Cliff. The first-named enjoyed a prosperous and pro

able year; the latter was sold during the summer to i

Empire Zinc Co., which, together with the American Zii

Lead and Smelting Co., now controls the greater ]>a i

'

of this important and promising district. Second t.>

these, as producers of zinc, are the Sunnyside, at Silvoi-

ton, and the Mary Murphy, at Romley, both of which air

also heavy producers of lead concentrates containinj.'

gold and silver.

The most important new discovery was one of oxidiziil

zinc ore at the Doctor, an old lead-carbonate mine in Gun-

nison County, from which, throughout the fall months, a

large number of teams were kept busy hauling 30% zinc

ore to the railway.
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In Boulfler County the tungsten industry has been ex-

traordinarily active ; the demand for high-speed tool steel,

ihip to the war, having created a corresponding demand for

tungsten ores. The price for tungsten concentrates, based

(in a product containing 60% tungstic acid, advanced from

.>(; ])er unit at the beginning of the year to over $-10 per

unit at its close, and quite low-grade ore became market-

able. In this district most of the mining is done by tri-

laiters; the veins are numerous, but as a rule narrow and

pocketv. Irregular stringers an inch wide or less, such as

in the early days of the district would not have been worth

locating, are now being profitably worked, and many pros-

pects around the fringes of the district, where the ore is

isuallv of lower grade, have been reopened. Several of the

known tungsten deposits in San Juan County, where hiib-

nerite occurs in narrow veins with sulphide minerals, are

also being worked for the first time in 12 or 15 years.

Jlolybdenite also is in great demand—many unimpor-

tant deposits of this mineral are known in Colorado, to-

:et]ier with one or two important ones. Of these, one of

the largest is situated at Summit, between Leadville and

Kokomo; this is being worked by some Leadville men.

Another large deposit is near Berthoud Pass, above Em-
]iirc; this is controlled by the Primes Chemical Co. Work
was, however, suspended for the winter in October, owing,

il is said, to some legal dispute between the original own-

ers, from whom the Primos people bonded the property.

Caexotite Minixg Fairly Active

The earnotite deposits in the southwestern part of the

state, having been inactive during the early part of the

war, are now again productive in a small way, and the

radium plant of the Federal Government in Denver is in

' iperation. Little or nothing was done on the pitchblende-

liearing veins of Gilpin County during the year. The
\anadium plant at Placerville was operated successfully.

The strike in the coal districts, always unjustified by

uconomic conditions, completely collapsed, but the coal

market is dull and business unprofitable. A plan is pro-

posed for the amalgamation of the independent coal com-

panies, by which cutthroat competition may be eliminated.

The Colorado Fuel and Iron Co., through John D. Rocke-

leller, Jr., has announced a plan for cooperation with its

employees so as to avoid labor disputes in the future;

lint it is only fair to say that Mr. Rockefeller's much-ad-

vertised "plan" is almost identical with that previously

worked out In- the company's local officers. The Colorado

Fuel and Iron Co. has always slio^vn ample concern for

tlie welfare of its employees, the trouble being that the

lans are not always sympathetically carried out by the

line-bosses and subordinate officials.

In the metal-mining districts the feeling between em-
loyers and employed generally is more cordial than for

many years past. The new workmen's compensation bill,

\\hich provides also for an industrial commission with

authority to regulate labor disputes and prescribe safety

onditions, went into effect in August, and will, it is hoped,

lave a salutary effect in perpetuating harmonious rela-

tions. The basis of compensation provided by the act

s less liberal than that ruling in most states, but the

xpense is probably all that the industry, in average

vears, can bear.

Various modifications of the flotation process have been

applied during the year in many nulling plants, usually

tor treatment of the slimes, as an adjunct to wet concen-

tration. The process seems likely to piove very beneficial

and to be widely adopted in this state, aliliough usually

on a small scale. Unless selective flotation methods be-

come perfected, the process is likely ahva} s to be subsidiary

to the ordinary method of coarse concentration, and to be

employed in the main for recovery of the more friable

minerals lost by ordinary practice, the combination form-

ing in itself, a rough kind of selective treatment. Oi'

course this would not apply to such cases as the Portland,

where only a single product is wanted. On the whole the

field for the flotation process in Colorado seems to be ex-

tensive and the method bids fair to prove of far greater

benefit to the mining industry here than the cyanide

process has been, for which result there would be a special

fitness, in that flotation appears to have originated in this

state.

of Uo
sag

iiago

lainiaEag C©.
The following statement was issued by the United

States Smelting, Refining and Mining Co. after its

dividend declaration of Dee. 28, 191.5, of 1^2% on the

common stock, after having passed the common dividends

since Juh", 1914:

At the meeting of tlie board of directors held on Dec. 28,

1915, the regular quarterly dividend at the rate of 7TJ on the
preferred stock was declared, and a dividend of 75c. per share,
or at the rate of 6% per annum, was declared on the com-
mon stock. Both dividends are payable on Jan. 15, 1916. to

stockholders of record on Dec. 31, 1915. In resuming the
payment of dividends on the common stock, the directors feel

that the stockholders should be placed in possession of the
following facts;

At the several quarterly meetings of directors held during
the year, it was decided that owing to the unsettled conditions
in Mexico, it was wise to take no action on common dividends
and to allo^' the cash resouices and working capital to in-

crease. While conditions in Mexico have improved, they are
not yet normal, but as earnings from the properties in the
United States have been larger than expected, and with the
expectation of earnings from Mexico being larger the coming
year, the directors decided. to pay a dividend on the common
stock at this time.

The earnings for the last year (December estimated) will

show a surplus of over $4,300,000. This surplus is after pay-
ment of preferred dividends and after a reserve for depre-
ciation, improvements and exploration of nearly SSOCOOO and
a special reserve from earnings from zinc smelteries l.^rire

enough to write olT the investment made during the year in

them to less than one-third of their cost. Present indications

are that the earnings from them during January and Febru-
ary will be such th.at the remainder of their cost will be
earned and can be written off by Mar. 1, 191';.

This surplus after these reserves is equivalent to over

$12 per share on the common stock, or to a rate of over 24%
per annum. The earnings for the last quarter (December
estimated), owing in part to the sale of metals at high prices,

will be the best of the year, being at the rate of over 50<-^,

or $25 a share, for the common stock per annum, excluding
earnings from the zinc smelteries.

The Mexican properties have contributed about 20^4- to the

earnings for the year. The coal business has been poor and
unsatisfactory, but is better at the present time. Coal and
railroad properties will fail to earn the fixed charges on the

$10,000,000 of Utah notes by about $165,000 for the year. This
deficit has been reserved from earnings before arriving at

the net earnings.
There have been new and important developments in some

of the properties during the year, which have already resulted

in putting in sight a new tonnage of ore of hijrh grade and
large in quantity. These new developments, while within
the old properties, are in entirely new territory.

These developments are continuing, and althou.trh it is

impossible at this time to estimate their full value, tlie direc-

tors believe tlie stockholders should be informed that the

possibilities appear so large that with a further continuance
of these developments it is possible that a new sti ndard of

values may be made for the common stock
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" Haiae Os^s' ©.Ead _
ie-Dtuisiap Tappl©
By Eoy F. SiiiTir'

Frequently, in order to satisfy local hauling condi-

tions, a special tranuar must be designed. In a recent

case a 9-nii. down-grade haul for concentrates and in an-

other a 2-nii. down-grade haul for ore were factors in the

problem. It was desirable in both cases

that the cars be equipped with brakes

and that they be hauled in trains of

from four to five cars, that they should

have a large capacity and still be light

in weight and construction, and that

there should be no possible leakage of

ore or concentrates while in transit. It

Mas also desirable that the center of

gravity of tlie cars should be low and

tliMt there should be some easy method

of dumping them at the terminal. To

fulfill these requirements the car and

rolling tipple shown in the accompany-

ing photographs and sketches were de-

signed.

This car is built entirely of metal

and is equipped with Truax-Hyatt

roller-bearing wheels. It has a capacity

of :50 cu.ft. and weighs 7:50 lb. The

center of gravity of the car, when emp-

tA", is about 151 2 Jq., and when loaded

it is about 2:}i , in. above the top

of the rails. Both the wheel base

and gage are 18 in. The body is

mounted directly on the axles. The
sides are made of Xo. 12 steel plate and

are reinforced by I.nIxVs angles. The
bottom of the body is made of i/4-iii-

plate.

The tipple is made up of two 2x:5x'*s

angle-iron rings, to which are fastened

the rails, plates and angles which in-

close the car. The car is held in the

tipjjle by means of two angles that en-

piu'c the top of tlie car. The ends of

tlu-c angles are s])lit and bent back to

tiie jiii;.'s and riveted to them. A car catch similar to

those used on cages is attached to one of the side plates

of the tij)iile>. so that the car may be held rigidly while

the load is hviw^ dumped.

In dumping a car in the rolling til>ple. it is pushed

in and spotted; the car catch is then pulled down, and

tlie tipple witli the loadi'd car is allowed to roll over.

With the car loaded, the center of gravity of the device

has been estimated to be about ly^ in. alwve the center

of the ring, and witlt an empty car, to be about ()l^ in.

below the center of the ring. The center of gravity of

the arrangement thus shifts about 8 in. while dumping

•MlnlnK enKlneer. 1845 Grant St.. Denver. Colo.

and causes the tipple to move practically automatically.

When the tipple has returned to the normal position after

dumpina', the car catch is rai.^ed and the empty car is

pushed out the opposite end from which it entered. The

tipple is then reatly to receive another loaded car, and

the operation is repeated.

This arrangement was designed to be placed on top

of the cniilc-nre storage bin at a mill or on top of the

sliijiping bins at the railway siding. The track for the

tipple is laid at right angles to the mine track and on a

21 j% grade. In order, to give it a solid foundation for

the rolling load, it should be laid on heavy timbers

(jireferably standard railroad ties) spaced about 2 4 in.

centers. In order to provide abundant space through

which to dump the load into the bin. one tie may be

omitted at the ]viint where tlie load falls; that is, about

() ft. from the normal u])right position of the tijiple.

The tram or mine track leading to the tipple should

be plaied on a level with the car rails in the cylinder.

A track should also be laid on the same level on the op-

posite side of the tipple, to provide trackage for the empty
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cars after dumping. A siding connGcting the tracks for

the loaded and empty cars, and passing around the tip-

ple, would be advisable, provided there is suificient space.

With such a siding, the empty cars may l)e returned to

End Elevation
Side Elevation

DETAILS OF ROLLING SIDE-DUilP TIPPLE Fi >'; MINE CARS

JO to 12 ft. long; that is, long enough to allow the de-

vice to turn upside down when unloading and to e.xtend

far enough in the other direction to allow the tipple on

the return to go a foot or so beyond the normal upright

Ijo-^ition. A bumper should be pro-

vided at lK)th ends of this track so as

to prevent the tipple from leaving the

ends of the rails. It has been sug-

gested that, in order to hold the tipple

rigid and to make the rails in it match

the mine rails after each operation, a

notch be cut in the flanges at the top

of one or both the rings and an over-

iiead lever be arranged so as to drop

into tiiese notches when the tipple is

in the normal upright position. Pos-

sibly a l)raking device may be needed

to control the speed of the tipple. If

so, it has been suggested that two beams

be suspended above the cylinder .so that

these timbers can be brought down
against the flanges of the rings, thus

acting as a brake. Such a tipple and car

can be built to sell f.o.b. Denver at $50

and $G0 respectively.

Some of the advantages of this

scheme are:

1. Qa.vi' having a solid body can be

used, thus permitting of a cheap, light

the mine »r tram track without repass-

ing them back through the tipple.

Several te.sts were made with this car

and tipple on a temporary track laid

on timi)ers placed about 18 in. above

the ground and the car loaded witli

damp gravel. These experiments show

that tlie .scheme is nearly automatic.

With a level track, however, the tipple

turned only partly over and dumped

about 9,0% of the load. That portion

remaining in the bottom of the car, to-

gether with the weight of the car,

wheels and axles, gave such a low cen-

ter of gravity as to cause it to return

to the normal position and hit the bum-

per with considerable force. The ex-

periment was then repeated with the

tipple traik laid on a 5% grade ((i in.

fall in 10 ft.). With this arrangement

all the load was dumped with the ex-

ception of about two shovelfuls and

Avould have been completely dumped

had there been sufficient space below

the tracks to receive the load. A tim-

ber was placed across the tracks in this

te>t, at the point where the load

dumped. The flanges of the tipple

rinus hit this bumper with considera-

able force, causing the device to return to the noniuil po-

sition and strike tlie bumper at that end with a jar. In

order to obviate these jars and at the same time com-

pletely dump the load, it has been decided that it would

be best to set the tipple tracks on a grade of 2 or 2i
L'%.

The tracks on wliicli the tijiple rolls should be from

lipr

..nf..,.'-^ Brake Shoe

Half End
Elevation

HKT.VILS OF MINE C.\R FOR

B
Side Elevation

E IN ROLLING TIPPLE

and simi)lc coiislrudioii. being merely a sheet-iron box

mounted directly on the axles.

2. Cars of this type can be built lighter, stronger and

lower for a given capacity. A low center of gravity for

the car is tlius obtained, "making it easier to handle and

shovel into, easier on the track and le^s aj^t to jump on
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.._- airres. There is also less dead weight to be trans-

I
ried in proportion to the load.

;. There are no gates required to dump througJi,

making fewer parts to get out of order and hence less

repairs. In this type of car (since there are no doors)

there are no cracks or crevices through which the ore

may sift and no danger of a door or gate being accident-

ally opened, thereby spilling the load, and consequently

there is less expense in keeping the track clean and in

repair.

4. A solid-body car can be used for valuable concen-

trates, as there is no possibility of leakage in transpor-

tation.

5. Since there are no doors, the ears may be built

stronger and do not need special bracing around such

openings.

6. There is less wear and tear on the cars when dump-
ing in a slow-moving rolling tipple

than where the '"Tiorn" or "cross-over"'

end-dump tipple is used.

7. A tipple of this size does not re-

quire air, steam or electrical power and

may be readily operated by one man.

of operation was completed earlier on the 8-hr. shift,

giving more time for drilling, consequently deeper cuts

were tried, with extra holes to insure breaking.

The muckers shoveled into a hopper at the lower end

of the belt, the rock being conveyed up the incline and
dumped into the motor car, which was of the 3-ton saddle-

back type. Three muckers shoveled, while one trimmed
the car.

'ape°lLssae l£3spaHasa©im

In recent years, use of pipe bends in place of expansion

joints has become so common that shapes have been stand-

ardized. The advantage is that once in place they in-

quire no attention, whereas expansion joints are often ^i

source of trouble.

The expansion value of a bend is inversely as the thick-

SpIatSaiag
Ds^EiiSifflaatt©

Splitting wood with dynamite is easy

and cheap and is lots of fun for fel-

Iciws who like fireworks. It is done in

this way: With an auger, bore a

hole near the center of the log, going

about one-third or one-half through

;

remove the cartridge paper from the

dynamite, crumble the explosive, and

with a tablespoon pour one to two

.spoonfuls of the loose dynamite into

the hole. Then after crimping the

cap onto the piece of fuse, bury the

cap in the dynamite and gently tamp
tlie cxjjlosive into the bottom of the

hole with a small hard wood stick hav-

ing a squared end. Then on top of

the dynamite tamp in moist clay to

tiie top of the hole, leaving about one inch of the

fuse protruding. Light the fuse and retire to a safe

distance and watcii j'our timber split into three to

five parts. The size of the charge, of course, must be

governed by the size of the log. If it is a long log, that

is, from 12 to 15 ft. long, one bore hole in the center

probably will not split it. It is better to bore one hole in

the cciitcr and two other holes near the ends.

—

Du I'oid

Magazine.

At the Morris-LIoyd mine of tlie Cleveland-Clilfs Iron

Co., 4 mi. west of the City of Ishpeming, Mich., a portal)lo

car loader underground increased the outjmt 25% within

a week after its installation, and later on the increase

often reached 30%, according to J. E. Ilayden,' mining
fiiLTineer, Cloveland-Cliffs Iron Co. The whole cycle

'Tn a pnpcr ii.,.rented before the Lake Superior Mining

JO 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 W 130 HO

Mean Radius of bend in Inches

U.XPANSION ANY BEND WILL ALLOW WITHOUT INJURY

ness of the wall and directly as the radius, but no exact

information has been available as to how much expansion

any given bend will take care of without damage to itself

or to the adjacent piping. To supply this information the

Crane Co., has conducted an extensive series of tests and
published results in the form of curves.

The fonnula for U-bends is

0. 00.52 Ifi

d
E =

in wbicji

E =
II =
d =

lv\))ansion in inches;

Mean radius of bend in inches;

Outside diameter of pipe in inches.

If any two of the throe values are given, the third can
lie easily found from the curves. Example: What is

tiie necessary radius for a U-bend to take care of \\ in.

of expansion in an 8-in pipe? Referring to the curves

and running out horizontally from 3 in. to the line

marked 8 in., the radius of (be Iiciul is read as 18 in.

>ny W. L. nurand In "Pow<
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dell m.®w Mill
It is interesting to note that in the work of rock crush-

ing and rogrinding at the St. John del Rey Mill at

Morro Velho, Brazil, manganese steel, which gave such

admirable results in rock breakers and tube mills, did

not compare favorably with the chilled-iron shoes and

dies for the stamp mill which were made at Morro Velho.

This, of course means takin-^ into account the life of

each and the cost for putting them in operation.

In testing two types of liners for the tube mills, it

was found that the one with the deep channels had a much
longer life than the one with the shallow channels. In

the mills now being installed, the deep-channel type of

liner is being used, and the lining plates will be put in

staggered.

Roller bearings have JDeen applied to the tube mills,

and although the time of testing has not been sufKcient

to absolutely determine the saving secured, it appears

at this time that the power requirements of eacli mill

have been lessened by about 7 hp. throughHheir use.

The necessity for making the most of every resource

has led to the utilization of worn tube-mill liner bars,

according to Finwncial Times, London, Dec. 8, 1915.

In a paper read before the Chemical, iletallurgical and
Mining Society of South Africa, J. M. Dixon noted a

number of plans whereby old bars of the Osbom type

could be put to service.

In the coarse crushing plants endless expense is caused

by the excessive wear of launders, and relief has been

found in employing discarded tube-mill bars for this

purpose. The bars are selected to a more or less iiniform

size and are set in cement, the thickest ends being placed

at the lower end of the stream to avoid splash. If insuffi-

cient time is available to allow the cement to set, the

liner should be completely covered with belting or other

suitable material, to afford protection for some days.

The wearing faces of battery bins can be covered with

worn bars set on end and held in position either by staples

or by crosspieces bolted to the bin. Battei-y feeder chutes,

when lined by laying discarded bars cut to suitable

lengths side by side and wedging with wood (cement

need not be used), give no further trouble.

The use of steel bars for lining bins and chutes is by
no means novel, and the foregoing remarks rather in-

di"'ate a new source of supply. It may be, however,

claimed that the use of worn tube-mill liner bars as

,
liners to the stamp-mill mortar-box is new. Trials made
of using this waste material to line the backs of mortar

boxes have given very good results. A close selection of

bars has to be made in order to get a more or less uni-

form and suitable thickness. The bars when cut to the

desired lengths are beveled, the bevel corresponding to

tluit of the end liners, and when ]ilapcd horizontally in

the box are held in position by the end liners, small

wedges of hardwood being driven in to complete the lock.

Nine to twelve pieces form the back liner, according to

type of box, and those receiving most of the wear are

easily replaced by pinching up the top pieces and chang-
ing only those worn out. The top and bottom sections

are available for three or four liners. The metal left in

a cast-steel liner is considerably greater than that actually

worn away, but the casting nevertheless must be dis-

carded because it does not form a complete protection to

the box. These bar liners give quite a good life, and
when compared with imported manganese steel a consid-

erable saving is effected, the cost of cutting being prac-

tically negligible.

:€

A Co!a"5if©ia5©imtt T®®Il IBosiS'^
By Henky Eggers*

A handy receptacle for tools that has some novel

features is in use at the mill of the Wellington Mines Co.,

Breckenridge, Colo. It consists of a framed board, ])ainted

A TOOL BOARD SHOWING ABSENTEES

black, upon which the usually required tools are hung.

Directly under the tool itself is a silhouette of the tool in

white ])aint. When an implement is renioxcd, its absence

is apparent at a glance, and it is easy to tell which tool

is absent from its place. The board makes for care and

orderliness in handling the tools.

of SKaE^amig

Albert D. Brvant, of I'alnierton, I'enn., has invented

(IT. S. Pat. 1,1G;3,;518. assigned to the Xew Jersey Zinc

Co.) a method of shaking fume bags by means ^.m .. im-

pressed air.

The fdtering of fumes from smelting furnaces takes

place under sulTieicnt pressure to keep the filter bags dis-

tended, and this pressure tends to hold the solid particles

against the inside of the bag. Therefore, before attempt-

ing to remove the ])articles, the pressure inside the bag is

reduced so that the bags may hang limp. Then compressed

•Denver. Colo.
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{lir is admitted through nozzles at right angles to each

other, arranged at anj' convenient point within the bags,

so as to cause effective shaking bv successive puffs or

blasts of air. Means are provided for introducing the com-

pressed air alternately to the various nozzles, thus produc-

ing a vibratory movement of the bags.

The invention is not limited to the use of compressed

air; anv compressed gas would be equally efficient, and

it might occasionally lie desiralile to use a nonoxidizing

gas. Longer life for the bags would seem to be an advan-

tage of air shaking over the ordinary mechanical shaking,

which acts positively against the material of the hag.

S5

r.Y E. S. Handy*

This a|i|)aratus is known as the Autci-Tri|) and

Safety Device"' and was invented and patented l)y 'S\. J.

ISottiiielli. an electrician in the employ of the Buid^er

Hill & Sullivan Mining and Concentrating Co.

Fig. 1—Ueneral arraa^enieiit of iiidiciilor. Kitj. 2— Uetiiil of
point. Fig. 3—Solenoid attachment for operating oil

It consists of a telltale, shown in Fig. 1, .set up in

position to detect a broken sli-and in a transmission rojje

on an electric motor. The bar in ])ro.ximity to the rope

has a J)] voted stem which engages a cam on the vertical

stand. A cord passes around this cam and suspends the

heavy carbon contact in a case at the bottom of the

vertical stand, as shown in Fig. 2. The rope is traveling

in the direction .shown by the arrow, so that if a strand

becomes loose it strikes the bar and trips the cam.

allowing the carbon contact point to drop into the copper

terminals, as shown in Fig. 2. This connection introduces

current into the solenoid attachment on the oil switch

of the motor, shown in Fig. 3. A tappet is attached to

the plunger of the .solenoid, and when the current is

introduced the ])lunger (or armature), with the tappet,

kicks up sharply and throws out the trip in the oil switch

and stops the motor. This is all clearly shown in the

illustration. By tlras calling attention to the loose strand

before it has \inraveled far, the strand may be tucked and

little time lost: whereas, if the rope did not have imme-

diate attention the strands would unravel and possibly

wind up in other equipment in the motor room and do a

great deal of damage.

In this connection the ajijiaratus is adaptable to belts

or other moving jjarts and may he applied to steam

engines, steam turbines or gasoline en-

gines.

The most important feature of the

device is in connection with stopping

the motor from some distant point in

the ])lant. In our case the jig floor

is a long distance from the motor

A\liii-h drives it and up several flights

of stairs, so that in cases of emer-

gency much time wotild he consumed
in getting from tlic jig floor to the

nmtnr room. AVe have a good .sys-

tem of air-whistle signals, but this

would be inadequate in a serious emer-

gency. In using the apparatus in

question as a safety devi<e, wires are

run from the solenoid to various parts

of the mill and small knife-switches put

on the circuit in convenient places. In

case of an accident on the jig floor, for

instance, if a man were wound up on a

shaft or a shaft coupling broke, the

workmiMi have these knife-switches

within easy reach and can stop the

motor by simply throwing one of them
in. It can be readily seen that this

quick action might be the means of sav-

ing life or valuable equipment. Fur-

thermore, when this knife-switch is in

it is imjiossible for the operator in the

motor room to start the motor, so that

the workmen are protected while repair-

ing the accident. AVe feel that the de-

vii-c is a valuable protection to life and

]iid]ierty in our plant, and it seems to

mc that some such device would be

found valuable in most milling plants.

The idea is capable of considerable

am])li(i<ation in various directions and since the cost is

low enough to be attractive the safety-first idea embodied
is verv mnch worth while.

•.Mill superintendent, nunki-r Hill & .Sullivan .Mlninu
Conoentrntlni? Co., KelloKtr, Idaho.

Chlorine DrIlnninK >» usually understood to be the tri-

umphant ))ri>ocHH, .so It 1.S Interesting to note that the Oold-
schmidt nolinniiiir Co. Is still taking out patents for electro-

lytic detinnini? with a caustic-soda electrolyte.
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The iiietlioil i;i\eii liy L(uiis .laiiin, Jr., in tlic .hnininl

of Nov. 27, is undoubtedly simpler and shorter than

that of J. E. Clennell, pul)lished in your issue of Oct.

.SO, but in both of them the several weights of the dif-

ferent products have to be known. By means of a simple

algebraic equation the same results may be obtained,

tlie only data necessary being the assay value of heads,

concentrates and tailings.

If Clennell's original assumptions be taken to be cor-

rect (as I am willing to concede), then, avoiding a for-

mula out of ilcrereiicc to the feelings of Mr. .Janin, it

DISTRIBUTION OF WEIGHT AND VALUE
Weight, Assay, per Per Cent, of
per Cent. Ton, Oz. Total Gold

Concentrates 12.45 6.53 90.

S

Middlings 11.45 0.35 I..''.

Tailings 70.10 0.055 4.7

will Ix' ol)vious that the product of the final weight of

concentrates multiplied by their assay value and added

to the ])roduct of the final weight of tailings multiplied

by their assay value will be equal to the product of the

original weight of ore multiplied by its assay value.

Taking Clennell's data, the assay value of the orig-

inal ore was 0.8iJ.5 oz. per ton.

Now let

The original wciglit of ore = 100

The final weight of concentrates = x

The final weight of tailings = 100 — .t-

Then
r,..5;3.): + 0.0.-).-)(100 —x) = lOO X 0.895

Therefore

X = 12.97

DATA ON CONCENTRATION AFTER ELIMINATING
MIDDLINGS

Weight. Per Cent, of
Per Cent. Total Gold

Concentrates 12.97 94.63
Tailings (by difference) X7.03 5.3.'i

Would not this method commend itself to the "ctfi-

ciency e.\i)erts" in i)reference to either of the others?

E. M. Hamilton.
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. S. 1915.

The point at issue with E. J. Hall is whether the de-

composition aNaHCOa = Na.COa + H^CO^ "is to all

intents and purposes complete before any fusion takes

place" in an ore-assay fusion. It is not as to dusting or

ihe decom])osition of Na.^COg or the time required for

fusion, and some assayers may be able to make a satis-

factory fusion with some ores without regard to the de-

composition of Nail CO... The following facts completely

negative Hall's assertion as to the practically complete

decomposition of NaliCOj before fusion begins in an

ore-assay fusion.

Although bicarbonate of soda in solution lo.ses CO.^ on

boiling, this decom])osition is slow. In the manufacture

of Solvay soda a red heat is required to decompo.se the

bicarbonate in a reasonable time. Watt's Dictionary, I.

i96, and others, tell us that a mixture of two molecules

of the bicarbonate and one molecule of the monocarbon-

ate may lie melted. With a bora.v cover it is extremely

easy to observe the edges of an assay charge in active

fusion, while the middle does not show the fainte.st red-

ness. Soon the liquid part of the charge flows to the

center on top and completely incloses a core of the

charge still much below red. This is not only true in

certain cases, but has been ob.served many times under
\ a lying conditions in .several years' practice.

While wet concentrates may not roa.st before the water

is expelled, yet parts of a wet charge may dry out and
begin to roast l)efore other parts are dry.

Fredep.ic p. Dewey.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 18, 1915.

In the Juanial of Oct. 16, 1915, the letter from F. Koel

shows, in the final paragra])h, the underlying thought in

defense of the Mexican mining tax as jjroposed by the

Carranza authorities. While on its face favoraiile to those

lacking large ca|)ital, and intended to convey that imjires-

sion, it promotes, in reality, the interests of the powerfu'

corporation.

How much wiser is tlie law of the United States, re-

quiring work only, or that of Cuba, where mining develop-

ment is making ra|)i(l headway and where there is no tax

on mining land ! Mexico's tax on mining land is entirely

inconsi.stent with the practical absence of tax on farming

land. Let her follow Cuba and be democratic. Let her

cease to penalize the prospector. Loris L.vnk.

Sancti-.Spiritus, Cuba, Nov. oO, 1915.

§ffiffi©MBiag ^t F®BauaIcHlS®9 CEiillle

In the Journal of Nov. 13, page 789, it is stated that

the Central Chili Copjicr Co. was one of the few mining

or smelting establishments in Chile that withstood the

general crisis in 1914 and worked without interruption

after the outbreak of the European war.

The Societe des ^Mincs de Cuivre de Xaltagua. the

Societe des Mines et Fondcries de Chanaral and the

Societe des ilines de Cuivre de Catemou did not shut

down their mines, furnaces or converters. The first two

are French, the last is a Franco-Belgian organization.

Paris, France, Nov. '39, 1915. Max Lyo.n.

For several years back the Journal has been publishing

advice to use strongei detonators, and since electric blast-

ing has become popular, to use more than one to a hole.

When are we going to carry this matter to its logical

conclusion and ex]>lode a small cap of dynamite with

six large detonator cartridges? Anxious.

Powderhoni. Colo.. Dec. IT. 1915.
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PIhiOtt©g>s\]phiS from the Field
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FIGS. 1 TO 6. VIEWS FROM THE AROROT MINING UISTRICT. MASBATE. P. I.

Fie. 1—Colorado Mining Co.'s camp. Fig. 2—Looking west from Mt. Bagadilla, No. 1 level, Colorado Mining Co. Fig. 3—
Colorado Mining Co.'s office. Fig. 4—North side, Colorado mill. Fig. 5—South side of mill. Fig. b—Keystone 50-ton

cyanide mill, Aroroy, P. I.

THE ORIGINAL. WORD DRILL SHARPENER, AT BLACK OAK SHOP, SOULSBTVILLE, CALIF.

-'^.•.^•-•'V^

SHAFT, PIT AND PART OF TOWN OF SUNRISE, WTO.
of the Colorado Fuel and Irci Co. Some hl^h-grade copper ore has been found in the lime skirting the hematite.

It IS shipped to Omaha
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A CABLK FERRY ACROSS THE GILA RIVER IN NEW ilEXICO
The amount of tiansportation between Mogollon and Silver City, N. M.. is sieat enough to require I;v.nere the Gila River has to be crossed. For this reason the novel cable ferry has been installed, thetoo deep for fording. The freight consists chiefl\ '

"

shipment at Silver Citv. The fer

;; at the point
__ . being at times

el post, often coiiU'Os^ed largely of ore destined lor railroad
_. - ,, . ,. . -• 's too light to carry both the truck and its load, so they have to be carried separately.ihe cables arejnclined. permitting gravity crossing with the load, the car being hauled back by a wire cable Because of

bridge is now in process of construction and will replace this makeshift feirv.increasing traffic, a highway
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Si'xYOF.y/.S'

—

Further details of thr massacre of

the American party pi-oceeding to the Cusiliuiri-

acliic mines in Chihuahua, with biographical

sketches of some of the minimj enrjineers who, un-

armed and unresisting, were murdered in cold

hlood hi/ Villa followers.

A brief account was given last week of the massacre

of the American party bound for the Cusihuiriachic

mines in western Chihuahua, ^Mexico. The train hear-

ing this party, mainly members of the staff of the Cusi

?>Iining Co., left Chihuahua on the morning of Jan. 10.

On arriving at Kilometer 68, al)out 8 km. beyond Santa

Ysabel, the train was brought to a stop on account of a

wreck ahead. The American party on the train was then

attacked by part of a band of about 200 Villistas and mas-

sacred. It was one of the most wholesale and told-blooded

murders of Anirrii-aii^ in Mexicn.

K. P. MacHatton, Thomas Johnson, J. W. Woon, R. H.

Simmons, J. P. Coy. Ale.x Hall, W. D. Pearce, Charles

Wadleigh and A. H. Couch. It is noteworthy that not

a Mexican nativi^ cm tlie train was killed.

Ml!. Hm.MKs" Account of i'iik ;\lAss.\c]iE

Thonuts B. Holmes, the sole survivor of the American

party on the train attacked by the bandits, gave to the

State Department ou Jan. 12, the following statement,

which differs from the earlier accounts:

Our train left Chihuahua City Monday morning, .Ian. 10 at

about 11 o'clock. The train was stopped at or about the

liancli Baeza. a point about 5 mi. west of Santa Ysabel, be-

tween 1:30 and 2 o'clock that afternoon. While the train

was standing at the station of Santa Tsabel, two armed Me.xi-

cans rode l>y and scrutinized the train. The Mexican pas-

sengers at .Santa Ysabel told me afterwards that the riders

had inquired if there were any soldiers on the train.

At the point of the massacre our train was stopped in a
cut so that tlie last car was just inside of the cut. We were
stopi>ed b\- anotliei- train, the front trucks of one of the coal

ColijliKhl. l.iloii.iU.-ii.il i iliii .SinicC, Inc.

THE CUSI MINI': AT ri'SlHriHl.\CHl<'. CHIHUAHUA, TO WHICH .Mi )ST Ol'" THE MUHDKHICU AMERICANS
WERE PROCEEDINC;

The Villista band was supjiosed to be ollicered by

<ien. Jo>(' Rodriguez, tieiieral Beltraii and Col. i'abln

Lopez, the last-named hciiig in direct charge df the

soldiers who cidered the train. There have been rumors
of the ca]>tuie and killing of some of these officers, but

Ibc.'ie proved premature. The otficers and mendiers of

the hand have been olliiially declared outlaws and are

lieing pursued by Carranza troops.

The murdered men included IC native Americans and
2 of foreign birth, thongii the number and nationality

of the dead men have not been finally confirmed at this

writing. The list as last re|)orted is as follows: Charles

1?. Wat.son, William J. Wallace, Charles A. Pringle,

(ieorge W. Newman, Herman C. Hase, Maurice Ander-

son, E. L. I?obinM)n. Thomas M. I'hans, ^I. B. Romero,

cars of Avhich was seen to be off the track. This was the
first we knew of a train precedint; us. Tliere was nobody to
be seen around the train in front.

When our train was stopped, Newman and I were sitting:

together, and Evans came up and loolied out of our window.
I'^vans, Xewman, MacHatton ami I then got off the train.

Watson was either getting off or aliout to do so, tiehind us,

when 1 loolied back and saw liim.

Just after alighting, I heard a volley of ritle shots from a
I)oint on the other side of the cut and Just above the train.

Looking around, I could see a bunch of about 12 or 15 men
standing in a solid line, shoulder to shoulder, shooting
directly at us. They were T,0 or 75 ft. away. The coach cut
off my view, so I could not see how many bandits there were.
The depth of the cut. on the side near Santa Ysabel River at
that point was about 2 ft. On the other side it was much
greater. To the rear of the train was an eml)ankment, declin-
ing toward the river.

Watson, after getting off, ran Ic.ward the river. MacHat-
ton and I followed. MacHatton fell. 1 do not know whether
he was killed then or tripped. Watson kept running, and they
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were still shooting at him when I turned and ran down grade,
where I fell in some brush, probably 100 ft. from the rear of
the train. I lay there perfectly quiet and looked around and
could see the Me.\icans shooting In the direction in which
Watson was running.

I saw that they were not shooting at me, and thinking
they believed me already dead, I took a chance and crawled
into some thicker bushes. I crawled through the bushes until
I reached the bank of the stream. I then made my w.iy to

a point probably 100 yd. from the train. There I lay under
the bank for half an hour and heard shots by ones, twos and
threes

1 did not hear any sort of groans or yells or cries from our
Americans. Then I continued farther under the bank, wading

the stream part of the time, until I reached a point probably
200 yd. from the train. There I remained half or three-
f4uarters of an hour. Later, after going to several ranches
and picking my way cautiously for several miles, I met an
unknown Mexican, who directed me to Chihuahua City. I
reached Chihuahua City Tuesday morning at about 7:30
o'clock. The foregoing facts are of my personal knowledge.

Wii.vT A Mexica.v Mi.vKii Saw

Jose -Maria .Sanchez, a Mexican miner employed by the
murdered American.^, was an eye-witness of the mas>afre
and returned to Chihuahua witli the train. A New

CHARLES R. WAT.SOX
General manager of the Cusi Mining Co.,

chairman ot the Chihuahua Section of the
Mine and Smelter Operators' Protective Asso-
ciation, a member of the American In.stitute
of Mining Engineers and of the Masonic
lodge at El Paso

THOM.\S B. HOLMI-:?

Tlie only surviving American of
the Cusiliuiriachic party. Holmes
escaped lay feigning death and
reached Chihualiua with the news
of the fate of the other meniliers of
ttie party

ALEXANDER H. HALL
Several experienced miners and

millmen were proceeding to t""usi-
huiriacliic to assist tiie Cusi Min-
ing Co.'s engineers in reopening
the mines. Alexander Hail was a
resident of Douglas, Ariz.

CHARLES A. PRT.VCLE
A University of California man,

famous during his college days as a
footl)alI star: formerly manager of
the ("alera Mining Co. in Chihuahua,
of the Tiiitic Mining and Development
<"o. in Utah; member of the American
Institute of .Mining I'lngineers His
four Ijrothers in San I^rancisco have
protested directly to President Wil-
son, asking piompt execution of the
murderers and that our (lovernment
take immediately the necessary steps
to secure the safety of our citizens,
and those of other nations, pursuing
their legitimate business in Mexico

OEORCE W. NKWM.\N'
George Willard Newman was born

in Keene, N. H., and was a graduate of
the engineering school at Dartmouth,
class of 1902. He went to Mexico
shortly thereafter, being first engaged
in railroad work in the southern jiart
of tile republic. Later he went to the
coal mi!ies in Coahuila, where he was
assistant engineer for the Mexican
Coal and Coke Co. It is understood
that recently he had been connected
with Thomas K. Holmes in developing
a mine near Cusiliuiriachic. lint not
the property of the <^usi Mining Co , to
which most of the ])art\- wei-e going

WILLIAM .7. WALL.VCE
Mr. Wallace was a native of Mich-

igan; a graduate of the Michigan Col-
lege of Mines, class of 190,"i; member
of American Institute of Mining En-
gineers, of Sigm:i Rho aTid of the
Masonic fraternity. He was assistant
manager of the Cusi Mining Co. and
had previously been connected with
the Tombstone Consolidated Mines Co.
at Tombstone, Ariz., and as superin-
tendent of the Hunker Hill Mines Co.
at the same place. He was on the
staff of H. L. lloUis. ol Chicago, for
several years before be^-oining identi-
fied with the Cusi Mining Co.
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York Sim correspondent reports the following interview

forroborating in a general way the Holmes story:

Xo sooner had the train been brought to a standstill by
the wreck the bandits had caused ahead than they began to

board the coaches. They swarmed Into our car. poked
Mausers into our sides, and told us to throw up our hands
or they would kill us. Then Col. Pablo Lopez, in charge

of the looting in our car, said:

"If you want to see some fun watch us kill these gringoes.

Come on. boys!" he shouted to his followers. They ran from
our coach crying: "Viva Villa!" and "Death to the gringoes!"

I heard a volley of rifle shots and looked out of the window.
Manager Watson was running toward the Santa Ysabel

River, a short distance away. Four other Americans were
running in other directions, the Villistas shooting at them.

Some of the soldiers dropped to their knees for better aim.

Watson fell after running about 100 yd. He got up, limping,

but went on a short distance farther when he threw up his

arms and fell forward, his body rolling down the bank into

the river.

Of two others, running for the river, one fell midway. I

learned later this was Romero. Four bullets penetrated his

body. The other man was hit twice and killed. A young
fellow, later identified as MacHatton, got 40 yd. from the

train when he was shot.

"While this was going on other Villistas crowded into the

Americans' coach. I could not see what happened in there,

as a frightful panic broke out in our car. Later I learned

that the Americans were unarmed.
Pearce was shot as he sat in the coach. I saw Wallace's

body on the ground at the car step. He had been shot

through the back. Another body was on top of Wallace's.

The other Americans were herded to the side of the coach
and lined up.

Colonel Lopez selected two of his soldiers as executioners,

and this nearly precipitated a fight among the bandits over

who should have the privilege of shooting the Americans.

.Several of the Americans in line had been wounded when the

Villistas shot into the coach.

The two executioners used Mauser rifles. One would shoot

his victim, and then the other soldier would take the next

in line. Colonel Lopez ordered the "tiro de gracia" given to

those who were still alive, and the soldiers placed the ends

of their rifles at their victims' heads and fired, putting the

wounded out of misery.

When the train hearing the l)0(.lies of the murdered

Americans arrived in El Paso from Chihiiahna on Jan.

13, there was much indignation and it nearly reached

the point of rioting against certain Villista agents and

Mexican residents in general. The El Paso police and

the provost guard were unable to cojie with the situation,

and General Funston finally sent two companies of in-

fantry, but by this time the situation had been brought

under control without any serious casualty.

United States Demands Prompt Action

The United States Government has asked Carranza to

take immediate steps toward the pursuit and punishment

of the murderers. The te.xt of tlie note to Carranza, sent

un Jan. 12 through United States Consul Silliman at

Queretaro, follows:

Consul John R. Silliman:
On Jan. 10, C. R. Watson, chairman of the Mine and Smel-

ter Operators' Association of Chihuahua and gcneial manager
of the Cusi Mining Co.. with 15 of his associates, all represen-
tative Americans, while en route from Chihuahua to their

mines at Cusihulriachic, were taken off the train 40 mi. west
of Chihuahua City by bandits operating under the direction

of General Villa, and deliberately shot and killed. Their
bodies are beInK brought to Kl Paso.

It Is stated these men were murdered because they were
Americans and were knied in accordance with the general
policy publicly announced recently by Villa. This atrocious
act occurred within a few miles of Chihuahua Clt.v, In terri-

tory announced to be In control of the Carranza forces.

The Villa Itands roanlln^; about In western Chihuahua
publicly threaten all Amcrirans with death and destruction
of their property. Following Ihe occupation of Chlhiiahua
by ObreKOn's forces man.v Americans returned to Chihuahua
to resume operations with the consent of the military

authorities of the de facto Kovcrnnunt.
UrKently brlnt? the foregoing ti> the attention of General

Carranza, and request that he order Immediate elllelent pur
suit, caiiture ami punishment of the perpetrators of the

dastardly crime above mentioned; also strongly urge the
immediate dispatch of adequate forces to the various mining
camps in the State of Chihuahua.

Request to be informed of action taken. LANSING.

The Carranza government, through Ambassador Des-

ignate E. Arredondo, has sent the following promise for

the punishment of the Villista band

:

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
Excellency's note of this date with its inclosure relative to
the murder by Villa forces of 16 American gentlemen near the
city of Chihuahua and of the situation in the State of
Durango.

Tour Excellency may feel asured that my government and
myself deeply deplore the dastardly action of the Villa forces
and that efficient action will be taken to bring the murderers
to justice, and that my government will also take the
necessary steps to remedy the situation in the State of
Durango.

Renewing to your Excellency the assurance of my pro-
found regret for the occurrence.

General Carranza, in a telegram to his ambassador
designate at AVashington, states that Constitutionalist

government troops liavo been "ordered to establish strong

patrols from end to end of the railway line to forfend

against similar outrages" and it has been suggested that

trains and guards be at once provided to remove Ameri-
cans from dangerous districts. Various other outrages

have been reported since the Santa Ysabel massacre, but

so far no confirmation of these reports has been received.

It is expected that for the present most Americans will

leave the outlying districts of Chihuahua and either quit

the country or stay in some of the garrisoned towns.

It may be recalled that when Carranza was formally

recognized last October, he gave the following assurances

for the protection of foreigners in Mexico

:

The Constitutionalist government shall afford to foreigners
residing in Mexico all the guarantees to which they are
entitled accoi'ding to our laws and shall amply protect their

lives, their freedom and the enjoyment of their rights of
property, allowing them indemnities for the damages which
the revolution may have caused to them in so far as such
indemnities may be just and which are to be determined by
a procedure to be established later. The government shall
also assume the responsibility of legitimate financial obliga-
tion.

Following the outbreak of civil war in Mexico, many
mining and smelting companies found it impossible to

carry on ojjerations steadily and safely. In March, 1915,

a number of the mining and metallurgical engineers of

these companies fonned at El Paso the Mine and Smelter

Operators' Protective Association for mutual welfare and

for the collection of reliable information respecting the

state of the country. Charles E. Watson was chairman

of the Chihuahua section and after the recognition of

Carranza made an investigation of the situation in

Chihuahua. Early in January he was at Cliihuahua

City to ascertain if it was safe to open the mines in the

vicity of Cusihuiriachic. According to press reports, the

Carranza officials ordered a garrison to Cusihuiriachic

and passports were issued to the members of his party.

("llAIJLES R. AVaTSON

Cliarlcs \\. Watson, who was at the head of the Cusi

IMining Co.'s staff, murdered en route to the mine in

Chiiuiahua, Mexico, was born in Hartford, Kan., in 1873.

He was graduated from the Southern Kansas Academy

in 1800 and s])cnt the next eight years as an apprentice

and machinist in the Santa Fe railroad sliops at Nickcr-

son, Kan. In 1898 he went to Minas Prietas as master

mechanic for the Grand Central Mining Co., and later

for the Creston-Colorada Mining Co. and for the Butters

]ir()]i('rti('s in Uic samo district.
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From this time on, most of his time was spent in

IMp.xioo mining enterprises. He was master mechanic at

La Dura, Sonora, in 1900, and later became mine super-

intendent. In 1902 he was in charge of the erection of

a concentrator at La Bufa, Sonora, and subsequently

became manager of La Gloria Alining Co. at La Bufa.

From 1905 to 1908 he was engaged in mining examina-

tions, and in the latter part of 1908 accepted a position

with the New Sabinas Co. Ltd., at Sabinas, Coahuila.

He became manager of the Edna Mines Co. in 1909. In

1911 he went to the Cusi ilining Co. as superintendent,

and during the succeeding year was appointed manager
of this company.

He was a man of strong personality and had the

entire confidence of the owners of the Cusi mine. He
also enjoyed the confidence and esteem of other mining
operators, having been selected by them as chairman of

the Mine and Smelter Operators Protective Association

formed at El Paso for the protection of the property of

mining companies in Mexico. ilr. Watson joined

the American Institute of Mining Engineers last year.

He was married about six weeks before his death, and is

survived by a widow and two young sons by a former

marriage.

William Joiix Wallace

William John Wallace, assistant manager of the Cusi

Mining Co., murdered on Jan. 10, 1916, near Santa

Ysabel, Chihuahua, was bom at Clarksburg, Mich., in

1883. He attended the Michigan College of Mines at

Houghton, where he was graduated with the degree of

E. M. in 1905. After a short engagement with the city

engineer at Houghton, ilr. Wallace went to the Tombstone
Consolidated Jliues Co., at Tombstone, Ariz., where he

remained for about a j-ear. He then became attached to

the staff of H. A. Allen, consulting engineer, Chicago,

but three years later returned to' Tombstone as superin-

tendent of the Bunker Hill Mines Co.

In 1910 he joined the staff of H. L. Hollis, of Chicago,

and was later associated with several properties with which
Mr. Hollis was connected; he was superintendent of the

Princesa mine at Cusihuiriachic in 1911 and became
superintendent of the Cusi ^lining Co. at the same place

in 1913. He was a member of the American Institute

of Mining Engineers and of Sigma Eho, a local engineer-

ing society at the Michigan College of Klines, where he

had been popular, owing both to his personality and to

his activity in various branches of athletics. He was a

member of the Masonic fraternity which conducted the

funeral at El Paso. ilr. Wallace left a wife and daughter.

Herman' Carl IIase

Herman Carl Hase, who was a member of the Cusi
Alining Co. party murdered en route to Cusihuiriachic,

Jlexico, on Jan. 10, 1916, was born in Dresden, Germany,
in 1881. He came to this country when a young boy,

graduated from the pul)lic school in Kansas City in 1896,

and in 1900, from the Manual Training High School at

Kansas City. He attended the ilis.souri School of ilines,

at Kolla, graduating in 1908 with a B.S. degree.

During 1906-OT he was on the engineer corps of

the Cananea Consolidated Copper Co. at Cananea, Sonora,

Jlexico. After leaving college, he worked for the Detroit

Copper Co. at Morenci, Ariz. ; then for the Tomboy Gold
Mines Co., Ltd., at Telluride, Colo.; in 1911, he returned

to Arizona and worked in the concentration of the Old
Dominion company at Globe. In 1914 h>t joined the staff
of the Inspiration Consolidated Copf>er Co., for which he
did engineering and flotation work in connection with the
new concentrator. He was a member of the American
Institute of .Mining Engineers, having joined in 1914.
He was a .Mason and the funeral wa.s held under the
au.spices of his lodge at Kan.sas City, Mo. He is sur-
vived by a sister and a brother.

Charles Al.ston Peixgle

Charles Alstrui Pringle, who lost his life with IT other
Americans at Santa Ysabel, Chihuahua, on Jan. 10, 1916,
was bom in Oakland, Calif., 36 years ago. He was
educated at the University of California, where he was a
prominent figure during his undergraduate days. He
was active in athletics and a great football player, having
captained his team in 1900.

After leaving the University of Califomia, he was
engaged in mining work for several years in Mariposa
and Nevada Counties, Califomia, and at Victor, Colo.
He was manager for several of the Schley mining proper-
ties, having been in charge of the Calera Mining Co.,
at Calera, Chihuahua, for about four years and manager
of the Tintic Mining and Development Co. in Utah for
one year. He had returned to ilexico several years ago,
but had been compelled to leave when the revolutionary
disturbances again became active in the northern section

of the country. It is assumed that ilr. Pringle, like

several others of the unfortunate party, was not proceed-
ing to the property of the Cusi Mining Co.

Mr. Pringle's family was from Charleston, S. C, and
moved to California about 40 years ago. His mother,
Mrs. E. J. Pringle, four brothers and one sister, survive

him in San Francisco, and another married sister is

living in New York. He was a nephew of the late Donald
Mitchell (Ik Marvel) and a member of Chi Phi fraternity

and of the American Institute of ^Mining Engineers.

William D. Peaece

William D. Pearce, one of the victims of the American
massacre in Chihuahua on Jan. 10, 1916, was born in

Tennessee in 1865. He went to California early in life,

but for the last 15 years had spent most of his time

in Chihuahua and was connected with a number of mines,

having been an independent operator. He was a mem-
ber of the Foreign Club and was well known to most en-

gineers who have made their headquarters in Chihuahua

during the last decade. He had lately been interested in

the Cusi Consolidated Mining Co., the Cusi Minerva com-

pany, and mines in Sonora and Sinaloa. His remains

were sent to Los Angeles, where he is survived by a widow
and daughter and a brother.

George W. Newman
George W. Newman, another of the Americans killed

at Santa Ysabel on Jan. 10, was born at Keene, N. H..

on May 31, 1879. After attending the local high school,

he went to Dartmouth, where he graduated from the en-

gineering school in 1903. Shortly after finishing college,

he went to Mexico on railroad work in the southern part

of the republic, then to the coal mines in Coahuila, where

he was assistant engineer for the Mexican Conl and Coke

Co. at Las Esperanzas and later at Lampacitos. He was

a native of the same towii as Thomas B. Holmes, the sole

surviving American of the party. Having been boyhood
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companion.-;, it is assumed that they were connected with

the same mine near Cu.'^^ihiiiriachic.

The friends of Murray F. Crossette will rejoice that

the report of liis death proved unfounded, ilr. Crossette

not havins reentered Mexico.

Tlh© Cliftoia=.MoreEaci StrlMe

As liil.i drew toward a close, the mining companies of

the Clifton-Morenci district were considerably exercised

respectino: the performance of the assessment work on

their unpatented claims. Their loyal employees were

isolated at Duncan, the concentration camp. The strikers

were in possession of the field at Clifton-Morenci and

threatened to beat up anybody who was sent in. The

companies appeared to be unable to send in men to do

tiieir assessment work, yet if it were not done they might

lose their claims. It was feared that the courts might

refuse to grant a protective iujiinction, owing to the

modern theory that the threat of somebody to bum your

house does not entitle you to protection, but you must

wait until he has burned it.

The companies attempted to have the assessment work

done by local men and by employees brought in from the

Duncan colony. The strikers refused to permit it. The

( ompanies then appealed to the Federal court and an in-

junction was granted. The United States marshal threw

in something over .50 de]Hities to protect the companies'

workmen, and the work was then done without inter-

ference. The proceedings leading to this, as reported by

the Tucson Citizen, of Dec. 2-t, 1915, are illuminating,

of the state of liberty existing in a portion of the United

States at the end of lUl."). This report, Imt slightly

condensed, is a,s follows

:

That the appUcation of the Detroit Copper Mining Co. to

the Federal court at Tucson for an injunction to prevent

strikers in the CUfton district from interfering with the com-
pany in the performance of assessment work on 132 claims

was merely a covert to bring into the district 1.500 former
employees encamped at Duncan for the purpose of breaking
the strike was the contention of L. Kearney, the Clifton

attorney who filed an answer for the defendants and appeared
at the hearing of the application held before Judge Sawtelle

here today. E. E. Ellinwood and John Mason Ross, of Bisbee,

denied on behalf of the company that the application was a
covert for bringing strike-breakers into the district, but
contended that were such the case they would have a perfect

right to do so provided they were being prevented from
operating their property.

Organizer Powell, of the Western Federation of Miners, and
.Sheriff J. C. Cash, of Clifton, Greenlee County, were present

at the hearing.
The defendants filed a specific denial of the charges in the

complaint and a demurrer, .\rguing on the demurrer. Mr.

Krarney contended that the plaintiff could not lose title to

the mining claims if they were jirevented by force from
doing the assessment work, and that the comiiany could not

appeal to the court until such overt act of violence had been
committed, and that in case they were actually prevented
from doing the assessment work they could sustain their

title ij the claims through an appeal to the courts against
adverse claimants.

The plaintiff cited cases to show that the courts do not
wait until force meets force and damage Is done, but where
showing is made of anticipated trouble the courts grant the
relief prayed for. Its lawyers argued that when the defendants
claimed no adverse right, they could not defeat the injunction
by merely filing a denial of the allegations of the complaint
under oath.

Mr. Kearney, represcnlinc the defendants, asked to Intro-

duce oral testimony to .>thow that the application for the
injunction should not be granted. His first witness was
Shi-riff J. <;. Cash of Greenlee County.

Sheriff Cash testified that rcsporislble contractors In Green-
lee County could be found to take the contract to do the
assessment work on the claims. <>n being asked by the court

to state the names of some persons who would take such :i

contract, he said that he could not specify names.
"Do you think that responsible men in the district would

take the contract and would be permitted to do the work
regardless of whether they employed men in the district or

brought in men?" he was asked by the coui't.

"It would depend on whether they paid them the wage
scale formerly paid by the company or the wages demanded
by the strikers." he replied.

Sheriff Cash was asked why he advised Mr. McLean, of the

company, that to bring in men to do the assessment work
would result in violence.

"The issue between ilcLean and the strikers over whether
the latter sliall be permitted to do the work arose from the

fact that the company proposed to pay the men the old scale

and the strikers wanted them paid higher wages." he sail

The court asked Sheriff Cash whether he could prott

men brought in from the outside to do the assessment woi ,

"I could probably not protect them with my present for.^

of deputies." he replied.

Attorneys for the companies attempted to show that the

sheriff was partial to the strikers. A pass issued by one of

his deputies asking strikers not to molest the bearer who
would leave in 24 hours was shown him. He said that this

was the only such pass issued that he knew of. He admitted
that he had refused to appoint 25 "neutral" deputies to be

paid by the companies, saying that the board of supervisors

advised him not to do so.

Sheriff Cash was asked if any of the defendants had
objected to the company doing the assessment work. "1 do
not know," he replied. "I am sure that there will be vio-

lence if men from Duncan and the strikers get together,"

he added. "There will be violence if the men from Duncan
are brought in," he replied in answer to a question by the

court.

"Isn't it a fact that there are troops there to protect the

companies from any violence?" Mr. Kearney asked. "There
are about 60 members of the militia there now," the sheriff

replied.

".\nd the captain of the militia is now busily engaged in

drilling the strikers?" asked Mr. Ellinwood.
"He is." was the sheriff's reply.

"Isn't he drilling the strikers for the purpose of resisting

any attempt to bring men into the district to do this assess-
ment work?" asked ilr. Ellinwood.

"Xo." said the sheriff. "He is merely doing it as a

pastime."
"The strikers are not drilling with guns, are they?" asked

Mr. Kearney.
"Xo, they are drilling on the old dump." said the sheriff.

G. A. Franz, a Clifton merchant and deputy sheriff under
Cash, was placed on the stand by the defendants after the
noon recess. He said he would take a contract for the
Detroit Copper Co. at this time and said he had offered to

do so. but he was leaving for St. Louis on the following day
and would not want to agree to superintend it and that Dell

M. Potter had offered to take the contract for doing the
Arizona Copper Co.'s claims at $115 per claim and that he had
offered to do the work on 23 claims for this company at $150
a claim and donate $50 on each claim to buy food for the
strikers.

Franz testified that it would be like waving a red flag in

a bull's face to bring in men from Duncan to do the assess-
ment work and that the companies had agreed with the
sheriff's ofiice not to bring in strike-breakers.

Franz said he recalled that at least three strikers had
been arrested for disorderly conduct. He testified that the
Western Federation of Miners had not ordered any men
deported from the district and that none were taken out by
the sheriff on its orders. He claimed that the hundred
deputies selected by the sheriff were not chosen because of
their sympathy with the strikers. He said that only five men
were taken to the ja.l for their protection. He testified that
the company could not go in there and do the work at the
old wage scale, but in his view if the company paid $10 a day
to men on assessment work, it would only have to do $100
worth, or 10 days' work.

This testimony contains several interesting, even alarm-

ing suggestions that offer food for thought. Not the least

interesting is the one contained in the the last paragrapli.

Theoretically the Federal (lovcrninent has an interest

in unpalented claims. They are held liy ])rivate jiersons

and corporations on the condition that $100 of work be

done annually ])er claim. The idea that this condition

might be fulfilled by doing $100 worth of work at $10

pur day looks like a projiosal to cheat Uncle Sam.
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TSae MtiaipdeiP ©f tlh© Cuasa Meia
The iufaniou.s murder of 17 Americans in Chihuahua,

Jan. 10, shocked not only the mining industr}% but also

the whole country. A party of minino; men was returning

to reopen the mines at Cusihuiriachic, believing tliat the

internecine strife in Mexico had ended and that it

was possible to go to work in ^Fe.xico once more—these

men doing simply what many others were doing in otlier

parts of Mexico. Their train was held up by a remnant
of Villa's men, and they were ruthlessly shot with horril)]e

circumstances, but one man escaping. Persons engaged
in the mining industry—many of whom have lived in

iiexico—know that such things are not extraordinary

there, but even the old hands were dazed by the wliolesale-

ness of this slaughter, iloreover, several of the murdered
men—Watson, Pearce, Pringle and others—were promi-

nent in the mining indu.stry, were widely known, and
there are therefore thousands of persons in this countrj-

to whom this outrage is directly brought home.
On the American pulilic generally the effect is to draw

attention to the situation in Mexico as never yet it has

been. Among mining men the policy of the administra-

tion toward Mexico has been generally condemned. The
unwillingness of the highest officials in Washington to

listen to advice of experienced men—men of the highest

standing—has been regarded as an attitude of evil fore-

boding. But among the more conservative the weakness

of the administration has found the excuse that it felt

that it had no general public hacking. There was a

strong popular feeling with regard to ilexico only along

the border. To a less extent there was interest in

California, Nevada, Utah and Colorado, states wherein

the people have more or less to do with ^lexico. But
in the Middle West, in the cotton states, in New York
.aid New England, people—barring handfuls of them

—

neither knew nor cared about ilexico. However, the

Tampico and Vera Cruz episodes excited the popular

imagination—not verv- strongly but nevertheless suffi-

ciently—and then was the time when something effective

(ould have been done, indeed was started. When no

real advantage was taken of the frame of mind then

developed in the United States, the excuse of the apologists

fell down. It remained for the horror of last week to

arouse public sentiment, and as "Remember the Alamo I"

was the formula in 1836, and, "Remember the Maine !" in

181)8. so will be "Remember the Cusi men I" in 1916.

Now. with regard to what should be done in the im-

mediate emergency, the administration is manifestly

doing all that can be expected of it. A responsible

government in .Mexico had jtreviously been recognized.

A party of Americans was murdered by outlaws. Com-
plaint and demand for ])unishment were ma<le to the

responsible government, which replied that it would do

its best. This is quite according to rule. With conditions

reversed, the international procedure was just the same

vjien the Chinese were murdered by a mob at Hock

Springs. Wyo., and the Italians at New Orleans. But

the ]jarallclism goes no further. The Rock Springs and
New Orleans outrages were .sporadic, accidental. The
foreigners were present in tho.se places purely of their

own volition. On the contrary, the Americans were offi-

cially invited into .Mexico to develop tlie resources of tiiat

country. Having done >o, having acquired large property

interests there, it is idle to say that they ought not to

be there. The responsible government of Mexico could

not protect the Cusi men and perha])s cannot even punish

their murderers. This was not an event of purely sporadic,

accidental character. Tiu? same thing has been going on
all over ilexico, and repetition is apprehended. Why
should this be so, why should there 'be in Mexico no
government capable of maintaining order? In the an.«wer

to that question lies the culpability of Washington, which
during three weary years has been talking fol-de-rol alxjut

the rights of the people, the machinations of the interests

and the settlement of Mexico's troul)les by a free and
fair election !

The population of ilexico comprises a relatively .small

proportion of the descendants of the Spanish conquerors,

of unmixed blood, and a larger proportion of Spanish

blood with .';ome Indian admixture; Init the bulk of the

people is Indian, or Indian with only a little Spanish

blood. In the north there are the Yaquis, the Taraju-

mares, the Xiximes and other tribes. Around the capital

are the Otomies, the Tlascalans. the Aztecaus and the

others that figure in the history of the conquest. Jlost of

these Indians speak dialects of Spanish, but there are

large districts wherein the native languages still prevail.

'

The iudios and the mestizos are in the main simple, docile

folk whose chief thought is to get enough to eat and wear,

which they accomplish only by almost slavish work. Tiiey

are illiterate, untutored and quite incapable of conduct-

ing a republican form of government. Mexico has never

liecn a repulilic in anything but name. A free and fair

election ? What bosh !

With such conditions, with such a population, it was

but natural that a smaller, more intelligent class of

people should exploit the larger, less intelligent. Also it

was liut natural that a class of bold and reckless bad men
should prey upon both, just as do the gunmen of New
York. Amid such a situation a great man—Portirio

Diaz—had the vision of developing a nation, of creating

prosperity for it by the utilization of its great natural

resources. His own people being unable to furnish the

necessan- capital, he invited foreigners, especially Ameri-

cans, to do .so, but he knew, that l)efore he could go far

with his plans, he must make the country safe, must

exterminate the bad men. and he set about doing it.

Now, a common vocation among the bad men of ilexico

was hisrhway roi)bery. usually accompanied by murder,

for life was lield cheaply in ile.xico. The Mexican bandit

always reckoned that it was safest to kill his victim first

and rob him afterward. According to the mind of Diaz

there was no use in anyliody exploiting a silver mine

if the bullion was going to be stolen on the road to the
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I'xpress office. Therefore he made the trade of the bandit

Ml dangerous to all that were plying it. including those

\rlio aided or abetted it or were accessories before or after

a crime, that it was not worth anybody's while to engage

in it. His measures were ruthless and bloody, but the

blood that was let out was bad blood, and the patient

was cured, so that by the later '80s in the centers—and

by the middle '90s in the remoter regions—Mexico became

a country in which it was possible to live safely.

It is needless now to go into the causes that led to the

downfall of Diaz and his regime. With that downfall

IMexico quickly reverted to what it was 30 to 40 years

ago. The outrage on the Cusi men is simply a culmination

of a series of similar outrages that have been going on

during the last five years, and they are merely repetitions

of the murders that used to be done by ones and twos

previous to the early '90s. The remnants of Villa's army

are marauding and murdering under the guise of revolu-

tionists. The more eminent bandits of 30 and 40 years

ago also called themselves revolutionists. A free and

fair election in Mexico ! There was never a free and fair

election in Mexico except with rifles.

Mr. Wilson may watch and wait (for what no one

knows), Mr. Bryan may theorize, platitudinize and ser-

monize, but everybody who knows Mexico is saturated

with the conviction that perfect order will not be restored

there until the work of Diaz is done over again, nor until

the new generation of bandits is exterminated. They

must be chased to their lairs just as our cavalry ran

down the Apaches during the 'TOs and '80s. The govern-

ment of the United States has paid no attention to the

legitimate interests of American citizens in Mexico ; has

refused to understand Mexican conditions or listen to

those who could inform it; has declined to participate

in Mexican affairs to the end of producing a strong

government in that country, which it might rightfully

have done; and after watchfully waiting for the phan-

tasm of a free and fair election, witnesses in the murder

of the Cusi men the logical result of its supineness.

RevasaoEa ®f Slhe Mlaaiia^ ILaw
Senator Sninot's bill for a commission to take steps

toward a revision of the mining law of the United States

was passed by the Senate, Jan. 12. A similar bill is

having rather a hard time, however, in the Committee

on Mines and Mining of the House of Representatives.

Some members of that committee object to spending any

money on such a thing as designing good legislation,

while Mr. Wickersham, the member from Alaska, opposes

the demand for mining-law revision on the ground that

the only parties that want it are the Anaconda Copper

Mining Co., the Guggenheims and what he is pleased to

characterize as the "Broadway interests" in general.

It would follow from Mr. Wickersham's charge that

the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America, the

.\mcrican Institute of Mining Engineers, the American

Milling Congress, tbc Idaho State Mining Association,

minicrous other state and local mining organizations,

the United States Bureau of Mines, the United States

(ieological Survey, the uiining jiress of the United States,

Senator Smoot, Senator Thomas, Senator Walsh, and the

Senate Committee of Mines and Mining, also the majority

of a I iiiiimission appointed by {'resident Roo.sevelt (to

mention only a few of these engaged in the mining in-

dustry who want a revision of the mining laws) are

inspired by the Anaconda Copper Mining Co., the Guggen-
heims and the "Broadway interests." But why those

niggers of the woodpile should be going to so much trouble

to abolish that miserable old law of the apex deponent

saith not.

Our statistics of spelter production in the United
States in 1915, published a fortnight ago, showed a

total of 492,495 tons, the largest on record. This, be

it understood, was the output of only those smelters that

we class as "ore smelters." There is a considerable ad-

ditional production by dross and scrap smelters. Certain

of these now come within our classification of "ore

smelters," and their output in 1915 ought to have been

included in the primary total, but we did not consider it

advisable to make any change at that time that would
interfere with a strict comparison with the figures for

1914. In reporting our revised statistics, however, we
shall make the change, and it will then appear that the

output of primary spelter in the United States in 1915

was upward of 500,000 tons.

Reverting now to the statistics already published, there

are three very remarkable features. The first is the

enormous total. Next is the rapid gain in production,

quarter by quarter. In the last quarter of 1914 the

production was about 93,000 tons. The production of

the first quarter of 1915 advanced by about ."i.OOO tons;

the second quarter by about 20,000 tons, this being the

quarter when the old idle works were restored to opera-

tion ; the third quarter by about 12,000 tons; and the

fourth quarter by about 14,000 tons. The third note-

worthy feature is that the great new plants, including

Kusa and Donora, produced but little spelter in 1915.

However, at the very end of the year they were just about

beginning to strike their gait. Increasing outputs in

the first and second quarters of 1916 are therefore to be

anticipated.

In fact, at the end of 1915 the listed smelters of the

United States possessed a total of about 155,000 retorts,

and all of them were reported in use at tliat time. Reckon-

ing a production of 4.2 tons of spelter per annum per

retort, the rate of production at that time was 650,000 tons

per annum, or 1()2,000 tons per quarter. Besides that there

were 23,234 retorts reported in process of building, this

number corresponding to an output of about 97,500 tons

of spelter per annum.
As if this were not enough, there was the Trail pro-

duction of electrolytic spelter at the rate of about 12,000

tons per annum, scheduled to begin in January, and
the Anaconda production at the rate of 35,000 tons per

annum, expected to begin late in the summer. The total

production in prospect is, therefore. 794,000 tons per

annum. There are enough odds and ends in sight, but

not enumerated, to justify talking aliout a total of 800,-

000 tons per annum.
That enornu)us total excites thougiit of a variety of

topics tliat are worthy of delilierate rellection. We do

not venture, offhand, to postulate resjiecting them, but

shall merely mention a few of those that occur to us.

Whence are coming the men with sufficient skill in the

art to (iperatc all of these works? Heretofore there has

lieeii M ])h'th(ira iif ore. Will the ore supply in 1916 bo
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sufficient, however, for our smelters to get along without

drawing more freely on Australia, Africa and elsewhere?

Has the provision of roasting capacity kept pace with

the distilling, affecting the relative demand for calamine

and blende? Will the smelting margin shrink before

the price for spelter begins to go down? The zinc

smelters are going to have many things to think about

this year.

The striking miners of the Clifton-ilorenci district

voted, Jan. 17, to return to work under the old terms.

The only condition made by them was that the mine

managers should meet them in conference within two

weeks after the resumption of work. To that the mine

managers gladly acceded, being willing to meet their em-

ployees in conference at any time.

With this consummation a very ugly strike was happily

settled. The miners will get high wages under the old

scale, owing to the high price of copper, which has

advanced sharply since the strike began. No doubt, it

was that which determined the striking miners to yield.

The mining companies have lost much valuable time

during an exceptionally profitable period, but they are

to be congratulated upon their sweeping victory over the

Western Federation of Miners, which in the Clifton-

Morenci district was making its last stand in Arizona.

Governor Hunt and the state officials of Arizona are

also to be congratulated upon being relieved from an

ambiguous position and the playing of parts that have

not redounded to their credit.

^ac© ©if (Copp©s= lrr©di'vui£U3ioini

There is more or less talk about what was shown Ijy

the statistics of copper production in 1915, the changes

in stocks from beginning to end of the year, etc. A good

deal of misapprehension is arising from this, for tn'

statistics are in no wise so complete as supposed and d i

not warrant the deductions that are being made.

In fact, the statistical reports made so far for 1915

include only a statement of the production of crude

copper by the smelters of North America, a statement

of the supply of crude copper available to American re-

finers and a statement (partly estimated and partly based

on surmise) of the world's production of copper.

There was no statement of the production by American

refiners and none of the stock on hand at refineries either

at the !)eginning or the end of 1915. Anything pur-

porting to be such data is not so, but was guesswork and

probably far out of the way.

Tlie world's production of copper in 1915 was given

by the Journal as about 1,0G1,000 metric tons. That

figure included guesses for Bolivia, Russia, Germany,

.Africa, Spain and Portugal, and the minor countries,

tlicse being credited with a total of 140,000 tons. How-

ever, that figure may be 7 or 8% too high or too low

without affecting the grand total by more than 1%.
For the present, therefore, the estimate of 1,0G1,000

metric tons of crude copper produced by smelters in

1915 is near enough. It is about 137,000 tons more than

was produced in 1914, about 55,000 tons more than in

191.3, and about 41,000 tons more than in 1912. However,

the rate of production at the end of 1915 was doubtless

much higher than the average for the year, which in-

cluded three months of curtailed operation.

At the end of 1915 the electrolytic refining capacity of

the United States was nominally 1,827,000,000 lb. "per

annum, excluding the small capacity for refining Lake
copper. Estimating an ability to use this to the extent

of 95%, the monthly output of electrolj-tie copper would
bo about 143,000,000 lb. Reckoning a production of

Lake copper of about 23,000,000 lb. per month and of

casting about 4,000,000, the total would be about 170,-

000,000 lb., but that figure is probably a little too high.

The highest monthly production of refined copper in the

United States previous to 1915 was about 145,000,000 lb.

As for the stock of copper at refineries, the quantity

at the end of 1915 was probably less than at the beginning

of the year. The behavior of the market during the last

month has indicated that it was relatively small-—too

small to provide the market with the balance wheel that

it ought to have.

CoiflitL©E3ift®d Coppeip Miiaetrs
Since the beginning of this month announcements of

advances in wages have been made by the copper-mining

companies of Michigan, Montana and Arizona. Doubtless

all the rest of them will follow suit. These advances

have been entirely voluntary, carr}'ing out the profit-

sharing scheme of making the wage scale proportionate

to the price received for copper that was so successfully

instituted by the Anaconda company in the first place.

With the big mining companies so much interested in

welfare work—schools, hospitals, etc.—and so solicitous

that none of their employees hurts himself—not even by

his own carelessness—and voluntarily offering them a

participation in the profits of the business, we wonder

what is the use for Mr. Mover and the Western Federation

of Miners, and how long anybody will continue to con-

trilmte to the support of its officers and walking delegates.

The safety-first movement steadily gains adherents,

according to Engineering and Contracting. Patrick was

l)romoted from the ranks to foreman, a position of which

lie was very proud. He always was fussing around,

ordering this and altering that. One morning his

gang stopped work because they heard the voice of their

new foreman shouting loudly. Down below on the ground

stood Pat yelling lustily and waving his arms wildly.

"Oi say, you up there !" he shouted. "You know that

ladder at 'the ind of the scaffoldin"? Well, don't any av

ves thry to come down, because Oi've taken it away."'

At a meeting of the miuing and metallurgical section

of the Pan-American Scientific Congress at Washington,

Dec. 28, Dr. W. F. Hiilolirand, of the United States

llureau of Standards, exhibited a specimen of gallium,

the first ever produced in the United States. This was

obtained from the residue remaining in the retort after

the redistillation of common spelter at Bartlosville, Okla.

That residue, consisting chiefly of lead, showed a strange

exudation and samples being sent to the Bureau of

Standards, this was identified as gallium and about 50

arams was extracted and isolated in the elemental form.
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PERSONALS

S. F. Shaw is in Monterey. Mexico.

J. B. Tyrrell, mining engineer, of Toronto. Ont., -nill leave
for England about the end of January.

W. L,. Clarke, of Jerome. Ariz., manager United Verde Cop-
per Co., recently visited Southern California.

Lawrence Addicks is very ill at his home in Elizabeth,

X. J., and is not expected to be able to be at his office again
for several weeks.

Dr. John II. Clarke. New York state geologist and director

of the State Museum, was elected president of the Geological
Society of America at the recent Washington meeting.

Archibald Burton, who has extensive interests in Munro
Township. Ont.. properties, and is part owner of the claim on
which platinum was recently found, has gone to New York.

Thomas 'W. Gibson. Deputy Minister of Mines for Ontario,

and Dr. W'illet G. Miller, provincial geologist, have gone to

Cuba in connection with the work of the Ontario Nickel Com-
mission.

Howland Bancroft has just returned to Denver from sev-

eral months absence in South America and leaves within a

few days to make his headquarters in Chile during the next

two years.

Dr. C. C. O'Hara, president of the South Dakota School of

Mines, at Rapid City, has returned from AVashington, D. C,

He attended the session of the Scientific Congress as the
delegate from South Dakota.

J. E. Moore and T. C. McLemore have gone to Mexico to see

if conditions warrant opening up of either the Jimulco Mining
Co.'s property at Otto, Coahuila, or the Continental Mining
Co.'s property at Jlonclova. Coahuila.

Dr. Charles R. A'an Hise, president of the University of

Wisconsin and previously professor of geology, has been
elected president of the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, in succession to Dr. W. W. Campbell.

A. A. Krogdahl, mining engineer of U. S. Bureau of Mines,
for the past two years engaged in giving training in mine
rescue and first-aid work, in Californi.a principally, in con-
junction with the mine safety department of the Industrial
Accident Commission, has been detailed to duty in the Panama
Canal Zone. Jlr. and Jfrs. Krogdahl left San Francisco for

Panama in the first week of January.

T. «'. Thompson, of Palo Alto, Calif:, started in January for

Salvador to superintend a 40-stamp mill at the Devisadero
mine. Property is owned liy Charles Butters intrrests of Oak-
land, who are largely interested in gold mines in South
America, Thompson had recently returned from Nicaragua.
He stated that demand for engineers in South American
mines is becoming more and more insistent.

H. M. Wolflin. for the past two years in charge of the
mine safety department of the California Industrial Commis-
sion, which is carried on under cooperative agreement with the
U. S. Bureau of Mines, has been promoted to the position of
mine safety engineer at the Pittsburgh station of the Bureau
of Mines. Mr. Wolflin left California on Jan. 10 for Washing-
ton and will proceed from there to Pittsburgh.

Edwin Higgins. mining engineer of the U. S. Bureau of

Mines, has been appointed to the position of chief of the mine
safety department of the California Industrial .\ccident Com-
mission. Mr. Higgins has for three years given all of his

attention to metal mine investigation directed by the Bureau
of Mines, with headquarters at Tronwood. Mich. Prior to en-
tering the services of the bureau he was a consulting engineer
at I,os .\nirrles. In 190S-09 Mr. Higgins was assistant editor
of the "Journal."

Charles Shield.s, .--i. •
, niuf.Toturer of Stockton. Calif., died

in that city on Jan. : i.f paralysis following an attack of
pneumonia. Mr. Shields v.rnt to California from Norfolk,
Va., In his youth and had r.Ni.leil in Stockton for more than 40
years.

Captain John Peterson died in Chicago, Jan. 8. aged 43
years. He was born In Michlu-an and was employed In the
copper country for a number of y.:,js, rising to be mining
captain at the Hancock mine. Th:.( years ago he left the
copper country tn take charge of lli. (.Incoln Iron mine on the

Mesabi Range. He was respected for his knowledge of min-
ing and ability to handle men.

Henry Carlin died suddenly on the trail between James-
town and Sonora, Calif., on Dec. 29. He was S8 years old and
had been a resident of Tuolumne County since 1851. when he
began mining upon arrival from his birthplace in County
Donegal, Ireland. Death was evidently the result of old age,
but directly brought on b.v over-exertion.

Ole Danielson, night foreman for the Homestake Mining
Co.. at Lead. S. D.. died in Seattle. Wash., on Jan. 1. Mr.
Danielson was connected with the company for 3.5 years, going
to the Black Hills in 1S80. He was born in Norway in IS.'.fi

and came to this country when a young man. He left on a
vacation several weeks ago, apparently in the best of health
and his sudden death was a surprise to his many friends. He
was a member of numerous lodges and his funeral will be
conducted by the Masonic order.

Archibald D. Carmichael. a well-known British chemist
and metallurgist, died Nov. 20. 1915. in Brooklyn. N. Y.. of

acute indigestion. Mr. Carmichael is best known as one of the
inventors and introducers of the Carmichael-Bradford process
of ore desulphurization, which was at one time a promising
rival of the Huntington-Heberlein process, to which it was
similar in certain respects. The Carmichael-Bradford process
was introduced in one of the smelteries in Australia. Having
completed that work, Mr. Carmichael came to the United
States and resided here up to the time of his death, pursuing
his profession as chemical and metallurgical engineer.

Thomas ^Vallace died at his home in New York Jan. 1. aged
SS years. He was born in Manchester. England, and at the
age of five came to this country with his parents. In 1839
his father established a wire mill at Annsville, N. Y.. and in

1841 removed to Derby, Conn. In 1S4S. with his brothers and
father, Mr. Wallace founded the firm of Wallace & Co.. one
of the first to make copper wire in this country. He was the
first to introduce the continuous wire machinery for drawing
fine brass and copper wire, a process which revolutionized
the industry. For 15 years past he had been managing direc-
tor of the Waclark Wire Co. of New York. Mr. Wallace is

survived by his wife, four sons and four daughters.

Byran K. Morse was killed by gas explosion on Jan. 12.

1916, at a copper property near Bahia Honda, in the Province
of Pinar del Rio. Cuba. The mine, of which Jlr. Slorse was
in charge, was being developed by a company known as El
Informador Minero, of San Ignacio 25. Havana. Cuba. Mr.
Morse, who was a member of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers, was born in Canton. Ohio. Nov. 10. 1877. He had
a predilection for mineralo.gy and went to the Kingman dis-

trict of Arizona in 1900 as assistant manager of the C. O. D..

Golden Gem and Prince George mines, under Henry S. Mackay.
In 1903 he did examination work for Henr.v S. Mackay. D. A.

Freeman and .S. C. Ferris. Later he was superintendent of

the Lead Mountain Smelting and Refining Co. in Arizona and
of the Ortega Mining Co. at Cananea. Sonora. Mexico. He
went to Cuba a few years ago and had since been engaged
in development work at several of the new properties in the
western end of the island.

Edward P. Jennings died in Salt L.Tke City on the last

evening of the old year, as the result of a sudden heart attack.
Mr. Jennings, who had been following his jirofession of min-
ing engineering for 18 years in Utah, first made his reputation
In the Great Lakes region, where he became Identified with
the ICimberley iron interests, a connection which continued
throughout his life. In Utah he became connected with sev-
eral of the larger companies, including the Highland Boy and
the Utah .\pex at Bingham, being at the time of his death con-
sulting engineer for the Utah Metal and Tunnel Co. Mr. Jen-
nings was a man of catholic interests, and his professional
knowledge covered a large and comprehensive field. He was
born In Becket. Mass., Aug. 24. 1S53. and had his college train-
ing at Union College, from which he was graduated at the
age of 20. A year later he took a position as instructor In

chemistry at Cornell Universit.v. where he remained until

1879. when he went to the Northwest. Mr. Jennings was a
member of many technical and scientific socielli-s. including
the .\meriean .\ssociatlon for the Advancement of Science, the
Metallurgical and Chemical Society, .American Institute of
Mining Engineers, Canadian Institute of Mining Engineers,
etc. He devoted much of his spare time to technical reading,
and to petrographical or chemical work. .\t the time of his

death he was a subscriber to 18 different technical publications.
Mr. Jennings was of a retiring nature, and was very generous
to all that citmv to him for help of any kind, frequently put-
ting aside his own work that he might help others. He was
one of the best Informed men regarding chemistry, metallurgy
and mining In the Intermountain section. He Is survived by
his widow, a daughter, and a son, who is attending Stanford
University.
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SA.V FRANCISCO—Jan. 19

(By Telegraph)

Wind \Vrecked 50O DerrickH and two 10,000-bbI. tanks in

the Midway and McKittricl< oil fields. Jan. 17. Many buildings
were unroofed. Total damage about half a million dollars.

S.\X FRAXCISCO—Jan. IS

Ilis:h)^radprs are reported operating in the tungsten region
about Randsburg and Atolia. It is stated that there are
about 40 purchasers of scheellte at Randsburg, some of thein
women, who buy high-grade float at from $1 to $2.25 per lb.

and ship it East where they are reported to receive $2 to $3
per lb. One arrest has been made, but as the ore said to have
been stolen passed through .1 number of hands it is believed
that conviction will be difficult: and only conviction and sen-
tence will put the scare into highgraders.

The Statute of I.imitation.s, according to recent decision
of the California Supreme Court, does not affect a suit begun
in good faith against a corporation, even though many years
have elapsed since the commission of the fraud. The court
holds that as long as the corporation itself remains under
disability and is powerless to act by virtue of the fact that
its control is in the hands of a board of directors accused
of participation in the frauds against it, the statute of limi-

tations does not run. If one of the stockholders discovers a
fraud against it and fails to bring suit the statute of limita-

tions does not begin to run then. And if at any subsequent
time another stockholder discovers the fraud and begins suit

in good faith, even though many years have elapsed since the
commission of the fraud, this stockholder may set the judi-
cial machinery in motion and not be prevented by the statute.

The decision was rendered in the Dabney Oil Co. suit. The
low^er court sustained a demurrer, holding that the statute
of limitations had run. The Supreme Court reversed the order.
The suit charged that Joseph E. Dabney and other directors
conspired to defraud the corporation out of the proceeds from
the sale of $70,000 of stock.

Estimate ol Mineral Production in California in 1915 by
State Mining Bureau places the total value at $95,211,000, be-
ing an increase of approximately $2,000,000 over 1914. Several
unusual features, more or less attributable primarily to the
European war, are described in the report. The two most not-
able changes are: Increase of zinc production from $20,3S1 in

1914, to $1,620,000 in 1915; and the decrease of petroleum from
more than $47,000,000 to approximately $40,000,000. There
are substantial increases in gold, silver, copper, lead, tungsten,
manganese, magnesite, antimony and quicksilver. Petroleum
yield decreased in 1915 to approximately 90,000,000 bbl. and
the average price was about IV2C. per bbl. less than in 1914.
A number of wells producing increased to 6,500, but the aver-
age yield decreased. The amount of oil in storage was re-
duced from 58.300,000 bbl. in January to 57,000,000 in Decem-
ber, being the first decline in stocks since 1907. Quicksilver in
1915 -was about the same in amount as in 1914, but the value
averaged nearly double. Cement, building stone and other
structural materials were about the same as in 1914. There
were no large building contracts except on the highways.
The values of the several substances as estimated by the
Bureau are as follows: Gold, $22,550,000; silver, $1,095,000;
copper, $7,660,000: zinc, $1,620,000; lead, $295,000; quicksilver,
$941,000; other metals (antimony, iron, molylnlenum, plati-
num, tungsten, vanadium), $1,000,000; petroleum, $40,140,000;
natural gas, $1,050,000; structuial materials, $14,700,000; in-
dustrial materials, $1,660,000; salines, $2,200,000.

Califoruia Remains the Leading Gold-Producing state. The
yield in 1915 is the largest in 32 years and with one exception
the largest in 51 years. There are about 700 producing metal
mines in the state about evenly divided between placer and
lode mines. .\bout 2,500,000 tons of ore was mined and
treated, having average value in all metals of $6.75 per ton.
Shasta County was the leading producer in total of all metals.
Nevada, Amador, Yuba and Sacramento were the leading gold
producers in the order named. Nevada and Amador production
is chiefly from quartz mines and Yuba and Sacramento chiefly
from dredge ilacers. Placer mines, owing to the importance
of the dredging industry are estimated to have produced H';i
of the total gold yield of the state; the other 56'; coming

from the deep mines. The dredges produce 86% of the placer
gold. In 1915 there were 67 gold dredges in California; »;

were closed down all or part of the time and one was burned,
the remaining 60 were active. Dredge construction was not
active in 1915, only one, in Calaveras County, being con-
structed: one was rebuilt in Xatoma field. Three new 16-
cu.ft. dredges will be constructed in the Yuba basin district
in 1916, one each by Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields, Marysville
Gold Dredging Co., Yukon Gold Co.

DENVER J 11 i:{

.Molybdenum Depoxitx arc now claimed by Boulder County.
one strike having been made in the Mountain Lion lode near
Magnolia.

Vindicator Consolidated Mine, according to daily news-
papers of Jan. 11, has opened a tremendous treasure vault
on the 16th level rivaling, if not exceeding, the famous Cresson
vug of a year ago. Inquiry cf the company officials, however,
elicits a denial of this rumor. There is no attempt to conceal
the fact that the mine is in splendid condition'with abundant
reserves of fine ore. The rumor probably emanated from the
stock exchanges in explanation of this stocks strength.

American Smelting and Refining Co.'s operations at Globe-
ville (Denver), Pueblo. Blende, Leadville, Durango and Coke-
dale—all Colorado plants—give employment to 2,620 workmen
in addition to 109 officials and clerks. The .\rkansas Valley
smeltery and its adjuncts, at Leadville. leads the list with
672 employees. The monthly payroll of the company in the
state averages $175,500 for wages and $19,400 tor salaries.
The company has announced the creation of funds to conduct
a social-welfare movement and to increase its insurance for
employees.

SnotvHiides .Are Running .Already in the higher districts
and numerous lives have been lost. One slide ran down Kelso
Mountain, s mi. west of Silver Plume, catching three men, of
whom two were killed outright, one victim being Arthur H.
Osborne, mining engineer, of Georgetown. In one slide that
ran between Telluride and Ophir, four out of five miners
struck were killed. Osborne graduated from the Colorado
School of Mim-s in 1893 and has followed his profession m
upper Clear Creek County since that time. Charles E. Harris,
niotorman at the Camp Bird mine above Ouray, was instantly
killed on Jan. 6, when the trestle at the mouth of the mine
gave way. precipitating Harris and his trip of cars and
catching him under one of the cars. It is believed that it was
an indirect result of the running of the Chicago slide that
probably damaged the foundations of the trestle, but this
cannot be verified because of the heavy covering of snow
on the ground.

BITTE- 11. 1:1

Rumors of Consolidation of the following Butte companies

—

Xorth Butte, East Butte, Davis-Daly, Butte-.\lex Scott, Butte-
Duluth, Bullwhacker, Butte & London, Butte Main Ranche.
Rainbow Development and other small companies having in-
tirests in the eastern section of the Butte district—are de-
nied by local officers of these companies, who say that if there
is a movement of that kind under way they know nothing
about it. That the suggested consolidation would greatly
benefit Butte as well as the companies concerned is admitted
by all who are familiar with the situation. ' Whether any-
thing more than a working agnement is to be entered into or
whether a deal will involve formation of a holding company
that will bring about an actual consolidation, has not been
announced. At all events, perfection of such a consolidation
will require a multitude of negotiations that will delay its

lealization fur a consid>rable time.

The Story of narues-KIng Development Co., beginning with
its organization in 1906. and leading up to the declaration of a
dividend of 7iio. per share on Jan. 11, 1916, and the expecta-
tion that the dividend will be paid quarterly indefinitely,

makes unusual reading even in the history of the thrills of
failure and success of mining adventures. Barnes-King was
organized and passed out to the public durini; the waning
days of the greatist mining boom the world has ever known,
when everybody w.ts craay en the subject of mining specula-
tion. There were insane speculators all over the world, but
the craziest wen' in Butte. Somebody saw an opportunity to
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land something:, and a gold property at Kendall, in Fergus
County, Montana, was selected as the bait. When the public

had been thoroughly and sufficiently stirred with golden tales,

the subscription books were opened. Within two days the
entire capitalization of $2,000,000 was over-subscribed In

Butte alone. It was stated that the promoters themselves
were deceived, but be that as it may. after the first install-

ment of $2.50 per share had been paid by the subscribers, it

became known that a lemon instead of a gold mine had been
capitalized. When the bubble burst one of the promoters
went to Mexico, one to Canada, and one died. A new set

of officers were elected, made an exhaustive examination and
reported that not more than $50,000 worth of ore was in sight

in the property. There were threats of suits, later settled and
dropped. The officers tried to develop a mine out of the

Barnes-King, but could not. Then finally another change of

officers and management and a Butte crowd, including some
of the best and most conservative mining men in the coun-

try, all of them connected with the .\naconda Copper Mining
Co., got hold of the company. They set about to retrieve the

fortunes ot their friends in this venture. They bought new
properties on favorable terms, and they have all been devel-

oped into good and producing mines. New properties have
gradually been added, and soon after operaiions were resumed
the treasury began to show a monthly net balance, and now,

after nine years, the initial dividend has been declared. The
company has acquired the North Moccasin mine, adjoining the

old Barnts-King. and it has been its consistent producer,

profits from it paying for the Piegan-Gloster group and mill

in the Marysville district, the Shannon group in the same
district, and the Kendall mine and mill and light and power
plant, recently purchased. C. W. Goodale, manager of the Bos-

ton & Montana mines department of the Anaconda company
is president of the Barnes-King, and George T. McGee is

manager. C. C. Swinborne, cashier of the Daly Bank and

Trust Co., is treasurer, John E. Corrette, one of the attorneys

for the Anaconda company, is secretary.

ISHPE3IIXG, MICH,—.Ian. 15

Most of the Mining Companies of the Lake Superior iron

district have announced that their employees will receive an

increase in wages, commencing Feb. 1. When it was an-

nounced in Xew York a few weeks ago that the employees of

the United States Steel Corporation would be granted an in-

crease of 10 Tc, it was generally believed that the men work-

ing for the Oliver Iron Mining Co., the mining branch of the

corporation, would be benefited by the announcement. Such

proved to be the case and so the other companies operating in

the district agreed to do likewise. A meeting of mine mana-

gers of the Marquette and Menominee ranges was held in

Ishpeming, at which time the wage question was discussed.

It was not stated that the increase would be 10 Tr, but in most

cases this will be the amount. Most of the season's output

has already been contracted for and it is thought that there

may be another advance in prices about the time that naviga-

tion opens. There is still some ore to be had, but it looks as

though there might be a scarcity, in which case the demand

would cause prices to advance again. Some of the operators

are not satisfied with the advance of 75c. a ton, claiming that

iron-ore prices did not advance in just proportion to the prices

of pig iron and steels. However, they are not kicking very

hard, but are getting busy to get out large outputs this year.

Mines are being opened up on all of the ranges and there

were never as many men employed underground during the

winter months as this year. This is particularly true of the

Minnesota ranges, where there is usually little work done

while the cold weather Is on. The year's shipments will de-

pend upon the amount of tonnage that the railroads and boats

can handle. The Steel Corporation recently closed a contract

with the Tomlinson company to carry a large tonnage down
the lakes every year for the next five. The corporation has

70 boats of its own.

HOIGHTOX. MH H Jan. 14

Taxation DIfficnItleM resultini; from differences of opinion

as to the ass'jEsed valuation of the mines of the Copper Range
Consolidated are not yet out of the way. notwithstanding the

luling of the state tax commission. The Baltic has paid its

taxes in Adams Town.s.iip under protest. This is conceded

to be the first step in litiirat'on n lative to these taxes. Under

the law 30 days are allowed, following the payment of taxes

to protest before beginning suit. The Ftate tax commission,

following its hearing in Houehtcn County raised the assessed

valuation of the Baltic $2 S00,000 and of the Trimountain

$400,000. No protest has, at this time, been made regarding

the raise in Trlmountain's valuation. The Baltic taxes were
$58,767. liesumably this protest will be followed by the filing

of a suit. Inaamu' ii as the protest particularly attacks the

Stat. t:i .: . ..mmlFs -trs. It likewise is presumed that the at-

torney general's office at Lansing will defend the suit. At the
same time the protest likewise charges fraud against Calu-
met and Osceola Townships and against the board of supei -

visors as a whole for not changing the valuations at the

county equalization meeting, so that the suits may include
the two townships and the whole county board. Further de-
velopments will be watched with a great deal of interest.

The Michigran Copper Prodnclion during 1915 broke all rec-

ords in the history of the district, reaching a total of 259,-

352,000 lb. The nearest approach to this figure was in 1909,

when production totalled 231.870,000 lb., and in 1905, when
production reached 230,437,000 lb. The Osceola produced 20,-

045,000 lb.; Ahmeek. 21,500,000; Wolverine, 7,400,000; Mohawk.
15,800,000; Isle Royale, 9.500,000; Calumet & Hecla, 72,000,000;

Centennial, 2,500.000; Allouez. 10.000,000; Mass Consolidated,
6,000.000; Superior, 4,000.000; Franklin, 2,600,000; Copper Range
Consolidated, 54.000,000; Victoria, 2.500,000; Quincy, 20.000,000;

Winona, 1.500,000; Hancock Consolidated, 1,400,000; Tamarack.
3,400,000; "W'hite Pine, 3,000,000; La Salle, 700,000; Houghton
Copper. 270,000; South Lake, S2,000; Lake Copper, 855,000,

total, 259,352,000 lb. These figures are actual output for year
just closed; the per annum rate of output, based upon actual
output for the month of December, 1915. is, on the average,
25*;^ higher than the average for the past year. The first

quarter of the year 1915 showed an output much below nor-
mal. The European War made the strongest copper market
ever seen for Jklichigan copper, which is particularly valuable
for war munitions, and was and is today in demand for that
purpose at figures a little higher than the copper produced
anywhere else in the world.

JOPHX, MO.—JAX. 15

In the Webb City Field t.»ere has been a number of new
mills started and within the coming 30 days will enter the
production column. The Ben Franklin, National, Queen
Esther, the old McGregor and several others are rapidly near-
ing the point where production will be possible. If good
weather comes within 10 days the plants will be ready in Feb- '

ruary. The continued increase of production from this part

of the district is not only surprising but present plans make
certain a still greater production before another six-month
period. It will not surprise many if this part of the district

produces as much ore as all the rest of the district put to-

gether before the end x>f the coming summer.

SweepinB Over the District this last week came in quick
succession one of the heaviest rainfalls, a complete coating
of ice, a heavy sleet, a little snow and a temperature belowr

zero which completely paralj'zed practically all operations con-
nected with the mining industry. The rains flooded the shal-
low mines and those properties lying along the streams which
were far out of their banks. The coating of ice and sleet
tied up the rail traffic and prevented men from getting to
their work on the interurban car lines. The roads throughout
the district were in bad condition. Telephone and telegraph
lines "were broken down. The low temperature froze up the
mills and shut cfE pipe lines and stopped practically all ex-
posed surface work. On top of all these disasters there was a
shortage ot natural gas and there is the biggest shortage
of coal ever known in the field.

This Ontlinp of ConditlonM will indicate how mining is far-
ing throughout the Joplin mining field and forecasts a period
ot inactivity until rehabilitation can be brought about. It

will take several weeks to get the ground pumped out at many
points, and that production can be resumed on a normal basis
under 30 days, even barring further bad weather, now appears
impossible. T'ne Interference with the prospecting and new
development work under way all over the field is severely felt,

because never in the history of the district has there been
more new development work under way. Mill construction
has necessarily been stopped and the impossibility of de-
livery of building materials off the main roads has held up
and will continue to hold up this work for some time to come.
This has been especially noticeable in the new camps In Okla-
homa, where the roads are nearly impassable. It took a team
of 10 mules to get a boiler from the station to the camp and
nearly a week was consumed In the work. This is but a sam-
ple of the conditions that pn vail there and In all the district
where the work is being conducted off the rock roads.

TORONTO—Jan. 15

The iHHue of 6c. Cobalt Coinii, recently suggested by
Thomas W. Gibfon, Deputy Minister ot Mines for Ontario,
in place of the present small silver coinage, appears likely
to lead to practical results. Cobalt mining men have taken
up the matter and are urging the government to adopt the
proposal, which is now under consideration by the Finance
Department. In addition to stimulating the mining industry
it would be a desirable change as the present silver 5c. piece Is

Inconveniently small.
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ALASKA
l.ACKIXAW COPPER (Long Lake. Copper River Valley)—

J. E. McFarland. preparing to ship.

XII.VMI COPPER (Seward)—A. H. Case has finished inspect-
ing Htrschell-Parker claims out of Seward and has returned
to New York to report on his work.

DELAP DEVELOPMENT (Unga)—Cyanide mill for re-
treatment of 400.000 tons of tailings from old Apollo mill has
been completed. Tailings average ?3 per ton. F. R. Brown
is president of company.

ALASKA COPPER MINES (Fidalgo Bay. Valdez)—The
Admiral Evans took cargo of 500 tons of copper ore for
Tacoma smeltery from above property on her last trip south
in 1915. Wharves and bunkers for deep sea vessels have been
built and this company expects to be producer from now on.
E. D. Reiter is general manager.
KENNECOTT COPPER—Both Kennecott and Beatson divis-

ions are showing great activity. At Jumbo mine of Kenne-
cott division new air compressor will be installed and at
Beatson increased mill capacity, including flotation, is being
installed. It is reported that new large body of ore has been
encountered at Beatson mine on Latouche Island.

ALASKA GOLD BELT (Juneau)—Late in December snow-
slide carried away blacksmith shop at mouth of the adit
tunnel and because of threatened reoccurrence of slides and
danger to tunnel crews, tunneling was stopped until spring.
Lynch Bros, has started to diamond drill from the face of tun-
nel, having signed contract with A. B. Dodd, managing direc-
tor.

ARIZON.V
Gila County

IRON CAP COPPER (Miami)—Will install new boiler and
new double drum hoist.

nraham County
SAN JUAN (Safford)—J. C. Adams and Thos. Sparks, of

Phoenix, have acquired San Juan and begun work. Machinery
being overhauled and shaft and underground workings being
unwatered.

Greenlee County
DETROIT COPPER (Morenci)—Has finished assessment

work and workmen have all returned to Duncan tent colony.
Company has sent all horses, mules and burros to pasture at
Safford.

Maricopa County
STURDY MINES (Phoenix)—A 36-ton mill has recently

been installed at Company's mine in Winifre(J district. IS mi.
north of Phoenix.

COPPER CROWN (Mesa)—George H. Holgate, of Phila-
delphia, has Secured interest in Copper Crown from A. Vill-
raan. Development work will be pushed. Hoist will supplant
whim at 300-ft. point of vertical shaft, which is down 160 ft.

3lofaave County
TELLURIUM MINES (Kingman)—Making steady progress

with its development on claims, situated 15 mi. east of King-
man.

BIG JIM (Oatman)—Before drifting on vein, recently
struck, management intends to continue shaft to 600-ft. point,
crosscutting on 500- and 600-ft. levels.

IVANHOE (Oatman)—Bottom of 25-ft. Nancy Lee shaft
contains free gold in IS-in. stringer. Section of main shaft be-
tween 200- and 600-ft. points has progressed 150 ft.

CARTER (Oatman)—On 250-ft. level, 20-ft., north crosscut
has penetrated •? ft. into main ledge, finding ore averaging
$8.60 per ton. Continues sinking toward 500-ft. point.
MERRY WIDOW (Oatman)—Has installed 40-ft. head

frame over shaft, which is SO ft. toward 300-tt. objective point.
A 25-hp. gasoline hoist and 120-cu.ft. air compressor installed.

ARIZONA TOM REED (Oatman)—Driving east on 400-ft.
level from shaft of Pioneer Mining to intersect vein on own
property. Drift in 300 ft.; expect to find orebodv in next
50 ft. Vein on top has length of 300 ft., average %vidth 4 ft.

KINGMAN ZINC (Kingman)—Recently purchased De La
Fontaine and Shooting Star mines, 11 mi. north of Kingman;
is making regular shipments of zinc concentrates to smelter at
Bartlesville, Okla.. from 100-ton mill, kept in constant opera-
tion. Working force at mines to be largely increased.

TUNGSTEN MINES (Boulder Caiion)—Is making frequent
shipments of tungsten concent-ates. averacring about 60"^; and
valued at about $2 per lb. In addition to its 12 lode claims
the company owns 60 acres of placer ground upon which (de-
velopment operations are to be started soon.

Yavapai County
JOHN GARDNER (Prescott)—Colorado mining men have

bought this property in Tip Top section.
PRINCE ALBERT (Groom Creek)—Main shaft down 125 ft.

Drift on 100-ft. level in 12-ft. vein good milling gold and sil-
ver ore.

TUNGSTEN (Turkey Creek)—Fred. E. Haight cut 3-in. vein
that ran 25% tungsten, and a parallel vein of good silver ore
at depth of 8 ft.

WHITE PICACHO (Beardsley)-Close corporation formed
by V. Messinger, of Phoenix, and C. D. Rogers, of San Fran-
cisco t'l operite the White Picacho mine.

LITTLE JESSIE (Chapparal)—Original owners are to re-sume operations; lease to Chapparal Mines Co. having ex-
pired. L. W. Smith will have charge.

RUTH (Prescott)—New 50-ton mill is in operation. Re-
cent falls of rain and snow insure continuous operations till
summer. Recovery of zinc and silver satisfactory.

GREAT .SOUTHERN (McCabe)—Has installed hoist and
ottier equipment upon its group of gold claims near McCabe.
/'oon t"^ cross-cuts are to be run from main shaft at depth

Ot 280 ft.

CALIFORXIA
Annador County

CHEROKEE (Plymouth)—Property being opened bv cross-
cut tunnel planned to tap vein at 100 ft. vertical depth.' Feder-witz and Davis, owners, have applied for mineral patent.

PLYMOUTH CONSOLIDATED (Plymouth)—Preliminarystatement for November shows 10,000 tons of ore milled:value, $46,949; t<>tal working expense. $24,184; total develop-ment expense, $4,640; surplus, $18,125.

Calavera« County
CALAVERAS COPPER (Copperopolis)—Crushing

ing remodeled and new mill of 250-ton capacitv ord
will be installed immediately. Coffer and Trask

_ plant be-
ordered and

, . , , .- - -— -. —.^ *.c*sk. who areworking under lease, employ 25 men, shipping good ore.

BIdorado County
^^,9^ POND (Garden Valley)—Sam W. Collins, owner, is

installing 2-stamp mill for crushing 400 tons of ore accumu-
lated from development work.

Inyo County
YANET & ENLOE (Bishop)—This and 19 other claims, in-cluding the Nobles, Powning & Cooper groups, have teenbonded and will be developed for tungsten by A. S. Darcv andClyde Cameron, of Goldfield, and A. E. Julian, ot Reno. Re-

ported that George Wingfield is back of enterprise.

Kern County
SHIPSEY (Randsburg)—New 5-stamp mill nearing com-

pletion Will be modern in every detail. Construction isunder direction of Robert Lanka, superintendent.

Mariposa County
„. MARBLE SPRINGS GOLD (Mariposa)—Permitted to issue
60.000 shares to R. C. Haywood and J. H. Flink in part pav-
ment for Eubank mining claims, and to sell 60 shares, "to
net not less than 80c. per share. Haywood and Flink to receive
$10,000 in money to be paid from 40'7c of gross receipts of
stock sales. Claims were located in 1850 and worked inter-
mittently for 40 years. Property has been abandoned since
destruction of surface improvement by fire about 6 years ago.

PlniuaH County
KUMBAK (Taylorsville)—Company permitted bv corpor-

ation commission to issue 77.500 shares in exchange for
property and money advenced and to sell 23,500 shares, to net
not less tran 90c. per share.

ENGELS (Keddie)—Permit issued to sell 133.395 shares at
$1 per share to net not less than 95c., to be used for construct-
ing railroad 26 mi. from mine to Keddie. on Western Pacific
Most of this stock will be taken bv present stockholders
Concentrates are being shipped to Garfield, Utah, at the rate
of 15 cars a month. Hauling is done bv 16 teams emploving
total of 136 animals, to railroad at Keddie. Output of mine
and plant has been increased to 350 tons.

Shasta County
CROWN DEEP (Redding)—Power line was stripped of

wire about year ago by thieves and mine has been idle since.
Restoration of line is in progress and shipments to Kennett
will follow.
MAMMOTH (Kennett)—New main tunnel has been started

It is 7 '4 ft. by 8 "A ft. and will be driven 5,000 ft. This will
be longest tunnel in Shasta Couiitv copper region, and will
cost approximately $100,000. The tunnel will cut ore lenses
at depth of 400 ft. below present lowest workings and develop
an immense area of new ground. Three furnaces running at
smeltery. About 250 tons of zinc ore being shipped daily to
Eastern smelteries. Payroll numbers 600 men.

SHAST.\-BELMONT (Copper City)—Lower tunnel being
advanced to intersect main orebody where an important de^
posit ot copper ore is expected. Good ore is exposed in the
old workings, being of high grade and containing beside the
copper some gold, silver and zinc. Good wagon road extends
from the mine to Heroult, the present nearest railroad roi'it.
Shipments will be made to the Mammoth smeltery at Ken-
nett. William Arps is superintendent.

Sierra County
ORO (Downieville)—Contract let for extending tunnel 200

ft. at $9 per ft. Mine being developed bv Dr. G. P. Reynolds,
of Alameda, Calif.

BANNISTER (Downieville)—Rich ore encountered by W. O.
Frost in doing as.xes.^snient work. Development will be pushe(]
the coming spiiii-; by Luke Bannister, owner.

YORK (Downieville)—Bonded to Sacramento company.
Old 100 ft. shift from which bonanza ore was extracted sev-
eral years ago will be unwatered and sinking continued. AH
materials on ground, and work ot repairing power line in
progress. Geo. B. Morse in chargre.
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Siskiyou County
YREKA DEVELOPMENT (Treka)—Coal-mining machin-

ery at the mines near Ag^er sold at sheriff's sale to satisfy a
judgment o( $2,500. Property has furnished a good deal of
coal for local consumers.

Trinity County
MAGNESITE CLAIMS embracing 160 acres on Tule River

east of Porterville reoorted to have been sold by M. T. Smith,
of San Francisco, to S. R. Coghlan, until recently engaged in
mining in Peru. Price said to be $100,000.

GLOBE CONSOLIDATED (Dedrick)—Samuel W. Cohen has
completed examination for his company, Crown Reserve at
Cobalt.

LA GRANGE ( Weaverville)—Four giants are in action.
Late storms provided an abundance of water. Large amount
of new ground prepared during summer and fall and numer-
ous repairs made to flumes and ditches.

UNION HILL AND HUPP (Weaverville)—These and other
hydraulic mines owned by Trinity Consolidated Mining Co.
are being operated under lease. Mines near Weaverville are
worked by Otto B. Haas and those at Douglas City by C. H.
Tarpley.

PAULSEN RANCH (Lewiston)—A giant has been put in
operation. Water is brought S mi. by canal from Rush Creek,
which delivers 600 miners' in., with 200-ft. head. There are
40 acres of liydraulic ground in this portion of ranch. En-
terprise is being operated by Bablou Mining Co., under man-
agement of Fred Paulsen and C. A. March.

TRINITY ASBESTOS (Castella)—H. T. Mecum, manager
of this company, has returned to Oakland for winter. Heavy
snow has closed in company road and development of property
has been suspended until spring. The 12-mi. of wagon road
built on tl'r grade has been completed at a cost of about
$4.5.0110. There is about 12 mi. more of road to be built, which
will cost something less than first 12 mi. Company has also
built and operates sawmill having capacity of 25.000 ft. of
lumber a day, and rock-crushing mill with capacity of 100
tons a day.

Tnolunine County
REPUBLICAN (Jacksonville)—New transformer will be

installed for this mine and Mammoth.
HAZEL DELL (Sonera)—Retimbering shaft preparatory to

reopening mine is in progress. A 1, 200-ft. crosscut tunnel is

contemplated. Property is owned by L. B. Doe.

DUTCH-APP (Jamestown)—Repairs and improvements are
in progress. Mill crew has lieen laid oft until remodeling of
mill is completed. It is expected to install tube mill.

RAWHIDE (Jamestown)—Unwatering mine in progress:
so far cleared shaft has been found in good condition. New
transformer will be installed and electric current taken from
nev,' line recently completed into this section from Copper-
opolis.

CALIFORNIA GOLD MINING AND DEVELOPMENT CO.
(Sonora)—Permission of corporation commission to issue 34,-

000 shares of stock to E. Bennett and P. A. Ellis and to sell
10,000 shares at $1 par to net not less than SOc. per share.
The 34,000 shares will be held in escrow pending financing of
company.

IDAHO
ShoMlione County

HIGHL.\ND-SURPRISE (Kellogg)—Six teams hauling
concentrates to railroad at mouth of Pine Creek. S mi. Mill
recently overhauled and flotation added. Ore is lead and zinc.

CA.'^TLE ROCK (Wallace)—Located on Placer creek and
being developed through shaft 200 ft. deep. Has 6 ft. copper
ore that averages about STc Electric power will take place of
water this spring.

RO.\N()KE (Kellogg)—Lessee John Grenfel has carload of
lead-silver ore ready for shipment. Also has large amount
of lower-grade ore on dump being hand jigged. On Elk creek
1\^ mi. from railroad.

LITTLE PITTSBURG (Kellogg)—Mill being rushed to com-
pletion and expected to be turning out concenti'ates by end of
January. Capacity of mill is 250 tons. Has body of zinc ore
reported comparable to Interstate-Callahan in size.

SUNSET (Wallace)—New compressor and hoist installed,
awaiting completion of electric line to supply power. old
plant run by gasoline. Shaft down 4iiii ft. with drifts east and
west at 200 and 400. Sinking will begin as soon as power
connection is made, about Feb. 1.

UNION (Burke)—After years of idleness property is under
lease and bond to Axel Swan, of Burke. Surface work west of
old workings opened up 20 ft. of carbonate ore carrying 8%
lead and 15 oz. silver. Prospect shaft sunk 25 ft. Lessee
negotiating with Oreano company to use tunnel which will
cut vein at 500 ft. depth in about 250 ft.

PATUXENT (Wallace)—Drifts both east and west from
main crosscut reported to have 5 or fi ft. commercial lead and
zinc ore; considerable shipping grade. M.tnager and |)rinclpal
owner of Patuxent is Jame.s F. Callahan, original owner of
Callahan mine and now largest individual stockholder in

Consolidated Interstate-Callahan.

MICHKiAN
Iron

ODOERS (Cry.stal Falls)—Hoist started last week. Rock
drills can now be used in shaft.

SPEIS (Iron River)—Shaft work started. Rollers, hoist
and compressor being installed. Ore is close to surface: shaft
sinking will not require much time. Ore will be shipped this
season.

HILLTOP-VICTORIA (Crystal Falls)—Work of reopen-
ing mine started. Hilltop has a fair-sized orebody: Victoria
has never been thoroughly explored. Some of buildings dam-
aged by fire year ago being repaired.

TRADIORS (Iron Mountain)—Oiders given this week to
r<Kume operations to superintendent: "Get started as soon
aM possible and run to capacity until the end of the shipping
Be.isc.n this year." .Mine ownetf bv Ri-publlc Iron and St. el Co.

TuBIN (Crystal Falls)—All of the water has now been
removed by bailers and pumps. Considerable work remains
to be done underground. All new wires have to be strung.
Some of machinery was taken to surface when the mine was
closed. This will have to go underground again. It is be-
lieved ore will be coming to sui'face by Mar. 1.

MIXXESOTA
Dniutli

MINNESOTA STEEL CO. will be unable to start manufac-
ture of cement Feb. 1. Delay in receiving machinery is cause.
Orders were placed months ago but congestion in machinery
trade would not permit filling of orders as desired. Now
believed that cement plant will not get under way before
March or April.

Mesabi Rangre

CHESTER (Chisholm)—Shaft bottomed in rock January
3rd at 260 ft.

GLEN (Chisholm)—Installation of electric haulage system
completed. Change from hand to power tramming is ex-
pected to increase production lOTr-

M.ACE NO. 2 (Nashwauk)—Cold weather has caused sus-
pension of stripping operations. Quinn-Harrison had to sus-
pend because of shortage of common labor.

TTOGA (Chisholm)—Shaft completed at 191 ft. and station
cut. (^'onstruction of headframe held up temporarily by D. M.
&. N. Ry. steam shovel grading for trackage.

FOWLER (Aurora)—Company organized to work this
mine. Lease was given up by Jones & Laughlin Ore Co.
some months back. Considerable ore remains in workings.

H.\WKINS (Nashwauk)—All stripping operations stopped.
When temperature dropped to 52° below zero, men could not
remain on job. No further work will be done until spring.

ST. JAMES (Aurora)—Tracks being laid to property by
Iron Range R.R.; right-of-way was graded when shaft was
sunk 6 yr. ago. Shaft will be retimbered as soon as it is un-
watered.
WEBB (Hibbing)—Mine work will be resumed. Property

closed for two .vears. Pumps have been running several
days and workings now almost free of water. Fifty miners
will be employed at start.

OLIVER IRON MINING (Hibbing)—Over 1,000 men em-
ployed by this comi)any in Hibbing district this winter.
Seven shovels are stripping. Cold snap caused some delays.
Stripping is being carried on at the Hull-Rust, Sheridan and
Sellei's pits-

A'erniilion RanK:e
SOUDAN (Tower)—Oliver Iron Mining Co. has started

Leyner-IngersoU drill in bottom of shaft, at 1.600 ft. This
t.vpe of drill is new in this district and creates considerable
interest.

JIISSOl'RI—K.VXSAS—OKL.VHOMA
MOCKING BIRD (Joplin. Mo.)—Is to build small plant on

lease situated southeast of Joplin; heretofore has handled ore
b.v hand jigs.

HOMESTE.\D (Galena. Kan.)—Succeeded in dewatering
ground on .Stanley lease of Blooming land situated south of
Galena. Sub-letting ground to miners in lots 230 ft. square;
several shafts are already let out and development work has
commenced. Company will build lead and zinc concentrating
plant to take care of ore mined on ground; will be 150 tons
capacity and use gas for power. John McClaren Is superin-
tendent.

MOXT.VX.V
Fersus County

B.\RNES-KING (Kendall)—December Xorth Moccasin yield
$39,000 from 3,946 tons of ore. At Piegan-Gloster milled dur-
ing December 2,650 tons of ore: cleanup estimated $15,000.
Will pay a dividend of 7%c. per share on March 1. This is

first dividend paid by company since its organization.

Silver Bow County
BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—Is engaged in sinking two

new shafts and will add a number of men to its mining force
for purpose of opening new levels and doing development
work to increase production later.

DAVIS-D.\I>Y (Butte)—C. G. Schirmer, secretary-treasurer
of the compan.v, after an inspection of property, decided to
recommend to directors installation of new hoist, capable of
working to depth of 3. ",00 ft. Mr. Schirmer denies rumor of
possibility of another assessment on stock. Claims company
is earning $2,000 a day over all expenses.

TI'OLUMNE (Butte)—It is likely Tuolumne mine will
be closed again within short time. Ore mined from old
levels Is too low in grade to leave any profit, although com-
pany has been "breaking even." Treasury is without means
of prosecuting development work, and there is talk of possi-
bility of one of old companies taking over mine, which could
be worked at profit by either Anaconda or North Butte, whose
pro|ierties adjoin Tuolunine.

m:v vD.v
lOMmernldn County

GDLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED (Goldfleld )—Preliminary
estimate for Uecember shows 33.000 tons mined and milled,
yielding gross $212,000. Operating expenses were $161,000,
leaving net profit of $.'>!, 000.

JUMBO EXTENSION (Goldfield)—Preliminary estimate
for December shows 2.938 drv tons, gross value $110,000 mined
and shipped. Freight, treatment and sampling charges
amounted to $2S.OO0 and smelting loss $12,500. Oiierating ex-
pen.scs were $16.."iOO. leaving net realization of $r,3.ii00.

Cl'PRlTE COPPER CO. (Goldfield)—Property of this com-
pany together with ground of the Iron King Co. and a num-
ber of adjoining claims has been recently optioned to ex-
Senator W. A. Clark, and crew of 10 nun is now engaged
in preliminary development. Properties are about 3 mi. from
Las Vegas & Tonopah R.R. and about 16 mi. south of Gold-
fleld.
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Humboldt County
WINXRMUCCA MOUNTAIN (Winnemucta)—Foundations

for new So-ton mill completed and buildings being erected.
Will use electric power. Water being pumped from Humboldt
Kiver, distance of two miles.

ROCHESTER MINES (Rochester)—At distance of 1,470
ft. in Friedman tunnel. 4r)0-ft. raise started to connect with
Codd winze. Ore will then be dropped to tunnel for trans-
portation to mill. Several thousand tons of broken ore now
stored in upper workings. Mill is treating 120 to 130 tons
per day.

Lincoln County
CONSOLIDATED NEVADA-UTAH (Pioche)—Work started

on company's 75-ton plant; wet concentration followed bv oil
flotation. Electric power will be used generated bv oil
engines at property. Water will be supplied from mine.

>Iiner»I County
GOLDEN PEN (Rand)—Property under option to J. H.

Miller and associates. Price stated to be $150,000. Has pro-
duced about $50,000 in last 12 months, greater part of which
was from ore averaging over $1,000 per ton.

Nye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Jan. S was

0.943 tons valued at $204,934 compared with 7.567 tons for
week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont. 3,113 tons;
Tonopah Mining, 2,750; Tonopah Extension, 1.850; Jim Butler.
1.100; West End. S37; miscellaneous leases. 293 tons.

RESCUE-EULA (Tonopah)—Sinking resumed middle of
January with 1,100 level as objective. Development on 950
level will continue meanwhile.

JIM BUTLER (Tonopah)—During fiscal year ended Sept.
30, 1915. property produced 48.533 tons of ore having gross
value of $934,321 or $19.25 per ton from which operating profit
was $345,725 or $7.11 per ton.

TONOI^.\H BELMONT (Tonopah)—Will exercise option held
on Surf Inlet propert>'. situated on Princess Royal Island.
British Columbia. Property under development by Belmont
company for last 18 months.
GREAT WESTERN CON. (Tonopah)—.Announced that con-

trol of company has passed to Greenwater Copper Mines and
Smelter Co. through purchase by latter of 1.100.000 shares of
Great Western stock. Property is in Tonopah's "Western
Section" about Vi mi. south of Tonopah Bonanza property
also controlled by Greenwater company. Shaft now being
iinwatered and crosscutting will start from 1.150 or bottom
level.

Storey County
.\XDES (Virginia)—Saved 21 cars of ore on 350 level.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Extracted from
1,600 level 306 cars mill ore and milled 343 tons dump rock
and 232 tons mine rock. .Shipped one bar bullion.

COMSTOCK PUMPING ASSOCIATION (Virginia)—All
pumping plants working smoothly and repair work continued.
Union shaft reopened to 7fi-ft. point below 2,000 station.

MEXICAN (Virginia)
—

"West crosscut on 2,500 level in
porphyry and stringers of quartz of low assay; east crosscut,
2,700 level in porphyry and ciuartz of low assa.v. Mexican
mill crushed 462 tons custom ore, average assay $14,17,
Shipped five bars bullion.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—On 2.500 level extracted from
No. 1 slope 23 tons averaging $21.62; No. 2 stope, 135 tons
averaging $20.21; No. 3 stope, 104 tons averaging $9.S2; on
2,400 level from No. 4 stope, 48 tons averaging $10.24.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Winze in 2,500 level. No. 1
stope. sunk 6 ft.; bottom in ore averaging $25.00; saved 20
tons averaging $24.93; from No. 1 stope 132 tons averaging
$9.96. West crosscut in vein matter of low assay. Shipped to
mill 152 tons, $1,814 gross.

OPHIR & CON. VIRGINIA (Virginia)—West crosscut
2,700 ft. level in vein porphyry reached 254-ft. point. Ophir
at Central tunnel on 250 ft. Level found old stope containing
fill of fair value. Saved from slopes and development work
165 cars. Mill resumed operation after five days' shutdown.

NEW JERSKV
Sussex County

NEW^ JERSEY ZINC (Franklin Furnace)—Has posted no-
tices in four languages announcing that during 1916 it will pay
bonus of 10% of their yearly wages to all employees who have
worked for company year or more. Bonus will be made in
four payments, January, May, August and December,

NEW .MEXICO
Grant County

ROYAL JOHN (Santa Rita)—Statement at directors' meet-
ing showed that $22,000 had been spent in last 6 months in de-
velopment work, building roads, and experimental milling
tests. E. Coxe was appointed to take charge of construction
and A. I... Owen superintendent of mine. Machinery %vill soon
be Installed.

Socorro County
TRI-BULLION (Kelley)-The newly elected Board of Di-

rectors consists of Judson G. Wall. Chas. T. Brown. A. J.
Smith, Howell H. Barnes. W D. Johnston, Gustavos Taylor,
John M. Henderson, Howard Paschal, H. Z. N. Dennis, Of these,
only Howard Paschal served on the previous board.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Ivawrence County

WASP NO. 2 (Flatiron)—Administrator's sale of 125,000
shares of stock, of Jack Gray estate, made to local parties at
35c, a share.
HOMESTAKE (Lead)—Annual distribution of T^c of their

yearly earnings being made to employees, who were on Di-
cember payroll.

Pennington County
U. S. GYPSUM (Rapid City)—Plant recently destroyed by

fire has caused suspension of work at gypsinn mines of com-
pany. Mill had a daily capacity of 5ii tons plaster.

I I' Ml
Heaver County

CROFF (Milford)—.Mine buildings are completed, and de-velopment will begin a.s soon as hoist and compressor have
made'"^*''

A trial shipment of lead-silver ore has been

.n f-^^'^^k^
MINING (Mllford)-This prop.-rty has been leasedto (,. H. Dern and C. C. Griggs, and fiv.- men will start break-ing ore for shipment. Lessees are to equip the property withnecessary machinery, and have privilege of taking ore fromany part ot property. There are six patented and four un-patented claims. The ground adjoins the Croft.

Ilox Killer County

„,„^-^^'^Y,l''^^^' •V'>''I>'''^ (Ogden)—Driving its main tunnel.now in 400 ft. Production continues at rate ot 750 tons amonth.
WESTERN ZINC (Ogden)—Operating lease on ground owned

?i'« J
't'^'^' .Mining Co. shipped six cars of zinc ore averaging32% during December. This company has done about 1.500

ft. of development work.

Juab County
TINTIC_ SHIPMENTS in December amounted to 592 cars.

24 companies shipping. Total shipments for the year were
6 458 cars-—2.770 for the first half of the vear. and 3.688 for
the second—as compared to 5,824 cars in 1914.
LOWER MAMMOTH (Mammoth )—Sufficient ore is beingshipped to meet the expense of development and leave small

surplus. Ore opened on 1.000 level being followed upwardthrough raise; on 700. drifting has been started to reach ore
troin above; work is in new ground.

Salt Lake County
UTAH APEX (Bingham)—Report for vear ended Aug. 31.

1915. shows receipts of $848,821 and net profits ot $271,497.

ONTARIO SILVER MINING (Park City)—This company,
which owns two drain tunnels, which drain the Dalv-Judg'e,
Daly West and Thompson-Quincy mines, has brought suit
against the treasurer of Summit County to prevent collection
of taxes levied on income received from leasing of these tun-
nels, and assessed as net proceeds. Company alleges that as
tunnels do not drain Ontario, revenue from" them cannot be
designated as net proceeds of that mine. Taxes for 1914
amount to $2,163. income from tunnels having been $21,828.

CANAD.V
Ontario

TOUGH OAKES (Kirkland Lake)—Will install another agi-
tator in mill.

VIPOND (Porcupine)—Has recently intercepted vein on
500 level beyond fault.

HOLI..INGER (Porcupine)—Is installing new power sub-
station; capacity of 3,600 hp.

CREOSUS (Munroe)—Has purchased plant of Badger mine
in Cobalt, which will be moved to Munroe.

R. A. P. SYNDICATE (Boston Creek)— Is installing small
plant, and will start drifting on 100 level.

LA BELLE (Kirkland Lake)—New plant is installed and
underground work has been started again.

SJIITH LABINE (Sesekinika)—Is under option to Kerr
Lake company of Col^alt. Plant is being installed.

McDONOUGH (Boston Creek)—Nissen stamp has been pur-
chased from Dome and new owners will install small plant.

PLENAURUM (Porcupine)—Sampling by La Rose com-
pleted. Mine being kept unwatered by owners, pending some
other deal.

APEX (Porcupine)—Shareholders will be asked at special
meeting on Jan. 24 to authorize sale of 700,000 shares of
treasury stock at not less than 15c. per share.

SUCCESS (Porcupine)—Will be opened up by new company
having capital of $3,000,000. The new company has a year's
working option.

DOME (Porcupine)—Production for December established
new record, amounting to $160,950, from treatment of 30,120
tons of ore; average of $5.39 per ton.

HAYDEN (Porcupine)—Shaft being put down and machin-
ery for operating to depth of 500 ft. being installed. Plans
in preparation for the erection of 120-ton mill.

NIPISSING (Cobalt)—During December ore mined esti-
mated value $112,907; bullion shipped from Nipissing and cus-
toms ore estimated value $379,642; low^-grade mill treated 6,754
tons and high-grade mill treated 71 tons and shipped 681,213
oz. silver.

SOUTH AMERIC.V
DEPOSITS OF WOLFRAMITE are found in several places

in the Province of San Luis. .Argentine Republic. The prin-
cipal dei)osits are in tlie Carolina and Condores <listricts. In
the Condores locality it is found in quartz veins that are
nearly vertical, and has been explored from the surface to a
depth of about 600 ft. A German syndicate has been operat-
ing in this district for several years; just before the war
started this company acquired additional machiner\' so as to
open up on a larger scale, but closed the mine when the war
broke out. It has a mill and separating liouso, and
ships the concentrates to Germany. (Concentration is done
by jigs and tables: the fine stuff is separated by selective
water jets on a revolving table. The mine entrance i.-; by tun-
nel in mountain side wliich runs horizontally for about a halt
mile to the shalt. which is about 400 ft. deep, and connects
the different lev. Is. Some wolfram mines have been opened
in the Carolina district, and some have installed crushing and
grinding niachincMv. but the drilling is done by band. Both
localities are somewhat remote from railways, transport '_

high, and firewood, the only source of fuel, becomes scarcer
every vear.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—Jan. 19

All of the markets were strongr during the last week, es-

pecially spelter, -nhich rose sharply in price, but in none of

the markets was the volume of business reported very large.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—The slight tendency toward shading of price that

was reported in the latter part of last week went no further,

the market or the contrary turning stronger, although the

volume of business transacted was but moderate. All of the

principal producers were sellers at 24c., r. t., but none of them

has any copper to offer, worth speaking of, for delivery this

side of April. A small amount of business was done by deal-

ers, speculators, traders, etc., at figures both above and be-

low the producers' price. If a buyer must have prompt cop-

per he has to pay a premium for it. On the other hand, if a

seller who has got prompt copper wants to realize, he may
have to do so at a discount. Speculators are not much in-

clined to buy copper to carry at this level. Anybody engag-

ing in such business wants to make a quick turn.

During the last week, Great Britain was again only a small

buyer, but France continued to buy largely, producers realiz-

ing about £120, delivered there, whicli was equivalent to about

25%c., on which producers netttd about the same as for their

domestic sales, after deducting costs, insurance and freight.

Copper Sheets base price is now 30c. per lb. for hot rolled

and 31c. for cold rolled. Usual extras charged and higher

prices for small quantities. Copper wire is 25%@26c. per lb.,

carload lots at mill.

Copper Exports for the weelt ended Jan. 1 are reported by

the Department of Commerce at 26,5SG,160 lb.; the larger Ittms

being 12,511,209 lb. to France, 3.S10.6ti3 lb. to Sweden, 2.370,244

lb. to Great Britain, 2,S70.2fil lb. to Russia and 2.S02.690 lb. to

Italy. Imports were 737,903 lb. ore and matte and 1,450,758 lb.

metal; 2,1S8.6G1 lb. in all.

VLsible Stocks of Ccjpper in Europe on Jan. 15 are reported

as follows: Great Britain, 10,354: France, 1,327; afloat from

Chile, 3,275; afloat from Australia, 4,400; total, 19,356 long

tons, or 43,357.440 lb. This is a decrease of 5S5 tons from the

Dec. 31 report.

Tin—This market was dull and showed but slight changes
in price.

Visible Stocks of Tin Dec. 31 are reported as follows:

United States, excluding Pacific ports, 9,496; London, 5,281:

Banka and Billiton, 1,439; total, 16.216 long tons. This is

a decrease of 235 tons from Nov. 30, but an increase of 2,826

tons over Dec. 31, 1914.

Lead—Right through the week independent producers re-

ported sales at conccosions f;om the price of the principal

producer in the New York market, although they did not have
to shade the price so much as in the latter part of the prt;-

vious week. In the early part of the week, sales of lead at

.St. Louis were reported at 5.70 '5:5.75c., although the principal

producers were asking 5.S2Vic. The cheaper lead came appar-
ently from dealers and s^-^cculators. Their liquidation evi-

dently came to an end about the middle of the week, for at

that time a consumer requiring a round lot found that It was
unobtainable at the low prices and paid v.'hat was asked by
the producers.

Spelter—This m.arket advanced sharply on rather urgent
demand by domestic consumers for earl.v deliveries. It Is

thought that the fn ight concestlon on the railways in New
ICngland has aomcthlng to do with this, supplies that the
manufacturers were expecting being delayed In reaching
them, and the consequently being obliged to buy adldtional
supplies for prompt delivr-ry. On the other hand, natural
gas troutiles In Kansas and fiklahoma whech are common at

this sea.son of the year cau.scd certain smelters to hesitate

about selling freely. There was not very much demand for

spelter to be delivered during the second quarter, but some
sales were made for that period ai;d also there were a few
sales running far ahead, such as March to August and April
to Decfrnber. Such contracts are entered Into at relatively

low prircs. It being common opinion ainonpr the producers that

the price is going to decline a good deal before such deliveries

have to be made, wherefore, everybody wants to sell as much
far-forward spelter as he can. At the close of the week,

prompt spelter was quoted at about 18%c.; February, at about

174ic.: March, about 171,4 (gl7a4c.; and April, 16i4@16%c. The

market closes quiet but very strong.

Sales of brass special were reported on Jan. 19 at 21%c.

On Dec. IS brass special for March delivery sold at IS^^c.

A cargo of zinc ore, 5,554 tons, was received at Baltimore,

Dec. 31, from Bongie. Africa.

Zinc Sheets are in demand, but the base price still remains

at $23 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru, 111., less 8% discount. Business

continues on a good scale.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals

NEW YORK—Jan. 1»

Aluminnm—The market is rather quiet still, with only
moderate business. Quotations remain 54@56c. per lb. for
No. 1 ingots. New York.

.\ntimnny—The market has been firm, with a moderate
but steady demand. Stocks are light. Chinese and other
ordinary brands are quoted at 42ffi)43^c. per lb.. New York.
Cookson's is held at 56c.. with little to be had. Not much has
been done in futures. Antimonial lead is in better supply,
which has eased demand for antimony a little.

\ickel—The market is steady, with about the usual busi-
ness. Prices are 45'5)50c. per lb. for ordinary forms, with 5c.

premium for electrolytic.

Reports that Canada would take steps to force the refining
of nickel matte in that country do not seem to present any-
thing especially new. Nothing will be done until the Nickel
Commission reports.

Qolckxilrer—Supplies are exceedingly scarce and consum-
ers find it h.ard work to get what they need. The prices
have gone up in a wild sort of way, but seem to be largely
nominal Transactions are small, limited to absolute needs.
New York price for large lots is $225 per fiask of 75 lb., but
there are no large lots to be had. For smaller orders ?225@
$250 per flask has been paid. San Francisco reports by tele-

graph $175(§200 per flask, with the market firm and the metal
scarce. London price is unchanged at £16 15s. per flask from
both first and second hands.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

NEW YORK—Jnn. 10

Gold in the United States on Jan. 1, 1916. is estimated by
the Treasury Department as follows: Held in the Treasury
against gold certificates outstandin,g, $1,475,089,229; in Treas-
ury current balances, $216,382,509; in banks and circulation,
$620,972,751; total, $2,312,444,489. This is an increase of $51,-

756,942 during December.

Platlnnm—While the situation has not changed and stocks
are io'w, there lias been very little business done. Most deal-
ers decline to quote except to regular customers. Prices are
rather lower, though still nominal. Quotations seem to range
at $82.50 "ff 90 per oz. for refined platinum.

Silver—The market continues steady, with supplies mod-
erate. No change in production is yet in evidence. Mexican
shipments are very limited. Chief buying seems to be for
mintage account.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

PLATTEVILLE, «"IS.—ijan 15

The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $106®
107 per ton. The base price paid for SC;^ lead ore was $75
per ton.

SHIP.MEXTS, WEEK ENDED J.\N. 15

Zir
Ore, Lb.

Week 4,690.000
Year 8.910,000

Lead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.
87,000 764,000

165.700 1.696,200

Shipped during week to separators. $3,632,000 lb. zinc ore.

JOPLIX, MO Jan. 13

Blende, high price. $112; base per ton 60''r zinc, premium ore
$110; medium grades $110®100, and lower grades down to
$90; Calamine, per ton. 409^ zinc. $S0@75; average selling
price, all grades of zinc, $100.10 per ton. Lead, high price
$77; base per ton 80<?; metal contents $V0@76; average all

grades of lead. 73.85 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED JAN. 15

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week 9.426.940 542.930 1.619.930 $563 110

this year 23,766.080 2,629.170 4.137.870 $1,472,100
Blende value, the week. $483,530; two weeks, $1,230,570.
Calamine value, the week. $19,760; two weeks, $88,270.
Lead value, the week. $59,820; two weeks, $153,260.

Iron Trade Review

^•E^Y YORK—Jnn. 19
Export orders have fallen off to some degree, largely be-

cause mills are not in a position to make the deliveries called
for. Domestic business I<peps coming in. notwithstanding the
prices called. Car and shio orders are taking a heavy ton-
nage of plates, and implement makers are pressing for bars.

.\s long as these conditions last there seems to be no pros-
pect of a weal<ening in prices. Present quotations are ap-
p,irently scheduled to hold for the first half.

PITTSBlHt;!!—Jan. l.s

The railroad situation has grown worse in.'jtead of better.
The Boston & Albany has added its embargo, and New Eng-
land is practically shut oft from steel supplies, there being
scarcely any water transportation available. In extreme
cases steel has been shipped by express, and through Canada
via Detroit. Scarcely any export steel is being accepted from
mills. For several weeks now the steel mills have shipped
more steel to customers who could be reached than they
would if transportation conditions were normal, yet no sur-
pluses have developed. The steel mills are now selling much
less steel than formerly, but are busy with customers who
urge quicker deliveries. Specifications are very heavy on
contracts, and bookings are almost constantly in excess of
shipments. In nearly all instances mills refuse to sell on
open contract for third quarter or second half.

PiB Iron—The market has been noticeably quiet since the
first of the year. Consumers all state they are fully covered.
There are still speculative stocks piled to the extent of 30,000
tons or more. We quote; Bessemer, $21; basic, malleable and
forge, $18@18.50: foundry, $18.50igil9, f.o.b. 'Valley furnaces,
95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Ferromanganese—The trade seems suddenly to have awak-
ened to the fact ferromanganese is scarce. All the English
producers have now advanced their contract price to $125,
Baltimore, while domestic producers quote this price or
higher, and only on late deliveries. Prompt lots have been
taken eagerly at $150.

Steel—The market for soft steel continues practically nom-
inal. The ordinary consumer is either covered by an old
contract or could not afford to pay prices that would be asked,
about $32® 33 for bessemer and $35 for openhearth, either
billets or sheet bars. Forging billets made to war steel
specifications are bringing above $50.

FERROAL,l.OYS
Ferrosillcon is in demand and firm. For high-grade, 50%

up, the quotation is $83@S5 per ton at furnace in the Pitts-
burgh District. Bessemer ferrosilicon is also firm, prices
varying from $28 at furnace for 10"^ up to $38 for 16% alloy.

—

Ferrotungsten remains high ^"itli few sales reported.

IRON ORE
Imports and exports of iron ore in the L'nited States 10

months ended Oct. 31, in long tons;

1914 191.5 Changes
Imports 1,209,313 1,109,416 D. 99,S97
Exports 548.S27 594.639 I. 45,812

The chief imports in 1915 were 684,858 tons from Cuba.
185,198 tons from Sweden and 71,S49 tons from Canada. The
exports were chiefly to Canada.

OTHER ORES
Manganese Ore—Imports in November were 50,629 tons,

making a total of 251,508 tons in the 11 months ended Nov. 30.

This is a decrease of 5,363 tons from 1914. Nearly all the
imports in 1915 were in the six months June-November, and
the larger part was from Brazil.

Manganese ore exports from India in September were 66,000
tons, of which 62,100 tons went to Great Britain and 3,900 tons
to Italy. In September, 1914. the exports were only l2,S3i"

tons.

COKE
Coke production of the Connellsville region for the week

is reported by the "Courier" at 429.968 short tons; shipments.
431.644 tons. Shipments from Greensburg and Upper Connells-
ville district were 37.712 tons.

Chemicals

>E^V -iOUK—Jan. 10

The general market oontinuis fairl.v active, and business
may be called good for the st-ason.

-Vrsenlc—The market is inclined to be quiet, but is steady
and unchanged. Prices are $4 #4.50 per 100 lb. for both spot
and futures, according to size of order.

Copper Sulphate—Supplies continue light and the market
rather irregular. Current quotations are $20 per 100 lb. for

carload lots and $20.25 per 100 lb. for smaller orders.

Nitrate of Sndn—Prices are slightly firmer and the curront
quotation is $3.30 per 100 lb. for both spot and futures. Sales
are fair.

Pyrites—Arrivals at Baltimore for the past week included
23,889 tons pyrites from Hu.lva. Spain.

PETROLEVM
Exports of mineral oils from the United States in Novemb •

were 186.817,899 gal. For the 11 months ended Nov. SO th

-

total exports were 3,057,399.767 gal. in 1914. and 2.125.048.60"

gal in 1915; nn iii.T.-nse of 67.64S.S42 cnl
,

.-.v 3 %<~ l:i.ot v«>ar
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AssesBments
Company Dellnqel Sale Amt.

Albany Lead. Ida Jan.

Alpha. Nev Jan.
.Mta-Germania, Utah Dec.
.\ndes Silver, Nev Jan.
.\tlantie, Ida jjan.

Baltimore Cons., Utah 'Jan.

Bay State M. AM., Utah Jan.
Bellerophon, Utah jJan.

Big Elk. Ida Ijan.

Cedar Creek. Ida iDec.
C'hallenge Cons.. Nev 'Jan.

Demiiohn Cons., Nev iJan.

Empire M. & D. Ida .Jan.

Gold Mt. Champion, Utah.. . . jJan.

Hale Norcross, Nev i Jan.
Idaho-Nevada, Ida Jan.

Imlay, Nev Jan.

Independence, Utah jJ^n.

Laclede, Ida. . . iFeb.

Lehi-Tintic. Utah jJan.

Lucky Calumet cop., Ida ;Dec.

Lucky Swede. Ida Jan.

Massasoit. Utah Jan.

M. & P. Gold. Utah . . . . Feb,
McKinley Gold. Ida . iJan.

Me-'Ucan Nev Jan.

Monte CYisto, Utah Jan.

Nabob. Ida Jan.

Nevada-.Anaconda. Utah Dec.
Nevada-Douglas, Nev Feb,
(lid Veteran. Ida Jan.

Ophir. Nev Jan.

Rexall, Utah Feb.

Hob Roy, Ida Feb,
Sierra Nevada, Nev Jan.

Slavonian, Ida Feb.
Superior & Boston. Mich Feb.

Tar Baby. Utah Dec.
Tarbox. Ida., (post.)

Tyler M. & M., Ida Jan.
Utah-Oregon. Utah Jan.
\'ictoria, Utah Dec.
Wasatch Marble, Utah Dec.
Western M. & M., Utah Jan.

\\ estern Star. Ida Jan.

White Cloud. Utah , . . . . Dec.
Wisconsin, Ida., (post.)

20 1
Feb.

5 Jan.
.51,Jan.
21, Feb.
21 Feb.
11 IFeb.

10 1Jan.
SjJan.

25iFeb.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

7'Feb.

20 1
Feb.

i Feb.
loiFeb.
27 Jan.
11 Feb.
ISIFeb.
7Feb.

28 Feb.
25 Feb.
5 Jan.
17 Feb.
29 Jan.
10 Mar.
6 Jan.

19 Feb.
2 Feb.
5 Mar.
19 Feb.
1 Feb.

31 Feb.
. . . Feb.
28 Feb.
o'Feb.

28 Jan.
15 Feb.
3 Jan.

loljan.
31 ;Jan.

. .'Jan.

19 SO 005
26 0,03
29 005
11, 0.02
2l| 0.005
11| 0.002

25| 0.001
29! 0.005

0.001
0.01
0.05
0.005
0.005
0.0025
0.03
0.002
0.01

001

2S 0.003
5, 0.002

2S 0.005
n 0.002
23 O.OIS
21] 0.0025
24 0.0005
IR 0.10
27 0.00!
I4I 0.005
29! 0.002
10 0.10
29

i 0.002
10! 0.05
21 0.01
5 0.002
91 0.10

29! 0.001
. . .; 1.00

0.005
0.003
0.001
0.0005
0.01
o.on
0,0015

31 (X)l

20'

01

003

stock Quotations

COLO. SPRINGS
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©mi a CaMfoirma
By Lewis H. Eddy'

SYXOPSIS—Regular mill equipntent has never

before been successfully used on dredging opera-

tions, but this plant makes use of Hardinge mills

and Neill jigs. The saving is materialhj in-

creased, thus introducing an important econonnj.

Eight improved Neill jigs and two Hardiuge mills are

in successful operation on Natoma Xo. 7 dredge in the

American Eiver field, near Folsom, Calif. The equip-

ment consists of two units of four jigs and one mill each

—

one unit on each side of the dredge. The unit on the

starboard side was installed in August and that on the

port side in November, 1915.

The jig-and-mill equipment receives 60% of the

total fines passing over the gold-saving tables. This

amount includes the material formerly passed out as

tailings. It has long been known that gold dredges, even

the value of the tailings of Xo. 7 dredge to a negligible

amount.

This jig was invented and patented by James W. Xeill,

Pasadena, Calif. (U. S. Pat. 1,144,-19.5).^ The original

plan of mounting the paddle on a shaft extending through
the center of the jig was discarded, and the plan of attach-

ing the paddle to two arms connected with the operating

rod was substituted, as shown in Fig. 3. This improve-

ment was suggested by L. D. Hopfield, manager of the

gold-dredging department, designed by E. E. Strouse,

mechanical engineer, and approved by Emer)' Oliver,

general manager, Xatomas Company of California. The
jigs were built by the Union Construction Co.

The jigs are situated in the sluices, and each jig re-

ceives all the material usually passing through two sluices.

They are set in two rows and alternate, so that two have

12-ft. and two have 8-ft. connecting-rods. A shaft, 10 ft.

6 in. long, extends across the pontoon and is connected

FIG. 1. OPERATING AR.M .\.XD ROD ON NEILL JIG

of the most modern California type, have failed to re-

cover all the gold contained in the gravel handled. The
tailings loss was chiefly confined to the escape of grea.sy

gold and flour gold.

The aggregate amount lost in the tailings in the past

15 years in the several dredging fields of California has

been great enough to give rise to the belief that a large

amount of dredged territorv' might be redredged at a

profit. Numerous devices have been suggested and some
of them tried out, but so far as known, the Neill jig and
the Hardinge mill in combination form the only gold-

saving equipment that has proved a commercial success

in the recovery of gold from dredge tailings. The re-

covery by this process has already been proved to reduce

•Associate editor. San Francisco, Calif.

FIG. 2. INSTALLING EQUIPMENT ON ST.-^RBOARD SIDE

to the motor outside the housing. The pulsation in the

jig is supplied by the paddle attached to two arms, one

at each end, extending upward inside the jig and con-

nected to the operating rod. The paddle arms are pro-

tected by casings inside the jig. The operating rod ex-

tends across the jig and is coiinected at the center, by

a connecting-rod, to the eccentric shaft. The operating

rod is provided with two downward extending arms, one

on each extreme end. These arms extend outside of the

end walls of the jig, the lower end of the arm fitting into

castings attached to the outside of the jig, whicli form

bearings, as shown in Fig. 1.

The jig screens are 8-mesh monel-metal wire, with a

1-in. bed of cast-steel shot, size BB. The siroeus are

supported at three sides by projecting castings on the in-

'•Eng. and Min. Jouin.," Aujr. 21. 1915, p. 313.
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~ide wall^ of the jig and at the other side by projecting

. astinffs on the casings, which protect the paddle arms.

The screen area is 2 ft. 5 in. by 3 ft. 8 in. The position

of the screen frames is illustrated by Fig. 4.

Each jig Tinit is operated by a 15-hp. Westinghouse

motor, each jig consuming approximately 2.6 hp. The

D/SCHAR&E

FIG. 3. THE XEILL JIG

Hardinge mill is operated l)y the .same motor. The speed

of the jigs is 172 pulsations per niin. : speed of mills,

32 r.p.m.

Three jigs of each unit are situated outside of the

housing, supported by the gold-saving tables, and one

inside the housing, resting on the gold-saving tables. The

Hardincrc mill i- a 4i._.-ft. <\7x' and occupies 7x9 ft. for-

•I' •!
' iK .SlCll.l- Jh

IN TLACE
ONE SCREEN

ward of the jigs, about thrcc-ijuartcrs on the pontoon, the

remaiii(ler inside the housinir. The jigs have constant

diwharge througii 2-in. pipe-, three from eacii jig, lead-

ing to a single launder eonii<i t. .1 to a receiving l)ox for

tlie Hardinge mill. .\ shaking anuilgamator. 18xt8 in..

receives the discharge from the mill, and a wooden

spreader, 5 ft. long, 18 in. wide at the upper end ami

4 ft. wide at the lower end, receives the material from

the shaking amalgamator and discharges to a 4x8-it.

silver-plated table. The spreader and table are situated

inside the housing and alongside the jig equipment. The
tailings discharge into a long narrow box leading outside

the housing and to the pond. Fig. 4 illustrates the in-

.stalling of the starboard equipment. Of the recovery

obtained by the equipment, 97% is caught in the mill and

shaking amalgamator and the remainder on the plates.

The cost of installation is comparatively low, and the

added cost of labor amounts to the wages of three men.

each working an 8-hr. shift. One man can take care

of the two units, and although quite steadily employed

during the shift, the work can easily be done by him with

the occasional assistance of another of the regular em-

ployees of the dredge. In fact, the entire cost of instal-

lation, maintenance and labor is small compared with

the results obtained by the recovery of the gold otherwise

carried off in the tailings.

^epoipft @f Csilaf©s="!aa®i Hiadltiastrial

i^ccadlesatt CoinminffiissnoEa

Sax Fuaxcisco CoKREspoxnEXtE

Tlie California Industrial Accident Commi-ssion report

for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915, covers the de-

partments of compensation, insurance and safety and is

accompanied by full statistical data of 62,211 industrial

• accidents in the state during 1914. There were 678

deaths, 1,292 pennanent injuries and 60.241 temporary-

injuries. A prior report covering the first 6 months of

1914 showed that 2,820 employers had filed with the

commission written acceptances of the compen.<ation pro-

visions of the law; during the year ended June 30, 1915,

additional acceptances to the number of 4,038 were filed,

making a total of 6,858. These acceptances brought many
thousands of employees under the benefit of the act

creating the commission.

Five decisions of cases appealed from the awards of

the I'ommission were handed down by the Supreme Court

Mistaining the commission. The permanent-disability

department rates permanent injuries according to the

nature of the injury or disfigurement, the occupation and

the age. This enables compensation to be awarded ac-

cording to loss of earning power. California is the only

.-tate employing this method. The medical department

arranges for e.xamination and treatment of injured men
ill ease of dispute as to the nature and extent of disability.

The insurance fund is reported to have been successful.

At the close of the first year (1914) the fund had written

$.") 17.161 in net premiums. A refund of 15% of earned

jiiemiums was allowed to policy holders as policies expired

and actual payroll expenditures were ascertained. The

total amount of this refund was approximately $75,000.

It is estimated that an additional refund of 28% will

be made. At the end of the first year 1914 the rate

schedule was reduced an average of 10%. From Jan. 1,

1914, to June 30. 1915, there were reported to the in-

surance fund 5,861 cases of accidental injuries; 37 of

the.se ca.«es resulted in death, 83 in permanent injuries

and 5,392 were temporary injuries. Of the total, 349

were rejected. An exhiliit was maintained at the Panama-

I'acific iTiternational Exposition.
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Iiisjiectors visited 7-16 plants and caused the installation

of safety equipment affecting 76,813 employees. Safety
lulletins have heen issued in English, Italian, Russian,

Croatian, Spanish, Portuguese and Greek. A committee
representing the California Metal Producers Association

and organizations of mine employees, conjointly with

members of the commission compiled mine-safety rules

for the state. These rules have been issued in a book

of 123 pages, pocket size. Cooperative agreement with

tiie United States Bureau of Mines was continued. First-

aid instruction was given the miners by Bureau of Mines
engineers. Nearly all the mines of the state were visited

and suggestions for safety generally adopted. Dredges
were also visited and plans fonnulated for the safety of

employees.

The accident reports for the year 1!M4 show tiiat (178

workmen of an average age of 39 suffered deatli. About
48% of those killed left 625 persons totally dependent.

The average age of women widowed through industrial

accidents is about 39 years. These widows must provide

for an average of 2^4 children each, of an average age of

9 years. Toward this provision the emplo3'eTS and in-

surance companies have paid a total of $243,366, and
payments will continue for 41/2 years from date of accident.

Nearly all conceivable forms of jjliysical mutilation were

suffered by 1,292 Avorkmen ; 31 men were sufficiently

disabled to require life pension ; 28 arms and 45 legs were

amputated; li2 eyes were lost or suffered serious injury;

(iOO fingers were cut off. For the relief of these workmen
$604,743 has been paid, and payments will continue. The
60,241 persons temporarily injured required the expendi-

ture of more than $1,000,000 for their relief. The time

lost on account of temporary injuries is equivalent to

Mhout 3,000 men being idle for the entire rear.

Consideral)le interest has l)een created by a notice re-

cently sent out by the General Chemical Co., setting forth

its ownership of certain patents said to be basic to the

manufacture of sulphuric acid by the contact process.

Dec. 24, 1915.

Numerous inquiries having" readied us of late as to the

status of the contact patents for making sulphuric acid

—

some people appearing to think that the basic patents are
about to expire—we have thought it best to answer all these
inquiries by a circular letter to the trade, with a view to pre-
venting loss to any who might be disposed to act in ignorance
of the facts.

The basic patents in this field are the so-called Knietsch
patents, which we purchased from the Badische Aniline und
Soda Fabrik, of which the following is a list:

No. 652,119, dated June 19, 1900, for the process of regu-
lating temperature, etc., expiring June 19, 1917;

No. 688,020, dated Dec. 3, 1901, covering among other things
all apparatus for control of temperature, expiring Dec. 3, 1918:

No. 816,918, dated Apr. 3, 1906, for the process of absorbing
sulphuric anhydride, which expires Apr. 3, 1923:

No. 822,373, dated June 5, 1906, for the purification of burner
gases, which expires June 5, 1923;

No. 823.472, dated June 12, 1906, for repeated, successive or
interrupted contact, or contact in installments, which expires
June 12, 1923.

To appreciate the breadth and scope of these patents they
should be read in full.

All the other patents (including certain of our own) are
dependent upon these basic patents and utilize all or some of
these in their operations. Consequently the expiration of any
patents other than those enumerated will fail to enlarge the
rights of the public or to justify the manufacture of contact
acid without our consent.

Having paid a large sum of money in the purchase of these
basic patents, having ourselves established the catalytic in-
dustry on a large scale in the United States and invested

much capital therein, having licensees who.se rights we are
bound to protect and having caused our rights to be generally
respected, we give notice that any person who may infringe
upon any of the above-mentioned basic patents will do so at
the risk of pecuniary loss and will be promptly prosecuted.

GENERAL, CHEMICAL, CO.,
Chas. Robinson Smith, Vice-President.

Thos. P. Burgess, Asst. Secy.

The contact-acid process has been of particular interest
recently, owing to the high price of sulphuric acid,
especially of the stronger grades, and many contact-acid
jdants have been planned.

Ell Ojr-o Dastliracftj, Estlad© de

El OlfO CORKESPONDENCE

The year 1915 was the mo.st successful year in the
history of El Oro Camp (from the standpoint of the
iiandit-revolutionist). The various mining companies
have not fared so well.

January found the five principal mines—El Oro
Mining and Railway Co., Ltd., Esperanza .Mining Co.,
Mexico Mines of El Oro, Ltd., Cia. Minera Las Dos
Estrellas, and La Lucha Mines—all mining and milling
a limited tonnage, but with dynamite, cyanide and
other supplies rapidly being exhausted, and with no pros-
pect of any means of transportation for securing more.
The governor of the state of ^Mexico had been very

insistent u])oii the operation of the properties in order
to provide work for the natives and had promi.sed gov-
ernmental assistance in securing supplies; but the split

between Axilla and Carranza came early in December,
1914, and put an effective stop to the movement of
freight, hence nothing could be done in the matter.

Occupation of El Oho by Blanco

Immediately after this break El Oro was occupied by
tlie troops of Lucio Blanco, who had not yet decided
which side to support. The arrival of the advance guard
of this body was marked by pillage and rolibery of many
foreigners; under the pretense of searching for arms,
horses were confiscated, and everything in the way of
arms, ammunition, or equipment was taken from" the
foreigners. The stable men at the ilexico Mines were
murdered when they could not deli\er as many saddles

as horses. After a few days' occujiation of the camp,
Blanco moved on and the Zapatistas entered.

Early in February, 1915, a small bunch of Gutier-
istas took the town after a spirited light that centered

about the Esperanza mill, but they quickly abandoned
the place upon the appearance on Feb. 14 of 2,000 Zap-
atistas under Quintanilla. The great victory of taking
the to^ni had to be celebrated in true Zapatista fashion,

so the town was given over to the wild Indians that

composed the entire Zai)atista army.

An orgy
^
of murder, rape and pillage followed that

Would have done credit to Geronimo and his Apaches.
Citizens were shot down in cold blood, women and girls

violated, stores looted of their contents and one min-
ing company robbed of its payroll. Numerous foreigners

were maltreated and robbed, but none was killed. No
effort was made by the officers to restain or control their

men, save to see that they overlooked nothing; yet when
the order was issued the next day stopping the looting,

it was obeved.
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One bunch of Zapatistas arrived too late to share in

•the loot, so in looking for game they raided the Dos Es-

trellas mine and carried oft several foreigners to hold

for ransom, cruelly beating and othenvise maltreating

them. By some unexplained good fortune, a woman, who

was one of the Zapatista colonels, secured the> release of

the men after a day's detention. On Feb. 22, the Zapa-

tista garrison had fallen off to about 400 men, and a

body of Carranzistas imder Amarro quietly surrounded

the town and captured the garrison. During the fight

the native inhabitants, who bad been so shamefully used

by the Zapatistas, took 225 of the garrison with what

few weapons they had hidden, but mainly hy knives,

sticks and stones. Everyone was promptly killed in the

most cruel manner. Quintanilla and his body-guard es-

caped.

PopuLATiox OF 20.000 Flees

The next day it was ascertained that the Carranzistas

would withdraw should the Zapatistas send an army from

Toluca, the state capital, so when on the 24th the gar-

rison made ready to evacuate, the wildest disorder reigned,

as no mercy was expected from the Zapatistas. Within

24 hours the town, normally of about 20,000 popula-

tion, had been deserted by the natives, who went to the

little mountain villages near-by, and only about 15 men,

principally foreigners, remained. A train at midnight

took the families of foreigners and the leading native

employees of the mining companies to ilaravatio, in Car-

ranzista territory.

In the hopes of protecting the place, four English-

men volunteered to go and see the Zapatista chiefs at

Toluca, and four Americans likewise went through the

Carranzista lines to get in touch with Villa. After sev-

eral davs* delay it was granted that no vengeance would

be taken on the town or mines when the Zapatistas re-

entered the camp. The Carranzistas shortly afterward

evacuated the place, taking with them the engines be-

longing to El Ore Mining and Eailway Co., Ltd.

illXIXG AXD MiLLIXG STOPPED

Xaturally, when the town was evacuated by the inhab-

itants, all mining and milling stopped ; and as supplies

have practically all been consumed, there is no prospect

of resumption of work until railway traffic is resumed.

The mine pumps have been kept running, and a small

amount of development work has been carried on, but

no ore has been mined. The Zapatistas occupied the

camp until October, when they were again driven out

by Carranzistas, who still occupy the place.

During this last occupation by the Zapatistas, from

5Iarch to Octol^er, the natives were in a sad state, on

account of .scarcity of food. The Carranzistas held all

of the state of Michoacan, upon which the native pojiu-

lation has to depend for corn and beans, their principal

foodstuffs; and as the money of one party was not ac-

ceptable in territory controlled by the other, the situa-

tion was deplorable.

The mining conii)anies then arranged with the Carran-

zistas to be allowed to bring food through their linos; so

employees of the companies were sent to buy sup])lies and

to ]'!\y for same with company checks on Jlexico City

ban; -. Tbc^o checks are accc])tod by the farmer or mcr-

ch. : in pn ( lence to the paper money of either ))arty,

wlmli is p 1 only so long as the party issuing same

is in control of the district, while cheeks are good for

whatever money is valid in Mexico City on the day tlie

check is presented for pavinent.

The Zapatista authorities—if it can be said that they

ever had a semblance of a government—made capital of

the conditions and filled their pockets at the expense of

the camp. Their favorite stunt was to present an order

to a mining company demanding a check for several thou-

sand pesos in exchange for which they presented their

paper money, declared by themselves to be the only legal

tender, but in reality absolutely worthless. They al-

ways pretended that they were buying food for the de •

tute inhabitants, and under the conditions prevail) _

their orders could not be disobeyed. One does not n
more than once to be diplomatic with a l)andit who i-

careless how he handles his rifle.

The Eevolutioxists' Methods of High Fix'axce

Wlien the check had been secured, a trusty messenger

was sent with it into ilexico City or Carranza territory,

where it was cashed. Although the Carranza money was

comparatively worthless, it was valued at two or three

times the Zapatista paper, hence it could without difficulty

be exchanged for Zapatista money at a good exchange.

This Zapatista money was then presented to the mining

companies with a demand for more checks. In the mean-

time the mining companies had been compelled to use

the Zapatista money in paying their men, but the de-

mands of the Zapatista officials soon placed in the hands

of the companies an enormous quantity of their worth-

less paper, which they still hold, without any hope of

ever receiving a cent for it.

The rumor that a bunch of Carranzistas was approach-

ing always was a cue to the Zapatista officers to work

another graft. A demand was at once made on the mines

for 100 boxes of dmamite to destroy the railroad (as

if it had not already been most effectively destroyed).

Instead of blowing up tracks, the dynamite was shipped

to the state of Morelos to use in little mines being worked

by some of their officers.

As there was no authority in the district, robbery be-

came the rule, and various raids were made on the mines

and mills. La Lueha ^Mining Co. and the Esperanza

Mining Co. suffered in this way to a large extent, the

last-named company being robbed of bullion valued at

over $30,000 United States currency. This bullion liad

been produced when it was thought safe to ship, but Mex-

ican politics change over night and the Carranza-Villa

lueak came l)efore shipment could be made.

The plant was raided by an armed band that included

many soldiers. One watchman was killed and two otiicr.*

were seriously injured by the bandits. Although em-

ployees of the company made arrests of several of the

robbers and recovered part of the stolen bullion, tlic

Zapatista officials allowed the prisoners to go free: ;;

one general demanded the recovered bullion as evidc!

in the case, and when it was delivered to him, he took

it with him to ilorelos, where it was lost sight of.

The TunKChuan Copper Mine* in Yunnan, China, are now
operated liy tlie government. The mines liave been tal<en

over l).v the Ministry of Finance, which ol)tains from them
the metal nteded for coinage of copper "cash." Sunfir Lien-
Kuei is Keneral manatrer at tlie mines. He la also in charce
of the opening of a zinc-lend mine in Yunnan.
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DULUTII ConiiESI'OXDEXCE

SYXOPSIS—Three essential conditions to suc-

cessful hydraulic stripping operations: Kind of

overburden suitable for hrjdraulicking ; ample

available water supply; suitable and convenient

place for wasting overburden. Orebody stripped at

Hillcrest mine 1,000 ft. long and 200 ft. wide;

average depth of overburden, 65 ft. Pumping
equipment consisted of one 12-in. tivo-stage cen-

trifugal pressure pump, one 3- to 5-in. hydraulic

giant and one 12-in. centrifugal sand pump; the

last mounted on the body of a flat-car minus its

trucks. The car body ivas lowered until stripping

reached bedrock, when trucks were replaced, tracks

laid and pumping outfit moved as desired. Elec-

trical power used. Pump handled an average of

77,lJf7 yd. per month.

Usiug water to move dirt was probably first done wlien

the original miner discovered that he could wash the sand

out of a pan and recover the gold in the bottom. Using

centrifugal pumps for the moving of sand and water is

no new idea, as it has been employed in dredging silt and

fine materials from the bottoms of streams and lakes for

a great many years, for handling tailings in concentrating

plants, and in many other fields that need not be enumer-

ated. So far as the writer knows, the idea was first used

for removing the high and dry overburden from an ore-

body in the phosphate fields of western Florida, where

for years water has been pumped under pressure against

a sand bank and the resulting emulsion of sand and water

forced by centrifugal j)umps up through a long pipe line

to a disposal ground.

About three years ago it was discovered that a consid-

erable amount of the overburden at the Eowe mine, at

Riverton, Minn., could be washed off by simply turning

a stream of water on it. With an installation consisting

of a small pump and a hydraulic giant a consideralile

yardage was moved, and in order to uncover the ore coni-

pletelj^, a sand pump, capable of lifting the sand and
water emiilsion up from a point lower in elevation than

the disposal ground and forcing it through an ever-

increasing length of discharge pipe, was installed. Even-

tually an installation of pumping units and a method of

operation were adopted very closely following the experi-

ence of the Florida phosphate fields. The successful

result of this operation guided the management of the

Hill Mines Co., of which Roger R. Hill, of New York
City, is president and managing director, in deciding to

use a similar method in removing the overburden from
the Hillcrest mine at Ironton in the same district.

The data following were furnished by Wilbur Van
Evera, of Virginia, Minn., who, as consulting engineer,

recommended this method, planned the work in detail and

later, as manager of mines for the companj', carried out

the plans to the present development.

There are three equally essential conditions necessary

to a successful hydraulic-stripping operation, as follows:

A kind of overburden suitable for handlin<r bv this

method; a readily available and ample water supply; a

suitable and convenient place for wasting the overburden
removed. An important but secondary consideration

would be electric power at reasonable rates. This consid-

eration, however, has more to do with the first cost of

equipment than with the operating expense and conse-

quently is not an essential.

In judging the character of the overburden the manage-
ment was guided by the exposures at the Rowe mine pit

21/2 ™i. west of the Hillcrest and at the Pennington mine
pit % mi. to the east of it, by a careful study of the drill-

ing records, and the experience of the drill runners, who
sank casings for i-i drill holes in the area to be stripped.

The conclusion reached, that the overburden consisted
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mainly of fine sand with but little heavy gravel, boulders

or clay, has been justified by the results of the work.

The water-supply was Blackhoof Lake, a body of water

about one mile long and one-half mile wide, in one corner

of the property.

The disposal ground Avas 80 acres of swamp land at a

level onh' slightly above that of the lake and with a

drainage back to it. Over this it was possible to waste

a layer of stripping about 12 ft. in thickness, without

reaching a static head for the sand-pump discharge

greater than 52 ft., or a length of discharge pipe greater

than 2,000 ft.

The power was supi^lied by the Cn^iina Ran ire Power

Co. from its plant on the Crow Wing River.
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The orebudy at the Hillcrest mine, which it was decided

should be stripped, is approximately 1.000 ft. long and

500 ft. wide, with an average depth of overburden of 65

ft. Allowing for 20 ft. berms, lU-to-l slopes and an

approach, the yardage to be moved amoimted to a little

over 1,000,000 cu.yd.

The equipment "purchased was: One 12-iu. centrifugal

sand pump, direct-connected to a 300-hp. motor; one

12-in. 2-stage centrifugal pressure pump, direct-connected

to a 250-hp^ motor; 1,200 ft. 14-in. flanged spiral-riveted

pipe; 500 ft. 12-in. flanged spiral-riveted pipe; 2,600 ft.

12-in. bolted-joint connection spiral-riveted pipe; one

hydraulic giant : one second-hand flat-car ; electrical ac-

cessories, wire, valves, pipe-line fittings, tools, etc. The

total cost of the listed equipment amounted to $12,000

in round figures.

Saxd Pump Reqiiremexts

The sand pump purchased was designed to deliver

1,200 sal. per min. against 146 ft. total combined static

and friction head, and to do this required a 10-in. diam-

eter runner driven by a motor at a full-load speed of 505

r.p.m. Owing to the fact that the sand pump would first

be operated at surface elevation against a negative static

head of 7 ft. through 2,000 ft. of pipe line, it was neces-

sary to provide against overloading the motor by using a

smaller-sized pump impeller to start with and by using a

motor with a 50% speed reduction. The alternative to

this arrangement was a belt-connected unit, with which

the varying conditions could be met by using pulleys of

different diameters to vary tlie speed of the pump.

The pressure unit consisted of two simple volute 12-in.

pumps with a motor between and direct-connected to each

of them, the discharge of the pump on one side being

connected over and across to tlie suction of the ])ump on

the other side. This 2-stage unit was designed t« deliver

1,000 gal. per min. against 170 ft. head. This gave a

nozzle pressure at top ore level of from 70 to 80 lb., de-

pending on the size of nozzle used. The hydraulic giant

was of the common California type and was provided

with nozzles ranging, by i/r'H- variations, from 3- to 5-in.

diameters. Tiie electric motors were 2,200-volt slip-ring

type alternating-current nnits.

The record of the operation is best detailed by reference

to the maj) showing the layout of the pit, water-su])ply

and disposal ground. Tlie pressure pump was placed on

the .shore of the lake and the pressure line laid over to

the proposeil approach and u]) tiie line of the ajjproach to

the proposed pit. Tiie sand i)ump was ])laccd at drill hole

7.4, on the south edge of the orebody and at a point which

the top ore contours showed to be a slight depression.

The proposed layout included an undercrossing of the

Soo Line tracks, and to accomplish this, piling for a

bridge was driven ijefore operations were started and the

hriilge was built before any dirt was moved. The first

work was to run a sluicing-cut under one end of this

bridge and through the hill just above it, in order to lay

tiie pressure line on aii even grade. Fig. 1 shows this cut

from the Soo Line bridtre, looking northeast toward the

proposed pit.

At tbe location of the sand pump si.\ 6-in. ))i])es were

sunk 111 rough the surface and 10 ft. into the ore, a total

distaiKc at this point of 65 ft. These pipes were handled

witli :i drill outfit like ordinary drill-hole casings and were

-.paced in a rectangle 15x20 ft. Heavy clamps were put

on them and three 12x12 timbers braced with hog rods

laid on the clamps. The deck of a fiat-car laid on these

timbers was the platform on which the sand jnimp and

motor, switchboard and resistance grids were mounted.

Sis 3-ton duplex chain blocks, hung from the steadying

braces clamped to the top of the 6-in. pipes and hooked

into stirrups in the 12x12 cross-timbers, were used for

lowering the platform.

Work of assembling and setting up the machinery was

started Mar. 1. A pumping sump was excavated on the

shore of the lake, and 200 ft. of a penstock was run

through a shallow muskeg bottom, out into the lake, to

lead the water to the pumping sump. It was found neces-

sarv to drive 26-ft. piling to a solid bottom for the pres-

sure-pump foundation, and this was done with the com-

pany's oivn drill outfit. Owing to delays in receiving the

machinery, which was ordered for delivery Mar. 1, it was

not possible to start up till late in April. Fig. 2 shows

the start of the sand-pumping operation Apr. 26. It also

shows very clearly one expensive mistake—the 14 ft. of

12-in. suction hose. After a four days' trial, during

which it was possible to get just 20 hr. of actual operation

out of it, it was in the condition shown in the illustration.

Before any progress at all could be made, this had to be

removed and the suction shown in the subsequent illus-

trations installed. Fig. 2 shows the six 6-in. ])ipes upon

which the pump platform is supported and the details of

the clamps, cross-timbers, top braces and chain blocks ; also

the gate valves in the suction and discharge lines. The
gate valve had to be removed and a foot valve at the end

of the suction substituted. The latter was removed as

soon as the pump was lowered so that the water column

of the discharge line was standing against the ptimp.

ilETHOD OF LoWEraXG Pl'MP Pl.ATFOIiM

The pump platform was lowered about 3 ft. at a time.

As soon as the dirt was washed out about 3 ft. below the

clamps, the cross-timbers supporting the pump platform

were raised with the chain lilocks just enough to take the

weight off the clamps; the clamps were lowered on the

pipes and the chain blocks slackened away until the cross-

timbers again rested on the clamps. As the pump was

lowered the pipes were tinscrewed at the top and removed.

This operation was repeated until the pump had been

lowered 26 ft. on Jlay 8. The condition of the pit at that

time is shown by Fig. 3. At that time it was found that

the pump .shell was wearing badly. As there were no

prospects of getting repairs for it for si.x week.s, it was

decided to rest at that level to avoid the wear on the shell,

which increases very rapidly with an increase in pumping
head. On receipt of repairs for the pump, lowering was

resumed on June 12, and by June 28 the suction was

on tlie ore. The total time consumed in lowering the

])ump 52 ft., or until the suction was on the ore, was 22

days, excluding the time when the condition of the pump
would not permit of lowering.

Fig. 4 shows the method of widening tiie jiit. Fig.

5 shows the ])um])ing plant, on July 15, three weeks

after the inimp had lieen lowered to the bottom of the

strip|)ing ])it, also the u])])er bench, where the punij)

rested and the pit was widened during llie time repairs for

the .sand pump were awaited. The layer of dark material

at the bottom of the bank is a very tight boulder clay, at

some points grading into a genuine hardpan. It was

difficult to break this material up even with a nozzle
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FIGS. 1 TO S. SCENES SHOWING THE VARIOUS STAGES OF PROGRESS DURING THE HYDRAULIC STRll TING AT
HILLCREST IRON MINE
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stream at SO lb. pressure, and in some instances it was

necessary to blast it, notably in preparing a sump for the

suction when lowering and in getting the first channels

through it to the north side of the pit. Practically all of

the Ijoulders shown in Fig. 7, lying in the bottom of the pit,

came from this layer, which fortunately pitched down and

disappeared as the work progressed toward the north side

of the pit.

Fig. 7 shows the approach to the pit, on a 3% grade

and Fig. 8 shows the end of the sand-pump discharge

line and the kind of material that can be handled by the

pump.
At its first location (that is, at the point where the 6-in.

pipe standards were sunk) the pump was operated till

Sept. 8, moving approximately 340,000 yd. of material.

At that time it seemed advisable to dig the approach, or

rather, at this stage of the operation, the "exit" from the

pit. This was the most difficult part of the work, as it

was necessary to ditch a level channel for 700 ft. to get

into the approach at a point on the final grade line, and

this was mainly through the layer of tight boulder hard-

pan already referred to.

Chaxge to Movixg Pump-Platform

The first move was to replace the trucks under the

flat-car deck that had been used for a pumping platform

and set a section of rails under the trucks. Then l)y set-

ting up the nozzle about 250 ft. in front of the pump, it

was possible to drive the gravel and boulders toward the

pump until there was a dead-level ditch in which track

was laid and the pump car moved up. The pump was

originally placed under the X, Fig. 7. It was moved

straight east 250 ft., then turned and moved due south-

west in two settings, along the line of the approach to the

location at which it is shown in this illustration. From
there out the approach was washed to the permanent 3%
grade through heavy gravel and boulders. Because of the

heavy gravel encountered in this cut, one more move was

necessary to complete the remaining 750 ft. of the ap-

proach.

The subgrade had to be 23 ft. below construction at the

Soo Line undercrossing. The Soo Line built the bridge

on piling driven below the proposed approach grade line,

and all of the dirt was moved with the nozzle and washed

back to the sand pump. The crossing was built and com-

pleted without constructing a run-around and without a

minute's delay to the ore, freight and passenger trains

that passed here all summer long.

Witii the completion of the approach, about Xov. 1,

the permanent approach track was laid and the sand-

pump car was rolled down into the pit, straightened

around and clamped to the rails, to remain in that posi-

tion until the remainder of the overburden at the cast

end of the pit is removed, or until cold weather stops the

operation. The approach track is complete behind tlie

sand-pump car, and when the freezing weather becomes

too severe to permit further operation, it will be but half

a shift's work to ])ull the entire equipment up high and

dry into the railroad yards.

The average monthly yardage during the time the

pump was operated in the pit was 77,147. The average

during the time the a])proacli was being washed was 54,-

707 yd., and the average for tlu' entire six and a fraction

montb-^ of operation up to Xov. 1 was 69,834 cu.yd. ])er

mnntli. .\s the hardest part of tlic work is over—and liy

this the digging of the approach, the lowering of the

pump platform, the experimenting with different kinds

of pump shells and various devices are referred to—the

balance of the dirt should be removed at a rate that

should materially increase this average.

The yardage performance of this unit is shown by the

following fio'ures

:
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be considered. On the north Cuyuna Range the overbur-

den is generally adapted to the hydraulic method. There

are now five pits on the north range and in each one of

them the material exposed could be handled easily by the

equipment here described. There are then only the ques-

tions of water-supply and disposal grounds to be consid-

ered in this district. On the Mesabi Range the overbur-

den would not generally be adapted to this method. How-

ever, the muskeg swamps, usually underlain by a loose

gray sandy clay which every Mesabi Range miner has seen

a steam shovel wallowing in at various times, could be

handled advantageously by a sand pump. At the Hill-

crest mine, as noted, the total time required to lower the

pump 53 ft. to the ore was 22 days, and when this was

accomplished there was a great inverted cone of a pumping

sump that thoroughly drained the surface for hundreds of

feet around it. The suggestion is offered for what it is

worth, that such a sump as this could be rapidly and

cheaply sunk at the beginning of many Mesabi Range

stripping operations and save the very expensive and dis-

couraging job of beating the water down with steam

shovels or the expensive alternative of sinking a shaft

toward the rather doubtful end of draining the surface

through it.

The hydraulic process of stripping orebodies in use at

the Hillcrest iron mine on the Cuyuna Range is being put

to its severest test by operation under sub-zero temper-

atures and during the past few days has demonstrated

that it can be successfully used in winter as well as at

other seasons of the year. Present prospects are that

stripping operations will be continued during all of the

present winter at the Hillcrest mine.

One day recently the pumps were operated with the

thermometer registering a temperature of 26 deg. below

zero, and while some heroic efforts were necessary to keep

ice from forming in the pipes, the task was successfully

accomplished. The water passes through the pipes at

a speed of 12 ft. per sec. but despite this, ice began to

form in the pipes and operatives were kept busy dis-

lodging it through the day and night. In ordinary

temperatures of winter this trouble is not experienced

and now it is thought that it will not be necessarj' at any

time during the winter to stop operations.

sa®ia aia (u^lbSii] laira©

Mention was made recently of the death of Bryan K.

Morse, on Jan. 12, as a result of a gas explosion in an

old copper mine in the province of Pinar del Rio, in west-

ern Cuija. Mr. Jlorse was in charge of the exploration

work of El Informador Minero, of Havana, Cuba, and

was iinwatering the old copper mine near Bahia Honda.

Some further details of the accident are now at hand, and

it may l)e of interest, as well as Ijenefit to others contem-

plating similar work, to have the infonnation conveyed

in a recent letter from one of Mr. Morse's friends in

Pinar del Rio. The mines in this part of Cuba are nor-

mally not gaseous, but it is worthy of note that two men
lost their lives from an explosion of gas—evidently gen-

erated in this instance by decomposing organic matter

that liad remained in the mine since its earliiM- exploita-

tion. On Jan. 1 1 Morse with four othors entered the mine
to explore an old "gallery" that had been under about

200 ft. of water for more than 12 yr. This working had
lieen unwatered to within 2 ft. of the bottom, and as the

men proceeded the stench from the water was too strong

for three of the men, who returned toward the shaft.

Morse and one man proceeded for about 30 ft. to where

the gallery opens out, when the explosion came. The
rush of air knocked down the three men who had returned

toward the shaft, but as soon as practicable they went back

to the gallery and pulled Morse and the miner from under

the fallen timber. Both were badly burned, but alive.

Morse also had a broken leg. They were taken to Bahia

Honda, the miner dying on the way. Morse died the next

afternoon, about 24 hr. after the accident.

Early in July, 191.3, the Federal Attorney General of

Australia made a statement to the effect that the channels

through which Australian metal products found their

way to British and neutral markets were still dominated

by German influence and that the Allies were being bled

of millions of money in order to secure the necessary

munitions. This led to the creation of the Australian

Metal Exchange under government control. The exchange

was officially opened in both Sydney and Melbourne in

November. The principal rules, which have been drafted

by committees representing Melbourne and Sydney, em-

brace certain fundamental principles for safeguarding

Australian interests and developing the metal industry

of the commonwealth, some of which are as follows

:

No person shall be eligible as a member, active or asso-
ciate, of the exchange unless he is a natural-born British

subject and domiciled in the commonwealth.
No person shall be eligible as an active member unless he

is engaged in the commonwealth in producing, buying or sell-

ing, or treating, or refining metals or minerals, or is the nom-
inated representative of a British firm or British company
so engaged. The definition of British firm or British com-
pany is given, and the attorney general of the commonwealth
may, at his discretion, grant a certificate of eligibility to any
person, firm or company who may not comply with the rule.

A renewal of such certificate may be obtained annually.

Exchanges have been established in Sydney and ^lel-

bourne, and as time goes on, doubtless will be in the

capitals of other states, but a "branch exchange shall be

subject to the rules and regulations of the Australian

Metal Exchange." Practically the most important rules

are those dealing with sales and contracts.

All sales and purchases of metals or minerals except re-

fined noble metals (unless exempted by the attorney general

of the commonwealth) for export or for consumption beyond
the commonwealth shall be registered by an active member
of the exchange with the registrar.

The registration shall set forth truly the name of the real

buyer, the name of the real seller, the price and the port or

ports of destination. Sales or purchases of metals or minerals

not exceeding a value of £500 for consumption in Australia

shall not require to be registered.

It may be provided by the regulations that sales or pur-

chases of metals or minerals exceeding a value of £500 foi

consumption in Australia shall be registered by an active

member of the exchange.
Shipments of metals or minerals which to the knowledge

of the shipper may be unsold at the time of shipment shall

be registered, together with an undertaking that the name
of the real buyer and the price will be registered within 4S

hr. of the receipt of advice of the sale of the whole or any

portion of the shipment.

It shall be a condition of every contract that if the attor-

ney general notifies in writing: to the registrar his disapproval

of the buyer within 4S hr. after being advised of the contract,

the contract shall lie void; but his approval shall not be neces-

sary to buyers included in any list approved by him.
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UmidlergYo^midl Miniinig' Me4lhi©dls
of Utalh Copper Coo*

syyOPSIS—The iiiiderground mining .system

of Utah had to he such that it would not inter-

fere later with steam-shovel irorl- on the surface,

and yet should extract the ore cheaply while it

was being used.

The mining property- of the Utah Copper Co. is sit-

uated in the West ^Mountain mining district. Salt Lake

County, Utah, in the Oquirrh Range of mountains. The
Utah Copper mine is primarilj- a steam-shovel operation,

but up to April, 1911, a considerable tonnage of ore was

obtained by imdergrouud-miniug methods, since most

of the shovels were working in capping, and it was nec-

essary to keep the mills at Garfield running at capacity.

Realizing that iinderground mining was to be but

an incident in the mining of the orebody as a whole, a

system of sloping was adopted which would not affect

adversely futiire steam-shovel operations. In order to

fulfill this requirement it was essential that the surface

should not be caved, that no large openings be left un-

filled and that capping should not be mixed with ore.

The system, as finally adopted and successfully oper-

ated, consisted in starting slopes on three separate levels,

or tunnels. The first of these tunnels, driven 7x1.5 ft.

upper levels, but no ore was handled through it. Each
level had one or more surface connections affording good

natural ventilation to all parts of the workings (Figs. 1

and 2).

By means of these three levels the orebody was divided

into blocks for sloping. The central block, 500 ft. wide

(see Fig. 1), was bounded on the main level by two

parallel motor drifts and on the upper levels by two

main parallel tramming drifts directly over those on

the haulage level. At intervals of 120 ft. along these

motor drifts, raises 5x6 ft. were put up on a 55° pitch

to the level above and afterward extended to the third

level.

In order to make the slopes as safe as possible, to mini-

mize the amount of timber required and to leave sub-

stantial walls for the safety of future steam-shovel op-

erations, it was decided that the standard width of stope

should be 16 ft., with il-ft. pillars between slopes.

ilAiN, OK ^Iotor-Haulage, Level

The method of starting slopes on the motor-haulage

level was somewhat different than on the upper levels,

although the size of slopes and pillars was the same.

Motor drifts were driven on the motor-haulage level,

spaced at 50-ft. centers and parallel to the main drifts

MOTOR
MAULA5E
LEVEL -t

MIDOLE LEVEL- Ig >--.UPPER LEVEL

FIG. 1. PLAN OF WORKINGS FOR ONE BLOCK
OF STOPE

in the clear, was the main or motor-haulage level. The
second, 150 ft. vertically above the main level, was

equipped for hand tramming only, so all drifts, cross-

cuts, etc., were driven 5.5x6.5 ft. in the clear. The third,

100 ft. vertically above the second, was also a hand-

tramming level and driven 5.5x6.5 ft. in the clear. These

three levels were connected by many manways and raises

for dro])ping the ore from the upi)er tunnels to the

motor-haulage level. An underground shaft, centrally lo-

cated and equipped with a comi)ressed-air hoist, was used

to hoist supplies from the motor-haulage level to the

•Orlfc'inally presented at the annual meeting of the Utah
Section. A. I. M. E.. Salt Lake City, Oct. 1. 1915. by Thomas S.
narnah:iri Klngham Carton. Utah, and iiubllshed In the Jan-
u:.rv 'Hunctln."

rS,EU675te^. . MpTpB uHAyUAS|jJ-.EVEt^. _. _^._j.

SECTIOM 1-1

FIG. 2. SECTION SHOWING RELATIVE POSITION OF
STOPES TO STEAM-SHOVEL LEVELS

forming the boundaries of the block. At intervals of

()0 ft. along these drifts the surveyor marked the tenter

of the stopes as the drifts were driven ; if the ground

required timbering, the tunnel sets were spaced to be

suitable- for stope-chute sets later on. After the stope-

chute sets were comjjleted, a man with a sloping machine

drilled both sides directly over the chutes, nearly horizon-

tally and on the center line of the stope, to form a pocket

at this ])oint. The next round on each side pointed

strongly upward, and from that point on, the raise was

extended on a 60° pitch until the face was 31 ft. verti-

cally above the to]) of rail. The stoping machine was

then taken out, a No. !) Leyner machine set up near the

to]j of the raise and a drift started each way. These drift-;

were run horizontally, following the center line of the
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stope, and were made 8x8 ft. Since their maxiinmn

length from any ore chute was only 18 ft., little shovel-

ing vras necessary to get the ore to the chute. After this

drift was completed for the full length of the stope, the

Lcyner machine took -t ft. off each side of the drift, to

liring the stope to the standard width of 16 ft. The

(ire hroken in all this work was drawn from the chutes, so

tliat when this stage of operation was completed, there

was an excavation 450 ft. long, 16 ft. mde and 8 ft. high

ready for stoping operations.

Ciiute timbers were arranged as follows: Three tun-

nel sets of 12xl2-in. timbers were set up, spaced at ol^-

ft. centers (see Fig. 3); posts 8 ft. long were set in

hitches cut in the floor deep enough to make the bottoms

STOPE-CHUTE TIMBERS ON MOTOR-H.\ULAGB LEVEL

of the caps 7 ft. above the tup uf rail. Caps were cut 10

ft. long, so as to extend 6 in. beyond the side of each

post and blocked tightly against the walls. Planks, 2x12

in. by 7 ft. long, nailed under the cap, acted as spreaders

lor the posts, but no sills were used. The sides were

lagged with 2xl2-in. planks. Enough ground was then

broken above the tunnel sets to make room for a short

set. The posts for this set were cut 3 ft. 9 in. long of

12xl2-in. timber. Only two short sets were put in, one

on each side of the chute mouth, the top and sides being

lagged with split round poles.

The ^Iaxway Eaises and Drift.s

In alternate drifts, that is at intervals of 100 ft., man-

way raises were put up in the pillars, midway between

the stopes. The raises were started in offsets 6 ft. from

the center of the track, and driven on a 50° pitch. They

were made 4x6 ft. and divided into a chute and a man-

way by means of stulls and 3xl2-in. planks. The man-

ways were equipped with ladders and the chutes with

gates, so that the ore broken in the raises could be loaded

directly into motor cars.

When the manways reached an elevation 31 ft. ver-

tically above the top of rail, manway drifts were started

both ways at right angles to the raises, or parallel to

the motor drifts. The bottoms of these drifts were 25

ft. above the top of rail, or on a level with the bottom of

the stopes. These drifts, at 19 ft. from the manways,

broke into the sides of the stopes. At the junction of the

drifts with the stopes, 8x8-in. sills 8 ft. long were laid

3 ft. in the stope and 5 ft. in the drift and 6x6-in. crib-

bing built nj)on them, dapped 1 in. so as to leave a space

of 4 in. between cribbing. The crib timbers were 4 ft.

long, making tlie manways 3x3 ft. in the clear. The

cribbing on the drift side was left off for the first 5 ft.

to form an entrance into the manway. The manway
timbers projected 2 ft. into the stope and 2 ft. into the

pillar, thus placing them in solid ground on parts of three

sides. After the manways were thus completed to within

a few feet of the back of the stope and equipped with air

lines, the stopes were ready for active stoping.

Stoping Chew and Their Ta.sk

Usually, in working a stope, a crew consisting of a ma-
chine man and a ])ickman worked from each manway, so

that ordinarily live machines were working in each main-

level stope. Sto]iing was done on but one shift a day,

so the same crew was responsible for conditions at a

given manway. The pickman trimmed

down the back of the stope so as to

make it safe for the machine man. In

a shift of 8 hr., each stope crew was

expected to put in from 14 to 20 holes,

6 ft. deep, depending on the ground,

and load and fire them. A round of

15 holes ordinarily broke 150 tons. The
motor crew on the following shifr pulled

about 75 tons, representing the swell

of the ore, so that the stope crew would

have sufficient room to work on top of

the broken ore. The ideal condition for

efficiency and safety in a stope was to

keep the top of the broken ore within

9 ft. of the back of the stope. With fi\c

machines in a stope, a separate crew of crib men was em-

ployed to build the manways and keep them at all times

well above the level of broken ore in the stope. The stopes

from the main tunnel were carried to capping, or aban-

doned 10 ft. below the second level if the ground above

ImOTOR haulage LEVElr^

SECTION 2-2

FIG. 4. SECTION SHOWIXC, THREE STAGES OF STOPES
FROM THE MOTOU-H.\ULAGE LEVEL

the second level had already been stoped. As soon as a

stope was abandoned, the chutes were nailed up so that no

more ore could be pulled from them (Fig. 4).

As mentioned, the upper levels consist of main drifts

directly above the motor drifts forming the limits of tin

stope blocks. Crosscuts were driven every 120 ft. at right

angles to the main drifts; that is, parallel to the center

line of the stopes. These were driven on a 1% grade

from each main drift, meeting in the center of the block.

Each crosscut was connected to the main-haulage level

by two raises which came out in the floor of the cross-

cut 100 ft. from each of the main drifts. On both sides
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of these crosscuts stope drifts \rere driven at 30-ft. inter-

vals, for a length of 30 ft., or 11 ft. beyond the center

line of the stopes. They were then enlarged sufficiently

to accommodate the timbers for stope chutes.

The chute timbering consisted of three tunnel sets

spaced at 41/2-ft. centers, except in every other drift,

where an additional set was put in at 3y2-ft. centers

to accommodate the manway. Tunnel sets were of 10x10-

in. timbers, with posts cut so as to leave 7 ft. between

top of rail and bottom of cap. Collar braces were of

8x8-in. timbers or round poles not less than 7 in. in

diameter. Caps for manway sets were 11 ft. long to

form the sill for manway cribbing. The chute lip was

3 ft. 9 in. above the top of rail and was made of 3x12-

in. plank. Chutes were equipped with tT\-o gates so as

to control the flow of ore easily. Tops and sides were

lagged with 2xl2-in. plank, or split round poles (see

Fig. 5).

Means of Stope Peepaeatiox

After the stope-chute timbers were in place, the ground

above the timbers was drilled with a stope machine; but

before blasting, the top was lagged with short split round

poles, so that the ore could be loaded directly into a

car without shoveling. An 8x8-ft. drift was then started

on top of the chute timbers with the center line of the

stope as one side of the drift, and extended the full length

of the stope. Later this drift was widened to 16 ft.

JIanways were put itp in every second stope drift, of

the same dimensions and material as the manways from

the main level, and carried to the third level, or to cap-

ping if struck before the third level was reached. Where

the distance to capping was greater than 100 ft. but less

than 200 ft., connection was made -n-ith the stope on the

third level, the old manways were abandoned and new

ones started from the third level. Where the ore thick-

ness was greater than 200 ft. above the second level,

stopes were started from the third level, run to capping

aiul abandoned before the stopes from the second level

were started.

Order of Workixg the Stopes

In a given block it was the custom to have the stopes

on the top level worked out considerably in advance of

those started from the middle level. In this way the

upper stopes were abandoned before those from below

began to disturb the tramming drifts and stope manways.

This was necessary also to avoid cutting off the raises

through which the ore was dumped from the tipper to

the main-haulage level, before the upper stopes were

worked out. For the same reasons the stopes started from

the middle level were kept well in advance of those started

from the main level (Fig. 6).

On the middle and upper levels all ore was hand-

trammed from the stope chutes to the nearest raise. The
raises were so spaced that the maximum length of tram

was 150 ft. and the average 90 ft. for all stope ore.

Tracks for hand-trarnming were 18-in. gage, laid with

n;-lb. rails and a grade of 1% in favor of the loaded

cars. The stope crosscuts were double-tracked for short

distances near the raises, to jiermit several cars to run

to the same raise without dclayin;j or interfering with

\>ne another. Tram cars measured 2x2.5x4.6 ft. in the

clear and held about 1 ton of porphyry ore. Two tram-

mers were used on a car, and the average tonnage trammed
by each crew from a stope was about 65 tons per shift.

A tallyman, stationed at each active stope, credited each

car dumped to the proper crew.

data from an average monthly statement
Month of August, 1912:

Tonnage from stopes 112,990
Tonnage from development 8,026

Distribution of Labor
Stopes Number per Day

Machine men 41
Piclvmen and helpers 41
Tranimers 87
Cribmen (stope manways) 11
Timbermen (stope chutes) 11

191
Development work:

Machine men 28
Muckers 32
Timbermen 4

64
General:

Trackmen 6
Timbermen 4

Motor crews 12
Foremen and shift bosses S
Engineers and samplers 4

Miscellaneous 29
63

Surface men:
Blacksmiths, etc 5
Gravity tramway 20
Common labor 6
Miscellaneous 9

4

Total 35n

Average daily tonnage per man 10.9 tons

During the 3-year period, 1911 to 1913 inclusive.

2,824,439 dry tons of ore was drawn from stopes at a

cost of 56.6c. per ton loaded in railroad cars at the ore

bin. In addition. 102,719 ft. of development work yielded

247.280 dry tons at a cost of $4.95 per foot of devel-

opment, or $2.05 per ton of ore. As the development was

COST OF DEVELOPMENT WORK
Motor-haulage drifts (7x7.5 ft. in the clear); No. 9
water Leyner used (progress 5 ft. per round):

Per Foot
Drilling and mucking ." $3.50
Powder, caps and fuse 1.25
Compressed air .30
Miscellaneous -55

Total $5.60
Timbering (not always necessary) 1.61

Total $7.21

Tramming drifts (5.5x6.5 ft. in the clear); 2.5-in. pis-
ton machines used (progress 3.8 ft. per round):

Drilling and mucking $2.25
Powder, caps and fuse .68
Compressed air .21
Miscellaneous .47

Total $3.61
Timbering (not always necessary) ..." 1.35

Total $4.96

Raises (4x5 ft. in clear); hammer machines used
(progress 5 ft. per round):

Drilling and tramming $1.50
Powder, caps and fuse 85
Compressed air .15
Miscellaneous .90

Total $3.40

carried on entirely in average grade of ore, it about

paid for itself from the ore broken. Counting every item

of expense, the cost of producing a ton of ore from all

sources by underground mining averaged 68.7c. By the

system in u.se, with 16-ft. stopes and 44-ft. pillars, less

than 27% of the ground developed was actually stoped,

and as the stopes were full of broken ore when abandoned,

the actual production represented less than 50% of the

ore broken or about 13% of the ore blocked out by the

development work. The cost of production would ha\'e

been considerably less if the pillars could have been

mined and the broken ore in the stopes pulled. Man-
way drifts and rai.ses, and .stope drifts were charged di-

rect to stoping, all other drifts and rai-ses being charged

to development.
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All development work was contracted at the following

rates for breaking and mucking, not including timber-

ing, the company furnishing the supplies:

Motor drifts (7x7.5 ft. in clear), $3. .50 to $4 per foot (de-
pending on whetVier dry or wet ground).

Tramming drifts (5.5x6.5 ft. in clear), $2.25 to $2..")0 per
foot (depending on lengtli of tram).

Raises (4x5 ft. in clear), $1.20 to $1.S0 per foot (depending
on lengtli of raise).

At these rates, the contractors were able to make from

$3.75 to $5 per shift, depending on the ground and their

own efforts.

DISTRIBUTION OF MINING COSTS

Labor
Powder, caps and fuse
Timber
Motor haulage
Gravity tramway
Supervision and ehgineering.
Compressed air
Miscellaneous

Total

Per Dry Ton
$0,329

.091

.049

.025

.020

.03S

.024

.111

These figures include every item of expense incident

to the mining of the ore, including the necessary de-

velopment work. Under the head of miscellaneous is

6jr6"j

FIG. 5. STOPE-CHUTE TIMBERS ON HAND-TRAMMING LEVELS

included the proper proportion of all general expenses,

such as taxe.<, insurance, Salt Lake and New York oflBce

expenses.

Drills and Watek Supply

For all large drifts, such as motor drifts and stope

drifts, and for widening out stoi)es, No. 7 or No. 9 Ley-

ner water drills were used, the smaller machines being

used only in soft ground. For small drifts the one-man

2.5-in. piston machine, of both IngersoU and Sullivan

makes, was used, while hammer drills were used for rais-

ing and stoping.

In the principal drifts and crosscuts on each level a

li^-in. pipe line was laid to supply water for the Ley-

ner machines and for fire protection. A reserve supply

of water was stored in tanks erected in a drift 50 ft.

above the top level, the head being sufficient to carr}'

the water to all parts of the workings. As the two up-

per tunnels were dry, it was necessary to fill the storage

tanks by pumping from the ditch on the main-haulage

level, a small compressed-air pump, operated an hour or

two each day, being used for the purpose.

The main-level track is laid with 60-lb. rails, 36-in.

gage, and a 14% grade in favor of loads. The General
Electric 10-ton locomotives, each pulling a train of

seven cars, or 60 tons of ore per trip, have handled as

high as 4,000 tons in a shift of 8 hr., the average being

2,500 tons. Loading from a chute in which the ore runs
freely, a train could make a round trip in 15 min., as

follows: Loading train at ore chute, 2.5 min.; trip to

(ire bin (4,000 ft.), 0; dumping train at ore bin, 2.5;

return trip to chute, 5; total, 15 min.

As the portal of the motor-haulage tunnel is on a hill-

side at a vertical distance of 350 ft. above the level of

the railroad yard and at a horizontal distance of 700 ft.,

a surface gravity tramway is utilized to transport the

ore to the yard. Tn^o Stein trams were installed and
were so arranged that they can be operated singly or both

at the same time.

The surface incline has 60-lb. rails and a 36-in. gage,

with an inclination varying from 30° at the top to 18°

near the bottom. At the level of the motor-haulage tun-

nel a 300-ton ore bin gives sufficient storage to assure

no delay to the motor trains. The gravity-tram skips

are loaded from tliis bin through air-

lift gates. At the bottom of the in-

cline a circular steel ore bin of 2,000

tons' capacity gives sufficient storage

to avoid delay in the operation of the

tram even if railroad cars are not fur-

nished for several hours at a time.

The skips on the gravity tram have

a capacity of 13 tons and dump di-

rectly into the steel ore bin through

doors in the bottom of the skips.

Railroad cars are loaded from the

steel ore bin by means of air-lift gates,

only 4 min. being necessarj' to load a

70-ton car. One engineer at the head-

house of the gravity tram can easily

lower 4,000 tons of ore over this tram
in a shift of 9 hr. The brakes on

the drums of these trams are tightened

by dead weights, and released when the

weights are raised by compressed air.

When the supply of compressed air fails, the brakes are

automatically applied, eliminating any danger of a run-

away.

The system of stoping as practiced was eminently sat-

isfactory to supplement the steam-shovel operations with-

COST OF OPERATING GRAVITY TRAMWAYS
At capacity of 3,000 tons in 9 hr.: Cost per Month
Labor:

Tram engineer $135.00
Loaders at bins 525.00

$660.00
Supplies;

Compressed air $13.50
Miscellaneous 14.00

Repairs and renewals:
Labor:

Repair man
Miscellaneou.s

Total $S42.00

Cost per ton $0.0094

out injuring the ore reserves of the property through a

mixing with capping. All ore produceil was absolutely

free from waste, since both stopes and develo])incnt drifts

were discontinued when capping was reached. The as-

say value of the ore produced could be regulated and
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the tonnage materiallj- increased or decreased without

affecting to any extent the cost per ton.

As many engineers have gained the false impression

rliat a system of mining involving the use of shrinkage
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^—MOTOR MAULA6E LEVEL B
FIG. 6. SECTION SHOWING A STOPE STARTED FROM THE
UPPER LEVEL. AND RAISES THROUGH WHICH THE

ORE IS DROPPED TO MOTOR-HAULAGE LEVEL

stopes is necessarily hazardous, a U.^t of tlie fatal acci-

dents during the three years under discu,<sion may be of

interest. The following is a complete list of fatalities

for a three-year period during which time more than

;i,000,000 tons were mined at a cost for timbering of

less than .jc. per ton

:

Number of
Fatalities

In stopes:
Falling rock 3
Other workings:

Falling rock 1

Man fell into ore chute 1

Electrocuted 1
.Xsphyxiated 1

Total 7

Most of the.*e accidents were entirely due to the care-

U'^sness of the men injured. A noteworthy feature is

that not a man was fatally or seriously injured through

the u.<c or handling of explosives.

The mine-safety work of the Industrial Anidcnt Com-
mission of California has been carried on in the past

two years under a cooperative agreement with the United

States Bureau of Mines and directed by H. M. Wolflin,

"lie of the mining engineers of the bureau, occupying

llie position of chief inspector. ^Ir. Wolflin has been

promoted to the ]Josition of raine-.«afety engineer in the

Bureau of Mines and will be stationed at Pittsburgh,

lie was succeeded in January, 1910, by Edwin Higgins.

Mr. Higgins has l)eon in the position of mining engineer

in the Bureau of Mines for the past three years as in-

spector of metal mine<. stationed at Ironwood, Mich.

During the two-year period of ^Ir. Wolflin's incum-

bcnry, jiractically all of the larger mines in the state have

been visited twice, and sonii- of them oftener, for tiie

jiurposc of investigating safety condition.s and making
reconiiiiciidatioiis to improve rli m conditions. During

this pciiod niinc-.safety rules unv prepared by a com-

mittee compo.sed of three mine operators, three miners

and a repre.^entative of the Accident Commission. Thesr

rules became effective Jan. 1. 1916.

In general, the attitude of the mine operators has

changed from one of ho.stility to one of cooperation,

where the safety" work is concerned. Although the sug-

gestions that were made have not been rigidly enforced,

they have m almost all cases been carried out, because of

this spirit.

Deputy Mine Inspectors Ai;e Civil-Sekvice

Employees

State civil-service examinations were held for appli-

cants for positions of deputy mine inspector. G. Chester

Brown, who had been temporarily appointed Mar. 20,

1915, was permanently appointed July 16; J. Wesley

Gebb was appointed July 12, and F. L. Lowell Sept. 1.

Since their appointments these engineers have been in

the field most of the time, assisting with the safetj- work.

Mr. Brown has visited the mines of Amador, Calaveras,

Tuolumne. Shasta, Trinity, Siskiyou. Lake, Sonoma,
Napa and Solano and some of those in Kern, San Benito

and Inyo Counties, besides giving partial first-aid train-

ing to 243 men. Mr. Gebb has visited the mines of

El Dorado, Placer, Xevada, Sierra, Plumas, Butte, Modoc
and San Luis Obispo Counties, ilr. Lowell has visited

some of the mines of Inyo, San Benito. Kern. Tulare,

Fresno, iladera, Marisposa and Tuolumne Counties, be-

sides making some special investigations and giving

partial first-aid training to 50 men.
United States mine-rescue cars Nos. 2 and 5 have

visited the mines which they could reach from the rail-

ways and have given training in mine-rescue and first-aid

work. Training has also been conducted on a cooperative

basis between the commission and the Bureau of Mines,

by A. A. Krogdahl. George W. Riggs and S. C. Dickenson.

As a result' 868 men have received training in first-aid

work and 60 in mine-rescue work. During September,

191.5. a National Mine-Rescue and First-Aid ^leet was

held in San Francisco. This was financed by the Calif-

ornia Metal Producers' Association, arrangements being

made by committees appointed from among mine oper-

ators and others interested, as well as from the staffs

of tiie Bureau of Mines and the Industrial Accident

Commission. There was also held a California State

Fir.<t-Aid Meet, in which nine first-aid teams and one

mine-rescue team participated. This was the first state

meet held in California, altliough during the past two

years two first-aid meets have been held in the Mother

Lode region.

CooPEiiATioN Will Contin'ue To Be the Watchwokd
.Mr. Higgins states that he is in hearty accord with

the policy established in the effort to le.ssen the dangers

connected with all classes of mining work and believes

that a further reduction in the hazards of mining in

California can be accomplished by an eqnitaide adminis-

tration of the mine-safety rules and a continuation of

the cooperation of operators and miners. Through the ac-

tivity of Mr. Wolflin there has i)cen accumulated in the

olFice of mine insjiector a large amount of data referring to

.•safety methods and devices. Mr. Higgins brings with him
an additicinal suit))ly of material of this kind, collected in

various mining districts of the United States. This in-

formation, except such as is confidential, will at all

times be available to mine operators of the state.
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Ugl

By Frederick W. Foote*

A "jigback"' is a balance gravity-operated tramming

system that permits the approach of pars right up to the

working face. One of these, of the type described, was

used recently in the construction of an incline and was

found to be very successful. The cars used are of the

self-dumping type, the dump being accomplished by a

guide outside the track. The lever to open the end of

the car runs up on this guide and thus causes the end to

open and the material to run out. A Chinaman assists

any reluctant pieces and spreads out the carload and

SIMPLE JIGBACK FOR CONSTRUCTION WORK

looks after the lower section of track. The speed of the

car is regulated by a brake, of the friction-clutch type,

operated by a man who watches the upper portion of the

track and in his spare time assists in mucking.

Above the cut is anchored a "deadman," to which two

blocks are attached. This "deadman'' is usually a log

anchored behind two stumps. A continuous cable extends

from one car through the block at the "deadman" down
with a couple of turns around the brake drum and up
through the other block and then down to the other car.

This cable is fastened permanently to one of the cars

and is provided with an adjustment at the shackle of

the other car to permit of its being lengthened as the

work progresses.

This jigback was used for a haul up to 1,000 ft. and

can be operated as fast as 1,000 ft. per miu., but care

must be taken to keep the track straight and in good

order to prevent derailments. The brakeman must also

use care in stopping the car, so that the cable will not be

•Mining engineer. City Point, Va.

broken or the lower car go over the dump or the upper

one smash itself into the muck pile. With a little

practice, however, the required degree of proficiency is

attained.

»®inap5pesse(s Sir (BIT Electricity
ages'

In many mines of the Eastern Kand a large number
of power winches are employed in stopes and winzes, act-

ing as feeders to the main haulage road. Their work is

generally intermittent and often confined to clearing loose

rock from the working face at the beginning of the shift.

In such cases the over-all economy of electric power is

more or less questionable and requires investigation in

any given case. The following comparative conditions

have to be considered: (1) Relative consumption of air

and electricity corrected for transmission losses (and in the

case of electricity probably for transformation losses)
;

(2) relative maintenance cost; (3) relative first cost, in-

cluding supply pipes or cables.

The etficiency of an electrically driven winch can be

estimated from the over-all efficiencies of the motor and

gearing. To arrive at the quantity of air used by an

air winch in the performance of a given amount of work,

the method adopted in practice was to haul, at a definite

speed, a given load up an even incline of a length and

gradient representing the average of the mine—actually

235 ft, with a 10° slope. The difference between the

air pressure at the winch and at the main compressor was

then taken to arrive at the transmission losses, and the

whole result converted into terms of cost per ton wound.

The horsepower developed is 21.2 and the cost of air,

0.193d. per ton handled. To arrive at the cost of energy

supplied to an electric winch working under the same

conditions, developing 2.12 hp., the efficiency of the gear-

ing and motor (15 hp. continuous rating) is taken at 85%
and 87% respectively, or an over-all efficiency of 74%.

The efficiency of transmission and transformation between

the point of purchase on the surface and the working point

underground is taken as 95% ; under these conditions the

cost per ton handled is 0.033d. In other words, the air

ninch costs five or six times more for power to run than

the electric. This result is quite what one would have

suspected, but, as will be seen later, by no means covers

the whole ground.

Turning to the item of repairs and maintenance, ex-

perience with 60-odd air winches in one mine gave a cost

nf maintenance wages, averaged over many months, of

£2 12d. per week per month. It was impossible to ob-

tain figures of a similar scale for eleeti-ic winches, but

general opinion appears to be tliat they are on a much

lower scale. As regards first cost, the average price of

the electric winch appears to be slightly higher than

that of the air-diivon machine; but the electric winch has

a greater overload capacity.

•From paper read before the South African Institute of
Electrical Engineers, by A. E. Middleton.
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The crux of the question, however, lies in the matter

of supply pipes and cables. Air has to be carried long

distances to the working faces, and the extra length and

cross-section of air pipe required at am- point for a

winch is practically negligible. On the other hand,

apart from pumps and haulages generally situated on the

main arteries of the mine, no electric power is avail-

able, and the cost of extra cabling has to be debited in toto

to the electric winch. As an example of this large expen-

diture, it was recently estimated for the mine referred

to, in which 60-odd air winches are in use, that not less

than 32,000 ft. of cable would be required, although

the mine is already equipped underground for electric

pumps and haulages. In all cases where the tonnage

handled is considerable, the extra cost of cabling can be

spread over a satisfactorily short length of time, to make

its use attractive. On the other hand where long lengths

of cable have to be laid and the tonnage is small, the

economy is doubtful.

Summifig up, one may say that although a consider-

al)le field is open for electrically driven winches in the

flat mines on the Eastern Rand, the heavy cost of cables

is the chief adverse factor against their adoption. It

must be borne in mind that the losses of an underground

compressed-air system from radiation and leakage are

very large.

'^.

In dragline work, where the tracking is bad or where

the rollers and roller platforms are wet and muddy,

it is almost impossible at times to make the rollers catcli

under the skids or roller shoes. It often happens also

Holler Shoe

HOLLER DOG SET FOR USE

that the skids, owing to a poor roller, will settle lower

than the diameter of the next roller. A successful method
of holding the rollers is practiced by Don B. Hearin &
Son, St. Patricks, La., according to the Excavating En-
gineer.

A pair of dogs is made of 1-in. round iron, as shown
in the sketch. Each dog is about 7 in. high and 12 in.

long, and at each end has a sharp spike, or sharp-pointed

lug (see ^1 in sketch). By means of these spikes the

dogs are driven into the section timber at each end of the

roller. This successfully holds the roller in place until

the machine has moved ahead far enough for the roller

to get well under the shoe. The dog is then easily and

(juickly removed. One pair only of these dogs is needed

for each dragline excavator, and they are both cheap and

effective.

Knnrrei-cInK ICxplUMivcM Are roMHilile, They do not. how-
ever, contain uny nitroglycerin ami are only adapted for work
In a limited field. Nothing has ytt ln-cn discovered as a min-
ing explosive which equals one of nitroglycerin base, either

In shattering or breaking power. ci;il.llity or regularity.

The following method of thawing powder is described

by J. II. Carse, in the Du Pont Magazine:

First : Secure an old barrel of some kind. Bore one or

two J/^-in. auger holes in the bottom. Place a little

straw, hay, sawdust, or anything that will allow water to

filter through easily, to a depth of about 2 or 3 in. in

the bottom.

Second: Secure an old oil can capable of holding at

least 5 gal. A round one is preferable, because it will be

more convenient to pack dynamite around it. This can

A' AUSfl? fiOlC

SAFE HOME-MADE POWDER TH.WVER

.should have a closed top. Fill the can with boiling water
and place it in the center of the barrel on top of the

2- or 3-in. filling. The purpose of the Vj-in. auger holes

in the bottom of the liarrel is to allow any water to drain

out that might accidentally be spilled. In case the

weather is not very cold, the can of hot water should be

wrapped in a sack to prevent the dynamite from coming
m direct contact with it.

Place the dynamite around the can in such a manner
that the heat can circulate about the cartridges easily.

After a sufficient quantity is thus placed, fill the rest of

the barrel with sacks or anything convenient which will

retain the heat. A 5-gal. can of boiling water is suffi-

cient to thaw at least 50 lb. of dynamite.

This method is safe and convenient.

At the Morris-Lloyd mine of the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron

Co., four miles west of the City of Ishpeming, Mich., a

drift on the (500-ft. level was driven a distance of 2,960

ft., beginning at a point 350 ft. from the shaft.

At a distance of 1,220 ft. from the shaft, a fan station

12x14 ft. was cut, and a No. 10 Buffalo Forge Co. steel

pressure fan of 20,000 cu.ft. per min. capacity iustalh

capable of operating either as a suction or a blower. Tin

was operated by a 240-volt 15-hp. direct-current motor,

taking current from the underground haulage wires.

Ten-inch riveted steel pipe was connected to this fan, one

end being kept about 75 ft. from the breast, the other

discharged into the ])ipe compartment of the shaft.

After a blast the fan was started as a suction from the

breast, and at the .same time a small jet of compressed

air was allowed to escape in the breast. The compressed

air forced the smoke and gases down the drift to the

suction end of the fan pipe. Without this compressed

air i)lowing in the breast, it was found that some of

•Excerpt from paper delivered by .1. E. Hayden. mining
ent^lneer, Cleveland-Cliffs Tron Co., Tshpemlng, Mich., at
Lake Supirlor Milling Institute. September. 1U15.
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the smoke and gases got by the suction end, which was

placed on the rib line at a height of 6 ft. from the floor.

After 15 min. of operation as a suction, the fan was

reversed, and fresh air blown in the breast, when work

could be resumed with safety.

No artificial ventilation was used in the 1,280 ft. of

drift up to the fan station. As most of this work was

done during the cold weather when the shaft was strongly

up-cast, the blowing of air in the breast was sufficient to

clear the drift in 30 min.

:^

A Taalliffi^s Sammpliia^ Device*
An auger for taking samples from depths not exceeding

8 to 10 ft. that could be used for sampling dry tailing

dumps, c-omprises the following material:

One 1%-in. SneU ship auger with screw. Upset stem, cyt
off to IS in. over-all, and thread upset end for %-in. standard
pipe.

One length %x6-in. galvanized pipe. Thread both ends.
Four lengths % in. by 2-ft. galvanized pipe. Thread both

ends.
Two lengths %x3-in. galvanized pipe. Thread one end.
Eight %-in. galvanized-iron sleeve couplings.
One %-in. galvanized-iron tee.
Two S-in. Cochran or Stillson pipe wrenches.
All pipe threads to be cut full standard depth, rubbed free

from slivers and heavily greased.

The tee with the two 3-iii. lengths of pipe forms a

handle for turning. In use the aiiger is shoved down,

without turning, to the elevation from which a sample is

\Fongfec/-s^e/poin-t-screwed or
Asnug fifarrciriye^dinside
[&r7.ss pipe. Ou+side fo be flush

Thread1 Îron
Pipe Siandard

Heavy Brass Pipe k

-17

Sieelplunger Hjrned ioslip frhinside

I

—~ ^^-^^rasspipe

ThreadK
-le-^"

'^^^i^, ^"IrorrPipe
>-^ srd. o

Section A-A
(Enlarged)

MDIVOML MATERIAL REQWffED
I Piece Ji'xld' l^'OaM IronPipe

W Pieces 'i"y4' )i" » " "
10 "^^ Ik"x4 iM'Blaclr '• "
l£, i^'Sleeve Pipe Couplings. 6alv.

IB, li" " ' " , Black

SHAWS SPECIAL SOIL SAMPLER

desired, a few turns are made with a slight pressure on
the stem and the auger is withdrawn. The single worm
auger specified has been found especially satisfactory' in

retaining samples, which may be obtained with ease from
muck, clay or sandy clay soils. By careful manipulation
and some experience, sand samples may be secured from
moderate depths; but thick strata of sand, especially

where water is present, cannot be sampled satisfactorily

with an auger.

Special Sampler for Deeper Borings

In making deeper borings, a more elaborate device is

employed. This is illustrated by the accompanying cut.

In use the steel plunger is screwed to the 18-in. length

of V^-in. pipe and slipped to the bottom of the brass "core

barrel." Brass pipe is used for taking the sample, as it

runs true to bore and an accurate fit of plunger may be

secured. The instrument is forced down into the ground
and successive lengths of the li/4-in. and y^-^w. pipe added
until the desired depth is reached, when the plunger is

withdrawn far enough to insure clearing the slot cut in

the core barrel. In soft material the suction resulting

•By Arthur M. Shaw, consulting engineer. Hibernia Build-
ing, New Orleans, La., in "Engineering News," Dec. 23, 1915.

from a sudden withdrawal of the plunger will cause the

barrel to fill to the top of the slot, but in liarder material

it is necessary to rotate the larger pipe by using a pipe

wrench, the lip on the brass pipe shaving off a sample.

Care should be exercised to see that the slot is fully

covered by the plunger until ready to take a sample;

otherwise the exact location from which the sample is

taken will be in doubt.

By providing a short length of li/4-in. pipe with a

driving head, a moderate amount of driving may be done

to pass through hard strata. Black-iron pipe is specified

for the outer casing as it is stronger than galvanized

pipe and less likely to break off at the joints. Samples

have been taken from a depth of 40 ft. with a device of

this nature. This equipment may be secured at almost

any well-stocked machine shop at a co.st of $15 to $20.

By E. K. Warner*

The sketch shows a device used by me in surveying,

which has several advantages for illuminating the plumb
bob in distant sights. It is made from two pieces of

cardboard and a piece of tracing cloth, pasted together

CARD-BOARD COVER

NOVEL PLLTVIB-BOB ILLUMINATOR

as shown in the sketch. The weight of the cardboard

cover keeps the cloth taut when sighting, and when not

in use the device folds up compactly and can be carried

in an ordinarj' notebook. It is easily made, convenient

to carry, and gives a good sight because the cloth does

not get dirtv or wrinkled.

RiBlitinK the 17-Cu.Pt. Xo. 2 Dredge of the Canadian-
Klondyke Jlining Co. and rehabilitating it cost the oomp.iny
$150,000, according to Lord Brabourne, who presided at the
annual meeting of the Granville Mining Co., the parent com-
pany. Canadian-Klondyke No. 2 dredge overturned on Oct. 10.

1914, and wa.s placed in commission again on .^ept. 21. II'IS.

an accident while on the ways causing a delay in the re-

launching.

•Wanakah Mining Co., Box 501. Ouray, Colo.
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Wesft Anastipallasa Stasap Practice
Stamps are used for crushing at the Sons of Gwalia mill

in West Australia. According to T. B. Stevens, in the

Monthly Journal of the Chamber of ^Mines of West Aus-

tralia, Sept. 30. 1915. the weight of the stamps as orig-

inally erected was only 1,000 lb., and the mortars were

\nde and roomy, having been designed for inside amalga-

mation. Since larger tonnages have been required, the

weight has been increased by using larger bosses and stems.

The weights of the various parts as increased are: Boss,

340 lb.: shoe, 245 lb.; stem, 510 lb.: tappet, 130 lb.,

making a total of 1,225 lb.

The camshafts are oYo in. in diameter, the size of the

original installation, but they seem to be too light for the

increased stamp weight. Broken shafts, if they show no

flaws when heated, are welded at the mine, the two broken

ends are cut off square and then bored and a dowel fitted

before the welding is done.

Further to facilitate crushing the internal dimensions

of the mortars have been reduced by fitting wooden lin-

ers faced with steel. Shoes are made of forged steel of

the usual pattern, but a deviation from usual practice is

the use of cast-iron dies made at the mine foundry. They
are 4 in. thick and last 30 days. Owing to the low cost

of the cast-iron dies, they can be frequently renewed and
it is found that a more constant tonnage can be crushed

on account of the more even surface maintained under
the shoe. When worn down to 2 in., the dies are returned

to the foundry and recast at a trifling cost.

Mortars are set on wooden piles and have withstood the

extra weight added to the stamps remarkably well. During
15 years of continual use no repairs have been required ex-

cept occasional leveling of the tops. The screens used

are of 22-gage wire with an aperttire of 0.097 sq.in. The
ratio of water to solids is 4.75 : 1, and the stamp duty

is 10 tons per day.

C^^anide Process
A.initiinmoin^aa]l

to
Jres

The reported discovery by ilacArtliur, Forrest & Co., of

Glasgow, of a simple and, it is claimed, a reasonably cheap

process of dealing with the antimony-gold ores of the

Murchi.son Range, Transvaal, has attracted a great deal of

attention in South Africa. It consists in dissolving out

the antimony sulphide, or stibnite, from the crushed

auriferous ore by means of a heated solution of caustic

soda and its recovery as a clean salable product, together

with the separate treatment of the leached sands in order

to obtain the gold.

According to the Soittli African Mininrj Journal it is

carried out at the United Jack mine as follows: The ore

from the mine is first of all delivered to two No. 7 ball

mills, manufactured by Johnson, of Leed.s, and is cnishcd

to 30 mesh. Thence it is discharged to bins and con-

veyed r- required to circular dissolving tanks, of which

tliere jirc six, tlic dimensions being 23 ft. 9 in. diameter

and 8 ft. depth. There the caustic-soda solution is

pumped upon the sands and drawn through them in much
the same way that solutions of cyanide are applied upon
the Eand. The resultant solution, carrying the antimony

sulphide chemically combined, is drained off to three

carbonators, where it is treated with carbonic-acid gases

from a limekiln. The antimony is precipitated as an

amorphous sulphide, and the sludge is pumped to the

ordinary tj'pe of filter press and pressed into cakes, which

are fiuaUj' dried and made ready for the market. The
solution from the filter press goes back to stock tanks for

use over again. The sand residue is treated in the usual

way by cyanide solution.

A.!aotIhieiP Ttifl]be=MaIl ILiBnaRg

By Algerxox Dfx Mak*

Silex linings for tube mills are being displaced by metal

linings of the Komata or El Oro types, not only by rea-

son of the better results from them, but because the time

required to reline a tube mill with silex makes it the most

costly of all, particularly in small installations where only

one mill is in use. The idea of cementmg pebbles in the

FRAMES AND PEBBLES FOR TUBE-MILL LINING

mill to form a lining is as old as the use of pebbles, ilany

have tried it with success and many with failure, but the

time element required for the cement to set must be in-

cluded as an objectionable factor. Cement blocks with

the pebbles in the matrix, made the size to fit in like

bricks, have been tried and failed, and then cementing

pebbles or mine rock into a modification of El Ore lining

has been tried with some success. The idea illustrated may
or may not have been tried, but it appears at all events

to be worthy of trial and record.

Cast-iron fri^mes are made, open at the bottom, so that

8 sections will just go inside the circumference of the

mill. Into these forms pebbles are cemented months be-

fore the time required for their tise, so that they will

have thoroughly set and hardened. When the mill is

ready to reline, these forms are put in, brick fashion, in

a cement-an<l-sand mortar and keyed with wedges so that

the mill may be started within a day after the lining

has been ])ut in place. The forms are made in two sizes

'MinInK cnnlneer. Nolson, Nev.
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for overlapping. The cast-iron skeleton forms are, of

course, left in to wear with the cemented pebbles. The
short time for taking out a worn lining ami replacing

it with a new one would be the best recommendation for

tills kind of lining.

The sides of the castings may be 1 in. thick, the ends

y.2 in., the depth 4 in. and the length 1 or 2 ft., with

variations depending on the size of the tube mill in use.

Every wound, whether large or small, has for its

possessor an interest. In every wound—that is, in every

injury where the skin or mucous membrane of the body

lias been broken^there lies the possibility of an inflam-

mation that may become serious. On this account no

injury of this sort, whether it be a simple abraded skin,

a clean cut or a jagged, extensive opening into the tissues,

should be neglected.

The treatment of open wounds is simple, but must be

done with understanding. Nature is the chiefest physician

whose aid is never failing if due heed is paid to her law.

When a wound is made, there is an immediate oozing,

or bleeding, from its .surface, and in this blood, or serum,

there is nature's first application of an antiseptic. The
living blood has a certain resistance to inflammation-

producing germs, but the dying blood, such as that which

escapes from a wound and clots upon its surface, is many
times more destructive of germ life than the living;

therefore, this blood that is being exuded upon the surface

of the wound is the first great antiseptic application,

washing away infection directly from within outward and
helping to destroy the germs that may have been

implanted by the injury.

To this should be added the surgeon's aid. It was a

practice in olden times, and even up until recent date,

immediately to wash these wounds with a solution con-

taining carbolic acid, corrosive sublimate, lysol, iodine or

some antiseptic agent. The idea was that in washing the

wound it was cleansed, and in the application of a dilute

antiseptic the germs present were killed. From much
experience and tedious experiment the medical profession

has definitely proved that, instead of cleansing the wound,
washing more often carries germs into it, and the antisep-

tics used are so dilute that instead of destroying germs

they are practically useless. On this account the wounds
which were washed most carefully were often the wounds
which inflamed and developed jdus shortly afterward.

Through this knowledge it became apparent that the best

way to handle a wound was simply to protect it.

At times, when wounds are occasioned by instruments

probably holding highly poisonous germs or in localities

where such poisonous germs are apt to be found, it is

necessary to use some measure to destroy such as might
have been carried into the wound. To accomplish this

purpose two agents are best used—one a concentrated

tincture of iodine, and the other pure carbolic acid. In a

wound where infection is suspected, it is a good plan to

drop into it some tincture of iodine. If, however, there

is good reason to believe that the wound is seriously

infected, the surgeon usually makes an application of pure

carbolic acid to its entire surface, then wipes it dry of all

excess. This, when done immediately or shortly after

receiving the injury, will practically always prevent germs
from growing in the wound.
One other disturbing thing in the healing of the

wounds is the presence of some foreign matter like rock
or splinters or small fragments of metal. As a rule the.se

particles do not carry serious infection in with them, but
in all cases they should be removed if this can be accom-
plished without too much further injury to the already
wounded tissue. They can never be washed out well;
therefore, here again water or anti.septic solutions are out
of place. Small forceps or dry bits of gauze are used tfj

remove these foreign bodies, the removal being purely by
mechanical means.

The use of peroxide of hydrogen in or upon wounded
surfaces has been often advocated. This will be found to

be in error. It diminishes the antiseptic action of the
blood on the wounded surface and does not offer a better

antiseptic or even one nearly so good in its place.

Particularly must it be remembered that wounds
through skin that is blackened by coal dust or dirt from
working about engines are certain to be made worse by
any efl'ort to cleanse the skin alwut the wound. Such a

wound should be most carefully dressed dry, without
washing, plus usually the application of iodine or the mild
cauterizing of its surface with carbolic acid.

To summarize then, simple wounds dressed dry and
unwashed, or touched with carbolic acid or iodine, heal

better than when they are washed with any solution

whatever. The more extensive wounds must be handled
in the same way, cleansed of foreign bodies mechanically
and dressed dry. If these wounds are washed they always
suppurate or have matter formed in them. This knowl-
edge of the conduct of wounds has led to the present-day

simple "first-aid package" that every soldier carries with
him into battle. Regardless of the nature of a wound
he receives, it is dressed with a dry piece of gauze and
usually left untouched for several days. The results have
become much better in warfare through this means, and
the soldiers are returned to the battle line again in much
shorter time.

At the mill of the Sons of Gwalia, in Western Australia,

two kinds of machines—tube mills and pans—are in

use for regrinding, according to Monthly Journal of the

Chamber of Jlines, Sept. 30, 1915. The pans are in use

because they were installed before tube mills came into

use and also because they provide for efficient amalgama-
tion even when grinding in cyanide solution. The
recovery of gold as amalgam in the pans amounts to 20%
of the output, and if the extraction of it were left to the

cyanide process, the whole of the solution throughout

the plant would be increased in value and the loss in the

residue would rise probably 0.2s. per ton.

Had the pans not been installed first, an alternative

arrangement would have been the u.se of amalgamating
plates after tube milling. Tests show that the tube-mill

grinding makes a further 25% of the gold available for

extraction by amalgamation, but whether this amount

could be more profitably e.xtracted as amalgam than by

the cyanide process is a question that only a trial could

decide. It apjiears that none of it is discharged in

tailings, since amalgamation tests on the latter show no
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Costs ©f CSatsrsa Dralllsag at

During a considerable development campaign by the

Copper Queen Consolidated at Bisbee, Ariz., a Star drill,

operating on ground similar to Sacramento Hill, had

drilled 8,000 ft. of holes at an expense, exclusive of the

TABLE 1. XO. 1 CHURN DRILLS (OPERATED BY STEAM)
Cost Per Cent.

Cost per Foot of Cost
Labor

—

Drilling $13,497.62 $0,469 33.5

Casing 2,113..=i0 .073 5.2

Fishing 564.86 .020 1.4

Moving 5,679.03 .197 14.1

Repairing 3,488.94 .121 .
$25,343.95 $0,881 62.S

Supplies

—

Coal $3,819.22 $0,133 8.7

Casing 1,336.16 .046 o.3

Drilling tools 2,880.33 .100 7.1

Cordage 2,334.01 .081 5.8

Miscellaneous 1,779.90 .062 4.4

$12,149.62 $0,422 30.1

Storehouse $126.11
Water line 413.57 ....
Air line 16.95
Steam line 275.20 j^.

$S>31.S3 $0,029 2.1

Teaming $2,000.00 5^
Total $40,325.40 $1,402 100.0

Footage drilled, 28,770%.
Footage drilled per 8-hr. shift,

16.7. 3.734.S7

Initial costs $44,060.27

TABLE 2. NOS. 2 AND 3 CHURN DRILLS (OPERATED
BY ELECTRICITY)

Cost Per Cent.
Cost per Foot of Cost

Labor

—

Drilling $3,867.45 $0,466 32.7
Casing 1,21.5.25 .146 10.3
Fishing 597.24 .072 5.0
Moving 1,696.82 .204 14.3
Repairing 698.06 .084 5.9

$8,074.82 $09.73 68.2
Supplies

—

Casing $170.39 $0,021 1.4
Drilling tools 548.56 .066 4.6
Cordage 770.40 .093 6.5

Miscellaneous 1,610.81 .194 13.6

$3,100.16 $0,373 26.2

Electric power $276.22 $0,033 2.3

Teaming 370.65 .045 3.1

Total $11,821.85 $1,425 100.0
Footage drilled, 8,294.
Footage drilled per S-hr. shift,

15.2.
Initial costs $6,578.75
Electric power line

—

Labor $486.69
Supplies 1,434.77

$1,921.46

•3rand total drills Nos. 2 and 3 $20,322.06
i^rand total drill No. 1 44.060.27
Assaying cost 1,132.59
Jtoads

—

Labor $21,055.55
Supplies 1,010.22

$22,065.77
Grand total $88,412.41 $2,385

Total footage. 37,0611^
Average depth of hoi. 127 ft

P'ootaK'' of roads, 21.M 1

Cost per foot of roads $1.01

cost of the drill, of $2. 10 jmt ft., made up of labor and

trupplies, !iil.f)9, and rods, >ft).;].

•Excerpt from paper presendd ,it San Francisco meeting
of A. I. M. E., September, 1915. l.y Arthur Notman. chief
geologist. Copper Queen Consoildateil .Mining Co., Bisbee, Ariz.

It was decided to drill Sacramento Hill. The work

was laid out on 100-ft. squares, with the ore developed

underground as starting points. Eoads were laid out on

the ground to cover the orebodies and their probable exten-

sions with 100-ft. squares, with the minimum amount

of road building.

Tables 1 and 2 give the costs obtained in this work.

The figures for No. 1, or the steam drill, cover a period

of 22 months, during which time 12,153 ft. was drilled

in outside ground and 16,617'.5 ft. in Sacramento Hill.

The figures for the Nos. 2 and 3 electric drills cover a

period of only 314 months.

The following table gives the cost for the steam drill

on Sacramento Hill alone:

TABLE 3. NO. 1 CHURN DRILL (SACRAMENTO HILL)
Cost Per Cent.

Cost per Foot of Cost
Labor

—

Drilling $7,696.85 $0,463 41.5
Casing 1,261.84 .076 6.8
Fishing 253.51 .015 1.3
Moving 2,939.66 .178 16.0
Repairing 1.732.93 .104 9.3

$13,904.79 $0,836 74.9
Supplies

—

Coal $1,702.63 $0,102 9.1
Miscellaneous 1,867.51 .112 10.1
Water lines 237.39 .014 1.3
Teaming 850.00 .051 4.6

Total $18,562.32 $1,115 100.0
Footage drilled. 16,617Vi.
Footage drilled per S-hr. shift, 20.4.
Teaming estimated.

The larger part of the work by No. 1 was done in

nearly barren ground of uniform character, while that of

the electric drills was done entirely in ore-bearing ground,

where the changes from strongly silicified leached capping

to soft enriched ore and harder primary material rendered

the drilling much more difficult. For a three months'

period, in which the drills were working under essentially

similar conditions, the following figures were obtained:

OPER.\TING EXPENSE
No. 1 Steam No. 2 Electric No. 3 Electric

Cost per foot $1.34 $U56 $1.15
Footage drilled 4,169 3,198 4,510

No. 2 drill was operating in exceptionally bad ground,

and while not conclusive, these figures indicate that even-

tually the electric drills should be operated at from 10

to 2oc. per foot cheaper than the steam drill, under

the conditions obtaining.

In considering the cost of power on the two types the

widest differences in the cost of operation are encountered.

The cost of teaming on the steam drill, at least 60% ol

which is chargeable to the coal, is not very accurate, but

would indicate a cost of 17l/4c. per ft. for the coal and

anotlier 2i/'2c. for pipe lines, or a total of 20c. per ft.

Electric power cost only 3.3c. There is no teaming to

be charged against it, while the proper charge for tlie in-

stallation of the power line depends on the amount dI'

drilling to be done. For a minimum of 30,000 ft. thi-

would amount to 6.4c. per ft., or a total of 9.7c. per ft..

or less than one-half the power cost of the steam drill.

The 4c. difference in the item of drilling tools iu favor

of the electric drill is more api)areiit than real, inasmuch

as the steam machine was ])ut into (•oniinission more than
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a year prior to the starting of the electric drills and
sonio of the tools then purchased have been used on all

machines.

The 13c. difference in miscellaneous supplies in favor of

the steam drill, on the other hand, is due to the fact that

a considerable portion of this item might very reasonably

have been charged to initial costs.

The initial costs include the purchase price of the ma-
chines, the freight and, with the exception just noted,

all additional permanent equipment.

The road building completed is sufficient for a total of

60,000 ft. of drilling to an average depth of 400 ft., or a

cost of 3fi.8c. per ft. of hole drilled.

The assaying cost amounts to 3.5c. per ft.

The roads built are 1) ft. wide, excepting at turns, where
they are 12 ft. wide. There was a great deal of rockwork

and dry walling to be clone. In general, the roads follow

the contours of the hill.

The initial costs of the three machines, distributed

over a minimum of 60,000 ft., amount to l?.2c. per ft.

These figures would indicate the following complete

costs for 60,000 ft. of drilling: Initial costs, $0.17 per

ft.; oi^erating expense, 1.43; road building, 0.37; total,

$1.97.

A salvage of 7c. a foot on the initial costs might be

reasonably allowed, and it seems probable that the operat-

ing expense can be lowered another 5c. to 10c. per ft.,

giving an average cost of about $1.80 per ft. for a mini-

nnim of 60,000 ft. of drilling.

Conclusions waranted by results obtained are : ( 1 ) That
60 to 75% of the operating cost is labor. (2) That
the labor item is materially affected by the supply of tools

and the accessibility to a machine shop for heavy repairs.

(3) That the choice of power in churn drilling cannot

affect the costs obtained, excepting to a very minor extent.

In the present case, the low cost of electrical power, due

to the proximity to the central power house, determined

the selection.

A 75,000-ton blast was made at a West Virginia quarry

recently at a total cost of 3.3c. per ton, according to the

Du Pont Magazine. There were fifteen 6-in. holes. All

but two of these holes were about 125 ft. deep and ex-

tended about 5 ft. below the quarry floor. The two
short holes were 72 ft. and 85 ft. deep respectively. All

holes averaged about 15 ft. apart with a burden at the

top of 8 to 12 ft. and a burden at the bottom of 25 to

35 ft.

In each hole there was loaded from 400 to 500 lb. of

Du Pont gelatin, C0% strength, and on top of this was
loaded from 150 to COO lb. of Du Pont quarry powder.

Ill each hole was placed a line of countered Cordeau to

detonate the charge of explosive. This Cordeau was held

taut while the cartridges, which had been slit once length-

wise, were dropped down the holes. In ten of the holes

the charges were split near the center with from 10 to

20 ft. of clay stemming between the two charges. On top

of the top charge there was placed about 20 ft. of clay

stemming. In the five holes that were loaded solid there

was about 30 ft. of clay stemming on top of the charge.

To each line of Cordeau was attached one No. 6 Du
Pont electric blasting cap with 14-ft. wires, by means
ot a special union made for that jiurposc. These elec-

tric blasting caps were then connected in series, tested,
and connected to a No. 4 Pull-Uj) blasting machine.

About 50% of the stone was broken to one-man size
and none was thrown over 100 yd. from the face. The
following is a summary of the yardage, amount of ex-
plosives used, etc.: Average burden on the holes, 2,000
solid cu.yd.; total burden on the holes, 30,000 solid cu.
yd.; average charge of explosives per hole, 900 lb.; total
charge of explosives used, about 13,500 lb. ; total amount
of rock broken, 60,500 loo.«e yd., or 75,000 tons ; average,
5.5 tons per lb. of explosive; cost of explosives and blast-
ing supplies, $1,640; cost per ton, 2.2c.; cost of explo-
sives, blasting supplies, drilling and loading, $2,460; total

cost per ton, 3.3c.

'^.

The following figures are given as pertaining to New
Utah Bingham operations in Bingham Canon, Utah:

Electricity is furnished by the Utah Power and Light
Co. on a sliding scale which makes the cost about $200
per month for 65 hp.

Coal is used for fuel and costs $10 per ton delivered.

Lumber and mining timber ccst $30 per 'SI delivered.

Freight from station to mine is $4 per ton, and ore is

hauled to railroad station for $1.25 per ton.

Laborers are paid : Foremen, $5 ; shift boss, $3.75 ; ma-
chine men, $3.50; helpers, $3.25; muckers, etc., $3.25;
blacksmiths, $4 ; teamsters, $3 per day of 8 hr.

Contract work costs as follows : Shaft sinking, 4x8 ft.,

$18 per ft.; drifts on vein, 4x7 ft., $4 to $6 per ft.:

crosscut tunnels, 4x7 ft., $6 to $10 per ft. ; raises, 4x6 ft.,

$4 to $6 per ft. ; winzes, 4x6 ft., $5 to $8 i)er ft.

Cosft ®f FEsiEa^t per BS.n]l®^!^si^&

An abridged statement of costs of a 2,900-kw. steam
plant owned and operated by the Bay State Railway Co.,

at East Woburn, ilass., showing, as nearly as it was
possible to procure them, the amounts of money expended

OQ the installation from its original construction about

a dozen years ago down to last .year, is given in Poirer.

Jan. 4, 1916. These figures do not mean that these

detailed costs would apply in building another station,

but they at least furnish a basis for comparison and fonn
a starting point for similar analyses by engineers to

whom cost data are accessible. Certain allowances for

fixed charges were included to arrive at the true plant

investment value. The results of the inventory showing

costs of property in detail are filed in 10 volumes in the

office of the ^lassachusetts Public Service Commission.

A summary of the plant costs is as follows: Land.

$4,536; building and structures, $45,065; chimney, $6,-

903; coal trestk, shed, etc., $7,499: equipment, $313,139;

grand total, $377,142. This is equivalent to a cost of

$130.05 i)er kilowatt.

Maiaewilllei, H.. Yo

In the Journal of Nov. 20, 1915, was an article on

sto])ing costs at Mineville, N. Y. The method of mining.

which was not mentioned in the interesting article, was

underhand stopini;-.
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EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR VIEWS OF THE COMMONWEALTH XHLL. AT PEARCE. AKIZ.

This new plant includes the most modern development of cyanide-treatment machinery It treats «, sold ore of good
value. It replaces a more primitive plant owned and operated by the same company for several years Tlie new n^tallation

was designed after careful experiments looking to the selection of the best metallurgical method:^ to seture hi-,11 extrac-

tion and low costs. The plant has been in operation for more than two years
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In the Journal of Jan. 1, page 13, is a list of questions

which it is stated were given the applicants for positions

as foremen of metal mines in an examination conducted
by the chief mine inspector of Tennessee.

This list is an excellent and amusing instance of the

ridiculous situations that are so often created by ignorant
or misguided or overzealous legislators in attempts to

regulate or correct practices with which they are un-
familiar. They appear often to approach these problems
in the fearsome state of mind depicted by a writer in a

recent number of the Saturday Evening Post, who used
all the lurid colors in his paint-pot in describing the

dangers and terrors of copper mining and the "fear"'

that all miners are supposed to feel for the rope and cage
that take them to their work.

Eeverting to our examination questions, none of us who
i- interested in the promotion of safety in mining—and
practically every engineer connected with mining can now
be included—will be much disposed to complain of the

interference of the state in this direction, even when its

efforts are clumsy or misdirected, and so I will pass over

those questions which have as their evident purpose the

determination of the views and experience of the applicant

in the prevention of injuries, even though they might
justly be criticized as being filled with repetitions. "Why,

unless from the point of view of "conservation of natural

resources" carried to an »(th power of absurdity, questions

like Nos. 14, 18, 20, -10, -ii, 45, 46, 4?, and "53 and the

general- portions of Xos. 48, 49 and 54, which deal not
with safetj- but with the general economics of mining that

are bound to vary with every district or even every mine,

should be asked bj' a state examiner, is beyond me.

The Journal's conimoiit on these questions is certainly

mild, and indeed an examiner would have to be clothed

with much discretion to interpret the replies, more es-

l)ecially as they are supposed to be written and not oral.

It appears to me, however, that were the examiner really

possessed of so much discretion the questions would never

have l)een asked. Take Xo. 53, for example. As a

brilliant specimen of vagueness it vies with the classic,

'•Why is a iiickle?"

As it may be supposed that my unkind comments are

due to the fact that I took this examination and tiiinked,

I hasten to add that such is not the case, and that in all

due humility I admit that anyone who could answer all

those questions from his own experience and right off the

iiat would not only be qualified for mine foreman, l)ut

for superintendent or manager; that is, supposing he had

the other qualifications, which no written examination

can determine. Hight here, however, is the point that

keeps our jobs for those of us who are running mines,

liut who, from the standpoint of these questions, ought

not cvr-n to be foremen.

ImuLrine any corporation ]>iiking out a mine foreman

by sui h a prodss, and think of all the good mine foremen

vou know—generally men much Ijctter with their hands

and brains and profanity than with a pen—who, if they
ever got out of a job, would never be able to break in

again if an examination like that stood in the way.

The Journal's connnents touched but lightly on the

real thing we want to know about a foreman, and that

is, "Can he handle men?" A good foreman is like the

type of old sergeant in the regular army. He isn't

supposed to know all about the theory' and practice of

the art of war, and- it isn't desirable that he should,

because if he did he would either be too big or too little

for his jol) of sergeant, instead of the exact fit that he

ought to be. He is, however, supposed to know how to

keep his men fit, how to train them for their work, to keep

them equally to their tasks, with no shirkers and no
slackers, to protect them against themselves as well as

the enemy; and if he has the inherent qualifications, he

develops in his men that trust and confidence and as-

surance that are necessary to the accomplishment of any

task, military or industrial, and, as Kipling says, can

"lift 'em, lift 'em, lift 'em, through the charge that wins

the day." W. 0. Borcherdt.
Austinville, Va.. Jan. 8, 1910.

aC!^^ &t
^ifsidleia

In the Journal of Dec. 4 appeared an article on "Oxy-
acetylene Welding at Braden," which interested me
greatly, as it was I, then master mechanic at Braden,

who introduced the process there, not without some oppo-

sition and dire prediction of various wiseacres who fore-

told a speedy relegation to the scrap heap for the entire

apparatus.

The manner in which this apparatus was sent to Chile

afforded a striking example of that happy-go-lucky meth-

od in which some AmcricaiV manufacturers still indulge,

thereijv not only bringing discredit upon themselves, but

on everything American as' well. The machine was sim-

ply inclosed liy %xCi-m. bo^i'-ds, spaced about 4 in. apart,

loosely nailed together, wi"! lout bands or stays of any

kind—at least I judged frdhi the remnants of the crate

that it might have been so i'ldoscd. To crown the whole

thing the shippers had thoughtfully fastened the ne^^

sary instruction cards to this crate, as I found out -

months later.

From the very Ijcginning the oxyacctylene torch 1" -

came popular around the jilant. Welding was done, b

not extensively, on account of the great amount of cuttii

that the tonh was called Upon to do.

The oxyacctylene torch when rightly handled is inval-

uable around mines, mills and smelters. It will do work (
that cannot be done any other way, and do it quickly

and cheaply. After ouce installed, the problem is not

so nnich how to find work for it but how to keep the

work away from it, as it soon becomes known around the

plant as a sort of cure-all and is treated accordingly.

Ifiami, Ariz., Dec. 15, 1915. P. F. Khuoer.
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xVinong the extremely important advances being made
in flotation at the present time, one of the most vital to

the success of the process in general is the development

of selective methc Is by means of which one mineral, or

a class of minerais, may be floated to the exclusion of

others. The successful development of methods of this

kind will be of vital interest in the metallurgy of com-

plex ores such as those in which zinc, lead, iron and other

metals occur in sulphide combinations. By adopting the

proper means it seems to be possible to float, first, a

mineral consisting principally of the compounds of one

of these metals, although to some extent mixed with

small quantities of the others, and by succeeding steps

Coating each of the other metal compounds separately.

This is accomplished in various ways, depending prin-

cipally upon the acidity or alkalinit}' of the pulp, the kind

and amount of oil added or the kind of agitation used.

In many cases a combination of all three of these essen-

tials may be varied from one step to another.

Of interest in this connection is the new zinc plant

installed by the Sulphide Corporation at its Central mine.

Broken Hill, N. S. W. This plant, as described in the

Mining and Engineering Review, Dec. 6, 1915, is now
at work. The principal feature of the installation, which
has a capacity of about 4,000 tons per week, is the adop-

tion of the Hebbard-Harvey underdrive machine in place

of the original Minerals Separation apparatus.

The Hebbaed-Haryet Flotatiox Machine

The Hebbard machine, one of the later developments

by ^Minerals Separation, is in principle similar to the

Hoover, usually known as the Minerals Separation

machine. The vital difference between the Hebbard and
the Hoover types is that in the former dependence is not

placed altogether upon the beating of atmospheric air

into the mixture while agitation is taking place. On the

contrary, a pipe containing air under small pressure is

led to a point just beneath the agitating or beating

mechanism in the pulp, and a stream of air is delivered

at that point. Naturally, s far larger quantity' of air

can be beaten into the pulp in this way than if depend-

ence were placed merely up>.n the vortex action of the

paddle as it draws air from the surrounding atmosphere.

The Hebbard machine, like the Hoover, was originally

intended to be driven froi the top, but the Harvey
improvement is one by m' ins of which the drive is

arranged from the bottom, be eath the flotation apparatus.

Tliis is believed to be a consiilerable convenience in many
oases.

The plant of the Sulphide Corporation treats the tail-

ings of the lead mill, and the aim is to extract as large

a percentage of the lead still contained in the tailings

after table concentration, as is possible. The pulp is

brought by elevator from the mill to the zinc-plant boxes,

into which a small quantity of eucalyptus or other suitable

oil is introduced. The exact amount of oil used is not

stated, but modem practice has been reducing the quan-
tity required to a verj- small point, and operators will

understand that no great quantity is probably required

in this case. In fact, owing to the succeeding treatments,

as will be seen, the amount of oil used is probably excep-

tionally small.

The boxes, or frothing machine.s, are fitted with special

stirrers to agitate and aerate the pulp, creating a froth

containing only lead concentrates. Having removed all

the lead possible by this means, the pulp passes to other
boxes, or frothing apparatus, where sulphuric acid and oil

are added. Agitation and aeration take place as before,

and the blende is recovered. There are altogether ten
boxes—three for lead and seven for zinc.

Improved Results Over Former Pr.ictice

The feed to the flotation apparatus averages about 4.2%
lead and 18% zinc, while the lead concentrates assay

about 50% lead. The residues from the first three boxes
assay about 3% lead and 18.5% zinc. The zinc c-oncen-

trates assay about 6% lead and 47.5% zinc. The tailings,

or residues, assay about 1% lead and 2% zinc.

The mill superintendent, R. J. Harvey, in explaining
the operations of the plant, pointed out that not only is

the process worked in the cold—that is, the use of steam
which was formerly employed for raising the temperature
of the solution has been omitted altogether—but it is

possible to extract an additional 15% of lead and silver,

as compared with the process as previously in use. Before,

there was about 10% more lead mixed with the zinc than
is the case now, the present system producing much better

zinc concentrates.

Another feature of great importance is that table

concentration on the finer portion of the ore will probably

be dispensed with. This introduces a large economy in the

maintenance expense of tables and the power required for

operating them, to say nothing of the fact, well known
among concentrating operators, that only a small per-

centage of the mineral is recoverable from slimes and
extremely fine sand by table concentration. In these ores

rhodonite forms a material part of the gangue constitution

and is one of the chief dilBculties obstructing successful

table concentration, since its specific gravity is about

halfway between that of blende and galena. Flotation,

however, succeeds in getting rid of all of the gangue,

including rhodonite, and there is therefore a clear-cut

problem of separating the two sulphides in the subsequent

tabling operations. Selective flotation promises to solve

this problem absolutely and seems to have been excep-

tionally successful in this particular case.

In this connection it may not be out of place to mention

that in some cases it is not by any means impossible to

float a certain part of a finely ground ore without oil or

acid and with very little agitation. Of course the

Macquisten process makes use of this principle in floating

sulphides through a special form of tube, but any operator

familiar with finely ground ores in wet pulp will easily

remember that a certain portion of fine sulphides may be

distinguished upon the moving pulp currents in the

neighljorhood of his concentration plant. Some systems

are now being proposed to take advantage of the properties

of these particular minerals to float with but little urging,

and it seems probable that some successful metallurgical

processes will result from them. The varying contents

or consistency of the pulp medium, or electrolyte, as it

may be called, has a great deal to do with these propensi-

ties toward floating, and any system attempting to produce

a selective result in this way will probably be based largely

upon the composition of the electrolyte. Great develop-

ments are expected, and there is little doubt that flotation

will make enormous strides in the near future, particu-

larly if it shall be fortunate enough to have its veil of

litigious mystery promptly removed.
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Jolhiim AlexaimdleF MSIIII

John A. Hill, President of the Hill Publishing Co.,

ilied suddenly from heart failure on Monday morning,

Jan. 24, while traveling in his motor car from his

residence in East Orange, N. J., to his office. Mr. Hill

had been engaged as usual in business affairs and was

to all outward appearances in perfect health. Very few,

oven of his intimate associates, knew of the organic

trouble that resulted in his sudden death.

Mr. Hill was born, Feb. 23, 1858, on a remote hill

tarm in the town of Sandgate, near Bennington, Vt.

While a young lad his parents emigrated to central

Wisconsin and he was broixght up there in the way to l^e

e.xpected for the son of a pioneer in sixch a region at

such a time. He did chores, herded sheep and attended

school a few months during the winter. At l-t years

of age he went to work in a countr}^ printing office. He
had a Yankee boy's liking for mechanics, however, and

after some years in the printing office he 'became half-

owner of a machine shop, where he carried on repairs to

a variety of local machinery. In 1878, attracted by the

new-born excitement in Colorado, he moved thither and

promptly went to work as fireman on a Denver & Rio

Grande locomotive. Within a year he was promoted to

be a locomotive engineer. In later years, when exchanging

stories with his mining friends, he always enjoyed telling

his experiences in driving his engine over the new line into

Leadville, switching ore cars into the smelters' yards, etc.

This was in the early days of the D. & R. G. railway,

when to drive an engine up the moimtains and around

the edges of the caiions required nerve and courage, but

the young engineer soon gained a reputation for more
than ordinary ability and coolhcadedness. He also showed

that he had higher ambitions than railroading. When
he was piit in charge of the engine of a snow-plow, its

irregular runs gave him more time for study and he

applied himself to learning all he could about his work
and general mechanics, devoting most of his time to the

investigation of technical .subjects. After a while he was

made a roundhouse foreman and later assistant superin-

tendent of motive power..

We do not know just what leil him to leave the railroad

and enter journalism, but probably he had a natural bent

toward that profession. Anyway, he was inspired to

found in 1885 the Daily Press, of Pueblo, Colo., which
journal he edited for some time. As a writer he had a

forceful and breezy style, and his thorough familiarity

with practical matters and with the ideas and needs of

the men in the shops and on the road enabled him to

write articles which were well received by the technical

journals of that day.

A number of these articles were contributed to a modest

paper called Locomotive Engineering, which was pub-

lished in New York by a company which also piiblished

the American Machinist. In 1888 Mr. Hill was invited

to come to New York and take charge of Locomotive
Engineering. Under his charge the journal rapidly

increased in importance. Seeing the possibilities in the

enterprise, Mr. Hill associated himself with Angus
Sinclair, purchased the journal from its owners and
undertook to carry it on as a separate publication. In
ill is venture Mr. Hill was both editor and publisher, and

his g(>nius was well proved by the i>ii<.-iKimenal success

of the publication. Its subscription list grew by leaps

and bounds, and it rapidly assumed the leading position

in its fielfl.

The success of Locomotive Engineering was largely due
to Mr. Hill's ability to give human and general interest

to articles on mechanical and engineering subjects.

Under the pen name of John Alexander, he contributed

a noteworthy series of stories called "Jim Skeevers
Object Lessons," and "Stories of the Railroad" that

attracted wide attention. His experience as an engineer

had taught him the weakness and evils of the old rule

of promoting railroad employees according to their length

of service, and he advocated a system under which specific

subjects were studied by candidates each year and promo-
tions were made according to efficiency—a system which,

as embodied in his work on "Progressive Examinations
for Locomotive Engineers," was adopted by the blaster

Mechanics' Association as the standard form of examina-

tions on American railroads. ^lore than 70,000 copies

of that little book have been sold.

It was evident to Mr. Hill's keen business sense, however,

that a journal appealing chiefly to locomotive runners had
not the elements for the largest financial success, and he

perceived the opportunity of applying modern business

and editorial methods to the American Machinist, a

journal of high standing and reputation, which had been

conducted for years along xiltra-conservative lines. In

1896 Mr. Hill sold his interest in Locomotive Engineer-

ing to his partner, Mr. Sinclair, purchased the American
Machinist and laid the foundation for one of the largest

enterprises in the field of technical publication ever estab-

lished.

At that time practically all class publications had their

printing done by contract and were limited by such

facilities as the printers were willing to provide, ilr.

Hill's early experience in the printing business had given

him a .strong liking for this side of the publisher's work,

and he was ambitious that his publication should be able

to own and operate its own printing plant. In order that

such a printing plant shall be commercially successful,

however, it cannot concentrate its work upon a single

journal, but must be able to distribute it over a number.

It was this situation among others that led Mr. Hill

to add to the successful American Macliinist other well-

established technical journals of high reputation. His

first purchase was Power. Then, in 1904, the Engineer-

ing and Mining Journal passed into his hands. In

1912 he purchased the Engineering News from its founder

and chief owner, George H. Frost.

Coal Age had been established in 1911 to cover a field

which it had become evident was too broad to be success-

fully reached by the Engineering and Mining Journal,

chiefly devoted to metal-mining interests.

To carry on these various publications, ^Ir. Hill

organized the Hill Publishing Co., in which, while he

held the largest interest, a number of those associated in

the conduct of the several journals were also stockholders.

Besides these enteriuises in the field of American technical

journalism, Mr. Hill established branch houses in London

and Berlin, where foreign editions of the American
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Machinist were issued. The publication weekly in

Germany of a translation of tlie American edition of the

American Machinist under the name of Maschinenbau

was a feat of which Mr. Hill was justly proud. No other

publisher of an engineering paper ever ventured upon

such a bold .step and made a success of it.

When the Engineering and Mining Journal was acquired

bv the Hill Publishing Co. it possessed a book-publishing

department which for many years had been conducted

in a rather ineffective way. Mr. Hill promptly discerned

the weakness of this and its possibilities and set about a

proper development of this business, which within a few

years achieved great success. Later it was consolidated

with the similar business of the ^IcGraw Publishing Co.

and was taken over by the McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,

of which Mr. Hill became president. This company is

now the largest publisher of engineering and scientific

books in the world.

An enterprise in which ilr. Hill took great pride and

to which he devoted some of the best energy of the last

years of his life was the construction on the west side

of New York City of the great building to house his

publications, which was completed in 1914. It was char-

acteristic of ]\[r. Hill that the building was not only

planned at every point to suit the convenience and econo-

my of the printing and publishing business, but that

unusual provision was made for the safety, comfort and

health of the army of workers in the building. In this

building and equipment were embodied the things that

Mr. Hill had dreamed of during many years as the ideal

in printing-house construction.

Mr. Hill'.* idea in conducting a group of engineering

papers was to effect economy in manufacturing cost and

in many expenses—administration, accounting, mainte-

nance of circulation, etc.—that are inherently common

to all and may therefore be shared advantageously. Edi-

torially each publication was ever maintained as an in-

stitution, independent of the others and of any influence

outside of the editorial rooms. It was a proud saying

of ^Ir. Hill that he never interfered with his editors;

that they alone were responsible for their papers and

said what they pleased, without hindrance. This was

the truth. On the other hand, there was never a leader

so loyal, courageous and generous in .supporting his edi-

tors as was John Hill. He was a man who would fight

for a principle, and many a time did so. He masquer-

aded as a matter-of-fact materialist to try to keep the

world from knowing him for the idealist that he really

was. Modesty was one of his most noteworthy charac-

teristics. Every now and then he would unconsciously

surprise his friends by an exhibition of a breadth of read-

ing and study and a knowledge of subjects that no one

suspected.

In his career as a publislicr Mr. Hill introduced many
reforms—the standardization of the size of technical

journals, the ])rinciple of truthful statement of circula-

tion, the nonreturn from newsdealers, the nonpayment of

commissions to advertising agents—and he kept his ad-

vertising on the liigh plane of means for selling honest

goods, and that only. Another thing that he had greatly

at heart was the typogra|)liical excellence of his ])ai)ers,

the su])eriority of their engravings and high quality in

evervthing. Merchants and ulacturcrs, the advertis-

ing and the reading public ail nwr more to Mr. Hill than

they ajjpreciate.

Mr. Hill was married in Wisconsin in 1882 to Emma
B. Carlisle, who with one daughter survives him, as do

also his father and a brother. Mr. Hill was by nature

modest and retiring. He was a genial man, fond of com-

panionship and with an endless fund of good stories, but

social life and club life had little attraction for him, and

his two chief interests were the enterprise he had created,

in which he took such pride, and his home. He was

essentially a man of broad human sympathies. He took

a fatherly interest in the welfare of his employees and

delighted to have them refer to him as "The Old Man."

For many years it had been Mr. Hill's custom to write

a Christmas greeting, accompanying a bank-note, that

reached every employee on the afternoon before the

holiday. The one for last Christmas is so typical of his

kindly interest in those around him, as well as showing

the individuality of his literary style, that it is quoted

below

:

"The year 1915 is almost gone; it has brought more

loss, suffering, death and despair to the human race

than any other year of all recorded time, and yet, it

has been good to us.

"We have not done so well as in former years, yet we
have done well.

"We are all here—not a funeral or a serious illness in

our ranks. Most of us are warm and eat regularly

—

Allah be praised!

"All signs are favorable for better times, the optimist

is in charge and the pessimist has been run over by the

steam roller that is making the road to business clear

—

this concern is full of hope and that 'Christmas feeling.'

"Most people dislike to get a bill at this time of the

year, but here's one that you need not pay, so we think

it will he welcome.

"With it goes a 'thank you' for every little item of

service you have furnished this past year which has gone

to make up the million-dollar mosaic that this company
has made out of all our little items of service combined.

"If your heart and mind be charged with as much
good-will, love and respect for the Hill Publishing Com-
pany as the institution has for you, the next year will

be comfortable and happy for the whole works—big

wheels, little wheels, case and fob."

The esteem in which Mr. Hill was regarded by his

emplo)-ees was put into words engraved on a bronze tablet

over an ornamental fountain presented to him soon after

the new Hill Building was completed. This is the in-

scription :

"\\'ithin this monument to independence, truth and

service in engineering journalism the employees of the

Hill Publishing Company have placed this tablet—an

appreciation of the man and employer, John A. Hill."

Mr. Hill was vice-president of the Machinery Club, a

member of the Engineers' Club of New York and of the

Railroad Club, the Campfire Club and of the American

Society of JMechanical Engineers, to which he was elected

in 1913, among his references l)eing Thomas A. Edison

and James Hartness. As a young man he was greatly

interested in the National Guard, although not a member.

During the last year he was vice-chairman of the

Committee of Engineering Reserve Corps of the American

Society of ]\Icchanical Engineers, charged with the duty

of working out the details of a plan to create a cor]is of

civilian engineers for emergency service for the United

tStates Army.
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The end of the war is not yet in sight, but an end there

is going to be some day and with it there are going to be

trade problems but little less complicated than those which

arose at the beginning of the war. Already the copper

producers are beginning to think of these. Let it be

said right away that the consensus of opinion among
them is that immediately after the war there is going

to be a great demand for copper, especially from Germany,

to replace that which has been abstracted from the needs

of housing, transportation, etc. The question that is

troubling the copper producers is not how they are going

to dispose of their copper, but how they are going to

satisfy the European demand.

One of the subjects that will arise relates to contracts

that could not be filled after the outbreak of the war;

that is, most of the copper producers had previously

entered into contracts with German buyers for the delivery

of copper in August, September, October, etc., of 1914,

which became impossible of fulfillment. We understand

that legally the buyers could not enforce such contracts

after the war is over, but we believe it to be the general

intention of the producers to earn' out those contracts

as soon as possible, in all cases where the buyer within

a reasonable time has expressed his desire for their exe-

cution, at the price written upon them in 1914, although

it is the common expectation that the prevailing price

of copper will be much higher upon termination of the

war than it was in 1914. Such a policy would be in-

spired by their pride in their American name and the

traditions of uprightness that there have always been in

their business dealings with Europe.

However, there are incidental questions that will have

to receive careful consideration before any line of policy

can be determined. These relate largely to the matter

of ocean freights, which have been so greatly disturbed

and probably will continue to be long after the war is

over. Another serious question is that of insurance. The
waters around Europe will be dangerous from loose,

floating mines for many months after hostilities have

ceased, and insurance rates will consequently be far above

the normal. Who shall pay the extra charges on this

account? It seems that this is something that ought to

be borne by the buyer.

The matter of freight rates itself is a far more knotty

problem. At present the charge for carrying copper to

British and French ports is six or seven times higher

than it was in Jidy, 1914. After the war it will go

down—perhaps it will start downward before the war is

over—but it will be probably months before it is down
to the normal level. What is the shipper who sold copper

at a certain price c.i.f. in July, 1914, and proposes to

fulfdl the contract in 191G, or" 1917, or 1918 going to

do about this?

The termihation of the war will add to the ocean-

carr}'ing capacity a large tonnage of ships immobilized

duriuix the war. This should tend to reduce freight rates.

But suppose the German government takes a hand in the

replenishment of the copper resources of Gennany?
Suppose copper is bought f.o.b. New York and the German
merchant marine is commandeered to carrv' that particular

copper to Germany? What then would be the position

of the American producers in filling their old contracts?

These are some of the questions that are going to ari.se

and are already engaging the attention of the copper

producers. They are questions that concern not only

them, but also the consumers in Europe and the steam-

ship companies. It is not too early to enter upon con-

sideration of the ways whereby the business is to be

adjusted.

The action of the Steel Corporation in advancing wages

about 10% has been generally followed by independent

manufacturers and has put wages in the iron and steel

trades on the highest level ever reached. The independents

necessarily followed the action of the Corporation, which

was really a measure of precaution, perhaps accelerated

a little in time by the Youngstown strike. The manu-
facturers realize that in the present condition of the iron

and steel trades stoppages on account of strikes or scarcity'

of labor are likely to be disastrous, and they seem to have

taken prompt steps to avert such trouble. There was some

loss, of unskilled labor especially, after the war in Europe

began, and a number of foreigners left to join the armies

of their respective countries. Their places have not been

taken, since immigration in the last year has been verj-

light, and other trades besides iron are now employing

their full tale of men—or as near it as they can get.

Experience shows that an advance in wages like this is

very hard to recall, and that while there may be some

reduction in rates they never go quite down to the pre-

ceding level. The present activity in the trade seems

likely to last through at least the greater part of this year.

Whatever may happen in the twelve months of 1916 the

wage standard now set is likely to hold through the year.

Opinions differ widely as to the probable result should

peace be reached. Some hold that there will be a rush

of immigration that will bring down the prices of un-

skilled lalior through excessive competition; while others

hold that there will be no surplus of labor to spare, but

that competition will be felt through the offer here of

goods made by cheaper labor abroad. Time will show

which opinion is correct. The only certain point is that

the stress of competition will come—when is still exceed-

ingly uncertain.

One thing must not be forgotten. The coal-mining

agreements which cover a large part of the coimtry will

expire with ilarch, and new adjustments arc to be made.

With the example before them of large increase in iron-

working and mining wages, the coal miners are not likely

to be satisfied unless there is a substantial advance in

mining rates. Higher wages are in the air. aiul the coal

men may as well prepare for them.
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Res
^112'®

At a meeting of the board of directors of tlie American

Institute of Mining Engineers, held on Jan. 21, 1916, the

following resolution was passed

:

Resolved, that this Board has learned with indignation and
sorrow of the unprovoked and brutal murder of IS American
citizens on Jan. 10. 1916, in the State of Chihuahua, Mexico,
and laments especially the death of Messrs. C. R. Watson, C. A.

Pringle. H. C. Hase and W. J. Wallace, who were members
of the American Institute of Mining Engineers. As these men
and their companions were engaged in the lawful prosecution

of their work, we trust that nothing will be allowed to pre-

vent or delay appropriate action by our Government concern-
ing the outrage by which they lost their lives.

Resolved, that the sincere sympathy of this Board and of

all the members of the Institute is extended to the families

and friends of Messrs. C. R. Watson, C. A. Pringle, H. C. Hase
and W. J, Wallace.

And Be It Further Resolved, that a copy of this resolu-

tion be sent to the Secretary of State of the United States, be
published in the Institute's Bulletin, in the press, and be sent

to the families of the deceased members.

i%.Eadl©s Coupes' Hsacos'poB'Sitioias

The Andes Copper Co., the Andes Copper Mining Co.

and the Potrerillos Railway Co. were incorporated in

Delaware .Jan. 20, to take over and operate the Potrerillos

mining properties, which have been imder develoi^meut

lor several years by William Braden and later by the

.\ndes Exploration Co.

The Andes Copper Mining Co., capital $50,000,000,

will own and operate the properties. The railway com-

pany, capital $5,000,000, will build a road from Pueblo

Hundido, on the government railway, to the site of the

reduction works and mines, a distance of about 80 mi.

The Andes Copper Co., capital $50,000,000, is the hold-

ing company of the stock of both the railway and mining

corporations.

It is understood that the Anaconda will have the major-

ity of the stock of the holding company, and William

Braden and associates, a minority interest. It is not

generally known that the Anaconda company became

interested in this enterpri.se over two years ago, the

negotiation having l)een initiated by C. C. Burger and

Messmore Kendall, the latter acting for Mr. Braden who
was in South America at the time. On Jan. 22, 1910,

B. B. Thayer, William Braden, Dr. L. D. Ricketts and a

staff of engineers and specialists sailed for Chile to

undertake the preliminary work in connection with the

further development and exploitation of the Potrerillos

properties.

lbs*" Cs^cHoiaac SftorsEU

An unusual wind storm on Jan. 17 dostmycd 485 oil

derricks in the ^lidway and ^IcKittrick fields in Cali-

fornia. Midway field lost 272 rigs and McKittrick 213

rigs. Associated Oil was the heaviest loser, having 64

rig.s demolished ; Kern Trading & Oil lost 45, General

Petroleum, 39; Santa Fe, North American and Chanslor-

Canfield, 25 each. Standard Oil was among the more

fortunate operators who lost only 1 rig. Hurried esti-

mates of damage placed the fiL'ures at less than half the

actual damage reported; after mnrc careful investigation

it is estimated that $1,250,000. The loss in the Mi.lway

field is placed at ^50.000 and ! McKittri.k. $.500,000.

A 10.000-bbl. storage tank on a lease of the Midway
Consolidated. Ltd., was blown in, and on the property of

the Canadian Pacific Oil Co. adjoining, a tank about the

same size collapsed. Boiler houses, smoke-stacks and

other surface buildings were demolished or blown down.

Companies began preparations for reconstruction immedi-

ately, and rig builders are demanding $10 per day. Of

the towns in the fields, Taft suffered most.

BraSflsfia C®l^sialbaa MaBaasago 119)115

Yk'Toria Correspondexce

An estimate of the value of the mineral production of

British Cohimiiia in 1915 gives a total of between $29,-

500,000 and $30,000,000. This compares with $26,-

388,825 for 1914, which year was also affected by wvir

conditions, but to a larger extent unfavorably ; with

$30,296,398 for 1913; and with $32,440,800 for 1912,

which was the record year for value of mineral produc-

tion in the province. However, as prices of some of the

metals fluctuate year by year, the best comparison is that

of quantities of minerals produced in the several years

respectively, which are shown in the table, the figures for

1915 being estimates:

STATISTICS OF MINERAL PRODUCTS
1915

1913 1914 (Estimated)
Gold, placer, oz 25,500 2S.250 34,500
Gold, lode, oz 272.254 247,170 257.500
Stiver, oz 3,465,856 3,602,180 3,700,000
Lead, lb 55,364.677 50,625,048 45,306,000
Copper, lb 46.460,305 45.009,699 57.400,000
Zinc, lb 6,75S,76S 7,866,467 12,000.000
Coal, tons of 2,240 lb 2.137,483 1,810,867 1,552.000
Coke, tons of 2,240 lb 286,045 234,577 248,500
Miscellaneous products ... $3,398,100 $2,852,917 $2,000,000

It will be seen that, in comparison with 1914, last

year's production shows increases in all but lead, coal and
miscellaneous products. In copper the increase was more
than 12.000,000 lb., and in zinc more than 4.000,000 lb.

As in other j-ears, the production of placer gold was
chiefly in the Atlin division of Cassiar district and in

Cariboo district. Of an estimated total of 34,500 oz.,

which was 6,250 oz. more than that of 1914 and was
also the highest yearly total since 1907, Atlin's propor-

tion of Cassiar's total of 18,500 oz. was 17,000 oz.;

Cariboo's yield was 13,750 oz., of which only a .small

portion came from Quesnel division of that district. Fort

Steele division of East Kootenay is credited with 500 oz.

and the Omineca division, south of Cassiar, with 400 oz.

Yields from all other parts of the province were com-
paratively small.

Lode gold came from the gold-copper mines of Ross-

land to an estimated amount of about 156,000 oz. out

of a total for the whole province of 257,500 oz.

Other contributing districts were Boundary and Simil-

kameen districts, the copper-gold mines of the former

(cliiefly those of the Granby Consolidated Co. in Pha^nix

camp, which made an output of about 37,000 oz.) having

a total of 44,000 oz. and the Hedley Gold Mining Co.'s

Nickel Plate mine in the latter district rather more than

38,000 oz. ;Mines in the Nelson division of West Koot-

enay, with the Queen, at Sheep Creek, a long way in

the lead, yielded nearly 9,000 oz. ; the Granby Consoli-

dated Co.'s Hidden Creek mine, near Observatory Inlet,

nearly 5,000 oz. ; the Marble Bay mine, or Te.xada Is-

land, aliout 1,500 oz., and numerous other mines scat-

tered tlirou;rh(iut the active mining districts, the remain-

ing 4,000 to 4,500 oz. of the total gold ])rodu(tion.
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PE-RSOMAILS

J. V. N. Dorr has gone to Denver.

Robert E. Cranston, of San Francisco, was in New York
last week.

Sydney H. Ball has returned from examining mining prop-

erty in Newfoundland.

B. Magnus has just returned from a trip to the West
and Southwest and will be at his otfice, 61 Broadway,
New York.

Ambrose Monell, of New York, was in Ottawa recently in

connection with the proposal of the Canadian government to

establish a nickel refinery in Canada.

Thomas Gibson, of Toronto, Ont., formerly president of the

Lake Superior Corporation, has enlisted for overseas service

and will go as major of the 168th Battalion.

George S. Rice, chief mining engineer of the U. S. Bureau of

Mines, announces that his official headquarters are at Wash-
ington, D. C, from Jan. 15, and not at Pittsburgh.

Nathan O. Lawton is at Sneedville, Hancock County, Tenn.,

as manager of explorations of al^out 10,000 acres of mineral
lands. He expects to be there for about five months.

An office for the practice of the law, with special regard
to French, Spanish and South American affairs, has been
opened at 71 Broadway, New York, by Lindell Theodore Bates.

Leighton Stewart, mining engineer for the Andes Explora-
tion Co.. Santiago. Chile, was married on Jan. 15 to Miss Helen
M. R. Christie, at Amherst, Nova Scotia, and returned to Chile

on Jan. 22.

Arthur W. Burgren has resigned his position with the

Cinco Minas Co. and lias returned to the Dolores mines of

the American Smelting and Refining Co. at Matehuala. San
Luis Potosi, Mexico.

Frank Hervey Pettingell, formerly of Colorado Springs
and Denver, and for several years president of the Colorado
Mining Stock Exchange, has been chosen president of the

Los Angeles Stock Exchange.

H. D. Orr, who recently resigned as mine inspector for the

first district of West Virginia, will leave at once to take up
his new duties as superintendent for the United States Smelt-
ing, Refining and Mining Co. at Black Hawk, Utah.

H. A. J. Wilkens and W. B. Devereux, Jr., have formed
a co-partnership to carry on the general business of con-
sulting mining engineers and mine managers under the firm

name of Wilkens & Devereux. Their New York address is

120 Broadway, and they will have representatives in Mexico
City and London.

Phanor J. Eder, 60 Wall St.. New York, announces that

he has become associated with Dr. Emllo Tagle Rodriguez, a
Chilean lawyer, whose principal office is at Huerfanos, 840,

Santiago de Chile. Especial attention will be given to the

law in matters arising between the United States and the

Latin American countries.

A. H. Osborne, a mining engineer of Georgetown, Colo.,

and Edward Collins, of Silver Plume, were killed on Jan. 6 by a

snowslide near the Josephine mine, in the West Argentine
nislrici.

John Fulton died at his home in Johnstown, Penn., Jan. 22.

aged 89 years. He was of Scotch-Irish ancestry and was born
in Ulster, Ireland, in 1826, being educated in local schools
and in Dublin. In 1846 he found his first employment as an
assistant engineer in the construction of the Great Western
R.R. from Dublin to Galway. In 1S4S, he came to this country
\i ith his father and for a time found employment as a laborer
on the railroad then being built from Honesdale to Hawley,
Penn. He was quickly promoted to be foreman and later,

assistant engineer, in which capacity he was employed on the

North Branch Canal, then under construction, and had special

charge of the large aqueduct at Tunkhannock. Later he wm.s

assistant engineer under Thomas W. Wierman on the Junction
Canal, and later on the Barclay R.R. from Towanda to the
coal mines. In 1S56 he was appointed resident engineer of

the Huntington & Broad Top R.R., having charge also of the
opt-ning up of the Broad Top coal field, then new. While there,

he came in frequent conference with J. P. Lesley, then state

geologist of Pennsylvania. He nLso had charge of the build-

ing of the extension from Mt. Dallas to Cumberland. In 1875
the late Hon. Daniel J. Morrell persuaded Mr. Fulton to re-

move to Johnstown as mining engineer for the Cambria Iron
Co., having charge of all the company's coal and iron-ore
properties. Among his early duties was the determination
of the coke to be used. The company had built a bank of

Belgian ovens, but it was found that the coke made In these
was structurally weak and would not stand the burden of the
heavy Lake ores used in making bessemer pig. This exper-
ience gave Mr. Fulton a certain bias in favor of beehive coke
and in later years he lent the weight of his great authority
against the byproduct oven. Further experience, however,
led him to change this opinion, but, as often happens, the
first assertion was more widely circulated than the subse-
quent retraction, and Mr. Fulton was always quoted as an
advocate of the beehive. He continued his investigations

on the qualities of coke as a blast-furnace fuel, writing a num-
ber of papers which finally grew into the first volume of his

work on the manufacture of coke. Later, he made a tour

through Belgium, France and Germany, studying the methods
of coke makers, giving his experience in the second volume
of his work. In 1887 Mr. Fulton was promoted to be general
superintendent of the Cambria Iron Works and a year later.

general manager. In 1892 he resigned and engaged in the

practice of his profession as a consulting engineer. In that
capacity, he had charge of new works at Johnstown, at

Lorain, Ohio, and in Nova Scotia, and visited Newfoundland
and Porto Rico. He also, in partnership with Isaac Taylor,

of Dunbar, bought a large tract of coking-coal land on the

Redstone branch of the Pennsylvania R.R.. which he owned
tor a number of years. Mr. Fulton aided Professor Lesley in

making geological surveys of the counties of Cambria and
Somerset for the Second Pennsylvania Geological Survey.
For a number of years he was a member of the State Board
of Health, and also of the State Forestry Commission, retain-

ing the latter office until 1910. He was a member of the

Johnstown Board of Health and took an active part in the

city government. He was also a member of the American
Philosophical Society. At the St. Louis Exposition in 1904,

he was a member of the Committee on Mines and Minerals.

Four years ago, on account of his age, he retired from his more
active work, but still continued to do much consulting work.

Few men have occupied as prominent a position as John
Fulton and he was universally respected for his clear judg-

ment and wide experience, holding almost the same position

in the coal trade as John Fritz did in the iron trade. He
leaves a widow, to whom he was married in 1855, and
three daughters.

e

SOCE]

American IiiNtitute of Mining Engineers—The 112th meet-

ing will be held in New York Feb. 14-17.

Canadian Mining Institute—The eighteenth Annual Gen-
eral Meeting of the Institute will be held at Ottawa, on Wed-
nesday, Thursday and Friday, Mar. 1, 2 and 3. next. The
Council has decided to limit the business sessions to five,

namely, three on the first day, and two on the second day

of the meeting. The annual dinner will take place on Thurs-

day evening. On the third day. Friday, series of excursions

will be arranged to points of interest in Ottawa, including

the Mint, the Victoria Museum and the Government ore-test-

ing laboratory and fuel-testing station. Most of the time usu-

ally allotted to the reading of papers will, on this occasion,

be reserved for general discussions on specially selected top-

ics. Of these one is "Flotation." to the symposium on which

some notably informative contributions are expected. An-

other subject of extraordinary present interest, namely, the

effect of the war on Canadian mineral industries, will be in-

troduced by Prof. Alfred Stansfleld, and Mr. Howells Frechette.

"Mining Education" will also be discussed by Professor Gwil-

lim and others.

The Moctezuma Copper Co. of Nacozari, Sonora, Mexico,

has recently completed an aSrial tramway of the Leschen

heavy-duty friction-grip type, which is to be used for the

disposal of tailings from Its mill. This tramway is approxi-

mately 3,000 ft. long, having a rise In this distance of ap-

proximately 27.'i ft and has a capacity of .'O tons of tailings
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per hour. The carriers detach from the traction rope, in

order to allow of loading from several spouts, but at the outer

end of the tramway they pass around the terminal sheave
without detaching. No labor is therefore required at the outer

end. The carriers are automatically dumped by means of an
aerial trip at any point along the line. The track ropes are

%-in. and 1-in. locked-coil. The traction rope is =>« in. diam.

of the patent flattened-strand construction. The carriers are

of 10-cu.ft. capacity, the average weight of the material per

carrier being 1,250 lb. A Leschen heavy-duty friction-grip

aerial tramway is being installed by the United Verde Exten-
sion Mining Co., Jerome, Ariz. This tramway will be 4,044 ft.

in length and will have a fall in this distance of 594 ft. The
tramway will be gravity operating and will have a capacity

of 50 tons of ore per hour. The track ropes are IVg-in. and
1-in. locked-coil, the traction rope being % in. diam. of the

patent fiattened-strand construction. The carriers are of

10-cu.ft. capacity.
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Hardsoeg Wonder Drill Co., Ottumwa, Iowa. Catalog. Rock
Drills. 34 pp., illus., 6x9 inches.

William Powell Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. Booklet, White Star

Valves. 16 pp., illus., 31^x6 inches.

Lake Shore Engine Works, Marquette, Mich. Circular.

Halby Shoveling Machine. Illustrated.

Alexander Milburn Co.. Baltimore, Md. Catalog, The Wells

Light and Heating Burner. 12 pp., 9x6 in., illus.

Terry Steam Turbine Co., Hartford, Conn. Bulletin No. 20.

"The Terry Turbine." S pp., illus., S%xll inches.

Scranton Pump Co.. Scranton, Penn. Bulletin No. 105,

Triplex Plunger Pumps. 8 pp., illus., 6x9 inches.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J. Booklet,

•Graphite for the Boiler." 24 pp., illus., 3%x6 inches.

Wm. Ainsworth & Sons, Denver, Colo. Catalog B, Engi-

neering and Surveying Instruments. 94 pp., illus., 6x9 inches.

Armstrong Cork and Insulation Co., Pittsburgh, Penn.

Catalog, Nonpareil Corkboard Insulation. 152 pp., illus., 6x9

inches.

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.. Rochester, N. T.

Bulletin No. 1015, Duratex Switchboard Cords. 18 pp., illus.,

SxlO inches.

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Bulletin No.

1632A Centrifugal Pumps and Centrifugal Pumping Units.

46 pp., illus., SxlO% inches.

Pelton Water Wheel Co., San Francisco, Calif. Circulars

printed in Spanish, Portuguese and English showing adapta-

tion of Pelton water wheels to different purposes. 4 pp., illus.,

7^4x]0'/2 inches.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. Bulletin No.

42,206, Curtis Steam Turbine Generators. 40 pp., illus., 8x10%
in. Bulletin No. 43,253, Series Luminous Arc Lamps, 16 pp.,

illus., 8x10 ',4 inches.

The second edition of the Western Electric Tear Book is

out. It is known as the "Electrical Supply Year Book for

1916" and is similar to its predecessor. The current book

continues the practice of a simple series of list prices upon

which a basic discount applies, such a discount indicating to

the holder of the catalog his approximate price for all the

articles listed. One of the features of the present book is a

section in which are listed all the sales helps that the com-
pany furnishes its agents gratuitously.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours Co., Wilmington, Del. Catalog,

Du Pont High Explosives. First Section, Their Manufacture,

Storage, Handling and Use. 128 pp., illus. 9x6 in. Second

Section, kinds, grades and brands. 24 pp., illus., 9x6 inches.

The first siction of this catalog is devoted to very inter-

esting descriptions of the manufacture and methods of testing

high explosives. Methods of storing dynamite are described

at length and working drawings are given of various types

of manure, live or exhaust steam, and hot-water heated

thaw houses. The method of making up primers and the

method of charging bore holes and the best practice in the

use of blasting caps are fully discussed. Various mining, con-

struction and miscellanfous uses of high explosives are de-

scribed, and a good collection of rules for storing, handling

and using dynamite and blasting supplies are given. The
second section is devoted wh'.Ily to the description of the

different kinds, grades, and brai is of explosives, giving the

characteristics of each and th« v m ious uses to which they

:ire especially adapted. Every ni;i> superintendent ought to

have loples of these two catalogs.

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

AIR—Method of Controlling the Humidity of Air Under
Pressure. Willis H. Carrier, Buffalo, N. Y., assignor to Buffalo
Forge Co.. Buffalo, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,167,740: Jan. 11. 1916.)

ALLOYS—Process for the Production of .A.lloys of High
Melting-Point Having Ductile Properties. Hans Kaiser, Augs-
burg, Germany, assignor to the Firm of 'Wolfram-Lampen
Aktien Gesellschaft, Augsburg, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,167,827;
Jan. 11, 1916.)

.\LUMINOTHERMIC MIXTURES, Method of Producing.
John H. Deppeler, Jersey Citv, N. J., assignor to Goldschmidt
Thermit Co., New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,168.061; Jaji. 11,
1916.)

BLAST FURNACE. William P. Thornton, Knoxville, Penn.,
assignor to Riter-Conley Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Penn.
(U. S. No. 1.167,729; Jan. 11. 1916.)

BLAST FURNACE—Hot-Blast Stove. Karl L. Landgrebe,
Ensley. Ala. (U. S. No. 1,168,014; Jan. 11, 1916.)

BL.\ST FURNACES—Method of Charging Blast Furnaces.
Arthur J. Bovnton, Lorain. Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,167,883; Jan. 11,
1916.)

CONCENTR.\TING TABLE. Michael J. Morley, Hayden,
Ariz. (U. S. Xo. 1.167.799; Jan. 11, 1916.)

CONCENTRATION—Means for Concentrating Ores. Thomas
A. Edison. Llewellyn Park, West Orange, N. J. (U. S. No.
1.167,638; Jan. 11, 1916.)

CONCENTRATORS—Riffle Table for Concentrating Appar-
atus and Jlethod of Constructing the Same. Frederic B. Koll-
berg, Bisbee, Ariz. (U. S. No. 1,168,009: Jan. 11, 1916.)

CORROSION—Process for Rust-Proofing Iron and Steel.
William H. Allen, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Clark W. Parker,
Detroit, Mich. (U. S. No. 1,167,966; Jan. 11, 1916.)

CUPROUS SULPHIDE—Improved Process for the Recovery
of Cuprous Sulphide from Ores and the Like. Metals Research
Co., New York, N. Y. (Brit. No. 138 of 1915.)

CYANIDING—Process of Extracting Values from Ores.
Hans Foersterling and Arthur Ludwick Halvorsen, Perth
.\mbov. N. J., assignors to The Roessler & Hasslacher Chem-
ical Co.. New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,164.636; Dec. 21, 1915.)

DRILL—Mining .-Vpparatus. George C. Wilthew. Mahanoy
City, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,164,900; Dec. 21. 1915.)

EXCAVATING MACHINE. Charles B. King and Clarence
B. Weston. Marion, Ohio, assignors to Marion Steam Shovel Co..
Marion. Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,164,652; Dec. 21, 1915.)

FLOT.\TION—Method of and Apparatus for the Concentra-
tion of Minerals bv Flotation. Xew Jersey Zinc Co., New
York. N. Y. i Brit. No. 23.626 of 1914.)

FUEL—Process of Modifying the Ash Resulting from the
Combustion of Powdered Fuel. W'illiam P. Barba. Philadel-
phia. Penn., assignor to The Midvale Steel Co.. Philadelphia,
Penn. (U. S. Nos. 1,167,470 and 1.167,471; Jan. 11, 1916.)

HE.\T TRE.\TMENT—Process of Protecting Metal Articles
Heated by the Combustion of Powdered Coal. William P.
Barba. Philadelphia, Penn., assignor to The Midvale Steel Co.,
Philadelphia. Penn. lU. S. No. 1.167,472: Jan. 11. 1916.)

L.4MP—Miner's Lamp. Jacob S. Sherman. Staunton. 111.

(U. S. Xo. 1.167.942; Jan. 11, 1916.)

MELTING—Method of and Means for Melting Metals.
Frank Shuman, Philadelphia, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,167,944; Jan.
11, 1916.)

MINE C.\RS—Safety Device for Mine Cars. Benjamin F.
Fern, Scranton. Penn., assignor of one-half to Florence S.

Fern, Scranton. Penn. (U. S. No. 1.165.659; Dec. 28. 1915.)

ORE-EIN-DOOR-OPERATING MECHANISM. Leland Clap-
per. Two Harbors. Minn. (U. S. No. 1,164.702; Dec. 21. 1915.)

PHO.SPHORUS—Apparatus and Process for Oxidizing
Phosphorus. Ingenuin Hechenbleikner, Charlotte, N. C. (U. S.

No. 1.167,755; Ja'n. 11, 1916.)

PL.\CER-MINING M.\CH1NE. Charles R. Dennison,
Youngstown, Ohio. (U. S. Xo. 1.166.192; Dec. 28. 1915.)

POTASSIUM AND ALUMINI'M SALTS—Process of Produc-
ing Soluble Salts of Potassium and Aluminum. Melville F.

Coolbaugh. Rapid Citv. and Klwyn H. Quinney. Pierre. S. I>.

<V. S. No. 1.165.154; Dec. 21. 1915.)

PULVERIZER—Rotarv Impact Pulverizer. Charles S.

Lincoln. Wauwatosa. Wis., assignor to Allis-Chalmers Manu-
facturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis. (U. S. No. 1,166,698; Jan. 4.

1916.)

ROASTING—Horizontal Mechanical Furnace for Roasting.
Paul Sarrasin, Dijon, France. (U. S. No. 1,167,118; Jan. 4, 1916.)

ROASTING—Mechanical Roasting Furnace. Knut Jakob
Beskow and Arthur Ramgn, Helsingborg, Sweden. (U. S. No.
1.166,654: Jan. 4, 1916.)

ROASTING—Ore-Roasting Furnace. John C. Simmons,
Colorado Springs, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,164,761; Dec. 21. 1915.)

SEPARATION—Apparatus for Separating and Recovering
Metalliferous Compounds and Gases from Liquids. Frank L.

Wilson, Berkeley, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,167,460; Jan. 11, 19U..)

SEP,\R.\T10N—Apparatus for Separating the Metallic and
Rocky Constituents of Ores. Dudley H. Norris, San Francisco.
Calif. (U. S. -No. 1.167.835; Jan. 11, 1916.)

ZINC—Process for the Production of Zinc. Otto Baltin.

Llpine, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,166,170; Dec. 28, 1915.)

ZINC OXiniC—Process of Making Pure Zinc Oxide. Wal-
df-mar Ascf. rhiladelphia. Penn. (IT. S. No. 1.165,743; Dec. .>8,

1915.)
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SAN FRANCISCO—Jan. 19

Damages for lireaeh of Coiitraf< amounting to $57,085 is the
basis of a suit at iaw brouglit by the Associated Oil Co.
against the Palmer Union Oil Co. in the Superior Court at
San Francisco, Jan. IS. The complaint recites that on Nov.
30, 1911, the two companies entered into an agreement whereby
the defendant company agreed to supply the Associated with
262,000 bbl. of crude petroleum at 30c. per bbl., delivered at
San Diego. The Palmer Union delivered 33,657 bbl. and then
refused to complete the contract.

Extraordinary Weather has prevailed over almost the en-
e area of California and the Sierr.a. The heavy snows in

the higher elevations and the rains in the foot hills and val-
leys were accompanied by gales of wind which developed into
a small cyclone in the southern part of the state, doing great
damage in the oil fields and other sections. Snow on the sum-
mit of the Sierra, at Truckee, measured 11 ft. and in the
northwestern part of the state a number of mining camps
were snowed in. Grass Valley and Nevada City were, on
Jan. 16, still without water supply sufficient for even domestic
demand. Owing to snow blockades resulting from repeated
storms, it has been impossible to open the ditches which in

some places were buried under 10 ft. of snow. A number of

buildings collapsed under the weight of snow. Same or simi-
lar conditions obtained all through the mountain region, al-

though definite information is not at present available. Vir
ginia City reports this to be the worst storm in the past
25 years. Transcontinental freight ti'atfic was suspended and
passenger service delayed on both the .Southern Pacific and
the Western Pacific.

Mining Prospects in California for 1016 are exceptionally
favorable so far as demand for mineral and investments in

mints are concerned; the increased development and produc-
tion of tungsten, manganese, magnesite, as well as copper
and gold within the last half of 1915 has encouraged the mine
operator and mine" owner. The Mammoth and the Mountain
Copper in Shasta County have largely increased their produc-
tion. The Mountain Copper is reported to be extracting ap-
proximately 15,000 tons of ore per month which is nearly
double the quantity handled in a corresponding period in 1014.

When the European War broke out this company closed down
both the mine and concentrator and smeltery, because it is

a British company and the conditions were such that it was
impossible to provide for continued operation at that time. The
financial condition changed to the advantage of the company,
and the new concentrating plant, which was about ready
for commission when the "war broke out and was rendered
idle on that account, has been in operation in 1915 and the
prospects are good for continued mining and treatment of

ore. But with all these fine prospects for the copper and gold
miner, there is the obstacle to overcome of increased prices
of dynamite, quicksilver, cyanide, zinc shavings, etc. It is

reported that 10% dynamite has advanced about $90 per ton
in the past few weeks, commanding about $330 per ton, with
60% dynamite reaching $420 per ton; quicksilver as high as
$130 per flask; and other chemicals have more than doubled
in price since the outbreak of the war. The high price of
copper is a compensation to the copper miner, but the gold
miners are not compensated except in increased production,
which all of them are not prepared to undertake on short
notice.

Improvement In the Oil Situation in California is indi-
cated by action of U. S. General Land Office in the Honolulu
Oil Co. case, and in the general advance in California field

prices announced by the S':?.ndard; the activity of the Shell
Interests, and the report that the Southern Pacific will estab-
lish a new pipe line which will not be a common carrier. In
the Honolulu Oil Co.'s case the Land Office has found to be
valid the claims to more than 2,000 acres of California oil

lands in Midway field which had been withdrawn from entry
by the Government in 1909. The lands comprise 12 quarter
sections of a 17-quarter-section tract in the naval reserve.
Four of these quarter-sections are charged by the Land Office

to h,ave been filed by dummy locators. This matter will be
heard in California. The decision of validity of the claims is

of great importance to all oil men who are in danger of con-
flicting with the Government regarding the withdrawal lands.
Tt holds that every oil operator who in good faith occupied oil

l.Tnd at the d.ite of withdrawal and was overtaken In the dili-
gent prosecution of work leading to the discovery of oil or
gas, and continuing such work until discovery, is protected
in his rights regardless of the Taft withdrawal act. It sets
forth that work done outside the physical boundary of oil
claims, which is plainly intended to benefit such claims, is
the work required by the Picket law to make the claim valid.
The decision further holds that diligent prosecution of work
is not to be narrowly construed as actual drilling for oil, but
may be any work which is plainly necessary to develop the
claim. The Honolulu began development in the spring of
1910 and its position in relation to the Taft withdrawal
order was less favorable than of many companies that de-
veloped properties prior to the withdrawal order. It is be-
lieved that now patent will issue to all locators who have
shown good faith in the prosecution of work. It is also
believed that the decision will have an influence upon Congress
favorable to the oil men who are contending over lands within
the naval reserve.

DENVER—.Ian. 10

The Michigan Mine, one of the old-time producers of Ko-
komo, closed down because of the excessive zinc penalties
that prevailed on gold-silver ores some years ago, is operating
with marked success, shipping at present about 25 tons per
week and getting into shape for considerably larger pro-
duction.

Weston Pass is about 10 mi., in an air line, southeast of
Leadville. It is really a pass over the crest of the Mosquito
Range. At time.s, for years, prospectors have reported finds
of mineral in the vicinity but nothing of importance has re-
.sulted. Recently, however, miners have been shipping zinc-
carbonate ore from the Ruby property via the railroad siding
at Hayden. The ore is said to be of excellent grade and
plans are being laid to develop the Ruby into a large producer.

French Gulch DredKing Co.—usually spoken of as the Reil-
ing company—has had a most prosperous year at Brecken-
ridge. It is said, on good authority that the regular tri-
monthly cleanups during the second half of 1915 have aver-
aged more than $11,000, which means a daily gold recovery of
about $1,200. The dredging has been done in a bank more than
400 ft. wide and varying in depth to 45 ft. The boat is still
operating and an effort will be made to continue throughout
the winter. The Tonopah Placers' dredges have worked with
l)ut slight delays since the beginning of last spring.

Official.s of Colorado City and Colorado Springs and the
commissioners of El Paso County have filed a petition in the
U. S. district court declaring the two idle plants of the United
States Reduction and Refining Co. nuisances and asking the
court to take action to abate them. The complaint states that
the mills' tailing dump covers twenty-five acres, that the
material is a fine dust that drifts on the streets and blows
into houses, causing much damage. It is also claimed that
the flying dust chokes pedestrians, damages goods in stores
and is a "menace to the health and comfort of the community."
The suggestion is offered that the court force the receiver
of the reduction company, J. Arthur Connell. to place a
heavy layer of dirt over the tailing. The general opinion
is that this last move is another one in the long-drawn con-
troversy between the United States company and the Golden
Cycle Mining and Milling Co., whereby the latter company
as endeavored to eliminate the United States company as a

factor in the business of rcduciii.i; Cripple Creek ores.

BlT'l'l';—Jan. 20

Butte Conipauies 3lade Voluntary Raise in Wages, Jan. 14,
when the following notice was posted at all the properties of
the .-Vnaconda company in Butte, Anaconda and Great Falls:

The Anaconda Copper Mining Co., in view of improved
metal-market conditions, has decided that, without altering
any existing contract or obligation, it will, as long as the av-
erage price of coppir remains 20c. per lb. or more, increase
25c. per day the wages of all employees subject to the present
profit-sharing or sliding wage scale at the mines in Butte
and the reduction works at Anaconda and Great Falls, the
price of copper to be determined in the same wav and by
the same quotations extending over the same periods as a"t
present computid.

This increa.se is made effective as of Jan. 1, 1916. but shall
apply only to wage soltlements made on or after Jan. 15, 1916.
The Increase affects ilie wages of 25,000 men emplovfd by the
Anaconda, Butte & Superior, North Butte, Kim Orlu and Tim-
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ber But:- companies, that have made similar announcements
to their employees. This raise in the wage scale of Butte
miners v, ill mean a total increase in Butte's payroll of $130,-

S7S per month. The rate prevailing in December was $4

per day for miners. As long as the price of copper remains
above 20c.. it will be ?4.25.

It Is Parlicnlarly Significant that the raise came as a
voluntary one on the part of the companies involved. It is

now a year and a half since the labor troubles and dissensions

in the ranks of the men that put an end to the power of the

Western Federation of Miners in Butte. The companies had
no part in the inception of those labor troubles. It was a

revolt on the part of the miners themselves against the

tyranny of the men who controlled the union. These divi-

sions led the companies to take an independent stand. They
could not recognize one faction of the men without incurring

the enmity of the other and it ended by recognizing none and
allowing the men to belong to any union or no uiion, as they

chose." It was at that time that the companies announced
that in spite of the divisions in the labor ranks, the old agree-

ment made with the unions as to a slidingwage scale would
be adhered to. When the war in Europe started and copper

went down to lie. per lb., and the production was curtailed

50rf. the Anaconda and other Butte companies maintained the

S3. 50 per day wage scale. In the entire United States it is

safe to say there cannot be found today a better satisfied, more
loyal and more contented army of employees than those of

the great mining companies of the Butte district. They are

beginning to realize that the corporation is not acting on

those narrow selfish lines that usually are credited to cor-

porations by the labor agitators. Socialism has received a

blow in Butte by this last voluntary wage increase that means
its death knell. The contrast this winter with former winters

in Butte is most marked: there are no soup houses nor bread

lines: charity organizations have little trouble caring for

the poor of the community.

S.\LT L.\KE: city—Jan. 21

.Members of the Itaii Chapter of the American Institute of

Mining Engineers received notices requesting them to attend

a citizens" meeting on the question of military preparedness.

The notice was signed by L. S. Austin, who was appointed a

special committee and who called attention to the interest the

national organization is taking in the matter, urging that

the local chapter do its share. The citizens meeting was held

at the Commercial Club. Jan. 20. about 400 persons being

present, the Utah chapter being well represented. Two hun-

dred signed cards promising to attend a series of eight mili-

tary lectures, to be given by the war department, and to

attend a training camp to be held at Fort Douglas next sum-
mer, if possible. Various individuals and firms pledged them-

selves to pay the expenses of a total of 31 men at the camp,

the amount not to exceed $30 per man; and others agreed

to pay employees full wages while in camp. S. C. Park,

former mayor and retired brigadier general of the Utah
National Guard, presided. Talks favoring a training camp
were given by W. G. Farrell. J. U. Giesy, W. P. Kirksey. F. B.

Gallagher. X. D. Corser. E. Jensen, C. W. Whitley and D. C.

Musser. Mr. Whitley as representative of the A. S. & R. said

that this company was in favor of the idea, and would give

substantial support. Mr. Whitley, speaking for the Utah
chapter of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, called

attention to the support given by the national organization

to the citizens' camp and general preparedness movement.

Mr. Whitley put his name down for ten men in the list of

those offering to pay expenses of men at the training camp.

An Increase in Wasen has been made in the camp of Bing-

ham. The announcement of the increase by the Utah Copper

Co. was made Jan. 20, saying that the increase went into

effect Jan. 1, ami the increase by the other companies will

became effective Feb. 1. The Utah Copper notice states, that

all day labor that has been paid more than $2.65 per day will

receive an advance of 25c. per day, and all day labor that has

been paid more than $2.65 per day will receive an advance
of 25c. per day, and all day labor that has been paid $2.65 a

day or less will receive an advance of 20c. per day—this

increase to be eff.-. live as of Jan. 1, 1916, and to remain in

effect while the av( rape monthly price of copper is 2flc. or

more per pound. New "i'ork quotation. Another notice to the

employees of the mills at Garfield reads: "The Utah Copper Co.

has decided to increase the scale of wages at its mills at

Garfield as follows: All conmi.in labor, working eight hours,

will receive an advance of 15c. per day; all common labor

workintc nine hours will receive an advance of 20c. per day,

and all skilled labor will receive an advance of I.lc. per day.

Thi.s increase to be effective as t.f Jan. 1, 1916, and to remain

In effcrt while the average nioiiil !y price of copper Is 20c.

or nioie per pound." There arr . iiroxlmately 3.500 men
eiiiploy.d by the company at Rini. ui and at Garfield who

will receive the advance in wages, the increase amounting to

between $20,000 and $25,000 per month, by this company.
Other Bingham companies effected are; The Utah Consoli-
dated, employing 350 men; the Utah Metals Tunnel-Bingham
New Haven. 160 men at the mine and mill; the Utah Apex,
200 men at the mine and mill; the Tampa. 50 men; the United
States properties. 75 men; the Bingham Mines. 75; and 20

smaller companies and lessees, from four to 30 men each.
The increase in wages by these companies will go into effect

Feb. 1. The total number of miners working in the camp at
the beginning of the year (including mills at Garfield), was
in the neighborhood of 4,500. The new schedule means that
skilled workmen will receive a flat increase of 25c. a day,
labor working nine hours. 20c. a day; labor working eight
hours in the mills. 15c. per day. The increase applies only
to the mines and mills, and not to the employees of the Bing-
ham & Garfield R.R. The silver and lead mines granted a flat

increase of 25c. a day. going into effect Feb. 1. and did not
make any stipulations as to the price of metals. The pay-
rolls of these properties will be increased from $120 up to
$2,000. For January the Utah Copper's payroll will be approx-
imately $344,000. The last raise in wages in Bingham of 25c.

a day took place Aug. 1, 1915. when copper reached 17 cents.

W.*L1,.\CE, ID.4^HO—Jon. 15
Tungsten Continues to Absorb .\ttention at Murray, the

center of the early-day gold mining in the Coeur d'Alenes.
At the Golden Chest, which was successfully worked many
years ago as a gold mine and still possesses extensive gold
deposits. 17 men are now employed taking out tungsten ore.

Shipments estimated at $40,000 have been made and the
work in the mine has disclosed a much larger amount of
scheelite than was at first anticipated. So important has the
discovery of this ore in the old mine proved to be that it is

announced that Samuel Green, of New York, owner of the
property, will soon arrive for an indefinite period to give
it his personal attention. The result of this rich find in the
Golden Chest is seen in the widespread prospecting of the old
placer diggings around Murray and on Trail Creek, where it

is recalled that in the early days the placer miners were
troubled with a heavy, cream-colored sand in their sluice

boxes, the nature of which nobody understood then, but which
is now believed to have been scheelite. Not much can be ac-
complished examining the old diggings now on account of

the heavy snow, but the ground will be thoroughly tested in

the spring and it is believed that rich discoveries will be
made. The publicity that has been given to tungsten since

the discovery in the Golden Chest, giving much information
as to its characteristics and conditions under which it is usu-
ally found, has awakened much interest and a keen lookout
is being kept for it by prospectors and miners in all parts
of the d'strict.

HOIGHTOX, .MICH Jan. 23
The Calumet & Hecin Smelting Plant at Hubbell is turn-

ing out copper at the rate of 440,000 lb. per day; the copper
being shipped East by rail. The Calumet & Hecla interests

have practically sold all the output of the subsidiaries as
well as of the old mine for the first five months of the year.

The output of the smelting plant at Hubbell is larger b;'

25'^, than ever before in the history of the Calumet & Hecla.
The new large furnace. No. 23, designed to handle 150,000 lb.

a day, has all steel up and work is progressing rapidly. This
additional furnace, inclosed in an addition to the buildin^r

whore No. 21 and No. 22 are situated, will make the capacity
of the Hubbell plant of the Calumet & Hecla the largest in

Michi.aan and one of the largest in the world. In addition to

this plant at Hubbell, the Calumet & Hecla interests control
the big plant at Dollar Bay, where the bulk of the production
of the subsidiaries is handled.

Lake Superior Copper Production will show a falling off

of at least 2.000.000 lb. for January, 1916. compared to the fig-

ure for December, 1915. It is feared that the output for Janu-
ary will be closer to 20,000,000 than to 25,000,000, although
productions for every month in 1916 ought to average more
than 25,000,000 lb. of refined. Every mine is working at full

tilt, with larser forces than ever before, with more mills and.

larger smelting capacity. But nature steps in and spoils thi
best-laid plans. For 17 days steadily the copper district of

Michigan has been fighting one of the old-time Lake Superior
blizzards, with a continuous hurric.ine wind, a steady fall of
snow and the thermometer below zero. With railways it is

utterly impossible to maintain steady service. Snow piles 23

and 40 ft. high on either side of the deep cuts are common.
The storm is preventing the shipment of mine rock to the

mills. Ordinarily it would not necessitate shutting down
stamp heads; a storm of a few days can be cleared up in a
day, but this continuous cold, continuous snow and continu-

ous wind, have caused a great deal of trouble. At this writinif

there is no sign of abatenunt and some mills will have to

shut down altogether if it k';eps up a few days longer.
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ALASK V

ALASKA GOLD MINES (Junt-au)—Will issue another series
of 10-year 6% convertible debentures, maturing Mar. 1, 1926,
tor principal sum of $1,500,000, to be known as "Series B."
convertible at any time prior to maturity into stock of com-
pany at $30 per share, and redeemable at company's option on
or after three years at 110% of par plus accrued interest.
Mill is now treating' about 4.000 tons per day and grade of
ore is rapidly approaching average indicated by estimates
based on earlier mine development and mill tests.

ARIZ01V.\

Cochise County
COMMONWEALTH EXTENSION (Pearce)—Good shoot of

ore struck in shaft at depth of 220 ft. New hoist recently
installed: shaft going down 2 ft. per S-hr. shift.

LEADVILLE (Courtland)—Over 300 tons of ore shipped in
December to Douglas smelter. Over 100 men are employed
in district, which shipped 1,400 tons last month.

MASCOT (Willcox)—Development on 300 level indicates
orebody is much larger than first believed. Company is plan-
ning installation of concentrator and new power plant.

Gila County

WESTERN STAR (Payson)—Small shipment of $60 gold,
silver, copper and lead ore made to International smeltery.

BOSTON & SUPERIOR (Globe)—Annual statement an-
nounces sulphide ores at and below 1.200-ft. level will be de-
veloped. Company has million and a half dollars' worth of
oxidized ore developed above eighth level.

POWERS GULCH DEVELOPMENT (Rice)—Recent ship-
ment of tungsten ore averaged 76.3% tungsten. Sample of
ore sent to Bureau of Mines said to be highest ever assayed
by government assayers. B. P. Crawford. John Hoffman and
Matson brothers, owners.

Graham County
SAN JUAN (Saftord)—Unwatering of the San Juan mine

recently purchased by Phoenix capitalists is under way.
Equipment is being overhauled preparatory to a resumption.
MORGAN & OWENS BROS. (Geronimo)—Made gold-copper

strike in ledge in Hooker Canon. S mi. east, across Gila from
Geronimo. Pay streak of decomposed porphyry, 6 ft., shows
free gold throughout. Lode 25 ft. wide has been traced over
mile long.

Mohnve County
BIG JIM (Oatman)—Crosscut on the 400 level proved

width of vein at this point to 50 ft. Of this, 25 ft. is consid-
ered pay ore.

MOSS (Goldroad)—Crosscut recently made through 60 ft.

of quartz. Drift being driven to determine extent and value
of the vein. Work is being done by the Gold Road Mines Co.

GOLD ROAD (Goldroad)—Station is being cut on 900
level about 1.500 ft. east of No. 1 shaft, which was originally
known as glory hole. An electric hoist is being installed and
winze will be sunk to 1,400 level.

MAGNET (Hackberry)—West crosscut on 100 level has
cut 8 ft. of ore assaying $25 per ton; hanging wall not yet
reached. Situated in Gold Basin district, 45 mi. northerly
from Hackberry; owned by Davis Garrett.

CYCLONIC (Hackberry)—Another Gold Basin property
owned by S. C. Bragg, and operated under lease and bond by
J. M. McLeod, of Los Angeles. Drifts going from bottom of
S5-ft. shaft; 16-ft. vein assays from $7 to $35 per ton.

ORPHAN (Goldroad)—West drift on 40-ft. level of No. 2
shaft is following 3-ft. vein averaging about $300 per ton.
West crosscut on 40-ft. level of No. 1 shaft has disclosed 35-ft.
vein of quartz averaging $7.10 per ton. Has recently shipped
sixth $600 bar of bullion to San Francisco mint.

MIDNIGHT (Chloride)^-James Murray, of Butte, and G. S.
Holmes, of .Salt Lake City, have started work imder lease and
bond from owners, Kean and John St. Charles. North and
south crosscuts will be driven from bottom of 200-ft. shaft.
Seventy-foot vein is high in silver, lead, zinc and gold.

Pinal County

RENFROW (Kelvin)—Renfrow group adjoining Troy-
Manhattan on east has been bonded to J. C. Devine, of Ray,
who has started active development.

VaTnpai Ci>iinty

WICHITA PLACER (Prescott)—Recently installed pump-
ing equipment on placer property on Lynx Creek, Is operat-
ing two hydraulic plants in gravel beds.

COMMERCIAL (Copper Basin)—Freight teams to Skull
Valley are hauling but half a load at each trip on account
of snow, which is 26 mi. deep in valley. Production conse-
quently reduced to 50 tons daily.

CASH AND SNOOZER (Maxton)—N. H. Getchell has con-
summated deal whereby Wall Street capitalists purchased
these two mines. Getchell will continue as superintendent.
Test mill has shown satisf.ietory gold r<'COvery.

C.VLIFORXI.V
.Amuilor County

ONEIDA (Sutter Creek)—Unwatering is progressing stead-
ily. The SO-stamp mill of the South Eureka is operating on
good ore.

VEITH HYDRAULIC (San Andreas)—This property on
.Sport Hill has been bonded to men who will undertake
development. Mine paid well for a number of vears by
hydraulic process. There is reported to be milling' rock in
property.

PLYMOUTH CONSOLIDATED (Plymouth)—Preliminary
report for December shows yield of $oS.490 from 11,650 tons
JL"^;?.'"'','*''','^" average of $5.02 per ton. Operating expenses.
$26,324; development, $5,421; net profit, $26,951. A. Burch,
San Francisco, is manager, and James F. Parks is superin-
tendent.

KEYSTONE (Amador City)—Semi-annual report for period
ended Dec. 31, 1915, shows net yield $86,167 in bullion and con-
centrates, from 38,663 tons of ore milled, an average of about
$2 23 per ton. after deducting freight and smelter charges.
The 40-stamp mill lost only 5 days, 9 hr., 20 rain., including
time taken for general repairs and cleanup and one day with-
out electric power. Largest proportions of ore milled
extracted from 900, 1.000 and 1.200 levels; about 1.000 tons
hoisted from 1,400 level, which was of better grade than on
the 1,200. Large amount of development done on each level.
disclosing evidence of improvement in grade of ore. Expendi-
tures for the half year amounted to about $82,000, leaving a
balance of $6,465. This property has been in almost con-
tinuous operation since 1852. About four vears ago extensive
and deep development was undertaken under management of
C. R. Downs.

Kldornilo County
TEDDY BEAR (Nashville)—Reported that 12-in. vein of

"ribbon" quartz of high assay has been disclosed at a depth
of 140 ft., in a winze next to hanging wall. Property with
other claims was acquired by John W. Cover recently.

SHAN TSZ (Eldorado)—This property owned bv Chinese
merchants of Sain Francisco and managed bv F. T. Hale, is"
operating steadily. It is equipped with three 20-ton roller
mills, electrically driven.

Kern County
MILLER & MOESSER (Randsburg)—Three jigs in opera-

tion making 30 to 100 lb. tungsten concentrate per dav from
each jig. New ground recently started averaging 30 "lb. per
day and some rich ground run as high as 100 lb.

SUNSHINE (Randsburg)—After shutdown of about a
month, on account of death of T. W. Atkinson, operations
resumed. J. Jewett is working a lease. Will develop by
shaft, opening up new ground sufliciently for the term of the
lease. Good ore being stripped on 400 level and mill will be
started on this ore.

Placer County
MOUNTAIN QUARRIES (Auburn)—Pacific Portland Cement

Co. reported to have taken out 330,000 tons of limestone in
the year 1915.

BIG OAK (Colfax)—Preliminary work of organization
progressing. Company expects to be ready for operation early
in the spring. Modern equipment and modern methods are
contemplated.

San Bernardino County
TUNGSTEN AREA was recently increased by finding of a

300-lb. chunk of scheelite, at point 1'4 mi. south from the
nearest producing mines along Randsburg railroad. After
crushing and jigging the piece produced about 200 lb. of good-
grade ore. Shields and Anderson were the finders.

TECOPA CONSOLIDATED (Tecopa)—Silver and lead ore
being mined and shipped from Gunsight.

REX PLASTER (Bissell)—Shipping 40 to 50 tons of mag-
nesite per day to Los Angeles. Employ 20 men.

LOUISIANA CALIFORNIA (Goffs)—Producing gold, silver
and vanadium. Shaft is down 900 ft. Installation of mill is
contemplated. F. Leiser is superintendent.

PACIFIC CO.VST BORAX (Death Valley)—Lila C. mine has
been abandoned, having been worked out; new deposit near
Ryan is now under development and operation.

SliaNtn County
MAMMOTH (Kennett)—Employ 600 men; 650 tons of cop-

per ore and 250 tons zinc ore produced daily. Zinc ores are
run over sorting tables at smeltery and shipped to zinc smel-
teries in Kansas.

MOUNTAIN COPPER (Keswick)—Concentration and flota-
tion plant at Minnesota station treating about 250 tons of ore
per day and making high recovery. Mines are producing
about 15,000 tons of eoiqier ore per month, part of which is
shipped to smeltery at .Martinez.

BULLY HILL iWinthrop)—Reported that prospect for
installation of zinc smeltery is good. It is understood that
.should company undertake smelting of zinc ores, it will also
treat zinc ores prml.ued by the Afterthought mine, situated
east of Bully Hill hii I,ittle Cow Creek. Both properties have
shown by developnu nt that they contain large tonnage of zinc
ores. Bully hill has been experimenting with zinc smelting
process for past two years, since closing down of copper
smeltery by Forest Service, which was afraid that a lot of
scrub timber would be lost to t'^- peoiile
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Sierra County
ALHA.MBRA (Poker Flat)

—
"U'ork suspended until spring-,

wlien stump mill will be erected to crush large quantity of ore
now mined and further development pushed with powder drills
to be installed. .John McParlane in charge.

Tuolumne Cc aty

DUTCH-APP (Jamestown) — Arrangements made for
installation of tube mill. Large amount of New York being
done in remodeling milling plant. W. J. Loring is manager.

STARR KING (Sonera)—High-grade ore disclosed at the
SO-ft. point below tlie 400 level, on contact of slate and lime-
stone and is 3 ft. wide. R. C. Kennedy, of San 'Francisco, is

owner.
COLORADO

Boulder County

GRAPHIC (Magnolia)—Development work resumed at this
property by Bert Fairhurst. Tungsten ore of commercial
value has been opened.

MOUNTAIN LION (Magnolia)—Pocket of rich molybdenum
ore iias been struck in this property. Vein is IS in. wide.
Development work is under direction of J. H. Horry.
NEW YORK GOLD MINES (Sunshine)—Has been equipped

for systematic development which is now under way. Some
tungsten deposits have been opened. E. D. Brooks is man-
ager.

ST. ELMO AND MT. QUEEN (Nederland)—Situated about
lYs mi. nortlieast of Nederland, leased and bonded by R. W.
Be'nadum to Andrew Nelson and associates. Lessees will at
once equip and develop mines. Tungsten ore has been opened
by recent development.
GRAND VIEW (Boulder)—Shoot of tungsten ore 18 in.

wide opened on 160-ft. level for distance of over 30 ft. Same
ore shoot also opened in 230 and 300 levels. Until recently this
ore was regarded as "black iron" by miners and its real value
has been overlooked for several years. Mine has been re-
opened and developed under direction of George Clemmer.

Clear Creek County

ARGO MILL (Idaho Springs)—Has decided to install flo-

tation equipment to handle 100 tons of ore daily. Planned to
have the improvements completed and ready for operation
within 30 days. Being installed under the direction of A. R.
Brown.

ONONDAGA (Georgetown)—Development on Ruler vein
has opened IS-in. vein of smelting ore assaying $125 a ton in
gold, silver and lead. Discovery made in east heading from
Capital tunnel.
" WEST EDGAR (Idaho Springs)—Being developed through
Big Five tunnel by Nankervis and associates. A 3-in. streak
of smelting ore has Ijeen opened in vein of payable milling
ore. Ore from development has been shipped to Newton mill,
where concentration of 7 to 1 results in product having value
of $45 a ton. Present operations are 2,800 ft. from portal of
tunnel and 150 ft. westerly on vein.

San Juan County

HAMLET fSilverton)—Mill recently destroyed by fire; loss
covered by insurance and mill will no doubt be rebuilt. Mill
had just been equipped with new flotation machinery.

San Mlgnicl County

TELLURIDE SHIPMENTS during December were: Tomboy,
52 cars; Smuggler-Union and Black Bear, 48 cars; Liberty
Bell. 11 cars; total. 111 cars. These shipments practically
duplicate those made during previous month.

SUNSHINE (Ophir Loop)—This property, located across
tiulch from Butterfiv-Terrible, leased to Henry Dorffeld, of
Monte Vista. Colo., who has formed development company for
purpose of opening property.
BUTTERFLY-TERRIBLE (Ophir Loop)—Lessees are car-

rying on development with encouraging results. Enough ore
is being mined to keep 10 to 20 stamps in operation. Part of
this supply is broken during develoi)ment.

SHERIDAN (Telluride)—Small mill at portal of Sheridan
crosscut destroyed by fire. Plant was owned and operated
by owners of Carruthers Lease from Smuggler Union Mining
Co and produced about carload of concentrates a month. Loss
estimated $10,000. Probable that lessees will rebuild mill in

view of favorable developments underground and numerous
recent expenditures for equipment, which is in good order.

Teller County

EL PASO (Victor)—Recent development opened body of
$25 ore for length of 70 ft. on one of veins of AJax system
between 4th and 5lh levels from Nicholls shaft.

PRINCE ALBERT (Cripple Creek)—Beacon Hill proper-
ties formerly owned liy Prince Albert Mining Co., Ltd., which
Include Prince Albert, Beacon and Eureka properties, have
been leased to Frank Vetter, who will form company to un-
dertake develoiimont and operation of these mines.

DRAINAGE TUNNEL (Cripple Creek)—New water course
cut last week resulliiif in an additional flow of 2,330 gal. per
min., which Incrcasi-.l total How from 12.300 to 1 i,fi30 gal. per
mln. ThLs Is second luaviest (low encountered since driving of
tunnel was resumed. ,\11 \vork in heading was suspended for
several hours. Wat. i i l i: ised about fi In. at El Paso shaft
station at tunnel levi I

III \ IK)

ShoNliiiiie < ounty

l:i;i) MONARCH (P.eav.i )—'^'•rliind of machinery for Red
MoiKircli mine, on North Fork of c.-ur d'Alene River, taken
to lirunn's Crossing, whence It \vill Im freighted to mine by
teams. Compressor building at njiu nearly completed and
20-drin I ..mpres.xor will be Install.'! 't .mce.

ROANOKE (KelloKg)—Under b

n

io John Grenfel, who
• •

--
• -- •' s high in lead andhas just shipped 44 tons of ore th

silver. Property quite extensively developed many years ago
by tunnels and shaft, 300 ft. deep, showing considerable
commercial oi'e. Lessee preparing to hand-jig large amount
of low-grade ore. At meeting of stockholders this week
proposition taken up to sell property to local operating com-
pany.

NATIONAL (Mullan)—Returns from shipments of concen-
trates netted over $90 per ton. Shipping more than four cars
per month with one shift in mill. Plan to put on another shift
with improved facilities for conveying ore from mine to the
mill, the electric tram a mile and a halt long at present not
being equal to the task. Ore on 1.200 level shows gratifying
imprbvement both in extent and values. Ore runs aoout 2 oz.
silver to a unit of copper.

AURORA-SAMPSON—H. E. & M. (Wallace)—Consolidation
of Aurora-Sampson and H. E. & M. consummated this
week on an equal basis. New company to be formed
with 2,000.000 shares, 500,000 to go into the treasury
and the balance to be divided between the two original com-
panies on a basis of two shares of old stock for one of new.
Both properties developed through main tunnel of H. E. & M.,
ivhich also has mill of 100 tons capacity, built last year, but
mine is short of ore to keep it running. Promising body of
galena ore recently encountered in Aurora-Sampson, 2 ft. of
which is of shipping grade. Development work now in pro-
gress by new company.

MICHIGAN

OGLEBAY. NORTON & CO. (Crystal Falls)—Three drills
are working on option near Fortune Lake. Churn drills were
used here Ijefore, but results were not satisfactory.

HOLMES (Ishpeming)—This name of new mine being
opened by Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. It adjoins Oliver Iron
Mining Co.'s Sect. 16 mine. Shaft work was started this week.
Most of equipment is on ground.

MORRIS (Ishpeming)—.Another drifting record was made
in January. Motor-size drift was extended 4()S ft. during month.
Only two drills are working in heading. Rock is hard and
has to be trammed long way to shaft. Men worked 16 hours
out of every 24.

M. A. HANNA CO. (Crystal Falls)—This company and Cole
& McDonald will put down joint diamond drill hole on line
between Sects. 30 and 19-13-32; to north lies Ravenna mine;
to south is the Odgers. It is intended to cut through slate
to country rock and ascertain if there is any formation
capped by slate. Information will be valuable to both com-
panies.

MINNESOTA
Cuyuna Range

CROFT (Crosby)—Superior, Wis., interests have begun
drilling operations on property adjoining Croft mine to the
east, in an endeavor to locate continuation of Croft's deposit
of bessemer ore. practically the only bessemer ore on the
Cuyuna Range thus far.

Mcsalil Ranere

FOWLER (Aurora)—Will shortly be reopened by company
organized for purpose, named Fowler Mining Co. Was oper-
ated by Jones & Laughlin Steel Co., but abandoned some time
ago.

MISSISSIPPI (Keewatin)—Activity at surface plant, com-
pany houses, etc., indicates early resumption of operations at
this underground property, although no announcement has
been made by operators.

OLIVER IRON MINING (Hibbing)—Excavation under way
for 4-mi. spur connecting Hull-Rust and Sheridan pits. The
Oliver company has approximately 1,000 men and seven steam
shovels working in above and Sellers pit. High winds and
heavy snows, accompanied by subzero weather, have tied up
all oper.ations. Temperatures ranging down to 52* below zero
reported on the range.

MONTAN.*.

nr€>ailn'ater County

KE.ATING GOLD (Radersburg)—On account of delay in
proposed railway into Radersburg district, company is con-
sidering construction of concentrator at its property to treat
large tonnage of low-grade ore blocked out. carrying $2 to
$10 in gold. High cost of hauling by team over 11-ml. road
liermits only highest grade of ore to he shipped to smelters
at profit.

I.cwis ana Clark County

BARNES KING DEVELOPMENT (Kendall)—Reported
from Helena that company has taken bond and lease on Par-
ker and Brownlow group of claims in Rimini district.

Sliver Bow County

ANACONDA (Butte)—Owing to severe cold, causing ore
to freeze up during transportation to smelters, all of com-
pany's mines were closed for several shifts during week.

BUTTE & GREAT FALLS (Butte)—Shaft is down over 400
ft. Sinking is proceeding at rate of 90 ft. per month. Com-
pany has installed uji-to-date electric equipment. Including
hoist good for depth of 1,500 ft.

BULLWHACKER (Butte)—Syndicate that took over Bull-
whacker iiroperty under lease is not shipping. Preparations
being made to put existing leaching plant Into operation and
handle ore directly by electrolytic process.

ELM ORLU-RUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)-Judge Hour-
quin in the U. S. District Court has rendered ii decision In the
FAm Orlu-Butte & Superior suit over the Rainbow lode. Both
sides Interpret the .leclslon as a sweeping victory.

BirTTE-BALLAKLAVA (Butte)—On 1,800 level orebody
has widened to 24 ft. and carries on an average 3% copper.
Output temporarily reduced to 150 tons per day. but will be
Increased to 350 as soon as new orebody on 1.800 level Is

blocked oul for sloping.
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TUOLUMNE (Butte)—Contemplated closing down of mine
postponed by directors, wlio have decided to Iteep mine in
operation as long as ore returns will pay for operating ex-
penses. It is said that negotiations have been opened for
sale of Tuolumne to Anaconda or North Butte.

SweetKTass County

JOHN D. FENWICK. of Harlowtown, reports that about
100,000 acres of land have been filed on for oil prospect-
ing in country south of Harlowtown. Thousands of acres
have also been leased from farmers. There are no oil-pro-
ducing wells in district, but one well was sunk last fall to
250 ft. when broken tools stopped operations.

NEVADA
Storey Connty

ANDES (Virginia)—Saved 25 cars of ore from stope on
intermediate level.

COMSTOCK PUMPING ASSOCIATION (Virginia)—Pumps
at north end holding water at all points.

CROWN-POINT BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Saved 247 cars mill
rock from No. 2 stope, 1,600 level. Jacket mill crushed ore
two days only on account of storm; received 76 tons dump
rock and 101 tons of mine ore. Shipped bar bullion.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Prospecting drifts on 2,500 and 2,700
levels in porphyry and quartz of low assay. Mexican mill
crushed 407 tons custom ore, averaging $24.15, and gross
$9,800.

UNION (Virginia)—Extracted 324 tons of ore, gross assay
$8,600, as follows: No. 2 stope, 162 tons, averaging $39.52;
No. 3 stope, 130 tons, $11.12; No. 4 stope, 42 tons, $27.35.
Union shaft reopened 20 ft., to the 90-ft. point below 2,000
station.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Winze on 2,500 level in ore
averaging $27. West drift in vein material of low assay.
Raise in old 2,400 level stope in ore sampling $16 to $50. Saved
49 ton from 2.400 level averaging $16.95 and 15 tons from 2,500
level winze averaging $27.86.

OPHIR (Virginia)—Central tunnel 250 level and north
drift repairs, caught up old stope over south drift. Saved 235
cars of ore from stopes and milled 22 tons. Ophir & Con.
Virginia joint west crosscut on 2,700 level in good looking
formation believed to be Hardy vein; clay and quartz streaks.
Storm interrupted for two days.

XEW MEXICO
MOGOLLON MINES (Mogollon)—Company is sinking to

greater depth.
ALBERTA MIN. AND DEV. (Mogollon)—After long period

of inactivity, company is making preparations to resume
work. William Johns is superintendent.
MAMMOTH MILL (Pinos Altos)—Oscar Long and J. E

Trotter, of Hurley, have been making extensive tests of ores
in Pinos Altos district with object of treating them togetlier
with their o-wn ores, and propose turning old Mammoth into
custom mill, at an expenditure of $20,000 for that purpose
Mill has 10 stamps, Huntington mill, two Wilfley tables and
Blake crusher.

PINOS ALTOS M. AND M. (Pinos Altos)—Company is em-
ploying 50 men in mines and mills on IS claims leased and
bonded from the Savanna Copper Co. Ore is complex, carry-
ing copper, gold, silver, lead and zinc. Specimen valued at
$1,500 won prize at San Diego. Huff concentrating machine
separates gold-silver-lead concentrates worth $60 per ton:
copper-iron, $60; and zinc concentrates worth $50 per ton.
Total recovery estimated at 60 to 65%. I. J. Stauber, manager.

Lincoln Connty

WHITE OAKS MINES CON. (White Oaks)—Company
shipped 5 tons tungsten concentrates by express to Eastern
market. Recovering tungsten from old Homestake mine;
also making preparations to operate Old Abe property, in
which tungsten has recently been found. Stock pays monthly
dividends, although company has been operating 3 months.

Otero Connty

PROVIDENCE (Jarilla)—New strike of high-grade cu-
prite ore is reported. Manager Thomas M. Stanton is making
daily shipments to El Paso "smelter.

GARNET (Jarilla)—J. P. Hutchinson is opening up new
orebodies; will begin stoping soon as new hoist is installed.
Seven-ton motor truck will haul ore from bins over 3,000-ft.
graded road to loading station on new spur of E. P. & S. W.
Ry

Socorro Connty

SOCORRO MINES (Socorro)—Running full; over 200 men
employed; turning out 40 bars silver-gold bullion every month.

TEXXESSEE
Polk County

TENNESSEE COPPER (Copperhill)—Miners went on strike
Jan. 18 for an increase in wages. The mines at end of first
week remained closed, and the furnaces were blown out,
owing to lack of ore, though smeltermcn did not join strike;
some units of the acid plant are still in operation and will
probably remain so.

ITAH
Beaver County

CEDAR-TALISMAN (Milford)—Zinc ore being opened on
400 level and is extending to depth.

PAI-OMA (Milford)—Six feet of ore of good grade carry-
ing silver, copper and le,id are exposed in bottom of shaft,
which has been sunk 400 ft. on contact between limestone and
monzonite, and which will be continued another 100 ft. Ar-
rangements have been made to reduce lionded indebtedness
from $15,e00 to $7,500. Compressor has been ordered.

CREOLE MINING (Milford)—State Senator George H. Dem
and C. C. Griggs, superintendent of the May Day mine at
Tintic, have recently taken an 18 months' lease on this prop-
erty. They have crew of men at work preparatory to starting
shipment of ore. Lessees are to equip property with all
necessary mining machinery and they expect to have first
carload shipment on market within two weeks after active
mining operations shall have begun. They are to pay 35%
royalty on all ores shipped.

Jnab Connty
TINTIC SHIPMENTS for the week ended Jan. 7 were 114

cars.

UTAH MINERALS CONCENTRATING (Eureka)—This
company will treat dump of May Day company; contains 50,-
000 tons, about 30,000 tons of which has been cyanided by
Griggs, Castleton & Carter mill, after treatment in mill of
May Day Mining Co. Lower-grade tailings not cyanided. It
is expected to treat about 2,500 tons monthly and a fair re-
covery of lead is expected.

Salt Lake County
CONGOR (Bingham)—Drifting is being done to south on

fissure from near face of 4,04S-ft. tunnel of Bingham-Montana-
Bingham. Streaks of ore running very high in copper have
been encountered.

BINGHAM MINES (Bingham)—Earnings from this com-
pany's mines in Bingham amounted to $86,000 for 11 months
of i;)15, compared to $68,281 previous year. In addition re-
ceived $104,250 dividends from Eagle & Blue Bell, owned
largely by this company.

MICHIGAN-UTAH (Alta)—New development work out-
lined includes driving Copper Prince tunnel about 500 ft. to
reach intersection of Grizzley and another fissure between
contact of white limestone and black shaley limestone. Tri-
angle Leasing Co. is working ground above tunnel and mak-
ing shipments.

rT.4H METAL AND TUNNEL (Bingham)—Following
death of E. P. Jennings, consulting engineer, and resignation
of W. A. Barnes, superintendent, C. H. Doolittle. formerly
superintendent of Bingliam-New Haven, has been made gen-
eral manager, Bingham-New Ha^ven having been absorbed by
Utah Metal. Production is being carried on at rate of 400
tons of ore and concentrates daily, Utah Metal stope furnish-
ing about 120 tons of first-class ore, and the remainder com-
ing from Bingham-New Haven side of propertj'.

Summit County
DALY WEST (Park City)—In order to overcome water

shortage due to cold weatlier, pumps will be installed on 1,200
level and water pumped from this point to mill. At present
25 men are being -worked on development.
NEW QUINCY (Park City)—At annual meeting. Jan. llf

following directors were elected: W^. S. McCornick. W. Mont
Ferry, A. L. Thomas, W. R. Hutchinson, F. B. Cook, F. J.
Hagenbarth, Herman Bamberger. Resolutions were adopted
authorizing more extensive development work.

THREE KINGS (Park City)—W. R. Elliott, president of
company, has been made general manager and Joseph Kemp,
superintendent. Drifting is being done to south from shaft
on 540 level for contact of limestone with underlying Ontario
quartzitc. Work, which is crosscutting the beds, will cross-
cut any northeast mineral-bearing fissures, such as have been
responsible for ore in adjoining Silver King Coalition and Sil-
ver King Consolidated. »

c.\y.\.UA
Ontario

GIFFORD fCobalt)—Is to be reopened.
FOLEY O'BRIEN (Porcupine)—Mine will be reopened.
STANDARD (Porcupine)—Has been sold. Property will

be worked again.
MALOUF (Sesekinika)—This property has been sampled

by Canadian Mining (Corporation.

LA ROSE (Cobalt)—Production of 1.154,000 oz. for 1915
was greater than estimated ore reserves at beginning of year.

KEORA (Porcupine)—Is to be reopened by New York in-
terests. Two small payments have already been made on
property.

CROESUS (Munro Township)—Several tons of equipment
for air-compressing plant being brought in from Badger mine
in Cobalt district.

TECK HUGHES (Kirkland Lake)—Shareholders have au-
thorized issue of $500,000 T:', five-year bonds, of which $100,-
000 will be offered to shareholders at 85. Money will be used
to build mill and install plant.

GREEK STRIKE (Boston Creek)—A. M. Scott, J. P.
Bicltell and associates have purchased this property on which
spectacular find was made on patented lot No. 3665, Boston
Township. Ore is sulphide showing free gold.

SMITH-LAEINE (Sesekinika) — Development of these
claims by Kerr Lake Mining Co. has been retarded by diffi-

culty of getting sufficient wat,er for boiler. There are 21
veins showing either free gold or tellurides; shaft is down
15 ft.

McINTYRE (Porcupine)—Mill capacity will shortly be in-
creased to 450 tons a day. Report for quarer ended Dec. 31,
1915, shows tons milled, 26,160; average value, $7.39; recovery,
94.52%; operating costs, $108,748; operating profit, $75,485.
On 700 level diamond drill penetrated orebody at 730 ft., show-
ing 19 ft. of ore averaging $18 a ton.

ME.VICO
HidalKO

CORTEZ .\SSOri.\TED MINES (Zimapan)—In order to
finance development of Sirena property, a new company,
known as .\ntiniony Corporation, org.inized with capital of
100,000 shares of !>i-.'ferred stock, par value $5. and 100. OOn
sharps common .^tm U. par value to be determined later; 40,00ii

shares of which will be offered Cortez -Vssociaid Mines in

pavment for Sirena group. Mr Chas. P. Hand. .if New York,
formerly with Sii;\iiish-Am.ri(-:ii Ir.in Po will b. presid. nt of

new corporation.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—Jan. 25

All of the markets were stronger and advancing during the

last week, the sharp rises being in the cases of copper and

lead.

Owing t o the closing of our office and printery on

^'ednesday, Jan. 26, out of respect to the late John A. Hill.

president of our company, we have had to go to press this

week one day earlier than usual and our record of the mar-

kets ends with Tuesday. Jan. 25. Our report of next week will

begin with Jan. 26.

iinnniiiiiniiiiiiiinnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiilSmiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

week being for the second quarter. The price realized for

that delivery was about 15%@15?ic. At the close of the week
about all of the producers were sellers of second-quarter
spelter at 15*ic.

Arrivals at Baltimore for the week included S,454 tons zinc

concentrates from Port Pirie, Australia.

Other Metals

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—On an increased volume of business, this market
rose further day by day. The major part of the business was
for April and later deliveries, producers having but little to

supply this side of April. Domestic consumers were the larg-

est buyers of copper for April and nearer delivery. Producers

were able to sell liberally for second-quarter delivery and
made some sales of third-quarter. The demand from France

continued large, and there was a little better buying from
England than there was in the previous week.

Producers are making a difference of >4@%c. per lb.

between the prices for copper for earlier or later delivery.

The talk about copper selling at 27@30c. a lb. that was made
in some of the newspapers last week was nothing but moon-
shine.

The following is a copy of the order issued by the British

government setting a £100 limit on certain copper purchases:

"I am directed to inform you that the minister of munitions

considers it desirable to exercise a closer check upon the pur-

chases of copper made by contractors to his Majesty's govern-

ment for the purpose of carrying out munitions orders.

"I am to request, therefore, that from the date of this

circular you will observe the following rules in regard to

such purchases:
"(1) Orders up to and not exceeding 50 tons may be placed

in the usual way without reference to the ministry.

"(2) No order for 'best selected' or 'electrolytic' brands of

copper should be placed at prices exceeding £100 per ton.

without first consulting the director of materials."

Copper Sheetx. base price is 31%c. per lb. for hot rolled and
32 ',4c. for cold rolled, tisual extras are charged and higher

prices for small quantities. Copper wire is 26^4@26%c. per

lb. at mill.

Copper BxportH from Baltimore for the past week were
3,136, !»95 lb. to London, and 9,498,619 lb. to Havre; 12,635,614

lb. in all.

Tin—A good business was done in this metal, on the

strength of which the price advanced a little, but otherwise

the market was devoid of any particular features of interest.

Shipments of tin from the Straits for the year ended

Dec. 31 were 65,240 long tons in 1914 and 68,079 tons in 1915:

increase, 2,839 tons.

Tin production of the Federated Malay States for the year

ended Dec. 31 was 36.782 long tons in 1914 and 34,896 tons in

1915; decrease, 1,8S6 tons.

Lead—Before the close of our last week of record, the St.

Louis market had stiffened up in such a way as foreshadowed
a general advance In Kad. By Jan. 20 Independent producers
were able to sell in the New York market at better than the

price of the A. S. .*t U. Co. During the afternoon of Jan. 21

the A. S. & R. Co. .idvanced its price to 6.10c., New York.
Since then the market has been firm at that price, a good
business being reported by all of the producers.

Spelter—The price for this metal has risen to 18V4c. for

spot and near-by, shadlnp off about %c. a month up to the end
of March, spelter for February delivery being about ISc, and
for March delivery about 17^1.c. For later deliveries the price

goes off still more. The volunif- of business done for spot and
near-by deliveries was relatlvfly i.illng; for the ensuing
three uiMnths It was not very lart'. . the major part of the

business—some thousands of tons—ti irsacted durlntt the last

1^E^V YORK—Jan. 2«

.\lnnunam—The market is quiet with fair sales, but no
pressure on either side. Quotations are 54@ 56c. per lb. for

No. 1 ingots. New York.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Antimony—Business has been moderate, but prices firm,

with little change. Chinese and other ordinary brands are
sold at 42^4 @44c. per lb. Cookson's is held at 56c. Futures
are quiet.

Nickel—The market is steady and business is good. Prices
are 45 "S 50c. per lb. for ordinary forms, with 5c. per lb.

premium for electrolytic metal.

(luiclctiilver—Supplies are still very scarce, and prices have
reached by far the highest level on record. New York quota-
tion for large lots is $260(5/265 per flask of 75 lb.; while small
lots have sold as high as $300 per flask. London price is

unchanged at £16 15s. per flask.

EXPORTS A-VD IMPORTS
Exports and Importx of .Secondary Metallic ProdnctH in the

United States 10 months ended Oct. 31, in pounds:

Copper sulpha
White lead
Zinc oxide . . .

.

Zinc dust
Zinc dross. . .

.

1914 1915

7,231.183 10.300.131
15.287,767 20.2.30,912
26,481,061 34,280.911

190.792 371.368
3,385,314 8,329,346

- Imports

Exports of zinc dust are all reexports of foreign material.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

XEW YORK Jan. I'B

Gold—Another shipment of gold has gone to Argentina
this week, making $2,500,000 shipped lately to that country.
It is said that these shipments represent American invest-
ments there.

Platinum—There is nothing new in this market. Supplies
are scarce and dealers hesitate about quotations. A little

business has been done at a range of $85@95 per oz. for

refined platinum.

Silver—The market shows a slight advancing tendency.
The withdrawal of gold from circulation abroad has an
influence in creating demand for silver to take the place, to

some extent. While there is no especial inquiry from India
at present, supplies being absorbed by continental buying.

Coined Silver In the United States Jan. 1, 1916, is estimated
by the Treasury Department as follows: Standard dollars,

$568,271,655; subsidiary coins. $1 S9,12S.969; total, face value,

$757,400,624. Of the standard dollars $485,708,663 are held in

the Treasury against silver certificates outstanding.
Imports of silver at San Francisco 11 months ended Nov. 30

were $2,808,841, against $1,079,062 in 1914. Exports of silver

tor the 11 months were $6,797,968, an increase of $1,515,223

over the previous year.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

JOPLI\, MO Jan. 32

Blende, high price $122.40; base per ton 60% zinc, premium
ore $120; medium grades $112@107, and lower grades down to

$100; calamine, per ton 40% zinc, $S0@75; average selling
price, all grades of zinc, $111.02 per ton. Lead, high price $82;
base per ton 80% metal content $76@S1; average selling price,

all grades of lead, $77.42 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED JAN. 22

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week 11,695,550 863.640 1,557,350 $757,420
Totals this year 35,461,630 3,492,810 5.695,220 2,229,520

Blende value, the week, $658,700; 3 weeks, $1,889,270.

Calamine value, the week, $38,440; 3 weeks, $126,710.
Lead value, the week, $60,280; 3 weeks, $213,540.
The severe cold continued over the first three days of this

week, still keeping calamine operators idle, and some tailing
mills, but on Thursday it broke with rains continuing all day
and night, making loading all but imposible Thursday and
Friday. Strong buying all week advanced the market to

$120 base on Friday. Buyers were very active in loading the
first three days of the week from bins of ore purchased last

week, and some of this week's purchases were loaded today.

\E\V YORK—Jan. 2«

On the surface the iron and steel markets are rather
quieter, but they are fully as active as ever, under the spur
of urgent demand

The main trouble with the mills just now is the delay in

transportation. Some of the embargoes on freight in the
East have been lifted, but others are still in force, and in

local trade some shortage of cars has developed. This is

affecting deliveries of coke to some extent, and this is rather
a serious matter.

The pig-iron market continues strong and active, with
many sales of foundry and some large transactions in basic
iron.

PITTSBVRttH—JAN. Z."}

The marked feature in the situation just now is the trans-
portation question. We hear of some letting up on the
embargoes in the East, but locally the situation is worse than
it has been. Mills are beginning to suffer from an insufficient
car supply for deliveries, and the effect of this must be to
restrict production. A sudden shortage of cars in the coke
trade has also developed on the last few days.

Prices continue to advance this week on wire and pipe.
The adjustment of wages still goes on, and is now pretty
nearly general through the trade. Orders for new cars are
still coming in. the number contracted for this year up to
Jan. 22 being 17.500 in all.

The United States Steel Corporation has decided to spend
$11,000,000 for improvements and extensions of work. This
will include $3,000,000 for byproduct coke ovens at the
Carnegie works at Youngstown, Ohio.

OTHER ORES
Maneanese Ore has been bringing high prices, chiefly

because of the high ocean freight rates that have to be paid.
A recent sale of Indian manganese ore is said to have cost
the buyer 65c. per unit at tidewater. Sales of Cuban man-
ganese ore are reported at 50c. per unit at tidewater.

T^iuBHten Ores are bought by the Vasco Mining Co. at
Nederland or Boulder. Colo., under a new schedule, which
begins at $21 per unit for 3% WO,, advancing gradually to
$25.50 per unit for 10% ore; $30.50 for 20%; $35 for 30%; $40
for 40% ; $45 per unit for ore 50% or over. At this price 60%
ore brings $2,700 per ton.

COKE
Coke production for the week in the Connellsville region

is reported by the "Courier" at 420,521 short tons; shipments,
410,189 tons. Shipments from the Greensburg and upper Con-
nellsville districts were 44.016 tons.

Coke prices in the Connellsville region have been irregular
and spot coke has advanced sharply. This is due to the
scarcity of labor and the bad weather interfering with pro-
duction and to the transportation delays cutting down ship-
ments.

Coal and coke carried on the Pennsylvania R.R. lines east
of Pittsburgh and Erie were 6.573,357 short tons, being 1,504,-

753 tons more than in December, 1914. For the year ended
Dec. 31 the tonnage was:

1914 1915 Changes
Anthracite 11.031.708 10,961,660 D. 70,048
Bituminous 44,756,905 44,588,789 D. 158,116
Coke 6,496,312 12.020,572 1.2,524,160

Totals 65,284,925 67.570,921 I. 2,2S5.996

The total increase in 1914 was 3.5%; all the gain being in

coke.

Chemicals

^'E^V YORK—Jan. 26

The general market is fairly active and is inclined to be
stronger, at advancing prices.

Arsenic—There is more inquiry and the local market is

much firmer. Some sales are reported as high as $5 per 100

lb. for spot, and there is no shading from this figure.

Copper Sulphate—The market is still uncertain and prices

are higher. Sales have been made at $22.50 ©23 per 100 lb.

for carload lots, with the usual differential for smaller orders.

Xitrate of Soda—A United States consular report from
Antofogasta, Chile, says that during November, 1915, the
production of nitrate of soda in northern Chile amounted to

5,201,165 quintals, or 527.398,131 lb., compared with 2,659,875

quintals for the same month in 1914, and 4,885,869 quintals in

1913. The exports during November were 3,310.108 quintals,

or 335.644.951 lb. The lightness in shipments during November
is attributed to the lack of vessel room due to the interrup-
tion of the Panama Canal.

A new company—Cia. Salitrera, "Pedro Perfetti"—with
oftices at Valparaiso, has been formed to operate several
oficinas that have been idle for some time. It has a capital

of $3,406,550. It will operate the oficinas Flor de Chile and
Tricolor in the Department of Taltal, Province of .\ntofagasta.

and Maroussia, Tres Marias and California in the Province of

Tarapaca. The combined capacity of the five oficinas is about
200.000 quintals per month.

Prices are firmer and the current quotation is $3.50® 3.75

per 100 lb. for both spot and futures.

Sulphuric .Vcid—Exports of sulphuric acid in October were
8.561,147 lb. For the 10 months ended Oct. 31 the total exports
were 8,068.743 lb. in 1914, and 71,997,192 lb. in 1915; an increase
of 63.949.347 lb. The current offerings of acid are small and
prices nominal.
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Assessments N. Y. EXCH. Jan. 24i BOSTON EXCH Jan. 24

upanj- 'Deling. I Sale
J of Comp.

Albany Lead, Ida
Andes Silver. Nev
Atlantic. Ida
Baltitnore Cons.. Utab
Beaver Copper. Utah
Bellerophon. Utah
Big Elk. Ida
Challenge Cons.. Nev
Deer Creek C. ft G.. Utah. .

.

Emerald, Utah
Emerald. Utah
Emerald. Utah
Empire M. & D. Ida
Enterprise, Ida
Giant. Nev
Gold Mt. Champion. Utah.. . ,

Hale Norcross. Nev
Idaho-Nevada, Ida
Imlay. Nev
Independence, Utah
Laclede. Ida
Lehi-Tintic. Utah
Lucky Swede, Ida
Massasolt, L'tah

M. A P. Gold. Utah . .

McKinley Gold, Ida
Mexican Nev
Nabob. Ida
Nevada-Douglas. Nev
Northern Light. Ida. (post.)

Old Veteran. Ida
Ophlr.Nev
Revenue Cons., Utah.. ......

Rexall, Utah
Rob Roy, Ida
Santaquin King. Utah
Sierra Nevada. Nev
Slavonian, Ida
Superior & Boston, Mich . . ,

Tar Baby. Utah
Tarbos. Ida., (post.)

Tyler M. 4 M.. Ida
Utah-Oregon. Utah
\'ictor Cons. Utah
Victoria, Utah
Wasatch Marble. Utah
Western Star. Ida

20 Feb. 19
2l!Feb. 11

21!Feb. 21

Hi Feb. Hi
.?l|Feb. 21
SJan. 29

25'Feb. 15:

llJFeb. 1

SjFeb. 26|

ISIFeb. 12
ISMar. 11

15 Apr. 11

IfiiFeb. 15
4|Feb. 16

29|Feb. 12
21 'Feb. S
25;Feb. ISi

71Feb. 1

7 Feb. 8|

20 Feb. 14

4 Feb. 28
15 Feb. 5
11 Feb. 11

13 Feb. 23
7 Feb. 21

28 Feb. 24
25 Feb. 16
17 Feb. 14
10 Mar. 10
...'Jan. 27

6iJan. 29
19'Feb. 10'

5 Mar. 3j

2 Feb. 2l|

5 Mar. 5j

8 Mar. 8
19 Feb. 9
1 Feb. 29

31 Feb. 28
. . . iFeb. 5
28 Feb. 28
5'iFeb. 10

19 Feb. 7

28 Jan. 29
15'Feb. 2

lOJan. 31

SO (.Wo

02
005

0.002
0.005
0.005
0.001

05
0.005
0.00}
O.OOJ
O.OOi
0.005
0.002
0.0025
0.0025
0,03
0.002

01
001

0.003
0.002
0-002
0.015
0.0025
0.0005

10
005
10
004

0.002
05
01
01
002

0.00125
10

0.001
1.00
0.005
0.003
0.001
0.0005
0.015
0.01

06
0.001

Stoek Qnotatlons

COLO SPRINGS Jan. 24|
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SYNOPSIS—Dcsrriptioii of llir latest mill lu he

completed in (lie lloehesler dislrict of Nevada.

It i-i a 100-toii. all-diming cyanide plant, in whirh.

there are no sUiiiijis. Gyratori/ breaker, roll and
tnhe viill jierfonn crushing and grinding service.

The Merrill precipilaiiun si/slon is iised.

Construction of the Nevada Paekard mill, at Eocliester,

Nev., was begun about the middle of August, 1915. The
plant has been completed, and a test run was made
with entirely satisfactory results. It was constructed

under the direction of K. Freitag, who will continue in

charge of the property. The mill is directly below and

between the portals of two working tunnels, thus plac-

ing it advantageously for handling direct from the main
source of ore supply. The slope of the niillsite and the

convey(jr, and a :i-lip. motor is used in the assay oHice.

A ;50-hp. boiler is [ilaced liclow the mill for heating pur-

P'lses during the winter nii,nth>; oil is used for fuel.

The property is equipped with an uptodate assay office

and the necessary storerooms, repair shops, camp build-

ings, etc. An efficient fire system has been provided,

with 24 hydrants inside and outside of the buildings.

The foundation of tlie buildings are concrete on solid

rock.

The nuiin building is (M ft. wide and 140 ft. long, with

an addition 40x43 ft. for the tube mills. The crushing

plant, 24x33 ft., is 80 ft. from the mill. The buildings

are constructed of Oregon pine and are completely cov-

ered with 1-in. boards and then covered vrith asbestos

roofing and siding.

The ore of the Packard mine is a silicified schist inter-

spersed with quartz stringers. As broken, it is of a soft.

THE NEVADA PACKARD MILL, AND CYANIDE PLANT AT ROCHESTER. Ni;\

general arrangement of the jilant permit the transfer of

the solution and puljj jirincipally l)y gravity.

Tlio Nevada Valley Power Co.. fr<nu its substation at

Eochester, supplies power for the plant opd'alion and
lighting. There are a 100-hp. nuit<ir for driving the

tube mills, a ()0-]i)i. for the crushing machinery, a 60-

hp. for the mine air eoin])ressor and drills and a ;?0-lip.

motor for the filter vacuum pump and the machinery
in the lower part of the mill. In addition there are

two 10-lip. iniits for driving tlic Dorr machinery and
precipitation-press pumj), .5 bp. for driving the t:iilini.'s

•Mining: eng:ineer, Hotel Golden, Reno, Nov.

friable natui-e and is easily crusiied. The principal \alue

is in silver and of a form readily acted upon by cvtinide,

tlie treatment giving a high exti'action in a short time.

Tlie gold is free and associated with quartz.

The ore fr(un flie mine is trammed in cars to the

crusher plant, where it is weighed on recording scales.

A small amonnt of lime is added and it is then dumped
into one of the two circular steel ore-bins, 13 ft. in diam-

eter by 16 ft. high. The ore is fed from the bins to a

No. 5 JlcCully gyratory crusher, where it is reduced to

about 114 in. in size, and it is then elevated by a bu<ket

elevator to a revolving screen witli %-in. scpiare open-
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ings, tlie fines passing through the screen and the coarse

through a 36-in. diameter by 16-in. Garfield roll, where

it is reduced to a size that -vrill permit it to pass through

the screen. It is then conveyed on a belt 14 in. wide

from the crusher plant to a 100-ton circular steel mill

l)in, from which it is fed by means 'of a steel-apron feeder,

to a Tube mill 6 ft. diameter by 5 ft. long.

Crushing previous to this point has been dry, but cyan-

ide solution is added with the ore at the head of the

tube mill. After leaving the first tube mill, the pulp is

discharged to a Dorr classifier, where the fine slime is

removed. The sands are delivered to a 6xl0-ft. tube mill

in which they are reground. The pulp is again returned to

the classifier and continues in this way until every par-

ticle of ore is ground to 200 mesh, when it is discharged

from the classifier as slimes. The extraction of the values

begins from the time the solution comes into contact

with the ore at the beginning of the tube-mill circuit.

Tests indicate that over 85% of the values were in so-

lution at the end of this operation. After leaving the

classifier the slimes are elevated by a Erenier pump to

Dorr thickener Xo. 1 ; the pulp entering tliis tank, which

is 28 ft. in diameter by 10 ft. deep, contains five parts

solution to one part of .^lime ore. It is allowed to settle

follows. This is done in thickener No. 2, 28x10 ft. The
pulp flows continuously from agitator No. 2 into thick-

ener No. 2 and is thence transferred to thickener No. 3

ny a diaphragm pump. The barren solution from the

l)resses unites ^-ith the pulp in thickener No. 3 and is

thoroughly mixed therewith, collecting silver dissolved

during the agitation, overflows to thickener No. 2, where

the same operation takes place, and then overflows to

the sump tank, from which point it is pumped to the

stock tank for restandardization and used again in the

tube mills.

The flow through tliese thickeners is a counter-current

decantation, the pulp moving in one direction and the,

solution in the opposite. The pulp on leaving thickener

No. 3 flo-n"^ to an Oliver continuous filter operated on

the dry-vacuum system, where the remaining solution is

removed. The slime cake formed on this filter is thor-

oughly washed with fresh water and then discharged

upon a 12-in. belt convej'or that transfers it to the waste

dump. The operation of the mill requires two men on
each 8-hr. shift. These men handle the crushing plant

as well as the cyanide plant and also look after the mine
compressor—placed in the mill. The compressor power

load and tlie crushing-plant load will balance each other,

THE THICKENlNli AND AGITATING TANK ROOM AND THE PRECIPITATION DEPARTilENT AT THE NEVADA
PACKARD MILL AT ROCHESTER, NEV.

in the tank, the thickener ]n\l\) being discharged contin-

uously to the top of a 28x1 (J-ft. Dori' agitator. The re-

maining solution overflows into a clarifier equipped with

canvas leaves, and passing through them, it enters the

pregnant-solution tank perfectly cleared and ready for

precipitation.

A triplex pump transfers this solution to two Merrill

precipitating presses. A quantity of zinc dust is intro-

duced into the suction of the pump, and the precipi-

tates are deposited in the presses and removed therefrom

about every t%vo weeks. The melting is done in a re-

finery—a separate Imildiiig with an oil-fired furnace. The
solution discharged is now free from gold and silver and

is used for wasliing ]>nlp as it enters thickener No. 3,

returning to agitator No. 1, where the pulp entered from

thickener No. 1. It is nnw agitated ])y compressed air

and mechanical stirrci> for -.ii hr. and is discliargcd con-

tinuously to agitator No. 'i. M-hich is also 28 ft. diameter

and U) ft. deep, where the sumo operation takes ])lace.

AMicn the pulp has undergone 48 hr. agitation, the

extrattion of the silver is conijili tc The separation of

the solution carrying the silver I rom the slimes then

tile compressor plant ijeing operated on two shifts and the

crushing plant on one shift, in this way maintaining a

uniform load. The plant has been designed to treat 100

tons of ore i)er day.

On ]r.vx 101 of tlie Journal of Jan. 8, 191G, Mr.

Cranston quotes from United States Geological Survey

reports to the effect that the dredges in California

])roduccd 80% of the total gold output of the state in

1914; this should have read 86% of the placer-gold

output of the state. Tlie dredges in California produced

37.0!)% of the total gold; the output of ail placers,

dredges included, was 43.97% and of the lode mines

56.03% of the total gold won in California during that

year.

Huelvn Copper Co.. Spain, accorainK to the official state-

ment for the financial year 1914-15 shows a profit of £5,441

as compared with a loss of ifi.fjOS in the precediniar yi'ar. The
deficit of £2.l>77, carried forward from the previous year, has

been wiped mit liy this profit, lenvinp a net surplus of £2,764.
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CoEIloiidls sxmidl CoMondlall SHiiinnK

By E. E. FiiEEt

SYNOPSIS—A detailed explanalion of what col-

loids are and vAat they are not, the first step

toward their proper understanding. Since all ore-

dressing requires the handling of colloids, and

particularly flolalion, which deals principally with

finely divided solids, this discussion is important

as providing a basis for intelligent theorizing.

It is customary to Iji'^iii a discussion of the practical

ap])lieations of some phase of purer science by extolling

the industrial importance of the particular scientific

investigations or conclusions of which one happens, for

the moment, to be protagonist. Such cajolery would be

wasted on the present subject. Indeed, in coming to

metallurgists with talk of colloids there is more need for

caution than for invitation. In the current literature,

especially that of ore dressing, few expressions are used

so loosely as the word colloid. Without deprecation of

the present importance and future promise of the results

of colloidal investigations, it may be remembered that not

all unsolved i^roblems involve colloidal factors. There is

too much tendency to "explain" obscure and little under-

stood phenomena by reference to mysterioiis "colloidal

substances" which, remaining themselves unknown, leave

the problem precisely where it was before. It seems that

most of this loose employment of the term colloid arises

from certain misconceptions that seem to be widely

prevalent concerning the physical and chemical nature

of colloidal bodies. The task of criticism is never a

grateful one, but the field must be cleared of remnants

of discarded theories, and it seems that we can best

approach the present subject by examining certain current

conceptions that have fallen under suspicion.

The Mystery of the Colloids

in the field of ore dressing the conception of colloids

that seems most seriously wrong takes, in the main, three

manifestations. First is the idea that colloids are specific

substances contained in an ore or produced by treatment

of it—substances that are "present," "set free" or

"destroyed" and that are spoken of quite as glibly as one

speaks, for instance, of an ore containing or not contain-

ing sulphides or carbonates. Second is the theory that

colloids are bodies possessing a peculiar quasi-chemical

"alfinity" for water manifested by a tendency to remain

dissolved or susjjended, by a reluctance to part with

associated water, and the like. Third is the belief that

colloids form gelatinous, glue-like films about the parti-

f'lcs of ore or gangue and cause them to coalesce or to

behave in other unusual ways. Let nie illustrate these

conceptions—as I believe, these misconceptions—by quo-

tations chosen intentionally from some of the most

admirable papers that have appeared in this field. Thus

the late Doctor Ashley said: "By the tcnn 'colloidal' is

meant everv'thing not crj'stalline. It includes everything

covered by the term amorphous. In clays and soils the

•This is the first of a series of articles on "Colloids in Ore
Dressing-," treating of the behavior of colloids in metallurgical
processes. The next article will be on "Sedimentation and
Flocoulation," and will appear in the "Journal" of Feb. 19, 1»1(;.

tChemical ong-ineer, IIO.'S Madison Ave., Baltimore. Md.

crystal grains are enveloped with a coating of gelatinous

colloidal matter. The same is true of slimes.'" De Kalb
.'•ays: "Every grain will be found enveloped by a film of

colloid in addition to that which may be present as free

colloid, either as gel or .sol, in the solution."^ Caetani

says: "A colloid is an amorphous sub.stance of gelatinous

nature having a well-marked chemical affinity,"^ and
again, "The colloid of one ore will generally differ sub-

stantially from the colloid of another ore."* Hayden
says: "The colloids are hydrated amorphous substances

resulting from the decomposition of some of the ore

constituents, as kaolins, feldspars, etc."' It is useless to

multiply illustrations. In the articles cited and in scores

of others one sees a prevailing conception of colloids in

ores as specific, chemically individual substances of gela-

tinous nature and pos.sessing affinities and other properties

not usual to ordinary crystalline mineral fragments. All

three of these conceptions can be traced, I think, to a

mental confusion between the so-called colloidal properties

exhibited by ores and the properties of the well-known

gelatinous substances encountered in everyday life and
typified by glue, gelatin and egg-albumin, these substances

happening to have been called colloids aLso. As a matter

of fact it is definitely known that there are wide and

important physical differences between the ever\-day gela-

tinous sub.stances that one thinks of as colloids and the

materials encountered in metallurgical practice. The
first essential in approaching a study of the latter is to

forget that the glue-like colloids have anything to do

with the case.

It must be remembered, of course, that we are not

particularly concerned with matters of words. Whether

one calls a thing "colloid" or calls it something else is

unimportant. The precise definition of the word colloid

is a matter concerning which the lexicographers of colloid

science have not been able to agree, but this particular

fight is outside of our fence.'"' What concern us are certain

properties of ores and of intermediate metallurgical

products. The.se properties chance to have been called

colloidal, but we are not very much interested in that:

it is the properties themselves that matter. One is quite

welcome to define a colloid as a specific substance of

some definite kind, as a substance having a certain affinity

for water or as a substance capable of fonning gelatinous

films. We shall not argue about the correctness of these

definitions. The only objection is that these things do

not explain (completely, at least) what happens in ores,

and if the term colloidal is to be restricted to one or other

of the groups so defined, then the properties of ores that

here concern us arc something other than, or .something

more than, colloidal.

If the arraignment of the current conceiitions of what

happens in the ores concerned (since wc arc not con-

"Trans. A L M. E.." Vol. XLI. p. 381 (1910). Of. Ashley,
"Min. and Sci. Press," VoL XCVIII, p. S31 (1909).

="Min. and Sci. Press," Vol. C. p. 57 (1910).

"lb., Vol. CVI, p. 438 0913).
<Loc. cit., p. 439.

''"Trans. A. I. M. E." Vol. VT.VI. pp. 243-4 (1913).

"It is quite analogous to the discussion over the precise
meaninK of the wind "slime." See Richards. "Ore nresslnp/'
I)p 1397-9 (1909), and Y'oung, "Trans. A. I. M. E.," Vol. XLII,
pp. 752-4 (1911).
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cerned with words, I avoid saying cTirrent conceptions of

colloids) is to rest on anything more than personal asser-

tion, we must go a little more deeply into the details of

the phenomena, and it will be best to do this concretely.

The place in which the metallurgist thinks most about

colloids is in connection with refactory ores, in that slimes

produced from them settle slowly or not at all and are

handled with difficulty by the usual metallurgical pro-

cedures. From the viewpoint of the conceptions I am
criticizing, these troubles are regarded as clue to specific

colloidal substances present in the ore or produced by

grinding, these substances usually i>eing regarded as

gelatinous and amorphous (in distinction to crystalline)

and as coating the mineral particles with slimy, adhesive

layers. Frequently this colloid envelope is conceived as of

gelatinous silica. Disregarding these guesses, for they are

nothing move, let us consider what is actually known. The
ore has been ground to more or less fine particles, and these

are suspended in water that contains, usually, dissolved

traces of tlie various .substances present in the ore. Noth-

ing else is actually known to be present. I am not aware

that any identifiable colloid differing in any particular

form ordinary mineral particles has ever been extracted

from sxich a refactory ore.' So far, therefore, as we actu-

ally know, we are dealing with a suspension of fine mineral

particles in an aqueous medium, and with nothing else.

The PiioPEiiTiEs of Su.spexsioxs

The query is Avhy the normal properties oi such a simple

sus])onsion, without reference to mysterious, intangible

colloids, do not explain the properties exhibited by the

sliine? The answer is, they do. To drag into the case

any concept of specific colloidal substances, of quasi-

(hemical affinities or of gelatinous surface films will but

confuse the issue. I am aware of no experience encoun-

tered with trouijlesonie slimes that does not admit of

explanation on the basis of the properties of suspensions

of mineral grains.

It may be well, parenthetically, to forestall disagreement

by saying at once that in criticizing the concept of

gelatinous envelopes about the mineral grains, it is not

intended to exclude the possibility of surface alteration of

these grains, such as had i)een observed, for instance, by

Cushman.* The very wetting by water of a mineral sur-

face jjroduces certain physical changes, some of which

have possible importance in slime phenomena. These

it will be necessary to analyze in a later article. It is

manifest, however, that such surface alterations are

merely part of the phenomena accompanying suspension,

are not to be considered apart from the grain whose

surface they affect and are very dift'erent from an envelop-

ment of the grains iiy di.screte films of alien material. In

no sense can such surface alterations or the altered surfa<e

materials be regarded as specific colloidal substances

having any analogy to the glue-like colloids of the

familiar organic group. It may be noted, also, that it

is not improi)al)l(! that surface gelatinous films of alien

iiiatcrial, similar to those erroneously conceived active in

.-liiiic<, do actually o.vist in icrtiiiu natural clays and

"Indeed, analyses by Haydcn of entire slimes at Anaconda
vind of colloidal matter washed tliirefrom showed very similar
coijiiiosltlons. the only Imnortsint illfterences beInK that the
<?ollolil:il matter was noticeably luwer In sulphur and In
metals, slightly lower In silica a'n.i !it:htly hlRher In alumina
than lli<- entire wUme. Hayden. lo. it., pp. 243, 247.

"ITnlled State.'* Department of Aki i ilture, Bureau of Chem-
istry, Bulletin 92. pp. 12-1« (HH).",).

agricultural soils." In these cases, however, the films

are of materials that can scarcely be expected to be

present in slimes, and no actual evidence of their presence

has ever been adduced. As before, a supposed but baseless

similarity is productive of confusion rather than of

clarity.

Relatiox of Suspexsioxs .VXD Colloids

It is apparent that the properties of suspension will

form the foundation for attack on the problem of colloidal

slimes, and it is fortunate that suspensions have been

studied thoroughly by geologists, soil physicists and the

specialists in colloids. The most weighty result of this

study is the conception of the possible existence of suspen-

sions of smaller and .smaller particles'". It is possible

to prepare suspensions of clay or other minerals the

particles of which are so fine that they remain permanently

suspended, though still distinguishable by microscopic

examination. It is a small step from this to the typical

colloidal solution that appears free of particles ("optically

empty") before the microscope, and the investigations of

colloidal solutions made possible by the ultramicroscope,*'

whiih have been carried out during the past decade, have

estal)lished very firmly the conclusion that the typical

colloidal solution, as for instance, the well-known solution

of colloidal gold, is simply a suspension the particles of

which are extraordinarily small.

The important concept here is that of the perfect con-

tinuity of the suspension series. There is no natural

break or division of any kind between a suspension of

coar.se gold fragments in water and a colloidal solution

of gold particles so fine as to remain permanently sus-

pended and be microscopically invisible.^- It is quite

possible to prepare a suspension of any intermecliate

degree of fineness. Indeed, if one regards ordinary

solutions as composed of single molecules or ions moving
through the mass of the solvent, these "true" solutions

ap])ear simply as the limiting case of the suspension

series—suspensions in which the particles have become .so

small as to reach the dimensions of the molecule or the ion.

The immediately obvious ol)Jection to this concept of

the unity of the suspension series from the coarse, visible

suspension at one end to the true solution at the other

is that the properties of the systems differ markedly in

different parts of the series. A mixture of coarse gold

particles and water is very different physically from a

colloidal gold solution, and iioth differ in pro]3erties from

a solution of, for instance, gold chloride containing the

gold ion. This is quite true, but close examination of

the .series shows that all differences are of degree only.

For instance, in a coarse-sand suspension, the most evident

controlling factor is gravity. Nothing but the continuous

expenditure of energy (as, for instance, by shaking) will

keep the sand suspended. As we consider sus])ensions of

finer particles, gravity grows less and less important^

while siniultiini'ously the surface forces between the

pniticlcs and the aqueous nii'diuni grow more and more

"See Ashley. United States Bureau of Standards, TechnoloKic
Paper 23: 33-34 (1913). and Cameron. "Journ. I'hys. Chem.."
Vol. XI.X, pp. 1-13 (19ir.), with llteratuie cited by these
authors.

"For details see Ashley. United States Oeolotjlcal .Survey,
Bulletin 3SS (1909) and Bureau of Standards, TechnoloKlc
Paper 23 (1911), and the Reneral works cited in the appended
blblloRrai>h.v.

"Sledentopf and Zsigmondy, "Ann. Thyslk," Ser. 4. Vol. X,
pp. 1-39 (1903). In lOnKlish see ZslRmondy. "Colloids and the
Ultramlcroscope." tran.slated by Alexander, 1909.

' ZslKniondy. "ICrkcnntnl.i der KoUolde." pp. 97-127 (190.-)).
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important until presently frravity yields control to tliese

:ither forces and the particles remain in permanent

suspension without external assistance. This behavior

with regard to gravity is typical. The changes are always

gradual as one passes up or down the series; they always

result from continuous increases or decrea.ses in the

intensity of affecting factors. They are never al)rupt.

From the practical viewpoint, however, it is precisely

these gradual changes of degree that are important. To
return to the matter of colloidal difficulties with ores,

the fact that the properties of the tiner-grained suspen-

sions do differ from those of the coar.ser is what has

attracted attention. It is important theoretically to know
that the differences are of degree rather than kind, but

that does not dispose of the differences. Let us consider

more precisely what they are.

The troublesome properties of colloidal ores reduce, in

the main, to two—slow settling of slimes, which also

moans imperfect .separation of finer and coarser particles,

and low permeability of settled slime masses, filter cakes

and the like. The latter is usually accompanied l)y a

high retention of water in the thickened .«limes. Both

of these are comparative rather than absolute. The col-

loidal slime settles slowly and packs imperviously by

comparison with slimes that are, as we say, '"less colloidal."

It is easy to demonstrate by experiment with suspensions

of known character that slowness of settling and the

other trouble.some properties increase gradually and con-

tinuously with decrease of the particle size, and it is an

obvious inference that unusually small size of particle is

the cause of all the trouble with colloidal ores. The
mechanisms may be pictured by recalling that in dilute

suspensions gravity becomes less important and surface

forces more important as the particles decrease in size,

and that in thickened slime masses, if the particles are

very small, the spaces between the particles are similarly

tiny and offer tremendous frictional resistance to the

percolation of water.

AxoM.\LiE.s OF Colloidal Slimes ^

These effects of small particle size are so manifest and

so manifestly sufficient to ex])lain the facts that I suspect

no other explanation would have been thought of were it

not for certain surprising anomalies that have been

observed and that may be grou]icd under two heads:

(1) The degree of colloidal troubles encountered with

different slimes seems, very frequently, to have no close

relation to the amount of grinding: and (2) there is

similar lack of correspondence lietween the trouldesome-

ness of the colloidal properties and the percentage of very

fine material in the slime as determined by screen tests

or other more or loss direct methods. The second of these

has little weight. Xot only are screen tests notoriously

inaccurate, but the difference between a colloidal and a

noncolloidal slime may be concoi\ed as duo to differences

within that finest portion which in liotli cases will pass

the finest availai)le screen. The fact that colloidality of

the slime frequently shows no determinable relation to

the thoroughness of grincTing is more important.

Especially has the attention of engineers been focused on
the frequent circumstance that of two ores ground and

treated exactly alike, the one will yield a highly colloidal

slime, the other a slime that is not at all troublesome.

An example is the experience on the Rand that partly

Weathered ore yields a trouhlesomo. tolloidal slime, while

the fresh unweathered banket does not." Siroilar in

implication is the experience cited, among otnere, by
Caetani" that a sand washed free from colloidal slime
and tlien reground usually does not again produce a
colloidal slime. At first sight these experiences imply
strongly that some peculiar colloidal substance is present

in those troublesome ores.

But such ])re.sence of peculiar substance is not the only
way in which the facts can be explained. There are two
factors known to be active, both of which are competent.

These are (1) the variable ease of disintegration of ores

and (2) the coalescence of fine particles to form more or

less permanent aggregates or granules. The variable ea.se

of disintegration of ores is es.sentially a matter of mineral

composition. Mechanical grinding by itself cannot reduce

ore particles beyond a certain limiting size, which is

probably considerably above the particle size neces.sary

for high colloidality. If disintegration occurs beyond
this limit of mechanical grinding, it is because the ore

or some of its constituents are of such physical nature as

to disintegrate spontaneously when shaken with water, as,

for instance, clay will disintegrate. Xatural processes of

weathering in the oxidation zone tend to produie materials

that will so disintegrate, as, for instance, when feldspar

is altered to kaolin. The fact that weathered ores

usually give more highly colloidal .«limes than do fresh

ores is easy to understand on this basis.

The fact that some weathered and easily disintegrated

ores do not give colloidal slimes is explained by the

.=econd factor, the aggregation of particles. Technically

this is known as floeculation. The aggregates, or floccules,

behave in most ways like single larger particles, and the

high colloidality proper to the disintegrated ore is coun-

teracted by the floeculation. This matter is of extreme

practical importance and will be discussed in detail in

the next article of this series. I may say now that the

two factors of variable ease of disintegration and variable

floeculation are competent to explain all anomalous col-

loidal slimes that have come to my attention. It is

permissible to believe it improbable that there exist any

cases of colloidal slimes not explainable by these factors

and by other well-known properties of suspensions. The
hypothesis of .specific gelatinous substances is both

unnecessary and without direct sup])ort.

A CoxcEPTiox or Colloids

In summary of what precedes, we have developed a

conception of colloids that regards tlum simply as suspen-

sions of very fine particles.'"' The misconception of

colloids as specific gelatinous substam-es pos.sessing

unusual quasi-chemical affinities wo have criticized

because it rests \]\Hm unsupported hypothesis and because

it is unnecessary and confuses a matter not otherwise

obscure. We have made no sharp distinction between

suspensions and colloidal solutions. The emphasis,

indeed, is (piitc the reverse and is on the unity of this

series rather than on any possible .severalty. As always.

"See, for instance. Caldecott, "Journ. Chem. Met. Min. Soc
S. At.." Vol. VII, p. 217 tl907); Sptcer, "Met. and Chem. Eng.,"
Vol. XI, p. 410 (1913).

'•"Min. and Scl. Press." Vol. CVI, p. 441 (1913).

'The detailed experimental evidence supportina this con-
clusion is ample and beyond question, but its di.sou.ssion would
require too iiiuoli .-^imce. It will be found in iletall in th.
woik.-i of FreuniHioh, Ostwald and Zsinmondy oited In th.
appended bibliolot;y It is excellently summarized by Johi
Johnstone in his introduction to .\shley'.>; monograph on tli

"Technical Contiol .if the Colloidal Matter of Clays." t'nit, I

States Bureau of .-standards. Teihnolofric Paper :;;! (191").
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our insistence is on properties rather than substances.

Certain colloidal properties, among which we have empha-

sized slowness of settling and imperviousness of the

settled mass, characterize suspensions of finer grain.

These we call colloids. The distinction is purely relative.

We mean that these suspensions are more colloidal than

tho.se usually encountered.

For the purposes of purer science more precision of

definition is necessary, and there has come to be nearly

general agreement on a set of size limits given in the fol-

lowing table i^"

CLASSIFICATION OP SOLID PARTICLES
Suspensions Particles over 0.1 micron in mean diameter
Colloidal solutions.

Particles between 0.1 and 0.001 micron in mean diameter
True solutions. .Particles under 0.001 micron in mean diameter

While these limits are purely arbitrary, their use is

convenient as indicating the range of particle size within

which the typical colloidal properties are best developed.

It is not implied that these properties cease entirely to

1)6 exhibited by suspensions the particles of which lie

outside these limits. In metallurgy especially it is

necessary to consider many important extensions of

colloidal properties into the field of the coarser suspen-

sions. Nearly all slimes, even the most colloidal, belong

in the field of suspensions rather than in that of colloidal

solutions as these fields are defined by the size limits

given.

This particulate conception of colloids leads immedi-

ately to a further conception, which is really the chief

characteristic of these bodies and is at the bottom of most

of their properties—the conception of great internal

surface. It is manifest that if a colloid is composed of

very fine particles of one substance suspended in another,

the total surface of contact between the two substances

will be very great. This mutual surface is called the

internal surface. It has been found that a number of

peculiar properties, of which surface tension is the best-

known example, characterize all surfaces where two

substances come into contact,^' and the great extent of

such surface in suspen.sions and colloids gives these

surface properties and forces an unusual importance in

controlling the salient properties of the entire .system.

For instance, the phenomena of absorption or the concen-

tration of dissolved sul)stances at surfaces are exhibited

in a high degree by suspensions and colloids and are of

much technical importance in dyeing, the clarification of

wines, the manufacture of contact sulphuric acid and in

many other industrial processes. A metallurgical illustra-

tion is the stubborn retention by slimes of the last traces

of cyanide .solution and of dissolved gold.

In speaking of the large internal surface of colloids

one means, of course, that the surface is relatively large

with re.spect to the masses involved. The criterion is a

large ratio of internal surface to mass. Formal defini-

tions are of no great vglue, but it is possible to define a

colloid from this viewpoint as a mixture of at least two

substances the internal surface of which is very

large relative at least to the mass of one of the

substances. It may be pointed out again that the defini-

tion is purely relative. What ratio of surface to mass is

to Ite considered "very large" will depend upon circum-

'"Zslgmondy. "RrkenntniBS Ocr Kollolde," p. 22 (1905). A
micron Is one-thouHandth of n millim<>ter, or approximately
one twenty-thousandth of an Inch.

"Sec. eBpeclally, Freundlich's "K irlllarchemlc," cited In

th, bibliography.

stances. The larger the ratio the more colloidal tin'

substance.

In the foregoing paragraphs there has been much men-

tion of colloidal properties, but the only ones that have

been discussed specifically are the slow settling of

colloidal slimes and their imperviousness when settled.

From the standpoint of ore dressing these two are the

most important of all colloidal properties, and our

emphasis is not unjustified. However, several other

properties are of interest and deserve brief review. Most

important scientifically are the similarities to, and differ-

ences from, the true or ordinary solutions the particles of

which are supposed to be of molecular or ionic dimensions.

The typical colloidal solution resembles a true solution in

being permanent so long as conditions remain unchanged.

That is, the particles remain in suspension and the col-

loidal .solution retains an unchanged chemical composition.

The colloids differ in (1) failure to show a true and

constant solubility; (2) an optical heterogeneity shown

by translucence or turbidity; (3) the causing of no
change, or a very small change, in the freezing point and

boiling point of the solvent; (4) the production of no

osmotic pressure; (5) slow diffusion and failure to dialyze

or pass through a parchment membrane. The causes of

all these differences will be evident on consideration of

the difference in particle size which distinguishes the col-

loids from the true solutions. Details need not be pursued

further than to say that the differences, as before, are of

degree only. Colloids do not fail entirely to show the

typical solution properties, but they show them to so

slight a degree as to escape all but the most painstaking

and exact researches.

Of other properties of colloids, flocculation and adsorp-

tion have already been mentioned. Another of mucli

technical importance is the tendency of the colloidal

particles to wander in the electric field and accumulate

at one or the other of the poles. This is distinguished

from ordinary electrolysis by the fact that the passage

of current is not essential. The matter is one of electro-

statics and occurs in nonconducting media. It forms the

basis of the well-known Cottrell process for the collection

of acid and smelter fume, the removal of dust from stack

gases, the separation of oil globules from condenser water

and the like.

The Clas.sificatiox of Colloids

In what precedes, the reader has probably detected a

tacit assumption that all colloids consist of solid particles

.-fuspended in a licjuid medium. It is easiest to attain an

initial concept of the nature of colloids by regarding them

in this way, but the concept is incomplete. Common
experience furnishes numerous examples outside this

simple case. For instance, the usual medicinal emulsions

(if cod-liver oil, or, to use an illustration with pleasantcr

associations, the ordinary oil-vinegar salad dressing con-

sists of globules of oil suspended in an aqueous liquid.

Obviously both particle and medium are liquid, yet the

properties of the mixture are (with some exceptions in

detail) the typical colloidal projjerties. As a matter of

fact it is possible to prepare suspensions and colloidal

solutions tlie particles of wdiich are either solid, liquid or

gaseous and which are suspended either in solid, liquid or

gaseous media. In 1007 Ostwald'* published a classifica-

(ler Kolloldchcmle," first edition, pp. 9J-7
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tion of colloids on this bai^i.s, and in 1910 I'" republislied

this in the form of a table with illustrative examples.

These data, supplied so far as possible with metallur<rical

examples, are given in Table 1. In selecting the examples

of the various classes no attempt has been made to

distinguish between colloidal solutions and the coarser

suspensions. It is obvious also that examples of all of

these classes exist among the true solution, but they do

not concern us here.

Of course the limit of colloidal complexity is not

reached in the examples in the table. Only two substances

are there considered, the particle and the medium. The

medium is regarded as homogeneous, and all particles are

assumed to be of the same substance. It is obviously

possible to have more than one kind of jjarticle or a

medium which is itself complex, and it is not necessary

that all of the particles be solid, or liquid or of any single

state. A metallurgically important example of these

A CL.\SSIFICATIO.N' OF COLLOIDS ±

Solid Medium Liquid Medium Gaseous Medium
Many cryploco'stalline Ordinary suspensions Fume and smoke,

a ores, especially those and colloidal solu- Flue dust.

3 .2 containing finely di- tions of solid par- Dust of mines, flour
jo ^ vided metals. tides. mills, factories, etc.

(^ Most solidified slags. Slimes, thickened or Systems involved in

Glazes, glasses, etc. not. processes of air sepa-
Wet plastic clays, etc. ration, etc.

Turbidity in water.
Deflocculated graphite,

etc.

VS.
Liquid inclusions in Emulsions.' Fog, cloud and wet

^ _ crystals. Oil in condenssr water st«am.

"I ^ Much occluded water and water in fuel oil. Acid fume. Collection

.S" t: and water of crystalli- Oil-flotation systems. of acid from smelters,
-^ ^ zation. The glue-like organic fertilizer works, etc.

"^ .Some filter cakes, etc., colloids. Oil sprays. Oil burners,
while wet. etc.

Dry filter cakes.
SiUca brick and many-

other refractories.
Mineral wool and metal

sponge.
Gas inclusions in crys-

tals etc.

Foams and froths.
Wet steam (phe

na of foaming in
boilers)

.

Systems used in gas
and foam processes
of ore separation.

Xo tangible example:

complex conditions is the process of oil flotation, in which

solid particles of several varieties (ore and gangue),

liquid oil globules or oil films around the solid particles,

an aqueous medium and in some cases bubbles of gas, all

are present and active in determining the properties of

the system. Still greater complexity is not uncommon.

Obseevatioxs ox Colloid Teemixology

In conclusion of this introductory survey it may be

useful to devote a paragraph to nomenclature. Colloid

chemistry has developed a system of terminology of its

own, and while it is not at all necessary to use this

terminologj' in discussing the subject matter of the

science, many of the terms are convenient and are now
thoroughly engrafted on the literature. Most useful is

the concept that regards the size of particle as due to the

"degree of dispersion" of the particulate substance. A
decreased size of particle is spoken of as a greater '"dis-

persion" or the substance as more highly "dispersed." By
extension all suspensions and colloids are "dispense" (or

"dispersed"') systems or "dispersoids" ; the particles com-

pose the "disperse" phase and the medium is the

"dispersion medium." A true solution possesses a

molecular or ionic degree of dispersion and is a "mol-" or

"ion-dispersoid."^" These terms include all colloidal sys-

tems, regardless of the solid, liquid or gaseous state of

particle or medium. Colloidal solutions with a liquid

•"Free. "Journ. Frank. Inst.," Vol. CLXIX, p. 424 (1910),

=<'This terminology is due to Wo. Ostwald, "Koll. Zeits.."
Vol. I, pp. 291-300, 331-41 (1907); "Grundriss der Kolloid-
chemle," p. S3 (1909).

medium are frequently referred to as "sols" (the opposi-

tive term of "gel" will be discussed in a moment). If the

medium is water, the colloid is a "hydrosol"; if alcohol,

an "alcoholsol," or "alcosol," etc. By analogy with the

systems of coarser particles the solid-particle .'ols are

frequently called "suspensoids" ; those of liquid particles,

"emulsoids." The terms "sol," "suspensoid" and "emul-
soid" with their compounds are properly applied only to

systems within the assigned colloidal range of particle

size. The adjectives "hydrophile" and "hydrophobe" are

remnants of a terminolog}- that is disappearing. They
were supposed to refer to the alBnity or lack of affinity of

the substanpe for water. Roughly, they are equivalent to

"emulsoid" and "suspensoid" respectively.

Much confusion has arisen from loose use of the terms

"sol" and "gel" in metallurgical literature. As noted,

a sol is a colloidal solution having a liquid medium and
possessing the essential properties of liquids. It happens
that some emulsoid colloids, of which gelatin is a good

type, have the property of setting under certain conditions

to form a more or less stiff jelly like table gelatin. These

jellies are known as "gels." Thej- have much importance

in biology and some, perhaps, in the study of ore genesis,

but it does not appear that they are important in metal-

lurgy. They are produced only by the special colloids of

the type mentioned, and gelatinization is not a general

propert}' of the colloidal state. The resemblance between

a jelly-like thickened slime and a real gel is superficial

only, and any consideration of this resemblance in metal-

lurgical investigations is productive merely of confusion.

A similar confusion has arisen through the use in this

connection of the concepts of amorphous and crystalline

and from the definition of colloidal substances as those

which are not crystalline. It is open to question whether

real amorphitj' exists except in fluids,-' but this discussion

would lead us too far into the minutia; of modern theories

of matter. For present purposes it is enough to recall

that the particulate theory of colloids as we have developed

it, includes no assumption as to the amorphous or

crystalline nature of the particles, and it luay safely

be asserted that none is necessary. "Gel"" and "sol" and

"amorphous" in the.«e .senses could be well spared from

metallurgical terminology.

The Bibliogkaphy of Colloids

The appended list gives a few of the more important

general works on colloids. Tlie books of Freundlich,

Ostwald and Zsigmondy are the standard general treatises,

but are devoted almost entirely to the purely scientific

phases of the subject. Xone contains any important

treatment of technical applications. Freundlich is partic-

ularly strong in citation of the original literature. Less

complete but more clearly written are the works of

Cassuto and of Taylor, the latter being the only adequate

treatment of colloids in English. Although it, too, is

confined to scientific rather than technical aspects, it is

to be recommended to engineers interested in pursuing

the subject. The small volume of Hatschek is an excellent

and readable introduction, but carries few details. The
work of Arndt is also introductory, is disappointingly

barren of practical detail and cannot be recommended.

"See the papers of von Veimarn in the "Kolloid Zeit-
schrift." 1907 to 1909. republished as "ZUr Lehro von den
Zustiinden der Matcrie" (1909). There is a brief summary by
Johnstone and Adams in "Journ. Am. Chem. Soc," Vol. XXXIIl.
pp. S37-40 (1911).
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I am arquainted with no specific treatment of colloids as

concerning metallurgy other than the papers of Ashley

and Caetani cited below. There are many incidental

notices in the textbooks of ore dressing and in special

articles on the handling of slimes, some of which have

been cited in the preceding pages.

Arndt. Kurt, "A Popular Treatise on the Colloids in the
Industrial Arts." Translated by Nahum E. Katz. Easton,
Penn., 1914. 60 pp.

Ashlev. H. E.. "Theorv of the Settlement of Slime." "Min.
and Sci. Press." Vol. XCVIII, pp. S31-2 (June 12, 1909).

Ashlev. H. E., "The Chemical Control of Slimes." "Trans.
A. I. 11. E.." Vol. XLI, pp. 3S0-39.i (1910).

Caetani. Gelasio, "Sand. Slime and Colloids in Ore Dress-
ing-." "Min. and Sci. Press," Vol. CVI, pp. 438-442 (Mar. 22.
1913).

Cassuto, L., "Der Kolloide Zustand der Materia." Leipzig.
1913. 252 pp.

Freundlich. Herbert, "Kapillarchemie." Leipzig, 1909,
565 pp.

Hatschek, Emil. "An Introduction to the Physics and
Chemistry of Colloids." London and Philadelphia. 1913. S" pp.

Ostwald. Wolfgang, "Grundriss der KoUoidchemie." Dres-
den, 1909. 509 pp. The first half of a second revised edition
has been issued (1911. 329 pp.) and reprinted without change
(1913) as the first half of a third edition. The second half has
not been issued either in second or third editions.

Taylor, W. 'W.. "The Chemistrv of Colliods." London, 1915.
32S pp.

Zsigmondy, Richard, "KoUoidchemie." Leipzig, 1912. 2S1
pp.

According to an article published in the .'^outlt African

Mining Journal, Dec. 11, 1915, the Department of

ilines has been in communication with the Minister of

Munitions, at London, who voices the fact that tungsten

is urgently needed, that the ores—scheelite or wolfram-

ite—should contain not less than 70% of tungstic acid

(WOj) and that the price would be 5r)s. per unit, less

1% delivered at the warehouse in Liverpool or London.

Wolframite is found with the tin ore occurring at

Kuils River, in the vicinity of the Cape Peninsula, but

not in workable quantities. Scheelite is more widely

distributed. Along the Southern tin belt from the Bush
Tins, at Enkeldoorn. to Stavoren and Mutua Fides and

beyond, scheelite has been found and often in quantities

which, at present prices, should be payable. Its presence

has also been noticed in the Eooiberg area and in the

Oshoek and Swaziland tin fields. Some favoralilc

specimens have also Itecn found near Leydsdorp.

Since locally jjroduced scheelite could not be finally

dres.sed with the plant in possession of the owners, the

Department of ilines inquired whether the Munitions

Ollice would purcha.<e concentrates and on what basis,

asking for a scale of prices of varying percentages of

tungstic acid, penalties for tin and charges for assaying,

concentrating and smelting. A reply has been received

asking for a .sample of one ton of the concentrates, to be

sent to London for experiment. Xo value can be given

or scale fixed at the ])resent time, since the concentrates

are considerably below the required standard and contain

a rather high percentage of tin and other impurities. A
sani])lc has been forwarded, and here the matter rests

for the time being. It is of cour.<e impracticable for a

mineral to be discovered, mined, concentrated and finally

dressed to a high degree of purity at such a short notice

as we have had with regard to tliis, but should it ])rove

conimercially profitably to export the hand-picked or

roughly dressed scheelite for final treatment, a consider-

able quantity of ore may be expected to be discnvercd iiml

exported.

Some exploration and mining have been done toward

the iiroductiiin of molybdenite. With regard to this

metal, the Mines Department is informed that its need by

the Minister of Munitions is not great. The price quoted

in market lists is extremely high, but the experiment of

sending a consignment of three parcels from one of the

tin mines resulted in great disappointment. In the first

place, the assay of each parcel was returned as only

about 50% of the value estimated in South Africa, ami

secondly, the other charges and deductions were so great

that instead of bringing a profit, the shipment resulted

in a net loss of £36.

,iniga!a®eipaEii|

Dean Frederick A. Goetze and several members of th'

faculty of the Graduate Engineering School of Columlna

University some time ago visited the research laboratories

of the Eeichsaustalt, at the Techni.^^che Hochschule at

Charlottenburg, Germany. In Dean Goetze's annual

report for 1915 he discusses a proposed plan to establi-l

similar engineering-re.«earch laboratories for Columbia >

a site easily accessible to the university, but with wai-

and railroad facilities, which, with the necessary building

and equipment, would cost -$500,000. This would be but

an initial step, as it is proposed that ultimately a reseai.

foundation of from $2,000,000 to $5,000,000' be secun-

the income from which would be used exclusively lor

engineering research.

It is not understood that the project to establish tin

engineering-research laboratory is yet an assured fact, but

comparing the cost of the proposed site and building for

the laboratory with that planned for the next Applied

Science building at Broadway and One Hundred ainl

Sixteenth St., which would cost $500,000, Dean Goet.-

said

:

"With the same amount of money we could buy a site

with railroad and water facilities within five minutes' walk
of the university, erect on it a building twice the size, of :i

modern factory construction much better suited to our pin

-

pose, and have about $150,000 left over for equipment. \\

should, however, make provision for extension and endowment
as well, and from two to five millions of dollars will be need.d
for this purpose. It would not all be required at once, but
in installments as the work developed and justified the exp-n
diture. No other university is so favorably situated by
environment, prestige and traditions to lead in this impoi
ant field, and vre have at our door an opportunity such as ]

been presented to few engineering schools in this couni i

No greater or more enduring monument could be erecteil

the public-spirited persons who would equip and endow labui.
tories for this purpose.

BaratLasm^AIltiainanBaTuiBsa Glass
A new barium-aluminum glass has recently in-

invented by E. C. Sullivan and W. C. Taylor, assigneil

ihe Corning (J lass Works, Corning, X'. Y. This gla>> -

adapted to give air-tight ]joints with metal wires, a- i

has a coefficient of linear expansion of more than 0.0000 1 J

and the requisite degree of fiuidity when heated to a

temperature of G40° C. It is composed of about 42% ol

silica. 19% of soda, 5% of potash, 19% of barium oxide

and 10% of alumina, according to the Journal of tin

Society of Cheinical Industry.

Thf Profliirtion «( TiinKH<eii OreM In the I nited StntrH dui-
ing 1915 broke the record and was apparently equlvali'nl t"

about 2.1(!5 short tons of concentrates, carrying (SO', "i

tungsten trioxlde (WC).t). This figure is based on prellmln.o >

returns to the United States Geological Survey. The largest

previous output of tungsten ore was In 191", when 1.S21 tons
was produced.
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Types
iieini€a< tss

sy.XOPSiS—Efficinicy of recii/ioculuiij iniii-

pressors. So to 90%; of turbo-blowers, 75%; of

positive or rotary hlou-ers, 00 to S'j%c ; and of hij-

ilrotilic compressors. S2%

.

In Engineering Xetvs of Xov. 4, 1915, in discussing

air compressors for activated-sludge tanks, Carl II.

Xordel, engineer of design of the ililwaukee Sewage Com-
mission, gives the following summary of efficiency of vari-

ous types of compressors for low- and medium-pressure

services—such as are used in smelting and converting op-

erations.

The mechanical efficiency of the reciprocating compress-

or, as ordinarily measured liy comparing the work done

in the steam and air cylinders, is usually in the neighbor-

hood of 85 to 90%. The higher tlie pressures it is neces-

sary to employ the more this figure will be reduced. The
older types of compressors are less efficient than the later

ones. The introduction of large thin-plate valves has

reduced air velocity through ports and cut down the heat-

ing at this point. The higher the pressures the hotter

are the cylinder walls—even with good cooling systems

—

and the greater is the reduction of air taken in for com-

pression. Tests on plants in operation show that such

losses in compression may perhaps be 25% (besides the

10 or 15% mechanical losses mentioned) for the higher

pressures.

The first cost of reciprocating compressors is com-

paratively high, and they are bulky in proportion to

their output. They may be had in any capacity from less

than 100 cu.ft. per min. to the large blowing engines of

from 40,000 to 50,000 cu.ft. per min.

Limitations of the TriiBO-BLOWER

The turbo-blower is a comparatively recent deveh.p-

ment. It is substantially a turbine pump. The pres-

sure is secured by imparting a high velocity to the air.

with a subsequent transformation of the velocity head

into pressure head. Water weighs about 800 times as

much as air; hence to secure the same pressure rise per

stage with a blower as with a pump, the velocit}' would

have to be 28 times as great. In consequence the ro-

tative speeds are usually carried as high as safety will

permit. The impeller tips are sometimes run at 600 ft.

per sec, when as much as 3 to 4 lb. pressure can be se-

cured in a single stage. Ordinarily, however, 21/2 lb. is

considered the limiting pressure per stage.

These blowers are well adapted to handling large vol-

umes of air. Being high-speed machines, they are com-
pact and comparatively inexpensive for their capacity.

The larger units show a good efficiency, often reaching

75% ; but the efficiency falls off with the size. Driven

by direct-connected steam turbines, excellent overall econ-

omies are secured. The guaranteed steam consumption

for units delivering in the neighborhood of 30.000 cu.ft.

per min. is as low as ISi/o lb. of steam per hotir per air

liorsepower.

The steam-turbine-driven units have a flexible de-

livery, even at constant pressure, and by slightly varying

CommpressoFs
tlie i)ressure high efficiencies over a large range of de-
liveries can be obtained.

A complete line of turbo-blowers direct-connected to

high-speed motors and delivering from 2,000 to 40,000
cu.ft. per min. has been developed. Variable deliven," at

constant speed over a fair range, without too great loss

in efficiency, can be secured by throttling the discharge
and intake.

Positive-pressure blowers operate on the same principle
as a rotary pump. Lobed impellers meshing with each
other in a manner similar to the teeth of a gear re-

volve within a ca.sing, sweeping the air before them.
The impellers do not quite touch each other or the easing
and there are consequently clearance spaces through which
some of the compressed air leaks back. With well-made
blowers the clearance is small and the leakage fairly low.

The amount of leakage is con.^tant so far as the speed
of the blower is concerned, but varies with the square root
of the pressure. Hence these machines become less effi-

cient as the pressure is increased, and this tends to limit
tiieir use generally to pressures below 10 lb. The leak-

r^

§- r^4

Cu. Ft per Minu+e

FIELD FOR RECIPROCATIXG COMPRESSORS. TURBO-
BLOWERS AXD POSITIVE BLOWERS

age or slip is measured by the number of revolutions of
the blower required to make it good. Thus, if the slip

is 100 r.p.m. and the speed of the machine is 500, the
volumetric efficiency is 400 r.p.m., or 80%. The capacity

of the machine is usually stated in terms of the dis-

placement per revolution, and the delivery is equal to

the displacement multiplied by the rotative speed minus
the slip. Obviously, the higher the speed the better is

the efficiency.

The losses other tlian slippage are small. Probablv
5 to 10% would co\er all losses outside of slippage.

As the intake jiort is very large, the air is not heated

on entering the blower, and thus a good volumetric effi-

ciency is assured. Efficiencies based upon the power in-

put range from (>0 to 85%.
The positive-pressure blowers are comparatively slow-

speed machines, ranging from 600 r.p.m. in the small

sizes to 100 in the larger.
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The positive-pressure blower is not veil suited to a

variable delivery, as the efficiencj- falls off with the speed.

There is another tj'pe of compressor that possesses pe-

culiar interest—the hydraulic compressor, which has been

so successfully installed in some mininfi: districts.

This apparatus uses the weight of falling water to com-

press the air without the application of any intervening

machinery. The water is allowed to fall through a shaft

and in doing so sucks in air through a large number

of small pipes and entrains it in small bubbles, which it

carries to the bottom of the shaft. After descending far

enough to secure the required pressure, the mixture of

air and water is allowed to flow horizontally, whereupon

the air separates out and fills a reservoir, from which it

is drawn as needed. Excellent results have been ob-

tained with several installations, notably at the Victoria

mine, ^Michigan, and at Cobalt, Ont. The former com-

presses 36,000 cu.ft. per min. to 128-lb. pressure with an

efficiency as high as 82%. This remarkable showing is

explained in part by the fact that the compression is

absolutely isothermal, the water absorbing the heat as

rapidly as it is generated.

The diagram gives about the economical range for three

types of blowers if the delivery is to be nearly constant,

though such a diagram can naturally be only approxi-

mate.

Probably one of the most interesting hoisting installa-

tions on the American Continent will be the new first-

motion electric-driven hoist for the Elm Orlu Mining
Co. at Butte, Mont. A number of distinct features in

design and construction have been incorporated in the

specifications for this equipment, and from an electrical

point of view this installation will be the most powerful

direct-current hoisting equipment in the United States.

The mechanical part will be furnished by the Nordberg

^lanufacturing Co., ^lilwaukee, Wis., while the electrical

equipment will be supplied by the General Electric Co.,

Schenectady, N. Y. This installation, when completed,

will consist chiefly of a double-drum hoist, direct-current

hoist motor, and a flywheel motor-generator set.

The hoist is to handle a load of .'32,000 lb. on each

side of a two-compartment shaft from an ultimate depth

of 3,500 ft. The hoisting speed is to be 2,500 ft. per

min., and following are the .segregated loads:

Lb.

Skip and cage S.500
Ore 10.000
Rope (3.500 ft. of 1 'i in) 12.500

Total 32,000

The contemplated hoisting cycle under which the hoist

is expected to operate is as follows

:

Sec.

Acceleration IB
Full speed 77
Retardation ^i>

Rest 20

The hoi.st will normally operate in balance with the

foregoing cycle, but the electrical equipment will be de-

signed to handle the staf'! 'ad out of balance with about

50% increase in hoisting linii.

The mechanical ]mrt of lb. . ij I'pnicnt will have two

cylindrii ;il drums 10 ft. in dianu i, • with 96-in. winding

faces. Each drum will be grooved ; will wind the total

rope in two layers. These drums will be constructed of

1%-in. rolled-steel plates, riveted to steel stiffening rings

spaced equidistant along the total length of drum face.

These shells will be supported at each end by steel end

rings riveted to the shell and bolted to the spiders by

ream bolts. The Nordberg company introduced drums
of this construction for large hoists several years ago.

and their operation, especially in the Butte district, has

been watched with a great deal of interest. This type of

drum is ideal for electric-hoist work because of its low

weight and necessarily low moment of inertia.

The shaft and its flange coupling will be a solid forgiiiu

and will be supported in three bearings. All of th<

bearings are to be of the ring-oiling two-part tvpe, an<;

each bearing will also carrj' sight-feed oilers working in

connection with a gravity oiling system which supplie>

both the hoist and electrical equipment with lubricatiui;

oil.

The center bearing will permit of both vertical and
lateral adjustment, and lateral adjustment will also be

provided on both end bearings. All of the bearings will

have removable shells; the bottom section is removable

by rotating to a vertical position, after lifting the shaft

slightly. The end bearings will be 16^4^36 in., and the

center bearing will be 17x36 in.

Each drum will be loose on the shaft, and both will

be equipped with powerful steel clutches of the Nordberg
axial-plate type. Each drum will also carry a 14-ft.

diameter by 18-in. face brake ring, and both will be

provided with a set of post brakes. These post brakes are

to be constructed of riveted rolled-steel shapes and
plates and will be hung so as to compel parallel motion

when engaging or releasing. These brakes will be ap-

plied by a dead weight and will be released by a single-

acting thrust engine.

Exgixe-Oper-vted Clutches

The clutches will also be operated by thrust engines,

double-acting, and the medium used in these engines will

be oil under pressure. Since its introduction by the

Nordberg company a few years ago, oil-operated brakes

and clutches have gained in favor. Oil, being a non-

compressible fluid, makes a better medium than either

air or steam, and as outside packed-plunger type engines

are always used, the result is a speedy and reliable opera-

tion. All of these points were given great consideration

in selecting the best system of brake application for this

hoist.

Oil will be supplied to the brake-and-clutch engine by a

motor-driven triplex pump working in connection with a

(lircct-])ressure loaded-]ilunger-type accumulator. Motors

and pump will be in duplicate, only one set being neces-

sary to supply the oil. One pump will run continuously,

the amount of oil being regulated by a bypass valve.

The size of the accumulator will be 16x48 in.

Tiie operation of the brakes and clutches will bo effected

by balanced poppet-type valves operated through a system

of floating levers. This arrangement compels the move-

ment of the plungers in the thrust cylinder to follow the

movement of the operator's handle, and the plunger is

securely locked in any position that the operator cares

to leave it.

The usual elevated operator's platform will be provided

on which will be mounted the various levers for the

control of the hoist. A lever for each clutch and one
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lor each brake will be provided, as well as the lever for

the control of the hoist motor.

In addition to the geared miniature provided, there

will bo a marking band 6 in. wide on each drum to aid

the operator in spotting at the landing mark. A runway
from the operator's platform to the center bearing gives

the operator ready access to these marking bands.

The driving motor for this hoist will consist of one

General Electric t\'pe M.P.C. 16-pole 80-r.p.m. 5.50-volt

shunt-wound direct-current motor of 1,800 hp. capacity.

The shaft and flange coupling will be one forging, and
the motor will be provided with two-pedestal-tj'pe ring-

oiling bearings.

Power for this motor will he supplied by a flvwheel

motor-generator set. The alternating unit of the set will

be a li-pole l,loO-hp. oU r.p.m. 2,200-volt .3-phase

(!0-cycle slip-ring-type induction motor, and the generat-

ing unit will be an ^r.C.F. type 12-pole ooO-volt shunt-

wound generator of 1,300-kw. capacity. The e.xciter for

supplying the field current to the hoist motor and direct-

current generator will also be mounted on the shaft of

the motor-generator set.

In addition to the three electrical machines, the shaft

of this motor-generator set w'ill carry a steel-plate fly-

wheel. This wheel wiU weigh approximately 92,000 lb.,

and the size will be 142 in. in diameter by 21 in. wide.

A slip regulator for limiting the power input to the

set will of course be furnished, as well as a switchboard

for the distril)ution and control of the electrical energj-.

Safety Devices Proiiixext

The safety devices of an electrically driven hoist are

always the most interesting part of the equipment, and
the paramount idea in selecting the equipment tor the

Ehn Orlu hoist was simplicity, yet perfect safet\'.

Overwind will be guarded against by cams driven from

the hoist drums, which will automatically move the con-

troller handle to the "oft" position and slow down the

hoist when either skip approaches . the dump, in case

the operator fails to do so, at the proper time. These

same cams will also entirely shut off power from the

hoist motor and make an automatic emergency applica-

tion of the brakes in case the operator allows the skip to

go past the dump.
In addition to the foregoing, small track-type limit

switches, one for each shaft compartment, will be fur-

nished, which will cut off power from the hoist motor

Jind apply the brake. It is intended that these switches

be located just above the point in the shaft where the

slow-down cams would make the emergency application

of the brake, so as to provide additional protection against

overwind.

Welch stops will be provided, which will protect against

overwind and will also apply the brakes and cut off power

iu ease of overspeed.

There will be provided automatic-control features which

will positively limit the rate of retardation to the mini-

nmm in which it is possible to retard the hoist without

injury to the apparatus. The operator will of course be

free to retard at a slower rate than that fixed by the

automatic equipment and will also be free to run at in-

termediate speeds.

In case the main-line oil-switch opens owing to failure

of power or overload, th6 brakes will not be a])pliod nor

will power be cut off from the hoist motor. The opera-

tors attention will be called to this fact by a bell alarm,
but he may continue hoisting by utilizing the stored
energy of the flywheel.

Failure of exciter voltage or open motor field will

automatically shut off power from the hoi-t motor and
apply the brakes, and the same action re-ults from the
operation of the speed-limiting device on the shaft of the

motor-generator .set. A no-voltage relay will be provided
which compels the operator to return the control lever

to the off position, after an emergency shutdown, Ijefore

starting hoisting again.

An emergency switch placed within easy reach of the

operator will trip open the direct-current circuit-breaker,

thus cutting off power from the hoist motor and apply-

ing the brakes.

This hoist will be the second equipment of this type

to be installed in the Butte district, and its operation will

undoubtedly attract a great deal of attention. The repu-

tation of the two companies manufacturing the equip-

ment is well known to mining men, and when completed,

this hoist will be the finest and most complete installation

of its kind in America.

By authority of the Secretary of War and in response

to frequent requests, the following suggested list of read-

ing is issued by tlie War Department for the information

of civilian engineers desiring to inform themselves on
military subjects.

These references have been selected, first, with a view

to giving to engineers unfamiliar with the art of war
a general survey of that subject, an understanding of

which is the first essential to insure successful application

of engineering knowledge and resources to military

purposes; and second, with a view to setting forth, as

far as practicable, the ways in which engineering is

applied to military purposes and the means provided

therefor.

Both military art and militarv- engineering are pro-

gressive, and a considerable part of the latest and most

detailed information published is available only in service

journals of our own and foreign armies. This is

particularly true of technical details of seacoast defense

(including submarine mining), of field artillerv% of

military aviation, and the influence of these on military

engineering. It is believed, however, that the funda-

mentals of each subject are well covered by the references

given in this list. Wliile the list is long, the relative

importance of the various works is indicated, and suitable

comments on each are included, so that persons using

the lists of references may be able to select those which

particularly interest them.

The references under each sni)ject are generally divided

into two groups, the first containing the more essential

references, and the second tho.se suitable for persons

desiring to inquire further into the subject.

Suf'gestions looking to improvements of the lists will

be gladlj' received.

\ MILITARY POLICY. COXDUCT OF W.VR ANP MILITARY
HK^TORY
Group 1

1 OFFICI\L BrLLETIN, Vol. 1, No. 2. Office of the Chief
of Staff. Wa.^liinetoM. D. C. (EspeciaUy pp 21-39.> Publisher:
Army War follone, Washington. D. C. Free. i An officii!

outline of the tlieory under which our f.Moes m, to be or-

ganized and administered.)
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2. JIILITARY POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES. Upton.
'Slav he olitained from Supt. of Docs.'; paper. 50c.; cloth. 65c.
(A most valuable and comprehensive review of this subject.)

3. FIELD SERVICE REGUL.\TIONS. 1911. May be ob-
tained from Supt. of Docs.: 60c. (.\ condensed official state-
ment of principles, methods and details of military opera-
tions.)

4. ELEMENTS OF STRATEGY. Fieberger, Publisher: U.S.
Military Academy, West Point, N. Y. May be obtained from
Book Dept.'; 75c. (A short outline, with historical illus-
trations.)

Group 2

3. CONDUCT OF WAR, Von der Goltz; translated by J.
Dickman, Hudson Publishing Co., Kansas City, Mo. May be
obtained from Book Dept.; $1.70. (The standard work on
this subject, covering generally the same ground as 4, but
more abstractly and elaborately.)

6. OX U'.\R. Clausewitz; translated by J. J. Graham; 3
vols.; K. Paul, Trench, Trubner and Co.. 1908. May be obtained
from Book Dept.; $6.60 (including postage and duty). (The
greatest classic on the subject: a complete analysis of the
phenomenon of war, and profound discussion of the mechan-
ism thereof. 'Written early in the 19th Century, it is still the
foundation of modern military theory.)

6ii. THE NATION IN .\RMS. Von der Goltz. May be
obtained from B.jok Dept :

$2.')0. (An excellent modern work
on war; less elaborate but more readable than Clausewitz.)

7. AMER1C.^.N CAMP.MGXS. M. F. Steele; 2 vols. Pub-
lishers: Bvron S. Adams Publishing Co., Washington, D. C.
May be obtained from Book Dept.; $4.50. (In addition to care-
ful historical surveys of all the campaigns from the Colonial
Wars to the Spanish American War, these lectures give ex-
tensive and valuable comments as to the military principles.)

5. A STUDY OF .\TT.\CKS ON FORTIFIED HARBORS.
Rodgers; Proceedings Nos. Ill, 112 and 113, United States
Naval Institute, Annapolis, Md.

9. LESSONS OF THE WAR WITH SPAIN. Mahan. Pub-
lishers: Little, Brown & Co., Boston, Mass. May be obtained
from Book Dept.: $2. (Of special importance, as showing
the true relation between our coast defense and our navy.)

10. REPORTS OF MILIT.MiY OBSERVERS ON THE
RUSSO-J.\PANESE W.VR. Part III. J. E. Kuhn. May be ob-
tained from Supt. of Docs.; 60c. (In addition to an account
of operations, this report contains valuable information as
to fortification and siege work, organization and equipment.)

11. OR(".ANIZ.\TION AND OPERATION OF THE LINES
OP COMMU.NIC.ATION IN W.VR. Furse, 1894. Publishers:
Wm. Clowes & .Sons, Ltd.. London. ( \n old but comprehensive
survey of this subject, with much historical information.)

B. PERMANENT FORTIFICATIONS
Group 1

(The references given cover chiefly the principles and
general features of this subject; the details are mostly printed
in unavailable form, either in service journals or in confiden-
tial documents. References to some of the former can be
furnished, if desired.)

12. REPORT OF NATIONAL COAST DEFENSE. (Taft)
Board, 1906. May be obtained from .\rmy War College. Wash-
ington, 1). (_*. Free. (The odicial pi-oject foi" harbor defenses
of the United States. (.)ii account of progressive obsolescence
of seacoast defenses, this project has been, or is being, modi-
fied, but still sets forth clearly the fundamentals.)

Group 2

13. LECTURES ON SE.^COAST DEFENSE. Winslow. Pub-
lishers: United States Engineer School, Washington Barracks,
D. C. Pi-ice, 50c. (Much of these lectures relates to techni-
cal details, and a considerable part is now obsolete.)

14. PERM.A.NE.NT FORTIFICATIONS. Fieberger, 1900;
United States Military Academy, West Point, N. Y.; $1. Jlay
be obtained from Book Dept. (While rather old, this work
gives a simple presentation of the fundamentals on its sub-
ject, including an historical outline. A revised edition will
soon be published.)

15. FORTIFICATIONS. C. S. Clarke. Dutton & Co., New
York; $4.50. May be obtained from Book Dept. (A treatise
on the same lines as 14.)

16. PRI.NCIPLES OF LAND DKFE.NSE. Thuillier. 1902;
Longmans, Green & Co. May be obtained from Book Dept.;
$3.83. (A valuable work, covering the principles of both field
and permanent fortification.)

C. ORGANIZATION, EQUIPME.NT AND DUTIES OF
ENGINEER TROOPS

Group 1

17. FIELD SERVICE REGULATIO.VS. 1914, (See A. 3.)

18. TABLES OF ORGANIZATION, 1914, May be obtained
from Supt. of Docs.; 25c, (Tliese tables represent—subject
to modification and within the limits of existing law—the ap-
proved policy of the War Department with regards to organi-
zation.)

19. OFFICIAL BULLETIN, Office of the Chief of Staff, Vol.
1, No. 4 (Appendix Ij. Use of Engineer Troops, Publisher:
Army War College, Washington, I), C. Frfee. (An official
statement of the priiHiijles which should govern in the use
of engineers, with pr,i.ti(al suggestions,)

20. DUTIES OF KNGI.VKKR TROOPS IN A GENERAL EN-
CAfJl'.MENT OF A .MIXED FORCE. Burgess, Publisher:
United .States Engineer School, Washington Barracks, D. C;
25c. (fibsolete in some respects, particularly organization,
but excellent in general scDpe.)

21. GHNERAI- ORDERS NO 6. WAR DEP.\RTMENT. 1915.
May \-- obtained from the .Vdjulant General, United States
Army. Washington, D. C. Fiee. (Prescribes the training of
Enginei .• troops.)

'The following abbreviation.M an-
erintendcnt of Documents, Govcrnm^
intrton, 1 1. C. Book Dept.. Book Ii

Schools, Fort Leavenworth, Kan.

d: Supt. of Docs.. Sup-
I'rinting Office, Wash-
Mtment, Army Service

Gioup 2

22. .STUDIES IN MINOR TA<?TICS, Army Service Schools,
1915, May be obtained from Book Dept,; 50c. (The principles
of Minor Tactics are set forth by solution of a series of
problems.)

23. TECHNIQUE OF MODERN TACTICS, Bond & Mc-
Donough. 1914; Banta Publishing Co,, Menasha. Wis, May be
obtained from Book Dept,; $2.55. (This work covers, in a
\ery specific way, the principles of tactics for all arms, a
general knowledge of which is essential for engineers.)

24. OPER.VTION ORDERS. Von Kiesling; translation. May
be obtained from Book Dept.; 50c. (A lucid exposition, by
use of assumed cases, of the operation of highly trained
troops of all arms in various phases of battle.)

25. ENGINEER UNIT ACCOUNT.VBILITY MANUAL. May
be obtained from Supt. of Docs; 3c. (Official lists of standard
equipment supplied to Engineer battalions and companies.)

26. ORG.\NlZ.A.TION OF THE BRIDGE EQUIP.\GE OF THE
UNITED STATES ARMY, 1915. (Revised edition just going
to press.) (Includes description of equipage and regulations
for ponton drill.)

27. OFFICERS' MANUAL. Moss: Banta Publishing Co,,
Menasha, Wis.; $2.50. May be obtained from Book Dept.
(Treats of routine duties of officers, customs of the service,
army organization, etc.)

28. JIANU.AL FOR COURTS MARTIAL. May be obtained
from Supt. of Docs.; 50c.

D. FIELD ENGINEERING
(Military field engineering at the front differs from ordi-

nary engineering work in the field, it being generally simp-
ler, of a rough-and-ready character, and especially because
of the limited equipment which can be taken along with the
advance of an army and because of the necessity of working
in strict subordination to the military situation. In rear of
the army on the contrary, conditions are very similar to those
governing ordinary engineering operations, and civilian or-
ganization is suitable, subject to directions by the higher mili-
tary staff. Little attempt is made in works on military field
engineering to treat of general engineering methods.)

29. FIELD FORTIFICATION, Fieberger, 1913; John Wiley
& Sons, New York, May be obtained from Book Dept,; $1.90.
(In addition to technical details, this work gives valuable his-
torical illustrations of the principles of this subject,)

30. FIELD ENTRENCHMENTS, SPARE WORK FOR
RIFLEME.V. John Murray, London. May be obtained from
Book Dept.; 40c. (A very uptodate little work, especially
on details,)

32. ENGINEER FIELD M.^^NUAL. Professional Paper No.
29. Corps of Engineers. United States .\rmy; 3d edition, 1909.
500 pages. May be obtained from Supt, of Docs,; $1, (A very
complete oflicial pocketbook for engineer officers in the field,
containing much tabular and technical data, as well as brief
outlines of principles and methods. The subjects covered
are. Part I, Reconnaissance; Part II, Bridges; Part III, Roads;
Part IV, Railroads; Part V, Field Fortification: and Part VI.
-Vninial Transport<ation, .\ new revision of the manual is
contemplated, but will not be ready within a year. The por-
tion of the m.anual relating to field fortification, being some-
what obsolete, should be considered in connection with either
30 or 31 above. The portion relating to railroads is largely
superseded by 35 below.

33. NOTES ON BRIDGES AND BRIDGING. Spalding. May
be obtained from Book Dept. (A small pamphlet on military
bridging.)

34. MILITARY TOPOGRAPHY FOR MOBILE FORCES.
Sherrill, 2d edition; Banta Publishing Co.. Menasha, Wis., 1911.
May be obtained from Book Dept.: $2.25. (Besides matter
given in ordinary textbooks on surveying, this work gives in
detail the special methods of sketching developed in the army
for rapid military mapping.)

35. MILITARY RAILROADS, Connor; Professional Paper
No. 32, Corps of Engineers, United States Army, Supt. of
Docs.; 50c. (Intended to cover general administration of ex-
isting railroads for military purposes and the handling of
railroads by military personnel in the advance sections where
railroads cannot be operated by their regular civilian organi-
zations, or where new railroads are required in the immediate
vicinity of the army. Revised edition soon to appear,)

36. NOTES ON MILITARY EXPLOSIVES, Weaver; J,

Wiley & Sons, New York: 1912, May be obtained from Book
Dept,: $2,20, (Elementary notes on this subject will be found
in the Engineer Field Manual and other references cited. This
work is more elaborate.)

E. mis('i:ll.\neous

37. REGI'LATIONS FOR THE .^RMY OF THE UNITED
STATES. Supt. of Docs,; 50c,

3S, THE "VOLITNTEER LAW." approved Apr, 25, 1914;
Bulletin No. 17. War Department, 1914. May be obtained
from The Adjutant General, United States Army, Washington,
D. C. Free.

39. GENERAL ORDERS NO, 54. War Department, 1914. May
be obtained from The Adjutant General. United States Army,
Washington, D. C. Free. (Covers examination of candidates
for commissions as officers of volunteers,)

4ft, General Orders No, 50, War Department, 1915. May
be obtained from The .Adjutant General, United States Army,
Washington, D. C. Free. (Amends General Orders 54, 1914,
as to examination of candidates for commissions in volunteer
engineers.)

41. TREATISE ON MILITARY LAW. Davis; J. Wiley &
Sons. New York. May be obtained from Book Dept.; $5.30.

42. ELEJIENTS OF MILITARY HYGIENE. Ashburne; new
.ditii.iu Houghton, .Mimin & Co., Boston, 1915. May be ob-
tained from Book Dept.; $1.30,
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F. PERIODICAL'S
43. PROFESSIONAL. JIEMOIRS. Corps of Engineers.

United States Army, and Engineer Department at Large; bi-
monthly (formerly quarterly); Washington Barracks. D. C.
Engineer Press; per year. $3.

44. THE ROYAL ENGINEERS' JOURNAL. Royal Engi-
neers Institute, Chatham, England; monthly; per year. $4.
(American agents: B. Steiger & Co., 49 Murray St.. Nhw York.)

4.5. JOURNAL OF THE MILITARY SERVICE INSTITU-
TION. Governors Island. New York. Bi-monthly; puljjished
liy the In.stitution; per year, $3.

46. JOURNAL OF THE UNITED STATES ARTILLERY,
Bi-monthly; Fort Monroe, Va.. Coast Artillery School press;
Ijer year, $2.75, including Index to Current Literature; with-
)Ut Index, $2.50.

47. JOURNAL OF THE UNITED STATES CAVALRY AS-
SOCIATION. Published by the Association at Fort Leaven-
worth. Kan.; per year, $2.50.

4.S. INFANTRY JOURNAL. Bi-monthly; published by the
United States Infantry Association. Union Trust Building,
Washington, D. C; per year, $3

49. FIELD ARTILLERY JOURNAL, quarterly; published
bv the United States Field Artillery Association, 601 Star
Building, Washington, V. C. ; per year. $3.

Special C'okke.spoxdexce

Toc'opilla, Chile, has lately been in the limelight as

the .site of the power plant for the great copper enterprise

of the Chile Exploration Co. at Chuquicamata. In the

latter half of the Xineteenth Century, however, Tocopilla

was it.-^elf a copper port and mining center of considerable

importance. At one time there were eight large mines

m exploitation by British companies, and there were four

smelting establishments prior to 1885 when, with the

decline in the price of copper, most of the English

companies shut down. Since then mining in the Tocopilla

district has been spasmodic—not so much for want of

mines as for lack of good management.

In 1903 and 1904 the mining and shipping estab-

lishments of Bellavista and Buenavista were acquired by

the H. B. Sloman Nitrate Co. and the Anglo-Chilean

Xitrate and Railway Co. Both companies pulled down
the smelting furnaces and converted the establishments

into nitrate shipping plants, building two moles for

loading and discharging. The mines belonging to both

establishments were acquired by the Sociedad Beneficia-

dora de Tocopilla in 1906, but like many of the later

attempts, this enterprise was foredoomed to failure by

inexperienced management. Under competent manage-
ment the enterprise might be converted into a success.

The principal mines that have been worked in the

Tocopilla district are within a radius of about five miles

from the old smelting plants. From the deck of a

steamer in the bay. one can see the following mines,

beginning from the town : Buenavista, with a shaft

420 m. deep; Argentina, with both shaft and tunnel;

Santa Maria, also with shaft and tunnel ; Feliciana, with

a 300-m. shaft ; Percance, with a 220-m. shaft ; Porte-

zuela, with shaft 180 m. deep ; and Colorado, with a

200-m. shaft. Invisible from the deck of the steamer,

but in this same district, are : Santa Rosa, famous for

its fine atacamite; Rosario, with a shaft 200 m. deep;

Carmelita, with 380-m. shaft; San Roque, with 300-m.

shaft; Despreciada, with 240-m. shaft; Deseada, with

280-m. shaft ; San Jose, with two tunnels and shaft

;

Crimea, with similar workings. The Fortuna, Teresa

and a few otliers are in this district, adjacent to the

seashore. At a distance of about seven miles from the

shore the Santa Cruz has been worked to a depth of

about 140 m., and farther east, al)ont 1 1 mi. from the

coast, is the Oropesa group, open to 21.') m. and now
being worked on tribute.

All of these mines are in the Coast range, which ig about
12 mi. broad and at several places projects into the sea.

.Some of these mountains ri.se to nearly T,000 ft., but
most of them are between 3,000 and 5,000 ft. The
range starts at Arica and runs continuously .south to

.Mejillones, with only two breaks—the Loa River and the
Dueiides gully of Tocopilla. The latter has been the only
route for horse-drawn vehicles from the coast to the
Bolivian highlands. The mouth of the Loa is about 30 mi.

north of Tocopilla, where it runs nearly due west and
empties into the .-;ea at the easternmost point of the Pacific

()c(^an. About 38 mi. east of Toco])illa the river runs
north through the Toco nitrate fields, after having come
westerly from the direction of Chuquicamata. At Toco the

river is 3,525 ft. above the sea, and north of Toco two
power dams have been built by nitrate companies. Xorth
of Tocopilla the river is capable of delivering 10,000 hp.

and a project has been under consideration to build a

dam and supply power to mines in the vicinity of

Tocopilla.

About eight miles north of Puntillas .station, on the

Anglo-Chilean Nitrate R.R., there is the Descubridora
mine, which has been worked on a small scale for a

number of years, shipping 15% copper ores carrying some
gold and silver. On the western slope of the range there

was an old silver-lead mine which formerly shipped to

Antofagasta ore carrying about 45% lead and 20 oz. of

silver. There are several iron and manganese deposits

in this region north of the railway, but under the circum-

stances they have no value. To the south of Tocopilla

there have been numerous mines worked in the Coast

range, but many of the old mines are now idle. The
San Lorenzo was worked by shaft and tunnel. Farther

south the Buena Esperanza, prior to the tidal wave of

1877, sent its ore by aerial tramway to Punta Blanca,

where it was crushed and concentrated to about 24%
and shipped direct to England. A little farther south the

Chancaca group formerly shipped high-grade chalcopyrite

and bornite. To the south of this the mantos begin and

continue to Huanillos, where the San Roman, Bandurria

and Guadalupe have been famous mines. South of these

is the Gatico group, of which the Toldo is the most

important. This company has increased its activity and

is buying ores from some of the mines in the vicinity of

Tocopilla. The custom-house records show the shipments

from Tocopilla of 6.200 tons of raw ore having a tenor

of over 14% copper, during the first 10 months of 1915.

lluch of this ore was shipped to the Gatico company.

Among the shipping mines to the southeast of Tocopilla

are the Tres Puntas, Nueva Duendes and San Juan.

The (iatico smelting plant is about 25 mi. .south of

Tocopilla.

iira ttlhe UJiffiitedl Stsaftes

Oi^ page 63 of the Journal of Jan. 8, 1916, the niaii of

zinc-mining and zinc-smelting centers in the I'nited States

showed only one important zinc producer in California

—

the Cerro Gordo ilining Co., near Keeler, in Inyo County.

A reader calls attention, however, to a much larger

shipper of zinc, namely, the Mammoth Copjier Mining

Co., of Kennett, Shasta County. This company had a

zinc-sorting plant continuously in operalion during 191 •">

and shipped ore carrying nearly 7,000.000 lb. of zinc
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By Percy E. Bakuouk*

iluch has been written on various schemes for aids in

spitting a round of holes. In my opinion there is only

one proper way to spit a round of holes in the ordinary

drift or tunnel heading or stope, where from 10 to 20

holes are to be tired in one round. More than 20 fuses

can rarely be spit with satisfactory results, because by the

time one gets to the last fuses the heading is so filled with

smoke that the chances are very much against being able

to see all that remain to be spit.

After the holes have been properly loaded and tamped,

the fuses, which were originally cut all the same length,

are shortened to secure proper sequence in firing, as fol-

lows: The holes that are desired to fire last have an inch

or two of fuse cut off in order to remove any dampened

powder train ; these fuses are then coiled up loosely and

the end pulled through the loop in order to form a loose

knot and leave the end of the fuse sticking out convenient

to be reached. The fuses that are in the holes that are

little delay, due to a blown-out flame, or a cloud of smoke,

or other causes.

There have been a great many schemes suggested for

spitting fuses, such as using a red-hot iron heated in a

blacksmith's forge—which is a very long way from the

heading of an average mine drift—holding the. fuses in a

split stick and firing them all with a torch, notching the

end of a fuse and putting a pinch of dynamite therein and

then setting fire to the dynamite. The notched-fuse fuse-

spitter is an old practical miner's kink and there is no

other method quite so good.

asa CsiSsfi?.aM Aqj^edl^cS*
Driving a shaft and tunnel supplemehtary to the

Moodna pressure tunnel, which connects with the Catskill

Aqueduct tunnel under the Hudson River at Cornwall,

N. Y., to stop leakage from a damaged section, is practi-

NnTCHED-FUSE FUSE-.SriTTER

desired to go next to last are then cut, removing a piece

an inch or inch and a half longer than the piece removed

from the previous hole. In this way all of the fuses are

shortened, using the piece of fuse cut from the previous

hole as a measure of the amount to cut off until the

final cut holes are reached. Then the ends of all the

fuses are split for about % in., as shown in the cut.

Then a piece of fuse half as long as the shortest fuse

to be fired is notched as shown in the illustration ; the

end is then spit and with this spitter in the right hand.

the left hand picks up the fuses one after another, hold-

ing the fuse and the spitter together. As the fire spits

from each notch in the spitter, it is directed against the

split end of a fuse in the face.

This spitter will not go out and cannot he l)lown out

by the fuses, as is sure to frequently iiap]ic)i when using

a candle flame or an acetylene lam]) for this i)ur])osc.

Tlie reason for making the .spitter one-half the length oF

the .shortest fuse i.s to give a gage of the time after tlie

tiie first fuse was lighted, so that the miner will know
positively that he has plenty of time left in order to

get safely away from the fa( o, which he is not sure of

in CUM' he uses candles or m,,! li, r,,]- spitting and lias a

•E<litorial staff, "EnnlnccrinK :h> I MinlnK Journal."
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FIG. 1. PROFILE OF OLD AND NEW TUNNEL SECTION

cally the last chapter of the gigantii' water-supplv project

of New York City.

The original work was carried on through two shafts,

known as No. 7 and No. 8, shown in the profile, Pig.

1. No. 8 shaft formed the connection between the

si))lion under the river and the main water-supply tunnel

and had been permanently sealed. No. 7 shaft was driven

as an access .sliaft and was loft open to permit operation

of the aqueduct. The cracks which developed in the old

tunnel are located near Shaft 8 and extend part way
toward Shaft. 7.

When it was decided to rc|)lacc the damaged section

tlic plan adopted was to drive a new tunnel section paral-

K'l to the old, but located 100 ft. below it. To .<ave time

and expense the contractor was required to utilize Shaft 7

(8 ft. 8 in. in diameter) for handling all materials. This

necessitated siid<ing a supjik'nicntary shaft (designated

No. 7A), 17 It. ill diiiiiu'tcr and -100 ft. deep, from a

point witliin the old tunnel and driving a new tunnel 17

ft. in diameter and 900 ft. long. The latter formed the

•Ry Charles A. HirsthliirK in "Enpineerins? News," Dec. 9,
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new connection between the siphon and the main water

tunnel. A concrete lining reduced both shaft and tunnel

In approximately 14 ft. 2 in. in diameter.

ft was at first thought fea.fible also to utilize Shaft 8

for handling materials directly from the new tunnel to

the surface. This shaft, however, had been sealed at

the top by a concrete dome and also by a concrete plug

50 ft. thick and 30 ft. above the old tunnel, so that the

idea of using this shaft was abandoned. Blasting opera-

tions for the removal of the 50-ft. plug would have en-

dangered the shaft lining. The concrete dome, however,

was removed, and the novel idea was conceived of utiliz-

ing the portion of Shaft 8 between the new and old tun-

nel levels by drilling two 8-in. holes through the plug

with a core drill. One hole was used for passing the hoist

cable from the surface for handling a cage and the other

for chuting concrete for the tunnel and shaft lining. The
tunnel work was prosecuted entirely from Shaft 8.

Work in the raise abo^e the proposed Xo. 7A shaft was
necessarily slow becau.se of its large size and the need

for continual building of temporary staging, which had

S-h6 Cid- Hcr/es

li Re/ieyers
ZO Side Holes

FIG. 2. DRILLING DIA-
GRAM FOR .SHAFT

ROUND

q
PIG. 3. DRILLING DIA-
GRAM FOR TUNNEL

ROUND

to be torn out prior to lilasting each round. Work was

started on Dec. 31, 191-1, and was completed Jan. IT,

191.5. Three stope drills were employed for the drill-

ing. The dome was concreted to form a setting for the

hoi.sting headframe with its sheaves and to eliminate

danger incident to rock sloughing off.

In Fig. 2 is a diagram of the drilling round in the

shaft. This round consisted approximately of 38 holes.

For drilling the shaft as many as six heavy "Jackham-
ers," Bull Moose size, were employed at one time. The
day was divided into one 8-hr. drilling shift and two

8-hr. mucking shifts. All holes were started 2 in. and
bottomed 1% in. for I14 in- powder. The entire sinking

of 400 ft. was completed in 7fi rounds, giving an average

advance per nmnd of 5.26 ft. In portions of the shaft

it was necessary to employ temporary steel lining.

All hoisting in Shaft TA was handled by bucket, except

in the case of the spoil, when the transferable bodies of

the 2-ton steel cars were used.

The supplementary tunnel, 17 ft. in diameter and 900

ft. long, was driven by the usual heading-and-bench

method. The round (in Fig. 3) consi.«ted of 26 to 28

holes in the licadinL' ami five holes in the bench.

Work in the tunnel was started from a platform placed
in Shaft 8. The first round was blasted on Feb. 6 and
holed through on May 20, during which time 206 rounds
were drilled, blasted and mucked, giving an average
advance of 4.37 ft. per round. The drilling and muck-
ing may be said to have proceeded .simultaneou.sly. The
first drilling crew worked from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and the
second from 8 p.m. to 4 a.m., while the first and second
mucking crews worked from 4 p.m. to 12 midnight and
from 4 a.m. to 12 noon. Holes in the heading averaged
from 7 to 8 ft. deep, and from 6 to 8 ft. deep in the
bench. All holes were started 2 in. and bottomed 1% in.

Changes of steel averaged 24 in. Four Xo. 18 Leyner-
Ingersoll water drills on two columns were employed in

drilling the heading. Two drills of the same type set u])

on tripods drilled the bench. Each machine was manned
by two men. About 150 lb. of 114-in. gelatin was con-
sumed per blast in the tunnel and 90 to 100 lb. in the
shaft.

©ad! Fas'e=P©®E'§ Made Usable*
Fire-doors are difficult to keep closed tightly when the

holes in the hinges become worn and allow the opposite

end of the door to sag. Sometimes, larger holes are

drilled in the hinges and, by in.serting larger pins or

SUPPORT FOR SAGGING FIRE-DOOR

bushings, the old doors are brought back to their original

position, but this will not be permanent.

A simple method that any engineer can apply is showm
in the illustration. An angle iron A should be fastened

to the furnace front about 12 in. aiiove the door hinge:

another angle iron B should be fastened to tiie fire-door

and the rod C inserted and >;ecured by tightening the first

nut enough to lift the door to the right position; then the

second nut can be tightened to lock it.

few^ Meft]hi®dl

salbi

For the first time, says Exiavai'xng Eiu/ineer. the

method of stripping the overburden from coal deposits

by the use of a large revolving shovel, a method which

has proved such an unqualified success in the Kansas

district and elsewhere, has been applietl on the Me^abi

iron range. Butler Bros., who were the first to use

heavy shovel equipment of the standard railway t\-pe on

the range, are employing the new method on the Mace

No. 2 mine, at Xashwauk, Minn.

•By C. E. KlinK, Phil.idolphin. Penn.. in 'Tower." Dec. 2S.
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The shovel is a 225-B Bucyrus, weighing about 320

tons in working condition. It is equipped with an 80-ft.

boom and a dipper handle 58 ft. in length, allowing it

to cut a level floor 128 ft. in width and reach 61 ft. iia

height measuring from the open dipper door.

The shovel is taking the entire depth of the stripping

in one cut. This naturally eliminates a large track gang

and makes it worth while to lay the dump-train track with

greater care, as it is not necessary to shift so frequently.

The shovel, furthermore, mo\es up but once in 6 or 7

hours. The entire operation is managed by four men on

the shovel—an engineer, a craneman, a fireman and an

oiler—and two pitmen.

One interesting problem was evolving a simple method

of bringing coal to the shovel. The coal is placed in

bo.xes holding about two tons each, which are brought up

to the job on the dump cars. Wire cables are attached

to these boxes in such a manner that the cables may be

thrown over the shovel's dipper lip. In this manner the

box can be lifted from the dump car and placed in the

cut with little delay or trouble.

Dr©pplia^ Or® Tlhiipouflglk <a

I14S5=Ffto IFlsilse

By Cauroll M. Carter*

Dropping ore down a long raise results in many diffi-

cult problems. To obviate these the following method

was clevi.sed at the Carter ^lining Co., Ohio City, Gun-

nison County, Colo.

Our raise is 4-compartment, 1,135 ft. high, driven

vertically through the granite, and connects with a shaft

2-10 ft. deep. The raise has 11 levels, and when driving

it we used both outside compartments for waste and we

kept these compartments full—drawing at the bottom

only as much as we broke at the top. A bulkhead of very

heavy timliers was used over the two center compartments

—the cageway and ladderway. Right under the bulkhead

we kept an opening into each outside compartment.

When we were ready to shoot, or rather, were getting the

round drilled, the waste in both outside compartments

was drawn down enough to provide room for the rock to

be broken. After the round was shot, the men could im-

mediately get up above the bulkhead through one or the

other of the openings under it. On every level we had

a gate in each of the outside compartments so that a man
could start di'awing dirt at one gate, letting the dirt into

tlie next compartment below, and go on up, drawing at

every level, and in less than an hour reach the top. The
broken granite ran satisfactorily all the time.

However, when the raise was completed and we began

mining ore, it was found tliat the waste and ore com-

partments could not be kept full ; the ore was sticky and

would not run ; and there was some trouble even with the

waste hanging up somewhere in the compartment and

then letting go suddenly.

We therefore figured on a counterbalance .^^ystcin (if

lowering the ore, but abandoned it after the present sys-

tem was thought of which cost for installation about

one-twelfth of what the counterbalance installation would

have cost. Moreover, the present system i)ermits of

dumping either ore or waste at any level at any time

withdut any waiting for a skip.

•1430 vine St., Denvor, Colo.

We already had heavy bulkheads at every Icxel, with

pockets for the dirt to run into before going into the

compartment below. At the lower ends of these bulk-

heads we put in logs 18 in. diameter, and in each com-

partment at every level hoppers of y^^-in. steel plate were

placed, and the outside compartments were of course

emptied from top to bottom.

The outside compartments are -4x4 ft. in the clear, and

the hoppers were made to converge to a hole 2x2 ft. By
experiment we had determined that ore or waste going

through a hole this size would not spread enough, in

dropping 100 ft., to dig into the lagging on sides of the

compartment ; as a matter of fact the net drop is only

85 ft. The ore lands on itself—the pile kept at bottom

of each compartment by the 18-in. logs—rolls out into

the pockets, then into the hoppers and so on down to the

ore or waste bin at the bottom or tunnel level. A car of

ore (H- waste dumped in at the top level is in the ore bin,

1,135 ft. below, in a minute or two and no power or

VERTICAL SECTION THROUGH RAISE

attendance is required. The steel hoppers have been in

use over a year, and none of them shows appreciable wear.

In the old mine, above the top level of the raise, we
have put chutes so that ore is led direct to the main
raise and down to tunnel level without rehandling. The
accompanying sketch shows the arrangement of pocket,

bulkhead and hopper at each level—all are the same.

This plan may have been iised elsewhere, but it was
original with us and was developed after e.xpcriments

showing how much our ore would spread in dropping

from one level to another. The spread is surprisingly

small. If a man happens to be on one level when a car

of ore is dumped into the ore pocket on the level above,

he hears the ore going through the hojiper, but does

Jiot hear another sound until the ore hits the pile in

the compartment on the level where he is standing. The
ore goes on through, and again there is silence until it

hits 100 ft. below. A careful examination of the inside

3-in. lagging shows that the wear and tear on it is

next to nothing. The method has therefore proved per-

fectly satisfactory both as regards operation and cost of

niMintinicMce and repair.
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A method has been devised Ijy the operators at the mill

of the Plymouth Con. Gold .Mines Co., Plymouth, Calif.,

ti) utilize the worn parts of semi-steel battery-liner

plates. The plates were broken into pieces roughly 4 in.

wide and 12 to 36 in. long. These pieces were set in

cement with the pebbles, the liner pieces being set length-

wise of the mill and from 8 ta 12 in. apart. They were,

en the whole, about flush with the pebbles, though some

A PEBBLE LIXINi; FOI: TUBE MILLS

points projected as much as •'^4 in. above the general

pebide surface.

The lining as described, and as shown in the accom-

])anying sketch, was installed in an 8-ft.by 22-in.Hardinge

pebble mill and has every appearance of wearing well,

although it has not been in use long enough to wear it

out.

Otuife of Oxm
Bimsectls

In the erection of the frame quarters at the Darien,

Canal Zone, radio station and of quarters transferred to

Ancon, as well as some of the new buildings erected at

Corozal for the army forces, special care has been taken

to insulate the interiors against the access of ants and

other crawling insects so numerous on the Isthmus, says

the Ca7ial Record. The walls of the buildings were sup-

ported on short wooden columns resting on concrete foot-

ings, into each of which was built a cup, or gutter, 2 in.

wide and lYo in. deep, surrounding the entire block.

The cups are to be kept filled with larvacide, and those

on the outside footings are protected by a small pro-

jection of concrete, like a pent roof, to keep out the

heavy, driving rains which frequently occur. Small

metallic cups were installed on the pipes and wires run-

ning into the house ; these were brought into the house

vertically from beneath, and the cups affixed in a hori-

zontal plane.

The arrangement has so far proved fairly effective

where the cups are kept filled with larvacide and vegeta-

tion is not allowed to grow against the house. One

company of wood ants gained entrance to one of the

buildings at Darien, but it was found that they had come

in by means of a clump of grass, whicii, waving back and

forth in the breeze, touched intermittently against the

lower edge of one of the walls. When the grass was cut

down, the ants already in the building, finding their line

of communication broken, returned to the spot and droj)-

ped to the ground. Other wood ants, however, having
gained entrance, have propagated inside, living in the

wood. No other crawlinor insects give anv trouble.

AtiflsSs'alnaiBa Falter Ps'^ctace

At the plant of the Sons of Gwalia, in Western
Australia, the filter plant has exceptionally high efiQ-

ciency, as described by T. B. Stevens, in the Monthly
Journal of the Chamber of ilines of Western Australia,

Sept. 30, 1915. Using a vacuum of 27 in. and a pulp

containing 40% solids, a cake 3 in. thick and contain-

ing 28% moisture and 20. .5 lb. of dry slime per sq.ft.

can i)e obtained in a little over 20 min., while a further

GO min. suffices for applying a separate wash of spent

solution and fresh water. This is accomplished because

of the extreme porosity of the pulp. The filter is of

the standard leaf-vacuum type.

In order to allow the large amount of solution to flow

freely between the cloths, it was necessary to increase

the space between them beyond, that provided by the

coco matting, and this is done by using wooden spacing

sticks as well as the mat. A further modification is

required because of the heavy cakes, for it was found that

the porous cakes dried rapidly during transfer of washes

and cracks formed readily and pieces of the cake fell off.

The difficulty was overcome by the use of sprays to

keep the cake damp.

Clarence A. Hall, of ]\Iount Airy, Pcnn., has recently

patented (U. S. Pat. 1,163,911) a method of maintaining

the free ion concentration while electrolyzing zinc sul-

l)hate or chloride. This consists in suspending in the

electrolyte calcium carbonate in finely divided form.

The carbonate is decomposed by the anion, giving calcium

sulphate (insoluble) or chloride (soluble), so that the

zinc is deposited in coherent form on the cathode.

In order to prevent calcium sulphate being occluded

with the metal, the electrolyte must be kept in rapid

circulation. While the invention is intended primarily

to use with zinc salts, the patent covers its use with other

metals.

A New W)-Ton Cyniiide Plnnt embodying counter-current

decantation for the treatment of slimes has recently been

completed by the Frontino & Bolivia Gold Mining- Co., Ltd.,

which operates a group of mines in the department of -\n-

tioquia in Colombia. A small pan-amalgamation plant was
also built in 1015 for the treatment of concentrates These

plants are a part of a campaign of improvement inaugurated

by the company several years ago. A new 10-stamp mill with

1,050-lb. stamps was started in September, 191.';; the duty per

stamp, according to the company report, averaged 3.3 tons

per 24 hr. through JS-mesh screen. The old or upper mill

has 30 stamps of I'^o-lb. weight and crushes about H* tons

per stamp per day tlirough 20-mesh screen.
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JVm^Ll.W; INSTALLATIONS UN THE RAND, .SDlTll AFRICA
The upper view shows amalgamation house of the Consolidatert LaiiBlaaste. ninl the lower the electric hoist at the

shaft nf the Crown Mines, Ltd. This hoist is one of the largest in the worlcl and hoists an S-ton load from 3,600 It.

"f depth. The installation is recent
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Affairs in ^lexico have undergone some improvement

since the Carranza government was recognized. This is

due largely to the fact that most of the Villista forces

liave turned to Carranza, and tliat foreigners have en-

tered the country in consideral)le numhers, notwithstand-

ing the fact that there lias been no guarantee of life

or property.

Wliile the Villista forces have largely turned to Car-

ranza, there are those who have not made any move in

this direction. Last week the cities of Lerdo and Gomez
Palacio, near Torreon, were taken and looted by forces

under Argumedo and Contrcras. Gen. Eosalio Hernan-

dez apparently was dissatisfied with his treatment l)y the

Carranzistas in Chihuahua and deserted with some of

his followers. Villa is reported in the hills of Chihuahua

awaiting an opportunity again to gather a following if

the tide should turn against Carranza. The latest sen-

sational development is the murder of 16 or 18 Americans

in Chihuahua on the Northwestern I?.R. after their train

had been held up and looted and they had been robbed

of their clothing and possessions by Gen. Jose Rodriguez.

This is the fruit of the American policy in Mexico. It

is not expected, of course, that any punishment can be

or will be imposed for this act of wliolesale murder.

It might be interesting to review the "Plan de Guada-

lupe" under which the Carranzistas revolted against

Huerta. Its stipulations are :

1. Not to recogrnize Gen. Victoriana Huerta as president of

the republic.

2. Not to recognize the legislative and judicial powers of

the federation.

3. Not to recognize those governors of states who shall

make up the actual administration 30 days after the publica-

tion of this plan.

4. For the organization of an army to fulfill these obliga-

tions. Venustiano Carranza is appointed First Chief of the

Constitutionalist Army.
.5. Upon the Constitutionalist Army occupying the City of

Mexico. Venustiano Carranza or whomsoever shall be sub.sti-

tuted in his stead will assume the executive power provi-

sionally.

fi. The provisional president shall convoke general elec-

tions, as soon as peace has been established, and shall de-

liver the power of the chief executive to whomsover has been
elected.

7. In those states whose governors have recognized Huerta,
the first chief of the Constitutionalist Army shall assume
charge provisionally, convoking local elections, and the offi-

cers BO elected shall then assume charge of their offices.

For the present Carranza has decided to make Querc-

taro his temporary capital. As yet nothing in the way of

flections is suggested. Steps were taken in Monterey to

organize political ])arties, but word was received that as

vet such would not bo permitted.

With resumption of railroad traflic, though only on a

\cry limited scale, coiiditiniis have improved .somewhat. It

i~ jMi-.sil)k'"to get food and some other necessary supplies,

rcniiission lias been gi\<n tn some private parties to

operate trains using tlieir hum iMconiotivcs and freiglit

< ars. The American Smelting iihl Refining Co. is said

lo lia\c |>urcbased I loconiotivr- ;in(l KJ.") freight cars.

which thej- will put into service between their various

smelteries and the border for handling supplies and for

shipping bullion to the border. The Cia. Minera de

Peiioles also has such an arrangement, whereby it can

handle its owti supplies. The Monterey plant of the

American Smelting and Refinining Co. resumed work on

Jan. 1. Other plants are expected to resume soon.

One of the most serious handicaps under which busi-

ness has to struggle is the steadil)' decreasing value of

Carranza currency. Immediately after the present gov-

ernment was recognized, Carranza currency jumped to

lie. gold for a peso. It has since declined until at the

present time it is selling for 5.35c. for one peso, iler-

chants endeavor to turn their receipts into United States

drafts or currency every night. The unlimited amount
tliat was printed by the A'illistas, and which was a part

of their undoing, promises to have serious consequences

for the Carranzistas. Soldiers receive 2 pesos per day,

or 10 to lie. gold, which is insufficient to make any pu>
chases of clothing, the price of which is quoted in gold

or its equivalent.

It is probable that some sort of order will come out of

the present chaotic conditions, but it will be at the ex-

pen.^e of some of the impossible ideas, of the present

regime. When amateurs are replaced by men of age,

experience and ability, then real improvement can bo

looked for. S. Efes.

Tampico, Tamps., :Mexico, Jan. 13. 1916.

;^

FaSlaim^ Miirae Stopes "vyitlh SairacS

la a paper on tlie cyanide ]n'ocess, read by M. II.

Kuryla at the International Engineering Congress in San
Francisco last September, the question of the disposal of

sand tailings was dealt with. Speaking of the Rand,

ilr. Kuryla said: 'A recent trend in the method of sand-

residue disposal has been to sluice the sand into do-

waterors, or classifiers, from wliich it gravitates under-

ground for sto]ie filling .... Since its introduc-

tion on the Rand sand filling of stopcs has been very ad-

vantageously adopted in other counti'ies."

If Mr. Kuryla had used the word "before" instead of

"since," he would have been more correct. I believe this

process was first used in coal mines in Europe, and has

been used in gold mines in Australia for the last 18 years.

In the Journal of Sept. 23, 1911, W. II. Storms says:

"The scheme may bo considered scarcely to have advanced

beyond the experimental stage in the metal-mining re-

gions outside of Western .Vustralia." This is scarcely

(orrc<t, as it was in use at the Cobar Gold Mines in New
South Wales in 1901 and probably before that date.

1 do not know whether tbis system is much used in the

I'nitcd Slates now, but it seems to me tliat it might be

used with great advantnge in jilacos like the Cripple Creek

district, where dumping space is scarce and expensive.

W. MoTHKinVHLT,.

Colorado S])rings. Colo., Ja,u. Ji?, J91U.
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By Edgak IIai.l*

^'IWOP.S/iS

—

Chromite lining was tried for the

reverheralorij-matting furnace at an isolated min-

ing property in Australia. Success was achieved

with chromite dry-masonry lining ; chromite bottom

hhcks bedded on a mixture of blende and chromite.

Principal difficulties were with a chromite-sand

lai/er between the matte and slag, and with the

disposal of chromite "bottoms" containing absorbed

wriah.

In old-style reverberatory furnaces making a coarse

copper matte, fettling the sides is a frequent and expen-

sive operation. Where basic ores containing lead and zinc

have to be smelted, the work is a daily nuisance and a basic

lining suggests itself.

When visiting the Selby works in California in 1896, I

was shown a furnace smelting basic concentrates, the

sides of which were protected by chromite. Since then I

have seen occasional refe.ences to the use of this mineral

for furnace linings, but details of the practice do not ap-

pear to have been puljlished or to be generally known.

Hence these notes.

On my return to Australia I was anxious to try chromite

linings at Silverspur, and several tons of high-grade min-

eral was obtained from a Xew South Wales deposit. It

arrived in lumps of about road-metal size. Some of these

were crushed finely, fines and lumps were made into a

sort of concrete with fireclay, and the mixture applied by

hand all around the base of the walls of a newly lined re-

verberatory, the idea l)ciug to protect the walls along

the slag line. The lining was slowly dried and fired until

glazed, before feeding a charge. It seems almost needless

to say that the result was failure. The glazed surface

went quickly, and the stirring of the charge washed the

lumps of chromite into the middle of the furnace, whence

they were raked out unaltered.

Chromite Dry-Masoxey Lixixg a Success

We then obtained a load of chrome-iron ore, "as mined"

;

this was of more varied quality, in lumps of all shapes and

sizes, up to as large as one man could easily handle. The

small stuff was crushed and mixed with fireclay to make

a mortar in which the large pieces were set as rough ma-
sonry, which was l)uilt on the smelting side of the bridge

of a furnace undergoing repair. This attempt was suc-

cessful, and the repaired bridge outlasted the rest of the

lining. The next jjlace tried was the "partition" leading

into the flue—a very trying spot—with good results. Then

a complete lining was tackled, the lower half of the walls

being built of chrome and above the smelting line the

usual firelirick walls : the whole of the bridge and the jjar-

tition were of chromite masonry. This lasted a long while

and proved an immense saving of lime and fettling, prac-

tically no fettling being needed. The chromite supported

the bricks imtil they were melted away.

It was soon noticed that the mortar would not last and

that the smaller ])ieces of chrome worked out and were

•Metallurgist, Silverspur, Queensland. Australia.

v,ashed away into the charge, leaving holes in the walls,

so it was decided to ask for a supply of the largest lumps
obtainable. Horse teams were engaged to bring the largest

pieces possible direct from the quarry to the furnace,

and some big lumps were brought in.

A new furnace was built, the sides and bottom of which

were of chrome. The large.'it pieces possible were built in, as

close together as they could be placed, without mortar in

the face joints, but set in ordinary fireclay inside and be-

hind. Very large masses were put in front of the bridge

and in the flue bottom, and the chinks filled with driven-

in spalls. The bottom was carefully put in, the natural

shape of the lumps being retained, and each piece fitted

close to its neighbor and interlocked as far as possible.

Experience with bridge and sides had shown that, as the

mortar melted out, the joints became so open that it

was difficult to stop a flow of slag or matte if once even

a small break-through occurred. It had also been noticed

that fragments of chromite mixed with blende made
a heavy and infusible mixture. So it was decided to bed

the lumps of chromite used for the bottom on a mixture

of crushed chromite and clean blende, and to fill those

spaces that could not be avoided between the lumps with

the same mixture.

Allien finished, the inside of the furnace looked a credit-

able piece of work ; the bottom presented an even surface,

the lumps of chromite fitting together like mosaic, the sides

like a well-fitting dry masonry wall. The bottom lumps

averaged 10 in. in depth, the sides about 16 in. It seemed

impossible that these lumps could be floated up. They
never moved, and the bottom remained in perfect condi-

tion until the furnace was pulled down years later.

Basic Charge Made Highly Corrosive Slag

The hearth of this furnace was 40 ft. long by 1-5 ft. wide,

and it was constantly at work without fettling until the

roof needed repair. The slag was very basic and high in

zinc and lead. The firebrick upjier wall retreated consid-

erably from the foot-wall chromite. although the latter has

been exposed all the time to the wash of the molten

charge. While these trials were being made, various re-

fractory bricks were also tried; magnesia, bauxite and

chrome bricks were obtained from America and Europe.

All these withstood the heat, but obviously only the chrome

could be used in contact with the molten charge. The

magnesia bricks lasted a much shorter time than was e.K-

pected, for reasons that are not clear. The bauxite bricks

were an unqualified success, especially on the firebox side

of the bridge, in the vulcatory arch and in the front above

the skimming door, as also for the jambs and arches of the

side doors.

Success now seemed attained, and the interiors of our

furnaces lasted many times longer than ever before. It

was evident that by the use of chrome-iron ore for bottom

and sides, ultra-basic ore could be smelted to matte ir.

reverberatories without fettling and that other repairs

could be greatly reduced by the use of bauxite bricks in

critical phues. This method of construction was followed

for a number of vears, d\iring which the composition of
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the slag averaged: SiOo, 32% ; ZnO, 25; PbO, 5; FeO,

?0: whil.' the matte fall was uiuler 3%. a charge that will

leeopnized as extremely corrosive.

The ehromite came from Biugara, New South Wales,

and the bauxite bricks from Ivrvport. France: the for-

mer cost $25 per long ton and the bricks 30c. each, landed

at Silverspur. At this price these furnaces are as cheap

as those built of ordinary firebricks, while their lasting

ijuaiity is from three to four times greater. The ehromite

varied in quality, but there was no apparent superiority

in the use of high-grade mineral ; in fact, that lower in

chronnum and higher in iron possesses an imperfect cleav-

age which makes it more convenient for masonry work.

I could not see that the high heat and the corrosive ac-

tion of the charge affected the ehromite in the sligh.test

degree. The mineral retains heat a long time, but its

edffes remain sharp. We never succeeded in finding a

mortar that would last long in the side walls and after it

iiad melted out the interior of the joints would glow white-

hot long after the surface of the walls cooled to a dull red.

But it wears out.

After a few weeks the molten charge, when stirred, feels

as if it contained a layer of sand suspended near the top

of the matte below the slag. This proves to consist of

small particles of ehromite, really an angular, sharp

chrome sand, too heavy for the slag and too light to sink

into the matte. These particles are of varying size, but

are mostly quite small and are prol)al)ly thrown off the

large lumps by the contraction and expansion of the sur-

face due to the changes of temperature incidental to re-

verl)eratory smelting. By this means the ehromite gradu-

ally wears away.

DiFFIClLTIES WITH C'HROME SaXD

This chrome sand gradually accumulates in the furnace;

it cannot be skimmed out with the slag, nor tapped out

with the matte. It is the one drawback to the use of

rliromite linings for matting furnaces. If the charge is

well oxidized and the matte clean and the slag separates

well, the chrome san<l can. with care, be skimmed out al-

most free from matte glolniles; but the ehromite has ab-

sorbed silver, and if from high-grade matte, is too rich

to throw away. Even the cleaner pieces of ehromite, bright

black and shining and showing no minute cracks, assay

over 30 oz. silver per ton. When, owing to poor roasting,

zinc remains in the matte, the light zinc matte beneath

the slag becomes intimately mixed with the chrome sand

and forms a horriljje mixture which, once set, cannot be

liquefied again except after prolonged firing. This ma-

terial will assay u]) to 200 oz. silver per ton. .-\s this sand

mixture accumulates, it delays the work of the furnace,

and it should be regularly skimmed out.

1)|8I'0S.\L OF ClIlfOMlTE BOTTO.MS .V riJOBLE.M

The recovery of the metal absorbed and retained in this

mixture of ehromite, slag and matte, as well as in the bot-

toms (which, like all l)ottoms, also absorb a large quan-

tity of metal) when the latter are broken up, is important

and becomes a serious matter in the case of large furnaces.

.\t Silverspur repeated attempts were made to clean

these re-^idues. without .success. Liquation on the hearth

of a mw furnace was tried: crushing fine and calcining,

followiil by smelting with material high in lead oxide,

in an Mtt^mpt i« llux the chrome, and other schemes were

tried anil all faileil. ihe ehromite resuming its old role

every time. We decided that it is impossible to resmelt

these residues in a reverberatory matting furnace. But

it can be done in big lead furnaces. In a lead blast fur-

nace, with high column and large capacity, these chronu'

residues, if crushed small, present no difficulty. Probably

the powerful reducing conditions flux most of the ehrom-

ite. and small unreduced fragments are carried out in

suspension in the rajnd rush of slag and are to be found

occasionally showing bright in lumps of cold slag.

Possibly, when smelting straight copper ore carrying but

little silver or gold, this material would be poor enough

to reject. But at small mines «liere silver and gold form

the chief value of the ore. far from railways and where

lead smelters do not exist, the amount locked up in these

residues may be greater than any saving to be made by

the use of ehromite linings. This should be taken into

consideration where ehromite is available and its use

tempting. Otherwise, at small out-of-the-way mines, a

handy sujiply of chrome-iron ore with which to build one's

furnaces is a tine thing.

Bs='aUas]h CoS^msimlbaSi MaBaSna^j, I9IS
YiLTOKiA Coia;i;bi'oxDE,\( !•;

Aside from the production of gold in British Columbia,

the details of which have been already noted.' the output

of other metals and minerals was important. One of the

mo.st important is silver. The output of silver, estimated

at more than 3,TOO.000 oz., is the largest for any year

since 11)02. Klines in the Ainsworth-Slocan district of

West Kootenay together made a production of about

2,300,000 oz. East Kootenay "s proportion was about

600,000 oz. ; that of the Boundary district, nearly 300.000

oz. ; that of the Omiueca and .Skeena divisions, including

silver-lead mines in the neighborhood of Hazelton and

the Granby Consolidated Co.'s Hidden Creek mine on the

coast, about 250,000 oz. ; that from Rossland mines,

between 150,000 and KJO.OOO oz. ; that from the Britannia

and other mines in the lower Coast district, nearly TO.OOO

oz. : with small quantities from parts of the Kootenay

district not already mentioned.

In the Ainsworth division, No. 1 mine was the largest

producer of silver, with an output estimated at more than

200,000 oz. Among the 25 to 30 mines in the Slocan

divisions from which more or less silver came, the

Standard was highest, with nearly 850,000 oz. The

Ilewitt-Lorna Doone came next, with about 300,000 oz.

;

then the Surprise, with more than 200.000 oz., and the

Rambler-Cariboo, estimated at about 150,000 oz. Of

Kossland mines, the most silver came from Le Hoi and

Centre Star groujj—together 131,000 oz.—while the Josie

group of Le Roi No. 2 produced about 25,000 oz.

Most of the silver from East Kootenay was from Sullivan

ore. while in Boundary di.<trict the (iranliy Con.'s mines

produced 195,000 oz. Of the lower Coast mines,

Britannia's proportion was 55.000 oz. Granl)y Con.'s

Hidden Creek mine, in Skeena division, produced KiT.OOO

oz. A much larger production of silver from Omineca.

Skeena and the lower Coast mines may be expected in

the near future.

.More than half of the 45.30(),000 lb. constituting the

total production of lead came from the Sullivan mine,

in East Kootenav. which is now the largest lead-producing

'••Eng. and .Mlii. .louni." J.in. :'». 1916.
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iiiiiR' in Canada ; iti? output was in excess of 26,000,000 lij.

()( 11.000,000 11). from Slocan mines, the Standard pro-

(hiied approximately H.-iOO.OOO lb., the Surprise more

tiian 1,000,000 lb., the Kanibler-Cariboo nearly as much,

and the Slocan Star perhaps 1.300,000 lb. The Hewitt-

Lorna Dooue and the Ruth-IIope f£rou])s each produced

ai)out 500,000 lb., while a dozen other mines in this

district added their quota. Of the Ainsworth division

mines, the Bluebell's output is e.stimated at 1,600,000 lb.

and that of the Cork-Province group rather less than half

that quantity, while the Utica and No. 1 each a<lded

appreciably to the total. The Emerald, near Salmo. in

X'elson division, made a production of nearly 1,000,000

lb. of lead.

Kecokd CoppKn Productiox

The year's output of copper was the highest by nearly

T,000.000 lb. of all of the 22 years which this metal has

been produced in British Columbia. As compared with

t!ie 1915 total of oT,-100,000 lb., the highest previous

total on official record was that of 1912, of 51,456,000 lb.

The chief factor in this improved situation was the Granby

Consolidated Co., which produced 21,801,000 lb. from its

Hidden Creek mine, Observatory Inlet, as compared with

12,128,000 lb. in 1914. Then there was 2,175,000 lb.

from tiic Rocher Deljoule mine, near Hazelton, a property

that only several months ago commenced to ship ore

that was smelted at the Granby company's works at

Anyox. Observatory Inlet. The production of the

Britannia mine, in the Vancouver division, was about

10,000.000 lb., which was 2,000,000 lb. less than that of

191 1. This decreased production was the direct result

of the destruction early in 1915 of the upper terminal

of the aerial tramway and other headworks at the

firitannia mine by a big snow and land slide. Adding

the output of the Marble Bay mine, on Texada Island,

to the foregoing figures brings the Coast district (in-

( hiding Skeena and Omineca) total up to approximately

;)5,000,000 lb., as compared with between 22,000,000 and

2:i,000,000 lb. for the interior districts of Boundary and

Kootenay, which previous to 1914 produced much more

copper than did the Coast district. Approximate figures

for interior districts are: Boundary and Yale 17,874,000

lb. and Kootenay 4,817,000 lb. The chief producer in the

Boundary district was the Granby Con., which shipped

from its mines in Phoenix camp ore that yielded

1(1.046,000 lb. of copper, while the British Columbia

('op|)er Co. produced 1,505,000 lb., and the Iron Mask
mine at Kamloops shipped ore to Trail from which it is

estimated 350,000 lb. was recovered. Of Rossland mines,

Le Roi is thought to have produced 2,800,000 lb., the

Centre Star group, 1.086,000 lb., and the Josie group,

895,000 lb.

The estimated total of 12,000,000 lb. of zinc as the

production of 1915 by no means shows all the zinc, for

much was concentrated but not sold, so it remained in

storage at the mines. As a case in point, the Slocan Star

had on the dump approximately 1.500 tons of concentrates

iixeraging about 35% zinc, which was a second produt-t

made when concentrating lead-zinc ore last year. That

lot alone represented about 10,000,000 lb. of zinc not

included in the estimate of the production of 1915, and

'here were also zinc concentrates stored at other mills.

l-"xcepting 1,300,000 lb. estimated as having been pro-

hued from zinc carbonate ore shi])i)ed from the Hudson

]>ay mine in the Nelson division, about 500,000 lb. from
till! .Monarch mine, near Field, Northeast Kootenay, and
(100,000 to 700,000 lb. from Retallack & Co.'s Whitewater

nn'ne, in the Ainsworth division, the zinc production of

the year was made at Slocan mines and mills. The
Standard ship])ed concentrates containing 3,789,000 lb.,

the Surpri.se about 2,358,000 lb. and the Hewitt-Lorna

Doone, Lucky Jim, Rambler-Cariiwo, Slocan Star, Galena

l-'arm, and others, a quantity the detailed production of

which is not known. There seems no room for doubt,

tiiough, that the estimate of a total production of 12,000,-

000 lb. in 1915 is well witliin the mark.

There was no conunercial production of iron ore in the

jtrovince^ nor was there much further develojnnent of the

known deposits during the year. A known occurrence

of molybdenite ore had a little attention, and following

the shipment of 24 tons to Denver, Colo., in 1914, a

second similar .shipment was made la.st spring, also to

Denver. Afterward the property was bonded by Van-

couver, B. C, men, but they have not since made any

production, so far as known. Some antimony ore was

mined on claims situated at a high elevation in Slocan

mountains; one carload was shipped to England and

another to Chicago, but no information was made public

iiincerning results. A number of ])laier miners sought

to recover platinum from the Tulameen river and

triinitary creeks, in which it occurs in association with

gold, but the total production in 1915 was not of

(onsiderable value, probably only $2,000 or $3,000.

The gross production of coal—that is, before deduction

of that made into coke—was 1,9()1.000 long tons as

compared with 2,166,000 in 1914. About 409,000 tons

was u.sed in the coke ovens, leaving a net output of coal,

sold as such, of 1,552,000 tons. Vancouver Island

loUieries produced 1,010,000 tons, Nicola mines 88,000

tons, the Princeton colliery in Similkameen district

li.OOO tons, and the collieries of the Crowsnest district

in Southeast Kootenay 850,000 tons.

The largest producer on Vancouver Island was the

Canadian Collieries (Dunsmuir), Ltd., with a total out-

put of 425,000 tons; the Western Fuel Co.'s production

was 411,000 tons; that of the Pacific Coast Coal Klines,

Ltd., 127,000 tons. In Crowsnest district the Crow's

Nest Pass Coal Co. made an output of 797,000 tons, and

the Corbin Coal and Coke Co. of 53.000 tons.

Of the coke production of 248,500 long tons, 239,200

was from the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Co.'s ovens at

Feruie and .Michel, and 9,300 tons at those of the

Canadian Collieries, Ltd., at Union Bay, Vancouver

Island.

Among the miscellaneous mineral products of British

Columbia are portland cement, building .stone and other

rock, clay products, sand and gravel, itc. .\> there was

niuch less construction work done in 1915 than in any

one of several previous years, it follows tiiat structural

materials were used to a smaller extent.

RMCCOKI) OF MKTAl.HIJtiU' VI. PlJOiilM'.ss

Gratifying progress was made in 1915 at the sniehing

works aiid relinery of the Consolidated Mining and

Smelting Co. at Trail, and at the .smeltery of the Granby

Consolidated Mining, Smelting and Power Co. at Anyox,

Observatory Inlet.

At Trail, the Consolidated company completed its

arrangements for bedding copper ores previous to smelt-
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ing, and put in two 12-ft. Great Falls type copper

converters. The turbo-blower for the converters is of

]5,000-cu.ft. capacity and is driven by a 900-hp. motor.

In the lead department a third large furnace was built

—

water-jacketed throughout. A new lead-sampling mill,

capacity 100 tons per hr., was constructed ; it is so built

as to allow of its being operated in sections, which will

admit of any section being repaired without necessitating

stoppage of the whole of the mill. The Cottrell dust-

collecting plant connected with the lead furnaces has been

doubled in size, and another similar plant added for

treating the fumes from the roaster. A third Cottrell

plant is being provided for fumes from the copper

converters and part of the roaster gases. Another Wedge
furnace is approaching completion in the roasting

department, and extra blowing capacity is being provided

for the Huntington-Heberlein converters. Another 20-ton

crane has been put in this department. The electrolytic

lead refinery has been enlarged, concrete tanks have been

substitvited for wooden ones, and the whole refiner)' has

been floored with concrete, the better to save spilled

metals or electrolyte. Experimental work in connection

with the production of electrolytic zinc having been

t=uccessful, a commercial plant is being provided, to have

a capacity of possibly 35 tons of spelter per day.

Buildings of steel and tile construction covering about

six acres of ground include those for grinding, roasting,

leaching and electrolyzing plants, melting building,

motor-generator building, transformer station, etc.

Graxby Coxsglidated's Chaxges

At Anyox, the Granby Consolidated Co. constructed

a fourth furnace and added an agglomerating plant to

deal with flue dust, converter slag and matte, and also

made many less important but effective changes and im-

provements. The company's superintendent of smelteries

says: "We have found the Anyox plant fairly well

designed for economical work and have made very few

changes. So far we have found it to be the better

practice to regrade our copper matte, giving to the

converter nothing less than 20 to 2.'5 per cent. Cu matte.

. . . The making of converter grade of matte in tlie

first smelting will, we believe, eventually be accomplished."'

The Britannia Alining and Smelting Co. has made
progress with the construction of the first and second

1,000-ton units of its new concentration mill. The chief

features of ore treatment here are fine grinding and the

Minerals Separation flotation process, which this company

adopted several years ago. Blake crushers, heavy and

fine rolls, Hancock jigs, granulators, etc., are included in

the machinery and plant installed licrc.

No commercial recovery of zinc has yet been undertaken

by the company which lias done much experimental work

with what is known as the French process, initiated by

the late A. Gordon French. Treatment of silver-lead-zinc

ore by flotation is being continued at the mill of the Silver-

ton Mines, Ltd., SJocan. In the same neighborhood the

Standard company is experimenting with a flotation

process. J. P. Kcane last October commenced operating

the Rosebery concentrating mill as a custom plant and

has since been concentrating zinc-lead ore from the Lucky

Jim mine in eastern Slocan. A new mill has been

constructed and is in operation on zinc-lead ores at the

(ialciia Farm mine, near Sihnton, Slocan Lake.

Additions to the Hedley <ii'!il Mining Co.'s lO-.stamp

mill, Similkameen, include a 21-36-in. Traylor jaw

crusher, another 5x22-ft. tube mill, Dorr classifier, four

large cyanide tanks, and a third Oliver continuous filter.

Dividends paid in 1915 by metal mining companies

operating in British Columbia were

:

MINING COMPANY DIVIDENDS
Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co $464,398.00
Granby Consolidated M., S. and P. Co 449,955.45
Hedley Gold Mining Co 300,000.00
Le Roi No. 2, Ltd. (two dividend.s o( Is. each).... 58,320.00
Standard Silver-Lead Mining Co 250.000.00

Total $1,522,673.45

The Con.solidatel ^lining and Smelting Co, of Canada,
Ltd., in December declared a dividend, payable in

January, at the rate of 10% per annum, instead of

8% as previously. The ilotherlode .Sheep Creek Mining
Co., with gold mine and mill in Nelson mining division, •

on Dec. 10 declared a dividend of 11% payable Jan. 3:

it is stated the total of this distribution was $135,000.

We have previously chronicled the appointment of a

naval consulting board, authorized by the Secretary of

the Navy, out of the membership of the great national

engineering societies. The scope of this board is being

further enlarged, at the request of the President of the

United States, on the lines suggested in the following

communication

:

The White House
Washington

January 13, 1916.

My Dear Sir—The work which the American Institute of
Mining Engineers has done through its members on the Naval
Consulting Board is a patriotic service which is deeply appre-
ciated. It has been so valuable that I am tempted to ask
that you will request the Institute to enlarge its usefulness
to the Government still further by nominating for the ap-
proval of the Secretary of the Navy a representative from its

membership for each state in the Union to act in conjunction
with representatives from the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, the American Society of Civil Engineers, the Amer-
ican Institute of Electrical Engineers and the American Chem-
ical Society, for the purpose of assisting the Naval Consulting
Board in the work of collecting data for use in organizing the
manufacturing resources of the countrj' for the public service
in case of emergency. I am sure that I may count upon your
cordial cooperation. With sincere regard,

Cordially yours,
WOODROW WILSON.

Mr. W. L. Saunders, President, American Institute of Min-
ing Engineers, New York City.

The Board of Directors of the American Institute of

Mining Engineers has already taken active steps in this

matter, the purpose of which was ably explained by

President Saunders at the last meeting of the New York

section.

Safetls^^FHirsIl Esxlhnlbnft To Be

There will be held in Washington during the week of

Feb. 2I-2G inclusive a safety-first exhibit in which all

the Government departments are taking an active part.

Secretary of the Interior Lane has .sent a letter to the

governor of each .state inviting him to send a delegate and,

asking that the chief mine inspector, a representative of

the industrial commission, or of other agencies engageil

in compiling statistics relating to the various mineral

industries, attend this exhibition. It is hoped that ail

interested persons will visit the safety-fir.st exhibit aiwi

attend the conference of state mine inspectors, which will

be held on Feb. 2i, at the office of the United States

Bureau of Mines.
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PiPodl^ctLflOira airtidl StLocUSs ©if

On the basis of returns made to us by all of the copper

refiners and selling agencies in the Unifc'd States, we are

able to report the production of refined copper in the

United States in 1915 as having been 1,052,775,823 lb.

The stock on hand Dec. 31, 19U, was 162,5G6,(!8:5 lb.;

the stock on hand Dec. 31, 1915, was 84,606,380 lb.

The reports of stocks include all of the refined copper,

consisting of electrolytic (ingots, cakes, wire bars and

cathodes) and casting and lake copper at works and in

warehouse elsewhere than at works at the end of the last

day of December of each year. In reporting the stocks

of refined copper at works or in warehouse, all of the re-

fined copper existing there, whether sold or unsold, or

held for the account of the refiner reporting or that of

somebody else, was included.

Several of the producers reported that all of the copper

in their refineries Jan. 1, 1916, was disposed of and sim-

ply awaited shipping opportunities. At that time, as is

well known, the freight embargo on certain railways and

difficulties in making shipments generally had delayed the

forwarding of copper that had already been purchased

by manufacturers and was eagerly wanted by them.

PRODUCTION AND STOCKS OF COPPER
Year Supplies Production Stock, Dec. 31

1913 »1, 643, 430,326 tl, 622,450, 829 t91, 438,867
1914 •1,492,843,502 1 1,533,781,394 *162,566,6S3
1915 §1,776,250,869 *1, 652, 775,822 •84,666,380

•As reported by "Engineerings and Mining Journal." +As
reported by the Copper Producers' Association. JAs reported
by the United .States Geological .Survey. §Preliminary figure
reported by "Engineering and Mining Journal," subject to
revision.

The statistics of copper production and stocks are sum-

marized in the accompanying table. In the column headed

"Supplies" is entered the production of the mines and

smelting works of Xorth America that goes to American
refiners plus the crude copper imported for refining—in

other words, the supply of crude material going to the

refiners. These are the figures reported in our issue of

Jan. 8, 1916, which are based on the reports from the

smelters, that is to say they may be assumed as the

mine production.

As we have pointed out in previous statistical dis-

cussions, it should not be attempted to draw too fine

deductions from a comparison of the statistics of crude-

copper prn.iuction and refined-co])per production. How-
ever, the figures in the accompanying table show, in a gen-

oral way, how in 1914 the jiroduction of crude copper was
curtailed l)efore the production of refined copper could

be, and Iiow in 1915 the opposite occurred, the production

of crude copper expand iug in advance of the production of

refined copper. The latter occurred manifestly in the

first half of the year especially. By the end of 191,") it is

highly probable that the productions of cnido and refined

co])per were going pretty well in step.

The surplus of supplies in 1915 was of course taken

up to a large extent in filling the normal channels of the

trade—tlie railway cars on the wav from smelterv to

refinery, the electrolytic vats, etc.—which had previoasly

lieen drained to the basis corresponding with the curtailed

production of the winter of 1914-15. The time from the

shipment of blister copper from the smeltery to the deliv-

ery of refined copper from the refinery is two to three

months. Thus, in 1915 the mines and smelteries were
getting into full swing early in the second quarter of

the year, but it was not until the third quarter that the
capacity of the refineries began to be taxed severely.

AEji©^1h®2' Call t© tllfeio lEjffigaiaeer

T©'wsiff'<dl Pir°©psi5pedlEaess
The public recognition due tlic engineer, so long with-

held, owing partly to the unassuming members of the

profession themselves, is now becoming a matter of nation-

wide importance, thanks to the War. The great national
engineering societies are looming large in the strides

toward preparedness, now the insistent demand of the

country. The American Institute of Alining Engineers
has a member on a joint committee which is working
with the War College on plans to direct, train, mobilize

and utilize the engineering talent of the country. Four
members of the Institute are members of the Xaval
Consulting Board. W. L. Saunders, president of the

Institute, has lately received a letter from President
Wilson, published on page 270 of this issue.

The plans contemplate the gathering of information
that will enable the Government to know where it can
obtain all the supplies it will need to provide, as sinews
of war, to its military and naval forces—besides muni-
tions, clothing and food, the host of other things required,

reported to total 50,000 separate items in the British

army list, including such detail as bitter aloes to put on
halter rojies to prevent gnawing by hordes. An
inventory of the country's producing and manufacturing
resources and transportation facilities will in effect be

accoinplislipd.

These five engineering societies have a membership of

about 36,000 technical men scattered throughout the

country. As members of these societies, their standing

is assured and will not only inspire confidence in their

efforts in this work, but will remove them from any sus-

picion of partisan or pecuniary interest in the suijject.

History shows ns that since medieval times when
geometrv' was introduced into military science, the engi-

neer has been of steadily increasing iin]iortance in everv

iirancli of warfare. With the enormous numbers of men
which modern warfare involves, their supply, subsistence

and transport, together with the tremendous strides in the

niechani.sm of all destructive machinery, the engineer has

become preeminent in military' service, and the common
soldier is no longer a bruiser but a skilled mechanic.

In active service the engineer precedes the army to make
its passage possible, and its position is made tenable only

by the engineer and his system of communication in tlir

rear. For an army of 100,000 men in Galiria. Col. Jolm
Biddle, of the riiited Mates Army, recently stated that
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the Hue of communicatiou in the rear for supplying this

umber of men extended 100 mi. and required the services

i
:10.000 men (presumably prisoners of war) over whom

were 20,000 guards.

The work of the engineer in the field, however, must

be preceded by the work of the engineer at home in time

of peace, and the move to mobilize the engineering talent

and manufacturing capabilities of this country is the

biggest stride yet taken toward jtroper preparedness and

puts the engineer in the forefront of the movement which

is the most patriotic and the most necessary to our national

existence.

The mining engineers are proud of this call from

their country and are glad that an opportunity is offered

to larger numbers of the profession to perform service

which we are all sure will redound to the credit of the

individual, the Institute and the profession, and make

the title of engineer as creditable a one as engineering

achievements have long since merited. .

The bill for the creation of a commission to recommend
a revised code of mining laws for the United States,

which was passed by the Senate, was substituted in the

House Committee on Mines and Mining for the bill that

had been introduced by ilr. Taylor, of Colorado. After

a series of hearings and considerable di.'^cussion, the bill

was defeated last week by a majority of one vote.

The demand for this reform is so emphatic, however,

and the impetus that has been given to the movement
is so strong that the recent disposition of the matter by

the House committee will not be regarded as final. In a

subsequent article we shall inform our readers fully

respecting the situation of this legislation and what is

operating against it.

:€

The immense importance of the fiotation ))rocess and

its wide field in the metallurgical operations of the present

day have led to a concentration of efforts to clarify its

basic principles. Much of this effort, naturally, has been

misdirected, and a great deal more of it has been applied

at the wrong point. The right way to understand fully

any principle is to begin at the bottom, to follow its

growth from the roots. Flotation, up to the present time,

lias no roots, or periiaps it would be l)etter to say that the

roots have not yet been discovered, although they unques-

tionably exist. Mucli effort has been s])ent on the practical

applications of the process, examining the behavior of

ores of various character under the varying conditions

of known flotation essentials. This procedure is like

beginning in the middle of a story and following through

to the conclusion without knowing what it is all about.

The study of flotation ought to l)egin with basic facts.

We ought to know tiie chemical and physical properties of

finely divided solids, with which flotation is particularly

concerned.

In order to assist in the elucidation of these funda-

mental principles, the Journal begins in this issue a

series of artii les by E. E. Free, dealing with colloids

and their rebition to ore dressing. Colloids, of course,

form (inly a ]iart of the problem of flotation, but it is

nn interesting and important part. Extremely fine solids

may depart from the characteristic behavior of ordinary

particles and acquire new tendencies under the influence

of surface forces. It is to the explanation of these new
forces that these articles are devoted, and the information

gained from them may be of vital importance in the

elaboration of a tenable theory.

We commend to all readers interested in flotation—and

what engineer is not at the present time—a careful perusal

of Mr. Free's articles and those prepared by the experts

who have added their assi.<tance. It is expected that

important facts will be brought out—facts that may aid

by directing attention to channels hitherto unconsidered.

The Journal index, covering the latter half of 1!)1.').

will be mailed with the issue of Feb. 5. Any subscriber

who does not receive his copy should notify the Journal

promptly.

The intention is to make this index comprehensive, em-

bodying a liberal selection of news notes together with

more important articles, but at the same time con-

cise. Under these conditions some explanation of the

method is useful as an aid in finding the leading articles

quickly. Simple series of page numbers, following the

names of mines or companies, generally refer to lesser

matters. Descriptive articles on the same are appended

under titles beginning with dashes. AVhere the references

are numerous, as in the case of "Anaconda," the minor

ones are sometimes separately designated as "Xotes.'' The
unspecified entries may. however, be important ; occasional-

ly, for instance, an editorial or other article is entitled sim-

ply by a proper name. Thus, the entries relating to the

Clifton-Morenci strike begin with a number of major

ones not distinguished in detail, followed by some which

are so distinguished and by a group of notes at the end.

With a major entry, or series of entries, may be placed

several minor ones relating to the same subject in order

that its history may be followed. Great pains have been

taken in bringing related matter together in a systematic

form. The asterisks denoting illustrated articles assist

in finding them, and if the author's name be known, it

is the simplest means of reference. Productions are in-

dexed under names of metals and countries or states, in

important ca.ses under both. The nuM'e juxtaposition of a

mineral and geographical nanu? usually signifies an output,

but nuiy cover other statistical or news matter.

The Director of the United States Geological Survey

draws our attention to an error that we made inadvertent-

ly in our issue of Jan. 22, in saying that "there was no

statement of the ])roduction (of co])per) by American

refiners and none of the stock on hand at refineries either

at the beginning or eml of 1915." The Geological Survey

had published statistics of the stock on hand at the

beginning of l!)lo and the production during the year.

In making the remarks that we did. we had in mind, of

course, the absence of statistics of the Copper Producers

Association, which was dissolved in 1!M I.

The policy of publicity in technology lias made enor-

mous strides. Nowadays there are but few mining and

metallurgical companies that do not tell fi'cely about their
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practice and permit their employees to contribute articles

on teilinical subjects to the periodicals and the transac-

tions of the societies. Some of the concerns that have

not advanced so far as that have nevertheless opened their

floors sufficiently to admit technical visitors. There are,

however, some that do neither one thing nor the other,

usually owing to the resistance of some shellback at the

licad of the company. This is apt to be extremely morti-

fying to the members of the technical staff of such a com-

|)any. They naturally want to travel, visit the works of

other companies and keep up with the times generally.

Their own superiors want them to do this, but in doing so

they are obliged to accept courtesies that they are unal)le to

reciprocate.

operations would have been carried on but for the lack

of water. Jlr. Patterson went into that country and he
observed one thing that had escaped the attention of

earlier hunters for the Pe.«quiera mine. He noticed a
growth of water weeds and trees, the latter of considerable

girth, along a comparatively straight line, indicating that

tb.ere had been at some time a disturbance of the surface

.so that water found a way to the roots of this vegetation.

He made an investigation along this line and found a

trench he lielieved had been made by Pesquiera's miners.

He employed men to clean it out, and that has been

done for a distance of aijout -500 ft. to a depth of 30 ft.

He is now on a vein of sulphides for that length. The
^•ein is 5 ft. wide.

BY THE WAY

A new arrangement has lieen made for collecting

statistics of the British iron and steel trades. This work
has been carried on by the British Iron Trade Association,

and it is admitted that it has not been satisfactorily

done. Now the collection and tabulation is to be under-

taken by the Iron and Steel and Allied Trades Federation,

which has established a statistical bureau in London to

be under the supervision of Cr. C. Lloyd, secretary of the

Iron and Steel Institute. It is stated that Jlr. Lloyd has

tlie confidence of the manufacturers generally.

In the Journal of Dec. 18 is a market tip, page 1021,

in which some of the e.xpected prices for copper shares

seemed a little high. The writer of the original seems

to have lost some of his optimism and now says

:

Metal prices warrant an immediate advance in all of tlie

copper stocks. There is hardly a copper in the list that is not
entitled to sell at higher prices. Many of the lower-priced
issues should double in value, and \\'ill no doubt do so when
the expected big market is well under way. Among those
predicted to sell higher is Calumet & Hecla to above $600.

Anaconda should sell at SlOO, also Utah Copper. Mohawk.
Osceola, Quincy and Calumet & Arizona. Ahmeek should sell

at $123, Miami at $r,0, Chino at $7.3, East Butte at $25. North
Butte at $40, Granby at $100. Among the lower-priced cop-
pers, Franklin should double, also South Lake, Santa Fe and
Davis-Daly. In our opinion Hancock is a buy, also Isle Royale.
Magma, Kennecott, Ray Consolidated, Copper Range, Kewee-
naw, Greene, New Arcadian, Superior and New Baltic.

The original gave Calumet & Hecla as good for $1,000 :

Utah, $150: Miami, V>-i: Chino, .$100; etc. Why does

the office boy write the copper-market letters?

!*:

Among tliose things which are interesting if true is

ilie following from the Daihj Mining and Finnncial

Record, of Denver. C. I]. Patterson, of Graham County,
Arizona, filed a relocation in Pima County on Dec. 10

on a 'iost mine." There is .some Mexican hi.story con-

nected with this mine which is near the Mexican border

west of Xogales. About 60 years ago Gen. Ignacio

Pesquiera, later governor of Sonoi-a, when in political

and financial straits crossed the line with -about 500
.soldiers and engaged in mining. .Just where he operated

was not known, l)ut he took out enough gold to rehabili-

tate himself and finance a war which resulted in his

conquest of Sonora. Since then men have hunted for the

Pesquiera mine, believed to be somewhere in the Arivaca

region. There were numerous placers in the countr\

wliere the mine was supposed to be, and they have been

worked in a small way for half a ccuturv. Larger scale

Mining dividends paid in January, 1910, by 30 United

States mines amounted to .$6,7.58.276, as compared with

•$2,516,551 paid by 17 mines in January, 1915. Industrials

l-'nited States Mining Companies

.Mimeek, c
Allouez, c
Bunker Hill Con., e
Bunlier Hill & Sullivan, l.s

Butte-.Alcx Scott, c
Caledonia, l.s

Camp Bird, pfd., g
Champion, c

Golden Center, g
Golden Cvcle, g . .

.

Hecla. Is.....
Homestaiie, g.

.

Iron Blossom, si g
Lake View, z

New Jersey Zinc, z

North Butte, c

National Lead and Zinc, l.z

Osceola, c
Portland, g
Shat tuck-Arizona, c

Siiver King Coalition, s.

South Eureka, g
.St. Mary's .Mineral Land
Stratton's Independence, g .

Strattcn's Independence, g.
Success, z.l

Tennessee, c

Tonopah Belmont, g.s

Tonopah Extension, g.s

Tonopah Mining, g.s

Ltah-.^pex, c

W^asp No. 2, g -

* Return of capital.

Inriustrial and Holding Companies
Km. Sm. Sec, pfd. A
.\m. Sm. Sec, pfd. B
Bethlehem Steel, pfd
Greenc-Cananea
UEgenheim Expl

Mich.
Mich.
CalU.
Ida.
Mont.
Ida.
Colo.
Mich.
Calif.
Colo.
Ida.
S. D.
Utah
Utah

Colo.
Colo.
Ida
Tenn.

Utah
Colo.
SD.

Per Share

S: 30

i-Sta

I Salt
Pitt.sbureh Steel, pfd
Republic I. & S., pfd .

.«t. Marvs Mineral Lan.l
Sloss Sheffield, pfd
U. S. Smelting, pfd. .

.

U. S. Smelting, com.
* On account of back d

dividends. X Includes $

1 00
3 00
2 00
3 .30*

Canadian, Mexican and Cent
.\merican Companies

.Alaska Gold6elds, g
Butter's Salvador, g.s

Cons..l. M. &S. .f Canada
Greene Consol., c . . . .

HolUnger. g
La Hos^. s
McKi l-y-Darrogh. s..

Motherlode Sheep Creek, i:

N. Y. .V- Honduras H..s:iri... v

Nipissing.
Pete lake

Situation

Yukon
C. .A.

Ont.
Out.
Onl.

Total

$12.3.000
100.000
5.000

81.730
11.S97
52.100

110..565

300.000
5.750

30.000
100.000
lfi3.2.34

50.000
11.-2.30

3,500.000
215,000
20.000

2<i8.430

90,000
350.000
187..300

20.999
ItiO.OOO

121..500*

40.500
43.000
150.000
187..304
70.737
150.000
66.00tl

4.3.000

25.000

Total

$2,32.4.30

375,000
239.625
486.209
833.732
75.000
100.000

225.000*
561.463t
160.000

2,34..300J
423.362
263.336

of back

Total

$30,375
.34.675
149.123
500.000
I20.00t1
37.466
67.431
133.000
100.t»«i

300.000
63.000
60.000
50,000
65,1.S7

Porcupine Cr
Standard, f.l

Tough-Oakcs.

allied to milling )iaid $1.2.')1.879 in 1916. as against

$4,085,688 in 1915. while Canadian. Jle.xican and Central

American companies paid $1,732,257 in January this

year, against $1,114,508 in 1915 and $2.505.:i21 in 1914.

The above figures are exclusive of a return of capital

by Stratton's Independence, Ltd., of $121,500 (6d. per

siiare).
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The preliminary report of the United States Steel

Corporation for the quarter ended Dec. 31, 1915, enables

us to complete an outline of its operations for the year.

These conformed nearly to the general course of the

steel trade and showed a remarkable recover}' from the

depression which marked the close of 191-1. The first

quarter reached almost the lowest level ever reported,

the second showed a large increase, while the fourth

reached the highest point on record. Undoubtedly the

demand for steel for exports began the revival, but that

demand was soon followed by a great increase in domestic

business, and the two together resulted in a boom that

has placed the trade generally and the U. S. Steel

Corporation itself in a position of prosperity that was

hardly anticipated a year ago. The result will be a large

expenditure for extensions and improvements, which were

to some extent neglected during two years of depression,

though not altogether omitted, as the near completion

of the Duluth plant shows.

Eesults of the Fourth Quarter

The results for the fourth quarter of the year are given

in condensed form as follows, net earnings being the

earnings after deducting working expenses, ordinary

repairs and renewals and interest on subsidiary bonds

:

Net earnings:
October
November
December

1913 1914 1915

$11,430,461 $5,580,533 $16.563,Ji54
7.392.166 2,79S,3SS 16.990.968
4,213.722 2,554.249 17,677.966

Fourth quarter $23,036,349 $10,933,170 $51,232,788
Balance, adjustment of accounts, etc 794.057

Total net $52,026,845
Depreciation, replacements, subsid. cos. $10. 379, 675
Interest, etc.. Steel Corp. bonds 5.687,777

Total fixed charges 16.067,452

Balance, surplus for quarter $35,959,393

From this surplus the directors declared the usual

dividend of 13^% on the preferred stock, $6,304,930;

also a dividend of lVi% on the common stock, $6,353,-

731 ; the total of dividends being $12,658,701, leaving a

balance of $23,300,692 as undivided surplus for the

(juarter. The common stock dividend is the first declared

since the third quarter of 1914, when i/^% was paid.

The month of December showed the largest net earnings

ever reported for one month. The fourth quarter also

established a record, the earnings exceeding those of any

preceding quarter in the history of the corporation.

Earnings for the Full Year

The condensed statement for the year as made up from

the quarterly statements published is as follows:

.Net earnings: 1913 1914 1915

Kirst quarter $34,426,801 $17,994,381 $12,457,809
Second quarter 41.219.813 20,457.596 27,950,055
Third quarter 38.450.400 22.276.002 38.710,644
Fourth quarter 23,036.349 10.933.170 51.232.7SS

Year $137,133,363 $71,661,149 $130,351,296
Add adjustment of accounts, etc 794.057

Total net for 1915 $131,145,353
Depreciation, replacements, subsid. cos. $26.018.889
Interest and sinking fund 28.543.232

Total fixed charges

Indivlded surplus $45,009,774

Till' dividends declared lor 1915 were 7% on the

jirefined stock and 11/4% on the common stock. Only

one (ii\idend, that for the fourth nuarter, was declareil

on the common stock. The company's total surplus at

the close of the year was $215,277,998, of which aljout

$105,000,000 was cash in bank. The unfilled orders on
the books on Dec. 31, 1915, amounted to 7,806,220 tons

of material of all kinds.

The details of the year's business, including the

proportions of domestic and export business, will not be

available until the complete annual report for the year

1915 is issued.

Butte Correspondence

The decision in the case of the Clark Montana Realty

Co. against the Butte & Superior Copper Mining Co.

handed down by Judge George il. Bourquin of the

United States District Court in Butte, Saturday, Jan. 22,

was claimed by both sides as a victory. The facts seem

to be that it was a compromise in which the Butte &
Superior got slightly the better of it, as far as the

EL.M ORLU AND BUTTE & SUPERIOR CL.-VIMS

immediate situation is concerned at least. Mining rights,

the value of which is estimated at $20,000,000, were

involved.

On the point of priority, the court held that the Elm
Orlu was located before the Blackrock claim. The most
vital point in dispute, as far as immediate effects are

concerned, dealt with the disputed part of the Eainbow
lode, where mining operations have been carried on and
where great bodies of valuable ore are blocked out.

The Clark interests were awarded the right to all the

ore of the Rainbow lode west of a plane parallel to the

end lines of the Elm Orlu and drawn through a point

;i01 ft. from the southwest corner of the Blackrock lodi-

on the common side line.

The Butte & Superior was awarded all the ore in the

Rainbow lode east of that point. The common liiu'

extends a distance of nearly 850 ft., and this gives the

Butt(^ & Superior about 550 ft. of the disjnited i)art of

the Rainbow lode. In this the Butte & Superior has

done considerable mining and taken out quite a laryr

amount of ore, and the decision gives it practical title

to all the ore taken from there.

If on further develoj)iiient it is found that the RainlK>w

lode goes into the Jersey Blue claim and has any orebodies

of value, they will belong to the Elm Orlu. However,

that is a question of future development. The entire

title to the Jersey Blue vein is given to the Butte &
Su]H'rior. The decision holds that the Jersey Blue vein
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apexes in tlie J51ackroek claim and does not unite with

the ]{ainbo\v vein.

The Creden vein, the decision holds, diverges from the

north side of the Rainbow vein in the Ehn Orlu claim

and has its apex in both the Elm Orhi and lihukrock

claims.

The court holds that each party has mined orebodies

belonging to the other and that an accounting must be

made for this. The conclusions were as follows

:

That the Clark interests own aU the orebodies in the Rain-
bow vein between tlie Elm Orlu west end line and a parallel

line projected from where the south-wall apex of said vein
crosses the common side line, or about 980 ft. of said vein.

(This includes the 301 ft. that was in the disputed territory.)

That the Butte & Superior Mining Co. owns all the ore-
bodies in the Rainbow vein between the projected Elm Orlu
end line at the south-wall apex crossing of the common side

line by said vein and the east-end line of the Blackrock claim,

or about 1,200 ft. of said vein. (This includes the 550 ft. of

disputed territory.)

That the Clark interests own all orebodies in the Pyle
strand from its divergence at its west end from the Rainbow
vein in the Elm Orlu claim easterly as far as the apex of

said strand is within said claim, and between Elm Orlu end
lines projected.

The Butte & Superior owns all east of the projected east-
end line aforesaid.

The Butte & Superior owns all the orebodies in the Jersey
Blue vein between the points where the apex departs from its

premises across the end lines as laid or projected, throughout
depth save at its intersection or crossing of the Rainbow vein
between the Elm Orlu end lines as laid and projected.

The Clark interests own all the orebodies in the Creden
vein from its divergence at its east end from the Rainbow
vein westerly as far as the Creden apex is within the Elm
Orlu claims between the Elm Orlu end lines there projected.

The Butte & Superior owns all west of the projected west-
end line last aforesaid.

An accounting in damages to be had.
Each party pays its own costs.

Under the decision the Butte & Superior has all the

mining rights it has been exercising even in disputed

territory and will lie able to continue operating in that

territory as well as securing additional territorial rights

that were tied up in the dispute. It did not get all it

expected. Neither did the Elm Orlu. The court in

conclusion called attention to the fact that the decision

would probably be a disappointment to both sides.

In rendering the decision, Judge Bourquin stated that

the testimony in the suit failed to establish a preponder-

ance of evidence that would entitle either party to all

the claims made by each. He also established a record

in court proceedings by refusing to be influenced by

technicalities or flaws in the present or previous proceed-

ings that would, if taken into account, work an injustice

to either party.

The following conclusions would seem to be justified

from the consideration of the Pre-Cambrian rocks of the

Canadian Shield. Whether these conclusions will apply
to, or have any significance in, Nova Scotia, southeastern

Quebec and the Appalachian region generally, the author

has not yet determined.

1. The veins are Pre-Huronian in age, no gold-bearing

veins having been recorded in rocks of Huronian age in

central Canada.

2. They frequently occur in both basic and acidic rocks

of Keewatin age.

•Excerpt from paper by J. B. Tyrrell. F. R. S. C, 534 Con-
federation Life Building, Toronto, Canada, in the "Transac-
tions" of the Royal Society of Canada.

•'5. Wherever the later Temiskamian rocks are present
in association with the Keewatin rocks the gold-bearing
veins are clearly determinable as being younger than
the Temiskamian series.

4. They are very generally associated with albite-

porphyries.

5. These porphyries, etc., may reasonably be regarded
as apophy.ses from batholithie granite intrusions of Laur-
entian and Algonian age.

6. The gold-quart/; veins have not been found, and do
not .seem to occur, in the body of the batholiths of granite
or gneiss, whether the.se are of Laureutiau or Algoman
age, as evidenced by their absence in the vast areas of
hundreds of thousands of square miles in northern Canada,
where such granites alone are well c.Ypo.-^ed.

7. In the Algoman period, in which most, if not all, of

the gold-bearing veins in the Pre-Cambrian rocks of
central Canada would appear to have Ijeen formed, we
have a chrj'sogenetic epoch, during which gold ro.se from
the deeper parts of the earth and was deposited in such
fissures as occurred in the rocks at the time, no matter
through what agencies those fissures were produced.

8. The existence of a single epoch in the Pre-Cambrian,
characterized by the formation and presence of veins

carrying such a distinctive and much sought for mineral
as gold, should be of great service in assisting in the

determination of the age of other formations in the.se

old rocks, where so many criteria which can be used in the

determination of the age of later rocks are not available.

Copper lEssportts giEadl Sinaporfts

Exports of copper from the United States for Novem-
ber, 1915, and the 11 months ended Nov. 30 are reported

as follows by the Department of Commerce, in pounds:

November 11 Months
Ore, concentrates and matte, contents. 427.992 2.329,833
Unrefined, blister, etc 60,042 262.281
Ingots, bars, etc 56,601,142 509,508.095
Plates and sheets 7,584,456 30.869.692
Wire 2,616,512 46,684.287
Old, scrap, etc 15,377 6.679.427

Total 67,305,521 596,333,615

In addition, manufactures of copper—weight not

given—were exported, valued at $1,106,475 in November,
and $6,884,391 for the 11 months.

The imports of copper for November, 1915, and the

11 months ended Nov. 30 are given as below, in pounds:

November 11 Months
Ore, concentrates and matte, contents. 6.S3S.077 104,408,233
Unrefined, blister copper, etc 11,942,452 86,798,669
Bars, plates, etc 2,709,503 81,181,397
Old and miscellaneous 974,434 6,933.789

Total 22,464,466 279.322.OSS

The actual tonnage of ore concentrates and matte,

of which the copper contents are given, was 35.516 tons

in November and 386,694 tons for the 11 months.

Elsewhere in this issue a tabulation is given of copjier

stocks on hand in the United States.

»:

The F.slininte of Portland-Cement Output in 191.%, made
by the United States Geological Survey, indicates shipments
from the mills of 86,524,500 bbl., an increase of 0.1 C'r over
1914. There was a slight decrease in production, and this,

with the appreciable decrease in stock, indic.ites a more con-
servative trend in the industry, which in the preceding few-
years showed a tendency to overproduction. Prices generally
.averaged a few cents lower per barrel in 191.i than in

1914, although toward the end of the year prices were sub-
stantially increased, and the outlook for 1910 is brigliter than
for several seasons.
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L. F. S. Holland is examining properties at Patagonia.
Arizona.

Prank H. Probert left San Francisco, Jan. 22, for Mohave
County, Arizona, on professional work.

Henry Mace Payne h.is returned to London from Petro-
grad and will sail for America early in February.

Chester A. Fulton is in Cuba, examining mines in the
province of Pinar del Rio. He expects to be gone for several

months.

C. G. Schirmer, of Boston. Mass., recently inspected the
property of the Argo Reduction and Ore Purchasing Co., at
Idaho Springs, Colo.

Charles F. Rand was elected president of the United Engi-
neering Society at the annual meeting Jan. 27, Gano Dunn
declining reelection.

P. Houston has resigned as manager of the Schumacher
Mine to accept the position of assi.stant manager at the Dome
Mine, Porcupine. Ont.'\rio.

George Maitland Lazarus and Henry Thomas Long have
been admitted as partners in the firm of Lewis Lazarus &
Sons, London and New York.

John W. Finch, of Denver, Colo., who has been in New
York for several weeks, was taken ill with typhoid fever

and is now in the New York Hospital.

J. B. Tyrrell, of Toronto, Canada, will sail for England on
the "Baltic" on Feb. 9. His office address will be 20S Salis-

bury House, London, E. C, while in England.

James Naughten. chief mechanical engineer for the North
Eutte Mining Co., Butte, Mont., has been in the Lake .Superior

district for a week, looking over mine machinery.

K. Hansen, W. Hesser Pavitt, Jr., and R. C. Jensen have
opened an office at 17 Battery PI., New York, under the name
of Hansen, Pavitt & Jensen, consulting engineers for by-

product coke ovens.

J. H. Plummer has resigned his position as president of

the Dominion Steel Corporation on account of ill health and
will take an extended holiday abroad. Mark Workman, of

Montreal, has been chosen as his successor.

William H. Gallagher, assistant master mechanic for the

Cleveland-Clifts Iron Co., Ishpeming, for ten years, has re-

signed to become master mechanic for the Wolverine and Mo-
hawk mines of the Stanton interests, in the Michigan copper
fiistrict.

L. S. Kerchner, who has been assistant to Stuart B.

Marshall in the management of the Dunbar Furnace Co.,

at Dunbar, Penn., has been appointed to succeed Mr. Mar-
shall, who has gone to Whitney, N. C, to take charge of the

properties of the Aluminum Co. of America there.

Mr. John D. Pope, who recently resigned from the man-
agement of the North Butte Mining Co., at Butte, Mont.,

has been appointed to act as consulting engineer for the Butte

& Zenith City Mining Co., which is developing a promising

copper property, near Nissler, about six miles west of

Butte.

A. B. Apperson, formerly superintendent of the I'tah lines

of the Denver & Rio Grande, has been elected vice-pre.sident

and general manager of the I'nited States Fuel Co. to succeed

E. L. Carpenter, recently resigned. Mr. Apperson gained his

experience in coal mining when for two years he was in

charge of the railroad properties of the Consolidated Fuel Co.

G. E. Fo-resttr has been made secretary and treasurer.

Austin 1). Mix.sell died at South Bethlehem, Penn., Jan.

I.";, aged 42 yr. He had l)een connected with the Bethlehem
Steel Co. for IS yr., and last year was chosen vice-president.

Dr. Emil Hoi-/., formerly managing director of the large

sleel works at Witkowitz, Austria, and an authority on min-
ing and steel metallurgy, died recently in Berlin, (Jermany.

He was a member of the boards of the Westphalian Steel

Works and the Donner.Mrnart k Spelter Works.

William B. Ruggles, reeeiitly engineering adviser to the

UussiMn Government, died Jan. 2;:. fiom pneumonia, at his

home nt Bergen Point, N. J., aged :..". yr. He was the head of

the luiggIe8-c;ole8 Engineering Ci.. New York, which he

founib 'I. He was born in Hath. .N V , was graduated fiom

Cornell, and shortly after engaged in his profession. He wa.s

the inventor of an iron-ore drier extensively used on tlie

Mesabi Range. He was president of the Novella Cement Co.

and a director of the Buffalo Potash and Cement Co. He was
a member of the Engineers', Cornell, Phi Upsilon and New
York Athletic clubs, and of the American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineer.-i. He leaves a widow and one daughter.

George Fanshawe Milliken died at his home at Flushing.
N. Y., Jan. 29, aged 57 yr. He was born in New York and
graduated from the Columbia School of Mines in 1S79. After
several years' experience at Colorado and Arizona mines he
was made general manager of the Costa Rica Mining Co. In

1S90 he was appointed consulting engineer for the Northern
Pacific Railroad Co., and in 1S96 was examining engineer for

the Mines Financial Trust Syndicate, of London. From 1899 he
had practiced as consulting and examining engineer, serving
also at different times as manager of the Waverley Gold Min-
ing Co. of Nova Scotia; consulting engineer for the Miller-
Spier Syndicate; chief engineer of the Nevada Utah Mines
and Smelting Co. He had examined many well-known mining
properties and had a wide experience. He was a member of

the American Institute of Mining Engineers and of the
Mining and Metallurgical Society.

SOCIETHE^

Xortliwest Milling; Convention—The meeting proposed to

be held Feb. S-10, will take the form of an excursion from
Spokane, Wash., to Northport, Roseland and Trail, in British
Columbia.

»vada Miuf OperatorM Association—At a recent meeting,
held in Reno, John G. Kirchen was elected president; J. W.
Hutchinson, first vice-president; W. H. Blackburn, second vice-

president. Henry M. Rives is secretary.

American IiiNlitiite of Mining: Kng;iueerK—At the meeting
of the Chicago Section on Jan. 14, Dr. John A. Mathews,
president Halcomb Steel Co., Syracuse. N. Y., addressed the
section on "Iron in Antiquity and Today."

American lUNtitute of Mining K^ugiueerM—The Southern
California Section will meet on Feb. 1, at 6: 30 p.m., in the
Sierra Madre Club, Los Angeles. The feature of the evening
will be the reading of a group of valuable papers on the sub-
ject announced in the program: "Petroleum; Its Geology and
Technology." The contributors will be Messrs. Ralph Arnold,
William F. Staunton, Robert B. Moran and W. R. Hamilton.

I nivorsity of Washington—Thirty-three mining men. with

experience varying from one to 25 years, have enrolled in the
nineteenth annual three months' Short Session at the College
of Mines. Seattle. At the annual smoker tendered the Short
Session miners by the student branch of the .\merican Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers, Captain R. H. Stretch of the Alaska
Bureau. Seattli' Chamber of Commerce, gave an address on
"The Mineral Belts of Alaska."

.Vmrrienn Institute of Minin); KnKlueers—The annual meet-
ing of the Colorado Section was held at an informal dinner

at the Shirley Hotel, Denver, Jan. 7. The following officers

were elected to .serve during the year 1916: Chairman. L. P.

Hammond; vice-chairman. F. H. Bostwick; directors, Geo. A.

Kennedy and M. .S. McCarthy: secretary-treasurer, I". M. Mc-
Hugh. The meeting was addressed by Mr. Hammond. Mr.

Bostwick and President I'hillips of the Colorado School of

Mines. About 50 members were present.

American Iron and Steel Institute—The Spring meet-
will be held in New York May 2(; and 27. At a meeting of the

directors Jan. Ci in was stated that the active membership list

of 1.250 has been full for some time and the assocbite member-
ship list of 250 now has only eight vacancies. The directors

decided not to increase the number of members in either class.

Temporarily some members eligible to active membership are

being dieted as associate itiembers. When that list shall

have become full no more members will be elected except to fill

vacancies.

Anierlean Kleetroeiiemionl Society—The New York Section
has arranged :i symposium on "Electrochemical War Sup-
plies," which it will hold jointly with the New York Section

of the American Chemical Society and the Society of Chemi-
cal Industry at the Chemist Club, 52 East 41st St. New
ITork. Friday evening, Feb. 11. The program will Include

the following speakers: Lawrence Addicks, "Electrochemi-
cal War Supplies": W. S. Landis, "Air Saltpeter": E. D. Ardery
(U. S. Navy). "Hydrogen for Military Purposes": Albert H.

Hooker. "New War I'roduct.s": William M. Grosvenor. "Mag-
nesium"; G. Ornstcin, "Liijuid Chlorine": George W. Sargent,

"Electric Steel "
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SA> FRAXCISCO—Feb. 3

(By Telegraph)
A Terrific AVind Storm at Coalinga, night of Jan. 27, destroyed

400 oil derricks and rigs, doing a total damage of about
$1,500,000. On Jan. 17 wind wrecked 500 derricks in the
Midway and McKittrick fields, besides two 10,000-bbl. tanks.

SAX FRAXCISCO—Jan. 35

The Legal Battle for Title to Potash Lands in Searles Lake,
San Bernardino County, was begun at San Bernardino in

the Superior Court, Jan. IS. This particular suit was by Mr.s.

Ella Thompson, of New York, who has been known in the
controversy as one of the Henry E. Lee locators. The defend-
ants are the California Trona Co., the American Trona Co.
and the Foreign Mines Development Co., Ltd. Plaintiff claims
title to 22.000 acres in the heart of the potash lands and seeks
to oust the three companies, which are practically one. The
United States Land Office, having sustained the protest of
Victor Barndt, president of the Railroad Valley Co., against
granting patent to the California Trona Co., the attorney for
Mrs. Thompson is acting upon the theory that the Court will

quiet title in favor of the plaintiff in this suit. Searles Lake
was located in 190S by C. E. Dolbear and seven associates,
who transferred their holdings to the present operator. In
1910 the locations were made on which ilrs. Thompson bases
her case. For two years there was friction between the
Henry E. Lee factions and efforts were made to jump the
claims, and there was a good deal of newspaper talk about
gun battles on the desert between the rival claimants. The
present operators have been equipping the property and ex-
perimenting; they have built more than 30 miles of railroad,

have a plant and a new town at Trona which is by auto-
mobile road about 40 mi. northeast of Randsburg.

Fire Partly Destroyed the Tungsten Plant of the Atolia
Mining Co. at Atolia, San Bernardino County, on the night of
Jan. 24. Fire started in the old mill and spread quickly.
Bucket brigades and fire extinguishers were employed but
without other result than to save neighboring buildings. This
mill was the only one in operation for the reduction of tung-
sten ores in California, and was planned and construction
begun in the last half of 1915, in the place of the old and
smaller mill, to meet the requirements for treatment of a
large additional tonnage of ores, not only from the com-
pany properties, but also from newly developed deposits in

the .A.tolia and Randsburg districts. Charles Taylor, super-
intendent of the mine and mill, stated that the plant will be
immediately rebuilt and that most of the 400 men put out of
employment by the fire will soon return to work. The in-

stallation of a new hoist in place of the one destroyed in
connection with the mill will not require much time, and by
the time the mill is rebuilt a large accumulation of ores will
be ready for treatment. The suspension of operations, how-
ever, may have the effect of discouraging development of the
new deposits and the extraction of ores therefrom.

The Oil Merger Proposed to include some of the large oper-
ators in California, and known as the Pan-American Petro-
leum and Transport Co., is reported to be strongly objected
to by some stockholders of the Union Oil company. It is

stated that definite action has been started by a committee
of the majority of stockholders to have the courts intercede
to prevent the Union from inclusion in the merger. It is

stated that $20,000 has been subscril)ed to back up the fight.

The committee has established headquarters in the Chamber
of Commerce Building, Pasadena, and early action in the
courts is predicted. It is believed, however, that favorable
action cannot be obtained to prevent the Stewarts' option
from being exercised by the holders if they so desire. It is

understood that an attempt will be made to have United
Petroleum and Union Provident, the two holding companies,
dissolved, and through this action the control of the Stewarts
and option holders may be eliminated by the action of the
majority stockholders' control. The option, it is said, will
expire about the middle of February, and if the deal is not
closed the option holders will forfieit $1,000,000. It is fur-
ther reported that Andrew Weir, of London, who is credited
with large interests in the Union, refused to allow his stock
to go into the merger. This contemplated action of the
stockholders will undoubtedly delay the consummation of
the m.rirer. but it is believed that i* will not prevent the

ultimate consummation. There are 4,500 stockholders who
may dispose of their shares in exchange for stock in the
new merger or receive cash if preferred at the rate of $95 per
share.

Liability of a Stockholder, according to a recent decision
of the California .Supreme Court, is confined to debts arising
from contracts which were entered into only when he was a
stockholder. If he becomes a stockholder after such contract
was entered into he is not liable, but the liability rests upon
the individuals who were such stockholders at the time of
making the contract. While this opinion was not rendered in
a suit involving mining stocks, the same rule applies to stock-
holders of mining companies as of other Industries. The
opinion was written by Associate Justice Sloss. Justice
Henshaw dissented, holding that such decision subverts the
law as construed for the last 16 years with respect to stock-
holders' liability; that •'liability" imparts a fixed contractual
obligation in the nature of a debt upon the corporation. Jus-
tice Henshaw says that commerce demands positive fixed laws
rather than inherently good laws, because it builds up. its
customs upon the law as written. Application of this rule of
the Supreme Court to mining corporations will discourage
investments in California companies dependent upon the sale
of stock for purposes of exploration and development. The
California Supreme Court is noted for setting up and knock-
ing down precedents. They are usually such precedents as
establish rules of law described by Justice Henshaw as in-
herently good rather than positively fixed laws.

DE.XVER—Jr.n. 38

More Prospectors will be scattered throughout the state
next summer than for many years past, according to State
Commissioner of Mines, Fred Carroll, who bases his belief
upon the great number of samples sent to his department
for determination. He has entered into arrangements with
the School of Mines, Golden, whereby his department Is co-
operating with the school in assisting prospectors to identify
and test their finds. .\t present, an average of 25 specimens
and samples reach his department daily. For the most part,
these represent prospects for manganese, molybdenum and
tungsten.

Bl TTE—Jan. 27

Montana Oil Companies Are to Be Investigated by th>.

United States Government. The growing suspicion that ad-
vantage is being taken of the oil e-xcitenieut prevailing ii:

Butte and all over Montana by unscrupulous concerns for
unloading stock seems to be so well founded that, following
Butte Chamber of Commerce, the United States Government
is taking steps to ascertain the status of the various com-
panies promoting oil and natural gas enterprises. United
States District Attorney B. K. Wheeler announced the other
day that oil companies in Montana will soon be investigated
by the Federal Government and in the event of any charges
resulting they will be taken up without delay. A government
inspector was sent to determine if any misuse of the
mails has been going on. "Legitimate companies have noth-
ing to fear," said Mr. Wheeler, "but those operating in defi-

ance of established laws will be prosecuted." There are more
than a dozen oil companies operating in Butte alone.

SALT LAKE CITY—Jan. 2S

Business on the Salt I,ake Stock and Mining Exchange
continues good. The trading on Jan. 19 was the heaviest .-i'

far this year, when the total number of shares sold w.is

180,030, valued at $36,000.85. ' Trading Jan. 20 amounted !.

approximately $31,000.

Following the Increase in AVages by the copper and lead
mines in Bingham, and on account of the rise in the price of
lead and silver, four Park City mines have decided to give
an Increase of 25c. a day to all mine and mill employees, t.'

go into effect Feb. 1. These mines are the Daly-Judge, Sllvo:
King Consolidated, Daly West and Ontario. The following
notices were posted at these properties Jan. 2S:

1. When the New York quotation of lead shall be $6.50 per
hundred or over, and at the same time the price of sliver 5.i.-.

an ounce or over, the wage scale shall be increased 25c. p< •

day.
2. When lead recedes to $5 per hundred pounds and :il

the same time the price of silver advances to TUc. per oz. o:
over, the adv:uice of 25c. per day shall continue in force.
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3. "U'Vitn the quotations of lead and silver are less than the
above, the wages shall revert to the present scale.

About TOO ailners at Park City Are Affected by the in-

crease; there are approximately 300 at the Daly-Judge, 200

at the Silver King Consolidated, 100 at the Daly West, and 100

at the Ontario. There are 400 mine and mill employees at the

Silver King Coalition, which, with the men at smaller prop-
erties, makes a total of 1.100 miners in the camp at the be-
ginning of the year. The Silver King Coalition is considering

an increase, but as yet has taken no action. Wages at Park
City at present before the increase goes into effect are:

Miners, car men and muckers, $3 per shift; machine men,
$3.25 per shift; shaft men, $4: motor men. $3.25; mill men, $3;

hoisting engineers, $4. The monthly payroll will be increased

by $5,250, or approximately $63,000 a year at the new rate.

Tintic Companle!* .Vre Increasing \VaBes—The Chief Con-
solidated on Jan. 21 notified its employees of an increase of

25c. a day, this increase having gone into effect the first of

January. About 300 employees, miners as well as top men,
are affected. The new scale is to remain in force as long

as lead is $4.50 a hundred or better, and silver 56c. an ounce
or more. Later a number of other companies posted notices

that the wages of miners would be increased 25c. per day on
Feb. 1. Some of the companies have made the advance con-

tingent on the price of silver remaining 55c. an ounce and
lead $5.50. Other companies did not specify as to the price

of the metals. The new scale on Feb. 1 will add $10,000 to

the monthly payroll, and will affect from 1.300 to 1,500 men.
Men employed at the different properties at the beginning
of the year are as follows: Centennial-Eureka. 250; Chief

Consolidated, 300; Iron Blossom. 200: Eagle & Blue Bell. 125;

Grand Central and Gold Chain, 125; Gemini and Ridge &
Valley, 75; Lower Mammoth. 50; May Day. 30; Yankee, 25:

Dragon, 25; Beck Tunnel, 25; Opohongo, 15; total, 1,245 men at

the principal mines, not including various other properties

employing from two to 10 men each.

AVALL.\CE, ID.\HO—Jan. 23

One of the longest periods of cold weather in the Cceur

d'Alenes in recent years has been terminated by a Chinook
accompanied by snow. Operations at many of the smaller

mines and at some of the larger ones were severely handi-

capped by cold. Interstate-Callahan and Success experienced

some difficulty and Stewart was closed for a few days. The
Bunker Hill & Sullivan west mill was closed for a few hours

at different times, but operations were not seriously hindered.

Following the cold, there were several snow-slides, one of

which cut off the water-supply of Wardner and another of

which is reported to have destroyed a compressor house near

Mace.

The Extension of the Minini:: Area of the district by the

development of new orebodies, which was one of the notable

features of the last year, has made improved transportation

facilities a necessity, and it is believed that the present year

will witness the building of at least two branch lines, one on
Beaver Creek and the other on Pine Creek, and the probable

appearance of another transcontinental line in the district,

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. The tonnage is in sight

for the two branches and there is reliable information upon
which to base the prediction that the O.-W. R. & N. company
will build them. The main line of the Milwaukee passes

through this county along »he St. Joe River, less than 20 mi.

from the mines, but separated by a high divide. However,
the company has a branch to Coeur d'Alene City, 50 mi. west,

and indications point to the extension of this branch to the

mines. In fact, this has long been regarded as the ultimate

purpose of the Milwaukee, and the acquisition of the North-
port smeltery by the Day interests has rendered the extension

of its line to this district almost certain. The Milwaukee is al-

ready within 15 mi. of Northport and the closing of that gap
and the one between this city and Coeur d'Alene would make
it the most direct route between the mines and the smelting
plant; giving it an advantarjc in hauling Hercules and Tama-
lack & Custer ores, which are to be treated there, as well

as making it an active competitor for the other heavy tonnage
of the district.

H01«;HT0IV, MICH Jan. 2«

No Copper is .VeeumulntinK in the warehouses here. In

fact, the metal is shipped out day by day In trainload lots.

It the present shipping rate is maintained, the spring opening
of navigation will see the docks bare of copper In the Lake
Superior district.

At the Dolinr Bar Plant of the Tamarack-Osceola and
other Calumet & Hecla subsidiaries the foundation for the

new furnace is completed and steel Is on the way. This new
furniii.- with the new one under corislruction at Hubbell puts

the C;ilumet & Ilecia people in po.snL.n to handle an unusual
capacity of mill product. Calumet .<• llecla's output of .sliver

Is mr'liit:ilned ."triidlly and is becomin,; (lulte a factor in the

earnings of this company. The silver now is coming mostly
rrom the lower levels.

Nothing More is Heard of the Proposal to consolidate the
Tamarack and the Calumet & Hecla. and the presumption is

that the scheme has been dropped temporarily at least. W. E.

Parnall, at one time manager of the Tamarack and other of

the then Bigelou- mines, made an extended examination of
the property last summer by direction of the Tamarack
board of directors. He presented his inventory to the direc-
tors and no public statement of its contents was given out.

It is understood that Mr. Parnall made no recommendations
as to the market value of the stock.

.\hmeek AViil Have Eight Stamp Heads in operation by July
1 unless there are unforeseen hindrances in the delivery of
machinerj'. The construction of the two heads is going for-
ward with all possible rapidity. At the present time six
heads are in operation. Ahmeek is a young mine not yet
reached the zenith of its production. It has assurances of
better than 20 lb. of refined return on the rock for at least
10 years to come, and is now actually showing better than
24 lb. It has shafts that can go to greater depths than any
in operation in the district.

At the Winona Mine there has not, as yet, been any
appreciable increase in the output of copper. Even with the
limited production there is a profit in operations at the present
time, but costs are close to 16c. The officials of the corpora-
tion are satisfied that the future of the Winona property
depends upon the development of the flotation process or
some other efficacious process for saving the fine particles
of copper. The Winona formation is quite unlike any other
copper formation in this district and requires a peculiar
treatment. There is every hope that the present experiments
will work out satisfactorily.

PHIL,.*DEl,PHIA—Jan. 2!)

W, W, Winchester, secretary of the Peruvian Potash and
Chemical Co., with offices in the Widener Building, asserts
that his company owns 3,000 acres of surface potash deposits
in southern Peru which can be mined with a steam shovel.
The crude salt is said to carry about 46% of KCl.

MORENCI, ARIZ,—Jan. 26

Everybody Is Happy In aiorenci Today. The whistles were
blown this morning for the first time in over four months.
Managers of the .-Vrizona Copper Co. and the Detroit Copper
Mining Co. had notices posted yesterday to the effect that
their offices would be open today for the purpose of receiving:

applications for work. Every man in Morenci reported for

duty this morning and as many as could be used were taken
on, while others were told to report from day to day. As a
general thing, the mines were found in about as good condi-
tion as they were when the strike was called, and it is

thought that something like the normal output will be at-

tained by Feb. 1. A few levels are flooded, but most places
are dry and ready for ore to be shoveled into the chute.
Mules and horses are expected tomorrow from Safford, and
wheels are expected to turn immediately thereafter. It de-
velops that the strike was not supported by the Western Fed-
eration. Most of the help came from miners in the state;

Miami contributing about $12,000, or over half of the total

donations. The settlement came when the strikers voted
to accept the managers* proposition to extend the present
sliding scale to include 24c. copper instead of stopping at 20c.

The managers declare that, since the Western Federation is

out of it. they will deal with the men in a broad spirit. They
predict that the Clifton-Morenci-Metcalf district will promptly
resume its place among the most prosperous districts In the
state.

MONTEREY, ME.XICO—Jan. 17

American Mining Men in Mexico who are familiar with the
situation in the different mineral districts of the country say
that the new tax of 12 pesos per pertenencia will have a dis-

astrous effect upon the industry, particularly with the many
thousands of claims that are held for speculative purposes.
The statistics of the government show that there are at this

time approximately 430,000 legal mining claims in Mexico.
Under the Diaz regime these claims gave the government an
annual net tax revenue of about two million pesos. Whi!-
it Is the purpose of the increased tax to greatly Increase tip

Federal revenue, it Is claimed by mining men that It will have

the opposite effect for the reason that perhaps 90% of tli.

existing claims will be abandoned on account of inability oi

impracticability of the owners to meet the increased tax

Formal protest has been made to "First Chief" Venustlan"
Carranza by mining men agiinst the new tax. and hopes an
entertained that he will reduce the figures to such an extern

as to protect the many thousands of claims that are In the

hands of comparatively poor men who are seeking to Interest

capital In their d.velopment.
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ARIZONA
GilH County

MIAMI COPPER (Miami)—In 1915 produced 41,000,000 lb.

of copper against 33,296.010 lb. in 1914. Cost of production

was sUe per lb. aeainst 9.2c. per lb. year previous. Production

for January close to 4,400,000 lb., or at rate of 53,000,000 lb. per

year.
\SBESTOS (Globe)—Claims of Will Shanley have been

bonded bv E. Shafe Reigelman and associates, of New i ork.

Property "consists of two groups of 35 claims adjoining proiD-

ertv of Arizona Asbestos Association on Ash Creek. It is

understood New York syndicate is well financed and work
on large scale will soon commence.

OLD DOMINION ((51obe)—Now hoisting 1,000 tons daily

from l''th 14th and 16th levels on east and west sides and

from 15th level on west side only. Encouraging development

woSt is being done on 17th and ISth levels. "A" shaft sump
wfll be deJpfned so as to accommodate 3-deck cage at Isth

level all ore is hoisted through "A" shaft. Work has been

started on outlving Darius claim; Grey mine is being devel-

oped wi?h most sitisfactory results. Thickening tank and

second filter unit being added to concentrator, extra settling

?lnks be ng built along Pinal Creek; mill treating about i UO

io 800 ton! ofe daily. There is local talk of consolidation

of the Old Dominion and Arizona Commercial Copper. Mer-

ger would lessen cost of development in both mines.

Mohave County

P\SADEN\ BOY (Kingman)—Controlling interest has

been purchased by Edward Grady, representing parties, of

Bakersfield, Calif.
.

TIMES MINING (Oatman)—Large interest acquired by

Char es E. Knox, of Berkeley, Calif general
^ll''%S''^°!JlZ'i

tana Tonopah mine, at Tonopah, Nev., and Ben S. Re\ett^ ol

New York At stockholders' meeting soon to be held in (Jat-

man capiialization will be increased from million to million

and a half shares of par value of ?1 each.

Pima County

ATI AS (SilverbelD—Will increase shipments from 50 to 100

tons daily soon as shipping facilities on Arizona Southern

Ry. are available.

MINERAL HILL (Silverbell)—Operating under lease from
IT v Rnrnsdale of Pittsburgh, Controlling Owner, E. M. Ka> , IS

fhi?pi^B from 75 to ino tons daily; force of 90 men will soon

be augmented. _ . „ .. \ t„
\MERTCAN SMELTING AND REFINING (Twin Buttes)—Is

doing developnfent work on Bush-Baxter property and is

sinkfng shaft'^in 3 Nations group. Is shipping 14 cars weekly

from Minnie. , . , , ,

GLANCE (Twin Buttes)-E C. Bush has finished unwater-

ine- shaft and has begun drilling in bottoni. His associates

a"f J W Baxter of Tucson, and Charles F. Pfister and James

Uickerson, of Milwaukee.
I' S VANADIUM DEVELOPMENT (Kelvin)—New corpor-

750.000 shares in new company. Mr. ^ull.van has been de

Yavapat County

CHAMPION (Prescott)-G. G. Lemmon. consulting engineer

of ^r"ttsh s\° dicL'l th°at recently P^-^ased Champion mine in

^rTy'-'^on^TaVre- l^i^e^'"rto-I'o'. 'l^^^:^^.^^^^£Slo^-
tion section, will be built and other improvements made.

CALIFORNIA
Amador County

TPFAt?ITRE ( Vmador Citv)—Some of the men have been

laid™ff temporarily and others kept on development work.

Installation of mill is contemplated.

SOUTH EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—The Sp-stamp mill in

conlVanI operation. About 250 men
^"7'">;f

•

'"f"^'"V-^ITunwatering the Oneida and preparing for reopening v\.rt.

Schmal is superintendent of both properties and Henry Mal-

loch, of San Francisco is general manager.

BUNKER HILL <Amador City)—Regular monthly divi-

dend of- 214c. per share distributed, making llp.„^o"secutive

monthly dividends paid. Mine is in good cond tiqn, some of

best ore comes from 2.400 level; 40-stamp mill in constant

operation. E. Hampton is superintendent.

Calaveras County
NUNER (Mokelumne)—Property bonded and operation will

be resumed.' It ilsuSated on Stockton Hill channel and was
formerly producer. T

AMXDOR CITY (San Andreas)—Property situated in Lhiie

gulch recentlv bonded to Los Angeles Mining and Develop-

ment Co. Development will begin immediately.

BOSTON (San Andreas)—Reopening a"er several years of

Idleness is contemplated. Property "s^developed t" ^epth of

900 ft. and about 1.200 ft. of drifts. Stated that enough on
Is in sight to supply a large mill tonnage.

UTICA (Angeles Camp)—Reported rnining oi'«''»''""^ JY JJ
continue with reduction of about 50 underground

"f"-
About

8,000 tons of ore ready for mill. After d'':'""!' "f
VM^r,T. Cn&

crew will work deepening winze, in hop,, of striking Gold

Cliff lode. If Gold Cliff extends to Utlca. a greater mine is

assured. It not. operations may be abandoned. V\ Inze will

have to be deepened about 300 ft. Utlca has operated suc-
cessfully for more than 30 years.

Kldorado County
MINES ELECTRICALLY OPERATED with power from

Western States Gas and Electric Co. have not been troubled
by recent storms. Only one mine in county was shut down,
on account of trouble with ditch which supplies water for
Poverty Point Rumors in California newspapers to effect
that all mines in vicinity of Placerville were shut down and
other extr.aordinary statements were untrue.

Kern County
G. B. (Randsburg)—Two lease/s are operating a He near

this mine in the Stringer district, making 30 to 50 lb. of
tungsten concentrates per day; said to run 60C^.

Xevada County
EMPIRE (Grass Valley)—Big reduction plant was closed

down on Jan. 12 for lack of water due to the snow blockade
in the Cascade ditch. Underground work was undisturbed.
Other plants also put out of commission until the ditches can
be cleared.

QUEEN REGENT ( Spencerville)—Arrangements made for
immediate installation of reduction plant to treat the copper-
gold ores produced in this mine, a large tonnage of which
is blocked out. Ore reported to assay from $12 to $20 per ton.

It is old property, but was never large producer in earlier
days, although under proper management mine has paid.

LE DUC (Glass Vallev)—At annual meeting of directors and
stockholders was decided to continue development and opera-
tion. J. P. Jones, of San Francisco, elected president, and Dr.
W. (i. Thomas, of Grass Valley, secretary. B. A. Penhall was
reappointed manager. More than 3.400 ft. of tunnels have
been driven, which have cut several ledges, but the pay shoot
or orebodv has not been disclosed. Company has spent about
$40,000 in development and expects to continue until suc-
cessful.

Placer County

GREY EAGLE (Forest Hill)—Final payment on North
Star property, involving status of Grey Eagle, has been made
by W A Fitch to W. F. Russell interests, through Sheriflt

McAulv. Development of property and installation of elec-

trically driven machinery is in progress. Relocations and
threatened law suits have not obstructed progress. Property
was sold under contract for total of $14,000, payable in

monthly installments of $1,000 each.

ShaHta County
EVENING STAR (Redding)—George Bayha has purchased

this mine in Old Diggings at sheriffs sale for $o.OOO. Bayha
was for several vears manager of mine. It is one of oldest

in district and bears evidence of making permanent pro-

ducer. „
Siskiyou County

CLASSIC HILL (Happy Camp)—C. S. Greening is making
preparations for resuming operation now that an abundance
of water is assured. Formation is decomposed quartz which
contains large pockets of gold-bearing ground. Property
is owned by Los Angeles men.

Trinity County

YUKON GOLD (Carrville)—This company, ot 120 Broad-

way New York, has leased the properties of the Trinitj

Development Co. and has placed orders for the construction of

a 9-cu.ft. all-steel dredge.

COLORADO
Boulder County

ROULDER TUNGSTEN (Boulder)—The 35-ton concentrat-

ing mill has been completed and adjusted and is now in suc-

cefsful operation. Contract for this plant :«;«s let to the

Clear Creek County

TRF4SURE V\UI.T (Idaho Springs)—West drift on Ed-

iT^irdinevein on 120 level has opened 2-ft. vein of ore, assaying

^.tsoz goir"nd 53 ^^^: silver per ton Drift will probably

cut Treasure Vault vein within 100 ft.

tiilpin County

AVONDALE LEASING (Idaho Spr )—Will undertake

County

CAMP BIRD (Ouray)—Ore crushed
tons; estimated profit, £S,930.
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San Jnaii Connty

PARKER (Silverton)—This Tower Mt. property is being
developed under direction of John Meager. At distance of
300 ft from portal of main crosscut tunnel 12-ft. vein of
good ore has been out at depth of 100 ft. from surface. Vein
contains copper sulphides carrying gold and silver. Samples
selected from more promising streaks in vein indicate from
0.4 to 1 oz. gold. 25 to 50 oz. silver, and 15 to 20rr copper.

KITTIAI\C (Silverton)—At point 150 ft. from breast of

east tunnel drift has been advanced on what is supposed to be
Isabella vein A 3-ft. vein of promising sulphide ore has
been opened carrying gold and silver. West workings on
Clark vein have opened payable ore. Recent flotation tests

on gold and silver ore from Little Joe vein indicated recovery
of 95 '^r Development will be resumed on this vein. New
ball mill has been installed and mill will be ready to start in

near future. Mr. Walter is manager of mine and Mr. Card
is superintendent of mill.

San Jllguel Connty

C\RBONERO (Ophir)—Four men recently engaged in de-
velopment work in the Shoofly tunnel were killed on Jan. 10

by a snowsllde in Carbonero Gulch.

BLA.CK BEAR (Telluridt)—Recent development work has
been highlv encouraging. An S-ft. vein of $6 ore has been
opened Propertv is now producing 100 tons of milling ore

per day, which "is trammed to Smuggler-Union mills for

treatment.
Teller Cocnty

JEFFERSON (Victor)—Foundations being laid for three-
drill IrLgersoll-Rand electrically driven air compressor and
timbermen are at work repairing shaft. Considerable new
development work has been planned. Shaft to be sunk to depth
of 1 000 ft. Propertv has been secured under long-time
lease with option to purchase by M. B. Burke, of Denver.
Charles Bender is superintendent.

GOLD PINNACLE GOLD (Victor)—Extensive development
planned at this Bull Hill property by Ecton, Hildebrand &
Co New air line aggregating 2,500 ft. laid from Mitchell
shaft and machine drills are being installed. Air line con-
nects with main line of Teller County -Air Co. near Empire
State shaft of Isabella Mines Co. At depth of 600 ft. Mitchell
shaft entered oreshoot on northwesterly vein dipping north-
east and Iving parallel to main Pinnacle vein. Trial ship-

ments are "being made from ore mined during development.

IDAHO
Shoshone County

HECLA (Wallace)—Development on parallel vein reported
to show oreshoot iOO ft. long to depth of 1,200 ft.

\LICE (Wallace)—Property bonded to G. A. Collins and
associates, of Seattle, who plan to commence active work
about Mar. 1. Propertv consists of 20 patented claims on
Ruddv Gulch, between Wallace and MuUan and mile from N.

P raflwav tracks. Has production record of about $180,000.

Two para'llel veins, one developed by 600-ft. shaft. Equip-
ment includes compre.ssor. hoist, and 150-ton mill.

X\TION.\L (MuUin)—Recent shipments of concentrates
from National, at rate of 4 cars monthly, reported to net
companv $90 per ton. Mill is run one shift, mainly on account
of inabilitv of mine to supply sufncient ore of milling grade
for continuous operation. Developments on lowest level, the
1.200. said to Indicate ore is becoming richer as depth is

gained, and management is considering driving of 8,000-It.

crosscut to cut vein far below present workings.

LITTLE PITTSBURG (Kellogg)—J. D. Beebe. manager of
Colonial Mining Co.. which has bond on Little Pittsburg on
Pine Creek, reports 300-ton mill practically completed.
Ground was broken for mill on Dec. 12: construction involved
hauling all lumber and machinery 8 mi. from railroad. This
is a record time for mill construction in this district. A large
bodv of zinc and lead ore. the former predominating, is being
rapidlv developed, about 2 ft. of which is high-grade zinc
that will be shipped crude.

EMPIRE (Enaville)—Ownn nvoperty formerly known as
Horst-Powell. on Little North Fork, is assembling machinery
for concentrating mill which will include flotation. Mill

building rapidlv nearing completion: expected will be in

operation earlv in spring. Electric power line being extended
for both mill and cnrnpressor. Mine is developed by series of

tunnels and two shafts from lower one each 100 ft. deep,

blocking out large tonnage of copper ore. Mine 5 mi. from
railroad will probably be connected by branch hnc this sum-
mer.

MICHIGAX
Iron

SECTION 16 dshpeming)—New steam pumping plant about
reailv to go in commission. Is considered one of finest in

district.

TRADERS (Iron Mountain)—Contract will be let to strip
75.000 cu.vd. from orebodv at north end of pit. This will bring
mine clos'e to line of old' Cornell. Will be heavy shipper this
year.

MINNESOTA
Dnlath

7EN7TH Fl"r.N.\f"K (Duluth)—Improvements to coal d'-^ks
hnv.- been started l.v BL\rnett ''• Reco-d cont-actort-. Vi'iU

cost $100,000; beinu .'inn-ft. extension, which will Increase ca-
pacity 125,000 tons Coal-handling facilities are also being
rearranged.

DI'LUTH & IRO.V R.VNOE RY. (Two Harbors)—Substantial
changes being made in the company's electric power plant.

New hollers, stack, air compressor and turbine engine will be
installed. Made nicessniy account of Increased use of elec-
tricity at their ore doi ks.

MINNESOTA STEEL ( lnilMib i— Inclement weather de-
laved blowing In of secon'i 1' 1 r..-.-.ne. On Jan. 1, em-
plbvees at plant numbt-re.l 1 : ..f 75 In general of-

fices In this total are r.,,.. ues. although over
40'-; .if the total Is Ame.i< , , . ntnire of American
born i-i highest in all de).-..i • ...nimon tnl.o.-

Mesabi Range
FO^VLER (Aurora)—Hoisting of ore has been starlet;

Sixty men are employed.
SHENANGO (Chisholm)—Mine has been idle for 10 days

Old wooden headframe being replaced by new one of steel.

TIOGA (Chisholm)—Headframe now in place. Shaft sink-
ing completed. iMifts being extended to orebody. Work
on timber shaft will be deferred until spring.

GLEN (Chisholm)—Electric haulage system now in good
working order. More mining can now be carried on under-
ground Fifty-one gangs are at work. This is an increase
of 12.

SHIR.\S (Buhl)—Regular shipments now being made to
Duluth steel plant. Additions being made to change houses
.at Shiras. Wanless and Deacon mines; large forces are now
being employed at all properties.

WAGE ADVANCE—At a meeting of the independent mine
operators of the Mesabi Range, held at Virginia, Minn., Jan.
25, it was decided to grant 10"7t advance, effective Feb. 1.

Move made necessary on account of similar action on part
of Steel Corporation.

Vermilion Range
SOUTH CHANDLER (Ely)—Fire on Jan. 25 destroyed part

of shaft house. This, however, did not interfere with under-
ground operations.

MONTAN.

V

Len-is & Clark County
BUTTE & HELENA WHITLACH GOLD MINING CO.—Re-

cently organized to reopen AVhitlach group of claims, famous
old gold producers, located at Unionville and Park City, about
5 mi. south of Helena. Properties consist of six full claims,
all of which have been worked. Immense flow of water en-
countered in many of claims in most cases stopped further
operations. New company is preparing to equip property for
extensive mining and to take care of all water that may be
encountered in future.

Silver Bow Connty
BARNES-KING (Butte)—First two weeks of January

broke all previous records in production.

BUTTE-NEW YORK (Butte)—At this property, adjoining
and developed under contract by Butte & Superior. Col. Sellers
vein on 1.200 level was reached early in December and has
since been drittpd on; vein promises to develop a good body
of zinc ore.

PILOT-BUTTE (Butte)—Persistent reports current that
Anaconda companv has made an offer for purchase of Pilot
mine, and that Pilot-Butte company is willing to sell, but
officers and stockholders have not yet been able to agree on
price they should receive.

BULLWHACKER (Butte)—Butte syndicate that secured
lease on Bullwhacker mine has been unable to get any smel-
ter rates and expected operations at property have been post-
poned indefinitely. Members of syndicate now figuring on
treating ore l>y leaching process.

BUTTE-DULUTH (Butte)—Leakv telegraph wire spilled
code message in Butte, relating to Elm Orlu-Butte & Superior
decision in Federal Court and wild story was circulated and
sent broadcast to effect that Anaconda company had pur-
chased Butte-Duluth property. There is no change in affairs
of Butte-Duluth.

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Work of completing three-com-
partment shaft at Colorado nearing comnletion; after Feb. 1

companv will have use of it down to 2.500 level. This will
increase output materially. Grade of ore continues to aver-
age 1'", copper. Management is securing bids for new hoist-
ing and other machinery, recently recommended by Secretary
Schirmer.

NORTH BUTTE (Bjttel—Company's failure to advance divi-
dend, same as other Butte companies, is explained by In-
creased cost of producing copper during past year. For only
last three months of 1915 company operated at normal capac-
itv. During the vear change of hoisting from Speculator to

Granite Mountain shaft required connections to be made on
all levels between the two shafts. Cost of such work w;>s of

unusual nature. With smaller production and the above
extraordinarv expenses, cost of production per pound of cop-
per was materially increased during 1915. How much has
not been made known.

RUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—Two new shafts started bv
companv some time ago are being rushed at record spe>-d.

Thev are to be three-compartment shafts and will be worked
frorh surface down and from several levels below by raising.
Both shafts will be readv for use bv end of 1916. They will be
connected on all levels with Black Rock and will put com-
panv in independent position in case of accident to one shaft.
-According to statement of operations in company's oil-flota-

tion plant, filed in Federal Court Jan. 20. during December
10 409 tons of concentrates valued at $S6 a ton were made In

the plant from 45.277 tons of ore treated, at a cost of $2.93.

NEV.\D.\
Elko Connty

FLKO PRINCE (Gold Circle)—New cyanide mill, designed
for 60 tons per dav. now operating, having made Its first run
Dec. 13. Complete sanipler is to be installed later for handling
of custom ores.

Humlinldt County
WINNEMUCCA MOUNT.MN (Winnemucca)—Mill is now in

course of construction and will be put in operation in about
60 or 90 day.s.

PACK\RD ENTENSION (Lovelock)—Company recently
organized bv local mining men to develop ground, consisting
of four and a fraction claims, lying south and west of Ne-
vada Packard mines. Capitalization, 1,250,000 shares; par
value of $1.

NEV.VD.\ l'.\CKARD (Lovelock)—New cyanide mill, which
started treating ore Dec. 1, made Initial shipment of 1.400 lb.

of precipitate, valued at $S.300. Value of ore mainly In silver

occurring as chloride. Gold la free. Claim 9s r extraction
with treatment cost of about $2 per ton.
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rtOCHESTER MINES (Rochester)—Mill completed in April,
ran 203 days duriiig 1915, treatiiiK 23,0iifl tons, or llli." tons
per day. liullion recovered amounted to 3,l.il..T oz. Kold and
545,9.59 oz. silver, valued at $332,SIS. Heavy snow fall middle
of January resulted in a four-day tieup of the Nevada North-
ern R.R., which transports ore to company mill. Recent strike
was in ColliKan workings on Weaver No. 2 claim, 4 ft. of $70
ore being reported.

A'ye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Jan. 22 was
S.520 tons, valued at $178,620. compared with 8,597 tons for
wtek previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont, 2,S54
tons; Tonopah Extension, 1,850; Tonopah Mining, 1,750; Jim
Butler. 1,100; West End, 705; North Stai-, 52; miscellaneous
leases. 209 tons.

TONOl'AH BELMONT (Tonopah)—December production
was 12,70'"i tons with a net value of $154,469. Net profit was
$80,135 compared with a profit of $64,535 for Novemljer. In-
crease largely due to rise in price of silver.

REORG.VNIZED WHITE CAPS MINING (Manhattan)

—

Company is reorganization of the White Caps Mining Co.
Development of property, -ivhich has been resumed, will in-
clude sinking main shaft an additional 100 ft.

.riM BTTI^ER (Tonopah)—Derember production. 3.9.S1

tons: net profit. .?22.005. Ore is treated by Belmont Milling
Co. at Millers under contract calling for full payment for bul-
lion recov*'red, less treatment charge of actual cost plus 5%.

UMATFLI-A -TONOPAH (Tonopah)—Diamond-drill core at
depth of 1.736 ft. to 1.762 ft. below surface yielded assays
from $1 to $7 per ton. Formation stated to be trachyte. Hole
being enlarged and will be continued. Drilling from bottom
or 1.200 level.

TONOPAH MINTING (Tonopah)—During December 12.225
drv tons were produced; average value $12.45 per ton. Bul-
lion recovered, $139,700. from which net profit was $56,025.
It is stated a party of company officials, including President
Austin, Vice-President Spurr. Director Charles R. Miller and
Superintendent Blackburn will leave early in February for
a visit to Nicaragua, where Eden Mining Co., subsidiary
company, is operating.

Stopcy Connty
CON. VIROrNIA AND OPHIR (Virginia)—West crosscut

2,700 level advanced to 290-ft. point, passing through favorable
vein formation carrying stringers of quartz.

OPHIR (Virginia)—Central tunnel work interfered with by
storm; repair work done only one day. Extracted SO cars
of ore and 105 tons crushed. Preceding week 220 tons
crushed.
CROWN POTNT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Extracted from

No. 2 stope 1,600 level, 424 cars of mill rock and 355 tons
sent to gloryhole from shaft bins. Water held 65 ft. below
1,600 level.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Raise in old stope 2,400
level in good pre; 4 ft. averaging $39 per ton; 52 tons saved,
averaging $ls.l9. Winze in No. 1 stope, 2,500 level, shows
$20 ore in bottom; 56 tons saved, averaging $21.76; west
crosscut in vein matter and clay.

UNION (Virginia)—Shaft reopened to the 105-ft. point
below the 2.000 level. Extracted 257 tons of ore which yielded
alKiut $5,000, as follows: 2,500 level. No. 2 stope, 166 tons,
averaging $27.34, No. 3 stope. 124 tons, $11.98; 2,400 level. No.
4 stope, 17 tons. $14.10. Preparing to stope on 2.500 level.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Some improvement on 2.700 level,
No. 4 east crosscut advancing through porphyry and string-
ers of quartz of low assay; 2,500 level, "west crosscut No. 2
in porpliyry and quartz of low assay. Mexican mill crushed
415 tons custom ore averaging $19.63. and yielding gross
about $8,000. Mill shut down one day.

SOUTH DAKOT.V
Lan-rence County

MON.\RCH (Deadwood)—Mine has been given over to leas-
s. who are putting it in shape for shipments to the smelters.
HOMEST.VKE (Lead)—New hoist, new boiler plant and

ew generating plant are nearly completed and will be in
operation within 90 d.ays. Hoist with surface arr.angement
for handling mine product will greatly reduce costs. Second
car of tungsten ore is being taken out for shipment.

UTAH
Benver County

P.Al.OMA (Milford)—Company is loading its first car of
Sinking is to be continued to 500 level before much

ore is mined.
Piute County

MINERAL PRODUCTS (Marysvale)-P-rst oar of alumina
has been shipped from this company's plant. Material is
ibtained as byproduct in treating alunitc for recovery of
potash, and is unusually pure. Output of potassium "sul-
phate IS now between 25 and 30 tons daily.

Snit L,nke County
-ALBION (Alta)—Five feet of copper-silver ore reported in

raise from Quincy level on Conner fissure.

SOUTH HECLA EXTENSION (.\lta)—This company has
heen incorporated for purpose of developing claims in neigh-
liorliMod of .South Hecla. Cottonwood. Atlantis and Peruvian
properties in Little Cottonwood. Capitalization is 1,000.000
.-shares, par value 10c. Ground covers about 40 acres. O. H.
Watson is president and Herman Bamberger, E. Mills Storer
n. W. Harcrow, H. C. Edwards, directors. Two fissures show-
ing some ore have been opened by shallow shafts.
UTAH POWER AND LIGHT (Salt Lake)—This company

turn Rhes current for lighting and miscellaneous service to
!iiany communities, and also large amount of power under
'infract to mining and smelting interests, including Utah
upper. Ignited States Smelting, the .American Smelting and

Rehninp, lieside other industrial concerns such as Union

Portland Cement Co., I'ortland-Ogden Cement, Portland Ce-
ment Co. of Utah, Salt Lake Pressed Brick, Utah Lake Irri-
gation, Mosida Irrigation, bait Lake & Ogden railway and the
Salt Lake & Utah railroad (Bamberger and Orem lines). ?

UTAH METAL AND TUNNEL f Bingham)—December earn-
'

ings amounted to $10!>,000, of which $58,000 came from Utah '

Metal ground and $50,000 from Bingham-New Haven Gro«s "

receipts were $14.N,000. Large cash surplus on hand. Bine-ham Metal ores can nov.' be transported over Bingham-New '

Haven aerial tram, reducing transportation costs by 50c a
ton, and making increaseil production possible. Planned to in-
crease capacity of mill to 200 tons dailv and to install flota- •

tion plant. Crosscutting will be done from Bingham-New
Haven to get under orebodies opened in Utah-Metal section
45 ft. above tunnel. This work will be 300 ft. below King-ham-McGraw tunnel level. New orebodv opened in Bingham-New Haven has been followed 170 ft. It averages 3% copper
or over.

.Suuimft CouDty

SHIPMENTS FROM PARK CITY for the week ended Jan.
21 amounted to 1,410 tons, valued at $56,000, four properties
shipping.

BIG FOUR EXPLORATION (Park City)—Company's mill
at Atkinson below Park City has suspended operations for
winter, owing to cold weather.

SNAKE CREEK TUN.VEL (Park City)—In December face
was advanced 341 ft.. last 50 ft. having been in diorite. On
Jan. 2, flow of water was 19 sec.-ft. Present length is 13,721
ft.

ONTARIO SILVER (Park City)—About 100 men working
at this property. 50 on company account and 50 as leasers.
N. W. Dunyon has been made general manager. Active de-
velopment on company account will be started soon.

Tooele County
INTERNATIONAL SMELTING (Tooele)—It is understood

that Cottrell system for removal of solids from smelter fume
is to be installed at International smeltery at Tooele. Ex-
periments have been in progress for year and a half to de-
termine efficiency of system and its application to problems
of International. Enough Cottrell units are to be installed
to handle all of fumes from sintering plant.

Utah County
THERE IS ABOUT 7 FT. OP SNOW in the upper part ofAmerican Fork Canon. Development is being done at TexanDutchman, Ba.\ State and Pacific properties here.

„,„P/CIFIC (American Fork)—Lower tunnel has been driven
2d0 ft. beyond point where connection was made with upper
workings. Much of this work has been in ore in mineralized
ground. New raise being driven for ventilation. Car of l.ad-
silver ore is ready for shipment.

CAVADV
Ontario

ORE SHIPMENTS OVER THE T. & N. O. RT. for the month
of December, 191o, in tons of 2,000 lb., were from Cobalt
proper: Beaver, 31 tons; Buffalo, 62; Cobalt Comet, 63- Coni-
agas. 61; Crown Reserve, 99; Kerr Lake. S7; La Rose'l74-McKinley-Darragh. 73; Mining Corporation ' of Canada. 364-
Nipissing, 61; OBrien, 47; Penn Canadian, 34; Peterson Lake-
Seneca Superior, 104; Right-of-Way, 42; Silver Queen, 19- Tem-iskaming, 28; from New Liskeard. Casev Cobalt, 24- fromElk Lake, Miller Lake O'Brien, 24; total silver-ore shipments
1,406 tons. From Schumacher, Porcupine Vipond (gold) 1 3
tons; from Porquis Junction, Alexo Jline (nickel) 1 'SS
tons.

HOLLINGER (Timmins)—The 4-weeklv statement for
period ended Dec. 31 shows gross profits of $220,080 from
treatment of 29.947 tons of ore: av.-rage value. $10.37 per ton;
working cost. $3.18 per ton milled. Mill also treated 11.591
tons of ore from Acme.

TOUGH OAKES (Kirkland Lake)—At annual meeting an
entirely new board of directors was elected with Mr. Harry
Oakes president. Election will probably result in litigation
as old board claims that there were not enough proxies to
represent quorurii. Large amount of stock is tied up in Eng-
lish courts. Company owns mine of promise, and has been
brought into disrepute through methods of financing.

CROWN-RESERVE (Cobalt)—Complaints of the share-
holders regarding the non-payment of dividends were met
with the statement that the dissatisfied shan holders had
better sell their stock. Annual statement showed net profits
of only $i;.2Sfi from Crown-Reserve, while dividends from
Porcupine Crown brought total to $191. SI 4. Year's surplus
was $27,178. after paying .$106,129 in dividends. Total sur-
plus amounts to $793,938. The comi>anv paid 6'7 in 1915. 24 ^r
in 1914. 45rc in 1913 and 60^; in 1912.

Ql KBEC
CONSOLID.ATED AHNING AND SMELTING CO. OF CANADA

c Montreal)—This company has increased its capit.^.l stock
from $7,500,000 to $15,000,000.

MF.XICO
HidnlRo

SANTA GERTRTTDTS (Pachuca)—Ore crushed in Decem-
ber, 19,841 tons; estimated profit. £13,7S6.

BELEN MINE (Cumpas)—.\bout 5 tons ore per day be-
ing shipped. Leaser on this mine has worked all through
trouble and has been shipping ore all the time. Ore runs
about $50 per ton.

NACOZARI CON. COPPER (Nacozarl)—Another car ot
high-grade ore is being loaded for shipment to El Paso. This
ore is much better grade than previous cars: will :.. erase
about $200 per ton.

MOCTEZUMA COPPER (Nacoiari)—Mine and mill havi>
again resumed operations at full capacity; milling about 2,50rt
tons of ore daily. Laborers aio paid upon a silver basis in
American money; value of one peso being 4flc. gold.
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Metal Markets

JiEW YORK—Feb. 2, 1916

The special features last week were the continued strength
in copper and lead, a quiet and stationary market in tin, and
rather chaotic conditions in spelter.

Our tables this week give prices for seven days, the day
omitted last week being given in its place.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—In this week's issue, we report the stock of re-

fined copper held by the refiners at their works and in ware-
houses and elsewhere on Jan. 1, 1916, as having been 84,660,380

lb. The behavior of the market since Jan. 1, and especially

during the last week, indicates that the stock must have been
very greatly reduced since Jan. 1. This is especially evinced

by the premiums that have had to be paid for near-by (Febru-
ary and March) copper, as high as 25 %c., net cash, New York,
having been paid for round lots. The major market during
the last week, as in the previous week, was for April-May-
June delivery.

Some of the producers have disposed of all the copper they

expect to make up to the middle of the year, and are out of

the market except for later deliveries. Others are able to

supply only a little copper for June delivery. This put the

market chiefly in the hands of those who could supply April

and May copper, and led to a further stiffening of price, 25iic.,

regular terms, equivalent to 2514c., net cash. New York, being
the prevailing price. Some business in copper further ahead
was done at a little less, while near-by copper fetched a
premium in some cases, as previously noted. However, those
producers who had any prompt copper supplied their regular
customers with it at the prevailing price of the major market.

In the early part of our week of record, some rather large
domestic business was done. In the latter part tliere was
less. The business with Europe was not apparently quite so
large as in the previous week. Some domestic consumers
appear to have failed to cover their requirements for near-by
copper. It is evident that the situation in the copper market
is becoming decidedly tight.

Copper Sheets are quoted at 32c, per lb. for hot rolled and
33c. for cold rolled. Copper wire is 26V4ig'26%c. per lb. at mill.

Tin—But relatively little business was done, and the mar-
ket was steady and uninteresting throughout the week.

Shipments of Bolivian tin ore and concentrates from
West Coast ports in 1915 are reported as equivalent to 20,363
tons tin; a decrease of 614 tons from 1914. Shipments to New
York were equivalent to 336 tons tin.

Lead—There was a large foreign demand, and some heavy
transactions for export, which realized very fine prices. The
domestic demand was light. The principal producers con-
tinued to supply their regular customers at 6.10c., New York,
and at 6.02^4c., St. Louis.

Spelter—A rather large business was done, especially for

April-May-June delivery, which was in the main taken at
15%c. There was a smaller volume of business for February-
March-April and March-April-May, business for those months
being done in round lots at about 17c. Prompt spelter was
generally available at about IS'/^c, but on some special busi-
ness upwanl of 19c. was paid. In fact, the spelter market
was rather at sixes and sevens, prices varying widely on
business done for the same delivery on the same day, espe-
cially in the case of spelti r that was wanted on this side of
April. The outstanding feature of the market was the ability

of producers for the first time in a long while to sell freel.v

for second-quarter delivery. There was a good volume of
domestic business, and alno tlnrc were large sales for export.

Incidentally It may be noted that there is believed to be a
large quantity of spelter, previ . i.^ly held for export, now piled

up at the seaports awaiting Bhliping facilities.

7,lnc Sheet*—Demand is good and sales are steady. The
base price Is unchanged at )24 pir 100 lb., f.o.b. Penn., 111.,

less 8% discount.

Imports and Exports of the Minor Metals in the United
States 10 months ended Oct. 31, in pounds, except platinum,
which is in ounces:

Imports Exports
1914 191.5 1914 1915

Nickel 30,067.264 44,139,826 24,589.972 23,373. 5tw
Antimony 12,829,079 15,943,501 1,310,328 2,316.7.52
Aluminum 14,398,031 7,561,357 18.932 40.109
Quirksiiver 28,230 217,039
Platinum 66,544 32,615 143 9

Nickel and antimony include contents of ore, matte, etc.

In addition to the quantities given above manufactures of

aluminum were exported valued at $1,203,540 in 1914 and
$293,944 in 1915. Exports include reexports of foreign mate-
rial.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals

NEW YORK—Feb. 3

Aluminum—Tin- market is quiet but steady. More rnctal

seems to be available for early deliveries. Quotations are un-
changed at 54 # 56c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots, Nevi' York.

Antimony—The market has been active and some good
lots of Chinese have changed hands. The current quotation is

42% ©431/20. per lb. for Chinese and other ordinary brands.

Cookson's is still held at 56c. per lb., with small supplies

available.
Antimony ore has sold this week at $2.25 per unit, in

moderate lots.

William A. Burr, San Francisco, reports that he has just

completed designs for a plant for the production of electro-

lytic antimony for the Wu-Gen Co., Canton, China. It is

intended to produce five tons of antimony daily from 30%
stibnite and realgar ores. It is claimed that this plant will

attain a high extraction and that it will make a metal free

from the ordinary impurities at a moderate cost.

Quiclisilver—The market continues strong, with only lim-

ited supplies, and prices are high. New York quotations are

$275 @ 300 for large lots; $285 ft 300 for smaller order.s. San
Francisco reports by telegraph $275 per flask, with the market
quiet. London price remains at £16 15s. per flask, with the

same quoted from second hands.

A lot of 600 flasks quicksilver was received at New Y'ork,

Feb. 1; the consignment was to the American Express Co.

It is understood in the trade that this is a special lot intended

for a large explosive concern, and that it will not appear on
the general market.

Ni«-liel—The market is steady and sales good. Quotations
are 45 W 50c. per lb. for ordinary forms, with 5c. per lb.

premium for electrolytic metal.

Miuur MetaLs—Current quotations for BiHmutii are $4 per

lb.. New York.—Cadmium is quoted as 7s. per 11). in London;
$1.50 per lb.. New Y'ork.—Chromium metal, 75c. per lb..

New York.—Cobalt metal, 97% pure, is sold at $1.25(5)1.50 per

lb.—Magnesium, pure, has gone to a high price, $6 per lb. be-

ing asked.—Selenium varies from $2.50 ffl 3 per lb.. New York,
for large lots; $4.50@5 for retail quantities.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

^E^V YORK—Feb. 2

Gold—Imports for the week at New York have been com-
paratively light.

Japanese papers report that the production of gold in

Japan showed an increase of 20% in the nine months ended
Sept. 30. The gold production in Chosen also increased 24%
ever the previous year.

Gold bullion deposited at the Canadian Assay OfBce at Van-
couver, B. C, in 1915, showed an increase of $700,000 over

19H. Of the total last year $13,000,000 was from British

Columbia. $1,150,000 from the Yukon and $2,000 from Alberta.

Exports of gold from the port of San Francisco 11 months
ended Nov. 30 were $70,925, against $461,995 in 1914. Imports
of gold showed a large increase, being $63,102,778, against

$7,299,230 in 1914. A large sum was received from Japan.

Platinum—There is no material change in the market.
.Supplies are very scarce and sales are limited. Prices are

irregular and it is difficult to fix quotations. Sales are re-

ported at $S5®95 per oz. for refined platinum, according to

size and conditions of sale.

Silver—The market continues steady, with no new features.

Outside of mintage orders tliere does not seem to be much
business transacted. India is comparatively quiet, only small
orders being received.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

PLATTKYILLE, WIS Jan. 29
Report for week ended Jan. 22, received too late for pub-

lication, give sliipments for the week at 3,070,000 lb. zinc ore,

135,000 lb. lead ore and 761,100 lb. sulphur ore. Prices of 60%
zinc ore, $ins'5 113; for 80% lead ore, $76 per ton.

Jan. 29—The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore
was $113 down to $105 per ton. Base price paid for 80% lead
ore was $7S per ton. No shipments of lead ore were reported.

.SHIP.MKXT.S. WEICK ENDED JAN. 29

Zinc Lead • .Sulphur
Ore. Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore. LI).

Week 3.330,000 776.300
Year 15,310,000 300,700 3,233,600

Shipped iluring week to separating plants, 5,112,000 lb.

zinc ore.

JOPLIN. BIO,—Jan. 29
Blende, high price, $111.90; base per ton C0% zinc, premium

ore, $110; medium grades, $109iS'100. and lower grades down
to $90; calamine, per ton 40% zinc, $!s0'S70; average selling
price, all grades of zinc, $103.73 per ton. Lead, high price.
$82; base per ton 80% metal content, $S0'5.82; average, sell-
ing price, all grades of lead, $79.65 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED JA.V. 29

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week.. 13,308,740 1,551.750 2,040,330 $851,950
Totals this year.. 48,770,370 5,044,560 7,735,550 $3,081,470

Blende value, the week, $714,640; the month. $2,603,910.
Calamine value, the week, $56,060; the month, $182,770.
Lead value, the week, $81,250; the month, $294,790.
Severe inroads were made this week on the few stocks of

leserve ore, in filling the large buying orders for the various
smelteries. Gas-fuel shortage is followed by the flooding of
the hydro-electric plants, with a resultant shortage of this
power. So far coal has been obtainable, but coal-mine floods
are creating fears of a shortage in coal also. The month
has a record of over G in. rainfall, and the heavy volume of
water rising in the ground is becoming a serious menace to
production, especially in north Webb City, where the flooding
of mines along Center Creek is causing the water to raise
in the minis farther away. A consultation of mine operators
was held today to consider the problem, tjut no decision was
reached.

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—Feb. S

The iron and steel markets are quieter so far as new
business is concerned, but this does not affect the mills with
their great mass of orders ahead. Domestic orders show some
signs of being checked by the high prices now asked. This
is especially the case with structural steel and the smaller
building material.

Theie is still much trouble with embargoes and delays
on the railroads. Export business is struggling with high
ocean freiglits and difliculty in finding vessel room.

The Mississippi Valley Iron Co. has been organized at St.

Louis with $5,000,000 stock, by E. F. Goltra, D. R. Francis and
other St. Louis men. The company will take over the prop-
erty of the old St. Louis Blast Furnace Co. and will rebuild
the furnace, increasing the capacity to 600 tons of pig iron
daily. The ore supply will come from a tract lately bought
near Waukon. Iowa.

Exports of billets, ingots and blooms from the United
States in October were 43,405 tons. For the 10 months ended
Oct. 31 they were 40,033 tons in 1914, and 451,306 tons in

1915; an increase of 411,273 tons.

Foreiffn Trade of the V'nited States In iron and steel,

including machinery, for the 10 months ended Oct. 31 is valued
by the Department of Comm.erce as below:

1914 1915 Changes
Exports $109,232,670 $294,822,223 I. S125,589,o.i3
Imports 24,974,754 16,675,915 D. 8,298.839

Kicess, exports $144,257,916 $278,145,308 I $133,888,392

The increase in exports was mainly in the later months.
In October the exports were valued at $16,455,832 in 1914 and
at $43,602,741 in 1915.

PITTSBURGH—Feb. 1

The general wage advance in the iron and steel industry
becomes effective today in most instances. The Connellsville

coke scale has just been posted, with a mining rate of $1.5S

per 100 bu., the old rate having been $1.44. representing an
advance of 9.7%, while other jobs were advanced 7 to 8%,.

This is the third successive advance without an intermediate
reduction In 1894, after the great strike, the mining rate

was 7Sc. Coke then sold at less than $1 a ton.

Throughout the iron and steel industry there is a scarcity

of labor, and a definite shortage, interfering to an extent
with production, is feared within the next few months. Cars
are not seriously short, but some inconvenience has already
been experienced. The embargo on steel to be shipped from
mill for export has been tightened. Export prices for most
steel products, subject to the embargoes and subject to the
buyer finding the vessel room, are higher than those in the
domestic market.

The steel market is much quieter as to strictly new buy-
ing, but the general tone Is still stronger. Spei illcations 011

contracts were very heavy in January, and the actual ship-

ping orders on books an- greater than at the beginning of

the month. Some buyers m steel, those encaged ii) reinforce.!

-

concrete work, for instance, assert th.it the i-iesent hi>;l-.
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prices will curtail consumption. The record of 23,000 freight

cars ordered in January furnishes no indication that this is

the case with respect to freight cars.

Pig Iron—The market continues very quiet, there being
scarcely any inquiry, hut prices have not weakened. The
situation is regarded as very remarkable. In basic iron a
buying movement is predicted for some time this month.
The foundries have made little headway in connection with
the molders' strike which began Dec. 13. We quote: Bessemer,
$21; basic, malleable and forge, $1S®1S.50; foundry, $18.50@
19, i.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

W. T. Snyder & Co. announce their computation of average
prices obtaining in January on sales of Valley iron in lots

of 1,000 tons and over at $20,645 for bessemer and $17,833 for

basic, representing increases over the December averages of

$1,624 and 34.6c. respectively.

Ferromansanese—There are few sellers on contract at

$125, the price having become almost nominal, while prompt
lots bring $160@175. Deliveries on contract are reported as

fair, and the scarcity is attributed in some quarters to con-

sumers not having covered freely enough.

Steel—The market for soft steel billets and sheet bars
continues practically nominal, and quotable at about $32(^33

tor besemer and $35 for openhearth. Ordinary consumers
could hardly afford to pay these prices, and must depend
entirely upon steel due on contracts, while mills would prob-
ably ask more if they quoted. Forging billets made to war
steel specifications are $55^60, while ordinary forging billets

L>re held at $50ig55. Rods are nominally $45 per ton at mill.

FERROALLOYS
Ferrovanndinm—The price has advanced from $2 to $3

per lb. of contained vanadium. Exports in October were 166,-

972 lb.; in the 10 months ended Oct. 31 they were S15,S35 lb.;

an increase of 145,580 lb. over the previous year.

Ferrosilicon of high grade is in special demand, owing
to the unusual silicon content demanded by some specifica-

tions for steel bars and .'hell m.iterial. Sales are reported at

$90 up to $100 per ton at furnace for SOTr alloy.

FOREIGN IRON
Foreisrn Iron Trade of Great Britain, year ended Dec.

31, as valued by the Board of Trade returns:

K.xports Imports Excess Ex.
Iron 'and steel £40.421,958 £10.839,071 £29,582,887
Machinery, hardware, etc... 29,126,936 14,874,582 14,252,354

Total £65.548.894 £25,713,653 £43,835,241
Total, 1914 89,494,295 24,026,721 65,467,574

Actual tonnage of iron and steel exported was 3,884,153 tons

]M 1914, and 3.199,121 tons in 1915; decrease, 685,032 tons.

Imported, 1,618,015 tons in 1914, and 1,182,124 tons in 1915;

decrease, 435,891 tons.

The German Iron and Steel Vniou reports the production
of steel in Germany in November at 1,192.817 metric tons,

being 22,470 tons less than in October. For the 11 months
ended Nov. 30, the production was:

Basic Acid Total
5.960,692 15O4404 6.111,096
4,903,896 223,811 5,127,707
409,089 169.092 578,181

92,869 92,869
115,072 115,072

Total 11,273.677 751,248 12.024.925
Total, 1914 13,449,384 568,524 14,017.918

The number of steel works in optration in 1915 was 247

in all.

PiK-Iron Make In Germany in November is reported by the

German Iron and Steel Union at 1,019.122 metric tons, being
57,221 tons less than in October: 289.300 tons more than in

October, 1914; and 568,166 tons less than in November, 1913.

Production is about two-thirds of that In a normal year.

For the 11 months ended Nov. 30 the total was; Foundry iron,

2,122,236 tons; forge Iron, 259,823; steel pig, including splegel,

ferro and other alloys, 1,610,184; bessemer pig, 167,525;

Thomas or basic pig, 6,601,225; total, 10,760,993 metric tons.

iRox ore:

Buying of Lake ore s.-enis to be about over, all the larger

contracts for the conjlPK season h.iving been closed. More
transfers of Lake Vfssrls are reported.

In the ICast there is a good deal of activity still in con-

tracting for local ores. Pennsylvania and New Jersey ores

have l,een in demand; also I. .ike Champlain ores.

Iroii-llrc IniportM in i;re.Tt llrltnin for the year ended Dec.

31 wrr.; .-,,704,748 long tons in i;il4, and 6,203.161 tons In 1915;

an Incre.Tse of 498,413 tons, or 8.8%, last year.

Iron-ore exports from Swcrbn In the first 10 months of

1915 w<r'- 5,492,000 metric tons, against 1.191,000 tons to Nov.

Converter
Openhearth . . .

.

Direct castings
Crucibl*
Electric

1, 1914. a gain of 1,301,000 tons. In October alone these ex-
ports were 689,000 tons against 336,000 tons in October, 1914
The increases are probably due to the unusual shipments to
Germany.

OTHER ORBS
Slansanesc Ore imports into the United States for the

year 1915, December partly estimated, were 312,908 tons,

an increase of 30,612 tons over 1914. About 81% of the im-
ports in lai5 were made in tlie second half of the year, nearly
all coming from Brazil.

Imports of manganese ore in Great Britain for the year
were 479,4;J5 tons in 1914, and 377,324 tons in 1915; de-
crease, 102,111 tons.

Tungsten Ore has been sold for early and forward deliv-

ery at $5o'ii60 per unit, and there are still buyers in the mar-
ket at this price. In spite of these high figures, supplies re-

main very scarce.

COKB
Connellsvllle—Spot furnace coke is still rather scarce, and

commands $3 '§3.25, with only light inquiry. There is not a
sufficient car supply to ship any of tlie stock accumulated
week before last, when the car supply was extremely light.

Operators do not expect the labor supply to be increased b.v

the general wage advance of Feb. 1 and fear the higher wages
will cause the men individually to put in less time. Spot
foundry coke is stronger and brings $4 '5' 4.50 for best brands.

Coal Prodnetion in Great Britain for the nine months ended
Sept. 30 is reported by the Board of Trade at 202.603,000 long
tons in 1914, and 189,943,000 tons in 1915; a decrease of 12,-

660.000 tons.

Fuel KxportN of Great Britain, year endi'd Dec. 31, in long
tons:

1914 1915 Changes
Coal 59,039,880 43.534,771 D. 15,505,109
Coke 1,182,848 1.010,302 D. 172,546
Briquettes 1,607,757 1,225,071 D. 382,686
Steamer coal 18,535,615 13,630,964 D. 4,904,651

Total 80,366,100 59,401,108 D. 20,964,992

Steamer coal is the coal sent abroad for steamsliips en-
gaged in foreign trade. Imports are negligible, being only
3,770 tons last year.

Foreisrn Fuel Tratle of the I'niteil States 10 months ended
Oct. 31, in lonj;" tons;

Export.=i Imports
1914 1915 1914 1')1J0

Anthracite 3,406,491 2,956.578 19.295 2.S9ol
Bituminous 12,2.54,7.57 14,204.010 1,088,608 1,210,—
Colio 311.207 65S.940 93,936 41,01
Bunliercoal 6,28.5.770 6,311,987

Total 22,438.225 24,131,515 1,201,839 1,254,733

The bunker coal or coal furnished to steamships in foreign
trade is practically all bituminous. October exports of bitu-

minous increased from 1,351.977 tons in 1914 to 1,782,450 in

1915, the larger shipments being to Italy chiefly.

Chemicals

NKW YORK—Ffh. 3
The general market is inclined to be strong and higher

prices are noted in several lines of trade.

ArMenic—The tone of the markrt is firmer and sales are
reported at $5 per 100 lb. Producers ask $5.25, but have not
yet succeeded in establishing that price.

Copper Sulphate—The market has been active with a good
demand, especially for export. Prices are r.ither Irregular
but firm, and $22*f22.50 per 100 lb. for carload lots is named

Pjriten—-Arrivals at Baltimore for the week included 9,17 .

tons pyrites from Iluelva, Spain.

Mtrate of Soda—A good demand is reported, notwithstand-
ing the high prices. Orders from the chemical and explosiv> s

trades are good. Sales have been made as high as $3.45©3.5i'

per 100 lb., and some holders ask $3.55 for early deliveries.

Sulphuric .\eicl—Sales of 60% acid are reported at $25 per

ton for early delivery and $22 for futures; both f.o.b. work.«.

buyers to furnish tank cars.

PKTROI,i-;i'M

During 1915, ](),218,788 bid. crude oil were shipped fniin

Tamiiico, Mexico, to United States ports, compared with 11,-

746,371 in 1914. During the last flv<: months of 1915 the tank-
er.s' carrying capacity was reduced one-third by the .sand bar

which formed at the entrance to the Panuco Ulver. Pressure
Is being brouirht to bear by the oil companies to have this

bar dredged away, and their efforts will undoubtedly be suc-

cessful.
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Assesamenta
Company

Albany Lead. Ida
.Andes Silver. Nev
Atlantic.Ida
Balilmoro c:on3., Utah
Beaver Copper. Utah
Belmont. Ida
HleKlk.Ida
Cash Boy, Xev
Deer Creek C. ft G., Utah . . .

Emerald, Utah
Emerald, Utah
Emerald. Ui.-\h

Empire M.& I). Ida
EnterprLst', Idu.

Exchequer G. & 3.. Nev. .

Giant, Nov
Gold Mt. Champion, Utah
Hale Norcross, Nev
Imlay. Nev
Imperial, Ida
Iridepeudence, Utah
Index, Ida
Jacket-Crown Pl.-Bele., Nev.
Laclede, Ida .

Lucky Swede. Ida
Massasolt, I'lah

M. & P. Gold. Utah
McKinley Gold. Ida
Mexican Xcv
Monarch Pitts., Nev
Nabob, Ida
Nevada-Douglas. Nev
Ophir, Nev
Revenue Coas., Utah.
Rexall, Utah
Rob Roy, Ida
Santaquln King, Utah
Slcorpion, Nev
Sierra Nevada, Nev
Slavonian, Ida
Snowshoe, Ida
Superior A Boston, Mich
Tar Baby. Utah
Tyler M. & M., Ida
Utah-Oregon. Utah
Victor Cons. Utah
Western Star, Ida

Doling.
1

Sale i .\m(.
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Conper, Lead and Zinc in
(Mineral Resources of the

This index is a convenient reference to the current liter-
ature of mining and metallurgy published in all of the im-
portant periodicals of the world. We will furnish a copy of
any article (if in print) in the original language for the
price quoted. Where no price is quoted, the cost is unknown.
Inasmuch as the papers must be ordered from the publishers,
there will be some delay for the foreign papers. Remittance
must be sent with order. Coupons are furnished at the fol-
lowing prices: 20c. each, six for $1, 33 for $5. and 100 for $15.
When remittances are made in even dollars, we will return
the excess over an order in coupons, if so requested.

COPPER
2714—ARIZONA—Copper Mining and Metallurgy in Ari-

zona. L. D. Ricketts. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 8. 1916;
1^4 pp.) 20c.

2715—ARIZONA—Gold. Silver. Copper, Lead and Zinc in
Arizona in 1914. V. C. Heikes. (Mineral Resources of the
U. S.. 1914—Part 1. Dec. 14. 1915; 49 pp.)

2716—BUTTE—The Occurrence of Covellite at Butte, Mont.
(Bull. A. I. M. E.. Dec. 1915; 714 pp.) Discussion of article
by P. Thompson, previously indexed.

2717—FLOTATION at the Consolidated Arizona Smelting
Co.. Humboldt. Ariz. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Dec. 1. 1915; 4 pp.,
illus.) 40c.

2718—GERMANY—Copper in Germany. Gilbert Hirsch.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Dec. 25, 1915; 21/2 pp.) Reprint of
article in the New York Evening Post. 20c,

2719—LEACHING—Some Problems in Copper Leaching.
(Bull. A. I. M. E.. Dec. 1913; 1 14 pp.) Discussion of article by
L. D. Ricketts, t'tley Wedge and others, previously indexed.

2720—METALLI'RGY of Copper in 1915. Lawrence Ad-
dicks. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. S, 1916; 2 pp.) 20c.

2721—MICHIGAN—Copper Production in Michigan. James
MacNaughton. <Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. S, 1916; % p.) 20c.

2722—MICHIGAN—Lake Superior Copper District. C. L.
C. Fichtel. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 15, 1916; 1 p.) 20c.

2723—MONTANA—Gold. Silver. Cooper. Lead and Zinc in
Montana in 1914. V. C. Heikes. (Mineral Resources of the
U. S., 1914—Part I; 41 pp.)

2724—NEVADA—Gold, Silver,
Nevada in 1914. V. C. Heikes.
IT. S., 1914—Part I; 62 pp.)

2725—PRODUCTION. ETC.—Copper in 1914. B. S. Butler.
(Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914—Part I; 06 pp.)

2726—PRODI'CTION, MARKETS. ETC.—Copper in 1915.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 8, 1916; 7V4 pp., illus. by map.) 20c.

2727—REFINING—Multiple vs. Series Electrolytic Copper
Refining. Philip L. Gill. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 1, 1916;

H4 pp.) 20c.

272S—RUSSIA—The Pvritic Copper Deposits of Kyshtim,
Russia. A. W. Stickney. (Econ. Geol., Nov.-Dec, 1915; 41 pp.,
illus.) 60c.

2729—SAMPLING and Estimating Messina Ore Reserves.
(Min. Mag., Dec. 1915; 1 •''i pp.) 40c.

2730—SMELTING—Gas-Fired Reverberatory Furnace at
Sulitjelma, Norwav, for Flotation Concentrates. C. Offerhaus.
(Eng. and Alin. Journ., Dec. 25, 1915; 43 pp.. illus.) 20c.

2731—TASMANIA—Mining Methods at Mount Lyell. R. M.
Murray. (Proc, Austral. Inst. M. E., No. 19, 1915; 15 pp., illus.)

2732—TEX.^S—Copper Deposits in the "Red Beds" of Texas.
Louis M. Richard. (Econ. Geol., Nov.-Dec, 1915; 17 pp.) 60c.

2733—T"T.\H—Gold, Silver. Copper, Lead and Zinc in Utah
in 1914. V. C. Heikes. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914

—

Part I; 40 pp.)

GOI>D AND SILVER—«EOLOf;Y
2734—ONTARIO—The Beattv-Munro Gold Area. P. E. Hop-

kins. (Report, Ont. Bureau of Mines Vol. XXIV, Part 1, 1915;
14 pp., Illus.)

2735—SOUTH AFRICA—The Far ;East Rand. E. T. Mellor.
(Min. Mag., Dec, 1915; 7 pp., illus.) 40c.

GOLD DRKIXIINU AND PLACER MIXING
2736—ALASKA—The Broad Pass Region. Alaska. Fred H.

Mofflt: With sections on Quaternary Deposits, Igneous Rocks
and Glaciation. Joseph E. Pogue. (Bull. 608, U. S. Geol. Surv.,
1915; 80 pp., illus.)

2737—CALIFORNIA DREDGE with Two Tailings Stackers.
LewLs H. Eddy. (Ent. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 22, 1916; 3Vt PP..
Illus.) Describes Natoma No. 4 dredge, recently reconstructed.
20c.

273S—PROGRESS—Gold Dredging in 1915. Robert E.
Cranston. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 8, 1916; 2>,4 pp.) 20c.

2739—YI'KON TEltRITOItY—Development of Dredging in
Yukon Territory. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Dec. 25, 1915; 5%
pj)., illus.) Paper by O. B. Perry before Canadian Mining
Institute, 1915. 20c.

GOLD AND .SILVER—CV.\NiDING
2740 CLEAN-UP ROr)M IM;.\CTICE at the Simmer Deep.

W. H. .(.iric and E, Davey. (.I',urn. Chem., Met. and Min. Soc
of So. Ml., Oct.. 1915; 3\t, pp i (iOc.

2741- HEAT l.VFLUENCE- Influence of Heat In Cyanldlng
Gold Oi.M. E. A. Wralght. (liiill. 135, I. M. M., Dec 9, 1915;
IH pp., illus.)

2742—MILL—The Central Mill of the North Star Mines Co.
Leroy A. Palmer. (Met. and Chem. Eng.. Jan. 1. 1916; 3\t, pp..
illus.) A mill using amalgamation, concentration and cyani-
dation. 40c.

2743—PROGRESS IN 1915—Metallurgy of Gold and Silver.
Herbert A. Megraw. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 8, 1916; 2>4
pp.) 20c.

2744—TUBE MILLS—The Use of Scoop Discharges in Tube-
Mills. W. R. Dowling. (Journ. Chem.. Met. and Min. Soc. of
So. Afr.. Oct.. 1915; I14 pp.) Author's reply to discussion. 60c.

2745—WESTERN AUSTRALIA—Cyanidation in Western
Australia. V. F. Stanley Low. (Min. and Sci. Press, Nov. 27,
1915; 5 pp., illus.) 20c.

GOLD AND SILVER—GENERAL
2746—ALASKA—Mining at Juneau in 1915. (Eng. and Min.

Journ., Jan. 15, 1916; 2 pp.) 20c.

274 7—ARIZONA—Gold, Silver, Copper, Lead and Zinc in
Arizona in 1914. V. C. Heikes. (Mineral Resources of the
U. S., 1914—Part 1, Dec. 14, 1915; 49 pp.)

274S—ARIZONA—Mining Conditions Around Oatman and
Kingman. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 1, 1916; 1% pp.) 20c

2749—ARIZONA—The Tom Reed-Gold Road Mining Dis-
trict, Arizona. J. D. Sperr. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 1,

1916; 4?i pp.. illus.) 20c.

2750—BRAZIL—Morro A'elho. the World's Deepest Mine.
Benjamin Le Ruy Miller and Joseph T. Singewald, Jr. (Bull..
Pan-Amer. Union, Dec, 1915; 15 pp., illus.) 40c.

2751—CHINA—Silver Market Conditions in China. G. G.
S. Lindsey. (Bull. Can. Min. Inst., Jan., 1916; 6% PP.)

2752—CRUSHIN(3—Chilean Mills versus Stamps. Alexander
McLaren. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 1, 1916; 2 pp.) 20c.

2753—FLOTATION Replaces Cyanide. R. W. Smith. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. Jan. 15, 1916; 21^ pp., illus.) Describes
installation of Oneida Stag Mines and Mills Co., at Freeland,
Colo. 20c

2734—MILL—The Central Mill of the North Star Mines Co.
Leroy A. Palmer. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Jan. 1, 1916: 3^4 pp.,
illus.) A mill using amalgamation, concentration and cyani-
dation. 40c

2755—MONTANA—Gold, Silver, Copper, Lead and Zinc in
Montana in 1914. V. C. Heikes. (Mineral Resources of the
U. S., 1914—Part I; 41 pp.)

2756—PRODUCTION, MARKETS. Etc, of Gold and Silver
in 1015. Frederick Hobart. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 8,

1916; 1^ pp.) 20c
2757—RHODESI.A.—Mining in Rhodesia. (Eng. and Min.

Journ., Jan. 15. 1916; 1 Vi pp.) 20c.

273S—TRANSVAAL MINING in 1915. H. F. Marriott.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 8, 1916; 2 pp.) 20c.

2759—UTAH—Gold, Silver, Copper, Lead and Zinc in Utah
in 1914. V. C. Heikes. (Mineral Resources of the U. S.. 1914

—

Part I; 40 pp.)

IRON ORE DEPOSITS, MINING, ETC.

2760—CONCENTRATION of Cuyuna Ores. Edmund New-
ton. (Proc. Lake Superior Min. Inst., Vol. XX, 1915; 13 pp.,
illus.)

2 761—HYDRA1T,IC STRIPPING at Rowe and Hill-Crest
Mines on the Cuvuna Range. Minnesota. Edward P. M'Carty.
(Pioc Lake Superior Min. Inst., Vol. XX, 1915; 12 pp., illus.)

2762—IRON RANGE DEVELOPMENT in 1915. H. Cole
Estep. (Iron Tr. Rev., Jan. 6, 1916; li'.t. pp., illus.) 60c.

2763—MENOMINEE RANGE—Iron Mining on the Menom-
inee. H. Cole Estep. (Iron Tr. Rev., Jan. 20, 1916; 6 pp.,
illus.) 20c.

2764—MINING—Drag-Line Stripping and Mining, Balkan
Mine, Alpha, Mich., Menominee Range, Mastodon District.
Charles E. Lawrence. (Proc. Lake Superior Min. Inst.. Vol.
XX, 1915; 7 pp., illus.)

IRON AND STEEL METALLURGY
-Manufacture and Uses of Alloy
(Bull. 100, U. S. Bureau of Mines,

2765—ALLOY STEELS-
.Steels. Henry D. Hibbard.
1915; 77 pp.)

2766—BLAST FURNACE—The Mechanical Principles of the
Blast Furnace. J. E. Johnson, Jr. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Jan.
1, 1916; IVi pp., illus.) 40c.

2767—CANADA—The Production of Iron and Steel In Can-
ada During 1914. John McLeish. (Can. Dept. of Mines, 1915;
35 pp.)

2768—CANADIAN SUPPLIES of Iron and Steel in Relation
to Munitions of War. Thos. Cantley. (Bull. Can. Min. Inst.,

Jan.. 1916; 14i4 pp.)
2769—DRY BLAST—Details of a

John B. Miles. (Iron Tr. Rev., Jan.
20c.

2770—PERRO-MANGANESE—Development of Ferro Man-
ufacture. C. J. Stark. (Iron Tr. Rev., Jan. 6, 1916; 2% pp.,
Illus.) 60c.

2771—FOt^NDRY—The Electric Furnace In the Foundry.
(Bull. A. I. M. E., Dec, 1915; 4 pp.) Discussion of article by
W. G. Kranz, previously Indexed.

2772—MARKET.S—Pittsburgh Iron and Steel Markets. B.
E. V. Luty. (Hng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 8, 1916; 1% PP-) 20c.

Drv-BIast Apparatus.
0, 1916; 1V4 pp.. Illus.)
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97-3 PRODUCTION—Iron and Steel in 1915. Frederick

Hobart (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. S. 1916; 2Mi PP-) 20c.

2774—WASTE-HEAT BOILERS—How to Utilize Waste-
Heat Boilers. C.J.Bacon. (Iron Tr Rev. Dec 23 1915, 5?i

pp., illus.) Paper before Am. Iron and Steel Inst. 20c.

bE.VD AXD 7,IXC

')775 BURM\ Increasing Output of the Bawdwin Mines.

<Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 1, 1916; Ihi pp.) 20c.

2776 FLOTATION at Gold Hunter Mill. Idaho. (Eng. and

Min. Journ., Dec. 25, 1915; ?< PP- iHus.) 20c.

2777—HYDROMETALLURGT OF Zinc and Lead in 191j>-

D A. Lvon O C. Ralston and J. F. CuUen. (Met. and Chem.

Eng., Jan. 1, 1916; 2% pp.) 40c.

277S JOPLIX DISTRICT—Lead and Zinc in the Joplin

District in 1915. Jesse A. Zook. (Eng. and Mm. Journ., 1

p.) 20c.

2779—METALLURGY of Lead in 1915. H. O. Hofman.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 8, 1916; li pp.) 20c.

•>7S0—METALLURGY of Zinc in 1915. W. R. Ingalls. (E.ig.

and Min. Journ.. Jan. 8. 1916; 5 pp., illus.) 20c.

27S1—MISSOURI—The Southeastern Missouri Lead District

H. A. Wheeler. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 8, 1916; 1 -Ji PP)
20c.

2782—MONTANA—Gold, Silver, Copper, Lead and Zinc in

Montana in 1914. V. C. Heikes. (Mineral Resources of the

U. S., 1914—Part I; 41 pp.)

27S3—NEVADA—Gold. Silver, Copper. Lead and Zinc in

Nevada in 1914. V. C. Heikes. (Mineral Resources of the U.

S., 1914—Part I; 62 pp.)

9784 PRODUCTION. ETC.—Lead in 1914. C. E. Siebenthal.

(Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914—Part I; 29 pp.. illus.)

2785—PRODUCTION, MARKET. ETC.—Lead in 1915. (Eng.

and Min. Journ., Jan. S. 1916; 5 pp., illus.) 20c.

2786—PRODUCTION MARKET, ETC.—Zinc in 1915. (Eng.

and Min. Jonrn., Jan. S. 1916; 5 pp., illus.) 20c.

2787—SEPARATION—Electro-Static Separation of Pyritic

Zinc Ores. J. H. Lewis. (Min. and Sci. Press, Dec. 18, 191o;

2^4 pp., illus.) 20c.

. 2788 UTAH—Gold, Silver. Copper, Lead and Zinc in Utah
in 1914. V. C. Heikes. (Mineral Resources of the U. S.. 1914

—

Part I.)

2789—WISCONSIN—Zinc Mining in 'Wisconsin. J. E. Ken-
nedy. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. S. 1916; % p.) 20c.

OTHER MET-\L.S

2790—ALUMINUM in 1915. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. S.

1916; % p.)

2791—ANTIMONY in 1915. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. S.

1916; %p.) 20c.
97^9—AI\NGANESE. P. E. Joseph. (Ariz. State Bureau

of Mines. Bull. 4, 1915; 11 pp.)

97q3 PL\TINUM—Sobre Los Yacimientos de Platino de la

Perrania de Ronda. Ricardo Guardiola. (Revista Minera.
Dec. 1. 1915; 3 pp. 40c.

2794—QUICTCSILVER—California Quicksilver in 1915. Mur-
ray Innes. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 8, 1916: % P) 20c.

"2795—RADIUM from Carnotite. C. L. Parsons. (Met. and
Chem. Eng., Jan. 1. 1916; 2J pp.. illus.) Lecture before N. Y.

Section. Am. Chem. Soc, Dec. 17. 1915. 40c.

2796—TIN—Mineralization in Malaya.—II. Wm. R. Jones.

iMin. Mag., Dec, 1915; 8% pp., illus). 40c.

2797 TIN—Northern Nigeria Tin Industry. (Min. Journ.,

Dec. 25. 1915; 1 p.) 40c.

97()s TIN—Notes on the Treatment of Stannite Ore at Zee-
han. Tas. J. H. Levings. (Proc. Austral. Inst. M. E., No. 19.

1915: 6 pp.)
2799 TIN \ND TUNGSTEN in the 'O'est of England. Ern-

est Terrell. (Min. Mag., Nov.. 1915; 1% pp.) 40c.

2800—TITANIUM—Le Titane et la M^tallu'-gie des Minerals.
Titanif&res. P.-E. Dulieux. (Metaux et Alliages, Dec, 1915;

3% pp.) 40c
2801—TUNGSTEN—Addresses on the Rare Metals—Tung-

sten Heiman Fleck. (Colo. School of Mines Quart.. Oct.,

1915; 10 pp.) Address before the Colorado Scientific Society.

2809—TUNGSTEN—Methods for the Determination of

Tungsten in Ores. (Colo. School of Mines Mag., Dec, 1915;
IS4 pp.) 60c.

9803—TUNGSTEN—Wolframite Mining in the Tavoy Dis-

trict Lower Burma. E. Maxwell-Lefroy. (Bull. 135. I. M. M..

Dec.'9, 1915; 18 pp.)

9804—VA.NADIUT^I—Experiments on the Separation of Va-
nadium from Crude Sodium Uranate. Howard H. Barker and
Herman Schlundt. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Jan. 1, 1916; 5»4

pp.) 40c

XOXMET.\I.l.IC MIXER-VL.S

2805—ASBESTOS—A Trip Throush Eastern Canada. P. B
McDonald. (Min. and Sci. Press., Nov. 20, 1915; 2% pp., illus.)

20c.

2806 BXUXITE—La Bauxite dans le Monde. Geologic et

Gfogfnie des Bauxites. Francis Laur. (Metaux et Alliages.

Dec. 1915; IH PP-, illus.) Continuation of article previously
indexed.

2807—LIMESTONE—Geology of the Bloomington Quad-
rangle Indiana. J. W. Beebe. (Report of Dept. of Geol. and
Natural Resources. 1914; 20V4 pp.. illus.)

2809
—"\I\GNESITE—The Production of Magnesite in 1914.

Charles G. Yale and Hovt S. Gale. (Mineral Resources of the
U. S.. 1914—Part II; IS pp.. illus.)

2810—POTASH^Possible Sources of Potash in America.
Frank K. Cameron. (Journ. Franklin Inst., Dec, 1915: 12 pp.)
40c.

2811—STONE INDUSTRY in 1914. G. F. Loughlln. (Mineral
Resources of the U. S., 1914—Part II, 1915; 73 pp.. illus.)

PETROI^ELM -IXD > VTl RAl, ti.tS

2812—CALIFORNIA—Notes on the Santa Maria Oilfields.

Paul W. Prutzman. (Western Eng.. Dec. 1915; H4 pp.) Pa-
per prepared for Am. Petrol. Soc, Oct.. 1915. 40c.

2813—CONTROL of Petroleum and Natural Gas Wells.
Alfred G. Heggem. (Advance copy. A. 1. M. E.. Feb., 1916; 13
pp.. illus.) Methods introduced to safeguard lives of work-
men and protect property from destruction. 40c.

2814—MEXICO—The Effect of Igneous Intrusions on the
Accumulation of Oil in the Tampico-Tuxpam Region, Mexico.
E. De Golyer. ( Econ. Geol.. Nov. -Dec, 1915; 11 »4 pp.) 60c.

2815—NATURAL GAS—The Production of Natural Gas in

1914. John D. Northrup. (Mineral Resources of the U. S.
1914—Part II; 72 pp.)

2816—PETROLEUM INDUSTRY. THE. F. F. Moore.
(Petrol. Rev.. Dec. 4, 1915: 1% pp.) Address before Nat.
Petrol. Assn. 40c.

2817—PUMPING California Crude Oil. C. P. Bowie. (Eng.
News, Dec. 2. 1915; 3% pp.. illus.) 20c.

2S18—RUSSIAN PETROLEUM INDUSTRY. (Petrol. Rev..
Dec. 4, 1915; 1 p.) Conclusion of article previously indexed.
40c.

2819—TEN'NESSEE—Oil and Gas Conditions in the Reel-
foot Lake District of Tennessee. A. H. Purdue. (Resources
of Tenn., Jan.. 1916; 20 pp.. illus.)

2820—VISCOSITY OF OILS in Relation to the Rate of Flow
Through Pipes. R. T. Glazebrook. W. F. Higgins and J. R.
Pannell. (Petrol. Rev.. Dec. 4, 1915; 214 PP-) Conclusion of
article previously indexed. 40c.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—GENER.4L
2821—ECONOMIC GEOLOGY in 1915. Adolph Knopf.

(Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 8. 1916; 1 ^4 pp.) 20c.

2822—MONTANA—Geologv and Coal Resources of North-
ern Teton Countv. Montana. Eugene Stebinger. (BulL 621-
K, U. S. Geol. Survey.. 1916: 40 pp.. illus.)

2823—ORE DEPOSITION—Metal Oxide and Sulphide Im-
pregnation of Fire-Brick. N. B. Davis. (Econ. Geol.. Nov.-
Dec. 1915; 12^4 pp., illus.) Data on blast-furnace conditions
in their relation to the study of ore deposits. 60c.

MIMXG—GEXERAI.
2824—ACCIDENTS—Coal-Mine Fatalities in the United

States. October. 1915. Albert H. Fay. (U. S. Bureau of Mines.
Oct.. 1915: 19 pp.)

2S25—ARIZONA—Yavapai County. Arizona, a Very Active
Mining District. G. M. Sparkes. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Dec.
18. 1915: 2 pp.. illus. 20c.

2826—AUSTRAL.4SIA—Mining in Australasia in 1915. W.
P. Geary. 1 Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 8. 1916; 2 pp.) 20.

2827—CANADA—The Production of Copper. Gold. Lead.
Nickel. Silver. Zinc and Other Metals in Canada During 1914.

(Advance chapter of Annual Report, Can. Dept. of Mines. 191a;
75 pp.)

282S—CHRONOLOGY of Mining in 1915. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Jan. 8. 1916; 2 pp.) 20c.

2829—COLORADO—Mining in Colorado in 1915. George E.

Collins. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 22. 1916; 1% pp.) 20c.

2830—COMPRESSED AIR in Construction and Repair
Work. Charles C. Phelps. (Coal Age. Dec IS. 1915: 3 pp..

illus.) 20c.

2831-COMPRESSED AIR EQUALIZING SYSTEM at Cop-
per Queen. Fred. M. Heidelberg. (Eng. and Min. Journ..

Dec 25. 1915; 2% pp.. illus.) 20c
2832—COSTS. ETC.—Data of the World's Principal Mines.

S. F. Shaw. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 8. 1916; 2 pp.) 20c.

2833—DRILL STEEL. Editorial. (Min. and Sci. Press.

Dec. 4. 1916; Hi pp.) 20c.

2834—DRILLING—Diamond Drilling. P. B. McDonald.
(Min. and Sci. Press. Dec. 4. 1916; 2H pp.. illus.) 20c.

2833—DRILLING in Narrow Slopes. P. B. McDonald.
(Min. and Sci. Press. Jan. 1. 1916; 3 pp.. illus.) 20c.

9836 DUST—Recent Investigations on Dust in Mine Air
and the Causation of Miners' Phthisis James Mpir. (Journ.

Chem. Met. and Min. Soc. of So. Afr.. Oct.. 191o; 2*, pp.)

Discussion on paper previously indexed. 60c

9837 EXPLOSIONS—The Limits of Inflammability of Mix-
tures of Methane and Air. G. A. Burrell and_ G G. Oberfell
(Tech. Paper 119. U. S. Bureau of Mines. 191o; 30 pp.. illus.)

2838 EXPLOSIVES—The Safe Transportation of Explo-
sives and Other Dangerous Articles (Tol James L 'Taylor.

(Met. and Chem. Eng.. Jan. 1. 1916: 1 p.) Synopsis of lecture

before First Nat. Exposition of Chem. Industries. Sept. 23.

1915. 40c.

2839 FIRST-AID CONTEST—Second Annual First-Aid
Contest Edwin Higgins. (Proc Lake Superior Min. Inst..

Vol. XX. 1915; 10 pp.. illus.)

9840 HEADFRAMES—Hea^T Timber Construction. P. B.

McDonald. (Min. and Sci. Press, Dec 25, 1915; 2 pp.. illus.)

20c.

2841 ID\HO—Mining in Idaho. Robert N. Bell. (Eng.
and 'Min. Journ.. Jan. 22. 1916: 3 pp.) 20c.

284' J\P\N—Mining in Japan in 1915. H. W. Paul.

(Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 15. 1916: 1 »4 pp.) '^Oc.

9843 LIQUID .\IR—Die Anlage zur Erzeugung Fliissiger

TiifTfiir Snrenezwecke auf der Gottessegengrube in Antonien-
hUtte (Q-S) Peter Bernstein. (Gliickauf. Dec 8. 1916; . pp..

illus.) Describes plant for manufacture of liquid air. 40c.

2844-MEXICAN MINING TAXES. (Eng. and Min. Journ..

Dec •'5 I'llS- U pp.) Text of petition transmitted to

General 'Carranza by some of the larger mining operators with

regard to excessive taxation. 20c.

2845 MEXICO—Mining in Mexico in 1915. (Eng. and Min.

Journ.. Jan. S. 1916; 2 pp.) 20c.

9g4s ONT.^RIO—Jlining in Ontario in 1915. Thomas W.
Gibson. (Ens. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 8. 1916; l\i pp.) 20o.
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2847—ORE HANDLING—Progress in Underground Ore
Loading. M. E. Richards. (Proc. Lake Superior Min. Inst.,
Vol. XX. 1915; 9 pp.. illus.)

284 S—QI'ARRT ACCIDENTS in the United States During
1914. .-Vlbert H. Fay. Tech. Paper 128. U. S. Bureau of Mines,
1915: 45 pp.)

2S49—QUEBEC—Mining in Quebec During the Tear 1915.
Theo. C. Denis. (Can. Min. Journ.. Jan. 1. 1916: % p.) 20c.

2S50—RUSSIA—Mining in the Russian Empire. 1915. John
Power Hutchins. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Jan. 8, 1916; 2% pp.)
iOc.

2851—SOUTH AMERICA In 1915. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
Jan. 8, 1916: 2% pp.) 20c.

2852—TELEPHCINE—Mine Telephone Equipment. Walter
C. Freeman. (Coal Age. Dec. IS, 1915; 2^4 pp., illus.) 20c.

2S52a—TUNNEL LINING bv Compressed-Air Mixing and
Placing. I Eng. and Contract.. Jan. 12, 1916; 5 pp.. illus.) 40c.

2853—UNITED STATES—General Review of Mining in the
United States in 1915. P. E. Barbour. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Jan. 8. 1916: 11 pp.) 20c.

2S54—UNT\'ATERING of the Down-Town Mining District
of Leadville. W. H. Horton, Jr. (Gen. Elee. Rev., Feb., 1916;
11 pp.. illus.) 40c.

2154a—T'TAH—Mining in Utah. L. O. Howard. (Min. and
Sci. Press, Jan. 22, 1916: Hi pp., illus.)

2S55—UTAH—Mining in Utah in 1915. Edward R. Zalinski.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 15. 1916: 2% pp.) 20c.

2856—WOOD PIPE—Development of the Wood Pipe Indus-
Ir.v. John H. Curzon. (Can. Engr., Dec. 2, 1915; 1% pp.)

MI.VIXG D.VW
2S56a—CHINESE MINING LEGISLATION. Wm. F. Collins.

(Bull. 136. I. M. M.. Jan. 1.3, 1916: 24 pp.)
2857—EXTRA-LATERAL RIGHT. L. F. S. Holland. (Min.

and Sci. Press, Dec. 18. 1915; 3\i pp., illus.) 20c.
2858—REVISION of Mining Laws. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,

Dec. 25, 1915; 2\i pp.) Account of proceedings at meeting in
Washington, D. C.. Dec. 16. 1915. under auspices of Mining and
Metallurgical Society of America: also editorial. 20c.

2859—WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION—Notes on Work.-
men's Compensation Laws. John C. Reid. (Bull. (Jan. Mini
Inst., Nov.. 1915: 10>4 pp.)

2859a—WORKMEN'S COJIPENS.\TION—The Colorado
Workmen's Compensation Act. Wayne C. Williams. (Colo.
School of Mines Quart.. Dec, 1915; 11 pp.)

ORB DRESSING—GRXBRAI.
2859b—CLAY: Its Relation to Ore Dressing and Cyaniding

Operations. A. W. Allen: also discussion. (Bull. 135 and 136,
1. M. M., Dec. 9. 1915, and Jan. 13, 1916; 21 pp.)

2S59c—FLOTATION—A Form for the Classification of Flo-
tation Data. W. A. Whitaker and George Belchic. (Met. and
Chem. Engr.. Jan. 1, 1916: \i. p.) 40e.

2860—FLOTATION—A Paradox. Dudley H. Norris. (Min.
and Sci. Press, Dec. 25, 1915; 3% pp.) 20c.

2861—FLOTATION—Carrie Jane Billings Everson. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. Jan. 15, 1916: 2 pp.. illus.) Details on the
life of Mrs. Everson, who took out the first flotation patent.
2nc.

2862—FLOTATION—Effects of Soluble Components of Ore
on Flotation. (.Min. and Sci. Press, Dec. 18, 1915; 1% pp.) 20e.

2863—FLOTATION in 1915. Editorial. (Met. and Chem.
Eng., Jan. 1, 1916; in pp.) 40o.

2S64—FLOTATION—Pine Oil for Flotation. C. F. Sher-
wood. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 1, 1916; •% p.) 20c.

2S65—FLOTATION—Progress of Flotation in 1915. Her-
bert A. Megraw. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. S, 1916; 2% pp.,
illus.) 20c.

2866—FLOT.\TION—Testing Ores for the Flotation Process.
O. C. Ralston and GUnn L. Allen. (Min. and Sci. Press, Jan. 1,
1916- 6 pp., illus.) 20c.

:r.66a—FLOTATION—The Electrical Theory of Flotation.
Da\;ii Cole. (Min. and Sci. Press. Jan. 15, 1916; 1% pp.) 20c.

2867—FLOTATION—The Status of Flotation Litigation.
Editorial. (Min. and Sci. Press, Dec. IS, 1915; 1 '4 pp.) 20c.

2SfiS—FLOTATION vs. WET CONCENTRATION. (Min. and
Eng.. Rev.. Nov. 5, 1915; 2'^ pp.)

286Ra—OR.^DING INDI'STRIES. The. Edward S. Wiard.
f:\Iet. and Chem. Eng., Jan. 15, 1916; 5% pp., illus.) To be

i.tinued. 40c.

me:tai..i.17R(;v—gbnrrai.
2S6Sb—BRASS—Recrystallization of Cold-Worked .\lpha

I;rasa on Annealing. C. H. Mathewson and Arthur Phillips.
(Bull. A. I: M. E.. Jan., 1916; 50 pp., illus.) 40c.

2869—EL.\STIC STRENGTH of Metals. Frank Charles
Thompson. (Trans., Faraday See, Vol. XI, Part I. Oct.. 1915;
14 ',4 PP-. illus)

2S7n— FLT'IC OASES—S.Tnitiling and Analvzing Flue Oases.
Henry Kreisincer and K, K. Ovitz. (Bull. 97. U. S. Bureau of
Mines, 1915: 70 pp. ''''

<

2871—SAFETY <;!. • > flow to Test the Lenses of Gog-
gles. F. W. Kini; 'i'l. Kev., Jan. 13, 1916; ITi pp.)
Paper presented befoi..- Am. Foundrymen's Assn. 20c.

FL'KI.S

2872—COKE—Making nM.r<,diict Coke for the Market at
Kentuckv Solvay Coke Co. Plant. (Iron Tr. Rev.. Jan. 13,
1916; 3 |.p.. illus.) 20c.

2872:i COKE—The Kffert ..f .\::ratlon and "Watering Out"
i)n the SiHi.hur Content of <" i.. J. R. Campbell. (Advance
ropy, A. I. .M. B., F'b., 1916; 4

i
. i 40c.

2873— ''..NSOLINE—Hazards ! I l.indllT.L- Gasoline. Oeorgo
A. Burrell. (Tech. Paper 127, I .S, P.ih.mu of Mln<s, 1915;
12 pp.)

2S73a—POWDERED COAL in Forge Furnaces. Arthur S.
Mann. (Iron Tr. Rev., Jan. 27, 1916; 3% pp., illus.)

MIXING -WD .MET.^XI-lRGIC.ll. .IIACHIXERY
2874—CONVEYORS—Handling Materials in Manufacturing

Plants. Robert L. Streeter. (Eng. Mag., Jan.. 1916: 26 pp.,
illus.) Third article of series, dealing with belt conveyors:
flight conveyors; apron conveyors; bucket conveyors. 40c.

2S74a—CRANES—Electric Cranes in the Steel Mill. H. E.
Kendall. (Iron Tr. Rev.. Jan. 27. 1916; 3 pp.. illus.) Paper
before Assn. of Iron and Steel Elec. Engrs., Sept.. 1915. 20c.

2S75—CRANES for Factories and Shops. (Eng. and Con-
tract. Dec. 22, 1915; 2 pp., illus.) From paper by H. M. Lane
in "Iron Age." 20c.

2876—FAILING-ROPE INDICATOR. R. S. Handv. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. Jan. 22, 1916: 1 p.) 20c.

2876a—FANS—Important Features in Mine-Ventilatinu
Pans. H. H. Valiquet. (Coal Age, Jan. 15, 1916; 2 pp., illus 1

20c.

2S76b—HOIST—Granite Mountain Hoist of the North Butte
Mining Co. G. B. Rosenblatt. (Min. &. Eng. Wld., Dec. IS.
1915; 5 pp.. illus.) 20c.

2877—MINE CAR AND TIPPLE—Design for Mine Car and
Rolling Side-Dump Tipple. Roy F. Smith. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Jan. 22. 1916; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

2S77a—POWER PL.\NT of the Edmonton Portland Cement
Co. A. G. Christie. (Power, Jan. 25, 1916: 3% pp., illus.) 20c

2879—POWER PLANT—Steam-Electric Power Plant of
Alaska Treadwell Mine. (Elec. Rev., Dec. 18, 1915; 4 pp., illus.)
20c.

2880—WIRE ROPE: .4 Factor in Steel Making. James F.
Howe. (Iron Tr. Rev., Dec. 23, 1915; 6% pp.) Paper before
Assn. of Iron and Steel Elec. Engrs. 20c.

S.VMPLIXG .\XD .4.SS.\YING

2881—ELECTRO.\NALYSIS—Electroanalisis de la Plata Sin
Electrodos de Platino. J. Guzman and J. Alemany. (Revista
Minera, Dec. 1 and S, 1915: 2 pp.) 60c.

2882—GAS .\N.\LYSIS—Reagents for Use in Gas Analysis.
II, Chromous Chloride. R. P. Anderson and J. RifCe. (Journ.
Ind. and Eng. Chem., Jan., 1916; l^i pp.) 60c.

2883—LIMESTONE—A Proposed Rapid Method for the
Analvsis of Limestone for Agricultural Processes. A. S.
Behrman. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem.. Jan.. 1916; 3 pp.) 60c

2884-SULPHUR—A Rapid Control Method for the Deter-
mination of Sulphur in Pyrites Cinder. H. C. Moore. (Journ
Ind. and Eng. Chem., Jan., 1916; 1% pp.) 60c.

I.XDISTRHI, CHE.MISTRY
2885—AMMONIA—Recovery of Ammonia From Waste

Liquors. E. L. Knoedler. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Dec.
1915; 2^4 pp., illus.) 60c.

2886—B.\RIUM INDUSTRY in the United States Since the
European War. Maximilian Toch. (Met. and Chem. Eng..
Jan. 1, 1916: 21,4 pp., illus.) Paper before N. Y. Section, Am.
Chem. Soc. Oct. 8, 1915. 40c.

2887—COAL T.\R and Its Products. (Eng. and Min. Journ .

Jan. 1, 1916; 1=4 pp., illus.) 20c.

MISCELLANEOUS
2888-BOLIVIAN .MINING in 1915. P. F. Bliek and M. G. F.

SBhnlein. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 22, 1916; 2^<> pp., illus.)
20c.

2889—DIVIDENDS—Mining Dividends in 1915. (Eng. anM
Min. Journ., Jan. 8, 1916: 3% pp.) 20c.

2890—MEXICO—The Santa Ysabel Massacre. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Jan. 22. I;il6: 4 pp.. illus.) 20c

2891-NEW CONSTRUCTION—New Mining and Metallurgi-
cal Construction in 1915. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 8, 191G;
3% pp.) 20c.

2892—POWER—Water Power Development in British
Columbia. George A. Ohren. (Min. and Eng. Wld.. Oct. 9,

1915; 514 pp., illus.) 20c.

2893—R.\ND—Earth Tremors on the Rand. .A. Cooper
Key. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Nov. 20, 1915; % p.) 20c.

2894—TASMANIA—Lake Margaret Hydro-Electric Power
Scheme. Mount Lyell. Tas. Geo. AV. Wright. (Proc. Austral.
Inst. M. E., Nov. 19, 1915: 24 ',4 pp., illus.)'

2895-I'TAH RAILWAY—The Bingham and Garfield Rail-
way— .\ .Short Road in Utah with Some Unusual Features. II

C. Goodrich. (Journ. West. Soc. Engrs., June, 1915; IS pp.
illus.) 40c.

2S96—W.\R—Munition Metals. Resources of the Two Sides
in the War. H. C. H. Carpenter. (Eng. Mag., Oct., 1915; 2 pp.)
40c.

2S96a—WAR—Post-Bellum Mineral Production. Arthur
Selwyn-Brown. (Eng. Mag., Jan., 1916; 6 pp.) 40c.

2897—WAR—The Effect of the Present European War on
the Metal Industries. Thomas Forrester Wettstein. (Advance
copy. Am. Inst, of Metals, Sept., 1915; 4 pp.)

2898—W.\R—The German Invasion of Belgium, with Par-
ticular Reference to the Mining Industry. A. Ledoux. (Can.
Min. Journ., Jan. 1, 1916; 2^1 pp.) 20c.

2899-WAR—The Mobilization of Working Miners in
France. (Coll. Guard., June 4, 1915; Vi p.) Summary of a bill
adopted by the Ariny Commission of the French Chamber of
Deputies. 40c.

2900—WOOD PIPE—Data on the Life of Wooden Pipe Per-
taining to 79 Pipe Lines. (Eng. and Contract., Aug. 18, 1915:
3 pp.) 20c.

2901—WOOD PIPE—Report on Life of Wood Pipe. D. C.
Henny. (Eng. N.ws, .\ug. 26, 1915; 3 Vj pp.) From "Reclama-
tion Record," Aug., 1915, 20c.
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(SF^YO/'.S'Lb'—.¥ore than l,i)(li) del e.cjales at open-

in(j of session, Dec. 27, htj Hon. John Barrett. The
Chilean ambassador acted a.<i chairman of conven-

tion. Section Til devoted to mining and metal-

lurgij at which meetings many important papers

were presented. Various committees composed of

some of the most prominent memhers of the

profession.

More than onu lliousaiul delegatL's I'roiii tliu 21 Amer-
ican republics and a large gathering of diplomats and
interested spectators witnessed the calling to order of

the second Pan-American Scientific Congress^ by Hon.
John Barrett, the secretary-general, in the Continental

^Memorial Hall, "Washington, D. C, Dec. 27. On the

stage were the diplomatic representatives of the various

Latin-American repiiblics to Washington, and in the

'As outlined in "Eng. and Min. Journ.." Jan. 1 and Jan. 15,
1916. The first was held at Santiag-o, Chile, Dec. 2S, igns, to
Jan. 5. I!in9.

Iioxcs ovcrlcjciking the stage were many distinguished

ladies. The background was a beautiful collection of

the flags of all the Americas, with guards in the uni-
forms of the United States Army, Xavy and Marine
Corps, in attendance.

Secretary-General Barrett introduced the president of
the congress, His Excellency Eduardo Suarez Mujica,
the ambassador of Chile and chairman of the delegation

of that country-. The ambassador then presented in turn
the Vice-President of the United State.s, Hon. Thomas
B. jMarshall, and the Secretary of State, Hon. Eobert
Lansing.

Plans for tlie unity of all American countries and dis-

cussion of ways and means to bring about even closer

harmony in the future marked all of the meetings. The
congress, which concluded on Jan. 8, was a noteworthy
gathering and will go down in history because of the part
with which it will be credited in the development of

"International Americanism," in addition to its contribu-

tions to tlip world of science in all its branches.

THIO Ol'KNlNi; OK THK Sl';Ct)iNU I'AN-.VMl'JltU'.A.N .SCI CXTIKIC'
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There ^va.-: a large attendance of South Americans, but

unfortunately only a few belonging to Section A"II—the

mining and metallurgical section. There was, however,

a large attendance from the United States.

All sessions were open to the public, biit the receptions

were restricted to members. Since the close of the con-

gress the visiting delegates are making an extensive tour

of the United States, visiting various points of interest

and the larger cities, where officials and organizations

have appointed committees and arranged to entertain

them.

Probably no larger or more comprehensive effort to

get the people of various countries together has ever been

carried out. During the congress there were in simul-

taneous session imder the various sections and subsections

upward of 30 meetings daily, dealing with a wide range

of subjects.

The executive committee of the congress was composed

of the following distinguished men

:

William Phillips, Third Assistant Secretary of State, chair-

man ex officio.

James Brown Scott, secretary. Carnegie Endowment for

International Peace, vice-chairman.
William H. Welch, president National Academy of Sciences.

honorary vice-chairman.
John Barrett, director general Pan-American Union.

W. H. Bixby, brigadier general United States Army, retired.

Philander P. Claxton, Commissioner of Education.

William C. Gorgas, surgeon general United States Army.
William H. Holmes, head curator Smithsonian Institution.

Hennen Jennings, former president London Institution

Mining and Metallurgy.
George M. Rommel, chief Animal-Husbandry Division,

Bureau of Animal Industry, Department of Agriculture.

L. S. Rowe, president American Academy of Political and

Social Science.

Robert S. Woodward, president Carnegie Institution of

Washington.

The work of the congress was taken up by sections, of

which there were nine, under the following heads: Sec.

I, Anthropology; Sec. II, Astronomy, Meteorology, and

Seismology; Sec. Ill, Conservation of Resources; Sec.

IV. Education; Sec. V, Engineering; Sec. VI, Inter-

national Law. Public Law, and Jurisprudence; Sec. VII,

Mining. Metallurgy, Geology and Chemistry; Sec. VIII,

Public Health and Medical Science; Sec. IX, Commerce,

Finance and Taxation.

Section VII. of which Hennen Jennings was chair-

man, was divided into four subsections, which with their

respective committees were:

SUBSECTION' 1—MINING
Van H. Manning, director of the United States Bureau of

Mines, Washington, D. C, chairman.
J. F. Callbreath. secretary of the American Mining Con-

gress, Washington, D. C.

C. H. Lindley, lawyer, authority on mining law, San
Franci.sco, Calif.

E. W. Parker, director of the Anthracite Bureau of Infor-

mation. Wlli<es-Barre, Penn.
H. C. Perkins, mining engineer, Washington, D. C.

G. S. Rice, chief mining engineer of the United .States

Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, Penn.
W. L. Saunders, engineer, president of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers. New York. N. Y.

B. B. Thayer, ijast-president of the American Institute of
Mining Engineers, .Vew York. N. Y.

SUBSECTION 2—METALLURGY
W. R. Tngalls. president ot the Mining and Metallurgical

Society of America, and editor of the "Engineering and Mining
Journal," New York, N. V , chairman.

F. G. Cottrell, chief . Ii.mist of the United States Bureau
of Mines, San Francisco. (;ilif

R. H. Richards, prof. . . mcrltUH of mining engineering
and mitaUurgy, Ma.Ms:i. ; its Institute of Technology,
Boston. Mass.; former \iii>: t of tin; American Institute of

Mlnlni.' Engineers.

Bradley .Stoughton. metallurgical engineer, secretary of
the American Institute of Mining Engineers, New York, N. Y.

L. D. Ricketts, mining and metallurgical engineer. New
York, N. Y.

Karl Eilers. metallurgical engineer, New York, N. Y.

W. R. Walker, metallurgist, New York, N. Y.

G. H. Clevenger, professor of metallurgy, Stanford Uni-
versity, Calif.

SUBSECTION 3—ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
George Otis Smith. Director of the United States Geological

Survey, Washington, D. C, chairman.
J. C. Branner, president of Leland Stanford Jr. Universit.v.

Stanford University, Calif.; former iiresident of the Geological
Society of America.

J. F. Kemp, professor of geology, Columbia University,
New York, N. Y. ; former president of the American Institute

of Mining Engineers.
Waldemar Lindgren, professor of economic geology, Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass.
C. R. Van Hise, president of the University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wis.; former president of the Geological Society of
America.

David White, chief geologist of the United States Geologi-
cal Survey, Washington, D. C.

I. C. White, state geologist of West Virginia, Morgantown,
W. Va.; formerly chief of the Brazilian Coal Commission.

Baile.v Willis, consulting geologist to Argentine Govern-
ment; geologist, L'nited States Geological Survey, Wash-
ington, D. C.

SUBSECTION 4—APPLIED CHEMISTRY
Charles E. Monroe, authority on explosives; dean of grad-

uate studies. George Washington University. Washington.
D. C. ; former president of the American Chemical Society,

chairman.
Carl L. Alsberg. chief of the Bureau of Chemistry, Depart-

ment of Agriculture. Washington. D. C.

C. H. Herty, president of the American Chemical Society,
Chapel Hill, N. C.

B. C. Hesse, chemist. New York, N. Y.

W. F. Hillebrand, chief chemist of the United States Bureau
of Standards, Washington, D. C. ; former president of the
American Chemical Society.

F. A. Lidbury, electrochemist; president of the American
Electrochemical Society, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

P. C. Mcllhiney. chemist; chairman of the New York
Section, Society of Cliemical Industry, New York. N. Y.

Harvey W. Wiley, chemist; former president of the .-Vmeri-

can Chemical Society, Washington. D. C.

H©3sa Coia^ress T© Meet at

At a meeting of the executive conunittec Lima, Peru,

was unanimously selected as the meeting place of the thiid

Pan-American Scientific Congress, to take place in the

year 1921. The centenary of Pcrnvian independence will

be in the same year.

The motion to select Lima was made by His Ex-

cellency Eduardo Suarez-Mujica, ambassador of Cliile

and president of the congi-ess. It was seconded by Dr.

.Iiilio Philippi, vice-chainnan of the Chilean delegation.

The minister from Cuba, Dr. Carlos Manuel de Cesp. -

des, who is also chairman of the Cuban deh'gation, sta;

that the Cuban delegation intended to invite the congii-^

to Havana, i)ut on account of 1921 being Peru's cente-

nary Cuba was pleased to withdraw.

The committee then voted unanimously for Lima and

applauded its selection as evidence of the harmony and

good will diaracterizing the congress.

The United States Government a]i]jropriatcd in all

$85,000 lor this congress, and with that money tbc

organization was perfected and carried out.

In addition there were o'.i members of the congress who
came as guests of the Carnegie Endowment, but who were

also invited by the Departmeiit of State on the same basis

as tile uiioilicial delegates. The expenses of these guesta

were borne bv the endowment.
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.'^l'.\OJ'>I> —Clicapcr iiiininij mediods, lower ex-

traction costs and greater recovery permit the ex-

ploitation of large bodies of low-grade ore: the in-

troduction of new processes of beneficiation, larger

smelting furnaces, and electro-static methods of

dust precipitation, plaij a most important part in

effecting conservation.

True couservation means really improvement of proc-

esses and avoidance of waste. The present generation is

entitled to take and will take from the earth that which it

justly needs, provided it does not wreck and destroy and

unduly waste a part of the earth's resources and provided

that any partially beneficiated substances are stored and

held for future treatment. This deduction comes from

the fact that as we have accumulated and continue to

advance in knowledge future generations can utilize ma-
terial that is at the present time uncommercial or dispense

with the use of the product in whole or part, ^lien the

question of the conservation of our mineral resources came
up during Roosevelt's administration, there were estimates

made showing the limited amount of iron, copper and

other ores available lor use in the arts, but as I recollect

it. these estimates simply referred to material that was

then available and commercial and did not refer to the

immense masses of leaner material that were not then

commercial.

Attention should be brought furthermore to the import-

ant advance in the metallurgical processes, and especially

in the mining and metallurgy of copper ores which have

resulted from the organized efforts of large and efficient

technical staffs working in harmony and in unison. The
wonderful results obtained have been the work of no one

man. and the advance has been the result of wise and in-

telligent cooperation.

Effkct of Cheaper Mixing Methods

Wonderful progress has been made by this means in

decreasing unit costs and in improvements in process and
recoveries. In mining we originated in America and fol-

lowed, for a generation or more, the square-setting and
filling system, which is still important in rich ore masses.

Later this was followed by the so-called caving systems,

which abandoned an attempt to hold up ground that can-

not be held up, with usually a mattress of timber between

the overburden and the ore. Such caving systems involve

either slicing or subslicing to provide for reinforcements

and maintenance of an efficient mattress. The caving sys-

tems have Ijeen borrowed from the iron industry by the

copper mines. These methods have been followed by so-

called shrinkage methods that have still further decreased

the cost of mining, although they require the holding of

great masses of broken ore underground for long periods

of time. Another method is being put into practice, ro-

<|uiring far less storage of broken ore underground and

•Paper presented at the Secotid Pan-American Scientific
Congress, Washington. D. C, and published by permission.

tMining and metallurgical engineer, 42 Broadway, New
York.

also avoiding the mattress—a system somewhat similii:

to the shrinkage system, excepting that far less ore staml-

broken and a single horizontal pillar is maintained und< :

the caving ore instead of a horizontal pillar and nu-

merous vertical pillars, and e.xcepting that a far smalb-:

quantity of ore is broken by mining methods and a fm
greater quantity by the natural crushing of the ma.«s.

I refer to the so-called Ohio system of mining, as improved
and developed by Mr. McDonald at Inspiration. Through
these efforts the unit cost of mining has been tremen-
dously decreased and we have been enabled to mine ex-

ceedingly low-grade material and convert it from uncom-
mercial rock into commercial ore.

Lower Extraction" Cost.s axd GnEATEu Recoveisy

In connection with beneficiation it has been nec-essar\

to cheapen greatly the unit costs and at the same time

to increase largely the metallurgical recovery. The fact

that the leaner copper ores mostly occur in enormous
toimages warrants large capital expenditure and the con-

struction of the most economical and highest class of

power plants, dressing works and reduction works.

Flotation has proved to have a tremendously important
bearing on the increased recovery of copper from sulphide

ores, and it would appear that within reasonable limits

the percentage of recovery from the sulphide remains
constant, even if, through a cheap mining method, the

ore is necessarily mixed with a proportion of overburden
that is valueless. In other words, it seems practicable

with cheap power and very fine grinding and the use ot

flotation to dress cheaply lean copper ore and make a re-

covery of 90% or over of the copper existing as sulphide

in the ore whether the ore contain 2% or 1% of copper.

In using the tenn flotation I mean, of course, that simple

and modified methods of gravity concentration are useil

in conjunction with it. if the sulphide mineral be ver\

finely disseminated and the ratio of concentration is high ;

while the gravity methods somewhat simplified remain the

major process, and flotation simply supplements it where

there is some coarse sulphide and the ratio of concentra-

tion is low.

With reference to the redaction of the copper concen-

trates and coj)per ores there has been notable improvement
in the increased size of the furnaces; the use of fuel oil or

powdered coal in reverberatory furnaces; the introduction

of static-electric methods for avoiding dust losses; the

introduction of basic lining in copper converting; and
improvements in refining. 1 should say. however, that the

advance made in smelting and refining ])rocesses in iin

way compares in importance to the advance made in min-

ing lean ores and dressing them preparatory to smelling.

Another subject that we are all interested in is the

treatment of lean oxidized copper ores l\v leacliing. and

electrical precipitation of the copper with a partial re-

generation of the acid consumed, and while comniereial

plants of large size are only beginning to be installed, tlir

outlook for the profitalile recovery of cop]ier from lenn

carbonate and silicate ores hitherto valueless is exceei!-

ingly promising.
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At tlie present time, under most advantageous condi-

tions, I have no hesitation in saying that 11/4%. and pos-

sibly I'yi, sulphide copper ore having a high ratio of con-

centration can be developed and mined by underground

methods and beneficiated at a profit, and that the same

statement will probably apply in the near future to oxi-

dized copper ore in the form of carbonate and silicates;

and just as such ore was uncommercial and worthless 10

vears ago, so I believe similar ores containing but 0.6 or

0.7% copper will become commercial in the next decade.

Mv theme, therefore, is that in the conservation of our

resources we must remember that organized investigation

and study of mining and metallurgical processes play a

tremendously important part, for if we can bring to the

point of commercial use leaner and leaner ores, so can we

greatlv extend, almost indefinitely extend, the life of our

mineral industries.

We should also remember that so-called waste products

such as slags, tailings, etc., containing small quantities of

metals, but now unprofitable, may in turn become exceed-

ingly profitable. They should therefore be stored and held

for future use.

From the viewpoint of conservation we must recognize

that an organized struggle to increase our profitable re-

serves through decreased unit costs and improvements in

process and consequent higher recoveries presupposes tlic

accurate collection and tabulation into useful form of an

immense amount of detail in both investigation and op-

eration.

The great improvements made and tliose still to be

attained can only come with accurate Imowledge, not only

of costs, but of grades and recoveries. To attain better

results we must liave complete knowledge of what we are

doing at the present tune. In almost all metallurgical

statements there is an item called "unaccountal)le loss.""

As a matter of fact we should not recognize any such

thing as an "unaccountalile loss." We should only rec-

ognize that owing to imperfect methods there is a loss for

which we have not accounted.

It is true that in well-developed mining organizations

the principles I have outlined are recognized, but I think

in the Pan-American congress, where countries are in-

volved whose mining industry is in its infancy, attention

should be brouglit to these principles of conservation, for

we all know that in the early history of mining in this

country the loss to the world through the waste of ore

tinderground and of half-treated products has been enor-

j^yiimg aimdl Selliimg' Nomiferro^s
Meftals of So^tlh Aimerica"^

By LlDWlG VOGELSTEIxf

>' I'A'O/'.S'LS'

—

Transatlantic trade and shipping

rontroUfid by Great Britain gave her the control of

the Chilenn copper output when Chile's production

was 2S% of the world production and exceeded

thai of the United States. Inadei/uafe smelting

and refining facilities of Ike United States in the

second half of the Nineteenth Century also helped

force control of copper markets on England. Ore

buying formerly done by banhing concerns instead

of mining men or smelters, and advances are nni-

versally necessary. Greatest diplomacy required of

ore buyer in South American field: he must be a

good mi.cer, good story-teller, liave a copper-lined

stomach, an iron constitution and be a gentleman.

The mineral wealth of the South American Continent

was the prize that led Pizarro and t'ortez to their dis-

coveries in the early part of the Sixteenth Century. We
are told that when Pizarro conquered Peru, or wjiat was

then Peru and is now partly Chile, he found inmiense

stores of gold, silver and other metals, and that Cortez

in his con(|uest of Mexico seized large (|uantities of pre-

cious as well as of base metals. We further know that the

Spanish Empire was glutted with the gold and silver that

came from the newly discovered territories during the

latter part of the Sixteenth and the early part of the

Seventeenth Centurj'. .\s a matter of fact, the How of

j)recious metals from South .America has never entirely

ceasfd. although a great in.iiiv mines that were operated

•PaiiKi presented at .SeronI I 'an-American Scientific Con-
icress, ^V:lHhlngton. D. C , ami i/uliUsheil by permission.

tOf I. V'ogelsti-ln & Co., 42 lii ..adway. New York.

at tlie time of the discovery of the continent long sin(r

ceased to operate and have been abandoned.

So far the exploitation has been principally confined

to the west coast of South America, although some min-

ing of the less valuable metals as well as of the precious

metals has been done on the east coast. The nonferrou.-

minerals produced on the east coast are relatively not ol

great importance except from Venezuela and the Central

American state of Honduras.

A new impetus was given nonferrous metal production

in South America about the middle of the >fineteenth

Century, after Chile had gained her independence. Up
to that time only high-grade ores, principally oxides and

carbonates, had been smelted in charcoal furnaces, bi.i

in 1S42 Charles Lambert built at Coquimbo the first n -

verbcratory furnace in Chile and in 1857 the first blast

furnace. The Chilean co])per production became soon an

important, and to some extent the governing, factor in tlii'

world's market. Even in 1S!10 tlie production of Chil,c

was still about 10% of the worlil's i)rodiutinn. In 1011

it had fallen to 3.4%, but siiici' then some increase is

noted.

CiiKAT Bkit.vin's Control of Ciiii.kax Mkt.vi.

.\t the time when South .\merica began to be an itn-

poitant factor, the copper industry and copper smelting

were practically, if not entirely, controlled by Great

Brit^iin, and it was natural under those circumstances that

most of, if not all. the Chilean product should gravitate

to Great Britain. In conse(|uence of this situation and of

the fact that the transatlantic trade and ship|)ing were in

the hands of Great Britain, South America became accus-

tomed to the methods, terms, prices, etc.. of British smelt-
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ers and refiners. This was the more natural in view of the

fact that sterling drafts were at all times considered the

uncliauginw and unchangeable money standard of the

world, and particularly so in South America, where mone-

tary conditions were unstable.

Smelting and mining enterprises developed quickly

in Chile. In 1882 their production of copper reached 43,-

110(1 tons, the total world's production at that time being

IS 1,000 tons and that of the Tnited States 40.467 tons.

In other words, in 1882 the production of Chile was

about 23% of the world's production, while the United

States' output was 22%.
In view of the great distance from the market and

of the financial necessities of a yormg mining country,

Chile bars were consigned through South American bank-

ing firms to their British connections and sold in the. Lon-

don market. After 186.3 this was done through the Lon-

don Metal Exchange, which then became a factor in the

world's market. A firm of brokers in Valparaiso was fin-

ally recognized as the impartial intermediary between

seller and buyer and obtained such a hold on the market

that practically no copper was sold or could be sold ex-

cept under its auspices.

In those early days of the second half of the Xineteeuth

Century the smelting facilities of the United States were

so inadequate that we had to dispose of a part of our o\ni

])ro(luct in Great Britain. Even a large portion of the

first production of the Anaconda mine was smelted in

Swansea. Only with the begimiing of the '80s did a

change in this respect begin slowly to work its way. but

it gained headway year by year, so that at the present

time—and for the last 1-5 years—the United States is

recognized as the most efficient smelter and refiner of

base and precious metals in the world. This result was

achieved partly in harinony with the general industrial

development of this country and partly owing to the tre-

mendous strides toward the exploitation of our immense
natural resources, which is evidenced by an increase of the

I o]iper production of the United States from 27,000 tons

in 1880 to 546.000 tons in 1913: or expressed in per-

centage, in 1880 the United States produced 1T% of

tlie world's production of copper again-st 55% in 1913.

In a similar way the silver production of the United

States has changed from 30.318.700 oz. in 1880 to 66,-

801.500 oz. in 1913, while in gold the United States

has held a prominent position which was only relatively

reduced by the development of gold mining in South

Africa.

Else of Uxited States Coppeu Refixixg

The pioneer in copper, lead, silver and gold smelting

in the Eastern States was the Balbach Smelting Works?,

whose plant was brought into prominence in the '80s

through the adoption of the electrolytic copper-refining

process. Soon after, the Baltimore Copper Co. built at

Baltimore a large and modern plant, which was used to a

great extent for the treatment of ores from the Anaconda
mine after that company had emancipated itself from

(ireat Britain. The Xichols Copper Co. and the Perth

Amboy plant of M. Guggenheim Sons were also started

during this period.

For a long time several factors stood in the way of at-

tracting South American ore to the United States. In

the first place, both for copper and silver London's im-

jxirtance as a market coidd not be disregarded. The

operations of the Secretan Syndicate made the London
market very attractive to Chile, as up to 1888 Chile bars
were the only product deliverable on the London ifetal

Exchange. During the Secretan comer Chile bars

brought even higher prices than refined copper. Another
factor that stood in the way of attracting business to the

L'nited States was the lack of shipping and banking fa-

cilities. A third factor, which is not unimportant and
particularly not unimportant in a Spanish-American
country, was the conservatism of shippers. Personal

friendship between buyer and seller and the habit of hav-

ing their settlements made in a certain way to which they

had become accustomed tended to hold the trade in its

old channels.

T"p to tlie beginning of this century ore buving in

South America had not been handled by men particularly

familiar with the mining and smelting business, but rather

had been done principally by banking concerns. With the

development of the smelting industry all over the world
and. above all, in the United States, the need of qualified

ore buyers made itself felt, and several firms established

agencies in the South American field. Incidental to tliis

work, or rather, coincident with it, the mineral wealth of

South America and particularly of the coimtries on the

Pacific Coast attracted the attention of capitalists. This

is not tlie place to review the important development that

has occurred during the last 20 years, but there is no
doubt that the establishment of large mining enterpri.^es

in South America under the auspices of citizens of the

United States has helped to bring about a change in

ore- and metal-buying methods of tlie Southern Continent.

At the beginning the American ore buyers, as well as the

American miners, were regarded with suspicion and were

classed with adventiirers who had ])receded them, many
of whom had left imsavory reputations. Only when it

was seen that by perseverance and a steady flow of money
results could be achieved was a greater confidence in the

methods of the Xorth American States established.

Difficulties ^Iet by Amekicax Oi!E Buyer

The American ore buyer had to combat many difficul-

ties. The British method of accounting for metals and

(U'cs is cumbersome enough, but the Chilean method was
even more complicated, owing to the variation in ex-

change and the practice of the banking fraternity in

South America to assume this risk of exchange by guar-

anteeing a fixed rate on a given date. The most aston-

ishing practice had crept into the business, of paying for

metals and ores as much as 30 or 60 days before they

were shijiped. In the meantime the buyer, who at the

same time was the banker, had in his hands nothing but

a paper obligating the shipper to deliver within a certain

]>eriod to the buyer or in ease of nondelivery to pay

interest.

The usual contract stipulates that during a certain

]ieriod the owner will deliver the mineral output of his

]iroperty and the buyer will receive and pay for such

deliveries at contract terms. Nothing sounds fairer, but

The way it usually works out is that deliveries are hea\"y

while quotations are high, which is the very time when
buyers wish to avoid the market risk. When quotations

are low, deliveries diminish and frequently cease. The
buyer is told that the miner cannot make money at pre-

vailing prices; or the company is without funds, or

sup]ilies have not arrival : or a break lias occurred in tIu
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transmission line; or the pumps are out of order; or that

a holiday season is on; or what not. Ahout this time

tlie ore huver is apt to receive a cable reading: "We are

short of ore. What will you sliip?"

The ore buyer must then become a diplomat, for the

cry of distress from the northern smelter whom he repre-

sents must not go unheeded. He cannot go to the miner

and offer better prices, for the chances are that he is

already paying all that ore is worth. He cannot argue

that metal prices are apt to go lower, because an error

in forecasting the market will be remembered and he

will be mentally debited by the miner for whatever loss

the latter believes he has sustained. What he does is

to mingle with his clients and tell them that his prin-

cipals are anxioiis for ores; he makes an appeal to their

sen.se of fair play by showing how with deliveries all

at high quotations there will be difficulties in renewing

contracts, and explains that while low cjuotations prevail

labor is cheap and prospecting for future days should lie

undertaken.

This campaign will result in promises and some ore.

The promises he must translate into tonnage as best he

can ; the ore must be seen and its value estimated, so that

he can know with some degree of certainty the quantity

that will reach port in time for steamer's departiire. He
must frequently travel to the mines to see whether he

is getting the output. A miner that needs money may
forget that he has a contract and deliver to the local mer-

chant or banker, who will advance more money against

the shipment than the ore buyer liclieves safe. The ore

buver relies upon his friends to keep him informed of

the development of prospects, progress at mines, move-

ment over roads, activity of competitors and export ship-

ments, and is not afraid to be seen consulting with his

competitors over points of mutual interest, for in South

America there is no Sherman Law.

Need of iloxEY by South American Operators

^loney is more urgently needed in the mining field

of South America than in North America, for numy
native companies, after receiving money for their prod-

ucts and as soon as they have paid pressing debts, proceed

to divide the surjilus in the form of a dividend, so as

to advance the price of their .shares. In all parts of

the world mining is apt to be looked upon as a gamble,

l)ut in South America it is more hazardous than in north-

ern lands, for the regions are not thoroughly prospected.

A reserve or sinking fund is rare, and the ore buyer is

expected to advance money to work the mine. Often he

is asked for a loan iipon the property to enable the miner

to go to work.

When a front of ore is uncovered, the ore buyer is

invited to in.spect it at his own expense in hopes that

he ma\' loan more money, so that operations may l)e

extended. After the ore is extracted, he is iirged to an-

ticipate payment : when it arrives at the station, he is

besieged for funds to be repaid from the next shipment;

and when the shipment finally reaches port, he must

advance for it, according to the contract. Hard is the

fate of the ore buyer in South America who becomes

enthusiastic and for a ^inude moment forgets that he is a

business man and advanrrs mimey upon a mine. He must
then study most carefull\ tin; laws of the land and must

be a foster parent to tin
; roperty, for all its ills will

idTect him, and the utmost lie can expect is the ret\irn

of tlie money he has advanced. His principals will blame

him for making loans, but in ore buying the one at the

front must break rules if he can see that the result will

be favorable.

I have devoted considerable time to advances because

that one tendency causes more trouble than all other acts

in ore buying. The ore buyer wants ore and often goes

far afield to secure it. He is a philanthropist, for he

is building tip the coiintry through his investments. He
should not advance money until ore is sampled, weighed

and assayed and in his possession, but they all do it in

spite of warnings and resolves.

It is to be hoped that the investor in mining shares

or properties will come to realize that an adequate work-

ing cajiital is often the salvation of a property. The ore

l)uyer, like the banks, forces the borrower to pay for

loans or accommodations. Large mines should finance

their own operations. Small mines must be borrowers,

but they should borrow from the local bank and be inde-

pendent of the ore buyer.

Even today a considerable quantity of ore from South

America finds its way to market through local merchants,

banks or shipping companies, though an ore buyer may
be resident in the neighborhood. These intermediaries

send the shipment to market, and their correspondents

turn it over to an ore buyer, who accounts for it at mar-

ket rates. The miner receives less for his product than

bad he sold direct to the ore buyer, but has enlisted the

interest of a local capitalist. He always has in mind
the necessity of credit or money for operating expenses.

The capitalist is well paid. He receives generous interest

on the money advanced and a substantial commission

for his services and also for the services of his correspond-

ent. South American merchants are always in need of

exchange to cover their purchases abroad, and for this

purpose ores are as convenient as money, besides saving

a banking commission, or they may even be enabled to

sell exchange and thereby collect a commission or profit

thereon. Truly they catch the miner "coming and going."

Ore Buyixg a Game or a Business

North American ore buyers are apt to become un])o]>

ular in South America, for they often fail to realize that

the making of a deal is a game that the So\xth American

enjoys. It is too often a game of wits rather than cold

business. The North .\i^crican prefers to state his terms,

explain them if requested and have them accepted • or

rejected. But if he pursues this plan, it shows lack

experience and will result in failure. He must first

all cultivate friendly relations with his client, show in-

terest in his property by examining the mine and learning

its history, look at all the specimens that the miner has

gathered, then gradually discuss conditions. The Peru-

vian wants to sell his copper based on the price of Best

Selected; the Chilean wants the Standard Three Months'

quotation; the Venezuelan and Colombian arc used to

the quotation for Electrolytic Wirebars. If the ore bu\' i

has an alert mind and a sharp pencil, he need not cum-

bat his clients' desires as to a basis for settlement. South

.\mericans have been u.sed to shipping to British and

German smelters so long that they prefer the settlements

made in those countries, and the ore buyer who ships to

New York will have to demonstrate that a fair deal will

he given. On account of the South American's desifc

to settle for his shipments j)rior to exportation, the up-
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toflate ore Ijuyor must be prepared to receive, weigh,

sample, assay and pay for shipments before forwarding

them to his smelters in the North. In this way he pre-

vents sliipments going to Great Britain and Germany,

as would possibly otherwise occur. The miner of course

l^ays the bill, for the ore has to stand the costs of weigh-

ing, sampling and assaying in South America, which are

higher than at a smeltery in the States.

A frequent source of trouble between ore buyer and

miner is the moisture. The Chilean who mines from a

desert region cannot easily be made to believe that a

deduction from gross weight for water is just, although

he will agree that the chemist that determines the metal

contents should dry the sample with great care before

assaying. Ore apparently as dry as a bone will fre-

quently contain np to 1% moisture. A 100-ton lot,

therefore, will contain one ton of moisture. If the ore

assays 25% copper, the loss, if moisture is not deducted,

amounts to $90 on the lot. All ores contain moisture,

Init if the shipper notices dust arising from a heap that

is being moved or crushed, it is difficult to convince him

that water is present in the interstices of the ore. A
test is the only recourse, and the inexperienced bewail

the loss of time and the expense which such a test entails.

The ore buyer is also up against the peculiar condition

that he must give way to the seller on the subject of

umpires in South America. When differences arise be-

tween analyses of buyer and seller, it is customary to

submit the dispute to an umpire in the country. The ore

buyer is practically certain to lose the case. ]\Iy experi-

ence extending over years shows that on settlements,

where an umpire is called in, payment is made for great-

er value than can be found in either the United States,

Great Britain or Germany. This does not imply that

the methods of determination in South America are un-

fair. The simple fact is that determinations made there

are scientific investigations, whereas in this country and

in Europe determinations for the vahies of metals in

ores are looked upon as commercial assays.

In this country and in Elurojje when an umpire reports

results that do not check within reasonable limits, his

name is stricken by mutual consent from the list of um-
pire assayers. In South America the number of assayers

competent to make reference assays is so limited that

even though they may show tendencies to be marked by

high or low in their reports of percentages present, they

cannot be dropped, because there is no one to substitute

for them. In assaying for silver it is universally under-

stood that a weighed amount of ore be fluxed with test

lead in a scorifier, subject to an oxidizing atmosphere

at a low red heat to slag ofF the impurities of the ore;

the lead button formed, when freed from adhering slag

after cooling, is cupelled, and the resulting silver bead,

when cool, is weighed and the percentage of silver deter-

mined. In South America some umpire assayers cor-

rect this result by scorifying and cupelling the slag and

cupel from first operation, thereliy obtaining a higher re-

sult than the commercial.

Diplomacy Required of Oke Buyers

The successful ore buyer in South America becomes the

friend of the miner and works for his advantage. Firstly,

because he is usually ambitious and wishes to secure as

large a tonnage of ore as possible. Secondly, because he

wants to keep Imsy, which makes him restless and always

scheming how he can increase the volume of hi.s business

and incidentally help his friend, the miner. Thirdly,

he is so far from his home ofiice that it is more agree-

able to be friendly with his neighbor than to court favor

with the smelter for whom he works. He must do busi-

ness with all sorts and conditions of men in South Amer-
ica, as in any other eountrj'. The ore buyer representing

Northern and European smelters is not in a position to

compete against unfair practices. The standing of his

foreign connection forbids such a course, even though
convinced that he is dealing with unscrupulous people.

As a rule he cannot compete under such conditions and
must leave such trades to small local concerns which

are not as jealous of their reputations and not held down
by strict rules from their principals.

Above all the ore buyer must avoid lawsuits, and he

will therefore make concessions in South America that he

would not make at home rather than face a legal con-

troversy. Very often a deal in ores is arranged over a

friendly glass, and both parties are willing to settle dif-

ficulties by argument as they arise.

^Ieciiaxism of Chile Bar Sales

Jackson Brothers, in Valparaiso, who handle the Chile

bar business, are advised by the Chilean smelters in the

early part of the week that a certain tonnage of a cer-

tain brand of bar is to be sold for delivery at port, ship-

ment to be ready on a fixed date. Jackson Brothers

then notify the prospective bidders that one or more
parcels will be sold to highest Ijidder at 5 o'clock on

a fixed date, usually on a Thursday or Friday. The
bidders send in their offers in sealed envelopes, all of

which are opened as the clock strikes 5, and the award

is made to the highest bidder. The price is in Chilean

pesos per metric quintal of bars.

Jackson Brothers issue copper statistics from which

they in turn calculate the value of copper ores. The basis

for quotations is the price realized for Chile bars at auc-

tion. This price takes account of London copper quo-

tations, sterling exchange, freight rates, war risk, insur-

ance, etc. The Chileans subscribe to the publication,

and the ore bu)'er for a North American concern ofttimes

is forced, in order to meet the competition of local

smelters, to buy upon these so-called quotations. In .so

doing he takes a risk upon varying factors, which he would

much prefer to avoid.

Ores carrying tin, bismuth, vanadium, molybdenum or

tungsten are rarely bought in South America on weights

and samples taken in the country, for the miner is not so

familiar with these ores as with ores of silver, lead and

copper and therefore ]irefers that they be sampled in

Europe or the United States. The ore buyer in treating

for such ores arranges that they be sold to best advantage

by his principals, and for the trouble of arranging a

shipment covering insurance, freights and a market in

the North, he charges a commission and also charges all

expenses pertaining to that .shipment.

In South America a business friend is usually a staunch

friend and will not change to a competitor or make ship-

ments direct without giving fair warning. When such

changes occur, the reason is to be sought in some trivial

misunderstanding or some delay. Frequently assays do

not arrive in the hands of the ore buyer as soon as the

miner believes they should, or cables giving quotation-

sometimes are delayed, etc.
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Mining and marketing of ores being new to the South

American, the producer frequently does not seek the best

price he can obtain, as he would in the North, but leaves

the matter of marketing to his banker or a commercial

friend, and for this reason the ore bu^-er must carefully

scan the local papers and inquire regarding developments

in the whole South American Continent, in order to be

the iirst on the ground when a strike is made and in-

terest the miner in his behalf. Like the commercial

traveler he must return from time to time to the pro-

ducer to learn what is going on. He miist be a good

mixer, a good story teller, have a copper-lined stomach,

an iron constitution and above all be a gentleman. He
must mingle in government circles, with bankers, know
where he can obtain advantages in exchange, and be

kept informed of impending changes in governmental or

mining laws. He must be a reception committee for all

visiting mining engineers, a translator for foreigners and

a diplomat.

During the la.st 1-3 years conditions of production in

South America have changed materially and, as stated,

the disposition of the product has undergone tremendous

changes. The auctions at Valparaiso for Cliile bars have

become less frequent, because a good many of the Chilean

copper smelters have contracted their product on annual

contracts to the States. Resides, keen competition of the

North American smelting plants has put some of the

Chilean smelters i)raetically out of business or at least

reduced the amount of ore that they can treat to advan-

tage. Four large smelting concerns in the United States

have constantly drawn supplies in ever-increasing quan-

tities from South America : On the Atlantic coast the

Nichols Copper Co., the American Smelting and Refining

Co.. and the United States iletals Refining Co. : on the

Pacific coast the American Smelters Securities Co. These

concerns have established their own buying agencies in

South America. The group connected with the Amer-
ican Smelting and Refining Co. has also developed large

copper projjerties.

The production of copper in Chile has steadily risen

and in the year 1913 reached 39,400 tons. Peru, which

in 1902 produced 7,000 tons, reached a production of

25,700 tons in 1013. A list of the production of copper

in South America and the quantities imi>ortcd into the

United States is ai>pended hereto. It will be seen that

the bulk of the product is now going to tlie United States.

Since the outbreak of the war this situation lias been

accentuated and a change has taken ]ilace in regard to the

methods of ore buying, botli for financial and market rea-

sons. The use of the sterling draft has become less uni-

versal and the quotations ])ublished in New York have

become more acceptable to the South American producer.

A FOKKCAST I'OIi THE NeXT DeCADE

In conclusion an attempt will be made to forecast the

develo])ments for tiie next decade. As previously stated,

the competition ol' tiie refining and smelting plants in

the United States lias reduced the business of the local

snielter.s to the treatment of com])aratively low-grade ores

that cannot stand tiie cost of transportation, although

tlie grade of the ore varies with the price ol)tainable for

the material; but strantic as it mav seem and in s]>ite

of tbc high freight rates, the smelters in the United

States c-an generally coiii|iete suicessfully against tlic

local -irifltei- lor auv loii.'i- ore i mitaiiiinL'' iiuire than

15% copper, because cost of coke, inefficiency of labor

and small tonnage make the operating costs of local

smelters very high. The Panama Canal is going to fur-

ther this trend, and the result: would have made itself

felt ere this, had it not been for the high- freight rates

that developed as one of the results of the war.

Furthermore, there is one difficulty standing in the

way of the establishment of a highly developed plant in

South America for the treatment of all kinds of ore,

and that is the lack of a proper smelting mixtiire.

Especially in Chile, difficulty is being encountered in

securing an ample supply of hasic sulphides, which are

the necessary foundation for large smelting enterprises.

There can be no question, however, that in a relatively

short period, owing to the more intensive mining devel-

opments, a discovery of sulphide ores at the lower levels

will be made in such tonnages that the erection of a mod-
ern and uptodate smelting plant will become profitable.

Large interests in this line in the United States ^\all

doubtless develop such smelting enterprises. Even when
these conditions ari.se. South America will continue to

be an exporter of ores and minerals for a long time on
account of the difficulty of centrally locating a compre-

hensive smelting plant.

Some beginnings of successful smelting enterprise have

been made. The Backus & Johnston Co. at Casapalca,

SOUTH AMERICAN COPPER PRODUCTION LN METRIC TONS
1912 1913 1914

BoHvia 4.6S1 3.658 2.743
Chne 39.204 40,195 40,876
Peru 26,4S3 25.715 23.647
Copper imported from Chile to tlie
United States 16,135 19,785 24,661

Copper imported from Peru to the
United States 19,905 19,350 20,176

Peru, has developed during the last few years into a

vciy successful smelting company. Conditions at the

new jilants of the Chile Copper Co. and the Braden Cop-

per Co. in Chile as well as of the Cerro do Pasco company
in Peru are entirely different, because these enterprises

are principally, if not entirely, confined to the treatment

of their own ores.

There is no doubt that the mineral wealth of South

America is an ever-growing factor for the markets of the

world and tliat North American methods are becoming
more and more acceptable. This has been proved by

the developments of the last 25 years aud is evidenced

by statistics ; in 1913 (the last year of normal conditions)

out of a total world's copper production of 993,000 tons,

alioiit 715,000 tons were brought to the market as re-

fined product through the United States. In other woi •
i

72 7( of the world's copper production was smelted h'

although the mines located in the United States ]ir<i-

duced only 55%.

Caceres Ois^srict, Colommlbia
Negotiations have been in progress lately for the trans- r

fer of tile Vargas mines in the District of ("aceres, Depart- i

nieiit of Antioquia, Colombia. There has been consider- »

able Jiand-washing along Caceri Creek during the present 1

season ; on the Farley placer two giants have been at work I

with good results, and some work was done on the lode '!

mine of I'obert Farley in the same valley. On Tanianii •'

Creek two monitors have been working on the central i

claim of the Tamana Mining Co. Some exploration "f

placer ground was in ))rogress in tins region last year I'ni

North American interests.
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MefellMirgV of Ns\iliv )nlver Ores ©f

Bv AV. M. BRODiEf

SVXOPSIS—Mines worked prior to luij in

neighborhood of Batopilas. Ancient ores care-

fully hand sorted and smelted in the vaso. Native

silver found in fissure veins in diabase. In coarse-

grained rock no native silver has been found in

commercial quantity. Occasional small amounts

of argentite and ruby silver are found. Present

milling comprises concentration, amalgamation,

cyanidation and smelting. Product of mine often

being shipped as bullion luithin JfS hr. of blasting.

X'early three centuries ago the ores of native silver of

southwestern Chihualuia drew the attention of the Spanish

adelantados, or "advance guards," who explored and

opened up for settlement new country in what is now
northern Mexico. These military explorers were either

accompanied or closely followed Ijy

prospectors, who were willing to run

risks and endure all kinds of hardships

and who seem to have been quite able,

when they found good ores, to open up
mines and extract tlie valuable metals.

The more one sees of what they did,

the more one has to admire their re-

sourcefulness and the wonderful results

they were able to obtain. With iron

costing one ounce of silver per pouud

and steel several times as much, at a

distance of thirty-odd days' hard con-

tinuous travel or 150 days' muleback

freighting from Mexico City, they

worked mines in the inaccessible moun-
tains, overcoming all difficulties. In a

deep gulch on the western slope of the

Sierra iladre the ores of Batopilas

were discovered about the year 163'2,

and it is probable that at that time

there were already being worked in the

mountains of Sonora and Chihuahua a

number of mines which later became
important. An old document con-

nected with a lawsuit about the owner-

ship of mining property in Topago, on looki.xg duw
the Chinipas River, which falls into

the Fuerte some distance below the junction of the

Batopilas and Fuerte Rivers, mentions a few years later

that there were at that time in that neighborhood "five

"dones' who knew how to sign their names," or in other

words, five educated Spaniards.

In those early days and much later, ores were always

enriched as much as possible by careful hand sorting and
washing and were then roasted and smelted with litharge

in the inclined throat of the vaso, or small cupellation

furnace. The lead ran down on the hearth and was

'Paper presented at second Pan-American Scientific
Congress. Washington, D. C, and published by permission.

tMining engineer and metallurgist, Batopilas Mining Co.,
'0 Broad St.. New York City.

cupelled in the usual way; the slags from the vaso were
smelted subsequently with the surplus litharge from the
cupellation in the small Spanish shaft furnace. Both
furnaces were built of sun-dried brick and are still being
used in many places.

SoRTixG, Testing and Co.vcextratixg the Ores

The sorting of ore was a profession, and the sorters

grew very expert at the work and recognized the smallest

speck of rich mineral instantly, even wlien working at full

speed. The prospector also had many little tricks to de-

tect metals. His great reliance was of course the horn
spoon, in which he concentrated and washed his samples,

but he tried the malleability of grains of argentite and
horn silver with his teeth, and he Icnew that silver salts

have a peculiar sweet taste, that silver when volatilized

give? this same taste and a sweet smell and that a doubtful

N batopilas river from above S.A..N MIGUEL MINE

grain of mineral if placed upon tlie burning end of his big

cigarette of macuche tobacco, when the smoke was inhaled,

would show by the taste whether it was silver or not.

The ordinary cobbing and sorting table at the mines
was generally a considerable distance from water. The
usual construction was as follows: A small hole was

scooped in the ground, preferably on tlie edge of the dump
and lined with stones embedded in clay so as to fonn a

basin about 2 to 3 ft. in diameter. On opposite sides,

two flat stones were placed with a slight inclination toward

the basin. Thgse served as anvils and washing tabU s on
which the ores were broken, cobbed and wetted witli tlie

hand, tlie water draining back into the basin, which was
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water-tight as long as it was kept full and the clay was

kept moist. This also saved the fines, which were after-

ward concentrated in a wooden pan. The consumption of

water was very small, as only the doubtful ores were

wetted for identification. Millions of tons of ore have

been concentrated in this manner.

AxciEXT Smelting Methods

The vaso was a small reverberatory furnace. It is still

used in many places. The fireplace sometimes had a grate,

but usually it had not. Dry and resinous woods were

used as fuel. The flame passing the fire-bridge slanted

down to the hearth, which ran across the furnace and in

the ordinary furnace rarely measured more than 3 ft.

by 2 ft. and often less.

From the hearth the flame passed slanting upward
through a long throat, generally 12 to 15 in. wide, to

the outlet or chimney, at most a couple of feet high. The
ores were fed in with the necessary fluxes through an open-

ing or door on the side of the throat, and when the bath in

the hearth had been cleaned from slag the blast from a

hand-ljellows was blown in from one side and the litharge

was drawn ofl^ at the other. The bottoui of the hearth was

made of wood ashes and clay, and an exjDert afinador, or

cupeller, knew how to repair the hearth and to build up a

new breast while the furnace was hot, so that operations

could be repeated a number of times after the silver was

taken out of the furnace.

No iron was used about the furnace, and often the

whole smelting and refining operation was done without

any iron tool of any kind, a crooked stick of a kind of

wood that burns only very slowly being generally used to

skim the bath. Later the garrapata was used—an iron

tool with a cleaver's blade on one end to cut and shape

the breast of the furnace and a hook on the other to remove

lumps of hot litharge and slags.

The homo de fiiiidicion, or shaft furnace, was generally

built, for purposes of strength, in an adobe wall. In size

it was limited by the wind, or blast, furnished by the

bellows, worked by hand and generally of one-man power.

At the level of the tuyere it generally had an internal

cross-section 12 in. in depth by 9 in. in width, the height

of the furnace proper above the tuyeres being about 5 ft.

6 in.

Generally the pot, or hearth, was made outside the fur-

nace, the lead bullion being tapped olf from the bottom

into sand molds. It seems that only very rarely a fore-

hearth was used communicating with tlie inside of the

furnace. The tuyere in a properly appointed furnace

was generally a copi)er casting, so heavy that it was not

melted by the blast. In this the two nozzles of the doul)k'

liand bellows rested.

The great refjuisite in smelting, both in the vaso and

in the shaft furnace, was to have an easily fusible mix-

ture, from which all "rebellious ore," especially zinc ore,

had been separated as much as possible. Many men were

very skillful smelters; still, a successful smelting opera-

tion needed much preparation, great care and constant

attention.

When the rich native-silver ores were discovered in

I'.atopilas and it became known that they could he smelted

l.v anybody in any ordinary forge by simply placing a

little earthen dish bel.w the blast hole atid building the

lire over it, the fact imcw much attention, as the cakes

of i^ilver producer! wm.. i-pw pure and were accepted

anywhere as money. This was a gi'eat attraction and
helped greatly to draw prospectors to the new camp.
Up to this day a considerable amount of silver is pro-

duced in this same way, a little litharge generally being

mixed with the ore so as better to gather the smaller par-

ticles of silver. Many of the stores in Batopilas sell the

earthen dishes and the litharge over the counter to the

customer, who can then have a forge for his convenience in

the back yard, where no questions are asked.

OCCURREXCE OF NaTIVE SlLVER

The native silver in southwestern Chihuahua is found
in fissure veins that run through an augitic rock, classed as

diabase.

This rock is found in a few gulches and valleys where
erosion has removed the superimposed layer of porphyritic

rocks that form the sierra. The diabase is younger than

the granite which is often found near it, because the

granite is sometimes found in it as boulders and it is older

than the porphyritic rock, which is often found in it as

veins or roots.

Batopilas and Morelos have both been famous for their

rich ores ; San Joaquin, el Realito and los Cueros have

yielded ores of native silver, but never enough to make
these places famous.

In the valley of Batopilas the diabase is exposed in an

area about 2 by 4 mi., but not all the diabase is the same.

There seem to have been various flows, separated by

long periods but forTuing a fairly continuous body. The
texture of the rock also differs. Most of the diabase is

rather coarse-grained and shows plainly the crystals of

augite and feldspar; another part is fine-grained. Some-
times it gets to be aphanitic in texture, especially near the

contact with the porphyritic rock.

It is a well-known fact among the silver miners in

Batopilas that in the coarse-grained rock no native silver

has been found in commercial quantity. The rock shown

as hueti panino, or promising ground, is always fine-

grained and generally contains a considerable amount of

impregnated pyrites.

There are in Batopilas diabase three classes of veins.

The oldest are well defined, but have a filling of dead rock

that shows no mineralization such as generally occurs in

ore veins. The second class of veins shows life; that is,

they have a vein filling that occasionally shows quartz,

calcite, blende, galena and arsenical pyrites. It is in

these veins that the native-silver ores were formed and

are found, but the native silver was a later deposition

than the base ores with which they are associated. The

silver was deposited near and sometimes in the minerals

niontioned simply because the ground was not so firm

there. A third and younger set of veins had a vein filling

ronsisting mostly of ground-up country rock with now and

then breccia of mineralized vein matter, a part of which

seems to have belonged originally to veins of the second

class. Among this vein matter there has been found ii;i-

tive-silver ore in some quantity, but tliis ore, which soim-

tiines is in lum])s worn round by rolling motion, evident-

ly was formed somewhere else.

Native silver has been found both with ((uartz and with

calcite, but the silver miner prefers to see a basic vein

filling. In de])th the ore is generally more acid than in

upjier levels. Galena, blende and iron pyrites, when they

are free from mctnllie silver, I'arry only about 3 oz. silver

to the ton, and therefore in a place like Batopilas or
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Morelos—13 to 30 days' freighting from tlio railroad

—

the base ores have no commercial value.

Occasionally in the silver-bearing veins a small amount
of black silver (argentite) is found crystallized and some-

times a very little arsenical silver (niby silver), but the

latter is not of commercial importance.

There is this peculiarity about the native-silver ores

—

they come in spots and are very rich, sometimes as lumps

of solid silver. Generally, however, the silver is crystal-

lized in the form of nails or as leaves and ferns, and some-

times it is very finely divided. In the neighborhood of

these rich spots there generally is a more or less extended

zone of good ore and medium-grade. Beyond this, the

vein matter, if it contains silver at all, is generally very

low in grade. It would not pay to mine this low-grade

ore if it were not for the fact that the poor ore often

serves as a guide and leads to richer spots. The mines

therefore produce a small amount of rich and a large

amount of very poor ore—so poor that often it is a ques-

tion whether it shall go to the mill or to the dump.
The facts that the concentration mill is situated at the

mouth of one of the main tunnels, that the other main
tunnel is connected with this mill by

an aerial tramway, that the machinery

is. driven by water power and that the

ores can be concentrated 50 : 1, make
it possible to mill very low-grade ores,

but it makes the question of economical

nulling very different from that in

other places, as some of the assays

given below will show. In 1880, when
ex-Gov. Alexander K. .Shepherd, of

Washington City, formed a New York
rompany and bought the mining prop-

iM'ty of the Batopilas Consolidated

Mining Co., the native-silver ores were

being worked both in Batopilas and in

Morelos as follows: The ores were

carefully sorted by hand cobbing and
divided into rich ore and poor ore, but

nothing was considered worth keeping

which did not show silver or black sil-

ver in the horn spoon. The saying was,

"Silver or nothing." The rich ore was
crushed either by hand or in a small

stamp battery, and the native silver

and black silver were sifted out dry or

M-ashed out by hand and smelted. The
tailings from this washing, together

with the ores of second grade, were ground to a |nilp in

tdhnnan de arrastre, or stone drag mills, driven by the im-

]iact of a stream of water. When the ores were sufficiently

ground, mercury was put into the tahona to gather up
the fine silver, and when a washed sample showed that no
free silver was left, the tahona was slushed out and the

residues were washed by hand.

The heavy residues from this washing, consisting

mostly of galena and pyrites, with fine black silver, were
smelted in the vaso, and the litharge and other products

were smelted in the shaft furnace in the usual Mexican
style.

(iovernor Shepherd found that the vein nratter that

was thrown on the dump contained a small amount of sil-

ver, partly in the form of fine metallic and partly as fine

black silver, and that these minerals, when the ore was

ground, wi^iv flattened out and could be .saved by concen-
tration. \ stamp mill therefore was erected, and it was
found that the concentrates on the average amounted in

weight to aljout one-fiftieth of the ores ground, and fur-

thermore that the concentrates by careful reconcentration

could i)e separated in two classes—one, high grade rich

in metallic silver, and the other of much lower grade con-

taining finely divided black silver.

Amalgamating pans were therefore used to collect, with
mercury, the silver from the products containing finely

divided native silver; the other concentrates were roasted

and leached with hyposulphite of soda. The latter process

gave an extraction of about 8.5%, but was expensive

because firewood for roasting was scarce and the salt had
to be brought on muleback from the coast, which took
2-t days' freighting. Therefore, when the cyanide process

found general acceptance, the milling process for the low-

grade ores was changed and is now used in Batopilas. as

follows

:

The ores are crushed in a stamp mill, and the coarse

native silver is taken out of the mortar. The pulp of the

rich ores, which ]>;H-r- rlironrrh tlic screen, is treated in

;.\.X A.N'TO.VK 100-.ST.\MP MILL

amalgamating pans with mercury : the pan tailings are

treated with cyanide solution during agitation. The pulp

of the low-grade ores is concentrated on shaking tables,

the tailings go to the river. The concentrates are recon-

centrated ; the richer part, holding native silver, is treated

in the amalgamation pans like the high-grade ores: the

poorer parts of the concentrates are leached with cyanide

solution by percolation.

The enriching of the good ore begins as soon as it is

discovered in the mine. Tiie rich ore is first uncovered:

that is, the poor ground is blasted away, so as to leave

what may be called the pay streak standing intact. This

is called the desmonlc. The working is then cleaned out.

and the rich ore is shot Aown. separately in the presence

of the mine bosses, who, after blasting, jnck up the rich

ore with a few trusted men, see it sackcil and aciompany
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it until it is stored in a safe place. The remainder of the

ore broken down is then brought out to get a special re-

vision outside.

The high-grade ores are weighed at the mine, carried

imder guard to the mill for rich ores and reweighed there.

Some of the ore mar be massive silver, sometimes the silver

may be as fine as hair. ^Hien a mine is in bonanza, the

first-class ore often averages one ounce of silver to the

pound of ore.

Delivered before the small stamp mills, specially ar-

ranged for the purpose, the rich ore is first broken with

the sledge and the richer pieces separated. It is then

fed by hand, the poorer part first and the richer part at

the last. The fines pass through the screen, the coarse

silver remains in the mortar. When the silver has been

pounded sufficiently clean by the stamps, it is taken out

of the mortar to the silver room to be washed by hand
to free it from pieces of rock and heavy concentrates with

which it may be mixed. As the native silver is generally

crystallized silver and almost chemically pure, the washed

stamp-mill silver runs over 900 and often 950 fine and is

ready for the ultimate refining.

Tke-itjiext of Stamp-Mill Fixes

The fines from the stamp mill containing all the fine

silver that passed through the screen (ordinarily 30-

niesh ) are taken to amalgamation pans where they are

ground in a 0.")% cyanide solution, and after they are sulTi-

ciently fine they are treated with mercury to collect the

metallic silver. The amalgamation period is made as

short as possible so as not to dissolve much mercury in

the cyanide solution. The time required depends on the

quantity of silver present and on the heavy minerals that

are with the ore. The resulting amalgam is washed, and

the pan tailings, separated in the settler, go to a Dorr

thickener and from there to small Pachuca tanks 7 ft.

in diameter and 30 ft. high, where they are agitated by

compressed air in a 0.5% cyanide solution. The ]ian

tailings of rich ores, when they leave the settlers, often

hold not more than 15 oz. per ton, but this dej)ends

on the ore and especially on the amount of black silver

present. Generally they run 30 to 40 oz. per ton.

The heavy part, which concentrates in the settlers and

contains galena, blende, pyrites and sometimes bhuk silver,

is washed to separate the mercury, the washings going

to the percolation tanks to be leached with cyanide solu-

tion. As the silver ores in Batoi)ilas, with a few notable

exceptions, hold no copper and as the base sulphides con-

tain no comlnncd silver in commercial quantity, the

process is simple.

The amalgam is washed, squeezed ami distilled in the

usual-style retort. When the ore is riili. the amalgam
may Ijc as high as one-third silver—that is, the silver may
simply be held together by a coating of amalgam ; when

the ores iiold little metallic silver, the amalgam may
contain only one-fifth of silver or even less. The crude-

retort silver generally runs 950 fine or over. Its ])urity

depends on the care with which the amalgam has been

washed.

The concentration ol tin- low-grade ores, which forinnly

were discarded, has become (|uile imjjortant. In tiie last

few years the silver from the low-grade or concentration

ores lias amounted to iil.^iit one-third of the totnl ]ini-

ductinn, but when the iiim.- happen to be in silver they

;ire nine h less in proportion.

When rich ore is struck in a mine, the work is concen-

trated there so as to get the silver out and away as soon

as possible. The low-grade ores then are richer than

usual and may run up to 15 or even 20 oz. per ton,

but under average conditions and with careful work in

the mine they should not, and seldom do, run this high.

If they do. the reason why has to be investigated, for

fear that the rich ore. which needs guarding, is not getting

the necessary care. In the month of June, 1915, for in-

stance, the assays of the Batopilas company show that the

low-grade ores from the San iligucl Tunnel group ran

10. (i oz. per ton; from the Porfirio Diaz Tunnel group,

9.34 oz. per ton: and in the month of July, 10.1 oz.

per ton and 10.50 oz. respectively.

The tailings of the first concentration on shaking tables

of the Bartlett and Wiltley type in the month of June
from the San Miguel Tunnel group ran 2.15 oz. per ton

;

from the Porfirio Diaz Tunnel group, 1.94 oz. per ton;

and in the month of July, 2.13 oz. per ton and 2.04 oz.

respectively; giving an extraction into the concentrates

of 7(5.G% in June and 75.7% in July.

The tailings from the concentrators, reconcentrated,

gave a small amount of concentrates assaying only 30

oz. per ton. The concentrates after reconcentration as-

sayed : In June, first-class coiu-entrates, 4.128 oz. per toH ;

second-class concentrates, 227; in July, first-class concen-

trates, 3,()05 oz. per ton ; second-class concentrates, 203.

There was a small amount of third-class concentrates, 90

oz. per ton more or less, and tailings averaging between

8 and 9 oz. per ton.

The rate of concentration was about 50 : 1, and the first-

class concentrates contained, chiefly in nu^tallic silver,

in ounces, about as much as the total amount of the con-

centrates of lower grade.

GhAOES 01" CoXCEXTIiATKS

The mines at the time were not in good silver, and on

account of the revolution the working force was much
reduced. Under ordinary favorable conditions the rich

concentrates run up to 0,000 and 7,000 oz. per ton and
the second-class concentrates often as high as 300 or 400

oz. By a simple treatment with cyanide solution and
careful decantation in an amalgamating pan and the use

of mercury, inside of a week these rich concentrates have

been reduced in value to less than 30 oz. per ton. They
were then turned into the Dorr thickener togetlier with

other pan tailings.

The second-class concentrates treated by percolation

in a stone tank have sometinu's dropped in six weeks to 5

oz. j)er ton. One lot of concentrates, assaying over 3iiO

oz. j)er ton, was used as a filter for clearing the cyanide

.•solution before the ]H-ecipitatiou of the silver, and when
it was removed it assayeil only ,% oz. jier ton. This of

couise is exceptional and connueiH'ially of little value, but

it shows how well sulphide of silver, as it occurs in con-

centrates, can under favorable conditions be dissolved by

a cyanide solution.

The silver is precii)itatcd from tin; cyanide solution with

zinc shavings in the usual way. At one time there was
considerable trouble in working up the shorts and in

keejung zinc out of the precipitate. It was found that

fine shavings of soft zinc gave the smallest amount of

slioi'ts. By using a fine screen when washing the precipi-

tate out of the zinc shavings, avoiding unnecessary fric-

tion, and by making the rich solutions i)ass up through
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trays covered with layers of zinc shorts, it was found pos-

sible to avoid accumulation of shorts. With care the

precipitate can he made 750 fine; in July, 1915, the

precipitates were 666 fine.

The second-class concentrates are leached in stone tanks,

and together with them all the coarse settlings or concen-

trates from the settlers in which the pan tailings are

washed after amalgamation, after the amalgam has been

separated from them b}- hand. These washings hold from

200 to 400 oz. per ton, mostly in the shape of black silver.

There is only a small amount of this silver sulphide pro-

duced, and generally the silver is fine enough to be ex-

tracted by cyanide solution.

In June and Jul}- of this year the second-class concen-

trates, from which the native silver was removed by recon-

centration, held over 200 oz. per ton. In fine metallic

silver they held 10 to 25 oz. per ton. This silver leaches

out slowly, but without difficulty. The assay sheets for

July, 1915, show that the charge in tank Xo. 1, in which

similar material was being leached, which originally held

240 oz. per ton, was as follows:

July 6. S.2 oz. per ton. of which 0.20 oz. was metallic silver
July 13, 6.6 oz. per ton. of which 0.20 oz. was metallic silver
July 19, 4.1 oz. per ton. of which none was metallic silver
July 30, 3.S oz. per ton, of which none was metallic silver

The tank was then discharged.

The tailings from the settler under the amalgamation

pans, which pass through the Dorr thickener on their way

to the Pachuca agitators, generally hold less than 40 oz.

per ton, and when discharged from the Pachuca tanks

they held according to the assay sheets

:

July 2, discharge from Pachuca tank No. 1, 4.5 oz.
Julj' 17, discharge from Pachuca tank No. 2, 4.2 oz.

July 28. discharge from Pachuca tank No. 1, 4.4 oz.

The discharged pulp passes through a suction filtering

tank to have the solution removed before it passes to

the river. The discharge from the filter, corresponding to

the foregoing, assayed

:

July 3. tailings discharged from the suction filter. 4.5 oz.

July IS, tailings discharged from t.ie suction filter, 4.1 oz.

July 29, tailings discharged from the suction filter. 4.1 oz.

.\s these are tailings from very rich ores, they do not

represent a large quantity.

Silver-Refixixg Methods Ejiployed

The washed precipitate after filtration is thoroughly

dried in a cast-iron retort. It is then refined together

with the stamp-mill silver and the pan silver in a re-

verberatory silver-refining furnace of the Freiberg type,

with movable hood. The hearth is made either of wood

ashes and clay or of brasque (three parts coke powder

to one part of clay), according to the amount of fluxing

tliat has to be done in the furnace and the number of

cliarges that the bottom has to stand before renewal.

The coke and clay bottom is Ijy far the safer and more

refractory, but the sulphur that the Mexican coke contains

makes the refining of the silver to over 999 fine somewhat

slower.

The pan silver and the stain p-iiii 11 silver are charged

first. This holds a certain amount of silica, and when

this floats on the bath, the precipitated silver from the

cyanide process, mi.xed with about 5% of borax glass,

is put on and allowed to melt. The silica from the ore,

together with the sulphides from the. base ores contained

in the pan silver, make, with the borax and the impurities

of the silver from the cyanide silver, a fairly fusil)le slag,

which is skimmed off with a wooden skimmer when suffi-

licntlv liquid. To make the slag liquid .<o that tliC

metallic silver may liquate from it into the bath under-
neath, a high heat is required, but this can safelv be given
as long as the bath is covered. When the slag is liquid,

the temperature is lowered to facilitate skimming and
to prevent undue volatilization. The impurities of the

bath are principally sulphur from black silver and base

sulphides, arsenic from arsenical pyrites, a small amount
of mercury which has been dissolved by the cyanide, and
zinc. With the help of metallic iron the sulphide is made
into a matte, and with a light blast of air over the bath

the zinc is oxidized.

If the bath is kept at the proper temperature, there

seems to be no great loss of silver by volatilization. The
white fumes coming off the bath contain little silver;

only when the heat is too high or when the silver reaches

purity and the fumes become purple or, by too high a

temperature, green, is there a considerable loss. With
care, however, this can be avoided. The silver is ladled

out of the furnace into greased molds with the usual pre-

cautions against spitting.

The refining slags are ground, the metallic silver is

sifted out, and they are then treated in an amalgamating

pan with cyanide solution and mercury in a manner
similar to that used for the high-grade concentrates. This

process avoids byproducts and cleans up the operation

quickly.

At the Batopilas mills the management tries to work

up and to clean up completely each month, though during

the troubled times of the revolution this has not always

been possil)le.

The Mexican miner or millman has great powers of

quick observation. Brought up to the business, he is very

quick in recognizing silver either in the rock or anywhere

else. This is a great help in many ways. The best op-

erator or prospector in the silver mines of Mexico is the

man who knows best how to make use of the local talent.

On the other hand, this same talent has some disadvan-

tages, especially in times of revolution. That the com-

panies operating of late years have suft'ered from this

talent to their sorrow need not be told here. Exploring

for silver, hope deferred often makes the heart sick and

the belly empty, but when a mine is in bonanza and the

ores are rich, it is very satisfactory to see 75% of the

metallic contents which are blasted down in the mine only

this morning shipped in the shape of bars before dark

tomorrow. Many times has this hajipeued in years gone

by.

\P.

This Pan-American congress may ))rove to be the

most important Pau-.\merican gathering that has been

held in the history of the .\merican republics. It has

come at a critical time in world development, and the

eventual practical results which should follow its delibera-

tions and conclusions may determine the sovereign integ-

rity and actual life of all the American republics. The

spirit of fraternity, solidarity and common interest which

is inspiring all tlie delegations that are here assembled

is giving a meaning to Pan-.\mericanism whiih nil of the

nations must forever hereafter respect. While there is

•Excerpt from speech bv John Barrett, director general of
the Pan-American Union and secretary general of the Second
Pan-American Scientific Congress, Dec. 31.
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nothing in the word or spirit of this congress which is in

any wav antagonistic to Europe, it will be unquestionably

a most powerful factor in cementing that new relationship

of mutual interest and interdependence which has been

growing witli great rapidity in the last few years.

In the minds and thoughts of everybody interested

in Pan-Americanism is the question. What is going to

happen to Pan-America when this war is over? Imme-
diately and instinctively there is the reply. The American

republics must stand together for the eventualities that

may possibly develop. WTiile everyone would deplore

any agitation or suggestion that a European nation or a

sroup of European nations, following this struggle, should

undertake any territorial aggrandizement in the Western

Hemisphere or in any way take action that would con-

travene the Monroe Doctrine, it must be borne in mind
and cannot be for a moment overlooked that whatever

way this war results there may be little or no love for the

United States and the other nations which form Pan-

America. AMiiehever group of nations wins in this mighty

cond)at will say that it won in spite of the attitude of the

United States and the other American republics. AMiich-

ever side loses will say that it lost because of the attitude

of the United States and its sister American republics.

Xo matter, therefore, how just and fair the nations of

America may have been in their efforts to preserve their

neutrality and in no way interfere on either side of this

conflict, the war passions and the war power of the peoples

and the governments of the victorious group of nations

may force a policy toward Pan-Americanism, toward the

Monroe Doctrine and toward their relationship with indi-

vidual countries of the Western Hemisphere, which will

demand absolute solidarity of action on the part of the

American republics to preserve their very integrity.

In the light of this terrible though regrettable possi-

bility, one supreme thought stands out. and that is: If

a foreign foe were to succeed in destroying the sovereignty

of the United States, it would only be a question of time

when that foe would destroy the sovereignty of every other

American republic. In turn, there is no doubt whatever

that if any foreign foe ever succeeded in extending its

dominion over a considerable part of Latin America, and
if the nations of Latin America should become dependen-

cies, it wotild inevitably follow that the United States

would meet the same fate, because no foreign foe could

achieve such a result except by victory over tlie United

States.

All Pan-America will therefore rejoice if this conference

shall give the inspiration (though it may not be able to

write the act. because it is not a political gathering) for

the actual evolution of the Monroe Doctrine into a Pan-

American doctrine, which will mean that the Latin-

American republics, in the event the United States were

attacked by a foreign foe, would, with all their physical

and moral force, stand for the protection and sovereignty

of the United States just as quickly as the United States

under corresponding circumstances would stand for their

sovereignty and integrity. With such a Pan-American

doctrine recognized and approved by all the American
republics, there would be no danger for the sovereignty

and peace of Pan-America, and the greatest step possible

for practical peace among all nations would be achieved.

^ujistt Firlimg' imi

Bv C. R. KuzixLt

.sr.V0/'^7.S

—

Coal-dust firing of reieiberatories

adapted from cement-kiln firing practice. Grade

of coat permissible is not fixed by close limits.

Coal must be dried sufficienthj so that it will be

easily suspended in the air blast, but not dry

enough to make spontaneous combustion likely.

Coal is pulverized so that 90% will pass 100- and

S0% pass 200-mesh. Blast pressure varies from

S to 16 oz. per sq.in. Furnaces of capacity JfOO

to 700 tons ore per day burn 00 to 100 tons of coal

dust. Improved new charging methods which

largely obviate fettling and necessitate relocation

of ni'iili'-tnp holes. Furnace repairs reduced.

Much has already boon written on the subject of coal-

dust firing in rovcrl)eralory furnaces for the production

of matte, hence tliis further contril>ution to tlie literature

will be more or loi.- (,f a summary of descriptions and

facts already published.

Proposals for the use of powdered coal as a fuel date

l)a( k many j'ears. Profi.ssor Hofman, in his "General

t.M. t.illurKtst, Anucoii

Pan-.\merlcan Scientific Con-
)ublls! cl by permission,
ppei .lining Co.. Anaconda,

ilctallurgy." states that the first experiments were made
by Xiepce in 181S. Att<^'nipts to use it in boilers and fur-

naces of various kinds were recoi'ded over 40 years ago.

In 1895 the Atlas Portland Cement t'o. began the suc-

cessful use of coal dust in firing cement kilns. The suc-

cess is attributed to the work of Messrs. Hurry and Sea-

man, who began their experiments in 1804.' The success

of the cement people was not entirely overlooked by copper

metallurgists in the first few years of its established use,

for the files of the copper companies are found to contain

matter pertaining to the possibility of the use of pulver-

ized coal in reverberatory furnaces, dating back to lii02.

However, the first recorded application of this method
of firing to reverberatory furnaces did not come until

1005, ten years after its successful use in cement kilns,

and even then its success was doulited. so that it did not

become established practice until 1011.

In 1005 Mr. Sorensen- equipped a 38xl5-ft. reverbera-

tory furnace for coal-dust firing at the Highland Boy

smeltery, Murray, Utah. The furnace was small com-

pared to those now in use, and the coal preparing and

feeding equipment was such as we would now designate as

"Pulverlzpd Coal In Cement Industry." by R. C. Carpenter,
"Journ. A. S. M. E.." October, 1914.

»"Coal-Dust Firing- In Reverberatory Matting Furnaces." by
S. Sevcrln SOrensen, "Eng. and Min. Journ.." Feb. 10, 1906.
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inadequate properly to prepare and ieed coal dust. Mr.

Siirensen naturally encountered difficulties, but none of

them seemed nnsurmountable, and his results were good

ill that he was able to increase the furnace capacity 30%
and to make a 21% reduction in the fuel rer|uired to

smelt one ton of charge. His conclusion was : "It is cer-

tain from the tests made, that this system of firing is

capable of very efficient results in reverberatory smelting

iu a plant properly laid out and equipped for the pur-

pose."

In ISIO; Mr. Shelby' fitted up a 100xl9-ft. furnace

for dust firing at C'ananea, Mexico. His equipment was

also much inferior to that of present-day practice. He
likewise had a series of difficulties to overcome, but had

apparently got the best of them when his work was termi-

natL'd by a general shutdown of the C'ananea works. When
smelting operations were again resumed, the company
was able to make a very advantageous contract for oil

fuel and the proposed coal-dust firing was therefore

dropped. However, Mr. Shelby saw that the method

could be successfully applied, and his conclusion was

:

\Ve are convinced that when the furnace has been recon-

structed to meet the required conditions, we shall get ex-

cellent results with this method of firing; even with

the coal that we use here, we expect to operate the fur-

nace with less than one ton of coal to five tons of flue

dust smelted and consequently to obtain a far greater

calorific efficiency of the fuel in the furnace than possible

with the old method and, ipso facto, less waste heat with

which to generate steam."

In December, 1!)11, David H. Browne* put into com-
mission a coal-dust fired reverberatory ll'2xl!i ft. at the

Canadian Copper Co.'s plant at Copper Cliff, Ontario.

His coal plant and coal-dust feeding plan were well de-

signed, and the furnace was a success from the start. This

installation marked the beginning of the new practice of

firing with coal dust. At the present time several large

copper-smelting works are using coal dust in their rever-

beratory furnaces with excellent results. An enormous

installation (with a capacity of 1,000 tons of coal per

day) has been made at Anaconda, Mont., and equipments

of lesser im]iortance have been made at Great Falls, Mont.,

and Garfield, Utah.

Figs. 1 and 2 show a flow sheet and plan of the Ana-

conda installation.

Grades of Coal Permissible

The grade of coal that can be successfully iised in firing

reverberatory furnaces is not fixed by close limits. In-

deed, vastly different coals can be iised. Unless there is

something detrimental in the ash of coal that would make
it difficult to handle when it forms accretions in the fur-

lace or flues, it may be said that any good coal and many
))oor grades may be used. The following are analyses of

(oal being used at various plants. in addition to the

jiioximate analysis, the ultimate is also given where avail-

able.

The former classification of reverberatory coals into

"long-flame" and "short-flame" coals seems to have no
meaning in the combustion of coal dust jn the long rever-

Ijeratory furnaces of today, because the length of the flame

can be controlled by the damper, coal feeders and burners.

""Coal-Dust Firing for Reverberatory Furnaces," by Charles
V. Shelby, "Eng. and Min. Journ.," Mar. .14, 190S.

^"Coal-Dust Reverberatory Furnaces of Canadian Copper
Co.," by David H. Browne, "Trans. A. I. M. E.," February, llil.-..

i'liysical characteristics that would make a coal unsuited
for grate firing are not objectionable in the new eystem.

Consequently it is possible to use in the form of powdered
fuel a much greater variety of coal than it was possible

to burn satisfactorily on grates.

The ash analyses for a few of these coals are available

and are given here:

COAL USED FOR COAL-DUST FIRING
Proximate Analysis

SS .2 5- S-? - Heating Value
o3 2 °Si - rt » B.t.u. per Lb. , Ultimate Analysis
OZ a >g fao -s; Dry Wet H2O H C N Ash O S
1 4.3 34.7 5.5.4 9,5 13.500 12,850 Not available 1.3
2 7.0 24.5 46.3 22.1 9,910 9,210 7.0 3.8 51.7 0.6 20.3 12.3 4.3"

6.5 40.9 43.1 9.5 12,490 11,690 6.5 4.3 65.5 0.9 9.7 12.4 0.7
4 10,5 39.2 42.9 7.4 13,080 12.070
5 6.6 33.7 47.8 12.0 12.570 11.870
6 9.0 35.5 43.4 12.7 11.500 10,500
7 13.3 32.9 3S.5 15.3 10.853 9,660

FeCJ

14.0

Coal Number
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pyrite (FeS,); a seam of "bone"' interbanded with the

coal—the "bone"' being cai'boniferous aluminum silicate

which, when free of carbon, is an extremely refractory

kaolin"'; and the mineral ' substance of the plants from
which the coal was formed—in this case probably a very

siliceous substance. At any rate, sources Xos. 2 and 3

eive to the ash a highly refractory portion of low specific

gravity, and source X^o. 1 gives a heavy iron sulphide

of low melting point. It is very probable that the latter

drops unburned into the fiirnace bath, because of the neu-

tral or slightly reducing atmosphere in the furnace. The
former collects on the slag and in the flue as a light fluffy

deposit which has been found not to interfere at all with

the calorific efficiency in the furnace.

The foregoing few examples show the difference in ash

from coals. In studvins the behavior of the asli one

PULVERIZING

depending on the physical properties of the coal and tlio

design of the furnace.

The coal must be so dry that it will piilverize properh-

and will not pack or ball \ip to any extent in the coal-feod-

ing and burning device. The maximum percentage of

moisture allowable for meeting these requirements depends

on the nature of the coal ; some may contain more than

others and Avork better in the apparatus. On the other

hand, the coal should not be dried to such a degree that

the jjossibilities of explosions and fires in the coal-pre-

paring buildings are very much increased owing to the

effort to make the coal as dry as possible. Injur-}- to life

and limb may be far more costly than the slight loss of

heat that may be entailed in the feeding of slightly

less dry but much safer coal to the furnaces.

Some writers have emphasized this loss of heat as an

CRUSHING

FIG. 2. GE.N'ERAL .^RRAXGEMKNT OF AX.\COXDA COAL-PULVERIZIXC; RLAXT

.'50-Ton puLvc/nzeo coal Bin

nnist consider its composi-

tion and its .source, because

it is made up of (a) min-

eral substance of plants

from which the coal was

formed; (b) mineral sub-

stances introduced after

formation; (c) mineral

!;iatlcr admixed in mining: (d) mineral matter admixed
in transport. All these factors afl'ect the melting point

of the ash. E. J. Constant' found that coal-ash melting

points varied from 1,150° C. to 1.700° C. (2,100° F.

to ;5,100° F.).

The preparation of coal for ilust firing consists of dry-

ing it to a satislactory degree and of pulverizing it to

such a fineness that it will all bui;n while suspemlcd in

tiic atmosphere of the tninace in whieli it is fired. The
dryness and fineness ni;iy therefore vary between limits

f"Tlie MeltInK Point of Co.,i Ashe.-i
•Jourii. Gas LlKhtlng," Vol. ):'l, p. 572

by E. J. Con.stant, in

apjireciable quantity, but it is almost insignificant as

one will soon learn by investigation: An increase of 1%
in the moisture content of the coal dust increases by only

one one-thousandth the weight of the gaseous products

of combustion. The loss of heat in the gases which leave

the boilers (at, say, 700° F.) plus the heat required to

evaporate the 1% of moisture in the furnace would, there-

fore, mean a heat loss of about 11 B.t.u., or 0.1% of the

lieat in the coal. Even if a plant was using coal which

cost $.5 per ton and using l.OOO tons per day, the value of

the heat lost would be only $"> per day, and it is ])robable

that the additional cost of removing the last moisture in

the drier would exceed that expense. The combustion in

the furnace might be somewhat delayed owing to the ex-

cess moisture and the temperature of combustion slightly

lower, but in furnaces that have the length of reverl)era-

tory furnaces and in which the temperature of combus-

tion is several humlred degrees above the critical tem-

jierature of snu'lting, the writer believes there is no calori-

fic loss other than the 0.1% previously mentioned. For
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these reasons it may be said that for reverberatory prac-

tice the coal must be dried to such an extent that it may
be properly pulverized, conveyed and fed to the furnaces

and that it should be dried as much beyond that point

as is possible without rendering it unsafe to handle. At
Anaconda it has been found that the best percentage of

moisture to carry in pulverized coal is 2.5% to 3%.

Co.\L-PULVERIZIXG APPAKATCS

Standard coal-pulverizing machinery is usually built to

produce coal dust of such fineness that 0.5% vriW pass

through a 100-mesh sieve and 80% through a 200-mesh

sieve. Dust of this size burns entirely satisfactorily in

the reverberatory furnace, and slight variations one way
or the other have not been observed to make any difference

in the fuel ratios obtained.

The apparatus used for jireparing coal dust is very

much the same at all reverberatory plants. The essential

U ^'//,i"-
->i< '—2'-9Ji- -H

FIG. 3. DETAILS OF WARFORD 4-IX. COAL-DUST FEEDER

parts of the process, drying and i^ulverizing, are carried

(lUt in liuggles-t'oles double-shell revolving driers and in

Raymond Bros, roller mills or pulverizers. The dust is

ci)llected in centrifugal collectors and conveyed by screws

tr) bins at the furnaces. The correct design and operation

o£ a coal-preparing plant is a subject by itself.

The coal dust is always fed into the furnace by several

bimers (or feeders or controllers as they are also called),

usually four or five. A reverberatory furnace uses from

61 to 100 tons of coal per day and each burner, therefore,

fi'eds as much as 20 tons. The writer knows of only two

t.pes of burners in use. Both use a screw conveyor to feed

tie dust from a pocket in the bottom of the bin to an

air-mi.\ing chamber, whence the coal-laden air blast is con-

veyed into the furnace through a pipe. The Sturtevant

burner is used by the Canadian Copper Co. and elsewhere.

The Warford burner, shown in Fig. 3, is used by the

A.aaconda company and was designed by X. L. Warford,

superintendent of the Anaconda company's coal plant,

to give a more thorough and uniform nii.\ing of air and

cn:d. The projecting portion of the screw is doul)le-

t!i -eaded to lessen the liability of "flushing," which occurs

V lien a slide of coal in tlie bin aliove tends to cause a

rush of coal through the burner. A slot is introduced

i 1 the screw casing to allow the coal to continuously drop

through four pipes into the mixing chamber below. When
;ill the coal dust is discharged at the end of the screw.

the amount dropping into the mi.ving chamber is not the
.same every in.-^tant. The burner pipe used with these
burners to feed the coal into the furnace is in the form
of an injector. It is simply a S-in. pipe projecting into

an S-in. pipe. The suction caused by the discharge sucks

considerable air into the back end of the 8-in. pipe

—

in some cases almost as much in volume as the blast air

itself.

In neither burner is all the air introduced with the coal.

A large portion is sucked in around the burner pipes or

through separate ports near the furnace by the furnace

draft alone. This air is termed secondary air, as may
be, also, the air injected into the 8-in. pipe.

The blast pressure is quite low and varies from 8 to 16

oz. per sq.in. Such air is not costly and may be delivered

at the furnace for about 2c. per ton of air.

COAL-DtJST-FlKED FURXACE OpEKATION

All reverberatory furnaces fired with pulverized coal

are large modern furnaces, and the installation of the

coal-dust method did not necessitate much change in de-

sign. The principal dimensions of the furnaces at four

large plants are given here

:

COAL-DUST FIRED REVERBERATORY DIMENSIONS
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ming" iloor is fluxed by additions of small qiiaiitities of

limestone rabbled in three or four times each shift. In

this manner no solids are allowed to overflow with the

slag, and prills of matte that would be held in suspension

in the viscous excess constituents of the slag settle to the

matte bath when that excess material is fused to a fluid

slag by union with the added agent. It has been found

that copper losses are thus lessened.

Matte is tapped from the dust-fired furnaces in the

same manner as from the old grate-fired furnaces. It is

not necessary, however, to carry such a large bath of matte

as formerly (unless there is considerable excess iron in

the slag). The location of the tap-holes has been moved
closer to the fliie end of the furnace on account of the

side charging, which leaves the side walls entirely covered

in the other end of the furnace.

The combustion of the coal in the furnaces should be

controlled to approach as closely as possible to complete

combustion and to discharge the gases at the minimum
allowable temperature that will keep the slag in good

condition. This temperature is about 2,250° F. (1,230°

C). It is possible to maintain almost perfect combus-

tion; that is, to produce gases containing less than 0..5%

of oxygen or carbon monoxide. Samples are repeatedly

taken at Anaconda, in which no oxygen or carbon mon-

oxide can !)e detected by the Orsat gas-analyzing appa-

ratus.

The furnace repairs have been foimd to be less costly

than in the older firing practice. The section of the roof

over the hottest part of the flame burns out in less time

than formerly, but the tonnage smelted during that time

is much greater and hence the repair cost per ton smelted

is less.

The economy of dust firing over grate firing is consid-

erable. At Anaconda the same grade of coal that formerly

smelted four tons of charge to one ton of coal now smelts

seven tons. The furnace capacity is increased, and hence

the labor cost is decreased. As already mentioned, the

repair cost is also decreased. It is possible to use slack

and other cheaper grades of coal. Altogether the saving

amounts to so much that it will soon pay for the cost of

installation and remodeling. Some plants make a bigger

reduction in their reverberatory smelting costs than others,

according to their proximity to cheaper fuel. In short

the effect of this reduction has been to make the reverbera-

tory furnace the undoubted superior of the blast furnace

at many plants and will ultimately bring about the aban-

donment of the latter type of furnace at those plants.

The writer wishes to acknowledge the free use of the

many papers and articles recently published on the use

of pulverized coal in reverlieratory furnaces. The follow-

ing papers, otbiT than tiiose referred to in footnotes, have

a direct or indirect bearing on the subject of the use

of pulverized coal in reverberatory furnaces, and may be

consulted for details not given in the foregoing

:

"The Use of Pulvcilzed Coal in Metallurgical Furnaces,"
by Jamesi Lord in •I'loc. of Engrs. Soc. o£ West. Penn.."
October. 1913.

"Pulverized Coril as a Fuel," Anon. In "Eng. and Min.
Journ.," May 16. 1:0 4,

"Coal-Dust Kircd Keverberatories at Washoe Reduction
WorI<s." by Louis ^. Heiider in "Trans. A. I. M. E.." February,
1915.

Discussion of Paper.s on Coal-Dust Fired Reverberatory
Furnaces in "Trans. A. 1 ^T E.," May, ISIS^^

"Anaconda Coal-Pulv. i izing Plant," byTl. P. Mathewson,
in "KuK. and Min. Jouiti

,

• .Uily 1(1. 1915.
"Pulverized Coal for <'..|.ppr Siupltlng," by N. L. Warford,

in ".Min. and Kng. Worlrl." .v., v. 6, 1 Ifi.

"Contribution to SympuMhuT, on tne Utilization of Fuels in
Metallurgy," by E. P. Mathewson, in Inter. Eng. Congress,
]9ir>.

^otuiE'se ©If

A course of seven free lectures on military engineering

will be given at the building of the Engineering Societies.

29-33 West Thirty-ninth St., New York City, under the

auspices of a committee representative of the four

national engineering societies, by Captains Robins, Coiner

and Ardery, Corps of Engineers, U. S. A.

This course will be under the direction of Maj.-Gen.

Leonard Wood and all engineers interested in prepared-

ness will be welcome.

Throxigh the cordial attitude and cooperation of the

United Engineering Society, the auditorium of the

Engineering Societies Building has been placed at the

disposal of the army officers.

The lectures will begin on Monday, Feb. 14, at 8 p.m.,

and will continue every Monday thereafter until the

completion of the course. Maj.-Gen. Leonard Wood will

address one of these meetings. The proposed program is

:

Feb. 14—Subject: Organization and duties of engi-

neers in war, and what engineers in civil life will be

called upon to do in the defense of the United States.

Speaker: Capt. Thomas M. Robins, Corps of Engineers.

Feb. 21—Subject : The service of reconnaissance,

including surveying, mapping and sketching, photography

and map reproduction. Speaker: Capt. Richard T.

Coiner, Corps of Engineers.

Feb. 28—Subject : Field fortifications, sieges and

demolitions. Speaker: Capt. Thomas ]\I. Robins, Corps

of Engineers.

Mar. 6—Subject : Seacoast defenses and battle-field

illuminations. Speaker: Capt. Edward D. Ardery.

Corps of Engineers.

^lar. 13—Subjct't : The construction, maintenance

and repair of roads, bridges, and ferries; the selection

and preparations of fords. Speaker : Capt. Thomas M.

Robins, Corps of Engineers.

^lar. 20—Subject : The selection, laying out and

preparation of camps and cantonments; the service of

general construction ; and the special services, including

all ])ublic work of an engineering nature which may be

required in a territory under military control. Speaker:

Capt. Richard T. Coiner, Corps of Engineers.

^lar. 27—Subject: The construction, operation and

maintenance of railways under military control and the

construction and operation of armored trains. Speaker:

Capt. Thomas il. Robins, Corps of Engineers.

The committee in charge of this course is: J. Waldo
Smith, ciiairman; Gano Dunn, chairman. Engineering

Foundation ; E. L. Corthell, president, Chas. Warren
Hunt, secretary, American Society of Civil Engineers;

W. L. Saunders, pi-esident, Bradley Stoughton, secretary,

American Institute of Mining Engineers; D. S. Jacobus,

president, Calvin W. Rice, secretary, American Society

of Mechanical Engineers; J. J. Carty, president, F. L.

Hutchinson, secretary, American Institute of Electrical

Engineers; Chas. F. Rand, president. United Engineering

Society; Richai'd S. Ruck, J. Parke Channing, Alfred

Craven, Thomas Grimmins, George Gibbs. Alexander C.

Hum])hreys, Jacob W. Lieb, William Barclay Parsons,

George H. Pegram, Robert Ridgway, Merritt II. Smith,

W. IF. Wiley; J. S. Langthorn, secretary, 250 West

Fifty-fourth St., New York City (Telephone—Circle-

16?(;).
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Eime ©f CMle Expl©ira\iln©ini C©<

i'.Y I'ni'i: ^'i: \rMA\ +

;^]'.\()I'S/S—.l.y ifji/ards tonnage and (o/i/icr ((in-

tent, the world's qrealest copper mine. The ore is

prinvipallij hrochantite ; mined on a commercial

scale nowhere else in the world. Deposits worked

by ancient Indians long before i^panish conquest.

Plant, 10,000 tons' capacity, started operation three

years after first exploration drilling began. Cli-

matic and labor conditions favorable. Geology is

complicated and interesting. Churn, drilling ag-

gregated JiO,010 ft. to an average depth of 6S2 ft.

Steam-shovel mining used. Water for all purposes

brought by pipe line from 40 to 250 mi. distant.

BahcocTc & ^yilco.r boilers and Swiss steam turbines

used in power plant. Long-distance transmission

at 110,000 volts. This enterprise of great magni-

tude is complete success, and plans are being drawn

for quadrupling the plaiil.

The mine of the Chile Exploration Co., situated at

Chuquic-amata, Chile, is, as regards tonnage and contents

of \aluable metal, the greatest known copper deposit in

the world, and is unique in that its principal copper min-

eral, hrochantite, is mined on a commercial scale in no

other locality. The metallurgical treatment clioson

—

leaching and electrolytic precipitation—is made appli-

cable, and in detail specially designed, for this particular

ore, and the plant constructed on a scale to handle the

enormous daily tonnages that such a great orebody re-

quires for its proper operation, to make such returns as

large business demands, and on a gi'ade of ore that (as is

also the case with the large low-grade porphyry deposits

in the United States), could only be worked profitably

on a large scale.

While American mining engineers have operated in all

arts of the world for many years in the employ of foreign

corporations, few mining companies owned and inco"por-

ated in the United States have operated large properties

outside the Iwrders of their own country, with the excep-

tion of the neighl)oring territories of Canada, Mexico and

one or two Central American republics. The British,

Germans, French, etc., have for many years gone far afield

for their investments, but not so with our countrymen,

new reci'uits in the world-wide extension of trade and com-

merce.

In South America are four large American mining

concerns that began operating within the last decade, the

most recent one being the Chile Exploration Co., the suc-

cessful starting of whose plant was inaugurated in May
1st.

Let us hi)j)e thai, now the ice has been broken and the

trail blazed, other companies from the States will expand

and extend their spheres of operations to the territories

of our sister republics and that by so doing they may
aid in increasing the friendly ft'cling now growing and

•Paper presented at Second Pan-.\merican Scientific Con-
Kress. Washington. D. C, and publislied b.v permission.

tConsuIting engineer. Cliile Exploration Co., 120 Broadway.
-New York rUv

draw more closely together socially, commercially and
politically, the peoples of the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres.

SlTLATIOX AND ExTE.NT OF PROPERTY

The mine of the Chile Exploration Co. is situated at

Chuquicamata, province of Antofagasta, Chile, in latitude

22° 1?' south and longitude ti<S° 55' west of Greenwich.
The property is situated on a branch, 5.6 mi. long, of

the Antofagasta & Bolivia I?y., at a distance of 163 mi.

to the northeast of Antofagasta, the port of entry for the

district. It lies east of the Pacific Ocean on a bee line

about 82 mi. and west of the Bolivian boundary line

about <0 mi. The high point of the mine lies at an alti-

tude of 9,S!iO ft., while the leaching plant is at an alti-

tude of 9,023 ft.

The Antofagasta & Bolivia Hy. is the only line passing

through the district, but the company has made surveys

and obtained a concession for a much shorter line to Mejil-

lones. one of the best ports on the Chilean coast.

The mining area consists of 242 claims of 644 hectares

(1,591 acres) ; adjoining this are 239 claims of 2,3(Mi

hectares (5,683 acres), a portion of which was procured

to allow for dumping area on which to deposit capping.

The total area consists of 481 claims, or 7,274 acres.

lIisTOKY OF Development of CHtQCiCAiiATA District

The Chuquicamata district is an old one, and the copper

deposits are said to have been worked by the Indians even

before the coming of the Spaniards, the Indians using

the minerals atacamite and hrochantite for ornamental

purposes rather than for general utility. In the ancient

graves are often found ornaments showing the great

antiquity of knowledge of the deposit. Later the Span-

iards operated the mines in a small way, and in recent

years English and Chilean companies have done a con-

siderable amount of mining, both underground and in

iipenpits over a large area. For eight or ten years pre-

ceding the beginning of operations by the Chile Explora-

tion Co., very little work had been carried on except in

the small vein mines lying outside of the company's prop-

ertv and in which mines the pav ore occurs in shoots rather

than continuously. The tonnage obtained, however, from

these vein mines has been comparatively small.

Xegotiations were entered into and options taken on

practically the whole of the main deposit in 1910 and 1911

by Albert C. Burrage, of Boston. In 1912 the Guggen-

heims became associated with him, and on Apr. 21, 1912,

the first drilling was started. Results were so satisfactory

that in October of the same year the purchase of the main

part of the property was made, and since that time active

o{)erations have been conducted in the way of further

development of the mine and construction of the plant.

On May 19, 1915, the plant was started on a commercial

scale—just over three years from the time drilling com-

menced. In that time the mine was opened up for steam-

shovel mining, a railway for transportatior of tho ore was

built, and a plant of lO.iiOO tons" dailv .:inacii\ was il -
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signed and biiilt in a desert -"i.OOO mi. away from the base

of supplies.

The government of Chile is a republic, stable and
reliable, and no fear is felt regarding the safety of invest-

ments made by foreigners in that eonntn'. It has been

the policy of the authorities to be liberal in their encour-

agement of mining, and in the past the government has

allowed the importation of all kinds of mining machinerj'

either free or at a low tariff.

In the main the government is centralized rather than

localized. The courts stand high, and thorough protec-

tion is given both to life and to property.

The climate is temperate and extremely healthy, owing

to the high altitude. Though within 23° of the equator,

the weather is never verv hot in summer, and in winter

to them in furnisliing moisture for dissolving the soluble

salts and to capillary attraction that tJie crusts are

formed.

The Chilean workmen are strong and active and, while

independent, are quite amenable to autliority. They make
excellent miners and mechanics and are particularly good
on contract work. In northern t bile wages are necessarilv

higher than in other parts of the republic, for there is no
large community in that section to draw from, and it is

necessary to recruit from southern or central Chile.

A Study of Geologic Conditioxs

A study of geologic conditions is extremely inter-

esting, and in particular the economic geology, for the

reason that owiuic to the tjieat ariditv of the district in

I'AN'iiIIA.MA >V THK I'RdPBRTY OF THH CHI
Ttie broken line inilica

tlie temperature seldom falls below Ireexiug. 'I'bo varia-

l:ons between night and day are, however, considerable,

as is always the case in dry and high altitudes. The rain-

r-ll is almost a negligible quantity. The property lies

in the great desert country of northern (Jhile, and it is

jiossible to carry on work at all seasons of the year without
interference or inconvenience. At certain seasons of the

year, as is the case in all desert countries, there are high
winds, which near roads or villages raise great clouds of

dust.

On the open iil:iin- tlieniselves, however, there is

almost no dust, Tor tlie reason that the fine oand and
other eroded material is held togetiier at the surface by

crysinllized soluble salts, tinis forming a sort of crust

liebiw which lies more or Ic^s iincoiHolidated fine mat-rial.

Dews ;ire at times very luiivv. ami it is larirelv owing

whieli the mines lie, the coiunienial niin:'rals op the oxi-

dized portion of the deposit are very different from those

in other known deposits of the v,(uld, and the amount of

easily soluble minerals is unusual.

The conditions \inder whieh the ])riniary ores wore
deposited are similar to those of many other large deposits,

and ))raelically the same may be said regarding the .sec-

ondarily enriched sulj)hide zone, in whieh the important

copper minerals are covellite and chalcocite; but the oxi-

dized ores bring up new prol)lems, or at least problems

which have been neither thoroughly studied nor completely

solved.

The rinu|ui(amata iniiu' lies in high ground between the

Coast liange on the west and tlie great Andes on tlie east,

the crest of the latter fonning the boundary between

Holivia and (lie .\rgentine, on the east and Chilr on the
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west. 'I'lu' rl('i)osit itself occurs in a hill of slight eleva-

tion ai)ove tlie valley, sloping gently to the east and more

sharply to the west. The outcrop lies with its major axis

close to and parallel to the top of the ridge, in a north

and south direction. 'I'lie country rock is a granodiorite

exteniling over a considerable area, which in the ore de-

posit h;is licrn gicatly crushed and shows innumerable

fractures in all diredions. but outside showing little al-

teration or evidences of such dynamic disturbance. The
whole of Chile and, in fact, the west coast of South

America lies in an earthquake belt within which dynamic

disturbances are still going on, but these, as couiparcd

with the period of time during which the great fractur-

ing which resulted in the ore deposit occurred, are small

iiidecil. Tilt' I'raituri'S nutsiilc the main ore deposit are

X'sing the words of I^rof. Charles P. Berkev in a report
on rock and ore sent to him and applying them to this

particular case, roughly, the history of the primarv ore
is as follows:

The metallic mineralization is .wholly introduced In this
rock, and for the most part It dates from a time just subsequent
to the Litest dynamic disturbance. Previous to that time there
was profund chemical attack, perhaps accompanied by or pre-
ceded by a dynamic disturbance that Is wholly obliterated by
the reorganization that accompanied this attack. It is prob-
able that such a disturbance gave the original opportunity for
the extensive modification accredited to this rock.

The following are steps in the history:
A. Some medium-grained granitic type of rock.
B. Dynamic disturbance under influence connected with

igneous encroaciament or igneous activity.
C. Chemical attack carried on by means of circulation

either from, or controlled by, igneous influences, producing
an aggregate essentially of quartz and sericite.

LOK.\TIC)N CO., .3lT CHUQUII'.A..M.XT.-\. CHILl-J

)Utiro|> of the orebody

less numerous, and it is in this latter section that the

so-called "vein mines" occur. These veins have a course

near the middle of the deposit more or less parallel to the

nuijor axis of the orebody, while near the north and

south ends the principal veins occur nearly at right angles

111 that axis.

The ore deposit represents a section of great dynamic

disturbance, resulting in intense fracturing of the coun-

try rock, thereby making possibU' the introduction of

solutions from below which caused a reorganization of the

link mass and allowed of the introduction later of the

primary metallic minerals, these latter filling the frac-

tures and openings and in a small way perhaps replacing

some of the constituent minerals of the granodiorite. The
siilutions not only followed fissures, but jienetrated the

porous scricitized granodiorite with considerable ease.

n. Subsequent dynamic di.stinbance. e.Ntensively crushing
the whole mass.

E. Mineralization witli the introduction of metallic min-
erals and rehealing all of the crevices and replacement of
some of the previously existing areas with the introduced
substances.

The primary ore represents the originally introduced

metallic matter in the ore-bearing ground. In the original

fractured rock mass the feldspars have been largely con-

verted into sericite. Quartz occurs as grains in the rem-

mmts of the original granite and also in the form of

veiulets filling fractures. Silicification of the original

rock has also occurred to some e.\tent, silica replacing

some of the original consiituents. In this primary zone

the metallic minerals of the ore deposit were not constit-

uents of the oriiiinal rock mass, but were the result of

mineral-bearini;- solutions from groat depth, wliich Were
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deposited similarly to the manner of mineral deposited

in veins, but also to a limited extent as replacements.

The metallic minerals are chalcopyrite, bomite and enar-

gite, and except where concentrated into veins of con-

siderable width, have resulted in ore of too low grade

to be commercially profitable.

The final concentration of the copper minerals in pay-

able orebodies, in the zone of secondary enrichment,

carrying as it.* valuable mineral con-stituents chalcocite

and covellite, together with remnants of the original chal-

copyrite, enargite. bornite and perhaps copper-bearing

iron pyrites, has chiefly been effected by descending sur-

face waters of atmospheric origin. The most important

action of the descending solutions has been a development

of chalcocite by the action of cupric sulphate on primary

pyrite and on enargite, and this has been repeated, and as

disintegration and erosion removed the upper part, solu-

tions descended and added richness to the remaining por-

tion of the chalcocite zone. The sulphate copper minerals

have been due to the oxidation of covellite and chalcocite.

A cross-section shows four more or less distinct zones,

which, beginning at the top. are as follows:

First—Leached zone or capping, from which the copper

minerals have been removed to such an extent as to result

in material of too low grade to be profitably worked. This

material is gray in color, much fractured and is iron-

stained—particularly on the surface.

Mixed with the soil and detritus and following down a

few feet below the surface along cracks and fractures are

more or less water-soluble minerals. These soluble min-

erals are, in the main, salt and sodium nitrate. Along the

outcrop most of the barren capping has been eroded, but

in the soil there is some salt and nitrate.

This country is the home of the Chilean nitrates, and

in it are also found salt and borax deposits, but in the

vicinity of Chuquicamata the salts mentioned are not suf-

ficiently concentrated to be workable.

There is a great deal of gypsum present, and this min-

eral is found not only in the fractures of the rocks, but

also cementing the talus from the rock mass.

Second—Oxidized mineral zone, or zone of brochantite.

This zone is shown in the outcrop, but also lies under the

leached capping in areas along the outcrop and especially

on the western side of the latter.

Valu.\ble Mixer.\ls Are ix Fissures

The material is in the main of a gray color, strongly

marked with green, so that a new face in the shovel liench

will appear green even from a considerable distance. A
face of ore will show altered granite intensely fractured,

with the cracks and crevices filled with crystallized broch-

antite, atacamite, chalcanthite, kroenkite and cujirite, rep-

resenting copper minerals, also some metallic cojjper, sul-

phates of iron, gypsum in considerable ([uantities. and

sulphates of soda, potash and aluminum. In addition

certain sections are considerai)ly iron-stained. Most of

the cracks are .small, but there are some veins of from a

couple of inches up tn as many feet. Practically speak-

ing, these minr rais occur entirely in the cracks and vein-

lets, though at tiiiiis tli. re seems to be some dissemination

through the rocks; iliis latter form, however, represents

tlu' filling of small opiTiings in the rock connected with

crai ks. There seenii t.. ic littlr or no replacement.

In the examination ' .-i-L-cimciis under the microscope,

spci iiil attention has bci n given to see what minerals

followed one another in time of deposition and to deter-

mine what minerals, especially those of copper, were
pseudomorphs of others, but so far nothing has been

reached. All of the minerals seem to have resulted from
crystallization from solutions in open cracks, rather than

alteration or replacement of one mineral by another in

place.

It had been conjectured that brochantite might have

resulted directly from alteration of covellite or chalcocite

in place or the direct alteration of chalcanthite, but this

sequence we have not been able to trace. L^ndoubtedly

tlie copper minerals in this upper zone have come from the

oxidation of covellite and chalcocite, but just what the

clianges have been between the secondary sulphides and
the remaining sulphates has not been detennined.

No Sh.\kp Divisiox Between .Sulphides axd Oxides

Third—Mi.xed sulphides and oxidized zone. In our

western porphyries, the plane of division between sul-

phides and oxidized ores is very sharp, but in the mine
at Chuquicamata such is not the case, the oxidized and

sulphide ores being mixed for quite a depth; and espe-

cially in the vein mines, side by side in the same crevice,

will be found chalcocite and brochantite, the latter not

appearing to replace the former, but apparently filling a

space left from the dissolving of the chalcocite. In the

same section may also be seen primary sulphide, which

shows changes in place to secondary.

Fourth—Secondarily enriched sulphide zone repre-

sented by covellite and chalcocite. The secondary sul-

phides are mainly formed by disintegration and erosion

of the original primary ores by oxidation with foundations

of sulphate of copper and precipitation as Cu^S on eon-

tact with pyrites and a removal of pyrites and concen-

tration of chalcocite. This continued to be repeated as

erosion went on.

Drill holes and shafts show the water level, and it is

close to this that the sulphides begin to appear.

Fifth—Primary ore. The secondary sulphides gradu-

ally decrease with depth, until nothing remains l:)ut unal-

tered pyrites, chalcopyrite, enargite and bornite. In the

upper portion we have straight chalcocite, lower down
chalcocite with a primary core, lower still the primary

mineral with a sooty coating of chalcocite and finally tlie

unaltered primary sulphide. These changes are typical

and are similar to the changes occurring in our low-

grade porphyries.

How deep the secondary alteration occurs has not Ixrn

determined in the main part of the orebody, though in

.-several places on the edges of the deposit the prima iv

ores have been reached. However, in the vein mines rep-

resented in the outlying fractures, the change in depth

can be well followed from sulphates on the surface to cu-

prite, metallic copper, chalcocite and finally primaries,

in which the vein filling is mainly pyrites with a little

chalcopyrite, enargite and bornite. The deeper ore, as ^

secondaries disappear, becomes too low in grade tn

payable, and these sections of the vein mines are being

abandoned in consequence.

The country rock is what might be classed as a grano-

dioritc resembling monzonite. Its constituents are quartz,

feldspar, mica (biotite) and hornblende, the feldspar be-

ing ortliodase, anorthodase and albite mainly ; it is a

soda-srranitc.
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The chief minerals of the deposit are as follows:

Metallic copper Cu
The Oxide Metallic Minerals:

Chalcanthite CuS0».5H»0, containing 25.4% copper
Brochantite,

A basic sulphate of copper, CuSO,.3Cu(OH):, containing
56.2% copper

Atacamite,
An oxychloride of copper, CU2CIH3O3, containing 59.45%
copper

Kroenkite CuS04.Na.SO,.2H20, containing 18.74% copper
Cuprite CUzO, containing 88.8% copper
Copiapite A basic ferric sulphate, 2Fe;03.5S03.18HjO
Hematite FcaOj
Limonite 2Fej03.H20
The Sulphide Metallic Minerals;

Iron pyrites FeSa
Chalcopyrite CuFeSj, containing 34.5% copper
Chalcocite CuoS, containing 79.8% copper
Covellite Cu.S.CuS, containing 67.39% copper
Enargite CuaAsS,, containing 48.3% copper

Among the nonmetallic minerals in addition to those

making up the granodiorite may be mentioned quartz,

gypsum, zircon, tourmaline, alunite, sericite, sodium

nitrate and sodium chloride.

The copper minerals commercially impoi'tant are chal-

cocite, covellite, brochantite, chalcanthite, kroenkite, ata-

camite, chalcopyrite, bornite and enargite.

Unlike the low-grade porphyry deposits of the United

States, where as a rule but little exploratory work had

been done prior to drilling, the outcrop of the Chuquica-

niata mine had been extensively developed by mining

operations in the nature of numerous tunnels, shafts,

stopes, etc., but to a shallow depth only. Such, however,

was not the case with the orebody as a whole, for the reason

that very few of the shafts had been put down to any

depth and active mining had been carried below the sur-

face to not over 60 ft. It was necessary therefore for

the company to further prospect the deposit by the use of

churn drills of the Star and Keystone types.

Development of the Orebody

Since drilling began, not only has ore been developed

in depth, but also laterally, both east and west of the

boundaries of the outcrop. There have been bored for

prospect purposes 60 holes, aggregating 40,910 ft. and of

an average depth of 681.8 ft., showing with some of the

deeper shafts 361.3 ft. of oxidized ore, 116.3 ft. of mixed

oxide and sulphide ore and -58.6 ft. of straight sulphide

ore. Besides these many holes have been drilled to deter-

mine the thickness of the capping and to be used for blast-

ing waste and capping for the steam shovels. For check-

ing the borings of these holes, numerous winzes have been

sunk and many crosscuts driven.

The ore outcrop shows a length of 8,000 ft. and an

average width of 5.54 ft. The drilling, however, has been

done over a length of 7,000 ft., an average width of 1,011

ft. and an extreme width of 1,555 ft.

The reason for the comparatively sliallow depth of the

holes drilled is not because they were stopped on account

of passing through the ore, but largely because of acci-

dents, such as the breaking of tools, necessitating the

abandonment of the holes before reaching the desired

depth.

While in a few drill holes ore of too low grade to be

commercially profitable has l)een reached, in the bottom

of all the rest there is still payable ore. A number of

holes were stopped even liefore reaching the sulphides.

Development of the east of the main deposit indicates

fairly well the limitations of the orebody in that direc-

tion, as shown by the extensive workings in the vein

mines. lu the drives, crosscuts and shafts the playing

out of values can he dctcnninod, and it is also possible

to see where the general crushing of the covmtry rock due

to dynamic disturbances has tapered off, giving more or

less solid country rock. Througli the latter run a few

large fissures rather than numerous small ones. To the

west in a line at right angles to the major a.xis and

about the middle of this line, the limits have not yet been

reached, though at the present time a width of about 1,800

ft. has been shown.

Xo. 38, the deepest hole, discloses ore of good grade

to a depth of 1,685 ft. ; the first 545 ft., however, is

leached. The borings from hole Xo. 38 show the crushed

condition of the country rock, and the indications give

promise of a further extension of the crushed zone to the

west. Somewhere in the valley to the west of hole Xo. 38

is the limit of the crushed zone and therefore of the

orebody. The plane of division, however, between the

heavily crushed and less altered country rock has not yet

been determined.

It is shown by the drill holes and prospect shafts that

during the early period of operations it will be necessary

to remove comparatively little capping; as in the section

first to be mined, except for one or two small areas, pay-

able ore comes practically to the surface. DriU holes,

however, show that for the first 50 or 60 ft. below the out-

crop, the ore is of lower grade than that at greater depths.

While very little mining was done below 50 or 60 ft.

from the surface, quite a few shafts were sunk to the

water level and crosscuts were driven from these shafts in

the hope of striking ore concentrated in fissures rather

than with the view of finding the values generally dis-

tributed throughout a large mass.

Such shafts as the Constancia (361 ft.), Criselia (493

ft), Tres Marias (285 ft.), Aurelia (335 ft.), San Luis

(285 ft), Balmaceda (500 ft.), Eeforma (420 ft), San

Jose (388 ft.) and Teodora (363 ft.) have allowed us to

see in place the character of the material occurring be-

tween the surface and water level. It is found that the

ore near the surface shows greater disintegration than

that at lower elevations, resulting in the easy cleavage

along mineral-filled cracks, and it was owing to this con-

dition that former owners were able to mine at a slight

profit, which they found impossible by their crude meth-

ods in the case of the deeper ore. In mining the upper

portions of this low-grade deposit, it was found that by

the ordinary methods of extracting ore the mineral in the

cracks would drop out. By throwing all the ore mined

over screens and discarding the coarse material, a fine

product was obtained, containing sufficient mineral to

bring the grade of ore shipped up to over 20% copper.

Material intermediate between 20-mesh and, say. 1/2 in.

was treated with hand jigs, though with very low ex-

traction. The coarse material thrown over the dump,

while still containing some copper, was not physically in

condition to allow for profitable extraction of its metal.

Dekp Oi!E BiiEAKs Badi.y for Coxcexteatiox

When mining the deeper ore, it was found that instead

of the ore breaking along the mineral-filled cracks, it was

likely to break across them, and even if breaking along

the cracks, the mineral would stick either to one wall

or the other. In other words, the copper minerals would

not free themselves in such a form as to make it possiiilc

to save them to advantage by the old methods. All the

deeper shafts have shown richer ore than at present c\-

iiosed in the ol^l workings, but while tlic ass;i\ in coi'oer
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was higher, still the ore was less valuable to the old min-

ers on account of the difficulty in separating the minerals

from the waste. The Chilean name given to the deposit

v.as llampera, meaning "fines," the mining of which was

the object of the former owners.

No other low-grade property has given opportunity at

the .start for so extensive an examination as has this, for

practically the whole of the outcrop has Ijeen honey-

combed by shafts, adits, opencuts and chambers. There

have been numerous deeper shafts, so that with the addi-

tion of our drilling, it has been possible in the study

of the treatment of the ore to make individual tests on

ore from all sections of the property and from various

depths below the surface. Testing and study of the sul-

phide ore was also possible; not only on account of ma-

terial obtained in the drill holes, but also that taken from

veins, which were worked in the ore deposit itself or in

the vein mines beyond, and in which the copper minerals

were concentrated in narrow widths, making it commer-

ciallv advantageous for the owners to sink even below the

water level.

Drilling operations have been carried on by skilled men
from the States under the direction of our engineers, and

tlie sampling and watching of the holes were done under

their direction by still other young engineers, so that the

greatest care was taken in connection with the accurate

testing of the orebody. Duplicate samples were taken for

every -5 ft. drilled, one being assayed in Chile and the

other at Perth .\mboy. Composite samples for every 25

and oO ft. were taken for testing. Checks and rechecks

have been made on the samples, extra holes have been

I'.ut down close to the original holes and resampling in

il lifts, shafts and exposed faces has been done.

Development has shown that the separation between

oxidized and sulphide ore is not marked by a perfect

plane of division ; there being a fairly thick zone of mixed

oxidized and sulphide. In the case of our low-grade

porphyry orebodies in the West, the line of division is

very marked and distinct. In addition, the elevation at

which the change between oxidized and sulphide ore takes

place, varies considerably in different sections of the

property. One hole may show sulphide ore, say 400 ft.

from the surface, while the second one, starting at the

same elevation and not over 400 ft. distant, will show

no sulphides for perhaps 300 ft. deeper.

Drilling has been by no means easy, on account of

the hardness of the deeper ore, the irregularity as to hard-

ness and the fractured condition of the orebody, which

tended to make the holes run crooked and thereby caus-

ing breakage of tools. The hardness also made the drilling

much slower.

In laying out areas for drilling operations, it was in-

tended to ])lock them off by holes placed at the corners of

200-ft. squares, but this was found unnecessary on account

of the even distribution of the metallic contents, so that

now the aim is to complete the blocking out of the

ground by putting down holes on corners of 400-ft.

squares.

It is of intcrcM - n-tc that while the capping gi'llcr-

ally contains some eojipir, it is of a very low grade and

it is possible to distinguish without trouble between cap-

ping and payable ore. Sbduld one merge into tlic other,

it would necessitate cithi'i the tnatment of considerable

un]i:ivablc material or the loss of ((insi(ler!il)le ore that

should be treated. The sharp division between the t^\<^

materials is of very considerable advantage in our min-

ing operations.

Amouxt and Grade of Ore Reserves

Following is a table of ore reserves as of Apr. 25, 1915

:

Oxidized ore 204,384,409 tons 1.952'?, copper
Mixed ore 6.5.787,332 tons 2.983f/„ copper
Sulphide ore 33,129,047 tons 2.477% copper

303,300,788 tons 2,233% copper

Say 2.000% copper

It is found in mining low-grade copper ores that the

average percentage of copper in ore mined is lower than

called for by the assay plans, partly owing to mining
lower-grade ore, not at first contemplated, partly to inter-

mixture of low-grade and wall-rock and partly to the ten-

dency of sampling to give higher rather than lower re-

sults, so that in estimating the grade of ore it has been

deemed wise to reduce the average from 2,233% to 2%
copper,

A tvpical analysis of the oxidized ore is as follow-

Moisture, 0.30% ;' Si0„, 67,48; CaO, O.til : CuO, 2,66; c:.

0.40; HNO3, 0.05; SO3, 1.76; S (as sulphide), 0,03;

AI3O;,, 13,39; Fe.O.,, 1.86: MgO, 0.24; MnOo, 0,02:

NaoO, 3.46; K„0, 0.84; loss on ignition, 6.80"; total,

99,90%. The ore near the surface is higher in chlorine

and nitrates.

Possibilities for Developing Fi'ture Ore

While the ore reserves are proved to be tremendous,

still the possibility of largely increasing them is not only

promising but certain, and confidence in this is based on

many reasons

:

First, to increase due to greater depth than that taken;

the thickness was taken not as shown by the deepest holes,

but was an average of all the holes put down, no allow-

ance being made for greater depth by reason of the drills"

stopping in good payable ore or neighboring holes show-

ing ore at lower elevations—for instance, in four holes

of a block, the first may show a depth of 250 ft., the

second 500 ft., the third 750 ft. and the fourth 1,000 ft,

;

the depth of the l)!ock was not taken at 1.000 ft., but as

the arithmetical average, or 625 ft.

Second, to increase in latei'al extent; this is now being

proved by holes to the west of the line of the outcrop, and

as stated, we have already shown a width in the middle of

approximately 1,800 ft. To a considerable distance to

the north and south of this line, the surface conditions are

similar, showing the same crushing effects due to great

dynamic disturbance. 1 may say that we have recently

]>ut down lialf a dozen holes in such ground, with a cer-

tainty that they would also show up commercial ore,

and in every case our prognostications were proved cor-

rect. There is a very large area of similar ground yet in

be drilled, which shows great promise. In sections of tiiis

area are shafts that have gone into ore. The limit tc

the south is pretty well (U'liued. The crushing shown

there is less than whcic wc have drilled, and the thickiic--

of the orebody is not so great. The limit to the north h

not been so well defined, but beyond the outcrop in tl

direction, the crushing effect is not so great as in the niai^

jjortion of the orebody. In view of the similar and \v\-y

promising conditions covering the drilling to the west »\

the oreiiody and to the jmssibilities of greater depth tliMii

that sio far allowed, I feel justified in stating that we will
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be able to increase our ore reserves to over 400,000,000

tons.

Owing to the great length, breadth and depth of the

ore deposit and the small thickness of capping, it was

planned to mine the ore with steam shovels, and this

method is now being successfully employed. The topog-

raphy is such that we can easily attack the orebody and

work it with very long faces, thus making it possible to

work many shovels and many ore trains without inter-

fering one with the other. The ore breaks well on blasting,

hut there are many large blocks requiring either blasting

or breaking Ijy hammer, to reduce them to" sizes easily and

fbeaply handled. To break these large blocks and further

increase the crushing capacity, a new preliminary crush-

ing plant has been designed and will be erected near the

main crushing plant. It is to have two jaw crushers 60x8-1

This will allow of loading GO-tou ears with blocks

of ore as large as the shovel dippers can take, doing away

with the loss of time otherwise required to break these

boulders at the face, the breaking of which necessitates

the stoppage of work on the steam shovels in order to

guard the men from accidents.

The ajiproach from the ore bins at the leaching plant

is easy ; there is plenty of room for tracks, assembly yards,

etc., both at the mine and at the treatment plant. The
maximum grade on the railway is 2.60%, there being no

adverse between the mine and the ore bins.

Details of Mixing Methods Used

The method of mining is as follows

:

The shovel bench is laid out, at the end of which is

the assembly yard, large enough to hold several 20-car

trains; loaded trains of this size are taken from the mine

to the ore bins at the leaching plant.

For breaking the ore for the steam shovels, there are

two methods employed—one by using churn-drill holes

put down roughly on the corners of 2.5- to 30-ft. squares

ami drilled to a depth of II/2 ni. below the shovel bench

floor. These holes are sprung with dynamite in order

to cavern them out to allow for a large charge of black

powder and are blasted either singly or in batteries. This

is a common method in use in our porphyry mines out

West. A second plan is the driving of crosscuts and
Irifts, filling the drift nearest to the open face with

jjowder, and by the explosion of the latter shattering the

ore toward the free face.

We have six !io-ton steam shovels of the Bucyrus type

capable of handling the waste and ore for the 10,000-ton

plant. For delivering cars to and from the shovels and

the assembly yards, l-j-ton locomotives are used.

Work was started using American shovel runners and

locomotive engineers, but it has been possible to train

many Spanish and Spanish-American operators for these

purposes, and most of the work is now being carried on

Ijy their aid. Most of our drilling is also now being done

by Chileans. The dynamite used is mainly imported, but

black powder is locally made and while of a rather poor

quality, is of ample strength to do the work required.

For breaking large blocks small jumper drills are

Muployed, and for S(|uaring up bottom large air drills

arc used, all with native workmen.

Experiments in leaching the Chuquicamata ores have

continued over several years—at first on a very small scale

in the assay office itself and then by the treatment of 100-

kg. lots, later employing tanks of 2,000-kg. capacity, and

later still, tanks of 14,000-kg. capacity and of the same
depth as the large tanks erected on the ground. In the

fall of 11)12 these experiments on the larger scale were
made to test, first, the solubility and, second, the precipi-

tation of the copper electrolytic-ally. A great many differ-

ent samples of many tons each were taken from different

parts of the orebody, representing, first, the sampling of

the opencuts, deep shafts and crosscuts; second, special

lots representing material that might be supposed to be

more difficult than the average; third, high-grade and low-

grade sections ; and fourth, ore that would be more or less

contaminated with nitrates or sodium-chloride. Experi-

ments were also made in dechloridizing, in order to find

a method to overcome the difficulty due to chlorine gas

in the precipitation tanks—chlorine reducing the current

efficiency and making ventilation difficult.

Elaborate tests were made in the use of insoluble

anodes—the ordinary lead anodes deteriorating rapidly

in 'the solution. I,ater experiments were made with full-

sized anodes and cathodes in order to guard against any

possible difficulty when installing apparatus of full size.

The determination of a satisfactory acidproof lining for

the leaching and solution tanks was also reached after

a long-time trial. Testing work was done on a far larger

and more elaborate scale than has been the practice here-

tofore for deciding upon the proper ore treatment.

In addition to the special samples, such as ore from

the deepest levels, from either end of the property or from

three or four of the deep shafts, leaching tests were also

made on 2.5- and 50-ft. composite samples of all the drill

holes jjut down. All of these tests have in every respect

been most carefully and systematically done.

Chuquicamata Okes Particulakly Good for

Leachixg

A^Tiat makes the process chosen particularly applicable

for the Chuquicamata ores is that the ore itself carries

more than enough sulphuric acid for the solution of the

copper, and that on precipitation of the copper from this

solution, acid sufficient for the solution of the next batch

and an excess besides is regenerated, which will allow the

discarding of solutions if necessary, to avoid fouling of

them by continual use. The experiments have proved that

very little iron, silica or alumina is taken into the final

solution and that it has been possible with the average

ore to use the same solution over as many as a hundred

times without ill effect.

The method for extracting copper from the Chuquica-

mata ores has been worked out under the direction of the

consulting metallurgist, E. A. Cappelen Smith.

The plant is designed for a capacity of 10,000 tons of

average-grade ore per day ; crushing the ore to about V^-in.

mesh ; leaching with sulphuric acid ; eliminating the

greater part of the chlorine by treatment in drums with

metallic copper ;
precipitating the remaining copper from

solution by electrolysis; and melting the cathodes into

commercial bars. The treatment of the cuprous chloride

formed in the dechloridizing drums, for the recovery of

the copper, is either by smelting or dissolving the cu-

prous chloride with salt and electrolyzing, or by treatment

with metallic iron to form cement copper.

In an arid country the (picstion of water is naturally one

of great importance, and the obtaining of a sulRcient

quantity for domestic purposes and for the metallurgical

operations is most important The water supply for
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Chuquicamata comes from the high mountains, and the

company has concessions covering a supply sufficient for

the treatment of from 30,000 to 40.000 tons per day and
for domestic purposes in addition. This supply will come
from three sources—one requiring a pipe line of 90 km.,

which will give a supply of sufficient purity for domestic

and boiler purposes ; another requiring two 12-in. pipe

lines 40 mi. long, one of which has already been laid

;

and the third requiring two pipe lines 54 mi. long. At
the present time water for domestic purposes is purchased

from the Antofagasta & Bolivian Railway Co. and ob-

tained from a pipe line running from the source in the

mountains to Antofagasta, a distance of 250 mi.

The Loa River, rising in the Andes, after being joined

by a number of tributaries flows through the desert and

nitrate country with a considerable grade to the sea. For
a great part of its length it has cut a deep caiion and

lies considerably below the table land along its banks.

In this watershed the Chile Exploration Co. has obtained

concessions for power purposes, amounting in all to 27,000

hp., of which it would be able to utilize about 20,000. To
do this, however, it will require five or sis installations.

While power from the hydro-electric installations would be

cheaper per hp.-a. than if obtained from the steam plant

at Tocopilla, the cost of installation of the latter would

be less and the time of construction far shorter and the

labor required much less. At the time of laying out this

work it was believed that great difficulty would be ex-

perienced in obtaining labor at a reasonable price, so it

was thought best to limit the requirements as much as

possible. In addition it was felt that the final power

needed would be much in excess of that to be obtained

from the hydro-electric plant, so it was decided to put in,

first, the steam-power plant at Tocopilla and at a later

period to make use of the hydro-electro units when more

power is called for.

DESCRirTiox OF Power-Pl.\xt Uxits

To quote from an article written by Fred Hellmann, the

general manager of the Chile Exploration Co.

:

"The power for the operations of the plant is derived

from the generating station at Tocopilla by means of a

transmission line, which delivers at substation A.

"There are installed in Tocopilla sixteen 2,500-kw.

boilers of the Babcock & Wilcox type. This type of boiler

is fitted with superheaters and economizers and works

under a pressure of 12.68 kg. per sq.cm. The steam is

given a superheat of 93.5° C, which makes the final

temperature of the steam leaving the boilers 287.5° C.

"The boilers are oil-fired ; the fuel being residual oil

from California, brought to Tocopilla by steamers and

delivered into the company's storage tanks there. There

are two of these tanks, each having a capacity of 55,000

bbl. The feed water for the boilers is derived from an

evaporating plant fed with salt water. The steam from the

boilers drives four turbines made by the Escher-Wyss Co.,

Zurich, Switzerland.

"Attached to each turbine is a 10,000-kw. generator,

made by the Sirnuns-Schuekertwerke. These generators

produce a thrcc-pbiisf 50-cycle alternating current at

5,000 volt8 and 2,oii() amperes, which, after passing

through the controllin;: switchboards and safety devices,

is transformed in four Siemens-Schuckert 10.000 kv.-a.

step-up transformers Id ;i tension of 110,000 volts.

"Cnder this tension it passes over the transmission line,

which consists of three 7-strand cables made up of medium
hard-drawn 000 B. & S. gage wdre. There are two %-in.

Siemens-Martin steel-cable ground wires placed on tlie

towers above the copper leads. The towers are of the

lattice, or built-up, type and are made of galvanized steel.

They are placed at normal intervals of 220 m., but this

distance is exceeded on occasion, where the topography

of the country calls for longer spans and where no danger

is involved.

"The insulators are of the Locke type, seven in a string,

and they have given excellent results under tests for

flashover and puncture resistance. The string was tested

up to 250,000 volts.

'The length of the transmission line is 140 km., and
the current is delivered into substation A at Chuquica-

mata. It passes through various protective devices and
reaches the 10,000-kv.-a. transformers, of which there

are again four, w'here it is stepped down to 5,000 volts.

From here it passes to the busbars for distribution.

"About 15,000 kw. pass to the rotary converters, of

which there are seven—four of the induction type and
three of the synchronous type; 3,000 kw. pass to substa-

tion B, where there are three l,000-kv.-a. transformers

which reduce the current to 525 volts. This is the operat-

ing voltage of all the motors on the property other than

those driving the direct-current generators.

"The conduits from the three l,000-kv.-a. transformers

lead to the 525-volt busbars in the basement of the station,

whence distribution is made to the motors of the plant

situated within convenient distance. Another portion,

about 3.000 kw., is taken directly from the 5,000-volt. bus-

bars to suijstation C. wliich is at the east end of the plant

and which again distributes to such motors as are in its

immediate neighborhood.

"Provision has been made also for taking a portion of

the power to the mine, where it will be used for lighting,

the driving of hoisting engines, air compressors," etc.

Establishing Necessary Villages

There having been no village at first at the plant site

and but a few indifferent buildings at the mine, it has

been necessary to provide dwellings for workmen and

officials with offices, laboratory, blacksmith, machine, car-

penter and electrical shops, warehouses, stores, hospital,

boarding houses, etc.

There are two villages—a small one at the mine and the

principal one at the plant.

The census of Nov. 16, 1915, shows the following popu-

lation :

Mine:
Americans and Europeans.
Chileans and otiiers

Millsite;
Americans and Europeans.
Chileans and others

Total 2,600

(ireat attention has been paid to the sanitary poli( i

of the village, a welfai'e department has been inaugur:i

and a program laid out for still further ameliorating li

condition of the Chilean employees and their familii-.

the European and .Vmerican skilled workmen and otliciiil-.

The ])r()giam includes the very considerable enlargeiiuiit

of the Chilean village, with church, chilis, atlditinn: i

schools, ])laza with band stand, messhouses, etc., for
'

skilled mechanics and for European and American offiru

a clubhouse and aiUlitional (|uarlei-s for married ami

single men.

Men
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Bradleini Copper COo*
P.V H. E. l)t)i-i;i,Ass+ AND M. T. ColleyJ

,^>YXOP.^^IS—Mines known and operated for a'.out

100 years. Old methods consisted in hand-sortin;j

the ore and smelling in reverberatories, makimj

-70 lo G0% matte, which was shipped to Europe.

First mill contained crushers, rolls; jigs, tables

and buddies; extraction was loiv. New mill coiii-

jiri.fes crushing and coarse concentration followed

by regrinding in Marcy and Ilardiiige mills and

concentration by oil flotation. Sulphuric-acid

plant, making acid for flotation, consists of Wedge

roasting furnaces and chambers of usual type.

Choice of blast furnace, rather than reverberatory,

for smelting concentrates governed by circum-

stances wholly apart from metallurgy. Smelting

mitture made furnace operation difficult. Con-

verter slags made with only 10% silica. Oil flota-

tion changed charge conditions and made smelting

easier.

The mining properties of the Bradeu Copper Co. have

been known for more than a hundred years and have

been worked for high-grade ore in a desultory manner

for probably all of this time.

The ore during these years was hand-picked at the

mine and smelted in small reverberatory furnaces situ-

ated in the valleys 40 mi. distant. None of these plants

exists today, but inspection of the slag dumps shows that

silica and alumina gave lots of trouble. It was apparently

the practice to fire the reverberatory until no further

fusion was possible and then to scrape off the semifused

tioat containing many unfused siliceous particles but not

much metal because the heat had been high enough to

liquate out the sulphides. The matte made, judging from

the particles contained in the slags, ranged from 50% to

()0% copper. This was probably shipped to Europe, as

no evidence of further treatment has been found.

In 1904 the possibilities of the then undeveloped prop-

erty were recognized by William Braden, who interested

Barton Sewell in it, resulting in the formation of the

lirst Braden Copper Co., which took over the property.

This company developed a sufficiently large amount of

(ire to warrant greater operations, for which more capital

was necessary. The holding company accomplished this

and took over the property in 1908.

SiTU.iTION AXD N.ITUKAL CoXDITIOXS

The mines of the company are in the main Chilean

Andes of South America, at an altitude of 8,000 ft.

latitude 34 deg. south and longitude Tl deg. 20 min.

west. The concentrating, acid and smetling plants are

two kilometers west of the mine at Sewell, named for

the late president and founder of the company. The

property is reached through the Pacific coast port of

Valparaiso, thence southward 269 km. by the Chilean

State R.R. to Rancagua, and then northeast for 70 km.

•Paper presented at the Second Pan-American Scientific
Congress, Washington. D. C, and publislied by permission.

tConcentrator superintendent, Braden Copper Co., Sewell,
Chile.

tSnieltery superintendent, Braden Copper Co., Sewell, Chile.

by the Braden Copper Co.'s private railroad of .30-in.

gage.

During eight months of the year operations are seldom

hampered by unfavorable weather. In ^lay, June, July

and August a considerable snowfall is usual, but the

attendant difficulties are only such as are commonly en-

countered in the mining districts of the northwestern

United States.

Ample water is available for present and future needs

of the concentrating and smelting plants. Electric power
is supplied to all departments by the company's hydro-

electric plant of 8,000 kw., in the Cachapoal River valley,

about 6,000 ft. lower, through a transmission line 2814

km. long, current being three-phase alternating generated

at 2,300 volts and stepped up to 33,000 volts for trans-

mission.

Of the company's employees 9.5% are Chilean work-

men, who are reliable and efficient.

The Coxcentrating Plaxts

The original Braden Copper Co. having opened up the

mine, built a cart road 36 mi. in length from the valley

to the mine, selected a mill site and connected the mine
and site by an aerial tram 2 km. long and of 700 tons'

capacity. It further connected the two upper mine levels

with the main mine aerial-tram station. It installed a

small hydro-electric plant of 250 hp. on the mill site,

and it built a mill.

The first plant was capable of liandling between 200

and 250 tons of ore a day. In it were installed jaw

crushers, rolls, Harz jigs, Huntington mills, Overstrom

tables and buddies. The percentage of extraction in this

plant was not high, but it proved conclusively that the ore

was amenable to concentration.

While the present new mill was under construction, this

old mill was remodeled for experimental purpo.ses by the

present company; Wilfley tables and Frue vanners were

added, and the capacity was increa.sed to 400 tons daily.

The operation of this plant showed improvement over

the former results, but still the percentage of extraction

was comparatively low.

At this time the possibilities of flotation by oil, acid

and aeration claimed attention, and this mill was used

as an experimental plant until the problem was practi-

cally solved. From data so obtained, the present practice

of milling was built up.

The ore, a shattered andesite carrying approximately

75% of the copper content as chalcopyrite, the balance

being mostly bornite and some secondary chalcocite, is

brought to the crushing plant from the mine over a 2-km.

electric railroad and, after being weighed, is dumped into

the coarse-ore bin of 2,.)00-ton capacity.

From the coarse-ore bins the ore, which is usually

sufficiently fine for 2.')'^(' to pass a 1-in. grizzly, is deliv-

ered by steel-belt aiuon feeders to the 30-in. conveyor

belt in two section- ,-orving two gyratories, size Xo. 7V^,
preceded by two inriined grizzlies. One 30-in. magnetic

jniUey at the disi iuirge of the first section of cnuveyor

eliminates pieces .>f iron and steel received with ihe ore.

Tlu> undersizc ol' tbi' grizzlies goes din-i t In two ;2x20-iii.
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rolls and to two 6x30-mm. trommels. The 72-in. rolls

are run in closed circuit throiigh these two trommels,

the undersize going direct as a pulp to the concentrating

plant proper. A part of the grizzly undersize is at

present being sent to a Marcy mill, the first of several

that may be installed to increase the concentrators' grind-

ing capacity.

The discharge of the gyratory crushers, maintained at

about a 3-in. maximum diameter, is taken by five 6x30-

mm. trommels, the undersize going to the fine-ore bins of

3.000-ton. capacity and the oversize to five -IS-in. Symons
crushers. The Symons-crusher product of approximately

a ^s"i°- maximum diameter is dry-screened by twelve

6x30-mm. impact screens, the undersize going direct to

the fine-ore bin. The impact oversize is dropped into

four lox36-in. medium rolls, from which the discharge is

taken by two 30-in. belt elevators to another set of twelve

6x30-mm. screens, situated at the top of the crushing

plant. From there the oversize is continuously gravi-

tated to the medium rolls and to two sets of 15x36-in.

and two sets of 16x4S-in. finishing rolls running in closed

circuit, passing therefrom to the fine-ore bins. All deliv-

ery to these bins is made by a 24-in. belt fitted with an

automatic weighing machine attached.

As stated previously, that portion of the ore from the

72-in. rolls running in a wet circuit goes direct to the

concentrating plant as a pulp, the water-to-solid ratio

in all ca.ses being kept as low as possible in order to

avoid >ettling or derangement of the flotation plants from

a too diluted pulp. The pulp is concentrated on the

upper Wilfley tables, of which there are 48 in three

sections of 16 each. All are fitted with a modified riffle

that permits the handling of 150 to 200 tons per 24

hr. per tal)le. The concentrates are laundered directly

to four pits at the foot of the mill. These are fitted

with filter bottoms and used alternately, so that the

concentrates are drained to about 10% moisture. The

table tails go to the Hardinge mills.

That portion of the ore that was dry coarse-crushed

and deposited in tlie fine-ore bins is sent by three inclined

conveyors fitted with individual weighing machines, to

three towers feeding that number of sections in the con-

centrator, each of a nominal 1..500-ton capacity. In each

section this dry ore falls from the conveyor on eight

5-mesh impact screens, the undersize going to the upper

Wilfley tables, while the oversize goes to one 14x30-in.

roll and one lox36-in. roll in circuit, from which the

undersize i.s also sent to the ujiper Wilfley tables.

The object of this preliminary coarse concentration is

to remove not only clean sul])hides, but also the small

amount of oxide and metallic copper, often adherent,

which, with finer grinding, would be lost in subsequent

operations both ] preceding and during flotation. The feed

of these tables is not deslimed, because it is not neces-

sary. Dcsliming would also add more water to final pulp.

The Marcy mill, recently installed and of which the

record for the first 10 days' operation only is at hand,

ground an average of 156 tons per 24 hr. ; the screen

analysis of the feci! and discharge being as follows:

SCRKEN' ANALYSIS
DischargeFeed

On 38-mm
On 2r»-inm
On in-mm
On s-tnm
On l<i-me»h
Through lO-mesh

On 10-mesh.
On 20-mesh 16%
On 40-nne8h 17%
On co-mesh 9%
On -iin-mesh 15%
Through 200-me8h 39%

lOOf'c

The tails of the upper Wilfleys flow directly to five drag

classifiers, feeding four 36-in. and one 48-in. Hardinge
mills per section, a total of 16 mills in all. The
overflow of these drags is manipulated to eliminate as

much —60-mesh from the drag discharge (mill feed) as

possible. The following is a typical performance of a

36-in. Hardinge mill equipped with a britannia lining:

6,900
3,500

Weight of steel in lining, kg
V\'eiglit of cast-iron balls, max. 3^ in., dia., leg....
Consumption of balls per ton ground, kg 0.75
Horsepower, full load 73.5
Tons per 24 hr 389
Water solid ratio of pulp discharged 0.52 to 1

SCREEN AN.\LYSI.S
Feed Discharge

On 10-mesh 33%
On 20-r
On 40-

60-mesh
On SO-mesh
On 100-mesh
On 150-mesh
On 200-mesh
Through 200-mesh.

37%
lf%
4%
1%
1%
1%
1%
3%

100%

3%
22%

100%

On a bench below the upper row of Hardinge mills

described is an auxiliary row of nine Hardinge mills,

which take the discharge from the upper row through

classifiers, as well as the occasional surplus or rushes

from the upper Wilfleys that the first row may not be

able to handle. The drag classifiers here are manipu-
lated at the overflow in the same way as are the upper

mills, in order to eliminate the -—60-me.sh portion of

the pulp as much as possible and to launder it directly

to the flotation section. One section of this row and the

corresponding section of the upper row are being tried

out in closed circuit.

The discharge of the upper and auxiliary Hardinge
mills is received by six large double-chain drag classifiers,

two in each section, the overflow of which, manipulated to

carry as little +60 solids as possible, goes to flotation

and the thickened coarse discharge to 42 Wilfley table.s,

14 to a section, all equipped with modified riffles.

The tails, of these Wilfleys are laundered directly to

18 drag classifiers, feeding the same numbe'' of 30-in.

Hardinge mills, there being six of each to a section. At
present these are lined with silex. flint and local stone

blocks ; and local and Danish pebbles are used as grinders.

Other types of liners and grinders are being experimented

with. All these mills are run in closed circuit, with

the object of producing the least possible -|-()0-mesh solid

in the finished pulp.

Tiie following data are typical of the liO-in. Hardinge

finishing mills

:

SCREEN A.VALYSIS
Feed Discharge

On 20-mesh 24.3%
On 40-mesh 45.5% 12'/t
On fiO-mesh 15.8%. 11.2%
On SO-niesh 5.3% 8.8%
On lOO-mesh 3.1% 9.2%
Through lOO-mesh.... 6.0%
On 200-mesh 10.4%
Through 200-mesh 48.4%

100', 100%

Ground per 24 hr., tons 86.4
Pebble load, kg 5.200
Horsepower .M.!'

Water-solid ratio pulp 0-48 to 1

The finished pul]). or overflow from the drags of all

sections, is received and sampled in one general distribut-

ing box.

Until recently all tiiis ]ml|) was treated by flotation

in six standard valve-type oil-flotation machines, with

one more used for the re-treatment of a free-running
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frotli t;ikiii from the tail compartments of the .<ix ma-

chines. Auothcx plant was used for the re-treatment of

the slime overflow from the flotation concentrates pit.

Four of tlie plants had 9 frothing compartments, two

1 1 frotliing comj)artmcnts, and two wore of 12 frothing

tompartnients. All were originally fitted witli 5-in. cir-

culating pipes. Agitator speeds varied from 19G to 214

r.p.m.

Experimental work having demonstrated that increas-

ing tlie diameter of the circulating pipes to 7 in. and

coupling up two plants in tandem would greatly improve

exti-action and increase capacity, eight plants are being

so arranged. The first of these double plants handled

The flotation concentrates are settled in eight pits,

four being used alternately. The settled Wilfley and
coarser flotation concentrates are loaded directly, by a

grab bucket, into side-dump cars for transportation to tlie

acid or smelting plant.

The slime overflow from the flotation concentrate pits,

with a water-solid ratio of 10 or 20 to 1 and whose solids,

50 tons per day more or less, are about 98% —200-niesh,

is gra\itated to a series of Dorr thickening tanks, where
it is settled to a density of alrout 1 : 1 and then sent to

the four Oliver and two Kelly presses. As a rule only

Jour of these presses are in operation at the same time.

On account of the exceeding fineness of the material

\ \
/A---T-:'^^^^^g^" '^-

'
A--^'--*.

r ] \T I \ I <
I r rp ro t- r r DT ctiov t\ orkc;

1 he chiot tenures are 1 penstock and hifeh pressure w iter line 2 coirse oie bins 3 electiic railroad to mine;
4, r.. G, auiio uf TeiiieiiLi- iiii.ic. 7. uiur,i..i.g iJi<inL, o, ....,1, .,, =v^ff liuuBc, 10, n..iin ^^.r.wc. 11, A...er.^.^.. to....s.te. 12. store
and warehouse; 13, mechanical shops; 14. foundry; 15. laundry; 16. laboratory; 17, smeltery charKe bins; IS, nodulizing
cylinders; 19. dust chambers; 20. blast-furnace building; 21. converter plant; 22, electrolytic building; 23. leaching plant;
24, sulphuric-acid plant; 2.t, roasting plant; 26. native quarters and town. Farther up the hill, near the staff house, a modern
hospital has been provided

I.KiO tons per 24 hr. on the trial run. Experimental

v.'crk having sliown that no ill effects resulted from

returning the free-running froth of the end compartments

to the head of the machines for re-treatment instead of

to a separate plant, this practice is being continued.

The reagents used are Swedish or American pine-tar

oil, fuel oil, sulpliuric acid and a small amount of kero-

sene to thin the fuel oil. A portion of the pine-tar oil

is ju-e-agitated in the lower Hardinge mills, the balance

being added at the head of the flotation machine. The
acid and fuel oil-kemseiie mixture is added at the same

point.

To handle the tails from the Jlinerals Sejiaralion

standard plants 28 twin (one common partition) air cells

have just been installed. The coneentrates from the 28

primary air cells will be re-treated in seven additional

cells of the same type.

liandled, the capacity of the filters is very low. The cake

from the filters goes directly to the smeltery.

The mill tailing is flumed downstream, fi^ km., to

the storage dam, built in the river valley in such a way
that the Coya River is carried under the tailing by a

masonry and reinforced-concrete tunnel.

Tlie following is a typical screen analysis of the linal

tail

:

On 40-mcsh ' On 200-mesh i<7c

On 60-mesh S'. Through 200-mesh »S%
On SO-mesh S'<

On 1 OO-mesh 7 <:j 1 00 •,;

On 150-mesh S%

The long, turbulent run in the tailin-- canal, aided

bv the remaining reagents, raises an appreciable amount

of froth which carries some mineral. This is recovered

and further flotation induced by a series of automatic

frothing boxes placed at the discharge end of the tailing
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canal. The concentrate so recovered i.s sent to the

smelten".

The operating data for the month of October, 1915,

are as follows:

Ton.s milled 121,090
CJiade ore. % copper 2.15
Tons concentrates produced 10, 70S
Grade concentrates. % copper 19.20
Tails. <yr copper 0.42

Actual extraction, % S0.S5

The SuLPHUEic-AciD Pl.wt

The sulphuric acid used in the oil-tlotatioii process

in the concentrating plant is manufactured on the spot.

Sulphur is obtained from the Wiltley concentrate having

the following analysis

:

SiO:: A1:0;, Fe CaO S Cu
13.0 5.7 2S.7 1.0 33.0 15.9

The roasting plant consists of one Wedge roasting fur-

nace having seven hearths 21 ft. C in. diameter. About

30 tons of concentrate is roasted per 21 hr. The calcines

are sent to the smeltery. The acid plant is of the usual

chamber type and produces about 20 tons of acid a day,

which is more than enough to keep the mill supplied

when treating 4,500 tons of ore per day. The acid is

blown lip to the mill tanks as needed. When all storage

tanks are full, the acid plant remains idle until a fur-

ther supply of acid is necessary.

Till-: FiiiST SiiELTixG Plaxt

The concentrates produced by the small mill, installed

shortly after the original Braden Copper Co. took over

the mine, were at first shipped in sacks to United States

smelteries. The heavy loss in transit, the limited market

for concentrates, the distance between mine and smeltery

which was too great to allow of very satisfactory control

of weights and assays, and the high cost of freight ren-

dered a further concentration at the plant imperative.

With this end in view, .smelting experiments were made,

including a preparation of the concentrate for blast-

furnace smelting by agglomeration, the process used being

an adaptation of the pot-roasting process. This was fol-

lowed by the usual blast-furnace smelting, which was

conducted in a small circular furnace 32 in. in diameter

and having a 7-ft. ore column. It was provided with

cast-iron water jackets. The slag and matte ran into a

movable forehearth. from which the matte was tapped

while the slag overflowed into a granulating launder. Tt

was soon found that the agglomerating process consuiiic<l

tor) much sulphur and o.xidized too much iron to allow

of a normal grade of matte. The insufficiency of snl-

jphur was supplied by smi'lting (without roasting) the

product of the Hiirz jigs, which wcim' at thai time

operating.

This small plant did a lot of work and many hundreds

of tons of matte were produced, but owing to the exces-

sive lo.ss of sulphur, the large percentage of lines and

the high operatiiiL^ cost, it was plain that the agglomer-

ating process was not i)racticable. The e.\l)eriment had,

however, suggested the feasibility of briquetting the coii-

i-entrate without i ..t i: >

At the time the ;; . '(.mpaiiy took over the property

from the original I'. n c()ni]>aiiv, there was devebiped

in the mine only .".'

,

ho jncsent large tonnage, and

a ndiiction ])lant n,, i mailer than that at present

planned was indicated. K.-r the .-mailer ])lant there was

a sulViciently large |)ower e\cess in pei-mit (if tlie installa-

tion of a leaching plant in which the concentrate would
have been roasted in Wedge furnaces, from the gases of

which sulphuric acid would have been made, which would
have supplied the solvent for the oxidized copper in the

roasted concentrates. The copper then in solution would

have been precipitated therefrom by electrolysis. The
product would have been electrolytic refined copper.

The Second Smelting Plant

With this process in mind as the ultimate reduction

plant, it was not the intention to build a permanent
smelting plant. There were, however, on the ground se\ -

eral thousand tons of concentrates from which it w-.i-

desirable to extract and market the copper, and for tin-

reason a 100-ton briquetting plant, a 15-ft. blast furnace

and a Peirce-Sniith converter were quickly erected ami

put into operation.

The presence of cheap hydro-electric jiower and t\u-

iinjiossibility of using steam power, added to the fact

that the plant is distantly situated from a normal base

of supplies and the connecting railroad, then new and

far from the stage of smooth running, was loaded down
with construction material, caused the adoption of the

blast furnace and the rejection of the reverberatory,

which is the generally accepted method of smelting con-

centrates.

The local conditions, together with the circumstances

under which this plant had to operate, gave rise to many
interesting problems. Limestone was scarce and cost at

the plant $12 per ton, while the concentrate was at that

time the product of Wiltley tables and Frue vanners

analyzing

:

SiO; AUOa Fe CaOAKO,
15.0

S
IS.

5

Cu
13.0

Being high in silica and aluiuina. it called for some

extraneous flux to form an acceptai)le slag. The lime-

stone available was calcite, which deflagrated so badly

that it would not burn in the ordinary kiln, thus cutting

off the possibility of using burnt lime as a binder in

the briquette plant until a suitable method of burning

it should have been devised.

There was, however, close at hand and cheaply obtain-

able, a very fat and plastic clay that made an excellent

liinder, though of course its addition to the concentrate

raised the silica-alumina content and called for more

extraneous fluxing material.

The experience gained in the operation of the ])lant'

-bowed that the aluminous nature of the concentrate aided

by the added clay gave an excellent briquette if thor-

oughly mixed, and that the metallurgical loss by du.st

escaping through the stack was negligible if sufficient are:-

was allowed for dust collection iiy slowing the gases to

sjieed of from 2 to li ft. per sec.

On the other hand, the eoniponent parts of the chai

were so at variance that great difficulty in fuinaee opeii

tioM was encountered. The charge consisted of the fol-

lowing ingredients, mentioned in the order of their

(|uantily and ini])ortance :

SiO; A1»0:, Fe CaO S Cu
10.0 15.5 21.0 1.0 IS.O 15.0
0.0 3.0 57.0 0.5 1.5 4.0

3.0 0.5 1.0 50.0

The eonceiitrafe is compo.sed of sulphides easily fusible

and only loosely mixed with an andesite gangue tiiat

was fused with dilficulty. The convi'rtcr slag is very

easily fused. There should be as little lime used as

possible.

Kri(iuette concentrate
Converter slag
l.,iniestone
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SiO,
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injr operation. Not more than one-sixth of the concen-

trates could be treated in this way, a quantity too small

to sufficiently improve the physical condition of the

charge.

About this time it became known that one of the

United States plants was treating fines in a nodulizer—

a

revolving tube slightly inclined, of from 8 to 10 ft. diam-

eter and from 50 to 120 ft. long, lined -i^ath brick, fired

by oil, gas or pulverized coal at the lower end and fed

with concentrates or fines at the upper end.

Investigation of this machine was made in the United

States, and it promised so well that experiment* were

made in a plant close to New York on concentrate that

was shipped from Chile. The results of these experi-

ments were so encouraging that an 80-ft. nodulizer 8

ft. in diameter was installed in the smelting plant in

Chile, and further and more complete experiments were

made.

KlXDS OF COXCEXTEATES TkEATED

All kinds of concentrates were treated, including the

product from Wilfley tables, analyzing SiO, 13.0, AloOj

5.7, Fe 28.7, S 33.0," Cu 15.0: from the flotation process,

analyzing SiO, 18.0, ALO^ 7.6, Fe 21.2, CaO 0.3, S 27.9,

Cu 20.3; and from the overflow slimy concentrate, an-

alyzing SiO„ 26.2, AUO3 12.6, Fe 14.7, CaO 0.3, S 19.3,

Cu 18.1, filtered by Oliver and Kelly filters.

The moisture content varied from 5% in the Wilfley

product to an occasional 50% in the flotation product.

The product of the filtration plant averaged over 30%.
The nodulizer handled these various classes of material

well, i)roducing an equally good, though slightly dift'erent,

product from all. Continuous operation was found to

be ditiicult of attainment, because after a few days a

hea\y ring formed 15 to 20 ft. from the firing end,

which gradually increased until it nearly closed. Any
efforts to burn or smelt this out gave poor results because,

though it reduced the size, it hardened what remained,

after which further burning gave no result. To remove

this ring it was necessary to shut down the kiln and cut

it out by hand labor. Twenty per cent, of the possible

operating time was thus lost.

The temperature at the burner end was found to aver-

age 950° C., and at the feed end the temperature of

escaping gases averaged 400° C. The fuel consumption

indicated a rate of 11 gal., or less, of fuel oil per ton

of material fed. The indicated tonnage was between 80

and 100 ])er calendar day.

Owing to the success of this machine, two more were

installed. These were 50 ft. long by 8 ft. diameter.

The length was reduced because it was thought that,

owing to the high sulphur content of the concentrate

and its tendency to quick ignition, a shorter time in the

machine might give a larger tonnage witli a possible de-

crease in fuel and a greater conservation in sul])bur.

At that time it was not definitely known how much
sulphur could be retained in the product. It was feared

that there would not be enough for the smelting operation,

l)ut later it was found that there was always enough sid-

]»luir remaining and Jio particular care on this point

was necessary.

The 50-ft. kiln ])roved less efficient than the 8()-lt.

kiln. It consumed iiioic fuel per ton of material treatctl

hccause, being shorter, ii allowed more heat to escaj)e

nitli the outgoing ga.-c.-, which averaged 500° C, or

100° more than those leaving the 80-ft. kiln. The ton-

nage was from 50 to 75, about 33% lower than that of

the 80-ft. kiln. Efforts to raise the tonnage to the 80

to 100 figure of the 80-ft. kiln resulted in always having

unfused material at the discharge end, proving that the

passage through the tube had been too hurried to allow

of sufficient heat absorption to produce the incipient

fusion, or pastiness, necessary for the formation of

nodules.

LoxG, Laege-Di.\;meter Kilx's Ixdicated

The comparative experience of these two kilns ini^'-

cated the advantage of longer tubes. A kiln 100 ft. I

is now in course of erection. It has also appear^,

though it has not been definitely proved, that a tube of

greater diameter shoidd be advantageous, because in it

material would travel a longer distance on the greater

circumference and therefore absorb more heat. It would

be equivalent to increased length, while at the same time

it would allow of the gases passing at a decreased speed.

The larger circumference might also lessen the tendency

to form the heavy rings of partially fused material which

so far have interfered with operations. With this end
in view the diameter of the new 100-ft. kiln has been

raised to 9 ft.

With a view to doing away with the ring nuisance,

there is being added to this tulje a drag-chain of the type

of the Bergquist chain used at the Gary plant in kilns of

this type operating on iron-furnace flue dust. This

chain runs continuously through the kiln from the feed

to the fire end and returns on the outside, passing through

a water-trough cooler before again entering. It is hoped

that this arrangement will obviate the necessity of shut-

ting down to dig out the ring.

The smelting of the nodules, the product of the nodul-

izing furnace, analyzing SiO, 19.0, ALOj 8.0, Fe 2G.6,

CaO 0.4, S 17.0, Cu 20.7, proved to be normal blast-

furnace practice. The gases passed freely and evenly

through the charge, the furnace top was cool, no abnormal

hangings formed, the tonnage increased 250% and, most

important of all, the fuel consum])tion fell from 25%
to 10% ])cr ton of concentrate, which is 8% per ton of

charge.

FE.\TuiiES OF the Future Plaxt

While all the details have not been investigated ;

decided on, nor have the true operating costs been rearh

enough has been done to ])rove that the new noduli

plant will be installed witli mechanical means of clicai .

handling the feed and ])roduct.

The various items in the blast-furnace charge m"
lie nu'ciianically delivered to bins, from which they v,

drop directly into measuring boxes and thence to i

charge car, thereby doing away with much labor. TIm

charge cars discharge directly to the furnaces. '11

blast-furnace slag flows into granulating launders and

r:H-ried to the river, and the matte is ta])ped to the ^

verters by means of launders. The converter slag will

granulated and returned mechanically to the blast-furn

charge. The copper will be taken to a casting-mail 1

storage furnace by a crane, from which it may lie cast 1

anodes if a refinery is added, or into the usual bar

lilister c()])per.

It remains to be said that tiiis ((intinuatiun of proce.--

to form a smelting |)lant lias been due to the conditions

peculiar to the Braden i)robleni:
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First, beoavise tlie power is entirely electric and so

cheap tliat a boiler plant such as always exists in a

reverberatory plant would be of no service.

Second, because the difficulty in removing the water

from the colloidal concentrate indicates that the product

will al.ways be wet when delivered to the smelter. Drying

would therefore be necessary for a reverberatory plant

before the usual roasting.

Therefore physical preparation only would require

the use of a machine similar to the nodulizer, with a

probable consumption of i gal. of fuel oil per ton. There

can be no question of the wisdom of lengthening this

step to one which, at the expenditure of, say, 6 or 7

gal. more of oil, will do away with the roasting operation

and prepare the concentrate for the blast furnace, where

the gross fuel consumption is much less than that of the

reverberatory, thus giving a minimum total fuel con-

sumption for the nodulizing and blast-furnace processes

as compared with dr3-ing, roasting and reverberator}'-

furnace practice. The nodulizer and blast furnace would
never replace the standard reverberatory plant except

where such extraordinary conditions as those herein

quoted exist and where small quantities of copper fines

are treated in an established blast-furnace plant and
the installation of a reverberatory is not warranted.

Third, the country being steep and difficult of access,

the cost of operating the railroad on a 4.5% grade is so

high that hauling the minimum amount of fuel is an

important object.

Owing to the high temperature (900 to 1,000° C.)

employed in the nodulizer and the peculiarly favorable

conditions for oxidation, it is decidedly doubtful if this

process can be applied to ores, minerals and products that

contain silver combined with volatile metals such as lead

and zinc, because the losses in fumes would probably be

prohibitive.

Bv C. A. llosicf

SYyOPSIS—Tlie inetallurgical process used,

leaching and electrolytic precipitation, was in

delail especially devised for this peculiar type of

ore. Plant comprises crushing, leaching, dechlori-

dizing, pumping, precipitating and smelting and

melting units. Monster concrete leaching tanks

used, discharged hy 6-ton clamshell buckets. De-

chloridizing plant contains 22 tuhe-mills 4 ft.

diameter hy 30 ft. long. Magnetite anodes made

in Germany had to he dispensed with on account

of the war, and anodes of duriron were successfully

substituted. Purity of electrolytic copper pro-

duced is higher than product of American refin-

eries.

With the beginning of operations of the 10,000-ton

leaching plant of the Chile Exploration Co., Chuqui-

camata, Chile, in May, 1915, the method of winning

copper from its ores by acid-lixiviation and electro-

deposition was given its first trial on a really large scale

and probably under some of the most favorable conditions

tliat hydrometallurgy of copper will ever have. No other

known orebody is so admirably suited to this method of

treatment as the oxidized ore at Chuquicaniata. The
principal mineral in this ore is brochantite, which is a basic

sulphate of copper, easily soluble in sulphuric acid. The
mineral occurs in the cleavage planes of a gangue that is

un attacked by dilute acids, so the method of extracting

the copper from the ore by leaching with sulphuric acid

suggests itself at once. Also, the electro-deposition of

co])per from this sulphate solution, thus producing refined

cojiper at one step, presents itself as the most advantageous

and feasible method of precipitation.

F. A. Ca]ipelcn Smith developed the method of treat-

ment u^(*ll lit Cliuquiiiunata. This ]ilant has been in

Paper jiresented at the Second Pan-American Scientific
Congress, Wa.shington. D. C, and published by permi.ssion.

tlletaHurgical engineer, Chile Exploration Co., 120 Broad-
way, New York City.

operation lor about six months, and it is gratifying to

report that substantially the same results have been

obtained in treating the ore on a 10,000-ton scale as on

the 15-ton scale in the experiments conducted at Perth

Amboy, which ]\Ir. Smith described in a paper read before

the American Electro-Chemical Society, Apr. 18, 1914.

The Chuquicamata plant may be divided into the

following units : Crushing plant, leaching plant, dechlori-

dizing plant, pumphouse, electrolytic tankhouse, smelting

and melting plant. The diagrammatic flow sheet shows

the relation of these units to one another.

The crushing plant consists of two No. 10 McCuIly

gyratory crushers, two 48-in. Symons disk crushers and
eight 54x20-in. high-speed rolls. The details of this

crushing machinery, with belt conveyors, grizzlies, etc.,

are given in the flow sheet. A heavier burden has been

thrown on this crushing plant than was contemplated,

since, when the ore is blasted down at the mine, it breaks

into larger boulders than was expected. On this account

it is necessary to install a primary crushing plant capable

of taking these boulders. Construction is now under way

for the installation of two 84x()0-in. Superior jaw crush-

ers, through which all the ore will pass before it goes to

the gyratory crushers now installed. Also, additional

grizzlies and screening apparatus are to be installed in

the present crushing plant in order to bypass the fine

material around each crusher and to return to the roll

crushers the oversize from the final product delivered to

the leaching plant. The present crushing plant is unable

to deliver the full tonnage of 10,000 tons per day, crushed

to l/2-in. mesh, but it is considered that the modifications

outlined will give it this capacity. A considerable per-

centage of the ore delivered to the leaching plant at

present is coarser than lo-in. mesh, and on this acrount

the percentage of extraction from the ore treated has not

been so high as was obtained in the experimental ]>lant,

where the ore was i rushed to the desired lineness.

As is shown in ihe flow sheet, the leaching plant con-

sists of six leacliiiii,' tanks, each ]r)0 ft. long bv 110 ft.
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wide by 16 ft. deep, set end to end, and nine solution

tanks, which are placed at a somewhat higher elevation.

The leaching tanks are spanned by two traveling bridges

—

one for charging the ore and the other for discharging

the leached residue. A 6-ton clamshell grab bucket,

suspended from the larger of these bridges, removes the

residue from the tanks and delivers it to a belt conveyor,

which takes it to the tailings-disposal shuttle conveyor.

This belt conveyor is 36 in. wide and about 1,000 ft. long.

While it required considerable time to '"tune up" the

charging and discharging machinery to capacity, the

operation of the.se parts of the plant is now satisfactory.

The leaching tanks and .solution tanks are built of rein-

forced concrete lined with a 1- to l^/i-in. layer of asphalt

mastic. On the sides of the tanks, which are vertical,

this mastic is held in place by means of expanded-metal

lath embedded in the body of the mastic and anchored to

the walls of the tank. The mastic consists of one part

Trinidad asphalt and four parts sand. The asphalt is

melted and mixed with the sand in a Gulich asphalt

mixer. When the sand is thoroughly incorporated in the

thus forming a perfect sand filter from which all solu-

tions—except the last drains—are withdrawn perfectly

clear. Each tank is equipped with eight 6-in. outlet

pipes spaced evenly over the bottom of the tank, and
these 6-in. pipes all combine into a lo-in. pipe line that

leads to the pumphouse. All piping used for conducting

acid liquors is of lead-lined iron, joined with standard

flanges and rubber gaskets % in. thick. These gaskets

take up the expansion and contraction of the pipe caused

by the wide daily temperature changes experienced at

Chuquicamata. Two sizes only of lead-lined pipe—9 and
15 in. outside diameter—have been used in the construc-

tion of this plant.

It was found advisable to conduct leaching in 10,000-ton

units from the start. When a tank is filled with ore the

first solution is introduced by upward percolation ; this is

to avoid the washing down into the filter bottom of fine

particles which would be caused by liquor descending over

the ore if the first solution were applied directly on top

of the ore. This first solution is allowed to remain in

contact with the ore from 36 to 48 hr., when it is drawn

lo.nno-To.v leaching pla.n't of chii>e exploration go.

plastic asphalt, the mixture is poured, while still hot.

into place between steel forms and the walls of the tank.

These steel forms are built up in sections as the lining of

the tank is cast. No reinforcement of expanded metal is

used in the mastic layer covering the floor of the tank.

This mastic lining was tested thoroughly in the experi-

ments conducted at Perth Amboy before the Chile plant

was built, and its practicability as an acidproof lining in

large tank;

I ainata.

Tlie Icacliiii;. '

6x6 timbers lai<l l<» in

with 2x6 planks, ;i in. ;i

On this is spread cuii,

CO! oa matting is anotbi

Wiiiii the tank is fir.-t

satisfactorily jiroved at Clniqui

:i\c a fal.se bottom constructed of

. apart on tiie floor of the tank,

l)art, placed crosswi.se above these.

1 matting and on the top of the

I layer of 2x6 planks 1X> in. apart.

ill.lined with ore a 1-ft. layer of

coiii !• material is sprea'l o\ir this lalse bottom, and when
the n -idiif i< discharged llii< layer i^ allowed to remain.

oft' and replaced with downward percolation by the other

solutions in their turn, as shown in the flow sheet.

The following is a sample report sheet showing the

solution put on and drawn off in treating one of these

tanks of ore.

I.KArHINC; OPIOHATION SHKET
Cliarc.- No. U Date c-hariti-d. Oct. !l. 1916
Tank No. r, Tonnano . . . 8,212 nii't. tons

Solutions Put on Solutions Drawn off

Cu.M
.J,300
2,.')(i0

2,0.50

3,27.1
3.22.'->

3,:i7.')

3.2S7
Wat

Groi
Copper
34 S
21.7
2.5.0
3G.4
30.7
21. (>

7 9
(500 tt

68.0
69.5
.'iO.4

43.6
32.8
19
R 4

0.7
0.6
2.8
2.8
2 4

Cu.M.

2,700
2,320
3,312
3,312
3.275
3..3n0

2.S()0

Gran
Copper

47.8
42.1
36.3
3.5.4

30.9
22 I

II

38
52.0
48.0
43.1
32.8
19 1

7.8

2..'>

2.6
2.3

A portion of the last solution witiidrawn from the ore

in each cycle is removed for complete deposition of its

copper, after which it is discarded. The removal of this

.'Sf>liitioii compensates for the imrcnse in total volume of
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solution due to the addition of more water as a last wash

on tlie ore than is discharged as moisture in the residue

and also removes from the system continuously the impuri-

ties that are introduced by the ore and that accunmlate in

tiie solutiiiiis.

These iniijuritics consist essentially of sulphates of

sodium, potassium and magnesium, which are in no way
detiimenta] to the process. They accumulate until the

circulating solution contains ai)proximately 150 grams

per liter sotiium sulphate, 10 grains per liter potassium

sulpha -J and C5 grams per liter magnesium sulphate, after

which the discarded solution in each cycle removes the

same quantity of these salts from the system as is intro-

fields nearby. The accumulation of this nitric acid in

the solution is controlled in the same manner as are the

alkali salts—that is, by discarding continuously a portion

of the last wash solution.

The copper content in this solution removed for com-
jjlete precipitation is about 6% of the total copper

extracted from the ore. The copper precipitated from
this solution is either cast into soluble anodes to be used

in the electrolytic tanks making starting sheets or is

delivered to the dechloridizing drums for the precipitation

of cuprous chloride.

The acid lost in discarding this quantity of solution

and also in the removal of the acid element chlorine in

\'I]-:\VS AT CHILE COl'CKK Cl.).S I'LA.XT AT CHUQUICAM ATA. CHIi.K

er views show ;i Synions disk and a

duced into the solutiim by the ore leached. Fortunately

iron sulphate does not accumulate in the .solutions. The
iron content of the circulating .solution after the treat-

ment of 45 charges of ore was only 3.-1 grams per liter.

The chlorine, which occurs in the ore and is taken into

solution Avith the copper in the leaching operation, is of

course an impurity, but provisions were nuulo for the

removal of this in the dechloridizing plant, which will be

descrilied later. The only other impurity that has made
itself manifest in the solution is nitric acid. This comes
from the small amount of nitrates found in the surface

ores, probably blown there l)y the winds from the nitrate

the dechloridizing plant is approximately equivalent to

that gained from the copper suljihate in the ore, which is

there in the form of chalcanthite or brochantite, provided

the ore is of a grade of not less than 2% copper and does

not contain more than 0.2% chlorine. There is an acid

plant, however, on the ground in case this loss in acid i<

more than that gaim d from the ore.

The leaching of this ore in tanks of dimensions laOxllO

ft. with a 13-ft. column of ore has been very satisfai tory.

That the percolatimi was uuil"orm throughout the whole

charge was denioi -tratcd by the first tankful treated,

which yielded 91. 1% of its copper content. This i^.'mon-
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-tration was very reassuring and removed all fears of

uneven leaching in these big tanks. Although leaehing

tests were made with the full 12-ft. depth of ore at the

experimental plant at Perth Amboy, it was manifestly

impossible to forecast from these tests whether percolation

would be uniform in a column of ore 12 ft. deep spread

out in a tank with an area of over one-third of an acre,

so the results from this first charge were awaited with

considerable an.xiety. The average percentage of extrac-

tion from ore treated has not been so high, however, as

this first charge ; tlie reason for this was the coarse crush-

ing mentioned.

.The dechloridizing plant consists of 23 tube-mills 30

ft. long with an internal diameter of 4 ft. The mills are

built of VL'-iii- steel shells lined with thin lead and with

an inside shell of earthenware set in asphalt mastic. They

are filled nearly half full of granulated copper and

revolved at 8 r.p.m.

The solution flows by gravity from the solution tanks

to the dechloridizing plant, where it is divided into 22

streams, each of which flows to a dechloridizing mill. In

passing through the mill the chlorine is precipitated as

cuprous chloride. The precipitate is held in suspension

and carried along by the liquor through the mill and into

seven Dorr thickening tanks, where the cuprous chloride

pulp is separated from the clear solution. The pulp con-

taining about 50% moisture is delivered from the Dorr

thickeners to an Oliver filter. The filter cake from this

machine is delivered to the .smeltery, where it is nii.xed

with limestone and coke and smelted in a blast furnace;

black cop])er and calcium-chloride slag are produced.

The removal of the chlorine from the solution by these

tube-mills has been entirely successful, but minor changes

in apparatus, such as launders and filters, liave been

necessary, and it has been found advantageous to intro-

duce a large percentage of cement copper into the

dechloridizing mills with the granulated copper, since by

tliis means their capacity can bo materially increased.

CfPKOUS CuLOr.lDE TO r.K TUE.VTEU WITH SciiAl' IlfOX

The treatment of the cuprous-chloride precipitate has

been tried at Chuquicamata by smelting, electrolysis and

rcmentation, and results to date indicate that the cementa-

tion metliod will be the most suitalilc. This is largely

on account of the need of .supplying cement copper to the

dechloridizing mills. The cuprous diloride will be dis-

solved in brine and passed over scrap iron, where the

copper will be precipitated, with a consumption of less

tlian half the usual amount of iron used in cementation

l)lants. The reason for tliis low consumption of iron is

that the copper is present in the cuprous state and the

solution contains jiractically no free acid. Part of the

ferrous chloride formed in this reaction will be used in

tiie p'.ace of salt to dissolve more cuprous chloride.

The clear solution from the thickening tanks is pumped
to an asphalt-lined cement supply tank liolding 1,815

cu.m. from wliiili it flows by gravity to tlie electrolytic

tankhouse. Tlic immiiing plant is dcscril)ed very fully in

tiie flow sheet, so J' 'ill not be discussed further lieve.

The Chuqui<aniat;i electrolytic tankhouse has many
unique features; anionir these arc magnetite anodes

asphalt-lined cement (li< tiolytic taiiks and launders, the

large size of the catho'^ (
' ft. x I ft.) and tlie cascading

of 10 tanks in one solui'm circuit. Full description of

the \Mrious parts of the electrolylic tankhouse, witli

dimensions, is given in the flow slicct. The aspiialt-

lined cement tanks have proved very satisfactory here as

well as in tlie leaching plant, but at times the solutions

have become .«o warm that the linings in the last tanks of

the solution circuits were slightly softened.

The magnetite anodes have proved to be unattacked

by the corrosive action of the electrolyte, but in the first

months of operation many of these anodes were broken.

The operation of an electrolytic tankhouse requires much
care and attention. This is particularly true of the tank-

house at Chuquicamata, and with the breaking in ol

laborers new to this business it was not possible to gi\i

the different operations the care desired. On this account

many anodes were broken both by rough handling and by

unavoidal)le short-circuits.

After the outbreak of the European War it was impos-

sible to jnirchase magnetite anodes—since all of these are

made in Germany—therefore a substititte was immediately

looked for and anodes made of an iron-silicon alloy known
as duriron have been largely used as a substitute for

magnetite. While this material is not entirely unacted

upon when used as an anode in copper sulphate solution,

from 15 to 20 times its weight of copper can be deposited

before it is entirely corroded away. Duriron anodes have

an advantage over magnetite in their mechanical strength,

but they have a much higher over-voltage, which is a

decided disadvantage. About 15% more electrical energy

is required with duriron than with magnetite anodes for

the deposition of the same quantity of copper. This extra

power goes into heat, and in sections of the tankhouse

where duriron anodes are ttsed, the electrolyte is some-

times heated to such an extent that the tank linings are

softened. Preparations are now being made to remove

the electrolyte from the tankhouse when it is only partly

electrolyzed and cool it in a wide cascade launder outside,

after which it will he run back into the tankhouse and

through another circuit to complete the electrolysis. This

is the only material change from the original design

found necessary in the electrolytic tankhouse.

The purity of the copper produced at Chuquicamata is

somewhat higher than that from American electrolytic

refineries; its conductivity is from 100.5 to 101%
Jfatthiessen's standard.

The melting and smelting plant is described very

thoroughly in the flow sheet. The only new feature in

tliis ])lant is the smelting of cuprous chloride. This is

done in a blast furnace, and although it has been success-

ful, this ])rocess has jiroved somewhat more difficult than

originally contemplated, and the cementation of the

cuprous chloride has shown so many advantages over

smelting that it is likely that the operation of the blast

furnace will be discontinued.

Although the operations of the Chuquicamata ])lMni

have not yet been brought up to the full cajiacity of lO.oan

tons ])cr day. this is not on account of any basic dofci i

in the ]i!-oci'ss. but rather due to the usual troubles cn>'onii-

tcrc-l ill stai'tini;- any new metallurgical plant.

!*"

Midlvale Albsofflbs CammlbE'na Steel
The announcement on l''cl). 1 that the ilidvaN

Steel and Ordnance Co. hail arranged to inirchase tin

Donner-Stotesbury-Replogle holdings in the Caiiiln

Steel Co. brought to a sudilcn climax the long-pcndm

negotiations for the disjiosal uf llic coiitml nf tlic Cambri.i
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company. The Jlidvale company has agreed to purchase

the entire capital stock of the Cambria at $81 per share,

the par value of which is $50, though the shares recently

sold at $?9yo. As there are 900,000 shares of Cambria
outstanding, the purchase will involve $72,900,000. The
-Midvale purchase came as a big surprise, following

immediately upon the impasse reached in the proposed

combination of the Cambria, Youugstown and Lackawanna
companies.

Cambria assets include the works at Johnstown, Penn.,

full ownership of the Penn Iron Mining Co. in Michigan,

Cambria Inclined Plane Co. and ilanufacturers' Water

Co. at Johnstown, and half or controlling interest in the

Mahoning Ore and Steel Co., Mahoning Steamship Co.,

Cambria Steamship Co., Johnstown Water Co. and
Juniata Limestone Co. It is expected that the capitaliza-

tion of the Midvale Steel and Ordnance Co. will shortly

be doubled.

Arthur .J. Baldwin has been elected President of the

Hill Publishing Co., to succeed the late John A. Hill. Mr.

Balilwin is a lawyer and member of the firm of Griggs,

Baldwin & Baldwin. For the last 10 years he has devoted

ARTHUR J. BALOWIX

himself almost exclusively to business problems and has

been identified with large business enterprises.

At the present time he is treasurer of the Rogers Silver

Plate Co.; treasurer of the Borough Development Co.,

which has a contract with X^ew York City for the removal

of ashes from the Borough of Brooklyn; treasurer of the

Boston Development and Sanitary Co., which handles all

the garbage and ashes for the City of Boston ; vice-presi-

dent of the Automatic Fire Protection Co., and secretary

of the Mississippi Wire Glass Co.

Mr. Baldwin was during the last 10 years Jlr. Hill's

intimate friend and business adviser and brings to the

company an intimate knowledge of the latter's policies

and plans. He has arranged his business affairs so as to
enable him to take active charge of the affairs of this

company, which will now be his main interest. The
organization of the Hill Publishing Co. will remain intact,

and the plans and policies so ably devised by the founder
of the business will be carried forward and the standards
of practice will be upheld.

dhir'®sa<o]l©^5>' ©f MairaHinig fos*

Jan. 1—Calumet & Hecla and .subsidiary companies
began payment to all employees of premium of 10% on
their monthly earnings.

Jan. 4—Miami Copper Co. increased its dividend to

$1.25 quarterly.

Jan. 6—United States Steel Corporation announced
general increase in wages to take effect Feb. 1.

Jan. 10—Party of 18 Americans en route to the mines
at Cusihuiriachic, Chihuahua, Mexico, massacred by

Villista followers near Santa Ysabel.

Jan. 14—Anaconda company announced increase in

wages, effective as of Jan. 1, 1916.

Jan. 17—Striking miners of Clifton-Morenci, Arizona,

\oted to return to work.—Cyclonic stonn wrecked about
.500 oil derricks in the Midway and McKittrick oil fields,

California.

.Jan. 19—Mines of Tennessee Copper Co. closed on

account of strike.

.Jan. 20—Xew mill of Yuba Leasing and Development

Co., Pioche, Xev., destroyed by fire.

.Jan. 22—Decision rendered by Judge Bourquin in Elm
Orlu-Butte & Superior case.

Jan. 23—Announcement of increase in wages in Park

City, Utah, mines, effective Feb. 1.

Jan. 24—Fire partly destroyed mill of Atolia Mining

Co., Atolia, Calif.

Jan. 25—Wage increase decided on by independent

operators of the ilesabi Range.

Jan. 27—Terrific wind stoTm at Coalinga, Calif.,

destroyed over 500 derricks and rigs, doing total damage

of about $1,500,000.

Jan. 31—Pan-American Petroleum and Transport Co.

incorporated with capitalization of £150,000,000.

Megi^eiraft Ifos'Voltuiinaeftipac Coppers
The use of sodium nitroprusside for volumetric copper

determination is recommended by G. Duccari {^Ann.

Chlm. AppJ., Vol. 2, 1914, p. 287). The solution is

titrated with a nitroprusside solution containing 46.866

grams of sodium nitroprusside per liter until a filter

paper moistened with annnonium sulphide becomes col-

ored. One cubic centimeter of the sodium nitroprusside

solution equals 0.01 gram of copper. Free acid or salts

of ferric iron, zinc (except in high concentration), tin,

aluminum, lead, manganese, and most of the other heavy

metals do not affect the results and the method can be

applied directly to solutions of copper which do not con-

tain nickel, cobalt or r;i(lniiuni.

In the Nomenclature ol Antimony Products there are cer-

tain peculiarities which are Uable to cause confusion to those

familiar with copper and lead, according to the Macliay School

of Mines "Bulletin. ' Thus, the name for artificial antimony
sulphide is "cruilo antimony." After this has been reduced

to metal, the me! 1 is called "regulus," which, in t!;e case of

other metals, is a term synonymous with matte.
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Wfiaeit Us t'h.® JS-conaoinffiac E^®s§

Sir George Paish, whose name is well known in

America, is an eminent economist who is characterized

by a practical turn of mind. His optimism is famous.

Generally, when we are feeling worried and distressed,

Sir George is able to cheer us iip by calling our attention

to the better side of things and doing it with illuminat-

ing words. Lately we have been fearful over the huge

mountains of debt that are being piled higher and higher

in Europe. We forget that the debits and credits are

in the main confined to the same countrv', the Anglo-

French being the only great external loan.

"The war has involved practically no destruction of

accumulated wealth," said Sir George Paish, in an inter-

view Dec. 23. "Our loss is mainly in the wealth we fail

to create. That is to say, speaking broadly, we are making
shells, not building houses ; building warships, not making
railways. Our main loss arises from the failure to make
reproductive expenditure, and this loss is about £-100,-

000,000 per annum.
"It is true," continued Sir George, "that we are selling

American securities, but we are buying Russian, French
and Italian bonds, and on the balance there has been

little reduction in our investment since the beginning

of the war. If each one of us were to live economically

during the war, we may not need to meet our great war
expenses by realizing on our capital, although of course we
shall fail to save during the war the usual £400,000,000

nearly of our income that we use for reproductive

purposes—building houses, railways, ships, factories, etc.

"As a whole, tbe world will not in the period of the

war save much, and consequently there will be verj' little

expansion in production. On the other hand, the ex-

pansion in population will be much smaller than usual,

and the economic pressure that would otherwise come
from the check to production will thus be minimized.

Temporarily there will be economic pressure of con-

sidoral)le severity at the end of the war. That pressure

will l)e caused mainly by the readjustment of conditions

Ikhii war to peace. Xo doul)t tiie wealth of the country

will grow as rapidly after the war as it did before the

war."

Sir George was manifestly speaking only for Great
Britain. In France, Belgium and Poland there has been

a large destruition of accumulated wealth, although per-

haps only a small fraction of the totals of the several

countries. Yet even for Great Britain is not the loss

understated? Previous to the war the British annual
saving was reckoned by Sir George at about £400,000,000,

and it is only t1i;it tliat he now figures as loss. But
previous to the Wiir ibr population that was adding that

accumulation to the iinl ion's wealth was paying its own
way while doing so. Xow a considerable proportion of

the working population i- not only not saving anything,

but also is being supprntiMJ by tlie rest of the people.

These considerations, nioivover. le:ne nut of !ieeauiil the

economic loss by the destruction of life and the wounding
and maiming of men.

An idea similar to that expressed by Sir George Paish

is held by Edmon Thery. of the Economit<te Europeen,

who recently remarked that the French government has

so far spent in France itself $4,300,000,000 of its war
payments and only $900,000,000 abroad. He continued

:

"The extraordinary expenses wliich war imposes on us

are not losses in the true sense when they are paid within

our own territory. They constitute only a displacement

of acquired fortune, for the banknotes paid out by govern-

ment to settle such expenses spread, through the many
cnannels of public circulation, among all social classes

and return, in variable quantity according to individ-

uals, to be transformed in the same government nands

into national defense bonds."

Similarly, Horace White, a distinguished American
economist wrote recently: "The losses of the warring

countries have been chiefly those of able-bodied men.

Their producing power has been curtailed thereby. If

those men had been at home they would have been earning

their own living and something more. They would have

been adding to the national wealth. On the other hand,

they have been consuming the fruits of the earth with-

out adding thereto, and they have been destroying prop-

erty in the way of ammunition and other circulating cap-

ital. Fixed capital has not been lost or destroyed to any

great extent, although it has been put out of use to some

extent in Belgium, France, and Germany."
In fact, the alarmists who are appalled by the enor-

mous cost of the war—estimated at 50 billion dollars

to the end of 1915 and 21/2 to 3 billion per month for

its continuance, or figures of about that magnitude

—

are confusing the cost to the several governments with

the cost to the nations. The governments pay out the

money in the main to their own people and get it back

in the form of taxes, proceeds of bond sales, etc. The
great financial operations that are going on are to a

large extent processes of redistribution of wealth. This

explains the reports of extraordinary prosperity that come
from Great Britain along with reports of hard times.

This means that persons engaged in certain trades and
professions—take the populations of the university town-'

of Oxford and Cambridge, for examjile—are beii

pinched severely, not only by loss of iiuoine but also '

higher taxation on what remains. On the other hand,

persons living in the manufacturing districts are en-

joying .such prosperity as they never had before, and
from masters down to men all are engaging in a riot of

personal expenditure for luxuries such as motor cm-
jewelry, pianos, fine clothing, etc. In this way oecu

a secondary loss from the war—the waste in living witli-

in the country itself—and it is for that reason that

,

British statesmen and economists are so urgently preach-

ing carefulness. Such reports come neither from France

nor Germany where the characteristic, ever-prai.seworthy

frugality of those nations is being exhibited in an en-

b.inced degree.
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In 1907 we said sonic severe tilings about tlic promotion

of the BanH's-King mine, a gold mine at Kendall, in

Fergus County, ^lontana. Under the headings of "The
I'larnes-King Fiasco" and the "Barnes-King Affair"

iiumerous references to this matter will be found in the

JournaJ, Vol. 84, 1907. There was nothing said that

was not fully de.served. But Barnes-King is one of the

cMcptional wildcats that has come back. How it came
back was told by our Butte correspondent in the Journal.

of Jan. 22, 19 IG, but this was not the whole story.

Among the people who were stuck in the original

Harnes-King promotion were many mining men of Butte,

including several connected with the Anaconda company.

They took charge of the Barnes-King company and set

about rehabilitating it. About $2."J0,000 remained in

the treasury. \\'ith this they undertook to acquire new
property. They bought the North iloccasin mine, paying

sl50,000 for it, enlarged and operated the mill on the

old Barnes-King mine adjoining, paid $100,000 for the

riegai-Glo.ster mine, built and operated a 150-ton

(yanide mill for it, paid $G0,000 on the Kendall property,

made an initial payment of $14,000 on the Shannon,

now have about $200,000 in the treasuiy and recently

declared the first dividend, payable Mar. 1, 1916.

This record has been the result of years of unceasing,

intelligent labor in the face of ridicule and even of

resentment among those petty people who never like

to see a failure made good. During this time Charles

\V. Goodale, who was a director of the company at the

time of its organization and collapse, has been the

president and guiding spirit. The way in which he has

raised this company from the depth of despair to the

ranks of the dividend payers is a crowning achievement

in the career of a distinguished and honorable mining

engineer.

Coppes' Sit Hi^fcxest iia 40 Years
During the past week the price for copper rose to a

higher figure than anything on record in recent history,

and by recent history we mean to go back to the time of

our Civil War and the years immediately following. In

July, 1864, the average price for Lake copper at New
York was 59%c. per lb., and the average for the year

1864 was 4614c. By May, 1870, the price had fallen to

19c., but in April, 1872, it was up again to 41i/4c. These

prices were made, however, in a period of depreciated

currency and are not projierly comparable with prices

quoted subsequent to the resumiition of specie payments in

1819. In 1873 the average price for copper was r29i-. per lb.

After that it was never higher than 2'>v. until ilaa-h,

1907.

In ^larch, 190^, Lake copper touched 2Uc. and

electrolytic 251/00. Higher figures are talked about and
probably were realized, but they were premium prices

for relatively small lots for special delivery and were

not representative of the broad market. However, at

251/0(0 26c. some large sales were made. Yet those were

but large sales, relatively speaking. On the uiiward

movement of 1906-07, the great turnover occurred at

lower levels. As the price for copper rose above 20c.,

the ability of producers to make sales rapidly diminished.

After the climax in ]iriec> luid been attained, the market

fell away rapidly.

The situation in February, 1916, just nine years after

the previous great boom in copper, is totally different.

The price for copper is not only strong and rising, but
also producers are still able to sell all they can deliver.

Whatever trouble there is at present is not inability of

the producers to sell copper fi-eely, but rather is it their

inability to supply it at all.

:?;

Pa.ia=Asinies'acaia Papeirs
This issue of the Journal is devoted e.specially to the

publication of technical papers that were presented in

Section VII of the second Pan-American Scientific

Congress, recently held in Washington, and that we are

enabled to publish through the courtesy of the authorities

of the congress. The papers themselves are of such high
technical merit and wide variety that we need offer no
apology to our readers for devoting this issue of the

Journal almost entirely to them, although this has neces-

sitated the omission of several of our regular departments.
It must be understood, however, that the papers

published in this issue of the Journal are not all of

those that were presented before Section VII, but are

simply a selection of them. All of the papers then offered

were of high class and great scientific value, and to

Hennen Jennings, the chainnan of the section, is due
not only great credit for drawing them out, but also

for his entire conduct of the ven- successful meeting.

Si

New development in the steel trade seems to be

unbalanced. The summary of new construction in

progress published by the Iron Age shows that there are

now building openhearth furnaces having a total yearly

capacity of 4,265,000 tons of steel ingots, while only 11

Idast furnaces having a yearly capacity of 1,750,000 tons

of pig iron are under construction. That is, the additional

supply of pig iron will be far less than the quantity

required by the steel furnaces, even allowing for a liberal

use of scrap. It takes longer to build a blast furnace

than an openhearth furnace, and it looks as if some
scarcity of pig iron might develop before matters are

evened up.

The LTnited States has passed Germany, heretofore the

leader, in the number of electric furnaces u.-;ed in making
and refining steel. A year ago this country had 41 electric

furnaces in u.se and Germany 46. The latest report gives

Germany 53, while the United States has 7:>. This

result is due to the war, at least in part. Naturally the

war has not been favorable to new developments or new
]ilants abroad, while here there has arisen a new demand
for spec'ial steels whit-li the electric furnace is well

adapted to meet. It may be noted that the arc typo

finds most favor in this country, 68 furnaces being of

that type, while five only are of the induction type.

*;

Ocean freights at the begiiining of 1916 showed an

extraordinary increase as compared with 1914. According

to a return recently presented to the British Parliament,

rates from Bombay to British ports increased 596% and

from Buenos Aire<. 1,011%. Rates from Atlantic ports

in the United Stntes to Great Britain advanced 796%
on grain. 80::'

, on cotton and 775% on general

mechandisc.
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Mark P. Braffett has been elected president of the Salt

Lake Stock and Mining Exchange.

Lawrence Addicks is gradually recovering from his recent

illness and is at Atlantic City, N. J., for a rest.

Col. A. M. Hay. of Toronto, Ont., president of the Mclntyre
Porcupine Mines Co., has been visiting the property.

C. A. Foster, of Haileybury. Ont., has been in Toronto in

connection with litigation over property at Kirkland Lake.

P. G Lidner, of New York, has gone to Haiti on profes-

sional business and expects to be absent about three months.

T. B. Williams, engineer for the Canmore Coal Co.. of

Canmore, Alberta, has returned to the West after spending a

month among his friends in Ontario.

Edgar A. Collins, who has been General Superintendent of

the Commonwealth Mining and Milling Co., at Pearce, Ariz.,

for the last four years, has resigned, to take effect in March.

Edward F. Hasson, who was for five years manager of the

General Specialty Co., Buffalo, N. Y., has become associated

with the Advance Machinery and Supply Co., of Denver. Colo.,

as advertising and publicity manager.

The present officers of the Yellow Aster Mining Co. of

California are: President, Albert Ancker; vice-president, E.

D. Mooers; secretary, Dr. R. L. Burcham; superintendent.

Carl H. Fry: managing director. W. J. Cotton: attorney. Ward
Chapman: treasurer, the National Bank of California.

William Kennedy has resigned his position as geologist for

the Southern Pacific lines in Louisiana and Texas, and has

been appointed geologist for the Lone Star Gas Co., with head-
quarters at Ft. Worth, Texas. Mr. Kennedy has been at va-

rious times connected with the geological surveys of Arkansas
and Texas and the United States Geological Survey.

At a meeting of the directors of the Yellow Aster Mining
Co. at Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 21, Ed. D. Mooers, second vice-

president, was chosen first vice-president to succeed C. G. A.

M. de Pauw, who has ceased to be connected with the company
in an official capacity. Mr. Mooers is a son of the original

locator of the Yellow Aster, and has had long experience in

mining.

William L. Saunders, president of the A. I. M. E., gave a
long interview to the "New York Times," which was published

in the Sunday supplement of Feb. 6, entitled "Lining Up
American Industries for Defense." The article contained a
detailed description of the purposes of the industrial com-
mittee to be appointed as a cooperative part of the Naval Con-
sulting Board, of which President Saunders is a member, and
also a discussion of the dependence of this country on the
Chilean nitrate field for the raw material for the manufacture
of nitric acid, which is tlie base of all military explosives.

Frederick J. Faldlng. the well-known chemical engineer,
died in New York, Feb. 7. We expect to publish a fitting

obituary in our next issue.

Edward N. Magner, president of the Aurora Mines Co. of
Nevada, died at Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 1, aged 57 years. He
was born at Paris, III., and went to Colorado when a young
man. He was active in the Leadville District and also nt

C'reede. He was at Silver City, N. M., and later at Salmon
City, Idaho, before going to Nevada.

Martin Quinn, foreman of the Charles Butters plant in

Sixmlle Canon, died at Virginia City, Nev., Jan. 28, of paraly-
sis. He was a native of Gold Hill and had spent nearly all

his life on the Comstock. He was an expert millman and
machinist and for several years was employed at the Mexican
mill. He was also employid at Manhattan and then returned
to Virginia City and to the Butters plant.

Col. T. L. AyrtK di< d at Oakland, Calif., Feb. 1. aged S7

years. He was born in Baltlmon-, Md., and as a young man
just through college joined the gold rush to California in

1S49. crossing the plain.n with a brotlier of Mark Twain. The
winter.s of 1851 and In.'j were spent in the vicinity of Emi-
grant Gap. Then Ayrcs w. iit further north, and on his pack
animal carried the ttr>i\. s.uk of flour into Siskiyou County,
when- he wa-n a succeHsi'ul mining oiicrator for many years.

Nearly all the mining Kiui'.n.s of the state knew him as a
mining expert. In 1S73 h.; married and went to Arizona,

where he took up mining claims that are recorded among the
most valuable holdings of that state. He lived in Mohave
County for 30 years. In 1903 he retired from business and
returned to San Francisco to spend the remainder of his life.

He is survived by liis two children, Edwin T. Ayres and Mrs.
]\Iorris Schneider.

Samuel Green, tlie New York capitalist, who arrived at

Murray. Idalio, Jan. 21. died tliere Jan. 26 of heart disease.

He owned the Golden Cliest mine, near Murray, and had come
from tlie East with the intention of giving his personal at-

tention to the development of tlie property. The discovery
of tungsten in the Golden Cliest suddenly gave value to a
gold mine tliat had been worked witli indifferent success and
for many years had been closed down altogether. Since that
discovery several sliipments have been made by express from
which handsome returns are said to have been received. The
first shipment was 55 sacks, which netted a little more than
$11,000. Since tlien there has been a great advance in the
price of tungsten, and the last shipment, returns for which
were received after Mr. Green's arrival liere, netted $52 per
unit of 20 lb. Most of the ore that is now being taken out
is from tlie old stopes where it was left years ago when the
mine was being worked for gold. Twenty men are employed,
and it is announced that the deatli of Mr. Green will not in-
terrupt operations. Vivian Green, of New York, son of the
deceased, succeeds to the ownership of the property.

i

)OCHETEES

Idnlio Alining .\ssoeiation—A meeting "W'as held at Boise
City. Idaho, Jan. 25. Tlie subjects for discussion were pros-
pecting, leasing of claims and revision of the mining laws.

Lelnnd Stanford Junior I'niversity—The Department of
Geology and Mining at Palo Alto, Calif., has organized and
is giving dui'ing the present term a special course on fiotation.

This is a thi'ee-hour course and covers the wliole subject,
including laboratory work. Special experiments in connec-
tion with fiotation have been carried on at several schools,

but it is claimed that this is the first regular course an-
nounced.

Society of Chemical Industry—A meeting of the New York
section was held at Rumford Hall, New York, on the evening
of Jan. 21. The program for the evening was the presenta-
tion of the Perkin medal to Dr. L. H. Baekeland, and included
introductory remarlcs by W. M. Grosvenor, the chairman;
presentation of the Perkin Medal and address by Charles F.

Chandler: acknowledgment by the recipient of the Perkin
medal, L. H. Baekeland.

.\nierican Institute of MlniuK Eujiineer.s—-The Montana
Section held its annual meeting on Friday, Feb. 4, at the
Silver Bow Club, Butte, Mont. The usual informal dinner for

men preceded tlie meeting. The l)usiness meeting for tlie

election of officers, etc., was held at S: 30 p.m. in the parlor
of the club. Tlie business meeting was followed by a paper
entitled: "Present Status of Oil and Gas Prospecting in

Montana," by D. C. Bard and Chester Steele.

American Institute of Mining Engineers—The program for

the 112th meeting, in New York, Feb. 14-17, provides for tech-
iiic.il meetings Felj. 14 in tlie morning on petroleum and gas:
in the afternoon on coal and coke and on geology. Feb. 15,

two technical sessions, morning and afternoon. Feb. 16, ses-
sions on iron and steel, morning and afternoon, and in the
nioining also on precious and base metals. The annual dinner
will be held Feb. 16. On Feb. 17 there will be an excursion
on a naval boat to the Navy Yard and the Sandy Hook proving
grounds. A special program is provided for the entertainment
of visiting ladies.

<'anndinn NntionnI Clay Products Assaolntlon—The 14th
;innual convention was held at the King Edward Hotel, To-
ronto, Jan. 18-20, with a good attendance, President J. Edward
Krid. of Hamilton, Ont., occupying the chair. An ofticial wel-
come to the city was extended by Mayor Church. The visitors
inspected the new clay products and construction laborator-
ies of the Toronto Technical School. Officers were elected as
follows: President J. Edward Frid, Hamilton; first vice-
president, A. F. Greaves-AValker, Ontario; second vice-presi-
dent, Thomas Kennedy, Swansea, Ont.; third vice-president,
William Burgess, Tbdmorden, Ont.; secretary-treasurer, Gor-
don C. Keith, Toronto: councillors, C. B. Lewis, Milton, A.

Lochrle, Toronto; A. Neil, Kingston; John S, McCannel. Mil-
ton; Kyland New, Hamilton; T. Gr.ahani, Inglewood, and W.
Clarke, Sarnia. A resolution was adopted urging the Ca-
nadian government to establish .a cintral bureau, where accu-
rate Information may be obtained as to the iiuallties of build-

ing materials.
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SAN FRANClSrO—Pel>. 1

The Pnn- Vmeriean Petroleum nnd Transport Co. incorpora-

tion is repurttd in San Francisco to have been filed at Wll-

mlngrton, Del., on Jan. 31. Capitalization, $150,000,000. E. L.

Doheny, president and chairman of board of directors; H. G.

Wylie, of New York; M. L.. Requa, of San Francisco; J. M.

Danzinger, E. L. Doheny, Jr., C. E. Harwood. T. J. O'Donnell,

of Los Angeles, are directors. The incorporation includes

Mexican Petroleum Co., Ltd., of Delaware; Petroleum Trans-

port Co., which owns the ships used by the Mexican Petroleum

Co.; Caloric Co.. marketing agent in South America, Buena P#
Petroleum of California, which controls oil lands in California

and Texas. It is expected that the following named compa-
nies will also be included in the incorporation. California

Petroleum Corporation. Union Oil Co.. Associated Oil Co..

General Petroleum Co., Independent Oil Producers Agency.

One of the purposes announced is to eliminate waste which

has accompanied the development of oil fields in the Middle

West. In the drilling of wells and development of unex-

pected gushers, there is unnecessary multiplicity of means of

collecting and storing oil and constant waste which, in the

aggregate, it is claimed by the incorporators, amounts to a

large percentage of the value as well as the production.

There is no doubt that a merger of oil companies and the

operating of various fields and manufacturing plants and
transportation equipment under one general head and one

board of directors will greatly reduce, not only the amount
of waste, but the cost of operation. It is believed that the

interests of Independent Oil Producers will be greatly en-

hanced by inclusion in this merger. When the Independents
accepted the good offices of the Union Oil Co. of California

they found that they had better facilities and advantages for

meeting the competition of the Standard and the Dutch-Shell,

because the Union had always been looked upon in the light

of an Independent; but still the Union and the Independents
were not so tightly bound together as they will be after

they become a part of this new incorporation. The complete
organization and practical operation of Pan-American Petro-
leum and Transport Co. will no doubt result in forming a
sufficiently strong competitive concern as to assure the oil

producers a fair chance and profitable outlet for their pro-
duction. At one time, prior to the investigation by the U. S.

Bureau of Corporations, the oil production in California was
dominated by the Standard and the Southern Pacific. Con-
ditions for the Independent producers were improved follow-
ing the investigations and again received some further en-
couragement by the advent of the Dutch-Shell interests into

the California fields; and still again the Independents were
benefited by cooperation with the Union. Should all the oper-
ators and interests here mentioned be included in the new
incorporation, it is believed that oil-producing and refining
and marketing industries will be placed upon the solidest

foundation since the beginning of commercial production of

oil in California.

DENVER—Feb. 3

Cripple Creek Mines Proiliiced during J.anuary 79,794 tons
of ore having gross estimated bullion value of $1,207,543. The
average grade treated in mills and smelteries outside the
district was about $15 per ton. More than half the gold in

the district's proCuction was recovered in the Golden Cycle
plant at Colorado City where the ore averaged nearly 1 oz.

per ton. The two mills of the Portland company at the mines
handled more than 30.000 tons of $2.04 ore.

Suonxlides are unusually large, numerous and destructive
this winter in the higher ranges. An avalanche struck the

Gold King buildings at Gladstone (above Silverton). Jan. 29.

causing heavy destruction. It missed, by only about 20 ft.,

the bunkhouse where S4 men were housed. Another slid 3

wrecked the transformer house and blacksmith shop at the
Liberty Bell mine above Telluride. same date, missing the

bunkhouse by only 100 ft. A report says that a 6-ft. vein of

tungsten ore was uncovered in Cement Creek Gulch. San Juan
County, by a terrific slide.

lll'TTE—Pell. 3

Montana ErLseo Mine near Tower, Granite County, is to be
unwatereil at once preliminary to resumption of active opera-
tions. Machinery to drain workings is now being installed
as well as new hoisting plant. D. M. Drup-'heller. of Spokane.
is in chni'tro of oppi-ntinns.

In the Troy MlninK DiMtriet, Lincoln County, extensive
preparations are being made for resumption of operations at
a number of promising lead, silver and zinc properties. Prin-
cipal property is the Banner & Bangle, where 60 men are em-
ployed in development work. Tonnage developed of lead and
zinc ores is valued at $3,000,000. Dam is being constructed
across Callahan Creek to furnish hydro-electric power for a
fi-mi. railway from property to Troy and for a mill to treat
output. Work will mean employment of from SOO to 1.000
men next summer. Togo company has been organized to
take over Togo group, consisting of 22 claims, for considera-
tion of $75,000. Development work has encountered vein
carrying 18 in. of shipping ore. Average samples assayed
71% lead, 15% copper and 26 ounces in silver. Big Eight
group is to be reopened and exploited for its zinc deposit.

SALT LAKE CITY—Feb 4
The Salt Lake Stoek anil Mlninj? Exehanf^e during January

traded in 3.485,548 shares of stock, valued at $562,982. This is

an increase of $83,252 as compared with December. Interest
in mining stocks and trading appears to be increasing, and
attention is being given to many of the lower-priced shares.
Each succeeding week in January trading was heavier. Sales
for the week ended Jan. 29 amounted to 1.173.599 shares, with
a valuation of $145,315. Due to the increasing business the
board of governors decided to begin the afternoon call at 1

o'clock instead of at 1:30, starting Jan. 31. The question of
confining the trading on the floor to the listed stocks only
is being considered, which would make a curb market neces-
sary for the unlisted stocks. Bids of $650 for seats on the
Exchange are reported.

KELLOGG, IDAHO—Feb. 1

The Ne«' Scale of Wages at the Bunker Hill and associated
mines, including the Caledonia and the Ontario, was an-
nounced in bulletins posted today. The base wage is the
old scale of $3 per day for muckers, common laborers and
oilers, and $3.50 for miners, millmen. etc.. ^'hich will prevail
in the future "when lead averages less than 5c. for the preced-
ing month. When the average price is between 5c. and dHc
each employee of the company, irrespective of his position or
salary, will receive a bonus of 25c. per day. With lead be-
tween 5% and 6c. the bonus is 50c.. and over 6c. it is 75c.

per~day. Since, according to the company figures, the aver-
age price of lead during .lanuary was 5.94c.. the bonus for
February will be 50c. Officials of the Stewart mine have
announced that they w'ill grant their employees the same
bonus as that given by the Bunker Hill. Nothing definite has
been heard from the other mines of the district, but it is

reported that the Hecla will also adopt the Bunker Hill scale.

HOUGHTON. MICH Feb. 4
Onondnf^a Has Come Into the Nonesiieh Formation—or the

White Pine lode as it now generally is designated—there is

every reason to believe. The result of the seventh diamond-
drill hole indicates the swing of the lode and this verifies the

geological theory of President R. C. Pryor, of the Onondaga,
when he commenced the work.

Plans for the Reopenin^K of the Oneco Property have been
considered, but as yet no action has been taken. There has
been considerable talk among some of the shareholders of

the company to sell the Oneco to the New Baltic or New Ar-
cadian simply with the thought of getting activity, sharehold-
ers feeling that something ought now to be done if ever. On
the other hand, there is a feeling that the work which the

New Baltic and New Arcadian is doi'ig has great value wit'i

respect to the future of the Oneco and that this can be gaineJ
at no expense to the Oneco shareholders.

GOLDFIELD. XEV Jan. 30

Potash .\lum. near .Silver Peak, Esmeralda County, Is to be

exploited by Victor Barndt and associates of Tonopah. Leach-
ing and calcining is expected to give a 60% KjSO, product.

Pi-operty is 1V4 mi. from the Blair railroad and 11 mi. from
Blair Junction.

TORONTO—Feb. 5

To Kneonra^e the Small Prospector the Quebec gi'Vern-

ment has introduct-a in the provincial legislature a bill to

amend the Quebec i.iinin.g law. The most import; nt feature

is the reduction of the minimum size of mining coii^ssioni

from 100 to 40 acr. s. Other amendments provide for agricul-

tural operations on lots foun.l unproductive in mine Is.
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ALASKA
ALASKA MEXICAN (Tieaawell)—Tn January, crushed

19.425 tons ore. of total gioss value of $29,750. Operating
expenses. $25,931.

ALASKA TREADWELL (Treadwell)—Ore crushed in Janu-
arv at 24n mill. 31.S7S tons, at 300 mill. 4S.815 tons. Total
gross prorluction, $141.SCfi. Operating expense, $99,112.

ALASKA UNITED (Treadwell)—In January R-B mill
crushed 24.7S0 tons ore; total gross value. $46,295. Operating
expenses. $32,425. The "OO-Ft. Claim mill crushed 23,730 tons;
total gross value, $45,585. Operating expense, $38,240.

ARIZONA
Gila County

BLECHER (Globe)—Large body of $20 gold ore has been
developed on Blecher group in the Pinal Mountains, 5 mi.
from Globe. Ledge is 4 to 6 ft. wide and extends across 3

claims. Two tunnels have been driven on bottom level of
100-ft. shaft a distance of 40 and 60 ft. respectively in ore.
Two inches of vein runs from $40 to $150 in gold.

COWBOY (Globe)—C. W. McGraw, owner, is now in Cali-
fornia, where it is thought he will purchase cyanide plant.
Mine in Dripping Springs Wash has recently produced some
rich ore. Two tons shipped to San Francisco recently re-
turned $2,800; one shipment of 45 lb. brought $1,500; three
comparatively small pockets have produced $S,000.

INSPIRATION (Miami)—Company is making regular ship-
ments of oxidized and siliceous ores from its claims former-
ly owned bv Cordova Copper Co. to the International smeltery.
New units going into operation at concentrator necessitated
mines working seven days a week. Engines and 5-ton cars
now in transit will supplement underground haulage; 40-in.

circular saws have been installed on two levels.

Moliave County

SHOOTING STAR (Golconda)—Kingman Zinc Co. will soon
begin stoping above east and west drifts on 130 level. Ore
exposed averages 2 ft. in width and assays 20% zinc, $5
gold and $3 silver. Shipments will soon be made to company's
Cupel mill, 1 mi. distant, which has recently been overhauled.

ARIZONA VENTURE (Cedar Valley)—Company will in-
crease scale of operations at Waldron group. Shaft now down
350 ft. will be continued to depth of 500 ft., with lateral ex-
plorations on 415-, 4.")0- and 500-ft. levels. Special attention
will be given to production of crystals (lenzite) for wireless
telegraph. Recent shipment of 256 crystals to English Gov-
ernment brought $10 apiece. Waldron ore also contains gold,
silver, copper and lead.

Piniu County

GOLD BULLION MINES (Tucson)—Company is mining
and treating 25 tons daily molybdenum ore from Last Chance
shaft on property in Baboquivari Mountains, 65 mi. southwest
of Tucson. Property consists of 24 claims, on which about
4.000 ft. of development work has been done.

COLONIAL COPPER (.\jo)—Decree foreclosing deed of
trust securing l)ond issue of $172,000 from Beacon Trust
Co., of Boston, was entered by Judge W. A. O'Conner, sitting
in Superior Court at Tucson. Allen B. Janes, receiver for com-
pany, was ordered to sell property, consisting of 26 patented
claims in GrawU-r Mountains. 16 mi. southwest of Ajo. Sale
will be held on ground, Mar. 22,

Vnvapni County

BLUE BELL (Maver)—Largest Deposit of copper ore in

property has just been discovered on SOO-ft. level. New body
runs 6%; 250 tons daily output now.

RUTH (Prescott)—Three tons of lead concentrates and
nearlv as much zinc was result of first four-day run of new
mill.

' Lead concentrates assayed 55'; and zinc 37<7r. Zinc
recovery 94 S; ; mill is running on 500-ton dump of second-class
ore.

Yuma County

BOUSE & McMAHON (Bouse)—Mine of 12 claims sold to

M. D. Murray and Fred Fenchler. of El I'aso.

BLUE STAIK (Midway)—Group of 6 claims and Dutch-
man group of 13 claims recently taken over by Fenchler,
Murray i»i Fenchler. of El Paso, are situated in Palomas dis-

trict, about 20 mi. east of Colorado Uiver and about 50 ml.
south of Oatnian. There are 2 shafts on property, about 55

ft. each, and 3ii-ft. drift.

CAL.IFOR.M.\
Amador County

lONE BRKiUETTLVG (lone)—Demand for this fuel neces-
sitated operation in 3 hhifts instead of 2, as heretofore.

AMICK CL.W < lone)— Property has been Inspected by
\V. M. Moore, pn sidtnl of the California Products Co. of San
Francisco, who is i. ported to have stated that clay is espe-
cially valuable for niMiLUfacturc of fireproof paint. Product
has been going lo Stockton Glass Co.. at Stockton, but recent
rains and snow have ma.le wagon haul to railroad dllticult.

OLD EUREKA (Sutl.r- Creek)—Report persists that T.

Walker Beam and J. I> 'iilhrlst, (i>lorado mining men, have
examined this propert.\ \ iih view In purchase by men who
will icopcn and develop it it Ig rii"Hted also that same men
who are said to be negoUaiing for Old Eureka have also

considered adjoining mines, known as Wildman-Mahoney.
Wildman was one of large producers in early history of Mother
Lode mining. Property was developed by 1,400-ft. incline
shaft and a 600-ft. vertical shaft, from which drifts were run
into orcbodies.

Calaveras County

PIONEER CHIEF (San Andreas)—New 2-compartment
Ejhaft is down 320 ft. and ^vork is being advanced with air
drills in 3 shifts. Shaft will be deepened to 500 ft. and sta-
tions cut on 350 and 500 levels. Drifts at 220 level have
been advanced 175 ft. south and 165 ft. north on good ore.
Installation of 100-ton mill contemplated. Electric power
is taken by pole line from main transmission plant of
Electra Power plant. Head otfice of company is in San
Francisco.

Eldorado County

GEORGIA SLIDE (Georgetown)—Machinery for develop-
ment and exploration continues to arrive on ground. The 10-
stamp mill of Cambrian mine will be moved to Georgia Slide.
Work has been delayed by bad roads and bad weather.

CROWN-POINT (Placerville)—J. Newton Judson. recently
operating W. E. Jones mine, in Ringgold district, has taken
bond on Crown Point and Gold Queen, owned by James Rich-
ards, in East Diamond district. Propert>' has been fairly well
developed and has produced large amount of low-grade ore.
There is 500-ft. shaft with levels cut at two stations.

MONTEZITM.A. (Nashville)—Unwatering has been practic-
ally completed and deepening of 700-ft. shaft to total depth
of 1.200 ft. will begin without delay. Ore of good grade
reported disclosed in upper levels, but extraction of ore
will await completion of the shaft. This is one of pi'operties
being reopened on Mother Lode by Bewick, Moreing & Co.

Kern County

ANTIMONY ORE reported in Ktrn River district by Barney
Parker, of Fresno. Samples assa.ving about 45% were taken
from 4-ft. ledge.

SUNSHINE & MERCED (Randsburg)—Petition for leave
to lease these properties filed by O. P. Atkinson. Property
is part of Thomas W. Atkinson estate. It is proposed that
Sunshine be leased for one year on 15% royalty and Merced
on 10%.

CONSOLIDATED (Randsburg)—Under management of
Seth Tyler, there is evidence that mine will again be put in
producing class. Good vein showing free gold has been
opened on 400 level in west drift. Ledge is from 2 to 4 ft.

wide and ore assays about $C0. This is new ground and it is

believed that an extensive orebody will be opened up.

YELLOW ASTER (Randsburg)—At meeting of directorate
Jan. 2. E. D. Mooers was elected first vice-president to suc-
ceed C. G. A. M. de Pauw, who severed his official connection
with conduct of mine. Mr. Mooers is son of one of original
locators of Y-'llow Aster. The present officers are now in
control: Albert Ancker, president; E. D. Mooers, vice-presi-
dent; Dr. R. L. Burcham, secretary; Carl H. Fr.v. superinten-
dent; W. J. Cotton, managing director; National Bank of
California, treasurer; Ward Chapman, attorney.

Xevndn County
BRUNSWICK (Grass Valley)—The "jinx" has been removed

and Superintendent Mallen believes that property will now
perform normally. First a large motor operating pumps and
hoists burned out and parts required could be got only in
New York; then water situation became serious and this
."ource of power was shut oft. Just as relief was in sight, a
1.500-lb. shafting broke, causing further delay and complica-
tions. Motor has been repaired, water is running placidly, big
shafting is again in order and whole equipment of mine and
mill is running as smoothly as though "jinx" had never made
his appearance.

Sam Bernardino County

ATOLIA MINING (.\tolia)—Work of rebuilding the mill,
which was partially destroyed by fire, has been begun and it

is understood that in new construction, capacity will be in-
creased from 100 to 200 tons.

SPANISH LEASE (Atolia)—Atolla company Is working this
ground and producing best ore in camp. About 60 men are
employed and new ground is being rapidly developed. About
three months ago shaft was deepened and only small amount
of drifting done, which disclosed some good ore. Since that
time improvements have been made to surface e<iuipment and
property is now one of most valuable producers operated by
company. Operation also undertaken about 100 ft. from
main shaft.

SlinNtn C'oiinty

KL OHO DREDGING ( Redding)—Company has shipped
KevstoMc drill and will begin prospecting grouiul along Sac-
ramei\to River on east front of town. Option has been taken
on about 400 acres, most of It known as Dakin tract. Com-
pany operates dredges at OroviUe. Jenny Lind and Yreka.

Tuolumne County
Mccormick (Jacksonville)—Development in steady prog-

ress bv Albfrt and Charles Murphy, working under lease. The
1,400-ft. tunnel will be advanced to point below bottom of
50-ft. shaft. Development by shaft disclosed number of shoots
of pay ore which it is believed will be tapped by tunnel. Plane
of tunnel is 1,500 ft. higher than river.
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COLORADO
Bouliler County

BRACKEN (Boulder)—This property, whioh includes Good
Friday, Apiil Fool and Red Bird mines, near Boulder Falls,
is developinK promising bodies of tungsten ores. Main shaft
is being sunk in payable ore. Compressor and hoisting plants
are being installed and power line is being built to connect
with lines of Colorado Power Co. Property is owned and
managed by C. C. Bracken.

Ouray County
CAMP BIRD (Ouray)—Will drive 10.700-ft. adit. 450 It.

below present deepest workings and SOO ft. below workinivs
next most important. Careful estimate of cost exclusive of
administration will not exceed $200,000. Time required esti-
mated 27 months.

San Miguel County

CLIFF DWELLER (Norwood)—G. G. Galloway has granted
2-yr. bond and lease on this property to A. Mcciloud and as-
sociates, who will commence development work Apr. 1.

RADIUM ORE ASSOCIATION < Placerville)— Is new or-
sanization formed recently by carnotite miners of Paradox
Valley to market and get fair price for carnotite ores pro-
duced. Follov.-ing olticers have been elected: Thomas Curran,
president; E. W. Bray, 1st vice-president; William Sullivan,
2nd vice-president; Joseph H. Jackson, of Placerville, secre-
tary; and G. G. Galloway, of Norwood, treasurer.

SILVER CHIEF (Telluride)—This property, on west side
of Bear Creek Gulch, about 2 mi. south of Telluride, is reported
sold by Alva Adams et al. to G. M. Weeks and Associates, of
Chicago, for ^150,000. Purchasers have also acquired proper-
ties of Junta Consolidated Gold Mining Co., including Jim
Crow mine and .Junta mill, in Bear Creek Gulch. New company
plans campaign of development and intends to place mill in
commission as soon as possible.

Teller County
DELMONICO LEASING (Victor)—New company, to be

managed by J. De Roucha. has secured 5.-yr. lease on Del-
monico mine, on western slope of Bull Cliff and east of
Deadwood No. 2 of United Mines Co. Preparations being made
to start work: machinery being overhauled and shaft house
Ueing repaired. Shaft has been sunk to depth of 1.100 ft.

and about 5,000 ft. of lateral development performed. The
new company will commence development work on 600 and
1,100 levels.

IDAHO
Slio.shone County

REX (Wallace)-:—Diamond-drill hole run south from No. 2
tunnel shows 7 ft. commercial ore in parallel vein at depth of
500 ft. New vein will be further explored bv drill hole 300 ft.

below 2 level.

CALEDONIA (Kellogg)—Company reports 7 ft. of ship-
ping: ore on the l.OUO-ft. level and about the same amount of
milling. Ore runs high in silver and also carries above 2%
copper and some lead. Report for December shows gross
value of ore shipped $125,481, of which $48,468 was lead,
$61,868 was silver and $15,145 was copper.

CCEUR D'ALENE ANTIMONY (Kellogg)—This company
has recently completed mill to which is now being added flota-
tion. Drift from shaft at depth of 150 ft. has opened oreshoot
300 ft. long, averaging 3 ft. wide, all e.xcellent milling ore.
Shaft being extended and new level will soon be opened at
300 ft. Company employs 50 men.

CASTLE ROCK (Wallace)—Three men were buried by
snowslide but escaped serious injury at this Placer Creek
property. Long section of flume was carried away, three
cabins were destroyed, and corner of compressor house was
wrecked but without injuring machinery. No attempt will
be macle to resume operations till spring.

SL'CCESS (Wallace)—According to statement of P. J.

Gearon, general manager. Success mine has ore reserves for
" months. Development during 1015 included 1.375 ft. of

fts. 200 ft. of shaft, two working stations, and sump station
on 1.2(T0 level. Ore on newly developed 1,200 is as good as

in mine. Plans for 1916 include exploration on 1,200 and
sinking to 1,300.

STEWART (Kellogg)—This mine, currently reported to be
almost exhausted, is making extensive explorations on old
Silver King and Crown Point properties, obtained last year
through purchase of controlling interest in Coeur d'Alene
Development Co, Silver King shaft is being retimbered and
will be sunk to 500 level. In Crown Point, hoisting machin-
ery has been installed and one to three cars of milling ore
is mined daily.

MICHIGAN
Iron

OHIO (Michipamme)—Operations to be resumed. Mine
has not worked for several years. Last of ore. limonite, in
!tock wa.-5 shipped in 1915.

TR.aDERS (Iron Mountain)—New shaft now down 110
't. Most of new equipment has arrived. Contract to strip
0,000 cu.yd. to be let soon.

HOLXrES (Ishpeming)—Steel headframe with crushing
plant will be constructed. Ledge has been struck in shaft.
Water was encountered at 13 ft.

RUrHMOND (Palmer)—Electricity is to take place of steam
here. Hoist, compressor, etc., will be electric driven. Mine

worked only during winter months.
BERKSHIRE (Iron River)—Contract awarded to Sullivan

-Machinery Co., Chicago, for two electric hoists and electric-
driven compressor. Delivery will be made in 100 days.

SPIES (Iron River)—Shaft work going ahead rapidly.
First level will be started at 150 ft. Most of equipment will

from Lucy mine, Negaunee, now on the ground. Steel
lieadframe will be erected; will contain a crushing plant.

ATHENS (Negaunee)—Shape of the shaft has been changed
m circular to rectangular to make sinking more rapid.
*s rock will have to be handled. Shaft is now down about

1.300 ft. and concreted all the way. It will go about 2,400 ft.

MI-WKSOTA
Cuyuna Kan^e

CUYUNA-SULTANA (Ironton)—Engineers at work on
plans for concentrating mill to be erected during coming sum-
mer.

HeHabi Ranee
IRON MINING (Virginia)—Has donated a considerable

quantity of mine timber to A.ssociated Charities to be used in
municipal woodyard.

CHLSHOLM (Chisholm)—Sudden change in wind affected
air circulation in part of mines workings to such an extent
that Joe Gasparac, a miner, was overcome by gas arising
from decayed timbers. Accident is unique in district.

MOSTAX.\
Caiicaile County

GREAT FALLS REDUCTION WORKS (Great Falls)—In
spite of zero weather work on new zinc plant is kept going;
100 men are doing excavating work day and night. Clifton-
Applegate company has contract for preliminary work.
Within past few weeks 50.000 cu.vd. of earth have been
removed by steam shovels. First shipment of 2,000,000 brick
has arrived. Contractors state their work will be completed
by middle of March.

Silver Bow County
RAVEN COPPER (Butte)—Shareholders of this company

whose Butte property was recently acquired by the Anaconda
company, are realizing on their holdings, following the order
of State of Maine Supreme Court by which company was
dissolved Dec. 9, 1915. Court ordered trustees to distribute
among stockholders sum amounting to 26c. a share. At one
time Raven stock was held at $8 a share.
BULLWHACKER (Butte)—Arrangements have been made

by new management for handling of its ore by Tacoma
smelter at profitable smelting rates. Cold weather has pre-
vented resumption of operations so far. In meantime tests
are being made with object of perfecting leaching process
in existing plant which, if successful, will permit operators
to treat ore at mine and become independent of smelters.

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Rumors of a contemplated assess-
ment of company's stock to raise funds for increasing opera-
tions at company's Butte properties were set at rest by news
received from company's headquarters to effect that $50,000
had been secured in Boston. 'This will permit purchase and
installation of new hoisting engine, recentl.v recommended by
Secretary Schirmer. With improvements completed in shaft
management has reopened 1.400 intermediate. 1,500 and 1.700
levels, and production will be increased as soon as new engine
is ready for operation.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—An accident that did some
damage but did not injure anyone compelled company to close
down mine Jan. 29. One of big 5-ton skips was being hoisted
in shaft when it broke away and fell into sump, tearing out
several timbers in its descent. Damage was quickly repaired
and on night of day following accident operations were
resumed. According to figures given out by company Feb. I,

output for January was as follows: Tons of ore mined and
milled, 54,000. Tons of concentrates from ore, 14,800. Pounds
of zinc in concentrates. 15.700.000. Payroll for January was
approximately $240,000. Number of men employed at present,
1,850.

NEV.ADA
Storey County

ANDES (Virginia)—Worked two days only on account of
storm; broke down ore and stoped.

ALPHA & EXCHEQUER (Virginia)—Face of joint west
drift on boundary line in hard quartz of low assay and
advanced 5 ft. to the 116-ft. point.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Saved from raise in old
stope on 2.400 level 53 tons of ore averaging $9. West cross-
cut on 2.500 level in vein matter and clay, quartz of fair assay;
bottom of winze No. 1 stope, in low-grade ore at 24 ft. point.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—West crosscut on 2.500 level in
porphvrv, clav and quartz stringers, of low assays. Mexican
mill shut down five davs on account of delayed shipments of
zinc dust and fuel oil, caused by storms. Crushed 103 tons
custom ore averaging $10.81.

UNION (Virginia)—Onlv small amount of ore extracted
because Mexican mill shut down five days; 50 tons averaging
$12.38 per ton taken from No. 4 stope on 2.400 level. Develop-
ment in stope and preparations for sloping continued. Shaft
reopened to 120-ft. point below 2.000 station; 15 ft. made in

the week.
OPHIR (Virginia)—Resumed work at Central tunnel and

advanced drifts in tunnel and 250 level. Saved 130 cars of ore.

Mill resumed operation. Ophir and Con. Virginia joint west
crosscut on 2.700 level advanced through soft Vfin formation
of clay and quartz stringers. Crosscut advanced to 305 ft.

point from winze.
CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Saved 261 cars

from No. 2 stope 1.600 level. Reiiairs made in joint incline
1 400 level and to Jacket shaft. Jacket mill run four days,
being closed on account of storms. Received 94 tons dump
rock and 517 tons mine rock; shipped 310 tons to gloryhole
from mine. Shipped two bars bullion to smeltery.

NKW MEXICO
Grant County

MOGOLLON M. & M. (Mogollon)—Together with Mo
Mines, company made express sliipment to New York o
ingots, valued at $54.iino—result of several weeks' cli

EMPIRE ZINC (H.mover)^Now building new electro

concentrator on Hanover property exactly like concen
recently erected on its Cleveland group, at Pinos
l^arge "body of zinc .sulphides will be put through new
Hope to have mill ready by middle of year; will pi.

treat custom ore also.

goUon
f gold
eanup.
static
trator
-Vltos.
mill.
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GOLD BRICK NOS. 1, 2 AND 3 (Steeplerock)—Recently
liought from Ollie Phillips, original owner, by D. A. McDonald,
representing San Francisco syndicate. Property is gold bear-
ing and adjoins , Imperial group, 12 mi. north of Duncan,
Ariz.

Taos County

TAOS MINING (Taos)—Company organized under laws of
Delaware, with capitalization of $2,000,000, to operate copper,
gold and silver properties in Twining district, has been
admitted to do business in New Jle.Nico. A. Clarence Probert,
of Taos, statutory agent; J. B. Bidwell, of Twining, vice-presi-
dent and mine superintendent.

TEXAS
BreTi-ster County

BIG BEND (Terlinguia)—Has been unwatered and is being
reopened b.v W. D. Burcham. Fifty-ton furnace started; 300
flasks quicksilver per month expected; year's supply ore
blocked out.

CHISOS MINING (Teilinguia)—Company produced 1,200
flasks of quicksilver during November and December, 1915.
Rotary furnace supplementing IS-ton shaft furnace will soon
be installed. This will greatly increase output; also will
make possible treatment a* profit of large quantity of low-
grade ore. hitherto unprofitable. Wayne Cartiedge, manager;
150 men are employed.

rTAH
Beaver County

NORTH AMERICAN ( Minersvihe)—High-grade silver-lead
ore has been opened on ISO level. I'roperty adjoins Creole and
Croff on south. Charles Morrison is manager.

CEDAR-TALISMAN (Miltord)—In last eight months this
company has shipped enough zinc ore to pay its debts, put in
new electrical equipment, and develop property. Sales of
zinc ore in 1915 amounted to $9,326.

CREOLE (Milford)—This property—under lease to Dern
& Griggs—has in neighborhood of 200 tons of ore broken
for shipment. Eight men are working in ore. Material
carries copper, silver, gold and iron. Lumber for buildings,
assay supplies, etc., have been ordered.

CROFF (Milford)—Stock of this company listed on Salt
Lake Stock and Mining E.xchange; application for listing
showed property to be well equipped and free from debt. Capi-
talized at 1.000,000 shares, par value lOc. There are 295,000
shares in the treasury. Holdings consist of five patented
claims in Lincoln mining district, 12 mi. from railroad. De-
velopment to far consists of 750 ft. of shaft work and 665
ft. in drifts and tunnels. Six men are working. J. B. Leggat
is consulting engineer. Hoist is being installed. Initial ship-
ment from Lucky Boy shaft carried zinc, lead and few ounces
of silver.

MAJESTIC (Milford)—Shipments during past two months
amounting to 43 cars or over 2,000 tons, were made. Most of
output comes from Old Hickory mine, from large open cut.
Ore is contact deposit between monzonite and limestone, and
carries large amount of magnetic iron. Some zinc ore is being
hoisted at Harrington from 160 level, and one shipment has
been made. At Hoosier Boy drifting has been done on fissvire

on 600 level, and shipment of ore carrying lead and silver is

being made from this ground. There are 40 men working at
different properties of this company.

Juab County

IRON BLOSSOM (Silver City)—New body of copper ore
opened by winze from 600 level, has been drifted on, on 1,000
level. Hoist will be installed at winze so that ore can be
followed to greater depth. New body is under Van slope, one
of largest in mine, and at present productive.

YANKEE CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—East tunnel whirh
is being driven for continuation of Beck Tunnel vein is in 225
ft.: ore carrying up to 12 oz. in silver has been found. New
orebody in western part of property has been opened 150 ft.

on strike. Ore, which runs well in silver with some gold is

being broken, and two cars weekly will be shipped when
roads can be opened.

Salt Lake County

UTAH COPPER (Bingham)—Production for December
amounted to 14,497,4S5 11).. biinging total output for 1915 to
156,207.563 lb. as compared with 121.779,716 lb. in 1914.

t'TAH METAL AND TUN.N'EL (Bingham)—This conipanv
is adding to its surplus at rate of $75,000 to $100,000 a month.
It is reported there is on hand $800,000, and that dividends will
1)6 stai-ted as soon as the reserve I'eaches $1,000,000. Compan.v
owns Utah Metal, and former Bingham-New Haven properties.

SOUTH HECLA EXTENSION (Alta)—Equipment consist-
ing of mine cars, rail, air line and machine drills has been
ordered, and as soon as these arrive work will be started
from Quincy tunn<I of South Hecla. Drifting will be starterl
for known mineral-bearing fissures, which cut this company's
ground.

SELLS (Alta)—Main orebod.v has been found again beyond
fault in No. 1 raise workings. Ore had been followed 160 ft.,

when it was cut off. Raise found continuation of ore at 35 ft.,

and drifting in ore was again started. Total development
amounts to 200 ft. on strike, and ore varies from 5 to 12 or 15
ft. In thickness. Shipments have been delayed on account of
heavy storms. A foot of ore has been encountered in No. 6
raise, and this continues strong In southwest faci- of drift,
which Is being driven toward limestone-quartzite contact.

Summit County
DALT-JUDC, !: (i-:,,k City)—Last car of equipment for

new hoist has arrived :uid will be installed as soon as possible.

NAILDRIVER (I':irk City)—Another car of on- has been
shipped from this proiiorty in eastern part of camp.

IOWA rOPPER-rniTKR APRX (Park City)—A 4-in.
streak of ore on quarlzi i. -1 imestone contact Is being followed
In tunnel. I'roperty Is on Scott Hill In Thaynes Cafion section.
D. Scott Is foreman.

ONTARIO (Park City)—Unwatering of No. 3 shaft from
1.500- to 1,700-ft. level began Jan. 26. This portion of mine
has been under water since 1905 when cave-in in long Ontario
drain tunnel resulted in flooding mine. Tunnel was cleared
in 1908. and mine unwatered to 1.500. There are stored at
No. 3 shaft 850 tons of coal to provide fuel. Pumping is under
way, and it is hoped to reach 1.700 level by middle of Febru-
ary. There is large amount of second-class ore, as well as
some shipping ore, in territory being unwatered.

Tooele County

OPHIR HILL (Ophir)—Reported that this company is con-
sidering an increase in wages of its emplo.\-ees.

BUFFALO CONSOLID.A.TED (Ophir)—Recent strike in
lower workings of this property on Lion Hill indicates that
ore is improving with depth. Gi-ade here is equal to that of
ore which came from productive surface workings.

Utah County

WASATCH OZOKERITE (Cotton)—Incorporated to pro-
duce ozokerite, a mineral wa.x. Capitalization is $100,000.
Property is at Soldiers' Summit near <?olton. L. V. Shearer is
president. Experiments toward the separation on a comni'
cial basis of wax from gangue have been in progress
some time, and it is stated that satisfactory method has 1

discovered. It is planned to build plant at Soldiers' Sumn

VIRGIM.V
Louisa County

ARMINIUS (Mineral)—The old workings caved during the
latter part of January and affected both the No. 3. or oi^erat-
ing. shaft. 1,200 ft. deep, and tlie new development shaft which
was down 1.014 ft. Regular production will probably be
stopped for three or four months. Miners are being employod
on surface and deevlopment work.

CANADA
Ontario

DOME EXTENSION (Porcupine)—Shaft is being unwa-
tered.

TRIUMPH (Porcupine)—Shaft will be sunk 100 ft. to 217-
ft. level.

VIPOND (Porcupine)—Main vein has been crosscut on
400-ft. level.

SWASTIKA (Swastika)—This mine has been closed down
and the pumps taken out.

KERR L.A^KE MAJESTIC (Cobalt)—Property and plant
will be sold at bailiff's sale.

OPHIR (Cobalt)—Shaft will be put down further and ad-
ditional machinery installed for deep development.
WEST DOME fPorcupine)—Richard Ennis. mine manager

at Mclntyre, haS been placed in charge of development.
LENNOX CLAIMS (Boston Creek)—Have been purchased

by Syndicate headed by W. H. P. Jarvis. of Toronto.
WRIGHT CLAIM (Cobalt)—This property adjoining Ada-

nac is understood to have been purchased by the Cartwright
interests.

R. .\. P. (Boston Creek)—Is negotiating for sale of 75%
interest in property to Montana, New York and Toronto capi-
talists.

TRIUMPH (Porcupine)—On this property, formerly Suc-
cess, a shear zone has been encountered in crosscut on 100
level.

KING DODDS (Kowkash)—Which was the original discov-
ery in this fleld is to be developed. Contract has been let for
sinking and drifting.

.\PEX (Porcupine)—Shareholders ratified by-law authoris-
ing directors to sell 699.991 shares of treasury stock at not
less than 15c. per share to raise funds for development.

ADANAC (Cobalt)—An oreshoot carrying native silver
hns been struck at depth of 50 ft. in winze put down fr<>m
200 level. It is supposed to be vein coming in from TemisI; i

ing.

DOME LAKE (Porcupine)—.An orebody stated to ass.i

per ton encountered in raise from 300 to ISO levels. Cro.--
is biing run from shaft on 400 level to catch No. 1 \

Equipment for new cyanide plant is on the way.
PORPHYRY HILL (Porcupine)—Property, formerly op

ated bv Preston-East Dome, has been sold. Purchaser ^

stated to be Northern Syndicate, which is interested m
number of Porcupine holdings.

DOMINION REDUCTION (Cobalt)—Has taken six-moiin
optijjn on Big Master. Laurentian and H. B. 20s propertii -

Manitou Lake gold area, which have been closed down
many years. Force of IS men now at work unwatering \vn
ings and sampling.

MKXU'O
Sonoru

MONTECRISTO SONORA (Moetezuma)—Ore is bein|
shipped regularly; runs about 500 oz. silver with some leaa
and copper. There has been no interruption during Inva-
sion of Villa army, but work is now progressing much bet-
ter as they are now able to secure all the packers that they
want.

MINNEAPOLIS COPPER (Cumpas)—Large force of men
are at work building new trail anil mining oie. which is being
shipped to Douglas smelters. Having large amount of ore
on dumps, this is being sorted and at the same time ore Is

being mined which will make production of about 10 tors
a day. Ore runs 14% copper with some silver and gold. 1«

heavy sulphide ore and gets good smelting rate.

ASI.V
ChoHen

ORIENTAL CONSOLIDATED (Unsan)—Cable advices Feb.
3 give amount of January cleanup as $144,930.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—Fell.

Further strength was exhibited in all of the principal mar-

kets during- the last week, but especially in copper and lead.

The markets for copper, lead and spelter are characterized

by an absence of stock available for prompt delivery, but this

is in varying degree.

Copper, Tin, Lead cind Zinc

Copper—The opinion is expressed in the offices of produc-

ers that the stock of copper at refineries and in warehouse
on Jan. 1, 1916. which last week we reported at 84.660.380 lb.,

included at least 30 million pounds that had been sold, but

had not been shipped owing to the freight congestion. Since

then the stock has without any doubt been reduced to a dan-

gerously low figure, although there are still difficulties in

shipping. We hear gossip about copper going to the Nauga-
tuck Valley by express, and even by automobile truck.

During the last week the price for electrolytic copper

"moved upward ,day by day. The major market became the

selling for delivery in the second halt of 1916. Notwith-
standing the fact that transactions had to be made for so far

ahead, there was a fairly large volume of business in million-

pound and two million-pound lots, mostly with domestic

manufacturers. There was some relatively small business

between belated consumers and such producers, traders, etc.,

as could supply near-b.v copper, for which premiums were
demanded and paid, 27 ©27 '/4c., r.t., being reported realized

for prompt, with March, April and May at a scale down-
ward. In the main the large producers are sold out, in some
cases up to the end of May. and in other cases up to the end

of June. Such copper for early delivery as becomes available

through switching of contracts, etc., is supplied to regular

customers at the same price as is asked for the later deliv-

eries. The producers are doing everything they can to take

care of their customers in this country, but asli and get pre-

miums from foreign buyers.

In the English market the price for copper rose to £131.

Copper SlieetH are again higher, being quoted at 33c. per

lb. for hot rolled and 34c. for cold rolled. Copper wire is

27%@27^4c. per lb., in large lots at mill.

Exports of Copper for the week ended Jan. 22 are reported
by the Department of Commerce at 17,023.245 lb. The chief

items were 8,129,402 lb. to France, 4.179,625 lb. to Italy. 2.257,-

827 lb. to England and 1.571.604 lb. to Russia in Asia. Imports
were 3.345,877 lb. metal and 310,751 lb. in ore and matte.

ViHible Stocks of Copper in Europe on Jan. 31 are reported
as follows: Great Britain. S.751; Prance, 1,247; afloat from
Chile, 3,525; afloat from Australia, 4,000; total. 17,523 long
tons, or 39,251,520 lb.

Tin—A fairly good bus
ticular feature of interest.

Visilile Stoclio of Tin Jan. 31 are reported as follows: Lon-
don. 5,234: Banka and Billiton, 1,091; United States, excluding
Pacific ports. 10,716; total, 17,041 long tons. This is an in-
crease of 825 tons over Dec. 31, and of 3,140 tons over Jan. 31,

1915 The statement includes tin afloat.

Lead—Many of the independent producers are entirely sold
out. Others who still have some lead available endeavored
to dodge domestic orders, being able to get premiums on
Canadian and other foreign business. This led domestic con-
sumers also to pay premiums to get what they wanted.
Meanwhile the St. Louis market was advancing. It was the
general belief that this situation foreshadowed an advance by
the A. .S. & R. Co. In the afternoon of Feb. 9 the A. S. & R,
Co., after making large sales to domestic consumers during
the two previous days, advanced its price to 6.25c., New York.

.Spelter—This market was again in a chaotic condition,
with prices at sixes and sevens, according to delivery, views
of buyers and sellers, etc. The market advanced on relatively
small transactions. Such business as could be referred to as
tonnage was chiefly for April-May-June delivery, realizing
ISVs^lSViC. in the early part of the week, and 1614@1GM!C.
in the latter oart. There were considerable sales for export.

ness was done, without any par-

Xine Slieet« are in steady demand and sales continue good.
Prices are unchanged at $24 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru, III., lesB

8% discount.
I.MI'ORTS A.\D EXPORTS

Imports and Exports in Cireat Britain of metals other than
iron and steel, year ended Dec. 31, in long tons:

,—Imports—

^

,.—Exports—

.

Metals: 1914 1915 1914 1915
Copper 178,905 205,385 50,778 33.117
Tin 40,961 38,896 44,242 37,506
Lead 224,916 256,476 50,943 67,906
Zinc 128,304 82,556 7,474 2,389
Quicksilver 1,263 1,359 , 769 436
Minor metals 6,825 5,385 23,919 18,864

Tin concentrates 32,398 44,748
Pyrites 803,149 903,401

Copper includes metallic contents of ore and matte. Ex-
ports include reexports of foreign material,

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals

Xi5\V YORK—Feb. O

AInmlnnm—The market is inclined to be quiet, but Is

steady, and little or no change is evident. Quotations are

.54'g56c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots. New York.

.\ntimony—The market is active and strong. Demand is

fully up to supplies. Chinese and other ordinary brands are

sold at 44@44%c. per lb. Cookson's is very scarce and is

held at 57c. per lb. A little has been done in futures at

33U@34Hc. in bond. Antimony ore has sold for $2.25 per unit.

aulcksilver—The market has been rather quiet for most ot

the week, but on Tuesday a considerable inquiry developed,

and it closes very firm, with supplies below the demand. The

Xew York price is .?275'S300 per flask for large lots, while

$290 #300 per flask is paid for smaller orders. San Francisco

reports by telegraph $300® 310 per flask with the market quiet

and stocks small. London price appears to be fixed at £16 15s.

per flask, with no discount from second hands.

>ickel—The market is steady with about the usual busi-

ness doing. Quotations are 45«i50c. per lb.. New York, for

ordinary fornjs, with 5c. per lb. more asked for electrolytic

nickel.
Arrivals at Baltimore for the week included 245 tons of

nickel matte from Noumea, New Caledonia.

Minor Metals—Current quotations for Bismnth are $4 per

lb.. New York.—Cadmium is quoted at 7s. per lb. in London;

$1.50 per !b.. New York.—Chromium metal. 75c. per lb.. New
York.—Cobalt metal, 91',i pure, is sold at $1.25'ai.50 per lb.

—

Ma^niesium. pure, has gone to a high price, $6 per lb. being

asked.—Selenium varies from $2.50(B3 per lb.. New York, for

large lots; $4.50@5 for retail quantities.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

Gold In the Inlted States Feb. 1 estimated by the Treasury
Department as follows: Held in Treasury against gold cer-

tificates outstanding. $1,517,533,156; in Treasury current bal-

ances, $185,491,144; in banks and circulation, $625,397,505;

total, $2,328,421,835. This is an increase of $15,977,346 during

.January.

Platinum—The market is still irregular and sales are small.

There is no improvement in supplies except that some small

lots have been received from Colombia. Sales have been made
at $85(§95 per oz. for refined platinum, and in one case $98 is

reported paid for a small lot.

Iridium is very scarce and high prices are named. It is

difl!icult to quote, each transaction being a matter ot nego-
tiation and close figuring.

Coined Silver in the I'nited States Feb. 1 is estimated by
the Treasury Department as follows: Standard dollars, $568,-

271,655; subsidiary coins, $189,099,208; total, $757,370,863. Of
the standard dollars $480,719,356 are held in the Treasury
against silver certificates outstanding.

Silver—The undertone of silver continues steady. No new
features control the market; supplies are not more than suf-

ficient to meet the English and Continental demand. Some
moderate amounts have been shipped to South American ports.

London stock at latest advices was estimated at 5,500,000 oz.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

I»l. VTTEVIl.I.K. WIS.—Fell. 5

The base price paid this week for 60"r zinc ore was 110®
114 per ton. The base price paid for 80% lead ore was $78

per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED FEB. 5

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 4,942,000 65.000 637,400
Year 20,252,000 365,700 3,871,000

Shipped during week to separating plants, 4,372,000 lb.

zinc ore.

JOPMN, MO.—Feb. S

Blende, high price $119.50; base per ton 60';'r zinc, premium
ore, $115C»119; medium grades, $115® 105, and lower grades
down to $100; calamine, per ton 40'/< zinc, $70iSiS0; average
selling price, all gradt'S zinc, $107.52 per ton. Lead, high price,

$83.70; base, per ton 80',; metal contents, $S2@83.50. average
selling price, all irra.les of lead, $81.57 per ton.

SHIP.MENTS WEEK E.N'DED FEB. 5

Hlende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week. .. . i;;,.-.r,4.490 1.055,340 1,753.020 $803,220
Totals this year.... i.i.rij^.seO 6,099,900 9,488,570 3.884,690

Blende value, the w.-. k. ?;696,S20; 5 weeks, $3,300,730.

Calamine value, the wt. u, $34,900: 5 weeks, $217,670.

Lead value, the week, $71,500; 5 weeks. $366,290.

Again the reserve stock was InvMdcd, and reports tonight
are that U Is all sold. Thci. was r.iijld action in buying this

afternoon and prices climbed from $110 to $115, $117.50 an.l

$119, with undenied rumors that efforts are being made at ;i

late hour tonight to buy practically all of next week's output
at $120 or higher.

Constructing a dam in one mine in north Webb City gave
temporary relief, then it broke, was rebuilt, and a pressuie
test this evening indicated it could stand very little addi-

tional strain. Additional pumps are to be installed tomorrow
and every effort made to hold it back until large pumps or-

dered for delivery in March can be installed. Fuel shortage
continues a detriment to outputting.

PRODUCTION IN 1915

Owing to the December shipments of zinc and lead ores

being so far in excess of the estimated totals in the annual
"Journal" the following table is given. It also includes year
totals from Green and Dade counties in Missouri that couM
not be secured early enough for inclosure in the annual
report:

JOPLIN DISTRICT ORE SHIPMENTS. IN POUNDS, 1913
Missouri Blende Calamine Lead Value.^

Jasper County 449,280,070 5,063,910 65.098,460 $20.436,f;>

Newton County 32,234,170 35,747,950 3,726,360 2,185,:'
Green County 4,013,900 43,730 267.2;;..
Lawrence County.. 1,882,640 8,045,510 236,000 275,760
Dade County 2,157,000 64,710

Total Missouri. 487, 410, 780 51,014,370 69,104,550 $23,227,620
Oklahoma

Ottawa County ... 53,399,530 230,280 20,339,960 2,755,150

Cherokee County.. 56,899,670 113,000 3,780,870 2,414,260

.597,699,980 51.357,650 93.225,380 $28,397,030

.510,787,430 39,031,880 84.551,000 12,839,040
This shows for 1913, as compared with 1914, increases of

86,912,550 lb. in blende; 12.325,770 lb. in calamine; 8,674,380 lb.

in lead ore; and $15,557,990 in values.

Iron Trade Review

PITTSBl R<;H—Feb, S
The steel market has experienced a further slowing down

in the past week as to the volume of strictly new business
placed, and there is probably also a decrease in the rate of
specifying against contracts, but the condition is attributod
to the fact that mills are already not only sold up but in most
cases uncomfortably oversold, while on the other hand buyers
have largely covered for their requirements and are much
more interested in securing delivei'ies on material already
ordered than in filling the mills with further obligations.

On Feb. 4 the Carnegie Steel Co. advanced prices on bars,

plates, shapes and hoops $2 a ton, to 2c on bars ard shapes,
2.10c. on plates and 2.20c. on hoops. These advances at once
became the general market for delivery at mill convenience,
while early shipments, possible with some of the smaller mills,

readily command premiums, in some cases higher than those
ruling 30 days ago. The large mills are sold up fully for
six months or more.

Effective yesterday morning the Pennsylvania R.R. lifted

its embargo on steel shipments to Eastern consumers, while
the condition as to exports remains th.at shipment will be
accepted if the vessel is ready to take the goods. The steel

mills are hastening to ship steel to consumers who have been
badly incommoded in the past few weeks, particularly as
another congestion is feared.

Indications are that the large steel interests have become
averse to further price advances of consequence, and will

leave market prices as they stand until the,v can see farther
ahead. Their problem now is to manufacture and ship a
tonnage equal to more than six months of full operation, with
orders still coming in freely on old contracts.

PIb Iron—The market continues stagnant, and buyers and
sellers have dropped into one of their customary waits to see

which side will make a move first. We quote: Bessemer, $21;

basic, malleable and forge, $18#18.50; foundry, $18.50®19,
f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 93c. delivered Pittsburgh.

.steel-—The situation has loosened up a trifle, consumers
being somewhat more able to pay high prices for billets and
sheet bars, while producers seem to be in somewhat better

position to consider early deliveries. We quote billets nii'l

sheet bars at $33 for bessemer and $35 for openhearth, lli

quotations being largely nominal, but not as much so an m
recent week.s. Rods are about $45 at mill.

FerramnnKnnene—The market is still stronger, and
acute scarcity is among the possibilities. Buyers are t\

dently not very well covered. We quote contract at $1".'.

subject to quite late delivery, and spot at about $176, with
near-by deliveries ranging between.

Seoteh PIr Ir» n In 1915 showed a total make of I.IOS,'

tons, a decrease of 31,768 tons from 1914. Exports were 184."

tons; consumption, 985,649 tons; and the decrease In stocks u,.

hand during the year was 61.094 tons.
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NEW YORK—Feb. ft

Whilf there is some cessation in new orders, chiefly owing
to uncertainty as to deliveries, there is no decrease in the
general activity and demand for iron and steel.

Transportation difflculties are still a prominent feature,
and the railroads are unable to handlr the business pressing
ujjon them, many delays being the result. Very cold weather
and storms have made some delay in production at the mills,

and have also helped to increase the railroad troubles and
delays.

The pig-iron market is fairly active and is generally firm.

The demand for foundry iron is increasing, but basic is not
especially active just at present.

The neKOtiations for the Cambria-Youngstown-Lacka-
wanna merger are all off, the bankers who were to under-
write the consolidation having withdrawn. It is understood
that the underlying bonds of the companies constituted one
difficulty. Immediately following this announcement another
and unexpected one was made. A syndicate headed by W. R.

Corey purchased the controlling interest in the Cambria Steel

Co. for the recently formed Midvale Steel and Ordnance Co.
January production of pig iron in Alabama was 227,805

tons, being the largest monthly output ever reported. It was
i3,042 tons more than in January of last year.

Pie Iron Prodnotion—The statements of the furnaces as
collected and published by the "Iron Age" show that on Feb. 1

there were 307 coke and anthracite stacks in blast, having a
total daily capacity of 107,200 tons; an increase of 1,800 tons
over Jan. 1. Production in January was a little less than in

December, chiefly owing to the Youngstown strike, which
compelled the banking of several furnaces. Making allow-
ance for the charcoal furnaces the total make of pig iron
in January was 3.220,900 tons. Of this 2,283,047 tons, or 10.9%,
was made by the steel works furnaces.

Exportn and Imports of Iron ond Steel in the United States
11 months ended Nov. 30, so far as those articles reported by
quantities are concerned, were as follows, in long tons:

1914 1915 Changes
Exports 1,431,748 3,159,346 I. 1,727.598
Imports 280,902 246,994 D. 33,908

The larger items of exports in 1915 were 510,816 tons bil-

lets, ingots and blooms; 425,301 tons wire; 389,722 tons bars;
350,660 tons rails; 294.657 tons plates and sheets: 214,017 tons
structural steel; 202.692 tons pig iron; 137,589 tons tinplates.

Exports of machinery were valued at $85,446,623 in 1914 and
$122,858,811 in 1915, an increase of $37,412,188 last year.

FERROALLOYS
Ferromanganese has advanced sharply and is in active

demand, some sales as high as $200 per ton being reported.
Frrrnnilieon of high grade is also strong, SO^J alloy being
quoted at $95(«100 per ton, Pittsburgh Bessemer ferrosilicon

of lower grade has also been advanced $2 or $3 per ton.

IRON ORE
Arrivals at Baltimore for the week included 5,800 tons of

iron ore from Bizerta in Tunis.
Imports of iron ore into the United States 11 months ended

Nov. 30 were 1,299,535 long tons in 1914, and 1,222,960 in 1915;
decrease, 76,575 tons. The larger imports in 1915 were 750,198
tons from Cuba, 198,186 from Sweden, 82,795 from Canada and
38,946 from Spain.

A strike at the iron ore mines of the Empire Steel and
Iron Co. at Mt. Hope and the Thomas Iron Co. at Wharton,
N. J., was settled by an advance of 10% in wages.

OTHER ORES
Molybdenite, 85 to 90% MoS;. is quoted at $1.40® 1.45 per

lb. The demand is rather light. A sale of 90',! ore is reported
at $1.42 per lb.. New York.

The Board of General Appraisers on an appeal from the
collector of customs at New York has decided that molybden-
ite is free from duty as a crude mineral. The collector had
assessed 20% duty as a mineral substance partly manufac-
tured.

TnneRten Ore In quoted at $65 per unit for February and
March shipment.

COKE
Coke production in the Connellsville region for the week

is reported by the "Courier" at 442,616 short tons; shipments,
442,598 tons. Shipments from Greensburg and Upper Connells-
ville districts were 42,278 tons.

The Gulf States Steel Co., Birmingham, Ala., has let a con-
tract to the H. Koppers Co., Pittsburgh, for a battery of 37
byproduct coke ovens, to have a daily capacity of 450 tons.

The United States Steel Corporation has plans completed
for the erection of 204 byproduct coke ovens, work on which
will be begun in the spring.

,>EW CALEDONIA ORES
Exports of ores from New Caledonia 11 months ended

Nov. 30 are reported by the "Bulletin du Commerce" of
Noumea at 45,476 metric tons of nickel ore and 55,450 tons of
chrome ore. Exports of metals were 1,452 tons nickel matte.

EXPORTS .*ND IMPORTS
ImportM of Zinc into the United States .N'ovember and the

11 months ended Nov. 30 are reported by the Department of
Commerce as below, in pounds:

November 11 Months
Zinc contents of ore 4,822.319 86,178,269
Zinc, metallic 134.430 1.66l!274

Total zinc 4,936.749 87.839,543
Zinc dust 77130 1.414.257

The actual tonnage of ore imported in November was 3,162
tons from Mexico, 1,836 from Canada, 917 from Australia and
28 tons from Peru.

ExportK of Zinc from the United States November and 11
months ended Nov. 30, as reported by the Department of
Commerce in pounds; ore in tons:

November 11 Months
Zinc pigs, bars, plates, etc 24,724,189 231.595,956
Zinc dross 4 157 8.333,503Zinc ore 743

In addition manufactures of zinc—weight not given—were
exported, valued at $74,426 in November and $2,059,996 in the
11 months. Of the metal exported in November 4,685,899 lb.
were made from imported ore.

IniportN of Lead into the United States November and the
11 months ended .Xov. 30 are stated by the Department of
Commerce as below, in pounds:

November 11 Months
Lead contents of ore 1,785,600 17,032 4.54Lead in bullion and base bullion.... 2,320,793 84 972 667
Lead, metallic s,.^94 "7771437

Total lead 4,114,987 102,782,558
In addition manufactures of lead—weight not given—were

imported, valued at $34,305 in .Vovember and $84,084 In the 11
months. Actual tonnage of ore imported in November, 4,852,
of which 2,349 tons came from Mexico.

Chemicals

NE« VOUK—Feb. H

The general market is steady and a fair amount of busi-
ness is being done in heavy chemicals.

Arsenic—Demand is improving and the market is again
firmer, dealers quoting $5 #5.25 per 100 lb. for early deliv-
eries.

Copper Siilpliate—The market is steady, with supplies not
very large and sales only moderate. Quotations are $22 per
100 lb. for carload lots and $22.25 per 100 lb. for smaller par-
cels.

Nitrate of Soda—Demand continues large and prices are
firm, with only moderate stocks. Current price is $3.60 per
100 lb. for early deliveries, with future shipments slightly
lower.

Pyrites—The market is firm and prices are rather high.
Spanish pyrites are quoted at 16c. per unit of sulphur for
lump and 14c. for fines. Some adjustments will have to be
made for the ocean freight rates, which are now as high as
22s. 6d. per ton, against 10s. a year ago. American pyrites
are rather scarce, owing to the cave at the Arminius mine,
which has stopped production there. Virginia pyrites are
quoted at 10 @ 14c. per unit for fines, according to grade. Sup-
plies are scarce and some domestic companies claim that they
are entirely sold out for the present year.

Arrivals at Baltimore foi- the week included 16,853 tons of
pyrites from Huelva, Spain.

Sulphate of Ammonia—The production of sulphate of am-
monia in Great Britain in 1915 is estimated at 423,000 long
tons, a decrease of 3,000 tons from 1914, and of 9,000 tons
from 1913. The production in the United States in 1915 is

estimated at 212,000 tons, an increase of 17,000 tons over the
preceding year.

Sulphuric .\cld—Current quotations for 60% acid are $25
per ton for prompt shipments and $22 for futures; price at
works, buyers to supply tank cars.

I'lrrnoLEiM
New oil wells ooiiiiileted in January, according to the

monthly statement 01 the "Oil City Derrick," were: Pennsyl-
vania grade, 389; Li.na-Indiana. 50; Central Ohio, 56: Ken-
tucky, 71; Illinois, 93; Kansas, 156; Oklahoma-Arkansas, 642;
Texas Panhandle. ;f-; North Louisiana, 44; Gulf Coast, 101.

The total number was 1,634, with an aggregate daily produc-
tion of 174,285 l.M. There were 147 gas wells and 279 dry
holes. On Jan. :! 1 there w. 1

. 2.926 wells iitirler th. Irlll.
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Assessments N. Y. EXCH.
Company Delinq.

|
Sale Amt.

Albany Lead. Ida
Alia-Germani?. Utah. ...._.

Alta Tunnel. Utah .

Atlantic, Ida
Basalt. Nev
Beaver Copper. Viafa.-

Belmont, Ida
Boston Development..
Cash Boy. Xev
CoiumbieKx. Utah ...

Deer Creek (\ A- C, Utah.
Emerald. Utah
Emerald. Utah
Exchequer G. * S.. Nev. . .

.

Great Copper Kin?. Utah
Imperial, Ida
Independence. Utah .

Index. Ida
Jacket-Crown Pt.-Belc, Nev.
.lack Waiie. Ida., (po^t.).. .

.

Laclede, Ida
Lucky Deposit. Utah
Massasoit, Utah
M. & P. Gold, Utah
McKinley Gold. Ida
Mexican Xev . . _

Monarch Pitts.. Xev
Xabob. Ida .

Xevada-Douglas. Nev.
Park Gold. Utah
<Jueen Bess. Utah
Revenue Cons., Utah
Rexall. Utah
Rio Grande Grubstake. Utah.
Rob Roy. Ida
Santaquin King. Utah
Scorpion, Xev
.'Silver Moon, Ida
Silver Mountain. Ida
Slavonian. Ida
Snowshoe, Ida
Summit Ex.. Utah
Tar Baby, Utah
Tyler M. A M.. Ida
Utah-Oregon, Utah
Uvada, Xev

Ffih
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Tlhe GoHd ILaEe DistoacU, MaimMoba

By (iEOKGE A. Packard*

SYNOPSIS—A district in which some recent .sen-

sational gold discoveries were made at the grass

roots. Sulphides come in at shallow depth.

Til ere is no certainty of connnercial deposits in

the district. Init devclupiin'nt Is lirin;/ pushed.

The Gold Lake district is situated about 100 mi. iu

an air line northeasterly from Winnipeg. Claims in the

district are shown on the majj of "Claims in the Big Rice

Lake District," issued by the Canadian Department of

Mines, and it is , ,. „ , , , ,

probably officially i '< '

a part of the

latter district.

The situation and

the routes from

Winnipeg are
shown on the ac-

companying map.

In the winter,

with good weath-

er, the trip re-

quires two days

from Riverton

with a sleigh,

there being a good

winter road cut

through. There is

also a trail from
Fort Alexander

available for dog-

sleds. In summer
a boat may occa-

sionally be found

going direct to

Manigotagan, or

Lake Winnipeg
may be crossed

by motor boat

from Riverton or

from Big Island,

the latter point

being reached

from Selkirk liy

steamboat twice a

week. From Man-
igotagan it takes

•Mining engineer
and metallurgist.
Boston, Mass.

there being no summer

MAI' UK GOi^I

a day and a lialf of good paddlin<;

road as yet.

The topography is rough, Init of low relief, probably

no hills rising over 100 ft. above the neighboring water

level and muskeg; there is much of the latter, perhaps

one-quarter of the country. Though it may not be true

l)ottomless muskeg, it makes traveling difficult. The
elevation is about 900 ft. above sea level. Poplar,

jackpine and spruce abound, though but a small portion

is large enough for saw-timber.

The general geology of this region has been described

Ijy J. B. Tyrrell

( Geological Sur-

vey of Canada,

Annual Report,

Vol. XI, 1898,

I'art G) and by

Elwood S. Moore
( Canadian Geo-

logical Survey,
Department of

Mines, Summarj'
Report for 1912).

Doctor Moore's

map shows a cen-

tral band termed

the Wanipigow
series, e.xtending

southeasterly for

over 50 mi. from
tlie Hole River

Lake. This is

made up of con-

glomerate, gray-

wackc and accom-

panying rocks. On
either side is a

band assigned to

the Keewatin, in-

cluding greenstone

quartz and p o r-

p h y r y, rhyolite,

trachyte, felsite

and schists. These

bands are each ap-

])arently from 3 to

s mi. wide, and

lioith and south

of the aggregate

the entire country
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is iiulicated as granitic. All are assigned to the Pre-

Cambrian. Prof. E. C. Wallace has discussed the geology

of the veins at Eice Lake ("The Eice Lake Gold District

of Manitoba," Canadian Mining Institute, XVI, 1913).

He says the quartz veins there as a rule lie in a feldspar

porphyrv', which is the dominant rock in tlie Keewatin in

this area and which, even in its altered condition, is

remarkably poor in quartz and was originally a plagioclase

leldspar rock probaljly to be classified among the trachytes.

The Gold Lake district is about 3 mi. southeasterly

from Eice Lake. The first discovery there was made early

in 1914, but no work was done until the past summer.

The country rock here is a much metamorphosed quartz-

feldspar porjjhyry. The examination of a typical thin

section showed a ground mass of quartz, orthoclase and

abundant biotite, with a little chlorite, epidote and niag-

iietite. This rock extends northwesterly and is apparently

a continuation of that at Eice Lake. The feldspar

crystals are much elongated l)y compression, and the rock

Itself has developed a schistose structure aloug several

shear zones, having a general northwesterly and south-

easterly direction. A possible cause of this compression

is suggested by the presence to the east of a granitic rock

which, at the two or three points wlu're I saw it, appears

to be more recent than the porphyry. This shows

]jlagioclase, biotite and hornblende, and might perhaps

1)6 clas.sified as a granodiorite or quartz diorite. Tlie

presence of this granite is not indicated on Doctor Moore's

map, from which it may be ijiferred that it is of limited

extent, although I am confident that it extends in a

northerly and southerly direction for at least a mile. A
thin section from a specimen of considerably altered

granite on the westerly side of the porhyry, near Clear

Water Lake, shows alteration products which may have

resulted from the same minerals, and that granite may
belong to the same magma.

Veixs Abe ix Sheau Zon'es witti Little Paultixg

The principal veins accompany the shear zones. These

are very persistent, and* some of them may be traced for

a mile or more in a nearly straight line. There is little

faulting. The quartz is u]) to 10 ft. in width and

sometimes is .scattered for much greater widths through

the schists, whicli are frequently liigidy silicitied. In

some of the veins there are included angular pieces of the

silicified ])orphyry, though not in all. This is espectially

noticealjle in one vein where there is consideraljle torsional

sliearing. Tlie quartz is often white and coarse, or glassy,

the lyjucal "bull quartz" of the Western prospector; but

in other places it is nearly black. Tliere is considerable

pyrite and occasional chalc()])yrite anil bornite. Only

rarely has bleuile or galena been seen in this district,

though to the north of Hole Eiver it is said tliat there

is considerable zinc and lead to i)e found.

The first discoveries of gold were rather sensational,

the metal ap])earing on the rusty outcrop in frequent

nuggets up to one-quarter inch or more in size. There is

periiap.s consideraliU' concentration here, but at a depth

of 2 ft. the oxidized zone gives jilace to sulphide ore with

boniite, the cone ciitiiiiis from which, after amalgamation,

carried liigh gold. Another vein shows fine gold dis-

seminated across a width of (! to S ft. Tiiere is no silver

of commercial iniportan(c. Tlie outcrops are covered to

sonic extent witli soil and nmskeg, bntthe moss and i)rusli

have been htrgely burncil i,(f by recent fires. The dip

of the veins appears to be nearly vertical. Xear the

granite they are much more irregular in strike and less

continuous, with some cross and branching fissures. Some
veins are said to have been found in the granite, but all

the quartz that I saw there appeared to be nu'rely local

segregations.

At the time of my visit in October, there was no
development to demonstrate whether or not pay ore occurs

iu connnercial quantity. The deepest shaft in the district,

down less than 20 ft., .showed considerable heavy gold in

jirimary ore. At the present time I understand that two

or three properties are being developed as rapidly as

possible under the conditions that exist.

IRaiilwsiS^ TiPSi^elaEa^ aim Messaco*

(^)n the day on which we later learned the State Depart-

ment at Washington had issued a statement of the "re-

vival of l)usiiu\ss"" and 'return to regular operation of

the railroads in Mexico." we left Piedras Xegras for the

south. Carranza's special train left Piedras Negras two

days before, late in the forenoon, instead of at sunrise

as planned.

Our party, which included John E. Silliman, the

American representative with L^arranza, had planned on

leaving by the "regular" train the following morning,

also at sunrise. It did not go at that hour, nor at noon,

nor at sunset, and a disheartened band of Americans re-

titrned to the hotel for another night, or part of a night,

lirst obtaining the solemn assurance of the jefc dc estacion

that they would be able to obtain in the morning the seats

which they had bought, but playing safe by employing

half a dozen niozos to wait at the station until the train

was made tip and then to climb in and occupy the seats

until their patrons arrived.

Even this did not satisfy one member of the party,

whom stibsequent events proved to be right, and it was dis-

couragingly soon after midnight that the whole party

was routed out and driven to the station. The train was

there, but not open. Around the filthy station—wherever

Mexican soldiers have been there is filtli in plenty—were

scores of ]u-os])ective passengers, blanketed and lying wher-

ever there was room to lie, waiting for the train. One of

the government's railroad employees proveil willing to be

corrupted, the cars were opened, and with a rush some-

thing over .500 jiassengers chai'gcd into aci-omniodations

for 150.

M first we recognized only that there were no lights

in any cars, save for the light of 500 cigarettes. As the

hot snn of Xovember in the tierra caliente ro.se. we wore

til discover that likewise there were no windows, which,

alter all, ]M-oved to l)e all that saved us from suffocation

and the absorption of a few million germs from our neigh-

bors.

.\ls(i tluTc was no ujihiilsti'ry, the soldiers having cin

away every incli of plush to make .saddle clotiis or dres--

for the soUladeras who accompany the "annies." It is m
comfortable to sit on exposed springs. Some of i

seats were gone altogctlu'r. which made it possible I

more passengers to jam themselves into the s])ai'e fhe seal

had occupird. Window shades had disappiNircil. Even

•.SUkIiHv loiul.nscd fn.m an article, by .Mark .S. Watson.
that was published oiiKinally in the New York ".Sun" and
Chicatfo 'Triliuiie," and copyrighted by those Journals, to
who.se courtesy we owe permission to use it here.
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(lie lii'll (-(inl was <,'iinc, ami tlierc was spcciiUition as to

liow the engineer roiild lie <ii'(lcre(l In stii|) in i-asc of trcjiihle

idward the rear.

TJiere came a wail from outside the car I'rom a belated

American who could not force Jiis way to the car platform,

much less into the car. Again the absence of windows

proved a Idessiug, for we hauled him through and seated

!,im on tlie staclc of baggage in the aisle.

SOJIE AsLKICI' ox THE ]>AILS

Then the trainmen started their rounds, waking the

passengers who had continued sleeping, most of them nn-

ilcr the cars, their heads on the rails. Exactly wdiy the

priiu prefers to sleep with his head on a rail is one of a

iiiillion mysteries about the ]ieon. but it is said that most

(if the deaths on the Mexican railroad rights-of-way are

(hie to this predilection. Hence a moderately human engi-

neer will send his crew along a standing train to drag

the sluml)ercrs out of the way before switching begins.

'JMie fiction about the start at 4 a.m. was exposed. It

was S before the engineer tested the air, and it was after

when the train moved slowly away, stoj)ping every few

Inmdred yards for no discernible reason except to train

the Americans to be patient.

A couple of ]\Iexicans mounted <iii Ijurros rode past

us on the near-by higlnvay. We Dvcrtook them two or

three times, but during an e\ti'a-long delay tliey (lisa]i-

ared far ahead and we never caught up. This is on the

road whicli at one time could compare favorably with any

.American railway. .Mso it is the road on which, accord-

ing to the State l)c])artment, regular service had been re-

sumed.

A train of soldiers I'aii just ahead of us, we supposed,

as an escort to ward off bandits. It left us eventually,

and we found we had not been thus watched ov'cr, the

motive being simply the transportation of the patriots

wjio had tired of Picdras Xegras. for which, to be quite

fair, they were not to lie blamed. We stopped on the

^lightest provocation, and before the train was at a stand-

••{\\[ it was surrounded liy dirty men and dirtier women
and dirtiest children, who had appeared from a supposedly

ilank landscape, eacli carrying water or coffee or bread,

ak'es, candies, sugar cane, cigarros, or anything else to

lure the passsengers. Appetite failed the Americans, but

never the Mexicans, who bought liberally and sometimes
paid.

It was considered a clever jest to barter with the sellers

Ix'Ueath the window until the train pulled out and then

('Fuse to pay anything. The jirofanity which then would
rise iiuite ecli]ised anything wbicli Billingsgate on its busi-

st day can show.

Hard by the station at Piedras Xegras had been noticed

ii disabled engine so far gone that the Mexican officials

ail despaired of reviving it. Later we were to remember
il as a harbinger of the iiuliistrial tragedies to be seen

nilher south. Perhajis nothing else in all miserable

Mexico is more tragic than the shocking vandalism which
lias ruined the once splendid railways.

KoADS Am: Waxtoxli' Ktined

It is safe to say that we did not pass si single mile of

I rack without seeing evideiu-e of the manner in which tlie

ri'volutionisfs of every faction li:i\i' \\antoul\- dcst roved

liie very arteries i<\' the countrv

—

i-ailroad cdmniuiiicalidu.

f"

remnants of what oiue liad been fine freight cars, many
of them, incidentally, owned by American roads.

Occasionally there appeared whole trains that had been
burned on the tracks or first wrecked, looted and burned.

Huge locomotives had been rolled over and stripped of

vital parts, in all that whole stretch there was not one
bridge which had escaped dynamite. The telegraph wires

had been severed and many poles cut down, sometimes
for fuel, sometimes from mere wantonness.

The i-oadbed has not seen a pick or shovel in the long

years of revolution, and the fact that it continues as good
as it is can Ije only evidence of the splendid construc-

tion work done by American builders and American dol-

lars in the days of Don I'orfirio Diaz. Over this neglected

roadbed, past wrecks that we soon (:|uit counting, in di-

lapidated equipment with more visible neighbors than we
wished and only an unpleasant hazard as to the number
of invisible companions concealed in the dirty serapes_

the wheezing locomotive dragged.

EyiDENCE OF THE Touch
We would reach a settlement where in the old days had

stood a neat station and freight shed, a few section houses,

a water tank and the adobe houses of the village. With
regularity the station had been gutted by fire and the wood
built sheds consumed completely. Genei-ally the water

tanks liad been blown up, and if they had not been

wrenched a])art, had been reset on temporary bases—tem-
porary, as there was no good way of telling there would
not he another revolution based on equally high principles

which would bring further wanton destruction of national

pro]3erty M-hich the revolutionists, if successful, would
themselves have to I'cbuild out of a looted and bankrupt

treasury.

Theoretically, it has been a revolution against wealth

and privilege. Under Mexican reasoning, maybe that fur-

nishes justification for the wanton looting of the fine big

haclcmhis. although it did not matter whether or not tlu

haciendado had ever taken any part in politics: but it is

difficult to gras]) the idea under wliich the miserable little

hovels of the ])oor should also be burned to ashes. That
is another of the million mysteries.

We were sujjposed to reach Saltillo late in the evening.

We did not. We finally passed Carranza at Hermanos.
where he had tarried, why no one knew, to remain two or

three or maybe six days. Quien sale? It was evening

when we reached Monclova, less than half our run, and

here was another delay, carefully concealed in advance,

so that no one might have a chance to scour the town in

search of moderately clean food. The run continued,

now at better speed, and the Americans detailed night

watches so that nujst could sleej) while one remained awake

to watch the baggage and prevent its being carried oti

l.'odily by the Mexicans, whose aptitude for petty thieverv

is beyond the realm of com petition.

EXGIXE Ol'I' THE TR.yCKS

If was just past midnight when the watch loosened a

yell and the sleejiers waked just in time to be thrown

in a heap against the f.u-ward seats. Most of the Mexi-

cans remained slee|iiiig in their seats, between the .scats or

in the aisles, uncoiKcrned over the possibility of having

their faces walked owv. Scouts crawled out the windows

.ind ran foiward, there to find the engine and two cars oflF

the track. Why it had not happened as the train was
rnissiiii;- a uullv ciilv a siuiiularlv watchful Providence.
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which must be engaged 23 hours a clay at least in watching

over Mexico, can say ; but it was our luck to have it hap-

pen on a level stretch.

It developed that a switch had been missed—in part

owing to the merry habit of running without headlights,

in part to a faulty locking device. Did the crew set about

repairs of any sort? Far from it. The engineer's first

act was to dump the fire. His ne.xt was to find his

iDlanket and move off among the cactus and rattlesnakes

to sleep, in which he was assisted by the fireman.

No one went ahead for help. No one thought of tap-

ping the telegraph wire, if it was alive. No one thought

of sending a flagman back to signal any following train.

The ilexicau mind simply decided that sleep was de

rigueur, and the passengers had their choice of sleeping

in the unprotected train or among the reptiles of the

desert or staying awake.

Another day dawned for those who had never before

seen three successive dawns. The fog lifted, and a few

miles away rose majestic peaks, some rounded, some ser-

rated, some in the curious volcanic cone so often seen

in Mexico.

The Exgixeek's Nap Disturbed

A troop train came, and the engineer was persuaded

to pay some attention. He left his cars on a siding,

threw off a cord or two of ties, theoretically for wreck

repairs, coupled to the rear ears of our train, pulled them

back, and then again slammed them together with a bang.

That accomplished, there was further consultation, and

finally the rescue party calmly hooked up once more and

proceeded away in the other direction. It was afternoon

and frightfully hot, when there came anotlier locomotive,

which again uncoupled our cars, took them in tow, and

with the wrecked equipment lying there on the main track

undistur1)ed, away went the surviving cars. No damage

had been done save to disturb the engineer's nap and the

merely mentionable fact that another locomotive had

gone out of commission.

It was late that night when we finally reached Saltillo,

a distance of less than 450 kilometers, or some 280 mi.

It had taken over 40 hr. This road, according to the State

Department, was running regular service. It was. Regu-

larly miserable.

It is not generally realized that if Alaska were super-

imposed upon the United States the southeastern point

would be in the vicinity of Charleston, S. C, and the

southwestern point in the vicinity of Los Angeles, Calif.

The northern point of Alaska would come to the Canadian

boundary and the .southern border of the main portion

would reach the northern boundary of Oklahoma. The

enormous size of Alaska is strikingly brought out by a

small map contained in the pamphlet entitled "General

Information Regarding the Territory of Alaska,"' jusl

issued by the Dci/artment of the Interior, at the direction

of Secretary Lain'. This pamphlet, which should ))c in

the hands of every ]ier8on contem])lating settling in

Alaska, contains detailed information regarding the

geography, climate, inpiiiilation, government, commerce,

resources and tran»])(i:tation facilities of the territory.

An interesting feature of the publication is a table

showing the hours of daylight at different latitudes for

the first day of each month, so that the tourist contem-

plating a vacation trip to this land of tlie Midnight Sun

can easilv determine the localities at which daylight is

continuous. The pamphlet contains also information

regarding tourists' trips, a list of steamship companies

operating between Seattle and Alaska, rates of fare and

approximate time from Seattle, lists of telegraph and

radio stations and post offices and a directory of all

Government officers stationed in Alaska.

Notice is given that the eighteenth annual meeting of

the institute will be held in the City of Ottawa on

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, ilar. 1, 2 and 3, 1916.

The institute's headquarters will be the Chateau

Laurier. Several amendments to the bylaws are to be

submitted.

The following nominations for office have been sub-

mitted: For president, Arthur A. Cole, Cobalt, Ont.;

vice-president, Charles Fergie, Montreal, and T. W.

Gibson, Toronto; councillors—for Alberta, R. H. Morris^

Pocahontas, and Lewis Stockett, Calgary; for British

Columbia, Thomas Graham, Victoria, Gomer P. Jones,

Iledley, and M. E. Purcell, Rossland; for Ontario,

Norman R. Fisher, Cobalt, A. D. Miles, Copper Cliff,

W. E. Segsworth and Clifford E. Smith, Toronto; for

Quebec, John A. Dresser, ilontreal.

Among others the following papers will be presented for

discussion

:

"Flotation Processes," by T. A. Rickard.

"Flotation at the Anaconda Mines," by E. P. JIathewson.

"The Concentration of Molybdenite as Applied to Canadian

Ores," by Henry E. Wood.
"The Flotation of Bornite," by H. W. DuBois.

"Some Effects of the War on the Mining and Metallurgical

Industries of Canada," by A. Stansfleld.

"Canadian Supplies of Iron and Steel in Relation to Muni-

tions of War." by Thomas Cantley.

"The Coal Resources of Canada with Special Reference to

the Metallurgical Industries," by J. B. Porter.

"The Coal Situation in Canada." by W. J. Dick.

"The Magnesite Industry in C.inada." by Howells Frechette,

"Discovery of Phosphate of Lime in the Rocky Mountains."

by Frank D. Adams and W. J. Dick.

"The Zinc Occurrences at Notre-Dame des Anges, Qii'

by J. A. Bancroft.
"Canadian Gold and War Finance." by Adam Shortt. Tins

subject will also be discussed by J. Murray Clark.

"Rock Crushing Tests at McGill University," by J. W. K. 11

"Some Conditions Affecting Education in Mining and Metal-

lurgy." by J. C. Gwillim.
"Mining Education," by L. D. Burling.

"Mineral Deposits of the Buckingham District." by Morley

E. Wilson.
"Concentration of Ontario Magnetites and the Sintering

Thereof." by an official of the Mines Branch of the Departni.

of Mines.
"Copper Mining in Alaska" (illustrated with colored lant.

slides), by H. W. DuBois.
"Petrolia, Past and Present." by J. Stansfleld.

The annual dinner will l)e held at the Chateau Laurier

on the evening of Thursday, Mar. 2, By the courtesy of

J)r. J. Boiiar, dejmty master, members will be atl'orded

the opportunity of visiting the Royal .Mint, Arrange-

ments have been made for visits under the guidance u\

ineinbcrs of the local committee to the ore-dressing

laboratory and fuel-testing station of the Mines Branch

of the Dejiartment of Mines, to the Victoria Museum and.

to tlie National Gallery,

Portucnl HnM ImpoMed n New Tnrlft Tnx of 1.03c. per lb

on Iron or steel shapes or plates for use in construction of

buildings.
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MamEni^ Eim
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SYNOFiSiS—Republic is rich in minerals, but

only one mining enterprise is being operated,

producing gold. Country most difficult to travel

on account of lack of roads. Mining laius are

liberal. Present mining in Zaruma district typi-

fies most modern mining, sanitary and sociological

methods.

There is in all of the republic of Ecuador but one

mining enterprise in actual operation—the gold mines in

Zaruma in the southernmost province. But it is not

true, as published, that Ecuador is jDoor in minerals.

True, it is almost undeveloped and not at all known,

but there are surely many evidences of the possibility

of great mineral wealth. How can a country be explored

and developed without roads, to say nothing of railroads,

and when senators from the extreme eastern provinces,

wishing to attend the session of Congress at Quito, in-

stead of ascending the rivers and crossing the mountains,

deem it preferaljle to take steamer down the Amazon

to the Atlantic Ocean, travel by steamship to Buenos

Aires, thence across country and high mountains to Val-

paraiso and up the Pacific to Guayaquil, thence by rail

to the capital?

General Aspects of the Country

The republic of Ecuador extends north and south along

the Pacific more than 300 mi. and easterly about 500

mi. across the Andes Mountains to the tributaries of

the Amazon Eiver, thus containing an area of some 150,-

000 sq.mi. In population it is estimated to contain

1 ,500,000, but there has not been a census. In the larger

ities and most of the coast section the mixed race pre-

dominates—that is, the Spanish-Indian—but in the inter-

mountain sections the population is almost entirely native

Indian. Of course there are many descendants from the

Spanish and others and also foreigners from many coun-

tries. Guayaquil, situated about 830 mi. south from

Panama, on the west bank of the Eiver Guayas, 35 mi.

north from the Pacific Ocean, claims a population of

over 75,000 and is the most important seaport.

Ecuador is served by three steamship lines running

between Valparaiso and Panama, and one of these con-

ducts a coasting service between Guayaquil and Panama.

River steamers ply on all the large rivers, connecting the

small towns and plantations with Guayaquil. The Pana-

ma Canal puts Guayaquil within eight days of New York
by steamer. The Guayaquil & Quito Railway Co. (New
Jersey corporation) is the only railroad of any extent at

present being operated. It is narrow-gage—about -12 in.

There are a number of other railway projects under con-

!^ideration and some \mder construction. The greater

Jtart of Ecuador is inaccessible and undeveloped because

t lacks not only railroads, but wagon roads.

The immense uplift of the Andes ilountains through-

jut the entire length north and south of Ecuador has

•Paper presented at the Second Pan-American Scientific
Congress, Washington, D. C, and published by permission.

tGeneral manager. South American Development Co., New
Yorl< City.

furni.shed a vast area for the prospector, but for many
reasons the country is difficult of access. The lack of

roads and railroads leaves the intermountain sections re-

mote and inaccessible, and the fact that a great part of

the northern central section is covered with volcanic ash

and that a great part of the .southern and eastern sections

is covered with a dense growth of trees and jungle makes

it almost impossible of exploration.

In the vicinity of ]\It. Cotopaxi is a most intere.sting

exhibit, of various periods of eruption. In many places

where the soil has been deeply cut by rivers and railway

grades, there may be seen several layers of volcanic ash

alternating with layers of black loam. In places the ash

will be as thick as G ft. and the black loam as thick as

3 ft. It is noticeable that the thickest beds of ash are

at a point opposite the volcano, while about 25 mi. away

these layers thin down to a few inches and are much
finer in texture.

In the tropical and semitropical reaches of the moun-

tains, the rapid oxidation, disintegration and erosion,

followed by dense floral growth, have so changed the face

of the earth that it is impossible to know what may lie

beneath. Even in the vicinity of ancient mine workings

it is seldom possible to find the bottoms of the excavations

exposed.

I believe there has not been made any geological study

since that of Dr. Teodoro Wolf, therefore little can be

said about the possibilities of Ecuador. Iron ore in

workable quantity has not been discovered, neither have

there been found any important deposits of lead, zinc

and copper, although the latter is known to exist in sev-

eral places.

Oil., Coal and ilERcrin" Discovered

Oil has been discovered in the lands along the Pacific

Coast west from Guayaquil, in the district called Santa

Elena, and is now being explored. Indeed, it was dis-

covered by the earliest voyagers, and Doctor "Wolf in

1892 studied it and made report to the government. Since

then a small extraction has been made from the super-

ficial capping. In 1912 some considerable exploration

was conducted when the deepest bore reached a depth of

2,000 ft. with negative results except in the superficial

area. In 1913 the production was at the rate of from

10,000 to 20,000 barrels per year, being used locally as

fuel for furnishing power. There are two grades re-

ported by recent analyses: (a) Green, gravity, 24-28°

Be.; (b) black, gravity, 18-19° Be. at G0° F. ; both low

iu asphaltum, gasolene and kerosene and high in fuel

and lubricating stocks.

Coal exists in various places—a low-grade lignite, high

in ash and volatile matter. In the provinces of Azuay

and Loja some quite wide scams have been discovered,

but as yet they have not been developed to any extent

and are lying idle.

llercury has been discovered iu the province of Azuay

but has not been dc\eloped.

Silver was mined by the ancients and particularly in

the district of Pillsum, province of Canar. In l^:tl-4

an attempt was mailr to explore these mines, and some ore
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^liipped to foreign niarketj, hut tlie mines were aban-

iloned, proba))ly for lack of capital and means of com-

luimication.

Gold is the only metal being produced in any quantity.

I am unable to procure close figures as to the amount

produced from the small placer work of the Indians, but

am supplied with the figures for the vein mining, and

I believe we may estimate the total amount of production

at $600,000.

Gold prol)aljly exists in all the river gravels on both

sides of the mountains. The Indians wash the gravels

in many places and bring it in small quantities, to be

sold to the banks and merchants. Particularly do they

come from the mountain tributaries of the big rivers on

the east side of the main watershed. I believe the Napo
River and its tributaries at present contribute a small

amount. Also, not far from the City of Cuenca, in the

district kno^m as Sigsig, the Indians wash out coarse

gold and sell it in the large towns, biit it is said that

the whites are not permitted to enter that district. Again,

in the extreme southeast a small amount of gravel wash-

ing is done and it is said that there are good prospects.

Near the northwest coast, in the province of Esmer-

aldas, a United States coi-poration conducted some ex-

tensive placer development, l)ut about ten years ago this

work was discontinued ; it was said the reason for aban-

doning was that the gold could not be successfully saved.

Platinum is reported to have been found in the gravels

of some of the rivers in the northwestern part. In the

province of EI Oro, in the district of Zaruma, the river

gravels contain small quantities of gold, l)ut it is usually

llak}- and light and the gravel extremely shallow.

Traditions of Fabulous Riches

Tradition has it that in many parts of this country

veins were knowni to contain gold in fabulously rich

])ockets. This has been assumed because of the vast

quantities of gold plate, images and ornaments found in

possession of the natives by the Spanish conquerors. How-
ever, we do not lielieve that there existed great treasure

houses where the gold could be chiseled out in chunks, but

suggest that it may liave come from a long period of small

gains. Probably the Spaniards were operating haciendas

and employed their slaves, when not engaged in agricul-

ture, in working the mines, and no doubt there were many
inde]ieiident natives washing the ores and gravels for

small gain.

History tells us that soon after the Conquest the Span-

iards discovered the natives working important gold mines

at several places in Ecuador and founded several towns

because of the mines. The principal ones were Zaruma,

in the south in the province of El Oro ; Zamora, in the

southeast in the ]jroviuce of Loja; Sevilla del Oro and
Logrona del (Jro, both in the central part of the republic.

The Spanish governors were exacting more and more
in the way of requiring the Indians to bring in large

quantities of their gold, and after this had gone on to a

point where they would not longer endure it, they or-

ganized .several tiiln- and swe])t in one night upon the

sleeping Spaniards, overpowered them and massacred all

but the women and <liildren, whom they carried away
into captivity. One of i -repeated account is that to )uin-

isli the Spanish govern. M-^-cneral df the town, they killed

him by pouring molten i^old down bis throat, stating that

they hoped be would be .-;ii isfied.

The mining laws of Ecuador are fairly liberal. A
jDertenencia, or lode mining claim, is 200 by 600 m., con-

taining 12 hectares, or 30 acres. It is taken up by location

and held by the payment in advance of an annual tax.

This is 10 sucres (^.j United States money) for claims

not in exploitation and 50 sucres for claims in exploi-

tation. If the possessor should fail to pay his taxes

during the month of January, he may still redeem the

pro])erty by paying double tax the month following. If

he should cease to pay taxes for a certain length of time,

the property becomes sidjject to auction sale for the bene-

fit of the government, at which time the original owner

is allowed the first opportunity to buy in by paying the

back taxes and the penalty. ^Mining machinery and sup-

plies are admitted into the country free of duty, and

the produce of the mines is not charged duty in ex-

portation.

Theve are no smelting works or mints, and at present

Ecuador has no means for the purchase and coinage of

gold bullion.

Gold ilixixG at Zakuma

The Zaruma district is in the extreme south of the

republic, in the province of El Oro, l.'JO mi. south from

the City of Guayaquil. It is reached by steamer to

Santa Rosa, thence muleback for 45 mi. The ele\ation

is from 2.000 to 5,000 ft. above sea level.

It was just before the middle of the Sixteenth Cen-

tury when Francisco Pizarro and his associates went in

boats from Panama to Ecuador. Their first mainland

headquarters was at a point where now is situated the

town of Tumbez, at the moiith of the river of the same

name and near the boundary between Ecuador and Peru.

The river's source is 125 mi. to the east, formed of sev-

eral large rivers that come out from the mountains. Amid
these rivers and hills lie the mineral districts of Zaruma.

During the first years after the Conquest the adven-

turous Spaniard ascended the river in search of the origin

of the gold found in the gravels until, arrived at the

heart of the Zaruma disttict, he there found native In-

dians engaged in washing gold from the outcrops of

large quartz veins. Here, in 1549-50, he founded the

town of Zaruma. The famous road built under the rule

of the wonderful Inca passes not far from Zaruma. ami

there may still be seen some stretches of the original

.stone pavement. Here they began mining for gold ami

subsequently explored and worked veins over an area at

least 15 mi. in length north and south by 5 mi. wide.

One may still see the marks of caves and openings il. -

noting a va.st number of old workings, for the most jii

filled with water, mud and vegetable growth and
cavings.

^lost of the ancient mines are now inaeeesible. tlinn

many give evidences of extensive workings. Entrai

and exit were by shaft, tunnel and inelinc. and the '

was carried out on men's backs. The bottom of the "

dized zone, where they stop])ed mining, is usually 1

ft. beneath the surface, but the greatest of the anciciii

nn'ncs undoubtedly reached a depth of 300 ft. The only

tools of metal ever found were some soft-iron bars.

Tlu! ore was treated by grinding and washing. A va.st

system of Avater ditches and reservoirs spread over the

district. Hundreds of stone shoes and dies of the little

two-staiu]) mills have been found in many places, and

also file beds of old arrastres. The stamp mill consisted
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of two stamps; the motor was a wooden Imx nf the size

of a modern candle box; the die an oval bouldLr liaving

on its upper side two cupped out wells, into wiiieh dropped

the stone shoes, smaller boulders with the upper end

sharpened to a neck. This neck was driven into a wooden
boss-head that extend«l up, tapering to form a stem on

wliich was a wooden spike to serve as tappet. The cam
was operated by means of an overshot waterwheel. The
principle is the same as that employed today in our

gravity staiups. After stamping they probal)ly panned

the free gold.

In 1815 Spain sent a representative, wlio rcqiorteil that

many mines were being worked, but after the war of

independence mining soon fell off and almost ceased for

a long time. In 18U; Doctor Wolf made a study of the

district and in 1879 published a short description. In

1878 mining men from Chile and Peru came in and made
the first mining-claim denouncements (locations), and in

1880 the Great Zaruma Gold j\Iining Co. was organized

at London and began development. Two years were spent

in road construction and attempts to introduce large

machinery, but not having finished the road and the

macliinery being too heavy for muleback, it lias lain

abandoned at tidewater ever since. In 1883 tlio English

company's manager joined the Salazar revolution and
was killed at the gates of Quito.

Between 1883 and 1887 the English company raised

additional capital, worked the mines and made some gold

shipments. In 1887 it was liquidated and a new cor-

poration, calling itself the Zaruma Gold Mining Co.,

was organized to continue development. In 1889 French
capitalists investigated the district, but discontinued work
the following year. In 1895 the English company aban-

doned the district entirely, its failure being due probably

to lack of improved metallurgical methods and adequate

means of communication with the coast. In 1897 a

company was organized in the United States, took over

the properties, began development and is still operating.

The Geology of the Distrut

The geology of the district has not been finally deter-

mined, but it is probably large flows of andesite, dacite,

rhyolite (some porphyritic and some brecciated) lying on
the mica-schists that appear at the south end. This

area has been extensively faulted and intersected by nu-

merous veins of quartz and caleite, all probably containing

some gold.

In the country rock a few pyrite crystals are

found more plentiful near the veins; and within

the veins there is often a heavy mineralization of jiyrite,

cbalcopyrite, blende and galena. The quartz veins are

often more than 15 ft. wide, and in some places many
large veins lief' parallel, forming a great mountain of

quartz and country rock, with here and there ancient

workings. On the surface tlie country rock decomposes
I'apidly, resulting in yellow and red clay. Ridges often

indicate quartz, and many of the cailons arc worn deep
by decomposition and water. The area described is lit-

erally peppered with ancient workings, and in most places

where recent development has penetrated beneath ancient

niines, workable ore has been found.

The country is cut by several large north-and-south
faults and numerous cross-faults. One may be traced for

several miles with ancient mine workings along it. This
fault frequently makes orebodies of quartz and caleite.

The entire vein matter contains fine particles of free

gold, so scattered and small as to Ije invisible to the eye.

Occasionally an exceedingly rich streak is found, made up
of a black mineral, probably tetrahedrite, containing fine

particles of free gold. Several vein sy.stenis have been
developed and partly mined, the shoots ranging in .size

from 3 to 15 ft. thick and assaying in gold up to $30
per ton. In silver the ore may be counted to average

$1 per ton.

Weekly development samjiles are taken from the vari-

ous working faces, and after the ground has been opened,
systematic sampling is completed. Several methods of

sloping are employed. Where the walls are loose, close

filling is carried on. In the veins of firm walls the

shrinkage system is employed, while in some of the tight.

narrow veins the slopes are left open, and in some cases

pillars of vein matter are left over the level runway.
Underground drilling is almost entirely by the air drill.

using the one-man stoper, the jackhamer for sinking and
both the mounted jackhamer and the regular drifter for

development.

Long experience in milling has demonstrated the suit-

ability of the cyanide process. There is neither smeltery

nor mint in Ecuador, so all bullion must be shipped to

foreign countries.

Water Powek Developed

The power is all from water. There are a number
of large rivers near the mines. The principal water-

power installation is a 60-in. diameter concrete tube.

21/2 mi- in length, delivering 6,000 cu.ft. of water a minute
under a vertical liead of 150 ft. The 40-stan)p mill has

an 8-ft. Pelton wheel on the lineshaft. In a like manner
the crushers are driven, while the hoisting engine is oper-

ated by a 9-in. Francis-type turbine, reducing the speed

through gears. From a low-head power another line

drives three air compressors by means of Pelton wheels.

directly connected. Concrete is employed for the tube

instead of conducting the water in an open ditch, be-

cau.se of the fractured condition of the mountain and the

certainty of land slides.

All machinery and supplies must be sectionalized for

transportation by small mules. ]\lule-freight costs range

from the best freight in the time of good roads at Ic.

a pound to the most awkward freight in time of bad

roads at 20c. a pound.

The available workman is a mixture of Spanish and

native Indian stock, the type found in most of the towns

and cities. The full-blood native Indian lives in the

higher altitudes, cultivates the soil, seldom comes to the

low country and does not care to enter the mines. The
native need not work out, because he can live on rice and

bananas and a few otiier foods grown by himself. But
these Ecuadorians usually show ability and eagerness to

learn and become good workmeli as miners, drilling botli

by hand and by machine. They also become good me-
chanics. Since there are no other mines in the republic.

they must learn here. The common laborer is counted

not reliable, but those who do important work, suth as

mechanics, car]ienters. drill runners, timbermen, mill

helpers and clerks, arc steady, especially so since the ad-

vent of free food.

The wage is based upon the work done wherever pos-

sible, and they like to be able to gain more by greater

effieiencv. Then, loo, boTinses are <:iven for extr.i steadi-
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ness and aecomplisliment. The wage ranges from 50c.

a day, in United States currency equivalent, for common
labor to from $1 a day up for the miners, the latter

based upon the meterage of hole drilled, and many miners

can make $3 a day; all labor includes in addition free

food. Over a long period the drilling speed has aver-

aged 2 m. per shift per man for single hand-hammer

work and 14 m. per shift per man for the machine stoper.

There are at present employed 500 native Ecuadorians

and 40 foreigners.

Because of extraordinary overhead expenses, such as

traveling, agencies, attorneys, home office, hospitals,

management, etc., with also excessive repairs and high

transportation, costs must always be considerably higher

than in similar operations in settled countries, and be-

cause of tliis it is all the more important in such an

enterprise to attain large tonnage basis of operations,

and that again calls for adequate transportation.

Because of its isolation and lack of railroads or other

means of quick commvmication with the outside, there

are many problems imusual at similar operations in

well-developed countries and consequently extraordinary

expenses. For instance, it is difficult and expensive to

maintain an efficient crew and an adequate stock of sup-

plies and machinery spares. The possibility of steamship

delays and the bad condition of trails require that these

needs be anticipated long in advance. Also, the language,

laws and customs are foreign to most men emploj^ed in

gold mining in the United States.

The climate is especially equable and agreeable. During

the last 17 years the thermometer has ranged from
51° to 93" F. in the shade; the averages recorded for

each day and summarized for the month are with almost

no variation, average minimum 63°, average maximum
83°, average at 8 p.m. 70°. The rainy season begins in

late December and ends with the close of April, the re-

maining seven months usually being without heavy rains.

The average annual rainfall is about 60 in. During the

rainy season brush and vines grow thick and to the height

of a man, but by the end of the dry season all are prac-

tically burned up.

Sanitaet axd Hygiexic Coxditioxs at Mixe

Distilled or boiled M^ater is provided at all times, though

the raw river water is dangerous only during the first

excessive rains, when all the world is being washed into

spring and river.

A medical staff is maintained and a constant fight

conducted to prevent illness and to l)etter the hygienic

conditions. The methods employed at Panama have been

followed and an energetic fight instituted against malaria,

the hookworm and other ills of the tropics, but yellow

fever and bubonic plague have never been here. The
brush is kept cut, rubbish and garbage are removed daily,

and dwellings are provided with screened quarters and

running water. A community can be brought to the

highest state of sanitation by proper care and prevention,

but it is difficult to secure the cooperation and assistance

of all the native population.

The mining conii)auy has introduced several welfare

improvements: It h;i-; voluntarily given free food to all

tlie workmen, dccniinir that tliis relieves tliem from the

trouble of providing' and cooking and makes for health,

strength and steadiness; it also provides schools free

to any child of the district; it o]ierates a boarding house

for feeding the staff employees and runs a garden where
most of the temperate-zone vegetables and local fruits

are grown for their benefit; large refrigerating rooms
have been installed where meats may be hung and all

cereals kept in full strength and free from insects; it

provides a building used as a miners' club, a club for

the staff and a chapel. The latest dwelling used by em-
ployees is a building of concrete—floor, walls and ceiling

all reinforced concrete—the roof local tile, screened win-

dows and doors. These are practically bugproof and
sluiceable, so that roaches and fleas cannot harbor therein.

Besides, this type of building is permanent, whereas those

first built of ordinary lumber rapidly decayed from boring

insects and rot. The native village and all staff dwellings

are equipped with water, bath and sewer. For diversion,

baseball, tennis, swimming, riding, dancing, etc., are in-

dulged in.

|S^ asa

Special Coeeespoxdexce

iliniug here at the present time is in a bad way. The
operating companies are having a hard time of it, both

through lack of labor and general dissatisfaction of the

men, and by reason of legislation that reacts against the

whole industry.

The new "Metals Exchange," formed at the instiga-

ation of the attorney general, has never made known
just what it is to do, but the exporting of ores, mattes

and in fact anything but refined metal ha* been pro-

hibited, and as the refineries are overloaded, there is

but little hope for the small operator. The refineries

are owned by the largest operators—Mt. Lyell, Mt.
Morgan, Wallaroo & Moonta, and the Broken Hill com-
panies—and I am informed that in order to get metals

refined, all of the companies mentioned have had to put

up considerable money for stock in the Port Kembla
plant. The Great Cobar was informed that it would have

to put up a certain sum toward the enlargement of the

plant if it wanted any refining done.

Settlements for matte and blister copper are made on

the London "standard" quotations, with a liberal dis-

count for freight, refining, selling, insurance and sun-

dries. With a difference of something like $80 per ton

between "standard" and electrolytic, the producer of

copper gets a fair cut taken out of his settlement.

The unions have put in application for all sorts of

"things"—44 hr. a week, 2s. plus a 7% raise, extras for

wet, hot or gassy places ; t^vo men on a machine at the

same rate of pay, 2s. extra per shift for contractors,

wliether they earn day's pay or not, a half holiday for

smeltermen on Saturday, no one-man machines to be

used, two men on even a "plugger," and of course only

union men to be employed. The evidence submitted to

tlie Arbitration Court in a recent case was interesting

reading. For absolutely silly remarks it makes George

Ade's works read like the Aztec calendar stone.

For strikes and squabbles there can be no place on the

face of the earth to compare with this cmmtry. A court

award, binding supposedly on both parties, holds the em-
ployer, but not the employee. Strikers, if fined, do not

pay the fines, and in place of "striking" or "walking

out," they "sto]) work."
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There is no doubt in my mind that the full realization

of the war has not yet impregnated the minds of the

majority of people here, and when the smash comes

—

and it is surely close at hand—you will have to dodge the

pieces on Broadway. Wages have been going up, with a

steady decrease in efficiency. There is no such thing as

discipline in the ranks of the workers, the recruits, or in

fact in the country.

The Great Cobar expects to blow in its furnaces tliis

month. It is operating with about 350 men at the pres-

ent time. It was enabled to resume operations only by

the state of New South Wales advancing £-10,000, the

bondholders raising £60,000. If the mines were any-

where else than here, they could be made to pay out the

greater part of their indebtedness.

A. Vact@risi Tisa ©p®iP8itll®Ea

The Cock's Pioneer Gold and Tin Mines, at Reedy
Creek, Eldorado, in the Breechworth district of Victoria,

Australia, operates a pump hydraulic-sluicing plant using

electric power, according to the report of the Sludge

Abatement Board of Victoria. The power, 1,300 kw. at

6,500 volts, is transmitted from a station 2 mi. down-

stream from the works.

The plant, as may be seen in the illustration, rests on a

false bottom 70 ft. from the surface and is capable of

elevating over 120 ft. and sluicing 16,000 cu.yd. of

COCKS PIONEliK JLU AM) TIN Ml.N'ES, ELDORADO.
VICTORIA

material weekly. The nozzle discharge is 4,000 gal. per

min. The gold and tin deposits are estimated to be worth

from £5,000 to £8,000 per acre. Two large areas,

rregating 148 acre-feet, are provided for retention and

settlement of the discharged tailings in conformity with

the provisions of the law.

The company's operations have been somewhat retarded

recently because of water scarcity. In order to economize

the supply it is, after sluicing, caught in the tailings

dam and returned, to be used over again.

'^.

BritSsIh ManaeraS ProdltmcMoBa
We published in the Juurnal of Oct. 2, ]!)15, the

statistics of minerals produced in the United Kingdom
i'rom mines coming under the Coal Mines Act and the

^letalliferous Mines Act, and from quarries. The British

Home Office has just issued its general report on mines

I

and quarries for the year ending Dec. 31. 1014, which

gives the total production for the year. These figures

are not repeated, inasmuch as the information can readily

be obtained by adding the items as already published.
However, the present report gives information as follows,

not heretofore published, regarding metals produced from
United Kingdom ores in 1914: Copper, 341 long tons;

gold (bar) 99 oz.; iron, 4,786,090 long tons; lead, 19,378
long tons; silver, 146,444 oz. ; tin, 5,056 long tons; zinc,

5,208 long tons. The total value of these metals at the

average market price was £19.285,721.

TiPSiiaspoiPtatlaoia aim ASasIiSa*

The railroads that have been constructed, together with

other data such as mileage, terminals and gage, are given

in the following table :'

Southeastern Alaska:
White Pass and Yukon route, Skagrway to White Pass
(narrow gage). Terminal at White Horse, Yukon
Territory—total mileage, 102 mi 20.4

Yakutat Southern Ry., Yakutat to Situk River (narrow
gage) 9.0
Copper River:

Copper River & Northwestern Ry., Cordova to Kenne-
cott (standard gage) 195.0
Kenai Peninsula:

Alaska Northern Ry., Seward to a point near head of
Turnagain Arm (standard gage) 71.6
Yukon Basin:

Tanana Valley Ry., Fairbanks and Chena to Chatanika
(narrow gage) 46.0
Seward Peninsula:

Seward Peninsula Ry., Nome to Shelton (narrow gage) 80.0
Paystreak branch, Seward Peninsula Ry. (narrow gage) 6.5
Council City & Solomon River Ry., Council to Penelope
Creek (standard gage) 32.5

Wild Goose Ry., Council to Ophir Creek (narrow gage) 5.0

466.0

The coastal terminals for railways in Alaska are com-
paTatirely few even after the broad mountain barrier

which screens the greater part of the territory has been

broken through.

According to Alfred H. Brooks, member of the recent

lailway commission, the geograjDhic features limit the

I'lutes to four zones, as follows: (1) the Chilkat basin,

(
•-' ) the Alsek basin, (3) the Copper basin and (4) the

SiL-iitna basin. The rivers after which the basins are

named indicate the general position and direction of

the routes.

The three districts first outlined may be designated

;;s follows:- A, the western; B, the middle; and C, the

(astern. The railways that have been proposed and con-

structed or partly constructed are given below

:

DISTRICT A
Cliilkat Inlet Railway and Navigation Co.
Alaska & Northwestern Railway Co.
Chilkat & Yukon Railway Co.
Haines Mission & Boundary Railroad Co.
Dvea & Chilkoot Railroad Co.
Chilkoot Railroad and Transportation Co.
Chilkoot Pass Transportation Co. ,

Pacific & Arctic Railway and Navigation Co.
American & Canadian Transportation Co.
Yukon Railway Co.
Yukon Mining, Trading and Transportation Co.
Juneau, Douglas & Treadwell R.R. Co.
Alaska Southern Railway Co.
The Setuck Railroad Co.
The Yakutat & Southern Railway Co.*

DISTRICT B
Alaska Central Railroad Co.. Valde-z to Yukon River, etc.

Alaska Central Railway Co.. Resurrection Bay northerly, etc.

Alaska Pacific Railway and Terminal Co., Controller Bay.
Akron, Sterling & Northern Railroad Co., valdez east and

Alaska Home Railway Co.. Valdez easterly „ „
Copper River & Northwestern Railway Co.,* Controller Bay,

Copper River Railw.tv Co.,* Orca Bay east and north
Katalla & Carbon Mountain Railway Co., Controller Bay north

•Constructed road.

•Excerpt from paper by W. R. Crane, Dean, School of
Mines of the Pennsvlv.ania State College, in "Otflcial Proceed-
ings of the Railway" Club of Pittsburgh," Sept. 24, 1915.

'"Railway Routes in Alaska and Report of Alaska Railroad
Commission,"" 62d Coniiress, 3d Session. Document No. 1346.

^"Railroads In Alaska." 60th Congress, 2d Session. Docu-
ment No. 1201.
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Hubbard-Elliott Copper Mines Development Co. of Alaska
Valrlez-Yukon Railroad Co., Valdez easterly
Valdez-Marshall Pass & Northern Railway Co.,* Valdez east
Bering River Railroad Co.. Controller Bay (Kanak Island)
Tanana Mines Railroad Co.» (now Xanana Valdez Railroad Co.)
Valdez, Copper River & Tanana Railroad Co.. Valdez east.
Cook Inlet Coal Fields Co., Cook Inlet
Alaskan Coal and Coke Co.. Yukon River.

DISTRICT C
Alaska Coast Line Railroad Co.. Nome along coast
Bering Sea & Council City Railway Co., Nome to Council

City, etc.
Council City & Solomon River Railroad Co.,* Solomon to

Council City, etc.
Golovin Bay Railroad Co.,* Council City northerly and

easterly
Seward Peninsula Railway Co..* Nome northerly, etc.
Yukon River & Bering Strait Railroad Cc, Teller to Council

City, etc.
Wild Goose Railroad Co.,* Nome northerly
Nebraska. Kansas & Gulf Railway Co. (known as Alaska cfe

Cape Nome R.v.

)

Trans-Alaskan Ry. Co.. Port Clarence easterly, etc.
Trans-Alaska Railway Co., Port Clarence easterly, etc.
Tin City & Arctic Railroad Co.. Tin City northerly
Northwestern Railroad Co., only pier and terminal ground

at BerinsT City.
Norton Bay & Yukon Railway and Navigation Co.. Norton Bay
Alaska .'Jhort Line Railway & Navigation Co., Iliamna Bay

*Constructed roads.

That it has not proved to be an easy task to finance

railways in Alaska is evident from the fact that out of

the 45 that have been incorporated only 9 have had
sufficient construction work done to permit them to be

called railways, while in a number of instances the point

has been .stretched to allow of this, as less than ten

miles of rails have been laid.

It is not likely that other railways will be built in

Alaska by private capital for some time to come.

Ocean Thaxspoetation

Few of the seaports of Alaska are connected by roads

of any description whatever, which means that they are

more or less isolated and must depend upon boat service

almost entirely. The harbors of southeastern Alaska, and
e.xtendincr to Cook Inlet in the Gulf of Alaska, are within

1,500 mi. of Puget Sound ports, being practically free

from ice the year round. Si.x trips a month are main-
tained during the .summer to the more extreme points,

while the ports of southeastern Ala.<ka have more fre-

quent service. Winter sendee is maintained, but at less

f i-equent intervals. Nome and St. Michaels are iiiaccessil)le

during about three months of the year, steamers making-

trips direct from Puget Sound points. There is no

regular and continuous service between Alaskan ports

except those east of Cook Inlet.

The following steamship lines operate between Alaska

and the States: Alaska Steamship Co., 13 boats; Pacific

Coast Steamship Co., G ; Alaska Coast Steamship Co.,

3; Western Alaska Steamship Co., ;?: Northern Steam-

.«liip Co., 2; Humboldt Steamshi]) Co., 1 boat; Dodge
Steamship Co., 1; Canadian-Pacific Navigation Co., 2

Ixiats; various smaller lines, cannery vessels and small

independent boats; total 31 boats.

The .service from Puget Sound ])orts is ajjproximate-

ly as follows: To Skagway, ne passenger and one

freight vessel every two days in summer and every three

days in winter; to Seward, six p<issenger and two freight

lioats per month, and four passenger and two freight

boats in winter; Cook Inlet points are served about once

in every 2'-'> to 25 days; Nome and Bering Sea ports have

.<ix combination passenger and freight l)oats, and from

four to six freight lioats call during the four months

extending from June 1 to Oct. 1.

There are several larire rivers in Alaska now serving a

most useful purpose in the development of the territory,

the most important bcin;; the Yukon, Porcupine, Tanana,

Koyukuk, Innoko, Iditorod and Kuskokwini, which

aggregate about 5.000 nn. of inniL'able wntcrways. The

Yukon is navigable for fully 2,000 mi. ; the next in im-
portance is the Kuskokwini, navigable for at least 1,000

mi.; and the Tanana, although considerably shorter,

passes through a fairly well-proven territory from tlic

standpoint of natural resources. Connect these water-

ways with railways serving mining and agricultural dis-

tricts and the rapid development of the territory will be

assured.

The lines operating on the Alaskan inland waters are

:

Northern Navigation Co., 20 boats; White Pass & Yukon
Houte, 16; Merchants Yukon Line, 4; Cook's Inlet

Transportation Co., 1 ; Georgie Steamship Co. 1 boat.

Cost of Road and Railroad Building

In order that an idea may be had of the cost of railroad

construction in Alaska, the following figures are given,

but are undoubtedly high and should not be considered

as probable costs of such work in the future and under
more auspicious conditions

:

White Pass & Yukon Ry., $62,000 per mile; Copper
River & Northwestern R.R., $75,000 ; Alaska Central Ry.,

$71,000 per mile.

Cost of wagon and sled roads and trails has been given

as follows : Wagon roads per mile, $2,484 ; sled roads,

$229 ; trails, $98.

The Alaskan Eoad Commission has had considerable

e.xperience in the construction of roads under practically

all of the conditions that are known to exist in the

territory, so that the figures given, while exceeding their

estimate by a few dollars, are appro.ximately accurate.

It is claimed that it will cost $7,250,000 to complete the

wagon-road system planned for Alaska, which sum will

have to be secured from Congress with the exception of

about $1,000,000 that will be available from territorial

taxes.

Atsjist^SiEaaBa (Gold Fs^odl^ctEOini

Preliminary figures have been received from all but

two of the states of Australia for the gold production in

1915. The exceptions are South Australia and the

Northern Territory; their output is small and can be

closely estimated. The figures are given in the accom-

])anying table in comparison with those for the preceding

vcar.
COLD PRODUCTION OF .\USTR.\LI.\

(In Fine Ounces)
1914 19ir, Changes

Western Australia 1,232,977 1.210,120 D. 22.8.57

Victoria 413,21s 352,200 D. 61,018
Queensland 249.46s 248,300 D. 1.168
New South Wales 124. .t07 145.962 I. 21,455
South Australia 6,258 5,500 D. 758
Tasmania 26,243 16,256 D. 9,987
Northern Territory 2,532 2,500 D. 32

Total Commonwealth. 2,055,203 1,980,838 D. 74.365

Total value $42,481,045 $40,943,921 D. $1,537,124

Some revision may still be made on the figures for 1915.

It will probably be upward, especially in the figures for

'i':i:;niiiniM. New Zealand publislied no iiionMdy statements

during the past year, and its i)!oduction is still to be

ascertained.

Ciinip lllr<r« Cnitltiiliziitlon will be reduced, by a recent

Chancery decree which consents to the reduction of the com-
pany's capital from £125,000 divided Into 1.000,000 shares of

2s. 6d. per share each to £62,500 divided into 1,000.000 shares

of Is. 3d per share each, by cancelling paid-up capital to the

amount of 9d. per share and by returning capital to the extent

of 6d. per share in cash. Warrants for payment of the above
return of capital were posted to shareholders on Jan. 7.
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)il©irg^ge aimdl MaimdlMinig' ©f Explosives
Eim Miini(

P.'l (ll MILKS E. MlXKOEJ

SIXOF.</.'<—Tliere arc 1,600 mi.rt'iics u] e.rplo-

sf'i'e composition known, and the number will be

i/reathj increased, it is expected, in the near future.

In handling explosives thought should be given to

natural as well as accidental causes of detonation.

.\ny considerable quantity of explosive should be

bought on specification. Bad practice to store dif-

ferent kinds of powder in one magazine. Detona-

tors should never be stored with powder.

Xo treatment of this problem should be worthy of seri-

ous consideration which does not recognize the large

number of variables, of opposite signs, that enter into it

and that must be so balanced as to produce the best prac-

ticable and operative result. First among these variables

is that of the explosives devised for use. Major C'undill,

one of Her Majesty's inspectors of explosives, appears to

have been the first to assemble, in 1889, in his "Dictionary

of Explosives,"' a descriptive list of those recognized up

to that time. This met with such acceptance that in 189.5

(Lieut.-Col. Cundill having died ad interim) Captain

Thomson, of the same service, brought out a second edition

of this work, wherein it appears that at that time upward

of 1,000 explosives were so sufficiently recognized as to be

recorded. The value of such a presentation as that ini-

tiated by Colonel Cundill was so well recognized that

similar publications, based on his, appeared in other

countries, a notable and recent example being the "Dic-

tiouaire des ilatieres Explo.-ives" by Dr. J. Daniel,

published, with a preface by Berthelot, in Paris in 1903.

It is difficult to enumerate explosives from Daniel's dic-

tionary, because he includes the prinrary substances, many
of which, as demonstrated by Berthelot, possess explosive

properties, and which, as further demonstrated in such

instances as that of the tri-nitro-toluenes, may be directly

used as explosives in many situations, but it is not sur-

prising that the numljer of explosives recorded by him

markedly exceeds that of the 1895 edition of CundilFs

"Dictionary." It is quite to be expected that in tlie

intervening years the number has been added to greatly.

GROWIXG XuilBER OF EXPLOSIVE COMPOSITIOXS

For examples, one may note the report of the inspec-

tors of explosives for 1910, when 29 explosives were added

to the Authorized List and 23 to the Authorizalile List,

or .51 in all ; or to its report for 1912, when 30 explosives

were added to the Authorized List and 35 to the .\uthoriz-

able, or 65 in all. A measure of growth may perhaps also

be found in the "List of Permitted Exjilosives"' of Great

Britain, which in 1912 contained names and descriptions

of GO explosives, but five of which aiijieared in the Cun-

dill '"Dictionary" of 1895, and these five names seemed to

be applied to other compositions than those set forth witli

them in the Permitted List. An analogous test of the

growth in the number of explosives may consist in a

•Paper presented at Second Pan-American Scientific Con-
gress, Washington. D. C, and published by permission.

tDean, Faculty Graduate Studies, Georpre Washington
University. Washington, D. C.

conipari.son of those recorded in the "List of Permissible

Explosives" of the United States Bureau of Mines with

those of the dictionaries. Thus for 1913, in Bureau of

Mines Technical Paper Xo. 52 we find 97 explosives enu-

merated, of which S0% at least are newly devised.

Time is not at command in which to search the litera-

ture for every explosive composition of matter proposed

or in use, but it is not under the mark to affirm the belief

that they number 1,500 and this number will undoubtedly
he greatly increased in the near future. Xaturally, since

the dictionary records are historical as well as concurrent,

the number of explosives in use at the present time is but

a fraction, say 15%, of the total, and of these but a por-

tion, say 70%, or about 150, are in use in mines to-

day. These 150, however, exhibit many variations in

properties. Thus the "Permissible Explosives" are, by the

L'nited States Bureau of Mines, grouped by their com-
positions into ammonium-nitrate, hydrated. organic-

nitrate and nitroglycerin explosives, which renders it evi-

dent that the members of each class differ in properties

from the members of each of the other classes : and since,

as shown by the data presented in Bureau of Mines Tech-

nical Paper Xo. 52, the rate of detonation of each explo-

sive in a class dillers from that of any other explosive

in the same class, it is correct to assume that it differs

in its other behaviors and properties likewise, and so far

as data on these points have been secured from experience

or experiment, the assumption has been confirmed.

Maxy Factors Affectixg Security from Accidext

But to the inlierent difierences which characterize each

explosive there are added in practice the differences arising

in its manner of preparation for storage, transportation

and use, such as the different forms and sizes of cartridges,

the different kinds of wraj)pers in which the explosive

is inclosed, both as to material and treatment, and the

different ways in which the cartridges are packed, su^h as

in sawdust or in cartons or in bags, like those that have

been used with nondeliquescent free-rimning powders.

The differences joointed out constitute but a part of the

variables entering into the problem whose solution is

sought, and evidently, since the problem set involves as

well all conditions and varieties of mining, it must be con-

sidered broadly to embrace all these variables. Security

with efficiency will best be attained by regulations which

are detc-niined by the extreme j)roperties of the members

of the group. Such regulations will necessarily be exact-

ing and severe. They may be jnodified in the case of a

particular explosive from a special consideration of the

])roperties of this single ex])losive, but this modifying

should be done only by a pi-operly constituted authority,

such as a govermnental official, or when no provision exists

lor action by such an official, only the employer or such

person as must bear the responsil)ility in case of accident

should be permitted to change tlie regulations, and he

should be ready to prove that he was justified in doing so.

That this discrimination between explosives, .hie to

an observed difference in their properties, is practiced may

be proved by rclercnce to the "Table Sho\»iiig Distances
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from Protected Works for Magazines and Other Danger

Buildings,"^ prepared at the Home Office, England, where

the distances between the bniklings exacted for gunpowder

are in repeated instances much less than those exacted for

other explosives, or by reference to the British Order in

Council of June 11, 1910, imder Sec. 50 of the Explo-

sives Act of 18T5, whereb)' tri-nitro-toluol, which then

was, and today is, widely used per se as an explosive and

which is classed as a high explosive, was exempted "from

being deemed to be an explosive during manufacture and

storage unconditionally, and when conveyed or imported,

provided it is properly packed,''^ it being stated that this

ruling for this substance was made "in view of its rela-

tive insensitiveness and freedom from danger properties."'

I do not cite these examples in indorsement of the

action taken. In fact, some subsequent occurrences cast

a doubt on the wisdom of the latter ruling. I simply wish

to emphasize my opinion that there should be no relaxing

of stringent regulations except on the advice or permis-

sion of a competent authority tliat can give an intelligent

and satisfactory reason for making the modification, and

that it should never be done simply for the sake of con-

venience or to save time, labor or money, for in the long

run such a proceeding will be found to be poor economy.

COXSIDERATIOXS IX HaXDLIXG EXPLOSIVES

In dealing with explosives it is to be always borne in

mind that their ability to explode is their most significant

characteristic and that this may be initiated by a variety

of means, such as heat, fire, detonation, or chemical reac-

tion with other substances, or by causes which give rise

to heat, such as friction and percussion : hence, although

the different explosive substances manifest different

degrees of sensitiveness in response to these initiating

causes of explosion, they should always be so handled,

stored and used as to protect them from all of these influ-

ences up to the moment of use. Xo explosive should ever

be accepted unless it is packed in strict accordance with

regulations such as those of the United States Interstate

Commerce Commission governing the transportation of

explosives.

Explosives Should Be Bought ox Specificatioxs

Where any considerable quantity of explosive is to be

used, it has been found wise to purchase the material on

specifications drawn so as to cover not only the quantity,

composition, size of sticks, method of packing and time

and place of delivery, but also the date of manufacture.

The importance of age in blasting explosives arises from

the fact that not only will many of these substances under-

go unfavorable changes by exposure to moisture or to dry

air, and especially through successive exposures, and that

the longer they are kept the greater likelihood of their

encountering such exposures, but there are some among
those in use which, even when carefully protected from

moisture and dryness, nevertheless undergo changes that

are made manifest, among other evidences, by a loss in

plasticity of the cartridges, and with these changes in the

constitution of the mass there is a change in the reliability,

uniformity of action or efficiency of the explosive. 1

have already set forth elsewhere the necessity of securing

and preserving uniformity in explosives.'' Of course,

'"The Manufacture of Kxploslves," Oscar Guttmann, Vol. II,

p. ::79; 1895.

-Thlrty-flfth Ann. Kciion. H. M. Insp. Exp., p. 3; I'.Ul.

•The Standardization of Explosives," Charles E. Munroe,
Pro.. Am. Soc. Testing M:il. rials, :', G38-41; 1909.

where "Permissible Explosives" are purchased, it is un-

necessary to specify composition, for such explosives to be

"Permissilde"' must have the composition found at the

Testing Bureau for them when they are placed upon the

list.

Best Practice ix Storixg Explosives

As soon as the explosive in the original packages is

received, it should be placed in the storage magazine. This

magazine should never be within the mine itself, and it

should be so situated at the surface that the explosion of

its contents will not afl'ect the mine or injure the machin-

ery by which it is operated or the devices by which it is

ventilated. This magazine should also be so situated as

not to menace the highways, railways, dwellings, school-

houses or other buildings in the neighborhood or the

approaches to the mine. Some of the states have already

enacted laws governing this matter. Where such do not

exist, a guide may be found in the English Table of Dis-

tances already alluded to and in the proposed American
Table.'' Xaturally, in placing this magazine due consid-

eration should be given to the readiness with which it may
be approached from road or railway for the delivery of

explosives to it and the readiness and ease with which

the supplies may be conveyed from it to the mine where

they are to be used. The boxes of explosives should be

so placed that the cartridges lie on their sides, and
these boxes should be turned over at least once a month
if they contain any liquid explosive, such as nitroglycerin,

as a component of the mixture. They should not be

stacked higher than the height at which the magazine
storekeeper can easily reach them when standing on

the floor, because he may otherwise, when attempting

to remove the upper boxes, allow one to drop, which is

hazardous. The explosives should be so stored that each

consigmnent is in a pile by itself, and the older explosives

should be used first, purchases being made, if possible,

with such relation to the stock on hand and the rate of

consumption that none of the supply becomes more than

four months old.

It is considered bad practice to store different classes

of explosives in the same magazine, members of the nitrate

class such as black blasting powder being, in good prac-

tice, stored apart from those of the nitroglycerin class.

It i.-: apparent that if explosives of the hydrated class

were stored in the same with a dry deliquescent explosive,

circumstances might occur through which not only would

the hydrated explosive become more or less completely

dehydrated, but under which the deliquescent explosive

would absorb more or less moisture and thus both explo-

sives would have detei'iorated. Another, though less

important reason, for having but one kind of explosive in

a magazine is that where there is more than one kind

present and an accident of the kind styled "spontaneous

explosion" occurs, there is always something of a doubt

as to which of the explosives gave rise to the accident, witli

the result that there may be a loss of confidence in a really

trustworthy explosive.

Under no circumstances should detonators or electric

detonators (commercially known as blasting caps, dyna-

mite caps, electric fuses, electric igniters and by other

names) or any similar devices containing fulminate or

"Bulletin No. SO. U. S. Bureau of Mines, p. 99 (1915). By
Charles K. Munroe and Clarence Hall. Also Bulletin No. 75,

V. S. Bureau of Mines, p. 3S. hv \V. U. InRalls, J. Parke Chan-
nlng, J. R. Flnley, James Douglas and John Hays Hammond.
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detonating compositions be stored in a magazine with other

explosives, nor so near such a magazine that if the entire

stock of detonators were to be exploded en masse, as by

fire or a stroke of lightning, this explosion would cause

the detonation of the contents of the large magazine.

No other substances or things besides explosives, record-

ing instruments and magazine shoes, and perhaps maga-

zine clothes, should be allowed in an explosives magazine.

Tools of all kinds, paint supplies, oily waste or rags, or

any other thing which may give rise to fire should be espe-

cially prohil)ited. The storage magazine for explosives

and the small detonator magazine should be placed in

charge of a specially careful magazine storekeeper, who
should he required not only to receive and issue all ex-

plosive supplies, to keep an account of them and to read

the recording instruments, but to see that all regiilations

relative to the magazines are obeyed. He should see to it

that the magazine is kept free from dirt and grit, that

no explosive has become spilled upon or has exuded upon

the floor or any of the boxes, that the packages are intact,

that the ventilation is maintained in the best condition

as determined by atmospheric changes, and that no one

enters the magazine without first putting on magazine

shoes and, preferably, wearing magazine clothes. The
shoes should be of felt and sufficiently large to go over

the ordinary footwear. They are to be kept .just inside

the magazine door and are put on and removed while the

person is standing on the landing outside. The magazine

suit is preferalily a woolen union suit made without pock-

ets, so that matches and metallic things, such as knives

and keys, may not be carried into the magazines.

Temperature Considerations in Magazines

Where any quantity of explosive is being stored, it is

the best practice to have the magazine fitted with maxi-

mum and minimum thermometers and with an hygrom-

eter, in order that, by the adjustment of the ventilating

system, the magazine may be kept within the desired

limits of temperature so far as possible and that when the

moisture content of the outer atmosphere is excessive, the

volume of air passing through may be reduced. The in-

struments may be read by the magazine storekeeper, or

they may be so devised as to make automatic records in

the managers or superintendent's office. The temperature

of the magazine should not be allowed to exceed 90° F.,

and with nitroglycerin explosives it should be prevented,

so far as possible, from falling below 53° F.

Should explosives be received at the magazine or become

frozen while therein it should never be attempted to

thaw them-within the magazine. This should he done only

outside the magazine in thawers or thaw houses such as

are described in Bulletin Xo. 17 and Technical Paper

No. 18 of the Bureau of Mines.

No boxes of explosives should ever be opened within

a magazine. This should be done in a shed erected behind

a barricade separating it from the magazines and other

buildings and structures and from roadways or other

routes of travel. The boxes of explosives, when nailed,

should be- opened by means of a hardwood wedge and

mallet. No metal tool should be used. And no smoking

should l)e allowed.

The explosives magazine should be di-y, cool, well-ven-

tilated, shotproof, fireproof and protected from lightning

strokes. It slioukl be so constructed and of such material

that, should it by any chance be destroyed by an explosion

of its contents, it will supply the minimum of inflamed

or incandescent embers and of flying missiles. Such a

structure is found in the Bureau of Mines magazine con-

structed of cement-mortar, which is described, with de-

tailed specifications for its erection, by Clarence Hall and
Spencer P. Howell, in "Magazines and Thaw Houses for

Explosives,"^ and the advantages it possesses are estab-

lished by the results of the tests recorded there.

As TO Stohixo Powder Underground

It is necessary that explosives be taken into the mine,

but it is a deljatable question as to the establishment of

magazines underground. The English decision in this

matter in so far as it relates to coal mines is quite explicit,

for Statutory Rules and Orders, 1912, No. 511, states:

No explosive substance shall be stored underground in

any mine. The owner, agent or manager of the mine shaU
provide a suitable place or places of storage aboveground
for all explosives intended to be used in the mine and shall

make suitable provision conveniently near the entrance of
the mine for the storage of surplus explosive brought out of
the mine at the end of each shift. If any explosive remains
in the possession of a worl^man at the end of his shift, either
he shall bring it with him out of the mine and return it at

once to the place of storage provided for the purpose, or if the
explosive is required foi" a shift immediately following, he
shall deliver it personally to the workman succeeding him
in his working place.

And it furthor specifies the exact form in which the

explosive shall be taken into the mine in the following:

No explosive shall be taken or used underground except
in cartridges, and such cartridges shall be taken into the
mine and kept, until about to be used for the charging of a

shot-hole, in a secure case or canister containing not more
than 5 lb., and a person shall not have in use at one time
in any one place more than one of such cases or canisters.

After Mar. 31, 1913, no explosive shall be taken or used under-
ground except in cartridges of the diameter of %-in., 1 1.4 -in.,

1,^-in., 1%-in., or 2-in., or in the ironstone mines in the

Cleveland district, in cartridges of the diameter of Ift-in.

I am not convinced that these provisions are altogether

satisfactory. I douljt the wisdom of each workman carry-

ing explosives in and out of a mine, for the chance of

accident increases in almost geometric ratio with the num-
ber of persons handling explosives and the jeopardy to

person increases with the density of beings about the locus

of the ex23losion. I believe it safer and wiser that a shot-

firer or other jjerson, chosen for his intelligence, sobriety

and reliability be entrusted with the conveyance of all

explosives and explosion devices into or from a mine and

their distribution there. These supplies should be taken

into the mine at some other time than when the men are

making their entrance or exit, so that in case of accident

there may be a minimum number of men about the ex-

plosive. The time of entrance may be before or after a

change in the shift as is found most convenient in opera-

tion. The quantity taken in should not exceed that re-

quired during or immediately after the working of the

shift. This of cour.-;e requires that the responsible author-

ity shall keep himself informed of the actual progress of

the work, the amount and kind of blasting to be done and

the kind and quantity of explosive needed. But this

requirement is only one which good management of neces-

sity demands, and it is therefore not burdensome or incon-

siderate.

If this practice of taking tlie entire quantity of explo-

sives and explosion devices required in a single shift

at once be followed, provision must be made for its stor-

age during fne .shift until distributed to the working

^Technical Paper No. IS, Bureau of Mines; 1912
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places in the mine; and since the material mnst be pro-

tected from moisture, accidents of various kinds and im-

proper distribution, it should be inclosed in a magazine

of some kind. Such a structure should be so situated that,

while allowing of convenient access from the various parts

of the mine—that is. while being centrally placed with

reference to the parts of the mine that are being worked

—

it shall be capable of the least possible damage to the means
of access to and about the mine. It should be sufficiently

remote from the regular routes of travel in the mine that

there may not be any large number of persons near it at

any time. It should be surrounded by barricades of loose

noncombustible material that may serve to dampen an

explosion and prevent its causing the explosion of gas-air

or dust-air mixtures about or at least diminishing their

magnitude. And finally it seems not impossible to, in

many instances, arrange safety valves aliout the maga-
zine ak-o^e, room or chamber siich as a lightly closed

shaft, which may provide a vent similar to the explosion

doors on blast furnaces and stoves in case of an explosion.

Open No Explosives in the Mine

No nailed or sealed boxes of explosives or explosion

devices that require force to open them should bo oiiened

in the mine. They should be opened at the opening shed

on the surface. Explosives shoidd be taken into the

mine in their original packages with the covers loose

liut secured, preferably by gummed paper strips. If

smaller amounts only are needed, they may be conveyed

in split market baskets, preferably lined with canvas and

provided with a canvas cover, or in indurated fiber

buckets provided with a cover of the same material or of

wood, and small lots may be conveyed about the mine in

similar containers. Under no circumstances should deto-

nators or analogous devices be brought into the mine or

(iistril)uted about the mine in the same containers with

explosives. Primers—that is, sticks or parts of sticks in

whi; h the detonators are inserted— should be made up at

the working place, but sliould there be found a good reason

lor making up a (juantity in advance, they should be made,

if in small quantity, in a secluded and mound-protected

])lace within the mine, or if in large quantity, on the

surface, and then tiiey should be brought into and distri-

Inited in the mine entirely apart from other explosives.

'1 hey should prcl'eraltly be brought in just before distri-

bution. There should be a strict accounting at all points

tor the explosives and explosion devices issued and used

or returned.

In blasting, alter charging the holes and lieloi-e the

blast is fired, a careful search should be made about the

room or working place and any explosives and explosion

devices not then used in charging these holes sliould lie

removed to a sulTicient distance from the blast and so

protected tluit they cannot bo exploded by symi)atliy, or

loncussion or impact fro:n them, and cannot possibly

become commingled with the debris from the blast. 'Die

occurrences reported of explosives being found in mined

coal as it reached tlie breaker or in merchant coal when

being stowed imlii iite that this search has not always been

thorough. A strict system of accounting will tend to

promote efficiency in tliis direction.

Tiie handling of ex|ilosive8 might be considered to

include the loading of the holes. So much has, how-

ever. i)een written on this subject that it seems unneces-

sary lo rchciirse it further ilian to <,[]] attention. ))erhMi)S

again, to Technical Papers Nos. fi, 7 and 17 of the

United States Bureau of Mines, as containing valuable

experimental data in reference to the loading and firing

of charges. The last-mentioned, styled "The Effect of

Stemming on the Efficiency of Explosives," by Walter
0. Snelling and Clarence Hall, is possibly the most novel

and original. It may be of interest to state that the

manager of one mine has reported a saving of $-50,0()0 in

his explosives account in a single year by following the

methods for using stemming taught by this research.

More recently Edgar A. Collins has stated" that he has

found in practice where 30% ammonia gelatin was be-

ing used in a given mine, a saving of 25% in quantity

of the explosive was effected by increasing the depth of

the tamped stemming above tlie charge, and that as a

consequence the amount of explosives issued to the miners
had been c-ut by 10 to 20% of that formerly issued.

]R.HgIhfts ®f Maira© Stlocl&lhoSdlers

r>Y A. L. II. Stkeet*

The statutory right of a stockholder in a mining com-
pany organized under the laws of California to examine

the company's mines and to take samples of the underlying

ore and to recover a penalty for refusal to permit an

inspection or taking of samples was recognized by the

California Supreme Court in the recent case of Symmes
vs. Sierra Nevada Mining Co., 153 "Pacific Reporter,"

710.

"The purpose of the examination," declares the court,

"is to arrive at the value of the property in wdiich

the stockholder is interested. Broadly speaking, that

value is composed of two elements—the economical or

uneconomical working of the mine, and the extent and

richness of the orebody. One employing an expert to

examine a mining property would view with amazement

a report that declared there was an orebody of given

dimensions, but that the expert had taken no samples,

caused no assays to be nuitle and could place no valuation

u]ion that orebody."

The court also decides that the law applies as fully

to mines owned by a California corporation in another

state as to those within the state.

SpaiaSsIhi F5^E=2ft©s Hsmipoff'fes

Importations of pyrites into the United States in 1915

from Spanish and Portuguese jiorts amounted to 912,573

long tons, according to the Davis Sulphur Ore Co., of

82 1-ieavcr St., New York. The shipments by ports were:

lluelva, 839,290 long tons; Seville (pena del Hiorro),

.'M.(i51; Pomariio (Mason & Barry), 35,G23 tons. In

t'.Ml, the shipments from these ports to the United States

aniountod to 854,432 tons.

Ciiiitoniiilu Will Hetalu KxcliiHive Control of the oil de-

posits of that country. A piesldential dtciee in a recent

number of El Guatemalteco specifies that deposits of oil and

hydrocarbons may be acquired or worked In no other way
than by lease from the government for terms of not more

than 10 years, and such leases will be made only to native or

naturalized Guatemalans. Special reKulntiiins are to be issued,

giving in detail the terms on which oil lands may be leased.

•Attorney, 829 Security Huildintr, Minneapolis, Minn.
»"Mln. and Scl. Press," Vol. 110, p. 7iiO, l',il.''i.
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Ijy C. Cakletox SeIII'LE*

At any mine where the underground workings are

extensive and considerable development work is done, as

old stopes are abandoned and new ones opened, taking

down and resetting pipe lines results in the throwing

out of hadly bent or twisted pipes which are ultimately

sent to surface to be straightened prior to beipg used

again. Straightening such pipes by hand is a slow process

and may often require a greater expense for labor than

the pipes are worth, or the hard sledging to which they

must be subjected may open the seams in lap-welded pipe,

making it unfit for further use.

At the Tonopah Belmont mine at Tonopah, Nev., Mr.

Hendricks, the master mechanic, has devised for straight-

ening pipes a simple machine which he claims so increased

the product that two men could turn out enough work in a

few shifts to save the cost of making the straightener.

This straightener was made of an 8xl2-in. Joshua
Hendy jaw crusher that was no longer required for

crushing and had been lying about unused for some time.

The straightener was made by taking out the toggles,

jaw and jaw plates, retaining only the crusher frame,

the pitman, with its shaft and eccentric, the driving-

pulleys and the flywheels.

The opening that had been occupied by the jaw plates

was filled with a block of wood A, as shown in the

accompanying sketches, and upon it was laid a piece of

square flat steel B nearly as wide and long as the opening

in the crusher. The pitman C was then turned over to

a horizontal position, as shown in the sketch, so that its

toggle end rested upon the plate B. To each of the

])rojections of the crusher frame D that fonnerly carried

the movable jaw shaft, an L-shaped piece of strap steel

E was bolted so that the shorter leg of the L projected

inwardly, and over the top of the pitman. The pitman

thus confined beneath the L-shaped pieces would slide

liack and forth in a horizontal plane upon the plate B
when the pulleys were turned.

Two guide plates F about 6 in. high, 1 in. thick and

as long as the width of the crusher, were bolted in a

vertical position on the crusher frame. These guides

were bored at the center to receive a piece of 3-in. or

1-iu. shafting G. The details of this piece of shafting

are shown in the sketch. One end is threaded, the other

provided with a fi.xed collar and cut down to a lug to

engage in a recess in the end of the pitman. A stout spiral

s|ii-ing // covers that part of the shaft between its collar

and the innermost of the two guide plates F. A checknut

/ fits over the threaded end of the shaft on the outside

of the outer one of the guides F. An internally threaded

steel sleeve J, carrying a steel fork-piece K, screws onto

tlie projecting threaded end of the shaft. Two heavy

strap-steel pieces L, bolted to the frame of the crusher

as shown, completed the device. By means of the threaded

•Mining engineer, Stamford, Conn.

sleeve ./ and the locknut I the distance from the inside

face of the pieces L to the inside face of the forked piece

K can be adjusted as required.

In use the device is driven by a belt, but very much
slower than a crusher would be. The bent pipe is laid

across the brackets L, the convexity of the bend lying in

a horizontal plane and facing the fork K, which, being

moved back and forth in a horizontal plane, forces in

the bend of the pipe. The spring // causes the shaft G
to follow the pitman on its back stroke. Lengths of

pipe as crooked as the proverbial snake's back are service-

FIG. 1. TO.NOPAH-BELMONTS PIPE STRAIGHTENER

Ih'^od^ A gi/fde ibrC he!d in

PIG. 2. PIPE STRAIGHTENER OP TONOPAH MINING CO.
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ablj- straightened by this device at the Behnont mine

in an astonishingly short time.

In Fig. 2 is shown in elevation a similar device used

at the shops of the Tonopah Mining Co., a different type

of crusher from that employed at the Belmont having

been used. In the figure, A is the pitman, to which a

piece B is secured and within which is fixed the end of

the part C, which is a hollow cylindrical piece of steel

internally threaded to take the piece G with its capstan

head E. D is a cylindrical casting held in place by the

plates E and F top-bolted to the crusher frame. This

casting D is bored to receive C for which it is a guide, C
reciprocating through it when the machine is in motion.

The adjustment is effected by screwing G into or out of

C. The capstan head H strikes against the curved strap

I, which is guided by the plate J and a guide board on

each side. A similar curved strap K, but curved in the

opposite way from I, is bolted to each side of the front

of the crusher frame and about eight inches to the side

of /. The pipe to be straightened is held by the straps E
against the force of the blows that drive the strap I

against the bend in the pipe.

At the Phcenix, B. C, mines of the Granby Consoli-

dated Mining, Smelting and Power Co., Ltd., an elec-

tric shovel was installed last year to facilitate the hand-

ling of waste, of which there is an increasing amount.

This waste is now run directly to the dump instead of

finding its way to a lower level and being handled

through the mine chutes. When the electric shovel was

first installed, .5-ton side-dump cars were used to trans-

port the material. For three months in 1915 the cost of

ore from the No. 3 level, considerably over half of which

was from the shovel, amounted to 75c. per ton, crushed

and loaded in railroad cars; the cost per ton for hand-

ling all material (ore and waste) was iOc. per ton.

Attention was directed toward improving the haul-

age facilities, and in order to dump large pieces of

waste, which are handled by the shovel with chains, the

3«5'|1.,[< g'-e"-

GRANBr CAR IN DUMPING POSITION

cars were increased in size, .so that when the door is

opened it will allow the passage of a rock 4 ft. in diam-

eter. The cars, which are always heaped by the shovel,

average 10 tons to a load and dump automatically, as

will be apparent from an examination of the accompany-
ing views. The new cars have expedited the handling

of the waste and have reduced materially the cost of

this operation.

•0.

At the ilorris-Lloyd mine, I'our miles west of the cit)

of Ishpeniing, a 9xl0-ft. heading, without timber, was

driven in the slate foot wall, which dips at an angle of

about 85 deg. A distance of 2,960 ft. was driven in 2-10

working days. The best day's progress was 19 ft. 9 in.,

owing partly to a missed cut on the previous shift; the

poorest day's progress was 12 ft. 9 in.; the average daily

progress was 16 ft. 8 in.

The rock encountered was slate, graywacke and quartz-

ite. The work was done on two 8-hr. .shifts. Four

miners and, for the greater part of the time, six muckers

constituted the crew. The muckers alternated, one gang

of three filling a car while three rested.

Throughout the work 80'/(. nitro-glyccrin dynamite was

used. The fact that the drift jjarallcled the slip made it

necessary to use a strong explosive to insure breaking the

cut, as the ground was extremely tight. This also

eliminated large chunks and threw the muck back a

considerable distance from the breast, enabling the miners

to rig up cjuickly for drilling the next cut.

As the ground varied considerably during the progress

of the drift, it was necessary to vary somewhat the I'Ut

used. Fig. 1 .shows the cut commonly employed for

drifting in slate, and Fig. 2 for the quartzite and

graywacke. In Fig. 1 holes 1 to 1 1 were drilled from the

bar in one position and fired in one blast. To comjilete

the square, all 14 holes were fired on the second blast.

It was found that only when holes 5-6, and 9-10 in-

tersected at their resi)ective ends, were good results

ORANBT'S 10-TON Al 'lOMATTC SIDE-UUMP CAR
•Kxceipt from paper

Institute, September, l!)li

Clevil.ind-CHffs Iron Co.,

presented at Lake Superior Mining
, l)v J. iO. Hayden, mining engineer,
Ishpeniing, Mich.
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obtained. Tbis point was carefully watched, the shift-

boss always testing these holes before each blast.

For the extremely hard ground, such as the quartzite

encountered, the cut was made as in Fig. 3, the top 15

holes being fired in the first bhist and all 1!) holes to

%
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i'assoll'siaSaoim ana ^5>'SimMi@ie

Some interesting estimations have been made at the

Sons of Gwalia mill of the proportions of gold dissolved

in different parts of the mill, according to T. B. Stevens,

in Monthly Journal of the Chamber of Mines of West

Australia, Sept. 30, 1915.

In each case the estimates were made by determining

the differences in the assay of solutions entering and

leaving the machines and then calculating to tons of

dry slimes. Of the total of 72.5% extracted by cyanide

solution, only 28.T% is dissolved in the agitators, while

19.4% is dissolved in the grinding pans. Less gold is

dissolved in the tube mills than in the pans, owing to

the different character of pulp passing through them,

the tube-mill pulp containing less slimes and higher

specific gravity.

All the cyanide used in the plant is added in the form

of a constant drip to the first agitator of the series, and

the amount used is so adjusted that the free cyanide in

GOLD DISSOLVED IX PLANT CIRCUIT
Percentage of

ShiUings Total Gold
per Ton Dissolved

In mortars , 0.5 1.5
In pans 6.5 19.4
In tube mills 2.7 S.O
In launders, classifiers and thickeners. 5.0 14.9
In agitators 9.6 28.7

24.3 72.5
Amalgamated in pans 6.7 20.0
Left in residues 2.5 7.5

33.5 100.0

the pulp leaving the agitation plant is not below 0.03%
KCX. To maintain this, from O.-i to 0.5 lb. of sodium

cj'anide per ton of ore i.s required. The accompanying

table shows the location of the gold-dissolving centers.

Fes'© RelfiiimHEa^ ©IT ISasirmi^tllhi

In a recent i)atent (U. S. Pat. 1,160,'; 21) is.sued to

Walter C. Smith, of Chrome, N. J., four processes of

refining bismuth by fire methods are given. Preferably

these are carried out in the order given here. The
molten bismuth is first stirred with sulphur (elemental

sulphur, sulphides, or a mi.xture of sulphates and carbon),

end tlie resulting matte, containing nearly all the copper

and the greater part of the contained tellurium, silver,

arsenic, antimony, selenium and zinc, some of the tin,

and a fair ])ioportion of the lead, is skimmed off. This

is most effectively done if the temperature be dropped to

.")]5° to 520° F. after adding the sulphur.

The second proces^consists in adding caustic soda or

other suital)le alkali to the molten bismuth. This acts

on the arsenic, niitiniony, selenium, tellurium, sulphur,

tin and zinc that inny be present, forming a fusible soda

slag.

.\ third treatment consists in stirring in zinc, which

all' cts tellurium, copper, gold, silver, selenium, arsenic,

aii'iinony and tin to '''>nn an :illoy that floats in the

bisuiiith. ir. after ^tiri in \\\'- zinc, the teni]icrature

be dropped to 550° F., so much of the zinc will be

eliminated that if other impurities be not present, the

metal may be used for many purposes. If, however,

complete removal of the zinc be necessary, this may
accomplished by another sodium-hydrate treatment.

If small quantities of lead, gold and silver still remain

after this zinking, then factional crystallization in the

manner of the Pattinson process must be used to remove

them completely.

In the patent, which is assigned to the United States

iletals Refining Co., Mr. Smith, in addition to describing

the.^e processes, gives lengthy reasons for their order of

application.

To lessen the wear upon the rim of sheave wheels, as

well as to render easy repairs thereto possible, the Litch-

:i^ -Mard StttUining

S, tK 4^ Round
tleadBolh

SHE.WE WITH NEW TYPE OF RENEWABLE LINl.Xc;

field Foundry and Machine Co., Litchfield, 111., is offer-

ing a sheave with a new type of renewable wearing rim

of hard steel, as shown in the illustration.

BaraTiainni dhlo^adle fff-osim Baritsm
Stiallplhadle airadl CfiaSoa'iKae

In a recently patenteil process of Hiiiar Vang (iranii,

of Leonia, N. J. (U. S. Pat. l.UiT.Ofil), barium chloride

is produced directly from barium suljihido and electrolytie

chlorine.
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A grid is provided with considerable space below it,

for the sul]ihur that is set free by the reaction to settle

in, the ihlorine being introduced above the grid. In

this way little sulphuric acid is produced by secondary

reaction between the elemental sulphur and free chlorine,

and an efficiency is obtained that is closely comparable

with that of tlic process usinir Ijarium sulphide and

livdrochloric acid.

airag

Materials in a fine state of division may not only be

disagreeable and troublesome to handle, but frequently

are of a distinctly poisonous character. If the flues of

a smelting plant are built overhead and are suitably

designed, the cleaning out is much facilitated, but the

men engaged in drawing even the coarser dust and

transferring it to other departments do not altogether

escape its irritating and sometimes poisonous action on

the system.

The last traces of solid matter are sometimes removed

from the smoke by filtering through bags. In a case

where the opportunity was afforded the author of making

a departure in the moving of this class of material, the

furnaces were producing a gas highly charged with

arsenious oxide. This was, to a large extent, deposited

in a complicated system of condensing chambers and

flues, followed by filtration through bags. The paints at

which it was necessary to remove the arsenious oxide from

the baghouse, flues, etc., were numerous, and it was also

necessarj' to deliver all the material to the packing room,

where it could be packed in casks for marketing. After

(onsidering the existing methods for removal and trans-

port of this material, none of which appeared suitable,

experiments were made with a powerful vacuum-producing

plant, such as has lately been placed on the market and

was originally used for the removal of dust from carpets

and household furniture. This class of plant has lately

been successfully adapted to the cleaning of boiler flues,

and it appeared that such plant, with certain modifica-

tions, might be made suitable for the purpose in view.

After some preliminary trials with a small plant and also

with one of double size, an installation was designed and

erected, of which the following is a description :

The vacuum ])ump at normal speed (160 r.p.m.) has

a displacement of 20,000 cu.ft. per hr. and produces a

vacuum of 18 in. of mercury if all valves to the various

l)ranch mains are closed. In the packing house the pipe

main enters a cyclone separator in which the bulk of the

arsenious oxide is deposited. Following this is another

smaller separator. Finally the air is drawn through a

shallow layer of water and then passes to the vacuum

pump. The cyclone separator has a small storage capacity,

and the arsenical soot is automatically removed from this

apparatus and discharged into the casks placed below.

The smaller separator is furnished with baffle plates and

a collecting receptacle, from which the deposit is dis-

charged only at long intervals when the vacuum is off.

The water separator is arranged so that a small continuous

supply of water can be passed through it, or it may be

charged and discharged intermittently.

The mains about the works are of ordinary gas pijie,

which need only be screwed together in the ordinary

•Excerpts from an article. "The Transport of Material in
the Form of Dust," bv T. C. Cloud, "Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind.,"
Jan. 15, 191fi.

way. All bends and entering branches are of large radius,

and for moving the material upward all vertical members
are avoided and inclined pipes substituted. At numerous
points about the works capped brandies are arranged to

which, on removal of the cap, suitable flexible hose can

be attached ; either flexible metallic hose or reinforced

rubber ho.se an.swers well. A suitable nozzle is fixed at

the end of the hose, and on inserting this into the

accumulated deposit, the latter is immediately sucked up
and conveyed to the .separating plant.

This plant, having an air-pump capacity of 20,000

cu.ft. per hr., deals with 11,2 to 2 tons of collected

arsenious oxide per hour, and the farthest point at which

a branch is situated is alx)ut 200 yd. from the separator.

The pump in this instance is electrically driven and uses

12 to 14 hp. The ease with which collecting hoppers,

condensing chambers, flues, etc., are cleared out is remark-

able. The men work entirely from the outside, the nozzle

end of the flexible tube being pushed into the material,

which disappears in a surprisingly rapid manner and of

course without the production of the slightest amount of

dust. All the annoyance to the men caused by the

handling of this material was removed, and respirators

were superfluous.

m

EEectliPoIls^ttac Taira IRe^jraflirag Ib^^

Of interest in connection with the establishment of a

tin-smelting industiv in the United States is a recent

jiatent of R. L. Whitehead (U. S. Pat. 1,157,830) for

refining tin electrolytically. He u.ses a 20% solution of

hydrofluosilicic acid, to which is added 0.1% of sulphuric

acid. Tin anodes and metal cathodes in porous cells are

then immersed in this, and a current passed, dissolving

tin from the anodes.

Tliis is continued until the solution carries about 6% Sn.

The porous cells are then removed, and deposition is

carried with pure tin cathodes and impure tin anodes.

The sulphuric acid prevents the lead in the anode dissolv-

ing in the bath, most of this, with the gold, silver and

other impurities, remaining on the anode as slime.

InIa^lhi=TatSiiniaus2u5i Fipodl^ets
ifpossi Miliar

A recent patent for tlie treatment of ilmenite for

recovery of the titanic oxide present is that of Pieder

Farup.'of Trondhjem, Norway (U. S. Pat. 1,156.220).

He treats the finely crushed ilmenite (or titaniferous iron

ore) with sulphuric acid and heats until a solid sulphate

mass is produced. This mass is then still further heated

to about 600° C, during which heating the titanium

sulphate is decomposed, the iron sulphate remaining

unchanged. During this heating the material is suitable

for a catalyst for contact sulphuric-acid making. Tlie

iron sulphate is then leached out with water, leavinsr a

residue in which the titanium is greatly concentrated.

The Chief iBe of Tungsten is for steel alloys. S^f^; being

thus absorbed. Citlier u.".cs are of minor importance. The

lamp-fllamcnt indu.stry, according to E. Maxwell-Lefroy (Bull.

135, I. M. jr.), utilizes very small amounts, one ton of metal

making filaments for 18,000,000 bulbs. It has even been as-

serted that this tluirc is too conservative.
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THE 10,000-FT. TAILINGS-DISPOSAL CONVEYOR AT CHUQUICAMATA PLANT OF THE CHILE COPPER CO.

REVERBERATORY WIRE-BAR FURNACE, SHOWINr. THK Cll A lid IN'G MACHINE. AT THE CHILE COrrER '-O.-S

PT-ANT AT CHUQUICAJLVTA. CHILE
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Biation, both in developed and undeveloped territory. The
plan has been arranged for leasing purposes, with the idea

of securing permanent operators who will establish homes

and become a part of a large enterprise.

To encourage operators, leases will be granted on a

basis of 25% of the net profit to the company, and on

one plan air-drills will be allowed the leasers at the

start, until gold production is on a firm basis.

The ore is quartz and quartzite carrying gold together

with arsenical pyrites and traces of lead, zinc and iron

sulphides. The average value is $10 per ton.

A leasing company, the members of which start wnth-

out any capital except labor and mining experience, be-

ing supplied by the holding company with tools, etc., has

developed a valuable lease, and the holding concern has a

new property that will become a penuanent producer.

While some of the leases should have more labor expended

tlian this one, which was a two-man lease, thei'e are several

that promise even greater ore backs for the same distance.

The Journal leasing plan agrees with my views and be-

liefs. In my. opinion greater prosperity and permanency

will result ultimately to the community aud to the greatest

number, once the method stated in its editorial is in full

operation. The district in which the mining property is

situated, Kernville, Kern County, is now free from saloons

and hence very suitable for family residence.

Havward. Calif.. Dee. 23, fOl."). C. 8. LoxG.

With regard to a recent inquiry for the largest tonnage

from a single shaft, I beg leave to call attention to the

record of the No. 3 mine of the Superior Coal Co. at

Gillespie, 111., as probably the largest tonnage ever

extracted in a single working shift of eight hours

—

namely, 5,196 tons.

This enormous otitput was made in a regular day's

work; the usual tonnage hoisted in eight hours at this

shaft ranges from 4,500 to 5,000, according to the smooth-

ness of running conditions, ample railroad cars on the

surface, etc. The length of hoist is 385 ft. from a

two-compartment shaft, and the single-deck cages are

self-dumping. The mine cars hold 6,000 to 7,000 lb.,

averaging about 6,000 lb. The engines are duplex, first-

motion Litchfield design, 24x36-in. size. As the average

is somewhat faster than three trips per minute, it is

necessary to relieve the engineer every hour, as 200 trips

per hour make a very severe demand on his close

attention to the engines.

The No. 3 shaft of this same company has hoisted

5,133 tons in 8 hr., whicli very closely approached

No. 3's wonderful record, and the No. 1 shaft has made

as many trips, but as the cars are smaller, the tonnage

ranges from 4,400 to 4,700 in 8 hr.

Nos. 14 and 15 shafts of the Consolidated Coal in the

same district outinit from 4,000 to 4,500 tons, as likewise

the Livingston shaft of tlie Staunton Coal Co.

The three shafts of the Superior Coal Co., which are

under the able management of John P. Reece, output

from 13,500 to 14,000 tons per day of 8 hr., as the

hoisting is all done on the day shift.

St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 22, 1916. H. A. Wheeler.

Maval

leip IL-easaimg

Regarding the Journal editorial in the issue of Nov. 20,

"Opportunities for Unemployed Mining Engineers," the

time and conditions seem suitable for cooperation between

mine owners and mining engineers or operators along the

lines referred to—the organizing of a leasing and mining

company, and operating in proven territory.

I am .interested in a holding company that has spent

much time and capital in ac(iuiring a large group of gold

mines and mining territory, water-power and a large acre-

age of land suitable for homes. The land is productive in

fruit, alfalfa and vegetables and is well watered. The

elevation is 2,600 ft., and the climatic conditions are ideal

for living and mining operations. Good automobile roads

run to three railroad lines, 40 mi. distant, and the terri-

tory is only a few limns' ride from Los Angeles and San

Francisco. Mining > onditions, for cheap production, are

the best in the worlil. and preliminary work on several

plans has been provided, as well as power and limited

milling facilities. The mineral area is large, comprising

sniid] hiL'li-un'adc veins and a great width ol' low-grade for-

In reading the Journal of Feb. 5, I notice in the

editorial, "Another Call to the Engineer Toward pre-

paredness,'" it is stated that four members of the American
Institute of Mining Engineers are members of the Naval

Consulting Board. There are eight members of tlie

Institute on that board : Thomas A. Edison, W. R.

Whitney, Thomas Robins, W. L. Saunders, B. B. Thavc-.

J. W. Richards, Lawrence Addicks, and Spencer Mil

The editorial states that the mining engineers ,i

jiroud of this call, and the Institute of Mining Engiiuci-

has rea.son for more pride in having eight members i:i

the board. George A. Howells.
New York City, Feb. 5, 1916.

Lfes^Baer Veirstias Pistoia Drillll

In the "Practical Alining"' article under the caption,

"Leyner Versus Piston Drill," in the Journal of Dec. I I.

1915, is given a table, showing in the final column i

"average earnings per man per shift'' of $2.89 for i

licyner drill and $2.71 for the piston drill. It is

dear to me why the earnings for the Leyner drill arc i

very much greater when the "average labor cost
;

drift foot" is for the Leyner $1.43 and for the pi-;

drill $3.10. Perhaps Mr. Gordon will elucidate this jwint

for me. M. R. Percy.

New York City, Dec. 2, 1915
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On aciouiit of cliaiitrt's ami iiuproveil result:- olitaiiied

in the reduction works of the Anaconda Copper Mining

Co., an interini report has been issued to stockholders

covering some of these improvements without going into

the details customary in the annual report. To make
plant changes reconmiended by the metallurgists of the

company, approximately $6,000,000 and at least a year's

time were required. The funds were obtained by the

2-ycar 5% note issue in March, 1915. The following

information is taken from the statement of Feb. 14,

1016, by President John D. Evan:

lilPROVEMEXTS AT AXACOXDA

Although the Washoe Reduction Works at Anaconda,

judged by then existing standards, was an economical

plant, developments in copper metallurgy had opened up

the possibility of increasing largely the percentage of

recovery of metals and decreasing the cost of extraction.

The concentrator has been remodeled to permit the appli-

cation of the flotation process for the recover^' of the

finer minerals and the capacity thus increased from 12,-

000 to 15,000 tons per day. The recovery of copper in

the concentrates was increased from 82% to 96% with a

comparatively small increase in the treatment cost. On
a basis of 3% ore, this increased recovery represents

SA lb. of copper per ton of ore treated, together with pro-

portional recovery of the precious metals associated with

the copper.

For slimes treatment a separate flotation plant of 4,000

tons daily capacity was erected. In this plant 3,000 tons

of current slimes and 1,000 tons of stored slimes are

treated, this operation adding 900.000 lb. of copper to the

monthly production at a cost of about 5c. per lb. A
recovery of 90% of the copper in the stored slimes is

made.

In addition to the metal losses formerly carried away
in slimes, the coarse tailings contained about 11 lb. of

copper per ton. Since the beginning of operations at the

Washoe plant, these tailings have been saved and more
than 20,000.000 tons is now available to be worked by

the leaching process developed by the Anaconda metal-

lurgists. The leaching plant has a capacity of over

2,000 tons per day and during the last quarter of 1915

treated 212,385 tons of tailings, from which an average

recover}- of 9.2 lb. of copper was made. Inasmuch as this

material is already rained and crushed to sufficient fine-

ness, the cost per pound of copper is much less than the

average cost of the copper produced by the company.

XE^v RoASTixG Plaxt Built

The greater tonnage of concentrates produced necessi-

tated additional roasting capacity, and a new plant con-

taining twenty-eight 25-ft. roasters has been built. The
Cottrell system of fume precipitation has been installed

to decrease the loss in the waste gases.

To supply the sulphuric acid needed for the flotation

and leaching processes, the company has erected a 100-ton

sulphuric-acid plant of the chamber type. Owing to the

growing demand for sulphuric acid in this region, the

management has decided to extend the plant and bring

its capacity up to 150 tons per day of 60° Be. acid.

This addition is under way and will be completed in a

few months.

The adoption of pulverized-coal firing resulted in the

rebuilding of eight reverberaton- furnaces having hearth

dimensions of 23x143 ft., increasing the capacity per
furnace from 250 to 650 tons per day, taking care of

the increased volume of material, as well as reducing
the .smelting costs about 50c. per ton. Five new converters

of the Great Falls type, 20 ft. in diameter, have been
installed, increasing converter capacity from 19,000,000

to 24,000,000 lb. of copper per month and reducing tht

operating costs $1 per ton of copper. A large furnace

has been erected to treat the converter slag, reducing the

daily costs about $500.

MiLLixG AT Great Falls To Be Abaxdoxed
It is expected that the concentrator at Anaconda will

be large enough to supply concentrates for both of the

company's smelting plants, and in consequence the con-

centrating department at Great Falls will shortly be

abandoned, effecting a considerable saving by transporting

concentrates from Anaconda to Great Falls instead of

crude ore from Butte to Great Falls. The plans adopted
for the smelting work at Great Falls involve remodeling
the roasting department, rebuilding the reverberator}-

furnaces and equipping them for ccal-dust firing and
completing the installation of the large Great Falls type

converters.

The increased output of the smelting plants of the

company and of other customers of the Raritan refinery

in New Jersey made it necessari- to provide additional

refining capacity. A study of the market distribution of

the company's products resulted in the decision to build

a modern electrolytic refinery at Great Falls, capable of

an annual output of 180.000,000 lb. This plant was
practically completed Jan. 1, 1916, but delay in starting

was occasioned by the failure of manufacturers to deliver

certain necessary incidentals. It is expected that the new
plant will be in operation prior to Mar. 1 and that the

cost of refining will be about $3 per ton less than at the

old Great Falls refinery.

A process for the electrolytic refining of zinc has been

evolved and patented, and the preliminary plant showed

that it was possible to extract a high percentage of the

zinc content of the company's ores while the other valu-

able metals were precipitated in the form of an easily

reducible residue. The spelter contains about 99.9% Zn
and is marketed as "Anaconda Electric" at a considerable

premium over ordinary brands. The initial commercial

plant, producing 20.000 lb. of electrolytic zinc per day,

has been in operation for several months and is now being

enlarged to 50.000 lb. per day. The production of this

plant has been sold for a full year at an estimated profit

of over $4,000,000. Construction has been started upon

a plant at Great Falls capable of making an output of

TO.000.000 lb. of zinc per annum, and it is expected to

be in operation by autumn.

DeVELOPSIEXT AT CllILEAX MiXES

The most important development carried on by the

company outside of the Butte district was that done at

the Potrerillos mines in Chile, where upward of 60.000,-

000 tons of ore of a ])rofitable grade has been developed

by churn drilling and only a small part of the mineral-

ized area has yet been prospected ; in addition it is be-

lieved that there is approximately 200.000.000 tons of

lower-grade ore that can be worked at a profit. This

property is controlled by the Andes Copper Co. and its

subsidiaries, the Anaconda company owning TS'^ of the

capital stock.
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The Raritan refinery in Xe\r Jersey has been increased

from a capacity of 300,000,000 lb. of copper per year to

4-10,000,000 lb."

Exact earnings of the Anaconda company for 1915 are

not yet available, but estimates indicate net earnings of

more than $1(5,000,000, with but little benefit derived

from new jjrocesses that have only recently been put in

operation. As a result of improvements made during

the past year, the company will be able to add about

55,000,000 lb. of copper to its production without increas-

ing the tonnage or grade of ore mined. Approximately

40,000,000 lb. of this increased production will be made
without adding to the cost per ton of ore treated. The
increased concentrating cost due to introducing flotation

will be offset by decreased smelting cost. This additional

copper at the average selling price represents in profit a

.sum that under previous methods could have been obtained

only by increasing the tonnage of ore mined nearly 50%.
The imijortance of making this addition to income with-

out drawing on ore reserves is apparent. Owing to cur-

tailment, comparison of results in 1914 and 1915 cannot

be made, but applying the decreased operating cost and
tlie profit on increased savings to the tonnage and grade

of ore mined in 191.3, the results at a market price of

14c. for copper would have added $7,000,003 to the net

income of the company. The members of the staff are

complimented by President Ryan on the successful con-

clusion of the campiaign of improvements.

T^weEat5^<=Oiae D©sidl Sim Mflime

Fair® ail Btmfttt®

BUTTB COEEESPOXDEXCE (By TeLEGEAPH)

Twenty-one dead—or missing—is the record of the

most serioiis mine disaster that has ever visited Butte.

Monday night, Feb. 14, a fire broke out in the 1,200-ft.

level of the Pennsylvania mine, one of the Boston &
^lontana group of the Anaconda company. It was first

discovered about 9 p.m., when the station of the air shaft

at the 1,200 level M'as found ablaze. A quick alarm and
heroic efforts on the part of safety-first crews prevented

a much larger fatality, as 220 men were in the mine at

the time. The cause and origin of the fire are unknown,
but the officials of the company deny the rumors that an

old smoldering fire in the adjoining proiierty had eaten

a way through into the Pennsylvania. In the rescue

work the most heroic examples of sacrifice and daring

were exhibited. Foreman William G. ^Mitchell, warned
Ijy physicians that he could not stand the use of a helmet,

went into the mine without such protection in an effort

to rescue some of the men and lost his life.

Neil Brennan, who had been ambitious to excel in

safety-first work but had failed to win a place on the

teams, sought an opportunity to show what he could do.

Tie went into the mine with Mitchell and lost his life.

Their bodies were the first to be recovered. The dead and
missing arc: William G. Mitchell, foreman, aged 38,

single; Neil Brennan, 22, single; Peter Kelly, 51, single;

William Dougherty, 49, single; Cebina Bardwell, 50, mar-
ried ; Bert Duhmcr, 33, married; George Tippcm, G5,

married; John So'l.riiiaii, 32, single; Jack Brennan, 38,

married; Fred Ciii!!' ,. 18, single; Frank R. Dorres, 17.

married; Frank I". ! : iison, 10, married; John Inch,

5-.', single; Frank M v, 47, -ingle; William R. Rey-

nolds, 34, married; \ cr S( ige, 22, married; Leo

Whitmore, 31, single; Brance L. WTiite, 19, single;

Edward Pefferle, 24, single; Charles R. Self, 32, single;

David Carlson, 43, married.

The bodies of all have not yet been recovered, but mine
officials say it is not likely that any of them are alive. On
some of the levels there are no connections with adjoining
pro]iertics, and the only escape for the men was to climb

to upper levels, where they found more gas than below.

After the fire was discovered, connecting drifts with other

properties were immediately bulkheaded, but some of tlir

gas got into the workings of the Anaconda, 8t. Lawrem c

and Mountain View mines. Work has been suspended in

these properties where several men were overcome, but it

is expected that these mines can be reopened soon.

iLJagflini©©S'S

^lore than 2.300 engineers—mining, mechanical, elec-

trical, civil—tried to attend the first of the ^londay night

lectures held at the Engineering Societies' Building at

29 West 39th St., New York City, Feb. 14. These lec-

tures, as announced in the Journal, page 306, Feb. 13,

are under the direction of Maj.-Gen. Leonard Wood, and
although the announcement stated that all engineers inter-

ested in preparedness would be welcome, between 500 and
1,000 were turned away from the building despite the

fact that an overflow meeting accommodating 500 was
held in another room on the fifth floor, where the same
lecture was given as in the big auditorium, but by another

United States Army engineer.

The speaker, Capt. Thomas M. Robins, of the Corps
of Engineers, U. S. A., outlined very briefly the general

scope of engineering problems in time of war, which
resume was given in the Journal of Sept. 18, 1915, page
4(57. Following this he exhibited an interesting series

of lantern slides.

RsiSEff'osidl St^ipaEs© aim AEasMsi
Press messages of the last few days record the begin-

ning of a strike on the construction of the Government
railroad between Anchorage and the Matanuska coal fields

in Alaska. A labor imion was first formed with a mem-
bership of 600, and a strike was promptly called, il

demand being for an increase of laborer's pay to 50c.
|

•>

hr. The Government wage scale provides a minimum oi

35c. per hr., while tracklayers received 37l/>c.

The members of the Alaska Engineering Commission,

Lieutenant Mears being the only one in the North ami

the others in Washington, had nothing to say, but oth^'i-

officials believe that there will be no trouble in rejilacing

the strikers, since the Government wage scale is higlirr

and the hours shorter than those in force at the works d
private interests in that part of Alaska.

Mew Mairae "Worlfeeirs'' §Sipnl&e»iini

Owing to the discharge of two union miners in tln'

Clil'ton-Morenci district, over a thousand miners struck

on I'^'i). II. The discharged men were charged by nnn

union men with having threatened them with violenn

unless tht'y either C]uit work or joined the union. \

walk-out of 4,000 more men is feared. It is aliout tbii

weeks since the general strike here was called off.
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S©Emi® Ecosaociaflc Vsi^aB°a©s asa

®5pacsi.

Certain of the South American repiii)lifs, especially

Peru and Bolivia, have lately evinced a disposition to try

some rash experiments in economics and finance. Among
these have been the imposition of taxes on the export of

mineral products, the granting of internal monopolies and

the enactment of measures for the regulation of inter-

national exchange. Pursuit of the last is like the chase

of a will-o'-the-wisp. Nothing can come out of it. In

international exchange the natural law exercises itself

freely and inexorably, and nothing that legislators may
do can baffle it, not even for a little while.

Some of the South American republics are exliibiting

a good deal of bad handling of their internal affairs,

wliich is giving much concern to the more enlightened of

their citizens, especiallj" many of those engaged in the

mining industry, who naturally have relations with the

rest of the world. The intention of certain of their

governments has made the outlook for the mining in-

dustry grave indeed, for the legislative bodies are, in

the greater part, servile, and there is no such thing as

a respectable press in a country like Bolivia, for example.

The governments of these countries should pause before

they take some irrevocable steps. It is certain that no

American capital will be invested in their countries un-

less their governments offer satisfactory guarantees,

through treaties, that particular properties and commer-
cial liberty in general will be respected—not only at

the moment, but forever. American capital is now look-

ing to foreign countries more than ever to find opportuni-

ties for profitable investment. A good deal of American
money has already gone into South America, especially

into Peru and Chile, and it has been assumed that South

America was naturally going to be our great field for

investment, just as Mexico was formerly. However, it

is clear that American eyes are now turned largely in

the direction of Russia. It is evident that South America
is not going to be the only field open for investments.

©r MaEaaiag ana

There is at present about 2.5% of all share capital

interested in Russian gold mining in British hands.

Practically no German capital is so invested, nor has there

ever been any directly so invested. There has been, of

course, German capital invested in British share com-
panies having Russian interests. During the last 10 years

tlio total area held imder gold-mining rights has remained
almost constant at about 439,000 sq.mi.

In 1915 there was a conference of gold workers to

consider measures necessary to increase the output of

gold. It was resolved: (1) The economic geology of

the gold-bearing regions needs study; (2) duties and
taxes need reduction; (3) foreign capital needs encourage-

ment; (4) the formalities of government control should

be lessened. It was further resolved that it is necessary

to increase the interest in gold mining by: (1) Encour-

agement with loans from the Imperial Bank; (2) removal

of duties on imported gold-mining machinery; (3) im-

provement of mining laws to encourage small-scale

operations and prospecting; (4) establishment of a gold

miners' bank to be under the direction of gold miners,

to accommodate gold miners with loans; (5) improvement
of roads. It was further resolved to be necessary to keep
gold in Kussia: (1) By preventing its export secretly

over Chinese and Korean frontiers; (2) by measures to

insure its handling in Imperial laboratories.

It will be observed that these are a mixture of practical

and theoretical ideas. Some of the suggestions are ex-

cellent and necessary, but those smacking of paternalism,

such as the establishment of a gold miners' bank, are

neither practical nor beneficial. There is already too

much paternalism, which frequently becomes obstructive,

as for instance, the restrictions upon mining by foreigners

in the littoral regions for 66 mi. from the coast along the

Pacific Ocean. Particularly in the north, opposite Seward
Peninsula, is a region of excellent promise, but neither

foreigners nor Russians can mine there except by acquir-

ing almost unobtainable rights, requiring much expendi-

ture of money, time and patience. Were this and other

similarly restricted areas thrown open, there would be an
infiux of efficient and energetic miners with capital and
experience, from Alaska, and it is probable that there

would be a considerable increase in the production of

gold. Now there are no American small-scale miners at

all in these regions, and there is only one foreign gold-

mining company in the region on the east coast of Sijjeria

from the coast line to a distance 66 mi. inland.

The policy dictating these restrictive measures is polit-

ical as well as conservative and may be summed in the

words, "Russia for Russians," but if Bussia is to be

intensively exploited, such restrictions must be removed.

The makers of these laws have evidently overlooked the

circumstances that much more than 50% of the gold

produced in mining is spent at the point of production,

in the purchase of supplies and for the payment of labor.

No one in Eussia seems to have considered that while there

appears now to be a premium on gold, as seen in the aug-

mented price at which it can be sold, there is a simultane-

ous reduction of its purchasing power, as evidenced in the

increase of wages and prices. If the purchasing power

of gold after the war be increased, say twofold, there are

considerable areas of worked-out mines that could be

reworked profitably by dredging on a large scale. But
if this power be not increased or if, as is thought by

many, it be decreased, it is probable that Russia, like

other countries depending principally upon placers for

its gold, will note an annual lessening of output as the

placers are exhaustiil,

"One-man pro]H)sitions," so numerous in Alaska, are

rare in Russia, but there are many areas suitable for

such work. At present most of the one-man propositions

are worked secretly and illicitly, owing to the obstructive

and unwieldy law - and the tardiness of their application.
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What Russian gold mining needs, perhaps, more than

amiJiing else is such freedom of initiative and operation

as will encourage one-man propositions to open the

countr}-. When once prospected and opened by small-scale

operations, working by merged interests on a large scale

will follow automatically, as it has in Alaska and Klon-

dike under similar conditions of climate, transport and

inaccessibilitv.

Tlhisa^s aia Tedhiaacall ILIftepatusFe

In the Journal of Sept. 18 we had an editorial under

the caption, "Things in Technical Literature That Are

Not So," in which we quoted a letter from a correspondent

in South America, who complained of erroneous state-

ments in certain descriptive technical articles relating to

some mines in Bolivia. He concluded with the remark,

"I have often thought to call those scribes to account,

but after all did not think it worth while." To this we
added the following comment

:

We hold that it was not only worth while, but that It

ought to have been done. The printing of erroneous state-

ments in a technical magazine is apt to be perpetuated by the
professors in their textbooks and treatises. Thus there creeps
Into permanent literature the recording of many things that

are not so.

The correspondent whom we have quoted puts his finger

upon the explanation of much of this. The editor accepts a
contribution from a person whom he knows and believes to

be reliable. It may turn out, however, that the contributor
was deceived. There does not appear to be any effective way
of preventing this. The only thing that can be done in most
cases is to print a correction, and in the interest of every-
body the readers of a paper ought to draw attention to mis-
statements that they observe in its pages.

Our South American correspondent has replied to this

in the following interesting letter, certain personal

references in which we have, of course, masked

:

I note that you reproduced a part of a letter of mine in

the "Journal" of Sept. 18 and say at the end that you think I

ought to have corrected the misstatements. I should have
been glad to do so. but this would have meant an enormous
amount of work for me. for my corrections in several cases
would have been longer than the original articles. Further,
if one criticizes statements published by other persons, that

he kno'ws to be untrue by reason of general knowledge of the

country or the people, it is not enough to contradict them.
Reliable authorities must be cited to confirm the contradiction,

and those are. especially in Bolivia, difficult to find. I will

give an instance of this: In the first months of 1915 there
was an article on Bolivia by L T , especially

on tin mining. I know Mr. T personally and know
also that he would not write willfully things that he knew
to be not so. According to him tin mining had come almost
to a standstill, but when the article was published there was
not one of the larger mining concerns of that countr.v that

was idle.

Further, he wrote something about tube-mills. I am
almost sure that when he wrote the article, there was not one
tube-mill running in Bolivia, although several had been bought
and were being erected. At present there may be two or three

of these mills in operation. If I had contradicted those state-

ments, my letter would have appeared in the "Journal" som>-

two or three months after the article on which I commented
tiad been published, and in the meantime the tube-mills might
liave been started or several mines might have stopped
working.

It is an ungrateful task to figure as knocker, and especially

it you are not sure that by the time your criticism is printed,

things may be the other way. I am entirely too busy to criti-

cize everything that is written on Bolivia, although Mr.

W would h;ivp given me another beautiful chance
with his numerou.x urtl. les. My time for technical writing is

limited, and I prefer tr. .^pend this time In writing about tech-

nical Bubjects, not in fiiKiingr fault with others.

I hope you will now nee that there Is a good reason for

me and others who are in the same condition not to correct

all the misstatements that are made. On the other hand. If I

find anything wrong In strictly technical articles, I try to

enter into discussion with the author and shall always con-
tinue to do so, because I feel much keener interest in metal-
lurgical matter than in statistics or descriptions of general
conditions.

All that is said by our South American correspondent
is obviously so sound that no exception may properly

be taken to any of it. It is not to be expected that any
one man shall constitute himself the paladin of the truth
in all matters, for no one is omniscient. The point that
we made in our previous article was simply that technical

men shoukl take the trouble to correct misstatements
respecting things they know. Nothing more than that

could reasonably be asked of them.

Tlh© IS nos^saoiHi ii*s»ocess
The sensation of the day in mining and metallurgy

is the phenomenal success of the flotation proces.s.

Introduced as an adjunct to the older methods of milling,

the percentage of extraction of valuable minerals from
ore has been raised in a remarkable way. and many ores

that previously could not be exploited at all have now
been rendered commercial.

Owing to the bane of a deadly litigation over the flota-

tion process, the mouths of the mill men practicing the

new art have in the main been closed. One result of

this has been that the press has been full of sensational

and misleading statements about flotation—statements

which could not be authoritatively corrected. The woods
are full of so-called mill experts whose sole equipment is

a can of oil and a stirring device. Not long ago a mine
in the Rocky Mountains, which previously had failed to

command any attention, was sold on the strength of

flotation experiments that required one hour to make.

According to the idea of the gullible public, you break

down your ore in the mine and mix it with oil and acid

and the trick is done. But that is not so. It is a com-
plicated art. The mill man wants data about this art,

not a collection of flowery phrases, merely explaining that

flotation means that minerals are floated. The mill man
wants to know fully and in detail how flotation is applied

to individual ores.

Fortunately, some mill men who have had experience in

the practice of flotation and have no property interests

that might be endangered by law-suits are now beginning

to take up their pens, and the literature of the subject

is at last growing in a useful and authoritative way.

There is no doubt that henceforth it will increa.se rapidly.

After all, flotation is not such a mysterious subject as i

many pretend. It is simply a species of mechanical I

concentration. As compared with ordinary proces.scs, it

is wliat was characterized in the Journal of 1907. in

describing flotation as then practiced at Golconda, N"^

as "concentration upside down." In ordinary mctli

the valuable mineral is caused to sink. In flotation it

cau.-;ed to rise. The great advantage of the latter metbnd

lies in its obviation of the slime problem, historicallv

troublesome. Ore is now <leliberately .slimed, at all evc

crushed very finely, and the minerals to be separated

thereby fully released, which, together with other featun

of the process, enables a phenomenally high recovcr\

to be made. The advantage of the process is measuroii

by the raising of the old percentage of extraction i"

ore-dressing, 65 to 75%, to the present-day figures ot

85 to 95%.
So far, the flotation process has been practiced chicti\

in conjunction with the older methods of mechaniial

ll
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concentration : that is, the ore is crushed relatively coarse-

ly and jigged and tabled in the ordinary way, the

middlings or tailings or both being then reground and
treated in the flotation apparatus. It is probable that

the next development will be to treat all of the ore by

the flotation process. When that conies about, the troubles

of the smelters in treating fine ore will really begin.

BY TUK WAY
Members of the syndicate which underwrote the Ken-

necott-Braden-Utah transaction, by which the Kennecott

Copper Corporation absorbed Braden and a substantial

block of Utah Copper stock, have received checks aggre-

gating appro.ximately $3,400,000 for their work, and were

not called on to furnish any cash, says the Evening Post of

Jan. 25, 1916. Hayden, Stone & Co. bought from the

syndicate all the Kennecott shares it had accumulated

through the various exchanges of stock.

A subscriber who has just returned from Mexico writes:

We hope that during the present year we may have a chance

to enjoy and utilize the valued Journal. We have been

in exile for nearly two years practicing "watchful wait-

ing'' and hoping that the American people, whatever they

may do, will some day awake to the proper realization of

the horrors of failure to indorse the doctrine of "protec-

tion to American life and property." Conditions over

all Mexico are still very bad, and although we are begin-

ning to do something at Guanajuato, it is pretty hard

sledding through almost total lack of transportation. The
entire country is wrecked, and recovery will of necessity

be slow. What can one do with a four-cent dollar ?

The superintendent and the rock foreman sat in the

shanty one rainy day, swapping yarns, says Engineering

and Contracting. The talk drifted to hard rock work.

"The hardest rock I ever came across," said the super,

"was in a railroad cut in Pennsylvania I worked on about

10 years ago. We started drilling, and after wearing out

three barrels of drills, the hole was only i/o in. deep."

"That was sure some hard rock," replied the foreman, "but

it wasn't nothin' compared to what I bucked up against in

a mine in Nevada. We started drilling a ledge, and after

using up seven barrels of drills the hole stuck out 6 in."

^^'hich reminds us of the man who had a fine gold vein

than he had never been able to work, because there was

an overlying stratum of solid silver that wore out the

tools too fast.

The discovery of the disseminated-lead deposits in St.

Francois County in Southeastern ^lissouri was largely

due to a fortuitous chance and the faith of Charles Par-

sons. The great lead-mining companies of this district

have since taken up most of the available land in St.

Francois County and to keep up their reserves must
soon be seeking territory outside St. Francois County.

Washington County, which adjoins St. Francois on the

west, has long been regarded as the most favorable out-

side territory: the customary "shallow diggings" and the

geologic formation both give promise of success to per-

sistent prospecting, though deeper drilling will l)e nec-

essary. "The more difficult, costly drilling in AVashing-

toii County," writes IT. A. Wheeler, "has been an impor-

tant deterrent to the 'old timers,' as drilling in St. Fran-
cois County is so exceptionally cheap, rapid and easv that
it has spoilt and unnerved them for crossing the county
line, especially with their poor, home-grown drillers. It

is therefore highly probable that the Washington County
disseminated deposits will be opened up by outsiders,

who, if they have drilled in Western or Northern mining
camps, will regard the drilling as cheap and decidedly at-

tractive, as it is entirely in flat-lying limestone and shale,

with only occasional streaks of thin chert in the upper 400
ft. Thus far, in the few drill holes that have been bottomed
in Washington County, the rare luck has not been dupli-

cated tliat discovered the disseminated lead in St. Fran-
cois County. For when Charles Parsons, the pioneer

who developed the great St. Joe mine, became discour-

aged nearly 50 years ago in working the shallow diggings

at Bonne Terre, he placed the first diamond drill ever ap-

plied to mining in this country at the only spot in St.

Francois County where the disseminated lead is shallow,

or less than 100 ft. The original Leschot drill that he
employed, which had recently come from France, was
crude and with its cast-iron rods was capable of drilling

only 200 ft. Had he employed it on any of the other

numerous orebodies now being successfully worked in

St. Francois County, he would have utterly failed, as

they are 300 to 600 ft. deep and hence bej-ond the reach

of this pioneer drill. The shallowness of the discovery

of the disseminated lead made such a deep impression

that for many years the holes were drilled only "200 ft.

deep, even when the machines were more capable, and
several condemned tracts were subsequently found very

valuable when redrilled deeper."

GeUflimg O^t TUe Ore*
"The air in Number Six is bad,"
The youthful shift boss said,

"And, if the gang ain't moved from there.

They'll all be laid out dead."

"Oh, damme, man!" said Cap'n Dan,
"Don't bother none about that air.

Don't give a hang about that gang.
Them wops live anywhere."

"Old Tony's boy is sick today,"

The youthful shift boss said,

"And still he's stickin' on the job.

He oughta be in bed."

"Oh, damme, man I" said Cap'n Dan,
"Don't let the rascal shirk.

Just keep the slob right on the job.

We'll cure him up with work."

"The timbers cry in Number Ten,"

The youthful shift boss said.

It's due to cave most any time.

Let's move the gang ahead."

"Oh, damme, man!" said Cap'n Dan,
"Them timber^ ain't broke yet.

Just keep the men in Number Ten,
They'll be all right, you bet."

"Now don't you worry so, m'son,"

Old Cap'n Daniel said,

"'Bout these 'ere bloody miners.

For after we're both dead.

There'll miners be, undoubtedly.
Of that fact I'm quite sure.

So make the wops just buzz like tops
.^nd git out lots of ore."

•By Charles Nicholls 'Webb,
Enterprise," Jan. T, 1916.

in the Virginia. Minn "Daily
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NEW FUBILHCATDOMS

THE ELLAMAR DISTRICT. ALASKA By S. R. Capps and
B. L. Johnson. Pp. 125, illus. Bull. 605, U. S. Geological
Survey, Washington.

DIRECTORY OF ARIZONA MINERALS. Compiled by Charles
F. Willis. Pp. 16. Bull. 3, Arizona State Bureau of Mines.
University of Arizona. Tucson.

PETROLEUJI IN 1914. By John D Northrup. Mineral Re-
sources of the United States, 1914—Part II. Pp.206. U.S.
Geological Survey. Washington.

ARISAIG-ANTIGONISH DISTRICT NOVA SCOTIA. By M Y
Williams Pp. 173. Memoir 60, Canada Department of

Mines, Geological Survey Branch, Ottawa.

THE PRODUCTION OF COAL IN 1914. By C E. Lesher Min-
eral Resources of the United States, 1914—Part II. Pp.

160 U. S. Geological Survey. Washington.

THE OIL AND GAS FIELDS OF ONTARIO AND QUEBEC.
Bv Wyatt Malcolm. Pp. 248. Memoir 81, Canada Depart-
ment of Mines, Geological Survey Branch. Ottawa.

INTRODUCTORY NOTES ON QUANTJTATIVE CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS Third Edition. By Charles ^^ illiam Foulk.
Pp. 250, illus.; $2. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New
York.

ORIGIN OF THE ZINC AND LEAD DEPOSITS OF THE JOP-
LIN REGION. MISSOURI, KANSAS AND OKLAHOMA.
Bv C. E. Siebenthal. Pp. 283, illus. Bull. 606, U. S. Geo-
logical Survey. Washington.

NATURAL GAS RESOURCES OF PARTS OF NORTH
TEXAS. Bv Eugene Wesley Shaw. George Charlton Mat-
son and Carroll H. Wegemann. Pp. 126, illus. Bull. 629,

U. S. Geological Survey. Washington.
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF OREGON. 187S-1910. By F. F.

Henshaw and H. J. Dean. Prepared in Cooperation with
the State of Oregon. Pp. 829. illus. Water-Supply Paper
370. U. S. Geological Survey. Washington.

REPORT ON THE COPPER DEPOSITS OF THE EASTERN
TOWNSHIPS OF THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC. By J.

Austen Bancroft. Pp. 295, illus. Department of Colon-
ization, Mines and Fisheries. Quebec. Canada.

HANDBOOK OF TABLES AND FORMULAS FOR ENGI-
NEERS. Compiled bv Clarence A. Peirce; with mathemati-
cal sections bv Walter B. Carver. 4x6^4, pp. 168. illus.,

leather; $1.50.' McGraw-Hill Book Co.. Inc.. New York.

EXTRACTION AND RECOVERY OF RADIUM, URANIUM AND
VANADIUM FROM CARXOTITE. By Charles L. Parsons,
R. B. Moore, S. C. Lind and O. C. Schaffer. Pp. 124, illus.

Bull. 104, United States Bureau of Mines, Washington, D. C.

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS RESOURCES OF CAN-
ADA. Vol. II. Description of Occurrences. Eastern and
Western Canada. By Frederick G. Clapp and others. Pp.
404 illus. Canada Department of Mines, Mines Branch,
Ottawa.

UEBER DEN EINFLUSS EINES SPAENEBRIKETTZUSATZES
AUF DEN VERLAUF DES KUPOLOFE.N'SCHMELZPROZ-
ESSES UND AUF DIE QU.\LIT.\BT DES ERSCHMOL-
ZENEN EISENS. Bv F. Whilst, in collaboration with F.

Bocking and J. C. Stork. Reprinted from "Ferrum."
7%xlOi<.. pp. 122, illus., paper, 1 mark. Wilhelm Knapp,
Halle, a". S.

TWENTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ONTARIO
BUREAU OF MINES, Vol. XXIV. Part 1. Pp. 275, illus.

Department of Lands, Forests and Mines, Toronto.

Contents: Statistical review; mining accidents; mines of

Ontario; the Beatty-Munro gold area: the productive area of

the Michipicoten iron ranges: the north short of Lake Huron;
metallogenetic epochs in the pre-Cambrian of Ontario.

BRIEF COURSE IN METALLURGICAL ANALYSIS. By Henry
Ziegel. 6iix9»4, pp. 72, $1. The Chemical Publishing Co.,

Easton, Penn.
This is an interleaved laboratory manual for the use of

upperclassmen trained in elementary qualitative and quanti-

tative analysis. It is supposed to cover 10 to 12 hr. work per

week through two semesters. It fills its purpose well, but is

not a necessity for the practicing chemist or metallurgist.

r-IVIL ENGINEERING TYPES AND DEVICES. A Classified
and Illustrated Index of Plant. Constructions, Machines,
Materials, Means and Methods .-Adopted and in Use in
Civil-Engineering Works of Every Class. By T. W. Bar-
ber. 5^4x8';!;. pp. 245, illus. D. Appleton & Co.. New York.

The object aimed at in this work is the collection and
classification in one handy volume of all the known devices

and methods in use in every branch of engineering work, in

the form of sketches, or brief drawings, or descriptions, sufil-

clent to enable an engineer to make a selection without over-
loading the matter with detail that every competent engineer
can readily design for himself. This is a unique and ambiti-
ous idea. As to the devices pictured, we are doubtful about
there being "all," but certainly there are a good many. It is a
handy and probably ii-iot'.il volume for the drafting room.

ENGINEERING GE<>Li-„;y By Helnrich RIes and Thomas L.
Watson. Secoii. ' ,,,<-,. 6x9 in., pp. 722, illus. $4.

John Wiley & S New York.
The second edition ' work, alone In Its field, differs

little from the first exr. ,.i i, ihe adilltlon of a chapter on hls-

torlc.ll geology. The buck was originally prepared for the

use of clvll-cnglneerlng stml. rits. to ncqualnt them with the
geoloi'ical origin, structure. < h:iractcrl.-tlcs, etc.. of the various

materials with which they come in contact in their engineer-
ing work, such as the common rocks used for building-stone
and road material, structure of rocks in relation to tunneling
operations, dam and reservoir foundations, landslides, etc.;

the geological conditions affecting and controlling under-
ground water-supply; the relation of soil to sewage disposal
and water purification, the occurrence and characteristics of
fuels (coal, oils and gas), clays, cement, etc. Throughout the
book it has been attempted to emphasize a practical applica-
tion of the topics to engineering work. Although the book is

intended primarily for civil engineers, certain parts contain
more details than may seem necessary for the actual require-
ments of the civil engineer, but. on the other hand, there is a
considerable amount of detail with reference to the materials
of construction, including lime, cement and clays, which the
mining engineer ^'ill appreciate.

Tlie chapter on ore deposits is not particularly illuminating
to the mining engineer, but is sufficiently comprehensive to
be valuable for the civil engineer and will acquaint him, with
as much detail as necessary to his profession, with the differ-

ent types of ore deposits.

The most important change in the second edition is the
addition of a lengthy chapter on historical geology. This
chapter also is not likely to appeal to the student of geology,
nor was it intended to, but acquaints the civil engineer with
parts of paleontology and historical geology which lie needs
in his profession.

The book is profusely illustrated with halftones and dia-

grams, and each chapter is followed by a comprehensive list

of references which have been consulted.

Although the book was prepared primarily for civil engi-
neers, it contains much of valuable interest to the mining en-
gineer, and renders easily available much material which
would not otherwise ordinarily be accessible to the mining
engineer without considerable research. A list of state

geological surveys, a locality index and a subject index con-
clude the book.

This book should prove of the greatest value to those en-
gineers whose problems bring them near to nature. The
geological features that affect their problems are briefly and
interestingly pointed out, and with the wealth of reference
given, the work should be a most valued addition to the en-
gineer's working library.

TEXTBOOK OF GEOLOGY. By Louis V. Pirsson and Charles
Schuchert. 6x9, pp. 1,051, illus. $4. John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., New York City.

The joint authors of this book are professors at Tale Uni-
versity. Part 1. by Professor Pirsson, devotes 243 pages to

dynamical and 162 pages to structural geology. The book was
prepared for a university te.xtbook, and the aim of the
authors to preserve a more even balance tiian usual in the
treatment of the different subjects was accomplished. Except
for this it follow-s the usual textliook style, dealing with
weathering and erosion; ice and the ocean as geological
agents; underground waters and organic life and its geolog-
ical work; volcanoes, earthquakes and other crustal move-
ments of the outer shell. Following the structure and prop-
erties of the earth's crust, sedimentary and igneous rocks are
dealt with in a general vvfay. Fractures, faulting and moun-
tain building are succinctly treated. The chapter on ore de-
posits, which concludes the first part of the book, treats the
subject in only a general way, well prepared, however, to give
the groundwork for deeper study of the intricate study of ore
deposits.

The second part of the book, consisting of 574 pages, on
historical geology, by Professor Schuchert, treats the subject
matter in very much greater detail. The amount of space
devoted to historical geology is not as disproportionate as it

at first seems, because the chapters on oceans, seas, etc., nv
not usually handled under this classification. The chapters
matter, organism, embryolog.v and evolution, while full' i

than in the ordin.iry geological textbook, are as brief as t

rest of the historical work will permit. Chapters devoted !>

the origin and evolution of stars and the solar system, writtiii

by Joseph Barrell, although intensely interesting, are not
particularly useful to the practicing miner or geologist, al-

though they would not get anywhere else in the same space
limit the valuable information given here, which is therefore
ample justification for the inclusion. Then follows a most
thorough description and discussion of the eras and periods of

geologic time and members of the geologic column, and be-
,

ginning with the Cambrian time, of the fossils pertaining to

each. The beginning, evolution and development of animal
and human life are most Interestingly treated, although It

goes Into the matter In comprehensive detail. The first part

of the book Is typically a textbook, while the latter part ap-
proaches more the treatise; but it is a valuable book and Is

profusely Illustrated with diagrams and photographs of struc-

tural and scenic details.
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D'Arcy Weatherbe, mining engineer, London, arrived Feb.

13 in New York.

Sydney H. Ball has returned to Xew York from a profes-

sional trip in Mi.ssouri.

W. C. Ralston, formerly of San Francisco. ha.s opened an
ofllce at 25 Broad Street, New York.

Hector Mclnnes, Halifax, N. S., chief counsel of the Domin-
ion Steel Corporation, has been elected a director of the com-
pany.

H. A. Morri.son is opening up a new scheelite property
near Sodaville, Xev.. for Atkins, Kroll & Co., of San Fran-
cisco.

George '
', Richards, mining engineer, of New York, has

left for Fomento, Santa Clara, Cuba, on some engineering
work.

Scott Turner, manager of the Arctic Coal Co., with prop-
erties in Spitzbergen, is in New York for a few days on
business.

Norman B. Roper, superintendent of the Backus & John-
ston Co., is returning to Peru after a six-months' vacation
in the United States.

Henry Bruere has resigned his office as city chamber-
lain of New York, to take effect May 1, and will then take a
position with the American Metal Co., New Y'ork.

H. H. Stock, head of the department of mining engineer-
ing in the University of Illinois, has been appointed a mem-
ber of the Illinois Mining Investigation Commission.

Leonard Howard Willett, who claims to be an expert
metallurgist, was taken in charge at Salt Lake City. Utah,
recently, and held for examination as to his sanity.

Adolph Ballanberg, a Michigan College of Mines man, has
taken a position as engineer in charge of the Porcupine Ex-
ploration Works in the Porcupine District of Michigan.

John Williams, assistant general foreman of blast furnaces
at South Works. Illinois Steel Co., has been appointed gen-
eral foreman of blast furnaces at the works of the Minnesota
Steel Co., at Duluth.

A. N. Diehl, assistant general superintendent, Duquesne
steel works and blast furnaces of the Carnegie Steel Co., at

Dufiuesne. has been elected chairman of the metallurgical
and mining section of the Engineers' Society of Western
Pennsylvania.

E. H. Jones, for several years construction engineer in

charge of the building of the new smelting works of the
Arizona Copper Co. at Clifton, Ariz., has resigned and has
gone to Ontario, Canada, where he will be consulting engi-
neer for an important mining company.

Charles T. Carnahan, a well-known mining man, who went
from Cadiz. Ohio, to Colorado more than 30 years ago, and is

well known to old Leadvillians and Denver folk, recently
took up his residence in New York. Not long ago he paid a
visit to William H. Brinckerhoff, an old friend in Cadiz,
partly with the purpose of seeing Miss Marie B. Brinckerhoff.
who was one year old when Mr. Carnahan left Cadiz. Mr.
Carnahan fell in love with her at once, and on Feb. 14 they
were married.

Thonns (Ink No\es died it St Louis JIo I-tb " i„Ld
42 years. He was born in Butte, Mont., graduated from the
University of Michigan, and for 18 years had devoted himself
to exploration and mining in Alaska, where he became one of
the well known men of that territory. He leaves a widow
and one daughter.

Oliver Daunais, a pioneer mining man of the Lake of the
Woods district, Ontario, died at Kenora Feb. 5, at the
age of SO years. He started prospecting about 1S79 in the
Port Arthur district, and discovered several silver mines,
and at one time was the owner of the SiUer Mountain, Beaver
and Rabbit Mountain properties, on which he realized about
$350,000. He went to the Lake of the Woods region about
1S94 and was successful in securing several promising gold
claims. He leaves a widow, four daughters and three sons.

Dr. C. Willard Hayes died in Washington, Feb. S, aged ,57

years. He had been for 10 years Chief Geologist of the U. S.

Geological Survey, leaving that position four years ago to be-

come vice-president and general manager of the Mexican
Aguila Oil Co. In that position he had charge of all the Cow-
dray-Murray oil explorations in Mexico as chief geologist.
He had a high reputation as a scientific man, being numbered
among the leading economic geologists of the world. Doctor
Hayes was born in Granville, Ohio, and was educated at Ober-
lin College and Johns Hopkins University. In 1883 he be-
came Principal of the Brecksville, Ohio. High School, and
in 1887 received his appointment to the Geological Survey as
assistant geologist, becoming Chief Geologist in 1902. Dur-
ing 1898-9 he was geologist to the Nicaraguan Canal Com-
mission. Doctor Hayes was a member of the Geological
Society of America, the American Institute of Mining Engi-
neers, the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America, and
a number of other scientific societies. He was the author of
numerous articles on theoretic and economic geology in vari-
ous publications and of many oflScial reports.

SOCSETSES

Teknik Cluli of llcnvcr—This club held its regular dinner
meeting at the Shirley Hotel, Feb. 8. About 40 members
were present. The paper of the evening was presented by Mr.
Eggers, of the Mine and Smelter Supply Co., who discussed
the development of ball mills and submitted the results of
recent types of mills. The club intends to conduct a course
of scientific lectures each year. Eminent speakers will be
secured and subjects of general scientific interest will be pre-
sented.

Colorado School ol Mines—A department of research was
established by the board of trustees on Jan. 13. The new de-
partment will be under the direction of President Phillips.

Prof. J. C. Bailar. of the department of chemistry, and Prof.
E. J. Dittus, of the department of metallurgy, have been trans-
ferred to the new department. All research work that goes
on at the school and all publications regarding research
"work and tests will be credited to the new department. The
department has already received many samples of ore from
the State Bureau of Mines.

Anierican In.stitiite of Mining- E^n^neers—On Feb. 4, the
Montana Chapter held its annual session at the Silver Bow
Club in Butte. Following an informal dinner, the busi-
ness session was devoted to the election of officers for the en-
suing year. J. L. Bruce was elected chairman; W. C. Sider-

fin, vice-chairman; N. B. Brawley and W. T. Burns, direc-

tors; M. H. Gidel, secretary and treasurer. D. C. Bard and
Chester Steele presented a paper entitled: "Present Status
of Oil and Gas Prospecting in Montana." This was followed
by a brief description by Mr. Frederick Laist, of the experi-
mental zinc plant now in successful operation at the Washoe
works in Anaconda. About 50 members were present.

The Scranton Pump Co., Scranton, Penn. Bulletin No. 106.

Triplex Plunger Pumps. Illustrated, 8 pp., 6x9 in.

Wheeler Condenser and Engineering Co.. Carteret, N. J.

Bulletin lOS-A, Centrifugal Pumps. Illustrated, 34 pp., 6x9 in.

The Denver Rock Drill Mfg. Co.. Denver, Colo. Bulletin

No. 60, Model 60 Denver "Dreadnaught" Drifting Drill. Illus-

trated, 16 pp., 6x9 in.

Atkins Filter Press Corp.. 165 Broadway, New York. Cat-

alog, Centrifugal Filter Presses and Pressure Filters. Illus-

trated, 20 pp., 7x10 in.

Taylor-Wharton Iron and Steel Co., High Bridge, N. J.

Bulletin No. 117, "Tisco" Steam Shovel and Dredge Parts.

Illustrated, 32 pp., 6x9 in.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y. Catalog
Optical Instruments for Inspection and Testing of Materials.

Illustrated, 36 pp., e^ixlO in.

The Brown Hoisting Machinery Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Catalog D. Brownhoist Tramrail Systems, Trolleys, Electric

Hoists. Illustrated, 64 pp., 6x9 in.

John A. Roeblings Sons Co., of Trenton. N. J., has begun
issuing a house organ. "Roebllng Wire Rope," which will be

of interest to users of the Roebling products.

The Denver Engineering Works Co., Denver, Colo. Bulletin

No. 1076, Ball Mills. Illustrated. 8 pp., 8V4xll% in. Bulletin

No. 1075, Richard.s Improved Pulsator Jig. Illustrated, S

pp., SVjXlI K- in.
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The Terry Steam Turbine Co. announces the appointment
of Maynard D. Church as chief engineer.

The Lenher Engineering- Co., sales agent for the S. Flory

Manufacturing Co., hoists and Cableways, announces that its

office is now located at 95 Liberty St., New York City.

The A. Lietz Co., makers of surveying and nautical instru-

ments, has moved its main office and sales room from its fac-

tory at 632 Commercial St. to the Mechanic's Institute

Building, 61 Post St., San Francisco, Calif.

The Bacharach Industrial Instrument Co., Pittsburgh.

Penn., is putting a pocket CO; indicator on the market, which
will give results in about 2hi min. One filling of the appa-

ratus suffices for about 200 determinations.

The Bonnot Co., of Canton, Ohio, has been awarded a con-

tract tor 12 ball mills, S ft. in diameter, for the Alaska Juneau
Mining Co, The mills will be built extra-heavy throughout
with a view of reducing maintenance to a minimum,

E. C. Waldvogel, who has been connected with the Tale &
Towne Manufacturing Co. for the last 11 years, and who has
successively filled the positions of traveling salesman, sales

manager and assistant general manager, has just been ap-

pointed general manager.

Hamilton, Beauchamp & AVoodworth, Inc., is now ready to

run tonnage tests in its experimental metallurgical labora-

tory at 419, the Embarcadero. San Francisco, Calif. The equip-

ment includes a 10-ton Minerals Separation machine, a 10-ton

Callow cell, breakers, a Hendy ball mill, a Hendy tube mill.

Dorr classifier, and a Deister Concentrator Co. slime and sand
table.

The Anaconda Copper Mining Co. has placed an order for

six more 10-ft. diam. by 4-ft. cylindrical length Hardinge
ball-pebble mills, making a total of 56 conical mills for its

new plant, of which 4S are already in operation. The Hardinge
company reports that the 10-ft. mills are direct-connected

herringbone-gear-driven, operating with less than 757b of the

power which was originally estimated to be necessary.

The Eastern Pennsylvania Power Co., a W. S. Barstow &
Co. property, located at Dover, N. J., on Dec. 31 closed a con-

tract with the International Hirh Speed Co. to supply current

for a 1,200-kilowatt Heroult-type electric furnace which the

latter company is to operate at Rockaway, N, J. The furnace

has a capacity for treating 50 tons of steel per day from an
openhearth furnace. The steel plant is 10 mi. from the

power station at Boonton, from which current is supplied at

33,000 volt.s, three-phase.

Recognizing that practically everyone is certain that high
speed, better work and greater human efficiency are possible

in a stable as compared with a vibrating building, but that

exact data proving this fact are difficult to obtain, the Aber-
thaw Construction Co., of Boston. Mass., is undertaking an
exhaustive investigation in the effort to bring together con-
clusive evidence. It w-ill greatly appreciate any suggestions
or reports of experience that our readers may be able to send
to them. These may have to do with any aspect of the case
that will assist in the collection of facts or the reaching of

conclusions.

The Apollo Electric Steel Co. has been organized for the
purpose of putting on the m:irket high-grade steel in the shape
of billets, bars and specialty products. The new company will

be incorporated with a capital stock of $500,000 of which
$400,000 will be issued at this time. Of this amount $230,000
has already been subscribed. A site of about SVi acres has
been secured at Apollo, Armstrong County, Penn,, and con-
tract has already been let for suitable buildings. The fur-
naces will have a basic lining, and have a daily output capac-
itv of 100 net tons each per day of 24 hr., or a combined
capacity of 200 tons per day.

The United Smelting and Aluminum Co. has been incor-
porated with a full-paid capital of $175,000. Its new plant
at New Haven Is said to be insufficient to take care of its

growing business, and the company has purchased a tract of
land 80x114 ft. adjoining Its present buildings and will com-
mence building operations on an addition Immediately. In

it four or five rcverberatory furnaces will be installed for

melting aluminum, increa.sing the company's output two-fold,

while a white metal department will be equipped. In adilition

to all grades of aluminum Ingot.s, alloys and granulated
aluminum, formerly matiufnctured by the company, babbitt

metals, spelter, lead and other metals will be turned out.

The firm of Abe Lapldea, fenmer owner of the United .Smelting

and Aluminum Co, has been .ibsorbed b;" the new corporation.

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

ANNEALING FURNACE—Combined Annealing and Muffle
Furnace. Alexander Kinnear, Toledo, Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,170.-
164; Feb. 1, 1916.)

BELT ELEVATOR. George M. Wolff, Milwaukee, 'Wis.
(U. S. No. 1,167,869; Jan. 11, 1916.)

BISMUTH—Method of Treating Impure Bismuth Metal.
Walter C. Smith. Chrome. N. J., assignor to United States
Metals Refining Co., Chrome. N. J. (U. S. Uo. 1,166,721; .Ian.
4, 1916).

CONCENTRATION—Combined Concentrating and Amalga-
mating Machine. Warren L. McLean. San Francisco. Calif.,
assignor of one-half to John A. Van Beal. San Francisco. Calif.
CU. S. Xo. 1,169.0^3: Jan. IS, 1916.)

CONCENTRATOR. John F. Isbell, Los Angeles, Calif..
assignor to Orren Allen, Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. 1.169,959:
Feb. 1. 1916.)

COPPER ALLOY. William C. Pease, Marietta, Ohio. (U. S
No. 1.16S.962; Jan. l.S, 1916.)

DESULPHURIZING and Smelting Ores. Arthur S. Dwlght,
New York. N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,169,069; Jan. 18, 1916.)

DRILL.S—Improvements in or relating to Chucks for Rock
Drills. J. C. Vaught, Johannesburg, Transvaal, (Brit. No.
21,405 of 1914.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE—Process of Obtaining Metals, Such
as Lead or Zinc, in an Electric Fuinace. Alois Helfenstein,
Vienna, Austria-Hungary. (U. S. No. 1.167. 998; Jan. 11. 1916.)

ELECTROCHEMISTRY—Ore-Reducing Process. Leon St.
D. Rovlance, San Francisco, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,168,678; Jan.
IS, 1916.)

EXCAVATOR—Cable Excavator. Alvah D. Hadsel, Phila-
delphia, Penn.. assignor to Cable Excavator Co., Philadelphia.
Penn. (U. S. No. 1,170,484; Feb. 1, 1916.)

FURNACE—Metallurgical Furnace. Utley Wedge, Ard-
more, Penn. (U. S. No. 1.170.376; Feb. 1, 1916.)

G-4S WASHING—Method of and Apparatus for Gas-
Washing. Herman A. Brassert. Chicago, HI. (U. S. Nos.
1,169,764; 1,169,765; and 1,169,766; Feb. 1. 1916.)

LAUNDER CLASSIFIER. Go-don Land, Seattle, Wash.,
assignor to Leighton Howard Smith. Seattle. Wash. (U. S. No.
1,170,286; Feb. 1. 1916.)

LEAD SULPHATE—Process of Preparing Lead Sulphate.
Ale.xander S. Ramage, Buffalo, N. Y.. assignor to International
Color & Chemical Co., Inc., Detroit, Mich. (U. S. No. 1,168,41;*:
Jan. IS. 1916.)

MINE CARS—Safety Apparatus for Mine-Cars and the Like.
Howard Houseknecht, Freeland, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,170,263;
Feb. 1, 1916.)

NATUR.\L GAS—Method of Locating Natural Gas. Fred-
erick .Squires. McConnelsville. Ohio, assignor to Walter
Squires, Zanesville, Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,168,757; Jan, 18, 1916.)

ORE TREATMENT—Treating Ores. Utley Wedge. Ard-
more, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,170,375; Feb. 1. 1916.)

PHOSPHORI'S—Blast-Furnace Process of Producing Phos-
phorus and Phosphorus Compounds. John J. Gray, Jr., Rock-
dale. Tenn. ( U. S. No. 1.168,495; Jan. IS, 1916.)

REGE.\'ER.4TIVE FURNACE. John E. Bell, New York.
N. Y, (U. S. No. 1.170,397; Feb. 1. 1916.)

REGENERATIVE FURNACES—Valve Mechanism for Re-
generative Furnaces. Louis N. McDonald, Youngstown, Ohio.
(U. S. No. 1.170.301; Feb. 1, 1916.)

RETORTS—Ore Charges for RetO'ts and Method of Treat-
ing the Same. Charles A. H. de Saulles, New York, N. Y.
(U. S. .No. 1.166.447; Jan. 4. 1916.)

RO.\STING—Improvements in or Relating to Mechanical
Ore-Roasting Furnaces. J. Harris, Darnall, England, (Brit.
No. 22.68.S of 1914.)

SEP.XRATION—Method of and Apparatus for Separalin
.Solids From Gas. Ray C. Newhouse. Milwaukee. Wis., assign
to Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co.. Milwaukee, Wis. (U
No. 1.16,8,543; Jan. 18. 1916.)

S.VIRLTTXG of Ores and Apparatus Therefor. Frank Wil-
liam Highfleld, Caversham, England, (U. S, No. 1,167,176; Jan.
4, 1916.)

SMOKE—Method and Means for Indicating Suspended Mat-
ter in Gases. AValter A. Schmidt, Los Angeles, Calif., assign.,
to International Precipitation Co,, Los Angeles, Calif, (U. s
No. 1.168.227; Jan. 11. 1916.)

STEEI.—Improved Process of the Heat Treatment of Steel.
Gio-,\nsaldo & Co.. Genoa. Italy. (Brit. No. 1S.3S7 of 1914.)

SULPHUR DIOXIDES-Process for Recovering Sulphur
Dioxide. Lucien Paul Basset, Montmorency, France. (U. S.

No. 1,168,046; Jan, 11, 1916.)

TIMBER—Art of Impregnating Timber and Other Porou-
Material with a Preservative. Oliver P. M. Goss, Seattl.

.

Wash. (I'. S. No. 1,167.492; Jan. 11, 1916.)

TITANIC OXIDE—Method of Obtaining Titanic Oxide and
the Resulting I'roduct. Auguste J. Rossi and Louis E. Barton,
Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor to The Titanium Alloy Manu-
facturing Co.. New York, N. Y. IV. S. No. 1.166,547; Jan. 4.

1916.)

VANADIITM. ITRANIITM. ETC.—Process of Extracting
Vanadium, Uranium and Radium from Ores. Richard Bishop
Moore, Denver, Colo, (U. S. Nos. 1,165,692 and 693; Dec. 28,

1915.)

ZINC OXIDR—Improvements In Or relating to the Treat-
ment of Vulatiliz. d Zinc Oxide and the like. F. W. Highfield.
Caveisham. lOnnland. (lirlt. .V.k 6.222 of 1914.)
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SAN FRANCISCO—Feb. 15

(By Telegraph.)

Hetty Green's Old Eureka Mine has been acquired by
Arthur Beam, of Denver, and others said to represent the

United States Steel Corporation. Price stated as $600,000.

SAX FRAXCISCO—Feb. S

Chief Mine ln.speetor Fdnin HigeinN has issued an open
letter to mine operators and miners urging cooperation of

both employers and employees with the mine safety depart-

ment ot the California Industrial Accident Commission. The
former chief inspector, H. M. WolHin, spent about two years in-

vestigating the mines and laying the foundation for the mine-

safety rules, through cooperation with the United States Bu-
reau of Mines and the California Metal Producers' Associa-

tion. He also secured cooperation of miners and operators

and others prominent in the mining industry.

The San Francisco Mint contained more coin and bullion at

the close of business on Jan. 31, 1916, than at any other time

its history. The total value, $365,017,927.87. The gold

received from foreign sources has decreased from $8,286. Sol

in November to $3,595,042 in December, and at the end of

January these receipts had decreased to $717,138. Gold coin

and bullion from all sources received in January totaled

$4,576,584. as compared with $7,433,020 in December and $12,-

613,463 in November. Shipments ot gold from Japan almost
ceased in November and the Australian shipments declined
ipproximately $5,000,000 from November to December.

Placer Scheellte production in Atolia district is increasing.

There are now 30 float diggers, the number increasing from
a half dozen in October. One section known as the "potato

patch" is producing an average of 300 lb. of high-grade
scheelite per day, and about a ton of lowgrade. The work-
men, mostly foreigners, are paid $3 per day of eight hours. In

the Stringer district both quartz and placer scheelite are pro-

duced and about 100 men are employed, most of whom are

leasers who pay as high as $1 per ft. for ground averaging
250 ft. of surface. The mineral is of small size, but has good
quality as that of the "potato patch." Recent discovery by
Robert Tate between Atolia and Randsburg indicate that

area of tungsten belt in Randsburg district is about 6 mi.

long and 3 mi. wide.

The Proposed Mercer of the Union Oil Co. into the Pan-
.\merican Petroleum and Transport Co. seems to depend as

much upon Andrew Weir as upon the so-called majority
stockholders. And for that reason the merger may not be
consummated, as Weir is reported to have made it plain that

he is opposed to participation by the Union. Weir owns
jointly with R. Tilden Smith, of London, $2,779,300 of Union
stock. This stock is said to have been obtained when out-

standing acceptances, given by the Union to Weir and his

associates, were cancelled as a result of the failure of Eng-
lishmen to take over the control of the company. It is stated
at IjOS Angeles that one of the main conditions of the option
upon the Union stock given by the Stewarts to Mark L.

Rcqua. was that the option would not be effective without
Weir's consent.

DENVER—Feb. 10

The Federal Bureau of Mines district headquarters will be
removed from Denver to the Colorado School of Mines at

Golden. The removal was ordered Jan. 28 by Secretary of

the Interior Lane and will take place some time during the
spring. The change is in accordance with the policy of the
national government in extending its mine bureau work to

cooperate with mining schools throughout the country. The
bureau will be situated in the hall of engineering of the
School of Mines, and the department of ph.vsics now occupy-
ing this building "will be removed to new quarters in the hall
of chemistry. During the past three years the bureau has
been domiciled in the Poster building in Denver. The Den-
ver bureau has been one of the most important stations in
the United States and exhaustive experiments have been
made leading toward the perfection of methods of reducing
the rare metals. Special attention has been given to radium
and a new and successful method of concentrating radium
oris has been devised which lowers the cost of extracting
and refining this element. 'Work has also been done on

molybdenum; the metallurgy of tungsten will next be taken
up. The work has been under the direction of Dr. R. B.

Moore, who has an efficient staff of 10 assistants. The staff

to be maintained at Golden will be larger than that of any
other mining bureau in the United States with the exception
of Washington and Pittsburg.

S.\I.T b.VKE CITY—Feb. 11

The Notification of the 25e. Wajje Increase by the .Silver

King Coalition of Park City states that when the price of
lead drops below $5 and the price of silver under 5dc., the
scale of wages will be reduced to the old standard, but
should the price of lead remain above $6 and the price of silver
advance to 65c. or above, those employees working under-
ground will receive a further increase.

The Net Proceeds of the I'tab Copper for the year 1915
were $13,741,480, as shown by the report of the State Board
of Equalization for purposes of taxation. The total gross
returns were $27,155,943, and the costs $13,414,463. There is a
large proportionate increase in net proceeds over 1914. on
account of higher metal prices. The company's taxes this

year are not expected to be any larger than last under the
new system of full valuation and reduction in the rate of
taxation. In the past, according to the State Board of Equal-
ization, the company has been assessed at full value. The
company has received a refund in taxes on several occasions,

NEAV YORK—Feb. 15

A Sale of Nichols Copper C«. common was recorded a few
days ago; 50 shares at $52 each.

.MORENCI—ARIZ Feb. 9

The Ciifton-Morenci-Metoalf District is producing copper
at about two-thirds of rate at which it was producing when
the strike was called. Sept. 11, 1915. The ©nly reason the

full rate of production has not been reached is the concen-
trating plants are not able to handle the ore. Although there

is a considerable quantity of water in various lower work-
ings, it is not so situated as to interfere with the haulage or
with the working of the larger producing stopes. The mines
could easily give the mills a full run. All strikers and non-
strikers, both here and at Duncan, have been put to work
and some new men are being taken on. The men seem to

work harmoniously together; there have been no breaches of

peace. The spirit of the Western Federation is fast waning:
Governor Hunt admits that the organization has no practical

footing in the state. The Duncan tent houses are being taken
down and removed. The Detroit Copper Co.'s mill is taking
about 1,000 tons daily as compared to 1,600 at the beginning
of the strike. The Ryerson mine is producing something like

its former tonnage, it having taken but two or three days
to bail the water out. The Old Yankee mine still has several

thousand feet of tunnel work and two or three small stopes

under water. Its best producer, however, 16 Stope, was
always high and dry. Copper Mountain -was not bothered with
much water, but Arizona Central is drowned out, but is not

heavy producer, however. The Arizona Copper Co. was not

materially hindered by accumulation of water. Its main
haulageway is alcove all water trouble and below all produc-
ing places. Every effort is being made to get the mill back to

three shifts a day. The Morend Southern Ry. is now running
two trains daily between Morenci and Guthrie. Every train

going out is carr>-ing carloads of copper bars.

1RONTON, MI>N.—Feb. »

Despite the First Successful StruKgrles against cold weather
noted on page 215 of the Journal, Jan. 29. the Hillcrest strip-

ping operations had to suspend finally from diflSculties due
to sub-zero weather, the worst in Minnesotii for many years.

.\ high wind blowing directly in the face of the nozzle stream
prevented the water from reaching the bank in a sutflcient

quantity to keep the sand pump going to capacity. The dis-

charge finally froze until there was barely a 6-in. opening
in the 12-in. pipe lino. The operators had the double satisfac-

tion, however, of Iniowing that they had accomplished practi-

cally all of the work they intended doing this winter, and that

almost every stripping Job on the Cuyuna or Mesabi Ranges,
as well as many uiicbrground operations, was closed down by
the same severe conditions.
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DI LITH, MIXX.—Fell. 11

All of the Iron Mining Companies in Minnesota are getting

ready for a greatly increased output during the 1916 season.

Inasmuch as almost 47.000,000 tons were shipped in 1915, and
inasmuch as it seems to be pretty generally conceded thS't

about only 57,000.000 tons can be handled on the Lakes during
the coming summer, it is difficult to see what is going to be-

come of the big increases in tonnage that have been called

for from the different mines, which increases amount to a

great deal more than the 10.000.000 additional tons which the

lake boats can handle. There is no question but what the

iron mining district is in for a real boom, and will ship all

that the vessels can carry: but owing to the limited tonnage
of the latter, it is a fair question to ask if the mines are not

a trifle overestimating in their optimistic production prognos-
tication.

HOIGHTOX, 3HCH,—Feb. 12

In the Porcupine District, further south than the White
Pine, exploration work, on a larger scale than ever before
planned, now is going on. The most important of this ^vork
is that being conducted at the White Pine Extension prop-
erty. The force there consists of 75 men. This number will

be increased early in the spring to 200 if present plans carry.

The diamond drill operations show better looking copper than
any previously shown here. The formation is different from
any other opened in this district, in that it contains fine par-
ticles of copper and no bunches of mass copper. The richest
of the copper is found in the shale itself, 200 lb. average being
not unusual. The formation is persistent for a distance of S\i

mi., with holes down at various depths every 250 ft.

There Are T>to Otiier Exploration Companies operating in

this district. The White Pine Extension work is in charge of
the Smith-Stanton interests. At the territor.v of the Porcu-
pine Exploration, 4 mi. west of the White Pine Extension,
camps are built and a road cut through the wilderness. This
Porcupine Exploration district is being opened by Nathan F.

Leopold, of Chicago, and Fred Close, who is consulting engi-
neer of the V\"hite Pine Extension and directing work at other
points in this section. One drill will be in operation next
week and two more within 30 days. Forty men are on the
job.

On an Extensive Tract, east of the White Pine Extension,
explorations are being conducted for an unnamed company
financed by Angus Smith of Detroit, Thomas F. Cole of Du-
luth, the Stanton interests of New York, and Mr. Close. Three
drills now are operating.

JOPLIX, .MO Feb. 12

The 31111 Construction Planned and under way in the Joplin
district is the greatest known unless periods of 1898-99 and
1905-06 equal it. Certainly the activity along this line is

staggering and it is doubtful if all of this mill construction
'S based upon anything like a sound basis considered from a
purely economic standpoint. Taking only the reports of the
past week there were no less than 22 plants either started, or
plans made for their early erection. They ranged in capacity
from 50 to 600 tons. While some of these plans may never
materialize, the spirit of the district makes pretty certain
that they will. Scrutiny of the plans so far as made public
would seem to indicate that the smaller tonnage plants
which apparently predominate in numbers are being built as
emergency ^.nd temporary plants. They are designed to take
care of the ore mined upon a short-lived mine or during such
time as the ground proves profitable. Operators of this class
are taking as small chances as possible to be cau.ght with a
costly plant upon their hands when the mine becomes ex-
hausted or should ore prices take a severe drop from present
levels. Another characteristic of these plants is that nearly
without exception they are being put up by practical men
with long experience in the field.

.Another Clnss of Mllla comprises the large plants designed
for the best practice now known. They are being placed
upon known low-grade deposits not onl.v looking to imme-
diate profits from hiph prices now prevailing, but evidently
with a view to operation when lower-price levels obtain. On
the other hand, th.-ro are mills of this class being planned for
properties whose possibilities depenil wholl.v upon the pres-
ent price level being continued for some time to come. While
they may succeed, their plan of operation Is founded upon
a speculative basis 'nd investors should be very careful In

seelnp that they h.i . the- correct facts to determine whether
they are investinf :• -in" mining or merely speculating In It.

There have been .
. , ently of projected stock deals

which bode no r the investor or the legitimate
zinc Industry of i I'ntil recently there has been
an .ihsence of thl.« .- i , - -k sabs In the face of the boom
conditions prevailing th;t li..s been n-ally astonishing, con-
sldi linR how It has previously flourished In every mining
cent. I of the United States. Tt iB returning to the Joplin dis-

trict .13 well as to other flouilshtng mining' districts of Amer-

ica and legitimate industry must help guard its good name.
In the Joplin field the public organizations, such as commer-
cial clubs of the various cities, mining organizations, mining
engineers, and the most influential newspapers have already
given out warnings to be careful and are holding themselves
read.v to assist the investor in keeping out of bad invest-
ments.

Still Another Class of Mills returning to favor on account
of the activity of small operators is the old-time custom
mill. A number of such plants have been erected thi'j year
and plans are being made for others. Although there have
been these additions to the milling capacity there is still

room for a few of this class of mills at several points
in camps where shallow ore deposits are being worked. This
mill building activity has, however, been terribly handicapped
for a period of three weeks due to the weather conditions
that have prevailed. Each week has seen just a little worse
condition brought about until it appears almost impossible
to deliver either lumber or machinery in many camps. It has
been a good many years since the roads of this district have
been so nearly impassable and so far there is no relief from
the weather.

JUXEAl', AL,.\SKA—Jan, 27

The Juneau District AVas A'l.sitcd on 'U'ednesday, Jan. 19, by
an almost unparalleled, blizzard which practically paralyzed
mining and business of all kinds for several days. At the
height of the storm, mercury reached 20 deg. below zero,

accompanied by a 75-mi. wind. The Alaska Juneau mill was
closed down for two or three shifts on account of the cold.

The Salmon Creek power line to the Perseverance mine was
blown down and as a result the Perseverance mine was idle

for three days. The Treadwell escaped, with the exception of

a few frozen steam-pipes. The diamond drillers at the Alaska
Gold Belt were forced to discontinue their work and fight the
storm to keep alive. Over the mouth of the Alaska Gold Belt
tunnel 30 ft. of snow has drifted, and must be shoveled away
before drilling operations can be resumed.

TORONTO—Feb. 8

Gold Placer Minin;? is being undertaken near D'Arcy, Sask.,

on the Goose Lake line of the Canadian Northern Ry., 98 ml.

from Saskatoon. Nuggets are reported found In the bed of

an old stream by Ralph Proven and others of Saskatoon and
about 50 claims had been taken up at last report. There is a
plentiful supply of water and active work will be started
early in the spring.

At a Meet ins He!d Here Feb. 7 the shareholders of the Con-
solidated Mining and Smelting Co. of Canada ratified the pur-
chase of the common stock of the West Kootena.v Light and
Power Co., amounting to $2,000,000. The basis of the transac-
tion is an exchange of $75 par value of Mining and Smelting
stock for JlOO par value of West Kootenay. This will give
the Smelting company control of the power company.

That a Xickel-ReflninK Plant would shortly be established
in Canada was officially confirmed yesterday when Premier
Borden laid before the Canadian Parliament correspondence
between the government and President Ambrose Monell, of
the International Nicl<el Co. On Dec. 29 the Premier wrote to
Mr. Monell. pointing out that since the outbreak of the war
there had l)een a strong feeling in Canada for the establish-
ment of a nickel refinery, sufficient at least to supply all the
requirements of the British Empire under any conditions and
asking the company's consideration of the matter as soon as
possible. Mr. Monell, under date of Jan, 7, replied as follows:
"We will grant your request and erect in the Dominion of
Canada, at such point as seems in our Judgment to be the
most economical for operation, a plant for the refining of

nickel, of such initial capacity as will secure to Great Britain
and Canada within themselves a product of refined nickel to

the extent of their requirements." He added that as soon as
the weather permitted the selection of a suitable site would
he undertaken, which in the opinion of the company would be
somewhere on the Canadian Atlantic seaboard, Premier Bor-
den on Jan. 10 wrote expressing his satisfaction and the hope
that the Initial capacity of the plant would be sufficient not
only to suppl.v the possible requirements of Great Britain and
Canada, but of the whole empire. In .answer to this the com-
pany pointed out that the consumption of nickel In the British
Empire outside of Great Britain and Canada was Insignifi-

cant, and that the refinery will be designed in units so that
additions can be made as future requirements may determine.
AVhile the conclusion reached by the negotiations Is gen-
erally regarded as satisfactory. It is criticised by extreme
protectionists as not going far enough. In the direction of

compelling the refining of all the nickel ore produced In

Canada and controlling the entire output In the Interests of

the empire. There Is a strong feeling In some quarters In

favor of an export duty on nickel ore or matte, and strict

government supervision In connection with the Industry,
which will probably find expression during Parliament.
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ALASKA
THE COLDEST WEATHER on record in Valdez district

has interfered with mining in the field to a large extent.
Granby operations have closed tor the winter as well as
mine of the Ramsay Rutherford Gold Mining Co. Granite
mine at Port Wells continues to work despite the cold.
New wharf at the Fidalgo Bay landing of Alaska Jlines
Corporation, under the management of E. D. Reiter. was
partlv destroved by wind, when it was practically finished.
Will be rebuilt at once. Piledriver was lost in 32 ft. of water
but later recovered. Damage was also done Ellamar Mining
Co.'s docks at Ellamar.

MT. ANDREW MINE (Ketchikan District)—W. J. Rodgers
started up mine for the year on Feb. 1. Contemplates big
work and will add equipment in spring.

HAZELET DEVELOPMENT CO. (Valdez)—Organized with
capital stock. $1,000,000. Incorporators, John A. Hazelet, Effie

M. Hazelet. John Lyons, all of Valdez.
COLD BAY (Near L'nga)—Coarse gold has been struck at

Cold Bay and rush is looked for. The "Dora" recently brought
SO oz. of the newly discovered pay dust to Seward, which
attracted much attention.

VALDEZ AND SZWARD were visited by destructive fires
during the unusual celd snap in the latter part of January:
$15,000 worth of buildines were destroyed in Valdez, while
docks at Seward v,ere destroyed with a loss of $50,000.

M. J. O'CONNOR (Douglas)—Announces that eastern capi-
talists have become interested in Jersey City group of claims
on Douglas Island, close to Treadwell workings, and that de-
velopment will start in spring. He is not ready to announce
names of those interested at present.

CHICHAGOFF MINE (Chichagoff)—Mill closed down for
a short time on account water shortage due to extreme cold.
Flotation plant will be installed under direction of Minerals
Separation Co. Graphite in the ore has long been a problem
when eyanidation was considered and it is hoped by Manager
James Freeburn that this will be eliminated by the new
process.

JAP PROPERTY— (Seward)—Acting for syndicate of Min-
nesota capitalists, Dr. H. O. Schalaben, of Seward, has just
purchased the group of eleven quartz claims in the Willow
Creek district, known as the "Jap property." Claims are in
same locality as well-known Alaska Free Gold, Gold Bullion
and Independence mines. Development work will commence
as soon as climatic conditions permit.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

SHATTUCK ARIZONA (Bisbee) — Production for 191.5:
11 154,211 lb. copper; 3,151 oz. gold: 201,869 oz. silver; 2,345,-
342 lb. lead: copper recovered, 117.92 lb. per dry ton ore;
lead recovered, 300.67 lb. per dry ton ore. Cost per pound
refined copper, S.446C. ; sold at IS. 5c. average gross price.
Development work for year. 14,978 ft.; development work
from beginning to close of year, 90,240 ft. Out of net profit
of $1,174,028, stockholders were paid four regular dividends

lid one e.xtra dividend, totaling $875,000. Total net surplus
at end of year, $897,679.

Graham County
LAUREL CANYON (Klondyke)—New concentrator at

Grand Reef mine now in operation; expected to be running
shortly at full capacitv. 200 tons per day. Company has about
600.000 tons blocked out; runs $18 in silver and lead, also
carries copper values. Thirty-flve men are now employed.
Max Bauersfield has been awarded contract for hauling con-
entrates to Fairview, from which point they will be shipped

to El Paso smelter.
Mohare County

MERRITT (Oatman)—Group of 3 claims and 2 fractions
adjoining Vnited Eastern, Tom Reed and Big Jim mines has
been acquired by Charles S. Sprague, president and manager
of Jumbo Extension Mining Co., Goldfield, Nev., from J. E.
Leepcr. of Kingman.

UNITED EASTERN (Oatman)—It has been officially an-
nounced that negotiations looking to merging of United
Eastern and Tom Reed mines have been abandoned ^\'ithout
success. Long considered 200-ton mill will now be erected
with all possible dispatch.
MOTHER LODE (Kingman)—New organization of J, E.

Leeper. of Kingman, and associates. W. C. Miller, of Jerome;
T. E. Pollock, of Flagstaff: J. C. Callaghan, of Phoenix; Joseph
M. Muheim, of Bisbee, and I. M. George. Kinginan. Company
will develop Roadside mine in Union Pass section, 24 mi. west
of Kingman. One liundred-foot shaft exposes 50-ft. vein
averaging $9 per ton; shaft will be deepened to 500-ft. point.

Pima County
NEW CORNELIA (Cornelia)—Contract for depot of Tucson.

Gila Bend & Cornelia railroad, has been let. Work is being
pushed on railroad yards and new buildings. Over 2.000 tons
of steel is being loaded at C. & A. smeltery, at Douglas,
which will be shipped to Cornelia and used in construction
of railroad shops and warehouses. Crushing plant used at
experimental mill is being moved to new mill site and will
be used to crush rock for concrete.

Final 'County
COPPER CHIEF (Casa Grande)—Manager John E. Reade

reports high-grade silver strike, also important find of gold

Yavapai County
RECENT FLOODS uncovered 2-ft. vein of rich ore carry-

ing native copper in Copper Basin.
WICHITA PLACER (Prescott)—Hydraulic giant recently

installed is handling 15 cu.yd. earth per day. with recoveries
better than was expected. Ground is handled right down to
bedrock: much coarse gold is taken from crevices in rock.
RUTH (Prescott)—Two carloads of 41', zinc concentrate

and 1 carload of concentrate running high in gold, silver
and lead were results of week's run at new mill. Recovery
is so satisfactory that large amount of development work will
be undertaken soon.

BIG PINE MINING (Senator)—Has purchased 100-ton cv-
anide plant of the Mascot mine, at Crown King, and will move
it to Senator soon as weather conditions will permit. Com-
pany is reported to have 70,000 tons of $10 ore blocked out.
Will have water power sufficient to run mill 5 months in
the year; steam plant will be used in dry weather.

CALIFORXIA
CalaveraH County

GRAVEL MINING is more active than for several years.
Brewster and What Cheer, in Chili Gulch, are in operation and
employing a large aggregate crew. Rough Diamond, Safe
Deposit, Veigh, Curnow, Emerson, all on what is known as
Blue Ledge, are being operated or developed. Also Stock-
ton Ridge and Nuner are getting good gravel. Old El Encino,
near the Junction, has been bonded and work begun on Coffee
Mill. Bad weather making bad roads has hampered industry,
but as there is now plenty of water, operation will go on ac-
tively as soon as weather clears. Also American Camp
district is being revived.

SOUTH CAROLINA (Angels Camp)—Reported that large
bodies of good ore are blocked out and the ore bins and
chutes are filled. The mill will be started immediately. Mine
idle since last August on account of ground slides.

CALAVERAS COPPER (Copperopolis)—Flotation process
installed and working successfully. It is stated recovery is
90<^. which is much greater saving than when concentration
was only method. Crushing plant is being modernized and
new mill of 250 tons capacity is being installed. About 100
men are on payroll of company. Coffer and Trask are work-
ing in several places under lease and eniploying 35 men.

SUMMERVILLE (San Andreas)—New mining company
formed to develop and operate Thorp mine, 5 mi. south.
Property idle IS years, although reported to have produced
rich ore in early days. Company authorized to issue 200.000
shares in payment to Frank A. Summerville for 450 acres
and a patented mining claim and 1,331 preferred shares and
2.994 common shares for expenditures and services. Re-
mainder of stock may be sold to the public.

Colusa County
PROSPECT OF REOPENING QUICKSILVER MINES in Sul-

phur Creek district is reported as favorable. Some prelimi-
nary work has been done.

Inyo County
CERRO GORDO (Keeler)—Installation of electric power

was so far completed by middle of January as to operate com-
pressor. Heavy snows have caused some delay but within
short time hoist and all other machinery about mine will be
operated by electricity brought in by pole line from Keeler;
furnishes 175 hp.

MaripoMa County

MOUNTAIN KING (Mariposa)—Net production in three
months ended Dec. 31, 1915. was over $60,000. Property is said
to be improving with development.

Nevada County
COE (Grass Valley)—Old hoist plant recently destroyed

by fire. Prospect of reopening mine, in which case new
hoist plant will be built.

Placer County
ORO FINO (Ophir)—Boulder and Bellevue and other mines

operated by company will increase production. Company is

taking out about $20,000 a month.

PInmaa County
SOUTHERN EUREK.V (Greenville)—New incorporation

with capitalization of $2,000,000. organized under laws of
Washington and development and operation of mines in Green-
ville district. Property contains about 450 acres, including
nearly half a mile of Crescent-Indian Valley vein and the
Hibernia. McClellan and Southern Eureka mines, formerly
operated hv late George Standart, of Greenville; .also Wardlow
group .idjoining. Directors are: Hal J. Cole, E. F. Yeagcr.
H. R. Van Dreathen, George D. Needy, M. A. De Huff, al! i

.-;

dents of Spokane.

San Bernardino County

MOJ.AVE Tl'NGSTEN CO. (San Bernardino)—Company in-

corporated with capitalization of $1,000,000 to develop and
operate 12 tungsten claims in eastern side of county. Near-
est railroad station is at Roach. Nev., about 19 mi. ei'.st, on
San Pedro and Los .\iigeles R.R. Large amount of >'. velop-
ment already done niid large tonnage of ore expose^! Mine
equipped with cru.<lier and concentrator plant. > ^mpany
composed chiefly m New York men with head oflico at 165
Broadway
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COLORADO
San Migruel County

TOMBOY (Telluride)—In January mill ran 29 days; crushed
12,000 tons of ore, yielding bullion and concentrate, ?87,400;
expenses for period, $59,600; profit. $27,800.

Teller County
CRIPPLE CREEK DRAINAGE TUNNEL (Cripple Creek)

—

Heaviest flow on record, 16,000 gal. per min., is reported
now flowing from Roosevelt Tunnel.

ID.\HO
Shoshone Connty

HIGHLAND-SURPRISE (Pine Creek)—Has 150 tons high-
grade mill concentrates in bins but is having difficulty deliv-
ering them to railway at Beeler.

TUSCUMBIA (Wallace)—Mine and mill have been closed
down on account of bad weather and danger from snowslides.
Work will be resumed as soon as weather permits.

TAMARACK (Custer)—Has option on controlling interest
in Black Bear property, which has been explored to depth of
1.150 ft. and which has large tonnage of developed ore.

LITTLE PITTSBURG (Pine Creek)—New mill, which was
built in midwinter in record time of six weeks, started Feb. 2.

Company expects to ship carload of concentrates daily. G. S.

Hinkle has contract for hauling ore to station at Beeler and
is using 42 horses.

SUCCESS (Wallace)—Judge Woods set Feb. 14 as date for
Success company to render accounting for ore extracted from
ground owned by Alameda. Order is outgrowth of recent
litigation in which Alameda alleged extraction of ore to value
of $30,000 and asked court to order accounting.

STAR ANTIMONY (Kellogg)—Made its first shipment of 30
tons last week which will average above 50 Tt antimony. Ore
was closelv sorted and hand jigged. Company is driving a
lower tunnel which is expected to greatly enlarge amount
of ore available.

CALEDONIA CW^allace)—Although comparatively small
property, is entitled to rank as one of richest mines of Coeur
d'Alenes as indicated bv the following figures, for year 1915:
Ore mined. 15.004.83 tons; gross value. $1,246,859.69. average
$83 per ton; profit. $760,324. average $51 per ton; gross pro-
duction per man per day (about). $138; profit per man per
day (about). $84.

REX (Wallace)—According to annual report of Manager
M. J. Sweeny, old Rex mine has record of production of
$750,000. most of which was made at time when zinc in ore
was penalized. Efforts are being made to put mine on produc-
ing basis after long idleness; diamond drilling has disclosed
commercial ore in parallel vein. Company owns 300-ton mill
under lease.

OSCEOLA MINING CO. (Wallace)—This recently incor-
porated company is preparing to install compressor and elec-
tric power to ijevelop ground formerly known as War Eagle,
on Placer Creek—1^4 mi. from Wallace. Wisconsin capitalists
back of enterprise. Dennis Reardon. formerly superintendent
of Green Hill Cleveland, will have charge of property.

HYP(1THEEK (Kingston)—After drifting on main vein
both east and west tor more than 200 ft. on 1.100 level and
finding nothing but barren quartz, company about a month
ago began (Irifting on stringer encountered in crosscut from
shaft about 50 ft. from vein. After drifting west SO ft.

stringer widened to 2 ft. of clean galena. In east drift at 70

ft. it has widened to 3 ft. of quartz with bunches of galena
coming in similar to showing that preceded solid ore in west.

MICHIG.VN
Copper

SOUTH LAKE (Houghton)—Is building shaft rockhouse.
Expected to go into commisison in three or four months.

ISLE ROYALE (Houghton)—Now handling largest rock
tonnage in its history. Capacity of Isle Royale three-stamp
head has been increased so that it is not unusual now for
mill to treat 2.200 tons of ore per day.

WINONA (Winona)—Is preparing for increased production.
Plans have been completed for reopening No. 1 King Phillip
shaft, shafthouse of which was destroyed by fire several years
ago. New building will be of wood and material is already on
the way.

HANCOCK (Hancock)—Small shipments of Hancock copper
rock through Quincy No. 7 shaft to Quincy mill continue, but
several weeks will elapse before Hancock will have sufficient
openings to maintain tonnage sufficient to keep one head of
Quincy mill in operation. Six levels are now being opened.

Iron

M. A. HANNA (Crystal Falls)—Monongahela property is

being opened up through Carpenter. Not enough work done
yet to determine what ore lies there.

TOBIN (Crystal Falls)—Workings are now free of water.
Mine was unwatercd at rate of 9 ft. a day. By next Monday
there will be 200 men at work. When the 13th level is opened
another 100 will be added.

OHIO (Michipamme)—Pumps were started this week. Will
require several weeks to get out water. Over 100 men will
be employed when mining starts. At present there is not a
mine operating in Michigamme field.

NEWPORT MlNlNi; (Isbpeming)—Now requires all appli-
to undergo a physical examination.

1 course necessary because of the com-
h.fvo been several cases In the Lake
ni. n have applied for compensation,

.lilments began sometime previous to
.Newport company states that the
ing examination, and there is no

_ i of labor will result. Other com-
In the iron region are now considering following

example of Newport people and It is not at all unlikely that
before many year* every man who desires to go Into mines
will have to submit to an • x.imlnatlon.

cants for employmi
Company considers surh r

pensatlon law. Th< rr h.-

Superior district when- ?

when their injuries •r .i

lime that act took effer t

men do not object to Ut

doubt but that better cl:i

.IlIXNESOTA

Dniuth

GEO. H. CROSBY, of Duluth, has taken a lease on the
NE^4 of NE»4. Sec. 18, 46-29. in vicinity of Rowe Mine, Cuyuna
Range. Royalty stated to be 32c. per ton.

THE EASTERN MESABI RANGE, so called, will be thor-
oughly prospected by Eastern capital. Field work is now
being carried on. District has always been known to have
magnetic iron ores, and interested parties plan erection of an
experimental concentrator at Duluth for testing these ores.

CujTina Ranj;e

CUYUNA IRON AND MANGANESE ORE (Ironton)—

A

dividend of 3c. per share recently declared, being dividend No.
2, 217,000 shares outstanding. Company holds underlying
lease on Mahnomen Pit at Ironton.

DULUTH-BRAINERD (Ironton)—By order entered in dis-
trict court, obtained by receiver of company, assessment of $1
a share has been levied on stockholders, payable in 30 days.
Company formerly held lease on property north of Ironton,
but lost same through non-payment of royalties. Mine now
known as Fierro mine, being developed in small way by other
interests. Company has nearly 300 stockholders, with some
individual holdings as high as 8.000 shares.

CROSBY (Nashwauk)—New mill will probably be started
about Apr. 15. About 300.000 tons of ore will be put through.
Mill was completed just prior to first of year.

TIOGA (Chisholm)—This new property made initial hoist
of ore on Feb. 2. Is first property on Mesabi Range to be
operated entirely by electricity.

C.WOUR (Kinney)—Filtration plant will be installed at
abandoned Cavour mine by Pittsburgh Filter Co., enabling
residents of Kinney location to obtain drinking water from
mine workings.
MONROE (Chisholm)—Work on new station in shaft is

progressing. All timber in station is being replaced with steel
and concrete. Many improvements of minor nature being
made at property.
WEBB (Hibbing)—Shenango Furnace will install washing

plant at this property this spring. Allis-Chalmers has con-
tract for mechanical construction. Will be first washing plant
to be installed at an underground mine.

STEVENSON (Hibbing)—Operations are to be resumed im-
mediately. Force of 250 will be employed. Only under-
ground work will be carried on until spring. Pit will be
opened at that time. IMost of machinery will be driven by
electricity. Property is owned by Corrigan, McKinney & Co.

MOXT-4N.\

Deer Lod^e Connty

ELK GOLD (Deer Lodge)—At directors' meeting held Feb.
2 it was voted to levy assessment of one mill per share on all
outstanding stock. Contract was also let to J. C. Conlin to
sink shaft an additional 25 ft. at a rate of $10 per ft. Direc-
tors feel mucl> encouraged over company's prospects.

Sliver Bow County

BUTTE & LONDON (Butte)—Shaft is now down close
to 1.400 level and indications of nearing good vein of ore are
increasing.

B,\RNES-KING (Butte)—Has secured an option on Wood-
row Wilson claims known as Parker-Brownlow group, in
Rimini district, close to Helena. Property has never been
developed and has only 26-ft. prospect hole on it, but company
has a year in which to make its investigations and carry on
development.

BOSTON & MONTAN.\ (Butte)—Next six weeks promise
some important developments in affairs of company. Cross-
cutting to Idanaha and Park veins is nearing completion and
indications of high mineralization are becoming more and
more marl<ed. Flow of water has been steadily increasing,
indicating presence of vein area ahead. Company has ordered
a large amount of new machinery.

BUTTE-B \LLAKLAVA (Butte)—Since settlement out of
court of legal difficulties with .Anaconda, company is again in
splendid shape for profitable operations. On basis of sales
of its copper at ISc. a pound, earnings for November last
were $20,000. With increased price of copper, present earn-
ings should be far in excess of that. Daily shipments of ore
amount to 200 tons. New bodies of high-grade ore, recently
encountered, promise material increase in output.

AN.\COND.4 (Butte)—By deal consummated Feb. 9 b'

comes owner of all property of Butte-Alex Scott Copper Ci

for consideration of $750,000. Purchase includes I,ittle A"ni.
claim and east 500 ft. of Alex Scott claim. Latter adjoin.s
West Colusa of .\naconda on north. On portion of claim
acquired by Anaconda is located plant and shaft of Alex
Scott. West part of Alex Scott was owned by Anaconda
for som.e time. Butte-Alex Scott is a Delaware corporation
with capital stock of $1,250,000, divided into $10 shares. It

was incori)orated in February, 1909, and has been producint.;
copper for a number of years. Property is developed b>' :i

2.200-ft. shaft and has recently been provided with com
plete modern equipment.
DE HORA DREDGE (Butte)—Question of ownership c

famous dredge is being thrashed out before Judge McClern:!
in suit entitled A. B. Melzner against W. E. Ward and othei-
Some time ago dredge of defunct British Butte company w:i^
sold bv sheriff and purchased bv Shirley H. Jenks. of London
England, through his attorney, English, of Butte. For se;
vices rendered English filed claim against Jenks to tune of
$7,500. Later A. B. Melzner purchased claim for $1,000. thereby
considering himself owner of dredge. Then came W. K. Ward.
Jenks' representative and started to dismantle dredge and
remove its machinery. Melzner sicured an injunction restrain-
ing Ward from removing dredge or any of Its belongings.
This injunction Melzner Is asking to be made permanent.
Jenks claims that sale was not a bona fide one and that he
Is still owner of the dredge. Present suit is being heard
to decide status of ownership.
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NKVADA
E^Hnternldu County

GOLDFIELD CON. (Goldfiild)—Estimated production for
January: Total tons mined. 31,000; Kro.ss extraction. $209,000;
operating expenses, $149,000; net realization, $60,000.

NEVADA METAL EXTRACTION (C.oldlield)—Construction
a little delayed by recent storms, but buildings now com-
pleted and large portion of the equipment in place. Plant
will be operating by first of March; capacity of 150 ton.s
per day.

GOLDFIELD CON. (Goldfleld)—Final report for December
shows 35,610 tons mined and milled with net profit of $53,02S.
Net costs were $4.4S per ton. Leasers produced 706 tons, gross
value $9,274. Development amounted to 2,811 ft. at $5.37
per ft. Preliminary estimate for .January shows 31,000 tons
mined and milled with a gross recovery of $209,000. Operating
costs amounted to $149,000, leaving $60,000 for net realization.

JUMBO EXTENSION (Goldfleld)—At directors meeting held
Feb. 5 a dividend of 1 V2C. per share was declared, payable
Mar. 31, to stockholders of record Mar. 1. Disbursement
amounts to .$116,250. Preliminary report for January shows
3,123 tons mined and marketed for a gross return of $81,500.
Freight, treatment, and sampling amounted to $28,250. and
smelter losses $12,500. Operating expense was $17,500, leaving
a net realization of $23,250.

REORGANIZED BOOTH (Goldfleld)—At a recent meeting
of directors a dividend of 5c. per share was declared payable
Mar. 6, to stockholders of record, Feb. 29. Disbursement
amounts to $50,000. During 1914 company did 2,239 ft. of
development work without exposing any appreciable amount
of profitable ore, but received through apex settlements
$15,000 cash and 300,000 shares of Jumbo Extension stock,
250,000 shares Kewanas stock, and 750,000 shares Merger
stock. Property not being worked at present.

Xye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Feb. 5 was
8,445 tons, valued at $177,270, compared with 8,390 tons for
week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont, 3,040
tons; Tonopah Extension, 1,800; Tonopah Mining, 1,625; Jim
Butler, 1,000; West End, 549; Halifax, 49; miscellaneous
leases, 382 tons.

TONOPAH EXTENSION (Tonopah)—Net profits for the
month of December amounted to $57,290. Little is being done
at old No. 1 shaft as work of cleaning old stopes and robbing
pillars has been practically finished.

Storey County
OPHIR (Virginia)—Central tunnel development carried on

in north drift 250 level, old fill of good milling ore exposed.
Saved 95 cars of ore from slope and development work. Ophir
mill resumed operation on Feb. 3.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Raise in old stope 2,400
level shows porphyry and vein matter low assav; 2.500 north
drift in vein matter low assay and winze in No. 1 stope in
low-grade ore.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—Increased tonnage extracted from
2,400 and 2,500 levels as follows: No. 2 stope, 104 tons at $20
per ton; No. 3 stope, 396 tons, $12.86; No. 4 stope, 44 tons. $16.
Started work on 2,700 level reopening connecting drift to
Mexican winze. Shaft reopened 20 ft. to the 140-ft. point
below 2,000 station.

ITAH
Beaver County

MOSCOW (Milford)—During January four cars of ore
were marketed. This ore was largely from 1,100 level of old
workings and was taken out through 800 level of new shaft.

CEDAR-TALISM.\N (Milford)—This company has shipped
its fourth car of zinc ore since Jan. 1. Developments in
ore along incline are encouraging. Large body of low-grade
zinc ore which carries bunches of 40% zinc is being blocked
out.

Juab County
MAT DAY (Eureka)—Two cars of ore are at Summit

station awaiting shipment, but have been delayed on account
on heavy snowstorms in Tintic district.

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—Report for 191

i.i.bl% lead. 1.058 <?c copper, 32.97 9; zinc. Receipts from ore
sales and other income, including balance on hand Jan. 1,
1915, of $186,748, amounted to $511,684. Disbursements, includ-
ing total mining costs of $186,722, and two dividends of
$44,027 each, Amounted to $301,650. There was balance on
hand. Jan. 1, 1916, of $210,034. Since company was organized
ore sales have brought $1,771,238.

Piute County
MINERAL PRODUCTS (Marysvale)—Will increase the ca-

pacity of potash plant from 25 to 50 tons a day bv additional
unit, to be erected by Westinghouse Church Kerr & Co.Some of equipment for new unit is on ground. Hauling is at
present difficult and teams have replaced motor trucks to some
extent.

Salt Lake County
CARDIFF (Salt Lake)—Another vein 4 ft. in thickness has

been cut in limestone footwall west of main orebody. Thiswas reached about 200 ft. from tunnel level. Teams have
been sent to mine for hauling.

.
SOUTH HECLA (Alta)—Ore teams are breaking road (o

mine, and shipments will be started shortly. Development
in ore on and above 250 level continues, and winzes are being
sunk in ore from 250. One of these is down 40 feet.

,« ^JA^ APEX (Bingham)—Report for quarter ended Nov.
30, 1915, shows net earnings of $65,011. Gross earnings were
$245,653; expenses $143,108; development, $31,655; bond inter-
est, etc., $5,877. Since last report I'arvenu orebody has been
cut on 1,300 level, showing ore of same character as that
above. Copper orebody meritioned in last report proved valu-
able. In October management decided to take out this oreby means of leases, and give all of its attention to mining
and milling of lead ores. October earnings fell oft, owing
to increased development cost and change in character of
milling ore from lead to copper, also cost of flotation installa-
tion. Flotation system was installed and is working satis-
factorily. .Net proceeds for year 1915 were $235,492 accord-
ing to statement filed with the board of equalization Feb. 10.

Summit County
SILVER KING CONSOLIDATED (Park City)—Roads frommine have again been opened and shipments of ore resumed.

Present deep snow shows advantages of proposed new trans-portation tunnel starting from near mouth of Thaynes Canon.
SNAKE CREEK TUNNEL (Park City)—During Januaryprogress of 401 ft. was made. Fir.st 310 ft. was made in betterthan record time, when caving ground requiring timberingwas encountered. Face is beyond broken ground and goodpr9gress IS again being made. Face is in 14.122 ft., at thispoint being about 3,000 ft. vertically from surface. Flow

ot water at portal is approximately 9,000 gal. a minute.

C-\X.\D.l

Ontario
NORTHERN ONTARIO LIGHT AND POWER CO. hasannounced that hereafter power in Porcupine will be sold ata riat rate of $40 a horsepower year based on a 3-min. peak.

I his IS same rate as has been in effect in Cobalt for some time
anti will be a considerable reduction from rates previously in

I'^aa"?'''^
.in Porcupine. Company has a surplus of about

3.000 hp m Cobalt and will build a line into Kirkland Lakeabout 50 mi. long, to transmit this power for benefit of mines
there. Increasing demands for power in I'orcupine have
necessitated further development of existing powers and it
is expected that work now contemplated will call for anexpenditure of $1,500,000.

yipqXD (Porcupine)—Orebody recently struck at 400 level
carries $14 ore across width of 10 ft.

..^'-'^'^'^^ (Porcupine)—Is shipping some ore to Mclntyre
mill. Property is controlled by Mclntyre company.

H.\MMELL SYNDICATE (Manitoba)—This syndicate
backed by New York capital has let contract to Smith &Durkee. of Sudbury. Ont., at $50,000, for diamond drilling on
properties at Athapaposkaw Lake near The Pas. Four
diamond drills are on the way.

McINTYRE (Porcupine)—Showed record earnings in Janu-
ary. There was milled total of 8.950 tons; average grade,
$1.94; gross value, $71,076; operating costs, $32,500; net profit,
$38,400. Mill is being increased to 400 tons a day.

NIPISSING (Cobalt)—In January mined ore of estimated net
value $169,802 and shipped bullion from Xipissing and customs
ore of an estimated net value of $148,730. High-grade mill
treated 81 tons and shipped 251,676 oz. of silver. Low-grade
mill treated 5,278 tons.

DOME (Porcupine)—January statement shows that there
was milled 31.600 tons of ore from which was recovered $176 -

990, or an average of $5.58 a ton. This constitutes record
production and value. In the crosscut between shafts X'o. 2
and No. 3 there was encountered an entirely new orebodv
which showed 27 ft. of $9.60 ore and 58 ft. of $'4.30 ore. South
crosscut from No. 3 shaft is in $10 ore. Shaft is being tim-
bered to 700-ft. level.

TOUGH-OAKES (Kirkland Lake—With new compressor
running will have capacity of 30 drills. For past three months
mill has been running entirely on development and dump ore.
Mine is in excellent shape and has some verv rich ore. If
difflculties arising out of appointment of new board of direc-
tors are not settled it is possible that mine mav be closed
down or operated by bank. There is no apparentend to liti-
gation now in progress and pending.

MEXICO
A^uasoalientes

THE GOVERNOR OF .A.GU-\SC.ALIENTES is reported to
have cancelled various smelting concessions held bv .-Vmerican
concerns. The decree, designed to increase State and National
revenues, states that the concessions, granted bv the former
"Dictatorial Government," were illegal and in some cases had
been secured by bribery. It is understood that the State De-
partment has entered a protest on behalf of American in-
vestors.

Sonora

MOCTEZUM.4 COPPER (Nacozari)—Company plan.* to sink
new shaft and install 2 electric hoists, capable of lifting 10
tons 2,500 ft. Railway scales are being installed at mill to
weigh concentrates; new systehi of conveyor belts is being
put in for purpose of loading cars. Third aerial tramway for
disposal of tailings recently completed, about 2,900 ft long
Company is considering advisability of erecting 50- to 100-
ton cyaniding plant to treat low-grade ore in Churunibabi and
adjoining properties. Moctezuma now employs about 1 500
men; deepest shaft 1,300 ft.

.Vl STRALIA
MINERS AT UKOKEN MILL, N. S. W.. went on strike Jan.

10, demanding increased uages and a 44-hr. week instead of
48. Judge HigRins ileclims to arbitrate unless strikers resume
work at full time.
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Metal Markets

XE«" YORK—Feb. 18

Continued strength was exhibited in all of the metals last

week, especially in copper and spelter.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zlinc

Copper—The volume of business transacted by producers
during the last week was rather less than in the previous
week. Business was chiefly with domestic manufacturers,
but France continued to be a persistent buyer. The demand
from England was quiet.

A good deal of variety in prices is now exhibited. Certain
producers are able to sell only for June and later deliveries,

and make a price irrespective of time. If any earlier copper
be released to them they give it to their regular customers
at the same price. Other producers make a difference accord-
ing to time of delivery. Thus, on Feb. 14. one of the large
producers was selling at 2714c. for April. 27c. for May-June,
and 26?ic. for July-August, all of these quotations being on
regular terms. About the same prices prevailed on the fol-

lowing days. For small quantities of copper bought and sold
for immediate and prompt delivery all sorts of premiums are
realized.

Copper Sheet.s are quoted at 33c. per lb. for hot rolled and
34c. for cold rolled. Copper wire is 27^A@28c. per lb., in large
lots at mill.

Tin—This market was stronger, but no features of special
interest developed.

Receipts of tin at Atlantic ports Feb. 1 to Feb. 15 were
3,542 long tons. Tin reported afloat for those ports on Feb. 15
was 4,893 tons from the Straits and 150 tons from London;
5,043 tons in all.

Lead—A rather large business was done right through the
week. In the latter half independent producers found them-
selves able to realize premiums over the price of the A. S. &
R. Co. The St. Louis market advanced to a level that is out
of normal proportion to the New York price. The demand for
lead from abroad is huge. The matter of freight room con-
tinues to play a great part in this business . Dealers who
have sold at c.i.f. prices sometimes found them figuring out
not very well. On the other hand, producers are able to sell

f.o.b. works at fine prices, the buyer assuming all the burdens
of getting the metal to Europe and elsewhere. When pro-
ducers are able to do this, domestic manufacturers are natur-
ally obliged to enter into competition if they must have lead.

On Feb. 16 the A. S. & R. Co. withdrew temporarily from the
market, reentering in the afternoon with an advance of
price to G.30c., New York. This followed the consummation of
a satisfactorily large business during the previous days.

Spelter—This market again advanced sharply from day
to day. A relatively large business was done. In the first

half of the week it was chiefly for export: in the second halt,

chiefly for domestic consumption. There was one very large
sale running ahead to October, but the bulk of the business
done during the week was for April-May-June delivery. How-
ever, there was a considerable tonnage of spelter sold for
February and March, although it was relatively small In

comparison with what was done for the second quarter. The
price for prompt spelter advanced from about 19c. to about
20%c., while the price for April-May-June advanced from
about 16Hc. to about 18c.

Zinc Sheetu an- in good demand, but with no change in

prices. The current quotation is $24 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru,
IlL, less 8% discount.

Other Metals

NJ-\V YORK—Feb. 10

Alnmfnnm—The mnrket Is more active In demand, and
supplies are again rather short. Prices are firmer, current
quotations being Se'guSc. per lb. for No. 1 Ingots, New York
delivery.

Mckcl—The market Is .".t.-aay with about the usual busi-
ness doing. Quotations ui.- 45©50c. per lb.. New York, for
ordlnnry forms, with T,i: pi r lb. mor.- asked for electrolytic.

Antimonr—The demand continues good, so close to the
supply, in fact, that it is hard to keep up deliveries. Prices
are strong, Chinese and other ordinary brands being held
at 44iff44^4c. per lb. for spot. Nothing has been done in

futures, expected arrivals for the next two or three months
being all covered. Cookson's is in very short supply, the
small lots available being held at 57 @ 60c. per lb.. New York.

Two steamships arrived at New York this week with
several hundred tons of antimony, but it is not expected that
these imports will come on the general market to any extent.

The Antimony Corporation, a concern with a capital of
$1,000,000, was Incorporated Feb. 15 at Dover, Del. The char-
terers are Joseph S. Fay, Sherborn, Mass.; Olof Wenatrom,
Brookline. Mass., and Freeman Hinckley, Boston.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Quicksilver—The market continues strong, but still a little

irregular. Stocks are scarce, arrivals being absorbed as fast

as received. New York quotations are $285 #300 per flask of
75 lb. for larger orders; $295'&300 for smaller lots. San Fran-
cisco reports by telegraph $325 per flask, with sales small.
Business generally is restricted by the high prices, buyers
taking only what is absolutely needed. The London price
continues fixed at £16 15s. per flask.

Minor Metals—Current quotations for Bismuth are $4 per
lb., New York.—Cndniiuni is quoted at 7s. per lb. in London;
$1.50 per lb.. New York.—Chromium metal, 75c. per lb.. New
\ork. —Cobalt metal, 97% pure, is sold at $1.25@1.50 per lb.

—

Maf^neainm, pure, has gone to a high price, $6 per lb. being
asked.—Selenium varies from $2.50® 3 per lb., New York, for

large lots; $4.50@5 for retail quantities.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS
Spanish Kxports of Minerals 11 months ended Nov. 30 as

reported by "Revista Minera" in metric tons:

' —Metals . . Ores, etc. .

1914 1915 1914 1915

Iron 28,358 114.580 5,826.100 4,007,032
Copper 16,200 16,260 79,970 29,095
Copper precipitate 8,979 10,187
I.ead 138.700 144,341 1717 832
Zinc 3,105 3,758 06,137 33,489
Quicksilver 1,280 709
Manganese 8,316 8,483
Pyrites 2,565,417 1,9.54,673
Salt 491 .094 462,740

Imports of coal in 1915 were 1,595,028 tons, a decrease of

718.602 tons from 1914; imports of coke 167,795 tons, a decrease
of 160,312 tons.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

NEW YORK—Feb. 16

Gold—It is understood that about $5,000,000 gold be
shipped from New York to Amsterdam, to adjust the high
rates on Dutch Exchange, and to provide for the annual
tobacco sales.

Gold production in Rhodesia for the full year is now re-

ported. The total was $17,662,102 in 1914, and $18,892,959 in

1915; an increase of $1,230,857 last year.
The gold return for West Africa in December was 37,813

oz. This makes totals for the year ended Dec. 31 of 419,510
oz., or $8,671,271 in 1914, and 412.273 oz., or $8,521,682 in 1915;
a decrease of 7,237 oz., or $149,589 last year.

Platinum—The situation remains unchanged. Supplies are
restricted and prices continue nominal and very high. It

is difficult to fix quotations, as sales depend largely on condi-
tions of each order. Sales are reported at $85 up to $95
per oz. for refined platinum. In one or two cases $100 is re-
ported paid, but that is exceptional.

Our Russian correspondent writes that after reaching a
very high point the market has declined slightly, owing to
larger offerings by producers. The decline still leaves prices
high and an advance is expected. Demand for home use, espe-
cially from the acid works, is large, and production is not
likely to increase as many miners and small producers are
in the army. Quotations for crude metal, S3% platinum, are
16.50 rubles per zolotnik at Ekaterinburg, and 63,000 rubles
per pood at Petrograd; equal to $62.04 and $61.74 per oz., re-
spectively. The market is firm at this level.

Palladium—The demand for this metal is on the increase
lately and prices are advancing, $55®' 60 per oz. being quoted.

Sliver—The market continues fairly steady. Demand con-
tinues still to be tor mintage chiefly in England and on the
Continent. Stocks at the various silver centers have grad-
ually diminished, and the probability is that current prices
are likely to be maintained.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

JOPLIN, MO Feb. 12

Blende, high price $126.50; base per ton 60% zinc, premium
ore, $125; medium grades $120@110; and lower grades down
to $105; calamine, per ton, 40% zinc, $70@S0; average selling
price, all grades of zinc, $116.69 per ton. Lead, high price.
$87.20; base per ton, S07i. metal content, $S4@86; average sell-
ing price, all grades of lead, $83.93 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED FEB. 12

_ ^ , Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week.. 14.482.210 782,720 2,448.280 $976,510
Totals this year.. 75,807,070 6,882,620 11,936,850 4,861,200

Blende value, the week, $844,970; 6 weeks, $4,145,700.
Calamine value, the week, $28,800: 6 weeks, $246,470.
Lead value, the week, $102,740; 6 weeks, $469,030.

The ore shipped this week was largely loaded the flrst
three days of the week, a thaw coming on Thursday that has
made loading impossible in many localities the latter half of
the week. Tonight it has frozen again, and if it continues
cold over Sunday active loading of this week's purchases will
begin early Monday. The water situation in the north 'VYebb
City group is easier, and the additional pumps are beginning
to make headway against it. It is not thought the light rain
the past two days will seriously affect the underground. Out-
lying mines depending upon coal fuel cannot haul it and
a number of these are idle. This week's shipment relieves
the district of all but three lots of reserve ore, one of which
is sold.

PL.VTTEVII,LE, WIS.—Feb. 12
The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $117®

121 per ton. The base price paid for 807c lead ore was $78
per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED FEB. 12
Zinc Lead Sulphur,

„. ,
Ore. Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.Week 3.330.000 50,000 834.300Year 23,582,000 415,000 4.705,300

Shipped during week to separating plants, 5,580,000 lb. zinc
ore.

Iron Trade Review

NE-\V YORK—Feb. 16

New business in finished steel continues to come in.
Export orders are large and in some cases urgent as to de-
livery. Some steel works, it is said, are sold up for the whole
of the current year, while others have no room left for the
first half of the year and very little for the third quarter. Con-
sumers are getting rather urgent about their requirements for
the third and fourth quarters, and are seeking to cover them-
selves for that period; while others are growing anxious
about deliveries for current needs.

Storms and very cold weather have interfered with pro-
duction and, to a greater extent, with deliveries of material
by the railroads. Some mills and furnaces have had trouble
in getting coke as fast as they need it, owing to railroad de-
lays and to shortage of cars. Labor in the coke regions is
not overabundant.

The pig-iron market is rather quiet again, though two
or three heavy orders for basic iron are reported. Not much
has been done in foundry iron this week. Some dealers are
looking forward to a new buying movement to set in by the
end of this month.

The following announcement has been made as to the pur-
chase of the Cambria Steel Co. property:

"The Midvale Steel and Ordnance Co. announces that it has
made a contract with Messrs. Stotesbury, Donncr and Replogle
for the acquisition of so much of the stock of the Cambria
Steel Co. at $81 per share as may be deposited with Drexel
& Co. by Feb. 19. 1916. This purchase will be financed in
the following manner:

"A. The Midvale Steel and Ordnance Co. will issue and
sell to the Guarantee Trust Co. and Lee, Higginson & Co.
$50,000,000 of its 20-year 5% collateral trust sinking fund
bonds, convertible into the company's stock at any time at
$100 per share.

"B. The company will issue and offer to its stockholders
at $60 per share its $25,000,000 of treasury stock, which offer
has already been underwritten by a syndicate."

The authorized capital stock of the Midvale Steel and
Ordnance Co. is $100,000,000, of which $75,000,000 has been
issued.

It is understood that negotiations are now pending for
the sale of Pennsylvania Steel Co. stock to a syndicate which
is reported to be alfiliated with the Bethlehem Steel Co.
Nothing definite has been given out so far.

The United States Steel Corporation reports its unfilled
orders on Jan. 31 at 7,922,767 tons of material, which is an
increase of 116.547 tons over Dec. 31, and a gain of 3,574,196
tons over Jan. 31, 1915. The total is almost the largest ever
reported,

PITTSBIRGH—Feb. 15

Steel prices show as much of an advancing tendency as
ever. Yesterday wire products were advanced $2 a ton, mak-
ing nails $2.30, and constituting the second advance this
year in wire products, while today standard steel pipe under-
went its third advance since Jan, 1, steel pipe going" up one
point, to 75<:^ off list on sizes =\i - to 3-in., while line pipe was
correspondingly advnnced and oil country goods :iiivanced

irregularly from .^.i to $4 a ton. Billets'aro quotable f2 to $3
a ton higher. The average advance in all finished suel prod-
ucts since this movement began is about $17 per net ton.
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Plates have doubled in price, going from 1.0.5c. for prompt
or early delivery, to 2.10c. for far-forward delivery and 2.50c.

to 3c. for early deliveries.

The unfilled tonnage of the Steel Corporation at the close

of January, announced on Feb. 10 at 7,922,767 tons, represented

the unexpectedly small gain of 116.547 tons during January

The interesting computation has been made that with ship-

ments at 15.000,000 tons a year, a conservatively low estimate,

such a tonnage would run out on Aug. 12, as an average date.

The large mills are reputed to be practically sold up for

almost the entire year, and the explanation given of the

apparent divergence, when hitherto the Steel Corporation's

unfilled obligations as reported have been considered in excess

of the tonnage buyers were certain to take, is that instead

of accepting definite contracts at fixed prices the mills have

merely given assurance to regular customers that they would

be taken care of during the second half of the year, at such

prices as might be ruling.

Specifications are heavy on all steel contracts and the mills

are in most cases shipping at practically their maximum rate.

Weather, car shortages and scant labor supplies at individual

points have proved inconveniences but have not operated to

curtail production materially. The labor supply promises to

be a very serious matter later, when outdoor operations will

make a bid for men. It is reported that some of the mills

are quietly paying a premium on some of their common labor.

Strictly new buying of steel products is light, but the market

is certainly presenting all the appearances of underlying

strength.

Pig Iron—Pig Iron is a shade softer, due to conflnued light

demand. Bessemer and basic are quotable at 50c. and 25c.

respectively below former figures, while foundry iron, which

at one time sold freely at $19, Valley, with $18.50 as a low

price, is now going freely at $18.50. even for second half.

The fundamental conditions appear strong, with furnaces

decreasing their stocks and the outlook that consumption,

rather than production, will increase. We quote: Bessemer,

$20.50: basic. $17.75(315: forge and malleable, $1S®1S.50: foun-

dry. $18.50. f.o.b. Valley furnaces, S5c. higher delivered Pitts-

burgh.

Steel—Sales of soft billets are becoming somewhat more
common. Several lots of odds and ends in small billets have

been sold at $38 "S $40, for immediate shipment. There are bids

of $35 for bessemer billets for early delivery, regular specifica-

tions. We quote besemer billets and sheet bars at $35 and

$36 and openhearth at $38, representing advances of $2 and $3

respectively over previous quotations, but there is no regular

market, each transaction being a law to itself. Rods are now-

offered at $50, for deliveries beginning say four months hence.

an advance over our previous quotations of $5 per ton.

There is a strong demand for forging billets for export,

and high prices are being paid for this steel.

FERROALLOYS

Ferrosilicon of high grade is in demand still. The nominal

quotation for 80% alloy is $85 per ton, Pittsburgh. Imt up to

$95 is reported paid for lots for early delivery.

Spieeeleisen is firm and higher. Sales of 20% alloy are

made at $iO per ton, Pittsburgh.

FerromanBone»e—The shortage of prompt alloy has appar-

ently become acute with some consumers, as bids of $225 for

spot lots of 50 tons have been made without finding sellers,

and $250 has been quoted. Receipts on contracts have been

light thus far this year. The contract price on English

remains at $125. Baltimore, but deliveries would be very

uncertain.

FORKIOX IROX

The German Iron nnil Stcrl Inlon reports the production of

pig iron in Germany in December at 1.029,144 metric tons.

which is 174.948 tons more than in December, 1914, and 582,106

tons less than in December, 1913. For the year ended Dec. 31,

1915. the total make of pig was 11.790,077 tons.

The report of the German Steel \Vorkn Vnlon for the fiscal

year ended June 30. 1915, recently made public, shows total

shipments of 3,393,537 metric tons, against 6.124,310 tons in

the precedlni,' fiscal year, or 55.41% of the latter. The domes-
tic trade absorbed 80',; of the 1914-15 total, the foreign sales

being necessarily r. stricted because of the war. The average

dally shipments were 11.109 tons as against 20.098 tons In the

fiscal year of 191) and 21,104 tons in 1913. The dally rate fell

from 17,423 tons In .l:ily, 1014, to 3.653 In August on the break-

ing out of the war. hut iiu reased to 12,305 tons in June, 1915.

The shipments for the tl.scal year 1915 were 739.451 tons of

seml-flnlshed steel against 1.639,829 tons In the year previous;

1,759 115 tons of railroad material against 2.748.728 tons and
801,971 tons of shapes, ag.iliist 1,735,753 tons.

IROX ORE
Shipments by rail of Lake Superior iron ore from Lake

Erie docks to furnaces were 887.426 tons, being 638,303 tons
more than in January. 1915. The stock remaining on docks
Feb. 1 was 7,071,275 tons, being 731,531 tons less than on
Feb. 1 last year.

Furnace contracts for mill cinder and puddling scale have
been closed by eastern furnaces at about $3.50 @ 3.75 per ton
for mill cinder and $515 5.50 for puddling and heating scale,

both delivered. This shows advances of about $1.50 per ton
over last year.

Witheibee, Sherman & Co. have let a contract for a large
ore dock on Lake Champlain at Port Henry, N. Y. The dock
will be of steel and concrete construction, 1.000 ft. long and
250 ft. wide, and it will have a storage capacity of 350.000
tons. The cars will dump direct to the dock and the ore will
be loaded into barges by a modern electricall\--operated ore
bridge equipped with clam-shell bucket. The enlargement of

the Champlain Canal will permit the use of large barges from
Port Henry to tidewater.

The Thomas Iron Co. has contracted for the entire output
of the iron mine of the Hoff Mining, Realty and Improvement
Co., Wharton, N. J., for the next three years. The stock of
ore on hand at the mine, amounting to about 5,000 tons, has
already been shipped to the furnace at Hokendauqua, Penn.
Operations at the mine have just been resumed after tw-o

years of idleness.

OTHER ORES
.4ntiinony Ore is in some demand and sales have been mad

5

of moderate lots at $2.50 per unit—Molybdenite, 85 to 90%
IvIoS-. is quoted at $1.40'ai.45 per unit, with a moderate de-
mand.—Tungsten Ore is in very strong demand. The high
prices have apparently failed to bring out new supplies. As
high as $65 per unit has been paid for February and March
delivery.

COKE
ConnelLsville—Car supply was rather poor all last week.

This week, ilonday brought a good suppl.v but Tuesday saw
a distinct shortage, owing to cold weather. Some of the
furnaces are probably short of coke, but seem to be averse
to inquiring for spot coke fearing that some operators might
sell to the detriment of deliveries on contracts. Three sales

ase reported in the past week at above $3.50, but in general
the market is quotable at $3.25'5$3.50, but in general the

market is quotable at $3.25@3.50 for prompt furnace and
$3.75 W 4.25 for prompt foundry, per net ton at ovens. There is

no interest in contracts.

Coke production in the Connellsville region is reported by
the "Courier" at 433,182 short tons; shipments, 420,686 tons.

The shipments were cut down a little by bad weather.
Shipments of the Greensburg and Upper Connellsville districts

were 43,279 tons.

Anthracite Shipments in January were 5,884.350 long tons.

As compared with January, 1915, this is an increase of 1,050,-

751 tons.

Chemicals
NEW YORK—Feb. 16

Business has been steady and the tone of the general mar-

ket has been firm, with good sales in most lines.

Arnenic—Consuming demand appears to be larger and In-

quiries are more frequent. Quotations are $5.25 per 100 lb.

for carloads and over, and $5.50 per 100 lb. for smaller lots.

Copper Sulphate—There is a fair inquiry, both for domestic
delivery and for export. Quotations are unchanged at about

$22 per 100 lb. for carload lots and $22.25 per 100 lb. for

smaller orders.

Pyrlted—Receipts at Baltimore for the week Included 9,8S0

tons of pyrites from Huelva, Spain.

Xltrotc of Soila—More chartering of nitrate tonnage from
Chile is reported, but at high rates. Business here Is reported

good and prices are firm at $3.60 per 100 lb. for spot. Futures

are offered at $3.55 per 100 lb. Production in Chile in Decem-
ber is reported at 5.526.910 quintals, a large Increase over

last year. Shipments from the West Coast for the year ended

Dec. 31 are reported as follows, In tons:

1914
Europe 1,210,700
United States 518,850

1915
1,622.100
811,750

Changres
. 411.400

292,860

Total 1,729.550 2.433.850 I. 704.260

The total shipments in 1913 were 2.593, 800 tons; In 191J

they were 2,345,600 tons.

Sulphuric .Veld—Supplies are scarce, the market being

generally sold up for some time ahead. Quotations for 60

acid are $25 per ton at works for spot and $22 for futures,

buyers to supply cars.
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Mining Gjmpanies—United States

Acacia, g
Adams, a.l.c

Ahmeek, c

Alaska Mexican, g
Alaska Treadwell, g. . . .

Alaska United, g
Am. Zinc, Lead & Sm....
Anaconda, c

Argonaut, g
Ariiona Copper, pf

Arizona Copper, com. .

.

Bagdad-Chase, g., pf

Baltic, c

Bingham N'. H., c

Bonanza Dev., g
Brunswick, g
Bunker Hill Con., g
Bunker Hill t Sul., Is..

Butte-.\leji Scott, c

Butte-Batlaklava, c

Butte <t Superior, z

Caledonia, l.s.c

Calumet & Arizona, c. . .

Calumet & Hecla, c

Camp Bird, g.s

Centen'l-Eur., l.s.g.c

Center Creek, l.i

Champion, c
Chief CoDsoltdat«d, s.g.l

Chino, c
Cliff, g
Cliff, g
Colo. Gold Dredging
Colorado, l.s.g

Columbus Con., g.s

Commercial Gold
Con. Mercur, g
Continental, z.l

Copper Range Con., c. .

.

Dalv Judge, s.l

Daly West, s.l

Doctor Jackpot, g
Doe Run. I

Eagle & Blue Bell. g.s.I.

.

Elkton Con., g
El Paso, g
Ernestine, g.s

Fed. M. & S.. com
Fed. M. & S, pf....
Florence, g
Frances-Mohawk, g.
Free Coinage, g
Fremont Con., g
Frontier, z

Gemini-Key'ne, l.g.9.

Gold Chain, g
Gold Coin of Victor.
Gold Dollar Con....
Gold King Con., g.

.

Golden Cycle, g. . . .

Golden Star, g
Goldfield Con., g
Grand Central, g. . . .

Granite, g
Hazel, g.
Hecla. 1.3

Hercules. 1.9
Homestake. g
Horn .Silver. I.s.i

Iowa, g.s.I

Iowa-Tiger, g.s
Iron Blossom, s.l.g. .

Iron Silver, s.l.g

Jerr\' Johnson, g
Kendall, g
Kennedy, g
King of Arizona, g. . .

.

Khar Pinuette, z.l

Knob Hill, g
libertv rtell, g
Little Bell. I.s

Little Florence, g
Mammoth. g.s.c

McKinney, g. .

.

MavDav.g.sl..
Meiican.g.s
Miami, c
Modoc, g-S

Mohawk, c
Monarch-Mad'a, g.s.I.. .

Montana-Tonop., s.g. . .

.

Mountain, c
National, g
Nevada Con,, c
NewCenturj-, i.\

New Idria, q
North Butte, c
North Star. g.
Old Domin'n. M. & Sm. .

Ophir. 9g
Opohongo. g.a.l

rtro\'ille Dredging
Osceola, c
Parrot, c
Pearl Con

, g
Pharmacist, g

Pittsburgh-idahoi j.V
Pittsburgh Silver Peak, g
Portland, g
OuilD-

,

Colo
Colo
Mich....
Alas
Alas
Alas
U. S
Mont
Calif. . .

.

Ariz
Ariz
Calif
Mich
Utah
Colo ...

CaUf
Calif
Ida
Mont
Mont
Mont
Ida
Ariz
Mich
Colo
Utah
Mo
Mich
Utah
New Mex,
Utah
Alas
Colo
Utah
Utah
Ore
Utah
Mo
Mich
Utah
Utah
Colo
Mo
Utah
Colo
ColoNM
Idaho. . .

.

Idaho. . .

.

Nev
Nev

1 20

Wis..
Utah.
Utah.
Colo.,
Colo
Colo
Colo
\riz. .

,

Nev...
Utah.
Colo .

Cal .

R. D .

Utah.
Colo..
Colo.

.

Utah..
Colo.

.

Cal...
<"olo .

Mont .

Cal .

Wis.
Wa.'A..
Colo .

Utah..
Nev...
Utah.
Colo .

"tah.

.

Cal...
Mont..
Cal ..

Ariz..

.

Nev. .

.

Utah.
Cal ..

Mich..
Mont.,
'^ash.
Colo
\la3...

Ida .,

Issued
I

Far

M38S89 $ i

80,000 10
50,000 25

180,000 5
200,000 25
180,2001 5
171,200| 25;

2.331.250
200.000

1.426.120
1,519,896
1S4.819
100.000
228,690
300,000
395,287
200.000
327,000
79,311

2.TO.0O0

272,019
2,605.000
617,412
100,000

1,100,051
100,000
100,000
100,000
871,384
869,980
300.000
100.000
100.000

1,000.000 0.20
2S5..>»0

1,750,000
1,000,000

22,000
393.7.39
300.000
180.000

3.000.000 10
65.7831 100

893.1461 1

2.500,000 1

490,000 5
300,000i 5
60.000 100

Total

Jan
Dec.
Jan.

122,004 .

778,000 1

3,300.000 J

3,507.381 Nov
l.').535.0f)o Nov.
1.991.210 Nov.
1.108.820' Ian.

oOl 99.573.125 Nov.
" 1.700.000! Dec.

2,129.063 ;

18.461.338
202.394

7.950.000
454.302

1,425,000
179,598

July
Jan.
Dec.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept.

875,000 Jan.
16,854,750 Jan.

221.354 Jan.
125.000 Aug.

4,509 ,909'Dec.
1| 754,200 Jan.

10 23.118.225 Dec.
129.250.000 Dec.
10,806,551,Jan.
4,050.000 .Apr.

550.000 Oct.
11.600.000 Jan.

350.460 Nov.
6,697,995 Dec.

90,000|Jan.
210.000Oct.
675.000, Sept.

2,570.000 Dec.
226.832 Oct.
43.750 Dec.

3.44.5.313'.Iulv

551,000 Dec.
I3.986.746'Oct.
1.155.000 Dec.
6.606.0a) Jan.

84,814 Mar.
3,550,969 Doc.
446.573 Aug.

3,579,460 May
1,707,545 Feb.
150,000 July

2.708,7.50 Jan,

100

'1

•09

120,000, 100 9,466.392 Dec. '15
1.050.000
912.000
10,000 100

200.000
1.250| 100
,000

1,000.000
1,000,000
..500,000

1,000,000
,.500,000
400.000

!,559,148
500.01)0

0.10

1,650,000
900,0(K>

1,000,000
I,Of)0.000

251,160
400,000

1,666,667
3,000

1.000,000
500,000
390,000

2.500.000
500.000
100,000
200,000
20,000

1,000,000
133..5.i2l
300,OrKl

1.000,000
400.000 2 50

1.309.2.12,

soo.oon'o 2
201.600|> 51

747.112
.10(1,1 inn

inn.nf
l.imo.nnn
921, si;

2.V),000
7.50.000

1,999,4.57
330,000
100,000
430,000
250.000
162,000
20i,finn
S9S.07S
6S6.l!l>;

Ofi.l.-Jl

229.S50
1.909.711
t ,.500.000
"i.nnn.ooo

809,407
2.790.000
3.ooo.noo
1,.5011.000

2:

0,05

Dec.
-May
Feb.
Dec.
Nov.
Jan.

840.000 Apr.
546.000, Ja:^.

ISO.OOODec.
258.000 Oct.
146.202 Nov

2.305.000
130,000

1,350,000
100.000

1.417.319
4.200.000
UO.OOOjMar.

28.999.832 Oct.
1.633,250 Dec.
286,500 Dec.
971,000 Dec.

3,855,000 Jan.
5.725.000 June

39.005,162 Jan.
5.642.000

1
Sept.

270,167 Dec.
25.179 Dec.

2.550.000 Jan
4.9.50.000 Dec.
386.100 Dec.
187.500 Nov.

1.505.000:July
1.831,00lUpr.
396.000 Aug
2.59,000!Apr.
70.000,Oct.

1,752.795 Sept.
75.0001 Mar.

430.000lJnn.
2.320.000 Dec.
1. 169.308 July
244.000 Nov.
161.910 June

6,399,878 Nov.

'13

'16

(0.01
04

2 50
0.10
0,50
0.30

50
1.00
0.10

0.24
10

2.00
0.20

20
0.06
02 J

25
15
50

8.25
0.02
1 25

15 00
24

1 50
0.15
3.00
05

1 00
0.10
0.01
1.00
0.03
0.20
O.OOj

Dec.
Feb.
.Mav
Dec.
Mav
Mav
Dec.
Oct.
Dec.

!75.0OO
3,575,000

40,000
488,588

4,216.250
570.000

19.976.159
237,600

1,830,000
12,492,000 Jan
4,787.040 Dec
6.237.000,Dec.
L'.nr,s,360 .Ian.

S' 1.9071 Jan.

I

1 .770.,S:« .Sept.

1.5.1S9.2.10 Jan.
7.871,839iJuly
181,422 Dec.
87,50OFeb.

2,041. .526 Oct.
217,0S3'Apr.
771,200 July

10,260.080 Jan,
67..500 Feb

0.35
0,15
0,001

76
0.10
0,02
0,10
0.10
1,50
1 00
0.10
0.05
1.00
0,02
2 00
10.00
0.03
0.02
O.OOJ
0.01
0.02
05

0,10
•lol 0,025
'12 0,01
'13 01
•16 0,10
•15!

•16| 0.65
'07 0,05
•15 OOOi
'15 1 00
•16 0.03
'14i 0,10

0.01
0,01
06
03

0,1
0,50
OOOj

'ir
'11 0;

03
05
02

0.03
(I 75
1.00
n 01
2 00

01
10
44
10

1 00
01

0,50
0.40

20
2.00
0,10
0,02
0,12
3,00
1.63
02
00)

0,03
O 04

02
0.03

12 01
16

Mining Companies—United States—iConlinned)

Issued Par Total Latest Amt,
Quincy, c
Ray, c
Republic, g
Rochester. I.z. ,

Hound Mountain, g. , , .

Seven Troughs Co5., g.
St. Joseph. 1

Shannon, c
Shattuck Arizona, c.

Silver King Coal , Is ,

Silver King Con., I.s.

.

Sioux Con., s.l.g

Skidoo, g.
Snowstorm, eg
South Eureka, g
Standard Con., g.s.

Stewart, 8.1

.Stratton^s Ind., g

.Success, z
Superior & Pitts., c. . . .

Tamarack, c
Tennessee, c
Tomboy, g.s
Tom Reed, g
Tonopah Belm^t, s.g.. ..

Tonopah Ext., g.s
Tonopah of Nev., s.g..

.

Tri-Mountain, c
Tuolumne, c
Uncle Sam. g.s.I

United Cop. Min.. c...
United (Crip. Ck.) g. . .

United Globe, c
United Verde, c
Utah, s.l

Utah, c
Utah Con., c
Valley View, g
A'ictoria, g.s.I

\'indicator Con., g
Wasp No. 2, g
Wellingt<5n Alines, g
Wolverine, c
Yak, s.l

Yankee Con., g.s
Yellow Aster, g
Yellow Pine, l.z.s

Yukon Gold, B

Mich.

.

Ariz ,

\\ ash.
Mo
Nev. ,

,

Nev...
Mo...

Utah.
Utah.
Utah.
Cal
Ida
CaUf..
Cal
Ida...
Colo
Ida
Ariz. .

.

Mich..
Tenn.

.

Colo, .

Ariz. .

.

Nev..

.

Nev. .

.

Nev...
Mich..
Mont.
Utah.
Wash.
Colo .

-Ariz. .

.

-\riz. .

.

Utah.

,

Utah.
Utah.

.

Colo. .

Utah.

.

Colo
S. D...
Colo..
Mich .

Colo.

.

Utah..
Cal...
Nev...

I Alas...

110.000 S 25 $21.77:
1.4S5.333
1,000.000

4.900
1.266,591

100

60

1,5(X>,0(X)

1.474,798
300,000
350,000

1,250,000
637,582
745,389

1,000,000
1,500,000
299,981
178,394

1,238,362
1,000,000
1,500,000
1,499,792

60,000
200,000: 2.

310,000 4 85
909.555

1.500.013
943.433
.000.000
100.000
800.000
500.000

1.000.000
4.000.100

23.000
300.000
100.000

1.624.490
300.000

1.000,000
250,000
,500,000
500,000

10,000,000

60,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
100,000

1.000,000'
3.500.000

100

..5fXj De 15 $2 00
.092,ai3 Dec, •151 30
170.001) .Nov. '12 0.011
190.846July '12 50
363.305 Aug. '13 0.04
1S0.3S0 Dec. 15 02J

10,197,413 Dec
7S0,0<«i!Jan.

3,325,000 Jan.
3,284,885 Jan.
814.857 Dec.
872.097 1July
365,000 Oct.

1,192,103 Oct.
638,878 Jan. '16 0.07

5,274,4071 Nov. 13' 25
2.012,314 Dec

25
131 0.30
•16' 1 00
•16i 0.15
•15, 0.10
'II 0.04
'14 0.01

02

Dec. "13

May '13

Sept. '11

618,623 Ja
1,093,000 Jan.

10,318,369 Dec
9,420.000July
5.056.250 Jan.
3,709.335 Jun<
2.443.757'.Apr.
8.018.026 Jan.
1.037.772 Jan.

13.150.000 Jan.
1,4.50,0«X)

520,000
495,0IK1
40,000

440,435
2 472 500

37!297!000|Feb. '16
281.860lDec.

32,711,896 Dec.
9,000,000 Sept
210,000 Dec.
2O7,.3O0 Mar.

3.397.500 Jan
549.466 Jan.
650.000 Nov.

8,520,000 Oct.
1,937,685 Sept. 'IS
167,500 Jan. '13

1,172,789 Dec. '15

893,008 Dec '15

7,672,000 Dec. ^15

•15 05
•16 0.04
16' 0.03
•15, O 38
•07t 4 00
•16j 75
'lo! 0.24
15 0.f)6

•16! 0.12J
0.07J
0.15
2.00
0.10
0.05
0.01

04
6.00
0.75
0.02
1 50
0.50
0.04
04
03

0.05
•15l 0.02
loj 4 00

0.03
0.01
0.02
0.15
0.07)

Iron, Industrial and Holding Companies

Amalgamated, c
Am. Sm. & Ref., com
Am. Sm. & Ref., pf..
Am. Smelters, pf. .A..

.Am. Smelters, pf. B.

.

Greene Cananea
Guggenheim Expi ....
Inter^l Nickel, com
Inter^l Nickel, pfd
National Lead, com..

,

National Lead, pf
Old Dominion, c
Phelps, Dodge A- Co..
U. S. Steel Corp., com
U. S. Steel Corp., pf.

.

U. S. S., R. & M., con
U. S. S., R. A M., pf..

1,538.879
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Assessments N. Y. EXCH. Feb. 15 , BOSTON EXCH Feb. 15

Company Dellnq.
I

Sale Amt.

Alta-Germanip . Utah
.ilta Tunnel, Utah
Basalt. Xev
Belmont, Ida
Boston Development
Cash Boy, Nev
Columble Ex., Utah
Deer Creek C. A- G.. Utah. . .

Duluth-Bralnertl, Minn
Elk Gold, Mont
Emerald, Utah
Emerald. Utali

Empire M. & D.. Ida., (post.)

Exchequer G. 4 S.. Nev
Four Timbers, Ida
Great Copper King, Utah. . . .

Imperial, Ida
Independence, Utah
Index, Ida
Jacket-Crown Pt.-Belc, Nev.
Laclede, Ida
Lucky Deposit. Utah
Massasolt, Utah
Monarch Pitts., Nev
Nabob, Ida
Nevada-Douglas, Nev
Park Gold. Utah. .

Queen Bess, Utah
Revenue Cons., Utah
Kexall, Utah
Rio Grande Grubstake, Utah

.

Rob Roy, Ida
Bantaquin King. Utah
Scorpion, Nev
Silver Moon, Ida
Silver Mountain, Ida
Slavonian, Ida
Snowshoe, Ida
Summit Ex., Utah
Tar Baby. Utah
Tarbox, Ida., (post.)

Tyler M. & M., Ida
Utah-Oregon. Utah
Utah-United, Utah
Uvada. Xev
Western Star, Ida
West Toledo, Utah

SIApr.
15 Mar
17, Mar
16 Mar,
23|Mar,
SiFeb.

15 Mar
15 Apr.

. . . Mar,
16Mar.
24 1 Mar.
14Mar.
19 Mar.
20 Feb.
6 Mar.
18Ma'.
4 Feb.
ll|Mar.

13 1 Feb.
18|Mar.
UiKeb.
10 Mar.
llApr.

20
1
Mar.

SlMar.
2 Feb.
25 Feb.
5 Mar.
SMar.

21 Mar.
2nMar.
17 Mar.
1 Feb.

15 Mar.
IS May
31 Feb.

. . .Ipeb.

28 Feb.
5 Feb.
10 Mar.
21 Mar.
10 Jan.

28 SO . 005
4 0.01
6 0.003

11 0.003
s 05

20' 0.01
14; 0.025
26 0.005
...I 1 Oil

. . . 0.001
11 O.OOi
11 0.005
10 0.005
s' 0.03

24i 0.002
11 0.001
20 0.003
14' 0.001
6 0.0025

10 06
28 0.003
13 0.005
23 0,015
20 0.01
14 0.005
10 0,10
20; 0.001
20: 0,005
31 0.01

21 0.01
29 0.006
6 0.002
5 0.00125

14 0.01
22 0.005
ul 0.002
29 001
15! 0.005

1 0.01
28 0.005
26' 0.003
28', 0.001
10[ 0.0005
30 0.01
20 0.02

3li 0.001
...I 0,01

Stock Quotations

COLO. SPRINGS Feb. 15 SALT LAKE

Name of Comp.

Acacia
Cripple Crk Con..
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot.

.

Elkton Con
El Paso
FIndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign..

.

Golden Cycle
Isabella
Jack Pot
Jerry Johnson
Lexington
Mary McKlnney..
Pharmacist
Portland
Raven B. H
V^nllcalor

tosi
t or,i

t 1104

i of Comp.

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining..
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Emma Cop
Go!d Chain
Grand Central. . .

.

Iron Blossom
Lower Mammoth.
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con .

Seven Troughs . .

.

.silver King Coal'n.
Silver King Con..

.

Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

SAN FRANCISCO
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Wallhiallla Disftocil,

SYNOPSIiS—Vescriiition of a reijion in western

South Carolina in which all indications point to

gold deposits of economic value. Profits were made
from free gold in leached surface ores, but com-

bined gold in the deeper sulph ides has resisted the

efforts of the poorly informed residents. The
formation a.nd ores are technically discussed.

It is the iiitcntiun of the writers of this article to

•set forth a brief record of the result of some detailed

operations, observations and stvidies of a section of country

lying south of the Blue Eidge Mountains in western

South Carolina. The purj)ose has been the seeking of

gold in paying quantity, with due regard for the value

of any other minerals that might be found, and the work

was done in the most deliberate attitude, with no anticipa-

tion Ijcyond the piek-and-shovel point and what they

Vt\ Fkaxk I*. I'etkiisox* and Fuaxk If. FLYXxf

might cite a Government report of gold-miningwe
operations at Gold Hill, N. C, for 1854, in whk-h mention
is made of the fact that, for want of a means to treat

lefractory ores, $40,000,000 in ore value was allowed to

go into the ditch against a recovery of about $4,000,000.

Some Items of Local History

In the Walhalla region local history has it that one

Ernest Cochran, on his farm south of Seneca in Oconee
County, opened a promising gold vein. The ores were
imperfectly crushed and washed for their free-gold content

to the extent of several hundred tons. This operation was
self-sustaining imtil a depth was reached at which the

gold was carried in combination with sulphur and the

free-gold values were supposedly lost in a vein trend that

is now thought to have been normal. It would have

jjrobably increased in value had means been understood for

its recovery. Sluicing was carried on in this same neigh-

CHARACTERISTIC GOLD-BEARING POCKET

revealed from day to day. To say the least, this work, in

connection with its geology and mineralogy, has been

interesting and instructive.

The historical data relating to the discovery of gold,

the efforts to open and develop mining operations in the

goiicral area covered, would be too tediovis and voluminous,

even if available, to present; and considering the fact that

much (if the history obtainable is indefinite, only such

notes as were fairly authenticated will be given. Reference

to Government and ]\Iint reports, prior to and shortly

preceding the Civil War, will be interesting and are

conclusive to the effect that gold earnings were a not

unimportant factor for the region. In this connection

•Mining engineer, 535 Nortii Cheyenne Ave., Tulsa, Okla.

tMining engineer.

(IKAVEL BANK OF OLD FIELDS OF SEXEC.\ SECTION

liorhood, and gold was obtained from limited placer areas,

l)ut no data were available as to the amounts or the

profits resulting. Ore piles on the Cochran property

showed free gold in leached ore at the surface of the

piles and combined gold deeper. James Lovegood took

out sufficient gold in the Keowee neighborhood, with slave

labor and "Long Toms,"' for the founding of the Walhalla

l)ank, and Jesse Lay, in the same neighborhood, was

successful in mining at a profit with slave labor. Two
or three comfortable fortunes were amassed in this limited

area along the small tributaries of Little River. These

operations were carried on up to the outbreak of the

Civil War, which catastrophe put an end to all work

of the kind, and ]u'actically nothing has been done since

then.
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It is no new fact that considerable areas of North
Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia are gold-bearing.

On the Atlantic side of the mountain ranges the gold

seems to lie in zones, or streaks, of varying width with

intervening barren spaces. These zones vary, as do the

intervening stretches, in widtli. The section of most
definite promise, however, lies in the western tip of South
Carolina and can be bounded, for brevity, by the eastern

line of Greenville and the southeastern line of Anderson
counties.

Geography and Topogr.\piiy of the District

The area within these boundaries is cut by two definite

gold-bearing zones and touches another at the North and
South Carolina boundary line. The general trend of these

zones is in a southwesterly direction from their most
elevated position in the hills and mountains. The
drainage of the area is southeasterly from the watershed
of the Blue Ridge Range, consequently numerous small
streams cut the higher zone and, in and near their origin,

touch the third gold-bearing reach. Seneca River has its

beginning, so far as the name is concerned, at the junction
of Keowee and Little Rivers, on the east line of Oconee
County, and follows a southerly course at the crossing of

the Oc-onee County line. At this point the Seneca is the
recipient of practically all the drainage of Oconee and
Pickens Counties and has reached aliout 300 ft. in width. It

is worthy of note that the junction of the Keowee and Lit-

tle Rivers takes place at the north edge of one (the lower)
of the two gold-bearing zones mentioned, and that the

Seneca cuts this zone for a river distance of 9 to 12 mi.,

emerging from the zone area at the southeast Oconee
County line. Further reference will be made to the
topogra])hical condition of this zone, which is at present
cont;'il)iiting gold lilwrally to the lied of the Seneca along
the section mentioned.

The headwaters, in numerous little tributaries of the

KeoAvce and Little Rivers, cut the second-level zone
ranging east by north above Walhalla and touch the third

level in the mountain heights. The Seneca, along a
sect'on e.xtending from Clemson College down to 3Iaxweirs
brid;c, will have_ especial attention from the viewpoint of

its possible dredging value. The basin at this point is

undulating, and the bottom lands, or silts deposited by
Ihc river, have varying widths and an elevation of from
20 to 30 ft. above normal water level of the stream. No
great indication of recent changes of riverbed position

were observed, and the present channel may have an
average total depth of from 16 to 40 ft., with water depth
ranging from -1 to 25 ft. The stream is not sluggish,

nor has it any observed rapids. There is a power dam
sonic miles below the reach under discussion, but there

is no jjackwatcr tendency evident.

The Geological Compo.sitions

The geological aspect of the entire region invites the
attention of the geologist as well as of tlie archa'ologist,

for here, as in no otlier place in the United States, is

laid bare a region of vast area, from the coastal plains to

Die coal mea.sures, east io Maryland and west to the Gulf
of Mexico, in stratified formation of an age prolialily

preceding the Canilniaii. Huronian is an apt term as

applied locally to the a^c of rocks in the region of Lake
Huron, the formation being apparent in general character-

istics in many iilaco--. and the selection of the partienlnr

area under discussion was finally made very largely on
the geological evidences. More nearly uniform uncovering
l)y erosion of the ages was found here than elsewhere, and
in this area it was possible to observe the gold-produciny-
levels of the earth laid bare to an unusual degree.
Furthermore, the operations of nature in its dissemina-
tions of the gold in this section can now be observed in
all stages except tho.-^e of the glacial and volcanic nature.
Open fields, weather-worn and torn into hundreds of clay
rivulets, can be o])served delivering placer gold to lower
levels: the protection of wooded areas holds deposits of
former ages and still is acting to submerge them deeper

;

the slow pi'ocess of oxidation is proceeding on nianv
exposures of sulphide ores to roast them into the condition
of delivering their free gold.

Mica schists, gneisses and granites are the apparent
original fonnations, more recently cut by eruptive dikes
of porphyry, diabase, perhaps diorite, pegmatite, etc. Tlie
region has all the appearance of the pre-Cambrian, and is

known to geology as Alabama Island, having extended far
into the Atlantic Ocean.

Stratification, as evidenced by zones or belts, has a
regular trend N 22° E. Fissures are more or less regular
in their general direction N 82° E, while the dip of the
strata is southeast from 45° to 50°, and the dip for the
fissures is north from 12° to 20° from the vertical

The general structure of the gold-bearing zones was
ohserved to be strata veins, lenticular stringers and irregu-

lar disseminations inclosed in the gneiss and mica schists

crosscut by occasional fissure veins, being practically the
same indications as were noted at Dahlonega, Ga., Battle
Branch and Knuckleville. Also, for similar citations,

reference may be made to Adler Gulch, Mont., and Baker
City, Ore., South Mountain, Pilot Mountain and Vein
]\rountain, N. C.

illNEEALOGY OF THE OrE DEPOSITS

A regularity in the nature of the ores in the region is

evident They carry cubes and diffusions of gold-bearing
limonite, hematite «nd magnetite, ^iiany specimens, rich

and with visible gold, were gathered on the surface.

Jlany ores were examined that were rich in combined gold.

Sulphides are plentiful, and black sand prevails in the

upper reaches of the streams, together with fragmentary
iron-ore leachings to such an extensive degree that we were
impressed with the possibility of practical operation with
profitab'e returns of a machine that can be adapted for

and used to concentrate and treat these fragmentary
driftings. Something in the nature of a large water
concentrator and cyaniding would be adaptable.

The work, as carried out, led us over many areas

jiromising in surface indications, and, as previously

mentioned, the generally exposed character of the forma-
tion was favorable to intelligent observation. Placer

areas were encountered that give promise of profit if

intelligently prospected ami attacked.

Undoubtedly many veins are in position, having every

indication that, with modern methods of treatment, they

would yield great profit. A number of these have been

recognized through their free gold, attacked with little

or no knowledge of the rudiments of mining, and in some
cases the leads have been lost, while in others depths have

been reached that yielded, perfectly normally, combined

gold values that could not be handled or appreciated by

those who had und'.'rtak(>n the work. Of course abandon-
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iiicnt has been the rule. Wherever and whenever we have

I'lK ountered these relics and seen the abandoned openings

ami ore piles, it has been noticed, also without exception,

that where the conditions, geologically and niineralogieally,

wiTc originally favorable, there could have been no failure

under intelligent treatment. We realize that this is a

broad statement, and we wish to qualify it by the admis-

sion that we have not visited every abandoned working

ill the whole of the gold-bearing region of the slope from

the Blue Ridge Range to the coastal plains, but we can

make the statement specific with reference to the detailed

area reconnoitered.

Finally, the trend of the work led lis most forcibly to

;in appreciation of the apparent dredging value of that

certainly the gold never can have consistently escaped
from the lodgment within any reasonably recent time
geologically. It is a question only of the amount that

has been thrown down.

The rolling elevations and benches receding from this

section of the river carry placer gold in disseminations

of varying degree, largely too limited for profitable

hydraulicking, but so generally and widely distributed as

to leave little question of river value worth while. Wide
fields carry on their surfaces broken quartz fragments so

jilentiful that one can almost walk across on the pieces.

Gullies and rivulets and roadways cut into schist and
clay formations, and whole fields have been stripped of

their soils and arc still delivcrinff gold to such an extent

THE SENECA RIVER FROM MAXWELL'S BRIDGE, LOOKING UPSTREAM

portion of Seneca River already mentioned. Everj' reason-

able evidence exists to indicate that the gold deposit here

must be of such extent as to invite prospecting. The
evidence of thousands of years of erosion in placer areas

of a character to feed the stream liberally points to the

conclusion that this section of the river should hold a

vast accumulation. The general topography seems ideal.

At this point it traverses, for about 6 mi. in a direct

line or 9 mi. of river course, a deep basin having a

transverse width of from 3 to 7 mi. on each side of the

river bed and in which the erosion has been great and
still continues. This portion of South Carolina has a

yearly rainfall of about 55 in. The appearance of the

river is that it presents lodgr.ieut of a soft bedrock far

more perfect than anv set of man-constructed riffles;

that after each rain new deposits can be found. We panned

in a roadway in front of the residence of John Phillips, a

farmer in this basin, consecutively at exactly the same

point after two different rains. Each time the new
driftings left by the rain were taken up completely, and

each time they carried gold in good quantity, from 3 to

50 colors to the pan. In a gully where good placer-gravel

indications are exposed, we panned as high as half-a-

pennyweight to the pan.

Various brooks and rivulets that run water all the time

are sources of interest because of the gold that can be

panned from their banks and beds. Indeed, some of

these hold quite good promise of profitable sluicing on

a small scale. Two illustrations are appended showing

the character of some of the brooks and irullies mentioned.
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and oue showing the general appearance of Seneca River,

the view being from ]\Iaxweirs bridge. The existence of

such a great number of small sources that feed the gold

to the river must have significance well worth thorough

and conclusive investigation.

Dredge prospecting is a definite and dependable art.

It opens or closes the wa_v for conservative investment,

and in this case the more one studies the conditions

apparent superficially the more he is convinced of great

possible value.

Coal for commercial uses is being mined successfullj^

near Seldovia, Alaska, on Kachemak Bay, according to a

report ju.«t received by Secretary Lane from Anchorage,

the southeastern terminus of the Government-built

Alaskan railroad.

Under restrictions of the law and of the regulations

established by Secretary Lane, a permit was granted last

April to John A. Herbert, of Seldovia, to mine coal in

the area of the Chugacli National Forest. The land

contains two workable beds of lignite, but is unclaimed
and unoccupied for any purpose. Herbert began opera-

tions on May 1 and has built bunkers with a capacity

of 500 tons, purchased scows for the transportation of

the coal to Seldovia and run a drift to cut the vein of coal

near the point of outcrop. His outlay was about $6,000.

Up to Nov. 1, 1915, he had mined and marketed TOO tons

of high-grade lignite, and he is continuing his operations

during the winter.

Anaco!:&d&''s BtiBS*@&^ of S&f©^^
Butte Coerespondexce

The Anaconda Jlining Co.'s Bureau of Safety has just

entered upon its third year, its history showing a gradual

development and an increase in effectiveness. The work
has been carried on under two main classifications—the

installation of safeguards and the elimination of dangerous

practices. The installation of safeguards is still in

progress, and the bureau is now directing its efforts to

have safeguards designed for machines and equipment

before they are built or installed, so that the guard will

form an integral part of the machine. It is of course

more expensive to design and place a guard on a machine

after the machine has been built and put in place than

it would be to build the guard with the machine, and

it is also a harder matter to make the guard fully effective

and satisfactor}' for use by the operator.

However, the most important part of the safety-first

work is the elimination of dangerous practices or careless-

ness, and the education of the foremen and men to think

and act safely. In spite of the notorious recklessness

and carelessness of metal miners, this has already l)eeu

accomplished to a large extent in the Butte mines. Many
men have been laid off for seven-day periods for violations

of the safety-first rules, and the harsh penalty made
necessary by continued indulgence in dangerous practices

has shown very satisfactory results.

The official report, just issued for November, shows a

marked decrease in accidrnts. During that month there

was a total of 27 accidents in the Anaconda mines in

Butti', accidents that incajiacitatcd a man for M days

or more being noted. Two of the accidents resulted in

fatalities. These 27 accidents occurred during a total of

261,513 shifts, 1.03 accidents per 10,000 shifts. For
December the bureau reported 19 accidents at the smeltery

at Great Falls, where a great amount of construction work
is being done and many new men are employed. At the

Washoe reduction works at Anaconda there were 43
accidents in December, and at the Tooele plant of the

International Smelting Co. there were 10.

m

A. Dis§es°tatioga ©ira Flotataos^*

Before proceeding with the subject matter of this ad-

dress, I wish to say a few words concerning the circum-

stances which have led up to its presentation tonight. I

have just become associated, in a consulting capacity, with

a newly formed corporation, the Maresnest Development
Co., incorporated under the laws of New Jersey. This

company has been formed to take over and introduce cer-

tain new and exceedingly valuable developments in flota-

tion processes, due to an investigator hitherto unknown to

the scientific public in connection with this field of work,

Professor Petrologos Pseftis, of the University of

Samarkand.

It seemed to me that an occasion like the present, when
so many men eminent in the engineering profession were

gathered together, would be a peculiarly suitable one at

which to make public the many advantages offered by the

new processes. I therefore approached your committee,

who, after some discussion, enthusiastically endorsed the

proposal. I may say that these gentlemen have since be-

come stockholders. There is a small amount of stock, pre-

ferred, common or deferred, still unallotted, for which I

shall bo pleased to receive applications at the close of this

meeting from those interested.

A brief historical summary of the subject will assist us

in appreciating the nature of the new processes.

Leaving on one side for the moment the epoch-making

discoveries of Professor Pseftis. it may safely be asserted

that the principles underlying the flotation methods, as we
understand them today, have been not only foreshadowed

but put in practice on a large scale by men who lived

and worked in the morning of the world.

The legend of the Golden Fleece and the Argonauts, for

example, evidently refers to an attempt to recover gold

by flotation, which turned out badly for the stockholders.

In Roman times tin was derived from Cornwall and the

Scilly Islands (or as they were called in those days, the

Cassiterides), by flotation; a complex aqueous solution

of mineral salts, among which sodium chloride predomi-

nated, being used for the purpose.

In the story of the sword of Damocles we have a clear

indication of the suspension of a metalliferous substance

against the action of gravity by capillary attraction.

In more recent times we may quote as examples of flo-

tation by means of bubbles of air or gas the South Sea

Bubble, Bay State Gas and the various applications of

heated air to the temporary lifting of values.

Instances of this kind could be multiplied indefinitely.

In fact the obvious distinction between things that float

and things that sink nmst have been one of the earliest

experiences of our race and consequently it is not surpris-

ing to find in the practice of flotation an instance of prac-

•A lecture presented, with experiments, at the A. I. M. E.
smoker. New York City meetlnK, Feb. 15, 1916, by Gilbert Rlgg.
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tical men anticipating and out-distanfing the scientific-

investigator. Whilst the science of flotation, as you mining

men understand it today, is of very recent origin, and is to

a large extent dependent for its success on the nature and

conditions of the values to be recovered, it is an old song

on Wall Street and appears there to be entirely indepen-

dent of the nature or even existence of values.

Flotation de])ends upon surface tension. What is sur-

face tension ? Before going into the mathematical and

liysical basis of this phenomenon, it will probably facili-

tate its comprehension if we proceed to describe some of

its effects.

The natives of the upper Nile make use of this prin-

ciple in catching the hippopotamus. They leave a large

meal of dried Jjeans for the hippopotamus to consume.

.Vt'ter taking in a hundred pounds or so, the animal feels

thirsty and goes down to the Nile for a drink. This so

increases his surface tension as to largely increase his vol-

ume, and consequently displaces his load line. Under
these circumstances he is unable to sink, and his mobility

is seriously impaired. The values are then recovered by

spearing.

Again we have the tension produced by the passage of

an electric current. Severe tension has appeared on the

surface in recent times as the result of currents flowing

in the transatlantic cable. These effects, however, seem to

be eliminated by repeating the passage of the current a

sufficient number of times in opposite directions.

As a third example is the difficulty experienced in caus-

ing certain areas to become wet. The State of Maine is

a familiar case. On the other hand there is a large class

of materials which absorb water readily, such as irrigated

lands and railroad stocks, while selective absorption

of liquids is characteristic of mining engineers.

The tendency of valuable sulphide minerals to float

is familiar to all mill-engineers engaged in table work.

When a principle as familiar as flotation has at length

found its way into the Patent Office, and still more at

length out of it, it is not surprising to find that its next

step is into the law courts. This topic would not be complete

without reference to the litigation that has accumulated.

It is not unusual for men of a crude and primitive stage of

culture to complain of the law's delay and to decry

modern legal processes. A moment's consideration will

convince us of the error of this mental attitude. No mat-

ter how ridiculous or futile a process may be, once it finds

its way into a court of law, it becomes at once a source

of revenue. If the earning power of patents were re-

garded from this point of view, a considerable change
would be made in our estinuite of the value of some recent

products of human ingenuity.

As typical of this process of extracting large returns

from the intellectual dump accumulated by the Patent

Office, I may cite that most illuminating and classical

case, The United States Ore Floating Co. vs. The American
Gangue Sinking Co. The decision of the Supreme Court
in this case has recently been handed down, and will well

repay consideration. I quote as follows:

'"J'he plaintiff's in the action have sought to show that

by mixing the finely comminuted minerals with fish-oil,

tar, molasses, hair-oil, boiler composition, laundry-blue,

assafa'tida, or any or all of these or the like, the fish-

oil, tar, molasses, hair-oil, boiler composition, laundry-blue

or assafcetida attach themselves to the valuable sulphide

minerals and not to the valueless gangue minerals. And

that further when air, or carbon dioxide gas, or any suit-

able gas is mixed with water and the minerals so treated

be added thereto, that the bubbles of air, or carbon dioxide
gas or other suitable gas will attach themselves to the
valuable sulphide minerals by reason of the coating of
fish-oil, tar, molasses, hair-oil, boiler composition, laundry-
blue or assaffBtida and so cause the valuable sulphide min-
erals to float at the surface of the water, from which they
can be recovered by any suitable means.
"The defendants, in our opinion, have taken a radically

different course. Their process consists in mixing the

finely comminuted minerals with assafoetida, laundry-
blue, boiler composition, hair-oil, molasses, tar and fish-

oil, or any or all of these or the like, whereby the assa-

fcetida, laundry-blue, boiler composition, hair-oil, mo-
lasses, tar or fish-oil do not attach themselves to the value-

less gangue minerals but to the valuable sulphide min-
erals. And further, in mixing carbon-dioxide gas, or air,

or any suitable gas with water, the bubbles of which do
not attach themselves to the valueless gangue minerals by
reason of the absence of a coating of assafoetida, laundrv'-

blue, boiler composition, hair-oil, molasses, tar or fish-oil

and do not prevent such minerals from sinking. The
valueless gangue minerals, which do not take up the coat-

ing, ai-e therefore free to sink and can be removed by
any suitable means.

"We have been largely influenced in coming to a de-

cision by the precedents established in the following cases

:

The Minerals Penetration Co. vs. Heavenless; Canner vs.

the Split Mountain Appropriation Co. ; the People vs.

Jones, BrowTi & Robinson ; and Kettle vs. Pott, Black in-

tervening.

"In the People vs. Jones, Brown & Robinson, the court

held that a sinking fund could not be applied to the flo-

tation of a syndicate, thus establishing once and for all

the basic distinction between things that float and things

that do not. This principle was practically admitted by
counsel for the defendant, who stated that it was a case

of sink or swim for his clients.

"The case of Kettle vs. Pott, although an action for

slander, bears directly on the point, relating as it does

to the question whether the attachment of an attribute is

essentially lowering or elevating. While the plaintiff in

the action was non-suited, the court held that the principle

involved was of the greatest importance and granted a

new trial.

"In the case of Canner vs. the Split Mountain Appro-
priation Co., the plaintiff sought damages for alleged in-

fringement of his patent. The master claim in the patent

reads as follows

:

" "The recovery of the valuable minerals in the ore by

causing the same to separate from the valueless gangue,

this result being obtained by the separation of the former

from the latter substantially as described.'

"The court held that the plaintiff had limited himself

by this claim to a specific process, the conditions and
methods of efl'ecting which were laid down along definite

and narrow lines. While admitting the hardship inflicted

on the plaintiff' by the defective drawing up of the claim

the court held that the attempt of the plaintiff to extend

the scope of the claim so as to cover the process employed

by the defendant was ultra vires and not competent and

must therefore fail. Notice of appeal was given, but

was later withdrawn, the defendants paying Canner $10,-

000,000 in e'ash to cancel his claims with tlu' right to
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substitute ten (10) shares of Bethlehem Steel stock in

lieu thereof at their discretion.

"The case of the Minerals Penetration Co. vs. Heaven-
less was heard before the Commissioner of Patents. The
decision has not yet been issued.

"We are of the opinion that in view of these precedents

there can be only one possible decision in this case. Judg-
ment deferred accordingly."'

It may be said, without any desire to flatter the learned

judges who handed down this illuminating decision, tliat

it is decisions of this kind that have placed the flotation

processes in the position they occupy today.

Turning now from the legal to the technical aspect of

the subject. The aim of the flotation processes niav be

described as the separation of the valuable from the value-

less constituents of the ore by causing these two classes

of material to assume difl'erent positions relatively to the

earth's center through the interpolation of a meditmi either

wholly liquid, or partly liquid and partly gaseous, the

valuable minerals being centrifugally situated and the

valueless minerals centripetally. To describe in detail the

physico-chemical bases for the dynamic phenomena in-

volved in the mass-transference of the metalliferous and
nonmetalliferous substances dealt with would occupv far

more time than the scanty two hours allotted me by your
committee. The mathematical demonstration of the laws
of flotation as given for the first time by Professor Pseftis,

under the title of "Preliminary Notes on a Graph for the
I'ositive or Negative Attraction of Two Solid Particles
Situated in Space at a Distance Precluding Any Action
Whatever of Either on Each," occupies two large volumes
of the "Transactions" of the Philosophical Societ}- of the
University of Samarkand, and hardly lends itself to pres-

entation in the concrete form of an abstract.

At the close of the lecture a large tank of water was
unveiled, into which the experimenter began to pour
various liquids out of difl'erent large bottles, each marked
with a skull and crossbones, the contents of the tank
being gravely stirred with a large wooden paddle. The
solution turned purple, blue, black and was finally

decolorized.

The lecturer then declared that the solution was ready
for work, after which he showed a large chunk of what
he said was galena, which he dropped on the floor with a
convincing bang. He then picked it, or something else

just as good, up from the floor, put it in the tank, and it

floated. Two large blocks of cork were then produced—at
least they looked somewhat like cork—placed in the tank,

and they sank. This was declared to prove that Professor
Pseftis' solution would therefore float anything having
metallic luster and sink anything without.

Convincing photographs—that is, convincing to anyone
who liad never seen a photograph—or a mine—were shown
of divers at work in a mine flooded with solution, the
rock drills, wlioclbarrows, picks, shovels and the metallic
part of tlie ore floating to the top with such violence

as to be loinjdctely ejected, wiiereu])on they were caught
in the trtotnient tanks. It should be fully understood
that the divers had no difficulty in staying down, as

they had cork sinl<f-rs on their diving costumes.
Professor Pscfti-^ w:k unavoidably detained, but there

was exhibited a ].hMi,,u'-raph showing him with very

neatly cropped hair .iml , lad in a suit of horizontal dark
brown and white stri])cs. It was plain that his detention
wii^ likely to last.

The lecture finally wound up in an altercation between
Professor Treblig Girr, of Sweden (Gilbert Rigg), who
delivered the dissertation, and a professional fly-by-night
entrepreneur (William B. ilcKinlay) as to division of
the spoils of the stock sales, interrupted by Melissa St.

Claire Hicks, late of the Coeur d"Alenes (B. A. Robinson),
who declared she was the original discoverer of the
process, having found it out when etiolating the galena-
stained shirts of some of her former boarders.

D®r Co.
The report of the Ray Consolidated Copper Co. for the

last quarter of 1915 shows a production 17,19.5,533 lb
of copper—5,891,441 lb. in October, 5,576,083 lb. in
November and 5,725,009 lb. in December, a monthly
average of 5,731,844 lb. In addition to copper from
concentrating ores, there was a total of 560,123 lb. of
copper in ores shipped directly to smelteries.

Ore milled during the quarter was. 797,102 dry tons
averaging 1.688% copper. Milling costs were 52.76e. per
ton, mining costs 61.08c. and coarse-crushing costs
3.8'38c. per ton. Average cost of net copper was 9.625c.
per lb., including a charge of 12.5c. per ton of ore milled
for the retirement of mine-development cost. Credit is

also made for the dividends of the Ray & Gila Valley R.R.,
revenues from gold and silver and other miscellaneous
income.

Total profit for the quarter was $1,778,568; dividends
paid, •$! 7 7,482. Earnings are based on a price of 20. 2 Lie.

per lb. for copper. Unsold copper and that in transit
are carried at 13.5c. per lb. The eighth quarterly dividend
amounting to 50c. per share, based on an increase of

annual dividend rate from $1.50 to $2 per share, was
paid on Dec. 31, making the total dividends paid from the
beginning of the company's operations to the end of this

quarter, $4,593,145. During this quarter the employees
were placed on a sliding wage scale depending on the price

of copper.

The report of the Library Board of the United
Engineering Societj' for 1915 is of special interest because
of the increased value of the library, through the library-

service bureau organized by the board last year. The
great storehouse of technical data in the library at the
United Engineering Societies Building, 29 West 39th St.,

has thus been made much more valuable to members
living away from New York and even to those who are in

the city, but are too busy to conduct personally the search
for literature pertaining to a given subject.

After the organization of the library-service bureau in

May, 1915, there were 679 requests for library service,

including 30? reference lists, 71 translations and 301

l)liotostat orders embracing 2,500 prints. During the year
ihcre were 12,820 visitors, of whom 17% made use of the

library in the evening. The library board is considering

tlic jjubiication of a general engineering inde.x covering

all branches of technical literature; the staff expense is

estimated at $11,700 and the anniuil ])rinting exjiense at

$1 1,340. The regular library budget for 1916 is estimated

at $16,500—practically the" same as the library's 1915

expense; tiie revenue was about $1,000 in excess of this.
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'ceimft ^T(omx^ nim EJecirical
FrecEp
By F. G. Cottrell

1?YX0PSIS—.1 brief historical revieivi of the

ivorl- done on the phenomenon of agglomeration

of floating particles by an electrical discharge, and

of the final adaptation of this phenomenon to the

commerciid problem of precipitating dust from en-

training gases.

In the report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1913,

the author presented, under the title '"Problems in Smoke
Fume and Dust Abatement," a brief summary of smoke

abatement in general, followed by a more detailed history

and discussion of methods of electrical precipitation in

l)articular.

At the request of the secretary of this section it is

attempted in what follows briefly to reproduce just

enough of that article to give a clear conception of what
the process of electrical precipitation is, a general idea

of what degree of industrial importance it had attained

up to the fall of 1914, when the ai'ticle in question was

written, and then to follow this with a brief report

and discussion of progress made since that date, with

spe<ial reference to the possible significance of these

methods in the future to other Pan-American countries.

A I'ibliography of the subject is appended, while in the

text direct references are limited to a few articles giving

detailed descriptions of individual installations.

So far as known the earliest suggestion to use electricity

to precipitate smoke was made by Hohlfeld, a teacher of

mathematics in the Thomas School at Leipzig, Germany,
in 1824. He found that if he electrified a wire hung in

a bottle filled with smoke, the latter rapidly cleared and

a corresponding deposit was found on the sides and bottom

of the bottle. However, it was not until 1884, when Sir

Oliver Lodge independently rediscovered and urged the

use of these phenomena for smoke and fume abatement

and the clearing of fog, that serious application to indus-

trial questions was actually attempted. At this time pat-

ents were taken out by A. 0. Walker, in England and
several other countries, and large-scale experiments were

made at his lead smeltery in 'Wales, in an attempt to set-

tle the lead fumes by charging from a large Wimshurst
influence machine a system of metallic rods and points

liung in the flues of the smelter, but the electrical appa-

ratus then available did not prove equal to the require-

ments of industrial practice and the work had to be

al)andoned. During the next 20 years occasional attempts

Stem to have been made here and there, and a few patents

oil details and modifications of methods were taken out,

liut apparently no permanent commercial installation

resulted.

Some 10 years ago, while studying various methods for

tlie removal of acid mists in the contact sulphuric-acid

process at the L^niversity of California, the author had
occasion to repeat the early experiments of Lodge and
became convinced of the possiljility of developing them
into commercial realities. The subsequent work inav

•A paper presented at the Second Pan-American Scientific
Congress and reprinted by permission.

fairly be considered as the reduction to engineering prac-

tice as regards equipment and construction of the fun-

damental processes long since laid open to us by the

splendid pioneer work of Lodge—a feat vastly easier

today than at the time of Lodge and Walker's original

attempt.

Theory of Elkctrical Precipitation

The precipitation of suspended matter, whether in gases

or liquids, may be accelerated by electricity in the form of

either direct or alternating current, but the mode of action

and the type of problem to which each is best applicable

differ in certain important respects.

Where an alternating electromotive force is applied to

a suspension, the action consists for the most part in an
agglomeration of the suspended particles into large ag-

FIG. 1. DIAGRAMMATIC VIEW OF COTTRELL TREATER

gregates out in the body of the suspending medimn and a

consequently more i-a])id settling of these aggregates under

the influence of gravity. Alternating current may thns

be used to advantage where the masses of fluid to be

treated are fairly quiescent and a simple agglomeration

of the suspended particles into larger aggregates is sutii-

cient to effect separation by gravity or otherwise.

In the case of the large volumes of rapidly moving
gases in smelter flues, the agglomerating and settling

process is, however, too slow even when tlie flues are ex-

panded into as largo dust chambers as are commercially

feasible. It is in such cases that unidirectional current

methods have been particularly important.

If we bring a needle point connected to one side of a

high potential clirect-current line opposite to a liar plate

connected to the other side of the line, we find that the
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air space between becomes highly charged with electricity

of the same sign as the needle point, irrespective of

whether this is positive or negative, and any insulated

body brought into this space instantly receives a charge

of the same sign. If this body is free to move, as in the

case of a floating particle, it will be attracted to the plate

of opposite charge and will move the faster the higher

its charge and the greater the potential gradient between

the point and plate.

Even if there are no visible suspended particles, the

gas molecules themselves undergo this same process, as

is evidenced by a strong wind from the point to the

plate, even in perfectly transparent gases. The old fa-

miliar experiment of blowing out a candle flame by pre-

senting it to such a charged point is simply another

illustration of the same phenomena.

^Miile gas molecules themselves are thus driven across

the electric field precisely as are particles of solids or

FIG. 2. ORIGINAL COTTREL,!, EXPERIMENTAL
APPARATUS

liquids, still of course they cannot be deposited on the

plate electrodes and thus removed from the gas stream

as are the solid and liquid particles. Thus before we
can remove any given constituent from the gases to be

treated, it must be in the state of a suspended particle,

or droplet, and not a true gas. In many cases this change

may be accomplished by a relatively small change in the

temperature of the gases as a whole, and thus a series of

two or more electrical treatments on the same mass of

gas at successively lower temperatures will effect a sep-

aration of different products. Also, as later noted in

specific cases, it is sometimes very convenient to introduce

an absorbent into gas mixtures in the form of fine powder,

or a fine mist of liquid particles which almost instantane-

ously become saturated with the constituent to be removed

and can then be precipitated out with their burden of ab-

sorbed material.

As already iiulicatcd, the first step toward practicability

was of necessity a commercially feasible source of high-

tension direct current. The obstacles to building ordinary

direct-current generators for higli voltages lie chiefly in

difficulties of instil;iil..i'. and if this is avoided as to indi-

vidual machines In v oii.ing a large number in series, the

multiplication of ailju-in.onts ami moving ]>arts intrudes

itself. On the other liand, high-potential alternating-cur-

rent technique has in late years beea worked out most

thoroughly, and commercial apparatus up to 100,000 volts

and over has been available for some years in the market.

The procedure actually used in the installations herein-

after described is diagrammatically illustrated in the early

Patent Office drawing (Fig. 1) and consists in transform-

ing the alternating current from an ordinary lighting or

power circuit P up to some 20,000 to 7-5,000 volts through

the transfonner and then commutating this high-poten-

tial current into an intermittent direct current by means
of a special rotating contact maker J driven by a syn-

chronous motor L. This unidirectional current is applied

to a system of electrodes in the flues carrying the gases to

be treated. In the particular form shown in the drawing,

the wall of the chamber A itself acts as one electrode,

the other electrode C being suspended within it. The
heating circuit H and inlet for clean gas G are merely

for protection of the insulation from condensation of acid

and moisture.

The electrodes are of two types corresponding to the

plate and point in the experiment cited. The construc-

tion of electrodes corresponding to the plate presents no
special problem, as any smooth conducting surface will

answer the purpose. "With the pointed, or discharge,

electrodes it is quite otherwise, and the working out of

practical forms for these proved the key to the first com-
mercially successful installations.

The very phenomena of so-called corona loss or direct

leakage from the wire into the air on high-tension trans-

mission lines, which are today tlie chief stumbling block

of the power companies in going very far above 100,000

volts on these lines, become exactly what is desired in the

processes of precipitation, and with the voltages now used

a bare metal wire of moderate size or the relatively thin

edge of a metallic sheet may be to furnish an excellent

discharge.

The construction and arrangement of the electrodes, as

also of the chamber containing them, naturally vary

widely with the conditions to be fulfilled under the varied

applications to which the process may be put. All plants

tlaus far erected may, however, for convenience be classi-

fied under two general heads—those in which the collect-

ing electrodes are plates hung in a flue with discharge

electrodes between them, and those in which a system of

pipes carrying the gases act as the collecting electrodes

themselves, one or more discharge electrodes being placed

axially within each. Of late there seems to have been

rather a tendency toward the latter type in new installa-

tions, largely on account of facility of construction. The
accompanying photographs give perhaps a better idea of

the giadual development of the work than any detailed

description that would be possible in the space here at

command.
Fig. 2 is the apparatus used for the original laborato'

experiments in the spring of IDOC. 8ulphuric-acid nu->

was generated by bubbling the gas from the little contact n
sulphuric-acid plant, seen on the table, through water II

in tiie U-tube beneath the inverted glass bell jar', whose

inner walls were quickly wetted sufficiently with acid te

act as the collecting electrode, a wire being inserted aloii::

side of tile stojiper through which the U-tube connects

witii the bell jar and served to connect the jar walls ;

the induction coil on the left, the latter acting as tli.

steji-up transformer 0. This coil received alternating

'The letters In parenthesis refer to corresponding parts In

the diagram (Fig. 1).
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fiirrent at 110 volts from the lighting circuit and gave

about 3, TOO volts at its secondary. The other high-poten-

tial terminal of the induction coil was connected to the

discharge electrode C within the bell jar through a make-

and-i)reak MJM operated by the synchronous motor L.

This last was improvised by substituting a plain iron cross

for the squirrel-cage armature in an ordinary fan motor

operated from the same 110-volt line as the induction

coil and brought into step by the induction motor on the

right. A momentary contact with the discharge electrode

was thus established once each complete cycle at the peak

high-potential conductor to deal with in each precipita-

tion chamber and greatly increases the safety of operation.

Fig. 3 is a closer view of the precipitation chamber
through wliich the acid fume is being blown at the rate

of about 20 liters per minute, the electric current being
shut off the apparatus. Fig. 4 shows the effect of turning
on the electric current with the same gas steam still flow-

ing.

The discharge electrode in this case consisted of a

cylinder of wire screen C wrapped with a few turns of as-

bestos sewing twine c and suspended by a wire passing

:;, FUMK PASSING THROUGH COTTRELL
APPARATUS—20 L1T1-:RS PER MIN.

SAME FUME PASSING. BUT WITH ELECTRIC
CURRENT TURNED ON IN TREATER

of the voltage wave and served to charge this electrode to

the maximum voltage of the line, always with the same
[wlarity.

.\s previously stated, electrical precipit<ation takes place

no matter whether the discharge electrode is made the

positive or negative, and the direction of the discharge

and deposit is independent of the polarity and determined

only by the size, shape and surface of the opposing elec-

trodes; but it is found in practice that the negative dis-

charge is much the more stable and can be run at higher

current without danger of disruptive discharge, so that

it lias now become standard practice to make the discharge

electrodes the negative and the grounded collection elec-

trodes the positive. In oiHUn' to help maintain the charge

on the electrode in the interval between these contacts,

the Leyden jar I seen in the picture was connected in

parallel with the electrodes. The wire leading to the jar

walls, or collecting electrode, was usually grounded for

convenience and safety, as in fact has been done through-

nut all the practical installations. This leaves but one

through a glass tube, as shown. The suspended particles

of acid were driven away from the asbestos filaments and

deposited on the walls of the bell jar, finally running into

the IT-tube below.

These experiments led a few months later to the instal-

lation of the first commercially successful unit for elec-

trical-fume precipitation at the Selby smeltery, near San
Francisco. This installation has been in steady operation

ever since, treating 5.000 to lO-.OOO cu.ft. of gas per niin.,

coming from the kettles of boiling sulphuric acid in which

dore bullion is parted. The material to be removed from

the gases is the fine mist of sulphuric-acid particles ag-

gregating when collected as much as 2 gal. per min., which

formerly passed out of the stack as an extremely irritat-

ing dense white cloud.

Following the rapid and successful working out of this

installation came several years of hard and ofttimes dis-

couraging work in extending and applying the process to

other and larux r aspects of the smeltery-fuino problem.

Most prominem among these undertakings was that at the
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Balaklala plant of the First Xational Copper Co., at

Coram, Shasta County, Calif. Over $100,000 was there

spent in the erection of an electrical precipitation plant

to treat the total gaseous output of the smeltery, amount-

ing to a quarter of a million cubic feet per minute.

This was the first really large installation and remained

in operation for about nine months, during that time

recovering by far the greater part of the dust and visible

fume carried by the gases, although the operation of the

process was not then under as thorough control as it later

became through more extended experience. The work

at this plant and the attending circumstances were thor-

oughly discussed in two former papers- and will not be

dwelt upon here. The smeltery finally closed because of

continued litigation with the neighboring farmers, the

issue being clouded by the difficulty of distinguishing

between damage due to visible fume, which the precipi-

tation process was aimed to remove, and that due to sul-

phur dioxide, which as a true gas it makes no claim of

removing.

This plant, while not able to save the Balaklala smeltery

from an eventual shutdown, formed a very important link

in the development of the processes to their present status.

The interest of the smelting companies up to this point

depended almost entirely on the hope of eliminating smoke

FIG. 5. PRECIPITATOR ON CONVERTER FLUi:.
G.4RFIELD, UTAH

as a nuisance and its attendant litigation with their

neighbors : and had it not been for the life or death

struggle that this meant to them, it is probable that the

success of the electrical processes might have been de-

layed many years longer.

Once Ijrought to this stage, however, the process began

to attract attention from the piiiely financial considera-

tion of raetal and other values being lost up the stack and

of possible modifications of standard operating conditions

which the application of electrical precipitation might

permit in otlier parts of the works. A good illustration

of this is the installation on the copper converters at the

Garfield smeltery, near Salt Lake City, Utah, fully de-

scribed by its builder, \V. II. Howard, in a paper presented

at the Salt Lake meeting of the American Institute of

Mining Engineers, August, r.»14.^

Fig. 5 shows this plant just before its completion and

connection to tliu n<:\v t-tack seen in the background. The
gases from the 0: r^;, amounting to about 200,000

eu.ft. per min., ri a ii .lo apjiaratus through the steel

="Joum. Ind. and EtiR. Chem.." Vol. 3, pp. 542-50, August,
1911. "Report Smithsonlun Institution for 1913." pp. 653-S5.

="Tran8. A. 1. M. E.," Vol. 49, pp. 540-60. 1914.

flue, a glimpse of which is just caught at the lower left-

hand corner of the picture. From here they pass to a

hopper-bottomed steel chamber below the bank of 2,520

vertical 5-in. by 10-ft. steel pipes seen between the first-

mentioned steel flue and the large receiving brick flue,

from the top of which the picture was taken. The pipes

act as the grounded collecting electrodes, and through

the axis of each is hung from a system of insulated bars

above, a Xo. 10 iron wire as discharge electrode. These

are maintained at about 2-5,000 volts from a transformer

and rectifier station situated some 200 ft. to the right of

the flues and not sho\\"n in the picture. The installation,

wliich has now been in successful continuous operation for

nearly two years, consumes from 60 to 80 kw. and col-

lects several tons of ftmie per day, running over 50%
lead, besides precious metal and other values. From time

to time each section in succession is shut off by closing

the damper in its downcomer to the brick flue, and the

pipes are struck by a system of swinging hammers sus-

pended between them and operated by a lever seen at the

right. The deposit of fume thus falls from the inside

of the pipes into the hoppers below and is drawn off into

cars.

Perhaps a more concrete idea may be had of the mode
of operation of this system from Figs. 6 and 7, which

show the two rows of 12 pipes each with which tlie prob-

lems on this particular fume at Garfield were first tested

out before proceeding with the large permanent construc-

tion. These pipes were duplicates of those used in the

final installation. Some of the converter gases were drawn

from the main flue with a fan and discharged into a header

below these pipes. The discharge electrodes were weighted

wires, hung through the pipes from the insulated bars

seen above them. The two pictures show the difference in

appearance with the electric current on and off, wliile the

same gas current flows through the pipes. A pile of the

collected fume is seen at the left.

The application of electrical precipitation to converter

gases is of special interest because of the concentration of

lead in these gases. Heretofore whatever lead came into

copper smelters was usually blown off and wasted at this

point. The high temperature and varying acid character

of these gases made the use of baghouses expensive and

difficult. The ready availability of the electrical process

not only makes it possible to recover the lead now being

lost from the stacks of copper smelteries, but should also

make it possible to handle at a profit some mixed ores

and low-grade siliceous lead ores that have heretofore

been considered valueless.

The Garfield plant was the first large installation of

multiple-pipe type, and the pipes are of smaller diame-

ter and consequently operate at lower voltage than any

later installations, most of these having pipes of 10 to 16

in. diameter with applied voltages ranging up to, or even

exceeding, 100,000. At Anaconda, Mont., experimental

work on roaster gases was even carried to a pipe 4 ft.

in diameter and 40 ft. high, using potentials of appm
mately 240,000 volts. While the results obtained w(

satisfactory and entirely in line with those on smaller

pipes, the increased difficulties and expense in maintain-

ing ajjparatus for these extreme voltages, together with

the fact that to get the full elliciency of a pipe of large

diameter it is apparently necessary also to increase its

length as compared with pipes of smaller diameter, led

to the conclusion that the dimensions now generally
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in nse, as already cited, better suit economic requirements

for the present stage of general technical development.

Fig. 8 illustrates a treatcr of 48 pipes, 12 in. diameter

by 18 ft. long, at the works of the Duquesno Reduction

Co., in Pittsburgh, Penn., wjiich collects oxides and

chlorides of zinc, lead, tin, etc., from reverberatory fur-

naces, melting a wide range of drosses and metal scrap

purchased in the open market. This iinit handles about

y,()00 cu.ft. of gas per niin. at 200° to 2-50° C.

Fig. 9 shows the general arrangement and construction

of a precipitation plant over a set of driers for flotation

concentrates at the International Smelting C'o.'s plant at

Inspiration, Ariz. These concentrates being very fine and

hiizh-grade, it was necessary to guard to the utmost against

dust losses, and this was the occasion for putting in the

precipitators. There are 12 separate units, each of 20

pipes 12 in. in diameter. Fig. 10 shows one end of the

transformer and rectifier gallery of the same plant. This

jilant began operation last May and has given perfect

satisfaction throughout. The converter department of

tliis same smeltery is also equipped with precipitation

apparatus consisting of 13 units of Gl pipes each and

treats about 250,000 cu.ft. of gas per min. at 140° C.

when running at full capacity. There is no lead to speak

in regular practice. Eventual enlargement of this roaster

in.stallation, as well as extension of the process to other
departments of the plant, is also being planned for in the
near future.

The first installation in Jlexico is now under construc-
tion for the CoMipania Minera de Penoles and is to collect

fume from the treatment of its ores.

AVith the high prices of zinc that have obtained of

late has naturally come a much closer watching of losses.

The brass founders were among the first to realize this

and wish to recover the zinc oxide from their melting-
furnace gases. The Eome l^rass and Copper Co., at Rome,
X. Y., is the first to install such apparatus, which is now
under construction and consists of three sections of 16
pipes each. These pipes are 18 in. diameter by 12 ft.

long, and the apparatus is to handle the gases from 30 fires

in the brass-casting shop. Similar equipment at several

other brass foundries is now also being planned.

At the River Smelting and Refining Co., of Florence,

Colo., a plant of 70,000 cu.ft. per min. capacity has
recently been installed to collect lead and zinc fumes from
a lead blast furnace running with particularly hot top.

During the past year a number of installations have
been put in, both in this country and in Europe, particu-

EXI'ERIMENTAL APPARATUS AT GARFIELD;
CURRENT NOT ON

SAME CJASES PASSING,
TURNED ON

BUT CURRE.XT

of in these ores, the copper and precious metals alone

being the values sought in the dust and fume.

Among other receilt smeltery equipments worthy of

mention are two at the Consolidated Mining and Smelt-

ing C'o.'s works at Trail, B. C.—one on the lead blast-

I'urnace gases and one on the roasters—the former having
been in operation since April, 1914, and the latter since

'uly, 1915, one more on another department of the plant

being now contemplated.

I'onstruction is also just being started on a set of units

to treat 400,000 cu.ft. of gases from (he new roaster jilant

at the Anaconda smeltery, in Montana. This will repre-

sent some interesting new featui-es in methods of con-

struction aimed at saving in first cost. These consist

chiefly in a substitution of a parallel arrangement of light

corrugated sheet-iron plates for the individual pipes of

the standard multiple-pipe type of treater. In addition

to this the experiment will be made of using larger indi-

vidual units; that is, rectifying heavier currents over each

individual rectifier than has heretofore been attempted

larly in ({ermauy, for cleaning roaster gases in sulphuric-

acid plants.

Another ajjplication which this also suggests is the

purification of sulphur-burner gases in paper mills, where

the presence in these of traces of sulphuric acid is looked

upon as very detrimental and often hard to control.

This might also nuike the burning of pyrites in place of

elemental sulphur practicable in sonu> of these works.

Another a]>plication to the paper-pulp industry has al-

ready developed. This is the recovery of alkali salts

from the waste-liquor-evaporator gases in the so-called

alkali process. An installation of this kind, designed to

treat 90,000 cu.ft. of gas per min., which is expected to

collect some 20 tons per day of sodium salts, is just

about to be installed in Canada.

The first installation io handle gases from Dwight-

Lloyd sintering machines went into operation at the

International Smelting and Refining Co.'s plant at Tooele,

Ft^ih, in December, 1914, on two machines representing

about 20,000 cu.ft. of gas per min., and this is now being
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extended to include the entire equipment of the Dwight-

Lloyd department, requiring capacity for over 100,000

cu.ft. of gas per min.

Another industry into which the electrical processes

first came purely to abate a nuisance, but where they have

in practice actually shown a profit, is that of portland

cement manufacture.

At the plant of the Eiverside Portland Cement Co.,

near Riverside, Calif., the orange growers in the vicinity

had been for some years in controversy with the cement

plant over the question of dust blown out of the stacks

from its rotary kilns. The company had already spent

over a million dollars in attempts at remedial measures

and purchase of land effected, but was still seriously

threat.ened with injunction proceedings.

In the summer of 1911 experimental work on electrical

precipitation was begun at these works, and the complete

equipment of the plant with the system to treat nearly

a million cubic feet of gas per minute at a temperature

of about 450° C. was finished in January, 1913, since

which time it has operated entirely under this system,

maintaining over 9-5% recovery of the dust formerly dis-

charged, according to testimony presented by the orange

growers' own experts at the last hearing of the case a few

months ago. The company had assumed that this degree

of successful compliance with the growers' • demands
would be reasonable and satisfactory to all concerned,

l)ut the court held otherwise, and the original installation

is being further improved and extended in the endeavor

to take care of this last 5%. FIG. 9. DRIER AND PRECIPITATOR UNDER CONSTRUC-
TION AT INSPIRATION

The mill has a daily capacity of over 5,000 bbl. of

cement, and the present treater equipment collects in the

neighborhood of 100 tons of dust per day. The treaters

are of the horizontal-flue and plate type and were built

on top of the main kiln building, as this was the only

available space at the time of erection.^ Had they been

planned for when the mill itself was built, a much more
convenient and economic construction could have been

adopted. Fig. 11 shows the construction of the equip-

ment for three out of ten kilns of the original plant under
way, the old stack of the fourth kiln Just appearing at the

right of the picture.

The most interesting development at this plant has

been the recovery of profitable potash values from a

product that was originally viewed as a nuisance and an

expensive one at that. There is less than 1% of potash

in the original raw mix going to the kilns, and no signifi-

cance had ever been attached to the presence of this con-

stituent by the company. After starting up the precipi-

tators it was found that the dust collected averaged as a

whole some 3 to 5% potash and that its proportion was

higher in samples taken from the outlet than from the

inlet end of the treaters. Fuithermore, nearly the whole

of it was now in a water-soluble form, whereas in the

original raw mix it was all insoluble.

At first all dust collected was simply returned to the

raw-mix bins and thus found its way back through the

same kilns, but later a separate new kiln was installed

and the dust from all the other kilns mixed with enough

new raw mix to make up a full daily charge for the new
kiln, and on this latter the separate multiple-pipe precipi-

i-'i';. a. coTTUKLi. .\ri .i:ati-.s, uiques.ve works
"Journ. Elecl;.
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tator, shown in Fig. 12, was -installed. From this is now
being collected 3 to 4 tons a day of dust and fume contain-

ing about 30% potassium sulphate, and which, it is under-

stood, has been contracted for bv a local fertilizer factory

at a rate which will pay for the total precipitation equip-

ment of the mill in from three to four years. In this plant

the potash was of course merely an accidental constituent

of the raw materials, and there are probably many other

mills where fully as high potash concentrations may occur

in the present feed to the kilns ; but the question also

naturally arises as to whether it may not be well worth

while to consider the cement and potash industries in a

larger mutual relationship when planning new mills in

the future, and particularly in considering the available

sources both for potash and cement materials. By using

feldspathic material high in potash in place of clay now
usually employed in the raw mix. it is not difficult to con-

ceive how the cement anight itself hecome almostf the by-

product.

In the matter of ordinary -coal smoke it is of .course

realized that the proper Temedy in the vast (majority

of cases is better combustion with the consequent non-

production of smoke, instead of trying to collect it after

produced. Still, there are probalily a few special cases

where, for the present at least, the necessary control of

combustion conditions may be more difficult and expensive

than the collection of the smoke by electrical precipi-

tation and disposal of the soot so collected. In former

reports the earlier experiments in -this direction have

been already referred to. The lack of any considerable

value in the substance collected has made it relatively

harder to get energetic development along this dine than

in most others mentioned, but now at ]ast it seems as

though the suliject 'was being "more definitely taken hold

TRANSFORMERS AND RECTIFIERS AT
INSPIRATION SMELTERY

PIG. 11, CONSTRUCTION OP PRECIPITATORS. KIVEP.SIDE
CEMENT PLANT

of with t)oth determination and resources to push through
to a conclusion. The Pennsylvania E.R. is- equipping
one of its roundliouses at Pittsburgh for that purpose,

and similar work in other parts of the country is rapidly

developing.

Somewhat related to the coal-smoke problem is also

that of detarring and cleaning illuminating and coke-

oven gases. The Semet-Solvay Co., it is understood, has
been making considerable progress in this at some of its

works along the lines developed by Steere, using alternat-

ing-current treatment followed by mechanical filtration,

while for the cleanmg of illuminating gas successful dem-
onstration of the regular direct-current process has been
made at the Vancouver, B. C, Gas Works : also the Port-

land Gas and Coke Co., of Portland, Ore., has had one
of the usual direct-current units of 25,000 cu.ft. per min.

capacity in successful operation since last April on the

exit gases from its briquetting plant, collecting about

214 to 3 tons of tar per day.

Application of the process to the cleaning of iron blast-

furnace gas is another one of the most attractive pros-

pects for future development, and some progress has

already been made toward the construction and testing

of equipment in connection with iron blast furnaces, but

the abnormal conditions obtaining in these plants since

the outbreak of the Eurojiean War have delayed the com-

pletion of the work as originally mapped out. and a defi-

nite report on the results is tlierefore not available at

present, although the subject is at last again receiving the

attention it deserves and definite results are hoped for

soon.

At the outset electrical precipitation was usually looked

at only as a last resort to be used on gases too hot or

corrosive to admit of filtration through bags or similar

simple mechanical treatment, but with the gradual im-

provement and suuplification of apparatus and wider

familiarity with its operation, the process has been ex-

tended to one field after another until it has reached even

the ordinarv problems of ventilation. An interesting

equipment of this kind, for example, went into operation

last October at flic works of the AVinchester Repeating

Arms Co., in Xew Haven, Conn., to clean 55,000 cu.ft.

of air per min., tliawn from sand-blasts, carding and

buffing wheels ami brazing furnaces. By thH< being

able in cold weather to return this air to the roor.i~ from

which it was drawn, instead of having to heat an equal
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vr.Iume of outdoor air for the purpose, a saving of steam
is effected wliich pays a good return on the investment.

In the discussion of the principles underh-ing the

process it was pointed out that it has to do primarily

with the separation of mechanically suspended solid and
liquid particles from gases and is not of itself available

for separating one gas from another. In certain cases it

may, however, become a very important indirect aid for

this purpose. Thus, for example, at the Hooker Electro-

Chemical Co.'s bleach factory at Niagara Falls great

difficulty had been experienced in removing the last traces

of chlorine from the gases leaving the ehloride-of-lime

chambers, and complaints from neighbors were becoming
serious.

Such very small traces of the gas were so objec-

tionable that an unusually thorough scrul)bing of the

gases was necessary. The method finally adopted, which

has proved eminently successful, is to blow into these

r^.r^^j/hjommr^

FIG. 12. RICH POT.\SH-r)r.'<T rRECIHITATOR,
RIVERSIDK CEME.NT PLANT

gases a relatively small amount of slacked lime in impal-

pable powder, which thus comes into the most intimate

contact with every part of the entire mass of gas, instantly

and completely absorbing the chlorine. A little farther

along in the flue the gases pass through the electrical

precipitation ajiparatus, which removes the lime dust with

its chlorine, and tliis is then added to the regular charge

of lime going to tlie ab.sorption chambers of the works,

and thus nothing is lost. Here again, in this way im-

provements originally aimed purely at suppression of a

nuisance, which \wv'. looked upon merely as an additional

but unavoidable cxjicnsi.-, have proved actually a source of

profit.

In this necessarily vuiy sketchy outline of the work
it lias only been possible !) pick here and there from the

large number of problems that have developed in the past

ten years, and more especially in the past two or three.

a few of the most suggestive and to call attention to their

implications rather than their detailed relationship to

the industries which they affect.

For the convenience of those who may wish to follow

the subject further, a bibliography is appended which,

though not professing to be complete, will, it is hoped,

be found of service in locating the rather widely scattered

literature on the subject.
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"Journ. Electr. Power and Gas," Mar. 14, 1914.

"Electrical Precipitation at Garfield," W. H. Howard,
"Trans. A. I. M. E.," Vol. 49, pp. 540-60, August, 1914.

"Problems in Smoke Fume and Dust Abatement," F. G.

Cottrell, "Ann. Report Smithsonian Institution for 1913," pp.

653-85, September, 1914.

"Symposium on Electrical Precipitation," Midwinter Con-
vention, Amer. Inst. Elec. Eng., Feb. 19. 1915. "Historical

Introduction," F. G. Cottrell; "Theory of the Removal of Sus-
pended Matter from Fluids." W. W. Strong; "Theoretical :ii

"

Experimental Considerations," A. F. Nesbitt; "Practical .\i

plications and Progress of the Research Corporation," Lii

Bradley; "Bull. Amer. Inst. Elec. Eng.." April, 1915 (final c.li-

tion of Transactions with revision of papers to appear later i.

"Cottrell Processes of Electrical Precipitation," W. .\

Schmidt. Paper read at Toronto meeting, Canadian Mln. Insi

March, 1915. Will appear in forthcoming volume o£ transa.

tlons.

"Treatment of Silver Furnace Fume by the Cottrell Pro-
ess," Charles H. Aldrich. Paper read at joint meeting of

Amer. Electrochem. Soc. and Amer. Inst. Elec. Eng., San Fran-
cisco. September, 1915. To appear In forthcoming volume,
"Trans. Amer. Electrochem. Soc."

"Solution of Smoke Fume and Dust Problems by Electrical

Precipitation," Linn Bradley. Address before First Nat.
Expos. Chem. Indust., New York City. "Met. and Chem.
Eng.," Vol. 13, pp. 911-14, December. 1915.
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Bv Jajik.s C. Bkxxett*

Probably the first I'oquisite in a shaft gate is that it

shall be so constructed that it can be easily and quickly

opened and closed. The second requisite is that there

be little or no restriction of overhead clearance, owing to

the necessity of handling timbers and
pipe and the difficulty of getting them
on and off the cage both at the collar

and at the various levels if the headroom

be redu.'ed beyond that of the regular To Line

work itself underground. A third

requiffite is that the initial and operat-

ing expenses be kept as low as is possible.

In its simplest form the proposed gate

consists of a heavy screen of small mesh
on a substantial frame working in guides

between the posts of the shaft sets and
overbalanced by counterweights. To
clear the opening from the level into the

shaft, tlie gate is lowered so that its top

is flush with the floor of the level. There

being no central rope, the entire height

of the opening from the level into the

shaft is thus unobstructed, and the top

of the gate may be used as a continua-

tion of the floor, so that there shall be no

appreciable opening between the edge of

the floor and the edge of the cage.

In order to insure a closed gate at all

times wlien there is no cage at the land-

ing, a device, def)ending upon the pas-

sage of the cage, automatically closes the

rate when the cage leaves the landing.

The design contemplates the use of com-

pressed air in opening the gate only.

The necessary weight of the gate to in-

sure withstanding of severe shock may
make it desirable to provide for mechan-

I operation. The gate proper is hung
at each end of its top bar by a wire rope

arried up and over a sheave and sup-

porting on its opposite end a counter-

weight of a bar of iron or mild steel.

The counterweight on the right-hand side will be of a

weight equal to just half of the gate proper, while the

' on the left-hand side will carry whatever excess

wciglit may be required to insure positive action.- The
igiit-hand counterweight will move up and down inside

if a pipe column, but there will be no contact or fit re-

luired at any point. The column is purely a guide to

in-i'vont any possibility of interference of the weight witli

the cage or any other part of the shaft. The left-hand

•Safety engrineer, Industrial Accident Commission. San

counterweiglit will lie fitted at its lower end with a sort of

piston head which will carry a cup leather. Tliat portion

of the inclosing column that is directly opposite the gate

may be made of common pipe, but the section below the

level will require to be of smooth bore, so that the piston

on the lower end of the counterweight may have a neat
and practically air-tight fit. The use of cold-drawn
seamless tubing is suggested as something that is com-

'-Push-buH-on at Hoist f

RqIou Solenoid, D Soknctd.O

^J
I

Soknoid,0

CD-

Plugt.

lections for Electric Control

DETAILS OF SEJMI.\UTOMATIC SAFETY O.VTK

a paratively ine.xpensive aiul yet will undoubtedly afford as

accurate a bore as will be reciuired. Xear the lower end

of the left-hand counterweight there must be a series of

grooves, or notches, whith will serve as a rack in which

a pawl may engage. These notches should be turned

about the peri])hcry of the bar in order that any twist

the rojie may not iviidcr them ineffective.

Attached to the Kli-hand inclosing column at a point

slightly above the ll'^ir level will be a lever which i- so

pivoted that under normal conditions it will hang out

intti i\v shaft sli'jhtly. Tliis lever will carry a paw!
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wluL-h, when the lever is forced toward the column, will

project through an opening in the side of the pipe column,

and thus be thrown into contact with the counterweight

itself. This lever with its pawl has been designated the

"automatic gate trip." The movement of the gate trip

is accomplished by means of a shoe which is attached to

the side of the cage. The trip is thus actuated whenever

the cage may pass it, but has no effect upon the gate it-

self. Assuming that the cage has come to rest at a land-

ing and that it is desired to open the gate, a pressure on

the knob, or handle, of the air valve will result in lifting

the balanced piston valve so that the compressed air from

the air main will be admitted through the valve and into

BILL, OF ILVTERIAL

Ouan- Description Mat< rial Weight,
tity III.

Gate:
30 sq.ft. scri-on cloth. 1-in. mesh, No. 7 wirr, @ 2.2 Ih. steel 67
9 ft. 3x.3xj-in. angle, fA 7.2 1b sttel tU

13 ft 2Jx2ii;-in. angle. @ 5 lb steel 77
15 ft. 2x2xi-in. angle, @ 3.2 lb steel 4.S

0.7 ft. 6x6x|-in. angle, @ 14.2 lb steel 10

o 5 ft. 3x|-in. bar, @ 3.8 lb steel 21

17 ft. 2xi-in. bar, @ 2.5,5 lb steel 44
3.3 ft. 5M{-in. bar. @ 6.4 steel 2X

15 ft. 2xJ-in. bar, ® 1.7 steel 2ii

Rivets, @ 10% 38

Total 416

Guides:
24 ft. 8xS-in.bai, @ 10.2 lb steel 245
24 ft. 2x2xJ-in. angle, @ 4.71b steel 113

Total 358

Counterweights

:

1 barof3}-in. round. @ 32.7 1b steel 208
1 bar of 3J-in. round. @ 32.7 lb steel 258
2 sheaves for J-in. rojpo, 8-in. diam. ftt 15 lb cast iron 30
2 sheaves supports, (o; 12 lb cast iron 24

7 ft. 4 in. of 4!-in. 6.D. x J-in. thick, cold drawn
.Seamless steel tubing, (Jri 11 34 steel S3

22 ft. 4-in. std. black pipe, Ci> 10.7 lb steel 235
7 4x9-in. std. pipe flanges, @» 4.0 lb cast iron 28
1 cylinder base east iron 22
1 exhaust connection saddle steel 7
1 .automatic pate trio, consisting of 1 lever, @9 lb.,

1 clamp, (S, 8 lb.' steel 17
1 pawl steel 2
1 roller steel 2
3 pins steel 3

2 sheave guards of 3/16x8-in. plalo = 6 ft. ® 5.1 lb. steel 31
25 ft. j-in. wire rope, fg: 0.23 1b steel 6

Total 956

Valve:
1 valve steel 4
1 valve body cast iron 16
1 valve body head cast iron 2
1 gland nut steel 2
1 bcx or housing cast iron 43
2 levers \ tteel

I knol> and stem , / steel 1

28 ft. i-in. sl.l. black pipe, @ 0.S4lb steel 21
1 rock diill oilir brass
2 i-in. diamond port plug cocks brass
S J-in. std. blk., elbows cast iron

;i i-in. std. blk., unions mall, iron

Total, sav 100
C;rand total 1,S30

the bottom of tlie Icrt-liand pipe column (see sketch).

This will cau.se the coiuiterweight to rise and thus per-

mit the gate to oveilialaiue its counterweight and fall

until it is level with the floor, when it will be stopped by

the Iniffer between the beams and below the level.

When the gate has reached the extreme position, the

counterweight will have risen to a point where the series

of notches is automatically tripped, and the pawl will

thus be enabled to engage with a notch ; and so long as

the cage remains at the landing, the counterweight will

be supported by the strap and there will then be no ten-

dency for the gate to rise above the level of the floor.

Immediately u]ion the cage moving away from the land-

ing, there will be no support beyond the tri]), and the

downward pressure of the counterweight together with

the overbalanced Icmt will cau.>;e the trip to drop down-

ward and thus release the counterweight and permit it

to pull the gate up to the closed position.

Owing to the speed that may be attained during the

movement of the gate, a cushion below the counterweight

is provided and a special type of valve required. This

valve will return to its normal position immediately u])o)i

the hand being removed from the knob or handle. The
normal position of the valve cuts off the air .supply. The
design admits of the opening of the gate at any time ir-

respective of the position of the cage, but to allow the gate

to remain open one must keep the pressure below the

(.ounterweight.

Tiic electric connection shown in the valve box, while

not essential, may prove desirable, as it would permit the

hoisting engineer to operate the gates.

The movement of the valve will be accomplished by

means of a solenoid D which surrounds the valve stem;

the core for the solenoid will be a part of the stem. Thus
when the solenoid is energized the valve will be lifted,

and when the solenoid is deenergized the valve will drop

by gravity to its normal position. Provision may be

made for hand control also.

By referring to the diagram of connections, it will be

seen that one wire, say from the 110-volt circuit, will be

carried to the hoisting engineer's station and be opened

and closed by means of some type of push-button. From
the hoist the wire will be carried out to the shaft and

botli wires will then go down the shaft and each gate will

be connected in parallel to the two mains. In addition to

the breaking of the circuit at the hoi,st, it will be necessary

to In-eak each branch circuit by means of a plug contactor

attached to the automatic trip. When it is desired by the

engineer to open the gate at, say, the third station, it is

first necessary that the cage shall be at that station, thus

completing the branch circuit. When this condition is

realized, the cngin.'cr, upon pressing the button, will ener-

gize the solenoid at the third station. The valve will lift,

and the gate will be opened as desired. The gate will

then remain open, by reason of the automatic trip, until

the cage shall be moved away from the landing.

Relay .switch G is iiidicated in case it should be desir-

able to use full electric control rather than to depend upon
the automatic trip for sujiporting the countenveight. If

suih an arrangement is desired, the automatic trip would
bo replaced by a similar lever, whose only function would
be to actuate the plug contactor. When it is desired to

open the gate, and if the cage is at the landing, upon
pressing the button at the hoist, the solenoid is energized,

the current returns through the relay switch, which closes

the auxiliary circuit and thus makes it unnecessary for the

engineer to continue to hold tiie push button in place.

When the cage is moved away from tlie landing, the plug

contactor E breaks the branch circuit, thus deenergizing

both solenoid D and relay switch (', so that everything

returns to normal and the entire mechanism is inopera-

tive.

The .section plan which shows the top of the gate in-

dicates two different styles of guide, but it is believed

that style C is preferable to /?, though there may be con-

ditions which would make tlie latter preferable.

Correction: "font «if I'lnut |ht Kllonatt"—Owing to an
omission in the transcription of datii in the article on page
227, Issue of Jan. 29, the size of the plant was incorrectly
stated. The station rating should have been 3,750-kw., the

units being one 1.200-kw. and three 8r,0-kw. machines. The
corrected unit cost of the entire station is $100.57 per kw.
The costs of the individual equipment items are correct as
puhllslud, as are also the totals.
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One of the most, if ]iot the most, inefficient operation

connected witli mining on dips of 25° to 33°, says Mr.

JI. Wcimijrcn, in the Journal of the Cliemical, Metal-

lurgieal and Alining Society of South Africa, is the

removal of the broken ore from the stopes, for the reason

that the work is carried out by unskilled natives whose

main object is to get through the sliift with as little

exertion as possible, and the work is dilficult to regulate

and supervise when, for instance, 10 natives are shoveling

near one another in the same part of a stope, it being

almost impossible to place them so that they do a maxi-

mum amount of work. The result is that instead of each

native lifting the rock and throwing it as far as possible,

he only scrapes it along the footwall into the shovel of

the native immediately below him.

To obviate this a system was introduced whereby a

permanent line of chutes was laid down at a safe distance

4xiBeading.^

FIG. 1. DETAIL OP STOPE
CAR FOR FLAT

STOPES

FIG. 2. STOPE PLAN
SHOWING METHOD

OF MIXING

from the faces of the stopes; in many cases one line of

chutes being sufficient for both faces. Each line of chutes

was given a uniform grade, the same as the dip of the

vein, so that the rocks should go from the very top of

the stope down to the bottom without choking the chute

or jumping out. The chutes were well anchored by

putting in at every fourth or fifth section, props made of

stout lagging poles to which the sections were chained.

Tracks of 1-ft. gage were then put in at approximate-

ly every 50 ft. along the dip of the stope and running
horizontally from the faces to the chute. It would at

first sight appear that it would be difficult to lay down
a number of horizontal tracks in a stope dipping at 33°,

but this l)y no means proved to be the case, and it

IS seldom that the foot wall had to be blasted to obtain

horizontal track bed.

A special type of car was designed, which was light

and could be easily placed in a position of safety behind

some waste pack at the end of the shift, when blasting

was to be done. The car has a capacity of 5 cu.ft., and
IS the total height is only \y^ ft. from the rail, it can

be handled very readily in most stopes. It is tipped

l)y pulling the back of the car upward, the front wheeh
acting as the fulcrum. The details of construction are

diown in Fig. 1.

The accompanying sketch of the stope. Fig. 2, shows

Icarly the system employed, especially in stopes with

long backs. After the system was introduced, thc^ num-
ber of shovelers was reduced 50%, and yet the stope was
iopt cleaner than it was before. A water tap at the head
if the chute furnished water to assist in making the ore

run on this flat incline. The barricades A and B were
to protect the natives, when tipping the cars on their

respective tracks, from ore passing down the chute from
the tracks above. A half-section of rail (9 ft. long) is

kept ready at each track, so that the rails can always be

kept close up to the face. As a rule, one native shovels

the rock onto the track while another loads it and wheels
it to the chutes.

Summarizing, the system consists of permanent chutes

and tracks running from the face to the chutes, roughly,

every 50 ft. on the dip with specially designed trucks

to overcome the difficulty of the small stoping widths.

The advantages claimed for this system are: By having
permanent chutes no tin.ie is wasted at the beginning and
end of the shift in putting them up and taking them
down

;
gravity is made to assist as much as possible in

handling the ore; instead of boxes every 2u to 30 ft.,

they are only necessary every 60 to 70 ft.; better super-

vision over the natives is possible.

During my last summer's vacation in the backwoods
it happened one day that I wanted to lay off approximate-

ly an angle of 60 deg. It also happened that my watch
was laying on the table in. my rustic quarters, and by

chance I suddenly realized that its face would serve as a

reasonably good protractor. The accompanying illustra-

tion shows what I mean.

At the time it struck me as rather odd that I I'.ad

never before seen a "protractor" in a watch face. On
my return to civilization I amused myself by asking about

every other person I met if he had ever used a watch as

USING W.\TCH FACE AS .\ PROTRACTOR

a protractor or ever heard of such a thing. I kept this up
for several weeks and asked scores of people—engineers

and professional men—and with the exception of one

young civil engineer who had used the watch face to judge

roughly an angle in the field, I did not meet one man to

whom the whole idea was not a sort of amusing surprise.

I do not suggest for a moment that the "discovery" is

of great value, but it was a source of momentary conven-

ience to me, and perhaps it is worth passing along. With

a little care it is possible to lay oflE any required angle

with little error.

[A note on the waili face as compass appears in the

Journal of Nov. 13, in 15, page 802.—Editor.l

•George H. Fellows in "American Machinist," Jan. 13. 1916.
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Lfiitimg a SIC

By E. E. Thuh*

The advancement of an art usually requires heroic

expedient? to bridge transition periods. Twentj' years

aLTO, in the early Western copper smelteries, a 20-ton

crane was strong enough to handle the small converter

shells then being introduced to purify copper matte and
white metal. After a few years, however, it was foimd

economical to increase materially the size of the shells,

and therewith came the necessity' of installing a heavier

craneway to handle them between stall and lining depart-

ment. Growth still went on, until two cranes lifted one

shell between them in a heavy yoke.

Twentv'-foot converter shells far exceed the capacity

of tliis combination. Fortunately, however, the lining of

basic' brick had proved its utilitj- and the necessity of

providing excessively heavy cranes with high headroom to

way, occupied practically the same space as the old. It

became necessary, therefore, to take this shell, containing

an excellent and ven- expensive basic lining which should

not be disturbed, out of its old stand, transport it

across and some distance down the craneway, turn it

180° about and raise it about 3 ft. into a new stall

already prepared for its reception. The estimated weight

of the piece was 210 tons. Commanding the area was one

new -10-ton crane, busy most of the time with operating-

department requirements, which received first call.

After considering various possibilities, it was decided to

raise the converter clear of its trunnions, ride it on pipe

rollers to the new location, turning it about en route,

and then to raise it up the necessarj' distance to its new
stall. Rolling up an incline was not done on aecoimt of

the danger attendant upon any breakage in the tackle.

In the old location the shell sat so low that a large

ladle-pit had been dug under it to allow it to rotate while

1. THE CONVEKTER SHELL RAISED Tu ME.Mu\ E Kol.LEKS FRO.M BE.VKl.NGS

transport the sliclls about was happily eliminated. These

converters are now built in their own stalls, properly

lined with magnesite l)rick, dried, set in operation, and

with minor repairs will operate for years without dis-

turbance.

The original 20-ft. converter was operating in the old

converter department at the Great Falls plant of the

Anaconda Copper Alining Co. during the 1013 reconstruc-

tion. New plans failed for a number of these large shells

facing the opposite w;iy at a considerably higher elevation

and at the other >ide of the new craneway, which, l)y the

'•niverslty of rinrir Cincinnati, Ohio.

pouring and cleaning. This ])it was cribbed up solid

witii second-hand timbers aiul tlie shell raised clear of its

rollers with hydraulic jacks. It proved to be a very .slow

and laborious undertaking, inasmuch as the weight was

so great tliat it required the entire available assortment of

ratlicr low-jjower jacks, and the work was consequently

interrupted at short intervals to catch up some short jac^

that had nm its limit or to rush an overstrained jack to

the shop for a new set of gaskets or other repairs. The

rigger liossing the job at last lost patience and hooked the

crane into one trunnion to "give a lift"; the net result

was a broken crane hook and a ruined hoisting cable.
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.MilVlN(_; THE CONVERTER ON FIFE ROLLERS

The photofrraph. Fig. 1, shows the shell raised the 6 in.

nec-essarv to remove the rolls I'roiii their bearings. A mat
formed of two layers of 3xl2-in. i)lanks, crossed and

spiked together and sheathed below with %-in. boiler

plate from stock, was raised to the level of the bottom of

the converter and blocked securely at a dozen points by

14.\14-in. timbers cut on a handsaw to fit snugly against

the spherical bottom of the shell. The underlying crib

was built smooth and solid up to within 5 in. of the mat.

It was then covered with boiler plate and stock 4-in. iron

pipe nested closely together between—preliminary calcula-

tions having shown them to be safe under three times

the imposed load.

The shell was then lowered on the pipes, the rolls were

removed from under the trunnions, and the shell was

ready for lateral movement. A level runway of solid

tindjer was built toward the new site and covered with

boiler plate. A rolling hitch was taken, leading from the

side of the shell, with a %-in. steel cable reeved in 20-ton

triple steel blocks, the line leading through steel snatch-

blocks to a point under the old craneway, where the crane

could give short lifts. By "cutting" the pipe rollers

sharply and using quantities of grease and pulling heavily

from the tackle, the shell was safely landed on the new

site, properly oriented. Fig. 2 shows the shell en route.

Barring the breakage of several heavy chain-slings, the

transit was effected without accident.

The shell was then jacked up a short distance and
tlio rollers and mat removed. E,\perience with raising the

shell from the old stall indicated the wisdom of replacing

tlie jacks by some other arrangement for lifting the shell

through the .3 ft. necessary to place it on its rollers. The
following scheme was hit upon :

A sling consisting of several turns of cable was thrown

n round one of the trunnions for the 40-ton hook of the

( nine. A fulcrum was arranged at the proper distan -e

from the center line of the load, so that the crane was
not overloaded, as shown by the sketch, Fig. 3. The
crane then raised its load about 6 in., and another fulcrum

was blocked up to the bottom of the shell the same

distance on the other side of the center line. At this

point all was ready for a lift of 12 in. on the other trun-

nion. A succession of lifts on alternate sides "teetered"'

the load up 3 ft. in a few hours and at a cost only a

fraction of that of the original lift with jacks. It is

seen that each 12-in. lift of the crane raised the center of

gravity of the converter 2V^ in.

le leip

FIG. 3. LIFTING THE CONVERTER WITH AID 01
BLOCKING

An ore cooler embodying advantages of rapid tempera-

ture reduction and economical operation is being offered

by the Hendrie & Bolthoff ilanufacturiug and Supply

Co., of Denver. Tt is known as the Iron Mask ore cooler.

The cooler comprises two concentric cylinders. The outer

shell is 3 ft. in diameter and 14 ft. long. The inner

cylinder, or shell, is 24 in. in diameter with Vi-in. walls.

Just as few rivets and bolts are used as possible, to avoid

the possibility of leakage. The inner and outer cylinders

are bolted together, wdiich construction permits the re-

moval of the inner cylinder if required. The two cyl-

inders revolve together and the tires are split and remov-

able, as is also the driving gear. These are clamped in

place and secured by dowels. Spirally placed baffles feed

the ore in between two cylinders and here it is carried

up and distributed, the flights on the outer shell begin-

ning to discharge onto the inner shell near the belt.

The ore remains approximately 180° in contact with

the upper surface of the inner shell. The constant re-

moving and transferring of the ore from one point to

another, bringing it in contact with fresh surfaces, in-

creases the cooling efficiency. The flights are in short

.sections to avoid expansion troubles. The ore feeds evenly

between the tw^o shells and is discharged at the end

of the larger cylinders.

Water is distributed on the exterior of the outer shell

from an elevated water box, and is sprayed on the interior

of the inner shell by means of a stationary water pipe.

Owing to the fact of there being little slippage, the power

required is low. The machine .has been successfully in-

troduced in Colorado and has made an excellent record,

one installation having now been in operation for over two

years, handling about 120 tons in 24 hr. without me.han-

ical wear or evidence of deterioration.

Flotation Has Bei-ii 1 simI l-y the- Ciilin Copper lo., operat.ii.s;

the Cobre Jlines. near .-^aiitiajio. on its copper ore since the

early part of 1914. Tliis is one of the out-of-the-way corners

in which this new ail lias sprungr up and is being proiUably

used. .4n interestins; feature is that the oil is added ii to the

tube mill while grin.ling- Is taking place, thus giving tlu- most
thorough mixing po.^sible.
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The annual report of the X'evada Wonder Mining Co.,

Wonder, 'Sew, for the year ended Sept. oO, 101.5. shows

a profit of $.'32;,.'').57 and dividend i)aynients of $140,807.

Cash on liand at tlie end of tlie year amounted to $10,273.

Tlie total value of .-)S,121 tons of ore mined and treated

was $812,118, of which $704,312, or 94.11%, was recov-

ered. The production of metal amounted to 0,801 o?..

of sold and 1,123,308 oz. of silver. Development work

consisted of (>,0r)3 ft. of drifts, crosscuts and raises and

171 ft. of shaft-sinking. The mine produced 58,121

tons of mill ore, 37 tons of second-class ore, 1G,()75

tons of waste hoisted and 2,071 tons of waste for fillinT.

The following ta!)le gives a comparison of mine costs

for the two vears

:

Direct cost per ton of ore hoisted

Indirect cost per ton o£ ore hoisted

Total operatine cost per io:i of ore hcistct'.. .

Total operating cost per ton of ore and waste hoisted

Total operating cost per ton of ore and waste broken
Transportation of ore to mill per ton of ore hcisti-d ...

Subshaft sinking and station cutting per ton of ore hoisted.

Subshaft sinking, cost per foot -

Average cist per foot of c'rifting, cross-cullir.p, raising and
winze-sinking. ...

1913-14
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without the interruption that occurred in the disposal of

tlie zinc concentrates owing to tiie smelting contract being

terminated by the war. A comparatively small amount
of the zinc concentrates was taken by the Central Zinc

Co., at Scaton Carew, England, in which the Sulphide

Corporation has an interest. A new furnace is now
approaching completion at Seaton Carew that will enable

the Central Zinc Co.'s works to deal with about one-

quarter of the Sulphide Corporation's output. This works

will doubtless be e.xtended, but whether it will be increased

so as to deal with the whole production of the Sulphide

Corporation remains an open question. The Corporation

has an option to purchase the Central Zinc Co.'s works

and other assets for £1.50,000, but has not yet exercised

it. The advantage of owning its own smelting works was

demonstrated by the Cockle Creek ])lant, which was al)le

to treat the Corporation's output of lead concentrates and

permitted the other lead departments to operate without

interruption.

The Coniagas Mines, St. Catharines, Ont., for 191.5

reports a production of 2,002,053 oz. of silver shipped,

of which 1,903,4G3 oz. was paid for by the smelters. There

was 274 tons of mine ore shipped and the mill treated

55,437 tons of ore. This work was accomplished with

the following operating force averaging 141.29 men per

day

:

Mines, office and supervision 9.16
Camps and buildings 4.17
Maintenance of buildings.. 0.78
Camp expense 3 . 84
Lands aud roads 2.-54
Mining 87.38
Mining maintenance 4.76
Drills, tools, hardware 1.00
Mining CO itracts 6 42
Fuel, oil and waste 82
Milling 14 14
Milling maintenance 4 84
Loadit^c ore 46
Sampling 98

Total 141 . 29

The mill treated 55,437 tons, or an average of 3.02

tons per stamp in 24 hr. at 98.83% of the possible run-

ning time. Mill heads averaged 23 oz. per ton, 473.9

tons of concentrates produced averaged 2,174.6 oz. per

ton and 133.2 tons of low-grade slimes ran 233.3 oz. per

ton. The tailings averaged 3.94 oz. silver. Shipments

from the mine have aggregated over 22,000,000 oz. of

silver as shown by the following table:

TOTAL SHIPMENTS FROM THE MINE
Year
Nov. 1 Mine Ore Concentrates Total
Oct. 31 Tons Ounces Tons Ounces Tons Ounces
190.5-6 2S9 657„5i:iO0 289 657,51300
1906-7 26.55 1,341,372 00 2655 1,341,372 00
1907- 8 Mine ore and concentrates 627,5 1.457,24000
1908-9 350 807,313 00 420 599,975.00 776.0 1,407,288.00
1909-10 330 1 979,63000 015 5 949,90100 975.6 1,929,53100
1910-11 619 1 2.142,96171 1418.4 1,646,312.20 2037.5 3,789,273.91
1911-12 0.50 1.944.212 80 1287 5 1,504,164.47 1937.5 3,508,377.27
1912-13 7.35 8 2,249.394 32 10.34.3 1,323,004.56 1770.1 '3,572,398.88
1913-14 492.9 1,451. .522.27 748 2 1,045.872 41 1241.1 2,497,394 68
1014-15 274.0 940,43259 629 7 1,001,02091 903.7 / 2.002,053 50

6395 9 12,514,351.69 6189.6*8,190,850.55 13,213 22,162,442.24

* Oro milled to date 337,564 tons.

Ore reserves are estimated to contain about 10,000,000

oz. of silver after allowing for a 20% possible over-

estimation. It is estimated that enough ore is broken

in mine and on surface dumps to keep the mill running
at its present capacity for about two years.

Based on the actual hours the machine drills were
working, the mine reports show an average of 3.89 ft.

drilled per hr. compared with 3.18 ft. for the previous

vear.

The Kerr Lake Mining Co., Cobalt, Ont., reports a
profit of .'i;o50,774 for the year ended Aug. 31, 1915.
Dividends aggregating $620,000 were paid. The gross

production of silver from all ores was 2,036,902 oz., of
which 1,198,557 was produced from shipping ore and the
remainder from low-grade ore milled. The actual gross

shipments for the year amounted to 1,992.065 oz., and
the smelter settlements aggregated 1,777,122 oz. of silver.

The cost of production per ounce is stated to have been
21.45c., made up of mining cost and development, 9.67c.;

shipment and treatment charges, 11.09c.: administration

and general, 0.69c. per oz.

All rock hoisted from the mine amounted to 47,436
tons, of which 38,286 tons was ore and 9,150 tons was
waste. Of the ore 17,049 tons was discarded as waste

from the bumping table, leaving a sorted product con-

sisting of 20,836 tons of mill ore and 401 tons of first- and
second-grade sacking ore. Based upon all rock hoisted,

the mining and development cost was $4.15 per ton.

The ore reserves are estimated to contain 4,172,400 oz.

of silver. Included in this estimate are 54,830 tons of

mill ore estimated to contain 29.3 oz. silver per ton.

The Camp Bird Jline, Ouray, Colo., reports a pro-

duction of 32,959 tons of ore during the year ended June
30, 1915. The value of the metallic contents recovered

from this ore was $952,288, consisting of : Gold, $873.-

717; silver, $58,015; lead, $11,191; copper, $9,365.

The average value recovered was $29.47 per ton. The
profit on this ore was $583,700 exclusive of depreciation

of equipment. Exclusive of depreciation the cost was
$9.82 per ton, and there was also $1.60 per ton expended

for development work. Of the total value of metals ex-

tracted 58.48% was saved by amalgamation, 36.59% by

concentration and 4.93% by cyanidation.

Ore reserves estimates show 14,800 tons of broken ore

and 1,100 tons of unbroken ore, which is expected to

yield $275,000.

The report of the Davis-Daly Copper Co., Butte, Mont.,

for the year ended June 30, 1915, shows charges over

income amounting to $180,043. The shaft at the Colo-

rado mine, begun in May, 1914, was completed at a depth

of 2,542 ft., and development is proceeding at the 2,500-ft.

level. The 1,700-ft. level was connected with the iloonlight

mine of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co., and arrange-

ments have been made to connect the 2,500-ft. level with

the same mine. The lowest-level openings are exceed-

ingly hot, and these ventilation crosscuts are expected

to relieve the situation.

Canadian-Klondyke Minine Co., owing to a series of
unfortunate accidents in 1914 and 1915, was "in the doldrums"
flnancially. The net profits for 1914. according to Lord
Brabourne of the Granville Mining: Co., were only $147. OSo

and for 1915 only slishtly greater than the preceding year.

In 1915, besides bavins one ot the large dredges out of

conitnission most of the season through overturning, there
was another accident to the same dredge, a break in the ditch
line and a fire at ono of the pumping stations. The iionre-

currence of this chapter ot accidents. Lord Brabourne said,

should permit Canadian-Klondyke to realize a net iiroflt of

between $750,000 and $1,000.1H10 during the current year.
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TWO VIEWS OF THE LABORATORY OP THE CHILE COPPER CO. AT CHUQUICAMATA, CHILE
A large number of samples are handled daily and a separate crushing plant is provided. This is shown at the left of the

main building'. At the right are workmen's quarters and the roof of the comjiany store

REMELTINT, KIJRNACE OF THE; ANACONDA COPPER CO.'S ZINC PLANT AT ANACONDA, MONT.
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PASSENGKK eABi.h;v\Ai AT THK \VJiTTKKHuK.\ AMj BAUERKOHLERN. SWITZERLAND. SHOWING TH
MECHANISM OF A NOVEL SYSTEM OP TRAVEL TO ALPINE PEAKS, THE APPROACH TO

WHICH IS TOO STEEP FOR RAILWAY TRANSl'OKTATION
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It is not a little lemaikaljle that the profe.ssion of Min-

ing Engineer has received so little attention from the

professional humorist. The chemist is always considered

fair game. He is u.sually typified by an untidy stooping

fi<mre. with long hair and Ijeard and an overdue bath,

surrounded by an incongruous assortment of apparatus,

and an atmosphere of curved lines supposed to represent

the evil savor arising from his operations. To the lay

mind the parsuit of chemistry and the emission of stenches

are indissolubly associated.

The l)anker, rotund of waistcoat and scornful of de-

meanor. i.s another familiar figure, and so with the artist,

the poet, the doctor and many others.

When the ilining Engineer comes into his own, and

takes the place in the eyes of the world to which the im-

portance of his work entitles him, it is inevitable that he

will also take his place in the comic supplements. It is

interesting to speculate as to what will be his incarnation

under these circumstances.

In magazine fiction he appears usually as a tall, athletic

individual with hypertrophied jaw bones and lean as a

fence rail. He is as destitute of fear as a horse-fly, and

as persistent. He is becomingly attired (in the illustra-

tions) in a flannel shirt which sets off his fine shoulders,

a picturesque knotted tie, smart corduroy trousers, high

boots and a wide-brimmed felt hat. He wears a revolver

in his belt and his mouth looks as if it had been sewn up
pennanently in a straight seam. He inevitably winds up

by getting himself damaged (this is usually the one re-

deeming feature in the story) and then married. We con-

fess that our sympathy always goes out to the other char-

acters who are forced by the author to associate with him.

Turning from fiction to real life let us look at the

mining engineer in his natural habitat, underground. Or
rather let us look at tlie various aspects of him which con-

ceal rather than reveal the man within. Let us take for

our own example the ambitious junior. Will it l)e in him

that the comic artist will find his joy? The successful

and mature engineer wears clothes like ordinary people

and lacks the element of the picturesque.

Our type, then, as we find it in the headings and drifts

is an individual of the male sex clad in overalls of an

incredible degree of dirtiness, with a complexion to match.

Unless the rules of the niine forbid it (and even this reser-

vation cannot be taken as of universal application) he

smokes a ])ipp whose external apjiearance is entirely in

keeping with its immediate surroundings. He delights in

risking hi.s ueik by utilizing the hoisting equipment in

over>' conceivalile way except sitting in it in the manner
intended by tlie designer, who has labored to reniler it as

safe as human contrivances can be made. His talk is of

feet drilled and of rock broken and he is always convinced

ihat the particular part of the workings confided to his

care is the "meanest rcnk in the mine, sir, hard as h 1

to iliill and '11 come down on your head every five minutes

if \'i\i don't watf-h it :\^ i' tiiiw. The sti'cfs rotten, and

the fellows in the machine shop don't half look after the

machines."' And so forth and so forth. But the work

goes on just the same.

In the majority of cases he manages to be on terms of

cheerful comradeship with his men, without the gang los-

ing cohesion and discipline. He sits at the feet of grizzled

timber bosses and foremen who were toiling underground

when he was squalling on a blanket and absorbs and lays

away their wisdom. He regards the superintendent with

good-natured tolerance as one who has been too long out

of touch with the practical problems of underground work

to be taken seriously. And if he doesn't tempt fate once

too often he develops into an assistant su])erintendent and

wears his good clothes in the office and changes ostenta-

tiously into overalls for his periodic trips below.

No. we don't think this aspect of him will find its way

into the comic supplements. It doesn't seem to belong

there. Philosopher.

New York. N. Y.. Feb. .5. 191G.

Replying to J. E. Clennell's letter in the Journal of

Jan. 1, I must admit that his formulas are correct and

that the method used by me was erroneous, ily results

being rather close approximations, I was deceived, not

fully considering the underlying principles. His simpli-

fied formula is preferable, in my opinion, to that first

given. To show how close the arithmetical approximation

may come to the true result, I will quote the following—

a

case of lead concentration where the work was not par-

ticularly brilliant. Even figures are given to simplify

matters.

The heads assayed 6% Pb, the tailings 2%, the mid-

dlings 3% and the concentrates 40%. The products were

10% of concentrates, 20% of middlings and T0% of tail-

ings. The middlings were reground and reconcentrated.

What did these add to the concentrates, making the previ-

ous assumptions that the values of concentrates and tail-

ings remained unchanged? By .substitution in the

formula.

X =
100 (// — /) 100 (c — -i)

c I 40 — 2
10..52

By the arithmetical method we would say that 20

(0.0:5 — 0.02) =0.2 ton of lead was added to concen-

trates, or 0.2 -r- 0.10 = 0.5 ton of concentrates. This

added to the original 10 tons of concentrates would give

10..50 tons against 10.52 by the formula—a difference of

only 40 lb. of lead ore in 10.5 tons, an apiiroxinuition liere

close enough for practical purposes. But if I should at-

tempt in this case, as in my communication of Nov. 27.

to calculate the increased tonnage produced by the in-

creased percentage saved, the error would have been

greater. That method, as ^Ir. Clennell has said, is un-

sound in principle. I have to thank ilr. Clennell for

the very pleasant numner in which he has set me right.

Piitt.iii. f'.iljf.. Jiin. 5, 191(J. Loris Janiv. Ji;.
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Gold production in the Straits of Magellan has declined

greatly during the last five years, and out of a total

number of 1-5 dredges erected in Tierra del Fuego, one

only has worked intermittently during the last three years,

according to T. C. Earl, in the London Mining Journal

of Dec. 18, 1915. The one active dredge, belonging to the

Kio del Uro company, has been operating on Baquedano

Creek. The Queen company's dredge at San Antonio

was being dismantled for removal to the Loreto River,

near Punta Arenas, on the mainland to the west of

JIagellan Straits.

Among the companies that have ceased operations for

various reasons may be mentioned Compaiiia Aurifera

Lennox. Lavaderos de Oro de Tierra del Fviego, Slogget

Bay Dredging Co., Sociedad Aurifera Loreto, Gran

Compaiiia Aurifera de ^lagallanes, Compahia Aurifera

de Rio Rosario, Rio Rusphen, Rio Progreso, Rio Perez,

Sutphen Lavaderos de Oro and othei-s.

New ZEiL.vNDEiiS Installed First ^Machinery

The first machinery installed in Tierra del Fuego for

the extraction of gold from auriferous sand was a

hydraulic elevator worked by some New Zealanders in the

Santa ilaria River and resulted in failure. The most
extensive area of known auriferous country is confined

to the northwestern portion of the island in the region '

of the Rivers Oscar, Oro and Verde, while farther south

is the Santa Maria and Rosario; mining on the Atlantic

side is confined to desultory work on the black sands of

Paramo hca;h. In the Santa Maria valley, north of Cape

Boquei' ?"!. a ground-sluicing claim is now being operated

by a Chilean who is said to clean up about 40 grams of

gold per day. This is the largest shiicing plant on the

island and employs five. to seven men daily; most of the

time is spent in removing large stones and shifting gear,

the gravels heing very shallow and rough, with consid-

erable o\erburden in places.

The fluvial arteries of northern Tierra del Fuego are

important and drain a large extent of gold-bearing

country, but at present alluvial gold mining is confined

principall}' to sluicing parties of Serbians, Austrians and

Chilenos, who work the small gullies in a primitive

fashion hy hand. Most of the tributaries of the Oro,

^^erde and Oscar have been '"'cleaned out" by diggers and

were abandoned years ago, when "the cream" was skimmed.

The richest creeks are probably the Roux, Lafayette and

liic Baquedano, which have been systematically worked

in their main beds from the sources to the confluence

with the Verde and Oro Rivers respectively.

In several small tributaries of the Oro and Verde Rivers,

the gold value has been as high as 4s. per cu.yd., but

lOd. per yd. would be nearer the average value; in the

(l('e])er main river channels from 5 to 8d. per cu.yd. will

proi)ably be found. In the absence of authentic figures

it is difficult to give reliable data a; to treatment costs,

but in some instances they ranged fro:;i 3 to 5d. per cu.yd.

There is little doubt that the generally high working

costs prevailing in Tierra del Fuego have so far prevented

successful mining hy bucket dredges. Drcdgcnien bad

to l)e imported and passage money paid, combined with

ration allowance while under engagtunent. High cost

of local supplies, with the additional disadvantage of

gretit distance from foundries and facilities for heavy

repairs, as well as a short working season, are factors

against probable handling of the low-grade gravels of
the -Magellanes.

It is significant that three different types of dredge
under company administration have failed to extract gold
profitably from the deeper auriferous deposits of Tierra

del Fuego, and, as before stated, the Rio del Oro dredge
is the only one now working. This is a New Zealand
dredge of 6-cu.ft. capacity, erected on the Oro flat below
the Baquedano in 1905. An American sluice-box dredge
(worked by spuds) on the same river failed, as also three

Dutch-designed dredges of 7-cu.ft. capacity. In Mr. Earl's

opinion more solidly constructed dredges would have been

a success in th's river, as payable gold has been proved

in the upper reaches for .some miles above Lafayette

Creek ; the amount of gravel treated and the hours worked
by the machines were not up to expectation. Salting

has also contributed largely to the wrecking of other

dredging enterprises in this district.

Peat Used as Fuel on the Dredges

It was on this field that peat was first used for devel-

oping power for steam dredges, according to Mr. Earl.

In the first stages coal was used, but was fotmd much
too expensive. The potential energy locked up in the

extensive peat deposits of the Oro, Oscar and San Antonio

valleys are enormous, but until the last stages of dredge

mining in the island were reached, about the year 1909.

little advantage was taken of this abundant and economical

fuel lying close at hand. Since 1909 peat has been the

only fuel used on this field.

The length of the dredging seasons varies from sexen

to nine months, according to locality ; much depends on

the altitude, also on the variable nature of the winters.

The climate is severe but healthy. It is a land of perpetual

tempest and in perfect accord with the dreary aspect of

the bleak, treeless wastes of the northern extremity of

the island. On the Punta Arenas side of the straits the

shelter of the cordillera tends to lessen the severity of

the cold during the worst months of the year—June, July

and August—and mining operations may be carried on

over a longer period than in Tierra del Fuego. Generally

speaking, transport is expensive, as machinery or supplies,

in addition to ocean freight, are again transported by

small craft from Punta Arenas to Porvenir, whence they

are loaded into carts and hauled by road over the moun-

tains. The apathetic attitude of the Chilean government

is not conducive to the investigating of th" cpimtry by

prospectors or the locating of large alluvial tracts by

companies. The limit of claims allowed to each appli-

eant—only three pertonencias of five hectares each—is

much too small an area to give returns on large-scale

investments.

i*i

The report of the Chino Co]i]ior Co. for the last quarter

of 1915 shows a production of 19,560,245 lb. of copper

—

fi,;!19,191 lb. in October, (!.9;>9,00() lb. in November and

C.302,015 lb. in December. Total ore treated was 691.V>00

tons, an average of T.513 tons per day. Average coi)pcr

content was 2.11 rj, and average extraction was 66.92%,

or 28.:50 lb. of copper per ton.

The cost of not copper was 7.2e. per lb., after allowing

for smelter deductions and crediting all miscellaneous
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income. Earnings are based on 20.-476c. per lb. for

copper. Copper unsold and in transit is carried at

13.0C. per lb. The dividend rate was raised to $1 per

share.

Total net profit was $2,461,716; dividends paid,

$869,980, leaving a net surplus of $1,.591,7'36. The total

copper content of concentrates produced during 1915 was

68.29:5.893 lb.

Beaixeed Coerespoxdexce

Two timber drop shafts have been sunk on the South
Range of the Cuyuna iron-ore district, central Minnesota,

each more than 90 ft. through water-bearing glacial

material, in which features that are new to such work
were successfully carried out, and it is the intention to

mention here these innovations only, rather than to

describe the operation at length. One of these is the

Wilcox shaft of the Canadian-Cuyuna Ore Co., 8 mi.

A "^n-porvry Timbering
B = BoJfs Ihrough ^sets each itaggend

PLAN

(^
^uSTPIatf MKf:ers li'BoIti

DETAILS OF B0LT1N6

VERTICAL SECTION C-C

DETAIL OP DROP SHAFT

northeast of Brainurd, and the other is on the property

of the Brainerd-Cuyuna Mining Co., within 1 mi. of

the business center of Brainerd.

By reference to the vertical section it will be noticed

that a large-sized pit surrounds the shaft. This is a

deviation from past practice in the district and has been

a large factor in the successful completion of the work.

Heretofore it has Ijccn the general custom to fdl in

around the shaft, li\it no important gain is made by so

doing. On the otlur band, a pit 35 to 40 ft. in depth

decreases ver}' materially the friction against the shaft.

At the inauguration of the work the pit is dug about 15 ft.

deep, ;ind the remaining d' pth of 20 to 25 ft. is obtained

as the loose sand flows into the bottom of the shaft

and the ground around the shaft caves.

The problem of getting sufficient weight on the shaft

was solved by putting large sand boxes on the outside

of the shaft in the pit or crater that surrounded it.

By means of these outside sand boxes about 18 tons*

weight per vertical foot was added to the shaft, and it was
largely by the use of this additional weight that rapid

progress was made. Besides providing extra weight, these

exterior sand boxes supplied an easy means of shifting the

weight on the shaft and thus keeping it plumb. As each

sand box came into close proximity to the bottom of the pit,

it was emptied and removed. Near the surface the shaft

is held nearly perpendicular by excavating uniformly

under the shoe and by digging under the high side when
the movement of material outside the shaft has caused

it to tilt out of plumb. But at greater depth this system

has to be aided by the use of extra weight on the high

side of the shaft.

Saxd Rushes Coped with by CoxtiiETE Reixforcixg

Rushes of sand and water often filled the shaft to a

depth of 15 ft. or more, and usually at such times the

shaft was thrown out of the perpendicular by several

inches. In fact these rushes, or "boils,"' usually bowed
the shaft or put a kink in it. A series of rushes so

distorts many shafts of this tj'pe that they become

•useless except as exploratory shafts. To overcome this

feature some means was sought to distribute the stresses

developed, and a concrete slab along the end walls of the

shaft was tried out with success in both instances. Upon
final completion of the shaft this monolith of concrete

can be either removed or left in place, depending on

whether the extra space is desired inside the shaft.

At the shafts of the Bfainerd-Cuyuna Mining Co.

the material encountered was about 60 ft. of clay and

boulders, 10 ft. of clay and sand and 20 ft. of quicksand.

Some water was encountered at about 15 ft., but only

a small quantity imtil at a depth of over 60 ft. A
maximum of 800 gal. of water per min. was handled

through the quicksand area.

Both shafts were designed for three compartments,

two skip roads and a ladder and pipe way, and the

requirements were for inside dimensions of 6x14 ft. In

order to have ample leeway the drop shaft through the

overburden was made 8x16 ft. Both shafts were sunk

near enough to the perpendicular so that they can be

u.«ed as permanent hoisting shafts. The arrangement of

compartments shown in the sketches is temporary for

the purpose of sinking only. After the shaft is ledged

the temporary dividers are removed and the permanent

ones put in. The dividers in the working space below

the jjumps interfere somewhat with the workmen, and

to avoid their use, heavier shaft timbers could be used to

advantage for the first few feet of the shaft.

The writer is indebted to D. C. Peacock, of Brainerd,

the consulting engineer imdcr whose general supervision

both shafts were sunk, for the details of this work.

OnKiiHnp Production In the I'nlted Stnten is reported by the

Bureau of Census for comparative purposes at 5-year inter-

vals as follows: In 1914, pasoline from crude petroleum, 23,-

908,242 bbl. (50 Kal.) : Kasollne from natural Kas (caslnsr-head

gasoline). 853,053 bbl.; total, 24,711,565 bbl. In 1909 the total

output of naphthas and lighter products was 10,806,550 bbL
No seereRation of light oils was shown for 1909, but the totals

Indicate an increase of over 170% in the 5-year period.
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For many years tlie men who are most active in the

mining industry of the United States have been agitating

a reform of the archaic mining law of 1872, which

everybody knows to have been jirolific in inciting litiga-

tion, and many have suspected it to be a check on mine

development on that account. The greatest evils of the

existing law are its granting of extralateral rights and

its making of discovery a prerequisite to valid location.

Tire law of 1872 had been enacted but a few years before

litigation (notably the Eichmond-Eureka case) arose from

the extralateral provisions, and that kind of litigation has

been going on ever since for the simple reason that the

((inception and terms of the law do not fit the conditions

of the occurrence of ore deposits. About the same thing

is true also of tlie provision respecting discovery. There

are many classes of ore deposits, such as the "deep leads"

of California, the blanket veins of numerous districts and

blind lodes generally, that cannot be discovered until

costly exploratory work has been prosecuted.

The recognition of these conditions is so general that

mining men of all classes—prospectors, developers, oper-

ators and capitalists—have been all but unanimous in the

demand that these evils of the existing law be abolished.

Such dissent as there is may be classified as coming from

lawyers who are averse to a reduction of the opportunities

I'or litigation, from a few lawyers and other persons who
r.dhere academically to the theory that anyone that finds

ore ought to be aljle to follow it wherever it goes, and
from persons who are apprehensive that existing titles

might be jeopardized. To their credit let it be said that

the majority of lawyers and mining experts who have

profited most from the costly litigation that has arisen out

of tlie apex law are earnestly in favor of its cancellation.

To the owners of mining property who are apprehensive,

let it be said that no new law may be retroactive, that

any alteration of the mining law of tlie United States can

apply only to those lands that have not yet been taken up.

Besides the extralateral and discovery features, however,

there are numerous other things in the law of 1872 that

are bad. Among these are uncertain and antiquated

provisions respecting the location of placer claims and
niillsites, the conflicting rights respecting placer claims

and lode claims, the conflicting rights between lode claims

anil tunnel sites, the provision respecting annual assess-

ment work on claims that has long been farcical, the

evils of claim-hogging and location by proxy. The existing

law is, moreover, highly faulty in such relatively simple

things as the provisions for recording claims and in its

lack of provision for appeab? to the courts from decisions

of administrative officers.

As to how these and olhcr faults should be corrected

in a new law, there is not the same unanimity of opinion

that there is respecting the extralateral and discovery

matter. For example, some consider that the tunnel rights

pi'ovided in the existing law should be preserved; others

think they ought to be abolished, or at least be limited.

In the major matters there are also differences of opinion.

The great majority of mining men agree in demanding the

abolition of the extralateral rights and prerequisite of

discovery provisions, but have not made up their minds
as to just what should be substituted. With the grant of

ownership within perpendicular lines, what should be the

size of the claim ? ITow numy claims should one person
be permitted to locate? On what terms should it be

possible to acquire and hold such claims? If discovery be

not required, what is to be the definition between mining
and agricultural claimants of certain land ? These are but

a few of the questions regarding which public opinion

has not yet crystallized.

In order to crystallize public opinion in these matters,

there arose the conception of a commission to be appointed

by the President of the United States to study the

subject and make recommendations in detail, with the

hope and expectation that these would command general

approval.

This course of procedure was indorsed by the

three national mining societies and by many of the

state societies. Delegates from all of these assembled in

Washington last December at the invitation of the Alining

and Metallurgical Society of America, to bring directly

to the attention of Congress the demand of the mining
industry. The most remarkable thing about this conven-

tion, and of the actions that had preceded it during many
years, was the extraordinary unanimity of opinion as to

what was wanted and what should be done.

A bill providing for such a commission, introduced in

the Senate by Senator Smoot, was reported favorably by
the Senate's Committee on Mines and ^lining on that verj'

day. Soon afterward it was passed by the Senate and

went to the House. In the meanwhile the Mines and

Mining Committee of the House bad been consider-

ing a similar bill introduced by Mr. Taylor, of Colorado.

Tliis committee began to hold hearings on Jan.

5, 1016.

There a])peared in favor of ilr. Taylor's bill

Senators Walsli of Montana, Smoot of Utah and

Thomas of Colorado; Mr. Manning, director of the

U. S. Bureau of Mines; John E. Eakor, of California,

N. J. Sinnott, of Oregon, Frank W. ^Mondell, of Wyoming,

C. C. Dill, of Washington, and Joseph Howell, of "Utah—
all members of Congress; James F. Callbrcath, secretary

of the American ^Mining Congn^ss: and Messrs. Ingalls,

Channing and Finlay, of the ^lining aiul Metallurgical

Society of America. Against the bill apiioared Hon,

James Wickersham, delegate from Alaska in the House of

Representatives and himself a mombor of the ]\lines and

.Mining Committee.

ilessrs. Ingalls, Channing and Finlay appeared before

this committee as officers of a professional so(.-iety, elected

by the votes of their fellow-members. They appeared as a

matter of duty and as friendly advisers of the committee.

They had the experience of having curses flung after them

bv ilon. James Wickersham, who waited, however, until
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there was no danger of Ms being answered, and who also

objurgated everj-one acting in behalf of revision of the

mining law whose name he could think of, including Mr.

Sharpless, Mr. Wiuchell, Mr. Goodale, Mr. Requa, Mr.

Mudd, Mr. Hammond, Mr. Sidney Jennings, Mr. W. L.

Saunders, etc. Tlie bunlen of his talk was that the only

people who wanted to have the mining law revised were

the representatives of the Guggenheims, the Rockefellers

and what ]ilr. Wickersham was pleased to call the

"Broadway interests.'"' Here are some samples of his

remarks

:

Xow, M. L. Requa is another good man. Mr. Requa devel-

oped the Xevada Consolidated Copper Co., and he built the

Nevada Northern Ry. in Nevada and represented that part of

the Guggenheim Copper Trust.

J. Parke Channing, who appeared here, has his office at 42

Broadway. Forty-two Broadway—that is the Amalgamated
Co.'s office, isn't it? Now, we will just find out. It just struck

me that that is the Amalgamated Copper Co.'s number. Here

it is in "Poor's Manual of Industrials, 1915"—yes. New. York
office, 42 Broadway. ... In other words, he is a copper

man and has his office at the same number on Broadway with

the Amalgamated, and being in the copper business and at

the same number, he ought not to be on this commission, and
this committee ought not to fool away very much time listen-

ing to him.

The first man on the list of speakers is John Hays Ham-
mond. He has for many years been the Guggenheim agent in

the examination of their great copper properties, and he is

part and parcel of the American Smelting and Refining Co.

now, just as much as Daniel of the House of Guggenheim is,

and everybody knows it.

Next is Horace V. 'Winchell, whom you now know as the

special representative of the Amalgamated.
Then 'W. L. Saunders appears. He is the president of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers and one of the

speakers. He is also a director in the International Harvester
Co.; see "Poor's Manual of Industrials, 1915," page 3SS. Now,
why a man who is a director in the International Harvester
Trust should be taking such a deep interest in the revision of

the United States Mineral Land Laws in the West you can
guess as well as 1 can. The fiscal agent of that company is

J. P. Morgan & Co., one of the partners in the Alaska Syndi-

cate and Guggenheim Copper Trust.

Now those are the gentlemen who have appeared before

this committee in person or by record and who are at the

bottom of this whole proposition of getting this commission
appointed. They all represent in some fair degree either the
Amalgamated or the American Smelting and Refining Co.

They are so close to that interest that if they do not represent
anything in the \^"ay of mining revision, they represent the
Copper Trust and little else, and I do not want them on a
commission to revise the United States Mining Land Laws
for Alaska, and I do not want their advice on any subject

relating thereto.

W^ith such remarks and others of similar character

to the extent of many pages, ilr. Wickersham insulted,

through its representatives, the entire mining-engineering

profession. With this kind of "bunk."' which is simply

humorous to those who know how he was saying things

that "ain't so," ilr. Wickersham fed this committee of

''mining men" from Ohio, Indiana, Hlinois, Florida, etc.

Tlien, to play up to his constituents in Alaska, Mr.

Wickersham digressed into the crimes of the American
Smelting and Refining Co., the Alaska Syndicate, and
what not. He wanted to show how faithfully he stood on
-guard in the interest of the people; how, whenever a

liuggenheim put up his head, he was ready to hit it. If

it were not really a Guggenheim, never mind—call it

one.

This has been a favorite play of Mr. Wickersham in

the halls of Congro-s. But that he once had a different

irloa is e.xhibited in t!u; following letter addressed to

Stephen Birch, head oT the Guggenheim interests in

Alaska, which was printed in the Congressional Record

for Feb. 5, 1914. This was offered during debate by

Mr. Davenport, of Oklahoma, and was admitted by Mr.
Wickersham to be a correct copy of the letter he wrote

:

James 'Wickersham
Attorney at Law

Fairbanks, Alaska, Apr. 8, 1908.

Stephen Birch. Esq.,

Seattle, ^V^sh.
My dear Mr. Birch:

Tour letter of Mar. 17 has been received, and I hasten my
answer that it may catch the last mail out over the ice.

I regret that I cannot meet you in Seattle the latter part
of this month, because one can make one's ideas plainer in

conversation than by writing, but since the opening of the
April term of courts prevents it, I shall briefly state the
matter by letter.

I have entered upon the practice of law here, and represent
some of the most important interests in the Territory, and
the outlook for returns is satisfactory; still I long for t'n

fleshpots of the "outside," and would accept an offer frc

your allied Alaska interests to act as their general counst.
but not in any subordinate capacity. I will accept a threr
years' contract at $15,000 per annum, with offices in Seattle
and office force and maintenance. Upon that sort of arrange-
ment I would devote my time exclusively to their interests
and give them the best service possible. My opportunities
here, however, are so good that I could not afford to give them
up for less than a three years' contract with you.

Please advise me by wire if anything is done in connection
with this offer and it may be thus arranged.

Remember me kindly to Capt. Jarvis.

Very truly.

JAMES \V1CKERSH.\M.

The bill providing for a commission to study and

recommend revision of the mining law was rejected by the

Mines and ^lining Committee of the House by a majority

of one vote. If any member of this committee were influ-

enced by such arguments as ^Ir. Wickersliam addressed

to it he assumed a responsibility that does not reflect well

upon his intelligence.

The various comljiuations and consolidations in the

steel trade, which have been generally discus.sed, have not,

until recently, made much progress, although the times

seem to be rather favorable financiall}" for such move-

ments. The consolidation of the Midvale Steel Co. with

several other Pennsylvania companies as the Midvale Steel

and Ordnance Co. is already a matter of record and was
the first accomplished. This was followed by long nego-

tiations over the proposed amalgamation of the Lacka-

wanna Steel Co. at Buffalo, the Cambria Steel at Johns-

town and the Youngstown Slieet and Tube Co., which

at one time seemed quite probable. At the same time

it was intimated that the merger might include the

Pennsylvania Steel Co., although this was rather doubtful.

The purchase of control of the Candjria and the Penn-
sylvania Steel companies was apparently made feasible

by the fact tiiat the Pennsylvania and the Reading rail-

road companies owned large blocks of stocks in tliose

concerns, which they were quite willing to sell for a

consideration. This consolidation finally fell through,

apparently for three reasons: One was that the Syn-

dicate which attempted it was not able to secure the

necessary bank backing for its fianancial plans; anotli'

was some difficulty about underlying bonds of the ditTerei

companies; and the tiiird was tlie independent attitude m
the Youngstown comjiany, wiiicli is a very solid and suli-

stantial concern, whose stockholders were not inclined

to sell out unless they secured what seemed to them a

sufficient price.

Suddenly, and almost at the same time tliat the failure

of these negotiations became apparent, the announce-
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nient was made that the control of the Cambria Steel

stock had passed to the Midvale Steel and Ordnance Co.

on terms which have already been published and whicli

included an offer to buy all the outstanding stock of the

company. A few days later this was followed by an

aimouneement, which was also unexpected, that the con-

trol of the Pennsylvania Steel Co. had been sold to the

Bethlehem Steel Co., which had not before appeared in

a serious way in the negotiations. Tliis transaction in-

cluded tlie purchase of the stocks held by the Pennsylvania

and Eeading railroad companies, a large block which had

been gathered in by a Philadelphia syndicate and an

offer to take the remaining stock which might desire to

participate in the sale.

Taken by and large, this seems to be the most logical

of all the consolidations and mergers tliat liave been

talked about. Tlie Pennsylvania Steel Co., besides its

own works, owns valuable properties, its subsidiaries in-

cluding the Maryland Steel Co. and several coal and iron-

ore properties, the latter covering some important and

extensive mines in Cuba. Its works to perhaps an un-

usual extent supplement those at Bethlehem and will

save that company the delay and cost involved in the

construction of some extensions. It also has, in tlie

ilaryland Steel works, a large plant on tidewater and

a shipbuilding plant, with facilities of a high class for

handling iron ore and steel business for import and ex-

port. The Pennsylvania Steel Co. has not hitherto made
what might be considered the best use of its facilities,

largely because—as has been generally understood in

the iron trade—it was badly in need of money to furnish

working capital and pay for improvements. This defi-

ciency the Bethlehem company is abundantly able to

make up.

Whether any further consolidations will be carried out

or attempted is uncertain. Quite possibly there will be

some further adjustments, although at the present time

it seems probable that the Lackawanna Steel Co. will

not be included in any of them. The Youngstown com-

pany, which was so much talked about for a time, seems

also likely to remain independent.

A. point that is worthy of attention is that the con-

solidations already assured will put somewhere between

80 and 8.5% of the finished-steel production of the United

States in the hands of seven companies. The United

States Steel Corporation, of course, comes first, turning

out last year about 45% of the total, although it is prob-

able that this percentage will not increase in 1916, not-

withstanding the opening of the Duluth works. Six other

companies—the Bethlehem-Pennsylvania, the Jones &
I-augblin, the Midvale-Cambria, the Republic and the

Lackawanna—together turn out something close to 40%
of the total, although their strength lies in different

directions, the Midvale having the largest proportion of

finished steel and the Republic the largest of pig iron.

It is probably safe to say that for a time at least there

will be little further combination. It is also probably

safe to say that the combinations that have been effected

will put a stop to some projects for new construction,

although they may result in the carrying out of some
others. Steel-making capacity in this country is bound

to be increased this year, probably rather by duplication

at existing plants than by the construction of new ones.

Incidentally, it may be noted that the attempt to form

a strong combination of Eastern merchant blast furnaces

has fallen through, chiefly i)ecause the syndicate that at-

tempted it was not strong enough. This syndicate, how-
ever, has secured the stock of the Wharton Steel Co.,

carrying with it the ownership of .several jjlast furnaces

and iron mines. This, liowever, makes simply a change

of ownership, which liad long been expected, since the

Wharton properties have been on the market ever since

the death of the late Mr. AVharton.

Tlhe G©ppe2' S^©cfes
The failure of the stocks of the copper-producing

companies to figure among the war brides has l)een the

subject of a good deal of comment. The standard stocks

have risen, to be sure, but in no degree commensurate with

the rise in copper. Let us make comparison with 191:5,

the last full year before the war began. In 1913 the

price for copper did not fluctuate very widely. The
highest monthly average was about Ifil/^c. (in Januarj').

The lowest was about 14.2c. (in July). The average

for the year was about 15i/4e. This might be regarded

as a normal year. We have tauglit ourselves to regard

l.oe. as about the price reasonably to be expected for

copper over a long series of years.

In 1913 the 'liigh" prices for a list of the well-known

and well-seasoned copper stocks were as follows: Ana-
conda, 83; Chino, 471/2; Miami, 261/2; Xevada, 19%;
Ray, 22; Utah, 60%; Calumet & Hecla, 55.5; Calumet

& Arizona, 73%; Copper Range, 53. About Feb. 1,

1916, with copper in the neighborhood of 2oe., with

the treasuries of the several companies filled with cash.

with dividend rates increased by 50% and even twofold,

the prices for these stocks were approximately as follows

:

Anaconda, 86; Chiiu), 53; Miami, 371/^; Nevada, 16;

Ray, 25; Utah, 80; Calumet & Hecla, .560; Calumet &
Arizona, 71 ; Copper Range, 64.

Here is a group of industrial concerns of known re-

sources, engaged in an industry regarding which there

is more publicity both as to connnercial conditions and

corporate affairs than in the case of any other. Their

earning capacity mider nurnuil conditions is well estab-

lished, and the benefit that has accrued to them in the

abnormal, highly favorable period of the last year is

capable of close measurement. There is none of the

uncertainty and mystery in this case that there is with

respect to many of the munitions-manufacturing con-

cerns, including Bethlehem Steel. Yet until a few weeks

ago, when there was a little awakening of interest, many
of the standard "coppers" were quoted at prices but little

better than in 1913, although their position had been

enormously improved.

The neglect of the "coppers" has been ascribed to sev-

eral things, including the absorption of foreign holdings

(especially of Anaconda, TTtah, Chino, Ray and Miami).

the absence of speculative leadership, the diversion of the

interest of many important factors in the market to otlier

quarters, and the slowness of investors to appreciate the

changes that have been taking ]ilace in the copper-pro-

ducing industry. It is likely that all of these conditions,

and maybe others, have contributed to the sluggishness

of the "coppers." Of course this does not matter to

the owners of cop]Kn- shares, who are getting wonderful

returns in the form of dividends, save that all holders

of securities like to see activity and strength in those

in which they are interested.
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The auction sales of aged and infirm mining stocks

we find perpetuall}' interesting. On Feb. 16 in New
York 16,125 shares of Cordova Consolidated ilining Co.

sold for $6 for the lot; 100 Edison Portland Cement Co.,

$16 lot; 200 of the same, $22 lot; 1,000 Trout Creek

Copper Co., $6 lot; 500 California-Nevada Exploration

Co., $6 lot.

Our attention has ln'n called to a statement in ''Tlie

Mining News" of the Jutinial of Jan. 15, 191C, to the

effect that certain mining companies operating on the

Cuyuna and Vermilion Eauges of ilinnesota possess ore

high in manganese, some samples assaying as high as

55.57% manganese, while all samples averaged more than

50%. These reports came from two of our local corre-

spondents ; we regret that both of them were misinformed.

According to reliable authorities, there is no manganese

ore on these ranges. A very large quantity of mangani-

ferous iron ore of no present commercial value was
developed on the Cuyuna Eange. The Vermilion ores

will not average 0.15% manganese. There are mines on

the Vermilion Range wliich have been in succession mines

of iron ore, gold ore, graphite, copper ore and radium

ore. Is it possible that these remarkable mines are now
changing into deposits of high-grade manganese ore?

An engineer, tiring of the uncertainties of his profes-

sion, decided to go into business, according to Engineering

and Coniracting. So without investigating the proposi-

tion very carefully, be bought a gravel plant in a Southern

state. After the papers had been signed and the former

owner and engineer were alone, the latter said: "Now,

see here, I want you to give me a few hints on how to run

this business. I've used lots of gravel in my work, but

I never tried to market is before." "Well stranger," said

the ex-gravel dealer, "I wish I could give you some

advice, but you see it was this here way : lly father-in-law

he left me the plant and the land in his will. I run

her with my five sons, so I didn't have no payroll at all.

ily brother he works for the railroad, so I shipped out

my gravel without no freight charges—and last year I

came out just $1,100 behind." Some mines are like

this.

We have read how gold mines have ijeen discovered by

mules and goats tearing u]) the earth, but it is seldom

that a miner goes into his cellar to do a little digging

and finds an iron-ore deposit. However, such an occur-

rence took place in Ishpeming, ^Hch., on the Marquette

iron range. Last summer the Clevehuid-Cliifs Iron Co.

])urchased the holdings of the Pittsburgh & Lake Angcl-

iiie Iron Co., which included the famous Lake Aiigeline

mine, at Ishi)eming. The company ownied a large num
ber of dwelling'; >ituated close to the nine, one of which

was occupied Ity an old Irish miner. This miner started

digging in his cellar a few weeks ago and struck rich

blue hematite at a de))th of 3 ft. He reported the find

to one of the coni|)any's engineers who was working near-

by, and an investigation was started. A diamond drill

is now working in iii.- front yard, to ])rovc the extent

of ihc dejiosit.

Tfei© ^®Glhl®Ihi©®ffi=P©iniEas^Iv^iraaa

Coini§®ladlsitta<Dia

Rather imexpectedly, a formal announcement was made
on Feb. 18 that the Bethlehem Steel Co. had bought a

controlling interest in the Pennsylvania Steel Co. The
purchase incliuled the stock in the last-named company
oflnied by the Pennsylvania and the Reading companies,

which has been for sale for some time, and also a large

block of stock that had been accumulated by the Donner-
Replogle Syndicate, which at one time held an option

on the railroad holdings which it was not able to carry

out. It is understood that the Bethlehem company will

jnirchase all stock of the other company that is offered

at an even price. The purcha.se price is par for the

preferred and about $2T per share for the common. The
total outstanding stock is $20,587,500 preferred and
$10,750,000 common. Payment is to be made in 5%
])urchase-money bonds of the Bethlehem corporation,

secured by mortgage on the purchase property, with the

reservation of a sufficient amount of bonds to retire un-

derlying issues and provide for improvements and exten-

sions. Smaller holdings, it is understood, will be paid

for in cash.

The Pennsylvania Steel Co. owns its large steel plant

and blast furnaces at Steelton, Penn., with blast furnaces

also at Lebanon, Penn. ; the stock of the ^Maryland Steel

Co., with blast furnaces, steel plant and shipyard at

Sparrows Point, Md., near Baltimore ; the Spanish Amer-
ican Iron Co., with very extensive iron-ore deposits and
mines in Cuba ; a majority interest in the Cornwall Ore

Banks in Pennsylvania ; the Penn-Mary Coal Co., with

a large coal area in Iiuliana County, Penn., together with

several smaller subsidiary companies.

The purchase gives the Bethlehem company additions

that will very well supplement its own jilants, also con-

siderable ore and coal reserves and especially a tidewater

plant, which it has long de?/x-ed. The Pennsylvania com-
pany will receive working capital, which it very much
needs.

The re])ort of the Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. for

the last quarter of 1915 shows a production of 18,287,930

11). of copper—5,880,083 11). in October, 5,495,487 lb. in

November and 6,912,360 lb. in December. During the

quarter 830,157 dry tons of Nevada Consolidated ore

averaging 1.59% copper was milled. Of the ore milled,

92% was from open])its and 8% from underground work-

ings in the Ruth mine. In addition 22,027 tons of

Giroux Consolidated Mines Co. ore was milled.

The cost of (op])cr ])roduced, including Steptoe ])lant

depreciation and all charges except ore extinguishment

and after crediting all miscellaneous earnings, was 7.45c.

per lb. Excluding depreciation, the cost was 6.72c. per lb.

Il]arnings are comimted on the basis of 21.699c. per lb. for

co])per, and that unsold is carried at 13.5c. per lb.

The suri)lus for the quarter was $1,739,468 after

paying a dividend on Dec 31 of 371/2^'- per share and an

extra dividend of l2'/oc. ])er share. There was set aside

$112,724 for plant and equipment depreciation and

$82,228 for ore cxtinguislnnent, leaving a net credit to

earned surplus for the quarter, of $1,514,515 and a

i)alance of $4,819,556 in earned sur))lus.
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FERSOMAILS OBITUARY
L

E. G. Spilsbury has been elected president of the Engi-
neers' Club, of New York.

George E. Parish left New York, Feb. 19. for Oatman,
Ariz., where he will be for the next two weeks.

C. H. James and R. S. Billings have opened offices at King-
man. Ariz., as mining engineers, metallurgists and assayers.

K. Shigeno, a member of the staff of Purukawa & Co., of

Tokio. Japan, was in New York last week on his way to

I..ondon.

John T. Reid who was recently in New York has returned

to Lovelock. Xev. He expects to be in New York again
about the middle of April.

Hugh B. Wick has been chosen president of the Elyria
Steel and Iron Co., Cleveland. Ohio, in place of his father.

Henry Wick, recently deceased.

Robert E. Cranston has been put in charge of the gold-

mining department of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. He
left San Francisco Feb. 15 for Butte.

Dr. Charles E. Smith, chief chemist of the Mexican Pe-
troleum Co.. has gone to New Orleans to superintend the open-
ing of the company's new refinery there.

C. E. Tobey has resigned his position as superintendent
of the coal department of the Delaware, Lackawanna & West-
ern Railroad Co. He has been with the company for a number
of years.

At the recent annual meeting of the General Chemical Co.

in New York. W. H. Nichols, Jr., was elected president in

place of Sanford H. Steele, who was appointed general coun-
sel, a new office.

Ludwig A. Thiele has opened an office as consulting chemi-
cal engineer in the Hartman Building, Columbus. Ohio. He
has had much experience as a chemist and chemical engineer
in Germany and the United States.

H. H. Harpham left Chicago last week for San Francisco,
whence he will sail shortly for the west coast of Mexico to

take charge of the property of the Mexico Development Co..

near Manzanillo in the State of Jalisco.

James Richards, superintendent of the Isle Royale mine
in thf Michigan copper district, has gone to Florida on an
extended vacation for the benefit of his health. A. H. Wahl-
rab is acting superintendent during Mr. Richards' absence.

W. ileischeke-Smith. of London, president of the Shell-
Dutch Oil Co., visited Martinez, Calif., to note the progress of

c<»n.>^truction of addition to the refinery. Some of t'ne ocean
tankers have arrived and are ready for transportation of the
company's products. Martinez is the central plant of the
conii)any.

William A. Burr has completed examinations of the Texas
Flat and Waterloo group of gold mines of the Kroromick
-Mining Co. in Madera County, California. From there, he
int> nds to visit Joplin. Mo.. St. Louis, Chicago and New York
and will then go to China to erect an antimony plant for the
Wu Gen Co., near Canton.

I'ierre Bouery, for 12 years manager of La Grange hydraulic
ine. in Trinity County, California, started on Feb. 14 for

Alaska, where he will take charge of the Valdez hydraulic
ine, at Chitina, near Fairbanks. He was accompanied by

Mrs. Bouery. He also took with him some of his most expe-
lii'iued hydraulic miners. Julius Kuhn, Otto Anderson, John
Biandt and Frank Ternian. Mr. Bouery has made a world-
fame 1 success of the La Grange mine.

W. W. Tnglis has been appointed general manager of the
coal department of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Kailroad Co. He has been for a number of years manager of
the I'ennsylvania Coal Co., which is controlled by the Erie.
Fr.ink H. Coughlin has been appointed assistant to the presi-
<Ient. J. P. Jennings has been appointed general superin-
tendent of the Northern division and W. B. Jennings, general
superintendent of the Southern division of the company's
mints.

Fred Searles. Jr.. mining geologist, and William Mein.
niining engineer, of Nevada City. Calif., started for New York
on Feb. 13. whence they will sail for South Africa. They
^^ill be absent about three months and it is understood will
make inspections for English investors. Searles recently
played an important part in the apex suits, which involve
the North Star and the Empire mines, at Grass Valley, and
the Argonaut and Kenned.v Extension, in Amador County;
also in similar work fur the Goldfleld Consolidated. He is a
graduate of the University of California and held the posi-

of assistant professor of geology.

James McGovern died at Franklin Furnace, N. J., Feb. 11,
aged o5 years. He was, for a number of years, with the New
Jersey Zinc Co., and was well known as a metallurgist and
mineralogist.

T. L. Stephenson died at Knoxville. Tenn., Jan. 18, aged
53 years. He was born in Tennessee and had lived in Knoxville
for many years. He was president of the Knoxville Iron Co.
and of the Cross Mountain Coal Co. and was prominent in

the iron business of East Tennessee.

William Evarts Tracy, of New York, died suddenly at
Uelena. Mont.. Feb. 20. aged 39 years. He was born at Plain-
lield, N. J., and graduated from the Columbia School of Mines.
He was for 10 years at the Liberty Bell mines. Telluride. Colo.,
leaving there to take a position on the engineering staff of
the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. in Montana.

Gottlieb A. Steiner died in Pittsburgh. Feb. 18. aged 72

years. He was born and brought up in Pittsburgh, and
after serving in the army, entered the employ of the old
firm of Shoenberger & Co. He became a member of the com-
p.any and finally vice-president, holding that position until
1S99, when the works were taken over by the American Steel
and Wire Co., and Mr. Steiner retired.

John D. A. F. Bendfeldt, a pioneer miner, died at Smiths
Flat, Eldorado County, Calif., on Feb. 4, at the age of 88
years. He was a native of Germany, born at Hamburg. He
came to America and went to California around the Horn
in 1S53 and was a resident of Eldorado County for 63 years.
He owned and operated the Blue Lode or Bendfeldt deep
nravel mine on the Deep-Blue-Lead at Smiths Flat.

"William H. Davidson, well known in connection with the
mining industries of British Columbia and northern Ontario,
cied at Gait. Ont., on Feb. 14. He was born in Gait and
when a young man becaitie interested in mining in the Koote-
nay district. Returning to Ontario he went to Porcupine
in the early days of the camp and secured several rich claims.
Latterly he was extensively interested in the Davidson-Jop-
lin lead and zinc mines in Missouri. For the last five years
i:e resided on a fruit farm near Simcoe, Ontario.

John Mitchell died at Jackson, Calif., on Feb. 1, of miner's
consumption. He was ill for several weeks without hope of
recovery. Mitchell was 67 years old, born in Cornwall, Eng-
land, and came to America 50 years ago. After a few years
in the East, he went back to England and in 1S72 returned
to America and to Amador County. California. He began his

mining experience in the tin mines of Cornwall at the age
cf 7 years. In California he worked in the Bunker Hill and
Little Amador mines in his early residence there, but for the
last 13 years was employed at the Kennedy and continued
until the disease prevented his performing any labor what-
ever.

S'""

SOCIETBES

The .Vcnie White Lead and Color ^Vo^k!^. of Detroit, main-
tains a fellowship in the University of Michigan, with a value
of $500. for the study of problems connected with the manu-
facture of paints and varnishes. The holder of the fellowship
for 1915-1916 is Ralph E. Christman.

.Vmerican Institute of Minlngr EnBineers—On Jan. 21. 1916.

the board of directors authorized the establishment of a
Nevada section of the Institute, whose territory includes the
whole state of Nevada, with headquarters at Reno. The
sponsors of this section are planning an opening session in

April, and ex-President Saunders, of the Institute has prom-
ised to be present on this occasion.

Colorado Soientiflc Society held its regular monthly meet-
ing. Feb. 5. The progr.am comprised an interesting paper
by S. S. Emery, of the Du I'ont company, at Louviers, Colo.,

upon the "Manufacture of Nitroglycerin and Gelatin Powders":
and an address by Maj. J. B. Goodman, of the Colorado National
Guard on "Small Arms and Three-Inch Field Pieces." Tl-.at

interest in the society is w<ll sustained Is manifest in tic

increasing attendance at the meetings this season. Its ex. , u-

tive committee will have as guests at dinner. University 'riub,

Feb. 26, officers of the local chapters of the various nat.onal
engineerings societies, to discuss plans for co-operation .ilong

lines of mutual benotit.
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United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.

each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

AIR DRYING—Method of Drying Air for Metallurgical
Uses. Wilhelm Wense. Griesheim-on-the-Main, Germany,
assignor to Chemische Fabrik Griesheim-Elektron, Frankfort-
on-the-Main. Germany. (U. S. No. 1,169,371; Jan. 25, 1916.)

ALLOT—Copper Containing Boron. Edward D. Gleason,
New York. N. Y., assignor to New-Metals and Process Co.,

Brooklyn. N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,169.536; Jan. 25, 1916.)

ALLOYS—Composition of Copper Alloys and Process of
Manufacturing the Same. Francis C. Frary, Minneapolis and
Sterling Temple, St. Paul, Minn. (U. S. No. 1,169,392; Jan. 25.

1916.)

ALUMINUM—Process for the Production of Aluminum.
Heinrich F. D. Schwahn, Belleville, 111. (U. S. No. 1,171,360;
Feb. S. 1916.)

ALUMINUM- PL.^TING PROCESS. Frederick Moench.
Rushville. III. (U. S. No. 1,172,160; Feb. 15, 1916.)

ALUMINUM SALTS—Process of Producing Soluble Salts
of Aluminum. Melville F. Coolbaugh and Elwyn H. Quinney,
Rapid City. S. D. (U. S. No. 1,170,418; Feb. 1, 1916.)

AMALGAMATOR. Achilles Allen. Milton, Ore., assignor
of one-third to Thomas Crowley Frazier and one-third to Ora
Estes Smith, Milton, Ore. (U. S. No. 1.172,099; Feb. 15, 1916.)

AMALGAMATOR—Ore Amalgamator. James E. Dick,
Akron. Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,169,740; Jan. 25, 1916.)

ANNE.\LING FURNACE. Charles F. Kenworthy, Water-
bury, Conn. (U. S. No. 1,169,494; Jan. 25, 1916.)

BARIUM CHLORIDE—Process of Manufacturing Barium
Chloride. Einar Vang Grano, Leonia. N. J. (U. S. No. I,r67,-
061; Jan. 4, 1916.)

BL.4ST FURNACES—Controlling Apparatus for Metal
Flowing from Blast Furnaces. James S. Fraser, Charleroi,
Penn. (U. S. No. 1.169,247; Jan. 25, 1916.)

CAGE—Mine Cage. Paul W. Holstein, Columbus. Ohio,
assignor to The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co. (U. S. No. 1,168,-
501; Jan. IS, 1916.)

CLASSIFYING—.Apparatus for and Process of Classifying
Minerals. Robert H. Richards. Boston, Mass. (U. S. No. 1,170,-
S48; Feb. 8. 1916.)

CONCENTR-^TOR. William H, Miller and Guy E. Kratzer,
Chico, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,170.925; Feb. 8, 1916.)

COPPER—Process of Uniting Copper to Ferrous Metals.
William Marshall Page, Chester, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,171,066;
Feb. 8. 1916.)

CRUCIBLE FURNACE. William Milton Brown, Johnstown,
Penn. (U. S. No. 1,171,500; Feb. 15, 1916.)

CYANIDING—Bagholder. Harry R. Conklin, Joplin, Mo.
(U. S. No. 1.169.241; Jan. 25. 1916.)

DREDGING—Spud Lowering and Hoisting Means for
Dredges. Hugh T. Groves and D. Roy Groves. Portland, Ore.
(U. S. No. 1,169,396; Jan. 25. 1916.)

DRIER. William B. Ruggles, Bayonne, N. J. (U. S. Nos.
1,171,143 and 1.171.144; Feb. 8. 1916.)

DRILL. William Henry \^'akfer, South Norwood, England,
assignor of one-half to .Samuel Peck, Wallington, England.
(U. S. No. 1.169,369; Jan. 25. 1916.)

DRILL-TESTING APPARATUS. Earl H. Obertop. Gold-
field. Nev. ru. S. No. 1,172.163; Feb. 15. 1916.)

DRILLING or Boring Tool. William Maine Treglown and
William Noble. London. England, assignors to Ingersoll-Rand
Co., Jersey City. N. J. (U. S. No. 1,169,582; Jan. 25. 1916.)

DRILLING—Spring-Muzzle for Rock-Drilling Engines.
William T. Aver. Dover. N. J., assignor to McKiernan-Terry
Drill Co., Dover, N. J. (U. S. No. 1,170,501; Feb. 8. 1916.)

DRILLS—Chuck for Rock Drills. James C. H. Vaught.
Detroit. Mich. (U. S. No. 1,171.009; Feb. 8, 1916.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE—Method of Carrying Out Gas Reac-
tions in an Electric Furnace. Alois Helfenstein. Vienna,
Austria-Hungary. (U. S. No. 1,169,817; Feb. 1. 1916.)

EXCAVATING—Hoisting Machinerv for Operating Grab
Buckets. Augustus Smith. North Plainfield. N. J., assignor to
Bergen Point Iron Works. Bayonne, N, J. (U. S. No. 1.170.463;
Feb. 1, 1916.)

EXCAVATING—Swinging Mechanism for Booms of Ex-
cavating Machines. Charles B. King and Benjamin Jacoby.
Marion, Ohio, assignors to The Marion Steam Shovel Co..
Marion, Ohio, (U. S. No. 1.169,836; Fel). 1. 1916.)

F P.P. HOST I,ICON—Process of Producing Ferrosilicon. Her-
bert (MKiiiipicin Harrison, Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor to
Electro Metallurgical Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y. (U. S. No.
1.171.719; Feb. 15. 1916.)

FLOTATION—Concentration of Ore. Edward Holt Nutter,
San Pranci.ico, Calif., assignor to Minerals Separation Ameri-
can Syndicate (1913), Ltd.. London, England. (U. S. No. 1,170,-
665: Feb. 8. 1916.)

FLOTATION—Ore Concentration. Arthur Howard Hlggins,
London. England, assignor to Minerals Separation American
Syndicate (1913), Ltd., London, England. (U. S. No. 1,170.637;
Feb. 8, 1916.)

FURNACE—Metfillurglcal Furnace and Furnace Part.s.
Theodore W. MiicUl. . Denver, Colo., assignor to Willis W.
Case. Jr., Denver, r,,i,, rtr. s. No. 1,172,222; Feb. 15, 1916.)

FURNACK-nO'il: l"I; AME. Luther I... Knox. Avalon. Penn..
xsslgnor to Knox I'l. ss.-.i and Welded Steel Co., Pittsburgh,
Penn. (U. S. No, l.ir.x.i; m ; ,jan. 18, 1916.)

GAS SCHUHHER. Iknry A. Carpenter, Sewlckley, Penn..
assignor to KIter-Conlev MMnufacturlne Co., Pittsburgh. Penn.
(U S. No. 1,170,510; Feb, s 1916.)

GAS WASHING—Method of and Apparatus for Recovering
Sludge. Hermann A. Brassert and Walther Mathesius, Chi-
cago, 111. (U. S. No. 1.171,696; Feb. 15, 1916.)

GEOLOGIST'S CALCULATING DEVICE. Warren J. Mead.
Madison. Wis. (U. S. No. 1,171.741; Feb. 15, 1916.)

HYDRO-ELECTROLYTIC TREATMENT OF ORES, Method
for the. Robert Rhea Goodrich, Tucson, Ariz. (U. S. No.
1,171,782; Feb. 15, 1916.)

INGOT MOLD, Emil Gathmann, Baltimore, Md. (U. S. No.
1,170.629; Feb. 8. 1916.)

IRON-ORE TRE.A.TMENT—Improved Process of Treating
Iron Ores to Obtain a New Product for Use in Smelting. D.
V. Hollingworth and R. C. Macgowan. (Brit. No. 18.103 of
1914,)

IRON SULPHIDE—Process for Producing Iron Sulphide.
Napoleon Petinot. New York, N. Y., assignor to The Titanium
AUov Manufacturing Co., New York. N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,169,092;
Jan, IS, 1916.)

LEACHING TANK. Harry H. Stout, New York. N. Y..
assignor to Nichols Copper Co., New York, N. Y. (U. S. No.
1,169.205; Jan. 25. 1916.)

LE.^D ARSENATE—Method of Manufacturing Arsenate of
Lead, Edwin O. Barstow. Midland. Mich,, assignor to The Dow
Chemical Co,, Midland, Mich. (U. S. No. 1.169.114; Jan. 25.

1916.)

LEAD CHROMATES—Process of Preparing Chromates of
Lead. Alexander S. Ramage, Buffalo, N. Y., assignor to Inter-
national Color and Chemical Co.. Inc.. Detroit. Mich. (U. S. No,
1.168,417; Jan. 18. 1916)

M.A,GNESIUM CHLORIDE—Improved Manufacture of Mag-
nesium Chloride. W. S. Rawson. London. England. (Brit. No.
21.261 of 1914,)

MET.\LS—Process of Working Clad Metals. William Mar-
shall Page. Philadelphia, and Wirt Tassin, Chester, Penn.,
assignors, by mesne assignments, to Duplex Metallic Co. (U.
S. No. 1,171,637; Feb. 15. 1916.)

MINE-SH.\FT ROLLER, John Gemmell. Calumet. Mich.
(U. S. No. 1.171.039; Feb, 8. 1916.)

OIL—Process for Recovering Oil and Other Products
Which Are Formed During tlie Destructive Distillation of
Wood, Louis Hanson. Wilmington. N. C. (U. S. No. 1.169,956;
Feb. 1. 1916.)

ORE POCKET—Self-Clearing Ore Pocket. Leland Clapper.
Two Harbors. Minn. (U. S. No. 1.172.007; Feb. 15. 1916.)

ORB TREATMENT—Apparatus for and Process of Ore
Treatment. Arthur S. Dwight. New York, N. Y. (U. S. No,
1.169.139; Jan. 25. 1916.)

ORE TREATMENT—Apparatus for the Treatment of Ores
Containing Silver. Erich Langguth. Neerpelt, Belgium. (U. S.

No. 1.169.270; Jan, 25. 1916.)

PEAT—Utilization of Peat. Thomas Rigby. Dumfries.
Scotland, assignor to AVetcarbonizing. Ltd., London, England.
(U. S, No. 1,170.849; Feb. 8. 1916.)

POWER-TRANSMITTING DEVICE. Francis D. Weeks.
Salida. Colo,, assignor to The Ohio & Colorado Smelting and
Refining Co,. Denver. Colo. (U. S. No. 1.170.945; Feb. 8. 1916.)

PULVERIZER. Ray C, Newhouse. Milwaukee. Wis.,
assignor, bv mesne assignments, to Allis-Chalmers Manufac-
turing Co. (U. S. No. 1,171.747; Feb. 15. 1916.)

PULVERIZING APPARATUS. William K. Liggett, Colum-
bus. Ohio, assignor to The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co. (U. S.

No, 1.169.501; Jan. 25. 1916.)

REGENERATIVE FURNACE. Alfred Steinbart, Pitts-
burgh. Penn. (U. S. No. 1.169,296; Jan. 25. 1916.)

RO.\STING—Improvements in the Roasting of Sulphur-
Bearing Ores. Nichols Copper Co., New York, N. Y. (Brit. No.
9.958 of 1915.)

SAMPLING DEVICE. Ray C. Newhouse. Milwaukee. Wis.,
assignor to Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co.. Milwaukee.
Wis, (U, S. No. 1.170,842; Feb. 8. 1916.)

SCREEN—A'ibrating Screen. William K. Liggett, Colum-
bus, Ohio, assignor to The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Colum-
bus. Ohio, (U, S, No. 1.171. 058; Feb. 8, 1916.)

SHER.ARDIZING—Process of Sherardizing. Edgar F. Col-
lins and John A, Capp. Schenectady. N. Y.. assignors to General
Electric Co. (U. S. No, 1.169,529; Jan. 25, 1916.)

S1NTERIN(3—Apparatus for Sintering and Smelting Ores.
Arthur S. Dwight, New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,169,384; Jan.
25. 1916,)

SINTERING DEVICE. Max McMurray. Cleveland, 1

1

Benjamin J, Mullen, Leetonia, Ohio; said Mullen asslgnoi
United Iron and Steel Co,, Cleveland, Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,169 ;;:

Jan. 25. 1916,)

SLAG—Treatment of Slag for the Manufacture of Bricks
and for Other Purposes. Edgar Rouse Sutclifte, Leigh, Eng-
land. (U. S, No. 1.171.676; Feb. 15. 1916.)

SMKIjTING—An Improved Furnace for Smelting Ores
J, Heaver and E. A, Claremont. High Leigh, Cheshire, Engl i

(Hrit, No. 6.675 of 1915.)

SMOKE AND DUST CONSUMER. Andrew Pool and Hi
Kaan. Indiana Harbor. Ind. (U. S. No. 1.171.750; Feb. IB. 1 :m

STEEI-—Process of Treating Steel. C. H. A. P. L. T,

Rosshire. England. (Brit. No. 5,269 of 1915.)

SULPHITR—Apparatus for Operating Sulphur Wells. \\'ii

Ham Daniel Huff, La Fayette, La., assignor of three-fourth.^; i

Louise Guidrv Moss, New Iberia. La. (IT, S. No. 1,170,266; l". 1.

1, 1916,)

TIN—Improved Construction of Apparatus for Casting Tin
and other Metals or Substances. F. C. Bell and Cornish Tin
Smelting Co., Ltd.. London. England. (Brit. No. 21,685 of
1914.)

ZINC—Apparatus for the Extraction of Zinc. Martin M.
Pearlman. Clarksburg. W. Va, (U. S. No. 1,167,925; Jan. 11.

1916)
ZINC—Process of Extracting Zinc From Its Ores. Freder-

ick Lalst and Frederick F. Frick. Anaconda. Mont. (V. S. Nos.
1,167.700 and,l,167,701; Jan. 11, 1916.)
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SA\ FRANCISCO—Feb. 17

Increase in Wages of Copper Miners in Shasta County has
been made voluntarily by the Mountain Copper, the Mammoth
and the Balaklala. The first named company informed its

men on Feb. 8 that while the price of copper remains as high
as 20c. per lb. they are to receive an additional 25c. per day,

beginning with Feb. 1. The Mammoth and Balaklala an-
nounced a bonus of 25c. per day to all men who worked for

one month; the bonus to continue so long as copper remains
as high as 20c. per lb.

(jieneral Petrolenni Co.'s Earnings in the year 1915 amount-
ed to approximately $2,000,000; net after payment of interest

and preferred dividend was $1,450,000. The yield represented
11. 6':^ on ?12,500,000 bonds at par and 23.2% on the same
amount of bonds at 50. The increased-earning power of the

company is said to be a surprise to many of the security

holders. In the year 1013, the company reported an operating
profit, before charges, of only $256,567, and in 1914 of only
$655,181. In those years the company carried a large number
of unprofitable contracts. The improvement has been made
under the management of John Earneson and the financial

tangle was straightened out by the reorganization committee.

The Storm in the California Oil Fields, reported authentic-

ally by the department of petroleum and gas of the State

Mining Bureau, wrecked appro.ximately 2,000 derricks. This
is about 25% of the total number of producing wells in the

San Joaquin Valley, which embraces Coalinga, Kern River,

Midway and McKittrick fields. There will consequently be
a shortage of oil production in February, amounting possibly

to 40.000 bbl. per day; or more than 15% of recent monthly
totals. Rebuilding of derricks will cost about $400 each, or

a total of approximately $750,000, of which about one-third

will be for labor. So far no method or type of derrick con-
struction has been devised that will prevent similar loss

from the same cause in the future. Increased drilling activ-

ity is expected in the ne.xt few months and an increase in

production when the damage done by the storm has been
repaired.

Coleman Interests in the Guadalupe (luioksilTer Mine in

Santa Clara County, Calif., have been purchased by H. C.

Davey and associates. Mr. Davey has for several years been
the general manager of the property and part owner. The
principal part of the stock was held by James V. Coleman, of

San Francisco and his two sisters. Countess d'Andigne, of

Paris, and Mrs. Isabella C. May, of T\'ashington. The deal was
made by William J. McGee, U. S. sub-treasurer at San Fran-
ci.«co. The Guadalupe was discovered in the early '503 and
was subsequently acquired and operated by the Santa Clara
Mining Association of Baltimore, Md. The Guadalupe Mine
Co. of California purchased the property in 1S75 and made
large surface improvements, installing reduction works and
mining machinery. Up to 1886, the mine produced 55,910

flasks of quicksilver. From that time until 1900. the mine
was idle most of the time. In that year H. C. Davey organized
the Century Mining Co. which remodeled the plant and un-
watered the mine. In 1901. new orebodies were disclosed and
the mine has made a production that has kept it in pocition

of second place in the list of quicksilver producers most of
the time since. The production reached as high as 6.000 flasks

in a year. In the period that the Guadalupe was idle, the
New Almaden which adjoins the Guadalupe, was a large pro-

ducer and during the earlier years of Mr. Davey's manage-
ment, the Guadalupe was in third position, bein*?- exceeded in

the amount of quicksilver produced by the New Almaden;
the New Idria being the largest producer in the state. Mana-
gerial troubles, about three years ago. put the New Almaden
in third place and Guadalupe in second place. Later the
Guadalupe was reorganized as the New Guadalupe Quicksilver
Co. and under that name made its largest production since
the mine was reopened. The purchase price is said to have
been more than $250,000. The reason for disposal of the
Coleman interests are not made public. The Guadalupe has
been well equipped since Mr. Davey became manager.

Tungsten Deposits in the eastern side of .San Bernardino
County are being developed and commercially operated. The
Ki'eatest activity appears to be in Kelso district, situated
aliout 90 mi. east of Barstow and on the main line of the Los
Angeles. San Pedro and Salt Lake Ry. This district is noted

particularly for iron and chromium. The tungsten activity
extends northeast to Cima and Ivanpah districts, which are
situated, one within 20 mi., the other -within 5 mi. of the
Nevada state line. Cima is a silver-bearing district and in
Ivanpah district copper is predominant. The Globe Mining Co.
and others are said to be mining tungsten on a large scale
in Kelso district and making shipments by express. Tung-
sten claims are being located at Cima and Ivanpah. and the
indications reported point to the possibility of a large pro-
duction in those two districts. There is no question as to
the existence of scheelite all the way across San Bernardino
County from Atolia to the Nevada state line. Little atten-
tion was paid to the statements of prospectors regarding the
extensive belt of granitic rocks on the desert and slight eleva-
tions, chiefly because at that time the demand for tungsten
ores was not sufficient to encourage prospecting and develop-
ment. And it was difficult to attract investors who had the
means and the knowledge for development and operation of
prospects. These deposits now being operated and located
were, a year or two ago, considered merely prospects, and
some of them offering very poor opportunity for profitable
development. The chances are now that the entire desert
country for a distance of more than 100 mi. east and west and
20 mi. north and south will be very thoroughly prospected
and a large area may be developed, resulting in opening up
some very good tungsten mines. In the vicinity of Atolia and
Randsburg, in addition to the Atolia Mining Co. property, the
large amount of development going on is increasing daily
and will largely add to the output of the Atolia Mining Co.'s
mill. The new mill, which was partially destroyed by fire, is
being rebuilt, and it is understood that the capacity will be
increased from 100 to 200 tons.

DF,XVER—Feb. 17

Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. has announced to its employees
that increases in their wages became effective Feb. 1, but the
exact nature of the betterment is not yet explained.

Denver Mint Received, during 1915, $34,268,443 worth of gold
and $574,175 worth of silver. These figures combined show
an increase of $588,663 over the receipts for 1914. Of the total
gold received. Colorado accounted for $14,303,768. or about
41H%; while the state furnished silver to the value of $296,-

688, or about 51 ?4 % of the total.

The Plant of the United States Reduction and Refining Co.,

at Colorado City—ordinarily called the Standard mill—will be
sold at auction Saturday, Apr. 15. according to decision of
Federal Court in bankruptcy. It is expected that tTie works
will be bid in by the Golden Cycle M. and R. Co. and that much
of the machinery will be utilized in this company's great plant
at the same place.

Roosevelt Tunnel—otherwise known as the Cripple Creek
Deep Drainage Tunnel—has crossed the Elkton dike and its

breast is in breccia. An unusual flow of water has been re-

leased, the depth of flow through the tunnel being about 5 in.

deeper than ever before noted. It amounts to fully 20,000 gal.

per min. and is so strong that work is practically stopped.
Supt. Fuller, with his trained crew of hardy tunnelers. is

exerting every effort to proceed and hopes daily that the flow
will somewhat abate.

Vindicator Consolidated Cij.'s Annual Report to Stockhold-
ers contains information from General Manager Irving T.

Snyder that a flotation mill of not less than 100 tons, and
probably 300 tons, capacity will, soon be provided to treat

low-grade ore. The plan contemplates remodeling the old

Golden Cycle concentrator. If operations on this first scale

prove agreeable, there is planned "a larce and thoroughly
modern flotation mill of not Kss than 1.000 tons' daily capac-
ity." Experts have been working on Vindicator and Golden
Cycle ores for months and have succeeded in making recov-
eries of 90% of the gold at a cost of less than $1 per ton.

Gordon-Tisrer Mine, at Twin Lakes, was the scene of a

tragedy. Feb. 9, in which l>r. G. S. Rider, of AVilmettc. 111.

was shot by E. K. Sackott. a contractor from Telluride, Colo.

Rider was a heavy .-stoilvholder in the company that, a year

ago, took over this dd mine and, under the management of
George W. Boyce. lias since been reopening and equipping It

for modern operation. Sacliott had constructed a;i aerial

tramway from the mine to its mill and a disagrfemont arose
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the monetary settlement. Doctor Rider died in a Lead-
le hospital next day. Sackett pleads that he had been

xasperated by a delay in receiving his stipulated price

and feared a repetition of a recent loss on another contract,

and that Rider had threatened him bodily.

Caribou Mines and Mills Co. is the new owner of the
Caribou and Poorman mining groups in Boulder County that
were reopened about two years ago. after long idleness, by
the Cariman Mining and Milling Co. of which Henry T. Lowe
was promoter and manager. This company went into bank-
ruptcy last November. Officers of the new company are

Frederick H. Wickett. Chicago, president; George L. Nye,
Denver, vice-president; I. A. West, secretary; and W. C.

Russell, general manager. The Caribou was located in 1870

and for years was ranked as one of Colorado's greatest silver

mines; Its output for a single year having been more than
$1,000,000. The Poorman property is essentially a gold prop-
erty at Cardinal whence a development and drainage bore,

known as tlie Boulder County Tunnel, was formerly driven
more than a mile toward the Caribou workings.

BTTTIS—Feb. 17

A Reward of SS.-SO AVas Oifered. on Feb. 10, by Governor
8. V. Stewart, of Montana, for the arre.=t and conviction of

any person or persons engaged in attempting to sell stock in

Montana by any fraudulent representations. The object of
the proclamation is to discourage the sale of mining, oil and
other stocks by unscrupulous concerns that have sprung up
like mushrooms all over the state and have taken advantage
of the prevailing spirit of speculation to unload valueless stock
on unsophisticated buyers.

^^'estern Federation Suit, Butte—Trial of suit of Western
Federation of Miners against Butte Miners' Union to recover
property valued at J50.000, which was held in Federal Court,
was concluded Feb. 12. Court took case under advisement.
Charles Mahony, vice-president of federation, and E. Mills
were principal witnesses for plaintiff. Latter contended that
union property in Butte belongs to Federation, because local

union did not fulfill contract embodied in chartir by which
it gained membership in Federation. Defendant contended
that Federation did not perform its part of contract in tail-

ing to give union protection and aid when needed and that
charter upon which Federation is basing its claim was never
accepted by Butte union, and is different from original char-
ter which was destroyed during the blowing up of Union Hall
in June, 1914. In rebuttal, plaintiff submitted evidence that
original charter contained the forfeiture clause objected to

by defendant.

Placer and Quartz Mining on tlie Increase—The Conrey
Mining Co., which for several years has been successfully
operating four large dredges in Alder Gulch district, has pur-
chased a large amount of additional ground, said to be under-
laid with gravel containing considerable percentage gold. With
starting of dred'ring operations and with conditions ripe for
a general revival of mining industry in Montana, mining has
taken a spurt in this county which promises to result in devel-
opment of large number of claims that have lain idle for
years. Among promising properties beiny worked at present
are the Missouri mine, at head of Madison Crtek. owned
by Klling Estate, which produces ore running $200 in gold
per ton. On Ramshorn Gulch, the Betsy Baker is under
bond to a Canadian company, which will build a concentrator
this spring. In the Sheridan district, the Lake Shore is being
operated by the Investors' company, of Cleveland, which also
has a concentrator running. Rohn Bros, is operating the
Tamarack on a high-grade Uad, carrying values from $100
to $400 a ton. A. B. Clark is developing several claims in

the Brandon district. In Bear Gulch, Higgins and Bielenberg
are running their mine at full capacity and the Little Goldie
is .shipping from three to four cars of ore a month. The Old
Revenue mine on ridge between Norris and Meadow Creek
has been reopened and is being put in shape for continuous
operation.

S.\LT lake: CITV—Feb. 18

Oil Drilling In Tooele County is looking up. The well
now being driven north of Grantsville is about 400 ft. deep
and the prospects are very encouraging. Twenty well-known
citizens of Tooele City have located 3,200 acres of land near
this well and onntemplate beginning to drill In the near
future. James I;. Hickman is president, Walter Sykes, vice-
president, and .Stjl .1 Silvin is treasurer.

The United Slnteo ><urveyor fieneral. I. C. Thoresen, of the
local offlce. has ui.r... .n. ,d a reduction of JIO in the deposit
for the survey of n 'mi .-lalms in this district. The reduc-
tion has been authon/ i , v the Federal Government, and will
gc, into effect at om . > i viously a deposit of $30 has been
re<i lired for each claim- n.w reduced to $20—with an addi-
tion. I $5 for each known ' onfllct. liy taking the records of
wor; done In former years it was found that each survey

cost approximately $20. and this sum was fixed for future
surveys.

The Salt Lake Stock and Mining Exchange at its annual
meeting recently elected a board of governors for the ensuing
year as follows: B. W. Dixon. J. A. Hogle. H. B. Cole. F. R.
Woolley, A. L. Jacobs. F. C. Dern. M. P. Braffet, R. A. Badger,
and W. D. Nebeker. A report on the business transacted dur-
ing the past year was given by Secretary James A. Shorten,
who called attention to an increase of over SOO*^; in the num-
ber and value of shares sold as compared with 1914. The
new board of governors then met and elected M. P. Braffet,
president: B. W. Dixon. H. B. Cole, P. C. Dern. vice-presidents;
G. P. Norton, treasurer, and James A. Shorten, secretary. The
following committees were appointed; Arrangements com-
mittee. T\'. D. Nebeker, chairman; membership committee. J.

A. Hogle. chairman: rules committee, R. A. Badger, chairman:
arbitration. F. R. Woolley. chairman: listing. A. L. Jacobs,
chairman.

»» ALL.\CE, ID.*HO—Feb. IS

-V Ca.se of I iiusuni Importanre to the mining industry of
the Coeur d'.\l<-ne district was heard by the Public Utilities
Commission in this city recently. The case is the outgrowth
of a complaint filed about a year and a half ago with the
Utilities Commission by the Ftderal and other mining com-
panies against the Washington Water Power Co., alleging
excessive charges for electric power. About that time the
complainant company and others entered into arrangements
with the Montana Power Co. and its subsidiary, the Thomp-
son Falls Power Co.. to furnish it power. Up to that time the
Washington Water Power Co. had enjoyed a monopoly of this
large and rapidly growing field, and naturally viewed with
alarm the possibility of having a formidable competitor from
Montana. For some reason unexplained, the Montana com-
pany did not apply to the utilities commission for a certificate
of necessity which is required of public-service corporations
before they can do business in Idaho, but an indirect method
was adopted by the Montana Power Co. and the local mining
companies which desired to be served by it. according to the
allegation of the Washington Water Power Co.. by which
it is doing business in this state without complying with the
law to which all other similar corporations are subjected.
And this was the real issue involved in the hearing before the
utilities commission—the right of the Montana Power Co. to
do business in this state. It is a fight between two giant
power corporations entrenched in border states on opposite
sides of the panhandle of Idaho; the Washington company
determined to drive its rival from the rich field in which it

has long held undisputed sway and the Montana company
equally determined to hold the footing alread.v gained and
extend its lines further as opportunity offers. In order to get
around the provision of the law requiring public-service cor-
porations to secure a ctrtificate of necessity in order to do
business in Idaho, the last legislature, upon representations
made by mining companies interested, passed a law per-
mitting Idaho companies or individuals to construct at their
own expense electric-power transmission lines to the state
line and there receive electric energy from foreign corpora-
tions which are not authorized to do business in the state.
Under this law the Montana Power Co.. or its subsidiary, the
Thompson Falls Power Co.. extended its line from Thompson
to the Idaho-Montana line, where it was met by a line from
this side. It was understood prior to the hearing that this
line was erected by the Federal Mining and Smelting Co., but
it was admittid in the hearing that it was built and paid
for by the Montana company and that by the terms of a
subsequent agreement the Federal and other companies being
served by the Mont:ina company repaid the power company
for the outlay. It is contended that the companies now beln«
served by the Jlontana Power Co.—the Federal, Hercules.
Tamarack & Custer and Interstate-Callahan—are receiving
power In compliance with the special act of the legislature
and that they and the Montana Power Co. are acting within
their legal rights. On the other hand the Washington Water
Power Co. contends that the construction of the line from the
mines to the state line by the Montana company w.as a viola-
tion of the law regulating such corporations in Idaho, and
the evidence also drew out other facts calcul.ited to prove
that the Montana company was actually doing bu.siness in

Idaho; and that If these acts were in conformity with the
specl.il act of the legislature, then It is contended by the
Washington company that the act Itself is Invalid. The com-
mission will probably render a decision In March.

SPRl'CK PI\'K. N. C.—Feb. 11

Feldspar Mining In North Carolina at the present time is

experiencing quite a boom. It is reported that the Products
Sales Co has let contracts calling for a large tonnage of sec-

ond-grade feldspar which is being shipped to southern points
for the manufacture of fertilizer. Understood that 300.000 tons
have been contracted on lielialf of American Fertilizer Co.
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SPOKANE, WASH FEB. 15

The Connolldated Mining and Smeltine Co., of Canada,
which owns and operates the Le Roi, War Eagle and Centre
Star groups of copper-gokl mines in Rossland, the Sullivan,

St. Eugene and several smaller lead-silver zinc properties in

the Ainsworth-Slocan region, and a smeltery at Trail, now
the largest corporation operating in British Columbia, has
increased its capitalization from ST,r)nn.non to $15,000,000. The
funds derived from the augmented capitalization will be de-
voted to financing construction of additions to the smeltery
at Trail and to the purchase of the common stock of the
West Kootenay Power and Light Co. In this deal Lome A.

Campbell, member of Parliament from the Rossland constitu-
ency, recently appointed Minister of Mines for British Co-
lumbia, is the controlling factor.

Tile Mest Kootenay Company has a power station at Bon-
nington Falls, on the Kootenay River, midway between Nelson
and Slocan City. It is developing approximately 50,000 hp.,

and it is said that the energy production can be increased
largely at comparatively small expense. The plant provides
current for the Granby Consolidated company's smelter at
Grand Forks and its mines at Phoenix, the British Columbia
Copper Co.'s smelter at Greenwood and the Canadian Consoli-
dated company's reduction works at Trail. The latter is con-
suming 9.000 hp. dailj'. and the consumption probably will be
increased to 12,000 hp. as soon as the new electrolytic zinc
smeltery and copper refinery are in operation.

HOCGHTOX, MICH.—Feb. 19

The Production of Copper from the mines of the Lake Su-
prrior district, during first month of 1916 was 7,000,000 lb.

ijnder December. 1915, and at least 9,000,000 lb. under an-
ticipated product. Costs of production were higher than at
any time in recent years and considerably higher than at an.v

time during 1915, The production for February of 1916 will

not be more than 20.000,000 lb. for whole district. By same
token the costs for February will be high. This is largely
due to the fact that January witnessed worst blizzards dis-

trict has seen in 30 years.

Shipments of 3IetaI by the smelters of the Lake Superior
district continue hot from the furnaces. During the months
of December and January the railways of this district shipped
out 40,000.000 lb. of copper. This does not represent the out-
put of the mines of this district for the two months. It in-

cludes a good deal of November copper and comparatively
little January copper produced from the mines. The copper
that is produced from the mines usually does not leave the
smelter for 15 or 20 days, even in cases of great rush and in

ordinary normal times the product frequently is retained at
the smelter for sevt-ral months.

Retiomption of Operations nt the OJibnay or a combina-
tion of several properties in that vicinity with the Ojibway
is now talked of. Officials of the company say that nothing
in the way of a resumption is planned at present. Dr. L. L.

Hubbard, who is president of the company, says that he never
lias lost faith in the merit of the property and believes that
with metal at its present price the two Ojibway shafts could
be put in shape for profitable operation. While the tests of
iijibway rock, made at the Tamarack mill, were far from
.satisfactory, the fact remains that the tests were from a
limited area and there is no doubt that the drill-core results

showed as good a general average of the Kearsarge lode as
any in the district. Since the mine shut down, some years
ago, the developments at the Mohawk shafts, Nos. 1 and 2,

have so much improved in the quality of their rock, as to give
encouragement as to the Ojibway possibilities. The Mohawk
shafts in question are the original Mohawk developments
and adjoin Ojibway, on the immediate south. Before Ojibway
call hope to reopen, the financial problem will have to be
settled as it will entail considerable immediate outlay.

The Ojibway has at least 2,000 ft. of fairly good ground now
opened and ready for immediate mining, ground that could
show a profit on present metal figures.

Further Development and Exploration ^Vork on Isle Royale
will start in the spring. Reference is made to the island In

l.ake Superior, not the Isle Royale mine south of Houghton.
This Isle Royale land, over 90.000 acres, two-thirds of the

total acreage of the island, has been explored in a desultory
Sort of way at numerous times. A few years ago it passed
into the hands of Thomas P. Cole and associates. Diamond
drilling and shaft exploring will start soon. The history of

Ihi' island dates back to the times when .\merican politicians
did not take much stock in the peace-at-any-price talk. The
old-fashioned school histories tell of the quarrel of the com-
r.iissioners of Great Britain and the United .States relative to

this island. The British commissioners wanted it for Canada,
basing their claim that it was nearer the Canadian mainland
than the t'nited States line. Our commissioners finally found

it necessary to take the stand "Isle Royale or fight." The
first work was done on this island back in the earlier de-
velopments of copper in Michigan and It was do e by an
Bnglish corporation. As In the case of every "^.hglish or
French corporation that owned copper-bearing territory in
this section the officials in charge were capable of two things,
being royal entertainers and spending the money of their
clients with a prodigal hand. And when the money was spent
the work on Isle Royale stopped. There are numerous evi-
dences of the crude attempts to find mass copper by test-
pits which were sunk at shallow depths in many places and
in some instances with some degree of success. The work
now planned will be conducted with all modern facilities.

5IORF.XCI, ARIZ. Feb. 18

The Lotm of a Great Many Mine Reeordu and official de-
nouncements by several mining companies in northern Sonora
during the raids and counter-raids of Mexicans last year, is
the cause of considerable concern. The Mexican tax officers
cannot tell who has paid taxes or who has title to property.
Although, it is said, the Carranza officials are acting liberally
in the matter, the mining laws of Mexico are very strict and
a small error might prevent title being issued. As copies
of all official records are supposed to be on file in Mexico City,
however, all controversies may finally be settled. Prospectors
are busy in Sonora looking for tungsten and some fair samples
have already shown up. The San Nicolas, in the Sahuaripa
district, owned by James Douglas, of Douglas, is the only
known tungsten producer in the district. It has shipped regu-
larly through Nacozari for a long time and is said to contain
large bodies of commercial tungsten ore. The breaking of the
power line between the Copper Queen power house and the
El Tigre mine during a snowstorm caused the mill to lose
three days in January, which resulted in reducing the output
from the normal 225.000 oz. to 200,000 oz. silver. El Tigre
now employs about 550 men.

The Employees cf the Detroit Copper Co. went on a 12-hr.
strike last week. Two union miners, who were charged
with intimidating and abusing a non-union miner, were dis-
charged Feb. 10. A "committee" then called on Manager
McLean and demanded the discharged men be reinstated.
This, of course, was refused, whereupon every miner on shift
walked out and formed a mob without the knowledge or
consent of any union officials and closed down the mill and
smeltery without giving a moment's notice. Nobody but the
shiftbosses worked on the night shift of the 11th. Some of the
more conservative heads must have finally prevailed, how-
ever, or perhaps the men bethought themselves of their Griev-
ance Committee and that the case under consideration might
come within the purview of that body, as everybody showed
up for work at 7: 30 on morning of the 12th. A conference
was then had with the officials and everything was settled
satisfactorily. The first monthly conference between the
managers and the Grievance Committee will be held on the
21st. At that time it will be decided whether the men will get
a flat raise in wages other than is due them by virtue of the
sliding scale and the advance in the price of copper. Pend-
ing this meeting, a distinctly unsettled state prevails, but
everybody seems to be very hopeful of an agreement being
reached. A. 'V. Dye, secretary to Walter Douglas, who was
instrumental in bringing about the vote of the union accept-
ing the managers' offer to resume operations, is still on the
job. Government investigators, Messrs. Davis and Myers,
will remain at Clifton for a while, to oil the machinery, they
say. The scale of wages under 24c. copper that went into
effect when the mines resumed work is as follows:

Before the Strike After Strike

Mexican miners $2.70 $3.41
Mexican timbermen 2.,s0 3.52
American timbermen 3.60 4.40
Carpenters 4.00 5.00
Machinists 4.25 5.31

TORO.\TO—Feb. 17

The Imposition of Taxe.s on I'rtilits, by which it is expected
to raise from $25,000,000 to $3O.iHiO.00O was announced Feb.
15 when Sir Thomas White, Canadian Finance minister, pre-
sented his annual financial statement. The tax is 25":; on all

net profits in excess of ~
'"r of all incorporated companies hav-

ing a capital of $50,000 or more; and 25<:i- of all net profits

in excess of lOCr of individuals, firms and associations not
incorporated with a capital of $50,000 or over. The minimum
capital limitation does not apply in the case of companies or

individuals having w.ir orders. The taxation covers a juriod
of three years beginning Aug. 3. 1914. Non-Canadian .om-
panies will pay pro rata on profits from Canadian business.
The only businesses exempted ;>re life insurance, farmii.u' and
stock raising. Illuminating and lubricating oils* p made
dutiable at 0.5c. per gal.
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ALASKA
GEORGK WILKINSON (Valdez) — Is to develop the

Penochle group of claims adjoining the famous Ramsay
Rutherford mine near Valdez glacier.

APEX MINING CO. (Valdez)—R. A. «'. Krampitz. R. P.
Ferguson and T. E. Dougherty, of Valdez. have filed articles
of incorporation, with capital stock of $50,000.

OLD CHANNEL MINING CO.—Incorporated for $.500,000.
Principal office, Seattle, ^^ ash. Incorporators: R. W. Martin
and S. M. Gaylord, of Seattle, and William A. Gilmore, of Nome-

H. C. VANCE (Valdez)—Has been investigating many
prospects in the Valdez field has let contract for a tunnel on
the Bennett and Hines claims at Battles Bay. Plans to erect
a mill this summer.

ALASKA-BRITISH COLUMBIA MINES CO.—Incorporated
at Olvmpia with capital stock of $1,000,000. J. P. McElroy.
president: G. W. Allen. S. I. Silverman, J. D. Trenholme and
J. C. Eden, incorporators.

CO.A.L USED IN ALASKA. 191.5—Coal imported into Alaska
during 1915 amounted to 79.239 tons, valued at $.397,290. This
was a decrease of 13,Sfi2 tons from 1914. Some Alaska coal
was mined in 1915, chielly from the Cook Inlet field.

WRANGELL—Another new steamer to serve the Stikine
River miners is being built at Seattle for Captain Sid Bar-
rington. of the Side Streams Navigation Co. This will give
the mines on the Stikine River much improved service during
1916.

ALASKA PEABODT (Valdez)—Reported that Captain Pea-
body has financed the Sulphide Gulch proposition and will
shortly start shipping machinery to Valdez. This will open
up a large copper property close to the Granby company's
Midas mine. Name of operating company Is the Alaska Pea-
liody Copper Corporation.

ALASKA JUNEAU (Juneau)—Case involving water front
and dockage facilities of the Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Co.
and Worthen Lumber Mills that went to Court of Appeals at
San Francisco on appeal of the Worthen company decided in
favor of the Alaska Juneau company. Apparently all hin-
drances to wharves and millsite frontage removed. This will
permit the Alaska Juneau to accomplish all plans in connec-
tion with water front improvements.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

COMBINED OUTPUT of the Calumet & Arizona and Copper
Queen smelteries for the month of January was 20.000,000 lb.

HIGGINGS (Bisbee)—Formerly operated by Higgings Leas-
ing Co.. reverts now to owner, and will be operated under new
management. J. J. Flannigan, formerly of C. & A. smeltery,
at Douglas, will be manager, and Mike Ryan will be super-
intendent.

C.VLUMET & ARIZON.\ (Bisbee)—In 191.'i produced 62.500.-
000 lb. of copper at Se. Net earnings, $6,400,000, which breaks
all its previous records. Dividends of $2,080,000 paid, leaving
$4,300,000 to be added to surplus. Cost of He, which is a
little higher than previous years, was caused liy lowering
of grade to get tonnage record.

Ciiln (*oiinty

OLD DOMINION (Globe)—Is pumping 11,000.000 gal. of
water daily at present.

Greenlee County
SHANNON COPPER (Clifton)—Concentrator was closed

down C'.rO days last week for general repairs.

ARIZONA COPPER (Morenci)—Mines and mill are work-
ing full time, but are not yet up to full capacity.

DETROIT COPPER (Morenci)—Mines and mill are run-
ning at full time and are producing practically as much cop-
per as before the strike last September. New storage-battery
electric locomotive has been instated on the fourth level.
Rycrson. Motor is intended to pull dirt from the Colniado
tunnel and also from 2S, 30 and 31 slopes, Ryerson. If this
Innovation is a success, it will eliminate 4 mules and S mule-
men. The water is below the 7th level In Old Yankee mine.
This dries 1 stope and a main haulage road. Water is being
lowered right along.

Moliiive County
OATMAN COMBl.XATION (Oatman)—Has sold remaining

treasury .stmk to San Francisco capitalists. Company owns
property in heart of Oatman field; understood operations will
now be on large scale.

GOLDE.V STAR (Chloride)—Chas. R. Rutledge and asso-
ciates, of Salt L.ikf City, who recently took over property,
have begun <iu:..i.i\uv: 270-ft. incline by bailing. A 15-hp.
gasoline hoist v i i Im u.vid.

final County
U. S. SMELTLVi; A.M. REFINING (WInkclman)—Has taken

options on group (if claims H4 mi. southwest of Mammoth
mine: is also negoi latin).; for Mammoth-Collins and Mohawk
properties in same Uinrlci
MAMMOTH (Wink. lni;iTi)—Rol.t. O. Boykin and associates

are operating old talllims dump for molybdenum and are
Bhijiping thtir concentrates to France and England. It Is
estimated that San Pedro I'.ivcr has washed away no less than
500.0110 tons from old dum|. that averaged 1%% molybdenum.

Santa Cruz County
WANDERING JEW (Patagonia)—Elgin B. and Walter E.

Holt have purchased Wandering Jew from R. R. Richardson
and Mark and Louis Lulley for $30,000. Men at work preparing
to resume operations; lead-silver ore will be shipped to El
Paso. Mine is in Santa Cruz mountains, 17 mi. northwest of
Patagonia.

Vavnpai County
WISHART PLACER (Zonia)—Has taken over Rebel group

and will resume operations at once; has lain idle several years.

PITTSBURGH (Castle Rock)—C. E. Chanipie has shipped
tw^o carloads ore from this property, which he has recently
started up. Development work has disclosed large tonnage
of copper ore running higher than any Pittsburgh has pre-
viously produced.

GOLDEN EAGLE (Wickenburg)—New hoist being installed
preparatory to sinking. Shaft sunk 200 ft. with whim. It is

thought possible that mother lode of district lies on Golden
Eagle: remains of old arastres are found all about property
and ruins of old Spanish smeltery lie just west. Is in the
Buckhorn district.

CALIFORNIA
Amador County

OLD EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—The mine has been sold or
taken over upon an agreement of sale by Arthur Beam, of
Denver, J. B. Mackie, Frank Svved. J. C. Gorrie and John B.
Farrish. who form the board of directors. It is understood
that the U. S. Steel Corporation is behind the deal and will
take the property when exploration and development havo
reached a point to warrant the price, said to be $600,000.
The mine has been owned for years by Hetty Green, of New
York, and about once a year for several years past, when the
time came for doing assessment work, it has been reported
that the mine was sold. It is said that Mrs. Green has often
complained that this was the only bad investment she ever
made. She may now consider it not so bad an investment.

ALLEN (lone)—Mine closed down for a week on account
of breaking the hoist cable. A new cable was installed and
work resumed at the 500 level. Construction of a spur track
from the main line of the Amador Central R.R. to the mine is
contemplated. This will permit more economic shipping of
gold and copper ores.

Colusa County
VIETH (Mokelumne Hill)—Charles Pfeifter, of Oakland, is

opening up old tunnel on this placer ground. Propert.v was
originally worked hy hydraulic methods, leaving a 100-ft.
bank and from the face of this bank a 200-ft. drift was driven.
The tunnel has been caved for some time. It is expected to
strike the old Blue Lead channel.

QUICKSILVER MINING deals recently reported are denied
by J. W. Cuthbert, of Williams. He states that he has sold no
quicksilver claims and has no deal on at the present time.
He is developing a discovery on his own land and expects
to make it produce soon. Mr. Boggess is developing a quick-
silver claim adjoining the Cuthbert and also has men at worit
on the Abbot mine, 3 mi. from Wilbur Spring.

Madera County
KROROMIC (Coarse Gold)—Properties formerly operated

by Haggin & Hearst, comprising Texas Flat and Waterloo
groups of gold mines. Increase in capital stock from $60,000
to $250,000 for purpose of opening three additional shafts and
for modernizing present 20-stamp amalgamation and concen-
tration mill. Texas Flat has about 30 ft. of low-grade gold
ore and 2 to 7 ft. of high-grade.

Plumas County
MILL CREEK PLACER (Quincy)—J. G. Steel is extending

;i bedrock drift-tunnel to develop an ancient channel under
Clearmont Hill. The property was worked in the early days
by surface sluicing, but prospecting and development have
shown that there is a large amount of coarse gold on bed
rock.

Yolo County
REED (Rumsay)—Mineral rights of this quicksilver mine

in Knoxville district have been purchased by Breed & Ban-
croft, of .San Francisco and Oakland, according to deed filed
for record at Woodland, made by F. L. Arbogast. of Oakland.
Price said to be $5,000. Estimated that $60,000 will be
expended in machinery and furnaces. The property includes
Soda Springs, which iiave for several years been more profit-
able than the quicksilver mine. It was operated from li>76
to 1.V79, producing 5.650 flasks of quicksilver, and closed down
when quicksilver was selling for $20 per flask. Little work
has lieen done since. The present price of quicksilver has
resulted in reopening property, which should lie a prolltabie
undertaking even with a reduction in the price to sotnething
nearer normal. It is reported that the Knoxville mine. 3 mi.
southeast of the Reed, is producing about six flaslts per month.
This property is owned by F. E. Johnston, of Napa.

Yiilin Cf>unty
MARYSVILLE GOLD DREDGING ( JIarigold)—The hull

of Marigold No. 5 all-steel 15-cu.ft. bucket-elevator dredge
launched Feb. 16. Dredge is being constructed by Union Iron
Works of .San Francisco, and designed on the same general
lines as Yuba No. 14. IG-cu.ft. dredge.

MANZANITA (ISrownsville)—Property idle for several
years will he reopened and developed on large scale by men
from the East. The mine oiiened by a 300-ft. shaft and was
equipped with a stamp mill, which was destroyed by fire.
Other properties in Brownsville and Indiana Ranch districts
are also preparing for development or operation.
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COIiORADO
Clenr freok County

SANTIAGO (Georgetown)—The Cariiubell Leasing C». is

advancing tlie 400-ft. level. An oreshoot 4 ft. wide and as-

saying $25 a ton has been opened.

McCLELLAN (Georgetown)—This property on Leaven-
worth Mt. is being developed by Laffey and Burkholder, who
have recently struck a iiocket of fiOO-oz. silver ore.

CAPITAL (Georgetown)—Holcombe, Harper & Co., lessees,

are advancing the west heading on the Ai-tna vein. A shoot
of payable milling ore has been opened ha.ving a width of

" ft.

LAKE (Idaho Springs)—Recent development on this prop-
erty performed by the I. D. L. Leasing Co., has been highly
encouraging. The main winze is being sunk to a depth of

iC5 ft. Two-thirds of the distance has been sunk in pay ore.

G. K. Kimball is manager.
GAMBETTA (Georgetown)—A contract has been awarded

to Oscar Wing to overhaul and repair the upper level, in

which the company plans to resume development. A body of

30 7o zinc ore has been opened. T. W. Cunningham is manager.

FRENCH FLAG (Idaho Springs)—This Gilson Gulch
property will be reopened and developed under the manage-
ment of C. H. Ripley. Funds have ben provided for the work.
Machinery is being overhauled and supplies have been or-
dered. The shaft will be unwatered down to the 200-ft. level.

IMPERIAL (Georgetown)—The Berber Leasing Co. is

drifting on the Commonwealth vein. A streak of $100 ore has
been opened. The Connors Leasing Co. is drifting on the
Centennial vein. The vein has widened from 10 to 20 in. dur-
ing the last 40 ft. of drifting and assays 55% lead and 20 oz.

silver.

WYOMING VALLEY TUNNEL (Idaho Springs)—A con-
tract to advance this tunnel another 100 ft. was awarded to

Matt Kambell and the work is in progress. A crosscut will

be driven to cut the Ardell vein, which is supposed to be the
east extension of the Seaton vein. The tunnel will ultimately
be driven to intersect the French Flag vein at a depth of
about 650 ft. and will eventually drain this property.

Teller County
SOUTH BURNS (Cripple Creek)—On the eighth level of the

South Burns shaft lessees Charles and Robert Brown have
opened an oreshoot on the Shurtleff vein assaying from $20
to $30 a ton. On the 1, 200-ft. level south of the shaft, lessees
Fitzmorris and Quinn have opened an oreshoot on the exten-
sion of one of the veins of the Eagle system. The width of
the vein is 2 ft. and the assay value is $60 a ton.

LAURA LEE GOLD MINING AND DEVELOPMENT CO.
(Cripple Creek)—The new shaft house at the Laura Lee
property on Mineral Hill has been cojiipleted. The shaft has
been retimbered where neces.-^ary. A power line is under
construction from the mine to tlie lines of the Arkansas Valley
Railway, Light and Power Co. The company has purchased
an electrically driven 5-drill air compressor and an electric
hoist. Active underground development will begin as soon as
the new eciuipment is in order. The shaft will be sunk to a
depth of 550 ft. Al Pearce is superintendent.

ID.IHO

Shoshone County
ADVANCE (Mullan)—Company will sell treasury stock

to raise funds for development. Holdings include claims on
(Jentle Annie Gulch above Mullan, on which 1,600-ft. tunnel
has been driven.
HYPOTHEEK (Kellogg)—Funds have been provided by

underwriters to erect temporary mill of 150 tons' capacity at
mine, to be moved to Enaville when sufficient ore has been
developed to warrant larger concentrator. Recent strike of
new vein on 1.100 level shows average of 2 ft. of clean galena
and some milling ore.

STEWART (Kellogg)—It is reliably reported that this
famous old mine will be closed down about Mar. 1, ore re-
serves having been entirely exhausted. Work on the adjoin-
ing Crown I'oint will continue and it is probable that leases
will be let in main Stewart workings, as considerable ore is

known to have been left behind.
WESTERN T^NION (Wallace)—Articles of incorporation of

Western Union Mining Co. were filed last week. Is outgrowth
of consolidation of H. E. & M. Mining Co. and .\urora-Sampson
Mining Co. in pursuance of an agreement entered into about
two weeks ago. Two properties adjoin, on same vein, and
are worked through same tunnel. Last summer flrst-namod
company erected a 100-ton concentrator and afterward found
there was not enough ore to keep it going. In meantime
second company encountered a fine body of galena, much of it

of shipping grade. New company plans to begin shipping
crude ore and start mill soon.

MICHIGAN
Copper

WINONA (Houghton)—Has not suffered in any particular
by i-eason of storm. Its train service has been perfect and
production exceeds previous records. Work of construction
in new King Phillip shaft will be under way soon. Winona
ha.s advanced wages of employees to standard of all other
mines in district.

CALUMET & HECL.'V (Calumet)—Storm which so much af-
fected copper production in Lake Superior district in Janu-
ary Virought out new use for steam shovel. Calumet & Hecla's
enormous shovel was fitted with light-weight bucket six
times regular size and w-as used to great advantage in clear-
ing railroad yards of snow.
MOHAWK (Mohawk)—Output of refined copper in Janu-

ary 1,2.S0,000 lb. Tliis compares witli I '. . . uiber output of
1.113,OSS lb. E.vtraction in Dec. mini- :

I .
I

;.' Hi per ton and in
.January 22 lb. Mine was shut ib.wii .irht shifts during
January, owing to inability to tran^iMiit i.i, k 1o mill because
"f storms. February production likely vvill be larger than
January, but no great increase can be expected for the same
ditiiculties with storms already have curtailed production to
slight extent.

Iron

HARD ORE (Ishpemlng)—A new crushing plant is to be
installed here. Two No. 5 Gates crushers will be added to the
No. S now there. The work will be started immediately and
the plant kept busy this year.

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS IRON CO. (Ishpeming)—The carry-
ing capacity of the company's ore fleet has been increased by
1,500,000 tons per season by the addition of 10 boats recently
purchased. This company has made large sales of ore for
1916 delivery, but will be able to get it all to lower lake ports
with its fleet of 22 freighters. Close to 4,000,000 tons will
probably be shipped this year.

CRYSTAL FALLS—Some of the Chicago & Northwestern
Railway Co.'s new rolling stock has reached the Menominee
range. Five hundred new ore cars were ordered last fall and
deliveries are now being made. The cars will be used on the
Menominee and (iogebic ranges, where there were shortages
last summer, and are being distributed to the mining districts
as rapidly as they are received. The Lake Superior & Ishpem-
ing roads expect to get 400 new cars before Apr. 1.

MIXNE.SOT.V
MeM»hl KniiKe

HULL-RUST (Hibbing)— It is reported that 4,000,000 tons
of ore will go forward from this property in 1916. In 1913
the mine shipped 3,457,608 tons. The total for 1915 was only
2,294,405 tons.

ALEXANDRIA (Chisholm)—The electric hoist and motors
have arrived. Over 50 men are working underground. The
orebodv is rapidly being opened up. It will be possible to get
out the flrst ore about the time shipping season opens. Sev-
eral drifts and crosscuts are being run.

CHISHOLM—There will be over 1,500,000 Ions of ore in

stock in the Chisholm district when navigation opens. All
of this will be moved this year. The Great Northern Ore prop-
erties will have 1,000.000 tons; the Shenango Furnace Co.,

125.000 tons; the Oliver Iron Mining Co.. 380.000 tons. Consid-
erable ore will be hoisted and shipped during the time naviga-
tion is open. Much ore will also be taken from the pits, which
are not operated during the winter months and have nothing
in stock.

MI.SSOrRI—KANSAt—OKLAHOMA
FRANK HARRINGTON AND ASSOCIATES (Joplin. Mo.)—

Have developed one of richest strikes made recently in

district on their lease on Katherine land and Royalty Co. s

land, situated at Four Corners. Company will clean ore with
hand jigs for present.

CHICAGO (Galena. Kan.)—Situated on Ellis land north of

Galena; had shaft at mill completely washed away by Spring
River changing its channel during recent heavy rains. VfiU
sink new shaft on higher ground and remove and repair

mill- work on both will be commenced as soon as weather
perniits. A. Royster is superintendent.

CORALBUT (Joplin, Mo.)—New lead and zinc concentrat-

ing plant will be ready to start within two weeks if favor-

able weather continues; the plant will have a capacity of 200

tniT? ner 10 hr will use gas to furnish power to run both

milf, "comp^essol- Ind steam hoist; cost about $20,000 Good
run of zinc ore has been found at 140-ft. level of sheet

ground formation. Lease is on John Jackson land at Chit-

woody. R. v. Allen is superintendent.

MOM'AN.A
Fergrus County

BARNES KING (Kendall )—Returns on clean-up bullion

for Tanuarv from company's North Moccasin mine at Kendall

and Piela^n-Gloster at "MarysviUe amounted to $^=3 078

Profits from mining and milling operations are estimated at

$30 000 for both December and January This would mean
larnings at rate of $360,000 per year or 90c. per share Show-
ing at company's Shannon mine in Marysville district if said

to continue as good as ever, ore taken out averaging $2, in

gold per ton. Company's lease on new properties in Rimiiii

district Lewis and (:iark County, has been signed and develop-

ment vvork will be started at once.

Lewis and Cinrk County

ANACONDA COPPER CO. (Rimini)—Is developing the old

Porahvry Dike and Pauper's Dream properties under the

management of Robert E. Cranston.

DAVIS-DALY CO. (Butte)—Company's report for quarter

ended Dec 31, 1915, shows that receipts were $,3,092 and
IxilEises $'69,627, leaving a net profit of ?3,46a, During last

Quartli, company shipped !<6 cars of ore averaginir 7-c copper

and 7 oz. of silver per ton.

FiST RITTTE (Butte)—Company's profits from operations

nt Butte mines for month of December are given as nearly
iioooflo During last three months, earnings have been

somewhat reduced, due to a decided. decrease In output from
fecord fl-ure which was reached m September, 191d, and
amounted to 2,080,000 lb. of coppef.

XKVAD.V
l,Iii<Milii County

PRTNCF rONROLIOATICO (Pioche)—Recent directors'
..-.ontinVv 4,,it I il. .- I'itv, declared extra dividend of 2VjC. per

"hare p'lv' .U- Al.ii 1 l'<> stockholders of record Feb. 24. Re-
cent conti-iet ihhI,. wilh smelter calls for a minimum of ;,00

tons per day insuad of 300 tons, as previously.

Xye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Feb. 12 v'as

8.4 04 tons, valued at $177,432. compared with S.44.5 tons for

vvcek nrevioiis rroducers Were: Tonopah Belmont, 3,l.i^ tons,

Tonopah Exteiuion. l.xnO; Tonopah Mining. 1.750; Jim Butler.

750; West End, 640; Halifax, 53; miscellaneous leases, .i
.

i tons.

TONOPAH EXTi:.NSION (Tonopah)—It is stated that the

companv will add an additional 10 stamps to its pre.-^ent 40-

stamp mill. Ore from the Victor shaft will be delivered to the

mill by aerial tram.
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HALIFAX-TONOPAH (Tonopah)—The winze on the 1.200-
ft. level which was being sun!< on the vein has been discon-
tinued in favor of a three-compartment raise from east cross-
cut on 1,400-ft. level to connect with winze. Intermediate
east drift from winze will be continued and is supplying pres-
ent ore shipments.

Storey County

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)
—

'^'inze in 2,500 level No. 1

stope sunk on low-grade ore; north drift exposed vein matter
of low assay.

ANDES (Virginia)—Saved 33 cars of ore from old stope on
intermediate level.

HALE & NORCROSS (Virginia)—Lessees reopened tunnel
level 12 ft. to the TlS-ft. point.

MEXIC.\N (Virginia)—Shaft reopened by Comstoek Pump-
ing Association from 140-ft. point below- the 2.000-ft. station
to the 160-ft. point. Crosscuts in 2.500 and 2.700 levels ad-
vanced through porphyry and quartz of low assay. Mexican
mill crushed 399 tons, averaging $19.10.

CROTVN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Installed No. 1

centrifugal sinking pump, which is in operation. Saved from
No. 2 stope on 1,600 level. S3 tons of ore; north drift advanced
17 ft. Jacket mill received 407 tons mine ore and 30 tons
dump rock; crushed for 3 days only. Shipped 370 tons from
mine shaft to gloryhole.

NEW JERSEY
AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING CO. (Perth Am-

boy)—Contrary to reports in the daily press, tin smelting
has not yet started at this works.

NEW MEXICO
Dona Ana County

BOYD MINES (Las Cruces)—Work cleaning up main tun-
nel on property in South .Andres Cafion is progressing and
two stations in the main shaft ai-e being cut. Considerable
copper-lead ore has been uncovered. Engineer has recently
examined different properties of Mr. Boyd in this locality
and development of large bodies of ore will soon begin.

Santa Fe County
VALUE OF OUTPUT OF MINES in New Mexico for 1915

was approximately $10,000,000, according to tax commis-
sioners.

Sierra County

LAS ANIMAS PE.\K GOLD (Hillsboro)—Company has
bought .Senator .\n(lrew.s pioperty and is sinking new shaft
in country rock. Veins will be cut with laterals.

EL ORO (Hillsboro)—Company, which has been in hands
of receiver for some time, has been sold to Eastern capitalists
by promotion of Mrs. J. P. Conners. Workings are being
unwatered; said to be rich in gold.

SOITH D.VKOT.V
Lawrence County

BUFFALO (Deadwood)—This property, at head of Two Bit
gulch, is being developed by P. N. Hanson and associates.

CUTTING (Deadwood)—Plans are maturing for com-
mencement of extensive exploration of this property on Dead-
wood gulch, formerly known as Gladiator.

WASP NO. 2 (Platiron)—Production of wolframite con-
tinues at satisfactory rate. First consignment of concen-
trates will soon be mai'keted.

HIDDEN TRE.VSURE (Deadwood)—Sinking has been re-
sumed below the 200 level, (iasoline driven hoist and air com-
pressor are being used in the work.

HEIDELBERG (Deadwood)—Ore has been encountered in
new territory in north crosscut at point 170 ft. from mam
tunnel. Assays of $20 per ton, in gold, have been received
from new find.

RATTLESNAKE JACK (Deadwood)—Considered installing
plain filter for thickening tailings, but instead constructed a
retaining dam. Now operating very successfully without use
of filter of any kind, except Merrill for precipitation. Plant is
very satisfactory.

IJT.VH
Beaver C<»unty

SOUTH UTAH (Newhouse)—Reported that a satisfactory
saving is being made on tailings by the Utah Leasing Co.
using an oil-flotation process. This ore runs 14 lb. copper to
the ton.

GOLD HILL (Beaver City)—A new strike reported at this
property in Newton district, 5 mi. east of Fortuna. Assays
running well in gold were obtained across 5-ft. vein. This
£roperty adjoins the Sheep Rock and is controlled by Salt
ake men.

Juab County
TINTIC SHIPMENTS for the w ii k end. d Feb. 11 amounted

to 123 cars, as compared with 76 the week preceding.

SCRANTON (Eureka)—Four men are being worked at this
property by Wade and Tlbby, Salt Lake engineers, who have
the property under lease. The ore is lead and zinc,

UTAH MINERALS CONCENTRATING (Eureka)—Capacity
or the mill has been increased by changes in equipment. It
is expect.d I'l tnat 250 tons daily of May Day dump ore.
Hauling charges from May Day will be about 2bc, per ton.

OPOHriXGO (Mammoth)—It is reported that work under
lease will b. st.irted by the Gold Chain Co. above the tunnel
level in the Missing Link claim. Drifting will be begun In
Onohongo ground, and the work extended into the Gold Chain.
This will make th.- third lease operating at the Opoliongo.

IRON nLOSSfi.\r (Silver Citv)—Several cars of on- have
been shipped from ih. j,. ... find of copper ore on the l,(ioo level
where sloping la Ixiuts .i..ii... The body Is apparenilv growing
larger with depth, aiid sinking will be done through a winze
before much lateral d. \ elopment la undertaki-n. Shipments
fur the week ended Feb. ii amounted to 22 cars.

Salt Lake County

THE UTAH COPPER'S NET RECEIPTS FOR 1915, as
shown in the statement filed Feb. 7. with the state board of
equalization, are $13,741,480. as compared with $4,538,001) in
1914. The gross receipts are shown to have been $27,115,943
and the costs $13,414,4(!3. The production was 36,760 fine oz.
gold; 413.912 fine oz. silver; 156,207,376 lb. copper. The total
tonnage of ore handled amounted to S 494,300 tons. The report
for the quarter ended Dec. 31. 1915, shows that 44,224,715 lb.

copper were produced as compared with 44. 766.841 lb. for the
quarter preceding. The total net profits amounted to $6,919,-
203, as compared with $4,414,564. Dividends amounting to
$2,436,735 were paid, leaving $4,482,466 carried to surplus.
Earnings in this quarter were based on an average price of
21.40SC. per lb. copper; average costs per pound was 6.10c.,
after allowing for smelter deductions and crediting miscel-
laneous income. Cost of copper in previous quarter was 6.72c,
and price received, 16.252c.

Summit County
P.\RK CITY SHIPMENTS for the week ended Feb. 11

amounted to 1,075 tons, the shippers being Silver King
Coalition, Daly-Judge, Daly West. Silver King Consolidated,
Ontario and Naildriver.

•AMERICAN FLAG (Park City)—.Arrangements are being
made to resume operations at this property.

ONT.\RIO (Park City)—Pumping has been started on the
1.700 level in ground which was under water for 12 years.
NEW QUINCY (Park City)—Raising is being done for the

limestone bedding productive in the adjoining Daly-Judge and
Daly West.

VIRGI!VI.\
Nelson County

ALBEMARLE ZINC AND LEAD (Faber)—Martin & Co.,
Philadelphia, has purchased bonds of company and will
inaugurate exploration and development campaign. New roads
and houses being constructed. Old mill will be remodeled.

W.4SHINGTON
Stevens County

UNITED COPPER (Chewelah)—Negotiations for control
are pending. Announced at annual stockholders' meeting in
Spokane recently that directors had given option on prop-
erty and that large majority of stock had been pooled under
agreement to sell at $1 per share; 90-day option given re-
quiring delivery of at least 75% of outstanding stock of
1,000,000 shares.

IVISCO.NSIN
Zino-Leail District

HUIMP iMontfort)—Levi Pollard and associates, operating
O. P. David mine, have leased the Nagle property at Mont-
fort.

PEX.\TOR (Mifflin)—Henry Cochems and other Milwaukee
men have taken over mine and mill and have commenced
operations on Bainbridge land.

FRONTIER (Galena, 111.)—Contract has been given for
200-ton mill on Hird lease at Benton. New Treganza mill at
Benton has been placed in operation.

VINEG.\R HILL ZINC ( Platteville)—New 200-ton Black-
stone mill has been completed and operations begun at New
Diggings adjoining Champion property.

K. C. & M. (Platteville)—Has started milling at the Wil-
kinson, Benton, where surface equipment of the Vinegar Hill
Zinc Co. was destroyed by fire last summer.

CANAD.*
BrltiNli Columltia

STANDARD SILVER-LEAD (Silverton)—Gross earnings
for December, $136,771; net profit, $100,545, Paid in dividends
that month, $100,000. Shipments of silver-lead ore and con-
centrates in December, 1,049 tons. Tonnage of zinc produc-
tion for month is not given.

Ontario
ORE SHIPMENTS OVER THE T. & N. O. RY. in January,

1916, from Cobalt proper: Beaver, 57 tons; Buffalo, 93; Cobalt
Comet, 44; Coniagas, 60; Crown-Reserve, 65; Kerr l,ake. 66; La
Rose, 135; McKinley Darragh, 76; Cobalt Lake, S5; Townslte
City, 35; Nipissing, 196; Penn Canadian. 9U; Peterson Lake.
115; Temiskaming, 63; from New Liskeard, Casey Cobalt, 40;
total silver-ore shipments. 1,228. From Schumacher, Mclntyre
(gold), 3; from Porquois Jet.. Alexo Mine (nickel), 1,227; from
Latchford, Roud .Syndicate (copper), 24 tons.

PORPHYRY HILL (Porcupine)—Has been purchased by
Northrups of Chicago.

SWEET (Porcvifiine)—Properties In Robb Township hav«
been optioned.

D.AVIDSON (Porcupine)—Has been optioned to Interests
associated with Seneca Superior.

JAMIESON (Porcupine)—Properties in Robb Township
have been optioned to Toronto men for $105,000.

KERR LAKE MAJESTIC (Cobalt)-This property was sold
at bailiff's sale on Feb. 15 to William Donncll, of Ottawa, for
$.'.,0110.

DOME EXTENSION (Porcupine)—The underground work-
ings are now completely unwatered and development will be
started Immediately. The present working shaft will be put
down to the 500-ft. level.

(Quebec
ASBESTOS CORPORATION OF CANADA—The financial

statement for 1915 showed profits of $386,377, an Increase of
$43,141 over the previous year, of which $93,594 was added to
the surplus, bringing the total up to $284,626.

Yuiion Territory
CANADIAN-KLONDYKE (Dawson)—Output for three dayB

ended Jan. 25 was 324 oz. All dredges now closed down for
season.

MEXICO
Sonorn

CANANEA CON. (Cananea)—Eight furnaces being oper-
ated; about 3,200 men are employed. January production was
approximately 4,000,000 lb.; district quiet politically.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—Feb. 23

The markets for the principal metals were rather dull

during the last week. Lead and tin were the strongest and

most interesting features.

We have received several letters from traders in copper

complaining that our quotations for copper last week were

too low. We quoted, as always, the major market, that is, the

sale of the bulk of the copper as done by producers and

agencies. In the exi.sting conditions prompt and near-by

copper in the hands of dealers and speculators is commanding

a premium—a little while ago sales of such could at times

be made only at a discount—but transactions in such are

relatively triflng and do not reflect the major market, that is,

what the producers are getting for the bulk of their output.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—Conditions in this market remained substantially

unchanged from the previous week, but there was decidedly

less business done. France is no longer the urgent buyer
that she was a little while ago. The price of the principal

producers continues to be 27i^c., r.t., and some sales of

million-pound and half-million-pound lots were made to do-

mestic consumers during the week, and on Wednesday at

that price. Belated buyers who had to have prompt copper

still had to pay premiums, but while such business all along

has been relatively trifling, there was less of it last week
than in the previous week and holders of prompt copper were
hunting buyers rather than the opposite. On the other hand,

there was exhibited a certain tendency among second-hands

to dispose of copper for later deliveries at a concession from
prices previously ruling, but this was believed to reflect a
dullness of demand rather than any incipient trend of the
market.

Copper Sheets have again advanced and are now quoted at

35c. per lb. for hot rolled and 36c. for cold rolled. Copper
wire is quoted at 29i4®29?ic. per lb. for large lots at mill.

The demand for wire is reported very good.

Copper Exports from Baltimore for the past week included
448,399 lb. bars to Gothenburg, Sweden, and 10,236,980 lb. bars,

plates and ingots to Havre, France.

ViHible Stocks of Copper in Europe Nov. 15: Great Britain,

7,387; France. 1.390; afloat from Chile 2,250; afloat from
Australia, 4,300; total 15,327 gross tons, or 34,332.480 lb. This
is a decrease of 2,196 tons from the Feb. 1 report.

Tin—Business was rather good, and from all appearances
demand is thought likely to keep up with undiminished
strength.

The United States Navy Department has made considerable
purchases of tin for its current needs, at prices not stated. It

is understood that the buying includes some Straits and some
Chinese tin.

The demand for tin plates appears to be very strong; prices
have advanced, and a good deal of tin is being taken by the
tin plate makers. For the first time, tin plates in consider-
able quantities are being shipped to Europe.

Lead—A large business was done again during the last
week, chiefly by the leading interest. Most of the independent
producers are sold out to such an extent that they are unable
to supply any more lead for prompt shipment. Efforts are
being made by the producers to take care of domestic con-
sumers, and especially their regular customers, rather than to
accept orders for export, and for this reason several overtures
with regard to foreign business were rejected. The position
of the Independent producers is reflected by the St. Louis
market, where the price advanced a little further, while the
New York price remained stationary.

Spelter—Business was relatively light during the last
week. On Feb. 17 a few sales for export were made, but since
'hen this business has been diminishing, and speaking gen-

erally Europe is no longer a buyer. There was some reselling
of February spelter previously contracted for, but this did
not release sufficient to affect materially the price obtainable
for spelter for prompt delivery. Prompt and March spelter
continued to command upward of 20c., but spelter for April-
June delivery became considerably easier.

Imports at Baltimore for the week included 2,000 tons of
zinc concentrates from Melbourne, Australia.

Zinc Sheets are in steady demand. Cold weather and storms
have interfered with shipments and deliveries. Prices have
been advanced and are now $25 per 100 lb., f.o.b,, Peru. 111., less
8% discount.

DAILY PRICES OF MET.4LS IX NEW YORK
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Other Metals

NEW YORK—Feb. 23

AInminnm—Demand is ROod and supplies are not so plenti-

ful as they might be. Prices are again firmer and sales are

made at 58 @ 60c. per lb. for No. 1 Ingots for early delivery.

Antimony—The arrivals reported last week did not come

on the general market at all. but were absorbed by contract

deliveries as was anticipated. Demand has been fairly good

and stocks are small, so that prices have again stiffened a

little Chinese and American brands are quoted at 44@45c.

per lb. for early deliveries. Cookson's is scarce still and is

held at 57® 60c. per lb.. New York.

Quicksilver—The market has been rather more quiet but

firm Stocks remain low. It is reported that an attempt

has been made to secure some metal abroad, but it was barred

bv a refusal to grant licenses for export. New York price

remains $2S5(S300 per flask of 75 lb. for large lots; $295@

300 for smaller orders. San Francisco reports by telegraph

$285 S 300 per flask, with small sales. London price has been

advanced to £19 per flask.

Quicksilver Keeeipt.s at San Francisco were approximately

the same in 1915 as 1914, being 4,392 and 4,372 flasks respec-

tively The leceipts in January, 1916. were 358 flasks; the

receipts in 1915 and 1914 by the month were as follows;

January. 1915 and 1914, respectively, were 522 flasks and

•>9' flask"!- February, 407 and 311; March, 446 and 330; April,

358 and 563; May, 272 and 157; June. 452 and 430; July, 448

and 436; August, 205 and 237; September. 412 and 314; August,

264 and 399; November, 245 and 456; December, 360 and 449.

IVickel The market is steady, with domestic demand about

as usual and some good inquiries for export. Quotations are

unchanged at 45 @ 50c. per lb. for ordinary forms, according

to size and terms of order. For electrolytic metal 5c. per lb.

more is charged.

The correspondence between the Canadian Government and

the International Nickel Co. in relation to a refining plant in

Canada has been published. The company agrees, as has been

already stated, to establish such a refining plant in Canada

to treat at least enough of its nickel matte to supply the

demand for Canada and Great Britain. The plant will prob-

ably be on the seaboard.

Slinor Metals—Current quotations for Bismuth are $4 per

lb.. New York.—Cadmium is quoted at 7s. per lb. in London;

$1.50 per lb.. New York.—Chromium metal, 75c. per lb.. New
York.—Cobalt melal, 97',; pure, is sold at $1.25^)1.50 per lb.

—

Magnesium, pure, remains at a high price, $6 per lb. being

asked.—Selenium varies from $2.50iS3 per lb., New York, for

large lots; $4.50^5 for retail quantities.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

NEW YORK—FEB. 2.S

Gold—Some more exports of gold from New York are re-

ported, chiefly on Dutch account. There have also been some

gold shipments to Argentina.

Platinum—Market conditions are not materially changed.

Supplies are small and sales irregular. Dealers will not quote

prices and transactions of any importance are settled by ne-

gotiation. Sales are reported still at $85@95 per oz. for re-

fined platinum.
Our Russian correspondent writes under date of Jan. 15

that a government order has been issued prohibiting all hold-

ers of platinum—banks, mining companies, individual min-

ers, dealers, jewellers, etc.—from selling or alienating in any

way the metal which they hold. The entire stock of plati-

num in Russia will be requisitioned by the government; but

the price at which it will be taken is not yet announced.

This order stops all business. The last sales of crude

metal. 83'', platinum, before the issue of the order were at

16I& 16.20 rubles per zolotnik at Ekaterinburg; 64.000((ji65.000

rubles per pood at St. Petersburg—equal to $60.54 and $63.21

per oz., averages.

Silver has advanced to 27,',..d. in I^ondon. owing to the

broadening of the orders there, the reduction of the London
stock and and the absence of shipments to London in early

February from New York. No boats are sailing under the

American flag Satiirduy. Feb. 12, from New York.

Stocks of silver at rsombay have been reduced from 6,700

bars In December to 4.500 bars last week. Stocks In Shang-
hai last week are reported at .>S4 bars and 50,500,000 oz.

sycee, a considerable decnase. The reduction at Bombay Is

due to a large purchase for coinage by an Important Native

State-

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

JOPLIN, MO.—Feb. 19

Blende, high price $131.70; base price per ton 60% zinc,

premium ore, $130; medium grades, $125@115; and lower

grades down to $110; calamine, per ton 40'/r zinc, $90(380;

average selling price, all grades of zinc, $117.82 per ton.

Lead, high price, $8S; base per ton SO'/r metal content, $S6@88;
average selling price, all grades of lead, $85.88 per ton.

Blende

Totals this week.
Totals this year. .

Calamine

1,290,150

Lead Values

8,17 770
2,265,400 $1,164,740

14,202.250 6,025,940

Blend value, the week, $1,019,960; 7 weeks, $5,165,660.

Calamine value, the week, $47,510; 7 weeks, $293,980.

Lead value, the -sveek, $97,270; 7 weeks, $566,300.

With a week of clear weather, with no rain or snow, the

dewatering of the most important mines has progressed far

enough to enable a resumption of operations. Outlying mines
dependent upon coal fuel are beginning to resume operations.

The latter are still handicapped by soft roads preventing the
hauling of fuel. The outlook tonight is, however, that even
with freezing and thawing alternate temperatures active

operations may be resumed at all mines by tile end of an-
other week, or by Mar. 1 at most. While the production has
been kept down from various causes, buyers have been load-
ing from accumulated stocks until the reserve stock is quite
obliterated.

PLATTEVILLE, WIS Feb. 19

The base price paid this week for 60';'c zinc ore was $122

@

125 per ton. The base price paid for SO'/c lead ore was $80
per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED FEB. 19

Zinc
Ore. Lb.

Week 4,394,000
Year 27,976.000

Shipped during week to separ
zinc ore.

Lead Sulphur
Ore. Lb. Ore, Lb.
80,000 1,284,160

495.700 5,989,460

Lting plants, 6,770,000 lb.

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—Feb. SS

Chief developments of the past week have been the placing
of heavy export orders, which had been foreshadowed but
are now definitely closed.

Domestic business has been lighter, buyers holding back
on account of uncertainty as to deliveries. Mills cannot
promise early filling of orders under present conditions. The
higher prices also are discouraging some domestic contracts.
The flood of export orders, however, is the main drawback.

Storms and very cold weather have again cut down pro-
duction a little, while railroad delays are again troublesome.

The pig-iron niarl<et is more active and some heavy buying
of basic iron is reported. Foundry iron is also in better

demand and buyers are inclined to make commitments further
ahead than they were. There are some indications that
another buying movement in pig iron is beginning.

The syndicate which took options on the stocks of the

Thomas Iron Co. and the Empire Steel and Iron Co. failed

to exercise those options, which have now expired. The syndi-

cate, however, exercised its option on the stock of the Whar-
ton Steel Co.; but it is understood that the title has not yet

passed. The proposed consolidation has fallen through.

The sale of the Pennsylvania Steel Co. to the Bethlehem
is referred to on another page.

ExportH and Imports of Iron and Steel in the United States,

so far as they are reported by tonnage, were as follows for

the year ended Dec. 31, in gross tons:

1914 1915 Changes

Exnorts 1,549,533 3,532,347 1.1.981.814
l,n ports 289,125 282,441 D. 6,684

The heavier Items of export in 1915 were billets, ingots and
Ijlooms; wire; bars; sheets and plates, and rails. The value of

all iron and steel trade, including machinery, Is given as

follows:

1914 1915 Changes

Exports $199,861,684 $388,852,642 I. »188,990,958

Importi ............ 28,642.862 20.380.093 D. 8.262.769

Excess, exports.... $171,218,822 $368,472,549 T. $197,253,727

The larger Imports were of scrap iron and steel and of

Ingots, billets and blooms.
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PITTSBURfiH—Fell. 2a

The sharpest steel price advance in this movement was
made late last week, when the Carnegie Steel Co. made an ad-
vance of $5 a ton in certain products, putting bars and shapes
at 2.25c., plates at 2.35c. and hoops at 2.50c. Until Nov. 4,

luin, the advances in bars, plates and shapes were $1 a ton
in each instance, while on that date an advance of $2 was
made. Instead of the advance in steel prices tapering off. it

is proceeding with greater vigor, and in some conservative
quarters it is predicted that bars, plates and shapes will be
3c. before long.

The present advance is not so radical as might be thought,
becau: the large mills, which have but one price, and make
such deliveries as they can, have been booking business in

a ver.v reserved manner, while the smaller mills, which accept
premiums on early deliveries, liave been securing premium
prices for later and later delivery, and thus the delivery
periods of the two classes of mills are tending to connect.

It has been recognized all along that the steel market was
likely to break, or at least experience a great decline, when-
ever the war should end, and despite the sharp advances now
occurring the producers do not admit any likelihood of a de-
cline before that time. While the carrying out of many
projects is doubtless being deferred there is still demand for
more steel than can be furnished and the export demand for
neutral countries has hardly been touched.

It is impossible to estimate with any closeness the time for
which the mills are sold up, for in addition to specific orders
and regular contracts the mills have made various promises
to take care of customers for such tonnage as can be fur-
nished. Even the specifications on books cannot be taken
without allowances, for doubtless many buyers have made up
conventional specifications, expecting to change them later.

Present circumstances all indicate that the mills will be
called upon to work at capacity through this year.

Labor and transportation conditions promise serious diffi-

culties. Some mills are already pa>'ing premium rates on
some of their labor and when outdoor operations are re-

sumed on a larger scale an acute shortage of labor is likely.

Tinplate is quotable at $4 a box for 100-lb. cokes, against
$3.75 lately quotable and .$3.60, the so-called "season price"
at which the large contracts were made late in the old year.
Tinplate is scarce for earl.v delivery, at a time of year when
consumption is relatively light. It appears tha many buyers
have been accumulating stocks, fearing a shortage later.

Pig: Iron—It is possible that another general buying move-
ment in pig iron has started, after two months of virtual
stagnation. The Portsmouth Steel Co. has bought 30,000 or
40.000 tons of basic and the American Rolling Mill Co. 25,000
tons, while the Kokomo Steel & Wire Co. is just closing for

40,000 tons. This iron comes from Southern Ohio, Columbus
and lake front furnaces. The Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co.
has bought 20,000 tons of Valley bessemer, in several parcels,
nt about $20, Valley furnaces. While this is 50c. under the
market lately quoted and $1 under the market at the be-
ginning of January, bessemer had advanced to $3 above basic,
an utterly abnormal spread, due to fears of a bessemer ore
shortage before the opening of lake navigation. We quote:
Bessemer, $20; basic, $17.75(5118: malleable and forge, $18(a)

18.50; foundry. $18.50, f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher de-
livered Pittsburgh.

Steel—The turnover in billets and sheet bars is still light,

mills having little if any steel to sell while the average con-
sumer could not afford to pay prices that would be asked,
and must be content with such deliveries as are made on
contracts, at materially lower prices than would be asked in

the open market. We quote $35 for bessemer and $38 for
openhearth billets and sheet bars as representing possible
settling prices in case business were done. Rods are $50, with
occasional sales being made at the figure.

PERRO.VLLOYS

Perrosllieon of high grade is in demand still. The nominal
quotation for 80';^ alloy is $85 per ton, Pittsburgh, but up to
$9'. is reported paid for lots for early delivery. Future de-
liveries are a little lower and $84 per ton is quoted on con-
tracts covering first half delivery.

->f 20'; alUiv areSpieeelej.seii is firm and higher. Sale
made at $40(fl'45 per ton Pittsburgh.

Ferronian;;nne»e—The acute scarcity of ferromangnnese
continues, and prompt material can hardly be found at $225,
quotations of ?250 being common. English on contract re-
mains nominally at $125, Baltimore, but the delivery would
tie far in the future.

Imports at Baltimore for the week included 3.fi47 tons
ferromanganese from Great Britain.

FOREKi.N' IRO.\

Shipments of pig iron from Middlesbrough, England, years
ended Dec, 31, in long tons:

1913 1914 1915
Coastwise 509,042 426.392 45 525Foreign 737,842 500,946 383.202

Total 1,246,884 927,338 428.727
Shipments to France and Italy increased last year. To all

other countries there was a decrease, those to Belgium and
Germany being cut off altogether.

IRO.\ ORE
There are reports of higher rates paid for Lake tonnage by

ore shippers who have not yet covered their boat require-
ments for the season.

Some sales of Lake ore to Eastern furnaces are reported.
Imports of iron ore in the United States 12 months ended

Dec. 31 were 1,350,588 gross tons in 1914, and 1,341,281 tons in
1915; a decrease of 9.307 tons last year. The larger items of
imports were 815,017 tons from Cuba; 280,887 from Sweden;
66,982 from Spain and 52,514 tons from Canada.

The Beach Glen Iron Mining Co.. of Dover, N. J., with capi-
talization of $250,000, has been incorporated by Benj. Nicoll.
New York; Cortlandt Nicoll and Wm. H. Tonking. Dover. The
company has taken over the Beach Glen mine, near Rockaway.
N. J., which has not been operated for several years. The
Beach Glen ore is a magnetite, low in phosphorus.

The Great Lakes Transit Co.. which has been organized at
Buffalo to take over the steamships heretofore owned and
operated by the railroad companies, will not touch the iron
ore business. The steamers taken are carriers of general
freight and grain and do not include any in the iron ore or
coal trades.

OTHER ORES
Antimony Ore is in some demand and sales have been made

of moderate lots at $2.25(5)2.50 per unit.—Molybdenite, 85 to
909; M0S2. is quoted at $1.40@1.45 per unit, with a moderate
demand.—Tungsten Ore is in very strong demand. The high
prices have apparently failed to bring out new supplies. As
high as $70 per unit has been paid for February and March
delivery.

COKE
Coke production in the Connellsville region for the week

is reported by the "Courier" at 441.306 short tons; shipments.
432.456 tons. Shipments of Greensburg and upper Connells-
ville districts, 48.206 tons.

ConnellsTille—Car supply was very poor last week and
coke became very scarce, with rumors that $4 was paid for
small lots of spot on Saturday. The furnaces could prob-
ably use more coke than they are receiving under contract,
but are indisposed to pay fancy prices to eke out. There
is considerable inquiry for smelter coke for export over the
next few weeks. Car supply this week has been fair and
with continued good weather may improve further. Quota-
tions are largely nominal, as follows: Prompt furnace. $3.50
(gi3.75: contract, first half, $2.35(§)2.50; year, $2.25@2.35:
prompt foundry, $3.75(g'4.25: contract, $3.25(§3.75, per net ton
at ovens. Reports are that construction work on byproduct
plants that were e.xpected to reduce the requirements in bee-
hive coke very materially in the early months of this year
is proceeding very slowly.

Chemicals

\E\V YORK—Feb. SS

The general trade is in fair shape and the marTjets show
a firm tone.

Arsenie—Consuming demand appears to be good and in-

quiries are frequent. Quotations are $5.25 per 100 lb. for
carloads and over, and $5.50 per 100 lb. for smaller lots.

Copper Sulphnte—There is a fair inquiry, both for domestic
delivery and for export. Quotations are unchanged at about
$22 per 100 lb. for carload lots and $22.25 per 100 lb. foi

smaller orders.

Nitrate of Sortii—Sales are kept up by the heavy demand
from makers of explosives. Fertilizer buying is about a.-^

usual. Prices are again higher. $3.90 per 100 lb. being named
for spot and up to June. For futures after June $3.60 p> r

100 lb. is named.

Sulphate of .Vmmonln—The British government has sus-
pended for a time all licenses for export of sulphate, which
has unsettled the market.

PETROLEVM
Exports of petroleum from Mexico to the United States in

January were: From Tampieo, 1,315,977 bbl.; from Tuxpam.
550,505 bbl.; total. 1.866,482 bbl.; a large Increase over January
of last year.
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SYNOPSLS—A iirw Anzoiia siiicU'ukj phuil Unit

encountered some unusual problems in smelling ii

copper charge consisting largely of rich fiotation

concentrates. No roasting is required; in fact,

there is a dearth of sulphur, pyrite ore being

imported from Bisbee. Two Cotlrcll jirccipitation

jilauts are used, one for the drier plmit nml oni'

for the converter gases.

The sniL'lting works rcceutl}' completL'd ])y the Inter-

national Smelting Co., at Miami, Ariz., was designed to

treat the concentrates produced b)' the new Insjnration

mill and by the Miami mill. However, the plant is

cfHiijiped to handle custom ores and offers modern samp-
ling and storage facilities for their accommodation.

It is situated about one mile from Miami and six miles

iVdiii (!li)1ir, nil ilii' Tn>|iiriit ion cnniiiiiiiN's Iir.-iiuli i';iili'ii,-iil.

notation process and are very fme. When received at

the plant, they carry more than 10% moisture and about
li*% copper. In this condition they resemble black mud,
and their stickiness and extreme fineness were determin-
ing factors in the design of the plant.

Special GO-ton steel cars were designed and built to

handle these concentrates. The steel body is hopper-
shaped throughout its entire length. An opening at the

bottom 2 ft. 3 in. wide is covered with creosoted and
matched cross-boards. Before the car is loaded, these

boards are compressed tightly together by means of a hand-
wheel and screw, their alignment being secured by means
of steel angle guides on each side. Upon arriving at the

smelting works, the cars are run into a steel train-shed

over the unloading pocket. A large plug at the back end
of the car is drawn out by means of a chain block, leav-

ing a hole through the concentrates through which un-

ln;i(lini; i-- licijiiii. The concentrates are raked down on a

l.\TKl:X.\T|llXAL SMKl.TIXr. PLANT AT MIAMI. Al:l/..

is line connects the Inspiration mill and mine willi the

i/ona Eastern R.R. at Miami, thus giving the smelting

rks short rail connections with the two mills and ott'er-

; facilities for receiving oil fuel, lluxing ores, brick

1 other su]i])lics.

This is essentially a I'cNorbei-atoi'y smelting |ilaiil. The
iccntratcs I'rom liotli mills arc lai'^ch' pi-dduccd \)\ the

•With lU.path it Mc L'on.sultiii^; i-n

slope and fall through the slot in the car bottom. Mean-
while, the cross-boards arc reinovod, one after another.

Directly beneath the track a ho])|)er guides the material

to a belt conveyor that runs to the eoneentratc-samplinu-

j)lant. Here a sample is automatically cut out, and the

rcjci-t is discharged on belts and conveyed to the bedding

bins.

The concentrates sampler consists of a series of buckets,

I in. wide and ^0 u.. Ions, spaced T fl. a"art aP'l sus-
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[ii'iided between sprocket chains. These buckets pass

through the stream of concentrates and cut out 5%,
which is discharged as the buckets pass over the head
sprockets. In order to make a cleaner discharge, the

Ijuckets are sharply rapped by short lengths of belt car-

ried on a rapidly revolving shaft. Further reduction of

the sample is accomplished by hand quartering, the reject

heing shoveled through chutes in the floor to the convey-

ors leading to the bedding bins. Thus far this sampler

has not worked ^^•ell with the flotation concentrates, but

loes work satisfactorily with the table concentrates.

Lime and pyrite, for fluxing purposes, and custom ores

are unloaded from railroad cars into steel receiving bins.

A capacity of 1,000 tons is provided in five pockets of

200 tons' capacity each. These V-shaped pockets are self-

cleaning and are provided with raek-and-pinion gates

that discharge to the traveling steel-apron conveyor feeder.

From here a 30-in. belt carries the ore to the Blake

crusher. The crushing plant has a maximum capacity of

60 tons per hour. The coarse-crushing room is 22x4:0 ft.

in ))lan. The ore, after passing over the magnetic head
pulley of the conveyor and a wire-cloth grizzly, is crushed

to 214 in- by an 18x30-in. Blake crusher, then to % in.

by a set of .54x1 6-in. rolls, and elevated to the sampling

plant.

The steel building that houses the ore-sampling equip-

ment is 30x33 ft. in plan and five stories high. The
equipment for fine crushing comprises three 42xl6-in.

ARRANGEMENT FOR SAMPLING CONCE.NTRATES

rolls for crushing all reject to ^\ in. preparatory to bed-

ding same with the concentrates. The sampling equip-

ment comprises: One 60-in. Snyder sampler. 10% cut:

f'lie 2';-in. Snyder sampler, 10% cut: two 27-in. Snyder

-amplers, 20% cut; two 24x8-in. rolls.

Fink Ore and Coxcentr.vtks Bkddkd in Bins

The fine ore from the crushing plant is taken by con-

veyor to bins of the Berquist steel bunker type, which

provide storage for 1,200 tons. The three steel bedding

bins are shown in cross-section by an accompanying illus-

tration. They provide a combined storage capacity of

!),00() tons of mixed ore and concentrates. They serve

a twofold purpose—providing the necessary storage to in-

sure the continuous operation of the furnaces and making
possible the intimate mixture of the siliceous concentrates

with the fluxing ore, so necessary for the best results in a

smelting furnace

Tiiree specially (li?igned traveling trippers discharge

tlic concentrates from the belts. They travel continuously

tliiuughout the length ol the bin at a speed of (iO ft. per

min., automatically reversing at each end. Two short

cross-belts take the place of the ordinary double chute,

which would clog with the sticky material. They also

provide a wider ore bed than could have been obtained

with chutes. These cross-belts, as well as all belts carry-

-^-
PLAN

CL.of Columns-^

SECTION B-B SECTION A-A

SKULLBREAKER AT INTERN.4.TIONAL SMELTERY.
MIAMI, ARIZ.

ing concentrates, are speeded to 400 ft. per min. in order

to take advantage of centrifugal force in obtaining a free

discharge over the head pulley. A deflector on this tripjier

is given a reciprocating movement guiding the material

first on one and then on the other side of the bin. Two
230-volt 15-hp. direct-current motors furnish separate

drives for the cross-belts and the tripper travel.

The concentrates are reclaimed by hand on three belt^i

running beneath the bins. Like the concentrate cars,

these bins are provided with slots at the bottom and

cross-planks. The planks are removed one by one, and

the material is raked down on its natural slope to this

belts beneath.

The moist concentrates, before being fed to the rever^

beratory furnaces, are conveyed from the bedding bini)

to the drier plant. The drying is accomplished by meani»

of five Wedge roasting furnaces, 23 ft. 6 in. in diameter,

having six hearths each. Xo roasting action is permitted,

as it is necessary to ship sulphide ore from Bisbee in or-

der to ol)tain sufficient suljilmr for matte formation. Oil I

BEDDING BINS FOR FINE ORES AND CONCENTRATES
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burners operating in combustion chambers supply the heat

for drying. On account of the fineness of the concen-

trates, large quantities of dust are produced by the stirring

of the rabbles, and provision for preventing the escape of

this valuable matei-ial is made by the installation of the

Cottrell system.

COTTRELL PrECII'ITATGHS FOit DlilEK TlaNT

The Cottrell precipitation apparatus is mounted di-

rectly over the drying furnaces. The gases are drawn up

through welded steel electrode tubes. These are 13 in.

outside diameter, by 15 ft. long and 0.2 in. thick

:

they arc lielled outward and flanged at each end, where

they are riveted to the header sheets. Twenty of these

tubes comprise a unit, having a separate gas intake, chim-

ney and electrical connection. The other electrode is a

wire (ungrounded) running axially in the center of the

pipe. A light steel frame, supported on insulators, enters

the hood through circular openings in the glass windows.

One such frame is used at the top to support the electrode

wires, which are spaced at the bottom by a similar frame.

A 5-lb. cast-iron weight at the bottom of each wire holds

it taut. At intervals the gas is shut ofl* the units, one at

a time, by means of dampers, the voltage switched off and
the tubes rapped, or vibrated, to shake off the dust ad-

hering to the electrodes. The latter operation is perfonned

by means of multiple-pendulum hammers, which are hand-

operated. The blow is longitudinal and is received on the

under side of a steel lug welded to the pipe.

The dried concentrates are taken to the reverberatory

charge hoppers in 18-ton steel larrj' cars. In order to

avoid the loss of the fine, rich material by being blown

away, the car boxes are entirely inclosed and provided

with four receiving chutes of special design. A east-steel

collar, 8 in. deep, with a hole 10 in. in diameter, forms

the chute opening in the car top. Within this collar the

steel chute works. \\'hen traveling, the chute is in the

lowered position, but when the car is spotted under the

dust hoppers, the chute is raised by a lever until it fits

against the wide bottom flange of the hopper gate. These

gates have the same spacing as the chutes carried by the

car, so that all four gates may be operated at one time.

Provision is made for allowing the air in the car to es-

cape at the top, through a screened vent. Wben the car

is spotted over the reverl^eratory feed hoppers, similar

chutes are raised up against the gates of the car. Wliile

the car is emptying, the air is allowed to escape from the

bin through pipes into the furnace.

Three reverberatory furnaces, having hearth areas of

21x120 ft., were installed. They are oil-fired and dis-

charge their gases through Stirling Ijoilers. according to

the usual practice. Two tracks cross above the reverbera-

tory furnaces near the firing end, for bringing the material

to the feed hoppers. Four hoppers are provided near the

center of the furnace for the main charge and four hop-

pers at the furnace sides for fettling material. The fet-

>
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tling is conveyed along each side of the iurnace by a

scraper conveyor. Flights carried on a link belt scrape

the material along a lined trough. Connection is made
through the arch by 6-in. cast-iron pipes, 2 ft. 6 in. apart.

Tliere are five converter stands for standard 12-ft.

Great Falls type converters. Tlie converters are tilted

by means of .50-hp. alternating-current motors. Laun-

ders are provided for returning the converter slag to the

reverberatories. Over the converters are placed silica

bins, whicli are filled by belt conveyors. Weighing hoppers

are provided below the silica bins for determining a defi-

nite amount of charge. This charge is delivered to the

mouth of the converter by a pivoting spout. The spout

is a 10-in. standard wrought pipe, projecting outward on

a slojje of 10 in 13. A hopper casting at its upper end

receives the material and forms a pocket for the counter-

weight of scrap iron. The entire spout is suspended by a

chain attaclied near the center of gravity, and its turninir

al)ling the crane to deposit the skulls directly on the

grating. The grating area is 12x2-1: ft., giving am])le

storage and avoiding the necessity of moving the skulls

before crushing them. The whole structure is high enough
to permit the spotting of an ore car directly beneath the

grating to receive the crushed material.

The converter gases are conducted through goosenecks

G ft. in diameter to a balloon-shaped header flue, which
parallels the Cottrell electrostatic treatei's. Short downi- f

takes from this header flue connect the individual unit-,

or treaters, and these in turn unite in a connnon headrr

leading to the chimney. The details of electrodes, knock-

ers, etc., are similar to those tised in the drying-plant

treaters.

The electrical apparatus required for the two (.'ottrell

]ilauts has been placed on the top fioorof the dricrbuilding.

Ten units are installed, each consisting of a 4-10-volt in-

duction motor, a 1.i-k\v. singlc-]tlias('. 4-Jo-volt generator.

DWELLINGS AND STAFF BUILDINGS AT INTKR.NATIO.N'AL SMELTING PL.\NT. MI.A.MI. .\RIZ.

Note the roof garden on the building in center of tlie picture

movement about a vertical axis takes place around a l-iiL

])il)e shaft, each end of which works in a bearing and
through which the supporting chain passes. When not in

use the spout is swung to one side by means of a light

chain attached to the outer end.

The other auxiliary equipment of the converter jilant

comprises two 40-ton, 3-hoist electric cranes, with magnet-
switch controllers, two casting machines, a McGregor
skuUbreaker and a Cottrell plant for treating the converter

gases. The casting machines are of the straight-line type

and each is served by a tilting furnace, 5 ft. (j in. by 1(1 ft.

6 in. The latter provides storage for co])per until it is

desired to start the casting operation. Meanwhile the

furnace is maintained at the desired temperature by an
cil burner.

The McGregor ]i;itinr skullbreakor at Miami, as well as

the one at the Unitd \'. rde works, has several improve-

ments over the iirsi Fkullbreakcr installed under these

patents. The macliine i>- placed in the crane aisle, cn-

a rotary switch, and a 1 10-100,000-volt transformer. The
generator and rotary counnutating switch are direct-con-

nected to the motor, thus always being in synchronism.

The current from the generator is raised by the trans-

former to 50,000 volts or more and then rectified by the

twitch for use in the treaters. .Vny voltage between 3.j,-

000 and 100,000 can be obtained. Two exciter sets and
the switchboard are conveniently located in this room, i

.\ thoroughly modern power jilant is owuimI and o])er-

ated jointly by the Inspiration Consolidated Co])pcr Co.

and the International Smelting Co. The main units ;r

three (>,00ii-l<w. turbo-generators and three cross-corn poii.

l."),()()0-cu.fl. blowing engines. The steam required n

the power j)hint is obtained from llie waste-beat boilers ^ii

the reverberatory plant and from the oil-fireil boiler* a<lja

cent to tbe power house. Modern auxiliary apparatus i-

j)id\ided fur comlensing, automatiially measuring steam.

fet'd water, temperatures, jiressures, etc., and everything

has been done to obtain the highest degree of cffic'ieiicy.
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General disciD-sion of condition><

governing production of electrolytic zinc. Descrip-

tion of Anaconda process. Commercial and
technical limitations. Quality of electrolytic

spelter.

Without any doubt, the most importaut thing in the

nietalhirg)' of zinc in 1915 was the inauguration of

electrolytic zinc production direct from ore on a large

experimental, even a commercial, scale at several places,

the most importaut of these being at Anaconda, Mont.,

where the production of electrolytic spelter at the rate

of about 5 tons per day was begun. The results are

considered so favorable that the Anaconda company has

commenced the erection at Great Falls, ilont., of a plant

capable of producing 35,000 tons of electrolytic spelter

per annum.

C'lIEillSTIiY OF THE PROCESS

The chemistry of the process used at Anaconda is

described in U. S. Pat. Xo. 1,167,700, granted to

Frederick Laist and Frederick F. Frick, Jan. 11, 191G.

According to this the proper performance of the cycle

depends iipon the presence of manganese. Its function

is to serve as a carrier of oxygen for the oxidation of

ferrous to ferric iron, thus rendering possible a com-
plete separation of iron and affording a purified solution

from which zinc may be recovered by electrolysis. In

the course of this electrolysis the manganese is restored

to a state of oxidation higher than the manganous state,

and therein' becomes availaljle for re-use in the process.

The calcined ore is treated at a temperature of 50 to

65° C. with sufficient dilute sulphuric acid so that there

is 5 to 10% excess acid over that required to complete

the reactions, by which the metals in the calcined ore

are dissolved. A portion of the iron enters into solution

as a ferrous salt, in which state it is not completely re-

moved by the usual basic precipitants (lime, zinc oxide,

etc.) It is necessary, therefore, to oxidize this ferrous

iron, and in the cyclic operation of the process this is

accom])lished through the agency of the manganese, which
enters the cycle at this point in one of its higher states

uf oxidation—as for instance, in the form of manganese
dioxide. The oxidation of the ferrous sulphate takes

place according to the equation,

i FcSOi + ^inO., + 2 H.,SO, = Fe, (SOJ, + :\InSO,

+ '•2 ILO
Having accomplished the leaching and having a slight

ixcess of acid solution, sufficient milk of lime or zinc

i>xide is added to render the solution neutral or slightly

liasic. The iron and most of the other impurities except

lopper are precipitated, and the precipitated impurities

ue so coagulated that filtration is very rapid.

The solution, purified from elements harmful to elec-

troly.sis, is subjected to electrolysis iising insoluble

uKides—as lead, for example—and suitable deposition

'A paper presented at a joint meeting of the New York
Sections of the American Electrochemical Society, the Amer-
itan Chemical Society and the Society of Chemical Industry,
jn Feb. 11, 1916, but somewhat further elaborated for this
liulilication.

blanks or zinc starting sheets for cathodes. The electro-

lytic reactions are:

ZnSO^ + current = Zn + SO,
SO, = SO3 -f O

SO;, + H,0 = H,SO,
The oxygen liberated from the SO, at the anode ef-

fects the oxidation of the manganese; thus,

2 MnSO, -f 20 + 6 H.O = 2 HMnO, + 2 H,SO,
2 HMnO, + 3 MnSO, -f 2 H,0 = 5 MnO, + 3 H,80,

It is apparent from the foregoing that a regenerated
sulphuric-acid solution containing manganese in higlier

stages of oxidation than the manganous state results and
is directly available for leaching additional portions of

roasted ore, where the higher oxides of manganese are
available for oxidation of ferrous iron and are them.selves

reduced to manganous sulphate, thus making a cyclic

process in which the desirable manganese may be used
over and over again and in which the original supply or
any deficiency may be supplied to the raw zinc ore or
concentrates in the form of carbonate or sulphide ores

of manganese.

Details of the Process

In the performance of the process the ore is roasted

in Wedge furnaces at a temperature of 900° C, which,
with a fuel consumption of 5 to 6%, delivers a product
containing only about 0.3% S as sulphide. The roasted

ore is leached in a Pachuca tank with air agitation, the

lixiviant being spent solution from the electrolytic cells.

The percentage of zinc dissolved is from 85 to 95. After
addition of limestone to neutralize free acid, the pulp
is run to a battery of Minerals Separation flotation agi-

tators, where it is agitated and aerated to precipitate

ferric hydrate. The charge thence passes to a Dorr
thickener, which delivers clear overflow to solution stor-

age tank and mud to Oliver filter. The latter gives

cakes of gangue containing iron, lead, silver, etc., which
go to blast furnaces, and solution wliich is united with

that overflowing from the Dorr thickener.

From the solution tank the liquor is draw:, into a tuije

mill filled with zinc balls, which precipitate jcpper and
cadmium, flowing thence to a circular filtering tank hav-

ing a quartz bottom, and finally to a Shriver plate and
frame filter press, which completes the clarification. The
purified solution goes to a cascade of 21 electroh-tic cells,

whereof there are two series, and upon entering, is nii.xed

with one-half of the spent electrolyte from the tail cells,

which brings the cell feed up to 2^^% free ILSO,
and 5% Zn.

In flowing through the cells the temperature of the

electrolyte is kept below 70° C. by means of lead coils

conducting cooling water, which is done in small boxes

interposed between the cells. The anodes are of pure

lead, the cathodes of aluminum. Solution is electrolyzed

at a current density of 23 amp. per .<q.ft., the voltage dioi>

being 3.8 to 3.4 volts per cell, decreasing as the ;i, id

increases. Current eftiricncy is 93 to 94%. The tat!,.de

is finished within 48 hr., by which time it has attaim d a

weight of 50 lb. and is then peeled from the alunrium
sheet.
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Apart from the Anaconda work the most ambitious

plans carried on in 1915 were those of the Consolidated

Mining and Smelting Co. of Canada, which continued the

experimental work begun several years ago. In the last

official report of this company it is stated that spelter

of good grade has been produced at the rate of 1,000 lb.

per day from ore from the Sullivan mine, and that the

results were sufficiently promising to warrant the building

of a plant capable of producing 25 to 35 tons of spelter

daily. Construction of this plant is well advanced, and
it is expected to be in operation early in 1916.

Electrolj'tic zinc was also produced in 1915 on an

experimental scale by the Electro Zinc Co. at Welland,

Ont.. while some work in this line was done at Keokuk,
Iowa, and at Bully Hill, Calif., and there were one or

two other operations (one of the.se employing the

Isherwood process) that may not yet be mentioned

publicly. The work at Welland is imique in that the

dissolving of the zinc and the electrolysis of the solution

are performed in the same vat, the cathodes being inclosed

in canvas bags. All of the other work, .so far as I know,

is being done on lines similar to those at Anaconda.

Before going any further, let it be well fixed in the

mind that the conditions that have existed in the zinc

industry during the last year are not only unprecedented,

but also it is certain that they cannot be otherwise than

ephemeral. They have been due to a shortage of metal-

lurgical capacity, not of ore in the least degree, and that

shortage is being reduced with extraordinary rapidity.

In the meanwhile, however, there has naturally been a

huge metallurgical margin—even $60 per ton of ore

against a normal of about $15—in the manufacture of

loninion spelter, and with such a margin it has been

good sense not only to commit metallurgical crimes, but

also to institute new processes that would not ordinarily

be profitable. In the manufacture of high-grade spelter

the margin has been much higher, so much so that the

possibility of it would two years ago have been considered

nothing less than preposterous.

Now, the electrometalhirgy of zinc is no new thing.

The electrolytic refining of impure spelter was tried on

a large scale by Nahnsen in Upper Silesia in the '90s, the

hydrometallurgical-electrometallurgical treatment of zinc

ore was essayed disastrously l)y Ashcroft at Cockle Creek,

N. S. \V.. in a works costing about one million dollars.

I )octor Iloepfner developed a process that was put into

ii<e at Fiihrfort on the Rhine and at the works of Brunner,

Mond & Co., at Winnington, in England. At the former

it was abandoned after a short time; at the latter it has

been continued through a long series of years, making

a few hundred tons of .spelter annually, and is in use

at the present time. The electrometallurgy of zinc has

therefore a commercial history of rospectal)le antiquity.

Dll'FK'ULTIK.S i\ Tin: .VlII'

In the early days of the art, both commercial and

experimental, difficulty was experienced in obtaining dense

deposits on the cathodes, .spongy zinc being a stumbling

block, but while this matter required some study for its

mastery, it was umnift'st that the real difficulties of this

jirocess were the ;:iliiiii.' of zinc into solution rather than

ciut of it and thr laiirc amount of power required for

zinc precipitation.

With regard to the loriner point, I refer to the forma-

tion of insoluiili' IVrritr of zinc in roasting, with the

consequence of relatively low extraction of zinc. That
is experienced in the case of many, perhaps most, ores

that it is desired to treat. To illu.strate, roasted Joplin

blende may be leached with sulphuric acid so as to cause

it to give up 97 or 98% of its zinc, the residue being a

white silica sand, but nobody wants to treat Joplin ore

by a hydrometallurgical process, for the reason that it

would be less economical than ordinary smelting. On
the other hand, certain mixed ores high in iron, like those

of Leadville, Colo., may give up only about 65% of their

zinc. So low an extraction would in itself be prohibitive

in most circumstances in ordinary- times. It is possible

that the roasting might be conducted in such a way as

to steer clear between the Scylla of zinc ferrite on the

one hand and the Charybdis of undecomposed zinc

sulphide on the other hand, but that question has

not been investigated with definite results, so far as I

know. With regard to the high power required for the

electrolysis of zinc solutions with insoluble anodes, the

expense of it. when imposed upon the cost of roasting,

leaching, remelting cathodes, reworking between-products,

etc., is likely to make the cost of hydrometallurgical-

electrometallurgical zinc extraction too high to be ordi-

narily considered.

I have therefore repeatedly expressed the opinion that

metallurgical processes of this sort were unlikely to be

successful commercially, unless: (1) Exceptionally

cheap hydro-electric power, such as the $6 or $7 per

annual horsepower of Norway and Sweden, were available

;

or (2) unless use could be made of the anode reaction,

such as the liberation of chlorine by the electrolysis of

a chloride solution and the employment of it for some
chemical manufacture, as at Winnington, England ; or

(3) unless certain especially favorable conditions other-

wise existed. By the last I mean such things as high

grade of the run-of-mine ore, a kind of ore that will give

up a high percentage of zinc by lixiviatiou with sulphuric

acid, an ore high in silver and possibly lead. These

points are almost determinative. In the pyrometallurgy

of zinc the extraction of silver is, perhaps, about 65%.
In the hydrometallurgy of zinc it ought to be upward of

90%, perhaps as high as 95%. The situation with

respect to lead is somewhat similar. It is needless to

dwell u]wn the importance of this in the cases of ore

exceptionally high in silver.

KaVOKABLE COXDITIOKS .\T BuTTE

Now, in the treatment of the Butte ore at Anaconda

about all of the favorable conditions that I have enumer-

ated under the third head exist. The ore raised from the

mine is of rather high grade, it is of a character that

enables 90% of the zinc, or more, to be extracted by

sulphuric-acid lixiviatiou, and as zinc ores go, it is

exceptionally high in silver (the concentrated ore going

20 oz. silver per ton or thereabouts). Moreover, the

Anaconda company is iutrod\u-ing zinc extraction in

connection with its other great metallurgical work, thus

dividing general and administrative exi)enses, etc. It is

able to obtain moderately chea]i jiower at Great Falls,

and finally, what is not least in inii)ortaiu-e, it jwssesses

about the best metallurgical organization of any concern

in the United States and is instituting this new jjrocess

at a time when there ought to be commercial profit in

spite of any imagiimble infantile disorders. I am not

free to communicate such figures respecting the Anaconda
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results as I know, but I may say that the Auaeonda

management is thoroughly aware of the exceptional

conditions existing in the zinc industry at present, and

is nevertheless of the opinion that with its peculiarly

favorable circumstances it can continue the production

of electrolytic zinc in competition with everybody else

in normal times, or even in the hard times that may
be experienced after the termination of the war. The

promise of the development of the hydrometallurgy-

ulectrometallurgy of zinc as a commercial art on a large

scale has therefore already become a prospect. There is

to be such an art. The magnitude that it will attain and

its effect upon the zinc industry of the world remain

for the future to tell, but that it is going to have an early

and imjiortant influence is not to be doubted.

Turning attention to some of the technical features of

electrolytic zinc production, the conditions governing the

electrolysis of zinc solutions were exhaustively treated by

Dr. Victor Engelhardt in a paper read at the first general

meeting of the Gesellschaft Deutscher Metalhiitten- und

Bergleute and published in Metallurgie a few years ago.

A summary' of Doctor Engelhardt's conclusions, together

with some additional notes, was published by Prof. J. W.

Richards in "Transactions of the American Electro-

chemical Society," XXV, pp. 281-90. The ideas of

Doctor Engelhardt, who is the chief engineer of the

electrochemical division of the Siemens & Halske com-

pany, of Berlin, are exemplified in what are called the

Siemens & Halske and Ishcrwood processes. However, in

the late development of zinc electrolysis, "processes" and

patents have played but slight part. With recent experi-

menters the matter of spongy-zinc deposits appears to

have been among the least of the difficulties. Mr. Keating

.succeeded several years ago in depositing smooth, solid

zmc on his cathodes at Bully Hill, Calif., while as for

Mr. Laist, he accomplished this part of the process as a

matter of course, just as simply as if he were depositing

copper, the necessary precautions as to purity of solution,

etc., being naturally taken.

Grade of Electrolytic Zinc

With regard to the grade of electrolytic zinc, high

purity is easily obtained. This is -something that is far

more under control than in refining l)y fractional distilla-

tion. Lead ought not to go appreciably into solution at

all, while iron, copper and cadmium—the other common
impurities of spelter—are readily precipitated from the

solution. The spelter first made at Anaconda was higher

m cadmium than is permitted by the standard specifica-

tions for "high-grade." At that time zinc dust, more or

less impure, was being used as the precipitant for

cadmium. Running the clarified solution through a

tube-mill filled with zinc balls corrected this, and the

grade of the spelter was then raised to upward of 99.9%.

Brunner, Mond & Co. have been for many years guaran-

teeing their electrolytic spelter at 99.95% Zu, and there

is no reason why the Anaconda spelter should not be

made as good as that.

Is electrolytic zinc extraction going to revolutionize

the metallurgy of zinc? Unqualifiedly, no. When the

zinc industry returns to its normal status, conditions will

t)e in the main as they were before the war and the

principles that I have previously stated will continue to

obtain, with the difference that some people will have

learned the details of the art, will have gone through the

period of infantile mistakes in a time when almost any
mistake was of no great consequence. By that time some
of the concerns pos.sessing exceptionally favorable condi-

tions—Anaconda, if anybody—may be able to continue.

Others will not.

However, there are certain new industrial features that

cannot yet be clearly estimated and may have a modify-
ing effect upon this forecast. One of these relates to the

matter of high-grade zinc. Previous to the war that class

of spelter was produced in limited quantity and sold at a

premium over common spelter of about 21/20. per lb.

Inventors, promoters and others who talked about making
such zinc were discouraged from reckoning upon the

premium by the dictum that the market would not take

any more than the then supply, which was indeed arti-

ficially limited, and that it was unsafe to count on

anything but the price for common spelter. During
the war high-grade spelter has fetched 40c. per lb., and
at times the demand for it has been insatiable. This

demand has been especially in connection with the

manufacture of ammunition and may be expected to cease

with the war, but will the advertising that high-grade

spelter has had and the wider knowledge of its peculiar

properties that has been acquired give it a more extensive

use in the peaceful arts and a maintenance of the premium
for it, that will be to the advantage of the electrolytic

producer ? Or will it become a drug in the market, with

entire disappearance of price differential? These are

questions that nobody yet knows enough to answer

reasonably.

Ttik Beahixg of Flotatiox ox THE Metallurgy
OF ZlXC

Another new and vmcertain factor is the bearing of

the flotation process of ore concentration upon the metal-

lurgj' of zinc. I think that this had a good deal to do

with the institution of the Anaconda work. About all

metallurgical work is a sequence of steps of concentration

and refining, treating the bulk of the ore by a cheap but

wasteful process and delivering a concentrated product

to a more costly but less wasteful process. Now, most

experimenters in the hydrometallurgy and electrometal-

lurgy of zinc heretofore have contemplated the application

of a costly process to the run-of-mine ore. The flotation

process has enabled ore to be concentrated at relatively

small cost with but slight loss. Let it be obseijj^- 'j^

therefore, that Mr. Laist is applying his cosjlnioving single
to run-of-mine ore, but to a flotation_c<^\,

^Y\c first^ dirat
about 90% of the zinc is concenti;;.^,^,',;^,,^^^

matter.'' From
of the original weight. This^,,„,,,,|

p.,rticles have in some
feature of recent zme electrcj^^p distributed throughout the
We must let our thou'
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Another thing that may help the hydronietallurgist is

improvement in the method of roa.sting. Twenty-five

years ago he used to talk about sulphate roasting. He did

not in practice find that idea to work out as well as he

expected. 'WTiile he might be able to render 40 or 50%
of the zinc soluble in water, he found there was too

much undecompo.-^ed sulphide left behind after leaching

with sulphuric acid. So then he said he would roast

I he ore completely, leach all the zinc with sulphuric acid

and be done with it. To his surprise he found that

much of the zinc had been rendered insoluble by the

formation of zinc ferrite if iron were present in the

ore, as was almost always the case. The roasting of

ferruginous blende in such a way as to convert all of th'

zinc into sulphate and oxide, avoiding both sulphide ai. i

ferrite, which may perhaps be done by correct contr^; of

temperature, perhaps by some other control, is an interest-

ing subject for investigation. ^Ir. Laist has given some

attention to this by carefully limiting the temperature

of his roasting furnace. However, I think that perhaps

the danger of ferrite formation is not very great in the

case of his ore. Anyway, I know that it is not in

roasting some similar ore of Butte with.ut nmeh regard

to the matter of temperature.

AVhile several of the Latin-American countries <irc

passing or proposijig to pass laws putting a tax on the

activity of mining companies, Honduras has -ai.der con-

sideration a bill to tax inactivity. A bill -ibmitted re-

quires working of mining claims instead of payment of

annual rental fee ar.a is expected to release extensive

areas that have been .l.v up -'or years by the payment

')f a small annual rental.

A correspondent of the Evening Pod sends the following

translation of part of the address of Senor Lopez, Minis-

ter of Public AVorks, who transmitted a draft of the pro-

posed law tc the national Cjngress, now in session at

Tegucigalpa

:

From co'.oni.-il times until the end of the past century the

mines of Honduras were givtn on condition that the grantees

would work them continuously. The course taken by the

enterprise at San Juancito (New York & Honduras Rosario

Ivlining Co.) and the example of Mexico obliged us to enlarge

our mininp- claim's and to create zones. But we continued

vith ou' old system to help those mines and zones. The old

.-te-'^ iilled the coffers of the Spanish treasury with gold and

l^octn"'"' later gave enough for co'ning into national money
'; our commerce; for we paid with ingots of gold

U'^e at Fiihrfori, .nerchandise we imported from Europe and

Mond & Co., at W'lnx.
.,

1 1 1 fi. the best intention, were made in
It was abandoned after a

,^^^^^„^ ^^ aunmxi rental for the

been continued through a led the production by miners

a few hundred tons of speltil«- i' >"»>• '^<^ "sured that

^ ,, ^ ^. mi 1 !?
hectares (about 170,000

at tlie present time. The elect u„t to the Treasury Ue-

therefore a commercial history o.to work them, but with
this and buy the zones

DiFFlCULTIKS IN TIlKare in a way with-
of Santa Lucia and

In the early ilays of the art, botlr de Angeles and

experimental, ditficulty was experienced i'^'r°homertoday
deposits on the cathodes, spongy zinc beiuf work, such

block, but wliile this matter required somee progress of

ma.'sterk". it was nianifcst that the real difTic
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^

process were the ^.'itiiiitr of zinc into solution that is not

Dili of it and tln' Uul'I' amount of power re 'ake any
.... hey shall

Zinc precipitation. adopted

With regard to the lornier point, I refer to tlsave the

tion of iiisoliibh,' ferrite of zinc in roasting, >

IRepoff-ft off Uftsilhi C®pp©ip Coo
The report of the Utah Copper Co. for the final quarter

of 191.5 shows a production of 44,224,715 lb. of copper

—

16.004,607 lb. in October, 1.3,722,72.3 lb. in November and
14,497,385 lb. in December. Average monthly production

for the quarter was 14,741,572 lb., kud for the year,

13,017,281 lb. The gross productioi! for the year was
156,207,376 lb.

The ore milled during the quarter was 2,384,400 tons,

a daily average of 25,917 tons having an average assay

of 1.4694% copper. The average extraction was 63.11%.
Average cost of net copper produced was 6.10c. per lb.

after making allowance for smelter^ deductions and
crediting miscellaneous income, including earnings of the

Bingham & Garfield Ev.
,

Total net profit for the quarter was $6,919,203; divi-

dends paid, $2,436,735, leaving net surplus of $4,482,468.

Earnings are computed q^ a basis of 21.408c. per lb. for

topper; all unsold stocki' and copper in transit is carried

at 13. 5c. per 11). Dividend paid Dec. 31 was at rate of $6
yearly, 50c. per share more than for the previous quarter.

CsilafoiPEaaa Onl aim JgiEa^aa's^

The average daily production of 223,364 bbl. of crude

]ietroleuin in California in January was a reduction of

13,229 l)bl. from the December daily production. The
lo.ss was due to the effect of the storms of Jan. 17 to

27, which destroyed 1,870 derricks in the San Joaquin

Valley fields. January shipments were below normal,

totaling 7,035,436 bbl. The loss in shipments was due

chiefly to the interruption of railroad services caused by

the rain. During the month 35 wells were completed,

showing total initial production of 4,395 bbl. daily. Shut-

in ])roduction remains constant at IV'.OOO bbl. daily.

Total crude-oil stock at Jan. 31 was 57,035,887 bbl.

Standard Oil Co. of California advanced price of fuel

oil 5c. ])er bbl. of 42 gal. at all Pacific Coast points on

Feb. 16. This makes the price at San Francisco Bay
90c. per bbl. Prices for crude oil at the well^- in the

San Joaquin Valley and the Wiiittier-Fullerton fields

advanced 5c. per bbl. ; no change in Ventura fields.

Standard Oil Co. has advanced price of gasoline from

17c. to 18c. per gal. This is the second advance in Feb-

ruary and makes a total of 6c. The reason alleged to

have been given is that the storms curtailed the pro-

duction of crude oil in the last half of January and
liiat the price of crude at the well has been advanced.

?S

Tiic results of a geological reconnaisance for phos-

])hate ill the Salt River Range of Wyoming, by G. R.

Mansfield, of the United States Geological Survey, are

given in a brief report showing the situation and char-

acter of iieds of rock ])hosphate of medium grade on tin

west flank of that range.

Tills investigation is part of the exploratory work and

mapping which the Geological Survey is doing in the

Western phosphate field. The work has already resulted

in the discovery of beds of phosphate, some of it of high

grade, aggregating many million tons. The present re-

port is designated Bulletin 620-0 and may l)e had on

application to the Survey.
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iiiim©initl8\ilS©ini s^imdl Flocc^latLaoim'
j;v E. E. FuEEf

SiWOFSIS— llifi pi-o/jerlies of colloidal slinie.s

arc due solely to the normal hehavior of suspen-

.':ions of fine mineral particles, without reference

t(j hypothetical gelatinous substances. Flocculation

and sithstances promoting or interferinf/ with thai

minliliiiii (ire (Ollsidcvcd

.

As pointed out in the preceding paper of this series,

one of the two difficulties encountered in handling the

so-called colloidal slimes is the extraordinary slowness

with which they settle. It is not unusual to encounter

slimes a fraction of which do not settle at all, remaining

permanently as a greater or lesser turbidity in the over-

lying solution. Less striking, but of vastly greater

practical importance, is the long time required for the

subsidence of the portion that does settle, there resulting

serious delays in thickening or a necessity for discharging

incompletely thickened slimes. This matter of the

relation between colloidal character and the phenomena

of settling is the subject of the present article, but as a

preliminary we must recall the essentials of the particulate

theory of colloids as developed in the previous article,

especially the conception of colloids as consisting of

e.xtremcly fine particles distributed through a dissimilar

medium and of colloidal slimes as no more than slimes

the particles (or some of the particles) of which are

extraordinarily fine. From this standpoint it was con-

rhuled that the degree of colloid difficulty with a slime

—

what we may call its colloidality—will increase or decrease

as its particles become finer or coarser. The admitted

discrepancies between this statement and the results of

screen tests were stated as due in part to the fact that

the particles of the troublesome fraction of the slime are

smaller than tlie sizes distinguished by usual screen

analyses and in [lart to the phenomena of flocculation,

which phenomena we are now preparing to discuss. Of

I he conclusions of the previous article it may be recalled,

also, that the current hypotheses of specific, gelatinous

colloidal substances present in ores and slimes was rejected

and that we are attempting to explain the properties of

colloidal slimes as due solely to the normal behavior of

line mineral particles suspended in an aqueous medium.

FoiiMl'L.VS FOI! SlIJIE SETTLING

When a single mineral particle falls freely through water

it soon attains (if it is not larger than coarse sand or

fjravel) a constant velocity which is maintained thereafter

regardless of the distance it falls. For the mathematical

expression of this constant velocity in the case of the

free fall of a spherical particle two formulas arc in

general use. Among metallurgists it is customary to

employ the formula of Rittiuger,^

r = K < D{!i — 1)

in which V is tlie velocity,!' is the diameter of the i)articlp,

'This is tlie second of a series of articles on Colloids in Ore
Dressing. The first appeared in the "Journal" of Keb. .''), I'.lie.

The third, a continuation of the present article, will appear
in an early issue.

tChemical eneineer, 1105 Madison Ave., Baltimore, Md.
'"AufljereitunKsl<unde," p].. IGTi, 195. 270 (1SG7).

8 is its specific gravity, and K is a constant, the numerical

value of which de])ends upon the shape and surface

character of the particle. Among phy.«icists preference

is given to the more general formula of Stokes,^

m wliich V is the velocity, r is the radius of the particle.

d and d"^ are the densities of the particle and medium
respectively, (j is the acceleration of gravit}' and k is a

constant depending upon the viscosity of the solutuJnT

It is manifest that the two formulas are widely variant,

especially in the power of the radius to which the velocity

is related. It is impossible here to enter into detailed

discussion of this diU'erence'. It must sufBce to say that

for the smaller particles the Stokes fornHila not only has

a sounder derivation, but is in better accord with what

experimental data are available*. The following discu.ssion

is based upon the Stokes formula.

Considering this formula and ignoring the self-evident

effects of gravity and of the difference in densities, it is

apparent that the velocity of fall of a particle will vary

directly with the square of its radius and inversely with

the viscosity of the medium through which it falls. The
chief departures from this formula that are encountered

in experiment occur with the smaller particles, these

falling more slowly than is required by the theory. It

is probaWe that these deviations are due to several forces,

active only in the case of the finer particles and not taken

into account in the formula, of which forces the chief

appear to be molecular bombardment and electric charges

on the particles. The possible efficacy of repulsive electric

charges in modifying the rate of fall is obvious. Knowl-

edge of the ini]3ortance of molecular bombardment results

from recent studies of the rapid vibratorj' movement
always exhibited by fine suspended particles and known as

the Brownian movement, after the celebrated botanist',

Eobert Brown, who discovered it in 1828.^ During the

past decade the mathematical studies of Einstein and

von Smoluchow.ski and the experimental investigations of

Perrin, Svedberg and others have resulted in a convincing

demonstration that the Brownian movement is due to

bombardment of the particle by the rapidly moving single

molecules of the medium, this being the first direct

demonstration of the kinetic conception of matter." From

this it follows that fine suspended particles have in some

degree a tendency to become distributed throughout the

="Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc." Vdl. IX. Part 11. pp. 51-2 (1S50).
For more recent treatments see Cunningham. "Proc. Roy. Soc."
(London), Ser. A, Vol. LXXXIII. pp. 357-65 (1910) and Lamb.
"Phil. Mag.," Ser. 6, Vol. XXI. pp. 112-21 (1911).

nt appears to be a matter of velocity of fall, the Rittinsrer
formula holding above a certain critical velocity, tlie Stokes
formula below it. See Carriclv. "Proc. Chem. Met. Soc. S. A.."
Vol 11. pp. 797-8 llSflS): liichards, "Trans. A. I. M. E.." Vol.
X.X.WIII, pp. 234-5 (190S): Stadler, "Trans. I. M. M.," Vol
XXII, pp. 6S6-7D1 (1913).

'For the most important of these data see Rittinger. ".\uf-

bereitungsliunde." p. 195 (1867); Thoulet. "Ann. de .Miiio.-=.''

Mem. Ser. S, Vol. V. pp. 507-30 (1SS4); Munroe. "Trans. .\. 1.

M E." Vol. XVII. pp. t;37-59 (1SS9): Richards, ib.. Vol. -\.\1V.

pp. 410-2(i (lS!i4). and Vol. XX.XVIII. pp. 210-35 (190S); Jarvis.
ib.. Vol. XXXIX. pp. 4.-.1-521 tl90S).

'"Edinb. Phil. .loiirn.," (n, s.) Vol. V, pp. 358-71 (1S2S):
"Edinb. Journ. Sci," (n. s.) Vol. I, pp. 314-20 (1S29).

"For a review of this subject, with citations of literature,
see Wo. Ostwald. "(Irundriss der KoHoidchemie," 2ncl ed..

pp. 231-61 il9in
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medium, a tendencj' similar in kind to the diffusion

tendency of a gas or of a dissolved substance, but much
less intense. The possibility of resulting modification

of the Stokes formula is obvious.

Causes of Peemaxext Suspexsion

Furthermore, it nrast not be forgotten that in actual

experiment we seldom deal with a medium entirely free

from convection currents and even less often with particles

that are perfect spheres. Any such disturbances in the

medium or irregularities in shape of the particle will

operate to retard settling, and it is obvious that the rates

of fall actually found may be importantly below those

expected on the basis of the formula. With the exception

of molecular bombardment none of these disturbing

factors has been reduced to precise formulation, and

even in this one case the mathematical treatment requires

assumptions of such rigor as to be nearly, if

not quite, unattainable in practice. However,

all of these disturbing factors lead to decreases

rather than increases in the rate of settling

called for by the formula, and it is possible to

regard the formula as an expression of the

limiting maximum velocity that a given parti-

cle can attain in a given medium. The actual

velocity will be always smaller than the the-

oretical. This is confirmed by the resxilts of

experiments with suspensions. From the pres-

ence in the formula of the square of the

radius of the particle it follows that the

velocity of fall decreases rapidly with decrease

in particle size. In this and in the fact that

all deviations are toward lesser rather than

greater rates lies the cause of the extremely

slow rates of subsidence exhibited by fine

clays, .slimes and the like. Indeed, when we
deal with ordinary mineral particles in an

aqueous medium and under the usual conditions

of experiment or of metallurgical practice, sin-

gle particles entirely cease to subside, although large

enough to be microscopically visible and considerably

larger than the diameter established by the Zsigmondy

table as the upper size limit of truly colloidal particles.''

This means that suspensions that are not fine-grained

enough to be colloids at all, in the strict technical sense

of the word, are capable of permanent suspension and

that much of the material of many slimes would not settle

at all were it controlled only by the factors mentioned.

.\ large fraction of the slime material treated in the

United States comes under this category, and on the basis

of the Stokes formula and the descriljcd deviations it

would be expected never to settle at all. The fact that

slimes do settle and that the situation is not so bad as

would be inferred from the theory outlined brings us to

the matter of flocculatioii

.

Floccul-vtion and Deflocculation

Flocciilation is the technical term for the gathering

of suspended particles into aggregates. Its nature is

illustrated by Fig. ]—a suspension of lampblack before

and after floccubuion l)y the addition of sulphuric acid.

Ill the flocculatcil .-.i^ii.nsion the fine particles of lamp-

Mack have gathered into great flocks easily visible to the

eye (the figure is natural size). Passing over for the

present the ways in which this flocculation can be

produced or destroyed, let us examine the effect it will

have on the rate of settling. It is apparent that an
aggregate of many particles will behave to some degree

like a single larger particle, although one of very irregular

surface. It follows that flocculation changes the suspen-

sion from one of a multitude of tiny particles to one that

behaves as though it were composed of a relatively small

number of larger particles. The average effective radius

of particle is increased, and the Stokes formula indicates

the increase that may be expected in the rate of settling,

it being remembered that this increase will correspond to

the squares of the respective radii. Experiment is fully

confirmatory. The flocculated suspension of Fig. 1 had
entirely subsided in two minutes, whereas the unfloccu-

lated suspension was permanent and did not subside at

the preceding; article, "Eng. and

'IG. 1. SUSPENSION OF LAMPBLACK BEFORE .-^ND
AFTER FLOCCULATION

all. It is useless to multiply examples of this fact.

Practice confirms theory in the conclusion that the rate

of settling may be largely increased, even multiplied by

hundreds or thousands, by the flocculation of the suspended

particles. Herein lies the explanation of much of the

anomalous behavior of. colloidal slimes. Slimes settle

faster or more slowly not only in response to the act'i:i

size of the ultimate mineral particles, but also in respon-

to the more or less complete flocculation of these ultima;

particles into larger or smaller aggregates. These floccul

are not permanent enough to persist through screen testin-

even if it could be carried to their dimensions, and the

reason for the failure of such tests to agree with

the degree of colloidality encountered in jiractice is

clear.

It should be noted that flocculation and its opposite

deflocculation, are purely relative terms like, for instaiue

"high" and "low" or "smoothness" and "roughness.''

A suspension is more or less flocculated merely with

reference to some other .suspension. For this reason it is

preferable to use the concept of "degree of flocculation"

rather than to refer to suspensions as "flocculated" or

"deflocculated." Precision in the determination of this

degree of flocculation is not yet possible. There is no

known method for the accurate measurement of floccules

or the counting of their constituent particles, and even
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if there were, it is probable that the individual floccules

of a single suspension would vary widely and irregularly

among themselves. For the present the whole matter

must remain purely relative and the only measures of

the degree of flocculation must be comparative and

indirect.

Usually one thinks of flocculation as an active process,

as something done to the suspension, and it is natural

to conceive the normal condition as a condition of no

flocculation at all. Thus, knowing that clay suspensions

are flocculated by dissolved sodium chloride, one thinks

of a clay suspended in pure water as possessing a zero

degree of flocculation and e.xisting as single particles with

no- aggregation whatever. This does not appear to be the

case. Dr. F. K. Cameron and the writer, working with

kaolin suspensions, found that there is a considerable

degree of flocculation even in suspensions in the purest

obtainable water and that by adding various substances

(the so-called "deflocculators") it is possible to prepare

suspensions having lower degrees of flocculation. It is

not entirely certain that this residual flocculation is really

characteristic of absolutely pure kaolin in absolutely pure

water. Flocculation reactions are extremely sensitive, and
the difficulty of obtaining perfect purity of materials is

very great. It is possible that the flocculation observed

with supposedly pure materials was really due to unde-

tected traces of flocculating impurities. However, this

theoretical possibility has little practical importance.

Normal mineral powders, including all ordinary slimes,

display a considerable degree of flocculation when sus-

pended in pure water. This is why normal slimes are

always more or less flocculated even when no flocculating

agent has been added or is known to be present. Indeed,

it is probable that much of the trouble with colloidal

slimes is due to the accidental presence of substances

acting as deflocculators and which tend to destroy the

flocculation that would normally occur.

Changes of Flocculation

The degree of flocculation is extremely sensitive to

surrounding conditions; so sensitive, indeed, that changes

of flocculation in the true colloidal solutions are among
the most delicate of analytical reactions. These changes

and similar ones in the coarser suspensions may be caused

by many kinds of influences. Temperature, light, the

radiations from radium, electrostatic charges and many
other variations in energy relations all appear to have

perceptible effects. However, these effects of direct energy

changes are far less important practically than the efllects

of added substances, and it is these latter alone that

require consideration here. A large amount of observation

and incidental experiment going back for many centuries

has sufficed to establish three general classes of sub-

stances which effect the degree of flocculation or, as it

is generally conceived, the rate of settling of suspensions.

First are the neutral inorganic salts and the inorganic

acids, all of which increase the degree of flocculation and

promote settling. Second are the alkalis which (in

certain concentration) have the reverse effect, decrease

the degree of flocculation, hinder settling and are known
as "deflocculators." Third are the organic colloids of

the liquid-particle type (emulsoids) such as gelatin,

albumin and the like. The effect of these is somewhat

complex, but in general they also decrease the degree of

flocculation, or at least prevent its increase. Passing over

for the moment any discussion of the causes of these
effects, let us examine briefly the details of the phenomena.

This can be done most easily by the consideration of
actual cases. First is a series of measurements of the
flocculating effect of sodium chloride upon kaolin suspen-
sions recently made by Herbert F. McCall under my
direction." The data are shown graphically in Fig. 2,

the degree of flocculation being expressed upon the vertical

axis, the concentration of sodium chloride upon the hori-

zontal. For convenience the scale of the horizontal axis is

cubed. Of course the degree of flocculation cannot be set

down in any absolute or standard units. The curve ex-

presses no more than the relative degree of flocculation of

suspensions in solutions of different concentration and
has, so far as its vertical dimension is concerned, only a

roughly quantitative value. From this curve it is apparent
that in extremely dilute solutions there is no perceptible

effect on the degree of flocculation. At a concentration

of about 0.0005 gram per liter an increased flocculation

0.0005^ 0.005 0.05 0.10 0Z5 1.00 3.00 5.00 8.00

Concen+ra+Ion (Grams per Li+er)

FIG. 2. FLOCCULATION OF KAOLIN SUSPENSIONS BY
SODIUM CHLORIDE

begins to be perceptible, and this increases rather rapidly

at first and then more slowly to a maximum at about

0.5 gram per liter, beyond which increases of cencentration

produce no further jJerceptible effect on the degree of

flocculation. The experiments were extended to satura-

tion (250 grams per liter), but the corresponding portion

of the curve is not shown in the figure.

This behavior is characteristic of nearly all soluble salts

and acids acting on most suspended substances. The

initial concentration at which an effect begins to be

apparent is known as the threshold concentration and

*The essential facts of flocculation rest upon the work of
numerous experimenters, going back to Scheerer. "Posg.
Ann." Ser. 2, Vol. LXXXII. i)p. 419-29 (1S51) and probably
earlier. For details see the papors cited in the appended
bibliography and also: Skey. "Chem. News," Vol. XVII. p. IfiO

(1S6S); Schloesing, "Comptes Kendus." Vol. XX. pp. 134r>-S
(1870); Waldie. "Journ. Asiatic .Soc. Bengal." Vol. XLII. Tart
II, pp. 210-26 (1873); Durham. "Chem. News," Vol. XXX, p. .^7

(1S74), "Proc. Edinb. Phvs. Soc," Vol. IV. pp. 4«-50 (1S7S).
"Proc. Rov. Soc. Edinb.," Vol. IX, pp. 537-41 (1S78); Ramsay,
"Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc," Vol. XXXU, pp. 129-33 (1876);
Maver, "Forsch. Gebeit Agricultur-Physik," Vol. II. pp. 251-73
(1879); Schulze, "Pogg. .Ann.," Ser. 2. Vol. CXXIX, pp. 366-83
(1866); Brewer, "Mem. Nat. Acad. Sci." (Wash.). Vol. II, pj).

163-75 (1884), "Amer. Jour. Sci.," Ser. 3, Vol. NXIX, pp. !-.'•

(1885); Bodliinder, "Neues Jahrb. Min.," 1S93. Part II. pp.
147-68; Richards. "Ore Dressing." Vol. II, p. 114S (1903): Hall
and Morison, "Jour. Agrie. Sci.." Vol. II, pp. 244-56 (1907):
Hermann, "Zeits. Anorg. Chem,," Vol. LIII, pp. 413-lS ilSOi);
Whitnev and Straw. "Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc," Vol. X.XIX. pp.
325-9 (1907)- Ehreiiberg, "Kolloid Zeits.." Vol. Ill, pp. 1116-206

(1908); Ashley, United States Geological Survey, "Hull." 3SS
(1909); "Min, and .^ci. Press," Vol. XCVIII, pp. S31-: (1909),
United States Bureau of Standards, Tech. Pap. XXIU (1911);
Puchner, "Landw. Vers. Stat.." Vol. XX. pp. 249-67 (1909);
Rohland. "Kolloid Zeits.," Vol. XI, pp. 193-5 (1913).
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^arie? considerably in suspensions of different materials

and with different salts or acids. It is worth noting that,

contran- to the current conception of the matter, this

threshold concentration is not a sharp point at which

the llocculation begins suddenly—like, for instance, the

beginning of boiling at a definite temperature—but is

rather a range of concentrations inside which the floccu-

lating effect begins and rises more or less gradually to

its ma-\imum.

Flocculatixg and Deflocculatixc; Agexts

The different acids and salts vary greatly in flocculating

power, but these variations have not been investigated

with any considerable precision. Among t^-pical colloids

such as colloidal metals there are many cases in which

the flocculating action of added salts appears to increase

rapidly with rise in the valence of the flocculating ion.

The salts of univalent elements are 4east active, those of

bivalent elements somewhat more active, those of the

trivalent elements still more active, and so on. However,

there are many exceptions, and general application of

tlie rule is not possible. Doubtless fiirther investigation

5 W 50 100 300 500

Concen+ra+ion (Grams per Li+er^

FIG. 3. EFFECT OF POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE OX FLOCCt;-
LATIOX OF KAOLIX SUSPEXSIOXS

will supply principles for the prediction of the flocculating

powers of various salt.-;, but at prei^ent these powers nmst
be regarded as individual and specific. In the most
tentative way one can say that the neutral .«alts of the

alkali and alkaline-earth metals increase in flocculating

power in the following order: Sodium, potassium,

ammonium, magnesium, calcium and barium; the three

latter being considerably more active than the three

former. Also it appears probable that, among these salts,

sulphates are usually more active than chlorides and less

active than nitrates. These statements—they can scarcely

be called conclusions—appear to a])ply fairly well to the

flocculating effects of the salts mentionecl on quartz,

kaolin and other similar suspensions as well as on the

colloidal solutions of metals. However, the manner in

wliich different suspended substances respond to the same
flocculating a^'^nt has received almost no quantitative

investigation.

In 8olution> tin. alkalies the relations are m'>re

coinple.x. Fig. '.'j -ivcs the effect of potassium hydro.\idc

on the degree of flon \dation of kaolin suspensions as

determined by F. K. Cameron and me.* It is apparent.

as already noted, that the degree of flocculation in pure
water is not zero, but is importantly greater than in some
of the alkaline solutions. There is again the plienomenon
of the threshold concentration, but when the threshold

is passed, the effect is a decrease rather than an increase

in the degree of flocculation and there is a zone of

deflocculation reaching to a concentration of nearly 1

gram per liter. As concentration increases beyond this,

there is an increased flocculation, surpassing at about 4

gi'ams per liter the degree of flocculation attained in pure

water and rising thenceforth to a maximum of flocculation

at about 30 grams per liter. In greater concentrations

there is a decrease which, however, may be in part nierelv

apparent and due to increasing viscosity and density of

the solutions. The characteristic deflocculating effect of

alkali appears, therefore, as an effect over a certain con-

centration range only. At higher concentrations there

]s a flocculating effect not unlike that of the acids and

neutral salts.

The Cottonwood-American Fork mining region, Utah,

has produced over $20,000,000 worth of metals—silver

and lead and smaller quantities of gold and copper. The
region includes the Big Cottonwood, Little Cottonwood,

American Fork and Alpine mining districts, in the cen-

tral part of the Wasatch Mountains, just southwest of

the Park City district.

Alta, the principal town, is about 20 mi. southeast of

!>alt Lake Cit^". The region extends from the crest of

the Wasatch Range to the edge of Salt Lake valley. The
west base of the range stands about 5,000 ft. above .<ea

level, and the highest summits reach altitudes of 11,500

ft. Heavy snowfall greatly interferes with winter oper-

ations, and since the timber was removed snowslides have

been a menace to life and property.

Bulletin C20-I, by B. S. Butler, G. F. Loughlin and

V. C. Heikes, just published by the United States Geo-

logical Survey, describes the geology and ore deposits of

the region and gives a history of early mining and pro-

duction in the region.

'Cameron anil Free, "S. ience" in. g.). Vol. XXXII. p. 4S2
(I'-ilii); Fiei-, "Jour. Kran Inst.." \ ol. CLXIX, pp. 430-4 (1910).

President Wilson signed the bill on Feb. 15, for a

reorganization of the working force in the Patent Office,

ly means of which Patent Commissioner Thomas Ewing
cxjiects to greatly increase the efficiency of his staff by

iMicouraging competent examiners to remain longer in the

Government service. It has been a matter of cominoii

knowledge that for years the Patent Olhce has been a

sort of Government training school for patent lawyers,

who go into private practice or private employment at

about the time their training has made Ihein valuable.

Under the old organization of the office there have been

110 fourth assistant examiners, 88 third assistants, 73

.second assistants and C3 first assistants. Under the new

l»lan there will be 86 examiners in each grade, thus pro-

viding for promotions at a faster rate. The effect of the

rciirganization of the ofliie under the new law will be to

increase the average salary of assistant examiners from \^
*1.8S0 to $1,950 per annum.
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iSl'NOPSIS—The difjicultji of distinyidshitui be-

tween slate and dike has led to a search for chemi-

cal means for so doing, through comparison of

analijsps. It has been shown that such a method
is practicable and of great assistance in studying

and mapping the features of the Marquette Range.

Ill tilt' hard-ore mines of the .Marquette Ilaiii;e seams of

slate and dike are common hoth in the iron formation and

in the ore. In preparing geological maps it is necessary

to differentiate between the slate and dike, not only so

as to be able to record something definite on the map, but

also to assist in connecting on the map seams encountered

in drill holes and underground workings. The hard ore of

the ilarquette Range lies in the Negaunee iron formation

of jasper, just under the unconformable Ishpeming

formation of slate quartzite and conglomerate, also occur-

ring in the conglomerate at the base of the Ishpeming
formation. The geology of the hard-ore mines is compli-

cated by folds, faults and the seams of slate and dike

already mentioned, and it has been found that geological

maps are of great assistance in finding ore and developing

it at the least expense.

The Seams Vary in Thickness

The seams of dike and slate about which the difficulty

arises vary from a few inches to 50 ft. or more in thick-

ness and are so completely metamorphosed by pressure

and shearing that in the hand specimen they sometimes

cannot be told apart. The dikes are offshoots of a great

diorite mass that underlies the hard-ore horizon and
forms the main foot wall of the Cliffs Shaft mine, to

which this article has particular reference. The seams of

slate are probably all clastic dikes dropping down from
the uncoiii'ormal)le slate of the Ishpeming formation,

wliich constitutes the hanging wall of the orebodies. It

is certain that some of the seams are clastic dikes, since

they cut across the banding of the jasper and since

banding in the seams is approximately at right angles to

the bounding walls of the fissure. In the case of most
of the seams it cannot definitely be determined whether
they are clastic dikes or bands of slate conformable with

the jasper, but since we know that there are some clastic

dikes, it seems probable that all are of this nature. The
situation is further complicated by many fault zones that

include seams of both dike and slate sheared together so

as to make the determination of material impossible.

Not only is it often impossible to differentiate between

the slate and dike in hand specimens, but it is often

impossible to do so in thin sections. Both materials are

so completely sheared and altered that they are merely a

mass of sericite, and a thin section shows nothing of the

original structure. Several years ago W. L. Scaniaii, who
was at the time assisting in the geological work at the

Cliffs Shaft mine, suggested that we might difi'erontiate

l)etween the slate and dike by analysis. This suggestion

was followed up, and analyses of (! known slates and 8

known dikes were made for alumina, silica, lime, iron,

"Chief geolog-ist. Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co.. Ishpeming-. Mioh.

ferrous iron, loss by ignition and in.«oluble re.sidue. Wi-

realized that the determination might better be made \i\

analysis of the alkalies, but an ordinary mining laboratory

is not fitted to make .such determinations, and further-

more, they are expensive. The results of analyses for

alumina, silica and lime did not help us, as slates and
dikes both analyzed about the same. The analyses for

iron, ferrous iron, loss by ignition and insoluble residue,

however, showed a considerable difference, and starting

from these analyses, a table of limits was built up which
])ermits us to tell definitely whether a given sample is

slate or dike.

TABLE 1. LIMITING VALUES OF VARIOUS AN.ALYSES .\ND
FACTORS

Loss by ignition

.

Insoluble residue
Total iron
Ferrous iron . . . .

Ferrous iron

bv Hand
Specimens

5,37-15 53
40,48-60.40
5.20-17.90
4 50-15.30

6 Sure Slates
Determined
by Hand
SjDecimens

2 44- 4 15
75.84-92.00
3.20- 8.40
0.30- 2.50

3.65-15.55
28.35-71.80
3.60-27.60
2.30-23.60

39 Slate-s

Determined
bv

Anao'sis

1.78- 4 30
20.90-92 00
2.30-45 10

30-13 30

741- SS9 0.077- 707 426- 937 0.015- 776

-H iron oxides . 55 0.5-74 S7 84 63-96 40 55 0.5-83 29 83.40-96 40

In Table 1 it will be noticed that in the 14 sure slates

and dikes first analyzed there was no overlap of any of

the limits except in the case of total iron, which by itself

is of no value as a determinative factor.

Result of Analyzing Large Number of Slates

AND Dikes

In analyzing large numbers of slates and dikes after-

ward, which could not be determined in the hand speci-

men, it became evident that the limits must be extended

in most ca.ses. This was done with care, one or more
factors fixing the character of the rock by falling within

the old limits and permitting the extension of the limits

of other factors. When this was done, it was found that

all the factors overlapped to a certain extent except

insoluble residue plus iron oxides.

TABLE 2. DETERMINATIVE VALUE OF DIFFERENT AN.U.YSES
AND FACTORS

39 Slates 41 Dikes • SO .\ltogether
nberof Number of Number of Number of Numberof Number of

Analysis

Loss by ig-

nition... .

Insoluble
residue...

Total iron.

.

Ferrous iron
Ferrous iron

Total iron
Insoluble

residue +

Samples
Within
Slate

Limits and
Outside
Dike

Liniits

32

Sample
Within
Both
Slate
and
Dike
Limits

Sample!
Within
Pike

Limits and
Outside
Slate
Limits

36

Samples
Within
Both
Dike
and

Slate
Limits

Samples
Within
Limit
of
One

Material
Only

of Both
SLatc
and
Dike

From Table 2 it is evident that insoluble residue plus

iron oxides is the best determinative factor, although the

analyses of insoluble residue, total iron or ferrous iron

taken by themselves mean very little. Loss by ignition aiul

the ratio of ferrous iron to total iron are often definitely

determinative and make a good chck on in.soluble residue

plus iron oxides. If any one of these three factors

indicates a ditt'orciit material from the other two. the

samiile is considcici! indeterminate, but this only happened

in three sani]>lc> out of 83 analyzed.
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Table 3 shows that all three factors of most samples fall

definitely within either slate or dike limits. The three

Fe"
factors used are: Loss bv ignition, ^p^— and insoluble

Fe
residue plus iron oxides.

TABLE 3. DEFINITE SLATE AND DIKE LIMITS

Number cf
Samples

Total slates.39 100

5 12.2
15 36 6
21 51.2

Total dikes 41 100

Number of
Factors in

Each Sample
Within Slate
Limits and
Outside of
Dike Limits

Number of
Factors in
Each Sample
Within Both
Slate and

Dike Limits

1

Number of
Factors in

Each Sample
Within Dike
Limits and
Outside of

Slate Limits

In other words, out of 83 samples, 45, or 54.2%, were
definitely determined by all three factors; 26, or 31.3%,
were definitely determined by two factors, the other factor

being indeterminate; 9, or 10.9%, were definitely deter-

mined by only one factor, the other two factors being

indeterminate; and only 3 samples, or 3.6%, were doubtful

because of conflicting factors.

In brief, the dikes are characterized by high loss through
ignition, high ratio of ferrous iron to total iron and low
insoluble residue plus iron oxides. The slates are charac-

terized by low loss by ignition, low ratio of ferrous iron

to total iron and high insoluble residue plus iron oxides.

The insoluble residue alone does not mean much, although
the dikes never seem to get above 71.80%, while the slates

run up to 92%. The difficult}' is, however, that when
there is much iron present in the slates, it forms such a

large percentage of the whole that the insoluble residue is

reduced to a verv- small quantity. It is therefore necessary-

to add the percentage of iron oxides in order to get a figure

that can be compared with the analyses of dike. Having
the total iron and ferrous iron determined, it is com-
paratively simple to find the amount of ferric iron by

subtraction and the percentages of ferrous oxide and ferric

oxide by multiplication of the iron percentages by 1.285

and 1.429 respectively. Considering that the iron oxides

replace the soluble parts of the rock, as well as, or perhaps
even more than, the insoluble parts, and aLso that the iron

oxides are of greater specific gravity than tiie parts they

replace, it might seem, theoretically, that insoluble plus

iron would give better results for comparison than insol-

uble plus iron oxides. This does not seem to work out,

liowever, as in the case of slates heavily charged with iron

tbe insoluble residue plus iron falls within the dike limits,

whereas with insoluble residue plus oxides there is no
overlap.

Insoluble residue is determined by digesting with hydro-

chloric acid and evaporating to dryness twice, then

adding more hydrochloric acid, filtering, washing and
weighing the insoluljle residue. It consists mainly of

silica, with some aluminum silicate. The loss by ignition

must c-onsist mainly of water, organic matter and carbon

dioxide, and I presume that it is largely the carbon

dioxide which mak. - this factor higher in the dikes than

in the slates. Ven,- otton the cHkes are so calcareous as

to effervesce with dilm. acid.

This may be characterized as a rule-of-thumb method,
but I think the tables show that it will differentiate

between the .slates and dikes in this particular case. Each
mine or localitv must be taken as a unit and new tables

TABLE 4. COStPLETE RESULTS OF S3 AN.ALYSES
Eight Sure Dikes, Determined by Hand-Specimens

15.55
5 40
6.85
5.68
13.88
5.37
9.31

8.78
6.23
4.41
5.13
5.11
5.85
4.10
5.82
4.40
5.97
5.05
6 53
5.94
14.17
10.10
4.61
15.38
5.68
5 84
9.70
9.42
6 33
3 95
6.95
3.69
5. S3
5.50

3.35
2 44
3 29
3 07
4 15
3 20

2.31
4.30
2.83
2.60
3.07
3.33
2.40
2.80
2.90
2.91
2 52
1.78
2.37
3.85
3.45
2.95
2.82
3.58
4.02
3 07
4.09
2.68
3.67
3.00
2.43
1 98
3 05
4 20
1 90
2 72
3 29

4.38
4 78
6 87

Insoluble

53.46
51 60
60 40
40 4S
50 SO
42 36
51 76
51

9.0
5 20
11.00
17 90
15.20
9.60
16.40
8.60

7 70
4 50
8 70

Fe"

855
0.865
790
855
889

33 Dikes, Determined by Analysis

> 3.60 2.30 0.639
I 25.70 23.60 919
I 8.90 5.80 652
I 15.70 13.60 0.866
I 12.80 9.80 766
I 9 80 8.10 0.827
I 21 40 11 80 0.552
I 16 60 14.40 0.868
I 13 50 9.90 733
I 19 20 15 00 782

20 60 16.70 0.811
I 15 90 9.60 603
i 18 00 8.40 467
I 7 30 5 00 6S5

12.20 5.20 426
. 22.60 19.40 859

513
,815
.903
573
50S
.822
563
937
578
.891
.830

20.60

11.50
13.00
10.20
5.90

"4'90

19 30
7.40
18.00
17.00
15.80
6.60
11.10
13.50
5.70
13.60

Six Sure Slates, Determined by Hand-Specimens

75 84
80.21
87 44
88 20
75 84
92 00

8.20
8.40
3.40
3.90
6 40
3.20

2.50
1.70
2.40
0.30

0.305
0.203
0.707

077
391
375

33 Slates. Determined by Analysis

19 40

65 67 13.60

4.60
0.30
0.40
4 10
3.40
0.40
5 20
4.50
1.50
4.50
0.70
1.00
5.00
5.70
4.60
1.20
0.60
2 30
1.90
1.00
6.40
6 00
6 50
3 30
1 50
6.20
7.90
3 00
1 00
3.30
10.30
13.30
6 50

.397
300
.306
776

0.487
426
129
231
119

0.086
0.435

674
3S0
699
287

0.263
521
334
154
0*1
440

0.333
295

0.477

Three Doubtful Samples Out of a Total of 83

63 55 13 90 3 80 0.287
74 55 7 10 4 30 006
47 77 26 00 I 50 058

Insoluble
+ Iron
Oxides

65.22
61.38
74.87
63.86
70.58
55.05

74.57
64.83
81.29
70.08
76.38
76.83
83.29
71.24
77.28
66.68
73.97
69.14
74.28
61.97
72.02
74.65
61.59
70.70
68.64
69.60
70.33
64.53
81.18
60.93
83.28
66.86
68.81
67.34
83.28
81.39
69 85
71.25
82.78

87.20
91.98
91.95
93.74
84.63
96 40

88.29
95.64
94.79
85.19
91.38
94.73
88. 8&
90.98
92.19
87.49
93.11
92.09
91.95
88.81
92.17
91.63
90.88
90.75
90.14
91.05
85.45
89.96
85.15
93.35
91.19
89.52
93.15
93.78
91.18
89 27
91.63
83.40
84 23

82.86
84 08
84 70

of limits prepared by analyzing known samples. When
it is essential that tiie determination be made and when
the microsco])ic examination of tiiin .sections fails, I believe

that this method is worth consideration. Complete results

of the 83 analyses mentioned in this article are given in

Tal)le 4.
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The 112th meeting of the Ameneaii Institute of Mining

Engineers, held in New York from Feb. 14 to Feb. 17,

was one of the most successful in the history of the

Institute. The attendance of members was the largest,

as was also the number of ladies present, and the enter-

tainment provided both for members and their wives

proved most acceptable. The entertainment committee,

headed by Thomas T. Read, owing to the illness of Mr.

Addicks, was ably assisted by Mrs. L. D. Huntoon's com-

mittee, which took charge of the entertainment of the

visiting ladies. The luncheons served daily at the Engi-

neering Societies' Building were more largely attended

than ever before, these occasions being enlivened by the

greater number of ladies present this year. The lunch-

eons were further enlivened by Tlie Daily Fume, an-

nounced in true '•Wuxtry" style by Secretary Stoughton's

$1 newsboy ; it covered in a lighter vein the "important"

features of the Institute meeting and revealed some

remarkable information about the youth of some of the

Institute's officers.

The technical sessions were begun on Monday morning,

Feb. 14, with the petroleum and gas division, and the

afternoon was devoted to simultaneous meetings in dif-

ferent halls by the divisions of geology and coal and

coke. Two to three technical sessions covering various

phases of mining and metallurgical practice were held

each day except on Thursday, when the entire day was

given up to excursions.

College reunions were held on Monday evening at

various clubs in town, the Columbia School of Klines hav-

ing the largest meeting of this character. Following the

college dinners, many of the members attended the first

of the series of military lectures arranged for engineers

by the Joint committee of the national engineering soci-

eties. So much interest was taken in the matter of pre-

paredness for engineers that this meeting and an

'•overflow" lecture by another army engineer were not

able to accommodate all who desired to learn what the

engineer would be expected to do in the event of war.

At the annual business meeting on Tuesday morning,

the election of officers for the ensuing year resulted in

the selection of Dr. L. D. Ricketts as president : Sidney

J. Jennings, first vice-president ; Karl Eilers and James
^IcNaughton, vice-presidents for three years; Joseph W.
Richards, vice-president for one year; George C. Stone,

treasurer: Bradley Stoughton, secretary; directors for

three years, George D. Barron, Charles W. Goodale, Edwin
Ludlow, Charles F. Rand and Thomas B. Stearns. The
amendment to raise the annual dues of members to $12

was reported carried. The autumn meeting will be held

in Arizona in the latter part of September, and a week
will probably be spent in visiting the various mining
districts.

On Tuesday evening, the smoker was held at the

Aldine Club and proved fully as entertaining as ex-

pected, the principal feature being the flotation travesty,

a portion of which was reproduced in a preceding

issue of the Journal. The dinner at the Hotel Astor

on Wednesday evening was attended by 358, the

largest number ever present at this function; about one-

third of the diners were ladies, this year, the attendance

evidently being stimulated by the announcement that

dancing would follow the banquet. On Thursday there

were no technical sessions, the day beine; given over to a

••Preparedness" excursion including a visit to the Brook-

lyn navy yard and an e.xamination of the New York harl)or

defenses; the U. S. S. •'Dolphin'" was loaned for this pur-

pose, and the directors of all the national engineering

societies joined in the inspection.

The success of the Institute meeting was to a large

extent the result of the careful planning of the committee

on arrangements, headed by David H. Browne. It is

worthy of note that these results were all accomplished

within the budgets requested by the subcommittees. The
finance committee has funds to return to the underwriters,

and stranger still, the committee on arrangements re-

ceived this year letters of congratulation and appreciation

of the work done. Visiting members were especially

appreciative of the entertainment provided for their

wives during the technical sessions by the ladies com-

mittee and will probably feel no hesitancy about '•'bring-

ing the family" to future meetings in New York.

;«

tllke A, I. M. E.*

The Institute is at present in sound condition pro-

fessionally and financially. During the last year o.'u

new members were elected, the total membership at the

I^resent time being o,2"31. The treasurer's report shows

that the Institute's expenses are met by its income. Your
directors have thought wise to issue to the members a

referendum asking for a vote upon the suggestion that

the annual dues lie raised from $10 to $12. This mod-
erate increase is proposed not because the Institute needs

it at present, but to insure a continuation and increase in

its activities and usefulness and to provide a reserve fund
for future emergencies. In well-conducted organizations

such as clubs, it is a wise and safe course to so adjust

the dues of members that the total receipts from this

source will about equal the annual expenditure, the initia-

tion fees being used for reserve purposes. Our dues

alone do not at present meet the expenses. This, I think.

is the whole situation so far as this question is concerned.

Exj)enses might be reduced in some measure, but they

cannot be materially diminished without affecting the

integrity and usefulness of your Institute.

Nothing of consequence in our internal affairs has

occurred during the past year, except, perhaps, the estab-

lishment of an Arizona section and the prospect now
assured of a Nevada section.

Relatiox of Ixstitute to Other Societies

There has been during recent months a marked change

in the relations of the Institute to its fellow societies and

to the Government of the United States. That change is

one of cooperation. The Secretary of the Naxy has

appointed two^ of your members to the Naval Consulting

Board to cooperate with members of 10 other scientific

organizations. This board is now organized, and through

its work your Institute is brought in close touch with the

activities of the other societies and with the United

States Navy. The President of the United States has

requested us to recommend to the Government one of

our representatives in each state in the Union to act in

•Address of the president, W. L. Saunders. American In-
stitute of Minini; Hngineers, annual meeting. Now York.
Tuesday, Feb. i:.. \'.>\i\.

iSeven members of the N.-ival Consulting Board are mem-
bers of the Instituto. but, excoiil these two. were apiKunted as
representatives of other national engineering societies.—Editor.
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collaljoration with a member in each state from the

American Society of Civil Engineers, the American
Society of ilechanical Engineers, the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers and the American Chemical

Society, thus organizing a directorate of engineers for

each state, who will conduct, through the members of

each of the five societies referred to, living in each state,

a campaign of industrial preparedness.

No more important step, it seems to me, has been made
in the history of your Institute than this. The work
which these 48 boards are expected to do will be directed

by a committee of the Naval Consulting Board, and the

far-reaching effect and usefulness of this work can hardly

be overestimated. We hear a great deal about prepared-

ness. ]Many plans have been suggested for increases in

the army and navy of the United States, and much dif-

ference of opinion exists on the subject. As far as I

have observed there is no difference of opinion on the

question of industrial jjreparedness, which means a co-

ordination and cooperation with the Government of our

mines, mills, works and factories, so that in the event of

trouble they may be in a position to respond promptly,

energetically and with full force to the needs of the

nation. Even as a peace measure such an organization

is desirable. This country is the largest nation in the

world industrially, V'et our industries are working more

or less at cross purposes, are not in touch with each

other or with the Government. Such contact as has

existed in the past between business and Government is

a special, not a general, contact. Certain industries have

had the ear of the Government, while others have not.

Xor is the Government at present in a position to feel

the pulse of the great industrial strength of the United

States in jieace or war. In this and in many ways a

general contact will not only be beneficial to the Govern-

ment, but it should prove of wholesome advantage to our

American industries.

The Engineer's Duty in Preparedness

The engineer has been tailed upon to take this im-

portant step. Who is better fitted to do it and to do it

well? :Mind you it is not the mining engineer alone,

but the civil, the mechanical, the electrical and the chem-

ical engineer, cooperating as a unit. We have heard a

great deal about the desirability of cooperation among

engineers, but so far it has been mainly academic. Here

we have a practical fulfillment of our desires and an

opportunity the importance of which can scarcely be

measured. It is no less important to the engineer and

to the wliolc profession he represents than it is to the

industrial strength and pro.sperity of the nation. The

engineer is essentially a man of action, an executive, an

administrator, and not a mere scientific worker operating

behind closed walls in a dusty laboratory or over a draw-

ing board. His place is out in the middle of the road

with his coat off, leading men and initiating and direct-

ing measures of usefulness to the whole people.

Wc have heard our profession defined as one wliich

uncovers the hidden forces of nature and puts them at

the service of mankind. AVe have done a good deal in

the line of uncovering these hidden forces, but have been

very slow in our actixitites toward placing the things

revealed into u.«eful '.ixiation. Modesty is not only a

ch;nacteristic, but a limit among engineers. Some con-

pi(l( r it undignified to ::({ what Ihey call notoriety, but

it seems to me that tliere is a difference between notoriety

and reputation, and the way to get reputation is to do

things, not under a bushel but in the light, so that the

world may know it and that thj full measure of benefit

may be derived by inspiring public confidence, not alone

in what has been achieved, but in the jjersonality of the

individual who is responsible for the achievement.

Your Institute, like other long-established scientific

bodies, has an integrity beyond reproach. It does not

work for money, but for scientific advancement. Let its

usefulness be extended to broader fields, and let us re-

solve to make this organization, which ha.s now been called

for by the President of the United States, a useful and
permanent force in our whole national life.

According to Harold C. E. Spence, who recently made a

study of the oil-shale fields of Newfoundland and eastern

Canada, "In Newfoundland and parts of eastern Canada
some billions of tons of payable oil shales are assured, and
some hundreds of millions of tons are known to contain a

far greater percentage of oil to the ton than the shales of

the successfully operated Scotch fields. There is there-

fore a reasonable hope of a very important industry being

inaugurated in the extraction and the refining of oil and

byproducts from these shales in the near future.

As reported by the Iron and Coal Trades Review, the

shale-bearing areas appear to be largely confined to the

eastern provinces. In New Brunswick there is no doubt

as to the existence of shale fields that could be profitably

worked. Several specimens of these shale deposits have

been analyzed. In some cases the yield of oil to the ton

has been as high as 40 gal., while an average of 30 gal.

to the ton has been extracted from several deposits that

are commercially workable. The shales of New Bruns-

wick are of two distinct types: One is known as "paper

shale" and appears in extremely thin formation ; the

other occurs in solid bodies and almost black masses, pos-

sessing elasticity. This variety gives about 55 lb. of

ammonium sulphate to the ton of shale. Some of these

beds as thev occur are of an enormous thickness.

flira 11915
The annual report of tlie South Dakota State Mine

Inspector shows a jiroduction in 1915 of 1.88!),876 tons of

L'old ore, of which llomestake produced 1,573,822 tons;

Wasp No. 2, 111,300; Trojan. 7i),903; Golden Reward,

58,837; :Mogul, 37,419; New Reliance, 27,645 and mis-

cellaneous, 950 tons.

The tungsten-ore production was 218 tons, of which

Wasp No. 2 produced 187 tons. Other minerals were:

Gypsum, 12,293 tons; coal, 9,473; mica, 409; lithia, 25(i

:

tin ore, 43 and lead ore 2% tons. There were 2,931 per-

sons employed.

Coexms" dl'A.leirae Ps'odluactDOia
According to tiie report of Robert N. Bell, state insi)ec-

tor of mines for Idaho, the production of lead during

1915 anu)untcd to a gross total of 350,000,000 lb. Since

the discovery of the district 32 years ago, the total pro-

duction of lead, together with zinc, copper and gold, has

been $300,000,000 gross value.
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Detenls ©f Prs^cftncall MEmin\i

§ft2=al^]hitl®imaiag Maim® IR.Si5£s

H\ V. ('ai;lkt()\ Sic.Mi'LK*

Bent and twisted mine rails are readily straightened in

the shops of the Tonopah Mining Co., at Tonopah, Xcv.,

using a set of small rolls that arc diagrammatically illus-

trated in the accompanying sketch, in which are shown the

side views. One shows the relative an-angement of the

five rolls, the other a diagram of the gearing which dri\cs

the rolls, the lowest pinion being mounted on the 2'ullcy

shaft. The inner space between the sides measures aliout

8 in.

The rolls are time-saving devices, enabling a large num-
ber of rails to be straightened in a small fraction of the

.<oine other ^wund-inust therefore be plaicd ciii a lie

Jiig device on the traiji.

Duncan Stewart, a motornian on the 2,000-ft. level of

the Leonard mine, at Butte, recently conceived the idea
of using a fii'eman'.s whi.stle for this purpose. It has
jiroved a very distinct improvement over the use of the

Hidtor bells and all motormen in the mine have now been
supplied with the.«e whistles.

—

The Anode.

PS.^'mmt&m.^ fos= Masiffiirniieip Drills
A United States patent, No. 1,160,672, Nov. 16, 191.5,

has been granted to 0. S. Tonnesen, of Johannesl)urg,

Transvaal, South Africa, for a mounting for rock drills,

more particularly of the hanuner type. The object of

the invention is to provide a supporting means for such

drills, particularly adapted for drilling holes in the ends

of rock cuts where there is a small amount of headroom,
such holes generally being substantially in line with the

floor of the cut, this sujiportiiig means being so con-

structed as to relieve the operator from the weight of the

ROLLS FOR STRAIGHTENING MINE RAILS

time that would be required to do the work by hand, and
at the same time the rolls give much bettor results, bring-

ing the rails nearer to perfect straightness than would be

possible by hand-work.

In any mine where quantities of rails are taken up and
relaid, such a device soon pays the cost of its installation.

At the Tonopah-Belniont, rail-straightening rolls are to

be used in the near future, but will probably differ some-

what in design from those here illustratcal.

Dsftfles Dn^ira

The crossings over electric haulage tracks in mine
workings are especially dangerous on account of the fact

that it is generally impossible to get a view of an

approaching train from any crosscut or drift

crosses or joins the haulageway. Relianci

•Mining: engineer, .St.-imforil, Oor.n.

bich

wariiin-'
DETAIL AND t;i:XRR.\L A i;U.\NOBMENT OF l!\MMEK

DRILL MOUNTINt;
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drill and to be easily manipulated and placed in position.

Fig. 1 shows a side elevation of a drill equipped with

the mounting; Fig. 2 shows a side elevation, partly in

section, of the mounting without the drill. The leg, or

support, consists of the pointed rod which rest; on the

ground and an outside tubular member which telescopes

over it and can be adjusted at the proper height by means
of a small pin placed in holes drilled in the main leg.

The mounting has a sliding carriage moving in grooves

in the head of the main support. When the drill is

mounted in this carriage, there is thus a travel provided

in the direction of the axis of the hole, which permits of

the feed as usual.

Tfei© Me^^Jboaipdl Mettlhodl of

By Atha. a. Richie*

During the last few years there has been quite a revolu-

tion in the method of shaft timbering compared with that

which had been practiced formerly.

Tlie following is a brief description of the cinch-block

keyboard method that is being adopted in a great many
of the Western mining camps, including Butte, Tonopah,

Goldfield and the copper camps of Arizona.

After the set has been screwed up tight against the

posts, the supports marked A in the figure are nailed onto

the bottom of side and end plates to support keyboards

until they are wedged, after which they

are knocked off, as they are of no

further use. The keyboard is then

placed on top of sujiports. and the

set is ready to be blocked. The cinch,

or tenon block.s—they are usually called

by the former name—should be nailed

to the side and end plates before the

timbers are lowered into the mine, and

if 12x12 timbers are used, the cinch

blocks should be 2x12x12 in. The out-

side blocks between keyboard and

ground are wedged enough to hold the

set in place, and then four wedges

should be started between each cinch

block and the keyboard. Two of the

wedges should be started from the bot-

tom of the set and two from the top,

after which the outside blocks between

the keylioard and ground should be pretty well tightened

and the set brought to line.

After tile timbers are in line, the wedges tiiat were

started between the cinch blocks and keyboard should be

driven till the .^et is as tight as considered necessary, the

lines being watched carefully to see that the set is not

blocked out of line. The last wedges driven should open

the space between the keyboard and wall plate enough

so tliat the lagging will go in the space without any

trouljle.

There should be a cleat nailed on the wall plates, as

in tiie ordinary nuthoil of timbering, for the lagging to

stand on. This Iv.ii. liowever, should not extend the

full length of the i)l:it'-, as there should be a space of

2 ft. left in the center of (be side plate to put the last two

lagiring in. There shimld also be a space of one foot

•1' O. Box 931, Tonopal. Xev.

left on the end of the end plate, through which to put
the last lagging.

The first lagging can be put in place by tilting it

sideways and then straightening it up until it stands

vertical. In order to put the last lagging in there should
be 6 ft. of ground out beneath the set. The lagging is

then easily slipped up from beneath the set.

In order to keep the last lagging from falling out. a

wedge can usually be driven down between the lagging

and keyboard by reaching up behind the set, or it can be

driven up and then cut off so that it will not interfere

with the lagging of the next set.

This method requires no extra blocking and wedges for

lagging, as they are fastened with the same blocks that

line the set. Another advantage of this system is that

there are no blocks in the center of the lagging. It is

also a faster and more secure method than others.

^Vllere too much ground has come out, which is

frequently the case, as shown in the figure, a large

keyboard can be put in that will catch tip the ground and
act as a bulkhead to keep rock from falling down from
behind the set. The drawing also shows one end blocked

as in the old method. The large open space would have

been filled mostly by using a 6x12 keyboard. Had this

place been left open and the lagging blocked with separate

blocking above, as in the old method of timbering, there

would have been a good chance to shoot it out. As there

is so much spring to the lagging, it is very hard to block

PLAN OF SHAFT TIMBERING. SHOWING USE OF KEYBOARD

it securely when there is so much ground out. The

length of the corner block will also be cut down by the

thickness of the keyboard plus the thickness of the lagging.

All miners know how nnich easier it is to put in a small

block securely than it is a large one.

In a large shaft, as shown in the figure, the side key-

board would have to come down in two pieces in order to

get it in place. The joint should come at one of the

dividers, and the temporary sujiporting cleat should come

to the joint so that it may hold one end of each piece of

the keyboard ; otherwise, it will require another support.

Tiie holes in wall plates as shown in the sketch arc

for the hanging rods.

Tlie temi)orary supports marked .1 in tlic figure, may be

made of any sticks such as 2x4 ; wedges would serve, and

in fact are frequently used where the keyboard is but

2 in. thick.
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Fos't^Ibll® Oa@©SnEa®=ID)iPav(B!ni

A eompaet portable sell'-coiitained iwo-sta<,^e vertical

gasoline-driven air compressor (Eig. 1), which is proving

reliable and efficient, and is inexpensive, has been put

on the market by the Lyons Atlas Co., of Indianapolis,

Ind. It is made in sizes of from .'55 to 1.50 cu.ft. capacity

per minute for pressures up to 200 lb. per sq.in.

The engine is a 4-cycle single-acting vertical gas engine

combined in a single unit with a two-stage direct-driven

air compressor, the power cylinder and its accompany-

ing air cylinder consisting of one continuous casting,

requiring only a single differential piston. Only a few

more parts are employed in the complete combined unit

than are necessary in either an engine or a compressor

alone of the usual independent type. The machine may
be started either by hand or by air previously compressed.

The operation of the machine can be seen by referring

to Fig. 2. When the air piston is at the top of its stroke,

the crank case is full of air at atmospheric pressure,

admitted through port K, which registers with a port in

the nearest crank disk. On the downward stroke this

air is compressed in the crank case, thence flowing into

the annular chamber G, raising the absolute pressure

therein to approximately 20 lb. The valve in this passage-

way closes as the piston starts on the upward stroke, and

as soon as the pressure in the annular space G reaches

the receiver pressure, the discharge; valve H opens, allow-

ing the air to pass into the receiA-er during the remainder

of the upward stroke. Since the pressure in the crank

case assists the piston on the upward stroke and the

location of the port in the crank disk is such as not to

open port K until atmospheric pressure is reached, no

work is lost; and high efficiency is secured.

The power end is regularly designed for the use of

gasoline, because of its universal availability, but it

can be arranged easily for the use of kerosene or

for gas—either natural, illuminating or producer.

Se^Is for Miin^e Sa^sc&ples

A seal that .seals, and has stood the test of 12 years'

service by the Treasurj' Department of the United States,

as well as by thousands of banks, the leading express com-

panies and numerous mining concerns, is manufactured

by the Porter Safety Seal Co., of 1112 W. Lake St.,

Chicago, 111. It is shown in sufficient detail in the

A SAFE SEAL FOR MINE SAMPLES

accompanying illustration, so that no description is neces-

sary. These seals seem to deserve a wider use among
engineers that have large numbers of mine samples to

seal, inasmuch as they are quickly adjusted and are

absolutely proof against tampering, as the seal cannot

be removed and replaced without detection. Unfortu-

nately this is a desideratum that cannot be overlooked and
on which, many times, large amounts of money depend.

JFifSiSCIhi Sua

iffiig IP

ELEVATION AND SECTION OF SELF-CONTAINED GASOLINE-
DRIVEN AIR COMPRES5SOR

About two years before his death,

the late Herman Frasch, of the Union
Sulphur Co., applied for another patent

supplementing his method of mining

sulphur by melting with superheated

water and pumping the sulphur to the

surface while still in molten condition.

The present invention (U. S. Pat.

1,1.")2,499) relates more particularly to

the use i)f a water-withdrawing well

placed in a water-flooded porous deposit

at some distance from the area where

the fusion fluid is being introduced.

The vnthdrawing well or wells are

intended to remove watei- of a tem-

perature below the melting point of the

sulphur and thus facilitate the intro-

duction of the fusion fluid—superheat-

ed water, about 35° F. above the melt-

ing i)oint of sulphur. A large saving in

•"steaming" expense and increased sul-

phur production are attained.
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added. Then the remainder of the solution was added,
the air pressure increased and turned on more fully and
regulated so that there was a vigorous agitation of the

pulp without spattering. A large watch-glass was inverted

over the top of the funnel to prevent loss of pulp should

the air pressure from lack of proper regiilatiou increase

and procluce too violent agitation. It was found that if the

air was turned off entirely, the pulp, instead of escaping

through the air-delivery tube as might be expected,

immediately blocked the small glass tube at the bottom of

the funnel and completely prevented the escape of either

.-olution or pulp. In most cases, if the air pressure became
too strong, the air-delivery tube would blow off the glass

tul)e to which it was attached and so automatically stop

the agitation before any pulp could be thrown out of the

funnel. In this way both too strong and too weak air

pressures were provided for. The small glass tube between
screw clamp and the air tube served as a sort of gage-glass

tlirough which could be detected any escape of solution

when the air pressure was turned off, should the pulp fail

to block the tube. The air pressure used fluctuated

somewhat, but never exceeded 1 lb. per sq.in.

In this form of agitator it was found possible to agitate

thoroughly material as coarse as 90-mesh (0.18 mm.) in

as large quantities as 100 grams, ttsing pulp ratios of

from 5 to 10 of solution to 1 of ore, by weight. Material

as coarse as 28-mesh (0.53 mm.) was tried, but it was

found that the large particles immediately dropped into

the long stem and formed a compact mass, which the

entering air channeled but did not lift.

The action of this agitator resembles tliat of a hydraulic

classifier in that the particles of ore slide down the sloping

sides of the funnel and part way into the stem, where

they are met by the rising current of air and solution and

thrown out again into the comparatively quiet zone above,

only to repeat the same cycle. Thus the whole of the

charge is constantly given a thorough agitation and

aeration. Since in practical work only material much finer

tlian 90-mesh would be agitated, this form of apparatus

li.oved ideal for laboratorv tests on a small scale.

By Raymoxd B. Ladoo*

While making a series of tests on a gold ore by the

cyanide process, it was found necessary to devise some

form of laboratory agitator to reproduce the action of a

Pachuca or Brown tank on a small scale. A small agitator

was made from an inverted glass bottle with the bottom

removed, using a piece of glass tube as the central air-

shaft, as described by T. S. Lawlor.' This proved unsuited

to our needs for several rea-

sons: First, the mechanical

construction was not easy,

owing to the difficulty of

supporting the central air

cohimn in just the proper

position; second, too much
ore had to be used to make
it work at all, and decreasing

the size of the agitator in-

creased the difl^culties of con-

struction; third, the slope

from the body of the bottle

toward the neck was not suf-

ficient to cause the ore to

slide freely, and dead corners

resulted. The agitator de-

scribed here overcame these

difficulties.

An ordinary glass funnel

iiljout T in. in diameter with

a stem about 8 in. long by

% in. inside diameter formed
the body of the agitator. A
l)iece of rubber tubing about

an inch long and just large

enough to fit snugly was
forced inside the lower end

of the funnel stem. This

served as a rubber stopper,

into wiiich a piece of glass

tubing about 2 in. long was
pushed until its end was a laboratory .^cut.^tor
just flush with the inside end
of the rubber stopper. To the other end of this tube was
attached a short piece of rubber tubing, then another
short length of glass tubing, to which the tube from the

compressed-air jet could be attached. A screw clamp
was placed on the short rubber tube. To prevent any
jiossible leakage of either air or solution at the connec-

tions between tlic glass and rubber tubes, a coating of

paraffin was apjilicd to each junction.

The funnel was tlicn suspended in a ring-stand, the air

tube attached, and ii was ready for operation. To start

it, part of the cyaiiidr solution to be used was poured

into the funnel, tbc air turned on slowlv and the ore

•Harvard Mining Schi.i.1, Cambridge,
'"More Recent fyanlde I'l.ictlce," p.

„^, Mass.
ictlce," p. 290.

S^fos^EfttiJite foB' ILead Acetate
Tlic supply of lead acetate for Australian inincs came

from Germany before the war outbreak, according to tlie

Monthly Journal of the Chamber of Mines of West Aus-

tralia, Sept. 30, liHo. Consequently the supi)ly has been

short, and it has become necessary to provide some sub-

stitute for the chemical for use in cyanide plants. Lead

nitrate has been tried, after a suggestion from the Rand,

but litharge has been generally adopted as more conven-

ient, eionomical and satisfactory. Tlie litharge is ground

in a i)an at the Great Boulder Perseverance mine, together

with quicklime, in which it is soluble. From the i)aii it

flows into the tube-mill circuit and thence back with tlie

unground sands into the main pan circuit.

The use of litharge as a substitute for lead acetate tn

remove soluble sulplii(k'S from cyanide solutions is not
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new, since it has been used in Canada, the United States

and Mexico, even in normal times, as a measure of

econom}'. It is usually fed directly into the tube mill,

where it is readily ground and put into solution. Assay

cupels have often been thus ground so as to utilize the

litharge contained.

By L. L. W'lTTicu*

With a capacity of 600 tons of ore per 10 hr., the

Media mill at Webb City, ]\Io., is enabled to operate

profitably on material that yields barely more than 2%
zinc sulphide, and this in turn assays about 59% zinc,

with only a trace of lead and iron. The plant is one of

the largest in the Missouri-Kansas-Oklahoma district,

being about equal in capacity to the Klondike mill,

operated by the Granby Mining and Smelting Co., at

Granby, Mo. Sheet ore is mined at the Media from a

depth of 230 ft. with ore faces 9 ft. in height. Formerly

48-in. trommels 96 in. long. Oversize from the V2-in.

mesh goes to three sets of 42-in. rolls, the undereize

I)assing to the rougher jigs. The feed to the rolls is

interchangeable.

Each rougher jig has C Oell.s, 42x48 in., and dewatering

screens are used at the foot of each. The sludge-bearing

water passes into large concrete settling tanks, while the

tailings are elevated to the tailings flume and discarded.

The cleaner jig has 7 cells, 36x48 in. One small sand jig

has 3 cells, 30x42 in.

Steam power is used to run the mill machiner}', the

equipment consisting of four 1.50-hp. high-pressure boilers

and a 16x42-in. Hamilton eorliss engine. A lOxlO-in.

Chuse steam engine runs the sludge department which

is in a separate building at the northeast comer of the

main mill and is equipped with 11 tables, two of which

are for slimes. Concentrates for the bin are recovered

from each table.

One two-stage Corliss air compressor of 2,000-ft.

capacity runs the drills. .\ liiirometric rondenser pump

A VIEW UF THF: media mill. WEBB CITY, MO.

the tract was mined to some extent by the Holdout MiniUj^

'Co., which, however, operated a smaller mill and could not

U'ork successfully at the lower prices then prevailing.

Balanced skips, instead of the old-style "cans," are used

at the Media for hoisting. There is also a compartment,

6 ft. by IG in., for air and pump lines. The capacity of

each skip is 5,000 lb., and a first-motion Keck-Gonnerman
hoist is u.sed. The ore empties onto double grizzlies

through which it passes into a 1,000-ton hopper, the

largest in the district. The chief frame construction is

of 8x9-in. white-oak beams, braced with 4x8-in. timber.

The hopper is boxed with 2xl2-in. oak timber. Waste

rock is culled by hand and discarded, but as the sheet ore

is uniform, comparatively little waste is encountered.

Ore is broken by two 18-in. Webb City-Cartervillo

Foundry Co.'s crushers, after which it passes to two

•Joplin, Mo.

is used. A Chuse engine, directly connected with a

Triumph 110-v. dynamo supplies electricity for lighting

the mill and drifts, and to the Electric mine, ^4 i^ii- <!•*-

tant, which is under the same management.

The ground is drained with a Dean triplex pump
operated by a Chuse engine. It will pump 750 gal. per

min. This pump is installed in the mill shaft. At

an old shaft 300 ft. south, a Gwatney 3-stage centrifugal

pump, with 500-gal. capacity, is used. A motor of 100 hp.

capacity runs this pump.

Uraden iouvratratea, ot which about 350 tons are pro-

duced daily, have the foUowinK average composition; Cu, ISTrl

SiOs, IT-JJ ; Fe. 23 'I; CaO, 2';;: AUC,. S%; S, 2S':'r. Of the 350-

ton daily production, 50 tons are sintered, about 30 tons used

in the acid plant when that is runnins. S5 tons are smelted

raw, and the remainder nodulized in kilns. According to

"Teniente Topics," the sulphur in the sinter is reduced from
2S% to 12c;. while the nodules contain ahout 1S% of sulphur.
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TlCN-STAMr Al.l, SLIMi;.'; CYAMI)!-; I'l.ANT i il' TlIK JilONCTlOT CONSOI.TDATKD MINING CO., ANTAMOK,
BENGUET PKOVINCE. PHIMI'PINE ISLANDS
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ICE STALACITE FROM LEAKS IN A SMALL PIPE NATURAL ICE ROOF OF BODAIBO RIVER. SIBERI

WINTER MINING AT THE LENSKOI PROPERTY. SIBERIA
A view of the winter sluicing plant at the Lenskoi. and under it, calking; the by-wash flume that oarriet: water

across the area being drifted. Also a view of the interior of the winter sluice. Two views of the Lena River are shown
at the bottom
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because in a perfectly straight tunnel it is next to im-

possible to get two needle bearings taken at different

points to check. This is due to the interference of rails,

mine cars, steel of all kinds, electric wires and the

presence of magnetic masses in the neighboring rock.

I find that the most satisfactory method of using a

Brunton is to read both back and fore sight from each

station and thus determine the angle turned (always to

the right) from the back sight. This will eliminate any

inaccuracy in magnetic bearing, and with care, accurate

work can be accomplished. By this method I have made
a number of difficult underground connections in a satis-

factory manner.

I will illustrate the method by trying to apply it to

the case of the Caribou tunnel. Assume station at the

mouth of the timnel, station 1 at the point of apparent

deflection, station 2 at A the crossing of the pyrite vein,

station 3 at B, station 4 near the hoist, station 5 about

50 ft. from the face of the tunnel and station 6 at the

face. The notes would be about as given in the table.

NOTE OF SURVEY MADE WITH A BRUNTON

Edwin E. Chase's article in the Journal of Dec. 4,

1915, xmder the title "Peculiar ^Magnetic Phenomenon,"
gives a striking example of the itureliability of the com-
pass in making underground surveys. His experience

in the Caribou timnel recalls some of my own experiences

with a Brimton in which the needle readings gave little

or no idea of the actual direction of mine passageways.

A possible solution of his problem is this: From
Mr. Chase's description the rock is granite and schist;

therefore we may expect to find other magnetite dikes or
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been altogether with the nervous sj'stem, a partial paral-

ysis taking place that wears off in time but leaves me
weak. Incidentally I may mention that my two j'ears as

solution and refinery man followed a course at a school

of mines, and while I have heard of other similar cases, I

have never been able to get in touch with any of the men.

Keokuk, Iowa, Feb. 2, 1916. JoHX E. Jaxes.

[Readers may accomplish some beneficial results if

they will advise the Journal of any similar cases that may
have come to their attention and any successful methods

of treatment. If such cases are frequent, their causes

should be investigated.—Editor.]

FiaaeEaess ©f ©ire drtiaslhiiBa^

The discussions on the decomposition of XallCO, have

reached a point that amounts to waste paper. I am
surprised at the arguments Doctor Dewey puts forth

{Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 22, 1916, p. 187). He is

either trying to score a point by loose statements, or else

his information is at fault.

It is difficult to get the connection between the dissocia-

tion of XaHCOj in aqueous solutions and its action in

assay fusion unless it is to indicate that the salt readily

breaks up. A high temperature is used in the Solvay-

process furnace to give a rapid heating of the mass and

compensate for heat absorbed and CO,-H„0 pressure

resulting from decomposition of XaHCOg. This in no

way indicates at what temperature XaHCOj decomposes.

It would be just as reasonable to argue that the boiling

point of water was more than 100° C. because the tem-

perature of the furnace iu a boiler plant may reach

1.000° c.

The extract from Watt's dictionary is a misrepresen-

tation and probably refers to the statement: ''Sesqui-

carbonate Xa^H.,(CO,,)3-3HoO may be prepared by

melting together' 1 Xa.COJ-lOH.O and 2 NaHCOs.
Sodium carbonate with 10 molecules of water melts at

35.1° C. (Roscoe and Schorlemnier, Vol. II, 1907,

p. 21'4), and the salts are dissolved in its water of crys-

tallization." It would be Just as sensible to state that

the two salts can be dissolved in water without decom-

position, and have as much bearing on the subject.

One of the accepted methods for standardization in

acidimetrj- and alkalimetry is to heat NaHCOa to bare

redness, converting it to XaoCOj. The directions are

to avoid fusion. XaHCOj is not used without conver-

sion, because it cannot be kept free from NaoCOj under

ordinary conditions. Surely the analytical chemists are

not all wrong.

The described appearance of fusion with bicarbonate

fits well, also that with normal carbonate, only slightly

more pronounced with the former. I have admitted the

possibility or, better, probability that some XaHCOj
may exist in the solid core of unfused charge with cer-

tain mixtures when fusions are made in a hot furnace,

but fail to see that that proves any advantage.

Doctor Dewey says that the point at issue is whether

NaHCOj decomposes, etc. This is not the case. The

argument is whether NaHCO^ has any advantages over

Na,C03 in assaying. If Doctor Dewey is really anxious

to settle this point, I suggest that he select 10 silver

ores (I leave the selection to him, as he states some

ores may give good results with Xa.CO;,) and favor me

with a portion, with the understanding that we are both

to assay the samples and submit results to the Engineer-

ing and Mining Journal as referee. If we still fail to

agree, the samples are to be umpired by a third party

mutually satisfactory. E. J. Hall.
Xew York City, Feb. 19, 1916.

Sifflmplfl^edl SpellSag iva. A. I. M. E.

Misther Editor—.Such a foine cellibrayshun as the

112th meetin' av the Institoot I niver attinded since

the toime the Elks av "Wallace, Idyho, entertained the

lodge from Missoula, ilontany. Somethin' doin' all the

toime; an' the only regret was not bein' able to be in

three places to wanst, so as to hear the readin' av all

thim scientific papers as well as talkin' to owld an' new
frinds. But some av thim new frinds lives as far away

as Joplin, ilissouri; while we can read the papers anny

owld toime.

Ye might not belave it, but comin' up from Sandy

Hook on the last day I felt so foine that I almost danced

a couple av toimes on the quarther-deck av Sicretj' Dan-

iels' yacht.

But what I wants to ask ye about is this here new kind

av spellin' we're to have a vote on.

I feel under obligayshuns to me frind Tim Dillon for

slippin' me into such a foine organizayshun as the In-

stitoot, but I don't like Tim's new fad. He writes me
like this:

Der Bil: I wood lik tu hav u voat in favr uv the nu speling

reform which the Institut is abowt to tak up.

Whil ther ar meni old memberz hu ar opozd tu it, u shood

be an advocat uv enithing so ezi tu lurn. Turz truli,

T. MOXTMOREXCY DILLON.

Begorry, I think Tim is still under the influence av

the Smoker, or else he is thryin' to put wan over on

me. I'll vote agin the aniindmint, an' stick to the old-

fashioned spellin' that auuybody can read.

Brooklyn. Feb. 28, 1916. " Bill McGixtt.

Ssaol^e FaiTEianEti^ <GaiE!is_[Pipe§ta^e

May I call the Journal's attention to the fact that

smoke farming has ceased to be the avocation of the

alfalfa raiser and jackrabbit chaser of the Western States

and has been admitted into the category of diversions of

the ultra-fashionable ? The aristocratic noses along River-

side Drive have too long been offended by the odors from

the Barrett :Manufacturing Co.. the Bulls Ferry Chemical

Co., the Yalvoline Oil Co., the Midland Linseed Oil Co.

of X"ew Jersey and the Corn Products Refining Co., and

the Supreme Court of the United States, with all the

advantages and disadvantages thereunto appertaining,

ordered these companies on Feb. 28 to show cause at the

Xovember term why they should not be enjoined from

continuing the alleged nuisance.

In the meanwhile a flank attack has been started from

Staten Island on the fertilizer factories and metallurgical

establishments along Arthur Kill and Kill van Kull.

Bv the way, some of the inhabitants of Riverside Drive

are themselves high in the councils of some of the West-

ern stink-factories. I hope that that honor saiil to exist

in certain strata of societv has prevented thei; moving

against their Xew Jersey neighbors. A. A. Nasox.
' New York, Feb. 29. 1916.
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M©t^®iEs aim imS
The Department of Commerce has now completed and

issued the returns for the month of December and the

calendar year 1915. The figures for the principal metals

excepting iron and steel are given here.

Copper

Exports and imports of copper for December and the

year were as follows, in pounds:

Exports: December Tear
Copper contents of ore and matte. .. . 247,720 2,939.698
Pigs, ingots, bars, etc 85,753.902 681,953.301
Ree.Nports of foreign material 801,872

Total 86,001,622 685,694,871

Imports:
Copper contents of ore and matte 9.923,008 114,331.441
Copper, metaUic 17,156,189 201.367,008

Total 27,079,197 315.698,449

Excess of exports 58.922,425 369,992.422

In addition to the quantities given, manufactures of

copper were exported valued at $1,005,04.3 in December

and $r,885,434 for the year.

Tin

Imports and exports of tin for December and the year

1915 are reported as follows, in pounds:

December Year
Imports 11,023,229 115,636,332
Reexports of foreign material 47,581 1,239,144

Net imports 10.975,648 114,397,188

Exports of manufactures of tin not including tin-

plate—which is included with iron and steel—were

valued at $176,627 for December and $2,444,611 for the

year.

Lead

Imports and exports of lead in the United States in

December and the year ended Dec. 31 are reported as

follows, in pounds

:

Imports: December Year
Lead in ore 1,152.686 18,185,140
Lead in base bullion 14.311 83.986,988
Lead, pigs, bars, etc 41,845 819,282

Total lead 1,208,842 102,991.410

Le?d,''°d"omestic 17,155,303 174,184,177
Lead, foreign, reexported 10,917,350 76,902.512

Total lead 28,072,653 251.086,689

Imports were chiefly from Mexico, which furnished

03.558,927 lb. Otlier imports were from Canada, Chile,

Salvador and Australia, the last-named country sending

5,000 tons in December. The foreign lead reexported

was smelted or refined here from imported ores and

bullion.

Zinc

Imports and exports of zinc in the United States for

December and the year are reported as follows, in pounds

:

Imports: December Year

Ore, zinc contents 29.158,777 111.337,046
Metallic zinc 147.690 1.808,964

Total zinc 29,306,467 113.146,010

Zinc dust 298,115 1,712,373

Zinc'!'* metallic 20,928,349 261.814,958
Zinc dross • ''•^rJ-Sjr
Zinc dust, reexports 60,137 431,815

Of the ore iiiii)oitcd in December, 26,261 tons came

from Australia, -".185 tons from Mexico and .small quan-

tities from Canada, Jaijan, Guatemala and Peru ; making

a total of 33,016 ton.-. The zinc dust reported in Decem-

ber was received from Japan, England, Germany and

France.

At the first of the series of lectures on military

science given iii the auditoriums of the United

Engineering Societies' Building, 29 West 39th St., New
York City, Feb. 14, the topic was the work of the engineer

troops in general and the work of the bridge building de-

tails in particular. A large number of slides were thrown

on the screen which showed the ground over which recon-

naissance was made, the building of bridges by the pioneer

and the pontonier battalions, the bridges being crossed by

cavalry, infantry, and combat trains, and the completed

blockhouses with their cover and screen, and the neces-

sary trenches, entanglements and chevaux de frise for

their protection.

Some of the pertinent statements made and figures

given by Capt. T. M. Robins, of the Engineer Corps, are

:

Success or failure in war depends more than ever upon the
engineering skill and resources of a nation. Engineers realize

this, and this realization is the biggest asset for defense that

the country has today.
For every 60,000 infantrymen in the United States Army

five battalions of engineers are intended, but this provision
is only half the German proportion of six engineers for every
100 infantrymen.

The United States at present has in the regular service

about 248 engineer offlcers and about 19,000 men enlisted in

the Engineer Corps. In addition there are only about 60

officers in the Militia Engineering Corps and about 1,500 men.
Assuming that we would need 500,000 troops for our first line

of defense, our engineering needs would be 1,200 engineering
oflicers and 36,000 engineering enlisted men, 8,000 of whom
must be noncommissioned offlcers of high engineering ability.

This is only one-fourth the total men needed to supplement,
and maybe supplant the first line army.

The question aslied by the engineer is: "How can I get

military training to prepare myself for war?" This can come
only by applying your technical knowledge at the summer
camps, such as that at Plattsburg. or through enlistment in

the militia. You should read all the books' on military engi-

neering that you can. but reading alone will not give you
military training.

The speaker never once implied a doubt of the certainty

of a war between this country and a first-class power, and

every time he mentioned the United States at war, he

used the simple future tense.

The talk was a most impressive one from the fact that

Captain Robins pointed out wherein all of the engineers

with their specific lines of endeavor would be utilized

in time of war. And he pointed out where not only the

technical abilities of the men would be used, but he

showed where the men who were so qualified, but whose

age or whose physique would not permit them to engage

in the rough campaign at the front, could be utilized in

the all-important work on the line of communications or

in the service of the interior. The entire audience of

1,300, which packed the main auditorium so there was not

even standing room, was held to the strictest attention

by the talk, which brought home more than ever before

to the engineers their obligations as to preparedness.

The second of the series of lectures was delivered l)y

Capt. R. T. Coiner, of the Engineer Corj)s of the United

States Army, Feb. 21. Although the attendance did not

equal that of the first lectui-e, from which many were

turned away, the auditorium, both main floor and gallery,

was filled with as many as could be comfortably accom-

modated. The lecture was on the subject of reconnais-

sance, including surveying, mapping, photography and

map reproduction. The third lecture on Feb. 28 will be

printed in the Journal Mar. 1 1.

'See long list of books In "Military Reading for Civilian
Engineers," "Eng. and Mln. Journ.." Feb. 5, 1916. p. 257.
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Our esteemed contemporary, the Mining Journal, of

London, has commented upon certain remarks that we
made recently with respect to the sluggishness of the

British in developing their zinc-smelting industry,

especially since the outbreak of the war, when the shortage

of spelter became a national emergency. The Mining
Journal says: "But we think our contemporary will be

the first to acknowledge that if the United States Govern-

ment had said to its smelters, as the British government

has said to all enterprises in this country, 'We will not

allow you to appeal to the public for capital, and if you

raise capital privately you will have to be satisfied with

6% return on your money until such time as we decide to

take off the excess-profit tax,' that the reply from the

United States woulcl have been equally 'Nothing doing.'

We have been informed specifically that the government
action put an end to important schemes which otherwise

had obtained influential support."

We bow to this decisive revelation by our British con-

temporary. Not even in ordinary times would anybody in

full possession of his senses in the United States supply

capital for an industrial enterprise to yield only 6%,
unless such yield were guaranteed by the Government.

The preferred stocks of our best, most thoroughly seasoned

industrial companies sell on a better basis than 6%. In

providing capital for new zinc smelteries in this country

in 1915, adventurers were not very much attracted until

they saw a reasonable prospect of getting all their capital

back within a year.

Our British contemporary admits generously that a

cause for apprehension with regard to the development of

British zinc smelting is the recognition of the inefficiency

or slackness of British labor. We fear, however, that our

friends in Great Britain are building castles in the air

if they think that they "are offered in the success of the

electrolytic process a virtual solution of this difficultv'."

Copper Maimaini^

The lead producers of the Coeur d'Alenes have imitated

the practice of the copper producers generally by intro-

ducing a new wage scale making the rate of wages advance

according to the price for lead. This is a very simple

and satisfactory method of profit sharing. It was insti-

tuted l)y the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. at Anaconda.

Having proved so practicable there, the adoption of the

system, modified to meet local conditions, spread among
the other copper-mining districts, so that now it prevails

in nearly all of them, the Lake Superior region being the

most important exception.

It is but natural that the same system should be ex-

tended to the great lead-mining districts. With this

system of a guaranteed minimum and a generous partici-

pation in the profits when times are good, the producers

of lead and copper appear to have discovered an effective

way of doing the fair thing by their men and consequently

keeping them contented. This should go a long way
toward eliminating labor troubles.

lL©ini<fl©Ea SfeaEadlaipdl Coppeip
The great disparity between the prices for electrolytic

and for standard copper in the London market, that has

been in evidence ever since the war began, continues to

exist. Last summer, when the British government re-

lea.sed standard copper for export under prescribed con-

ditions, it was thought that there would be a gradual

return to normal conditions, especially for the reason that

American refiners would be able to enter the London
market and buy crude copper there for refining here.

However, American refiners have not gone into the

British market to any considerable extent, for the reasons

that the difficulties in getting copper out of England are

too vexatious and, moreover, there has been an ample
supply of crude copper from other quarters.

The London standard market has. therefore, resolved

itself into a severely circumscribed .speculative market in

crude copper, and the price for that kind of copper may
go ujj or down without any relation to the price for

electrolytic, which reflects the great commodity market.

The utter insignificance of the quotations for London
standard copper is gradually becoming recognized in this

country, with the result that less and less attention is

being paid to the Loudon cables.

.AEa©ft1h©iP AftttSiClk Es

id
About a year ago the International Nickel Co. became

the target of some of the cheap politicians in Canada,

allegations that it was supplying Canada's nickel to Can-

ada's enemies being freely and carelessly made. These

were fully refuted by the statement of Mr. Monell, the

president of the company, that its business was practically

being conducted under the supervision of the Canadian

government, and no one had to read very closely between

the lines to determine that such supervision was welcomed

by the company.

The stupid and malicious charges against this com-

pany having been allayed, there continued in Canada an

agitation—perfectly natural and even praiseworthy—for

the refining of some of Canada's nickel within the con-

fines of the Dominion. That this had not been done

previously was due without doubt to the ability of the

International Nickel Co. to perform the refining process

more economically elsewhere. However, it was not

irrational of the Canadians to ask that at least some of

so essential a metal should be produced at home and

under their absolute control. The administration of the

International Nickel Co. recognized this and lately agreed

to erect a new vciinerv in Canada.
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After such an exhibition of propriety and generosit)- by

this company, it is surprising to read of another asinine

outbreak in the House of Parliament, and a reiteration

of the old charges that "the Huns are being supplied with

Canadian nickel" while the British government is being

stuck in the price for it. As a matter of fact, nickel is

the one important metal that has not advanced largely

in price during the war. In July, 1914, nickel was quoted

by the Journal at 40"]45e., and that quotation prevailed

until August, 1915, when the price was raised to 45@o0c.

We have heard it said that the British government is

being supplied with nickel under contract at a price less

than what prevailed before the war. We do not know

what truth there is in that, but it is certain that in the

open market the price for nickel has been raised only a

beggarly 10%, while the price for spelter has advanced

400 to 500%, and even more startling things have hap-

pened in antimony, quicksilver and tungsten. The mod-

eration of the nickel monopoly is amazing.

The holding of large tracts of mineral lands without

working them has been one of the characteristics of the

later mining industn' in Central and South America.

This condition exists to a certain extent in the United

States, but is not so marked as it now is in the republics

to the south.

In many of the Latin-American republics the mining

industry is backward because the owners of mineral lands

are waiting for foreigners to come and buy their proper-

ties, which they have no intention—and often no means

—

of exploiting. The laws and political conditions in some

of these countries cause the foreign capitalist to hesitate

about investing ; he is concerned about the security of his

investment and would much rather put his money in an

enterprise at home than in one in a foreign country where

he has no influence and where revolutions or new political

administrations may change or cancel the guarantees

originally given when his investment was made. Mean-

while the native owners hold the property—not possessing

the means of exploitation and often having no capacity

or training in this direction.

Except as developed by foreign capital, the mining

industry in most of the South American countries has

declined from its original activity when the rich deposits

were first opened. This condition is in great measure

due to the lack of application of capital and technical skill

to the lower grade deposits that undoubtedly exist in these

countries. The exploitation of such areas, however, re-

quires the introduction of greater capital than is usually

at the command of one man, and in the absence of favor-

able political conditions the capital necessary to develop

and operate the low-grade deposits has not been available.

In several instances higher taxes have been imposed as

soon as production on an important scale was initiated.

The dapping on of higher export duties is not calculated

to stimulate further development of these low-grade

deposits. The ))ros]ierity of the country would be placed

on a sounder basi> by the establishment of more industries

providing steady employment for the people than by

heavy taxation of the one or two established operations,

('nta.xed development ol its mineral lands has jjut the

United States in the forefront of mining countries; its

ininf lal industrj' employ^ inany mure peojilc today and is

vastly more important than in the earlier bonanza days

when only the rich deposits were being operated. An
equal opportunity exists in many of our Southern repub-

lics similarly blest with latent mineral resources.

The attitude of the native owner in holding his mineral

lands unworked and waiting for the foreigner to come in

and open up the properties has resulted in a decadent

mining industry in Latin-American republics that were

once the most active mining centers of the New World.

Honduras in colonial times employed a large percentage

of its people in the mining industry, iluch of the min-

eral land of the country is now held in grants or zones by

the payment of small annual rental fees, and in conse-

quence little aitive work is being done ; the owners are

awaiting the arrival of foreigners who will buy and oper-

ate the properties. The country, however, is growing

weary of the inactivity, and a bill is now before the

Honduran congress to abolish the annual rental tax and

restore the older colonial system, which required mineral

lands to be worked. Under this system Honduras had a

large part of its population engaged in the mines. The
work-the-claim method would doubtless create a new
mining activity. Will the Hondurans have the faith to

see the thing through?

In a discussion of a paper on the Chilean nitrate

industry, offered at a meeting of the mining and metal-

lurgical section of the Pan-American Scientific Congress,

at Washington in December last, a forceful speaker. Dr.

Allerton Cushman, director of the Institute of Industrial

Research, made the point that the United States ought

to make itself independent of Chilean nitrate. He drew

attention to the essential character of raw material for

making nitric acid for the explosive industry and to the

danger that the United States might be deprived of such

supply if its .sole reliance were on Chile. In this con-

nection Doctor Cushman made the startling and dramatic

statement that when a European war was threatened a few

years ago, it was the common belief that hostile action

by Germany was restrained by her bankers ; in fact the

restraint was exercised by her chemists. The German
])ankers, it is alleged, entered no demurrer at that time,

but the chemists did. They said that they were not ready

then, but that within a few years they would be. Since

then the world has seen how wonderfully they fulfilled

their promise.

The first practical steps toward getting nitrogen out of

the atmosphere were made by Charles S. Bradley at Ni-

agara Falls, but American capitalists were too inditferent.

or timid, or short-sighted to develop his process. However,

nitric acid from the atmosphere is now being made on a

small .scale in Nevada, while James B. Duke, of the

Southern Electro Chemical Co., which has a plant at Great

Falls.S.C. about 50 miles from Charlotte, N.C.. announced

recently that his company was about to begin the produc-

tion of four tons of nitric acid daily, employing the

Pauling ])r()cess.

The high cost of power in this country, even $18 to $19

per lip. year at Niagara Falls, compared to $6 to $7 in

Norway where nitrogen fixation has reached its great-

est importance, has militated against the extension of

the process here. A power co.st lower than that at Niagara

Fails is antici])atc(l in this new southern ])lant.
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An echo from the past was heard in the auction sal

on Feb. 23 in New York, when oOO shares Kuenzel's

Process Smelter Co., $1 par, and 200 shares Central

Fdry., pfd., old stock, sold at $.5 for the lot.

We take it to be beyond dispute, says the New York

Sun, that nobody ought to learn to swim, ilan being a

terrestrial animal, it is impossible that he should ever

find himself in water beyond his depth. Time and money
spent in learning the art of swimming are therefore sheer

waste—just as much so as if spent in military training.

Obviously there is no more chance of a man's being

drowned than there is of his having to fight for his

countrv.

Icilow on the canvas and began their work of resuscita-

tion. "Doc," captain of the team, professionally took his

position at the patient's head, lighted a cigarette and blew

a cloud of smoke in the patient's face. George, being

composed and remembering the instructions literally,

seized the patient's hand and began to rub the arm vigor-

ously toward the heart, thrusting his finger into a large

slash in the ulnar artery at the first stroke. Having thus

ascertained the nature and extent of the injury, he prompt-

ly applied a tourniquet between the wound and the wrist.

Meantime others were not idle: Charley securely swathed

the patient with roller bandages between shirt and coat

from slioulders to hips, Frank tied a string around the

patient's thigh (there were no wounds on the lower limbs),

and Jack tightly bound the patient's neck. Last but not

least. Bill raised the head, poured down a glassful of di-

luted spirits of ammonia and the patient breathed no

more.

Persons re]5resenting the Ambraw ililling Co., which

is claimed to own a gold deposit at Dollsville, near

Gloversville, in the Adirondacks, New Y'ork, are selling

stock among the farmers in Illinois. This having been

brought to the attention of D. H. Ne-wlands, assistant

state geologist of New York, he promptly communicated

information to the scene of the stock-selling operations,

explaining the facts regarding the alleged occurrence of

gold in the Adirondacks. The New Y'^ork authorities and

the Journal have repeatedly exposed Adirondack gold

swindling schemes, but they constantly bob up again.

After the Committee on ilines and ^Mining had held

hearings during nine days and had heard evidence and

arguments to the extent of 175 printed pages, the follow-

ing colloquy occurred in the form of an interruption of

Mr. Taylor, of Colorado, who was making the concluding

argument. "If you will not grant us this request,"' said

Mr. Taylor, "we feel you are simply turning against the

mining interests of the West without any justification

whatever."

Mr. Garland: "Does the Bureau of Mine.s advise for this?"

Mr. Taylor: "Oh, yes."

Mr. Garland: "I did not understand that the Bureau of

Mines had advised for it."

Hon. Van. H. Manning, Director of the Bureau of

Mines, had appeared before the committee, making a

strong argument in favor of the proposed revision, but

up to the ninth day ^fr. Garland, of Pennsylvania, had

failed to gather that the Bureau of Jlines was in favor

of it. On the ninth day also, Meyer London, the socialist

member, was still inquiring what recognition of organized

labor there was going to be in a revision of the mineral-

land laws. These incidents illustrate the character of the

committee that by a majority of one vote denied the

mining industry of the West the reform that it wants and

knows to be necessary.

[*]

A big copper company's first-aid team that won two

prizes at a state fair was engaged in a final practice on

the evening liefoi-e departing for the fair. Somebody

rushed into the hall and announced that a man had been

stabbed and was lying at the corner of the building. The
first-aiders ran out and brought in the victim. He was

totally unconscious and, as it developed later, had 10

knife wounds in his body. The boys stretched the poor

Dividends paid in February, 191(5, by 24 L'nited States

mining companies making public reports amount to

$r,80l",400, as compared with $2,182,338 paid by 20 com-

panies in February, 1915. Metallurgical and holding

companies allied to mining paid $8,312,417, as compared

United Statps Mining Companies Situation Per Share Total

Alaska Treadwell, g Aiaska $0.75 S150.000
Alaska United, g Alaska .30 54,060
Anaconda, c Mont. 1,tO 3,496,S7o

Bunker HiU Con, g Calif. .02} 5,000

Bunker HiU & SulUvan, l.s Ida. .25 81,750

Caledonia, 1.S Ida. .03 78,150

Champion, c Mich. 2.00 200,000

Colo. Gold Dredging, g Colo.

Golden Cycle, g Colo.
Hecla, l.s Ida.

Homestake, g S. D.
Horn Silver, l.s.z Utah
Hercules, l.s Ida.

Jim Butler-Tonopah, g.s Nev.
May Day, g.s.l Utah

1 00*

Mi: Ariz.

lOO.OOO"
.02 .30.000

. 10 100.000

.65 163.254

.05 20.000

. 20 200,000

. 10 200,000

.03 24.000
1.25 466,946
7.00 700,000

Ot 20.000
4 00 1,400,000
.03 45,000
.05 18,865

.02i 12,500

Mohawk, c Mich.
National Zinc and Lead, 2.1 Mo.
New Jersey Zinc, z N.J.
Success, z Ida.

Socorro, g N. M
Wasp No. 2, g S. D. .

UnitolVerdeTc Ariz. .75 225,000

Wilbert Is Utah .01 10,000

Yellow P.ne, l.g s Nev. .10 100,000

Metallurgical and Holding Companies Situation Per Share Total

Cambria Penn. $1 12S $1,012,.tO0

Greene-Cananea, c ^lex 100 **B'209

Gulf States Steel, 1st. pfd Ala. lo lb ^^hl9S
International Nickel, pfd N.J.-Ont. 150 133.689

St. Marv-s Min. Land, c Mich. 100 160,000

Venture Svn L'. S. 10 4,000

White Kn-ob C.& D, pfd U.S. .10 20,000

US.Steehpfd L.S. OIJ 6.304.919

Canadian and Mexican Companies Situation Per Share Total

.4mparo,g.s Mex. SO 06 S120,000

Arizona, c A"*- 24 369.33o

hrtniflffq^ <i Ont. . 25 200.000

D^mSsteei.pfd.::: N.S. 150 15.5.000

Hollinger.g....'.^ Ont .20 120,000

iS^^°^:::: ::;::: :;:;:^^ p- m |:^
Mond Nickel, 1st pfd Ont. .34 170.100

Mond Nickel, 2nd pfd Ont. . 34 340,200

Mond Nickel, com Ont .24
T?S'i92

St md. Siecl of Canada, pfd N. &. 01 i 113.'^
.Stand. Steel of Canada, pfd. t

.

Ns. OSj 22.,o00

* Return of capital. t Account back dividends.

with .$8,175,267 in 191.5. Canadian and Mexican mining

companies paid $2,190,202 in 1016, as against $689,474

in 1915.

The dividend iniid by Horn Silver is the first since

September, 1907. The dividend paid by the Colorado C ' '

Dredging was a return of capital.

Total dividends in the first two months of the year

paid by United States mining companies amount to

$14,659,676; by metallurgical and holding conii\unes,

$12,544,296; by Canadian, Mexican and Central .Vnieri-

can companies. $3,922,519.
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Alva C. Dinkey has been elected president of the Cambria
Steel Co.

John W. Finch has recovered from his serious illness in

New York.

Charles A. Burdick, of New York, is in the Blue Ridge
region of Virginia examining manganese properties.

Ott F. Heizer. of Idaho Springs. Colo., will be in Tuolumne.
Calif., for the next two months on professional business.

E. T. Stotesbury has been chosen Chairman of the board of

the Reading Iron Co., Reading, Penn. F. C. Smink is presi-

dent of the company.

Adolph Lewisohn, of New York, has given ?5.000 a year for

three jears to be used in the operations of the Bureau of

Philanthropic Research.

Willis P. Davis, of Louisville, Ky., has been chosen gen-
eral manager of the Knoxville Iron Co., Knoxville, Tenn.. in

place of T. L. Stephenson, deceased.

George F. McKay, who has been secretary and treasurer

of the Otto Coking Co., 6 Church St., New York, since its

organization two years ago, has resigned.

William Pigott, vice-president of the Pacific Coast Steel

Co.. who has been in the East for some time, purchasing roll-

ing-mill machinery, has returned to Seattle.

P. Kirkegaard is reopening the gold mines at Cordova;
Ont.. and is preparing to purchase machinery for that pur-
pose, including electrical motors and air compressors.

Eugene G. Grace is now president of the Bethlehem Steel

Corporation, Charles M. Schwab remaining chairman of the
board. H. E. Lewis has been appointed assistant to the
president.

W. J. Lavelle. New England Coal and Coke Co.. Boston,
Mass., has been elected secretary-treasurer of the By-Products
Coke Producers of America, a new organization recently
formed in Chicago.

Edwin Higgins, chief mine inspector, and deputy G. Ches-
ter Brown, of the California Industrial Accident Commission,
are on a visit of inspection to the Mother Lode mines, w^here

large improvements are being undertaken.

W. W. Mein sailed from New York. Feb. 2S, for England, on
his way to South Africa, to investigate some of the Rand
mines. He is taking as assistants Karl F. Hoffmann, of New
York, and Fred Searls, Jr., of San Francisco, California.

Charles T. Kirk, of the University of New Mexico, has
recently returned to Albuquerque from a trip to the tungsten
fields of Boulder County. Colorado, where he reported upon
a concentrating property in the southern portion of the
Nederland district.

Frank Davis has returned to Sal-si-puedes. in Southern
Sonora. to resume mining operations. Because the railroad

was cut south of Nogales by Villistas it was necessary to go
via San Francisco and Mazatlan, traveling 2,760 mi. to accom-
plish a distance of 360 mi.

Dr. F. W. Cunningham, of Orange, N. J., has resigned his

connection with the research and development work of the
Newark plant of the General Electric Co. to join the engineer-
ing-research staff of the Powdered Coal Engineering and
Equipment Co., of Chicago, at which point he is now located.

Joseph H. White, sanitary engineer of the U. S. Bureau
of Mines, is investigating the conditions of the mines in Ama-
dor County, California, in relation to the reported prevalence
of hookworm. The State Department of Health and the In-

dustrial Accident Commission are cooperating with the Bureau
to locate, diagnose and eradicate the hookworm.

William C. Russell has been appointed general manager
of the Caribou Mines and Mills Co., a corporation made up of

Chicago capitalists who have just taken over the interests

of the Cariman Mining and Milling Co.. operating the Cari-
bou and tt-,e Boulder County properties in Boulder County,
Colo. Extensive operations are planned. The Caribou mine
was a famous silver producer in the '80's, but has not been
operated for 27 years.

Dr. Henry K. Benson, professor of industrial chemistry
at the University (.f Washington, in Seattle, has been ap-
pointed director of th. newly established Bureau of Industrial
Research, the first sm h institution on the Pacific Coast. One
fellowship dealing- v ti, ;> problem of the iron and steel

Industry and amouniim m $2,000 has already been established
a.s a result of the i.. ].. ratlve spirit existing between the
Bureau and the husii, . men of the Pacific Northwest.
Otticr fellowshliis are memplated.

George R. Ray, president of the Manistee Iron Works Co.,

at Manistee, Mich., died Jan. 3. Mr. Ray was a pioneer and
prominently identified in the development of equipment, par-
ticularly the vacuum pan. for the manufacture of salt.

Franklin Guiterman. metallurgist and smelting expert for
the American Smelting and Refining Co.. left a net estate
of $363,684 when he died on May 9, 1915. Mrs. Mary B. Guit-
erman, the widow, received $121,028, while Kenneth S. Guiter-
man, the son, received the balance.

William A. Dinker died in Pittsburgh, Feb. 20. aged 66
years. He organized and was secretary of the Eureka Coal
Co., later absorbed by the Pittsburgh Coal Co., of which he
became purchasing agent. Mr. Dinker also was secretary of
the Great Lakes Coal Co., and had been identified with the
coal interests of Pennsylvania for many years.

Joseph L. Darrah died at Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 6, at the
age of 8S years. Mr. Darrah was born in Ohio. He went to

California in the boom days of the Cerro Gordo mines, in

Inyo County, about 1870. He was cne of tlie owners of the
smelteries at Swansea, near Owens Lake, whicli treated the
ores from the Cerro Gordo and other mines in the district.

For a long time he was the active liead of the smelting enter-
prise. He afterward retired from active mining and devoted
his time to improving ranch property and accumulating a
competence for his later years. The family home for several
years has been at Pomona.

W. P. Carpender died at Placerville. Calif.. Feb. 16. at the
age of 85 years. He was born in Bristol. Vt.. in 1831. He
went to California in 1852, making the trip around the Horn
in a windjammer. He went directly to Hangtown, now
Placerville. where he was engaged in mining for 31 years. He
then moved to Smith's Flat and was there for about 30 years,
but in the last few years of his life, he spent much time at
his office in Placerville. He was owner of .1 large amount of

mining property, including the Carpender-Kumfa mine. This
mine became noted as a producer, but for some legal entangle-
ments. Mr. Carpender did not secure all of the benefits that
should have been his. He was a man of extraordinary intel-

lectual attainments and peculiarly rigid in his demands for
justice, to others as well as to himself. His wife died several
years ago and he is survived only by his son. Bert Carpender.

Dr. Francis Wyatt died Feb. 27 at his home at Forest Hills,

Long Island, aged 61 years. He was born at Portsmouth,
England, and educated in that country. He came to the United
States about 1885 and settled in New York, where he soon
became known as an expert chemist. At one time he was
a frequent contributor to the "Journal," but later he turned
his attention to organic chemistry and especially to fermen-
tation, on which he became a high authority. He was chemist
and tor 10 years past president of tlie National Brewers' Asso-
ciation. He was a member of the American Chemical Society,

the Society of Chemical Industry, the Association for the .\d-

vancement of Science, the British Institute of Brewers and
Brewing, the University Club of Philadelphia, the Algonquin
Club of Boston, and the Lambs Club of New York. Doctor
Wyatt had recently retired from active life. He is survived
by his wife.

Dioval Benedetto Spagnoli died at Jackson. Amador County,
Calif., on Feh. 12, of pneumonia. He was born in Piedmont,
Italy, in 1x40. His early education was obtained at Palanza,
Italy, and St. Etienne, France, and he graduated from Vevey
College on Lake Geneva in 1854. He then came to America
with his parents and brother by the Nicaragua route. The
family went to California and to Amador County, where the

father was engaged in mining and mercantile business. .M-

though educated for the law, young Spagnoli became directly

interested in mining and followed the Eraser River gold
excitement in British Columbia and had some very exciting
experiences of the dangers of Fraser River navigation. Re-
turning to Amador County, he became county clerk in 1866,

then auditor and recorder, later assistant district attorney.

He was for seven years associated with Curtis H. Llndley,
the authority on mine law. In 1869 he married Rosa Isabella

Bryant, who died in 1874. In 1882 he married Ida B. Kerr,
daughter of the late Professor A. W. Kerr. Mrs. Spagnoli
and four children survive. Mr. Spagnoli was one of the old-

est members of the Masonic fraternity in Amador County. He
had other fraternal relations. Politically he was a democrat
and In 1895-7 was United States Consul at Milan, Italy,

appointed by President Cleveland. It is believed Mr. Spagnoli

was the first naturalized Italian to hold public office in

California.
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American Pig; Iron AsHociatlon—At the annual meeting
in Cleveland. Ohio, Feb. 18. the following officers were elected:

Joseph G. Butler. Jr., president; F. B. Richards, of M. A.
Hanna & Co., Cleveland, treasurer, and John A. Penton. Cleve-
land, secretary.

University of Michigran—The university has issued a bulle-

tin, outlining its course in chemical engineering. Special ref-

erence is made in the pamphlet to the graduate fellowships,

one of which has been established by the Detroit Edison Co.

This fellowship is open to graduates of any university.

American Electrochemical Society—This society will hold
a joint meeting with the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers on Mar. 10 at the Engineering Societies Building,

to discuss the subject of corrosion. The principal speakers
will be: Dr. Burton McCoUum. Bureau of Standards. Washing-
ton, D. C, for the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
and Prof. William H. W^alker. Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, Boston, Mass., for the American Electrochemical
Society.

Northwest Mining; Convention—The annual meeting will

be held at Spokane, Wash.. Mar. 20-25. L. K. Armstrong
is chairman of the Committee of Arrangements.

An entire "W'eek, beginning Monday, Mar. 20, will be devoted
to the Convention. The first tw'O days are for the placing of

ore exhibits in the Hotel Spokane. Mar. 22 to 25 have been
set aside for a full discussion by mining men of live topics

connected with the industry. These discussions concern not
only those interested in the practical side of mining, but the
technical men as well, for the members of the Columbia Sec-
tion, American Institute of Mining Engineers; Spokane Sec-
tion, American Society of Civil Engineers; Spokane Section,

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Spo-
kane Engineering and Technical Association will conduct
special programs during the convention. Washington, Idaho.
Montana, Oregon, British Columbia, Alberta, Alaska and Yu-
kon Territory, all will be represented by delegates and ore
displays. Delegates also will be present from California,

Utah, Colorado and other Western states. Arrangements
have been made to provide space for the display of ores, maps,
mine models, literature, photographs and other exhibits of
interest to mining people.

The Colorado Metal Mining Association held its annual con-
vention at the Brown Palace Hotel, Denver, Feb. 11 and 12.

About 250 delegates were present, representing the various
mining counties of the state. The meeting was called to order
at 10:30 a.m.. Feb. 11, by President Bulkeley Wells, and
was addressed by Governor George A. Carlson. W. J. H.
Doran, president of the Denver Manufacturers' Association,
addressed the convention on behalf of the manufacturing
interests of Colorado. President Bulkeley Wells made his
annual address, reviewing the accomplishments of the asso-
ciation during the past year and outlining the work to be
done by the organization during 1916. A committee on resolu-
tions was appointed and the convention adjourned until
afternoon. Luncheon was served to members of the conven-
tion by the Denver Manufacturers' Association at the Cham-
ber of Commerce Building. In the afternoon reports were
submitted by the treasurer, secretary, finance committee, legis-
lative committee and other committees.

The convention adjourned until evening and a meeting of
the board of directors "was called. The following officers
were elected. Bulkeley Wells, president: T. R. Henahen, first

vice-president: George M. Taylor, second vice-president;
George O. Argall, third vice-president; M. B. Tomblin, secre-
tary, A. M. Collins, treasurer.

The evening session of the convention opened with an
address by Dr. Wm. B. Phillips, president of the Colorado
School of Mines. Doctor Phillips pointed out what the School
of Mines was doing for the mining industry, called attention
to the new departments of safety and efficiency engineering
and research, and showed how the latter department was aid-
ing the prospector by making determinations and suggestions
free of charge. Attention was called to the important co-
operation between the School of Mines, the Federal Bureau
of Mines and the Colorado State Bureau of Mines. Fred
Carroll, commissioner of mines, then addressed the meeting
and called attention to the State Bureau of Mines, pointing
out its valuable services to the mining industry. W. W. Green,
manager of the State Compensation Insurance Fund, addressed
the convention and was followed by Thomas F. Daly, manager
of the Capitol Insurance Co.

On Feb. 12. there %vas a long and sharp discussion on
United States Conservation Policies.

The International Acheson Graphite Co., of Niagara Falls,
N. T., has changed its name and hereafter will be known as
Acheson Graphite Company.

The Herrmann Engineering Co., 654 Franklin St., Detroit.
Mich., has recently been reorganized, and will be known in

the future as the Carson Motor Co.

The Traylor Engineering and Manufacturing Co., of Allen-
town. Penn., has recently supplied two Wood flotation
machines for the Pike Hill mines, and 12 Wood flotation
machines for the San Francisco Mines of Mexico.

The H. Koppers Co. has closed two contracts to erect by-
product coke ovens with benzol recovery plants. One is of
45 ovens for the Camden Coke Co., Camden. X. J.; the other
is for the Seaboard Byproduct Co.. Jersey City, N. J., of 110
ovens.

At a recent directors' meeting of the Stanley Belting
Corporation Charles E. Hathaway, formerly with the J. H.
Williams Co., New York, was elected president; A. L. Whit-
temore. vice-president; A. C. List, treasurer; John Laurence
was reelected secretary.

The North Woburn plant of the New England Chemical
Works had one of its buildings blown up and completely
destroyed by the subsequent Are early in the morning of
Feb. 29. The explosion occurred in the trinitrotoluol depart-
ment, where explosives for the Allies were being manufac-
tured. According to reports several weeks ago, this was
one of the plants marked for destruction by spies.

Chalmers & Williams announce that the New Cornelia
Copper Co. of Ajo, .-Vriz.. has just placed an order for twelve
48-in. Symons tine-reduction disk crushers, which will be the
only crushers used in its plant to reduce 4.000 tons per day
from 4 in. to Vt in., and also orders for one of the same kind
of crusher for each of the following companies: Chile Ex-
ploration Co., HoUinger Gold Mines, Timmins, Ont., and C. S.

Christensen, Kristiania, Norway.

The Rateau Battu Smoot Co. of New York has recently
received orders for: A steam-turbine-driven blower and al-
ternator. 1.900-kw., blower capacity 30.000 cu.ft. at 30-lb. pres-
sure, sea level; also a motor-driven centrifugal blower hav-
ing a delivery of 24.000 cu.ft. of air at 3-lb. pressure; both
these units being for the Cerro de Pasco Mining Co.. Peru,
and a 24,000 cu.ft. motor-driven blower, delivering air at a
pressure of 20 lb. at sea level, for the Braden Copper Co.,

Chile.

The Bailey Meter Co., 141 Milk St., Boston, Mass., has been
incorporated to manufacture and sell a complete line of re-
cording meters and instruments for power plant and other
similar uses. These meters have been developed during the
past six years in the mechanical engineering department of

the Fuel Testing Co. of Boston. The Bailey meters are
adapted to accurately measure steam, water, air and gases,
under all conditions of pressure, temperature and capacity.
They include orifice meters for all fluids in pipes; V-notch
weir meters for open flow liquids; "the CO; method of steam
and water measurement" for meter calibration and testing
work; boiler meters showing steam output, rate of air supply
and condition of fuel bed; gas flow meters for fan and venti-
lating ducts; and radimeters for averaging all kinds of chart
records.

1

CATALOGS

Chain Belt Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Supplement to General
Catalog No. 56. Illustrated, 32 pp., 6x9 in.

National Tube Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. Catalog. "Kewanee"
Unions and Specialties. Illustrated, 72 pp. 5xS in.

Sullivan Machinery Co., Chicago, 111. Bulletin No. 70-A.

Sullivan "Rotator" Hammer Drills. Illustrated, 2S pp., 6x9 in.

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Co.. Roches-
ter N. Y. Bulletin No. 1000. Mine-A-Phone. Illustrated. 16

pp., SxlO in.

Koering Cyaniding Process Co.. Detroit, Mich. Pamphlet.
"The Highest Development of the Cyaniding Art." Illustrated,

24 pp., 6x9 in.

Nye Steam Pump and Machinery Co.. 701-07 N. Western
Ave., Chicago, 111. Catalog No. 14. High Pressure Steam
Pumps. Illustrated. 6'2 pp.. 9x12 in.
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SAX FRAXCISCO—Feb. 23

The Alaska (Jraphite Co. is reported as contemplating the

installation of a refining plant on San Francisco Bay. The
company will ship a large tonnage of this ore from the

mines near Teller. At the annual meeting of stockholders the

following officers and directors were re-elected: C H. Phil-

pott, president: H. T. Giddings, vice-president; C. R. Jenkins,

secretary- treasurer.

Magnesite Depositjs on Land Near Porterville, recently

added to the purchase by W. D. Corbin. of St. Louis, are re-

ported to be an extension of the ledge which runs through the

Duncan lands and into the 'tt'ilcox property included in the

purchase. The ore is said to be of equally high grade.

Corbin and associates are now reputed to be the largest

factors in the California magnesite industry. Other deals

are said to be pending for acquisition of additional prop-

erty.

Agents and Brokers Authorized to Sell Securities of invest-

ment companies in California are required to make applica-

tion to the State Corporation Department for new certificates

before ilar. 1. These certificates are good for one year and
automatically expire. The fee for agents is $1, and for brok-

ers. $5. Investment companies authorized to sell and own se-

curities are not required to secure new permits: these per-

mits running until revoked or until the securities authorized

are disposed of.

The High Price of Quicksilver is seriously affecting some
of the big mining companies in California. Some of the

mines saw the possibility of extraordinary prices and laid

in sufficient supply for a year at prices from $50 to $100 per

flask. Those mines which failed to provide against the rise

in price, have been obliged to pay from $250 to $300 per flask.

Some of the mines have been curtailing their purchases with
the idea that the price might weaken: but there is not at

present any indication of quicksilver price dropping before

it has reached even a higher mark than $300.

Comstock N'orthend Mine.s Prodaction was substantially

increased in the week ended Feb. 19. The production was of

a gross value exceeding $13,000. The Union furnished the

largest proportion of the ore. or 369 tons valued at over $10.-

000. Sierra Nevada produced 94 tons valued at over $2,200.

The highest per ton value was from No. 2 stope of 2.500

level of the Union, from which 250 tons were extracted, aver-

aging $35.65 per ton. Sierra Nevada saved 94 tons that aver-

aged $23.75 per ton. from the north end of No. 1 stope on 2.500

level. The average per ton of custom ore crushed in the Mex-
ican mill was $27.80. there being 473 tons whose gross assay
value was over $13,000. The Comstock Pumping Association

continued extensive drainage operations at all points, the

work on airways to improve ventilation, and the reopening

of the repaired Sierra Nevada-Mexican-Union shaft, being

features of the week.

DKNVEK—Feb. 25

Vindicator ConNolidated Gold Mining C'o.'s .\nnual Meeting.

recently held in Denver, resulted in the reelection of Adolph
J. Zang, president: Irving T. Snyder, vice-president and gen-

eral manager: and Guilford S. Wood, secretary-treasurer: and
the election of directors Charles Sigel. Jr., and Adolph F.

Zang.

Golden Cycle's Annual 3ieetlng resulted in the election of

the following directors: A. E. Carlton, president: E. P. Shove,
vlce-presidcnc: Irving T. Snyder, secretary-treasurer: H. Mc-
Garry, general manager: Spencer Penrose. L. G. Carlton and
Richard Roilofs. The customary 2c. monthly dividend will

continue.

Lnemo Mining Co., of which Warren F. Page Is manager,
continue."* ijushing its Valley tunnel into Prospect Mt., a

abort distance north of Leadville. At about 1,500 ft. from
the portal, a numl)er of diamond-drill holes have b<-en driven
to explore formations below and about the line of the bore.

The rock seriep here is that typical of the district but locally

the measures at • ."o decomposed that cores could not be
obtained. It Is -i-.I that very satisfactory assays were
secured from tht- . • r i.nls removed. A winze Is being sunk.

Tungnten Prlrr- ' "tlnue to Stimulate Demands for proper-
ties containing thi' For certain reasons not made pub-
lif. buyers in the H. field fntinue to offer higher prices
tl :in are offered by l j elsewhere In the West, or in the

East for that matter. Competition nevertheless is keen and
as soon as one purchaser announces a raise in his offers,

others promptly meet the call. For 60 "Tt WOj stuff, miners
are receiving $60 per unit at this writing, although the latest
published price is $57. An interesting development in the
tungsten-ore market is the fact that ore running as low as
^ ^ is readily salable to mills, one miner informing the writer
that he received $20 per unit for a lot of such ore. Ore run-
ning 10 <~, has a published price of $54 p«r unit but is actually
selling for more. So valuable has ferberite become in Boulder
County that miners now mention its value per pound instead
of per unit.

Portland Gold Mining Co. held its annual meeting, Feb. 21,

at Cheyenne, AVyo. The old directors were re-elected, the
board consisting of Frank G. Peck, president. Dr. D. H. Rice,
Thomas F. Burns, Irving Howbert and Ira Harris. Frank L.
Smale was reappointed general manager. Reports from offi-

cers showed the net profits from last year's mining and mill-
ing operations to have been $783,191. This total was very
nearly evenly divided between the main branches of this com-
pany's activities, $394,716 from ore production: $3SS,475 from
operating the two mills in the Cripple Creek district and the
one mill at Colorado City. During the year the mills treated
426.586 tons of ore. Every mine level contributed ore last

year. The deepest level—the ISth— is at 1.870 ft. The 200
level is given over entirely to leasers. To date, the Portland-
Independence has produced 3.653,969 tons of ore of a gross
value of $64,426,370. The two mines have been worked con-
tinuously for 23 years and have more than 55 mi. of under-
ground workings. Estimates place the available tonnage of
low-grade ore broken in old workings and lying in the dumps
at more than 12.000,000 tons. All waste is now used in back-
filling. President Peck's report stated that the price of $335,-

000 paid for the Independence mine last summer was far
below the construction costs of the surface buildings, includ-
ing the 350-ton mill. This cyanide mill is being altered into

a flotation plant of 1.000 tons capacity and when this is

in operation the company will be able to treat 2.000 tons of
low-grade ore daily.

BITTE Feb. 22
The Fire in the Pennsylvania 3Iine of the Anaconda, by

which 21 miners lost their lives on Feb. 14, was the worst
mine disaster in the history of Butte. The cause of the fire

may never be known, but it is certain that it did not result
from an extension into the Pennsylvania mine of the fire

which has been burning for some years in some of the neigh-
boring mines. That fact has been fully ascertained. Not the
slightest evidence has been found that the fire was of incen-
diary origin, a sensational theory circulated and evidently
based on the fact that the Anaconda company has a large
copper contract with the British government. Daniel Har-
rington, in charge of the Rocky Mountain district of the
United States Bureau of Mines, investigated the fire and came
to the conclusion that it probably was started by a miner's
candle. The fan in the air shaft, he said, which carried 55.000

cu.ft. of air into the shaft and workings, made the timbers
dry as tinder. The placing of a candle on the timbers, a
spark, or possibly a short circuit, could have started the fire

and the fans converted it into a blaze in a few minutes. Mr.
Harrington said; "My investigation also showed that first aid

is better developed in the Butte district than at any other
place in the West, and the Anaconda compan.v, to my mind,
was guilty of no act of commission or omission in connection
with the disaster. I found that the company's rescue equip-
ment and rescue organizations are so complete that the assist-

ance of the Federal rescue cars were not needed, although
our bureau promptly made such offer. The mine was m.'^.;1e

as safe as mines can be made." On Feb. 17 the fire broke out
anew on the 1.200-ft. level and extended into some of the
stopes. A large fire-fighting force put in cement bul'.chiads

to prevent a spread of the fire and to smother the flames.

There was danger that the fire would get Into the ore and add
another burning mine to the Anaconda lirt. A similar fire

broke out on Nov. 23, 1889, and has been burning ever since

In the Anaconda and St. Lawrence mines. Another has for

some years been burning In the Colusa and Tramway. The
burning areas In those properties are confined within cement
walls, but occasionally the flrc burns through at unexpected
places and is a more or less constant cause of danger and
anxiety.
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SALT LAKE CITY—Feb. 25

The Decision of the Federal Court of Utah in the litiga-

tion between the Silver King Coalition Mines Co. and the

Conkling Mining Co.. both of Park City, over the Elephant
stope of the Conkling claim— in which the Coalition company
owns a one-fourth, and the Conkling company a three-fourths

interest—has been reversed by the United States court of ap-
peals: and the case sent back to. the federal court here for

>he assessment of damages to be paid the Conkling company.
The latter company claimed that the Silver King had mined
ore to a value of $575,000 from the Elephant stope, which
rightfully belonged to it, contending that the Conkling claim

was 1,500 ft. long and 600 ft. wide, and bringing an injunction

and accounting action against the Coalition company. The
defense w-as that the Conkling claim had been incorrectly

surveyed, and that the 129 ft. containing the Elephant stope

belonged to it. p'ormer Judge John A. Marshall in his de-

cision gave the Elephant stope to the Coalition company on
the ground that the 129 ft. of the north end of the Conkling
claim belonged to the Coalition, and on the further ground
that it was entitled to extra-lateral rights. An appeal was
taken to the circuit court, which reversed the judgment,
finding that the Silver King Coalition had no claim on the

129 ft. The circuit court further found that the Elephant
stope was not included by extra-lateral rights of the apex
of the Silver King vein, and awarded mining rights of the

Elephant stope to the Conkling company. Since the Silver

King owns a one-fourth interest in the Conkling claim, one-
quarter of the ore taken from the Elephant stope will be
deducted. It is thought that damages will be assessed at the
next session of the federal court.

By Statement.^ Made to the State Board of ICqualization for

assessment purposes, the net proceeds of two Park City
mines during the year recently ended are shown to have
been: Daly-Judge, gross earnings, tl, 041, 413, net proceeds
$500,699; Silver King Consolidated, gross earnings, $615,173.

net proceeds. $359,530.

DOS C.*BEZ.\S, .4RIZ Feb. 12

Power Plant Destroyed by InoeudiariNm is the bad news
recently forwarded to the stockholders of the Mascott Copper
Co. by President T. X. McCauley. The buildings were con-
structed with corrugated iron roof and walls over a wooden
framework, while the floor was of concrete. Three minutes
from the start of the fire the building was a mass of flames.
That the rapidity of spread of the flames was due to thor-
oughly arranged incendiarism is the charge freely made in the
letter. The company was almost on a profitable basis and
the burning of the power plant at such a time of high-priced
copper is peculiarly unfortunate. A new power plant is under
construction and one engine, only slightly damaged, will be
running inside of 90 days.

MOREXCI. ARIZ.—Feb. 2.'.

The Clifton-Morenci-Metealf District has already regained
its pre-strike prosperity—and a little more, perhaps. Feb.
21 was payday and everybody drew a big check. The con-
ference between the managers and the Grievance Committee
is at a standstill.

Shortage of Railroad Cars is hampering mining in Arizona
which also is suffering from the inability of the smelters
to handle the ores. The smelteries at Hayden, Humboldt,
Clarkdale and Douglas are running at full capacity and
hundreds of carloads are being shipped to El Paso. It is

reported there are over 100 cars continually standing in the
yards at the Hayden smeltery and similar conditions prevail
at the other plants.

Mining in Xortliern Sonora is said to be picking up. Me.K-
icans are swarming into the larger camps from the south
and many Americans are seen on the roads and trails to the
outlying districts. Work on the Archipeligo mines, east of
Cumpas, has been started since the arrival of manager Boyd
from Chicago. The Transvaal mines, which are owned by the
Anheuser-Busch people, are commencing operations. Mr.
Christie is resuming work at the Esquadro, east of Moctezuma.
Sixty carloads of lead and zinc ores were imported through
Jauraz from northern Durango and southern Chihuahua one
day last week. This denotes some improvement in the
paralyzed transportation facilities.

WALLACE, IDAHO—Feb. 22
Increased Waeex due to hish prices for lead are an-

nounced by the following mining companies: The Federal,
Gold Hunter, Hercules, Marsh, Consolidated Interstate-Calla-
han. Tamarack & Custer. Success and Hecla. The notice of
increase reads as follows: Until further notice, when lead
is selling above $5 per cwt., the following additions will be
made to the regular daily wage now being paid: Twenty-five
cents per shift when lead is above $5 per cwt. and not above
$5.50 per cwt. Fifty cents per shift when lead is above $5.50

per cwt. and not above $6 per cwt. Seventy-five cents per
shift when lead is above $6 per cwt. and not above $6.50 per
cwt. One dollar per shift when lead is above $6.50 per cwt.
The average price of lead for any month as published in the
"Engineering and Mining Journal" will govern the wage paid
for the following month.

HELEV.V, MONT.—Feb. 21

A Petition In Bankruptcy Was Filed in the Federal Court
against the Northwestern Metals Co. by the Helena Light and
Railway Co. and others, all of Helena. Petitioners believe
there are 45 creditors whose claims aggregate $50,000. Com-
pany was organized some years ago to treat all kinds of ores
by a new leaching process and a costly plant was installed at
Helena for that purpose. Operating difficulties caused plant
to be shut down.

JOPLIX, MO.—Feb. 26
The Bankers Tract of land southeast of Joplin will here-

after be drained by the land owners. This will insure steady
operation of its lessees, a condition that has never pre-
vailed since the big pumping plant was closed down many
years ago.

In the Webb City Camp. T. F. Coyne paid $25,000 for the
mill and lease of Bell & Co. Chapman Bros., of Webb City
purchased the fee to 40 acres of mining land in the North
Webb City sheet ground district.

The .Sale of the Bradley Properties in the Joplin camp was
made last week. The Bradley No. 1 was sold to Jess Briegel,
of Chicago, who acted as agent for R. R. Conklin. The Brad-
ley No. 2 was sold to the Spiral Mining Co., an Oklahoma
corporation, of which Chas. Dudley Pratt is the local man-
ager, and J. S. Mullen, of Ardmore, Okla., is the principal
stockholder.

Investments Totaline Over .$1,000,000 were made in Joplin
district this last week. Most important of these was that of
the Kenefick Zinc Corporation with four operating mines as
its nucleus of producing properties. These include the Media
and Electrical at Webb City and the Coyote and Sampson in
Joplin. All these properties are equipped with large mills
and are turning out a large tonnage of concentrates weekly.
The purchase price of these properties, is not stated. They
are among the largest producers in the field. The next im-
portant transaction was the purchase of the A. W. C. Alining
Co.'s property by Johnson and Gipson, who paid $300,000 for
these holdings, consisting of three mills operating upon
leases in the West Joplin sheet ground district. These prop-
erties have been the largest producers of high-grade zinc
concentrates in that part of the Joplin camp for the last
year. -Another sale of considerable importance is that of the
JIcDonald mine at Prosperity, sold to .-Viken, Curtis & Cosden
for $175,000. The property has a mill of 350 tons capacity
on the Connor land. At Springfield. Mark R. Chartrand, of St.

Louis is reported to have paid $125,000 for the Gem Mining
Co., located in the Jumbo District south of Springfield.

TORONTO—Feb. 2«

The Imperial Pri\-y Council has rendered an important de-
cision affecting the incorporation of Canadian companies.
The Federal Government contended that a company incorpor-
ated by a Provincial government had no right to do business
in another province without taking out a Dominion charter.
This contention was upheld by the Supreme Court, but the
appeal taken from that decision has been sustained by the
Privy Council.

The Propo.sed Tax LeKislatlon as affecting the mining in-
dustry of Ontario is likely to meet with a good deal of oppo-
sition, and as far as is known at the present time the Jlinister
of Finance appears to be open to suggestions that will help
to make the tax more equitable. The new tax is particularly
objectionable to the mining companies on account of the
low rate of interest allowed before the tax becomes operative.
Seven per cent, return is a low rate of interest on any mining
stock and particularly so in Canada where the mining in-
dustry is not so firmly established as in some other coun-
tries, and where there are only a few mines having a known
life of any considerable length. The general feeling seems to be
that a straight tax on all profits irrespective of the capital
of the company would he more equitable. Under the present
proposed arrangement, the HoUinger would be the hardest
hit of any minin.g company, and its tax would aniouri t^

about $1,000,000 for the two years. Another company 'l;at

would suffer is the Brittania Mining: and Smelting Co. in

British Columbia. The i.<sued capital is only $1,650,000 as
compared with the Granhy. having $15,000,000. and it is prob-
able that the profits of the two companies for the presen; vear
will be about the same. There h.ns been an insistent ii 'Kind
for the production of gold, and tlio proposed tax wouI'l rob-
ably have the unfortunate effect of decreasing: t' pn tion
of this much-needed metal.
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ARIZONA
Cochise Connty

SHATTUCK ARIZONA (Bisbee)—Production for the
month of Januarv: Copper, 1,565,224 lb.; lead, 267,S53 lb.; sil-

ver. 30.369 oz. : grold. 534 oz.

MASCOT COPPER (TVilcox)—Another strike on 200-ft.
level; runs as high as 30% copper; announced by company.

Gila County
BUSH AND CRAWFORD (Miami)—Together with number

of Swedish miners reported talking out tungsten ore from
claims in Powers gulch, west of Miami, at the rate of $50
a day per man; said to have $30,000 worth ore on dump.

DICKSON ZINC (Miami)—Charles Dickson has leased his
zinc mine in Powers gulch to Denver investors, who are al-
readv taking out ore for shipment. Zinc running 40";^ will
be shipped: lower grades will be held for concentrating.
Dickson has opened up IS-ft. vein for a distance of 50 ft.

INSPIR.\TION COPPER (Miami)—Operation of 600-ton test
mill, which has been running since early in 1914 and in which
feasibility of flotation process for treatment of Inspiration
ores was" demonstrated, has been discontinued and plant will
be torn down to eliminate danger of Are to overhead railway
trestle.

Graham County
GRAND REEF (Klondyke)—New concentrator of Laurel

Cailon now in operation; "capacity, 250 tons. Company has
600,000 tons blocked out; thirty-five men employed.

Moliave County
MERRITT (Oatman)—Merritt group in northern part Tom

Reed section purchased by C. S. Sprague, of Goldfield.

SUNSHINE (Oatman)—Sunshine group, locally known as
the Hackberry, taken over by Phillip Wiseman end Seeley W.
Mudd.

UNITED EASTERN (Oatman)—Lateral explorations on
new 665-ft. level have disclosed the main ore body, which was
proven for distance of about 650 ft. on the 465- and 565-ft.

levels.

WILLIAMS TUNGSTEN (Tucca)—Milling plant will be in-

stalled to treat milling ore in sight. Mine also contains high-
grade ore, some running as high as 70% tungsten. Recent
shipment to Pennsylvania brought $3,500 a ton.

C\RTER GOLD MINING (Oatman)—L. D. Lackey, rep-
resenting Philadelphia investors, has purchased large interest,

lateral work on the 250-ft. level suspended after completely
crosscutting main vein. Shaft being equipped to continue
sinking to 500-ft. point.

BIG JIM (Oatman)—Sinking operations resumed after 2

weeks' delav caused bv sudden inflow of water at 44u-ft.

point. Water handled by station and sinking pumps, run
with air obtained from Black Eagle shaft plant of the Tom
Reed. New 700-cu.ft. compressor ordered will furnish air
for pumps and 6 machine drills; shaft will be continued down
to 600-ft. point.

MOHAVE-OATMAN WATER CO. (Oatman)—Capitalized for
$1,000,000, to put water project and sewerage system in Oat-
man Mining District, to cost between $250,000 and $300,000.
Water will be pumped from wells on east bank of Colorado
River, through 10-in. pipe, to an intermediate reservoir
of 2,500,000 gal. capacity, a distance of nine and one-half
miles. From this point an S-in. pipe will be run through
various townsites to main reservoir in Oatman. The officers
of the company are: Daniel Cahill, president and superin-
tendent, E. Pritchard Smith, vice-president and general man-
ager, D. L. Mayhew, secretary and treasurer. Will be ready
to let contracts within 90 days.

Pinal County

RAY HERCULES COPPER (Ray)—Plans made for big
crushing plant on property at north end of town of Ray, also
for concentrator at Kelvin, 6 mi. south of Ray. Machinery
for big hoist is on ground and deep sliaft will be sunk on
Grace L. claim. Several churn drills have been proving Ray
Hercules ground for some time and will be kept going indefl-
nlteiy. Railroad spur will be constructed from Ray & Gila
Valley railroad to center of Ray Hercules property.

Yavapai County
UNITED VERDE EXTENSION (Jerome)—Crosscut on 14th

level has penetrated ledge for S5 ft. averaging 15% copper
throughout. No sipn of wall in sight.

TIP TOP (Crown King)—Reported that George Wingfield.
of Nevada, as.sociated with Chas. M. Schwab. Pittsburgh, is
negotiating for old Tip Top mine. Two detailed examina-
tions of prop, rty have been made by E. A. Starr, Wingfleld's
engineer. New mill has been in operation for over a month,
making tests from old dump and everv level in mine. Esti-
mated $3,000,000 lurrKsten ore In sight; also carries silver.

STODDARD MINKS (^Stoddard)—Company and Copper Queen
Gold Mining Co. Ii

operate $50,000 Joiiit ;'.

M. Stoddard, prinrM '

takes half stock
li.illt from Hunilxilli
r. months; developn.. i,

' ..stors at P:irls, '!

I'itallBts are aasociat'

rganized corporation to construct and
aion mill at Stoddard, according to C.

' kholder of Stoddard. Each company
survcvod and wagon road will be

. ver. Mill expected to operate within
both mines to be resumed at once.
control Copper Queen; New York

I with Stoddard.

CALIFORNIA
Calavern.s County

EASY BIRD (Mokelumne Hill)—Exploration and develop-
ment carried on by International Investment Syndicate of Los
Angeles. More than $25,000 expended in reopening mine and
developing orebodies. Electric power transmission line from
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. power plant, situated on opposite
side of Mokelumne River from mine, just completed. Milling
capacity will be increased and modern electric hoist and air
compressor will be installed.

Eldorado County
ROCKY BAR (Coles)—Property will be reopened by M. P.

Server under bond. Machinery for hoist and other equipment
will be installed.

Shasta County
MAMMOTH (Kennett)—Mineral claims of Kennett Water

Co. have been purchased; price, $75,000. Exploration and de-
velopment will begin as soon as weather clears. Heavy
snow storms did not interfere with 5,000-ft. main lower tun-
nel of Mammoth, designed to tap orebodies 400 ft. below
present workings. Production of copper continues to exceed
600,000 lb. per month, including Balaklala ores. Zinc pro-
duction is about $90,000 per month.

Sierra County
SIXTEEN-TO-ONE (Alleghany)—Another pocket of high

grade just extracted. Twenty men employed under Supt.
M. Sullivan.

KEYSTONE (Sierra City)—Nine men breaking ore in
stopes. Mill plating $10 per ton. gold. Bonded to Bigelow
and Gilbreath.

SACRED MOUNT (Sierra City)—Winze being sunk to get
under ore assaying $S per ton on surface. Under lease to
A. Church and associates.

CLEVELAND (Sierra City)—New Ingersoll compressor In-
stalled, shaft sunk 350 ft., and 10-stamp mill running. Exten-
sive exploration work to be continued by Gillespie and Mc-
Gonigle, of Pittsburgh, Penn., with 25 men now employed.

IRELAND (Alleghany)—Another rich deposit encountered
in upper tunnel, S60 ft. from mouth. Lower tunnel will be
extended to tap orebody at depth, and other development
prosecuted upon extensive scale. K. K. Ash, engineer in
charge.

KLONDIKE (Sierra City)—Snowsheds erected early in
winter have permitted continuous work. Drift has been run
240 ft. and will be extended 100 ft. farther to tap channel.
Eight men employed and more will be added with opening of
spring.

MUGWUMP MINES CO. (Alleghany and Forest)—Recently
organized to develop several known rich properties in this
district. Including the Gold Star and Young America which
contain both gravel and quartz and were among the richest
producers in early days of drift mining. A. D. Foote, superin-
tendent of North Star of Grass Valley, will be president and
manager, L. P. Larue. A. H. Tickell. AVm. Hague and C. E.
Clinch, of Grass Valley, and S. L. Bright, of San Francisco
are also among the organizers.

SiNkiyou County

L.VRGE CHROME DEPOSITS recently discovered within
a mile of Yreka, at Butcher Hill. Ore is said to have been
tested by engineers and proved to be of good quality. Hang-
ing-wall vein carries some gold.

CALIFORNIA-OREGON POWER CO. contemplates Inst:,

lation of dam on Klamath River, at Copco. Cost said '

approximate $500,000.

McKEEN (Callahan)—C. G. Strickland, manager of Deni:'
Bar C;o., and James McKeen, visited Yreka recently and :

ranged for final pavment on McKeen mine, recently purcha.'"
by McKinney. Stated that pn perty will be developed on
large scale.

Trinity County

GOLDEN JUBILEE (Carrvillc)—Exploration tunnel li,!

been started, designed to tap ore d:posits at an approxim:.'
depth of 900 ft. below present workings. In lower lev.

large t)odies sulphide ores have been disclosed and v.ii ^

indicate persistence to great depth. New reduction plant will
be installed as soon as weather permits. Entire country is

practically snowbound. New tube mill and cyanide plant also
contemplated. Property is equipped with 10-stamp mill. John
C. Boddiker is superintendent and California Extraction C ,

of San Francisco, owner.

Tnolumnc County

CLIO (Jacksonville)—Reported that property will be r.

opened by Oro Mining Co. Formerly developed by SOO-i;
tunnel and 400-ft. shaft. Equipped with 10-stamp mill in

good condition. Was former producer.

POISON OAK (Sonora)—South American Development Co.
has started work under bond and lease. Property idle several
years. Developed by 300-ft. shaft and 3 drifts, all said to
be in pay ore. Large amount of ore was treated in 5-atamp
mill, but sulphide ores In bottom were not successfully treated
l>ecause of lack of methods. Property situated north of Bos-
tater Ranch in Blanket Creek district. J. W. Mercer, of New
York. Is general manager. W. H. Knowles, superintendent.
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DEt,A^V.\RE
PYRITES CO., LTD. (Xew York)—Company contemplating

land purchase on Delaware River near Wilmington. Del., for
establishment of plant to agrglomerate pyrites cinder into an
iron t)last-furnace material, as now done at its Roanoke. Va.,
plant. Manufacture of acid, as reported, is not contemplated.

IDAHO
Shoshone Counfy

CALEDONIA (Wallace)—January net earnings $100,264
from shipment of 8;i3 tons concentrates and 547 tons ore of
gross value $149,314.

INTERSTATE-CALLAHAN (Nine Mile)—Net earnings for
January $37.5.000, shipments of crude ore and concentrates,
both lead and zinc, having been approximately 6,000 tons.

HYPOTHEEK (Kingston)—Directors at a Wallace meet-
ing, decided to erect a concentrating mill of 150 to 200 tons
capacity at mine, also install double-drum electric hoist.
Will ultimately build mill of larger capacity at Enaville on
railroad. 3 mi. a^'ay. connected with mine by aerial tram.
Mill at mine will be built soon as plans are prepared. Ex-
pected that ore now available will provide funds for further
development of mine and all construction of permanent mill
and tramway.

AMAZON-DIXIE (Sildix. Montana)—Property situated just
across state line, witli this city its supply point. Lower
tunnel has demonstrated shoot of commercial lead ore 600 ft.

long, averaging 6 ft. in width. Raise recently completed to
No. 2 tunnel, 500 ft., on vein with more or less ore all the way.
Station new being cut near raise for hoist, "when vein W'ill

be explored by shaft and drifts to a, depth of 500 ft. If
showing proves satisfactory this work will be followed at
once by erection of mill. Cleveland capitalists are heavily
interested.

SECURITY CEMENT AND LIME CO. (Hagerstown)—Has
completed arrangements for projected plant to recover potash
from waste gases of cement kilns. Will use Cottrell process:
expects to save approximately two tons of potash daily. Cost
of plant estimated at $50,000,

MICHIG.\>-

Copper

CHAMPION (PainesdaleJ—Preparing to regrind all of its
tailings. Number of Wilfley tables will be doubled. Mangan-
ese-steel balls successfully used to replace Danish pebbles in
Hardinge mills, pebbles being impossible to obtain on account
of the war. Eventually all of regrinding machinery at all of
Copper Range mills will be handled by electric turbines now
being installed at Champion to be operated by exhaust of
Champion stamps.

MI.XXESOTA
Cuywna Ranjc^e

CUYUNA RANGE POWER CO. will construct auxiliary
steam plant at Riverton, Minn., to meet heavy power demands
on Range. Company about to begin construction of power
dam on Crow Wing River some miles west of Brainerd.

CUYUNA-SULTANA (Ironton)—Special stockholders' meet-
ing recently held to take action on proposed consolidation of
Cuyuna-Sultana and Hopkins properties, latter controlled by
Breitung interests. Committee appointed with authority to
act.

Duluth

MINNESOTA STEEL CO. (Duluth)—Second blast furnace
blown in Feb, 18, bringing plant to its maximum production
of pig iron.

UNIVERSAL PORTLAND CEMENT CO. (Duluth)—Fires
started in the dryers Feb. 16, constituting initial opera-
tion at new plant.

CARMAN CONSOLIDATED COPPER (Duluth)—Reorgan-
ized into new company, called Maria Mining Co., capital $500,-
000, par $1. All legitimate issue of old Carman shares will
be exchanged on payment of 10c. per share. Mine located in
Sonora. Mexico. Product, silver. Practically all stock held in
Duluth and on Mesabi Range.

Mesabi Rani^e

KINNEY (Kinney)—Mining operations discontinued for
winter and entire crew put on repair work.

SHENANGO (Chisholm)—New steel headframe completed.
Full crew of men working underground again. The pit will
be opened Apr. 1.

MACE (Nashwauk)—Stripping is about completed. ,\bout
300.000 tons of ore sold for 1916 delivery. It will be mine's
first year as shipper. It is here that big steam shovel, weigh-
ing 315 tons, is being used.

HAWKINS (Nashwauk)—Fifty men arc employed in shops
making repairs to macliinery. Company expects to put 1,20C,-
000 tons of wash ore through mill this year. There are IS
double-deck concentrating tables in mill.

OLIVER IRON (Hibbing)—Forty new stripping cars have
been ordered; cost. $2,000 each. Have a 20-yd. sweep, as com-
pared with 7-yd. cars now in use. "Their cajiacity will he 35
tons. Will be largest stripping cars on range. Delivery
will be made in March.

GLEN (Chisholm)—Fires of incendiary origin have oc-
curred three times recently in underground workings. Last
one. in abandoned portion on 84 ft, level threatened to be-
come serious but was finally extinguished; men used Drseger
smoke helmets.

Vermilion Rauf^e

SIBLEY (Ely)—Cave in on Feb. 14 imprisoned two miners
on the 5th sub-level. Caused b.v timbering giving way. Men
rescued after six hours.

MOXT.4NA
Silver Bow County

D.WIS-DALY (Butte)—Shipments largely incrr-asod due
to opening of three-compartment shaft to 2.500 level, in Colo-
rado mine. Development work on 2,500 level said to be
satisfactory.

NORTH BUTTE (Butte)—Annual report discloses copper
content in the ore has fallen from 54.6 lb. in 1914 to 50.8 lb.
in 1915. Costs of mining were reduced from 11.5c. per lb. to
10c. per lb., about highest cost in district.
TUOLUMNE (Butte)—Question of increasing capital stock

from $SOO,000 to $2,500,000 for purpose of purchasing additional
property comes before annual meeting Butte, Mar. 30, Prop-
erties under consideration are Colusa-Leonard extension
group and the Butte Main Range properties. Part of Butte
Main Range is now under control of North Butte company.

BUTTE & ZENITH CITY (Butte)—The unwatering of shaft
in Nissler district nearly completed and Supt. Gibson has a
force installing new machinery, including large compressor
and electric pump of ample capacity to keep the mine dry.
Expect to begin sinking soon and present plans call for the
reaching 1,000 level by Apr. 1. Crosscut will tlien be run to
vein.

PILOT-BUTTE (Butte)—Special meeting of stockholders
is called for Mar. 30 for purpose of ratifying sale of company's
property to Anaconda company. Definite details of sale lack-
ing, but price reported close to $l,100,iiuO. the equivalent of
$11 per share after all outstanding oldigations are adjusted.
Before Mar. 30 final arrangements for transfer of property
will be made.

ALEX SCOTT (Butte)—Official announcement made that
the Anaconda company has purchased the Butte-.Vlex Scott Co.
for $750,000. Purchase includes Little Annie, silver property,
in northern part of Butte district, and 500 ft. of Alex Scott
claim, adjoining West Colusa mine and on which is plant of
Butte-Alex Scott Co. Deal was closed at a meeting of Butte-
Alex Scott stockholders held in Duluth. Company shares held
largely in Butte, Duluth and Pittsburgh.

EAST BUTTE (Butte)—Since Anaconda company took over
Butte-Alex Scott mine and diverted ore from there to "Washoe
smeltei'y, Pittsmont smeltery is treating its own ores only,
resulting in shutting down of one of two blast furnaces. New-
flotation plant is handling about 600 tons tailings per day.
Reported East Butte contemplating installation of sulphuric-
acid plant at Pittsmont smeltery to supply own needs and
sell surplus.

ANACONDA (Butto)—Unwatering of Emma mine is prac-
tically completed. Sinking "will commence as soon as new
machinery is installed. New boiler house with four boilers
ready for operation. Diamond drilling on Czarroma claim,
adjoining Emma, said to have located a zinc vein 60 ft. thick.
With beginning of sinking operations on Emma, crosscutting
from Original mine on 1.500-ft. level will be rushed speedily
as possitjle. When zinc concentrator at Anaconda is ready,
Emma will be shipper.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—Report for quarter ended
Dec. 31, 1915, shows operating results as follows: Drv tons of
ore milled, 150,150, with average zinc content of 16.66'T^. Zinc
concentrates produced. 44.344 tons with 53.63"^ zinc, making a
total of 247,563.144 lb. of zinc produced. Mill recovery, 95.07;
mining costs, $3.54; milling costs, $1.59 per ton. Tonnage
treated during quarter was greatest of any similar period in
history of company. Report for January. 1916. filed in Federal
Court Feb. 19, shows that from 49.429 tons of ore 10.535 tons
of concentrates were recovered in oil flotation plant valued at
$101.16 a ton, at a cost of $3.05 a ton.

NEVADA
Esmeralda County

C. O. D. CON. (Goldfield)—Contract signed for 150-ton flota-
tion plant to cost about $30,000. Is to be erected by Ellsworth
& Morris, leasers, and the company will receive a flat royalty
of 15% minus the smelter charges on the concentrate. Louis
Koontz is manager.

Humboldt County
SEAMEN TROUGHS CO.\LITION (Seven Troughs)—New find

on 1,500 level in north drift from Bird Winze reported to have
widened to IS in. of $500 ore. Sinking has been resumed with
1.600 level as objective and now at 1.500 ft. Date of next
quarterly dividend of 2^4c. per share moved forward to Apr. 1.

Itlnooln Connty
HOMERUN COPPER (Pioche)—Company proposes to place

power equipment for further development and increase present
working force.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Feb. 19 was
S.700 tons valued at $181,860, compared with 8,404 tons for
week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont, 3.102 tons;
Tonopah Mining, 2.025: Tonopah Extension, l.SOO: Jim Butler,
700; West End, 550; Halifax. 90;North Star, 53; miscellaneous
leases, 380 tons.

JIM BUTLER (Tonopah)—-January production amounted
to 4. 682 tons; yielded net profit of $2S,745. Last annual report
gave ore reserves at 40.310 tons with a considerable area yet
to be prospected and developed.

TONOPAH BON.VNZA (Tonopah)—Shaft down 1.160 ft..

sinking by contract with 1.500-ft. level as objective where
lateral will be started. Stated company has acquired Desert
King Co.'s group of claims south and east of Bonanza property.

TONOPAH BELMONT (Tonopah)—During January 12,S63
tons treated from which 2,545,61 oz. gold and 239,681 oz. silver
recovered. Profit, $86,564, compared with $S0.135 for Decem-
ber. Stated company has option on Bull Moose property near
Beatty, Nye County. Nevada.

TONOP.\H MINING (Tonopah)—During January 7.413 tons
mined and treated averaging $13 per ton. Profit for month.
$27,270. Besides development of own ground company actively
engaged prospecting, under options, property of Calii'.irnia &
Tonopah and Mizpah Extension.
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ilACN'AMARA (Tonopah)—Arrangement being considered
wherebv companv mav work through West End shaft and
working's to prospect recent find made by the latter company
near the MacNamara line. Would mean resumption of work
by MacNamara with possibility of again entering list of pro-
ducers.

Storey County
ANDES (Virginia)—Saved 16 tons of ore in stoping above

intermediate level.

SIERR.A. NEVADA-MEXICAX-UNION (Virginia) — Joint
shaft reopened 15 ft. to 175 ft. point below 2,n00 station.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Saved from No. 1 stope on
2 500 level. 94 ton.s, averaging S23.75 and of gross value over
$2,200. Low grade ore continues in bottom of winze m No. 1

stope.

UNION (Virginia)—Ore extraction for week 369 tons,

gross value exceeding $10,000. from: 2.500 level No. 2 stope
250 tons S36.65: 2.400 level No. 4 stope 119 tons, $13.90. North
drift 2.700 level reopened and repaired 20 ft.

OPHIR (Virginia)—Saved 327 cars ore from stope on 250

level Central tunnel and milled 290 tons. Repairs made on
tunnel and 250 level. Consolidated Virginia joint west cross-

cut on 2.700 level, through porphyry and stringers of quartz,

reached 361-ft. point.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Saved 10 cars of

ore from 1,600 level No. 2 stope and 35 cars from north drift

No ' Repairs to joint incline. Jacket shaft and incline, and
on' 1400 level. Jacket mill received 1S6 tons mine ore and
490 tons dump rock: shipped 1 bar of bullion.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Cleaning out old east crosscut on

1 600 level" for inspection, to the incline winze. Prospecting
crosscuts on 2,500 and 2,700 levels show porphyry and quartz

of low assay. Mexican mill crushed 473 tons custom ore

averaging $27.80 and of gross value over $13,000.

NEW MEXICO
Dona Ana County

PHELPS-DODGE (Organ)—Company has taken option on
Bennett-Stevenson, Torpedo and Memphis mines in vicinity

of Organ.
MERRIMAC (Las Cruces)—Mine, which has been idle for

some 12 vears, is now being operated by Martin Fishback
and associates, of EI Paso and Mexico. A 5-ft. vein, carrying
30^7 zinc Z^c copper and 4 oz. silver per ton was developed
to depth of 250 ft. under old regime, and it was thought to be

main orebody. Examination of property, however, opened up
orebodv 25 ft. wide and extending 1.000 ft. along contact, run-

ning 4b'Tr zinc 3^r copper and 4 oz. silver. Large force of

men already employed is being gradually increased. Large
shipments of high-grade zinc ore will start at once to Kansas
and Oklahoma smelters. Concentrating plant to handle large

tonnage of medium- and low-grade ores will be installed at

an earlv date. Merrimac is located on granite-porphyry and
lime contact near northeastern boundary of the mineralized
zone in Organ district. 17 mi. northeast of Las Cruces. b.. G.

Rice, formerly manager of Excelsior mine in same district,

is superintending the work.

Lincoln County
LITTLE MACK (White Oaks)—Tungsten discovered in the

Little Jlack. ._..

Sierra County
CAB\LLO MOUNTAIN (Las Palomas)—New organization

of F G Smith El Paso, to take over property formerly owned
and worked bv Victorio Chief Copper Min. & Smelt. Co.. about
15 mi west of Cutter. Force of 20 men will be increased
at once- ten 4-horsc teams hauling ore to nearest railroad

station. Cutter: nothing under S'', copper shipped. Orebodies
of Marion partly oxidized, partly chalcopyrite ; Oohoo contains
oxidized copper, said to run $3 to $4 in gold and silver.

TEX.-VS
Reeves County

SULI'HUR iTovah)—C. V. Plummer, of Beaumont, has
purchased machine" and employed expert sulphur drillers to

nut down string of holes about 300 ft. deep. Near Maverick
Springs, holes already sunk 40 ft. in continuous sulphur
ground. El Paso men also looking over field in company
with Prof. J. C. Carrera, geologist.

I T.VH
Beaver County

MOSCOW (Milford)—In addition to its lead-silver ore the

mine has zinc ore blocked out ready for mining. Good show-
ing zinc ore on the 200-ft. level. Cullen shaft is down 1180 ft.,

and new electric hoist operating satisfactorily.

Salt Lake County
LOGGER (Salt Lake)—Tunnel has reached llmestone-

quartzite contact, encountering some mineralization. Prop-
erty is in I!lg Cottonwood.

ALBION (.\lta)—Work in mineralized ground being done
in two places; fiiio ft. southeast of the cave and in raise north-
west of cave. Raise is up 110 ft. in ground heavily mineralized.

SOUTH HECL.X (Alta)—Connections made between 250

and 500 levels bv means of three raises, affording better
ventilation and more advantageous handling of the ore. The
500 Is main level of the mine. Shipments of 200 to 300 tons
weekly being made. Wedge orebody on 250 is opening up well
carrying sliver and lead.

Summit County
SILVER KINO (Park CItv)—New strike made east of shaft.

Ore Is making on the limestone bedding, and runs high in

sliver.

THREE KINOS iPark City)—Drift on 540 level out 508 ft.

from shaft, belni.' imn southeast. Banded quartz encoun-
tered between two n.-^ures. Face In limestone. W . R. Elliot

Is manager.
NEW QUINCY M'rV City)—Development being done at

three points to locad tlio Dalv-Judge and Daly West ore

hannels. Milling ore i. -ind In the Thompson-Qulncy fissure

11 the 1,200 level.

Tooele County
QUEEN OF THE HILLS (Stockton)—New hoist will be

installed soon as can be hauled from Stockton. Zinc carbonate
of good grade being mined by Big Four Exploration Co.

O. K. SILVER (Faust Station)—Forty tons ore running
well in silver shipped. Mine is in Stansbury range about half
way between West Tintic and Grantsville. More ore is broken
for" shipment. W. G. Lamb, of Salt Lake, is secretary.

DETROIT MINING (Oasis)—Property in the Drum Moun-
tain copper district has three cars of ore for shipment. Some
of ore runs high in copper, carrying a little gold. About 13
men employed. The Copper Head and Laird properties adjoin-
ing Detroit are being worked.

KEARSARGE (Stockton)—Property in Dry Cafion under
lease to E. A. Taylor and associates, being put in shape for
development. Inclined shaft is down 1,500 ft. and some ore
exposed in drifts. Stope fillings are to be sorted over, with
intention to make property pay for development.

WISCONSIN
Zino-ljead District

ST. ANTHONY (Highland)—Harris Lewis has purchased
this property, 3 mi. south of Highland, and will commence
operations at once.

DICKINSON (Platteville)—Valuable discovery of lead and
zinc ore made by churn drill on George Dickinson's land with-
in the city limits of Platteville.

MINERAL POINT ZINC CO. (Mineral Point)—Is construct-
ing Clark mill No. 2, at Highland, and has completed new
Skinner type roaster at Mineral Point.

MULCAHT (Shullsburg)—Interests affiliated with Oliver
Mining Co. building a 400-ton mill and roaster on the John
Mulcahy land at Shullsburg. New shaft down 140 ft. said to
have penetrated SO ft. of jack ground. This property was
proved with diamond drill 10 years ago.

C.VN-\D-V

British Columbia
ALICE ARM (Anyox)—Reported crosscut tunnel tapped

good width ore averaging 10<^ copper at depth of 125 ft.
Property owned by Thaddeus S. Lane, Frank T. McCullough
and Walter Nicholls of Spokane.

ONTAKIO
ACME (Porcupine)—Fire destroyed dry house.
NORTH THOMPSON (Porcupine)—Preparing plans for

new mill.

WETTLAUFER (South Lorraine)—Has been leased to I

Cobalt men.
R-\XD SYNDICATE (Poi-cupine)—Will install plant in

Deloro Township.
KERR LAKE MAJESTIC (Cobalt)—Mine was sold at auc-

tion Feb. 15 for $5,000.

CRtiWN RESERVE (Cobalt)—Has taken option on McCrea
properties. Boston Creek.

TECK HUGHES (Kirkland Lake)—Will have new mill in
operation in about three weeks.

]M1LLF:R INDEPENDENCE (Boston Creek) — Installing
mining plant and 10-stamp mill.

PETERSON L.\KE (Cobalt)—Has taken option on Reliance
property adjoining the Nova Scotia.

H.\YDEN (Porcupine)—Shaft down 100 ft. Good orebody
encountered in crosscut.

TRIUMPH (Porcupine)—Contract let to Henley & Badger
to continue shaft down to 215 ft.

MIRACLE (South Porcupine)—Hardinge mill will be In-
stalled to replace mill destroyed by fire.

ANCHORITE (Poicupine)—Property in Deloro Township
optioned to interests associated with Coniagas Mine in Co-
balt.

EMPIRE STATE (Porcupine)—Is the name of new com-
pan.v organised to work Pike Lake properties, Deloro Town-
ship.

DOME LAKK: (Porcupine) — Production for year $106,941
from 11,727 tons ore averaging $9.12. Extraction by amalga-
mation and concentration 79.9'5l. Total operating costs $6.19
a ton.

TRETHEWEY (Cobalt)—Directors announce mine will be
reopened. Operations stopped February. 1915, with profits for
year only $6,452. Cash on hand is $59,000. Ore in sight esti-
mated to contain 507,229 oz.

GYC.E.S (Porcupine)—Three Nations and La Palme proper-
ties taken over by this compan.v recently organized with
capital of $2,000,000. Mill with capacity of 120 tons per day
will be erected.

HOLLINGER (Porcupine)—First four-week period t:

vear mill treated 30,817 tons ore averaging $9.30: maUi
gross profit $174,996: a decrease of $45,083 compared wi
preceeding period. Operating costs were. $3.13. Mill i.n.

94.7% of total time: treated a total of 43,663 tons of which
30,817 HoUinger and 12,8*6 Acme, Surplus now $1,533,206.

SOUTH .\MERICA
Colombia

PATO MINES, LTD. (Zaragosa)—Dredge shut down on Jan.
31 for 5 or 6 weeks for general repairs, including new buckets:
last cleanup, $22,055 from 64,639 cu.yd. dug in 13 days.

ASI.\
Chosen

ORIENTAL CONSOLIDATED (Unsan)—Reports for month
of December, 1915, a total of 29il days running time with 200

stamps crushing 26.261 tons. Gross receipts for month, L. h.

gold, $147,865.58; operating costs, $84,424.95; operating profit

for the month, $63,440.63; put back Into Improvements and
development. $6,114.62: net profit over all expenditures for

December. 1915, U. S. gold. $57,326.01.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—Mar. 1

The spectacular features of the last week were the sharp
advances in lead and tin, both of which markets were sensa-
tionally active. On the other hand, the markets for spelter
and copper, especially the latter, were dull and weakish.

Copper, Tin, Lead eind Zinc

Copper—Scarcely any business worth mentioning was done
by producers during the last week. The few sales that were
consummated were chiefly in the early days, after which the
market became increasingly dull. The principal producers
viewed this with unconcern, their order-books being already
so full, and maintained their previous price of 27^c., r. t.,

admitting that copper was available from other quarters for

less. In fact, copper was offered from other quarters at mate-
rial concessions, the premium for early deliveries completely
disappearing. It was not, however, easy to find buyers, most
of whom are supposed to have covered their immediate
requirements. At the close, copper for April delivery was
offered from several quarters at 27c., r. t., and for May-June-
July, at 26 '4 c, r. t. Copper for delivery in the second half
of the year was offered at considerably lower terms against
tenders of crude copper by buyers.

At midnight, Feb. 28, the New York, New Haven & Hartford
R.R. put into effect a freight embargo on spelter, copper, lead
and other material, owing to the overtaxed facilities of the
road. This is likely to have some effect on the metal markets,
but just what it will be remains to be determined.

The high prices for copper and spelter are causing a good
deal of concern to the manufacturers who are engaged in the
business of supplying -wares other than ammunition. In tak-
ing orders for their products and contracting for metals to

fill them, they take great chances on a declining market,
cancellation of orders, etc. In some cases, where it is possible.

they are causing their customers to buy the metals, thus
practically putting their own manufacturing business on a
toll basis.

The strike of the employees of the American Brass and
Copper Co. at Ansonia, Conn., was settled Feb. 26 after a
duration of 10 days. A 15":^ advance in wages, time and one-
half for overtime, and half holiday Saturday, with full day's
pay, has been conceded the strikers by the company.

Copper Sheets are now quoted at 35c. per lb. for hot rolled

and 36c. for cold rolled. Copper wire is quoted at 29i4'S29%c.
per lb. for large lots at mill. The demand for wire is re-

ported very good.

Tin—This metal rose very sharply, owing to the large
demand and a short supply. The deliveries into consumption
in February were very large, amounting to 6,388 tons, whereof
5.000 tons were through Atlantic ports, and the remainder
through Pacific ports. The quality of tin in stock is rela-

tively small, and the quantity on the way to this country is

not very large.

Arrivals at Liverpool in January of Bolivian bars and con-
centrates were equivalent to 866 tons tin. Nigerian receipts
were equal to 273 tons tin.

Tin arrivals at Atlantic ports in February are reported
at 3,907 gross tons. Deliveries from all ports are estimated at
6,380 tons.

Lead—This metal was the sensational feature of the last

week. The A. S. & R. Co. maintained its price at 6.30c.. New
York, and did a large business at that figure, the reports in

the trade papers that it was simply maintaining a nominal
price, but not selling, being incorrect. In fact, this company,
like other producers, was trying to protect its regular custo-
mers. In attempting to do that, orders from exporters, from
speculators, from dealers and from unusual customers were
refused. Such buyers were willing to pay up to 6.50c.. New
York, for lead, and independent producers booked orders in

tonnages at that figure, at the same time supplying their
regular customers at 6.30c. A similar policy was pursued
by producers selling on the basis of St. Louis, but so
far as we could learn, no lead was available at St. Louis
in the latter part of the week at less than 6.35c.. at which

figure a large sale was mane to a Momestic manufaciurer
on Mar. 1. Even so, the St. Louis market was quoted at a
price higher than what prevailed in New York, for the first

time in very many months. A partial explanation of this
is the ability to ship lead for export westward and southward
from .St. Louis, ocean freights being easier in those directions
than they are from Atlantic ports. The situation existing
in the lead market is very curious, the principal producers
having been fighting the advance in the interest of their
regular customers, and resisting a tendency toward a run-
away market such as happened last June with disagreeable
results.

Spelter—The business in this metal was only moderate in
volume. France is no longer a buyer. However, some con-

DAILY PRICES OF .METALS IN NEW YORK
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siderable sales for export to England were made. The bulk

of the business transacted during the week was for April-

May-June delivery. Spelter for prompt and early delivery

was sold at a lower price than in the previous week, 19 Vic.

being about the top of the market at the close. There were
some considerable sales of spelter for delivery in the third

quarter of 1916 at relatively low prices. 15@16c. On the whole,

the spelter market exhibits a weaker tone.

The production of spelter in Japan in 1914 was only a few

hundred tons. In 1915 it was about 9,000 tons. In 1916 it is

expected to be about 15,000 tons. Japanese spelter is being ex-

ported to Russia and to Great Britain.

Imports at Baltimore for the week included 3,200 tons zinc

concentrates from Port Pirie. Australia, and 22,325 bags zinc

ore from Colombo.

Zinc Sheets are active with a good business forward.

Prices are unchanged but firm. Current quotation is $25 per

100 lb., f.o.b. Peru, 111., less S^c discount.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

NEW YORK—MAR. 1

Gold shipments from New York this week included $1,500.-

000 to Amsterdam and $1,000,000 to Cuba in new coin minted

here for that country.

Gold production in the Transvaal in January was $16,276,-

943, showing a good increase over last year.

Platinnm—No change is reported in the market. The sup-

plies are still limited, and quotations are rather irregular.

The larger dealers will not quote except to regular customers.

Sales are reported at $S5@95 per oz., for refined platinum.

gllver—The market continues steady. Latest advices from

India are that very little interest is being taken at present

in the London market—shipments to that quarter this year

are about 6.000,000 oz. behind corresponding period of last

year. Supplies to London are being taken for Continental

purposes chiefly is the report under date of Feb. 16.

Other Metals

NEAV YORK—Mar. 1

Antimony—The market is running along unchanged lines.

Buying is only for actual needs and prices are strong. Ordi-

nary brands—Chinese, etc.—are sold at 43y2@44i2C. per lb.

for early delivery. A little has been done in futures, 40 @ 42c.

being asked for April-May delivery. Cooksons is still held

at 57 @ 60c. per lb. and is scarce.

Quicksilver—The market has been relieved a little by the

arrival of some supplies and prices have eased off to some
extent. New York quotations are $260 per flask of 75 lb. for

large lots; $260<g275 for smaller orders. San Francisco re-

ports by telegraph $275@2S5 per flask. The London price

appears to be pegged, and does not affect quotations here.

Alonilnnm—Demand is improving and prompt metal is

again rather scarce. Prices have stiffened and as high as

60@62c. per lb. has been paid for No. 1 ingots for early

delivery.

Nickel—The market is steady, with a good demand from
domestic buyers and some inquiries for export. Quotations

are unchanged at 45@50c. per lb. for ordinary forms, accord-

ing to size and terms of order. For electrolytic metal 5c.

per lb. more is charged.

.MiDor .MetaiN—Current quotations for Bismath are $4 per

lb.. New York.—C'ndniium is quoted at 7s. per lb. in London:
$1.50 per lb., N. w York.—Chroinium nietnl, 75c. per lb., New
York.—Cobalt inetiil, 97% pure, is sold at $1.25@1.50 per lb.

—

.MagrneHlum, pure, lias gone to a high price, $6 per lb. being
asked.—.selenium varies from $2.50 fi 3 per lb., New York, for

large lots; ii.i:')'(i'i tor retail quantities.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

Pl,.\'l'rEVlLL,E, WIS,—Feb. 26

The base pnct- paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $115
per ton. The l.use price paid for 80% lead ore was $S2 per
ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED FEB. 26

4,446,000 80,000 1,246,800
32,422,000 575,700 7,236,260

separating plants, 6,254,000 lb.Shipped during we. K

JOPLIN, MO Feb. 26

Blende, high price. $122.10; base per ton 60% zinc, pre-

mium ore, $120; medium grades, $115'a'110 and lower grades
down to $100; calamine, per ton 40% zinc, $85@75; average
selling price, all grades of zinc, $109.96 i)er ton. Lead, high
price, $88.40; base per ton 80% metal contents, $87@88; aver-
age selling price, all grades of lead, $S5.S9 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED FEB. 26
Blende Calamine Lead Values

Totals this week 11.011,440 2,426,430 2,224,250 $832,530
Totals this year... 103,648,040 10.599,200 16,426.500 $6,858,470

Blende value, the week, $646,030; two months. $5,811,690.

Calamine value, the week, $90,990; two months, $384,970.

Lead value, the week, $95,510; two months, $661,810.

The water problem has been solved, and n'ith another
week of fair, dry weather the roads are all again in condition
for use, though very rough for this district, except in the ne'w
district north of Miami, around what is known as Cardin and
Picher. While the stocks were reduced to a minimum a
week ago, refusal by many producers to accept the price
offerings of the past two weeks, is again piling up a reserve,
but it is still under 4,000 tons. Drill prospecting east from
Picher is closing the gap of underslope toward Quapaw.

Iron Trade Review

PITTSBl'RGH—Feb. 29

All the signs, on the surface at least, are that the steel

market is very strong, and growing still stronger. Mills in-

sist that they are keeping their customers fairly well sup-
plied with steel and that no one is greatly inconvenienced
by not receiving steel needed, except in the case of Eastern
and New England manufacturers, who may be shut off by
railroad embargoes, which are as serious as they were in

December. Buyers, however, seem to be tearful that they
will not in future secure steel needed. There seems to be al-

most a panic among buyers, indeed, and if the steel situation
should turn out a few months hence to be less strong than
is now expected the explanation will probably be that buyers
misrepresented their situation, claiming they were going
to need more steel than proved to be the case. From a care-
ful study of the situation there does not seem to be any other
possibility of the steel situation weakening in six months
or longer, than that of buyers being unduly anxious. The
presumption is that their present anxiety is well founded.

Pis Iron—While the pig-iron market on the whole is some-
what more active, the local market is not engaged in the gen-
eral buying movement predicted a week ago. Basic seems
strong, but is not active, and there is only moderate buying
in foundry iron. We quote; Bessemer. $20; basic, $18; forge,

$18; No. 2 foundry, $18.50; malleable, $1S@18.50, f.o.b. Valley
furnaces, 95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Steel—The market is still inactive, the ordinary consumer
being unable to pay prices that would be asked. We quote,
as largely nominal, $35 for bessemer and $38 for openhearth
billets or sheet bars, with rods established at $50 per ton.

FERR0.4L.1.0YS

FerromanKnnese—The regular contract price is $150. re-

cently established, but some of the English producers are out
of the market, and those that will contract at all can offer

scarcely anything for third quarter, while even fourth quar-
ter is well sold up. Th; domestic producers seem to be almost
out of the market. Prompt material is scarce and when
found commands $225 @ 250 per ton.

The Lackawanna Steel Co. is about to start one of its fur-
naces at Cornwall, Penn., on ferromanganese, and will have
some surplus for sale over its own needs.

Imports at Baltimore for the week included 1,037 tons
ferromanganese from Liverpool.

SpieKeleiNen has advanced and makers are now quoting $50
per ton at Pittsburgh for spot, with $45 per ton for contracts
running over last half.

COKE
Coke production in the Connellsville region for the week

is reported by the "Courier" at 418.287 short tons; shipments.
394.180 tons. Shipments of Greensburg .Tnd Upper Connells-
ville districts. 43,343 tons. Shipments were kept down by
car shortage, and there is also some complaint of scarcity of
labor.

t'onnellHvllle—Car shortages continue, interfering with
shipments and even production. The furnaces do not seem to

be as short of coke as would be expected in the circumstances,
and there la little buying in the prompt market. Last Satur-
day, after two weeks of ,1 scant car supply, a lot of 20 cars
for spot shipment brought $3.75, but this is somewhat excep-
tional. Foundry coke is rather slow at $3.75®4.2G for spot.
Contract quotations are purely nominal.
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Company
Aifseiiiiiinents

>ellnq.

N. Y. EXCH. Feb. 29IJB08TONEXCH Feb. 29

Adventure, Mich. . . .

Adventure. Mich ....
AlIa-GcTDianip. Utah
Basalt. Xev
Belmont, Ida
Boston Development.
Cash Boy. Nev
Columbia Kx.. Utah .

.

Con. Virginia, Nev.

.

Emerald. Utah
Emerald. Utah
Empire .\I. & D.. Ida., (post.)

Exchequer O. & S.. Nev
Federal Ely. Nev
Federal Ely. Nev
Federal Ely. Nev
Four Timbers. Ida
Great Copper King. Utah . . .

Imperial. Ida
Index. Ida
Jacket-Crown Pt.-Bele., Nev
Laclede, Ida
Lucky Deposit, Utah
Monarch Pitts., Nev
Nevada-Douglas. Nev
New Quincy. Utah
Park Gold. Utah
Queen Bess. Utah
Revenue Coas.. Utah
Ulo Grande Grubstake, Utah.
Rob Roy. Ida
Sandstorm Kendall, Nev ....
Santaquin King. Utah
Scorpion, Nev
Silver Moon, Ida
sliver Mountain. Ida
Silver Pick Con., Nev
Slavonian. Ida
Snowshoe. Ida
.Summit Ex., UtaJi
Tar Baby. Utah
Tlntic Milling. Utah
Tlndc Standard, Utah
Tyler M. & M.. Ida
Utah-United, Utah .

Uvada. Xev
West Toledo, Utah

Mar.
July
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.

Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Dec.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Dec.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.

Mar. 11
Mar. 8
Mar. 20

Apr. 3
May 1

June 4
Mar. 24

Mar. 20
Mar. 10
Mar. 30
Apr. 20
Mar. 20
Mar
Feb. 29
Mar.
Mar. 27
Mar
Mar. 14
Mar,

Ami.

17

Apr.
Feb. 29
Mar. 15
May 1

Feb. 28
Apr, 3
Apr. 10

28;Feb, 28
10 Mar. 30
21, .Mar. 20

SO. SO
0.50
0.005
0.003
0.003
0.05
0.01
0.025

05
O.OOj
O.OOi
0.005
0.03
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.002
0.001
0.003
0.0025
0.06
0.003
0.005
0.01
0.10
0.01
0.001
0.005
0.01
0.006
0.002
0.01
0.00125
0.01
0.005
0.002

01
0.001
0.005
0.01
0.005
0.03
0.005
0.001
O.OI
0.02
0.01

Stock Quotations

COLO SPRINGS Feb. 29 SALT LAKE

Xa : of Comp.

Acarla
Cripple Cr'k Con..
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot. .

Elkton Con
El Paso
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign...
Golden Cycle
Isabella

Jack Pot
Jerry Johnson
Lexington
Mary McKInney.

.

Pharmacist
Portland
Raven B. H
V iiUcator

Name of Comp.

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining..
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Emma Cop
Gold Chain
Grand Central. . .

.

Iron Blossom
Lower Mammoth.
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con. .....
Seven Troughs. . .

Silver King Coal'n.
Sliver King Con...
Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

1.05
OIJ

3 35
3 47!

.•^AN FRA
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This index is a convenient reference to the current liter-
ature of mining and metallurgy published in all of the im-
portant periodicals of the world. We will furnish a copy of
any article Uf in print) in the original language for the
price quoted. Where no price is quoted, the cost is unknown.
Inasmuch as the papers must be ordered from the publishers,
there will be some delay for the foreign papers. Remittance
must be sent with order. Coupons are furnished at the fol-
lowing prices; 20c. each, six for $1. 33 for $5, and 100 for $15.
When remittances are made in even dollars, we will return
the excess over an order in coupons, if so requested.

COPPER
2902—AXACONDA BETTERMENTS, The. (Eng. and Min.

Journ., Feb. 19. 1916; 1 V4 pp.) Information from statement
by John D. Ryan to the stockholders. 20c.

2903—BRITISH COLUMBIA—Notes on the Geology and Ex-
ploration of Copper Mountain in the Similkameen District
of British Columbia. Frederic Keffer. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst.,
Vol. XVIII, 1915; 10 pp., illus.)

2904—CHALCOCITE—Observations on Certain Types of
Chalcocite and Their Characteristic Etch Patterns. C. F.
Tolman. Jr. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Feb., 1916; 33 pp., illus.) 40c.

2905 —-CHILE.— Metallurgical Operations at the Braden
Copper Co. R. E. Douglas and B. T. Colley. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Feb. 12, 1916; 6J pp., illus.) Paper before Second
Pan-American Scientific Congress. 20c.

2906—CHILE—Metallurgical Operations at the Chile Ex-
ploration Co. C. A. Rose. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Feb. 12.
1916; 5g pp., illus.) Paper before Second Pan-American
Scientific Congress. 20c.

2907—CHILE—Mine of Chile Exploration Co.. Chuquica-
mata, Chile. Pope Yeatman. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Feb. 12.
1916; 8 pp., illus.) Paper before Second Pan-American Scien-
tific Congress. 20c.

2908—COAL-DUST FIRING in Reverberatorv Furnaces. C.
R. Kuzell. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Feb. 12, 1916: 4 pp., illus.)
Paper before Second Pan-American Scientific Congress. 20c.

2909—METALLURGY—Recent Progress in the Metallurgy
of Copper. Heinrich O. Hofman. (Journ. of Franklin Inst.,
Jan., 1916; 15 pp.) 40c.

2910—MINING METHODS—Underground Mining Methods
of Utah Copper Co. Thomas S. Carnahan. (Bull. A. I. M. E.,
Jan., 1916; 13 pp.. illus.) 40c.

2911—PORPHYRY COPPERS in War Time. Editorial.
(Min. Mag., Jan., 1916; l»i, pp.) 40c.

2912—QUEENSL.A.XD—Copper Deposits of the Wide Bay
and Burnett Districts. Lionel C. Ball. (Queensland Govt.
Min. Journ., Dec. 15, 1915; 2 pp.) 60c.

2913—SECONDARY ENRICHMENT—Interpretation of As-
say Curves for Drill Holes. Edward H. Perrv and Augustus
Locke. (Advance copy. A. I. M. E., Feb.. 1916; 7 pp., illus.)
One of a series of contributions by the Secondary Enrichment
Investigation intended to present results of specific portions
of its work in advance of the complete memoir. 40c.

2914—SMELTER—The Braden Smelter. (Teniente Topics,
Nov., 1915: 7\i pp., illus.) 40c.

2915—SMELTIN(3—Copper Smelting in the Wide Bay and
Burnett Districts. Lionel C. Ball. (Queensland Govt. Min.
Journ., Dec. 15, 1915; 1 p.) 60c.

2916—SMELTINCa—Reverberatory Smelting- at Consolidated
Arizona Smelting Co., Humboldt, Ariz. (Met. and Chem. Eng.,
Jan. 1, 1916; I14 pp.) 40c.

2917—SOUTH AMERICA—Buying and Selling Nonfcrrous
Metals of South America. Ludwig Vogelstein. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Feb. 12, 1916: 4M; PP) Paper before Second
Pan-American Scientific Congress. 20c.

2918—UTAH—The Camp of Bingham in 1915. Stanley C.
Sears. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Jan. 15, 1916; 2% pp.) 40c.

2919^CANADA—The Gold Lake District, Manitoba. Can-
ada. George A. Packard. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Feb. 19.
1916; 1V4 PP-. illus.) 20c.

(iOI.n ATSD SILVBR—GROLOGY
2920—NEW MEXICO—The Aztec Gold Mine, Baldy, N. M.

Willi.s T. Lee. (Bull. 620-N, U. S. Geol. Surv., 1916; 6 pp..
illus.)

2921—ONTARIO—The Rocks of the Porcupine District.
Alfred R. Whitman. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., Vol. XVTII. 1915;
21 pp., 1I1U.S.)

2922—UTAH—A Reconnaissance of the Cottonwood-Amer-
Ican Fork Mining Region. Utah. B. S. Butler and G. F. Lough-
lin; with Notes on History and Production, by V. C. Helkes.
(Bull. 620-1, V. S. Geol. Surv., 1915; 62 pp., illus.)

UOI.I) UKKDGING AND PI.,.\CER MIXIXJ
2923—ARIZ' )X.V—Gold Placers of Arizona. Frank G. Mc-

Clure. (Bull. 10. Ariz. State Bureau of Mines, 1915-16; 15
pp., Illus.)

2924—CANADA—.Golf] „n the North Saskatchewan River.
J. B. Tyrrell. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., Vol. XVIII, 1915; 13

PP)
2925—DREDGING ' 1 : ! : ATIONS at the Beginning of 191G.

(Min. and Eng. Wld., .1; ., 1. 19I6; 12% pp., illus.) 2nc.

2926—IDAHf)—Notes he Fin. Gold of Snake River.
Ida. J. M. Hill. (Bull -L, U. S. Geol. Surv.. i;il.-.; 24
pp.. ;ili.s.)

2927—MILLING EQUIPMENT—Jigs on a California Dredge.
(.Vatoma No. 7). Lewis H. Eddv. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Jan. 29, 1915: 1% pp.. illus.) 20c.

292S—MOZAMBIQUE — Dredging in Mozambique. (Min.
and Sci. Press. Jan. 8, 1916; 1 p., illus.) 20c.

2929—YUKON—The Economic Possibilities of Yukon. D.
D. Cairnes. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., Vol. XVIII, 1915; 33i pp.,
illus.)

GOLD .*XD SILVER—CYAXIDIIVG
2930—ALUMINUM DUST. G. H. Clevenger. (Min. and

Sci. Press, Jan. 22, 1916: 1 p.) 20c.
2931—AMALGAMATION—Recovery of Mercury from Resi-

dues of Amalgamated Cobalt Ores. E. B. Thornhill. (Trans.
Can. Min. Inst., Vol. XVIII, 1915; 6 pp., illus.)

2932—CLAY—Its Relation to Ore Dressing and Cyaniding
(Operations. A. ^V. Alien; also discussion. (Bull. 135 and 136.
I. M. M., Dec. 9, 1915. and Jan. 13, 1916; 21 pp.)

2933—HEAT INFLUENCE—Infiuence of Heat in Cvaniding
Gold Ores. E. A. Wraight. (Bull. 136, I. M. M., Jan. 13, 1916;
7 pp.) Discussion on paper previously indexed.

2934—NEVADA—The Nevada Packard Mill. Robert B.
Todd. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Feb. 5, 1916; 1% pp., illus.) 20c.

2935—PRECIPITATE SMELTIN(3—Blast-Furnace Smelting
of Cyanide Precipitate. Regis Chauvenet. (Met. and Chem.
Eng., Jan. 15, 1916; 3I/2 pp.) 40c.

2936—RAND—Metallurgical Practice in the Witwatersrand
District. South Africa. (Bull.. A. I. M. E.. Jan., 1916; 4 pp.)
Further discussion of paper by F. L. Bosqui, previously in-
dexed.

GOL,D .\ND SILVER—GENERAL
2937—ARIZ(1NA—Oatman, Arizona—A Prohibition Camp.

Frank H. Probert. (Min. and Sci. Press, Jan. 1, 1916; 4 pp.,
illus.) 20c.

293S—ARIZONA—Recent Mining Development in Oatman
District. H. E. Davis. (Min. and Oil Bull., Jan.. 1916; 1%
pp.) 20c.

2939—ASSAYIN(3—Segregation in Gold Bullion. James H.
Hance. (Bull. A. I. M. E.. Feb.. 1915; 28 pp.. illus.) 40c.

2940—BRITISH COLUMBI.A.—Ainsworth Mining Camp.
Stuart J. Schofleld. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst.. Vol. XVIII. 1915:
101/2 pp.. illus.)

2941—COBALT—The Metallurgy of Canadian Cobalt Ores.
Ralph W. Bridges. (Can. Min. Journ.. Jan. 15, and Feb. 1.

1916: 5 pp.) I, Method of Treatment at Cobalt Plant of
Canadian Copper Co.; II. Loss of Silver in Chloridizing Speiss.
40c.

2942—ECUADOR—Mining in Ecuador. J. W. Mercer. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. Feb. 19, 1916; 3',^ pp.) Paper before Second
Pan-American Scientific Congress. 20c.

2943—ELECTRIC POWER in Gold-Ore Reduction. (Elec.
Rev., Feb. 5. 1916; 2V2 pp.. illus.) Details of installation at
Golden Cycle mill. 20c.

2944—FLOTATION—Recent Milling Practice in San Juan
County, Colorado. Etienne A. Ritter. (Min. and Eng. Wld.,
Jan. 15, 1916: 6^4 pp., illus.) 20c.

2945—METALLURGY—Precious Metal Metallurgy in 1915.
Editorial. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Jan. 1, 1916; 1 p.)

2946—MEXICO—El Oro District. Estado de Mexico, Dur-
ing 1915. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 29. 1916; IJ pp.) 20c.

2947—MEXICO—Metallurgy of Native-Silver Ores of South-
western Chihuahua. W. M. Brodie. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
Feb. 12. 1916: 4?4 pp.. illus.) 20c.

2948—NEVADA—Gold. Silver, Copper. Lead and Zinc in
Nevada in 1914. V. C. Heikes. (Mineral Resources of U. S..

1914—Part I; 62 pp.)
2949—NEVADA—Operations at the Arcane Mine at Pioche,

Nevada. Will C. Higgins. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Dec. 15,
1915; 1§ pp., illus.) 20c.

2950—NEVADA—Yerington District in 1915. L. L. Turner.
(Salt Lake Min. Rev., Jan. 15, 1916; i p.) 40c.

2951—ONT.^RIO—Mining Districts of Northern Ontario.
Robert Livermore. (Min. and Sci. Press, Jan. 15, 1916; 3%
pp., illus.) 20c.

2952—OREGON—Mining in Western Oregon. E. C. Morse.
(Min. and Sci. Press, Jan. 29, 1916: 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

2953—PRODUCTION, ETC.—Gold and Silver in 1914. (Gen-
eral Report). H. D. McCaskey. (Mineral Resources of the
U. S., 1914—Part I; 37 pp.)

2954—RAND—Application of Electric Power to Mining
Work in the Witwatersrand Area, .South Arfica. J. Norman
Bulkley. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Feb., 1916; 18'/^ pp.. illus.) 40c.

2955—REFINING—Miller's Chlorine Process at the Royal
Mint, Ottawa. Ralph I'earson. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., Vol.
XVIII. 1915: 20 pp., illus.)

2956—TUBE MILLS—Some Points in the Operation of Tube
Mills. Algernon Del Mar. (Min. and Oil Bull., Jan., 1916;
3 pp., illus.) 20c.

2957

—

I:TAH—Great Tear in Alta-Cottonwood. Jerome B.
Ireland. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Jan. 15, 1916; 2% pp.) 40c.

2958—UTAH—Ophir, Drv Cafion and Stockton. J. H. Cooke
and A. K. Tiernan. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Jan. 15, 1916; 1 p.)
4nc.

2959—YUKON—The Economic Possibilities of Yukon. D.
D. Cairnes. (Trans. Can. Mit> Inst. Vol. XVIIT, 1915; 33J
pp.. illus.)
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IRO.\ ORE DKPOSITS, MINING, ETC.
2960—CANADA—Origin of the Wabana Iron Ore. Albert

O. Hayes. (Vol. XVIII, Trans. Can. Mln. Inst., 1915; 21 y^
pp., illus.)

2961—CONSERVATION of Iron Ore. C. K. Leith. (Bull.
A. I. M. E., Feb., 1916; 4 '^ pp.) 40c.

2962—CUYUNA RANGE—Matters of Interest to Operators
Regarding the Cuyuna District. Carl Zapflte. (Proc. Lake
Superior Min. Inst., Vol. XX, 1915; 9 pp.)

2963—NORMANDY—El Fierro en Normandia. (Bol. Soc.
Nac. de Mineria, Sept. -Oct., 191.'>; ii% pp.)

2964—PHILII'PINES—The Iron Ores of the Philippine Is-
lands. Wallace E. Pratt. (Bull. A. I, M. E., Feb., 1916; 16 pp.,
illus.) 40c.

2965—SPAIN—The Iron Mines of the Sierra Menera Dis-
trict of Spain. Victor de Ysassi. (Bull. A. 1. M. E., Feb.,
1916; 5% pp., illus.) 40c.

2966—STRIPPING the Hillcrest Iron Mine with a Sand
Pump. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Jan. 29, 1916; 414 pp., illus.) 20c.

2967—WISCONSIN—The Agi; of the Iron Ore in Eastern
Wisconsin. T. E. Savage and C. S. Ross. (Am. .lourn. of
Sci., Feb., 1916; 614 pp., illus.) 40c.

IRO.\ AND STEEL MET.*LLrRGY
2968—BELGIUM—The Great Industries in Belgium Before

and During the War. H. Hubert. (Engineer, Jan. 21, 1916;
154 PP) Second article—iron and steel manufactures in Bel-
gium and associated industries. 40c.

2969—BLAST FURNACES—The Mechanical Principles of
the Blast Furnace. J. E. Johnson, Jr. (Met. and Chem. Eng.,
Jan. 15, 1916; 9 V2 pp.. illus.) Second installment of article
Ijreviously indexed. 40c.

2970—BLAST p-URNACB GAS—Modern Development in the
Combustion of Blast-Furnace Gas with Special Reference to
the Bradshaw Gas Burner. K. Huessener. (Bull. A. I. M. E.,
Feb., 1916; SIV™ pp., illus.) 40c.

2971—BLAST-FURNACE OPERATION, Coal and Coke Effi-
ciency in. Birger F. Burman. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Feb. 1,
1916; 3 pp.) 40c.

2972—CHINA—The Hanyang Iron and Steel Works. (Engi-
neer, Jan. 21 and 2S. 1916; 3% pp., illus.) 40c.

2973—ELECTRIC DRIVE at Massillon Mill of Central
Steel Co. G. B. Stoltz. (Iron Tr. Rev., Jan. 6, 1916; 3 pp.,
illus.) 60c.

2974—STEEL WORKS—L'Usine Metallurgique Allemande
Adolf Emil a Esch-sur-Alzette (Luxembourg). A. Pawlowski.
(G^'Uie Civil, Dec. IS, 1915; 7% pp., illus.) 40c.

LEAD AND ZINC
2975—AMERICA—The Zinc Industry in America. J. A.

Van Mater. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., Vol. XVIII, 1915; 25 pp.)
Historical notes, and data regarding smelting capacity, pro-
duction, prices, etc.

2976—CALCINATION of Zinc Carbonate. Wm. P. Simp-
son. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Feb. 15. 1916; 2 V, pp., illus.) 40c.

2977—ELECTROMETALLURGY—Neuerungen in der Elek-
trometallurgie des Bleis. Franz Peters. (Gluckauf, Dec.
4 and 11, 1915; S pp., illus.) 80c.

2978—HYDROMETALLURGY of Zinc and Lead. Electro-
lytic Zinc at Bully Hill. C. A. Hansen. (Met. and Chem. Eng.,
Feb. 1. 1916; 21/2 pp., illus.) Correction of statements in article
by Lyon, Ralston and Cullen, previously indexed. 40c.

2979—PRODUCTION. ETC.—Zinc and Cadmium in 1914. C.
E. Siebenthal. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914—Part I;
56 pp., illus.)

2980—RETORT RESIDUE—Analysis and Assay of Zinc
Retort-Residue. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Feb. 15, 1916; H4
pp.) Methods adopted at various plants. 40c.

2981—UTAH— Promontory Point Zinc Deposits. (Salt Lake
Min. Rev., Jan. 15, 1916; 2 pp.) 40c.

OTHER METALS
2982-—ALUMINUM—Forschungen und Portschritte auf dem

Gebiet der Elektrometallurgie des Aluminiums 11)06-1915.
Franz Peters. (Gluckauf, Jan. 22 and 29, 1916; lOVa PP) SOc.

2983—-ANTIMONY—Nouveaux Moyens de Production de
I'Antimonie en France. M. Biver. (G^nie Civil, Jan. 1, 1916;
2->4 pp., illus.) 40c.

2984—ANTIMONY—The Behavior of Stibnite in an Oxidiz-
ing Roast. H. O. Hofman and John Blatchford. (Bull. A. I.

M. E., Jan., 1916; 6 pp., illus.) 40c.

29S5—ANTIMONY—The Determination of Antimony in the
Products Obtained by Roasting Stibnite. Wm. T. Hall and
John Blatchford. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Jan., 1916; 3 pp., illus.) 40c.

2986—ANTIMONY MINING in Coeur d'Alene District. Idaho.
Robert L. Brainard. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Feb. 12, 1916; 2^4
pp., illus.) 20c.

29S7—CADMIUM—Zinc and Cadmium in 1914. C. E. Sieben-
thal. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1914—Part I; 2 pp.)

29SS—CARNOTITE—Extraction and Recovery of Radium,
Uranium and Vanadium from Carnotite. Chas. L. Parsons,
R. B. Moore, S. C. Lind and O. C. Schaefer. (Journ. Ind. and
Eng. Chem., Jan., 1916; 5 pp., illus.) Author's abstract of
Bull. 104, U S. Bureau of Mines. 60c.

2989—PLATINUM—La Presencia del Platino en Espana.
D. S. Pina de Rubies. (Revista Minera, Dec. 24, 1915; 4V';
pp.) 40c.

2990—PLATINUM SUBSTITUTES—A Development of Prac-
tical Substitutes for Platinum and Its Alloys, with Special
Reference to Alloys of Tungsten and Molybdenum. Frank
Alfred Fahrenwald. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Jan., 1916; 46Vi PP-.
illus.) 60c.

2991—QUICKSILVER—El Mercurio en Mexico. (Bol. Min-
ero, Jan. 1, 1916; 1 p.)

2992—RADIUM—P. A. Ross. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., Vol.
XVIII, 1915; 14 pp., illus.) Relates mainly to the commercial
phase of the question.

„r 2993—TIN—CasBiterite in San Diego County, California.Waldemar T. Schaller. (Bull. 620-P, C. S. Geof. Surv 191«-
4 pp., illus.)

.,.^^^7"''""^ ^^^ TUNG.STEN in Portugal. Thomas A. Down.(Mm. Mag., Jan., 1916; 51^ pp., Illus.) 40c.
2994a—TUNGSTEN—A. C. Rubel. (Bull. 11, Ariz. StateBureau of Mines, 1915-16, 11 pp.. illus.)

2995—TUNG.STEN—Mining Tungsten, Ores in Colorado.Roy C. McKenna. (Iron Tr. Rev., Dec. 30, 1915; 3 pp.
illus.) 20c.

.
2996—TUNG.STEN—Wolframite Mining in the Tavoy Dis-

t/'Ct, Lower Burma. E. Maxwell-Lefroy. (Bull. 136, I. M. M..
Jan. 13, 1916; 914 pp.) Discussion on paper previously in-
dexed. . 1 • J

2997—TUN(3.STEN MINI.NG at AtoUa. California. J. W.
Glasgow. (Min. and Oil Bull., Jan., 1916; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

NONMETALLIC .MINERALS
^^^§^,A-''^ESTOS—P. E. Joseph. (Bull. 8, Ariz. State Bu-

reau of Mines, 1915-16; 8 pp.)

Dec^ll'jfA^'f^'^^in'^
Source of Aluminium. (Engineering.

3000—DIAMONDS—The Vaal River Diggings in Griqualand
West. Charles W. Boise. (Min. Mag., Jan., 1916; 2 pp^) 40c.
,,..^""1~J'"'"L''JI*^''AR MINE in Colorado. Horace F. Lunt
(Min. and Sci. Press, Dec. IS, 1915; 1 li pp.. illus.) 20c.

3002—MAGNESITE—American Magnesite in CaliforniaGeorge H. Manlove. (Iron Tr. Rev., Jan. 6, 1916: 2 pp.,
illus.) 60c.

3003—PHOSPHATE—Discovery of Phosphate of Lime in
the Rocky Mountains. Frank D. Adams and W. J. Dick
(Can. Commission of Conservation, Ottawa, Dec. 1915- 36
pp., illus.)

3004—PHOSPHATES—The U.se of Low-Grade PhosphatesJames A. Barr. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Feb.. 1916; 2y, pp.) 40c.
3005—POTASH INDUSTRY at Marysvale. (Salt LakeMm. Rev., Jan. 15, 1916; IJ pp.) 40c.
3006—POTASH DEPOSITS of the .Sand Hills Region ofNorthwestern Nebraska. Victor Zeigler. (Colo. School ofMines Quart., Oct., 1915; 21 pp., illus.)

3007—SALT—Sur Tlndustrie du Sel et des Eaux M^res des
Marais Salants. M Vachon. (Bull. Soc. de rind. Minerale
July-Sept., 1915; 2914 pp., illus.)

300S—SULPHUR—The Hall Process for Recovering Sul-
phur. Howard P. Wierum. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., Vol. XVIII
1915; 5V2 pp.)

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS
3009—ALBERTA—Structural Geology of the Alberta Oil-

fields. D. B. Dowling. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., Vol. XVIII
1915; 91/2 pp., illus.)

3010—INDIANA—Conditions of Oil Fields and Develop-
ment in Indiana. 1914. Edward Barrett. (Report Dept. Geol.
and Natural Resources. 1914; 6 pp.)

3011—INDIANA—Report of Indiana State Supervisor of Na-
tural Gas. (Report, Dept. of Geol. and Natural Resources
1914; 31/2 pp.)

3012—NATURAL GA.S—Development of the Law Relating to
the Use of Gas Compressors in Natural Gas Production. Sam-
uel S. Wyer. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Feb., 1916: 17 pp.) 40c.

3013—ORIGIN OF PETROLEUM—Le Probleme de TOrigine
des Petroles. Jean Chautard. (Bull Soc. de I'lnd. Minerale.
July-Sept., 1915; 37 li pp., illus.)

3014—PIPE—Over a Mile of Vertical Welded Pipe. (Weld-
ing Engr., Jan., 1916; 1 p.. illus.) Details of an Installation
at McDonald. Penn., for a deep oil well. 20c.

3015—QI'EENSL.^ND—Oil-Shale Industrv. Lionel C. Ball.
(Queensland Govt. Min. Journ., Dec. 15, 1915: 9 pp.. illus.) 60c.

3016—TENNESSEE—Oil and Gas Conditions in the Central
Basin of Tennessee. A. H. Purdue. (Resources of Tenn., Jan.,
1916: 15 pp., illus.)

3017—UTAH—Oil and Hydro-Carbons in 1915. A. V. Taylor.
(Salt Lake Min. Rev., Jan. 15, 1916; 1 p.) 40c.

3019—WYOMING Oil and Coal Developments in 1915. C. E.
Jamieson. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Jan. 30, 1916; 1V> pp..
illus.) 20c.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—GENER.VL
3020—MAGMATIC DIFFERE.VTIATION in Effusive Rocks.

Sidney Powers and Alfred C. Lane. (Bull., A. I. M. E., Feb..
1916; 13'/i pp., illus.) 40c.

3021—OREGON—Minerals of Oregon. Graham John
Mitchell. (Bull.. Univ. of Ore., Vol. XIII, No. 3, Nov.. 1915: 61
pp.) An alphabetical list of minerals found in the state,
together with their localities.

3022—PERU—A Geologic Reconnaissance of the Cuzco Val-
ley, Peru. Herbert E. Gregory. (Am. Journ. Sci., Jan., 1916;
99 Vi pp., illus.)

3023—UT.\H—Some New Mineral Occurrences from the
Tintie District, Utah. A. H. Means. (Am. Journ. of Sci., Jan.,
1916; 6 pp.) 40c.

3024—WESTERN AUSTRALIA—Paleontological Contribu
tions to the Geology of W'estern Australia, Series V, No N
R. Etheridge. Jr. (Bull. 5S. W. Austral. Geol. Surv., r.«i :

59 pp., illus.)

MIXING—GENERAL
3025—-OCCIDENT PREVENTION at Ontario Min.s. T. F.

Sutherland. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., Vol. XVIII, i;il5: 9Vi
pp.)

3026—ACCIDENTS—Chief Sources of -Accidents in the Wlt-
watersrand Mines. Chas. E. Hutton. (Journ. Chen;., Met. and
Min. Soc. of So. Atr., Nov., 1915; 10% pp.) 60c.

3027—.\LASKA—Mining in Alaska in 1915. Alfred U
Brooks. (Min. and Sci. Press. Jan. S, 1916; C pp., illus.) A.!
vance statement by U. S. Geol. Survey. 20c.
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302S—ARIZONA—Mining in Arizona. Charles F. Willis.

(Min. and Sci. Press. Jan. 29. 1916; I'i pp., illus.) 20c.

3029—BAJA CALIFORNIA. (Mex. Min. Journ., Jan., 1916;

1 p.) 20c.

3030—BLASTING—Proper Way to Spit Fuses. Percy E.
Barbour. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Feb. 5, 1916; % p., illus.)

20c.

3031—BRITISH COLUMBIA MINING, 1915. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Feb. 5, 1916; 2 pp.) 20c.

3032—CONSERVATION—Improved Mining and Metallurgy
an Aid to Conservation. L. D. Ricketts. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Feb. 12, 1916: 1"^ pp.) Paper before Second Pan-
American Scientific Concress. 20c.

3033—DRILLING—Core Drilling at the Hollinger. Albert
M. Brown. (Mine and Quarry. Jan., 1916; 2^4 pp., illus.) 20c.

3034—DROPPING ORE Through a 1,135-Ft. Raise. Carroll
M. Carter. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Feb. 5, 1916; % p., illus.)

20c.

3035—DUST—Recent Investigations on Dust in Mine Air
and the Causation of Miners' Phthisis. James Moir. (Journ.
Chem., Met. and Min. See. of So. Afr., Nov., 1915; 4% pp.)
Further discussion on article previously indexed. 60c.

3036—ELECTRIC P(^WER—Application of Electric Power
to Mining Work in the Witwatersrand Area, South Africa.
J. Norman Bulkley. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Feb., 1916; ISVi pp.,

illus.) 40c.

3037—EXPLOSIVES—Storage and Handling of Explosives
in Mines. Charles E. Munroe. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Feb.
19, 1916; 3% pp.) Paper before Second Pan-American Scien-
tific Congress. 20c.

303S—FIRE-DAMP—Researches on Fire-Damp. Enrique
Hauser. (Bull., A. I. M. E., Feb., 1916; 14 pp., illus.) 40c.

3039—FIRES—The Cause, Prevention and Method of Deal-
ing With Underground Fires. S. A. Jones. (Trans. Can. Min.
Inst., Vol. XVIII, 1915; 11 pp.. illus.)

3040—GERMAN EAST AFRICA—Mining Prospects of Ger-
man East Africa. Oliver King. (So. Afr. Min. Journ., Nov. 27,

1915; 2 pp.) 40c.

3041—LOWERING HORSES Through Small Shafts. M. T.
Taylor. (Min. Mag., Jan., 1916; 2 pp., illus.) 40c.

3042—MINING METHODS—Broken Hill Underground Min-
ing Methods. E. J. Horwood. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Jan., 1916;
25 pp., illus.) 40c.

3043—NORWAY—Die norwegische Bergwerksindustrie im
Jahre 1914. (Montanistische Rundschau, Jan. 16, 1916; 1%
pp.) 40c.

3044—PIPES, FLUMES. ETC.—Angles, Elbows and Lay-
out Construction bv New Method. Wm. J. Smith. (Min. and
Eng. Wld., Jan. 29, 1916; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

3045— PRODUCTION— Mineral Production of the United
States in 1914. H. D. McCaskev. (Mineral Resources of the
U. S., 1914-Part I; 69 pp., illus.)

3046—PUMPING INSTALLATIONS in the Leadville Dis-
trict. Albert B. Guy. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Jan. 22, 1916;
2% pp., illus.) 20c.

3047—SAFETY AND HEALTH—Gasoline Mine Locomotives
in Relation to Safety and Health. O. P, Hood and R. H. Kud-
lich; with a chapter on Methods of Analyzing Exhaust
tJases, by George A. Burrell. (Bull. 74, U. S. Bureau of Mines.
1915; S3 pp., illus.)

304S—SAFETY WORK at the Canadian Copper Co.'s Mines
and Smeltery. E. T. Corkill. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., Vol.
XVIII, 1915; 6% pp.)

3049—SAXONY—Der Bergbau dcs Konigreichs Sachsen im
Jahre 1914. (Glijckauf, Jan. 22, 1916; 514 pp.) 40c.

3050—TUNNELING—Bypass Around Leaky Tunnel in Cats-
kill Aqueduct. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Feb. 5, 1916; 1 p., illus.)

From article by C. A. Hirschberg in Eng. News, Dec. 9, 1915.
20c.

3051—TUNNELING—Notes on a Crosscut Adit Driven by
the Portland Canal Tunnels, Ltd. W. J. Elmendorff. (Trans.
Can. Min. Inst., Vol. XVIII, 1915; 3^4 pp.) Gives data on time
and cost of operations.

3052—UTAH—The Mines of Tintic District. Jerome B.
Ireland. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Jan. 15, 1916; IJ pp.) 40c.

3053—VALIDATION—The Present Value of a Mine. F.
Sommer Schmidt. (Min. and Sci. Press, Feb. 5, 1916; 2 pp.)
20c.

3054—VENTILATION—Notes on Mine Ventilation. John
Shanks. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., Vol. XVIII, 1915; 10 pp.,
illus.) Rflates to coal mines.

3055—WASH HOUSE—Modern Wash House for Mines. John
A. G.-ircia. (Coal ,\ge, Jan. 15, 1916; 2i/i pp., illus.) 20c.

3056—WASHINGTON—Mining in Washington in 1915. Rob-
ert S. Phillips. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Jan. 15, 1916; 2 pp.)
40c.

3057—WOOD PIPE—Redwood Stave Pipe for Mining and
Power I'se. H. B. Worden. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Jan. 29,

1916; 3 pp.. illus.) 20c.

ORB DRESSING—OKNERAl.
3058—COLLOIDS and Colloidal Slimes. E. E. Free. (Eng.

and Min. Journ.. Feb. 5, 1916; 5 pp.) First of a series of ar-
ticles on colloids in ore dressing. 20c.

3059—CONCENTRATING TABLES—Glass-Top Concentrat-
ing Tables. (.Min. Mag., Jan., 1916; 1 p.) Trial made on
Martin's glass-deck table at East Fool mine, Cornwall. 40c,

3060—CRUSHING—A Rock -Drill Stamn-Mill. C. F. Weeks,
(Min. and Sci. Press, Jan. 29, 1916; 1 p., Illus.) 20c.

3061—FLOTATION—Its Progress and Its Effect Upon Mill
Design. C. A. Tupper. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Jan. 1, 1916;
13% pp.. Illus.^ 2flc.

3062—FLOTATION—Minorals Separation. Editorial. (Min.
Mat-., Jan., 1916; 1 i. ) ;n,

riofiS—FLOTATION—Oil Flotation In 1915. A. B. Paraons.
(Sail Lake iMin. Rev., Jan I.';, 1916; 2 pp.) 40c.

3064—FLOTATION—Testing Ores tor the Flotation Process.
O. C. Ralston and Glenn L. Allen. (^lin. and Sci. Press, Jan.
S, 1916; 6 pp., illus.) Continuation of article previously in-
dexed. 20c.

3065—FLOTATION—Universal Flotation Theory. C. Terry
Durell. (Colo. School of Mines Mag., Feb., 1916; 714 pp.)
40c.

3066—SCREENS— The Grading Industries. Edward S.
Wiard. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Feb. 15, 1916; 51/2 pp., illus.)
Second instalment of article; deals with screens an(3 screen-
ing. 40c.

METALLURGY—GENER.Vl,
3067—BRONZE—The Microstructural Changes Accompany-

ing the Annealing of Bronze (Cu, O.SS; Sn, 0.10; Zn, 0.2).
Henry S. Rawdon. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Feb., 1916;
4% pp., illus.) 60c.

306S—DURALUMIN— Saggi Tecnici sul Duralumin. G.
Gallo. (Rassegna Mineraria, Dec. 16, 1915; S pp., illus.) 40c.

3069—FLUE DUST—The Transport of Material in the Form
of Dust. T. C. Cloud. (Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind., Jan. 15, 1916;
2 pp.)

3070—FURNACE EFFICIENCY— The Chemistry of Fur-
nace Efflciencv and Air Supply. C. E. Lucke and E. D. Thurs-
ton, Jr. (School of Mines Cjuart., July, 1915; 5 pp.) 60c.

3071—INSULATION—High-Temperature Insulation. P. A.
Boeck. (Met. and Chem. Eng.. Feb. 15, 1916; 4 ».(. pp., illus.)
Paper before Chicago Section, Am. Soc Mechan. Engrs., Jan.
14, 1916. 40c.

3072—MUREX PROCESS—Note sur les ProcfdSs "Murex"
pour I'Enrichissement des Minerals. E. Sogno. (Bull. Soc.
de rind. Minerale, July-Sept., 1915; 21 pp., illus.)

3073—PERU—Recientes Adelantos en la Practica Metal-
urgica en el Peru. Michel Fort. (Congreso Cientifico Pan-
Americano de Washington, 1915; 31 pp.)

3074—P.\FETT WORK at the Canadian Copper Co.'s Mines
and Smeltery. E. T. Corkill. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., Vol.
XVIII, 1915; 6 '2 pp.)

3075—SCRAP—Grinding Brass Ashes in the Conical Ball
Mill. Arthur F. Taggart and R. W. Young. (Bull., A. I. M. E.,
Feb., 1916; 714 pp., illus.) 40c.

3076—SMELTER SMOKE—Cottrell Processes of Electrical
Precipitation. Walter A. Schmidt. (Vol. XVIII, Trans. Can.
Min. Inst., 1915; 24 pp., illus.)

FUELS
(See also Petroleum and Natural Gas)

3077—COAL DITST AND OIL—Pulverized Coal Dust vs.
Crude Oil as an Efficient Fuel. Ronald C. Campbell-Johns-
ton. (Min. Journ., Jan. 15, 22 and Feb. 5. 1916; 31,!; pp.)

3078—FUEL VALUES. J. H. Paterson. (Journ. Soc. Chem.
Ind., Jan. 15, 1916; 2% pp., illus.) Considers comparatively
coal, coke, producer gas, oil fuel, and powdered coal.

3079—LIGNITE—The Carbonizing and Briquetting of Lig-
nite. S. M. Darling. (Published by Govt, of Prov. of Sas-
katchewan, Regina, 1915; 47 pp., illus.)

MINING .\ND METALLURGICAL JI.4CHINERY
30S0—AIR COMPRESSORS — Comparative Efiiciencies of

Various 'Types of Air Compressors. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Feb. 5, 1916; 1 14 pp.. illus.) 20c.

3081—AIR COMPRESSORS—High-Speed Air Compressors
for Mining Work. J. M. Walshe. (Coll. Guard., Jan, 21, 1916;
2 pp.) Paper before North Staffordshire Inst, of Min. and
Mechan. Engr. 40c.

30S2—BOILERS—Heat Transimssion Through Boiler Tubes.
Henry Kreisinger and J. F. Barkley. (Tech. Paper 114, U. S.
Bureau of Mines, 1915; 36 pp., illus.)

3083—DRILLS—Zur Frage des Elektrischen Bohrhammers.
A. Gerke. (Zeit. d. Oberschles. B. u. H. Vereins, Nov.-Dec,
1915; 5V4 pp., illus.)

3084—ELECTRIC FURNACE— An Electrically Heated
Bomb Furnace. D. F. Calhane and H. A. Lavene. (Met. and
Chem. Eng., Feb. 1, 1916; SVi pp., illus.) 40c.

3085—HOIST—Nordberg-G. E. Hoist for Elm Orlu Mining
Co. (Eng. and Min. Journ:, Feb. 5, 1916; l\i pp.) 20c.

3086—LOrOMoTIVKS—Gasoline Mine Locomotives in Re-
lation to Safety and Health. O. P. Hood and R. H. Kudlich;
with a chapter on Methods of Analyzing Exhaust Gases, by
George A. Burrell. (Bull. 74. U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1915;
S3 pp., illus.)

30S7—PIPE-STRAIGHTENING DEVICE. C. Carleton Sem-
ple. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Feb. 19, 1916; 1 p., illus.) 20c.

3088—SHOVEL—An Electro-Hydraulic Shovel. Frank H.
Armstrong. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Feb. 1916; 6 pp., illus.) 40c.

3089—WELDING—The Use of Welding Outfits at Mines,
Mills and Smelters. (Min. and Eng. Wld,, Jan. 22, 1916; 4

pp., illus.) 20c.

S.VMPLIIVG AND .VSS.WING
3090—GAS ANALYST.s—Reagents for I'se in Gas Analysis

III, The Specific Absorption of Alkaline Pyrogallol in Various
Pipettes. R. P. Anderson. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Feb.,
1916; 2'/4 pp., illus,) 60c.

3091— PITI,P SAMPLER— Taylor's Pulp Sampler. W. H.
Thcwartha-James. (Bull. 136, I. M. M., Jan. 13, 1915; 5Mr
pp.) 40c.

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
3092—AMMONIA—The Production of Ammonia from Cy-

anamid. W. S. Landis. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Feb.,
1916; 4 pp., illns.) Paper before Am. Inst, of Chem. Engrs,,
Jan. 12, 1916. 60c.

3093-.\MMONIUM SULPHATE—Sulphate of Ammonia in
1915. (Chem. Tr. Journ., Jan. 22, 1916; 2 pp.) 40c,

3094—CHLORINE—Liquid Chlorine. G. Ornstcin. (Met.
iinil rh.m. F.nfs., Feb. 15, 1916; -t'i pp.) Paper before Am.
Electrochem Soc, Feb. 11, 1916, 40c.
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SyyOPSIS—General obaen-alionn on Hie char-

acter of the Slocan ores and milling practices are

supplemented by a description of the Van-Roi

mill. Finally, suggestions are made on the points

requiring elaboration to prrfcrt the practice.

Water cuneentratioii in the Slucaii distrii.t, British

Columbia, is of interest because of the means adopted for

saving ruby silver and graj' copj)cr. It may be stated

that expansion of the milling system has been much
impeded in the past by the apparent varying nature of

the orebodies and the j^oor price received for zinc

concentrates. In such circumstances directors, unable

zinc savings. Ju many cases it has been clearly seen that,

by expansion better metallurgical savings would result, but

funds have not been available for the necessary initial

outlay.

However, tiie results of the more systematic and

courageous underground development followed by various

mining companies during the last few j-ears warrant the

belief that much of the apparent "bunchiness" of Slocan

orebodies in the past has been due to lack of development.

The more recent mining developments have given a

distinct stimulus to milling methods, and no doubt the

future will see still further milling expansion.

Slocan ores consist mainly of galena, blende, siderite

and pyrite in a gangue of quartz and slate. The mixture

.SLOCAN' LAKE. BRITISH COI.rMBlA

to be assured of any large tonnage of oiv in sight, iiavc

liccn apt to deem tliat the interests of sharclioldcrs were

i)est conserved ijy confining concentrators to roughing

machines with low running costs and comparatively poor

metallurgical savings. In consequence the reputation of

the technical men has suffered becaus'e visiting engineers

liave failed to appreciate the value of the silver-saving

ilevices and have been apt to blame the millman for low

•Mining er g-ineer, 12 Westbourne Roail. Forest Hill, London.

ST.VNLiARD .slLVi:!t-Li:Al' MINlNi; r(_i.S .MILL

In liciiuciitly intimate. Silver exists not only in chemical

, (inibination in the galena and blende, but also in the form

ol' ruby silver and with gray copper—less frequently as

native. It is important to note that the gray copper

usually occurs in the galena like currants in a pudding

and that tiie ruby silver usually occurs in cleavages and

is most frequently found in an association of the minerals

galena, blende and siderite. Native silver usually occurs

in or on the galena. As a general rule the rich silver
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minerals exist in immecliate proximity to galena or blende

and do not occur isolated in the quartz or slate. It is

important to take particular notice of this association,

because upon it depends the ability to make a respectable

saving of these rich silver minerals by a process of water

concentration. The ores may be divided into two broad

classes—those amenable to water concentration and those

not amenable to it mainly by reason of the large amount

of siderite present. Siderite and blende being of almost

the same specific gravity, it follows that they are not

completely separable by water concentration. In this

class also fall certain intimate mixtures of minerals

—

galenas, for instance, which appear to be a kind of concrete

formed of comminuted slate and galena proper. In ores of

this class flotation would appear to offer a solution of the

milling problem. At present there is only one flotation

plant in the district—that of the Silverton Mines, Ltd.,

which has been in operation for about 18 months.

Prior to 1902 there was no market for zinc ores or

concentrates in the district, consequently the old mills

were lead mills proper, making respectable lead savings

but poor silver savings, since much of the latter was

contained in the zinc that was purposely run into the

tailings. Slocan lead concentrates, it may be noted, carry

between 2 and 4 oz. of silver per unit of lead ; Slocan zinc

concentrates carry from 1 to 2 oz. of silver per unit of

zinc. When zinc concentrates became marketable, mills

were modified somewhat, to save a certain amount of

zinc, but, as has been mentioned, ore reserves were in most

cases not such as to warrant any heavy initial outlay in

tlie mills.

: Eecent underground development has cast rather a dif-

ferent complexion on the matter, in addition to which

there has been an enormous increase in the price of zinc

since the conmiencement of the War. In .consequence

operators are realizing the advisability of "getting after"

the tailings in earnest.

A detailed account of one of the most recent mills,

that of the Yan-Roi Mining Co., Ltd., is given because

it is illustrative of a compromise between the old type of

lead mill and a plant aiming at high zinc recovery,

^loreover, an analysis of the results obtained throws much

light upon the question of further milling expansion and

the successful treatment of the district ores generally.

Incidentally it may be mentioned that, before constnict-

ing this mill, the Van-Roi Mining Co. milled its ore for

some years in. a rented mill, so that valuable data were

availaljlc at the time of erection of their own mill.

The Vax-Roi Mill as an Example

The cars of nulling ore are dumped over large grizzlies

at the upper terminal of an aerial tram. The bars of

the grizzlies are 2 in. apart. At this point all coarse

waste is sorted out, likewise any coarse pieces of "clean"

ore and also any association of minerals known to carry

high silver values, likely to suffer milling loss—for

example, lead-middling products rich in ruby, and quartz

or slate showing ruljy. Milling ore is conveyed by aerial

tram to the mill, at wliiili point it is weighed before being

dumi)cd into the liin.

Reference to tin- iiccoinpanying flow sheet will furnish

such supplemental dala as are not evident from the follow-

ing fU'scription

:

'I'hc weighed ore fnmi the storage bin passes over a

<rri/./lv with bars V/^, in. iij-art. The undersize passes to

the feed bin direct, and the oversize is crushed in a

9xl5-in. Blake crusher over the feed bin. From the feed

bin the ore passes to a set of 12x36-in. feed rolls, thence

to the boot of the elevator, whence it is elevated to the

trommel system.

There are three trommels, of which the two coarsest

have two sections each. The screen sizes are 16 mm.,
10 mm., 7 mm., 4 mm. and 3 mm. All material below

4 mm. passes to an upward-current hydraulic classifier

that separates the feed for 4 five-compartment jigs.

Overflow from the classifier passes to a long V-shaped
settler feeding 7 Wilfley tables. There are in all nine

jigs, all of the Harz type. Three sets of 12x36-in. rolls

serve for regrinding the middlings products. Concentrate

bins are on the Ijottoni floor of the mill—lead bins on
one side and zinc bins on the other. Both lead and zinc

bins are in duplicate, so that discharge can take place in

one while the content of the other is being disposed of.

Water overflowing from the concentrate bins passes

through long settling tanks, of which there are two, one

for lead, the other for zinc.

ilETALLURGICAL FEATURES OF THE MiLL

There is a three-compartment oversize jig, the main
justification for which is the protection it affords to the

machinery from the miscellaneous assortment of hardware

and bits of wood that a mine usually delivers to a mill

along with the ore. The objectionable material is culled

out by the oversize jig before it has had much opportunity

for damaging the machinery. The objection to an over-

size jig is that, the sizing not being close, the jig does

indifferent work from a milling standpoint. In this

particular instance the objection is minimized by making
the oversize jig of three compartments, thus permitting

a heavy withdrawal of middlings from the second and

third compartments and so protecting the tailings. In

fact, little or no tailings need be made on this jig should

this course be warranted by the feed.

The cup discharge from the first compartments of the

oversize and the 16-mm. to 10-mm. jigs goes to the lead-

concentrates bin. Cup discharges from the second and

third compartments of these jigs are middlings and are

reground for further treatment. The hutch product

from all compartments of these jigs is middlings. In

all the jigs, as a general rule, first-compartment cup and

hutch products go to the lead-concentrates bin. Second-

compartment cup and hutch products are middlings

and are reground. Third-compartment cup and hutch

products go to the zinc-concentrates bin. Fourth-com-

])artment cup and hutch products are middlings and arc

reground. It is not always possible, owing to the

changing nature of the feed, to make zinc concentrates on

all these jigs. Indeed, at times it may not be possible

to make zinc on any of them, owing to the intimate

as.sociation of minerals. To meet this, s])outing is so

arranged that the third-compartment products can be

diverted either into the zinc-concentrates l)in or to

middlings for regrinding.

It may be noted that lead in lead concentrates is pen-

alized by the snu-ltcr if it falls below 707c, likewise zint'

in the lead concentrates if it exceeds 8%. In the case of

zinc concentrates zinc below 457o is heavily penalized,

consequently in the Slocan it is not advisable to produce

lead concentrates much below 60% lead or zinc concen-

trates below 407c zinc. In the latter case the aim is to
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produce zinc concentrates as near 45% zinc as practicable.

Thus it will be noted that tailings have to be kept down
and at the same time high-grade concentrates have to be

produced.

Coarse concentrates, both lead and zinc, assay much
higher in silver than the corresponding fine concentrates.

For instance, Van-Roi classifier-Jig zinc assays about 15

oz. of silver per ton, while zinc concentrates from the

lO-nim. to 7-mm. jig assay about double this in silver.

It was fonnerly customary in the Van-Roi mill to make
no zinc concentrates save on the classifier jigs, the idea

being to keep the zinc grade of the zinc concentrates as

high as possible. In view of the fact that at the time the

zinc concentrates were running unusually high in silver,

it was decided to make coarser zinc concentrates, antici-

pating that this would enhance the silver saving. The
coarse end of the mill was accordingly remodeled to

conform with the present flow sheet. The effect of the

Sacked MINE RVN

effected, cannot be brought below a certain irreducible

minimum, which remains more or less constant regardless

of the feed. Savings average 80 to 85% of the lead,

40 to 60% of the zinc, and close to 80% of the silver, the

highest silver saving recorded in anv one month being

83%.

Mechanical Features of Vax-Roi Mill

The mill is operated by water power, there being four

Pelton wheels operating under a 600-ft. head. A 75-hp.

wheel supplies the main power in the mill, driving the

rolls, elevators, and jigs. A 25-hp. wheel operates

the crusher, a 10-hp. wheel the Wilfley tables and another

10-hp. wheel drives a dynamo for lighting purposes. The
idea of having several power units is to prevent undue
absorptions of power affecting the speed of the mill as a

whole. Large speed indicators, showing respectively the

speed of the Wilfley tables and of the main mill shaft.

FEED ROILS no
/?"x36" ^

Lead
Concentrates

Zinc
Concentrates

Lead Concentrates

line "

Middlings

Tailings

FLOW SHEET OF THE VAN-ROI MILL IN THE SLOGAN DISTRICT

change was markedly beneficial, and not only were silver

savings greatly improved, but also zinc savings. It was

also most conclusively proved that whether the general

silver grade of the zinc concentrates was much above or

much below the average, the coarse zinc concentrates

assayed in silver nearly twice as much as the fine zinc

concentrates. It is interesting to note that better metal-

lurgical results, increased capacity and therefore lower

running costs were brought about in this case not by finer,

but by coarser cruahing. These results also demonstrate

tiiat in the case of Slocan ores the question of crushing

nuLst be closely studied in connection with its ctt'ect on

silver savings.

In a mill, such as the Van-Roi. in which no attempt

is made to re-treat coarse jig tailings, percentage savings

are to a great extent dependent upon the grade of the

feed. As a general rule the richer the feed the higher the

percentage savings, inasmuch as tailings, by the means

are placed in a conspicuous position, so that miUmen can

see at a glance whether the speed is correct or not and
make regulation accordingly.

The four sets of rolls are of the same size and typ*,

so that all spare parts except feed-roll shells are inter-

changeable. Feed-roll shells are, as has been mentioned,

manganese steel; middling-toll shells are chrome steel.

In addition to a spare set of shafts and cores for the feed

I oils, one other spare set is kept, which is interchangeable

with any one of the other three sets of rolls, in order to

save time when it is necessary to change shells.

While each partiiular ore requires special study, it is

possible to indicate broadly what lines should be followed

as a general rule in order to improve savings. Much
light is cast upon the matter by a study in existing mills

of the extent to which the individual jigs and other

machines figure as tailings producers. It is not sutficient

to know merelv the assay value of the tailings made by
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each individual machine: there must also be ascertained

the proportion of the total tailings that each machine

makes. The latter is of course obtained by weighing the

tailings produced in a given time. An investigation

along these lines in Slocan mills discloses some interest-

ing facts. First, Slocan feeds average about 10 to 20 oz.

silver per ton, about 5% lead and T to 15% zinc. The

coarse jigs invariably make the cleanest tailings. These

will assay about 3 oz. silver, 0.5 to 1% lead and 3% zinc,

whereas classifier-jig tails will run probably 5 to 6%
zinc, as will also the \Yilfley tailings. This fact, which

does not appear to have received the attention it merits,

is due to two causes: First, the coarse jigs derive most

of their feed from straight ore, which is not so rich in

mineral contents as the feed of the classifier jigs, which

consi-sts largely of reground middling products, afEordiug

a feed not only richer in mineral contents but also more

complex : second, coarse jigs operate on sized material,

\\hereas classifier jigs treat equally falling particles.

About T0%, by weight, of the entire tailings is produced

by three or at the most four of the coarse jigs. About

20% of the entire tailings is produced by the remaining

ones and the classifier jigs, while the balance, of about

10%, is produced by the Wilfley tables.

Problem of Regkixdixg Tailixgs

It follows, therefore, that whatever improvements may
result from exj)anding and improving the fine part of the

milling system (such as has been done recently by the

Standard Silver-Lead ilining Co.) and by replacing

hydraulic classifiers by screens of the Callow type for

instance, such improvements still leave about 70% of

the tailings imaffected. Any material reduction in the

assay of the tailings as a whole cannot, therefore, take

place unless the 70% of tailings—the coarsest—are

reground and retreated. Regriuding these tailings and
treating them with the existing plant cannot be contem-

plated. In the first place it would enormou.sly reduce the

capacity of the plant and correspondingly increa.se

milling costs, and in the second place it is doubtful if

cleaner tailings would result, the reason being that the

effect of regrinding would be to throw an enormous

burden upon the classifier jigs, which, not operating on

sized material, cannot be crowded. To give a specific

instance: On one occasion at the Van-Eoi mill all tailings

from the two coarsest jigs were reground and passed again

to the trommel system. The result was the tailings ran

somewhat higher than under the normal conditions,

doubtless for the reasons given.

Inasmuch as no high silver savings by water concentra-

tion can be made on Slocan ores without a preliminary

system of coar.se concentration, owing to the jjrevalence of

rul)y silver and gray coi)])er, it would appear that to make
really close savings virtually two mills are required:

First, a plant embodying the principles of coarse concen-

tration, in which sufficient attention is paid at the same

time to the fines section to result in a total saving of,

say, 80% to 85% of the lead, 40% to 60% of the zinc

and 75% to SO'/r of the silver; second, a mill treating the

tailings produced by tlie first mill. This would involve

grinding to, say, 30 me.sh and then employing water-

concentration nietiiods or flotation. It remains to l)e

]iroved whether water concentration or flotation would

yield the best results, untallurgically and financially, in

{1 mill of this kind. Tlif cfficacv of the Dorr settler as a

saver of fine slimes has been demonstrated in one case

and has given a stimulus to water concentration of fines.

On the other hand, in cases where much siderite is present,

the advantage would lie with flotation.

One thing is certain : Before there could be any serious

talk of a mill for re-treating tailings, there woulcl have to

be substantial ore reserves. Again, the financial efficiency

of a mill of this kind would depend to a great e.xtent upon
the state of the zinc market. Bearing in mind the various

circumstances likely to affect the Slocan operator, sugges-

tions likely to be of most practical use will be those the

adoption of which would be practically certain to increase

the savings made by a process of more or less coarse

concentration.

Impeovixg the Zixc Coxcextrates

While the importance of making coarse lead concen-

trates with a view to enhancing silver savings has been

fully recognized in the district, the same policy has not

been followed in connection with zinc concentrates.

Every effort should be made to make as much coarse zinc

as possible, having in view the necessary zinc minimum,
before the classifier jigs are reached. This will increase

not only the silver, but also the zinc saving. This
objective necessitates closer sizing at the coarse end of

the mill. The coarsest jigs, especially the oversize ones,

must have not less than three compartments, otherwise

tailings cannot be adequately protected by withdrawal of

middlings. Zinc jigs will require four compartments.

The replacement of hydraulic classifiers by screens is

almost certain to cause the jigs to make much cleaner

tailings. Incidentally a great dilution of pulp will be

thereby avoided. Attention was drawn to this matter by

Philip Argall in 1905. It should be borne in mind that

Slocan feeds are apt to change suddenly in character.

Spouting must be arranged to meet these changes. For
instance, on one day it may be possible to make good
zinc on a certain jig; the day following it may not bo

possible to make any zinc on the same jig. The necessary

elasticity will be obtained by arranging spouting so that

products can he diverted either into concentrates or

middlings.

Attention is called to the fact tliat the finer the concen-

liates the more moisture they will hold. In the case of

zinc concentrates freight and haulage charges are based

ii])on the moist weight. It is necessary to partly dry fine

concentrates before shipment, to avoid excessive freight

charges. The coarser the zinc concentrates produced the

less the moisture and the less the freight rate. In the

case of the Van-Roi concentrates, by making coarse zinr

the moisture contents dropped about five units (from 8'

,

to 3%) representing a gain of approximately 60c. ])er ton

of concentrates produced for freight and haulage chargis

alone.

iloisture in lead concentrates affects the hauling charge

alone, inasmuch as a combined freight and treatment

rate is quoted for this product based upon the dry

weight. It is interesting to note that fine lead concen-

trates resulting from .settlement of the overflow water

from the concentrate bins invariably run much lower in

silver than the average lead concentrates.

Undoubtedly it is desirable to sort out coarse waste, sny

over 2 in., by hand prior to milling. Tliis coar.sc waste

is usually extremely hard and causes the greatest wear

and tear on the millinf' machinorv.
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As to sorting out clean ore, if the advantage lies with
sorting out rather than milling, it is only by a very slender

margin. The arguments of the advocates of sorting out

clean ore are open to question, because it is assumed
tliat the ore that is .sorted out would, if milled be exposed

to the average lead loss of the particular mill under
consideration. For instance, assuming an average saving

in- concentration of 75% lead, the premise is adopted that

of every ton of lead ore that goes through the mill, only

three-quarters of a ton is saved in the form of concentrates

;

then follow deductions from this premise.

The Questiox of Specific Savings

Now we are not concerned with average savings, but

with savings in a particular instance. The question is

not what happens to the average lead ore going through

the mill, but what happens to the particular class of lead

ore that is picked out. This particular lead ore is

essentially clean ore, or it would not be picked out by the

sorter. That is to say, it is essentially a first-compartment

jig product. If allowed to go through the mill, the great

majorit}' of it would be caught on the first compartment
of the oversize or coarsest jig and delivered to the concen-

trate bin. The balance might be fine and as such be

delivered to fine jigs; at the same time it would still be

a first-compartmcut product and, as such, exposed to no
regrindiug losses. Even if it is assumed that all clean ore

flies into small fragments as soon as it touches the crusher

or feed rolls, these small fragments are not middlings

products exposed to regrinding, but first-compartment

products and, as such, exposed to no such losses.

If in any particular mill the average lead saving is

75%, then the saving of that portion of the lead existing

in the ore as a middling product will be considerably less

than 75%, and the saving of that portion of the lead

existing in the form of clean ore—that is, as a first-

compartment product—will be considerably more than

7.5%. It is safe to say that if the clean lead ore, instead

of being picked out, is allowed to go through the mill,

not less than 95% of it ought to be, and in the great

majority of cases is, recovered as concentrate. This class

of material is, strictly speaking, not milled at all. It

merely goes through the crusher and one set of coarse feed

rolls and is exposed to no fine crushing whatsoever; con-

sequently there can be no appreciable loss in the process.

In the case of Slocan ores it would appear far more
logical to pick out those coarse lead-middlings products,

that show ruby silver or gray copper and that are known
to be of high silver content, rather than pieces of clean

ore.

Further, if material amounts of clean lead ore can be

picked out of the mill feed, it is a question if it would not

be as good practice to open up the feed rolls and adopt

coarser jigging, as to elaborate the sorting system.

The total number of men employed in the mining indus-

try of Idaho during 1915, according to Robert N. Bell,

.•^tate inspector of mines, in his seventeenth annual report,

at times reached 7,500 men and wotdd probably average

6,500. The number of fatal accidents per thousand men
employed was 3.54, as compared with 5.19 in 1914.

During the year there were reported a total of 23 fatal

accidents, whose causes fall under the following classifi-

cations : Fall of rock or ore from roof or wall, 9 ; e.\-plo-

sives, premature blasts, etc., 3; haulage by mine car, mine
]o( omotive, 24 ; falling down chute, winze, raise or stope. 1

;

electricit}', 2 ; suffocation from powder and other gasc-.

3 ; shaft accidents, ; mill accidents, 1 ; total, 23.

M2Hae=AccadleE3ift Statistics

A convention of state mine insjiectors and representa-

tives of industrial compensation commissions, which was
the result of an invitation issued by the Secretary of the

Interior to the Governors of the various states, was held

in Washington, Feb. 24 and 25. There were 30 state

and Federal officials present in addition to a large number
of representatives of insurance organizations and others

interested in the matter of safety as related to industrial

plants.

The meeting was an enthusiastic one, and all members
showed the spirit of cooperation, all being thoroughly

convinced of the necessity of standardizing data relating

to the reporting of accidents and their classification. One
of the principal objects of the meeting was to l)ring about

a cooperative arrangement between the various state organ-

izations and Federal bureaus interested in the collection

of statistics relating to the mining industry.

With the view to simplifying the collection of statistics

and at the same time relieving the operator of rendering

so many reports, it was the consensus of opinion that fig-

ures once collected by a state organization should be suffi-

cient for all purposes and that the operator should not be

called upon to render another report of a similar nature.

It was the purpose of this meeting to standardize and
broaden the requests for data so as to include in one report

sufficient infonnation for the state mine inspector, the

industrial compensation commission and Federal bureaus.

The question of the calendar year was brought up, and

aU agreed that it should be adopted, and the representa-

tives of the states wherein the fiscal year is at variante

with the calendar year pledged themselves to do all they

could to bring about legislative enactment to have the

latter adopted. One of the principal arguments in favor

uf the calendar year was that with the enactment of the

Federal income-tax law. a report under oath was required

of the exact financial conditions of the company on Dec.

ol. This law, being Federal, applies to all of the states

and is an important argument in favor of the calendar

year.

The principal questions discussed at the meeting were

the matter of standard forms for recording and publish-

ing matter relating to mine equipment, labor and acci-

dents. The information relating to mine equipment has

in its scope a form for a directory of mines in actual

operation during a calendar year and data relating to

power equi])ment, ventilating equipment, mining methods

and haulage systems.

With reference to accidents, a standard form was dis-

cussed that related to fatal and nonfatal accidents, so

that sufficient information could be available for anyone

interested in the study of accidents. The forms dis-

cussed were so grouped and general in their clniraiter as

to include not only coal and metal mines, but motallurgi-

cal plants, quarries and coke ovens.

The result of the meeting was the appointment of a

committee to prepare an official report of the ]>foceedings,
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which will be published by the Bureau of Mines as a

bulletin and will contain copies of all of the standard

forms proposed and discussed at this meeting. The coal-

mining industry is represented on this committee by The accompanying table gives the estimated production

James E. Roderick, chairman, chief Department of of petroleum in the United States, together with the

Mines, Harrisburg. Penn.. and James Dalrymple, chief in- approximate figures as to the proven and prospective oil-

spector of mines, Denver, Colo. The metal-mining Indus- bearing areas and a summan,- of the principal points

try is represented by George H. Bolin, state mine inspec- regarding the occurrence and character of the oil.

tor. Phoenix, Ariz., and W. B. Orem, state metal-mine The figures of future supply take into account a certain

inspector, Helena, Mont. The other members of the com- percentage of the prospective oil area, as the curve on

mittee are L. W. Hatch, chief statistician New York which they are based pertains to an area where new fields

Industrial Commission, Albam-, N. Y. ; John Bohlander, have been added from time to time as development pro-

president Illinois State Mining Board, Pekin, 111., and gressed. In the case of Texas, Wyoming, etc., where the

PAST AXD ESTIMATED FUTURE PRODUCTION OF PETROLEUM IX THE UNITED STATES

State Age of Containing Rocks Base

Alaska East-Low. Tertiary Paraffin

West-Jurassic
California Cretaceous; Tertiary .\sphalt

Colorado Pierre-Cretaceous

Illinois..". Mississippian-Penna.

Paraffin

Paraffin

Indians East-Ordovician[(Trenton) Paraffin
West-Pennsylvanian

Kansas Pennsylvanian Par.-.^sph.

Mississippian Paraffin

Paraffin

Paraffin

Paraffin

Kentucky—
Tennessee

Louisiana.... Cretaceous-Quaternar>*
Cretaceous-Eocene

Michigan, Carboniferous
Missouri

New Mexico. Carboniferous-Cretaceous
New York Devonian-Carboniferous
and Penna.

Ohio—East Ordovician-Carboniferous Paraffin

and West
Okbhoma... . Pennsylvanian Paraffin

Texas Pennsylvanian, Creta- Asphalt i

ceous-Quatemary Paraffi;

Utah

West Va Devonian-Carboniferous

Wyoming.

Quality of OJ
Sgo-lo.go Bi.

0.8284-0.7958
12°-35° Bd.

0.9859-0.8484
38°-44° B6.
8333-0.8045
28 "-39° B6.

0.8860-0.8284
30°-35° B«.

0.8750-0 S484
27°-38° Bi.

0.8917-0.8333
25°-43° B&.
9032-0 8092
21 '-41° B^.

0.9271-0 8187
30° B6.
0.8750

25°-50° Bi
0.9032-0 7778

35°-47° B6.
0.8484-0 7909

32°-41° B6.
8641-0 81S7
15°-38'' Bi.

0.9655-0 8333
22''-40° Bi.

0.9210-0.8235
27°-52° Bi.
8917-0.7692
18°-1S=' Bi.
9459-0 7S65

99,775.327

222,773

21.919,749

1,335,4.56

3,103,585

502,441

14,309,435

7,792

9,109,309

8,536,352

73,631,724

20,068,184

9,680,033

3,560,375

741,273,559

10,&49,143

232,326,616

102,823,798

28,547,074

9,095,970

89,895,433

72,712

754,180,215

432,762,004

461,833,466

205,799,381

260,232,815

7,964,944

Probable Future
Supply

10,000,000

2,300,000,000

21,000,000

400,000,000

20,000,000

40,000,000

10,000,000

170,000,000

100,000

400

500

Pro-
spec-

100

100

Average Per
Prod. Cent,
per Exhaus-
Acre tion

1,000

30,000

1,000

2,500

400

1,500

300

4,500

24

33 j

36-1-

83-1-

42

135,000,000

205,000,000

1,545,000,000

400.000,000

207,000.000 350 50

300,000.000 31 20

>.763. 100,000 4,109 946

1,000

1,500

10,000

17,000

2,666

15,000

Albert H. Fay, mining engineer. Bureau of Mines, as

secretary of the committee.

There was a formal discussion concerning the stand-

ardization of mining laws and regulations as relating to

safety in coal mines, the point being made that miners

are migratory and in going from one state to another a

different set of laws, rules and regulations is encountered

with which they are not necessarily familiar. It was

unanimously agreed that the Bureau of Mines draft a

standard set of rules and regulations for coal mines, simi-

lar to that prepared by the bureau relating to metal mines

and put)lishcd as Bulletin No. 7o.

Another and allied point very freely discussed was the

adoption of certain universal danger signals, so that a

miner from one state would meet the same type of signals

in a mine in a different state, and it being the same as

that used in the mines where he formerly worked, he would

at once recognize the meaning. W. L. Chandler, of the

National Safety Council, extended an invitation to the

state mine inspectors, representatives of industrial com-

missions and the Bureau of Mines to assist in the es-

tablishment of universal danger signals in hazardous

industries.

Tniigaten Conrentriilrii Hnve Ilrpn Produced In MlMnnurl,

according to the Iron Trade Review," and the first consign-
ment was forwardi d :i fow days ago to the Crucible Steel Co.

of America, Pittsburgh, by F. P. Wherry, Maplewood, Mo.
Analysis of these concintrates gave 90% hUbnerlte, or 70%
tunKstlc acid. It Is 8tat(:d that only 3.3 lb. of mine ore was
required to produce each pound of the concentrate.

ratio of prospective to proven area is high, the future

,«upply may be considerably greater than that predicted

if the bulk of the pro.^pective land proves productive.

nEag sisawes aiato

Messaco

In order to avoid confusion and delay in submitting ta

the Department of State at Washington, applications for

permission to shiji munitions of war into Sonora, Chihua-

hua and Lower California, the following mode of proce-

dure is stated for the benefit of those who contemplati

making such shii)ments:

No munitions of war, such as powder, dynamite, blast-

ing caps, milling fuse, guns and ammunition, etc., will

be permitted to enter any of the sections mentioncil.

without specific authorization of the President. Those

desiring to take or ship munitions into any of the territory

specified must make application directly to the Depart-

ment of State, except that persons making shipments of

munitions for the de facfo government of Mexico sliould

sul)mit their applications to the Washington representa-

tive of General Carranza. Full details as to amount,

destination and purjiose for which intended should be

given with all applications.

•Excerpt from paper, by Ralph Arnold,
Petroleum Resources of the United States"
Geology," December, 1915.
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Flotts\ili©ini ail Aimsicoinida'
SYNOPSIS—A thorough system of testx irax

made on the Anaconda ores with a view to

determining the applicability of flotation. All

methods and machines tvere tried, and a dcxrrip-

tion of the residts is given.

Early in 1914 it was decided to test on a fairly large

scale the treatment by flotation of Anaconda slimes and
mill tailings. For this purpose a standard-type Min-

erals Separation machine was installed at the Washoe
Reduction Works during May and June, 1914. This

was followed by the installation of a full-size Callow

pneumatic machine. Experiments were made on a small-

er scale with the Froment, the Towne, the Fields and the

Anaconda flotation machines. The last was developed at

this plant. In addition to the tests made in the standard-

type Minerals Separation machine, some were made using

a ilinerals Separation machine of the sub-aeration type.

During the experiments a large variety of oils were

tested. Experiments using both round-table feed and

tailings were also conducted to determine whether it

A .series of to.sto was first carried out to determine

roughly the best conditions for flotation, using the stand-

ard Minerals Separation machine and treating round-

table feed. The following reagents were tested, either

alone or in combinations : Turpentine, crude oil, cre-

.sylic acid, stove oil, tar oil, Carolina oil of tar, argol.s,

sludge acid, fuel oil, wood creosote and sulphuric acid.

In some of these tests sulphuric acid was used, and in

others it was omitted. ALso, the effect of the tempera-

ture of the pump upon the flotation results was tested

by heating to various temperatures.

As these tests were merely preliminary, no record was

kept of the amount of reagents used. It was conclu-

sively proved, however, that the best combination of

reagents was sludge acid, wood creosote, stove oil and
sulphuric acid. Fortunately, of all the reagents tested

these happened to be the cheapest. It was also proved

that the addition of sulphuric acid to the pulp was of

decided advantage in the treatment of slimes. In two

successive tests in which sludge acid, wood creosote and
stove oil were used, the tailings assayed 1.25% Cu when
no acid was used and 0.3% Cu when acid was used.

OLIVER FILTERS DEWATERING FLOTATION
CONCENTRATES

would be better to displace the round tables by flotation

for the treatment of the slimes or to supplement the round
tables by flotation of the round-table tailings. Tests

were also made on treatment of mill tailings by grinding

followed by flotation, to determine the relative merits of

flotation and leaching for the treatment of this product.

Tests were made on mixtures of tailings and slimes.

The round-table feed referred to is the total slimes

from the mill. It contains about 3.5% colloidal solids,

and approximately 90 to 9.5% of the total solids will

pass through 200 mesh (0.067 mm.). It assays from
2.3 to 2.6% Cu. The mill tailings referred to are the

total discard from the mill, exclusive of the slimes. It

is all finer than 2 mm., and about 90 to 95% will re-

main on 0.2.5 mm. It assays about 0.60% Cu.

•Abstract of a paper by Frederick Laist and A. E. Wig-
Kin, Anaconda. Mont., to be read at the Arizona meeting of
tlie American institute of Mining Engineers, September, 1916.

AUTOMATIC REACICNT FEEDERS IN FLOTATION
PLANT

Since these tests were made, m'c have omitted the use of

stove oil.

The machine had 16 agitator compartments, each 2

ft. square, and 14 spitzkastens, and was of the standard

Minerals Separation design. It is known by us as M.

S. machine No. 1. The agitators were of the standard

Minerals Separation type, the impellers being 18 in. in

diameter and the agitators making 26,5 r.p.m. Thi~-

gave the impellers a perijiheral speed of 1,245 ft. per

min. The machine required 45 to 55 hp., including

motor- and belt-transmission loss, when operating under

a full load of slimes pulp.

The first products to be tested were the round-table feed

and tailings. A thorough series of tests was carried out.

and the conclusion was reached that the economic ca-

pacity of the JI. S. No. 1 machine when treating slimes

as produced fioni the mill at present (^lay 1, 1915)
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seems to be from 80 to 00 tons. The best combination

of reagents for the treatment of slimes seems to be sul-

phuric acid, kerosene sludge acid, wood creosote and stove

oil. There is some question as to the real vahie of the

stove oil. Its principal function seems to be to make a

more compact froth. It would not be economical to

retain the round tables, as the recovery- by treating the

slimes directly by flotation is just as high as by retaining

the round tables and treating the round-table tailings by

flotation. The grade of concentrates woiild probably

be the same in either case, but any difference would be

in favor of treating the round-table feed directly by flo-

Dimp Slime (1,000) (50,000)

20% Moisture '

Lidgerrood CaUewaj

J
r.H. Cars

® Ditinlertators (Pug MiUs)

@ H«rfiiigc Mflb [.tSS.OOO]

(B E!eV£»r (1,000) [9«0.0<l«l

NOTES:
Tills flow &heet tiliovf, the ranent Rlime and pond slinic

mixed together for tfeatjuciit, they may, however, bo

treated separately.

The figures in circles denote the number of machines,

tho^ in brackets the gallons of water per 24 houi% and

tho.<e ID parentheses the number of tons of solids in a.

The following quantities of reagents wiU be nsetl

:

H.SO, (60° B) about 12 lb. per ton of eolids. Crude
wcmI creosote about 2.5 lb. per ton of eotids. Sludge

:iciA kcrovne about 2.5 lb. per ton of solids. The pulp

will be heated to about C0° to 80° F.

Cooling water from the roaster plant, at a temperature

of about 175° F., will be added to the slime pulp, bringing

the temperature of the Utter np to about 80° F.

(2.000) (2.T.50,000)

O.OlXli (3,: 10.000) Total «lii

© Feed Distributors

@ M. §. FioUtion Machines 15 AgiUtors 14 Bonces

(3,C00) [5,006.000]

P^aOOO] r (270,000] T
I

Sli.ldlin'gs (600) (1,296,000) (>jnce'ntratc (675) (918,000] Tailing (2,325) (3,062,000]

J ? 7
® Eloalcrs ® Eleratora (675) (918,000) Automatic Sampler

Don Tanks 50il2 ft (675) (918,000]

Spigol (675) [162,000]

Elevators, 1 Spare

OrcrSow (756,000)

Elcrators, 1 Span

® Olircr Filters 12x11^ ft

Cake (C75) [30,000]

Con'cror i:

flow sheet op slimes-flot.\tiox plant at
a'naconda

tation. Tlie heating of the round-table tailings pulp, on

account of its low density, would increase the cost of the

flotation.

In treating the round-table feed directly by flotation,

the resulting tailings sliould assay 0..309^ Cu or less, with

concentrates carrjing not over 40% insoluble. Possibly

the concentrates can be made much cleaner with no sac-

rifice in the recovery. It is thought that tlie best circuit

density for the slimes pulp for flotation treatment is about

12% solids. It is believed that about 70° F. will be

found to be the most economical temperature at which

to keep the pulp. Acid seems to be absolutely essential

to the successful treatincut by flotation of our slimes.

The addition of air in I lie last spitzkasten is of no ad-

vantage. Any considiTalilc increase in speed of the agi-

tators above a peripheral speed of about 1,300 ft. per

min. seems to be disadvantageous.

These tests were made in the M. S. No. 1 machine.

Mill tailings from sections 7 and 8 of the concentrator

were elevated and then dewatered. The de\\'atered tail-

ings were then crushed through 60 mesh (0.25 mm.),
either in a Hardiuge mill 10x4 ft., or a tube mill 8x12

ft. The grinding mills were operated in closed circuit

with a Dorr classifier, the overflow of the classifier being

the final product of the system and going to the flota-

tion plant for treatment. Table 1 gives a screen-sizing

test of the average final product produced during the

test on the Hardinge mill and is typical of tiie flotation

feed:

Screen .Size Cumulative
Square Mesh Aperture, .Sq.Mm. %^ Solids

+16 1.180 3
+24 0.730 1.3
+40 0.430 3.0
+60 0.260 S.8
+80 0.210 12.8
+ 110 0.130 38 5
+ 130 0.110 42 3
+ 160 0.085 54.8
+200 0.076 59.3
+240 0.063 62 8
—240 0.063 37.2

The conclusions from these tests were as follows : Al-

lliough not definitely demonstrated, it is thought that

tlie economical capacity of the M. S. No. 1 machine when
treating sand tailings crushed through 60 mesh is about

175 to 200 tons per 24 hr. The best combination of

reagents seems to be sludge acid kerosene and sulphuric

acid. However, a mixture of creosote, turpentine and

pine oil in a non-acid circuit gave good results also. The
non-acid circuit, however, .seems to require more delicate

adjustment and more careful attendance than the acid

circuit. The grinding mill makes an ideal agitator, and

it is of decided advantage to add the oil aliead of the

grinders. The treatment of the mill sand tailings ground

through 60 mesh should result in tailings assaying not

over 0.10% Cu and concentrates carrying not over 30%
insoluble. It is thought that the best density of pulp

is from 25 to 30% solids. Heating of the pulp to about

70° F. seems to be of advantage, although there is a pos-

sibility that this heating may be dispensed with during

the summer months without any injurious results. Acid

seems to be lieneficial, but it is not of as much importance 1

as in the treatment of slimes.

Treatment of 60-MEsn Mixed Puoduct

This product was a mixture of round-table feed and

mill tailings, and the tests were made in the M. S. No. 1

machine. The acid sludge kerosene, turpentine and the

sulphuric acid used were added in the flotation machine.

In some instances, various mixtures of coal tar (70 to

80%), creosote (17.5 to 22.5%) and pine oil (2.5 to

7.5%) were u.«ed with the sludge acid. These were added

ahead of tlie grinding mill. I

The average proportion of sand tailings to slimes in !

the mixture treated was 75.7 to 20.1, or 3.8 to 1. In ;

pratice the proportion of production of tailings to slimes

is about 3 to 1 ; thus our mixture was somewhat deficient
,

in slimes. The concentrates produced, 34.1% insoluble,

are of good grade, but the tailings are high, 0.20% Cu.

Theoretically, the tailings should have assayed about

0.15% Cu, a.<suming 0.10% Cu tailings from the sand

tailings and 0.30% Cu tailings from the .slimes. Al-

thougli this test was not conclusive, it was decided from
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observation that it is better to treat the slimes and tlie Two tests were made—one treating round-table feed,

sand tailings separately. Of course the slimes made in and one treating round-table tailings. The results of

grinding sand tailings are included in the sand tailings these tests are shown in Periods -30 and 31 in the tables.

for treatment. These slimes produced in grinding the

tailings are of much lower grade and more siliceous than

the original mills slimes.

Tests were made with a Jlinerals Separation machine

of the sub-aeration type in the treatment of round-table

feed and tailings. The principal difference between this

and the No. 1 machine is that air is introduced at the

bottom of the agitator compartment. The agitator was

of the Howard tj'pe, practically a "balanced" pump im-

A later test was made in which the spitzka.stens were dis-

pensed with and the froth was taken directly off the to])

of the agitator cells. Under these conditions the four

agitators seemed to create too much disturbance for the

])roper removal of the froth, and only tlie first and third

agitators were operated. These modifications did not

improve the work of the machine. This modified ma-
chine was called No. 2-A.

Tests made by Mr. Callow at his laboratory in Salt

peller run backward, and each shaft had two impellers— Lake on samples of our mill tailings ground through

(HO.OOo; © 12x21-i

Oligi'Ml Ore (2,000)

Ore Bin

@ 2-in. Hole Shaking ScreenB
1 1

ic (1,100) , t
I

. Dlakc Crusher

(D 2.iii. )I„lc Tron.mels (3x4 (t.)

note:
TJie.figiitw in rirrlec ilenotc the number of ina<-hiDeii.

thoK ill hrarj^eti the fallniu r>f water per 21 hours, aail

thofc in parcnth»cs the uuuibcr o( tons of solids ia 2i

Overside (1,100)

© Si20-in. Blakc Cnishcra

^ * 5 *~

5»(D No. 1 Elevators

Undersue (900) [250,000]

® l-in. Hole Trommel (3x0 ft.)

Hiilili Pro.lua (15) :iO0,0QO Middlings (665) [630,000]

Dcwaterinp Screen

Concentrates (Cup) [40,000]

Dewateriofi Screen

Undersi?^ (2,^20) [TC5,000]

®%-m. Trommels (3»6 ft.)

iire (800) [50,000] Unit

ivctsue (C65) [315,000]

Q) 51v-'l-in. HolIs

Ci'ncentrates (00) [H

By Conveyor to Bin

[130.1)00].

,<215) [1^335.000

: (1,720) [765,000

J

Trommels (3.v0 ft.)

[800,000] ® Anaconda Classifiers (8-tt. diameter) Settling T% H,0 (125) [7,500] OvcrSoir (10)[992.50D]

.Spigot (1.3.'.0) [570.000] Overflow (100) [2,095,000] To Smelter by Ca

339,600 @ Wilfley Tables, Butchart Biffling

[310,000] Concentrate (250) [30,000] JUddiiilgs (1,100) [885,600]

Concenlralc Elevator No. 2 (250) [340,000] S Elevators No. 3

© Second SetUing-Tanli System

(Q Tanks 19.VG0 ft.

Settling 6% HjO Water [990,5003

(10) [2,000]

To Slime Flotation Plant

® M. S. Flotation Machii

/ (D Hardingc Mills (7V4X6 ft.) (4,400) [1,175,600]

(6) Dorr Simplex ClassifierB

(.1..100) [290,000] Overflow (1,100) [885,600J

© Elevator No. ®
< 15 AgiUlors 14 Boxes (1.681) [1,463,000]

@ SlimeThickcner Division

@ Dorr Tanks (^28x3 ft.)

m Batteries of Four

Boxes 1-3 Boxes 4-14

Finished Concentrates Middlinge (3811 [302,400]

(137) [103,200] I

Spigot Box 14

Tailings (1,163) [1,213,400]

y
X To Waste.

Elevator No. 5 (381) [302,400]

@ Fbtatioii Concentrates

Devi'atering Division

Slimc Elevators

H

To Slimes l^lotation

Plant (200) [275,000]

(See other flow sheet)

J^200) [275,000]

© Olive Filter 12x12 ft.

128,000] Spigot Product

I

(137) [22,000]

(^ Concentrates Klwator

Coke (1556 U.O) <137) [7,1601

to No.By Conveyor t . 2 Roaster Plant

Filtrate (Water) [H,840;i

(620) Undersiie [770,000] ^(1,100)

[100,000] 1
-^

® Double Conip E'

Coucebtrates (85) Miiddlinp (745) Hutch (})

[1,277,500] [4,(j<)0J'

ElevtfcrK.
© Den-aterio!: Tanks

Overflow [902,500] Spigot (1,050) [756,000]

[250,000]
)f

2 Elevator (3,150) [756,000]

I

® No.

MD Tromra

Cndersi^ (1,050) [l,OOC,O0O] Orersiie (2.100)'

' ', ®34x24-in. Rolls
[50,000]

® 114x18 mr Trommel (3x6 ft.) [90,000]

Undersize (700) [865,000] , Oversiie (400)

Double Comp Evans Jigs [703.500]

® Fine Harz Jigs -<

Dcvrateriug SerecD Dewitering ScrecD

Conroiil:.Ucsi ( 15) [10,000]

By Con*Ty«r to Bin

) (ioo!ooo|

I. Rolls

FLOW SHEET OF FINES-GRINDING AND FLOT.\TION SECTIONS IN ..\N.A.CONDA CONCENT R.-\TOR

one placed above the other and separated by a stationary

grid. There was also another grid above the top im-

peller. There were four agitator compartments and four

epitzkasten. The agitators made 185 r.p.m. The feed

was introduced tlirougli the bottom of the first agitator

cell. The launders were arranged so that as many spitz-

kastens as desired could be sent to finished concentrates,

the remainder going to middlings and being returned

to the machine. This machine required 47 hp. under a

full load of slimes, including motor- and belt-transmission

loss.

40, 60 and 80 mesh and of our slimes liad given promis-

ing results. Accordingly there were shipped here during

September, 1914, five standard Callow cells, 2x8 ft., a

Pachuca agitating tank and accessory apparatus consist-

ing of blower and -sand pumps. In addition to the Pa-

ciiuca agitator recommended by Mr. Callow, we built a

sot of two mechanical agitators. These consistcil of a

tank about 10 ft. long by 21/2 ft. wide and 21/0 ft. deep,

in which revolved a horizontal shaft carrying a set of

paddles. These agitators were belt driven from one

motor and retjuired a total of 25 to ;iO hp.. iuiluding
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motor, belt and countershaft power loss. The agitators

seemed to work well and had a combined capacity of about

60 tons of slimes per 24 hr. Power readings made on the

blower that furnished the air for the five Callow cells

gave the following results:

TABLE 2. POWER REQUIRED FOR AIR SUPPLY

Air Pressure,
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MINERALS SEPARATION MACHINES TRKATIN<; !SANI) TAILIXGS

Tlie concentrates from the coarse Harz Jigs are de-

watered and conveyed to bins. Tlie middlings are screened

on a dewatering screen, the undersize, together with the

hutch product from the coarse Harz jigs, going to the

Evans jigs. The oversize is passed through rolls 54x24
in. and thence back into the system ahead of the 1-in.

round-hole trommels. The concentrates from the fine

Harz jigs are sent to the bins. The middlings are

screened through a dewatering screen, the oversize going

to 54:x24-in. rolls and then back into the system ahead of

the 1-in. round-hole trommels. The undersize of the de-

watering screen, together with the hutch discharge of the

fine Harz jigs, goes to the Evans jigs. The concentrates

from the Evans jigs are dewatered in l)ins to about

7% moisture and sent to the smeltery. The jig con-

centrates assay about 15% insoluble and 8% copper.

The middlings, together with the hutch product, are de-

watered in tanks and screened through li/2xl3-mm. trom-

mels, the undersize from which goes to the Anaconda
classifiers, the oversize through 54x24-in. rolls and back

to the li/2xl2-nim. trommels.

The spigot from the Anaconda classifier is treated on

18 Wilfley tables fitted with Butchart riffling, making
concentrates and middlings. These tables make concen-

trates assaying 25% insoluble and middlings assaying

0.9%, Cu. The concentrates are sent to the dewatering

bins, together with the fine jig concentrates, and the

middlings are sent to the 10x4-ft. Hardinge mills. The
overflow from the Anaconda classifiers is sent to the

slimes-thickener division, consisting of 28x3-ft. Dorr

tanks. The spigot product from these tanks is divided

;

about one-half is returned to the section and the rest

is sent to the slimes plant.

The product from the Hardinge mills (Fig. 2) is

treated in six simplex Dorr classifiers—one classifier to

each mill—the overflow going to the flotation division

and the classifier sand being returned to the mill.

The flotation division consists of four Minerals Separa-

tion machines, each having 15 agitators 3 ft. sqtuiro. and

14 sjiitzkastens, or floating compartments. The agitators

for the Minerals Separation machines are of gun metal

and are driven by bevel gears from a
lineshaft, the direction of rotation of

the agitators alternating. The ma-
chines are made of California redwood;
the agitator boxes are further lined

with hard maple extending about 18

in. from the bottom of the bo.v.

Each machine has an individual drive,

power being supplied to the lineshaft

by a 150-hp. motor running at 385
r.p.m. The .speed of the agitators is

225 r.p.m. and as the impellers are 18

in. in diameter the peripheral speed

is about 1,060 ft. per min. Each
machine makes three products : Con-
centrates, which go to the dewatering

division ; middlings, which are re-

turned to the head of the machine;
and tailings, which go to waste. The
roncentrates are taken from the first

3 to 5 spitzkastens and the middlings

from the last 9 to 11. A portion of the

pulp is overflowed from the last three

spitzkastens together with the froth.

About 6 to 8 lb. of (50° Be.) H.SO^ per ton of flotation

feed is used together with 2 to 3 lb. of kerosene sludge

acid and i/^ to 1 lb. of crude wood creosote. A portion

of the wood creosote is added ahead of the Hardinge
mill (about 0.03 to 0.05 lb. per ton of feed), and the

remainder is added in the sixth agitating compartment.
The sulphuric acid and sludge acid are added at the head
of the machine. The pulp is heated to from 60° to 70°

F. by passing live steam into it at the head of the machine.

Three machines are used for treating sand and the fourth

for treating current slimes from the upper portion of the

mill. Each machine has a capacity of about 400 tons per

day on sand and 1T5 tons on slimes.

The method of adding the oil and acid is rather unique.

The mechanism consists of a revolving disk to which are

attached, around the circumference, a number of cups.

This disk is set vertically so that its lower edge dips

into a pan of acid or oil. As the cups come around, they

are filled and later discharge their contents into a suit-

able launder leading to the flotation machine. The disk

is driven l)y the friction of a wheel against another disk

attached to the main drive. The wheel is run at con-

stant speed, and by varying the point of contact between

wheel and disk any speed desired can be given to the

main disk and thus the amount of oil or acid added can

be regulated. In addition to the speed regulation the

amount of oil or acid fed may be varied by adding or

removing cups or by changing their size.

Table 3 gives metallurgical data concerning the opera-

tion of the mill. Line 1 gives the monthly as.say of

second-class ore for October, which is the feed to the mill.

TABLE 3. MILL-0PER.4TING D.\TA

% % % ''o % % 0«. per Ton.
Cu f5iOj .M,0, Fc S CaO Ag Au

Ffed »o concpntrator... 2.85 59.1 9 4 HI 6 US 0.6 2.00 0070
Total concentrator tail-

ings (flotition) 13 81.6 11.3 1.0 0.5 05 0.10 0005

iiiiie 2 gives the monthly assay of the flotation tailings

from the remodeled sections for October. The feed to

the flotation machines during the month consisted of

regrouiid sand tailings and a jwrtion of the thickened

mill slimes, which was returiud to the mill and tii-atcd
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in the fourth machine in each remodeled section. The
tailings assay shown, 0.13% Cu, is for the total sand

and slimes tailings produced. The sand tailings alone

averaged 0.10% Cu and the slimes tailings averaged about

0.25% Cu.

No complete analyses of the flotation concentrates are

available, as the slimes-flotation plant is not in operation

yet and the round-table concentrates are being mixed with

the flotation concentrates from the mill.

Desceiptiox of Slime.s-Flotatiox Plaxt

Because of lack of space in the mill an auxiliary plant

had to be installed to handle the extra slimes. This

plant consists of 20 Minerals Separation machines of

the same type and size as those used in the concentrator

and five 50xl2-ft. Dorr tanks for dewatering the con-

centrates. The plant is designed to treat about 2,000

tons of current slimes and 1,000 tons of pond slimes,

and was to be operating by Dec. 15, 1915. What it may
be expected to do so far as the treatment of current

slimes is concerned may be judged from the results ob-

tained in the experimental slimes machine, which has

been operating regularly for more than a year.

Table 4 gives the analysis of the current slimes and

the assay of the composite tailings sample for the month

TABLE

Cu...
SiO,.
FeO..

A1.0,
CaO
Ae, oz. per ton
Au, oz. per trn

OPERATION OF EXPERIMENTAL .SLIMES-FLOTATION
PLANT
F£ed

% (Current Slimes) Tailings Concentrates

2 10 0.27 12.0
6100 67.70 20.0
4 10 2 70 28.0
4.40
19 00

60
1 80
005

1 10
18 30

70
20
001

of June. These are typical of the results which may be

expected in the large ]3lant.

The treatment of pond slimes offers a few more diffi-

culties than that of the current slimes. They have been

exposed to the weather for a number of years so that

the copper is partially oxidized, consequently that por-

tion probably cannot be floated. Some results from the

flotation plant at Great Falls, covering a week's opera-

tion, are tabulated below. This character of material

has been treated for some time at the Great Falls plant,

and the results should be a good criterion of what may
be expected here in the treatment of dump slimes.

TABLE 5. OPERATION OF SLIMES-FLOT.\TION PLANT AT GREAT
FALLS

Recoverj* based on concentrates 78.90
Recovery based on tailings 80.90
Average total Cu in tailings . 53
.\verage soluble Cu in tailings 0. 13
Average sulphide Cu in tailings 0. 40
Average total Cu in feed , . . 2.52

At Great Falls one double Minerals Separation ma-
chine of the same design and size as used at Anaconda
is treating from 300 to 350 tons of dump slimes daily.

Experiments covering a period of five days, in which

five tons of sodium sulphide were consumed, were made
at the Great Falls plant to determine the feasibility of

sulphidizing the oxidized copper prior to flotation. So-

dium sulphide in solution was added at the pug mill,

together with tlie dump slimes. No difficulty was found

in sulphidizing practically all of the copper that went

into solution, but it was found that all oxidized copper

was not dissolved during its passage through the pug
mill and flotation machine. ^Moreover, on the addition

of sodium sulphide the froth immediately broke xiY>—

a

large part of the natural sulphides no longer floating and

the tailings assay showing a marked increase, although

the precipitated sulphides floated. Hardly any froth

was formed, probably because of the colloidal state of

the precipitated sulphides rather than the result of any

deleterious action on the oils used of the sodium sulphide

or the sodium sulphate formed during the operation.

Tons
per

Aas,ay,

%
24 Hr. Cu

Preliminnry
61 2 04

Densitv, Hours in

% Opera-

2 07
2.08
1.16
1.08
2.24
2.19
2.25

13A
13B
14A
14B
14C
14D
15A
15B
15C
15D
15E
16A
16B
17

30t
3l{

64 2
56.2
52.2
48.2
63 8
104.8
94 7
60 4
58.2
56.1
60 6
51 6

42 6 1.17
40 4 1.12
40 1.13

2.35
2.51
2.52
2.25
2.52
2 55

42 7
4S
49
49 4
50 2
49
55 2
40
42
90
60 2
40.9
88 2
89 9
93 3
45 1

58

13 7
14.9
13.6
11.7
11.1
22.5
24 5
22.7
14.5
14 5
18.1
13.5
11.1
5.6
6.8
6.7
6.5
9.4
8
8.8
9.7
9.3
11.5
13.7
5.8
5.8
15 7
15.3
15.1
15.9
15 4
10.7

tion

120
72.0

' 48.0
50
72.0
40.0
88
120
96.0
144
24.0
184
32.0
48.0
24.0
80
16.0
40
32
80
40
40
248
24

.576

3.34 9
236 4
211 3
313 1

417 7
283 7
336
720

UMMARV OF FLOTATION TESTS—MINERALS .SEPAR.\TION MACHINE NO. 1

Treatment of Slimes: Rouud-Table Feed and Tailings

Temperature. "^F. Reagents Vsed. Lb. per Ton-
Pulp Wood

~

Cu ilc- Feed in \Ia- Diff- Sludge Creo- Rtov
covered Pulp chine erence Acid sote Oil

- Concentrates Assay
Ag

"S "3, Oz. per
TonInsol. FeO

Tailings
Assay,
% Cu

P.T.
Tur- Tar & T.

HjSO, pen- Creo- Co.,
tine sote 400

8.2
7.2
8 3
6 6
7.2
9.2
8.9
8 7
10 1

9.2

5.9
6.1
9.8
9.3
13 4
10.8
11.0
14 3
9 7
10 6
7.5
7.0
14.8
12
10.1
11.9
12.3
8 3
4.6

54.7
62.0
51.1
66 1

62 1

52 9
57 5
60 5
52.6
.53 3
71 8
71.3
85
66 2
68
67 2
.54 3
47 2
33 6
44.2
40 7
28 9
48.8
48 5
63.0
65.9
31 3
38 3
43.7
39.4
36 4
55.2
74.3

13.7
10.8
15.6
7.8

5.6
2 5
7.4
7 2
8 3
11.5
17.0
20.9
18.4
19.3
23.6
16.0
15 6
9.3
7.7

22 1

20 6
18 8
20 1

20. S
13 3
5 7

6.0
6.7
5.8
6 8
7.8
6.45
45

7.9
6.8
4.4
4.2
1.0
4.6
4.6
4.8
6.6
6.7
8.8
8 3
8.1
11.4
7 7
9 2
5.9
4.7

11 2
8 8
6 9
8.4
9.3

0.31
0.38
0.27
0.33
0.31

28
63

1 34
50
.33

0.53
28

1 04
30

0.24
23

0.32
0.23
0.26

25
38
48
27
.56

22
26
43
33
25
25
27
41

0.27

89.3
86.0
90.4
75 5
74 3
90 3
76 6
47 5
82
89.5
57.8
79 1

47.8
77.8
82.7
82.5

92 5
91.5
92.2
86.0
83 8
92 1

83
82 4
79.5
85.8
90 5
92.3
92.3
91.6

89 35 3 8
3 6
3 9

3.7
3.7
5.5
5.1
4.4
4.4
5.0
4.3
5.4
3 8
9
4

4 7
4.1
2 54
3 27
6 15
2.99
3.27
3 7
3.9

2.4
2 3
2.8
3 8
4 2
2,4
2.4
2.2
2 9
3 4
3.7
3.5

.36

29
0.33

37
29
33
.32

21
0.21

42
28
30

4.3 32
. 37

4.0 28
4.2 0.73
4.5 33

. 34
... 41

33
49

4 7 46
4 6 31
4 8 30
4.54 0.19
1.38 14
. . 0,26

. 29

. 13
. . 18
3 4 71
3 3 34

12 6
13.3
12.6
15.2
11.8
12.5
13 9*
16.4
16,5
12 7
16 1

16 8
00.0
18 9
21
18.5
20 1

20.7
20
19 3
19.3
18 fi

20 9
23.2
16 7
19.6
13.1
15 6
19.5
13.5
14.9
21 1

IS 7

Prelinii

125
186 7
124 1

Thin table givei

Treatment of Sand Tailings from Mill, Ground Through 0.25 Ms

22 3
30 9
26 1

.55.8

472 .

6

120 5

406 .35

7 82 26 9
5.42 42 2

26.8 4 2
5 4

25 4 4 2
' During thi:

0.07 93
88 6

0.12 84.0

period about 1 .8 I

40 69 29

3.9

j- Duf

07 . .

! 72 30 0,3

rif the rcHults of each perio<l. • During Ihis period about 1 .8 lb. <,f fuel oil per ton of feed was used with the oth< r oils,

ng two days ff thi" i<-t Mi.lw.'^l Refining Co. sludge acid was usi-d along with (he other reagents al the rate of 3.69 lb. pi r ton and on another day WesUra Ou Co.

iludge acid at the raU- <.( 1 ni 11, per ton. No improvement found in either iiistaiine. t These t. .st» were nia<le in M. S. Mijchine No. 2. § Average of fourdays tejl.

Results not improved by tl.,, „i| For two days 1/7 lb. of .Standard Oil Co. Sludge Aeiil Kerosene per ton of feed was used along with the P. T. & T. Co. 3 No. 400.

No marked improvement nut.d. Wood ereosotc used for only six days. Tailings assayed about 0.09 during this time.
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The cause of the breaking of the froth was not ('lear.

It may have been due to the sodium sulphate formed or,

what seems more probable, to some impurities in the

sodium sulphide, the latter being only about 50% pure.

This effect was general, the froth on the second machine

breaking Tip, altliough no sodium sulphide was added to it

except througli a return-middlings elevator that was com-

mon to l)otii machines.

Description of CoxcEXTr,ATK.s-D?;wATEiiixG Plant

The dewatering of the flotation concentrates is done

in si.x 50x1 2-ft. Dorr thickeners. Five tanks of the same

size have been provided for the slimes plant. The pulp

is delivered to a baffle box about 5 ft. square in the center

of the tank and extending down to within a few inches

of the rake arms. Surrounding this is another baffle

about 15 ft. square and extending al)out 18 in. below

the surface of the water. These baffles catch a

large portion of the froth, which is there broken up
by means of a water spray. The capacity of these tanks

when treating flotation ccmcentrates is from 800,000 to

15% moisture. The cake from the filters is delivered to

a belt conveyor and is carried with the fine mill concen-

trates to the new roaster plant'. In this way a fairly good
mixing of the concentrates will be obtained.

The (Jiitario Bun,'au of ilincs has just issued its

preliminary report of mineral production (Bull. No. 28),

for 1915, subject to revision. The principal items,

arranged in order of descending value were the following:

Nickel in matte, 34,0.39 tons; silver, 23,730,839 oz.; gold,

411,588 oz.
;
pig iron, 493,400 tons; copper in matte,

]9,G08 tons; portland cement, 2,302,242 bbl.; natural gas,

12,273,503 M cu.ft. ; iron ore, 394,054 tons; salt, 11G,648;

iron pyrites, 145,315 tons; crude petroleum, 7,505,478

Imp. gal.; colialt oxide, 314,900 lb.; lime, 1,340,394 bu.

;

gypsum, crushed, ground and calcined, 81,172 tons; cal-

cium carbide, 2,555 tons; white arsenic, 4,979,141 lb.;

quartz, 95,-J(i0 tons; graphite, refined, 2.489 tons; metallic

cobalt, 11,905 lb.; talc, ground and crude, 11,005 tons;

TREATMENT OF ROUND-TABLE FEED BY FLOTATION PROCESS—MINERALS SEPARATION MACHINE NO. 2A

Date, 191

Feb. 27..

Feb. 28...

March 1 .

.

March 2 .

.

March X .

.

March 4 .

.

Gallons
Pulp

58,900
+0,200
44,000
49,300
.52,200

.v., 100

Tons
.Solids

39 5
29,8
29.7
.34 6
.36.4
39 7

Assay
Feed,
%Cu
2.59
2 50
2.50
2,55

Tempera-
ture of

Circuit, °F

90 9
S7.2
86.1
92.6
90.7
86.0

%Cu
0.86
0.73
0.93
0.50
47
61

10.0
5.9
6
7

Insoluble

54.4
36.9
46.4
62 2
BO. 5

FeO
14.3
27.1
18.3
11.9
12 6
13.0

H,SO.
20.3
30.1
26.1
20 9
22.3
17.6

M
Reagents, Lb. per T'>r

P. T. & T.
Co. 400

2 3
3.2
5 3
2.7
1.3
2 4

M. S.

0.15
04
.50

20
07
03

Average . . .50,050

The machine was
Machine n
to the mot

34.9

was in good n
wav until Mai
32hp.

ning order, mechanically,
i, when the No. 2 impellei

9 9.68 78 53.1 IB 2 20.5 6.5

on Feb. 27, 1915. There seemed to be too much agitation at first, so No. 4 impeller \

was dropped. Air was blown in under each impeller. With first and third impellen

2.9 0.16

as dropped ofl shaft,
operating, the input

SUMMARY OF FLOTATION TESTS—CALLOW PNEUM.\TIC MACHINE

Treatment of Slimn

ating

32 Preliminai-y
33* 246 5 2 8
34t 500 1

ber of Air
Rou2h- Pres-
er Cells sure,
Oper- Lb. per

35
2
3 3

Sq.In.

4 52
4 00
4 00

% Density, .\ssay
on 80 % %
Mesh SoUds Cu

. ,., 14.7 2,57
15,2 2.57
5 6 1 66

. Temper- . Reagents Used, Lb. per Ton . Final
Tons ature of Crude Tail-
per Pulp in W'ood Tui- ings.

Rough- Circu- Sludge Creo- Stove pen- Fuel Pine %
er Cell lation HjSO, Acid scte Oil tme Oil Tar Cu

Cu
Rougher

Mid- Concentrates
dling, %
% % In- ^ cov-
Cii Cu sol. FeO ered

'^

15
20 2
11 4

249
120 8
40 n
76 7

.\ir aeitat

4 no
4 on
3 90

13 4
B.5
6 9

27.
27.1
22.1
22,0

used throuphout th

64 108.

5

0.77 75.6
fi6 .58.2
72 39.0

72 , t

71.1
68.8

72 6
69 9
67.4

IS,

4

5.75 ;

12,4 3,82 :

18 5 9.05

Treatment of Mill Tailii

3 3 2 4
5 3 2.5
0.0 0.0

51t 31,0 23.6
31 2 23.4
53.9 10

1.71 6.7 5't.4 13.8 88.fi
1.69 6.0 56.8 13.3 90.6

. . 6,0 61 8 6.5 S3.

3

centrate assayed 4,8 oz, silver per ton.
period. t These oils were used only during first fiv

11 Concentrate assayed 5.2 oz. silver per ton.

10 53 42.2 25 0.52 2 9 79.1 7.4 .

0.11 7.81 27.9 32.-)§ 1.25 3.8
0.16 6.23 35 1 28.811 1.18 3.2

.0,18 5 6 47.5.32.2

X Mechanical agitation use<i throughout Period 34. J Con-

250,000 gal. of pulp per 24 hr., although they will prob-

ably not. be required to handle more than 200,000 gal.

Operating even at this capacity, there is a small amount
of finely divided material that will not settle. Therefore

the overflow from these tanks is run to a slime pond and
tl.e solids collected for future treatment. The capacity

of these same tanks Avhen treating round-table concen-

trates is about 1,000,000 gal. of pulp per 24 hr.

Some ex])erimcnts were made to increase the capacity

of the tanks by the use of glue. • Indications from tests

in a beaker seemed to indicate that glue would greatly

aid the settling, but this did not prove to be the case.

The glue caused the colloidal material to coagulate, but

it did not actually increase the capacity of the settling

tanks to any great extent.

The density of the pulp delivered to the tanks aver-

ages from 18 to 20% solids; from the spigot averages

about ()0%i solids. The spigot product is further de-

watered in Oliver filters lli/^ ft. diameter by 12 ft. face.

There will be 11 of these, each capable of handling 150

tons per 21 hr. and making a cake containing about

sand and gravel, 257,473 cu.yd. : feldspar, 9,809 tons;

mica, 195 tons; corundum, 2(52 tons; colialt ore, 177 tons;

nickel oxi<le, 145,323 lb.; molybdenite ore, 193 tons;

metallic nickel, 11,905 lb.; copper ore, 271 tons; molyb-

denite concentrates, 1,068 lb. ; metallic arsenic, 1,518 lb.

The total value of the mineral jiroduction for 1915 was

$57,532,844, as compared with $4G,295,959 in the previ-

ous year.

There was a large increase in the production of gold

—

more than 53%—and in nickel and copper, the latter due

to the unusual demand for these metals for armament ami
munition ])ur])oses.

Ill the production of silver there was a decrease of

1,187,155 oz., or 5.9%. In part this decrease is attribu-

table to the low price of silver. In November and
December the ])rice ro.se sharply, resulting in increased

jiroduction. Of the total production, the Cobalt camp
contributed 23.187,515 oz., valued at $1 1.742,46;..

'The new roaster plant consists of twenty-ei.arht 25-ft.

AV'edse furnaces. This will about double the roaster capacity
of the plant.
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^4^ils of Practical Miminv)

He^^ Masa Moisft at SEaspirataosa

One of the outstanding features of the new shaft recent-

ly sunk at Miami, Ariz., by the Inspiration Consolidated

Copper Co. is the modern and completely equipped man
hoist installed by the Otis Elevator Co. Beyond question

this is the finest equipment ever installed at any mine for

the purpose of hoisting miners to and from their work.

It is, in fact, a modern passenger elevator with all safety

devices, such as is installed in many of the country's tall

office buildings.

The shaft in which the hoist operates is lined through-

out with reinforced concrete, and at the present time has

been carried down to the 700 level, although the hoist

i.~ arranged for an ultimate cage travel of 1,150 ft.

On account of the great expense involved in the sinking

of deep shafts, it was founcl impracticable to make the

cage area of a single deck sufficient to accommodate the

number of men it was desired to carry on a trip, and

accordingly the cage has been con-

structed with two decks each about 5 ft.

sq., and capable of carrying 20 men.

These decks are inclosed on two sides

by hea^T sheet-iron panels and on

tlie other two sides by collapsible

steel gates, which are provided with

automatic contacts connected in series

with the electrical control, making it

necessary that all four of the gates be

closed before the operator c-an start

the cage. Likewise, should any gate

be opened while the cage is in motion,

all power will be immediately cut off

from the hoisting machine and the

cage will stop in its travel.

The cage is operated by means of a

master switch on the upper deck, in

charge of a regular attendant. By plac-

ing the control of the hoist on the cage

itself, a great deal of time is saved that

would otherwise be consumed in the

transmission of signals from the shaft

to the engineer in the hoisting room.

However, the cage may be operated

from the engine room, where there is a

duplicate of the master switch on the

cage. The usual mechanical indicator, operated through

gearing mounted on the drum shaft of the hoisting

machine, keeps the engineer advised of the position of the

cage in the shaft, while telephonic communication keeps

the cage operator in constant touch with the engine room.

The cage runs on i)laned, steel guide rails and is pro-

vided with a wedge-clamp safety device actuated by a

centrifugal governor ]>laced at the top of the frame.

The capacity of the hoist is 7,500 lb. at a nonnal operat-

ing speed of 800 ft. ]m r min. By means of switches the

governor will automatii nljy reduce the speed of the molor

wbi'U the cage speed exceeds 8"'0 ft. per min. Siiould

the cage continue to accelerate after these switches have

operated, all current would be cut off from the motor at

a cage speed of 960 ft. per min. In c-ase the cage should

not stop through this action of the safety governor, at a

cage speed of 1,120 ft. per min. the governor would

mechanically trip the safety wedge clamp beneath the

cage, causing the clamps of the safety to grip the guide

rails with increasing pressure until the c-age was brought

to a positive stop. This is the form of safety device com-

monly used with high-speed passenger elevators.

Another safety device consists of two long-stroke hy-

draulic buffers, situated at the bottom of the shaft. These

are designed to bring the cage to a gradual stop from full

speed, without injury or shock to passengers, through the

displacement of fluid in the buffers at a carefully calcu-

lated rate of retardation, which is regulated by the escape

of the fluid from one chamber of the buffer to another.

The cage is suspended in the shaft by a single IVs-iii-

THE DOUBLE-DECK MAN CAGE AT INSPIRATION

plow-steel cable running over a large sheave at the top of

the shaft and thence over a similar sheave at the easterly

shaft to the winding drum of the hoisting machine in tlie

engine room. The cago is counterbalanced by a counter-

weight, which travels in a special shaft alongside of the

cast ore-hoist shafts.

The hoist is automatically slowed down and stopped

at the top and bottom of ihe shaft by a stop-motion de-

vice, which is operated by an extension of the drum sJiaft

of the hoisting machine. Additional safeguards are pro-

vided in the form of limit switches placed beyond the

range of the stop-motion device and designed to auto-
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matically stop the hoist in case either the car or the coun-

terbalance passes the normal limits of travel. These limit

switches are placed in the superstructure.

The machine is of the single-reduction herringbone-gear

type, with a winding drum 73 in. in diameter, driven by a

IGO-hp. 6-pole motor operating at a speed of 385 r.p.m.

The motor is provided with interpoles. A powerful band

OTIS HOISTING MACHINE, M.\STER SWITCH AND ACCESSORY
EQUIPMENT FOR INSPIRATION MAN HOIST

brake, applied by a weight and a heavy spiral spring and
released by an electromagnet, serves to hold the cage im-

movable when current is off. A Francke flexible coupling

is used to connect the motor shaft to the pinion shaft.

The Ward-Leonard system of control is used.

The power for operating the hoist is generated at the

Roosevelt dam and is received at the transformer substa-

tion at a voltage of 44,000, which is stepped down to

2,200. A three-pha.se General Electric induction motor
directly connected to a G. E. continuous-current gen-
erator furnishes the power for the elevator. A small

continuou.s-current generator mounted on the end of

the motor-generator set furnishes the direct current
used for the controller magnets, brake and fields

of the hoist motor and generator.

MflEiieiPS*

Some of the main factors to be con-

sidered in designing a miner's wash
house are as follows: Facilities and
arrangements for accommodating a

large number of men in a short space of

time; large quantities of warm water
to be furnished in a short time, -with

temperature regulated so that the men
cannot be scalded, but with an arrange-

ment for economj' in the amount of

water used ; equipment for safe-keeping

of clothes, drj'ing and ventilating

them and at the same time rendering

them readily accessible to the owTier

only; fireproof construction, drainage,

heating and light; rugged equipment
that will stand abuse, and suiBcient

area to prevent crowding and con-

gestion.

The wash house described in this arti-

cle conforms to all these fundamentals

at a cost of $15.86 per man, which
under the conditions seems to be about

as low as can be exjjected, although it

could be reduced somewhat by using

warm water only, instead of hot and
cold, by using boiler-feed pumps instead

ol a tank, by the elimination of the

Ijosses' bath and the first-aid room and
possibly a few other items which, like

the foregoing, are highly desirable

hut not absolutely necessarj-. The
bosses' bath, first-aid room and cold-

water facilities at this wash house cost

close to $1,000, so that cutting them
out would reduce the cost per man to

about $13.36 for a fireproof house

equipped to take care of 400 men.
The water for the showers and basins

in this building is heated by either

exhaust or live steam or, if condi-

tions demand, by both.

The valves on the showers and bibs

at basins are of the self-closing type,

so that little water is wasted. The
valve on the shower is controlled by a

short chain that hangs down just in reach of the bather.

He is supposed to hold onto the chain with his left hand

while he uses the soap with the other, but when ho releases

the chain to rub his body or has finished his shower, the

valve snaps shut. This arrangement makes a material

•Excerpt from article by John A. Garcia, consulting- engi-
neer. Chicago, 111., in "Coal Age," Jan. 16, ISlC.
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reduction in the amount of water used, since most of

the wasted water in the wash houses comes from con-

tinuous feed showers, the water flowing from them a large

part of the time when the bather ha.« no need of it or

when no one is under the spray.

The clothes hangers are arranged for an average spac-

ing of 22 in., which is found to be entirely sufficient to

prevent contact and still not wasteful of building space.

The hangers are made of malleable iron, have three

jrongs, or hooks, to which the clothes are attached and

a small wire basket for soap, lamp, etc. The whole outfit

i> attached to a stout chain and raised or lowered by

means of a pulley attached to the ceiling. When clothes

are hoisted, there is a clearance of from 8 to 9 ft. from

them to the floor, and the monitor sash at the top of the

l)uilding allows the warm air to flow up through the

suspended clothing, thus drying it out and carrying off

all offensive odors.

Once a week the monitor sash and windows can be

closed and sulphur candles burned overnight and if neces-

sary over Sunday, so that the clothing of 400 men may

be well disinfected once a week for the price of a few

sulphur candles or other disinfectant.

The building is heated by steam radiators on the floor

at the wall. Exhaust steam is used. The floor in the

entire building is of concrete with a slight pitch to drain

traps.

The hanger room is separated from the shower section,

so that the water and steam from the showers will not

condense on the clothes. This also enables the men to

dress and undress without having water splashed over

them, as is common in wash houses not so arranged.

The basins in the shower room were installed because

there are always a few men at a mine who do not want

FIREPROOF WASH HOUSE FOR 400 MEN
Material:

Brick **5^^9
Corrugated steel for temporary end of hanger room ?2"^
Barrett specification roofing

^c.ViiMortar color ..Srii
Cement -^i'^V
Millwork Jir'!
Lumber i^iii,
Hot-water heater and regulator „ii;„S
Clothes hangers ^:?X„
Miscellaneous hardware for hangers -'S"?
Pipe, showers, lavatories for hot and cold water.... 313.40

Radiators and pipe for same 511-5?
Sand and gravel for floors and foundations iSi; „A
Steel monitor and side sash

I 22
Glass for sash

, „?2
Putty for sash 19-50

Lockers for bosses* wash room 23.50

Structural steel 399.86
15.000-gal. water tank, 3-in. flr, 12x16 ft., with steel
tower ^'•'' •>"

Drain tile and wall coping .")3.71

Total material $4.1.t1."6

Labor:
I'nloading and hauling material $114.41
Foundations 178.85
Installing steel 20.48
Laying brick, mixing mortar, etc 2.50.00

Tank tower and foundations 154.00
Roofing 251.10
Plumbing, concrete floor, hangers, lockers,

etc 786.00
Drain tile, conduits and piping to building 136.05

Total labor 1,890.89

Labor and material cost $6,042.65
Engineering 302.13

Total cost of wash house $6,344.78

400 men at $6,344.78 — $15.86 per man. Including bosses" bath
and first-aid room

400 men at $5,344 7s rr $13.36 per man. excluding bosses' bath
and flrst-ald room .ind cold-water facilities.

to take a shower or who want to wash only their faces and

hands. The basin,> with self-closing bibs were used

instead of spigots in an effort to cut down the water

coii-iiniption. The li
; - do -it dirty, however, and

require cleaning after each man, and it may be better to

use a slow-flowing spigot instead.

No data are available at present on the quantity of

water used per man, but the equipment was figured on a

basis of 30 gal. as a maximum, and it is hoped to get the

quantity down to not more than 15 gal.

The cost of this wasii hou.«e, including every item

of expen.«e incident to its construction and equipment,

is given herewith, the figures being compiled from pay-

rolls and invoices.

These costs are for a 400-man wash house arranged

with a temporary end in the hanger room, so that the

building could be extended to accommodate more men in

units of 100. The first plan was for a 300-man house

with extension for 100 more men, but l)efore the walls

were up the company decided to make it 400 to begin

with and put in the temporary end so that the capacity

could be further increased as the number of men employed

increased. The mine now gives work to about 300 men.

with a maximum number when fully developed of about

600.

The hanger system at this wash house has proved to

be very satisfactory and much better than lockers, mainly

because of the design of the building and use of the

monitor sash, which permits good ventilation and rapid

drying of the clotlies.

With this system there is no accumulation of refuse

and dirt, the building is sanitary, clean, warm and well-

ventilated and can be washed and disinfected at practi-

cally no expense. As there is no regular attendant, a top

emp'.oyee devotes about half an hour eacli day to the

regulation of ventilation by manipulation of the nionitor-

.sash operating device and turns the hose on the floor.

This labor cost, plus the cost of water and steam, is about

the total for operation, but of course interest on invest-

ment and depreciation should also be charged against the

jilant.

Stispporft foip Overlhea^ Pipe

An inexpensive method of supporting oxer-

head pipe line is to employ a single line of

supporting posts with the pipe suspended from

crossarms. For a 3-in. steam line the posts

(diild be similar to the sketch and spaced at

about 11 ft. centers. Should they obstruct

pas.-;ageways over which a greater span is de-

sirable, the span can be doubled and the mid-

dle of the span can be supported by a pair

rods.

—

Power.

Bia^ FovirdleE' Inleadlacinie

I'.v NoRM.vN II. SgriiiK*

Many of the "powder headaihes" from wliich miners

suffer arc the result of handling dynamite while loading

lioles. These headaches can be avoided by wearing rublxT

gloves when engaged in this kind of work. The mosi

dural)!e gloves are those made of heavy red rubber. This

suggestion has given excellent results in the case of several

of my acquaintances.

•Electrical engineer. Downlovllle. Calif.
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Details ©f MilMir^M aimdl SinmeMBmii

©2=©© iifii IFnime (Coiradlnttnoiia

John H. Klepinger, Milo W. Krejfi and Charles E.

Kiizell, of Great Falls, Mont., have patented (U. S. Pat.

]. 104,65.3) a process for smelting a charge of finely

divided material such as copper-sulphide ore, by blowing

into a reverberatory furnace the ore and other material

in the presence of a supporter of combustion, such as

ijulverized coal, and regulating the air supjdy to maintain

SMELTING FLOTATION CONCENTRATES "ON THE WING"

oxidation of the sulphur and iron. The temperature of

the particles is thus raised to the fusing point; a suitable

quantitv' of unoxidized raw material is dropped in the

bath to correct any over-oxidation that may have taken

place in the original charge. It is thus intended to

accomplish in a single operation the two distinct steps

of roasting and matting as at present practiced. The

process is considered especially adapted to the smelting

of flotation concentrates.

The accompanying illustration presents tlie essential

features of the process. The sulphide or other line

material and pulverized coal may be put in separate

compartments of a feed hopper, and by means of

screw feeder and compressed-air supply, will bi' l)li)\\ii

into the furnace in practically the same manner as is

the fuel in the present coal-dust fired reveil)erMt<iry^

-?''6 Pine, Surfaced

furnaces. The heavier mineral particles, liowever, require

a greatei- air jiressure to project them into the furnace

and the .oal-dust nozzles are hence not available for the

best results.

The method is essentially an oxidizing process, and

the heat of combustion derived from the oxidation

of the combustible elements of the ore may be quite or

nearlj' sufficient to maintain the proper working temper-

ature. The ol)ject sought is to bring about the oxidation

and fusing or smelting of the charge, while the particles

are still in suspension. If over-oxidation of the ore

jjarticles occurs, a suitable proportion of raw concentrates,

calcines or flue dust may be dropped from the side hoppers

of the furnace, the unoxidized or lower oxidized condition

of this material neutralizing the over-oxidation of the

fused particles or bath at the bottom of the treatment

chaml)er. As the heat margin is small when using air at

ordinary temperatures, it is proposed to utilize the es-

caping gases from the furnace to dry the charge and to

heat the blast, thus introducing hot air at the nozzles and

increasing the temperature within the furnace.

In an earlier patent (U. S. Pat. 1,160.621), the same

inventors provided an apparatus, in which a reducing

atmosphere was maintained, for the similar "smelting on

the wing" of oxide fines.

A JopISira Haiadl«=Jag

liv C. K. Hitchcock*

There is much dis.satisfaction among the prospectors in

the Joplin district with the terms of liquidation and the

methods adopted by the mills, therefore many of them

turn to the hand-jig, by means of which concentrates may

•Mining engineer, SOI Chestnut St.. JopHn, Mo.

1< --.^.'5"..

Hand Jig

DETAILS OF A HAND-OPERATED JIG AS USED IN THE JOPLIN DISTRICT
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be produced on the ground. An additional reason for its

use is that the cost of operation is between oOc. and 7oc.

per ton with the hand machine, including culling, whereas

the mills charge between Toe. and $1, depending largely

upon the haul.

The loss in tailings through the use of these machines

is very small, and extremely clean concentrates can be

produced from free-milling ore. It is probable, in view

of these advantages, that the hand-jig will be used as long

as prospectors and small operators continue to be numer-

ous in the Joplin district. The accompanying drawings

show one of the most approved and efficient forms.

RegriiadlaEa^ ait A-Esacoffiidi^

Some interesting expedients have been described by

Laist and Wiggiu in their description of flotation at the

Anaconda concentrator, embodied in a paper to be read

at the Arizona meeting of the American Institute of

ilining Engineers, September, 1916.

At the time it was first decided to remodel the con-

centrator, it was not definitely known whether pebbles or

steel balls would be used for grinding. To provide for

this imcertainty a compromise was effected. The mills

were made 10x4 ft. and built sufficiently strong for steel

balls in case balls were used. Each mill was equipped

with a 225-hp. motor directly connected through a flexi-

ble coupling. The mill filled with pebbles takes from 9.">

to 115 hp. to operate. In case steel balls were used, it

was planned to put in a wooden false lining back of the

steel lining in the cylindrical part of the mill to reduce

The drawing gives the details of the lining. It was
designed by the American Manganese Steel Co. At first

the pebbles, and later the balls, were fed to the mills

through the feed .scoop. This method of introducing the

grinding medium into the mill gave considerable trouble,

owing to the breaking of the feed boxes caused by the

t<—l9

FEEDER FOR THE TUBE MILL,

jamming of a pebble or ball between the revolving scoop

and the feed box. We tried to obviate this difficulty by

various changes in the amount of clearance left between

the scoop and the box, but without success. In our par-

ticular case this trouble was aggravated by the fact that

we had to use scoops 7 ft. in diameter in order to lift back

into the mills the sand discharged by the Dorr classifier.

Finally a method was tried of feeding the pebbles or balls

through a spout passing through the center of the feed

DETAILS OF WOOD BACKI.Ni; AND FALSE LINING IN THE HARDINGE MILL

it« effective diameter. This latter plan was finally

adopted, and the Ilardinge mills will be equipped with

the wooden faUc liiiirii: 15 in. thick, in the cylindrical

j)art of the mill, am! a Cascade steel lining. With this

fnnn (if lining, the mill is virtually 7V^x6 ft. and requires

about 225 hp. when loadr<] with steel balls.

scoop. This device has worked splendidly, and all of

our mills have since been equipped with it.

It prevents the i)reakages and other difficulties men-

tioned and is convenient in operation. The accompany-

ing drawing shows its arrangement and indicates tin-

facility with which it solves the problems presented.
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The j^i-eiieral manager's report of the Tomboy Gold

Mines, Telluride, Colo., for the year ended June 30,

1915, states that 145,857 dry tons of ore were treated,

yielding $1,027,524, or $7.05 per ton. Expenses amounted
to $654,647, and profits were $372,877. The following

is a summary of receipts and expenditures:

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
145,857 dry tons ore milled, >-ielding bullion worth $414,114.06
Concentrates worth T 537,494.90
Cyanide bullion worth 75,915.43
Dividends from the Tomboy Tramway and Tunnel Co 10,000.80
Boarding house, rents, etc 13,345.52

Mining and development expenses. S2-44 per ton.
Milling expenses,

_ _
,53 per ton

.

Concentrating expenses (including
txansportaticn to railway) 48 per ton.

Water-suppl.v expenses, 09 per ton.
Assa>;-office expenses 03 per ton

.

Cyaniding expenses (at $0.90 per
ton of tailings treated) , 45 per ton

.

General expenses. 24 per ton
Taxes and insurance, 23 per ton

.

$1,050,870.08

69,650.21
13,582.65
4,918.75

64,984.10
35,037.56
33,192.26

Total expenses, $4 49 per ton

Surplus S390.222.66

Ore reserves in the Argentine group are estimated to

contain 185,000 tons, of which 135,000 tons is broken

in slopes. The ^Montana group is estimated to have

350,000 tons, of which 200,000 tons is broken in stopes.

No estimate of the grade of this ore is given.

The cyanide plant was started about the middle of

December, 1914. From a mechanical point of view it

has given satisfaction, but the extraction has been much
lower than expected, judging from preliminary experi-

ments. Operations indicated that the agitators would

require a more dilute pulp. This has necessitated the

addition of more filter capacity.

Samielltlaira^ nEa fl^BJ

The annual report of the Consolidated Alining and

.Smelting Co. of Canada, operating at Trail, B. C, for
'

the year ended Sept. 30, 1915, shows a profit of $795,411

from a total revenue of $7,506,098. Receipts were made
up of $6,349,651 from sale of smeltery products, $179,-

448 from smeltery products in transit, $966,865 from ores

J nd metals on hand and $10,134 from rents and sundry

ri'venue. The principal items of expense were: Charge

for product on hand at fir.st of the year, $1,453,251 ; cus-

tom ore, lead and bullion purchased, $1,400,000; freight

on ore from company's mines, $151,443; mining, smelt-

ing and general expense, $3,063,716; development ex-

pense, $435,231 ; depreciation of general plant and

equipment, $192,479; directors' fees, $8,800; sundry

ilems written off, $5,767. Plant account was increased

$142,430 and property account $42,372 during the year.

The following table gives the smeltery production

:

TRAIL SMELTERY PRODUCTION
Ounces Ounces Pounds Pounds

Tons Ore Gold Silver Lead Copper Gross
Smelted Produced Produced Produced Produced Viilue

11(94 to date. 4,372,886 1,610,903 22,247,832 374,091,124 63.196,978 $;:!,402,0;8
l')14 to 1915 447,064 148,891 2,230,500 40,177,910 5.306,184 6,898,744

The total expenditure on plants for the year amounted
to $334,909 and was spent principally for the extension,

Cottrell plants for the lead roasters and furnaces, an
additional lead furnace, an additional crane in the Hunt-
ington & Ileberlein plant, washhouses for men at lead

plant, a new lead-sampling mill, copper converters and
several alterations. After considerable experimental work
on the treatment of zinc, a 25- to 35-ton spelter plant

is being erected for the production of electrolytic zinc.

TesmascaaiaiEa^ @. M^dlsoEa IBay
The report of the Temiscaming & Hudson Bay Mining

Co. for the year ended Aug. 31, 1915, states that the only

work done on the Hudson Bay mine. South Porcupine,

Ont., was in the neighborhood of the Cobalt Lake fault.

Diamond drills were used to test the depth and extent

of the conglomerate formation. So far no pay ore has

been encountered. The company is holding some claims

by assessment work in the Kirkland Lake district.

At the Dome Lake mine of this company active mining
and milling operations were carried on throughout the

year. At the Hudson Bay mine expenditures totaled

$15,595 for development and diamond drilling. Drifting

298 ft. cost $14.43 per ft., and 446 ft. of crosscutting

cost $13.56 per ft. Not including depreciation or head-

office administration, mining operating costs at the Dome
Lake averaged $3.90 per ton and mill operating costs

$2.25 per ton. The mill treated 9,318 tons of ore, leav-

ing a head assay value of $9.91 per ton ; tailings averaged

$2.04 per ton, giving an extraction of 79.41%. The
total value of the product recovered was $76,521, of

which $63,998 was recovered by amalgamation and $12,-

523 by concentration. At present no cyanide treatment

is given the ore.

The Temiscaming & fludson Bay Mining Co. paid

$23,283 in dividends during the year, making a total of

$1,940,250 in dividends to date.

Besiveip C®ias©Iladlated
During the quarter ended Nov. 30, 1915, the Beaver

Consolidated Mines, Cobalt, Ont., completed the addition

to its mill and is now treating from 125 to 150 tons a

day. Development work amounted to 1,089 ft. and 2,580

cu.vd. was stoped. Diamond drilling has proved that the

lower contact between the diabase and Keewatin forma-

tion exists at between 1,600 and 1,700 ft. from the sur-

face. Sinking is to be resumed as .-joon as possible to

reach this contact. At the end of the quarter the com-

pany had 220,015 oz. of silver and $122,674 cash on hand.

Of the silver 57,296 oz. was in storage and the remainder

was contained in ore at the smelteries, in transit or bagged

at the mine. A dividend of $60,000 was paid Oct. 15.

The company has taken an option on the Kirkland

Lake Gold ilines in the Kirkland Lake district north of

Cobalt. One of the claims of this company, known as the

McKane lot, touches the 'rcck-Hushes. whicb. is now
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being operated by the Buffalo Mines of Cobalt. This

company is erecting a mill. The Tough-Oakes mine, a

little over a mile away from these properties, is now
producing about $80,000 a month and has paid two divi-

dends. It is stated that all these properties lie in the

same mineralized zone. The Beaver Consolidated is

spending about ^S.OOO per mouth in development on the

Kirkland Lake.

The report of the Stratton's Independence, Cripple

Creek, Colo., for the year ended June 30, 1915, chronicles

the end of Stratton's Independence mine so far as its

identitv is concerned, the company having sold it to the

Portland Gold Mining Co. for $3r2,000 on June 30. The

gross production of the company to June 30, 1915, is

stated as follows

:

By late W. S. Stratton $3,985,400
By first EngUsh company operating on company

account, 1S9S-1904 11,049,030

By the same company operating by lessees, 1904-OS 4,01o.290

By the present company, 1908-15 4,571,968

$23,621,728

The earnings of the mine and the ore produced and

sold, as stated in the report, follow:

THE EARNINGS OF THE MINE
Profit bv Mr. Stratton $2,402,164
Dividends bv first EngUsh company, 1898-1904 4,142,739
Dividends by the same company leasing, 1904-08.. 606,250
Dividends by the present company 455,625
Cash as at Sept. 30, 1915 (approximately) 510,000

$8,116,778

ORE PRODUCED AND SOLD
Tons

By W. S. Stratton 41,694
By first English company 323,270
By first English company, lessee 104,040
By the present company 104,729

Total shipping ore 573,733
Ore milled by the present company, 1908-15 685,130

Total production to June 30, 1915 1,258,863

111 1907 Philip Argall, the consulting engineer, made
1 report to the company estimating that its dump ores

could be treated at an operating cost of $1,53 per ton,

treating 10.000 tons a day, and '('0% recovery based upon
tests indicating 74.23% recovery. In making this esti-

mate Mr. Argall figured $3.60 per ton as average grade

based upon previous sampling indicating about $3.80 per

ton. Tlie actual average by milling was $3,044 per ton.

The following table is a six years' summary of milling

operations on these dump ores

:

Assay Total Extd. Per Ton
Years Tons per Ton Ounces C'f Cost Cost

1909-10 .. 68,711 0.16150 11,097.750 67.87 $122,914.12 $1.7880
1910-11 .. 109,800 0.13700 17.288,960 71.50 180,340.25 1.7330
1911-12 .. 112,391 0.15500 17,428.215 73.63 167,710.65 1.5000
1912-13 .. 130,110 0.15380 20,012.929 78.48 1S4.186.52 1.4400
1913-14 .. 133.875 0.14396 19,273.469 80.00 184.898.31 1.3800
1914-15 .. 116,778 0.14680 17,146.607 75.97 176,717.28 1.5130

671,665 0.15220 102,247.930 74.57 $1,016,767,13 $1.5138

Wettlatiafer ILoriraiia

The Wcttlaiilur Lorrain Silver ilines, Cobalt, Ont.,

for 191.") reports tliat no mining operations were carried

on during the year. The plant and equipment were kept

in order and the mine was kept free of water above tlie

fourtli level.

Th(! company is trying to find a new mining property

sufficiently attractive for purchase. In the Porcupine

District it has examined tlie Nighthawk Lake, Se.sekinika,

(Joodfisli Lake, Boston Creek, (iauthier, McVittic and
Coleman Townships; some of tliese properties offer en-

couragement for further investigation, but no options have

yet been taken. The company, in connection with the

Kerr Lake Mining Co., is exploring and making an

examination of the St. Anthony Gold ilining Co., Stur-

geon Lake, Ont. The income and expenditures statement

shows expenditures were $3,822 over receipts.

A statement is.sued Oct. 4, 1915, by the president of

the Helvetia Copper Co. states that since operations were

suspended in 1911 the property has been in charge of a

caretaker to keep the equipment in repair. A superin-

tendent is also employed to look after company affairs in

Arizona. The annual overhead charges with the property

idle have averaged $6,183 during the last four years.

During the high price of copper .some copper-bearing

material has been shipped, which has netted $1,659.

With the present demand for molybdenite ores, the com-
pany has marketed some of this ore from a small deposit

in the Leader mine. These sales have netted $1,891, and
there are approximately 100 tons left, which should net

about $26 per ton.

No attempt will be made, however, to reopen and oper-

ate the Helvetia Copper Co.'s mine, as experience has .shown

that a railroad from the mine to Vail, Ariz., is necessary

before the mine can be operated at a profit. This would
cost about $379,000, and to provide foi this and other

expenses of reopening, etc., would require an assessment

of at least $3.50 per share of stock.

Saimte Fe Gold siiradl Copper
The annual report of the Santa Fe Gold and Copper

^lining Co.. San Pedro, N. M., for 1915 shows a produc-

tion of 3,376,346 lb. of matte containing 1,747,090 lb.

of copper, 24,570 oz. of silver and 2,104 oz. of gold. The
total cost of producing refined copper was 10.6c. per lb.

after crediting the gold and silver to expenses. The
property was idle five months, and the remaining seven

months' operations showed a profit of $141,430, not in-

cluding depreciation amounting to $50,000.

Actual operation of the smeltery started on May 24,

and since then a considerable amount of exploratory work
has been done in the mine. Consideral)le work was done

on the 300-ft. level to find the "high-grade'' orebody

opened on the level above, but so far the ore developed

lias been lower in grade.

The Premier Diamood Mlninc Co. in the Transvaal, al-

though it was not able to resume mining and washing oper-
ations in the last financial year, nevertheless managed to

dispose of a considerable portion of the stocks on its hands
when the war broke out. Moreover, the report states that in

view of the reduction in stocks and the increased demand It

has been decided to resume washing operations on a sni.ill

scale. "Some time must elapse," the report goes on to say,

"before any fresh diamonds can be shipped ami placed upon
the market, when, it is hoped, the bulk of the existing stocks
will have been absorbed." As a result of the sales that have
taken place during the year the shareholder.s' appropriation
account shows a credit balance of £54,626 as compared with a
loss of £13,245 a year ago. The company's preference divi-

dends have not been distributed since April, 1914, and there

is no immediate prospect of their resumption. The directors

record that it was only by eoSperation and agreement among
the great producers that a resumption of partial activity

became possible, and as regards the future they venture the

opinion that "much closer relations will have to be estab-

lished amongst the great producers to limit the output and
maintain and increase prices so as to assume reasonable
profits."
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SYNOPSIS—Abstract of preliminary report by

John McLeish, chief of Division of Mineral Re-

sourccf! and Statistics, Mines Branch, Department

of Mines, giving quantities and values of the min-

erals and metals produced in Canada in 1913. The
total value was $138,513,750, the largest ever re-

ported, with one exception.

As a result of the demand created by the war, the

metal-mining industry has in 1915 shown the highest

production ever recorded, and notwithstanding the great-

ly decreased production of materials of construction, such

as cement, clay and stone quarry products, a very large

increase is still shown in the total mineral output, over

that of the previous year.

Without attempting to discuss at length the effect of

the war upon the Canadian mining industry, it may be

remarked that the demand for copper, lead, nickel and

zinc led to great activity in the operation of the already

developed deposits of these metals and also, later in the

year, to the opening up of old and the exploitation of

new deposits. The capacities of steel furnaces were taxed

to the utmost to meet the demand for f\\e\\ steel.

The fact that under war conditions it was desirable

tliat our metals should become available for commercial

or national use entirely within the country and that we
should be less dependent, even upon a friendly neutral,

for their recovery in smelteries and refineries has stimu-

lated the development of our smelting and refining opera-

tions.

Among nonmetallic minerals the recovery of benzol

and toluol in byproduct coke-oven operations was a di-

rect result of the war, as was also the activity in the

mining and shipment of magnesite and of chrome ores.

The limitation placed by the government upon the

export of certain minerals and metals may have caused

inconvenience and interruption to certain industries, but

these were usually adjusted by the issue of special licenses

for export where it could be shown that such export was

not for enemy destination but was in the interest of

Great Britain and her allies.

The larger gains in metal production, as compared with

1914, were 49.6% in nickel, 35.5% in copper and 24.9%
in lead. The only loss was 0.2% in silver.

Gold and Silver

The total production of gold was 916,076 fine oz., or

.S18,936,9?l, of which about $5,550,987 was derived from

placer and alluvial mining, $9,195,307 in bullion and

refined gold and $4,230,677 contained in matte, blister

copper, residues and ores exported. The output in Xova
Scotia was about $137,178, or over twice that of the

previous year. Ontario has now become the largest gold-

producing province, the production in 1915 from 15 prop-

erties being reported as $8,386,956, or 44% of the total

in Canada. The Hollinger and Acme mines contributed

about one-half of the output in 1915 and the Dome near-

ly one-fifth of the total. From Alberta record has been

obtained of the recovery of about $4,000 of alluvial gold.

The production in British Columbia was $5,628,982 in-

cluding $755,000 estimated by the provincial mineralogist

as being the output of placer workings, and $4,873,982

r.i o\.T'''l li'im iiiilliii;,^ a,\ ._ -;:,•:. Mng ores. The Yukon
production in 1915, including a small recovery from cop-

per ores, was $4,755,721, a decrease of $369,653 from

1914.

The production of silver was 28,401,735 oz. valued at

$14,088,397, as against 28,449,821 oz. in 1914, valued

at $15,593,630. The falling off in quantity was verj'

small, however, amounting to only 48,086 oz. Owing to

the lower price of silver the decrease in total value was

$1,505,234. Of the total production in 1915, about 86.8%
or 24,653,057 oz. is credited to Ontario.

The production from the ores of Cobalt and other silver

camps was 23,568,147 oz., including 19,893,639 oz. in

TABLE 1. MINER.\L PRODUCTION OF CANADA IN 1915

Subject to RevisioD

Product Quantity Value
Metallic:

Antimony, lb 961.040 $192,208
Cobalt, metallic, lb 211.610 1 :ay> ^b«
Cobalt, oxide, lb 379,219 /

*^-*»
Nickel, metallic, lb 55.-325 1 ao \qi
Nickel, oxide, lb 200.032 /

*^-l»->

Copper, lb 102,612.486 17,726.307
Gold, oz 916,076 18,936.971
Iron, pig, from Canadian ore, tons 158.598 1,740,808
Iron ore, sold for export, tons 93.444 187.682
Lead, lb 45,377,065 2,541,116
Molybdenite, lb 28.600 28.460
Nickel, lb 68,077,823 20.423.348
Silver, oz 28,401,735 14,088.397
Zinc ore. tons 15,553 636.204

Total $77,046,082

Nonmetallic:

Actinolite, tons 220 82,420
Arsenic, white, tons 2,291 141,830
Asbestos, tons 113,115 3,491,450
.\sbestic, tons 25,700 21,819
Chromite, tons 11,486 162,618
Coal, tons 13.209,371 31.957,757
Corundum, tons 262 3.3,138

Feldspar, tons 15.455 59 124
Graphite, tons 2.610 121,023
Grindstones, tons 2,580 35,768
Gypsum, tons 470,335 849,928
Magnesite, tons 14,779 126,535
Manganese, tons 47 5,460
Mica, tons 81,021
Mineral pigments: _^

Bar\*tes, tons 550 6,875
Ochres, tons 6.248 48.353

Mineral water 118,796

Natural gas, M cu.tt 18,319,710 3.300.825

Peat, tons 300 1.050

Petroleum, bbl 215.464 300,572
Phosphate, tons 217 2,502
Pyrites, tons 296,910 1.028,678

Quartz, tons 127,108 205,153
Salt, tons 119.900 600.226
Talc, tons 11,885 40.554

TripoUte, tons 317 12,119

Total $42.755..i91

Structiual Materials and Clay Products:

Cemert, Dortland, bbl 5,681,032 6,977,024

aay products 3,918,200
Kaolin, tons 1.300 13,000

Lime, bu 4,932,767 1,015.878

Sand and gravel 2.098,683

Sand-lime brick, number 23.211.802 182,651

Slate, square 397 2,0:J9

Stone 4.504.599

Total structural materials and clay products $18,712,074

Grand total. 1915 $138,513,750

bullion recovered in smelteries and cyanide plants in

Canada and 3,674,508 oz. estimated as recovered from

ores exported to United States smelters. The quantity

credited to gold ores was 84,910 oz. The production in

British Columbia, representing refined silver, silver ctni-

tained in smelterv products and estimated recoveries from

ores exported, was about 3,628,727 oz. In Quebec there

is a small amount of silver in the pyrite ores shipped,

while 58.382 oz. is estimated as being recoveri'd from

copper ores and placer gold in the Yukon.

The copper output in 1915 was the highest recorded.

The production in smelteries, together with the estimated
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recoveries or amounts paid for in ores exported, amounted

to 102,612,486 lb. Of the total 42.050,347 lb. .vas con-

tained in blister copper, 44,230,052 in copper and copper-

nickel matte and 16,332,087 recovered from ores exported.

By provinces 6,082,003 lb. was from Quebec; 39,303,279

lb. from Ontario ; 56,692,988 lb. from British Columbia

;

534,216 lb. from the Yukon.

The nickel production is shown in the accompanying

table. Aside from the heavy increase there was no

change in conditions, the matte produced at the mine

smelteries being shipped to the United States and Great

Britain to be refined.

Le.u) axd Zixc

Although there was an increase of nearly 25% in the

production of lead, the 1915 output has been exceeded

in 6 of the past 15 years. The production of lead in

1914 was 45,377,065 lb. The 1915 output consists chiefly

TABLE 2.
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tons of which were produced, was 21.42 oz. ymr ton. The

recovery of zinc in concentrates amounted to 95.0T%.

Tiie total cost per ton was $5.1288—$3.5373 for min-

ing and $1.5915 for milling. Total profits amounted to

$2,760,039, to which may be added metal inventories of

$333,759. A new office building and warehouse have

been constructed, and an automatic sprinkler system has

been installed for fire protection throughout the mill,

shops, compressor plant, engine room and warehouse.

Special Correspondence

After many trials and vicissitudes I have arrived home
from the flooded Arkansas. Until recently the Rush,

Ark., zinc district has been considered relatively unim-

portant, but it has some advantages which should give

it a higher place. I found there J. C. Sheppard, son of

"Boss Sheppard," who was invited to leave Mexico. He
started as a miner at Eush and now has two mills and four

lea.ses. To get to Rush I crossed Rush Creek 43 times

and when not in the creek was on the worst road ever,

the ground being cut hub-deep and frozen. A storm on

the ocean was not a circumstance to a ride in the stage.

I walked three of the 12 miles and would have been

pleased to have walked more, but the darned creek kept

getting in the way. To add to my discomfort, the tem-

perature was 16 above and the breeze Ijrisk. Rush is where

wolves swoop down on the farmers raising pigs. The
man wliose property I went to see had 43 little razorbacks

killed the night before I reached there. Sheppard has

two tame wolves for pets. J. T. Fuller, who was at Kim-
berley. South Africa, and was more recently state geolo-

gist of Arkansas, is now running a zinc mine, although

he is not at Rush, but some distance away.

The orebed being worked is above water level and is as

regular in strike as a coalbed, thus making prospecting

a comparatively easy matter. There is no iron or lead

in the ore, thus smelting penalties are avoided. At those

mines supplying mills sloping is done with air drills, the

stope being carried in two benches to a height of about 30

ft. Few blank shots are fired, which speaks well for the

deposit. A wrinkle which may be of value to others

using hammer drills and which at least is of importance

in this field is to close the hole at the end of the bit and
drill it in the side. This saves steel and at the same
time clears the hole of cuttings as satisfactorily as when
an opening is left in the end of the steel. At present the

Morning Star, Mackintosh, Red Cloud, Philadelphia and
Silver Hollow mills are crushing ore ; the Yellow Rose
and Sure Pop mills have just been completed; the Edith
is under construction, and one or two other mines are

contemplating the erection of mills. Those mills on Rush
Creek and Bufl'alo River are sure of a water supply the

year around.

In addition to the mines with mills, there are mines
and prospects without mills that are at present shipping

wliat is termed open ore—that is, ore composed of blende

and silicate. This ore is cobbed and brings from $60 to

$H0 per ton at the furnaces, depending on the analysis.

I'ush is handicapped by transportation facilities, l)eing

12 mi. from Yellville one way and 9 mi. from Buffalo the

otlicr way. The cost of wagon haulage is 15c. per ewt.,

and the carters earn it. Wood is $1 iier cord, and a 150-

ton mill will consume about 8 cords per day during the

winter time.

The system of milling followed is cru.shing to about

11/^ in. in jaw crushers, sending this product to coarse

rolls, then to screens. The undersize goes to the coarse

jigs, the oversize to fine rolls, and .so on down the line.

The last operation is treating the slimes on tables. Most
of the coarse slime product is zinc silicate and to separate

it from the sand requires fine adjustment, the two being

so nearly of the same specific gravity. If the two rail-

roads contemplated are constructed this year, Rush Creek
zinc district will be of some importance as a producer. A
short time ago the population was 80 ; now it is about

2,000, most of the people living in tents.

Wlheipe tlhie Aair <G©es
By H.viniY E. Scott*

We hear many complaints about the inefficiency of air

compressors at every mine, no matter how large or how
small the mine or the compressor. This is not surprising

when you take into consideration the fact that in many
places the compressor while running only 6 drills has to

supply enough air for 10, because of the loss by leaks in

pipes and hose.

The leaks being small, it is not believed that the loss

is serious, so it is disregarded for a few days until the

hole is so large that it has to be repaired. This takes

jiist as much time as it would in the beginning, and is

only done after a loss of air that should have been used

to run the drills.

The majority of the small companies install a com-

pressor just large enough to do the work at that time,

which is proper ; but as the mine progresses and more
work is crowded on the machine by the installation of

other drills, the compressor is overloaded and cannot do

the work. Then the trouble starts—first with the most

proficient of all kickers, the drill runner, then up the line

it goes to the proper official, and he in turn goes after the

machinery company. But is it the fault of the compressor?

The foregoing is only one of the many reasons for poor air

and the so-called inefficiency which, when investigated,

are usually not the fault of the compressor, but due to

the conditions found in most mines.

In the following paragraphs I will enumerate some of

the causes for air losses that I have found in the mines

of the West and Southwest in the many long years I have

followed the game. Some of these offenses I plead guilty

to in the days before I got the efficiency bird on my perch.

A Case of Carbonization

Several years ago I went to an isolated camp on the

desert. There was a small compressor that had been run

by about 30 men, as near as I could find out. in the l^A

years it had been in use. The blacksmith would start it

in the morning, and when lie became tired, his helper

would take his place. If they both had other work to do.

a miner, mucker or a machineman who was not feeling

well enough to go underground was put on for a few days

to rest up. During the busy season, when none of these

was available, or when stockholders were visiting, the

su])erintondont or foreman woidd take a chance at it.

The compressor was large enough to run seven drills the
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size they were using and keep 100 lb. pressure without

getting hot.

At the time I arrived on the scene only three drills were

running, carrying 60 lb. of air. You could fry pork

chops anywhere on the compressor or motor. Taking

advantage of a shutdown the second day on the job, I

examined the cylinders and valves. It was a miracle that

the receiver and the machine itself had not gone heaven-

ward in small pieces. It was carbonized wherever possible

for it to be so and I had to cut one of the outlet valves

loose with a chisel. After a shift's work with two helpers,

cleaning, filing and scraping, the compressor was started

the next morning, carrying 80 lb. of air. The second day

90 lb. pressure was carried and the third day 100 lb., every

part of both the compressor and the motor running as cool

as anv small high-speed machine. This compressor had

been the source of much trouble between the mining com-

pany and the makers for months. This stopped when it

was cleaned and given a chance to do its work.

This is not the only windjammer I have met in this

condition. I have seen many of them, especially the

smaller ones, which do not usually get an even break.

The compressor is installed properly and run two or three

months, when the compressor man quits. Of course a

new one is needed and the superintendent has an old

friend or the foreman has a brother-in-law who left home

and the plow a few montlis Ijefore. The plow and grind-

stone are the only machines ho knows anvthing about.

He has worked underground a few months, mucking and

carrying steel for the machineman and is a full-fledged

miner now. It is pretty liard on the young fellow, so he

is taken out of the mine and put on the compressor with

the injunction, "Keep plenty of oil on it and you will get

along all right." He uses about three times the oil he

should, and in a short time the cylinders are running

pretty hot. It needs oil, he thinks, so in goes a double

dose and down goes the efficiency. I do not say the young

man should not have had a chance, but he should have

Ijcen brokcn-in properly.

At one place at which I was employed there was much

argument between the master mechanic's office and the

mine department about the air. The mine men claimed

they were not using as much air on the drills and air

hoists as was being charged to them. I made some tests

that surprised some of the bosses who had been letting the

TESTS FOR LEAKS IX COMPRESSED-.\IR CONNECTIONS

First Test Second Test —

-

Loss, Free
Pressure, Air, Cu.Ft.

Lb. per Min.

mine. The tests show enough air going to waste in the

4 hose to run 3 drills of the jackhamer type. If in fair

condition, none of them need have been out of the stops

more than 30 min. for repairs, but it seems to be the

opinion of the modern shift bosses that it has to be "rock

in the box" to pay dividends, regardless of how they get

it. A drill or hose cannot lose time enough to be kept in

condition ; they do not consider the extra fuel at high

cost which it takes to make this air that is doing nobody

any good.

These things occur, not in one mine only, but in many
of them—particularly the smaller ones, where the saving

is more important than in the large dividend payer.

I do not believe that there is a superintendent who has

enough fingers to count the leaks he sees or hears in the

pipe lines on a single trip through a mine where a number
of drills are working. The fault of the compressor and
air drills is not with the makers so much as with the

managers of the mine, who neglect the leaks in both the

hose and the pipe lines and try to make a 10-drill com-
pressor run 10 drills while throwing away enough air

through leakage to run four more.

85

Loss, Free
Air. Cu.Ft.
per Min.

.3 .36

10.5.29
42 00
38.7.i

Hose Repairs

2 gaskets on connections
2 gaskets on connections
2 small leaks
1 small leak 90 00

Air Di-iU Repairs

Jackhamer 85 79.0 Cleaned and oiled . .
S.i m

Stoper . 95 101.4 Cleaned and oiled .

.

90 75 li

Piston.. 90 182.0 Overhauled, leather . 90 125 7

• This hose was full of small holes and could not be repaired, but by putting on

two new rubber gaskets, over 98 cu.tt. of free air was saved each minute that the

air was turned on, as it leaked just the same whether drill was runr iag or not.

.small leaks go. These drills and liose were taken out of

the mine just as they were being used, with the same

connections. On arrival at the shop the first test was

made, and then repairs. After that a second test was

made, and it showed where much of the disputed air, if

not all of it, was going. These tests were made at 5,000

ft. altitude and oiio-niiri\ite runs.

These were not cx(e]itional hose or drills, nor selected

test.-;. Thoy were the f\r^{ wo lame to on entering the

'gMi^&dlB^ini Mi" Tsixs ©Ka Mines
Editorial Correspondence

The suggestion of the Canadian Minister of Finance
to levy a retroactive tax upon mining in the Dominion
of Canada has met with strenuous and undivided

opposition on behalf of all who are connected with the

mining industry in any way, and in addition, by many
business men of Canada, who see in this tax a blow to

the mining industry that will reflect seriously upon the

general commercial prosperity of the country. Although
no definite bill has yet been formulated, the proposition

is to levy a tax of 2.5% on all profits above 7% on the

capital of any mining corporation that is capitalized at

more than $40,000. In addition, it is proposed that the

time during which the tax may be collected shall retroact

to ilarch, 1915.

At a meeting of the Canadian Mining Institute on

Mar. 1, the matter of this mining tax came up and wa<

discussed in detail. P. A. Robbins, manager of tin'

Hollinger, pointed out that the Hollinger and its affiliated

concerns would pay -^ of the entire tax to be levied in

the whole Dominion, an amount running up to about .i

million and a quarter of dollars. Mr. Robbins said he hail

seen Sir Thomas White, the Finance Minister, about tli

matter, and that his idea seemed to be a broad tax tlin

would bear upon all industries of the Dominion, but li'

did not seem to know much about actual mining. It was

pointed out that the capital stock of a mining company

does not necessarily bear any relation either to its profit-

or to the value of the property. It merely represeni-

somebody's hope of what it may be worth some day. and

many mining companies would have a capital small

enough to come under the minimum set by this new

law and yet would be earning a great deal more money

than many others whose capital is ten or a hundred tinn -

as much. The only guide the Finance Minister had wri-

the gross oiitinit of mines, and he seemed to think theif

was some relation between capitalization and production.

He seemed also to think that war conditions had increa.>;ed

the profits in mining, whereas on gold and silver,

the profits had been considerably reduced.
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In the great amount of discussion that followed—

•

participitated in by A. J. Young, of North Bay; Frank
Oliver, President of the Temiskaming and Beaver ilines;

A. B. Claijon, of Toronto, and many others—the opinion

was unanimous that the tax was unfair. It must not be

thought, however, that the mining industry of Canada
wishes to avoid paying its just share of any tax, but i*

willing to pay an equal tax no matter how heavy. It

does feel, however, that the basis of this proposed law is

unjust. It has already had the effect of lessening the

value of many of the stocks of mines that would be affected

liy the tax and has resulted in an absolute cessation of

investment in mines in Canada.

P2'opose<^ Electric Tasa Sffimefltnira^

The .South American Electric Smelting Co. has been

irganized to take over the equipment of the Standard

Smelting Co., which was organized at Pittsburgh about

a year ago for the smelting in this country of low-grade

tin-bearing metal, and latterly of Bolivian tin concen-

trates, says Iron Age, of Mar. 2, 1916. Minor C. Keith,

of the United Fruit Co., is president of the South Amer-

ican Electric Smelting Co., and H. M. Keith is treasurer.

It is further stated by the same authority that the

owners of the patents of the Wile Electric Furnace Co.,

of Pittsburgh, have agreed to place a furnace in Bolivia

and have it in operation within eight months from last

November, "in order to kill certain legislation that had

been introduced for the exclusive smelting and water-

power rights for 25 years; it was to carry out this obli-

gation that the new company was formed and the

operations of the old company stopped. It is proposed

to install three furnaces of 10-ton capacity to take care

of the tonnage guaranteed by certain interests at this

plant."

It is e.xpected that additional furnaces will be installed

later, but these will not all be put in one place on account

of the difficulty of shipping ores to one spot. The three

initial furnaces are expected to be shipped by Mar. 18

and to be in operation by June 1. R. S. Wile, president

of the Wile Electric Furnace Co., expects to leave soon

for South America to superintend the building of the

furnaces.

About a year ago one of the Journal contributors in

Bolivia mentioned' that the Amalgamated Copper inter-

ests were investigating the copper mines of Corocoro,

Bolivia, and now comes a cable from Paris announcing

that the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. has been given

an option on Corocoro United Copper Mines, Ltd., which

controls about l,-450 acres in the Corocoro district. This

company, though organized in Great Britain in 1909 with

a capital of £700,000, is mainly French, its directors

being: Baron Rene de Batz, A. Berthin, L. Charbonnel,

G. T. Crane, J. L. Barber, Major H. M. Kersey, N.

Berthin, E. F. Harrington, L. Monnier and Baron C.

Portalis. The principal mines are the Vizcachani, Santa

Rosa and Guallatiri.

The other leading interest at Corocoro is the Cia

Corocoro de Bolivia, a Chilean company. ^lost of the

•"Corocoro Copper District of Bolivia," by F. A. Sundt,
"Eng. and Min. Journ.," Jan. 23, 1915.

Bolivian copper, amounting to 3,500 to 4,000 metric tons
annually, is produced by these two companies. By the

introduction of additional facilities, the output can be

greatly increa.^ed. For over two hundred years, the

Corocoro mines have been worked for native copper only.

Recently the sulphates and sulj)hides have been mined
and mills erected to treat these ores, though a consider-

able tonnage is high enough in copper to ship without
milling. Corocoro is at an altitude of about 4,000 m. and
is 339 km. from the port of Arica, Chile, with which it

is connected by the new Arica-La Paz R.K.

at Feptfci Ai
The reverberatory tin-smelting ])lant of the American

Smelting and Refining Co. at Perth Amboy, N. J., was
blown in this week, and the first crude tin was tap])cd

on Mar. 7. As soon as a sufficient sujjply of crude tin has

accumulated, the electrolytic refinery will he .started

—

probably at the end of this week.

At present the operation is based on the importation

from Bolivia of 750 tons of tin concentrates (60% Sn

)

per month. Some delay was experienced in starting the

tin-smelting plant owing to the nonarrival of materials.

The present supply of ore will last until about Apr. 1.

before which time additional cargoes are expected. Grad-
ually, as shipping conditions improve, the plant will be

brought up to its capacity of 1,200 tons per month. Ulti-

mately the plant may be much extended, for the United

States consumption of tin is double Bolivia's output.

CKs'©Eiiol®^5^ ®f Mnimflira^ fo5P

Feb. 1—Wage increases granted by United States Steel

Corporation and the mines of the Park City, Tiutic and

Bingham districts of Utah, and also on the ilesabi Range,

became effective.—Keunecott Copper Corporation declared

initial dividend.

Feb. 3—Electrolytic copper price, 2514c., exceeding

all previous records.

Feb. 5—^lidvale Steel and Ordnance Co. acquired con-

trol of Cambria Steel Co. at $81 a share.

Feb. 9—Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation declared

initial dividend.—Anaconda purchased property of Bntte-

Alex Scott Copper Co.

Feb. 11—Fire at Pennsylvania mine of Anaconda com-

pany re.sulted in death of 21 men.

Feb. 16—Dredge No. 5 of Marysville Dredging Co.

launched at Marigold, Calif.

Feb. 18—Announcement of ininha.<e of Pennsylvania

Steel Co. by Bethlehem Steel Corporation.

Feb. 21—Supreme Court of the United States upheld

tax on income of mining companies, not allowing for

exhaustion of ore reserves.

Feb. 26—Strike at American Brass Co., Ansonia.

Conn., settled, after duration of 10 days. Strike of lead

and zinc smelters at Leadville and Pueblo, Colo.

Feb. 28—Colorado lead and zinc smelters returned to

work.

Feb. 29—Calumet & Arizona and Wolverine increased

dividends.
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TAILINGS-iiHi'I,AIMING DREDGE OF THE CAl.UMET & HECLA CO. AT LAKi-J LINDEN, MICH.

I
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INTERIOR OF THE CALUMET & HECLA TAILlNGS-RECbA lAIINU DRElKilO AT LAKE LINDEN. MICH
,.»^?'?®„ '''"?'??? ''^f

'"^*" '"Stalled to recover tailings from the dump, the object being- to give them a leachinsr treatment to
P?ert^-1J^»m, ,,,'?,V'''I

*="ppe>--. The equipment includes centrifugal sand pumps and all auxiliary machinery. Kvervll.ing iseiectiically clnvtn, while the hull is of steel construction.
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Editorial CorjiESPONDEXCE

The 18th annual meeting of the Canadian Mining Insti-

tute was held at Ottawa, Ont., on Mar. 1, 2 and 3, 1916,

headquarters having been arranged at the Chateau

Laurier, where all the official and technical sessions were

held, in addition to the annual dinner. The attendance

was large, considering the conditions obtaining in the

Dominion at present, and an exceptional amount of inter-

est was manifested, particularly on questions of current

importance.

The first session, on the morning of Mar. 1, was occu-

pied by the routine business of the Institute, particularly

the election of officers and council. As president, Arthur

A. Cole, mining engineer for the Temiskaming & North-

ern Ontario Railroad Commission, was elected. The
question of whether the Institute should apply for a

Eoyal charter brought out an unexpected amount of dis-

cussion, so much that tlie remaining time at the disposal

of the session was entirely consumed by it. Most of the

members seemed to be opposed to the plan, and it was

rejected.

Technical sessions followed, one being held each morn-

ing, afternoon and evening, with the exception that the

annual dinner of the Institute replaced the Thursday

evening session. An interesting and important paper was

read by D. F. H. Sexton, of Halifax, N. S., on "The
Employment of Returned Soldiers," in which the mea.sures

taken by the governments of Germany, France, Belgium

and Great Britain to rehabilitate wounded or maimed
men and enable them to take a self-supporting and digni-

fied place in social life was discussed. The bad results of

the bald pension s\ stem, such as is in effect in the United

States, was clearly pointed out, showing that it leads

inevitably to an iclle or dependent life, totally devoid of

the necessary features required by an effective utilization

of whatever faculties may remain. By the systems now
in practice the men are returned, as far as possible, to

the localities, environment and occupation from which

they were taken, and if the disablement prevents that

employment, the men are trained to some task that they

can perform.

At the Wednesday evening session a paper was read

by Dr. Adam Shortt, of Ottawa, on "Canadian (Jold and

War Finance," in which it was maintained that the pro-

duction of war necessities was of more value to tlie nation

than gold production. A paper of much interest was read

by B. W. DuBois, of Philadelpliia, on the sul)ject of

"Copper Jlining in Alaska," in which a great deal of

information about the high-grade mines Bonanza and

Jumbo was brought out. The lecture was accompanied

by a large number of highly interesting colored lantern

.slides.

The Thursday morning session was largely occupied by

the subject of flotation, an abstract of the paper on that

subject by T. A. Rickard being read by Doctor Haultaiii,

followed by discussion by G. D. Van Arsdale. of New
York, and H. W. DuBois. The latter also read a paper

on "The Flotation of Bornite." The scheduled ])apers by

Henrj' E. Wood, of Denver, and E. P. Mathewson, of

Anaconda, were not read, in the ab.sence of their autiiors,

but will be priiiti I in the bulletin.

One of the subjci *- that elicited a great deal of earnest

discussion was tlie ] uopo.sal of the Minister of Finance of

the Dominion to levy a retroactive tax upon the mining

industry.^ The actual terms of this tax had not been

definitely set forth, but the suggestions seemed so oppres-

sive that the Institute considered itself in dut}' bound to

protest. A committee was appointed to confer with the

Minister of Finance and try to show him that the basis

of the tax was inequitable and that one company, under

the proposed terms, would have to pay a tax of a million

and a quarter dollars.

Among the other papers read were the following : "The
Carbonization and Briquetting of the Saskatchewan Lig-

nites," by S. M. Darling; "The Coal Situation in Can-

ada," by W. J. Dick; "The Discovery of Phosphate of

Lime in the Rocky Mountains," by Dr. F. D. Adams;
"Some Effects of the War on Canadian Mining Indus-

tries," by Dr. Alfred Stansfield ; "The ilagnesite Industry

in Canada," liy Howells Frechette; "Some Conditions

Affecting Education in Mining and Metallurgy," by Prof.

J. C. Gwillim; "Mining Education,"' by L. D. Burling;

"ilethods of Construction of Deep Mine Shafts in

Water-Bearing JIaterial," by J. W. Dotv ; "Rock-Crushing

Tests at ilcGill University," by Prof. J. W. Bell.

The annual dinner proved to be an extremely inspiring

one, largely attended. President Cole introduced the

speakers, who were Representatives Thompson, of Yukon
Territory and MacDonald, of Nova Scotia; Bradley

Stoughton, of New Y'ork, representing the American

Institute of Mining Engineers; H. W. DuBois, of Phila-

delphia, representing the Mining and Metallurgical

Society of America; and Dr. F. D. Adams, of Montreal,

a past-president of the Institute. The officers of the

Institute are to be congratulated upon the magnificent

spirit of the meeting, and the secretary, H. Mortimer-

Lamb, is to to be particularly commended for the success-

ful results attending his labors.

Some of the members visited the Royal Mint, by

courtesy of Dr. J. Bonar, deputy master, while another

party visited the laboratories of the Mines Department.

It must be a novel and extraordinary experience to

carry on underground warfare, says the Cornish Post and

Mining ^Vcw-s. The mining engineer who is engaged iu

destructive mining at the front command.s a large body

of human moles, who dig as silently as possible uiiiil

their galleries are underneath the trenches of the enemy.

All the time they know that a similar body of mimrs
is working toward their own trenches and emplacements.

Sometimes each can hear the sound of the other's tool-,

or one lot can tell that the other is dragging a hoaw
load through the hidden gallery.

It requires the highest kind of sustained courage i"

remain at a listening post in a narrow tunnel day and

night knowing that your enemy is gradually getting near-

er, and that you may be blown up. Military miiiif '

calls for the finest types of tunneling men and for leao

ship of a high order. Science, initiative, endurance :i

sustained courage are called for, and when the stor\

the tunneling corps in Belgium, France and Gailii <

tan be told, the public will be amazed at the ingenuity,

the fortitude and tlie efficiency of the colliers, tin miners

and their intie|iid leaders.

"Commented on editorially In the "Journal," Mar. 4, and la
ICdItoi'ial Correspondence and elsewhere In this issue.
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D©cfe©r Foster's IBaM

The Congress of the United States is unfortunately so

constituted tliat it is averse to benefiting from expert

advice. Xot only that, but it glories in relegating the

experts to the background. If it be a question of an army
or navy program, the military men must have nothing

to do with it. If it be a question of developing a new
hanking system, the bankers of the country are the last

persons in the world to be consulted, but rather is the

advice of butchers and bakers and farmers and lawyers

to be sought and followed. It is not surprising, therefore,

that there should be a similar attitude with regard to

mining matters. When a business concern finds it neces-

sary to consider a new matter of iJolicy, it commonly
gets an expert or a committee of experts to study the

question and report. Not so when Congress has to do

something. Its members are ready for anything and

everything. They consider that they were sent to Wash-
ington to be so.

Now, the Committee on ]\Iines and Mining of the House
of Representatives was unwilling to consent to a com-
mission to study the laws of the United States relating

to the location of mining claims on the public domains

with a view to the reform thereof, but it recognizes that

there has been so much agitation of this matter that

something ought to be done about it. The mining
engineers and mining operators of the country have said

through their spokesmen that they do not know yet how to

draft a new law that will be generally satisfactorj'. That
niade no impression iipon Doctor Foster, the chairman of

the committee, who says, in effect, that if the mining men
can't draft such a law, he can, and proceeds to do so in

the form of a bill that was introduced in the House of

Representatives on Feb. 25, 1916, under the number H. R.

12,275.

Doctor Foster's bill is 65 pages long, and it will take

a long time to scan it carefully. However, the main
])rovisions respecting the location of mineral claims may
be immediately put before the public in simple language.

In the absence of an outcrop or surface indications,

a temporary location of 1,500x600 ft. may be made.

Exploration work must be begun within 60 days and then

must be prosecuted with reasonable diligence, but if no

discovery be made within a year from the time of location,

the claim lapses.

If a discovery be made, within 30 days thereafter the

lines of the claim must be swung so as to coincide with

the strike of the vein, the width of the claim to be 300 ft.

on each side. The locator then has the right to all

mineral deposits within the vertical projection downward
of his lines, except that if he should happen to find a

valuable placer deposit, something different would happen.

When a vein outcrops and no temporary location I'or

discovery purpose is necessary, a claim of l,500x()00 ft.

may be located, and the locator shall have the right to

everything within the vertical projection downward of

his lines, and in addition thereto, shall have the right

to follow outside of his side lines the vein on which the
location was made; any right thereto that might be
advanced by the owner of a claim on the dip side being
headed off by some provisions in Section 2322-b that may
be unraveled by a Philadelphia lawyer.

ilining claims containing "veins or lodes of quartz or

other rock in place bearing valuable mineral deposits"
may be laid out in the form of a square with sides 2.100
ft. Apparently it is not necessary for anybody to know
that there be "veins or lodes of quartz or other rock in

place bearing valuable mineral deposits," for 30 days is

allowed for the beginning of explorations and one year
for the making of a discovery. Having mcAe a discovery,

the claim must be swung .so the length of 2,100 ft. will

run along the strike. The width (2,100 ft.) may be

taken wholly on the dip side. The owuer of such a claim

is then to have everything within the vertical projection

downward of his lines, except that if some other fellow

has made a l,500x600-ft. location on a known vein, the

extralateral rights of the prior location prevail. If vou
cannot anywhere get a 2,1 00x2. 100-ft. square location,

you may take what the other fellows have left, no matter

if your lines be irregular.

Between the l,500x600-ft. and the 2,100x2,1 00-ft. loca-

tions we should take the latter every time. However, the

ideal way to our mind would be to find a vein and take

three l,.500x600-ft. locations, and then locate a couple

of 2, 100x2, 100-ft. claims adjoining on the dip side. By
a judicious adjustment of our temporary lines, while

we were finding the stiike of the vein, we should keep

all interlopers out of the district for a long time. If there

weren't any strike we'd arm our men with machine guns

and prepare to hold out against all comers. Intelligent

leader, is there any use in going further in discussion of

tliis folderol? We believe that we are on record as having

said: "Give us a revision of the existing mining law.

You may not give us the best, but you cannot give us

anything that will not be an improvement on what we
have." We take that all back. As between the existing

law and Doctor Foster's • proposal, we think that the

former, bad as it is, would better be let alone.

ILoiHidloini Sttsiiradlaipdl Coppes"

Our editorial of last week on the subject of standard

copper in the London market was almost prophetic. In

this we called attention to the insignificance of the trans-

actions in this class of copper and remarked that they

were gradually ceasing to attract attention on this side

of the ocean. This was on Mar. 1. On ilar. 2 the

British government instituted an order that "it shall be

unlawful for any ]ierson to sell or buy, or to offer to sell

or buy, the following: Iron, steel, copper, zinc, brass,

antinionv, nickel, tungsten, molybdenum, ferroalloy, or

any other metal specified by the Ministry of ^lunitions

as necessary for the production of any war material unless

the metal is in the possession of the seller or in course c
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production for it; and in the case of the buyer, unless

the purchase is made for the actual consumers."

The effect of this order was immediately to suspend

operations on the Loudon iletal Exchange. However,

tliere was a resumption on ilar. 6, this having been per-

mitted with certain restrictions by the government. It is

apparently the desire of the British government to elim-

inate the influence of speculation in essential commodities.

Such a policy will of course not only be of no effect ujion

American producers, but also will be approved by them.

They would similarly like to eliminate speculation here

and let the transactions in the metals be confined to direct

negotiations between producers and consumers, as indeed

they are in the main.

The primary copper market of the world has long been

in New York, where the sales of about 70% of the world's

production originate. The London market for standard

copper has been subordinate and in recent years has been

of interest only for its sentimental effect. In the main

it had to keep in tune with the prime market, for if it

ranged below parity refiners would clean it up, while if it

ranged above parity, they would sell contracts and deliver

electrolytic copper against them, which would promptly

bring it down. Since the war, however, such natural

actions have been prevented by government restrictions

upon trade.

In former years the price for standard in the London

market was the basis of settlement for raw material in

many parts of the world, but that custom also has been

disappearing. Witliin the last year or two it has become

the custom in Chile to settle on the New York rather

than the London price. The only reversion in that respect

has been in the case of Australia, where lately the

government has been interfering and through the newly

formed Australian metal exchange prescribed London

standard once more as the basis.

Tflsa SsmelttflEa^ ana UKaa^edl S^attes

The inception of tin smelting at the Perth Amboy
plant of the American Smelting and Refining Co., this

week, is a matter of general commercial importance as

well as of metallurgical interest. It is of commercial

im])ortance becau.«e up to the present Bolivia's export

trade with this country has been practically nil, though

the L^nited States is the world's largest consumer of tiie

metal principally produced by Bolivia. The tin output

of Bolivia is about 25,000 metric tons per annum; the

United States consumes over .50,000 tons. The smelting

of Bolivian concentrates here is therefore a logical indus-

trial development accelerated by conditions arising out of

the European War and the resultant closer commercial

relations between the Americas.

With the establishment of a tin-smelting industry in

the United States, the Bolivians will in the course of a

short time be provided with dollar exchange and will thus

have the most convenient means for purchasing in the

United States. "Trade follows the flag" in .some parts

of the world, but on the west coast of South America

trade follows the miner and smelter—a fact that should

not be overlooked Kv nm- manufacturers who are looking

to South America lor extension of their trade.

The American Smelting and Refining Co. has con-

triK ted initially for 750 tons of I'olivian tin concentrates

pel- month, and the m w tin-smelting ]ilaiit at Perth

Amboy. X. J., produced its first crude tin on Mar. 7.

While this is a small beginning it is not like some previous

abortive attempts to initiate tin smelting in this country.

The ore supply for the present operation is definitely con-

tracted, and no discriminating duties are to be levied by

Bolivia. The American Smelting and Refining Co. is

in a position to tide over the initial operating difficulties

that so often kill new enterprises.

That the tin-smelting industry in this country is des-

tined to grow seems certain. The American Smelting

and Refining Co. has at its command all the financial

resources and technical skill that may be required to take

care of any contingencies that arise, and since the United

States is the greatest user of tin among the nations,

American tin smelters are assured a good market, with

some advantages over European smelters in the matter of

freights—and perhaps in the matter of traditions. The
Perth Amboy plant will refine its crude tin electrolytic-ally.

In the Journal of Jan. 9, 1915, we stated that we
thought it reasonably safe to say that nearly one million

tons of ore—copper, zinc, lead, etc.—was treated in North
America in 1914 by the flotation process, the production

of concentrates therefrom being without any doubt up-

ward of 150,000 tons. It was impossible to make much
headway with a similar statistical investigation for 1915

that was inaugurated, but there is evidence that leads

to the belief that the quantity of ore treated by this

process in that year was upward of 3,000,000 tons. It

will be very much greater in 1916, for the Anaconda and
Inspiration companies—the two great concerns—scarcely

more than began operations in 1915.

The production of floated blende concentrates in 1914

was nearly 100,000 tons. In 1915 it was in the neighbor-

hood of 250,000 tons. About 100.000 tons of American
spelter, not counting any derived from Australian mate-

rial, was obtained from floated concentrates in 1915. In

this connection let it be noted that the mills employing the

flotation process produce a large proportion of jig and
table concentrates as well as the floated froth. A year

ugo it was remarked that the production of floated

concentrates was without doubt destined to increase

materially during the next year or two. The prophecy

has not only been verified, but also we regard it safe to

repeat it.

The Committee on Mines and ilining of the House of

Representatives consists of members from states east of

tbe Mississippi River with the exception of Mr. Taylor,

of Colorado. Tliere is not a mining man among them

—

not even Mr. Taylor, although he is in sympathy with the

industry and is an intelligent, useful rei)resentative.

But is it not sad that the great states of Arizona, Utiih,

Idaho, Montana and others, wherein mining is the great

industry, the predominant industry, do not select men
from that industry to re))rcsent them in Congress? If

they did .«o, suih men would jirobably obtain ajjpointments

to the Committee on Mines and ^lining and the need-

of the industry west of the Rocky Mountains would receive

intelligent consideration. Republican, Democrat or Pro-

gressive, it matters not. Let the people of those states

iiominate mining men.
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A Chink who was runniug a restaurant in Moreuci when
Jlorenti was very young became sufficiently Americanized

3nd uptodate to provide meal tickets for the use of his

patrons. These tickets bore this vital injunction : "Lose

em ticket, no catchem mealee."

J. Grant Lyman, one of our most versatile mining-

stock promoters, has been rudely interrupted in the pur-

suit of pleasure on his newly acquired yacht in Florida

waters by the United States Secret Service men and

others. His latest harvest in sucker finance was made
under the firm name of J. H. Putnam & Co., Broad St.,

New York.

At the Tramway mine of the Anaconda Copper Mining

Co., Butte, Mont., the best record of ore hoisted for two

successive 8-hr. shifts is 3,130 tons distributed equally

between the two shifts. The actual hoisting time was

seven hr. on each shift. The average depth from which

this tonnage was hoisted was 1,700 ft. Skips, each hold-

ing 4.0 tons, were used in the two hoisting-compartment

shaft, each compartment being 4x5 ft. The shaft is

also used for men and supplies. There was no thought

at the time of making a record hoist. The mine super-

intendent (George E. Moidthrop) was simply trying to

get rid of an accumulation of broken ore. However, it

stands as the best performance for this mine and is

believed also to be the best for Butte.

Wliy is it that novelists are so unable to write good

mining stories? We mean stories that not only have

intrinsic interest, but also are convincing as to knowledge

of technical conditions portrayed, as are Kipling's stories

in other lines. We are always on the lookout for mining
stories, hoping that some day we shall find the real thing.

The latest is '"The Man from the Bitter Eoots," by Caro-

line Lockhart (J. B. Lippincott Co.), a Montana placer-

mining story. It began well and we were exhilarated

with a newborn hope, but alas ! it fizzled early and from
our standpoint became humorous. The author was un-

usually venturesome in incorporating an engineer's report

in detail, which was about the most humorous thing of

ail. However, Caroline Lockhart has considerable skill,

and if in her next attempt she would consult a mining
engineer, she might do something worth while.

The formation of the firm of Guggenheim Bros, was
announced in New York on Mar. 7. The firm will be

composed of Daniel, Isaac, Simon, S. E. and Morris Gug-
genheim, wlio fonnerly made up the firm of JI. Guggen-
heim's Sons, and Harry F. and Edmond A. Guggenheim
and William C. Potter. Hariy F. and Edmond A. Gug-
genheim have been schooled for a number of yeai-s in

connection with important metallurgical and mining
enterprises. Harry F. is the son of Daniel Guggenheim.
He has had several years of experience in the plants of

the American Smelting and Refining Co. in Mexico.

Edmond A. is the son of Morris Guggenheim. He has

spent some time in the refineries of the American com-

l)any. William C. Potter has been first vice-president of

the Guarantv Trust Co. for the last four vcars. For

some time previous to that he was an executive and oper-

ating ofi^icer of the Guggenheim Exploration Co. and the

American Smelting and Refining Co. It is understood
that he will remain on the executive committee '^•*' the

Guaranty company and al.so on the board.

The SaocKHOLDER Has a Fat Chaxce

When asked when he would issue an annual statement
for 1915, the following conversation ensued between the

general manager of a well-known mining company and a
reporter in one of our Western mining centers:

We're not going to issue one. We'll get up a report for
the directors, and that's all.

But how about your stockholders?
If they want the information, they can come and ask.
And how about the public; it would like to know how the

is making it.

Damn the public; it's none of their business.
If you were in Nevada, where the law requires every com-

pany to publish statements once or twice a year, it would be
different with you. wouldn't it?

Probably; but we are not. Anyway, all this publishing of
these statements is an unnecessary expense.

But are not only your stockholders but the public entitled
to such information?

Not on your life.

But how about your stockholders who live a thousand
miles away; will you require them to make a special trip to
the mine office to peep for a moment into your ledger, when
with a statement you might save thera this time, trouble and
expense?

Let 'em move another thousand miles away; that's their
lookout, not ours; good day.

Shares in this particular company are scattered not
only throughout the state in which the mine is situated,

but from Dan to Beersheba over the United States.

!*;

The Evening Post thus describes how a matter of

legislation of the first order of importance to the mining
industry was considered in the House of Representatives,

incidentally remarking that the idea that freedom of

debate is no longer to be found in that body fails to take
one practice into account. The other day the House
had resolved itself into "a committee of the whole house
on the state of the Union for the further consideration

of the bill, H. R. 406," the coal and oil leasing bill.

The clerk read the measure by title, and the "furfl\er

consideration" began. Representative Harrison, of Mis-

sissippi, opened the discussion, having 40 min. for

his speech, and made a strong argument on the subject

of exports of munitions. Representative Slayden followed

v.ath remarks on the ilexican situation. Mr. Quezon, the

Philippine delegate, then replied to what he regarded

as aspersions upon him by a member of the House in

connection with the campaign for Philippine independ-

ence, and this matter was really debated by as many as

three or four speakers. The discussion of the coal and
oil leasing bill having progressed in this way for 1 hr.

44 min.. Representative Mays, of L^tah, tried to sidetrack

it by using up 15 min. in talking about coal and oil

leasing, lie was properly if quietly rebuked by the next

speaker, Rejiresentative Helgeson, of North Dakota, who.

with an hour before him, recalled the attention of the

House to the subject before it by assailing Peary's claims

to honors in exjiloring, and by our own Representative

Bennet, who took up the phase of coal and oil leasing

so prominent now—waterway legislation needed for New
York harbor. This ended tlie time, three hours, allotted

to general debate on the bill, the Coniires.<ionii' Record

havins been enriched to the extent of ;>'2 colunii -.
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PEIRS0MAILS

Albert G. 'NA'olf examined mining property in Gilpin County
recently.

Sutro Brothers & Co. have removed their offices to the

Equitable Building, No. 120 Broadway, New York.

R. R. Leslie, manager of Butters Divisadero Co., Divisadero.

Salvador, is expected to be in San Francisco early in March.

B. T. Colley. smelting superintendent for the Braden Copper
Co., sailed on Mar. 4 for Chile after a vacation in the United
States.

V.'. H. 'Wright, of the Malm-Wolf Co., Denver, has been
engaged by the Research Department of the Colorado School
of Mines.

John Kirchen, general manager of the Tonopah Extension
Mining Co,, has been elected president of the Nevada Mine
Operators' Association.

Samuel P. Sadtler & Co., consulting and analytical chemists.

have removed their office and laboratory to 210 South Thir-
teenth St., Philadelphia.

Dr. Henry M. Payne, mining engineer, has returned to New
York after a long sojourn in Siberia and Russia, where he was
engaged in professional work.

Pope Yeatman gave a dinner at Delmonico's in New York
on Mar. 2, in honor of Fred Hellman, general manager of the
Chile Copper Co., who is visiting New York.

F. W. Pugsley, metallurgical engineer with McKinley-
Darragh mines. Cobalt. Ont., has turned his new matte-form-
ing explosive "Rochamboite" over to the French Government.

Thomas M. Skinner, Jr., has accepted the superintendency
of the Mid-Continent Chemical Co. and is erecting a new plant
to manufacture caustic soda, sulphuric acid and silicate of

soda.

Alfred W. Dodd. who has been for many years assistant
sales agent of the New Jersey Zinc Co., has become Eastern
sales agent for the Granby Mining and Smelting Co. of

St. Louis.

S. S. Rodgers has been appointed superintendent of the zinc
concentrator at Anaconda, Mont. L. McDonnell, R. W. Hand-
ley and T. W. Hayes have been appointed foremen of the zinc

concentrator.

George A. Camphuis, of the firm of Camphuis & Rives,
El Paso, is developing copper properties for Eastern interests

in Pima County. Arizona, with present address P. O. Box 396.

Tucson. Arizona.

Edwin S. Slick, who has been general manager and a vice-

president of the Cambria Steel Co.. will continue in that
capacity under control of the company by the Midvale Steel

and Ordnance Co.

Nelson Dickerman has resigned as general manager of the
Pato Mines (Colombia). Ltd., and the Nechi Mines (Colombia),
Ltd.. and will return from Colombia to San Francisco the

latter part of April. W. A. Prichard has been appointed as his

successor.

Rush M. Hess has returned from Ecuador where he has
been mine superintendent for the South American Develop-
ment Co. for a number of years. He expects to remain for a
period in the United States, his present address being 325

Franklin St., Plainfield, N. J.

Donald M. Liddell. for several years managing editor of the
"Journal," has I'esigned and is now consulting engineer with
Merrill, Lynch & Co.. No. 7 Wall St., New York. Percy E.

Barbour, for some time on the staff, succeeds Mr. Liddell as
managing editor. R. L Herrick has joined the staff of the
"Journal."

Edwin Hlggins. chief mine inspector for California,
returned to San Francisco from a professional visit to mines
on the Mother I.,ode. reports that he found the attitude of the
operators cooperative. Two safety stations will be established

in the Mother I^ode district, one at Jamestown and one at
Sutter Creek, fully equipped for rescue work.

John Herschel East, Jr.. of the U. S. Bureau of Mines, will

have charge of the safety work in the Mammoth Copper Co.

mines at Kcnnett. Calif. This is the first appointment from
the Bureau by California mine operators. Mr. East has been
with the Bureau f:ir in Mirhigan. There are 600 underground
men at the Mammoth :iri.l about 900 surface men and smelters.

The managing t-f oioL'ists of the Associated Geological
Engineers announce th. iiitnlng of a New York office at 3112

Eciultable Building. 12ii l;roadway. In charge of Frederick G.

•Clapp, managing geoU. - • of thr petroleum division. They

will continue the practice of geological engineering in all its

branches, with special reference to examinations and reports
on oil and gas properties.

H. J. Stander, who is doing flotation experimental work
for the College of Mines and for the Arizona State Bureau
of Mines, has been called to Brunswick, Ga., for consulta-
tion work with the Yaryan Oil and Rosin Co. of that city.

Mr. Stander has been making an especial study of oils, with
a view to determining the relations of the oils and the oil

mixture to the minerals contained in the ore.

W. T. Burns has been promoted to be superintendent of

electrolytic refineries of the Anaconda Copper Co. at Great
Falls, Mont., and will have charge of the electrolytic copper
refinery and the electrolytic zinc plant, which is in process of
construction. E. E. Brownson. formerly chief chemist, has
been promoted to be assistant superintendent of the electro-
lytic copper refinery. Dan Tracy has been promoted to be
superintendent of the furnace refinery. Pat Cuddihy has been
promoted to be shop foreman of the furnace refinery.

J. J. Carrigan, formerly safety engineer for the Butte
mines of the Anaconda Copper Co.. has been promoted to be
assistant superintendent of mines and will have charge of all

mines in the newly created zinc group. R. S. Foster, who
formerly acted as assistant to Mr. Carrigan, has been pro-
moted to be safety engineer for the Butte mines. W. C.

Douglass, formerly shift boss at the Badger State mine and
in charge of the work done at the Moose shaft, has been
promoted to be assistant safety engineer for the Butte mines.

S. R. Elliott, superintendent of the mines of the Negaunee
district for the Cleveland-Clifis Iron Co. since 1904, has been
advanced to general superintendent, a position just created.
His headquarters v\*ill be in Ishpeming, Mich., where the com-
pany has its main offices. His successor at Negaunee has not
been named. He will look after a great deal of the work that
was formerly done by M. M. Duncan, whose title has been
changed from agent to general manager. A. J. Yungbluth,
assistant auditor of the company, has been made purchasing
agent for the entire company. C. J. Shaddick, paymaster,
becomes the assistant auditor and H. L. Ramsdell takes the
paymaster position. The changes were announced Mar. 1 by
W. G. Mather, president of the company, who was in Ishpem-
ing on that date. The Cleveland-Cliffs company now has
over 20 mines in the Lake Superior district and more are to be
opened.

Alfred D. Waterman, for the last 25 years connected with
the Illinois Steel Co. and the ITnited States Steel Corporation,
died on his way to California, Feb. 22, aged 67 years. Since
1901 he has been a member of the staff of W. R. Walker,
assistant to the president of the Steel Corporation.

James T. Treadwell died suddenly at Oakland, Calif., Mar.
6, aged 66 years. He was born at St. Andrews, N. B.. and
went to California while a young man, and engaged in min-
ing there. He was one of the early explorers of Alaska and
was one of the party which located the gold deposits on
Douglas Island, where the Alaska Treadwell and other mines
are now operated.

SOCIETIES

The Montana Society nf Bneineerii has issued the first

number of a quarterly which is to be printed regularly here-
aftir. The Montana society was organized in Helena July 5,

1.SS7, with 4S charter members. Joseph T. Dodge, of Helena,
was the first president. Among those who have since filled

that position are Elliott H. Wilson. Charles W. Goodale,
Eugene Carroll. Joseph H. Harper, B. H. Dunshee, Charles H.
Bowman. R. A. MoArthur. and Reno H. Sales, of Butte. Clin-
ton H. Moore has been secretary for 13 years past.

.Ameriran Inntltntc of MInine RiiKlncerM—The Utah section
held its semiannual meeting Mar. 7. By courtesy of
the Utah Copper Co. and the Garfield Smelting Co. arrange-
ments were made to visit the plants of these companies, the
afternoon being spent at the Arthur mill and Garfield smeltery.
In the evening there was a dinner for the members at the
Alta Club, after which letters and papers received in regard to

the part the Institute will take with reference to military
preparedness were discussed. Following this, a paper was
read by R. F. Barker on "Preparation of Powdered Coal for
Reverberatory Smelting at Garfield."
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The Hardinge Conical Mill Co. has moved its offices to the

Kquitable Buildins. No. 120 Broadway, New York.

The General Smelting Co., has removed to Stock Exchange
Bldg., Broad and Walnut Sts., Philadelphia, Penn.

The Ohio Brass Co. has removed its New York office to

1822 Cortlandt Bldg.. 30 Church St., New York City.

The American Coal Products Co. has merged with its sub-

sidiary, as the Barrett Co. All departments of the business

will be carried on as heretofore.

Sill & Sill has purchased the business of the Parks Elec-

tro-Cyanide Co. and will test for and install this process as

well as carry on a general ore-testing business and make
umpire assays. The laboratory is at 1602-1604 Cosmos St.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Among recent orders received for Myers-Whaley shoveling
machines have been two No. 4 machines for the Retsof mines,

New York State; one for the Atlas Portland Cement Co., in

Missouri; one for the Marquette Cement Mfg. Co.. in Illinois;

one for the Section 30 Mining Co., at Duluth, Minn.; and one
from Messrs. Mason & Barry, Ltd., Mina de S. Domingos,
Portugal. Business is reported active.

The Traylor Engineering and Manufacturing Co., of Allen-

town, Penn., has taken orders for the following tube and ball

mills: Eden Mining Co., Nicaragua, one 6x5-ft. ball mill and
one 5xl0-ft. tube mill; Pennsylvania Feldspar Co.. two 6-ft.

«-in. by 18-ft. tube mills; 4-ft. 6-in. by 3-tt. ball mills to the

Goldschmidt Thermit Co., Henry E. Wood Ore Testing Co. and
to the National Carbon Co.; Hercules Mining Co., one 7x6-ft.

tube mill; Brooklyn Mining Co., complete concentrating plant

including 6xS-ft. tube mill, concentrators, flotation cells, etc.;

Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co. of Canada, Ltd., two
5xl8-ft. mills; L. Vogelstein & Co., one 6x8-ft. tube mill;

Empire Copper Co., one 6x6-ft. ball mill.

PATENTS

TM.ABIE CATALOGS

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J. Booklet.

Graphite Products. Illustrated, 24 pp., 3%x6 in.

Trussed Concrete Steel Co., Youngstown, Ohio. Catalog.
Portable Steel Buildings. Illustrated, 32 pp.. 8'/ixll in.

Lidgerwood Mfg. Co., 96 Liberty St.. New York. Bulletin
No. 15. Electric mine hoists. Illustrated, 30 pp., 9x12 in.

Lane Mill and Machinery Co., Los Angeles, Calif. Catalog
No. 8. Slow speed Chilean mills. Illustrated, 52 pp., 6x9 in.

The Alexander Milburn Co., 1420-26 W. Baltimore St.,

Baltimore, Md. Catalog. Portable acetylene lights. Illus-

trated, 52 pp., 6x9 in.

Link-Belt Co., Philadelphia, Penn. Book No. 249. Insuring
the Coal Supply. Illustrated, 24 pp., 6x9 in. Book No. 250.

Wagon and Truck Loaders. Illustrated. 62 pp., 6x9 in.

A. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works, 11 Brodaway, New-
York. Bulletin No. 110. Duplex pumps. Illustrated, 36 pp.,

6x9 in. Bulletin No. 154. Centrifugal pumps. Illustrated,

16 pp., 6x9 in.

The Austern-Western Road Machinery Co., Chicago, 111.

Pamphlet. "The Road Builder's Guide To a Complete Grad-
ing. Rock Crushing and Road Surfacing Equipment." Illus-

trated, 80 pp., 7x10 in.

D. J. Kelsey, 51 Elm St.. New Haven. Conn. Circular.

Tilting drafting table with lifting swing blade attachment.
Illustrated. Circular. Draftsman's universal square and pro-

tractor, combination angle and scale. Illustrated.

Roy C. McKenna, president of the Vanadium-Alloys Steel

Co., Pittsburgh, Penn., has written an interesting article on
"Tungsten Mining in Colorado." A free copy of this article

can be obtained by writing to the Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co.,

Pittsburgh, Penn.

The Webster Manufacturing Co.. Tiffin. Ohio, has just

published Catalog No. 42, describing the various details of the
machinery which it manufactures for the handling of ma-
terials and products, including conveying, elevating, screen-
ing, crushing, washing, storage, and powtr transmission
equipment. The catalog has 520 pages and is beautifully
bound in gray buckram. It is one of those invaluable books
to the engineer designing large construction wherein suvh
equipment is required, and to these the company will be glad
to send copies of this catalog on application.

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

AIR—Method for Dehumidifying and Cooling Air. Willis
H. Carrier, Buffalo. N. Y., assignor to Buffalo Forge Co.. Buf-
falo, N. y. (U. S. No. 1,172.429; Feb. 22. 1916.)

AIR BLAST—.\pparatus for Applving Air Blast to Ingots.
Robert Abbott Hadfield, Westminster, England. (U. S. No.
1,172,279; Felj. 22, 191G.)

ALLOY—Precious-Metal Alloy of Platinum, Palladium and
Gold. Rudolph John Ptschko. York, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,169,753;
Jan. 25, 1916.)

ALUMINUM—Process of Manufacture of Pure Aluminum.
E. Martin, Marseilles, France. (Brit. No. 9.662 of 1915.)

AM.A.LGAMATOR—Pan-Motion Amalgamator. Karl Senn.
Alameda, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,172,171; Feb. 15, 1916.)

CASTING—Means for Casting Metals, Including Their
Alloys. Charles Vickers, Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor to the
Titanium Alloy Manufacturing Co., New York, N. Y. (U. S.
No. 1,172,506; Feb. 22, 1916.)

CRUSHING—Grinding Mill. David Cole, Tucson, Ariz. (U.
S. No. 1,172,673; Feb. 22, 1916.)

DRILL—Fluid-Operated Drill. Caid H. Peck, Athens, Penn..
assignor to Ingersoll-Rand Co., New York, N. Y. (U. S. No.
1.172,901; Feb. 22, 1916.)

DRILLING—Swelled Coupling and Bit Used in Diamond
Drilling. Nathaniel Edward Jenkins, Goldfield, Nev.. assignor
of one-halt to William J. Mitchell, Spokane, Wash. (U. S.
No. 1,172,139; Feb. 15, 1916.)

DRILLS—Device for Removing Stuck Drills. Robert Clyde
Cameron, Goldfield, Nev. (U. S. No. 1,171,317; Feb. 8, 1916.)

ELECTRIC FURN.\CE. Process and Apparatus for the
Electric Firing of Materials and Ores. William H. Hampton.
New York. N. Y.. assignor to the Conlev Electric Furnace Co.,
Inc.. Wilmington, Del. (U. S. No. 1,171,117; Feb. 8, 1916.)

FELDSPATHIC AND PHOSPH.\TE ROCK, Combined
Process of Treating. Harry P. Bassett. Catonsville, Md.,
assignor to the Spar Chemical Co., Baltimore, Md. (U. S. No.
1,172,420; Feb. 22, 1916.)

FLOTATION—Improvements in the Separation of Mixed
Metallic Sulphides. L. Bradford, Broken Hill, N. S. W.. Aus-
tralia. (Brit. No. 21,880 of 1914.)

FUEL—.'Apparatus for Feeding Pulverized Fuel. George
W. Short, Sharon, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,172,745; Feb. 22, 1916.)

GAS WASHING—Method of and Apparatus for Gas Wash-
ing. Hermann A. Brassert and Charles J. Bacon, Chicago. 111.

(U. S. No. 1,172,930; Feb. 22, 1916.)

INGOTS—Process of and Apparatus tor Forming Compound
Ingots. John Slattery, Chrome, N. J. (U. S. No. 1,172,747;
Feb. 22, 1916.)

IRON—Process of Producing Dephosphorized High-Grade
Pig Iron. Paul L. T. H6roult, New York, N. Y. (U. S. No.
1,172,597; Feb. 22, 1916.)

LEAD ARSENATE—Manufacture of Lead Arsenate. John
A. Schaeffer, Joplin. Mo., assignor to the Richer Lead Co..
Joplin, Mo. (U. S. No. 1,172,741; Feb. 22, 1916.)

METALS—Method of Treating Metals to Alter Their
Molecular Structure. Frederic L. Bishop, Pittsburgh, Penn.
(U. S. No. 1,171,832; Feb. 15, 1916.)

SULPHIDES—Treating Metallic Sulphides, Etc. Utley
Wedge, Ardmore, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,169,444; Jan. 25, 1916.)

SULPHtTR—Process tor the Recovering Elemental Sulphur
From Sulphur Gases. William F. Lamoreaux, Isabella, Tenn.
(U. S. No. 1,169,726; Jan. 25, 1916.)

SULPHURIC-ACID CHAMBERS, Improvements in or Re-
lating to. J. Harris, Sheffield, and D. H. Thomas, Morrlston,
England. (Brit. No. 6,026 of 1915.)

TIN—Improvements in the Extraction of Tin from Ores.
P. B. Dick, London, England. (Brit. No. 23,613 of 1914.)

TIN—Process of Detinning. Franz von Kiigelgen, Hol-
combs Rock, Va., and George O. Seward, East Orange, N. J..

assignors, by mesne assignments, to Columbua-Knickerbocker
Trust Co., trustee. (U. S. Nos. 14,070 and 14.071—reissues;
Feb. 15. 1916.)

TITANIC-OXIDE-CONCENTRATE PRODUCT and Method
of Obtaining the Same. Auguste J. Rossi and Louis E. Bar-
ton. Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignors to The Titanium AUov
Manufacturing Co., New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,171,542; Feb.
15, 1916.)

TITANI FERGUS ORES— .-V Process for the Direct Produc-
tion of Renned Steel from Titaniferous Iron Ores. J. J. Loke
and W. A. Loke, The Hague, Holland. (Brit. No. 5.61S of 1915.)

TUBE MILLS—Construction of Tube Mills and Linings
Therefor. David Jack NeviU, Denver. Colo., assignor to the
Stearns-Rogrr Manufacturing Co., Denver, Colo. (U. S. No.
1,169,276; Jan. 25, 1916.)

VEXT1L.\T10N—Mine-Ventilating System. Frederick -V.

Hoskins, Dubuque. Iowa. (U. S. No. 1,171.340; Feb. 8. 1916.)

VOLATILIZATION—Process of Volatilizing Ores. Selden
Irwin Clawson, Salt Lake City, Utah. (U. S. No. 1,169.530; Jan.
25, 1916.)

WATER—Purification of Water by Passing Through Blast
Furnace Slag. Joseph C. Heckman, Avalon Borough, Penn.
(U. S. No. 1,171,046; Feb, S. 1916.)

ZINC—Process of Making Briquettes from Zinc Ores and
Material Containing Zinc. Otto KipT>e, Osnabruck. Gerniany,
assignor to General Briquettlng Co.. New York, N. ^. (U. S.

No. 1,168,401; Jan. 18, 1916.)
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VALDEZ, .ALASKA—Mar. 5

(By Telesraph)

Kennecott Miners demand $4 minimum wage and, unless it

is granted, will go on strike Mar. 10.

SAX FRANCISCO—Mar. 1

Standard Oil Company of California has taker a lease on
seven acres of harbor land at Port Los Angeles. The rental

is $6,000 a year. Company will construct a loading station,

including tanks and warehouses, at a cost of $100,000. The
wharf will be erected by the harbor commission at a cost of

$20,000. The Standard will pay approximately $15,000 a year
in wharfage charges.

Southern Sierra Power Co. is authorized by the State Com-
mission to issue $150,000 first-mortgage 6% 25-year bonds.

The commission gave the company authority a year ago to

issue $300,000 of these bonds, and in August the company
reported that it had sold one-half of this amount and asked
permission to sell $150,000 of first and refunding G^'c 50-year
bonds in lieu of remaining amount of the first issue. The
present order is the result of recent request.

The aiagnesite Mines at Porterville, Tulare County, form
the largest magnesite-producing district in the United States,

if not in the world. There are at present nine separate camps
taking out ore. More than 200 men are regularly employed.
The Tulare Mining Co.. the oldest commercial magnesite con-

cern in the country, and the Porterville Magnesite Co., have
their reduction plants in operation. The Magnesite Mining
Co. has ordered machinery for installation of reuuction works.
The Tulare Mining Co. has a large property east of Porter-

ville. The loading station is known as Magnesite.

California-Oregon Power Co., by consent of 90% of the
holders of first and refunding bonds, will save interest for

a period not to exceed 5 years. The securities have been
deposited with the committee authorized to settle with the

company either for cash or stock covering interest and default.

The first coupons to be passed were dated Jan. 1, 1916. The
company has authorized an outstanding $10,000,000 common
stock. General bonds and divisional bonds amount to a total

of $4,400,000; and general bonds have been deposited to secure
floating debt of several hundred thousand dollars. The debt
has been paid and the company is earning approximately
enough to pay interest on general bonds, but this interest

was waived in order to apply to construction, now under way
and to be completed.

The High AVages of the Copper Camps are attracting

copper miners who have recently been working in the gold

mines of Grass Valley and Nevada City districts, who are

leaving for Montana, Michigan and Arizona to take advantage
of wages which have been increased with the advance in price

of copper. This in spite of the recent bonus offered by the

gold-mine operators. The miners who are leaving, however,
are said to be chiefly copper miners and probably prefer that

branch of work. The exodus has not yet interfered with the

labor situation materially and probably will not, as gold

miners seem to be plentiful. Possibly a shortage of skilled

men may develop, which is not expected to last long, because
Nevada County operators have the reputation of paying top

wages and treating their men right.

Northern Californin Power Co. board of directors was re-

elected unanimously after several stockholders had protested

against present management. President's reports indicated

that It would be necessary to raise $700,000 by assessment
within 18 months, for the payment of debentures amounting
to $500,000 and the bond sinking fund amounting to $115,000.

The money will be needed for betterments and Improvements
which will amount to approximately $200,000 in excess of

the amount available from revenues. The income account for

1915 showed gross operating revenue $776,972; maintenance,
operating expenses, taxes, etc., $342,452; net from operating,

$434,520; miscellaneous income, $8,511, making a total net

Income, $443,031. After paying interest on bonds, etc., there

was a balance in the treasury of $79,429.

Kovernmcnt Oil l.niiil SultH against the Southern Pacific

and 150 other defeml^ints were resumed in the United States

Circuit Court before Judge B. F. Bledsoe at San Francisco
recently. The trial l.« expected to occupy three weeks at San
Fianrlsco, after which ttie Court wild hold sessions at Fresno

and Los Angeles. The Government seeks to recover 160,000
acres of oil lands in San Joaquin Valley and $30,000,000 dam-
ages for oil lands already sold by the railroad compan.v.
These lands are included in the enormous land grant obtained
from Congress July 27, 1S66, by Huntington, Hopkins. Stan-
ford and Crocker, known as the "Big Four." The Govern-
ment will seek to show in court that when patent was ob-
tained in 1S94, on affidavits that the lands were chiefiy agri-
cultural, a fraud was perpetrated upon the Government, as
the defendants knew at the time that the lands were chiefly

valuable for mineral oil. Evidence of this is sought in the
reading into the record of the Court the correspondence ex-
changed betw^een the commissioner of the land office and
Jerome Madden, land agent for the railroad. These letters
concern a dispute as to who should determine the character
of the land involved. The letters show that while the land
office officials suspected that some of the lands were mineral
in character, the patents were issued and nothing was done
to restore the lands to the public domain.

BITTE—Mar. 2

The Fire in the Pennsylvania Mine is proving one of the
most stubborn that has ever occurred in the Butte mines and
it now seems likely that the mine will be closed for some
time before the fire is extinguished or controlled. Three
times during the past week the fire-fighting crews were driven
out of the mine by fresh outbursts of flames and smoke.
Part of the air shaft has caved in, and there has been some
caving in drifts and slopes on the 1,200. where the timbers
have burned out. The fire, it is reported, has broken out in

most unexpected places in stopes. raises and drifts. One
crew has been fighting the fire a quarter of a mile from the
main shaft. The inquest, while not resulting in fixing the
cause and origin of the fire, brought out stories of unequaled
heroism and sacrifice on the part of the miners and rescuers.
In recognition of their heroic efforts toward saving their fel-

low workers, the Anaconda company has made acknowledg-
ment of the services rendered. All who took a prominent part
in the rescue work received a personal letter from Vice-
President C. F. Kelly, thanking them for what they had done
and enclosing in the letters checks ranging in amount from
$50 to $250. It is understood that about 60 men were thus
favored.

DENVER—Mar, 3

The Control of all Ore-Purchasinjc Concerns by the state's

Public Utilities' Commission, was advocated b.v the recent
convention of the Colorado Metal Miners' Association, a
resolution to that effect having been passed by the conven-
tion.

Isabella Vsed to Be a Freak Mine—judged from the stoi k

market "dope "—for its shares fluctuated markedly in respon.-;.-

to occasional findings of rich pockets. It is said that prior lo

the strike in the Cresson vug, the Isabella shipped the riche.-^i

carload of ore ever produced in the district; but that wa.-^

years ago. The mine has been quiet for years, but a few
days ago the many stockholders were given a thrill on learTi-

ing of a bonanza shoot being struck on the 1,275 level in n
l.ee shaft. About a year ago, a rich shoot was mined in

higher level and the last find is in response to developmi
aimed at the extension. Within a 3-ft. vein of high-gr;M
ore, there Is a 6-in. streak said to run 800 oz. gold and 70

silver per ton.

Arkansas Valley Smeltery Is the Scene of a Labor Strike
liegun Feb. 26 when about 600 employees made a dem:in !

for increased wages and the adjustment of numerous grit-

ances. Chairman E. E. McLaughlin and Secretary J. A. W.ir-

ren of the State Industrial Commission immediately went lo

LeadviUe to investigate. After being there a short time thi \

published a manifesto addressed to the strikers, explainln

that assurances had been secured from the smeltery officii

that the minor grievances would be corrected, but also c.ii:

ing attention to the provision of the law forbidding groir

of men from quitting work without giving 30 days' notir

The strikers are censured for permitting 13 of their number
remain away from their duties after the commission had •

cured their release from jail upon their word of honor ;

comply with the law. Until the laborers return to their duti'

the commission refuses to push the investigation In their be-

half but insists that it will Inflict upon the strike leaders the
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fullest punishment possible if they do not promptly comply
with the law. At this writing, matters are unsettled and
arrests are imminent.

Fryer Hill, one of the famous portions of the Leadville
district, will be drained if present plans are consummated.
The United States Smelting Refining and Mining Co., with
headquarters in Boston, is back of this enterprise and has
had engineers investigating feasibility of project for several

weeks. Upon their favorable report, the company sent H.
S. L<-e to Leadville to undertake the active management. E.

A. Hamilton will have charge of all mechanical and construc-
tion matters. The Harvard shaft on the northwest slope of

this historic hill has been selected as the center of operations
and \\'ill be equipped with centrifugal pumps. Present water-
level is at 250 ft.; shaft is 407 ft. deep. The shaft being of three
compartments, a hoisting engine will be installed to operate
bailers in balance in t'wo of the compartments and thus
expedite the unwatering. Upon completion of the unwater-
ing, it is proposed to explore the 400 level, which is in blue
limestone, and to sink the shaft through the parting quartz-
ite into the white lime that is expected to prove as valuable
a formation here for sulphide orebodies as it has been in the
neighboring Carbonate Hill. During unwatering, drill-holes

are to be put down at numerous points. Meanwhile pumping
continues at the Penrose shaft in the Downtown section and
the unusually heavy inflow that, for weeks, balked all efforts

at lowering the level, has finally been overcome. The level

has been lowered now to workings having relatively small
volumes, so that the big end of this undertaking seems to

have been accomplished.

S.4LT LAKE CITV—Mar. 3

The Vtah Apex Is Xon* One of the Liarge.st Shippers of Lead
in the United States. A contract has been made with the
United States Smelting Co. for 300 tons daily of lead-zinc

ores, in addition to the daily shipments of 300 to 400 tons of
lead ore and concentrates to the American Smelting and Re-
fining Co. at Murray.

The XeTV Sulphuric .-Vcid Plant at Garfield will have con-
struction work started by the Garfield Chemical and Manu-
facturing Co. The American Smelting and Refining Co. and
the Utah Copper interests are understood to be behind the
enterprise. The first unit of the plant is to have a daily ca-
pacity of 100 tons of acid, and it is expected will be ready for
operation Aug. 1.

The Interest in Stocks Continues, and there has been heavy
trading on the Salt Lake Mining Exchange. During February
4,591,950 shares of stock valued at $888,471 were traded in as
compared with 3.485. 548 shares of a value of $562,982 in Jan-
uary. The last two days of the month showed 900,000 shares
to have been traded in: and on Feb. 29 sales amounted to
340,107 shares valued at $62,710. Much interest has been
taken in Tintic stocks recently. The board of governors has
decided that after Apr. 1 no unlisted stock will be dealt in on
the exchange. Exchange rules are to be more rigidly en-
forced in order that more business ma>' be transacted. Seats
on the exchange have advanced in price.

MOREXCI, .VRIZ Mar. 3
The Managers and Grievance Committee have concluded

their conference and all questions at issue seem to be defi-

nitely and permanently settled. The following advances, fig-

uring on 13c. copper as a base, were agreed upon:

Employees Receiving
on 13c. Copper Base

20Vic. to 24>Ac. per hr.
Z5^4c. to 33V:C. per hr.
2514c. to 33iic. per hr.
34c. to 37c. per hr.
34c. to 37c. per hr.
37 ^4c. to 45c. per hr.

Will Be
Advanced

10%
10%
15%
5%
10%

When Copper
Sells at

13c. and over
13. 14. 15 and 16c.
17c. and over
13. 14, 15 and 16c.
17c. and over
17c. and over

Carpenters, electricians and machinists are raised to the
same wage level and their advance holds good while copper is

selling from 13 to 26c. inclusive. Carpenters and electricians
were advanced from 46 H to 50c. at 13c. copper: machinists,
from 49H to 50c. at 13c. copper. Present sliding scale to re-
main effective and there is to be a minimum daily wage of
$2. Wages will be figured on price of electrolytic copper for
the previous month as published by the Engineering and Min-
ing Journal. A new classification of labor also has been
arranged. Instead of having different rates for American
and Mexican timbernien, there will be a first- and second-
class timberman's rate. Only men who are capable of doing
the work of a shiftboss will be eligible to the first-class rate.
The managers may point to the fact that they ousted the
Western Federation of Miners, recognized no union and raised
the wages no greater percentage, perhaps, than many other
companies in the country: the miners may say they have
a strong union and that they struck for $4.15 a day and prac-
tically got it. Thus everybody is happy and the checks are
coming regularly.

><I*<tK.V-\K, WASH.

—

Mar. 3

(hanges in the Staff I'ersunnel at Federal Mining and Smelt-
ing Co. have aroused considerable interest and much gossip.
Harry L. Day, of Wallace, Idaho, has tendered his resign-
ation as president and general manager and F. H. Brownell,
of Seattle, former president, and now chairman of the board
of directors, has been chosen to succeed him as executi-c.
H. A. Guess, of Wallace, Idaho, for several years in chars :?

of experimental work for the Federal Interests, has been made
managing director. The new administration becomes effec-
tive immediately, Mr. Day having requested to be releived of
his duties at once. Mr. Day, who is heavily interested in tne
Hercules and Tamarack & Custer mines in the Coeur d'Alenes,
became president and general manager of the Federal com-
pany in June, 1912, succeeding Mr. Brownell. and it was the
gossip among mining men that he had been made head of the
corporation through the influence of the American Smelting
and Refining Co., the controlling factor in the x'ederal in re-
turn for his alleged assistance in securing smelting contracts
for the output of the Hercules and Tamarack & Custer. The
contract with the Hercules company expired May 29. 1915.
and the Day resignation has been rumored ever since.

JOPLIX. MO Mar. 3

The IVew Producers .\dded to the List of .\ctiTe Properties
in the Joplin district during the month of March will have
a weekly production of several hundred tons of concen-
trates. Upon the lease of the Zinc Corporation of Mis-
souri there will be added 10 mills ranging from 250 to 400
tons capacity daily. Five are already started on their initial
runs. These are Kirkwood, Zinc Fields of Missouri. Ben
Franklin, Hornbrook and the Kusterer Custom plant. Those
under construction are two plants by the Mattes Bros., and
one each by the Queen Esther. F. C. 'tt'allower, and J. F.
Dexter Mining companies. These should produce a minimum
of 250 tons of concentrates weekly and a possible maximum of
500 tons weekly. In the same region are the new plants of
the Century Zinc Co., the Davis Mining Co., and the Cinnemo
Mining Co., besides a few others that are not yet under way
but have plans completed and are ready for construction. At
Aurora a new 300-ton mill has been built, while at Spring-
field three new mills are now running, and at Ash Grove three
more are under construction. In the Joplin camp, F. A. Gager
has built a new tailings mill and the Little John Mining Co.
has completed a plant. At Granby. Perkins and Underwood
have a new tailings mill erected. In the Miami camp eight
new mills will be running soon. At a minimum estimate
these plants will add still another 600 tons of concentrates
weekly. The district therefore can normally anticipate about
1,000 tons weekly increase in production after March.

TOROXTO, OXT Mar. 2

The Xorthern Ontario Light and Power Co.'s decision to
extend its transmission lines further north will have an im-
portant effect on Kirkland Lake. This camp has been handi-
capped for power, as the timber is becoming scarce, and with
the mines several miles from the railway, and the roads poor,
the cost of coal-generated power is very high. There is a
surplus of 3.000 hp. in Cobalt, and this will be available for
the mines of Kirkland Lake and the adjacent camps. The
new transmission line will be about 50 mi. long.

Keen Discussion of the Nickel Policy of the government
was a marked feature of the debate on the Budget in the
Canadian Parliament, which closed last night. This was
strongly assailed by J. G. Turriff, of Assiniboia. and W. F.
Maclean, of South York. It was charged that the Interna-
tional Nickel Co. was controlled by the Krupp and other
German interests, and that, notwithstanding all assurances
to the contrary, a portion of the output of the New Jersey
refineries found its way to German.v. The Government, it

was urged, had been derelict in its duty, in not insisting that
all Canadian nickel should be refined in Canada.

Solicitor General Meighen warmly defended the course of
the government. He read correspondence showing that the
British war authorities were perfectly satisfied with the ex-
isting measures adopted to prevent supplies reaching the
enemy, and he presented a statement showing that out of
469,441 shares in the International Nickel Co. only 15S shares
of common stock, and 263 shares of preferred stock were held
by persons in Germany .ind .\ustria. The profits of the com-
pany, he said, were $5,000,000, instead of $25,000,000 as stated.
While it might be desirable later to impose a duty on nickel
ore in order to encourage the establishment of refineries in

Canada, to do so at the present time would cut off tho supply
of nickel for the munitions of war now being ma^uiaotured
for the Allies in the United States. The tone of Mr. Meighen's
speech renders it abundantly evident that the izovernment
has no intention of disturbing the present situation I'y adopt-
ing any measures for the restriction of nickel exportation.
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ARIZONA
Cochise County

JOHN GLEESON (Tombstone)—Has recovered from Mary
Costello bv verdict of superior court one-third interest in
about 20 mining claims, situated in the Turquois district.
Property valued at over $1,000,000; case of long standing.

Gila County
INSPIRATION (Miami)—Is mining and milling 12.000 tons

per day. Mill has final. ISth unit going; mines running three
shifts.

STONEWALL JACKSON (McMillan)—Mine will be un-
watered and 540-ft. sliaft will be deepened several hundred
feet. Water caused suspension of operations in December
until larger pump could he installed. Drift is being run on
vein of pay ore on 4T0-ft. level, in which some black sulphide
of silver occurs.

IRON CAP COPPER (Globe)—Company shipped 26 cars
of 10T<^ ore to El Paso during January and important orebodies
were opened up. New boiler has been installed and collar
of shaft is being concreted. Shaft will be enlarged and
sunk several hundred feet deeper. Company has secured title

to Bird group of 10 claims and Bird extension group of S,

which adjoins the Iron Cap on the north. Company has had
property under bond for 3 years; consideration said to be
J125.000. Directors are considering issuance of $125,000 re-
funding 7 9'f first-mortgage five-year bonds.

Maricopa County
FORTUNA (Phoenix)—I^ane roller mill recently installed

in Winnifred district. 23 mi. north of Phoenix.
CHRIS. MARTIN (Phoenix)—Is operating his retort on

quicksilver property in the Sunflower district. Ore is high-
grade.

CHAS. REAKSECKER (.Vguila)—Has installed small stamp
mill on gold property, 20 mi. south of here, and made a satis-
factory cleanup.

L.\RSON AND HUGHES (Phoenix)—Have bonded claims in
Mazatzal quicksilver belt and installed a retort. Property
is in the Sunflower district.

.^lolinve County
UNITED EASTERN (Oatman)—A 60-hp. hoist ordered to

replace a 22-hp. ovtr No. 1 shaft; 1,000-cu.ft. compressor to
be used at No. 2 shaft has arrived.

TIMES MINING (Oatman)—Retimbered shaft will be sunk
from 144-ft. to 500-ft. point. Company has just installed 250-
hp. gasoline hoist. 500-cu.tt. compressor, 80-hp. gasoline en-
gine, several drills and drill sharpener.

PUTNEY (Oatman)—Controlled by Long, Mclver and J.

Parke Channing, is working three shifts sinking two-com-
partment vertical shaft. A 40-hp. gasoline hoist has been
installed: 300-cu.ft. compressor, which has arrived, will go
into commission in few days. Expect to sink 6 ft. per day
after mechanical equipment is operating.

FRISCO GOLD MINES (Kingman)—Is making preparations
to resume development operations on scale exceeding previous
work. Mine was inactive for about one year, but recently
employed force of men and is engaged in overhauling equip-
ment and repairing underground work. Property has 150-
ton reduction plant; is located in Union Pass section.

Pima County
STUMP (Silverbell)—Reported that George Daily, of Tuc-

son, has bonded property to Thomas Traylor, of Denver, for
$100,000.

Yavapai County

WICHMANN (Yucca)—Excellent showing being made in de-
velopment of tungsten ores. Milling plant to be installed by
J. C. Wichmann.

EL DOR.\DO (Crown King)—N. H. Getchell and associates
have acquired El Dorado from Frank E. and Edward Wager,
former owners of Tip Top.

RINCON (Congress)—Joe Cumbach. in charge of Rincon,
recently taken over by Dixie Mines Co., is unwatering mine
and preparing for mijch development work. Company has
$35,000 development fund.

ULACK RrtCK (Wickenburg) — Property being put in

shape for campaign of deep development; is equipped with
compressor, hoist, drills and 40-ton mill. Frank McLean,
recently of London. Ont., is manager.

MAJOR MINING AND MILLING (Walker)—Poland Milling
Co. has sold its 20-stamp mill to Major Mining and Milling Co.
Latter will double capacity of mill and will also build a 150-
ton cyanide plant. This company has about 5,000 tons of gold
ore In Eureka mine that runs $20 per ton.

LINCOLN (Crown King)—D. H. Bradley, of Parral, Mexico,
representing Philadelphia capitalists, has taken over Lincoln
and put 20 mlneis to work; force will soon be increased.
Lincoln produced $100,000 under primitive methods; last ship-
ment of old company averaged $83 a ton. Fifteen-stamp mill
on ground has recently been overhauled.

Yuma County
STEECE (Parker)— .\fter idleness for several years, due

to litigation, propeil.v lo be reopened.
BKNDIGO (Park<r) A OOO-fl. shaft Is to be sunk. Ten

car loads of ore shii.iM ,| recently having net average of
$e.s per ton.

CALIFORNIA
Anindor County

CONSOLIDATED AMADOR (Sutter Creek)—Company re-
opening Old Eureka will install new steel headframe.

TREASURE (Amador City)—Property prospected and suf-
ficiently developed to determine necessity for mill and grad-
ing begun for it. J. H. Bell is superintendent.

ARGONAUT (Jackson)—Installation of underground elec-
tric hoist at 3.900 ft. level is in progress. Company prepar-
ing for construction of dam to provide reservoir for storage of
tailings.

PLYMOUTH CONSOLIDATED (Plymouth) — Preliminary
monthly report shows 10,000 tons ore milled, gross value. $57,-
000. Operating expenses $22,706; development $2,465; charged
off. $4,312; surplus, $22,517. James F. Parks is superintend-
ent.

Butte County

MANGANESE DEVELOPMENTS at Clipper Mill will be
actively undertaken by Noble Electric Steel Co. and ore
shipped to Heroult. Shasta County.

SUNBEAM (Yankee Hill)—Reported 5-stamp mill will be
installed. Property owned by J. L. Dvelter & Bros., Gus
Forthouse and L. H. Fields.

BANNER MINES (Oroville)—New consolidation includes
Old Banner, South Banner. Amoskey. Clark and Coffee claims.
Development in progress on Amoskey and South Banner with
20 men; shaft down 600 ft. in good ground. A 75-hp. engine
and modern hoist installed. First unit of 10 stamps will be
installed this summer. Richard Phillips is manager.

Calaveras County
ROY.VL CONSOLIDATED (Hodson)—Reported that 20 of

50 stamps will be shut down; and crushing rolls and flotation
plant substituted.

Colusa County

QUICKSILVER SHIPMENTS, first from mines in Sulphur
Creek district for 10 years, have recently been made, creating
renewed interest in cinnabar deposits in the Manzanita, Wide
Awake, Elgin, Abbott and others.

Kern County
CONSOLIDATED (Randsburg)—Reported ledge of schee-

lite 3^4 ft. wide disclosed. Drifting on the new vein in
progress, ore said to average about 10 Tc High-grade sold to
Atolia Mining Co. at $60 per unit.

Los An^reles County
HERCULES POWDER CO. has let a contract to C. C. Moore

i<t Co.. of San Francisco, of over $500,000 for the erection of
plant in San Diego, to make potash from kelp. Swift & Co. is

also building new potash plant at San Diego.

Nevada County
GOLDEN CENTER (Grass Valley)—Milling capacity to

be increased as soon as satisfactory investigation has been
made of various types of mills.

Shasta County
MIDAS (Knob)—High-grade ore strike made in foot wall

of a middle vein hitherto not largely developed, but known as
good producer. Strike of great importance to camp as ore
shoot has been opened 100 ft., with every indication of per-
sisting to deep levels.

Sierra County

EASTERN CROSS (Alleghany)—Bonded to C. A. Jackson
and associates. Compressor and other machinery to be In-
stalled.

MONARCH (Sierra City)—Shaft being sunk to 400-ft.
depth, when tunnel will be started; will give 700 ft. backs.
West drift in 300 ft. on vein. Tailings being impounded.
D. McGonigal in charge.

SIERR.\ BITTTES (Sierra City)—Rich ore struck on North
Cliff ledge, but operations were stopped by snowslide which
carried away all snowsheds, 4 trains of ore cars, part of com-
pressor and building, and portion of mill building. Repairs
and resumption of development will begin early this spring
Hayes Brothers, San Jose, Calif., owners.

Siskiyou County
GREY EAGLE (Happy Camp)—Reported large amount

ore 6'; copper and $3.50 per ton gold and silver Is shown by
development work. Mine is 12 mi. west from Blue Ledge
mining district, on the Klamath River.

CT^ASSIC HILL (Happy Camp)~W. irking to advantage
with 3 large giants. Formation Is decomposed quartz con-
taining large pockets free gold. Mine worked for past 12
years under management of C. .Scott Greening.

GOLD KNOB (Gottville)—Developed about 15 months ago
and made a good showing of vein from 4 to 20 ft. wide with
high-grade ore. Property recently sold by D. -T. Irwin to
M. G. Munly, of Oregon. Development continuing and number
of men will be Increased.

Tuoinn County

RAWHIDE (Jamestown)—Unwatering the shaft has pro-
gressed favorably to 400 level. St.ited that good ore Is dis-
closed on 300 level. John Moclne is manager.
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COLORADO
Boulder (ounty

VASCO (Boulder)—Has leased Boyd mill In Boulder and
will remodel plant for treatment of tunt^sten ores.

BOl'LDER TUNGSTEN (Boulder)—Main crosscut advanc-
ing about 6 ft. per day. Several veins cut recently, three
disclosing- pay ore.

U. S. GOLD CORPORATION (Boulder)—Mill In satisfactory
operation now treating about 1,500 tons per month. Con-
tracts for several hundred feet of new development recently
let. A winze being sunk from fourth level in Nyanza ore
shoot.

BRACKEN (Boulder)—Lease on April Fool lode secured
by I. N. Blair: installing machinery to sink shaft additional
100 ft. to 217-ft. level. Vein of tungsten ore opened in shaft
at a depth of 100 ft. Electrically operated compressor of
470 cu.ft. capacity being installed. Total force of 25 men
employed in development. C. C. Bracken is manager.

Clear Creek Connty
GRAND CLEAR CREEK TUNNEL (Idaho Springs)—

A

12-in. vein of lead-zinc ore has been opened. E. R. Willey is

superintendent.
JACKSON MILL (Idaho Springs)—Plant leased to Gustaf-

son and Filgren, being equipped with two Huntington mills
and five sets of jigs, which will increase mill's capacity.
Planned to operate about Mar. 15. Custom ores will be treated.

FRENCH FLAG (Idaho Springs)—Estimated that water
will be lowered to 200 level in about 10 days. Silver Age
level will be unwatered at about 100 ft. whereupon pumps
will be placed in working order. Company plans extensive
development work. C. H. Ripley is manager.

ONONDAGO (Georgetown)—Developing the Ruler vein
through the Capitol tunnel. When new equipment is in order
development will proceed on three different levels. Company
has absorbed Doric Tunnel properties and will commence de-
velopment through this tunntd within about 60 days.

San Juan County
COPPER KANNUCK (Gladstone) — Being developed by

Taylor & Riggs. Large quartz vein opened, of milling ore.
containing 2-ft. streak copper ore assaying over 20%. Hiib-
nerite found in property adjoining.

KITTIMAC (Silverton)—New vein opened in East drift
widened to 4 or 5 ft. and assays indicate milling oj-e. Snow-
slide destroyed upper tram terminal, but damage will be
repaired soon. Work at new mill tempor-arily suspended on
account of coal shortage. Difflculty overcome by opening of
Silverton Northern R.R.

San Mieuel County
MATTERHORN (Telluride)—Recent exploration opened

pockets of rich ruby silver ore. Otto Beselack is manager.
SILVER CHIEF (Telluride)—Small force engaged to clean

out and i-etimber lower levels. Property recently acquired
by Weeks & Co., Leroy Parker, managei-. Present activity
preliminary to campaign of development.

Teller County
VINDICATOR (Independence)—Ore has been found on 1.900

level where country rock was expected. Driving for this new
vein on 2,000 leveL

IDAHO
ShoMhone County

RAY-JEFFERSON (Wallace)—Material being delivered for
250-ton concentrator.

SUCCESS (Wallace)—Reported that contract %vith Gras-
selli Chemical Co., terms of which reported favorable will be
renewed at expiration in May.

INTERSTATE-CALLAHAN (Wallace)—Report for quarter
ending Pec. 31. shows net profit of $721. 74S. Between .Apr. 1,

1915, and Dec. 31. company disbursed in dividends $2,557,445.
Shaft now being sunk 400 ft. to 1,000 ft. depth below present
main -working tunnel.
YANKEE BOY (Kellogg)—Big Creek Leasing Co., leasing

ground below No. 3 tunnel struck vein in crosscut from raise
300 ft. high and about 200 ft. below tunnel. Strike disclosed 9
In. gray copper running high in silver, also 5 to 6 ft. of ad-
ditional vein material. Pay streak while small, is rich in
silver.

MICHIGAN
Copper

OLD COLONY (Houghton)—Diamond-drill work at this and
adjoining Mayflower property proceeding slowly, due to
shattered formation and lost drill bits.

COPPER RANGE (Painesdale)—Has announced the larg-
est bonus yet offered in the district. It amounts to 20'7r on
wages of all employees who work during March and April.
About 2.000 men benefited. Company has been giving 10 "/r

a month for several months; other corporations paying 595^ a
month.

Iron

AMERICAN (Diorite)—Strike settled and all men back at
work.

ill go

NEGAUNEE (Negaunee)—Forty-five thousand tons mined
in February; over 400 men employed and more will be taken
on if they can be found. Good miners scarce and shortage of
labor is certain in entire district by spring.

HOLME.S (Ishpeming) — .Shaft now being concreted to
ledge, at 47-ft. depth; sinking will be resumed on completion.
Temporary surface buildings to be replaced by permanent
structures and steel headframe to be erected in the spring.
NEWPORT (Ironwood)—New Woodburv shaft holed

through on 21 level having been put down over 2,000 ft. in loss
than a year. Connection made with old shaft by .a drift run
several hundred feet. Woodbury shaft vv-ill go down about
200 ft. deeper and will then be concreted from bottom to
collar, so probably will be Julv or August before ore will be
coming through it. Best month's sinking was 200 ft.

MIX M; .SOTA
Dululh

MINNESOTA STEEL (Duluth )—Second blast furnace blown
in and the two furnaces now being worked to capacitv. Seven
of the open hearth furnaces going and soon other three will
be in shape. Cement now being made at Universal Portland
Cement Co. plant near steel plant, slag from steel plant be-
ing utilized and limestone being shipped in from Calcite,
Mich. Fir.st shipment of cement made this week.

Cuyuna KanKe
BRAINERD-CUYL'NA (Erainerd)—Operations suspended

pending endeavor to refinance company.
CUYUNA-SULTANA (Ironton) — Ore pockets are being

added. One car per ilay i.s being shipped to Duluth.
THOMP.^fiN (Crosby)—During coming season, three meth-

ods of mining will be used on property—open pit, underground
and milling. This will be first Cuyuna mine to use milling
method.

ADBAR DEVELOPMENT CO. (Loerch)—At depth of 50 ft.
operations in company's Tabert shaft were temporarily dis-
continued on account of "boil." Pumping equipment of suffi-
cient capacity has been ordered to overcome difficulty. Prop-
erty is near Wilcox mine at Woodrow.

MeKahi l<an;^e

HARTLEY-BURT (Chisholm)—Stripping will be started
with one shovel as soon as ground thaws.

LEONARD-BURT (Chisholm)—Stripping will be started
about Mar. 6, with one shovel and three locomotives.

M. A. HANNA CO. (Virginia)—Silver, Brunt and LaRue
mines will be operated to capacity this season. Electric
haulage recently installed at Silver and electric compressor
plant is to be put in.

BUHL—Additions to be made to change houses at Dea-
con, Shiras and Wanless mines. More men to be worked this
season. Electric equipment for haulage being installed at
Shiras and Wanless mines, also large electric generator. Cul-
ver and Wabigon mines probably will not be worked this
year.

SILVER (Virginia)—Electric haulage system installed.
Electric compressor system being installed; power being fur-
nished by Great Northern Power Co. (Considerable "scram-
ming" being done; ore being dumped into pit, to be removed
later by steam shovel.

MOIV'TAIN V

Jefferson County
ALTA COPPER AND SILVER (Corbin)—Final payment

made for famous Lloyd group of four claims near Corbin.
Company composed of Butte men who expect to produce ore
within 30 days.

Len'i.N and Clark County
SCRATCH GRAVEL, (Helena)—Reported strike of ore on

200 level, 2% ft. wide.

liinooln County
BANNER & BANGLE (Troy)—Several hundred men will

soon be put at work to develop mine, install hydro-electric
power plant and build a 7-mi. electric railroad. Several
companies preparing to mine gold gravel in district south
of Libby, where rich deposits wei"e discovered on Bear Creek
Co. property.

Silver Bon' County

BOSTON ,& CORBIN (Wickes)—Operating in the Wickes
district, has a deal pending to take over Rock Rose, a gold-
silver-lead property in Grass Valley disti-ict.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—February proved another
record breaker, the total output being 55.3(50 tons of ore, pro-
ducing zinc in the concentrates of more than 16,000,000 lb.

BUTTE & LONDON (Butte)—Shaft has reached 1.400 ft.:
station being cut. Contract with Rainbow Dev. Co. which is

doing work, calls for a further depth of 200 ft. before cross-
cutting probably by middle of April, Indications in the shaft
are improving steadily.

BUTTE CENTR.\L (Butte)—Judgment in suit of L. Wilton
.Strong against Butte Central and Boston Copper and others
in favor of plaintiff was issued Feb. 19 by district court.
Judgment directs that property of defendant company be sold
to satisfy claim, that proceeds be paid to plaintiff and any
balance to those entitled thcri'to,

EAST BUTTE EXTENSION (lUittel—With resumption ot
activities, owners of properties of this company are consider-
ing plans to put claims into operation or make some disposi-
tion of them. Company owns about four acres of fractional
claims lying between Pennsylvania, Belmont and Squirrel
mines of Anaconda company. There are six shafts on these
fractions. Company also owns interests in various claims,
located close to properties that are in active operation.

OPHIR (Rutte)—This old silver mine, located in southern
section of camp to be reopened by a new corporation known
as the Butte-Detroit Copper and Zinc Mining Co., incor-
porated in Delaware, capitalized at $2,500,000. Mine has been
worked spasmodically for silver ores. In recent years oper-
ated bv Rutte Central and Boston Copper companies who
erected modern mill. New company backed b.v principal stock-
holders of old company, and will develop deposits of zinc
ores predicted will be found in the lower zones of mine.

ANACOND.\ (Butted—.\t Lexington mine work ot unwater-
ing lower levels continues. New machinery installed. --Vt

Alice mine, north of Lexington, shaft repairing ab.ne water
level continues. I'nwatering will probably not be started
until Lexington and Emma are in shape for operation. Ap-
peal taken liv minority stockholders in Alice case will have
no effect on plans for operating. At Nettie mine repairing
underground workings proceeds rapidly. Entire mine unwa-
tered and large new pump being installed on 500-ft. level.
Expected to have mine ready for operation witlvi CO days.
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NEVADA
Esmeralda County

GOLDFIELD CON. (Goldfleld)—Expects to complete first

50-ton unit o£ 200-ton flotation plant before Apr. 1.

BLACK BUTTE (Dianiondfield)—Contract pending for con-
struction of flotation plant with interests represented by
Harry Ginnitty. A 150-ton plant will be built to treat com-
pany dump.

SILVER PICK (Goldfield)—Company announces that

Calyx core drill has been ordered and will soon be in opera-
tion at property prospecting ground below their present low-
est levels.

Xye Coanty

TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Feb. 26 was
S,307 tons valued at S174,7S6 compared with S.700 tons for

week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont, 3.018;

Tonopah Extension, l.SOO: Tonopah Mining, 1,725; Jim Butler,

750: R'est End. 547: Halifax, 130: North Star, 60: miscellaneous
leases, 277 tons.

REORGANIZED WHITE CAPS (Manhattan)—Since reor-

ganization late in 1915 property has been unwatered and
crew now emploved in sinking an additional 100 ft. to the

310-ft. level. J. A. Cole, superintendent.

RESCUE-EULA (Tonopah)—Deepening main shaft to the

1 100-ft. level completed and station being cut. Stated that 4

ft of $40 ore struck on the 950-ft. level is presumably exten-

sion of the Occidental vein, first developed m the Belmont
property.

JIM BUTLER (Tonopah)—Statement covering last half

1915 gives net income as $141,702. Of available assets, $183,-

9?4 was in silver bullion stored at 50c. per oz. The apes;

suit Jim Butler vs. West End, was argued on appeal be-

fore State Supreme Court the last week in February.

KANSAS CITY-NEVADA CONSOLIDATED (Bruner)—Or-
eanized under laws of Nevada, has taken over Fife and Bills

frDuIuth Mining Co.s property, also Big Henry. Phono ite

Paymaster Mining Co. and the Phonolite Silent Friend Mining

Co. Steps being taken to put $100,000 cash in treasury for

development purposes and for erection of mill this summer..

E F Soov, vice-president of the Lucky Tiger Gold Mining
Co.. is president; the home office is 411 Commerce Building,

Kansas City, Mo.

Storey County

ANDES (Virginia)—Extracted 21 tons from intermediate

level stope.

L^-ION CONSOLIDATED (Virginia)—Extracted 436 tons of

gross value of about $10,000. No 1 stope, 82 tons $16.2d; No.

2 stope. 122 tons, $38.55: No. 4 stope, 232 tons, $16.89.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Disclosed 3 ft. of $25 ore in

bottom of winze of No. 1 stope, 2.dO0 level. Extracted S;j

tons ore from north end of No. 1 stope, average $21.10.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Prospecting drifts on 2,500 and 2,700

levels continued through porphyry and quartz of low assay;

strong formation. Mexican mill crushed 521 tons custom ore,

averaging $23.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill) — Saved 63 cars

from advance of north drift No. 2 on 1.600 level. Shipped
754 tons dump rock to Jacket mill and bar of bullion to

smeltery.

OPHIR AND CONSOLIDATED VIRGINIA (Virginia)—Joint

west crosscut 2,700 level passed through vein formation carry-

ing some quartz; reached 384 ft. point from winze station.

Central tunnel saved 311 cars of ore from 250 level stope and
milled 260 tons.

XEW MEXICO
Dnna Ana County

FORBES (Iron River)—Contract is to be let for electrifying

part of machinery. Power to be supplied by Peninsular
Power Co.

Grant County

SILVER CELL (Pinos .\ltos)—Rich silver ore reported
found in several prospect holes south of old shaft. Company
plans 50fl-ft. shaft; large steam hoist just arrived; ore being
sorted and sacked for shipment; will melt richest native silver

at property.
Sierra County

SN\KE AND OPPORTUNITY MINES (Hillsboro)—John
M Sullv and associates, of the Chino Copper Co.. have taken
an option on the Snake and Opportunity mines. Consideration.

$75 000 Force of workmen has been set to work unwatering
and retimbering the main shaft. New shaft is being sunk
on Snake, from which crosscuts will be extended to tap
veins. This mine formerly produced several million dollars

in gold and copper.

Socorro County

MAGDALENA COPPER (Magdalena) — Incorporated with
capital stock $1,500,000; bv John C. Hamm, of Los Angeles,
Wm, Kemp, of Tucson. Judson A. Elliott, of Phoenix, and
George H. Briggs, of Magdalena.

IT.\H
Beaver County

McGARRY-HODGES (Fortuna)—Lease has several hun-
dred tons ore for treatment at the .Sheep Rock mill.

INDIAN QUEEN ( .Milford)—Resumption of work at this

property will be con.'^i.l. r.<l at meeting of Knight companies'
officials at Provo. .M:ir in. There is 3-ft. vein of shipping
lead ore on the 200-ft level.

Juah County

TINTIC SHIPMf:NTS in February amounted to 491 cars,

estimated at 24,550 tons. There were 23 shippers. In January
445 cars or 22,000 tons w. re shipped.

Salt Lake County
COTTONWOOD CONSOLIDATED (Salt Lake)—Tunnel m

Big Cottonwood is in 366 ft. J. E. Johnson is manager.
L'TAH COPPER (Salt Lake City)—January production

amounted to 11.989,910 lb. compared with 14.497,485 lb. in De-
cember, the decrease being due to snow and bad weather.

ALTA PRINCE (Alta)—Tunnel being driven to reach
Prince of Wales fissure at contact between white and blue
limestone is now in 1,045 ft. J. S. Hathaway is in charge.

COTTONWOOD KING (Salt Lake)—Iron pyrite and bunches
of galena and lead carbonate have been cut in tunnel in Big
Cottonwood, now in 1,300 ft. S. A. Parry, J. E. Tadlock, and
G. G. Bywater are interested.

SOUTH HECLA (Alta)—Report for 1915 shows production
of 3.478 tons, and 1.306 tons mined bv lessees. Ores con-
tained 161 oz. gold; 144,066 oz. silver; 914,491 lb. lead; 507,-
842 lb. zinc; 33.151 lb. copper; and 399,905 lb. iron, bringing a
profit of §39,206.

EMMA COPPER (Alta)—Has bought North Star, South
Star, Silver Star, and Lucky Star claims at Alta, of Moylan C.
Fox. Ground is near some of the former producers of the
camp, including famous Emma stope, North Star and Vallejo
stopes, etc. Possible litigation has been avoided by purchase,
as claims of Emma companv intersected those owned by Mr.
Fox.

Summit County

PARK CITY SHIPMENTS during February amounted to
5.852 tons, valued at $234,000. approximately. There were 7
principal shippers. January shipments were 7,320 tons,

Toole County

HIDDEN TREASURE (Stockton)—Good tonnage broken by
lessees: will be marketed soon.

WANDERING JEW (Stockton)—Property operated by
J. W. Carrick; lead and zinc ore mined. Some of zinc ore runs
well in gold.

C.\X.\D.%.
Ontario

SMITH-LAKINE (Sesikinika)—Rich ore struck at depth of
35 ft.; is optioned to the Kerr Lake Co.

LUCKY CROSS (Swastika)—Property optioned to interests
identified with Trethewey; being unwatered.

FOSTER (Cobalt)—Vein recently struck is 3 in. wide and
stated to assay 4,000 oz. per ton. Is being developed on 50 ft.

level.

TEMISKAMING (Cobalt)—At the annual meeting old board
was reelected. Main shaft down 1,000 ft.; will be sunk to
1.700 ft.

GORDON CLAIMS (Goodfish Lake)—These four locations
are under option to Kirchagami Development Co.; diamond
drilling is in progress.

DOME LAKE (Porcupine)—New cyanide plant has arrived
on ground and is being erected. Ore will be treated in an
inclosed drum under pressure.

LA BELLE KIRKL.XND (Goodfish Lake)—Inclined shaft
is being put down on good ore. At 187 ft. there is on hanging
wall Ihi ft. of ore running approximately $100 per ton.

LA ROSE CONSOLIDATED (Cobalt)—Has taken over
Maiden MacDonald claims in Porcupine area. Camps art-

being built and preparations made for diamond drilling and
sinking test pits.

HOLLINGER (Porcupine)—New central shaft concreted
down to 425 level. Two veins cut bv crosscut on 425 levol
toward the shaft on the Vipond boundary. A pocket of hig!i-
grade struck on the 600-ft. level.

DOME (Porcupine)—February production was $163. 4S».
from 32,040 tons: average $5.10 per ton. Ore struck in now
central shaft below 625 level, regarded unsatisfactory, as sh.nft

site was selected to avoid sinking in ore. Some of original 4ii

stamps will be removed to make room for ball mills, con-
sidered more economical for secondary ore-crushing.

MEXICO
Hidalgo

SANTA GERTRUDIS (Pachuca)—Ore crushed during Janu-
ary, 20.502 tons; estimated profit. £16,600.

Sonora
THIRTY-NINE CARLOADS OF LEAD ORE were exportcl

through Juarez, Feb. 26. to the Consolidated Kansas City
Smelting and Refining Co. Ore came from Chihuahu:i
First through train from Mexico City to Juarez since begin-
ning of Villa-Carranza dispute recently arrived in Juarez. vIm
Torreon.

BELLOTA (Nacozari)—J. V. Fryer and associates, ha v.

bonded this property, 14 mi. northeast of Nacozari, to Bisoou
men.
WASHINGTON MINES (Huepec)—According to F. OldfleM

Bostwick, president and general manager, company will in-

stall 50-ton concentrating mill. Washington has large bod\
of copper ore containing some scheelite.

NACOZARI CON. (Nacozari)—Will Install 60-ton roaster
plant. Two-compartment shaft will be sunk to open lart;e

new orebodv found several months ago in tunnel on 500-ft.

level. Diesel engine and hoist have been ordered.

CENTRAL .\MERIC.\
Panama

A MANGANESE-ORE SHIPMENT of about 900 tons li.i

been made to the United States from the mines at Mandln>;.i.
on the Gulf of San Bias, in the Province of Colon. The mines
are controlled by a New York syndicate.

ASIA
ChOKen

ORIENTAL CONSOLIDATED (Unsan)—Cabled report gives
February cleanup as $Ufi,«00. Output less than January ac-
count of grade of ore milled reduced to average and short
month.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—Mar. S

Lead continued to be the sensational feature. Copper was
extraordinarily dull and was softer in tone. Spelter also was
dull and exhibited signs of decided weakness.

On Mar. 2 the British government issued an order (referred

to in our editorial pages), which was intended to forbid

speculation in metals. The London Metal Exchange was
immediately closed, except for dealings in tin (which did not

come within the scope of the order), and there were no quota-
tions for Thursday and Friday. Upon representations being
made to the government by leading members of the Metal
Exchange, business was resumed on Monda.v with severe
restrictions. It is required by the government that all out-

standing contracts for future deliveries must be liquidated by

May 31. After May 31 there are to be no transactions except

in metals actually in hand, and for dealing directly with and
only with consumers.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—Conditions continued about the same as we re-

ported last week. There was one large sale at 26 Vic r.t.. on
Mar. 2, but other than that scarcely anything was done by any
of the producers. The principal producers are so well sold

ahead that they are indifferent to the dullness, but concerns
that have to take in copper right along are anxious to find

buyers. They meet the competition of second-hands and also

the reselling by such consumers as have overbought. Offers

of the latter sort increased the supply of copper available for

prompt delivery, and there is no longer much of a premium
on that. In the early part of the week copper was freely of-

fered from several quarters at 26yoc., r.t., and in the latter

part there were sellers at 26c., copper for any delivery from
March onward being offered. Copper for delivery in the sec-

ond half of the year ^vas offered on much lower terms.

The softness in the copper market is not regarded as in-

dicating any crumbling of the main situation, but simply as
reflecting the operations of those producers and agencies who
need to sell right along. It is the general expectation that
the market will rally sharply as soon as the next buying
movement shows signs of beginning. It is believed moreover
that American manufacturers have not yet fully covered their
May and June requirements.

A contributory factor to the dullness of last week was the
absence of British and French buying, owing to governmental
interference. On Mar. 2 the British Government issued an
order forbidding speculative transactions in copper and the
other metals. On the same date, the French Government in-

formed manufacturing concerns of its country that it had de-
cided to buy all the necessary copper and zinc and parcel it

out. These measures killed all buying demand from indi-
vidual concerns, which do not yet know just how the business
is going to be arranged, and neither of these governments has
yet taken any action in the way of buying the metals.

The freight embargo of the New York, New Haven & Hart-
ford R.R., which is maintained very firmly, has put the manu-
facturers of the Naugatuck Valley in an awkward predica-
ment. At present they are able neither to get metals in nor
ship products out, except what are already on the road. They
are looking into the practicability of organizing a freight ser-
vice by trolley between "Waterbury and Bridgeport, it being
easy enough to transport freight between New York and
Bridgeport by water.

Copper Sheets are quoted at 34c. per lb. for hot rolled and
35c. for cold rolled. Copper wire is 2S?4(?i29',4c, per lb. for
carload lots at mill.

Viiitble StockM of Copper in Europe Feb. 29 are reported as
follows: Great Britain, 4,861; France, 4.950; afloat from Chile,
2,300; afloat from Australia, 4,500; total, 16,611 long tons, or
37.208,640 lb. This is an increase of 1,284 tons over Feb. 15.
but a decrease of 912 tons from Jan. 31.

Tin—Shortage of supply has maintained spot and near-by
tin in a rather tight position. But relatively little business
was done during the last week, buyers being reluctant to
commit themselves at present prices.

Im])orts of tin ore and concentrates into Great Britain In
January were 2,074 gross tons, of which 1,367 tons were from
Bolivia and 589 tons from Nigeria.

ViMible StoekH of Tin on Feb. 29 are reported as follows.
including tin afloat: United States, excluding Pacific ports,
S.Oll; London, 7,226; Banka and Billiton, 1,274; total, 16,511
long tons. This is 530 tons less than on Jan. 31, but 1,963 tons
more than on Feb. 29 last year.

L,ead—This metal was again the sensational feature of the
week. Conditions continued of the same character as we
reported last week, but were emphasized. On Mar. 3 the
A. S. and R. Co. advanced its price to 6.40c., New York, and
on Mar. 7 to 6.60c. At neither time, however, did those prices

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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come up to what was previously being realized in the outside

market. Both the A. S. and R. Co. and independent producers
supplied their regular customers at the quoted price, but buy-
ers who could not obtain lead from them paid what was asked
by those who could and would supply them. The largest

premium was realized for lead for prompt delivery, or for

shipment within the ensuing fortnight. There was a large

demand for export, and in buying for that purpose the price

that had to be paid apparently cut but little figure.

Spelter—From the very beginning of the week business
was dull and the market was weak. Few producers were able

to dispose of more than 500 tons apiece during the entire

week, and in most cases sales aggregated a good deal less

than that. There was pressure to sell from many quarters
and in the business that was done prices were accepted that

were less than what was openly talked about. The major
part of the business transacted was for April-May-June
delivery, the prices realized for such ranging from 17@18c.
in the first half of the week, but less was got in the second
half. Spelter for prompt delivery was also a good deal easier,

and sellers were hunting buyers.
The Donora Zinc Co. was reported to have put its eighth

furnace in operation a few days ago.

It is rumored that several new zinc smelteries are in

contemplation.

Zinc Sheets—Business is active and sales large, but prices

are unchanged. The current quotation is $25 per 100 lb., f.o.b,

Peru, III., less S% discount.

Other Metals

NEW YORK—Mar. 8
Aluminum—Demand is good and stocks offered are less

plentiful. Prices are stronger, 61 @ 6.3c, per lb. being asked for
No. 1 ingots. New York.

Antimony—The market has been rather quiet and sales

have not been on a large scale. Prices are firm and slightly
stronger. Chinese and American are quoted at 44(5)45c. per
lb. for spot. For late March deliveries 43y2C. has been quoted.
March shipments from China have been offered at 34 '^c.

and April at 33 '/ic both in bond.
Cookson's is to be had only in small quantities and is held

at 57@60c. per lb.. New York.

Quiclisilver—The market has been rather quiet and a little

easier. New York quotation is $250@260 per flask of 75 lb.,

according to size of order. San Francisco reports by tele-

graph $275 per flask, with small business. The London
price seems to be fixed, and does not affect conditions here,

owing to the embargo on exports.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

XKW YORK—M«r. .S

Gold Reserve* In Ciinnda are estimated as follows: Held
by Dominion Government against note issue and savings bank
deposits, $120,334,881: held by Chartered Bank of Canada,
$60,000,000; in central gold reserve, $6,210,000; total, $186,544,-

881. This does not include private holdings.

Platinum—There is nothing new in this market. Supplies
are still small and prices continue high. Dealers will make
no quotations except to regular customers. Sales are reported
at $S5'fii95 per oz. for refined platinum.

I*alluillum—There is some demand for this metal and sales
are reported at $5.") (560 per oz.. New York.

Sliver—The market has been inactive and price for past
week has been steady. The Indian Bazaars continue quiet,

although the silver holdings in the currency reserve continue
to contract, and the stock is very moderate in size.

ImportH of Silver in Great Britain in January were valued
at £705,310; exports, £527,624; excess of Imports, £237,686,
against £406,878 last year.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

PL,AT'rKVII,I,iO, WIS Mnr. 4
The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore waa ?115

down to $112 at the week end. The base price paid for 80%
lead ore was $82^84 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED MAR. 4, 1916
Zinc- Lead .Sulphur

ore, lb. ore, lb. ore, 11).

Week 5,104.000 124,000 1,391,360
Year to date 37,526,000 699,700 8,627,620

Shipped during week to separating plants, 6,374,000 lb,

zinc ore.

.lOI'I.IX, mo,—Mnr. 4

Klende, high price $lir,.30; base per ton 60% zinc, premium
ore, $116; medium grailcH, $110<S 100, and lower grades down
to $95; calamine, per tun 40% zinc, $85®70; average selling

price, all grades of zinc, $110.75 per ton. Lead, high price, $90;

base per ton SO'/r metal contents, $SS@89; average selling

price, all grades of lead, $88.40 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED MAR. 4

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week. 16,320,830 255,870 2,204,070 $1,015,740
Totals this year . .119,962,870 10,855,050 18,630,570 7,874,210

Blende value, the week, $907,790; 9 weeks, $6,719,480.

Calamine value, the week, $10,090; 9 weeks, $395,060.

Lead value, the week, $97,860; 9 weeks, $759,670.

Another week of winter weather should have advanced
prices, but the English decision against the sale of metals
has demoralized zinc ore prices. The belief is general that a
speedy reaction will occur. In fact, it is reported tonight that
one smelting company, buying light for a month, is figuring
on heavy purchases if a further cut is made. Outputting is

now around 8,500 tons per week, with everything favorable
for further increase. Alternate freezing and thawing soft-

ened the roads, which, though heavy, permit loading from all

but a few outlying mines. J
Imports at Baltimore for the i>ast week included 2,100 tons I

zinc ore from Cartagena, Spain. 1

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—Mar. 8
Advances in prices of iron and .steel do not seem to checl;

demand and there are plenty of orders coming in both for

domestic and export business.
The mills are exercising some caution, especially on expoi't

orders. Some of these have been hard to place on account of
the time of delivery asked. Domestic buyers seem, as a rule,

to be more anxious about securing the material and about
time of delivery than they are about the prices to be paid.

The railroad buying of cars and locomotives has been on
a liberal scale. Additional orders for rails have also been
placed. Structural steel is active.

The pig-iron market is strong and orders are being placed
freely. Some furnaces are disturbed about supplies of coke;
and there is also some talk of scarcity of labor.

The present capacity of the Bethlehem-Pennsylvania-
Maryland combination is 2,497,000 tons of pig iron, 3.135,000

tons steel ingots and 2,180,000 tons finished steel yearly. In

addition the shops can turn out 150,000 tons fabricated steel

and the Sparrow's Point shipyard can build seven steamers
at one time. It is announced that $15,000,000 will be expended
in improvement.

PITTSBURGH—Mar. 7

The advance of one point in black steel pipe and two points
in galvanized, made under date of Feb. 29, has been followed
by similar advances in wrought-iron pipe. Effective Mar. 1.

the leading wire interest announced advances of $2 a ton in

regular wire products, making nails $2.40, and two points in

woven-wire fencing, to 61 ',2% off list in carload and larger
lots, these advances being promptly concurred in by the inde-

pendents. Following advances recently made by some of the I

sheet mills others have advanced prices whereby black sheets I

are $3 a ton and blue annealed sheeets $3 to $5 a ton higher
than a week or 10 days ago, black being 2.75c. for bessemer
and 2.85c. for openhearth, with blue annealed 2.90c. and 3('. |

respectively. Contracts with manufacturing consumers are
being made to the end of the year in black sheets, and in some
instances into next year in blue annealed.

Steel prices have now advanced an average of $21 per net

ton since the advancing movement started at the beginning
of 1915, taking minimum prices as basis, while prices fiw

prompt shipment have advanced still more. For forwar.i
delivery the following commodities have .advanced 100'; ot

more; Bars, plates, shapes, hoops, blue annealed sheets, rivets,

shafting, cold-rolled strip, billets and rods.

The advancing movement shows no signs of waning, anii

a further advance of $5 a ton in bars, plates and shapes is

expected within a very short time. The buying pressure is

about equally divided between prompt delivery, which sniiu

of the small mills can make, and far forward delivery, even
extending into 1917, a delivery the large ?nllls would not con-
sider until very lately, and for which they are now In somm
instances charging an advanced price.

I'Ik lr<»ii—The buying movement continues to broaden
About 50,000 tons of basic have been bought by the smalb 1

steel works In this district in the past week, while the movi-
ment In foundry Iron has been large and there Is now a great
deal of Inquiry. Practically all the business Is for the second
half, consumers being evidently well covered to July 1. Prices
are up at least 50e., except on foundry, .and all grades show
signs of going higher. If Indeed a spectacular advance Is nol
occasioned by the large steel works coming into the market.
The steel works are breaking production records so frequently
that their consumption of pig Iron may require the purchase
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of outside iron. We quote: Bessemer, $20.50®21; basic, $18.50

@19; foundry, $1S.50((IJ 19; forge, $18i@)18.50; malleable. $19@
19.50, f.o.b. Valiey furnaces, 95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

W. P. Snyder & Co. announces its computation of average
prices obtaining in actual sales in February at J20.2136 for

bessemer and $17.9S4 for basic, both at Valley furnaces, rep-
resenting a decrease from January of 43.14c. in bessemer and
an increase of 15.1c. in basic.

Steel—Mills seem to be still stiffer in their price views,

but from one cause or another buyers are found able to pay
the high prices, though the average finishing mill cannot, and
must run entirely on its deliveries against old contracts, de-

liveries that are really very good considering the scarcity of

steel. A mill making openhearth steel and sheets has bought
a round tonnage of bessemer sheet bars at $40, to enable it to

divert more of its steel-making capacity to forging billets at

$60. We quote billets and sheet bars at $3S'5)40 for bessemer
and $39ig)40 for openhearth, maker's mill. Pittsburgh or

Youngstown. with rods at $50(g55 and forging billets at $60

per ton.

FERRO.VLLOYS
FerromnnsaneHe—At the recently advanced contract price

of the English makers. $175. seaboard, there is little left to

sell for the late months of the year, and much doubt as to

whether delivery can be compassed, while there is some in-

quiry for the first half of 1917. Prompt lots when available
readily command $250 per ton.

A contract has been made by the Miami Products Co., Chi-
cago, by which one of the stacks of the Iroquois Iron Co.. at

South Chicago, will be used for the making of ferroman-
ganese, spiegeleisen and other ferroalloys. It is expected that
manganese ores from southern California will be utilized at

first, and later ores may be imported from Brazil.

FOREIGN IRON

Pig Iron Production in Germany for three years is reported
as follows, in metric tons:

1913 1914 1915
Foundry iron 3,657,328 2.494.527 2,286.670
Forge iron 489,783 370.257 278. 684
Steel pig 2,599,887 1,996,786 1,793.865
Bessemer pig 368,840 237.988 187.522
Thomas (basic) pig 12,193.336 9.289.989 7.243,458

Total 19,309,172 14,389,547 11,790.199

Steel pig includes ferromanganese, spiegeleisen, ferrosili-

con and all similar alloys. The make for 1915 shows a decrease
of 7.518.973 tons, or 39%. as compared with that of 1913. which
was a normal year.

IRON ORE
Shipments of iron ore from Lake Erie docks to furnaces

in February are reported at 860,266 gross tons. This brings
the total stocks on docks on Mar. 1 down to 6,213,729 tons,

the smallest for several years. Shipments continue to be
made as fast as the railroads can furnish cars, and promise
to be heavy in March.

Exports of Iron Ore from the United States for the year
ended Dec. 31 are reported by the Department of Commerce
at 551.618 gross tons in 1914, and 708,641 in 1915; increase.

157,023 tons. The larger part of these exports were to

Canada.

Brltiiih Imports of Iron Ore in January were 365.812 long
tons in 1915, and 526.269 in 1916; increase, 160,457 tons.

OTHER ORES
Antimony Ore is in some demand and sales have been made

of good lots at $2.70 per unit. Molybdenite, 85 to 90''^ M0S2.

IS quoted at $1.40@1.45 per unit, with a moderate demand

TuuBsten Ore is in very strong demand. The high prices

have apparently failed to bring out new supplies. As high
as $85 per unit has been paid for prompt delivery.

Manganese Ore brings a high price. A sale of Indian ore

is reported at 70c. per unit at tidewater. There is much in-

(luiry for Brazilian ore, considerable quantities of which have
been imported lately. Most of these imports, however, have
been on contract and there is little on the open market.

Imports of manganese ore in Great Britain in the month
of January were 39,413 gross tons in 1915 and 32.111 in 1916;

a decrease of 7.302 tons this year.

Imports of manganese ore in the United States year ended
Dec. 31 were 283.294 gross tons in 1914 and 320,782 in 1915;

increase, 37,488 tons.

rOKE
Coke production for the week in the Connellsville region

is reported by the "Courier" at 445,200 short tons; shipments,
4 57.838 tons. Shipments of Greensburg and Upper Connells-
ville districts. 46.3.'i2 Ions.

The total coal and coke carried over 13 leading Eastern
railroads In November Is reported by the Department of Com-
merce at 17,786.614 short tons In 1914 and 24,600,533 in 1915.
For the five months July 1-N'ov. 30 the total was 99.507.374
tons in 1914 and 117.206.846 in 1915; increase. 17,699,472 tons.

Coal and Coke Tonnaee, Pennsylvania R.R. lines east of
Pittsburgh and Erie, month of January, short tons:

1915 1916 Changes
Anthracite 886.233 1,136.878 I. 250,645
Bituminous 3.498.936 4.314,806 I. 815.870
Coke 684,133 1.191,732 L 507.599

Totals 5.069,302 6.643.416 I. 1,574,114

The total increase this year was ZZ.T/c. The gains were
in all classes of the shipments, coke showing the largest
proportional increase.

Exports and Imports of Coal and Coke in the United States
for the year ended Dec. 31, as reported by the Department of
Commerce, in long tons:

I Exports , , Imports
,

1914 1915 1914 1915

Anthracite 3.830,244 3,542.971 19,347 2,99.^
Bituminous 13,801,850 16.726,283 1,375,316 1,521.237
Coke 592,487 799.444 120.777 47,520
Bunkf-r coal 7,266,002 7,464.630

Total 25.490.583 28,533.328 1,515,440 1,571,755

The bunker coal or coal furnished to steamships in foreign
trade, is practically all bituminous. The larger part of the
trade, both exports and imports, is with Canada.

Chemicals

NEW YORK—Mar. 8

The general market continues to show a good undertone
and a fair amount of business.

Arsenic—Demand continues good, and the market is strong
with firm prices. Holders are asking $6 per 100 lb. tor early

delivery, though some odd lots have sold for $5.75. For
futures $6.25@6.50 per 100 lb. is named.

Copper Sulphate—The market is a little more active. Busi-
ness has been done at $22 per 100 lb. for carload lots and
$22.25 per 100 lb. for smaller parcels.

Nitrate of Soda—Production in Chile in January is reported

at 256,440 tons, a very large increase over the previous year.

Attempts to restrict production seem to have failed. The
market is a little easier and $3.60 per 100 lb. has been accepted
for spot nitrate.

Sulphur—Owing to the difficulty in getting vessels, ship-

ments from Louisiana have had to be sent by rail at higher

cost, and the extra costs have added to the price. Current
quotations are $28.50 per 100 lb.. New York.

Imports and Exports of Chemicals in the United States year
ended Dec. 31. as reported by the Department of Commerce:

Imports . Eiports
1914 1915 1914 1915

Arsenic 4.079 372 3 573 624 700 9.775
Bleach 34,539 034 7.4i;4.473 15.990 120. 26
Arotateoflime 47.896.901 19.7h7.S74

Calcium carbide 32.750 320 37.379.995

Potash salts 31777 727 14.686 270 537.706 989.825

Sodium (-yaiidi- 2,423.171 4.178.05S 1.897.727

Soda salts, value $654,654 $450,383 $13,662 $40,358

Exports include reexports of foreign material. This state-

ment does not include nitrate of soda nor the crude potash

salts used chiefly as fertilizers.

Imports and Exports of Haw Material for chemical manu-
facture year ended Dec. 31. as reported by the Department of

Commerce, in gross tons:

. Imports Exports •

1014 1915 1914 1915

Bulnl.ur 22 --10 24 647 98,472 37,487

PvAtes....'.'.'.'.'.'.;: 97 372 974 610

Ch omi- ore 74 6*6 76 46">

MngQesitc...'!!..: ...... 1' 7.i 63 24.619 1.529 414

Exports include reexports of foreign material. Estimating

contents of pyrites the total imports of sulphur in 1915 were

414.493 tuns.
PETROLEl'M

Exports of petroleum from the United States in January

are reported at 146.293.782 pal. in 1915, and 172.199.098 gal.

in 1916; an increase of 25.905.316 gal., or 17.7'^; this year.

The monthly statement of the "Oil City Derrick" gives new
wells completed in February as follows: Pennsylv:inia grade.

395; Lima-Indiana. 45: Central Ohio, 55; KentuckN. 32: Illinois,

82: Kansas, 208: Oklahoma-Arkansas, 588; Tex:is Panhandle.

42; North Louisiana. 56; Gulf Coast, 104. The total number
was 1,607, with an aggregate dally production of 143,997 bbl

There were 164 gas wells and 279 dry holts reiunted.
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By Edwauu II. EoBiE*

SYNOPSIS—Gas vehcitii measured with Pitoi

tubes, dust precipitated in collecting chamber anil

fume caught in bagliouse. No fabric found to

vithstand corrosion of ijases; in later tests, ainnunt

iif fume was arhilrarili/ estimated.

In the smelting of copper ores there is considerable dust

blown out of the furnaces, not all of which is collected

in the dust chambers commonly employed. Just what the

•Canadian Copper Co.. Copper Cliff, Ont., Can.

loss out of the stack amounts to was the object of several

tests at the plant of the Canadian Copper Co., Copper

Cliff, Ont., and the method of carrying out the most

recent determination of los.ses from the blast-furnace stack

and the manner of recording the more important data

will be here described. The same method is applicable to

the determination of losses from roasting- and reverbera-

tory-furnace stacks and in any case where the valuable

constitiients of the gas may be recovered bj' properly

reducing the gas velocity, affording sufficient precipitating

surface, and cooling to normal temperatures.

APP.\RATU.S l'\iK l>ETKH.Ml.\KNii HUST LA)SSES AT CAN.VUIAX COPPER CO.'S WORKS
View on the right shows completely assembled apparatus tor taking: samples ot dust-lnden stack gases, about 70 ft.

above stack base, and for precipitating: the dust. In the lower left-hand corner is a closer view of the precipitating ap-
Daratus, and above are some home-made manometers used in the tests
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Briefly, a small portion of the gas is drawn from the

stack, tlie dust recovered, and the dust escaping from the

stack calculated by multiplying the weight of that recov-

ered by the ratio of the volume of the gas sample taken

to the volume passing up the stack. This method there-

fore involves a determination of gas velocities and vol-

umes, which in turn necessitates a determination of the

gaseous composition of the stack gases, so that at the end

considerably more information is available than merely

the dust loss.

The method used at Copper Cliff will be described in

sufficient detail so that it is hoped it can be adapted to

local conditions at other smelting works. The Sudbury

sulphides comprise a mixture of chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite

and pentlandite. The blast-furnace equipment of the

Canadian Copper Co. consists of five 17-ft. furnaces, one

21V4-ft. furnace and one 25i/^-ft. furnace, all discharging

into a balloon flue 20 ft. in diameter and 475 ft. long.

The balloon flue, together with a boiler flue from the

steam-power plant, 8 ft. in diameter, used only occasion-

ally, discharges into a brick stack 210 ft. high, internal

diameter at the bottom 15 ft. T^o in., and at the top 15 ft.

The first thing to be decided in such tests is where is

tlie best place to take the sample and obtain velocity read-

ings? Three sets of experiments have been run on the

blast-furnace gases at Copper Cliff. In the first the

sample was taken from the balloon flue midway between

the last furnace downtake and the brick breeching of the

stack—a station whose only merit was its accessibility.

Of course it was necessary to weigh the amount of dust

settling in the flue between the point at which the sample

was taken and the stack. This was done from day to day

for a period of several weeks with rather irregular results.

It was also doubtful just where the sample pipe should be

placed in the flue cross-section to secure a fair sample.

Then, too, the gas currents were rather changeable, as

the nearest downtake was only 90 ft. away. So, on the

second attempt, a point in the stack 28 ft. above the inlet

opening was selected and a hole about 18 in. square was

cut through the 26-in. brick wall of the stack for the

sampling pipes. It was scon evident that the sample was

not being taken high enougli up in the stack, as the gases

swept up the side opposite the inlet, leaving that part

directly over the inlet comparatively calm. Measuring

the average velocity and getting a fair sample under these

conditions with a comparatively small hole in a thick wall

was diflicult.

Gases Sampled About 76 Ft. Above Stack Base

In the last test a point 7() ft. al.cve the inlet was

selected. It was possible to erect a staging up to this

point, whi<-]i was not too difficult to climb up and down
and at the same time .«eemed to be a sufficient distance

above the inlet so that tlie velocity was nearly the same
over the entire cross-section. Should the stack not be over

150 ft. high, it might be advisable to run the sample pipe

up over the top and down a short distance inside. This

obviates cutting a large hole through the stack and was

the method adopted in determining the dust loss from the

Wedge furnace stack at this works.

Having cut the liole in the stack wall, a 6-in. sampling

pipe was introdu' i;, fitted with an elbow and a short

nipple facing the j.'< flow. A 6-in. spiral-riveted pipe

carried the gas d'r ;, *
, the settler, which was merely a

sheet-steel 1k),\ 5 ft ' by "i ft. deep by 8 ft. Ion;;, with

two hoppers in the bottom and a removable top. Across

the inside, about two feet from each end, was stretched

ordinary wire cloth to provide additional precipitating

surface for the dust. The sheet-steel cover was bolted on,

and rubber gaskets and white lead were used to make a

tight joint. The settler was of sufficient size so that the

average velocity of the gas drawn through it would be

3 in. per sec, or 15 ft. per min., tlius taking 30 sec. to

traverse the length of the box. However, the gas would
not spread itself out over the whole box, so that the maxi-

mum velocity was greater than this. The gas entering

Baghouse
Fan and Mjtor

fi7n. Motor, Seff/er

and Sampling Pipe

APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING DUST LOSS AT COPPER
CLIFF. ONT.

from above and discharging at the side, together with the

wire-cloth baffles, tended to prevent short-circuiting.

A 6-in. pipe led from the settler to the fan, though a

5-in. pipe would be sufficient, as the volume of the gas is

considerably reduced by this time by cooling. In this

short pipe was placed a gate valve for regulating the

amount of gas drawn through tiie system. The fan used

was a Xo. 55 Sturtevant planing-mill exhauster driven bv

a 5-hp. motor at a speed of about 1.10(1 r.p.ni. From t'

fan the gases passed down into the bottom of a baghm
about 3 ft. square by 18 ft. liigh, wjicre they \vi ,

filtered through a bag to recover the finest dust, wJiic h

had not settled, and tiien allowed to escape into the air.

The bag was suspended from a hoop fastened to a wiic

rope so that it could be shaken and raised and lowered.

Xo material for the bag was found that would resist tln^

corrosive action of the gas. As an experiment we securci

several samples of all-wool and cotton and wool niix^

flannels and l)lanket cloths, moistened them with dili

sulphuric acid and hung them up. In one to two da\ -

every sample had been greatly weakened. The nin-i

resistant sample was .selected and the bag made of this
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[loth. It was then thoroughly impregnated with lanolin,

or wool fat, as it has been stated that natural wool resists

corrosion from acid much better than greaseless manutac-

tured wool. AVe also tried to pick out dry weather for our

tests, but were uniformly unsuccessful. At the end of

214 days of continuous running, the bag began to fall

apart and was useless for further work. Only a small

amount of dust was caught by the bag while in commis-

sion—about 2% of the amount collected in the settler

—

so thereafter the gas was passed through a bagless bag-

house; what little dust collected on the floor was scraped

up and weighed and 2% empirically added to the dust

caught in the settler to make up for the lack of any filter-

ing medium. In other tests cleaning the gas by passing it

through a water spray was tried, but this requires weights,

analyses of the sludge made and of all the water used,

which are difficult to get accurately. Various methods for

filtration of fume are described in H. 0. Hofman's "Gen-

eral Metallurgy," p. 848 et seq.

G-is A'elocity Me.\sured by I'itot Tubes

The measurement of the gas velocity in the stack and in

the sample pipe was done by means of j^itot tubes. This

method has been thoroughly described by Prof. C. E.

McQuigg in Engineering and Mining Journal for Mar.

29, 1913, and by W. C. Rowse in the "Journal of the A. S.

M. E." for September, 1913. Both of these articles should

be read and thoroughly understood before attempting

work with the piitot tube.

In order to get the average velocity in the stack, the

cross-section was divided into five zones of equal area,

as shown by the heavy dotted lines in' an accompanying

illustration. Each zone was then divided into two

portions of equal area, as shown by the light dotted lines,

and at various points on these lines {A, B, C, D, etc.)

pitot-tube readings were made. An average of the

velocities found at .1. U and C will give approximately

the average velocity in the outer zone; at D, E, F and G,

the average velocity in the second zone, etc. The average

velocity in the whole cross-section is then the average of

the velocity in each zone, since they are equivalent. The
more zones into which the stack is divided the more
accurate the results, the more time required to get a set

of readings and the less work that will be accomplished in

a given time.

It is not necessary to calculate the velocity at each

point, but only to average the square roots of the velocity

heads for each zone as read on the manometer gage. The
velocity heads themselves must not be a\eraged, for what
we want to substitute in the equation for the pitot tube is

the mean square root of the velocity head, which may be

quite another thing from the square root of the mean,
particularly if the readings vary much. In making read-

ings over a vertical cross-section, the static tube must be

kept near the impact tube for every reading, for if one

tube is near the top of the flue and the other near the

bottom, erroneous readings will be obtained.

After running several pitot-tube surveys of the stack,

we were able to determine the relation between the average

velocity at any point and the average for the stack. The
average velocity at point was found to be 41.5 ft. per
sec, while the average for the stack was 42.8. The
.sample was taken from point 0, and velocity and static

head, temperature and barometer readings were taken
every half-hour during the test. Once each day pitot-tube

readings were made on the entire cross-section in order to

make sure that conditions had not changed the ratio of

the velocity near the sample-pipe inlet to that of the

entire cross-section.

It is important to secure accurate temperatures of the

gas, and thermometers were found more accurate than the

pyrometers used in some of the earlier tests. They .should

be nitrogen-filled, as the mercury in ordinary thermome-
ters separates at the temperatures prevailing in the ordi-

nary flue. A case to hold the thermometer was made
out of a piece of 1-in. pipe 6 ft. long. At one end a
slot was cut, through which the scale could be read,

and the instrument was then packed in with asbestos and
a cap put on each end of the pipe. A 16-in. armored ther-

mometer graduated to 1,000° F. for total immersion was
used, obtiiined from the Taylor Instrument Co. for

$12.50. The whole was kept hanging in the stack and
withdrawn every half-hour for readings.

The velocity in the 6-in. sample pipe was obtained by

means of a pitot tube inserted about 10 ft. from the

bottom, readings being made every half-hour. The
impact tube was kept at the center of the pipe and the

velocity obtained multiplied by 0.87 to correct for the

diminished velocity along the walls. This factor depends
on the size of the pipe and local conditions and must be

determined by making a survey of the jiipe cross-section

in the same manner as already described for the stack.

In this survey, for the static head a small tube flush with

the wall of the pipe was used and for the impact head, a

small piece of glass tubing bent at right angles to face

the gas flow. In all this work great care must be used to

keep the instruments free of flue-dust obstructions, and to

this end it is very handy to have a compresseJ-air line

handy for blowing out the tubes. Also all joints must be

absolutely gas-tight—^wired and shellacked. Glass tubing

should be used as much as possible and connected up with

heavy ru])ber tubing. A manometer gage may be pur-

chased, but the home-made affairs shown in an accom-
panying illustration are not difficult to make of any

desired degree of sensitiveness, and if carefully calibrated,

serve every purpose.

A reliable barometer is a necessity for accurate work.

An aneroid barometer is preferable to the mercury tyjje,

which is subject to numeroiis corrections. It must 'ue

occasionally checked up with a mercury barometer, how-

ever, by someone that understands how to read it. The
barometer may be kept on the ground for stations u|) in

the air and a deduction of 0.01 in. of mercury made for

every 9 ft. difference in height.

FoKiuji.A Fill! C\i,rui..\TiN(; Velocity

Knowing the velocity in the bottom of the sample pipe,

the velocity at the inlet may be calculated as follows

:

where

Fj = Velocity at inlet

;

V„ = Velocity at bottom ;

r, = Absolute temperature at the inlet

:

r._, = Absolute tem]>crature at the bottom

;

i?, = Absolute pressure at the inlet;

Z?2 = Absolute pressure at the bottom.

The valve near the fan should be so regulated that the

velocity in the inlet is ap]iroximately the same as in the

stack near the inlet.

After starting the fan, it was kept running coiitinu-

ouslv for about SLo davs and then the collected dust
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removed from the pipes, settler and baghouse, and

screened and assayed. The vertical pipe leading to the

settler was first well hammered to remove the dust cling-

ing to the walls. It was found that the dust caught in the

settler wa.s of lower metallic content than the dust recov-

ered from the balloon flue and that the dust caught in

the baghouse was of still less value. This is probably

due to the fact that the lighter portions of the dust blown

from the furnaces, the coke, coke ash and rocky parts of

the ore contain less metallics than the heavier portion and

are settled with greater difficulty. The dust that escaped

from the stack therefore cannot be assumed to be as

valuable as the dust recovered.

Two tests were run—the first lasting 62 hr. and the

second, 80 hr. At the end of the second test the inacces-

sible parts of the system, which could not be cleaned at

the end of the first run. were thoroughly cleaned and the

dust thus obtained distributed pro rata over the two runs.

The summary of a test of this kind should contain all

the information possible regarding tonditions affecting

the results obtained. The test descrilu ,1 was summarized

in the following form

:

SUMMARY OF TEST TO DETERMI.VE STACK LOSSES
Date: ....
Total time of run; .... hr min.
Average velocity in stack at point 84 ft. from ground and

67 ft. above top of masonry: ft. per sec.
Average velocity in stack near sample-pipe inlet: .... ft.

per sec.
Average velocity of gas in sample-pipe inlet: .... ft. per

Temperature of stack gas at sampling point: Mini-
mum during test was .... and maximum

Draft in stack at sampling point: .... in. of water.
Nunil>er of furnaces running during test:
Average pressure at furnace bustle pipes: .... oz.
Average percentage of fines on charge:
Volume of gas going up stack in cu.ft. per hr
Volume of gas going up stack in standard cu.ft. per lir.

(32° F. and 29.92 in. Hg.):
Volume of gas drawn into settler in standard cu.ft. per

hr.:
Total dust caught during test: .... lb. containing . . .

. 'i
CuXi.

Average pounds dust lost up stack per 24 hr. : .... # . . . . ^,'c

CuN'i or .... lb. CuXi.
Average pounds dust lost up stack per ton ore

charged: Per ton total charge
Pounds CuNi lost from stack per 1.000 lb. CuNi

charged:
Percentage of ore charge going up stack: ; percentage

of total charge: ....; percentage of CuNi charge going up

Pounds dust loss per 1,000,000 standard cu.ft. of stack
gases:

Estimated velocity at top of stack in ft. per sec:
Estimated volume at top of stack in cu.ft. per hr. :

Estimated velocity at base of stack in ft. per sec:
Estimated volume at base of stack in cu.ft. per hr. :

Screen test of dust recovered from balloon flue during
test:

Screen test of dust caught in experimental settler:
CuNi assay of dust recovered from balloon flue:
Composition of stack gas: . . . . 9i ; ....H2O; ....SO.; ....

SO,; CO:; N».

In some earlier tests made at this works, the.-;e data

were not conveniently recorded and it was difficult to dig

up old records to find the rca.^ons why one set of results

varied from another.

ProdltuicttnoBii of QtiancllS.sal'veff' aia

Califos'Eaia aim WHS
According to tiic returns for 191.') now coining to

Fletcher Hamilton, state mineralogist, data have iieeii

received from a siitlicient numi)er of the qui<ksilver mines

of the state ftt that a fairly close estimate of the output

can be made This is jilaccd at 12.450 flasks of 75 lb.

each. The years output was valued at •$1,0(58,210, or

nearly double that ot 1914. which was $557,840 for 11,:57:5

flasks.

Some verj' int ".^ting developments are taking place

;it the present tlim along the line of concentration of

i|incksii' er ore^. i ularh :it tile Oat Hill mid .Vetna

mines in Napa County, at the New Idria mine iu San

Benito County, the Kings in King County, and at the

Oceanic in San Luis Obispo County.

FEot^tiom^ Oils ^t AE^i&coz&^a

During the experimental work on flotation at the Ana-

conda concentrator, described by Laist and Wiggin in a

paper to be read at the Arizona meeting of the American

Institute of Mining Engineers, September, 1916, a

description of the results obtained by some special oils

was given. From the L'nion Oil Co. of San Francisco,

there was received a sludge-acid kerosene known as

11. S. 37. It was used practically all through the experi-

mental work. It gives highly satisfactory results.

Although exposed to the weather in iron drums during

the winter months, it gave no trouble by becoming too

viscous. From the Standard Oil Co. of San Francisco

came a sludge acid that gave just as good results in the

flotation work as that from the L^nion Oil Co. This oil

did not become viscous when exposed to freezing tempera-

tures.

One barrel of oil from the Western Oil Co. was tested

during February in the M. S. No. 1 machine when treat-

ing round-table feed. This oil did not give as satisfactory

results as the two preceding. About one-third of it was

left in the barrel as a solid residue. One barrel of oil

from the Midwest Refining Co. was tested during Febru-

ary in the M. S. Xo. 1 machine when treating round-table

feed. The results obtained were not as good as those

obtained when ttsing the first two oils. At least one-half

of this oil remained in the barrel as a solid residue which

could not be licjuefied even by using the steam coils.

From the Producers Refining Co. came an oil that could

not be tested, as it was solidified in the barrels and did not

become liquid after standing for days at a temperature

of 60° F. or better.

During the experimental flotation work creosote oils

were tested with the following results : The creosote from

Cleveland-Clitt's Iron Co,, of Marquette, Mich,, is obtained

as a byproduct in the manufacture of charcoal from hard

pine. This is known as M. S. No. 33, the number given

to it by the Minerals Separation Co. It was used prac-

tically throughout the entire work with highly satisfac-

tory results. Creosote from Pensacola Tar and Turpciit"-

Co., of Gull Point, Flii.. was used iu considerable quaiu

in experimental work. It gives fully as good result-

the Cleveland-Cliffs creosote. It is made from Geo-
liine wood. This oil is known as No, 400 by the Pensai

company.

A barrel of creo.<ote from Crichton I'iiie Products ( • .

of .-Vlabama, was tested and gave good results. A test >

made using a barrel of tar creosote from the Butte '

Works, which gave fairly good results. The test was '

short to be conclusive, but it is thought that the tar n
sole would give satisfactory results.

In testing the Callow machines, a mixture of oil cnn-

taiiiing tar creosote from the Barrett Manufacturing Co.

was used with good results. In the laboratory tests it was

found that the tar creosotes give good results. Creosote

from the timber-treating plant at Rocker comes from i

.T. F. Lewis Co., of Moline. 111. It did not give ,::'

results, although tlie test was loo short to be absoluirii

conclusive. The oil contained a good deal of dirt jiim!

sediment. 11
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(dlnmnieinitts\ili©ini s\inidl FEocc^laUioim^
llv K. K. FiiF.Ef

SiWOPSIS—The rau-ses of florrulalioii, arc here

(Hscussed. Much of the anomalous behavior of

colloidal slimes is due to differences in fiocculation.

Its degree may be increased or decreased by vaiiouf

procedures, some of irhich are outlined. Discus-

sion of the jiussiliilifies of selective fiocculation.

Before proceeding to the organic deflocculators, it may
be well to say a word as to possible causes of the floccu-

lating action of salts and alkalies. No complete theory has

been formulated, and none seems possible at present. There

are, however, three ways in which dissolved substances

might be expected to affect the degree of fiocculation

:

(1) By changes of surface tension and other surface

forces, (2) by changes of electrical charge and (3) by

changes of mutual solubility of particle and medium.
Tlie importance of the surface forces between particle

and medium was pointed out in the preceding article of

this series, and the presence of small amounts of dissolved

substances is known to aifect these forces very largely.

The efficacy and mechanism of changes in the electric

charge resident on the particles are obvious. The matter

of mutual solubility is equally manifest when it is con-

sidered that the surface of demarcation between particle

and medium is never absolutely sharp, but that the par-

ticle always dissolves, slightly at least, and the medium
always penetrates to some small extent into the surface

layer of the particle. It is easy to imagine that other

substances dissolved in the medium may alter those re-

lations, with resulting secondary effects on surface forces

and the degree of fiocculation. Phenomena of this kind

are known to control a kind of fiocculation, commonly
called gelatinization, Avhicli occurs in liquid-particle col-

loids. How important they are in solid-particle suspen-

sions is not known. Indeed the whole matter of the cause

of fiocculation and defiocculation by acids, salts and al-

kalies is entirely speculative and need not detain us.

So-Called Protective Colloids

Concerning the effect of the remaining class of de-

flocculators, the organic colloids, there is, paradoxically,

rather less of precise experimentation but more of theor-

etical understanding. Substances of this class t.;nd to

prevent the fiocculation normally existing or which would
otherwise occur on the addition of flocculating agents.

It is a matter of common knowledge that glue, gelatin

and the like will prevent the subsidence of suspensions,

and the similar effects on plastic clays have long found

commercial employment. E. F. Acheson's "deflocculated

graphite," now coming into prominence as a lubricant,

owes its permanence of suspension to the presence of

materials of this sort.^" It is significant that these de-

floceulating effects are exhibited only by emulsoids—that

is, by colloids composed of liquid particles. It has been

suggested that the protective action is due to the coal-

•This is the third of a series of articles on CoUoids in
Ore Dressing. Previous articles appeared in the "Journal"
of Feb. 5 and Mar. 4. 1916. The fourth of the series will
treat of Rate of Slime Settling and will appear in an early
Issue.

tChemical engineer, 1105 Madison Ave., Baltimore. Md.
"'.Acheson, "Eng. News," Vol. LIII, pp. 127-8 (1907).

escence of llic liquid dro])lets of the colloid with the

particles of the suspension that it is stabilizing. In
this manner liquid surface films of the protective colloid

are formed about the particles of the suspension, and the

resultant change in surface properties is supposed to be

responsible for tlie failure of these particles to flocculate

and subside. There is much evidence favorable to this

conception of the action of protective colloids, and knowl-
edge of this behavior has probably contributed to the

origin of the current misconception of specific colloidal

substances in ores, as discus.sed in the preceding article.

If substances of the protective colloid class were actually

present in ores, they would behave in this manner, but

their presence has not been demonstrated and seems very

improbable. The matter will be discussed in detail in

a later article.

The protective, defiocculating action of organic col-

loids seems to be the effect- characteristic of these bodies

as a class, but it is not alwavs exhibited. A few such
substances have no apparent action on mineral suspen-

sions, and cases are recorded in which glue, gelatin, soap
and the like appear to promote fiocculation rather than
the rever.^ie. A number of cases and some interesting

experiments will I)e reported by 0. C. Ealston in a forth-

coming paper to which I shall refer more specifically in

a moment. Little is known as to the mechanism of these

anomalous effects. Purely as personal opinion, I imagine
that there occur chemical reactions between the organic

colloid and some constituent of the solution. This prob-

ably e.xplains, for in.stance, the clarifying action of a

mixture of gelatin and salts of iron. The questions sug-

gested must remain opeii, as also the matter of the effects

that may be produced on suspension by the inorganic

emulsoid (liquid-particle) colloids such as ferric hy-

droxide or colloidal silica in the form of silicic acid. In

this last case Caldecott" has found the rate of slime

settling decreased by added colloidal silica, but one case

is scarcely sufficient to establi.sh a general principal.

It is interesting that the defiocculating power of

organic colloids and their parallel power of inhibiting

crystallization have recently been put to commercial use

ill the prevention of the formation of hard scale in steam

boilers." A small amount of colloid added to the boiler

water appears to be remarkably efficacious.

Excessive Colloidality Due to Deflocculation*

In summary of the matter of fiocculation, it appears

that in the kind of systems with which we are concerned

here and which are typified by colloidal slimes, the normal

condition is not a complete defiocculation, each particle

for itself, but is a certain medium degree of fiocculation

the actual amount of which depends upon the specific

materials and circumstances concerned. This degree of

fiocculation can be increased by salts and acids and de-

creased by alkalies in certain concentrations. Fiocculation

can be prevented by organic emulsoid colloids. There is

no evidence that these bodies are active deflocculators,

""Journ. Cheni. Met. Soc. S. A.." Vol. VII, p. 217 (1907).

'=Vi'herry and Chiles, "Eng. Mag.." Vol. XLV, pp. 518-
(1913).
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l)iit there is no practical difference, since the mixing nec-

essary to add the colloid is usually sufficient to break up
the floccules which, in the presence of the colloid, are

not re-formed. Floccules, however formed, behave in

sedimentation like particles of larger diameter. Floccu-

lation is therefore a most efficient and serviceable aid to

increased rapidity of settling. Let us examine the prac-

tical bearing of these phenomena.

As was outlined in the first article of this series, the

excessive colloidalitv of slimes from certain ores is not

entirely a matter of fine grinding or imxisual disinte-

gration. Many noucolloidal .-ilimes are composed of \ilti-

mate particles finer than those of the slimes that cause

trouble. The difference is usually one of flocculatiou.

An excessively colloidal slime must not only consist of

very fine particles, but must be dcflocculated. The sat-

isfactorv- slimes are flocculate^l ; the colloidal ones are not.

In a given case this difference may be due to any one or

more of many influences, most of which will be suggested

by the preceding paragraphs. Xot infrequently it ap-

pears to be due to the presence of small amounts of caustic

alkali, especially with highly oxidized ores containing

feldspar or other minerals capable of giving alkali by

liydrolysis. It must not be ima rined, however, that the

addition of acid will be a general panacea. In the pres-

ent state of knowledge it is impossible to formulate gen-

eral principles. Each case of excessively colloidal slime

must be regarded as distinct and specific, requiring in-

dividual stiidy and an individual treatment. The cause

of the excessive deflocculation must be sought for specif-

ically and removed.

Aside from the matter of the discovery and removal

of the cause of excessive colloidality, there are at least

two procedures that may be employed to hasten the set-

tling of slimes in general. First is the increase of the

degree of flocculation by the addition of flocculating salts

or acids, as suggested especially by Ashley." From the

curve of FSg. 2 it is apparent that the mininuim active

concentration (the threshold concentration) of sodium

ihloride is not high, and this is true of most of tlie floc-

(uhitinc salts. Tlicrc is nothin;; inherently impossible

in tiie practical use of such flocculating agents in ore

dressing, and this is already done in several industries

and is a common procedure in slime testing and in the

analytical laboratory generally. An extensive and im-

portant series of experiments on the action of flocculating

agents on slimes has l)eeu carried out by 0. C. Ralston,

of the United States Bureau of Mines, and is reported

in a forthcoming paper by him. [Jlr. Ralston's paper

will a])pear in an early issue of the Journal.—Editor.]

I am indebted to Mr. Ralston for tiie privilege of exam-

ining his valuable paper in advance of pul)lication and

sliall have occasion to refer in this and following articles

to many of his results.

Other experiments (with common salt and with fer-

rous sulphate) have been reported by Laist and Wiggins,'*

and Caldcfotf' has observed in practice the reverse, or

<leflocculating, effect of caustic soda. In tliis connec-

tion it should be noted that the acid or other solutions

used in the several leailiing processes, and probably also

llie usual cyanide solutions, have a certain flocculating

action which is not without its importance, although the

employment of these solutions is for other ends.

A word must be devoted to the use of lime as a floccu-

lating agent, this material having been useful practically

in the hands of a number of engineers.'"

At first sight it would appear improbable that lime

could have a purely physical flocculating action, lime

being an alkali and the characteristic effect of small con-

centrations of alkali appearing (as cited) to be a defloc-

culation rather than the reverse. There is n-^vertheless

a certain flocculating action exhibited by lime, even under

laboratory conditions, and it appears that the hydroxides

of calcium, and probably of magnesium, do not parallel

the behavior of potassium and sodium hydroxides. It ap-

pears probable, also, that certain purely chemical factors

enter as well and that the efficacy of lime as a darifier

is due in part to chemical reactions of the .*ame sort as

those which control, for instance, the action of aluminum
salts in clarifying water.'" These clarifying actions ap-

parently depend upon the formation by chemical reaction

of some flocculant precipitate that entangles and .sweeps

down the suspended particles. Probably the occasional

eases of clarification by organic colloids, as already noted,

belong to the same class.

Tempeuature and Slime Settling

The second procedure for hastening settling is already

in use and consists in increase of temperature.'* It will

be remembered that the Stokes formula contains a term

for the viscosity of the medium and that the rate of set-

tling varies inversely with this viscosity. Rise of tem-

perature decreases the viscosity of water, and a quicker

VISCOSITY OF WATER

-Temperature
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oroase in tlie viscosity of water with ri.siiif; temperature

is given in the accompanying table, the viscosity data being

J'rom the measurements of Hosking.^^

The last column gives the percentage by which the

viscosity decreases for each interval of 10° C. (18° F.).

In most cases the corresponding increase in the rate of

ticttling will be about in the same ratio, although exact

agreement is not to be expected because of changes in

flocculation, convection currents set up by the heating

and other disturbing effects. The most important prac-

tical deduction from this table is that the effect of tem-

perature change upon viscosity, and hence upon rate of

settling, is greater at low temperatures than at high.

For instance, the rise of temperature from freezing to

20° C. (68° F.) causes a nearly .44% decrease in vis-

cosity and will probably increase the rate of settling by

nearly as much. There are cases in which the use of

waste steam to prevent chilling of slimes in winter will

prove of important practical value, although heating

above normal summer temperature is improfitable.

It should be noted that the hastening of settling by

increased flocculation is not alwaj-s an unmixed blessing.

The floccules formed by the particles have no great me-

chanical rigidity, but do persist in some extent in the

settled material, with the result that a well-flocculated

slime when thickened may have a larger pore space and

greater volume per unit of dry matter than a slime that

settled with a lower degree of flocculation. In those cases

where the volume of the settled slime and the retention

of solution in it are important and must be kept low,

the engineer is confronted by opposing desiderata and

must strike a balance between low flocculation, meaning

slow settling with good consolidation, and high floccu-

lation, meaning rapid settling with less perfect consoli-

dation. This matter of the volume of the settled slime

mu.«t not be confused, however, with the perviousness

or imperviousness of the slime to percolating solutions.

This includes a number of other factors which must be

left for discussion in a later article. The hastening of

settling by higher temperature does not necessarily in-

volve changes in degree of flocculation and usually has

no large effect on the volume of the thickened slime.

What experience is available indicates that the volume

is likely to be decreased. ^^

The Settling of Thick Suspensions

The discussion that precedes has assumed that single

particles or single floccules were free to fall without

interference from other particles in the same suspension.

With dilute suspensions this is very nearly true, but the

cases of most interest are the more-concentrated sus-

pensions, in which particles are closely crowded. It is

necessary to give some attention to the disturbances of

the sedimentation relations thus created. The Stokes

formula used in the preceding discussion is based upon a

number of hydro-dynamic assumptions, among which is

one that a single particle is falling through a fluid that

is at rest.

It follows that the Stokes formula cannot be expected to

apply exactlv to ordinary slimes or other suspensions of

considerable concentration in which many particles are

falling simultaneously and close together. In attem]it-

='"Proc. Roy. Soc. New South Wales," Vol. XCIII. pp. 3-1-S

(1910).

==SaIkinson, loc. cit.

ing the analysis of these conditions it will be convenient

to consider two special ca.ses: First, the simultaneous

fall of a number of spherical particles of equal .size and
specific gravity: and, econd, the fall of a single larger

particle through a suspension of particles small enough to

remain jjermanently suspended. The first case can be

visualized as the fall of a group of equal-sized sand grains

through a tulje of water. If the sand grains are num-
erous enough relati\e to the diameter of the tube, the

disturbance in the liquid created by each of them in

its fall may be expected to interfere with the fall of ad-

joining particles and operate to increase the apparent or

effective viscosity of the medium. The particles together

will fall more slowly than one of them would fall alone.

Starting from reasonable assumptions, it can be shown
mathematically that if the particles are of the .same size,

their rate of fall is lowered by this mutual impedenee

to a degree depending (between fixed limits) upon a

power of the concentration Itetween the first power and
the square. By concentration we mean the ratio of the

mass of the particles to the mass of the liquid or, since

the particles are equal-sized, the number of particles per

unit volume of the suspension. Increase of this con-

centration produces decrease in rate of fall, but in some-

what greater ratio. Suspensions of high concentration,

such as thick slimes, will be expected to settle much
more slowly than dilute ones, and it will be expected that

a definite increment of concentration (expressed as a

percentage of the initial concentration) will produce rela-

tively more effect when the concentration is already high

than when it is low. Continuous increase of concentra-

tion without flocculation will result relatively soon in

a .suspension that practically does not settle at all. Very

dilute suspensions, on the other hand, will show relatively

little response to limited increa.^es of concentration. All

of these conclusions are in substantial agreement with

the experiments of Xichols" and of Mishler-* on the set-

tling of concentrated slimes, with the well-known experi-

ments of Monroe-'' and of Richards-" on the fall of

particles in relatively narrow tul)es. and with the ex-

periments of Bardwell-' on hindered .settling, as well as

with some experiments of Cameron and myself on the

consolidation of thick kaolin suspensions, not yet pub-

lished in detail.-''

IjiroinwN r C(insioki;.vtiox.s of FLOccuL.iTiox

ilore important in a consideration of flocculation is

the relation between the mutual impedance of the falling

particles and their size, the concentration of the suspen-

sion (relative to mass, not number, of particles) remain-

ing constant. We are still considering, of course, groups

of equal-sized particles. In this case mathematical an-

alysis leads to the conclusion that the impeding effect

will vary inversely as the square of the radius of the

particle, and since the square of this radius already ap-

pears in the Stokes formula, it is apparent that the rate

of fall in concentrated suspensions will vary (again be-

tween fi.xed limits) directly as the fourth power of the

=3"Trans. I. M. M." Vol. XVII, pp. 293-329 (190S1; "Min.
and Sci. Press," Vol. XCVII, pp. ''4-6 (ISOS).

=<"Eng. and Min. Journ." Vol. XCIV, pp. 643-6 (19UM.

»"Tians. A. 1. M. E.." Vol. XVII, pp. 637-59 (l^s;n.

=«Ib., Vol. XXIV, pp. 409-86 (1S94). For more recent ex-
periments which are essentially conflrmatory, see .l.irvis. ib..

Vol. XXXIX, pp. 4.^.1-521 (190S),

'''"Trans. A. I. M. K.." Vol. XI.VI. pp. 266-76 (19141.

-•^Abstract, "Science," (n.s.) Vol. XXXIl pp. 4S1-; (1910).
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radius. Xow flocculation is essentially an increase of

the effective radiiis of particle, and it may be expected,

therefore, that a relatively small change in the degree of

flocculation of concentrated slimes -will produce a rela-

tively large change in the rapidity of settling. The effect

is in the same direction as in dilute suspensions, but is

relatively much more marked.

Turning to the second case—the fall of a single coarser

particle through a permanent suspension—it is manifest

immediately that since the fine particles are in permanent

suspension in the fluid, they will move with it and as a

part of it and will produce no hydrodjniamic impedance

of the kind encountered in the first case. Any effect of

the permanently suspended particles upon the fall of the

larger one will result from an increase in the effective

density of the medium or an increase in it* effective vis-

cosity as encountered by the larger particle. Obviously,

the density effect will be continously and directly depend-

ent upon the concentration of the suspension. It is

probable, however, that the viscosity effect will be dis-

continuous and will show a sharp increase at that con-

centration a't which the fine particles become so numerous

and so close together as to touch each other or to bring

into play the surface forces or so-called molecular at-

tractions that begin to act as contact is nearly approached.

ImPBDAXCE of PaKTU LES IX SCSPEXSIOX

It may be expected that the fall of a coarser particle

through a permanent suspension of fine particles will

not be seriously impeded so long as the suspension is

dilute. With more concentrated suspensions impedance

will probably become serious at a relatively definite con-

centration the exact value of which will depend upon the

size and nature of the fine particles. However, even be-

low this critical value tliere will have been some slowing

of the rate of settling due to increase in effective density

of the medium. There appear to be no satisfactory ex-

periments on these points. It is known that the viscosity

of dilute suspensions is practically that of the medium,

and there have been many studies of the viscosity of clay

mixes and other plastics, essentially suspensions of very

high concentrations, but the investigation of the viscosity

of the suspensions of medium concentration encountered

in ore dressing pre.«ents so many experimental difficulties

that it seems not to have been undertaken seriously. The

matter is so important to the theory of sand classification

in the presence of slimes that it is to be hoped an effort

will be made to unravel the phenomena.

General experience suffices for the statement that rate

of fall and the precision of separations are greatly de-

crea.^ed by the presence of large amounts of fine slimes.

An increase of flocculation, by decreasing the effective

viscosity of the suspension, may facilitate the settling

and .separation of the sands. Frequently, however, this

benefit is more than counterbalanced by the fact that

floccules of slime particles behave like single larger grains

and get into the sands. It is pointed out by Ralston'"

that it is frequently deflocculation which is practically

useful in improving classification. If each particle is

falling alone, the vi-ic-ity of the suspension may be high-

er and the fall of t!i.' larger grains less rapid, but there

will Ije no contaminuiKin of the sand fractions by slime

particles that got into the sands only because they fell as

"In hlB frirthoomInK i iir alrciidy mentioned.

floccules and hence fell faster than their proper individ-

ual rates.

This discussion of two limiting cases of the behavior

of concentrated slimes will suffice for indication of the

controlling principles so far as these are known. Of
course actual cases lie always between these extremes.

Particles of the slimes encountered in practice are never

all of one size, nor are slimes through which sand must
be settled always of uniform particles or always in per-

manent suspension. Actual cases are beyond theoretical

treatment at present and can be attacked only by specific

experiment, in which experiment, however, the general

principles of the simpler cases should serve as useful

guides. Details of the available experimental data with

especial reference to the practical problems of slime set-

tling will be presented in a later article.

The Possibility of ."^elective .Settlixg

In conclusion it is interesting to draw attention to an

alluring hope—that of flocculating one mineral or grou|)

of minerals while other minerals or groups remain de-

flocculated. The essential problem of ore dressing is the

separation of the valuable native minerals from associated

minerals that are not of use. To this end are directed

all the multitude of separation processes based \ipon dif-

ferences in specific gravity, surface tension, magnetic

susceptibility and other properties. Why should it not

be possible to have a method of selective flocculation based

upon a different response of ore and gangue to some floc-

culating or deflocculating agent or circumstance? Sup-

pose, for instance, that the metallic mineral particles of

a mixed suspension could be caused to flocculate, while

the nonmetallic particles remained deflocculated. In the

first draft of this article, written over a year ago, I wrote

of this matter as something "which one hesitates to call

a possibility, but which nevertheless seems not entirely

fanciful." It is significant of present progress and future

potentialities that the possibility that was so recently al-

most fanciful has actually been attained in at least one

case. As a part of the work described in his forthcoming

paper, Ralston was able to secure differential flocculation

and settling of siliceous material from a certain slime

with a considerable concentration of the values in the

portion that remained suspended. I leave the details for

his own presentation.

Similar possibilities appear to be involved in certain

of Schwerin's patents,^" and the use by natives of tin

Philippines of the extract of the plant gogo to facilitate

the ])anning of gold is perhaps another case.'* The prac-

tical possibilities of successful selective flocculation arc

obvious and are sure to lead to much investigation. Per-

haps the fact that the valuable minerals arc usually

metallic and conduct electricity, while the useless ones

are nonmetallic nonconductors, may furnish a further

point of attack on tiie ])roblem.
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As stated in our preliminary revieAv. .Tan. !i. tlie pro-

duction of pip iron, wliicli started at low point in 1915,

showed a rapid increase in the second half. For the first

six months of the year, according to the completed and
revised figures of the Statistical Bureau of the American
Iron and iSteel Association, the make of pig iron was

13,233,791 tons; for the second half it was 17,682,422

tons, making a total for the year 1915 of 29,916,213 gross

tons, which is 6,583.969 tons, or 28.2%, more than in

the preceding year.

The total production for two years past by grades of

iron made was as follows

:

1914 1915
Grades Tons % Tons %

Basic 9,670,687 41.45 13,093,214 43.77
Bessemer '. 7,859,127 33.68 10,523,306 35,17
Foundry 4,533,254 19.43 4,864,348 16.26
Malleable 671,771 2.88 829,921 2.77
Forge 361,651 1.55 316,214 106
SpieEoleisen 79,935 0.34 97,885 33
Ferromanganese 106,083 0.46 129,072 43
All other 49,736 21 62,253 21

Total 23,332,244 100 00 29.916,213 100 00

All pig iron and ferroalloys are included, whether made
in blast furnaces or in electric furnaces. Pig iron made
with bituminous coal is included under coke pig iron ; pig

iron made with mixed anthracite and coke is included in

anthracite pig iron; pig iron made with coke and elec-

tricity is included in coke pig iron ; that made with char-

coal and electricity is included in charcoal pig iron.

Low-phosphorus pig iron—that is iron running under
O.OJ: in pho.sphorus—is included in bessemer pig iron.

Pig iron containing from 0.04 to 0.10% of phos-

phorus is classified as bessemer. The figures include

under basic iron a small quantity of charcoal iron of basic

grade. Nearly all the charcoal iron is classed as foundry
pig iron. Ferrosilicon is included in foundry pig iron.

Pig iron containing 7% or over of silicon is classified as

ferrosilicon. Under all other grades are white and mot-
tled iron, direct castings, and miscellaneous ferroalloys.

The production in 1915 according to fuel used was:
1914 1915

Tons % Tons %
Coke 22,976,856 9S 5 29,535,308 98 7
Anthracite 91,464 0.4 84,753 03
Charcoal 263,924 11 296,152 10

Total 23,332.214 100 29.916.213 100

A very small quantity included under coke is made with
raw bituminous coal or. coal and coke mixed. Nearly all

the anthracite furnaces use some proportion of coke, so

that coke is practically the fuel for 98% of our iron. Of
fhe charcoal iron made in 1915 only 5,302 tons was made
with cold blast, the rest with warm blast.

Of the total production in 1915 there was 21,333,206
ton.s, or 71.3%, made by the steel-works furnat-es for their

own consumption, while 8,583,007 tons, or 28.7%, was
merchant iron, made for sale. The merchant iron was
largely of foundry and forge grades. The deliveries were:
In molten condition, 17,]08,891 ton.?, or 57.2%; sand
cast, 5,076,469 tons, or 17%; machine cast, 6,969,108
tons, or 23.3%; chill cast, 740,413 tons, or 2.4%; direct

castings, 21,332 tons, or 0.1%. The iron delivered in

molten condition was nearly all basic and bessemer.

The production of pig iron by states for two years past

was as follows

:

1914 1915-
States Tons % Tons %

Pennsylvania 9,733.369 41.72 12,790,668 42.75
Ohio 5,283,426 22 64 6,912,962 23.11
Illinois 1,847,451 7.92 2,447,220 8.18
New York, New Jersey 1,559,864 6.69 2,104.780 7.04
Alabama 1,826,929 7.83 2,049,453 6.85
Ind., Mich 1,557,355 6.67 1,986,778 6.64
Wis., Minn 329,526 1.41 372,966 1.25
W. Va, Ky.. Miss 236,393 1.01 291,040 0.97
Mo, Col., Calif 267,777 1.15 271,921 0.91
Maryland 195,594 0.84 251.548 0.84
Virginia 271.228 1.16 251,346 0.84
Tennessee 216,738 0.93 177.729 0.59
Mass., Conn 6.594 03 7,802 03

Total 23,332,244 100 00 29,916,213 100 00

The number of furnaces in blast at the close of the

year 1915 was 310, against 236 reported at the end of

the first half-year.

The production for 15 years has been as follows, in

gross tons

:

1901 15,S7S,.)40 1906 2.5.307.191 1911 23,649.547
1902 17,821,307 1907 25,781,361 1912 29.726,937
1903 18,000,2.52 190S 15,9.36,018 1913 30,966,152
1901 16,497,033 1909 25,795,471 1914 23,332,244
1905 22,992,380 1910 27,303,567 1915 29,916,213

The production last year was the largest ever reported

with the one exception of 1913. While it was nearly twice

that of 15 years ago, yet it is to be noted that in 10 years

jDast the gain has not l)een large.

A. BalblSo^s'aijpfias^ of FSoftsitaoira

A list of references on the subject of oil flotation has

been published by the School of Mines and Metallurgy

of the University of Missouri, Eolla, Mo. The prepara-

tion of this list was done by Jesse Cunningham, librarian.

The bibliography includes books, general works and
magazine articles dating back to 1890, and while the

librarian does not claim completeness for his work, it

seems to include all the important discussions on the

subject down to and including January, 1916. A number
of articles dealing with colloid chemistry are included, as

useful auxiliaries in the study of the subject. There is

also a list of British and United States patents bearing

on flotation.

Felbiptiflas'y Mairaiini^ Oaw£dleEJi(dl§

On page 449 of the Journal, Mar. 4, the Miami divi-

dend was correctly stated at $1.25 per share, but inad-

vertently the total was given at only one-half the

amount disbursed, which was $933,892. The United

States Steel, preferred, rate was $1.75 per share : the

total as stated being correct.

The Minimum Daily AVater Consumption for domestic pur-
poses according to data published on water supply systems
in Catalog 7 of the Redwood Manufacturers Co.. San Francls?o.
manufacturers of Romeo redwood pipe, figures out 15 ga)
per capita with a maximum of 40 and an average of 25 gal.

per c.ipita.
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)rtlinicatioini

Deranoliti

SYNOPSIS—The problems of field fortification,

sieges and demolitions are for the engineer. Vari-

ous kinds of trenches are defined and described,

as well as the accessory features in front of and

behind the fire trenches. The tools used by the

troops and the tasks required of the men are enum-

erated. Under the discussion of sieges the under-

ground work of the practical miner is followed in

close detail. Military deni'illfloiis and military

crplosives are discussed.

Fortifications may be tlassitied as permanent, semi-

permanent and field fortifications. Permanent fortifi-

cations are built in time of peace, bv civilian labor, for

the protection of the strategic points. The fortifications

at Verdun on the French frontier are an example of this

class. The United States has no permanent land forti-

fications : the nearest approach to such works are our sea-

coast forts. The term .semipermanent fortifications is

applied to works built for strategic purjjose after the

outbreak of war, which, owing t<> lack of time, are less

elaborate than pernumcnt fortifications. Works hastily

constructed in the field l)y the troops themselves, to in-

crease their fighting power, are called field fortifications.

Sometimes hasty intrenchments begun on the field of

battle gradually develop into elaborately prepared forti-

iied lines until conditions approximating those of a siege

exist. Such is the state on the western battle front in

Europe today. This special case nmst not be taken to

jiieau that all future operations in warfare will be con-

lined to trench work.

SoMK Military Ti:i;.ms Di;rixi;n

Before going into the subject of field fortifications,

(here arc some military terms whidi .should l)e understood.

The parajjct (see Fig. 1) is the earth thrown up in front

III' a trench for protection. The comnuuid of the parapet

iver any point in the foreground is the difference in eleva-

tions between its top and that point. The relief of the

parapet is its elevation above the ditch in front, although

the same term is often used to express its elevation above

llie bottom of the fire trench.

Fig. 2 represents a ])roKle of a tyj)ical hill. The top

is called the crest, and the break in the slope in front

<if the crest is called the military crest because from

it all the country in the foreground can l)e swept. This

cannot be done from the crest because there is a dead

space at the foot of the hill caused by the military crest.

This diagram also shows the cones of dispersion of shrap-

nel and shell and the difference in the depth of ground

swept by the fragments on the front and reverse slo])e.

\ 3-in. .shrapnel, at mid-range (:{,00i) yd.), on level

ground will sweep a zone about 20 yd. wide and 2.50 yd.

Iiin^'. A C-in. liowitzcr shrapnel at mid-range (;?.t00 yd.),

w ill sweep a zone •^> yd. wide and l-oO yd. long. Tlic angle

of dispersion of siiinimcl is about 14°. The l.T-in. shell

used in our service is i ajiable of inflicting serious damage

i.ver a radius of from 2o to 30 yd. from the point of burst.

•Excerpts from a !•

..f KnKlneiTS. U. S. .

.<... lilies BuildlnK. Ni-

re by Capt. Thomas M. Robins. Corps
v. delivered at United Enslneerlng
•irk City, Feb. 28. 1916.

Hasty field intrenchments are constructed for tactical

purposes. Superior fire effect is the chief object of all

tactical operations, and the fullest scope must be given

to the use of the gun, machine gun and rifle. Therefore,

although the cover obtained by fortifications is of great

importance in diminishing the effect of hostile fire, it must

never interfere with the fire of our own weapons. Cover

should afford as much protection as practicable against the

enemy's projectiles of every kind, lie inconspicuous and

capable of easy and rapid construction with the means at

hand.

The thickness of cover is a factor of the penetration

of the projectiles to be used against it. For protection

against rifle and shrapnel bullets 3 ft. of ordinary earth is

required, for protection against light field-gun projectiles

from !1 to 12 ft. of ordinary earth is necessary, and to re-

sist the projectiles of heavy field guns a still greater thick-

ness of cover must be provided. The penetration of the

modern rifle bullet in various materials at a range of 400

yd. is as follows : Dry pine, 34 in. ; dry oak, 25 in. ; dry

loam, 30 in.
;
gravel or broken stone, 9 in. ; snow lightly

compacted, 90 in.; brickwork, 15 in.

In general, troops will not be able to construct, with

portable tools, cover strong enough to resist the fire of

field guns. Protection against such fire must be secured

by good concealment rather than by strength.

Profiles of Simple Trexches

The most effective use of a rifle necessitates a trench

with a relief of about 4.5 ft. from the top of the cover to

the surface upon which the soldier stands. A narrow

trench 4.5 ft. deep, with the excavated earth carried away

or scattered about in the vicinity, is the safest and most

inconspicuous fonn. The best outlook, or command, can

I'e obtained by throwing up a parapet 4.5 ft. high and let-

ting the rifleman stand on the natural surface of the

ground. This, however, gives poor concealment. For

ease and rapidity of construction of a trench, it is evident

tliat the cut and fill should be balanced. In practice a

com])romise must be made between these three forms so as

to best fit the needs in each particular case.

Trenches must be placed so as to get a good field of fire.

Modern firearms are ettective at ranges over 1,000 yd.,

but the introduction of machine guns in large numbers,

which can give an enormous volume of fire, has tended

to reduce the extent of the field of fire formei'ly considered

necessary. It is, however, believed that a clear field •

fire of at least GOO yd. to the front should be obtained .

practicable.

'I'renches dug on the crests of hills afford the best view

of the foreground, but give a plunging fire which is much
less effective than a grazing fire, which could be obtained

by a position lower down. It also gives poor concealment,

and there is danger of dead spaces at the shorter ranges,

which might afford shelter to the enemy. Prominent

crests always form bad positions, affording a good target

to the hostile artillery.

A trench position on gently rising ground with a con-

cave slope gives a minimum exposure and a good view.

Unfortunatelv. terrain is not made to order and it is
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generally necessary to choose between a position on a mili-

tary crest and one farther forward. Positions forward

of the military crest are less exposed to hostile fire, but

make it difficult to communicate to the rear, either for

bringing xip reinforcements or to retreat. In laying out

trenches, great care must be taken not to have them stand

out against the sky line.

In order to avoid the effect of hostile artillery fire, it

is understood that many trenches in the present war have

been on the reverse slopes of hills. This greatly reduces

the field of fire, but may afford marked advantages, espe-

cially in operations similar to those on the western front

in Europe, where artillery is being used in overwhelming

strength and trenches are fixed in position for long periods

of time.

The considerations involved in the location of rifle

trenches are so conflicting that everything must depend

upon the judgment and experience of the officer respon-

sible for laying out the position.

In practice, defensive lines usually consist of distinct

defensive positions with intervals between them that are

covered by cross and flanking fire. Such positions are

known as supporting points.

Formerly it was thought that closed works in the nature

of forts or redoubts were necessary for supporting points.

Although such works are still used for the all-round de-

fense of strategic points, they find little application today

in battlefield fortification. They are difficult to conceal,

and their protection from modern artillery fire is beyond

the resources and time available in field operations. All the

objects formerly sought by the use of redoubts with mas-

sive profile and geometric trace can be obtained better

by a proper grouping of simple rifle trenches. In the

rare cases where a closed work is necessary, it should take

the form of a simple ring trench entirely surrounded by

obstacles and will have a fixed garrison assigned to it.

A prepared fortified line will therefore normally con-

sist of a line of supporting points or positions so placed

as to defend the intervals by flanking and cross fire. The
supporting points themselves may be natural topograph-

ical or existing artificial features (woods, villages, build-

ings, etc.) organized for defense, groups of rifle trenches

or a combination of the two.

Long trenches are not desirable, even if the ground

will permit, which is not ordinarily the case. It is prefer-

able to limit the length of trenches to that needed for a

company, and if additional length of front is required, to

add more trenches of company, platoon or even squad

length.

Use of Engineers in the Field

It is now accepted as a principle tliat all hasty field

works must be constructed by troops who are to defend

them, and all troops, infantry, cavalry and artillery are

equipped with tools for this purpose. There are, however,

many classes of work in the organization of a position

which must be carried out by the engineers. These are:

Demolitions for clearing the foreground and obstructing

the movements of the enemy; cutting down heavy timber

for which infantry tools are not suited ; the construttion

of ol)stacle8, substantial cover and special revetment; pro-

viding communications, especially bridges; the execution

of special constructions, such as observation stations and

shelters for the wounded : works on the second line of de-

fense if one is contemplated.

The simple trench having been completed, there are

various means of improving it with which accessory fea-

tures engineers are especially involved. If it is evident

from the first that there will be ample time, these addi-

tions will of course be included in the original plan, but

ordinarily time is not available and improvements must be

deferred until after a usable trench has been completed.

Head cover is ordinarily obtained by notching the

parapet or by constructing loopholes in it. Notching tlie

parapet is generally accomplished by the use of earth, sod

or sandbags. Loopholes are usually made of sandbags or

in the form of boxes of boards covered with earth or sand-

bags. The bottom of the loophole is called the floor, or

sole, the sides are called cheeks, and the narrow part the

throat. Loopholes made of plank and closed by steel

]ilates about V2 ^^- thick with a slot through which the

rifle can be used are ver}' effective. Sometimes loopholes

take the form of a continuous slot made by placing logs

or fascines lengthwise on the parapet and supporting them
at intervals with some suitable material.

Value of Head Cover and Short Trenches

Head cover is valuable for neutralizing shrapnel fire,

but it increases the visibility of the parapet and restricts

the field of fire. However, head cover should always be

employed when practicable, as it affords more protection

and increases greatly the accuracy of fire. Both notches

and loopholes are largely used in the present war.

A long unbroken trench would be exposed to enfilade

fire, and also a shell or shrapnel breaking in it would have

a widespread effect. These difficulties can be partly over-

come by constructing trenches in short lengths. They
should, however, be further subdivided by traverses, when
time pemiits. A traverse is a mound of earth placed at

right angles to the parapet across the line of trench. The
intervals between traverses should not exceed 8 yd. They
should be about 1 yd. thick and not project above the para-

pet over 18 in.

On account of the accuracy of modern artillery fire it

is essential, if trenches are to be occupied for any length

of time, that some form of shelter be provided for the

men when not actually manning the parapet. The over-

head thickness of material for shelters will vary from 8

in. of earth on thin boards, for protection against shrap-

nel and splinters, to 3 ft. of earth on 6-in. timber, for

protection against plunging fire from light field guns.

It is almost always impracticable to provide overhead

shelter against tlie high angle fire of modern heavy field

guns and howitzers without resorting to measures that

are ordinarily only practicable under siege conditions. A
shell from a G-in. howitzer will penetrate 21 ft. of earth

before bursting. It will be effective against shelter con-

sisting of 12-in. timber covered with 11 ft. of earth, and

if the shell penetrates a bomb-proof and bursts, it is a

foregone conclusion that everybody within 40 ft. of it will

be killed by fragments and blast effect or be suffocated

by the powder gases.

It is the general practice to construct in the fire trenches

sheltcM- against shrapnel only and to seek protection against

heavy gunfire in rear of the fire trench, where the amount
of cover that can be secured depends ujwn the time avail-

able in which to dig and the character of the soil.

Except when the garrison is actually required to man
the parapet, it will remain under cover, leaving a tew

lookouts whose duty it will be to observe the enemy's
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movements from observation stations. These should be

carefully placed in order to get the maximum concealment

consistent with their function, and provided with special

overhead cover. Great use is now also made of periscopes

and mirrors for observing the enemy at short range from
the fire trench.

Machine guns are now a vital element on the battlefield.

Provision for their efficient use must be made along the

fire trench itself and also special emplacements con-

structed, which will afford the maximum protection prac-

ticable for the gun and its personnel. Splinter-proof

overhead cover should always be provided if possible.

If a trench is to be occupied for any length of time, pro-

vision for drainage is essential. It has been said that

"nothing so saps the courage of a soldier as to wet the

seat of his trousers."

The floor of a trench should always be sloped to the

rear, where an intercepting drain should collect the

water and carry it to a point where it can be run ofE or to

a sump where it can be pumped, baled, or otherwise

disposed of. A sufficient supply of good drinking water

must be assured to the men in the trenches. The way
this will be done depends on the time and facilities avail-

able. Suitable vessels can be placed in the trenches and
kept full. Special wells can sometimes be sunk or driven,

and in rare cases pipe lines can be run, especially if the

position is to be held for a long period of time.

In loose soils or sand great difficulty will be met in

making the sloping sides of the trenches stand at the de-

sired angles and a covering or facing placed on an earth

slope to enable it to stand, called a revetment, should

be resorted to whenever practicable (see Fig. 10). Sand-

bags make the best revetment because they can be easily

replaced when damaged. Sod makes an excellent perma-

nent revetment, but is not often available. Many ways of

using poles, brush and plank suggest themselves, and they

are quite effective. In general, the resourceful engineer

will always be able to improvise some form of revetment

from material at hand.

In Figs. 6 and 8 is shown the method of making fascines

from brush or light poles, and one use of them is shown
in Fig. 10. Gabions are constructed by weaving brush

about a form, as shown in Figs, f and 9 and completed in

Fig. 5. These are filled with earth, and their application

to revetment is also shown in Fig. 10.

Accessory Features ix Rear of Fire Trexches

It often happens that the character of the terrain is

such as to afford natural cover for supports and reserves

in rear of the fire trench. Such ideal conditions do not

by any means always exist, and special provisions in rear

cf the line must be made for cover and for communica-
tions. Trenches for the protection of supports and re-

serves are called cover trenches, and those connecting

the cover trench and the fire trench, communicating
trenches. Fig. 2 shows a common arrangement of fire,

communicating and cover trenches, and Fig. 7 shows a

section of the latter.

Supports must be held near enough to the firing line

to be able to readily reinforce it under all emergencies.

This may compel cover trenches to be placed within 25

yd. of the fire trench, where it will be under heavy

artillery fire aimed at the latter. Cover trenches differ

from fire trenches in that their only function is to pio-

vide cover. While this must be made as good as prac-

ticable, ready means of egress fro-^r. them to the front must
alv.'ays be provided.

Communicating trenches are intended merely for con-
cealment of men when passing through them and there-
fore do not have to be as deep as cover trenches. Thev
must, however, not be enfiladed and are therefore zig-

zagged to the front or heavily traversed. Several very
necessary adjuncts, such as latrines and dressing stations,

are usually placed in the communicating trenches.

Dummy trenches are frequently used to deceive the
enemy and draw his fire. They should be made to shn-
ulate as far as practicable the real trenches, having just

enough added conspicuousness to attract attention and
carefully placed so that chance shots aimed at them will

not hit our own men in the real trenches.

Easy communication must exist in rear of and along
the position. Roads must be prepared, if they do not al-

ready exist, for the rapid movements of troops and sup-
plies. Streams and ravines must be bridged or their banks
cut down and otherwise made readily passable. Guide
posts must be set up to guide the troops by day and lan-

terns to prevent them from losing their way by night.

All these duties generally fall to the engineers. Tele-

phonic communications are also important, but they are

in charge of the Signal Corps.

Accessory Features ix Froxt of Fire Trexches

In order that a good field of fire may be had to the
front, it is often necessary to clear the foreground.

Trees, woods, thickets, etc., must be cut down and re-

moved, walls, fences and crops leveled, and depressions

filled in. In short, everything that would interfere with

our own fire or give shelter to the enemy must be done
away with. The methods employed to accomplish this end
are of course many, including the use of explosives, and
in all of them engineers take an active part.

The function of obstacles is to retard the advance of

the enemy and hold him under fire as long as possible.

They are particularly useful when the field of fire is re-

stricted. They also protect works from surprise. As a

rule obstacles should be placed not farther away than 3(.iO

yd. and not nearer than 75 yd. Ordinarily, to prevent

the enemy from slipping up at night and destroying our

obstacles, they should be placed as near the interior lunit

as feasible. If practicable, obstacles should always be

concealed and more or less protected from artillery fire

according to the degree of concealment that can be

obtained.

The most efficient obstacle is the barbed-wire entangle-

ment (Fig. 13). To be effective a wire entanglement

should be at least 30 ft. deep, although sometimes a

strong wire fence will be found very useful to check the

advance of raiding parties, etc.

An abatig is an obstacle presenting the sharpened ends

of pronged timber to the enemy—like a tree felled toward

the enemy and the leaves removed and all the branches

sharpened. It has the disadvantage of affording some
cover to the enemy and of easy destruction by artillery

fire, from which it should always be protected by placiuL:

it in depressions when practicable.

Military pits (Fig. 15) are deep cone-shaped holes dug

in the foreground, having sharp stakes driven in the

bottom to impale men falling into them. Military pits

in combination with barhed-wire entanglements were used

with cood effci t in Maiu liuria. The Filin'"*-^ also cm-
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ployed them against our troops, covered over and con-

cealed by brush.

Another form of obstacle sometimes used is the che-

veaux de frise. It consists ordinarily of a number of

sharpened ti.ubers put together in sawbuck fashion. Some-

times iron spikes are used instead of timber, and often

l)arbed-wire is strung on it in order to reduce the num-
ber of lumber prongs. The cheveaux de frise makes a

convenient portable obstacle.

The illumination of the foreground at night is an

important duty of the engineers. AVhen effective illu-

mination of the foreground is impracticable, men must be

placed in observation to the front at night. Shelter must

i)e provided for these men both from the fire of the enemy
and the fire of our own troops, because they will not be

able to retreat after giving the alarm.

Execution of Field Fortification by Troops

The ability to prepare cover quickly and under all

emergencies is now regarded as so important that work

tools form a part of the portable equipment of troops,

from which the soldier is never separated and which is

second in importance only to rifle and ammunition.

In order to reduce weight and to admit of greater con-

venience in carrying, the portable-tool equipment is con-

siderably lighter than the corresponding commercial tools,

which necessarily reduces the output of work. The port-

able-tool ecpiipment of our infantry (tools carried on the

person of the soldier) is as follows for each squad of 8

men : 1 pick mattock, 1 wire cutter, 3 shovels, 1 cutting

tool (hatchet or machete).

In adilitiou to the portable tools, additional tools of

larger size and special pattern are carried in the combat

and field trains for use in the more comprehensive or-

ganizations of the forces. The following outfit of such

tools (called pack tooLs) is carried in the divisional engi-

neer trains for each regiment of infantry : 26 axes, 7

crowbars, 95 lb. nails, 14!) pick mattocks, 450 sandbags,

13 handsaws, 13 two-man saws, 298 shovels, 25 lb. of wire,

1 carborundum wheel, 1 saw set (for handsaws), 1 saw

tool (for two-man saws), G saw files.

The equipment just enumerated is carried on one es-

cort wagon, and the engineer train made up of these

wagons is in charge of the chief engineer of the division.

This is entirely distinct and separate from the special

equipment pertaining to the engineer companies.

In the construction of rifle trenches, the company forms

the normal working unit. The company commander, as-

sisted by his lieutenants and noncommissioned officers,

marks out the line of the trench and determines the height

of parapet and the situation of traverses. The men arc

then dei)loycd along the line, posted at the projier inter-

vals and go to work.

If an attack is likely during the jjrogrcss of the woik,

first efforts should be directed toward securing a parapet

of sufficient height to all'ord cover for the head and a

support for the rifle in a lying-down position, after which

the trench is gradually deepened to a standing trench.

Each man is ordinarily assigned a certain task or

amount of work to do, after the completion of which he

is relieved. Wiien the amount of work is such that it

cannot be compieteil by assigning a definite task to each

iivailai)le man, the men are divided into reliefs, each relief

wnikiiiic for a slated |w.iii)d of time. To get the best re-

sults, a task or reliil' Imidd not exceed two hours.

The time required for the execution of the different

classes of work involved in hasty field fortifications de-

pends upon the tools used and the character of the soil.

The output of men working with portable tools is about

% of that when the pack tools are used. Experience has

shown that the average output per man per hour in me-
dium soils with pack tools is about 20 cu.ft. The most
important fact to remember is that a simple standing rifle

trench can be constructed in two hours or less with port-

able tools and that two hours' additional work with the

same tools will convert this into a complete standing

trench.

Defense of Line of Communications

The uninterrupted service of the line of communiea-
tions is of vital importance to the existence of an armv.

When the lines of communication are long, it will mani-
festly be impracticable to assign troops throughout their

entire length. Attacks on lines of communication Mill

generally take the form of raids against its vital points

—

im])ortant bridges, viaducts, tunnels, locks, etc. In euiib-

ling a defense to be made of these points with relativi'Iy

small forces, field fortification plays an important role

The attack by regular approaches of a strongly fortified

place involves mainly the principles and devices previously

considered, but their employment is under conditions radi-

cally different from fhose resulting from the contact of

two mobile armies, which leads to many modifications in

fortification work as it is carried out in the field.

The differences referred to are principally as follows:

Guns of heavier caliber will he encountered; the terrain

l)eing well known to the defense: all fire will be more ar-

curate; high-angle 'fire will be extensively employed, and

angles of fall of 30° and greater may be expected; sonic

trench work must be executed and gain ground to tlie

front under heavy fire; mining operations must ordinarily

be resorted to.

The Fii;sT Stkp in Siege Operations

The first step in the reduction of a fortress or fortified

camp or area is to cut off' communication by surrounding

it with a line of troops beyond the range of artillery. Such
a line is called the line of investment. Troojis are assigned

to each sector of the line of investment and begin to put

it in a condition for defense. The time that must ordi-

narily elapse before siege material can be brought up will

]HMniit a great deal of such work to be done.

The real attack is pushed inward from a few points oidy

along the line of investment—usually two. The side ou

which these attacks are made will be determined by the

following conditions: The best communication with the

base; the best terrain for battery positions and a])proacli

under natural cover; the most favorable ground for siege

railways; the easiest digging; the most imiMirtant conse-

quences of success.

When the front of attack is decided upon, a site is

istalilishcd for the main engineer jiark, out of reach of flic

defenders" artillery, convenient fo the front selected and

the lines of sii|)|ily. Mud the engineer material necessary

for the siege stored in the park as fast as it arrives. Sites

for the main siege batteries are ne.xt selected at moderately

long range from the forts and connected by a belt of siege-

railway lines.

When the siege badcrics liaxc ln'ouglit tlic defenders"

artillery under control, llic lirst attciiipt in gain ground
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to the front is made by opening a trench, generally par-

allel to the line of investment and if possible within 1,200

yd. of the enemy's main line. This trench is usually

established at night under cover of a determined attack,

and is called the first parallel. Approaches or zigzag

communicating trenches must be dug the same night,

connecting the first parallel with cover to the rear.

The first infantry position, or parallel, being estab-

lished, a second one, well-advanced, is the next objective.

The second parallel should be about 500 or 600 yd. from

the enemy's works. Sometimes the second parallel and its

communicating trenches with the first can be established

at night, like the first parallel and its approaches, but

ordinarily by digging the approaches under fire, progress-

In the final stages of a siege, mining operations are re-

sorted to in order to breach the enemy's work and make an
i'ssault practicable. The enemy will promptly start coun-

termines, and a prolonged underground warfare results,

each side trying to l>!ow in the other side's galleries before

a mine can be planted under tlieir work.s.

The methods of mining generally used are similar to or-

dinary tunneling or mining operations in earth, except of

course on a nuuh smaller scale. Galleries approximat-

ing 7 ft. in width Ijy G ft. in height are generally the

largest used. They constitute the trunk lines from which

much smaller gallei-ies branch out. The method of tim-

bering and supporting these galleries i.s the same as used

liv everyday miners, as will be seen from Figs. 11-14. F"i<_'.

After I^oiuion "Graphic," Jan. 22, 1916

P.\RT PL.\N A.XD SECTIO.V OF BATTLEFIELD I.V MUDEK.V TRE.NCH W.\RFARE

ing from one end (see Fig. 12). This operation is called

S'.apping, hence the term sapper, and is generally the work

of engineers. The dirt is thrown to one side in the usual

way, and protection is afforded at the end of the trench

liy a pile of sandbags which are rolled ahead by using a

fork, as the digging progresses. Double saps, as shown in

Fig. 12, may be used for better protection, the traverse

being removed later. ^Mien the zigzag approach trenches

have been driven by sap to the required distance, the sec-

ond parallel is broken out—all in the same night if j)rac-

ticable. Successive parallels are established in the same

manner until the besiegers can launch a successful assault,

combined with mining operations to blow up the enemy
positions and breach the iiitrenchments.

1(5 sliows the method of crii)l)ing a shaft to get down to

the required depth for gallery driving to the enemy lines.

Military demolitions, to destroy or make unserviceable

any object in the theater of war the preservation of which

will be unfavoralile to our army or favorable to the enemy,

are permissible only in case of military necessity and are

generally undertaken only at the direction of higher com-

manders. They are generally carried out by the engineers,

particularly those involving the use of explosives.

In handling, priming and firing explosives for demoli-

tion purposes niethods similar to those used in mining-

engineering practice are employed. Bickford fuse is used

in ordinary work. For firing a large number of charges

simultaneouslv. magnetos and electric fuses are u-ed. In
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ik'molitions made with outfits carried on pack miiles,

instantaneous fuse is used for simultaneous charges be-

cause a firing battery is too heavj' to carry around.

Many kinds of explosives have been tried for demoli-

tion work, including dynamite, guncotton, rackarock. etc.,

but all of tliem have some objectionable features. Trini-

trotoluol lias been developed by the Germans into a very

satisfactory military explosive and has now been adopted

for our army. It is used in the crystalline form com-

pressed into blocks or sticks. Its insensibility varies di-

rectly with its degree of compression. The density speci-

fied for our service is about 1.4. Even this is too great for

satisfactory detonation with ordinary commercial caps.

The blocks of trinitrotoluol used in our service are

I%xl34x3 in. and weigh 1/2 lb. The sticks are I14 in.

diameter and 3 in. long. There are holes in the ends

of the blocks and sticks in which the detonators are placed.

A block with proper tamping will cut its own length

of steel plate IV2 in- thick, a 90-lb. rail, 12 in. of rein-

forced concrete, or 18 in. of ordinary masonry. A stick

will cut a 10-in. timber if placed in a central hole.

The caps used in our service are made by a secret

process. They probably consist of lead azide (PhN^)

with a boosting charge of trinitrotoluol. They are very

powerful and have to be carried in special boxes with a

|)added hole for each cap.

The instantaneous fuse now adopted for our service

consists of a lead tube filled with trinitrotoluol. It burns

at the rate of 5,400 m. a second. It is always used with

caps, but itself will detonate a block under favorable

conditions.

The meaus that may be employed to carry out demoli-

tions without ex])losives are many and too simple and

apparent to requii'e explanation; wire entanglements Avhen

not destroyed by artillery fire must always be cut by

wire cutters into small pieces.

The accompanying illustration shows partly in plan

and partly in section the field of operation of mining

engineers in modern warfare. AA and BB represent the

fire trenches filled with men, with supporting trenches

generally paralleling them in the rear, and connected with

the fire trenches by the zigzag communication trenches (',

zigzagged, as previously stated, for the purpose of pre-

venting enfilade fire. In front of each line of fire

trenches are the barbed-wire entanglements E.

At D, between the two lines of fire trenches, is a sap.

This was started as an underground drift from one line

of fire trenches, and emerging to the surface somewhere

between the two lines, zigzags toward the enemy trench a

sufficient distance to enable the soldiers to tlirow bombs

and hand grenades into the enemy's fire trench.

In the sectionalized part, F shows an ordinary mine

iieading being driven ahead; G shows a mine loaded with

explosives underneath the enemy's trench, tamped with a

thick heading of sandbags, nearly ready to be exploded.

At II is shown the use of the camouflet ; where one side,

by means of the listening post, microphone or some such

mean.s, has detected the approach of an enemy trench and

has drilled a hole into the enemy workings and exploded

therein high explosives with disastrous effect to the work-

ing crew.

I have freely quoted from the "Engineer Field Manual"

and "Notes on Firld Fortification" compiled at the Army
Field Engineer School at Fort Leavenworth, and the illus-

tialions shown ari' t:il .11 from these publications.

B S^Eiiseft PiPop©s=t§^ Sift

By Edwabd S. Yax Dyck*

The mine and mill of the Sunset Mining and Devel-

opment Co. are at Ehyolite, Nye County, Nov., in the

Bullfrog mining district. The mine was one of the

producers of high-grade ore during the boom days of

the camp, when there were no mills for local treatment

and all ore was shipped out to smelters. At that time

and on the grade of ore then being extracted, it was not

at all imusual for marketing expenses alone to exceed

$100 per ton. It is a far cry between the costs of those

days and the costs of today, when less than $4 per ton

pays everything, starting at the slope and ending at the

bullion bar. The vein system is extensive, and the under-

ground workings total over 15,000 ft.

The scheme of development followed by the present

management is to drive the main, or haulage, tunnel the

full length of the mineralized area (3,000 ft.) and to

tap all veins from this tunnel. The tunnel has now
reached a length of 2,200 ft., and all the veins except

one have been connected. This last connection will be

made in about eight months. The backs above the tunnel

level range from 400 to 800 ft. ^^Hien the tunnel is

completed and connections made, two shafts, one on the

Tramp vein and one on the Denver vein, will be sunk.

At the present time ore is being extracted from five

slopes. The ore is broken with machine drills and the

shrinkage system of sloping is employed, thus minimiz-

ing timber costs. All ore is trammed to one storage slope,

the longest man tram being 100 ft. It is taken from

the storage slope to the mill by mule train.

The milling plant is situated at the mouth of the main
tunnel, the millsite having a sufficient grade to admit of

an all-gravity system. Ten 1,050-lb. stamps are used,

equipped with 8-mesh screens. Cyanide solution is in-

troduced at the stamps. The thickened pulp is agitated

in four Pachuca agitators and finally filtered in a Port-

land filter. Tailings are carried out by means of a belt

conveyor.

The mill treats slightly more than 50 tons per day

at the preesnt time, owing to lack of crushing capacity,

but this is being remedied and the tonnage will be in-

creased to 100 per day. The latest mill reports show

an extraction of 93% on a consumption of 0.(5 lb. of

cyanide per ton of ore treated.

The following tabulation shows the o])crafing costs per

ton:

MININC;

I'-.xplo-

Labor Power sivos

$0,971 $0 083 $0 198 $0 02:

Aasayinp
and Misccl-

Tinibi-r .Survcyiiii; laniMius Total

$0,077 $0,081 $1,435

MII.LINC;
Prttcipi-

tating and
Assaying Crushing Agitating Filtering Refining Total

Labor $0,077 $0 238 $0,143 $0 16S $0,064 $0.0SS
Power . .008 .183 .041 .831'

Supplies 048 .220 .343 .056 .113 .7.S(.

Total. $0,120 $1,072 $0,609 $0,263 $0,177 $2,301^

The total for mining and milling is $3,711. Seventy-

five cents per ton is now allowed for development. It

is estimated that on a 100-ton per day basis $2.50 per

ton will cover mining, milling and development.

•President, Sunset Mining and Development Co., 265 Rusa
BulUUnK. San Francisco.
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05P® Bflinis

A United States patent. No. 1,164,702, Dec. 21, 1915,

lias been granted to Leland Clapper, of Two Harbors,

Minn., for an ore-bin door-operating mechanism whereby

ore-bin doors may be operated and controlled from the

deck of an ore dock. As docks are at present constructed,

the vertical height from the deck, where the cars are

unloaded, to the discharge opening in the bin is approxi-

iiiiitciy 'Mi ft. At present the operating mechanism is

controlled adjacent to the door. For reasons of safety

ORE-BIN OPERATING DEVICE

to the operator and for operating economy, the patentee

claims that it is very desirable that the doors should be

operated from the deck of the dock.

The operation of the device is as follows : Assuming
the parts in the positions shown, by rotating the

crank A the latch B is, by means of the cable, moved to

an inoperative position. At the same time the cable C
assumes a position more nearly taut, but not entirely so.

Latch B being now inoperative, the door D swings outward

under the weight of ore pressing against it. After the

door has swung outward, the crank A is moved longitudi-

nallv and rotated, whereupon the door is lifted out of the

]iath of the ore. This moves the strut £ to a position

above the latch B. Just prior to the point of the complete
elevation of the door, the .^hort cable C becomes taut and
pulls upon the cable F, thus causing latch B to be

restored to its original position. When the door is lowered,

short cable (' is inoperative and simply hangs in a loop,

while latch B remains in position to engage the other end

of strut E. All this may be accomplished from the deck of

the dock, without the attendant danger of operation from
Ihe platform along, and in front of, the bin.

The Woodbury siial't sunk by the Newport Alining Co..

at Ironwood, Mich., is vertical, with its length at right

angles to the strike of the formation. The over-all di-

mensions are 13 ft. 1 in. by 21 ft. 1 in., having six

compartments, which will accommodate 2 skips, 2 cages,

1 ladder road and the necessary piping.

The first 100 ft. of sinking was in quartzite; from
100 ft. to 715 ft. was in alternate strata of gray and

red slates and quartzite. Below this is granite.

During the sinking of the first 700 ft. practically all

of the hoisting was done in 3 compartments by means
of a single-drum hoist. The air line, which is a 6-in.

wrought-iron pipe, is for permanent use.

The drilling equipment for sinking is in some respects

different from that used in ordinary practice. First of

all, the "lieader," shown in Fig. 1, distributes air to the

machines. A single machine is shown hanging in posi-

tion, out of the way when not in use. When ready to

drill, all that is necessary is to remove the drill from

the hook and pull downward, the counterweight F keep-

ing the slack hose out of the way while drilling. A is a

casting 9 in. in diameter, bored out in the center and

having a bolt circle of a standard 4-in. flange.

Eight holes evenly .spaced are drilled in the sides and

tapped for %-h\. nipples, to which the machine hose

connections are made. J5 is a duplicate of .4 with the ex-

ception that the holes for the nipples are of different size.

There are seven i^-in. connections and one 1-in., the

latter being an inlet for the water and the others for

water discharges to the drills. The hooks, or hangers,

marked ('. are made of %x2-in. strap iron. There are

four straps with a hook on each eml. ^4. B and C are

held together by four %-in. bolts passing through the

4-in. flange at the bottom of tlie 4-in. air pipe E. The

ell at the top is made specially, with a lug cast on it to

accommodate the 1-in. eye-bolt by means of which the

"header" is suspended, i) is a 0-in. pipe which serves as

a casing to inclose the counterweights F. Two of these

headers are used. Each will accommodate seven jack-

hamcrs and one blow])ii)e. but only six machines iire used

on each at present. When not in u.se the '•hea<lers" are

hung olf to one side in the headframe and can be easily

•Excerpt from paper by J. M. Broan, mining- engineer, New-
port Mining Co.. prtsonted at the twentieth annual meeting of
thi- L.iko Superior Mining Institute.
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lowered bj- means of a sling beneath the bucket. While

in use they hang on a small chain-block fastened to the

bottom shaft set. By means of this chain-block the ap-

paratus can be brought to any desired height, the adjust-

ment being allowed by the use of a 3-in. air hose H,
which connects to the air main, the bottom of which is

always far enough up the shaft to avoid any severe

blows during blasting. One of these outfits can be taken

from its position on surface and placed on the chain-

block below ready for drilling in less than five minutes.

Chain-^
Block
hung on

o^

FIG. 1. HEADER FOR MULTIPLE HAND-HAMMER DRILLS
IN SINKING

only one connection being necessary. The steel, which was
yg-in. hollow hexagon, is made up into lengths varying

by 1-ft. changes from 12 in. to 10 ft., with a Vs-hu dif-

ference in gage for each drill, the tir»t bit being 2\/i in.

Until the granite was reached, the four-point or cross-

bit was u.«ed, but the wear on the gage i)ecaine such as

to warrant a chan'_'i if sometliing more serviceable could

be found. Then ih Carr bit was tried out. Consider-

able difficulty \vd.< I M. oiiiitered, especially in the stratified

rocks with fissurtMl I - and stuck drills. While in the

soft slates, 10-ft. 'I '' were used with little difficulty,

and sinks measuring as deep as i) ft. have been blasted

successfully. About 470 lin.ft. of drilling was required

per cut in these slates, and this could be completed in

from 4 to .5 hr. In the hard quartzite, dike and granite

the gage on the steel would not hold up long enough

to permit the use of any drill over 8 ft. long.

In these rocks about 425 lin.ft. of drilling is necessary,

which can l)c drilled in from 7 to 8 hr. The breaking of

the holes is dependent entirely upon their arrangement

and the order in which they are fired. Fig. 3 shows the

plan and section of the arrangement and the order of

firing used wliile in soft slates. Line AA represents a

bedding plane on which the rows Nos. 1, 2 and 3 on the

right were bottomed. The shaft was blasted in two sep-

arate blasts, the first being made on the right, and the

holes were blasted in the order numbered in the plan.

Three holes marked No. 1 were fired similltaneously with

No. 6 electric blasting caps. The exploders in the re-

maining holes were made up of No. 8 caps and electric

delay fuse igniters.

A different arrangement of drilling and order of firing

has been found more satisfactory in the granite. Fig. .'?

'^ " ~ -
.
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Al'tcr a blast the siiioke is cleared away by iiicaiis of

;i (Iral't, forced through a 12-in. pipe by a 7-lip. i'an, on

the surface. At first the fan was used to draw the smoke

out, but by reversing the air current a marked advantage

was noticeable in the time required to clear the smoke.

During the first 700 ft. of sinking the rock was dis-

posed of by means of three buckets having a capacity of

26 cu.ft. each. In order to make shoveling as easy as

possible, steel plates have been used as sollars, with con-

siderable success. In Fig.. 2, a shows the position of these

plates when the first blast is made. The breaking of the

holes in this blast has a tendency to throw the rock tu

the position of the plates. In the second Ijlast of the same

cut the plates are jilaced in position h.

During the mining operations below, the construction

crew is employed placing sets, ladders, etc., above. The

steel sets are made of 6-in. H sections (23.8 lb.), hung on

studdles made of 3x-5-in. angle iron. Sets are spaced 6 ft.

centers in the slates and 8 ft, 'centers in the granite. At

about every 100 ft. of shaft a bearing set is placed uiider the

shaft set. There are 5 men on the crew that places these

sets. These men can hang a set and put in the wooden

lath in an 8-hr. shift. On the second and third shifts

there are construction crews of three men each, who place

guides, ladders and sollars and complete any work the

first crew may have left undone.

Guides are made of 6x7-in. pine, dressed, and are

framed to span two 8-ft. sets or three 6-ft. sets. Lath

for lining the shaft are made of 2-in. hardwood. These

will also serve as forms for concreting when sinking op-

erations are completed. The ladders are made of %x2-iu.

strap-iron sides and %-in. iron rungs. They are long

enough to reach over two 8-ft. sets or three 6-ft. sets,

and in both cases have about -f ft. projecting above the

sollar. The sollars are made of 3-in. plank.

The men ^employed in the shaft are as follows : One
shaft captain, 3 shift bosses, 36 miners, 11 construction

men, 1 electrician, 4 landers, 2 motormen, 4 hoist engi-

neers—a total of 62 men.

The maximum footage per month was 201 and the

minimum 173 ft. for the first 5 months, during which

901 ft. was sunk.

One element of llie new sewage-disposal system for

I'ortchester, N. Y., is a tunnel 900 ft. long and 5x6 ft.

ill ci'oss-s(H-tion, in granite. In driving the tunnel, hand-
hammer drills were employed, mounted on the crossarins

of a center column, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The advance

averaged 200 ft. per month of 25 working days, tiie

record month being 210.5 ft.

Fig. 2 is a diagram of the round. No. 1 drill, on the

ujiper arm, puts in holes 1 to 9 in the upper half of the

heading, and No. 2, on the lower arm, drills holes 1-A
to 8-A. No. 2 drill, as a rule, has one less hole to drill

than No. 1, owing to a mere awkward position. Two
drillrunners, 'a nipper and two muckers constituted the

tunnel crew for each shift.

Holes 1-A to 8-A in the lower half of the heading were
loaded first and fired together; then holes 5, 8 and 9 in

FIG. L HKALiINO OF t'ORTCHESTER SEWKIi TT.V.VEI..
.SHOWING MOUNTING OF DRILLS

the upper half and, lastly, holes 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7. All

holes were bottomed at 1% in., li/^-in. powder being used.

The average footage was 4 ft. per round, but when the

tunnel broke high, allowing the use of a 6-ft. steel for

holes 3-A, 4-A, 7-A and 8-A, as much as 5 ft. could be

pulled. The total time for drilling the round, which

included removing the heading muck far enough back to

set up the drill column, amounted to from 4 to 5 hr., the

loading and shooting consuming about 3 hr. Water, when
encountered, was handled by a simple steam siphon. Drill

steel was sharpened by hand. Crossbits were used.

Track was laid to within a few feet of the heading,

to facilitate mucking operations. The muck was loaded

into a bucket set on a truck, pushed by hand to the

'Kxcerpt from article by S. W. Svmon„, .,„„ ...
rirooklyn, N. Y.. in "Engineering News," Feb. 24. 1916

3S8 Henry St.,

Fin. 2. LOCATION OF HOLES FOR DRILL ROUND

shaft, the bucket hoisted to the top and the muck dumjicd

close beside the shaft.

The powder used was gradually reduced to 10 lb. per

yd. of solid material—approximately 10 lb. per ft. of

aihaiice. The rock, for the most part, broke ratlici- small

for economical handling, hut this was to be expected.

owing to the small size of the tunnel and the ncecssarily

elose s|)acing of (he holes. The dynamite was (M''^.
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]iY KoBiiRT B. Elder*

The essential ideas for the toiistruction of the sampler

herewith described were obtained from the description of

the Borcherdt sampler.^ This is a device for sampling a

stream of pulp. It cuts the sample by means of a wheel

having a large number of vanes, or spokes, of sheet steel.

These vanes are equally spaced and the plane of each

passes through the a.xis of the wheel, so that they form a

corresponding number of equal chambers or pockets in

the wheel. The wheel is mounted on ball bearings,

revolves in a horizontal ])lane and the entire stream of

pulp to be sampled is run through the chambers of the

wheel ill such a manner as to cause it to revolve. All the

chambers of the wheel are open cxce]>t the one that catches

the sample, and it is nuidc to discharge at the liottom

center of the wheel into a pipe placed vertically beneath

the wheel so as to deliver the sample into a suital !c con-

tainer. To quote from the description :

As w-ni at once be evident, the whole machine is simply a
crude form of turbine in which the pulp to be sampled fur-

nishes the motive power, and as all the pulp is discharged
througrh the wheel and as all of the cells are equal and open
save one. it follo\\-s inevitably that the single closed cell, or

bucket, catches and conveys away its definite proportion of

the whole pulp, regardless of the quantity of the pulp (within

the limit of the capacity of the sample bucket), the speed of

the wheel or the number of pipes delivering the pulp.

The proportion of material cut into the sample depends

on the iiunil>er of cliainbcrs in the wheel. Witli 10(1

I.N".ST.\LI,ATli >.%• OF THh: SA.MI'M'.U

chambers a l'/< sample will result, with .')(i clianii)eis

a 2% sample, <tr. In many ca.-^es it is desirable that

the mechanical s;\rii|ilcr should cut from the stream

of pulp a .«aiii]ili' Iji'.iring a much smaller ratio to

the entire pulj) ili:iii .mild be obtained practically in

this way with a single wheel, owing to the very

great number of divisions it would be necessarv to

have in such a wheel. The obvious way to avoid this

difficulty is to make two cuts of the sample with two
independent wheels, thereby multiplying the ratios of

reduction and obtaining a comparatively small sample.

•Chlkaan Minintr '

'"Handbook of Mi
Inc., New York.

' 'hiksan. Chosen.
L Detail.-." McGraw-Hill Bo

IWRTS OF THE S.\MPLER

Since the w1kh;1s ojierate entirely independently of each

other, none of the elements of accuracy of the sampling

process are .sacrificed by the second cut, and tlic small

portion of jnil]) obtained is a representative sample.

The machine here illustrated has a large and a small

wheel, each of which has .jii iliambers. The large wheel

cuts out 2% of tiie pulj) stream and delivers this portion

to the small wheel, which cuts out 2% of what it receivi -

so that the final sample is ().()0(U (0.8 lb. per ton) of t!

])ulp passing through the saniider.

The two wheels are mounted on one vertical sliaft, tlic

large wheel al)ove, and the whole apparatus is suspended

in a suitable box that catches the pulp as it falls through

the wheels. The jiui]) is led into a chamber (tightly

covered to prevent splash) above the large wheel and is

discharged tlirmigh a .<et of short iiijie nipples let into

the bottom of the chamber at a slight angle with tlic

vertical, so that the pulp striking the vanes of the large

wheel causes it to revolve. The.<e discharge ])ipes arc

placed ai)]>ro.\iinately in a ring, the center coinciding witii

the axis of the wheels in order that tiie disclunge of piil,'

may be symmetrical with respect to this axis.

The )>ulp caught by the closJed cell of the large wheel

is spread by a d'stributor over about a third of the area

of the small wheel. This was found neces.-iary, as when
no distributor was* used the dosed chamber of the small

wheel was not large enough to hold and carry off the pulp
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Jiscliar','C(l into it :lt the iiistant it )iii.<M>il uiidrr the deliv-

ery spout of the larjrc wiiccl. Witli the distrilnitor the

closed cliamlior of the small wheel oatches and carries ofi'

the same amount of i)ulp during one-third of a revolution

that it would otherwise have to catch in perhaps one-

twentieth of a revolution. This allows it to operate with-

out overflowing.

The motion of the small wheel is ellected \>y eight arms,

or paddles, fastened at an angle to its outer rim like the

arms of a windmill, of such a length as to project into the

main stream of pulp as it fails through the pockets of the

vr -I

E

:^%^^^:^

DIAORAM .SA.MI'I.KR

large wheel. The pulp, striking the slightly inclined

paddles, causes the wheel to revolve. It was at lirst

attempted to control the motion of the snuill wheel simply

hy the force of the pulp diverted to it hy the large wheel.

I'luler these conditions the small wheel worked erratically

and was liable to stop, so that the paddles were added to

make its motion stronger and more certain. The two

wheels turn in opposite directions at about 7 r.p.m. for the

hirger aiul about l-'J for the smaller, constant and uniform

motion heinij secured bv this means.

The vanes of the large wheel are made from I'j-in.

sheet iron. At their outer end.s they are held between

e(|ual-sized pieces of wood driven between them inside

of the outer rim, which is also of i^-in. iron. The inner

ends of these vanes are riveted to an inner band of slieet

iron A. The hub of the large wheel was made from a

piece of ly^-ui. pipe. Cut to a suitable length, each end

was split longitudinally with a hacksaw into 8 segments,

and these segments were then bent so as to form staggered

spokes with the central complete portion of pipe as the

hub. The outer ends of these spokes were then riveted to

the inner band A in such a manner as

to hold the section of pipe exactly at

the center.

The small wheel is made of the

same material as the large one. Its hub

is a piece of oak turned in the lathe,

and the inner ends of the vanes are held

by being inserted in .saw cuts in this

hub. The outer ends are held by blocks

of wood similar to those of the large

wheel. All bearings were made of

mild steel turned out in the lathe and

smoothed up carefully, after which

they were case-hardened. The hub
bearings of each wheel are made in two

pieces so as to screw together, as sh<iwn

at B and C, and the surfaces D,

that ilamp the hubs of the wheels, are

conical so that the hub bearings center

themselves when screwed tightly to-

gether in the hubs. To prevent water

and grit from working into the bear-

ings, the upper one in each case comes

out-ide of the lower one and forms an

overhanging guard. Also the outer sur-

face of the lower bearing in each case

is conical, so that the annular space

between it and the ]irotocting apron

is larger at the bottom than at the

top, as shown at E. As first con-

structed, not enough attention was giv-

en to this feature and the bearings had

to be redesigned to keep out the grit.

The balls are the ordinary steel balls

of y^- and %-in. size used in bicycles.

After five months of constant use the

bearings show no appreciable signs of

wear.

.Ml bearings are oiled from one point

at the top of the axle. At each place

on the axle where bearings or nuts

are screwed to it, a groove or channel

is cut through the threads so that the

oil ]nit iuto the top hole works into all

iie axle that supports the machine is a

at the upper part and V^ in- at the part

Its upper end is passed

the l)earings.

steel bolt, %
that supports the snuiU wheel,

through a 2x4-in. timber H and tightly clamped to it by

means of the nut F. This timber rests across the con-

taining box.

The chamber that feeds the luilp to tiie sampler is made

.^o it can be lifted off of the containing box. :ind an

emer<'cncy bypass launder is built into the box. To gain

access to the moving parts of the sampler, it is <i"'' ne.es-
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sarv to divert the pulp stream into this bypass h\iinder

and remove the feed chamber. The supporting timber FI

with the wheels may then be lifted from the box.

Occasionally the sampler has been found hung up by a

small stone, or the like, too large to pass through the small

wheel, becoming lodged between the small wheel and the

distributor and locking the wheels together. Beyond such

rare occurrences, removing the sample once a day and

oiling, the sampler requires no attention. It operates

without splash on the tailings of a i.S-stamp mill carrying

about 180 tons of solids and 1,4:40 tons of wafer in 24

iiours.

MI©IdleiP i<D>T Frecapitsite Bsigs

A holder for precipitate bags has been invented by

H. E. Conklin, the idea being to provide a convenient

method for cleaning up the precipitate from cyanide

plants using zinc dust as a precipitant, where a filter

press is not installed. The general method of procedure

has already been described in the Journal'^, but this im-

provement simplifies operation and enables the bags to

be used over again.

The device is simple, consisting of a casting that

receives the delivery pipe and also has a semicinular

ABasatLsIar SiirateriHa^ Appairatnas

Dr. Franz Meyer, of Englewood, N. J., has patented

(U. S. Pat. 1,666,142, assigned to Dwight & Lloyd

Metallurgical Co., of New York) a sintering apparatus

consisting of an annular receiving grate and a central

upright hollow mast wath suitable air connections for

producing a down draft on the sintering grate. The

means for feeding and igniting the charge are. in a

general way. similar to that in other forms of the Dwight

& Lloyd sintering machine, and a series of conduits

communicating with individual sections of the grate

space automatically control the supply of air to the

sintering charge. The grate is caused to revolve, and

the sintered charge is removed by means of steel teeth

HOLDER FOR PRECIPITATE BAGS

depression in its outer edge. The bag or l)ags fit over

this casting and are held in place by a split ring that also

fits into the dejircssion. Outside of the whole a spring

clamp-ring with a xrcw tightener acts to fasten the mem-

bers rigidly together. 'J'lic apparatus is shown clearly

ill the accompanying drawings. The device has been

-iMiited United State, patent No. 1,169,211.

'"Handling Preclpllnt. ,1 Uuvia de Oro," May 1", 1»13.

ROTATINll DWIGHT-I.I.OYD SIXTERER

and a diverting plate set at an angle to discharge the

sintered material to the outside of the machine.

Several different forms of the apparatus are illustrated

in the patent specifications, only one of which is repro-

duced lierewnth.

A is the hollow mast through wliich the air and roast

gases are exhausted, B is tlie feed hopper for the ore or

other materials to be agglomerated, C is the plow which

removes the sintered material from the grate, B is one

of the grates, and E is one of the series of hoppers

placed below the grates to receive any fine material that

may drop through. These hoppers are closed at the

bottom by a weighted door or gate, which may be opened

cither automatically or manually for the removal of this

material as it accumulates. F is the gear that revolve^

the annular grate. In case the material to be roastnl

contains insufficient or no agglomerating constituents, as

in the treatment of zinc ores in the manufacture of ziiK

oxide, guards are placed on the outside of the grate to

prevent the material from being spilled over the edge.

These guards may be provided for such distance as may be

required, until tlie charge is agglomerated, or for practu-

ally the entire periphery if necessary.
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JAMKS RALJ'H FIXl.AV

A distinguished mining engineer, elected president of the
Mining and Metallurgical Society of America

LOUIS D. RICKETTS
"Arizona's most distinguished citizen," recently elected

president of the American Institute of Mining Engineers

AltTHUi: A. COLE
One of the most prominent of the Canadian mining engi-

neers. He has Just been elected president of the Canadian
Mining Institute. He is mining engineer for the Ontario gov-
ernment railway commission, with headquarters at Coljalt.

SIDNKY J. JENNINGS
Vice-president, in charge of mining explorations of the

United States Smelting, Retinlng and Mining Co. recently
elected first vice-president of American Institute >" Minlnf
Engineers
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Toronto Correspoxdexce

The increased activity among the difiEerent mines of

Ontario during the past six months has been marked, and

while the returns for the year sho^r a decrease in the

production of several metals and minerals, the outlook for

the present year is very encouraging.

Ten years ago. when Cobalt was in its infancy and

before it gave promise of such wonderful productivity,

Sudbury was the only mining district of great importance.

Several gold-mining excitements had collapsed, and the

history of gold mining was such that the possibilities in

this direction were not considered encouraging. The
number of men employed in the mining industrv' was

small, and the scale of wages and living conditions were

far from being satisfactory.

Today Ontario has one of the most important gold

camps on the continent, and has several others of consider-

able promise. Alining is one of the most important

industries of this province, which leads the rest of Canada

in the output of its mines and smelteries, and it seems

destined to increase this already commanding lead. WTiile

Porcupine is the main gold-producing center, the newer

camps of Kirkland Lake, ilunroe and Boston Creek are

important.

JrnisDicTiox of the DEPAUxii ext of Mixes

In the different mines, quarries and metallurgical works

tliat come under the jurisdiction of the Department of

Klines, there is a total of about 15,000 men employed.

The Sudbury district employs about 6,000, Cobalt 2.(i00

and Porcupine 2,200. It is interesting to note that four

companies employ over 50% of the total mining labor of

the province. These are the Canadian Copper Co. and

the Mond Nickel Co., of Sudbiiry, and the Ilollinger and

I'ome mines, of Porcupine. The Canadian Copper Co. is

the largest individual employer, with about 3,500 men.

Employees in mines and the allied industries are now
enjoying a nmch better position than they were a year ago.

At that time, on account of the partial closing down of

the plants at Copper Cliff, a large number of men were

thrown out of employment, and the drop in the price of

silver resulted in a similar condition in Cobalt. No new
work was being started, and a number of small uonpro-

ducing properties were closed down.

Tliese conditions have, liowever, entirely changed, so

that at the present time good labor is at a premium and
there is some possibility of a shortage. As a matter of

fact, there is a shortage of good Canadian and American
labor, and the demand for additional men has necessitated

the employment of an unduly large ])roportion of ine.x-

])erienced foreigners. This condition will probably exist

until after the war or until the higher wages and scale of

living that now prevail attract a better class of men.

There are several reasons for this shortage, among
which are: The greatly increased output of the Sudi)ury

district, where the j)lants are working at maximum
capacity; the estal)lishment of a universal 8-hr. day with

increased wages by the Canadian Copper Co., which

iicce.-sitated the emiiloyinent of a large number of new
men ; the greater iir!i\ity in Cobalt due to the rise in the

jiricc of silver; the hut;.' number of men who have enlisted

for the war, and tn ;i 1 'sser degree to the number of

alun enemies that h;r ,..n interned.

As the different camps have become more settled, the

living conditions have steadily improved. The scale of

wages and living conditions now compare favorably with
any place on the continent. In Northern Ontario, where

80% of the mining labor is employed, the following wage
scale is in effect: Drill runners, $3.25 to $3.50; drill

helpers, $3; muckers, $2.50 to $2.75. Other classes are

paid at corresponding rates. As board costs only 60 to

75c. a day and as the eight-hour law is universal under-

ground and at a large number of mines on the surface and
in the mills and smelteries, it will be seen that wages are

higher than in the majority of western camps.

The Government Mine Inspection Department is active

and impartial. The operation of this department, together

with the employment of safety engineers by a number of

the mining companies, has resulted in a very favorable

accident rate. Last year there were 58 fatal accidents, or

an average of 3.6 per 1,000 men employed.

During the past year the Workmen's Compensation Act
came into effect ; it provides suitable compensation for

death and all injuries, except in cases where the disability

lasts less than seven days and except where the accident

was the result of the serious and willful misconduct of

the workman and does not result in death or serious

disablement. The act is administered by a special com-

mission appointed by the government.

The outlook for labor in Ontario is good. The different

mining camps are within a comparatively short distance

of one another, thus giving a large concentration within

reasonable traveling distances. The present camps are,

with the exception of Cobalt, showing a rapid expansion,

and the increase in the price of metals and minerals has

stimulated the development of copper, molybdenum,
graphite, pyrite, lead and zinc properties. If some of

these become established on a sound basis during the

present period of high prices, it is altogether probal)le thai

they will be able to maintain operations even with lowei'

prices for their products.

That a big field for large capital investments exists

in the ex])ansion of mineral industry in Idaho and ilin-

nesota and the establishment of fertilizer-manufacturing

and distributing centers in the adjacent grain states to

the east, west and south is the opinion of Robert N. Bell,

state inspector of mines for Idaho, who is now visiting

New York. Southeastern Idaho, says ilr. Bell, contains

vast resources of high-grade rock phosphate, a partial

survey of the Idaho part of the western phosphate field

by the government geologists having already outlined the

existence of several billion tons of this valuable mineral.

Professor Soper, a mendjer of the present faculty of

the University of Idaho and fornu'rly connected with the

geological survey of Minnesota, who has specialized on

the peat resources 'of that state, says that the glacial

l)asins of northern Minnesota contain tens of millions of

tons of easily available high-grade peat deposits, and it

is believed by the.se authorities that a combination of

finely ground raw phosphate rock and ground sun-dried

Alinnesota peat would form a perfect fertilizer for run-

down or exhausted soil, by renewing its organic matter

and primary fertility at a relatively low cost. From num-
erous analytical tests Minnesota peats are shown to con-

tain fnini \y.^ to 21/^% free nitrogen and would form an
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ideal culture medium in soil combination for the further

development of nitrogen-fixing bacteria, besides furnish-

ing abundant humus to fallow the soil, free the phos-

phates and stimulate the release of the abundant natural

soil potash—and 1)6 free from the objectionable feature

of adding undesirable acid to already acid soils, wiiich

superpliosphate mixtures involve.

Jlr. Bell believes there is a big field for mining, manu-

facturing, agricultural and transportation expansion in

this simple and cheap combination of ricli fertilizing ele-

ments in the Upper Mississippi Valley states, in which

his state can supply the most vital element, and in con-

nection witli Professor Soper intends sliortly to submit a

joint ])aper on the subject for discussion.

ResoflEijmg aim Atmstipalia

The Sludge Abatement Board, of Victoria, Australia,

lias been active in working for the reclaiming of dredged

lands and through its efforts the territory that has been

dredged over is no longer a barren and useless waste. An
illustration of the results secured is ^Mvcn in the board's

EaipSlhsjtuiake DajageF N<q>^ Great

The slides in the Cujibra Cut of the Panama Canal
have made necessary the removal of alxjut 30,000.000

cu.yd. more earth and rock tiian was originally estimated.

Donald F. McDonald, who was gcologi.st to the canal con>

mission, and is now witli ti'.e United States Bureau of

Klines, in a recent Inilletin' reviews the geologic conditions

and concludes that no ])ernianently insuperable obstacles to

the operation of the canal are presented by the slides or

by future eartlKjuakes. As to the stability of the Panama
region, Mr. McDonald states that there is a record of

four oscillations, and the beginning of another elevation.

Should tlie rise be rapid, the canal would of course l)e in

some danger, but the average rate of uplift for the last

1,000 years has been less than 0.03 ft. per year, or le.s!;

than 3 ft. in 100 years. The various oscillations of th •

land above and below sea level have resulted in the frac-

ture and faulting of the softer rocks and liave provided

ideal conditions for the slidnig of the soft mud-like mate-

rial. Eeverting to tlic earthquake danger. Mr. McDonald

THE GUILDFORD DREDGE IX THE LODDON RIVER. SHOWING THE PLANT AT WORK, AND, IN THE
LOWER VIEW, THE RESOILED AREA

report published in liU"). A description is given of the

work of the (iuildford bucket dredge, operating on Loddon
Eiver, 8 mi. below Castlemaine. The accompanying illus-

trations show the dredge working downstream in Stephens'

Hat. The upper picture shows tlie dredge and the dredged

ground in the stern of the plant, the area to be dredged

sliowing in tlie foreground. At the left is about 4 acres of

land that lias been dredged and resoiled.

The company is working land with -I or .j ft. of .sandy

silt on top, under which there is about 16 ft. of black

loam and clay over the washes. The loam and silt are

strijjped in advance and placed on top of the dredged tail-

ings, forming a uniform and useful surface. The lower

illustration shows an area that has been dredged and re-

soiled, in Stephens' flat. The dredge makes use of a

loam chute and silt distributors, but the mi.xture, after

l)eiiig deposited on the dredged land, is leveled by hand.

Owing to shortness of water during the 1914 season,

the dredge had to conserve its supply, and full-scale work

could not be carried out. In 1914 the company treated

093,000 cu.yd., recovering 2.233 07.. of gold from 12^^

acres, and declared £3,325 dividends on £7,000 capital.

summarizes as follows his reasons for believing that tho

canal is not likely to be destroyed in this manner:

1. Tlie large number of tremors detected every month by
the recording instruments is evidence that slow adjustments
are constantly taking place and thus that no great accumu-
lations of stress that might later culminate in a big shock
are probable.

2. The absence from the Isthmus region of high mountains
and of geologically recent volcanic activity is evidence in

favor of the probable absence of earthquakes, especially as

such high mountains are a striking geologic feature of the

whole Central American earthquake belt.

3. The presence of numerous small faults and of the faulted

conditions of such volcanic cores as Gold Hill and Contractors
Hill is evidence that adjustment here has progressed well on
toward normal conditions of equilibrium.

4. Th3 tensile strength of the majority of the rocks within
the Canal Zone is rather low. and they would shear with com-
parative ease, thus preventing any relatively great accumu-
lation of stress that might result in a comparatively intense

shock. However, experience teaches that where earthiiuakes

happen the buildings suffering the maximum destructive ef-

fects are those built on loose and friable material. This con-

sideration might therefore subtract a little from il:o saving

benefits of the yielding and preventive qualities o: tlie Canal

Zone rocks.

Bull. S6, Unitoil States Bureau of Mines. W,
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5. Over 300 years of earthquake observation shows only
two shocks of considerable magnitude, and there is every
reason to believe that the more severe of these would not
have seriously damaged even the most delicate parts of the
canaL

That many small and harmless shocks will traverse the

Canal Zone is certain, but that the canal is in any real dan-
ger from earthquakes is contrary to all the evidence.

Ne^^ CopsaeBIa Copper Co..

According to the report of the Calumet & Arizona

Mining Co. for 1915, the process work at the New Cor-

nelia Copper Co.. at Ajo, Ariz., was continued through-

out the year, a 40-ton experimental plant having been

ill operation since Feb. 1 of that jear.

To Dec. 31 there were 291 charges leached—approx-

imately 12,222 tons. The work may be divided into two

distinct periods, the first including the work done up
to charge 81. It was then decided to begin again with

new solution. Charges 82 to 90 inclusive were discarded.

The second period began with charge 91 and continued

thoughout the year.

For the first period the heads averaged 1.248% and

the tailings 0.294% Cu, an average of 74.4% extraction

and 0.T2 lb. per kw.-hr. The second period was with

heads averaging 1.337% and tailings averaging 0.256%
Cu, an extraction of 80.6% and an average of 0.958 lb.

per kw.-hr. The 1-ton plant was operated from Aug. 8,

1914, to Nov. 3, 1915, with average heads of 1.325% and

tailings of 0.283% Cu. The average extraction was 79%,
and 1.125 lb. was produced per kw.-hr. In the belief

that these results justified the immediate construction of

the permanent plant, an appropriation of $4,200,000 was

recommended to the board and was granted.

The new plant, when completed, will put the property

on a production basis of 36,000,000 lb. of copper per year.

The mine will be opened up so that three 100-ton steam

shovels will load ore into cars, these being hauled about

a mile to the mill. The cars will be electrically dumped
into large g^-ratory crushers, of which there will be one

No. 24 and four No. 8, crushing the ore down to 31/^ in.

The fine-crushing plant will have 12 Symons disk crush-

ers, reducing the ore to i/4-in. size.

The leaching plant, which will receive the ore from the

fine-crushing plant, will have 11 lead-lined tanks, each

88 ft. square and 15 ft. deep, holding 5,000 tons of ore.

In addition there will be one .sludge tank of the same

dimensions. Each tank will have pumping equipment

for circulating and advancing solution at the rate of about

8,000 gal. per min. Tailings will be removed and loaded

into cars by an excavator of the Hulett type.

Neutral solution from the leaching plant will be

pumped to four .•sulphur-dioxide towers, 20 ft. diameter

and 40 ft. high, for the reduction of ferric iron to suit

the requirements of the electrolytic plant. From the

absorption towers the solution will go to the electrolytic

plant, circulathifr through the cells, the acid solution

returning to thi- kaching plant. The tankhouse will con-

tain 152 lead-lined tanks 30 ft. long, 4 ft. wide and 5

ft. deep.

The power plant '.vill lOiitain five 822.6-hp. boilers and

two 7,.500-kw. steam lur'iines. Other equipment, such

as shops, warehouses, -tnrage tanks, and water supply,

will bo provided as r(>i|uircd. It is estimated that the

plant will be comnletf '
' .ut Julv 1, 1017.

In view of the ever-increasing demand for gasoline and
the increase in price of crude oil, from which it is

obtained, it is important to know that an almost inex-

hausable supply of oil may be obtained from the shale

of northwestern Colorado, northeastern Utah, and south-

western Wyoming, according to the U. S. Geological

Survey. This shale contains materials which, when
heated, may be converted into crude oil, gas and am-
monia. The high cost of distilling oil from shale as

compared to the cost of producing oil from wells has thus

far prevented the development in this country of such an

industry and may continue to prevent it for some time,

but sooner or later this great source of supply will be

utilized to supplement the decreasing production from the

regular oil fields.

The oil derived from the shale is similar to that which

is being produced from wells. When refined by ordinary

methods, the shale oil yields an average of about lti%

gasoline, 35% kerosene and a large amount of paratiin.

The yield of gasoline from the shale may probably be

largely increased by the use of refining methods especially

designed for that purpose. The gas, which is a very good

illuminating gas, will perhaps be sufficient to furnish all

the heat required to distill the crude oil from the shale.

The ammonia is a most valuable byproduct of the dis-

tillation and may be utilized in the manufacture of com-
mercial fertilizer or other nitrogen compounds, as the

market demands. The United States Geological Survey

has examined large areas of the shale in Colorado, Utah
and Wyoming and has made many distillation tests.

Some beds of shale that are several feet thick will yield

more than a barrel of oil to the ton of shale, and one bed

6 in. thick will yield more than two barrels of crude oil

to the ton of shale. One ton of this shale should therefore

yield nearly 10 gal. of gasoline by the present commercial

methods of gasoline extraction, and larger yields may be

made possible by new methods.

The Guggenlieim Exploration Co.. capitalized at $22.-

000.000. has been dissolved as a New Jersey concern.

The shareholders at a special meeting voted to ratify

the creation of the Yukon-Alaska Trust to take over the

as.sets of the Exploration company after the distribution

of stock and $12 per .share cash. The assets held by

the Trust comprise $1,000,000 cash, about 2,800,000 shares

of Yukon Gold, 500 series "A" preferred stock of the

American Smelters Securities Co., obligations of Yukon
Gold. Co. and other property. One of the unnamed
assets turned over to the Trust is an important interest

in the Belgian Congo Co.

The ICIectrnlytic KrnnlnK nnd Smelting Co., at Port Kembla.
Australia, has started excavating for the building of addi-
tional works, to be erected at a cost of about £100.000. Last
year the works produced about 24,000 tons of refined copper,
the chief supplies coming from Mount Morgan, Mount Lyell.

Hampden, and Cloncurry mines. The capacity of the present
smeltery, which treats copper, gold and silver ores, is 36,000

tons per annum. Since the outbreak of war and the conse-
quent suspension of German competition, blister copper and
matte have been received from different parts of Australi.i

for treatment. The additional works are in response to an
appeal of the Commonwealth Government to have all such ores
treated entirely in Australia, and also the copper and products
as well.
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Aft ILsi§4»

The raid of Villa and his bandits into New ilexico was
the straw that broke the back of a very patient camel.

Washinsrton then promptly ordered military action, and
u]i to the present time seems to be minded to do every-

thing that is necessary, no matter if Carranza opposes,

no matter if it spells intervention.

At last ! To the men of the mining industry, to our

readers, no comment beyond those two words is necessary.

With the institution of decisive action the eradication of

the sore will not be long delaved.

Jiress ©f "©©EIlsiB' Esdhmiage'"'

"Dollar exchange" is becoming a reality in "mining
South America," especially on the West Coast, where the

American Smelting and Refining Co. has important

mining interests and has lately made dollar exchange in

Chile a fait accompli. Prior to the war, practically all

mining companies in South America had to finance their

needs with 90-day sight drafts in pounds sterling drawn
on London. When the war began London credits were

cut and the situation become difficult for mining com-
panies requiring local currency. The Braden Copper Co.

and the Chile Exploration Co. began to sell 90-day sight

drafts on New York in pounds sterling in order to

procure Chilean currency to meet their payrolls. This

expedient, however, was imjjractical as a permanent usage.

To eliminate this circuitous method, Leopold Fredrick,

director of the American Smelting and Refining Co. and
treasurer of the Braden and Chile copper companies,

went to Chile and took active steps for the introduction

of dollar exchange. He secured the cooperation of the

Chilean authorities, and an official quotation for dollar

drafts was established in Valparaiso.

Through the success of Mr. Fredrick's campaign, the

Chilean business of these three companies, amounting to

.several millions per month, is now being financed by

90-day sight bills drawn in dollars on New York. No
other form of exchange has been used in Chile by these

com])anies since the beginning of 1916. This innovation

will save the companies an important amount of money
formerly paid to London in the form of banking
commission and interest. While in Chile, Mr. Fredrick

also presented to the government a suggestion that the

jiayment of export duties on nitrate shipped to the United
States be made partly in gold and partly in 90-day

sight bills drawn in United States dollars. A bill to this

effect is now being drawn up by the Chilean government.

At present these duties are paid partly in gold and partly

in 90-day sight bills on London.

Dollar exchange will probaI)ly be established in Bolivia

at an early date and is also in prospect in Peru, in both

of which countries 90-day sight drafts on New York have

I'ccn froqiR'iitly used since the outbreak of the war. In

Ecuador dollar drafts on New York have been used for

a number of years by the principal mining interests, and
other industries have been drifting to this practice since

trade with Central Europe was cut off. On the East

Coast dollar exchange has been fairly well established

for several years, but the mineral deposits of the East

Coast republics are as a rule far from the sea—like our

own Western deposits—and these countries have not yet

taken the important position in the mining world that

they will .some day assume. Hence the establishing of

dollar exchange on the West Coast of South America is

a matter of immediate importance to mining operators

who may contemjjlate entering this field for the next stage

of its mining development—the operation of the great

low-grade deposits and of richer ones made commercial

by better transport facilities.

A reading of the commercial daily newspapers of New
York gives us an explanation of the recent decline in spelter

and the curious behavior of the American Smelting and

Refining Co. in the lead market. In both eases it is

manipulation pure and simple. Spelter has been de-

pressed in order to enable the smelters to obtain cheap

ore. As soon as they have secured enough, there will be

a sharp upturn in the spelter market. Similarly the

American Smelting and Refining Co. has been selling

lead at 6.60c., while others have been getting ICq Ti/^e..

simply in order to hold down the market while .securing

ore. It is antiripated that the smelting company will soon

announce some strong advances, inasmuch as the ore pur-

chases have been completed.

These explanations are soul-satisfying until one pauses

for reflection. The bulk of the zinc ore is taken in on

sliding-scale contracts, and a low price does not increase

the offering. Moreover, many of the newer contracts

recognize no price for .spelter in excess of an arbitrary

maximum, say in the neighborhood of 10c. Also, there

are still producers of zinc ore who are troubled by inability

to sell their ore at all and welcome any chance to do so.

Lead ore is bought on sliding-scale contracts to an even

greater extent than zinc ore. and depression of price does

not stimulate the inflow. ^loreover, the larger part of

the lead goes into consumption on the same quotations

that it is taken in. The arbitrary differentials between

New York and othei' points operate in favor of the

smelting companies, but this does not contravene the gen-

eral principle of equality of intake and oiitgo.

In the case of spelter the tiresome old law of supply

and demand seems to be the more adequate explanation of

the recent behavior of the market. With respect to lead

the desire to protect regular customers against the machin-

ations of speculators may have played a part. At all

events important producers other than tin American

Smelting and Reiining Co. have been willing to sell lead

to their regular trade for less money than they have been

bid by outsiders.
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Later—The American Smelting and Refining Co. hav-

ing apparently accomplished it? purposes, raised its price

to 7c. on Mar. 14. On the same day the report came

from Jopliii, Mo., that the zinc ore producers there are

planning to restrict sales in order to force smelters to

]iay higher prices.

The series of lectures on military engineering heing

given by United States Army engineers, the program of

which was noted on page 306 of the Journal for Feb. 13,

is attracting the greatest interest among the members

of the great national engineering societies. Four lec-

tures have thus far been given. The responses to the first

notices sent out were so numerous that an overflow meet-

ing was provided for those who could not be accommo-

dated in the main auditorium, which, by the way, holds

about 1,.500. This overflow meeting proved to be entirely

inadequate, and several hundred were turned away on the

night of the first lecture. As a result, a second overflow

meeting was provided for the second lecture which was

held at 5 : 30 in the afternoon, and the regular evening

overflow meeting had to be transferred to the quarters of

the American Society of Civil Engineers in order to get

a larger hall. The large number of strictly technical men
attending these lectures is most significant of the appre-

ciation of both the need of national preparedness and the

duties and obligations of tli2 cnsineer thereto.

The first lecture dealt with the general duties of engi-

neer troops in warfare, with especial reference to bridge-

l)uilding requirements, both ponton and trestle. The

second dealt with the service of reconnaissance, includ-

ing surveying, mapping, sketching, photography and map
leproduction in the field. While all of the work covered

by these two lectures could well be done by mining engi-

neers, it perhaps falls more specifically within the sphere

of civil engineers. The third lecture, however, delivered

Feb. 28, on "Field Fortifications, Sieges and Demoli-

tions," covers work that falls distinctly within the scope

of the mining engineer and is, in fact, that branch of the

service to which mining engineers will be assigned in

time of war. The lecture is rejjroduced almost in full

elsewhere in this issue and is an exposition of modern

trench warfare, with all the little arts thereto pertaining.

It is rare that a technical exposition of this subject is

made so readable, and still more rare that it is made avail-

able to civilians; therefore under the circumstances and

the exigencies of the times this is a welcome contri-

bution to the literature of military engineering.

The galleries of the military engineer are the drifts of

the mining engineer and are driven from the intrench-

ments of one belligerent to undermine the trendies of the

otiier. The details of this work are illustrated in the

"Engineer Field Manual.'"' Some of these, reproduced

in the lecture mentioned, show methods of timber support

for the roof and sides of these drifts, inetiiods of spiling

in soft and loose gn)und. method of shaft sinking, shaft

lining and cribbing, identical with the everyday work of

the miner, prospector and mining engineer.

It is for this rea.^on that the miners of Canada and of

Cornwall have been es|)iiially recruited for this arm of the

service in the present \\:n\ and it is upon our own mining

'EnKlneer Field Mamj.U. Professional Paper 20. Corps of
BnKinccrs. U. S. A.. pro< n :

1,1.- from Supi-rlntendeni of riihllc

Ixxiimints. Washington. . at ? 1 postpaid.

industry that this country will depend for similar service

in the time of our extremity. The national engineering

societies are cooperating with ilajor General Leonard
Wood and his staff in affording the engineering profession

every opportunity possible to acquire such information as

is possible from illustrated lectures which shall be a

foundation for more intensi\e study and work along these

lines later on. Owing to the exigencies of the Mexican-
border situation the Platt.sburg and other sunnner train-

ing camps have been canceled.

]£dltuiceitla©Ba of MaBaaira^ Mesa
Periodically recurring is the question of the education

of those who propose to go into the mining business.

Recently the remarkable falling off of registration in

mining schools has brought the subject again to the

fore—])rincipally noticed by educators, who are naturally

the first to perceive such changes. They are now asking

what is the trouble and what ails the mining industry'

that so many of those educated to go into it leave it for

other fields. Professor Gwillim brought up the subject

at the recent meeting of the Canadian ilining Institute,

pointing out that the physical conditions under which
mining is carried on are usually uncomfortable and the

rewards not lommensurate with the denials and crudity

of the life. The professor pleads for an effort to make
the life "more lovely." The adverb will require some

alteration to fit it into mining-camp conditions. With
due respect to the opinions of those who thus academically

a)iproach the subject, we submit that these gentlemen are

attemjiting to treat a symptom instead of the seat of

trouble—a result, without reference to its cause.

Mining men may be divided into two classes: Firsr,

those who follow mining because they love it—because

pioneer conditions appeal to them. This class needs no

assistance. Virtue is its own reward—let it alone. The
other class, by far the largest and the one whence come
the complaints, con-sists of those who may have a technical

liking for the work, but who insist upon a satisfactory

(iiiaiicial return from it. And a satisfactory return is

not the indefinite continuation of a shift-boss' pittance.

Unfortunately most of the men are equipped for only that.

The proof is that while shoals of teclinically educated

young men are leaving the mining lield, individuals are

lieing brought from other lines of endeavor to direct the

distinies of mining companies. Not that the engineers

lack technical ability, but because they possess a great

store of it to the exclusion of other qualities more

necessary to the proper execution of the greater duties.

What mines are managed by engineers? Few indeed, and

a little search will .show that those few have acquired a

broad, liberal education and possess rommercial instincts.

There is the cru.x—commerce! Mining is a business;

ijiisiness is a ])rofession. Combine business with technique

and the world is yours. Hut business does not require

technique; it can hire that quality. Technique does

require business to succeed. There the business man
leads, whether he has or has not technique. One .swallow

does not nuike a summer, nor yet a square meal. Several

must he combined to lead to satisfaction. No, Professor

(Jwillim, your technical equipment is not at fault, nor do

you rc<|uire loveliness. Teach your young men to deserve

and demand the recompense. Teach them good business,

;ind liitiiiv geiierations will arise to call you bles.sed.
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BY THE WAY

An auction sale in New York recently produced the

following job lot: $500 Stonybrook Real Estate Improve-

ment Co. 5-year 5% bond, clue Oct. 1, 1914; $6 North

American Life Insurance Co. certificate ; 200 .-ihares

Santa Juliana Mining Co. : 143 shares Parleys Park Silver

Mining Co. ; 100 shares New York & Calaveras County

Gold Mining Co., and 12 sliares Fislikill Boot and Shoe

Co.—$1() lot. It is rather difficult to evaluate the mining

stocks in a lot like this, but we have our statistician work-

ing on an estimate based on the scjuare inch of certificate

;

that is, wall-paper basis.

'0.

A letter from one of the British engineers now serving

with the forces in the Sudan shows how the old spirit

survives the new occupation. "My present job is putting

.some trenches in a state of repair. The unlimited amount
of sand astonishes me : it would be excellent leaching

>tufr. It would mostly pass a 40 mesh and stay on a 100."'

Picture the former enthusiastic cyanider yearning in

liis rest moments for a leaching plant of sufficient capacity

for the treatment of the Great Sahara I It reminds us

of the humorous paper of the late Doctor Lewkovitch,

in which he proposed to catch lions in the African desert

by passing everything through a sieve. "The lions would

remain on the meshes, and there you are
!"'

Efficiency has various exponents: some are highly effi-

cient and others only near-efficient. In one of the New
York banking houses on Dee. 31 there was a question

among tlie bookkeepers, according to the Wall Street

Journal, as to which of two sale.snien was entitled to a

commission of $1.08. It was put up to the cashier, and

he said, "Give it to both of them and charge the extra

expense to profit and loss.'" One of the members of the

firm came around and wanted to know the difficulty.

This was explained, and he said the mistake must be

found and that only the man entitled to the $1.08 should

receive it. At five minutes past eleven New Year's eve

the wandering $1.08 was located, after going through

all the vouchers for the year, and the firm had spent

$24 in supper money. Then the member of the firm went

home with the shouts of the bookkeepers wishing him

"A Ha])py New Year" ringing in his ears.

.\s reported by the New York Sun, a Stock Exchange

man. wondering over the contrast between the market

for copper shares and that for the metal, had the inspira-

tion to inquire from a friend, a manufacturer of brass

goods. "How is your business?" "Rotten !" was the reply.

''Is this quotation of 251^ to 2fic. for copper a fictitious one,

then ?' he continued. "Anything but that," replied the

manufacturer. "That's the whole trouble. When I go to

get my raw material I am put on a list to await my turn.

.\t the end of (lO days or three months a limited amount is

delivered to me as a special favor. Brass is worth 33c. a

pound now. as compared with 12c. a year ago. Moreover,

there is every prospect that it will go higher. Ymi mn
imagine what a time T have with my customers. .Vftcr

looking over my goods the buyers ask for (|Uotations. and

when I give them prices that just pay me for the increased

cost of raw materials they jump up in the air. In spite

of anything I can say, they think I am trv'ing to make
huge profits at their expense."

;*;

Canadian legislators are getting excited over a new
proce.ss of refining nickel, by a metallurgist "intimately

associated with the mining industries of Colorado and
other Western States for many years, also Central

America." The name is not familiar, but no matter:

listen to the metallurgical prophecies of one of the hon-

orable members of the House of Commons at Ottawa,

who expresses his belief regarding the "new metallurgy"

as follows: "I cannot pass judgment on certain informa-

tion that has come before me in the last few months
. but I believe that a process of refining not only

nickel, but every otlier metal, has been developed in this

country . . . Instead of the International Nickel

Co. taking 100 lb. of their ore and roasting it into matte

which produces less than 5 lb. of nickel, by this new
method they will be able to get TO lb. of alloy in a

powder. . . That powder is then put in a crucible

and gives 50 lb. of metal—the equivalent of 50 lb. of

nickel in making nickel steel. There is the revolution.

It has been eft'ected in our own country, and I believe it

is a fact that out of 100 11). of our nickel ore [It contains

about 2% Ni—Editor.] we shall get 50 lb. of nickel,

which is the equivalent pound for pound of the nickel

that is tised in making nickel .steel." These legislators

jjrobably understand each other thoroughly and so do not

take too seriously the "metallurgical lectures" that are

now being .so freelv offered in the Canadian Parliament.

The poet of the Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. has

written the following verses in honor of an official attached

to the staffs of the big mining and smelting companies,

who receives but slight attention in the engineering

papers, but whose services are highly valued nevertheless.

THE PL.\XT PHYSICIAN'
Formerly Doc wore a smile that was affable.

O'erspreading his mug very smug night and day.

Tho" twenty-four hours on the job wasn't laughable

—

With naught but a "Thank You " for overtime pay.

Seldom inclined to bf captious or quizzical

V\"ith those who wt-re ailing or thought they were ill,

He doctored their ailments, mental or physical.

By culture of will power, plus powders and pill.

Lately the Doc wears a scowl that is terrible.

His brow corrugated with creases of care

—

Unwittingly searing the easily scareable,

AVith no real intention of throwing a scare.

Microbes and germs cause his wrinlJles of worriment

—

Infections that follow slight scratches and cuts.

When man, disregarding aseptic experiment.
Continue to wallow in quack-salving ruts.

Tobacco au Cud as a plaster to minister

To fresh lacerations, despite the Doc's "Don't."

Or rancid fat pork, poultice equally sinister.

Ma.v relieve inflamed mind.s—and maybe they won't.

Home-remedy (?) stunts and nostrums injurious.

When doped on in ignorant brain-blighted stealth.

Worry the Doc and he raves something furious

At men who thus fracture the laws of good health.

Fixing "bad-orders" with him is no rarity;

He never "wrecks" men who will stand for • iviir;

Rut nursing a grouch with a heart full of char :;>

Is really hard work whin one wants to be s ;uare.

Tf only the boys with their injuries trivial

Would call on the Doc for inspection an.!

Maybe in time he'd again be convivial.

Radiate sunshine and forget how to sue,;
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INDUSTRIAL USES OF FUEL OIL. By F. B. Dunn. 5x8%.
pp. 235. illus.; $3. Technical Publishing Co., San Francisco,
Calif.

THE MINERAL PRODUCTION OF PENNSYLVANIA FOR
THE YEAR 1913. Pp. 108. Report No. 11. Richard R.
Hice, State Geologist. Beaver, Penn.

HEATON'S ANNUAL. The Commercial Handbook of Canada
and Boards of Trade Register. 4%x7i4, PP. 506; $1.25.

Heaton's Agency, Toronto, Ont.. Canada.

ENGINEERING AS A CAREER. A Series of Papers by Emi-
nent Engineers. Bv F. H. Newell and C. E. Drayer. 4%x
7V>. pp. 214; $1. D. Van Nostrand Co.. New York.

GEOLOGY AND UNDERGROUND WATERS OF THE NORTH-
ERN LLANO EST.\CADO. By Charles Laurence Baker.
Pp. 225. illus. Bulletin No. 57. The University of Texas,
Austin.

THE JOURNAL OF THE IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE,
Vol. XCII, No. II. Edited by George C. Lloyd, Secretary.
Pp. 384. illus. Iron and Steel Institute, London, S. W.,
England.

THIRTEENTH BIENNI.\L REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF
MINES OF THE STATE OF COLORADO FOR 1913 and
1914. 6x9, pp. 22S. illus. T. R. Henahen, Commissioner
of Mines. Denver. Colo.

W'\TER PO'tt'ER ENGINEERING. The Theory. Investigation
and Development of Water Powers. By Daniel W. Mead.
5%x9, pp. 843. illus. Second Edition, $5. McGraw-Hill
Book Co.. Inc.. New York.

CHEMICAL PATENTS. Bv Seabury C. Mastlck. Reprinted
from the "Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chem-
istrv." Vol. VII. 1915. 6x9. pp. 88. paper. Mastick &
Lucke. 2 Rector St., New York.

TEST METHODS FOR STEAM POWER PLANTS. A Refer-
ence Book for the Use of Power Station Engineers, Super-
intendents and Chemists. By Edward H. Tenney. 4%x7%.
PP 224. illus., leather; $2.50. D. Van Nostrand Co., New
York.

PRINCIPLES OF DEPRECIATION. By Earl A. Sailers. Sl^x
81^, pp. 200. illus.; $2.50. The Ronald Press Co., 20 Vesey
St., New York.
This is an excellent treatise on a subject of finance that

is not commonly well understood. It contains references to

the depreciation of mines and metallurgical works. The book
is one that may be confidently recommended not only to

accountants, but also to the administrators of business affairs.

IRON ORES: THEIR OCCURRENCE, VALUATION AND
CONTROL. Bv Edwin E. Eckel. 614x914, PP- 430. illus.;

$4. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.. New York.

This book, by a well-known and recognized authority, is a

discussion of iron ores not only in their geologic and technical

relations, but also in their more general relations to indus-

trial conditions. It is obvious that such a subject to be

treated in such a way must be approached with a broad view.

Mr. Eckel has been highly successful in this. His book is

unquestionably an excellent and valuable piece of work.

THE CLEANING OF BLAST-FURNACE GASES. By Frederick
H. Wagner. 614x914, PP. 168, illus.; $2. McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc., New York.

This is a useful and interesting book, but it is far from
being a comprehensive treatment of its subject, and in some
cases the judgment of its author is questionable. The Cottreli

process receives but scant attention, although in nonferrous

metallurgy at least it is regarded as the coming process. The
discussion of baghouses is quite unsatisfactory. The author

does not hold a high opinion of this method of treating fur-

nace gases and conveys the idea that he regards wet washers
as superior. The experience of lead and copper metallurgists

has been just the contrary. However, the book contains a

lot of data and descriptions that will be useful to metallur-

gists, and it may therefore be recommended in spite of its

deficiencies.

THE MECHANICAL ENGINEER'S POCKETBOOK. By Wil-
liam Kent. 4x61/4. pp. 1526; leather. $5. 9th edition. John
Wiley & .Sons. Inc., New York.
No new edition of this book has previously appeared for

five years, during which time notable advances in many
branches of engineering have rendered obsolete a part of the

former work. In addition, many engineering standards have
changed during this period, all of which necessitated a thor-

ough revision of many sections of the l>ook. These neces-

sary revisions have involved changes in over 400 pages of the
• Ighth edition and the addition of more than 150 pages of

new matter. Condensation of some of the old matter, exten-
sive revisions In subjict.i of standard practice, the addition of

machine-shop practicf, the entirely new chapters on elec-

trical entrlneering .ind many new tables give a brief outline

of the change in llu ninth edition. The index to the new
volume is more th:in iwi4e as long as the index to the old,

which latter was |.i i' the greatest point of criticism of

loinur editions. !<• n.ilbook has always been a neces-
sity to the engiM'-T. 1 excellent present edition makes
th:it necessity all Ih.- l

DETAILS OF PRACTICAL MINING. Compiled from the "En-
gineering and Mining Journal," by the Editorial Staff.
6x9. pp. 544, illus.; $5. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New
York.

Everyone who has read the two predecessors of this book,
the "Handbooks" of Mining and of Milling Details, will know
what to expect of it. As I said in reviewing one of them,
it is like a series of conversations with companionable ex-
perts just returned from their travels and ready to describe
the new and interesting things they have encountered in the
line of their profession. The said travels have been among
"works," under which term are included both plants in prac-
tice and the records of technical literature. What has bean
seen and "what has been heard at second-hand are equally in-

teresting to the stay-at-home who desires to be kept in touch
with his technical world. We hear a good deal in other de-
partments about the benefit to be gained by eliminating the
middleman and bringing the producer and consumer into im-
mediate contact. Even in commercial matters this benefit
is often doubtful. There are middlemen whose services in the
way of selection, advice and preparation are worth all they
cost. To eliminate them would be something like removing
the cook and bringing the consumer into immediate contact
with the raw meat. Technical literature presents a similar
situation. The middleman who collects, selects, revises and
formulates the technical news is invaluable to the immature
beginner and the over-busy veteran alike; and when we see
books of this class, we have no doubt at all that they are just
what we "w-ant if they are well done, while mere scrapbooks.
compiled without critical discrimination and edited withotit
competent care, would merely cumber our shelves.

This particular middleman's book is thoroughly well done
In the preface Mr. Ingalls gives the credit for this resuP
chiefly to Lee O. Kellogg, recently a member of the editorial
staff of the "Engineering and Mining Journal" and himself
the author of many of the articles here collected.

The material of the book is taken from the columns of the
"Journal" between July I. 1912, and July 1, 1915. It thus
forms a continuation of the "Handbook of Mining Details."
published in 1912 and including extracts down to July 1 of
that year. This time, as before, the authors are the con-
tributors and members of the editorial staff of the "Journal"

—

good observers and good describers; and the reproduction of
the original illustrations (440 in all) completes the clearness
and usefulness of their statements.

In successive chapters the descriptions given are classi-

fied under the headings of Surface Plant and Operations, Ex-
plosives, Rock Drills, Shafts and Raises, Drifting, Stoping,
Timber Structures, Hoisting, Lowering, Transporting, Shaft-
Conveyances. Cars. Track. Safety and Sanitation, Drainage
and Ventilation.

A glance through the hundreds of descriptions of methods
and machines under these titles suggests some thoughts as
to the new era, and therefore the new art, of mining. Back
of all other motives for these improvements lie evidently the
requirements of operations on a large scale, such as the min-
ing in immense quantities of low-grade ore. This large scale
involves increased dimensions, speed and strength, the use
of new tools and materials, and provision for large numbers
of workmen; and tliese new conditions are reflected in almost
every chapter of this book—especially, perhaps, in the chap-
ters on the surface plant, shafts, timbering, transportation,
and safety and sanitation. A generation ago mining engi-
neers rarely had to deal with the problems now everywhere
presented in the making of vast excavations, the handling of

vast quantities of low-grade ore and worthless waste, and the
health, comfort and efficiency of vast numbers of workmen.
The use of electric light and power underground has paral-
leled in its rapid extension the same thing on the surface, and
equally important has been the progressive employment of

concrete as a subterraneous building material. In short,

well-nigh all the improvements in civil or mechanical engi-
neering have been eagerly adopte<l by the mining engineer
in his encounter with the great stresses, masses, speeds and
perils, and consequently the great demands, presented by
modern mining. To read these pages, therefore, is like read-
ing the history of progress in the transformation of that
ancient art. Yet some problems remain unchanged through
the ages, and these vigilant authors have not been ashamed
to take note of them. One studies with a smile the description
of an apparatus to facilitate the shoeing of a "mean mule,"
which would not have been out of place on a papyrus of the
age of Rameses. That is a sempiternal joke—and yet no
Joke!

Besides all the direct professional value of this book, I

wish to give thanks for a quality more directly appreciated
by a retired veteran, who does not expect hereafter to run a

drill, or sink a shaft, or even shoe a mule—namely, it is In-

tensely interesting.

R. W. RAYMOND.
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Kirby Thomas has returned to New York from professional
work in the South.

J. P. Beck has been appointed manager of the Portland
Cement Association with offices in the Conway Building,
Chicago.

E. P. Worden. formerly of Fred M. Prescott Steam Pump
Works. Milwaukee, has been appointed chief engineer of Henry
R. Worthington, Harrison, N. J.

J. C. Gilbert, of San Pedro, Calif., has taken charge of

the Anita copper mine, near Williams, Ariz., and is making
prepar.'.tiont; to begin active work.

Charles W. Newton, general superintendent of the Consoli-
dated Interstate-Callahan Mining Co., Wallace, Idaho, has been
visiting Butte, Mont., on business.

Quincy Bent has been appointed general manager of the
.steelton and Lebanon plants of the Pennsylvania Steel Co.,

in place of J. V. W. Reynders, resigned.

H. A. Guess, formerly consulting engineer, has been ap-
pointed managing director of mining department of Amer-
ican Smelting and Refining Co., New York.

W. Walley Davis, formerly superintendent for the Penn-
sylvania district, Semet-Solvay Co., has been made manager
of the By-Products Coke Corporation, of Chicago.

George Kingdon Parsons has opened an office as consult-
ing engineer in the Equitable Building. 120 Broadway. New
York. He will also retain his office in the Riggs Building.
Washington.

Eli T. Conner has removed his principal office from Phila-
delphia to the Mutual Life Building. 26 Liberty St.. New
York. He will also open an office in the Union National Bank
Building, Scranton, Pennsylvania.

S. A. Wookey, recently of the Hollinger mine staff. Porcu-
pine, Ont., has been appointed manager of the Schumacher
mine in place of Joseph Houston, who resigned to become
assistant manager of the Dome mines.

A. A. McKay has been appointed superintendent of the

Onahman Iron Co., opening the Ferro mine on the Cuyuna
Range. Minnesota. He was formerly with the Canadian

-

Cuyuna Ore Co. at Wilcox mine, Cuyuna Range.

R. W. Clark, of the New York office of Rogers, Brown &
Co., recently presented the moving-picture lecture of his

company. "From Mine to Molder." before the New York School
of Mines, Columbia University, New York City.

Charles W. Boise, managing engineer for the Soci6t6 Inter-

nationale Foresti^re et ilinidre du Congo, is in the United
States on an extended leave. He will be in New York for a
week now and again before returning to Africa in August.

P. P. Bourne, formerly chief engineer of Blake & Knowles
Steam Pump Works. East Cambridge, Mass., is again asso-
ciated with the International Steam Pump Co. in connection
with special engineering work. He is at the company's main
office, 115 Broadway. New York.

D. H. McDougall has been appointed general manager of

the Dominion Steel Corporation, Sydney. N. S. He is a native
of Nova Scotia and was attached to the engineering staff of the
Dominion Iron and Steel Co. in its construction period. He
has recently been superintendent of the company's iron mines.

Charles J. Murphy, who for the past five or six years has
been chief engineer of the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Co., has
decided to enter private practice, and has opened an office as
a consulting engineer, in the Nova Scotia Bank Bldg., St.

Catharines. Ont. Previous to going west, he was on the
metallurgical staff of the Canadian Copper Co.

Dr. Claude S. Hudson, of the U. S. Bureau of Chemistry, u*as
recently presented with the William H. Nichols Medal for dis-

tinguished research ^\'ork at a meeting of the Ne^v Y'ork Sec-
tion of the American Chemical Society, held at the Chemists'
Club. The presentation was made following a dinner at the
club attended by more than 200 members of the society.

W. Frank Roberts has been appointed a vice-president of
the Bethlehem Steel Co., with general charge of the opera-
tion of all steel works. He began work as a boy and for six
years had the advantage of the training of an admirable
master, the l.ate Eckley B. Coxe. in whose office he was.
Later he entered Lehigh University and after graduating be-
came connected with the Bethlehem Steel Co., holding vari-
ous positions.

The Snyder Electric Furnace Co., of Chicago, recently
iidded to the staff of metallurgical engineers Robert M.

Keency, who will be in charge of all development work.
Mr. Keeney has had a broad experience in electric-furnace
research, covering the production of iron, steel and ferroalloys
in the electric furnace, and the electric smelting of lead,
copper and zinc ores. Before his connection with the Snyder
Electric Furnace Co., Mr. Keeney was Electrometallurgist
of the U. S. Bureau of Mines, at Pittsburgh, Penn.. and Salt
Lake City, Utah.

OBITUARY

Fred Richards, underground superintendent of the mines
of the Newport Mining Co. on the Gogebic Range, was fatally
injured in the Woodbury shaft on Mar. 8. He died the fol-
lowing day. He was in one of the buckets with Captain
William Bond and Captain Griggs when he was struck on the
head by a plank that fell from the staging above. A break
in the compressed air line in the shaft caused the plank,
which was not nailed, to fall. Mr. Richards was 31 years of
age and a native of Cornwall. England. He learned his mining
with the Newport company, starting work at an early age. He
leaves a wife and one child.

Col. Alfred Hicks died at his home in Pittsburgh, Mar. 7,

aged 79 years. Born in Wales he was brought to this country
when five years old, and was brought up in Pittsburgh, going
to work in an iron mill at Blairsville, Penn.. when a boy.
After serving with credit in the Civil War. he entered into
business and was identified with many coal companies, having
mines in the lower .\llegheny Valley. In 1900 he organized the
Allegheny Iron and Steel Co.. whose plant is at Tarentum,
and the Inter-State Steel Co.. of Pittsburgh, which was later
merged into the Allegheny company. He retired from busi-
ness some years ago. He leaves a widow, a daughter and
two sons.

American Chemical Society—The fifty-second meeting of
the American Chemical Society will be held at the University
of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, from Tuesday. Apr. 18. to
Friday. Apr. 21. inclusive. The Beardsley Hotel. Champaign.
has been chosen as headquarters. Edward Bartow is chair-
man of the committee of arrangements. The program includes
visits to manufacturing plants and coal mines, including
Hegeler Brothers zinc-smelting and sulphuric-acid plant at
Danville.

Canadian Mining Institute—The officers of the Institute for
1916 are as follows: President. Arthur A. Cole. Cobalt. Ont.;
vice-presidents, Charles Fergie. Montreal, and Thomas 'W^ Gib-
son. Toronto; Councillors. Alberta, R. H. Morris. Pocahontas,
and Lewis Stockett. Calgary. British Columbia, Thomas Gra-
ham, Victoria, Gomer P. Jones, Hedley and JI. E. Purcell,
Rossland, Ontario, Norman R. Fisher. Cobalt, A. D. Miles, Cop-
per Cliff, W. E. Segsworth and Clifford E. Smith, Toronto;
Quebec, John A. Dresser. Montreal.

American Society of Meclianioal Knjirtneers—The Entertain-
ment Committee of the New York Section has arranged a
dinner to be given to the members and their guests at the
Machinery Club, 50 Church St., on Wednesday evening. Mar.
29, at 7:30 p.m. The purpose of the dinner is to provide a
purely social occasion when the members of the Section may
become better acquainted with a view to making member-
ship in the Section a social bond as well as a professional
one. The dinner will be informal. The speeches will be
social, rather than upon set professional topics.

.\merlran Institute <if Mining' Gneineers—The next meeting
of the New York Section will be held Mar. 23, at the Machinery
Club, 50 Church St. The meeting will be preceded by a dinner
served at 6:30. Following the dinner Frank J. Sprague. Chair-
man of the Committee on Electricity and Shipbuilding of
the Naval Consulting Board, will speak on some phase of
the Naval Problem. Mr. Sprague has recently returned from
a cruise on the battleship "New Y'ork," witnessing the munoeu-
vers of the Atlantic fleet.

The Chicago Section held its annual meeting at the Engi-
neers' Club, Chicago. Mar. 9. After dinner C. G Atwater
spoke on "Byproducts of Coal Distillation." At the business
meeting the following officers were chosen: Chain^ian, Chas.
H. MacDowell; vice-chairman. Luther V. Rice: --secretary-

treasurer, H. W. Nichols; additional members of the execu-
tive committee, Geo. P. Hulst. Alex. K. Hamilton, Frederick
T. Snyder. Henry 1". Howland.
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SAX FRAXflSCO—Mar. S

The Embezzlement Charge Agrainst William S. Xoyes,

president of the Presidio Jlining Co.. has been taken to the

California Appelate Court on a writ of habeas corpus. Noyes

was charged by the stockholders with misuse of money re-

ceived from sale of stock. The case is not a clear one and
comment should be withheld until evidence may be adduced

to prove that an otherwise honest man of good repute among
mining men is really guilty of a criminal act. It is not im-

probable that Mr. Noyes may have committed the offense of

using his own judgment instead of misusing money of the

company.

Coinage by the San Francisco Mint since its organization

in 1854 and to and including Dec. 31, 1915, amounted to ?2,000,-

591,286.87. The gold coinage amounted to $1,727,173,433.50;

silver, $189,240,371.65. The total minor coinage, including

5c. and Ic. pieces, amounted to $759,410. Of the total amount
of coinage in the period named, $1,917,173,215.15, was U. S.

coinage; foreign coinage, $83,418,071.72. During the Panama-
Pacific International Exposition, the mint issued octagonal

$50 gold pieces to the amount of $75,450 and round $50 gold

pieces, $75,500. There were quarter eagles to the amount of

$25,042 and $1 pieces to the amount of $25,034. There were
also $30,000 in silver half-dollars in honor of the Exposition.

Creation of a Trusteeship covering all the shares of stock

of the Union Oil Co.. the Union Provident Co. and the United
Petroleum Co. has been undertaken as a solution of difficul-

ties of the Union and its allied companies. The Los Angeles
Trust and Savin.gs Bank is suggested as a depositary for

the stock and agent for the trust when not less than 170,462

shares, have been subscribed, which is equivalent to a major-
ity of the issued stock of the Union Oil Co., proceedings will

then be instituted for the dissolution of the holding com-
panies. It is proposed that the stock should be trusteed for a

period of seven years and that nine representative stockhold-

ers be elected voting trustees; the depositing stockholders to

have the right to instruct the trustees concerning voting of

the stock. The purpose is to so reorganize the management
that all the stockholders of the three corporations shall be

given present opportunity to participate in the companies,

complying with the expressed wish of Lyman Stewart. The
committee proposing the consolidation of interests and man-
agement is composed of A. P. Johnson. Lyman Stewart, John
Groose. John R. Haynes. W. L. Stewart, Mrs. May K. Rindge,
Giles Kellogg, A. \V. Redman and Shirley C. Ward.

Plans to Mersre a Number of California Oil Comiianies have
not been abandoned, according to recent report. During a re-

cent visit to Los Angeles, Mark L. Requa conferred with
W. L. Stewart, president of the Union Oil Co.. L. P. St. Clair,

president of the Independent Oil Producers' Agency and other

prominent producers. It is believed that the present plans

contemplate the inclusion of new companies that may enter

in the Pan-American Transport Co., which was originally

formed for the purpose of merging the interests of California

oil companies, including the Union. Although the original

plans failed of consummation, the company was organized
under direction of Edward L. Doheny, president of the Mexi-
can Petroleum Co. So far as the Union was concerned, its

inclusion in the original merger was prevented by the objec-

tion of Andrew Weir, of London, who is a heavy stockholder.

It is understood that the failure of the I'nion to enter the

merger precluded or prevented other California companies
from going into the combine.

Regulation of the
mission is advocated
Producers' Anency.
of the Industry uiidi;

logical solution of th

prove a benefit to pr

the placing of the i

the same time the p

was presented to !•

such control by th<' I

with the support !•.

entitled. The subject

ligation and considei

Oil Industry by the State Railroad Com-
by the president of the Independent Oil

Mr. SI. Clair contends that the placing
r control of the commission is the only
• problems of the oil trade; that it would
iducers as well as consumers and insure
rnlii.stry on a more stable basis, and at

I (>i.k- would be amply protected. A bill

t:i-laliire two years ago providing for

.1 Commission, but it did not meet
. Ii the iiroponents belli-vcd It was

tied to careful and thorough inves-

The ilroads have a great deal.

in fact, have the most, to do with the oil trade relations of

the producers and consumers; and such legal control or regu-
lation might well be taken care of by that commission. If.

however, there should be added to its duties the labor of

regulating the transportation and marketing of petroleum,
the expansion of the commission will be greater even than
some of the proponents of the measure themselves compre-
hend. The organization of a new branch of the commission
to attend to this new work may therefore be the solution of

the problem.

"Bnthusia.sm of Our .\drertl8ing AVriter" Is the excuse
made public by tlie Golconda Consolidated Mines, an Arizona
corporation, for issuing misleading advertisements, after be-

ing permitted b.v the corporation commissioner of California

to sell stock in this state. The company secured a permit to

sell 100.000 shares in California and subsequently published
display advertisements which the commissioner says greatly
misrepresented the condition of the company and the charac-

ter of the property owned by it. The company was notified

that the permit would be revoked unless another display

advertisement were published clearly representing the con-

dition and character of the company and its property, cor-

recting the mis-statements and advising the public to dis-

regard the misleading advertisements. The company followed
the suggestions and laid the blame on the ad-writer. Com-
missioner Carnahan declares that as one of the most import-
ant functions of the administration of the blue-sky law is

to prevent circulation of fraudulent or misleading advertis-

ing, he will inforce vigorously the provision of the act. mak-
ing it unlawful to publish or circulate any advertisement
relating to the sale of securities unless a copy shall first

have been filed with the commissioner. He will not regard the

enthusiasm of advertising writers as sufficient excuse for

false statements or violation of the law. as the principal

officers must be held responsible for the act of their employees
and agents.

Bl'TTE—:»Iar. fl

Every Part of the Butte District is the scene of unusual
activities. In the extreme north Butte section, the Butte &
Great Falls Co., with its new equipment installed and shaft
sunk to the 500-ft. level, has started to crosscut to the Gene-
vieve vein, expecting to complete this work within 60 days.
At the Badger State, most northerly of 22 operating shafts of
the Anaconda, large quantities of zinc ores are being mined.
The acquisition of the Pilot Butte by the .Anaconda has given
it another big zinc producer. The work of hoisting the ore
from its different levels will now be transferred to the adjoin-
ing Badger State and the old Pilot Butte shaft will be used
mainly for air.

The February Payrolls Proved to Be Reeord-Brenkers,
being the largest for any month in the history of the Butte
camp. Anaconda's payroll exceeds $1,200,000: that of the Butte
& Superior is approximately $235,000. North Butte's is $120,000.

and Elm Orlu, Timber Butte and other Clark companies havf
a payroll of about $75,000. East Butte's payroll is close lo

$50,000. Payrolls of the Tuolumne and Pilot-Rutte are $20.0011.

Butte-Kallaklava, Butte & Zenith City. Butte & Great Falls,

Bull whacker. Davis-Daly and other smaller concerns have an
estimated iiayroll totaling $50,000 to $75,000. This makes the

total paid out by the Butte mining companies alone about
$1,800,000. This does not include payrolls of any of the other

Industries and transportation lines connected with the opera-
tion of mines.

Operation of the »« Coniprnsntlon l.an- is i)rovlng most
satisfactory to everyone except the lawyers who tormerl.v

got fat off the fees realized from damage cases. In tlo

Pennsylvania mine fire, 21 men lost their lives. Under llo

Montana compensation law the dependent relatives wii'

entitled to either $10 per week for 400 weeks, making a $4.o»"

total, or to a cash settlement of $3,3S0. The option of settling

a cash amount on the beneficiaries is left to the state board
that has the direction of the law In Its hands. This board
receives the claims, makes a thorough investigation of each
case and then acts as a mediator In many Instances. It

inquires carefully Into the plans of the widows and orphans
and If In the opinion of the board, the beneficiary is not
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capable of hancUin>5 the money in a lump sum wisely, it

orders the payment of the weekly indemnity extending over

a period of eight years. It is reported that in this case every

one of the beneficiaries asked for a lump sum as provided.

DENVER—Mar.

Arkansas Valley Smelters' Strike Is Virtually Ended. The
plant is running with a full force of men, operating five fur-

naces and all the roasters. On Mar. S, representatives of the

American Smelting and Refining Co. submitted a plan to the

State Industrial Commission in Denver, in which the company
agrees to rectify all complaints of its laborers with the ex-

ception of the demand for an increase in wages of 5c. per hour.

The commission plans to visit Leadville. Mar. 20, after matters
have become normal, and will then make a thorough investi-

gation before rendering a decision.

Efforts to Suppress Hieli-Gradlnf;; are being continued by
the Colorado Mine Owners' Association at the instance of this

Cripple Creek District organization. The last legislature

passed a stringent law for the licensing of ore buyers, the in-

tention being to strike thus at sales of stolen ores. A few
days ago, one C. C. Schwerdt was arrested as he was leaving

the U. S. Mint in Denver after disposing of $265 worth of gold

said to have been "high-graded." His case will come up soon
at Colorado Springs. Henry Lambert, well-known miner of

the district, was arrested in Victor, Mar. 3, charged with
storing quantities of pluverized rich gold ore in his

home.

El Paso Gold Minine Co.'s "Independent Stockholders"
committee met in Denver Mar. 5 and issued a circular express-
ing dissatisfaction with the management of the company,
among other things charging the Golden Cycle interests with
dominating the El Paso company's policies and activities.

Proxies were asked to be voted at the annual meeting, cover-

ing the following proposed demands; Cessation of Golden
Cycle control; the preparation of a geological report on the

property; an effort to make greater profits from production;
oil-flotation equipment; and a repeal of the "coat of white-
wash" given former president, A. L. Burris, at the last annual
meeting. The chairman of this grievance committee is C. J.

Starke.

S-\LT LAKE CITY—Mlir. !»

The Increased Activity in mining and other industries in

this section is reflected in the February bank clearings of .Salt

Lake City. These amounted to $32,036,379, as compared with
$21,439,541 in February. 1015, being an increase of 49.4 per

cent. This is the largest increase shown by any city west of

the Mississippi, the nearest to it being Stockton, Calif., with
an increase of 39 per cent. All sections of the country showed
an increase in this month. New York City being the greatest

with an increase of 71.4 per cent.

The Daly-.IudKe at Park City is considering the erection

of a plant for the treatment of its zinc ores. Two sites are

under consideration for the plant, one at Deer Valley, the

other on the fiats below Park City. The ores, largely sul-

phides, are to be roasted, leached with sulphuric acid, and the

zinc precipitated electrolyticall>'. Cheap elective power will be
obtained from Snake Creek Tunnel, owned by the company.
Such a plant operating during 1915 would have practically
doubled the earnings of the company, due to lessened cost of

treatment and the greater price received for electrolytic

spelter. A meeting will be held in the near future to consider
the new project. The company has a large record of zinc

production, and recent development has put an increased ton-

nage of ore of this character in sight.

.lOPI.IX, MO Mar. 4

Several More Sales ^Ve^e the Features €>f the \Veek in this

district. The Tom C. mines at Prosperity, owned and devel-

oped by T. F. Coyne, were sold to Roland R. Conklin. of New
York, the announced purchase price being $175,000. The
property consisted of a 12^2 -acre lease and two 200-ton con-
centrating plants. The Wilson mine at Duenweg, one of the
older producers in the southern part of the Webb City-Duen-
weg sheet-ground district, was sold to the Onamena Mining
Co. for $100,000. The Onamena company already is operat-
ing a 300-ton concentrating plant a .short distance to the
northwest of the Wilson mill and some of the principal

owners of this property were operators of the Wilson mine.
The Cinamo mine at Prosperity was sold by .1. Harry Linde-
man. of Joplin, and Leo H. Beckman, of Cincinnati, to J. A.
Brennan, of Gary, Ind., and W. L. Brennan, of St. Louis, for

a reported price of $100,000. This mine is Just west of the
Tom C. property and consists of a 10-acre lease and a 200-

ton concentrating plant just completed. The .1. W. Allen tract

at Spring City, consisting of 240 acres, was sold during the
week to the Joplin Zinc Metals Corporation for $125,000.

Tl L.S.A, OKX,A .Mar. B

I.ans Prohibitlne Use of .Natural Gas for Zinc Smelting
may result from a movement inaugurated here. It is asserted
that 907f of the gas used in zinc smelteries for fuel is

wasted, and one local newspaper asserts editorially that more
than one-half of all the enormous Kansas gas supply has been
wasted at the lola smelteries. Those behind the movement
argue that the gas should be conserved for domestic consump-
tion, and it would last many years for this purpoee, whereas
it will be a thing of the past in a year or two if the smelt-
ers continue to use and waste it.

ISHPI:MI-\G, MICH.—.Mar. 13

That an Effort .May Be Made to Opei^ the Harbor at Es-
canaba, Mich., so that shipments of ore can be made by boats,
several large ice crushers will be taken to the port for that
purpose. There is a shortage of iron ore at several of the
furnaces at Jlilwaukce, Gary and South Chicago. If it is

possible to start boats moving, ore shipments will be made
from the Gogebic and Menominee ranges. It will not be pos-
sible to get through the St. Mary's River and the Sault Ste.

Marie locks for at least another month unless a channel is

forced. There has been some talk of trying to break through
the ice in the .St. Mary's River but it is not believed that such
a course will be adopted. The Pittsburg Steamship Co.

started the move to force through the ice at Escanaba and
other shippers and the railroad will help. The haul from the
Gogebic to Escanaba is a long one but the ore is badly needed
at this time.

MOREXri, .\RIZ.—Mar. 10

Record-Breakine Ore Shipments are reported in Arizona.
During the six days ending Feb. 26. the Humboldt and Clark-
dale smelteries shipped 1.300,000 lb. copper bullion, valued at
$364,000. In the same period the Humboldt received 49 car-
loads of ore from the Bluebell, 18 from the DeSoto: the
Clarkdale smeltery received 12 from the Commercial and 15

from the Copper Giant mine, in Mohave County. The United
Verde Extension shipped 14 carloads to Douglas; the com-
panies along the Arizona & California R.R. shipped 20 carloads
to different plants. The S. F. P. & P. handled 150 carloads,

which breaks all records. The State Corporation Commission
has notified the zinc producers in the Chloride district. Mohave
County, that notification of a materially advanced freight rate

on zinc ore from Chloride to Colorado has been received by
the commission. Operators were asked if they desired appli-

cation be made to the Interstate Commerce Commission for

suspension and investigation of the change.

PERTH AMBOY, >'. J.—Mar. 15
A fniform S-Hr. Day with increased pay to their employees

aggregating several thousand men. has been granted by both
the AmeTican Smelting and Refining Co. and the Raritan
Copper Works. The American Smelting and Refining Co.'s

action follows an increase of Ic. an hour in the wages of em-
ployees granted Aug. 16, 1915.

JEFFERSON. N. C Mar. 11

Interest In the Mining Possibilities of Astae County has
been stimulated by the first season's operation of the exten-
sion of the Virginia-Carolina R.R., from the Norfolk & West-
ern main line, at Abingdon. Since last November a field party

has been engaged in making a magnetometric survey of the

iron deposits of Ashe County. It is understood that the work
is being done for the Virginia Iron, Coal and Coke Co.. of
Roanoke, which owns a large area covering the Ballou lead.

and has taken options on other tracts. It is reported that

other parties will operate some of the properties, making
shipments to the Johnson City furnace. These magnetic iron

deposits have been investigated before, and some surface
work and drilling done. Recently a talc property on Beaver
Creek has been optioned to outside parties by W. R. Copen-
haver. of Abingdon. The talc and soapstone deposits are

extensive and have been operated for local needs for a long
time.

PEKING, CHIN.V—Feb. 10

The Imperial Mandate.s Officially .Announce that G. G. S.

Lindsey. K. C. has been asked to undertake, and has accepted
the task of drafting new mining laws for China. Mr. Lindsey
has been in Peking for the last year supporting a grant of a
mining concession to large European interests and has finished

his work in this connection. By various treaties, some as old

as 1902, the Chinese Empire undertook to promulgate minirur
laws satisfactory to the Treaty Powers, but so far has been
unable to do so. Now in fulfillment of its earnest desire to

carry out its obligations and to induce foreign capital to come
to this country for mining purposes, new laws are to be
promulgated. It is expected that they will be drawn up
according to modern mining requirements and on a liberal

basis with the object of throwing open Chinc-^o mineral
resoui'ces to the world.
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ALASKA
INDEPENDENCE (Willow Creek)—Will install 40-stamp

mill in spring with other equipment.
ALASKA MEXICAN (Treadwell)—Production for January

from 19,775 tons crushed was 443 tons concentrates, valued at
$15,233; total production, $26,S86.

ALASKA UNITED (Treadwell)—Production tor January
from 45,395 tons crushed was 1.007 tons concentrates, valued
at ?43,117; total production, $92,592.

ALASKA TREADWELL (Treadwell)—Production for Jan-
uary from 78.677 tons crushed was 1,500 tons concentrates,
valued at $55,305: total production, $126,510.

MINERAL CREEK (Valdez)—Claims will be worked this
vear bv the purchasers at Marshal's sale two years ago. New
stamp mill will be installed with other machinery.
KENNECOTT COPPER (Latouche) — Beatson property

being rapidly equipped for greater tonnage. Additional 150
. men will shortly be put to work at mine and mill.

PATTON (Valdez)—W. E. Patton, of Spokane, will open up
claims prospected by Patton Mines Co. on the Ft. Liscum field.

This involves hvdro-electric plant, mill and other equipment.
Reported that Patton will install milling method of his own.
successful in treating ore of similar character.

ALASKA GASTINE.\U (Juneau)—Tapping the lake at
Annex Creek Power Plant accomplished, using drills to last
round, pilot holes having been drilled ahead with diamond
drill. Valves used on last round and where water hammer
drill holes went into lake these valves prevented flooding of
tunnel. This tapping drains water of upper .\nnex Lake
through 1,300-ft. tunnel to pipes leading to power house on
beach, 800 ft. below. While tunnel was being concreted, com-
pany obtained power by use of dam and bypass pipe to the
water lines. Work on the 4.000-hp. unit started last May
now finished.

.VRIZOXA
CocliiNe County

SHATTUCK ARIZONA (Bisbee)—Production for February
was 1,523,137 lb. copper, 499,155 lb. lead, 27.139 oz. silver, and
GIO oz. gold.

DENN-ARIZONA (Bisbee)—Stockholders, encouraged by
ore on 1,600-ft. level, are considering resumption of operations.
Thought there is no more than 150 ft. water in mine.

COPPER QUEEN (Douglas)—Smeltery output for Febru-
ary, 12,690,000 lb copper: exceeding output for January by
700,000 lbs. Figures include copper from custom ores and
concentrates fi-om Nacozari.

SHATTUCK (Warren)—Daily output is 450 tons copper
ore, shipped to Douglas smelter and 100 tons silver-lead ore.

shipped to El Paso. Silver-lead ore found at 200 level, copper
glance at 300 and 2 Ti vanadium at 600 level.

BUNKER HILL (Tombstone)—Shipping 10 carloads of
manganese concentrates direct to the steel plants of New
Jersey and Pennsylvania. Three shifts worked in Oregon
shaft; ore hauled on motor trucks to mill going at full

(ai>acity: about 400 men employed.

Gila Comity
INSPIRATION (Miami)—Material ordered for two additional

units to mill, making 20 in all, increasing daily capacity from
16,200 to 18,000 tons.

GRAYSTONE (Miami)^While digging trench workmen
discovered vein of high-grade copper. Fifty tons shipped and
more coming; Graystone is 12 mi. west of Miami.

NORTHWEST INSPIRATION (Miami)—E. F. Eisenhour
and as.si.ciates have organized Northwest Inspiration Copper
Co. to develop Miner and Rose groups of 27 claims adjoining
Inspiration.

Greenlee County
ARIZONA 'copper. LTD. (Clifton)—Production for Febru-

ary was 1,207 tons copper.

.Mohave County
FRISCO (Kingman)—Frisco Gold Mines located Union Pass

section, 24 mi. west Kingman, to be reopened.

Pinin County
YUMA (Tucson)—Machinery for treating molybdenum ore

is being installed.

BUSH-UAXTER (Tucson)—Daily shipments to El Paso
average 120 tons: opening new level at 250 ft.; ore runs 4%
copper; total shipments since the American Smelting and
Refining Co. took over the property several months ago, 15,000
tons.

AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING (Sllverbell)—Has
bought Sllverbell mine from defunct Imperial Copper Co.
Sllverbell has been closed <li)wn since 1910; comprises 60 pat-
ented claims, mlllsite, smelter site, and 1,820 acres land; ores
will not be treated in the old Sasco smeltery as formerly, but
win go to Hayden plant.

I'Inal County
EMPIRE ZINC (San Xavler)—Company has announced that

It will resume opcr'tlons at San Xavier mine and will erect
reduction plant.

PINAL DEVELi")!- ! 1 :.\'r (Rny)—Company developing Ren-
fro property, 4 ml. ' .t Ray Consolidated mines, reports
new strike of rich oi. le on hi ntofore unexplored ground.

Santa Cruz County
PROGRESSIVE (Nogales)—Purchased bv Sawyer and

Browder, who have sunk two shafts to depth of SO ft. Shafts
have opened 5-ft. vein $30 ore; old mill being reconstructed
and arrangements made for erection of cyanide plant.

Yavapai County
EUREKA (Poland)—Major Mining and Milling Co. has pur-

chased Poland mill to treat Eureka ores.

MILDRED (Stanton)—Crosscut will be driven 200 ft. from
tunnel to tap known orebody; reported mill will be built.

VERDE RIVER COPPER (Mayer)—Contract let for sev-
eral hundred ft. tunnel work: plans sinking soon. Verde River
controlled by A. L. Garford, automobile inanufacturer.

POCAHONTAS (Mayer)—Operations resumed: will prob-
ably commence producing ore when new plant of Gray Eagle
Reduction Co. at Mayer is in operation. W. H. Skinner,
manager.

UNITED VERDE COPPER (Jerome)—Has increased wages
50c. a day to all employees, increasing daily payroll by $1,500.
This is third raise (totaling in all $1 per shift) employees of
United Verde have received since copper reached 25e. point.

UNION (Chaparral)—A 16-ft. crosscut on 175-ft. level of
old shaft has disclosed 6 ft. of free milling and concentrat-
ing ore. New vein thought to be parallel with rich vein
tunnel was supposed to reach at distance of 136 ft. Union mill
operated on ore from new strike with highly satisfactory
results.

UNITED VERDE EXT. (Jerome)—Annual report for 1915
states that 3.579 tons averaging 43.9 9f copper was taken from
chalcocite vein in southerly end of original five claims; also
6,173 tons averaging 17.6% copper taken from same body.
Options secured on 39 claims, about 590 acres, adjoining orig-
inal five claims on the southeast; all ore now shipped to
Douglas smelteries, 470 mi.

C.VLIFORM.V
.Amador County

CHROME DEPOSITS discovered by V. N. Swanson, re-
ported to contain 40% ore. Lease reported taken on 300 acres,
embracing chrome and thorough development contemplated.
Estimated ore can be placed on cars at a cost of $5 a ton.

CONSOLIDATED AMADOR (Sutter Creek)—Pumping ma-
chinery arranged for by Mr. Beam on recent visit to San Fran-
cisco. He is reported as stating that proposed initial amount
of $1,000,000 for purchase and development was over-sub-
scribed. .\mong the subscribers to this amount are reported
W. E. Corey, John D. Ryan, Thomas Cole, Ambrose Monell
and John B. Farish.

Calaveras County
CHROME DEPOSITS reported discovered near Copper-

opolis, by C. H. McClory. of Angels Camp and J. F. Bollinger
of Copperopolis. Surface cropping reported 8 ft. wide. Prop-
erty has been bonded to company formed for development.

Nevada County
EL ORO (Lake City)—Fred Phelps, manager arranging for

installation of a hoisting and pumping plant. Construction
of headframe progressing.

ORMONDE (Washington)—Reported bonded to San Fran-
cisco men and that extensive development will be undertaken.
Mine equipped with 20-stanip mill and other machinery, much
of which will have to be replaced by modern machinery.

l*laeer County
BLUE LEAD (Dutch Flat)—Reported that S. C. Jordan who

has been examining the property since last fall has pro-
nounced favorably. Stamp mill ordered and the foundation
work started. Development employing 20 men, more will be
employed later.

I'luniUM County
PLACER MINING on Squirrel Creek reported prosperous

and some very coarse gold washed out. Byron Turner re-
cently took out a nugget weighing 1% lb. valued at over
$400.

San Benito County
NEW IDRIA QUICKSILVER (Tdria)—Ship|)ed 500 fiasks

recently. Costs reported $50 per flask including exceptional
mine development expenses.

SliaHtn County
VICTOR POWER AND MINING CO. (Knob)—Directors de-

cided upon placing president J. H. Sharpe at the mine in Har-
rison Gulch, as manager. New vein disclosed on 200 has
also been opened on the .'iOO level. New I,ane mill has 80 tons
per day capacity and is working up old Midas dumps.

SiHklyou County
CLl'.AIl CREEK (Hai)py Camp)—About 1,000 ft. of devel-

opment work indicates large bodies of ore.

T1.M1;i:kL1NE (Happy Camp) -High-grade ore reported
showing s'; cupper and $5 per ton gold and sliver. Large
orebodies indicated.

NEALONE (Hanpy Camp) — Crosscuttlng has disclosed
bodies of pvrites about 40 ft. wide. Including deposits said to
contain over G'/! copper and $4 gold and sliver per ton.
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MILNE (Hamburg Bar)—After cleaning up ?400 in 10 days
from this hydraulic mine owner George Milne, obliged to
shut down account of freezing weather. Milne took out one
nugget valued at J500. »-

Tnlare County
CALIFORNIA MAGNESITE CO. (Porterville)—Treatment

plant will be doubled in capacity and chemical laboratory in-
stalled. In addition to testing ores produced by company,
the laboratory will also serve prospectors and miners in dis-
trict by making the determinations without charges.

Tnolumne County
IF I CAN (Jamestown)—Reported that a rich strike has

been made in this gravel mine on Stanislaus River. Property
acquired by J. C. Prentice 2 or 3 years ago; has been fairly
well developed since it was reopened l:)y him.

Yuba County
YUBA CONSOLIDATED (Ilammonton)—No. 15 new all-

steel 16-cu.ft. dredge, whose hull has been in course of con-
struction during winter, reported launched Mar. 15.

A. B. C. (Brownsville)—Operations resumed and arrange-
ments made for installation of new process cyanide plant, with
capacity of 150 tons of ore per day. Mine equipped with 5-

stamp mill, which will be increased to meet the requirements
of cyanide plant.

COLORADO
Boulder County

COLUMBIA (Ward)—Property being developed by McGin-
nis. Wolf & Co. Large ore shoot recentl.v opened. A 2-ft.
vein of sulphide ore opened in Sullivan No. 5. Planned to
unwater other properties in neighborhood to explore for
tungsten ores.

Clear Creek County

PORTLAND (Dumont)—A pocket of rich gold ore has been
struck in the shaft. J. W. Smith is manager.
EUREKA (Boulder Falls)—Purchased by Degge and Wol-

cott who will begin development at once. Three sets of
leasers now at work carying on successful exploration.

Lake County
EAST CARBONATE HILL SECTION (Leadville)—Area in-

cluding Mikado, R. A. M., Pyrenes, and Greenback mines will
be drained by new company with reported capitalization of
$12,000,000, management of George O. Argall. Preliminary
work underway at Pyrenes shaft, 1,000 ft. deep, water at 500
level; shaft sinking planned following drainage.

San Juan County

GOLD KING (Gladstone)—Snowslides damaged compres-
sor plant, blacksmith shop and upper tramway terminal.

San Miguel County
TOMBOY (Telluride)—During February mill ran 27 days,

crushed 12,000 tons yielding $36,000 bullion, shipped $51,000
concentrates. Expenses were $59,400, leaving net profit of
$27,600.

IDAHO
Shoshone County

RAY-JEFFERSON (Wallace)—Carlisle vein cut in lower
tunnel at depth of 300 ft. below former workings, disclosing
large body zinc-lead ore. Vein encountered near intersection
of (Carlisle and Ray-Jefferson veins. Tunnel in which strike
was made is to be main outlet to mill now being constructed.
WEST HUNTER (Mullan)—Stewart Mining Co. recently

took option on control of this company owning group of
claims lying between the Morning and Hunter and joining
the Independence on south. Stewart company thought to be
acting in harmony with Independence, and that properties will
eventually be consolidated. Independence reported to have
developed large amount ore on extensions of Morning veins,
and West Hunter would be a valuable addition for buildings
and surface operations aside from mining value. Option calls
for expenditure of upward of $20,000 in developing West
Hunter.

MICHIGAN
Copper

COPPER RANGE (Trimountain)—Company's Trimountain
mill partially destroyed by Are Sunday evening, Mar. 12; loss
$200,000, covered by insurance.

O.SCEOLA (Osceola)—North Kearsarge No. 4 reported get-
ting into good rock In lower openings, as it enters Allouez
zone.

CALUMET & HECLA (Lake Linden)—Output of tailings-
treatment plant in January said to have been 382,155 lb. fine
copper.

ISLE ROYAL (Houghton)—New stamp mill giving satis-
faction both as to capacity and recovery; latter about 14 lb.
per ton.

TORCH LAKE (Houghton)—Reported that exploration
operations will be started soon. Property owned by Boston
and New York capitalists headed by Thatcher Loring.

Iron

IRON RIVER—J. S. Kinney has started drilling on Sec-
tion 7, a quarter mile south of Zimmerman mine.
WAKEFIELD (Wakefield)—Shovels are ready to start as

soon as boats can get to Ashland, Wis. Considerable work
done in undergi-ound mines this winter.

DOBER (Iron River)—Fire out and mine again free from
gas after burning several weeks. It was smothered by stop-
ping all openings. Mining will be resumed shortly.

TOBIN (Crystal Falls)—Water level lowered to 12th level;
ore now being hoisted. Work of draining was started first of
year. The 13th level will next be drained. About 150 men
working; more being added daily.

HANOUSACK (Wakefield)—Stripping going ahead at rapid
pace, work starting from Wakefield pit. Large shovels did
such fine work at Nashwauk, Minn., last year that one 315-
ton shovel was purchased for this stripping Job and is being
used.

LAKE ANGELINE (Ishpeming)—Electric hoist has re-
placed steam plant at the Happy Hollow workings. Consider-
able ore being taken out. Small area at east end will be
stripped this summer, orebody there being only 10 ft. under
surface.

MI.V.VKSOTA

COLERAINE—Large tonnage will go forward from Can-
isteo district this year, according to ofiicials of the Oliver Iron
Mining Co.

WILLIAMS (Biwabik)—Mine is to be reopened, after idle-
ness of two years. Stockpile will be moved this year, ore
going to Milwaukee.

QUINN-HARRISfJN (Nashwauk) — Butler Bros.' 31.5-ton
shovel has been moved onto property from Mace No. 2, and 200men will be put to work at once.

ACTURUS (Marble)—Three shovels working dav and night
to get this mine ready for production, work started last
fall. Spur tract constructed from mine to Hill repair shops.

BIWABIK (Biwabik)—Decided to do considerable stripping
this spring. Orebody remaining in pit will be uncovered.
Large ore sales have been made. Some development work
done during winter.

Vermilion Range
SEC. 30 MINING CO. (Vermilion Range)—A Mvers-Whaley

shovel will be installed in pit. This machine, capacity 60 tons
per hour, can later be used in underground work.

MISSOIRI—KANSAS—OKLAHOMA

WELLS (Duenweg, Mo.)—Company rebuilding Overland
mill north of Duenweg and adding separate sludge depart-
ment.

ZINC CORPORATION (Carterville, Mo.)—Old Virginia mill,
of 350 tons capacity, just completed by J. F. Dexter on the
Cornfield tract, and started up.

LULU V. (Spring City, Mo.)—Centrifugal pump installed
similar to that already on neighboring Delta No. 2. Mines
have been flooded since heavy rains 60 days ago.

TRINITY ZINC (Duenweg, Mo.)—Barnett Mining Co. has
taken lease on Whitsett and Chapel mines and will remodel
mill and connect the two properties with an aerial tram.

EVANS-HALL-SOY (Duenweg. Mo.)—Will build 250-ton
mill on C. T. Orr land at site of old Rosebud. Recent de-
velopments indicate large body sheet-ground ore.

BATESVILLE (Neck City, Mo.)—Mine, formerly known as
Second National, taken over by Toledo-Joplin Mining Co.,
which also has purchased Joplin Concentrating Co.'s mill on
adjoining tract.

COAHUILA (Joplin. Mo.)—Has contracted for erection of
1,000-ton concentrating plant near its present mill north of
Duenweg. A 16x42 Corliss engine ordered. Five 150-hp.
high-pressure boilers will be installed, and a 1,200-cu.ft. Sul-
livan straight-line compressor.

ADMIRALTY ZINC (Cardin. Okla.)—Two new concentrat-
ing plants being pushed to completion are expected to be in
operation in fe\v weeks. (Company recently broke into rich
dirt in one of the new shafts it is sinking.

BILHARZ (Cardin, Okla.)—Company, which recently took
over Bluebird from Church and Maben, has started building
second mill on the Shorthorn lease, adjoining that on which
Blue (Joose is making heavy production. One shaft already
down to ore and another well underway. Company also drill-
ing SO-acre lease from Chapman land and will develop if

drilling results justify.

MONT.VXA
Granite County

ROYAL BASIN (Maxville)—Northwestern Mines Consoli-
dated, present owner will start work. Property equipped with
250-ton concentrator and flotation plant. Concentrates will
be shipped to Anaconda. Ore reserves estimated at 500,000
tons of 2% copper ore. Morris Stark, superintendent.

Mineral County
TARBOX (Saltese)—Drift from bottom of 400-ft. shaft has

disclosed much zinc ore. Two shifts of men will be put on at
once to do extensive development work.

Silver Bow County

CORBIN I Butte)—Directors authorized Mar. 7 to sell Gam-
brinus claims to ilevelopment company. If consummated, sale
will clean up floating debt and give Corbin stockholders sub-
stantial interest in new company.

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Report for last quarter of 1915
shows balance of $3,462.71, total receipts beinsf - :, .0:i2 and
expenditures $69,(;2ii. Ore shipped totaled 4.41S f .iverag-
ing 7'r copper and 7 oz. silver. Company has C' ltd $S.50
per share on the new stock and is still liable tu -s,ssments
for $1.50 per share.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—February tonnage approx-
imated 55.000 from which was recovered nearly 16,000.000
lb. zinc. Efforts of management now centered on two new
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shafts being sunk with most modern sinking machinery.
Progress made in past 30 days leads to expectation that work
will be completed in nine months time.

COLUSA-LEONARD (Butte)—Large stockholders of the
Colusa-Leonard Extension Co. are attempting to get owners
of some of adjoining properties to aid in bringing entire
holdngs into shape for operating purposes. They have
assurances, it is understood, that if this can be done, needed
flnancial assistance can be secured to develop property. Colusa-
Leonard owns a part interest in number of claims and frac-
tions directly east of Leonard mine of Anaconda company.

AN'ACOXDA (Butte)—Reports that company is negotiating
for a number of properties in the Butte district, including the
East Butte and North Butte, are declared by the company's
officials to be without foundation. Emma surface plant pro-
gressing steadily. Foundations for new compressor and
hoisting engine being placed. Shaft sinking to 1.600-ft.
level will begin as soon as new hoist is ready. Latter will
have capacity of 700 hp. and will handle ores from a 2.000-ft.
shaft. New electric pump installed on SOO-ft. level has ca-
pacitv of 700 gal. and wil be able to take care of all future
flow. Zinc ores opened up on the various levels are said to
be of large extent and of high tenor.

XEV AD.V

l^sniernlda County

GOLDFIELD COX. (Goldfield)—Final report for January
shows a net profit of $59,061 from 31.000 tons treated. Total
operating costs were $."i.lS per ton and net costs $.'5.07 per ton.
A total of 3.387 ft. development was done at $.5.06 ner ft.

Preliminary estimate for February indicates a profit of $60,000.
Gross yield placed at $221,000 from 29,400 tons treated, oper-
ating expenses being $161,000.

Xye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Mar. 4

was 7.S46 tons valued at $164.4SS compared with 8,307 tons
for week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont. 2.662;
Tonopah Extension. l.SOfl; Tonopah Mining. 1.600; Jim Butler,
750: West End. 500; Halifax. 110; North Star, 60: Mac-
Namara. 40. and m:sct llaneous leases. 324 tons.

GRE.\T WESTERN iTonopah)—Crosscutting on the 1.135-

ft. level temporarily suspended because of heavy flow of wa-
ter encountered. Pumps are bting placed.

MACNAMARA (Tonopah) — Working through West End
shaft as result of recent arrangement with latter company.
Made an initial shipment of 40 tons to local milling plant.

TONdPAH EXTENSK^N (Tonopah)—At No. 2 shaft three
compartment winze from 1.350-ft. level down to 1,440-ft. in-
termediate level and east and west drifts being run—all in
ore. Drift 1.503 from 1.540-ft. level Victor shaft is beneath
winze and raise has been started to connect. Drift shows full

face of excellent ore.

Storey County

ANDES (Virginia)—Work continued on intermediate level
near old Egan stope.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Saved 86 cars ore
from raise in north drift 1,600 level. Jacket mill received 602
tons dump rock: idle part of week on account of storm.

I'NION CONStlLlD.\TED (Virginia)—Extracted 454 tons,
gross value about $8,000; largest tonnage from 2,400 level,

north stope showed $34.75 per ton. Continued reopening 2,700
level south drift.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Extracted 109 tons ore from
No. 1 stope 2,500 level, gross value over $1,600. Necessary
timbering and n pairs made in winze. Joint shaft reopened
25 ft. to the 220-ft. point below 2,000 level.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Prospecting crosscut on 2.500 and
2,700 1( vels continued in porphyry and quartz of low assay.
East crosscut on 1.600 level cleaned out and now repairing
to 500-ft. point. Mexican mill crushed 562 tons custom ore
averaging $17.25; 6 bars bullion shipped.

OPHIR (Virginia)—Extracted 211 cars ore from Central
tunnel and milled 260 tons. Work in stope temporarily sus-
pended on account of caved ground in old workings. East
crosscut started on 250 level. Joint west crosscut 2.70ft level
continues through vein formation: now out 404 ft. from winze
station.

NEW MEXICO
Dona Ana County

ORG.\N MT. (Organ)—Officers for ensuing year were
elected as follows: J. I. MeCullough, of El Paso, president;
John H. May. of Las Cruces, vice-president; F. W. Campbell.
Las Cruces, secretary-treasurer; James White and E. S.

Semple, other directors.

(irant County
STAUBER & WRIGHT (Pinos Altos)—Electrostatic mill

being operated by Ira Wright.
CARLISLE (Steeplerock)—Only the 500-ft. level and about

1,100 ft. of tunnels remain unwatered.
BURRO MorXT.MX (Tyrone)—Construction work progres-

sing rapidly at both mine and mill, latter nearing completion.
BLACK HAWK (Silver City)—Machinery being received

for extensive operation in near future. K. D. Lindstone of El
Paso Is president.

OHIO (PinoH Altos)—J. A. Peterson has leased Ohio mine
from Savanna Copper Co., 500-ft. tunnel being cleaned pre-
paratory to operation.

KINO ZINC (Redii.ik)—Geo. W. Spencer developing prop-
erty, reported dLscovn > <if Kj-ft. vein of 40% zinc ore In cross-
cut tunnel on 100-ft. level.

NELLIE BLY (LonNl.iu ;,')—Fred Hickory and Joe Dulaney.
of DoH Cabezos, Ariz, lii..- purchased half Interest In Nellie
T?ly, .ind operations \\<\l I.' i;iti soon.

AI'STIN (Leopold)- v.,.\, copper strike reported by Beal
* lirown leasing from I' '.ideld P,roa., of Sliver City. Car-
lo.i'l of 26% copp' r is !. i --orted for shipment.

CHINO (Santa Rita)—Production for 1915 according to
State Tax Commissioner was $11,383,777 net being determineil
by Commission as $6,846,204.

MAGD.ALENA COPPER CO. (Pinos Altos)—Company or-
ganized to operate Hardscrabble mine north of Pinos Altos
recently held by J. T. Janes and associates.

85 JUNE (Lordsburg)—Shipping steadily 400 tons daily
to Douglas and El Paso smelters. Diamond drill exploration
shows continuation of commercially valuable ore. (Jross
return during 1915 was $762,921; net $183,689,

Lincoln County
WHITE OAKS MINES (White Oaks)—Company reports

$30,259 as gross output of mine in 1915. W^ild Cat Leasing Co.,
reports $49,611.

Sierra County
SNAKE AND OPPORTUNITY (Hillsboro)—Big Diesel en-

gine being put in shape for operation. P. H. Williams, in
charge since acquisition by John M. Sully ancl associates, is
hiring skilled labor and engineers at Hurley preparatory to
beginning unwatering.

Socorro County
SOCORRO (Mogollon)—Company's gross production for

1915 was $619,127 according to tax commission.

AV.ASHIN'GTOX
Stevens County

NORTHPORT SMELTING (Northport)—Rebuilt plant blew
in two furnaces Mar. 7. Third expected to be ready within 60
days. Between 150 and 175 men employed.

McINTYRE (Porcupine)—Accident in No. 5 shaft has post-
poned starting 150-ton addition to mill.

McCRE.4 (Boston Creek)—Which is under option to the
Crown Reserve of Cobalt, has struck high grade in shaft.
DOME LAKE (Porcupine)—Mill closed on Mar. 8 to allow

installation of cyanide plant. Underground work proceeds.
TIP TOP (Port Arthur District)—Mine closed down for

six years is again being worked and shipping ore to New
York.

PEOPLES' (Cobalt)—Work to be resumed shortly. Ar-
rangements made with Ophir to work both properties through
one shaft.

OBRIEX (Gillies Limit)—About 25 ft. drifting completed
on galena vein at 200-ft. level, where vein continues wide and
heavily mineralized.

DOMIXIOX REDUCTION (Cobalt)—Has thrown up its op-
tions on Big Master and Laurentian properties in Wabigoon
district.

MILLER INDEPENDENCE (Boston Creek)—Has installed
a steam plant and started underground development. Nissen
stamp will treat ore.

GIFFf-IRD (Cobalt)—Machinery installed and mine being
dewatered. Diamond drilling from 200 ft. level will be under-
taken to determine e.xtent of orebody.

R. A. P. SYNDICATE (Boston Creek)—Drifting being
pushed on 100 ft. level and results reported satisfactory. Ad-
joining Hill claim has been purchased.

NIPISSING (Cobalt)—February ore mined has estimated
net value of $171,856; bullion from Nipissing and customs ore
shipped estimated net value of $309,320.

CHENEY COPPER (Thessalon)—Which is under option to
Hollinger interest to have complete mining plant installed
soon. Several cars high-grade being shipped to the States.

GENESEE (Cobalt)—Shaft down 60 ft. In drift running
60 ft. north of shaft, viin shows 2 to 4 in. wide with three
narrow veins at right angles. Sinking will be continued to
300-ft. level.

VIPOND (Porcupine)—Report covering last vear shows
profit of $35,136 from the treatment of 35,899 tons, or a
little less than $1 a ton. Ore reserves Dec. 31 amount to
90.000 tons valued at $587,280 or an average of $6.52 a ton.
Costs were $4.95.

DOME (Porcupine)—February production $163,500 from 32.-
040 ton.s, or an average recovery of $5.10 a ton, a decrease
of $13,490 value, but increase of 440 tons as compared with
previous month. Excessive snow has interfered with oper-
ations of open pits.

CIB.4

MATAHAMBRE COPPER (Santa Lucia)—The Ambursen
Co. has been awarded a contract for a 6-mi. Lawson aSrlal
tramway from the mines to the coast. Work will be com-
menced at once and completed inside of six months.

SOITH AMERICA
Peru

SANTA BARBARA MERCURY DEPOSITS of Huancavelica
may be opened up soon, according to the reported statement
of Eiilogio E. Fernandini. vice-president of the American
Vanadium Co. For some years Santa Barbara mines have been
in possession of General Avelino C4cercs and Augusto Bena-
vldes, whose interests have been purchased by Mr, Fernandini.

.\PKIC.\

Trannvnal

GOLD PRODT'CTION IN JANUARY was: Witwatersrand,
759,852 oz.; outside districts, 27,615 oz.; total 787.467 oz., which
Is 6.356 oz., more than in December, and 44,868 oz., more than
in January, 1915. The total number <if negro laborers em-
ployed was 219,865, an increase of 986 during the month.
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Metal Markets

XKW VOItK—Mar. IS

Special features of last week were the continued rise in

lead, and the continued decline in spelter. Toward the close,

however, the latter rallied, and it looks now as if the bottom
of the recent decline has been seen. Business in copper was
ligrht. but it was sufficient to produce a small advance in

price.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—There was more business done than in the pre-
vious week, some consuniers having been interested by their
ability to obtain some relatively cheap copper. The transac-
tions were chiefly for April-June and May-June delivery, but
there were also some tiansactions for prompt metal. The
premium that is talked about for the latter was more theo-
retical than practical. Apparently, the purchases were suffi-

cient to clean up most of the supplies that producers were
offering cheaply, and as the week progressed there was not
only a better tone, but also slightly higher prices were
realized. The principal producers have been indifferent to the
market all along since the recession started, and the present
outlook is that the market will return to their price. How-
ever, at the close copper was freely available from other pro-
ducers at 26V2@27c.. r.t., according to delivery.

The New York. New Haven & Hartford R.R. raised its

embargo at midnight. Mar. 10-11, and accepted shipments until

midnight of Mar. 14-15, when the embargo was put into effect

again.

Exports from Baltimore for the week included .SO, 020 lb.

copper to Glasgow, Scotland; 2,240,597 lb. to Havre, France.

Copper Sheets are quoted at 34c. per lb. for hot rolled and
35c. for cold rolled. Copper wire is 28%@29'4c. per lb. for

carload lots at mill.

Tin—On Mar. 9 there was a spectacular advance in price
for spot tin, and the market has ruled at high figures ever
since then. The reason for this was the prevention of exports
from London by the British Government, the motive for which
remains unknow^n. A London cable today stated that permits
are unobtainable, and it is impossible to get any tin out of
England. In this market business w^as fairly active on some
days, while on other days but little was done. The supply of

spot tin in New York is very small.

Lead

—

A very large business for e.xport to Japan and
Russia was done, and the buyei's for that purpose being will-
ing to pay almost any price, the market advanced sharply.
Most of this lead being shipped westward, St. Louis was
the primary and principal market, and the price there ruled
far above the New York parity. Exporters were able to

sell in the neighborhood of 8c. , f.o.b., Pacific ports—Si^c.

being the highest whereof we have heard—and the freight
rate to there being 50c. per 100 lb., high prices could be paid
in St. Louis market, and a large profit realized. The great
demand for lead for export and the large premiums over its

price that were being realized by outsiders, led the A. S. &
R. Co. to advance its price to Vc, New York, on Mar. 14. At
that price, and the corresponding prices for other points, the
regular consumption on contracts is being supplied. However,
consumers—even the large and important ones—who require
lead in excess of their contract provisions, have been obliged
to go into the outside market and buy it in competition with
the exporters. At the close the lead market continues very
strong. The basis of the recent advance is the large export
demand. It is not believed that speculators and traders have
played any great part in it. In that respect the conditions are
Uuite different from those that prevailed during the spectacu-
lar advance last June.

Exports from naltiinor.- for the week included 444.476 lb.

lead to Glasgow, Scotland.

Spelter—Th<> weakness that was in evidence last week
continued, and the market went down rapidly. Although the
business transacted was not very large, it was nevertheless
a good deal more than in the previous week, which was an
encouraging sign. However, the market was under distinct
pressure from certain import.ant producers, other producers

reporting quite generally that prospective business was taken
away from them by lower offers. Business that was done was
almost entirely with domestic consumers, chiefly with bras.s
makers, the galvanizers buying very little. Neither France
nor Great Britain was a buyer. The terms of the recent
governmental regulation in France are not well understood
here. It was supposed that the Government was going to
undertake the buying of all spelter, but in the latter part of
the week there was an inquiry in the market from at least
one private French concern. British interests made inquiries.
but did not buy. During the last day or two, the market
stiffened considerably, and between morning and afternoon of

DAILY PniCES OF METALS IN NEW YORK -^mw^^
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Mar. 15 there was a sharp advance, a widespread demand,
including galvanizers, having sprung up. not for any large
tonnages, but rather for carload and two-carload lots from
a good many quarters. May-June spelter had been sold during
the morning at H'.ic but in the afternoon 15%c. was bid for

.\pril-June.

The Kirk Smelting Co.. a new concern, is building a smelt-
ing plant at Eufala, Oklahoma.

The American Zinc and Chemical Co. has just started the
second block of its second unit, and will shortly complete
and put into operation the third. The fourth, completing the
unit, is not so far advanced.

Zinc Sheets are in good demand and sales have been large.

The base price is unchanged at $25 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru. 111.,

less S% discount.

Other Metals
XE«' YORK—.Mar. 15

-Vluiuinum—The market is less active and sales have been
only moderate. Prices are a little easier, quotations being
5Si5 60c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots. New York.

.\ntlinony—The market continues strong, with business
slightly less active. China and other ordinary brands are
quoted at 44 45c. per lb.. New York. Cookson's is scarce and
is held at 57 @ 60c. Futures are rather strong, March deliv-

eries being offered at 43Hc. and April at 42c. For shipments
from China 34(8 35c. is quoted for March, and 33 @ 34c. for

April, both in bond.

Quick.silver—Some arrivals of supplies and slow buying
have resulted in a sharp decline. This has not stirred up
buyers, however, and the market is reported quiet. New York
quotations are $225(5)230 per flask of 75 lb., according to size

of order. Some outside sales are reported made at a discount,
in one case as low as $190. San Francisco reports by tele-

graph $225(8 235 per flask, with small business. The London
price is held unchanged, but no longer altects this market.

Nickel—Business is steady, with good domestic orders and
a demand for export. Prices are unchanged at 45ig)50c. per lb.

for ordinary forms, according to size and terms of order.
Electrolytic metal is 5c. per lb. higher.

Gold, Silver and Platinum
XEW YORK—Mar. 13

Golil—The Netherlands Bank at Amsterdam on Jan. 31

held $187,668,534 gold, the largest amount ever reported by it.

On June 30, 1S14, the amount was $65,103,900, or not much
more than one-third of its present reserve.

Platinum—There is nothing new in the market for this

metal. Dealers are not willing to quote prices except to

regular customers. Supplies are light and hardly up to the
demand. Sales are reported made at $85(g)95 per oz. for

refined platinum. Hard metal is quoted at $95 @ 100 per oz.

for 10^ alloy.

Silver lia.s been very steady «t 87d. Today it is in demand
at 27i'„d. owing to the small arrivals in London during the
past week, which is partly accounted for by the slow sailing
of the boat last week from New York.—The home Mint and
Continent are the chief buyers, India not much interested at
present. London stock is estimated at £900,000 today.

Coined Silver in the I'nitcd States Mar. 1 is estimated by
the Treasury Department as follows: Standard dollars, $568.-

270,900: subsidiary coins. $187,514,641: total, $755,785,541. Of
the standard dollars $482,021,751 are held in Treasury against
silver certificates outstanding.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
JOPLIN, MO Mar. 11

Blende, high price $102.40: base per ton 607' zinc, premium
ore. $100: medium grades, $95(Si85: lower grades down to $80:
Calamine, per ton 40% zinc, $87.50(!i'70: average selling price,

all grades of zinc, $97.28 per ton. Lead, high price, $93: base
per ton BO'/, metal contents $90i?i)91: average selling price, all

grades of lead, $87.30 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED MAR. 11
Blende Calamine I>ead Values

Totals this week.. 14,356,640 250,950 2,830,560 $834,020
Totals this year... 134,319.510 11,106,000 21,461,130 $8,708,230

Blende value, the week, $701,310: 10 weeks, $7,420,790.

Calamine value, the week, $9,180: 10 week.s, $404,240.
Lead value, the week, $123,530: 10 weeks, $883,200.
For the hundredth time producers are talking of organizing

a selling agency. A meeting, at which It is claimed 175 were
In attendance, was (i,M in Webb City, Wednesday night to talk

on such an organizri ..n. They may do something this time,

hut It will take a lom- time to establish such an organization
on a basis that will ., equitable to all. It Is assumed It

has none of the olil-Ii: clement of attempting to bluff the

smelters by a threatened organization. In the face of the talk
prices were reduced $15 per ton on Friday. The production
this week will be close to 9,000 tons.

PL.\TTEVIL,LE, WIS Mar. 11

The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $95% 98
per ton. The base price paid for 80% lead ore was $86 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED MAR. 11, 1916
Zinc Lead Sulphur
ore, lb. ore, lb. ore, lb.

Week 4,308,000 1.118,620
Year 41,834,000 699.700 9,746.240

Shipped during \veel\ to separating plants, 5,612,000 lb. zinc
ore.

Iron Trade Review
NEW YORK—Mar. \->

There is no change to be reported in the condition of the
iron market. Activity is undiminished and the question is

whether producers will be able to keep up with the demand.
Freight conditions are not improved and delays in trans-

portation are severely felt, especially in the East. Export
trade is almost at a standstill.

It is announced that the Steel Corporation will spend about
$25,000,000 in improvements and additions to the Gary plant.
These will include a large tube mill and additional blast
furnaces.

Pig iron from Florence and Sheffield furnaces of the Sloss-
Sheffield Steel and Iron Co. is now being shipped to St. Louis
and other Western markets by way of the Tennessee, Ohio and
Mississippi rivers. Under recent decisions of the Interstate
Commerce Commission the railroads north of the Ohio have to

accept river business at proportional rates.

The Ignited States Steel Corporation reports the total
unfilled orders on its books Feb. 29 at S.568.966 tons of mate-
rial of all kinds. This is an increase of 646.199 tons during
February, and exceeds by 179,248 tons the report for Dec. 31.

1906, which was. up to this time, the largest report ever made.
Pig Iron Production still increases. The reports of the

furnaces, as collected and published by the "Iron Age," show-
that on Mar. 1 there were 312 coke and anthracite stacks in
blast with a total daily production of 107,500 tons daily: an
increase of 1,100 tons over Feb. 1. Making allowance for the
charcoal furnaces, the production of pig iron in the United
States in February was 3.122,200 gross tons: for the two
months ended Feb. 29 the total was 6,343.100 tons.

Exports of Iron and Steel From the Vnitcd States in Janu-
ary were as follows, tonnage of those exports which are
reported by weight being given in gross tons:

1915 1916 Changes
Tonnage exports 139,789 357.121 I. 217,332
Machinery, value $7,676,078 $14,324,426 I. $6,648,348
Total value 18.053,421 51,643,807 L 33.590,386

The heaviest items of tonnage reported this year went
billets, ingots and blooms: wire: bars: sheets and plates; steel

rails.

PITTSB1;RGH—Mar. 14

The advancing pace in steel prices has been well main-
tained during the past week. Yesterday morning the Carnegiis
Steel Co. announced an advance of $2 a ton in bars and shapes
to 2.35c. and an advance in plates of $5 a ton to 2.60c.. whilit

today the National Tube Co. is mailing new discount cardis

effecting a general advance of one point, or about $2 a ton, in

black steel pipe and two points in galvanized, with additional
advances on a few sizes, and corresponding advances In oil

country goods, while steel boiler tubes are advanced one point.

Terne plate is up 15c. a box. Chain quotations at 4.50c. have
disappeared, 5c. being the usual quotations, while the mini-
mum on cold-rolled shafting has advanced from 30% to 35%
off list, representing $5 a ton and it is difficult to buy except
at 15',; or 20% off list. The sheet market has stiffened notice-
ably, and galvanized sheets are definitely up $2 a ton, being
squarely on a basis of 5c. for 28 gage. Unfinished steel is

stronger all along the line.

While in some quarters there are predictions of an early
break in some steel prices at least the steel producers evi-

dently have no expectation of .an.v break any time this year
at the earliest. While it is difficult to conceive of steel prices
continuing to advance as they have done In the past three
months the scarcity of steel is evidently grovving more
pronounced, as shown both by the larger premiums paid tor

quick shipment, and the payment of premiums even for deliv-

eries spread over the second half of the year. While the mill

price on plates is 2.60c. the quotation seems to be more or less

nominal, and ';4-in. plates in carload lots for shipment In a
fortnight have brought 3.50c. while deliveries over the second
half have brought 3 cents.

The Steel Corporation's February Increase of 646,199 tons
In unfllled obligations Indicates that Its bookings exceeded Its

shipments hy more than 50%. and necessarily the bookings
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were chiefly for delivery far ahead. While the total obliga-
tions reported, 8,568,966 tons, now passes the old record made
Dec. 31, 1D06. the corporation is obligated a much smaller
distance ahead, by reason of an increase of about 40% in

capacity meanwhile, the obligations reported representing a
tonnage equal to seven months of full production. Practi-
cally speaking the corporation doubtless has larger commit-
ments as it will endeavor to take care of regular customers
to the exclusion of business offered by prospective new
customers.

Pig Iron—While there is still fairly active inquiry for pig
iron the general observation made is that prices have not
responded to the extent that would be expected, seeing that
there is an acute scarcity of steel; while advances on this

movement to date are about S25 a ton on finished and unfin-

ished steel, more on specialties, and only $5 or $6 a ton on pig
iron . The opinion is growing that something spectacular in

the way of pig iron advances may occur very shortly, and
the occasion may be buying by the Steel Corporation, at either
Chicago or Pittsburgh. We quote: Bessemer, $20..50@21; basic,

$18.50@19; foundry, $18.50@19: malleable, 419@19.50; forge,
$18(818.50, f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher delivered Pitts-

burgh.

Steel—The demand for unfinished steel has greatly in-

creased, partly because demand has accumulated while steel

mills were practically out of the market and partly because
the larger premiums offered for certain finished steel products
for early delivery justify finishing mills in bidding higher
prices. Only an occasional seller appears, and of only a
limited tonnage, but the market is certainly higher, and can
be quoted nominally at about $40 for bessemer billets and
sheet bars and $44@45 for openhearth. It is probable that
tens of thousands of tons of specific orders could be booked by
mills in a few days if they offered steel at these figures.

Special steels command still fancier prices than formerly,
forging billets being $60(585. depending on analysis and
delivery. While ordinary rods are quotable strong at $55,

high carbon rods are bringing $75(§iS5 per ton.

FERRO.VLLOYS

Spiegeleisen has advanced sharply. A Pittsburgh report is

that $100 per ton has been paid for spot delivery, but this

cannot be confirmed. It is known, however, that premiums
have been paid on the quoted price of $50 for 20% metal.

Ferrosllieon is quoted at $85, Pittsburgh, for 50%. For
bessemer ferrosilicon prices range from $31 for 10% up to

$41 for 16%, at furnace.
Imports at Baltimore for the week included 785 tons ferro-

manganese from Liverpool.

FerromanganeHe—The situation in ferromanganese is an
utterly wild one. The $250 price reported a week ago as
obtainable on prompt lots has entirely disappeared and there
are reports of transactions at as high as $400. Some English
producers still quote $175 on contract, but shipment would
hardly be expected before the last quarter of the year at the
earliest.

PORKIfiX IROX

Brltlsh Exports and Imports of Iron and Steel and manu-
factures thereof in the month of January, as valued by the
Board of Trade returns:

Exports Importf* Excess

Iron and steel £4,021,S19 £795,787 Exp, £3,226,032
Hardware, machinery, etc .. 2,316,819 1,248 368 Exp. 1,070,451

Totals £6,338,638 £2,042,155 Exp. £4,296,483
Total, 1915 5,133,0.50 1,511.824 Exp. 3,621,226
Total, 1914 9,169,101 2,500,402 Exp. 6,668,699

Actual tonnage of iron and steel exported in 1916 was
287,350 gross tons, an increase of 62,722 tons over 1915; im-
ported, 68,139 tons, a decrease of 741 tons.

IRON ORE
Shipments from Lake Erie docks continue heavy, and

stocks are being drawn down so that it is ai>parent they will
be pretty light before the season shipments begin.

>EW CAL,EDOM.\ ORES
Shipments of ores from New Caledonia for the year ended

Dec. 31 are reported by the "Bulletin du Commerce" of Noumea
at 48,476 metric tons nickel ore and 57,474 tons of chrome ore.

OTHER ORES

.Antimony Ore is in some demand and sales have been made
of good lots at $2.70 per unit.—Tungsten Ore continues strong
and up to $85 per unit is reported paid.

Maneane.se Ore has been sold at 70 (f? 75c. per unit at tide-
Water. There is much inquiry for Brazilian ore.

Imports at Baltimore for the week included 6,000 tons
manganese ore from Rio Janeiro.

COKE
Coke production for the week in the Connellsville region

Is reported by the "Courier" at 444.342 net tons; shipments.
438,038 tons. Shipments of Greensburg and Upper Connells-
ville districts, 44,636 tons.

Anthracite ShlpmentH in February were 5,696,506 gross
tons, an increa.se of 1.346,391 tons over February. 1915. For
the t%vo months ended Feb. 29 the total shipments were
9,183,514 tons in 1915, and 11,580,656 tons in 1916; increase,
2,397,142 tons.

The Coal Production of BelKium in 1915 as reported from
German sources was: Coal, 14,238,172 metric tons; coke. 484,-
481 tons; briquettes, 1,202,635 tons. The coal mined was about
two-thirds of the normal output; the coke less than one-
fourth.

Coai Production in (Germany for three years past is offici-
ally reported as follows, in metric tons:

1913 1914 1915
Coal 191,511,154 161,535,224 148,712,350
Brown coal 87,116,343 83,946,906 88,369,554
Coke made 32,167.710 27,324,712 26,359,430
Briquettes made 27,241,7.55 27,397,.529 29,742,948

Of the briquettes made in 1915 a total of 23,350,464 tons
was made from brown coal, or lignite.

Exports of Fuel From Great Britain in the month of Janu-
ary were as follows, in gross tons:

1915 1916 Changes
Coal 3,612,963 3,171,200 D. 441.763
Coke 92,597 112,809 I. 20,212
Briquettes fri,038 99,090 I. 35,052
Bunker coal 1,377,081 1,069,244 D. 307,837

Total 5,146,679 4,452,343 0.694,336

The bunker coal is coal furnished to steamships in foreign
trade. There were no imports of coal in January of this year.

Coal Production in European Russia in 1915 is reported
at 27,820,632 long tons, against 32,313.656 tons in 1914 and
33.204,752 tons in 1913. Coal production in Siberia was 2.798,-
528 tons, against 2,442,944 tons in 1914 and 2,133,648 tons In
1913. The coke made in Russia in 1915 was 4,001,000 tons, a
decrease of 466,000 tons from the previous year.

Chemicals

NEW YORK—Mar. 15

The chemical markets generally show some activity, and
the undertone is strong, with advances expected in some
lines.

Arsenic—There is some scarcity of supplies, and the mar-
ket has been firm. Business has been done at $5.75@6 per
100 lb. for spot, but holders are asking 50c. more for futures.

Copiier Sulphate—Demand for export is good, but domestic
orders have been rather scarce and prices are a little easier.
For carload lots 21c. per 100 lb. is quoted; for smaller orders
21.25 (g)21.50c. Some cutting in prices is talked of.

Nitrate of Soda—Sales have been good and prices hold at
$3.60 per 100 lb. for spot material. Stocks in Chile on Feb.
1 are reported at 772.000 tons, an increase of 282,000 tons over
Feb. 1, 1914. This shows a production in excess of shipments,
but the price here is kept up by high freight rates.

Pyrites—Imports at Baltimore for the work included 10,732
tons iron pyrites from Huelva. Spain.

Sulphur—Demand is active and the market very strong.
The advance due to high freight rates has been held and sales
are made at $2S.50iff29 per long ton.

Sulphuric Acid—Spot supplies are rather scarce, but futures
are offered more freely. Quotations for 60-deg. acid are $25
per ton, on cars at works, buyer to furnish tank cars. For
66-deg. acid $30 per ton is asked on contracts.

Imports and Exports of Fertilizing Chemicals in the United
States year ended Dec. 31, as reported by the Department of

Commerce, in gross tons:

. Impoits . . Exporta .

1914 1915 1914 1915

Kainit 329,611 6,674 300
Manure salts 168.426 13,917
Other potash .salts 204,773 69.088 3,911 ."iOo

Nitr.ite of soda 541,71.". 772,190 9.220 22.943
Sulphat.? of ammonia.. . . 74.121 32.477 263 1.204
Phosphates 964,114 253,549

Exports Include reexports of foreign material. So:ne phos-
phates are Imported, but are not given separately in the
returns.
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Assessments N. Y. EXCH. Mar. 14 1 IBOSTON EXCH Mar. 14

Company

.\dventure. Mich

.\dventure. Mich
Basalt. Xev
Beaver. Utah
Cash Boy, Nev
Con. Virginia, Nev
East Caledonia, Ida
Emerald. Ctah
Enterprise, Ida
Federal Ely, Xev
Federal Ely, Xev
Federal Ely. Nev
FlagstaiT, Ida
Four Timbers, Ida
Imperial, Ida
Internatiooal, Ida
Mayflower. Ida
Monarch Pitts. Xev
Mountain Rose, Ida
Native Silver, Mont
Xew Bonanza, Utah
New Quincy, Utah
Old Veteran, Ida
Ophir, Xev
Paloma, Utah
Pari; C.nld, Utah
Queen Bess. Utah
Rio Grand GrubstaKe, Nev.
Rockford, Ida - - -

Sandstorm Kendall, Xev . .

.

SUv • Mo . Ida.
Silver Pick Con.. Xev.

.

Sixes Min., Xev
Summit Ex., Utah
Sunset, Nev
Tintic Milling. Utah. .

.

Tintic standard, Utah.
Tono. Gypsy Qn., Nev.
Utah Metals, Utah
Utah-United, Utah
Uvada. Nev
West Toledo. Utah

Amt.

APT.
-Vpr.

Mar. 20

, 20
-4pr. 3

May 1

June 4

.\pr. 15
Mar. 24
Mar. 20
Apr.
Apr. 15

Mar. 20
Apr. S
Apr. 4

Mar. l.s

Mar. 30
Apr. 1

Apr. 12

l.SJApr. S
Anr. 20

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.

. 20
Apr. 22
Apr. 15
Mar. 27
Ma'. 22
Apr. 3
Apr. 1

May 1

Apr. 20

Apr. 15
Mar. 30
Mar. 30
Mar. 221

SO. 50
0.50
0.003
0.01

01
05

0.01
0.00)

002
0.005

005
005
002

0.002
0.003

002
0.005

01
0.001
0025

0.00125
0.01

002
0.05

01
001
005

0.006
0.001
0.01
005
01

0.10
0.01
0.01
0.03

005
01
001

0.01
0.02

01

Stock Qnotations
Sales at auct'ion: North Butte Exten-

sion, 1,100 shares at 16c. per share; in
Philadelphia, Victoria Gold Mining Co. of
Ariz., $1 lot; in Boston. 1,000 Porcupine
Premier, gl par, 40c. each.

COl.O SPRINGS Mar. 14 SALT LAKE Ma 14

Na J of Comp.

.\racla

Cripple Cr'k Con..
Dante
Doctor Jack Pot. .

Elkton Con
El Paso
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign. .

.

Golden Cycle
Isabella

Jack Pot
Jerry Johnsou
Lexington
Mary McKlnney.

.

Pharmacist
Portland
Raven n. II

Vindicator

? of Comp.

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining..
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Emma Cop
Gold Chain
Grand Central. . . .

Iron Blossom
Lower Mammoth.
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs. .

Sliver King Coal'n.

.Silver King Con...
Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

J 03
1.17!
j.ou

SAN FRANCISCO
Alta
Andes
Best & Belcher..

Bullion
Caledonia
Challenge Con.

.

Conlldcnce
Con. Virginia. .

.

Gould & Curry..
Hale 4 Norcrosa
Jackct-Cr. Pt...

Julia
.Mexican
Occidental
Ophlr
Overman
Savatte

Ses Belcher
Sierra Nevada. .

Union Con
Utah Con

Belmont
Jim Butler
Lone Star
MacNamara
Midway
Mont.-Tonopah.. . .

North Star
Rescue P:ula

West End Con
Atlanta
BlueBdl
Booth
C.O.D. Con
Comb. Frac
D'fleld Daisy
Jumbo Extension. .

Pitts -Sliver Peak
Round Mountain.. .

Sandstorm Kendall
Sliver Pick
Central Eureka. . . .

Bailey
Chambers Ferland
Conlai:as

La Roee
Peterson Ijikc. . .

Right of Way
.Seneca Superior,

T. A Hudson Bay.
Temlskamlng.. . .

Trethcwey
WelllBure'--l.nr

Alaska Tr .'dwell

Burma Corp..
Cam A Motor.

.

camp liird

lion.

Dome Exlen. .

.

Dome Lake. . ,

.

I.ilcy O-Brlen..
Ilniiincer

Imperial
Iiililter

Mclntyre
Torcu. CroWD.
Prc-sion l:. D,. t.U4i

.61

t.Ml
Mar. 1

I

£3 13s 9d
13 fi

13 n
10 6

1 I S
» 12 6

Name of Comp.
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McSnell T©p=Slic© ©v swaimi

Mv li'i'i;Ki;r H. DicKSOX*

."^YyOPmS—Mitchell top-slice and caving .syx-

tem devised for use in heavy ground where grade

of ore would not permit expense of square setting.

Another distinguishing feature of the system is

the use of slides which greatly reduce shoveling

expense.

The orebodies at the Cole shaft of the Calumet &
Arizona Mining Co., Bi.«ljee, Ariz., consist of a series of

roughly tabular lenses that are found in breaks cutting

through the limestone. The material in these breaks

consists of leached limestone, broken limestone and a

limonitic clayey leached material, parts of which are

impregnated with sufficient oxides and carbonates of cop-

per to make ore.

These lenses of ore

in the leached ma-
terial vary in size

:

some are several

hundred feet long,

50 ft. wide and

50. ft. high. They
vary in copper

contents from

10% to as low as

4%. In order to

mine some of

these lenses that

assayed 3 to 4%
copper, it became
necessary to devise

a method that

would be cheaper

than square-set-

ting, and yet be

safe for the heavy

ground. After
much e.xperiment-

ing, M. W. llit-

chell, mine fore-

m a n , developed

the system known
as the Jlitchell

top-slice and cav-

ing system, pat-

terned after the

•Mining engineer,
P. O. Box 1455. Bis-
bee, Ariz.

section from
gangway to

top-slice and caving system as used in the Lake Superior
mines and elsewhere, but so modified as to suit the local

conditions.

After the extent of the orebody is determined by cross-

cuts and raises, it is cut into a series of sections by rows
of square sets extending across the orebody at 45-ft.

centers. Each row of sets is a single set in width and
as long as the width of the orebody. Vertically this tim-
bering extends, when completed, from the top of the ore

to the bottom and is known as the gangway sets. The
top of each section is then mined by the square-set

method, one set high or more, so that there will be an
even floor under which to start slicing. The ore below
is then mined out in slices 8 to 10 ft. thick by running
a series of contiguous drifts about (i ft. wide across the

one

the

other. As each

slice is mined out,

the back is caved

and another slice

is started below.

While extracting

the ore in these

contiguous drifts,

the roof is tem-

])orarily supported

irops or bulk-

heads. The main
liaulageways are

generally driven

]iarallel to, and a

short distance

from, the lenses

—

usually paralleling

the longer dimen-
sion. Crosscuts

are driven at right

angles to these

the Gre-

at 45-ft.

. Raises are

driven off

these crosscuts,

about 40 !'r. apart

up to Ti top of

the orelx.dy. These

serve as manways
and chutes to the

—4S'—

Ver1-ical Section

MITCHELL TOr-SLICE SYSTEM AS APPLIED IX COLE MI.VE .
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top of the slope and as a starter for the gangway

sets. A row of lead sets, or gangway sets, is run

from one raise to another at the top of the ore-

hody so that it will be vertically over the crosscut on

the level. In the meantime the top of the orebody is

l)eing mined by the square-set method until there is an

even floor under which to start slicing. Usually one

floor of square sets is sufficient. In slicing, each 45-ft.

section is considered one unit. Xo sills are placed under

the posts of the square sets; they are placed directly on

the ground. After the ore has been taken out of the

square sets, long sills of 4xl0-in. timber are laid across

the stope from one gangway to the other between each

row of posts. A 2-in. plank floor is laid on these sills

and serves to keep the fine waste (capping) from mixing

with the ore during slicing. Then, if possible, the sets

are filled with waste on top of this floor. This is to

serve as a cushion for any ground to fall on in case the

back docs not immediately follow the caved timber after

slicing has started below.

Wliile the top of the orebody is being mined by the

square-set system, a second row of gangway sets is run

just below the first row, and then another row is started

^fy
when ground « very heayy

.SECTION SHOWING TlilBER MAT AND BULKHE.\DS FOR
HEAVY GROUND

oelow this. After tlie square sets have been properly

filled, or the timbers shot down in case there is no filling,

u drift is started from one gangway to another at the

edge of the orebody just below the caved or square-set

ground. The first 11 ft. of tills drift is driven as an

inclined rai.«e on a 45° pitch, (see Fig. 1 ), then driven hor-

izontally until it reaches a point halfway across the 45-ft.

section. A similar drift is driven at the same time from

the opposite gangway, and the.se two hole together in

the center of the section. This 11 ft. of incline at the

start of the drift serves as a slide for ore to run into

the gangway sets. A contiguous parallel drift is then

run across tlie orebody in the same manner. All the

ore in the slice is finally taken out by this .<eries of par-

allel contiguous drifts, each starting on a 45° incline,

or slide. The sills al)ove and any loose ground are caught

up by props consisting of 8- or 10-in. round timber.

Tliese props rest on the ground, .so tliat should they take

wciglit, they will not crush, but be driven into the

ground.

The gangway sets arc kept several floors below the

slicing floor. They serve as the working ways of the

manways and chutes. Slides of

1 1 in tlic gangway sets so that all

111 any ]iart of the slides, will run

y mucking. Usually the gangway

slope, affording Imth

2-in. timber are |il.i. <

the ore of the slice 1

1

into a chute without ;i

sets are connected with a permanent raise, on waste,

which is used as a manway and timbering into the slice.

As the ore is mined out in slices by contiguous drifts,

4xl0-in. sills are laid across the section, about 5 ft.

center to center between the props, in the same manner
as with the sills at the top of the stope. A 2-in. board

floor is likewise laid on these. The ground is allowed

to cave to within 15 to 20 ft. of the working face as it

moves across the slice from one side to the other. Just

enough props are used to keep the back safe for this

distance from the face. When the whole slice has been

taken out across one section, the props are shot down, in

case they have not already come down, and the capping

is allowed to cave. Often it is hard to make the capping

fall on starting a slice, but once it has started to cave,

the ground often caves, following the working face at

15 to 20 ft., as fast as the slice can be worked.

After the ground above has settled, a slice is taken out

below in the same manner as before, except that the sliie

slide in tliis case is 15 ft. long and the slice is 9 ft.

high. With this longer slide more of the ore will fall

into the chutes without mucking. On the completion of

each slice the back is caved and a new one is started

„, ^„.-„., -, until the bottom of the ore is reached.

In case the bottom of the ore extend^

liclow one haulage level, raises are run

up from ihc level below and slicing is

continued off tlie gangway sets as be-

fore. The distinguishing features of

this system are the slides and gangways.

Tlie slides (slice slides) extend the

whole length of the section and elim-

inate the largest part of the mucking.

It is rarely necessary for a machine to

be set up in a slide, as it can be set up
in tlie gangway or in the horizontal part

of the extraction drift. The ore runs

off these slice slides on to a grizzly

in the gangway and thence onto chute

the chutes, from which it is loaded

the gangway sets are the working

of the slopes, it is necessary to protect them
moving and crushing as the sections on both

of it are being caved. Stulls placed on the

slides are used to take the weight of the gang-

way timbers. In case the weight of the capping tends to

disturb the gangway sets, the posts of the upper sets

are chopped, or dislodged, in order to take the weight

off the sets below. The gangway sets are kept intact dur-

ing the crushing, becau.^e the top .<et, in position, does

not bear any of the weight of tlie cajiping, and is usually

(> lo 10 ft. below the horizontal floor, on which most of

the weight falls. Bulkheads (.<ee Fig. 2) in case of very

lieavy ground have proved to be very satisl'ac-tory in

preserving the gangways, in the place of stulls. Two of

them .^et up over a gangway act as an arch, which takes

the weight of the gangway timbers onto the solid ground.

Ill starting this .system, as is true in starting all new
sy.stems of mining, tlie men had to become familiar with

their work before the maximum efficiency could be real-

ized. The first slice was only 8 ft. high, the same as a

square set. Finding this to be safe, the men next took

out a !)-ft. .slice. Hy this time they understood enough

aliout the ground and how to use the props to the best

advantage, so that they then took out a IQlA-ft. slice.

"^ Posts cfKfyxd

y .to take iKtgfrf
' ctfgangwaysets.

iopmost set that
/5 b/ockedinohgi-
na/pos/tfon.

slides

into

ways

from

sides

stope

and

cars.

into

As
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Sivpe

SILL FLOOR

Crossci/h-

Ocrn^wcjy Sefs

3B> FLOOR^

Raises

wliich is the reo;uhition lieight. The higlier the slice the

longer the slide and the less the mucking. At the start

a great many more props were used than were actually

needed, but with experience the men found out they

could get along with fewer.

All drilling was done with 2i/i-in. piston machines on

a vertical column. The weight of the capping tended to

crush the ore, so that a few long holes would break a

large round. Several sections touching each other were

worked at the same time. In working each 45-ft. section,

it was divided into two equal parts, one-half being worked
from the gangway on one side and the other from the

gangway on the opposite side. The day shift worked the

north half and the night shift the south half. In this

way each crew was made directly responsible for its part

of the stope. The production from a single section can

be varied at will. If necessary, several contiguous drifts

can be driven in the slice at the same time, one advancing

ahead of the other. Usually a round can easily be put

in in half a shift.

In thi.s particular character of soft, heavy ground with

rather small lenticular-shaped ore-

bodies, this system of slicing and caving

jiroved to be not only satisfactory, but

also cheaper than square-setting. It per-

mits a saving in labor, timber, powder
and air. The slides minimize the

amount of shoveling in the stope.

Cheaper timber is used and, wher-

ever possible, timber is taken out and
used again. There is a small saving in

]K)wder and air, due to the crush-

ing action of the capping. There will

undoubtedly be a larger saving in tim-

lier and labor as the men become
more familiar with the system, now
new. So far this method has proved

to be as safe as, if not safer than,

ordinary square-set mining. Prac-

tically no ore is lost and any waste

encountered can be thrown on the

part of the floor about to be caved.

The orebodies of the Briggs mine consist of a

series of lenticular mas.ses of iron and copper sulphides,

averaging from 3 to 15% copper. One of the.se orebodies

is 400 ft. long, 70 ft. wide and extends 50 ft. above and
40 ft. below the main level. One side and the bottom of

the orebody are limestone, while the other side is leached

material and pyrite with a capping of siliceous breccia.

The physical character of the ore in the lenses will not

permit open stopes, but parts of them are favorable for

the ilitchell top-slice system. The ore is of a fairly

uniform grade, containing no horses of waste, and the

bac'k of the stope will stand for a short time with the

timbers used.

Usually, before beginning mining operations, the ore-

body has been cut by several crosscuts at right angles to

each other and several raises to the top of the orebody.

The ^litchell top-slice then is used in four distinct steps:

1. The orebody is blocked out by chute crosscuts, driven

at right angles to a main crosscut and spaced at an aver-

age interval of 40 ft. Raises are driven off the main
crosscut at 20-ft. intervals to the top of the ore.

2. The orebody is cut into a series of pillars 15 ft.

Ihick, liy running single rows of lead, or gangway, sets

from the first floor of the rai.aes to the edge of the ore-

body. These are carried upward to the top of the orebody.
.'5. These pillars are mined by overhand stoping, and

long stringers are placed between the two adjacent row

-

of gangway sets to keep up the back and hold the square

sets in position.

4. The space occupied by the pillar is filled with
waste, and the adjoining section is then mined out in

the same manner.

Figure 3 is a section taken through one of the lenses,

showing the sill and third floor. The ore was first cut

by the prospecting crosscuts 1 -f C and 5 + G. One
prospect raise was then put up at the intersection of 1 —

and 5 + C and another 60 ft. beyond it, off 5 -f C, ti.

determine the height of the orebody.

As the first stage, the chute crosscuts are driven at

right angles to 5 + at an average of 40 ft. center to

center, starting at 1 + C. These are driven to the edge
of the oreljody and later serve as haulageways from the

stopes. Two-compartment timbered raises are put up,

off 5 -j- C at 20-ft. intervals, starting at No. 1 raise, to

S/ice worked
ouf ancf filled-

Blocks andshoriSM^
SeamenfSef
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Place \,.Miche Id
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Longitudinal Section
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the top of the orebody. Usually every second raise is

carried up to the level above, to permit timbers being

lowered into the stope, and also so that waste can be intro-

duced as filling after the pillars have been mined out.

In the case of the orebody in Fig. 3 the ore lying to

the east of 5 -(- is only about 25 ft. wide, hence no cross-

cuts were driven off 5 -|- on this side. In most cases the

cros.scuts in ore require timbering.

This method contemi)lates mining only the ore from

the first floor (8 ft. above the sill) to the top of the

orebody at this period ; the ore below will be mined at a

later time. After the ore has been blocked out by rai,<os

and crosscuts, a single row of lead gangway sets is run

at right angles to 5 -|- oft' the first floor of the chute

compartment of each raise to the edge of the orebody.

Every other row of gangway sets will be directly over, or

at the side of, the top of the chute crosscuts. Tiiese sets,

if over the crosscut, are taken out in the same manner as

in square-set stoping—usually being drilled with a stoper

machine. The row of lead sets not touching the ehuto

crosscut are taken out by driving a crossiut with a

machine on a vertical column and timbering it with reg-

ular squarc-si t timbers laid on sills. Sets are carried
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upward from these single rows of lead sets to the waste,

as in regular square-set stoping. In this manner the ore-

liody is cut into a series of pillars 15 ft. thick extending

at right angles to the main crosscut across the whole

width of the orebody. As the first row of lead sets,

touching the chute crosscuts, is being taken out, a series

of chutes is placed at the side of the crosscut by shooting

out a small amount of ground. The ore mined above

falls into these without mucking. In the odd line of

gangway sets, which do not touch the chute crosscut,

chutes are placed in front on the main crosscut. The ore

is allowed to accumulate in these rows of sets until the

material forms a slide, above which it will roll by gravity

into the chute. The length of these rows of gangway sets

does not usually exceed 40 ft. from the main crosscut.

In the case of friable ores the sides of the sets are some-

times lagged.

Removing the Pillars

The next step consists in mining the pillars by first

catching up the back with long stringers and then remov-

ing the ore in horizontal sections, beginning at the top

of the pillar. In starting to mine the pillar, a piston

machine is set up in the top set in front of the raise, and
;in extraction drift is driven on about a 30° pitch \ipward

to the center of the pillar, where it meets a similar drift

driven from the opposite gangway set. The broken ore

runs down from the face of these inclined drifts into the

gangway sets and thence to the chutes. A lOxlO-in.

stringer 14yo ft. long is then placed next to the back,

between the posts of the two opposite gangway sets.

Sometimes the top of the pillar at the center is only 2 ft.

helow the stringer. A drift contiguous to the first one is

run in the same manner, making room for a second

:-tringer. Usually the stringer is blocked temporarily to

the back and pillar in case there is any danger of break-

ing it while shooting. A slice is thus taken across the

whole top of each pillar, from the raise to the end of the

orebody, by running this series of contiguous extraction

drifts. The back is caught up with 15-ft. stringers, which

extend from one row of gangway sets to the opposite.

Two-inch lagging is placed across the stringers. No
mucking is necessary, as the ore runs by gravity into the

gangway sets and thence into the chutes.

While the last of the upper stringers are being placed

in position, a second slice is started on the floor below,

liy taking a 5-ft. vertical cut (using a plugger machine)

across the front of the pillar, sloping upward to the center

of the pillar, as described. A 15-ft. stringer is then

]5laced, butting up against the posts of two opposite

gangway sets, as before, making two stringers in place,

one 8 ft. above the other. A segment set consisting of

two angles and a spreader is then |)laccd between the

upper and lower stringers, and the upper stringer is

blocked to the bai'k. As the second .slice is being carried

across the pillar, stringers and segment sets are placed

between the gangway sets as before. Segment sets are

u.sed only at the top of the stope and are for the purpose

of keeping up the back while the ore is being taken out

of the pillar below. As the second slice is progressing

from the front to the back of the stope, a third one is

started below, in tin' <aiiie manner as before. The slices

arc progressively stiiitid iit the front, so the ore will run

toward the front i)iiri mI the stope (over 5 + C), as the

only rliute in one gaiiLjway is in front. All the ore runs

into the chutes without mucking until near the bottom

;

the ore in one corner of the stope must be shoveled, as it

will no longer run into the chutes. The slices usually

average 5 ft. in thickness, and the slope on the side near-

est the chute crosscut is longer than the opposite side.

Plugger machines are used exclusively except in starting

the slice.

Ofte]i the top of the orebody extends above the top

stringers a little distance. In this case the ore is usually

mined out after the segment sets are in place, and short

stulls are used to catch up the back. If the ore is only

2 to 3 ft. above the stringer, it is usually taken out before

the stringer is placed in position.

Each stope has several outlets. The manways of the raises

serve as ladderways and also for the purpose of bringing

timber into the stope. Usually there is a manway at the

end of the gangway sets from the chute crosscut. A tim-

berway is partitioned oif one corner of the manway with

1-in. boards and is used to bring tools and timber into the

sto])e. The ladders are staggered and inclined, having

a platform every 8 ft. The long stringers are usually

FIG. 4. DETAILS OF TIMBER FRAMING

lowered or hoisted (if necessary) through the manway
in front, which has vertical ladders. When bringing a

stringer into the stope from below, it is sometimes neces-

sary to remove the cap in front of the raise, in order to

get the stringer into the manway. Usually the stringer

can l)c landed into the stope with little trouble.

Fig. 4 shows the details of the timbers. The cap tie

and post are regular square-set timbers. The stringer

is 14 ft. 6 in. long and squared off at both ends to fit into

the gangway set. The stringers are placed in position by

placing one end against the gangway sets as an ordinary

cap is placed; and then tlie other end is swung to butt

up against the set in tlic o])positc gangway. To allow

this heing done, n niche (Fig. 1) has l)cen previously

ch()])))eil in the tic, making the stringer fit snugly against

th(; born of the po.sts. After the stringer is in place, a

2-in. block is nailed to the tie on this niche to hold the

stringer in position.

In mining the orebody in Eig. 1, chute crosscuts were

driven only on the west side of 5 -|-, as the ore on the

east side extended only 20 ft. from 5 -)-. (Gangway sets

were driven on the same side, from the raises, and the

pillars were mined as before. All of the broken ore

rolled to tiic chute in the front of the stope.
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After the ore has lieeii mined (lut of the pillar, lagging

is placed over the ore on the first floor, and the space

occupied by the pillar is lagged off and filled with waste

from the level above. A subraise is often run from the

center of the i)ack of the stopc on an incline to one of

the raises that extends to the level above, so that the

waste will run directly to the center of the stope. The
gangway sets are preserved, as they are used in mining

the pillars on the opposite side to the one just mined.

After one pillar has been mined, and the space occupied

by it filled with waste, the adjoining pillar is mined.

The whole orebody is not all blocked out by raises,

crosscuts and gangway sets before slicing is resorted to,

hut all these operations are going on progressively in

different parts of the orebody at the same time.

JIODIFICATIOXS OF TlIIS MiNING JIeTHOD

The Mitchell top-slice system is worked in some places

with slight modifications. The chute crosscuts are driven

at 80-ft. centers and directly under where the gangway
sets are to be, instead of at 40-ft. intervals. This obviates

some mucking, as there is a row of chutes in each gang-

way set. Nearly all the crosscuts in ore at this mine

have to be timbered, so it was considered cheaper to have

the chute crosscuts twice as far apart and do a little more
mucking than to drive the extra timbered crosscut. As
this system was worked in the Oliver and Irish Mag
mines, some of the timbers were taken out and re-used,

but the character of ground would not permit it here.

This system has been used on blocks of ore 100 ft. high.

The block is divided into a lower and an upper 50 ft.

The lower half is mined as I have described and then

filled with waste. The upper half is then mined out,

starting at the back and working down to the gob.

In order to use this system the orebody should be of

large enough sixe ; not too heavy and preferably free from

hor.«es of waste. It cannot be compared in costs with

systems requiring no timber, but it is considerably cheaper

than square-setting. In comparing the costs of slicing

and square-setting in a number of cases of similar

ground, the cost of labor in slicing was 65% of the cost

in square-setting, timber 72% and air 57%. Besides

being cheaper, this method has the advantage that a

small block of ground can be made to produce a large

tonnage in a short time after slicing has been started.

Nearly all the holes drilled are down holes on which a

"plugger' drill can be used, and there is practically no
mucking except at the last stages.

'Wes.i'^ep ©f Tirespsiss ana MaEaaira^

By a. L. II. Stkhet*

The defendant lessees of mining land in a lead and zinc

field were misled by representations made by plaintiffs,

adjoining lessees, to the effect that they believed their

shaft was about the center of their tract. The defendants

were thereby induced to sink their own shaft in a place

convenient for mining a strip of ground believed by both

parties to belong to defendants. This, however, did not

prevent the plaintiffs, who made the representations

innocently, from afterward enjoining mining of the strip

in question by the defendants, on discovering the true

boundary line. But in reaching this decision, the Spring-

field, Mc, Court of Appeals holds that the plaintiffs are

Attorney at la\ 39 Security BuiltUnK. Minne.ipolis. Jlhin.

not entitled to recover damages for ore extracted from
the strip, it appearing that they did not act promptly
after discovering the trespass. (Childress vs. Flynn, 181
Southwestern Reporter, 584.)

The decision recognizes the legal principle that an
owner or les.see of mining ground may estop himself

from being entitled to equitable relief against a trespass

by an adjoining owner, where he has misled the latter

through misrepresentations as to the location of the

division line, if the misrepre.sentations be made with
intent to deceive or through gross negligence. The court

declares, however, that the principle cannot be extended

to an innocent misrepresentation such as was found had
been made in this case.

BoFSiss Coirasoladlsitedls Ltd.
The net profits of Borax Consolidated, Ltd., at present

the dominant interest in the borax trade, amounted to

£349,.357 for the fiscal year ended Sept. 30, 1915. This
is about £5,000 more than for the preceding year and was
only exceeded in the record year of 1913. This result,

under war conditions, is considered exceptionally satis-

factory. Last year it was assumed by the chairman
that the loss of trade in the Central Empires of Europe
would seriously affect the business of the company. There
was, however, a continually increasing demand in Great
Britain and Allied countries, and also in neutral countries,

especially for the refined borax and boric acid. In the

United States there was a decided increase in the demand
for package goods for the household—especially for borax

soap. The price for borax in Great Britain was £25,

and for boric acid £43 per ton at the date of the company's

meeting, Feb. 18, 1916; in Germany the chairman re-

ported that these prices were £100 and £130 respectively.

The properties in Asia Minor, according to the most
recent reports, have not been damaged. The mines in the

Pandemia district are shut down, and the American

engineer in charge is living there now with his wife and

children, unmolested by the Turks ; he was arrested soon

after the beginning of the war, but the inervention of

the American Ambassador in Constantinople secured his

release, and he was permitted to return to the mine.

Supplies are being drawn from the company's deposits

in other parts of the world, though operation of the

South American properties was restricted by inimical

legislation.

In the United States, the Death Valley R.R. was com-

pleted, opening up a new group of deposits of raw

material, and a large amount of ore was transported

lO the calcining works. Managing Director R. C. Baker,

in replying to a stockholder, said that the report that

America was producing potash and borax at Searles

Lake was a misstatement. The directors of the company

were advised that these salts could not be economically

separated at the prices that ruled in normal times, and

even if they could be, a subsidiary company of Borax

Consolidated owns part of Searles Lake and is the only

company that at present possesses a recognized title to

any part of the lake. Mr. Baker is coming to the United

States soon, to look into the question of pota<h-borax

production at Searles Lake.

MniiKnnese Ore of High Crndr is reported discovered in

South Australia, about 75 mi. from Port Augusta. The dei->osit

is believed to be large.
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audi M^dlratiiic
y tlie Y%slioini Qol©

SVyOPSIS—Increased yields were obtained in

Alasla and California bi/ the Yukon Gold Co.

last year, but the returns from the Dawson field

declined. Xew placer areas acquired in Trinity

County, California, and in the Ruby di.^trict.

Alaska.

The net operating gain of the Yukon Gold Co. in 1915

was $2,099,374—about $200,000 less than in 1914. The
decrease in the yield was about equally divided between

the dredging and hydraulicking operations in the vicinity

of Dawson ; the Iditarod dredge in Alaska and the Cali-

fornia dredging operations both returned a larger amount

of gold in 1915 than during the previous year.

New Dredgixg Areas ix Alaska and California

The Yukon Gold Co. ao(]uired in 1915 additional placer

properties in Alaska and California. The estimated gross

gold content of these new placer-s, according to the com-

pany's annual report, is $3,800,000 and the estimated net

profit about $l,5iiO,000—approximately the same net

profit as estimated for the Yuba River and Butte Creek

properties added to the company's holdings during the

previous year.

The ground acquired in Alaska last year was a group of

claims on Greenstone Creek, in the Ruby district. This

property consists of about 100 acres suitable for dredging,

the proven portion of which contains approximately 600,-

000 cu.yd. and an estimated gold content of $800,000. A
31/2-cu.ft. steam-driven dredge was shipped to Ruby and

is expected to be ready for operation early in the coming

season.

The company acquired, by lease on certain portions and

by option on others, holdings of the Trinity Development

Co. on Coffee Creek and Trinity River in Trinity County,

California. Tlie leased ])ropertA' embraces over 400 acres,

containing ap))roximateiy 21,000,000 cu.yd. of gravel

having an estimated gold content of $3,000,00(». A
9-cu.ft. steel dredge has been ordered for the Trinity

property. The plan for working the Yuba property,

acquired in 1914, iias been approved by the United States

Army Engineers, and a similar 9-cu.ft. dredge witli steel

hull and superstructure, is now in process of manufacture;

hauling will be begun in the spring as soon as road condi-

tions permit.

The three California dredges operating on the Ameri-

can River, Feather River and Butte Creek handled in

1915 about 3,818,126 cu.yd. of gravel for a yield of

$437,852. The average cost for the three dredges in Cali-

fornia was 4.51c. per cu.yd., including depreciation. The
American River dredge yielded a net profit of $213,976,

or 78% of the operating profit of the California dredges.

The Butte dredge met with numerous delays on account

of the presence (if inndders.

In the Yukon tin' seven Dawson dredges began opera-

tion on May 15 ami ran until Oct. 15, the season being

11 days shorter tliaii in the previous year. The average

•Abstract of the ;umii il report of the Tukon Gold Co. for
1915. by O. B. Terry, coii-ulilng tnfc'lneer and general manager.

length of the dredging season was 147 days, during which
the dredges operated 88.1% of the possible time, digging

5,041,075 cu.yd. for a yield of $2,456,597, or an average

of 48.73c. per cu.yd. The average cost per cu.yd., includ-

ing depreciation, w^as 26.46c., a slight reduction over the

previous season. The yardage dug in 1915 was greater

than during the previous season, but the areas dredged

were not originally as high-grade and had been more
largely mined by the old methods—principally drifting.

The reduction in the gold content from these causes

amounted to 5.48c. per cu.yd. The thawing cost in 1915

was practically the same as during the previous year.

During the season a total of 380,430 sq.yd,, or 64.7%,

of the ground handled, had to be thawed by steam.

Dredge No. 3, which finished its work on Bonanza
Creek, is being moved to Bear Creek, where it will be

rebuilt during the coming season and should be in com-

mission about Aug. 1. Dredge No. 9 has completed its

work on El Dorado Creek and will be dismantled prepara-

tory to moving.

The hydraulicking operations of the company in the

Yukon produced $412,535 from 3,031,647 cu.yd. The
working cost was 7c, per cu,yd, exclusive of depreciation of

main ditch—a decrease of 0,6c, per cu,yd. compared with

the previous season. The total water used amounted to

494.755 miners' inches, as compared with 519,834 in

1914. The duty of the water was 6.13 cu.yd. to the

miners' inch. The Bonanza pipe-line .system, which car-

ries water across Bonanza Creek to the upper group of

mines, was raised during the season to provide storage

for tailings. A tunnel is being driven to attack the gravel

deposits on Oro Fimt Hill at about the center.

The Tw-elve Mile water system was operated from May
4 to Oct. 4 inclusive, a total of 154 days. The aggregate

delivery was 489,120 24-hr. miners* inches. The average

daily delivery was 3,176 miners' inches. The ditch was
operated for 95.1% of the possible time.

ExcKLLEXT Resi'lts FijoM Iditaroi) Operations

The Iditarod dredge in Alaska began operations on

May 4 and closed down on Nov, 17, During this operat-

ing season of 196 days, the dredge handled 926,956 cu,yd,

for a gold return of $845,998, an average of 91.3c. per

cu.yd. for the year. The average cost, including depre-

ciation, was 38,7c. per cu.yd., which was lower than in

1914 by 11. 5c. per cu.yd. The yanlage handled in 1915

was 258,219 cu.yd. greater than during the previous

sea.'ion. The dredge operated 91.64% of the jiossible time

and averaged 4,717 cu.yd, per day. The daily output of

the dredge was 1,216 yd, more than during tlie 1911

season and was due to better dredging conditions and to

improvement in the liandling of sands. The percentage

of naturally thawed ground increased, only 49,!)53 sq.yd.,

about 36%, having to be thawed by steam. Sand eleva-

tors were installed on the Iditarod dredge during the year

to replace the pumps previously in use for this purjiose.

A summary of the operating results in the various

districts is given in an accompanying table. Deductions

from the total income amounted to approximately one

million dollars, including royalties, $542,241; amortiza-
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tion, $2IS,0;!f); interest eliarges, general expense and

examinations, .$245,803. It is interesting to note that

according to the statement of Dec. 3], 1915, the company
has over $400,000 tied up in "bullion in transit." Under
tiie heading of equipment, which includes the cost of

ditches, dredges, pipe lines, etc., the company schedules

$7,0.39,902. The depreciation account now amounts to

$1,223,740. Last year the amount written off for depre-

ciation and amortization, either directly or through oper-

ating costs, was $483,782. Dividends were paid amount-

ing to $1,050,000 during the year, making a total of

$7,583,110 paid in dividends to date.

OPERATING RESULTS, 1915—YUKON GOLD CO.
Produc- Working? Operating

Cu.Yd. tion Costs Gain
Dawson dredges... 5,041,075 $2,456,597 $1,33.3,908 $1,122,689
Dawson hydraulics 3,031,647 412,535 243,247 169,288
/ditarod dredge 926.956 845,99,S 35S.407 487,591
California dredging 3,818,126 437,852 172,118 265,734
Miscellaneous op-
erations 56,827 2,755 54,072

Total operations $4,209,809 $2,110,435 $2,099,374
Nonoperating- in-
come 21,657

Total income $2,121,031

As a result of the $.5,000,000 loan of the (iuggenheim

P]xploration Co., the dredging company liciuidated its

other floating indebtedness and has been provided with a

working capital of about $2,700,000, with which to

acquire and equip new properties recommended by its

engineers. The Guggenheim Exploration Co. having

instituted proceedings for its dissolution, the Yukon-
Alaska Trust has taken over the interest of the Explora-

tion company in the Yukon (iohl Co.

One of the diflieulties alioul flotation is the trouble

encountered in separating the various minerals in the

concentrates. For example, it is difficult to separate iron

minerals from zinc minerals, while the combination is

extremely undesirable at the smelting plants. This

important work is done by selective flotation methods,

o])erating on the concentrates formed and some experi-

menters have been able to make a fair separation by a

series of cleaning flotations.

Recently it has been suggested that a division of the

minei'als might be made by the use of the magnetic-

separating machines. In several instances magnetic sepa-

rators are used in connection with flotation, but usually

before floating and on the coarsely ground ore. An
example of this may be found in the Coeui' d'Alene district.

Uecently the Campbell magnetic separator has been tried

in an api)lication to flotation concentrates.

An iron-zinc flotation concentrate has been separated

successfully in this way. The grains of concentrate wei'e

fine, but not too fine to be roasted and separated magn-etic-

ally. In another case concentrates were rich in copper

and zinc, but in an exceedingly fine state that could not

be roasted. In this case success was attained by crushing

the ore first to 40 mesh, separating it magnetically to

remove pyrite and chalcopyrite, aftci' roasting. The
tailings fi-om this operation, containing all the zinc, were

reground and floated.

Some variation of this treatment may be applied in

other cases. Sometimes the iron will carry silver or gold,

when the careful separation is even more imjjortant. Tlic

question of separation of minerals in concentrates is one

of importance, and its solution makes an ajipreciablc

increase in the value of the product.

I'.v lioiiicirr .J. BuKGEs.s*

Mine sampling is probably the most slighted branch of

the mining industry today, owing to the fact that, firstly,

it is a fixed overhead expense, and secondly, necessity has

not as yet forced many of the big producers to go back

after ore they never had any idea a few years ago that they

could handle. What wouldn't some mine managers give

for a set of maps of their old stopes with the as.<ays for

gold and silver written in each set ?

A stope always follows at each floor a contour that is

determined by the limits to which the property is being

mined during the period at which the stope is worked.

From the end sets of these plans, longitudinal sec-

tions of the abandoned portions of the mine can be

built up, which will carry all the information neces-

sary to make an estimate at any time. Stope plans

are also exceedingly valuable in planing work to be

done in "old fill," as it is invariably the case, where

rich ore was previously mined, that the fill will be

correspondingly of highei' grade. This is especially .«o

where the first work was done by contract labor and the

ore mined was paid for by the set. Most mines while

operating, however, do not collect and file these data, and
when a mine changes hands or is reopened, it is the excep-

tion rather than the rule to find complete assay and
geological i)laiis and sections. This of course makes an

examination of the mine necessary, which can only be

completed in llic parts (if the mine open at the time of the

examination while all of the old workings are either not

considered or their ore is vaguely estimated from notes

taken from old assay books made at the time the work
of developing the faces was done.

In Mexico, where labor is cheap, .several of the larger

properties have seen fit to organize sampling departments,

headed by technical men, to collect and arrange data for

present and future use. One of the big producers in

Mexico has developed a mine-mapping and sampling sys-

tem which has no equal in the entire country.

OlKI.V.VlX.ATIOX OK Sa.MI'LIXG C1!E\V

This c(.)iiipaiiy cnqiloys a c hicf sani]der. who is responsi-

ble for the entire work of the department ; from 15 to 20

Mexicans help him. As a rule there are three ^lexicans in a

sampling party—the sampler and two helpers. The party

is provided with a pick for soft ground, an 8-lb. hammer
and moil for hard rock, sacks enough to cover their run.

carbide lights, a block of colored paper for numbering

the samples, a notebook on development work, a cross-

section book for the stopes, and a thirty-meter tape for

laying off their samples. Each party uses a ditlerent

colored block of pajicr aiul a different serial number to

facilitate a quick .separation of each set of samples in the

grinding room. The entire crew cuts between three and

four huiidi-ed samples of all classes and descriptions each

day, and turns over its results to the mine and tlie office

at 7 o'clock the following morning.

Two sets of reports are delivered to the ori'ue of the

mine sn peril! ten dent every morning before the mine

laptains go down. The first report, as at most mines,

consists of a list of the previous day's devcl>i]niieiit faces

•ind a list of liie assays from the various chutes pulled

•Chief sampl.r. lOsperanxa Mining Co., El Oi o. Mexico.
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iluring the previous day. with the munber of cars from

each chute inserted opposite the assay. The second set

of reports consists of a set of stope books, one for every

three levels, posted to date from the previous day's stope

samples by a night man in the sampling office. Three sets

of these books are kept in use all of the time. One is used

by the sampler and contains only the numbers of the sam-

ples cut. From this book as a key the night man plots in

the new .sets with their assays into the two other sets of

Ijooks. One of these sets is kept for the office and the

other belongs to the mine. It is from the list of chute

samples and their corresponding stope-assay plans that

the mine captain lays out his work for the day, and if he is

any good at all, he can generally put just about what the

mine superintendent wants into the bins.

All of the development samples are cut by the same

sampler. They are cut at meter intervals and referenced

to the engineers' survey plugs. This man reports the

width of the vein, its value in gold and silver and the

kind of rock in the hanging and foot walls, making special

notes of any change. These results are posted monthly on

the geological plans of the different levels and upon longi-

tudinal sections of the different veins in the mine. Tlie

results are also copied into an assay liook, so that dates

In the rich oreshoots, which are generally less than a

meter in average width, the stope backs are measured
accurately four times a year and samples are cut at

meter-and-a-half intervals on the backs. These samples,

together with the development assays, are combined on
longitudinal sections of the shoot. From these sections

an accurate estimate of the tonnage and value of the ore

in sight can be made at any time.

The sampling crews are under ground seven hours and
in the office one hour each day. the last hour of the after-

noon being spent in making up the lists for the following

morning, so that when the returns come from the assay

office, the night man has only to insert the assays after

their proper number. The helpers devote this time to

getting and drying their sacks, having their picks and
moils .sharpened, cleaning their lamps and restringing

their sacks.

The duties of the chief sampler on work of this kind

are to generally supervise the cutting and grinding of the

sam])les and map the results obtained. As a rule, this

work can be satisfactorily done by spending half of the

time in the mine and the other half in the office.

Fl»sr-CLA5S OfTE 5£C0f*D-CLAS5 ORE

There have been so many changes in the Washoe Reduc-

tion Works at Anaconda in the last two years that a

new booklet^ has been issued by the staff, bringing up to

date the descriptions of the older departments and

describing briefly some of the new plants. The layout of

the works has been so altered by these new departments

that it is of interest to reproduce the general plan of

the works, shown on the opposite page, as well as the

flow sheet presented below. It will be noticed that the

flow sheet shows the blast-furnace department handling

the first-class ore. There are periods, however, when this

department is out of servii-e and the smelting is done

entirely by reverberatory furnaces, which have proved

HOTCMCmt^S^
fKy£RBfffA70/n_

WCONVCVTER nj/fnACC

FLOW SHEET OF THE WASHOE REDUCTION' WORKS, ANACONDA. MONT.
Copyright, 1916, by Anaconda Copper Mining; Co.

are always available in looking up back information. The
sampling department picks up the mine geology in con-

nection with the development work and records it upon

the assay and geological plans of the different levels.

Reductions from these level jilans are transferi-ed to glass,

and a working model of the mine is kept up.

The chute samples, which consist of a small siiovelful

(if ore cut at the chute as the car is being drawn, are

collected once in 21 bours by a sampler aiul his lu'l])ers.

Composite samples of each level are made daily by cutting

a shovelful from cin !. • .ir as it is being dumy)ed into the

bin, and throwing it hm.u a split-sampler at the station.

From these samples th. mine superintendent is able to

direct the daily work oi M^ captnins.

il-dust tirini;jnore economical since the introduction

and flotation concentration.

Among the important new departments, .-;hown in the

actonipanying plan of the works, are the concentrator

additiiins to dcwater the flotation concentrates, the slimes

flotation plant, the round-table plant, tailings leaching

depai-tiiicnt and the No, 2 roaster jilant, besides numer-

ous auxiliary departments required by the new metal-

lurgical develoinncnts, such as the coal-pulverizing build-

ing for the reverberatory fuel, .-iundry sampling mills and

additions to mechanical shops.

'"A Brief Description of the Washoe Smelter." By the staff

of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. CopyriBht, 1!MG, by the
Anaconda Copper MininK Co.
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Ma^liirag C^llfoirimigi IL®a.<d Ores

Sax FlLVXCISCO CoiiRESPOXDEXCE

Transportation of lead ores from Ubehebe district, Inyo

CountA-, Calif., to Bonnie Clare, Nye County, Nev., 52

mi., at a maximum cost of $8 per ton, has been accom-

plished by the use of a Yuba ball-tread tractor as the

hauling power. The ores were from W. W. Waterson and
Archie Farrington under a contract for hauling 500 tons

undertaken by F. A. Campbell. Three trial trips were

made in December under the personal supervision of Fred

Pursell, acting for the Yuba Construction Co., of San
Francisco, who manufacture ball-tread tractors at the

shops at Marysville, Calif.

Ubehebe district is situated in the northeast corner of

Inyo County, CO mi. east of Laws, a shiiDping station on

the Southern Pacific E.K., and 52 mi. northwest from

IJonnie Clare, a shipping station about 25 mi. south of

Goldfield, on the Southern Pacific R.E., at the juiution

A FE.\T BY THE YUB.V TR.VCTOR

of the Tonopali & Tidewater R.R. The situation of the

tiistrict on the eastern slope of the Sierra and the shorter

haul to Bonnie Clare make the latter station the more
ilcsirable and economic shipping jMint. The road from

Ubehebe to Bonnie Clare is generally downgi-ade, although

there are some steep upgrades.

The first trip from Ubehebe to Bonnie Clare was made
with an old wagon with heavy running gear and bed, high

wheels, narrow double tires, badly weathered, but with

s])okes in fairly good condition. This wagon had a

capacity of 8 to 10 tons. It was hooked on next to the

tractor and the fann wagon u.sed as a trailer.

The big wagon cut badly in all .soft places, making
it necessary to drop the trailer twice on the first day in

order to get out of bad holes; so that little jirogress was

made that day. On the second day, after being out 2 hr.,

al)out 1 ton of ore was taken off the front wagon and good

])i-ogress was then made during the balance of the <lay.

Tiiis left a total load of about SVo tons—G on llic big

wajroii and 21/^ on thc! small wagon ; and with this amount
llie haul was made tiirongh to Bonnie Clare.

Bcfiire starting for the mine to make the .second trip,

the big wagon wa.s abandoned and a make.shift string of

va;'oi)s was assenibleil, ii imposed of one all-steel truck

with roller bearings and 4-in. tires (capacity about 4

tons), one wooden-wheeled farm wagon with narrow tires

and one small wagon (.same as used on first trip). The
3 wagons were loaded—31/2 tons on the steel wagon
next to the tractor, 2% tons each on the two others and
an excess of 500 lb. divided among the three. This

was a total of 9% tons on three small wagons. It

proved a much lighter haul than the 81/^ tons with 6 tons

on one big wagon. The second trip was made ( 104 mi.

)

in about 45 hr. running time, in spite of the fact that the

boxing was turning in a hub on the middle wagon for

the last 25 mi. of the trip, and numerous breakdowns
occurred from the inferior condition of the wagons.

CArAtlTlES AXD CoST OF THE WoPiK

For the third trip two wagons with a carrying capacity

of 5 to 6 tons each were substituted for the three used

on the second trip. These wagons had 5- and 6-in. tires

and were reconstructed from second-hand parts of Stude-

baker wagons gathered up from various places in the

vicinity of Goldfield. They were connected up with

short tongues and with a horn on the tractor. Each was
loaded with approximately 5 tons of ore, making a little

(iver 10 tons n.et load. This string went through with less

trouble than on the other trips and carried more than 14

ton greater net load than the three-wagon string used on

the second trip and about IV^ tons greater net load tlian

with two v.'agons on thc first trip.

The distillate fuel used on this job was figured at ITi oc.

per gal. ; cylinder oil, 60c. per gal. ; the driver at $6 per

shift; depreciation, $5 per .shift. The actual cost of haul-

ing the lead ores from Ubehebe mine to Bonnie Clare (52

mi.) on the second and third trips was $8 per ton. A
man with teams liad previously abandoned the same
hauling at a price of .$15 per ton.

P'vjaJbEacsitlaoim siimdl Fatteiats

Operating engineers are occasionally confronted by the

question of whether publication of a description of a new
device will affect their right to secure a ])atent. In

1 espouse to a recent inquiry on this subject, we referred

the matter to J. F. Brandenburg, a patent attorney, of 2

Rector St., New York, who has replied as follows:

PubHcation is no bar to the obtaining of a valid United
States patent, provided the publication is not more than two
years prior to the filing of the application.

In most foreign countries the general rule is that applica-
tions should be filed before tiie invention has been full.\'

described or illustr.ited in public prints. In the case of coun-
tries, however, which have adhered to the International Con-
vention, previous publication will not invalidate provided the
applicant files his foreign applications within one year of

lodging his United States application in the Patent Office at

Washington. That is to say, the law in thc United States
allows the applicant to publish his Invention before filing his

application, and if he thereafter files foreign applications
within the period of one year from the United States filing,

his foreign i)atents cannot be invalidated by proof of the
publloatiiin. Filing foreign applications mider the provisions
of the i'onvention requires certain special formalities and
entails additlon.al expense. Tlie t'onvention countries are:

Australia. Brazil, Mexico, and all of the countries of Europe
except Russia.

In other South and Central American countries. In Russia
and in .South Africa patents can be Invalidated by proof ol

prior publication, the International Convention not applying.
Canada is not a party to the International Convention, but

the Canadian law contains no provision as to prior publication,
except with respect to patent publication. If a patent has
been obtained In another country, a Canadian application
rhould be filed within one year of the Issue date of the prior
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^ls\4ave Coste of C©s\ll s^imdl Oil Fvmeli

i^YA'OFi'^IS—The chart shows the relative covl of

dry fuels and oil fuels in terms of either the cost

per boiler-horsepower-hour, or of the evaporation

from and at 212 der/. F. produced at a cost of Ic. It

is useful in connection with the splendid charts for

coal alone, recently puhlixhed in the "Journal."^

The efficiency of boiler and grate is taken strictly

to mean the average over-all fuel efficiency and has

nothing to do with the evaporation that might be

obtained whfn iltc plant is "spruced up."

In pilotting the curves for oil it was found expedient to

assume a "typical" fuel oil. The average B.t.u. per gallon

on four oils that vary greatly in character and gravity

\i'as found to he 142,21-1, and a gallon of this oil was

found to weigh 7.4849 Ih., corresponding to approximately

26 deg. Be. gravity.

The coal and dry-fuel curves, although plotted for con-

venience on the same set of axes, must be looked upon

as independent of the oil curves.

The latter were plotted from the following formula

:

Fuel cost in dollars per b.hp.-hr. =
(.33,479 B.t.u.) X {cost of oil per gal. in dollars)

{B.t.u. of oil 2^er gal.) X {over-all efficiency/ of boiler and
furnace) (1)

in which 33,479 B.t.u. is the amount of heat required to

lie usefully ab.sorbed to produce 1 b.hp. and in which 1

ii.hp.-hr. is taken to mean an evaporation from and at

212 deg. F. of 34i^ lb. of water per hr.

The formula for coal is approximately the same:

Fuel cost in dollars per b.hp.-hr. =
(33,479 B.t.u.) X {cost per gro-is ton burned)

{B.t.u. per lb. of coal available) X (2,240 lb.)
(2)

•By F. C. Fearing in "Power," Dec. 14, 1915.

'"Eng. and Min. Journ.," Oct. 9-Oct. 16, 191.^.

Tlie values of the cost per b.hp.-hr. were plotted against

different prices per gallon and for over-all effieiencic-

ranging from h't to 100%. The cost of 1 b.hp.-hr. wil:

be found along the under side of A' axis ; on the uppei

side may be found the number of pounds of water, which,

at a cost of Ic, may be evaporated from and at 212

deg. F.

The evaporation from and at 212 deg. F. per 11). of

oil fired may be obtained by projecting the intersection

of the oil-efficiency curve with the broken curved line,

called "B.t.u. of oil fuel aljsorbed at various efficiencies,"

onto the Y axis.

Ex.vjn'LE FOR Oil at 8-5% Efficiexct

To find the cost per boiler horsepower-hour of oil fuel

at 85% efficiency, the oil costing $0,023 per gal. burned,

proceed as follows

:

From the $0,023 point on the .scale of costs per gallon

(on the axis of Y') project parallel to the axis of X
until the projection intersects the 85% oil-efficiency line.

Call this point P. A perpendicular from this point to

the base-line at once gives the result in either of two

ways. In this case we find that the cost per boiler-

horsepower-hour is $4.00635 and is ecjuivalent to an

evaporation of approximatelv 54.2 lb. of water at a cost

of Ic.

In addition to the foregoing, by projecting to the left

from the point P, find that the evaporation p^r pound
of oil fired is approximatelj' 16.48 lb. "from and at."'

and that Ifi.OOO B.t.u. per lb. of fuel must be ab.?orbed

to accomplish this.

Let us test these answers : .

B.hp. per gal. oil fired =
(142,214 B.t.u. per gal.) X (0-85 efficiency)'

33,479 B.t.u.
= 3.61

FACTORS OF CORRECTION FOR OIL-EFFICIENCY CURVES
12 Degrees Baume gravi+y, multiply efficiency percenfctge curve by 1.097 and use new figure found
ZQ " " •• " " •• •• " I.04E
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CHART .SHOWIxr
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THH HRLATIVE COST OF COAL AND OIL FUEL PER BOILER-HORSEPOWER-HOrR -\XD PER
FACTOR OF EVAPORATION
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A gallon of oil, however, costs $0,023, which, divided

by 3.61, equals $0.00637, the cost of 1 b.hp.-hr.. which

checks closely the result found by use of the chart.

As the heat value of coal varies between wide limits

and is not a comparatively stable quantity, as with oils,

the coal curves liad to be plotted so as to represent vari-

ous prices per long ton as burned, instead of the various

efficiencies taken for the oil curves. The coal efficiencies

are then obtained from the set of supplementary curves,

as explained hereafter. To facilitate operations it is as-

sumed that the coal contains only those heat units usefully

absorbed at the given efficiency; thus a coal containing

1.").000 B.t.u. and burned at 60% efficiency is assumed to

be equivalent to a coal containing only 9,000 B.t.u. and

burned at 100% efficiency.

The coal curves are plotted against B.t.u. per pound

on the scales for coal, which will he found on the right of

the chart along the inside of the Y' a.xis.

Let us work an example

:

Assume that we are burning a coal containing 13,000

B.t.u. at an over-all efficiency of 60%, the coal costing

$3.50 per long ton consumed. Starting from the 13,000-

B.t.u. mark on to Y' axis, follow the light dotted slant-

ing line until it iuter.sects the 60% perpendicular from

the base line. From the point thus found, project right

or left, as may be necessary-, to the $3.50 coal curve.

Call this point F.
The perpendicular to the base-line from P' indicates

that the cost of 1 b.hp.-hr. is approximately $0.0067, in

which the last figure is estimated. This we also find is

equivalent to an evaporation of approximately 51 lb. of

water "from and at," at a cost of Ic.

By carrying the projection from the point P' over to

the Y axis, we find that the evaporation "from and at"'

is 7.23 11). anil that approximately 7,790 B.t.u. must be

absorbed.

Cheek the accuracv of this result:

(2,240 lb.) X (13,000 B.t.u.) X (0.6) = 521 b.Jip.
(33,479 B.t.n.)

produced from one ton of coal. Therefore, dividing the

cost per ton by 521, find that the cost of 1 b.hp.-hr. equals

$0.00671 and that the chart result represented an error

of 7 in the third place of digits, or only a trifie over 1%.
From the two cases of oil and coal set forth, we see

that for the assumed condition the fuel cost per 100

b.hp.-hr. for oil fuel will bo 63V2C., as against 67.1c. for

coal.

Oil fuels other than the one jilotted require, after the

evaporation "from and at"' has been found directly from

the chart, that a correction be applied to tlie oil-efficiency

curve first used, before the boiler-horsepower-hour costs

can be estimated, for the following reasons:

Oil is sold by the gallon. Some heavy oils yield more
heat units per gallon than the lighter ones, even when
the heat values pcv pound may l)e somewhat less. Some
recent investigations have tended to show that even the

heavy oils may be (onsidered as having 19,000 B.t.u.

or more per pound. Consequently, oils heavier than 26

(leg. Be. (the oil |iliitted) will weigh more i)er gallon,

and therefore a gallon of such oil will be more efficient

than a gallon of the lighter kind. It should i)e pointed

out that although a greater evaporation per gallon may
be obtiiincd from heaviiT oils, yet no greater evajioratioii

per iKMitid will ni'cess:ii. :m> efl'ci ted.

So, after having found the evaporation per pound from
and at 212 deg. F., multiply the particular efficiency

curve so far used, by the nearest factor of correction, for

tlie oil being figured on. (These are given in the center

of the chart. ) All further calculations should be made
in the usual manner on the new efficiency curve thus

obtained.

It frequently hap])ens that the data collected at a plant

on which to base a comparison show coal ahead of oil fuel

from an economic standpoint, where all the signs pointed

the other way. If the engineer making the investigation

is convinced that the coal figures furnished by the plant

engineer represent the true average conditions, then noth-

ing more need be .said ; but if the "efficiency we are

getting with coal"' does not take into account banked
fires and the low points in the efficiency curve as well

as the high spots, then there is only one thing to do,

and that is to take observations for a long enough period

to insure the accurate determination of the average

over-all efficiency with coal. Experience with oil fuel

then enables the engineer to decide what average over-all

efficiency can be looked for with liquid fuel at the plant

in question. The rest is but a matter of a few moments'
use of the chart.

.VntiiHoiiy ])rices in 1915 ^\erc jn'obably tlie highest

known since the metal became a regular article of com-

merce. The high prices led to the largest production the

Fnited States has made, and probably the same statement

is true for the world"s production. According to prelimi-

nary figures collected for the United States Geological

Survey by Frank L. Hess, the production of antimony

ores in the United States is estimated to have been about

5,000 tons, containing 2,000 tons of antimony valued

at about $325,000. The largest previous domestic produc-

tion was in 1892, when 150 tons of metal was produced in

San Francisco from Nevada ores and 380 tons of ore carry-

ing 55% of antimony was exported. Practically all opera-

lions of 1915 were new, most were small, and they were

widely scattered, so that it is difficult to dbtaiii close figures

immediately after the close of the year.

In the fall American antimony appeared on the market

I'or the lirst time in many years. At first it sold slightly

below Chinese and Japanese, but was soon ([uoted at the

same price, ^liners and smelters, ajiparently thinking

lliat the high prices would be temporary, did not begin

production as quickly as they otherwise might have done,

l)ut before the close of the year projierties in .Vlaska, Cali-

fornia, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, Utah and Washington were

producing.

From Alaska, according to data collected by .Vlfred H.

Brooks, about 685 tons of stibnile ore carrying 5S% anti-

mony was ])rodncod in the Fairbanks district, from proper-

ties on Eva, Vault, Treasure and Chatham Creeks. It is

reported that 132 tons was shipped from Nome, but it

seems probable that more was mined.

Prices for ores ranged from $1 to $2.10 per unit of anti-

mony. .\t first, only ores carrying i'A)'/, or more antimony

were in demand, but before the close of the year 20%
ores were being shipped from Nevada.

The largest production was made from de])osits near

Wild Rose Spring, on the northwest slope of Telescope

Peak in the I'anMMiint Range, Cali Inrniii. These deposits
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have been known for many years, but have been too far

from railroads for profitable exploitation until last year,

when prices were hijrb, and a branch railroad was built

to Trona on Searles Lake, within about 25 mi. of them.

The deposits contained considerable antimony ochre as

well as stibnite and were mined by the Merchants Finance

Co. (Western Metals Co.). The same company operated

deposits 30 mi. northeast of Jlojave, and 10 mi. from the

Southern Pacific R.IL at Xeuralia, in Kern County. Other

deposits were mined in California at many points in Kern
County, in the eastern end of San Benito County, and on
Moore's Flat, near Grass Valley. In X'evada considerable

quantities were mined at many points, mostly in the north-

west (juarter of the state, with Lovelock as a center, but

ranging from Pass Caiion in the Pine Forest Range south-

ward to the vicinity of Tonopah and eastward to Joy.

Oregon, Washington and Idaho produced small ton-

nages of ore, and in Arkansas a company was organized

to work old properties west of Gilliam.

The Chapman Smelting Co., of San Francisco, which

had been idle for a number of years, again started the

The tendency has been for some companies to go to an
expense for mine development, machinery and mills not
^^holly warranted by the circumstinces. The present
high prices are necessarily temporary. The Chinese rle-

posits are extensive and worked by cheap labor, and other
deposits are being developed in other part.s of the world

;

and as soon as the war is over, and possibly before, prices

will probably drop to a level with, or close to, those

wliidi prevailed in 1014.

'He'^w (GrsiBalby (Coiraceiatratoi*

P)V LlrlLS L. WiTTKII*

The completion of a large concentrating plant at Gran-
by, Newton Countj-, Mo., built by the Granby Mining and
Smelting Co., gives to the Granby camp the distinction

of having the largest and most modern mill in the en-

tire ilissouri-Kansas-Oklaboma district. With a building

190 ft. long and 40 ft. wide, equipped with two rougher
jigs, two cleaners, lo sand tables and two double-decked

GENERAL VIEW OF KLOXDIKE MINE OF THE GRANBY MIXING .\XD SMELTIXG CO., GRANBY, MO.

smelting of antimony ores. The company mined ore at

Bemice, 60 mi. east of Fallon, Nev., and brought ores

from other points in the Western States, .\laska and Brit-

ish Columbia. The Merchants Finance Co. built an an-

timony smelter at Industrial Harbor, Los Angeles. Be-

sides operating California mines, the company operated

mines in Nevada and bought ores from the Western States.

.\laska and foreign countries. The Antimony Smelting

and Refining Co., of Seattle, started a plant at Van Asselt

the last of the year and made oxide, but metal is to be

smelted also. The International Smelting Co. bought ores

to be smelted at its South Chicago plant. The Great

Western Smelting and Refining Co., of Chicago, and the

Pennsylvania Smelting Co.. of Pittsburgh, have also

smelted some ores. The Magnolia Metals Co. found so

much difiiculty in obtaining needed supplies of antimony
at a reasonable price that it bought and mined ores in

Nevada, smelting them at Brooklyn. Harshaw, Fuller &
Goodwin Co., of Cleveland, was in the market for pure
ores from which to make antimony salts, heretofore made
from Chinese "crude antimony," produced by the liqua-

tion of the stibnite ores in double-pot furnaces.

^lime tables, the plant can easily handle 500 tons of ore

in 10 hr.

A feature of concentration that differs from the ordi-

nary practice of the di.strict is the removal of the sludge

water at the heads of the rougher and chat jigs, thus giv-

ing more uniformity to the concentrates taken from the

jigs. This system, having been pruved a success at the

B. & H. mill of the Granby company, at Joplin, it was

installed in the larger mill at Granby. The Granby

plant, known as the Klondike mill, was constructed by the

Webb City & Carterville Foundry and Machine Co. at a

cost of $75,000. Electric power is used almost exclusively

in the operation of the machinery in the mill and on the

lease, and ultimately what little steam equipment is now
employed will be replaced. To supply power for this

mill the Empire District Electric Co. extended its lines

to the Granby camji from a point 6 mi. to the north, where

the main power lines from the Wliite River plant arc situ-

ated.

The development by the Granby company of a deep

run of ore, beneath all tlie former workinsrs oi mines
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that had been situated on the same property, led to the

construction of the new mill. A motor of 200 hp. runs

the main mill machinery, consisting of the crusher, rolls,

rougher and cleaner jigs, elevators, etc., while the sludge

tables are operated by a motor of 75 hp. Two shafts are

worked, one at the mill and one 600 ft. to the east and con-

nected with the mill by an inclined tramway. At each

shaft a direct-driven United Iron Works hoist, run by

a 75-hp. motor, is operated. The lyo-ton cars that carry

ore from the east shaft to the liopper of the mill are pulled

by a direct-driven United Iron Works hoist run by a 3T-

hp. motor.

Through drill holes, each 10 in. in diameter and each

situated about 8 ft. respectively from the mill shaft and

from the east shaft, American deep-well double-action

pumps, each with a capacity of 250 gal. per min., are op-

erated by two 75-hp. motors. At another point, about

midway between the east shaft and the mill shaft, an old

drill hole has been pressed into service. Here a No. 10

Buffalo blower is situated. It is driven by a small steam

engine, which is soon to be replaced by an electric motor.

A down draft supplies ventilation for the mine drifts.

The compressor house is situated northeast of the mill

and hoiises two Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon feather-valve com-

pressors—one 550-cu.ft. capacity and driven by a 100-

hp. motor, and the other of 850-cu.ft. capacity and driven

bv a 150-hp. motor. A 3-hp. motor drives an American

Revolving screens at the heads of both roughei-s dewater

the ore, the sludge-laden water passing directly to the

settling tanks before passing over the cells, thus reliev-

ing the rougher jigs of the task of treating a large tonnage

of fine mineral values that otherwise would pass over the

jigs with the coarser ore. The same dewatering system

is employed at the head of the chat jig. The 15 sand

tables are of Arbouthnot make, and the two double-decked

slimers are made by the Deister Machine Co. Cleaned con-

centrates are loaded directly into box-cars and shipped

to the Granby company's new zinc smeltery near East

St. Louis, 111!

Each of the shafts is 5x9 ft. in the clear and 225 ft.

deep, or 5 ft. deeper than the bottom of the drifts. The
ore occurs in disseminated formation, extensively shot

through a light-blue chert and blocked out by more than

20 drill holes ahead of the present workings. Faces 30

ft. high are carried, and the mill recovery is slightly bet-

ter than 7% blende, showing an average assay of 00%
zinc, not a trace of lead and less than 1% of iron.

d6«9«. TROnnEL,^

centrilugal jiunip that snpplic

the compressors.

All buildings on the ground

the ulating water for

ludinti odcrn log

house," 50x10 ft., are of galvanized iron. The "dog

house" is equipped with the latest ventilating devices and

shower baths. A spacious office and supply room is situ-

ated near the coiiiprcssor house. The mill equii)nieiit con-

sists of one 24-iii. crusber, one .set of 42-in. rolls, two sets

of 36-in. rolls, one 30-in. roll and one pair of 30-in.

high-speed rolls for l rinding ihats.

lesat t<a> m
On the rim of the Grand Canon, in Arizona, a niuiiu-

nient to Jlaj. John Wesley Powell has just been completed

l)y the Department of the Interior. The memorial is

an altar decorated in Indian imagery and supports a

bronze tablet on a pyramidal base of

rough-hewn stone. Fifteen steps lead

up to the altar floor, from which one

may gaze into the very heart of the

nntlticolored mile-deep caiion. The
structure is worthy both the rugged,

forceful personality of the intrepid

scientist who first passed through this

terrible gorge and the titanic chasm
itself.

John AVesley Powell was born at

ilount :Morris," X. Y., Mar. 24, 1831.

Teaching school in Illinois when the

Civil War broke out, he volunteered as

a private and came out a lieutenant-

lolonel. but was always called Major.

He lost his right arm at the l)attle of

Shiloh. At the close of the war, ^lajor

Powell became professor of geology h\

the Illinois Normal University. His

excursions into Colorado and the cxjilo-

ration of two small canons of the

(Jrand River stimulated the purjiose

which later shaped his final career.

His great adventure, the passage of

the Grand Canon of the Colorado, was

made in the summer of 18(i!), the ])arty

<oiisisting of 10 men in four boats. One

of the boats was lost in the river and most of their tiour

destroyed, and they were on very short rations when, on

Aug. 2!), the remainder of the party swept out of the

Grand Canon in safety. Major Powell repeated the pass-

age for scientific reseanh two years later. He secured

tlie original a])])ropriation for geological work and finally

succeeded in having the Geological Survey organized and,

at his earnest solicitation, Clarence King secured as first

director. He was a])pointed the second director by Pres-

ident Garfield.
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"t^atllhi ILafflmaftedl

By Cii.utLES Mextzel*

The mining engineer in a district far from the source

of materials of construction is at times called upon to

do tilings that would ne\er occur to him in a more fav-

orably situated place where a variety of equipment is

l)(ilt()m of tiie hill was a storage bin at the terminus of a

2-ft. gage railroad in process of construf-tion. The slope

of the hill was 19°, or about a 34% grade.

After looking up tlie materials available, I decided that

a 550-ft. gravity incline was the most feasible to install.

Tliere was on hand a limited amount of %-in. ^rire ro])e,

sufficient light rail for a three-rail .system and a geared
baud winch with a drum 8 in. in diameter. The black-

smith shop was equipped with the usual smithing tools.

Cl'J'v \ 1.!:"; 1.1 'X ijKCAUVILLE i_'AR AT HEAD OF INCLINE

A 550-FT. GRAVITY INCLINE IMPROVISED IN THE TROPICS

at hand. The home office, having made a favorable con-

tract, may telegraph the engineer to get out a sliipnient

of ore on a date that seems unreasonably early to the

engineer on the ground.

A situation of this sort arose at a deposit I was de-

veloping a few months ago in the tropics. It became

necessary to get a shipload of ore ready in the shortest

possible time, with such equipment as was available at an

isolated developing property. The ore dejxjsit was on the

crest of a bill and was ex]insed by an o|)encut. At the

Mining engineer, 25 Broad St.. New YorI<.

a .-ict of tn])s and dies and an ordinarv ]iand-i>iiwer ] -

drill.

Tlie drum of tiie winch was lagged with two pieces ot'

hardwood, bolted together through the drum, to bring the

diameter up to 3 ft. An IS-in. pulley was keyed on the

gear shaft of the winch and a wood-lined brake band made
to fit around the pulley to control the speed oi the drum.
As there was not sufficient cable to wrap around the drum,

a V-notcb 21 > in. deep was cut around the middle of the

drum and tlie rope placed in it. A post with two small

pulleys—one above the otlier—to c,>r^.^ n^ i,i' < w;i~ n1-i.
.

.1
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ibout 5 ft. in front of the drum. The idlers prevented

the fleet of the cable from pulling it out of the nolcli.

The post was iirmlv attached to the winch foundation,

which was made of heavy timbers finuly set in the ground.

The system of track at the top of the hill and at the

middle of the incline is shown in the illustrations. The
loaded 1-ton ears from the opencut are hooked to the

cable and sent down the incline, the empty one of course

coming up. The trip is made in 2 min. The gears of

the winch prevent the loaded cars from running away,

and the brake is applied only when stopping the car.

which is dmnped by hand at the bottom.

The notch grips tlie cal)le firmly, formmg an effective

friction clutch. Though adopted in an emergency, I

believe tliis method preferable to the usual one of taking

several turns around the drum. After several hundred
trips, the Y-notch showed no appreciable wear. It would,

however, be a simple matter to deepen it in case of

necessity.

Tsiinapairag aim ^Ih® Ts^esidl'welE Masaes
By E. r. Kk.vxedy*

It was after talking to \V. O. Snelling, in June, 1910,

that the writer decided to systematically enforce the use

of tamping in all drill holes. Jlr. Snelling at that time

was connected with the Government testing laboratory at

Pittsburgh and had had a great deal to do with testing

powder to be used for Panama Canal work. His numerou.i

experiments conclusively proved the economy that should

result from the use of tamping, especially wlion using

low-grade powders.

One might exjject a saving of jiowder by the u.^e of

tamping from a consideration of the composition of (he

present-day dynamites. The component materials of the

various grades of dynamites (40%, 60%, 70%, etc.) all

form explosive compounds and all produce about the same
energy, the difference being that t!;o higher grades have

a greater instantaneous, or initial, shock. Formerly, when
an inert substance such as infusorial earth was used in

making dynamite, the amount of energy produced by the

various grades was directly proportional to the nitro-

glycerin content. To get the greatest amount of the

explosive energy expended in useful work is the function

of tamping, and its importance is clearly crceniplified by

the harmless burning of a stick of dynamite in the open

air and the destructive action of the sjinie stick if

confined ever so little.

Some experimenting was done at the Treadwell in

making up tani])ing. Core machines such as are used

for foundry work were tried, but soon discarded as k'ing

too slow. The material used was thoroughly dry sand

(tailings) mixed with a small amount of crude oil, and

this was filled into blue-colored paper cartridges by the

use of a brass tube. The paper for the cartridges was

designated as blue granite wrapper and was purchased

cut to size 8x10 or 10x12 in. bias cut, costing six cents

a pound by the ton, or less than one mill per cartridge.

The sheets are the san^e size and shape as the containers

for 114-in. powdc. These cartridges of tamping were

made up by the powder ivvn in their spare time, packed

in jiowder boxes, sen' ii lo Ihy mines each day with the

•Minini? engineer, 7:'^ I' . iroft Building, San Francisco,
Calif.

powder and distributed to the various magazines, from
which they were issued with the powder to the machine
men.

By introducing the tamping in this way, there was no
extra work required of the machine men. This is an
essential point to be considered and often ignored when
something new is to be introduced which will effect a
saving for the employer with no apparent benefit to the

employee. When tamping was first introduced, the bosses

cut down the amount of powder given out, by one stick

per hole, which was made up by issuing tamping differ-

ing in appearance from the powder by the blue-colored

wrapper. The result was very satisfactory except in a

few instances at first, when the tamping was placed by

the machine helper in the bottom of the hole.

The cost of the tamping was negligible, while the direct

saving in powder was considerable. The proper use of

tamping practically eliminated burnt-out holes, and its

use proved a step in the direction of safety. About
1T5,000 holes are drilled per year iii the Treadwell mines,

so that a saving of one stick of powder per hole means
the saving of about 1,T.30 boxes oF powder per year.

The suggestion in the issue of Feb. 5, 1916, page 261,

relative to making old fire-doors usable is interesting,

but the method described has the disadvantage of rapid

wear at the rod connection with the angle iron, and there

is also more or less heat at a location above the door and

a subsequent warping of the rod and the angle iron,

requiring frequent straightening. The repairman in a

DOOR SUPPORTED FROM HEI.OW

large iiulustrial plant having a numlicr of boilers to care

for uses the method shown in the illustration.

The door is first blocki'd in ]K)sition, and with a ratchet

;'iid extension drill (an ordinary drill welded to a long

shank) the holes in the hinges are reamed out to about

1 in. diameter and a new hinge pin extending about 9 in.

below the bottom hinge is used. A turnbuckle rod is

fastened to the lower end of this pin by two nuts.

This makes a substantial arrangement, obviating wear

at the rod because it forms a part of the swinging hinge

inn and door; there is no warping from heat, and the

turnbuckle adjustment lakes care of the sag. It is also

a neat-a]ipearing job and will give perfect satisfaction if

the parts are ])ro]K)rtioned to the weight of the door.

•ny Robert Fullerton, Perth Amboy, N. J., in "Power," Mar.
21. v.nr,.
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FotuiEadlsitta©ffii°IE@Iltl Csisiira^s fos"

A casing for a machine-foundation anchor bolt is a

tube, either of metal or wood, located concentrically

around the anchor bolt. Its principal function is to per-

mit a lateral movement in all diiections of the top of the

foundation bolt. This is frequently necessary because of

inaccuracies in locating the bolts ; also, holes in machine

bedplates are often cored and inaccuracies in their loca-

tions may be expected. If the bolt or the hole is out of

its proper place, the bolt can thus Ije sprung over readily

so as to correct the inaccuracy ; whereas if it were solid

in the foundation, that is, if no casing were provided, it

would be necessary to enlarge the hole in the bedplate to

compensate for the error. Obviouslv. it is an expensive

and time-wasting procedure to enlarge holes in bedplates.

The second function of a casing is to permit the re-

moval of the anchor bolt. Where this is desirable, it is

necessary to provide a pocket under the anchor plate for

the reception of the nut on the lower end of the bolt.

AMien to use and when not to use casings admits of
no general answer. The accompanying illustrations show
various types of casings, de.scribed in Power^, which will

various types of casings, described by Bruce Page in Power
of Jan. 4, 1916, which will be of service to engineers in

mining communities. This problem is not as simple as it

at first seems and often causes a lot of trouble becau.^ of

lack of preparation. One of the casings shown will be

available for almost any case.

Anchor8o/f ^nchorBo/f

y/frif/edSorerPfieCas/h^
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llllmisrf aimdl SmmeMlinii

By CiiAr.LEs Labbe*

111 a drv-(TU>hin.<r plant where tlie product from the

fijie-crushing rolls had to l)e finer than was prac-ticable

with high capacity, the attendants tightened the springs

until the rolls were practically rigid. One day a drill

.shank went in with the ore and tlie frame of the roll was

broken in two pieces. The frame had stood a heavy strain,

for no part was less than II4 in. thick and a very good

casting at that.

As in most mills where the motto is "keep running,"' a

quick repair had to be made. We bored a li/i-iu- hole at

each corner, and througli the holes we put foiir 1%-in.

REPAIR ON' ROLL FR.\ME

rods with threads at botii ends and a yoke plate, ix\'-. in.,

the lieight of the frame. By tiglitening the four rods the

frame came back to jdace, l)ut on account of the work tiiis

set of rolls had to do, we did not think it safe for the

rods to carry all the strain, .so we cut four pieces 12.\24

in. of i^-i"- -"^lieet iron and liored six %-in. holes in the

])lates (in one setting by putting tlie 4 plates one on top

of the other in tlie drill press) and bored the same in the

frame. Wo placed one plate inside and one outside ou

each .side of the frame, covering the break in it, and held

them in place by tight-fitting bolts, as it was not liandy

to u.«e rivets.

The rolls have been running that way for .several

months, and there is no sign of anything getting loose.

It goes without .saying that the .springs were loosened to

])revent the recurrence of another mishap.

Calcituimni Hypochlorite for
Wafteir Stleipilazssiftaoira

.\ccoi(ling to recent researches liy Vincent and Gail-

lard (alistr. Jouni. Soc. Chem. Ind., May 31, 1915),

calciiiiii liypochlorite possesses undoubted practical ad-

vantage- over solutions of alkali hypochlorites for

sterilizing water. It is 1 unveniriitlv used in the form

Nelson. Nev.

of compressed tablets, each containing 0.015 gram of

calcium hypochlorite (= 3.5 mg. available chlorine)

and 0.08 gram of sodium chloride, the latter being added

to promote the diffusion of the active clilorine into the

water. Each tablet is sufficient for 1 liter and is added

to the water without previous crushing. After 20 niin.

practically the whole of the chlorine has diffused into

the water and merely a skeleton of calcium carbonate

remains.

The tablets keep well, a diminution of only 0.0003 gram
of active chlorine being observed within two months.

Drinking water sterilized in this way can be consumed

20 niin. after the addition of the tablet. Its mineral

composition is thereby scarcely altered, and its taste is

inappreciable. Ammoniacal and albuminoid nitrogen

were found to diminish by one-half to three-quarters

after the sterilization with a hypochlorite tablet, while

all pathogenic organisms, including Bacillus coli, were

killed in 10 to 12 min., even in the pressure of much
organic nitrogen.

ss

Testimi^ BEsiimlfeetls for CsiUlo^yy

Fl@t^Sifta©!ni Cells
A test of various blankets for use in Callow flotation

cells was made by Laist and Wiggin during their ex-

periments on flotation at Anaconda, a paper descriptive

of which will be read at the Arizona meeting of the

American Institute of ^lining Engineers in September.

1916. Four blankets for Callow cells were received from

Lane & Co., Xew York City. These were numbered

1,038, 1,039, 1,057 and 1,058." In each case the blankets

have a better distribution of air after a few hours' opera-

tion, due probably to a readjustment in the weaving after

the blanket has lieen thoroughly wetted. The results of

the test were as follows:

The single thickness No. 1,058 was used on Callow

cells treating .sand tailings. The air distribution was un-

even and if enough air was turned into the cliamber to keep

the sand moving on the blanket there was violent boiling

at points. The blanket was not satisfactory for coar.se

((iO-niesh) feed, but might work fairly well on slimes.

The double thickness No. 1,058 was u.sed on slimes

feed. The air distribution was good and the results were

])ractically the same as the regular Callow blanket .su])-

])lied by the General Engineering Co.. of Salt Lake.

The Xo. 1,039 blanket was tested on slimes feed and

gave an even distribution for all air pressures up to 51/2

11). Blanket X^. 1,057 gave an uneven distribution of air

for all pressures. The pores seemed to close up unevenly

when the blanket was wet.

Blanket Xo. 1,038 was tested on slimes feed. It gave

very good distribution of air for all pres.sures up to 4 lb.

This blanket is thinner than the others and also thiiuier

than the regular Callow blanket and requires less pres-

sure to deliver the .«ame volume of air as the others.

In conclusion it is seen that No. 1,057 would not be

satisfactory for our purposes; No. 1,058, single, would
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luit be sati.<faftory, c'X(t'])t pd.s.siljly on slinics feed; Xo.

1,038, double, would be satislaetory for either slimes or

sands, but would proiiably cost too much ; No. 1,038 would

be entirely satisfactory for slimes and woubl probal)Iy

])e all rijjlit on sands.

gift Mn^man SsimeEfter?^

The concentrates treated at tiie new works' of the

International Smelting Co., at Miami, Ariz., are produced

largely by the flotation process and consequently are very

fine. Special cars were built for transirortin

concentrates and for handling

for trans])orting the wet

the calcines—really dried

the concentrates tiirougli which unloading is started. The
concentrates are raked down the slope and fall through

the slot in the car bottom, the cross-boards being removed

one after another as required.

Tlu! "calcines," or dried concentrates, from five Wedge
furnaces are taken to the reverberatory charge hoppers in

steel cars, shown in the lower illustration. These larries

have a ca])acity of about 18 tons. In order to avoid the

loss of the fine, rich material by being blown away, the

bodies arc entirely inclosed and are divided at the middle

by a partition. Four receiving chutes of special design

are provided to prevent loss by dusting ; a cast-steel collar,

8 in. deep with a hole 16 in. in diameter, forms the chute

oj^ening in the car to]); within this collar the steel chute

Section A-A I

CAR FOR TRANSPORTINCi CONCENTRATES TO THE INTERNATIONAL SMELTERY AT MIAMI. ARIZ.

if-lli C.L.io CL ofTrvclis-

concentrates, as no roasting is permitted at this plant on

account of additional sulphur being required for suitable

matte formation.

(Jeneral drawings of the cars are sluiwn in llie accom-

panying illustrations. The cars for handling the wet

concentrates have a capacity of 60 tons and are hopper-

shaped throughout their entire length. The body is of

i/i-in. steel. The opening at the bottom is i ft. :> in. wide

and is covered with creosoted and matched cross-boards.

Before the car is loaded these boards are pressed tightly

together by means of a handwheel and screw, their align-

ment being secured by steel angle guides on each side. In

these cars are transported the concentrates made at the

Inspiration and ^liami mills. In unloadin,g at the smelt-

ing works, the wooden Jtlug shown at one end of the car

is drawn out bv means of a chain block, leaving a hole in

works. When the <ar is traveling, the chute is in the

lowered position, but when the car is spotted under the

dust hopiKMs. the chute is raised by a lever until it fits

against the wide bottom fiange of the hopper gate. These

hopper gates have the same spacing as the chutes carried

by the car. so that all four gates may he operated at one

time. Arrangement is made for allowing the air in the

car to escape at the to]) through a screened vent. When
the car is s])otted over the reverberatory feed hoppers,

similar chutes are raised up against the discharge gates,

and while the car is em])tying. the air is allowed to escape

from the bins through pipes into the furnace.

Elimination of tlie PcriionnI Equation In Tltrntlii!; appears

to have lieen aoconipUslicd by Henry Ziegel (American Elec-

trochemical Society's October. 1914. meeting:). Tlie stop coclt

of the burette is opened electrically by throwiiiir .i switch,

and is closed by an apparatus actuated by the ch;iii£r8 In po-

tential of the solution as the end point is reached.
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imiEiniM ^ttalluniTElcal Sicihiiinier^

TariPiM E^^aalisija^ Gas Madhiaia©

The Tirrill machine for making gas from gasoline

seems to have a field of usefulness in detached laboratories

in the mining regions. The apparatus consists of three

parts: An air pump operated by a weight or waterwheel,

which contains only air and water and can be placed next

to the furnace or stoves run by the gas, and consequently

can be watched by the furnace operator ; a generator and
carburetor, which are buried in the ground 30 ft. from

the building; and a gas mi.xer, which is also buried in the

By E. M. Weston*

The Konomax drill in its present form has not been

introduce<l into America. A number are working on the

Bantjes, Consolidated ^lain Eeef, Meyer & Charlton,

State Klines and other properties on the Witwatersrand.

The air consumption is slightly more than half that of

a 3Vi-in. standard drill. They drill rapidly and do equal

or greater work than standard drills if they are supplied

with a pressure of over 70 lb. at the drill itself. If, how-

DRAWINGS SHOWING THE CONSTRUCTION OP THE NEW KONOMAX DRILL,

ground. The generator being wluiliy and alisdlutcly

buried in the eartii, requires no vault o! any kinti, and

needs refilling but once or twice a year. No lieat or file

is required to generate the gas.

The weight can Ije wound up while the machine is

running without airecting the gas supjily, and lliu entire

installation is approved by the National Board of Fire

Underwriters.

Tiic machine has been adopted liy tiie Nevada Consoli-

dated Copper Co., in Nevada, the Anaconda Copper
Mining Co., in Montana, the Winona Copper Co., in

Miciiigan, and a large number of iron ancl .^teel works
bituatcd in widely sepaiMlcd parts of the country.

ever, the jhvssur' falls below that, the drill gives trouble

on the I'cturn stroke. It also requires more oil than a

standard drill and for these reasons and because the Hand
miner has an inveterate prejudice against anything novel,

the drill is not a favorite among miners. In the newer

models arrangement is being made to strengthen the

jctiirn stroke, sacrificing about 10% air consumption.

Where minors are intelligent and the air pressure is

I'eally liigh, it will easily do work equal to or better than

any other drill at a large saving of air cost. The drill

has to be maintained in very good order, and a special

reamer is employe<l for reboring the cylinder.

•Mliilnit; tngineer, R:indfotitein. South Africa.
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A departure in hammer-drill construction is embodied

in a new line of self-rotating hammer drills known as

the "Hummer" drills, manufactured by the Chicago

Pneumatic Tool Co., 103G Fisher Building, Chicago.

T!ie chuck at the front end of the "Hummer" drill

is rotated by two simple and strong gears operated by

a shaft which is driven by worm gearing from the

rotation motor at the upper end of the drill. The
rotation motor is a simple form of the rotary type,

and the compressed air e.xhausted from it, instead of

being led to the atmosphere, is discharged into the valve

CROSS-SECTION OF NEW •HUMMER" DRILL

chamber of the haninicr cyliiider and operates the hammer
i.iston by means of a ball-valve action.

The general design is sturdy, well-balanced and compact

throughout. By placing tlie rotation motor at the ujjper

end, it is farthest removed from the strains and shocks

of the hammer blows at the front end of the drill, and the

distribution of the parts is such as to permit each part

being made simple and strong and well-calculated to

stand up under the severe conditions to which the rock

drill is ordinarily subjected.

The rotation of the drill steel is effected by the motor

at the upper end of the drill, in the handle part, and is

entirely independent of the hammer piston. The com-

pressed air to operate the drill first enters the rotation

motor, causing the rotor of the motor to revolve at a

high speed. The rotor shaft is provided with a worm
thread that meshes with a worm gear on the outer end

of the shaft that transmits the rotary movements to the

pinion and gear at the lower end of the drill for turning

the drill chuck. The rotation mechanism throughout is

continuous in one direction and does not have any ratchet

or pawl parts. The high speed of the rotation motor and

the large ratio of gear reduction between the motor and

the drill chuck give a strong rotation pull on the drill

steel. The parts are few, simple, strong and accessible

and cannot be incorrectly a.ssembled.

A distinctive feature of the "Hummer" drill is the

valve that governs the reciprocation of the hammer jiiston.

It ( onsists of a standard commercial hardened steel ball—
such as is used ordinarily for ball bearings. The ball i»

•}4 in. in diameter and weighs a trifle over an ounce.

The travel between its seats in the valve chest is only

Ys in. It is practically indestructible and ideally simph-

(ompared with other rock-drill valve mechanisms.

The hammer piston has no connection with any other

part of the drill and is perfectly free in its movements,

in both directions, in the cylinder. It is a simple pan
without any holes or chamber or spiral flutes to weaken

it—just a ]jla'n piston, structurally of great strength, a-

a hammer piston should be—and the freedom of its

action gives both high velocity and a hard blow.

The "Hummer" hammer drills are made in three sizes:

One weighs 40 lb. and has capacity for boring a %-in.

hole 6 ft. deep; one weighs 5.5 llj. and has capacity for

boring a 1-in. hole 8 ft. deep; one weighs 65 lb. and has

capacity for boring a fi/^-in. hole 12 ft. deep.

QMS Post MaffiffiimeB'

The QMS Co. has just placed upon the market its

improved type of post hammer, an illustration of which

is herewith shown. The extremely high price of tonl

.steel makes this hammer a valu-

able adjunct to any machine shop.

Short pieces of tool steel, which

were formerly scrapped, can be

drawn down and used for small

lathe tools and in tool holders. The
hammer is particularly adapted to

all classes of light forging and

can be easily handled by a black-

smith, doing away with the ne-

cessity of a helper. Thus it will

pay for itself in a short time. The
machine can be operated by steam

or compressed air. A patented

valve movement insures perfect

control. If the treadle is brought

do\vTL to the limit, the ram will

give a hard, full blow, the same as

a drop hammer ; or the treadle

can be pressed down part way,

when the ram will give repeated

hard or light blows as may l)e re-

quired. The change from one

kind of blow to another is made instantly and smoothly.

It is for sale by the Vulcan Engineering Sales Co., 20od

Elston Ave., Chicago, 111.

« M S POST H.AMMER

A new slide rule is being oU'ered that can be used for all

ordinary computations and otTers not only a direct solution

of all problems involving the flow of liquids, but deter-

mines the size of pipe necessary for all ditTereut conditions.

The operation of the instrument is simple. Each ([uan-

tity involved in the figuring of problems dealing with

flow of liquids through jiipes is assigned to a separate

scale on the face of the rule. The rule is nuidr of cellu-

loid and is permanently attached to a leather < ase. Direc-

tions for the ojieration arc printed on the iii>ide of the

cover. It is marketed by Gordon M. Proudfoot, Peoples

Gas Building, Chicago, 111.
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upper view Bho
<;o!d Mining Co.,
cj'dt mine-, Oura;

\ I) RECRXT COMPRESSOR INSTALLATIONS THAT ARE NOTEWORTHY
u two-stuKe Ingersoll-RoKler. 2,380 cu.ft. piston displacement. Installed by the Crosson Consoli-

il>ple Creek Colo. The lower view Is of an Imperial machine Installed 1,200 ft. underground at liii-

c.lo., the object being to malte the machine safe from the snow slides common In that dlstrul
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TWO MINES OF THR CCEITR D'AI^EXK DISTRICT OF XoRTHKRX IDAHO

The upper view is of the Standard mine of the Federal Mining and Smeltins Co.. and the lower of the Hecla mine ana surface
plant, near Burl^e, Idaho. The CcEur d'Alene district is at present of particular interest to the metallursical irateinitx

l"('auKe of the phenomenal rise of the price of lead and zinc, metals larsely produced in that territory: also because or the
:.lmost universal application of oil flotation, which has made a lari;-.. increase in tlu- profits ot many of the compan- s
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just and necessary demand of one of the greatest indus-

tries in the United States.

If personal interest was involved in the rejection of

the hill, so much the worse. If merely antipathy or gar-

rulousness, the charge of incompetence still holds good.

These men have handed the mining men a lemon, and I

feel that the mining men are duty bound to hand them
a 2)ersimmon. The Engineering and Mining Journal is

in best position to start the ball rolling.

ClIAULES ESTMERE,
\J. S. Deputy ilineral Surveyor.

Flat, Alaska, Jan. 29, 1916.

I see by the telegraphic report that the seemingly im-

possible has happened—the murdering of an infant in

the Committee on ilines of the House of Eepresentati\es,

apparently condemned without a hearing. The govern-

mental appointment of a commission for the revision of

the mining laws was such a healthy baby, too—clean-cut,

well-balanced ; there were to be no ulcers on this baby

when it grew to manhood. Efficiency, safety, economy,

equity and justice to all were stamped on every part of

the foundation material of its make-up.

It was the product of the cleanest and most compre-

hensive effort for the last 30 years by the greatest stu-

dents and authorities of the mining world, as well as by

the greater number in the game—the men who do things

in the industry in a humbler way. It represented to all

intents and purposes the unanimous request of the people

engaged in a wealth-producing industry practically equal

to the great agricultural industr)', that the laws pertain-

ing to it be made conformable to existing conditions

resulting from the rapid pace of progress being made in

all industries.

The House Committee on Mines could not jjossibly

have been ignorant of the practically imanimous request

of the mining men of the United States—not only the

big fellows, but the small fry as well—to simplify, de-

tine and cover a larger scope by a new, not doctored, set

of mining laws applying to and conforming to present

advanced mining methods.

We cry shame iipon the members of the House com-

mittee who, through either garrulous antipathy to mining

in general or selfish motives, authorized the murder of

this clean-cut, healthy baby, which, if not subsequently

inoculated with disease prevalent in the past, would have

grown to manhood and become one of the greatest factors

in tlie economical and efficient development of one of the

greatest industries of our country.

But the thing is done. However, it cannot be final, al-

though undoubtedly delayed, for ultimately we will

secure the remedy.

And right here is where I would suggest as a means

of hastening the remedy the ai)plication of a bit of medi-

cine—not pleasant to the taste, but sure to cure—by
the mining men of the United States to the adverse mem-
Ijers of the House committee, to which, in my opinion,

the latter have laid themselves open.

When we meet witii an oljstruction in a trail that wc

can't get over or around, we remove it. It is simply a

question of method.

The method I would .suggest in this instance is, that

a fund—pretty good size—be subscribed to by tlie mining

men of the country for the purpose of defeating these

adverse mehibers fi.r rci'lection. The means to be abso-

lutely fair—by ciniili.ying the best orators obtainable

and educating tluii . nnstituents to the fact that the.se

men are not compel' i/ to represent any section of the

ountrv, becaiise of bik of balance to concede to the

The point at issue with E. J. Hall is whether the

decomposition, SNaHCOj = Na^COa -f HXO3, "is to all

intents and purposes complete before any fusion takes

place" in an ore-assay fusion. My letter asking for data

was clearly limited to this. It is a condition ; time, posi-

tion, association, as well as temperature, must be con-

t-idered.

With all he has written. Hall has not cited a single

fact to show that the inside of an ore-assay charge is

maintained at a sufficient temperature for a sufficient time

for the jiractically complete decomposition of the

NaHCOg before the outside fuses. Apparently, he cannot.

An unsupported assumption is a poor foundation for

starting a comparison of the use of the two carbonates.

The facts remain that a high temperature is required

for the rapid decom];ositiou of the NalK'Oj and that the

outside of the ore-assay charge fuses aiul inclo.ses the

inside before this temperature is readied by the inside.

Fhkdkkic p. Dkwky.
Washington. 1). ('.. Mar. (!. 1916.

Use ©f Erflsinie aim Assay Fluasses

There has been considerable discussion of the relative

merits of sodium carbonate and sodium bicarbonate. It

seems to me that although stirring of the charge by

carlxm-dioxide gas is desirable, still the carbon dioxide

liberated from the bicarbonate comes off at altogether too

low a temperature to be effective at the time it is needed.

Some of your correspondents have called attention to

1I1C probability that only the carbon dioxide from the

reducing agent and litharge is effective in stirring. The
addition of calcium carbonate will produce a stirring at

the time it is needed, because the C0„ is liberated at a

high temperature. A small quantity of lime is a wel-

ifune addition to charges which do not contain it.

Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 26, lOlC. .loiiv Hkhmw.

Thp Vulcnn I)i-tlnn!re Co. lleporlH fur the Vvnr ll)ir> that

Its total earnings were $700,244; expenses, repairs, renewals,
etc.. $639,293; leaving net earninRS of $60,951. Other income
was $2,126. making total surplus for the year $6S.077. This
compares with a deficit of $73.9:t9 for the previous year.
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Tlhi© Pag=ILeac

Referring to current comments in the press and other-

wise, as to the pig-lead sales policy of the American

Smelting and Refining Co., we take pleasure in giving

the following information:

1. We are producers of pig lead from our own mines

to a very considerable extent, and we are therefore desir-

ous of having the price of lead as satisfactory as can be

maintained legitimately and have the production of the

country consumed without injury to the manufacturers.

Our policy .s to look to the general good over 'a con.'^ider-

able space of time, rather than to operate along speculative

or temporary lines.

2. Aside from the amount of lead produced by our

own mines, all of the lead that we produce is received

from mines with which we have contracts requiring the

miner to ship his entire production to our company, and

for which the miner is paid dail}' in accordance with

our quoted price. Therefore, the lead that we receive

in any month is paid for by us to the miner at our aver-

age quoted price for the month.

3. Since the smelting and refining profit per ton of

lead is very small, it is necessary that we should not

jeopardize this profit by risks in the pig-lead market.

Therefore the policy of the company is to sell as large a

proportion as possible of its product at the average quo-

tation of the company. As a matter of fact, more than

75% of all of our lead is being sold at the present time

upon average-price contracts. Therefore the amoiuit of

lead which the company has for sale, outside of its con-

tracts, is comparatively small.

4. The policy of the company, in the selling of this

smaller amount, is to give preference at all times to its

regular customers. Owing to extraordinary demands, not

only domestic but for exportation, there has been recently

a shortage of lead. We have thought it advisable, there-

fore, to decline to sell or to quote to anyone except our

regular domestic customers for their normal consumption.

5. We are making our quoted price (at which more
than T5% of our lead is being sold every day on average-

price contracts, and which we are quoting for the re-

mainder of our production ) at what we believe is a fair

equilibrium between supply and demand, confined to

the domestic con.sumption. If the price of pig lead con-

tinues to advance, it will result in decreasing the con-

sumption and curtailing the lead industries of the United

States. It is not the opinion of this company that this

would be advi.sable, even if the extraordinary demands of

other sections of the world are such as to warrant their

paying prices for war material that are not warranted by

domestic consumption.

We believe that tlie pnldic will be interested in this

declaration of principles, which are governing and have

governed the pig-lead sales policy of this company.

Edwakd Bliusn.

A^ice-President, American Smelting and Refining Co.

New York, Mar. 21, 1916.

[What ]Mr. Brush has stated is borne out by the reports

in our weekly record of the market during the last month,
wherein it lias been chronicled that while ])remiums were

being realized on some lead, large quantities were being

supplied at the quotation of tlie principal producer, which

was not a merely nominal quotation.

The other impo.L.*nt producers of lead dispose of their

product to a large extent upon contracts based on quo-
tational averages in substantially the same way as is

done by the American Smelting and Refining Co. They
also, during the recent period of extraordinary demand
for export, have sought to protect their regular customers
and domestic consumers generally in filling their require-

ments in excess of the contractual, although they have not
all been .so consistent in that policy of late.

To those who have not been conversant with the con-

ditions, tiie recent course of the American Smelting and
Refining Co. in the lead market, which has now been
explained by Mr. Brush, has been mystifying. Some
remarks on this subject that we made last week were
either misunderstood or misrepresented. We referred

ironically to suggestions of manipulation in the lead

market that had been made in some of the daily papers,

but we made no such charge and did not intend to imply
anything of that sort, though we were caused to appear
to do so by the omission of what followed the first para-

graph of our article by certain papers that quoted us.

—

Editor.]

HEW FATEMTS

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Ensineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

ALLOYS—Improvements in and Relating to the Produc-
tion of Metals or Metal Alloys. E. Kardos. Ilford. Essex. Eng.
(Brit. Xo. 22,946 of i;a4.)

CALCINING—Process and Apparatus for Calcining Chem-
ical Products. Henry Howard, Brookline, Mass. (U. S. No.
1,173.42S: Feb. 29. 1916.)

CALCINING FURNACE. George Moore, Joplin, Mo. (U. S.
No. 1,174,086; Mar. 7, 1916.)

CRUSHING—Lining Plate for Ball-Mills. Alexander V.
.Jensen. Devils Slide. Utah, assignor to American Manganese
Steel Co., Augusta, Me. (U. S. No. 1,174,160; Mar. 7. 1916.)

DREDGE SLUICE JIG. Donald Steel, Palo Alto, Calit
(U. S. No. 1.173.465; Feb. 29, 1916.)

DRILLING—Steel-Extracting Device for Sloping Machines.
Carl Hamilton. Lowell, Ariz., assignor of one-half to J. II.
Cunningham, Lowell, Ariz. (U. S. No. 1,174,S5S; Mar. 7. 1916.)

ENPLOSIONS—A Method and Apparatus for Localizing
Mine Explosions and Fires. J. S. Grastv and W. S. Rodman,
Albemarle. Va. (Brit. No. 12,23S or 1915.)

FELDSP.AR—Method of Producting Certain Commercial
Products from Potash Feldspar. Edward L. Anderson. Pitts-
burgh, Penn., assignor to John S. Snvder, Pittsburgh. Penn.
(U. S. No. 1.174.79.1: Mar. 7, 1916.)

FLOTATION MACHINE. Frederick B. Kollberg and Max
Kraut, Bisbee, Ariz. (U. S. No. 1,174.797: Mar. 7. 1916.)

FUEL—Briquet and Method of Producing the Same. Louis
J. Curtman. New York. N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,173,779; Feb. 29.
1916.)

FUEL—Device for Feeding Powdered Fuel. John L.
Boardman, Billings, Mont. (U. S. No. 1,173,995; Feb. 29. 1916.)

FUEL—Method for Burning Fuel. Henrv M. Chance, Phila-
delphia, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,173,708; Feb. 29. 1916.)

LAMP—Acetylene Lamp. Frederic E. Baldwin, New York.
N, Y. (U. S. Nos. 1.174,036, 1,174,037 and 1.174,112: Mar. 7. 1916.)

LAMP—Miner's Gas-Burner Lamp. Frederic E. Baldwin,
New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1.174,035; Mar. 7, 1916.)

LAMP.S—Improvements in Miner's Safety Lamps. J. Davis
and Son. Derby, Eng, (Brit. No. -3,041 of 1915.)

ORE TREATMENT—Treatment of Ores. Otto Carl Rudolph.
Aldwvch, London. England, assignor to Otto Stalraann, Salt
LakeCity, Utah. (U. S. No. 1.171,255; Feb. S. 1916.)

ROASTIN(j—Ore-Roasting .\pparatus. Harrison T. Benson,
Denver. Colo., assignor of one-half to Winfield S. Barnes.
Philadelphia. Penn. (U. S. No. 1,171,5S3; Feb. 15. 1916.)

RO.^STING—Ore-Roasting Furnace. William H. Motter.
Denver. Colo., assignor to Mary A, Motter. (U. S. No. 1,172.479;
Feb. 22, 1916.)

TIN—A Process for Extracting Tin from Tin-Plate Waste.
Chemische Fabrik von der Linde and Gustav von «ier Linde.
Crefeld. Germany. (Itrit. No. 11.071 of 1914.)

TUNNELING M.ACHINE. John W. Cook. Mia' .;. Fin.,
assignor of one-third to George A. 'Waldeck, Miami. Kla. (U.
S. No. 1.172.S76: Feb. 22, 1916.)

ZINC—Improvenu'its in or Relating to the Exti .otion of
Zinc Compounds from Zinc Ores or Products. H. i Durant
and Metals Extraction Corp.. Ltd.. London, Eng. T^rit. No
21,737.)
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UmiMed Statlei
The report of the United States Steel Corporation for

the calendar year 1915 covers such an extended property

and so many different plants that a summary within

reasonable limits is necessarily a closely condensed one.

It is of much importance,, as it covers between 45 and

50% of the total iron and steel trade of the country and

indicates pretty clearly the general course of that trade.

The general balance sheet at the close of the year,

condensed as closely as possible, is as follows

:

CONDENSED BAL.\NCE SHEET

vned

.

Common stock
Preferred stock
Stock subsidiary companies not (

Bonded debt, U. S. Steel Corp
Bonded debt subsidiar.v companies
Not s, mortgages, etc.. subsidiary companies.
Current liabiUti:?s

Res.Tve funds
Appropriated surplus
Undivided surplus

$50S.302,,iOO
360,281,100

587,742
430,046,000
180,386,706
27.031,927
64,834,330
36,046,227
5.5.000,000

180,025,32',l

Total liabilities $1,848,541,861

fund $1,443,300,766
43,865,195
4,866,408

19,.5,54,59(1

336,954,896

Property accounts, less depreciatioi
Mining royalties advanced
Deferred charges, etc
Sinking fund assets
Current assets, material, cash, etc.

Total assets $l.S4S,.541.8fil

Of tiie current assets in\eiitories of materials and

products on hand represent •$l(il.n;i,!)O0 ; accounts re-

ceivable, $66,308,294; easli on hand, •i=!l4,0S:i.S05. being

current working capital.

The net decrease of bonded debt in 1915 was $10,-

669,566. The amount paid from earnings for deprecia-

tion, replacements, exhaustion of iniiu'rals and similar

purposes was $72,95T,98S. The net amount jiaid for

extensions of plant and new construction was $15,337,-

432. The report gives a complete statement of im-

provements and additions made during the year.

I.vco-ME FOR 'riiE Ybai;

Tlie inconu' ai-cdunt I'nr 19 15. snmmarizi'il and con-

ilensed as far as iiossilih'. was as I'nllows. niiinunt from

gross sales and earnings including tiie interconqiany

business

:

(jfoss sales and earnings $726,683,.589
' Royalties, interest, etc., etc 6,977,016

Total .?7:!:i. !,(,(], (,ii.-,

Operating and general expenses .^.'.sl ,1 17, l.i7

Subsidiary companies charges I -.-'' i, 1 1 'J

Total .<.-,!i:i.nii,,-,:i'.i

Net earnings $1 10._'.')U.lil,i>

Interest, subsidiar>^ companies.

.

Depreciation and sinking funds.
Interest, I'tc, Steel Corporation

$'.).S."i4,(l.",.".

32,42S,()4'.l

22,899.944

Total rharges.

Total surplus. . $75,0(i8,UlS

To tliis surplus was added a balance of $765,814 for

adjustment of accoiiiit>, etc.. making a total of $75,833,-

832. Dividends paid were 1
'^j on iireferred stock,

$25,219,677; and 11^% on conimoii stock, $6,353,: 8 1 :

a total of $31,573,458, leaving $11,260,3: t as undivided

sur])lus.

Total shipnient< ol' materials, except cement, to domestic

ru.stomers were 10,982,: !8 tons; for export, 2,129,739

ton.s. Tile total of rolled st<'cl and other fiiiisiied jiroil-

iicts, not including sundry byproducts, was 11,681,887

tons. Tiie increase in domestic sliipnieiits was 1.3.1%;

in exports, 112.1';^. The value of domestic sliipments

was $391,188,661 . ,,r exports, $9.5,163,393, agaiii.<t $337,-

1 I 1,052 and .$42,: s i.om resjieetivcly, in l!)l I.

'Orporg^ilnoim
The prices received in 1915, based on the total ton-

nage of rolled and other finished-steel products shipped,

.showed, in respect of domestic shipments, an increase of

26c. per ton over the average price per ton received in

1914, but in respect of export shipments the increase was
.$4.19 per ton, and for both domestic and export the

average increase was -$1.05 ]X'r ton.

The total production of materials of all kinds in 1915

was as follows, compared with the prexious year:

TOTAL PRODICTIOX IX 1914 AND 1915

Products
Iron Ore mined:

In the Lake Superior Region:
Mesabi Range
Vermilion Range
Gogebic Range
Menominee Range
Marquette Range

In the Southern Region:
Tennessee Coal, Iron and R.R. Co.'s Mines

Tot:d
Limestone quarri( d

Coal Mined:
For use in the manufacture of coke.

.

For steam, gas and all other purposes

Total

Coke Manufaci
In beehive ovens
In byproduct ove

1914
Tons
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During the last quarter of the year the output equaled

the maximum steel-producing capacity. The j'ear's pro-

duction of cement was about 64% of the capacity.

In addition to the iron and steel plants the Corpora-

tion owns 252,9.50 acres of coal property in Pennsylvania,

West Virginia, Ohio and Indiana, with 73 coking plants

;

226,820 acres coal lands in Alabama, with .seven coking

plants. It owns 1,058 miles of railroad equipped with

1,393 locomotives and 52,195 cars. It has nine seagoing

steamships ; 74 steamers and 22 barges on the Lakes ; six

steamers and 92 Ijarges on the Ohio River.

The Duluth plant of the Minnesota Steel Co., which

has been in cour.^e of construction for several years, was

partly placed in operation in December, 1915. Blast

furnace No. 1 was blown in on Nov. 29, and four of the

openhearth steel furnaces went into operation in Decem-

ber, the first steel having been made on Dec. 11. Steel

was rolled on the 40-in. blooming mill on Dec. 13 and on

the 28-18-in. mill on Dec. 23. It is expected that the

remaining six openhearth furnaces and the merchant
mills will be ready for operation in April, 1916. The
Duluth plant when fully completed will have an annual

capacity of 360,000 tons of finished rolled-steel products,

which may be increased later.

Ejiployees and Pay Rolls

The average number of employees in the service of all

companies during the year 1915, in comparison witli tlie

year 1914, was as follows

:

1914 1915
Employees of Number Number

Manufacturing properties 131,616 140,875
Coal and coke properties 16,155 19.485
Iron-ore properties 11,170 9,668
Transportation properties... 17,857 18,240
Miscellaneous properties 2,555 2,858

Total 179,353 191,126

Total salaries and wages paid $162,379,907 $176,800,864

Average Salary or Wage per Employee per Day:
All employees, exclusive of general administrative

and selling force $2 . 88 $2 . 92
Total employees, including general administra-

tive and selling force $2.97 $3.01

The lowest average number of employees in any single

month in 1915 was 141,461 in January, and the highest

average number was 227,051 in December, 1915. The
total payroll in January was $10,677,017 and in Decem-
ber $17,"801,289.

On Feb. 1, 1916, an advance was made in the wages
and salaries of the employees of the subsidiary com-
panies. This increase averaged approximately 10% on

the rates previously paid the employees affected. On
basis of an annual payroll equal in numbers to that for

1915, these advances in rates will call for an increased

disbursement of approximately $14,000,000 per annum,
while on basis of an employment equal to the average

during 1913, the increased ainuunt will be about $18,-

000,000 annually.

As of Jan. 1, 1916, there was ottered to employees of

the United States Steel Corporation and of the subsidiary

companies, the privilege of subscribing for shares of com-
mon stock of the Corporation, at the price of $85 per
share. Subscriptions were received from 24,940 em-
jiloyees for an aggregate of 49,742 shares. The condi-

tions attached to the offer and subscri])tion, aside from
the feature of price, were generally similar to those under
which stock has been heretofore ottered to employees.

The usual distribution of special compensation to em-
ployees under the plan adopted in 1903 was also made.

During the year the trustees of the United States Steel

and Carnegie Pension Fund disbursed in pensions to re-

tired employees the sum of $659,389.42. In 1915 pen-
sions were granted to 697 retiring employees. At Dec.

31, 1915, there were 3,002 names on the pension rolls.

The average age at which pensions to the foregoing were
granted was 62.84 yr., and the average term of service

rendered by ])ensioners was 28.34 yr.

During the past year, as in preceding years, careful

thought and study have been given to conditions under
which the employees work and live. The principal work
during the year, however, was in extending efforts on
lines that had already proved successful.

Althougii additional expenditures are being made wher-
ever necessary through installation of device.% facilities,

etc., to safeguard employees from injuries, special atten-

tion is now being directed toward enlisting the employees

themselves in the prevention of accidents. At pre.^ent

4,249 employees are servint^ on safety committees whose
efforts are being expended in this direction.

The amount expended in 1915 by all companies for

safety work was $608,644. Serious and fatal accidents

in 1915, ba.sed on the number of accidents per 100 em-
ployees in service, were 5% less than in 1914 and 43.5%
less than in 1906. Fatal accidents in 1915 were 15.38%
less than in 1914 and 59. 2^ % less than in 1906.

Me^sil<=Mlir)ie Accideimfts nca 19114

Tlie annual report' of Albert H. Fay on mine accidents

is getting to be a classic for the mine operator, who is

endeavoring to reduce his accident list and wishes to

learn where his operation stands in comparison with the

general results in the inrlustry. In Technical Paper 129,

Mr. Fay reports upon the metal-mine accidents in the

United States during the calendar year 1914. One of

the especially interesting features of the present report

is a classification and chart of accidents grouped by

mining methods.

The fatalities in the metal mines of the LTiiited ."states

in 1914 were 559, a rate of 3.54 per 1,000 employed

;

this is a slight decrease as compared with the previous

year. The 1914 rate for all mines and quarries of the

United States, in which 1,009,236 men were emjiloycd.

was 3.16 per 1,000, the quarry record being 2.05 and

the coal-mine rate 3.22 ; the metal mines thus continue

to have a higher death-rate than the coal mines on the

basis of the actual number employed, but the metal mines

Avorked more days per year; when reduced to a common
basis of 300 days, the metal-mine fatalities averaged 3.92

per 1,000 as against 4.67 for the coal mines. Though
there are a few increases, most of the metal-mining states

show decreases: ilontana and Nevada have done partic-

ularly good work in accident ]irevcntion, showing a con-

tinuous reduction in fatality rates during the four years

for which comparative statistics have been collected.

States exceeding the average rate in 1914 were: Ken-
tucky, 9.05: Nortli Carolina, 8.05; Tennessee, 5.53; Col-

orado, 5.09; Okhilioina. 5.03; Utah, 4.97 ; Alabama, 4.78:

Idaho, 4.70; Arizona, 4.50; Wisconsin, 4.27: California,

4.20; New York, 3.66; Michigan, 3.63. Of the more
important metal-mining states, doing over 1.000,000 days'

'Technical Paper 120, "Metal-Mine Accidents in the United
States Durins the Calendar Year 1914." bv .\Ibert H. Fay,
U. S. Bureau of Mines, Washington, D. t\
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work per annum, Minnesota had the best record, 2.43;

Alaska, with 2,052,450 days" work, showed a fatality rate

of only 2.38, though these records were not directly re-

ceived as in the case of the states.

The fatality rate in all copper mines was 3.69 ; in gold

and miscellaneous metal mines, 3.70; iron mines, 3.30;

lead and zinc mines (Mississippi Valley only), 3.66;

miscellaneous mineral mines, 2.92. The only division

making a reduction in fatality rate in 1914 was the

copper mines, which had a rate of 4.20 in the previous

year as against 3.69 diiriug the year under consideration.

The copper mines show a higher rate than the other

groups for serious and slightly injiired employees, but

ihis is to a great extent due to the fact that most of the

copper mine? are worked by large companies practically

all of which have well-organized safety departments. The

result is that accurate records are kept. The figures

given for the copper and iron groups are regarded as

fairly representative of the. hazards of the mining in-

dustry.

Falls of Rock >.1ost Puolifk- Source of Fatalities

Falls of roof continue to be the most prolific cause of

mine fatalities, constituting 33% of all accidents and over

50% of tlie fatal underground accidents. Other important

sources of fatalities were: Explosives, 8.76%; falling

down chutes or winzes, 8.59% ; haulage accidents, 5.55%.

Shaft fatalities were 17.89% of the^'total, 6.08%, being

credited to ''falling down shaft" and 7.70% to skip or

cage accidents. Opcnpit fatalities amounted to 10% of

the total, and surface-plant or shop accidents to 6.62%.

The important classification of fatalities by mining

method is made in this report by ilr. Fay for the first time.

In this classification, incomplete statistics were omitted,

but the reports used represented about 75% of the metal

-

mining industry. Surface-plant accidents were eliminated

from the tabulations, as there was no reason why the haz-

ard at the surface plants of a room-and-pillar mining oper-

ation wouid be difi'ereiit from a mine where overhand

stoping was the principal method. The predominant min-

ing method determined the classification—in most cases

representing 80 to 90% of the work at the individual prop-

erties. Six principal classifications were adopted, and

the fatality rates for the various methods were as follows:

Overhand stoping (narrow veins), 4.90 per 1,000; over-

hand .stoping (wide veins), 5.23; room-and-pillar mining,

5.76: caving systems, 5.10; openpit (with steam shovel),

2.50; openpit (without steam shovel), 2.28. The causes

of the fatal and less .serious accidents by these methods

are also delineated.

Tabulations are presented giving related data such as

accidents in metallurgical plants, metal-mine accidents in

foreign countries and the l:^ws adopted by various states

relating to the rejjorting of accidents.

Much has been done in stantlardizing reports of acci-

dent«, and Mr. Fay has prepared a blank form which will

be mailed to any operator sufficiently interested to con-

sider adopting it a> a standard form. With the general

adoption of this plan a more satisfactory comparison of

statistics may lie made

Corrpctlon: lirniU for I'lpe l.lne KxiinuHlan—In the article

by W. I.. Durand, pac- i i. i.ssue of Jan. 22, a typoprraphlcal

error appears In the last line In the answer to the example
given. The answer shonli be 70 In., as a use of the chart in

solving: the problem will i, llcate.

Bv Jesse A. Zook

The following is a revised report of the value of ship-

ments for the last two years, of blende, calamine and

lead from the mines of southwestern Missouri, south-

eastern Kansas and northeastern Oklahoma, compared

with locally published statistics:

1915
Blende. Lb. Calamine, Lb. Lead, Lb. Values

Missouri 487.410.760 51,014,370 69.104.550 $23,227,620
Kansas 56.889,670 113.000 3,780.870 2.414,260
Oklahoma .... 53,399,530 230,280 20,339,960 2,755,150

District .... 597,699,980 51,357.650 93.225.380 $28,397,030
1914

Missouri 405,771.260 39,031,880 63,278,710 $10,279,700
Kansas 43,563.080 4,799.710 1,000.715
Oklahoma .... 61,453.090 16,472,580 1,558,625

District .... 510,787,430 39,031.880 84,551,000 $12,839,040

Two years 1.108,487,410 90,389,530 177.776,380 $41,236,070
Two years, lo-

cal report. .1,057,719,970 75,553,050 173,610,540 $37,961,980

Shortage of lo-
cal report.. 50.767,440 14,836,480 4,165.840 $3,274,090

Bv Walter Swarex*

While overhauling t!ie water-wheel equipment of the

Grant Power Co.. at its Clipper Gap, Calif., plant, a 4-in.

nozzle was renio\ed from one of the Pelton wheels. This

wheel was installed 25 vears ago and has been in con-

EFFECT OF WATER EROSION ON A NOZZLE

tinuous operation since that time. The erosive effect of

the water in that period of time is clearly shown in the

accompanying illustration.

_ §=Da§p©ssill C©naveyors at
CSaale ISsspJl©!?^^!©!^ Co.

The tailings-disposal coincyor at liio Chile Exploration

Co. was designed by the company's engineering staff and
was built by the Kobins Conveying Belt Co, It has a

ca])acity of 10,000 tons ])er day, instead of being 10,000

ft. long, as stated in connection wnth the jdiotographs,

page 359, in the Journal of Feb. 19. The sy.«tem has

been installed in duplicate, .so that each dispo.sal con-

veyor will handle the full capacity of the plant.

Thc.<e conveyors are about 1,012 ft. center to center

and di.-;cliarge onto cross-shuttle conveyors 512 ft. long,

which move at right angles to the main incline conveyors,

.so that each tailing sjjace would be api)roximately 1,000

ft. in length. The slope is approximately 22 deg.

•Hayward, Calif.
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Underlying the jirosent extraordinary situation in lead

is clearly a shortage of immediate supply, stocks having

probably been exhausted. A change in the method of

smelting the ore of the Hercules mine in the Coeur

d'Alenes has played a part in this that has not sufficiently

been considered. Until recently that ore went to the

A. S. & R. Co. The Hercules people lately acquired a

smelting plant of their own, which they have just put

into operation. The absorption of lead in the stocking

of that plant, inevitably very large in the case of any

new plant, is a direct subtraction from the market supply.

As the new plant gets well into operation, however, the

situation is relieved to some extent, although there is

always a certain permanent subtraction.

The acuteness of the situation in the market was pre-

cipitated by the large demand for lead for export, which

began something more than a month ago. There are now
some signs of abatement of this. The tenseness of the

present situation will probably be relieved greatly if

domestic consumers do not become unduly excited and

undertake to purchase immediately all the lead that they

expect to require for a long time ahead, but rather con-

sider calmly the matter of supplying themselves when

the time comes. The whole policy of the principal pro-

ducers, not only of the A. S. & R. Co., but also of other

large independent interests, has been to take care in

that way not only of their regular customers but also of

domestic consumers generally. A corner and a collapse

would not be either to the permanent benefit of the pro-

ducers or to the best interests of the industry as a whole.

The principal producers believe that there will be suffi-

cient lead for the purposes of domestic consumption and

that the market will steady itself on an equitable basis if

the consumers themselves will be deliberate.

]Re£iiraaEag Cosim-jpsiiay

The .seventeenth annual report of the American Smelt-

ing and Refining Co., covering the year ended Dec. 31,

1915, is the most interesting report ever issued by that

company, not only for the reason that it summarizes the

remarkable experiences in an extraordinary year, but also

because it communicates fuller data respecting the nature

and extent of its business than has ever l)een done before.

The latter is an improvement that we have urged many
times. Considering what the company has now done,

we do not see that any stockholder has any further cause

for complaint on the ground that he is nt)t informed as to

what the company is doing.

We shall have to defer a careful analysis of the com-

pany's report until a later time. For the present it must

suHice to remark that the net income for the year was

about $13,000,000, an increase of about -$4,000,000 over

the previous year. \Vc judge, from a hasty examination

of the figures, that the expansion is to be explained chietly

by the larger net earnings from mining propertie.s, which

increased by upward of $1,000,000; by the entry of the

company on a much larger scale into the highly profitable

zinc business; by the larger quantity of copper smelted

and refined on toll ; and by the appreciation in the value

of metals generally. The actual smelting business of the

company was a little less ihan in the previous year, the

tons of charge smelted in 11)15 having been 4,153,092,

compared with 4,171,258 in 1914. However, the total

volume of business in 10! 5 was $224,777,815, against

.$200,925. fi25 in 191-1.

IS.elfoff'ffiffi ©f Hlhe MiiaaEag ILsi'ws
The communication from a correspondent in Alaska,

printed elsewhere in this issue of the Journal, is more
pertinent and picturesque than some others, but it is only

a sample of what is coming from many quarters, not only

to us, but also to the Bureau of ilines, to the offices of

the mining societies and to members of Congress. There

is reason to believe that members of Congress are begin-

ning to sit up and take notice.

To our Alaskan correspondent and to all the others, and

to our readers generally, we convey the message to be of

good cheer. The movement toward a great reform has

not even been tripped up, much less defeated, by the ad-

verse action of the obtuse members of the Committee on

Mines and Mining of the House of Representatives.

That very action resulted in a confirmation of the

soundness of the measure that the mining men were

advocating. They said it was advisable to have a com-

mission to study and recommend. The luminaries of the

House Committee on Mines and Mining said nay. But

they were evidently so much impressed by the demand

for a reform that they immediately set out to attend to

it in their own way, and Doctor Foster introduced a bill

that by reason of its absurdity serves as a horrible example,

proving the contention of the mining men that the draft-

ing of a proper bill is a matter requiring prolonged study

by experts.

The work of the men who inspired the convention in

AA'ashington last December is going right along, and the

readers of the Journal will be kept apprised of it. In the

meanwhile let the mining men of the public-land states

keep up the agitation. These are the most important

things to be done

:

1. Let everybody write to his member of Congress, tell-

ing him that the mining indu.sfry demands this reform.

The one thing to which a member of Congress pays atten-

tion is communications fiom his constituents. It is

particularly important that the mining men who reside in

New Enulaiid, New York and the Eastern States gener-

ally write to their members, for they are going to vote on

tlie question just like the Rocky Mountain moniliers, and

they are in the majority.

2. At the next election let the mining states nominate

mining men for Congress. What would Ari.^oua, New
Mexico, Nevada. Utah. ^loiitana, Colorado aiul the rest
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be without the mining industry ? They ought to be rep-

resented by men who are engaged in, and are in sympathy

with, the mining industry. Cut out the lawyers, unless

they are mining lawyers or unless they are known to be

all right, like Mr. Taylor, of Colorado.

An obstacle in the way of the reform of the mining

laws is James Wickersham, the delegate from Alaska. It

is up to his constituents—the mining men of Alaska—to

consider his case.

In former times one of the largest uses of copper was

in shipbuilding. This was in the days of wooden ships,

which were protected by a sheathing of yellow metal.

^^'hen wooden ships were displaced by ships of steel, this

consumption of copper declined enormously and the effect

of it was felt keenly by the copper-producing industry.

However, a new use for copper began to develop at about

the same time—when the electrical age dawned—and in

the course of a few years the consumption for electrical

purposes became far greater than it was ever for ship-

building.

With the expansion of commerce and the building of

steel steamships of larger size and more complicated char-

acter, a great deal of copper was required in their con-

struction, esi^ecially in connection with their machinery

and fittings. Since the outbreak of the war and the con-

sequent disturbance of ocean commerce, there has been a

remarkable increase in shipbuilding in order to supply

necessary cargo-carrying capacity. This prompted the

inquiry as to how much copper is required in the con-

struction of a modern steamship. In order to throw some

light on this we addressed the following letter to a con-

siderable number of important American shiplmilding

companies, all of whom replied, generously communicating

the best information that they could

:

We are greatly interested in obtaining an idea of tfie

quantity of copper that is used in modern shipbuilding.
Would it be possible for you to say that in building a 10,000-

ton ship there is required lb. of copper?
We suppose that you would have no great difficulty in

thus correlating the copper that you buy and use as such,

but we appreciate that you also buy from other concerns
many fittings into which copper enters, either in the form
of brass or otherwise, whereof you cannot determine the
weight of the copper constituent.

Probably the factor that we desire to get at can therefore
be stated only approximately, but even an approximate esti-

mate will be helpful to us. We shall be greatly indebted
to you if you will assist us in this inquiry in so far as
you can.

Of course it is to be recognized at once that the quan-

tity of copper used in the construction of a steamship

varies widely according to the character of the vessel,

and chiefly according to the following points:

1. The specifications: One set of specifications may
require the use of copper for piping, another galvanized

iron. One may call for bronze propellers, another for

cast steel.

2. The horsepower: The major demand for coi>])er in

the ordinary merchant ves.sel is in connection with the

machinery, and it will readily be seen that a vessel of

large horsepower would have vastly more coj)per tlian a

low-powered vessel.

;5. Character of \ i—d : A vessel for carrying passen-

gers usually has con i.l.rably more copperwork than an

ordinary cargo-carry in/ vessel.

Generalizing, however, for the ordinary first-class

cargo vessel having about 10,000 tons dead weight,

engines of 3,000 to 4,000 i.hp. and speed of 12 to

14 knots, the requirement for copper and the copper

content of brass, bronze, etc., ranges from about 100,000

lb. to about 200,000 lb. A ship of 10,000 tons d.w., 3,000

i.hp. and 12-kuot speed might be built with the lower

of those figures if there were no special requirements as

to copper. The upper of the two figures probably repre-

sents the maximum that would be used in a ship of this

class. Judging from the data supplied by six large ship-

building companies, the use of 150,000 \b. for a "10,000-

ton ship would probably be not far away from the actual

average.

The copper is u.«ed in the form of brass and copper

tubes, condenser tubes, wire, sheet copper, propeller blades

and numerous castings made from alloys containing

copper. The figures that are stated represent only the

quantity of copper purchased by the shipbuilders as raw
copper or brass. They do not include the copper in valves,

cocks, pumps and many auxiliary fittings that are pur-

chased from otiier manufacturers. As for the consumption

by the shipbuilder himself, the quantity is about equally

divided between copper and copper in brass. For example,

a concern building a 10.000-ton ship might buy 90,000

lb. of copper and 150,000 lb. of brass. Reckoning the

copper content of the latter at 100,000 lb., the total

purchase of copper for this ship would be 190,000 lb.

According to the United States Department of Com-
merce, there were under construction in the private ship-

yards of this country on Feb. 1, 1916, vessels to the

number of 230, with a total tonnage of 901,371. Estimat-

ing 15 lb. of copper ]ier ton of shipping, in accordance

with our previous deductions, this would imply a con-

sumption of about 13,500,000 lb. for this purpose in the

United States. In the United Kingdom 1,506,925 tons

are under contract, which would indicate a copper

consumption of 22,500.000 lb. The shipyards of

Denmark are reported to be fully engaged for over two

years. The plants of the Netherlands are filled with

orders up to 1918. The Norwegian yards are full. Japan

is busy with both naval and merchant work. In France

the yards are almost wholly engaged with naval work.

Our figures give merely a small indication of the enor-

mous quantity of copper that is being required for .ship-

building at the present time. The copper consumption

for cargo-carrying purposes is enormously increased by

what is being used in naval construction, for .ships of

war require vastly more copper than do merchant ships.

For example, a battleship like the U. S. S. Idaho requires

1,500,000 to 2,000,000 lb. of copper and brass.

:^

Hennen Jennings, of Washington, has been playing a

])rominent part in the efforts of the well-wishers for the

Capitol City to prevent the disfigurement of the vista

from the Potomac River by the erection of a power house

on the Mall. This act of vandalism was schemed by

ollicials of the Treasury Department, aided and abettcii

by a committee of Congress, and was to be jammed
tiiiough without reference to the National Commission of

Fine Arts. According to this outrageous plan the Wash-

ington monument would he flanked by a smoke-belching

cliimney. .Mr. Jennings, ns a public-spirited citizen, is

doing yeoman work to defeat it. We hope he will be

successful.
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Attorneys for the estate of James B. Hap<;in paid to the

state controller on Mar. 11 a check for $510,000 rcjirc-

sentin^ the transfer tax on the estate, wliicli was ap-

jiraiscd at $20,558,034. Of this amount $600,000 is

reiirescnted by lionds of the Cerro de Pasco ^liniiif; Co.;

$2,000,000 ($3,000,000 par value) in stock of the same
com|)any ; $4,000,000 in stock of the Ilomestake Mining
Co. ; $3,750,000 in stock of the Kern County Land Co.,

and $3,881,500 in New York City realty. The estate

with a few exceptions was divided into five equal parts,

left to the willow and other clo.^e heirs.

The following list of Mexico's rulers since Diaz, which

has been compiled by a daily contemporary, is a useful

reference for those who are interested in Jlcxican affairs

:

I'orfirio Diaz, resigned IMay 26, 1911.

Leon Francisco de la Barra, ^lay 26, 1911, to Nov, 9,

1911.

Francisco I. iladero, Nov. 9, 1911, to Feb. 19, 1913.

Pedro Lascurain, president for 2(i minutes, Feb. 19,

1913.

Victoriano Huerta, Feb. 19, 1913, to July 15, 1914.

Francisco Carbajal, July 15, 1914, to Aug. 12, 1914.

Venustiano Carranza, Aug. 12, 1914, to Nov. 10, 1914.

Eulalio Gutierrez, Nov. 10, 1914, to Jan. 16, 1915.

Roque Gonzales Garza, from Jan. 16, to Jan 18, 1915.

Venustiano Carranza, Jan. 18, 1915, to .

m
Tile following New Year's Greeting was addressed to

over 100 ofiicers of the Eoyal Engineers Tunneling Com-
panies, who are members of the Institution of Mining and

Metallurgy, by American mining engineers resident in

London, and for which the Council recorded its "apprecia-

tion of the .sympathetic feeling which prompted this

graceful act"

:

Dear Fellow Engineers: Please accept this^ as a small
token of our earnest sympathy and our admiration of the fine
spirit with which you are meeting the supreme need of the
hour. The war may disai-range, but it cannot break, the bonds
of our common profession; and our sincere hope is that what-
ever sacrifices the new year may exact, you personally may
come through safe, and that long before the year be ended
you may be able to return to the regular duties from which
you can so ill be spared.—American Mining Engineers, Resi-
dent in London.

It's the same sort of honest devotion
That's always stood by you before;

When you solved metallurgical problems,
When you put down the deep-level bore.

When you fought with disease in the Tropics,
Won out in the strike at the mines;

It's the same so!-t of honest devotion
That blows up the enemies' lines.

'A box of cigars.

'Si

Charles llayden left on ifarch 20, reports the Boston
News Bureau, for a protracted trip through Soutli

America with D. C. Jackling on the latter?s yacht Cyprus.

The primary object is to inspect some tin mines in

Bolivia which Hayden, Stone & Co. have under option

and which they have had engineers examining fo:- the

])ast six months. Were all of the options exercised tlie

combined output would constitute about 80% of the

Bolivian production of tin and about 25% of the \\orld's

production. Tiie party will visit Poi'u and various places

in Chile, including the properties of tlie Chile and Bvadcn
c(jpper companies. The travelers will ilicu cross on the

Transandinc Railway from Valparaiso to lUiciios Aires,

;lic vachi meanwhile goins^ around thi'ough the Straits

of .Magellan and joinint; the party on the ea.-t coast.

Mr. Hayden will also inspect some cement properties

which his firm has unde.- option in the Argentine, tlu^n

proceeding along the Atlantic coast to various citii's ii;

Brazil and back to Key West. The entire trip will con-

siinic about two niontlis.

Sdlid steel lialls, ranging from 2 to 10 in. in diameter

and resembling in every respect the ammunition for big

guns of Civil War days, are now being shipped in large

quantities from New York for Galveston. Several barges

piled higli with the steel alongside the steamship "El Dia"

loading for Gulf ports started rumors, says the Sun, that

it was aniiniinition being shipped by the Government to

the American army patrolling the Mexican border. The
balls are for use in mills grinding copper ores, and take

the ])lace of ])ebbles formerly imported largely from Den-

mark for the same purpose. The scarcity of ships and

high freight rates incident to the war have prohibited

the shipment of pebbles, it being cheaper to have steel

balls manufactured in this country. Picking pebbles on

the Danish coast is rather stimulating work these days,

and the peojde over there have .so many other things to

do that our manufacturers are finding an opportunity to

.^hip the steel balls for grinding and crushing not only to

Arizona, but also to South American mines. The.<e balls

are for the most ])art higl'.-carhon high-manganese steel, or

chrome niav be substituted for the manganese.

A valued contributor offers tlie following, with the

special request that we do not refer to it as a Waltmason.

"The style," said he, "was used years ago by Horace

Smith and others."

Down in our stope, from twelve to one, when half our
daily shift is done, the boys get out their dinner palls and
have a little party. And ere the meal is quite begun, some
joker starts a little fun—some timely jest which never fails

to make us all eat hearty. Then topping off with coffee hot.

the candle-stubs beneath the pot are used to light our 'baccy

pipes, and someone starts a story. Our wit may not be quite

refined, yet 'neath it all our hearts are kind, and from our
little noonday talks each learns some kinks on mining. But
next month all this will be changed; we hear the company's
arranged a contract with a high-priced man who operates on
some new plan to teach us miners how to work and tie a

most unwelcome can on everyone who seems to shirk. Now
Jerry Rowe. who moves so slow, will surely be the first to go.

His job is tinkering the chutes, which seldom need repairing;

but not so many months ago old Jerry saved twelve men, you
know, by one brave deed of daring. Old Jerry's job looks like

a cinch, and if they're going to squeeze .and pinch expenses
down in every way. the chutes will be neglected. The air

for every drill and winch will measured be. and those who
flinch from rendering their account each da.v will promptly
be rejected. How wonderful will be our mine, when each
man's boots must bear a shine and every miner on the job
must prove that he's proficient. W'e'U simply have to get in

line; each minute's loss incurs a fine; a wrist watch or a
handy fob may make us more efficient. I saw the engineer
last night and watched him as he stopped to light a fancy
gold-tipped cigarette, all labeled with his monogram. He
wasted sixteen matches ere the stink-stick left his tender
care. If that's his style, I dare to bet, efficiency ain't worth
a damn.

W'c admire greatly the versification, but we deplore

tlic sentiments. However, our poet expresses one point

of \ icw, aiul we are glad to afford him a hearing, feeling

that we but do our duty in giving both sides a chance.

I^ut we may offer the suggestion that the juoper place

for Jerry Rowe is the A\'atertown arsenal, where the use

of stop watches is forbidden by act of Congress, and not

ill a modern mine.
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Iiniterfaci( Teim^ moiriL m
By H. J. Staxder*

.'>YXOPSIS—An explanation of the action of

oils anil afids in potation tmsed on surface

electric charges and interfacial tension. The

latter is a force that ha.s only rarely been taken

into consideration in the discuision of flotation

phenomena.

Judging from the various articles that are appearing

in the technical press dealing with oil flotation, it seems

to nie that some of the most important phenomena have

been overlooked. In this brief discussion I shall endeavor

to explain the parts that both the acid and the oil play in

oil flotation, although one must remember that splendid

results are being obtained without the use of acid. At

some of the largest mills where flotation concentration

is practiced, no acid is being used and the residts are

r-xcelleut, whereas only such oils as pine tar and coal tar

are used. From the experiments that have been carried

out in my laboratory, it is quite clear that a froth of a

more selective character can be made by the addition of

a very small amount of acid, as was pointed out by

Donald G. Campbell.^ He writes: "'As acid is added,

the percentage of recovery may be diminished also, but

the concentration is much more satisfactory."'

The oil is the prime factor to be considered, and

experiments show clearly that the various oils do not

perform the same function in flotation. Up to the present

writers on flotation have been inclined to group all the

oils in one class, all performing a similar function in

the flotation phenomena. It is on this point that I wish

to lay special emphasis.

It will be noticed that when an oil like pine tar is

added to water through which a large number of small

air bubbles are passing, the bubbles decrease in size and

increase in number, thus increasing the total exposed

bubl)le surface. A certain amount of this oil must go into

solution, because the surface tension of the water must

necessarily have been changed; and that some did go into

solution is further brought out by the fact that when

this oil is used in conjunction with some other in the

formation of a froth, very little of the pine tar goes to

to the concentrates, whereas a large percentage of it will

be found in the tailings. From these two st.-iking

experiments one feels inclined to say that it is not so

much the actual bubbles of pine tar that help in flotation

as it is the change in surface tension brought about i)y

this oil. In other words, a solution of water and pine

tar and the sulphide particles have a stronger interfacial

tension than that existing between the surfaces of water

and sulphides. This particular oil will also stimulate

the carrying.' of colloids into the froth, whereas the

opposite hap])ens when oils such as coal tar are used.

E.xpressing it that the pine-tar froth acts as a magnetic

film for colloids may not be correct, as the froth itst'lf

does not contain a great percentage of the pine tar used,

but it is still more (liHicult to explain the"phenomena by

•notation experimenter, Arizona State Bureau of Mines.
Tuc.--..n, Ariz.

'A Study of Oil Filiation," "Columbia School of Mines
Quart. rly."

the electrical theory. It seems then as if the following

theory is the only one that will explain the occurrence
of these phenomena

:

The tension between the solution and the sulphides has
its highest value when the solution is made of water
and a small quantity of pine tar, also that this particular

solution and colloids have a stronger interfacial tension

than a solution of coal tar in water and colloids. As
these interfacial tensions increase, the sulphides and the

colloids must tend to leave the solution medium and to

approach the froth or oil medium.
For these solid particles to accomplish this transference

by virtue of the difference of these various interfacial

tensions is quite impossible ; but wlien the oil is thorough-

ly distributed throughout the system and all such particles

of oil rise, at some or other time of their rapid travelings,

to the froth or oil medium, this act of transferring from
the solution to the oil is made much easier, and these

sulphides receive help even far beyond this when oil

particles receive the support of the lifting power of a

great quantitv' of oil bubbles, on account of the adhesion

ol' air and oil surfaces.

That the air and oil particles in the solution carry

static charges of electricity" is something still to be proved.

From where do they get their charge? It seems as if

the only possible electrical charge that these bubbles

can carry miist have been the result of friction produced

as the air particles are forced through the screen or

canvas and by the mechanical agitation. Again, when
the air or oil particle, or perhaps the air particle coated

with an oil film, carries .such statical charge of negative

electricity and attracts, or is attracted by, the sulphide

particle carrying a positive charge, neutralization will

follow, but what happens at just this stage? That the

oil, air and mineral particles are now much closer

together is quite evident, but that the surface tension

and adhesion will have to do the work from this stage

on is just as evident, inasmuch as the oil has now a

better chance to wet the mineral particles. It seems

(juite reasonable to say that the gangue j)articles will

have i)een given a negative charge at the same time that

the sulphides received their positive charge and that

neutralization of the charges of these two different kinds

of particles can take place ju.st as easily as that of the

oil, air and sulphide particles.

A TlIKOKY FOR THE OhIGIN OF ELECTRICAL CHARGES
OX MiXEIUL AXD GaXGCE PaRTICLES

A diflficultly soluble substance, like a sulphide, ma;,

sometimes be made to go into solution to an extent

greatly beyond its true solubility. If in such a case i

su])ersaturated solution is not fonned, but the substamr

has merely gone into solution beyond its degree of

solubility, the substance is raid to be in the colloidal form.

I think it is necessary at this point to state that wherever

the word colloid is employed, it is used in the strictly

chemical sense.

Stieglitz defines the colloidal condition as "the con-

dition of an insoluble sui)stance in which, as far as

ordinary observation and the common methods for

s.e])aration of heterogjncous ])hases (filtration, sedimeuta-
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tion, etc.) are C'oneerncd, the substance appears to be

present in a homogeneous clear solution, whereas in

rc-ality it is present in a heterogeneous mixture. An
extremely fineh' dinded solid suspended in a liquid and

an emulsified liquid suspended in another liquid are the

nwst CTommon tjpes of such mixtures." In the case of

liotation it is quite evident that a colloidal condition

exists between the very finest of the sulphide particles and

the water, and also between the water and the oil. One
can, of tflurse, see that the major part of the particles

that rise are too large to exist in such a colloidal con-

dition. To convince ourselves that such a colloidal

condition was produced, it is only necessary for us to

examine the concentrates. One of the greatest troubles

in some of the flotation plants is the drying of the

concentrates. The sulphides and water appear to have

formed a colloidal solution, and this explains the trouble

encountered in the process of dehydration.

Electrical Ciiai!ges ox Colloids

It has been proved that the suspended particles of a

great group of colloids carry electrical charges. Stieglitz

tells is that in the colloidal suspension of arsenious

sulphide, the sulphide particles carry a negative charge

and the solution a positive. These charges are reversed

in the case of some colloids. As to the source of the

electrical charges on colloids, there are two prominent

views. These two theories are (1) that partial ionization

of the colloidal suspension produces the electrical charge

and (2) that the charge is due to what is known as

contact or surface electricity. It is not my intention,

however, to discuss these theories, as some good material

can be found on this topic.

What interests us here is that basic colloids receive a

positive charge, while acid colloids assume a negative

charge. It is significant that colloidal silicic acid changes

its charge froin positive to negative, according to whether

the solution is acid or basic. It may be well to state

here that the gangue, or silica, when in a very fine state

and in such a solution, will probably not exist totally in

the anhydrous form, but that some of it, perhaps a very

small percentage, may appear as silicic acid.

If these characteristics hold good in the case of what
have been termed colloids in some previous articles that

have appeared, an explanation for the selective action

brought about by the use of acid has been found.

I feel confident that this colloidal theory explains fully

the origin and existence of an electrical charge on the

sulphide and slime particles that are fine enough to exist

in a colloidal condition, and that a colloidal condition

does exist, because of the presence of both a certain

amount of very finely divided solid particles in a liquid,

and an emulsified liquid ; the oil, suspended in another

liquid—the water. From this it is quite evident that

the electrical charges are present and that they can be

reversed in some cases.

One can see how such opposite electrical charges on the

\arious particles will serve as agents to bring together

those particles that appear in the froth—that is, the sul-

phides, oil and air bubbles, and sometimes the colloids

—

liut I do not see how the electrical theory can explain the

action of the various classes of oils. Here again, I believe

it is (1) the miscibility and relative surface tension, or

interfacial tension, of oils and water and (2) adhesion

iietweon oil and nir particles that underlie the whole

principle. It is quite clear that the froth is stimulated
and made more pennanent by the addition of an oil

and that the permanency will depend on the quantity

and kind of oil u-sed.

We know that when sulphide particles are placed in

a watch glass and a drop of oil added to them, the oil

seems to stick to, or wet, these particles, whereas it will

do the contrary when added to a group of quartz

particles. The only explanation I can find for this is

the relative surface tension, or what should be called

the interfacial tension, and adhesion of the substances

used. When one finds a substitute for oil in this similar

e.xperiment, one will have found a partial substitute for

oil in flotation. Such a substitute will not be able to

do the work of all the oils, because I believe that it is

on account of the difl'erenees of the interfacial tensions

and of the forces of adhesion, and perhaps also on account

of niiscil)ility, as manifested by the various oils, that it

is possible for us to bring about selective flotation and

to carry colloidal materials into the froth or into the

tailings, according to where we want them.
;*

The report of the American Smelting and Refining

Co.'s activities for 1915 has ju.^t been presented, and it

shows a large number of interesting facts. The report

covers the financial sit^iation and the general position of

the company's properties during the year.

The combined income account for 1915 and a state-

ment of the consolidated assets and liabilities of the

American Smelting and Refining Co. and its subsidiary-

companies at the close of the year are presented in their

usual form by the board of directors. The earnings of

the various properties of the comjjany, after deducting

expenses, fixed charges and taxes, show an increase over

the vear 1914 of $5,430,50-1.99 and aggregated $16,242,-

420.08.

From this amount, there has been deducted the usual

charge for depreciation and for depletion of ore re-

serves, $1,839,686.80; appropriation for employees' bon-

uses, $445,000 : appropriation for pension fund, $100,000

:

appropriation for welfare work, $250,000 and revalua-

tion of investment .securities and other profit and loss

charges, $554,428.68 ; leaving total earnings applicable to

dividends of $13,053,301.60."

Preferred-stock dividends for the year amounted to

$6,001,844, leaving $7,051,460.60 applicable to dividends

on the common stock—in excess of 14%. The regular

quarterly divideiuls on the connnon stock at the rate of

4% per annum were paid, amoiuiting to $2,001,080. The
balance of $5,050,380.60 was carried to profit and loss ac-

count. It was thought wise by the directors to make spe-

cial charges to profit and loss account as follows: To
credit of property account, $1,100,000, and to reserve for

enlargement and extension of the business of the com-

pany, for which special appropriations have aleady been

made for con.struction which will be completed during the

year 1916, $3,900,000.

By a comparison of the semi-annual report of the

company, as of June 30, 1915, -nitli this j-early report,

it will be seen that the net earnings of the niiiios. smel-

teries and refineries for the earlier six montli-" period

were $6,002,394.56. and for tlie last six mont! ^. $10.-
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455,19-1.70. "\Tliile this increase is clue, to a considerable

extent, to the enlarged production of mines caused by the

abnormally high prices that have prevailed, the company

has also benefited largely by the improved and diversified

installations covered by the capital expenditures of the

past few years. The directors report that the properties

in Mexico were, as a whole, unprofitable and unproduc-

tive during the past year. During the first six months

the smelters and mines near Chihuahua were operated

STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS ANl3 PAYMENTS
Balance on hand, Jan. 1. 1915 JS.034.77S.12

Receipts:
From sales of metals*
Gold $54,952,106.17
Silver 35.454,210.02
Lead 27.027,012.41
Copper 92,356.662.40
Zinc 4.372.145.01
Other metals 1.338,105.10

Total $215,500,241.11
From mining properties 4,289,619.79
From manufactured products . . 4,103.228.83
From miscellaneous income, rents,

interest, commissions, etc 1,791.311.17

Total from sales and miscel
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II. C. Enos is examining i)ror)ertics in the Joplin I>istrict

in Missouri.

F. C. Alsdorf is exaraininir properties in Nevada and North-
ern California.

James M. Piatt has arrived at Alamosa, Colo., from Mexico
City. He will make Alamosa his headquarters while in the

United States.

T. W. Gibson, Deputy Minister of Mines for Ontario, has
sailed for England in connection with the work of the On-
tario Nickel Commission.

Leon J. Pepperberg". consultinf< geologist and engineer,

announces the removal of his oiBce to 718 New Call Building,

San Francisco, California.

Clive S. Newcomb arrived in New York from Itexico Ciiy

on Feb. 22. Temporary address, with Seymour & Seymour,
120 Broadway, New Tork.

Heath Steele, for several years with J. R. Finlay, has
opened an office as consulting mining engineer. Room 1308

at 60 Broadway, New York.

Herbert G. Officer has taken charge of the development
of the copper property of the American-Canadian Mining
Co., near Pictou, Nova Scotia.

Fred D. Wilkerson has been appointed general manager of

mining and transportation of the Brier Hill Steel Co., Youngs-
town, Ohio, and Clyde Haynes has been made his assistant.

Dr. Hjalmar Lundbohm. who has long been a prominent
figure in the Swedish iron-ore industry, is now a visitor in

the United States. He is making a short stay in New York.

B. M. Snyder, of Los Angeles, Calif., is consulting en-
gineer to the Magdalena Copper Co., Magdalena, N. M., and the
Victor Reduction Co., Victor. Mont., and is now at the latter

property.

W. A. Xeill, for many years engineei" of the Mining De-
partment of Allis-Chalmers Co., has moved to Denver and be-
come associated with the Dorr Cyanide Machinery Co. as me-
chanical engineer.

Matthew J. Scammell, who has been superintendent of blast

furnaces of the Maryland Steel Co., Sparrows Point, Md.,

has been made general superintendent of the company. This
is a newly created position.

.Scott Lings, managing director of the Oceana Consolidated,
a London financial house extensively interested in the de-

velopment of Canadian oil fields, has gone West to inspect

some oil claims in Southern Alberta, where drilling is being
actively undertaken.

^A'. L. Saunders, C. F. Rand and Bradley Stoughton. repre-
senting the American Institute of Mining Engineers, were
members of the committee of National Engineering Societies

which reviewed the 22d Corps of Engineers, N. G. N. Y., Mar.
14, at the armory in New York.

F. A. Schroeder, formerly with the United Engineering and
Foundry Co., Youngstown, Ohio, has been appointed chief
engineer of the open-hearth steel plant of the Youngstown
Iron and Steel Co. at Haselton and also of its sheet mills and
pressed steel department at Youngstown.

Roy E. Brakeman, assistant chief engineer of the ste.^l

works and the blast-furnace department of the Tennessee
Coal, Iron and Railroad Co., has been appointed chairman of
the Birmingham section committee of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers. Paul Wright is secretary.

Emmett B. Carter, chief engineer, Midvale Steel Co., Phila-
delphia, has been appointed chairman of the Philadelphia
secton committee of the American Society of Mechanir'al

Rnsrineers. William R. Jones, engineer of construction. Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, is secretary of the committee.

C. A. Warring and D. Huguernin, mining engineers, as
field assistants for the State Mining Bureau, are visiting 'he
Death Valley region and will give special attention to in-

vestigation of the development and production of antimony
and gold. There Is a good deal of mining going on in that
region, some of it actually on the floor of Death Valley.

C. F. Kelly, of New York, vice-president of the Anaconda
Copper company and president of the International Smelting
Co.; John Gillie, of Butte, general manager of the Anaconda,
Frederick Laist, of Butte, metallurgical manager of the
Anaconda. L. O. Evans, of Butte, general counsel of the
Anaconda, P. L. Foster, of New York, American director of the
London Exploration Co., and W. D. Thornton, of New York,
vice-president of the Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co.,

visited Ray and Hayden, Arizona, last week, inspecting
the Ray Consolidated mines and mill and the Hayden plant
of the American .Smelting and Refining Co. The party went to
Olobe and Miami from Ray and also plan to visit Douglas and
Bisbee while in the state.

F. H. Brownell, of Tacoma, former representative of the
Standard Oil interests in the Northwest, has been elected
president of the Tacoma Smelting Co., succeeding W. R. Ru: t.

who resigned several months ago. The position carries witn
it the supervision of the different Guggenheim mining opera-
tions in Alaska and the Coeur d'Alenes, and for this reason he
will not assume active control of the smeltery, as H. V.
Walker, general manager of the company, will be the practical
executive. Mr. Brownell is a director of the American Smelt-
ing and Refining Co., and recently was made president of the
Federal mining company, succeeding Harry L. Day. resigned.

The Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co. announces several chansrcs
among its mining officers on the .Marquette Range in Mich-
igan. George R. Jackson, who has been in charge of the
corporation's operations in the Swanzey district ever since
the first propertj-, the old Princeton, was acquired there, goes
to Negaunee, to succeed S. R. Elliott, who was promoted to
the position of general superintendent, with headquarters in
Ishpeming. Mr. Jackson will be in complete charge of all o)
the company's Negaunee mines, which include the Maas. Ne-
gaunee, Jackson and Athens. Mr. Jackson will be succeeded
as superintendent in the Gwinn district by W. W. Graft, who
has been in charge of operations at the company's North Laka
properties. Mr. Graft will be succeeded as superintendent in
the North Lake field by John M. Bush, for some time past in
charge of operations at the Republic. Charles Stakle, who
has been the company's head mining engineer, under James
Jopling, for a number of years, is to be superintendent ;it

Republic.

Edward D. Young died Mar. 16. in New York. He was man-
ager of the New York office of Takata & Co., engineers and
contractors, of Tokyo, Japan.

Erasmus D. Leavitt, who attained great prominence as a
mechanical engineer, died at Cambridge, JIass., Mar. 11. aged
79 years. He entered the Naval Academy in 1861 and after
graduation was det.ailed to service in the institution as an
instructor in steam engineering. For many years he was con-
sulting engineer for the Calumet & Hecla Mining Co., de-
signing much of the equipment now in use at Calumet, Mich.
He was also advisory engineer and designed machinery for
the Bethlehem Steel Co. and for mining concerns in South
Africa. He leaves three daughters.

Thomas Steveson, California pioneer of 1S49, died at Berke-
ley, Calif., Mar. 12. He was born in Lynn, Mass., and was
among the first to join in the rush to California, going around
the Horn in a Boston clipper ship. He went into the mines
in Tuolumne County and later engaged in newspaper work at
Stockton and again resumed placer mining after he had
founded the stage line running from Stockton to JamestOA-n.
Sonora and other points in the Tuolumne district. Bu:;i-

ness interests and material inclination required that much of
his time be spent in San Francisco during the days cf
Vigilantes, of which organization he became a member. In

1SS2 he became a resident of Berkeley at the home of nis

daughter Mrs. Georgia Welsh. Steveson was SS years old.

Captain Hiram S. Chamberlain died at Chattanooga, Tenn.,
Mar. 15 aged 81 years. He was president of the Roane Iron
Co. and was connected with many other business enterprises.
He was one of the pioneers of the iron industry in the
South and was associated with Ma.vor .\bram S. Hewitt.
Colonel R. T. Wilson, Colonel Charles M. McGhee, and other
wellknown New Yorkers. Captain Chamberlain was born on
a farm near Franklin. Portage County, Ohio. In his youth he
attended Hiram College, of which the late President Gar-
field was then president. When the Civil War began he on-
listed as a private in the Union army, but was soon promoted.
His campaign duties brought him to the South, where he
settled, first at Knoxville, later moving to Chattanooga. As-
sociated with General John T. Wilder, he was the first person
to build a coke furiuuo south of the Ohio river. During his

residence of about 1.". years in Chattanooga Captain Chamber-
lain was connected in an olllcial and advisory cap.ioity with
many of the leading enterprises of the city. For ir.any years
he was president of the .\ssociated Charities of the city.

and was chairman of the Board of Trustees of tli' University
of Chattanooga. He was a member of the .\ni. ti -an Insti-

tute of Mining ICngineers. the Society of the .\riiiy of the

Cumberland, and the Ohio Commandry of ilie i,ci\ .1 Legion.
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SA.N FRANCISCO—Mar. 15

The Reconstracted Tnnssten Mill of the Atolia Miningr Co.

is about completed and ready for resumption of operation.

The mill destroyed by fire on Jan. 24. was partly new. The
present one is of increased capacity. The ore is hauled from
mine to mill on 4-ton trucks which deliver 100 tons a day.

From a large bin the ore is fed to a 10x18 Joshua-Hendy
jaw crusher: then passes by bucket conveyor to the hopper
feeding the rolls for finer crushing. Half of the product is

fed into a single mill unit, composed of two 5-ft. Hunting-
tons. The discharge passes over two large Deister roughing
tables, where the most of the tungsten is extracted; the resi-

due passes on to the Frue vanners. The other halt of the

rolls product goes to the S-ft. Marcy ball mill whose capac-

ity is 30 to 40 tons in 24 hr. The 30-mc-sh pulp is dis-

charged onto a Deister roughing table and then passes to a

Dorr classifier. The slime from both units is thickened for

concentration by use of three 8-ft. Callow cones and then

passes over three double-decked sliming tables; thence to

three double-decked Deister tables, whence the tailings are

carried to the pond. The plant is operated by about 25 eltc-

tric motors, each unit of machinery being driven by a sepa-

rate motor. The mill will use 30,000 gal. of water when
running full capacity and will produce .5 to 7 tons of concen-

trates every 24 hr. The new electric hoist will be installed

on the 900-ft. level of No. 1 mine, to be used in sinking a

winze on the ledge for prospecting the vein at greater depth.

BUTTE—Mor. IT

FooT-Honr Fire-FijtlitinK Shifts are engaged in fighting

the fire which caused 21 deaths a month ago at the Pennsyl-

vania mine. Cement bulkheads are being constructed to wall

oft the fire at every weak point, and diamond drilling into the

flre zone, to provide channels for water, is being carried

forward with all possible speed. In spite of the fact that the

men working closest to the fire wear helmets and are pro-

tected in every possible manner, the gas is so treacherous that

quite often men are overcome and have to be taken to the

surface and revived. The stope in which the fire is con-

fined is called the Big Woods, because of its width, which
necessitated the use of a great amount of timber.

DENVER—Mar. IS

Cripple Creek Gold IJiscoveries during the past week in-

clude the strike on the southern slope of Mineral Hill, a short

distance from the City of Cripple Creek in the granitic area

to the northwest of the recognized gold crater. The reported

strike of 3 ft. of high-grade ore on the 1,500 level of the

Lee shaft on the Isabella property was verified. The raise

from the station established in the Roosevelt tunnel directly

beneath the Elkton shaft was started but the work will be

exceptionally difficult for the reason that it will be done in

exceedingly wet ground.

TnnKKten I« Talked About by Everybody in Colorado nowa-
days. This precious metal, worth more than silver, is being
prospected for throughout the state and discoveries are re-

ported almost daily in areas in which the minerals of this

metal had never before been recognized. The Silverton district

Is trying hard to give the Boulder district a close run this com-
ing season and, if reports are to be accepted, the chances are

good for accomplishing this end. Geological conditions in

the two areas are totally unlike, although both districts

possess typical ore-bearing veins.

El Pniio Connolldated Gold Mining Co.'h Annual Meetini^,

held this week in Denver, resulted in a victory for the so-

called New York j;roup of stockholders who voted 229,000

of the 317.000 .-iharos represented at the meeting. The Starke
faction, known as the grievance committee, failed to carry
any of Its policies. Klection of officers and directors resulted

as follows: Judge H Xl(<;arry, president; Fred \V. Bailey,

vice-president; Geornc M. .Miller, second vice-president: Daniel
Thatcher, secretary-treasurer; J. K. Corblere, W. C. .Sherwood,

George W. Gano. It. M. Il.inkin and A. E. Carlton. A contract
committee, conslstlni; •<( fiv directors, will hereafter super-
vise the sale of all pimhRts shipped from the mine. The
general office of the er.,ri.,iny has been ordered moved from
Denver to Colorado .Sprms. The Indebtedness that stood at

about $70,000 a year bk'. 1 .s been reduced to $22,500, and the

mine is reported as now making a profit of about $5,000 per
month. Following the meeting, an announcement was made
that a large flotation mill is contemplated but that nothing
will be done toward its erection until more is known regard-
ing the practical application of this process to Cripple Creek
ores.

SAXT I>.\KE CITY—Mar. 17

Suit has Been Filed by the Keystone Mining Co. of Park
City against the Silver King Coalition Mines Co. for alleged
unlawful removal of ore from its ground in the Crescent Hill
section of the camp, near Thaynes Caiion. The amount named
in the suit is $50,000 which is said to be only a nominal value
for the ore, it being impossible to give an accurate estimate.
The Keystone will doubtless press its suit along lines of the
recently concluded Conkling-Silver King Coalition case.

The I^oeal Division of the United States AVeather Bureau*
iicting in conjunction with the water works department of

Salt Lake City will make a survey of the snow supply in City
Creek Carion, the week ended Mar. IS. There has been heavy
snowfall this year, with the snow well packed; and a plenti-

ful supply of water is assured for mining during the summer
months.

.-Vfter Controversy, ^vith the Federal Government extenil-

ing over a period of nearly ten years, title to 4,10G acres of
valuable coal land near Huntington, Emery County has by the

decision of the Secretary of the Interior been awarded the
Freed heirs of this city. This land, at the time of purchase
valued at $40,S00 by the government, is estimated to be worth
from $3,000,000 to $4,000,000. In January, 1916. C. M. Freed,
since deceased, various members of his family, and several
employees, ten in all, filed application to purchase 160 acres
of land each, in the Carbon-Emery field. In the same month
sixteen other applications were made to purchase lands,

amounting in all to 2.560 acres, adjoining the Freed entries.

The money for the purchase price was loaned by W. G. Filer,

the son-in-law of Mr. Freed, who later bought the land
from the sixteen entry men and paid off mortgages held by
Mr. Filer on the lands. The decision of Secretary Lane, which
is final, reverses that of the L'nited States land commissioner,
who on May IS, 1912, held that the land should be restored to

the federal government. Previously to the decision of the
land commissioner on July 13, 1911, the lands had been award-
ed the claimants by the registrar and receiver of the United
States land office here.

TORO.XTO—Slar. 18

The NIokel (tuestion appears as far from settlement as
ever, despite the stand taken by the government and the
agitation for compelling the refining to be done in Canada is

making renewed headway. A significant feature is that the
movement is no longer confined to extreme protectionists and
alarmists, but is now backed by several of the leading Liberal
newspapers including the Toronto "Globe." It is advocated on
patriotic and imperialist grounds, and the charge is made
that the International Nickel Co. exacts a much higher price

for nickel from the British Government than that paid by the
United States Steel Corporation. It is also alleged that the
company escapes its just share of taxation owing to the de-
posits at Sudbury being worked by its subsidiary—the Ca-
nadian Copper Co. The latter may sell the ore or matte to

the International at a nominal price, though as the Finance
Minister has pointed out, the new tax bill as amended pro-
vides for such a case by giving the minister power to fix a
fair price—as a basis for determinig profits. While so drastic

a measure as the absolute prohibition of the export of nickel

ore is hardly likely to be the outcome, it appears altogether
probalile that very strong pressure will shortly be brought to

bear upon the government for the enactment of some measui-e
for securing further control of the output and limiting the

power exercised by the International. As to the nature of

the steps to be taken, much may depend on the recommenda-
tions of the Ontario Nickel Commission. It Is generally an-
ticipated that Its findings will be stnmgly in favor of en-

couraging the refining of nickel in Canada, and the fact that

the members of the Commission are now In England Is not

without significance as regards the safeguarding of Imperial
Interests.
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ARIZONA
CochiBe County

WARREN DISTRICT MANAGERS of copper companies
have increased wages of miners 25c. per shift, making dailywage $5.35, highest ever paid in district. Increase affects
about 5,000 men.

Gila County
.
RAT CONSOLIDATED (Ray)—Is enlarging flotation sec-

tion of concentrator: present capacity, S,000 tons daily; 1,500men now on pajroll.
ARIZONA EASTERN R.R.—February report of Globe divi-

sion shows 7,425 tons copper bullion moved during month.
Globe and Miami ore shipments totaled 484 cars, or 23 425
tons.

Mohave Connty
UNITED EASTERN (Oatman)—Grading mill site in prog-

ress: mechanical equipment for No. 2 .«haft completely in-
stalled: sinking resumed at 60-ft. point, with SOO-ft. point
as objective.

EDMAIER MINING (Cedar Valley)—East crosscut on 50-ft.
level disclosed 4-ft. vein 3 to 5'J'f wolframite. 1 to 3<X copper
and some gold and silver. Twenty men employed; 25-ton
concentrator being installed.

OATMAN PIONEER (Oatman)—Keith & Keith, Boston min-
ing men, have acquired controlling interest from A. L. Burris
and Charles Walden, for $250,000. Extensive development
planned. E. H. Dawson, general manager.

ADAMS MINING (Oatman)—New corporation organized to
develop Adams group of 3 claims adjoining Nellie; capitalized
at JIOO.OOO. divided into 1,000.000 shares, par value 10c. : officers.
E. H. Newlands. president; N. A. D'Arcy, secretary-treasurer
and general manager; C. H. Palmer, Jr., and M. Lines, other
directors.

Pima County
TUCSON (Oracle)—Concentrator will be installed at Chist

group of 9 claims, in Catalina Mountains. 10 mi. from Oracle.
Large copper deposit discovered; shaft down 60 ft. in carbon-
ate and oxide.

AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING (Sasco)—Has ac-
quired Sasco smeltery from Southern Arizona Smelting Co.
under one year lease with privilege of extending for another
year if desired; rental. ?2,000 per month. Plant originally
cost $500,000; closed down since 1910.

Pinal County
LAKE SUPERIOR & ARIZONA (Superior)—Reported re-

organization of Lake Superior & Arizona by Gunn-Thompson
syndicate, whereby working capital of $50,000 is provided.
Will issue 10,000 treasury shares, par value $5, of which Gunn-
Thompson takes 7,000 and Lake Superior people 3,000. Ore
shipments to Magma mill expected to begin soon.

Vavapai County
COLORADO SYNDICATE (Walnut Grove)—Representatives

who for months have been testing placer ground on Fisher
ranch planning to install large dredge.
ARKANSAS & ARIZONA (Jerome)—Financial affairs read-

justed and C. W. Clark, president, who visited property last
^\*eek, announced resumption of work in 30 to 60 days. Good-
rich-Lockhart Co., of New York, reported now behind company.

CALIFORM-V
.Vmador County

ONEIDA (Sutter Creek)—Unwatering of lower levels is
progressing rapidly. Ore, said to run from $S to $10 a ton,
struck recently. Henry Malloch, San Francisco, manager,

Eldorado County
HOPE MINING CO. VS. N. H. BURGER (Placerville)—

Judgment of Superior Court gives possession to the company
of the Landecker. Blair. Landecker-Parker placers and the
Loomis and Stewart mines; court held that plaintiff had paid
whole consideration.

Glen County
CALIFORNIA CHROME ( Fruto)—Extraction of ore to

begin Apr. 1; hauling to Fruto "will begin about May 1. Pro-
posals for bids for hauling are based on production "of 50 tons
per day. Company will guarantee minimum of 5.000 tons total.
Mines located near Millsap; distance to railroad 19 mi. Ore-
body is large, of which about 3,500 tons mined up to 1S93. It
has been exposed by quarr.ving 30 ft. high and 40 ft. wide.

Inyo County
DAISY (Bigpine)—Sinking 800-ft. shaft begun. At depth

of 40 ft. a 16-in. shoot disclosed said to assay 70% lead and
$7 gold. Property reported controlled by Hercules Mining Co.
of Coeur d'Alenes. Idaho. Operated by F. M. Dedell and
associates.

N.\TUR.\L SODA PRODUCTS (Keeler)—Company operat-
ing new soda plant on Owens Lake has recovered from finan-
cial difficulty and is installing improvements to cost $40,000,
including railway-track extension and machinery for treat-
ment processes. Plant expected in operation by April. About
40 men employed.

Kern County
PAYMASTER (Randsburg)—Regular monthly run of 60

tons yielded $3,S00: ore plating, $63 per ton. Shaft sunk 75 ft.
and drift run SO ft. on viin.

Nevada County

show's^^-t^dif'^/).^' '^''^^S
Valley,-Recent quarterly reportsnows 24,414 tons ore hoisted, as again.st 25 325 tons for

fo ?1)1^l"^ -PA'n^"''?-
*""*'"'^ ^*""« ««" increased from 4,133

TV.n= ^J,.,.;^ .J"'" "*" ">'n<?r decreased from 6.14 to 4. SI

?415 to n-i%^'"V-,1.i2""'
««l"are foot of stoping decreased from

ft eaual tn i<i<7 Tffi '}'^"<"^-%'i fom an average of 4.5 to 3.7
iV,Vif?^ to 18%. Efficiency of mine operation being improved
{^hrough'milf'^i^H"^

'"'''• '^"* decreasing amount of fock'^going
at Sie so7iinp??nX'"''H'""^ per-ton yield. Six men employed
dump about 70 tons waste per day sent to

.San Bernardino County

trieT^'^ii^h^^
GROUND embracing 160 acres in Atolia dis-

AAgeles A t^ifj'l^l *° ^•,,^'- ^•^ser by Frank Moon, of lIs
ti?f Mr n??l ' ^^^^"^ .^,"^ ?"'"* "°^'^ "lake property attrac-ii\e. iMr. Urager is subleasing ground on 15<^ rovaltv forperiods ranging from 3 to 7 months.

ro>ait> ror

ATOLIA (Atolia)—U. S. patents granted for 49 claims.

recJn^K.^=MH^V^^'-^ ,
(Atolia)—Fourteen tons tungsten or.

less tian ^0 ?f °Xfi
^'"'.^''^

k""" *1;^50. Ore came from shaft
iv,^„.r v.- 1. ^'- i^^P- a' whose bottom vein is 3 ft wideshowing high-grade scheelite.

QLIRK-STATTS (Atolia)—Lease on Alodern groun ha«struck vein of scheelite 1 ft. wide with 4-int[?eako? high-
Report Tmnor",ln"rh

^'"''' %""'" ^5 ft and cVos^scuf 12^?t.

norTheast"^rd""5f dVstHc't'
°' '""'' ""''^ Prospecting done in

Sierra County

uncm^e^JA^n^'Aif"';^
City)—Gold-bearing ledge 3 to 5 ft. wide

cate° nolfhiml^*^ /"*' sej-Pentine belt. Much rich float indi-

Hartman owne,^
another high-grade producer. Henry

Siskiyou County

,-„
^lARYSVILLE GOLD DREDGING CO. (Marigold)—Operat-

ofVl'rs''te'e1''U' ^^^ ^°- 5 °''S"^^
^•f"*^" f= being^reconst?ucted

warded
arranged and construction being rapidly for-

Solano County

r'^JS'\f'^^^J^^ (Benicia)—Quicksilver mine reopened bv W TGarrett and associates of San Francisco.

COIOR.ADO
Clear Creek County

.r^;t^^^ ?^f (Freeland)—Rich strike made on Great Westernvein of steel galena from 10 to IS in. wide. A 5-ton trialshipment indicated settlement value $70 a ton in gold
fi,^^'"„^5

^ad. New ore shoot was opened below tunnellevel and appears extensive.

Park County
LONDON (Alma)—Reported producing 500 tons monthlvaveraging over $100 per ton under management of Charles P

?x'a /J"- 1,
9°'"Pany planning to drive tunnel to tap orebodies

600 ft. below present workings: 100 men employed.
San Juan County

HERCULES (Silverton)—Winze sunk on Dora vein, 1.100
ft. m from portal of main tunnel to be unwatered Nece-isarvequipment ordered and men at work on preliminary cons"truc-
tion. Considerable development planned for lower workings.

San MiKuel County
FEBRUARY ORE SHIPMENTS from Telluride were as fol-

lows: Tomboy. 58 cars: Smuggler-Union. 54; Liberty Bell
13, and Columbia. 1 car; total, 126 cars.

SILVER BELL (Ophir Loop)—New raise now 500 ft. above
tunnel level, opening a streak of tungsten.

SMUGGLER-UNION (Telluride)—A 30-ton flotation unit
installed for treatment of ore from Black Bear and Humboldt
properties. If practical tests now planned are successfulcompany will probably install larger plant.

IDAHO
ShoNhone County

RICHMOND (Adair)—Shipping high-grade copper ore to
smelter regularly. Plans expenditure of about $15 000 for
equipment, including SOO-ft. aerial tram. Martin Wold«on
Spokane, is president.

ANACONDA COPPER (Wallace)—Has started development
on recently acquired Douglas mine on Pine Creek with W J
Kelly, of ,\naconda. in charge. No. 2 and No. 3 tunnels will
be cleared I'Ut and connected by 150-ft. raise at point 700 ft
in from port.il of No. 3. The shaft sunk ISO ft. from No. 3
tunnel will be pumped out and vein explored at depth.

ILLINOIS
I'. S. GYPSUM (Chicago)— Increase of capital stock from

$8,500,000 to SIO.000.000 ratified bv stockholders. Increase
will be all preferred. Proceeds will be used for purchasing
new property. Representative William V. Shoeiii.iker, of Chi-
cago, states company will at once construct gvii.-^um mining
plant on Terenco ilcDonald ranch, on Spring ("rtek, 9 niT
below Lewistown. Fergus County. Mont. Gv u:;.l adjoins
Hanover G.vpsum Co., which recently began devi l.pment and
construction work. Gypsum bed said to" be 6 ft. thick, uood
quality. Company expects production bv Julv
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MICHIGAN
Copper

lIOH.\WK (Mohawk)—Crushed during February 56.608

tons producing 1.428.700 lb. copper, or about 25 lb. per ton.

as against 1,280.000 lb. for January, with recovery of 22 lb.

per ton.

TAM.\RACK fCalumet)—Circular issued to Tamarack
stockholders bv Calumet & Hecla offers 53,563.486, equivalent
to $59 a share for property and assets. Special meeting of
Tamarack stockholders called for Apr. 27 to vote on proposi-
tion Calumet & Hecla owns 19.400 of outstanding 60.000

shares of Tamarack and it is reported that this stock will be
voted at meeting unless at least three-fifths of other stock is

voted in favor of offer.

MOXT.*.XA
Fergus County

B.A.RXE^ KING (Kendall)—Report for February proved a
disappointment as to tonnages compared with December and
January outputs. At North Mocassin, at Kendall, yield per
ton was up to previous months, showing no decrease in
qualitv; 3.513 tons mined and treated with estimated bullion
production of $32,000, or average yield of S9.ll per ton. At
Piegan-Gloster mill, in Marysville district. Lewis and Clark
Countv. 2.537 tons of ore treated with estimated bullion pro-
duction of $11,800, yield per ton S4.65. Shannon mine in same
district has opened good milling orebody S to 10 ft. wide
for a distance of 500 ft. on 400 level: car samples averaged
$18 per ton. Contract made with Riblet company, of Spo-
kane, for construction of aerial tram from Shannon to Gloster
mill, a distance of 13,000 ft.

Le^vis and Clark Connty
MITCHELL GULCH MINING DISTRICT—Big strike re-

ported from Last Hope mine, owned by Mr. Smith, of East
Helena, located in this district. S mi. east of East Helena.
Lead runs from 2 to 4 ft. wide, best ore assaying $130. low-
grade $18 per ton. in gold and silver. Previous shipments
to East Helena smeltery have given returns from $1S to $50
a ton. A 5-stamp mill on the property will be started soon.

Silver Bow Connty
NORTH BUTTE (Butte)—.\t present rate of production

output for March will reach 2,250.000 lb. On 700-ft. level new
orebody has been opened up that gives promise of being ex-
tensive and high grade. Granite Mountain shaft now down
to 2.165 ft. It is proposed to sink to 2,600-ft. level.

TUOLL'MNE COPPER (Butte)—.\t annual meeting, most
of old directors reelected. Report of President Hickey showed
operations to Dec. 31. 1915. conducted at a loss of $55,000. but
in January and February of this year at a slight profit. Ore
averaged about Z^'r copper and 4 oz. silver per ton. All
development work has been discontinued and mining is be-
ing conducted on S00-. 2.000-. 2,200- and 2.400-ft. levels.

AN.\COND.\ (Butte)—Robert Emmet lodes Nos. 1 and 2

were sold Mar. 15 to company at public sale for $55,000. Com-
panv already owned a third interest in No. 1 and a two-
thirds interest in No. 2 lode, so that purchase price will be
in neighborhood of $30,000. Sale has started rumor that -\na-
conda company is negotiating for purchase of Gambrinus
claim, adjoining Robert Emmet claims and owned by Corbin
Copper Co., in order to own contiguous territory in this
western section of district. .4t special meeting of Corbin
stockholders sale of Gambrinus was authorized. About two
vears ago claim was purchased by Corbin company for $100,-
000 and operated for some time without any visible success.
Other reports are to the effect that new company has been
formed by some stockholders of Corbin to take over and
carry forward development of Gambrinus.

XEV.'ID-*
Chnrchill Connty

NEV.4DA HILLS (Fairview)—Sixth annual report gives
production as 64,030 tons, in addition to which mill treated
1,418 tons tailings. Total gross product $365,617, or $5.5S
per ton: net profit, $39,142, or $0,598 per ton. President Geo.
Wingfleld states that while mine may continue operation at
small profit for several months, its life is limited. Convert-
able assets are $289,285.

EKmeralda County
JUMBO EXTENSION (Goldfield)—Preliminary estimate for

February shows 2,595 tons shipped, having gross value of
$79,000. Sampling, freight and treatment amounted to $23,500,
smelting losses to $12,000. operating expenses to $18,500. leav-
ing a net realization of $25,000.

FLORENCE (Goldfield)—At recent annual meeting former
officers reelected. Report shows expense of $88,240 with rev-
enue of $56,434 for fiscal year; cash surplus was $95,384.
During year 3,194 tons shipped, gross value $55,638. or $17.42
per ton. Development. 3,543 ft., done at cost of $5.03 per ft.

Manager's report states large tonnage of low-grade ore
blocked out amenable to profitable treatment by flotation.

Nye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODfCTlON for week ended Mar. 11

was 8.311 tons, valued at $174,858. compared with 7,846 tons
for week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont. 3,173
tons: Tonopah Extension, 1,800: Tonopah Mining, 1,525: Jim
Butler, 750; West End, 650; Halifax, 85: Rescue-Eula. 83;
North Star. 52; MacNamara. 40: miscellaneous leases, 159 tons.

Storey County
ANDES (Virginia)—Started breaking rock in old stope on

350 level.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Ore from No. 1 stone, 2,500
level, stored In mine chutes; winze deepened 5 ft. from
stope: bottom in low-grade ore and $50 ore on the foot- wall
side.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—West cros.«cut on 2,500 level shows
porphyry and quartz, low as.s.iy. Ladders and air pipes placed
for 100 ft. in Incline winze, 1.600 level. Repairs made on 2,700
level. .Mixican mill cruslitil 406 tons custom ore, gross value
about $^.700.

OREGO.V
Bnker County

COUG.\R GOLD (Sumpter)—Reported sold to Spokane and
Eastern capitalists for $300,000. Extensive mine develop-
ments have blocked out considerable tonnage running from
$10 to $35. Purchasers contemplate installing new machinery,
to cost $25,000.

TENNESSEE
Polk County

CARBOLITE CHEMIC.\L CO. (CopperhilD—This T. N. T.
plant using acid from Tennessee Copper Co.'s works destroyed
by fire on Mar. 21. Plant is situated about midway between
Copperhill and Ducktown, hence no dama.ge done to mines,
smeltery or acid plant of Tennessee Copper Co.: George Strohl,
assistant superintendent of mines for latter company, was
struck by flying debris and died a few hours later.

tT.A.H
Beaver County

KING D.WID (Frisco)—At recent meeting directors de-
cided to resume work, for which an assessment of He. a share
was levied—to provide a fund of $5,000. Property adjoins the
Horn Silver on west, and a new shaft is proposed about 200
ft. from boundary line. The Knights and Salt Lake men
are interested.

Boxelder County
LAKEVIEW (Promontory Point)—Strike made recently

1.500 ft. south of main zinc workings, where lead ore was
opened on limestone-shale contact. Wages increased to
$3.50 and $3.75 a day. Western Zinc Co. lessees on a part of
the Lakeview ground will ship 10 cars in March: company
will market approximately 20 cars, worth about $2,000 a car
at Saline station. At annual meeting, W. A. Perkins elected
president, and S. S. Arentz. manager from the beginning
of work, vice-president.

Juab Connty
IRON BLOSSOM (Silver City)—Sinking of winze, which,

starting at the 600, has reached the 1,000, from the latter level
to the 1,100 is in progress. On 900- and 1,000-ft. levels, slop-
ing of ore from new copper strike under way. Several cars
good grade mined.

Salt Lake County
SOUTH HECLA (Alta)—January shipments amounted to

600 tons: those in February to 600 tons; and in March thus far
to 280 tons.

SOUTH HECL.\ EXTENSION (Alta)—Work of driving
Quincy level of South Hecla to this property being pushed
with good progress.

VIRGINI.\
Norfolk Connty

VIRGINIA SMELTI.XG (West Norfolk)—Has installed
leaching plant of Longmaid-Henderson system, with a Ramen
Bescow ehloridizing furnace for roasting. Both furnace and
system of leaching are new in this country. This furnace
is of Swedish design and is capable of roasting 60 to 70 tons
per day, using producer gas.

WASHINGTON
Ferry County

S.\N POIL (Republic)—Taken over under five-year lease
and bond by newly organized West Hill Mining Co., price $150,-
000, terms $30,000 annuallv and 10'^ smelter returns to b<

manager.

C.\N.\D.V

BritlMli Columlila

SILVER HOARD (Ainsworth)—Reported planning instal-
lation of 200-ton daily capacity concentrator. George Chew,
of Spokane, is president.

EMMA (Eholt)—Leased by Consolidated Mining and Smelt-
ing Co., electrically driven pump installed for draining: 12
drill compressor now being installed.

SLOCAN ST.\R (Sandon)—Plans construction of :i-mi. flume.
5,00fl-ft. aijrial tram and enlargement of mill to 250-ton daily
capacity. President Lennie has closed 3-year contract for en-
tire output of mine with American .Smelting and Refining Co.

Ontario
.NORTH THOMPSON (Porcupine)—Will sink to 500-ft.

level.

McKlNLEY-D.VRRAGH (Cobalt)—Installing flotation plant
of 175 tons a day capacity.

WEST DOME (Porcupine)—Is being unwatered. Treas-
ury financed and development work will be resumed.

Bl'FFALO (Cobalt)—Installing flotation plant of 600 tons
a day capacity to treat tailings from concentrator.

HOLLI.NGER (Porcupine)—Drifting on 1,275-ft. level, deep-
est working in district. Showings better than on 1.000-ft.
level.

.SCHl'MACHER (Porcupine)—Mill capacity raised to 125
tons a day. Vein system Intercepted on 600-ft. level with dia-
mond drill.

RIGHT OF WAY (Cobalt)—Annual report for 1915 shows
gross receipts $56,853, operating expenses, $44,582. leaving
net profit of $12,252. Balance on hand was $13,188.

Quebec
NORTH AMERICAN MAGNESITE (Quebec)—Is successor

of Magnesia Products. Ltd., that underwent reorganization
some time ago; has declared dividend of 15',^. War prices
and scarcity of supplies has resulted in a strong demand for
product.
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Tlhie MairSletl Report

Metal Markets

NEW YOHK—liar. SS

Lead continued to be the feature of outstanding interest,

and there was considered to be a good deal of mystery in the

situation, even in well-informed quarters. Spelter turned dull

after the advance at the end of last week. Copper also was
dull, but was very strong and steady.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—Following the little revival of interest toward the

end of our last week of record, which brought about a rally

in the price, although it fell short of what was being asked
by the principal producers, the latter decided to meet the

market, and on Mar. IS reduced their asking price to 27c. r.t..

for any delivery, including near-by to such extent as it could
be supplied. Other producers offered at 27c. for near-by to

May and down to 26V^c., r.t., for May and June. At these
prices a moderate business was done. There was a very good
demand for near-by copper, but only slight interest in futures
was exhibited. However, there was considerable placing of

war orders for which copper is going to be needed; inasmuch
as the copper requirements remain to be covered, buying for

that purpose is anticipated shortly.

The stocks of copper at refineries are very low indeed, in

some cases down to the irreducible minimum. Deliveries have
lately been made on a very large scale. All possible advan-
tage w^as taken of the lifting of the embargo by the New
York, New Haven & Hartford R.R. for four days, and during
that time some previous best-on-records in shipments of

copper w^ere exceeded. Apart from that amelioration of the
situation, copper is now being shipped right along from the
refineries to Sound ports—especially Bridgeport and New
Haven—by steamers and barges. From those ports it is car-
ried into the Naugatuck Valley by trolley lines, use being
made of them at night. As is well known, about all of the
copper that is sold in the Naugatuck Valley is booked at prices
delivered there, i.e.. the sellers pay the freight. The present
method of shipment costs more than in the ordinary way. but
that matter has been adjusted amicably by the buyers and
seller.s, both of whom are interested in keeping the business
going.

Scarcely any business for export was reported during the
last week. Offers of copper at less than the offlcial quota-
tion of £136 failed to develop anything. The sharp rise

in Standard copper on Mar. 22 attracted attention here. No
explanation of it was offered, and anyway the quotations for
Standard copper in the London market are now of scarcely
any influence in this market.

The Rio Tinto Co. has declared a dividend of 35s. per share
on its ordinary shares of £3 par value.

t'opper Sheets are 34c. per lb. tor hot rolled and 35c. for
cold rolled. Usual extras charged and higher prices for small
quantities. Copper wire is 29@29%c. per lb. at mill, for car-
load lots.

Tin—Business in this metal was fairly active, but at a
steadily decreasing price, the decline being due to the in-

creased supply offered by arrivals. Certain ships, especially
the "Kathlamba," with 1,023 tons from the Straits, arrived
earlier than was expected.

Tin production of the Federated Malay States in February
was 3,230 long tons. For the two months ended Feb. 29 the
total was 8.175 tons in 1915. and 7.606 tons in 1916; a decrease
of 569 tons.

Lead—The position of the A. S. & R. Co.. which has pro-
duced a good deal of mystery in this market, is explained in
an official communication published elsewhere in this issue.
In that connection, the only new feature was the refusal
of that company to quote definitely on its surplus over con-
tractual obligations, acceptance of further orders being lim-
ited to settling of prices at the average of the month of deliv-
ery; in other words, all business is put practically upon the
same terms as what had previously been arranged by contract.
Among other producers there was a divergence of policy, some
being disposed to stand out for the highest prices going.

while others exhibited a disposition to protect domestic con-
sumers as much as possible. Even in the St. Louis market,
which at present is the most open market, producers gave to

important domestic consumers rather large tonnages at half
a cent a pound less than could easily have been realized
at the same time on export and speculative business. There
is undoubtedly a scarcity of prompt lead, and there has been
talk about 9c. being offered, St. Louis, but the only offer of
that sort whereof we have reliable information was one that
comprised terms with which no one could comply. All of the
business on St. Louis basis that was reported to us on Mar. 22
was done at about Sc. and at that level the market was
strong and still active. Lead for May-June delivery is, how-
ever, freely offered at 7%c.. St. Louis.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Spelter—The little spurt in activity which put up prices

rather sharply toward the close of our last week of record,

turned out not to amount to much, and after a day or two,

the market became dull and uninteresting. The total of trans-

actions during the week, so far as reported to us, was rather

small. An interesting feature was the tendency for the

difference between prices for prompt and future deliveries

—

up to June—to contract. The situation is evidently becoming
easier with regard to near-by supplies. In some cases pro-

ducers are simply beginning to catch up; in other cases they

are probably beginning to accumulate a little, but as yet

only a little. At the same time there is exhibited a disinclina-

tion in some quarters to sell beyond three months ahead, for

the reason that the risks involved in such transactions are

too great. Other producers, however, are not indisposed

to take chances and sell freely for such deliveries as May to

September, of course, at a sharp discount from prices that

prevail for the coming quarter. Some business of that sort

was done for export during the last week, but the aggre-

gate was not large. There was, however, a bid for a round

tonnage in the market at a price that was not favorably con-

sidered. At the close the market was flat, with prompt spel-

ter quoted at 17@17%c., April at 16%@17c., May at 16V4@
le'ic, and June at about 15%@16 cents.

Exports from Baltimore for the week included 224,028 lb.

spelter to Glasgow, Scotland.

Imports at Baltimore for the week included 3,000 tons zinc

ore from Cagliari, Sardinia, and 2,000 tons zinc concentrates

from Port Pirie, Australia.

New Smelting Works—In addition to those previously

reported, the Picher interests of Joplin are to build at Henry-
etta, Okla.. and H. M. Byllesby, of Chicago, is to build at

Poteau, Okla. The Bartlesville Zinc Co. is already building at

Blackwell, Okla. It is also reported that a Cleveland com-
pany is to build at Checotah. Okla. Besides these several

other plants are seriously contemplated.

The spelter production of the Netherlands in 1915 is said to

have been 12,243 short tons, compared with 18,098 in 1914,

authority not stated.

Zinc Sheets—Business is steady and sales good. Prices are

unchanged, the base price being .$25 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru, 111.,

with S'~, discount.

Other Metals

\E\V YORK—Mar. 22

.Vluminum—This metal has advanced a little under stress

of a fair demand. Sales have been made at 59 @ 61c. per lb. for

No. 1 ingots. New York.

Antimony—Business has been quite active, and for spot

material the market seems unchanged. For futures the tend-

ency is to easier prices. Chinese and other ordinary brands
are still held at 44@45c. for spot delivery. For April, however,
42'a43c. is named. Cookson's is very scarce and is held nom-
inally at 57 (S 60c. per lb., with very small sales.

QuIckMllver—A further sharp decline in this metal is noted.

Business is very quiet and sales have been small. The New
York price is quoted at $200 per flask, but it is reported that

sales have been made lower, at least one transaction at $175

per flask being noted. San Francisco reports by telegraph

$200 per flask on a quiet market.

>'iekel—Demand continues steady with good sales for

domestic consumption and a larger demand for export. Quo-
tations are unchanged at 45(f}'5nc. per lb.. New York, according
to size and terms of order. Electrolytic nickel is 5c. per lb.

higher.

Minor MeliilH—Current quotations for lilNmuth are $3.15'S

3.25 per lb,. New York. The London price is lis. per lb.

—

<'ndmlum is quoted at $1.50 per lb.. New York—Cobalt is held

at $1.25 per lb. New York.—.MneneHlum is quoted at $6 per lb.,

nominally.—Selenium is from $3 per lb. for small lots up to

$1.50(^/5 for retail quantities. Exports from Baltimore for

the week Included fiCO lb. selenium to London.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

I\K\V YORK—Mar. 22

Oolil—Some more gold is reported going from New York
to Argriitina. Some gold h.Ts also gone to Cuba In connection
with the new coinage for that county.

tJoltl In the Ilnlteil stntex Mar. 1 is estimated by the Treas-
ury Department as follows: Held In Treasury against gold
ecrtlflcates outstanding, $1,491,563,659: In Treasury current
balances, $204,075,899; In IkiiiUs and circulation, $620,333,769;

lotal, $2.31 s, 973,827, a derrcis. of $9,448,508 In February.
Under the present law (w.-thlrds of the gold held by the

Treasury at'alnst gold cirt i It. iites outstanding must be In

r .'^. coin; the balance can 1 ii bullinn or foreign cnln. In

view of the present great acuumulation of gold the Treasury
Department has asked Congress to reduce the proportion of

U. S. coin required from two-thirds to one-half. The object
is to avoid the expense of recoining the large amount of

foreign gold coin coming in.

Platinum—There is no change in the market. Supplies are
short and prices hold at a high level. Sales are reported made
at $S5@95 per oz. for refined platinum. Hard metal is quoted
at $90 up to $100 per oz. for 10% alloy.

Our Russian correspondent writes that the government has
rejected the proposed bill which provided that all metal must
be delivered to government officers as produced. The platinum
which has already been taken over will be bought by the
government at a fixed price, but the future production and
the market will be free. The market is in a confused position
at present, until the effect of this action becomes clear.

Silver—The market has advanced owing to London orders
with limited supplies. Considerable silver is required for
mintage purposes and these demands combined with miscel-
laneous outside inquiries have stiffened the price to 27%d. in

London, which is bid today.
The Commonwealth of Australia has undertaken to mint

about £500,000 in silver coins, to meet the large demand for
such coins which has arisen. The dies will be supplied by the
English Mint.

Ey reason of an error in transmission the price of silver
in London on Jan. 27 last was given at 26 %d.; it should have
been 26!,';d. This will change slightly the average price in

London for the month of January from 26.953d., to 26.960d.,

the correct figure.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

JOPLIX, I»IO Mar. IS

Blende, high price. $116.90: per ton 60% zinc, premium ore,

$115; medium. $110C'ilC0; lowest, $95; calamine, per ton 40%
zinc, $S6@S0: average selling price, all grades zinc, $105.98 per
ton. Lead, high price, $98.80: per ton 80% metal contents
$94@98; average selling price, all grades lead, $94.99 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED MAR. IS
Blende Calamine Lead Values

Totals this week.. 9.209,850 1,041.690 3,335,680 $701,620
Totals this year. . .143,529,360 12,147,690 24,796.810 9,409,850

Blende value the week, $499,550; 11 weeks, $7,920,340.

Calamine value, the week, $43,630; 11 week;?. $447,870.

Lead value, the week, $158,440; 11 weeks, $1,041,640.

At a meeting of producers this week, from what has
become public, no further move was made toward the organ-
ization of a selling agency, but it was resolved that they could
not afford to sell at current prices and the consensus of opin-
ion was that it would be necessary to restrict the output until

metal advanced to a point that would warrant resuming oper-
ations. It came out in this meeting that a reduction in wages
in proportion to the reduction in ore prices would undoubtedly
precipitate a general strike, as organizers have been quite
active here throughout the winter. Smelting interests, unpre-
pared for a restricted output, decided to advance prices.

PliATTEVIMiE, WKS.—Mar. 18

The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $100i§)

101 per ton. The base price paid for 809'r lead ore was $90 per
ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED MAR. 18

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore, lA). Ore, Lb.

Week 4. 138. 000 318,400 1,833,960
Year 45,972,000 1,018,100 11,580.200

Shipped during week to separating plants. 5,430,000 lb. zinc

ore.

MONT.\!V.\ ZINC ORES
The Butte & Superior Co. reports for February 54,380 tons

ore milled, with a recovery of 14,888 tons concentrates assay-
ing; .'i2.6% zinc. Estimated zinc contents were 15,645,000 lb. In

February.

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—Mnr. 22

The steel market might now be fairly characterized as a
runaway market. Price advances continue to be made, but
they do not seem to have any effect on ordi'rs.

Railroad equipment and shipbuilding orders are prominent
and will absorb a heavy tonnage of steel. Structural orders
are also on the increase and some large tonnages are under
negotiation. The mills are running up to capacity, but rail-

road congestion Is interfering to a serious extent with deliv-

eries of material.
The pig-lron market Is strong and prices are firm. This

market Is not so wild, however, as that for finished steel.

Large tonnages of foundry and basic arc reported sold, and
furnace <ap:ii-Hy for the second half is being r.Tpldly taken ni'
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Exports from Baltimore for the week included 4,482.690 lb.

bars and billets to Marseilles; 857,900 lb. billets to Rotterdam.
Imports of iron and steel in January, so far as reported by

tonnage, were 15.824 tons, an increase of 5.255 tons over last

year. Considerable increases in imports in recent months
have been due to the steel rails shipped by the Algoma Steel
Co. from Sault Ste. Marie.

PITTSBURGH—Mar. 21

Slight signs are commencing to appear of "the beginning
of the end" in this unprecedented steel movement, yet the
current developments are all in the direction of steel prices

advancing and steel becoming scarcer. The particular devel-
opment definitely reflecting the collapse that must come even-
tually is that some buyers show a decided disinclination to

contract for far forward delivery, at the high prices now
asked. Until very lately practically all buyers were willing

to contract for longer periods than the mills would consider.

Another suggestion that there will ultimately be another side

to this steel movement is the seriousness with which even
the wildest and vaguest rumors of impending peace in Europe
are taken. This suggests that when the real news comes
some time that peace actually is to be declared the panic of

fear will outclass that which occurred in October and Novem-
ber, 1914. when everything looked so dark in the American
steel trade.

All the trends of the moment, however, are upward. Steel
boiler plate for prompt shipment is rumored to have brought
5c. or more, while tank plate has brought 4c. if not more.
Prompt steel bars seem cheap at 3c.. formerl.v considered a
very high price for large rounds made to war steel specifica-

tions. The realization of such high prices prompts the large
mills to advance prices for late deliveries, but the turnover
at premium prices for prompt shipment is small in point
of tonnage and the prices are paid very unwillingly, the
buyers frequently losing money. Many manufacturing con-
sumers will have to curtail operations, and the chief question
is when enough will be forced to do so to affect measurably
the total demand for steel. While fancy prices are paid on
small tonnages, large tonnages are still being shipped at

prices ruling six months ago. far below those of the present
and consumers taking such steel may take much less when it

comes to paying the high prices.

The Carnegie Steel Co. has made additional purchases of
heavy melting steel scrap and steel turnings, making its total
purchases in the past few weeks fully 150.000 tons. It is

thought the Steel Corporation will soon be forced to buy pig
iron as well, since it is now "nip and tuck" between the
Corporation's blast furnaces and its steel mills, while the
steel-making capacity is being increased. Tvith two 25-ton
converters being added both at Donora and at South Chicago,
to convert the plants into duplexing plants, a complete
duplexing plant with openhearth furnaces being added at

Gary, and 10 openhearth furnaces being added at plants in
this district and Ohio.

Pig Iron—In a general way it is remarked that pig iron is

the only commodity in the iron and steel industry that has
not doubled in price, so that pig iron may have its inning,
perhaps by the Steel Corporation buying, as indicated possible
in the foregoing. The market is strong though not particu-
larly active. A few lots of bessemer. aggregating about 2,000

tons, have sold in the past few days at $21, Valley, and there
is export demand at even higher prices. Purchases of basic
iron in the past two or three weeks by steel works in this

general district make up a fair tonnage, and there is little left

to offer. Foundry iron is moving fairly well and would move
much better were it not for the molders' strike, now more
than three months old. We quote: Bessemer. $20.50(5)21: basic,
foundry and malleable, $18.50(319: forge. $lS'ai850. f.o.b. Val-
ley furnaces, 95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Steel—There remain very few mills willing to sell any sort
of billets or sheet bars, and the market is largely nominal at
$40(§;45. prices that would probably be paid by many consum-
ers. Forging billets are $60(gi70. sometimes bringing more if

the specification is at all close or the delivery prompt. Rods
at $55 have become practically nominal, while high-carbon
rods bring $75l§)85 per ton.

FERRO.\L,I.OYS

Ferromaneanese—The $175 quotation on contracts for
English ferromanganese has not disappeared, but hardly any
deliveries are obtainable before the early months of next
.vear. Prompt lots when obtainable at all bring fabulous
prices: in the neighborhood of $400. Domestic ferromanganese
running 50 to G0% manganese is held at $5.20 a unit, while
Spiegel is $55@60.

Receipts at Baltimore for the week included 1.450 tons
ferromanganese from England.

SfileeelelMen—For high-grade alloy, 35% manganese, as
high as $125 per ton has been quoted; while $60 per ton, Pitts-
burgh, has been paid for 20% manganese.

PerroMillcon—The supply is not equal to the demand and
prices are advancing on high-grade material. For 50% alloy
$83(5 85 per ton, Pittsburgh, is the nominal quotation, but
premiums are reported paid for early delivery. Bessemer
ferrosilicon is quoted from $30 for 9%, up to $41 for 16%, at
furnace.

Canada's output of ferrosilicon from electric furnaces in
19^15 was 9,603 gross tons, valued at $753,406, compared with
6.717 tons in 1914. an increase of about 43%. The Electro
Metals. Ltd., Welland, Ont, has considerably enlarged its
capacity to turn out this alloy. About two-thirds of the
Canadian output in 1915 was 50% ferrosilicon.

IRON' ORB
The rail shipments of iron ore from the Lake Superior

region in 1915 are reported at 953,947 tons; making the total
shipments for the season 47,272,751 tons.

OTHER ORES
.\iitiinony Ore is in fair demand and is selling at about

$2.75 per unit. New York.

Mansanese Ore has been sold at 70ig)80c. per unit for
Brazilian ore at tidewater. The supply is not large, most of
that arriving being under contract.

Tungsten Ore is in demand and strong. Sales are reported
around $85 per unit for 60 to 65% WOj. For forward delivery
$70(575 per unit is quoted.

The Vasco Mining Co.. of Boulder, Colo., is in the market
for tungsten ore of all grades.

The Colorado Tungsten Mines Co. at Boulder, Colo., has
announced that it will pay $90 per unit for ore carrying 60%
WOs, with corresponding advances for lower grades. This
advance is the result of competition with the Boulder Tung-
sten Production Co. which offered an increase last week.

COKE
Coke production for the week in the Connellsville region

is reported by the "Courier" at 457.894 short tons; shipments.
463.244 tons. Shipments from the Greensburg and Upper Con-
nellsville districts were 41.318 tons.

ConnellsTille—It develops that a contract was made last
month for 13.000 tons of furnace coke a month over the second
half of the year at $2.50. Two contracts have been reported
since then at $3 for shipment to the end of the year. This
week spot furnace coke has slumped 50c.. there being many
offerings of small lots at $3.25. and it is likely the day of
particularly high prices is over, especially as the new
byproduct ovens will begin coming in next month, starting
with the South Bethlehem addition and being followed by
Toledo, Toungstown, Cleveland and Dover. We quote: Spot
furnace. .<3.25: contract. $2.50(S3: spot foundry, $3.75ig.4; con-
tract. $3.25@3.75. per net ton at ovens.

Chemicals
NEW YORK—Mar. 22

The general markets still show a strong undertone and
bu.siness is fairly active for the season.

Arsenic—The market is firm and demand good. Glass
makers have been taking some material. owin,g to the very
high price of antimony oxide. The quotations are $6@6.50 per
100 lb., according to size of order.

Copper Sulphate—Tile export demand is increasing and
inquiries are coming in from various countries. Quotations are
$21 per 100 lb. for large orders; $21.25@21.50 for smaller
quantities

Nitrate of Soda—The price is held up by a good demand
and high ocean freights. It is reported that some resale lots
are on the market from parties who bought under contract
some time ago. The current quotations hold at about $3.60
per 100 lb. for spot material.

PETROLEUM

A tract of 494 acres of asphalt and petroleum land near the
City of Puerto Cabello has been leased by the Government of

Venezuela for 25 years to Guillermo Pimentel Troconis The
contract, which is published in the "Gaceta Oficial " of Feb. 16,

stipulates that a royalty shall be paid on product exploited

in addition to the amount paid for the use of the land. The
contractor m.ay import needed machinery free of duty, but at

the end of 25 years sucli machinery will become the property
of the Government. During the period of . xploitation the
Government may purchase from the contractor such quantities
of asphalt and petroleum products as it may require at a
discount of 20 't from market prices.
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SYXOrSIS—The procince of Orieiitc, at the east-

ern end of Cuba, contains important iron deposits

and the first copper mine operated by white men
in North America; the latter has lately been put

upon a profitable basis. The principal iron mines

at Woodfred in the north and at Daiquiri and

Firnieza in the southern part of the province are

now controlled by the Bethlehem Steel Co, Man-
ganese and pyrite occur in important quantities

and are noiv being worked or developed.

One is so accustomed to associate the products sugar

and tobacco •with tlie Island of Cuba tliat unless attention

is especially directed thereto, its mineral wealth is apt to

be overlooked. Mining developments, up to the present,

mark the eastern part of the island, and particularly the

easternmost province, Oriente, as the part possessing the

greatest mineral wealth. Here are iron-ore deposits of

first magnitude, important copper deposits, manganese

deposits of con-

fiderable promise,

as well as large

occurrences of py-

rite. The iron-ore

deposits are of

two types and are

found along the

north and south

shores of the prov-

ince. Those on

The north are lat-

eritic iron ores of

the type being

worked in the

Mayari district l)y

the Spanish-
American Iron Co.

The deposits on the south shore are contact metamorphie

magnetites and have been worked for a number of years

on a large scale by the Spanish-xVmerican Iron Co. and

the Juragua Iron Co. and by other operators on a smaller

scale.

The iron-ore production of the province of Oriente in

1915 amounted to 699,0-13 tons, distributed as follows:

Mayari, 301,02-1 tons; Daiquiri, 24.5,088; Juragua, 187,-

000; El Cuero, 65,930 tons. This output is considerably

below the annual production before the European War.

Upon the outbreak of the war the production was greatly

•Associate in economic geology, Johns Hopkins University,
Baitimore. Md.

tProtessor of geology, Lehigh University, South Bethlehem.

FELTON. CUBA. SHIPPING PORT OF THE MAYARI IKON DISTRICT

These staff cottages are typical of the excellent accommodations provided by the
American company operating in this district

curtailed, and the mines are only gradually being put into

shape again for their full output. In 1913 over 1,500,000

tons wa.s shipj)ed, and this rate will probably soon be

equaled. The most important copper mine in this prov-

ince is that of the Cuba Copper Co., at Cobre, which, with

a daily production of GOO tons of milling ore and nearly

70 tons of smelting ore, ranks as a large mine. During

the last year the Cauto Mining Co. shipped 6,000 tons of

manganese ore. The manganese deposits of the province

are attracting considerable attention, and from all

accounts the prospects of locating valuable properties are

good. AVith the enormous demand for sulphuric acid that

has arisen, the pyrite dejjosits are also being looked into.

Though mineral deposits of great magnitude have been

located in various parts of the province, it has by no

means been adequately prospected. It is one of the most

rugged, wild and sparsely inhabited sections of the island.

The growth of tropical vegetation is so thick that it is

difBcult to explore away from the lieaten paths, and

consequently much of the ground within its boundaries is

practically virgin

and still offers op-

portunities equal

to those that the

better-known parts

have afforded. For

these reasons a

continuous devel-

.'pmeut of the

mineral wealth of

this end of the

island may be ex-

pected. It seemed

to us that this is

a region worthy of

more general at-

tention on the part

of American capi-

lal. The facilities for conducting mining operations are

lietter here than in most jiarts of Latin America. The

country itself has reached a stage of development that is

.greater than the average for Latin America. It is situated

jioar enough to the supply markets and has sufficient trans-

portation facilities to obviate the enormous delays that

are such a great drawback in the remoter mining centers

cf Central and South America. The climatic conditions

are also as favorable as one can find in the tropics. One is

free from all of the drawbacks of the low inundated Ama-

zon type of country and of the rigorous and severe condi-

tions of the high mining regions of the Andes. As

regards labor, in common with all Latin America tliero

is no superabundance, and wlien there is great fle-nand "u
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tlie sugar plantations, there may be an actual scarcity.

The miners are chiefly Spaniards, and by maintaining a

sort of recruiting agency in Spain, the present operators

have not found it difficult to maintain a sufficient influx

of new men to carry on their work. These Spanish

miners make ver}' efficient workmen under the system in

vogue, which is either by tasks or contract. The task

5V?tem is to assign a certain task as a day's work, and

many of the men complete their assignment before 2

o'clock in the afternoon.

Last November it was our privilege to spend a few

most delightful and interesting days at the Mayari,

Daiquiri and Firmeza iron mines and at El Cobre copper

mine, and we take this opportunity to acknowledge the

cordial hospitality of our reception at these places. In

the following paragraphs we shall jive a brief account

of the mines we visited and of their operations.

Lateeitic Iron" Ores of the North Coast

It is now estimated that the kno^vn deposits of lateritic

iron ores in the province of Oriente and the adjacent

province of Camagiiey contain over 2,000,000,000 tons of

ore carrying 48 to 49% of iron, low silica, appreciable

nickel content and about 13% of combined water. On
account of their physical character and high-moisture

content, the ores are nodulized so that the iron content

of the marketed product is about 56%. Sulphur and

phosphorus are negligible. In view of these facts it seems

remarkable that the possibilities of these ores were not

discovered until about 10 years ago. The ores in their

natural state consist of a soft clay in which are embedded

spherical pellets, lumps and layers of hard brown ore.

These concretionary forms are most abundant at the

surface and rarely extend more than a few feet in depth.

It was the shot ore and lumps that first attracted atten-

tion, and the possibility of their utilization was referred

to by A. C. Spencer in 1901. Three years later systematic

investigations were made by the Pennsylvania Steel Co.

in the Mayari district, with the idea of washing the lump

ore from the earthy matrix with which it is associated.

In the course of these investigations it was accidentally

discovered that the red earth is of the same chemical com-

position as the concretionary forms, and the realization

of the importance of these immense deposits followed

immediately. Developments since that date have dis-

closed the enormous tonnage cited.

The ores are a residual product of the decomposition

through weathering of serpentine and overlie the serpen-

tine areas of this portion of the island as a surface mantle

having a thickness of 18 ft. or more, and in exceptional

local areas a maximum of 80 ft. to 120 ft. The ore-

bearing ground is marked by a scant growth of pines,

which are absent elsewhere in the region. There is no

overburden whatever, the ore extending right to the

surface, as may be noticed in the accom])anying view at

Woodfred in the Mayari district. Three important areas

of such ores have been systematically explored principally

by the Spanish-American Iron Co., formerly a subsidiary

of the Pennsylvania Steel Co. and now of the Bethlehem

Steel Co., and tlie Juragua Iron Co., also a Bethlehem

subsidiary. Those iron-ore areas from east, to west are

:

The Moa district, wliich is the most easterly and extends

along the coast for ;i number of miles from a point about

40 mi. east of Nipi' I'.av and covers in all an area of about

70 sf|.mi. ; the Maynri district, which lies directly inland

from Nipe Bay; and the San Felipe district, which lies a

considerable distance to the west, about 15 mi. north of

Camagiiey in the province of Camagiiey. All these areas

have been thoroughly prospected and bought up, but

actual mining operations are being conducted only in the

Mayari district.

In connection with litigation to determine the classi-

fication of the deposits under the Cuban mining laws

—

whether they should be classed as pigments, or bog-iron

ores, or as ordinary iron ores—the deposits were thor-

oughly investigated from a geological standpoint by a

number of American geologists, the results of whose

studies have been published in the "Transactions of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers." In these and
subsequent papers, the geology and genesis of the deposits

are fully discussed, and as this literature is readily avail-

able, it is not proposed to emphasize these points at this

time, but rather to describe the activities of the Spanish-

American Iron Co. in the Mayari district.

Mayari District About Fifteen Miles Loxg

The ores of the Mayari district lie upon an irregular

plateau that rises abruptly from the low land surrounding

Nipe Bay to an elevation of 1,700 to 2,000 ft. The ore-

bearing ground has a length of about 15 mi. and a maxi-

mum width of 5 mi. The rise in topography comes at the

contact of the serpentine, which forms the underlying

rock of the plateau, with a soft coralline limestone under-

lying the low land in front of it. A 17-mi. railroad

transports the ore from the mines to the plant and docks

at Felton on Nipe Bay. The descent from the plateau to

the low-lying country to the north is by means of two

inclines with a maximum grade of 25%. The exploration

of the deposit was commenced in 1904; work on the

nodulizing plant began in the spring of 1907 and was

completed at the end of 1909. The investment in this

enterprise is said to represent more than $5,000,000.

In general the ores are remarkably uniform in composi-

tion, yet they show certain differences in appearance and

composition with depth. J. F. Kemp describes three

distinct layers : An upper crimson-brown layer ; a middle

yellowish-brown one, and a bottom lighter-brown layer,

which are characterized by a progressive downward
increase in silica, chromic oxide and nickel, and decrease

in alumina. The presence of the concretionary forms,

most abundant near the surface and rapidly decreasing

in quantity downward, has already been noted. In general

appearance the ore resembles the ferruginous soils that

are so characteristic of the areas of basic igneous rocks in

the Piedmont region of the eastern United States.

Mining and Treatment of the Ore

The peculiar physical character of the ore, which is

further accentuated by its high-moisture content, has

made necessary the working out of special methods of

handling and treating it, entailing the outlay of much
time and money before proving successful. Owing to the

irregular surface of the serpentine basement, it was soon

discovered that steam shovels could not be advantageously

used, and mining is now done with scraper-bucket excava-

tors having a capacity of two yards, equivalent to about

two tons. These buckets dump into specially constructed

steel cars having a capacity of 50 tons. On account of

the sticky character of the ore, particularly in the rainy
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.season, it will not dump from hopper-bottomed cars, so a

type of car was devised whereby one side is raised and the

bottom tilted to a vertical position, permitting the ore to

slide out on the free side. Each scraper-bucket excavator

requires but five men to manipulate it and the necessary

cars, yet the present output of 1,000 tons per day is

furnished by only two excavators.

At Felton the ore is dehydrated and nodulized in rotary

kilns of the type commonly used in cement plants. There

are 12 kilns with a length of 130 ft. and a diameter of

10 ft. The slope is % to 1 in. per ft. and the speed one

revolution in 3 min. It takes about 11/4 hr. for material

to pass through the kilns and under these conditions gives

them a capacity of 180 to 800 tons each. Last November

only five of the kilns were required to take care of the

There is a fairly constant ratio of nickel to chromium
of 1 : 2.

Large samples of serpentine rock have shown a nickel

content as high as 1.2% Ni, but the average is consider-

ably less. Rock that contained only 0.5% Ni yielded

material taken from along crevices and joints that con-

tained 1.5% Ni, indicating a segregation on a small scale

of the nature that gave rise to the hydrated nickel ores.

Although no material sufficiently high in nickel to be

regarded as a nickel ore has yet been found, the ultimate

discovery of such ores would not be surprising, and the

constantly present low-nickel content of the iron ores

adds to their value in the manufacture of steel.

Magnetite ores occur at intervals along a great belt

parallel to the south coast and have been worked at a

SKETCH MAP OF ORIENTE PROVINCE, CUBA, SHOWING PRINCIPAL, IRON AND COPPER DEPOSITS
Based on the map of the Juragua Iron Co.

production. Anthracite ground to pass 36-mesh is used

as fuel in the kilns.

A most interesting and important accessory constituent

of these ores is the nickel content. Since workable nickel

deposits have been formed in other regions from nickel-

iterous serpentines by means of processes essentially sim-

ilar to those under which the iron ores have been formed,

considerable attention has been given to the study of the

nickel content of these deposits in the hope of finding

some pockets of highly nickeliferous iron ores or veins of

hydrosilicate nickel ores in the underlying serpentine. In

fact, the deposits are to be studied by the commission

recently appointed by the British government to investi-

gate the world's nickel resources.

The average nickel content of the ore is about 1%., but

tiiere are areas in which it goes as high as 21/2%. In

mining, the ores are separated into high-nickel ores, or

those running over 1.2% Ni, and low-nickel ores that

average under 1% Ni. During nodulizing, about 30%
of the nickel content is said to be lost, the cause of which,

or manner in which it takes place, is not understood.

number of points from 20 mi. east of Santiago to 40 mi.

west. The occurrences west of Santiago have been worked

only intermittently, and the attemjit to open up the Sigua

deposits at the eastern end of the belt did not prove

successful. The principal operations have been and are

centered about Firmeza and Daiquiri, two adjoining prop-

erties about 15 mi. east of Santiago. The former is

operated under the name of the Juragua Iron Co. and the

latter by the Spanish-American Iron Co. The mines at

Firmeza have been operated for over 30 years, and those

at Daiquiri for 20 years; each group has produced about

7,000,000 tons of ore.

Firmeza and Daiquiri are among the most delightful

mining districts in all Latin America. A few miles back

from the coast lies the high, rugged, steep Sierra ilaestra

Range that rises to an elevation of 2.000 to 3.000 ft.

Between it and the sea is a relatively low country, yet

with well-marked relief, while beyond stretches the blue

Caribbean Sea. Tiie deposits occur in the lower foothills

of the range. The camps are conseciuently located at

moderate elevations, with the imposing mouniain range
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as a background and a country of lower hills in the fore-

ground, between which one gets an occasional glimpse of

the sea. Such a landscape, graced with the beautiful

tropical vegetation and fragrant flowers, seemed to us a

veritable paradise after having spent a number of mouths

in the bleak and desolate mining districts of the Andes in

South America. In fact, as we sat on the porch of the

Casa Grande in the evenings and looked out over the

moonlit country, we envied our hosts who were fated to

spend their days in such magnificent surroundings.

The Firmeza mines are connected by a company rail-

road with docks at La Cruz, on the east side of Santiago

Bay. about a mile below the city. The distance from

La Cruz to Firmeza is 26 km. The wharf and ore bins

of tlie Daiquiri mines are in an open roadstead at

La Playa. which is also connected with the mines lying

4 mi. inland, by a company railroad. La Playa and

Siboney, the latter on the railroad of the Juragua com-

pany, are of historic interest in that at these points the

American troops landed for the siege of Santiago during

the Spanish-American War. The companies have erected

monuments at these points commemorative of the event.

The Geology Xot Fully Worked Out

The geology of this region, in common with that of

most of the Island of Cuba, has not been completely

worked out. The thick growth of tropical jungle makes

detailed work exceedingly slow apd difficult. The

broader relationships of the region are, however, quite

well understood. We are fortunate in having descriptions

of the Daiquiri deposits by Kemp and Lindgren and

Ross in recent monthly bulletins of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers, and Max Roesler, the first

holder of the Emmons fellowship, last summer made a

careful study of the Firmeza deposits, the results of which

have not yet been published.

The ore deposits at Firmeza and Daiquiri occur within

a large area of diorite that lies at the foot of the Sierra

Maestra. This diorite includes fragments of an older

bedded limestone, which are frequently closely associated

with the orebodies and then again are completely lacking

where the orebodies are found. The deposits tend to be

more or less tabular to lenticular in shape and range in

size from such as are too small to work to the enormous

ore mass of Lola Hill, at Vinent, which has a length of

2,650 ft., a vertical dimension of 310 ft., and a maximum
width of 250 ft. This orebody has furnished 5V^ million

tons of ore, and is estimated to contain at least three

millions more. As regards their geologic occurrence, the

deposits are more usually completely inclosed in diorite

with no limestone near-by. In other cases, as at the

Ocaiia mine of the Juragua company, they lie close to and

even against included blocks of limestone, which are quite

numerous in the vicinity. On the other extreme, they

occur entirely within the limestone areas, but orebodies

of this ty])c have not proved to be so large nor so high-

grade as the other types. The most important liave been

the Sigiia deposits, but these have been finally abandoned

and the railroad tdimccting them with the road from
Vinent to La Phtya t.irn up.

The limestone inrlnded within the diorite, whether

assfM-iated with onln.ilies or not, has been subjected to

ni<iii' or less pneumatr,lytic contact metamorphism and
afToiils some excelliii; ixamples of the idiosyncracics of

this type of rcplan m. nt. Zones of contact minerals

usually occur at the periphery of the limestone blocks, but

in some instances bands of contact silicates run through

the block, in which there is no visible calcium carbonate,

yet the boundary against the limestone on each side is

absolutely sharp and the latter shows no change in appear-

ance whatever. In other instances, as at Sigua, the con-

tact minerals are disseminated through the limestone.

Much of the rock at this locality has the appearance of a

limestone conglomerate, the matrix of which has been

changed to epidote.

The ores consist of a dense to fine-grained mixture of

magnetite and hematite, with quartz the principal gangue

mineral. Garnet and epidote are locally quite abimdant,

as is also jn-rite, which makes it necessary to roast some of

the ore. The average iron content is from 56 to 59% ;

the silica amounts to about 10%, phosphorus runs below

the bessemer limit, and the ores are so selected at Daiquiri

that sulphur has averaged 0.5%.
As regards the genesis of the ores, Kemp and Lindgren

and Ross agree in putting them in the class of contact-

nietamorphic deposits, and we are fully in accord with

that view. Kemp, however, thinks the more important

deposits have been formed by the replacement of the

diorite along zones of faulting and crushing; whereas,

Lindgren and Ross regard them as complete replacements

of included limestone blocks. It is a difficult problem

to decide between these views, as evidence can be brought

forward in support of each.

Ores Mixed by Steam Shovels

Most of the operations are carried on by opencut

mining with steam shovels. On account of the steep-

dipping tabular shape of the orebodies, the walls of the

opencut must be terraced, as sho\^^l in view of Lola Hill,

on page 605 ; this necessitates the removal of considerable

waste rock. On Lola Hill the ratio of waste rock to ore

removed was for a long time 4 : 1, but it has been reduced

to less than 3: 1, and as stripping has been about com-

pleted, the mine will soon be in shape to cut this down to

about 1:1. In the case of the smaller mines the ratio i«r

waste to ore is higher and averages about 5 or 6:1.

Recently underground mining has been resorted to for

recovering the lower iwrtions of the Lola Hill orebody.

This work is carried on through tunnels and inclines, the

caving system being used.

On account of the irregular manner of occurrence of

the orebodies, it is difficult to know where to undertake

explorations for new ones. The method in vogue is to i

give the miners the privilege of prospecting the hills.

When they locate a new occurrence, it is examined by the

engineers of the company. If it does not show promise of

being an important deposit, the miners are permitted t

work it on contract, being paid -$1 per ton for ore aver:i.:

ing better than 60%; if, on the other hand, the depo-

sccms to be a large one, it is taken over by the compan

and the locaters are given a contract to drive an explora-

tion tunnel or do other development work on it.

The ores are subjected to no other treatment than

crushing except in the case of the high-sulphur ore at

Firmeza, which is roasted with anthracite in the furnaces

near Siboney on the company's railroad. Plans are being

made to roast the high-sulphur ores of Daiquiri at Spar-

rows Point. Some of those ores carry as high as 21/2 to

3% S, and have been avoided up to the present in order

to keep down the sulphur content of the shipments.
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El Cobre copper mine is about cigbt miles west of

Santiago in the southern footiiills of the Sierra Maestra.

It is connected by a 12-mi. railroad with docks on the west

side of Santiago Bay, about two miles below the city. The
mine has undergone many vicissitudes in the course of its

long history, but seems now to be established as a steady,

important producer through the efficient management of

Edward H. Emerson. It is surprising that so interesting

an ore deposit should have been almost completely

neglected in the literature of economic geology. Mention
of the occurrence of copper here was made as early as the

first quarter of the Sixteenth Century. During the last

century, the mine was owned and worked by an English

company until 1868, when it was abandoned until taken

over in 1902 by an American company. El Cobre Mines.

that lies to the north of it, called the "north vein."' For
the sake of simplicity the former will be referred to a? the

"main vein." The veins have a strike a little north of

east until a fault is encountered, on the east side of which

they are thrown about 350 ft. to the north and the strike

shifted to a little south of east. These relations are indi-

cated on accompanying illustration.

Principal Orebody ix a Brecciated Yeix

The main vein is a most interesting example of a brec-

ciated vein. There is an extremely regular fault plane

marked by a thin seam of gouge called the "mud slip."

On each side of the mud slip is a brecciated zone of vari-

able width, and it is in this breccia that mineralization

has occurred. Mineralization is not, however, coextensive

TYPICAL VIKW NEAR WOODFRED, IN THE MAYARI IRON DISTRICT, IN NORTHEASTERN CUBA
There is no overburden, the ore extending right to the surface and the ore-bearing area being: marlied by a charac-

teristic scant growth of pines. The orebody is about IS ft. thicli, but occasionally attains a depth as great as 120 ft.

The ore contains about 487o of iron and about 13% of combined water, which is removed at Felton in nodulizing kilns,
bringing the iron content up to about 56% before shipment to the United States

xVfter this company had spent a large sum of money in

an unsuccessful attempt to unwater the mine, the property

was acquired in 1906 by the present owners, the Cuba
Copper Co., of New York, which completed the task of

unwatering the mine less than a year ago.

The mine is on a small hill on the south side of a broad

valley running roughly east and west. This valley, as

Well as tlie hill, is underlain by a tufaceous and agglom-

eratic rock that Professor Kemp has determined to be a

rhyolite-tuff agglomerate. It is not uniform in appear-

ance, but ranges in structure from a distinctly agglom-

eratic rock to a fine-grained tuff. The hills bordering the

valley on the north consist of limestone, and in the high

hill to the south is considerable diorite in addition to

sedimentary strata. The veins are confined entirely to

the rhyolite-tulT agglomerate.

The mine is working on two vein.s—a priiici]ial vein

known as the "south vein" or "'middle vein." and a second

with tlie zone, and payable ore occurs in distinct pockets

and shoots of greater or less horizontal and vertical extent

and up to a maximum workable width of 80 ft. The
breccia itself has a width of 100 to 125 ft. Sometimes

workable ore is encountered on both sides of the mud .slip

or on only one side. The ore may lie against the mud slip

or a short distance back of it. On the east side of the

fault the principal oreshoots lie on the south side of the

mud slip, but immediately west of the fault a large ore-

shoot known as the San Juan, with a length of 300 ft.,

occurs on the north side. Beyond this shoot most of the

ore again occurs on the south side. A generalized sketch

of the manner of occurrence of these shoots is shown
in the illustration on the succeeding page. About 2.000

ft. west of the fault the vein is out off by an intru-

sion, and the mine workings extend an cqiuil distance

to the east of the fault, though the vein can W traced still

farther in this direction.
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The north vein is less of a brecciated vein and more

nearly partakes of the character of a tissure filling. It

is parallel to the main vein in strike, but has a steep

southerly dip, whereas the main vein is nearly vertical,

so that the veins which are about 400 ft. apart at the

surface, converge in depth and are expected to meet a

short distance below the 1,300-ft. level. The north vein

has a width of 4 to 25 ft. Workable ore is not continuous

throughout the extent of the vein, but occurs in shoots

and local areas.

Mine Now Opened to a Depth of 1,300 Ft.

The primary ore minerals are pyrite and chalcopyrite

only. Down to a depth of 1,000 ft. the ore is coated with

secondary bornite in seams and crevices, and in the upper

portion of this zone are bands of chalcocite. The second-

ary sulphides extend to within 150 ft. of the surface, but

oxidized ores occur to a depth of 300 ft. or more. Besides

malachite and azurite these consist of cuprite and native

copper in considerable abundance. The gossan consisted

of a veritable stoekwork and was

worked in open cuts on a large scale

in the early history of the property.

The most common gangue materials

in the ores are fragments of the

brecciated country rock. The chief

gangue mineral is quartz. At a depth

of about 640 ft. anhydrite and gyp-

sum appear, and below 1,000 ft. these

minerals become conspicuous. Most

of the calcium sulphate has a compact fibrous texture,

but in druses well-developed selenite crystals are prom-

inent.

The old workings extend to a depth of 1,100 ft., but as

in those days no ore averaging less than 11% copper was

taken out, and today the minimum is as low as 3%, much

of the ground above the 1,100-ft. level can be worked over

again, and even the old filling furnishes workable ore.

The present company has sunk a 1,000-ft. shaft at the

foot wall of the north vein and then crosscut to the veins

400 ft. to the south. From this level winzes extend to a

depth of 1,300 ft. The method of finding the oreshoots

is to drift along the vein and crosscut to the hanging wall

at intervals.

On account of the great amount of copper concentrates

now coming on the market, siliceous ores are in demand

and receive a good smelting rate. For that reason it is

advantageous to sort out ores running above 6% copper

and sell them as .smelting ores. About 2,000 tons of such

ores is produced monthly which averages 7% copper. The

rest of the ores, constituting about 18,000 tons monthly,

averaging about 3% copper, are subjected to concen-

tration.

Flotation Puecedes Table Concentration

Many mctho<ls of treating these ores have been tried,

but none proved satisfactory until the present flotation

plant was installed. In former years smelting at the

mine, leaching and jig-and-table concentration alone were

tried, but none proved commercially feasible. The best

extraction that could be attained with a wet mill was

GJ%. The flotation ]il:int, which has now been in use

three years, has in(n'a>'d this to 80 to 85%. The unique

feature of the present practice is that flotation precedes

wet concentration.

In the crushing plant all the ore is reduced to pass

8-mesh impact screens. It is first dumped over a grizzly

and the oversize passed to a jaw crusher. The entire

product then goes to rolls and from these to six 8-mesh

impact screens. The screen oversize goes to another series

of rolls and thence back to the screens. A conveyor belt

carries the material from the crushing plant to the storage

bin above the mill, which feeds two tube mills and six

Hardinge mills, in which the ore is ground until 60%
passes a 60-mesh screen. The oil for the flotation separa-

tion is fed automatically directly into the mills, and the

pulp goes at once to the 600-ton Minerals Separation

flotation plant.

The flotation concentrates run 16% copper, 30 to 33%
iron and 12 to 14% silica. The first-compartment

product contains 22% copper since it collects a larger

percentage of the chalcopyrite, and each succeeding

compartment catches a larger proportion of pyrite, which

reduces the copper content of its product. The concen-

trates are separated in an Akins classifier into a greater

relation of veins to fault and occurrence of ore in brecciated
zone, el COBRE mine, CUBA

than 100-mesh product and a less than 100-mesh product.

The latter is dewatered with an Oliver filter and consti-

tutes one-fourth to one-fifth of the total concentrates.

Since nearly all of the silica that is caught in the concen-

trates goes into this fine product, it averages only 14%
or less in copper, whereas the greater than 100-mesh

product runs 18% or more.

The flotation tailings are likewise classified into a

greater than 100-mesh product and a less than 100-mesh

product. The latter constitutes about one-fifth of the

tailings and contains 0.8% copper; it is refrothed and

yields an additional recovery. The greater than 100-mesh

product is further concentrated on tables. Owing to the

presence of some oil, there is a tendency for the table

riffles to get clogged, but as it requires only a half-hour's

work every two days to keep a table clean, this is no

serious drawback. The tables yield a pyritic product

v/hich is low in silica and carries 7 to 8% copper. The
table tailings averaged 0.4% copper.

In the dry season the river does not furnish an adequate

water supply for the mill, so water is pumjied from the

mine at the rate of 350 gal. per min. This water carries

in solution some copper which is removed by cementation,

whereby several thousand dollars' worth is recovered

monthly. After the tailing waters of the mill have

jiasscd a short distance down the stream and been filtered

clear by the sands of the creek bed, they are caught and

])umped back to the mill to be used over again.

Airaalysns of SHafte aiiadl DSRe
In the Joiiniul of Mar. 4, jiage 434, an error was made

ill Ta])le 4. The fourth column should be headed Fe",

Fe"
and the fifth column should be headed -jr—

r e
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The complete shipments of Lake Superior iron ore by

rail in 1915 are reported at 953,947 long tons, an in-

crease of 246,118 tons over 1914. This makes the total

shipments for the year 47,272,751 tons, which is 14,-

543,025 tons more than in 1914, but 2,674,365 tons less

than in 1913, and 948,795 tons less than in 1912. The

1915 total, however, exceeds that of any year previous

to 1912. The division of the shipments by ranges, ac-

cording to the statistics of the Cleveland Iron Trade

Review was as follows, the table giving also the total

shipments up to the close of 1915

:

Date , 1915 , ,^Total to Date—

^

Range Opened Tons % Tons %
Marquette 1850 4,105,378 8.7 113,896,054 16.4
Menominee 1877 4,982,626 10.5 88,248,895 12.7

Gogebic 1884 5,477,767 11.6 86,313,460 12.4

Vermilion 1884 1,733,595 3.7 37,579,661 5.4

Mesabi 1892 29,756,689 63.0 364,307,434 52.4
Cuyuna 1911 1,136,113 2.3 3,181,080 0.5

Baraboo 1903 80.583 0.2 1,523,327 0.2

Total 47,272,751 100.0 695,049,911 100.0

In 1915 for the fourth successive year the shipments

of independent producers exceeded those of the Oliver

Iron Co., the sulasidiary of the Steel Corporation. The
proportion credited to the independents was 52.4% in

1915; 51 in 1914; 51 in 1913, and 50.5% in 1912. In

1908 it was only 44% of the total.

Seven mines shipped more than one million tons last

year, the seven being the Burt, Canisteo, Hull-Eust, Ma-

honing, Morris and Sauntry-Alpena on the Mesabi and

the Norrie group on the Gogebic. The largest shipper in

1915 was the Mahoning with 2,311,940 tons; the second

the Hull-Rust with 2,294,405 tons. There were some

notable changes owing to the closing of some of the

large mines on the Hill leases and the transfer of work

to the older mines on the Mesabi.

There were 22 new mines which made shipments last

year, of which 12 were on the Mesabi Range, four on

the ilenominee, two each on the Marquette, the Gogebic

and the Cuyuna. Four mines which had not been active

for several years resumed .shipments in 1915. The total

number of mines shipping was 209, of which 97 were

on the ^Mesabi; 40 on the Menominee; 28 on the Mar-

quette; 26 on the Gogebic; 10 on the Cuyuna; 7 on the

Vermilion and 1 on the Baraboo Range.

Canadian shipments, not included above, were 368,775

tons; of which 40,444 tons were from the Moose Moun-

tain mine; 107,560 tons from the Magpie and 220,771

tons from the Helen; these two latter are situated on

the Michipicoten Range.

'0.

CsiEafos^imasi ©al im. Felbs'uaas'y

San Fkancisco Cohrespondexce

The production of petroleum in California in February

showed a total from all fields of 6,681,355 bbl. This is

an average daily production of 223,495 bbl., as against

223,364 bbl. average daily production in January. So

the predicted production loss resulting from the January

storms did not have any material result. The February

shipments exceeded the shipments of January and indi-

cated a consumption of approximately 35,000 bbl. per

day in excess of the production. The shut-in product

remains at 12,000 bbl. dailv.

Crude stocks on hand Feb. 29 amounted to 56,021,093

bbl., as compared with 57,035,887 at the end of January.

The total shipments from the field in February were

7,496,133 bbl., as compared with 7,035,436 bbl. in

January. Wells completed in Februarj' numbered 33,

yielding a total of 8,795 bbl. daily. There were 55 new
rigs erected in February, which is the largest number
since March, 1914, but this was largely due to the

necessity for rebuilding rigs destroyed by the January

storms. The total number of wells producing in Febru-

ary' was 6,503, as follows: Kern River field, 1,715;

McKittrick, 280; Midway-Sunset, 1,435; Lost Hills-

Belridge, 261 ; Coalinga, 701 ; Lompoc and Santa Maria,

237; Ventura County and Newhall, 444; Los Angeles and

Salt Lake, 693; Whittier-Fullerton, 620; Summerland,

\ 12 ; Watsonville, 2.

^.

A.ccacdl©iafts aft Aiasicoiadla's Miaes
airadl Tlheas' Fipeveimtlaoia*

The Bureau of Safety of the Anaconda Copper Mining

Co. has compiled the following report of the accidents

for the year 1915, not only with the idea of collecting

statistics, but with the intention of showing to all that

are interested in the safety-first movement the principal

causes of these accidents and ways of preventing them.

There are in every industry some accidents which seem

almost impossible to prevent, and especially is this true

of mining, but the majority of injuries are due to the

neglect or carelessness of some person or persons, and

these accidents can be greatly reduced.

The following tabulation shows the percentage of

accidents due to the principal causes:

Percent, of Per Cent, of AH
Fatal and Se- Accidents (In-

rious Accidents eluding Slight)

Falling ground and rocks 42.8 32.3

Handling timber, tools, pipe, etc. 16.4 17.9

Ore cars and trains 14.8 8.7

Falling timber, tools, etc 4.1 4.Z

Men falling through floors 6.8 3.1

The following tabulation gives the accident rates per

10,000 shifts for each quarter of the year 1915. The

accidents considered include all surface and underground

disasters of the classes given that occurred in the metal

mining department

:

Per Cent.
Reduction by

Comparison with
Fatal Serious First Quarter

First quarter 0.09 1.83 ...

Second quarter Oil J^S Wi.
Third quarter 0.09 1.03 43.9

Fourth quarter 0.05 0.89 51.4

Average for the year, all mines 0.10 1.32 27.9

Anaconda group 0.10 1.42 Zo.3

B. & M. group 0.10 1.21 32.4

Southern Cross mine 0.57

From a study of the figures given it may be seen that

32.3% of all accidents and 42.8%, of the fatal and serious

mishaps have been caused by falling ground and rocks.

Personal investigation has shown that over 50% of all

the injuries caused by falling ground and rocks were

due absolutely to the carelessness of the men themselves.

Barring down is one of the most tiresome jobs of the

miner, and because of this the average man will say,

"She is good enough," and take a chance on some slab

or part of the back that is hard to get down, but that

may be dangerous because of its own weight or the

•By R. S. Foster and Winiam C. Douglass, in the "Anode,"
February, 1916.
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character of the rock. If the back or sides cannot be

trimmed down so tliat they are absolutely safe, it is only

a matter of a few minutes' work to jjut a stuU against

any doubtful place, and this precaution may sometimes

save a man"s life.

Most of the fatalities that have been caused by falling

ground have occurred in working places that appeared

to be safe, and not in the places where one might expect

such things occasionally to happen. In the stopes or

drifts where the ground is particularly hea\n,-, the miners

are always on the alert, and every piece of ground that

looks or sounds dangerous is caught in every available

way. In what are known as the good places of the mine,

_i»it, ;;vjai wii^^

DO NOT WORK UNDER LOOSE OR DRUMMY GROUND

YOU MAY NOT LIVE TO REORET IT, BUT OTHERS MAY

where the ground is ha.cl and hangs well, the miners
will grow careless simply because they have too much
confidence in this ground, and in such places a number
of serious and fatal accidents have occurred. This greatest

danger underground can be greatly overcome if the shift

boss will make sure that bis men use all reasonable pre-

caution to keep their working places safe. While it is

true that a shift boss cannot be with liis men all tlie

time, still liis efforts in this dircctiim will have an active

effect on them.

Handling Ti.MiiKi!. Tools, Etc.

Handling materials has been the cause of 17.9% of all

accidents and T;.17f <»f the fatal and serious ones. In

tliis kind of work it is absolutely up to the men themselves

to liiok after their own safety. The old question of

thinking before acting is the only means of cutting

down such accidents, which 8ini])ly brings us back to the

meaning of the term sulcty first.

Ore cars and trains have been the cause of 8.7% of

all the accidents, and 14.8% of the fatal and serious ones.

Many of these were caused by cars coming back on men
when in the act of dumping them. Where side-dumping
is necessary, such accidents can be easily avoided by

placing a rest, such as a block of wood or a piece of

angle iron, alongside of the car, so that when the car is

swung around it may rest on the support provided, instead

of falling back. Running too rapidly and carelessness

in coiipling cars have also resulted in many accidents.

Accidents from men falling through floors amounted
to 3.1% of the total and 6.8% of the serious and fatal

ones. The principal cause of accidents of this character

is failure on the part of the miners to go over their

working floors carefully after each blast and properly

arrange all misplaced lagging. All lagging on working
floors should be blocked.

Falling Timber, Tools, Etc.

Falling timber, tools, etc., have been the cause of

4.19? of the fatal and serious accidents and 4.2% of all

accidents. Most mishaps of this character are caused

( 1 ) Ijy throwing timber, etc., down manways instead

of lowering it with a rope; (2) lowering material without

first properly securing it, which often allows it to get

away, and (3) allowing drills, etc., to fall through
floors. Keeping away from the bottoms of manways
\\'here material is being lowered and the laying of tight

floors over shovelers' heads will do much to reduce

accidents from this source.

The most difficult problem of the safety-first depart-

ment is to impress men not to take unnecessarj"- chances,

lio matter how slight, for the man who is continually

taking chances will sooner or later bring sorrow to him-

self or fellow-workers. Such men are a menace to their

employers and fellow-workers, and for this reason the

Anaconda Copper Mining Co. has found it necessary to

lay off for a period of seven days men who fail to take

necessary precautions for safety. This may seem a heavy

penalty to impose upon men, but it falls only on a small

minority who are careless, and a reduction of over 50% in

the serious accidents in the company's mines in the last

quarter over the first quarter of 1915 shows that this

step has been necessary for the welfare of the men.

WeMairagtloini Masaes ©peipaltiini^

CosU
According to the annual report of the Wellington Mines

Co., operating at Breckenridge, Colo., the i)er ton cost

of (i]ierations for the year ended Nov. 30, 1915, including

all improvements, was as follows:

Mining, devolopmont and training S2.332
Concentrating mill $1 121
Magnetic mill, per ton treated 1 -090
Magnetic mill, per ton crude -525

Total milling, per ton crude
Hauling and handiing concentrates
Office, salaries, labor, insuiance factory, etc.

Total operating cost per ton

S2.736
.241
.031

S5 940

Suit Production In the Hnnnllnn Islnndn in 1915, accord-

Int^ to "Commerce Reports," was 2,400 tons, valued at $8

per ton. Most of the salt produced in the islands is the output
of the Honolulu Salt Co., whose product is confined to coarse
salt and manufactured entirely by natural evaporation, no
vacuum pans, kettles, or ftrainers lieinK used. The company
operates salt beds at I'uuloa, Kalihi and Walltlkl, on the island

of Oahu. and at Mahukona, on the west coast of the island

of Hawaii.
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ngjh S^EpIhi^ir Doe^ oil Imij^ire

tteef

SYNOPSIS—-As a result of the unwillingness of

the Society of Automobile Engineers to accept •

high-sulphur steel specifications, the Carnegie Steel

Co. has carried on a long series of practical studies

of the behavior of steels alike except for sulphur

content. Some of the results loere presented in a

paper before the annual meeting of the society in

New York, Jan. 6, 1916, and are reviewed here.

Rivets, chains, tiibes, channels, plates, sheets, rails,

axles, drop forgings, etc., were made, and the

higher-sulphur pieces were generally as good as

those of lower content.

The manufacture of steel in quantities of several tons

at one time began when the bessemer process was intro-

duced about 50 years ago. Chemical analyses at that

time were crude, or not made at all. Failures due to poor

raw material or improper metallurgical treatment were

common. Sulphur was largely blamed for such results,

and a strong prejudice against it was established. Rarely

has it been questioned, nor have many efforts been made
to establish the truth, until at the present time few are

ready to believe that sulphur up to a reasonable amount,

say under 0.100%, does not affect, or at the most only

slightly influences, the working properties during manu-
facture or the quality of the finished steel.

The purpose of this investigation was to prepare steels

of different degrees of hardness, each containing varying

amounts of sulphur, then work these steels into finished

products and examine them carefully during the manu-
facture and after completion for difference in quality.

Three heats of steel of 68 tons each were made. These
were low-sulphur basic openhearth steels of soft, medium
and moderately hard varieties of approximately 50,000,

70,000 and 90,000 lb. tensile strength, the carbon con-

tents being 0.09, 0..32 and 0.51% respectively. No selec-

tion of stock or furnace was made, the furnaces being

taken at random. The heats were cast into twenty-four

18x20-in. ingots of 6,300 lb. each. Twelve ingots from
each heat were used in the investigation, or a total of 1 00

tons. After a discard had been made to eliminate any
highly segregated or streaked condition in the steel and
the regular waste provided for, about 50 tons of steel was
used in the tests carried out.

The sulphur content of the ingots was increased ]n'o-

gressively by adding amounts of sulphur to different

ingots from the same heat, raising the amounts in the

higher-sulphur ingots of the series greatly beyond those

ordinarily found in commercial steels. The sulphur addi-

tions were made in the pure powdered form to the

ingots during pouring. The aim was to obtain steels tliat,

excepting sulphur, would be alike in manufacture and
composition, thus keeping out any variables and furnish-

ing an opportunity to study the effect of sulphur alone.

The ingots were rolled into such sizes as would be
needed to fabricate the different steels, either by hot or

•Excerpts of a review in "Engineering News," Peb. 24.
1816. by J. S. Unger, of tlie Central Research Bureau, Carnegie
Rteel Co.

(old working, into such finished articles as they were

best adapted to by composition. Sheets, wire products,

rivets, chains, tubes, channels, plates, rails, axles and
drop forgings were made.
The ingots were heated to 1,250° C. and then rolled in

the regular way, no attempt being made to give the higher
sulphurs any preference. All ingots were rolled, except

the two highest-sulphur ingots of the 0.09% carbon heat,

containing 0.250 and 0.254% sulphur. These ingots

cracked badly in rolling and were removed from the roll

tables and scrapped. In rerolling from the blooms, billets

or slabs into finished material, no trouble was experienced
nor any difficulties met.

Table 1 shows the chemical composition of each heat
and the sulphur content of each ingot.

TABLE 1. CHEMICAL ANALY.SIS AND PURPOSES
OF HIGH-SULPHUR STEEL

Basic Openhearth Heat No. 81,160:
Chemical analysi-s—carbon, 0.09; manganese, 0.43; phos-

phorus. 0.012; sulphur, 0.031.
Sulphur content in ingots—0.030. 0.031. 0.050, 0.060, 0.090.

0.116, 0.140, 0.160. 0.180. 0.250, 0.254.
Purposes for which used—rivets, chains, sheets, wire, tubes
and pipe.

Basic Openhearth Heat No. 71,163:
Chemical analysis—carbon, 0.32; manganese, 0.62; phos-

phorus, 0.014: sulphur, 0.032.
Sulphur content in ingots, 0.032, 0.06S, 0.108, 0.146, 0.190,

0.230.
Purposes for which used—drop forgings, channels, plates
and tubes.

Basic Openhearth Heat No. 76,185:
Chemical analysis—carbon. 0.51; manganese, 0.67; phos-

phorus, 0.015; sulphur, 0.025.
Sulphur content in ingots—0.025, 0.055, 0,095, 0.135, 0.167.

0.230.
Purposes for which used—axles, drop forgings, rails and
wire rope.

Some 8-iu. lliA-lb. channels were rolled, with sulphur
running from 0.032 to 0.230%. No tearing or red short-

ness was noticeable on the thin flanges of the higher

sulphurs.

The ability to weld the soft steel of 0.09% carbon was
shown by %-in. hand- and machine-made chain. Three
pieces of each sulphur content were made. The short

pieces of three links each were tested to destruction (see

Table 2 ) . The greater average strength of the hand-made
chain over the machine-made is not due to better work-
manship, but to the fact that the lap in the hand-made
chain is almost twice as long.

No trouble was experienced in either the hand- or

machine-made chain until 0.140% sulphur was reached,

0.180% sulphur acting similarly. It was found that both
could be welded perfectly at the regular temperature and
gave good results, but that lowering the welding temper-

ature about 100° 0. prevented any cracking or crumbling
of the steel in welding.

The evidence seems to show that good and bad welds

are more a question of heating and workmanship than of

either high or low sulphur, as either kind of weld is found
in any of the chains tested.

TABLE 2. BRE.\KING LOAD OF i-IN. CHAIN*
Carbon
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A number of rivets, % in. in diameter by 2 in. long

under the head, of the 0.09% carbon steel were made

and subjected to the various hot and cold tests without

any apparent differences. Ten bars, having two ||-in.

holes drilled 2 in. from one end, were riveted together

bv machine at an estimated temperature of 1,200° C.

These were then tested with the results shown in Table 3.

A number of bars from both the 0.32% and the 0.51%

carbon heats of various sulphur contents, 2x2 in. by 16

fl. long, were rolled and sent to two prominent automobile

manufacturers with a request to drop forge them in

accordance with their regular practice into such shapes as

would indicate if any difficulties would be encountered

in the heating or forging. The flash or excess metal

forced out between the dies was not always sheared off,

being allowed to adhere to the forging to show any tear-

ing at the thin outside edges. The appearance of the

flash seems to furnish the strongest evidence of the ability

of the high-sulphur steels to stand severe hot work.

TABLE 3. SHE.^RING STREXGTH OF RIVETED JOINTS

Carbon Content
%

0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

Sulphur Content

030
0.060
0.090
0.140
0.180

Shearing Stren
Lb.

48.900
48.300
48,800
46,700
47,400

When finished, these forgings were cleaned by dilute

acid or the .sand blast and then carefully inspected by

the manufacturers and the author to detect any surface

or other defects, but no differences could be observed in

the high- and low-sulphur steels of either carbon.

A number of Xo. 26 gage sheets were rolled, then gal-

vanized and afterward made up into spouting. In seam-

ing and beading the spouting, no cracks developed on any

specimen, while the coating adhered as closely to one sheet

as to another.

A number of milk-can bases were made of 0.09%
carbon steel of different sulphur contents. These bases

were intended for .j-gal. cans, were 11 in. in diameter and

of Xo. 16 gage sheet. The work done was very severe,

being a reverse draw with two operations in the press. Xo
differences were noticed in stamping any of the specimens.

Tensile specimens were machined from the drop forg-

ings of 0.32% carbon, after they had been subjected to

the heat-treatment given in Table 4. Similar tests after

T.\BLE 4. TENSILE TESTS OF HEAT-TREATED KNUCKLES*

%
0.32
0.32

32
32
32
32

Sulphur
Content,
%
032

0.06S
0.108
0.146
0.190

230
' Annealed at 900° C.

Elastic
Limit. Lb.
per Sq.In.

62.250
49,375
52.750
58,875
51,875
57.230

reheated at 829

Tensile Elongation
Strength, Lb.
per Sq.In.

83,250
78,373
77,7.'iO

77.875
76.875
76,250

In., %
30
31 5
30
27.0
28.0
29.0

60.0
62.8
58

C quenched in water and drawn at

treatment were made from the IVi-in. diameter rounds

used in drop forging from the 0.32 and 0.51% carbon

steels. The results obtained are given in Table 5,

CASEHAIiDENING; MaCHINIXG ; TeXSILE TeSTS

Short pieces of Yi-in. rounds from the 0.09% carbon

steel were packed in ordinary casehardening compound
in the same container, then heated to 900° C. for 12 hr.,

afterward reheated to S00° C. and quenched in cold water.

The surface of the bars was roughly polished and the

scleroscope hardno.«s ilctcrmined at several points on the

surface. The depth ol' (asc and hardnes.? were the same
for each bar, regardless ut' the suliilnir content.

Where any machining was done on the finished mate-

rial, or in preparing test specimens before and after

treatment, no material differences were found. The only

noticeable thing was that the higher-sulphur steels of any

%
0.32*
0.32*
0.32*
0.32*
0.32*

32*
olt
51t
olt

O.olt
51t

O.olt

* Heated
for 30 min.
at 565° C

032
068

0.108
0.146

190
230
023
055
095
135
167

0.230

Elastic
Limit. Lb.
per Sq.In.

48,650
48,550
46,400
46,700
45,450
43,850
70,400
76,300
73,950
76,800
73,200
66,330

Tensile
Strength, Lb.
per Sq.In.

80,250
75,5,50

75,800
73,330
71,550
70,100
111,900
120,800
119,400
120,600
111,730
106,330

32.8
30.2
31.5
33.2

Reduction
of Area,
%

70.1
68.8
68.7
67.3
66 3
63.0
56.8
31.3
51.5
49.2
45.4
44.7

to 830° C. held for 20 min., quenched in water drawn at 600° C,
t Heated to 816° C, held for 20 min., quenched in water drawn

for 30 min.

TABLE 6. THRE.\DING TESTS OF 1}-IN' PIPE (0.09 CARBON STEEL)

Carbon Content, % Sulphur Content, ^ Cutting Force, Lb.*

0.09 0.031 73.5
0.09 0.0.M 70.6
0.09 0.090 68.5
0.09 0.116 62.3
0.09 0.160 61.2

* A 22J-in. arm attached tc the die ran to a dynamometer.

carbon gave a smoother machined surface than the lower-

sulphur under the same condition of feed, speed or depth

of cut. Table 6 shows the average force required while

threading ten samples of each sulphur content.

Tensile tests of -^I'l-in. rounds of 0.00% carbon, of

S-in. channels of 0.32% carbon and of axles of 0.51%
carbon, all in an untreated condition, are shown in Table

7. The results on the soft steel are the same. In the

medium steel there is a slight falling off in the physical

properties when the sulphur exceeds 0.100%. The high-

est carbon, giving the results on. specimens taken at the

TABLE 7. TENSILE TESTS OF HIGH SULPHUR STEELS
Sulphur
Content,
%

09
09
09
09

0.09

32
32
32
32
32
32

51
51
31
51
51
51

030
060
090
140

0.180

032
0.068

!0S
146
190

0.230

025
055
093

Elastic
Limit, Lb.
per Sq.In.

ntreated J-Io

31,360
32,740
30,890
31,600
31,530

Tensile Elonfration
trensth. Lb. in 8 In.,

per Sq.In. %
Diameter Rounds

50,460 ;

50,900 :

51,400 :

50,700
50,960 ;

Tensile Tests of S-In. Channels

45,300 71,.580

45,000 70.060
47,110 70,670
46,210 70,060
48,930 70,060
47.250 67,920

Tensile Tests of L'ntreated Axles*

44,320
41,250
43.220
33,770
33,400
36,390

92,160
91,670
85,650
81.330
80,340
80,060

25 5
26.2
24.2
26.2
24.2
24.5

22
20.5
22.0
23
22
22

64.2
65.3
62.5
64.2
62.3

54 S
54.8
52.9
50.9
48 4
47 9

34.5
35 7
33 8
35 9
34 3
34.6

' Axles 4 } in. in diameter at center. Journal 4} x 8 i

edge, shows that as the sulphur rises there is a decrease iu

the ultimate strength but an increase in the toughness,

as shown by the reduction of area. Specimens cut half-

way to center of axles gave similar results.

The bending qualities of the 0.09% carbon steel is

sho\<ni in the tests of rivets, the bending quality of the

0.32% carbon steel in the opening and closing tests of

the 8-in. channels. Bending tests were not made on full-

sized material made from the 0,51% carbon steel.

In addition to the tests already mentioned, deflection

tests were made on the full-sized channels and drop tests

on the axles. The results of the deflection tests on the

channels are shown in Table 8, and the results of the drop

tests on axles in Table 9.
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In practically every case finished articles in eomnujii

everyday use were made. The work was carried out by the

ordinary methods practiced and in such sizes as are

manufactured in the mills or shops. A great deal has

been done covering other lines of manufacture, and addi-

tional work is either under way or in contemplation.

The results presented speak for themselves and need little

comment. The author does not advocate paying no

attention whatever to the sulphur content of steel, but

TABLE 8. DEFLECTION TESTS ON S-IN. CHANNELS*
Carbon
Content,
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large deposits of lead-zinc ores carrying silver, in addition

to considerable tonnages of clean zinc ores. The property
is equipped with a concentrator and oil-flotation plant of

50 tons' daily capacity and is shipping concentrates to

Cleveland. The company has a small electric zinc plant

at Welland. It appears to have evolved a very satisfactory

process and is making a remarkably pure grade of spelter.

The present capacitv" of the plant is small, but will shortly

bo enlarged.

The production of high-grade shipping gold ores is

small, and what production there is has to go to the States

to find a smelter. Xone of the gold mills are equipped
to handle small shipments of customs ore.

Iron mining in Ontario is not prospering. The iloose

ilountain company made the most ambitious attempt to

treat lean magnetic ores and put up a plant costing

considerably over $1,000,000, but was forced to suspend
operations. Magnetite does not tind a ready market, and
diiBculty was experienced in getting an economical and
satisfactory briquette from the fines. At the present time
most of the iron ore used in Ontario is imported, although

there is an t.xtensive market for good hematite ores.

Quebec and Xova Scotia produce small amounts of iron

ores, but the large plants in Xova Scotia are running
almost entirely on ores from Belle Isle, Xewfoundland.
This remarkable deposit is owned by the Xova Scotia and
Dominion Steel companies, and in addition to supplying

their own needs, they ship ore to the States' and England.

Cobalt-Silver Ores Eefixkd ix Cax.\da

Cobalt-silver ores, which at one time went altogether to

the States for treatment, are now almost altogether

refined in Canada, in plants at Cobalt, Thorold and
Deloro. These are about the only places in eastern Canada

where there are adequate facilities for the treatment of

custom ores.

The demand for molybdenum for high-grade steels has

stimulated production and resulted in the opening of a

number of properties. There is an embargo on the export

of this material, tlie production of which is small, and the

output goes mostly to England. There is one customs

plant in Ontario for the refining of these ores, but they

need a preliminary concentration to obtain a high enough

grade to permit of shipment.

Graphite is another mineral that has benefited by war

prices and decreased imports. About 10 tons of refined

graphite a day is being produced in Ontario, and this is

mostly sold in the States. There are no customs plants,

and only lump ore can be shipped without refining, as the

disseminated ores will not stand transportation. One

property in Ontario and one in Quebec produce a good

grade of lump graphite.

The demand for sulphuric acid iias stimulated the

production of pyrite. There are two plants in Ontario

and one in Quebec that treat custom ores, and most of

the production from Eastern Ontario is treated in the

province. Tliere is a good market in the States, if reason-

aide freight rates can lie obtained, and one property in

westirn Ontario is shipping over 100,000 tons a year to

United States ports on the Great Lakes; while another

property is being opened up with the expectation of

supjilying large tonii;iL'c>.

In Quebec higlur jirices and smaller imports have

resulted in the proiliietiun of niagnesite, only a portion

of wliii h is marketed in Canada.

Quebec is the only province in Canada producing
kaolin, or, as it is commonly called, diina clay. The
deposit from which the clay comes is of considerable

extent and produces a high-grade product. There is a

good market for this in Canada, but the larger part of

the production goes to the States, where it is in demand
at good prices by the manufacturers of high-grade book
and machine-coated paper.

There is always a good demand in Canada for mica,
which is produced in Ontario and Quebec. There is also

an important talc industry in Ontario, but the market is

small and the crude ore commands low prices. The ground
talc is shipped mostly to the States.

An embargo has been placed on the export, outside the

empire, of manganese ores, only a small quantity- of which
is mined in Canada. There are important deposits in

Xew Brunswick and Xova Scotia, but the Xova Scotia

deposits are the only ones being worked at present. The
embargo has been lifted for this ore. and it is being

sliipped to the States, where it finds a market with

varnish makers and manufacturers requiring a high-grade

manganese oxide.

Canada is as yet a young c-ountry and has not devel-

oped sufficiently along industrial lines to permit of a

large home market for its mineral production, and the

important market for some time to come must be in the

United States. Tliere is, however, a good demand for

copper, lead and zinc, which is sufficient to warrant the

installation of plants in Eastern Canada for the reduction

of these metals. Unfortunately, however, supplies of ore

are not sufficiently assured to justify the building of

reduction works, although this condition is showing an

improvement. Quebec has sufficient stipplies of copper to

warrant a smeltery. The ores rim high in sulphur; there

is not a large enough market for sulphuric acid to permit

of all these ores being treated in the province. There are

good possibilities of using pyrite in the pulp plants instead

of burning imported sulphur, and this offers a field for the

development of pyrite properties in the vicinit)- of sonic

of these plants.

The iron-ore production is small, and while Ontario

has enormous supplies of lean macnetic ores suitable for

concentration, their development is more a matter for the

future, when they will become an important source of

supply.

m

CoEafitactasa^ ILodle CUaisns

l!v A. L. II. Strki-t*

In a suit brought to quiet title to the orebodies found

on an 1,800-ft. level and below, claimed by plaintiff liy

virtue of extralateral rights, the Montana Supreme Court

decided recently that wiiethcr a vein in defendant's claim

had a separate apex or united near the 500-ft. level with

another vein having its apex in defendant's claim, if on

or near the 1,800-ft. level it united with a vein having its

apex in plaintifFs adjoining claim, and if defendant's

claim, by reason of earlier issuance of a patent, was

entitled to priority over plaintiff's claim, defendant wn-

entitled to plaintiff's vein below the point of union; the

lines of both claims being such that the owners hid

extralateral rights. (Anaconda Copper Mining Co. vs.

I'ilot-Butte Mining Co., 153 Pacific Beporter, 1006.)

•Attorney at law. 829 Security Bulldlns, Minneapolis. Minn.
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By J. Cakkoll Bakk

Iflirae

The crude ore at the Rowe Mine, Riverton, Minn., as

excavated by steam shovels, consists of fine and coarse

ore, ranging in size from about quarter-inch material to

very large boulders of high-grade ore that must be broken

in the mine before they can be safely handled through

the ore cars. The ore in nearly every car going to the

concentrator presents this variety of sizes, and the prob-

lem of handling the material rapidly and economically at

the crushing plant of the concentrator became a very

serious one. As the ore in places contains a great deal of

clayey material, especially near the surface of the orebody,

it was extremely inadvisable to attempt to feed the en-

tire mass into the crushers, since clogging would certainly

of the grizzly. In the event that the bar grizzly is made
long enough so that a car may be dumped on one portioa

of it while the boulders arc being cleaned from the bars

on the balance, the oversize must be gathered at the bot-

toms of the bars for treatment at considerable expense
and difficulty. An additional objection to the bar t_\-pe

of grizzly is that much headroom is required to receive

the bars, necessitating the raising of the crude ore to a

much greater height than would be necessarv' could some
satisfactory means be devised to do the same work in

another way.

A careful consideration of all these objections led to

the devotion of much time to the problem of developing

a grizzly that would screen the crude ore effectively, con-

stitute a satisfactory feeder for the crushing plant, avoid

clogging, effect a saving in the headroom over the ordi-

FIG. 1. IMMEDIATELY AFTER DUMPING ON THE GRIZZLY

follow. It became necessary, therefore, to screen out the

fine material and to crush only the coarse.

The usual method of attacking this problem is by

means of a bar grizzly, the undersize going into a re-

ceiving hopper and the oversize going over the grizzly

bars to the crushers. A careful examination of all the

existing crushing plants in the Lake Superior iron dis-

trict failed to show a satisfactory solution of the numerous

difficulties involved. Where the grizzly bars are close

enough together to make a proper sizing, much of the

fine material rides over the grizzly with the coarse mate-

rial to the bottom ; and the constant clogging by boulders

lodging between the bars is a never-failing source of an-

noyance and expense, to say nothing of the loss in capacity

•General manager, Pittsburgh Steel Ore Co.. Riverton. Minn.

FIG. 2. THREE MINUTES AFTER THE DUMPING

nary type of bar grizzly and effectively break up masses

of clayey ore.

It was evident that such a device would have to be

mechanically operated in order to constitute a satisfac-

tory feeder for crushers and that it would necessarily

take on, to some extent, the general character of con-

veying machinery. A very great number of preliminary

sketches were made, and finally a grizzly was developed

using old steam-shovel chains for the conveying- device,

the fine material falling into the receiving bin through

the spaces between the chains. In order to inevent a

large mass of crude ore from riding over the gri;:zly from

end to end, the jiocket driving sheaves were constructed

with the alternate sheaves having a varying number of

pockets, the effect of which was to cause alternate chains
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to travel at different speeds ; thus tearing to pieces any

masses of ore that might be packed together by clay or

other foreign material, while the large boulders are still

carried forward. The chains are driven by a 20-hp.

motor through proper reducing gears propelling the chains

at speeds of 18 and 16 ft. per min. respectively. A large

Blake-tj'pe crusher is installed at the end of the grizzly,

into which the oversize is discharged. The grizzly is

attached to the bottom flanges of a pair of plate girders

of 30-ft. span, which carry the standard-gage ore cars

of 100,000-lb. capacity coming from the mine.

In the operation of the original grizzly it was found
that the chains were spaced too far apart and permitted

FUi. a. A GENERAL, VIEW OF THE CHAIN GRIZZLY

the pas.sage of comparatively large boulders of ore into

the bin. In order to correct this defect, the chains were

placed closer together and longitudinal bars were in-

stalled between them to a.ssist in tlie breaking up of the

mas.ses of clayey ore by the grinding action of the chains.

Tlie illustrations show the construction of the improved

grizzly which operates with entire satisfaction.

Tlie working deck of the crude-ore bins is seen in Fig.

1. A 100,000-lb. car of iron ore has just been dumped
on the grizzly and the car pulled back. An examination

of the picture shows how the chains, moving at ditferent

speeds, liave started immediately to screen out the over-

size and feed it into the crusher. Fig. 2 was taken three

minutes later than Fig. 1 and illustrates the effective-

jK'ss of the .screening and of the crusher feed, the rate

111' « hich can be inrreased or reduced at will. The grizzly

wiis designed in tlie office of the Pittsburgh Steel Ore

(.'o.. by J. C. Barr, general manager, and F. Hutchinson,

chief engineer, and |mIi nts have been ap])lied for.

Sl'ECIAL CoiUiESPOXDEXCE

As noted in the Journal columns at the time, the E. J.

Longyear Co., exploring engineers, of Minneapolis, Jlinn..

undertook a contract to sink a shaft for the Orkla Co..

of Trondhjem, Norway. The following communication
has been received from the scene of operations

:

The shaft is approximately 12x18 ft. outside of tim-

bers, providing for tn"0 skip roads, two cage roads and

a compartment for pipes and ladders. The total dejitli

will be slightly over 1,200 ft. and will open up a largt

body of cupriferous pyrites which has been shown uji

by diamond drills. The rock is known locally as a

gabbro, which ordinarily is not very hard, but through

which run occasional seams' of low-grade ore that av
exceedingly tough and hard to drill.

The work is being carried on by three 8-hour shift>

with approximately 60 men, who live in camps or barrack-

very close to the shaft. The equipment consists of two

electric hoists, an electricall}' driven Ingersoll compressor,

jackhamer drills, and a No. 5 Leyner drill sharpener.

The rock is trammed out through a tunnel 60 ft. below

the collar of the shaft and is used to fill in a railroad

trestle about 1 ,000 ft. from the shaft.

SlIAFTIXG-SlNKIXG ^IeTHODS

Our experiences over here have been interesting in

many respect^s. The actual sinking of the shaft ha-

not been much different from this kind of work in lln

States. The character of the ground would not allow :

unlined shaft, as the mining company had expected, ai

nearly all of it has been lined. About three months a-

the method of timbering was changed. Instead of puttii

in round timbers every 7 ft., we are now using squan

timbers supported every 100 ft. by timber bearers, simi

lar to American practice.

All our machinery is electrically driven, and we mi^-

the steam on some of the cold days. However, our equii'

ment has been satisfactory. The jackhaniers are ]irovii

their worth, and the mining company is beginning to u

them in some of the work at the old mines. It is a'

making use of the Leyner sharpener whenever possiM

The work of this machine has been a revelation. Ti

company is very progressive in adopting new ideas, es] >

cially in regard to machinery, but labor has been so chc;;

that the mining companies have not given the same atti

tion to labor-saving machinery that American compani^-

have.

Conditions brought alwut by the war are bound If

change this, as living exj^t'nses have increased considerably

in the last year and a half, and wages will surely go up

Common labor is obtainable at a little over $1 per day ;

hoisting engineers and compressor men arc paid a littli

more. On the other hand, however, the Orkla compan\

works its miners on contracts, whereby they make goo.l

wages—in many cases almost eiiiial to the pay of mincr-

in the States.

Alining machinery and supplies arc difficult to obtain

and slow in delivery, but the work is progressing satisfai -

torily con: idering the necessary delays. We cannot at

present make record progress, hampered by European War

conditions.

The labor troubles expected when this contract was

undertaken have not materialized, luit are still tlireat-
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eiiins- On account of the liigh jH-ico ol copper at present,

the time feature is of greater importance now; and the

advantage of opening up the mine a few months sooner

will easily ofPset the expense attendant upon bringing so

many men from the United States, even should the

threatened labor troubles not materialize during the

|)rogress of the work.

Bv DoucLAS Lay*

At the Van-Roi mine, Silverton, IS. C, much benefit

was found to result from the use of a small quantity of

an explosive called '"steelite" (essentially chlorate of

potash with a small admixture of other substances) in

coniunction with the usual charge of 40% dynamite.

At the time of trial a connection was being made be-

tween two levels, 250 ft. apart vertically, at a point some

2,000 ft. distant from the portal of the lower level. The
connection was in the form of a raise to a drift followed

by another raise, and Ventilation was extremely bad.

Using 40% dynamite alone, even with the liberal use of

compressed air for blowing out the gas, it was hardly

possible to work one shift per 24 hr. in this connection.

As chlorate of potash yields free oxygen on detonation,

the idea occurred to use this "steelite" explojive as a

iieutralizer of dynamite gases. One stick of "steelite"

was ]:)laced in the bottom of each hole, followed by the

ordinary charge of 40% dynamite. The result from a

'gas-killing" point of view was excellent, and it was then

found possible to work two shifts per 24 hr. in this

heading without any ill effects from gas.

The use of many so-called "fumicides" for the purpose

<il' neutralizing dynamite gases has been shown by the

United States Bureau of Mines to be quite improper and
to actually increase the amount of carbon monoxide pres-

ent in the gases after explosion. Potassium chlorate

is certainly free from this objection, and it appears to be

well worth a trial, say in the jiroportion of 1 part of

< hlorate to 6 parts of the ordinary explosive, in badly

ventilated workings or in development faces in tight

ground. In the latter case a cut has invariably to be

blasted first, making two blasts to the complete round

and causing an inevitable loss of time while the men are

waiting for the gas and smoke to clear away. The best

way to use chlorate of potash appears to be to wrap it in

paper and put it in the bottom of the hole, followed liy

the customary charge of dynamite.

IPff'e'^einitlHOira ©IT C©B°iP©sn®ira nEa Pipe
Somt' interesting experiments on the prevention of cor-

i-osion in pipe have been made by E. M. Speller, the

results of which were presented at the annual meeting of

the American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engi-

neers in January, lOlG.

Regarding the corrosion and pitting of inpe, the conclu-

sions were that the remedy seems to lie in the elimination

of dissolved oxygen from water before use. This may be

accomplished in practice in two ways: By allowing the

hot water to come to rest for a few minutes under greatly

lecluced pressure, which must be below normal, or by

raising the teni])erature nearly to the boiling ]ioint with

the water at atmospheric pressure, to get proper separa-

tion of oxygen and other gases.

An alternative method of reducing corrosion in wai"-;

lines, by satisfying or fixing the free oxygen, was tried by

the u.se of clean iron turnings. The rate of rusting varies

with the surface conditions of the plate.

The paper concludes: "However, it appears well witii-

in the bounds of possiinlity to predict that deaeration of

the water, through the use of plants designed with this

end in view, should at moderate expense increase the life

of some piping systems four or five times. Such a possi-

bility of conservation of riiaterial is surely worthy of care-

fid consideration by engineers." A copy of this interest-

ing paper by Mr. Speller may be obtained on application

to the National Tu\h\ Co., Pittsburgh, Penn.

OetleB'Simnimaiia^ A.sai
The illustration shows a target for determining azi-

muth, which was employed in a topographical survey of

Fort Sill Military Reservation in Oklahoma. It is

16" >1

«12 Westbourne Road, Forest Hill, London. England.

EFFEt'TIVK ILLUllIX.^TED TARGET FOR Pc^LARIP
OB.SERVATIONS

described in "Professional Memoirs" by ].,ieiit. J). II. I'un-

iiolly. Corps of Engineers, as follows:

The only thing worthy of mention was the target. Two
kinds were tried. One was the usual book method of

letting the light shine through a hole in a piece of tin,

making the hole of such size that the mark looked about

the same size as the star. The target that gave better

results is shown by the sketch. This one was plumbed

over the co|)per plug in the monument. In sighting on

(he mark the opaque design on the target was bisected by

the cross-hairs of the theodolite. This target was better

than the hole in the tin. because it made a large flare,

which helped in picking up the mark quickly. .Vs time is

an inqiortaiit element in this kind of observation, and the

base line made quite an angle with the meridian (about

SO deg.), this ease in picking up the mark was a big

advantage. The target was illuminated with two burners

attached to one of the small acetylene ]am]>s furnished

engineer troops for use in the drafting tent. One or two

more burners would have been better, as two did not liglii

it quite enough for the cross-hairs to st«nd out against it.

It was necessary to illuminate them a little. Azimuth

was determined from Polaris.

—

Engineering and Con-

frarfing, Feb. !). 1916.
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By Eexst Heemaxx*

At the works of the Sandoval Zinc Co., Sandoval, 111.,

a new tv'pe of grate bar has lately been installed that in

many points is much superior to any heretofore used in

this plant. The new bars can be used in any kind of

furnace, but are specially adapted for reverberatory and
refining furnaces. The object of these grates is to provide

economy in fuel consumption, higher efficiency in the

generation of heat, avoidance of overheating the grates

and the prevention of the dropping of fuel between the

The accompanying illustration presents a vertical sec-

tion through a furnace equipped with this step grate, and

^

£

t

[f

STEP GRATE AT SANDOVAL ZINC CO., SANDOVAL, ILL.

a detail view, partly in section, showing a portion of

the grate and the adjacent support. The grate is arranged

at tlie bottom of the firebox and extends in an inclined

direction from the bridge to the end wall. A pair of

grate-bar supports are mounted at the inner side of the

firebox side walls and are provided with a .«eries of ledges,

spaced at suitable distances vertically. The grate bars

rest on these ledges, and the bottom of the firebox is

consequently triangular in section.

Each bar has a downwardly sloping inner surface and
a series of air-feeding holes. To avoid sliding, the bars

are licld in place by keys, or pins, extending tiirough the

forward ends of the supporting ledges. The sloping

surfaces at the inner end of the grate bars are .so related

that the inner edge of each bar overlies the next lower

one, thus preventing any fuel from dropping through.

In practice the fuel occupies the triangxilar space in

the bottom of the firebox betweeh the grate and the

bridge-wall, resting on tlie rearwardly slo])ing surfaces

of the grate bars. Iiii]iroved combustion of the fuel is

oBtain( d, owing to the IVcding of air through the holes

•Mit.aiurglst, Sandovd zinc Co.. Sandoval. Ill,

in the bars, as well as through the spaces between them,
resulting in higher efficiency in the generation of heat.

The horizontal spaces between the grate bars permit

the ready insertion of a rod for the purpose of removing

clinkers, facilitating the cleaning of the fire, though the

overlapping relation of the bars prevents to a great extent

the usual clogging. "When ashes have accumulated in the

bottom of the firebox, they may be dumped readily by

removing the lowest grate bar, this being accomplished

by taking out the pins that hold it in place.

It may be added that the ashes and cinders from the

furnaces at Sandoval showed no trace of any unburned
fuel. The heat was found to be much greater with less

fuel than by using any other type of grate. The eon-

sumption of fuel for the same service was consequently

much less. Although these grates have been in use at

Sandoval continuously for the last six months, they sliow

no signs whatsoever of warping and corroding. Owing
to the arrangement of the grate bars and the provision

for the feeding of air through and between them to the

burning fuel, their temperature is kept low, thus prevent-

ing overheating and consequent bending. These grate

bars were adopted at Sandoval upon the suggestion of

Thomas Kekich.

Faire Fip©tectta®iffi foir MiSEs
By DoiGLAS Lay*

Efficient protection against fires is a detail that is

usually absent from the metallurgical plant. Even when
protective steps are taken, they are, exccjtt iu unusual cases,

largely limited to cursory measures that might be sufficient,

but are not usually thorough enough to be depended

upon in all cases. In view of these facts it will be of

interest to explain the metliods taken at the Van-Roi mill,

of the Slocan district, British Columbia, to afEord satis-

factory protection against fire.

In a denselv wooded district like the Slocan, danger

from bush fires is ever present during the simimer months,

so tliat in installing means for fire protection this source

of danger must be bonio in mind' as well as the purely

local risk. External protection at the Van-Roi mill is

afforded by two yard hydrants placed about 50 yd. apart

and about 20 yd. from the nearest corner of the mill

building. Each hydrant is fed by a 4-in. branch pipe

from the water main and coupled up to each ready for

mstant use, is 250 ft. of 2iA-in. standard fire hose with

expansion-ring couplings. Over each hydrant is erected

a small building of the sentry-box type. By means of

these hydrants the country within a radius of 200 yd.

can be quickly and thoroughly soaked.

Further protection from bush fires is given by a novel

device. Running along the ridges of the roof, outside the

mill, are launders 2 ft. wide and fi in. high. These

launders arc set dead level and can l)e ra])idly filled with

•Mining enslneer, 12 Westbournt- Road, Forest Hill, London,
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water by pipes that run up through the bottom at inter-

vals. At a time of danger, water is turned into the laun-

ders and overflows at all points, the building being thus

completely enveloped in a sheet of running water. Expe-

rience has demonstrated that this is an efficient form of

protection from bush fires. It possesses the great advan-

tage of being automatic, and if danger to life is imminent,

men can retire to a safe region without detriment to the

efficient operation of the device.

Internal protection at the Van-Roi mill is given by a

SO-ft. length of standard 2i/2-iu- fire hose, coupled up

ready for instant use, on each floor of the mill. Each

hose is kept in a swinging bracket, a device that is far

jireferable to a reel.

Too much importance cannot be given to the necessity

of using nothing but standard fire hose with expansion-

ring couplings for purposes of fire protection. The weak

])oints of other hose and couplings are apt to be forcibly

demonstrated at times of vital importance.

sippniai

At the Edgar Thom]json works of the United States

Steel Corporation, the blast-furnace tap holes are opened

by an electric arc, following a method devised by the

Westinghouse company, according to the Electrical Re-

view (London), Feb. 25, 1916.

An electric arc is drawn between an electrode and the

chilled metal in the tap hole; the heat of the arc burns through
the chilled metal, until the fluid contents of the furnace are

reached. If during the operation nonconducting material is

encountered, it is necessary to stop the arc and drive a steel

bar through this mass. The process of melting is then con-

tinued, the arc following this bar of metal.

A 250-volt circuit is used, the pressure being reduced by
means of a water rheostat. A current of from 800 to 1,000

amp. is ample for the operation. The apparatus required

consists of an electrode holder, electrodes, cable, a resistance

and a head shield or protector for the operator. The electrode

holder consists of an iron pipe 4 or 5 ft. long, in one end of

which the electrode material is placed and clamped by means
of a ring: the end of the pipe is split in order to give a

clamping effect when the ring is forced down toward the end
of the pipe. In the other end of the pipe a wooden pole is

placed, the cable connection being made to the iron pipe.

The entire length of the electrode and its holder is about 12 ft.

It seems probable that this method is also applicable

to matte tap holes, and the electric arc is certainly a con-

venient method for cutting up furnace sows previous to

recharging.

HasBiiiEtoim i^uattosTmsiftic Ssitnapleff'

A new sampling machine has been invented by Robert

Hamilton, of Birmingham, Ala., the object of which is

to provide an efficient and inexpensive machine that is

really accurate in taking the sample. The inventor has

been granted United States Patent No. 1,151,682.

By the use of this machine the sample is automatically

.selected and divided into four parts, one of which is

further divided into 24 parts, resulting in the selecting

of a sample representing Voe of the sample first taken.

In the operation of the machine the material to be

sampled is fed into the hopper A and falls into the

expo.sed pockets in the periphery of the cylinder B. The

crank C is then turned, thus causing cylinders B and D
to revolve in the same direction, cylinder B revolving four

times as fast as cylinder D. It will be observed that three

times in every revolution of cylinder B the material falls

through the open pockets into pockets in the cylinder D
and that once in every four revolutions of cylinder B one

open pocket E will register with open pocket F of cyliiider

D and allow material t<^> fall through said pocket F into

the chute and Ije carried away for testing purposes.

Materia] falling into clo.sed pockets H is carried to the

under side of cylinder B and discharged. Material falling
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POWDER RIVER X(>. L' iiRKDGE OF POWDER RIVER DREDGIXG CO.. OPERATING XEAR SUJIPTER. ORE.

LAYT.VG THE FILTER BOTTOM OF A LEACHING TANK AT CHUQUICAMATA. CHILE
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LA PLATA LOADING STATION FOR DAIQUIRI ORES
The open roadsteads oJ La Playa and Siboney, on the Juragua IVon Co.'s railroad, are of historic interest, the American

troops having landed at these points for the siege of Santiago during the Spanish-American War

LOLA HILL AT VINENT, IN THE DAIQUIRI IRON DISTRICT. ON THE SOUTH COAST OF CUHA
The hard ores in the Daiquiri district are for the most pait mined liy opcncut with steam shovels. Tlu- ores occur

in a diorite country and consist of a dense to fine-grained mixture of magnetite and hematite, with quartz as tlie principal
gangue mineral. Considerable stripping was necessary at Lola Hill, tlie proportion of waste rocli to ore liavlng Pcen
4 : 1 for a long time; much of the overburden has now been removed and ttio ratio of waste to ore will scon be 1 : 1.

Recently some underground mining has been undertaken to recover the lower portion of the Lola Hill orcbody. for which
the caving system has been adopted
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By W. E. Ixgalls•^ Production—The total production of spelter by ore

SYNOPSIS—Eevised statistics of spelter proditc- smelters in 1915 was 507,142 tons, against 370,312 tons

tion in the United States in 1915 and four years in 1914. Their production from dross, skimmings, etc.,

previous. Statistics of ore supply by states. Anahj- was 12,538 tons in 1915, against 12,355 tons in 1914.

ses of figures according to the classes of smelting The production of spelter by quarters showed a steady

plants, by periods of the year, etc. increase, especially in the second quarter, when the im-

portant new plants of 1914—Eose Lake and Langeloth

—

Eevised and complete statistics of the zinc industry began to strike their gait, when several of the older smelt-

of the United States in 1915 are given in this article, full ers began to get new furnaces in operation, and when the

reports having been received from all of the ore smelters resumption of work in several previously idle plants

—

except that one reported only its production of spelter and especially Caney, Bearing and Altoona—began to count

stock on hand at the end of the year and failed to report largely in the production. In the third quarter several of

respecting quantity of ore smelted, source of ore, produc- the small coal smelteries of olden times, one or two new
tion of sulphuric acid and other details. Wliile this ones and some of the older, almost forgotten, natural-gas

precluded a precise statement respecting certain details, plants began to come in. In the fourth quarter the new
it was possible to supply the deficiency respecting ore re- plants, whereof the construction was instituted in 1915,

ceived and source of ore by data of shipments to that began to figure, especially Kusa, Donora and Owen, and

company, and the production of sulphuric acid could be production of spelter
estimated on the basis of spelter produced, so that it was dn tons of 2,000 ib)

practicable to arrive at totals with regard to those mat- By Ore Smcitere OiUy

ters that are near enough for a commercial survey of the States 1911 1912 1913 1914 lois

industry. In other words, while the totals as to" certain S?d°; ;
:;::::;::; ss.lll 94:902 u\% laolslf leflles

particulars are not precise, 1 hey are probably not more >iissoun-Kansa3. . . . .
. 106,173 m.vei 80,157 53,424 111,052

than a few thousand tons out of the way, and in view of East(a) 47.172 56.278 69.687 85,682 114.036

the magnitude of the totals the error is probablv less than Totals 295,836 348,638 358,262 370,312 507,142

1%. However, as stated, the production of spelter and («) includes Anaconda production in 1915.

,/ , , , n ,.,-,, ,1 i Ti SPELTER PRODUCTION IN 1913, 1914 AND 1915, BY QUARTERS
the stock on hand at tlie end ot the vear was reported bv ,, ,o„„„,u%^ " (In tons of 2,000 Ib.)

everybody. Reports of Ore Smelters Only

I did not undertake to collect the statistics of produc- 1913

tion by the dross smelters in 1915, and the total of District i 11 in iv
,. •'

1 ,• 1 1 1 j^ i- •
1, _L Illinois 27,924 28,523 26,118 28,986

spelter production available lor consumption is snort Kansas-Missouri 22,006 23,s2o 19,204 20,127
, . , If t 4.\ li. • 1 Oklahoma 21,430 21,840 18,502 21,458
by ]ust so much. .Some of this spelter is as good as, some others (a) 2o!722 2o;i53 19,238 18,211

of it is even better than, prime Western, this referring
totals 92,082 94,336 83,062 88.782

to redistilled spelter. Simple remelted spelter is of course 1914

inferior. In a statistical investigation of this subject it is S^-.Mi^ouri: ::::::: ?3:9i flieii ilim S
difficult to draw the line between spelter recovered after %\^^°'^^y:::\\::::\\\\ i;??| i;??? fi^^ iS
use and spelter reworked from waste in th e course of ^^^^^

''.[[[''.''...'. 1^ "^ii^IT "i^ HiSIT
manufacture. The former is a true addition to the sup- 1915

plv available for consumption; the latter is merely an Illinois. ss.jsa 39,511 41,791 44.577
' •

,, , , » , Kansjis-Missouri 14,090 24,554 32,152 40,2ob

incident to consumption. About all that may be safely Oklahoma 24,713 26,984 28,613 31,095
., , ^. ^. ,, ',.

1 • i • iU i. 4^1
•

4.1
Others (a) 26,255 30,575 31,360 34,830

said statisticallv on this subiect is that there is a rather
, 1 4.- f 1-1 li 1 tl i „i„t:„l.- „ Totals 100,841 121,624 133,916 150,758
large production of reclaimed spelter and that statistics

(„, with the exception ot one nla..t in Colorado these are all Eaatem work.,

of consumption that do not take it into account are in- Inthefounhquarterof 1915 is mrfuded Anaconda production.

complete. some of the older plants that had been enlarged—such as

It will be observed that the statistics of spelter produc- Sand Springs, ^Meadowbrook and one of the lola works

—

tion now reported differ materially from what was pub- contributed to the swelling of the output,

lished in the Engineering and Mining Journal of .Tan. However, the total addition of the large new plants

—

8, 1916. This is owing to the transfer of certain smelters like Kusa and Donora—to the production in 1915 was

from the class of dross smelters to the class of ore smelt- relatively small. I^p to the end of the year they had sne-

ers. Many of the ore smelters treat some dross, and the ceeded in getting but comparatively few furnaces into op-

ruling was made long ago in these statistics that classifi- cration, liut had arrived at a position whence they would

cation should be determined by the smelting of ore. It progress rajiidly. Another group of new plants was about

happens from time to time that dross smelters go into the ready to come in. This portended a further increase in

l)U8iness of smelting ore and pass thus from one class to production in the first quarter of 1916.

the other. In making the transfer for certain of these Spelter Production According to Fuel—Of the total

Bmelters in 1915, the figures for 1914 have been revised spelter production of the ore smelters in 1911, concerns

correspondingly so as to give a correct comparison. As using coal as fuel produced 119,989 tons, or about 40%
between 1913 and 1914 the comparison is of course no of the total. In 1912 they produced 134,077 tons, which

longer correct. In 1915 there were 12 ore smelters who was only about 38% of the total. In 1913 their pro-

produced spelter from dif'-s to a tiuirc or less extent. duction was 157,()53 tons, or about 44% of the total.
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in 1914 it was 173,520 tons, or about -48% of the total;

and in 1915 it was 227,143 tons, or about 45% of the total.

The remainder of the production was made by smelters

using natural gas as fuel. Up to 1915 there was a

general tendency toward increasing production by the

smelters using coal as fuel, their proportion of the total

output having risen from 40% in 1911 to 48% in 1914.

In 1915 it fell to 45%, in spite of the revival of smelting

at Pittsburg, Kan., which is easily explained. There
were a lot of inactive natural-gas smelteries that could be

put quickly into operation, which was done, and more-

over, it was quicker and easier to build new plants in

the natural-gas fields than in the coal fields.

General Conditions of Ore Supply—The outstanding

features of 1915 were the extraordinary increase in the

production of Montana, the large increases in those of

New Jersey, Idaho and Tennessee, and the generality of

the increase among nearly all of the other states. Colo-

rado was the only important state to show a decrease,

and that may not really have been experienced for the rea-

son stated in the introduction to this review and for the

further reason that Colorado ore may have gone to oxide

manufacturers rather than to smelters. Even more in-

teresting is the extraordinarily large importation of for-

eign ore, which came most largely from Broken Hill,

N. S. W., and next largely from Mexico. The magnitude

of the Mexican imports is surprising in view of the polit-

ical troubles existing in that country. Included in the

ore receipts from other foreign countries was a consider-

able quantity from the north of Africa and from China.

Lately, ore has been coming in from Sardinia.

The reports as to ore receipts give some interesting in-

dications as to practice in smelting and as to market condi-

tions. The smelters who make sulphuric acid continued,

as in the past, to draw their ore mainly from Wisconsin

and from the Joplin district (including Oklahoma). For
the manufacture of sulphuric acid this ore is recognized

to be superior, but it is noteworthy that several of the

zinc-acid makers are using a larger and larger proportion

of Western ore. An interesting feature of 1915 was that

the major part of the new smelters—not making acid

—

confined themselves to Joplin ore. Apparently they de-

sired to begin with the kind of ore easiest to smelt.

All told there were 11 smelters in 1915 who used noth-

ing but Joplin and Wisconsin ore and seven smelters who
used none of that ore.

Those smelters who did not figure in the Joplin market
wore chiefly concerns whose geographical position does

not permit them to do so; or concerns that make a spe-

i ialty of smelting calamine, or who in 1915 confined them-

selves to calamine for other reasons. Without examining

this matter very closely, I get the impression from the

statistical reports that the zinc smelters figured more
generally in the Joplin market than they had done for sev-

eral years previous. This is explained by several consid-

erations. New concerns entering the smelting business

in Kansas and Oklahoma would naturally take Joplin

ore, which is relatively easy to smelt, while the successful

handling of the Western ores requires a good deal of ex-

jierience. A matter of more importance and one that

attracted the older smelters back to the Joplin market

was the fact that the Joplin market was the easiest in

which to do business. It was a spot market, where the

buyer could ()i)tain his ore immediately and where he

was under no obligation to buv if he did not want to. This

relieved liim from the onus of taking in ore on long-time
contracts, the prevailing system with respect to Western
ores, which became highly dangerous with the conditions
existing in the spelter market in 1915.

In 1915 Australian ore was received at 10 smelteries,

the major part of which were east of the Mississippi
River, but several of which were in Oklahoma and Kansas.
There were seven smelteries at which practically noth-
ing but calamine was used. In some cases this was at-

tributable to the special practice of the smelters operat-
ing these works; in others it was for the reason that
the roasting furnaces of new plants were not ready and
it was easiest to begin smelting in this way.

Ore Smelted—The smelters reported that in 1915 thev
treated 848,776 tons of blende and 349,299 tons of cala-

mine, a total of 1,188,075 tons. In 1914 they smelted
628,886 tons of blende and 226,549 tons of calamine, a

total of 855,435 tons. As I remarked last year, it should
not be attempted to draw too fine distinctions from these

figures respecting either the quantity or the average yield

of the ore smelted, some smelters apparently having re-

ported "ore received" as "ore smelted," and there was
probably some other confusion respecting this inquiry.

However, we may draw some rough deductions.

In 1914 the calamine smelted was about 261^% of the

total; in 1915 it was about 291/2- That a larger propor-

tion of calamine was Ijeing smelted was the common con-

jecture during the year. Calamine was sought especially

for the reason that roasting furnaces are not necessary

for its treatment, and even in 1914 American zinc smelt-

ers were short in roasting capacity, as was pointed out in

the Engineering and Mining Journal of Feb. 27, 1915.

Deducting from the total production of spelter the'

quantity that was derived from dross and skimmings and
adding 90% of the production of zinc dust, the zinc yield

from 855,435 tons of ore smelted in 1914 was 43%, corre-

sponding to an average grade of 50% zinc for the ore,

assuming an average extraction of 8G%^ Figuring in the

same way. Init assuming an average attraction of only

83Mi%, the zinc vield of 1,188,095 tons of ore in 1915

was 41.7%, corresponding to an average grade of 50%.
The assumption of an average yield of 83V3% in 1915 is

based on nothing but conjecture. Without any doubt it

was considerably lower than in 1914, for the reason that

production was pushed at the expense of good smelting,

and many metallurgical crimes Mere perpetrated with the

adequate excuse that they enabled the most money to be

made. It is an interesting question whether our indus-

try will not suffer for many years afterward from the

habits of slackness in work that were ingrafted in 1915.

An average grade of 50% for the ore smelted is indi-

cated in both years. Offhand it jnight have been assumed

that the average in 1915 would figure lower than in 1914,

for the reason that the high price tended to stimulate the

production of low-grade ore. In so far as the miner is

concerned, that was probably the ease, but about all zinc

ore has to be concentrated anyhow and it is always desir-

able to raise the grade as high as possible. Certain im-

portant producers allowed the grade of their product to

fall off a little in order to get more through their mills,

but this was apparently offset by the high-grade ore

that the smelters were able to get from other quarters. On
their part the smelters wanted high-grade ore in order to

a correction of ere reported
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make as much spelter as possible, and the ore supply was

so bountiful that they could exercise considerable choice

as to what they would take.

In 1914 the production of floated blende concentrate

was nearly 100,000 tons. I remarked last year that the

production of floated concentrate was without doubt des-

tined to increase materially during the next year or two.

This was the case in 1915, this production having been in

the neighborhood of 250.000 tons. The prophecy of last

year mav safely be repeated. The good handling of this

troublesome material is one of the present great problems

of the smelters, but in view of the importance of the flo-

tation process they simply have got to solve it. About

100,000 tons of American spelter, not counting any de-

rived from Australian material, was obtained from floated

concentrates in 1915.

Receipts of Ore—In 1915 the smelters received 1,257,-

528 tons of ore, compared with 872,767 tons in 1914.

The sources of the ore receipts for a series of years are

shown in the accompanying table. This table gives the

ore receipts reported as taken in by the smelters, dis-

tributed according to origin. This is not equivalent to the

ore production of the several states, inasmuch as ore tliat

went to the zinc-oxide plants at Coffeyville, Kan., Mineral

Point, Wis., and Palmerton. Penn., is not included. For

this reason the ore received by the smelters of spelter from

New Jersey (included in "other states"), Colorado, New

Mexico and Wisconsin was considerably less than the out-

puts of those states. With those exceptions, however,

RECEIPTS OF ZINC ORE

(In tons of 2,000 lb. This table includes the receipts of ore by the smelters only

and dcea not include the prcduction of ore exported or what was taken

by the manufacturers of zinc oxide.)

State 1910(a) 1911(a) 1912 1913 1914 1915

Arizona 7,568 6.395 11,937 9,347 6,357 14,718

Arkansas 190 SCO 1,567 1.500 1,737 7,017

CaUforria id) 3,75t 6,639 6,796 8,827 27.445

Coora™ \.V.: 77.065 158.528 212 423 220,166 164,739 148,359

Idaho . 10 248 9,667 19,482 31,835 57,001 78,767

Kentucky 179 575 947 441 4.34 1.863

Mi?sour^kansas 289,913 268,.500 289,177 280.000 247,723 278,099

Montana 33,514 56,.593 34,034 91,257 125,663 200,528

Nevada 4,915 .5,666 20,654 22,313 20,447 24,949

New Mexico.. . 15,959 10,184 25,889 14,593 15,369 37,042

Oklahoma 1,640 8,750 4,325 2.3,500 26,247 25,231

Tennessee .... 2,775 3,439 6,635 8,297 18,708 38,527

Utah . . 27 318 19:933 24,539 27,073 20,322 21,535

Wisconsin (6) 51,383 71,565 90,762 89,662 71,311 90,128

Othe?s .. 46,905 44,896 56.099 57,241 57,936 122,490

Totals 569,572 669,305 80.5,109 881,021 84.5,821 1.110.698

Mexico 29,198 28,596 29,436 19,965 16,414 49,171

Canada. lljgS 2,356 9,707 6,012 10,5.32 14,000

Australia "8,448

Other foreign
"'''^'

Grand totaU (t) . 010,565 700,257 844,2.52 909,998(c) 872,767 1,257,528

(o) Sm< Iters' receipts: reports missinK from three small sni-Ilcrs. (6) In-

cluding lUincis and Iowa, (c) In addition to the ore reported from Canada and

Mexico, zinc smelters received a few thousand tons from Europe and i,a8tern

,Siberia in 1913. (d) Included in "Otheis."

the figures in the table probal)ly correspond closely witii

the productions of the several states.

The aggregate of ore receipts was much larger than

the aggregate of the ore smelted. This was also the case

in 1914. However, in 1915 the excess was very much

larger. The explanation of this feature in both years is

of course the stocking up of new plants. In 1915 this

was a very important factor in view of the large num-

ber of new plants that were put into operation. In

certain cases, as for example, Laugeloth, Tiltonville and

Donora, this is a permanent absorption. In other cases,

where new plants were put into commission in 1915 with

the probability of only ephemeral operation, their stock

of ore will some day be released.

Review of Districts—Arhmsaa was finally stimulated

by extraoi-ilinarily high prices to make a considerable

production of zinc ore, whu-h is of high grade. The

greatly increased production of California was due large-

ly to the ore that was derived from the mines of the

United States Smelting, Refining and Mining Co. in

Shasta County. The Interstate-Callahan and Success

mines, of Idaho, made greatly increased outputs, the for-

mer having become one of the very big zinc mines of

the United States.

According to Mr. Zook, the expert and very reliable

statistician of the Joplin district, the ore production of

Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma was aljout 325,000 tons

in 1915, compared with about 275,000 tons in 1914. The
reports by smelters of ore receipts from those states ag-

gregate 303,330 tons, which is a considerable difference,

especially in view of the fact that a considerable tonnage

of calamine is obtained from southeastern Missouri, that

is not included in the statistics for the Joplin district.

This discrepancy does not, however, imply inaccuracy on

either hand. One set of figures is based upon shipments

from the point of origin, includes ore that may have gone

to oxide manufacturers and includes tonnages that may
not have been reduced to dry weight. The other set of

figures is based on receipts at points of destination by

spelter manufacturers only. Moisture, an increased quan-

tity of ore in transit at the end of the year as compared

with the beginning, etc., together with inevitable statis-

tical errors, may account for the discrepancy. Anyway,

it is certain that the Joplin district made a very note-

worthy production—the largest on record—and individu-

ally contributed a larger proportion of the spelter

production of the United States than any other single

district.

The immense output of Montana was derived chiefly

from the Butte & Superior and Elm Orlu mines. In

view of the entry of the Anaconda company into the zinc

business, the production of Montana is without any

doubt destined to increase much further.

Leadville. the chief zinc-producing district of Colorado,

made a sliglitly less production in 1915 than in 1914.

The Leadville Herald Democrat gives these figures: 52,689

tons of blende and 157.286 tons of calamine in 1913

;

204,427 tons of blende and calamine in 1914; 196,890

tons of blende and calamine in 1915. In view of the high

prices and the special deniaml for calamine ore. the de-

crease in the Leadville production in 1915 is rather sur-

prising, but it is reported reliably that the reserves of

calamine in the Leadville mines are rapidly being ex-

hausted, while the sulphide ore. so far as known, is nearly

all gone. 1'he conclusion is that Leadville put out all

that it could in 1915, and its diminished production was

not even offset by the increased output of the Iron Mask

mine at Red Cliff.

The largely increased output of 'iVmncssee was especially

the result of the Mascot mine of the American Zinc, Lead

and Smelting Co., which has become a zinc producer of

the iirst order, famous for the high quality of its product.

Wisconsin made a greatly increased output as com-

pared with 1914, but as compared with 1912 there was no

gain. In this district there was the same discrejiancy

in statistics as in the case of the Joplin district. Mr.

Kennedy reported an output of about 90,000 tons in the

first 11 months. The reasons for the discrepancy in

this case arc similar to those which have been given with

respect to the Joplin district. A total of 57 mills and

12 roasters were in operation in the Wisconsin district in

1915, compared with 16 mills and 5 roasters in 1914.
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The lai'gest (luantity of ore listed under "other states"

is the production of New Jersey. In 1915 there was a re-

markable increase in tlie output from that source.

Spelter Stocks—The stock of spelter at works on Dec.

31, 1915, being the aggregate of the reports of all the

smelters, was 14,300 tons, compared with 23,500 tons at

the beginning of 1915. These figures include both high-

grade and common spelter. At the middle of 1915, ac-

cording to the Government's statistics, the stock was 5,884.

'I'lie stock on hand at the beginning of 1915 was cleaned

out during the first two months of the year. During the

remainder of 1915 the zinc business was conducted prac-

tically without stock and the market, Ijeing thus deprived

of a balance wheel, exhibited the erratic behavior that al-

ways attends such a circumstance.

-

Sulphuric Acid—In 1915 there were 10 smelters who

produced sulphuric acid from blende, the Donora Zinc

Co. being an addition to the list. The enumeration is,

however, open to some criticism, owing to complications

that are developing in the industry. It is often good

business to roast the blende at a good center for the dis-

tribution for sulphuric acid, and reship the roasted ore

to a good point for zinc distillation. The Western Chemi-

cal Co. has for a long time roasted ore at Denver, Colo.,

and sold the product to smelters. The National Zinc Co.

has no roasting furnaces at its smeltery at Springfield,

111., which gets its ore from the roasting plant of the com-

pany at Argentine, Kan. Similarly the Grasselli Chemical

Co. roasts at Canton, Cincinnati, Newcastle, Cleveland

and Grasselli the ore that is needed by its smelteries at

Clarksburg and Meadowbrook. The New Jersey Zinc

Co. has a roasting plant at Tiltonville, Ohio, which sup-

])lies other smelters. AYith the movement of the zinc-

smelting industry to the eastward, the separation of blende

STATISTICS OF SPELTER-SULPHURIC ACID WORKS

Ore received
Spflt^r produced.
Sulphuric acid,

(In tons of 2,000 lb.)
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Kiisa. The construction of these was speeded in a remark-

able way, and gradually, as it became apparent that the

high price for spelter would prevail longer than anylwdy

at the middle of 1915 anticipated, preparations to build

new plants were made in many qiiarters.

At the end of 1914 I wrote:

In 1914 about 362,000 tons of spelter was produced in 22

works using about S3<rf of tlieir capacity. Old works if oper-
ated at full capacity were consequently able to produce about
56.000 tons more of spelter than in 1914. In addition thereto
there was a new plant of 17,500 tons' capacity (terms of tons

of spelter) immediately available, and furnaces of neaiiy
11,500 tons' capacity in construction and so far advanced as
to become available early in 1915. There were also two in-

active plants possessing a capacity of about 10,000 tons. I

do not include the moribund works of Kansas which may or

may not be put into use. They had a capacity of about 62,000

tons.

The United States possesses therefore, or very soon will
possess, flrst-class capacity for the production of 445,000 tons
of spelter per annum; and second-class capacity amounting
to 72,000 tons additional that may be used in emergency.
These figures take no account of the dross and scrap smelters.

The estimate of a maximum capacity for 517,000 tons of
spelter must be discounted, however, being based on the
average yield in a year of low price when the ore treated
was probably of a relatively high grade. The high price for
spelter will draw out lower-grade ore, and the average yield
per retort will be lower. Moreover, the roasting capacity
of American smelters is materially short of their distillation

capacity, which means that they may not be able to attain
the maximum use of their distillation furnaces unless they
can secure all the calamine ore that they need, and calamine
ore is generally of lower grade than blende. It is best not to

undertake to draw fine points, but simply to assume that the
smelting capacity of the United States is largely in excess of
any use of it previous to the end of 1914.

The estimate of about 500,000 tons' sjDelter capacity

looked rather preposterous at that time, but in the second

quarter of 1913 the actual production was nearly at that

rate and in the third quarter it was exceeded. About the

middle of 1915 it was estimated that the capacity at the

end of 1915 would l)e about (550.000 tons. It was not far

from that. The manner in which spelter production in

1915 was expanded is one of the romances of our industry.

The incentive to this was of course the enormous profit

to be realized.

It must be clearly understood that the high prices

of 1915 were determined by an extraordinary demand,

insistent, and indifferent as to what had to be paid; and

to a deficiency of supply that was due to shortage of

smelting capacity, not of ore. The high prices were paid

therefore for the use of smelting capacity. There was at

all times a plethora of ore, and the price for the latter

rose therefore in far less proportion than did that of

spelter; in other words, the smelting margin increased

and did in fact attain such figures as $50 or $60 per ton.

It being thus a smelters' market, miners found difficulty

in placing their ore at all. The Butte & Superior com-
pany consequently made arrangements with the American
Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co. for reopening the Cancy and

Bearing smelteries. The L^nited States Smelting Co., in or-

der to dispose of ore production of its own, purchased the

old plants at Altoona, lola and La Ilarpe. When the pur-

chase was made, it looked like a very hazardous venture.

Even more so looked the enterpri.se of George E. Nichol-

.=011, when he started the construction of a big new plant at

Ku,';;!. wliicli could not even begin production until late

in tlic year. Much luss risky was the program of the

Unitcil States Steel Corporation in building at Donora, for

tiiat I oinpany as tlic largest consumer of spelter was

planning a perniaiutit business. In this case, however, a

woiidi iful record in i .instruction was made. For the

building of such a plant about 18 months would ordinarily

be reckoned. At Donora, ground was broken about the

end of June and the first spelter was made on Oct. 20.

However, the plant could not be regarded as completed
until about Mar. ol, 1916, and considering that the con-

struction was carried on night and day, with all of the

great facilities of the Steel Corporation, the actual time
of 9 months is not greatly out of tune with the common
estimate of 18 months, but this is not to minmiize the

really remarkable feat of the Donora engineers.

As time wore on and people became used to the idea

of phenomenal prices for spelter and as the market failed

to show signs of collapse, the building of new plants was
commenced on all hands. At the present writing—the

end of March, 1916—they are springing up like weeds
and it is almost useless to try to enumerate them. What
then of the future ? Simply that the shortage of smelting

capacity is bringing about its own correction.

Reverting once more to the statistics of spelter produc-

tion in 1915, there are three very remarkable features.

The first is the enormous total. Next is the rapid gain in

production, quarter by quarter. In the last quarter of

1914 the production was about 94,500 tons. The produc-

tion of the first quarter of 1915 advanced by about 5,000

tons; the second quarter by about 20,000 tons, this being

the quarter when the old idle works were restored to opera- i

tion; the third quarter by about 12,000 tons; and the I

fourth quarter by about 17,000 tons. The third note-

worthy feature is that the great new plants, including

Kusa and Donora, produced but little spelter in 1915.

However, at the very end of the year they were just about

beginning to strike their gait. Increasing outputs in

the first and second quarters of 1916 therefore are to be

anticipated without taking into consideration any more
new plants.

In fact, at the end of 1915 the listed smelters of the

United States possessed a total of about 155,000 retorts,

and all of them were reported in use at that time. Reckon-

ing a production of 4.2 tons of spelter per annum per

retort, the rate of production at that time was 650,000 tons

per annum, or 162,000 tons per quarter. Besides that there

were 23,234 retorts reported in process of building at the

end of 1915, this number corresponding to an output of

about 97,500 tons of spelter per annum.

As if this were not enough, there was the Trail pro-

duction of electrolytic spelter at the rate of about 12,000

tons per annum, scheduled to begin in January, the

.Vnaconda production at the rate of 35,000 tons per

annum, expected to begin late in the summer, and a cer-

tain production at Garfield, Utah. The total produc-

tion in prospect was, therefore, 794,000 tons per annum.
There were enough odds and ends in sight, but not enu-

merated, to justify talking about a total of 800,000 tons

per annum, even at the beginning of 1916. Since then

the prospect has been materially enlarged.

However, even that enormous total excites thouglit of a

variety of topics that are worthy of deliberate reflection.

[ do not venture, olfhand, to postulate respecting them,

but shall merely mention a few of tliose tliat oiiiir to me.

AVhcncc are coming the men with sufficient skill in the

art to operate all of these works? Heretofore there has

been a plethora of ore. Will the ore supply in 1916 l)e

.sufficient, however, for our smelters to get along without

drawing more freely on Australia, Africa and elsewhere?

Has the provision of roasting capacity kept pace with
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the distillingr. affecting tlie relative demand for calamine

and blende? Will the smelting mirgin shrink before

the price for spelter begins to go down ? The zinc

Bmeltei's are going to have many things to think about

this year.

Imports and Exports—-The imports and exports of ore

and spelter are given in an accompanying table, t^ie fig-

ures of which speak for themselves. It will be observed

that the Government figures of the exportation of bonded

spelter are a little different than those reported by the

IMPORTS AND EXPORT.S. BY QIARTERS

Ore, Long Tons
3.355
4,727
6.849
13.607

Lb..Spe It.

.500,253
512,123
664,012
83,191

Dust, Lb.

1,288,249
1,256,239
533.471

1.324,128

Year
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Referring to the recent correspondence in the Journal

concerning "Concentration Formulas," there is a formula

for quick calculation of assay results in problems involv-

ing metallics that does not seem to be well-known.

If r be the ratio of pulp to metallics and A and a be

the assays of the two, then

r^- 1 ,

-'* — «
rinal asset ii = « + -—,

—

J
1 + r

Expressed in words, divide the weight of pulp by the

weight of metallics and add 1 to the quotient. Divide

the diU'erence in the assays by this number and add to

the assay of the pulp. Donald M. Liddell.

New York, Feb. 29. 1916.

S5

Pr©sp)ecM!nig ®ia Forest Rseser"^©

With an optimistic feeling in the mining industry,

with the prices of all the metals at a high stage and a bet-

ter appreciation of the industry by the investing public,

it is reasonable to expect that during the coming season

there will be a marked revival in prospecting. In some

quarters at least, there is misapprehension of the rules

regarding prospecting on forest reserves, and it may be

said almost generally that the attitude of the Forest

Service is not well understood by the majority of people

interested.

Broadly speaking, the same condition holds for pros-

pecting on the forest reserves as on any public land,

but rules are laid down by the Forest Service for the

preservation of timber and as regards fii'es, and these must

be observed as well by the prospector as by any casual

visitor. This is the only limitation that is imposed,

and the Committee on Forestry Relations of the American

Alining Congress is endeavoring to render a service in

making tlie situation ])lain to the prospector and in case

of any difficulties with the local forest officials, to do

everything it can in adjusting them.

The ininie object of this work is, of course, to foster

the mining industry by supplying to prospectors infor-

mation regarding the rules of tlie Forest Service and to

make this as definite and conclusive as possible; to try

and adjust differences that have already arisen by taking

up the case with the headquarters in Denver and if neces-

sary with the Chief Forester in Washington.

This committee will not do any legal work, but will use

every endeavor to carry out the work outlined upon re-

ceipt of a statement of the facts of the case, which, it

should always be remembered, will have to meet a similar

statement made by the local forest official.

It would appear to tlic committee that its best results

can lie reached by luoviding information in advance of

any work, so that pniti'S going on a reserve may be fully

informed of wliat tliey may or may not do. It would

thcri lore urge intcmling prospectors to take uj) the ques-

tion MS earlv as pri--ible and inform themselves fully,

so that there may be no difficulties or misunderstandings I

regarding their rights. It is to be borne in mind that

the Forest Service has headquarters in Denver, nuiking

it convenient to get definite and conclusive information,

since the committee headquarters is likewise there. It

is hoped that this information will be passed along, as it

is obviously impossible to reach the individual.

FoEESTHY Relations Committee,
Ameeican Mining Congbess,

Carney Hartley, Chairman.

316 Colorado Building, Denver," Colo., Mar. 18, 1916.

In the Journal of Mar. 4 appears an editorial headed

"Profit Sharing in Lead and Copper Mining," in which

comment is made on the fact that lead producers had imi-

tated copper producers by raising wages with the increase

in the price received for output, stating that this is a sat-

isfactory way of dividing profit and explaining that the

Anaconda company was the first to introduce this practice,.

but that the Lake Superior region is the one exception to

its general use.

"\A'hile you might have intended to say that the so-called

"sliding scale" was first introduced in the Anaconda, the

editorial reference to the Lake Superior district was unjust

and unfair Ijoth in its statement and the inferences that

might be drawn from it. The fact of the matter is that

for years the Calumet «& Hecla always has raised wages

when the metal prices advanced, and practically every

ether mine in this district has done the same thing. And
tile wages have been lowered when copper got down to a

point where it became necessary. This i)ractice was, in

fact, in operation at the Calumet & Hecla before the Ana-

conda was a mine. At the present time every copper mine
in the Lake Superior district is paying an advance in

wages to all employees, either in the form of bonuses

or in straight raises. In no case is this under 10 per

cent, of nornuil, and in most cases it is between 20 and

25 per cent, of normal, .\long this same line it might be

interesting to note that the Calumet & Ilecla and eaili

of its subsidiaries, upon the recovery of copper-metal

prices following the break caused by the beginning of th"

European War, paid back to each and every man everv

cent he lost during the slump, in the reduction in wages

that was then necessary. IIo.mke .\. Glh'K.

Houghton, Mich., Mar. 7, 1916.

fWe have pleasure in publishing the foregoing com-

munication, although it is hypercritical. Our editorial

was neither unfair nor unjust to Lake Superior, but

siin])ly commented approvingly \\\Hm a certain system of

adjusting wages that has been introduced in all of the

principal copper regions except Lake Superior, which is

the fact. This was not saying that the Michigan copper

companies had not advanced wages, which everybody

knows they have done in an extraordinarily generous way.
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1 1 was not even saying that the Michigan companies ought

to adopt the Anaconda system, for there may be some rea-

sons why it is impracticable in their case. It was simply

making a saving exception, in default of which some

correspondent would have asked us, "How about Lake

Superior ?"—Editor.]

Having followed with interest the discussion on the

subject of formulas, it appears that there are some who
are not acquainted with Gahl's formula. It was given to

me at the University of Toronto about four years ago as

Hoover's, but Dr. R. Gahl demonstrated that he developed

it and published it about a decade ago. The formula

and its derivatives are clear, full, simple, and appear to

me to be the easiest to apply. They can be used to test

operations for recoveries made by all concentrating appar-

atus, and also can be applied to smelting operations. The
formula is here fully developed by steps.

Assay Weight Values

Feed i 1 fl

Concentrates c m cm
Tailings t n tn

Ix)ss in percentage = ^ X 100 (1)

Now 1 = m + n

and fl = cm + tn
fl = c (1 — n) + tn, substituting value of m
= cl— en + tn

en— tn = cl— fl

n(c— t) =1 (c—

Hence ^ = ^r^ <2)

Now loss in percentage = ^ X 100 = '
''' ~ . X 100

fl t u— t)

Recover^' = 100— loss

= 100-100i^

='o» c-/:c-r'0

Efficiency or 1 _ (« ,\

Recovery in
f
= 100 ^yi ~ (A)

Percentage J
Me — tj

Now 1 = m + n
n - 1—

m

and fl = cm + tn »

Assume 70 tons concentrates, 280 tons feed.

fl—
<f—
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The first issue of the Engineeriiif/ and Mining Journal

was dated ^lar. 3], 1806. With this number we record

therefore our fiftieth anniversary. Ten years aso, upon
the occasion of our fortieth, we published a special edition

recording the history of the paper. Since then there

have been few changes except those of growth and increas-

ing usefulness, which have been going on steadily. The
Journal is a bigger paper than it was ten years ago, is

more modern in its dress and is better in every way, but

the spirit and tradition are the same. There are few

jiapers in existence that have preserved a character so

unaltered during so long a time. This follows no doubt

from the continuity of the editorial direction. Richard

P. Rothwell, the founder, was editor for 35 years, and the

present incumbent, who worked with Rothwell. has occu-

pied the chair for nearly 11 years, while one of our asso-

ciate editors has been with us for the last 23 years.

In its early years the Journal was catholic, studying and

reporting upon all kinds of mining. Gradually, however,

its attention became directed more and more to the min-

ing of minerals other than coal, and especially to metal

mining. The time came when the interest of the metal

miners had become so big that they could not be served

adequately in one paper and let the coal miners also have

proper attention. Therefore the Journal, which in

former years had taken unto itself a paper known as Coal.

decided about four years ago to divide the field and split-

ting its editorial staff tunied over attention to coal mining

to a newly created sister publicatinn

—

Cnal Age. In 1014

we removed from '>0o Pearl St. to the new building of the

Hill Publishing Co. at 10th Ave. and 30th St. Two
inonths ago the distinguished president of the Hill Pub-

lishing Co.—John A. Hill—died. He was succeeded by

Arthur J. Baldwin. So much for the important events

of the last ten years.

The fifty years of the existence of tlie Journal has

coincided exactly with the marvelous development of the

American mining industry. Previous to 18()0 there was

scarcely anything of great importance except the cojipcr

mines of Lake Superior, the lead mines oi' Wisconsin and

Alissouri. the Conistock Lode and the gold mines of Cali-

lornia. Elsewhere in the Rocky Mountain country l)ut

little liad been done except scratching around. The men
ti'ained at Freil)erg, wlio subserjueiitly ])layed .«o great a

part in the development of American mining and metal-

lurgy, were just beginning to come hither. In ISfiO,

however, the Pacific railway was completed, and from

that time the mining industry advanced with leaps and

bounds. The ])eriod from 18()i) to 1879 was remark-

ably jirolific of discoveries. During that ten years

]ia])pcned such great developments as those at Eureka,

the Joplin district, and liPadville. In our issue of

Jan. 8. 1916. reviewing mining and metalhirgy in

191."). we recorded wliat the American mining industry

bad then become. In tclliug that story we let it be our

own aiiiiiversarv nunibrr.

^es" Javadleimdls

The '"big coppers"—Anaconda and Utah—have now
taken their dividend actions for the first quarter of 1916.

Both maintained their $0 annual rate, but Utah paid -$1

extra. We were rather surprised by the latter. That
Anaconda should have declared only the regular quarterly

dividend at the *6 annual rate was simply what should

have been expected.

Amalgamated—Anaconda's jjredecessor—was supposed

to be on a $6 basis. In 1906-07 it accumulated a great

snriilus. which would have permitted the payment of

much larger dividends if it had been desired to do so.

The policy of the management, however, was to conserve

this as a sort of flywheel for the maintenance of the reg-

ular dividend. In subsequent years, when Anaconda was

paying out more than it earned, it was roundly scoi'ed for

so doing liy critics who forgot that its surplus had been

held for pi-ecisely that purpose.

In 1915-16 i\naconda has replenished its depleted sur-

plus, indeed has probably accumulated a larger one than

it ever had. The management of the company being the

same, it is a reasonable presumption that it will adhere

to the same policy as to the dividends, and will aim to put

itself in a position to maintain its regidar rate for the

next 10 or 15 years at least, making no increases unless

the earnings justify them beyond peradventure.

The last suggestion is not by any means an impossible

or remote contingency. Nothing is truer than the adage

that money breeds money, and the policy of the Ana-
conda com])any having been in the directions of expansion

and diversification, its great surplus will naturally be

employed for such ])urposes. This develops into an indus-

trial insurance on the tontine plan, the benefits accruing

of course to the stockholders.

Utah is in a different position. It is now a well-seasoned

concern, but as (onipari'il with Anaconda, it is still

young. Tt did'ers IVoiu Anaconda also by being a com-

jiany of concentrated interests, its possessions—barring a

half of Nevada Consolidate<l—being confined to its mine
in Bingham Canon, Utah. That, to be sure, is one of

the great mines of the world, capable of maintaining the

iircsent rate of produc'tion for 50 years or so, and being

an o]ien mine, is free from some of the dangers that exist

in an underground mine. The finances of the Utah coni-

jiaiiy have been managed with a conservatism that has

sometimes been vexatious to .stockholders, who thought

tliat file dividend rate ought to have been increased more
rapidly than if was. In the dark days following the out-

break (if the war, however, Utah was one of the few com-
])anies that did not have to reduce its dividend, and during

1915 its rate was gradually increa.-;ed to $0. The connnon
opinion was that it would be maintain(>d at ihat figure

with the ])rospect that the conqiany's huge suridus would

be ])rcserved in order to insure it against what might

ha]ii)cn in evil times. No doubt the recent bonus of $1

was declared by the directors with the idea that the com-
jiany could easily afford if.
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What is tnie of the ''big coppers" is to a more or less

extent true of the other first-class companies. Few per-

sons yet appreciate fully what has happened to the copper

producers and the strenfjth of their new position. In fact

they have accumulated cash reserves that practically ren-

der the maintenance of their dividends—speaking espe-

cially of Anaconda and Utah—independent of the price

for copper for a long time ahead. In other words, the

price for copper might fall tomorrow to 15c. per lb. or

less, and stay there for years, without the dividends of

these companies being jeo])ardized in the slightest degree.

The Senate has just passed a bill to spend $11,000,000

to build an armor-plate plant. The Bethlehem Steel Co.

has been opposing this for the reason that if the Govern-

ment does such a thing, its own investment of $7,000,000

in such a plant will be rendered useless.

The Betldehem Steel Co. asserts that the three existing

private armor plants, which are admittedly efficient, have

a capacity of .52,000 tons a year. The estimated needs

of the Navy for the next fixe years are only 24:,000 tons

a year. The company has offered to supply armor-plate

for the contemplated five-year naval program at a price of

$395 for side armor, as compared with $425 now obtain-

ing. It says, moreover, that if the reduced price be

unsatisfactory it will let the Federal Trade Commission

inventory its plant, determine the cost to manufacture,

and with that data in hand, will meet the Secretary of

Navy and guarantee to manufacture armor at a price as

low as the lowest at whii'h the Government could possibly

make it, taking into account all proper charges.

This offer, which strikes lis as the acme of fairness, is

made by the company to conserve, if possible, its invest-

ment of over $7,000,000, which investment was made
at the request of the Government. It looks to us as though

Congress were deliljerately contemplating spending $11,-

000,000 of the people's money for an unnecessary purpose.

If so, the action will be a scandal that will cry to Heaven.

When the bill was pending in the Senate an amendment
requiring a determination and publication of the cost of

making armor in the projected Government plant was

rejected. Of course it would never do to spend $11,000,-

000 of the public's money for the duplication of private

j)lants and then let it become known that the result might
be a greater cost in the public plant than in the private,

which probably would be the case. Uncle Sam rarely

gets low costs except by cheating somebody, as his Post

Office Department cheats the railways, but even so. the

Post Office Department—the greatest monopoly in the

United State.s—is one of the most grossly mismanaged
business operations that anybody can think of.

TfiTie SnttissxtaOEa nira Messaco
The President, in a public statement on ^lar. 27,

deprecated in emjihatic language the alarming news that

is being sent to the press from the border and charged

that it was being inspired by interests that sought to

embroil the United States with ^lexico for their own
special purposes. If the President had reliable informa-

tion of that sort, he ought to have stated it and been done

with it. However, it is undeniable that preposterous and
inflanimatorv news has been communicated from the

border and spread across the front pages of the new.s-

papers, to the di.'^gust of thoughtful citizens and to the

excitement of the thoughtless. It was really a relief when
last week a case of murder by poisoning gave the headline

writers of the New Y'ork dailies a new feature with which
to engage the interest of their readers and relegated the

news from both Europe and .Mexico to the inside pages.

Carranza's troops have not revolted. Carranza has not

had 10,000 cavalry threatening the American border, Car-

ranza proiiably has not 10.000 cavalry all told. The
chase of Villa is more like the chase of Geroninio than

anything else.

A scrap of news that appeared in one of the New York
dailies recently, without any headline to attract special

attention, is probably a truer reflection of the Mexican
attitude than anything that has been telegraphed from
El Paso. This communication told of the gratifying

.surprise with which the Mexicans learned that the Amer-
ican troops were not going to rob their ranches, but were
anxious to buy what they needed and pay real money.
Thus to these poor people the passage of General Persh-

ing's troops was like a breath of fresh air let into a black

hole.

The situation in Mexico is without any doubt verj-

delicate. The act of some hothead may bring American
and ^lexican troops into conflict, and from that may
result real intervention. There are many persons who
want to have that and call it the "big thing." The Wash-
ington Administration is certainly not contemplating

anything of that sort, but even if it be forced into it, we
doubt if things would be so serious as .some forecast. The
better element of llexico certainly would welcome it,

although not openly. Their attitude is. we think, accu-

rately rejjresented by a correspondent of the Journal who,

in a recent letter, wrote as follows : "The situation is

I'eally serious down here, for most of the natives wish to

see the 'big thing' come off, but they hesitate to

express themselves. They try to imagine that their

'patriotism' would not permit their entertaining any such

sentiment, so they just hope that circumstances will force

the situation and bring about what they desire, yet leav-

ing everyone with the moral self-assurance that he did

not willfully do anything to bring about such a result."

TIhe TeEfideiacs^ ©f Slllveir Fipaces

Since tlic spurt at the beginning of the year which car-

ried silver up about three cents, the price has remained

almost uniform, the New York quotation varying by verj'

small fractions and holding between 56 and 57c. per oz.,

thus keeping the January rise. During the last week.

however, there was a sudden advance, which amounted in

all to 334c-,. putting the metal above (JOc. per oz. for the

first time since the outbreak of the war. Whether this

gain in price will he held, like that of last January, seems

rather uncertain, but the present indications arc for a

continuing dcnuuul.

The chief cause of this movement is found in large

I)urchases for coinage by European mints. Practically

a total withdrawal of gold from current circulation has

caused an unusual demand for silver coins, and this has

been increased by the use of such coins in large amount.*

in the payment of soldiers and other government employ-

ees. The quantity of silver in circulation is probably

liirirer than ever l)rr<)re. but it still seems to be insufficient.
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and more is called for. It is a notable development of

an abnormal financial situation.

The advance has been lielped bv an increased demand
for shipment to China, which was hardly expected. India

has been a slow buyer this year, its purchase falling rather

helow the usual average, while for half a year or more
China has bought little, even selling silver at times. An im-

provement in trade conditions, however, has called for

silver in settlement of balances. This is not expected to

last, but it counts for the time being. The offers of

silver in London are not excessive, American and Can-
adian producers holding back now as they have been doing

for a year or more. If they increase their shipments, it

will probably mean a quick reaction in prices.

From causes that will readily be understood, it has

been difficult to estimate the silver production in 1915.

From the most reliable authorities, especially the United
States Jfint, it seems probable that the total for last

year was about 196,000,000 oz., which is about 10% less

than in 1914. In some of the producing countries there

was a gain, but the main point of uncertainty is in the

output of JNIexico. The decrease in production, however,

was not enough to aifect the prices materially, and it

depends entirely on the demand whether the higher level

will continue to rule.

An extremely interesting announcement was made last

week to the effect that a syndicate headed by Adolph
Lewisohn, in which AVilliam B. Thompson and other im-
portant mining capitalists are interested, is considering a

mining venture in the AVitwatersrand district of South
Africa. W. W. Mein, with a staff of assistants, is already

on the way to South Africa to investigate. The under-
taking is one that is projected by Isaac Lewis, of the firm

of Lewis & Marks, of London, and comprises the develop-

Mient of a "deep level" in the East Rand district.

The particularly interesting features of this are that

South Africa is obliged now to look to America for cajji-

tal and that American capitalists are willing to consider

a venture in that country, (ireat Britain now is in such

need for conserving her caj^tal that ventures by her capi-

talists are restricted or prohibited. Consequently promo-
ters needing money aru obliged to go elsewhere, and
America is about the only place where they can obtain

assistance. It goes without saying that the terms offered

to American capitalists are highly attractive.

To those of our citizens who are opposed to military

preparation the sight of the entire mobile forces of the

United States Army engaged in chasing a single bandit
ought to be instructive.

A noticiiible lealure about the extensions of plant

planned by the Steel Corporation and some other impor-
tant steel concerns is that they are a])parently based, not on
the war export demand, which in its nature must be more
or less temporary, but on the assumption of an increase in

the domestic trade wbicli will be jjermanent in its nature.

Tliis is tlie resnit of past experience and of a knowledge
ot' tbi' growth of till- lountry, which is certain to overtake

the provision made td supply its need.s—sometimes indeed
to pii-s it for a time, :i- it has riMcntlv.

Not so long ago a shift boss in Butte was heard to

lament, while sampling the face of a drift with his

candlestick, that Bill, the other shift boss, never couJd

get a good sample.

The Steel Corporation's railroad, the Bessemer & Lake
Erie, is planning to send out an ore train from Conueaut
to Pittsburgh every -tO minutes, when the shipping season

opens, according to press dispatches. It is estimated that

with the new facilities for handling ore at Conneaut,

56,000,000 tons of Mesabi ore can be handled this season

by the Bessemer & Lake Erie.

m
According to the Montgomery Advertiser, a moun-

taineer preacher once said to his flock : '"Brethren. I have

decided t' divide my sermon in three parts. Th' fust

part I'll understand, an' you won't. Th' second part

you'll understand, an' I won't. Th' third part nobody '11

understand." Reminds us of the type of mining report

by the man who signs himself "Mining Expert" ; with the

odds two to one on the preachei-.

The mining companies in the vicinity of Kalgoorlie,

Western Australia, have agreed to give the use of any of

their machine tools suitable for the manufacture of sliell

cases, together with power and light, free during the after-

noon and night shifts, and have further agreed to purchase

five tons of shell steel to enable those willing to turn shell

cases to experiment on the process, according to a recent

Monthly Journal of the Chamber of Mines.

In the discussion of a paper read before the "Institution

of Mining and iVletallurgy" recently, a fellow member
informed the author that records of work were published

in the Engineering and Mining Journal. Feb. 14, 1914,

"and the simple method he devised and carried out in

actual practice in the summer of 1914, is described

almost word for word therein." To this the author

replied: "I have only to say that having neglected my
Enffineering and Mining Journal during the past few

years, I had not seen the records to which he draws my
attention, and to apologize to the Institution for having

put forward as 'new,' work which, although original, had

been anticipated by others." The moral is obvious.

Putting as much as $50,000 in cold cash into fake

mining paper without an investigation is an ever-

astonishing feature of lay investment in mining stocks.

The TrU.iine recounts that:
Fritz Krelsler, the vIoHnKst. ciiterinM: tlie I'hiza branch of

the Union Trust Co. recently, after a recital, met GreKor A.

Oaltz-Hocky, whose bow and fiddle have made the Plaza Hotel
(,'rlll famtuis. Galtz-Hocky had Just obtained a $7,000 loan r.nd

was on his way to make a mlnine Investment. "Ah, Fritz, my
good friend, wish me luck. In a few days 1 am a rich mai-

and I fiddle no more!" said Galtz-Hocky, wrlnitlnK Krelsler's

hand. The latter knew his Kusslan friend was a KOOd violinist

and earned $1.').000 a year, but he had serious mlsKlvln^s
about his financial ability. "Have a care, Gretjor. nemcmber
rtiy advice Is, stick to the fiddle." replied the Austrian virtuoso.

On Feb. 18, Galtz-Hockey walked dejectedly out of the

court and told reporters that he had been swindled out of

$riO,noo in cash and was in debt for $7,000 to the Union Trust
Co. because he bought 25.000 shares of worthless stock In tlu-

"Consolidated Radium Mining Co.," of Denver, on a tip handed
to him by a "Harry Clifton"—met while watchlnB the boards
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S. F. Shaw is in Laredo, Texas.

J. V. N. Dorr, of Denver. Colo., has been in New York this
week.

R. T. White .sailed from New York on Mar, 18. on his way
to Batum. Russia.

B. B. Thayer is expected to sail from Buenos Aires. March
30, on his way home.

J. R. Finlay and Heath Steele are in thu Joplin district,

Missouri, on a professional trip.

Eugene Meyer, Jr.. has been elected a member of the board
of directors of the Alaska-Juneau Gold Mining Co.

H. N. Lawrie. consulting mining geologist, chairman of
the Oregon Bureau of Mines and Geology Commission, is visit-

ing New^ York.

George B. Stephens is now superintendent of the Southern
California Iron and Steel Co., Los Angeles, Calif., havim?
succeeded Evan J. Moses.

A. E. .Sargeant, recently mill superintendent of the Vi-

pond Porcupine mine in Ontario, has left for Terry in the
Black Hills district. South Dakota.

H. R. Plate has returned to New York from a year's trip in

southeastern Alaska and British Columbia in the interests of
William B. Thompson and associates.

A. A. Baker, engineer at the Steelton plant of the Penn-
sylvania Steel Co.. has resigned to become inspector of con-
struction for the H. Koppers Co., Pittsburgh.

J. T. Smoody. formerly with the engineering department if
the American Thread Co.. has accepted a position with the-

Chile Exploration Co.. in its New York office.

William G. Schneider, manager of the smelting plant of the
Magnolia Metal Co. at Matawan. N. J., has resigned, owing to
poor health and will devote the next months to recuperation.

Casper I. Schultz, general superintendent of the Nacozari
Consolidated Copper Co.. Nacozari. Mexico, visited the mines
and plant of the Detroit Copper Co. at Morenci, Ariz., last
week.

Philip Argall. of Denver, spent last week in New York at-
tending the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Iron
Silver Mining Co., and making arrangements for important
development by that company.

Baron Von Polenz. a German nobleman who was prominent
in Goldfield, Nev.. during the boom days, who has been
interned as a prisoner of war for some months at Kingston,
Ont., has been released and permitted to go to Cobalt, where
lie has extensive mining interests.

Edwin E. Chase has taken into partnership his son, R. L.
Chase, the style of the firm being Edwin E. Chase & Son, with
offices at No. 1028 First National Bank Building. Denver,
Colo. The specialty, as heretofore, will be the examination of
mining property and geological investigation of mineral
lands.

Charles F. Rand, president of the Spanish American Iron
Co., sailed from New York for Cuba last week, accompanied
by the following representatives of the Bethlehem Steel Co.:
C. A. Buck, vice-president; H. S. Snyder, second vice-president;
W. S. Bourlier, H. W. Worley, C. R. Corning and W. L. Cum-
ings.

Dr. Charles L. Reese, chemical director, head of the Re-
search Dept. of the Du Pont powder company, gave an informal
talk on "Explosives." before the New York section of the Amer-
ican Institute of Mechanical Engineers, at the Machinery Club.
Mar. 23. The talk was illustrated by a series of lantern slides
and a collection of dummy and real powder exhibits.

Guy C. Riddell, for the past ten years superintendent of
the East Helena lead plant of the American Smelting and
Refining Co.. severs his connection with the plant on Apr. 1.

Mr. Riddell has been offered the superintendency of the
smeltery and refinery of the Burma Corporation, at Namtu.
Burma, India, liut his present plans and business interests
will keep him in Helena for some time to come.

A. L. Blomfleld. for many years in the employ of Be-
wick, Moreing & Co. as metallurgist, and for the last eight
years mill superintendent of the Golden Cycle mill at Colo-
rado Springs, has become associated with the Dorr Cyanide
Machinery Co. Mr. Blomfleld has taken charge of the metal-
lurgical consulting work for the company, with headquarters
at Denver. He retains connection with the Golden Cy.-:Ie

mill as general superintendent.

There have been rumors that Gelasio Caetani, who is serv-
ing with the Italian flying corps, has been severely wounded.
Albert Burch, one of his professional partners, writes us th.it
he had heard these rumors while in New York recently but
believes them to be without foundation. Mr. Caetani wr.jte
him in November last that he had been slightly wounded by a
big stone. .Since then Mr. Burch has received two letters
from him, the latest being dated Jan. 18, and no mention of
being wounded was made.

Ralph H. Sweetser, who has been president and general
manager of the Thomas Iron Co., Hokendauqua, Penn., since
July 3, 1913, has resigned, effective July 1. Mr. Sweetser has
been one of the most active and leading executives of the
eastern iron industry and at the present time is serving as
president of the Eastern Pig Iron Association. Mr. Sweetser
is regarded as among the ablest of blast furnace managers.
Before he went to the Thomas Iron Co., he was superintend-
ent of the Columbus Iron and Steel Co., Columbus. Ohio. He
has not made known what his plans are for the future.

Darwin Almy. president of the Almy Water Tube Boiler
Co. for a number of years, died Mar. 9 at Providence, R. L. his
residence.

Dr. Carlos E. Husk, surgeon general of the mining de-
partment in Mexico for the American Smelting and Refln-
ing Co., died Mar. 20, at Laredo, Texas, of typhus fever. Dr.
Husk had conducted a party of physicians consisting of Dr.
Peter Olitsky and Dr. B. S. Denzer, of Mount Sinai Hospital to
Matehuala to combat typhus among the employees of the
company, and a vast amount of good had been accomplished.
Both Dr. Husk and Dr. Olitsky were stricken with the fever
and were taken to Laredo in the special train with the com-
pany's employees who had been instructed to leave Mexico.
Dr. Husk was very well and favorably known among the
mining fraternity in Chihuahua and other parts of Mexico. He
had resided in .Santa Barbara. Chihuahua, for several years,
having charge of the company's hospital at that place. He
was interested in several mining properties in the vicinity nf
Santa Barbara. Dr. Husk leaves a wife and a host of
friends to mourn his loss.

SOCHETHES

American Chemical Society—At the regular meeting of
the New York Section last week, J. Merritt Matthews was
chosen president; T. J. Metzger, vice-president; C. F. Roth,
secretary-treasurer.

Spolvane Mining Men's Club—This club at a meeting: at
Spokane, Mar. !i. adopted resolutions condemning House Bill
No. 9,420, recently introduced in the Lower House of Con-
gress by Representative Casey, of Pennsylvania, and House
Bill No. 153. The Casey measure provides for transferring the
bureau of mines to the supervision of the department of labor,
and the other proposes to create a bureau of safety under the
same department. Both proposals were vigorously opposed
by leading mining men from different northwestern states.

University of t'tnli—The exhibit of charts and cases of
minerals displayed by the Metallurgical Research Department
of the University of Utah at the Panama-Pacific Interna-
tional Exposition has arrived at tlie University at Salt Lake
City and is being set up in the mining and metallurgy build-
ing. The exhibit consists of two large plate glass cases con-
taining an educational series of Utah mineral and metallurgi-
cal specimens representing the consecutive steps in typical ore
dressing and metallurgical processes, along with I.t charts de-
scriptive of the mining and metallurgical resources of the
State of Utah.

Lnke Superior .tlinine Institute—The 1916 meeting is

scheduled to take place on the Jlenominee Range, but there
has been considerable talk of taking a trip to the Birming-
ham district in Alabama. Many of the mining men state that
they would be unable to take such an <xtended trip durinc:
the busy shipping season and it has been sugg.st.d that th.-

trip be postponed until next February. At that ti:iie it would
be possible to take in the Mardi Gras at New Oil.-.ms. This
plan is meeting with favor among the members, who will be
given an opportunity to vote on the proposition :it an early
date. Secretary .\. J. Yungbluth, of Ishpemina, has bcMi
south for several weeks and will take the matter up when
he returns.
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Northwest Mining: Convention—This gathering was held

in Spokane. Wash., Mar. 20-25 under the auspices of the

Mining Men's Cluh. The technical program was in charge of

the Spokane Engineering and Technical Association assisted

by the Columbia Section of the .\merican Institute of Min-

ing Engineers, the Spokane sections of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers and the American Society of Civil

Engineers. Monday. Mar. 20. was devoted to the installation

of exhibits, registry, etc. On Tuesday, there were addresses

of welcome and appointment of committees followed in the

evening by a reception. Mar. 22. there were address by Jud^e

George Turner on "What We Owe to Mining." by Walter C.

Clark on "Electricity at the Bunker Hill & Sullivan;" and

by O. C. Ralston on the "Panama Canal." March 23 there was
a visit to the Spokane Stock Exchange, a discussion on

"Methods of Transportation for a Mining Property" and in

the evening, a banquet. Mar. 24, was miners" and prospectors'

day with a number of papers and short talks, followed by dis-

cussions on the "Apex Law and the Mineral Surveyor," by F.

W. Callaway, and on "Flotation." by O. C. Ralston of the U. S.

Bureau of Mines. Saturday. Mar. 25. was devoted to visits to

points of interest around Spokane. The meeting was largely

attended.

The Morris Machine Works has recently shipped to the

Calumet & Hecla Mining Co., two 14-in. and one 16-in. dredg-

ing pumps direct connected to G. E. motors.

The General Electric Co. on Mar. 21 announced a bonus of

5 per cent, on its earnings to all employees who have been
with the company five years. This means a distribution of

$3,000,000 to $5,000,000.

The Allis-Chalmers company has declared a dividend of

1H% on the preferred stock for quarter ended Mar. 31. The
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., has declared a

dividend of 1 % "^ on the common stock.

The Asbestos Protected Metal Co. of Pittsburgh announces
the opening of a new office in the Praetorian Building, Dallas,

Tex., with T. R. Galey as manager, and a new office in the

Hurt Building, .\tlanta, Ga.. with J. R. Nichols as manager.

The United States Cast Iron Pipe and Foundry Co. .m-
nounces the removal of its Southern sales and traffic offices

from Chattanooga. Tenn.. to 1002 American Trust and .Savin g.-s

Bank Building, Birmingham, Ala. This change becomes ef-

fective April 1, 1916.

The Wellman-Seavfr-Morgan Co. is developing a type of

unloader for the Chile PJxploration Co. It will furnish Hulett
unloaders for the New Cornelia. A new type of underground
mucking machinf has been completed and will be tried on the

Menominee Range by the Pickand-Mather Co.

Our attention has been called to an item in our mining
news which contains the clause "Danish pebbles being im-
possible to obtain on account of the war." B. Voigt, 105 Hud-
son St., New York City, informs us that the statement is in-

correct. They say, "We, as well as our competitors, can
prove that we have steadily and regularly imported in large
quantities from Denmark and France."

The Merchants & Evans Co. has now completed rcmov.il

of its general offices and warehouse to the new quarters con-
structed adjoining its works on Washington Ave. between
20th and 21st St.. in Philadelphia. This year marks the

hftieth anniversary of this company, manufacturers of tin

and terne plate and smelters of brass and copper, and man-
ufacturers of various babbitt, solders and type metals.

A New England industrial which has profited largel.v

from the extraordinary activity in the American mining in-

tlustry is the Sullivan Machiner.v Co., says the "Boston Ncw.s
Bureau." The net earnings for the year 1915 were not far

from $540,000 on $3,S4fi,S00 stock. The significant fact about
these figures is that the bulk of the earnings accrued in the
last four months of the year; in the first half of the year the
profits were small.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio, has added a new
department which will specialize in the manufacture of small
crushers for rock and ore. These machines have been de-
vcloprd for particular use in connection with road building,
coni i;ictlng, mining. \u gravel plants and in block and tile

plants. This departm.iit will be in charge of Leroy A. Kling,
foriuirly sales manai.'' r of the road machinery department of
the Wheeling Mold ,-.ri.l Foundry Co.. Wheeling, W'. 'Va.

Tlii- Roessler & H.isslaiher Chemical Co., New York, an-
noi'iM .s that a flre li.i^ '.'lurred at its works at Niagara Falli,

the .N'i.Tgara Electro <
'1.. miral Co.. which has seriously affected

the manufacture of peroxide of sodium and of albone. An
inspection made immediately shows the condition to be less
serious than at first assumed and the company has taken
steps to have the apparatus replaced which was destroyed
by the accident, and has already started rebuilding. It hopes
to resume regular deliveries by May next.

.\ series of three industrial motion picture films, illus-

trating the manufacture of "National" pipe, from ore to fin-

ished product, will be shown before the American Society of
Marine Draftsmen, in the Arcade Auditorium, 14th and Park
Road, Washington,. D. C. Friday. Apr. 7, at S:30 p.m. These
pictures were taken under the direction of the National Tube
Co.. Pittsburgh. Penn., after eight months' work and at an ex-
penditure of thousands of dollars. They are educational, and
realistic and will no doubt be of interest to engineers, archi-
tects, plumbers and others interested in the manufacture of
pipe.

The Traylor Engineering and Manufacturing Co., of Allen

-

town, Penn., has sold crushing rolls and other milling machin-
ery recently to the following companies: .\merican Smeltinsr
and Refining Co.. Hayden Plant, one set of 54x24-in. AA roll.s,

one set of 30xl4-in. .\ rolls; Northport Smelting and Refining
Co.. four 36-in. Vezin samplers and 42xl8-in. AA rolls; Cam-
brian Slate JIanufacturing Co., 24xl2-in. .\ rolls; Gener.tl
Chemical Co., one set of 36xl6-in. A rolls and one 30x48-in.
Blake crusher; Mines Co. of America, one 15x24-in. Blake
crusher, sectionalized to 350 lb.; Grasselli Chemical Co.. one
15x30-in. Blake crusher and one 24x36-in. Blake crusher;
Cerro de Pasco Mining Co., 7xl0-in. Blake crusher; Keffer &.

John, complete concentrating plant including Blake crusher,
roll.s tube mill and Butchart concentrators; Eden Mining Co.,

one 13x24-in. Blake crusher, together with ore-bin gates,
feeders and centrifugal pumps; Norton Co., one set of 24x12-
in. A rolls; Sulphur Mining and Railroad Co., one 15x24-in.
Blake crusher and three sets of 36xl6-in. A rolls.

NE^'W FATEHTS

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

METALLIZING PROCESS AND APP.^RATUS. Albert G.
Jones. Iron Mountain, Mich., assignor to New Metals-Process
Co., Chicago. 111. (U. S. Nos. 1,174,729, 1,174.730; Mar. 7, 1916.)

MET.\L-RECOVERING PROCESS and Apparatus. John T.
Jones and Albert G. Jones, Iron Mountain, Mich., assignors to
New Metals-Process Co., Chicago, 111. (U, S, No. 1,174,731;
Mar. 7. 1916.)

MINE CARS—Coupling for Mining Cars. Edward S. Earls,
Danville, 111. (U. S. No. 1.173,494; Feb. 29, 1916.)

NITROGEN—Process of Fixing Nitrogen and Electric Fur-
nace for Effecting the Same. John E. Bucher, Coventry, R. I.,

assignor to Nitrogen Products Co., Providence, R. I. (U. S.
Nos. 1.17.667 and 1.174,66S; Mar. 7, 1916.)

NOni'LIZING—Method of Treating Ores. Albert G. Jones
and John T. Jones, Iron Mountain, Mich., assignors to New
Metals-Process Co., Chicago, III, (U. S. No. 1,174.727; Mar.
7, 1916.)

ORE REDUCTION—Ore-Reducing Furnace. John T, Jones
and Albert G. Jones, Iron Mountain, Mich., assignors to New
Metals-Process Co., Chicago, 111. (U. S. Nos. 1,174,728 and
1,174,732; Mar. 7, 1916.)

ORE REDUCTION—Process for Reducing Ores, Francis
E. Agnew, Los Angeles, Calif, (U, S. No, 1.174,464; Mar. 7,

1916.)

REGENERATIVE FURNACES—Improvements in Regen-
erative Furnaces. Drakes, Ltd., and W, A. Drake, Ovenden,
Halifax. (Brit. No. 9,214 of 1915.)

SEPAR.^TION—Ore-Separating Apparatus. Riley D. Fas-
sett, Denver, Colo,, assignor, bv direct and mesne assignments,
to The Gold-Dust Concentration Co.. Denver. Colo. (U. S. No.
1,173.498; Feb. 29, 1916.)

SEPARATOR—Rotarv Separator. John A. McKinlay.
Newaygo, Mich. (U. S. No. 1,173,671; Feb. 29, 1916.)

SILICON ALLOY—Manufacture of Sheet Silicon Alloy. Otto
Graef. Bismarckhiitte, Germany, assignor to the Firm of Bis-
marckhiitte, Germany, (U. S. No. 1,173,951; Feb. 29, 1916.)

STEEI-—Improvements in or Relating to the Manufacture
of Steel. F. T. Snyder, Oak Park, 111. (Brit. No. 1.213 of 1915.)

SULPHUR DIOXIDE—Utilization of Sulphur Dioxide. James
B, tiarner and Howard D. Clayton, Pittsburgh, Penn,, as-
signors to Metals Research Co., New York, N. Y. (U. S. No.
1,173,566; Feb. 29, 1916,)

snivPHURIC ACID — Method of Making Sulphuric Acid.
Walter S. Landis, Niagara Falls, N. Y.. assignor to Frank S.

Washburn, Nashville, Tenn, (U, S, No. 1,173,524; Feb. 29,

1916.)

ZINC—Process for Recovering Zinc from Zinklferous Ma-
terials. Frledrich Carl Wilhelm Timm, Hamburg, Germany.
(U. S. No. 1,172,321; Feb. 22, 1916.)

ZINC—Process of Treating Zinc Ores. Court C. Titus anil

William J. Barenscheer, Helena. Mont., assignors to New Eng-
land Electro-Chemical Metals Co., Boston. Mass. <V. S. N'

1,173,467: Feb. 29, 1916.)
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SAN FRANCISCO—Mar. 2H

I By Telegraph)

fJoltl Dredge, 17 cu.ft. bucket capacity, to dig 80 ft. be-
low water line, built by Yuba Construction Co. at Marysville.
launched at Hammonton Mar. 26. Moat successful launching
in history of California dredge construction.

S,\N FRANCISCO—Mar. 22

The Colnag^e DurinK February at the 1. .s. Mint :it San
Francisco was exclusivel>' of double eagles to the amount of
$5,860,000. Gold bullion received during February amounted to

$.'?.333,725 and .silver bullion to $43,861. At the close of bu.si-

ness Feb. 29, there was on hand $18,199,720 in gold coin. $61,-

r.27,111 in silver coin. $38,963 in minor coin, $188,214,225 in

gold certificate bar.s. $93,648,299 in gold bullion. $1,298,142
in silver bullion: checking balance U. S. Treasurer, $2,082.-

968. total $365,009,428.

Klizabeth Mines I.s a New Incorporation organized to re-

open, develop and operate one of the old producing mines of

the Mariposa grant. This is the second organization of min-
ing men whose purpose is to reopen and put in operation
some of the famous mining properties of the southern end of

the Mother Lode region. The grant is situated in Mariposa
County and the Elizabeth embraces 960 acre.s. being a part of

the grant that was confirmed to John C. Freemont in 1856.

The property is situated 8 mi. east of Hornitos and 14 mi.

from Merced Falls, a station on the Yosemite Valley R.R.
The manager of the company. W. F. Deaner. was successful
in reopening the Original Amador mine in Amador County,
which is now one of the producing mines of the Mother Lode.
The Elizabeth has produced high-grade ores from the sur-

face and development has disclosed a large amount of low-
grade ore.

DENVKR—Mai 2:i

Summit County Metal Mining- \s.xocintion, at a recent meet-
ing, adopted resolutions similar to those passed at the state

association meeting a few weeks ago. condemning the pro-

posed Federal withdrawal of more mineral lands in Colorado
for national park purposes, declaring that such areas are more
valuable for their minerals than for any other purpose.

Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. is preparing to reopen its big
Chicago iron mine that has been idle several years about one
mile from the company's open-pit mine at Hartville, Wyo. A
railroad spur is being laid and shipments are expected within
three months. The steel plant at Pueblo is working at maxi-
mum capacity with the greatest number of employees in its

history. It is fully six months behind with orders. The block-
ade of the Panama Canal has given this company a temporary
advantage in securing western business, especially in the
Orient. J. B. McKenna, general manager of the Minnequa
works, states that the company does not anticipate any appre-
ciable slump in business after the European war.

Tlie TungHten Seareli Continues to finin Intensity. Boulder
county is teeming with prospectors, ore-buyers and traders
for property. This is the first real boom the State has had
since the days of Creede and Cripple Creek. In Nederland
buildings are going up as fast as materials can be freighted
in. Tents are pitched everywhere space can be found. The
streets are crowded with automobiles, wagons and groups of

stirring men all earnestly buying and selling prospects or

lots of ore. A count was made of the autos passing a given
point in the canon below Nederland and it showed that, dur-
ing 25 minutes. 82 machines carrying from two to 20 passeng-
ers were hurr>'ing into the district.

Tlie NenliouNe Tunnel, starting at Idaho Springs on South
Clear Creek, has been driven 4 mi, and intersects all the prin-

cipal veins of the Russell Gulch, Quartz Hill and Central City

districts. Gilpin County, at a depth averaging 1,500 ft. The
tunnel was. at first, a great disappointment, judged from
the point of disclosing orebodies. With the exception of the

I'ozo vein and a fair-sized pocket in the Gunnell vein, little

oie was found in the Gilpin County ground. Then, too. its

primary purpose as a drainage tunnel was not accomplished
;ind will not be until actual connections are made to many
old workings. The Saratoga, Old Town and Gunnell mines
I, re drained, for they have been holed through, but the miles

nf workings in Quartz Hill contain an ocean of water; and

mines like the Concrete—the westerly extension of the Gun-
nel'—will probably remain idle until connection.s are made
with the Gunnell or the tunnel. It is not true, however, that
the Newhouse tunnel has proved the Gilpin County mines
valueless at depth. As depth is attained, the numberless short,
narrow veins at the surface drop into main Assures and the
ore is found concentrated more and more into large, definite
shoots with low-grade areas between. Unfortunately, the
tunnel seemed to cut most of the big veins in these lean areas,
but development, necessarily slow because of lack of capital
and concerted effort, is finally finding the oreshoots.

Leadville ProniiHes to lie a Migrlity Bu»y Camp tliiH Summer.
The large pumping installations are making accessible ore
reserves in the Fryer Hill and Downtown sections and there
is no doubt that large productions of sulphide ores will he
made from old mines. A company is said to be organizing to
push operations in groups of property on Poverty Flats imme-
diately adjacent to the city on the north. In all the outly-
ing sections of the district the same stir is noticeable. For
instance at Alicante a new Denver company headed by E. E.
Miller is reopening the John Reed group, known to have a
strong vein of zinc ore. and in Iowa Gulch. Charles J. Moore,
of Denver, is interesting capitalists in his Ella Beeler and
Constance groups. Kokomo, a near neighbor of Leadville with
similar geological formations, will have renewed activity in

the Wilson mine, said to possess one of the biggest bodies
of zinc ore in the state,

Bl TTF, Mar. 21

The Prnnnylvania Mine Fire In under Control. About 300
men have been put at work on the levels above the Sno. Ordi-
narily about 900 men are employed in the whole mine,

A i$.?,000 Fire in the New Brieli Dryer of the Anaconda
company badly damaged it on Mar. 16. The dryer had been
in operation since October last. Repairs arc under way and
will be completed in a few weeks.

A New High Record for Production was made at Ana-
conda's Washoe concentrator on Mar, 16 when a total of 16.-

650 tons were milled in 24 hours by the eight remodeled sec-
tions. This is an increase of 50 tons over the record estab-
lished on Mar. 10 to 11 and 650 tons above the estimated capac-
ity of the plant.

The Construction of a Large Water-Power Plant for th«
manufacture of nitrates for explosives in time of war and for
fertilizer in time of peace on the Flathead River near Pol-

son, Flathead County, is contemplated by a bill introduced in

Congress Mar. 10 by Senator Meyers of Montana. The bill

proposes investigation to be carried out by aimy engineers to

disclose whetiier power can thei-e be developed to manufacture
atmospheric nitrogen on a commercially profitable scale. The
bill appropriates $20,000 to defray the costs of investigation.

It also creates a board to supervise these investigations and
report whether the site would constitute a place of safety

in time of war; also to give information regarding the re-

sources of the region, relating to raw materials, such as lime-

stone, coal, coke, phosphate rock, etc.; freight rates to and
from said location with reference to the agricultural inter-

ests of the country to be served in time of peace.

POBTERVILLK, C.\L.IF.

—

Mar. IS

Three Hundred and Twenty .Veres of Magnesite lands situ-

ated south of here have been purchased by representatives of

John Hays Hammond from X. C. Cox. It is reported that work
will be started at once with a large force of men preparatory
to filling contracts recently signed with Eastern manufactur-
ing firms.

PAIRBANKS, ,VI,ASKA—Mar. .->

The District Shipped 7:10 Tons of Antimony i>\ •' last season
averaging 60 per cent. The shipments by creeks were .n.^

follows: Chatham Creek. ISO tons, P.idgetop. 50. Eagle (trib\i-

tary of Treasurer Creek) 440, and Eva Creek about 60 to-i.-,

Mr, E. L. Scrafford. the pioneer antimony operator of the Ii<-

trict, has sold his lease and option on the Black Eagle mine on
Treasure Creek to R, C. Wood, president of the First National

Rank, Mr. Wood will increase the crew to about 30 men in .t

few weeks and expects to take out several thou.'sand tons this

summer. The Chatham Mining Co. will be operated by .•^.rTf-
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ford with 10 to 15 men. Friedrichs is operating the Ridge-

top property with about six men and is already shipping

ore to Chena. Leach has several men taking out antimony
ore on Eva Creek. The Hargreaves Engineering Co. has built

about 80 mi. of road from the Kantishna River to the anti-

mony mines of W. R. Taylor and associates, on which they

have a lease and option. They claim to be able to ship several

thousand tons the coming season, but this is problematical ^s

the Kantishna is difficult to navigate.

Tungsten Ore will also be produced from this district this

summer. Johnson & Ewers has shipped about 40 tons of

107t ore to the Chena 10-stamp mill, which is being fitted

up to concentrate tungsten ores. Several other prospects are

being developed and no doubt the mill will be busy all

season. Heilig's mill on Fairbanks Creek has also been sup-

plied with a concentrator for the same purpose. Scheelite has

been found in nearly every cleanup on all the producing creeks

in this region.

MORENCI, .\RIZ Mar. 23

Title to IS rnpatented Claims in the Grand Canon is vested

in the holder, Ralph H. Cameron, according to a recent rul-

ing of the supreme court of the District of Columbia. Con-

test was instituted against the claims about two years ago

by the local United States land office.

The Wheeler Tunnel Project in the Bradshaw Mountain
district will start work by early summer, according to Dr.

F. A. Wheeler, who has just returned to Chicago to submit a

personal report to other financiers interested in the proposi-

tion. Surveys have been made, and topographical, geological

and mineralogical reports have been submitted. The capital

has all been subscribed. The principal reason for the pro-

posed tunnel is exploration, but it will also serve as a

drainage and transportation tunnel. It will penetrate the

Bradshaw Mountains in an easterly direction for a distance

of 12.000 ft., beginning at a site about 1 mi. below the Crown
King and terminating on the Wild Flower group on the

opposite slope. It will cut at great depth several fissure veins

and will open, among others, the following mines far belo-v

any present workings: The War Eagle, Gladiator, Nelson,

Spring Green, Fairview and Lincoln.

La Colorada Mining Co., Sonora. has been ordered to re-

open its mines by Elias Calles, military governor of Sonora.

Calles has telegraphed the company that if it does not return

and work the mine, the state will take charge, operate the

property and give employment to the 1,000 Mexican laborers

who were thrown out of work when the company abandoned
the mine subsequent to Villa's raid on Columbus, N. M. The
company has not yet replied to the order. The American em-
ployees of several other companies left their properties and
came out of Sonora at the same time as did those of the

Colorada and have not returned, notably those of the Mocte-
zuma company. The mines of the Moctezuma, however, are

being operated in the interim by native employees. Gov-
ernor Calles also states that he will issue a decree within a

day or so revoking all state concessions granted during the

Diaz and Villa regimes. Many of the present valuable grants,

he said, were obtained through bribery and are exempt from
taxes and other regulations, which work an injustice. How-
ever, new grants will be issued immediately, probably, to the

present holders.

JOPLIN, MO Mnr. 2,'>

PropiiMing to Uulld or Secure Suflielent Zinc-Smcitlng
capacity to treat 3.000 to 4,000 tons of zinc concentrates weeltly

and to give a one-half interest in these plants with full

powers of voting, management and participation in dividends

in that proportion to the zinc-mine operators who would
pledge that tonnage of ores weekly on the basis of seven to

to one. that is they would take seven times the price of 100

lb. of spelter for a ton of ore, a group of Boston capitalists

represented by James F. Gallagher entered Into negotiations

this last week with ore producers to weld such an organiza-
tion together. The proposal amounts to offering the ore pro-
ducers practically the same price they are now getting for

their ores and in addition giving them one--half the profits

from smelting the ores and sale of the byproducts as a bonus
for guaranteeing the delivery of a stipulated tonnage weekly
whose minimum is placed at 3.000 tons. The proposal Is for

the ore producers to guarantee the delivery of this ore, and
all capital to carry out the smelting end of the work will be
supplied by the Boston group of men. Coming just at a
time when the ore producers were seeking some method
of compelling better prices for their ore and when a
producers' smeltery or wroup »t smelteries was In contem-
plation, the proposal is tjcing given serious consideration

by the ore producers anrl the details of stock voting, manage-
ment .ind dividends an I,ring worked out fully before com-

mitting themselves. The problem of financing the building of
their own smelteries was a question which was seriously im-
peding any plans for the ore producers while this proposal
seems to offer a ready solution if an agreement can be reached.

B.\RTLESVIL.LE, OKL.V Mar. 27

J. E. Hildt, Ca.shier of One of the Banlcs of Tulsa, is about
to build a zinc smeltery of unusual excellence. He has asso-
ciated with him a zinc smelter of 25 years' experience and also

has three prominent engineering specialists. One of these
was formerly chief engineer of a large zinc company and an-
other is a well-known scientific metallurgist. The latter re-

cently installed and put in operation a zinc refinery that is

now making a "High-Grade" spelter analysing 99.91% pure.

Contracts for material, machinery and supplies are now be-
ing placed. The plans are drawn to comprehend a large and
fine plant. Part of this plant will be a "rushed construc-
tion" job. and the final plant will be laid out with all labor-
saving and money-saving improvements, so as to operate when
zinc drops to its low future limit. A refinery making strictly

high-grade spelter analysing 99.92% is to be started at once
with a large initial capacity, deriving its 99% metal from
selected ores.

WATERTOWN, S. D,—Mar. 25

Thirty Pennsylvania Capitalists Are Interested in a com-
pany which has taken steps to locate oil fields north of

Watertown. The undertaking is the result of efforts made
eight years ago to locate oil, which efforts were abandon-^d
owing to lack of proper drilling equipment. Nearly 3.000

acres have been leased and 10.000 acres additional will be se-

cured before work is started. The company has sent F. C.

Weaver of Meadville, Penn., to Watertown to obtain leases

and supervise operations. Mr. Weaver states that at least

four wells will be drilled this season.

TORONTO, ONT.—Mar. 18

Sir Thomas White, Finance Jlinlster, recently speaking in

Parliament about the mining tax, expressed surprise at the
light taxation to which mines were subjected by the Prov-
ince of Ontario, which only collected $300,000 a year from its

vast mineral deposits. Referring to the allowance it was
proposed to make in estimating the capital of mining com-
panies for exhaustion of ore. he said that in the United States,

mining companies were allowed only a reduction of 5% from
the income tax to which the.v were subjected. In administer-
ing the Canadian law the department would be prepared to

grant a more liberal allowance, in some cases amounting to

10, 12, or even 157c.

Prohlhltlon of the Export of Nickel, nickel ore and nickel
matte "to destinations other than the United Kingdom or
British possessions" except on license is contained in an
order-in-council by the Canadian Government. This action
was taken on the recommendation of Hon. J. D. Reid, Minister
of Customs, following a prolonged investigation of the ques-
tion of nickel export. A number of other products are em-
braced in the list of prohibitions including asbestos. This is

merely a temporary war measure, but judging from the

recent e.xpressions of public opinion, it is not at all unlikely
that the final settlement of the question may be along simi-
lar lines. The International Nickel Co. is advised by Canadian
authorities that such license will be issued to it and that

there is nothing in this order in council that will affect its

operations as now conducted.

An Interesting Announcement In Expected Shortly concern-
ing a deal between the Dome Mines and the Dome Extension.
For some time rumors of such a deal have been current, but
no official action was ever taken. Terms have flnall.v been
arranged, however, and notices to this effect are to be sent
out to the shareholders. The Dome takes a year's option on
the Dome Extension, and has the privilege of taking Dome
Extension for Dome stock on basis of 50 shares of Dome
Extension for one share of Dome. As Dome is selling at

$25 this puts a value of 50c. per share on the 2.300,000 shares
of Dome Extension stock Issued. The Dome will drive for the
Dome Extension ground from the 800 ft. level of the No. 3

shaft, and will probably do some diamond drilling at the same
time. It has long been believed that the Pome orebodies ex-
tended into the Dome Extension ground. Diamond drilling on
the Dome a few hundred feet from the boundary showed ore,

while a hole started near the boundary was stopped before It

could reach the ore. On the Dome Extension side of the line

a diamond-drill hole penetrated the ore at a vertical depth of

about 500 ft. The Dome orebodies pitch to the east and
where they cross the boundary line should be about 400 fl.

down. There seems every probability that the developmint
of this property will warrant the Dome In exercising the

option, and If It does It should add materially to the life

and ore reserves of the Dome.
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ALASKA
KENNECOTT COPPER ( Kennecott)—Produced 9.750,000

11). copper in February against lu. 000,000 in January .and
10,500,000 in December.

AUIZO-\A
Cochise County

PEABODY CONSOLIDATED (Jackson)—Old Peabody Cop-
per Co., which succeeded Bonanza Belt, now named Peabodj-
Consolidated.
COMMONWEALTH EXTENSION (Pearce)—Four-foot vein

cut by crosscut on 225-ft. level assays $15 silver and gold;
will deepen shaft 50 ft. and again crosscut vein.

CALUMET & ARIZONA (Douglas)—Announced that $1,-
200,000 would be spent in installation of smoke plant and other
improvements; two new reverberatories will be added; power
plant capacity will be trebled and high tension transmission
line will be run from smeltery at Douglas to mines at Bis-
bee.

BOWIE MINES DEV. (Bowie)—New organization, capital-
ized at $5,000,000, to develop large group of claims known as
Captain Bartlett silver-gold mines, situated in Buckeye Canon
on north side of Dos Cabezos Mountains. Some development
already done, including 100-ft. adit. Officers of the corporation
are W. M. Bartlett, president, S. Roark. vice-president, and J.
H. Jaque. secretary-treasurer.

Gila County
CHRISTMAS MINE (Christmas)—Now employing 150 men;

shipping 150 tons daily; aerial tramway from mine to Hayden
smeltery now under construction will increase tonnage to 1.000
tons dally.

ARIZONA COMMERCIAL (Globe)—Company installing
power plant, two 600-kw. generators at Eureka shaft to oper-
ate hoists and pumps at both Copper Hill and Eureka shafts;
now shipping 280 tons daily.

OLD DOMINION (Globe)—Concentrator treating 750 tons
a day and flotation plant treating 300 tons slimes per day.
Company shipping 100 tons water concentrates and 25 tons
notation concentrates to International smeltery at Miami
daily.

Greenlee County
ARIZONA COPPER (Morenci)—Installing new 5,600-cu.ft.

compressor at Morenci sub-power station.

Mohave County
OATMAN POPULATION is reported at 7,000 and gradually

increasing. District is active and properties continue to
change hands.

AMERICAN MOLYBDENUM (Cedar Valley) — Producing
daiU- 300 lb. concentrates with 5-stamp mill working two
shifts.

YUCCA TUNGSTEN (Yucca)—New 25-ton concentrator,
recently placed in operation, running one shift daily; mines
working two shifts.

ARIZONA VENTURE (Cedar Valley)—Shipped another
consignment from W^aldron mine, consisting of 1,100 lenzite
crystals, valued at $10,000.

NEVADA-ARIZONA (Kingman)—A 9-ft. vein assaying $70
a ton developed on 500-ft. level. Force will be increased
and sinking pushnd to 700-ft. point.

UNITED WESTERN fOatman)—Crosscut on 500-ft. level
struck hanging wall of vein at point 300 ft. from shaft. Vein
penetrated 15 ft. without disclosing foot wall; ore averages
$15.

GOLCONDA (Oolconda)—Following recent visit by Nathan
L. Amster. a sliding scale of wages adonti d by Union Basin
company, increasing miners' wages from $3.50 to $4.65 per
shift.

G5-hp. gasoline engine and 340-cu.ft. compressor being in-
stalled.

IVANHOE CON. (Oatman)—Main shaft reached 500-ft.
point and station being cut. Vein being stoped on 50-ft.
level of Nancy Lee shaft is about 1 ft. vide including K-\n.
.streak assaying $300 per ton. Ore being sorted for ship-
ment.

Pima County
OLD YUMA (Tucson)—New lOO-ton mill being rushed to

completion; expects to treat molyljdenum ore within a month.
SAN XAVIER (San Xavier)—Empire Zinc Co. has engineers

running survey from San Xavier to Twin Buttes R.R., 8 mi.
dist.int, to determine whether aerial tramway or railroad
spur is preferable.

YTTMA (Tucson)—Col. Epes R.indolDh will begin shipping
cru.shed ore to Tucson soon; product chiefly molybdenum ore
but also contains $3 a t )n gold; 100 men employed. About
$100,000 sp<'nt in equipment and preliminary work.

PAYMASTER (San Xavier)—Mill has shipocd four cars
concentrates assaying 40'; lead. 15';', zinc and 75 oz. silver to
ton. Mill capacity 50 tons daily, saving 65'! zinc values.
New shaft being sunk on 20-ft. ledge assaying $65 to ton in
lead and zinc.

STLVKRBELL (.Silverbell)—American Smelting and Refining
Co. has men ovi^rhauling mechanical equipment and putting
Arizona Southen R.R. in shape for business; rehabilitation of
Sasco smeltery will begin soon. New laboratory will be added
and san'ile mill reconstructed.

I'lnai County
MAGMA COPPER (Superior)—Machinery for additional

unit to separate zinc ordered.
ASH CREEK GOLD ( Wikleman)—J. H. Pool, mining at

shallow depth in Sulphur gulch, is taking out ore assaying
from $26 to $.S2 gold and 3 to 'J 7, copper.

SILVER KING (Superior)—A. B. Downe and E. Copper-
thwaite, respectively English engineer and financier, will re-
vive famous old Silver King. Reported $50,000 raised for pur-
nose. Silver King has record of verv large production but
has lain idle for 25 years.
JEWELL & CORBETT (Mammoth)—Reported that employ-

ees of Ray Consolidated Copper Co. have purchased this group
'n Galluro Mountains; have been developing property for
about six months, packing ore for 4 mi. and shipping to Hay-
den smeltery. Ore averages 25 to 35<7<, copper.

Yavapai County
HlBNERITE (Eureka)—Mine of Orville Bozarth sold to

E. J. Temple for $5,000.

TELSORO (Frescott)—New 10-stamp mill will operate
about Apr. 1. treating 1.000 tons per month. Ore runs $15 per
ton free gold.

STODDARD MILLING (Stoddard)—Work being done pre-
paratory to construction of lOO-ton mill. H. Kenyon Burch.
will have charge of construction.

PITTSBURG & JEROME (Jerome)—Development again
under way after delay on account of cave-in. Main shaft be-
ing timbered; force of 14 men will be doubled soon.

RUTH (Prescott)—Vein of solid lead-zinc ore cut 2 ft. wid.
on 130-ft. level; will ship regularly to Pueblo. Colo. Mill run
ning full time on second class ore.

GREEN FLOWER (Jerome)—Alexander Mackay and F. S
Stephen, of Scotland, announce that development on Green
Flower claims, in Jerome, will be commenced at once.

FIRST HOME (Prescott)—Ed. Block, of Prescott, owner.
associated with Bisbee men, have struck good lead-zinc ore
after working to depth of 300 ft. Have acquired neighbor-
hood Oriental mill.

BULLWHACKER (Prescott)—D. K. Harper and associates
have bonded famous old BuUwhacker mine and will at once
start cleaning out old 200-ft. shaft. Bar of bullion, valued
at $13,000, cast from 130 tons ore in 1S79.

Yuma County
MAMMON-ZEOLITE (Parker)—Group of 12 claims acquireil

by L. H. Andrews, of Nevada, from Osborne Bros., under two-
year lease and bond. .Supt. E. S. Osborne will prosecute devel-
opment of large orebody. assaying I'/i copper and $12 gold.

C.VLIPORM.\
Amador County

FREMONT (Dry Creek)—Deepening of shaft to the 400-ft.
point below and 2.350 level is in progress. From 150 to 200
men employed in mine and mill.

JOHNSON COPPER (Jackson)—Reported that a represen-
tative of United States Steel Co. has been examining ore de-
posits of this property, said to contain good grade of both
copper arid iron ore.

AMADOR STAR (Plymouth)—Will be operated by elec-
tricity supplied by Western States Gas and Electric Co.
Transformers in place and complete installation of electric
plant will be finished soon.

Butte County
SOUTH BANNER (Oroville)—High-grade ore reported dis-

closed in sinking of 100-ft. shaft. A two-stamp mill em-
ployed for sampling. A .Smith-Vaile duplex air compressor has
been orde/ed. Installation of milling plant contemplated.

Elilorado County

GAMBLING (Fairplay)—New machinery Including hoist
being installed; sinking of shaft to be undertaken soon as
installation completed.

Kern County
BOBCAT MERGER (Randsburg)—Property sold by Charles

Delaney and others to S. E. Vermilyea, of Los Angeles. Sink-
ing started. A strong vein disclosed on surface. Extensive
development contemplated.

PAGH (Randsburg)—Sold to Dick Roschl, Oscar Lawrence.
Thomas C. Colburn, ('. G. Illingworth of Randsburg and Al
Davis of Monrovia; price said to be $5,000. Test run of gravel
made at Red Dog mill showed $6 in gold and tuni^rsten. at a
time when tungsten was worth only 10c. per lb.

MaripoNa County
ELIZABETH MINES iHornitos)—Development company

formed bv Califnrni:! men to develop mine, a neted producer
of past. Caiiit.ili7.;ition, .<500.00n; oflicers: Edwanl F. Dalt.'n.
president: Royal .Millar, viee-presldent ; Edward .M Herber^ei.
secretary: (^. M. Cotllng. treasurer; W. F. Deaiu
George Keach, other director.

Mono Connty
MILLER-WICHMAN-Hlt.TON (Bridgeport

taken under bond and purchase option by men re
Nott I.eete. of Reno. Development of 1.000-acre

i

be undertaken in May. Another 1,000-acre tr;i.

Conway, also taken over by same men. Claims
gravel deposits and there is abundance of water

manauer;

— Prop,
resenteil

I operty
. kno\\ V
.ntalji
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Xerada County
QUEEN REGENT MERGER (Spencerville)—New $10,000

concentration plant completed and operation begun. Plant
designed to handle high-grade ores of Woehler mine, contain-
ing copper and gold. Concentrates shipped for smelting.

Sierra County
TIGHTNER (Alleghany)—Crosscut from lower tunnel

being driven to cut Red Star ledge.

BIGELOW (Sierra City)—High-grade ore recently struck.
Being developed by Croesus Mining Co. Hugh McCormick,
superintendent.

OXFORD-GOLD BLUFF ( Downieville)—Working force in-

creased. Large daily tonnage of quartz being crushed. Grant
Snyder in charge.

GRAY EAGLE (Downieville) — Bonded to San Francisco
operators. Unwatering of 60-ft. shaft and two drifts begun.
Three shifts employed. Dan Sullivan in charge.
EMERALD (Downieville)—Quartz group in Jim Crow

Caiion bonded to James H. Bacon, of San Francisco. Prospect-
ing has revealed large ledge carrying free gold. Deep de-
velopment to begin at once.

YORK OR FINNEY (Downieville)—Lower tunnel retim-
bered to junction of 50-ft. shaft which produced bonanza ore
during early operations. Hoisting and pumping apparatus
under construction preparatory to cleaning out shaft and
sinking on vein. G. B. Morse in charge.

BESSLER (Downieville)—Located on Downieville-Alle-
ghany serpentine belt, and former high-grade producer, being
reopened. Main tunnel retimbered and north drift being
extended 60 ft. to tap payshoot. Good values found in new
ground opened. Leo Bes.sler, owner, is developing.

SiHkiyon County
MANZANITA (Brownsville)—New hoist and new pump ot

increased capacity being installed to handle large amount of
water as sinking progresses. Shaft down 300 ft. deep, will
be deepened to open ground for development.

COLOR.*DO
Clear Creek County

BIG INDIAN (Georgetown)—Raise from adit level develop-
ing promising body silver-lead.

ALBRO (Dumont)—Drift on first level has opened vein of
payable ore for 500 ft., whose streak varies from S to 18 in.
in width and assays $.50 a ton.

.San Juan County

LITTLE GLADYS (Silverton)—Large tungsten-bearing
vein opened by a crosscut for width of 20 ft., streaked and
spotted with hiibnerite. Most important streak is 10 in. wide,
and selected ore from this portion runs 50 to 60^ tungsten.
Preparations being mad*- for extensive development.

Teller County
CONSOLIDATED MINES AND REDUCTION (Cripple

Creek)—Has recently acquired controlling interest in lease on
Ella W. and Mary A. properties on Tenderfoot Hill from John-
son & Mack, who have developed during past >'ear. Vein
is now opened at a 65-ft. depth by drift from winze sunk from
adit level. Vein 14 ft. wide has average value of $.30 a ton.
Company now controls group of 2.5 claims, extending from
Kitty Wells No. 2 on Carbonate Hill to Hoosier mine, on Ten-
derfoot Hill. Planned to advance Tenderfoot Hill tunnel
additional 700 ft. Metallurgical tests being made on the mill-
ing ore; cyanidation and oil-flotation processes receiving
special attention. Suitable mill site secured on Carbonate
Hill and erection of a mill of 250 ton.s' daily capacity is under
advisement.

ID MIO
ShoMhone County

GOLDEN CHEST (Murray)—Reported struck and mined
1.500 lb. rich tungsten ore in one day.

FRIDAY GROUP (Murray)—E. M. Smith, lessee, expressed
1,000 lb. scheelite concentrates to the Wolf Tongue company
at Boulder. Colo Entire shipment, valued at more than $3,500.
sluiced out of old dump.

MICHIf;.4\

Copper
ALLOUEZ (AUouez)—At present rate of production output

for year will exceed ll.OflO.OOO lb. with costs lower than for
1!I15 despite higher wages paid.

NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)—Crosscut from bottom of
shaft at 1.250-ft. level has cut lode for 12 ft. in good forma-
tion without reaching further wall.

WOLVERINE (Kearsarge)—February production refined
copper was 516.607 lb. from 2S,5S2 tons rock, a substantial in-
crease over January output of 460,047 lb.

COPPER RANGE CON. (Trimountain)—Trimountain mill
recently burned will be rebuilt. President William A. Paine
and Manager Fred W. Denton expected to visit i>roperty at
once and decide on details of construction.

CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)—Average miner's pay
per shift during February was $4.35. Reported 2,000 new
savings accounts, largely of miners, opened In county banks
during past year: consolidated bank statements show increase
in deposits totaling about $20,000,000.

Iron
ODGERS (Crystal Falls)—First drift started now in 150 ft.

I'umns taxed to capacity; additional boilers Installed. Ore
should be reached on flr.'it sub-level soon.

L. S. & I. RY. (Maninrtte)—Received 448 new steel ore
cars recently, with 52 yrt to come. Four new fri'lght loco-
motives will be held for nie business early in April.

JONES & LAI'GHIJX ( l.«hpemlng)—Mine office and labora-
tory to be construcicd ,it iron Mountain Lake mine. Shaft
work will be resunK'd ."^lioitly. No ore ever mined here but
deposit is large and ore liii;h-grade. This will be companyVs
headquarters on Manimtii range.

MINNESOTA
Cuyaiia Range

IRON MOUNTAIN (Manganese) — A 1.500-gal. per min.
pump has been installed at main pump station.

HAR(!>LD (Hibbing)—Ofiicially stated that season's pro-
duction will be curtailed 35% owing to inability to secure
vessel capacity. Property owned by Great Northern Ore Co.

CUYUNA RANGE POWER (Brainerd)—New dam at Pill-
ager, near Brainerd. will generate 2.000 hp. At Riverton, Minn.,
on western end of North Range of Cuyuna District, company is
building a 1,000 kw. generating station.

FERRO (Ironton)—Contract let for new headframe. An
electric hoist will be installed. The company (Onahman Iron
Co.) now holds option on Iron Mountain mine nearby, whose
product is also manganiferous iron ore.

CUYUNA-SULTANA (Ironton)—L. L. Culbertson, of Duluth,
prominently identified with company, recently returned from
Chicago where he contracted for sale' of 50,000 "tons ore at $4.25
per ton. based on ore running 15% manganese, 38 to 42%
iron and under 10%^ silica. Information given out does not
mention percentage limitations of phosphorus.

Mesabi Range
LEONARD-BURT (Chisholm)—Stripping started recently

with about 85 men employed.
SPRING (Mesaba)—Orders expected soon to operate mine

which has not been worked for several seasons.
SHENANGO (Chisholm)—Mine opened for season with

about 300 men emplo>-ed underground and in pit.

ALPENA (Virginia)—Mine will be worked this year using
milling s>'stem as pits are too deep for shovels.

DULUTH & IRON RANGE RY. (Two Harbors)—Work pro-
gressing rapidly on new No. 2 ore dock being built of steel
and concrete but it will not be ready for use until fall.

JEAN (Eveleth)—Property will be opened and stripped
by A. G. Kingston, who holds lease. Equipment has been pro-
cured. Ore deposit not large but of good grade.

HARTLEY (Chisholm)—Mine will be worked this year
after five years idleness. Three locomotives and two shovels
will be used. Men working two shifts will be employed, soon
as frost leaves.

MISSOURI-K.\NS.4S-OKLAHOM.V

KENEFICK ZINC (Joplin. Mo.)—Has purchased the entire
capital stock of the Milan Zinc and Lead Corporation,

ONCE MORE (Joplin, Mo.)—Is preparing to open its sec-
ond shaft in West Joplin sheet ground district and put on
double shifts both for the mill and unilerground.

CENTURY ZINC (Picher, Okla.)—Has taken a lease on
160 acres of the Ewart land adjoining the tract being de-
veloped by the Picher Lead Co. at Picher, Okla. and will start
four prospect drills at work at once. This company de-
veloped one property in this vicinitv last summer and sold to
the Admiralty Zinc Co. for $175,000.

ATHLETIC (Joplin, Mo.)—Plant at old Lincoln mine now
has 28 sludge tables. Company recently installed two 40-ft.
Dorr thickeners. Large ventilating fan being built over two
10-in. drill holes. A surface railroad for hauling ore is also
being installed. Since acquiring mine last summer. Charles T.
Orr and associates have spent $30,000 on improvements, and
additional betterments planned will cost $20,000 more.

MONT.\NA
Cascade County

ANACONDA (Great Falls)—Work on new electrolytic zinc
plant progressing favorably and good showing has been
made. Clifton-Applegate Co. contractor, has excavated 100,-
000 cu.yd. of earth in preparing site and foundations of va-
rious divisions are in the following stages of completion:

Roasters—concrete being poured and foundations will be
complete in few days; electrolytic—forms i)ractically com-
pleted: lead casting—forms are practically completed. Leach-
ing and power plant forms i^eing placed in position. As neces-
sary adjuncts to work temporary buildings installed as fol-
lows: Office, shops, boiler house, locomotive roundhouse, while
warehouse is now building. Construction tracks, piping, etc.,
placed as work demands, being extended and changed from
time to time. The refining divisions .are in charge of F. C.
Jaccard, while F. B. Prescott is responsible for smelting divi-
sions and P. J. Brule is superintendent of entire construc-
tion work.

(allatin County
(•.\LLATIN GOLD DREDGING CO (Bozeman) — Company

incorporated, with capital stock of $2,000,000 having 2.000.000
shares of $1 par. Company controls 6.200 acres in Gallatin
County, extending from northwest corner Yellowstone National
Park, following West Gallatin River for 22 mi. to its mouth.
Will conduct mining and dredging operations on land.s, said to
contain gold, copper, asbestos and coal deposits. Company
will also operate power plants in Washington, Montana and
Idaho. Headquarters at Spokane. Wash.

I.enlM and Clark County
MADDEN SCRATCH GRAVEL MINES Co. (Helena)—In-

corporated to develop group of three claims in Scratch Gravel
District formerly owned bv late M. ly. Jaciiuemin, of Helena.
Principal vein opened to depth of 190 ft. by tunnel, showing
gooil assays. New company will sink shaft and develop,

SCRATCH GRAVEL (Helena)—Is cutting station on 300-
ft, level and will soon begin drifting on vein both ways.

MlHXftuIn County
CHROMIUM GOLD (De Borgia)—Will resume operations

about Apr. 1. Property of 340 acres contains large bodies
low-gra(lc gold ore. opened up to 400-ft. depth by central
shaft. Mine Is worked by glory-hole and caving system.
Workings show Immense body hematite and porpbvritic
quartz, carving average of $1.25 gold. Mine is capal)le of pro-
dui-liig from ROO to 1.000 tons a dnv with low mining and mill-
ing costs. Mill Includes 35 stamp.s, Deister tables and cyanide
plant.
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EAST BUTTE (Butte)—February production was 1,277,160
lb. copper. Thanks to high price company's profits now
amount to $100,000 monthly in spite of leaner ore mined for
last five months.
NORTH BUTTE (Butte)—Granite Mountain shaft now

down 3.165 ft. and will be carried to 3,G00-ft. level. A station
will be cut at the 3.200-ft. level. In order to make great.-st
possible output the Granite Mountain and the Speculator
shafts are both being used for hoisting ore.

BUTTE & GREAT FALL.S (Butte)—Has purchased Dewey
and four other claims adjoining its property. Price was $.'>0,-

000 cash and 2.'), 000 shares treasury stock. Dewey claim gives
control of large vein easily worked through company's pres-
ent shaft. Dewe.v vein shows outcrop 60 ft. wide, assaying
from 1 to 8% copper and 7 oz. silver.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—About 400 tons more of
concentrates treated in oil-flotation plant in February than in
preceding month, having a decrease of $7.60 a ton from value
stated in last report, also a decrease of 5.5c. per ton in cost
of production. From 49,.S0O tons of ore handled in flotation
plant in February. 10.775 tons of concentrates valued at $<t3.5S
a ton were recovered at a cost of $2.52 a ton.

BUTTE-BALLAKLAVA (Butte) — Management has made
deal with Anaconda whereby latter will mine for former high-
grade in Ballaklava ground, now being developed in drift
from Anaconda's High Ore mine. High Ore drift being ex-
tended into Ballaklava at depth corresponding to 2,200 level
of latter, or 600 ft. below present bottom of Ballaklava shaft.
Production averaging close to 250 tons per dav. coming mostlv
from 800-, 1.000-, 1,200- and 1,600-ft. levels. Considerable de-
velopment being done on 1,600 level, blocking out new ore-
bodies.

NEVADA
E.smernlda County

REORGANIZED CRACKER JACK (Goldfield)—In addition
to original holdings has acquired adjoining ground of Adams
Goldfleld Mining Co. Engineers are sampling and surveying
old workings to determine future development.

GOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED (Goldfleld)—Will open
branch office in San Francisco for purpose of investigating
mining properties with view to purchase. Work will be under
direction of E. A. Julian. Office of purchasing agent will also
be moved to San Francisco at same time, from where it can
better serve various subsidiary companies.

Hn iiboldt Count;
PATTERSON & NELSON (Toy)—Report 30-in. vein of tung-

sten, averaging r,', . on granite-lime contact. Will build 15-
ton concentrator.

ROCHESTER MINES (Rochester)—Mill has been handling
137 tons a day from Mar. S to date; bullion shipment made
recently amounted to $10,000, representing a 7-dav run from
Mar. 8 to 15.

SEVEN TROUGHS (Seven Troughs)—North drift on 1,500
level has struck streak of ore opening to 4 in. wide and assay-
ing $500 a ton. The 1,300 south drift, already at 650-ft.
point, will be driven 600 ft. further.

Xye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Mar. 18

was S.771 tons, valued at $196,635, compared with S,311 tons
for week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont. 3,172
tons; Tonopah Mining, 2,000; Tonopah Extension, 1,800; Jim
Butler. 750; West End, 635; Rescue-Bula, 91; MacNamara, 32;
Cash Boy, 22; miscellaneous leases, 260 tons.

JIM BUTLER (Tonopah)—During February 3,139 tons were
produced and shipped to Millers plant of Belmont Milling Co.
Operating proflt for month amounted to $25,512.

TONOPAH MINING (Tonopah)—During February. 6,S9G
tons were mined and milled of $16.69 average value per ton,
producing 142,295 oz. bullion, valued at $105,200. Net proflt
amounted to $50,605.

RESCUE-EULA (Tonopah)—Management reports encoun-
tering strong vein in Eula crosscut on 950-ft. level at several
hundred foot distance from main shaft. Now drifting east,
breaking 5 ft, of ore, averaging better than $20 per ton.
Ore bins being erected.

TONOPAH EXTENSION (Tonopah )—Company reports Mur-
ray vein, exposed on 1,540-ft. level of Victor shaft, to be 32
ft. wide, 25 ft. of which is very good ore. Trams, bins and
other surface equipment being rapidly completed, making Vic-
tor shaft main outlet for deeper levels.

TONOPAH BELMONT (Tonopah)—Net profit for February
amounted to $1 OS, 221. compared with $86,564 for January.
During month 12,300 tons w'ere treated, having a net value
of $177,663. On 1,100-ft. level, 1,103 crosscut is being directed
with object of picking up extension of producing vein recently
discovered in Rescue-Eula mine, on 950-ft. level.

TONOPAH MIDWAY (Tonopah)—Report shows work con-
fined to No. 1 (new) shaft, where development from 1,330-ft.
level encountered large vein yielding encouraging assays but
no ore in commercial quantities. Winze work which returned
higher average assays temporarily suspended because of
water. At No. 1 shaft (old workings) only leasers working.
About 40 men employed. Royalties in 1915 amounted to
$11,089.

Storey County
ANDES (Virginia)—Extracted 25 cars on 350 level slope.
HALE & NORCROSS (Virginia)—Repairing tunnel resumed.
CON. VIRGINIA AND OPHIR (Virginia)—loint 2,700 level

west crosscut continued through vein porphyry, requiring
close timbering.

OPHIR AND CENTRAL (Virginia)—Repairs continue on
tunnel level and winze station; 250 level east crosscut ex-
tended to old stope.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Saved 91 tons, averaging
$1270, from 2,500 level. No. 1 stope. Winze deepened 5 ft.:
bottom in low-grade ore, but $40 to $50 ore on foot wall.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Saved 271 cars ofore from 1,600 level. No. 2 raise, and 14 cars from No. 1
drift. Jacket mill received 242 tons mine rock. 736 tons dumo
rock.

OPHIR-CON. VIRGINIA (Virginia)—Joint 2,700 level west
prospecting crosscut in soft vein porphyry and streaks of
quartz; face, 422 ft. from winze. Central tunnel connecting
drifts repaired and northeast crosscut advanced on 250
level.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Prospecting crosscuts on 2,500 and
2, 1 00 levels advanced through porphyry and quartz of low
assay. Incline winze on 1,600 level is being equipped with
ladders. Mexican mill rt-ceived 386 tons custom ore. average
assay $23 per ton. gross value about $9,000.

UNIO.N' CON (Virginia)—Extracted 294 tons, of which 70.
averagmg $25.35. came from 2,400 level, stope No. 4: 115 tons,
averaging $22.23 from No. 5 stope; 109 tons, averaging $28.90
from 2,a00 level No. 3 stope. Continued reopening 2.700 level
north drift. Union shaft reopened 20 ft. during week, now in
good condition to 265-ft. point below 2,000 level.

>"f;\v mk\ico
Grant County

LAST CHANCE (Liedendorff)—Robert E. Fisk, owner of
Last Chance, is now at property arranging for resumption of
operations.

CARLISLE (Steeplerock)—First payment of $10,000 made
to Geo. H. Utter, former owner; will begin freighting ore
to Duncan, Ariz., this month.

BONNEY (Lordsburg)—.Stockholders at recent annual
meeting elected following officers: Mr. Van Wort, of Beloit,
Wis., president: E. F. Laffln, of Lordsburg, vice-president;
J. B. Foster, of Chicago, secretary-treasurer: J. F. Galster.
of Jackson. Mich., and Thos. A. Lister, of Lordsburg, direc-
tors. Several leasers are shipping copper-gold and silver
ores from property, which is also being actively developed.

Otero County
MAUDE S. (Jarilla)—C. A. Ross and Lee Manning, of El

Paso, have bonded Maude S., copper-gold property, and will
begin operations at once.

Sierra County
CABALLO MT. (Cutter)—Now shipping regularly ore which

averages about 12'; copper, freighting to Cutter and ship-
ping thence to El Paso.

GOLD BELL (Hillsboro)—New organization to operate
Gold Bell group of six claims. 2 ^^ mi. northeast of Hillsboro.
Capitalization, $100,000: officers, J. M. Barracks, president;
A. W. Pollard, secretary, and J. B. Taylor, treasurer.

Socorro County
OZARK SMELTING AND MINING (Magdalena)—Gross out-

put in 1915, $794.1411; net, $548,572.

MOGOLLON (Mogollon)—Has made another shipment of
11 bars bullion, valued at $12,000.

MAGDALENA (Magdalena)—Recently organized to oper-
ate Hardscrabl)le mines, announces intention to erect smeltery
which would treat custom ore. Only smeltery nowr treating
custom ore in New Mexico is at San Pedro, Santa Fe County.

OREGON
Josephine County

QUEEN OF BRONZE (Takilma District)—Reported pur-
chased by Spokane and Portland capitalists headed by Twohy
Bros, and John Hampshire, for $15,000. Product hauled and
shipped to Kennett. Calif., smeltery, said to run 15 to 25";;
copper and $5 gold a ton. Roy H. CHarke, of Spokane, made
general manager.

TEXAS
Brewster County

QUICKSlLVKll DEPOSIT discovered in northeastern part
of the county: tstablishment of a camp expected soon.

SULPHUR MINES NORTH OF TOYAH will be operated
within next few months. Machinery will be installed and
shipment of sulphur expected within six months. F. M. Dancy.
sulphur capitalists of New Orleans is interested.

El Paxo County
HAZEL ,( Allamoore)—Mineral Milling company now ship-

ping 4 cars a week; employs SO to 90 men. Between the two
old shafts, new shaft being sunk, which has disclosed S-ft.
vein low-grade ore at 70-ft, depth. On first level of east shaft,
a 20-in. vein was struck assaying 100 oz. silver and 20% cop-
per to the ton.

TENNESSEE
tireene County

VIRGINIA IRON, CO.\L AN1> COKE (Haysville)—Has
leased iron deposits and reported will build railroad to them.

SOUTHERN ZINC (Fall Branch)—Zinc mines on northern
edge of county, also neighborhooil properties in Scott County,
Virginia, purchased by New York company. John H, Banks.
consulting engineer.

IT.VH
Uenvrr County

INDIAN QUEEN (.Vewhouse)—Work will be resumed. A
$4,000 working fund has been levied by assessment. Ore run-
ning well in lead and silver opened on 200-ft. level.

MOSCOW iMilford)—New Cullen shaft down to 940-ft.
level. Connections will be made with old workings at l.OOd
ft. Lead-silver ore of good grade onered in Back vein 1h-
tween 400- and 500-ft. levels. Ore bins full, and shipments
being made.

CED.VR-TALISM.VN (Milf.>rd) — Company now issuintr
monthU report to stockholders. February report shows •

•

shipments brought $2,133. Total disbursements. $l.61S: n.t
profit, $514. Three feet of high-grade zinc ori opened in

lower workings
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Jnab Connty

TINTIC SHIPMENTS for the week ended Mar. 17 amounted
to 135 cars from 23 shippers.

GOLD CHAIN (Mammoth)—New copper ore opened on the
400-ft. level, and shipments being made of four to five cars a
week.

SCRANTON (Eureka)—About 30 men working on leases
in old workings have produced ten cars of lead and zinc
ore.

MAMMOTH (Mammoth)—Copper ore being mined above the
600- and on 1,600-ft. levels. Attempting to keep daily output
at 100 tons.

IRON BLOSSOM (Silver City)—New copper deposit fol-
lowed to 1.000-ft. level and found extending to lower depth.
Little work yet done on it to north or south.

EAGLE & BLUE BELL (Eureka)—Ore being hoisted from
1.700 level with new electric equipment. New lead-silver
orebody developed from the 1.550-ft. to l.SOO-ft. level.

T.-\NKEE CONSOLID.\TED (Eureka)—Prospecting in east-
ern part of property to locate extension of Beck Tunnel ore
zone. Shipments from new orebody will soon be resumed.

DR.\GON CONSOLIDATED (Silver City)—Iron ore is be-
ing shipped: ore occurs on contact of mimzonite porphyry and
limestone. Shipments of medium- and low-grade ore being
made to Tintic Milling Co. from stction adjoining Iron
Blossom.

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—Manganese ore being
mined from some of claims east of Homansville. Buildings
erected and machinery installed. Connections made with Utah
Power and Light Co.'s lines for power; new compressor pur-
chased of 200 cu.ft. capacity.

TINTIC MILLING (Silver City)—The two Holt-Dern roast-
ers are reported doing good work, treating about 90 tons a
day; mill crushing arid leachins sections running smoothly.
When plant attains capacity—300 tons a day—there will be
three Holt-Dern and one Christensen roaster.

KING WILLIAM (Eureka) — Reorganization impending,
property located near (Centennial Eureka recently sold at
sheriff's sale, and bid in by one of the directors. Pro-
posed new company will be capitalized with 1.000.000 shares.
Old stock holders will be allowed share for share, upon
payment of an assessment of not over Ic. a share to be levied
to meet company's indebtedness.

Salt Lake Connty

AN OLD TAILINGS DUMP at the mouth .of Big Cottonwood
Caiion—estimated to contain .5.000 tons of marketable ore

—

will be utilized. A spur is being built from Wasatch terminal
of Salt Lake & Alta R.R. to handle ore.

EMMA COPPER (.41ta) — Contract work being done to
reach a block in neighborhood of stopes productive in old
Emma.

M,\XFIELD (Salt Lake)—Returns received from two cars
silver-lead ore shipped recently from 1.700-ft. level. F. H.
Vahrenkamp is manager.

OHIO COPPER (Bingham)—Property under lease to the
General Exploration Co: is mining and milling 2,400 tons of
ore daily. Royalties are paying interest on the Ohio com-
pany bonds.

BINGHAJr MINES i Bingham)—Station being cut on Ma.s-
cotte tunnel level at Bingham Mines, and a new electrically
driven compressor will be installed, steam plant having been
discarded. Both Dalton & Lark and Yosemite mines will use
this equipment. Work will be resumed at latter property
soon.

Summit County

BROADWATER MILL (Park City)—Operations on tailings
are in progress.

AMERICAN FL.A.G (Park City)—Property being worked
by lessees under Fred L. Schrott.

NAILDRIVER (Park City)—New face of ore open.d:
enough ore being mined to cover operating expenses.

BIG FOUR MILL (Park City)—Work will soon begin at
the .\tkinson mill below Park City, preparatory to starting up.

DALY WEST (Park City)—Plentiful supply of water will
soon be available, and work is being done in mill preparatory
to resuming operations.

Tooele County

DIAMOND MATCH CO. (Grants)—Construction commenced
at Grants, 30 mi. west of Salt Lake City on Western Pacific
R.R., of $50,000 potash plant, to extract potash from water of
Great Salt Lake. Work is in chare" of J. H. Reeve, of Oswego,
N. Y. Utah match factory not contemplated at this time.
This is second plant of its kind, first being that of Utah
Chemical Co. near Saltair.

C.4X.\DA

llritiMb Columliln

HUDSON BAY (Salmo)—Will commence immediate con-
struction of 7-mi. railro.id connecting Great Northern R.R. at
Salmo with 4.000-ft. tramway from mine. Since taking over
property last September, operators have shipped 1.000 tons
carbonate ore running U? to 3a^/, zinc. Prisent operators hold
property under three-year lease and bond for $200.1100. prac-
ticallv payable from royalties. I'artners in lease are A. C.
Jameson; R. K. .Veill. .\1 \V. Bacon and W. E. Cullen, of
Spokane.

Mnnltohn

MOOSE (Gold Lak.)—.Machinery being Installed by Henry
Cecil, of Halleybury.

PILOT (Gold Laki)— r'roperty being developed by Boston
syndi.iiif piittinir down i . o shafts

>OTa Scotia

AMERICAN-CANADIAN MINING (Pictou)—Company will
resume development of its copper property under direction of
Herbert G. Officer.

Ontario
T. & N. O. RY. ore shipments for February were as follows:

From Cobalt proper, Beaver, 34 tons: Buffalo, 3S: Cobalt
Comet, 55; Coniagas, S4; Crown Reserve, SI; Kerr Lake, 84:
La Rose, S7; McKinley-Darragh. 20S; Mining Corporation of
Canada, Cobalt Lake. 122; Townsite-City, S5, totaling 207: Nip-
issing, 65; Penn Canadian. 36; Peterson Lake. 123: Temiskam-
ing, 39: total. 1,141 tons. From New Liskeard: Casey Cobalt,
29 tons. Total silver ore shipments. 1,172 tons. Nickel from
Porquois Jet.. Alexo Mine, 1,026 tons.

ROCHESTER (Cobalt)—Has cut an S-in. calclte vein carry-
ing silver.

An option

DOME LAKE (Porcupine)—Will diamond drill at depth in
effort to prove orebodies.

GOLD BULLION (Porcupine)—New company formed by
Chicago men to operate Preston property.

SENECA SUPERIOR (Cobalt)—Report shows property
worked out, and is expected to close this month.

HUDSON B.\Y (Cobalt)—Has decided to resume work on
its No. 2 property. Nothing of value ever found in this section.

TOUGH OAKES (Kirkland Lake)—Mill is treating 120 tons
per day. February production estimated at $45,000.

L.\ ROSE (Cobalt)—Has taken option on copper property
in Kings County, New Brunswick, and is diamond drilling.

McINTYRE (Porcupine)—W'ith completion of additions to
mill now under construction, plant will have capacity of 400
tons.

SMITH SABINE (Sesikinika)—Shaft being sunk by Kerr
Lake Co. is now down SO ft. Several veins show tellurldes
of gold.

ADV.^NCE (Cobalt)—The 2-in. vein of high-grade ore en-
countered in winze at 260-ft. level maintains its value at depth
of 310 ft.

WRIGHT (Temiskaming)—Probably is the oldest lead mine
in Canada: will not be worked. It was recently pumped
out and sampled by HoUinger men.

SCHUM.\CHER (Schumacher)—Diamond drilling from 600-
ft. level has discovered two orebodies, each about 5 ft. wide,
near quartz-porphyry and basalt contract.

WI:TTL.\UFER (South Lorrain)—Property being worked
by Comfort Jlining and Leasing Co. on a royalty basis; pumped
out down to fourth level. Rex Taylor is in charge.

BELLELLEN (South Lorrain)—Haileybury syndicate oper-
ating mine, has opened up several strong niccolite-cobalt veins
on 20u-ft. leveL Winze being put down to 300-ft. level.

NIPISSING (Cobalt)—Quarterly statement of Mar. 20 shows
cash in banks $898,527, bullion in transit $311,977, ore on hand
and in process, and bullion ready for shipment $553,597, a total
of $1,764,101: an increase of $340,000 as compared with previous
quarter.

HOLLINGER (Timmins)—Report for four-week period
ended Feb. 25 shows gross profits of $169,905. from treatment
of 30.65S tons of ore of $9.01 average value per ton. Working
costs were $3.07 per ton milled. Mill ran 94.SC possible run-
ning time.

McKINLEY-DARRAGH (Cobalt)—.\nnual report shows ore
reserve of 1,871,280 oz. During the year 1,316,505 oz. of silver
were produced and 1,054,965 oz. opened up, so that reserves
were only depleted to the extent of 261.540 oz. Working costs
were 28. "c. per oz. as compared with 31.3c. in 1914. Total net
profits were $236,656: dividends paid, $269,723; surplus at end
of year was $280,298.

Yukon Territory

.MAYO (Yukon Territory)—Reported that Tom Altken.
operating in new silver-lead country, has struck a richer .ore
thute than that at discovery of mine.

X EAVFOU NDL.VND
HYDRO-ELECTRIC SMELTING CO. (St. John's)—Organ-

ized recently in St. John's by W. A. MacKay, has purchased
Little Bay Copper Mines at (3reen Bay, Idle for 25 years. At
least 500,000 tons of dump will be treated by oil-flotation plant
now being installed. A 10-ton electric furnace supplied b.v the
Wile Electric Furnace Co., of Pittsburgh has been erected at
St. John's and will be furnished current by the Reid New-
foundland Co. Ore brought from Little Bay to St. John's is

now being treated in electric furnace. P. L. Simpson, of
Pittsburgh, Penn., is consulting engineer and chemist.

PERI'

INTERNATIONAL PETROLEUM (New York)—Company's
offer to purchase Lagunitas Oil Co., at a price to pay £2 to
preference shareholders and 10s. for ordinary shares, was
unanimously approved recently at Lagunitas meeting in
London.

AFRICA
TrnHMvanl

GOLD PRODUCTION of the Transvaal in February, was
753,594 oz.; for the two months ended Feb. 29 It was 1,541.061
oz.. or $31,853,730: an Increase of 149.856 oz. over last year
Numb.r of negro laborers reported Feb. 29 was 219,864—30,948
more than at same date last year.

SPITZBERCJKN
sriTZIiERGEN CO.\L FIELDS have been purchased by th.-

Russian Government for $20,000,000, according to the Copen-
hagen "Polltken." Coal will be used on Murnianskl railway and
at new naval station and harbor on Kola Peninsula. Mlnin--
operatlons under Russian control will begin about Apr 5.

to tb
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Metal Markets
NEW YORK—-Mar. 2»

During the last week copper returned to the center of

the stage, and the interest in lead began to wane, while tin

and zinc stood in the background of dullness.

With reference to the regulation published in the "Lon-
don Gazette," dated Mar. 1. 1916, as 30b of the Defence of

the Realm Regulations (Consolidated), the Ministry of Mu-
nitions wishes it to be clearly understood that the object of

this regulation is to stop speculation in metals generally and
not to restrict legitimate trading.

In view of the representations which have been made to

the Ministry of Munitions, the following particulars are pub-
lished for general information and guidance:

1. The regulations will not be enforced in the case of pur-

chases made outside the United Kingdom until the metal
actually reaches this country.

2. Export orders and sales to Allied or neutral countries

through authorized channels will be treated as consumers'
orders.

3. It is permissible for merchants, warehousemen and re-

tailers to replace metals sold after Mar. 1, 1916, by the pur-

chase of an equivalent quantity of the same metal, but not

more, although the metal so purchased may not be the metal
actually delivered against the sale.

•4. Transactions will not be permitted except under special

license from the Ministry of Munitions in the following: Scrap
from high-speed steel; scrap from copper; scrap from brass.

Transactions in other scrap metals do not require a license.

5. Consumers may buy for their own consumption only.

Copper. Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—Just before the close of our last week of record,

there was a little revival of activity in this market, but it

speedily petered out, and on Thursday, Friday and Saturday
of this week business was very dull. This apparently got on
the nerves of some producers who offered June-.Iuly copper
at 26V4C., r.t., with sales made at that figure, while spot and
near-by copper was freely offered at 27c., r.t., by an import-
ant producer. Meanwhile, some large transactions were in

negotiation, rumors of which began to leak out on Monday.
Whether this or something else inspired it is immaterial, the
fact being that on Tuesday domestic manufacturers entered
the market in an important way. and their orders, together
with inquiry for foreign account, resulted in a rather large
business being done. The buying of domestic manufactures
was chiefly for May-June delivery, but little beyond June
being reported, although there was one large transaction for

June-July.
Exports from Baltimore for the week included 8,571,300 ib.

copper and 61.5,008 lb. brass to France.

Copper Sheets are 34c. per lb. for hot rolled and 35c. for

cold rolled. Usual extras charged and higher prices for small
quantities. Copper wire is 29(5!29%c. per lb. at mill, for car-

load lots.

Copper Imports nnd Export.s in Janu.'^ry, 1916, are reported
liy the Department of Commerce as follows, in pounds:

Ore and concen., contont
Matte, contents. .

.

Unrefined, blist'T i-Mp)vr

Refinpd ingots, i';Ms, "t.-.

Plates and sheet.^, , ,

Wi

Imports

I2.15r>,923

1,178.330
22,736,291

752,658

Exports

160,520

504,242
53,630,271

7.3.5,105

1,739,053
2,861Old, scrap, etc.

.

Total weight 36,824,202 56,772,058

Manufactures, v..luo.. S4,039 $1,372,458

Actual tonnage of ore and concentrates imported, of which
copper contents are given above, was 38,156 gross tons; of
matte and regulus, 2,013 tons. Weight of ore and concen-
trates exported was 4,096 tons.

Tin—Spot tin continues scarce. During the last week there
was a fair .business done in futures, but only a small business
in spot.

Lend—The statement by the American Smelting and Refin-
ing Co., which we published last week, was the subject of gen-
eral discussifin. .nnd n-,Ts cnnsidered to h:ivi> clarified the situ-

ation in lead, thus having a salutary effect. Up to Mar. 28
sales continued to be made in the New York market at as high
as Sc. On Mar. 28 an offer to sell 200 tons at that price failed
to find a taker. Since then the outside quotation has been
rather nominal, but there is no doubt about the market being
a shade weaker. A great deal of lead was booked with domes-
tic consumers during the la.st week, however, both for April
and for May shipment, at the average of the month of ship-
ment. In the St. Louis market the situation was rather similar
to what existed in New York. As late as Mar. 27, a round
lot for prompt shipment sold at 8%c. However, the offering
of lead for later shipment at a considerable discount became
more general.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Spelter—Excluding the business in intermediate and brass

special spelter, the aggregate of transactions during the last

week was very small and quotations are necessarily based to

the chief extent on the bids and offers. From the beginning

of the weel<, near-by and April spelter was offered on all

hands at 17>4c.. while toward the close it could be bought at

16%c. Spelter for April-May-June was quoted at about 16V4c.

in the early part of the week, and 16%c. in the latter part,

with indications that a lower price would be accepted if

buyers should appear. The business actually done during the

week was to a large extent for far forward delivery, and upon
such orders relatively low terms were accepted, there being

sellers of July-September at 15c.. with 14%c. bid. The supply

of spelter for April-May-June delivery seems to be plentiful,

but for the moment buyers are few. Producers are indisposed,

however, to exert any pressure in disposing of such supplies,

but. on the other hand, they appear to be extremely anxious

to sell all they can for delivery during the third quarter of

the year.
Smelters went on strike at the plant of the American Zinc

and Chemical Co. at Langeloth. Penn.. Mar. 25. Troopers of

the State Constabulary were seriously injured Mar. 27 while

attempting to disperse a mob that was destroying property of

the company. The strike was settled on Mar. 28.

ZIno Sheets are in steady demand and sales are good. The
base price holds at $25 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru. 111., less 8%
discount.

Other Metals

NEW VORK—Mar. S9

Aluminum—The market has been rather quiet but firm.

Quotations are 59 @ 61c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots. New York
delivery.

.Antimony—The market has been rather dull, but is firm

and steady. Chinese and other ordinary brands are held at

45'&46c. per lb. for spot. April and May deliveries are quoted
at 42%!S 431.4c. per lb. There are no quotations for Cookson's.

No metal of that brand has been imported for some months,

and all that is sold is from odd lots held in stock which may
be picked up from time to time.

Nickel—The market is unchanged. Ordinary forms are

45<5 50c. per lb., according to size of order. Electrolytic nickel

is 5c. higher.

A Canadian order-in-council prohibits exports of nickel

and nickel matte except to Great Britain. Exports to other

countries are permitted under license, and it is understood
that the International Nickel Co. will receive such license.

Quicksilver—The market is lower and very much unsettled.

New York quotations range widely, $1'/5(3195 per flask of 75

lb. San Fiancisco reports by telegraph $190 per flask.

An arrival of 500 flasks reported fiom England was con-

signed to the Du Pont Powder Co.. and did not come on the

market.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

XKW YORK—.Mar. •_•»

Gold production of the Transvaal two months ended Feb.
29 was $31,853,730, an increase of $3,097,523 over last year.

Gold production of the Kolar field, Mysore, India, for the

two months ended Feb. 29 was $1,825,884, a decrease of $106,3f>S

from last year.

Platinum—There is nothing new in the position of this

metal. Demand is restricted by the very high prices, but sup-
plies are still limited and rather uncertain and the quota-
tions remain high. Sales are reported made at $88 #95 per

oz. for refined platinum, with hard metal about $5 per oz.

higher.

Silver—The market has advanced sharply the past week,
jumping to SOTic. Mar. 24, reacting on Mar. 25 and 27, advanc-
ing again the last few days and closing firm in London at

28|3d. The sharp advance has been due to small supplies in

London and a pressing demand for coinage both for the
Hritibh and Indian mints and also for the Continent. The
outlook <ontinues favorable for higher prices.

Through an unfortunate mistake in transcribing the pri^e

of silver in New York was given in the "Journal" for last

week at 57%c. on March 27. It should have been 57%c. on
that date.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
JOI'I.IV. .MO Mar. SS

Blende, high price, $117. f,0; per ton 60'-f zinc, premium ore,

$115; medium, $110®100; lower grades, $95(g'80; calamine, per
ton 40% zinc. $87«*80 choice, down to $65 for 22% zinc; aver-
age selling orlce. all eriultn of zinc. $105.52 per ton. Lea<1,

high price $103; per ton 807c metal contents, $101 15 98; averaga
selling price, all grades of lead, $99.61 per ton.

25
Values

Totals this week. . . 13,726,840 1,827,250 2,753,070 $957,790
Totals this year... 157,256,200 13,974,940 27,549,880 $10,367,610

Blende value, the week, $758,100; 3 months, $8,678,440.

Calamine value, the week, $62,570; 3 months. $510,440.

Lead value, the week. $137,120; 3 months, $1,178,760.

A remarkable feature of tlie market was an active demand
for extreme low grades of calamine, such as heretofore had
no market value, and for this a base price of $65 was paid, up
to $78 for 33% grades.

PLATTEVILLE, AVIS Mar. 25

The base price paid this week for 60'; zinc ore was $102

@

108 per ton. The base price paid for S0<^ lead ore was $95

per ton,

SHIPMENTS, AVEEK ENDED MAR. 25

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore. Lb. Ore. Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 4,446,000 54,650 1,563,000
Year 50,418,000 1.072.750 13.143,200

Shipped during week to separating plants, 5,896.000 lb. zinc

ore.

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—Mar. 29

The iron and steel markets continue in about tlie same
position as at our last writing. No change can be noted ex-
cept that there is an increased export demand, which the
mills can handle only with difficulty. The domestic orders are
pressing and the question of deliveries grows daily more
urgent on all sides.

PITTSBI RGH—Mar. 28

The steel market Continues to strengthen from day to day,
however much the continued advances may suggest that the
inevitable reaction is being hastened thereby. The pressure
for deliveries is increased and prices for both prompt and
forward shipment are advancing. There is less buying for

very late deliveries than formerl.v, but orders are still in

excess of shipments, and even if the divergence were widely
in the other direction it would take a long time for the mills

to work off their accumulations, apparently a much longer
period than the remainder of this year. The opinion seems to

he growing less uncommon that heavy demand for steel will

continue even through the peace negotiations that will come
sooner or later.

PIk Iron—The expected buying of pig iron by large steel

interests, particularly the Steel Corporation, seems no more
definite than when predicted many weeks ago. Basic iron

presents no appearance of activity, but it is a fact that stocks
held by middle interests, regarded i-ecentl.v as a drag on the
m.arket. have melted to almost nothing. AVe quote: Bessemer,
$21 @ 21.50: basic, foundry and malleable. $lS.50i5 19: gray
forge. $18(5 18.50. f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher, delivered
Pittsburgh.

Steel—Occasional offerings of steel are being peddled
around at such high prices as not to attract serious attention,
even above $50. A fair statement of the market for bessemer
or openhearth billets or sheet bars seems to be about $45.

Rods are unobtainable at $55. and may be regarded as fully

$60. with high carbon rods $75 and higher. Forging billets are
$65 minimum.

FERROALLOYS
SpieKeielMcn is quoted at $60 per ton at furnace for 20% ;

hut there is no spot to be had and very little for second
quarter.

FerromanKancKe—The market on spot ferromanganese has
disapjieared, there being practically no offerings. The last

important sales were at about $400. There Is a rumor that
$1,000 a ton has been paid, but there is no semblance of a
market. Contract remains at $175. with only limited offerings
and those almost wholly for first half 1917. Fifty per cent.

ferromangancse is available at $5.20*?/ 5. 5n i\ unit.

OTHER ORES
I'yrUex—Imports at Baltimore for the week included 3,;I4^

tons iron pyrites from lluelva, Spain.

TuBKHten Ore—Competition for ores In the Boulder. Colo.,

district is so keen that it is said $105 and even $110 per unit

has been offered for 65% concentrates.

COKE
Coke production for the week In the Connellsville region is

reported by the "Courier" at 432,689 net tons; shipments, 429,-

768 tons. Shipments of Greensburg and I'piier Connellsville

districts. 43,205 tons.
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This index is a convenient reference to the current liter-
ature of mining and metallurgy published in all of the im-
portant periodicals of the world. We will furnish a copy of
anv article (if in print) in the original language for the
price quoted. Where no price is quotetd the cost is unknown.
Inasmuch as the papers must be ordered from the publishers,
there will be some delay for the foreign papers. Remittance
must be sent with order. Coupons are furnished at the fol-
lowing prices: 20c. each, six for $1, 33 for $5. and 100 for $15
When remittances are made in even dollars, we will return
the excess over an order in coupons, if so requested.

COPPER
3095—ANACOXDA—The Washoe Reduction Works, Ana-

conda. L. S. Austin. CMin. and Sci. Press, Feb. 5 and 26,
1916; 8>/4 pp., illus.) Includes description of flotation plant.

3096—CAXADA—The Copper Situation in Canada from the
Point of View of the Consumer. G. C. Brown. (Bull., Can.
Min. Inst., Mar., 1916; 7li pp.)

309 7—CHILE—Bosquejo del Estado Actual de la Industria
Minera del Cobre en el Estranjero i en Chile. (Bol. Soc. Nac.
de Mineria. Sept.-Oct., 1915; 7 pp.) Conclusion of article pre-
viously indexed.

3098—CHILE—Society des Mines de Cuivre de Catemou.
(Bol. Soc. Xac. de Mineria, Nov.-Dec, 1915; 6% pp.)

3099—CONVERTER—Lifting a 210-Ton Converter. E. E.
Thum. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Feb. 26, 1916; 1% pp., illus.)
20c.

3100—FLOTATION—The Washoe Reduction Works, Ana-
conda—II. The Coarse Concentrator and Flotation Plant. L.
S. Austin. (Min. and Sci. Press, Feb. 26, 1916; 6 pp., illus.)
20c.

3101—FLOTATION CONCENTR.\TION at Anaconda, Mont.
Frederick Laist and Albert E. Wiggin. (Bull. A. L M. E.,
Mar., 1916; 33 pp., illus.)

3102—FLUE DUST—Method of Determining Dust Loss at
Copper Cliff, Ont. Edward H. Robie. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Mar. IS, 1916; 3% pp.. illus.) 20c.

3103--QUEENSLAND—The Einasleigh Freehold Copper
Mine, N. Q. L. C. Ball. (Pub. 246, Queensland Geol. Surv.,
1914; 31 pp., illus.)

3104—SMELTIN<3—International Smeltery at Miami, Ariz.
R. W. Kerns. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 4, 1916; 4 pp.,
illus.) 20c.

3105—SMELTING—Quimica Prictica de las Fundiciones de
Cobre. Ignacio Diaz Ossa. (Bol. Soc. Nac. de Mineria, Nov.-
Dec, 1915; 28 pp.)

GOLD .4XD SILVER—GEOLOGY
3106—CANADA—A New Gold Area in Northern Saskatche-

wan and Manitoba. E. L. Bruce. (Vol. XVIII, Trans. Can.
Min. Inst., 1915; 6% pp.)

3107—COBALT, ONTARIO—Notes Upon the Occurrence of
Mercury in Cobalt Ores. G. H. Clevenger. (Econ. Geol., Dec,
1915; 3>2 pp.) 60c.

310S—MONTANA—Geologic Atlas of the United States.
Philipsburg Folio. F. C. Calkins and W. H. Emmons. (U. S.

Geol. Surv., 1915; 30 pp., illus.)

3109—NEVADA—Geology and Ore-Deposition at Tonopah,
Nev. J. E. Spurr. (Econ. Geol., Dec, 1915; 56 pp., illus.)
60c.

3110—ORE DEPOSITS—Gold-Quartz Replacements in In-
trusive Rock. John F. McLennan. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Feb.
19, 1916; 3 pp.) 20c.

3111—RAND—The Conglomerates of the Witwatersrand.
E. T. Mellor. (Bull. 137. I. M. M.. Feb. 17, 1916; 62 pp., illus.)

3112—SOUTH CAROLINA—The Walhalla District, S. C.
Frank P. Peterson and Frank H. Flynn. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Feb. 26, 1916; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

3113—WESTERN AUSTRALIA—Notes on the Geology and
Mining at Sandstone and Hancock's, East Murchison Gold-
field. E. de C. Clarke. (Bull. 62, W. Austral., Geol. Surv., 1914;
66 pp., illus.)

GOLD DREDGIXG AND PLACER MINING
3114—ARIZONA—Revival of Placer Mining Operations in

Yavapai Co., Arizona. Wm. P. DeWolf. (Min. and Eng. Wld.,
Jan. 29. 1916; I'/t pp.) 20c

3115—NIGERIA—A Pioneer Bucket Dredge in Northern
Nigeria. H. E. Nicholls. (Bull. 137, I. M. M., Feb. 17, 1916;
13 pp., illus.)

GOLD .\ND SILVER—CYANIDING
3HG—AGITATOR—L.iboratory Cyaniding Agitator. Ray-

mond B, Ladoo. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 4, 1916; % p.,
illus.) 20c.

3117—CALIFORNIA-Gold-Milling In Amador County, Cali-
fornia. Edward E. Durham. (Min. and Sci. Press, Feb. 26,
1916; 3 pp., Illus.) 20c.

311S—CYANIDE CONST'MPTION on the Witwatersrand. H.
\. White; and The Prevention of Hydrolysis in Cyanide Solu-
:ions. H. M. Leslie. (Journ. Chem., Met. and Min. Soc. of .So.

Afr., Oft. and Nov., 1915; 4 '4 pp.) Discussion of papers, pre-
viously indexed.

31 1
'• —MEXICO—The Chontalpan Mill. <Mex. Min. Journ.,

Jan., 1M16: 1% pp., Illus.) L'Ot

3120—PRECIPITATE— Refining Cupriferous Precipitate.
Jackson A. Pearce. (Min. and Sci. Press, Feb. 19, 1916; 2%
pp.) 20c.

3121—PRECIPITATE—The Liberty Bell Methods of Pre-
cipitate Refining. A. J. Weinig. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Mar.,
1916; 12 pp.) 40c.

3122—PRECIPITATION— Zinc-Dust Precipitation Tests.
(Bull., A. I. M. E.. Feb. 1916; 2 pp.) Discussion of paper by
National Herz. previously indexed.

3123—SLIME SETTLING—Laboratory Method for Deter-
mining the Capacities of Slime-Settling Tanks. H. S. Coe and
G. H. Clevenger. (Bull. Ill, A. I. M. E.. Mar., 1916; 28% pp.,
illus.) 40c.

GOLD .VND SILVER—GENER-\^L
3124—ARIZONA—Resume of Conditions in Union Pass Sec-

tion of San Francisco Mining District, Mojave Co., Ariz.
Bertram Grant. (Colo. School of Mines Mag., Feb., 1916; 1%
pp.) 40c

3125—AUSTRALIA—The North Nuggety Ajax Mine. Day-
lesford, Vic. James Trevor. (Min. and Eng. Rev., Dec 6,

1915: 2% pp., illus.) 40c.

3126—BRITISH COLUMBIA—The Slocan District, British
Columbia in 1915. E. Jacobs. (Can. Min. Journ., Feb. 15 and
Mar. 1, 1916; 4 pp.) 40c.

3127—CALIFORNIA—Notes from Grass Valley. P. B. Mc-
Donald. (Min. and Sci. Press, Mar. 4, 1916; 2% pp., illus.) 20c.

3128-CRUSHING—The Lane Slow Speed Mill. Alex Mc-
Laren. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Jan. 15, 1916; 1 p.) 40c.

3129—NEV.^DA—Contact, Nevada. During 1915. H- M.
Shields. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Jan. 15, 1916; 3 p.) 40c

3130—NEVADA—The Sunset Property at Rhyolite. Ed-
ward S. Van Dyck. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 18, 1916;
% p.) 20c

3131—ONTARIO—Porcupine, Coming into Its Own. J.
Craig Watson. (Min. Journ., Feb. 26, 1916; 1% pp.) 40c.

3132—UT.\H—American Fork Canon. Geo. E. Hemphill.
(Salt Lake Min. Rev., Jan. 15, 1916; 1| pp.) 40c.

IRON ORE DEPOSITS, MINING, ETC.

3133—CUBA—The Genesis and Relations of the Daiquiri
and Firmeza Iron-Ore Deposits, Cuba. Joseph T. Singewald,
Jr. and Benjamin Leroy Miller. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Mar., 1916;
8 pp.) 40c.

3134—FINLAND—Das Magneteisenerzvorkommen von Kit-
tila in Finnisch-Lappmarken. G. Berg. (Gliickauf, Jan. 15,

1916; 5 pp., illus.) 40c.

3135—MININ(3—A New Method of Stripping Iron Ore on
the Mesabi Range, Minnesota. Bradlee Van Brunt. (Min. and
Eng. Wld., Jan. 15, 1916; 1% pp.. illus.) 20c.

S136—MININ(3—Stripping the Overburden in Openpit Min-
ing. L. O. Kellogg. (Eng. Mag., Mar., 1916; 13% PP-. illus.)

40c.

3137— UPPER SILESIA— Die Brauneisenerzlagerstatten
Oberschlesiens. Friedrich Raefler. (Zeit. d. Oberschles. B. u.

H. Vereins, Mar.-Apr., 1915; 24^4 pp., illus.)

3138—WASHING—The Rowe Mine Ore-Washing Plant.
(Min. and Eng. Wld., Mar. 11, 1916; 2% pp., Illus.) 20c.

IRON .l.ND STEEL MET-VLLURGY

3139—ALLOTS—Magnetic and Other Properties of Iron-
Silicon Allovs. Melted in Vacuo. Trygve D. Yensen. (Bull. 83,

Univ. of 111., Nov. 22, 1915; 67 pp.. illus.) 60c.

3140—ALLOYS—Metals and Alloys in the Steel Industry. A
Review of Conditions in 1915. De Courcy Browne. (Iron Age,
Jan. 6, 1916; IVt pp.)

3141—.ALLOYS—Vacuum-Fused Iron with Special Refer-
ence to Effect of Silicon. T. D. Yensen. (Bull. A. I. M. E.,

Feb.. 1916; 30 pp., illus.) 40c
3142—BLAST FURNACE—The Operation of the Blast Fur-

nace. J. E. Johnson, Jr. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Feb. 15 and
Mar. 1, 1916; 7 pp.) 80c.

3143—BLAST FURNACE—The Raw Materials of the Blast
Furnacf. J. E. Johnson, Jr. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Mar. 15,

1916; 5 pp.) 40c.

3144_BLAST-FURNACE OPERATION, Coal, Coke and
Limestone Efllciency in. Birger F. Burman. (Met. and Chem.
Eng., Mar. 1. 1916; 2^i pp.) Conclusion of article previously
Indexed. 40c.

3145—BL.\ST FURNACES—Calculations with Reference to

the Use of Carbon in Modern American Blast Furnaces. Henry
Phelps Howland. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Mar., 1916; 23% PP- iHus.)
40c.

3140—CARBON DETERMIN.\TION—Determination of Car-
bon in Steels and Irons l>v Direct Combustion in Oxygen at

High Temperatures. J. R. Cain and H. E. Cleaves. (Tech-
nologic Papers of the Bureau of Standards, No. 69, Feb. 18,

1916: 10 pp.. illus.)

3147—CAST IRON—A Chemical Explahatlon of the Effect
of Oxvj^en in Strengthening Cast Iron. W. McA. Johnson.
(Bull. A. I. M. E., Feb., 1916; 2% pp.) 40c.

3149—CORROSION—Research on the Corrosion Resistance
of Copper Steel. D. M. Buck and J. O. Handy. (Journ. Ind.
and Eng. Chem., Mar.. 1916: 8 pp., illus.) 60c
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3150—DRY BLAST in the Manufacture of Iron and Steel.
(Engineering. Feb. 11 and 18, 1916; 4V4 pp.. illus.) 80c.

3151—ELECTRIC STEEL—The Electric Steel Industry's
Present Status. (Iron Age, Jan. 6. 1916. 3 pp.) A review of
progress since 1910.

3152—GAS—Washing Bla.st-Furnace CJas at South Chicago.
(Iron Age. Jan. 6, 1916; 5 pp., illus.)

3153—IRON AND STEEL PROBLEMS of 1915. J. E. John-
son, Jr. (Iron Age, Jan. 6, 1916; 4 pp.)

3154—M.\LLEABLE IRON. Its Characteristics, Uses and
Abuses. Enrique Touceda. (Iron Tr. Rev., Mar. 2 and 9, 1916:
8 pp.. illus.) 40c.

3155—METALLOGRAPHY of Steel for United States Naval
Ordnance. Harold Earle Cook. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Feb., 1916;
25^4 pp.. illus.) 40c.

3156—PURE IRON—Preparation of Pure Iron and Iron-
Carbon Alloys. J. R. Cain, E. Schramm and H. E. Cleaves.
(Sci. Papers of the Bureau of Standards. No. 266, Feb. 29, 1916;
25 pp., illus.; also Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Mar., 1916; S pp.)

3157—SAFETY' RULES for Iron and Steel Plants. (Iron
Age. Mar. 2. 1916; 3 pp.) Proposed code of the Industrial Com-
mission of Ohio for coke ovens, blast furnaces, steel works
and rolling mills. 20c.

3158—STEEL INDUSTRY—The Future of the Steel Indus-
try. H. H. Campbell. (Eng. Mag., Mar.. 1916; 5 pp.) 40c.

3159—TOOL STEEL—Character of High-Speed Tool Steel.
F. C. A. H. Lantsberry. (Iron Tr. Rev., Mar. 2, 1916; 2V2 pp.)
Paper before West of Scotland Iron and Steel Inst. 20c.

LE.VD .\ND ZINC
3160—BELGIUM—The Great Industries in Belgium Before

and During the War. H. Hubert. {Engineer, Feb. 11, 1916;
IJ pp) Third article of series. Present deals with zinc, lead
and other nonferrous metals in Belgium. 40c.

3161—BRITISH COLUMBIA—Operations in the Slocan Dis-
trict. Douglas Lay. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 11, 1916; 414
pp., illus.) 20c.

3162—DONORA ZINC CO.—The American Steel and Wire
Co.'s Zinc Works. (Iron Age. Jan. 6, 1916; iV^ PP., illus.)

3163—ELECTROLYTIC ZINC. W. R. Ingalls. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Mar. 4, 1916; 3^4 PP) General discussion of con-
ditions governing production of electrolytic zinc; description
of Anaconda process. Paper before New York sections. Am.
Electrochem. Soc, Am. Chem. Soc, and Soc. Chem. Ind. 20c.

3164—JIG—A Joplin Hand-Jig. C. K. Hitchcock. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Mar. 11, 1916; % p., illus.) 20c.

3165—MILLING Low-Grade Zinc Ore, at Media Mill, Webb
City, Mo. L. L. Wittich. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 4, 1916;
1 p.. illus.) 20c.

3166—UNITED KINGDOM—The Occurrence and Utilization
of Zinc Ores—Part I. (Bull. Imperial Inst., Oct. -Dec, 1915;
22% pp.) First of two articles, describing chief zinc minerals,
the more important occurrences in United Kingdom, the Col-
onies and India.

OTHER MET-\LS
3167—ALUMINUM. Editorial. (Min. Mag., Jan., 1916; 2%

pp.) 40c.

3168—ANTIMONY.
1916; Wt pp.) 20c.

3169—ANTIMONY-
Editorial. (Min. and Sci. Press, Jan. 8,

-Metalliferous Mines of Hunan. A. S.
Wheler. (Min. and Sci. Press, Mar. 4, 1916; 5 pp., illus.) From
Far Eastern Rev. 20c.

3170—ANTIMONY. ARSENIC, ETC.—The Production of An-
timony. Arsenic, Bismuth. Selenium and Tellurium in 1914.
Frank L. Hess. (Mineral Resources of U. S., 1914—Part I;
31 pp.)

3171—ANTIMONY PRODUCTION in Hunan Province, South
China. A. S. Wheler. (Bull. 137, I. M. M., Feb. 17, 1916; 15
pp.. illus.)

3172 — ALUMINUM— Physikalisch-Chemische Untersuch-
ungen Ueber Die Elektrometallurgie des Aluminiums. Paul
Pascal and A. Jouniaux. (Zeit. f. Elektrochem.. Feb. 1, 1916;
4^4 pp., illus.)

3173—ALUMINUM—The Action of Boiling Acetic, Propi-
onic, and Butyric Acids on Aluminum, witii a Note on the
Action of Formic and Some Higher Acids. Richard Seligman
and Percy Williams. (Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind., Jan. 31, 1916;
5V4 pp.)

3174—CERIUM—The Solution of the Cerium Group Oxides
by Certain Acids. W. S. Chase. (Journ. Ind. and Chem. Ind.
Eng. Chem., Mar.. 1916; l^i pp.) 60c.

3175—COBALT—The Determination of Cobalt and Nickel
in Cobalt Metal. C. A. Knittel. (Met. Ind., Feb., 1916; 1 0.)
2Uc.

3176—COBALT MOLYBDENUM, ETC.—The Production of
Cobalt. Molybdenum, Nickel, Tin, Titanium. Tungsten, Radium,
Uranium and Vanadium in 1914. Frank L. Hess. (Mineral
Resources of the U. S., 1914—Part I, Feb. 26, 1916; 24 pp.)

3177—GALLIUM—Recovery of Gallium from Spelter in the
United States. W. F. Hillebrand and J. A. Scherrer. (Journ.
Ind. and Eng. Chem., JIar.. 1916; 1 p.) 60c.

317S—M.\GNESIUM—Porschungen und Fortschritte auf
dem Gebiet der Elektrometallurgie des Magnesiums 1909-1915.
Franz Peters. (Gliickauf. Feb. 19, 1916; 6i,4 pp.)

3179—MAGNESIUM—Metallic Magnesium. Wm. M. Gros-
venor. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Mar. 1, 1916; ]§ pp.) Paper
before New York Section, Am, Electrochem. Soc, Feb. 11. 1916.
4nc.

3180—MOLYBDENITE— The Concentration of Canadian
Molybdenite Ores. Henry E. Wood. (Bull., Can. Min. Inst.,
Mar., 1916; 18 pp.. illus.)

3181—NICKEL—Ontario Nickel Mines. Thomas W. Gib-
son. (Can. Min. Journ.. Mar. 1, 1916; % p.) From Financial
Times. 20c.

3182—NICKEL—Value of Ontario's Nickel. T. W. Gibson.
(Can. Engr., Feb. 24, 1916; % p.) 20c.

3183—QUICKSILVER—Mercury—Quicksilver. P. E. Joseph.
(Bull. 12. Ariz, State Bureau of Mines, 1915-16; 8 pp.)

^^*,tT7^UICKSILVER MINING in California. W. H. Land-
ers. (Min. and Sci. Press, Feb. 19. 1916; 2V4 pp., illus.^ 20c.

3185—RARE MINERALS—War's Effect on Rare Min<-ral In-
1 J'.^i''*',,'"

United States. A. B. Frenztl. (Min. Amer.. Jan. 1.1916; % p., lUus.) 20c.

inJ^^„^,'7"'^"'^riIUM. Thurston Owens. (Chem. Engr.. Dec,
1915; 214 pp.) From Am. Gas Light Journ. 40c.

3187--TIN—Report Upon the Ardlethan Tlnfield. J. R. God-
frey. (No. 20, Mineral Resources. N. S. W.. Geol. Surv., 1915;
77 pp., illus.)

3188—TUNGSTEN—Recent Practice in Concentrating Colo-rado Tungsten Ores. H. C. Parmelce. (Met. and Chem. Ene..
Mar. la, 1916; 3 pp.. illus.) 40c.

,, 3189-TUNGSTEN-Scheelite Mining and Grading. P. B.McDonald. (Min. and Sci. Pres.s. Jan. 8. 1916; 1 14 pp.) 20c.
3190—TUNGSTEN—The Chemistry and Metallurgy ofTungsten. M. L. Hartmann. (Pahasapa Quart.. Feb.. 1916:

10 pp.) 40c.

3191—TUNGSTEN—The Geology of Tungsten Deposits. J.
J. Runner. (Pahasapa Quart., Feb., 1916: 914 pp., Illus.) 40c.

^,. 3192—TUNGSTEN—The Production of Cobalt, Molybdenum.
Nickel. Tin. Titanium, Tungsten, Radium, Uranium and Va-nadium in 1914. Frank L. Hess. (Mineral Resources of the
U. S., 1914—Part I, Feb. 26. 1916; 24 pp.)

3193—TUNG.STEN—Wolframite Mining and Milling atWasp No. 2 Mine, Flatiron, S. D. Ed. Manion (Pahasapa
Quart., Feb., 1916; 2 pp., illus.) 40c.

3194—TUNGSTEN AND MOLYBDENUM. (Colo. School of
Mines Mag., Mar., 1916; 5% pp.) Notes on the use of tung-
sten and molybdenum, and various methods for the determina-
tion of the two metals. 40c.

3195—TUNGSTEN PRODUCTION and Prices. C. C. O'Harra.
(Pahasapa Quart., Feb., 1916; 4 pp.) 40c.

NOX.MET.VLUC 3IIXERAI>S
3196—CLAY—Future of the Clav Products Industry in

Eastern Canada. J. Keele. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., Vol.
XVin, 1915; 12 pp.)

3197—CLAY—Pennsylvania Fire Clay. L. C. Morganroth.
(Bull., A. I. M. E., Feb., 1916; 6 pp.) 40c.

3198—MAGNESITE. Frank L. Culin, Jr. (Bull. 14, Ariz.
State Bureau of Mines, 1915-16; 10 pp.) Occurrence, uses, etc.

3199—NITRATE OF SODA in 1915. (Chem. Tr. Journ.. Jan.
29, 1916; Ig pp.) 40c.

3200—PYRITES—Ueber die Genesis einiger Osterreichisch-
ungarischer Kupferkieslagerstatten. C. Doelter. (Montanist-
ische Rundschau. Jan. 16, and Feb. 1, 1916; 5 pp., illus.) 80c

3201—S-ALT—Der Steinsalzbergbau in Marosujvir (Sieben-
biirgen.) M. Przvborski. (Montanistische Rundschau, Feb. 1.
1916; 3% pp., illus.)

3202—SULPHUR—L'Industria Solfifera Siciliana. (L'Ind.
Chim.. Min. e Met., Feb. 10, 1916; 1% pp.) 40c.

PETROLEUM AND NATURAl, GAS
3203—CALIFORNIA—Geology and Oil Prospects of Cuvama

Valley. California. Walter A. English. (Bull. 621-M, "U. S.
Geol. Surv., Feb. 23. 1916; 25 pp.. illus.)

3204—ECUADOR—The Oil Regions of Ecuador. (Petrol.
Rev., Mar. 4. 1916: 1 p.) 40c.

3205—ENGLAND—The Kimmeridge Oil Shales. W. Hardv
Manfleld. (Min. Journ.. Feb. 19. 1916; H4 pp.) Abstract of
paper before Instn. of Petrol. Technologists. 40c.

3206—GASOLINE from "Synthetic" Crude Oil. (Bull. A. I.

M. E., Jan., 1916; 3 pp.) Disc, of paper of Walter O. Snell-
ing.

3207—MESOPOT..\MIA—The Petroleum Wealth of Mesopo-
tamia: As Germany Sees It. Otto Debatin. Petrol. Rev.,
Feb. 12, 1916; Wz PP) Translated from "Frankfurter Zeitung."
40c.

3208—NATUR.\L GAS—The Compressibility of Natural Gas
at High Pressures. G. A. Burrell and I. W. Robertson. (Tech.
Paper 131, U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1916; 12 pp.. illus.)

3209—OIL STORAGE. Herbert Barringer. (Petrol. Rev..
Jan. 22, 1916; 2 pp.) Paper before Instn. of Petroleum Tech-
nologists; to be concluded. 40c.

3210—QL'EENSL.XND—Lowmead No. 1 Bore, and the Ter-
tiary Oil-Sliales ol' Baffle Creek. Lionel C. Ball. (Queensland
Govt. Min. Journ., Jan. 15, 1916; Z\l> pp.. illus.) 60c.

3211—RUSSIAN PETROLEUM INDUSTRY During 1915.
(Petrol. Rev., Feb. 19. 1916; 1 p.) 40c.

3212—LTNITED STATES—The Petroleum Resources of the
United States. Ralph Arnold. (Econ. Geol., Dec. 1915: 17?4
pp., illus.) 60c.

ECONOMIC GE01.0GY—GEXER.VL
3213—COLORADO—Geologic ,\tlas of the United States.

Castle Rock Folio. G. B. Richardson. (U. S. Geol. Surv., 1915;
IS pp., illus.)

3214—IGNEOUS ROCKS—The Summation of Chemical .\n-
alyses of Igneous Rocks. H. H. Robinson. (Am. Journ. of
Sci., Mar., 1916; 19 pp.. illus.) 40c.

3215—ILLINOIS—Geologic Atlas of the United States.
Belleville-Breese Folio. By J. A. Udden and E. W. Shaw.
(U. S. (?iol. Surv., I'.nr.; 17 pp.. illus.)

3217—.SLATE AND DIKE. Analysis of. E. E. White. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Mar. 4. 1916; 2 pp,) 20c

MINING—GENERAL
3218—ACCIDENT.'^—Coal-Mine Fatalities in the United

States Novemlur, 1915. Albert H. Fay. (U. S. Bureau of

Mines. 1916: 17 pp.)

32i'i ^CCIPKNTS — Metal-Mine Accidents in the United
States During 1914. .\lbert H. Fay. (Tech. Paper 129, U. S.

Bureau of Mines. 1916; 96 pp., illus.)

3''-iO' \CCOUNTTNG — Mine .Vccountinc for Small Mines.
James E. Chapman. (Bull. A. 1. M. E., M.ir.. 1916: 6% pp )

40c.
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3221—ALABAMA—Statistics of the Mineral Production of

Alabama for 1914. Eugene A. Smith. (Bull. 16, Geol. Surv.
of Ala., 1915; 64 pp.)

32'" ARIZONA—Minine in Arizona. Charles F. Willis.
(Min. and Sci. Press. Ft-b. 26. 1916; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

3223—BRITISH COLUMBIA— -Preliminary Review and Esti-
mate of Mineral Proiiuction. 191.5. Wm. Fleet Robertson.
(Bull. 1, B. C. Bureau of Mines, 1916; 50 pp.)

3224—CABLEWAY of Asbestos Corporation of Canada. S.

R. Stone. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Feb. 19, 1916; 2% pp., illus.)

20c.

3225—CANADA—Preliminary Report on the Mineral Pro-
duction of Canada, During the Year 1915. John McLeish.
(Can. Dept. of Mines, Mines Branch. 1916; 28 pp.)

32'>6—CHINA—Metalliferous Mines of Hunan. A. S. Wheler.
(Min. and Sci. Press. Mar. 4. 1916; 5 pp.. illus.) From Far
Eastern Rev. 20c.

3227—CHINESE MINING LEGISLATION. Wm. F. Collins.
(Bull. 137, I. M. M.. Feb. 17, 1916; 18% pp.) Discussion of
article previously indexed.

3228—COLORADO—Mining in Colorado. George J. Ban-
croft. (Min. and Sci Press. Mar. 4. 1916; 1 p.) 20c.

3229—COMPRESSED AIR—Where the Air Goes. Harry E.

Scott. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Mar. 11, 1916; 1 p.) 20c.

3230 — EXAMINATION of Prospects and Mines. W. L.

Watts. (Min. and Oil Bull., Feb,, 1916; 2% pp.) 20c.

3231—EXPLOSIVES—The Relative Efficiencies of Blasting
Gelatine and Gelignite as I^sed in Hand-Drill Slopes in the
Gold Mines of the Rand. W. S. Simpson. (Journ. So. Afr.
Insln. of Engrs.. Jan.. 1916; 13 pp.. illus.)

3232—GERM.AN COLONIES—The Economic Resources of
the German Colonies. (Bull. Imperial Inst., Oct.-Dec, 1915;
22 pp.) Fourth and concluding article of series; gives ac-
count of island possessions in Western Pacific Ocean—Ger-
man New Guinea Protectorate and Samoa. SOc.

3233—HOIST—New Man Hoist at Inspiration Mine. ( Eng.
and Min. Jouin.. Mar. 11. 1916; 1^ pp., illus.) 20c.

3234—HOISTING—.\utomatic Operation of Mine Hoists as
Exemplified bv the New Electric Hoists for the Inspiration
Consolidated Copper Co. H. Kenyon Burch and M. A. Whit-
ing. (Bull. A. I. JI. E., Mar., 1916; 131/2 pp., illus.)

3235—HOISTING—Electric Winding. D. Burns. (Iron and
Coal Tr. Rev.. Feb. 25. 1916; 2 pp.) Paper before Assn. of Min.
Elec. Engrs., Scottish Branch. 40c.

3236—ITALY—Produzione Mineraria e Metallurgica Itali-
ana nil 1914. (Rassegna Mineraria. Feb. 16. 1916; bVt pp.)
Official figures. 40c.

3237—ONTARIO—Preliminary Report of the Mineral Pro-
duction of Ontario in 1915. (Bull. 2S. Ont. Bureau of Mines.
1916; 8 pp.)

323S—ORE CHUTE—A Sudburv Ore Chute. Albert E. Hall.
(Can. Min. Journ., Mar. 1, 1916; 1 p., illus.) 20c.

3239—QUEBEC—Preliminary Statement on the Mineral
Production in the Province of Quebec During 1915. (Dept. of
Colonization. Mines and Fisheries. Quebec. 1916; 7 pp.)

3240—SHAFT LINING — Lining Shafts with Concrete 7.-

Blocks. Marcel Gillieaux. (Trans. Min. Inst, of Scotland, Vol.
XXXVIIl. Part 1. 1915; 9 pp.. illus.)

3241—SH.'^.FT TIMBERING—The Keyboard Method of Shaft
Timbering. Atha A. Richie. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 4,

1916; ?i p., illus.) 20c.

3242—STOPING METHODS. F. W. Sperr. (Min. and Sci.

Press. Feb. 19. 1916; 4% pp., illus.) 20c.

3243—TUNNELING—Notes on Tunnel Survey Work. Method
of Determination of Direction Between Shafts and of Transfer
and Extension of Lines Under Ground. M. H. Marshall. (Can.
Enijr.. Feb. 10. 1916; 3(4 pp., illus.) 20c.

3244—URUGI'AY—Informe Preliminar sobre las Ritiuezas
Minerales de la Republica Oriental del Uruguay. (Preliminary
Report on the Mineral Resources of Uruguay.) Rolf Mar-
strander. (Bull. No. 2. Instituto de Geologia y Perforaciones.
Ministerio de Industrias. Dec. 1915; 87 pp., illus.)

3245—I^TAH—Mining in T'tah. L. O. Howard. (.Min. and
Sci. Pre.';s, Feb. 19. 1916; 1 V4 pp., illus.) 20c.

32-'6—UTAH—Park City Mines for 1915. F. T. Williams.
(Salt Lake Min. Rev.. Jan. 15. 1916; Ig pp) 40«.

3247—VENTILATION—The Influence Moisture in the .\ir
Has on Mine Ventilation. A. C. Whittomc. (Journ So. Afr.
Inst, of Engrs., Jan., 1916; 4?4 pp.) Discussion of paper pre-
viously indexed.

ORF, DRRSSINfi—fiRNERAI.

3248-CLASSIFYING. John V. N. Dorr. (Met. and Chem.
Eng., Mar, 15, 1916; 2 pp.) Additional data on the Dorr ma-
chine, supplementing previous article by K. S. Wiard. 40c.

3249—COLLOIDS—Sedimentation and Fli.cculation. R. E.
Free. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 4, 1916; 3»i pp., illus.) Sec-
ond and third of a series of articles on Colloids in Ore Dress-
ing. 40c.

3250—CRUSHING—Kick vs. Rittinger. An Experimental
Investigation in Rock Crushing. (Bull: A. I. M. E., Feb., 1916:
5'/4 pp.) Discussion of paper by A. O. (Jates. 40r.

325]—CRUSHING—Stamps and Competitive Machinery. H.
C. Cutler. (Min. and Sci. Pre-sa, Feb. 5, 1916; 3 pp.) 20c.

3252—FLOTATION at Silver King and Daly-Judge. A. B.
Parsons. (Salt I,ake Min. Rev., Feb. 29, 1916; 3V, pp., lUns.)
20c.

3253—FLOTATION—nils and Other Reagents in Flotation.
Robert J. Anderson. (.Met. and Chem. Eng., Feb. 1. 1916; I

t,

pp.) 4 0c.

3254—FLOTATION—On the Science of a Froth. Will H.
Coghill. (Min. and Sci. Press, Feb. 26. 1916: 3 pp.) 20c.

3255—FLOTATION I'ltLVCIPLES. C. Terry Durell. (Min.
and Sri. Press. Feb. 19. 1916; 6i,(. pp.) 20c.

3256—FLOTATION I'KOCESS. The. T. A. Rlckard, (Bull.,
Can. Min. Tnst.. Mar 1 u 1; tfiu ,,,>., illus.)

MET-VLLtlRGY—GENERAL
3257—BRONZE—Microstructural Changes Accompanying

the Annealing of Cast Bronze. Henry S. Rawdon. (Tech-
nologic Papers of the Bureau of Standards, No. 60, Jan. 25.
1916; 17 pp.. illus.)

3258—FLUE GASES—Determination of Sulphur Dioxide
and .Sulphur Trioxide in Flue Gases. R. J. Nestell and E.
Anderson. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Mar., 1916; 2H PP-.
illus.) 60c.

3259—SMELTER SMOKE—The Chemical Evidence of
Smelter Smoke Injury to Vegetation. J. P. Mitchell. Journ.
Ind. and Eng. Chem.. Feb., 1916; 2 pp.) Paper before Am. Inst,
of Chem. Engrs.. Aug. 27. 1915. 60c.

3260—SMOKE—Recent Progress in Electrical Smoke Pre-
cipitation. F. G. Cottrell. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Feb. 26,
1916; 8 pp., illus.) Paper before second Pan-American Sci.
Congiess. 20c.

FIEl-S
3261—COAL ANALYSES—Graphic Studies of Ultimate An-

alyses of Coals. Oliver C. Ralston. (Tech. Paper 93, U. S. Bu-
reau of Mines. 1915; 41 pp., illus.)

3262—FUEL OIL from Shale. Arthur Selwyn-Brown. (Eng.
Mag.. Mar.. 1916; 7% pp.) 40c.

3263—FUEL OILS from Coal. Harold Moore. (Iron and
Coal Tr. Rev.. Mar. 3, 1916; 1 p.) Paper before Manchester
Assn. of Engrs.. Feb. 26, 1916. 40c.

3264—UTILIZATION OF ENERGY from Coal. Wm. A.
Bone. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev.. Feb. 11, 1916; 2 pp., illus.)
Lecture delivered at the Royal Institution. Feb. 3, 1916. 40c.

MIXIXfi AND MKTALl.VRGirAI, M.\CHINERY
3265—AIR COMPRESSOR—Underground Compressor In-

stallations in Mines. Charles C. Phelps. (Min. and Eng. Wld.,
Feb. 12. 1916; ZVt pp.. illus.) 20c.

32G6—BELTING—Transmitting Power by Leather Belting.
Robert Thurston Kent. (Iron Age, Mar. 2. 1916; 6% pp.,
illus.) A series of tables embodying latest investigations,
showing tensions and horsepowers at which belts will give
best service and cost least for maintenance and repairs.

3267—DRILL BIT—The Carr Bit. (Can. Min. Journ., Feb.
15, 1916; 2 pp.. illus.) 20c.

3268—DRILL SHANKS and Bits. P. B. McDonald. (Min.
and Sci. Press. Feb. 26, 1916; H4 pp., illus.) 20c.

3269—HOIST—The New Electric Hoist of the North Butte
Mining Co. Franklin Moeller; with a note on Preliminary
Calculation of Flywheel Motor-Generator Sets, by C. D. Gil-
pin. (Bull.. A. 1. M. E.. Feb. 1916; 11% pp., illus.) 40c.

3270—LOCOMOTIVES—The Goodman Storage Battery Lo-
comotives—Particularlv the Articulated Type. E. C. DeWolf.
(Min. and Eng. Wld., Jan. 29, 1916; 3% pp.. illus.) 20c.

SAMPI,IN(; AND ASSWIXfi
3271—CHROMIUM-OXIDE AN.^LYSIS. Allan J. Field,

I Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem.. Mar.. 1916; % p.) 60c.

3272—GAS ANALYSIS—A New Accurate Method of Gas
Analysis. O. A. Krone. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Mar..
1916; 5% pp., illus.) 60c.

3273—G.\S AN.\LYS1S—Reagents for X'se in Gas Analysis.
IV. Phosphorus in Solution. R. P. Anderson and W. Bieder-
man. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Feb., 1916; ^ p.) 60c.

3274—PULP S.\MPLI<:R—An Automatic Pulp Sampler. Rob-
ert B. Elder. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. IS, 1916; 2 pp.)
20c.

3275—PULP S.\MPLER—Taylor's Pulp Sampler. W. 11.

Trewartha-James. (Bull. 137, I. M. M.. Feb. 17, 1916; lOVi
pp.. illus.) Discussion of article previously indexed.

INDl'STRIAI, «'IIK.MISTRV

3276—RED LEAD AND ORANGE MINER.-VL— A Rapid
Method for the .Analysis of Red I^ead and Orange Mineral.
John A. Schaeffer. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem.. Mar., 1916;
li,i pp.. illus.) 60c.

3277—COAL BY-PRODUCTS — The Divilopment in the
I'nited States of the Manufacture of Products Derived from
Coal. H. W. Jordan. (Met. and Chem. Eng.. Feb. 1, 1916;
3 pp.) Paper before Am. Inst, of Chem. Engr., Jan. 12. 1916.
4 0c.

3278—COAL-TAR PRODT'CTS and Artificial Dyestufts In
dustry. Lionel O. P. Walsh. (Trans. Can. Min. Inst., Vol.
XVIlt. 1915; 6 pp.)

3279 — CREOSOTE OIL— The Sampling and Analysis <f
Creosote Oil. (Wood-Preserving, Oct.-Dec, 1915; 3 pp., Illus.)

40c.

32SO — E.\'PI..OSTVES— L'Extraction du Benzol du G;is
d'ftclairage et son Emploi dans la Fabrication des Explosir,s.
Daniel Florcntin. (GCnie Civil, Jan. 15, 1916; 4% pp., illus.)
40c.

32M—WOOD WASTE — The Utilization of Wood Waste.
Arthur T). Little. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Feb. 1, 1916; 2%
pp ) Paper before Am. Inst, of Chem. Engrs., Jan. 12, 1916.
4 0c.

MISCEM.ANKOIS
3286—P.ELGII'M—The Great Industries in Belgium Be-

fore and During the War. H. Hubert. (Engineer, Jan. 14
and 21 and Feb. 11 and IS. 1916; 5 pp., illus.) General de-
scription; also data on coal mining, iron and steel works, lead
and zinc, and electrical industry.

3287—CONSERVATION and Economic Theory. Richard T.
Ely. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Feb., 1916; 15 pp.) 40c.

32SS—MEXICO—Present Conditions in Mexico. Correspond-
cnc.-. S, Efes. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Feb. 5, 1916; 4i p.)
20c.

:!289—ME.VICO—Railway Traveling In Mexico. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Feb. 19. 1916; 1% pp.) Article by Mark S. Wat-
son, published originally in New York .Sun. 20c.

3290 — RT'SSIA — An Engineer's Impressions of Russia.
Edward T. McCarthy. (Min. Mag.. Jan., 1916; 3 pp.) Notes
of travel through Russia in war time. 40c.
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>':^}'XOFSIS—Gilman cut-and-fill system devised

locally to replace shrinkage stoping, which was

less safe under the circumstances. Principal char-

acteristic is the mining of 10-ft. inclined slices.

Orebody to be amenable to this system 7nust be able

to stand without support for the short time re-

quired to mine and fill each slice.

The Gilman cut-and-fill sj-stem is used quite extensive-

ly on the large sulphide orebodies of the Junction and

Briggs shafts of the Calumet & Arizona Mining Co., Bis-

bee, Ariz. Only orebodies that are firm and will stand

without timber
are mined by this

method. Tliis cut-

and-fill system
was devised by

Oscar Gilman,

mine foreman,
and Fred Sandt-

ner, shift fore-

man, to take the

place of a shrink-

age-stope method,

which was con-

sidered less safe

under the circum-

stances. This sys-

tem is used with

various adapta-

tions, so as to be

applicable to very

differently shaped

orebodies. Essen-

tially, it consists

of blocking the

ore out into sections 40 ft. wide and mining each section

by alternately taking 10-ft. incline cuts from the back and

then filling with waste. In this way the back of the

stope is never over 10 ft. above the working floor, allow-

ing any slabs in the back to be easily caught up with

stulls. x\lternate or consecutive 40-ft. sections are mined,

so that the width of the back that is unsupported will

never exceed 40 ft. at one time.

The exact method of blocking out the ground pre-

paratory to stoping depends on the shape of the orebody.

With the larger bodies the ground is l)lookod out by run-
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ning, from a main crosscut, parallel crosscuts at 40-ft.

centers to the limits of the orebody. Vertical raises are

driven off these crosscuts, near the intersections of the

main crosscut or at some multiple of -50 ft. from it, usu-

ally. These crosscuts and raises serve as the first step in

stoping. The raises are run up to the level above, where

they hole into a crosscut and provide a means of filling

the stope later on. Fig. 1 is a plan of the orebody show-

ing crosscuts and raises. With narrow deposits only one

crosscut, passing through near the center of the orebody.

is necessary.

After crosscutting, the next step in stoping consists

in shooting a little ground off the side of the crosscut so

as to accommodate
the temporary
timbers (shown in

Fig. 3) and to

make headroom

enough for men
to work above.

These sets are

placed at 5-ft. in-

tervals along the

drift. These tem-

porary timbers are

set in place mere-

ly to catch the

ore that is broken

in placing the reg-

ular stringer sets

and thus lessen

the amount of

shoveling. Kegu-

lar 4xl0-in. lag-

ging, 5 ft. long,

which later serves

as flooring, is

the regular posts

cap. The

A.XU-FILL SYSTEM

used as temporary posts. One of

10x10 in., 8 ft. io in. long, is used

temporary sets are easily and quickly set up and taken

down. When in place they will allow a 30-cu.ft. car to

pass under them. Lagging, 4x10 in., is placed across the

sets, except for a space 12 in. wide runiting lengtliwise

with the track, which serves as a chute mouth. This

opening is covered with loose 2xl0-in. plank 3 ft. long,

placed crosswise over the lagging. A 2x6-in. strip is nailed

lengthwise with lagging, at both ends of the row of plank,

to keep them in place while blasting. As the ore is

broken, it falls to the floor of the temporary set Enough
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ore is shoveled off one of the short planks, so that it can

be taken up, allowing the ore to fall through the open-

ing into a car below. Then each successive short plank

is removed by prying it up with a pick or bar, for the

same purpose.

\Mien sufficient ground is broken, stringer sets (Fig. 2)

are placed in position above the temporary sets, which

are then removed. A stringer set consists of a lOxlO-in.

stringer 18 ft. long, set up over two lOxlO-in. posts, 8

ft. 10 in. long. A 6xlO-in. block, 2 ft. long, is placed

on top of posts under the stringer. To block the stringer

to the next one in place 4x6-in. spreaders are used. A

a plugger machine and blasted. All the ore broken runs

from the slides into the chutes. The back of the room,

made by taking out the first slice, is usually 10 lo 12 ft.

above the stringers.

When the ore is all withdrawn after the first cut, waste

is run in from above through the raise until it forms a

cone reaching to the back of the stope. The gob pile

is then evened off on the sides so as to have a triangular

cross-section, instead of a cone, as shown in Fig. 5. Sills

of ordinary 2xl0-in. plank are laid horizontally across

both sides of this pile, and a 2-in. floor is laid on this,

making two slides sloping on a 40-deg. incline from the

Strips h hold

Fig.1 Plan of Orebody and Crosscu+s Flg.2 Regular Sec+ion Timbers Fig.B Temporary Sill 5e+

1300 Level Crosscut

Fig.4 Ver+ical Sec+ion +hrough S+ope,B-B Fig 5 Ver+ical Sec+ion, Leng+hwise of S+ope,Sec+ion A-A
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floor of 4xlO-in. plank. ") ft. long, is laid on top of

stringers. Chutes are placed in every other set on each

side of the crosscut.

Starting at the end of the stringers, the ore is then

broken on both sides of the stope to make room for the

incline sills. 'I'hese are lOxlO-in. stringers, 14 ft. 2 in.

long, set on a little over a 30-deg. incline. A 4-in. plank

floor is laid on these and serves as a slide for the broken

ore to run into the chutes. It also acts as a mat between

the gob (which is later introduced) and the ore below,

which is mined from the lower level. As the bottom of the

whole width of a 40-ft. section is timbered, mining is

started with the cut-and-fiU system. A raise has already

been run to the level above, which is used while (illing the

stope. The first 10-ft. cut is taken from the back across

the whole width of the section, from 30 to 40 ft. on both

sides of the raise. As it is possible to drill a large num-
ber of holes, the tonnage per man is very high. A few

larger boulders are broken, which must be drilled with

center of the raise to tlic floor on the stringers. All sub-

sequent cuts are taken oil' the back, parallel to these

slides.

.\s the waste t^nds to get higher than the ends of the

incline sills, lOxlO-in. stulls, usually 12 to 15 ft. long, are

stood up vertically at the ends of the inclined sills, as

shown in Fig. 2. Gob lagging is nailed to the inside of

thes(>, which serves to keep the gob away from the ore,

thus facilitating mining the next section without mixing

with waste.

.\rtcr the .slides are ready, a second cut is taken off

tiic hack. Work is started above the bottom of the slides

on l)otli sides of the raise, and a 10-ft. cut is carried uj)-

wanl to the raise, parallel to the slide, across the whole

width of the section. All the ore is not removed as soon

as broken, and hence a little tends to accumulate on the

slide, which gives the miners a footing while breaking

the ground higher up. The ore is then all withdrawn, and

the floor, together with the sills, is taken up, prejiaratory
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to the second fill. Waste is introduced as before, form-

ing a cone reaching to the highest part of the section.

This pile is made into two flat inclined surfaces on which

2xlO-in. sills and a 2-in. floor are laid, as before. Enough
room is always left between tlie waste and back of stope

to permit this floor being laid. This section is now ready

for a third cut.

When the waste cone extends to the back of the ore,

a second raise is necessary to fill the stope. In case

another raise i.« not already there,, a subraise is run

from the back of the stope, about -50 ft. horizontally from

the first one. to the level above. This raise is then the

center of cut-and-fill operations. In mining a long sec-

tion, several raises in succession are the center of cut-and-

fill operations. Where the ground will permit, cuts may
be taken off two raises simultaneously, as in Fig. 5. As

the lower ends of the slides get above the stringer floor,

cribbed chutes of -IxlO-in. lagging are carried up through

the gob to the bottom of the inclined slides. A grizzly

consisting of two 8x8-in. timbers is usually placed over the

top of the chute to prevent extra-large boulders from

rolling into it.

In this manner a whole section is mined by taking out

10-ft. inclined cuts and filling with waste, until the back

of the orebody is reached. Stulls with headboards, or a

bulkhead if necessary, can be thrown against the back to

catch up any bad slabs. Long bars are used to bar down

any loose ground. Vertical stulls and gob lagging are

carried up on the sides of the section as necessary.

Method of Haxdlixg Gob

As the ore is removed up to the waste and the gob will

no longer run in to fill the o]3en spaces between the top

of the pile and the back, it is shoveled in by hand until

it is snug against the back, for which it provides a sub-

stantial suport. In special cases, where it is impracticable

to use gob, bulkheads made of old timber are placed be-

tween the top of the gob and the back.

In mining a large orebody, alternate sections are usually

taken out and afterward the section between is mined.

Sometimes sections are worked progressing across the ore-

body, starting at one end and working toward the other.

The sections vary in length up to 200 ft. AVhere they

would be much longer than this, mining is carried on at

both ends, as if they were two separate sections, the pillar

between being subsequently removed.

The ore is drawn direct from the chutes into 30-cu.ft.

cars and thence taken by electric motor to the station

pocket. Skips are used to hoist the ore. The even-num-

bered levels (1,400-1,600) are the main haulage levels

and have electric-motor haulage, while the odd levels are

more the prospecting levels and have only mule haulage.

The gob used to fill the stopes consist.* of limestone, broken

in development work.

The Oilman cut-and-fill system is a very cheap method

and affords a degree of security that the old shrinkage

stope and glory-hole methods of mining lacked. The back

of the stope is always within reach of the miner, where

he can bar down loose ground or throw up a stuU against

the back if necessary. As the ore is taken out in succes-

sive cuts, the back does not have time to slack or become

slabby. This method can be used on almost any shape

of deposit. Besides being used as herein described, it is

applied, with as good results, to an orelwdy 30 to 40 ft,

thick with a limestone foot wall dipping about 45 deg..

where tlie length of the section is made parallel to th'

strike of the lime. All drilling in the sections is done
by stoping drills with water attachment, except on start-

ing, where timber is being placed. Here plngger and
chippy drills are used as well. The various slides elimi-

nate practically all the mucking. The gob requires no
handling except in laying the slides and in keeping it

snug against waste in back, after the ore has been taken
out.

Accides&ts Classified by
MisaiK&^ MetHods*

Inasmuch as systems and methods of mining differ,

some methods must necessarily be more dangerous than

others.

Data relating to the classification of mine accidents,

based on specific systems of mining, are lacking, and in

order that the comparative risk in the different methods

might be ascertained, the report cards sent to the operators

at the close of 1914 requested that the method of mining

be reported with the statistics of accidents. With these

reports as a basis, the bureau has Ijeen able to select the

returns from 2oS mining companies, representing about

T5% of the metal-mining industry, whose records appear

reasonably complete. Reports from companies whose data

were not complete in all details were omitted in making
this study. The figures given herein, therefore, include

the actual number of men (75,453) employed under-

ground and in openpit mines, with the corresponding

number of accidents for each group.

In the tabulation of accidents with reference to the

mining method, the employees around shops and surface

works have been eliminated, as well as the corresponding

number of accidents. There seems to be no reason why

the hazard at the .-surface plant of a room-and-pillar mine

should be any different from that at a mine where over-

hand stoping i<; the chief method employed.

In one mine the principal method of mining may be

overhand stoping: but to a certain degree there must

necessarily Vie some underhand stoping, a small amount of

filling and some room-and-pillar work. The methods as

classified have been grouped, therefore, according to the

principal method used, and in the majority of the case<

represent SO or 90% of the total work at the in-

dividual properties. For the purpose of studying the

mining risk, the returns received from the operators have

been divided into six groups, representing the principal

mining methods, as follows:

1. Overhand stoping confined to narrow veins.

2. Overhand .^toping confined to wide veins and large

orebodies.

.). lioom-and-pillar method (without timber).

4. Caving systems and their various modifications.

5. Openpit with steam shovel.

6. Openpit without steam shovel.

These different methods have been developed to work

different types and clas.<es of orebodies. and inasmuch a-

orebodies are fixed and definite, it is necessary to modiiy

mining methods to meet the requirements of each orebody

if the ore is to extracted at minimum cost and with least

loss. Safetv should be the first consideration, although

•Exoerpt from Technical Paper 129. "Metal-Mine Accidents
in th.' United States During 1914." by .\lbert H F.-iy, Bureau
of Mines.
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many other factors have to be taken into account in laying

out a mine.

Fig. 1 shows fatalit}' rates compared by causes of acci-

dents and by mining methods. Fig. 2 shows a similar

comparison for injury rates.

Overhand Stoi-ixg (Narrow Veiys)

The figures covering overhand stoping in narrow veins

are made up from the reports of 64 companies in 12

states, employing 9,1 T 7 men actually engaged in mining

operations (surface shops excluded). This group includes

chiefly gold mines in California, Colorado and Nevada

and some copper mines in Michigan. The width of the

vein, roughly, is less than 15 or 20 ft. The principal

mining method was overhand stoping, a minimum amount

of timber being used as stulls and props. Combinations

and modifications of overhand stoping with a small

amount of underhand stoping, waste filling, cutting and

SHAFT MISCEILANCOUS

FIG. 1. FATALITY RATES COMPARED BY CAUSE OF
ACCIDENT AND BY MINING METHOD

filling, shrinkage and a few other minor modificatimis

are included.

Of the 64 companies making up this group, there were

four operating Arizona copper mines, one an Arizona gold

mine, and two Nevada gold mines, all in narrow veins,

that reported the use of some filling method. One New
Jersey iron mine and one Tennessee copper mine reported

underhand stoping. Six of the 64 companies u.<e under-

hand stoping to some extent in connection with overhand

stoping. Eight California gold mines and three Nevada
gold mines were included which re]iorted overhand stop-

ing, both with and without timber.

Of the number of men employed in this group of

mines, 45 were killed, 511 seriously injured and 2,617

slightly injured, the fatality and injury rates being, re-

spectively, 4.90, 55.68 and 285.17 per 1,000 men employed.

The figures for overhand stoping in wide veins include

the returns of 61 companies, representing mines in 14

.states and employing 25,981 men (excluding surface

shops). The mines included in this group are those in

which the orebodies are wide and massive and in which

much timber is used as square-sets, drift-sets and cribbing.

There are also included mines in which slight modifica-

tions of this method, as shrinkage stoping, filling and

some underhand stoping, are used. These are largely

Arizona, Michigan, Montana and Utah copper mines,

with a number of Colorado gold mines and a few gold

mines in various other Western States. Six of the large

ilichigan mines reported the u.se of underhand stoping,

especially in opening new ground of uncertain value. Of

the total number of men employed, 136 were killed, 1,396

seriously injured and 7,848 slightly injured, giving

fatalitv and injurv' rates per 1,000 men employed of

5.23, 53.73 and 302.07.

Overhand stoping has a wide range of application and

is used extensively in wide and in narrow orebodies, with

inclinations ranging from 10° to 90° from the horizontal.

As regards safety, overhand has some advantages over

underhand stoping, as the men always work close to the

roof, so that they can easily test it. In underhand stop-

ing the men sometimes work 50 or 75 ft. below the roof,

so that they cannot ascertain its exact condition by sound-

ing. By falling 50 ft., a piece of rock weighing only a

few ounces may injure a man.

AVhen overhand stoping is used without timber, the

men have a secure scaffolding of ore and waste rock on

which to work, and the danger of falling through the

timbering, as in places where square-set or other timbering

is used, is eliminated. Hence the fatality rate from falls

of persons is about one-half as great in mines (narrow
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jiowdered rock falls directly in front of the miner and is

intimately mixed with the air he breathes. In under-

hand stoping it is an easy matter to keep the holes filled

with water and thus allay the dust, whereas with overhand

stoping a somewhat complicated mechanical equipment is

required to accomplish the same result.

The fatality rate for overhand stoping in large ore-

bodies where a maximum amount of timber is used is

5.23 per 1,000, as compared with 4.90 in the narrow ore-

bodies. Although these figures are representative for a

single year, not enough data have been collected to war-

rant drawing reliable conclusions.

RoOM-AND-PlLLAR METHOD

The figures covering mines in which the room-and-

pillar method is used represent the returns of 41 mining

companies, employing 8,335 men (surface shops ex-

cluded). The mines include 23 lead and zinc mines in

the Mississippi Valley; 8 iron mines, 5 of which are in

.\labama ; 6 gold mines, and 5 gypsum mines.

Room-and-pillar mining is especially adapted to sheet-

ground deposits lying approximately flat, and little or no

timbering is used other than an occasional prop. The

roof is entirely supported by pillars of ore 15 to 25 ft.

in diameter, left, as a rule, where the roof conditions

demand, without regard to regularity. Sometimes the

pillars are the poorest ore in the mine and are not recov-

ered, and sometimes, where the ore is of average richness,

the pillars are drawn after the rooms have been worked

out.

I'or the successful use of this method of mining, a

solid back or roof which can be easily supported is re-

quired. In the lead mines in southeast Missouri there is

a strong limestone capping, which is so self-supporting

that about 85% of the workable ore is extracted, leaving

only 15% in pillars.

As would be expected, the fatalities and injuries due

to falls of persons are much lower for this group of mines

than for the two preceding groups in which overhand

stoping methods are employed.

Fatalities and injuries due to explosives ai-e much
higher, because large faces of ore are exposed and heavy

charges of dynamite are used. These flat orebodies, when
mined, leave large open spaces, and the danger from fly-

ing pieces of rock and ore from blasts is increased because

the men cannot get to proper shelter so readily prior to

firing shots. The fatality rate due to explosives is higher

in this system of mining than in any other, whereas in

serious and slight injuries it ranks second. Accidents

due to haulage systems and falls of roof are considerably

higher than in any other group.

The total fatality rate in the room-and-pillar mines

considered is 5.76 per 1,000, as compared with 5.23 for

nines stoping large orebodies and 5.10 for the mines

using the caving method.

The data relating to the caving system of mining in-

clude the returns of 53 companies operating mines in 9

ditt'erent states and employing 20, ITT men. Of the 53

companies represented in this group, 42 operate iron

mines in Minnesota and ^Michigan, 5 operate copper mines

in Arizona, and 4 others operate copjjor mines—the mines

being in California, Nevada, New .Mexico and Utah.

Many different names are applied to caving systems,

but the principle of them all is nearly the same. A cer-

tain system may be employed in different states but be

known by local name.s, as, for example, the name of the

mine foi'eman who introduced it at a mine, after having
gained his knowledge of it at some iron mine in Michigan
or Minnesota. The methods included in this classifica-

tion include top slicing, substoping, block caving, pillar

caving, etc., and the preliminary work that is absolutely

necessary for all caving systems.

As would be expected, the fatalities and injuries from
explosives are much lower in this group than in any of

the others except in openpit mining without steam shovel.

A minimum amount of explosives is used, the weight of

the overburden being expected to crush and loosen the ore

so that it can be extracted without blasting. The fatality

rate for this group of mines is 5.10 per 1,000 men em-
ployed, as compared with 5.76 for room-and-pillar and
5.23 for overhand stoping in wide or large orebodies. The
fatalities due to falls of rock are slightly less than in

mining by room-and-pillar and by overhand stoping. The
serious and slight injuries, however, are somewhat in

excess, owing no doubt to the fact that while a man is

shoveling or barring down the ore in a chute, his foot

or hand may be injured by a piece rolling down. Also

the miner often works where there is a large amount of

crushed and broken timber, so that he receives many cuts

and bruises. Timber and hand tools are responsible for

18% of the serious injuries and 17% of the slight injuries

in the caving .systems of mining.

Fatalities due to falls of rock are 2.08 per 1,000 em-

ployed, as compared with 2.35 in large orebodies where

overhand stoping is used, and 2.64 where the room-and-

pillar method prevails. In most cases the rock has not

far to drop, which may possibly account for the smaller

number of fatalities in this system.

Openi'it Mixing with Steam Shovel

The returns from mines that use the openpit method

with steam shovel represent 26 operating companies, em-

ploying 9,591 men (surface shops excluded). Of the 26

companies, 15 in Minnesota and 6 in Alabama are iron-

mine operators, and 1 each in Nevada, New Mexico, and

Utah operate a copper mine, and 1 in Tennessee operates

a phosphate mine.

The controlling factors in the choice of this method of

mining are the areal extent, elevation with respect to the

surrounding country, amount of overburden and depth to

which the deposits extend. The steam shovel may be

used in handling massive deposits of a wide range of

hardness, although it is best adapted for use with those

ores that break into fragments readily. Work at these

openpit mines is conducted on a scale comparable with

railroad transportation, inasnnich as most of the ore is

loaded directly by steam shovel into railroad cars operated

by standard locomotives. The accident hazard includes

many of the dangers to which railroad employees are ex-

]iosed.

.\ large aniuunt of explosives is u.<ed, and these cause

about one-third of the fatalities. Serious and slight in-

juries due to explosives are also higher in this system of

mining than in any other, largely because large quantities

of explosives are used and blasting is in open air, so that

fragments of rock may fly many hundreds of feet. -Al-

though a mining company may be doing all it can to guard

against injury from the use of explosives, there is always

the possibility of someone passing near-by or perhaps

working in an obscure place, unaware of the warning
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gfiven previous to the explodiiio; of a large charge of pow-

der or dynamite.

The fatality rate for this group as a whole is approxi-

mately one-half as high as in all-underground operations.

There seems to be but little difference between the fatality

rate in openpit mines with steam shovel and those with-

out the steam shovel, the rates being 2.50 and 2.28 per

1,000 men employed. The steam-shovel mines were oper-

ated 275 days a year as compared with 229 days for the

other openpit mines. The fatality rate adjusted to a 300-

day basis becomes 2.73 tor steam-shovel mines and 2.98

for openpit mines not using the steam shovel.

The serious and slight injuries are considerably higher

ihan in the open])it mines without the steam shovel.

The difference is largely due to the machinery about the

shovel, to the necessity of adjusting and placing the steam

shovel and to accidents from railroad operations, such as

coupling cars, throwing .switches and laying track. The
-16 days' excess exposure to the mining hazard should

be responsible for nearly 20% of the difference.

Openpit ^Iixixh Without Ste.ui Shovel

As regards the open]>it mines without the steam shovel,

the returns represent 13 operators employing 2,192 men
and include 6 pho.'^piiate mines in Florida. South Carolina

and Tennessee. 1 iron mine each in Alabama and ^lich-

igan. 1 copper mine each in Alaska and Arizona, and 1

gold mine in California in which much of the ore is

mined by the glory-hole method.

In the openpit work without steam shovel the ore is

lilasted down from the bank, loaded directly into small

tram cars and dumped into bins or railroad cars. This

method of working, however, is becoming more or less

olxsolete and is being supplanted by the use of draglines

or wheel scrapers and. where the de]30sits are large enough,

of steam shovels.

In the matter of safety the figures indicate that the

.system under consideration is safer than any other, yet

the number of men invohed is not large enough to permit

the making of a definite statement to tiiis effect. The
number of days worked per year is less than in any other

group, and hence the exposure is less. The method is,

however, more or less comparable with quarry work. All

of the openpit work is conducted where there is plenty of

light, thus giving the miner an opportunitv" to see condi-

tions as they exist. Furthermore, the air is good and in

mo.st cases there is ample room for the miner to keep out

of the way of falling material.

CKaiages iira FaiPst<=Aadl Coiratesfts

A l)ulletin entitled '"Suggested Changes in Rules Gov-

erning First-Aid Contests" has recently been published

by the Southwestern Mine Safety Association, copies of

which have lieen distrilmted by the secretary. J. J. More,

at Ray, Ariz. Believing that tliere is considerable dis-

satisfaction throughout the I'nited States with the sys-

tems of judging first-aid contests now in vogue, these

rules have been coniiiiled in the hope that they would aid

in bringing about a standardization of methods of pro-

cedure and judging. The association solicits comments
and criticisms on the proposed rule.

Some comments on the rules have been made by Duane
Reb.>:to(k, of Ray, Ariz., and published in Bulletin No. 15

of the .\rizona State Bureau of ilines. Tucson, .\riz.

One of the recent developments in flotation is the use

of flotation agents made from the combination of sul-

phuric acid and hydrocarbon oils. The use of such prod-

ucts for frothing purposes is covered by United States

Patent l.i:o,G6.5, granted on Feb. 8. 1916. to E. H.
Nutter, of San Francisco, and assigned by him to Miner-

als Separation American Sj'ndicate (1913), Ltd., of

London.

According to a description of the discovery it is set

forth that it lias been found that there are a number of

hydrocarbons, particularly unsaturated hydrocarbons,

which when treated with sulphuric acid fonu compounds
suitable for use as frothing agents in the froth-flotation

processes of ore concentration, and with some ores these

agents have advantages in forming cleaner concentrates

or more stable froth. These products are obtained in the

treatment and refining of hydrocarbons such as petroleum,

kerosene and gas-tar, and particularly in the refining

of their distillates. A typical example of such products

is known as acid sludge, and it has been found, for

example, that acid sludge produced by the sulphuric-acid

treatment of kerosene obtained from California petroleum

is highly advantageous as a frothing agent.

In the emploraient of the agitation-froth process difli-

culties are frequently encountered when the ore pulp con-

tains very fine gangue slimes or colloidal gangue slimes.

This is frequently the case with copper ores, and the use

of the compounds produced by the action of sulphuric

acid on hydrocarbons of the type described has proved

especially advantageous in such cases. E.xcellent results

have been obtained, for example, by using these frothing

agents in the subaeration process of ore concentration.

The following is an example of the operation of this

process: The material operated was the tailings from
water concentration tables in the treatment of copper ore

from the Anaconda mines. Montana, and these tailings

assayed 2.26% copper. To a pulp containing this material

in the proportion of 21% of solids was added 2.3 lb.

acid sludge per ton of material treated, 2.3 lb. wood creo-

sote per ton, 0.21 lb. stove oil per ton, 12.7 lb. sulphuric

acid per ton of ore. The pulp, heated to 97° F., was

treated in a standard Minerals Separation flotation ma-
chine, wherein it was agitated to form a froth and the

froth was separated. The concentrates assayed 10.1%
copper, and the tailings assayed 0.2% copper. It is fur-

ther found that these substances produced by the action

of sulphuric acid on hydrocarbons are in many cases more

effective as frothing agents when they have been standing

for some time or when they have been mixed with water

for some time, and the invention includes the use of such

compounds in these conditions.

The invention may be used in conjunction with any

of the known or patented processes of ore concentration

by froth flotation, either for the .separation of the metal-

liferous constituents of an ore from the gangue or for the

separation of different metalliferous constituents from one

another.

The I. S. ClcoloKU'nl Survey AiiHwered .'.II.CMMl Letter* of

Inquiiy last year concerning the earth's crust and what tt

contalti.s. These letters ask not only about the eeoloBy of

this country, but also about the rocks and minerals of foreign

countries. More and more Inquiries for information about our
mineral resources are coming from South and Central America.
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Ainiftninmoini^ iiin\ Iril^inis\ini Frovimicej

SYNOPSIS—The Province of IJunan in southern
China is the chief source of the world's supply

of antimony. The most important mines are in

dolomitic limestone in the vicinity of Hsin-hua
in the Hsi-keng-shan field. World's output of
antimony in 1910 was about 18,000 long tons;

Mr. ]yheler estimates present production at over

40,000 tons.

It is well known that China has for many years held

the position of the world's largest producer of antimony,
and the province of Hunan is the chief source of the

Chinese supply.

The few brief references to be found in various technical

transactions and journals allude in general terms to the

deposits of Hunan as "an antimony belt." This, however,

is incorrect, as the orebodies are not only of different

types, but occur under widely varying geological con-

ditions.

It is not proposed here to refer in detail to the numer-
ous small mines scattered throughout the province, but

to describe only the more important producers. The
chief of these, from the points of view both of output

and grade, is the Hsi-keng-shan field, which lies 2114 mi.

east of the town of Hsin-hua, on the Tzii River, and is

generally referred to as the Hsin-hua mines.

No Igxeous Rocks Observed in Hsin-hua District

The geological formation is carboniferous dolomitic

limestone, with occasional beds of shale and sandstone;

associated with the latter are seams of bituminous coal

of inferior qualit}^, which are being worked. The strata

lie in gentle undulations, with low angles of dip to east

and west. It is remarkable that no igneous rock of any

sort was observed in the vicinity of the mines.

The deposit occurs in an up-thrust section of dolomitic

limestone having a north-northeasterly strike and a di})

averaging 15° in an east-southeasterly direction. The
strike fault, which has jjrodueed this, can be traced for

several miles, and on the line of it, at a distance of about

21 o mi. south of the Hsi-keng-shan group, a second but

much smaller deposit of antimony, of a similar nature is

being worked. Faulting is well evidenced by the abrupt

scarp that marks the line of reef, by the brecciated country

that has been either partly or completely cemented with

SiOj and by the numerous slickensided clay selvages in

the workings.

Best Ore Found in Dolomitic Limestone

The topmost bed is sandstone, which is found to carry

some ore at the south end of the reef, where the grade

is also lowest; but the ore carrier is essentially a layer

of dolomitic limestone underlying this and ranging from

20 to 40 ft. in thickness. This has been faulted and

fissured, and the ore is found generously distributed

throughout it in seams, pockets and big bunches, for a

distance of 2,000 yd. along the strike.

•Excerpts from a paper presented by A. S. Wheler at the
meeting of the Institution of Mining and MetaUurgy, London.
Feb. 24, 1916. with a few supplemental notes containing
recent information supplied by a "Journar' correspondent
familiar with the mines of Hunan.

The ore is stibnite, Sb2S3, oxidized in places to cervan-
tite

;
its charaeteri.stic form is in masses of long radiating

or columnar crystals, measuring up to 10 in. in length
It is of remarkable purity, carrying a fraction of a
percentage of ar.senic and traces of lead and copper.
The entire field is in the hands of Chinese, and along

this 2,000 yd. of reef there are about ?0 companies and
owners operating workings that have reached a maximum
depth of about 300 ft. measured on the incline.

Mining Operations Crudely Conducted

Although surface areas are established by beacons, there
is no definite system of underground boundaries. The
mines are worked totally regardless of vertical planes
through surface boundaries; but a modus vivendi is

usually arrived at somehow without excessive friction
and seems to depend mostly on who was "there first."'

It is even not uncommon to find one company working
immediately above another, in which event the upper is

not supposed to let down water on the lower, and it is

understood that the lower will reciprocate by not letting

smoke into the upper workings. The system of mining
is equally niethodless and consists of following the ore
down and working it out as found, leaving chambers of
irregular shape, often of considerable size and entirelv

unsupported. Add to this the effects of an atmosphere
created by an almost total disregard for ventilation,

combined with the use of native-made black powder for

blasting and vegetable-oil flare lamps as illuminators, and
the net result is a situation of almost hopeless bewilder-

ment on which the rays of a powerful acetylene lamp
can shed but little light.

All mining work is let on contract, as is usually the

case in Chinese mines. The contractor has to find everv'-

thing and receives about $8.76 per long ton of sorted

ore. He pays the miners about $1.05 per month each,

plus a bonus according to the profit earned.

The ore is rough-sorted underground and carried to

surface in basket loads of T9 lb. or more. It is then

cobbed and closely-sorted. The picked ore averages about

G0% Sb; the remainder, together with the fines and mine
sweepings, is reduced by hand to a size corresponding

to i^-iu. or i^-in. mesh and is subjected to repeated

concentrations by hand in shallow circular baskets im-

mersed in water. The men that do this work become

extremely expert and rapid at it : with a few half-turns

and a back shake, or two, they bring the waste to the

lop, skim it off and repeat the process until the material

has been concentrated to about 45% Sb.

Owing to the boom in antimony, the waste heaps and

dumps are being minutely gone over and their contents

graded uji by cobbing and concentration, this work being

usually left to the "small workers," or poorer people, who
sell the product to the mine owner at $8 to $12 per ton.

There are seven local smelting works, two of which

are privately owned, the remainder being customs works.

These arc turning out "crude" only, with the exception

of the Mei-hsiang company, which also started to produce

regulus by smelting oxide ore in reverberatory furnaces.

Their total outjiut had only amounted to about 100 tons,
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when the Wah Chang Mining and Smelting Co., of

Changsha, which held the monopoly in China for the

production of regulus. and also had powerful friends at

Court, successfully protested against what it regarded as

an infringement of its riiilit- by the Mei-hsiang company,

with the result that tlie latter concern was recently ab-

.sorbed by the Wah Chn:iu company. This monopoly, it

should be mentioned, lia- -ince been considerably curtailed,

and is now in force ot;1v within a radius of about 36 mi. of

Changsha city. [Tk. 'iVah Chang monopoly for the smelt-

ing of regulus in Vie Province of Hunan has recently

been extended for a period of 30 years by the central

government in Peking.—Editor.]

The smelters make an all-round returning charge of

about $4 per ton of crude produced and will not accept

ore below 40% grade ; this, however, is estimated solely

by its appearance. The ash is the smelters' perquisite,

and the local coal costs $1.32 per ton delivered.

The output of crude from this field is placed at rather

over 1,000 tons per month, but in addition to this a few

hundred tons of high-grade ore is shipped to Changsha
for treatment or export. The cost of carriage from the

mine to river, a distance of 20 mi., is $1.25 per ton, and
freight by junk to Changsha—270 mi. downstream—is

about 90c. per ton.

The total population of Hsi-keng-shan, which may be

regarded as existing entirely on the antimony mines, is

estimated at 20,000, and about half of these are directly

eniploj'ed on the mines, floors, or works.

The Pan-shi Antimony Mines

Next in importance, but coming a poor second, are

the Pan-shi mines. These are situated about 25 mi.

south of Chan-shi, a small town on the Tzii River. The
surrounding country is of a mountainous nature and is

composed of sedimentary strata consisting of clay, slates

and shales, with occasional layers of quartzite. These

have been tilted and bent by a granitic intrusion, pro-

ducing well-developed joint planes, but have undergone

little alteration. The predominant strike of the strata

is east, while that of the joint planes varies generally

from northeast to north-northeast.

The four orebodics being worked here are all of the

iissurc-vein type; their strikes range from east-northeast

to northeast, and the angles of dip are approximately

vertical. The veins are narrow, their average width

probably not exceeding 15 in. The filling consists of

quartz of interlaminated schist and quartz, and the ore,

which is stibnite, u.sually occurs as a narrow seam hug-

ging the foot wall and accompanied by a strong clay

selvage. The payable ore occurs in comparatively short

shoots, which have been followed down to depths ranging

from 150 to 550 ft. The lowest levels show a considerable

decrease in the length of the shoots, though the fissures

are still strong and well-defined.

Each mine is run by a contractor. The ore, after

being cobbed and sorted to about 30% Sb grade, is bought

by the company at $2.37 per ton. In addition, the

company also pays a bonus increasing with the monthly

output and the footage driven. The contract jjrice })aid

per foot (5x4 ft.) varies from $2.68 to $9.50. The

contractor does all the pumping (with bamboo suction

pum7)s), for which he receives an allowance of from

$15 to .$,50 per month, according to the quantity of

water to be dealt with. The company provides drill steel

and ore baskets and sells powder, oil and rice at about

25% below market rates. These "allowances" are so

adjusted that the miner receives an average wage of

about 10c. per day.

There is no smelting plant at the mines. The output,

amounting to about 400 tons monthly, is sent to the

Wah Chang company's works at Changsha. From the mine
it is carried 2 mi. overland by coolies, then floated in

half-ton lots on bamboo rafts down a small creek to

Chan-shi, and finally transferred into junks of 8- to

10-ton burden, which convey it 100 mi. downstream to

Changsha.

The total cost of the ore amounts to about $11 per ton

delivered at the works and it goes to supply the Herren-
schmidt furnaces employed in the production of regulus.

Wu-siii ]\IiNEs Originally Wokked for Gold

The Wu-shi mines lie 52 mi. east of Shenchowfu (also

called Yuen-ling-hsien) in the mountainous and rugged
country dividing the Ylian and Tzii Rivers. The nearest

town, Kai-ting-yi, is 31/2 nii. distant in a westerly di-

rection.

The country, similar to that at Pan-shi, consists of

slates and shales with a few bands of quartzite and has

been bent into folds dipping to southwest while the

cleavage, or joint, planes are steeply inclined at right

angles to this. Outliers of conglomerate, breccia and
standstone, of a deep-red color, overlie this series un-

conformably, with a southeasterly dip of 20°, gradually

obscuring it as one travels westward until, at a distance

of 15 mi. from the mines towards Shenchow, coal measures

consisting of limestones, sandstones and shales are found

intervening, the junction between the two latter being

probably likewise marked by unconformity.

The deposits are fissure veins following two main direc-

tions of strike—north and east—and from the evidence

available, the latter appear to be the more productive.

They were originally worked for gold ; the antimony was
an unknown mineral and treated as waste. As the average

:,'old tenor was low and the method of treatment crude,

tlie mines did not thrive, and the Hsi-lu company, recog-

nizing their real value, was able to purchase them "for

a song." There are two or three other companies at

work, but their output is a negligible quantity at present.

The veins are of quartz with included fragments of

slate ; the foot wall is regular and well-defined, but the

hanging wall is indistinct; the ore is stibnite and is

usually present as a seam closely following the foot wall

rather than disseminated through the quartz.

Veins Still Strong at Lowkst Workings

In the western workings the vein has been driven on

lor 500 ft. and stoped out to water level, 130 ft., where

it is 3 to 4 ft. wide; in the eastern workings the vein

lias been worked to a depth of 450 ft. measured on the

(lip, where it shows in the stopes as a well-mineralized

IiikIv 3 ft. wide. In fact, the appearance of the vein in

liii' lowest levels of both workings is extremely promising.

I li'' miners work on the ])iecework system, and are

paid Yl.32 per month for a minimum of 1,316 lb. of ore

per shift; the ore carriers earn about 80c. ])cr month for

carr}'iiig this to surface; both receive a bonus for excess,

rumpmen are paid from $1.32 to $2.64 ])er month and

work 12-hr. shifts, raising the water with bamboo suction
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))uiiips up 400 ft. of incline in 10 lifts, where other pumps
pass it up to the surface.

The ore is cobbed and sorted into two grades, rich and
poor, the former carrying over 30% Sb and the latter

20%, and is partly treated in a liquation plant having

a daily capacity of about a ton of crude. The waste

sorted out is principally quartz and carries perhaps 4 or

5 dwt. of gold per ton ; it is .sold to the several privately

owned mills in the neighborhood, where it is crushed,

concentrated over riffle boards and panned ; the gold

recovered is, however, barely sufficient to support the

workers.

Lack of fuel has been the drawback hitherto, but with

the recent discovery of coal in the neighborhood, this field

is likely to prove a producer of at least equal importance

to Pan-shi. Arrangements are in hand for the develop-

ment of the mines on modern lines and for the installation

of hoisting and pumping plant; additional furnaces are

to be built to cope with the largely increased output of

ore that is anticipated, and the erection of a smelting

plant to produce regulus is in contemplation.

Among the numerous smaller producers, the An-hua,

Chiang-hsi-lung and Lung-shan mines call for a brief

The deposits at Lung-shan are principally owned and
worked by the Pao-Ii Smelting Co. of Changsha. These
were not visited, but the owners state that the ore carrier
is limestone as at the Ilsin-hua mines and that the output
exceeds 100 tons of picked ore and concentrates per
month. . . .

LiQu.vTiON- Performed ix Double-Pot Furxace.s

A few thousand tons of high-grade ore and a small
quantity of "ash," or liquation residue.«, are exported
annually, but the bulk of the production is marketed in
the form of "crude" and "regulus." These two terms are
metallurgical misnomers, sanctified by long usage; the
name "antimony crude" being applied to the product
obtained from liquation of the sulphide, stibnite, and
"antimony regulus" meaning the metal, sometimes in-

accurately styled "refined antimony."
The type of furnace employed l)y the Chinese for the

production of crude is the same throughout the province.
It consists of a narrow furnace built of ordinary brick

and containing two pairs of pots, or crucibles. The
upper one of each set, into which the ore is charged,
is fitted into the lower as shown in the accompanying

^y>/y>y//////////////M/^^/M/////////A

Back or Discharge Side Crose Sec+ion Fron+ or Charging Side

LIQUATION FURNACE U.SED IN HUNAN PROVINCE, CHINA, FOR PRODUCING "ANTIMONY CRUDE"

reference. The first named are situated to the west of the

Tzii River, about 50 mi. west of An-hua and to the north

of Chii-pu. Several veins of a similar type to those at

Pan-shi are supplying about 100 tons of 50% ore per

month, the majority of which goes to the Wah Chang
works. The rest is sold to the Yung-fu Smelting Co.,

which has recently built some liquation furnaces at

Chii-pu, on a small affluent of the Yiian River.

The Chiang-hsi-lung mines, 14 mi. south-southeast of

Chii-pu, are on a vein that can be traced for a distance

of over 3,000 yd. along a range offering excellent oppor-

tunities for adit attack, of which the Chinese appear to

take advantage but rarely. . . . The ore supply

comes from seams and stringers of mineral in the quartz-

ose portions of the vein. Work has been done at numer-
ous points, but there were only three mines accessible and
in operation, of which the deepest workings were 375 ft.

below the outcrop. These showed that, not only were the

pay shoots short and rapidly contracting, but the vein

was also waning and pyrite replacing the stibnite. The
])ickcd ore or concentrates are . . . either shipped

direct to Changsha or sold to the Yung-fu Smelting Co.

at Chii-pu. The total output at the beginning of 1915

was about '('5 tons per month ; as one-third of this was

being recovered from old waste dumps, the prospect of

an increase in output is remote.

illustration ; the molten sulphide trickles through a
]^-in. hole in the bottom edge of the upper pot into the
lower one, which is bedded in the sand or ashes in order
to avoid the full temperature of the furnace. A flue

along the top of the furnace connects with the main flue,

or chinmey, about which the furnaces are invariably built

in pairs, though it will be observed that each pair of

crucibles is' fired independently, being separated from its

neighbor by a partition wall.

A moderate draft insures the red heat necessary to

effect fusion, and when sufficiout of the liquated sulphide

has aceumuhUcd in the lower vessel, it is ladled out into

molds and solidifies into ingots of about 16 lb. each.

These, when fractured, show a well-marked and character-

istic acicular crystallization at right angles to the cooling

surface. The ingots are packed for shipment in wooden
boxes containing 224 lb. net, and of 240-lb. gross weight.

The furnace is simple in design and cheap to build and
docs not require nnuh skill or experience to operate; one

man usually attends four furnaces per 8-hr. shift, for

which he is paid ainiut .$2.40 per month in addition to

his food. The disadvantages of intermittent working

and inefficiency do nut appear to outweigh the good points

in Chinese eyes; no effort is made to check the continuous

escape of fume that is so evident. Tlie pots used are

generally of local manufacture, and have a life of 10 to
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1.3 days; they contain a charge of 60 to 80 lb. of ore,

which takes from two to four hours to run down; it is

not found that fines and dust in the charge cause any

trouble.

The local method of c'jr'.P-iating the content of an ore

is by the number of imir- (tenths) of crude produced

per picul (131.6 lb.). Tiius a parcel of ore is tested

by putting a sample vreighing one picul through the

furnace, just described and weighing the resultant crude.

No allowance is ma Ic for residue or volatilization losses.

the ash and flue dust being the perquisite of the smelter:

hence it can be readily understood that there is ample

scope for dishone.-t practice.

EXTRACTIOX BY LlQUATIOX, 64 TO 83%

It is found that a high-grade ore, assaying 60% Sb,

yields about 70% crude by this process, corresponding

to an actual extraction of 83% : while an ore containing

45% Sb yields only 40% crude, equivalent to a 64%
extraction. The difference is mainly accounted for in

the ash, or residue, which rarelv contains less than

"^he essential feature of the process lies in the regu-

lation of the admission of air, whereby the ore is

subjected to a volatilizing roast, producing SboO^, which
is immediately drawn off and condenses in the form of

a pink-colored powder. It is removed from the chambers
Ihrougb handholes and is then smelted in reverberatory

furnaces with coal, charcoal or coke, and soda ash, the

last serving as a protective covering and reducing any

SKSs present. There is, however, a considerable loss by

volatilization of the SbjOj, which is partly recovered

as flue dust; the total loss may exceed 30% of the

original Sb content of the ore or ash.

The oxide ores, which range in metal content from

40% to 80%, are smelted direct in reverberatory furnaces.

The ilei-hsiang company at Hsin-hua stated that it was
smelting a 45% oxide ore, using as flux 14 lb. of

powdered coal and 5 lb. of soda ash per 100 lb. of ore,

two charges of 500 to 600 lb. being run per 24 hr; the

smelting loss is about 21%.
Some regulus furnaces have recently been built in

Hankow in which air blast is supplied at the grate and

CONNECTINS PIPES
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and are often noticeable in regulus produced from oxide

ores, owing to presence of stibnite. A granular crystal-

line appearance, like massive stibnite, indicates too rapid,

cooling.

Only Ciiixese Export Statistics Heliahle

The trade returns of the Chinese Maritime Customs

furnish reliable figures of exports and imports passing the

various customs stations and treaty ports in China, hut

apart from these the official statistics cannot be trusted.

Chinese mines and works rarely keep any accurate or

reliable records of costs or outputs, and the figures given

are often palpably erroneous. Since the home consump-

tion is low (a small amount being used for pewterware

and other alloys), the table of exports, compiled from the

Chine.se .Maritime Customs returns, probably represents

90% of the total antimony production of the country.

The small amount of regulus that comes from the

])rovinces of Yunnan, Kwangsi and Kwangtung is all

marketed in ITongkong. This is mainly produced by the

Pao Hua company, at Chih Ts'un, near Mengtze, in

Yunnan, where four Herrenschmidt furnaces are now
in commission, putting out about 60 tons per month.

ANTIMONY EXPORTS FROM CHINA—LONG TONS
1910 1911 1912 1913 1914*

Regulus (cj-o C01C 111Q" i07in ) 3.000
Crude J

6,4(2 6.816 13.19i 12.710
| 16,137

Ore 5.620 6,646 2.005 4,243 ( , .,,
Ash or residue .... .... (

*•*"

•Exports from Changsha. Hunan Province, in 1914. were:
Regulus, 2,703 tons; crude, 14,564; ore, 9,233; ash or residue,
2,523.

I

In 1910 and 1911, several attempts were made by a

British company to secure control of the entire Chinese

crude output, but it was found impracticable because of

the ignorance. Jealousies and great mistrust existing

among the multitude of small producers.—Editor.]

The world's annual production of antimony has risen

from less than 18,000 tons in 1910 to probably over

40,000 tons at present.

FsiSsiMfts^ Rsifte lira FIlac©5P Masaes

There were 15 fatalities at placer mines of the United

States and Alaska in 1914. At 743 operations, embracing

dredging, hydraulic and drift mines, 6,521 men were em-

ployed and the fatality rate per thousand men employed

was consequentlv 2-30, according to statistics collected by

Albert H. Fay."'

Five of these men were killed in dredging operations,

two in hydraulicking and eight in underground or drift

mines. The fatality rate in placer mines is lower than

that of other metal mines, but is about the same as the

rate for "openpit mining, without steam shovels." The

Alaskan placer mines worked on the average 180 days,

while the average length of the season for placer mines

in the States was 231 days.

The Mineral Production of Novo Scotia during the year

ended Sept. 30. 1915, has been officially reported by the

Commissioner of Public Works and Mines as follows, the less

important items being omitted: Coal, 6,379.463 long tons; pig

iron, 295,868 short tons: steel ingots. 369.310; coke. 452,099;

gypsum, 230,216; gold-bearing ore, 25,204 short tons; gold.

7.216 oz.; barytes, 750 long tons: antimony ore. 10.872 long

tons. Imports of iron ore amounted to 665,541 long tons.

'Technical Paper 129, U. S. Bureau of Mines. Washington.
D. r.

Mniraersils Separaiftnoinv» Ltd.
The tenth annual meeting of ilinerals Separation, Ltd.,

was held on Dec. 29, 1915, at London. John Ballot,
chairman and managing director, jircsided and in the
course of his address to the stockholders brought out
some interesting points, among which are the following:

With regard to the American Syndicate, the sum of
£100,000 was subscribed for working capital, of which
£87,500 has been called and paid, and on June 30, 1915,
the income, or revenue, received by the Svndicate
amounted to £34,509. making a total of £122,009 cash
received, of which £114,744 has been spent on capital
account and litigation, so that on June 30 the parent
company and the American subsidiarj' have together
expended no less than £340,598 in developing, main-
taining and perfecting the patents and processes, and on
the lengthy and co.<tly litigation forced on them to defend
their patent rights.

We have a list of well over a hundred mining com-
panies, private mines and mine owners, engineers and
others, who have installed, or are installing, flotation

on their own or in other people's mills, without license

from us or without even so much as asking permission
or terms to use our property. If and when the Supreme
Court of the United States decides the case in our favor

—

which I sincerely hope and believe it will do—we shall

make it our business not only to look up all these users,

but to keep in close touch with them on as equitable

lines as possible. Among others we may, I hope, have to

direct special attention to the Butte & Superior company,
which you will remember as the principal and backer of

the infringer Hyde and which was ordered by the court

in 1913 to file a sworn statement every month setting

forth the quantity of ore treated b}' it, with results

obtained and profits made by flotation. According to

these attested returns, which have been filed ever since

November of that year, I find that it treated 688,491

.short tons of ore between November, 1913, and September,

1915, for a recovery of 153,109 tons of concentrates,

containing by assay an average of 53.3% zinc, 25.3 oz.

silver, 0.56% copper, and 0.046 oz. gold per ton of

concentrate. The profit it claims to have made from

flotation products alone averaged $9.60 ]>ei- ton of ore

treated, or a total of $6,627,398.

Large Toxnage TiiEATEn Under License

As to other general results, it will interest you to

know that during the present year (1915) I estimate

that the licensees of our affiliated companies and of our-

selves will in all treat over 4,500,000 tons of ore by

flotation, ami during the coming year these same licensees

with plants erected or in course of erection and expected

to commence operations early in the new year will treat

over 13.000,000 tons of ore by our process. In these

estimates I do not include the considerable tonnages

treated, or that will be treated, by the hundred or more

that are not licensed. The greater proportion of this

estimated large increase of tonnage for 1916 will consist

of copper ores and tailings, although zinc and lead ores

and dumps and low-grade ores will show considerable

increases, in so far as America is concerned, over previous

years.

Among the new licensees in America, the great Ana-

conda Copper Mining Co. enters tlie list with a record
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installation to treat 15.000 tons of crude ore and 1,000

tons of dump slime per day. It has also just decided to

erect an all-flotation mill at Anaconda to treat 1,200

tons of zinc ore per day. This plant will be completed

by September, 1916, and will be the first all-flotation

zinc concentrator in America. Of the older licensees,

the Inspiration company is at present treating 7,000

tons per day, but I understand that it hopes to have its

lo,000-ton all-flotation mill completed and operating in

1916. The Britannia, in Vancouver, B. C, has completed

the first 1,000-ton section of its new 4,000-ton plant,

while the Braden Co., in Chile, expects to complete the

extension of its plant from 3,000 to 4,500 tons per day

before the end of this year. Later, it is hoped to increase

it to 10,000 tons per day. The Portland Gold Mining

Co.. of Cripple Creek, Colo., has carried on a series of

flotation tests on its low-grade ores, with the result that

it has taken a license from us and is erecting a 2,000-ton

per day flotation mill to treat its own and the other

large Cripple Creek dumps, estimated at 11,000,000 tons.

The Contract with the Copper Cojipaxies

Doctor Gregory, resident managing director in America,

of the American Syndicate, negotiated and completed

in New York on Feb. 1 of this year, with a group

consisting of the Anaconda and Inspiration coppe.- com-

panies, by which the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. took

formal license from Minerals Separation, acting on behalf

of the American Syndicate, and agreed to pay royalties

on the same scale as that of the license taken by the

Inspiration Copper Co. in April, 1913.

Both companies also specially agreed to pay on all ores,

tailings, etc., that they may treat by flotation, irrespective

of the class or type of machine used, or whether such

belonged to us or to anyone else. They were given further

special wholesale rates in consideration of their guarantee-

ing to pay a minimum sum of $:?00,000 by way of

royalties between Feb. 1, 1915, and within five days after

the Supreme Court in Washington had finally decided

in the case against J. il. Hyde, and they undertook to

])ay that sum, no matter how soon the judgment was gi\xn

or whether we win or lose. These wholesale rates, how-

ever, only came into operation after they were actually

treating each quarter a daily average of over 10,000 tons,

or over 790,000 tons per quarter. Meanwhile, until the

Supreme Court case had been decided, they were to pay

according to scale, on all ores treated by their group,

whetlie:- the sum of $300,000 be exceeded or not. In

consideration of the foregoing, and because of taking a

license from us before the Suitrenic Court had decided

the issue in question, they will have the right for a

period of 60 days after that court has determined or

dismissed the suit or appeal to elect whetlier they would

continue the said license and agreement with us or

terminate it; and if they decided to continue, they

jointly and severally undertook and guaranteed that the

royalties at the agreed rate shall be placed to our

Amcriian company upon at least 25,000,000 tons of ore,

beginning from February, 1915, the whole to l)c paid on

or before Nov. 6, 1923. If they elected to terminate

both license and agreement, both ]iarties will practically

renin in as they were before, excejit that on our part it

is understood and agreed not to sue them for infringe-

Tuent on apparatus (biims in res])ect to any apparatus

installed by them wliile they were working under license.

The guarantee of 25,000,000 tons is a minimum. The
companies will not treat less than that, but they will

continue to pay on anything they treat beyond that. It

was also agreed with the Anaconda group to extend the

same privileges to four other great copper mines named
by them, provided any of them applied and took licenses

from us through the Anaconda group, in which case the

royalties should also be collected and paid by the latter

group. One of these mines, the Arizona Copper Co.,

Ltd., has since taken a license and commenced pay-

ing royalties last June. It may be of interest here to

mention that the spirit and intention of the agreement
entered into was so energetically carried out by our

friends that, during the September quarter of this year,

the Anaconda and Inspiration had jointly treated and
paid on 496,912 tons of ore, while I estimate that for

the quarter ending this week they will have treated over

1.000.000 more tons.

M^eser'^e Corps ©if lEia^aiaeeiPS

A bill has been introduced in Congress, at the instance

of the War Departiuent, providing for organization of a

Reserve Corps of Engineers, to reinforce the Engineer

Corps of the regular Army in the event of war, as a re-

sult of the work of the joint committee of the national

engineering societies.

This legislation, with amendments proposed by tlie General
Staff, provides for the giving' of commissions to men who, by
examination or otherwise as determined by the President,
have demonstrated their fitness. These commissions, which
are to be for all grades up to and including the rank of major,
are for five years, renewable at the discretion of the Secretary
of War, which permits the elimination of deadwood without
friction. If a commission is not renewed the holder will be
honorably discharged from the service and will be entitled to

wear his uniform on occasions of ceremony and use the title

of his rank. In times of war these officers will be subject to

call precisely the same as any other officer of the army, and
in times of peace for two weeks' service each year, or longer
with the officer's consent.

IlBimpoipfesiiaS Worlk sit ILesidl"vafiIle

The inauguration of a general pumping scheme for the

unwateiing of the lower levels of the mines of Leadville

promises much for that district. The Down Town mines

are now practically unwatered. through the Penrose shaft.

The United States Snieltin;r. Refining and Mining Co.

has acquired the rights to about all of the importair

mines of the FrA^er Hill district under a 20-year le.i-

iind is about to begin pumping for the unwatering >

that district, if it has not already done so. Tlie United

States company expects to find deposits of zinc ore

—

both calamine and sulphide—in this district. The Iron

Silver Mining Co. recently purchased the New Jrarion

group of mines, giving that company a continuous stretch

of ground from Iowa Gulch to Stray Horse Gulch, This

company proposes to unwater the Graham Park region

through the Mikado shaft. It also is looking for zinc

ore.

C'liiiiieratlon of Diamond Proiluoem was af;ain the subj> <

of dis< lission in South Africa, when Sir Thomas Cullinan pi

sided :it the annual nucting of the Premier Kiamond Minin

Co. on I'eb. 26. Owing to the restricted demand for diamond-;

which is expected to follow the war, the dlamond-producim^:
companies have already curtailed their output and there is

talk of a consolidation or convention to regulate outputs and
.-xvoid over-production. The Premier company Is not operatlnir

Its mine, present work being restricted to dump material.
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C®^pllnimg Inloolfe ffoE= Maiae

The novel and useful coupling hook illustrated here-

with was invented by John R. Jones, motornian on the

2,000-ft. level of the Iveonard mine, at Butte. It is used

in disconnecting a train of mine cars from the electric

haulage motor when the train is connected to the end of

the motor opposite to that at which the motomian's seat

is situated.

'i'he operation is very simfilc and is accomplished l)y the

niotorman pulling a cord that is attached to the hook at

Corcj' leacJn^ from
Morormans Seat is

Gf^chec/ here

III! iin iiiiiiiiin niiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiniimiiininiiiBS

v.liilc 1he brass and steel valves can be rel'aii-d at a cost

of 55c. and 65c. respectively. The foregoing figures from
normal conditions with the.se pumps favor the use of

the steel-faced valve, but used with gritty and sandy
water, the steel valve gave very short service, and leather,

fiber and rubber were all tried in turn. The fiber and
hard-leather valves were found preferable; the better

giades of fiber lasting from 4 to 6 days, and hard leather

al)out the same length of time.

The data given relate to clear-water conditions as

contrasted with the gritty water pumped during the flood

of 1915. When the Prescott triple-expansion pumps
were ninning at from 33 to 37 r.p.ni. pumping sandy

water, new valves were required about every 48 hr. in

both suction and discharge chambers, and the hard-rubber

valve seemed to give better service than any other kind.

At the normal speed and pumping clear water, rubber

valves also gave best service in the tiiple-expansion

Prescott pumps and were often in good condition at the

end of two months.

COUPLING HOOK FOR MINE-HAULAGK MOTORS

the offset eye. This causes the hook to turn in the con-

necting-chain link and to be disengaged from it.

In some cases it is necessary to have a man on the train

to do this work, and the uncoupling is often done while the

train is in motion. Needless to say, this is a dangerous

jiractice and one that the men are not suj^piosed to indulge

in. The use of tliis hook makes it unnecessary for a man
to get his hands and anns between the motor and the cars

to uncouple them, and in some places it will save the labor

of one man on the train.

The motors on the 2,000- and 1,800-ft. levels of the

Leonard mine have been equipped with these hooks, and
they have proved satisfactory.

—

The A node.

I'^xpcriniciits at the Old Ddmiiiinn mine. Globe, Ariz.,

have been made with numerous kinds of valve facings

—

brass, steel, fiber and leather. A record of valve service

experience had previous to the 1915 flood with valves

on the triple-expansion flywheel pumps showed that with

clear-water conditions, the brass valves averaged 37 days in

service, the steel valves 70, the fiber 105 and the leather

64. One clear-water pump has run as long as 180 days

without a valve change.

The costs for the various valves are: Brass, $15.37;

steel, $3.99; fiber $17.82; leather, $3.86. The fiber and

leather valves have to be discarded when once worn out,

•Excerpt from paper entitled. "Thy Water Problem at tlie

Old Dominion Mine," by P. G. Beckett. Globe, Ariz., to be
presented at Arizona meeting of A. I. M. E., September, 1916.

By E. p. Ki^xxedy*

For years the standard machine drill in use in

the Treadwell mines (the Treadwell, Mexican, 700

and the Ready Bullion mines, all of which are con-

nected by underground workings and are under the one

management) was the Ingersoll-Sergeant piston machine.

Two sizes were in use—the 314- and the 3%-in. machines.

Shaft sinking was done exclusively with the larger

machines, which were al.«o used in the openpits.

In the openpits, holes were drilled 12 ft. deep,

approximately vertical, with a set of steel consisting of

six drills. No opeiipit work was done after the year 1907.

Holes underground were drilled approximately 7 ft. deep

and a standard set of steel prior to 1908 for underground

use in the Treadwell mines is described in the following

tabulation

:

, Shank End > , Bit End v
Drill ,

Lengtli, Size Oct., Length, Size Cru.. Length, Gage
No In. In. In. In. Ft. In. In.

1 is IVl 18 1% 3 .. 2=^
2 4-1 1% 14 1% 4 10 2H
3 66 ly* 14 1% 6 S 2>4
4 SS 1% 14 IM S 6 2

The set of steel weighs aiiproximately 110 lb. and was

made up by contract at a cost of 35c. a drill for labor

only, to which should be added the cost of coal or oil,

liorax and steel wasted in welding. The chucks of the

machines to receive the drills were fitted with octagon

l)ushings to receive the li4-i"- octagon drill shank, and

the li/4-i"- shank of the No. 4 drill was upset to li/i-in.

size.

•Wining engineer, 720 Foxcroft BuiUHng. .'^an Francisco.
Calif.
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In January, 1908, I had a machine fitted up with a

rrueiform bushing to receive II/2-™. cruciform steel and

had sets of steel made up as follows

:

Length. Dia. Cru., Gage,
Xo Ft. In. In. In.

i
' .... 3 .. 1% 214

2 4 10 1% 2

3 .;:.;; .6 s i% i%
4 :::: :::: s e ly^ ii.

An extended tna! \' ith this machine proved conoht-

sively the advantai;e of changing, and as rapidly as it

could be economically done, all piston machines were

fitted with cruciform bushings and the old steel gradually

replaced by the new drills. The change of gage reduced

the amount of material to be cut in drilling a hole by

37%, and the cliange to all cruciform steel obviated weld-

ing and also reduced the weight of steel per set 14%.

The main difficulty to be overcome before making the

change was to obtain satisfactory cruciform chuck bush-

ings at a reasonable cost. This was accomplished by pur-

chasing cast-steel bushings which only required to be

finished on the outside after receiving at the mine. These

bushings cost 35c. each in the East and proved in every

way satisfaetor}'.

Trtout of HamiiIee-Stopikg Machines

Early in 1908 the writer made a thorough tryout of the

hammer-stoping machines then on the market. A stope

was turned over exclusively to these machines in charge

on each shift of a reliable, unbiased, first-class miner,

exceptionally well qualified, as known through long

personal acquaintance, to give a thorough and fair trial.

A three months' trial proved conclusively that this type of

machine was not adapted for stoping as carried on at

Treadwell. These machines are best adapted for more or

less vertical holes, and a number of them are always in

use in the mines for drilling survey and light plugs and in

driving raises where the ground is not too hard. Slate

raises are always driven with hammer drills, but when a

very hard rib of ground is encountered, the contractors

set up a bar and haul up a 3Vi-in. piston machine—a hard

task when the raise is of any height, though a profitable

one as they have found by experience.

"Water-LejTier machines were then tried, and they sur-

vived the prejudice against introducing anything new and

proved their economy over the piston machines.

Effect of Ixtroducixg Watek-Leyxer Drills

These water-Leyners were strictly one-man machines

weighing about 110 lb., and they averaged as much foot-

age per shift in the stopes as the two-man piston drill.

The increased cost for hollow steel, drill-.sharpening, oil,

general repairs and upkeep was far more than offset by the

saving in labor. The rate of air consumption for the water-

Leyner was about 80% of the .P,4-'"- pii^ton machine,

but as the Leyner ran steadier, the daily air consumption

might not he much different. By 1913 all stoping piston

machines in the Mexican, 700 and Ready Bullion mines

had been gradually replaced by water-Leyners, and
progress was being made toward replacing the piston

machines in the Treadwell mine.

A Treadwell mine crew drove the main crosscut 12 ft.

wide, from the central shaft on the 2.10n-ft. level by using

a crossl)ar on whicli was mounted four water-Leyner

macliines, making a progress in the month of April, 1914,

of 372 ft., which was I'nr more than was ever made in anv

of the mines previously in the same length of time. The
crosscut was started with two piston machines run by a

machine man and helper. Overnight this equipment was

replaced by four Leyner machines, and the machine help-

ers became, like their partners, machine men. These

water-I..eyner machines finally overcame the misgivings

of the dyed-in-the-wool piston-machine men and made a

good start toward replacing piston machines in the Tread-

well mine.

Shaft sinking had been done with 3%-in. piston

machines for so long that when it was decided to sink

the Ready Bullion shaft with hammer drills, the con-

tractors would not bid on the shaft. It was therefore

sunk on a day's-pay basis at a saving to the company, and
proved a demonstration to the contractors, who were will-

ing to take the shaft on contract before sinking had
finished. Since the sinking of this shaft, the self-rotating

jackhamer machines have been introduced and proved a

great improvement.

Old Practice of Drilling Long Rounds Deprecated

The popular slogan adopted generally by nptodate

enterprises of the day—"Safety First"—calls loudly for

the change of the old practice of drilling long rounds in

the bottom of a shaft. Such necessitate the use of large

quantities of powder, produce a great pile of muck,

expose the crew to the danger of exploding powder in

cleaning it out and later to the danger of drilling into

missed holes. The change to the jackliamer machine will

answer this call, and the same slogan will hurry along the

replacement of piston machines in drifting by the water-

Leyner type.

Following is a tabulation of the average footage drilled

per machine-shift for a period of seven years by machines

engaged in stoping:

Tear Ready BuUion Mine Mexican Aline Treadwell Mine
1907 33.3 ft. 31.1 ft.

190S 31.7 ft. 25.9 ft. 33.0 ft.
1909 33.1ft. 27.2 ft. 26.1ft.
1910 29.4 ft. 33.5 ft. 26.6 ft.

1911 32.7 ft. 2S.6 ft. 27.9 ft.

1912 34.,') ft. 31.0 ft. 26.4 ft.

1913 34.0 ft. 29.4 ft. 2S.3 ft.

The Treadwell fiscal year prior to 1911 ended in May.

Tabulation for 1911 under Treadwell mine includes 18

months, making the Treadwell mine year conform to the

Ready Bullion, ilexican and calendar year thereafter.

The figures under Treadwell mine represent the drill-

ing of Sy^^-in. piston machines, the figures for the first

four years under Ready Bullion Mine and Mexican Mine
represent the drilling of Sy^-in. piston machines, the next

two years include piston and water-Leyner machines,

while the figures for the year 1913 represent the drilling

of water-Leyner machines exclusively.

Altliough the benefit derived from the change of gage

for the piston machines is not reflected in the figures

given, it was owing to this change that a falling off did

not follow in the drilling as a result of the disturbed con-

dition following labor strikes in 1907 and 1908. Tiie

real aim in stoping is not drilling, but tons broken ])er

macliine shift. However as the water-Leyner machine

in till' stope is capable of drilling any hole with equal

facility that the piston machine can, and it can moreover

drill Il:it holes which cannot he drilled practically with

the pisl(]ii machine, it follows that the tonnage broken per

lioyner machine shift can at least be made equal to the

tonnage broken per piston machine shift, and probably

will average to exceed it.
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(Siiiiill timber heaillVanies fnr mines during the develop-

ment period are mucli more likely to be guessed at or cop-

ied than to be designed, and the accompanying sketches

are offered not as models, but as examples of various sizes

of headframes that have stood the test of actual practice.

All are Goldfield frames and may be copied with the assur-

ance that they have been tested by the other fellow and
found to be reasonably satisfactory. The table shows the

material required for each. The designations 23- 33-,

43- and 60-ft. headframes are taken from the working
drawings. To be technically correct the height that desig-

nates the frame should be measured from the mudsill to

the center of the hoisting sheave. It is perhaps an open

question whether it is better to specify a headframe by

sub.^tantial one used at the Peer & Pugh .shaft, al.so on
the Daisy property. Fig. 3 shows one of the most sub-
stantial small frames used in Goldfield. It was at the
Truett shaft and, as show-n, was arranged for two-com-
partment hoists. It is an unusually good type of head-
frame for a leasing proposition.

Vaftmtlaomi of Miirae Aiir hy Use of
GsiSoSairae ILocoinaota'ves*

The no\i(]us gases from a gasoline engine used in a
mine must be so diluted by the air current as to make
them harmless. Air with 0.0.5% carbon monoxide is

sufficient to produce in time ven,' slight symptoms of
poisoning in man; 0.10% may cause a headache in

/Z'e r'-/?->i

1< 27'? ^
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Utley Wedge, ol Ardmore. Peim.. has patented (U. S.

Pat. 1,165. .351 ) a dust tliamber liaviug therein a series

of inclined parallel plates between which the dust-laden

gases are passed; the plates are periodically agitated or

jarred to discharge the accumulated dust into pockets

provided for that purpose. The general features of the

device will be readily understood from the accompanying

illustration, which shows a transverse view of the dust

chamber.

To discharge the dust collected on the plate, it is

sufficient to jar the supporting rod from which the plates

are suspended, a blow or succession of blows delivered

upon the rod above the roof being sufficient to impart a

tremor to the plates and cause dislodgment of the material

WEDGE DUST r H \MBER

accumulating thereon. The dust-retaining plates are so

mounted that they will not be held rigidly and thus pre-

vented from being agitated l)y the Ijjows upon the sup-

porting rod. A variety of constructions are covered re-

lating to the mounting of the plates and the removal of

the deposited material.

Furnace Innulnlion can be best accomplished by introduc-
ing in tlie walls iiKitcrials having different heat-transniittiuB
qualities, thus breaking up or changing the wave length.
P. A. Boeck. chemical engineer of the Kleselguhr Co. of Amer-
ica, in a paper lufore the Chicago section of the American
Society of Mechanical ICngineers, suggested that since heat
was a form of energy consisting of molecular vibration of a
periodic character, the introduction in a furnace wall of bricks
of different density would help to break up or change the
wave length; layers of insulating powder may aliso be used.
or air spaces: but car.- should be exercised In this application
of the last named, a.s large voids have the effect of propagat-
ing h. nt hv cnnvpcticn find radiation

is^euafiEtuirgs^ oif tsk@ Ores

The cobalt plant of the Canadian Copper Co. was situ-

ated at Copper Clilf, Ont.. about one-half mile south of

the large copper-nickel smeltery. The works were

remodeled and designed to smelt and treat ores and con-

centrates from the Cobalt silver district. The plant was
in operation from December, 1905. to February, 1913,

during which time more than 40,000,000 oz. of silver,

2,200!000 lb, of cobalt, 1,500.000 lb, of nickel, and 4,500,-

000 lb, of pure arsenic were produced.

If the ore was in large lumps, it was crushed and then

ground in a Krupp ball mill to pass 30-mesh, For samp-
ling about 6% was cut by a Snyder sampler.

The ere was charged with .suitable fluxes into 32x72-in.

blast furnaces having a capacity of 25 to 30 tons per

24 hr. Limestone from Michigan was used as a basic flux,

and low-grade Crown-Reserve ore was used as the acid

flux.

The products of the blast furnaces were: (1) Flue

dust and crude arsenic ; (2) slag; {?>) silver bullion and

(4) speiss.

The crude arsenic and flue dust from the blast furnaces

and roasting furnaces were collected in suitable condens-

ing chambers. The flue dust was recharged to the blast

furnaces, and the crude arsenic was sublimed from an

arsenic refining furnace, which made it ready for pack-

ing. Pure white arsenic assayed 99.98% arsenic oxide

with about 0.03 oz, of silver per ton.

The slag from the blast furnaces during ore runs was

rejected except wlien it was found to carry more than

10 oz. of silver per ton, in which case it was returned to

the blast furnaces. The slag produced while smelti"'j

speiss to remove the iron was all used on ore runs been

of its high silver and high coliait content. Com]'!

assRys of the two slags were as follows

:

Ore Slag, Oz. Speiss Slag, '

Silver S.8 32.8
Arsenic 0.13 0.47
Cobalt 0.44 13.97
Nickel 0.29 1.28
Iron oxide 11.63 28.54
Aluminum oxide 14.15 9.15
Calcium oxide 22.78 6.50
Magnesium oxide 8.67 4.68
Silica 41.13 34.03

99.35 99.22

Aliout 75% of the silver in the ore charged was ob-

taii'.i'd as buttons, which were easily se])arated from tlu

speiss and charged into an oil-fired cupeling furnace with

a capacity of 30.000 oz. The crude silver assayed aboni

8'"'0 fine, .\fter about 24 hr. in the cupeling furna( i i

was ladeled out 994 fine and sent to the Balbach Smelt

ami Iicfining Co, for further treatment.

T!u' .«peiss was brittle as a rule and easily broken wit I

a liiiiiimer. After being run through a crusher, it was

ground in the ball mill to pass 30-me,<h, 20% of salt being

added as the speiss wa< ciiarged to the mill. This speiss,

•K.vrerpts from a paper by Ralph W. Bridges, in the
"Canadian Mining Journal." Jan. 15. 1916
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known as high-iron speiss, was roasted in eight Edwards
reverberatory furnaces fitted with mechanical rabbles and

having a capacity of 3,400 lb. per 24 hr. The composition

averaged about 35.2% Co; 15.3 Ni; 31.3 As; 16.1% Fe;

and 1,480 oz. Ag per ton.

The product of the roasting was a chloridized speiss,

which was transferred from the smelter to the hypo-

leaching building. Here it was treated in a large agitation

cylinder, first with cold water, which dissolved out the un-

decomposed salt and the soluble salts of cobalt, nickel

and copper. This water .solution was decanted onto scrap

iron to precipitate the copper and was then pumped to

another tank, where the cobalt and nickel were precip-

itated as hydrates by caustic soda. This precipitate was

dried, calcined to oxides, ground and barreled for ship-

ment. The average assay of this material was: Ag, 15.0

oz. ; As, 0.3%: Co, 40;'Ni, 3%. Nickel is lower than

the usual proportion of nickel to cobalt for the reason

tliat it is less easily converted to a soluble salt in the

chloridizing roast.

After the wash with water the treatment of speiss is

continued with four covers of sodium-hyposulphite sol-

ution, which takes all the silver chloride into solution and

gives the "first hypo residue," which contains 20 to 30

oz. of silver. The silver was precipitated from the hypo-

solution as silver sulphide, which was collected in a filter-

press, dried and mixed with sodium nitrate and carbonate.

This mixture was roasted in an oil-fired furnace and then

leached in hot water. The residue was a sponge-like mass

of metallic silver, which was charged to the silver-refining

furnace.

The "first hypo residue" resulting from the leaching

process was returned to the smelterj'' where it was mixed

with quartz and run through the blast furnaces for the

purpo.se of removing the iron. This was made necessary

because of the contract under which the "crude cobalt

material" was sold, which required that the iron content

be below 5%. This smelting operation resulted in a new
green speiss called "low-iron speiss," carrying about Co,

28.9% ; Ni 27.8 ; As, 29.5 ; Fe, 3.5%. ; Ag, 1,341 oz.

This .speiss was milled with salt and roasted just the

same as the "high-iron speiss"' and then washed with

water and treated with hypo. The residue in this case

was called "second hypo residue.'" It was dried and

mixed with 20% sodium niti'ate and 10% sodium carbon-

ate and roasted in a reveri)eratory furnace. This con-

verted the arsenic to sodium arsenate, which was leached

out with hot water. The dried residue was sold to refin-

eries in Germany as "crude cobalt material." An aver-

age analysis was: Co. .30.7%: Ni, 28.5: As, 1.1%; Ag,

34.6 oz. per ton.

Power for operating the smeltery was supplied from the

company's power plant at High Falls, Ont., 14 mi. dis-

tant from Copper Cliff: 200-30.0 hji. was required and
60 to 100 men were employed, working in 12-hr. shifts.

Four Donn-Driift SinterinK Grntew are operated at the
Braden Copper Co.'s smelting plant at Sewell, Chile, in addi-
tion to thi' nodulizing kilns. The sintering prates are set in

long, narrow concrete boxes, 4x50 ft., connected with an ex-

haust fan to create a down draft. In operation, says "Teni-
i-nte Topics." November, 1915, a layer of concentrates about
4 in. thick is spread upon the grate and then a 1-in. layer
of sawdust. The sawdust is ignited with kerosene or gaso-
line torches, and with the down draft the sawdust then
serves to start combustion of the concentrates, reducing the
sulphur content from 2S% to 12';'r. About 50 tons of concen-
trates are treated daily in the four sintering boxes.

This little instrument is defcigned to determine the
amount of CO, in flue and furnace gases. With it only
about 21/2 inin. is required to make a test. It is con-
structed with an upper and a lower bulb ; the latter is filled

with potassium hydroxide (KOH), one filling being suffi-

cient tor 200 determinations.

Its operation is simple. A sample of gas is pumped
in through a cock above the upper bulb. A lower cock
is then turned 180° to permit the gas and KOH to

come in contact. The lower cock is then closed, and tiie

apparatus is inverted and immersed in water. The upper
cock is then opened, when water will flow in to take the

place of the alisorbed CO,, Closing what was the top

cock and bringing the apparatus to its normal upright
position, the percentage of COj is read off on the tube at

A HANDY CO; IXDIC.iTOR

the water level. The water is then poured out through

the top cock, and the ajiparatus is ready for another gas

sample.

This indicator, illustrated herewith, in its ease, is man-
ufactured by the Bacharach Industrial Instrument Co.,

14 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Penn. The case measures 12x

4x2 in. over all, and the weight is so small that there is

no inconvenience in carrying it in one's pocket. The in-

strument is llVj in. long, and the price of the outfit

complete is $16.

*;

Asimssi^SiSinigiftaini^ Coppes' IPJlaft©©

By Alexaxder McLarex*

At amalgamation plants it frequently becomes necessary

to use raw copper plates, and if a supply of cyanide is

not at hand the preparation of the plate is difficult and

laborious. T have devised a simple scheme that works

well, and it might be of interest to the profession.

The plate is scoured with tailings and then washed

clean. About 20 c,c, of nitric acid, in which is dissolved

a piece of silver alwut the size of a dime, is boiled until

the red fumes have been expelled, and then diluted with

150 c.c. of distilled water. This solution is jioured over

the plate, the surface of \vhich becomes blackened. A
iaw drops of mercury thrown on the plate and rubbed

lightly will then produce a properly amalgamated surfatv

quickly and easily. This procedure makes it possible to

utilize old plates or sheets of raw copper for amalgamat-

ing in dilTercnt parts of the mill, stich as traps,

launders, etc.

•Metallurgist. Xorthwostorn Mining d . Bearmouth, Mont.
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Asssi^er aimd Clhieinnii^

siiiimiiinniiniiiiniiirdiiiiuiiiggianBiiiiffliiiiinin:
'
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ElBFect of Boras isa Matte Ftssiosa

By G. E. Johxsox*

The investigation was suggested by an article that ap-

peared in the Journal of July 4, 1914, entitled "Effect

of Acidity of Assay Slags on Silver Losses."^ Under a

discussion of the losses with copper mattes, the statement

is made that using the following charge—ore, 14 a.t.

;

SiO,, 3 grams; PbO, 100 grams; NaHCOj, 7.5 grams;

K2CO3, 7.5 grams; NaoB^O;, 10 grams; cover, borax

glass—a result was obtained several ounces lower than

that obtained by using a charge—ore, 1/4 ^^'> SiO., 5

grams ; PbO, 95 grams ; Na .COj, 30 grams.

The investigation was undertaken in order to prove

two things: (1) That borax acts as an acid flux and, as

such, can be used to replace SiOo
; (2) that borax does

not dissolve or hold in solution the silver.

The first statement is verified by Fulton in his "Man-

ual of Fire Assaying"' ; the second has not been made the

subject for an investigation so far as known at the pres-

ent time. If these two statements can be proved correct,

then the results obtained by ilr. Livingstone must be

due to some error of assaying other than that of improper

fluxing.

^Iethoi) ok Investigation

A copper matte containing 35% Cu and 17.3 oz. Ag
was taken as the basis for the experiment. This matte

is similar to that used by Mr. Livingstone in his experi-

ments, with the exception of the silver, which is con-

siderably lower. However, even with this lower content

of silver it should be possible to get a curve similar to

that obtained upon tlie higher-grade material.

Three tvT^s of charges were used: (A) Livingstone's

c-hargps for copper mattes; (B) Livingstone's charges in

which borax glass replaces the SiO^, ; (C) Living.stone's

charges with enough borax added to raise the silicate-

borate degree one unit. The following is a list of the

charges used

:

Silicate
Decree
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respond to that obtained by him on the copper mattes.

By replotting his figures, a more uniform curve may be

secured; this fact was brought out by the results from

type C charges. Further discussion of this point will be

postponed until later.

Type B charges .should prove or disprove the second of

the objects of investigation. If a curve similar to type A
is obtained, the statement is proved correct.

Type C was not expected to show any distinct effects,

yet it seems to have become the most interesting of the

three.

Results of the Ixvestigation

Following are the results obtained on the first set of

fusions

:

results of experiment no. 1

Type of
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to flux this material; and this in turn leaves less excess

PbO to change the copper to oxide.

Type C Here again the curves show a uniform trend

up to a monosilicate, when a sudden drop takes place.

However, this drop may lie due to a decrease in size of

the lead button. Unfoiiunately the limited time did not

permit of another experiment, but if a uniform size of

button were obtained, the curve would no doubt straighten

out. As has been said before, no especially important re-

sults were expected. The discrepancy between the curves

of experiments 1 and 2 can probably be traced to the size

of lead button.

The conclusions are that borax will replace silica in

a matte fusion without loss of silver values, and that the

silicate degree should lie between a l^ silicate and a

monosilicate.

MetHods of IRapic

By L. B. PiiiXGLE*

IS

The scheme described here for the determination of

lead, iron, zinc and copper in lead ores, lead concentrates

and the various mill products of the lead belt of south-

east Missouri has been used with much success. The

method is rapid and sufficiently accurate for all com-

mercial purposes. All four determinations are made from

one weighing.

WHiile the individual determinations are not new, they

are given to show any slight variations from the originals

that may tend to shorten the time required for the

analyses. The method of applying them to one weighing

is, as far as I know, original and has been worked out

within the last year in the assay laboratory of the St.

Joseph Lead Co., at Bonne Terre, ilo.

With slight variations to suit certain cases, the scheme

here described may be successfully applied to any lead

ore or lead-mill product. It is well to mention at this

point that the Bonne Terre "rock" contains chiefly lead

sulphide, hematite, limonite and pyrite (the pyrite some-

times leaning toward a chalcopyrite) and sphalerite.

The country-rock is impure dolomite.

Description of the Method of Procedure

One gram of finely ground pulp is placed in a 250-c.c.

beaker, moistened, and digested with 10 c.c. of strong

nitric acid on a hot plate for a few minutes. Add 5 c.c

of strong sulphuric acid and evaporate to almost dryness,

to insure driving off most of the sulphur trioxide. Cool,

then add cautiously about 50 c.c. of distilled water

[hereafter when water is mentioned, distilled water is

understood] and boil 5 or 10 min. Cool thoroughly in

a trough, filter, and wash by decantation twice with a

2% solution of hot sulphuric acid, twice with a cold 20%
solution of alcohol and once with cold water. It is well

to reduce the washing.s as much as possililc, so as not to

have a large amount of filtrate. The precipitate contains

the lead sulphate, and the filtrate and washings are

retaincil for the determinations of iron, zinc and copper.

When the lead content is low (under 20%), the

deteniiination is best made by either the Guess-TIaltain

electrolytic method or by the chromate method. The

following molybdate method, however, is the one most

frequently used at Bonne Terre, particularly on mill

•ChcmlBt, St. Joseph Lead Co., Bonne Terre, Mo.

products. To the beaker containing the lead sulphate

add 15 to 20 c.c. of hot ammonium acetate and stir and
keep hot until the lead sulphate is dissolved. Then
instead of washing the remaining lead sulphate from the

filter paper into the beaker, remove the paper, tear it

into strips and put it all in the beaker. Add 50 c.c. of

water, boil a few minutes, dilute to 200 c.c, boil and
titrate at boiling point with a standard solution of

ammonium molybdate, using a solution of tannic acid as

an outside indicator.

Estimating Iron, Copper and Zinc

To the filtrate and washings from the lead sulphate

add an excess of ammonium hydroxide, boil and filter.

Dissolve the precipitate with a minimum amount of hydro-

chloric acid, reprecipitate with ammonium hydroxide,

filter through the same paper and wash thoroughly with

hot water. Combine the two filtrates and washings and
save for the determinations of zinc and copper.

Dissolve the precipitate in 20 c.c. of hot dilute hydro-

chloric acid (1 to 1), dilute to 50 c.c, heat, and add
stannous-chloride solution drop by drop until the iron

is reduced. Transfer to a 1,000-c.c. beaker, add 5 to 10

c.c of saturated solution of mercuric chloride, dilute to

500 c.c, add 8 c.c. of preventive solution and titrate at

once with a standard solution of potassium permanganate.

Various methods may be used for the determination of

copper, but owing to the low copper content I have to

contend with, the preference is given to the thiocyanate

method.^ The determination is made on half of the

combined filtrates and washings from the iron.

To the filtrate and washings from the iron, or one-half

of this if copper is to be determined, add just enough
hydrochloric acid to neutralize the solution. Then add
8 c.c more of the acid in excess (unless copper is present,

when add 6 c.c. in excess, one gram of test lead, shake

well and filter off the copper). Add 10 grams of c.p.

annnonium chloride, dilute to 200 c.c, heat at 70° C. for

JO min. and titrate at once with a standard solution of

potassium ferrocyanide, using ammonium hepta-molybdate

as an outside indicator.

The ammonium-acetate solution used in the lead deter-

mination is made by mixing 1,000 c.c. of ammonium
hydroxide with 1,250 c.c. of acetic acid (glacial). The

annnonium molybdate is made up 8.7 grams per liter,

and the tannic acid is of freshly prepared solution con-

taining 0.33 gram dissolved in 100 c.c. distilled water.

In the iron determination the stannous-chloride solu-

tion consists of 1 lb. hydrochloric acid, 1 lb. stannous

chloride and two liters of water. The mercuric-chloride

solution is a saturated solution in hot water, cooled and

filtered. What has been called the preventive solution

consists of IfiO grams manganous sul])hate, 1,750 c.c.

acid. Potassium-permanganate solution is made up of

6.32 grams c.p. crystals dissolved in water, set aside for

21 hr., filtered and diluted to 1 liter. It must be kept

in a (lark bottle.

'i'lic potassium-ferrocyanide solution used in the zinc

determination has 21. (i grams per liter of water. The

amniiiiiium hepta-molybdate solution contains grams per

liter. This indicator gives a quicker end-point than the

uranium salts.

'G. A. Guc.18. "Journ. Amer. Cheni. Soc," Vol. 24, p. 708; the
thesis of Llndeman, Columbia Univ., 11103; also pages 101-2 of

Miller's "Quantitative Analysis for Mining Engineers."
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Dodge ®, Co.
The annual report of Phelps, Dodge & Co. shows a

total production from subsidiary companies in 1915 of

140,478,003 Ih. of copper, this being an increase of 8,815,-

679 lb. over the output from both company and custom

ores during the previous year. Including copper received

from outside sources, there was sold and delivered dur-

ing 1915 a total of 194,925,668 lb. of copper at an average

price of 16.079c. per lb. Nearly one-half of this was

sold to domestic trade and slightly over one-half to for-

eign trade.

These excellent results were obtained despite the cur-

tailment in effect during the first two months of 1915,

the strike at the Detroit mines in Arizona during the

last quarter of the year and the ilexican troubles, which

repeatedly paralyzed the railroad transportation between

the Moctezuma Copper Co.'s property in Sonora and the

Douglas reduction works, the Nacozari plant being idle

for 135 days. No damage was done by any of the hostile

forces either to the mining plant at Pilares or to the

power plant or mill at Nacozari, though the town was

successively occupied by opposing forces. Almost with-

out exception supplies were paid for, and the principal

drain upon the company's equipment was in horses. The

policy of the company has been to employ as few Amer-

icans as possible and to educate Mexicans to take the

place of Americans when the latter could be dispensed

with. Consequently, when the Americans found it im-

practical to remain longer, the plant was placed in the

hands of Seiior Lugo, who displayed much ingenuity and

tact in the preservation of the property.

Novel Featuke of IVIorenci Labor Trouble

The strike at the Detroit Copper ]\Iining Co. in Morenci,

while suspending production from September, 1915, to

February, 1916, did not result in any great damage to

the property and developed some novel features, the most

striking of which was the housing of loyal workmen at

company expense at a distance from the strike area.

The Copper Queen mines shipped 783,211 dry tons

from Bisbee, besides precipitates and old-dump slag,

bringing the total up to 830,777 tons, containing 88,-

551,180 lb. of copper, 943,368 oz. of .silver, 18,974 oz.

of gold and 9,388,418 lb. of lead. The ore reserves in

the limestone division of the mines at Bisbee remained

approximately the same as at the commencement of the

year, and churn drilling extended the previously discov-

ered bodies of disseminated ores, for which a large con-

centrator is to be erected.

At the Burro ilountain Copper Co. in New Mexico,

construction work was carried on actively and the con-

centrator was practically completed. The property of the

Savanna Copper Co., comprising about 2,234 acres ad-

joining that of the Burro ilountain company, was pur-

chased and development has been undertaken.

Work by the Bunker Hill Mines Co., at Tombstone,

Ariz., has not progressed sufficiently to determine the

ultimate fate of this property. Some siiipments were

made from manganese orebodies that exist in these

mines, to take advantage of the extraordinary market

for manganese ore. About 2,000 tons, containing

1.171,599 lb. of manganese, was .shipped. About 8,000

tons of silver-gold-copper-lead ore was also taken out, the

greater part of which was sent to the exiicrinicntal cyan-

ide iilant.

The copper ore extracted from all the company's mines
amounted to 1,583,364 tons, of which 800,600 tons were
submitted to preliminary concentration and 782,764 tons
were smelted direct in the reduction works at Douglas.
The Stag Canon Fuel Co. mined 1,265,673 tons of coal,

of which 528,859 tons were consumed in the manufac-
ture of 265,752 tons of coke. The Phelps, Dodge Mer-
cantile Co. did a gross business of $6,210,457, the net
profit on which was 8.54%.
The dividends paid by the company during the year

were $9,000,000, and the surplus at the end of the year
stood at $8,337,863. It is noteworthy that among the
assets of the company are listed five-year Anglo-French
External Loan bonds, amounting to "$1,940,000. Ca.sh
on hand was nearly $6,000,000 at The end of the vear.

Mystlerg^ off tlhe OavaialEag Rod
]'>v S. Li; FEvrtE*

Has the divining rod any scientific foundation in fact?
Are the people who claim to be able to manipulate it

so that it will give valuable information all fakers?

These are questions that have called forth arguments,
pro and con, for over a thousand years. The present

article is not written as a claim that anything new has

been discovered, but simply as a record of some interest-

ing facts.

Agricoia, in "De Re ^letallica,"' translated by Mr. and

Mrs. H. C. Hoover, gave a detailed description of the

use of the divining rod in the Twelfth Century. His
conclusion of the whole matter is : "Whoever wishes to

find ore, let him go where geological conditions are favor-

able and dig for it."

But during all these years many men have claimed to

be able to detect the presence of water underground, and

a smaller number have claimed ability to locate minerals.

Heer vox Uslar Trif.s Divining Rod at Mineville

The writer, while manager for Witherbee Sherman &
Co., had an opportunity to witness the operation of the

divining rod in the hands of Herr von Uslar. a German
expert, who claimed ability to detect water courses,

minerals, coal and oil, by using rods made of various

metals. Comparison of the indications given by his rod

around the magnetic iron-ore deposits at ilineville, N. Y.,

with knowledge previously gained from underground

workings and by dip-needle surveys and diamond drilling

was intensely interesting.

The rod used for iron ore was a piece of steel wire,

about the size of ordinary telejjlione wire, which was

claimed to contain other metals. It was about 28 in.

long, bent with a loop in the center so that when the

rod was stretched out horizontally the loop would rise

about 2 in. high in the center. When in use the rod was

held horizontally and grasped tightly, with one hand on

each side of the loop and a few inches away from it.

The loop would stand upriglit between the hands. The

operator walked forward, and when approaching the ore.

the loop would turn down, turning the wire in the hands.

Von LTslar seemed to find two points where an indication

would be given on approaching, and two points on leaving

the orebody; the distances between these points was used

to estimate the dcjith of the orebody below the surface.

•Consulting- niininp engineer. Forest Glen, Ulster County.
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After getting over the orebody, the loop of the rod would

revolve continuously about SO times per minute, while

walking across it, stopping when the limit of the ore

was reached. While passing over the ore there was con-

siderable force in the rcl :- it turned. Von Uslar would

invite anyone to take hold of the wire projecting outside

of his hand, and pin'ii it to see if it could be stopped,

but no grip on the plain wire could keep it from

turning. At one time one end of the rod was bent up

at nearly a right angle for about a quarter of an inch,

and one of the onlookers, thinking this offered a good

grip, grasped this end between thumb and finger; the

rod stopped, but surged so hard that it began to cut

into the holder's thumb, the pain obliging him to drop it.

If Von Uslar grasped the wire with one hand and another

man held the other end of the wire, the rod would turn

as long as Von Uslar's free hand clasped the other

holder's wrist or gripped the back of his neck.

When passing over the surface where the underground

conditions were perfectly well known from the workings.

we could perceive that the working of the rod told the

story of what was underneath quite correctly, because we
had the proper code to interpret the indications. In

one case a gabbro dike, cutting through the ore, had

been encountered and driven through underground, and

the ore had been found beyond. In passing over this

part of the workings on the surface, the rod stopped

for exactly the width that had been driven through the

rock below.

DiTixixG Rod Checkkd Against Dip Needle

We also tried over ground surveyed by the dip needle

and tested by diamond drilling—the divining rod con-

firmed these findings. It also went further and showed

the indications of ore to go beyond the point where the

dip needle had reached its limit, showing the divining rod

to be the more sensitive. Xo drilling has been done as yet

to test points where the rod alone showed indications of

ore. It may be that for practical purposes the rod is

too sensitive, possibly susceptible to influences emanating

from ore in less than commercial quantities.

The rod seemed to work as well with the operator

sitting in the tonneau of a moving automobile as when
walking on the ground.

Herr von Uslar asserted that the power to use the

rod was a natural gift that he could not explain—he

knew of no one who had it to the same degree as him-

self. AA'hile he was in A''ermont making some tests, he

was followed by a young man who watched him intently

and who soon found himself aljle to get the same indica-

tions. After experimenting, he made a rod of a com-

bination of metals, which worked satisfactorily. This

young man said he "always was an electrical cuss

—

couldn't stroke a cat without drawing sparks, couldn't

walk on a carpet in his bare feet"—so had thought he

might be aide to "work the rod."

We later had this man at Minoville, traversing the same
ground that Von Uslar had been over, and found he

obtained indications at the same places. At this point

the superintendent of mines announced—"I can locate

a watercourse witli an apple bough; let me try the

rod ;" and it worked as well with him. However, in the

hands of neither of these men would the rod make a

complete revolution : it would turn from a vertical posi-

tion above the rod to a vertical position below, after

which they would have to release and turn it up; while

over the ore it would slowly turn down again, although
grasped so tightly that blisters soon began to appear on
the hands. A curious feature of the use of the rod by
these two men was that in each trial it turned away from
one and toward the other, perhaps showing opposite

polarity in the two men.

F. S. Witherbee, president of Witherbee, Sherman &
Co., through whose interest in the matter these trials

were made, was also able to feel a tendency of the rod

to turn when over the ore. In the hands of a dozen others

that tried, the writer included, the rod was entirely inert.

The dip needle and magnetometer can measure and
map the lines of force about a body of magnetic ore,

ancl perhaps the divining rod in connection with some
human bodies is susceptible to these same forces. If

so, an instrument may be made in the future that will

register these forces more accurately than even the most
sensitive human organism. It may be also that other

substances in the earth emit more delicate lines of force,

similar to the magnetic lines about the iron orebodies,

which it will take a more sensitive instrument to detect.

The in\ention of such an instrument may possibly solve

the mysteries of the divining rod. which have perplexed

philosophers and scientists for centuries past.

At the meeting of the New York section of the Amer-
ican Electrochemical Society, Feb. 11, 1916, Dr. William

il. Grosvenor gave an interesting and extremely instruc-

tive talk on the subject of metallic magnesium, one of

the new industries of this countrw

The chief uses of magnesium are

:

Scavenging alloys, clearing up oxides of other metals

and making far denser, cleaner, stronger and more homo-
geneous alloys. It is valuable in aluminum, nickel, cop-

per, brass, bronze, etc., and special steels, because of its

intense avidity for both oxygen and nitrogen.

Alloying itself, with aluminum or aluminum containing

traces of one or more of the other metals, Cu, Ni, Zn,

Pb, Bi, Sb, Fe, etc. It greatly modifies cry,stallography

and physical properties, alloys readily with most metals

and melts at a convenient heat.

Illumination, as in military uses for shrapnel traiki-.

star bombs, flare lights, etc., and in photography for flash-

lights. Its easy inflammability (about 800° C), the

liigli heat of combustion (134,000 cal.), the relatively

low heat of vaporization (1,100° C), the intensely white

o.xide produced and the high temperature of volatilizatinn

of this oxide are the essential factors.

Magnitude of Consumption and Piuces

Records of imports for the year prior to the war indi-

( ated 38,000 lb. Aboiit 100 lb. per day, therefore, seemed

to be a safe production to undertake. Prices before the

war had been very .steady around $1.45 per lb., but it

!«('cnied reasonably certain that the cost need not exceed

$1 jicr lb. After the war began, the prices being paid

for remnants of imported lots quickly ro.se to $3.50.

Snine of the first deniaiuls here were from wholly un-

expci ted quarters, in surprising amounts and at amazing

prices. The mo.st urgent, almost pitiful demands, came
from quarters that were not even suspected to be inter-

ested in the least. One con.sumer has contracted for 24,-
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000 lb., another for 15,000 lb., these two alone taking

for strictly domestic use more than was supposed to be

the total importation.

It was found that a great deal of the material was being

imported under other names and most carefully dis-

guised—secrecy being preferred to economy. Prices as

high as $10 per lb. were gladly paid at first for domestic

product. For some months then the prices jumped around

from $5 to $T.50, but e\ery effort was made to reduce

conditions to some sort of order by dealing direct with the

consumer. This was partly the result of a deliberate

policy for better and more intelligent service of the con-

sumer's precise demands as to quality and delivery, but

partly also the result of meeting quite unexpectedly the

competition of our own product at prices from 25%
below to 50% above the prices we had made. Some of

New York's clever war brokers added 10% each through

a chain of four or five middlemen. Others assumed di-

rect quotations to have already been through this process

and knocked off 20%, trusting that "real cash business"

would squeeze down the middlemen they supposed to exist

and still leave 5% for the real seller. Now, however,

for a number of months the price has been practically

fixed at $5.50 per pound of "guaranteed 99%," actually

about 99.5%. Occasionally a lot that has been picked

up in the antebellum market for speculation is let go

at lower figures or a lot of lower-grade material comes on

the market from abroad, but there is practically no volume

of these sales.

In spite of the beautiful appearance of the German bars,

they rarely exceeded 98% and often fell as low as 96%.
The process of extrusion concealed impurities by drawing

them out into minute threads. It is safe to say that the

regular commercial grade of metal made here now is sii-

perior to an\-thingever imported.

The Reasons foe High Prices

It may seem ridiculous to ask or pay such prices. Let

us consider. The alloy market constitutes the bulk of the

business, and governs prices. In aluminum castings, for

instance, about less than 2% of magnesium cleans up

the aluminum and leaves % to 1^/4% in the casting,

about doubling its tensile strength and quadrupling its

resistance to shock or jar. It reduces the cost of ma-
chining more than 50%, halving the number of resets

on the cutting tool, giving clean-cut machine surfaces, and

permitting a polish to be secured with the last cut instead

of a separate operation. With care, 1V2% of magnesium
at $5.50 per lb. is all that is needed, 814c. per lb. of

casting actually required to do the same work. The in-

crease in strength means, in some cases, a reduction in

weight of casting of 50%. The reduction in casting

weight is generally not less than 25%. The weight of

a pure aluminum casting may therefore be reduced if

this 114% of magnesium is used by from 25 to 50%.
This is a great sanng even at normal prices of alum-

inimi since it amounts to about one-fourtli of 20c., or

5c. With aluminum at 60c. it amounts to 15c. worth

of aluminvuu saved for a stronger and more stable me-
chanical result. The saving in macliine work alone, when
the casting is to require much machine work, more than

pays for the use of magnesium.

The manufacturer of magnesium has certain consid-

erations (of necessity rather than mere excuse) for the

high prices. Cost of production abroad prior to the war

approximated -$1 per lb. Sales in England were about
$1.30 and here about $1.45 per lb. At that time
MgCUeHjO was .selling for about $18 per ton. Present
prices here are now about $60, nearly four times normal.
Other chemicals used in the manufacture have increased

to ten times their normal price.

In considering prices it is well to mention separately

export prices. Before the war nearly all the magnesium
for England, as well as the LTnited States and France,
came from Germany. Since the war both France and
England are producing considerable quantities of ex-

cellent purity. This fact and the failure abroad to realize

the strenuous conditions here account for the unwilling-

ness of buyers abroad to pay more than $3.50 for powdered
metal (all the named prices were ingot or bar).

At present there is being produced here at two point.s

about all the present alloy market will absorb, and an in-

crease of plant is being made of about 25% of the pres-

ent capacitv'. One other producer makes only about his

own requirements. Two others are soliciting business,

but have failed to fill orders—in one case the order is

now over a year old and still stands unfilled. Ail told,

we believe the present production is at the rate of some-
thing over a million dollars a year and will be slightly

in excess of the present domestic needs.

The use of the metal for scavenging purposes depends
on price of metal compared with price of material to be

scavenged. For use with copper, brass, bronze, etc., the

magnesium can be used at far higher prices than for

steel. But the big consumption of the material can onlv'

come when it directly replaces aluminum as the predom-
inant metal in the alloy and arrives at a correspondingly

low price. It makes beautiful castings, macliines easily

and well, is about a third lighter than aluminum and can

be made about two to four times as strong. The coeffi-

cient of expansion reported is practically the same as

aluminum. When properly pure (over 99.5%), it is ap-

parently quite as resistant to corrosion as alumimim,

equal if not superior in electrical conductivity (about half

that of copper), and superior in heat conductivity to

aluminum (also about half that of copper).

Processes for ^Iakixg Magxesium

1. Reduction of fused MgCU with Xa.

2. Electrolvsis of the fused double chloride, usually

MgCLKCU,
3. Reduction with carbon. (Patented.)

4. Electrolysis of dissolved MgO. (Applied for.)

5. Reduction of fused ilgCL with Al. (Applied for.)

6. Reduction of oxide or carbonate to slag-forming resi-

dues. (Applied for.)

The first process involves the production of metallic

sodium, and we have been using the Castner process for

this purpose to satisfy our.<elves just what the sodium

would cost and what tlie possibilities in this direction

were. Existing conditions, the demand for sodium and

sodium peroxide, forbid its consideration with a minimum
of about 2 lb. of Na consumed for every pound of mag-

nesium produced and the necessity of producing dehy-

drated fused :\IgCL to start with.
'

The second process has been perfected and is very large-

ly used abroad. We have connnercially used and studied

the process here, and witit the chea])est water power and

chloride, prices under nornuil coAditions by this process

must rule above $1.
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The third process—reduction with carbon—is fascin-

ating in its possibilities. The product is a black or gray

powder. Believing such a product would be valuable,

the manufacture was carried out on a scale of about 25

lb. per hour. As the diirieulty of selling the product

became apparent, much lir.ie and effort were devoted to

attempts to recover the metal in fairly pure form. Owing

to serious objection, both on the side of cost and regu-

larity of product, this process was superseded.

At least one of tlie processes appears to be adapted to

produce directly metal averaging 99.6% purity in tons

per day instead of pounds. Laboratory tests give a raw-

material cost of -tc. per lb. of magnesium, and indicate a

fuel cost that approaches 3c. as a theoretical limit, though

the practical figure will probably be several times as high.

The final selection of various possible engineering means
and methods remains to be worked out, but it scarcely

seems possible that either labor or repairs should exceed

2c. per lb. Thus if commercial yields maintain the ex-

perimental level and three times the theoretical power is

commercially required, we have prospects of a net factory

operation cost (without interest, amortization, insurance,

patent, administration or selling) of ITc. per pound. If

only 75% yield is obtained, this net factor}' cost would
be about 22c., or a total cost with all overhead expenses

of 35c. and a selling price of 40c. to oOc, according to

tonnage.

The Future of the Industry

It may be asked with perfect propriety: "Why talk

about it now ? Some fool will certainly want you to make
a contract with him at lower prices, possibly at 50c. He
will not realize that it is only the present price of $5.50

that justifies or even makes possible the thousand and
ten-thousand dollar experiments that have been tried and
must be tried again and perhaps again during the next

three to five years before the tide turns. You will be

pestered for years with this 17c. talk." We Inve care-

fully considered this probability. The men who are doing

this work do not cultivate talkativeness as a preference.

.Just at this time, however, certain considerations of pub-

lic welfare should take precedence of preference. National

self preservation demands the subordination of personal

interest. If we expect representatives at Washington to

jettison the pork barrel, the army post, the high-tide

navy yard and political trading generally, and give us

a fighting chance for our lives in the scrap that is cer-

tainly coming, we must set the example of considering

national interest first. If we are to have the army and
navy preparedness for which we have already wasted more
money than Germany has paid for her wonderfully efficient

fighting machine, if we are to have any preparedness in-

stead of rejiairs or regrets, we must cooperate with all

we have in service, infonnation and suggestion.

Therefore, at the risk of criticism and possible financial

sacrifice, it seems to be a duty at this time to point out

what may possibly l)e ex])ected of magnesium. Few realize

the extent to which it is valuable in military work. One
of the great foreign explosive experts stated that he would
be gliid to pay $1.50 jxt pound for 500 tons. A single

contract for shrajmcl being executed in this country

would require about fifty tons. The illuminating bombs
to m;ik(; daylight over the enemies' works and trenches

consume large quantities. The trailer attached to shells

sen'es at night to show the effectiveness of the fire. For

all these purposes magnesium produces a result that can-

not be approached by antimony or aluminum. Consider
what it means to aeroplane, dirigible and motor con-

struction, to high-speed engines of every type, to reduce

weight one-third and double strength—a material that has

a density of 1.75 and may be hot-rolled to 35,000 lb. per
sq.in. or cold-rolled very much higher.

Although five or six men are being kept practically all

their time on the development of these possibilities, the

broad, quick development is a task for tJie energy of hun-
dreds. Feeling the responsibility which knowledge of the

possibility entails, it became the duty of those in charge of

tliis work to let others know and be active in their side of

preparation, to apply the material.

m

Announcement has been made of the incorporation of

the Dorr Co., successor to the Dorr Cyanide ^lachinery

Co. The expansion of the business has necessitated an

enlargement of its engineering staff and facilities and
made advisable the incorporation of the Dorr Co., which
takes over the patents and commercial business of its

predecessor and will act in a consulting capacity in con-

nection with the design, construction and operation of

hydrometallurgical, wet chemical and allied industrial

plants and the conduct of teclmical investigations.

The history of the Dorr Co. begins with the Dorr
classifier, which was developed by Jlr. Dorr while oper-

ating the cyanide mill of Lundberg, Dorr & Wilson, at

Terry, S. D., in 1904.

In 1910 the Dorr Cyanide ilachiner}' Co. was incor-

porated, and in 1911 the London office of the company
was established. The Dorr agitator was introduced, in

1912.

The introduction of the continuous counter-current

decantation system with the use of Dorr thickeners in

cyaniding attracted attention, the first installation being

made at the mill of the Vulture Klines Co. in Arizona.

The further increase in the business led to the opening

of a New York office about the end of 1913 and the

expansion of the company's quarters in Denver. Mr.

Dorr has remained continuously connected, during this

development, with the operation of one or more mills.

The company has recently financed, designed, erected and

ojjerated a mill for Elko Prince Mining Co. at Midas, Nev.

The consulting department of the Dorr Co., through

keeping in close touch with the latest developments in

metallurgy, is to render service in the design and erection

of plants and the investigation of processes. It is also

equipped to supervise the operation of a limited number
of properties. Service of this kind is valuable not only

to those property owners who are more interested in

results obtained than in the type of equipment required

to accomplish them, i)ut also to those who do not find it

possi!)le to retain the entire services of men capable of

efficiently designing or operating their plants. .Metal-

lurgical work will be handled principally at Denver,

while industrial work will receive attention mainly at

New York. The London office and the Australian agency

will lie maintained as before.

Among the recent additions of importance to the

])ersonnel of the company may be mentioned .\. L. Blom-

field, W. A. Neill and H. S. Coe.
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A proposal was submitted to the Secretary of War
.Mar. 29 by the E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Co.,

as follows, says the New York Times.
On frequent occasions during recent years General Crozier

has called our attention to the menace involved by our de-
pendence on foreign nations for our raw materials for nitric-

acid supply, this commodity being absolutely essential in the
manufacture of smokeless powder and other explosives and
in great demand as an essential in the manufacture of fertil-

izers. Several years ago the fixation of nitrogen from the air

by the use of the electric arc was found practicable abroad,
and with a view of implanting the industry in this country
(solving our problem here at home), the Du Pont company
sent a corps of its experts to Europe to thoroughly investi-

gate the various processes there employed. As a result of

these investigations the Du Pont company purchased the
right of one of the leading processes used abroad, which
process is now established in Europe on a commercial basis
on a large scale of production.

As you know, the process of securing nitric acid from the
air requires large units of hydro-electric power at a very low
cost. Coincident with our investigations abroad, we have
been studying the possibilities for satisfactory hydro-electric
power in the United States, and we find that while the power
physically exists, it is not available because of governmental
restrictions. I inclose herewith for your consideration a
tentative draft of a bill which we believe will protect the
public interest and justify the investment of the capital essen-
tial to the solution of this problem in the United States. You
will note the bill we submit provides that the company "shall
deliver to the United States for military or naval purposes all

or any part of the output of nitric acid at a price which shall
include such profit as the Secretary of War shall determine
to be reasonable."

With the way made clear, the Du Pont company stands
ready to negotiate a contract under which it will begin the
construction of a plant under such unit and magnitude as
may be agreed upon between the Government and the Du
Pont company, the Du Pont company to furnish the capital.

Hugh L. Cooper, coiisulting engineer for the Du Pont
company, estimates that the construction of the proposed

plant would involve an investment of $20,000,000. The
proposed law provides for grants or leases of power and
dam sites in navigable streams or in the public lands

for fifty years, the rates for power to be regulated by

state commissions or by the Secretary of War.

At the end of the fifty-year term the Government is

to have the option of taking over the plant upon pay-

ment of a fair value of the property, with no allowance

for franchise value.

.\t the Xorthwest Mining Convention, held in Spokane

-Mar. 20-2.5. the following resolutions were passed:
Whereas, the mineral-land laws of the United States and

Alaska, framed nearly 50 years ago, are unsuited to present
needs and have developed various evils and radical defects
that seriously retard or wholly prevent the development of

our mineral resources; and
Whereas, in consequence of this recognized failure of pres-

ent United States mining laws adequately to meet the re-

quirements, there is everywhere among mining men a pro-
nounced and growing dissatisfaction; and

Whereas, owing to the thoroughness with which our older
mining districts have been surface-prospected, the discovery
of new, valuable and, usually, more or less deep-seated min-
eral deposits is daily growing more difficult; and

Whereas, those states that have endeavored to correct cer-
tain of the defects in the said United States mining laws have
found that patchwork legislation is impracticable and that
nothing constructive and permanent can be done effectively
without Congressional authority; and

Whereas, many unsuccessful attempts have been made in
the past to interest Congress in this most important matter
of mining-law revision: therefore, be it

Resolved by the 191S Northwest Mining Convention, assem-
bled at Spokane, Wash., that it is the conviction of this rep-
resentative body of Northwest mining men that any further
aelay upon the part of Congress to take definite action In

regard to an expert and comprehensive revision of United
States mining law must Inevitably work great hardship
upon the mining industry as a whole and may even threaten
its future. Consequently the convention hereby petitions that
this sixty-fourth session of Congress appoint forthwith a
mining-law commission of not less than five prominent per-
sons closely and actively identlfled with the mining Industry
and thoroughly competent to take evidence In the principal
mining centers of the United States and Alaska over a period
of not less than one year, and afterward to work out, for
presentation to the next session of Congress, a harmonious
and thoroughly coordinated code of mining law that shall
best serve and safeguard the present and future Interests of
all concerned.

Resolved, that it is the sense of this convention that the
said commission should consist of at least one business man,
one mine operator, one mining engineer and two mining law-
yers, each of acknowledged ability and sound Judgment; also,
that the members of this commission should receive such
adequate compensation for their services as would Justify
them in devoting their entire time and energies to a solution
of the numerous problems involved.

Resolved, that it is the conviction of this convention that
this revision of United States mining law cannot be accom-
plished successfully in any other manner than in that speci-
fied above, namely, by means of a duly accredited commis-
sion, and therefore that the House Committee on Mines and
Mining did a wrongful act in rejecting the bill providing for
a commission to study and recommend such revision and that
any bill originating within the said House Committee on Mines
and Mining will necessarily prove wholly inadequate and even
more detrimental to the mining industry than are the present
mining laws.

Resolved, that it is the conviction of this convention that
the House Committee on Mines and Mining erred at its hear-
ing on Jan. .'i, 1916. and thereafter in permitting itself to be
swayed by the arguments of Hon. James Wickersham, dele-
gate from Alaska, whose challenges of the personal motives
of the distinguished petitioners appearing before the com-
mittee, as representatives of the mining men of the so-called
metalliferous states, this convention believes to have been
unfounded and unjust.

Resolved, that copies of these resolutions be sent forth-
with to the Senators and Representatives from the Pacific
Northwest States with a request for their active interest in
the matters involved.

F. A. ROSS, Chairman.
E. N. BRA.NDEGEE. for Montana.
GLENVILLE A. COLLINS, for Washington
FRED A. STARKEY. for British Columbia.

:«

CIhir®iffi@ll©g> ®f Maiaaimg foir
Marclhvp J19I16

Mar. 1—Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation and
Barnes-King Development Co. paid initial dividends.

-Mar. 2—Announcement of order of British uoxernment
forbidding speculation in metals in London market.

Mar. 6—Reorganized Booth paid initial dividend.
Mar. 7—Northport Smelting and Refining Co.'s plant

started operation.—Tin smelting begun by American
Smelting and Keliniiig Co. at Perth Amboy.N. J.

ilar. 9—GuggciiJicim E.xploratiou Co. stockholders
ratified plan of dissolution.—Villa followers invaded town
of Columbus. X. M.; Ki Americans killed.

Mar. 12—Trimountain mill partly destroyed by fire.

Mar. 31—Carbolite Chemical Co. f . N. T.'plantj owned
by Tennessee Copper Co., destroyed by fire.

Mar. 23—Inspiration declared initial dividend.

;Mar. 26—Yuba No. 15 dredge launched at Marvsville.

Calif.

^lar. 28—American Zinc and Chemical Co. .strike

settled. Began Mar. 25.

Mar. .iO—Kcnelick Zinc paid initial dividend.—^New
York, New Haven & Hartford R.R. raised its embargo
on copper and spelter.

^lar. 31—Kennccott Copper Corporation paid initial

dividend.
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ROCHESTER HILL, ROCHESTER, NEV., SHOWING OUTCROPPINGS OF THE FAMOUS SILVER VEINS. LOWEK VIEW
SHOWS AN OPENCUT BELONGING TO THE NEVADA PACKARD MINES CO., DEVELOPED BT LEASEKS
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The Belgian Scholarship Committee was founded abont

a year ago in Washington by the well-known author,

scientist, and traveler. Dr. Nevil Monroe Hopkins. At
first it confined its activities to the District of Columbia

and its aim was simply to collect money for destitute

scholars, but now its scope has become broader. The
committee now includes among its members the presidents

or chancellors of the following universities: Johns

Hopkins, Princeton, Michigan, ilissouri, Leland Stan-

ford Jr., Pennsylvania, George Washington, State of

New York, Nebraska, Eive Institute, Western Eeserve

—

and many other leading men of this country. The aims

of the Belgian Scholarship Committee are, first, to give

to ihe Belgian scholars, writers and artists a chance to

resume their work of art or science. To accomplish this

aim the Belgian Scholarship Committee acts as a clearing

bureau between the American universities and other

educational institutions and the Belgian victims of the

war; and, second, to raise a fund for the reconstruction

of a new and better Belgium, especially in the educational

field.

The first aim is only of a temporary nature ; the second

one becomes everv' day more important. Our ambition is

to be ready, as soon as the war is over, to help in putting

Belgium on her feet again for a new and greater career.

We are appealing for books to the American libraries;

we hope that they will be willing to give some of their

duplicate copies and also that we shall receive free sets

of their publications from the educational institutions

and learned societies.

We cannot afford to store and keep the books until tlie

end of the war. Therefore we do not ask for books but

rather for promises of books. We suggest that the whole

business be managed in the following way: Each library

would simply send us a list of the books it is willing to

give to Belgium. This list would contain all biblio-

graphical information necessary to identify the books

without mistake (author, title, number of volumes, date

and place of publication, editor). We should acknowledge

receipt of these lists and enter them on a duplicate list

on cards. After the war, as soon as circumstances permit,

the Belgian Scholarship Committee would write a letter

to all the libraries, recalling their promise and asking

them to send all the books to some central storehouse in

New York City, from where they could easily be shipped

to Belgium.

We shall concentrate our efforts upon the making \\\) of

a collection of American books—books published in

America or relating to American affairs. We should thus

be al)le to offer ti> Belgium, soon after the war, an

American librars'. Xo gift would be more ajipreciatcd

or do more to bring about a better understanding of

Amorican conditions and ideals and greater international

friend.ship.

Of course books given by publishers and authors will

also be welcome. We would suggest leaving in each

book its former ex-libris, a short note being added to

show how and when the transfer to Belgium was made.

Dedications by the authors would be also much appre-

ciated. The value of the collection would be in this way
considerably increased. It would really constitute a

lasting souvenir of America's generositj' and sympathy.

We are also appealing for money, iloney is needed to

help Belgian scholars and artists; money is needed to

carry on our activities; lastly we must be able to remit

a huge reconstruction fund (to be iised for educational

purposes only) to the Belgian people when the war is

over. We cannot expect to be helped by the general

public, as with the general relief fmid, but we earnestly

appeal to the elite of the American people—to those

who are especially interested in the development and

diffusion of knowledge and art. The cause is such as

to a]ipeal in a peculiarly appropriate way to the best

classes of Americans.

The best way to show one's sjanpathy is to become a

fellow or member of the Belgian Scholarship Fund for

the duration of the war and two years thereafter. The
associate members agree to subscribe at least $10 per year;

the sustaining members at least $100 and the fellows

$1,000. Please draw checks to the order of John Joy

Edson, treasurer, and send them to the Belgian Scholar-

ship Committee, 309 Wilkins Building, Washington, D. C.

When the war is over the Belgian Scholarship Com-
mittee will publish a book containing a complete record

of its activities and a list of the fellows and members

whose devotion made it possible. We wish to lay stress

upon the fact that ours is not simply a relief work. It

is essentially a work of reconstruction, making for inter-

national friendship and peace.

George Sartox. D.Sc,

Secretary of the Committee.

Washington, D. C, Mar. 30, 1916.

[This is a praiseworthy movement and we have pleasure

in giving publicity to it.—Editor.]

Miftc^ell Top^SHnce aiadl Caving

In my article, "The Mitchell Top-Slice and Caving

System," as published in the Journal of Mar. 25, some

of the readers might misunderstand the article to describe

but one method of mining; but as a matter fact—two

distinct sy.stems are represented.

The method used at the Cole mine is the "Mitchell Top-

Slice and Caving System"'; that described as used at the

Brigi:s mine is the "Mitchell Top-Slice."

Tiicse names are very similar, but as a matter of fact

the methods are quite different and are used on entirely

different kinds of orebodies. One is a caving system,

whereas the other is a modification of an overhand square-

set method. Robert II. Duksox.

Box 1455, Bisbee, Ariz., Mar. 28, 191G.
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Early in tlic war we called attention to tiie idea that

probably there was a good deal of unnecessary use of the

metals by the military men, through thoughtless specifi-

cations, etc. A ray of light upon this subject is found

in a communication from France in the New York Sun.

A weeding: out of unnecessary governmental expenses takes
place in the Chamber of Deputies every year when the report
of the Audit Office is distributed to Parliament. Usually a
score or more of conspicuous cases in which the public money
has been wasted are selected by a committee which investi-

gates thern. A member of the Committee on Economy spent
several hours endeavoring to find a reason why ammunition
was sent to the front in zinc-lined cases. The other members
of the committee and the Minister of Munitions were not able
to solve the problem, so two members of the committee accom-
panied a box of cartridges from Vincennes to the front to

ascertain the reason for the zinc. None was forthcoming, but
after numerous fruitless interviews with army officers the
general in command of the Fifth Army hit upon the reason.
The zinc had been used for 60 years in ammunition boxes,
and no one had ever thought to take it out. As a result an
order was issued doing away with the zinc lining. As the
zinc in each box is worth nearly $2, the saving during the
war amounts to almost $150,000 a year.

In our opinion this indicates the most effective way
for the engineering societies to render assistance to the

military authorities of the United States. The measures
tliat are being taken in the excitement of the present

moment are largely at sixes and sevens. They are not laid

out according to any definite plan. The logical way, we
think, would be something like this

:

The army general stafl: should determine the number of

men to be put into the field in the worst possible con-

tingency. No doubt it has done that already. It should

draw up a complete bill of material for the supply of such

an army. Perhaps it ha? done that, and perhaps not.

That bill of material, together with the specifications,

should then be referred to the U. S. Naval Consulting

Board, representing the engineering societies, and by
it should be cut up and distributed among the engi-

neering societies—the metallurgical parts to the metal-

lurgical engineers, the mechanical parts to the mechani-

cal engineers, the chemical parts to the chemists,

and so on. Those bodies wotild then subdivide things

among their specialists. They would scrutinize the

specifications, finding out whether certain things likely

to be troublesome or costly were prescribed by reason of

necessity or by rea.son of tradition ; they would suggest

substitutes and improvements. Having determined what
was really needed, they would formulate plans for the

supply of it, making a survey of the industries, listing

industrial plants, etc., and recommending steps for the

filling of gaps.

With such procedure we should not, soiiii' day, build a

lot of submersible boats, urgently needed iu an emer-

gency, and at the eleventh hour and fifty-ninth minute
find that they could not put to sea for lack of the optical

glass required for their periscopes.

We imagine that the difference between German pre-

paredness and British unprcparedness was something of

this sort. No doul)t the U. S. Naval Consulting Board

is already considering just this thing, a> it ought to.

By the way "U. S. Naval Consulting Board" is too narrow
a title. It ought to be the "U. S. Military Advisory
Board."

Mefta]l=>Maini© AccSdleiatts

The United States Bureau of ilines has been devel-

oping its statistical investigation of accidents in mines
in ways that promise to make classics out of its annual
reports on this subject. Already they have become more
illuminating than any other governmental reports of this

kind that we know of, and Mr. Fay, who is attending

to this work, is seeking constantly to improve his investi-

gation. In commenting upon one of his former reports

we recommended a classification of accidents according

to methods of mining. This suggestion was adopted in

the report for 191-i. The section on "Accidents Classified

by Mining ilethods" is reproduced elsewhere in this issue.

this initial pre.sentation of the subject being of unusual

interest and value to mine operators.

The figures reveal some expected and some unexpected

results. It will be necessary, however, to have these

statistics for a series of years before complete deductions

respecting the relative hazards of difl^ercnt kinds of

mining may safely be drawn.

Along with ilr. Fay's report came the report of the

safety department of the Copper Queen company for 1915.

In many respects this is the most instructive report on

mine accidents that has come to our attention, going

as it does into a kind of detail that even a government

report can not do.

The Copper Queen company organized a safety depart-

ment a little more than two years ago. In 1915 its fatal

accidents were only 1.05 per 1,000 against 3.16 in 1914

;

serious accidents, 63.38 against 104.41 : and minor

accidents, 838.65 against 995.29. There is a remarkably

minute classification of accidents according to cause.

Even more interesting is the division into preventable

and nonpreventable. In 1915 the former were 68%, the

latter 32%. The nonpreventable accidents are like eye

injuries, strains and sprains inherent to the work—in

other words, trade risks. Of the preventable accidents,

out of a total of 1,168 the company was responsible for

20, the injured employee himself was responsible for 1,062,

while 86 were due to the negligence of a fellow employee.

Bearing upon these matters the following trenchant

remarks are worthy of being quoted

:

Following the outbreak of the European War many men
were laid off. To bring the mines up to their normal produc-

tion, which was done in the early part of this year, it was
necessary to replace many of these with new men. New men
are a risk, and our records show that a larger proportion of

these received accidental injuries than did the older em-
ployees.

Note that SSr", of aU eye injuries and Sl"^- of the strain;!

and sprains are classed as trade risks and that these con-

stitute IS 70 of all accidents. These injuries are hard to pre-

vent, especially underground. Also, that SS""; of the hurts

received from falling ground were trade risks. Accid.-n";

from this cause have been greatly reduced, but they stiii
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form the greatest danger that underground workers in this

district have to face.

The physical examination of new employees is providing

the company with a better class of men—men who have no

organic disease, consequently less liable to accident. Just

what effect this does have it is impossible to say; that it has

some. I am convinced.
What effect prohibition, as enforced in this district during

the past year, has had in reducing accidents is very hard to

say. It is my candid ciiinion that it has had very little. The
greatest gain from the closing of the open saloon (that being

all that the prohibition amendment has done, liquor being as

plentiful as ever) is in the added efficiency of the social

drinker, through less loss of time and increase in his physical

well-being.
Another thing that should be a help in reducing accidents

is the fact that more married men are in the employ of the

company than formerly. Men with families, having more re-

sponsibilities, naturally take better care of themselves.

Wallace M'Keelian, safety inspector for the Copper

Queen Consolidated Mining Co., is certainly approaching

liis important work with a high degree of intelligence.

m

Tlh® ILesidl Ssmielltes's

On ^lar. 31 the Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining and

Concentrating Co. announced its final decision to build

its new smeltery at Kellogg, Idaho. There had been

a long consideration of the relative merits of Kellogg,

where the mine is situated, and some point on the Pacific

Coast. The questions of fuel, flu.xes and freight rates

vrere of course prime factors. In the meanwhile the

ironwork for the furnaces had been in process of

manufacture at Allentown, Penn., wherefore no time

was being lost on that account.

The entry of the Bunker Hill & Sullivan company

into the lead-smelting business is going to add greatly

to the interest and competition in that business, in which

the American Smelting and Refining Co. has gradually

been losing its predominance. Inasmuch as several of

the large producers now publish their production figures

in their official reports, a comparison of them with the

total production may be made.

The total production of lead in the United States,

botli from domestic and foreign sources, was 615,25;i tons,

as reported in the Journal of Jan. 8, 1916, compared

with 5G8,329 tons in 1914. Since then three important

companies have reported the following outputs and we

have computed their proportion to the whole:

, 1914 , ,
1915 V

Company Tons '; Tons %
A. S. & R. Co.... 31fi,591 55.7 296, 9S(! 48.2
St. Joseph 77.404 13.6 84.356 13.7
U. S. Smg. Co 32,222 5.6 43,551 7.0

Besides the American Smelting and Refining Co.,

the St. Joseph Lead Co. and the United States Smelting

Co., the other important producers are the Anaconda

(International), tlie Balbach Smelting and Refining Co.

(Ohio & Cohn-ado), the Pennsylvania Smelting Co., the

St. Louis Smelting and Refining Co. (National Lead

Co.), the Picher Lead Co. and the Granby Mining and

Smelting Co. The refinery of the Pennsylvania Smelting

Co. was recently acquired by the interests owning the

Hercules mine in the Canir d'Alene, which also acquired

and reliuilt the old smeltery at Northport, Wash.

Tnasmuch as the Hercules was a very large producer,

the smelting of wlio.se ore recently pa.ssed away from

the American Smelting and Refining Co., a new and

liowerful competitor is coming into tiio market from that

iiuartc r.

With the loss of the Hercules and Bunker Hill &
Sullivan ores, the proportion of the lead outi)ut of the

American Smelting and Refining Co., which in 1915 fell

below 50% of the total, will become still less. For some

years back there has been sharp competition both in

the selling of lead and in the buying of lead ore. It is

evident that that condition is going to become even

more intense.

]R.efos»tnffi of tlfiae MaBaasa^ La^^
If we judge correctly from the Western papers. Doctor

T'oster's bill is meeting with the same condemnation that

the Journal gave to it. It is clearly the general opinion

that this well-meant but preposterous proposal would
simply make matters worse than they are now. It would
be better to leave the existing laws untouched than to

substitute what Doctor Foster has drafted, or even to

try to re-dress his skeleton. It was with full knowledge

of how difficult a thing it would be to frame a new
satisfactory mining law that the engineering and mining
societies and organizations united unanimously in recom-

mending Congress to authorize a commission to study

the subject.

The representatives of the Mining and Metallurgical

Society of America who appeared before the House
Committee on Klines and Mining returned from Washing-

ton with the idea that a mistake had been made in trying

to get Congress to authorize a commission—not a mistake

from the theoretical standpoint, but probably a mistake

from the practical. The average member of Congress

has no conception of the nature of the work of an
advisory technical committee or commission, and perhaps

he will not have an accurate idea inside of the next 50

jears. There is, moreover, among Congressmen a spirit

of perversity that leads the representatives of the people

to conceive that a gift of clairvoyance and superiutelli-

gcnce was bestowed upon them by success at the polls and
causes them to belittle the assistance and disregard the

advice of exijerienced men.

The Jlining and Metallurgical Society is now going to

undertake the drafting of a new law. The bill will be

introduced in Congress by a distinguished Senator as soon

as it is ready. Before that is done, however, it is aimed

to give the widest possible publicity to what is proposed

and to what is being considered, inviting the criticism and

suggestions from everj'body who is interested in the

welfare of the mining industry. It is desired to frame

something simple and practicable and something that

will meet with the approval of mining men in great

majority. It is hoped that it will be possible to introduce

a skeleton of a bill at the meeting of the society in

New York on Apr. 19, which meeting promises to be

largely attended. The jiroceedings will be published in

the Engineering and Mining Journal immediately after-

ward, and general discussion will be invited.

German steel production in 1915 was apparently well

maintained, the total being over two-thirds that of 1913,

the year of highest production. The changes in the final

foiiii oT manufactured steel have doubtless been great,

though we are not yet informed as to their exact nature.

The coiisumption of steel in war munitions must have

been very large and has made up for the ordinary uses

from which the metal has been diverted, hut not for the

quantities which would liavc been cxjiorted in various

forms in a normal year.
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Although the Steel Corporation's mills were working

]uirt of last year under great pressure, some exceeding

the rated capacity by 10%, the annual report shows

"extraordinary replacements and general rehabilitation"

required 30.6% less expenditure than in 1914, and the

total costs of maintenance and general upkeep were 4.4%
under the preceding year, despite a greatly increased

output. Commenting on this, the Times Annalist says

it upholds the ancient adage that a plant working full

goes back more slowly than one only partly filled.

Almost everyone in Colorado has the "tungsten fever,"

and claims are being staked on every streak of dark-

colored mineral that cannot be named offhand by the

discoverer. The latest freak discovery was made by a

locomotive engineer employed Ijy the Denver, Boulder &
Western R.R., who has made this run for many years. A
few days ago, for the first time, a black streak in a cut

below Glacier Lake caught his eye as the train sped along.

He promptly stopped the train, backed up to the cut,

climbed out of the cab and posted a notice. He then

brought the train into Boulder on time. Rumor has it

that this may be one of the most valuable tungsten

deposits in Colorado.

W. L. Saunders, past president of the American

Institute of Mining Engineers, is being strongly urged

in New Jersey to stand as Democratic candidate for

United States Senator to succeed Mr. Marline. Mr.

Saunders has so far emphatically resisted all persuasion.

He has taken the ground that as vice-chairman of the

United States Naval Consulting Board he is rendering

the most important service possible to the country, and

that it would not be right for him to abandon that work

in the present juncture. His friends will appreciate this

attitude. Nevertheless, they will think, just as we do,

that Mr. Saunders is exactly the kind of man who ought

to be a United States Senator.

m
The New EepubUc, which is a "journal of opinion,"

recently made some rather outrageous remarks about the

attitude of the mining companies in the late strike at

Clifton-Morenci. This led Walter Douglas to address a

letter to it, correcting some of its errors. We gather

that the Neiv Republic is of the opinion in this case

that during the time while the mine managers were

exiled from the district the striking miners were gently

diverting themselves with pink teas and other innocent

amusements. Mr. Douglas submits evidence to the

contrary, whereupon the editors of the New Republic

inform him that he, being the general manager of the

principal company, does not know what he is talking

al)out. Why,, they are informed that he was not in

the strike district at any time during the strike, while

they themselves have very reliable information! In

effect they tell Mr. Douglas to quit his quil)bling. The

large concentrating mill that was destroyed by fire while

in the sheriff's custody, simply burned up of itself,

rrobably defective electric insulation did it. In regard

to one important matter, however, these wise editors

admit that later investigation by impartial men indicates

that their informants were in error and that Mr. Douglas
is correct. We advise them to do some more impartial

investigating. Lord, deliver us from these half-

baked high-brows who let their legs be pulled by Mover,

Haywood and the others of that ilk !

Dividends paid in March, 1916, by 39 United States

mining companies making public reports amount to

$20,743,514 as compared with $4,922,039 paid by 29

companies in March, 1915. Industrial and holding com-

panies allied to mining paid $13,741,712, as compared

with $5,317,112 in 1915. Canadian and South American

Unitf>d States Mining Companies Situation Per Share Total

Argonaut, Con., g Calif. 10. 10 S20.000
Arizona Coppi^r, com., c Ariz. Is 3d 461,658
Barnes-Kini; Dev Mojt. .07.5 30.000
Bunker Hill & Sullivan, 1.8 , Idaho . 50 163.500
Butte & Superior, z Mont. 10.75 2,925.194
Caledonia, l.s Idaho .03 78,150
Calumet & Arizona, c Ariz. 2 00 1.234.770
Calumet & Hccla, c Mich. 15.00 1.500,000
Champion, c Mich. 2 00 200.000
Chino, c Ariz. 125 1,087,475
Con. Interstate-Callahan, z Idaho 1.50 690,000
Copper Range, c Mich. 1.50 542.249
Federal Min. & Smelt., pfd Idaho 1.00 119,861
Golden Cvcle, g Colo. .02 30.000
Hecla, l.s" Idaho . 10 100.000
Hercules, 1.8 Idaho .20 200.000
Homestake, g S. D. .65 163.254
Jumbo Ex., g Nev. .075 116.250
Kenefick Zinc, z Mo. .10 20.000
Kennecott, c Alaska 1.00 2,780.099
Magma, c Ariz. .50 120.000
National Zinc & Lead, z.l Mo. .04 20.000
Nevada Con., c Nev. .50 999.728
New Idria, q Calif. 1.00 100,000
North Butte, c Mont. .50 215,000
North Star, g Calif. .20 50,000
Old Dominion, c Ariz. 2 50 405,000
Oroville, g CaUf. 6d 82,380
Prince Con., l.s Nev. .025 25.000
Quincy, c Mich. 3.00 330.000
Raven Copper Mont. .26* 163.800*

Ray Con, c Ariz. . SO 730,401

Reorg. Booth, g Nev. .05 50.000

St. Joseph Lead Mo. .25 352.350
Success, z Idaho .03 45.000
United Globe, c Ariz. 15.00 345.000
United Verde, c Ariz. . 75 225.000
Utah Copper Utah 2.50 4.061.225

Yellow Pine, Ig.s.z Nev. . 10 100.000

Wasp No. 2, g S. D. .05 25.000

Metallurgical and Holding Companies Situation Per Share Total

Am. Smelt. Sec, pfd. A U.S. SI - 50 $249,747
A. S. & R. Co., com / U. S. 1 00 501.0S0

A. S. & R. Co., pfd 1 Mcx. 1 75 S-o.lXX)

Dominion Iron & Steel, pfd N. S. 2 IW 140.000

General Development U.S. 1.25 37,485
International Nickel, com U.S. 5.00 2,091,632

National Lead, com N. Y. 1.00 206,554
National Lead, pfd N. Y. 1.75 J26.433
Phelps, Dodge i Co U.S. 6 00 2,700,000

St. Marv's Min. Land Mich. 100 160.000

U. S. Steel Corp., com U. S. 1.25 6,353,781

Canadian and South American Companies Situation Per Share Total

Canadian Min. Corp., s Ont. 9d S275.243
Cerro de Pasco, c Peru SI 00 l"*".>|07

Dome Mines, g Ont. oO 250.000

HedleyGold.g B.C. .50 60.1XX)

Bollinger, g ... Ont. .40 240,000

Kerr Lake, s . . Ont. .25 150.000

LeRoi.No.2.g B.C. .30* 30.4,-.0*

Nova Scotia Coal & Steel, pid N. S. 2.00 21.200

Peterson Lake, s Ont. .0175 63,000

Right of Wav Mines, 8 Ont. .05 S4,2i5

Standard Silver-Lead, s.l B. C. .025 50.000

Temiskaming, s Ont. .03 7o,(XK)

YukonGold,g Yukon .0<5 262,o00

* Liquidation dividend.

mining companies paid $1,922,642 in March. 1916, and

$630,382 in March, 1915.

The dividends paid by the Cerro de Pasco. Kennecott,

Barnes-King, Kenefick Zinc, and Reorganized Booth were

initial dividends by these companies.

The totals for the lii-st three months of the year are as

follows: Jlining companies, 1916, $36,081,497 as against

$9,520,928 in 1915; metallurgical and holding companies,

1916, $26,286,008, as against $15,896,449 in 1915;

Canadian, Mexican, Central and South American mines,

1916, $6,120,404, as against $2,434,364 in 1915.
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MEW FATEHTS

United States patent sp-oifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineei ing and Mmmg Journal" at 25c.

each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

ALK\LI METALS—JTethod for the Manufacture of Chlor-
ates anrt Perchloratt "! >i Alkali Metals. Arthur E. Gibbs,
Wayne Penn(U;s: No 1,173,346; Feb. 29, 1916.)

ALUMINUM Proces.'! of Treating Aluminum Skimmings,
Screenings Slags, or Analogous Materials. Paul R. Hersman,
Milwaukee' Wis assignor, by mesne assignments, to William
F Tobbins, Inc.. Aurora. 111. (U. S. No. 1,176,292; Mar. 21.

1916.)

ALUMINUM ALLOTS. Walter N. Naylor, Forest Hill, Lon-
don and Stanley P. Hutton. Beckenhara. England. (U. S. No.
1,175,655; Mar. "l4. 1916.)

ALUMINUM NITRIDE—Process and Apparatus for the
Manufacture of .Aluminum Nitride. Soc. Gen. des Nitrures.
Paris. France (Brit. No. 11,271 of 1915.)

BAUXITE DIGESTER. Henry Howard, Brookline, Mass.
(U. S. No. 1,175.147; Mar. 14. 1916.)

CHROMIUM ALLOYS. Wilbur B. Driver, East Orange,
N. J. <U. S. No. 1,175.724; Mar. 14, 1916.)

CONCENTR.A.TE-PREPARING MACHINE. Thomas J.

Lovett Chicago, HI., assignor to Copper Process Co., Chicago,
111. (U. S. No. 1,175,782; Mar. 14, 1916.)

CONVEYOR BELT. Francis Lee Stuart, Baltimore, Md.
(U. S. No. 1,175,190; Mar. 14, 1916.)

COPPER—Process of Concentrating Copper Values. Rich-
ard M. Atwater, Jr., Scarsdale. N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,175,331; Mar.
14, 1916.)

COPPER Process for Electrodeposition of Copper.
Stephen C. Babcock, Hamburg, and Elmer W. Hagmaier,
Lackawanna, N.Y. (U. S. No. 1,174.466; Mar. 7, 1916.)

CRUSHER—Ore and Stone Crusher. Joseph E. Kennedy,
New York N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,176,835; Mar. 28, 1916.)

CRUSHING—Disk for Crushing Machines. Edgar B. Sym-
ons Chicago. 111., assignor to Symons Brothers Co., Chicago,
111.' (U. S. No. 1,175.904; Mar. 14, 1916.)

CRUSHING—Dust Guard for Gyratory Crushing and Pul-
verizing Machines. Joseph E. Kennedy, New York, N. Y.

(U. S. No. 1,176,834; Mar. 28, 1916.)

CRUSHING—Lubricated Bearing for Crushing and Pulver-
izing Machines. Joseph E. Kennedy, New York, N. Y. (U. b.

No. 1,176,833; Mar. 28 1916.)

DIPPER TOOTH. John O'Fallon Clark, Jr., St. Louis, Mo.,

assignor to American Manganese Steel Co., Augusta. Me. (U. S.

No. 1,176.275; Mar. 21, 1916.)

DREDGE—Dipper Dredge. William F. Hunter, Areata,
Calif. (U. S. No. 1,177,108; Mar. 28. 1916.)

DREDGE BUCKET. Wesley G. Nichols, Chicago Heights,
111 assignor to .\merican Manganese Steel Co., Chicago, 111.

(U. S. No. 1,176.976; Mar. 28, 1916.)

DRILL—Rock Drill. Albert Ball and Thomas Officer, Clare-
mont, N. H., assignors, by mesne assignments, to Sullivan
Machinery Co., Boston, Mass. (U. S. No. 1,176,708; Mar. 21.

1916.)

DRILLING APP.VR.ATUS. George H. Gilman, Claremont,
N H assignor to Sullivan Machinery Co. Boston, Mass. (U. S.

No. 1,175,745; Mar. 14. 1916.)

DRILLS—Improvements in Hammer Rock Drills. W. E.

Kimber, Kent, Eng. (Brit. No. 4,730 of 1915.)

DRILLS—Tool Retainer for Percussive Hammers. Charles
Christiansen. Gelsenkirchen, Germany. (U. S. No. 1.1 1 6,343;

Mar. 21, 1916.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE. Ingenuin Hechenbleikner, Char-
lotte, N. C. assignor to Southern Electro Chemical Co., New
York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,173.960; Feb. 29. 1916.)

ELECTRIC FURNACE—Tilting Electric Furnace for Smelt-
ing and Refining Metals. F. Bassanese, Milan, Italy. (Brit.

No. 1,173 of 1915.)

FLOTATION—Improvements in or Relating to Ore Con-
centration. A. H. Higgins and Minerals Separation, Ltd..

London. England. (Brit. No. 19,855 of 1914.)

FLOTATION—Machine for Reducing Ores, Etc. Thomas J.

Lovett, Chicago, 111., assignor to Copper Process Co., Chicago.
HI. (U. S. No. 1.175.966; Mar. 21, 1916.)

FLOTATION—Process of Concentrating Ores. Ernest Gay-
ford and George Crerar, Salt Lake City, Utah assignors
to Metals Recovery Co., Augusta, Me. (U. S. No. 1,176,441; Mar.
21. 1916.)

FUEI^—Apparatus for Drying Fuel. Herman Hermansen.
Baybriilge. Ohio, assignor to Sandusky Portland Cement Co.,

Baybridge, Ohio. <V. S. .No. 1,173,510; Feb. 29, 1916.)

FUEL CONTAINING SPENT FULLERS' EARTH. Nathan
Sulzberger, New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,174,199; Mar. 7,

1916.)

FUEL—Means for Supplying Comminuted Fuel to Furnaces,
ohn R. Magarvey, William Dalton and Charles L. Helsler,

iSchenoctady, N. Y. i U. S. No. 1,177,045; Mar. 28, 1916.)

FUEL-AGITATI.NO MEANS FOR FURNACES. Lewis
Metessor New Orleans, La. (U. S. No. 1,177,430; Mar. 28. 1916.)

FURNACE. Walter S. Rockwell. New York, N. Y., assignor
to W, S. Rockwell Co.. New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,177,058;

Mar. 2s, 1916.)

FURNACE—Metallurk'ital Furnace. Lewis Metcsser, New
OrleanH, La. (U. S. No. 1,177,429; Mar. 28, 1916.)

FURNACE—Open-Hiarth Furnacp. Regnlcr Eickworth,
Dortmund, Germany. (I' S. No. 1,176,744; Mar. 28. 1916.)

FURNACE CHARGING—Process and Apparatus for Charg-
ing Furnaces. Leslie Douglass Anderson, Midvale, Utah,
assignor to United States Smelting, Refining and Mining Co.
(U. S. No. 1,176.878; Mar. 28, 1916.)

FURNACE-CHARGING APPARATUS. Eugene A. Rudolf
and William W. Doolittle, Chicago, 111., assignors to Crane
Co., Chicago, HI. (U. S. No. 1,177.143; Mar. 28, 1916.)

GAS-ANALYZING APPARATUS. George A. Burrell, Pitts-
burgh. Penn. (U. S. No. 1,176,199; Mar. 21, 1916.)

GOLD RECOVERY—Process for Recovering Gold from
Concentrates. Frederick B. Sanford, Dothan, Ore. (U. S. No.
1,176,858; Mar. 28, 1916.)

GRINDING MILL. Edwin C. Griffin, deceased, Newton,
Mass., Ijy Lovina M. Griffin, executrix, Brighton, Mass., as-
signor to Bradley Pulverizer Co. (U. S. No. 1,175,436; Mar. 14.
1916.)

HEATER for Mining and for Other Purposes. John Robert
Quain. London, England. (U. S. No. 1,174,444; Mar. 7, 1916.)

HOT-AIR STACK. Albert G. Scherer, Chicago, 111., assignor
to Excelsior Steel Furnace Co., Chicago, 111. (U. S. No. 1,175,-
306; Mar. 14, 1916.)

HOT-BL.\ST STOVE APPLIANCE. Frederick H. N. Ger-
wig. Braddock. Penn. (U. S. No. 1,175,629; Mar. 14, 1916.)

HYDROMETALLURGY. Edward R. Holden, Los Angeles.
Calif. (U. S. No. 1.175,867; Mar. 14. 1916.)

JI(3—Pulsator Riffle Jig. Robert H. Richards, Boston,
Mass. (U. S. Pat. No. 1,176,403; Mar. 21, 1916.)

LAMP—Electric Miners' Lamp. Wilhelm Hickmann,
Griesiieim, near Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany, assignor
to Chemische Fabrik Griesheim Elektron, Frankfort-on-the
Main, Germany. (U. S. No. 1.174.146; Mar. 7, 1916.)

LAMP—Miners' Safety Lamp. William Best, Morley, near
Leeds, England. (U. S. No. 1.176,423; Mar. 21. 1916.)

LE.AD ARSENATE—Method of Making Lead Arsenate. Lee
Shepherd, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The Harshaw, Fuller
& Goodwin Co., Cleveland. Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,175,565; Mar. 14.
1916.)

MATTE REFINING—Process of Refining Leady Matte.
Noak Victor Hybinette. Christiania. Norway. (U. S. No. 1,175,-
266; Mar. 14, 1916.)

METAL OXIDES AND HYDROXIDES, Process for the
Recovery of. Arnold Otto Blickle, Frankfort-on-the-Main,
Germany, assignor to the Corporation of Metallbank und
Metallurgische Gesellschaft A. G., Frankfort-on-the-Main,
Germany. (U. S. No. 1.175,587; Mar. 14, 1916.)

MINE CAR. James E. Renshaw, Coalburg, Ala., assignor
of one-half to Ed. Moore, Birmingham, Ala. (U. S. No. 1,175.-
178; Mar. 14 1916.)

MINE CAR. Malcolm S. Simpson, Pittsburgh. Penn., as-
signor to Pressed Steel Car Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S. No.
1,176,782; Mar. 28. 1916.)

MINE-CAR STOP—Automatic Mine-Car Stop and Release.
William K. Anderson, Worden, 111. (U. S. No. 1,176,123;
Mar. 21, 1916.)

MINING-CAR WHEEL. Alfred Bryant Day, Knoxville,
Tenn. (U. S. No. 1,173,179; Feb. 29, 1916.)

MINE-CAR WHEEL and Bearing. James J. Roby, Cleve-
land, Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,173,218; Feb. 29, 1916.)

NITROGEN—Fixation of Nitrogen. Herbert Raymond
Moodv and Samuel Auchinuty Tucker, New York, N. Y. (U. S.

No. 1,175.007; Mar. 14, 1916.)

OIL—Process of Preparing Creosote Oil. George Albert
Cook, Kansas City, Mo. (U. S. No. 1,176,345; Mar. 21, 1916.)

ORE REDUCTION—Improvements in the Direct Reduction
of Iron and Other Ores. C. A. M. Buckley, R. C. V. Whitfield
and E. V. Clark. (Brit. No. 23,669 of 1914.)

ORE TREATMENT—Desulphurizing Method for Treating
Refractory Ores. Edward Hale Dickie, Goldroad, Ariz. (U. S.

No. 1,177,396; Mar. 28, 1916.)

ORE TRE.\TMENT—Preliminary-Treatment Tank. Ed-
ward Hale Dickie, Goldroad, Ariz. (U. S. No. 1.177,394; Mar.
28, 1916.)

PERCUSSIVE TOOL. Charles H. Haeseler, Philadelphia,
Penn. (U. S. No. 1,176,443; Mar. 21. 1916.)

PLACER MACHINE. John Conley, Denver, Colo. (U. S.

No. 1,176,735; Mar. 28, 1916.)

POTA.SH—Recovery of Potash from Calcined Alunite.
Carl F. Hagedorn, Chicago, 111., assignor to Mineral Products
Corporation, New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,175.439; Mar. 14.

1916.)

PRECIPITATING APPARATUS. Joseph Irving, Jr.,

Douglas, Ariz., assignor to the Dorr Cyanide Machinery Co.,

Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,177,109; Mar. 28, 1916.)

PROPS—A Method for Removing Pit Props or Supports in

Mines and Apparatus Therefor. F. Sommer, Essen-Ruhr. Ger-
many. (Brit. No. 1,188 of 1915.)

QUARRYING—Electric Channeling Machine. Albert Ball,
Claremont, N. H., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Sullivan
Machinery Co., Boston, Mass. (U. S. No. 1,174,223; Mar. 7, 1916.)

RESCUE APPARATUS—Mine Breathing Apparatus. Wil-
liam E. Gibbs, New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,176,711; Mar, 21.

1916.)

REVERBERATING FURNACES—Improvements In Rever-
ber.itiMic Furnaces and the Like. A. Payne, W. Smith, J. T.
Smith, V. J. Smith and S. B. Smith. (Brit. No. 4,948 of 1915.)

Rii.\.STIN(; KILN Having Superposed Vaulted Hearths.
Jacob l.uljens and Wilhelm Ludewlg, Hanover, Germany.
(U. S. Nu. 1,176,070; Mar. 21, 1916.)

SEPARATOR—Ore Separator. George H. Davis, Worces-
ter, Mass., as.slgnor to Anierlge-Davi.'f Machine Co., Boston,
Mass. (U. S. No. 1,175,616; Mar. 14, 1916.)

KILICATES^Manufacture of Soluble Silicates. Jacob Wm.
Sperisley and John W. Battersby, Manchester, England. (U. S.

No. 1,176,613; Mar. 21, 1916.)
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Walter Strache has returned to New York from Brazil.

W. E. Malm, of the Malm-Wolf Co., Denver, Colo., recently
examined property in British Columbia.

John Seward is now in Arkansas investigating a zinc

property. He expects to be in New York early in April.

C. A. Burdick has returned to New York from Virginia
where he has been for a fortnight investigating manganese
prospects.

H. R. Plate sails for Europe Apr. 8 on the steamer "New
Amsterdam." He will be abroad several months on examina-
tion work.

Charles Mentzel left New York on Apr. 4 for San Pedro,
N. M., to become manager of the Santa Fe Gold and Copper
Mining Co. there.

Mark Workman, president of the Dominion Steel Corpor-
ation, is making a trip of inspection to the company's steel

and coal properties.

Dr. W. A. Rittman has resigned his position with the
U. S. Bureau of Mines to take a position as head of a com-
pany being organized for the purpose of manufacturing gaso-
line.

J. B. Cord, of Chicago, and G. B. Shipley, of Pittsburgh,
have devised a new type of preserving plant for wood, which
is claimed to be cheaper in first cost and more simple in

operation than any other.

Chester A. Fulton has opened offices in Havana and Pinar
del Rio as consulting mining engineer for the examination
and management of mining properties on the island of Cuba.
Mr. Fulton has had extensive experience in Mexico, Central
and South America.

Lawrence Cooney, who recently joined the Algoma Steel

Co. at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont,, has been appointed general
superintendent of the works and docks of that company. He
"was formerly in charge of the finishing department of the
Ohio works of the Carnegie Steel Co., at Youngstown.

E. L. Goldschmidt and C. P. Lyman, for a number of
years with the Waclark Wire Co., New York City, have re-

signed and formed a company under tlie name of Goldschmidt
& Lyman, Inc., to conduct a brolcerage business in raw metals
and manufactured metal products at 90 West St., New York.

Charles R. Holton, since 1906 private secretary of J. V. W.
Reynders, who recently resigned as vice-president of the
Pennsylvania Steel Co. and general manager of its Steelton
plant, has been made assistant to W. M. Tobias, purchasing
agent for the Bethlehem Steel Co., at South Bethlehem, Penn.

The following changes have taken place in the staff of
El Tigre Mining Co., at Esqueda, Sonora, Mexico: W. R. May-
cumber, formerly mill superintendent, has resigned to ac-
cept a similar position in Chile. W. A. Wasley has been pro-
moted to mill superintendent. H. W. Foester has been made
cyanide foreman.

Frank F. Marquard, superintendent of the byproduct coke
and benzol plant at the Farrell works of the Carnegie Steel
Co., has resigned to become general manager of the new by-
product coke plant being erected by the same company at
Clairton. He is succeeded at Farrell by Ellis Hilborn, for-
merly assistant manager.

Ernest McCullough, for many years a consulting engineer
who has specialized largely on reinforced-concrete design and
construction, has recently become identified with the Portland
Cement Association, 111 West Washington St., Chicago. Mr.
McCullough will be known officially as chief engineer. Fire-
proof Construction Bureau.

M. R. Hull, who for the last seven years has been con-
nected with the engineering department of the Anaconda
Copper Mining Co., at Anaconda and Great Falls, has resigned
his position as superintendent of construction at the Washoe
reduction works, to accept the position of chief engineer of
the Arizona Copper Co., with headquarters at Clifton, Ariz.

C. A. Lunn, director of the flotation oils department of the
General Naval Stores Co., New York, loft this week for an
extended trip through Colorado, Utah, Idaho. Montana and
Nevada. Mr. Lunn, who is a chemical engineer, has been
actively engaged for several years in developing oils for flota-

tion work and his present trip is for the purpose of checking
up the oils which his company now has in use throughout the
West and to accumulate information for the development of
new oils.

James Arthur died at Dover, N. J., Apr. 4. aged 72 years.
He was engaged in iron mining in Morris and Sussex counties
for many years and was for a long time superintendent of the
old Richard mine.

Max M. Suppes died at Elyria, Ohio, Mar. 27, aged 69 years.
He was born and brought up at Johnstown, Penn., learning
the machinist trade. For about 10 years he was associated
with Robert W. Hunt at the Rensselaer Steel Works at Troy.
N. Y., as master mechanic and had much to do with designing
improved rail mills. In 18S8 he returned to Johnstown and
became associated with the late Tom L. Johnson and A. J.
Moxham of the Johnson Steel Rail Co., as manaager of the
rolling mill. Here he made many improvements in the rolling
of girder rails. In 1894 he was appointed general manager
and placed in charge of the designing and building of the
new plant at Lorain, Ohio. When this plant was taken over
by the United States Steel Corporation, Mr. Suppes remained
in charge and there he designed and built the blast furnace
and ore receiving docks which were added to the works. He
was a member of the American Iron and Steel Institute.

SOCHETSES

Mining; and Metallnreieal Society of America—The next
meeting of the New York Section will be held April 19 at the
Engineers' Club, New York, for discussion of the revision of
the mining laws. Unusually large attendance expected.

Chemical Engineers—The third annual meeting of the
Chemical Engineers, with which was combined the March
meeting of the Kansas City Section of the American Chemical
Society, was held at the University of Kansas. Lawrence, Kan.,
Mar. 31, R. O. Neal presiding. Morning and afternoon
sessions were held and a large number of papers read, among
those interesting to metallurgists being one on flotation by
George Belchic; on the present situation of zinc smelting by
E. H. Burtch. of lola, Kansas, and one on losses and problems
in the Joplin district by C. A. Wright of the U. S. Bureau of
Mines.

Pennsylvania Safety Conference—At the call of the state
authorities a conference was held at Harrisburg, Penn., Mar.
23. to devise means for reducing industrial accidents, about
400 being present. Two sessions were held, at the first of
which addresses were made by Governor Brumbaugh, John
Price Jackson, State Commissioner of labor and industry, and
Samuel Gompers of the American Federation of Labor. At the
second session addresses were made by James T. McCleary of
the American Iron and Steel Institute: Van H. Manning, direc-
tor of the U. S. Bureau of Mines: C. L. Close of the United
States Steel Corporation, and others. It was decided that
committees to take up safety measures for the various indus-
trial branches should be appointed by Commissioner John
Price Jackson, such committees to hold meetings at Pitts-
burgh, Harrisburg or Philadelphia- The committee for the
steel trade is composed of Quincy Bent, C. AV. Heppenstall and
William' B. Dickson. For coal mining, of Robert A. Quinn.
John B. Kerr and H. A. Taylor.

BMPUSTRSAIL MEWS
L

The Ingersoll-Rand Co. reports $5,459,884 earnings for
1915, compared with $1,967,723 for year previous. Surplus at
end of 1915 is $3,265,480 against $550,241 at end of 1914.

The Traylor Engineering and Manufacturing Co., of Allen-
town, Penn., has recently been awarded the contract by the
Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining and Concentrating Co. for three
silver-lead blast furnaces 4S in. wide by ISO in. long at the
tuyeres; having a smelting column of approximately 20 ft. 6
in. These furnaces are equipped with a double tier of jackets,
the lower ones being provided with Traylor patented welded
tuyeres.

The American International Corporation has undertaken
the financing of sewerage and water-works in Uruguay. This
is the flrst contract taken by the new $50,000,000 corporation
formed to promote foreign trade by Frank A. Vanderlip. of
the National City Bank of New York. The original contract
was obtained by the Ulen Construction Co. of Chicago, and the
actual worI< is to be done by that company, the American
International Corporation doing the financing.
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SAX FHANCISCO—Mar. 29

Former President AViliiam S. Xoyes, of the Presidio Mining
Co., recently arrested on complaint of Captain W. S. Overton,

United States Array, and charged with embezzlement, lost his

case in the Appellate Court wherein he sought by writ of

habeas corpus to escape trial. The Appellate Court dismissed

the writ and remanded Noyes into the custody of the Sheriff.

Bail had been fixed in the sum of $1,000 bond or $500 cash.

The Appellate Court yesterday found after a careful study of

the record of the lower Court that sufficient evidence had been
produced to warrant holding Noyes to answer on the charge

to the Superior Court.

The Launch inc of Ynba Jfo. 15 Dredge In Vnba Basin Field,

on Sunday, Mar. 26, was accomplished without the slightest

jar or disarrangement in any feature. The ways went into

the water as smoothly as a toy boat in a placid lake. The
method of launching differed from that in ordinary practice.

The four skids extended a few feet beyond the bow of the

boat. Two of the trips were attached on the sides of the

outer skids about one-third of the length of the boat from the

bow, the other two trips were attached to the skids about
10 ft. under and from the extreme end of the stern. Men were
stationed at the trips and at the appointed time when signal

was given the stulls were knocked out with hammers. Jack
screws were installed on the center skids at the stern and only

two trips of the two screws were necessary to give the boat a

start. It went into the water so smoothly that the 150 people

abroad were not aware that the dredge had floated until the

400 people on the shore had waved a greeting.

There Are a Binmber of Old Mines on the Mother Lode
which have for many years remained idle but which were in

early days, large producers of gold. Some of these old mines
have been reopened during the past three years. There is

probably no other district in the state in which so much prac-

tical development work is now progressing as in Amador
County. About three years ago, the Keystone, a producer of

many millions of dollars in early days, was reopened and for

a long time wavered between the producing and the pros-

pecting class of mines. But intelligent and persistent effort

has brought the Keystone back to the producing class, and
although there has been little said about it, its development
and operation have been steady. A great deal has been said

about the Plymouth Consolidated. This mine was reopened
and developed for Berwick, Moreing & Co. and is now, and
has been for the last year a steady and profitable producer.

The Treasure mine has within the past two years been re-

opened and although for a period was in an unfavorable con-

dition, is now being developed and will soon be put into the

producing class. A number of small properties in Amador
County have also been reopened in the past two years. But
the most recent and intere.sting reopening of mines in this

district is that of the old Eureka. This is the mine which was
for a long time known as the Hetty c;reen mine and is now
known as the Amador Consolidated. This property in the time
of its ownership by Alvinza Hayward produced in the neigh-

borhood of $10,000,000 and all this from above the 2.500-ft.

level. The reopening of this property has Just begun under
the direction and management of practical mining men who
have the means for thorough exploration and development.

DB.WEK—Mar. :il

The Prime* Company Hum Rnised Its Schedule of tungsten
purchase prices from lossoes. All leases expire July 1, but
may be renewed for six months at a time. Effective Apr. 1,

lessees will be paid $35 per unit on low-grade tungsten ores
and $60 on high-grade, these figures supplanting existing
prices of $23 and $35, respectively. Ground that was closed to

prospectors on Mar. 1 has been thrown open for leases.

Search for TnnicHten Rcsnita In KcvlvInK ActlvltlCH in a
group of 15 claims patented years ago along the Florence
and Crlpi)le Creek R.R. about 15 mi. southeast of Victor. Al-
though this group was filed upon for gold-mining purposes,
sufflclent tungsten was then recognized in the on- to w.irrant
the owners in styling themselves the Wolframite Gold Mining
and Milling Co. Molybdenite is also present In the ore. C. D.

McHenry. of Martin's Firry, Ohio, has secured a lease and
begun mining, while miners from the Cripple Creek district

are actively prospecting In the vicinity.

The Fortune Mine, Leadville, was scene of an unusual acci-
dent. Mar. 27, when two men were lowered in the cage for
the purpose of repairing the broken bell-rope. A short dis-

tance below the 650 level, the descent of the cage was blocked.
While one man secured safety on a set of shaft timbers, the
other man, Angelo Travison, climbed onto the bonnet and
jiggled the cable as a signal to the engineer to hoist. Mistak-
ing the signal, the engineer continued paying out cable which
piled up about Travison so rapidly he could not escape. Real-
izing his error, the engineer then reversed and began hoist-

ing rapidly entangling Travison in such fashion that his left

foot was severed. After some delay, he was released by
miners of the 650 level and carried through old workings and
down a chute into the Yak tunnel whence he was removed to

a hospital.

Cripple Creek District furnishes the following interesting
items for the past week: El Paso has introduced the split-

check system, effective Apr. 1, but optional for acceptance by
lessees. Vindicator expects to meet payment of its three re-

maining notes issued in payment for the Golden Cycle mine by
Apr. 9, thus completing full payment of the $1,250,000 in just
one year from the date of purchase. The Elkton company's
new officers are E. P. Shove, president; A. E. Carlton, vice-

president; T. W. Gauss, secretary-treasurer; H. M. Ragle, as-
sistant secretary-treasurer: R. P. Windsor, superintendent.
Yellow Bird has opened a 12-in. vein in its property on Gold
Hill assaying gold, 18 oz.; silver, 26 oz.; zinc, 3Z"c; lead, 3?^—
unique for Cripple Creek. Cripple Creek Central Ry. has
elected the following new members on its board of directors:
Spencer Penrose, president, J. A. Hayes and A. E. Carlton.

S.\L,T LAKE CITY—Mar. 31

Park City Will Have Another Mill, to be built by the
Silver King Consolidated Mining Co. Machinery has been or-
dered, to be delivered in the next 45 days, and it is expected
to start work on foundations soon. Concentration is to be
used, although flotation may be added. An aerial tramway, 2

to 3 mi. long, will bring ore from the mine to the new mill
and the railroad. This will cut out the bad haul around Rocky
Point, where it is hard to keep the road open in the winter.
Work is to be started on the proposed deep tunnel, which is

to prospect and unwater the Thaynes Carion section, as soon
as the snow will permit.

The Tintic Millingr Co. at Silver City has three Holt-Dern
roasters in operation, treating about 150 tons of ore per day.
Interest is being t.aken here in the working out of the process
for treatment of low-grade ores of the Tintic district, which,
if successful, will be of much importance to the camp. Op-
tions have been secured on a number of the large dumps. The
new plant is designed to treat 300 tons per day working at
capacity, so as to be able to handle both ore from the Knight
properties and custom ore. To date the roasters have not been
brought up to capacity.

The Department of Mptallurgricnl Research of the School
of Mines, University of Utah, has established five research
fellowships in metallurgy, each having an annual value of
$720. These fellowships are open to college graduates, who
have had good training in chemistry and metallurgy. Appli-
cations should be made to Joseph F. Merrill, and will be
received up to May 15, 1916. Applicants are required to send
a copy of their records from the registrar's office of their
college, and the names of at least three references, who know
their ch:uacter, ability and attainments. Fellows are ap-
pointed for one year, but the appointment may be renewed.
Holdir.s of fellowships for the coming year report for duty
July 1. I luring the fiscal year 1915-1916, the following Inves-
tigations have been undertaken: A study of the flotation
proce.'i.'ics in order to determine their applicability to the
treatnifiit of ores, which are not at present being treated by
such prciii sscs and especially to the low-grade carbonate ores
of Utah; the hydrometallurgical treatment of low-grade and
complex bad ores; the treatment of carbonate ores of zinc
especially with reference to the hydro-metallurgical and ig-
neous concentration processes; a study of the effects of roast-
ing on complex zinc-lead-lron-sulphide mixtures, with special
reference to the solubility of the various constituents of the
ore after roasting; electrolytic deposition of lead and zinc
from their solutions; cyanlding of refractory silver ores with
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especial reference to aluminum as a substitute for zinc in

precipitating gold and silver from cyanide solutions; losses

in milling processes. The work of the metallurgical research
department is under the direction of metallurgists of the

United States Bureau of Mines assigned to duty at the Uni-
versity and at Salt Lake City. The University believes that
the fellowships offer a splendid opportunity to young men
Intending to enter the metallurgical profession to thoroughly
familiarize themselves with uptodate metallurgical practice,

especially in the treatment of non-ferrous ores, and to become
proficient in the adaption of these processes along the lines

of investigation carried on by them.

LEADVILLE, COI.O.—.>Iar. 31

Draining the DoKn-To«n Ua.-9in Is Xearing Completion.
The water has been lowered to the S60-ft. mark with only 24

ft. remaining to be drained. Machinery equipment for the

installation of a permanent pumping plant at the bottom level

is arriving daily. Although no official date has been set

for the completion of the enterprise, it has been conserva-
tively estimated that it will require three weeks to reach
the bottom. Obstacles in the shaft have retarded progress to

some extent and the shaft has to be carefully sounded be-
fore lowering the sinking pump. The plant is now operating
without a hitch.

Pumping Has Been Started at the Harvard Shaft by the
United States Smelting, Refining and Mining Co. The
preliminary work of equipment and repairs, according to

Manager H. S. Lee required just 4+ days. The shaft is now
one of the best equipped properties in the district. The
machinery installed includes a double-drum electric hoist with
a lifting capacity of 5,000 lb. at the rate of 400 ft. per min.
set up in the new engine room. A large compressor has
been purchased and will be installed when sinking is

started. Underground a shaft station has been cut just above
the old water level 250 ft. below the collar. Here two elec-

trically driven Krogh relief centrifugal pumps have been
installed. They have a total capacity of about 1,000 gal. per
min. The sinking will be done by a Krogh deep-well pump
of similar design. This pump in the shaft station is on heavy
steel supports fixed on cement foundations. The suction, or
intake, pipe is 150 ft. long. The first water was pumped
from the shaft on Sunday. Mar. 19; pumps threw about 1.500
gal. a min. Steady draining started Monday. Mar. 20. and
during the first S hr. the "water "n^as lo"wered 9 ft. Progress
has now settled down to the rate of 4 ft. a day. The shaft is

407 ft. deep and Manager Lee states that he expects to have
the property drained within 90 days.

JIOREXCI, .\RIZ Mar. 31

The Arizona State Federation of Labor Promises a full pro-
gram at the coming election. Among the proposed measures
are the following: A bill creating a state department of
labor, the head of which shall receive a salary of $3,000 and
unlimited traveling expenses. One of the duties of the com-
missioner shall be to act as chairman of a board of arbitration
to settle all industrial disputes. The employer shall select one
arbitrator and the employees one. One proposed amendment
requires the legislature to enact a workmen's compulsory com-
pensation law that is absolutely compulsory, not giving the in-
jured workman the privilege of compromising with his em-
ployer. Another amendment will abolish the state senate.

Phelps, Dodge & Co. Has .\cqnired the Bennett-Stephen-
son, Torpedo, Memphis, Modock. Excelsior and other prop-
erties, situated in the Organ district. Dona Ana County, New
Mexico. Some of the mines were purchased outright, some
were bonded and leased, while options "were taken on others.
The properties extend for about 10 mi. north and south on the
west side of the Organ Mountains. The total consideration is

about $1,500,000, of which substantial initial payments have
been made. This is the largest mining deal consummated
in the southwest for some time, and it promises for the Organ
country a camp similar to Morenci or Tyrone. The Bennett-
Stephenson is the oldest, and greatest former producer of the
properties, having produced over $2,000,000 in lead, silver, cop-
per and wulfenite. A specimen of wulfenite which took the
premium at the World's Fair at Chicago, now the property of
the Smithsonian Institute, was taken from the Bennett-
Stephenson in 1SS8. The Torpedo lies north of the Bennett-
Stephenson and has a production record of $1,000,000. Some
of the Oi'e from the Torpedo averaged 13*^^ copper. The Mem-
phis lies north of the Torpedo and is also a copper proposition,
but contains silver, gold and zinc as well. Within the last

year, leasers have taken from the Memphis $40,000 worth of
ore, running lOTc copper, $3 gold and $3 silver. The rhelps-
Dodge interests secured the first option in January, and since
that time have had engineers on the ground making a de-
tailed examination, taking an inventory and planning work-
ings for future extensive development. E. Frazier-Campbell,
for several years consulting engineer at Tyrone, will be in

charge as manager of all the properties in the Organ dis-
trict. There has been much litigation and disagreement
among the owners and operators of the Organ properties in
the past, which precluded extensive systematic development
and which made the recent consolidation difficult to accom-
plish. To .1. I. McCullough is given the credit of clearing away
the litigation, harmonizing differences, and bringing about the
big deal. Mr. McCullough has been interested in the Organ
district for the past 12 years and has worked incessantly for
the last IS months to effect the deal. A railroad built from
Las Cruces to the properties in the near future is regarded as
being highly probable.

Dl'Ll'TH, SIIXX,—.\pr. 1

Everything Is Ready on the MesabI Ranee for the opening
of the 1916 season just as soon as navigation opens. An offi-

cial of the U. S. Steel Corporation has stated that the corpora-
tion would produce 25% more ore from the Mesabi and Ver-
milion Ranges this year than in any previous year. The
anticipated production of 55,000,000 tons means an average
daily shipment of 350,000 tons, of which probably 250,000
tons will go through Duluth-Superior harbor. The ice in
the harbor at present is 34 in. thick, but is beginning to show
signs of breaking. On Lake Superior, the field of ice is un-
broken for a distance of 15 mi. from shore. It is not antici-
pated that navigation will open much before May 1, although
shipments from mines to dock will begin not later than
Apr. 15.

JOPLIX, 3IO,—Apr. 1

The United States Smelting Co. continues to make steady
production from the old Ravenswood mine at Reeds, Mo. The
March output totaled 333,000 lb. of blende.

The Aurora Zinc Mines Co. recently took a lease on 160
acres of silicate land that has not been mined for 20 years,
which lies immediately east of Aurora. Pumps will be in-

stalled immediately and the tract opened up for mining. When
it was formerly mined, silicate "was bringing only from $12

to $15. This week as high as $S7 was paid for no better ore.

The PIcher Lead Co, has started construction on a 3,200-

retort zinc smeltery at Henryetta, Okla., and expects to have
it ready for operation by Aug. 1. It will use gas for fuel and
will cost, according to O. S. Picher, president of the company,
between $225,000 and $250,000. The company already is oper-
ating the zinc smeltery formerly owned by the Collinsville

Zinc Co., at Collinsville, 111. Extensive improvements also are
being made to the Galena. Kan., lead smeltery, owned by the
Picher Lead Co. Eight new Jumbo retorts are being installed

and the plant, when improvements are complete, ^-ill have a
very large capacity. The Picher Co. is pushing mining oper-
ations in the north Oklahoma field. It has two concentrating
plants now going and a third will be ready for starting in

30 days. Still a fourth has just been begun which will have
a capacity of 600 tons per shift and will be one of the largest

mills in this district.

OTTAWA—Mar. 27
The Report of the Prohibition of the Export of Xickel by

an order-in-council by the Canadian Government has been so

variously garbled by the daily press that the following state-

ment by Sir Robert Borden, in reply to a question asked by
Sir Wilfrid Laurier is worth perusing. "The reason for the

passage of the order-in-council is that a small quantity of

nickel has very recently been sent to the United States by a
small company, with which the Government had no arrange-
ment. Neither the Canadian nor the British Government was
in a position to trace the destination of that nickel without a
good deal of difficulty. Therefore, it is proposed to prohibit

the export of nickel, but to continue the exportation under
license from time to time, which will make it necessary for

any person or corporation exporting nickel from Canada to the

United States to enter into arrangements as satisfactory as
those which were consummated in the early months of the

war with the International Nickel Co."

TOROXTO. OXT,—-Vpr. 3
Interest In the Porenpine Gold District is aroused by the

entrance into that field of the two prominent Cobalt com-
panies, the Coniagas and La Rose. Each of these companies
has, up to the present, examined and refused many prospects,

but recently Clifford E. C. Smith, examining engineer for the

Coniagas company, recommended for exploration and secured
under option the group of claims owned by the Ankerite Min-
ing Co. .\bout the same time G. C. Bateman. field engineer
for the La Rose company, recommended prospecting work on
the Maidens-Mc'Donald group. These two groups situattd in

Deloro Township, adjoin and are on the same vein system
about 1 mi. southwest of the Dome mines and 2 mi. southeast
of the Hollinger and Acme property. It is now felt in Porcu-
pine that this interesting area in Deloro will receive merited
attention.
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ARIZONA
t'oehise County

TWO PEAKS (Huacl.uca)—^New air compressor beins in-

stalled; three shifts wiU soon be put on proposed 4,500-ft.

tunnel, now in 40 ft.; 200-ft. tunnel on Buck claim in 2%
copper ore total length.

MASCOT COPPER (Mascot)—Two new strikes reported:
Entire face of No. 3 drift on loO-ft. level in ore; second strike
made on 200-ft. level. Power plant, recently damaged by fire,

repaired and furnishing air for drills.

Gila County
COMMERCIAL (Copper Basin)—Shipping 100 tons daily.

ARIZONA PORTLAND (Copper Basin)—Churn drills being
installed.

IRON CAP (Copper Hill)—February production 237,870 lb.

copper, costing 10.44c. per lb. Average price received, 26.64c.,

profits 538,520.

SUPERIOR & BOSTON (Globe)—Main shaft now 1,200 ft.

deep, will be sunk several hundred feet deeper, in hope of
striking higher-grade sulphides than now exposed. Work
will be financed by assessment of ?1 a share, payable by
outstanding issue of 283,827 shares.

ASH CREEK ASBESTOS (Globe)—Clean asbestos fiber be-
ing shipped to Philadelphia from Globe at rate of 40 tons a
month Brought from Ash Creek mine to Globe, where it is

cleared of gangue bv simple mill, invented by Superintendent
Edward Torrey. Mill capacity is to be trebled; product rated
superior to Canadian.

MI\MI INSPIRATION AND OLD DOMKIION shipped 49

carloads of copper bullion, valued at $1,063,570. in single con-
signment to New Jersev refineries. Shipment represents
week's output of Miami and Inspiration, together with 9 cars
from Old Dominion. Previous scarcity of rolling stock reason
for so large single shipment.

INSPIRATION (Miami)—Material for 19th and 20th units
of mill being hauled to site; present capacity for 15,000 tons
will be increased bv 1.700 tons daily. According to H. Kenyon
Burch, present mill contains only three pieces of machinery
originally in contemplation, viz., the electric cranes. While
original plans were for 7,500-ton mill to cover eight acres
adoption of oil-flotation process' has permitted doubling
originally planned capacity within space of three acres. March
production was 9.300,000 lb. copper, an increase of nearly
1,000,000 lb. over February.

Mohave County
OATMAN GOLD M. & M. (Oatman)—Crosscuts at 500-ft.

level driven 30 ft. both ways.
WESTERN ARIZONA R.R. (Kingman)—Compelled to put

on extra daily train to handle increased ore output.

GOLD ORE (Oatman)—Shipping 20 tons daily to Gold
Road mill. Reported 30.000 tons blocked out, assaying $11.20.

DIAMOND JOE (Cedar)—Francis E. Wilkinson, associated
with J. M. Wright, both of San Francisco, will reopen and
develop.
NEEDLES MINING AND SMELTING (Chloride)—Has taken

over Pinkham and Comanche properties, and work on large
scale now expected. Large orebody said to have been recent-
ly opened in Comanche.

BIG JIM (Oatman)—To provide for further development
and full equipment, companv has concluded sale of 200,000
shares of trea.-sury stock for $350,000. Announcement regard-
ing identity of purchasing syndicate not made public.

WRIGLEY EXFLORATIO.V (Oatman)—Syndicate has taken
over 11 claims of Beck and Wright in Black Range district;
purchase price approximately $150,000; O. H. James, consult-
ing engineer. Property crossed by four main veins and sev-
eral smaller ones; development will begin at once.

Pinal County
NEWBURY (Superior)—Purchased by A. W. Scott at

sheriff's sale; price, $1,800 and cost; sale made to satisfy $1,620
judgment given to R. C. Scofleld.

Pima County
MINERAL HILL (Tucson)—Plans increasing dally output

from 100 to 200 tons. More machinery will be installed.

Yavnpnl County
VERDE EXTENSION (Jerome)—Little Daisy shipping 200

tons high-grade daily; operations on 1,100-ft., 1, 200-ft. and
l,400-£t. levels being pushed.

UNION (Chaparal)—Engineers have concluded examina-
tion for Eastern investors. John S. Jones, owner, shipping
ore averaging $200 a ton, concentrating ore running $36
to $40.

CONSOLIDATED ARIZONA SMP:LTING (Humboldt)—In-
creased production at H.Soto and Bluebell mines necessitates
Increased smelting capacity. Machinery ordered for increas-
ing flotation section from 2.-.0 to COO tons daily. Mines sup-
plying smeltery with 10 cars a day.

Yuma County
J. H. ROBINSON, secrrtary of Arizona Chapter American

Mining Congress, has Invit.d all owners of producing mines
In Arizona to meet Tax <'<.niinissioners in joint conference at
Ph'inlx. Among qufstlon.'- to In- discussed is that relating to
rendering of reports bv um lators to the commission.

CALIFORNIA
Amador County

ONEIDA (Sutter Creek)—Reported that while unwater-
ing mine, drifting on levels above water disclosed good ore.

ARGONAUT (Jackson)—New 5,000-ft. Roebling hoist cable,
of plow steel, being installed. Construction work on new
Eastwood dam will be finished about May 15.

Calaveras County
UTICA (Angels Camp)—Gold Cliff development has reached

point where connection with L'tica is expected on 2,700-ft.
level. Gold Cliff large vein developed to 1,900-ft. depth
proved vein extends south. Gold Cliff mill crushing 6,000 tons
per month with 20 stamps.

Nevada County
QUEEN REGENT MERGER (Spencevllle)—Is developing

copper property. Smeltery of 15 tons daily capacity erected
to treat own ore and secure funds for development. Local
interest in surrounding territory recently stimulated by re-
sults.

BRUNSWICK (Grass Valley)—Preparing to sink shaft 300
ft. below 1,000 ft. point. Development in main levels con-
tinues favorably, showing some high-grade ore. About 16,000
tons of ore blocked out; 40 stamps crushing 3,000 tons per
month, averaging about $10 per ton.

Sacramento County
NATOMAS (Natoma)—According to press reports, company

realized from its gold-dredging operations profits of 5.255c.
per cu.yd. in 1915, or $1,313,800 net profit from the washing of
about 25,000.000 cu.yd. The reserves of gravel at end of 1915
amounted to 206,000,000 cu.yd., about eight years' supply at
present rate of dredging.

Shasta County
AFTERTHOUGHT (Ingot)—Reported negotiating for sale

of property to Eastern men. If deal is made a smelting plant
may be installed.

GREENHORN (Copper City)—Shipping ore to Mammoth
smeltery. Reported that company contemplates installation of
metallurgical plant.

Sisl^iyou County
RED HILL (Etna)^Property owned by Michigan Mining

Co. operating three large elevators and five giants. Plentiful
supply of water will probably last until end of July.

Tuolumne County
DUTCH-SWEENEY (Jamestown) — Improvement in the

metallurgical plant continues. Drift recently cut on 1,600
level producing good ore.

RAWHIDE (Jamestown)—New Cameron pump being in-
stalled, with capacity of 400 gal. per min. raising to height of
500 ft. John Mocine, superintendent.

Trinity County
GOLDEN JUBILEE (Carville)—Work resumed with 30 men.

the number to be increased as necessary. New metallurgical
plant will be installed.

TRINITY DEVELOPMENT (Carville)—Preparations being
made for installation of a 9-cu.ft. bucket-elevator dredge on
Coffee Creek. Dredge built by Marion Steam Shovel Co. and
machinery is on the way. Company controls 12 mi. of territory
along Trinity River prospected with Keystone drills.

Ynlin County
PACIFIC DREDGING (Marysville)—Preparing for installa-

tion of 9-cu.ft. bucket-elevator dredge on Yuba River between
Hammonton and Smartsville. Electric transmission line being
installed in advance of construction work on dredge whose
machinery is being shipped by Marion Steam Shovel Co.

COL,OR.4.DO
Lalse County

DENVER MINING .4ND MILLING (Leadville)—Old Ali-
cante, later known as John Reed property, being reopened by
this company. Old 500-ft. tunnel being retimbered; mill being
remodeled into flotation plant for concentrating lead-zinc
ore, of too low grade for profit under former price conditions.
Property will be operated on large scale. K. E. Miller, man-
ager, and O. H, Kold, superintendent, both of Denver.

Ouray County
CAMP BIRD (Ouray)—Ore treated during February,

2,330 tons; estimated profit, £7,500.

Summit County
DREDGING OPERATIONS in Breckenrldge district started

recently by French Gulch dredge. Three dredges of Tonopah
company undergoing repairs but ^vill be in operation soon.
Water :-uiiply already good, and increasing daily.

DRi:.\I>NOUGHT (Breckenrldge)—Developing In tunnel
where ore of good grade reported opened.

OLD UNION (Breckenrldge)—Work on new shaft tempo-
rarily 8u.>;iiended on account of unusual Inflow of water. Large
force is oiierating through tunnel.

JUMHO (Jlontezuma)—Property now being operated by the
Phlladeliih'a Mines Co. Five teams hauling ore to Toledo
mill. Number of employees will be Increased soon as roads
permit ore shipment.

WILSON (Kokomo)—Milling plant being remodeled Into
flotation pl.nnt will treat on' from mine, now under lease
to Leailville and California men. Campaign of extensive de-
velopment will be started soon.
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SILVER WAVE (Montezuma)—Force of 15 miners now at
work. Ore hauled to Silver King mill. About IS tons con-
centrates hauled daily to railroad at Keystone from SilverKing and Toledo mills.

Teller County
SUMMIT (Cripple Creek)—Being: developed under lease by

Kenner, Portis & Co. A shoot of J30 ore opened at depth of

COLORADO KING (Cripple Creek)—Reopened by Wether-
ald & King, lessees, who have developed body of milling ore
and are shipping product to Portland mill.

DILLON (Victor)—New equipment ordered for shaft, foun-
dations laid, and machinery will be installed upon arrival
soon. J. D. McCarthy is superintendent.

VINDICATOR (Independence)—Ready Money vein cut re-
cently at 2,025-ft. level and satisfactory assays obtained. Fur-
ther development on this vein will be undertaken. H. P.
Nagle is superintendent.

ISABELLA (Cripple Creek)—Rich strike made on Buena
Vista vein. Oreshoot opened 20 ft. at bottom level of Lee
shaft, at 1,300 ft. depth; ore is 3 to 3M ft. wide and samples
assay 6 oz. gold a ton. Development work at bottom of Lee
shaft is done on company account under direction of C. G.
Mitchell, superintendent.

GOLD SOVEREIGN (Cripple Creek)—W. A. Reed has se-
cured long-time lease on dumps and will treat ore in new
cyanide plant of 100 tons' daily capacity to be erected on site
of old Gaylord mill. Plans are in preparation, and machinery
will be ordered in near future, (jround already broken and
new plant planned for operation by June 1.

BUCKEYE MINES AND MILLING CO. (Cripple Creek)—
New company capitalized for $50,000 by B. S. Johnson, W. J.
Chinn and Robert C. Argo. of Colorado Springs; Cleveland
capitalists are interested. E. S. Johnson is one of chief own-
ers of Blue Bird mine, on Bull Hill, and new organization
plans to erect mill on or near Blue Bird property to treat
Blue Bird dumps and large bodies of milling ore in mine.

ILLIIVOIS-IOAVA
LITTLE CORPORAL (Galena. 111.)—A 50-ton mill is under

construction. Shaft is sunk. Recent drillings showed good
jack.

CLEVELAND (Dubuque, la.)—Dinsdale property, formerly
operated by Appleton-Galena Co., has been taken over and
operated.

MICHIGAN
Copper

ALGOMAH (Lake Mine)—Shaft down 600 ft.

BALTIC (Baltic)—Fair rock showing up in bottom No. 3
: haft, now down to 31st level.

BOHEMIA (Lake Mine)—Resumption of diamond-drilling
campaign planned for summer.
HANCOCK CON. (Hancock)—Has encountered unusually

heavy solid mass native copper in working No. 7 opening.
ISLE ROYAL (Houghton)—Mill now running full capacity

handling 55,000 to 60.000 tons per month with three units.

FRANKLIN (Demmon)—Crosscut from Pewabic now
driven over 4,500 ft. has cut Kearsarge lode. Amygdaloid
well charged with heavy stamp copper.

OSCEOLA CON. (Osceola)—South Kearsarge branch hand-
ling about 25,000 tons rock monthly, averaging about 17 lb.
copper per ton. Total copper production for March reported
close to 2,000.000 lb.

MAYFLOWER (Calumet)—Diamond drill hole No. 41 dis-
continued at depth of over 2,500 ft. after disclosing encour-
aging formation. New hole started 600 ft. north of No. 41.
About $60,000 cash on hand with whicli to continue drilling.

TAMARACK (Calumet)—Extending three openings, the 20.
23 and 24. on Osceola lode from No. 2 shaft. Copper content
of rock about as good as that of same lode on Calumet &
Hecla. White Pine Extension shaft is now down 30 ft. Dia-
mond-drilling results continue good.

MINNESOT.V
Cuyuna Ranj^'e

IRON MOUNTAIN (Manganese)—Reported that Duluth
parties will exercise option for purchase of this lease. East-
ern capital said to be interested. Product is manganiferous
iron ore.

CUYUNA-SULTANA (Ironton)—From 200 to 300 tons of
manganiferous iron ore being shipped daily via all-rail route
to Eastern consumers. Property being operated at full
capacity.

MACE (Nashwauk)—Two revolving steam shovels, Marion
type 36, have arrived for use by Butler Brothers. The 315-ton
shovel formerly in use here being moved to Quinn-Harrison
pit for use on stripping soon.

MONT.VX.V
Beaverhead County

AJAX MINE—Syndicate of Pittsburgh capitalists negotiat-
ing with Miller & Hanson for mine situated between Melrose
and Rochester. Mine formerly one of big silver-lead produc-
ers of county. New equipment will be installed, water
pumped out and shaft and tunnels retimbered. Operation
expected by coming summer.

LewiM aud Clark County
CAPITAL EXPLOR.\TION CO.—Articles of incorporation

filed in Helena by company consisting of Butte men, capital-
ized at $40,000. Will take over Blue Bell and 80 acres of
adjoining ground in Scratch Gravel district and begin opera-
tions immediately.
YELLOW BOY (Helena)—Helena Mining Bureau putting

property in shape for operation. Shaft retimbered and station
being cut at collar of winze near shaft, preparatory to sinking
on lead. Stoping in oxide zone; ore shipments to the com-
pany's mill, nearby, will be started soon.

Powell County
EMMA DARLING (Deer Lodge)—Operators M. H. Newman.

Peter and Frank Vannier, of Deer Lodge, have shipped carload
ore to East Helena smc-ltefy.

Silver Ronr County

coppfr'*^°'^'°'^
(Butte)—March production was 26.600,000 lb.

aga*Tns'?'^c?m'f,«ni'^,^
<Butte)-Judgment for $1,200 secured

fhrnnSh "'JT'iny for damages done to adjoining property
of Butte.

°' GambrinuB mine in residence section

holde^rj'^v^lf'h'^^h^^i'^xr^^l:;^.'^'"'^^'
Falls)—Meeting of stock-

J?=ii.Ji- .
be held May 24 to vote on resolution to increase

vlfie $L " ''"" ""''"'<' ^^'"'"^ «° 1.000,000 shares of |a?

IBO^fV^Te? tn';?n^I/'?^
(Butte)-Shaft down 1,450 ft., leaving

Estimat^-d th»t Lh «° P,?'!!'
-^tiere cross-cutting is to begin

level cut hv-^nn^," w' ^^ completed and station at 1,600-ft.levei cut by June 1. At present 50 men employed.

be hemij«l^?n 'P'"«e)—Special meeting of stockholders will
Uon and Durfh2«l^^^h"^"*®' *=''^ °' ">'"« increase capitaliza-
has ofTer'fJ-n^ ^ °*''*S

properties. Understood that company
smaU.

Anaconda of $250,000. which is considered too

froS^Sral Ph^'.'^P.^ '« ^Ti/^""^)-^^'""''^''^ has purchased
norU, of rolo£i « n ^- '^,'^"^° the Mastodon claim located
[^rolled In- pmr^'^SH'", '^l*'?, °f Butte & New York, con-

l?e«|'%?i?^P^^='J^^e^^?^f;^t^fn
it?i4of'^n-H" ^;i«f""<*'^^^^^
an??o%°Jrni:s'h^^fJ,?d^,^o^;a,"e?oTm%^n^""^ ^'"*" °" P^"""'^"-

hav?^be''en"hold?7"n<»^^""^'-^".^<»"°'-« "' company, who

&vt%5™ "
^? IF "pe"Hfon'e°d-^'o^Sr/""to^^!'rT;!

debt o?^$500 ono n'f°'"£^"/ oT..'?,'^'.'^-
There is also a bonded

petUionl'nder"adv.isrmen'\.^"°""° '^ °"tstanding. Court has

Teton County

pre^de^nT'^^f'^^o^n,^^^-^.^ °^J^
CO.-Dr. Witherspoon of Butte.

Southern a?LLTo''''"^
Operating in Sweet Grass district of

rnft n?
Montana, reports gas well with a flow of 12.000.000

now m»i.i?t®
"*" ^^y capped and under control. Compknynow making arrangements to market the gas.

XEVAD

V

Esmeralda County

helrt^n'^r^^fit?^ '?°'?i'^J''J--'''
«""» stockholders' meeting

Shaft now Hn„^J,^c,1,^''fl'^'''^
to, reorganize on assessable basil

contact
'® "^ continued to cut latite-shale

SANDSTORM-KENDALL (Goldfield)—Development oflower levels temporarily abandoned. Exploring rhvolite-

tarU?rtlv^°wi'r'''.i-"
^^''-f^- •^'•^1 =^'°"^ ''^•^'ch rich stopes ofeari> dajs were discovered.

^,.,n^^'^^^^ ^F-^ "^O^'- fGoldfield)—New Davis-Calvx core-
fZ}},- r ''"' "^

^"'r-
'"'>' ^«t up on 700-ft. level where i"t will be

wfi i"'^
prospecting to a depth of about 1.200 ft. On 500-ftlevel ore of milling grade being saved from Phelan vein

w»?'^n?.*n''?^° ^"^'- 'Goldfield)—Total February productionwas 30,0S0 tons, net realization $60,315. Developnient workdone was 3.151 ft costing $4.87 per ft. Total net cSsfper ton,
$5.14. Leasers shipped 6s0 tons, netting company $722!

Humboldt County
MONTEZUM..\ HILLS (Seven Troughs)—Three shifts retim-

bering Hays shaft which will be deepened to encounter Regan
vein. Property adjoins Coalition.

Nye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week end.d :Mar. 25 was

8.544 tons valued at $179,052 compared with S 771 tons forweek previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont. 2.996 tons:
Tonopah Mining, 1.S50; Tonopah Extension 1 mni- Jim Butler
750; West End, 526; Rescue-Eula, 138; MacNamara. 55; Casli
Boy. 51; miscellaneous leases. 37S tons.

TONOPAH EXTENSION (Tonopah)—Net profit for Febru-
ary was $60,523. During month 7.085 tons produced having
net value of $131,531. Bullion produced amounted to 1.67S oz
gold and 175.940 oz. silver. Company again reports oreshoot
in Murray vein on 1.540-ft level, has a 30-ft. width of ore at
distance of 100 ft. from previous crosscuts.

ROUND :mOIINT.\IN (Round Mountain)—Has acquired the
extensive int.-re.sts of Round Mountain Power and Water Co
comprising placer leases, water-rights, pipe lines, and also
mining intercuts of David S. Llewellyn. Gives company
control of practically all water tributary to Round Mountain.

NEVADA CHEMICAL CO. (Tonopah)—Companv organized
by Victor Barndt of Tonopah to take over development "of pot-
ash-alum property near Silver Peak. In event of the applica-
tion of Federal leasing system to Searles Lake. Calif., for which
Mr. Barndt has been working, this companv will apply for one
of leases and $240,000 of capital stock has already been
assigned to this account. Shareholders in old Railroad" Vallev
Co.. which prospected Nevada for potash under Mr. Barndf's
direction, will be given an opportunity to participate in new
enternrisc in recognition of equities arising from past efforts
in this direction.

Storey County
.\NDES (Virginia)—Saved 23 cars of ore from intermediate

and 350 level stope.
ALT'HA AND EXCHEQUER (Virginia)—Joint north drift

at 50-ft. point in quartz.
UNION (Virginia)—Shaft reopened and repaired to 2S5-ft.

point below 2.000 level.

SIERRA NEV.VDA (Virginia)—Extracted 67 tons averag-
ing $12 from No. 1 stope 2.500 level; started west crosscut
from winze below 2.500-ft. level.
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MEXICAN (Virginia)—Crosscuts on 2.500 and 2.700 levels
in porphyry and quartz of low assay. Mill crushed 428 tons
custom ore, averaging $17.74 per ton.

OPHIR AND CON. VIRGINIA (Virginia)—Joint west
crosscut on 2.700 level extended to 475-ft. point in porphy-y
formation. No ore extracted during the week from Ophir on
account of water.

UNION CON. (Virginia 1—Extracted 361 tons, gross value
about $7,000. From No. 4 stope, 74 tons averaging $25; No. 5
stope, 106 tons, $14.90; No. 1 stope, ISO tons, $17.42. Repairing
2,700 level continued.
CROWN POINT-BEI.CHER (Gold Hill)—Extracted from

No. 3 stope 1.600 level. 4C9 cars; from No. 2 north drift. 16
cars; from No. 1 north diift, 1 car. Jacket mill received 210
tons mine ore and 5&7 tons dump rock. Shipped one bar
bullion. NEW MEXICO

Otero County

BOSTON & BRICE (Brice)—Company organized with capi-
tal of $2,000,000. W. W. C. Spencer, of Boston. John Colthor.
of Orogrande. and Geo. E. Mofett and J. H. Denny, of Alamo-
gordo, incorporators.

Grant County
ECLIPSE (Steeplerock)—Is being unwatered; Geo. A. Kalar,

president and manager.
CHINO COPPER (Hurley)—Reported considering erec-

tion of second flotation plant to treat tailings estimated at
4.500,000 tons; among new installations are two water-cool-
ing towers, 20 ft. in diameter and SO ft. high; concrete foun-
dation for new concentrate bin completed.

ITAH
Beaver County

BEAVER RIVER POWER CO. has extended lines into min-
ing territory and during recent months many mines have been
using electric power or have signed contracts for its use.
including Moscow, Cedar-Talisman, Leonora. Hoosier Boy. Old
Hickory, Harrington-Hickory, Paloma and Croft. Transmis-
sion line is to be built soon by power company to serve Marys-
vale potash district in Piute County.
MOSCOW (Milford)—Car of copper ore shipped by this

silver-lead producer.
PORTLTNA-GOLD QUEEN (Beaver City)—Ore reported cut

in south drift on property at Fortuna.
SHEEP ROCK (Beaver City)—Company's mill on North

Creek has begun treatment of ore from the Davis-Hodges-
McGarry lease at Fortuna. B. M. Westman in charge.

Juab County
TINTIC SHIPMENTS for week ended Mar. 22 amounted to

141 cars by IS shippers.
BLACK JACK (Silver City)—Developing at 800-ft. depth

from the Dragon Consolidated. Assessment will be levied to
push development work.
BECK TUNNEL (Eureka)—Low-grade ore opened on 1,100-

ft. level, and showing considered encouraging. Forty men
working at leases on this property and on Colorado adjoining.

EAST TINTIC DEVELOPMENT (Eureka)—Eleven cars
zinc ore marketed by S. H. Buckley, operating under lease.
Ore carries from 22 to 28 9^ zinc, and comes in part from
dumps.

DRAGON CON. (Silver City)—About SO tons daily of low-
grade being shipped to Tintic Milling Co. Silver-copper-gold
ore of higher grade being mined from north end of property.
Some iron ore being mined.

IRON BLOSSOM (Silver City)—Contract for 2.000 ft. of
drifting to connect reoi-ntly opened copper orebody with the
No. 1 workings given to Walter Fitch. Jr., who furnishes all
equipment. Mi. Fitch is doing contract work in Chief Con-
solidated and other properties. This method allows mining
companies to give entire attention to extraction of ore, pros-
pecting being done under contract. Drifts recently driven
by Mr. Fitch averaged 5.8 ft. per shift.

Salt Lake County
THE COUNTY COMMISSIONERS have approved of a formal

agreement binding Salt Lake County, Salt Lake City, Cardiff
Mining Co., and Boston Development Co.. operating Max-
fleld mine, to spend $30,000 on improvement of road in Big
Cottonwood Canon. Terms of agreement are that county will
spend $12,500, the city $7,500. and each of the mining com-
panies $5,000. county to maintain road once put in such shape
as will permit use of tractors instead of horses for ore haul-
ing. Mining companies are bound to use tractors as long as
road is kept in condition for them.

SOUTH HE("LA (Alta)—Ten ore teams began hauling ore
recently and they are expected to haul at a rate of 35 tons a
day.

Summit County
PARK CITY SHIPMENTS for week ended Mar. 24 amounted

to 1,184 tons of ore and concentrates, the shippers being Silver
King Coalition, Daly-Judge, Ontario and Silver King Consoli-
dated.

DALY-JUDGE (Park City)—New electric hoist and com-
pres.sor at mine are almost ready for operation.

ONTARIO (Park City)—Shipments for week ended Mar.
24 were 245,750 lb. Property again being worked on company
account Large bodies of ore left on lower levels following
Inundation several years ago are to be exploited.

BIU).\i)WATER MILLS (Park City)—Operating new 600-
ton conrcntrator on characteristic lead-iron-zinc ores of dis-
trict. Metallurgy said to lie difficult due to percentage of oxi-
dized on- occurring with sulphides. Gravity concentration and
dotation being used. Mill capacity will be increased in near
future. M. H. Kuryla is vice-president and general m.anager.

BIG FOUR EXPLOU.\TION (Park City)—Stock of this
company, owning property in Park City, Ophir, New Mexico,
Idaho and Texas has bii n listed on the Salt Lake Stock and
Mining Exchange. Propi rty consists of 1,400 acres, of which

835 acres are patented. Company owns mining and milling
machinery valued at $90,000. Has 60 men working, and ship-
ments have amounted to about 45.000 tons, net returns approxi-
mately $485,000. There are 500.000 shares of stock, par
value $1, with 100,000 shares and $118,000 cash in treasury.
Debts are $10,000. and bonds outstanding of $149,000. Morris
P. Kirk, president, and John Pingree, secretary and treasurer.

AVISCONSIIV

Zinc-Lead District

M. & A. (Platteville)—Big Tom shaft on Billy Thomas land
at Rewey has been unwatered. Ore revealed has decided com-
pany to st,art immediate construction of a 100-ton mill.

TIFFANY (Platteville)—Chicago company has taken over
John Plummer property at Potosi and commenced mining.

WISCONSIN ZINC (Platteville)—A 100-ton mill is under
construction at the C. A. Thompson mine and another one at
the Longhorn, both at New Diggings; a 100-ton mill is near-
ing completion at the Birkbeck, at Days Siding. Central power
plant is contemplated at Skinner roaster. New Diggings. The
Jack of Diamonds property, at New Diggings, taken over and
mining and milling resumed.

CA.VAD.-V

WEST DOME (Porcupine)—Contract let for 10,000 ft. dia-
mond drilling.

TOMMY BURNS (Porcupine)—Two shafts will be started
at once. T. B. Pope in charge.
CROWN RESERVE (Cobalt)—Will install plant on McCrea

claims under option in Boston Creek.
CHAMBERS-FERLAND (Cobalt)—Vein 2% in. wide carry-

ing 3.000 oz. per ton cut in winze at 425-ft. level.

COXIAG.AS (Cobalt)—Building camp and installing plant
on Ankerite property, recently optioned in Porcupine.

CHISHOLM CORPORATION (Porcupine)—Has an option on
Jamieson claims in Robb Township, and has taken up two ad-
joining claims.

CROESUS (Matheson)—Has cut vein at 300 ft. and while
not as rich as on upper levels, shows some phenomenally rich
ore. Shaft being extended to the 400-ft. level.

BUFFALO (Cobalt)—Installing more tube mills to bring
capacity of flotation plant up to 600 tons a day. Company has
about 350.000 tons of tailings stacked and expects to make
recovery of 90'r on 5 to 6 oz. heads.

MILLER INDEPENDENCE (Boston Creek)—Vein opened
up in three places showing much free gold and a telluride
that is probably calaverite. Shaft being sunk to cut vein at
50 ft. Rich ore being sacked.
DOME (Porcupine)—Sampling of vein cross cut at 7th level

shows a width of about 244 ft. of ore running over $5, while in
some places assays are considerably higher. Excavations be-
ing made for new steel headframe which will be 125 ft. high.

McINTYRE (Porcupine)—New mill unit now in full oper-
ation. Orebody discovered at 700 ft. by diamond drilling has
been cut and is stated to be up to expectations. Station on
1,000-ft. level of Mclntyre Extension completed and crosscut to
No. 5 shaft started.

NIPIS.SING (Cobalt)—Annual report shows production of
4.097.391 oz. having gross value of $2,222,256. Cost per ton of
ore was $10.02 and the cost per oz. of silver produced was
19.06c. Net revenue was $1,441,428 and dividends paid amount-
ed to $1,200,000. Average price received for silver was 50.06c.
an ounce. Surplus stands at $1,786,260.

DOME EXTENSION (Porcupine)—Directors have agreed to
option property to Dome until Oct. 15, 1917. Dome to give 46.-
000 of its shares in payment if transaction is completed. In
meantime Dome will drift from No. 3 shaft on 850 level onto
Dome Extension property along strike of present Dome ore-
body. Dome Extension will develop whatever ore exists on
200-ft. level.

MEXICO
Hidalgo

SANTA GERTRUDIS, LTD. (Pachuca)—Ore treated during
February, 20,944 tons; estimated profit, $18,000.

COLO.MBI.V

PLATINUM PRODUCTION in western Colombia is increas-
ing. Largest single producer is the Anglo-Colombian Devel-
opment Co.. operating dredge with good results, both in gold
and platinum. There are many independent producers and
U. S. Vice Consul Modica of Cartagena reports their present
output as between 1,500 and 2,000 oz. per month. In 1915, 11,120
oz. of platinum were shipped to the United States from Colom-
bia.

NECHI (Zaragoza)—Dredge was shut down on Mar. 11 for
repairs. Last cleanup, $25,413 from 27,562 cu.yd., dug In five
days.

PATO (Zaragoza)—This 8%-cu.ft. bucket dredge, which has
been laid up for general repairs since Jan. 31, began digging
again on Mar. 11.

ASIA

ORIENTAL CONSOLIDATED (Unsan)—Cabled report states
March cleanup was $136,255; grade of ore milled above
average.

RUSSIA
LENSKOIE (Bodaibo)—Drilling results so favorable that

erection of the first of a fleet of large dredges Is contem-
plated on company's property in Siberia. C. W. Purlngton, of
London, is consulting engineer to Lena Goldflelds, Ltd., the
British company which is the largest shareholder in the
Lcnskole company.
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Metal Markets

XEW YORK—Apr. 5

All of the metals were strong and active during the week,
copper being the most spectacular feature. Some extraordi-

narily large business in this metal was consummated.

New York Metal Exchange officers, chosen Apr. 3, are:

President, Edwin Groves: vice-president. Charles J. Marsh;
treasurer, Charles S. Trench: members of the board of man-
agers. H. W. Hendricks, Emil Baerwald. A. B. Hall, Erich Ben-
jamin, L. Vogclstein. Julius Loeb, Edward W. Starke, B.

Elkan: arbitration committee. J. H. Lang, J. P. Wilson, R. F.

Pearson, Edwin J. Keane. C. M. Loeb.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—On Thursday and Friday the market was very
active, large transactions, both for foreign and domestic ac-

count being made by all of the principal producers and agen-
cies. The bulk of the business was done at 2Tc. regular terms,

equivalent to 26 %c. net cash. New York, and that price was
in the main irrespective of time of delivery. There seemed
to be manifest a desire on the part of the producers to keep
the market at that figure.

This activity followed the consummation of very large
business with France. That business which had been under
negotiation for some time previous was consummated on Mar.
29. The quantity was about 95,000,000 lb., for delivery up
to next fall. The business was shared by the two largest

producers.

Since then there has been further large business both
with domestic consumers and with France. British buyers
have not been doing anything.

During the latter part of the week sales made by the
producers were at 27c., r.t., for July and later deliveries, and
about 27>4@2"^2C., r.t. for April, May and June. Higher
prices have been reported, but they appear to be on special

transactions such as business that the principal producers
did not care to take, or business in which some special finan-

cial conditions were introduced as part of the consideration.

Copper for April delivery is now very scarce, but May-June
copper is still available. However, the bulk of the business
done during the last week was for July and beyond.

On Mar. 30 the New York. New Haven & Hartford R.R.
lifted its embargo on shipments of copper and spelter, with
the proviso, however, that consignees cooperate sufficiently

with the railway to prevent unreasonable delay in unloading
cars.

Copper Sheets are 34 lie. per lb. for hot rolled and SSlAc. for
cold rolled. Vsual extras charged and higher prices for small
quantities. Copper wire is 29@29iic. per lb. at mill, for car-
load lots.

Visible Stocks of Copper in Europe Jan. 31: Great Britain,

2,128; France, 3.400; afloat from Chile, 1.750: afloat from
Australia, 4,800: total, 12,078 gross tons or 27,054,720 lb. This
is a decrease of 2,410 tons from the Mar. 15 report.

Tin—This market advanced again, but there was no special

reason to account for it, and no special feature of interest to

report. The supply of spot tin is so short all the time that a
very little buying is sufficient to advance the market.

Visible Stocks of Tin on Mar. 31 were: United States,
excluding Pacific ports, 7.950; London, 7,475: Banka and Billi-

ton, 3.357: total, 18,782 gross tons, an increase, of 2,271 tons
during February.

Lead—On Mar. 30 the A. S. & R. Co. raised its price to 7',Ac.

New York. Before the advance was announced producers had
sold at 7?4c. in the St. Louis market. As soon as the action of

the A. S. & R. Co. became known, producers found themselves
able to get Sc. St. Louis, and the market there became firm at
that price. The action of the A. S. & R. Co. excited a good
deal of surprise, for the market had exhibited a softer tone
during several days immediately preceding, and, moreover,
the statement that was made by the A. S. & R. Co. on Mar. 21

was assumed, incorrectly, to mean that that company would
make no further advance in price. The reason for the advance
n Mar. 30 was. however, a perfectly valid one. Since then,
tie lead market has been uncertain and perplexing. Certain

producers have reported the realization of fancy prices, while
others have reported that no such opportunities came their
way. On the other hand, there have been claims of lead sold
at lower prices. It is certain that lead has been sold for
forward delivery at considerably less than current prices.
Thus, June lead was sold in New York at 7%c.. and July-
Aucust is said to have been offered in St. Louis at l%c. The
business done during the week, including specific sales and
sales to be settled for at monthly averages, was rather large.
Japan, which retired from the market for a week or so.
reappeared as a buyer. Negotiations with regard to a large
lot of lead that was wanted by another foreign country le'I

to the circulation of rumors that created a general feeling of
uncertainty.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Spelter—On Thursday there was a little revival of interest

and the market stiffened to 17c. for April and 16c. for June.

On Friday it was very dull, but prices were steady. Later a
large business for April-June delivery was reported done in

certain quarters, while other producers reported scarcely

anything done, except for delivery during the third quarter of

the year and business in brass special. However, the demand,
such as it was, together with the sentimental effect of the

strength of copper were sufficient to advance the price and
hold it very firmly. In general, the attitude of the producers
is very stiff, and having faith in the maintenance of the
present level of prices, they are holding spelter until buyers
come to them and pay their price, which buyers do when they
have to. This accounts for the strength of the market with-
out there being any general activity. The business that was
done during the week for .A.pril-June spelter ranged from
16V4fgil7c., advancing as the week moved on. Business for
July-September spelter was done at around 15@15% cents.

The Societa di Monteponi has begun the construction of a
zinc smeltery at Vado near Savona, Italy. At that place
it will be able to obtain the gas from a large coking plant.

The use of gas from such a source will be an innovation in

the metallurgy of zinc. It is expected that spelter will be
produced in 1917.

Zinc Sheets are in steady demand and large orders are
pending. The base price is unchanged at $25 per 100 lb., f.o.b.

Peru, 111., less 8% discount.

Other Metals

NEW YORK—Apr. 5
Alnminnm—The market is quiet and unchanged, the cur-

rent quotation remaining at 59@61c. per lb, for No. 1 ingots,

New York.

Antimony—Business has been quiet and the market is

slightly easier. Chinese and United States brands are quoted
at 44 @ 45c. per lb. for spot or early delivery. Futures are also
easier, Chinese for April-May delivery being offered at

32%@33c. in bond.

Nickel—The market is quiet and unchanged, with a good
business forward. Ordinary forms are 45@50c. per lb., accord-
ing to size of order. Electrolytic nickel is 5c. higher.

<luick.sllver—This metal is again easier on a quiet and
rather dull market. New York quotations are $170 per flask

for large lots; up to $180 for smaller orders. There are reports
that these prices can be shaded, but no specific cases can be
cited. San Francisco reports by telegraph $175 per flask on a
dull market.

Minor Metals—Current quotations for Bismuth are $3.15 (g)

3.25 per lb.. New York. The London price is lis. per lb.

—

Cadmium is quoted at $1.50 per lb., New York—Cobalt is held
at $1.25 per lb. New York.—Maenesinm is quoted at $5.50 per
lb. for 99% pure.—Selenium is from $3 per lb. for small lota

up to $4.50@5 for retail quantities.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

Gold—Last week $2,500,000 gold from Australia was re-

ceived at San Francisco, to order of the Canadian Bank of
Commerce.

In March there were considerable shipments of gold—about
$8,000,000 in all—from San Francisco to China.

Platinum—The market is very quiet and almost dull. There
is no demand from jewelers at present. Prices are rather
easier and sales are reported from $83@88 per oz. for reflned

platinum.

Our Russian correspondent reports that part of the metal
taken over by the government has been released for export,

so that sales have been resumed, but on rather a small scale.

Some of the released metal has been sold for export to Eng-
land at 65,000 rubles per pood—$63.70 per oz.—for crude metal,

83% platinum. The price to be paid for the metal taken and
now hold by the government has not yet been settled.

Silver has maintained its price and has even advanced,
closing at 29%d. in London. The Influences sustaining the
market have been the .same as were noted last week, chiefly

the demand from the Continent for coinage.
.Silver stocks In Bombay are reported at 4.400 bars, a de-

crease of 300 bars from last week. Stocks In Shanghai at
the close of February were 996 bars and 44,415,000 oz. sycee;
an increase of 196 bars and a decrease of 3,885,000 oz, sycee
in Feliruary.

The Banco Comerclal y Agrlcola of Ecuador has been
authorized by the government to have coined and Imported
silver coins to the total amount of 400,000 sucres, or $194,680

in U. S, currency.
In correcting an error In silver prices last week, another

slipped In. The price of 57 %c. for silver there given should
have been for Mar. 20, not for Mar. 27, as printed.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

PLATTEVILLE, ^VIS Apr. 1

The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $106@
110 per ton. The base price offered for 80';c lead ore was $95
per ton. No sales of lead ore were reported.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED APR, 1

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore. Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.

Week 3.774,000 1,292,400
Tear 54,192,000 1,072,750 14,435,600

Shipped during week to separating plants, 3,588,000 lb. zinc
ore.

JOPMN, MO Apr. 1

Blende, high price, $117.30; per ton 60% zinc, premium ore,
$115: medium, $112@105; lower grades, $100(5195; calamine,
per ton 40% zinc $S7.50(g)S0; average selling price, all grades
of zinc, $108.28 per ton. Lead, high price, $102.50; per ton
80% metal contents, $102@98; average selling price, all grades
of lead, $99.76 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED APR. 1

Blende Calamine Lead Value
Totals this week.. 16.400.070 2,154.410 2,765,880 $1,142,560
Totals this year... 173.656.270 16.129.350 30.315,760 $11,510,200

Blende value, the week, $917,810; 13 weeks. $9,596,250.
Calamine value, the week, $86,830; 13 weeks, $597,270.
Lead value, the week, $137,920; 13 weeks, $1,316,680.

The American Spelter Co.'s plant at Pittsburg was taken
over by the Lanyons today, and it is unlikely there will be
soon again purchases of as low-grade "junk" by any purchas-
ing agency as the Joplin Zinc Ore Co. bought the past two
weeks, supposedly for the American Spelter Co. The blende
inarket was notably stronger on medium grades. Calamine
continues to command exceptionally strong prices for the
highest grades, free of lead. An effort is making to add a
new feature to the buying market, a reduction of $5 per ton
for each 0.1% of lead in high-grade ore in excess of 0.2%.
Molders and machinists are out on a strike today at all the
foundry and machine shops, and as there is a shortage of
hard iron castings it is feared that the strike will seriously
interfere with outputting.

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—Apr. 5

Moderation is beginning to be apparent in the iron and
steel trades, and it looks as if the continued advance in prices
would be checked. This does not mean any falling off in ac-
tivity and the mills are assured of plenty of work during the
current year. Buyers, however, are beginning to count the
cost and to be cautious about commitments too far ahead .it

high prices. In other words some conservatism is taking the
place of the excited feeling which has been the rule for the
past three months.

President Wm. B. Schiller, of the National Tube Co., has
given details of th« steel plant it was recently stated In gen-
eral terms would be built at Gary, Ind. The National Tube
Co. will erect a complete plant to manufacture bessemer steel

and finish into regular welded tubular goods, the plant com-
prising ore docks, four blast furnaces of 500 tons daily capac-
ity each, two 12-ton bessemer converters, two 40-in. reversing
blooming mills, four skelp mills, comprising two continuous,
one universal and one sheared, five butt-weld and five lap-

weld pipe furnaces, with galvanizing, coupling and job shops,
a warehouse and other appurtenances. This will be the first

bessemer-steel plant to be built In 10 years, but bessemer
steel seems generally preferred to open-hearth in pipe manu-
facture.

The McClintic-Marshall Construction Co. has purchased the
large manufacturing and fabricating plant of the Riter-
Conley Manufacturing Co. at Lcttsdale, near Pittsburgh.

The Baltimore Sheet and Tinplate Works, recently com-
pleted, has been sold to the Bethlehem Steel Co.

Exports from Baltimore for the week Included 4,877 tons
steel rails and 619,240 lb. rail fastenings to France, 412 tons
steel scrap, 150 tons pig iron and 32 tons anchors and chain
to Italy; 632,902 lb. black sheets, 230.611 lb. pipe. 559,926 lb.

wire and 1,723,249 lb. structural steel to Buenos Aires.

PITTSBURGH—Apr. 4

A feature of the market situation of growing prominence
Is the fact that many mills will not sell finished steel at

prices they suggest as nominally representing the market.
Their asking prices are Increasing without formal advances
being announced. The change In policy represents doubtless
a desire to avoid any obligation to accept orders, but suggests
also a desire to smooth the way for the time when orders
will be acceptable at lower prices.
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The steel market is steadily getting into a position from
whicli prices can be readjusted with much more ease than
has been the case when a large volume of open contract busi-
ness was on books. Contracts are being avoided in favor of
specific sales. The buying is less for the more distant deliv-
eries and while the mills speak of being well sold up to the
end of the year they are still entering very considerable ton-
nages for second-half deliveries. The feeling is growing that
a heavy demand for steel will outlast the duration of the war
and very much less apprehension is felt now than a couple
of months ago.

Steel prices continue to stiffen, but do not seem to be ad-
vancing at the rapid pace of February and March. Even if
buying should be relatively limited at present prices the
accumulation on books i.s so large as to promise full operation
well into next year.

About three-rjuarters of a million tons of rails have been
sold for 1917 delivery, and Chairman Gary of the Steel Cor-
poration announces that the corporation subsidiaries will
maintain the present price to the end of this month, for deliv-
ery not latar than May, 1917, but will make no commitment
beyond that time, thus suggesting that recent rumors of an
impending advance in rails may prove correct.

Pie Iron—The market is strong, but has failed to respond
to fears of a definite shortage later. Gaged by current trans-
actions and inquiry the market is distinctly quieter than a
fortnight ago. Struthers furnace, making basic iron and ex-
pected to blow out about May 1, v/ent out last week on account
of an accident. We quote: Bessemer. $21(5)21.50: basic, $18.50;
No. 2 foundry and malleable, $1S.50@19: forge. $1S@18.50, f.o.b!
Valley furnaces, 95c. higher, delivered Pittsburgh.

W. P. Snyder & Co. announce the average prices in March,
based on actual tonnage transactions, at $20.8625 for bessemer]
an increase of 64.89c.. and $18.25 for basic, an increase of 26.6c!
over February.

Steel—Offerings of steel are still confined to stray lots.
quotations on regular mill delivery being almost unobtainable.
It is claimed that thousands of tons cculd be sold if made
available at prices regarded as nominally the mixrket, about
$45 for bessemer and $45(a50 for openhearth, either billets or
sheet bars. Rods are about $60, with high carbon at about
$75, while forging billets are $65 and higher.

FERROALLOYS
Ferromnneanese—There is no established market on

prompt ferromanganese, the last important transactions hav-
ing been at about $400. There remains some contract material
available at $175, chiefly for the first half of 1917.

E. J. Lavino & Co., of Philadelphia, have purchased Sheri-
dan furnace of the Berkshire Iron Works, Sheridan, and will
make 80% ferromanganese, using Brazilian ores. The same
interests have a conversion arrangement under which Meily
furnace at Lebanon, will be started up to make ferroman-
ganese. E. G. Rust will have the management of the two fur-
naces.

Receipts at Baltimore for the week included 953 tons ferro-
manganese from Liverpool.

Spieeelelsen for second-half delivery is quoted $70 per ton
at furnace; but as high as $90 per ton is reported paid for a
lot for early delivery.

FerroMilicon is quoted at $83^85 per ton at furnace, on
contract deliveries. Some material for early delivery has
sold at $95 per ton.

FOREIGN IRON
German Steel Production for the year ended Dec. 31. 1915,

is reported by the German Iron and Steel Union as follows, in
metric tons.

Basic Acid Total
Converter^. 6,528.146 165,290 6,693,436Openhearth 5,376,931 243,111 5,620,042Direct castings 501,449 193.026 694 475

pZ'','S:^
100,M6 100,046

'=''"^"<^ 129,647 129,647

T"t*l 12,406.526 831.120 13,237,646

The total shows decreases of 1,708.556 tons as compared
with 1914; and of 5,721,173 tons as compared with 1913, which
was the year of highest production.

PIb Iron Production in Germany in January is reported by
the German Iron and Steel Union as follows, in metric tons:
Foundry iron, 164,401; forge iron. 21.840; steel pig—including
ferromanganese, ferrosilicon, spiegeleisen and all similar al-
loys, 191,354: bessemer pig, 16,875: Thomas (basic) pig, 682,573;
total. 1,077,046 tons. This is 47.902 tons more than in De-
cember, and 202,913 tons more than in January. 1915; but
489.649 tons less than in January. 1914: that is. about two-
thirds of the normal product.

IRON ORE
In the Lake Superior region active preparations are be-ing made for the opening of the shipping season, and therewill be little delay in beginning shipments at an early date.

>a
*'""

?T^
""P"r«» in Great Britain two months ended Feb.^a were 746.309 gross tons in 1915, and 930,242 in 1916; an in-crease of 183.933 tons.

OTHER ORES

j:-

,'"""«•'"«'•"' "'•• imports in Great Britain, two months endedtea. _9, were 64,777 gross tons in 1915. and 56,622 in 1916-
decrease, 8,155 ton.s. In Middlesboro, Brazilian manganese

64c 'peTunTt
^' ^'"'' ^^^ """ ^°'" ^"^'= *''"^ '"'''^" """^ '^ "*

Tunenten Ore—Quoted at $85 per unit.

mat^eTv'T2"fn n'^? '""^ *°'"^^'-0 shipment fetches approxi-mateiy $2.60 per unit.

Pyrite«—Receipts at Baltimore for the week included 6.018tons pyrites from Huelva, Spain.
Molybdenite, 85 to 90% MoS^. is quoted at $1.40 ©1.45 per lb

,

an unfortunate inadvertence we have recently quoted

rnni , h"'" V "*''®1"5 P" "nit instead of per pound! as itshould have been. .
i»= ^

COKE
Coke production of the Connellsville region for the week

'fJ'^°T^ "".I"'
"C°"^'"" at 459.468 net tons; shioments.

456 337 tons. Shipments of Greensburg and Upper Connells-
ville districts, 55.700 tons.

The United States Steel Corporation will increase the bv-product coke plant it is building at Clairton to 650 ovens
Coal and coke shipments Pennsylvania R.R. lines east ofPittsburgh and Erie two months ended Feb. 29, in short tons:

. ^^ .

1915 1916 Changes
Anthracite 1.657,406 2.108.458 X 45105'
giT"'"'" ?-?27,991 8:515 999 I. I.liliMg^*'= 1.425,235 2.321,335 I. 896:i00

'^""''^ 9,610,632 12,945,792 I. 3,.335,160
The total increase this year was 34.7%. the heaviest pro-

portional gain being in coke.

Connellsville—With the end of winter and no danger of
a suspension in the bituminous mining districts blast fur-
naces are showing that they had larger coke reserves than
estimated, and several suspensions of shipments on contract-!
for a week or two, have been ordered. Struthers furnace
which was taking 15.000 tons a month, has gone out. There'
are rather free offerings of spot furnace coke, with scarcely
any inquiry. The market is softer but not definitely defined
Contracting for foundry coke for six months or twelve
months from July 1 continues apace, probably two-thirds of
the regular contract business being now under cover We
quote: Spot furnace. $2.75@3; contract. $2.50(5)3; spot foun-
dry, $3.75; contract, $3.50. per net ton at ovens.

Chemicals "^i^^

NEW YORK—Apr. 5

The general markets are firm and steady. Business in
heavy chemicals is on a good scale.

Arsenic-Demand is good. Glass makers are taking a good
deal. Prices are firm at $6.50 per 100 lb. for spot and earlv
delivery.

Copper Sulphate—Demand is good and prices are firm
at $21 per 100 lb. for large lots; $21.25@21.50 for smaller
orders. There is still some inquiry for export.

Nitrate of Soda—According to the figures of the Chilean
Nitrate Committee shipments to Europe during February
amounted to 2,5S5.671 quintals, equivalent to 117.531 tons. Ar-
rivals in Europe in February amounted to 109.310 tons. Im-
ports in the United States in January were 90.534 gross tons,
against 18.059 tons in January. 1915. The market is easier!
$3.45 per 100 lb. being quoted for spot nitrate.

Sulphur—Demand is large and steady. Owing to high
freight charges the price has been advanced to $29 per gross
ton. New York delivery. There is some scarcity of spot, ow-
ing to railroad delays.

PETROLE:t'M
The monthly report of the "Oil City Derrick" notes new

wells completed in March as follows: Pennsylvania grade.
365; Lima-Indiana, 73; Central Ohio. 32; Kentucky. 3S; Illinois!
119; Kansas. 2S5; Oklahoma-Arkansas, 737; Texas Panhandle!
50; North Louisiana. 57; Gulf Coast, 111; total, 1,S67 wells
with a total daily production of 152,020 bbl. There were 145
gas wells and 339 dry holes. On Mar. 31 there were 3,269 wells
under the drill.
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Sl'XOPiSIS—A (h-edge thai vorks profitably titc

low-grade gravels of a territory in MozamI)ique.

Boulders are Masted in the dredge buclfets without

daiuaf/ing them, a practice that has liepii fnllnirrd

for y/'fir-i.

Thu jjrovince of Manica is in the western part of Mo-
zani))ique territory, near the Bhodcsian border. The prin-

cipal town of the district is ilaceqneoe, through which

the railway from Beira to Uintali-Salishnrv-Buhiwavo

Manica province is traversfcd by a gold-bearing schist

belt running from east to west and including several gold-

quartz mines. The axes of the schist Ijelt are formed in

JManica l)y the Revue valley, and in the adjoining

Rhodesian teritory by the Umtali River. Entirely sur-

rounding tlie sciiist-belt the country is granite. The
accompanying sketch map gives an idea of the general

district.

^lany gold-quartz veins exist in Manica, but the Brag-

anza lease has been developed only lately by the Andrada
IMines, Ltd. The alluvial deposits have been of greater

ii.aiim; i>yn.\mitk Fur blastinc; a bouldjjr in tiik i>i{i-;d(jk bucket

passes, ami is at an elevation ol' l,."iO() ft. The seasons

are divided into rainy and dry, the latter usually lasting

eight month.'!, from May to December, four of which arc

cool and the others waniL From December to May high

temperatures prevail, heavy rainfalls soak the ground and
there is danger of fever, though the climate is not un-

bearable if hygienic precautions are taken. ]\lozambique

is the Portuguese East African possession.

•Dii'cc'tor. Andrada Mines, Ltd., Maceqiiece, Mozambique.

interest u]) to the present time and have been worked
since prehistoric days. It is even asserted that the gold

of the Queen of Nheba came from JIanica and Rhodesia.

Whatever the truth of tliis statement, however, it is cer-

tain that large and important workings have been carried

on by the natives, usually iiiider the armed supervision

of the Portuguese when the latter first occupied the terri-

tory in the Sixteenth Century. These workings consist

of vcitical slialts uniting underground explorations and
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some drifting work. In recent times experimental work

has been carried out by English and Portuguese operators

with sluices and washing boxes, but all this work was

commercially unsuccessful and gave rather a bad repu-

tation to the deposits.

About twent}- years aao, a dredging company started to

operate with a small, o-cu.ft. dredge of the Australian

^L^.

REVUE VA^;k£L

"er"^''

THE MOZAMBIQUE PLACER AREA

type, on a deposit in the ihukoi, a tributary of the Revue.

After working for only about eight days, the company
was bankrupt and the dredge was abandoned. Prospec-

tors have been unable to find payable parts in this deposit

because the water is so abundant in the ground that they

did not reach bedrock, upon which ^.5% of the gold is

found. The dredge operators did not notice the differ-

ence between New Zealand and South African ground

and did not recognize tlie impossibility of handling large

bou'ders and clay with small dredges.

Prospecting for the Andrada Jlines, Ltd., was begun

in 1911 under my direction, the first work done being the

])rospecting of the Revue valley by shaft and Keystone

drills. Since the deposits are patchy and the gold coarse,

shafts have been utilized to determine the composition

and value of the ground. The Keystone drill is used on

a large .scale, but only for verification.

The valley is divided into throe diiferent parts—one

channel in the center about GOO ft. wide and terraces of

variable widths, extending sometimes to 600 ft. on each

side. The channel, which is the valuable part, is covered

with swamp and strewn lirre and there with ancient work-

ings, the composition being .shown in the aecom]ianying

sketch drawings of the Ro\ ue valley. The alluvial gruuiid

is composed of G to 8 ft. of overburden, containing some-

times some very sticky clay, and G to 8 ft. of pay wash.

The latter is divided into two layers. The top one is

lecent and poor, and the second is a yellow, ancient de-

]iosit that is cemented and rather rich. It contains co-use

iiebbles and boulders. On the terraces the wash is coni-

-7i

Alluv a1 5an(^

=S^sSs

-g->

Bedroi-K Sch 5^(Decor~posedJ

/ellorf or Green nof carrying Gold

SECTION OP THE SURFACE
DEPOSIT

posed of from 4 to G ft. of ancient yellow and rich gravel,

but is covered by 15 to 30 ft. of sticky clay and soil. The
bedrock of this alluvial formation is soft, decomposed

schist, favorable for dredging operations. The gold is

usually coarse, and even when fine, it is heavy and easy to

recover. It averages about 920 points of gold and 70 of

silver fine. The Surface PJcnkd

total length of the

payable alluvial in

the Revue valley is

about 13 mi., with

an average width of

1.000 ft. At the end

of 1913 a Ti/o-cu.ft.

dredge was ordered

from the Bucyrus

Co., of Milwaukee.

The installation of

the plant for alluvial

exploitation began in

1913. The equip-

ment consisted of a

dredge, complete re-

pair shoj) and a

hydraulic power plant able to supply 1,000 hp.

This plant was built in the Inhyamucarara Mountains,

M km. from the dredge. It consists of a ditch 1 km.
long, a pipe line of 1,300 m., with a fall of 330 m.,

to the power station, a thoroughly uptodate plant with

automatic apparatus promising security and continuity.

Power is olitained through two Pelton turbines of 500 hp.

each, coupled with two three-phase generators. The cur-

rent is generated at 4,850 volts and transmitted to tlie

dredge camp at 15,000 volts, and for use is stepped down
to 3,000 volts. The dredge, called the "Alpha," is a

modern steel plant of the California close-connected, chain

type having cligging buckets of 7i/^-cu.ft. capacity. The
liull is 150 ft. long, 40 ft. wide "and 9 ft. deep. The
revolving screen is 35 ft. long, and the tables are covered

with Hungarian riffles. The stacker is GO ft. long. The
dredge steps ahead with two steel spuds weighing 14 tons

each. The total weight of the dredge complete is 800

tons. The erection was started in June, 1913, and coni-

jileted in October of tlic same year.

From. Feb. 10, 1911, to June 30, 1915, the dredge

handled 1,931,051 cu.yd. and recovered gold valued at

1,719,195 francs—that is to say a unit recovery of 90

centimes, or 18c. per cu.yd. The average expenses dur-

ing this time have been 44 centimes, or 8c. per cu.yd.,

tills including prospecting, developing and all general ex-

Aboui200Yd---

RISHT-BANK TERRACE

^^'^mmf'^T'-'Tr^m''-,^

f^%^-7?-,

CHANNEL
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pcnses in Mozaniliique and at Loiuldii and I'aris, but does

not include any amortization.

The ground contains a great ciuantity of large Ijoulders,

and the Kevue proposition would have been a failure had

it not heen possible to eliminate them quickly and cheaply.

The Andrada Mines, Ltd., inaugurated the new system of

breaking up the Iroulders in the i)uckets themselves, using

a small charge of dynamite put on top of the boulder and

covered with clay. The boulders are thus cracked by the

blasting, and they can be sent to the hopper without risk

of damage. The system has given splendid results. The
average time lost per boulder is from one to two minutes,

according to size and hardness of the rock.

The bucket line was changed in August, 1915, after

about 19 months of work. During this time the buckets

were subjected to approximately 8,000 blastings, or more

than one hundred shots per bucket, and there was no

accident during this time, nor did any damage result.

The dredge is working in a pond about 1,000 ft. wide,

sometimes increasing to 1,200 ft. Half a cut is worked

during a week, with one sheave on .-^hore and the other

fixed on a boat anchored in the middle of the pond. The
following week the dredge works the other half of the cut,

after having changed the necessary cables. Only 4 hr.

weekly is lost in making this change. The wide pond

allows fairly regular monthly outputs in spite of the

very packy ground.

The ordinary category of coefficients of roughness for

use in the Kutter formula (which may be found in

various books on hydraulic calculations) lists, as a rule,

not more than 12 to 25 classes of pipes, conduits and

channels, with one coefficient of roughness for each. This

number of classes of channels is too limited; and the

number of values of the coefficient and the range of value

are not sufficient to cover modern requirements in calcu-

lation. Furthermore, various types of channels and

conduits now frequently used are not listed at all in the

older schedules.

It is well known that to select the proper coefficient

of roughness to be applied under given conditions in

connection with the Kutter formula requires considerable

e.xperience and judgment. The working engineer is loath

to spend his time hunting through original sources of

data and experiments, and the range of intermediate

values between those given in the existing schedules is

so wide as to leave large room for error or diversity of

opinion. Many values of the coefficient of roughness for

new conditions have been recentlv worked out and pub-

lished.

In order to facilitate the rapid selection of satisfactory

values of the coefficient of roughness and to standardize

office-engineering practice in such calculations, the writer

has made out the accompanying table of coefficients. In

this table four coefficients of roughness are given for each

class of channel or conduit, the intention being to cover

the usual range of values occurring in actual experience

and also to include the values that may be expected to

apply to new work in the best order and condition and to

•Excerpt from article by Robert E. Horton. consulting hy-
(liaulic enerineer. 57 North Pine Ave., Albany, N. Y., in "Enpri-
neering News," Feb. 24. 1916.

pipes or channels that have been in use for a greater or
less length of time.

Obviously it is necessary to use different values of

the coefficient of roughness for the same channel, accord-
ing to the conditions to be met. For example, if the
thing to be determined is the actual quantity of water
that a pipe will carry «dien new, then the coefficient for

NEW TABLE OK n FOR KUTTER'S FOR.MULA (R. E. Hortoo)
.Surface Perfect Good Fair Bad

Uncoatsd cast-iron pipe 0.012 0.013 014 0.015
Coated cast-iron pipe- 011 0.012* 013*
Commercial wrought-ii on pipe, black.. 012 0.013 014 015
Commercial wrou^ht-iron pipe, ealvanizd 0.013 0.014 0.01.5 017
Smooth brass and ploifs pipe 009 0.010 0.011 011
Smooth lockhar and welded "OD" pipe 010 0.011* 0.013*
Riveted and spiral steel pipe 0.013 0.015* 0.017*
Vitrified sewer pipe

{o^Oll} 0013* 0.015 0.017
( lazed brickwork O.OIl 0.012 0.013* 015
Brick in cement mortar; brick Hcwere... . 0.012 0.013 0.015* 017
Neat-cement surfaces 0.010 0.011 0.012 013
Cement-mortar surfaces 0.011 0.012 013* 015
Concrete pipe 0.012 0.013 0.015 0.010
Wood-stave pipe 010 011 0.012 013
Plank Flumes:

Planed.. 0.010 0.012* 0.013 0.014
Unplaned 0.011 013* 0.014 Ol.".
With battens 0.012 015* 0.016

Concrete-lined channels 0.012 0.014* O.oie* O.OIS
Cement-rubble surface 0.017 0.020 0.025 03O
Dry-rubble surface 025 0.0.30 0.033 03.5
Dressed ashlar surface 0.013 0.014 015 017
Semicircular metai flumes, smooth 0.011 0.012 0.013 015
Semicircular metal flumes, corrugated 0.0225 0.025 0.0275 0.030
Canals and Ditches:

Earth, straight and uniform . 017 0.020 0.0225* 025
Rock cuts, smooth and uniform

.

0.025 0.030 033* 035
Rock cuts, jagged and irregular. 035 0.040 0.045
Winding sluggish canals 0.0225 0.025* 0.0275 0.030
Dredged earth channels 0.025 0.0275* 0.030 0.033
Canals with rough stony beds, weeds on

earth banks 0.025 0.030 0.035* 010
Earth bottom, rubble sides 028 0.030* 0.0.33* 0.035

Natural Stream Channels:
(1) Clean, straight bank, full stage, no

lifts or deep pools 02.i 0275 030 033
(2) Same as (1), but some weeds and

stones 0.030 0.033 035 0.040
(3) Winding, some pools and shoals,

clean 0.035 040 0.045 0.050
(4) Same as (3), lower staj:es. more in-

effective slope and sections 040 045 0.050 0.055
(5) Same as (3), some weeds and stones 033 0.035 0.040 0.045
(6) Same as (4), stony sections 0.O15 0.050 0.055 O.OGO
(7) Sluggish river reaches, rather weedy

or with very deep pools 0.050 0.060 070 0.080
(8) Very weedy reaches 0.075 0.100 0.125 0.150
* Values commonly used in designing. ,

the pipe in perfect order should be used. However, if,

as is often the ca.se in designing, it is desired to provide

pipe or conduit capacity sufficient to convey a certain

amount of water when the pipe or conduit has been in

use for a term of years, a higher coefficient of roughness

will in general be required.

ILesisana^ C(Dinitirsi.cft tt^aalbnUlts^

By a. L. H. Street*

Owners of iron-ore lands are entitled to a decree for

specific performance of a contract by another and his

assignee to take a lease on the lands on specified conditions,

if the owners have remained ready and able to perform

their part of the contract. Judgment may also be entered

against the lessees for minimum royalties already accrued

under the contract. So held the Supreme Court of

Appeals of Virginia in the recent case of Hairston vs.

Hill, 87 Southeastern Reporter. 573, where defendants

unsuccessfully claimed that the agreement in question was

not a binding contract, but merely a contract for an

option which they did not exercise.

Incidentally, the court holds that the fact that the

person who originally agreed to take the lease assigned

his rights under the contract to a corporation foniied

by him did not absolve hiin from legal obligation to sec

that the agreed royalties were paid and that the term-

of the contract were carried out on the lessee's part.

•Attorney at law. S29 Security Building. Jlinneapolis. Mini
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jncretinj Barron Slhs^ft in

By J. E. Smith*

SYNOPSIS—A squeezed shaft repaired hij 1,SS0

cu.in. of reinforced concrete, in a war-ridden

country, where the mining staff stole a raitroad

train to transport stolen cement to complete this

job. Different sections were devised for vai-ious

parts of shaft to meet varying conditions of

pressure. Owing to abnormal conditions of foreign

exchange and labor situation, cost of doing work

was only between one-half and five-eighths what

it uoiild hare been vnder normal conditions.

The following is a descriptiou of the work performed

in concreting a dangerous section of the Barron shaft

in the mine of that name belonging to the Conipaiiia

Real del ilonte y Pachuca. Pachuca. Hidalgo. Mexico.

The Real del Monte company is a subsidiary of the

United States Smelting. Refining and Mining Co.. of

Boston, and is perhaps the largest single producer of

silver in the world, normally employing approximately

4,000 Mexicans and operating eight independent mines

in the districts of Pachuca and Real del Monte. 67 mi.

northeast of Mexico City. The Barron lies between the

famous Santa Gertrudis and La Blanca mines in tlic

Pachuca district.

The Santa Gertrudis-Barron vein lies in a wide shear

zone having a dip to the south of about 5.5°. The

Barron shaft, like nearly every other shaft in the district,

is vertical, and about 80 m. of its vertical length lies

within the sheared territory of the vein. Tiie shaft is old.

was sunk before modern methods were in vogue, the work-

ings of earlier days closely surrounded the shaft, which

was inadequately protected in the whole of the shear zone,

and a great deal of actual movement has taken place

between the solid hanging and foot walls of the shear

zone, which, outside of the uartz vein, is largely filled

with movement clay.

Maixtkx.v.vik of SiiAi t Difficult

For several years this section was a source of constant

expense and difficulty in the maintenance of the .shaft,

constant retimbering being necessary to avoid complete

closure of the shaft by squeeze in the bad section.

About three years ago a considerable area was excavated

all around the shaft in the bad portion and skeleton sets

of 12x12 timbers were placed around the actual shaft

sets (Fig. 4), leaving between the two sets of timbers

a space of 3 ft. in which men could work, for the

constant relieving of the outer timbers from the pressure

of the surrounding clay and cru.<hcd rock. Wiiile this

was effective for a time, continual sliaft difficulties caused

the management, in June of last year, to decide upon

the concreting work here described.

Throughout the entire period during whi<h the work

was performed, Pachuca was completely cut off from

•.Mechanical inKin. .1. Compafiia Real del Monte y Pachuca.
who was In charRc of tlie work ami made the report to C. W .

Van l,aw. vlce-presWlint and general manager, Boston. Mass..

by whose permission ji is here puMished.

railroad, telegraph and telephone connection with the

surrounding world, there having been a dozen changes of

martial-law government during a period of a few months,

as one faction after another took possession of the town.

The cement for the entire job was brought in. from a

cement factory 40 mi. away, on a train stolen and run

by employees of the Real del ilonte company, who, under

circumstances of extreme danger, choosing a propitious

moment in hostilities, managed to get out from Pachuca

to the factory and back with several carloads of cement

hastily loaded from the abandoned warehouse of the

defunct plant.

Rates of exchange, and therefore the costs in Mexican

currency of all things from labor to rock, fluctuated

rapidly during the period. Costs are given in two

columns, one representing the actual cost under the

circumstances of exchange existing at the time the work

v.-as done figured into United States currency, the other

being what the same work would have cost under normal

conditions. It is interesting to note that under the abnor-

mal and difficult conditions obtaining, the work cost only

a little more than half what it would have cost in peace

times.

Cause of Shaft Squeeze

Just before the concreting was begun, the total inability

to bring timber or other supplies from the outside world

prevented repairs and resulted in the timbered portion

of the shaft being so crushed as to practically close it

for a considerable length, so that the shaft had to be

bulklieaded to prevent its entire destruction. The con-

crete work was begun under circumstances of extreme

danger, especially as it was decided to remove all possible

timber from the shaft as the concrete work proceeded.

Some timbers it was found totally impossible to remove

except at undue risk. Concrete was poured solidly around

tliese with the expectation of removing them after the

concrete had completely set. The volume of such timbers

is negligible. The job was finished in remarkably quick

time and without casualty of any kind.

The most of the trouble in the shaft was experienced

in the region where it is crossed by the vein, about the

:>55-in. level. There had been some trouble below this,

however, and it was decided to start on the lOO-m. level

v.-ith a good foundation. The workings surrounding the

shaft on this level were reinforced as shown in Figs. 1,

2 and 3. The shaft was timbered with double sets in

the part that had given trouble—from the 390-m. level

to the 330-m. level—and the rest with single sets (see

Fig. 4).

From the.400-m. level to the 390-m. level, where there

were single sets of timber, concrete was put in square

with one spreader, out to solid ground or to a minimum

of 2 ft. in thickness (see Fig. 5). There was no evidence

of great pressure in this ])art. Figs. 6 to i> show details

of this part of the work. For the section from this

point up, where there were double sets, an elliptical form

for concreting was adopted on account of the nature of
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pressure. Fig. 4 shows how the ellipse was placed with

regard to sets, and Fig. 10 shows the collapsible form

used. The first double set was above the 13-in. I-beanis

at the 390. T-m. level (see Fig. 9), and from here up to

the 388-m. point concrete was put in to solid rock as

shown, the section being modified as shown in Figs. 11

and 12 to support the elliptical section to be put in above.

On this base the first elliptical section was placed. (See

Fig. 12, which shows relative positions of elliptical and

square sections of shaft.) From here up concrete ring of
section shown was put in, a dry rock wall being built out

to solid rock. Five forms were used (Fig. 10), and the

work went on at the rate of one form, or .5 ft., per dav

;

therefore the concrete had four day.s to set before anv
weight whatever was put on it. The timber was put
in 5 ft. between sets.

Fig. 13 shows the surface arrangements of the concrete
plant. Rock was taken from the dump and sent by

-jsa^

Sec+ion TO Me-ters above

400-Meter LeN'el

Fi&a

$^ ^^ _ _

1< /^'-3' -J

Form Used for Concrc+ing of Son Carlos i

L'l^TAlL.S UF SECTIONS OF CONTRFTK WuKK IX THK n.\KKoX SHAFT
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chute to the rock breaker, which discharged into car

as shown. A concrete mixer of Ransome tj-pe, built on

the job, was used. There were two boxes of 1 cu.ft. each,

one in each cage compartment, and the mixer discharged

directly into these. These boxes had doors in the bottom,

and the concrete was shot direct from them to its place

in the shaft by means of a trough. There was no

diiEcultA- in doing one form of 5 ft. per day.

The work was done in tliree shifts. The first shift

removed timbers and placed forms, the second put in

dry-wall backfill, and the third placed concrete. In

concrete work, rock was used directly from the crusher

and contained some fines, therefore a 1 :
2i'o

: 5 mixture

was used in the worst parts, 1:3:6 being used in the

rest. "Plums" (large rocks placed by hand in concrete)

were used, averaging about 10% of the entire volume.

Drainage holes were put in at convenient distances

depending on amount of backfill, etc.

In general, a ring of concrete 3 ft. in thickness was

put in (Fig. 14), Init this was varied .somewhat according

to conditions. From the 356-m. level to the 35o-m. level

a base was put in. as shown in Figs. 15 and 16. Above
this to the 342-ni. level was the worst section of the

shaft, and the thickness of concrete was increased to

3 ft. 6 in. (Fig. 17) ; reinforcement of rails vertically

and old cable horizontallv also were used. From the

',. Sc'aP

ofCoTK^fe \

Sec+ on n 5 Me+er«. obove 400-Me+er Level

FI611

Chuie from Dump I ]^.

fo Crusher
I I

BtKlrf:ilfxri;n«i!meftr-3B7'^AIIfnsh,bmts,
adonttndp.'afe rtmovtd fromhner se^ Phced
,kne »* ta My BS ''I9ISAfvaMr'. ttiiclintis cf

cofKreh,3'6'

Ellip+icol Ri-^ of Conere+e Placed
from S-to+mn 555+0 was

Centre** Bose Poced from S+a+ioo '

WI*o342S
FI6IS

A'Sec+ion a+ S+a+ion,327Me*er5
B-Sec+ion o+ Station, 325.5 Mefers

FI0.I9

FIGS. 11 TO 19. IJICTAILS OF .SKCTIU.NS lU' i.NCKliTE WUKK IN THE liAUHO.N SIIAKT
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342.5-m. to the 341-m. level the base shown in Fig. 18

was put in. In this part, between the two bases

mentioned, the shaft caved and there were several large

bodies of loose rock outside of timbers held in place with

wedges, etc. It was not deemed feasible to remove all

of this, so it was filled as well as possible and a grout run
in outside of the concrete ring. As shown in sketches,

all posts and braces were removed, and in the worst

ground all timber exce])t pieces a, h, c. Fig. 14, was
removed. The last double set was at the 330-m. level,

and from here up the square section used below was put

in (Fig. 19). This section was run up to the 319-m.

level where old "mocheta" (cut stone) lining in shaft

was in good condition. Stations were put in at 380-m.,

355-ni. and 330-m. levels similar to that at 400-m. level,

Fig. 6.

There were 1,386 eu.m. of concrete placed, which

contained 126 cu.m. of "plums,'' there being therefore

1.260 cu.m. of actual concrete. There were 670 cu.m.

of backfill.

In the following statement, the actual cost in United

States currency has been given and, in parallel columns,

THE TOTAL COST OF THE V.OKK
All Figures in T'. S. Currency

Actuil

Labor -

Material
EngineeriDg and super^'ir^tnn -

Various,

Total

Cost of Materials:

Cement. 293 1 tons (o, $15
Sand. 591 cu.m. fe 0.29
Various
'Mocheta" (cut stone) (a. 0, 166.
Lime. 17.5 tons® 2.62

Total

Sl,941 11
5.161 50
1,423 90

Calculated at 2 to 1

Eich.

S7,943.00
5.786 87
1.423.90
900 00

Cost of Concrete and Work
Meter:

Mixing
Placing
Transp. sand and rock .

.

Sand
Rock
Cement

Total

Backail:

Uock and tlansp.

$9,218 14
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since which time it has been doing satisfactory work in

a small way by sulphate roasting, brine leaching, lime pre-

cipitation and electrolysis. The work with a chlorine

process at Helena, which was conducted along lines similar

to those of the Malm process, was equally unsuccessful.

m

Twiagsfteia Isa A.risoiniSi

By William P. Dt Wolf

Prospecting for tungsten in the pegmatite belts of

Yavapai Count}- has resulted in the discovery of hiibnerite

and wolframite deposits of value in the Eureka, Tip Top

and Tule Creek districts. Shipments of ore carrying a

high percentage of tungsten have been forwarded to

Pittsburgh and to Denver, where they met with a ready

.^ale at top market prices. Tungsten ore is being

mined in this section of Arizona under conditions indicat-

ing a source of supply equal to that of the Boulder dis-

trict of Colorado.

The energizing of the tungsten-mining industry of

Yavapai Count)-, brought about by the conditions men-

tioned, has produced results beyond the most sanguine

expectations of the operators. This, in turn, has incited

the prospectors to search more diligently for the mineral

and has attracted them to the local field from all portions

of the Southwest. The summer is expected to record

additions to their ranks and result in tungsten finds in

outlying sections of Y'avapai County that are as yet

inaccessible because of the snow.

First Tl-xg.stex Discovery ix Arizona

To Homer Wood, of Prescott. is due the present status

of Yavapai's tungsten-mining industry. About IS months

ago he became convinced that the pegmatite areas of this

county might produce tungsten ores. Since then he has

devoted his time, energy and money to their development

and has achieved a degree of success that has strengthened

his conviction in their worth and encouraged others to

engage in the work. Mr. Wood has supplied 70 or more

])rospectors with the necessary acids, etc., for making

tungsten tests in the field.

The first discovery of tungsten ore in Y'avapai County

was made by William Connors, in April, 1914, in the

Eureka district. The Connors property is one of a num-
ber in which Mr. Wood is interested. Development con-

sists of a number of shallow workings extending for 1.500

ft. along one of a number of ledges that traverse the

group of 1.3 claims. Hiibnerite and wolframite occur in

all of the workings and on all of the claims, including a

large placer acreage. The latter is to be worked exten-

sively as soon as weather conditions will permit. In the

meantime Connors is developing the hiibnerite and wolf-

lamite lode deposits and is sacking ore carrying Tl.13%
tungsten. The pegmatite area of the Eureka district is

extensive and, so far as prospected, is known to be tung-

sten-bearing, but a considerable area is still open.

John Seiss and .\sa Bozarth are mining and sacking

tungsten ore on a gioni) of claims adjoining the Connors

locations. ]{ol)ert l.'olihin^ and Orville Bozarth are work-

ing another group ami are sacking tungsten for shijiment.

Mark Ferguson is minintt tungsten of commercial grade.

Frank Williams recently sent a test shipment of tung-

sten to Denver; returns have not as yet been received. E.

S. Temple, of Boulder. Colo., is developing a group of

tungsten claims in that section with encouraging results.

Conditions seem favorable for a regular and remunera-

tive production of tungsten ore from the entire pegma-

tite belt of the Eureka district.

There is 20.000 tons of ore, estimated to carry 1^^%
tungsten, on the dump of the Tip Top mine in the Tip

Top district. This is the largest producer of tungsten

in Y'avapai County. In former years it was one of the

richest silver mines in Arizona, and at that time a large

tonnage of ore that the operators classified as blackjack,

hut which has recently been determined to be wolframite,

was thrown over the dump as valueless. A much larger

tonnage was left standing in the drifts and stopes. All

the tonnage in the mine workings and on the dump is

now valuable, as it is available for reduction at a much
lower cost than if the orebodies had to be prospected and

developed. The tungsten-yielding possibilities of the

Tip Top mine are duplicated in other old silver mines of

that section, many of which will yield profits to a remark-

able extent.

George Wingfield. of Goldfield fame, has taken an

option on the Tip Top mine. A mill—as yet in an experi-

mental stage—is being utilized for the reduction of the

tungsten ores. ^Mien perfected it will handle a consid-

erable tonnage, but will be available only for the Tip Top's

ores. During his first trip to the property, Mr. Wing-
field's engineer optioned the tungsten holdings of J. C.

Gardner. The sum involved is said to approximate

$4.5,000.

DeVELOPJIEXT of HiGH-CiliADE OrE

Gardner owns five claims in the Tule Creek section.

He is sacking hand-sorted ore that carries 50% mineral.

Several weeks ago Gardner, in conjunction with George

Thompson, shipped a batch of wolframite ore to Denver,

where it was marketed at $45 per unit. The shipment was

made for the purpose of ascertaining what can be done

with a 40% product, rather than with the object of secur-

ing funds for further development of the orebody. Thomp-
son is sacking ore on his group of claims and will ship to

Pitt.<burgh as soon as the roads are passable for freight

teams.

'l"he tungsten-bearing area, extending from the Tule

Creek district to Tip Top and beyond, is extensive, and

a considerable area is still open to location. The pegma-

tite appears as a centralized dike with isolated outcrops

that have no surface connection with the main body. A
number of old silver mines along this pegmatite belt are

now being prospected for tungsten with gratifying results.

In the Crown King section there is another pegma-

tite area that seems promising. All of these areas will

doubtless be thoroughly prosjjected during the spring and

summer months.

E. J. Trevaro and .1. C. McDonald, former mine opera-

tors in the Cripple Creek district, have opened a good

streak of tungsten ore in the Tule Creek district. The
liay portion of the deposit is 5 in. wide and is readily

sorted to a high-grade tungsten protluct. It is opened to

a depth of 10 ft. Wolframite is being sacked for ship-

ment. .\'ear-by the Trevaro-McDonald holdings, Ed. Foltz

and Frank Morgan have opened lommercial ore on six

claims. Jesse Davis and partner, owners of three claims

half a mile north of the George Thom])son holdings, have

tungsten ore opened in two tunnels. Other openings of

importance are ajiijcariug rapidly.
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SYNOPSIS—The prinriplcs of the bi'haviur of

suspensions developed in the preceding articles are

applied to the specific problem of the rate of set-

tling of slimes in undisturbed tanks. It is show7i

that there are two types of settling and that the

type that will occur in any case is determined by the

initial concentration of the slime. Only the type

characteristic of more concentrated slimes will yield

a clear .solution, so it is necessary to deliver slimes

at an initial concentration above the limiting criti-

cal concentration. The factors controlling this

critical concentration are discussed and the princi-

ples applied to practical problems.

The jirevious articles of this series have been devoted

to some generalizations of colloid science that affect the

behavior of colloidal slimes. Necessarily the treatment

has been brief. For that reason as well as because of the

importance of the matter, the present article is devoted

to the definite problem of the rate of settling of slimes.

To this problem we shall apply the general principles

developed in the earlier articles as well as some pertinent

experimental data that have not been presented previously.

Obviously a great deal might be included under this proli-

lem, but for simplicity and brevity we shall discuss only

free, unhindered settling in undistu]-bed tanks; that is, the

older, discontinuous system of slimes thickening. The
princi])les—true for such undisturbed settling—will apply,

with small and obvious modifications, to the modern sys-

tems of continuous settling as well as to the settling of

other sorts of sludges and suspended materials.

if we consider first the effect of the initial concentra-

tion' or "thickness" of slimes upon their rate of settling

and if we examine the whole range of possible concen-

trations from the thinnest and most dilute to the thick-

est and most concentrated, we discover that two different

types of settling are displayed. In dilute slimes the

]!articles fall individually and gradually accumulate on

the bottom of the container. The suspension clears slow-

ly and continuously throughout its entire volume. Con-

c-entrated slimes behave differently. Thei'e appears at

the to]) of the suspension a layer of clear liquid separated

by a sharp surface from the slimes suspension below. As
the slimes settle, this surface falls and more and more
of the clear solution appears above. The slimes fall as an

assemblage of particles—not by individual particles.

Two COXTR.VSTED TyI'KS OF SlCTTLIXG

It is important to get this distiiU'tion clearly in mind.

The tyjie characteristic of dilute suspensions can be

thought of as the se])aration of solid particles out of a

suspension continually growing inoii' tiilutc. The more

•Thi.s i.s the fourth of a series .f .irticles on "CoMoids in
eared in the "Journal" ofOre Dressing." Former articles appeared in the "Journal" of

Feb. 5. Mar. 4 and Mar. IS, 1916. The ne.xt article will treat of
"The Control of Slimes," and will appear in an early issue.

tChemical Engineer, 1105 Madison Ave., Baltimore, Md.

FKi:i;t

concentiated type can be thought of as the separation of

water (or clear solution) out of a suspension continually

growing more concentrated. The latter type may be re-

garded as the consolidation of a mass of particles, all in

actual contact, the consolidation being due to the gradual

attainment of a closer packing. It will be convenient

to refer to this type as consolidation settling and to the

other type, characteristic of dilute suspensions, as subsid-

ence settling-. Most slimes encountered in practice are

of fairly high initial concentration, and the consolidation

type of settling is practically the more important; but

actual cases of the subsidence type are not rare, as for in-

stance, those slimes that refuse to give clear solution above

the slimes mass.

From Ijoth practical and theoretical viewpoints the

most important feature of this distinction between the

consolidation and subsidence types of settling is the rela-

tion of these types to the concentration of slimes. The
same slimes may be made to show either type of settling,

depending only upon whether the concentration is low

01 high. This can be made clear most easily by a con-

sideration of experimental data. Such data might be ob-

tained under conditions of actual practice, but the details

FIG. 1. SETTLINC

Tlme(Hour^

CURVES OF KAOLIN .SUSPENSIONS

aic better exhibited if the experiments are made in con-

tainers that are relatively deep and narrow. The vertical

movements are relatively larger and more easily measured.

and the discrepancies due to convection currents and

other accidental disturbances are less important. Accord-

ingly the experiments here described were made in glass

tubes approximately 50 times as long as they were wide.

Control experiments in containers of more normal shape

have been confirmatory. Similarly, for the sake of con-

stancy and ease of control, purilied kaolin was used instead

of actual slimes. Experiments with slimes themselves

are fully confirmatory, but are more difficult to reprotluce

and to control in detail, beiause of accidental and un-

avoidable variations in their )ihysical or iheinical com-

position.

'['he distinction between the two contrasted types of

Settling is obvious on mere inspection of the suspensions,

but it is also slunvn clearly by settling curves, such as

are given in Fig. i. These curves are from oxporiments

with kaolin and give the position of the surface between

-O. C. Ralston, in his forthcoming paper, referred to in

the preceding article. distinKUlshes a third type of settlins
characteristic of highly concentrated suspensions. I shall
delav discu.ision of the relations of these throe types until
Mr. Ralstons paper has appeared.
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The settled kaolin and tlie overlying solution or suspension

at the stated times after the beginning of the settling.

They are not the customary rate-of-settling curves, but

show directly the actual settling. The rate at any particu-

lar point on the curve is given by the slope of the curve at

that point. These curves represent slightly different

thino^s for the two types of settling described. The subsid-

ence type characteristic of dilute suspensions is repre-

sented by the three lower curves of Fig. 1, corresponding

to kaolin concentrations of 2, 6 and 8% respectively. In

this type of settling the kaolin gradually accumulates on

the Ijottom of the container by the continual fall of the

individual particles. The surface, the movement of which

is recorded by tlie settling curve, is the upper surface of

this accumulating kaolin. Above it is the suspension,

always becoming less concentrated. Below it is the accu-

mulated kaolin, which may or may not suffer further pro-

gressive consolidation within itself. As the settled kaolin

accumulates and increases in \olume, the surface slowly

rises to a limiting, asymptotic position reached when all

the kaolin has settled. The lower curves of Fig. 1 portray

the rise.

With concentrated suspensions, and provided that no

sand or other fast-settling material is present, no surface

of demarcation appears at the bottom of the container.

On the contrary, all the kaolin falls as a mass and the

surface appears at the top. Above this surface is clear

water. Below is the gradually consolidating mass of

kaolin. As the kaolin consolidates, the surface falls until

it reaches a limiting a^^ymptotic value beyond which no

perceptible consolidation occurs. The three upper curves

of Fig. 1 illustrate the behavior.

Type of Settling Depends ox C'oxcextration'

Since all curves of Fig. 1 represent suspensions of kaolin

in water, differing only in the relative proportion (con-

centration) of the kaolin, it is apparent that there must

be some concentration at which the type of settling

changes from the subsidence to the consolidation type.

In the experiments of Fig. 1 this critical concentration

must lie between 8 and 0%. The attempt to place it more
precisely would involve us in ditfictdties, owing to the

fact that the transition between tlie two types of settling

is not mathematically .<harp. There is a transitional

range of concentration within which the behavior of the

settling kaolin is complex. Certain of these complexities

will be discussed, but for the moment the essential concept

is that of a critical concentration al)ove whicii settling is

of the consolidation type and below which it is of the sub-

sidence type. This concejition appears to be applicable

to all suspensions of more than momentary persistence,

including all slimes.

This critical concentration is a matter of great practical

importance. Generally one want.s to thicken slimes to

recover solution rather than to ])roduce drier slimes. Usu-
ally it is desired that the recovered solution be as clear

ami free of particles as may be possible. Only the consoli-

iliiiion type of settling gives clear solution at the top.

In the subsidence typo the solution above the settled ma-
terial clears graduall\ and, if some of the particles be

fine, very slowly, liidnd many slimes never become dear

at all if settling i- •<( the subsidence type. With the

consolidation type ><( settling, tln'so finest i)articles are

swcfit along witii t!i' (onsolidatiuL' slimes an<l the solu-

tion above it is left fully clear. Obviously there are strong

practical reasons in favor of settling of the consolidation

type, and from the data presented it follows that this can

be assured by increasing the initial concentration above

the critical value. With most slimes this is not difficult.

The occasional contrary case in which it proves impossible

is usually due to an abnormally high critical concentra-

tion. This suggests a query as to possible change of the

critical concentration itself. Is it not possible that the

critical concentration might be altered—in this case low-

ered—bringing the troublesome slimes within the range of

the consolidation type of settling?

Not all of the conditions determining the critical

concentration are known. Many of the factors determin-

ing it appear to be related to inherent and largely unknown
characteristics of the suspended material or of the me-

dium, but the most important single factor is the degree

of flocculation of the suspension. An increase in the

degree of flocculation will lower the critical concentratinn

markedly. AYell-flocculated suspensions show the consoli-

dation type of settling even when they are quite diluti'.

This is illustrated by the experimental data shown in Fig.

2, the curves being prepared in exactly the same way as

those of Fig. 1. except that each of the suspensions was

100

90 1
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continual rise of the 1% curve or of the three lower

curves of Fig. 1. The reason lies in the fact that a part

of the flocculation existing in a flocculated suspension

is not permanent, but breaks down after the flocculated

material has settled, allowing a consolidation and shrink-

age of the mass^. This behavior is characteristic of the

transition zone near the critical concentration and espe-

cially with suspensions of a considerable degree of floccu-

lation. Its only practical importance, from the present

viewpoint, is that such transitional suspensions sometimes

appear to settle according to the consolidation type, but

nevertheless leave behind a solution not well cleared.

Many of the actual cases of trouble in practice belong to

this transitional class, but the controlling conditions are

usually local and peculiar to each case. It is useless to at-

tempt general discussion. Obviously the remedy, if appli-

cable, is to increase the concentration of the slimes or

the degree of flocculation, or both, until the system lies

well within the range of settling according to the consoli-

dation type. Trouble of this sort means that one is oper-

ating too near the critical concentration for the particu-

lar slimes and settling conditions concerned.

The practical conclusion that the initial concentration

and degree of flocculation of the slimes should be such

90

80

70
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assumption, only with the problem of undisturbed, discon-

tinuous settling. We are required to determine what

initial slime* concentration is best. Of course we mean
best from the standpoint of the slimes settling only.

Requirements of other parts of the mill are not taken

into account. Under such circumstances there is, in gen-

eral, one necessary condition and two desiderata, the latter

to be attained so far as possible. The necessary condi-

tion is the delivery of a clear solution. The desiderata

are quick settling, which means high plant capacity, and

high concentration of thickened slimes, which means small

loss of solution.

The necessary condition requires that settling be of the

consolidation type, which means that the initial slimes

concentration employed must be above the critical con-

centration for the particular slimes concerned. This

fixes the lower limit for the initial slimes concentration.

.\fter a Given Number of Hours. Starting from Different
Initial Concentrations (Calculated from the Data of Fig. 3)

, Concentration Reached, %—

^

Initial Concentration. %.... 5 7.5 10 15 20 30
Hours Elapsed

1 11. S 12.7 13.4 17.8 22.3 30.3
2 13.6 14.6 14.9 19.5 23.5 31.0
4 16.4 17.0 17.5 21.9 25.7 31.7
6 18.7 19.0 19.2 23.6 27.1 32.4
8 20.8 21.0 20.8 25.1 28.

4

33.1
10 22.2 22.7 22.3 26.4 29.4 33.8
12 23.3 24.0 23.6 27.2 30.4 34.4
18 25.5 26.3 26.7 28.8 32.5 36.1
24 26.2 27.3 28.8 30.7 33.9 37.6
30 26.3 27.7 29.7 32.0 35.0 39.0
36 26.4 27. S 29.9 32.9 35.7 40.2

^lle subsidence type of settling, which would occur below

this limit, would not give a clear solution except after

an inipo.ssibly long time.

The two desiderata of quick settling and great final

consolidation are mutually oppositive. Settling is faster

in the more dilute suspensions; final consolidation is

greater in the more concentrated. Help on the matter is

obtainable by some calculations from a group of settling

curves like those of Fig. 3. It is possible to read directly

from these curves the volumes occupied by the settled

slimes after definite time intervals and to calculate there-

from the respective concentrations of the settled slimes

at these times. By way of example, these concentrations,

as calculated from Fig. 13, are given in Table 2 and are

plotted ill Fig. 4. These figures and curves show the

concentration that will be attained l)y the settled slimes

ill a given time, starting from a given initial concentra-

tion. The most striking thing about the curves is that

tliey come so close together. The faster rate of settling

of the less concentrated slimes partly makes up for their

greater initial dilution. For instance, one reads from

Fig. 4 that after 1"^ lir. settling, the slimes initially 5, 7.5

and 10% have consolidated nearly to the same concen-

tration. Even the slimes originally 30% have reached

a concentration of only 34.4%, whereas the slimes origi-

nally 5% have consolidated to 23.3%. It follows that

for slimes behaving like the kaolin that gave the data of

Fig. 3, increase of initial slimes concentration between

5 and 30% is not of viry great practical value. Most

slimes do behave in this respect like the kaolin of Fig.

3, and the conclusion is probably applicable to tlie majority

of actual slimes.

Practically, therefore, it is necessary to have the initial

slimes ( oncentration safely above the critical concentration

for consolidation-type ,-cttling, but it does not matter

greatly bow far it is above this critical concentration.

From the standpoint of the slimes phnit only, there is no

need to strive for high initial concentration so long as the

concentration is above that which would cause settling of

the other type. Applications to mill design are obvious.

It is not difficult to work out for any particular slime a

set of settling curves like those of Fig. 3, and from these

curves one can readily determine the critical concentration

for consolidation-type settling and also, by calculations

like those leading to Table 2 and Fig. 4, the exact advan-

tage that will be given by any specified increase of initial

concentration. This assumes that laboratory results are

really applicable to practice—an assumption concerning

which there has been much dispute and to which we shall

return presently.

Before passing to the second problem, a word as to

flocculation is in order. The data of Fig. 3 were obtained

with suspensions of a moderate degree of flocculation.

Most slimes in practice are flocculated to a degree some-
where near this. If the degree of flocculation is higher,

the critical concentration, and consequently the practical

lower limit of initial concentration, will be lower. If the

degree of flocculation be lower, this limit will be higher.

The effect of a low degree of flocculation on the critical

concentration is sometimes responsible for practical

troul)le. Slimes that have a strong tendency to become

2 4 6 8 10 12 18 24 JO 56

Time (Hours)

FIG. 4. DKGUKE OF THICKENING IN GIVEN TIME

deflocculated have sometimes a critical concentration so

high that it cannot be reached in practice. The thickest

slimes that can be produced and delivered to the settling

tanks are still too thin to settle according to the consoli-

dation type of settling, and a clear solution cannot be

obtained. Since the initial concentration of the slimes

cannot be increased further, the reniiMly is to increase the

degree of flocculation.

Above the critical concentration an iiu rease of floccu-

lation appears to bring the cuivcs of Fig. I nearer to-

gether; a decrease, to push them a])art. That is, the slight

advantage in more rapid thickening resulting from higher

initial concentration is relatively greater the less the de-

gree of flocculation of the slimes. One cannot be dog-

matic about this. Experiments are not yet sufficient for

assurance, but what data are available support the conclu-

sion stated.

Sizic .\\i) Sii.vi'i: OK Siorri.iNii T.\nks

'i'hc secoiul |irnl)lcin, that of the size and shape of set-

tling tanks, has hccn much discussed, but entirely from

tile results of i)ractical experience. In considering the

matter from the standpoint of general principles, we con-

fine ourselves, for obvious reasons, to settling of the

consolidation type. Let us first inquire into what really

causes this consolidation. Manifestly it is due to gravity

acting in the form of the weight of the suspended ma-
terial. In eiincentratc(l slimes nil the particles may be
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thought of as in contact. Consolidation is due to their

acceptance of a closer arrangement. This closer arrange-

ment is induced hy the gravity, including not only the

weight of the individual particles tliat are slipping closer

together, but also the weight of superposed particles rest-

ing on them. Accordingly the compressive force and
hence the consolidation will be greater at the bottom of a

column of slimes than at the top and will be the more the

greater the length of the column of slimes. The two

desiderata of settling—quick production of clear liquid

and high concentration of settled slimes—are both depen-

dent directly upon the speed and degree of consolidation

totaled for the entire slimes column. Accordingly deep

tanks are to be preferred to shallow ones for concentrated

slimes. The slimes at the bottom will suffer greater

weight, be more compressed and take a higher degree of

consolidation''.

It is important to emphasize that this conclusion ap-

|ilies only to concentrated slimes. That dilute slimes

behave differently is brought out by the experiments of

llishler^ with slimes from the Tigi'e mill in Sonora, Mex-
ico. Working with these slimes in various concentrations

between 3.3 and 1.7% and in vessels of heights between 8

in. and 2 ft., Mishler found that thick slimes settled ap-

jjreciably faster in the deeper vessels, but that thin slimes

settled at approximately the same rate regardless of the

depth of the column. This result, as well as a number
of interesting details of Mishler's results, can be explained

by reference to the mechanical principles of subsidence and

the phenomena of temporary and permanent flocculation.

FLOfCULATION AXD RaTE OF FaLL

In a previous article of this series it was pointed out

that the fall of a particle or a floccule is at a constant rate

determined by its .size and density and by the properties

of the medium. It has been found experimentally (as

will be discussed in a later article) that a part of the

llocculation existing in a flocculated suspension is teinpo-

rary only and breaks down when the material has subsided.

Settling of the consolidation type is affected by both of

these factors. With dilute slimes just beginning to settle,

the amount of possible consolidation due to breakdown of

floccules is large. All of the floccules are nearly of

their original size and looseness of structure. All will

consolidate a little on touching or on slight pressure. The
total consolidation thus caused is relatively large in

amount, easy and rapid. Accordingly the rate at which

the top floccules of a dilute suspension can fall is not

limited by the rate of consolidation below. It is limited

by the rate of fall through the medium of the top floc-

cules themselves. We have seen that this rate of fall is

constant. Accordingly, with dilute slimes in the early

part of their consolidation, the rate of settling is constant

and is equal to ' the rate of fall of the individual floc-

cules through the medium, this rate being determined liy

the properties of floccule and medium according to the

general mechanics of suspension. When the slimes be-

come more concentrated or if they start at a higher ini-

tial concentration, the rate at which total consolidation is

permitted by breakdown of floccules is less. The floccules,

*This conclusion has been stated by Caetani, "Min. and Sci.
Press." Vol. CVI, p. 442 (1913).

'••Eng. and Min. Journ.," Vol. XCIV. pp. 643-6 (1912). The
earlier experiments of Nichols are confirmatory, "Trans." I. M.
and M., Vol. XVII, pp. 293-329 (190S); "Min. and Sci. Press,"
Vol. XCVII. pp. G4-6 (190.S). Important further experiments
.nre described in the forthcoming paper of Ralston.

being already ]jartly consolidated, suffer further break-
down only slowly and with appreciable resistance. Tl.-
total rate of consolidation of floccules becomes, therefoi.

less than the pi-oper rate of fall of the upper floccules

through the medium. These find themselves supported
importantly from below and add their weight to the
force urging further consolidation below. The rate of

consolidation ceases to be constant, and the depth of the
slime column begins to affect it.

All of this might be deduced equally well from the set-

tling curves of Fig. 3, and all is in accord with experience.
The practical conclusion is that deep tanks are better

than shallow for concentrated slimes, but offer no import-
ant advantage for dilute slimes. What precise concen-
trations are "concentrated" or "dilute" in the meaning
of this sentence will depend upon the properties (such as

particle size and degree of flocculation) of the particular

slime concerned. The precise concentrations can be de-

termined from settling curves like tho,se of Fig. 3 or by

direct test as in Mishler's experiments.

Predictixg Slijie-Plaxt Capacity

The third problem—the prediction of the capacity of

a slimes plant—is es.sentially the problem of how small-

scale laboratory results can be made truly indicative of

practical results. If laboratory tests are exactly appli-

cable to plant conditions, it is obvious that the entin-

behavior of a proposed slime plant can be worked out in

advance, using a small-scale duplicate of that plant. Un-
fortunately this is not the case. Most engineers seem tn

have concluded that advance laboratory study of slimes

i;, of little help in the design of a thickening plant and

that one must go at it blindly, guided only by such general

good Judgment as has resulted from empirical experience.

With this pessimistic conclusion I cannot agree. Labora-

tory results can be made to supply sound indications

as to the behavior of a proposed plant, but the laboratory

results must be obtained and interpreted with good judg-

ment and with full knowledge of the properties of slimes

and the principles of settling in general. Probably most

of the past failures are to be attributed to misinterpreta-

tions of laboratory data, due, in turn, to neglect of the

fundamental mechanics of suspension.

First, it is not uncommon to attempt to predict the be-

havior of- a given settling tank from ex])eriments with a

smaller vessel of the same relative dimensions. If the

tank is to be 10x20 ft., the test vessel is made 10x20 in.

The error is almost obvious. As already discussed tlie

settling of slimes of any considerable concentration is due

in part to the compressive effect of the weight of the

slimes column itself. This will be greater in the deep

tank than in the shallow vessel. It is the actual depth

that is vital, not the ratio of depth to cross-section.

Again, it is not customary to pay any attention to floc-

culation. It has been shown several times in these articles

that the degree of flocculation of a suspension is extremely

variable and sensitive. It may be changed greatly by

small amounts of foreign substances or even by the

amount of shaking undergone just previous to settling.

The degree of llocculation has a great effect on all features

of the settling, and it is easy to see thai a differenio in

the degree of llocculation in the tests and in the tanks i nv

result in serinus discreiKincies. Such a diiicrence nuLiht

arise eithci' tluough a difference in handling the test

samples or through the accidental additi'-n "' soim sub-
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stance to them. For instance, 1 have known of labora-

tory tests made on a slime that had been diluted with

distilled water. Of course distilled water was not used in

the mill, the solution had a different composition, the de-

gree of flocculation of the slimes was different, and one

does not wonder that results failed to correspond. The

analogous disturbing effects of differences in initial slimes

concentration will be obvious.

Probablv it is a difference in degree of flocculation that

most often causes a practical discrepancy between advance

laboratory results and later plant results. For this reason

it is especially important that an advance study of slimes

should include thorough examination of their flocculation

peculiarities—of the extent to which the degree of floccu-

lation can be affected by differences in stirring, by pos-

sible added materials, by variations in mill water, and

the like. These matters are easily studied by means of

settling curves like those of Fig. 3 and through the points

discussed under flocculation. If one understands the floc-

culation peculiarities of the slimes concerned and takes

account of the general principles of settling that are ap-

l)licable, there is every reason to expect a satisfactory

agreement between laboratory prediction and practical

perfomiance.

Suggestions for Study of a Slime

Although it is believed possible to make advance study

of slimes the basis of successful plant design, it is not

possible to lay down specific rules for such advance in-

vestigation. I^ocal circmnstances vary and necessarily al-

ter the procedures to be employed. Colloid science is no

more likely than other science to reach the point where

it can eliminate experience and common sense in favor

of rules, theories or textbook principles. Without imply-

ing the abandonment of tliese older and always necessary

guides, certain suggestions that are likely to be useful

aids may be offered as to laboratory procedures. First,

it is important to construct a series of settling curves like

those of Fig. 3 and their more dilute analogues of Fig. 1

and Fig. 2. From such a set one can determine the critical

concentration above which settling will take place ac-

cording to the desired consolidation type. Suggestions

will be obtained also concerning the degree of flocculation

of the slimes, and these, suggestions should be tested and

supplemented by experiments on the effect of small

amounts of flocculating and deflocculating agents and

of such changes of concentration, temperature, stirring,

etc., as may bo expected to occur in practice. One will dis-

cover thus whether the slimes change degree of floccu-

lation easily or diflicultly and what consequent variations

of settling are to lie expected in practice. The effect of

depth of tanks may be studied by settling tests made in

tubes of increasing dcjitli. extending, if necessary, to tubes

as deep as the projected tanks. The difficulties of plant

design will be lessened by such preliminary studies modi-

fied to suit local conditions and properly interpreted.

Considerations both of brevity and of individual and

local compie-xity forl)i(l the attempt to analy/e other of

the many important jiniljlenis of settling, especially those

of continuous settling now so much to the fore. The

foregoing pages furnish a suggestion of the manner of

attacking these problems. The promise of practical value

is in the way of attack rMtlur than in any definite theories

or conchi.sjons. Speci(i( investigation of individual .<limes

i- almost always a ncc(--ary preliminary.

By T. F. Sutherland*

The Province of Ontario has an area of 407,262 sq.mi.,

of which approximately 285,000 sq.mi. is pre-Cambrian

and is therefore, from a geological viewpoint, more or

less favorable for occurrence of mineral deposits. It is

estimated that only about 10% of that promising area

has been prospected, and that not thoroughly; yet in the

area so far known there were in 191.5, in addition to the

nonproductive properties, T9 producing mines, of which

G2 operated at a profit.

The materials mined in Ontario are silver, gold, copper,

nickel, iron, graphite, pyrites, talc, mica, feldspar, gyp-
sum and corundum. The gold, silver, nickel, copper and
iron are produced principally in the northern part of the

province and the graphite, talc, mica, feldspar and corun-

dum in the southeastern sections.

As regards the importance of these deposits, it is

claimed that Ontario has the largest body of high-grade

talc on the continent in the Cross and Wellington talc

mine at Madoc ; the largest body of high-grade feldspar

on the continent in the Richardson mine near Verona

:

the greatest mica mine on the continent at Sydenham:
the greatest graphite mine at Calabogie; the greatest

nickel deposits in the world at Sudbury; the richest silver

camp in the world at Cobalt, and the most promising of

the younger gold camps on the continent at Porcupine.

The Most Impoktant Camp in the Province

Sudbury is the greatest of Ontario mining camps yet

discovered, both in size of orebodies and their value. At

the beginning of 1916 Sudbury was producing at the rate

of $48,000,000 in metals per year—$38,000,000 in nickel.

$9,000,000 in copper and $1,000,000 in gold, silver,

platinum and palladium, based on the December, 1915,

prices of refined metals. Seventv"-one million tons of ore

is proved in the Sudbury district, and while this is

called a nickel ore and is mined primarily for its nickel

contents, the tonnage carries in addition two billion

pounds of copper and approximately $60,000,000 in gold,

silver, platinum and palladium.

The gold camps of Northern Ontario are coming to

the front rapidly, and their production in 1916 should be

at least $16,000,000. Forty million dollars' worth of ore

is blocked out in the operating mines. During the last year

promising discoveries were made at Boston Creek, at

mileage 154 on the Temiskamiug & Northern Onatrio Ry.

:

at Kowkash, 300 mi. west of Cochrane on the National

Transcontinental Ry. ; at Lake Wabigoon, south of Drydcn

on the Canadian Pacific Ry. ; and in Munro township a

group of claims which had been located, but idle for three

years, was optioned by a Cobalt company. A prospect shaft

6x11 ft. was sunk on the vein, and from this shaft, above

the 100-ft. level, $120,000 in gold was taken out in

sinking operations, and in six months about $1,000,000

worth of ore was blocked out with a small prospecting

outfit. The Cobalt silver area has so far produced over

230,000,000 oz. of silver, has paid about $65,000,000 in

dividends, and is now mining high-grade ore at a depth ot

700 ft.

Mining, like any other business, is conducted for profit,

and the supreme test of the mining industry in any

•fhirf Inspector iif mil Toronto. Ont.
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district is whether it pays or not. The vahie of the

mineral production in refined products in Ontario in 1915

was almost $65,000,000, or more than $8 per c'apita of

tiie Dominion of Canada. From the metallic-mineral

production $20,000,000 was paid in dividends, or $2.50

])er capita of Canada. This ratio of dividends to total

production, 32^^%, is probably not equaled by any other

mining state or province on the continent. British

Columbia, the next greatest mineral province of Canada,

produced nearly $1 per capita of Canada, but the divi-

dends paid from the metallic mineral production only

amounted to about 20c. per capita of Canada.

In addition to jiossessing abnormally rich mineral

deposits, Ontario mining camps have other advantages,

among which may be mentioned the following

:

The ])roducing camps are all within a few hours' run

of Toronto, the capital of the province, Porcupine, the

most distant camp, being only 20 hr. distant by rail.

Toronto is within a 24-hr. ride of 50,000,000 people and

of the great manufacturing, marketing and money centers

of the continent. The camps all have daily mail and

express .service, local and long-distance teleiAone, electric

light, good automobile roads and practically all the con-

veniences associated with old-established manufacturing

centers rather than with pioneer mining camps.

The mining centers are between latitudes 4-4° and 49°.

The greatest elevation is about 1,200 ft. The climate is

healthful and pleasant—not too hot in summer, and

though cold in winter, not severe enough to curtail opera-

tions. There is no excessive rainfall or snowfall. Farming
districts are immediately at or within a few miles of

all camps. Contrast these conditions with camps located

at high elevations in the deserts.

Power, Water and Timber Supply

The numerous lakes and rivers in the province render

it practically impossible to locate a camp that will not

be supplied with abundant water for power and mining

purposes. During the first j'ear or two the timber has

to be cleared, and this is used for fuel. Then a water

power is developed, and today 95% of the power used at

the mines is hydro-electrical. At Cobalt compressed air

at about 100-lb. pressure is piped to all the mines and

sold to the mining companies by a power company.

A suflfieient supply of suitable timber for mining pur-

poses is available at all camps. The cost is practically

that of cutting and hauling. After a camp is in operation

a few years, a rail haul of a few miles is necessary. As
mentioned before, this timber is used for fuel purposes

during the first year or two of the camp.

There is a plentiful supply of labor at the camps, which,

while not equal to the mine labor of 15 or 20 years ago,

is efficient. Labor does not have to be recruited from

outside points. Hiring is done on the property. The
jirincipal labor employed is Canadian and American,

Finn, Russian, Austrian and Italian.

Caving, swelling or moving ground of any description

is practically unknown in Ontario mines, and very little

timbering is required. W[\a.t timber is used is simply for

convenience in mining, and not to support ground. Other

conditions underground are favorable. The mines are

dry; very little pumping is required, and the tempera-

tures are normal.

A Workmen's Compensation Board, appointed by the

Ontario government, collects an annual assessment on the

wages, 3% for miners, and all compensation for injuries

is paid for by this board. This as.sures the injured

workman a sure and just compensation without any
expense to himself and protects the companies from suits

over damage claims. The fatal accident rate per 1,000

men em])loyed was only 1.51 in 1915.

Considering all these conditions under which the mines

are operated, the proportion of dividends to total produc-

tion, and the vast area geologically favorable yet to be

prospected, it may be said that no other country in the

world offers the same inducements to capital in mining as

the Province of Ontario.

This company owns blast furnaces and steel plant at

Buffalo; iron mines in Pennsylvania and Minnesota; coal

mines and other property. Its report for the year 1915

shows results as follows: Gross sales and earnings, $27,-

792,935; other income, $344,622; total income, $28,137,-

557: operating expenses, $21,061, 7 31; general expenses.

taxes, etc., $1,098,357; total expen.ses, $22,160,088; net

earnings, $5,977,469; interest, rentals and royalties,

$2,044^720; sinking fund, depreciation, etc., $1,523,642;

total charges, $3,568,362; surplus for the year, $2,409,-

107.

The net surplus for 1915 compares with a deficit of

$1,652,445 in 1914. A special appropriation of $104,205

was made.

The report says in part : The company received during

1915, from mines wliich it owns or is interested in and

from other sources, 1,727,804 gross tons of iron ore and

produced a total of 844,684 gross tons of coke and 918,772

gross tons of pig iron. It also produced 122,533 gross

tons of bessemer ingots and 1,040,218 gross tons of open-

hearth ingots, a total of 1,162,751 gross tons of steel

ingots of all kinds.

Openhearth-ingot producing capacity was increased

about 17% by the completion of four 70-ton furnaces.

Four more furnaces of the same size are now under con-

struction and should be in operation early in the third

quarter. This will complete all authorized openhearth-

ingot capacity and should permit of full operation of the

company's existing mills, together with the new S-in. and

12-in. combination bar mill which the directors authorized

toward thij end of 1915. This mill is expected to be in

operation before the end of this year. The directors also

authorized the construction at ButTalo and Lebanon of

plants for the recovery from the gases of the byproduct

coke ovens of benzol and its homologues. The Buffalo

plant began operations in May, 1915, and the Lebanon

I'lant in November. The results of their operation have

been very satisfactory.

Orders on hand as of Dec. 31, 1915, were 812,680 gross

tons, and additional sales made during 1916 should insure

full operations for this year. Prices are very profitable,

and the outlook for 1916 is the best in the company's

history.

Heronlt-Tyiie Iron Furnaces, orders for 33 of -which have
lieen taken by the .-VmeriiMn Bridgfe Co. since last September.

are leciuired in sizes of from 1 to 20 tons oap.ioity. Prices

ranse from ,l;:;o.iiilO to $40,000 each. Under present conditions

of steel prices installation costs are often covered in a nioitli

or two, accouniiuK for the great activity. Special, thin ai or

plate, electrically made, has brought the price up to ^ tc

$1.25 per lb. The steel is also used in making- hlgh-s . ec
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The Lilly hoisting-engine controller, shown in the illus-

tration, is the invention of W. J. Lilly, chief mechanical

engineer of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. It is a

safety device designed to prevent such accidents as are

caused by improper control of hoisting engines.

Essentially, it consists of a mechanism which is con-

nected by a chain to the indicator shaft of the hoist and

THE LILLY HDISTING CONTROLLER

whicli is operated h\

balls. Tlie function

weigliled lever, as ii'(|U

time, and thus to slmt

Btop the engine.

In case the engiiicci

a rate of speed, the (

>

if the engine speed is

the controller will tnk

engineer's hands ami

the motion of a pair of governor

of this mechanism is to trip a

ired by circumstances, at the proper

off the throttle, set the brakes and

is running the engine at too high

iiilroller will first ring a bell, then

not kept within the proper limits,

control of the engine o>it of the

lip it. W'licn this occurs while

the cages are running in the shaft, the speed of the hoist

is reduced gradually and no sudden stop is made.

In case the cage is approaching the top or bottom of the

shaft and the speed of the engine is not properly reduced,

the controller will act and bring the cages to a stop at the

collar or bottom landing of the shaft, as the case may be.

Any wrong action of the engineer, such as would cause the

cage to be pulled into the sheave or lowered into the sump,

will cause the controller to set the brakes and stop the cage

within safe limits.

Should any of the regular operating levers fail to act

properly, the engineer can immediately stop the engine

by pulling a lever connected to the controller.

When men are being hoisted, the controller will regulate

the hoist at a i-educed rate of speed and will prevent the

engineer from hoisting men up into the skip dmnp.
One of these controllers has been in operation on the

chippy hoist at the Leonard No. 2 shaft for over a year

and a half and has proved itself a success under all pos-

sible tests. Parts sufficient to make fifty more controllers

have now been received, and these will be installed as soon

as they can be assembled and fitted to the hoist engines.

—

'J'lie Anode.

m

A Maim© C©s<l Ss^stlesim

By Albekt E. Hall* and (iEoifOE C. McFeely

In all mining work it is very desirable to keep the

cost of the various operations. For e.xanqilc, we want
to know not only how much a ton of ore costs, but how
much of that cost is caused by the various operations,

also how much of this cost can be charged to labor anil

how much to supplies. In addition we want production,

development, supplies and construction costs separate.

For this reason some system must be evolved—the less

complicated the better—such that where it involves the

underground foreman he will be able to do his share

intelligently and with facility. The bookkeeping and

mining departments are separate divisions of the whole

machine, and while the accounts do not much interest the

practical miner, he must be considered in getting the

correct results. The system used by the Canadian Copper

Co. seems to work very smoothly. All the various

departments and properties are given symbols, as are

also all the numerous accounts, which are:

DEPARTMENT SYMBOLS ACCOUNT SYMBOLS
High Falls power plant.... H ProduciiiK labor ,-,-A

iKhton mine K Repairs, labor and material. .B
Criam Hill mine 1

No. 2 mine M
No. 3 mine P Develop
Dill (luartz mine D Construction

Expense accounts
Supplies, operating C

X
Roast yards R Extraordinary repairs and
Smelter S improvements Y
General G Experiments Z

If we are dealing with Creighton mine, for e.xami)le,

ainl wish to show producing labor, we would mark the

card or ticket or whatever we had, ''KA." In the same

inanner we would show operating supplies as "KC."

•niT West 171st St., New York City.
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Tliis classification alone would be too abstract, and

therefore these various accounts are subdivided. To show

this, Creighton mine will be taken as an example.

"KA"—PUODUCING LABOR
1. Sloping: Shift bosses, level bosses, drill runners, drill

helpers, scalers, blocltholers, powderman and miscellaneous
tabor.

2. Tramming: Trammer bosses, trammers, muckers, sledg-

ers, chute blasters and miscellaneous labor.

3. Timbering: Timbermen, masons, mason helpers, miscel-

laneous labor.

4. Pumping: Pumpmen.
5. Hoisting: Hoistmen, sl\ip tenders and miscellaneous

labor.

6. Crushing: Rockhouse foremen, crushermen, floormen.
picker bosses, pickers, oilers, loaders and miscellaneous labor.

"KB"—REPAIRS
1. Stoping: Powder-signal system, tools, powder magazine,

thawing houses.
2. Tramming: Tramcars, tracks and tool.s.

3. Timbering: Repairs to timbering tools, ore chute.s, djy-
walls, chute gates.

4. Pumping: Mine pumps, water lines, pump motors and
wiring.

5. Hoisting: (a) Hoists, hoisthouses, cables, pulleys, skips.

(b) Lighting system, hoisting-signal system, hoist motors.

(c) Shaft and appurtenance.s.
6. Crushing: (a) Crushers. lb) Sorting tables, screen:-,

shafting, belting, pulley.s and tools. (c) Motors and connec-
tions, electric-light wiring and fi.\tures. (d) Rockhouse and
chutes, water lines and heating equipment.

The two foregoing- accounts for Creightoii will show the

various divisions that are made under the subheads, and

ill the remainder of the accounts only the subheads will

he given.

•KG"—OPER.\TIN(; SUPPLIES
1. Stoping.
2. Tramming.
3. Timbering.
4. Mine pumping.
5. Hoisting.
6. Rockhouse.

"KE"—EXPENSE ACCOUNTS I Departmental).

1. Superintendent and assistant, mine surveyors and sam-
pling men, master mechanic and assistant.

2. Clerks, timekeepers, warehousemen and other office help.

3. Printing, stationery, postage.
4. Telephone.
5. Traveling expenses.
6. Watchmen and policemen.
7. Surface improvements, streets, sewers, yards, town.
8. Maintenance and repairs to general buildings and

equipment.
9. Water supply and fire protection.

10. Ventilating system, mine lighting and telephones.

20. Unclassified.
Steam

31. Producing labor.

32. Repairs.
34. Fuel.

35. Miscellaneous supplies tor operating.
Electric Power

41. Producing labor.

42. Repairs.
45. Miscellaneous supplies for opeiatlng.

Electric Light
51. Producing labor.

52. Repairs.
55. Miscellaneous supplies.

Transportation
61. Producing labor.

62. Repairs.
65. Miscellaneous supplies.

Houses
71. Producing labor.

72. Repairs.
75. Miscellaneous supplies.

Air
81. Producing labor.

82. Repairs.
83. Lubricants.
85. Miscellaneous supplies.

Drill Shops
91. Producing labor.

92. Repair."?.

^3. Drill steel.

94. Fuel.
95. Miscellaneous supplies.

It will be noticed that in all the expense accounts
the numeral in the units place alwaj-s stands for the
same item. In this way the system soon becomes familiar
to these using it.

"KV—DEVELOPMENT LABOR
1. Diamond drilling.
2. Shaft sinking and timbering.
3. Stations, pump sumps, ore pockets.
4. Drifts and crosscuts.
5. Raises.
6. Winzes.
7. Boxholes.

Supplies
11. Diamond drilling.
12. Shaft sinking and timbering.
13. Stations, pump sump and on- pockets.
14. Drifts and crosscuts.
15. Raises.
16. Winzes.
17. Boxholes.

"K.X"—CON.STRUCTION (Labor and .Material)
26. General mine equipment.
27. Dwellings and store buildings.
2S. Dwellings and store buildings equipment.

"KT"—EXTRAORDINARY REPAIRS
11. -Alterations to skips, skip tracks and dump. No. 2 shaft.

Otlier numbers are added as needed like the following:
22. Engineering and supervision of moving Bellis & Mor-

com compressor from No. 3 mine to Creighton.

All foremen are provided with cards, on which are li.-ted

nil the men working under the foreman, that are turned
in at the end of the shift. Underground foremen have
two card.s—one for development and one for mining. All
the various cla.sses of labor are listed on these cards, so
it is a simple matter for the foreman to get his report
correct, as all he has to do is to fill in the numbers of
the men under the various headings. Time clocks are
used for the men's pay-roll time, and thus the.se cards
of the foreman, besides giving the correct distribution of
lalior to the timekeeper, .serve as a check on the time of
the men shown on the clocks.

Requisitions are required for all material given out
at the warehouse, and these must be signed by the fore-

man and must show for what the material is to be u.sed.

This method, therefore, gives the proper distribution of

supplies. Every day the head of each department is

given a list of the material used the day l)efore. showing
to what it has been charged, which list he corrects, signs

iind returns to the warehouse.

From the foremen's cards the timekeepers are enabled

to show all the various classes of labor and on what work
employed, and from the requisition slips the warehouse

clerk can show the quantity of the various materials used

on each job, thus making a monthly statement possible.

Each of the dei)artments returns its results to the general

office so that the statement of the whole plant can be

made. To show how this can he done, a list of accounts

ior March, 1914, is appended. This is not filled in

since the figures liave no significance: neither are the

items charged to the various accounts, although a state-

ment of this sort is also made. The li.st sim]ily shows the

division made in the supjilies and classes of labor.

Supplies— E.vplosives. detonators, fuses, candles, car-

bide, lunibc and timber; steel, drills, diill parts. imIIs

and fasteniiv. pipe fittings, cable, fuel oil. coal, tools.

oil, waste and grease, compressor parts, hoist parts, bolts,

nuts, etc.. washers and rivets, rope, puinn parts, 1 '.:ick-
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i-mitli parts, crusher parts, conveyor belts, rockhouse

parts, electrical supplies, belting and lacing, paint and

varnish, hose, cement, clothing, construction, hoisting

signal line, dump cars, conTej'or parts, water puncheons,

skips, miscellaneous.

Shop Orders—Skips, tram cars, rockhouse, hoists, drill

sharpeners, drills, chutes and gates, electrical repairs,

pumps, crusher parts, shaft ladders, construction, house

repairs, carbide lamps, signals, miscellaneous.

Labor—Superintendent and shift bosses, level bosses,

drillers, drill helpers, scalers, trammers, nippers, chute

blasters, povrdermen, timbermen, pumpmen, miscellaneous

underground, hoistmen, rockhouse, compressormen, black-

smiths, fitters, electricians, carpenters, clerks, laborers,

general surface.

An item of prime importance in maintenance, and one

to -n-hich, in many cases, engineers do not give proper

attention, is packing. In this plant packing ranks third

in the yearly expense bill, of course omitting labor. It

is an unfortunate fact that a large percentage of the

packing purchased is never used, hence the following

suggestions

:

Do not buy a larger quantity of any rubber goods than

you are going to iise in a reasonable time. Rubber is

CONT.4INER FOR PACKING AND PACKINfJ TOOLS

one of the things that age does not improve; in fact,

it will be found to be very much the other way about.

If the large jobtjing houses cannot risk carrying an over-

stock, it is a sure thing that it is not safe for you to

try it.

Have a proper place to keep your rubber supplies. It

is not an uncommon thing to iind pacKing kept in

some old closet in whicli the junk odds and ends are

thrown, and then to hear the engineer cuss Ijccause the

packing will n(jt stand up under liigh pressure.

The cupboard sliown in tiie illustration is ])ractical,

easily made and cheap. In the upper part are tlie pigeon-

holes, in which are kept the coils of packing that are

uncut. The size is marked, and if it is to be used for

any particular machine a note is made on the inside of

the box.

•By A. D. Palmer. I>

1916.
In "Power," Jan. 4,

Below are a number of drawers in which are kept the

cut packings. Each drawer is divided into a number of

compartments, and the size of the packing in each is

marked where it can be plainly seen. The center com-
partment is used to hold a number of other rubber ac-

cessories, such as pump valves, valve disks and small

plumbing supplies.

A compartment is provided for the sheet packing,

and nothing else should be allowed in this, otherwise

the packing cannot be expected to give the best service,

even when it is of the best kind and qualit}'.

Next is the tool drawer. Here all tools are kept when
not in use. This makes it unnecessary to hunt the plant

over for the special wrenches, the packing hooks, etc.,

which are needed but sometimes hard to find.

Under this drawer is a space in which boxes of sup-

plies can be kept. This is a good place to keep the odds

and ends of packings, cans of graphite, etc.

On the inside of the door is a framed chart giving all

the sizes of packings used in the plant, where used, and

also particulars governing tliis work.

PACKING CHART
V—Valve stem. P—Piston rod.

Packing-
Machine Size Rod Remarks

Engine No. 1 % V
1% P

Engine No. 2 % V
% P

Engine No. 3 % V
% P

Boiler feed pumps % V
% P

Hydraulic pumps % V
% P

Air compressor 14 V
% P

Air
Vacuum pump % V

'i P
Ammonia compressor.... % V

% V
.Vmmcini.L Use rings marked

"For ice machine"
Brine pump % V

% P
Circulating pump 14 V

% P

Under this chart on the door is a wire clip in which
are kept the packing catalogs and any data that have

value in regard to the packings used. One man on each

watch has a key to this cupboard and is held respon-

sible for its contents.

Finally, keep packing in a cool, dry place and keep

oil away from it.

!^

A Me^iW MiiraaEii^ Explosive
A new permitted exjilosive has been sanctioned by the

Home Secretary, known as Bellite No. 1, says the London
Iron and Coal Tradea Review. Its composition is as

follows

:

Parts b.v Weight
Not More Not Less

Ingredients Than Than
Nitrate of ammonium fi5 62
Tri-nitro-toluol Ifi 14
Chloride of sodium 17.5 15.

B

Starch B.5 3.B
Moisture 2 ....

It is stipulated that the explosive shall be used only

when contained in a case of nianila paper, fireproofed

and tlioioughly waterproofed with a mixture of carnauba

and paraffin waxes, and that the greatest weight which

may be used in any one shot hole shall not exceed 20 oz.

Four ounces gave a swing of 2.71 in. to the halli.stic

pendulum coinjiared with a swing of ;i.27 in. given by

•1 oz. of gelignite containing 00% of nitroglycerin.
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Msiclhaim©

A machine for making experimental flotation tests has

been designed and is being made by Roy & Titeomb, Inc..

of Nogales, Ariz. The illustration conveys a clear idea

of what the machine is and how it operates. It is actuated

A NEW EXPERIMENTAL FLOTATION MACHINE

by hand power, and eacli compartment, agitation and
skimming, is provided with glass sides so that progress

niav 1):^ watched. The machine appears to be convenient

and suital)!p for the usual run of flotation experiments.

; Lay*

e Slocan district. British

Columbia, emery bricks are used to keep down corruga-

tions on the coarse rolls. The bricks arc kept pressed

against the surface of the shell by a yoke. By their use

the life of the coarse shells has been at least tripled.

Incidentally the emery bricks serve a useful purpose of

another kind at the time of changing shells on the rolls

:

•Mining engineer, 12 Westbourne Road. Forest Hill. Lon-

Tip^a
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as sho^-n at Fig. 1, thereby classifying the product and

returning the oversize to the feed end of the mill by

means of a conveyor. This arrangement, as will be seen,

permitted a much heavier load to be carried and developed

consequently a greater discharge area. Later there was

installed a stationary water pi])e with a series of water

jets arranged so as to assist the discharge of Ijoth the

oversize and undersize.

After a five-months' trial of the device it was found that

the capacity of the mill had been increased so as to average

for that period 102.27 tons per day and for actual running

time 110.41 tons per day, thus giving an increase in ton-

nage of 23.7% for total running time and 21.8% for

actual time. The power required to operate the mill

before the installation of the device was about 40 hp.

;

after the installation it was 35 hp., showing an actual de-

crease of 12..5%,. By taking into consideration the

increased tonnage for the actual running time, the actual

decrease in power consumption per ton of ore was about

28.1%.
The device makes it possible to raise the level of the luail

in the ball mill without discharging the grinding medium
and thus increase the load from 8,500

lb. to 11.500 lb., or abotit 35.3%.

This feature also decreased the ball

consumption from 2.45 lb. jier ton to

1.8 lb. per ton. Attached to the tube

mills the device permitted ready dis-

charge and classification of oversize ore

particles and undersize pebbles, which

tend to accumulate and thus congest

the tube-mill circuit. By its use about

two tons of oversize is removed daily

from the tulie-mill circuit and returned

to the ball-mill feed. Partly by suli-

stituting ore masses and partly by the

use of the device, tlie pebble consumii-

tion was reduced from 16.1 lb. to 3.9

lb. per ton. The accompanying table is ba.'jed on averages

over a period of 3 months without and 5 months with the

device.

COMPARISON OF BALI,-MILL RESULT.S

integration) ; it also decreased the ball and pelible con-

sum])tion, and the cost, including maintenance, is low

—

aliout 0.0012.1C. per ton treated.

The preeminent feature of the device, as attached to

conical bail mills, is that it solves the problem of keeping

the oversi'/.e in the zone of maximum disintegration, thus

adjusting the relative inefficiency of the conical section.

It is the invention of C. A. Eandall, superintendent of

the Tough-Oakes mill, and is patented.

Steel"© Jig f<a>T GoUd Oredge]
Donald Steel, of Palo Alto, Calif., lias patented (U. S.

Pat. 1,173,465) a multiple-bed jig to be used on dredges

j-ecovering gold and other metals or minerals. This ma-
chine is sliown in transverse and longitudinal sections in

the accompanying illustration.

The jig is provided with a preliminary trap, to prevent

scouring and to afford a pocket for arresting large or

heavy objects, such as amalgam, quicksilver, stones, pieces

of iron, etc., and also to feed material gently to the jig

ciimpartments that follow. On the down side of the trap

to- III'.

1 I I I I I

Increase. Decrease,
Devic

2S.1

26. S

Average mill tonnage ^_ .

per dav, total time 82. 6S 1(12.27 23.

Actual hp. required.. 40. Ou 35.00
Average mill tonnage

perday. actual time 90.62 110.41 21.)
Actual kw.-hr. per

ton of ore 7.94 n.71 ...

Ball consumption per
ton of ore 2.45 1.80

Pebble consumption
per ton ore 16.15 3.94 .... ....

From Ihis test the following advantages are shown fui-

the device: It permits an increase in load of grinding

medium of 35% more than could be retained with the old

open-montli discharge under noiiual working conditions,

thus subjecting a greater area of ore to attrition ; it

increases the effective disciiarge area of the outflowing

pulp, as shown in Fig. 3; it permits free discharge of the

jiroduct from tiie conical section of the ball mill where

the relatively refractory oversize particles of ore are

inclined to accuuiulale, due to the shorter radius of action,

and thus retard tlic discharge of the fine )in)ducl; it per-

mits a continuous classification during discharge, sei)arat-

ing the oversize, wliich is returned to the feeil end or zone

of nia.xinium disintegration of the ball mill (al)out 10%
of the disciiarge inoduct is classified as oversize and tiius

rctui'iied to the zoiir nf greatest ellicieiicy for further dis-

LONc;rni>i.\Ai, .v.xn ti:.\.\svbrse sections of jig for dredge sluick

IJiere is an adjustable dam, and across the sluice at the

end of the jig is an adjustable gate. The dam regulates

the depth of solids in file trap, and the gate the head of

water maintained upon the first jig bed.

The solids collected in the preliminary trap are removed

as occasion requires through a discharge hole. When
di^sired, clear water is admitted to the various jig beds

by the feed pipes shown in the longitudinal section. The
intermediate and lowermost screens are inclined to pre-

vent the feeding of too luucli material near the discharge

side.

To make the apparatus available for service on the

dredge, a j)igeon-hole partition structure is provided upon

each screen so that the pockets, lilled with heavy jiieces of

punchings or other suitable inatciial. iin'iii a jig bed that

does not drift from side to side of tlie screens witii the

])itcliing or change of grade of the dredge. -Vs the top

screen is the smallest, the pulsations tliere are strongest

and wash up and out some of tlie tailings and permit

tlie gold and some of llie liea\ ier gangiie to pass down
to the ne.xt intermediate screen, where the same opera-

tion is repeated.

The longitudinal central partition of the jig is consid-

ered an improvement over partitions running across the

sluice, because it allows scre<^ns of indefinite length

and in case of repairs permits the entire sluice current

to be diverted through one coiuiiartment tem])orariIy.
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Osceola CoEi^soJIids^&edl

Tlie OsL-eola Consolidated Jlining Co., Calumet, Mich.,

reports a profit of $1,610,860 for 1915 from a production

of 19.731,472 lb. of copper, which it sold at an average

price of 18.19c. per lb. The total receipts were $3,590,708.

The expenses were $1,979,848 and consisted of mining

and milling, $1,611,676; construction, $82,074; smelting,

freight, selling, etc., $293,277 : interest. $2,821. Dividends

paid during the year were $1,057,650, leaving a balance

of $2,166,646 in quick assets on hand. The following

table gives comparative results for the past four years:

1912 1913 1914 1915
Tons rock stamped... 1.246,5.i7 7.'i.").n44 1.10S,447 1.361.089
Cost of mining, trans-

portation, stamping
and taxes per ton.. $1.23 $1.60 $1.29 $1.18

Pounds of mineral ob-
tained 24,2S2.312 14.94r.,64.T 20,997.900 26.777.790

Pounds of refined cop-
per 1S.413,3S7 11.32.1.010 14,970,737 19.731.472

Percentage of refined
copper in mineral.. 7.5.830 7.5.775 71.296 73.686

Costs per Pound Copper:
Mining, milling, trans-

portation 8. 34c. 10.39c. 9.52c. 8.17c.
Construction 0.95c. 0.77c. 0.14c. 0.41c.
Smelting, freight, sell-

ing, etc 1.07c. 1.14c. 1.12c. 1.45c.

Total cost per pound
copper 10.36c. 12.30c. 10.79c. 10.03c.

Rock hoisted, tons.... 1,271.408 752,428 1,136,118 1,380,255
Rock discarded bv

sorting, tons 24,851 17,3S4 27,671 19.166
Percentage discarded.. 1.955 2.31 2.436 1.389

The Osceola branch produced 272,073 tons of the rock

stamped, at a cost of $1.46 per ton. This ore yielded

3,882,069 lb. of copper, or an average of 14.27 lb. per

ton, at a cost of 12.34c. per lb. excluding mill construc-

tion. The North Kearsarge branch produced 7,886.579

lb. of copper from 612,831 tons of rock stamped, yielding

12.87 lb. of copper per ton at a cost of 10.99c. per lb.

excluding mill construction. The cost of producing

copper from the South Kearsarge Branch was 7.77c. per

lb. from 476,185 tons of ore yielding 16.72 lb. of copper

per ton, or a total of 7,962,824 lb. This branch of the

mine had the largest production in its history. The
(Jsceola has paid $13,237,325 in dividends up to the end

of the year.

The annual report for 1915 shows dividends paid

$1,705,732 on preferred and $619,662 on common
stock. The surplus brought forward from 1914 was

$5,352,230, making a total of $5,737,361 at the close of

1915. The report notes that the total number of stock-

liolders as shown by the companj's records on Dec. 31

was 6,788. Of this number, over 48 per cent, are women.
The president's report says in part: The company's year

opened with business in diminished volume, but later on

an improvement took place and an increase in volume
began, which has steadily continued to the end of the year.

The directors have ajipropriated $200,000 to create a

metal reserve. The ]>urpose of this reserve is to guard
against great losses which might come to us, particularly

lis our operations in tin and antimony arc very hepvy.

It is clearly evident that a day of reckoning will surely

come when values will begin to decline and in all jtrob-

ability decline heavily. When this occurs the directors do
not wish to have the company suffer heavy losses on the
large stocks of these metals which its business compels it

to carry. Therefore, the company thought it prudent to
create this metal reserve, set aside from profits, for the
purpose of protection against the condition which sooner
or later seems to be inevitable.

The Copper Queen reduction works in 1915 treated
1,063,329 tons of new marginal material for a production
of 125.144,027 lb. of copper, 1,388,149 oz. of silver and
29.840 oz. of gold. This copper production is over
5.000,000 lb. in exce.«s of that of 1914. The total lo.<s

in copper for 1915 was 8,654,132 lb., or 6.50%, of which
1.53% is unaccounted for.

Copper Queen ores constituted about 75% of the total

material treated, and custom ore amounted to about 12%.
The remaining marginal material was made up of
Moctezuma concentrates, 8.37%, and Copper Queen
(Bisbee) .«lag, 4.2J%. Figured on the basis of new
material and secondaries treated by the plant, the total

was 1,287,294 tons (coke excluded) ; figured on the basis

of the charge smelted, the tonnage was 1,254,583, the
difference in weight being due to shrinkage in roasting
of 16.57%. Of the charge smelted, the blast furnaces
treated 1,012,659 tons, the reverberatory furnaces 207,-

677, and the converters (matte excluded) 34,237 tons.

There was an average of 7.79 blast furnaces in dailv

operation, with an average duty of 363.5 tons each. The
coke consumption was about 12.3% of the material

charged. The matte fall was 18.93%, amounting to

150,431 tons of matte having an average grade of 35.06%.
The flue dust produced amounted to 4.29% of the charge
smelted.

An average of 11.4 roaj?ting furnaces per day was
operated with an output of 47.5 tons each of calcine.*.

The raw material charged was 197,600 tons, from which
164,849 tons of roast was produced. Li the reverberaton-

department an average of 1.68 furnaces per day was
operated, smelting 338.7 tons each. This was 42.4 tons

more per furnace-day than in 1914. The material

smelted comprised 149,511 tons of calcines, 14,903 of

raw ore, 42.984 of flue dust. 214 of barren quartz and
65 tons of secondaries.

The converters treated 201,(;i1 tons of matte for an
average daily production of 32.6 tons of bullion per

stand, an average of 5.3 stands being operated. There
were also smelted in the converters 32,22(> tons of siliceous

ores, 1,170 tons of .slimes. 40 tons of barren silica aib!

801 tons of clay.

In the laboiatory 111.2()8 determinations were niuilf.

of which 101.71.3 were for the rediuiion de]iartnii v,t.
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Reduction costs were slightly higher in 1915 than

previously because of the irregularity of receipt of ore

from Nacozari, the rise in price of copper and the

straining for maximum production.

The cost of power in 1915 was slightly higher than

during the previous year, largely owing to the fact that

fuel oil cost 8c. per bbl. more. In the main boiler plant

8T,440 bbl. of oil was burned, and in the reverberatory

plant 165,669, of which 57,040 bbl., or 34.43% was

charged to steam production. The cost per horsepower-

vear for the entire plant figured $60.44, and the

average horsepower developed was 4.507. 5 per day. A
new cooling system was installed in the power plant, this

being charged to operating.

There were two fatal accidents during the year, one

involving permanent disability, 36 serious and 149 minor

accidents. The average number of employees in the

smelting department was 965, as compared with 946 in

1914 and 1,040 during the previous year.

;*

Oldl D©iiimainia(Dffli Copper
The Old Dominion Copper Mining and Smelting Co.,

Globe, Ariz., for 1915 reports a profit of $1,337,086 from

the production of 27,736,158 lb. of refined copper, 150,-

621 oz. of silver and 2,937 oz. of gold, including custom

ores. Of this production 13,771,681 lb. of copper, 40,632

oz. of silver and 620 oz. of gold came from Old Dominion

ores and 13,964,477 lb. of copper, 109,988 oz. of silver

and 2,316 oz. of gold from custom ores. The average

price received for copper was 18.61c. per lb. and for

silver, 49.59c. per oz. Total receipts from the sale of

metals were $2,595,431 and smelting profits on custom

ores and miscellaneous income amounted to $259,415,

making total receipts $2,854,846. Total expenses were

.$1,517,760. Dividends totaled $810,000 for the year.

Depreciation amounting to $572,351 on plants and $195,-

023 on mines was charged off surplus account and not

included in the expenses stated. A balance of $1,223,332

in quick assets was on hand at the close of the year.

The following table gives a comparison of tonnages and

grades of ore for 1914 and 1915:

Dry Tons. Extracted, Average % Cu,
1915 1914 Grade, 191;-. 1914

Smelting ore 80,512 99,507 7.S1 8.2S

Concentrating ore . . . 32.380 30,15J 3.72 4.69

Siliceous ore 2.567 147 3.65 3.12

Total 115,459 129. S13 6.56 7.44

Mining costs in 1915 were $5.51 per ton, compared

with $5.20 per ton in 1914. Development work con-

sisted of sinking, 334 ft.; drifting, 6,937 ft.; raising,

2,614 ft.; intermediate work, 4,456 ft.; total 14,341 ft.,

compared with 15,665 ft. in 1914. It is stated that the

cost of i)ower was $70.81 per hp.-yr., compared with

$68.81 in 1914. The increase in power costs is accounted

for by the price of fuel being higher in 1915 and by

tlic fact that there was a considerable increase in the

quantity used on account of providing more ]iower for

mine punip.s. There was a total of 2.769.1 million gal-

lons of water pumped from the mine. Of this amount

730 million gallons was sold to the .Miami Copper Co.

The inininium rate of flow was 5,360,147 gal. per 24

lir. on Oct. 28, and tbc maximum flow was 14,492,023

gal. per 21 hr. on Mar. 26. The cost of concentrating

was $1,215 per ton, compared with 93.2c. in 1914. The

increase in cost was caused by heavy repair work and

flotation expense. The total mill recovery was 85.27%,

compared with 73.55% for the previous year. The grade

of ores treated by the concentrator for 1914 and 1915

is given in the follo\ving table

:

, 1915-
Dry Tons

Companv ore 32,560
Custom ore 140.4S6

-1914
,

Dry Tons '/r Cu
30,101 4.69

121,792 4.67

4.67Total and average. .. . 173,046 4,34 151,893

The smelting cost was $2,755 per ton for 206,549 tons

of charge smelted, against $2,669 for 207,595 tons

smelted in 1914. The increase was due to labor, re-

pairs and flux costs. Coke costs decreased 6c. per ton

of charge. The converting costs and production compare
as follows

:

1915 1914
Cost of converting per ton fine copper... $5.36 $5.65
Pounds blister copper produced 27,960,091 30,448,901
Pounds fine copper produced 27,736,158 30,210.361

The decrease in converting costs was accomplished

largely on account of the repair items, notwithstanding

the fact that there was 2,500,000 lb. less copper handled

than during the previous year. The converter shell that

was blown in on June 27, 1913, came off the stand for

an initial patching on Dec. 7, 1915, having been on the

stand for over 30 months, during which time it pro-

duced 70,860,000 lb. of bullion. The lining costs per

ton for this shell were 5.5c. per ton of bullion. The
best lining cost under the old acid-type practice was $1.80

per ton of bullion. The cost per pound of refined copper

at Globe after deducting gold and silver values and profit

from smelting custom ores and miscellaneous profits was

7.29c. ; other expenses for refining, selling, ta.ves and
Boston office amounted to 1.61c. per lb., making the total

net cost 8.9c. per 11^. of refined copper.

The Elkton Con.solidated Mining and Milling Co.,

Cripple Creek, Colo., for 1915 reports a production of

16,528 dry tons of ore averaging $18.42 per ton, as com-

pared with an average of $18.37, $18.38 and $19.01 for

1914, 1913 and 1912 respectively. In addition to the

ore produced by the company, 43 leasers produced 20,420

dry tons averaging $9.5.3 per ton. Of these leasers 13

operated at a profit.

TJie known ore reserves above the 16th level were large-

ly de]iletcd, and dividends have been suspended until

development work opens up more ore below this level.

The Hoo.sevelt Drainage Tunnel has now reached a head-

ing aliout 150 ft. below the bottom of the Elkton shaft,

and the water has receded far enough to permit the

shaft to be sunk to 125 ft. below the 16th level, A
station will be cut at this point, and drifting will then

1)0 started. The Arequa Ic&se on the Raven & Beacon

Hill Mining Co.'s property, operated by the company,

shows a .«light loss for the year. The following table

gives the production, average value and freight and treat-

ment charijes:

Ury Average Freight ar
Tons Gross Value Treatment
Ore per Ton

$8.17
15.24

per Ton
$4.23

Average
Net Value
per Ton

$3.94
10.11

Total leasers 20,420

Klkton mine 16,528
B. & H. lease 155

$9.53
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Tramming costs at the Elkton amounted to 11.25e.

per mine car and at the R. & B. H. Lease, 28.5c. per car.

Aljout 55% of the rock broken on the Elkton was waste,

and the labor cost for breaking ore was 66c. per ton

and for waste, $1.50 per ton. The average cost for labor

breaking ore and waste was 79.3c. per ton. Powder cost

was 22c. per ton of ore and waste broken. Sorting cost

21c. per ton. Contract development work was done at

the following rates: Drifting, $4, $6 and $6.50 per ft.;

sinking winze $11.50 per ft. Cost of company work on

development is shown in the following tal)le

:

Powder
Labor Powder and Labor

Feet per Ft. per Ft. per Ft.

Sinking Elkton shaft 150.5 $11.35 2,65 $14.00
Sinking Elkton winze 207 8.03 1.52 9.55
Raising, Elkton 175 3.49 1.21 4.70
Drifting. Elkton 2,939 2.61 1.37 3.98
Drifting, R. & B. H. lease. 176 3.06 0.84 3.90

The average cost of sharpening hand and machine steel

was 2.5c. per piece. The average wage per shift, in-

cluding shift bosses, was $3.53 at the Elkton and $3.44

at the E, & B. H. lease. The average wage for the en-

tire mine, including office and superintendent, was $3.68

per shift. Eeceipts from the sale of ore aggregated $498,-

753. Mining expenses were 36.3% of the gross receipts

from the sale of the ore; maintenance, 2.4%; deprecia-

tion, 5.5% ; shipping and selling, 42% ; general expenses,

6.9%. Earnings from mine operations amounted to

$32,968. Miscellaneous receipts totaled $446. Dividends

for the year amounted to $100,000. The company ended

the year with a cash balance of only $3,697 and current

accounts receivable aggregating $6,555. Current accounts

payable totaled $15,950. and $7,477 of taxes had accrued.

The Copper Queen mines in 1915 produced 783,211

tons of ore exclusive of 46,965 tons of slag from the

old dump and 601 tons of copper precipitates recovered

from the mine waters; over 23.000 tons of lead ore, con-

taining approximately 8,800,000 lb. of lead, was al.'^o

obtained from the mine, some of which was concentrated

and the remainder shipped to El Paso.

The average grade of the copper ore mined from the

limestone division was about 6%. In this division of the

mine 68,431 ft. of development was done during the year,

and the ore reserves stood at 2,696,940 tons, approxi-

mately the same as at the beginning of the year. In the

disseminated area of Sacramento Hill 42,952 ft. of churn-

drill holes brought up the reserves—assuming a 1.3%
Cu minimum—to 8,542,836 tons averaging 2.732% Cu;

if the minimum be assumed as 1%, the reserve may be

calculated at 11,633,481 tons averaging 2.455% Cu. Not-

withstanding the extension of the Sacramento Hill ore-

body, there remains much unexplored ground. Tests on

a working scale in an experimental mill have demon-

strated that 1.3% of copper will be profitable, and it

is possilile that 1% material can be worked. A recovery

of 85.45% of the copper was made in a test of 4.407

tons of ore averaging 2.96% Cu; the ratin of concentra-

tion was 3.24 : 1.

The methods of mining have imt changed, except in

the proportional quantities mined by ditferent systems.

The replacement of the square-set method of mining by

top-slicing and the cut-and-fill method wherever possible

has reduced the mining cost. According to the report

of Gerald Sherman, superintendent of the mining depart-
ment, the percentage of ore mined by the different systems
in 1915 was as follows: Square-.set, 65.9%; top-slicing,

18.7%; cut-and-fill, 1.5.2%; shrinkage, 0.2%. In 1913
the proportion of ore mined by the square-set method
was 88.1%.

The working conditions in the three divisions of the
mines where forced ventilation has been introduced have
demonstrated that better ventilation and lower tempera-
ture have been elements in the reduction of the cost of

mining. The average number of employees in the mining
department was 1,883. On Feb. 1, 1915, a sliding .scale

providing for increase in wages for each advance in the
price of copper above 15c. was made effective. Sal-

aried men, including shift bosses, foremen and office

employees, received a 7l/^% increase on May 1, 1915,
such increase to be in effect while the price of copper
remains at 1 6c. or more.

Uiantedl QI©Ibe Mimies
The United Globe Mines, Globe, Ariz., in its report

for 1915 shows a profit of $812,251 before deducting

$5,508 for depreciation of plants. Dividend payments
amounted to $621,000, making a total of $2,576,000 in

dividends to date. There was a balance of $271,000 in

quick as.sets at the end of the year. The following table

gives a comparison of tonnage.-< and grades of ore for the

last two years

:

. Dry Tons ^ r— Vo Cu -^
1915 1914 1915 1914

Smelting o.xide ore 19.112 14,352 6.90 6.38
Smelting sulphide ore 292 12,639 1.01 1.69
Concentrating ore 119,537 121.812 3.63 3.23
Silica converter lining 2,299 6.402 4.73 7.44

Total 141,240 155.205 4.08 3.57

All the 141,240 tons of ore produced was shipped to the

Old Dominion Copper ^Mining and Smelting Co. The
metal production from this ore was 11,536,021 lb. of

fine copper, 105,109 oz. of silver and 1,508 oz of gold.

Development work consisted of 63 ft. of shafts, 6,295

ft. of drifts, 1,801 ft. of raises and 852 ft. of inter-

mediates; total 9.011 ft. The costs at Globe for mining,

pumping, development and other expenses at the mine
were $624,574, or about $4.44 per ton of ore.

The report of the New Idria Quicksilver Mining Co.

for the year 1915 shows the net proceeds from sales of

quicksilver to be $405,991 ; quicksilver on hand Jan. 1,

1916, $98,850. The decrease in supplies amounted to

$1,168; interest receipts amounted to $2,315. Total ex-

penses, including all repairs, construction and develop-

ment work, amounted to $346,959. The net profit for the

year 1915 was $159,028. Dividends Xos. 124 and 125.

amounting to $150,000. were paid. Operations for the

last two years were as I'ollows:

1914 1915

Tons ot ore reduced 62,578 66.538
Fla.fks quicksilver produced 6.550 6.250
Drifts and tunnels run (ft.) 12.3f.7 10,842

All three lurnaces were run continuously during ti:.

year, and although the grade of the ore mined was lo\\i';

than heretofore, the production was steadily maintained

at a little over 500 flasks ]ier month. The average price

received for quicksilver during the year was about $74.
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omiQieiice aimo 'isc^ssioim

Acting upon your suggestion in the Journal of Mar. 4.

191G, regarding cases of sickness due to cyanide poiuson-

ing, I am glad to supply some information. While in

charge of the Taracol cyanide plant of the Oriental

Consolidated Mining Co., in Chosen, a direct-leaching

plant treating upward of 2,000 tons of concentrates per

month, I was knocked out for two weeks with a sickness

that might have proved fatal but for a good doctor.

I had not had a day of sickness for over 12 years

when this trouble laid me low for two weeks. It was

in the winter, witli the thennometer below zero and the

big cyanide plant housed and warmed in order to keep

running. We u.sed a strong solutiou^about 0.65—and

the cyanogen escaping from the leaching tanks was always

noticeable. I observed first a lax feeling, with headaches

and some dizziness, and shortly had to go to bed and

send for the doctor.

Dr. J. AV. Xolan (God bless him!) went over me care-

fully and knew what to do and did it. Doctor Joe is one

of those natural born physicians, and I never knew him
to fail in any case. He described my case to me after-

ward (I was too sick at the time to care much) as a

disease of the gall, and whenever my "gall" is not working

I am surely sick. It seems that the gall had stopped

dropping the necessary liquid onto the liver to keep the

latter going in good shape, and this had to be started or

I was a dead one. "Doc"' told me the scientific name
of the bug, but it bounced off my head and escaped some-

where. Wlien '"Doc"' cut loose with one of those long

monikers, one had to be ready with a large bag to catch

it in and then tie it down securely.

I was sick and sleepless for nearly three days before

the agitation process commenced again in my interior.

After that I recovered rapidly. It all came on by being

closely confined to the cyanide plant and breathing and

absorbing the gas into my system. None of the other

employees was ever troubled this way, but I think it

was because they did not confine themselves as closely

to the plant as I did.

This was a case of slow poisoning no doubt, and I

rememl)er one thing. Doctor Joe advised was to eat ])lenty

of sweet things, such as candy, as this would relieve the

condition caused by the gas. I have noticed that men
working in cyanide ])lants crave sweets. My shift was

long; i)eing short-handed, I had to be on the job 12 hr.

I do not think this would hurt anyone on an 8-hr. shift.

In my experience I have known men to break out

with skin eruptions when going to work in a cyanide

plant, but this is always cjuick, and they are the

ones who must clumgc their occupation. About 10%
arc so affected. It seems that slow poisoning affects us

ditlerently. In Jolin R. Janes' case it affectcil the nervous

system and in my r:i-e the organic. I remcnibur that I

was \ery nervous, tlin\igii, along with it. I think any

s.ooil doctor would leKjgnize the ailment if it was de-

scribed, and could iicat it. Dr. Joe Nolan did not

answer my last letter, and I have lost track of him.

But if this hits him in the eye, I am sure he would be

glad to give to the profession the details used on my
case. "Doc" is a good sport and fees are not his main
aim in life, which is to cure. Strength to his arm!

J. D. Hubbard.
Lucky John :Mine. Paradise, Calif.. Mar. 12, 1916.

:^

I notice that in the Jountal of A]ir. 1 you give a descrip-

tion of a method of tapping that is almost the same
as that in use at the smeltery of the Teziutlan Copper Co.

at La Aurora. Puebla, ilexico, in July, 1013. The copper

in the ores of that company is associated with about iy^

times as much zinc or, say, 4% Cu and 10% Zn. The
run-of-mine ore was smelted raw in blast furnaces of

large size (1:1/^x20 ft. at tuyeres) in front of which was a

settler 18 ft. diameter and 4i/o ft. deep. The settler was

lined in the usual manner with 131^ in. of firebrick ami

had two matte taps.

The matte usually contained from 10 to 15% of Zn
as sulphide, and this segregated and caused the walls of

the settler to thicken and the matte taps to gel; hard. ,

When we dug out frozen settlers, we frecpiently got '

material that contained 45% Zn. As a consequence we
were obliged to feed back matte with the charge to

increase the matte flow through the settler, and it became

an established practice to blow matte in the convertei-s

to white metal and feed that back into the blast furnace

in order to thin the walls of the settler so that the matte

tap could be opened. The length of the furnace campaign

was frequently terminated by our inability to drill a hole

through the settler walls so as to tap out the nuifte.
'

I lune known these walls to get so thick that a bar

driven in 5 ft. would not tap m/itte. Before I installed •

the electric tapping, I frequently had the entire force

of the blacksmith and machine shops working on botli '

matte taps, trying to ])ut in a hole, before matte over- .-

flowed with the slag and l)egan to shoot in the slag granu- ,'

lator. It was a strenuous business, and we were all worn •

out hammering on bars and drills. A queer thing aliout it

was that we could frequently drive a bar in that we couh'

not pull out. The zinc sulphide in the matte attacke.l

the steel bar and made a collar on the end of it which wa^

larger than the hole. In these cases we would try, and

sometimes succeed, in driving the bar in about a foot or

more quickly so that the collar would melt otf before

another one was formed and then put our best hamn.ei-

nien on in relays, and pull it out (piiikly if it did not hve:\l

off. In case it broke off and left a plug in the hole, we

sometimes succeeded in driving this plug in and then

jmlled the driving bar. So nutny kinds of troulile devel-

o])ed along with the revolution that it is impossible to

recall all that we did or tried to do, hut we were so con-

stantlv in teiTor lest the matte ta]) freeze up that tiie
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sound of tlic liammers going for a long tinif at night was

signal enough to cause the sleeper to walk—usually to

the works.

That old saying that necessity is the mother of inven-

tion was true in this case, and I found that by means of

an old 110-volt lighting transformer, I could step-down

the 5,000-volt current from the power house to a safe

limit. Accordingly, I had A. B. Stewart, chief electrician

(who was afterward all through the Dardanelles campaign

and is now on the Island of Lemnos) install old trolley

wire leads from the transformer to the blast furnace.

One wire was grounded on the settler shell, and the other

terminated in a flexible cable attached to a wooden handle

and a copper clamp for holding the end of the cable and

the carbon-rod electrode. The current w'as switched on

the open circuit at the transformer, and a man took the

wooden handle and held the 1-in. carbon electrode against

the tap hole. A flash announced the contact, and white

fumes of zinc began to develop. The fused material was

raked out of the hole with a scraper when it began to

interfere with the progress of the carbon electrode. Usu-

ally the hole could be melted out in 1.5 to 20 niin. with

the minimum of exertion.

The first trial was made on the night shift, and I well

remember the broad smiles and pleased countenances of

the Mexican furnace crew when the hole was burned

through without a blow from a hammer. Mr. Stewart

handled the electrode, and I had thought it necessary for

him to instruct one of his electricians how to do it so that

he would not have to be called out at night when the

matte tap froze. You can appreciate my surprise to find

the Mexican furnaceman doing the job equally well the

following night. Like the tramp of- the soap ad, we
used no other thereafter.

When the revolutionists forced us to return to the

United States in October, 1913, I went to the office of the

metallurgist of the Steel Corporation and to his chief

assistant I told what I had done with electric tapping and

suggested that it might be of use in tapping blast furnaces.

T was told that they had used it and also that they got

better results from the osyacetylene blow lamp. I there-

fore never attempted to do anything further with it,

thinking it old. Your announcing it as new is a surprise

to me. Hiram W. Hixon,

Philadelpliia, Penn.. Apr. 1, li)1G.

The article about hoisting ropes in the Journal of Dec.

f, 1915, asks for the safety factor in hoisting ropes and

the stresses that should be considered in calculating these

safety factors. I have had some experience with wire

rope, and the facts I have ascertained may be of use to the

profession.

By selecting a piece of the end of a hoisting rope, cap-

ping it and sending it to the government nrine inspector

for test every six mouths, which is done at this mine, 23

years of experience has shown me that there is no safety

factor that may be taken without reserve. Many ropes

increase their breaking stress considerably near the end

when made in compound and ordinary lay. Whether

this same increase of breaking strength takes place else-

where in the wire rope would be interesting to know, but

rather exiicnsive to find out. In the part of ro))cs where

the most severe wear takes place, either in straight incline

shafts or in compound shafts, crystallization and corro-

sion occur where the rope encounters the most strain and
weight at the point where there is no play; that is to say,

12 to l.j ft. from the skip or cage and 100 ft. up the rope.

If the engine will allow a few hundred feet of e.xtra rope,

so that 60 to W) ft. can be cut off even,- si.x months,

according to the work the hoist has to do, it will be bene-

ficial ; and then if, later, the rope is turned end for end, the

life will be doubled.

With a high-speed winding engine on a conical-drum

hoist, for instance, pulling from 2,000 to 3,000 ft. per

min., there is no other safety factor than watching the

ropes daily while in use. I maintain that lubrication to

high-speed winding rope is as important as oil to the bear-

ings of a hoisting engine. For ropes used on conical

drums I find that midway of the length of rope in use is

the danger point and needs watching. Perhaps it might
be interesting to give a history of some of the ropes I

have had under my care. I will take four 2-in. diameter

winding ropes that T have recently changed in a seven-

compartment shaft.

1. The winding rope of Xo. 6 compartment hoisted

2,749 million ft.-tons in 1 yr. 7 mo. The rope was turned

end for end and put on another hoist, Xo. 2 compartment,

and the:-e hoisted 3,236 million ft.-tons in 1 yr. 10 mo. 26

days. The total work done was 5,98-5 million ft.-tons in 3

yr. 6 mo. 4 days. The total broken wires when discarded

were about 2,000 ; the size of the rope at the middle was

1% in. in diameter.

2. The winding rope in Xo. 7 compartment hoisted

2,626 million ft.-tons in 1 yr. 6 mo. 25 days. It was then

turned end for end, put on another hoist at Xo. 3 compart-

ment and did 3,303 million ft.-tons in 1 yr. 11 mo. 9 days.

The total work done at both compartments was 5,936

million ft.-tons in 3 yr. 6 mo. 3 days. The total broken

wires when discarded were 68; the size of the ro23e in the

middle was 1{| in. in diameter.

3. The winding rope in Xo. 3 compartment did 2.346

million ft.-tons and was then turned end for end and

put on another hoist in Xo. 6 compartment, and there

performed 4,454 million tons of work. The total work

done was 6,800 million ft.-tons in 2 yr. 11 mo. 23 days.

The total broken wires when discarded were 165, and the

size of the rope was l-^\ in. in diameter.

4. This rope in Xo. 2 compartment did 2,287 million

ft.-tons and was then turned end for end, put in the Xo.

7 compartment and there did 4,8 13 million ft.-tons. The
total work of the rope was 7,130 million ft.-tons in 3 yr.

1 mo. 6 days. The total broken wires when discarded

were 1.353, and the size of the rope was l-)4 in. full, in

diameter.

All four ropes were 3,500 ft. long, 2 in. in dianu^ter,

6x3] wires, made triple-compouiul in ordinary lay; break-

ing strength from 185 to 195 tons.

So far as I can see, the best measure of safety is care-

ful watching of the rope, the condition of its wires and

corrosion. Hot lubrication should be usi-d often, since

it will cost less to keep olf internal friction and corro-

sion and also prevent crystallization to some extent.

There are various ways of applying this lubricant with-

out too much trouble, and it always pays.

C. M. Uasmusskx.

Crown 'Mines, Johannesburg, South Africa,

Feb. 24, 1916.
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of difficulties for grenerations to come, because measures of

length "are linked irrevocably to the past" and are embedded
in our structures, machines, products and science. In France,
after 115 years, some of the old units of length still persist,

and as late as 1906 an official decree was issued forbidding
their continued use.

There was no great difficulty in introducing the metric

.system in ilexico 20 years ago. Jlexico was not then

a manufacturing country to any considerable e.xtent. Its

business made most use of measures of weight and
\olume. The use of measures of length related mainly to

the present. It made no great difference to the person

buying drygoods if hei bought in terms of the vara on
one day and the meter on the next. It would ha\e

been just the same if the new measure had been the

ell. But if the manufacturer of the cloth had to discard

all of his patterns, gages, etc., it would have been a very

serious matter.

France was able to adopt the metric system about

115 years ago, her indvistries not then having attained

a high degree of development. At the present time

France could not easily change her system. The adoption

of the metric system in Great Britain and her colonies

would have had to have been about 200 years ago, if

at all. As for the United States, the change was seriously

considered nearly 100 years ago and even then was

rejected on the basis of the memorable report of John
Quincy Adams.

The reason against the adoption of the metric system

in the United States now is generalized in the broad

statement that our "measures of length are linked irre-

\ocably with the past and are embedded in our structures,

machines, products and science."' A com])ulsory change

would be now nothing less than an industrial calamity.

The Committee of Standards of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers has called a conference to consider

this question. It; is to be hoped that the mining and

metallurgical industry will lie adequately represented in

that conference.

A MaimlBa^ Accotnm-jpEisIhismieKat

HBa Messaco
One of the anachronisms of recent and present condi-

tions in Mexico, as far as operations of the mining

profession are concerned, is well illustrated in the costs

given in the article entitled "Concreting the Barron Shaft

in I'acluu-a" elsewhere in this i.<suc. Ordinarily, abnorniiil

iiud difficult conditions greatly increase the cost of any

construction or operation, but strangely enough, in this

instance the reverse was true. Rates of exchange, and

therefore the cost in Mexican currency of all things

from labor to rock, fliictnatnl rapidly during the period,

but owing to the disrepute into which Mexican curremy

had fallen, the work cost only a little more than iiair

what it would have cost in jieace time.

The versatility of the mining engineer is shown again

in this piece of work. The shaft was squeezing and, in

order to be saved, had to be concreted at once; the country

An insidious and dangerous attempt to foist the metric

system upon the United States is now being made. The
opponents of this, having defeated previous attempts,

have let themselves be lulled into a feeling of security,

and the present movement gained headway without

attracting their notice. It has gone so far that there

ib now pending in Congress a bill making the metric

system CQinpuhonj in the United States within a few

years.

The advocates of the adoption of the metric system

are in the main scientists and theorists who think of the

simplicity of decimal notation and the interchangeability

of measures of length, volume and weight, and the

desirability of uniformity among the nations of the world.

.\mong industrialists there are also supporters of it. In

I he main they are persons whose business relates especially

to measures of weight. If the measures of weight were

the only thing, there would be no insuperable difficulty

in changing gradually to the metric system. There would

be much trouble in doing it. but probably it would not

lead to disaster.

With regard to measures of length conditions are quite

different. With these are directly related our standards,

(uir drawings, our patterns and our gages—the accumula-

tion of centuries of manufacturing industry. If they had

to be thrown away, there would be nothing less than

rhaos. That is why American manufacturers are almost

,1 unit against the adoption of the metric system. The

case is lucidly stated in a recent communication by Henry

H. Towne, himself one of the most distinguished manu-

facturers, as follows:

Decimal notation and the metric system are two distinct

propositions, although very commonly confounded. The con-

venience of the metric sy.stem of weights and measures,

especially in scientific work and in complex calculations, is

largely due to its use of decimal notation, but still more to

the interrelation of its units of length, volume and weight,

whereas our present system lacks this latter admirable

(luallty and permits of decimal notation only to a limited

degree. On the ether hand, for all the ordinary transactions

of daily life, not the decimal but the binary system of division

is in universal uKe, even in metric countries, and always will

be, for the human mind naturally divides things into halves,

quarters, etc., not into tenths, hundredths, etc. Even in

France today the unit of weight for domestic purposes is the

livre (= one-half kilogram), and this is divided into half-

livres, quarter-livres, etc.

No one denies the unfortunate complexity of our present

system or its lack of coordination between the units of length,

volumi' and weight, hut neither can anyone deny that we now
have that great desideratum which led France (and later Ger-

many) to adopt the niitric system, namely, uniformity—uni-

formity not only througliout our own country, but also practi-

cally throughout the British Empire. Said John Quincy Adams
In his ever memorable rep(jrt of 1821 on this subject: "Is your

object uniformity? Then, before you change any part of your

system, such as it is, compare the uniformity that you must
lose with the uniformity that you may gain by the alti-ratlon."

To change our units of volume and weight might not be

extremely dlfflcult, for llie\ nre used chiefly In tran.sactlons

relating to the present and the future, but to change our units

of lengtli (and area) wonl.l impose a vast burden of expense
on all oiii mechanical Industries and Involve them In :i chaos
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was torn by civil warfare, and was cut off from conininni-

ration with the surrounding world by railroad, telegraph

or telephone. Whereupon the mining engineers promptly

stole a railroad train, ran it, under circumstances of

extreme danger, to an abandoned cement factory, hastily

loaded several cars of cement and safely transported them

to the shaft collar, after which they resumed their normal

vole of peaceful mining engineers and carried out the

vrork to its successful conclusion.

During the last si.x months the domestic industry of

tlie United States has become seriously hampered by the

inability of the railways to move freight promptly. The
superficial explanation of this is the war. Without any

doubt the transportation of large quantities of material

destined for export, the congestion in the seaports owing

to shortage of ocean-carrying capacity and the increase

in purely domestic business stimulated by the profits

realized in foreign business have all played a part in

this. These things appear, however, to fall a good deal

short of a complete explanation. It may be conjectured

that if there had been a natural revival in peaceful

business, without any stimulus from militarj' orders, we
should have been in somewhat the same situation.

At the present time railroad earnings—both gross and
net—are the largest in the history of the coixntry. ilany

roads are blocked with freight, others are short of cars.

The transportation machine is creaking. Manufacturers

and merchants find their profits curtailed because they

cannot get their goods to market. In the more developed

regions of the East automobile trucking over the high-

ivays is being extensively employed. Such use is being

made of means for transportation by water as never

before. In some cases freight service by trolley lines

has been instituted. This follows a period during which

railway building practically ceased. In 1915 there was

less new railway construction than in any year since the

Civil War.

What then is the rea-son for this? Manifestly, the

carrying capacity of American railways has not in recent

years been increased in proportion to the gi-owtb in

population and the demands to be made upon it. And
wherefore? Obviously for the rea.son that the railways

have not been able to offer such terms as to induce the

investing public to furnish them with the necessary

money. The railways have been so hampered with

restrictions—national and state—and have been so

squeezed between limitations as to rates on the one

liand and the demands of the labor unions and tax

gatherers on the other hand that they have ceased to

be attractive to investors, who prefer to put their money

into other things. To this condition have we been brought

by the anti-corporation, anti-railway legislation of the last

two decades. The logical outcome of it all is but just

becoming apparent.

Of course the railways will do everything they can

to get the most possible out of their existing iilant.

In spite of the great efficiency with which they are

operated, there is undoubtedly much room yet for im-

provement. The grand strategy is finely conceived,

trainloads have been increased in a marvelous way : but

in tactics, in the management of details, there is a

good deal that can be improved. This is evident from

the recent work of the Eastern Freight Accumulation
Conference, composed of Interstate Commerce Commis-
sioner E. E. Clark and the executives of the Eastern

railways. The subcommittee on freight accuniulation

sent out 21 inspectors in New P'ngland and New York
Harbor territory. Through the efforts of this committee
the situation in New England has been materially im-
proved and much of the New Haven territorv' opened
up for business already untler load and held up on account

of embargo. A reduction in the total number of cars

on the New Haven system and reclaimed against the

New Haven was effected in less than three weeks to the

extent of 11.2()0 cars. This naturally relieved the whole

situation and incidentally resulted in a saving of $5,067

daily in per diem charges on cars, to the New Haven.
The inspectors sent into New England examined 42

principal points. They made exhaustive examinations

into conditions at these points with the result that they

were able to suggest improvements in methods.

Important as such things are, however, they do not

correct the main trouble, namely, that the railway

capacity, in densely populated parts of the United States

at least, is insufficient, and steps are not being taken to

increase it and cannot be until railways are put on the

investment basis that will induce the public to buy their

new securities. With the impending new demands of

labor it seems likely that there will have to be a Federal

fixation of wages as well as of rates, and there must be

such a margin as will pennit the railways to compete for

capital, else they will not get it. With the termination

of the war it is certain that there is going to be a great

competition for capital.

The gist of the whole thing is that the people cannot

have service without paying for it. If they will not pay

the railways for transportation what they ought to, they

may have to tax themselves to build and repair highways

to carrv their goods by automobile. As between such

alternatives it would be much the cheaper to pay the

railways to carry on the business in the way they have

been doing.

U^alk To B^ild ILesicIhajnig Plasat

A few ycai's ago the talk was all of the new hydro-

metallurgy of copper. Anaconda committed itself to

such a j)rograni on an immense scale, but at the eleventh

hour switched to the flotation proeess. There was a

similar switch at Inspiration and elsewhere, but no one

else was so far ahead as Anaconda. The result was the

installation of a jilaut at Anaconda—a large one, but

only a fraction of what had been contemplated—and

a further prosecution of work by New Cornelia, whii-h is

now erecting a plant. In general, however, the new

livdrometallurgy of copper was regarded as having died

in infancy, and attention was concentrated on the

marvels of fiotation.

As ofti'u hapiiens, however, conclusions were drawn

]ircmaturclv. Attention is directed to this by the official

leport of the Utah Cojiper Co., just published, that it

is going to build a leaching plant ot 'J.OOO to ;>,000

tons' daily capacity this year to treat the oxidized tapping

that is being removed from its orebodics. Adding this

to the Anaionda and New Cornelia jilauis. the hydro-

metallurgy of copper will be pretty well represented in

Aniericnti ]iraetiee.
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Here is a frank ad. at any rate

:

TO THOSE INTERESTED IN MINING VENTURES
Dreamer of energy with experience In mining prospecting

in various lands wishes to form an exploration syndicate, and
get into private correspondence with those with money will-

ing to take a flyer into the unknown.
Apply "Imagination," care "The South Pacific Mail."

[P.

A modest celebration in Washington last week marked
the 100th anniversarj' of the establishment of the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey. The anniversary

almost escaped notice, but it was a notable one in reality,

for it marked the centennial of the first scientific

department of the Federal Government. The Coast

Survey has never been prominenth' before the public, but

its representatives have the satisfaction of looking back

on a hundred years of exceedingly useful work quietly

and efficiently performed.

^.

One of the largest chemical and metallurgical com-

panies engaged in the manufacture of war munitions

started erection of a plant, speed of construction being

the only desideratum. Several months later the engineer

in charge was asked for detailed costs. Up a stump only

for a minute, the versatile engineer took a copy of Gil-

lette's "Construction Costs," multiplied a set of figures

liy 1.5, sent the statement in, and everybody was happy
ever after. Nevertheless there was somebody asleep on

the job somewhere.

:€

Sir George Paish, the distinguished British economist,

said recently that before the war England had a total

income of $12,000,000,000 from 4(1,000,000 persons, 20,-

000,000 of them employed ; she had accumulated wealth

of $10.5,000,000,000 and had $20,000,000,01)0 invested

abroad. Since the war, her income has i"isen by $3,000,-

000,000 annually, although l.OOO.OOO men have been with-

drawn from industry; $2,-")00.000,000 has been called in

from abroad and the nation's debt is now $12,000,000,000,

against $3,535,000,000 before the war; with another 12

months of war it may be $20,000,000,000. But trade

income has responded so well that 1917 will find a better

financial situation than 1913.

"Web of Steel" (Fleming H. Eevell Co.), by Cyrus
Town.send Brady in collaboration with his son (of the

same name), is an engineering novel whereof the tlieme

is the construction and collapse of a great cantilever

bridge, like the Queliec bridge, which fell during building

a few years ago. The technical part of this romance is

truer than it is given to most novelists (save Kipling)

to achieve, and tiie framing of the story is really

dramatic, but it is told with an ineptness and dullness

tliat soon weary th(! reader. Why some competent

novelist does not arise to weave romances about subjects

III' engineering and mining is one of the mysteries of

literature.

However, our art has lnund a real story-teller in

K. Nelson Fell, a mining,' engineer well-known in this

country, whose last important engagement was as general

manager of the Spassky miin' and works in Siberia. Mr.

Fell, who is now living in retirement in the South, is

contributing to the Atlantic Monthly a series of sketches

of experiences with the Kirghiz in that region where
the Spassky is. His literary work is characterized by

humor and style. Here at last we have a mining engineer

who can write in such a way. His story of "A Copper
Kettle'' is rich. Once on a time his smelters struck,

demanding one dollar a day instead of 25 cents. The
manager endeavored to persuade them to go back to

work, keep the furnaces going, and talk the matter over

at leisure, but the men declared that that would be

impossible seeing that they were on strike. However,

they requested an order so that they should have credit

on their wagebooks wherewith to buy tallow and tea.

"We don't want much credit. Just enough to last us

while we are on strike.'"

"You know you are talking nonsense; go back to your

people and tell them to go to work."

'"The Bai knows best, but our people will be very dis-

appointed when they hear the Bai will neither raise our

pay nor give us credit at the store."

They left ; but it was not very long before they appeared

again.

'"Bai," they said, "perhaps we asked for too much when
we asked for one dollar a day; we will be satisfied witli

50 cents a day."

Eefused, they went away, but returned later to say

:

"Bai, it is very unfortunate and very awkivard that

during a strike we can get nothing to eat."

Then they abandoned their demand for higher

wages and requested better coal for their fires, next

improvement of their quarters. The manager refused

everything, saying that he would give them nothing until

all went back to work. They were quite dejected when
they left and quickly returned.

"At least,'' they said, "the Bai will grant us this re-

quest. Our copper kettle is quite worn out; will the Bai

give us an order for a new kettle?"

It was impossible to maintain a consistent and

stern attitude toward such helpless and amiable people.

The long-planned strike had come down to a re-

quest for a copper kettle. The order was signed, and
showed to the manager in trium]3h.

"You have won your strike, have you not?" said he.

"Yes, Bai, we are now going back to work."

Less successful is a writer in a recent number of the

Saturday Evening Post, who found his theme and his

.scenery in the Joplin zinc-mining district and among
the smelteries of Kansas. There ought to be a lot of

good stories in that interesting region. The S.E.P.

story-teller may have been there for local color, spending

a day or two, or he may only have purchased a guide-

book and a set of photographs somewhere else. However,

we incline toward the former hypothesis inasmuch as

there are some remarks respecting the smelting works

that indicate observation on the ground. The scenario

is then developed in good old S.E.P. style, but its

requirements involve a conception of industrial condi-

tions that might have occurred to Alice in Wonderland,

but hardly to anybody else except the ingenious author.

Nevertheless it is a rattling good story, in which the villain

is laid low and the hero wins the heroine and becomes a

millionaire and everything turns out as it ought to in

the Siiturdny Evenituj Post.
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The following are excerpts from an editorial in the

American Machinist of Mar. 30:

The most dangerous and insidious of all attempts to foist

the metric system on this country is now under way. Doctor
Stratton. director of the National Bureau of Standards, has
prepared a "Report to the International High Commission
Relative to the Use of the Metric System in Export Trade."
This report has been prepared at the request of Secretary
McAdoo for the International High Commission which con-
venes in Buenos Aires, Apr. 3. next, for which Secretary
McAdoo is at this writing en route; and all signs point toward
its use before the commission in order to commit our Govern-
ment to the adoption of the system.

In this devious and roundabout way it is sought to undo
the great work accomplished by manufacturing interests a
dozen years ago in defeating the bill for the compulsory
adoption of the metric system then before the House Com-
mittee on Coinage, Weights and Measures. It must be re-

membered that that work is now ancient history and prac-
tically forgotten in Washington. The personnel of Congress
has largely changed, the administration has changed more
than once, and meanwhile Doctor Stratton has been constantly
on the ground and ceaslessl.v active in poisoning our public
officials with his specious assumptions.

The report is expressly announced as intended for wide
circulation. It is a Senate document, which means that, to

tlie resources of the Bureau of Standards, Doctor Stratton has
now annexed' the facilities of the Government Printing Office

and, through the franking privilege, the use of the postal
service in spreading his metric propaganda—and all without
cost. It is the object of Doctor Stratton's life to force the
metric system upon this country; and much as we condemn.
we cannot but admire, his ingenuity in enlisting the Gov-
ernment departments in his service. It is plain that since
the victory of a dozen years ago manufacturing interests
have been asleep, and on them Doctor Stratton has stolen a
march. Much as we deplore the re-introduction of a sub-
ject of which all—and none more than we—are heartily tired,

it is plain that another and united effort must be made to
nullify the activities of the most dangerous enemy of our
industries which our country harbors.

In its issue of Apr. 6 the American Machinist returns to

the subject as follows

:

Too late for insertion in our last week's issue, we learned
of the introduction in Congress of a bill for the compulsory
use of the metric system. Read Section 4. The "Congressional
Record" has the following;

Mr. Dillon introduced in the House of Representatives on
Dec. 6, 1915, the following bill, which was referred to the
Committee on Coinage, Weights and Measures and ordered to
be printed;

A BILL
to establish the metric system as the standard for weights
and measures and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress assembled. That
the weights and measures of the metric system shall be the
sole standard of weights and measures in the United Stales
on and after July 1, 1920; Provided, That in the meantime such
metric system shall be permissive.

Sec. 2. That all equivalents between tile units of the metric
system and the system now in common use throughout the
United States shall be calculated from the fundamental re-
lation, one meter being equivalent to 39.37 inches and one
kilogram being equivalent to 2,204622 avoirdupois pounds.

Sec. 3. That the director of the Bureau of Standards, with
the approval of the Secretary of Commerce, shall prescribe
rules and regulations for carrying out the provisions of
this act. and shall prepare and promulgate tables based upon
the fundamental relation established in section 2 showing the
equivalents of the weights and measures of the metric system
to those of the system in customary use in the United States.

Sec. 4. That any person, corporation, company, society or
association who shall use or offer and attempt to use, in "any
industrial or commercial transaction in the sale or purchase
of any commodity, any other weights and measures than those
of the metric system on and after July 1, 1924, shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof in any coiii't of
competent Jurisdiction shall be punished by a fine of not
more than $500 or by imprisonment for not more than three
months, or by both such fine and imprisonment.

One does not need the gift of second sight to recognize
the connection between this bill and the plan for commit-
ting the Government to the adoption of the system through
the action of the Joint High Commission on L^niform Law
now in session at Buenos Aires. Full particulars of this
scheme were given in our editorial of last week.

The following is our interpretation of this connection,
which we submit to the judgment of our readers:

1. The pro-metric party had this bill introduced early
in order to give time to work on the Committee on Coin-
age, Weights and Measures through hearings or, more prob-
ably, by lobbying with individual members.

2. It expects to secure action at Buenos Aires committing
this Government to the adoption of the metric system.

3. It expects to have the committee convinced of its wisdom
and to have the bill reported to the House of Representatives
at the opportune moment.

4. This opportune moment will arrive when Secretary
McAdoo returns from the meeting of the Joint High Com-
mission with resolutions committing the participating gov-
ernments to the metric system.

5. It then expects to rush the bill through Congress with
a hurrah and as an act of good faith with the South Amer-
ican republics.

According to an article in "Munsey's Magazine" for April.
Doctor Stratton has already secured the favorable impres-
sion of the committee.

Read Section 4!

The matter is discussed in our own editorial columns
this week.

%

Copper production began at Inspiration in June last.

The first unit of the new mill went into operation on
June 29. The first ore was caved underground and
actual mining started July 2.5. During the last six

months of the year additional units of the mill were
put into service as fast as they reached completion. By
the end of December, 12 units out of the total of 18

were in use, .\t the end of Januan,', 17 sections were
completed, and during February the last one went into

service. The copper production for the period was as

follows: July, 1,095,909 lb.; August, 2,189,425; Sep-

tember, 2,746,066; October, 4,017,604; November, 4,855-

526; December, 5,541,140; total, 20,445,670. The tons

of ore concentrated for the six months were 778,851.

Copper, '"r

Assay of ore milled 1.702
Oxide copper in ore 0.226
Assay of tailings 0.373
Oxide copper in tailings O.ISO
Assay of concentrates from flotation 37.630
Assay of concentrates from tables 13.120
Average assay of concentrates—total made 32.670
Average recovery of total copper in ores milled 79.950
Average recovery on sulphide copper in ores milled. SS.560

To produce one ton of concentrates 24.6 tons of ore

was required.

The ore treated all came from underground work

except 7,858 tons reclaimed from the Joe Bush and
Scorpion dumps. The net coj^per deliverable by the

smelting com])any derived from the ores treated during

ihe six months' period July 1 to Dec. 31, was as follows:

Lb.
From concentrating ores 20,067,310
From oxide ore sent direct to smelter 37S,360

Total 20.445,670

The cost of copper derived from concentrating ores

was:
Cost Cost per

per Lb. Ton Ore
Mining 2.664c. $0.68110
Coarse crushing 0.113 .02910
Ore hauling 0.079 .02025
Concentrating and royalty 1.SS9 .48675
Concentrate hauling 0.006 .00160

4.731c. $1.21880
Smelting, freight, refining, marketing, etc. 3.455 .76420

S.136C. $1.9S30
20.067.310 lb. 778,851 tons

The mining cost per ton of ore above includes a

charge of 20c., which it is calculated will cover tlio

•Report of General Manager C. E. Mills to the presidfiit
and directors and included in the company's annu.il report ;'oi

1915.
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average amount of drifts, raises and haulageways required

])er ton of ore mined. The cost of the 378,360 lb.

copper from crude ores sold was 7. 65c., making an

average cost for all copper produced of 8.133e. per pound.

During the year 1915 the underground work prepara-

torv to mining was extended as follows:

Haul- Ordinary-
age- Sized Main Finger

Lineal Feet ways Drifts Raises Raises Shafts Misc. Total

During 191.5.. 1.322 24,623 36,455 47,146 109.546
Total to Dec-

31, 1915 ...40,184 119.809 122.469 47,146 6. 386 1.136 337,130

At this date, while the construction work is not yet

complete, the plans have so far matured that both the

mine and mill have each exceeded a daily tonnage of

14,000 and are now operating regularly at a figure

slightly below that. The tonnage rate in the mill for

February was 12,300 per day, and for the first 15

days of the current month 13.600 per day. The copper

production for February was 8,300.000 lb.

The important elements of the Inspiration program

as decided upon early in 1913 were the mining system

described in a previous report and the ado])tion of

tiotation for concentration of the ores.

An important feature of the raining equipment is the

large size of the underground ore pockets at the shafts,

liolding 3,700 tons. They were designed to render mining

and underground ore haulage reasonably independent of

hoisting and coarse-crushing at surface.

Other equipment items of considerable interest but of

lelativelv minor commercial importance are: The air-

haulage system underground; the autoinatie skip load-

ing and automatically controlled ore hoisting device; and

tlie Marcy ball mills at thcconcentrator. These machines

grind ore of fi/j in, cube maximum size to pass a

18-mesh screen—an unusually great reduction for a

single machine.

Just now. the plant output having reached the antici-

jiated capacity, the whole program may be considered as

undergoing a preliminary tryout.

Tub .Mixing System Employed

With the mining system there has been demonstrated

the possibility of making a large output with a relatively

small working force and at a low cost, Thei'e is the

inevitable dilution of the ore by waste or low-grade ore,

which goes with every caving system. It remains to be

determined whether this dilution is greater in ours than

in otiier caving systems. There is a loss of good ore also,

all of whicli was anticipated and of which you were

advised in our report of three years ago. The present

system was adopted with plentiful anticipations of its

drawljacks, but with the belief that the maximum of

])rofit on such ore grades as ours would be attained liy

its use.

In the ic|)ort of a year ago it was stated that the

lest-niill operations to that date showed a saving of

(••)|iper piesent in tiie ore as a sul])hide of 8(i.7% and

that we might coiint on doing tiiat well in the new mill.

The operation of tbc new mill for the last six months

of 1915 showed a saving of 88,56% of copper present

in tiic ore as a sid|iliidc. During much of tliis period

the tiotation units were overloaded because the grinding

unit- I ame into scivire faster than the llotation units

wen- completed and the loads on the flotation units in

^er\hl were teniixMuiily doubled up in consequence.

For February this year the sulphide copper saving was

91,1%.
The saving of 88.56% of sulphide copper in the new

mill for the last six months of 1915 was on an ore that

a\eraged 1.702% total copper, of which 0.236% was in

oxide combination. We apparently saved about 24%
of this oxide copper, and the resulting average saving

of total copper contents of the ore milled in the new

mill was 79.95%. Thus:
% Cu Saving

Sulphide copper in ore 1.476 X 88.56% = 1.30719;
Oxide copper in ore 0.226 X 23.7 % = 0.0536%

Total copper in ore 1.702 X 79.95% = 1.36079t

Since August. 1914, in the test mill and later in

the new mill, we have continued to use coal tar as the

chief component in our frothing mixture. It has seemed

the most efficient agent, and it is also the cheapest.

During this time we have not experienced the violent

fluctuations in recoveries we feared and which we pre-

viously had with some other frothing agents.

The test mill ran from Jan. 3. 1914, to June 30,

1915, and treated 257.272 tons of ore. From the latter

date until Feb, 8, 1916, it operated as a temporary unit

in our general concentrating process when it was closed

down, having treated 373,705 tons in total. Contrary

to the usual experience this test mill paid the cost of

its construction, its operating expen.se, the present average

mining cost on ores treated and something besides, and

has been written olf the books. Through its operation

the experimental de]iartinent was able to get necessary

information on many subjects and furnish the mechanical

de]iartment with the flow sheet finally embodied in the

new mill, which mill, while of exceedingly large tonnage

for the floor area covered, is yet only a very simple

800-ton mill repeated 17 times, since each unit is

substantially independent in itself and similar to its

fellows.

Three years prior to the starting of production at

Inspiratio'n roughly 100,000.000 tons of ore, 75,000,000

of which was sulphide, had been developed by churn

drilling, A comparatively negligible amount of under-

ground work was done. To prepare and equip the

property for the mining and concentration of 5,000,000

tons of sulphide ore per annum—roughly 14.400 tons

daily capacity—an expenditure as follows may he set

down :

Cost per
Ton of DaUy
Capacity

Equipment of mine and miU. including water-
supply, power, mill sites, tailings lands, rail-
roads, etc $625

Advanced mining expenditures to prepare for an
output of 14,400 tons per day 208

$833

The advanced payments for mining will appear at tlie

proper time in the mining costs.

A conside:able part of the plant-equiiniu'iit exjiendi-

tuies will last the life of the mine. Improved metallurgy

will doubtless justify replacements of other parts. The
oxide ores will prolialily call for a treatment method

of their own.

The operating costs at Inspiration for mining and

milling will probably he from $1 to $1.15 jier ton of

ore, jjossibly nearer the former figure. While a yield

of more than 20 lb. per ton of ore can be obtained

irom much of the ore, a better mining ))ractice can be

followed and more ultimate profits obtained by mining

ore ))roducing 20 lb. mi tbc average.
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GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF QUEEXSLAXD: Index No. 5 to
Publications Nos. 215 to 226. (Vol. Ill of New Series.)
By Russell Dixon. Pp. 52. Geological Survey of Queens-
land. Brisbane.

GEOLOCJY AND MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE STAN-
THORPE BALL.\NDEAN AND WALLANGARRA DIS-
TRICTS. SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND. 1913; With Notes
on the Silver Spur Mine. Texas. By E. Cecil Saint-Smith.
Pp 165. illus. Queensland Geological Survey. Brisbane.

MINI.N'G INDUSTRY OF IDAHO FOR 1915: Seventeenth An-
nual Report. Pp. 134. illus. Robert N. Bell. State Mine
Inspector. Boise. Idaho.

U. S. STANDARD TABLES FOR PETROLEUM OILS. Circular
No. 57. of the Bureau of Standards. Pp. 64. illus.; 15c.
Department of Commerce. Washington, D. C.

SUM.M.\RY REPORT OF THE MINES BRANCH OF THE DE-
PARTMENT OF MINES FOR 1914. Sessional Paper No.
26a. Pp. 23S. illus.; 25c. Canadian Department of Mines.
Ottawa

SOME E.NGINEERING PROBLEMS OF THE PANAMA CANAL
IN THEIR REL.ATION TO GEOLOGY .A.ND TOPOGRAPHY.
By Donald F. MaoDonald. Pp. SS. illus. Bull. 86. U. S.

Bureau of Mines. Washington. D. C.

THE FLOTATION PROCESS. Edited by T. A. Rickard. 6x9.
pp. 364. illus.: $2. Mining and Scientific Press. San Fran-
cisco. Calif.

Reprint of articles original and otherwise, that have ap-

peared in the "Mining and Scientific Press" in 1915 and early

part of 1916.

ANNUAIRE POUR L'AN 1916. PUBLIfi PAR LE BUREAU
DES LONGITUDES. 3%x6. pp. 657. illus., paper; 1.50 fr.

Gauthier-Villars et Cie. Paris.

This is the customary edition of the French nautical

almanac, which also contains tables of solubility, electro-

chemical equivalents, atomic weights, etc., in addition to 'ts

astronomical data.

MODERN CHEMISTRY AND ITS W"ONDERS. A Popular
Account of Some of the More Remarkable Recent Ad-
vances in Chemical Science for General Readers. By
Geoffrey Martin. 5x7i4. pp. 351. illus.; ?2. D. Van Nos-
trand Co.. New York

This is an interesting book of popular character, but in

parts we fear it is beyond the depth of the class of read-

ers to whom it is directed.

DANA'S SYSTEM OF MINER.ALOGY: Third Appendix to the
Sixth Edition. Completing the Work to 1915. By William
E. Ford. 6»ix9 3i, pp. S7. illus.; $1.50. John Wiley &
Sons. Inc.. New York.
During the six years that have elapsed since the last ap-

pendix to this monumental work. 1S2 mineral names have
been proposed by investigators in mineralogy. Of these min-
erals which have received new names, about one-third are ap-

parently well-established cases. This does not cover all of the

work of investigation in this field, much of which has been
interrupted by the European War. The most important single

new development in mineralogical investigation during this

period covered by the index has been the use of the X-ray as "i

means of studying the molecular structure of crystals. Only
a beginning has been made in this direction, but results al-

ready achieved show that much may be expected in the fu-

ture from this method. In general the appendix follows

closely the precedent established by the two previous issues

and brings the "System of Mineralogy" thoroughly up to date.

THE MINING JIANUAL AND MINING YEAR BOOK FOR 1916.
Bv Walter R. Skinner. 5i,4xSU; PP 970. illus.; 15s. Pub-
lished by the author, 11 Clements Lane. London. E. C.

The present volume is the thirtieth consecutive yearly
issue of this well-known work. The high standard is con-
tinued, and it remains the most valuable work of its kind.

No material changes are noted of size, or otherwise. The
alphabetical arrangement adopted last year has met with ap-
proval, as being the handiest form for quick rtfercnce. and it

has of course been continued. At the same time the ind^x

has not been abandoned, as it has been found very useful

for cross references. The supplementary index, which lists

the names of those companies that have ceased to be of pub-
lic interest or are dormant, is in the present volume placed at

the end of the book, instead of next to the regular inde.\.

This avoids confusion and is a good change. The dictionary

of mining terms and alphabetical lists of mining directors,

secretaries, engineers and mine managers, with their ad-

dresses, continue to be valuable features of the work.

MILITARY PREPAREDNESS AND THE ENGINEER. By
Ernest F. Robinson. 4x6iA. pp. 224. illus.: $1.50. Clark
Book Co., Inc.. Xew York.
The author of this book is a practicing engineei-. is a cap-

tain in the Corps of Engineers in the National Guard of the

State of New York.
The book itself is a decided innovation. It is pocket size

and contains a W'ealth of information in a most readable

form. Which will interest any engineer and will enable him to
read the current war news with much more intelligent in-
terest. There is no other publication of its size that touches
on so many different phases of the military problem, and it

carefully avoids the dull routine that is found in many mili-

tary publications. It has a particularly illuminating chapter
on trenches and trench warfare.

For the man who does not intend to undertake military
service, this book is a readable story on the most important
theme of the day; to the man who does intend to undertake
military service, this book furnishes a fine foundation, and
in it he will find lists and specific directions for obtaining
government and other military publications on the subject,

which will go into the detail of any arm of the service.

INFORMK PRELIMINAR .SOBRE LAS RIQUEZAS MINER-
ALES DE LA REPUBLICA ORIFI.NTAL DEL URUGUAY.
(Preliminary Report on the Mineral Resources of Uru-
guay.) By Rolf Marstrander. Pp. 87. illus. Bull. No. 2,

Instituto de (Jeologia y Perforaciones. Ministerio de Indus-
trias. Montevideo. Uruguay.

This preliminary report gives information regarding the
little known mineral resources of Uruguay. The report is

accompanied by a preliminary map and is made especially

available to English and American readers by having its text

printed in English as well as in Spanish. The mining develop-
ment has been principally in mineral products such as marble.
granite, slate and talc, of which Uruguay possesses supplies

of excellent quality. Desultory metal mining has been dune
and there are known deposits of iron, manganese, copper.

lead, gold, bismuth and mercury. Other mineral resources.

as yet not much developed, include graphite, asbestos, emery.
coal, peat, oil shales and semi-precious gem stones.

THE METALLURGISTS AND CHEJIISTS' H.\NDBOOK. A
Reference Book of Tables and Data for the Student and
Metalluigist. Compiled by Donald M. Liddell. 4x6 lA. pp.
603. illus.. leather; $4, McGraw-Hill Book Co.. Inc.. Xew
York.

This is a very useful pocket book that every chemist and
metallurgist, and many other people also, ought to have.

There are many kinds of pocket-books. Most of those who
have attempted such compilations have succeeded only in

producing tabloid treatises. The real pocket-book, in our

view, is a collection of tables and data that people need to

refer to. and not much else. Mr. Liddell seems to have caught

the pocket-book idea better than most have done. This is evi-

dent from his preface where he says that his book is but

little more than a collection of tables. It is not a great work.

It does not go into a large number of things that ought to

be taken up in a work of this sort that is aimed to be com-
prehensive. But so far as it goes it is excellent, and without

any doubt is the best pocket-book for chemists and metal-

lurgists that there is at present. The sections on physical con-

stants and chemical data are especially strong and leave

but little to be desired. Some of the chapters relating to

metallurgical practice are less comprehensive. However, the

book as a whole is one that is to be well recommended.

MINES \ND MINERAL RESOURCES OF COUNTIES OF
" CALIFORNIA FOR 1913-1914. First 5 chapters. Pp. SoH.

illus. Biennial Report. State Mineralogist. San Fran-
cisco.

These chapters form a part of the biennial report of

Fletcher Hamilton, state mineralogist. The remaining chap-

ters to complete the report will follow as soon as the field

work and the compilations of the data are completed. In

dividing the report into chapters, each chapter containing the

record of a group of counties, the publication is made not only

more convenient for the library and the desk than the former

bulky volumes containing the complete record of all the

counties, but it also provides the metal producers and others

interested in the mineral reports of the state with the records

and data brought nearer up to the date of publication than

was possible by the old form.

The five chapters issued contain records of the following

groups of counties: (a) Del Norte. Humboldt'. Mendocino: (b)

Colusa. Glenn. Lake. Marin. Xapa. Solano. Sonoma. Yolo: (c>

Shasta. Siskiyou. Trinity; (d) Amador. Calaveras. Tuolumne;

(e) Fresno. Kern. Kings. Madera. Mariposa. Merced. San

Joaquin. Stanislaus—25 of the 5S counties in the state. The
chapters contain tabulated statistics and are illustrated with

maps, diagrammatic sketches and photographs. In the record

of each county the mineral substances produced and the

names of the mines are given in alphabetical order

The Mining Bureau has published a numbei of valuable

bulletins in the past 10 years, but has not issued a

general report since the thirteenth biennial in 1S96. So

the mining public has been for the past 20 years without

a complete record of mining properties in California, Th<

chief reason assisrned for failure to issue such reports b.x

recent predecessors of Mr. Hamilton is a lack of sufflcioiit

appropriation by the legislature. The present si.ito mineral'^-

gist has been more fortunate in securing reco.^nition of tlie

legislature and money for the proper condiut oi the burea-.i
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FEIRSOHAl^S

S. F. Shaw Is visiting- tlie Nevada Consolidated property at

McGill. Nev.

W. de L. Benedict left New Yorl< for California Apr. 11, to

be absent until June.

Leo Von Rosenberg recently visited the Ray and the Pres-

cott districts, in Arizona.

William Crosley, formerly in Mexico, is now manager of

the Prestea Block A. Ltd., in the Gold Coast Colony, West
.Africa.

G. A. Joslin has left the employment of the Ray Consoli-

dated Copper Co. and is now in Kansas City on professional

business.

Dr. L. D. Ricketts, who has been in South America, arrived

in New York on Apr. 8. B. B. Thayer will be home in about

three weeks.

.\. H. Brown, manager of the Dome Lake Mines Co., Por-

cupine District, Ont., has resigned. His present address is at

No. 133 Kent St.. London, Ontario.

D. H. Browne will go to Kingston, Ont., to have conferred

by the Senate o£ Queens University of Canada, the honorary

degree of LL.D. at its approaching convocation, Apr. 26.

J. H. Stovel has resigned the superintendency of the Mond
Nickel Co.'s plant at Bruce Mines, Ont., and has been appointed

an assistant inspector of mines, for Ontario, with headquar-

ters at Sudbury.

A party of the Associated Geological Engineers from New
York, consisting of Myron L. Fuller, Frank A, Herald and
Ralph W. Richards, is conducting geological investigations in

northern Oklahoma and southern Kansas.

At the annual meeting of the Taylor-Wharton Iron and
.Steel Co. for organization, the following were elected: Knox
Taylor, president; Dr. Henry W. Howe, V. Angerer, P. Chrystie.

vice-presidents; W. A. Ingram, secretary and treasurer.

Frederick G. Clapp. managing geologist of the Petroleum
Division of the Associated Geological Engineers, has removed
his headquarters from Pittsburgh to New York. The Pitts-

burgh office will be retained under the same management.

F. W. Horton, of the U. S. Bureau of Mines, has resigned

to accept a commission with the Sterling Steel Co. He will

have charge of securing a supply of tungsten and other alloy

metals, and will probably have headquarters in Los Angeles,

Calif.

Robert M. Knox, recently in charge of the stripping opera-
tions of A. Guthrie & Co., at Calumet, Minn., on the Mesabi
Range, has gone to Chicago to take charge of the work on tlic

Sag Drainage Canal. Charles Taylor is now in charge at

Calumet.

Robert Sterling, who for the past two years has been
chief engineer for the Goldfleld Consolidated Mines Co., of

Goldfleld, Nev.. is, from Apr. 1, with the Primos Chemical Co.

.as assistant manager at that company's vanadium mines at

Vanadium, San Miguel County, Colo.

Walter Harvey Weed has connected himself with John E.

Allen & Co., of Boston, as executive and has taken charge
as managing director of the development of the Crystal

copper mines in the Cataract mining district, Jefferson

County, Mont., near Basin, on the Great Northern Ry. The
properties are 30 mi. east of Butte.

Capt. William Bond, mining captain at the Newport mine,

on the Gogebic Range in Michigan, for a long term of years,

has been retired on a pension by the Newport Mining Co. Hi'

is close to 70 years of age and has been engaged in mining
work since starting in the mines of Cornwall, England, when
a boy. He worked faithfully for his employers in Michigan
and has earned a rest.

Warren Wood, head of the Wood Drill Works, Paterson,
N. J., celebrated his 25th anniversary In business by a dinner
at the works on Apr. 1. Besides the employees of the works,
a number of Inviti-d guests were present. Several speeches
of congratulation were made and Mr. Wood was presented
with a large floral horseshoe in commemoration of the anni-
versary. The affair was a great success and was much en-
joyed by those pros. nt.

Frank A. Ros.'?. of Spokane, Wash., was honored at the
recent inauguration of I ir. Ernest O. Holland as president of

the ftt.ite College of Wa.ihlnKton, by having conferred upon
him the degree of M.iki.i- of Science in Engineering "In recog-
nition of his service ti. iln-mlnlng industry of the great West."
It i?i notable that only one other degree was granted and

that this is the first honorary degree conferred by the State

College upon an engineer.

Frederick E. Burbidge, of Spokane, has been made general
manager of the Federal Mining and Smelting Co.. succeeding
to the vacancy caused by the resignation recently of Harry L
Day, president and general managei" since June. 1912. Percy
B. Smith, who served as assistant general manager under Mr
Day, will continue in that capacity. Mr. Burbidge has been at

various times manager of the Frisco mine at Gem, manager
of the Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining Co. and assistant

general manager of the Federal.

©BHTILJARY

Harry Clary Jones, professor of physical chemistry at
Johns Hopkins University and one of the highest authorities
on the subject, died suddenly at his home in Maryland on
Apr. 8. Professor Jones was born in New London, Md., Nov.
11, 1865, and was graduated from Johns Hopkins in 1889.

Later he studied at the University of Leipzig and at Amster-
dam and Stockholm. In 1S95 he became an instructor in

physical chemistry at Johns Hopkins. Since 1904 he had been
a professor. He was an associate editor of the "Journal de
Chemie Physique." the "Journal of Franklin Institute,"

and "Zeitschrift fiir Physikalische Chemie." Professor Jones
was a member of the American Physical Society, the
American Philosophical Society, the American Chemical
Society, and the Washington Academy of Sciences. He
was Langstreth medallist of Franklin Institute in 1913.

Professor Jones is well known to readers of the "Journal"
as the contributor of a noteworthy series of articles on his

specialty a few years ago. Besides being one of the greatest
authorities on his subject he possessed a remarkable gift of
explaining it in language intelligible to the average man.

jOCSETEE^

Mis.vouri .Miiiinii' .Vssociation— This association at the
School of Mines, Rolla, Mo., held its regular monthly meeting
at which an address was given by Philip N. Moore, first vice-

president of the American Institute of Mining Engineers.
r'uUowing this, an enjoyable smoker was held. The officers

of the Association are: L. W. Ehlers, president; J. G. Reilly,

vice-president; W. A. Shaw, secretary; H. A. Kluge, treasurer.

Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society—This institution has
made formal application for a treasury grant to complete
and correlate the researches and experiments already made
on the methods of production and extraction of tin and tung-
sten, on condition that a local contribution of £1,000 be raised

and that the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy contribute
£500. The Polytechnic Society has already given £100 toward
the sum required.

riiicniea .loint Committee on Military EnKlneeriug:—A group
of prominent engineers and contractors of Chicago and vicinity
have cooperated in forming a Joint Committee on Military En-
gineering. The founders are members of all of the leading
engineering and contracting organizations of Chicago, includ-
ing the local branches of the national engineering societies.

The purposes of the committee are to further military pre-
I)aredness among engineers, contractors and their associates
by courses of lectures: studies and practical Instruction In

military engineering; assisting engineers to qualify as officers

in the National Reserve Corps of Civilian Engineers; urging
enlistment in and support for engineer troops of the National
Guard and such other organizations as the Government may
create; furthering instruction in military engineering in train-

ing camps and the attendance in them of those qualified.

The Joint Committee has already prepared a program cover-
ing the vital points outlined for a period extending from
Apr. 20 to July 25. Something of interest will be taken up
each week. Including lectures by Lieut. -Col. W. B. Judson,
Engineer Corps. U. S. A.; two lectures by Maj. P. S. Bond, En-
gineer Corps, U. S. A.; Lieut. -Col. Mason M. Patrick, Engineer
Corps, U. S. A., and several exhibition drills, terr.ain exercises
and inspection trips under the direction and guidance of vari-

ous officers of the engineer troops of the Illinois National
t;uard. Additions to the program will be made from time to

time. Engineers, contractors and their associates In Chicago
and vicinity are Invited to Join the committee. Correspon-
dence should be addressed to the secretary, Robert F'. Hall, 111

W. Washington St., Chicago.
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D. O. Marks will open an office and demonstrating plant at

712 No. Main St.. Los Angeles, Calif., for liis new pulverizer,
which he is installing in industrial and gold-milling plants.

The New York Engineering Co.. 2 Rector St., New York,
has recently shipped to Colombia, for the use of a native
company, two Empire hydraulic elevators, one 8-in. and one
12-in. These elevators are made of steel plate and have
manganese-steel linings. Two No. 2 Empire giants were also
sent to the same company, with other incidental equipment.

A heavy demand for the building of Heroult electric steel
furnaces is leading to the extension of the machine-shop
facilities of the Pencoyd plant of the American Bridge Co.,
F'hiladelphia, where complete units of this type of steel-
making equipment now are being manufactured.

The C. F. Burgess Laboratories, chemical engineers, of
Madison, Wis., has increased its capitalization to $100,000.
The officers are C. F. Burgess, president; Vrooman Mason,
vice-president; W. B. Schulte, secretary and treasurer. The
Chicago office is in the Harris Trust Building, Duncan Keith,
manager.

B. M. Mitchell, president of the Conveying TVeigher Co.,
New York, has just returned from Salt Lake City, where he
received separate orders from a large company for four plants.
The conveyors in these will be from 28 to 40 in. wide, the
total length between centers over 3.500 ft., requiring 7.000 ft.

of conveyor belting. In all of the plants the company's five-
pulley ball-bearing type of idlers and laminated rubber con-
veyor belts has been adopted as the standard.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT ETCREQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF
AUGUST 24. 1912,

of The Engineering and Mining Journal, published weekly atNew York. N. Y.. for Apirl 1, 1916.
State of New York | .„
County of New York (

Before me. a Notary Public in and for the State and County
aforesaid, personally appeared Chester W. Dibble, who, having
been duly sworn according to law, deposes and savs that he is
the Vice-President of Hill Publishing Co.. publisher of The
Engineering and Mining Journal, and that the following is.
to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of
the ownership, management, etc., of the aforesaid publication
tor the date shown in the above caption, required bv the Act
of August 24. 1912. embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and
Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form, to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editormanaging editor, and business manager are-
Publisher. Hill Publishing Company, 10th Ave. at 36th St.New York. N. Y.
Editor. Walter Renton Ingalls. 10th Ave. at 36th St.. New

York, N. Y.
Managing Editor. Percy E. Barbour. 10th Ave. at 36th StNew York, N. Y.
Business Manager, Lee E. Ives, 10th Ave. at 36th St New

York, N. Y.
2. That the owners are:

Hill Publishing Company, 10th Ave. at 36th St., New York, N Y.
Owners of I'/r or more of Stock Issued.

Estate of John A. Hill. 10th Ave. at 36th St., New York
Arthur J. Baldwin, 10th Ave. at 36th St.. New York
Fred R. Low, 10th Ave. at 36th St., New York N y'
John McGhie, 10th Ave. at 36th St., New York N y'
Fred S. Weatherby, 1600 Beacon St., Brookline, Mass'
Frederick A. Halsey, 356 W. 120th St., New York N Y
G. Eugene Sly. 50 Union Sq., New York, N. Y.
Frederick W. Gross, 215 E. 11th St.. Erie, Pa.
Alfred E. Kornfeld, 10th Ave. at 36th St.. New York N YEmma B. Hill, SO Munn Ave., East Orange, N. J

The balance of the stock issued (less than 'l'"r each) isowned by 68 employees, 3 ex-employees, and 13 others w-ho
are wives, daughters or relatives of employees.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees and other se-
curity holders owning or holding 1 per cent, or more of totalamount of bonds, mortgages or other securities are: Mortgage
on building. Dime Savings Bank, Brooklyn, N. Y.

4 That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names
of the owners, stockholders and security holders contain not
only the list of stockholders and security holders as they
appear upon the books of the company, but also, in caseswhere the stockholder or security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such
trustee is acting, is given; also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant's full knowledge and
belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon thebooks of the company as trustees, hold stock and securitiesma capacity other than that of a bona fide owner; and this
affiant has no reason to believe that anv other person, asso-
ciation or corporation has anv interest direct or indirect in
the said stock, bonds or other securities than as so stated by
"""• CHESTER W. DIBBLE.

Vice-President Hill Publishing Co.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 31st day of

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
eacn. Hritish patents are supplied at 40c. each.

ALUMINUM—Process of Producing Soluble Salts of Alum-inum. Melville F. Coolbaugh, Rapid City, and Elwyn H. Quin-ney, Pierre, S. D. rU. S. No. 1,178,384; Apr. 4, 1916.)

t^,^^?^'^•^'''T7T^"^".^'^e or Kiln for Burning Cement. Lime and
i'\S.„Like. Klas H. Johansson, Safsj8, Sweden. (U. S. No.
1,1( i,86o: Apr. 4, 1916.)

shrSpHnT^N^^'f*^ °/t
Treating Coal. Charles Howard Smith,Short Hills, N. J. (U. S. No. 1,177,727; Apr. 4. 1916.)

si^^PJ'^^r^~^^'^^ii"^ °f Forming Upon Copper and Copper
^ii xv^fo,. A''''".'^'"°T^^''''y*^

Against the Corrosive Action of
^''^^^VV! ?"?,^^7 Kurth. Bautzen, Germany, assignor to Firm
Ma?' 21 19*161 '^'""' Eautzen, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,176.571;

v»w^vl'??^v.°"^^=^"-?'''"'5'"& ^""- George M. Newcomer,
<^«^ loik.N 1. assignor to F. L. Smidth & Co., New York.N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,177,648; Apr. 4, 1916.)

p„iv?,V,^i^^-^'?r~'i^'"""'*'^"JS"'^ '" Crushing, Grinding and
Fnlinnrt ^p-^??''^-'"'^''-. ^- H Soward, Kelston, Somerset.li,ngland. (Brit. No. 556 of 1915.)

in£??}?^^'T9~^?r?."'rr^ Tube Mill. John Herman, LosAngeles. Calif. (U. S. No. 1.176.896; Mar. 28. 1916.)
CYANIDING—Process of Cvan'.ding Harai R Lavne- SanFrancisco. Calif. (U. S. No. l".17S.08lT Apr 4 1916 )

^'

r,a^^}Ity~^^°Y^^'"^''^ ^^'^^ Drill and Reamer Bit. Eugene L.Da-vidson. Burlingame. Calif. (U. S. No. 1.176.884; XIar. 28,

mo?rt^\^^l^'"*'''"^^ ?:"'• Charles F. Lindenmuth and Ray-
me )

Hanley. Aristes, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,178,402; Apr. 4,

fls.^iino^VrJl'"^^ °'"'"v, P™^"" E. Clark. Denver, Colo.,

Colo At c, ^„°?"i';-'"^?,°'''^
D"" Manufacturing Co., Denver^^oio. lU. S. No. 1,177,683; ..ipr. 4. 1916.)

„„rt°5I^J;S-:^Lubricator for Rock Drills. William H. Leonard
Rock Drni M,.S r^' Denver. Colo., assignors to the Denver
713: Apr 4 fsTe ^'^ ^''"^

"

Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,177.-

a..f=-n?r^T?N=?'^'^^'i*^'l '°^"' ^- ^^°''-"- Lakewood. Ohio.

?.m.680; .°pr. 4. 1T16.?'' " *^°'' ^'^^^'^"'5' ^Mo. (U. S. No.

trat^oi?If^ol?^'~i'"'w °xT^!;"/"*l,'" ?T Relating to the Concen-
19 856 of 1914 )

^""^'' San Francisco, Calif. (Brit No.

/lo^F'^^J'";;^."''"'"*? Pulverized Fuel. Henrv R Barnhurst
?,«tn^?''^'oF^*^^^"1"=*r,

P«""-' ^y Henry G. Barnhurst adm"nfs-tiator, Catasauqua, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,178.464; Apr 4 1916 )

Ne^^;'=o5:5:^rf'"^(^."|.^Ni'o'-."lT7S^4T|- ^."p^'' Aflf^ ^^ ^°°^-

FL'RNACE-CHARGING MECHANISM. Alfred C NelsonLakewood. Ohio. (U. S. No. 1.177.720; Apr 4 1916)' "
*'^°°'

i.°e?n°f,'v;,yj,^l°„,.^'=17C'E. George Edick and Johnnavern. Albuquerque. N^Mex. "(U.^S. §S:^?.17^sToi ;-"'A%"r. t

Az<fr^We?t4^nr?h'"7v';''„'''^^
°^ Electrical Separation. HenryAzor wentworth, Lynn.. JIass.. assignor to Huff ElectrostaticSeparator Co., Boston. Mass. (U. S. No. 1.178.430: -tpr 4. 1916 )SEP.\R.4TOR—Magnetic Separator. Parvin Wright Van-couver. B. C. (U. S. No. 1.177,981: Apr. 4, 1916.)

Joplin, Mo. (U. S.

March, 1916
[Seal.] RICHARD L. MURPHY.

I My commiB.sion expires March 30, 1917.)

SETTLING TANK. Harry R. Conklir
No. 1,175,126; Mar. 14, 1916.)

SIGN.4LING—.\pparatus for the Electric Transmission of
Signs or Speech in Mines. Josef Heinrich Reineke, Bochum
Germany, assignor to Studiengesellschaft fiir drahtlose Grub-
entelefonie M. B. H., Cologne-Lindenthal, Germany (U S
No. 1.175,082; Mar. 14, 1916.) ' ^ ^

SLIMES—Improvements in or Relating to the Treatment
of Slimes or the Like in Rotary Drum Separators. W Felden-
heimer, London, Eng. (Brit. No. 24.179 of 1914.)

SMOKE—Protecting Thimble for Fume Rags. Cornelius F
Dougherty. Kennett. Calif. (U. S. No. 1. 178. 385; Apr. 4. 1916.)'

STEEL—Method of Treating Steel. Christer Peter Sand-
berg, London, England. (U. S. No. 1,178.352; .\pr. 4. 1916.)

TIN—Procession for Facilitating the Extraction of Tin
from Cassiterite and Oxidation Products of Tin. G. Miohaud
and E. Delasson. Montreuli-a-Bols, Seine, France (Brit No
614 of 1915.)

TOOL STEEL—Machine for Testing Tool Steel. Edward G
Herbert and Charles Fletcher, Manchester, England. (tJ S
No. 1,176,291; Mar. 21, 1916.)

^

TUNGSTEN—Process of Producing Tungsten. Carl Bosch
and .\lwin Mittasch. Ludwigshafen-on-the-Rhine. (Germany
assignors to Badische .\nilin &- Soda Fabrik. Ludwiirshafen-ori-
fhe-Rhine, Gerncmy. (U. S. No. 1.175.693; Mar. 1!. 1916.)

WHITE-LEAP PIGMENT—Process for SeparatMiir Thallium
and Radioactive Metals from Lead Ores and Producing c;

White-Lead Pigment. James Ballantyne H:innav. H:imburc.
Germany, assignor to Deutsche Felsen-Oel-iJesellsohaft Pran-
zen u. Co., Berlin, Germany. (U. S. No, 1.175,146; Mar. 11.
1916.)
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SAX FRANCISCO—Apr. «

Voluntary Increase in W'ajjres of Miners along the Mother
Lode in Amador County took effect on Apr. 1. The increase,

though only 25c. per day. was accepted by the miners "with a
sense of appreciation of the desire of the operatois to deal

fairly by them, in spite of the fact that the general ad-
vancement in mining and increased prices for metals and
minerals brought about by the war demands, has no beneficial

effect upon the gold mining industry.

The Reopening of the Old Eureka, sometimes known
known as the Hetty Green mine, but which is now the Con-
solidated Amador, attracts attention of miners and mining in-

vestors to the fact that the large amount of gold produced by
this mine, prior to 30 years ago, came from no greater depth
than 2.000 ft. vertically. The Kennedy and the Argonaut
mines are approximately of 4.000 ft. vertical depth. The es-

sential fact is that these mines are, and have been for a
number of years, great producers below the 2,000-ft. point.

The same may be said of the South Eureka and the Central
Eureka. This section of the Mother Lode, extending from the

Argonaut on the south to the Old Eureka on the north, em-
braces the deepest mines and largest producers of the Mother
Lode in Amador County. Just north of. and adjoining the
Old Eureka, the Keystone is another of the old producing
mines reopened two or three years ago and again on the
producing list. The history of the mines here mentioned a.<:

neighbors of the Old Eureka, both past and present, was the

fact upon which T. Walter Beam based his belief that the
Old Eureka mine is a property worth reopening. After a
careful study of the geology, development and operation of
these properties, and after three years of almost continuous
effort to induce Mrs. Hetty Green to part with the property,
Mr. Beam has succeeded in making an outright purchase on
behalf of men who are stockholders in United States Steel

Corporation. Mr. Beam explained to the "Journal" corres-
pondent what is not generally known regarding Mrs. Green's
unwillingness to part with the property. The general belief

that Mrs. Green was merely holding on for a large price

was an error. The fact is that in the first place, and after the
death of her husband, when she was the only member of

the owning corporation who kept up the assessments and
taxes, she desired to keep the property for the benefit and
use of her son Colonel Green. But he had no more inclination

than had his mother to engage in mining. Her well-known
reluctance to sell the property was founded upon the fear that
stock jobbers would get hold of it and. as she expressed it.

flim-flam the public. Finally when Mr. Beam presented the
list of names of men who would and did subscribe to the
purchase of the property. Mrs. Green remarked, that she
was "not afraid of that crowd" and that they could have it

fur a certain fixed price for an outright purchase and that
they could take it or leave it alone. The price is gencrall.v

known to be approximately $500,000. This is briefly the
story of how the 0!d Eureka mine came into possession of the
present owners and why no one was able previously to pur-
chase. It will surprise a great man>' mining people in the
West to know that Hetty Green actually held on to the
mine because she was afraid that it might be used for swindl-
ing the public. But this is the fact. The work of install-

ing pumping iii.-.chinery for unwatering the mine Is progress-
ing as rapidly as the movement of freights will permit.

DK.WEK—Apr. 7

The Kmplre ZIne Cu. HaH PurrhaHed a considerable area
of well-kno« M |.}operty in Stray Horse Gulch, Leadville. in-

cluding the Hot,.It Emmet, Forest City, Result. Gonabroad
anil Ranchero claims, each of which has a record of large
production. This (.'roup has been owned for years by the
Sm:ill Hopes-Boreel Mining Co. and is reported as producing
at present ore avri .itring about $30 per ton in the various
metiils.

The Colorado >letiil Mlnlne AHMOrlatinn has been called
upc.n to give consul. !., lion to the Foster bill (H. \i. 12,275).

Prc^i'lent Bulkley W. \U has appointed a special cnmmlttee to

send out circular nj. its on the bill to the various county
subsiliary organizali .i - I'oples of the bill have been mailed
to mining men throuLii nt the state and upon hearing the
opini ns of these men. il,. Association will hold a meeting to

prep;i!e resolut'ons an.! lecommen.Iations to Washington

Tungsten Continues to Maintain the Intense Interest of a
large portion of Colorado's mining men. Despite gloomy
prophecies advanced by various persons in regard to the
limited future for the metal, prospecting continues without
abatement. Mills are being erected as rapidly as materials
can be delivered. Silverton is excited about the recent dis-

closure of hiibnerite close to town in Sultan Mountain where
it has been identified in old workings of the Little Dora.
Jack G. Clark, of the Boulder Tungsten Production Co. says
he has 25 tons of high-grade concentrate almost ready for
shipment. A new company styled the Rare Metals Ore Co.,

backed by Guilford S. Wood, Irving T. Snyder, Adolph J. Zang
and associates—all successful mining men and prominent in

the affairs of the Vindicator Consolidated Co.—is erecting a
custom concentration mill of 75-tons' capacity at Rollinsville
in northern Gilpin County. The plant will have a complete
sampling department and due to its situation on the main
line of the Moffat Road will be enabled to receive shipments
from any part of the United States. The flowsheet embodies,
beside the sampling machinery, rolls, impact screens, jig,

spitzkasten. Wilfiey tables. Akins classifier, 4x3-ft. ball mill,

more Wilfleys and a Deister table. The plant was designed
and is being erected by the Colorado Iron Works. It will be
managed b.v Nelson Franklin who has managed the Eagle
sampler at Victor for the last 16 years.

Bl TTI-; -\pr. «

.V Powder Plant Is to He Built on a 1.200-acre tract, just
above Dawson, a station on the Northern Pacific, the Mil-
waukee, and the B. A. & P. railways. 10 mi. west of Butte.
The Du Pont powder company will at once begin the con-
struction of a large plant for the manufacture of dynamite,
gelatin and other e.xplosives. The plant will cost about $500,-

000, and when completed will employ between 100 and 200
men. Its capiicity will be sufficient to supply all the needs
of the mining industry in the Northwest. A broad-gage track
will be run from the B. A. & P. tracks to the plant and con-
nection made with all its departments. Completion and oper-
ation is expected by the end of the year. One of the rea-
sons for locating the plant near Butte is that the high cost
of transporting the finished explosives makes the location in

a mining center desirable. It is estimated that Butte alone
uses about 6.000,000 lb. of dynamite per year. The nearest
powder manufactory at present is that at Du Pont, Wash.
The plant will include a small nitric acid and possibly a small
suljihuric acid department. While the freight rate on these
materials is not excessive, it is on the finished product. A
luanufactory near its chief market will, therefore, have a
great advantage.

The Bntte & Bnoorn Company's ReorKnnlxation Plans are as
follows: .\ new compan\' is to be formed under the name
of Great Butte Copper Co. as soon as funds required are in

sight. The new company is to have 1.000.000 shares of stock
of par value of $1. Two hundred thousand shares are to

remain in the treasur.v. The plan is to sell all of the prop-
erty of the Butte & Bacorn to the new company for 400,000
shares. This will give each stockholder one share for every
10 he now holds. This plan amounts to the same thing as If

all stockholders were to give up one-half of their stock to

be sold for the benefit of the enterprise. The new stock will

be sold at 66c. per share, and funds thus realized will amount
to $264,000. Out of this must be paid debts of the old com-
pany with interest, costs of reorganization, etc.. amounting to

$65,000. The new company will buy for $19,000 the 1.000-ft.

Calumet shaft which is sunk just outside of the company's
lines but on ground held under option. After paying the In-

debtedness and getting back the Calumet shaft, the new com-
pany will have about $180,000 available for continuing de-
velopment work. Most of the work will be done on the 1,500-

ft. level but if necessary, sinking may be done. The prop-
erty is located 1 mi. north of Butte & Superior. The Indi-

cations are that It contains valuable bodies of both copper
and zinc ores.

SAI.T L.\lv|.: CITY— Apr. T

.\t the \en Zinc Camp on I'romontory Point, 25 mi. west of

Ogden, activity continues to increase. About 12 properties ai^e

being w()rked. A short.nge of good water in the district Is be-

ing made good by a suppl.v received from the ogden city wa-
terworks. The Lakevlew company, which during the past veai-
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has made a record of steady production and dividend pay-
ments, is receiving 21.000 gal. a weelt. and other companies
will probably make similar arrangements. The water is

brought in tank cars of 7.000 gal. capacity to Saline on Pro-

montory Point, and from there it is hauled to the Lakeview.

The Sta«e (onMervation ConiniiHHion at its monthly meeting

held recently decided to make an investigation of the potash

deposits of Utah and the possibilities for the further de-

velopment of the potash industry, T. L. Allen, field secre-

tary, has been instructed to take up this work and report to

the commission. There have been many inquiries about potash

since the war began, and the state desires to have on hand
complete and accurate information. The commission has also

decided to make qualitative tests of minerals and ores for the

benefit of those who want information regarding them.

Sajnples will be tested at the University of Utah School of

Mines. No quantative analyses or assays will be undertaken.

Information regarding the mineral resources of the state will

be kept on file in the office of the commission, at the capital.

The commission consists of Governor William Spry, O. J.

Salisbury, H. T. Haines, J. E. Pettit and T. L. Allen.

The Utah Chapter of the American MiniOK CoiigreMM is ob-

taining signatures to a petition urging that the United States

Geological Survey prepare and publish a Professional Paper
on the Cottonwood-American Fork region. This section is

now attracting much attention from operators and investors.

The survey has thus far given only a reconnaissance on the

Cottonwoods and American Fork which is not sufficient for the

direction of mining operations. Signatures to the petition

as well as personal letters to Utah's congressional delega-

tion are desired in order to get prompt action and have the

work started this season. Data on the district embodied In

the petition was obtained by the Utah chapter from the best

sources. The petition is addressed to Senators Reed Smoot
and George Sutherland, and to Representatives Josepli Howell
and J, H. Mays. It states that the signers actively interested

in mining in Utah respectfully urge that the United States

Geological Survey give first preference to the Big Cottonwood,
Little Cottonwood, and American Fork mining districts, as

the subjects for the next professional paper written about

Utah by the Survey.

JOPUN, MO.—.\|>r. .s

JamrN F. Ciallagher's Plan of contracting for at least 3.000

tons of this district's zinc ores and guaranteeing the producers

an 8 to 1 ratio of payment for it was presented by him to

the mine operator members of the Southwest Missouri Mine
Safety and Sanitation Association, at its regular weekly meet-
ing at 'U'ebb City, Thursday. This is the strongest mine
operators' association this district has ever known. Mr. Gal-

lagher was asked a number of pertinent questions about his

plan. One producer wanted to know how he was going to

determine the "1" in the "8 to 1" ratio. Mr. Gallagher said

that would have to he determined, as it always had been, b.v

supply and demand. Another producer asked if he would have
money enough back of him to finance the holding of 3.000 tons

of zinc ore for any length of time. Mr. Gallagher declared he
had money enough back of him to finance his proposition. A
committee of five was authorized by the association to confer
further with Mr. Gallagher and thoroughly investigate his

proposition. The general sentiment of the operators seems to

be that of doubt as to whether the scheme is feasible.

ST. LOUIS, MO Apr. 10

Under the Stimulus of So. Lend, the higliest price in over
40 years, the disseminated lead belt of southeastern Missouri
is unusually active and conditions are highly prosperous.
The wage scale has been increased by a bonus of 20"r through-
out the district on all classes of labor. Diamond drilling is

more active than for many years and several new discoveries
are reported.

TICSON. .\KIZ Apr. .5

The Profit in the TKna.sten Mininir industry has just had
public demonstration locally in the arrest of a number of

Mexican miners for highgrading. They were in the employ
of the International Tungsten Co.. in Las Guijas district,

southwest of Tucson. Their quarters were searched by a

zealous peace officer, who had come to take up all firearms
held in the possession of Mexicans who might become a

menace to the peace of the border. In their tents were found
many small sacks of rich ore, brought from the shallow-

workings in the pockets and the lunch pails of the miners.
Manager Hiram Whitcomb's trail of investigation led to

Tucson, where a five-ton lot of tungsten ore, valued at $.'),000.

was seized at a testing plant in the suburbs, having been
identified by the uniform peculiarity of the crystallization of

wolframite from Las Guijas.

The CuNtum Smelters Have Raised Their Kates, actuated
evidently l.y the intention of sharing in the profits of the

high priced metal times and by a desire to handle only the
higher grades of ore giving the maximum bullion production.
Smelters now have a base rate charge of to a ton for re-
duction, this being double the former figure. In addition
there is a minimum deduction of 20 lb. of copper for all ore
assaying less than lO'Jr and there is a higher ratio of deduc-
tion for moisture. Getting down to concrete figures, it is now
made evident that shippers from this section can make no
money on 6r', ore, even with copper quoted at 26c. The
dumps will have to be sorted over for at least lO'.J ore, which
means that hardly a third of the possible shipments may be
sent out in future. Hence owners of low-grade Arizona cop-
per mines are apparently not to profit materially by high
prices unless they happen to own their own reduction works.

H0U«;HT0.\, .MICH .Vpr. 5

March l*roduetion of Copper from the Lake Superior mines
was approximately 24,000,000 lb.

Praotically Kver> Michigan Shareholder of Tamarack is

turning in his stock for $59 on the Calumet & Hecla offer. The
average Tamarack shareholder knows that his Tamarack stock
is worth little when copper is selling at 14c. He knows that
from the cost figures during the years before it was man-
aged by the Calumet & Hecla interests, when the pounds per
ton were higher and hoist shorter. On the present high price
of copper he feels that the price is too low. At the same time
he figures that it ma.v be a long time before he can ever get
$59 for his stock any other way.

ISHPE.MIXG, MICH Apr. 10

It A\'lil Be at Least Two Weelcs before it will be possible
for boats to load ore for lower lake ports, according to reports
received from the ports on Lake Superior and the Soo. It

was thought for a time that an effort would be made to
force a passage to the docks at Escanaba, in order that ore
could be shipped there from the Gogebic Range for furnaces
at the southern end of Lake Michigan, but the project had
to be abandoned when it was found that the ice was loo
thick to be broken with ice crushers. This was a disap-
pointment to the Steel Corporation, which was reported
planning to ship about 500,000 tons from Escanaba before
boats could pass through the .Soo. Some of the mining com-
panies have been complaining that they will not be able to
ship all of the ore sold as they are unable to charter boats.
The .Steel Corporation, which has a large fleet, entered the
market early and tied up a lot of boats with contracts for
this year, and so is well supplied.

Ill SH, ARK.—.\pr. B

Since the Price of Zinc Ore went to unprecedented figures,

tile little camp of Rush. Ark., has been growing rapidly.
Two years ago there was little more to this camp than
the Morning Star mine, one of the veterans of the North
Arkansas district. Now there are half a dozen concentrating
plants in active operation within 2 mi., and any number of
small companies burrowing in the hillsides. Two years ago
the population was less than lOO; now it is estimated at 2,000.

The Yellville, Rush & Mineral Belt Railway Co. is engaged in

building a narrow gage railway connecting the camp with
the White River line at Yellville. Good progress is being
made and it is expected the road will be ready to receive
freight shipments by July 1. In 1915 the total output of

ore from the Arkansas field was 15.42S.010 lb. of which the
greater part came from the Rush section. The biggest single

producer was the Philadelphia, which had over 1.000 tons of

high-grade silicate to its credit. The Sure Pop, the Red
Cloud and the Morning .Star were only a little behind.

TORONTO, C.W.VD.V—.\pr. ,S

The Question of tiovernmcnt Control of the output of the
Sudbury nickel mines came up .\pr. 3 in the Ontario Leg-
islature. Samuel Carter, M. I'. P. for South Wellington, moved
a resolution "that in the opinion of this House, the produc-
tion and sale of nickel in this Province should be under gov-
ernment control, and that negotiations should be at once
entered into by the Government of this province with the gov-
ernment of the Dominion of Canada, and the Government of

the United Kingdom, to secure united action to acquire the

absolute control of the nickel mines and nickel product of the

Province of Ontario." This resolution was keenly debated for

.several hours and strongly supported by the Liberal members
of the House. It was opposed by the t;over:n'.i. nt on the

ground that the time was inopportune, pending tlio report of

the Ontario Nickel Commission, and was finally declared lost

on division. The resolution was evidently introduced rather

with the object of putting the Liberal party mi record and
furnishing campaign material for future election.-!, than -n-ith

any expectation of its being adopted, and furnishes another

of many recent indications that the policy outlined will be

made a leading hot-air party issue.
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AXASKA
KENNECOTT COPPER (Kennecott) — March production

was 10,150,000 lb. copper compared with 9.750,000 H». Feb-
ruary and 10,000,000 lb. for January. Production to date ap-
proximately 93,000,000 lb.

ALASKA GOLD (Juneau)—During March treated 162,796
tons ore of gross value $1.03 per ton as against approximately
123.000 tons in February, of same grade. This is largest ton-
nagre treated per month by company.

ARIZOX-\
Cochise County

SHATTUCK-ARIZONA (Bisbee) — Production for March
was: 1,594,330 lb. copper; 714.379 lb. lead: 32,1S7 oz. silver;
394 oz. gold. Company announces removal of its general offices
from Duluth, Minn., to 120 Broadway, New York City.

Gila County

MIAMI (Miami)—March production was 4,192,000 lb. com-
pared with 3,990,936 for February.

OLD DOMIN'IOX (Globe)—March production 3,277,000 lb.,

compared with 2,S23,000 in February.
CASTLE DOME (Globe)—Company recently organized to

take over Castle Dome and Inspiratioh Extension claims has
installed machinery on Castle Dome and will drive tunnel
started by old company at rate of 300 ft. per month. Tun-
nel has opened ore averaging 1 ^ '> copper.

AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING iHayden)—Fire
destroyed "w-ooden sample mill and about one-third of ore bins
Apr. 11. New steel sample mill and additional bins under
construction were not damaged; these will be ready in about
two months, during which smelting plant will be embarrassed
in handling ores requiring crushing, but will probably be able
to handle about normal amount concentrates.

Mohave County

ARGO (Oatman)—Vein struck at 360-ft. level.

OATMAN APEX (Oatman)—Will buy hoisting plant, com-
pressor, and machine drills.

KINGMAN ZINC (Kingman)—Shipping weekly 30 tons con-
centrates, valued at ?15,000, to Bartlesville, Okla., smelters.

LUCKY SAM (Oatman)—Shaft down 110 ft. and vein on
which it was sunk now widened out to 2 ft. assaying $15
per ton.

UNITED WESTERN (Oatman)—Main vein cut at point 2S5
ft. in from shaft by southwest cross-cut of 500-ft. level; 5

ft. good mill ore exposed.
TELLURIDE CHIEF (Kingman)—A 9-ft. vein assaying $5

gold and silver and lO'/f copper found at depth of 5 ft. while
grading site for hoist. Company will sink shaft 100 ft. and
Intersect vein with crosscut.

RED REEF (Oatman)—Chicago syndicate will begin ex-
tensive development work. Men behind syndicate are J. J.
Mitchell, president of the Illinois Trust Co.: Edward Swift,
president of the Swift Packing Co.; Wm. W. Rigley, owner of
spearmint-gum company, and David Blankenborn and R. E.
Hunter, of Pasadena, Calif.

Pima County

NEW CORNELLS (Ajo)—Railroad completed to Cornelia.
Concrete work started on the mill foundations.

COPPER CHIEF (Tucson)—Pillsbury Engineering Co. of
Pittsburgh awarded $200,000 diamond-drilling contract on
company's claims in Quijota Mountains.

INTERNATIONAL TUNGSTEN (Tucson)—New corpora-
tion, capitalized at $10,000,000, organized to develop tungsten
properties in Las Guijas district. Organization absorbs Na-
tional Tungsten Co. and Emory-Whitcomb properties. The
Las Guijas tungsten mines present daily output valued at
$2,500; 10 new stamps being added to old 10-stamp mill and 30
more may be installed. President of new corporation is H.
Whitcomb. About 300 men empolyed in district,

Pinal County
RAY HERCULES (Rav)—Twelve drill holes recently com-

pleted have considerablv widened known mineralized area.
Holes north and > ast of first drilled section proved 90 to 145
ft. ore averaging over 2% copper.

Vavapnl County

ALTO GROI'P (I'rieta)—D. C. Maclver will erect milL
CONSOLIDATF.n ARIZONA (Humboldt) — Production for

March was 365 tons copper bullion compared with 250 for
Pebriiary.

F.MRVIEW (Crown King)—A 2fi-in, streak of sulphide
ore struck In 240-ft. tnnnel, at 100 ft. vertical depth; samples
assay $35 a ton. chiftlv in gold.

CONGRESS GOLD (Cont'ress)—Merrill Metallurgical Co.,
of San Francisco, whicli rf-r-.-ntlv took over the property, has
decldfd not to treat bli.- ^}<n^)\> until price of cyanide goes down.

TUNGSTEN (Castit II', t Springs)—Plant to treat custom
ore fri.iii the Tule Cr< . k district will be erected by N. H.
Gethell. associated wlili John Lindell and Robert Grifiith,
of Prescott.

BLUE RIBBON (Prescott)—An 18-in. streak of chalcopy-
'Ite ore running 16% cupper and $18 gold a ton struck at

20-ft. depth. Mrs. Mollie Potts, of Prescott. owner; J. C. Show
is in charge.

PROMOTER (Prescott)—C. E. Warren and B. F. Peters
have developed 4,000 to 6.000 tons oxidized ore and will erect
mill. Installation of stamp mill with flotation section made
probable by results of test runs.

RINCON (Congress)—Reported that New Y'ork capitalists
are behind property recently taken over by W. B. Twitchell
and Joseph Cope, of Phoenix, for Dixie mines company. The
1,200-ft. shaft entirely unwatered; force of miners being in-
creased.

C.\L.IFORXI.\
.\niador County

ARGONAUT (Jackson)—Installation of new underground
hoist on 3,900 level completed and trial operations begun.

CONSOLIDATED AMAD(3R (Sutter Creek)—Foundation for
headframe and necessary machinery for unwatering and re-
opening mine nearly completed and machinery arriving.

ORIGINAL AMADOR (Amador City)—Radical changes be-
ing made in mill "whose equipment consists of 20 stamps, a
Sj-mons crusher, two Hardinge mills, and Deister tables.
Former practice used stamps for crushing and Hardinge mills
for regrinding. Experimental process begun Apr. 1, dis-
penses "wMth stanips, taking ore from Blake breaker to
Symons crusher and thence to one Hardinge mill. Probability
of increased tonnage already demonstrated. During experi-
ment slimes largely reduced and two of three slime tables
eliminated.

Eldorado County

ROCKY BAR (Fairplay)—Property being equipped with
modern placer machinery at cost of $7,000.

GEORGIA SLIDE (Georgetown)—Installation of equip-
ment almost completed; mill expected to operate soon.

Kern County

KING SOLOMON (Randsburg)—Last cleanup from 190 tons
ore crushed at Red Dog mill, yielded $4,600.

Napa County

BELLA UNION (Oakville)—Possession of quitclaim deed to
this property is basis of suit in Superior Court, Alameda
County, by Roscoe L. and Laura F. Jennings against the Fed-
eral Trust Co., of San Francisco. Deed was to have been de-
livered to Bella Union Quicksilver Co. upon performance of
improvements and organization of $50,000 stock company.
Plaintiffs alleged contract not carried out and asked that
Trust Co. be restrained from delivering the deed.

Nevada County

ALLISON RANCH (Grass Valley)—Purchase option re-
ported taken by Judge McLaughlin and S. Wicks, of Sacra-
mento. Property formerly owned by James L. Flood and
Clarence Mackay, Other properties in the vicinity are in-
cluded in deal.

Placer County
LIVE OAK (Coalfax)—Mill has installed new Williams

stamp and another one will be added. (~>re milled, assayff $15
per ton. Shaft down 175 ft. and will be deepened to 275 ft.

Air compressor installed.

Shasta County
MAMMOTH (Kennett)—The 4.000-ft. tunnel started on

Friday-Lowden group last December, now in 1.030 ft., work
having advanced at rate of 10 ft. a day. Equipment added
to enable drifting to increase to 15 ft. a day. Company will
install aerial tramway from Stowell mine to connect with
Balaklala line and enable shipment of ore from Stowell by
way of Coram to Kennett smeltery.

Sierni County
SACRED MOUNT and Bl'TTE SADDLE (Sierra City)

—

Bonded to San Francisco operators; developments to begin
at once. Phelan Brothers, owners.

GltlOY EAGLE ( Downieville)—Both shafts and connecting
drifts unwatereil, and mine under examination by Sidney C.
Love representing New York company.
MUGWUMP MINES (Alleghany and Forest) — William

Hague, of Grass Valley was not among organizers of this com-
pany as stated in news item Mar. 4, and has no connection
with company.

COl.OK ADO
nuuldrr County

CONSOLIDATED LEASING (Eldora)—Has secured lease
on i)roperty of the Swarthmore Mining and Milling Co. and
plans campaign of active development.

LUCKY SEVEN LEASING (Boulder)—Company headed
by Fred Fair has secured lease on Yellow Pine properties.
Development will be undertaken soon.

NKLS<)N (Ward)—Property to be reopened and developed
by Boulder mining men, including W. W. Degge, R, R. Thomas,
and F. K. Eckel. The 400-ft. shaft will be unwatered and de-
velopment iif lower workings extended.

COLBUHN MILL (Boulder)— Plant In Boulder Cafion at
mouth of Bummer Gulch purchjised by W. W. Degge and J.

G. Clark. Mill will be equipped with new machinery within
60 days and operated as custom plant to treat ores from Sugar
Loaf, Bummer Gulch and Magnolia. New equipment will be
furnished by the Colorado Iron Works.
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Lake County
DERRT RANCH GOLD DREDGING (Leatlville)—Dredge

started operation recently after winter brealtup.

San Juan County
DAWN OP DAY (Silverton)—Additional men employed in

development of this tungsten property. Ore will be treated in
Yukon mill. Louis Schater is manager.

HERCULES (Silverton)—The 120-ft. shaft on Dora vein
unwatered, making accessible about 1.300 ft. of drift on
vein. Examination of drift disclosed fine streak of htibnerite
ore. In breast of northwest heading vein is about 2 ft. wide,
well mineralized. Similar ore found also in southeast heading
exposed over distance of several hundred feet. Main streak
high-grade hiibnerite is 5 in. thick and vein mineralized in
places over a width of 3% ft. Hiibnerite long known to exist
in mine but not regarded as important till recently. Contract
will be let at once to sink shaft another 100 ft. Company
contemplates remodeling mill and installation of flotation
equipment. Joseph Joyce is manager.

COLOR.VDO
San 3Iiguel County

IWARCH SHIPMENTS of ore and concentrates made from
Telluride as follows: The Smuggler-Union, 52 cars; Tomboy,
60; Liberty Bell, 15; total, 127 cars.

SANTA CRUZ (Ophir)—Property reopened by John Mayers
and C. Wichman.

CARBONERO (Opliir)—Contract let to advance Shoofly tun-
nel an additional 500 ft. Geo. B. Pickett is manager.

TOMBOY (Telluride)—Company has secured lease on Favo-
rite mine in Ophir district. Property will be develop ?d and
tests on ore made in old Suffolk mill.

MELDRUM LTNITED TUNNELS (Telluride) — Controlling
interest secured by M. R. Hansen, of Telluride, who bought
it at a sale to satisfy judgment of $10,350.

WESTERN COLORADO POWER (Telluride)—Is installing
three large General Electric transformers in connection with
its power distribution system to mines in Savage Basin. New
installation will cost about $13,000.

JURICH MINING AND LEASING (Ophir Loop)—Company
has secured Butterfly mine and mill under lease. Property
will be developed and mill placed in operation soon. Planned
to treat custom ores from neighboring properties at com-
pany's 20-stamp mill.

SMUGGLER-UNION (Pandora)—The 30-ton testing plant
installed to treat ores from Humboldt and Black Bear prop-
erties by flotation now in operation. If present tests are en-
couraging company will probably install larger plant. Mill
recently destroyed by fire on Carruthers lease to be rebuilt
bv Perino and associates. New plant will contain two 30-ton
ball mills. Lease runs for two years. A small force now em-
ployed in underground development.

IDAHO
Shoshone County

REINDEER-QUEEN (Mullan)—Considering plans to install
hydro-electric power plant to not only drive its own equipment
but also furnish power to neighboring Carney Copper and
Carbonate Hill companies.

RAY-JEFFERSON (Wallace)—Two important strikes
made recently in Beaver Creek district mine. Carlisle Tunnel
No. 3, now driven in 800 ft., struck 10-ft. width ore, of which
3 ft. was of high-grade concentrating two into one. assaying
8c^ lead, 3 oz. silver and 33''r zinc per ton. and additional 7-ft.
width concentrating six into one. Mountain Goat-Rav No. 2
tu.nnel. now 2.000 ft. in. struck 12 ft. good mill ore. Materials
for new 250-ton flotation plant now being delivered.

BUNKER HILL & SULLIVAN (Kellogg)—Ground will be
broken soon for new^ smeltery to have initial capacity of 1000
tons daily and provision made later for custom ores. Plant
will be built on 120-acre tract comprised by Bingham and
Giovetti ranches a short distance from the mine and concen-
trator plants. Equipment will include in sampling and roasting
departments Dwight-LIoyd sintering machines and Wedge
turret roasters. There will be three blast furnaces and a 200-
ft. reinforced-concrete stack, bag houses and an electrolytic
refinery to desilver the lead bullion. Several hundred men
will be employed soon.

MICHIG.\N
Copper

WHITE PINE EXTENSION (Ontonagon)—Drill cores con-
tinue to show- good results. Shaft sinking progressing.

HANCOCK (Hancoclc)—Good rock being mined, stamping
IS lb. copper to ton; shipping 400 ton.s dail.v. No. 2 shaft
sinking.

Iron
HOLMES (Ishpeming)—Shaft sunk 90 ft. in March; now

concretid to ledge; when completed w'ill be over 900 ft. deep.

ANVIL (Bessemer)—Thirty cars of ore shipped daily to
Mayville, Wis., furnace. Very little ore left to place in
stock.

ATHENS (Negaunee)—Shaft sunk 130 ft. in March; now
down about 1,400 ft. Will be concreted from top to bottom.

DOBER (Iron River)—Open pit will be filled in attempt
to rid mine of sulphur fumes that caused suspension of opera-
tions underground. Believed that by filling all openings from
pit to mine that fumes trouble will be ended. Estimated that
800,000 yd. dirt will be required to fill pit.

FORTUNE LAKE (Crystal Falls)—Operations to be re-
sumed and original plans carried out except that Briar Hill
Creek will be turned from present course. Steel being laid
on grade built last fall. Three drills still at work. While
work was suspended last summer because drill samples did
not give satisfactory results, sulphur content being too
high, additional drillings have set aside all fears. Orebody
is large. There will be two shafts.

MIX.VKSOTA
Duluth

MINNESOTA STEEL (Duluth)—Plans erection of sufficient
dwellings to house 200 additional families at Morgan Park
Company hospital, a $75,000 structure, nearlng completion.

DULUTH, MISSABE & NORTHERN (Duluth)—About iOo
men will be employed at docks this season, practically all
hired. Docks Nos. 3, 4 and 5 will handle ore, while No. 2 will
handle crushed stone for the Duluth Crushed Stone Co.

Cuyuna Range
CUYUNA MILLE L.\CS (Ironton)—Ofllcials deny statement

that company has sold 50,000 tons. On contrary they state
that American Manganese Mfg. Co., of which above is a sub-
sidiary, is in market to purchase additional manganiferous
iron ore.

ONAHMAN (Manganese)—Car of manganiferous material
shipped to Zenith Furnace Co., Duluth, from Ferro mine.
averaged 22.64'', manganese and 27.72% iron. Company has
sold entire production for Eastern consumption at such price
that above would bring $5 per ton.

IRON MOUNTAIN (Manganese)—Organization named Hoch
Mining Co. has taken lease on property, and mine will here-
after be called Hoch mine. Capitalization, $100,000; shares.
$100 each. Officers are: President, Reiner Hoch, Duluth; vice-
president, Carl Misske, Marquette, Mich.; tr.asurer, Walter
Hoch; secretary, W. A. McClaran; general manager. Otto
Wendlandt, Duluth.

Meetabi Range
WEBB (Hibbing)—About 200 men working. Washing plant

expected completed by June 30, when additional 100 men will
be required.

LAMBERTON (Hibbing)—Stripping operations progressing
with one shovel and ore expected uncovered by July 1. An
additional shovel will be started soon.

LARUE (Nashwauk)—M. A. Hanna Co. has added 3 ft.

Wetherbee concentrator to concentrating plant, which will
probably handle 300.000 tons in 1916.

MACE (Nashwauk)—Two new Marion shovels arrived for
."ripping. Large 315-ton shovel transferred to Quinn-Harri-
«uii. Increased crews will be employed and work rushed.

SILVER (Virginia)—Electric haulage, recently installed.
now working. Electric compressor, 1.000 cu.ft. capacity, also
installed. Ore being mined underground from sides of pit.

Will last for two or three years, employing 160 men.

WEBB (Hibbing)—Shenango Furnace Co. constructing
washing plant to concentrate ores from underground work-
ings which will be only plant of its kind on Range. Plant
will contain screen, one 25-ft. log washer and one li-tt. log
-ivasher. Machinery expected in place by May 1. Mine pro-
ducing about 25,000 tons a month.

MONT.VX.V
Beaverhead County

BEAVER MINING (Dillon)—Articles of incorporation
filed at Dillon; capital stock, $50,000. Directors are William
Harmon and others of Butte. Company will open old copper
properties at Browne's.

LeniM and Clark County
MARYSVILLE DISTRICT—A deal reported to involve

$500,000 made for purchase of property including claims of
Marysville Gold Mining Co. and Dorrity company. Lynch and
Spokane groups on Mount Pleasant. Honeycomb, Blue Bird.
Hickev and other claims of the St. Louis ilining and Milling
Co. arid two claims of Charles Maygear; total acreage pur-
chased, about 500. Deal made by L. S. Ropes and Al. L. Hewitt.

Dperties are all gold producers and in past years have
New owners w'ill put large forceyielded thousands of dollars,

of men at work immediately

Sliver Bow County
DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Directors have authorized installa-

tion of new hoist capable of raising ore from 3,500 feet.

BUTTE & GREAT FALLS (Butte)—To obtain additional
funds for development of property recently acquired, directors
will hold meeting at Great Falls on May 24 and vote on reso-
lution to increase capital stock from 500,000 to 1,000.000 shares.

BUTTE & LONDON (Butte)—Shaft now down 1,446 ft. still

in vein first encountered at 1,390 ft. Sinking will be con-
tinued to 1.600-ft. level where crosscutting north and south to

end lines, will be started. Fifty men employed in three shifts.

E.VST BUTTE (Butte)—New orebody reported opened on
1.500-ft. level of company's Plttsmont mine, S ft. wide and
carrying between 6 and 7':; copper. March production of
companv was approximately 1.320,000 lb. copper, as against
1,277,00(3 lb. in February.

BUTTE-B.M..L.\KL.\VA (Butte)—Management has made
deal with Anaconda whereby latter will mine for former high-
grade in Ballaklava ground, now being developed in drift
from Anacondas High Ore mine. High Ore drift being ex-
tended into Ballaklava at dei)th corresponding to 2,200 level

of latter, or 600 ft. below present bottom of Ballaklava shaft.

PILOT-BUTTE (Butte)—Sale of Pilot-Butte property to Ana-
conda ratified at price of $1,125,000. With transfer completed,
directors of PiUit-Hutte will collect cash, adjust all liabilities

and order distribution of treasury funds to stockholders, after
which Pilot-Butte company will be dissolved. Sale was
largely due to ptiuling litigation which promised to be lonu
drawn out.

BULLWH.MMvlCR (Butte)—West wall of glory-hole cavi 1

recently, brin^inu down ready for shipment about 5.000 t<'n^

ore. East Siib' Mining Co. operating on royalty basis fn-i
Bullwhackcr company. Regular shipments m:uie for sc
time to Tacoma smeltery, but now about to close contra '

w-ith Garfield. I'tah. smeltery. Shipments »f ir>i to 200 t' s

ot ore made daily. Average recovery about 45 U<. copper ]''

ton.
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NEVADA
Esmeralda County

GOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED (Goldfield)—Estimated pro-
duction for March. 300,000 tons; gross extraction $210,000;
operating expenses. $156,000: net realization. $54,000.

PIONEER CONSOLIDATED (Pioneer) — Annual report
shows mine on profitable basis. Mill treating about 40 tons
per dav. Main office moved from Denver to Pioneer.

CHAMPS dOR FRENCH GOLD MINING ( Hornsilver)—
Dunfee leases shipping at rate of three cars per week valued
at $25 per ton. New shaft now down 350 ft. where drifts
on ore have been started.

NEVADA MET.\LS EXTRACTION (Goldfield)—Plant com-
pleted and running smoothly. Initial shipment, consisting of
50 tons of concentrates valued at $70 per ton shipped .A.pr. 6.

Plant erected by leasing company to treat Florence dump
ores. Has crushing capacity of 150 tons per day and a flota-
tion treatment capacity of 300 tons per day. Janney flotation
machines used.

Lincoln County
CONSOLIDATED NEV.A.D.\-rTAH (Pioche)—New 100-ton

concentrating plant completed and practically all machinery
in place. Tables will be followed by flotation. Expect to
start running Apr. 15.

Nye County
TONOP.^H ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Apr. 1 was

S.540 tons compared with S.544 for week previous. Producers
were: Tonopah Belmont. 3.096 tons: Tonopah Extension. l.SOO:
Tonopah Mining. 1.775: Jim Butler. SOO; West End. 622; Res-
cue-Eula 86: Cash Boy. 62: North Star. 59: MacNamara. 50:
miscellaneous leases. 192 tons.

AVEST TONOPAH MINING (Tonopah)—Reported refinanced
with about $50,000 available for immediate development.

BLACK M.\MMOTH (Manhattan)—Property situated about
1 mi. below Manhattan, recently taken over under lease and
bond bv Record Lode Mining Co. Stated property contains
large tonnage of low-grade ore. Development under direc-
tion of J. J. McCarthy.

Storey County
OPHIR (Virginia)—Necessary repairs to central tunnel

completed.
MEXICAN (Virginia)—Prospecting drifts 2.500 and 2,700

levels in porphvrv and quartz of low assay. Mexican mill re-
ceived 454 tons" custom ore averaging $1S.H0 and gross value
about $8,000.

CON. VIRGINIA & OPHIR (Virginia)—Joint west crosscut
on 2.700 level discontinued. Drifting north and south from
llS-ft. point in crosscut on heavy quartz formation dipping
east and of low assa.v.

SIERRA NEVAD.\ (Virginia)—Saved from No. 1 stope 2,500
level. 92 tons of ore. averaging $15.04 per ton. West cross-
cut from bottom of winze in No. 1 stope advanced to 19-ft.
point, face showing porphyry and quartz of low assay.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—Extracted 363 tons of ore valued
at about $7,000. as follows: 120 tons, averaging $31.89 from
No. 4 stope, 2.400 level: 151 tons, averaging $11.30 from No.
5 stope: 90 tons, averaging $16 from No. 1 stope. 2.500 level.

Reopening north drift 2.700 level. Union shaft reopened to
2.300 level.

NEW MEXICO
Dona Ana County

PHELPS-DODGE (Organ)—Has hi'gun work on lecently
acquired property in (^rgan district. Reported that 200 men
will be emploveil soon. District court has settled status of
the "jumped" Papoose claim, giving it to Torpedo company,
thus bringing it under Phelps-Dodge lease.

I.una County
OLD HEARST (Gage)—Mines taken over by Chas. Qualey

and John F. Fulkerson under lease and bond from L. R. Brad-
ley. Extensive development has commenced.

G.A.GE TUNG.STEN (Gage)—Nevada Hills Mining Co.. of
which George Wingfield is principal stockholder, has bought
Gage tungsten properties. 4 mi. south of Gage. The prop-
erty consists of 8 claims, developed by two shafts, 90 and
130 ft. deep. A 20-ft. shoot of tungsten opened on 40-ft.

level. New owners planning extensive development and in-

stallation of concentrator.

OKECO.V
.lo.->«ei>hiiie County

COPPER QUEEN (Leland)—Heavy rains during winter
have made road so bad that ore shipments to Tacoma are
almost at standstill.

GOLD NOTE (Grave Creek)—Road as far as Eastman
Creek beins repaired and i)ack trail built remaining S mi. to
mine. Ore will be shipped to Tacoma smeltery.

COLUMBI.\ (Placer)—A. C. Epperly. manager, anticipates
a record season owing to the heavy snowfall. Some good
nuggets have been picked up on bedrock recently.

JIM BLAINK (Placer)—Operated for past year by Borg-
nian Bros. luvelopment work during winter has opened ore
to depth of 250 ft., showing vein 3 ft. wide of $30 ore. Crowd-
ing 5-stamp mill to capacity. Jim Blaine adjoins once famous
Grienback mine on the south.

rT.\H
Benver County

LEONORA (Milford)—Work is being done at two points
northi-a.st of shaft. Zinc ore has l>een opened.

Juab County
.M.VRCH SHIPMENTS from 30 Tintic properties amounti-d

to 512 cars as eoinpand to 496 In February, and 44.5 in
Janu.iry.

M.\M.MOTH (.Mam j(li -March pn^duction was 66 ears.

CAIMSA (Robinson) li regular shiriments made by lessees.
Work i-j expected to bi- i. sumed shortly, on company account.

EAGLE & BLUE BELL (Eureka)—New electric hoist is
working satisfactorily. New compressor will be ready soon

OPOHONGO (Mammoth)—Settlement received for two cars
copper ore shipped by lessees from 500- and 7n0-ft. levels.

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED ( Eureka) — March shipments
amounted to 138 cars. Lease and option taken on Nellie
Shea. Nellie Shea No. 2, and Aggie Shea patented mining claims
in North Tintic. Option is for $25,000, and to run three
years.

DRAGON CONSOLIDATED (Silver City) — Development
during 1915 totaled 2.615 ft. Considerable ore, a great deal of
which is low-grade, was blocked out. Large quantities of iron
ore blocked out. awaiting suitable contract for it. The pro-
duction of siliceous ore during the year was 7.S04 tons, which
sold for $103,898. Tear closed with $38,627 cash on hand.

Salt Lake County
OHIO COPPER (Bingham)—Mill at Lark, operated by Gen-

eral Exploration Co.. haridling 2.400 tons of ore daily. Lessees
are now paying 32<7r royalty on a sliding scale ba'sis calling
for 10% on 16c. copper, and an additional 2% on each addi-
tional cent in the price of copper.

Summit County
BIG FOUR (Park City)—Repairs and improvements be-

ing made, which will increase capacity of mill.

ONTARIO (Park City)—Electric pumps are working sat-
isfactorily, and ore is being hoisted from the 1.550 level.

Tooele County
BULLION COALITION (Stockton)—Body of silver-lead ore

of shipping grade recently opened in Hondrine mine.
BUFFALO (Ophir)—Drifting on 500 level following promis-

ing vein. About 45 tons ore taken out in development.

CANADA
British Columbia

GRA.N'BY CON. (Anyox)—Hidden Creek smeltery about
free from winter interference with operations. Agglomerator
will start operation soon as normal water power secured.
This will permit entire four furnaces to run full blast. W^ith
agglomerator. the management expects 4 lb. of copper per ton
of flue dust to be secured at a very lo^v cost. February pro-
duction was 2.690,265 lb. copper, of which the Anyox output
was 1.618,928 lb. and the balance from Grand Forks.

Ontario
SCHUMACHER (Schumacher)—Three veins cut in north

drift at 600-ft. level.

PARAGON (Elk Lake)—Compressor ordered and operations
will commence soon.

BUFFALO (Cobalt)—Reported that company has made
important recoveries of quicksilver by new process.

SENECA SUPERIOR (Cobalt)—Last shipments of ore being
made from mine preparatory to closing down, property being
worked out.

KING EDWARD (Cobalt)—National Mines, Ltd.. has leased
l)ropertv and let contract for sinking shaft from 530-ft. to
1.030-ft. level.

JUPITER (Porcupine)—Ground broken for tramway around
Pearl Lake for ore transportation to Mclntyre mill, for which
3.000 ft. of rails required.

McKINLEY-DARRAGH (Cobalt)—Annual report shows pro-
duction of 1.107.815 oz. at cost per oz. of 2Sc.: net profits.
$236,656; surplus, $280,299. Ore reserves at end of year were
1.871.280 oz.. as against 2.132.820 oz. at close of previous year.

DOME LAKE (Porcupine)—Annual report showed receipts
of $80,707 and expenditures $74,930. Mill treated 11.827 tons,
average assay being $9.12, with an extraction of 79.93%.
With alterations now in progress mill when completed will
handle from 1,500 to l.sOO tons per month.

LA ROSE (Cobalt)—.\nnual report shows combined sur-
plus of holding and opeijiting companies is $937,490. Produc-
tion of silver was 1.135.142 oz., having net value of $526,996;
cost of production. 31.64c. per oz.. .Tnd net profit was $230,662.
The only high-grade ore in sight is small amount contained in
pillars; mill ore reduced to about 10.000 tons.

DOME (Porcupine)—Central shaft is being raised from
the 700- to 600-ft. levels. When finished another section
to soo-ft. level will be started. Foundations being laid for
installation of second of three Hardinge ball mills. Second-
ary crusher will be installed to reduce ore when it comes
from underground crusher before delivery to ball mills.

SOUTH AMEUIC.V
Chile

BRADEN (Rancagua)—March production was 5,406,000 lb.

copper compared with 2.842.000 lb. February and 4.556.000 lb.

January. Output March. 1915. was only 2.522.000 lb.

PERI'
CERRO DE PASCO (Sewell)—Copper production for March.

6,300,000 lb.

CIA. MINERA DE SAYAPULLO (Sayapullo)—This copper-
silver property optioned to A. J. Bennett of Backus & John-
ston Co. of Casapalca. Mines are "inside" from Trujillo, about
60 mi. from railhead at Ascope, but at elevation of only about
6.000 ft. Small smelting plant is on property and anthracite
at Huayday, 9 mi. distant.

\SI V

ChoNen

ORIENTAL CON.SOLIDATED (Unsan)—During Janua'v
running time of 200 stamps was 29S days; ore crushed, 26.806
tons.
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Metal Markets

NKW VOKK—Apr. IS

Very large business was done in tupper and spelter and
both those markets were exceedingly strong. Lead was rela-

tively quiet.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Z:inc

theCopper—The outstanding featui'e of last week was
placing of enormous orders by the allied governments through
their purchasing agent in New York. This business had been

under negotiation for several weeks. The first order—for

about 43.000 long tons—was consummated on Mar. 29. The
purchaser had options on further quantities. One of these

options—for about 40.000 long ton.s—was consumated on Apr.

7. and another one—for about 50.000 long tons—on Apr. 10.

This business was shared by the two large producers, and
being added to what had previously been sold by them, fills

their order books pretty well for the remainder of this year.

.\nyway. the producers participating: in this business are now
insured high average prices for 1916. .^in order from another
Government for 100.000,000 lb. is said to have been placed with
other large producers. Agencies that did not participate in

this huge business received some large independent orders
from Europe.

At the same time extensive buying was done by domestic
manufacturers, who became active after hearing of the

immense governmental purchases, in fear that they might not
be able to obtain copper needed for their business in the
second half of 1916. Many of them were thus inspired to

contract for copper in excess of the requirements of orders
yet entered on their books. Others, however, especially those
engaged in marginal business—like wire drawers and sheet
rollers—hesitated to do that.

The bulk of the business done in the early part of the
week was at 2IV2C., r. t.. for near-by—meaning May and June
—and 27c., r. t., for futures. In the latter part of the week
the market rose to 2Sc.. r. t., and 27'4c.. r. t., respectively.
For spot and prompt delivery, fancy prices, such as 29®29i,2C..

r. t.. were reported realized. Such business was. however, of

trifling volume, the major market now being for July and
beyond.

Copper Sheets are firm and quotations are 34.50c. per lb.

for hot rolled and 35.50c. for cold rolled. Usual extras
charged and higher prices for small lots. Copper wire is

29H'®29%c. per lb. in large lots.

Tin—This market was without features of special interest.
Business in near-by was light, but there was good demand
for forward deliveries. The tin business is terribly handi-
capped by the diflSculty in obtaining permits for export from
England. On .\pr. 6 the local market was interested in a
dispute between two interests with regard to alleged manipu-
lation.

I.,eai1—In some quarters a steady business in considerable
aggregate volume was reported. A noteworthy feature was
considered to be the appearance of a general demand for
April and May shipment, to be taken at average prices. In
other quarters the market was reported dull. Lead was of-
fered right along in St. Louis at 7%'a)8c. In the latter half of
the week some small sales were reported at 7%c. Lead for
August delivery was offered at 714c., and later at 7%c. At
the present level of prices some producers let their quota-
tions cover deliveries to all ordinary points, themselves ab-
sorbing the freight, so to speak.

Spelter—Very large business was done, both in brass spec-
ial and in common spelter. In the main it was for export.
The conditions of purchasing were similar to what prevailed
in the case of copper, viz.. certain producers obtaining most
of the business. Some producers, meeting the general mar-
ket, reported good demand for brass special, but very little

for common spelter, domestic galvanizers not being buyers at
ill. The transactions were done in a great variety of ways,
which makes it very difficult to quote the average market.
The largest business was for April-September shipment. This
was taken at a price lower than the average of the previous
week, when business was done largely for first-quarter de-
livery. During the Inst week a large volume of business for

delivery in the third quarter was taken at about 16@lCl4c.
There was also large business for the second half of the
year at 14Vi<Q)li^4,c. Business in spot and near-by was done
at ISc. at the beginning of the week, and at 18»ic., in the
latter part, but was relatively small in volume The whole
situation was at sixes and sevens, large sales for late de-
livery being made, with large demand: and on the other hand.
there was but light demand for early spelter, with producers
holding back, and consumers reporting themselves over-
bought and in some cases, desirous of reselling.

ZIne Sheetn are in stead.v demand and sales have been good.
The base price is unchanged at $25 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru, III..

less 8% discount.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals

IVEW YOBK—Apr. 12

Alnmlnnm—The demand continues steady and the market
is firm. Quotations are 59i@ 61e. per lb. for No. 1 ingots. New
York

Antimony—Market has been steady with fair business for

spot and early deliveries at 43® 44c. per lb. For Chinese,

March-April shipment, the market has been quiet at 32i§35c.

per lb., c.i.f., N. T., duty unpaid.

QuicksilTer—There has been no recovery. Business is dull

and prices are again lower. New York quotation is $135® 140

per flask with light sales. San Francisco reports by telegraph

$150 per flask, with business dull. In the East, stocks are

larger than in the West and the selling pressure is consid-

erable.

Nickel—Business is steady and prices unchanged. Ordi-

nary forms are 4Da50c. per lb., according to size and terras

of order. Electrolytic nickel is 5c. per lb. higher.

Receipts at Baltimore for the week included 574 tons nickel

matte from New Caledonia, by way of Sydney, Australia.

Minor Metnis—Current quotation^ for Bismuth are $3.15 @
3.2.5 per lb. New York. The London price is lis. per lb.

—

Cadmium is quoted at $1.50 per lb. New York.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS
Exports and Imports of Secondary Metallic Products in

the United States, year ended Dec. 31, as reported by the De-
partment of Commerce, in pounds:

Exports Imports
1914 1913 1914 1915

Copwr sulphat* 7.3S7.226 13.952,839
White lead 17,645.538 25.313.239
Zinc oxide 31.183,369 39.960,899
Zinc dus* 350.2B2 431.815 4,604,107 1,712,373

Zinc dross 5,071,067 8,333.513

The exports of zinc dust reported are all reexports of

foreign material.

Gold, Silver emd Platinum

NEW YORK—Apr. 13

Gold—The receipt of $1,060,000 in gold coin from Cuba is

noted this week.
Exports of gold from New Zealand for the full year were

227,954 oz. in 1914. and 422,825 oz. in 1915; an Increase of

194,871 oz. last year.

Exports and Imports of Gold and Silver in the United

States two months ended Feb. 29, as reported by the Depart-

ment of Commerce:

. Gold Silver

1915 1916 1915 1916

Exports $1,7)5,388 S23.S98,184 S8.612.321 S9,S7S.573

Imports 19,622,890 21,024,238 4,686,078 4.447,366

Kxccss I. $17,877,502 E. $2,873,946 E. $3,925,443 E. 85,131,207

Exports of merchandise in 1916 were valued at $740,628,914;

imports. $378,297,234; excess of exports. $362,331,680. Adding
gold and silver gives $370,338,833 as the total export balance.

Platinum—The market is dull with few sales reported, and
prices are somewhat easier Sales of refined platinum are

reported at $80® 87 per oz. Hard metal is about $5 higher.

Silver—The market continues strong on buying for coin-

age for the English Mint and the Continent. ?

Supplies of silver are reduced and sellers not pressing, and
in consequence buyers are advancing the bid price. Market
closes strong in London at 29%d. and the tendency is favor-

able for higher prices.

Imports of silver into the TTnited States in January were
valued by the Department of Commerce at $1,851,943; the larg-

est item being ?r,34.6S5 from Mexico, $515,594 from South

America and $45;" S74 from Canada. Exports were $4,635,956,

the largest item 1,. ing $3,815,179 to Great Britain.

Silver exports 1 1 om New Zealand for the full year were
590.162 oz. in l!ni. and 957.541 oz. in 1915; an Increase of

367,379 oz. last yiur.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

PLAT'IKX II,I,E, WIS Apr. 8
The base price paiil tliis week for ec:; zinc ore was JlOSft'

110 pir ton. The base price paid for 80% lead ore was $95

per ton.

SHIPMENTS. WEEK ENDKD APR. 8

Zinc Lead Sulphur
On. Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore. lb.

U'eek 4,051.000 148,700 707,500

Year Sx.^lc.OOO 1.221.460 15.143,100

Shipp'd for week to spparatlng plants, 5,296,000 lb. zinc ore.

JOPL.IN. Mo.—Apr. 8
Blende, high price. $121.75; per ton 60% zinc, premium ore

$115(gl20; medium grades $117(5)105. and lower grades as low
as $100; calamine, per ton 409<- zinc, $90@80; average selling

price, all grades of zinc, $110.56 per ton. Lead, high price

$104.45; per ton 80% metal contents $102@100; average selling

price, all grades of lead, $100.19 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED APR. 8

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week.. 17.29S.2S0 1,238.690 2,302.750 $1,140,020
Totals this year. . 190,944,550 17.368.040 32.618,510 12,644.220

Blende value, the week. $973,450; 14 weeks. $10,569,700.

Calamine value, the week, $51,250; 14 weeks, $642,520.

Lead value, the week, $115,320; 14 weeks. $1,432,000.

The molders' strike was settled early this week and pre-
vented a shortage of hard iron castings but the machinists are
still out, asking for an 8-hr. day at 50c. per hour instead ot

a 9-hr. day at 40c. per hour. Beginning last Sunday this has
been a busy week of buying for the agencies of several smelt-
ing companies. One buyer has out bids up to midnight
tonight, and may continue buying tomorrow. It is being pur-
chased for shipment over a period of three weeks, and while
the buying was, perhaps, the heaviest known in one week, the
shipments "n'ill be so distributed as not to disclose the full

extent.

OTHER ORES
Antimony Ore—JIarket very quiet. Owing to high ocean

rates and scarcity of carriers, sellers demand terms f.o.b.

South American ports which buyers refuse to meet. For
forward shipment price holds nominally at $2.60 per unit.

Tungsten Ore—The market is exceedingly firm and tung-
sten still in strong demand. There are no buyers for quanti-
ties above $80, though small quantities have changed hands at

$85 per unit. The freight position with South America makes
this business more diffioult than before, and lately all offers

from South .'America have been considerably increased on this

account.

Manganese Ore imports in the United States in January
are reported at 16,648 gross tons. Imports at Baltimore for

the past week included 2.700 tons from Brazil.

Molybdenite. SO to 90<7f MoSo, is quoted at $1.40@1.50 per lb.,

according to size of order.

Pyrites—Receipts at Baltimore for the past week included

6.006 tons iron pyrites from Huelva, Spain.

Iron Trade Review
NE«' YORK—Apr. 13

The streak ot conservatism to which reference was made
last week is only barely perceptible in the iron and steel

markets, and activity continues to be the rule. Domestic
business and demand seem to be as strong as ever, while

export orders are pressing still more actively upon thi-

market.

The United States Steel Corporation reports the total

unfilled orders on its books Mar. 31 at 9.331.001 gross tons of

material, an increase of 762.035 tons over Feb. 29. This is an
increase of 5,075,257 tons over Mar. 31, 1915; and is 841.283 tons

over Dec. 31, 1906, which was the maximum reported prior to

February of this year.

PIb Iron Production in March shows further increase.

Reports of the blast furnaces as collected and published by
the "Iron Age" show that on Apr. 1 there were 317 coke and
anthracite stacks in blast, having a total daily capacity of

108.500 tons; an increase of 1,000 tons over Jlar. 1 Making
allowance for the charcoal furnaces, the approximate produc-

tion of pig iron in the United States in March was 3.372.900;

for the three months ended Mar. 31 the total was 9.716.000

tons. Of this total 6. 810.000 tons, or 70.1'-;. were made by th.-

furnaces owned or operated by steel companies.

Exports and imports of Iron and Steel, including machin-
ery, in January are valued by the Department of Commerce
as follows:

1915 191(1 ChanKea

Exports.. $1.S.0.W.421 $51.(i43,807 I. $33,.590,3si,

ImporU 1,610,593 1,251.2,S8 D. 365,;i0.-,

Exc-ss, exports Sl(>,430,828 $.-.1,392,519 I. »33,95.'-.,6'.ll

The larger increases this year were In bar Iron and steel.

In rails. In sheets and plates and In wire.

Hail Production In the United States In 1915 Is reported by

the American Iron and Steel Association at 2,204,203 gros.s

tons; which Is 59.108 tons more than In 1914. but 1.298.577 tons

leas than In 1913. Of the rails reported In 1915. there were

1.775,160 tons—or SO.5'7, —rolled from openhearth steel, and

326,952 tons—or 14.9%—from bessemer steel. The remaining

102.120 tons were rolled from electric or other steel, or wire

rerolled from used rails.
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I'lTTSBlIRGH—Apr. 11

The pace at which steel prices are advancing is distinctly

less than that shown by the record in February and March,
but the trends are still distinctly upward. The slower pace
does not necessarily suggest that the advancing movement is

Hearing its end, but may as readily be interpreted as sug-
gesting that the movement as a whole can last the longer.

Even the steel trade itself seems to be startled by the Steel

Corporation's unfilled tonnage statement, made public yester-

day, showing that there was during March an increase of

762.035 tons in unfilled obligations. Assuming that half the

increase was in standard rails the bookings were still largely

in excess of shipments, despite the high prices, and the month
is yet to come in which the bookings will merely equal ship-

ments. After that they could taper off for months before the

accumulation of business would be worked off, for the 9.331.-

001 tons on books at the close of March, if evenly distributed

as to character of material and time of delivery, would carry

the Corporation for 7% months, or to the middle of November.
April promises to be a heavy month for rail orders, for

1917, as notice has been served that the price of standard
rails, unchanged since February, 1901. may be advanced after

this month.
The New Haven embargo is practically lifted, and the

situation on the Pennsylvania promises to improve steadily

as cars destined for the New Haven, which have been blocking

tracks for months, are moved over the transfer. Steel ship-

ments to the East and New England will increase, and the

scarcity in the Central West may thereby become more
pronounced.

The steel industry is much more concerned over the labor

supply this summer than over the continuance of the present

steel demand. Weekly the situation is growing more threat-

ening and already many men are employed at premium rates.

A convincing illustration of the scarcity is the fact that

furnaces which have piled pig iron against sales to middle
interests cannot load the iron as fast as desired; all that

stands in the way of their being paid for the iron is their

inability to ship.

Pig Iron—The market is strong but far from active. Pro-
duction has been unexpectedly large, and has just reached a
rate of 40,000,000 tons a year, nearly 5,000,000 tons in excess
of estimates of capacity made a year ago. Consumers gen-
erally appeared to have feared a shortage and have contracted
freely from time to time, "whereby the market is now quiet.

Either of two contingencies, neither improbable, would cause
a spectacular rise in prices, the entrance of some of the large
steel interests into the merchant market, to supplement their
own pig-iron production, or failure on the part of the furnaces
tc make deliveries according to contract. About half a dozen
furnaces have gone out in the past fortnight for relining, in

the East and Central West. We quote: Bessemer, $21@21.50;
basic, malleable and foundry. $18.50@19; forge, $1S@1S.50,
f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Steel—The situation in the billet and sheet-bar market
continues puzzling, for however high nominal prices go or
hcwever long the mills work at filling their old obligations
the offei'ings in the market do not increase. Few if any of

the mills will quote on soft steel for any delivery, and the
offerings of middlemen are very limited. The chief activity

is in steel rejected under war specifications, and while this

steel is nearly always quite unsuitable in one respect or
another it is picked up by customers who can get nothing
else, at prices from $40 up. The fairest approximation for

market quotations seems to be $45 for bessemer and $45 to $50

for openhearth billets and sheet bars. Forging billets are all

of $65 while war steel billets run up to $80. Rods are about
$60, with high-carbon rods $75 and higher. Deliveries on
regular billet and sheet-bar contracts are fair.

FERROAI^LOYS

FerromanpraneKC—The majority of the large steel mills are
carrying stocks of ferromanganese equal to their consumption
for several months, and although their highest priced pur-
chases for forward delivery are at $175 they are not tempted
to sell any material even though $400 or higher would be bid

for prompt carloads, there being too much high-priced steel

business on books to warrant taking any risks.

Imports of ferromanganese in February are reported at
6,892 tons.

FerroMilieon—The nominal quotation for 50<^ alloy is

$83@85 per ton at furnace. This is mainly for second-half
contracts, since materia! for early delivery is very scarce,

and up to $95 has been paid for spot delivery.

SpieeelelMen, 20';^, is quoted at $65 per ton for second half,

while $105 has been paid for 30 '?r. Premiums are reported
lid for early delivery, which is not often available.

IKON OliE
First steps toward the movement of iron ore from the I.-ake

Superior region are being taken. The first shipments will be
from Eseanaba, where navigation can generally be opened
much earlier than through the Sault.

Shipments of ore from Port Henry, N. Y., have been much
delayed by railroad embargoes. Lake Champlain and the
canal are not yet open.

ImportH and Rxports of Iron Ore in the United States in
January are reported by the Department of Commerce as
below, in gross tons:

191.5 1910 ChanEes
Imports 75,286 89,844 I. U,5oS
Exports 1,562 3,9.t.3 I. 2.391

The principal exports this year were 63,656 tons from
Cuba, 11,050 tons from Spain, 7.001 tons from Sweden. Exports
were chiefly to Canada.

COKE
Coke production for the week in the Connellsville region

is reported by the "Courier" at 476,995 net tons: shipments,
476,924 tons. .Shipments of Greensburg and upper Connells-
ville districts, 47.967 tons.

Connell.«ville—The whole coke market has softened very
visibly in the past week. First there came a decided increase
in production, and then requests from various furnaces for

suspension of one to two weeks in shipments against con-
tracts, doubtless because the time for maintaining reserve
stocks at the furnace had passed. In addition, five or six
furnaces tributary to the Connellsville region have been
blown out in the past fortnight. Spot furnace coke is down
fully 50c. in the past fortnight. Additional sales of furnace
coke for second half were made recently at $3, involving
about 25,000 tons a month, divided into three or four contracts,

and bringing the total second half business done on this

movement up to about 50.000 tons a month: but with the

recent weakening in the market buyers have lost interest.

We quote: Spot furnace, $2.25132.50: contract, $2.50@3; spot
foundry. $3.75; contract, $3.50, per net ton at ovens.

Exports of Fuel from the United States, in January, In

gross tons:

1915

190,299
633,145
57,447

52S.41S

1916 Changes
274,986 I. 84,687
942,144 I. 308.999
90.890 I. 33,443
570,461 I. 42,W3

Anthracite
Bituminous
Coke
Bunker coal

Total.. 1,409,309 1.S7S.4S1 1.469,176

The bunker co.al or coal furnished to steamships is prac-
tically all bituminous. The greater part of the exports is to

Canada.

Coal Production of Spain year ended Dec. 31, in metric
tons:

1914 1915 Changes

Anthracite 228,302 252,483 I. 24,181
Bituminous
Lignite

Total 4,442,855 4,834,353 1.391.49

The total increase in 1915. as compared with 1914 was
8.8%. The imports, however, showed a large decrease.

Chemicals

NEW YORK—.\pr. 13

The general markets are fairly active. Business in heavy
chemicals is steady and prices well maintained.

Ar.senic—Business is fair and prices are steady. Sales are

reported around $6.25 per 100 lb. for white arsenic.

Imports of arsenic into the United States in January were
199.618 lb., a decrease of 380,041 lb. from last year.

Copper sulpbntr—Business here has been rather quiet and
less inquiry for export is noted. Quotations are $20@)21 per

100 lb. for carload lots and over.

Nitrate of Soda—Statistics are not favorable, and the mar-
ket is easier at about $3.40 per 100 lb. for spot.

Shipments from the West Coast of South America, two
months ended Feb, 29, in gross tons:

1913 l'.il4 1915

To United States 86,150 4:f,5.i0 172.70;1

ToEurope 323.200 l.!7.,350 284,600

TotiU 409,350 1,<(1,900 457,300

Stocks on the West Coast on Mar. 1 are reported at 80S.0O0

tons. Prices were 6s. Sd.(S'7s. per quintal for shipment.

Sulphur—Imports of stilphur into the United States in

January were 2,321 gross tons, an increase of 1 911 tons cvir

1915. Exports were 10,116 tons, an Increase of 9.952 ton.^.

Imports of pyrites were 134,605 tons, an in< reas^ of I'l! 219 tons

over Ipst year.
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N. Y. EXCH. Apr. Hi BOSTON EXCH Apr. 11

Assessmenta

Company
|
Delinq.l Sale I Amt.

.\dventure. Mich . [july 20! JSO.50

.Mlah, Utah iMar. 25, Apr. 15 0.0025

Benton. Ida Apr. ISjMay 15 0.005

Caledonia Silver. Nev Apr. 7 Apr. 2Si 05

Demijohn, Nev Apr. 14 May 5' 0.005

Dennemora. Ida Apr. 5 May 15 002
Diam'dfield Blark Butte. Nev. Apr. r2jMay ISj 0.01

East Herrules. Ida May 1 June 1 O.OOLj

Echo. Ida Apr. 14May isl 002

Elise. Utah lApr. 12 May 18. 0.0025

Eureka Dev. Utah Apr. 10 May 1:0. 02

Federal Ely. Nev I Apr. 1 ,
.May 1,0 005

Federal Ely. Nev iMay 1 June 41 005

FlagstaiT. Ida Mar. 2o:Apr. 15 0.002

Friend. Ida JApr. 28lMay 201 002

Great Bend. Nev. Apr. 5 May 8 0.01

Howell. Utah Apr. 15 May 3 01

Idaho-Nevada. Ida Apr. 7 May 1 002
Indes. Ida Apr. 6 May 6 0025
International. Ida jMar. 16 Apr. lOJ 002

Laclede. Ida Apr. 25piay 151 0.003
Mayflower. Ida JMar. 15|.\pr. 15i 0.005

National Copper. Ida .Mar. 25 .4pr. 22 01

Xeva. Utah Apr. n May 1 002
Nevada-Douglas Apr. 17 May 16 0.10
Ne^'ada Stewart. Ida JMar. 25 .\pr. 14 0.002
North Bunker Hill, Ida Apr. IS May 20, 002

Park Gold. Utah. ... ..Apr. l|Apr. 20 ooi

RepubUc, Utah Apr. 22May 13 005
Rhode Island. Ida 'Mar. 30 May 15 002

Rio Grand Grubstake. Nev . Mar. 27 Apr. 22 006
Rocklord. Ida jMar. 15|Apr. 15 001

Silver Mt., Ida ;Feb. 17, Apr. IS 0,002
Summit Ex.. Utah jMar. ISMay l| 01

Sunset. Nev Nlar. 27l.4pr. 2'J| 0,01

Tiberius, Ida Apr. 15, May 15| 001

Tonopah Bonanza. Nev ... Apr. 3,May S\ 0.01
Tono. Gypsy Qn. Nov . . Mar. 20 .\pr. 24 01

Umatilla, Nev Apr. 17 May 22 .005

Utah-Ari2ona. Ariz Apr. 14 May 16 0025
Utah Con.. Utah Apr. 22 May 13 005
Utah Metals. Utah Mar. ll,.4pr. ISl 0.001
Wasatch, Utah .*pr. 3 May sl 0.01

Stock Quotations

SAX FRANCISCO Apr. 11||SALTLAKE
Name of Comp. Bid. Na • of Comp.

Alta .04
Andes

I

.07

Best & Belcher
|

.05
Bullion .01

Caledonia .40
Challenge Con t.05
Confidence ' 15

Cons. Imperial
;

.01

Con. Virginia 16

Gould i Curry 02
Hale & Norcross. . . I .03

Jackct-Cr. Pt < .13

Mexican 21
Occidental .75
Ophlr .28
Overman .04
.Savage j

.06

Seg Belcher
Sierra Nevada
Union Con
Utah Con
Belmont
Jim Butler
MacNamara . ...

Midway
Mont.-Tonopah

—

North Star
Rescue Eula
W;st End Con .

.

Atlanta
Blue Bell

Booth
C.O.D. Con
Comb. Frac
D'fleld Daisy
Jumbo Extension..
PItta.-Silvcr Pea;;

Round Mountain.

.

Sandstorm Kcnd.ili

Silver Pick
Central Eurcl;a
Argo
Big Jim
Laiy Boy
Oatman Ores
Oatman No. i?tar.

Tom Reed
United F.a8tcni . . .

I.'nitcd Western... .1

4.60

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining..
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Emma Cop
Gold Chain
Grand Central. .

.

Iron Blossom
Lower Mammoth.
May Day. .....
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs . . .

Silver King Coaln
Silver King Con. .

Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

COLO.SPRINGS .Apr. U

.^cacla

Cripple Cr'k (on
Doctor Jack Pot.,

ElktonCon
El Paao
Findlay.
Gold Dollar

|

J. 01
Gold Sovereign .03}
Golden Cycle I 2.20J
Isabella

|
.201

Jack Pot .06i
Jerry Johnson .05
Mary McKlnney.. .| .38
Portland.

TORONTO

l,f)NI)(l.V Mu
Alaska Trc'dwell
Burma Corp..

.

(?am A Motor
Camp Bird ....

El Or'.

EBperiui/a .

Mexico Mines..
Necbl. pfd ...

OnivlUc
Sutft c.iTi'aia.

Tomboy
Tough OiLkes.

.

Bailey
chambers Ferland
Conlagas
l.:i Rose
Peterson Lake. . .

.

[Right of Way
Seneca Superior

' T.& Hudmn Cay.
Tcmlskamlng

- 'I'rethewey
I |U>ttlaurcr-Lol

j

I
Dome Extcn
Dome Lake
I oley O'Brien

' Hollingcr
ficrlal10 ,

3 IS PJiiiiitcr

OHO iMilnly
. CYowo.

iPrcMton E. D.

.

Vljiond
WcHt Domo....

Na i of Comp.

Alaska Gold M
AlasV a Juneau . .

.

Am.Sm.&Ref.coni .

Am. Sm. * Ret., pf
Am. Sm. Sec., pf. A
.Am. Sm.Sec. pf. li

Am. Zinc
.Anaconda
IJatopllas Mln
Bethlehem Steel . . .

Bethlehem Steel, pf.

Butte A Superior.

.

Chile Cop
Chino
Colo. Fuel & Iron.
Crucible Steel
Dome Mines
Federal M. & S.

.

Federal M. & .S.. pf.

Great Nor., ore., ctf.

Greene Cananca. ,

.

Guggen. Exp
Uomestake
Inspiration Con.. . .

I nternatlonal Nickel
Kennecott. ....
Lackawanna Steel.

Miami Coi)i>er. .

NafI Lead. com. .

National Lead. pt..

Nev. Consol
Ontario Mln
liulckgllver

Quicksilver, pf. ...

Hay Con
Ilepubilc I,iS. com
Uepublic IciS, pL.
Sloss-Sheffleld

Sioas-Sheffleld. pt

Tennessee Copper,
Utah Copper
U.S. Steel, com. . .

U.S. Steel, pt

Va. IronC. &C.

Name or Comp.

N. Y. CURB

Vindicator ..12.49 ^=^

Alta Con
Beaver Con
BufTalo Mines
Butte i N. Y
Butte C. 4 Z
can. Cop. Corpii..

Caflhboy
Cerro de Pasco , .

Con. Coppermines.
Con. Nev .-Utah
DIa Black II

Flrat Nat. Cop
Florence
Goldfield Con
Goldtleld Merger.

.

Granite
Hecla Mln
Howe Sotmd
Kerr Lake
Magma
Majestic
McKlnley-Dar-Sa.

.

Mines of Am
Mother Lode
Nevada Hills

New Utah Blnchan
.\lpl3Slng Mliiw.
Oro
Ray Hercules
Rochester Mines. .

.

St. Joseph Lead
Sland'd Oil of N.J.

Standard S. L
Stewart
Success
Tonopah
Tonopah Ex
Tonopah Merger.

.

TllblllllOD

White Knob, pf . .

.

Yukon Gold

Adventure
.\hmeek
.Algomah. .

Allouez , . . .

.Ariz. Com., ctts. . .

Bonanza
Butte Alex. Scott
Butte-Iiallaklava.

Calumet .Sr Ariz.

,

Calnmet & Hecla..
Centennial
Copper Ranfie, , .

Daly West
East But'e
Franklin
Cranby
flancock
Hedley
Helvetia
Indiana
Island Cr'k. com..
Island Cr'k. pfd.. .

Isle Royale
Keweenaw
Lake
La Salle

Mason Valley

[Mayflower
Michigan
Mohawk
JNew .Arcadian, , .

New Idria
North Butte..
North Lake
;OJibway
Old Colony
Old Dominion, . .

Osceola
Quincy
St. Mary's M. L,
Santa Fe
Shannon
Shattuck-Arlz.. .

.

So. Lake
So. Utah
Superior
Superior & Bost.
Tamarack
[Trinity

iTuoIumne
U. S. Smelting.
|U. S. Smelt'c, pf.

I Utah Apex
Utah Con
Utah Metal
Victoria
u inona
jWolverInc
Wyandot

2!
3}

70 i

?.S

41
05

BOSTOX CUR II Apr. 11

Dln^'ham Mines.. .

.

Boston Ely
Butte* Lon'n Dev.
Calaveras
Caliimet-Corbln.. . .

Cbtef Con
Cortez
Crown Reserve
Davis-Daly
i:aele& Clue Bell.

I

Iloimhton Copper. .

Iron Cap Cop., pr .

Mexican Metals.. . .

Mojave Tungsten .

': Nat. Zlne & Lead
jXevada-Douglas. .

Xcw Baltle
New Cornelia
Ohio Copper
Oneco
Ruvcn Copper
Rex Cona
Rllla
nmicd Verde Ext..

tLast Quotations.

Monthly Average PrioeM of MetalH

SILVER

Month
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SYA'OPSIS—The ('.rlraonVinanj iiii iioiiancc of

tungsten at present draws (Mention to tlie methods

for its recovery, until lately a factor of little inter-

est in this country. The luetliods of milling and
concentrating tungsten ores are described in detail.

The remarkable rise in the jn-iee of tungsteu in this

country since the beginning of the war has stimulated

the mining of tungsten ores in Boulder County, Colo.,

to a remarkable degree. Ores, however, are never in

large deposits, and in this district the majority of pro-

ducers are small leasing miners who work on a small

scale "and sell their ore to the concentrating mills on a

schedule of prices graded according to the percentage of

tungstic oxide in the ore. The scarcity of ore in place

and the relatively high price paid for high-grade ore have

led to considerable work in the reclamation of dumps,

pieces of ore in the oversize are picked out by hand. The
screen area varies from 2 to 4 sq.ft. or more. The piston

stroke varies from I/2 in. to 3 in. and probably averages

40 strokes to the minute. The water consumption
appears to average the eapacit}' of flow through a 1-in.

pipe without head. A bed of from 2 to 3 in. is carried

on the screen, and the concentrates that accumulate
on the screen are cleaned up to make two classes—the

high-grade, assaying from .50 to 63% tungstic oxide,

and the second grade, assaying from 25 to 40%. The
hutch product is very little enriched in the jigging. It

is seldom worked up by the operator, being rejected or

sold to the mill if it assays as much as 3% tungstic oxide.

Occasionally it is worked through a rocker or buddle and
part of the value saved.

As the operators who concentrate by hand-jigging keep

no very close account of capacity, cost or assay values,

a detailed statement of their oiiuratioiis cannot he triven.

TAKING FLOAT ORAVEL FROM A PIT

stope dirt and float patches, which in some cases are well

organized and are handling low-grade material profitably.

The tungsten mineral most abundant is ferberite, the

tungstate of iron, usually containing a small amount of

tungstate of manganese. This mineral has a specific

gravit}' of 7.5 and is associated with a tough horn-quartz

in veins in granite. It is rather hard to crush usually.

For small-scale operations it seems to be most easily con-

centrated by jigging after some sort of rough sizing.

Probably the majority of jigs used are hand-operated and

of the plunger type. Where water is scarce, the Joplin

type of nioval)le screen-box hand-jig is used, but where

plenty of water is axailable and an amount of material

to justify the installation is present, power jigs are

preferaltle.

In hand-jigging it is customary to treat matrrial that

will pass a %-in. screen on the jig. In screening, the

•Sugar Loaf, Colo.

OPERATING A POWER JIG ON THE TREV.XRTEN RANCH

The capacity of the jigs varies from 1 to 5 tons per day.

and it may be estimated roughly that they screen and jig

the material at a cost of from $2 to $5 per ton. Xo
data are available for a computation of saving.

Two installations of jigs that were observed, however,

supply some basis for coniputation of cost and saving

that is fairly accurate. One of these is operated by Otto

and Dale llininan on the dump of the Cold Spring No. 1

mine of the Wolf Tongue Mining Co. The dump dirt

is wheeled to a platform over a stationary screen of

li/4-in. opening, the oversize falls to a sorting bench

where it is hand-picked and cobbed, the undersizc goes

to a double shaking screen where three sizes are made.

The first size, from l'/4-in. to Vo-^a., is crushed through

a set of rolls; the second and third sizes, from lA-iii. 10

Yi-m. and i/i-in. to res]ioctively, are jigucd separ;Urly.

A 5-hp. motor runs the jig and shakiuu screen. The

former is a two-compartment plunger-type macliine, liav-
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ing a stroke of 1^/^ in. and a speed of 300 r.p.m. with a

screen area of 18x30 in. for each compartment. The dirt

is fed through a launder with a part of the water and

enters the iiead end of the first compartment directly.

Tlie water consumption is 150 gal. per min. and is fed

into the plunger compartments, except for the small

amount that enters with the heads. The bed is carried

4 in. deep on a 12-mesh screen supported on a heavier

screen. Formerly pockets for the automatic discharge

of the concentrates were used, but now the concentrates

are allowed to accumulate until the screen box is filled,

when the feed is cut off, all the waste is scraped off and
the concentrates are sacked directly from the screen. No
bed is left after this cleanup. The high-grade concen-

trates are all obtained in the first compartment, the

a wagon and hauled from the pit to the jig. The gravel

is screened over a li/^-in. grizzly, the oversize being sorted

by hand and the undersize falling directly into the feed

launder. The water, 100 gal. per min. is all fed into

the jig through the feed launder.

The jig is a two-compartment plunger-type machine
having a screen area of 19x30 in. for each compartment.
The plunger stroke is I14 in. running at a speed of 112
r.p.m. The method of cleaning up the concentrates is

the same as in the installation formerly described, except

that no middlings are obtained from this class of material,

and after cleaning up the first compartment, the heavy
material from the second compartment is thrown back

into the first to form a bed. The hutch product is

allowed to waste. It contains 11/2% of tungstie oxide.

POWER JIGS ON THE COLD SPRING DUMP AND SCREENS? AND SORTING TABLES ON THE SAME DUMP.
OPERATED BY HINMAN BROTHERS

middlings, or second grade, in the second compartment.
It is claimed that a higher grade of concentrates can be

made in this way than by automatic discharge through

jjockcts from the bed.

The hutch product is continuously discharged to a

launder 18 in. wide with 1-in. transverse riffles placed at

intervals of 2-1 in. on the bottom. The slope is approxi-

mately 1 in 20. This launder is 30 ft. long and apparently

catches most of the tungsten contained in the hutch

product.

The capacity of the plant is 6 tons per day. The high-

grade concentrates assay 50 to 55% tungstie oxide, and

the second grade 30%. The cobbed ore assays 35% to

40% tungstie oxide. The hutch product assays 3%
tungstie oxide before going over the riffles. After being

cleaned in the riffles, it is approximately the grade of

the second-class concentrates.

The force cniiiloycd is 2 men wheeling, 1 man sorting

and 1 jigman. The installation cost approximately $150.

Operating costs are, for ])()wcr, $0.1 "i, and for labor, $2

per ton. The dirt tlint is being worked varies from 1%
to 4% of tungstir ;i( ill.

Another installation is that of Chester Gillette and

I'en I'larty on a float ysiich on the Trcvarten Ranch. The
float lies in channels in the bedrock in gravel varying

from a few inches to 4 ft. in thickness. Over the gravel

bed is clay and loam up to 6 ft. in depth. The day and

loam are removed with a scraper, the grave! is loaded on

but has so much intimately associated magnetic oxide of

iron with it that good concentrates cannot be made from
it, even in a well-equipped mill.

The force consists of a team and teamster, two men
in the pit and one man feeding the jig. The capacity

is 10 tons of material per day. The gravel varies from

%% to 11A% of tungstie oxide. Operating costs are,

for power, $0.07, and for lal)or, $1.40 per ton treated.

Tlhe "Wedlg'e FtmipBiiSice foT Blleiradle

One of the recent interesting develojjments in metal-

lurgical engineering is the extensive and successful iise

of the Wedge furnace for blende roasting. At present

there are 27 Wedge roasters either in operation or in

course of installation for this purpose. The Wedge
furnace engineers devoted several years' work and a good

deal of money to the development of a blende roaster,

with the object of securing a good calcine, a rich gas

(where it is desired to ]>:-oduce acid) and economy in

Incl.

It was their experience that under proper furnace

conditions a very large percentsige of blendes were self-

roasting down to 3% to 5% sulphur without the use

of any fuel. To eliminate- the remaining 3% to 5%
sulphur, it seemed desirable to- avoid muffle-firing as far

as ])ossii)le; in other words, not to sjjcnd more money
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for fuel than a few ]ioints of sulphur were worth. In

the recent designs of this furnaee the production of

zinc ferrite and zinc sulphate are both avoided. In

roasting a zinkiferous pyrite, it has been possible to secure

a calcine with practically no sulphur present as ZnS,

with only a trace of ZnS04 and with less than l^%
iron as FeO. This produces a calcine desirable for

leaching.

Tike '"'IBesiS' Sqjuflees©"" Sia Copp©!?
On the London Metal Exchange Mar. 22, says the

London Financial Times, standard copper Jumped a fur-

ther £G to the new high record for modern times of £118

buyers per ton. Bitter comments were heard on 'Change

as to the artificial position which this movement reflects,

and which is apparently the direct outcome of the ill-

digested government regulations forbidding speculation

in war metals, which were so autocratically promulgated

without any warning on the evening of the 1st instant,

when copper stood at only £101 per ton. We remarked

at the time that while in metal-market circles general

approval was expressed of the principle of prohibiting ille-

gitimate speculation in war commodities, there were grave

doubts in many minds as to whether the step taken by the

authorities was necessary or desirable, whether it had been

well considered and whether it was likely to achieve its

presumable object.

The Effect on Coppek and Lead

It will be remembered that within a few days amend-
ments to the original regulations were issued, and while

the concessions thus made by the Ministry of Munitions
did not fidly meet all the trade criticisms, the members
of the Metal Exchange have loyally attempted to make
the best of them. But a dangerous position has now been
created, at any rate temporarily, by the "bear squeeze''

in standard copper, and to a lesser extent in lead, which
has grown out of the provision that, while on the one
hand all speculative contracts ninst be closed as they fall

due or at latest by May 31 next, on the other hand what
amounts to a protection of bulls in the trade (as distinct

from "outside"' speculators) was afforded by clause No. 3

of the amendments issued on the 5th instant

:

It is permissible for merchants, warehousemen and retail-

ers to replace metals sold after Mar. 1, 1916, by the purchase
of an equivalent quantity of the same metal, but not more,
although the metal so purchased may not be the metal
actually delivered against the sale.

We pointed out at the time wliat an advantage this

clause gave to merchants who happened to have been in

the position of holding large stocks on Mar. 1 over those

who for jiatriotic or other reasons had kept their books
even, or nearly so.

The bears—who, we believe, are not unduly numerous
and happily are probably mostly sufficiently wealthy to

stand heavy losses with more or less philosophy—now find

(hat the advantage which trade bulls hold over them at

present under the Government Eegulations is overwhelm-
ing. AVfiereas the unfortunate bear must buy back the

metal he has sold forward as the warrants fall due, if

not before, the trade bull (although he may not be an
actual consumer) can go into the market and compete
against his rival for the scanty supplies available, so long

as on balance he does not raise his stock of the metal
nbove what he was "long" of on Mar. 1. The result is that

while the buyers are, practically speaking, as numerous
as ever, the sellers have been reduced in number to the ex-
tent of the bears, most of whom were quite prefiared to

continue their ''short" commitments indefinitely on the
conviction that a break in prices must occur eventually.

As it is, unless the members of the Metal Exchange
themselves put their heads together, or unless the com-
mittee takes some steps in the matter, the price of standard
copper may be forced up against the bears before the
end of Jlay to a level that may cause serious embarrass-
ment to consumers.

So far the price of copper in the United States has
remained almost stationary since the introduction of the
Government Regulations here, but it must amuse the
Yankee bulls to see that the British authorities have prac-
tically played the former's game for them. It did not fol-

low—rather the contrary—because the limitation of Stock
Exchange speculation since the war had successfully pre-
vented any possible panic, that the tying-up of the hither-
to free market in metals in bonds of red tape would pre-

vent the boom going further. Dissimilar evils require
dissimilar remedies. As it is, the government "cure" has
so far proved, if anything, worse than the disease for which
presumably the authorities thought it would prove a

specific.

ILeiraa G®]ldliS©Edls WiflS Ds»®dge

At the recent meeting of the Lena Goldfields, Ltd.. in

London, the chairman. Lord Harris, announced that ar-

rangements had been made that would put the company
in the position of having a liquid capital of £1,000,000

—

though there was objection to the sale of 10,000 Lenskoie
shares for £300,000. It was essential, the chairman said,

to place the company in a strong position financially, if

it were to profit by the recommendation of its consulting

engineer, C. \V. Purington, who had suggested that some
of the gravels near Bodaibo, Siberia, should be dredged,

the life of the properties as a drift-mining operation being

limited. A committee of experts, which visited the mines
last year, confirmed his views that there were great possi-

bilities for dredging at the Lena properties. Continuing,

Lord Harris said

:

Dredging-has been carried on in other parts of Russia, but
not as yet on the Lena properties. If dredging is to be re-
sorted to as well as drift mining—and it is unquestionably a
more economical method of producing gold than drift mining
—a large outlay of capital will be required. The gold-hearing
strata lie at a considerable depth; a great deal of old timber
and some large boulders will have to be moved, and in con-
sequence it is at present considered necessary to use a very
powerful dredge. I may say that the tendency of dredge
mining in the world is in the direction of much larger dredges
than has hitherto been common, and we have, of course, to

deal with climatic conditions that are not customary.
We have, however, a practical example of what has been

done in the Klondike, and proceeding on the same lines as
have been adopted there, it means in the first instance a large
dredge, which will have to be conve.ved immense distances b.v

sea and land under the exceptional conditions that at present
prevail. The cost of the dredge and of carriage involve a
large expenditure, but this company will be. in consequence
of the provision we have made as regards liquid resources,

in a speciall.v line position to assist Lenskoie if th.it company
needs our help. The property is so large and. so far as w>'

have gone, the results of drilling are so onooiir;iging thi:

we cannot ignore the possibility of following up the Hist

dredge with others of equal capacity and possibly with othtis
of smaller capacity on separate areas. It is obvious, thi re-

fore, that considerable cash resources are likely to be wanted
in the approaching year. . . .
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In what I have said as regards the new departure of

dredging parts of the Lenskoie property. I should not wish

to be misunderstood. We are proceeding with caution and

with due regard to the exceptional conditions as regards

transport that prevail at present. It may not be possible to

take the necessary steps to set the new industry on foot as

early as if these conditions did not prevail, but there is an

absolute unanimity between the boards of the two companies

that when the contingent circumstances permit no time should

be lost in making the first experiment in this direction.

Objection «"as entered to the sale of the 10,000

Lenskoie shares at £30 on the ground that it was not a

sufficient price. Before the war Lenskoie shares were

quoted in Petrograd as high as 800 to 850 rubles, equiva-

lent at normal exchange to al'out £82 to £87. In January,

1916, the price of the shares averaged 530 rubles, or about

£55 a .share at nonnal exchange, but at this time £10

would buy 160 ruljles instead of the normal 05 rubles.

Considering conditions. Lord Harris said he regarded

the firm sale of the 10.000 shares for £300,000 as satisfac-

tory, notwithstanding they had subsequently received an

offer £1 higher per share. Lenskoie. now dependent on

drift-mining profits, had a life with this form of mining

of less than five years, according to Mr. Purington, and

tlie profits would be about £800.000. Hence the necessity

of getting the proposed dredging operations under way and

of making provision for the capit<il required.

Some months ago a few grams of gallium of American

production were received by one of us (S) from F. G.

McCutcheon, chemist of the Bartlesville Zinc Co., Bartles-

ville, Okla. Recently the other (H) received 50 grams

more from Mr. McCutcheon.

The first material contained a little indium and zinc

and a trace of calcium, as determined spectroscopically

by Dr. K. Burns at the Bureau of Standards. The

second lot is of similar composition, presumably. An as

yet uncompleted test by one of us (H) indicates an in-

dium content probal)ly of less than 1 per cent.

The metal, or alloy, is a litjuid resembling mercury in

appearance, but it wets glass and porcelain and ad-

heres so tenaciously that if agitated in a glass vial the

contents can be seen only as a coating on the walls.

This latter property is not in evidence if the metal is

covered with hydrochloric or suljdiuric acid.

Although gallium melts at about 30°, it is said to

remain liquid far below this temperature indefinitely

unless inoculated with solid gallium.

Inquiry of Kurt Stock, superintendent of tlie Bartles-

ville Zinc Co., brought out some exceedingly interesting

information, as shown by the following extracts from his

letter of reply, dated Oct. 21, 1<)15:

His attention [Mr. McCutcheon's] was drawn to peculiar

beads and drops, in appearance like mercury, which seemed to

sweat out of zinc-lead dross plates after these had been
exposed to the weather for a time. Mr. McCutcheon, with the

help of his two assistants, made a great number of tests.

I roving the material to be an alloy of gallium and indium
i/ith small amounts of zinc. . . .

Your hope that a new source of supply for both metals has
I een opened up. with the prospect of continued manufacture.
Is not shared by me, as the conditions leading to the concen-
tration of gallium and Indium are very unusual and are baaed
tin the abnormal state of the spelter market. You are aware
that the present deni;ind for high-grade spelter has led zinc

tmclters to the practice of redistillation, and It is the flnal

leady residue from such continued redistillation that carries

gallium in noticeable quantities. . . . We are not at all

sure whicli of the large variety of ores is responsible. Gal-
lium is not found in all dross, and where it is found it does
not occur continuously. ...

That the amount in the original ores must be extremely
small can well be realized when you consider that the residue
from the continued distillation of about 12,000 lb. of spelter

weighs about 60 lb. and represents our raw material from
which we can obtain a few grams of the alloys. However, we
have at present about 45 tons of dross on hand, which we
suspect carries gallium.

A very interesting feature is that both gallium and indium
are volatile at the temperature prevailing in our ore furnaces,
where a maximum of 1,350° C. is reached for only a few hours,
but they resist distillation if l<ept for three weeks and longer
at the temperature at which we operate our redistilling

furnaces—about 1.000° C.

Please be assured that we shall leave nothing untried to
save these rare metals, but do not get impatient if results
are not forthcoming for a while. . . .

Since the foregoing was written, spectroscopic tests

have lieen made at the Bureau of Standards by Dr. K.
Burns u]ion seven samples of zinc ore kindly supplied by

S. M. Rodgers. of the American Steel and Wire Co.

Germanium was also included in the metals looked for.

The data concerning the precise sources of some of the

ores tested are unfortunately meager, particularly with

respect to Nos, 2, 4 and 7. but the presumption is strong

that No. 4 came from the Joplin District. Of special

interest is the fact that this ore showed more of both

gallium and germanium than any of the others. The
tests obtained by Doctor Burns follow:

SPECTROSCOPIC TESTS OF ZINC ORES
No. Kind and Source of Zinc Ores Germanium Gallium

1 Sulphide—Sunset, Idaho Moderate Moderate
2 Sulphide—Australia Not found Moderate
3 Sulphide—Frisco, Idaho Weak Moderate
4 Sulpliide—Missouri Strong Strong
.'i Carbonate—Monarch, Leadville ,\bsent Moderate
6 Carbonate—Doctor Mine. Almont. Colo Moderate Not found
7 Carhnn.'ite— Utah. Xovada Very weak Rather weak

•[Excerpt from article by W. F. Hlllebrand and ,T. A.
HcherriT In the "Journal of Industrial and Engineering
Chemistry." March. lUlfi.

Radium is a metal and is described as having a white

metallic luster. According to a United States Geological

Survey bulletin, it has been isolated only once or t'vrice,

and few people have seen it. It is ordinarily obtained

from its ores in the form of hydrous suljihate. chloride or

bromide, and it is in the form of the.se salts that it is

usually .«old and u.-jed. These are all white or nearly white

substances, whose appearance is no more remarkable than

mmmon salt or baking powder.

Radium is found in nature in such exceedingly small

quantities that it is never visible even when the material

is examined with a microscope. Ordinarily radium ore

can-ies only a small fraction of a grain per ton of mate-

rial, and radium will never be found in large quantity

because it is formed by the decay of uranium, a process

wbiih is wonderfully slow, and radium itself decays and

changes to other elements .-jo rapidly that it is impossible

for it to accumulate naturally in visible masses.

^linerals that carry radium, however, are fairly easy

1(1 determine. One of tbem, pitchhleiidc, as generally

found, is a black mineral about as heavy as ordinary' iron,

but much softer. The principal radium mineral, carno-

tite, has a bright canary-yellow color, and is generally

])owdery. There are other radium-bearing minerals of

less importance.

m
PFtroleiim I'rodurtlon In India is becoming important,

.according to "Engineering." The production rose from 141,-

798. 444 gal. In 1!>05 to 214,829,647 gal. In 1010, 277,555.225 - I

in 1!)13 and 259.342.710 gal. In 1914. Of this r,urma prodii.

112. niiS. 84(1 gal. In 1905 and 254.G52.9fiS gal. in 1914.
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By E. C. Kixo*

TIk' enormous exiiansioii and ilisasirous results of

siuldfu temperatures upoji siliea brick are so great that

they can be fully appreciated only by intimate association

with such work. It is therefore not surprising that

serious and costly experiments have resulted during the

rapid development of reverberatory furnaces, and that

means were sought to obviate the difficulties. Auxiliary

Hrehoxes burning wood, coal and oil and other means have

been tried, but without complete success.

A study of the most practical means to season the new
100-ft. reverbefatory furnace of the Consolidated Arizona

Smelting Co., at Humboldt, Ariz., developed the installa-

tion shown by the accomjjanying drawing. This consists

of a 36-in. Buffalo Forge Co. suction fan, running at a

speed of 1,000 r.jJ.m. It is driven by a G. E. 5-hp. 440-

This in.<tallation was utilized to great advantage io

distribute uniformly the heat generated from the first

wood and oil fires to the point of taking up the full

expansion of the brickwork. The arch raised perfectly

;

DATA OF SEASONING OF HUMBOLDT FURNACE
Determined

ilet
Draft at nutlet

Temperature at inlet

Temperature at discharge

0.75 in. of water
0.28 in. of water

1.200' C.

C.
.192
240
464

Calculated
93 ft. per secVelocity at discharge

Air delivered 3,000 cu.ft. per min.

the furnace bottom went into commission without the

least trouble, and the furnace was doing .service in four

days and two hours after the first oil fires. While tiie

excellent results obtained cannot be directly credited to

this new means of seasoning, its influence was forcibly

evidenced.

The equipment was entireh' made up of pick-ups and is

not necessarily confined to the installation. shown. Its

Suction Inkf 072SqIn.
DrcHt 0.75"Water ^

Temperature 2t92°f\

,-Portable Brick to adjust Inlet -Temperature
(k- Delivered •

{Velocity 95'per Sec.

Z0OOCu.FtperM:n.
Temperatvre '}64''r.

nnmr
lOO-FT

REVERBERATORY njRNACE

TO BE SEASONED

n[^

Side Elevation

Cross-Section

EQUIPMENT FOR SEASONING
Longitudir

NEW REVERBERATORY FURNACE AT HUJIBOLDT

volt induction motor running at a speed of l.T^i.j r.p.m.

Tlie fan is connected by lo-in. No. 18 galvanized-iron

pipe, 90 ft. long, to an operating reverberatory furnace,

.«ucking hot air (1,200° C.) through two fettling holes

(area, 72 sq.in.) and delivering the hot blast (S-IO" C.)

through the center burning hole (61 sq.in.) of the

furnace to be seasoned. Eighteen inches of brickwork

was built between the fettling holes ami the pipe, to avoid

the latter being overheated ; even so, it was red hot for a

distance of 10 or 12 ft., indicating that heavier than

Xo. IS iron pipe might have been used to advantage, and
that by insulating much higher temperatures could be

delivered.

For the first 12 hr. the tempei'aturc was reduced by

admitting cold air at the intake and adjustment of the

control valve. Twenty-four hours of blast developed a

w;!rinth to all brickwork exposed ; 48 hr. of blast developed

a temperature that placed the l)rickwork beyond the sensi-

tiveness that initiates unlimited trouljle and extrava-

gance. However, awaiting the completion of other work,

the hot blast was continued for 10 days, at which time all

brickwork was in excellent condition for rapid operation.

.\s far as could be detected, the hot gases dra^Ti out did

not affect the operating furnace.

It can be utilized, as a time-saver, as soon as the fur-

nace proper is in readiness, without affecting such work

as completing flues, overhead steel workers, etc. How-
ever, its greatest advantages are tcm]ieriite to reasonably

liigii temperatures, under perfect conti-cil and uniformly

distributed to all brickwork exposed.

simplicity, economy and effectiveness recommend it fur

seasoning repaired or new reverberatory furnaces, even

though it be necessary to build a crude temporary firebox

from which the suction fan would draw all the smoke and
heat into the furnace to be seasoned.

,!ni^aim©©irs

A re.-iolution defining the attitude of engineers toward

the policy of national defense was adopted by acclama-

tion by an audience of about 1,000 engineers in New York

City who are attending the series of lectures on military

engineering at the United Engineering Societies Build-

ing. The resolution follows:

The engineers assembled in public meeting on Mar. 20. 1916.

under the auspices of the Engineers' Committee on Military

Lectures, believe that it is unworthy a great nation like the

United States and that it is dangerous to the peace, safety

and libert.v of its people to remain in our present position of

inadequate military, naval and industrial preparedness.

T\'e believe that between pacifism and militarism there is a

just, safe and proper ground, greatly in advance of our
present position—a ground which involves large additions to

both the navy and army. ,T large increase in our schools for

training othcers and a coordination and mobilization of the

physical and industrial resources of the nation.

We believe that this nation should never make war except

to enforce peace: that when strongly supported by armed
resources its influence in maintaining its own lil<erties and
rights and the liberties and rights of the weak and oppressed

throughout the .\mericas will be greatly stron:;tliened.

We believe that Congress should give duo weitrht to th'

opinion of experts and should then appropiiate suflioi. iit

money to put the nation in a position of dtt'onse agai; si

attack on either the Atlantic or the Pacific Coast. We der. s-,1

that our representatives in Congress act in accordance with

this expression.
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DULUTH COKRESPOXDEXCE

The accompanying drawing shows an iron blast furnace

l(i ft. 6 in. at the bosh, 11 ft. 9 in. in the crucible and 75

ft. high. It was built 29 years ago by Mr. Birkinbine

for the Zenith Furnace Co., Duluth, Minn., and was rated

at 175 tons of pig iron

per day. It had many \^^r.

''^"""
.^

vicissitudes and never

produced that much
good iron until with-

in the last few years.

A year ago this fur-

nace, working on a

burden of 25% old

range nonbessemer

and 75% Mesabi non-

bessemer, was produc-

ing 204 to 215 tons of

foundry pig per day

and was making about

20 tons per day of Hue

dust. For five days in

December last its rec-

ord was as follows

:

For the week ended

Dec. 11, 1,982 tons of iron was made, using 2,000 Ih.

of coke per ton of iron. The furnace is now av-

eraging more than 300 tons, on 1,924 lb. of coke, of

merchantable iron running 2.65 Si. There has been no

change in the construction or lines of this furnace since it

was originally built, except that in 1907 the bosh was

FIVE-DAT RECORD OF OPERATIONS

OLD ZEXITH BLAST FURNACE

Dec. 10
Dec. 11
Dec. 12
Dec. 13
Dec. 14

Tons Iron
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Surveys of bench claims, on account of their small size,

pre necessarily very precise and accurate, as will lie seen

In' referring to Fig. 1. The surveyor must be a duly

qualified Dominion land surveyor, working under the

direction of the Surveyor-General at Ottawa. The

e.xpenses in connection with the survey must be defrayed

by the owners of the claims, but no fees are charged by

the government for filing plans, etc. Any person having

duly located a claim obtains a grant thereof for one or

five years by paying to the mining recorder, in advance.

FIG. 2. AN ILLUSTRATION OF BENCH CLAIMS

the fees prescribed. Bench claims of the smaller area,

on account of their small size or area and their necessary

multiplicity, are no longer allowed. Under the present

laws and regulations in the Yukon, all claims must be

as nearly as possible of the regulation size.

There are, on Bonanza, Hunker, Last Chance, Dominion

and other creeks, a large number of rich bench claims,

that have made their owners wealthy. Of late, bench-claim

owners have grouped their claims ; that is, ten or more

claims are grouped, or worked as one claim, under one

organization or syndicate. In this way the necessary

representation work can be done each year on the most

important part of the group. Grouping has also been

brought about in order to sell to the big companies, such

as Yukon Gold, Treadwell, Bear Creek and others. These

big companies have acquired, in the last few years, the

majority of the bench claims. As much as $75,000 has

Iwen paid for a group of bench claims. Many good claims

have, however, been sold to the companies at miu-h below

their intrinsic value, owing to the difficulties and expense

of obtaining water on the benches for working the claims.

Scores of bench claims have also reverted to the Crown
for lack of representation work by their owners. These

are usually quickly acquired by the big companies. Fig. 2

shows how those claims are laid out.

The jihysical examination of all aiiplii-aiits for work in

the mining department of the Copper Queen Con.solidated

Mining Co., Bisbee, Ariz., was continued in 191.5 and is

credited in the annual report with having the effect of

reducing accidents and sickness and increasing the effi-

ciency of the working force.

In the mining department, in which the average num-
ber of employees was 1,883 in 1915, there were 2 fatal

accidents, 2 involving permanent disability, 205 serious

and 835 minor accidents. In the smelting de]iartment

at Douglas there were 9G5 employees and 2 fatal acci-

dents, 1 involving permanent disability, 36 serious and
149 minor casualties. The payments by the Copper Qu^'on

company to injured employees, under compensation law

and otherwise, were 1.2% of the payroll, or $41,027.

The amount paid to old employees, last year, under
the pension rules was $11,125. Applications were granted

for nine new pensions in 1915, making a total of 25

pensions now being paid. Of the American employees of

the company, 76.3% are members of the Employees' Ben-
efit Association. This percentage is considered satisfac-

tory, as a proportion of the nonmembers are unable to

join the association because of physical condition. Last

year the association paid in benefits over $43,000. In the

hospital department over $87,000 was spent for main-

tenance and tlie receipts from fees were $81,000. Hos-

pitals are maintained at Bisbee and Douglas.

Bv Waltei; X. OsBoitx*

A few months ago, a development drift was started

south from the Edith shaft on. the 1,400-ft., or bottom,

level of the United Verde Extension mine, at Jerome,

,A.riz. In January of this year a crosscut was run from

this drift, and it broke into a body of enriched chalco-

pyrite ore. Since that date the south drift has been ex-

tended about 275 ft., all of which is in ore. Crosscuts

have lieen run at intervals of 50 ft., and so far have

proved the orebody to have an average width of about 150

ft., without, however, having encountered the east wall

of the ore in the southernmost crosscuts. Of the two

raises one is now up 70 ft. and is still in ore. A winze in

the orebody, to go to a depth of 200 ft., has been started.

There is now developed a body of copper ore of an

average width of 150 ft.; the longitudinal extent of the

ore is still unknown, but it exceeds 275 ft. The orebody

is a massive siliceous chalcopyrite, enriched with chalco-

cite, and will average through the entire body about 15%
copper, U/^ oz. silver and $1 in gold per ton. This ore-

body is nov.' sufficiently developed to give to the L'nited

Verde Extension mine the promise of being a producer of

great wealth. It is still being developed in a careful and

conservative manner, and only the future can tell what

the extent of the orebody will really be, especially in

depth. From development work, ore containing about

2,000,000 lb. of copper was shi]ipe(l, in two grades, of 15%
and 30% respectively, to the Copper Queen Consolidated

Alining Co.'s smelting works during the month of

March, and this production will probably be increased.

Work on the LTnited Verde Extension property was

first begun in the year 1900 and over $300,000 was spent

prior to the reorganization undertaken by the present

company. Since Deccn\ber. 1912, when the last develo]i-

mcnt campaign was started, over 20,000 ft. of develop-

ment work, including work done in the Jerome Verde

ground, was done before the present extraordinary body

of ore was encountered at a depth of over 1.300 ft. from

grass roots and at a distance of over 2,000 ft. from tlio

original Daisy shaft. In this section there tan be no e:Hv

"finds"; discovery of orebodies requires Knm and pei dist-

ent effort and heavy expense.

Consulting engineer. United Verde Exttiis.on Miniii- t\,..

Box SSS. Douglas. Ariz.
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M-to MoiP^^ira M®t^ll^:?^icgil Motes
The report of the Mt. Morgan Gold Mining Co.,

Ltd., for the half-year ended Xov. 28, 1915, shows that

the effects of the war have extended even to copper-smelt-

ing enterprises in Australia. Owing to the dearth of

basic lining, the converting department at Mt. Morgan

was greatly inconvenienced and forced to revert to acid

iiuiiig for a time. It was thought that the shortage in

magiiesite brick would be overcome l^y the middle of

December, but the new shipments received proved inferior

and practically useless for the work. The Edwards
furnace used in connection with the pot-sintering plant

did not work out as satisfactorily as expected, the prod-

ucts of the preroasting furnace being unsuitable for pot

sintering. A shipment of Mt. ^Morgan flotation concen-

trates was sent to the Cockle Creek works of the Sulphide

Corporation and tested in the rotary

furnace tliere. As a satisfactory prod-

uct for sintering in pots was obtained,

these furnaces will be used at Mt.

ilorgan. The Dwight-Lloyd sintering

plant, treating concentrates and flue

dust at ift. Morgan, worked as usual

during the half-year.

Smelting costs showed a consider-

able increase owing to the more sili-

ceous ores and the high clay content of

the concentrates. Two furnaces were

run continuously during the period,

except for the loss of five hours owing

to power interruptions. A matte

gravity system was installed to relieve

the cranes in the handling of the large

quantities of matte.

The recoveries in the concentrator

during the half-year were 88.-19% of

copper and 72..58% of the gold. The gold recovery

compares unfavorably with the preceding period, this

Ijeing accounted for by the use of ore from that .section

of the mine known as the Old Gold slopes, where the

metal is in a very fine state, closely associated with

silica and is carried off with the tailings. The recov-

ery of copper by tabling was 31.89% and by flotation

56.60%, making up the total of 88.49%, as noted.

of tht" Geneial Land Office in behalf of expeditious and busi-
nesslike methods in the issuance of mineral patents.

Be It Further Resolved, that copies of this resolution be
transmitted to the Secretary of the Interior and the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office.

Signed by the Resolutions Committee.
Read before the Convention, unanimously adopted this

24th day of March, 1916, and the secretary is instructed to
transmit copies as indicated above.

S^if©ft5^»Fa2=st sEti ILairtnia^

The accompanying illustrations, reproduced by cour-

tesy of the Ingot, the safety-first publication of the

Earitan Copper Works, show the way to avoid injuries

l)v improper lifting. Fig. 1 shows the wrong way to

lift. All the strain comes on the lower part of the back

where the muscles are the w-eakest. If the load is heavy,

either strain or rupture may result.

Fig. 2 shows the right way to lift. This man is bend-

ing at the knees instead of from the hips. Back should

FIG. 1. THE WRONG WAT FIG. 2. THE RIGHT WAY

be kept as nearly straight as possible with shoulders

directly over the feet. The strain now comes on the

shoulders and thighs, which are strong and not so liable

to l)e affected by the weisrht.

The difficulty of obtaining patents to mineral claims

has been a subject of much complaint during the past

lew years, so that the efforts of the Secretary of the

Interior to improve conditions have been highly appre-

ciated as showTi by the following resolution, which was

adopted by the Xorthwest Mining Convention

:

A resolution recognizing efforts of Hon. Secretary of the
Interior and Hon. C^ommlssioner of General Land Office in ex-
liediting patents.

Whereas, It is i ommon knowledge in the mining indus-
try that for the past eight or nine years the process of ae-
curintr United St.itus jiatents to mineral claims has been
slow, cumbersome nnd expensive, and much beyond the rea-
sonable time and in.rm.s f)f the prospector or the young min-
ing . mipany to fln.nKc. and

Wliireas. such inorcsK has within our knowledge seriously
Impeded mineral dl.«cov<ry on the public domain, and

Wh.ieas, It has come to our knowledge that the Hon,
Franklin K. Lane. Secretary of the Interior, and the Hon.
Clay T;illman, Commissioner of the General Land Office, ap-
preciating this state of facta, have succeeded In materially re-
duclnk' the length of time required for securing patent.s,
greatlv to the ben'eftt ami encouragement of prospectmg and
mlnlnt

Be it Therefore Resolved, that this convention. In mass,
aHsembied, express Its d<ep appreciation of the efforts of both
the Hon. Secretary of the Interior and the Hon. Commissioner

IBratlflsfia §uaSp)STitja2'fle=A.ca<dl Palaces

The ilinister of ilunitions, according to -lourn. ^nr.

ChciH. IixL, Feb. 29, 1916, fixed the following maximum
prices per ton for sulphuric acid delivered into railway

trucks, carts or barges at makers' works:

Class Degrees Twaddell £ s. d.

A. -Vrsenical acid HO 3

B. Dearsenical acid l-t* 3 15
C. Arsenical acid 168 (93—95% H.SO.) 5 15

Dearsenical acid 168 (93—95% H.SO.) 6

Incidental charges are also to be regulated so that when

the acid maker supplies the tank-trucks he shall be enti-

tled to make a further charge of not more than 5s. ])er

ton for filling and hire of tank-trucks. Also when the

acid maker sui)]dies the acid in his own drums. He shall

be entitled to make a further charge of not more than 10s.

]>er ton for filling and hire of drums.

I'liblieiitloii of tlie FoUinvIng MnpM, announced by the

United States Geological Survey, will be valuable to those who
are Interested In the districts in question: California—Maine
I'ralrle, Mare Island and Saxon Quadrangles (price 10c. for

lach); Nevada—Ely and Manhattan Quadrangles (price 10c.

each); Oregon—-Escacada Quadrangle (price 10c. ). Use of

these maps Is growing and the Survey welcomes the additional

demand.
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ImimE finii BirMisIh GrMmima
I'^iYXOPSIS—Diamond mining and gold dredging

flourished in British Guiana last year, but hand

sluicing, hydranlicking and quartz milling were

at low ebb. Commissioner Fowler suggests that

dredging of hand-worhed gravel offers opportuni-

ties on some of the larger creeks, such as Arakaka

on Barima Hirer.

The gold-mining indus^try, although not in a» flourish-

ing a condition last year as in 1913-1914, still produced

the fair amount of 64,982 oz.—a decrease of 17,724 oz.

This industry was little afl'ected by the European War.

There was a temporary stoppage in the shipment of gold

from the Colony, but matters soon returned to the normal

with an increase in shijjping charges and war-rate insur-

ance.

Comparative statements of the gold production of the

Colony and of the various districts during the last two

years are given in Table 1. Two districts show an in-

crease—ilazaruni of 12,392 oz. and Potaro of 7,535 oz.

;

all the other districts show decreases. The increase in

Mazaruni was due to the workings on the Kaburi Creek,

where the activity continued throughout the year. The

T.\BLE 1. GOLD OUTFIT OF BRITISH GITANA—By Districts

1913-14 1914-15
Districts Oz. Oz.

Barima 10.311 7,973
Barama 2,.513 1,303
Cuvuni 38,967 11.028
Grocte ; 80 44
Waini 3
Puruni 688 383
Mazaruni 10,381 22,773
Essequibo 7,322 1,502
Potaro.. 12,433 19,968
Demerara 7

82.706 64,982

increase in Potaro is largely due to the fact that gold

brought from the Konawaruk district is now placed under

that head instead of Essequibo as formerly.

Marked Decline ix Sluicing Operations

The decreases in Barima and Barama are due to the

more or less e.xhausted state of the placers in those locali-

ties, with the consequent diminution of working opera-

tions. A decrease of 19,456 oz. in the yield from sluicing

operations is due almost entirely to the smaller amount of

gold produced by the Pigeon Island placers, Cuyuni

River, owing to their desertion by the large number of

men who had flocked to that locality during the previous

year. The claims in the Kaburi district continued to

employ a large number of men, and rich finds were made
in Ohio Creek. An immediate result of such finds was
a dispute as to the ownership of three claims, in connec-

tion with which dispute 1,288 oz. of gold was detained

for over eight months pending the hearing and subsequent

appeal to the supreme court. The warden's decision was
reversed by the court and the gold awarded to J. A. E.

Small, by whose laborers it had been washed in 21 days.

In Tiger Creek, Potaro, systematic washing operations

were carried on by F. W. Hutson with about 200 regis-

tered laborers. Damming the creek and digging a canal

•Excerpts from annual report of Frank Fowler, comrais-
sioner of lands and mines, Georgetown, Demerara, British
Guiana.

iiijout tiircc-quarters of a mi!e in length ha.-; insured a

water supply for a year's work at least.

E. E. Winter, warden of No. 2 mining district, has
made the following report

:

On tile Ho-a-Shoo claims in the Eagle Mountain section
the tributers are following leads of pay gra\'el under the
heavy covering of clay. Similar work is being done on some
claims in the Konawak section. I find it impossible to get
from the tributers any statement of the returns. They must
be good, however, because the men cheerfully work for weeks
on the preparatory deadwork without any return at all, while
during this time the shops readily give them credit.

In many places along the Eagle range, up to the Kona-
waruk branches, the tributers are taking out auriferous quartz
and pounding it. On the Ho-a-Shoo claims at Look and Weep.
at the head of Deer Creek, the mountain side is simply riddled
with small tunnels, while shallow shafts, roughly timbered
and with windlasses at the top. are seen here and there. Some
ot this quartz is exceedingly rich. Pieces I saw, no doubt
carefully selected, carried as much gold as quartz. The tribu-
ters carefully conceal any good returns, so as to prevent others
from taking up positions near them. It is not possible, there-
fore, to give figures at present. One return of 45 oz. to a
barrel of quartz, however, was generally agreed upon. This
would be a probable return from some of the quartz I saw.

Similar work is being done by J. F. Clement at the head of
the Winiperu Creek, left bank of Konawaruk, and by May-
nard and de Hart on lower Konawaruk, near the Mowasi
divide. In the Omai section a few men are sinking shafts on
the left bank of Dunclain Creek and working at a thin vein
of quartz encountered at a depth 15 to 20 ft. When the quartz
around the bottom of a shaft is worked out, another shaft is

sunk 40 or 50 ft. away. No drifting is done.

Ilydraulicking at the Tassawini mine, Barama River,

was discontinued and no gold was reported as having been

produced from this source during the year. The warden
of Xo. 2 mining district. Potaro however, reports as

follows

:

On the lower slopes of Look and Weep, and on the Maha-
diana and Konawak Creeks, a crude system of hydraulicking
is being used by the small claimholders and tributers. Water,
of which there is a good supply in the district, is led to the
top of the ground to be worked and made to cut a deep
canal through the middle of it and down into the clay below
the gravel. The water is then directed from one side to the
other until all the ground has been washed through the canal,
across which riffles of small stones arei placed to catch the gold.
Xo instrument is used, and when conditions are favorable, an
hour's work every day is enough to keep the system going.
The cleanup is made off the clay bottom ot the canal.

The quartz mill at the Peter's mine, Puruni River, was

put iu operation for a few days in March, 191.5, by the

representative of a prospective purchasing company and
lOS^o oz. of gold cleaned up, which, however, was not

brought to Georgetown until after the close of the finan-

cial year. The Aremu mine, Cuyuni River, and the Barima
mine on the Arakaka Creek, on the right bank of the

river from which the mine takes its name, remained closed

down throughout the year.

Dreixje Yield Greatest in a Decade

Dredging was actively carried on by the Guiana Gold

Co. and the Minnehaha Development Co. in Xo. 2

Mining District with satisfactory returns. There is,

according to Commissioner Fowler, large scope for gold

dredging in British Guiana, a.« many of the larger creeks

that have been already washed with the tom and sluice

would pay to rework with a dredge. An example is the

Arakaka Creek. Barima River, which is convoniontly sit-

uated for the transportation of the necessary dredging'

machinery.

The Guiana Gold Co. operated with f<nir dred-\s

throughout the year and paid royalty on S.170 oz. of
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bullion. General Manager J. Henderson gives .some de-

tails of the last years results in Table 2.

TABLE 2. DREDGING RESULTS—GlIAN.-V GOLD CO.. LTD.
Material Average Value, Length of

Gold Won Treated, C. per River
Xame of Dredge Oz. Dwt. Gr. Cu.Yd. Cu.Yd. Worked, Mi.

Lady Mar\- 1,662 2 10 276,314 12 5 J

Ladv Maud 1.836 10 2 190,292 19 9 5

Ladv Bertha 2,991 17 IS 133,833 46.2 |

Lady .\nne l,Sol 12 11 272.674 UO Various pbres

"Lady Mary" and "Lady Maud" worked mostly in ground
composed of fine material, heavy clay overburden treated
where banks were worked. "Lady Bertha" worked very rough
and rocky ground for the greater part of the year. "Lady
Anne" worked through several rocky patches, but most of
the ground was similar to that worked by "Mary" and
"Maud." Delay caused in removing "tacoubas," found em-
bedded in river and banks, made good working time impos-
sible on any of the dredges.

Gold won by "Mary." "Maud" and "Anne" ranged from
medium to fine; the "Bertha's" gold was mostly medium, but
in places coarse gold and small nuggets were found.

The Minnehaha Development Co. operated two bucket

dredges—one on the ^linnehaha Creek and the other

recently erected on the Mahdia Creek. The bullion pro-

duced by these dredges was 4,438 oz., a considerable in-

crease on the last year's production.

Yield of Diamonds Was Large

Tlie diamond industry' was most adversely affected in

the latter part of 1911 by the war; the European market
for diamonds having cea-sed, the local banks discontinued

giving advances, and the industry practically came to

a standstill in December. The workings in the Mazaruni
River had opened briskly in April, and good returns were

obtained up to the time the adverse market conditions

arose. Notwithstanding, the output was 100.523 stones,

weighing 13,71614 carats, the largest production in any
one year, being an increase in quantitv' on 1913-14 of

2,597 carats. The stones averaged 7.32 to the carat, an

imjirovement in size on those won the previous year.

The Mazaruni Co., Ltd., has a 50-year concession for

diamond mining on certain tributaries on the left bank
of the Mazaruni River.

The committee on diamond-mining regulations recom-

mended an increase in the claim rental and a supertax on

diamond production.

Prospecting for. bauxite was carried out in the

upper Denierara and deposits located. Quarrying

titles were applied for on the Colony lands at Christian-

burg and Wisiaar and Crown lauds at "Three Friends"'

on the right bank of Demerara River, and on the left

bank of the .same river, which applications were still

under consideration by the government at the close of the

year. An American company acquired, from private indi-

viduals—in some cases the freehold and in others the

mining rights—to 13,000 acres in the Demerara River.

There were 2,931 laborers registered in the gold-mining

fields, and the health of the men was considered good,

only Hi dcath.s being reported. These were classified as

follows: Natural causes, 13; accidental, 1; gunshot

wound, 1 ; cause unknown, 1. In the past, aside from
"natural causes," more men have lost their lives by

drowning tbuii any other one cause; during the last year,

no deaths were reported from this source.

Prospecting licenses to the number of 488 were issued,

compared with I.O'.u; during the previous year, which

was an abnormal one owing to the rush to the Pigeon

Island and Kaburi districts. The number issued in 1914-

15. however, was in excess of those issued during each of

the four years prior to 1913-14. During la.st year, 369

claim licenses were is>ued as against 619 the previous

vciii. and 455 claim licenses were revoked.

f®5p C®pp©iP Dirllll MoSes*

In the exploration of a copper deposit by drilling,

obvious advantages are to be gained from a distinction

between primary and secondary ore.^ Perhaps the chief

of these is the aid that such a distinction renders in deter-

mining where a given hole should stop. The copper assav.

often a sufficient guide, cannot always be exclusively re-

lied upon. Primary ores may extend downward indefi-

nitely and may fluctuate in value independently of depth

:

if primary ores are consistently lean for a considerable

vertical distance, there is little reason to expect that, still

deeper, their mineral content will increase to the com-
mercial grade; on the other hand, rich primary ores may
persist uninterruptedly downward or may come in again
below a lean interval. Secondary ores, however, have a

comparatively limited vertical extent; in the large wav
enrichment decreases with depth and finally gives out.

It follows then that when a hole descends from profit-

able ore into ore of less than the commercial grade, the

practical significance of the situation depends upon
whether this decrease in mineral content results from a

decrease in secondary enrichment or is a variation in

primary content. If the valuable minerals passed through
have been chiefiy secondary, little is gained in the average

case by extending the hole much below the point at which
the commercial limit is reached ; but when they are chiefly

primary, due weight must be given to the possibility

that, still deeper, the assay value may again increase.

The distinction between primary and secondary ore may
of course be effected through an examination of the

drillings. It has been found, however, to be facilitated by
curves made by plotting assays against depths. In this

connection, the data of several hundred drill holes in the

copper districts of Ajo, Bingham, Bisbee, Ely. Miami, Ray
and Santa Rita have been studied, in conjunction with the

corresponding drill pulps and ore specimens. The ac-

companying curves represent holes chosen to illustrate

both normal and abnormal conditions, which are re-

spectively simple and difficult of interpretation.

Conditions Most Commonly Encountered

The significant features of curve shape are chiefly con-

cerned with the abruptness of the change in copper eon-

tent. In particular a .jagged profile is to be contrasted

with a smoother one, and according as they possess one

or the other of these characters, curves representing

normal conditions fall into two princijial groups:

Group I. That in which the tenor undergoes no abrupt

change throughout the sulphide part of the hole; for ex-

ample, Curves 1, 2 and 3.

Group II. That in which the lower part of the curve

has the characteristics of Grou]) I, while the upper part

is richer and is marked by peaks; for example. Curves

4 to 8.

•Excerpts from a paper by Edward H. Perry and Augustus
Locke, read before the New York meeting of the American
Institute of Mining Engineers, February, 1916; this is one of a
series of contributions b,v the Secondary Enrichment Inves-
tigation and is intended to present results of specific portions
of its work in .advance of the complete memoir.

'In this paper the terms "secondary" and "enriched" are
used in the sense commonly ascribed to them in the expression
"secondary enrichment" and refer to changes undergone by
initial—that is, primary—constituents of an ore as the result
of solutions descending from the surface. The term ore as here
used does not necessarily signify material of commercial
grade, and consideration Is given only to sulphide, not to
oxidized ores.
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Primary ore commonly yields a curve of mild profile.

A curve of secondary ore is usually peaked, and as might

be expected, the more emphatic the enrichment the higher

and rougher are the peaks and the more characteristic is

the form of the curve. A curve, then, of Group I presum-

ably means primary ore, while a curve of Group II pre-

sumably means primary ore below secondary ore. The

curves noted as illustrating these two groups are. in fact,

exactly what their forms thus suggest.

In Group I, Curves 1 and 2 well exemplify. I)y the

smoothness of their profdes, the comparatively uniform

tenor of primary ores under conditions defined as normal.

They also illustrate a not unusual tendency of primary ore

to decrease gradually in value with depth. Curve 3 indi-

cates a somewhat less constant grade of ore, yet sufficiently

imiform to place the curve in (ii'oup I ; in any case thei'e

An interpretation of ore character, however, by means
of curve shapes alone is often beset with difficulties. De-
partures from normal conditions may be encountered in

porphyry or schist, but are met most fref|uently in other

rocks. They are most likely to be found in limestone,

which is fairly common in dejiosits explored by drilling,

and which, on account of the erratic nature of its minerali-

zation, often introduces disturljing factors. Various kinds

of difficulties that are experienced find illustration in

(Jurves 9 to 13. which may lie classed as still another

grou])

:

Group III. That in which decided irregularities occur

once or more, without systematic relation either to each

other or to the top of the hole.

Curves 9 and 10, representatives of a type that is com-
mon, are of primary ore in lim<'^;ton<. If they were in

Copper Con+en+. Per Cent
12 3 2 5 4
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of enrichment in schist or porphyry and suggests primary

ore with erratic or buncliy distribution of the copper

minerals, and this in turn suggests limestone. The two

peaks in the curve might, for example, coincide with two

of the limestone beds that were especially favorable for

primary-ore deposition. As a matter of fact, were the

effect of enricluuent removed from this curve, its shape

would be only slightly changed. This situation well

illustrates the impossibility of detecting enrichment in

limestone from the shape of the curve alone.

Curve 12 is of primary ore in alternating porphyry

and limestone. It has the appearance of being a typical

cxiTve of primary ore in limestone, but there is no way of

deteiTuining from its shape whether or not enrichment is

involved in any part of it.

Curve 13 is of enriched ore in schist overlying primary

ore in diabase. Altogether, the curve looks like one in

porphyry or schist with irregular enrichment above pri-

mary ore ; the barren stretch near the middle of the

bole might be variously interpreted as the result of leach-

ing or as due to primary poverty, and the small length

of low-grade at the bottom might suggest a return to pri-

mary conditions. As a matt-er of fact, the low-grade at

the bottom is due to the presence of the diabase into which

the enriching solutions were unable to penetrate effec-

tively, and the barren interval is the result of oxidizing

influences, which have entered obliquely or laterally, and

have thus undercut sulphides lying above.

Erratic Coxditioxs ix Porphyry axd Schist

Abnormalities that are occasionally present in deposits

contained in porphyry or schist may bring about condi-

tions as difficult of interpretation as those due to the pres-

ence of limestone or of other disturbing rocks, or they

may yield curves which, on the basis of shape, would fall

in Group II or even in Group I, but which in reality owe

their shape to causes other than those normally determin-

ing the profiles characteristic of Groups I and II respec-

tively. Curves 14 to 16 afford examples of such erratic

or abnormal conditions.

Curve 14 is of primary ore in porphyry. Viewed
broadly, it suggests enriched ore over primary ore

; yet its

upper and richer part lacks the strongly serrated outline

usually found to accompany enrichment. Indeed, each of

the two parts, taken independently, looks primary, and

this, indeed, is actually the case, the drop in tenor coincid-

ing with the entrance of a porphyry of a different variety

wliicli, in the district in question, carries less copper.

Curve 1-") is of ore in porphyry, only slightly enriched

and representing two primary grades, the poorer underly-

ing tile i-iclier. The primary copper of the poorer is in

chalcopyrite; tliat of the richer is in bornitc as well as

chalcopyrite. On the basis of shape, the curve is an es-

pecially good example of Group IT, which would ordinar-

ily signify enriclied ore overlying primary ore; yet in this

particular case, the effect of enrichment on the shape of

the curve is only to accent the relief of the peaks in its

upi)er, richer part.

Curve 16, of ore in poi))liyry, might be thought to in-

dicate deep enriclmiiiit giving way to primary ore near

the Ijottoni. As a iiiattcr of fact, enrichment is confined

to till' upper part, win re the irregularities are most accen-

tuated : below the point, at a depth of about 170 ft., where
the tenor suddenlv st.jjs down and the cu^^'e becomes

smoother, the ore is wholly primary, growing distinctly

leaner near the bottom.

Curves 17 and 18 are in porphyry and are slightly en-

riched throughout. They are not to be regarded as ab-

normal ; they represent a normal condition that yields

a somewhat erratic curve. Nothing in their shape, how-
ever, distinguishes them from curves of primary ores of

somewhat variable grade in porphyry or schist.

Character of Ore Is Not Determixable by Assay
Curves Aloxe

After all, there are a number of varieties of knowledge,

not yielded by curves, which are essential to an intelligent

diagnosis of conditions. The study of curve shapes must
be made in the light of an understanding of the geologic

habits of the district. A knowledge of the kind of rock

traversed is invariably required, and there must always

be enough study of drillings and of other specimens to

yield an intimate acquaintance with the district habits.

Such studies are facilitated by the microscope. Thin
sections are sometimes necessary for the identification

of the rocks and determination of the alterations they

have undergone. Polished surfaces of opaque minerals

are often indispensable for the recognition of enrichment

and of its character. Powders, such as drill pulps, can be

investigated by the microscope or by the binocular, a mag-
netized needle aiding in the separation of magnetite from

chalcocite, which, in the powdered form, it closely re-

sembles. It is often advantageous to embed powders

in sealing wax, in order that polished surfaces of their

constituent grains may be prepared for microscopic e.x-

aminations.

Limestone—which it is especially important to recognize

on account of its disturbing influences—is sometimes diffi-

cult of identification because of intense alteration. The
common test of effervescence with acid may of course be

ineffectual, because of the frequent destruction of the car-

bonate by the alteration. A familiarity with the condi-

tions or character of limestone alteration in the district

will usually serve in separating this rock from porphyry.

The limestone, however much altered, is likely to have a

characteristic aspect, due, for example, to certain habits

of sulphide aggregation or of softness.

Altogether, the usefulness of a study of curve shapes

will vary inversely with the amount of additional knowl-

edge needed for their interpretation. Should the deposit

or district be erratic in its habits, curves may not be

very intelligible. But should the district possess a uni-

formity or regularity in its general geology and its min-

eralization, the curves are likely to be very significant

and to constitute an important shortcut to an understand-

ing of the ore distriliution.

A Siberian Bureau To Foster Siberian InduHtrie<^ was
recently established, according to the "Kussian-Amerlcan
Journal of Commerce." Such a bureau was made necessary
by the removal from Poland and the Baltic Provinces of mills

and factories to Siberia, The bureau is taking measures to

promote the metallurgical industry of the North. It is organ-
izing a scientific expedition to make a thorough investigation
of the mineral resources of the country, especially iron and
coal, to determine the quantities of iron used in Siberia in the
form of tools and hardware, and to study the growth and
development of the iron industry in Siberia. The expedition,
which will start In the very near future, will be composed of

16 engineers, metallurgists, chemists and geologists for field

work and 7 engineers for laboratory work. To cover the cost

of the expedition, 360,000 rubles has been advanced as a first

grant.
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Ajax OaS ©r Gas For^e
The Ajax oil or gas forge is a new departure, since it is

two forges in one, having two burners and two fireboxes.

When used as one complete unit it will heat drill steels

fast enough to keep two drill-sharpening machines in fast

operation. One side of it may be used for heating steels

for sharpening and the other side for tempering. Dur-

ing hours when comparativel}' few steels require sharpen-

ing, an economy of fuel may be effected by using only one

burner to heat 5 to 8 drills, which is only i^ the total

capacity of the forge. Since it is never desirable to heat

AJAX OIL OR GAS FORGE

a steel for more than o in., the AJax forge is made wit

its firebox 21^ in. deep. In making collars or lugs, how
ever, the heat can be placed where desired. This forge i

being put on the market by T. H. Proske, Denver, Colo

MSiraHiag MsiclhaEa©B°§^ ana JR^ssaa
According to a recent number of the Board of Trade

Journal, the British vice-consul at Ekaterinburg reports

that a serious lack of machinery is beginning to be felt.

\part from any new enterprises, the machinery in use is

likely to be scrapjied, owing to the difficulty of obtaining

spare parts, so that practically all existing enterprises

must replace their machinery after the war.

There is a tremendous demand for catalogs and speci-

fications printed in the Russian language. In trying for

business there American finns should heed the advice given

bv Yice-Consul Preston to send representatives having a

good knowledge of the Russian language.

e Kellow RocR Drill
The Kellow rock drill, which is reported to have made

some remarkable records in drilling in copper mines in

Spain, is a rotary boring machine, adapted to under-

ground work, which will bore holes from 1^ in. to 3 in.

diameter; the fonner, it is claimed, at a rate of 7 ft. 6

in. in li/i min., and the latter at the rate of 30 ft. per hr.

The cutter is rotated against a rock face tinder heavy

hydraulic feed pressure, which the manufacturers claim is,

under the circumstances, more efficient than pneumatic.

^^'here a direct head of water is not available, a compact

self-regulating pump is furnished.

The principle of action of this drill is a turbine wheel

driving the drill rod through epicyclic gears. The feed

and return are automatically obtained by hydraulic pres-

THE KELLOW DRILL UNDERGROL'ND

sure. The exhaust water is brought back by utilizing

its residual velocity, leaving the turbine vanes on the ^'en-

turi principle. The water passes to and from the machine

in concentric hose pipes, which are connected to the drill

by a single union. Two jets of high-pressure water, ap-

plied directly to the cutting edges of the bits, effectively

clear the debris and allay all dust.

The drill is supported for tunnel work by means of

setscrews engaging in the sides of the machine and resting

in a double column. When required to be fixed high on

vertical rough faces, or in a position in which the use

of a column is impossible, the machine is supported on

screwed rods.

In the construction of the drill the moving parts are

especially designed, and it is claimed that thoy are

mathematically correct as to details of turbine principles.

All of the moving parts run in an oil bath and are con-

structed of chrome-vanadium steel. The casing com-

pletely isolates the drill rod from any of the working

parts of the machine, so that no grit or clay can possibly

pass into the mechanism.

The drill rod is hexagonal and is made an easy fit in

the drill-rod casing or sleeve. It is screwed left-handcilly
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at its inner end to fit the piston, and riglit-liandedly with

a triplex or quadruplex thread at tlie outer end to re-

reive the cutter holder, or socket. Tlrt- multiple thread is

adopted in consequence of the enormous torque that has to

be transmitted by the rod. The drill rod is hollow to

enable water to pass down through it to the cutting tool.

The feed cylinders can be supplied in any length, 5 ft.

and T ft. 6 in. being the most common. The length of

the feed cylinder determines the length of the hole.

The following drilling records were made at a Span-

ish copper mine with a drill boring a 3-in. hole, which

it is claimed maintained its gage throughout the length

of the hole. For slate rock traversed by quartz veins

the following record of time and drill speed was made:
Minutes

Average time taken per hole in setting up.......... 53%
Average time taken per hole in drilling, including
time taken to connect and disconnect extension
rods and to exchange cutters 3S

Average depth of each hole 24 6

Average lenath bored per hour, including time ot

drilling, connecting and disconnecting extension
rods and exchanging cutters 3S S

In hard mineral-bearing rock and extremely hard and

compact siliceous rock, at the same mine, the following

records were made:
Minutes

.Average time taken per hole in setting up 37

Average time taken per hole in drilling, including
time taken to conm ct and disconnect extension
rods and to exchange cutters „.'*'•,

Ft. In.

.\verage depth of each hole 19 -

Average length bored per hour, including time of
drilling, connecting and disconnecting extension
rods and exchanging cutters "6 9

Average length bored per hour, including time of

drilling, connecting and disconnecting extension
rods and exchanging cutters in extremely hard
siliceous rock • " "

.Average length bored per hour, including time of

drilling, connecting and disconnecting extension
rods and exchanging cutters in ordinary mineral
rock 30

This rock drill will be manufactured for the Kellow

Rock Drill Syndicate. Ltd., Keldril Works, Croesor,

Pcnihvnbeudraeth. Xorth AVales, by Holnian Bros., rock-

drill manufacturers of Camborne, Cornwall, as soon as

this finn, now fully engaged in the manufacture of war

munitions, can find opportunity to do so.

In the illustration .1 is the drill head containing the

turbine mechanism, B is the feed cylinder and C is the

sctscrew double»column or mounting.

OpxsiTssttioia ©f ]Eirag?!a®«=IDhpa"'5;'®Tni
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The following table gives the number of hours of oper-

ation and the percentage of time that generators v.-cre mi

service at the liaritan Copper Works, Perth Amboy, X. !..

from August to December, 1915.

Percent-

Total Kncine No. 1 Encinc No. 2 Engine No. 5 EnKine No. 6 ago

Hr. Ilr. in Per- Hr in Per- Hr. in Per- Ilr. in Per- Total

in Cipera- cent- Opera- cent- Opera- cent- Opera- rent- all

Month Month tion age tion age tion age tion age EngiiH''

Aug . 744 022 00 89 .->75 2.5 77.0 740 23 99 7 739 00 99 2 91.

^

Sept... 720 719 50 99 9 705.23 98 703 00 97.6 71.5 00 99.4 UX (i

Oct.. 744 713 00 90 718 00 96 5 726.50 97.5 724.50 97 5 97(1
Nov... 720 <;!)! 2.". no 1 698.00 97.0 696 00 97.0 683.60 95 90
Dec. 744 7.i2 W) '.IS .5 733.25 98 5 740 50 99 8 742 25 99 9 99 tl

3,672 ;i,518.:t.'j 90 03.429 75 93 4 3.600.25 98 53,604 35 98.2 90 4

The engines are four-cylinder triple-expansion eorli.'^s

•^1, .IS, 44444x Is-in. driving !)00-kw. generators and were

built by the Xdnlliirg ilaiiufacturing Co.. llilwai'ki'f.

Wi.=. The engines, as imted in the taitle, operated in most

casc< over 95% of the time, averaging out of the totiil

tiiiK' in five months IM!. 1% continuous operation. The
time lost was for IIm- nidst part in keying up and taking

up lost motion in vnhc gears.

The chief engineer of the Raritan Copper Works is

George L. Fales, to whom a large share of the credit for

this operating record is due.

The accompanying illustrations show a neat type of

balanced four-way valve recently introduced by the Crane

CRANE CO. FOUR-W.AY V.ALVE

Co., of Chicago, 111. As can be seen from the vertical

section, the valve constantly regrinds to a tight seat, while

there is no leak around the spring, which keeps it seated.

The requirements of dam construction at Salisbury,

X. C., undertaken by the Ilardaway Contracting Co., of

Washington, D. C, made necessary the use of concrete

mixers larger than any that had ever been built. Conse-

quently two machines of 1 cu.yd. (108 cu.ft.) capacity

were constructed by the T, L. Smith Co., of Milwaukee,

Wis. The contract recjuires the pouring of 60,000 cu.yd.

THIO l.AKC i:ST CONCRKTIO MIXKK

of concrete a niontii until completion—a total of aiiout

l.diiD.ooo cu.yd.—and machines of small capacity as com-

iiumly utilized would not ])crforni the work satisfactorily.

These mixers are twice the size of any used on the

Panama Canal work. They are entirely of steel, each

weighing Ki.OOO lb. The inside diameter of the drum

ling is !) ft. () in. The illustration shows the comparative

size of each appliance.
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For 1015 the Shattiick Aiizona Coiipcr Co., Bisbee,

Ariz., reports a production of 11,15-1,211 lb. copper, 3,151

oz. gold, 201,869 oz. silver, and 2,345,:342 lb. lead. The
following table give.? ore tonnages:

Copper Ore, Lead Ore,
Dry Tons Dry Tons

Ore sloped 90,481 7.500
Development ore 4,526 637
Second-class ore 563 21

Total mined 95,570 8,238

Total shipped 94,041 8,199
Total smelted 94,591 7,800

Pounds recovered per ton copper, 117.92; lead, 300.67.

The value of gold and silver per dry ton of copper

ore was $1.T3 and per ton of refined copper, $29.35.

Lead-ore credit per ton of refined copper was $!'<.80.

The net cost of copper after credits was 8. -14:6c. per lb.

The average jDrice received for copper was 17.312c. per

lb. on 8,622.358 lb. Unsold refined copper on hand
amounted to 2.209 lb., compared with 604,747 at the

end of 1914. All of the 1915 production except 18,670

lb. has been sold. The company expects to produce

1,500,000 lb. of copper per month during the high prices.

Total receipts were $2,368,547 from sale of ores and

miscellaneous sources; expenditures were $1,194,520,

leaving a net operating balance of $1,174,027. Construc-

tion and equipment account was increased $23,902, and

•'l>3 1,364 in depreciation was charged ofP surplus account.

Dividends during the year aggregated $875,000. Balance

of quick assets over liabilities was $1,309,464. or about

$3.70 per share of capital stock.

It is stated that the physical condition of the mine is

good and that new ore zones are being developed. An
ore lens more than 400 ft. long, with an average width

of 12 ft., carrying 6% copper, has been opened on the

Southwest claim. It is estimated that this orebody

should produce as much ore as was .shipped in 1915.

The Vindicator Consolidated Gold Mining Co. for

1915 reports a profit of $1,265,862 from mine operations,

and $1,350,164 including miscellaneous receipts. Of this

profit $1,046,939 was paid out for additional equipment,

property purchases, etc., leaving a net balance of $303,225

over expenditures. Dividends amounting to $225,000

were paid, and the cash balance at the end of the year was

$286,494. The total output of crude ore, 218,487 tons,

produced 125,397 tons of shipping ore, averaging $23.73

gold i)er ton. The total assay value of the ore shipped

was $2,979,851, and freight and treatment charges were

$5.70 per ton, or $715,465. Of the ore produced, lessees

produced 49,188 tons, averaging $16.57 per ton. The
net proceeds from lease production totaled $251,624.

In March, 1915, the comjiany purchased the property

nf the (iolden Cycle Mining Co., comjjrising 43.5 acres,

for $1,.300.000. nf which $50,000 was paid in cash and

the balance was covered by 36 notes paya1)le monthly ; 35

of these notes were for $35,000 each, and the final one
was for $25,000. All notes could be taken up at option

of the purchaser, and at the end of the year $910,000 of

these had been paid off. Of this amount $650,000 was
from the earnings of the (iolden Cycle mine. The
company now holds 130 acres of claims;

The new Vindicator concentrating mill, which handles
the reject from sorting at the orehouse, was brought up
to 250 tons a day during the year. The ratio of concen-

tration is 11 to 1, and on an average grade of $2 ore the

recovery has averaged about 55%. The cost of milling

is 26c. per ton. There is a large low-grade dump on
the property, averaging about $2 per ton and estimated to

contain about 2,000,000 tons. Metallurgical engineers

have been making experiments on these ores and are now
working a flotation unit of 10 tons' capacity. These ex-

periments have led them to recommend the remodeling of

the concentrator at the Golden Cycle shaft into a flotation

unit of 300 tons' daily capacity. It is stated that the

cost of this change will not be great and that an extraction

of 90% of the gold contents at a cost of less than $1 a ton

is expected to be realized.

M®cte25uafiiffia Copper
Notwithstanding that the train service between Naco-

zari, Son., and Douglas, Ariz., was interrupted during

the greater part of 1915, a net production of 22,889,885

lb. of copper is rejiorted by the Moctezuma Copper Co.,

and some important improvements have been planned.

The Pilares shaft has now reached a depth of 1,285

ft., and General Manager J. S. Williams, Jr., in the

annual report, .states that it has been decided to do no
further work in the present shaft, but to sink a new
one in order to relieve for extraction a large block of

ore in the immediate vicinity of the shaft, from the

surface to the 1,200 level. A drift has been started on
the 1,200 level to the proposed site of the new shaft,

with the idea of churn or diamond-drilling the ground

for another 1,000 ft. in depth before final location of

the new shaft, as it is desired to keep this shaft in the

barren hanging wall.

As the depth of both the Pilares and Esperanza shaft

is now beyond the safe working capacity of the present

hoisting engines, orders were placed for two direct-driven

electric hoists, each to have a ca])acity of 10 tons from

a depth of 2,500 ft. These are to be delivered in the

latter part of 1916. The installation of this large hoist

at the Esperanza will require the erection of a new steel

headframe.

The concentrator at Naoozari was shut down 135 days

owing to the activities of warring Mexican factions along

the line of the Nacozari R.R. At three ditlVrent times it

became necessary to pile concentrates on the ground. In

1915, 424,027 tons of ore assaying 3.4r-"( Cu were

milled, with a rccoverv- of 83.6% of tlu> copper in

90,014 tons of concentrates assaying 13.:ili;''; Cu, The

ratio of concentration was 1.71. The q\i:inti'v of : .--h
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water iised per ton milled was 861 gal. Four additional

Dorr tanks, 10x30 ft., were installed to relieve a previous

installation, which was overloaded. Experimental work
was carried on with various types of flotation machines,

and it was proved possible to obtain a good mineral froth

without the use of acid. Plans are being prepared for a

600-ton flotation plant to treat the vanner tailings and

slimes. A small precipitation plant was erected at the

Porvenir tunnel to treat the mine waters, a 5 to 8%
copper precipitate being obtained.

Owing to the shortage of men and the disturbed con-

ditions of the country, it was impossible to do regular

development work, and only 40% of the ore extracted

was developed' during the year. The total recoverable

ore is estimated at 3.219,972 tons at the end of 1915.

At Churunibabi no work was done, the plans for the

proposed cyanide mill being held up on account of the

unsettled political condition of the country.

The development and construction campaign of the

Burro Mountain Copper Co. is nearing completion.

Superintendent E. M. SawA'er, in his annual report, states

that the first 500-ton section of the concentrator should

be ready for service about Mar. 1, 1916, and construction

work designed to facilitate ore extraction in the mine
was also about completed. The central power station of

2,000-hp. capacity has been finished and tested. Two
1,000-hp. Diesel engines are installed in this plant, and

these are to be augmented in the near future by a third

of the same design, made by the Nordberg ilanufactur-

ing Co. The tovnisite at Tyrone, N. il., is rapidly

assuming the appearance of a model town, with hospital

and other semipublic buildings carefully grouped and

planned under the direction of a New York architect,

and about 21,000 ft. of new roads were finished la.st year.

Churn-drill prospecting was continued through 1915,

carrying out the general scheme for testing the large

northeastern grou)) of mining claims by a series of holes

placed at wide intervals. Three machines were in iise,

and 20 holes, having an average depth of 1,031 ft.,

were drilled. The general results of this work merely

showed the far-reaching extent of the ore-bearing forma-

tions, but one hole was drilled through 67 ft. of ore

averaging 2.67% copper. During the year 1,351,377 lb.

of copper was produced from various sources, 524,200

lb. being credited to leasers.

The test mill has been partly dismantled, as it has

served its purpose in indicating the proper treatment in

the 1,000-ton plant. A total of 11,008 tons of ore of

various types was tested in this mill. In March the

work of the mill was concluded, after testing a small

unit of the Rork flotation machine, the results being

practically the same as those obtained with the Towne
machine under similar conditions. Shipments were made
to Douglas of about 3,000 tons of slime tailings for the

pur])Ose of testing by leaching methods.

As the policy of tlie company was to prepare the mine
for ore extraction, extensive mine-repair work w^s nec-

essary and general (li'vcJopment work was subordinated.

The oil' reserve, Iiowcmi-, nf Dec. 31, 1915, was ecpiivalenl

to i;iO.O0O,000 11). ol (.,|,iMT, oonlained in 2,555,000 tons

of ore of 2.53% grailr. Duplicate steel headframes and

lioistiiiL' enirines have Ijccn instnlKil at No. 2 and No. 3

shafts, and concrete shaft collars placed. The Niagara
tunnel for ore transportation has been completed and a

350-ton ore bin constructed above the haulage road, to

serve as storage and for loading the 30-ton cars that will

lie used. The tunnel is 8 ft. 8 in. in width at the cap
by 8 ft. 10 in. clear height above the rail.

The Magma Copper Co., Superior, Ariz,, reports an
operating profit of $670,886 for 1915 and a net profit of

$611,729 after charging off $59,157 for depreciation.

The receipts from the sale of metals were $1,023,675, and
the cost of production was $353,128. Balance of quick

assets amounted to $442,445 exclusive of mine and mill

supplies on hand. Dividends No. 1 and No. 2 were paid,

amounting to $240,000. The copper production was

6,046,459 lb., and after crediting gold and silver, the

average cost was 6.82c. per lb. The average selling

price was 17.91c. per lb. The following table gives de-

tails of ore production and ore reserves

:

ORE PRODUCTION
Tons Copper Silver Gold

Mined 46,691 6.439'r 7.45 oz
From dump 12.528 4.62% 5.00 oz

Total treated 59,219 6.05% 6.93 oz
Crude sorted 3,756 IS.44% 20.09 oz. $1.58

Mill heads 55,463 5.21% 6.04 oz
Concentrates produced 15.039 16.67% 19.05 oz. $2.18
Carbonate ore 900 8.20% 4.55 oz. $1.20

ORE RESERVES
Tons Copper Silver Gold

Reasonably assured sulphide
ore 87,000 6.72% 6.8 oz. 0.03 oz.

Ore in third-class dumps.... 3.000 4.85% 5.4S oz. 0.02 oz.

Total 90.000 6.55'7c 6.75 oz. 0.029 oz.

Tons Zinc Lead Silver
Lead-zinc ore, probable 10.000 14.0% 4.0% 10.0 oz.

No carbonate ore is included in the reserve. The com-
pany owns 346 acres of mining claims and 133 acres of

mill sites.

The recovery at the mill was 86.765% of the mill feed,

and 89.324% of the copper contents of the mine run

of ore was treated by hand sorting and milling. The
property is equipped with a 200-ton mill and an oil-

flotation plant. It has a three-compartment shaft to the

1,200-ft. level and an electric hoist capable of working

to 2,200 ft. in depth.

"Wfliraoiaa Coppe5P
The Winona Copper Co., Winona, ^lich., report shows

a gain of $112,194 in balance of assets, exclusive of assess-

ments received. The output of the mine is now running

at the rate of about 200,000 lb, of fine copper per montli.

Rebuilding the King Philip No. 1 shafthouse, which was

destroyed by fire, will be completed al)Out May and will

enable the output to be increased approximately 35%.
The average price received for 1915 copper was 17.4c,

l)er lb. The mill treated 102,594 tons of rock, fi-oni which

it produced 3,032,045 lb. of mineral that yielded 1,722,-

638 lb. of refined copper. The recovery of mineral per

ton stamped was 29.55 lb. and of refined copper, 16.79

lb. The expenses for mining, milling, transportation,

etc., at the mine were $278,190; with smelting, selling,

insurance, etc., the total cost was $297,807. The com-

pany ended tlie year with a iiahiiiee of $223, ,32 1 in quick

assets on hand.
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The annual report of the Utah Copper Co., operating

in Bingham Caiion, Utah, gives the following interesting

data for the year 1915.

The net operating profit amounted to $15,023,834;

miscellaneous income received during the year from out-

side investments, including dividends received from the

Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. and the Bingham and
Garfield Railway Co. and from interest, rentals, etc.,

amounted to $2,896,G09. The total income therefore

amounted to $17,920,443. Interest paid during the year

amounted to $6,962, leaving a net profit applicable to divi-

dends or for other capital purposes of $17,913,481, or

$11.03 per share as compared with $5.34 per share for

1914. Dividends paid during the year amounted to $4.25

per share—75c. for the first quarter, $1 for the second

quarter, $1 for the third quarter and $1.50 for the fourth

quarter—aggregating $6,904,082, leaving surplus earn-

ings for the year, after payment of dividends of $11,009,-

398. The usual amount for depreciation of plants and
equipment, being a sum equal to 5% on the total cost,

was set aside and amounted to $546,733. This resulted

in passing $10,462,665 to earned surplus account. The
total dividends up to and including 1915 are $32,721,897.

The entire net earnings of the Bingham & Garfield

Railway Co. accrue to the company and properly apply

in reducing the cost of producing copper.

On Dec. 31, 1915, the outstanding capital stock of the

company was 1,624,490 shares.

The investments held by the company comprise 4,093

shares, Garfield AVater Co.; Advances to Garfield Water
Co. ; 1,405 shares, Garfield Improvement Co. ; 1,000,500

shares, Nevada Consolidated Copper Co. ; 414 shares, Utah
& Salt Lake Canal Co. ; 1,000 shares, North Jordan Canal

Co. ; 60,000 shares, Bingham & Garfield Railway Co.

:

Water Rights Utah & Salt Lake Canal Co. These have

a face value $510,751 in excess of book value, owing mostly

to the Nevada Consolidated holdings.

Operations at the Mines

The total area of mining and other lands held by the

company is 6,662 acres.

During the year, one churn-drill hole was deepened

and three additional holes were drilled, the total amount
of this work being 1,365 ft. The combined measurement
of the 87 holes drilled from the beginning of the devel-

opment of the property is 47,756 ft., or 9.05 mi., corre-

sponding to an average depth per hole of 549 ft. The
cost of all underground and churn-drill development for

the year was charged against operations.

At the close of 1914 the total ore-bearing area was
reckoned at 226.3 acres, and no attempt was made to

add to this during 1915. However, the development work
incident to operations increased the calculated average

thickness of developed and partially developed ore from
465 ft. to 480 ft. Revised ore-reserve calculations show
that at the end of the year there had been developed in

the property 390,000,000 tons of ore, averaging 1.447%
copper. Of this quantity 270,000,000 tons is classed as

fully developed, and 120.000,000 tons as partly so. There
was mined from the entire property prior to Jan. 1, 1916,

a total of 43,684,700 tons of ore averaging 1.453% cop-

per, and therefore the total reserves remaining amount
to 346,315,300 tons, averaging 1.446% copper. In mak-

ing the calculations to determine the averages, there were
used 65,643 assays, representing 358,803 lin.ft. of devel-

opment work. The increase of ore reserves for the year
was 3,815,300 tons in excess of the tonnage mined. Much
additional ore can and will be developed at opportune
times when the work can be done without interfering

with other operations.

The total amount of capping removed during the year

was 5,961,367 cu.yd., being an average of 1,490,342 cu.

yd. per quarter and an average of 496,780 cu.yd. per

month, as compared with an average of 1,427,209 cu.yd.

and 475,736 cu.yd. respectively for the previous year.

The total amount of capping removed prior to Jan. 1,

1916, was 33,795,410 cu.yd., of which quantity 21,194,-

751 cu.yd. were from the Utah group and 12,600,659
cu.yd. from the Boston group. At the close of the year
the total area upon which stripping operations had been

conducted was 203.24 acres, and the actual area com-
pletely stripped was estimated at 96.80 acres.

With the exception of a comparatively small amount
of development work in the Boston mine, no underground
mining operations were conducted during 1915, and there-

fore practically all the ore produced was mined by steam
shovels. The average cost of mining was 24.41c. per ton,

of which 7.5c. represents charges for stripping and 0.3c.

charges for development, leaving an actual working cost,

including the proper proportionment of all fixed and
general charges, of 16.61c. per ton as compared with

22.62c. per ton for the year 1914. This very notable re-

duction was due partly to increased output, partly to an
improvement in the working conditions on the various

steam-shovel levels and partly to increased efficiency in

all departments.

Operations at the ^Iills

During the year there were milled at the Magna plant

5,233,300 tons of ore, an increase of 771,839 tons over

1914; while at the Arthur plant, which was not operated

until Jan. 25, 3,261,000 tons were milled, an increase of

1,252,295 tons as compared with 1914. The total ore

treated at both plants was 8,494,300 tons, as compared
with 6,470,166 tons for the previoiis year. The Magna
plant treated an average of 14,388 tons daily during the

3'ear, and the Arthur plant an average of 9,563 tons daily

during the time it was actually operated.

The average grade of ore milled at both plants was
slightly under 1.434% copper, as compared with about

1.425% copper for 1914. The average recovery at both

plants was 64.13%, corresponding to 18.39 lb. of copper

per ton, as compared to 66.04%, or 18.82 lb. per ton,

for the previous year. The low extraction was due partly

to the presence in the ore of considerable copper in the

form of carbonates, but principally to crowding the mills

for high production beyond the point of metallurgical

efficiency. For the la.st six months of the year the average

daily tonnage milled was 26.537, or about 33% above

normal capacity.

The cost of nulling at ilagna was 30.0 tc. per ton and

at Arthur 39.02c., as compared with 34.3:)c. and 37.o.">.

.

respectively for 1914. Tlie average cost of milling a!

both plants was 34.02c. ]ier ton, as comjiared with 35. "'Ih'.

for the previous year.

The total gross production of copper contained in oui-

centrates was 156,207,376 lb., and the average grade of

the concontnites was 19.17%, as compared witli 121. T79,-
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401 lb. and 18.19% copper respectively for the previous

j'ear.

The average cost per net pound of copper produced

for the 3'ear, after making allowances for smelter deduc-

tions and crediting the value of the gold and silver re-

covered, but without cou.^idering miscellaneous income,

was 7.56c., as compared with S. 1.31c. for the previous year.

If total net earnings of the Bingham & Garfield Railway

Co.. together with miscellaneous income in Utah, were

credited to the cost of production, the cost per pound
would be 6.612c. These costs inchide all expenses of

smelting, transportation, refining and selling. The net

value of the gold and silver recovered amounted to 0.620c.

per lb., as compared with O.7o7c. for 1914. All operating

costs for 1915 were less than those of previous years.

Opekatioxs of BixGiiAii & Gakfield Railway Co.

During the year the railway handled a total of 7,074,-

372 tons of freight, being an average of 19,382 tons

daily, as compared with 5.902.196 tons and 16,170 tons

respectively for 1914. Of this qiumtity 6,101,237 tons

was ore, 5,812.723 tons having been shipped by the Utah
Copper Co., and 288.514 tons by other mining companies

in Bingham. The remaining 973,035 tons consisted of

commercial freight, as compared with 1,072,319 tons of

such freight shipped during the previous j'ear. The total

number of passengers handled was 97.304. This business

was affected adversely by the curtailment of operations

during the early part of the year and by the competition

of motor-lnis services. The average cost of transporta-

tion charged to ore was .$0.2781 per ton.

Gexekal Remark.s

About two-thirds of the capping on the westerly side

of Bingham Canon has been removed. In this part of

the ore de])osit there yet remains, according to present

calculations, over 276,000,000 tons of ore. On the lower

steam-shovel levels, stripping has progressed to such an

extent that the quantity of (•ap])ing to be removed from

these during 1916 will be only about one-half that moved
during 1915. On the levels near the top of the moun-
tain, where the caiijiing was very thick, there is still a

large quantity remaining, and it is on this account de-

."irable to continue stripping operations for a time at

approximately the same rate as for the past year. It is

not likely therefore that any material decrease in these

operations will occur until after the close of 1916.

Throughout most of the year, considerable investiga-

tive work was done with a view of determining how best

to permanenlly increase the capacity and at the same
time the efficiency of the mills, and it is expected that

active construction in this direction can be intelligently

undertaken during the year 1916. The directors have

authorized the construction of a leaching plant to treat

the oxidized capjiing which has been, and is being, re-

moved from the orel)odies. It is the intention to i)uild

this plant with an initial capacity of from 2,000 to 3,000

tons per day, the arrangement being such that this ca-

pacity can be readily increased if an increa.se is warranted

i)y the experience gained in the operation of the fir.st

in.stallation. Construction on this plant will be com-

menced as early in the summer of 1916 as weather con-

<litions and preparation f)!' designs will pennit. For the

purpose of furnishing acid for this ])Iant and supplying

other local and some conimercial ii'()iiin'nients. the com-

pany has undertaken to participate equally with the Gar-

fielcl Smelting Co. in financing the construction and opera-

tion of an acid works near the smeltery.

During the year a modification of concentrate smelting

and refining contracts was secured, which resulted in

an immediate decrease in the costs of those operations,

amounting to about one-fifth cent per pound of copper.

Mevsidla Coias©ladlsitedl (C<a>p'pev

The annual report for 1915 of the Nevada Consoli-

dated Copper Co., Ely, Nev., .states that the total profits

from all operations were the largest by far that have

been obtained for any one year since the beginning of

operations.

During the year $456,399 was spent in additions to

the Steptoe plant, and $5,000 for property. The deprecia-

tion charged out plus a small amount of fire insurance

collected amounted to $534,649, leaving a net decrease

in plant account of only $39,597. The expenditures for

construction, while apparently large in amount, are fully

justified by the economies effected in production and to

some extent are in anticipation of requirements later on.

The same rate per ton of ore extracted for ore extin-

guishment in 1914 is being continued and is sufficient

to fully provide for the entire amortization of this asset.

The net profit for the year available for dividends

amounted to $5,905,601, or' $2.95 a share: of this $1.50

a share, or $2,999,185, was paid in dividends, $347,486,

or 17c. a share, was used for ore extinguishment and de-

preciation, and $2,558,929, or $1.28 a share, was added

to earned surphis. The December dividend payment
brings total dividend disbursements up to $17,976,436,

and there remains in earned surplus account $4,849,555.

In addition to the dividends from earnings, $1,999,457

has been returned to stockholders from surplus account,

making the total payment to stockholders to Dec. 31,

1915, $19,975,893.

From the beginning of operations to Dec. 31, 1915,

there have been sold by the company 391.593,615 lb. of

copper at an average price of 14.128c. per lb.; total real-

ized value, $55,324,810.

PrOSI'ECTIXG AXD Oi!E Re.-^EI!VES

Work with churn drills was continued during the year

on the Ruth, Eureka, Liberty and Hecla groups. On
the Ruth group were drilled 17 holes, totaling 9.092 ft.,

and in the pit areas 23 holes, totaling 8,687 ft., or a total

for both localities of 40 holes, aggregating 17,779 ft. The
total as of present date amounts to 381 holes with a

footage of 124,316 ft.

Considerable tonnage has been added to the ore reserves,

which, as was the case in the ])receding year, was greater

than the amount extracted by mining operations during

the year. The increased tonnage is due to new ore of

good grade developed in the Ruth mine, some increased

tonnage in the Eureka, and to including certain low-grade

tonnaij;e which previously had not been considered of

payable grade, but which im))roved costs in mining, mill-

ing and smelting have shown to belong in the category of

payable ore. The total of recoverable ore remaining

Dec. 31, 1915, was 50,535,289 tons averaging 1.652%
cop|)er.

The figured estimate of average grade of ore is 1.6589^

.

hut it has seemed wise tc cut this down to 1.54% co]v
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per, which is a reduction of 10% on underground ore and

5% on ore mined hy steam shovels, the reason heing that

it is found that the average percenta^re of copper in ore

mined is lower than called for bv the assay plans, partly

due to mining lower-grade ore not at first contemplated;

partly to intermixture of low-grade capping and wall-

rock; and partly to the tendency of sampling to give

higher rather than lower results.

^IiNixG Opebatioxs axd Costs

During the year active mining operations were started

in the Ruth mine by the caving system, and since Jime,

86,029 dry tons of ore have been shipped to the con-

centrator, averaging 2.28% copper. Xo mining during

the year was carried on in the Veteran. 8team-.shovel op-

erations were carried on in the Eureka, Heda and Lib-

erty pits. The major portion of the ore was taken from

the Liberty and Hecla. Owing to the favorable financial

conditions and tlie increased demand for copper, the

ore production was greatly increased during the year

191.5, the tonnage mined being 16.T3% more than in the

previous year.

Siliceous carbonate ore amounting to 26,258 dry tons

and averaging 3.48% copper, was crushed and delivered

to the smeltery. All of this, with the exception of 1,083

wet tons mined in the pit during the year, was taken

from the storage piles at the mine.

The number of cubic yards of capping removed for the

year was 9.41% less than in the previous year, and strip-

ping is now well ahead of requirements. The yardage

removed during the year from the Eureka orebody was

108,646 cu.yd.; Liberty-Hecla. 2,649,704 eu.yd.; "total,

2.758,350 cii.yd.

The total yardage removed to Dec. 31, 1915. is 17,-

675,637 ; the remaining stripping to be done lies mainly

in the grade slopes. The amount of stripping annually

from now on should be greatly reduced, though the re-

duced expenditures for this will be partly offset by ex-

penditures required for thoroughly opening up the Ruth
mine.

The direct mining cost by steam shovel for the Eureka.

Hecla and Liberty pits was 15.24c. This shows a very

slight increase over the year 1914, which was 15.17c.

This figure includes charges of all kinds, such as labor,

supplies, repairs, management, taxes, and a proper propor-

tion of Xew York and Xevada overhead charges. Tax
charges alone, including Federal, property and bullion

taxes, all charged against mining, amoimted to aboiit 0.2c.

per lb. of copper produced, or 4e. per ton of ore mined.

Stripping costs show a reduction compared with those

of 1914. being for the year 1915, 28.87e. per eu.j-d. as

against 31.71c. for the year 1914.

Cost of mining carbonate ore was 46.1c. per wet ton,

as against 62.9c. per wet ton in the year 1914.

Milling axd Smeltixc.

In addition to the treatment of the Nevada Consoli-

dated ores, a considerable tonnage of custom ore from

the mines of the Consolidated Coppermines Co., amoimt-

ing to 91,732 dry tons, was handled. As was the case

during the year 1914, this was mined with the Nevada

Consolidated Copper Co.'s steam shovels and concentrated

iind smelted at the company's plant.

The ratio of concentration was a little more favorable,

'oeins 6.05 in 1914 and 7.18 in the year 1915.

The tonnages treated, assay of ore, perc-entage saved

and ratio of concentration are as follows:

Tons of ore treated (dry) 3.081.520
Average copper assay 1,54'^
Percentage of extraction (copper) 70.18'^
Ratio of concentration 7.18
Assay value, gold (oz.) 0.017
Assay value, silver (oz.) 0.042
Perceniaee of extraction, gold 49.47<v
Percentage of extraction, silver 51.34%
Average copper in concentrates 7.779f
Average gold and silver recovered per ton, in cents 18.56

The average percentage of copper contained in the con-

centrates was 6.145% in 1914 and 7.77% in 1915.

No new roasting furnaces were erected, but some slight

improvements were made in the old ones. The oper-
ating costs were slightly higher, but the tons of concen-
trates calcined ])er furnace day were 86 in 1915 and 76
in 1914 with a slight increase in fuel ratio.

In the reverberatory department there were also im-
provements made in operation and a very considerable

reduction in costs per ton of material treated. The cost

per ton of charge smelted was the lowest obtained since

the beginning of operations. The total charge smelted
was 573,873 tons, and 348,377 of this consisted of cal-

cines.

The number of pounds of fine copper in the blister

produced for the fiscal }-ear was 64,305,866, of which
1,785,011 lb., was from custom ore.

The costs per ton of blister copper produced, for 1915
were $9.76, a great improvement over those for 1914 and
the lowest obtained since the converters were blown in.

The grade of matte, 27.2%, was considerably lower than
that for any -^ther year since operations began, the highest

being 44.6% for the year 1910.

The yield for the year 1915 of sulphide ore mined
and treated and from siliceous carbonate ore delivered

to the smelter was 62,726,651 lb. of fine copper. The
average cost per pound of copper was 8.67c., and deduct-
ing miscellaneous earnings this is reduced to 8.23c. These
costs include all possible charges, such as shipping, re-

fining, marketing, legal expenses, taxes, Xew York and
Nevada expenses, and also plant and equipment deprecia-

tion charges, wliich amount to 0.78c. per lb.: deductiug
the latter leaves a net co.st of 7.45c. per lb. for electro-

h'tic copper f.o.b. Atlantic seaboard.

The Quincy Alining Co., Hancock. Mich., reports a
production of 22,054,813 lb. of refined copper for 1915,

at a cost of about 9.6c. per lb. The total receipts were
$3,999,745. made up of $3,972,129 from the sale of

copper, $11,829 from silver production, $14,737 from
interest receipts and $1,550 from the sale of real estate.

The expenses were: Mining, $1,615,875: opening mine
expense, $195,636: taxes in >lichigan, $80,512: smelting,

transportation, etc., $186,629: construction at mine,

$25,382; accident account, $22,036; total, $2,126,070.

The profit from operations was $1,873,674, which, added

to the balance of $897,532 at the end of 1914. made a

reserve of $2,7 71,206. From this reserve $SSO,000 in

dividends was paid and $226,250 was paid to the Hancock
Consolidated Mining Co. for mineral lands purchased,

leaving a balance of quick assets amounting to $1,644,956.

To the end of December. 1915, the Quiiuy paid ll'i

dividends aggregating $21,777,500. The -ales of copivr

were made at prices ranging from 13. 5c. ;o 22.5c. per

lb. and averaired 18c.
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The mine produced 1,269,000 tons of copper rock,

which, according to the production stated, yielded about

n.5 lb. of refined copper per ton. It is stated that air

blasts have been mors or less numerous during the year,

but that the necessarj' repairs caused by their damage

have not been on a large scale. More attention has been

paid to building rock-rib packs at the top and bottom

of stopes, above and below each level, and these have

curtailed the extension and effect of these blasts. Owing

to the increased profits for the year, more money was

epent on betterments of surface plant; in connection

with this work 142 dwelling houses and nine mine build-

ings, including three shaft-rockhouses, were overhauled

and painted. Other extensive repairs at the mine and

mill were either completed or are under way.

Ofcxaitao Coppes* Co.
The 1915 annual report of the Chino Copper Co., New

Mexico, gives the following interesting data. The net

operating profit amounted to $6,688,729 ; miscellaneous

income received during the year from outside investments,

rentals, etc., -$229,073; total income, $6,917,802. De-

ducting interest paid during the year amounting to

$3,818 leaves a net profit applicable to dividends or for

other capital purposes of $6,913,983 or $7.95 jjer share

as compared with $3.70 per share for the year 1911.

Dividends paid during the year amounted to $3 per

share—50c. for the first quarter, 75c. each for the sec-

ond and third quarters, and $1 for the fourth quarter

—

aggregating $2,609,860, leaving surplus earnings for the

year after the payment of dividends of $4,301:,123. There

was set aside for depreciation of plant and equipment an

amount equaling 5% of the total cost, this depreciation

charge amounting to $257,265. This resulted in passing

$4,046,858 to earned surplus account. Dividends paid up

to and including 1915 totaled $6,697,995.

On Dec. 31, 1915, the outstanding capital stock of the

company amounted to 869,980 shares.

Mixing Development and Oee Reserves

During the year there were six additional mining

claims located, covering desirable ground and making a

total of 153 mining claims comprising 2,734 acres. In

addition the company owns 160 acres of agricultural land

adjacent to the group of mining claims. The total area

owned and controlled by the company in connection with

its mill location at Hurley, and its various water rights

and tailings-disposal system, contains 18,568 acres.

In June. 1915, churn drilling was resumed in a small

way in order to detennine the westerly limits of the

Northwest orcbody, so that the steam shovel at work in

this section could carry the strip]iing out to the proper

limits. Drilling was continued through the remainder

of the year in this and other sections, also in doing some
other scouting work that was necessary in advance of or

in connection with stripping. The total drilling for the

year was 6,909 ft. Since the beginning of operations there

"has been a total of 214,142 ft. drilled.

Developments fur the year resulted in an increase of

positive and indicated ore fully equivalent to the quantity

mined, leaving i)ractically unchanged the ore-reserve

figures of the last annual report—90.000.000 tons of an

?ivcrage grade of 1.75'/ copper. Drilling will be contin-

ued. ;is holes indicate extensions of im])ortance.

No extensive improvements were made or are necessary

at the mines. The total amount of ore and waste moved
by steam shovels during the year was 4,480,025 cu.yd.

of material in place. Of this amount 3,133,916 cu.yd.

was stripping, the remainder being equivalent to 2,600,-

271 tons of ore. Of the ore that was moved, 2,375,733

tons was shipped to the mill; the remainder, some of

which was of low grade and all highly oxidized, was stored

on the ore dumps for future treatment.

From the beginning of steam-shovel operations on Sept.

23, 1910. there has been moved a total of 17,494,441 cu.yd.

of material in place, of which 13,322,162 cu.yd. was

stripping, the remainder being equivalent to 8,370,627

tons of ore. Of this ore 944,833 tons has been stored in

the stockpiles at the mine. Of the remainder 7,406,389

tons was shipped to the mill, the balance having been

shipped direct to the smeltery.

The following costs, covering the mining operations,

include a proper apportionment of general charges of all

kinds, and for the amount of material moved, both ore

and stripping for the year 1915, were 35.28c. per cu.yd.

in place. This is a decrease of 1.24c. per yard as com-

pared with the previous year. The cost of handling waste

alone was 34.28c., an increase of 0.81c. over the cost for

1914. The cost of mining ore was 19.47c. per ton, or

2.66c. less than for the year 1914. This decreased cost

of handling ore was due to the benefit received from the

installation of the primary crushing plant at the mines,

which was finished and put in operation in 1914. These

better costs were made in the face of the decreased produc-

tion during the first four months of the year and of an

increase in wages for the last six months of the year.

Mill Operations

For the first four months of the year there was an

average of 4,812 tons of ore treated per day. For the last

eight months there was an average of 7,357 tons treated

per day, an increase of over 53% as compared with the

first four months. For the 12 months the mill averaged

6,520 tons per day, or 1,304 tons per day for each of the

five sections. The total of ore treated for the 12 months

amounted to 2,379,800 tons, this being the largest quan-

tity treated in a year since the beginning of operations.

The average running time, while in commission, of all

sections for the year was 92.98% of the possible time.

The large increase in the amount of ore treated during

the last eight months was made possible by the completion

of the installation of additional power and by the changes

made in the mill and in concentrating methods. The
best previous record was for the first seven months of

1914, when an average of 1,345 tons per actual section-

day was made, while for the last eight months of 1915

the mill averaged 1,573 tons per section per day, or an

increase in capacity equivalent to practically 17%.
The average content of the ore treated for the year was

2.155% copper. The total production of concentrates

was 158,444 tons, corresponding to a ratio of concen-

tration of 15.02 tons of ore to produce one ton of concen-

trates. The total amount of copper contained in concen-

trates was 68,293,893 lb., corresponding to an avenii:c

concentrate grade of 21.551% copper and a recovery of

28.697 lb. of copper per ton of ore, representing an

e.vtraction of 66.588% of the copper content. The ratio

of concentration and the grade of concentrates were

higher than for the previous year, as a result of the ini-
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provement in tlie foncontrate-reeleaning plants tliat were

in service throughout the year.

The average milling cost for the year was 54.19c.

per ton, a decrease of 0.82c. from that of the previous

year, and the lowest cost for any full running year since

the plant started. This reduced cost resulted from the in-

creased tonnage that it was possible to treat.

AvEKAGE Cost of Copper

The average cost of net copper produced from concen-

trates, after making deductions for smelter allowances and

crediting gold values, was 7.12c. per lb., as compared

with 7.6c. per lb. for the previous year. The gold credit

amounted to 3. .35c. per ton of crude ore treated, or 0.12c.

per lb of copper produced. The per-pound cost as stated

includes operating expenses and charges of every nature

except depreciation. If miscellaneous earnings for the

year were credited to the cost of producing copper, the

net cost of all copper, based as stated, would be 6.75c.

per lb., as against 7.35c. per lb. on the same basis for

the previous year.

Extensions and betterments in the mill and its opera-

tion are progressing satisfactorily. The improvements

being applied will not only raise recoveries, but will result

in a substantial increase in production.

IBustte @. Stispeipflos' Copper C®<.

The fourth annual report of the Butte & Superior

Copper Co., Ltd., puts the operating profit for 1915

at $9,07-1,151, which, with additional miscellaneous in-

come of $51,795, makes a total net income of $9,125,947,

as compared with $1,417,127 for the year 1914. This

is equivalent to $33.47 per share, there being 272,697

shares outstanding at the close of the year.

The production for the last quarter was the largest in

the company's history, every effort being made to pro-

duce as large an output as possible, so as to take full

advantage of the existing demand and high prices.

During the year dividends to the amount of $4,908,115

were paid, made up of four quarterly disbursements of

75c. per share and extra dividends of $15 per share.

After providing for dividends, additions to properties

and other capital expenditures, there was an increase in

the working capital for the year of $3,502,514.

Developmext and Ore Reserves

The principal item of development undertaken during

the year was that of sinking the main shaft to the 1,900-

ft. level in preparation for opening up the Black Rock

orebodies on the 1,700 and 1,800 levels and developing

the 1.600 level for active mining. The shaft has been

completed to a depth of 1,920 ft., which is the limit to

which this shaft will be used. The 1,600-ft. level has

been developed for a length of about 700 ft., and the

orebodies disclosed both east and west of the shaft are

fully as large as on any of the levels above, and they

are also of substantially the same grade and character.

Extensions of orebodies were developed to the eastward

on all of the working levels, from the 1,000 to the 1,500,

considerably beyond points where commercial orebodies

were previously known to exist, thus disclosing in this

direction important additions to known ore-bearing areas.

Aside from the items mentioned, only incidental de-

velopment work was undertaken during the year for the

sole purpo.se of opening up additional orebodies, but
nevertheless the developed ore reserves at the end of the

year were approximately the same as at the beginning of

it, or about 1,000,000 tons—a quantity fully as great as

good mining practice justifies blocking out ahead of ex-

traction in these orebodies.

The total ore mined for the year was 522,949 tons.

The average cost of mining was $3.36 per ton including

all expenses for development work directly connected with
mining and blocking out ore reserves, but exclusive of

exploration work on outlying claims.

Mill Improvement and Operation

The principal item of mill improvement was that of

rebuilding the flotation department for the double pur-

pose of improving its eflficiency and enlarging its capacity.

The constant increa.se of tonnage treated made it neces-

sary to correspondingly extend many features of mill

equipment, this being more particularly true as to fine-

grinding and slime-settling apparatiis. During the year

the capacity of the plant as operated was approximately

60% greater than for the year 1914, this increase having

been brought about without extensive additions to any

element of mill equipment or to mill buildings. Not-

withstanding this, both recoveries and grade of concen-

trates were materially improved. The total ore milled

during the year was 522,300 tons, the average rate for

the last quarter having been about 50.000 tons per month,

corresponding to 600,000 tons per annum. The ore

milled contained an average of 17.02% zinc and 7.63 oz.

silver. Both of these figures are slightly lower than the

average for the previous year, the decrease being due

principally to the fact that higher prices of zinc and

lower costs of milling made it possible to profitably treat

lower-grade ores. Mill recoveries average 92.21%, or

about 3.5% more than for the previous year. For the

last quarter of the year the average recovery was 95.07%.

The average milling cost was $1.75 per ton, as compared

with $2.12 for the previous year.

Production and Costs

Of the 522,300 tons of ore milled for the year the

average and total contents of each metal were

:

Oz. Gold Oz. snver Lb. Cu Lb. Pb Lb. Zn

°ents ..'..7,361.517 3,985,090.18 2,215.313 12,667,964 177,802,719
Ave^rageas-

^^^^^^ 7.6299 0.2121% 1.2127% 17.021170

The total production of zinc concentrates was 152,897

tons, which contained the following averages and totals

of metal:

Oz. Gold Oz. Silver Lb. Cu Lb. Pb Lb. Zn

'^'tln'ts*^°."". .6,163.677 3,385,164.19 1,751,545 7,485,489 163,956.791

^'say'^f.^V. 0.0403 22.140 0.573% 2.448% 53.616r<-

The production of lead concentrates amounted to 5,274

tons, and the average assay value and content of metals

in these were as follows

:

Oz. Gold Oz. Silver Lb. Cu Lb. Pb Lb. Zn
Total contents 286.034 178.218.38 40.665 3,988.679 1,426.130
Average assa.v 0.0542 33.792 0.386% 37.815% 13.520';<.

The total gross value of lead and zinc concentrates as

sold to smelters was $13,244,133. The average total cost

of actual mining and milling for the yonr was !^'^.1^

per ton, this figure including all genornl charges ;iiul

mine-development costs as well as the lost of mainte-
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nance and all minor improvements in both mine and

mill. These operating costs were lower than those for

1914, notwithstanding labor costs were higher on accoimt

of the sliding-scale wage schedule based on metal prices

that averaged much higher than for the previous year

arid the further fact that additional expense was involved

in crowding production really beyond the point of effi-

ciency as to capacity of mining and hoisting facilities.

The main shaft will be provided with a direct-connected

electric hoist suitable for operation to a depth of 3,500

ft. and convertible without material delay or great ex-

pense to a capacity suitable for operations to a depth of

5.000 ft. The manway shaft will also be provided with

an electric hoist designed for operations to a depth of

5.000 ft. These two shafts are located 60 ft. apart in

solid ground well away from the orebodies and therefore

as nearly as practicable free from the hazard of ground

movement due to mining operations. It is expected that

this entire equipment will be completed and in use to

the depth of present mining operations about the end of

the year 1916. The mill does not require any extensive

alterations but preparation is being made for a number

of minor improvements looking to still higher recoveries

and more economical handling of both ores and con-

centrates.

IRas' C©ia§©lidlsitedl C©pper Co.

The annual report of the Ray Consolidated Copper

Co., Ray, Ariz., states that the year 1915 was the most

prosperous period in the companj-'s historj-. At the close

of the year the output was sold farther ahead than ever

before. Dividends at the rate of oTi/oc. per share qiuir-

terly were resumed in the second quarter of the year, and

this rate was increased to 50c. in the fourth quarter. There

were outstanding at the close of business on Dec. 31, 1915,

1,571,279 shares of capital stock. The year's operations

resulted in an increase of net current assets of $2,084,-

856.88.

Miscellaneous income was $376,691 ; total income

$4,750,062.

MixE Developmext and Oke Reserves

During the year no development work was done for

the direct purpose of proving additional ore reserves, but

a total of 45,292 ft. of underground work was driven in

the conduct of active mining operations in areas tribu-

tarj' to the three shafts. This is 29,969 ft. less than for

the previous year. There will be some increase in de-

velopment during the coming. year, as the work of opening

up the third level at shafts Xos. 1 and 2 will be prose-

cuted vigorously. On completion, this level, in conjunc-

tion with the two main levels already developed, will

serve all the ore tributary to the two main shafts. When
this work is finished, tlierc will be no further expenditures

for main haulageways. and development will then consist

of the less expensive work directly incident to mining
operations. The total development since the beginning

of operations and uji to tlie end of the year 1915 is 497,-

525 ft., or approximately 100 mi., of which mining opera-

tions have destroyed 22 l.<i98 ft., or about 45 mi. During

the year 2,854,311 t<iii> nf ore was mined, leaving of the

iirigiuiilly developed and reported orcbody, 71,911,475

tons averaging 2.235''; eopper. Tliese figures are de-

rived by diiference, no actual recalculation of tonnages

having been made, and it should be borne in mind that

there are areas of considerable extent where the orebodies,

more particularly at depth, were not drilled to their full

limits. It is certain that large tonnages in excess of

those heretofore or now reported will become available in

the future when occasion justifies.

MixixG Operations

Owing to industrial conditions in the first and second

quarters and labor disturbances in the third, the fourth

quarter was the only one in which the mine output was
approximately normal, averaging for that period 8,633

tons per day.

The 2.854.314 tons of ore mined consisted of 2,852,577

tons of concentrating ore averaging 1.673% copper and

1.737 tons of sorted ore from the Xo. 3 shaft, which was

shipped direct to the smeltery. In addition to the ores

produced by the regular operations. 9,203 tons was mined
and shipped direct to the smeltery from surface deposits.

Of concentrating ore mined during the year 4% was de-

rived from development, 6% from active sloping and 90%
from reserve drawing, ilining operations in all ore-

bodies have now progressed to a state where it is not nec-

essary to have such a large reserve of broken ore as

formerly, and this now amounts to about 3,000,000 tons,

equivalent to a year's supply for the mill.

The net mining costs for the year show a slight de-

crease over those for the previous year. The average cost

of mining for the year was 62.68c. per ton as compared
with 62.42c. for 1914. This cost included the fixed and
general charges as well as the cost of operating the coarse-

crusjnng plants at tlie mine and the loading of the crushed

ore in the railroad cars for shipment to the mill. The
latter costs amount to 3.71c. per ton, leaving the net

cost of mining 58.97c. per ton as compared with 59.32c.

for 1914.

The higher-grade orebody tributary to the Xo. 3 shaft

is of such shape and location that the regular mining

system cannot be applied and the square-set method is

used. The cost of mining by this method is approxi-

mately four times that ap])lying to the ore produced by

the regular system. Eliminating the Xo. 3 shaft, the

cost of the ore produced at the Xo. 1 and Xo. 2 shafts,

including the coarse-crushing and loading, was 58.12c.

per ton.

Mill Production and Costs

The total ore milled for the year was 2,848,969 tons,

corresi)onding to a daily average of 7.805 tons, as com-

))ared with 2,427,700 tons for 1914. The total tonnage

of ore milled since the beginning of operations and to the

end of 1915 was 9,889,360 tons, averaging 1.717% cop-

per. The average grade of the ore milled for 1915 was

1.673% copper, as compared with 1.76% for 1914. The
average recovery was 64.11%, corresponding to 21.45 lb.

of copper, per ton as compared with 67.88%, or 23.9

11). per ton, for the previous year. The recoveries were

affected adversely during the first half of the year by

irregularities in o])erations and even more so during the

latter half by interference of construction work in mill

improvements at a time when the price of copper wis

such that it was more profitable to treat a normal ton-

nage by increasing the load oil .sections not affected by
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the construction work, even at some sacrifice in nielal

recoveries.

The cost of millinij increased slijrhtly for tlic year

and was 50.86c. jjer ton as compared with l!).8.Sc. for

the previous year.

The production of copper contained in the concentrate.?

was Gl,114,51-t lb. The average grade of concentrates

for the year was 19.293%, as comijared with 19.25%
for 1914. In addition to the copper contained in con-

centrates there was produced from ores shipped direct

to the smeltery 1,425,682 lb., making the gross produc-

tion of copper from all sources 62,540,196 lb. The aver-

age cost per pound of net copper produced from milling

ores, after making allowances for smelting and refining

deductions and crediting dividends from the Eay and Gila

Valley R.R. (but no other miscellaneous income), as a

reduction of operating costs, was 9.478c. per lb. The
combined cost ])er pound of net copper produced from
milling ore and direct shipping ore for the year was

9.497c., as compared with 8.839c. per lb. for the previous

year. These costs include all operating and general

charges as well as Viy^c. per ton of ore

milled, which is applied to the re-

tirement of mine-development costs. ^ = jis/rs-wcM scmsr

This latter charge is equal to 0.5!)c. ^^ wn-oAsim

per lb. of net copper produced from M^T/rU^^/^-^^,,,^
all sources for the year. By crediting

all miscellaneous income as a reduction

of costs, the per pound cost of net cop-

])er produced becomes 9.423c., as com
jjared with 8.763c. for the pie\iou^ Mifiyfsrs^jp^

.VP^r. Sfoaes c e

Notwithstanding the many iuteilei

ences and disadvantages experienced

in operation during the year and to

which attention has been briefly di-

rected, the annual output, was sub-

stantially increased over that of any previous year,

and there is good reason to expect that increases of

production will be still more rapid within the next year.

The physical condition of i)oth the mining and milling-

plants is excellent, and with the completion of improve-

ments now under way at the mill, increased capacity

and production should be accompanied by lower costs.

Tlh© IRail^^siS^ IFE'ea^IhS IStnalb^iPg©

I'reight conditions seem to be imiiroving upon the

railroads in the East, and lately the embargo committee

of the Eastern Freight Accumulation Conference has

materially modified the embargo, particularly on the New
Haven R.R. during the past two weeks. As a result of

the modifications that have been adopted by the commit-

tee, many commodities are now accepted for shipment

into New Ensjland that were formerlv on the ex'chideil

list.

The object of the ctimmittee has been to relieve the

situation existing ou the New Haven road in the first

place and to permit shi])ments into New England of

freight already hehl up by connecting lines in the next

place, and finally to o])en up this territory for new freight

as fast as the situation warrants. Exceptions to the

embargo that are of particular interest to the mining
community include such items as bleaching powder,
caustic soda, soda ash, niter cake; cdal for company use.

hospitals, a.sylums, schools and public utilities; charcoal,
coke, copper, spelter, zinc, pig lead, crucibles in carload.
salt and foodstuffs for human consumption. The list

includes a large number of other items. The American
Railway Association figures a net car supply for Apr. 1

of 3,650, comjiared with a shortage of 20,551 on Mar. 1.

It is evident that car shortage has been relieved.

AlsisMfsi Qolldl Maiaes Co.
The Funrlh annual report of the Alaska Gold Mines

Co., for the year 1915, gives many interesting details
of a very important and .satisfactory year of operations.
The year Avas one of particular interest in that it marked

the beginning of productive operations and, barring un-
important details, the completion of construction and
equipment. The mill was completed to a daily capacitv
of 10,000 tons and the Annex Creek power supply was
fully developed and equipped.

The operating profit for the period was $251,848, being
22 oSlc. per ton treated. To this there should be added

No ivsr^ —

—

AJuXi-i -^-r-.

BLOCK A->- <^

l;kskvekai\ck .mink, .shuw inu cjeologic formations!
tr.aversei) by the ore zoxe

$26,923 of miscellaneous income, making the total profit

for the year $278,771,

Prior to the year 1915 a detailed plan of mine devel-

opment was adopted and systematically carried out. This
provided for driving of the Sheep Creek tumiel, parallel

to the lode sy.<tem, to develop the ore zone and at the

same time afford a means of tran.sportiug the ore. It

also contemplated opening up the west end of the prop-

erty, known as the Perseverance block, by means of

inclined foot-wall oreways 2,000 ft. apart, for the pur-

]iose of delivering the ore by gravity from the various

levels to the Sheep Creek railroad situated 2,000 ft. in

depth l)elow the average surface outcrop, a vertical .shaft

for the purpose of transporting men and supplies through-

out this section of the mine and working levels or drifts

every 200 ft. in elevation from the Sheep Creek level to

the surface through which to transport the broken ore

from the sto])es to the oreways.

The development work during the year amounting to

17,346 ft. of drifts, tunnels and raises, and 5,943 ft. of

diamond-drill holes, was practically all done for the ]>ur-

pose of facilitating actual mining and only a part east

of the shaft on Nos. 6 and 7 levels to o]>en up new ore.

For this reason the estinuited available tonnage in the

Perseverance blot-k reported in the year 1914 has under-

gone no material change.

Both mine sampling and mill results on ore from the

various stopes, as well as other investigations and analyses
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of this block, show the highest-grade ore encountered oc-

curring in the schist body as opened in the No. 2 east

stope on Xo. '5 level, and Xo. 6 east on the No. 9 and

Xo. 10 levels, this schist deposit having a strong rake

to the east and consequent!}' appearing farther away

from the central shaft and workings on successively deep-

er levels, until on the Xo. 10 level it is first encountered

east of the Xo. 2 shaft. The ore from this section has

averaged both by sampling and mill results, in excess of

$2 per ton, the Xo. 3 East on the Xo. 5 level averaging

$2.70 per ton, but due to its remoteness from the main
shaft, very little development toward preparation for

actual mining was done until recently.

The .slate orebody is the lowest grade so far developed

and particularly so west of No. 1 shaft where the vein

widens out in some places to twice and even three times

the width of the original development of 70 ft. This

widening of the ore zone resulted in a corresponding

although not proportionate decrease in value.

East of the shaft below No. 5 level the slate orebody

is narrower and higher-grade, as evidenced from the

values obtained in the Nos. 1 and 2 stopes east on the

Nos. 9 and 10 levels, and from the new development and

sampling east on Nos. 6 and 7. The vein being nar-

rower, the ore is more concentrated and the values range

from $1.50 to $2.50 per ton, so far as developed.

West of the shaft below No. 9 and down to the Sheep

Creek level, the orebody is made up of meta-gabbro and

slate, the meta-gabbro dike replacing the foot wall and

making up a large percentage of the total orebody. This

section so far as sampled and opened is higher-grade than

the slate body west of the shaft as already desribed,

although lower-grade than the schist, but will furnish ore

of an average grade.

ilixTuiiE Necessary foe Mill-Geade Ore

It had been originally determined from sampling and

analyses of the results obtained before milling operations

began, that if a mixture of ore could be made, approxi-

mating 25% from the schist orebody east of the shaft,

25% from the slate orebody east of the shaft, and 50%
from the slate orebody west of the shaft, ore of an aver-

age grade would be sent to the mill so long as these per-

centages were maintained, and actual results have proved

this to be true.

However, as mining operations progressed, it was

found, omng to the rake of the schist orebody, which was

not thoroughly understood at the beginning of operations,

that the No. fi stope east on the No. 9 level rapidly passed

out of the schist into lower-grade slate and the Xo. 1

.-tope east on the Xo. 5 level, lying under the schist, did

not furnish a high-grade ore as expected because the

underlying slate caved away and prevented any mining

in the schist at all and thus furnished only low-grade

material, whereas a large tonnage of high-grade ore had

lieen counted upon from this stope and will yet be derived

from the schist orebody here when it can be attacked from

another direction.

Tliis condition lelt Imt one stope available in the schist

orebody, namely: No. 2 east on the No. 5 level, from

which only a fixed amount of ore could be drawn each

mouth, regardless of the total tonnage sent to the mill,

on account of mining conditions prevailing until the stope

was entirely finished to its idtimate height. This situa-

tion had tlic inevitable ellect on the value of the ore sent

to the mill, as increased tonnage had to be drawn from the

stopes west of the shaft in the lower-grade section, and
the percentage of high-grade ore as originally depended

upon dropped in proportion to tonnage increase from

25%, as calculated, to 5% in November, when 6,000 tons

of ore per day were sent to the mill.

As soon as this condition became apparent, new de-

velopment work was started east on Nos. G and 7 levels

for the purpose of opening out other stopes in this higher-

grade section. Preparation of new stopes was also begun
east on No. 10 level in this schist orebody, and west on
No. 10 in the good-grade meta-gabbro and slate zones.

Pending the time when these new stopes can be made
ready for substantial production, it has been necessary to

reduce the tonnage in order to maintain a satisfactory

grade of ore.

During the year 15.6% of the ore sent to the mill was
drawn from the stopes opened on the schist orebody,

56.7% was drawn from the low-grade slate zone west of

the shaft and east of the shaft on No. 5 level, 23.1%
was dra^vn from the higher-grade slate orebody east of

the shaft on Nos. 9 and 10 levels, 1% from the meta-

gabbro slate zone west of the shaft on the No. 10 level,

and 3.-1:% from development.

It should be said further that of the 56.7% of the

total ore coming from the low-grade sections, 35.4%,
or very nearly half of this and a quarter of the total

ore sent to the mill, came from the Xo. 3 west stope

on the Xo. 9 level and Xo. 1 east on Xo. 5, the two

lowest-grade stopes so far developed anywhere in the

Perseverance block. They happened, however, to be the

first stopes prepared under the regular development sched-

ule, and were consequently the first ones ready for opera-

tion and in condition to deliver large tonnages. While

it is considered advisable to discontinue mining from

these areas for the time being, they will undoubtedly pro-

duce very large tonnages of profitable ore at a time when
the property is operating at full capacity vnth the mine
opened up in such a way as to insure an average grade

and character of ore by drawing it from many instead of

a few sections.

Power-Supply Division*

At the Salmon Creek hydro-electric project a new
steel transmission line, 8 mi. in length, from Salmon

Creek through Juneau to the milling plant, was con-

structed and put in operation, thus completing this project

to its maximum efficiency and capacity. The Annex
Creek ]iroject is capable of a maximum development of

12,000 hp. at low cost.

The cost of power developed at Salmon Creek and An-

nex Creek and all other sources during the year was

0.268c. per kw.-hr., or 4.8c. per ton mined and milled.

On a basis of 6,000 hp. this cost was 0.145c. per kw.-hr..

or 2.6c. per ton mined and milled.

On Jan. 1, 1915, there was a total of 427,999 tons of

broken ore lying in the old stopes as a result of past

operations. During the year 1915 there was broken in

the sto])es, 1,885,100 tons, and in addition to this there

was obtained from development work 3!),303 tons and

from the ])repa ration of stopes, 165,217 tons, or a total

of 2,089,(i20 tons, the total ore broken on Dec. 31, 1915.

including that broken prior to Jan. 1, 1915, being 2,517,-

619 tons. Of this amount 1,116,825 tons were sent to
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the mill, leaving a balance on hand as of Dec. 31, 1915,

of 1,-100,98-1 tons.

The cost of ore breaking during the year 1915 was

22.471e. per ton including 5.25c. per ton charged against

mining to create a proper reserve to cover the cost of

preparing new slopes as old ones are exhausted ; the

actual cost of breaking ore was therefore 17.22c. per

ton, and during the month of November, when the maxi-

mum tonnage for the year was handled, the cost was

20.1c. per ton including the arbitrary charge for pre-

paring slopes.

At the end of the year the mine had reached a balance

through the completion of slopes so that during the en-

suing j-ear approximately the same amount of ore will be

mined as milled. This is so because the ore broken and

remaining in new slopes will be offset by ore drawn from

slopes already finished.

Underground tramming from slopes to oreways, by

means of storage-battery locomotives and automatic dump
cars, cost for the year 4.99 Tc. per ton. For the month

of maximum tonnage the cost was one cent per ton less.

The cost of transporting ore 31/2 mi. from the. mine to

the mill was 3.641c. per ton average for the year, and

the cost for the month of maximum tonnage was 2.568c.

per ton.

The total average cost of ore delivered from the mine

to the mill during the year, including prepaid expense

and proper apportionment of all general charges, was

31.441c. During the month of November, when 6,000

tons per day was delivered to the mill, the total cost was

28.499c. per ton.

Mill Operatiox and Costs

During the year 1915, 1,115,294 tons of ore was milled,

having an average value of $1.1569. The average tails

were 21.91c., showing an extraction of 81.06%. Prior

to the year 1915 there had been milled in the operations,

from 1907 to 1912 inclusive, 384,445 tons, averaging

i* 1.949 per ton gross. The total ore milled from the

mine up to Dec. 31, 1915, is therefore 1,499,739 tons,

having an average head of $1.3532.

Wliile milling operations actually started during the

month of February, it was not until the first of ^larch

that the first section of the mill was operating under nor-

mal conditions. A gradual increase of tonnage was made
up to and including the month of November, when an

average of 6,000 tons of ore per day was handled.

Throughout each department of the milling plant

—

that is to say, coarse-crushing, fine-grinding, concentrat-

ing and re-treatment plant—the results were equal to or

better than originally obtained in experimental work.

Tlie average total milling cost for the year was 30.496c.

This may be compared with the costs for November of

25.699c., when an average of 6,000 tons of ore per day was

put through the mill. At larger capacity costs will be

lower. The average total net cost per ton for the year

of mining, milling and disposition of products and in-

clusive of all fixed and general charges, was 69.039c.

The cost for November was 59.7S5c. per ton.

With the exception of the difficulty of maintaining an

average grade of ore to the mill, operations have been

invariably satisfactory. The methods adopted in mining,

milling and the operation of the power plants are and

iiave been entirely successful and the results equal to or

lietter than our original estimates.

Maasiai Coppeip Co.
The Miami Copper Co., operating at Miami, Ariz.,

produced 17,575,879 lb. of copper in the first half of

1915 and 24,256,180 in the second half, making a total

of 41,832,059 lb. derived from 1,348,122 tons of ore.

The total profits were $3,408,562, or $4.56 per share, of

which $2.25 was disbursed in dividends amounting in

total to $1,681,004. Earned surplus was increased $3,-

175,346. Although the ore carried 0.11% less copper

than in the previous year, the yield was 0.7 lb. of copper

higher per ton of ore, for the mill extraction was raised

from 69.93% to 75.17%.
Mining the Captain orebody by shrinkage sloping is

under way with excellent results. Slicing of the main
orebody has proved so satisfactory that the ore above

the 570-ft. level is being prepared for extraction by the

same method. There is no difficulty in turning out the

4,200 tons of ore per day required by the mill. A total

advance of 21,746 ft. of drifts and raises was made during

the year, of which 10,787 ft. were in the Captain ore-

body. To check up churn-drill results, there were 667

samples taken by drifting 3,388 ft. The average was

1.24% copper, against 1.21% estimated by chum-drill

work. Underground costs were reduced from $1.18 in

1914 to $1.01 in 1915.

There were no additions to the ore reserves during

the year. On Jan. 1, 1916, they stood as follows: High-

grade sulphide ore, 18,140,000" tons at 2.40% Cu: low-

grade sulphide ore, 17,000,000 tons at 1.21% Cu;
6,000,000 tons partially developed mixed sulphide and

oxide ore carrying 2% Cu. Churn drilling in the low-

grade sulphide area has been resumed in the hope of

increasing the tonnage, 1,252 ft. of holes having been

completed, b\it no new calculation of reserves has been

made pending the results of other holes still to be drilled.

The increased recovery has already been mentioned.

The grade of concentrates was raised from 39.31% to

41.91%. Iron balls have been substituted for pebbles,

giving increased tonnage with a finer product than can be

obtained with the pebbles. Experimental work on the

recovery of the oxidized copper in the mill feed and some

promising results have been obtained. Costs of milling

ore up to the point of placing the concentrates on rail-

road cars are:

Direct crushing expense *'1^^-S
Direct concentrating expense .21402
Tailings and concentrates handling 04740
Water for concentrating ??4rl
Experimental expense .023.t2

Total ?0.57940

The results of milling ojieratiMis were: Ore milled.

1,348,122 tons at 2.17% Cu; concentrates produced, 52,-

539 tons at 41.91% Cu. or 44,033,761 lb. Cu in the

concentrates. From this the smeltery returns were 41,-

832,059 lb., the cost of refined copper in concentrate on

board cars at Miami being as follows:

Per Ton Ore Per Lb. Copper
Mining $1.015S $0.032736
Milling ..i794 .01S672
General 2S33 .009130

Total $1.S7S5 S0.06053S

There was practically no construction except altering

the mill, chiefiy in the installing of additional concrete

tanks and a sump for clarifying the overtlow-. a pump-

ing plant of 1,500 gal. per min. capacity mikI a 525-hp.

boiler to care for the increased amount of ]io\ver requiiid

for mill operation.
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Thx<8 Poirplhs^ff'^^ Coppers Sea I19I1S

Bv Peucy E. Bakboui!

The Miami operations for 1915 were a distinct operat-

ing achievement. The ore carried 0.11% less copper than

in the previous year, but the yield was O.T lb. of copper

higher per ton than in 1911. The mill extraction was

raised from 69.93% to 75.17%, and underground costs

were reduced from $1.18 to $1.01 per ton.

Miami milled the smallest tonnage of the "Big Six" low-

grade producers, but milled the highest-grade ore—3.17%,
compared with Chino 2.155% and Utah, the lowest,

1AM% copper. It made the highest-grade concentrates,

11.91%: Inspiration next, with 32.G7% ; and Xevada

Consolidated lowest, 7.77%. It made next to the highest

recoven-—75.17%, compared with Inspiration 79.95%,

Ray 61.11% and Utah 61.13%. The Xevada Consoli-

dated is the only one of the six that smelts its own ores,

which accounts for the lack of necessity of making higher-

grade concentrates. The ^liami mill practice differs from

the Inspiration in that the former was originally a wet-

concentration mill to which flotation was subsequently

added, while the original plans of the Insj)iration were

discarded in ioto and an oil-flotation plant substituted.

Inspiration started copper production in July and has

brought its output up to 8.300,000 lb. for the "month of

February last. Costs and recoveries are gratifying.

The Utah Copper was, of course, preeminently the

leader of the country's low-grade producers during 1915.

treating more than double tlie tonnage of anv other one.

Chino had a prosperous year with no especial changes

either way in operating details.

Contrasted with these coppers is the operation for the

year 1915 of the Butte & Superior Copper Co., which, by
the way, produces mainly zinc and very little copper and
is taking steps to strike the word "copper" from the cor-

porate name. It is a milling proposition, however, com-
parable in both size and method with the others, using

as it does oil flotation for concentrating.

The total ore treated was 522,919 tons; the average for

the last quarter was at the rate of 600,000 tons per an-

num. The ore averaged 17.02% zinc and 7.63 oz. silver

per ton. !Mill recoveries averaged 92.21%, which was
about 3.5% more than for the previous year, and for

tlie last quarter the average recovery was 95.07%.
During the year the capacity of the plant as operated

was approximately 60% greater than for the year 1914,

this increase having been brought about without exten-

sive additions to the mill equipment. Notwithstanding

this intensive o])eration, both recoveries and grades of

concentrates were materially improved. The average

milling cost was reduced to $1.75 from $2.12 for the

previous year. The operating costs also were lower,

notwithstanding the higher labor costs on account of the

sliding-scale wage scliedule based on metal prices and the

further fact that additional expense was involved in

crowding production beyond the point of efficiency as to

capacity of mining and hoisting facilities.

Here is a mining and metallurgical accomplishment
where every effort was made to profit by unusually high

Nc
1915 Operations Copper Chino Ray Con. Mii

Tons of ore miUed 8.494,300 2.379,800 2,848,969 3,081,520 1,34S

Tons of ore milled per Oi.^ 26,537 (U) 7,3.57 (f) 7,805 (n) 8,442 (U) -.

Average copper content of ore, *, ( 1 . 434 . 2 . 1,55 1 . 673 1 . 54
Average copper coDtent of concentrates, ' 19 17 21^551 19.293 7.77 4
Ratio of concentration 15.02 7.18 ....
Total pounds copper produced 150.207.370 68,293.893 62,540.196 (a) 64,305,866 (t) 41,83:
Pounds copper recovered per ton of ore .

.

18 . 39 28 . 697 21 . 45
Extraction. Tc 6113 66 588 64.11 70.18 7
.-\verage milling cost per ton, cents 34 . 02 ,54

. 19 (r) 50. 86 . . . ,

.\verage cost of copper per pound, cent. . 0. 012(g) 6,75({/) 9.423 7.45
Ore reserves, tons .'i40,315,.30O 90,000,000 71,911,475 50,525,289
Copper tenor of ore rese^^•es, % 1 440 1 7."> 2 235 1 6.52

Di\'idends paid $6,904,082 82,609,800 SI ,872,319 85,905,601
Added to earned surplus $11,009,398 84,040,858 $2,084,856 82,558.929
Charged off for depreciation $546,733 8257,265 $301,936 8534.649

(a) Including 1,425,682 lb. produced from ores shipped direct to smelters. H>) .Six months' production,
direct to smelter. ((/) Including eoaise cnishing at nunc, (c) Tonnage for February._1916, averaged 12,300 p<.. ....^ ,. ._ .-.-^-

.

crediting al misceUaneous income. (A) .\veragc for last 6 months. (i) Fine ccppel in blister produced; includes 1.785,011 lb. copper
cars, Miami; freight, marketing, etc., probably under 1.25c. per ton. (/:) No aflowance made for period of curtailment early

Inspiration

778,851 (b)

4.267 (e)

1.702
32.67
24.6

20,445,670 (c)

26.4(6)
79.95
S1.58S(d)
8.132

$1,681,004
$3,175,346 8600,062 (o)

8176,213

(c) Including 378,3(K) lb. from oxide ore shipped
day_^ _ </) -Average for last 8 months. (ff) .\lter

custom ores. (A F.o.b.
(0 The annual report

while a yield of more than 20 lb. per ton of ore can be obtained from much of the ore, a better mining practice can be followed and more ultimate profits obtamed
by mining ore producing 20 lb. on the average. (m) Nominal. (n) Average for last quarter, 8,633 tons. (o) Six months* operation.

metal markets, and not only without sacrificing a singlr

factor of effectiveness in either tiie mining or metalluriii-

cal end, but with an actual increase in efficiency and a

decrease in costs.

Ruttc & Superior certainly carries off the palm for

'915 from the point of professional merit, and it ])aicl

$f.908. 115 in di\idcnds and added to its working capital

$3,502,51 I besides.

During the time they were operated, the two mills aver-

aged 23,951 tons of ore per day, including the curtailment

early in the year, but during the last six months the

average tonnage milled was 26,537, which was 33% above

normal. Tiiis big increase in production naturally tended

to lower mining costs, which decrease amounted to 6.01c.

per ton, but as naturally tended to decrea.<e milling efh-

ciency, the mill recovery liaving been 64.13 against

66.0 iVf the year previous" This was only 0.02% better

recovery than tliat made by Ray, wliich made the lowest

of any of the "Big Six" low-grade producers.

At the Xevada Con.«olidated the year's operations were

in detail almost all more advantageous than in 1914 and
the total results were the best in the company's history.

At Ray industrial conditions militated against elli-

<iency, but the tonnage mined was slightly larger than in

1914 and the mining costs decreased slightly. Both the

grade of the ore milled and the recovery were less than

ill the year previous, and the cost of milling increased.

The mill recovery is the lowest of the big low-grade pro-

ducers. The cost of copper increased over 1914.

SinmeHttaEti^ Co.
K. C. Ei, of the Xcw York iiiiuuh of the Wall Chang

.Mining and Smelting Co., started for China Apr. l:;.

ixpccting to be ab.sent from New York for several niontb-.

I'rior to his departure Mr. Li in an interview outliiird

what his company has done during the last year and wli;it

are its plans for the future.

At present the Wah Chang conijiany is selling between

700 and 800 tons of antimony per month in the United

States, which is more than half of the total Americiiii
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business in this metal. The company is also a smelter

of tin and a producer of tungsten, lead and zinc ores.

It is probable that it will soon become an exporter of

tungsten and zinc ores and of pig tin and pig lead, and

it is probable, moreover, that some of those products

will come to the United States. The Wah Chang com-

pany is the leading mining and smelting company of

China and is very enterprising.

Erasmus Darwin Leavitt, whose death on Mar. 11, in

his 80th year, was briefly noted in the Journal of Mar.

25, was for many years a mechanical engineer of high

reputation. For tlie more extended sketch of his life

and the accompanying photograph we are indebted to

Power. He was born at Lowell, Mass., in 183G, edu-

cated in the local schools and learned the trade of ma-

chinist in the old Lowell Machine Shop. In 18.58 he

was assistant foreman for Harrison Loring at South

Boston and had charge of tlie building of the engines

for the famous "Hartford" of the United States Navy.

From 18.59 to 1861 he was chief draftsman for Thurs-

ton, Gardner & Co., Providence, R. I., then among the

ER.\S!MT'S DAT;WIX I.IOAVTTT

few builders of high-class steam engines. From there

he entered the United States Navy in 1861, serving

during the Civil War and until 1867, the last two years

of which he was instructor in steam engineering at the

Naval Academy at Annapolis. After that he engaged in

practice as consulting mechanical engineer. One of his

first designs was for a beam condensing engine for the

Plymouth Cordage Co., built in 1869 and still in use. He
also designed the engine for the first cable railroad on the

BrooklJ^l Bridge. He was.appointed consulting engineer

of the Calumet & Hecla iMining Co. in 1874, which posi-

tion he retained until 1904. For this company he de-

signed a great deal of heavy machinen' for pumping,
general power purpo.se.s, hoisting and stamping. The
largest was the engine "Superior," with cylinders 40 and
70 in. diameter, stroke 6 ft. and speed GO r.p.m.

Mr. Leavitt was one of the 30 who organized the Amer-
ican Society of Mechanical Engineers in 1880 and later

was president of the .society. Tiie degree of doctor of

engineering was conferred upon him in 1884 by the

Stevens Institute of Technology; this was the first time

this institution conferred this degree. He was a mem-
ber of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers of Great

Britain for 33 years, and was made an honorary member
last February. He also was a member of the Institution

of Civil Engineers of Great Britain, the American Society

of Civil Engineers, American Institute of Mining En-
gineers, Boston Society of Civil Engineers (honorary),

American Society of Naval Engineers (honorary), British

Association for the Advancement of Science (life mem-
ber), the Franklin Institute and the New England Water-

Works Association (honorary). He was a Fellow of the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

^aEac Stnaefltasa^ aia Qs'eaft IBritaiia

The London Times reports that an agreement has been

reached between the spelter-producing companies in

Great Britain and tlie ^Munitions Department on the sub-

ject of new works, with a view to increasing the produc-

tion of spelter within the United Kingdom. Under the

agreement the companies will be allowed, first, to deduct

from their excess profits the difference between the cost

of new construction during the war and before the war:

and, secondly, they are to receive a reward from the

Munitions Department for extending their works in the

form of being allowed to deduct from their excess profits,

before taxation, 50% of the pre-war cost of construction.

Thus, if the cost of new works were put at £100,000,

as compared with £75,000 before the war, the companies

would be allowed to deduct £25,000 from their excess

profits. They would furtlier be able to deduct £37,500

from the excess profits, leaving a similar amount to be

found out of profits not liable to taxation or in new

capital.

Since the war spelter-producing companies have earned

very large profits. As the works are controlled estab-

lishments, 80% of the excess profits would, but for this

arrangement, be taken by the state. The Munitions De-

partment guarantees the companies against the effect of

any possible objections to the scheme that might be taken

by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and it also under-

takes to "play the game" in allowing the companies to

continue earning excess profits. Otherwise, if the iluui-

tions Department managed to beat down the price of

spelter to a verv low level, the excess profits might prove

a disappointing fund for meeting the cost of new con-

struction.

On the strength of the agreement at least one com-

pany is arranging to double its smelting capacity with

all possible speed. Others will probably follow suit.

While the plan will enable the British smelting industry

to be established on a much more satisfactory footing

than hitherto, there remains for discussion in future the

question of such measures as may be necessary to en-

courage its development.
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Tesapetpasa^ Dirall Steel

The tempering of drill steel for particularly hard

ground was solved here by using the following methods:

If there is anj' possibility of the bits having been

overheated, as is invariably the ease if they have been

in use at all under any but a master smith's attention,

cut off 4 in. and see that new bits are forged at as low

a heat as is consistent with prompt work. While the

bits are cooling off, make up a barrel half full of con-

centrated brine and then fill it up with plain water so

that the temperature will be as near 70° F. as possible.

Suspend a 6-in. permanent horseshoe magnet horizontally

above and handy to this barrel by a cord approximately

20 in. long. Heat an old bit to something over cherry-

red and hold it at that temperature so that the cutting

edge is within % in. of tlie poles of the magnet and

wait for the heat to fall to that point at which the magnet

will be attracted. Practice this several times until the

eye is accustomed to the color that just barely precedes

tliat next lower shade at which the magnet is attracted.

Xow get just as short a heat on your new bits as you

can—something between % and % in. (1 in. is too

much)—and turn the bit steadily to insure that it is

jjerfectly even. Endeavor to get it out of the fire and

into the barrel (of half-saturated brine) in the shortest

possible time, so that the heat at plunging is only a

mere trifle above that at which the magnetic property

returns. If the heat is rather too high when taken from

the fire, wait for it to drop to the proper temperature;

if it is decidedly too high, put it one side to cool off

slowly. The bits that are caught just right have run

from 14 to 20 in. on the average here and occasional

ones have done 23 to 24 in., while one bit cut 36 in.

As to just what this difference in tempering has meant

here, in drilling an extremely hard silicified schist

resembling quartzite as regards hardness, let me say that

the average duty obtained from the best brands of steel

in the past was more nearly 8 in. than anything over

that figure and there was constant trouble due to loss

01 gage, comers pulling off, etc. AVe now use only 4

gages for drilling 54-in. holes, starting with 214-in.

and finishing with li/2-in- liits and can drill the distance

everj- time in 40 min. without any binding of drills or

flaking off from cutting edges, which are the usual results

of faulty tempering.

So far as we have been able to prove the value of

this magnetic test, it applies perfectly to all grades of

steel, for the more carbon they contain the lower seems

to be the indicated heat for plunging, while low-carbon

steel demands a much higher heat. The advantages of

having such a positive control and one that can be

ccjually well applied hy day or night regardless of the

grade of the steel

—

witliin moderate ranges of course

—

will appeal to all who are interested in getting the

highest duty out of drill steel.

In conclusion let nic say that we are indebted to John

Cassiily. master blacksmith, for all of our success in

igniniMiiiiiiiiiuiiiinninniinnniiniiiniiiiiiiiinnni miMMiinniiiiiiiiiimnniiinnoinininiiunniiimiJiiii

solving the question of proper tempering. I merely

discovered the value of the magnetic test during his

search for a practical means of insuring uniform results

independent of variable conditions of light.

John B. Stewart.

Howie :Mining Co., Waxhaw. X. C, Apr. 12, 1916.

Elects'ac WeldlaEag Pipocess fop
MaEae IRepaatrs

There has been published a certain amount of informa-

tion on the use of the oxyacetylene welding method for

repair work, and even for construction work, around

mines. I have seen nothing on the use of the rival

process, electric welding. The latter would seem t"

present certain advantages, provided it will do what i~

ilaimed for it. AYill it do this? Descriptions of the

method are easily had, and large claims have been

made for its efficiency and general suitability, but these

originate in sources that cannot be considered wholly

unprejudiced. I suggest that information on the actual

performance of the electric process, supplied by those

who have used it for mine repairs, would be of interest

and value to the profession.

Gas welding requires the use of oxygen and some fuel

gas. The latter is commonly acetylene, which as a rule

can be easily produced on the spot, since today carbide

is a standard supply. Oxygen can be had, so far as

I know, in three ways, namely : Compressed and canned

;

manufactured from chemical compounds (chlorate of

potash is chiefly used and is exceedingly high in price

at present) ; obtained from the dissociation of water. In

the last case hydrogen is also made and can be used for

low-temperature work.

In the case of the remote mine, served by a mule

trail, it is a nuisance and an expense to maintain a

constant supply of either compressed oxygen or chlorate

of potash. For dissociating water, an elaborate and

expensive plant is necessary. On the other hand, cheap

current is usually available at even the small and remote

property. It a]>pears feasible to apply an electric current

to welding l)y the use of home-made apparatus, but the

standard controlling set offered by tlie manufacturers is

not extraordinarily expensive. Electric welding there-

fore seems to be the logical process. However, certain

questions arise:

Can the process be readily picked up by tlie ordinary

mine mechanic? Is the standard apparatus furnished

reasonably foolproof? Is it a trouble and expense to

maintain a stock of electrodes and fusing wire? Is the

method safer or more hazardous than the oxyacetylene

metliod? Can the equipment be sectionalized for mule-

back transportation? And above all, can gcwd welds be

made on broken cast iron, since a large part of the work

around mines will be the repair of iron castings?

Xcw York, Apr. 18, 1916. L. 0. Kellogg.
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Without any doubt copper is, from tlie standpoint of

tiie producers, in a more brilliant position than ever

was known before. The producers are sold far ahead,

at prices ranging from 20 to 28c. per lb., and are in-

sured a fine average for 1916, no matter what happens.

Unsold stocks of refined copper in their hands are prac-

tically at the irreducible minimum, and consequently

there is a large premium for immediate and near-by

delivery. The immense sales recently consummated are

spread over the remainder of this year, and upon the

present basis of output there is relatively little unsold

copper for the second half of 1916.

The development of this situation naturally led domes-

tic manufacturers to become nervous and has recently

induced them, in some cases, to contract for copper in

excess of the orders for manufactured products that they

have yet on their books. This is naturally a risky thing

for them to do, for th&y are simply making a gamble

ou the market. However, the situation is such that some

of the most conservative producers have advised their

customers to do this. This should not be interpreted

as indicating conditions that will create a buyers' jjanic.

On the contrary, the production of copper is increasing

steadily and largely, and especially are there being im-

portant increases in refining facilities. Consequently, as

the year wears on, more and more copper, not yet con-

tracted for, will become available, but the present outlook

is that it will command a higher price than at present.

Disregarding the copper for near-by delivery, which is

sold only in trifling quantities and already commands
a large premium, it is probable that we shall ere long

see the major market in the neighborhood of 30c. per

11)., perhaps higher.

The position in lead is always different from that of

any of the other important metals, for the reason that a

very large part of the production goes into consumption

on the basis of average-price contracts. So large a part

of the domestic consumption being thus taken care of,

the effects of a special demand for the surplus, or vice

versa, a pressure to sell it, is always magnified. This

was illustrated recently when an exceistioual demand de-

veloped from Russia and Japan and resulted in raising

the outside market to 8c. both in New York and St. Louis.

•The largest producer, recognizing the ephemeral character

of this and desiring to maintain the equilibrium between

domestic production and consumption upon a sound basis,

refused to advance its price to the figures prevailing in

the outside market, although if it had been demonstrated

that the new conditions were going to be otherwise than

temporary, eventually it would doubtless have been forced

(o do so. Its diagnosis of the situation is apparently

proving to be correct, speculative excesses were restrained,

and judging from the present look of things, the boom
in lead has culminated for the present at least.

In the case of none of the important metals have com-
mercial conditions been so utterly disrupted as with

spelter. This follows from a variety of factors—the nar-
row margin of stocks with which the business is con-
ducted, the ease with which new concerns can enter the
business, the riotous competition among producers, the
contractual relations between miners and smelters, and
especially the great discrimination among different

kinds of spelter that has been produced by militar}' buy-
ing. When spelter rose to previously unknown heights,

about a year ago, the common prophecy of the experts
was that a collapse would come soon and that spelter

would probably be down to 6@8c. per lb. by the end
of 1915, the reason being the great inerea.«e in produc-
tion that was being stimulated. Up to the present time
the prophets have been proved wrong, but the future

will show that they were wrong only with respect to their

estimate of time.

The statistics of this industry are the handwriting on
the wall. The production of spelter in the fourth quar-

ter of 1915 was 50% larger than in the first quarter.

There is no other of the great metal industries in which
such a thing could be achieved. It could not be done
in iron, or in copper, or in lead. The production of

spelter is still increasing at an enormous rate. Perhaps

the only restraining factor is the shortage of ocean-carry-

ing capacity, which makes it troublesome to bring hither

ore from foreign countries, but up to the present time

shippers and iiuporters have succeeded in worrying along

with that situation. It is only a question of time when
the increasing production of spelter is going to exceed

the demand for it and is going to break the market. This

is manifestly the reason why producers are so anxious to

sell far ahead and are willing to make such great dif-

ferences in price in order to do so. Within recent weeks

we have witnessed spelter sold in large quantities for the

second quarter of 1916 and the second half of 1916 at

a difference of 4c. per lb. in the price. The fact that

no such condition exists in the cases of either iron, or

copper, or lead, is in itself sufficient food for reflection.

^.

CoinapsiEanos

The official reports of the coiijier-producing companies

for 1915 have now been published by nearly all of them,

the Anaconda and the Calumet & Ilecla being the chief

exceptions. These reports show uniformly large pro-

ductions, enormous profits and the possession at the

end of the year of huge surpluses. These profits and

these surpluses were accumulated on the basis of a selling

price for copi)er of about ItV^c. per lb., that being the

quotational average. What the companies actually real-

ized on the average is uncertain, for most of them have

been reporting their gross prices, and the difference be-

tween gross and net prices in 1915 was extraordinarily

large, and moreover there are some other confusing con-

ditions and practices. It is probable that the startling-

results of 1915 were achieved on a basis of .-^onuthiug b -

than 17i/4c. per lb. for copper.
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We dwell upon this point simply to elucidate that

remarkable a? was the position of the copper-prodnoinir

companies at the end of 1915, it must have been far more

so at the end of the first quarter of 1916, for during the

last three months there has lieen not only a huge produc-

tion of copper, but also the deliveries have been huge and

the price realized on them has ranged from 20 to 2';e.

per lb. Moreover, these companies have sold so mucli of

their expected output during the remainder of 1916 that

they are insured an average price for this year that will

be higher—and probably a good deal higher—than that

of 1915.

The copper-producing comjianies of the United States

now find themselves in a financial position far stronger

than they were ever in before. No longer do they have to

borrow money to finance their copper between mine and

market, and over and above the surplus that tliey need

for properly carrying on their business they possess large

reserves of cash, or cash equivalent, that may be paid

out to their stockholders in the form of immediate divi-

dends or may l)e preserved to insure the maintenance of

their present dividends for many years to come, no mat-

ter what may happen to the copi)er market ; or they may
use it for extension of their Ijusiness, or they may do a

mixture of all of those things. Some concerns will pur-

sue one policy, some another, Init whatever may be deter-

mined upon by anyone, the public will do well to recog-

nize that the standard copper-mining companies have

attained a position of practically assured stability.

Tfiae IRecesat C®pper Sales
In December last everybody engaged in the copper-

producing industry was startled by the news that the

British government had bought 60,000 long tons—about

135,000,000 lb.—of copper in one contract at about 20c.

per lb. Nexer before had there been known such a

colossal transaction in copjier. Recently that was far

surpassed, however, when Frame and England jointly

contracted in a series of transactions for about 300.000,-

000 lb. of copper, and another European goverinnent

took about 100,000,000 lb., all at about STc per lb.

Yet, save in the copper market itself, these transactions

excited scarcely more than a ripple of interest.

About a year ago the speculative public was all agog

with the war oi-der^^—for .shrapnel, shells, rifles, etc.

—

that were being placed in this countrj'. Wall Street

was aflame with reports of the enormous profits that

the Bethlehem Steel Co., the Crucible Steel Co. and

the powder, arms and ammunition companies generally

were going to make. Over all hung the veil of mystery,

which no doubt was the very thing that was exciting.

Some of those companies have ])robably realized the

enormous profits that were estimated. In the cases of the

Du Pont powder company and the Bethlehem Steel Co.

there is no doubt about it. In other ca.ses tlierc has

been disapi' lintment. We were e.xt.aordinarily astonished

to learn a i w weeks ago that up to that time not a

single rifle had luen delivered uncler the orders of 1915

and that there Imd been great delay and trouble in the

filling of tho.se <.i.iiTs.

But here in th' ropppr business we had lately some

real war orders ii'n.ut which there was no mystery.

The companies reiii\ing them did not make any ofiiiial

statements respectiuL; tliem, luit it was not difficult to

learn in the trade with regard to both quantity and
price. This business fell to a group of industrial com^
panics, which have for many years been in the habit

of making very full reports respecting their operations.

Let us say that their average cost of producing cO]>]iri

is about iOc. per lb. In selling 400,000,000 \b. at •-';

they may safely count upon a profit of $68,000.<>ii '

which will be divided among relatively few concii

But Wall Street took no notice of this. Indeed, copj

stocks declined.

The recent business leads to a train of thought. Why
do I'>ngland and France require so much copper? How
does Germany manage to get along with a much less

quantity? That Germany does in fact get along with

less is scarcely to be doubted, for her own production

is but a trifle and she now imports it from nowhere.

Assuming that she has been tearing down her structuri'-,

it is hardly to be imagined that she is getting so nuu ii

copper as the Allies are using. Is there some coniici

-

tion between this and preparedness? When the war i<

over, one of the most interesting and important revelation^

will he the explanation of this.

Apparently the bill for the creation of a Government

armor-plate plant is going to be passed by Congress. It

will then become a law, for it is an administration

mea.^ure. There will be no cost-keeping in the new
]ilant, by order of Congress. It would not do to let

the taxpayers know that armor plate made by the

Government may cost more than for what private concerns

offered to supply it.

The upshot of the matter will be therefore that the

Government will spend $11,000,000 for a duplication of

exi.-^ting plant. This is simply throwing away money.

On the other hand, the plan for a Government nitrogen

jilant, which would not duplicate anything, does not seem

to be meeting with favor.

When Congress undertakes to do its own engineering,

it usually nuikes a mess of things. In the present case it

i-' makiuir a mess of thinsis in a scandalous way.

^ex£t im. Messico ?
The American troo]K chasing Villa ])enctrated as far

south as Parral, were attacked there by a .Mexican mob,

defended themselves and retired in order to avoid fur-

ther hostilities. Villa not having been caught, nor likely

to be, the Parral incident caused a great deal of excite-

ment both in ^Mexico and Washington, and Carranza

having intimated that it was time to talk of American

withdrawal, Washington liegan to talk of it.

So the end vnW probably be that we shall retire from

Mexico just a.s we did from Vera Cruz, and the bandits

will have free hand again provided they keep away from

the American border. Here was a chance to intervene

in Mexico for the restoration of order there with the

united backing of the American people, but it is not to

be—yet.

The increase of 10% in wages promised by the Steel

Corporation for May 1, which will undoubtedly be fol-

lowed by the chief independent concerns—and necessarily

by all the other.<—will bring wages in the steel trade up to

the highest point on record.
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Several years ago a new checker was employed in the

shipping department at the Earitan Copper Works, says

the Iiif/nt. and upon being told to go out on tlie farm

and check the pigs, he replied : "Nothing doing. I've

iieard too much about sky-hooks to be caught on any

stuff like that
!"

Tlie sensitiveness of the human eye and its ability to

distinguish color were made the subject of an interesting

experiment by Professor Nichols, of Cornell University,

says the American Machinist. Ninety-two different

shades of blue were placed before 54 observers, and the

general average for placing these shades in proper rela-

tion was over 9.'j%.

A tired Easterner going into Arizona banishment, rid-

o- in the lonely passenger car on a mixed train, was
nnich disturbed by the occasional bellowing of the con-

ductor concerning some sage-brush station. Finally the

pestiferous conductor sang out the name of a station in

an unusually grating key. The t. E. looked out to see

only a box-car station, turned a withering glance on the

conductor and said, "Bring it in."

m
We noticed the following advertisement in a Milwaukee

aper and found it so exciting that we are glad to

republish it without charge, just as a matter of interest:

THE LOST PLATINUM MINE
of Northwestern Wisconsin Discovered. Also Gold, Silver and
other Metals: exceedingly rich, laying idle for want of cap-
ital.

We will Lease or Sell. There is untold millions in this dis-

covery. Seeing is believing. Come and inspect the same. One
is all that is required for one that understands h*s busi-

ness.

I made this discovery in 1898 and tliere has been a freeze-

out ever since.

Advice to those that are interested. You must under-
stand your business or have a private chemist. There will

be parties on hand to betray, deceive, or laugh you to scorn.

But seeing is believing, come.
For further information call personally on me at the

following address.
Knute Thompson, or better known as

WISCONSIN KNUTE, THE PROSPECTOR,
Route 5, Box K. Manomonie, Wisconsin.

AVe wish we could feel sure that AViseonsin Knute
knows what he is talking about, but as he says that one

day is enough for one who understands his business to

find out, there is a sporting chance. The chief trouble

would be in finding somebody who understands his

business.

Si

T?esourcefulness and ingenuity have been shown by New
England manufacturers in their efforts to overcome the

difficulties in the way of securing an adequate supply of

steel because of the embargoes against freight shipments

into New England, says the New York Sun. One Con-

necticut company has chartered barges and is floating the

much needed supply of wire rods from the Trenton jilant

of the American Steel and Wire Co. down the canal and

Raritan River and up the Sound to the works. Another

Connecticut manufacturer, after securing steel by boat in

the same way, is trucking the metal 30 to 40 mi. over-

land. One New England manufacturer of war munitions,

requiring a const.int exchange of supplies between the

Bethlehem .Steel Co. and the New England plant, ha.s

established an automobile line between the two points,

with a relay in New York City. Another illustration of

the stress under which manufacturers are working is the
chartering of a freight car at a pas.senger-coaeh rate by a
manufacturer in New Jersey. The freight car, which
contained hinges—essential to the continuance of work
at the factory—was sidetracked at a New England point.

The railroad refused to carry the car until the manufac-
turer offered to pay passenger rates. The car was then
attached to a regular passenger train.

I*;

The palm for being the highest-priced industrial must
be awarded to the Fnion Sulphur Co., bids for which stock

have advanced to $9,1)00 a share with none offered. The
company, a close corporation, has outstanding but $200,-
000 capital stock, 2,000 shares of $100 par value. The
Fnion Suliiliui- Co. has long been regarded as the world's

largest pi'oducer of sulphur. Its position has been ma-
terially strengthened since the outbreak of the war through
curtailment of other production, notably from pyrites for-

merly imported in large quantities from the Eio Tinto
copper mines in Spain. Increased demand for sulphur

bi'ought on by the war has resulted in an advance in price

from $22 per ton to $28.50 per ton. Not only does the com-
pany have the unique distinction of being the highest-

])i-iced stock in the countiT, but it also has the highest

dividend rate, as for the past seven or eight years returns

to stockholders have amounted to 100% monthly, or

$1,200 per share per year. The company's property in

Louisiana is believed to operate at a profit of $17 per

ton, which on a year's output of 400,000 tons would

amount to $(;,,S0(),()i)O. This would be equal to $3,400

per shai-e. Duiing the past few mouths since attempts

were first made to secure stock of the Union Sulphur Co.

the bid price has advanced from $4,400 per share to

$9,000 without bringing a single share u])on the market,

says the Boston News Bureau. ^ .^ . _.

The following verses exhibit a model spirit for all in-

terested onlookers and innocent bystanders. They were

written by Emma Jarvis, a high-school girl at Sutter

Creek, Calif., and recited at the town's celebration of the

reopening of the old mine after thirty years of idleness.

THE OLD EUREKA
The daylight hours were fading fast •

When through a mining- village passed
The rumor startling, strange and bold.

That Hetty Green at last had sold

Eureka!

Oh! news to fire the miner's zeal,

The Eurelia sold for woe or weal!
At last to search for yellow gold
Through stope.s and levels of the Old

Eureka.

How hoary grandsires love to tell

To wide-eyed youngsters, listening well.

Of high-grade ore. of wealth untold
Concealed in caverns of the Old

Eureka.

Some pessimists of course there bo.

"There never was and ne'er will be
Enough good rock, enough fine gold
To pay for exploiting the Old

Eureka."

Ah well! be rumor false or true.

It matters not to me or you;
But if its true that it is sold,

Good lucli to those who bought the Old
EurekE'
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James E. Dick, lately in Denver, is now at Whitefish.

Colorado.

Philip Maverick has removed from Anaconda, Mont., to

Jlobe, Arizona.

p. W. George, recently at Hollywood, Wash., is now at

Wallace. Idaha

M. P. Ward, formerly at Denver, Colo., is now at Barran-
quilla, Colombia.

Roy H. Clarke has removed from Spokane, Wash., to

Takilma, Josephine Counts, Oregon.

T. R. Hunt, lately with the Syndicate Mining Co. at Aroroy.
Masbate, Philippine Islands, is now in Denver.

C. D. Stark, Jr., recently at Newport, R. I., is now at the

Plumas Eureka mine, Johnsville. Plumas County. California.

Wallace E. Pratt has resigned his position with the Mines
Department of the Philippine Islands to enter into private

practice.

W. H. Plummer, formerly at the Holman mine, has suc-

ceeded Frederick Eckman as superintendent of the Arcturus
mine on the Mesabi iron range.

Andrew W. Newberry is now with the Exploration Depart-
ment of the Goldfield Consolidated Mines Co., with headquar-
ters at S05 Crocker Building. San Francisco.

J. Parke Channing, C. R. Corning and Charles F. Rand, of

New York, are taking a vacation together in Cuba and will

return to New York about the end of April.

Chester W. Washburne, formerly with the U. S. Geological
Survey, has returned to the United States from the Belgian
Congo when he has been for two years prospecting for oil.

W. E. Malm, of the Malm Wolf Co., Denver, Colo., has com-
pleted the examination of mining properties in the Moses
mining district In Washington, and has returned to Denver.

D. G. Kerr, vice-president of the United States Steel Cor-
poration, and McGilvary Shiras, ore agent for the corporation,
both of Pittsburgh, have been looking over the Oliver Iron
Mining Co.'s mines in the Lake Superior district, in company
with Oliver officials.

A. C. Brown has been elected general manager of the
Brown Hoisting Machinery Co., Cleveland, Ohio, succeeding R.

B. Sheridan, who has resigned to accept a position w^ith the
American International Corporation, New York City. Jlr.

Brown is also vice-president of the company, and has been
assistant manager.

M. H. Merriss has resigned his position on the metallurgical
staff of the Baltimore plant of the American Smelting and Re-
fining Co. to become superintendent of the electrolytic refinery
and silver department at the Raritan Refinery of the Ana-
conda Copper Co. in Perth Amboy. His address is Box 22,

Perth Amboy, N. J.

Andrew Christensen. formerly chief of the Alaskan Field
Division of the General Land office, has been appointed
manager of the Land and Industrial Department, which has
just been established under the Alaskan Engineering Com-
mission. He will have his headquarters at Sewai'd, Alaska.
and will report directly to the Commission. He will have
charge of all matters relating to the public lands tributary
to the Government railroad.

Harnett F. Shearer died at Laurium, Mich., Apr. 5. aged
62 years. He was born in Michigan and was employed in the
iron mines around Ironwood for a number of years. About
26 years atjo he was appointed superintendent of the Wolver-
ine mill at G.iy. and later of the Mohawk mill. About a year
ago he was i ut in charge at the new White Pine Extension.

William E. Aiiderson died at Leadvllle, Colo., Mar. 26, aged
50 years. He wus l>orn in New York, but had lived in Colorado
nearly 80 years. F<ir a number of years he operated the Hope
mine near Leadvm. Some years ago he started the project

of driving a tunn. 1 through Prospect Mountain for the pur-
posi- of prospectim; and opening ore deposits believed to exist

there.

John P. K. Mllkr died at Scottdale, Penn., Apr. 8, aged
59 years. He was born In Martinsburg, W. Va., and went to

Plttcliurgh when a young man. About 30 years ago he

became chief engineer for the McClure Coke Co., and when
that company was merged with th H. C. Friclv Coke Co, he
was made chief engineer for the consolidated company, retain-
ing that position until his death. He was a member of the
American Institute of Mining Engineers and of the North ot
England Mining Institute.

Edgar D. Huntley died Apr. 9 in San Antonio, Tex., where
he had gone in hopes of benefiting his health. He was 55
years old. and was born in Wisconsin. When IS years old,

he went to Dakota Territory and soon after removed to the
Black Hills, later entering the employ of the Homestake
Mining Co. He rose to the position of assistant foreman of
the mine, which he held for nearly 30 years and upon the
death of W. S. O'Brien, he was appointed general foreman.
He resigned in December last on account ot continued ill

health.

LehlKh I'niversity—During the month of April the senior
miners and geologists in charge of Dr. B. L. Miller of llie

Department ot Geology, and Prof. Howard Eckteldt ot liie

Mining Engineering Department, made their annual inspecti>in

trips to several of the more interesting mining centers of .lit-

East. Cornwall. Penn., was visited on Apr. 1. Mt. H"P ,

N. J., was visited on Apr. 8. Franklin Furnace, N. J., wa.-5 i

attraction Apr. 14 and 15.

University of Vtah—In the metallurgical department of ;

State School of Mines, there have been established I'r.t:

research fellowships of the value of $720 a year each, whii.h

are open to college graduates who have had some trainiiii;

in chemistry and metallurgy. Applications for them will b.-

received tor this year, up to May 15. Tliose holding fellow-
ships for the fiscal year 1915-1916 and the fields in which tlity

are working are Glenn A. Allen. University of Kansas, floti-

tion processes: Richard AV. Johnson, University of Nortli

Dakota, hydrometallurgy of zinc; Harper C. Neeld. Nevail i

University, hydrometallurgy of zinc; Clarence E. Sims. Uni-
versity of Illinois, electrolytic processes; M. J. Udy. Univer.«it\

of Utah, hydrometallurgy of lead; Harry J. Morgan. Lelaml
Stanford Jr. University, cyanidation; George F. Stott, Univi rs-

ity of Utah, losses in milling processes.

Jcseph A, Holmes Safety Association—The following is i

list of the various associations which have joined in the mux •

ment to establish a memorial to the late Dr. Joseph A. Holni' s.

with their respective representatives: American Institute !
Mining Engineers. Hennen Jennings: American Mining Con-
gress. Dr. David T. Day; American Federation of Labor, A. 1'.

Holder: Mining and Metallurgical Society. Dr. George Oiis

Smith: American Society of Mechanical Engineers. General
W. H. Bixby; American Institute of Electrical Engineers, J^lm
H. Finney: American Electro-Chemical Society, Dr. F. G. f"

trel; American Association for the Advancement of Sci' '

Dr. L. O. Howard: American Chemical Society, S. S. Voorli

Geological Society of America. Dr. Joseph Hyde Pratt:

tional Academy ot Sciences. Dr. David White; American I

Cross Society. Dr. Robert U. Patterson: Western Federa!
of Miners. Joseph D. Cannon: Mine Inspectors' Institute, J. >

Paul; Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education.
Professor O. P. Hood; United Mine Workers of Amirira
William Green; National Safety Council, H. M. Wilson; An
lean Forestry Association, P. Rlsdale: American Soclet-

Testing Materials, A. W. Gibbs. At a recent meeting In W.i
ington a permanent organization was effected under the naii.

of the Joseph A. Holmes Safety Association and the following'

officers were elected: President. 'Van H. Manning: vlcc-pr. si

dents, Charles D. Walcott. Samuel D. Gompers: menil

executive committee. Hennen Jennings. Dr. John A. Brasl

The present functions of the association were formulate!
follows:

1. That annually the association shall make one or nv m

awards with honorariums to be known as "The Holm s

Award" for the encouragement of those originating, devi 1

ing and installing the most efficient safety devices, appli.-n

or methods, in the mining, quarrying, metallurgical and i

eral Industries during the previous year, these awards t i

the results of reports and investigations made by the s<

tary and the representatives of the association.

2. From time to time the association shall also make s

able awards for personal heroism or dl-itlngulshed servlc

the saving of life In any branch of the mining. quarr> i

metallurgical and mineral Industries.

3. Once a year a meeting of the association shall be li' ll

In the city of Washington at which all awards will be public l.i

announced. 1
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Knox Motors Associates, Springfield. Mass., Folder, Haul-

.ng Costs Reduced. Illus.

Link-Belt Co., Chicago. 111. Booklet No. 238. Grab Buck-
;ts. Illustrated. 12 pp.. 3»4x6 in.

The \Vm. Powell Co.. Cincinnati, Ohio. Booklet. White
Star Gate Valve. Illustrated 20 pp. 31/2x6% in,

Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. Folders.

Vasoo Nonshrinkable and Vasco Choice Tool Steel

American Roller Bearing Co., Pittsburgh. Penn. Bulletin

No. 1003. Roller Bearings. Illustrated, 61^x10 in.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio. Bulletin No. l.'l.

Manganese Steel Chains. Illustrated, 20 pp.. 6x9 in.

Manitowoc Engineering Works. Manitowoc, Wis. Folder,

Saving of Production Cost The Surest Profit. Illus.

National Tube Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. Bulletin No. 26,

Autogenous Welding of National Pipe. Illustrated, 52 pp.,

ixll in.

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Bul-

letin No. 1417A. Smelting Furnaces and Accessory Equipment.
Illustrated. 48 pp., 8x10 'i in.

National Safety Council, Continental & Commercial Bank
Building. Chicago, 111. Bulletin, Weekly Safety Bulletin.

Illustrated, 76 pp., llxS^A in.

The Under-Feed Stoker Co. of America, Harris Trust Bldg.,

Chicago, 111. Catalog, Jones Under-feed Mechanical Stoker.

Illustrated, 32 pp., GVaxlO in.

Armco Iron Culvert and Flume Manufacturers Association,

Middletown, Ohio. Catalog. Arraco Iron Flumes, Lennon
Type. Illustrated, 38 pp., 6x9 in.

Nordberg Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Bulletin

No. 27A. The Nordberg High Compression Two-Cycle Oil

Engine. Illustrated, 16 pp., SxlO'/i in.

The Yuba Construction Co., San Francisco, Calif. The
Yuba Bulletin. Vol. 1, No. 3. Illustrated, 16 pp., 10x7 in.

These bulletins are published quarterly for the benefit of

customers.

John A. Roebling's Sons Co.. Trenton, N. J. Catalog Roeb-
ling Wire Rope. Vol. I, No. 2, illustrated. 16 pp. 61,4x9% in.

Copies of this catalog will be mailed regularly, free of

charge to any wire rope user interested.

C. H. Wheeler Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Penn. Condensing
Equipment. Illustrated. 178 pp. 6x9 in.

Besides the chapters devoted to the usual condensing ap-
paratus are two unusual chapters on cooling towers and
spray cooling systems. Catalog on heavy plate paper, very
well illustrated and contains tables pertaining to condensing
problems.

"Waterproof Graphite Grease" is the title of a new 16-

page booklet by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City,

N. J. This little book deals with the care and up-keep of

heavy, slow-moving machinery and parts that are exposed to

unusual wear, such as lubrication of plungers, the best way to

handle wire rope, open gearing and dredging machinery. A
copy will be sent to anyone interested.

The Redwood Manufacturers Co., San Francisco, is dis-

tributing its catalog No. 7, descriptive of Remco redwood pipe.

which it manufactures. The catalog has an unusual amount
of valuable data pertaining to wooden pipe, wooden tanks, and
the flow of water under various conditions. Not the least in-

teresting part of the catalog is comprised in two pages giving
specific directions on how to set up wooden stave tanks.

The Deming Co., Salem, Ohio, is distributing its Catalog 25

describing the Deming pump for hand and power purposes.

The book contains 358 pages of heavy plate paper well illus-

trated, and handsomely bound in gray buckram. Beside the
usual catalog features regarding the pumps which the com-
pany manufactures, the book contains valuable technical data
and engineering tables applicable to pumping problems.

The Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield. Ohio, is distributing its

catalog No. 16, covering overhead materials, rail bronze, car-

equipment specialties and high-tension porcelain insulating

material, and all equipment for electric railways, mine-
haulage systems and power transmission lines. The catalog
is bound in green buckram and contains 654 pages. It is

admirably gotten up. well illustrated, and contains some
valuable tables regarding copper wires, etc.

The American Sheet and Tinplate Co, Pittsburgh. Penn,. is

distributing a paper published in the "Journal of Industrial

and Engineering Chemistry" (American Chemical Society),

March. 1916, entitled "Research on the Corrosion Resistance
of Copper Steel," by B. M. Buck, metallurgical engineer, Amer-
ican Sheet and Tinplate Co., and J. O. Handy, director of lab-
oratories of Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, Pittsburgh, Penn.
A synopsis of the results of the research are: Copper increases
the resistance of -steel and iron to atmospheric corrosion: its

influence is apparent when the copper content reaches 0.03%:
its effect is almost at a maximum when the copper reaches
0.05%; the best amount of copper for commercial steel has
been set at 0.25%: steel containing 0.25% copper outlasts pure
iron containing 0.05%: steel containing 0.05% copper lasts as
long as pure iron containing 0.05% copper. The influence of
copper is probably due to its control of the sulphur; sulphur
in steel accelerates corrosion very markedly: sulphur oxides
in the air accelerate the corrosion of steel: copper In steel
counteracts or retards both corroding influences.

Copies of this pamphlet will be mailed on request.

BHOUSTREAIL HEWS

Harry Channon has been chosen president and James A.
Delaney vice-president of the MacMaster Carr Supply Co., of
174 No. Market St., Chicago.

The Great Western Smelting and Refining Co. has opened
an office in New York in the W^oolworth Building under the
management of H. S. Green.

The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, recently
shipped a conveyor belt so large as to require delivery in

four sections. The total weight was over 23 tons.

The Morgan Engineering Co., Alliance, Ohio, has pur-
chased the plant of the Canton Steel Foundry, Canton, Ohio,
which is a well-equipped steel company, and will make an
important addition to the Morgan plant.

E. S. Cullen has retired from his position as a representa-
tive of the Niles-Bement-Pond Co. and has formed the E. S.

Cullen Machinery Co,, dealer in tools and equipment in the
Leader-News Building, Cleveland, Ohio,

The offices of the U. S. Smelting Co,, the U. S. Metals Refin-
ing Co., the Cia de Real del Monte y Pachuca and the U. S.

Smelting, Refining and Mining Co. have been removed to the
Equitable Building, 120 Broadway, New York.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. recently made an express
shipment weighing 13.000 lb., consisting of one air compressor
and four Hummer hammer drills to the International Trading
Co., New York, The machines are to be reshipped to South
America to be used in construction of water-works in Uru-
guay.

The annual reports of SO industrial companies which
have become available for 1915 show average earnings on
their stocks of 20,36%. comparing with 9.63% in the preceding
twelve months. This remarkable showing represents the
revival of activity of domestic business and the huge war
orders placed here by the Allies.

The National Tube Co. has published a bulletin of 50 pages
on the oxyacetylene welding of National pipe, showing that
it is more advantageous to make pipe joints by welding than
it is with the ordinary fittings. This bulletin is an exhaust-
ive treatment of the subject and is one that ought to be
studied carefully by miners, mill men and smelters.

The Gibb Instrument Co., of Pittsburgh, Penn.. is introduc-
ing a neat and compact optical pyrometer for the observation
of high temperatures in metallurgical furnaces. The prin-
ciple of the instrument is that a graduated strip, embodying
the different colors taken on by heated bodies, is passed
over a diffused light. The price of the instrument is $25.

The Minnesota Testing Laboratories, Inc.. is a consoli-

dation effected by Crowell & Murray, consulting engi-
neers and lower lake port chemists; Lerch Brothers, analytical

chemists, with branches on the Mesabi, Cuyuna and Michigan
iron ranges, and the Duluth Testing Laboratory, of which
C. A, Graves is director. The oflicers of the new organization
are: President, Benedict Crowell; vice-president, Fred Lerch;
secretary-treasurer, C. A. Graves: manager, K. M. Way.

A new steel company—Halcomb & Davidson. Inc.—with
offices in the Singer Building. New York, has been formed by C.

Herbert Halcomb, formerly a director and works manager,
and William P. Davidson, for 11 years vice-presidoiit and gen-
eral manager of the International High Speed Stool Co.. who
have severed their connections with that company The new
company will engage in the manufacture and sale of all kinds

of tool steel, high-speed steel, alloy steels and drill steels, solid

and hollow.
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SAN FBANCISCO—Apr. 19
(By Tt-legiaph)

Comstock Opening Old Vnioii Shaft to 2,700-ft. level. When
completed, Superintendent Symmes will probably report ad-

visability of unwatering Northend mines to 2,900-ft. level, as

high-gi'ade ore is already disclosed. Water is now only 6 ft.

below 2,700-ft. level.

S.AM FRANCISCO—Apr. 15
Hishgrading of Tunssten at Atolia has resulted in the ar-

rest of S men, chiefly Italians. Five of them were found
guilty and three are out on bail. The penalty was 120 days
in jail or a fine of $120. Judge Taylor did not consider a

highgrader's time worth more than $1 per day unless he was
on the job. One of these thieves had tied the bottoms of his

trousers at his shoetops and carried the rich ore inside

around his ankles.

Tlie ActU-ity of the Oil Industry in the development of new
wells since the beginning of the year 1916, was sustained in

the past week which saw recorded 20 additional wells, mak-
ing a total of 163 since the first of the year, reported by the

State Mining Bureau. The area of proved oil land in Cali-

fornia just determined by the Bureau, is reported at 126 sq.mi.

or 80,702 acres, divided among the oil producing counties, as

follows: Kern, 55,842 acres; Fresno. 12,218; Santa Barbara
6,030; Orange, 3,305; Los Angeles, 2,326; Ventura, 749; San
Luis Obispo, 202; Santa Clara, 30.

Quiclisilver Thievex Have Ueen Operating; in Napa County,
at the Aetna mine, and in Santa Clara County at the Guada-
lupe mine. The recent high price of quicksilver which ad-

vanced beyond $300 per flask offered temptation to thieves

who were more adept at stealing than disposing of quick-

silver. In Napa County, A. Sark has been charged with the

theft from the Aetna mine and trial set for Apr. 25. The
thieves who robbed the Guadalupe have not been appre-

hended, but detectives claim to have secured a clew to

the well organized gang, through the efforts of a woman who
understock to collect payment foi- the quicksilver, said to

have been stolen from the Guadalupe.

Water Rights in Elde>rado asul Sacramento Counties, owned
by the Hayward-Hobart-Lane interests, have been in liti-

gation for a long time but the recent decision of the Gen-
eral Land Office, affirming the decision of the Sacramento
Land Otfice, awarded to E. R. Walker the right to establish a

reservoir and dam site on the middle fork of Cosumnes River.

The decision is final and closes the litigation pending since

September, 1912. At the final hearing, T. H. Patton, the con-

tending claimant, allowed his claim to go b.v default. Walker
has expended $25,000 on the project. Approximately coinci-

dent with the decision of the Land Office in this case, an-

other one which has been pending in the Superior Court of

Eldorado County, was practically terminated by the with-

drawal of Ray C. Beal from the legal fight to maintain pos-

session of the extensive water system, purchased l)y the

Placerville Gold Mining Co. It is reported that Heal re-

linquished possession, discharged all his emplo.vees and is

closing up the office. The employees of Beal were then re-

employed by the Placerville Gold Mining Co. and sent out to

repair the water system. A concrete dam, at the head of the

Gold Hill ditch in Placerville, was begun and it is l)elieved

that the mining company will now proceed to complete repair

work and get in a position to resume development of the

mine situated within the town of Placerville. The mining
industry of Eldorado County has been greatly retarded by
controversies over the water rights and the use of water;

and these two settlements, if they are final, should serve to

encourage the investment of money in this county for the

reopening nni development of mining properties.

DKNVIOK—Apr. 14

Sllverton KeepM on RepnrtinK TunuMtrn niMcoverleH, recent

onta being on i:ed .Mountain. Mineral Point, head of Cascade
Creek, near Glad.«t..ne. and close to Silverton on the slope of

.Sultan Mountain luehlo men are said to have discovered this

metal In their Ti|i T..]. claims well up on the Sangre de Chrlsto

range about 8 mi e.ist of Crestone.

'I he (ripple Cri-i-k iilNtrict furnishes the following current

Ueni!" of interest: Tlie Oante mine on Bull Hill has been
taken under a 5-yr leaMe by the Consolidated Mines and
Reduction Co. The I'li.irmaclst mine, also on Hull IIIII. and

the first dividend payer in the district, is being newly dt-

veloped by lessees and gives promise of again becoming prom-
inent. Dump at the main shaft of the C. O. D. mine close

to City of Cripple Creek is to be worked over by the flotatimi

process; inasmuch as this dump was accumulated duii

early years of the district's history, it probably contains mi
material valuable under present conditions. The Eagle
company at its annual meeting elected the following officii

and directors: G. S. \Vood. president; Irving T. Snyder, vir,--

president; A. W. Oliver, manager; George A. Stahl, secretar.\ ;

K. V. Simson, cashier; Nelson Franklin, A. J. Zang, T. B. Bur-
bridge and W. G. Eldred, directors.

Miners* Wages in the Leadville District have been rais*^'!

10% voluntarily by the operators. The camp promises to im

the busiest it ever has been. In addition to the reopening
many old mines, the district is now to be considered by plai*

operators. The Derry Ranch Gold Dredging Co. has resunieU
operations for the season on its large tract along the Ark.in

sas River a few miles south of town. The dredge built kisi

summer was operated a few weeks with most satisfactoi .

results before being obliged by winter to shut down. Tin

boat is now digging although its pond is covered with ir

The success of this venture in a new field gives stimulus
owners of neighboring tracts to inaugurate similar ope
tions. The Western Zinc Oxide Co. has decided to enkn
its smeltery by adding a new block of furnaces to haniU-
non-sulphide ores, and a roasting unit to treat sulphides. -\

three-years' contract has been made with lessees of th.

Gallagher mine to supply this company with carbonate oie.

while the Midland Chemical Co. of Chicago, is reported t'l

have purchased one-fourth of the entire stock of the com-
pany to assure itself an ample supply of oxide required in the
manufacture of lithopone.

BUTTE—Apr. 15

Butte's Payrolls for the Month of March were the largest
in the history of the district. The total payrolls including
those of the business houses, public utility corporations and
other concerns as well as the rolls of the mines, made a total

for March of close to $3,000,000. This does not include the

payrolls of Anaconda where in the Washoe smelter alone over
5,000 men drew salaries aggregating over $500,000. The pay-
rolls in Butte were based on the sliding scale that gave the

miners $4.25 per day. The Anaconda company paid out for

labor in its Butte mines alone $1,407,000. The Butte & Su-
perior had the largest payroll in its history amounting to

$251,000. The North Butte rolls called for $140,000. The
payrolls of the Timber Butte Milling and the Elm Orlu Min-
ing company, the two Clark companies, amounted to about
$100,000. It is claimed that the total of payrolls of the Bull--

miners has more than doubled in the past 14 months.

The Montana Power Co. Has Announced that the worli en

the new 40,000-hp. plant at Holter on the Missouri River ii-

Wolfe Creek, is to be rushed to completion not later th "

.•August of next year. It has also announced that work \'

begin at once on another great power in Southern Mom i

and this will be finished late next year. When but three >•

ago the Montana Power Co. announced its intention of <•

structing a 90,000 hp. hydro-electric development at the I

Falls of the Missouri near Great Falls and also a fiO.OOO lu

plant at Thompson Falls in the Clark's fork of the ColUhM
River, many of the leading financial men declared th:i

was extravagance, for such quantities of power would noi

needed in Montana for years to come. The late Max Heli;

gener.Tl manager of the Montana Power Co. and the late .1'

G. Morony, one of the leading financial men of the conip >

had hard work convincing some of the directors that It

wise to go ahead with the plants. They pointed out tli;ii

the work wrs carried on at a moderate pace, it would i

four years to complete those plants. The first two had it-i

been more than started, however, when the sudden demand
for more electrical power became so urgent that the work was
hurried and both plants are now in full operation. The
great changes alont: noth metallurgical and mining lines are

largely responsible .or the Increased demand for power. At

both the Washoe sniclter and the Reduction works at Great

Falls, the power "demands have more than trebled. The new
copper refinery at Great Falls, the zinc refinery and reduction

plant .-it An;i'--M(ia, and the new zinc refinery at Great P'allS
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have alone added greatly to the power requirements. The
mines of not only Butte but of all western Montana have
also added greatly to the power requirements. I'ractically

every mine in Montana that has ever been listed as a pro-
ducer, is now in operation. Railroad electrification has
counted some but tlie requirements of the Milwaukee R.R.
in this respect have not been extensive so far. They will

increase constantly, but the Montana Power Co. will have
its new plants completed in time to care for those require-
ments. The growth of Butte and other mining centers has
added to the demands for light and power for commercial
purposes but this growth has been nothing in comparison
with that of the mining industry. The figures showing the
gross and net incomes of the company for March of this year
compared to March of 1915 show an increase in the gross in-

come of $170,000 or nearly 60%; the net income increased
$146,000 or over "C^f.

SALT LAKU fITV—Apr. !.>

The Xet Proceeds and A«8essible Property of the Silver

King Coalition of Park City for 1015 as filed with the state
Ijoard of equalization were stated at $782,069. Gross proceeds
for the year were $l.S83,4iS, and expenses $1,101,413. A con-
siderable part of the latter item was spent in repairs and im-
provements. The statement of the Utah Consolidated Mining
Co., owning the Highland Boy at Bingham, showed net pro-
ceeds for 1915 to have been $1,743,408, and gross proceeds,
$2,298,656.

The Cleanup at the Tintic Milling Co. Plant at Silver
City marks an advance in the development of the milling
process, which this company is applying to low-grade Tintic
ores. It is expected that the recovery from the precipitation
boxes will show whether an,\- changes in the method of treat-

ment will be necessary. A thorough cleanup will not be
undertaken at this time; and exact deductions as to costs can
not be made. Three Holt-Dern roasters have been in oper-
ation, and their wor-k has been under observation, w'ith intent
to make such improvements as are needed; they are stated to

be giving satisfaction. There is one Knight-Christensen
roaster at present being tried out. The mill is constructed
so as to permit of adding units as they are needed. Work-
ing at capacity it will treat 300 tons daily, employing about
25 men. The greater part of the ore at present being treated
comes from the Dragon Consolidated. The company is now
employing about 40 men, some of whom are working on con-
struction.

MOREXCI. ARIZ Apr. 14

If the Recent Advance in Smeltins Charses is not modi-
fled many Arizona mine owners and operators claim they will

have to shut down. In the new schedule, the former 2i^c.

deduction from the market quotation is added to by ViC.

for each cent above 14c. selling price. Thus when copper
sells at 26c. the producer will only receive 20V4c. There is

also a deduction of 20 lb. copper to the ton of ore running 10',J

or less, which reduction was formerly 10% of copper con-
tent, with 12 lb. as a miniinum. The minimum charge for
treating a ton of ore is increased from $2.50 to $5, and
the reduction for moisture is raised. The risk of buying cop-
pei' at such an abnormally high price is given by the smelters
as their reason for the advancement. And as every smelter in

the district is swamped with ore, it is not thought that any
modification in the rates will be made soon.

The Latest Verde Company in the Jerome district is the
Verde Combination. The new company, which is in the pro-
cess of oi-ganization, owns 900 aci-es paralleling the Green
Monster on the north and adjoining the United Verde and the
United Verde Extension on the south. Copper sulphides have
been opened in 10 places at different depths. One shaft is

down 670 ft. and shows ore at the 300- and at the 630-ft.

points, .\nother 360-ft. shaft has a 3-ft. vein of sulphide in

a 300-ft. drift on the 260-ft. level. An outcrop crosses the
propert.v a distance of 5,000 ft. and has been slightly de-
veloped in several places. Jas. M. Layman, who oiganized the
Green Monster, is behind the Verde Combination.

(;lobe:, ariz .\pr. \rt

The Old Dominion 3lana;:renient Im ConNiderinjcr an increase
of its milling capacity to 1.000 tons a day and the addition of

a reverberatory furnace. President Smith, who is now here,
states there has Ijeen consideration of a plan for reconstruct-
ing the whole smelter, though no decision is expected on the
matter for some time to come.

DUUGL.VS. .VniZ .Vpr. i:i

General CnlleH, Military Governor of Sonora, has ordered
a raise of the export duty on copper from. 0.8c. pt?r lb., gold,
to 1.5c. This is expected to secure a revenue for Sonora. from
this single item, of $52,000 a month at the ports of Naco

and Agua Prieta, from the shipments of the Cananea aid
Moctezuma companies. Both are working around capacit.
and are furnishing profitable employment to thousand.s r

erstwhile revolutionists. Calles has guaranteed protection,
and is supposed to be fostering with all his power the de-
velopment of any industry that will return prosperity to his
bandit-harried State. To the receipts of the Moctezuma Com-
pany are being added ore shipments from the noted old Pro-
montorio property, now held by the Phelps-Dodge interests.
The ore is brought to N'acozari on mules, of which 400 are
now used and the number is soon to be increased.

JOPLI.V. MO. \pr. I.-

Ground Ha.H lieen Broken at \Veir C i«y. Kan. for a new
two-block zinc smeltery, and construction work will be
pushed. It is being erected by C. W. Squires, a prominent
mining man of Galena, Kan., and J. L. Taylor and Frank
Curnor. of Pittsburg, Kan. Curnor will be manager for the
plant.

The Xe«- Smeltery at Fort Smith, .\rk., is being rapidly
constructed by the Vogelstein interests. Every available
man or team in that city is said to be working on the
smelter site. The mains for piping the natural gas to the
plant are being put in. It is stated that the present plans
contemplate enlarging the plant by units, one block at a time
being built and put into commission as quickly as built.

The Bertha A, ^Vinsrfleld and Athletic Minen are now oper-
ated by C. T. Orr. At the Bertha X. a slime plant is being
operated which is saving an additional two tons of concen-
trates per day from about 1.000 tons of rock milled. Mr. Orr
contemplates installing a fine-grinding and slime-concentrat-
ing plant and may eventually install an oil-flotation plant.
The American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co. is now making ex-
periments with oil-flotation on its ores and is presumably
meeting with success.

The Sheet Ground .Vreaw of the Joplin-Webb City district
are furnishing most of the zinc mined in the region. The
upper stratum of the sheet ground is richer in zinc and
lead than the lower. During normal prices, leasers worked
out the upper stratum and in a great many instances left below
from 5 to 12 ft. of zinc-bearing chert of a lower grade. Some
of the operators are now cutting out this lower stratum of
chert at a very low mining cost. The average yield of all

sheet ground under the present system of milling is very
little over 2% in concentrates, and it is safe to say thai a
recovery of not over 70% is being made. The miners are now
receiving wages on the sliding-scale basis of a 2Sc. per day
increase for every $10 increase in the base price for zinc
concentrates. The average wage with zinc concentrates
from $100 to $110. including contract shovelers, is between
$4.50 and $4.60 per day, which probably makes the Joplin
district one of the highest wage paying camps in the country.
Shovelers are now receiving 10c. per can, which makes a cost
of about 20c. per ton for shoveling and tramming to the
sliaft. Under normal conditions the price is about 6 to 6'/2C.

per can. The w-age scale effective with 60% zinc con-
centrates at $100 to $110 per ton is: Powderman, $4.50;

powderman's helper, $4; tub hooker, $4.50; machineman.
$4.25; machineman, tripod, $4.50; machineman. helper.

$3.75; machineman, tripod helper, $4; shoveler boss, $4.50:

trackman, $4.25: trackman helper, $3.75; mule driver, $3.75;

brunoman, $3.25; pumpman, $3.75; tub runner. $3.25; pig
tail. $3.25; roofman, $4.25; blacksmith. $4.25; blacksmith,
helper, $3.75; hoisterman, shaft, $4.50; hoisterman, tram, $3.25:

jigman, day helper, $4.25; jigman, night helper, $4.25; sludge-
man, $3.45 for 10-hr. day; for S-hr. day, 25c. less; sludgeman,
night, $3.45; crusher feeder, day, $3.45; crusher feeder, night.

$3.45; cuUhand, $3.05; engineer, day. $4; enirineer. iiie-lit. 4:

roustabout, $3.05.

Dl LITK, MI.W Apr. IT

XaviKation at the Head of the Laken Opened on Apr. 14.

The "Briton," of the Massey Steamship Co.. left Duluth for

Port Artliur or Ft. William to load screenings. Ore is arriv-
ing at Duluth and Superior docks from the Vermilion, Mesabi
and Cuyuna ranges, but thus far no boats have been loaded.

-Vt Sault Stc. Marie the Canadian canal is open, but the
.\merican canal will not be open for several days. The ice

crusher "Algoma. ' under ch.irter to the Canadian Government,
is opening up navisation around the Sault and it is possible
some ore carriers may start down within the next 10 days.
Employment agents report plenty of labor available.

HOV.WFORD. NORWAY—Mar. -J.l

.-lluminuni SineltinK In to Be Done near h<i > where watt :

fall is being dov. loped to furnish 20,000 hp.. with a possil>i!ii>

of 60,000 hp. ' ,iter. Estimated capacity given at 4.000 tuit^

aluminum per year [power developed should l>e sufflcie-u to

produce IS. 00) tons.—Editor.] to be produceil irom l-"rench

bauxite. Cap tal stock understood to be about >3, 300,000.
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ARIZONA
Cochise County

HILL TOP (San Simon)—The 3,000-ft. tunnel, which will
enable shipping over Southern Pacific R.R. from San Simon,
almost completed. Tunnel discloses good ore, as does SOO-ft.
shaft. Principle owners are P. J. Kasher, Chicago, and J. O.
and R. O. Kyfe, Kansas City.

Gila County
ARIZONA ASBESTOS (Globe)—R. L. Shumate, representing

H. W. Johns-Manville Co. and E. O. Christiansen, acting for \V.
Putman. Boston, manufacturer of asbestos products, are exam-
ining property with intent to purchase.
APACHE MOUXTAIX DEVELOPMENT CO. (Globe)—Close

corporation with capital stock of $100,000, organized by G. H.
Hayes, Henry V. Snell and John S. Cook, to take over" Stone-
wall Jackson silver mine, IS mi. west of Globe. Hayes has
sunk one shaft .540 ft. deep and driven several crosscuts and
tunnels on 470-ft. level. Shaft will be sunk deeper.

Greenlee County
SHANNON (Clifton)—March production 682,000 lb. copper

for 24 days' operation, compared with 666,000 lb, for February
for 16 days' operation.

Mohave County
UNITED WESTERN (Oatman)—Struck 6-ft. vein assay-

ing $25 per ton; will install new hoist.

BIG JIM (Oatman)—Shaft down 500 ft.; crosscut will be
driven expecting to cut vein at 140 ft.

OATMAN QUEEN (Oatman)—Rich shoot struck at 130-ft.
depth in incline shaft being sunk on vein.

SUN'NYSIDE (Oatman)—Shaft down 130 ft. on vein showing
good assays; hoisting machinery will be installed.

GOLD RANGE (Oatman)—Compressor and drills installed;
three shifts will be worked till shaft reaches 500-ft. point.
LUCKY BOY (Oatman)—Shaft down 200 ft. struck many

gold-bearing stringers of quartz and spar; three shifts being
worked.

ARIZON.A. GOLD STAR (Oatman)—Hoist, compressor and
other machinery installed; 100-ft. shaft will be continued to
400-ft. depth.

LAZY BOY (Oatman)—Shaft down 300 ft.; 60-ft. crosscut
disclosed 10-ft. vein at contact of rhyolite and andesite that
pans gold throughout.

ADAMS (Oatman)—Crosscuts and drifts on 50-ft. level of
prospect hole show good ore; sample taken from entire face
of one drift assays $13. 5S per ton gold.

TOM REED (Oatman)—Drift on 400-ft. level continues to
cut high-grade stringers; company plans new working shaft.

OATMAN GOLD (Oatman)—Crosscutting from station on
500-ft. level begun; will be driven 100 ft. to intersect vein
that shows good gold assays on 300-ft. level.

BLUE BIRD (Oatman)—Claims transferred from Big Jim
to new company which will develop same at once. Twenty
men are at work erecting buildings to accommodate large
crew miners to be put at work.

LORENZONA ORE PURCHASING AND REDUCTIONWORKS (Oatman)—New organization to handle concen-
trates and ores in entire Mohave County district; will afford
local market to small operators who have insufficient ore de-
veloped to warrant installation of mill.

Pima County
VULCAN (Mineral Hill)—New hoist installed; producing

40 to 50 tons 6% copper ore daily; two shafts down 100 ft.

Yavapai County
WICHITA PLACER (Prescott)—Heavy machinery installed;

hydraulic operations will be started at once.

DU.N'KIRK (Prescott)—Mill operating steadily, saving SO'r
by flotation; compressor recently Installed to facilitate deep
development.

DU.NDEE-ARIZONA (Jerome)—Company organized and
financed to take over and develop two patented claims owned
by F. S. Stevens and William Mackey has issued 500.000 shares
of $1 par valuf. of which owners retained 257,000 shares, while
Investors identined with Phoenix National Bank took re-
mainder. Property is entirely surrounded by Verde Exten-
sion and Jerome Verde and h.as same surface Indications as
former. Shaft down 200 ft. and sinking at rate of 3 to 4 ft.
a day.

CAl,IFOIlMA
Amador County

.SOUTH BANNER (Orovllle)—High-grade ore reported
struck on 350-ft. level.

SUTTER CREEK (Sutter Creek)—Unwaterlng old shaft at
hill top with Intent to prospect ground north and south of it.

HAIiidO.NBERG (Jack.sr,n)—Present owners agreed to con-
ditions iiroposed for reorganization by New York men, re-
ported r. .uly to Invest in iiroperty.

FREE.MONT (Dry Creek)—DeepeninR shaft additional 400
ft. to 2.750-ft. point progreHsing. Recent work In lower levels
Indicates persistence of orebodles.

PLYMOUTH CONSOLIDATED (Plymouth)—Survey and
other preparations tor construction of new cottages" to be
occupied by employees are in progress. In conjunction with
other mine operators on Mother Lode, company raised wages
voluntarily 25c. per day.
TREASURER (Amador City)—Hardinge mills being in-

stalled. Mine reopened two or three years ago developed
and sampled before decision reached as to best metallurgical
method to adopt. Recent decision favored installation of
Hardinge plant. J. H. Bell is superintendent.

ROBINSON (Berdan)—Property being developed under di-
rection of J. Allan Veatch with 15 men working three shifts.
Pay gravel reported found. Claim controlled by Royal Drift
Co., which also has option on Straughan, Best, Double Eagle,
Big Butte and Boston Hill claims, all near Robinson. Activity
in camp has induced petitions for reestablishment of Berdan
Post Office.

Calaveras County
SUMMERVILLE (Angels Camp) — Double-compartment

shaft down 230 ft. Crosscut on 215-ft. level extended TO ft.
and shows 5-ft. vein carrying good ore. Installation of elec-
tric hoist and a 1, 500-ft. aerial tramway contemplated.

BUND COPPER (San Andreas)—Lease taken by Harry Nor-
man, James Tragen and Victor Cuneo. Mine property pros-
pected in early days of copper excitement by two shafts to
175-ft. depth. Vein varies from few inches to 2-ft. width;
ore reported high-grade copper.

PIONEER CHIEF (Valley Spring)—Lumber for new sur-
face buildings being hauled, and installation of mill will soon
start. Company purchased Kane ranch chiefly for water. Good
grade ore reported disclosed in 350-ft. level. Mine equipped
with electric hoist, compressor and air drills. J. E. King
is superintendent.
TULLOCH (Angels Camp)—Recently bonded by Thomas

Lane, who is making important changes and improvement.
Electric power equipment being installed comprising 75-hp.
and 25-hp. motors and four 25-kw. transformers. Old ore
bins being replaced by new. Installation of mill contemplated.
About 20 men employed.

Kern County
CONSOLIDATED MINES (Randsburg)—Leasers prospect-

ing along south line of property discovered 2-ft. width scheel-
ite. From Feb. 22 to Apr. S, leasers mined approximately $20,-
000 worth tungsten and sold $7,000 worth high-grade. Head-
frame and hoist being installed. Company has begun in-
stallation of tungsten milling plant in connection with stamp
mill. Plant will include Cornish rolls and three tables: ca-
pacity about 40 tons per day. S. J. Tyler, superintendent has
leased several tungsten claims and expects to do custom
milling.

San Bernardino County
LEONARD (Atolia)—Largest tungsten nugget yet found

in region, weighing 142 lb., was taken from propertv by
F. B. and F. E. Alvarez and J. L. Lozano. Offer of $4 per lb.
was refused. Property about 2V4 mi. from Atolia mill.

ROSE FRACTION (Atolia)—Fred Weise, owner, recently
sold 700 lb. of high-grade tungsten mined within a week.
Peterson and Kearn, leasers on property, are averaging 20
lb. float per day; one piece found weighing 11 lb.

Siskiyou County

COLOR.VDO
Bouider County

VASCO (Boulder)—Announced advance in schedule of tung-
sten prices paid for ore mined by lessees on company nroo-
erty to $37.50 per unit on 60% basis.

Clear Creelt County
AETNA (Georgetown)—Lessees in west drift on Aetna

vein opened 2-ft. vein copper-lead ore worth $70 a ton.
PREELAND (Freeland)—William Traylor, leaser, opened a

6-in. vein rich lead ore, assaying 507^ lead, within 20 ft of
surface.

CLIMAX (Lawson)—A 12-in. vein high-grade gold and
silver ore opened, estimated to have average assay of $10()
a ton. J. N. Calden is manager.

STANDARD (Idaho Springs)—Sold by W. T. Chappell to
Cleveland, Ohio, capitalists for reported $100,000. New own-
ers will remodel mill and install flotation equipment.

ALBRO (Idaho Springs)—Recent development has opened
ore, having average assay of $S0 a ton in gold, silver and lead.
Crosscut driven 260 ft. to intersect Albro vein at 100-ft. level.
About 600 ft. drifting finished, mostly in ore.

Teller County
C. O. D. (Cripple Creek)—Considering proposal to treatdump at main shaft in Poverty Gulch by flotation process In-

stalled In mill to be erected.
OSTON LEASING (Klkton)—Developing large oreshoota In

second, third, sixth and seventh levels of Thompson shaft
of Elkton Con. Width of main-vein orebody 10 to 35 ft.;
average assay, $8 per ton. Company will ship 2,000 tons to
Golden Cycle mill at Colorado City during April. I, J. Russell
Is superintendent.
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EL PASO (Victor)—If company does not build mill with
flotation process it may lease right to treat low-grade ores on
a 15% royalty Ijasis. During past year 4,230 ft. of development
work has developed about 20.000 tons of ore. Lower levels,

including tunnel level on C. K. & N. vein, have developed
low-grade ore. Extensive development planned for upper
levels. Joseph J. Darnell is superintendent.

CRIPPLE CREEK GENERAL MINING AND EXPLOITA-
TION (Cripple Creek)—Company incorporated with capital of

$200,000. divided into 2,000,000 shares, has secured control of
Kittie Mollis, Missouri Placer, Holy Terror, Unexpected and
Little May properties, aggregating 25 acres. Directors are
George S. Ryan, president; E. A. Ritter, H. C. Hamman. S. N.
Francis and O. H. Nelson. E. A. Ritter is manager and P. P.

Barbour is superintendent.
CONSOLIDATED MINES AND REDUCTION (Victor)—Has

secured control of Dante mine under five-year lease. Nine
known veins partiv developed. New mill being constructed
to replace the cyanide mill destroyed by fire will treat ores
from company's properties, also custom ore. Company now
developing five properties including Dante, Ella W., ii'ttie

Wells No. 2, Buckhorn, and Tenderfoot Hill. Ella W. shaft

sinking with three-shift crew now 52 ft. below tunnel level

and electrically operated hoisting plant being installed, t/lla

W. vein opened 7-ft. width of high-grade ore.

IDAHO
Sho.<iIione County

BURLINGTON (Wallace)—Contract let to S. J. Stimson
to extend lower tunnel 300 ft. Will install compressor.

NORTHERN LIGHT (Pine Creek)—Reported to have Proved
oreshoot 450 ft. long on 200 level and now sinking shaft to 400.

NATIONAL (Mullan)—Four cars concentrates, worth $116

a ton, shipped in March, and operations will probably show
small profit, for first time in history of mine. Strike of 2 ft.

high-grade chalcocite reported on SCO- and 1,000-ft. levels.

HERCULES (Wallace)—Treating more than 1,000 tons daily

in mill designed for 500; feed carries about 15% lead, 12 oz.

silver and varying amount of zinc. Most of concentrate is

of comparatively low-grade, object being to save as much iron

as possible as flux for Northport smeltery. Recent installation

of Janney flotation machines making good saving of lead, but

having difficulty in saving zinc.

INTERSTATE-CALLAHAN (Wallace)—March shipments
were 6.700 tons, of which 600 tons were lead concentrates and
6,100 crude zinc ore and concentrates ayeraging 50% zinc.

Preliminary estimates place net earnings at $325,000 as against

$278,000 for February. Concentrator designed for 300 tons,

daily treating 400 tons, with recovery of 92%. Plans being
prepared for 1,200-ton mill to be erected on 120-acre site at

Enaville.
, ^ ,,

SUCCESS (Wallace)—Stockholders elected following di-

rectors- P J Gearon, James Gearon and L. C. \\ ilfon. all ot

Wallace, and E. H. Becker and C. M. Carroll both of Spokane.

Criticise of management recently met by adoption of resolu-

tion strongly endorsing it. Report on. physical condition of

mine prepared bv Arthur B. Clark, mining engineer of Butte,

was read, according to which "S-OO tons ore availal le in

mine, and there are strong indications that oreshoot will con-

tinue to great depth. New directors organized by reelection

of P J. Glaron. president and general manager James Gearon.

vice-president, and L. C. Wilson, secretary and treasurei.

MICHIGAN
Copper

HANCOCK (Hancock)—Encountering heavy mass in No. 7

shaft.
MOHAWK (Mohawk)—March production 60,924 tons rock;

recovery, 1,540,900 lb. refined copper.

WOLVERINE (Kearsarge)—March production 32,092 tons
rock; recovery, 577,682 lb. refined copper.

SOUTH LAKE (Houghton)—Opening at 600-ft. level driven
east has struck Butler lode formation, showing commercial
copper.

FRANKLIN (Demmon)—March production 274,000 lb. re-

fined copper. Company has sold output for remainder of cal-

endar year.
KEWEENAW (Mandan)—Underground developments rap-

idly extended now total 21-2 mi. in amygdaloid. Stock pile

contains 15,000 tons rock. Mill expected to start in June.

VICTORIA (Victoria)—New shaft opened down to 17th

level expected completed to 26th by July 1. Rock produced
from first nine levels as shaft now equipped only to 10th level.

March production about 100 tons mineral.

SENECA (Calumet)—Syndicate composed of Thomas F.

Cole of Duluth Tucker, Haves & Bartholomew and associates

secured 60% company stock. New corporation will be organ-
ized with 200,000 shares, of which 95,000 will be exchanged
for 20 000 old-company shares. Holders of 8,000 shares will

be offered $60 per share cash or four shares new stock. Treas-
ury fund of $1,000,000 thus provided after payment of all debts.

Thomas F. Cole, president, W. J. Uren. general manager.
Iron

ASHLAND (Ironwood)—Large electric driven compressor
installed capable of supplying air to 50 drills.

IRON MOUNTAIN LAKE (Ishpeming)—Mine buildings and
30 dwellings will be erected. Shaft started last year will be
sunk to 600 ft. and another shaft possibly sunk later.

HOLMES (Ishpeming)—Headframe will be 130 ft. in height,

or 20 ft. higher than standard headframe of the Cleveland-
Cliffs Iron Co., the owners. Shaft now down about 130 ft,

TRADERS (Iron Mountain)—Ore being loaded into cars

from pit and shipped to Escanaba. Force will be increased
shortly. Contracting firm is rushing work removing over-
burden from one end of pit so not to delay mining.

OLIVER IRON (Ironwood)—Large turbine will be installed

at Pabst mine. Pumps, hoists and compressors at Pabst,

Aurora, East Norrie and Norrie mines will be operated by
electricity. New shaft will be sunk near present Pabst shaft.

Expenditures will reach $1,000,000. Believed that big saying
will result from having one central electric plant instead

of four separate steam plants.

>II\.\KSOTA
Duluth

GREAT NORTHERN r Duluth)—Trustees thus far con-
tracted for sale of over 1,100,000 tons. Planned to mine most
of this tonnage from properties owned in fee by organization.
taking from leased properties only minimum stipulated in
leases.

SOO DOCK (Ashland, Wis.)—Contract let to Foley Bros.
Construction Co., St. Paul, for dock at approximately $1,250,-
000. Contract calls for completion by Spring of 1917. • Dock
will have storage capacity ot 50,000 tons, with 75 pockets on
each side.

MeMabl Ran^e
73.

UTICA (Hibbing)—Work started on new 85-ft. steel head-
frame; Albany will also have similar one.

PERKINS (Mesaba)—Will operate at once, with one shovel
in pit; 10,000 tons ore will be shipped by May 15.

HANNA (Mountain Iron)—Mining started about edges ot
pit at Hanna A mine. Hanna B also operating by slicing
methods under banks.

ARCTURU.S (Marble)—Three shovels working both shifts
in development work. Spur track from Hill mine completed,
making Hill mine sliop headquarters.

NORTH UNO (Hibbing)—Underground mining into pit in
progress. Ore hoisted in incline shaft with 45-hp. 3-cylinder
gasoline hoist, only one on range.

HARTLEY (Chisholm)—Stripping operations now starting
with one shovel and other will be added later. Property
has been test-pitted during winter.

LEONARD (Chisholm)—Over 400 men employed. Ore
mined from drifts into pit will be removed by steam shovels
after stripping season opens. Expecting two new shovels.

OLIVER (Hibbing)—Will work all properties in Hibbing
district to capacity. Hull-Rust being leading shipper. Sheri-
dan mine stripped last year will produce about 500.000 tons.

ORDEAN (Virginia)—One shovel now stripping and an-
other will be added soon. Oliver company will strip 750.000
yd. overburden and probably 200,000 tons ore will be shipped
during season.

STATE MINES (Hibbing)—State leases will operate to
good capacity; shipments may total 4,000.000 tons. Grant at
Buhl, Leonidas at Eveleth, Missabe Mountain, at Virginia
were leading shippers last year.

SHENANGO (Chisholm)—Everything in readiness for pit

to produce about 150,000 tons more than last season. Under-
ground producing at rate of about 25.000 tons a month. New
steel headframe erected.

MISSABE MOUNTAIN (Virginia)—Twelve drills at ex-
ploration work on this state property lease to get information
for stripping operations. Property is one of largest state
leases; tax commission gives tonnage as about 20,000,000.

ALPENA (Virginia)—Ore removed by milling process being
hoisted through No. 2 shaft. Three shifts total 400 employees.
Stockpilr- will be shipped this summer. New motors ordered
for electric haulage. End of coming season will see property
practically exhausted.
WEBB (Hibbing)—Shenango Furnace Co. has awarded con-

tract to Winston & Dear to strip property adjoining Buffalo
& Susquehanna pit. Machinery being assembled for stripping.
Large washing plant will be built since ore carries consider-
able waste.

HAROLD (Hibbing)—New shaft recently completed. Work
graduallv closing down so that about one-halt number of men
now emp'loved will work during coming season. Great North-
ern iron ore properties cannot obtain boats to ship all they
can produce, hence operations curtailed.

SHIRAS (Buhl)—Oliver company operating this under-
ground mine. Addition built to mine dry. increasing capacity
from 50 to 150 lockers. Addition to engine house completed,
to make room for direct connected 50-kw. generator for
haulage and lighting. New 4-ton Goodman motors received.

MlSSOrni—KANSAS—OKLAHOM.*.

GREENHORN (Duenweg. Mo.)—R. L. JtcGee sold mine
to Frank Brown for a reported consideration ot $20,000.

D C & E (Oronogo. Mo.)—Has taken leases on 160 acres
south of Oronogo; preparations being made to reopen several
old mines on tract.

FOUR J\CKS (Spurgeon. Mo.)—First shipment made from
new concentrating plant. Mine operations conducted at depth
of only 50 ft. and dirt averages about 5%.

UNITED ZINC (Joplin, Mo.)—Will be unable to operate
three centrifugal pumps installed at Peacock camp till electric

power company completes installation of new turbine at
Riverside in near future.

EMPIRE (Galena, Kan.)—Flotation plant of 15 tons' ca-

nacitv readv for operation. Installed by George Belchic of

the Kansas" Universitv Research Department, who has been
conducting experiments in district tor some months.

UNDERWRITERS LAND (Joplin. Mo.)—Upraised shaft be-

ine- started at Geronimo mine west ot Joplin; will tap part

of leases touched onlv by drift, but which drilling campaign
last summer showed to contain good sheet-ground ore.

MONT.VX.V
Ferjrus County

NORTH MOCCASIN (Kendall)—Barnes King company
treated 3.406 tons ore in March, with estimate.! production of

$33,700. or $9.S9 per ton, or 7.Sc. per ton higher than tebru;ir>

average.
Lewis nnd Clark County

PTF.GAN-GLOSTER (MarysvUle)—March production was
''S4'' tons an increase of 305 tons over February, l'""'""

returns $12,100, an increase of $600, while yield per ton was

$4 36 a decrease of 29c. from February returns.
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BLUE BELLE (Helena)—Capital Exploration Co., with
$40,000 capital, incorporated by C. J. Kelly, L. O. Evans, D.
Gav Stivers, H. A. Gallwey and H. G. Rickerts. all of Butte, to
operate Blue Belle and adjacent claims in Scratch Gravel
District. Contract let for shaft to be sunk on vein.

Silver Boiv County

BUTTE-DETROIT (Butte)—Orders given Manager Creden
to prepare for resumption of work at Ophir mine.

BUTTE & BACORN (Butte)—Announced that $157,620 of a
required $264,000 subscribed to reorganization plan.

BUTTE-DULUTH (Butte)—District Court granted order to
sell propertv, or as much as necessary, to satisfy labor claims,
amounting to .?42,O0n.

DAVIS DALY (Butte)—New hoist engine will be a Nord-
berg with capacity to hoist 1,100 tons in 16 hr. Contract
requires readiness for operation by Sept. 1.

PILOT (Butte)—Anaconda company preparing newly ac-
quired property for operation. Three shifts began work
recently, and soon as repairs made, mining operations from
l.SOO- to 2,600-ft. level will begin. Shaft will be retimbered
from 2,200- to 2,600-tt. level, considerable crushing being
apparent here due to passing through Poser fault.

NORTH BUTTE (Butte)—Will soon start development of
large area of mineral land in eastern section of Butte district,
about three times as large as area owned on Anaconda hill.

Preparing to mine in this eastern territory about 1,200 tons
daily low-grade copper ore averaging 1 Vi. to 2% copper, which
will' add nearly 1,000,000 lb. copper to normal monthly output.

ANACONDA (Butte)—Due to undermining action of water
poured into slopes in Pennsylvania mine, where Are is burn-
ing, expected cave-in occurred recently in fire zone, necessi-
tating temporary abandonment of work and hoisting of min-
ers when first evidence of cave was noticed. Fire now entirely
confined by bulkheading between 1,000- and 1,300-ft. levels, and
extinguished entirely on 1,400-ft. level.

BULLWHACKER (Butte)—Lease and option to "Wall &
Heilbronner, of Butte, who transferred it to East Side Mining
Co., ratified at recent meeting of stockholders. Lease calls for
shipping not less than 1,000 tons ore per month and royalty
of 25%. From Mar. 5 to 31, 2,5t>6 tons shipped to Salt Lake
and Tacoma smelters. From first four cars net returns
amounted to $763. Estimated that hereafter profits will run
about $250 a car or $1,000 per day.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—Development on 1.600-ft.

level has shown width of Black Rock orebody to be 80 ft. Ore
said to contain 25r( zinc. S oz. silver and small amounts of
lead and gold. After deducting mining and milling costs at
rate of $5 per ton, ore is worth $40 at present price of spelter.
About 1,250.000 tons blocked out. representing present value
of .$50,000,000. Mill now treating from l.SOO to 2,000 tons a
day with recovery from 94 to 95 per cent.

NEV.4DA
E^snieralda County

SOUTHWESTERN MINES (Hornsilver)—Formerly Great
Western property has produced about $125,000. Engineers
making examination to determine advisability of erecting
mill; considerable mill ore l:)locked out.

JUMBO B.XTENSION (Goldfleld)—Shipments continue at
rate of about 100 tons per da>'. New ore selling contract i!i

effect .\pr. 10 expected to effect saving of about $7,000 per
month on present production. Main east crosscut 1,017-ft.
level connected with Merger working in Sunflower claim.

GOLDFIELD CON. (Goldfield)—.\s a result of extensive
laboratory tests coupled with investigation of flotation plants
in other camps, the company in February erected, at its
loO-stamp mill, an experimental flotation unit for treatment
of low-grade copper ores. Unit consists of three Callow cells.
At present but two. in series, being used fed from classifier in
closed circuit with tube mill. Copper recovery about 93 91- on
$7 to $8 ore.

Storey County
MEXICAN (Virginia)—I'rospecting crosscuts 2,500 and

2,700 levels in porphyry and quartz of low assay. Mill crushed
483 tons custom ore. gross value about $7,000.

SIERRA NEV.^DA (Virginia)—Saved 114 tons of ore, aver-
aging $0.54 from 2,500 level No. 1 slope. West crosscut from
bottom of winze extended 4 ft.; north and south drift from
crosscut extended 8 ft.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—Extracted 369 tons of ore, gross
value about $6,000, from 2,400 level No. 4 slope, 44 tons, aver-
aging $31.65; No. 5 slope, 125 tons, $14.40: 2,500 level No. 1

slope. 200 Ions, $12.56; 2.700 level north drift opened to 200-
ft. point.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Sent 390 tons ore
to gloryhole from shaft bins. From Jacket 300 level, 4 cars
of ore saved while cleaning out crosscut. In 600 level. No. 3
slope saved 462 cars ore. Joint incline water held 65 ft. below
1,600 level. Saved 4 cars 1.400 east crosscut. Sent 496 tons
mine ore and 430 tons of dump rock to mill bins. One bar
bullion shipped.

OPHIR & CON. VIRGINIA (Virginia)—Drift on east vein
2,700 level, both faces in heavy quartz formation dipping east,
low assay. Sampling oreboilles on 2,450, 2,400, 1,600 levels and
above under direction of H. L. Slosson, Jr., president. Re))ort
states that on 2.450 level 4 ft. ore averaged $35 per ton; extent
of orebody not yit iletermined. Intention to take ore out
through Union shaft, to Mexican mill. On 2,700 level drift
being advanced Into unexplored giound, several hundred feet
distant from any oth. } lateral working.

m:\v .mk.xico
<;rnnt County

0LI>I:M (Steins)—Zinc and lead claims sold by William
Charles lo T. B. Bcnnet, of Tucson, Ariz. Consideration.
$10,000.

CARLISLE (Steeplcrock)—Carlisle shaft now unwatend
and shipments of lead ore being made. Erectlner experimental
plant to test complex ores.

Sierra County
SNAKE (Hillsboro)—Diesel engine now in operation. Sta-

tion at 300-ft. level Opportunity mine being retimbered.
Socorro County

HEMBRILLO (Tularosa)—Company has purchased engine,
compressor, drills and fittings. Tunnel being driven by H. R.
Douglas.

OHIO
TOUNGSTOWN SHEET AND TUBE ( Youngstown)—Has

bought entire capital stock of Andrews & Hitchcock Iron Co
for $2,500,000. The latter has two 400-lon blast furnaces at
Hubbard. Included is interest in Mahoning mine. Mesabi
Range, coal lands in Pennsylvania and ore freighters on Lakes.

SOUTH DAKOTA
La^vrence County

ORO HONDO (Deadwood)—Shaft has reached depth of 2,000
ft., making it deepest working in Black Hills. After continu-
ing exploratory work at this depth, sinking will be resumed.
HOMESTAKE (Lead)—Concentrator of 20 tons' daily ca-

pacity being installed to handle low-grade tungsten ore taken
from North Lead properties. Mining high-grade material and
regular shipment continues.

Pennington Count

UT.VH
Juab County

SIOUX CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—Work on company ac-
count will be resumed. Shaft will be sunk from present
600-ft. depth to prospect for continuation of copper orebodv
recently opened on the 1,100 level of Iron Blossom. Lessees
shipping from 300. 400 and 450 levels.

COLORADO CONSOLIDATED (Silver Citv)—New company
will control 26 claims of Colorado Mining and Beck Tun-
nel. Work will be done through Beck Tunnel shaft—down
1,100 ft.—and both properties operated more cheaply than
formerly. Capitalization 2,500,000 shares, par value 10c.

;

stockholders in old companies to receive share for share;
500.000 shares will be left in treasury. J. William Knight is
manager.

Summit County
DALY-JUDGE (Park City)—Name of company changed

from Daly-Judge Mining to Daly-Judge Mining and Smelting;
capitalization increased from 300,000 to 500,000 shares, of
which 20,000 remain in treasury. Changes made to finance new
zinc plant, on which work will begin soon. New orebody
opened in January raised on for ISO ft., and raising will con-
tinue. No development thus far done along strike.

CANADA
Ontario

ORE SHIPMENTS OVER THE T. & N. O. RY. for the
month of March, 1916, fi-om Cobalt proper mines were as fol-
lows: AUadin, 23 tons; Beaver, 73; Buffalo, 62; Cobalt Comet

—

l)y Dom. Red. Co., 54; Coniagas. 30; Crown Reserve, 40, by
Doni. Red. Co., SO, total, 120; Kerr Lake, 30, by Dom. Red. Co.,
S2, total 112; La Rose. 153; McKinley-Darragh, 154; Mining
Coip'n. of Canada. Cobalt Lake, 9S, Townsite-Citv, 127. total,
225; Nipissing, 130: O'Brien, 36; Pcnn Canadian, 49; Peterson
Lake (Seneca Superior), 110: Right of Way, 4S; Temiskam-
ing, 30: total for Cobalt, 1.413 tons. Prom New Liskeard.
Casey Cobalt, 32 tons; from Elk Lake, Miller Lake O'Brien, 20
tons: total silver-ore shipments, 1.465 tons. Additional ship-
ments from other points were as follows: From Schumacher,
Porcupine Vipond, 1.23 tons gold ore: from Timmins, Hollin-
ger, 41.5 tons gold ore; from Porquis Jet., Alexo mine, 1,041.45
tons nickel ore.

L.\KE SHORE (Kirkland Lake)—Struck new oreshoot on
:!00-ft. level; crosscut shows 5 ft. $20 ore.

TRETHEWEY (Cobalt)—Will be reopened after year's
shutdown. Over 500.000 oz. silver in sight can be profitably
mined at present high prices.

CONIAGAS (Cobalt)—Made first shipment precipitates from
cyanide plant. Mill treating ISO tons a day; sufficient broken
ore in mine to keep mill running two years.

L.'V ROSE (Cobalt)—Has obtained encouraging results in
diamond drilling Maidens MacDonald property at Porcupine.
Vertical shaft being sunk to cut vein at depth of 125 ft.

TECK HUGHES (Kirkland Lake)—Being unwatered so tliiil

No. 1 and No. 3 shafts can be connected by crosscut from
200-ft. level. Mill practically completed but will be held
up till power arrives some time during summer.

MILLER INDEPENDENCE (Boston Creek)—Installing Nis-
sen st;unp and small oil-Hotation plant. Newspaper reports
about richness of veins in this section mostly "pipe dreams."
although district \ve\l worth attention of prospectors.

MKXICO
Oiihunliun

AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING (Parral)—Santa
Barbara lead-zinc mines, 30 mi. south of Parral, reported
raided and looted by Mexican bandits.

ALVAR.\DO (Parral)^Reported from Mexican sources that
mill and property badly damaged, stores looted and destroyed
by rioting natives and alleged Carranza troops.

Souora
GREENE-CANANEA (Cananea)—March production was

5,3SS,000 lb. copper; 200,709 oz. silver, and 1,146 oz. gold.

INDIA
MYSORE GOLD (Mysore)—Fire starting at 1,290 level

of <illbert shaft on Mar. 22 destroyed timbering to surface;
three men missing. Rlhbedale and McTaggart shafts resumed
work on Mar. 2S; smoke practically stopped Gilbert section.
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Metal Markets

NEW VORK—Apr. 1»

Following the great outbursts of activity all of the metals
became more quiet during the last week. This was reflected

in easing of prices in the cases of lead and spelter, but copper
rose.

SPANISH KXFORTS
Spanish iriineral exports year ended Dec. 31 as reported by

"Revlsta Minera" in metric tons:

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—Another large block of copper was sold to a for-

eign government about the end of the last calendar week,
at about 28 ^c. per lb. Apart from that transaction there
were no other large orders placed during the week, but there
was steady buying in relatively small quantities by domestic
manufacturers. The situation has developed that the princi-

pal producers are sold out up to August. On the other hand,
there is for the moment scarcely any demand for April copper
and but little more for May-June. The sellers who have any
copper left this side of August are asking stiff premiums for

it, such as 30c. for prompt, and 29V2C. for May. and when any-
body needs copper for those deliveries he pays what is asked.
However, such business is but trifling, the major market for

copper now being July and beyond, and during the latter part
of the week the price for such deliveries rose on relatively

small business to 2S@28Vic. On the other hand, copper for

delivery toward the end of 1916 was offered on lower terms.

Visible Stocks of Copper in Europe on Apr. 15 are re-

ported as follows: Great Britain, 3,407; France, 3,400; afloat

from Chile, 2,800; afloat from Australia, 5,300; total. 14,907

gross tons, or 33,391,680 lb. This is an increase of 2,829 tons
over Mar. 31 and of 419 tons over the Mar. 15 report.

Copper SlieetH, base" price is quoted at 35^4c. per lb. for

hot rolled and 36V2C. for cold rolled. Copper wire is quoted
at 31V4@32c. per lb. for large lots at mill.

Tin—The demand for spot was light, but there was a good
business in futures. The market did not exhibit any special
feature of interest.

Lead—This market exhibited a softening tendency right
from the beginning of the week. The demand, as reported by
nearly all of the large producers, was light in comparison
with what it was in recent weeks, and sellers were disposed
to take what they could get. Some large lots were sold in

the St. Louis market at sharp concessions. The St. Louis
market therefore began during the week to return to its noi"-

mal relation with Xew York as to price.

Beginning Apr. 1 all mining companies in British Colum-
bia will receive $7.25 per 100 lb. for all lead that goes to the
British government for munition purposes until June 30, after
which the July, August and September deliveries will be set-

tled for on a basis of $8.30. This announcement was made by
the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co. of Canada, owner of
the Trail smeltery, ^^here the product of many British Columbia
properties is being treated. Heretofore lead producers have
been getting 5c. per lb. for their output.

Spelter—A large business in brass special was again done
during the last week, but business in common spelter was rela-
tively light. Such as was transacted was chiefly tor export, a
few round lots destined for abroad being sold. The prepon-
derance of business was for deliveries in the third and third-
fourth quarters of the year. Near-by spelter was neglected.
Some small producers who confined their selling chiefly to
ne,ar-by delivery offered their product on lower terms. It was
iiigniflcant also that some persons who had contracted for
April delivery requested postponement thereof.

L. Vogelstein & Co. have commenced the erection of a
three-block smeltery at Van Buren, near Ft, Smith, Ark. H. H.
Whiteside will be superintendent.

Imports at Baltimore for the week included 2,494 tons
blende from Cartagena, Spain.

The U. S. Geological Survey states that every producer of
spelter was asked to give the average price at which his out-
put in 1915 was sold, and from those returns, which were
received from every producer, the average selling price for
1915 for all grades was determined at 12.4c. per pound.

Zinc Sheets, base price is still $25 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru,
111., less Sn discount. Business has been very active.
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Other Metals

XE\*' YORK—Apr. 19

Alnmlnnni—Business has been rather quiet and the sales

moderate. The market is rather easy and may be quoted
at 5S!@60c. per lb. for Xo. 1 Ingots, New York. The chief

producer here seems to be more inclined to quote on fu-

tures.

Antimony—Spot and near-by is quoted at 40 @ 41c. per lb.

with the market qui- t and soft. Shipments from China within
one month quoted 32 @ 33c. per lb., c. i. f., N. T., duty unpaid.

QnlcksIlTer—The depression in prices has gone a little

further this week. Demand in the East has been moderate
and quotations in New York are $125'ffl2S pe-- flask of 75

lb. There are reports of one or two sales down to ?115, but
they cannot be verified. San Francisco reports by tele-

graph a very quiet market, with quotations $135 @ 140 per
flask and few sales.

Nickel—Business is steady and prices unchanged. Ordi-
nary forms are 45 @ 50c. per lb., according to size and terms
of order. Electrolytic nickel is 5c. per lb. higher.

Minor Metals—Current quotations for Bismnth are $3.15!g!

3.25 per lb. New York. The London price is lis. per lb.

—

Cadmium is quoted at $1.25@1.50 per lb.—Cobalt is $1.25 per

lb.—Magnesium is quoted at $5.50 per lb. for 999^ pure.

—

Selenium is from S3 up to $5 per lb., according to quanti-
ties.

IMPORTS AXD EXPORTS

Imports and Exports of the Minor Metals in the United
States, year ended Dec. 31, as reported by the Department of
Commerce, in pounds, except platinum, which is in troy
ounces:

Imoorts Exports
1914 1915 1914 1915

Nicltel 35,000,770 56,332,582 27.595,152 26,418.530
.\ntimony 15.036,463 20.858,042 160,979 3,146,133
.\luminum 16.241,340 8,3*4,834 129,750 40,102
O.ncksilver 108,426 252.852
Pluinum, oz 72.267 61,437 143 9

Exports include reexports of foreign material. In addi-
tion to the quantities given above, manufactures of aluminum
were exported valued at $1,546,510 in 1914 and $3,682,117 in

1915. Nickel and antimony include metallic contents of ore,

matte and regulus.
Exports of brass in January are reported by the Depart-

ment of Commerce at 5,216.028 lb. in 1915, and 12,237,532 lb.

in 1916; an increase of 7.021,504 lb. this year. In addition
there were articles of brass, weight not given, exported,
valued at $771,934 in 1915, and $3,845,254 this year.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

XE-\V YORK—.4pr. 10

Gold In tie United States Apr. 1, as estimated by the
Treasury Department: Held in Treasury against gold certifi-

cates outstanding, $1,481,958,309: in Treasury current balances.
$215,303,167; in banks and circulation, $619,686,944; total. $2,-

316,948,420. This is an increase of $440,621,881 over Apr. 1

last year.

The Australian Government has removed the prohibition
on exports of gold from the Commonwealth. All exports will
be made under supervision of the treasury.

Gold receipts of the Australian Mint in January were:
Sydney, 33,081 oz.; Melbourne, 37,186; Perth. 115,463; total,

185,730 oz. All of this was Australian gold with the excep-
tion of 7.382 oz. from New Zealand and 735 oz. from New
Guinea.

Platinum—The market continues dull, with sales on a
limited scale only. There is little change in prices. Sales
of refined platinum are reported at $80(8)86 per oz. Hard
metal is about $5 per oz. higher.

Platinum valued at $504,302 was invoiced at the American
Consulate at Cartagena, Colombia, for the United States dur-
ing 1915, compared with $357,519 worth for 1914.

Sliver—The market has had a rapid advance In London.
This seems to be owing chiefly to the fact that mintage orders
are absorbing supplies at rising prices. Speculation as to the
future of silver depcnd.s on so many unknown quantities that
It Is not safe to foreca.«t its course at present, though the
tendency seems to be unw.ird.

Coined Silver in the I lilted States Apr. 1 Is estimated by
l.he Triasury Department .-is follows: Standard dollars, $568,-

L'70,900; subsidiary coins, $187,466,970; total, $755,737,870. Of
the standard dollars $486,906,393 are held In Treasury against
1 ilvcr rcriiflcates outstanding.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
PLATTEVILLE, WIS Apr. 15

The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $106@
112 per ton. The base price paid this week for 80% lead ore
was $95 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED APR. 15
Zinc Lead Sulphur

Ore. Lb. Ore. Lb Ore, LbWeek 4,470,000 558.560 613,500
Year 62.716.000 1.780.010 15,756,608

Shipped during week to separating plants, 7,272,000 lb.

zinc ore.

JOPLIX, MO.—Apr. 15

Blende, high price, $127.35; per ton 60% zinc, premium ore,
$125; medium grades, $119^110; lower grades down to $100;
calamine, per ton 40% zinc, $90'575; average selling price, all
grades of zinc. $115.28 per ton. Lead, high price, $103.65; per
ton 80% metal contents, $101@100; average selling price, all
grades of lead, $99.94 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED APR. 15.

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week.. 19,258,020 1.997.130 2,420.110 $1,345,840
Totals this year.. 210,202,570 19,365,170 35.038,720 $13,990,060

Blende value the week, $1,143,770; 15 weeks. $11,713,470.
Calamine value, the week, $81,140; 15 weeks, $723,660.
Lead value, the week, $120,930; 15 weks, $1,552,930.
The total zinc tonnage of 10.628. even though the greatest

single week's shipment, fails to represent fully the heavy
buying of the past two weeks. The demand weakened toward
tlie close of this week and the market was comparatively
easier than the opening. While there are some 7.000 tons of
ore in the bins, there is very little unsold, and the production
is around 9.000 tons per week. A 5-in. rain last night may
affect next week's output, though but slightly. Settlement
between the machine shops and the striking machinists has
not been made. As most shops have nonunion employees no
serious effect has been reflected on the mines.

OTHER ORES
Manganese Ore—A recent large sale of Brazilian man-

ganese ore for shipment to the United States is reported. The
price was 40c. per unit f.o.b. ship. With current freight rates
this would bring the price at Philadelphia or Baltimore up
to 60 '5 65c. per unit. It is said that this purchase about cleans
up all the Brazilian ore available for early shipment.

.Vntimony Ore—Steamship companies will accept shipments
only subject to space which may be available which makes
ore practically unobtainable, therefore the quotation of $2.70

per unit is purely nominal. Stocks in New York have changed
hands this week at $3 per unit.

Tungsten Ore—Transactions accepted this week at $75
per unit for 60% to 65% WO3 ore. Sharp recession in price
caused by newspaper interviews with a member of a banking
firm acting as. purchasing agent for the Allies, who has Just
returned from Europe, to the effect that no further large war
orders would be placed in this country. This was coupled
with recent large receipts by steamer, supplying immediate
demands.

Spanisli Pyrites is quoted at 16c. per unit of sulphur for
furnace size and 15Hc. per unit for lump, both ex-ship, Atlan-
tic port. These prices are based on an oce.an rate of 10s.

per ton, buyer to pay all excess of freight charge over 10s.

Recent rates paid are 25s. per ton.

NEW CAI>EDOMA ORES
Exports from New Caledonia in January are reported by

the "Bulletin du Commerce" of Noumea at 6.094 metric tons
of chrome ore. No nickel ore was reported.

Iron Trade Review
NEW YORK—.\pr. 19

Perhaps the most interesting point in the news this wet i

Is the announcement that rail prices will be advanced $5 p. 1

ton on May 1, making the quotations on bessemer steel $:. :

and openhearth $35. The announcement was made by tli'

Steel Corporation and generally followed by the independents
Rail prices have not been changed for 15 years, through all

the variations of the markets. The immediate effect will be
small, however, as the Steel Corporation announced some
weeks ago that orders at $28 and $30 would be taken only
until May 1, and many railroad companies have already
placed their orders for 1917 delivery at the old prices. The
new quotations will remove some of the spread between rails

.ind billets, though a considerable difference will still remain
billets being the higher.

Exports from Baltimore for the week included 9,547.093

lb. of steel bars and billets, 5,709,174 lb. steel rails and splices

and 1,615 tons car frames to France; 3.500 tons steel rails to

Italy; 2,761.334 lb. steel skelp to Great Britain,
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The United States Steel Corporation has announced that it

will make an advance of 10% in wages generally on May 1.

The Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co., the Brier Hill Steel Co.

and the Republic Iron and Steel Co. have announced similar
advances, and other independents will probably do the same.

The British embargo on exports has been extended to in-

clude pig iron, steel billets and some other forms of steel.

PITTSBURGH—Apr. 18

The labor shortage in the steel indu.stry, which was feared
as long as a year ago, has weekly grown more acute. There
was a general wage advance Feb. 1, averaging more than
111'/,, but many men have lately been employed at premium
wages, the mills virtually bidding against each other. The
shortage appears to have been most acute in the Youngstown
district, and yesterday the three leading independent steel

:ntrests in that district. Republic, Youngstown Sheet and Tube
and Brier Hill, announced a second general advance in

common labor of lO'/r. This was promptly followed today by
the Steel Corporation announcing, not an advance in the

Youngstown district, but an advance in all its mills of 10%,
effective May 1. Other steel producers will necessarily follow
and the unprecedented thing in the steel industry will have
occurred of two general advances with an interval of only
three months. Whether these advances will furnish enough
men to enable the niills to run at capacity is a question,
although they are already practically assured orders enough
to run them full into next year. The very serious labor
situation was emphasized in last report.

The Pennsylvania R.R. system is distributing orders for

205.000 tons of rails for 1917 delivery, making fully 500.000

tons ordered for that delivery thus far this month, in addition
to about 900,000 tons ordered last month. An advance of $5

a ton, the first since February, 1901. occurs May 1, to $33 for

Bessemer and $35 for openhearth rails.

The total bookings in steel products, apart from rails, have
continued to decrease, as neither buyers nor sellers are inter-

ested in the far-off deliveries and there is little to be had for

early deliveries. The pressure for material already bought is

as great as ever, if not greater, and specifications on present
contracts are very heavy. Some of these contracts are at
relatively low prices, about 1.40c. for bars, plates and shapes,
but there is much higher priced business also being filled.

Pig Iron—The Youngstow-n Sheet and Tube Co. has pur-
chased the stock of the Andrews & Hitchcock Iron Co., oper-
ating two merchant blast furnaces and with important Lake
Superior iron-ore holdings, at the reported price of $2,500,000.

Otherwise the steel company would have continued to buy
merchant iron, since it recently decided not to build a fifth

furnace, on account of high construction costs. The purchase
will narrow the supply of merchant iron and tends to stiffen

the situation. The pig-iron market at the moment, however,
continues dull, with prices firm but not advancing. We quote:
Bessemer, $21@21.50; basic, malleable and foundry, $1S.50@19;
gray forge. $1S@ 18.50, f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher
delivered Pittsburgh.

Steel—There are occasional offerings of steel, but nothing
general. The mills will scarcely ever quote on ordinary soft
steel, but are offering considerable tonnages made from
rejected war steel. This material finds a ready sale, con-
sumers adapting it to their use through lacking anything
better. We quote the market nominally at $45 for bessemer
billets and sheet bars and $45S;50 for openhearth. with
forging billets $65 and upwards, ordinary rods at $65 and
high-carbon rods $75@S5 per ton.

FERROALLOYS
FerroHilicon, 50%, is still quoted nominally at $83@85 per

ton. Pittsburgh: but for early deliveries $90® 95 has been
paid. Bessemer ferrosilicon is quoted at $30 per ton at fur-
nace for 9% up to $41 per ton for 16% alloy.

Spiegeleisen is in demand and 20% has sold up to $80 per
ton for spot shipment. Futures are still quoted at $70@75
per ton at furnace.

Ferromanti;:anese—Occasional sales of prompt lots occur at
$400® 450 but there are no regular offerings. Contract
remains at $175, with deliveries offered for the first half of
1917.

Steel ProiIiK

1915, in metric tons:

.Austria

Converter steel 241. .i37

Open-hearth 1,672,70(1
Wrought (puddled) 16.229
Crurible 25.5:S0
Klectric 22,740

Total. 1,978,802

FOHEIfiX IRON
»f .Vustria-HiinKary year ended Dec. 31,

679,024
7,314
021

1,155

Tot.il

241.690
2,370,947

23,543
26,151
23.895

2,686,226

The total shows increases of 495,467 tons over 1914. ar.d of
3,C07 tons over 11(13. Of the converter steel reported in 191G
only 645 tons were acid the rest being basic. All the open-
hearth steel was basic. Of the puddled metal 12,029 tons were
iron and 11,514 tons steel.

German Steel Produrtian in January is reported by the
German Iron and Steel Union as below, in metric tons:

Convertt-r ...

Open hearth. .

.

Direct castinjrs.

.

Crucible
Electric. . -
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Assessments

Company I Delinq.l Sale
|

Amt.

Adventure, Mich
Andes. Nev
Benton, Ida
Caledonia Silver, Nev
DemUohn, Nev. . .

Dennemora, Ida
DIam'dfleld Black Butte. Nev
East Hercules. Ida
Echo. Ida
EUse, Utah
Eureka Dev. Utah
Federal Ely, Nev
Federal Ely. Nev
Friend. Ida
Great Bend, Nev
Horaesboe, Ida. . . .^

Howell, Utah
Idaho-Nevada. Ida
Index, Ida
Laclede. Ida
National Copper, Ida
Neva, Utah
Nevada-Douglas
North Bunker Hill. Ida

Old Veteran. Ida
Overman. Nev
rark Onlil, Utah
Republic. Utah.
Rhode Island. Ida
Rio Grand Grubstake, Nev
Sierra Nevada, Nev
Summit Kx,. rtah
Sunset. Nei
Tarbox, Ida
Tiberius. Iria

Tonopah Bonanza, Nev .

.

Tono. Gypsy Qn . Nov
UmatUla, Nev
Utah-Arizona, Ariz.

Utah Con.. Utah
Wasatch. Utah

iJuly 20:

May 9 May 31
Apr. lo|May 15

Apr. 7 Apr. 2S
!.\pr. 14 May 5

Apr. S May IS
12lMay 18

JMay 1 June 1

Apr. 14 May 15

.4pr. 12 May IK'

I

Apr. 10 May 1

JApr. I'May 1

May llJune 4

Apr. 28|May 20|

Apr. 5 May s
Apr 22 May 13
Apr. 15 May 3
Apr. 7 May 1

Apr. 6 May 6
Apr. 25l.May 15

Mar. 25lApr. 22

Apr. 13'May 1

Apr. 17 May 16

Apr. ls|May 20

May 6 June 3

May 3 May 23
:.\pr. l|.\pr. 20
Apr. 22May 13
Mar. 30 May 15
Mar 27 Apr. 22
May S May 25
Mar. ISiMay 1

Mar. 2'|Apr. 2'J

May 6 1
June 6

Vpr. 15|May 15

Apr. 3 May 8
Mar, 20'.\pr, 21
Apr. 17 May 22
Apr 14 May Ifi

Apr. 22 May 13
Apr. 3 May 8

Stock (lnot:itions

SAN FRANCISCO Apr. 17 SALT LAKF. Apr. 18

Name of Comp.
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SYXOPSIS—Mineral resources of Brazil are

varied and extensive, but mining industry has not

flourished. It is principally represented by two

gold inines, five manganese mines and monazite-

sand shipments. Minor outputs of diamonds,

semi-precious gem stones, copper and coal. Min-

ing development insignificant, though Brazil

exceeds in area the United States.

Ill many respects Brazil is the least kno^^^l of an}' of the

major countries of South America, and accurate informa-

tion regarding it is difficult to obtain. Even the residents

of the country seem to be hopelessly ignorant of all sec-

there it required much time and effort to get even general

facts. One must search long in Eio de Janeiro to find a

person who can tell him anything definite about the dis-

tant states of the country or even the near-by states. In

Brazil one soon learns to appreciate the importance of

railroads and newspapers in the dissemination of news,

and while Brazil was verj' active in railroad building

before the outbreak of the European War, vet the gaps in

the railroad system are so great that one region knows

little of what another one is doing.

When one reads the scattered literature or examines

the mineral specimens in the various Brazilian museums,

one is apt to get the idea that all sections of Brazil are

rich in their economic mineral resources. Gold is said

OURO PRETO, FORMER CAPITAL AND MINING CENTER IN MINAS GERAES. THE LEAPING MINING STATE OF BRAZIL,

tions other than their own immediate one. Before leaving

the United States we were unable to secure much exact

information, but trusted that this dearth would be readily

supplied on reaching Eio de Janeiro, only to find that

•Professor of geolog-y, Lehigh University, South Bethlehem,
Penn.

tAssociate in economic geology. Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore. Md.

to occur in every one of the 21 states, while most of thcni

report the presence of numerous other products such as

iron, copper, manganese, lead, zinc, antimony. ]>latinum,

silver, mercury, monazite; precious stones, including

the diamonds, (o]iaz, quartz, amethyst, agate, tounnalino;

sapphire, ruby, bcrvl, emerald and aquamarine: coal, sul-

))]uir, graphite, inica, tale, great varieties of clays and
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building stones. In most cases the only information to be

obtained is that specimens of the particular minerals have

been brought from these regions, and no one knows the

character of the deposits. With few exceptions the locali-

ties vieldino- the specimens are so remote from transporta-

tion lines as to preclude the possibility of their develop-

ment at present.

Except in a few states the mineral resources of Brazil

are entireh' imdeveloped and their possibilities unknown.

While unquestionably the greatest wealth of the country

in the future will be derived from agriculture because of

every section being suitable for cultivation, grazing or

forestry, there is little doubt that the mining industry

also is in its infancy. The country needs an increased

immigration, which will probably now be slow in coming

on account of the European decimation; and until the

population and wealth of Brazil materially increase, the

greater portion of the agricultural and mineral resources

OUTLINE JIAP OF BRAZILI,\X STATES

iiiiist remain undeveloped, the reserves for future genera-

tions.

The mining industry of Brazil has stagnated, while the

agricultural and manufacturing industries have rapidly

increased in wealth and importance. Many causes have

contributed to this state of affairs. The mining laws have

. for years been in an unsatisfactory condition, and lawyers

say that they are in a hopeless jumble. Some states have

passed special laws pertaining to mines, but more syste-

matic revision is needed. The Federal law gives all min-

erals to the owners of the land, and the landholders have

been in all too many cases inclined to deinaiul exorbitant

])rices for the minerals jinsent, and unable or disinclined

to operate them themselves. Even when one wishes

to buy land, it is a difficult matter to obtain title, as many
immense estates h.ive passed undivided through the hands

nf si'veral generations. Brazilian families are large—10

to I'l children nut at all uncommon, and in 7naiiy cases

mori' than 20 in one family—so one can see the large; num-
bers of owners of an estate undivided for even three gen-

erations. In one case we were told of the sale of a min-

eral property where examination showed it to i)e hcbl in

common by over 700 persons whose titles were good.

Under the present conditions the prospector has not
had so good an opportunity as in the United States or

Canada, and the type of man responsible for the initial

stages of mining in North America is practically nonexist-

ent in Brazil. Where surficial decomposition of the rocks

is deep and vegetation is dense, prospecting is both difiB-

cult and expensive. Systematic prospecting must ever

be more profitable in Brazil than desultory one-man
exploring parties, and for such work capital, thus far

lacking, is absolutely necessary.

In comparison with the past the decadence of mining is

probably due mainly to the change in the labor situation.

When slavery existed, low-grade gold and diamond mines
that are now idle could be worked with profit. As the

soil is very fertile, a slave who was allotted a small plot

of land would with one or two days' labor each week
produce enough for the support of himself and family,

i']id during the remainder of the time he would wash

gold and diamonds for his owner. All this was changed
with the abolition of slavery, and the shortage of the labor

supply and the exhaustion of the precious minerals that

could be oljtained by small outlay of capital have caused

a great decrease in the mining industry.

Most Ijipoktaxt ^Iixes Held by Foreigxees

The most important mines now in operation are owned
by foreign capital, and as few rich Brazilians care to

engage in mining, more money from the countries of

Europe or North America must be forthcoming before

mining in Brazil attains the importance that the varied

character of its mineral resources would seem to warrant.

At present practically all the mining in Brazil is con-

fined to four states : The state of Bahia produces some
manganese, monazite, gold and diamonds : Goyaz has some

working gold and diamond mines; Espirito- Santo pro-

duces most of the monazite exported from tlie country;

while the state of Minas Geraes, which has from the begin-

ning been the principal mining region, has extensive gold,

manganese and diamond workings and contains enormous

iron-ore deposits uneciualed in any other part of the world.

By many persons Goyaz is regarded as the most promising

mining state, but its lack of railroads and the almost com-

jilete absence of any development work prevent one from

forming any definite conclusions regarding its possibili-

ties, and the interest of the mining industry continues

to be centered in 5Iinas Geraes. During an extended trip

through most of the important mining districts of South

anil Central AnuM-ica during the past year, we were

given an opportunity to visit the various mines of Minas

Geraes and to collect information such as they had been

unable to obtain before.

TJie state of Minas Geraes lies due north of Rio de

.laiu'ii'o and, next to Sao Paulo, is the richest state in the

republic. Although it does not border on the ocean, it w,i

nevertheless one of the first states to be settled, becau-

of the valuable minerals that were early found there. At

present it contributes the greater supply of the minerals

mined, yet it does not owe its wealth entirely to its mineral

resources. Much coffee is grown on the cleared ground,

even where the hills are very stcej). and the cattle and

dairy industries are well developed.

Minas Geraes, although within the tro])ics, has a pleas-

ant climate, as most of the state lies a few thousand feet

above sea level. Many residents of Rio de Janeiro spend
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tliL- summer months of January, February and March in

Bc'llo Horizonte or other cities of Minas. The country

is extremely hilly, and the hills seem scattered everywhere

without any order or system. Crooked streams wind their

way between the hills, which are in the main steep,

esiieeially near the streams.

The country was probably at one time covered with

dense forests, but largo areas have been cleared, although

some regions where the trees have been removed are now
covered with thickets of brush so dense that one can

scarcely push his way through. Along the streams the

lorests with the tangles of bamboo and climbing plants

lorm such a barrier that the tapirs and monkeys are the

only animals of any size that can pass through them.

We experienced considerable difficulty in getting our

mules thi-ough the thickets where there were no beaten

trails constantly in use. So rapidly does the vegetation

grow that the paths can be kept open only by the frequent

use of the machete.

The mining state of Minas Geraes owes its name to the

varied mineral products that were early found there by

the Paulist Fathers, who pushed their way inland from
the coast settlements. The name means "general mines"
or "all kinds of mines."

It is said that the first specimens of gold that the priests

obtained from the region were brought to them as early as

and the district continues to yield a considerable quantitv
annually. Statistics of production are of little value,
as many are found and never reported, because of the tax
which the government imposes upon the stones found.
The iron ores were perhaps the next mineral deposits

to attract attention, and small forges were erected in
several places throughout the region to supply the gold
and diamond workers with the small amount of iron
required. But the total amount of iron made from the
Brazilian iron ore is inconsiderable, and these extensive
deposits remain practically untf)uched.

The manganese ores of Brazil were developed much
later, as they arc all exported and no use could be made
of these materials until the Central Railroad of Brazil
had been extended near the deposits. However, at present
the value of the output of manganese ore ranks next to

that of gold.

Poorly Managed Govkrxmext Railroads

The railroads of Brazil have been of the greatest impor-
tance to Minas Geraes and yet in their equipment and
management leave much to be desired. The one described

is a government-owned line, and many of its defects are

not seen in the railroads owned and 6perated by private

capital. Leaving Rio de Janeiro at 7 p.m. by the Estrado
do Ferro do Brazil, the next morning the mining region

TYPICAL VIEWS OF MINAS GERAES MINING DISTRICT.S—Dl'TCI^ori'ING LEDGES OF HIGH-GRADE IRON ORE

1.540, but they did not visit the region and find the pre-

cious metal themselves until 1694. The Portuguese in

Brazil were as eager for gold as were the Spanish on
the West Coast, and the search for the yellow metal was
extended far and wide and their efforts were rewarded

with great success.

In 1721 the first diamonds were discovered in Minas
Geraes, near the present town of Diamantina. The story

of the discovery is that a priest who had previously seen

rough diamonds in India recognized the stones in the

stream pebbles that were being worked for gold. With-

out exciting suspicion he obtained possession of a great

many, some of which had been collected by the gold min-
ers on account of their brilliancy, and then Journeyed

ijuickly to Rio de Janeiro, whence he sailed for Portugal

with his treasures. Just as he was about to sail, he

announced that diamonds were being found in the gold

field of Minas Geraes. Xaturally there was a "rush"

to the regions, and the Portuguese government quickly

seized all the mines and had them worked for the Crown.

While the government profited immensely from the dia-

mond mines for many years, the supply was not exhausted,

of Minas Geraes is reached. To one not acijuainted witli

Brazilian railroads or especially with the govermnent

railroads of Brazil, the night ride from Rio is one long

to be remembered. The sleeping cars are light and the

roadbed so rough and the line, which follows crooked

streams, has so many curves that one is continually thrown

from side to side of his berth. To lie on one side it is

necessary to have arms extended as sort of buttresses. The
cars, which are old, have been so shaken apart that in

going through tunnels the smoke enters through nmner-

ous cracks in such volume as to almost suffocate one,

while during the dry season the dust comes into the cars

in clouds.

Since the European A\'ar caused the price of coal to ad-

vance to such a point that its use had to be curtailed,

many of the railroads have been using wood in their loco-

motives. On a dark night the sparks fiying from the

engine's smoke-stack suggest Fourth of July pinwheels,

and it is a common occurrence to have the wooden cars

catch fire, while the person who rides far on these trains

without having lioles luirucd in his clothes may consider

himself luckv.
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The standard-gage line extends to Miguel Burnier. 287

mi. from Rio, beyond which the track is narrow gage.

The railroad has been built to Pirapora on the Sao Fran-

cisco River, a distance of about 600 mi. Branch lines nm
to Diamantina, Bello Horizonte, Marianna, Santa Bar-

bara and other points.

AHiile new railroads are projected and will undoubtedly

be bviilt as soon as financial conditions are imiiroved, it

will be some time before the mining industry will be

changed materially. The diamond operations can con-

tinue practically as well without railroads as with them,

for it has Ijeen demonstrated that elaborate equipment is

not adapted to the recover}- of the precious gems in Brazil.

.\n English company that invested $1,200,000 in a prop-

erty near Diamantina, which was equipped with steam

shovels, etc., failed to make expenses, although the natives

working with the shovel and batea are able to make a

living. The railroad reached the diamond region less

than two years ago, and the industry has shown no im-

provement.

In the gold region increased railroad facilities will not

at once stimulate the mining industry, as the two big

gold mines of Brazil are now reached by railroads and

the dredging operations are still of questionable value,

while the desultory gold washings along the smaller

streams could not be aided by better means of trans-

portation.

In spite of poor railroads and high freight rates, the

manganese mines of Minas Geraes have done well. The
occurrence of other manganese-ore deposits is known, and

their geologic character leads one to believe that they

may prove to be of equal value to those already in opera-

tion. Xo doubt, as new railroad lines are constructed

the manganese industry will be improved.

Xo Brazilian Coke Available for Sjieltin'G

Irox Ores

The iron industry is in greatest need of new and better

railroads. AVhile the country has hundreds of millions

of tons of high-grade iron ore, nevertheless about 500,000

tons of iron is said to be imported annually. The absence

of coking coal is the principal handicap in the develop-

ment of local iron manufacture, and it is generally recog-

nized that BraziFs iron ores must be marketed in foreign

countries. The Central R.R. passes through the iion

region and branches could be built from it to the most
important deposits, but the present line is poorly suited

for iron-ore shipment and entirely incapable of handling

large amounts. A railroad that is being built from the

port of Victoi-ia is not much better, and before the de])nsits

can be extensively worked there must be a line esj)ecially

constructed for iron-ore shi])ment. wliicli will involve

a large expenditure.

As one goes through the iron region and observes the

enormous deposits of almost pure hematite ore, one can-

not fail to regret their ])resent inaccessibility. While

these deposits have long been known, it was not until Dr.

Orville A. Dii'iv called attention to them in IHIO, in

tlie report on Hm "Iron-Ore Resources of the World,"

jHcpared for tin I utiinational Geological Congress held

in Stockholm, tli.ii ineign interests were attracted to

them, .\merican, lln-lish ai»d German companies shortly

entei-ed the field, and ihe possession of these valuable

depoi^its has now largely passed into the hands of foreign-

er.<. win. are at present "sitting tight" and waiting.

In spite of the descriptions that have been jmblished of

the Minas Geraes iron-ore deposits, it is doubtful whether

anyone "o'lio has not seen them can adequately appreciate

their extent. A noted iron man of the United States

has said that had one of his assistants returned from
ilinas Geraes with an accurate description of what occurs

there, he would have sent him back with the admonition to

tell the truth on his next return. In fact, a man who truth-

fully describes the Brazilian iron-ore deposits is apt to

lose any reputation for veracity that he might previously

have had. 'UTien one sees whole hills of iron ore that

would average 65% to 68% Fe, square miles of territory

covered with brecciated ore (caiiga) to the extent of 5

to 50 ft., the whole averaging betneen 50% and G0% Fe,

and in places, masses containing 25,000,000 to 50,000,000

tons of 68% Fe ore, he cannot fail to be surprised. It

seems that ^vithin a radius of 30 to -10 mi. there are a

few billion tons of 60% Fe ore and no one knows how
much 50% Fe material.

In a few places in the district the loose specular-hema-

tite ores are being worked and iron is made in small forges.

The loose ore, consisting of extremely fine bright flakes,

is put into a small furnace mixed with charcoal. At inter-

vals more ore and charcoal are added until finally a ball

of iron and slag is fonned. This is then pounded by a

trip hammer run by a waten^heel until the slag is largely

removed. There are said to be a number of forges of this

kind throughout the iron regions, but thus far the at-

tempts to smelt the iron ores in blast furnaces have not

met with much success, even though the Brazilian govern-

ment has probably offered greater inducements than any
other government has ever done to encourage this industry.

The total value of the annual mineral production of

Brazil is about $5,000,000. Roughly one-half of this rep-

resents the gold output, one-third the manganese, one-

tenth the monazite, and the remainder, about $300,000,

is divided among the outputs of diamond.s, copper and
coal plus small amounts of numerous minor products. For
a country that exceeds in size the entire United States,

excluding Alaska, such figures indicate either the lack

of many valuable mineral deposits or else their nondevel-

opnient. The latter cause is thought to be the principal

reason for this state ol' affairs.

According to official reports in Jivvista del Serviziu

Minerario net 1914, the principal items of mineral pro-

duction in Italy in 1914 were as follows, arranged in order

of descending value: Sul])hur, crude, 2,371,705 metiii

tons; iron ore, 706,246; zinc ore, 145,S)14; silver-leml

ore, 43,538; iron pyrites, 335,531 ; lignite, 778,308; vu

cury ore, 119,223; copper ore, 8(i,953
;
petroleum, 5,51:

boric acid, 2,537; salt, 18,396; rock salt, 41,715; graphite.

8,567 metric tons; natural gas, 5,920,000 cu.m. ; miner;il

waters, 26,850 metric tons; gold ore, 20(1; alum, 3,70ii;

manganese ore, 1,649; bauxit*.-, 3,906; antimony ore, 55.'i

;

bituminous coal, 1,440; bituminous schist, 1,590; tin ore.

36 metric tons.

The principal metals ])ro(luie(l, exclusive of iron aiul

steel were: Lead, 20,4()4 metric tons; mercury, 1,073;

copper, 1,839; aluminum, 937 metric tons; silver, 15,254

kg.; antimony, regulus and sulphide, 138 metric tons.

The number of working mines was 605, of which 324

were sulphur producers.

1
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Tlhie Coimttir©]! of ©re Sliinnies==r
By Oliver C. Ralstoxj

SVXOPSIS—The purpose of this paper is to

show that only a thorough knowledge of slimes

is required to enable the operator to turn their

qualities into advantageoxis ores, instead of the

intractable material they have been usually con--

sidered. The principles of colloid chemistry

are shown to apply to slimes, and in the light of

this information their behavior when handled by

various know?!- processes is discussed.

The day of the slimes engineer has dawned. Xot so

many years ago it was an accepted axiom among mill

men that "you must not make slimes in your mill if

you wish to save the mineral." But, sadly, whenever

men put ore through crushing machinery some "rock

flour' was inevitably formed, and slimes soon came to

be con?iderec' a necessary evil. For years the slimes

were run to waste from concentrating mills for the simple

reason that there was no known way of concentrating

the valuable minerals in them. If the slimes were rich

puough to be smelted as a whole, they were so treated,

but this was rarely the case, and even then much of

the fine material went into the flue dust. Those were

the days when we knew little more about handling flue

dusts than we did about concentrating slimes.

First Machixes To Treat Slimes

Some of the first slimes to yield to any treatment were
those from free-milling ores in which some of the gold

could be amalgamated, although "floui: gold" was soon

recognized as a source of loss. The ancient huddle

recovered galena to some extent from slimes containing

it, and occasionally it did fair work on the recover}' of

other slimed sulphides. The savings were rarely large,

and it was a case of grab all you can. The development

of the Wilfley table brought about the invention of

fslimcs tables, recoveries of which were better, but still

left much to be desired. Vanners, likewise, have never

made recoveries as high as might be desired.

For the time after the introduction of "slimers," we were

jjrone to pat ourselves on the back and say that we now
had machinery for the treatment of all sizes of ore. At
one end of the line we had bull jigs, and at the other

end were vanners and slimes tables. After such pompous
talk it is little wonder that manj- mill men became timid

of publication of tailing assays from their plants. Every

mill man knew that in spite of the best work that he

was able to get out of his slime-handling machinery, he

was still getting lower extractions than were desirable.

It was only too well known that we were still afraid

to make slimes in a mill and that a classification of

•rushing machinery was made according to whether any

tCommunicated by P. A. Lyon, metallurgist in ch.Ti-ge of
Salt Lake Station, in cooperation with the Metallurgical Re-
search Department of the University of Ut.ah. O. C. Ralston,
assistant metallurgist. United States Bureau of Mines.

This is the fifth of a series of articles treating of "Colloids
in Ore Dressing." Former articles appeared in the "Journal"
of Feb. 5, Mar. 4. Mar. IS and Apr. 15. 1916. The sixth will be a
continuation of the discussion of this paper, and will appear
in an early issue.

particular machine in question made slimes or not.
Further, stage crushing was developed in order that
a minimum of slimes might be produced in any mill.

Imagine the distrust with which the propo.sals of the
cyanide men were received when it was found that some
ores would have to be slimed in ord<'r that their values
might be liberated for cyanidation. As cyaniding devel-
oped into the stage of all-sliming, it broke every suppo.^^ed

rule of the game. The procedure seemed suicidal when
the experiences of concentrating mills were considered.
Thanks to the fact that gold had a certain fixed price
and could always be sold, no matter in what amounts
it was produced, the cyanide men went ahead undaunted,
and developed slime-handling machinery. We have seen
settling, classifying, decanting, thickening, agitating,

filtering and grinding machinery' develop to a stage where
slimes can be made and handled cheaply.

These were all mechanical methods and were absolutely

necessary before we could turn to the chemical or semi-
chemical methods of controlling slimes. We have seen

cyanide men use lime as a flocculating agent for making
slimes settle faster, and flotation has recently been added
to the methods by which we can control slimes. We have
found that we can separate sulphide minerals from most
slimes by flotation and with recoveries much more nearly

perfect than by any of the older slime-handling machinery.

In spite of all the appreciation of this new tool, we have
I'ot taken sufficient stock of its potentialities. Here is

the tool that has really done what slime tables and vanners

were supposed to do.

Disappearaxce of the Dread of Slimes

But the old fear of slimes has been slow to die, and
there have been doubters that have said that like all other

new methods the promise of flotation will be greater than

its fulfillment. This verdict must be withheld for a

time, as we have seen flotation expand its field wonder-

fully in the past two years. We find that it is not only

possible to float sulphide minerals, but also metals such

as gold, silver and copper, while it is easy to alter

oxidized minerals to a condition such that they will float.

Further than this, it seems possible to float one sidphide

mineral in preference to another—differential flotation.

The significance of these facts is beginning to force

itself home, arid people all over the mining world are

beginning to take stock of the ores that have resisted

treatment by ordinar}- methods. Low-grade and complex

ores are becoming popular, for. we are beginning to feel

confident that we can grind any ore until the particles

of the individual minerals are liberated mechanically

from one another, and after that we can separate them

by flotation or some other slimes process. The advent

of the war has stimulated mining in the United States

to such an extent that some of these new methods have

been put directly into practice. A movement of some

magnitude has been made toward the dumps and stope

fillings of past generations. This is as good as the

opening of new mines, except that the metallurgist reaps

the reward.

It is the purpose of this paper to point out a few other

methods that seem to promise well in the treatment of
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ore slimes and to present the results of some experiments

in the control of the settling of slimes. The object of

these experiments was to gain control of the settling

of slimes in such a manner that they could be caused

to settle faster, slower, not at all, or else to make one

])articular set of minerals settle out of a suspension while

another set would remain suspended. This work met with

notal)le success in nearly all ways except in differential

.-settling, Tihere only partial separation was attained with

one ore and only promised ultimate success.

The Basis in Colloid Chemistry

All of this work has been based more or less on colloid

chemistry, and it had been the original purpose of the

writer to take up quite thoroughly the principles of

colloid chemistry involved. The publication of the series

of articles on "Colloids in Ore Dressing" by E. E. Free

makes this unnecessary and allows this paper to be short-

ened. I am obliged to Mr. Free for the privilege of

perusing his papers in advance and for the opportunity

to publish my paper coincidently with his. Most of his

ideas have my hearty indorsement, and this paper may
be looked upon as a verification of many of the principles

which he has explained. I have already discussed the

theory of flotation from the colloid-chemical standpoint^

as well as a coUoid-chemicaP explanation of the adsorp-

tion of gold from cyanide solutions by charcoal and other

carbonaceous material.

The present work with slimes has shown that suspen-

sions of fairly coarse material react like those colloidal

.sols known as suspensoids, even though they settle

completely in a short time. It is possible to greatly

affect the rate of settling of such ore slimes by the

addition of relatively small amounts of the proper

substances, which are also known to affect recognized

colloids in a like manner. Confirmation of the effects

produced can be found in the literature, especially in

recent patents.

As an example we may take certain patents of B.

Schwerin' in which a method of separating magnetic

particles from slimes is set forth. Schwerin depends

u]>on suspending the slimes in water and deflocculating

them with the proper deflocculating agent in order to

break up the little groups of material into individual

)>articles so that the introduction of a magnet will remove

only the magnetic particles. He speaks of the defloc-

I'ulated ore as being in a sol condition, this being a

colloidal term that assumes that a colloid is in such

ii condition that it will not settle out of the suspending

liquid. For our purposes the term "deflocculated" (also

accepted by colloid chemists) is better, as the only

assumption in the word is that the floccules usually

present in ore slimes are caused to separate into their

individual constituents, even though these individual

particles are still heavy enough to settle out of the water

on standing. Deflocculation leaves the magnetic i)articlcs

individually suspended so that they can be removed by

means of magnets with a minimum of entrainnicnl of

nonmagnetic jtartiiles. Deflocculation is oijtained liy use

of electrolytes of basic nature (containing an excess of

'••Why Do Minerals Float?" O. C. Ralston, "Mln. and Scl.
PreH.-t,' Vol. CXI, {,. (i:!3 (1915).

="I'ri'clpltatInK Action of Carbon In Cyanido Solutions."
"Mln. and Scl. Press,^' Vol. CXI. p. 77 (1915).

»U. S. Pat. No. 1.063.^03 of 1913 and BrltLsh I'at. No, 19,313
of 1914

hydroxyl ions) when the slimes are made up mostly
of particles carrying a negative electric charge. Electro-

lytes of an acid nature (containing excess of hydrogen
ions) will likewise defloceulate slimes whose particles are
positively charged. Most ore minerals met with are
negatively charged, and hence the effect of alkaline
electrolytes like sodium hydroxide in making many ore
slimes settle more slowly, by deflocculating them, is a
well-known phenomenon.
The matter of the reality of existence of the electric

charges on suspended particles of matter in liquids can
be demonstrated by trapping some of the slimes between
two microscope slides and applying a direct current of

110 volts to the two ends of the arrangement, taking
care that space is afforded for the gases evolved by
electrolysis in such a manner that the movement of the
particles will not be affected by these bubbles of gas. By
observing the particles with the microscope, they will

be seen to move as the potential is applied, and their

motion reverses when the current is reversed. Knowing
the polarity of the current applied, we find that the

particles moving toward the positive electrode must be
negative and the negative electrode is the distinction

of the positively charged particles. An improved minia-
ture electric cell of this type has been used in my
laboratory for a study of the charges on the particles

of material that were tested for flotation in a testing

machine.

Explanation' of Deflocculation

The colloid chemists explain deflocculation somewhat
as follows : Suspended colloids have been found to

possess the power of adsorbing dissolved substances and
ions from solutions in amounts that vary with the differ-

ent substances involved. Water is somewhat ionized, and
substances that are negatively charged when suspended

in water, or even in contact Avith it, have ad.sorbed more
hydroxyl ions than hydrogen ions, and as the hydroxyl

ions are negatively charged, the particles show a negative

charge. The amount of the electrostatic charge has been

measured to be as low as the charge on a single mono-
valent ion and as large as that on at least a thousand

ions, for several typical colloids. If an alkali is added

to the water, the excess of hydroxyl ions due to the

alkali can be further adsorbed by such a negatively

charged particle, and it will repel other similarly charged

particles with greater force; or in case they are adhering

together in floccules, they become so highly charged that

they break apart and the result is deflocculation. Varying

dilutions of alkali cause various numbers of ions to be

adsorbed onto the surfaces of the suspended particles,

giving them greater or less electric charges and causing

higher or lower degrees of flocculation. The laws of

adsorption are obscure, and we do not know why sus-

pended particles adsorb ions or dissolved substances onto

their surfaces and hold them so tightly. It is equally

hard to explain why some ]iarticular ions arc adsorbed

move than others. However, the ])henomena have been

well-enough classified for lis to use these various effects

intelligently.

Returning now to Schwerin's patents, he describes an

experiment in which 1,950 grains of raw ore containing

2;i.5% Fe was puverized in the wet state until all the

])articles would pass a screen with V| "'"''• oi)ening, and

reduced to a slime by water. To tliis was added 20 grams
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<if a normal solution of caustic soda, which deflocculated

the components. Part of the ore remained in suspension,

and the other part settled out. This latter part was

led to a magnetic separator (of the Grijndal wet type)

in which the magnetic portion was separated from the

nonmagnetic. There resulted 175 grams of magnetic

material containing 49.6% Fe and 15.6% sludge. The
nonmagnetic product amounted to 775 grams with 9%
Fe and 87% sludge. In the suspension, which was not

taken to the magnetic separator and whose largest grains

were less than Vis I'^^m. in diameter, a further settle-

ment occurred after some time, amounting to 520 grams

containing 37.9% Fe and 29%. sludge, while 480 grams

of clay material remained in suspension. The 175 grams

of magnetic concentrates, together with the 520 grams

of settled material, form concentrates weighing 695 grams

of 40.6% Fe and 25.6% sludge. This amounts to an

extraction of 61.4%. While the work is not particularly

good, it indicates possibilities. Further investigation of

this process is certainly warranted.

The Essentials of the ^Iurex Process

Another magnetic process that works with suspended

filimes is the Murex process, owned by the Murex
ilagnetic Co., Ltd., of London, and protected by U. S.

Pat. Nos. 933,717 of 1909, 959,239 of 1910 and 996,491

of 1911, as well as British Pat. Nos. 25,369 of 1911

and 174 of 1915. These patents were taken out by

A. A. Lockwood and assigned to the Murex Magnetic

Co. The process depends upon the fact that certain

oils adhere to particles of sulphide minerals when sus-

pended in water, in preference to adhering to the rocky

gangue particles. The flotation process depends upon
the same fact, though utilized in a different way. In

this case a finely ground magnetic material, such as

iron filings or ground magnetite or pyrrhotite, is mixed

into the oil before it is mixed with the ore, and when
the oil adheres only to the sulphide minerals we find

that these are receiving a coat of "magnetic paint."

By using a magnetic separator adapted to slimes separa-

tion, such as the Grondal slimes separator, the particles

of sulphides are lifted out of the pulp, away from the

nonmagnetic gangue. Material of sizes hardly regarded

as slimes, such as particles 2 or 3 nun. in diameter,

can also be treated in this way.

The process has been tested out at the Bergwerks-

Wolfahrt, near Clausthal, in the Harz Mountains of

Germany, as well as at the Whimwell mine in Australia.

Fairly satisfactory results have l)een obtained, though

occasionally baffling diffculties were encountered. The
magnetic paint, which is made up of oil-gas tar

mixed with twice its weight of finely ground cast

iron (any animal, mineral or vegetable oil can be used,

or even a fatty acid, soap or other such material),

is applied in a horizontal rotating cylinder resembling

a tube mill except that it is lined with blocks of wood

set on end. The mill contains iron or lead shot and

l)e])bles, and the discharge is preferably at the periphery

of the end. The metal halls, which are about i/i i"- in

diameter, become coated with the paint which they, in

turn, rub onto the surfaces of the ore particles. The

function of the pebbles is to prevent formation of

granules of oiled minerals or any other lumps or agglo-

merations, and to prevent the shot from sticking together.

It is best to give the pebbles a coating of paint before

they are put into the mill. The shot are inspected from
time to time, and it has been found that so long as
they are well coated, the process works satisfactorily.

In case the ore requires grinding, the operation can be
carried on in an ordinary tube mill
Some difficulty was met with in the tendency of the

ground magnetite or other material to leave the oil

and go into the water. One of the patents already
mentioned covers a method of preventing this loss of the
magnetite by using certain additional agents with the oil

when the magnetic paint is made up. When using
saponifiable oils, all that is necessarj' is the use of any
sulphate, chloride, sulphide, hydrate or other salt .soluble

in the oil or which forms insoluble soaps with the oil.

In case the oil used is a mineral oil that will not
saponify, it will require, in addition to the salt, a small
amount of soap or saponifiable oil. A small amount of
a solution containing 1 to 5% of alum, mixed with the
oil, has been found to do good work.

With some ores it is found that an acid solution works
best and with others, alkaline solutions. As a mineral
froth does not have to be formed, this process can work
through a wider range of solutions than can the flotation

process. The plant at Wohlfahrt used a neutral solution

and treated a galena ore containing 10% Pb, while the

Whimwell plant used an alkaline solution and treated

a copper ore containing sulphides and carbonates.

The Wolfahrt plant was discussed by James Ilvde.*

The plant is a 10-ton experimental one and is said to

have done such satisfactor)' work that other plants have

been contemplating the installation of the process. A
mixture of paraffin oil, pitch, resin and finely ground
magnetite is used. A feed of 9,000 kg. of ore per day

requires 20 kg. of paraffin oil, 40 kg. of brown pitch

and 0.2 kg. of resin, mixed with 72 kg. of finely ground
magnetite. The total cost of running this process is

about 59c. per ton of ore. The feed averages 6 to 8%
Pb and the concentrates 62%, Pb and 1.13%, Ag. The
tailings average 1.1% Pb. Hyde asserts that the

American equivalents of the oily materials used will

cost less in America than they do in Germany.

The Whimwell plant was forced to do a great deal

of experimental work and always seemed to have good

chances of success, although there were often unknown

adverse conditions that were never com]iletely mastered.

The addition of caustic soda to the pulp seemed to be

the best general corrective whenever anything went wrong,

but so far as I have been able to learn, the ]ilant left

many things to be desired. I do not know what has

been the fate of this and of the Wohlfahrt plant since

the war started.

B.vsis OF THE I\IuREX Procedure

The underlying theory of the process is undoubtedly

nnuh the same as that of the flotation process, wherein

certain minerals are coated with oils while others remain

uncoated. In fact, it has not been proved that the Murex

process will treat any ore which the flotation ]n-ocess

cannot treat unless we except Hyde"s statement that under

pro]icr conditions it is possible to treat lead carbonate

by this process.

In this connection Hyde probably had in mind U. S.

Pat. No. 996,491, taken out by Lockwood and assigned

•"The Murex Process in a German Work;
"Min. and Sci. Press," June 6, 1914.

James Hyde,
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to the Mures Magnetic Co., in which is given a method

of applying the Mtirex process to the concentration of

oxides and" carbonates. This consists of the use of a

soluble alkaline sulphide in solution to form a film of

metallic sulphide over the surface of the carbonate

particle by reaction with the same. Thus the reaction

with the lead carbonate of an ore is as follows

:

PbCOj + Na,S = PbS + Xa.COa
Lockwood gives two examples of the method of working.

A 100-lb. lot of ore containing carbonate, phosphate and

chloride of lead was crushed to pass a 2J:-mesh screen

and then suspended in 80 lb. of water. To this was

added 4 lb. of finely ground magnetite in 2 lb. of

Texas residuum oil. After agitation for about 10 min.,

a solution containing about 3 oz. of potassium sulphide

was added. A film of lead sulphide was formed on the

oxidized lead minerals, and they were successfully coated

with magnetic paint ready for separation in a magnetic

separator. The second example is of the sulphide filming

of a carbonate ore of copper—likewise successful.

As the sulphide filming of carbonate ores of lead and

copper is now meeting with considerable success in the

flotation process, it cannot be said that the Murex process

has any field that is particularly its own. In fact, there

does not seem to be anything the Murex process can

do which the flotation process will not do. The greater

uncertainty of successful operation of the Murex process,

as well as the greater amounts of oils and chemicals used,

seems to make it less desirable than the flotation processes.

The Lockwood Tiseatmext Plan

Lockwood^ has also presented a method of treating

fines of mixed materials in order to avoid having to

grind them further. Middlings of galena and sphalerite

can be treated with a solution of a caustic alkali and

silicate of soda, with the result that the galena and

sphalerite separate along cleavage lines without the need

of further crushing. Supposedly this is due to the

tendency of sodium hydrate and silicate to disperse a

suspension of negatively charged particles. The increase

in degree of dispersion of clays by the use of these

chemicals is fairly well known. After freeing the galena

and sphalerite in this way, they can be separated on a

slime table or on a vanner. He proposes the same method

in the tabling of mixed zinc-lead flotation concentrate^.

Lockwood gives, as an example of this method applied

in the treatment of an ore, two tests that were run on

SEPARATION BY USE OF SODIUM HYDROXIDE
Concentrates MiddliiiKS

Wt., Lb. Size %Pb 95 Zn Wt.. Lb.
103.5 On 60 ) ,-0 , q J

43.5
172.0 OnSOf ^^-^ ^-^ 136.5

COMPARISON BY USING PURE WATER
Concentrates MiildlinKS

Size Wt., Lb. 7,Vh %Zn Wt.. Lb.
On 60 88 i 7, e c )

':")

On 80 i:i4 i

^^ *'
( «s

two tons of ore from the Broken Hill Proprietary. The

ore was crushed to about 40 mesh and divided into two

lots. One lot of 2,240 lli. was treated with 500 lb. of

a solution containing .5^ of caustic soda and 1% of

sodium silicat- After agitating for 30 min., the pulp

was fed onto ' il.iiig screens, and the material remain-

ing on the 60- mul the 80-mesh screens was run over

\anncrs. The n^ults are shown in the fir.st table.

With the other lot of 'i,240 lb. the same conditions wore

observed except that jiiii-e water was used on tlic ore iii-

"U. S. Pat. No. 956.381 of Apr. 26, 1910.

stead of the dispersing agents. The results are tabulated

for comparison.

Lockwood examined the middlings in each instance

and found that in the case of the dispersed pulp they

seemed to be made up of free crystals of galena and
sphalerite, while the middlings from the test in water

seemed to be true middlings, containing composite

particles of the two sulphides that required further

grinding. Just how he did this is not mentioned, and
I am inclined to doubt that true middlings were actually

broken up by the sodium compounds. It is thoroughly

possible that floccules containing both sulphides could

he dispersed by the sodium salts and that it was hence

easier to get a good clean tabling test on this account.

The idea certainly merits further investigation.

Schwerin's Electro-Osmosis Theory

One particularly interesting method of controlling

slimes of all descriptions has been described by Count
Jjotho Schwerin, a citizen of Germany, in a number
of ]5atents". Schwerin has been instrumental in the

application of colloid chemistry to many problems, among
which are the dehydration of peat and other organic

materials, the purification of clay, the production of

special ceramics, the concentration of various ores, etc.

It has been found that many suspensions of clays with

their impurities can be purified by utilizing the fact

that particles of colloids, when suspended in water, will

migrate toward one or the other of two electrodes intro-

duced into the suspension, depending upon the sign of

the electric charge carried by the particles. Direct

current is used, and since most ordinary particles found

in ores will be found to be negatively charged, they

migrate toward the anode. As mentioned earlier in the

paper, we are able to control these charges by the use

of the proper electrolytes added to the suspensions and

thereby control the direction in which they migrate and

I he speed at which they migrate. The water migrates

in the opposite direction, and if the particles are con-

gealed into a gel or into a porous diaphragm, the water

can still migrate when the electric current is passed.

This travel of the water is known as electro-endosmosis,

or electro-osmosis. It was first noticed in electrolytic

cells containing porous diaphragms, such as have been

used in the electrolysis of brine solutions for the

formation of chloride and sodium hydrate. The motion

of the particle through the liquid is known as electro-

|)horesis. When a particle migrates toward the anode,

the phenomenon has been called cataphoresis and when

it migrates toward the cathode, the phenomenon is

anaphoresis. The word cataphoresis is often used in

place of electrophoresis for the reason that the commonest

jiarticles met usually have a negative charge.

One special application of this migration of particles

and water is in the purification of clays. This process

has been described by Ormondy' in the purification of

English clays, and l)y Bleininger' for American clays.

The impure clay is made up into a "slip" of the con-

"Nos. 670.351, 720.1S6, 894,070, 993,888, 1,027.004 1 029,.';79,

1.053,303, 1.09.8,176, 1.120,551. 1,121,408. 1,121,409 I.IH'.^^ ' „'!,"i
1 150 715- British Pat. Nos. 24,670 of 1904, 3,364 of 1911, 2.3,9

of 1911, 11,626 of 1911. 27.930 of 1911, 27 931 of 19H. 28,1!;5

of 1911. 23.545 of 1912, 24,666 of 1912, 14,369 of 1912 and ^11,823

of 1914- fjerman Pat. Nos. 23^,649. 249.983, 251,098, 252, 3<0.

253,429, 253,931, 265,628. 266.825 and 272,383.

"Trans. Eng. Ceramic Soc," Vol. XII, pp. 36-64 (1912-13).

"Trans. Am. Ceramic Soc," Vol. XV, p. 335 (1913).
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sijtency of thick cream, by the use of water, and is

pnlerably deflocculated by the use of a little sodium

hydrate. The coarse particles, as well as some of the

inm minerals present, separate out by sedimentation. The
fus)iension is run into a metal trough into which dips a

re\nlving horizontal cylinder made of lead or type metal.

The cylinder is made the anode and the trough the

cathode for the passage of an electric current under

]]0 to 220 volts. Bleininger' gives a photograph of a

laboratory macliine of this type, and Schwerin'" gives

a sketch of a larger machine.

The Migration Principlk Used fou Slime Filterixg

Under the influence of the current the clay is deposited

on ihe type-metal cylinder, which rotates slowly, and the

deposited blanket of pure clay (this deposit is about
ij in. deep) is scraped off at the top by a scraper. This

day contains about 1T% moisture, which is less than that

remaining after filter-pressing with a pressure of 2 tons

per sq.in., and the clay is whiter and more plastic than

the impure original clay. The velocity of migration of

the particles is about 43x10^ cm./sec./volt/cm., which

is about tlie same rate as that of many ordinary ions in

solutions. Hence the clay slip requires stirring to bring

the particles in contact with the cathode in large enough

nu!n!)ers to prevent water being electrolyzed by the

current instead of the particles being deposited. The
cost of current in England for the depositing of a ton

of clay is from 10 to 64c., and a plant capable of

producing 40 tons per week of finished product will cost

$25,000.

Bleininger is of the opinion that the greatest use of

this machine will be as a substittite for the filter press,

and recent experiments seem to bear out that opinion,

ilost of the impurities of the clays are removed during

the period of sedimentation preceding the electrophoresis,

and the only function of the electrical operation is to

remove the clay particles from the suspension in a fairly

dr\- state. When very colloidal ore slimes are encountered

which seem to resist all attempts at filtration, this method

of collecting may prove useful. Experiments with ordi-

nary free-settling slimes by this method have been carried

on in my laboratory- and have shown that most of the

particles are too large to be handled effectively b)' the

method. With a clayey ore capable of a high degree of

dispersion, better restilts can be obtained, although they

arc still far from what can be done with the true clays.

In passing it might be well to call attention to the fact

that Schwerin's patents contain a wealth of information

on the properties of various suspended particles and on

methods of controlling them. He finds, for instance,

that a particle more or less indifferent toward the

electric current can often be electrified into life by the

addition of some colloid body, such as colloidal silicic

acid, and a deflocctilating agent, like sodium hydrate.

The colloidal silicic acid is adsorbed on the surfaces of

the indifferent suspended particles, and the resulting

composite particles are more active. Sodium silicate will

hydrolize into silicic acid and sodium hydrate : hence

it is at once a combined activating and deflocculating

agent. In another place he mentions the fact that with

a well-deflocculated sus])ension the consumption of elec-

tric energ}' is less and the speed of the particles greater.

•Technologic papers of the Bureau of Standards, No. 51.

">U. S. Pat. No. 1.333.967

The importance of the inve.stigation of all these col-

loidal phenomena in their I>earing on the control of ore
slimes need not be magnified. They are mentioned in
the hope that further research will be instigated l)y

parties who can profit by the results of such investigation.

The Settling ok Slimes

Most of the original work to be reported in this paper
deals with the subject of slimes settling, the original
object of the work having been to control the rate of
settling of ore slimes by the application of tlie principles
of colloid chemistry. As previously mentioned, it has
been possible to make almo.st any ore slimes settle faster

or slower, and some success has been attained in differ-

ential settling in a few instances.

The use of lime for the flocculation of low-.settliug

slimes has been common practice among the cyanide
operators, and many a cyanide plant would not be able

to work without the use of lime. Slow-settling slimes

in which the individual particles can hardly be distin-

guished, can often be caused to gather into large floccules

by the addition of small percentages of caustic lime.

These large flocks settle out with much greater speed
than do the small individual particles. Xicolai^' gives

tlie results of recent work in Germany on the clarification

of muddy mill water by the use of magnesium chloride,

a waste product from the potasli works. Magnesium
chloride is a very effective coagulant.

The idea of deliberately causing an ore slime to settle

more slowly does not seem to have been applied by anyone.

There are, however, conditions under which such defloccu-

lation of a slime could be utilized, aside from those

alreadv' mentioned. For instance, the work reported here

shows that it is ])ossible to deflocculate the so-called true

slimes so that the coarser material can settle out of the

suspension separately. This would be the ideal separation

of nonleachable material from leachable sands, which the

Dorr and similar classifiers approximate. Under these

conditions the sands that settle will not be coated with

entrained slimes. In fact, the Dorr classifier could be

tised to make the improved separation.

Another application of deflocculation to slimes could

be in the problem of transportation of slimes through

launders over considerable distances on level ground.

When deflocculated, the slimes do not tend to settle out so

liadly. and on arriving at their destination they could be

flocculated and deposited by the use of the ]iroper agent.

Ditches that have become clogged with .settled clays ought

to be opened up by occasional flusliing with water con-

taining a deflocculating agent, while the settled material

can be loosened by drags. The use of lye to ojien clogged

drain pipes is a matter familiar to everyone. Deflocculated

clav slips have much less viscosity than ordinary clay

slips, and a piece of damp clay will almost liquefy upon

the addition of small amounts of the proper alkalies.

Witli these points in view, tliere seemed to be a suflicient

encouragement for the following series of systematic

investigations.

Owing to the fact that the chief interest of the mill

man lies in the rate at which he can tlraw off dear

water from a thiikcning tank and what will be the per-

centage of solids in the thickened pulp, the following

method was used in the study of the rate o\ settling

of slimes:

"•'Jletall und Frz." Vol. III. pp. 135 and 1,">.t (1915).
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A series of 200-c.c. graduates of approximately the

same size wa# obtained, and weighed quantities of ore were

introduced into the graduates, which first were partially

filled with water. Tlie rise of the water surface on the

introduction of the ore allowed a measure of the volume

of the ore, and knowing its weight and volume, the

densit}" of the dry ore could be calculated. The graduate

was then filled to the 200-c.e. mark. By placing the hand
over the mouth of the graduate and inverting and shaking

several times, it was possible to suspend the ore homo-
geneously in the water before the graduate was put down
and settling allowed to begin. The rate of subsidence

of the surface of the settling slimes was then noted. As
the particles in the suspension have zero velocity at the

beginning, the rate of subsidence of the slimes surface

increases to a maximum and then diminishes as the

densitv^ of the thickened pulp increases, causing the

particles to get more and more in one another's way.
In Free's series of papers we find that he observed tlie

j)Osition of the surface of the consolidated slimes in

the bottom of the graduate, instead of the surface of

the sinking column of thickening slimes. Either method

bO
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bout 10-20% solids, at wliic-h point the surface of the

ettling material suddenly becomes clear-cut and the

settling enters the consolidation phase, which it pursues

until the pulp contains an average of about 40% solids,

where it enters the compacting phase. Some decrease in

velocity is noticed on passing from the subsidence to

the consolidation phase, but a great decrease in velocity

often takes place on passing into the compacting phase.

As will be seen later, the effect of the addition of

electrolytes and of colloids is to shift the critical, or

transition, points (where the settling changes from one

phafe to another).

The only feasible explanation of the difference between

subsidence and consolidation settling would appear to be

the following : In dilute suspensions the larger particles

of the slime would tend to settle relatively faster than

the others, and in dilute suspensions they can go down
without entraining smaller particles; so the latter are

left behind to settle more slowly. The water above the

subsiding slimes is hence always somewhat cloudy. With
more concentrated suspensions it is possible to reach a

consistency in which the distance between the larger

particles is so small that the particles of smaller size are

trapped and carried down. This suspension of the larger

particles might be regarded as a filter for the suspension

of the smaller particles.

In the tests in the graduates it was possible to read

only the approximate situation of the hazy surface of

slimes settling by subsidence, but it was easy to read the

exact position of the sharp line of demarcation between

clear water and slimes settling by consolidation. By
taking readings at appropriate intervals, it was possible

to get the rate of settling of the slimes surface, and

it is this velocity which is referred to hereafter.

The condition of miners serving in the British army
has come in for some careful consideration by the Insti-

tution of Mining and Metallurgy. An effort is being

made to secure the return of such men to their former

positions when their service shall have been finished, with

provision for the utilization of those who have been

injured. The following letter sets forth the attempt of

the Institution to provide for the future

:

TO THE BOARDS OF DIRECTORS OF BRITISH
MINING CAMPS

The Council of the Institution ol Mining and Metallurgy
feels it incumbent upon it respectfully to request your serious
attention to an important aspect of the effect of the war
upon the British mining industry.

A very large number of British mining engineers and
metallurgists are, as you are no doubt aware, on active
service with His Majesty's forces in the various theaters of
war, and as evidenced in official despatches and in the number
of distinctions awarded to them, they have demonstrated
their ability and heroism.

Nearly 700 members of this Institution alone are on active
service, and there are very few Britisli members of military
age and fitness remaining in civil employment in any part of
the world, and of those some are known to have been for-
bidden to leave their present work because of the necessity of
maintaining the output of gold and other metals of vital

importance in the prosecution of the war.
It is a melancholy fact that many have already made the

final sacrifice, while others have been permanently maimed.
The Council is deeply concerned for the welfare of those
whose lives may be spared, and feels sure that in most cases
mining companies will make such arrangements as will fa-
cilitate the return of the members of their technical staffs

to their former positions on the termination of the war.
It would indeed be a poor return for the sacrifices British

mining- engineers and metallurgists have made in the de-

fense of the empire and the cause for which the allied nations
are fighting, if on their return to civil life they found their
positions occupied and their means of livelihood gone. The
Council begs you, therefore, to keep this aspect of the war
in view and to make every provision for the employment of
British mining engineers and metallurgists in your mines
and works after the termination of the war.

The Council will be gratified to learn that boards of di-
rectors are in accord with it in this matter, and it trusts that
in the present circumstances they will accept this communi-
cation through the press in place of a direct letter to In-
dividual companies.

Reference was made in the Journal of Mar. 4 to the
new mining law that was under consideration in Hon-
duras. This bill was passed by the Honduran congress
on Feb. 15 and contains some interesting provisions.
Some of these, translated by United States Minister John
Ewing, of Tegucigalpa, and communicated to the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, are reproduced here

:

Art. 1. The law grants to individuals the rights of prop-
erty to mines under the condition that they shall work and
develop them constantly in conformity with the provisions
of the present code and with the regulations which may be
issued Mines shall be forfeited, as being con-
sidered unoccupied, when conditions set forth in the following
articles are fulfilled:

Art. 6. Mines are considered unoccupied: (1) When for
one consecutive year four men at least have not been work-
ing in them, either upon interior or exterior work really
connected with the development thereof. (2) When the work
of four workmen is alternately stopped without any one
suspension amounting to a year, so that the mine will be
unworked 400 days in two years, counting from the first
day of the stoppage of work.

Art. 9. A mine cannot be declared unoccupied when the
stoppage of work results from unavoidable reasons, such as
absolute lack of workmen, war, famine or pest in the region
in which the mine is located.

Art. 10. Persons may suspend the working of their mine
for two years without being liable to having it declared un-
occupied, if they have worked it uninterruptedly for two
years, by paying for the time they plan to be idle, counting
from the time work is stopped, a tax of 10 pesos monthly.

Art. 12. A mine will be considered unoccupied when the
house and indispensable ofl^ces formerly constructed for the
use of the mine shall have been destroyed or become ab-
solutely unserviceable, etc.

Art. 28 limits the amount of territory that may be

granted as a mineral zone to 200 hectares (492.2 acres),

and Art. 38 provides that mining concessions cannot be

granted for locations where a mining town has already

lieen established.

The law will go into effect July 1, 1916. Owners of

mineral zones shall have to pay for eacli hectare of their

])roperty an annual tax of 25 centavos ; mines will pay
.'5 pesos per hectare. An additional article provides a tax

of 5% ad valorem on gold or silver exported and a tax of

10 pesos on each ton of precipitates leaving the country

—

five tons may be exported free for the purposes of analysis.

Odldl Csise of AiPsaBiie FoHSonaiBa^

A peculiar case of arsenic poisoning is noted in the

recently issued report for 1914 of the British Chief In-

spector of Factories and Workshops. The workman had
been cleaning out a saturator in an ammonium-sulphate

plant and had placed an acid residue containing a large

amount of arsenic (ajiparently derived from the sulphuric

acid used) in a galvanized-iron pail. The acid in the

residue reacted with the zinc lining and arseniureted

hydrogen was foi'incd by a secondary reaction, thereliy

poi.soning the workman. Only wooden or fiber pails

should be used for such work.
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SYJS'OFSIS—Iron-stained quartzite belt between

Deadirood and Lead believed to have close relation

to great Ilomestal-e orebody. Structural details

complex. Influence on ore deposition great. Series

has economic importance and gives promise of fur-

ther importance.

The iron-stained quartzite, outcropping in a prominent

manner between Deadwood and Lead in the Northern

Black Hills and known among mining men of the region

a& "The Great Iron Dike,'' has long excited interest and

speculation.

This quartzite is closely associated with certain char-

acteristic tremolitic schists, graphitic slates and sulphide

bands, the whole making up a fairly well-defined rock

series. The series is of interest because of its mineral con-

tent and because in the Northern Hills it is believed by

some to have a close relation to the great Homestake ore-

body a short distance away.

Chakacteu and Distribution

The rocks are of Algonkian age. They stand generally

at a high angle and may be traced across the country

for several miles in a nearly due north-south direction.

Southward a large irregular area of Paleozoic sedinien-

taries and Tertiary igneous rocks conceals them. Farther

south, beyond this covering, there is a much larger area

is complex; in fact, the structure in the Rochford (li>-

trict is perhaps more complex, or at least more ditiirult

to interpret than in any other part of the Black Hills

region. On the accompanying map the long irregular

boundary line represents the contact between Algonkian

and post-Algonkian rocks as published by the Unitid

States Geological Survey. The main areas within ami

south of this line are of Algonkian age. In the nortlicrn

di.strict considerable areas of the later rocks are Tertian \

eruptives. The others are Paleozoic and post-Paleozni,

sedimentaries.

Study of the northern district was confined particulai l\

to the area lying east of a north-south line drawn throiiL^li

Lead. East of the Homestake, two outcrops of the quartz-

tremolite rock were found. Tliey strike nearly dm'

north and south and stand nearly vertical, one outcmi'

running just west of Deadwood, the other just east el

Lead. The hard iron-stained quartzite forms a series nf

prominent peaks, with the tremolitic and pyritic material

running along the eastern slopes in the Deadwood o\it-

crop and on the western slopes in the Lead outcrop.

The most complex portion of the Rochford district was

covered, and the map is believed to show the relations faii-

ly accurately, except that further study may show ex-

tensions not here represented. The fact that the varimis

outcrops are not continuous indicates only, except in ili

ca.se of the quartzites, that there was not time or op|H.r-

tunitv to trace them further. In this district the sevuia'

Fig, 1 Fig. y Pig. 3

THIN bli-OTION OP QUARTZ TREMOUTES
Fig. '—Crumpled quartz-chlorite schist cut by thin quartz stringer. Fig. 2—Contac

mass of Ijiotile and calcite, Figs. 3 and i—Contact between quartz lens and locli
contact

of Algonkian rocks, and this is traversed by a scries o\'

rocks nuich resembling the scries of the smaller northern

area. Tlie tremolitic portion of this southern series lias

long been known as "The Ilornidende Belt." There is

much reason for believing that the two series are identical

and that they represent one continuous mineralized zone.

As neither of the two local terms named is serviceable

for the entire distribution and as quartz, treinolitc and

iron sulphides (iron oxides in the weathered zone) are

])roniinetnly chaia( tcristic throughout, T designate the

entire zone as tlic Tron-Quartz-Trenioliti' Belt. The
structure in both the northern and the southern districts

•Excerpt from a thesis presented at the South Dakota
fltate School of Mines

tRapId City, S. I).

nearly parallel outt'rops strike about N 2'y° W and dip mt

to 80° E. Two outcrops west of Myersville are exn |i-

tional in that they strike more to the west and dij) alimit

.')0° E. The various members of the series coninioi !y

sliow characteristic topograpliic features, among wlmli

especially is the depression extending from near Myeis-

ville to the Bulldog Ranch and occupied much of the dis-

tance by the north fork of Rapid Creek and the Burl in l:-

ton railroad. The bedrock here is composed largely of sdlt

graphitic slates carrying pyritc.

In general, the quartz-tremolite jiortion ol' the sciics

may be said to be made up of chloritic and garnet i

ferous tremolite schists witii numerous quartz stringi i

,

and lenses running thnnigh it. The schistosity runs par-
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allel or nearly parallel to the original bedding planes. The
rocks are usually much contorted and in some places

considerably cracked and shattered. In the Northern

Hills the garnets and tremolite are most prominent and

in the Eochford district, the quartz and tremolite. By
far the greater amount of quartz is in stringers and lenses

running parallel to the schistosity. These are evidently

an original feature of the schist and independent of the

later disturbances. During these disturbances there was
formed a series of crevices that were filled with quartz,

and in this way there was developed a second class of veins,

cutting across the plane of schistosity.

The tremolite is the most persistent feature of the ser-

ies. This occurs in radiating star-like clusters, some-

times tightly pressed together to form the greater part

of the rock, at other times scatt<?red through a tjuartz or

chlorite schist. When nearly the whole of the mass is

made up of tremolite, it gives rise to a crinkled sort of

rock known to the miners as curly-stone. This is very

tough and almost impossible to break with a hammer.
The tremolite, when forming only a minor portion

of the rock, is very difficult to detect until one becomes fa-

miliar with it, but with a little experience it may be recog-

nized even after oxidation has left little of the original

material.

Associated with those tremolite schists are bands of soft

graphitic and pyritiferous slates and
massive iron-stained quartzites. I have

included these in the series.

The most prominent members of the

iron-quartz-tremolite belt in the North-

ern Hills are the two bands of mas-

sive iron-stained quartzite that form

the so-called "Great Iron Dike." These

outcrop several hundred yards west

of the city limits of Deadwood. They
are separated by about 200 ft. of

softer schists and .slates. They have had

an important influence on the topog-

raphy of the country, forming a series

of quartzite capped peaks extending

for several miles in a south-north di-

rection between Deadwood and Lead.

In the unoxidized portions, as exposed

in underground mine workings, these

consist of a very white quartzite, heav-

ily impregnated with pyrite, pyrrho-

tite and arsenopyrite. In the weathered

zone the sulphides are oxidized to

hard red hematite and brown linionite,

giving the quartzite a dark-red or

brown color. The iron stain sometimes '
'^

'' ''' '^"--"^"^^'

occurs in parallel streaks, with layers of

the pure-white quartzite between. Since the quartz-tremo-

lite rocks are softer and usually are concealed by talus

except where some artiiicial cut (as for example, for a

railroad or wagon road) exposes them, the (juartzites are

a great help in following the outcrop of the series.

Another portion of the belt that has attracted consid-

erable attention is that known as the ''Copper Pyrite

Dike." This is a series of several bands of pyritic ma-
terial, varying from a few inches up to 5 ft. in thick-

ness. It lies near the ea.stern edge of the tremolite out-

crop just west of Deadwood. The pyritic material car-

ries some gold and copper and has been much prospected

for these, but its only economic importance so far has been
for pyrite for smelting purposes. Several years ago a great
deal of this was mined and used at the Golden Reward
.-meltery, in treating tJic ijlue siliceous ores of the Ruby
Basin-Bald ^lountain district. At the surface this ma-
terial is oxidized to a very soft, black, spongy material
containing .some graphite, forming a typical iron hat. A
white or greenish coating of melanterite is often present.

Most of the tremolite and garnet rock lies between the
quartzites and the pyrite, though some tremolite is found
just east of the pyrite. The garnets are more prominent
liere than in any other locality. The garnets and tremo-
lite are in bands alternating with each other and with
bands of quartz and mica schists. The treniolitie band.s

vary up to several feet in thickness. The garnet bands
are somewhat thinner. The garnets range from the size

of a pinhead up to an inch or more in diameter. Tho.se

in any one band are usually fairly uniform in size. In
some places they are scattered through the tremolite,

causing knot-like protuberances, in others they fonn the

greater part of the rock. One layer 4 in. thick was no-

ticed, made up of garnets averaging half an inch in diame-
ter, all tightly pressed together.

The chief differences between the series near Deadwood
and the rocks in the Rochford district are the great

abundance of garnets, the mucli smaller amount of quartz

TREMOLITE EXPOSED NEAR ROCHFORD, S. D.. SHOVVINU
SHARPLY FOLDED QUARTZ VEINS

present and the thin selective banding. Occasional len-

ticular masses of quartz are found, especially along the

western side of the tremolite members, but the numer-

ous stringers and lenses of the Rochford locality are not

characteristic here. There is also much less crumpling

and contortion than at Rochford.

In the ob.served outcrops near Lead, the quartz stringers

become more abundant and the garnets less prominent, but

the amount of tremolite also decreases. Hero the iron-

stained quartzite is east of the tremolite iii>U':ul of west.

This might suggest that the two outcrops arc thccxposurcs

on the two sides of a fold, thoujjh with the amount of ii:-
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formation at hand this can be only a conjecture. In the

railroad cut at Blacktail station some small stringers

of calcite were found, one vein having calcite on one side

and quartz on the other.

Exposures in^ the Eochford District

The irou-quartz-tremolite series in this district is char-

acteristically a fairly massive tremolite schist with a great

abundance of quartz in the form of stringers and lenses.

Garnets as a rule are not numerous and when found are

of small size. The tremolite, in the most tv-pical expo-

sures, is in the form of an aggregate of star-like clusters,

making up, with the quartz, almost the whole of the rock.

Exposed faces are usually stained dark brown by iron

oxide.

The quartz shows all gradations from thin continuous

bands to lenses with an almost round cross-section, in-
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dicating that the lenses are only a particular i)iiase of

tlic bands. The bands and lenses vary from Vli lo -' in.

ill thickness. Where pressure and contortion have Ijucn

great the quartz often has a sugar-like texture and will

sometimes even crumble in the fingers like soft sandstone.

These stringers and lenses that have just been de.scribe<l

all run parallel to the schistosity and cause the folding

and crumpling that ha\o taken place to show very prom-

inently. In addition to these there are many (piart/.

veins and vein lets that cut across the plane of schistosity

at all angles, the majority running nearly ])cr]>cndicular

to it. They sliow little contortion and are apparently of

later date than the fulding. They frequently carry much
pyrito and arsenopyritc.

The folding and cruss-veining is very complex in the

vicinity of Rochford, presenting many interesting fea-

tures. A peculiarity is the fact that one zone a few inches

thick may be sharply folded, while a zone of exactly simi-

lar material three or four inches from it will show no

disturbance or may be folded in the opposite direction.

There are often veins or local deposits of calcite or ara-

gonite and siderite lying along the edges of the lenses of

quartz, and veins of aragonite running across the plane

of schistosity are not uncommon. One nearly horizontal

vein varying up to a foot in thickness and entirely filled

with beautiful snow-white aragonite may be traced for

several hundred feet in the open cuts of the Standby mine.

The quartz lenses and stringers often have a layer of

tremolite jV to y^ in. thick on each side. This is made up

of asbestiform fibers arranged perpendicular to the sur-

face of contact and sometimes between the two there is

a layer of pyrite.

In places where gold content higher than the average is

found, the tremolite becomes less prominent and cUorite

becomes abundant. This suggests that the gold-bearing

.solutions produced an alteration of the tremolite and as-

sociated iron-bearing minerals to chlorite.

Black, very graphitic slates, frequently carrying much
pyrite and arsenopyrite, are nearly always found in close

conjunction with the tremolite members and probably

correspond to the graphite-pyrite series of the Northern

Hills exposures. This graphite sometimes approaches a

marketable grade.

The characteristically prominent iron-stained quartzites

of the Northern Hills are not found in the Rochford dis-

trict, though there are many quartzites more or less asso-

ciated with the tremolite members. Some of these are

highly iron-stained. The majority are nearly pure white

and approach the appearance of vein quartz. Others

are very coarse and of a gray color. Their relations are

not clear, they normally cannot be traced far, and they

are apparently not very continuous.

Economic Importance of the Series

The rock series herein described has received much at-

tention since the earliest days of lode mining in tlie

Black Hills. It has been much prospected, and in a

number of places fairly extensive work ha-s been carried on.

It happens that the mineral contents generally are not

high, and although gold is ])resent practically through-

out the tremolite jiortion of the series, milling returns have

ii; most instances been too low to warrant long-continued

production. AVithout doubt the series ]ilayed an important

part in the gold deposition of the Black Hills, and in

the minds of many men there is good reason for believing

that under favorable conditions properties well-situated

could be made into good paying mines. At the present

time, just as in the years of the past, considerable develo])-

ment work is being done. Among the better-known prop-

erties of the Rochford district are the following: Yellow

Bird, McKinley, North Star, Mercedes, Black Eagle,

Golden West, Codiran, Balkan, Standby, Gordelia, Ray,

Ohio, Montana, Montezuma.

Of the.se the Standby, the Montezuma, the Cochran

and the Golden West have perhaps been most extensively

worked. Much of the ore obtained has been mined from

open cuts. Occasionally .some ver\' rich streaks are found.

The more favorable places have usually been those

where numerous quartz stringers run across the strike of

the schistosity. Chlorite is generally abmidant in such

places.
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The series commonly known as the "Great Iron Dike"

and that known as the "Hornblende Belt" are evidently

continuations of the same general series. This consists

of metamorphosed sandstone, shales and impure lime-

stones. The limestone was first altered to a rock composed

principally of tremolite, calcite, quartz, biotite and garnet.

It was later greatly fractured and contorted by dynamic
movements, the fractures allowing the entrance of solu-

tions that deposited the transverse quartz and aragonite

veins, impregnated the .surrounding rocks with sulphides

and with gold, and caused the alteration of the biotite and
associated minerals to chlorite. The series has a certain

known economic importance and gives promise of further

future importance. The influence on ore deposition has

been great and the structural details are very complex.

GoSdi aiadl SnS^eiP JRelSiraisag

In the Wohlwill gold-refining process a solution carry-

ing 25 to 30 oz. of gold and 25 to 30 oz. of free hydro-

chloric acid per cu.ft. is usually used. A sheet-gold

cathode is ordinarily employed, and a current density of

about 100 amp. per sq.ft. The drop across the tank is

usually about 1 volt, the temperature being held at aliout

60^ to 70° C. The high acid content is necessary to keep

Fatesnt Lfa'Mrs

The Patents Act of 1907 with the Act of 1914 ana
rules made thereunder—after the war had begun—are

said to be responsible for the following present grievanc-es

according to Journ. Soc. ('hem. Ind., Feb. 29, 1916: (1)

The Comptroller of the British Patent Office has not

apparently the power to refuse acceptance of any applica-

tion for a British patent, even although a patent for the

identical invention may have been granted and published
years before in a foreign country. (2) Any German
desiring to appropriate a British invention for which a

British patent has been granted to a British inventor,

may do so in the following circumstances: Supposing the
British inventor applies within 12 months for a patent
in Germany for his invention, his application may be
successfully opposed there on one grotmd or another and
a decision is,sued in circumstances such that the British

applicant cannot secure a hearing. In the case of an
opposition to a British application of a German subject,

proceedings are postponed to the end of the war. (3)
Under the 1907 Patents Act, anything known or

unknown for which a patent is applied in this country,

however impracticable (for which a British patent specifi-

cation has not been filed in the British Patent Office

THE WOHLWILL GC^LD-REFIXIXG PROCESS

tlie solution from depleting rapidly in gold, and even
then it usually does so slowly. The platinum contained

in the gold bullion remains in the electrolyte and is even-

tually recovered from it. The silver is left in the form of

silver-chloride slimes. If lead is present in the anode,

a little sulphuric acid is added to the electrolyte to cause

it to slime also.

In the Thum process of silver refining, anodes are held

in cloth-lined baskets placed in tanks made usually of

porcelain. A carbon bottom fonns the cathode, the silver

being deposited in noncoherent form and scraped off.

The electrolyte is a 5% silver-nitrate solution carrying

about 0.1% free nitric acid and some copper. The cur-

rent density is usually 30 to 40 amp. per sq.ft., and the

e.m.f. per tank 1.4 to 1.5 volts. The gold and platinum
remain as a slime in the filter-cloth lining of the basket,

and the copper dissolves in the electrolyte, which must
eventually be discarded on that account. The accompany-
ing illustrations show both processes.

OPERATING THE THUM REFIXING PROCESS

Library during 50 yr. before the date of application), is

entitled to British patent protection—51 yr. anticipation

does not count.

It is urged that in the revision of our patent system

(foreshadowed recently by Mr. Runciman, the president

of the Board of Trade), there should, among other things,

be included: (1) A real search to insure novelty and

validity, before any application for a patent be enter-

tained. (2) Xo patent to be granted unless novel or

practicable. (3) The entire abolition of all renewal fees.

(4) The extension of the period for eacii patent from 14

to 17 _VT. (5) Some form of a guarantee for a boiuj fide

inventor. (6) Simplified court procedure in patent cases,

so as to limit the heavy expense of patent litigation.

Moreover, in the formulation of any new patents act,

inventors, engineers and business men shouiil be called

into consultation more than patent counsel, lawyers an^l

patent agents, as has hitherto been the case, which is a

desideratum in anv countrv.
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By Albekt E. Hall*

Three methods are here given of shaft sinking below

ground, or rather, of sinking and raising, all of which

seem to have worked well at the different mines where

they were employed.

The first method was used at the Crean Hill mine,

Ontario, Canada. This shaft was inclined at QS°, and

while 24x8 ft., the work was done in halves, each 12x8 ft.

Two bars were employed with only one

machine in each bar. To give a

break in the first half 22 holes were

needed. A double cut was used, but

onlj' four holes were drilled in the first

cut, while six were needed in the out-

side cut. Six holes on each side, num-
bered 3 on Fig. 1, made up the rest

of the round. The four first cut holes

marked 1 were first fired. The second

.«et of six cut holes, marked 2, were

fired next; when the shaft had been

mucked out, the rest of the round was

fired. The cuts usually pulled about

7 or 8 ft., using about 450 to 500

sticks of gelignite to the round. The
holes were fired by battery. The shaft

was sunk in schist, and the cost was

from $22 to $25 per ft. for one half.

Mucking was done into a bucket

pulled to the level above by an air hoist

placed on the level. The end shaft

compartment was iised by the bucket

while the skip was brought down below

the bucket in the next compartment

and the bucket dumped into it. The hoist had two

drums, the first of which carried the hoisting cable, while

tlie second carried a cable for the bucket trolley to run on.

A hole was always drilled near the shaft bottom, in which

an eyebolt was placed to which was tied one end of the

running cable. When the first half of the shaft had been

entirely completed, work was started on the second halt,

•517 West 171st St.. New York City.

which was sloped down into the first half. Anywhere
from 9 Kb 12 holes were used on the second half and the

cost was only about $12 per ft. No time was lost in

mucking on the second half. As soon as drilling was
finished, the holes were blasted, and after a very small

amount of cleaning and scaling the machines could be set

up again and mucking started on the bottom of the first

half.

In contrast to this method of using the bucket was that

used in a shaft inclined at 47°, which was sunk by the

Cross- Sec+ion

FIG. 1. DRILL ROUND USED IN
SINKING CRE.\N HILL

SHAFT

Longi+udinal Section

DRILL ROUND EMPLOYED
IN SINKING DOMES

INCLINE

same company at anotlier mine. Here small air hoists

were also used to hoist the buckets, which ran on skids,

two buckets being used, each having its own hoist and

using the two end compartments of the shaft. The hoist-

(al)le pulley, as well as the dump, was on the foot wall

of the shaft instead of on the hanging wall as in the

jirevious case. The bucket was automatically dumped
over a pocket in the foot wall, and the muck was drawn

TABLE SHOWING SUMMARY OF SINKING RECORD,
Year I9I5
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off from this pocket via chutes, in a drift run behind the

shaft, and thence trammed to the rock pocket on the level,

from which it was hoisted by the skip witli the other mine

rock.

The second method is for a flat inclined shaft at the

Dome mine. South Porcupine, Ontario, Canada. The slope

of this shaft was about 10°, and it was raised. The size

was 12x8 ft. In each round 32 holes were drilled. There

were five holes, numbered 1 in Fig. 2, on each side of the

cut, while four were sufficient for the rest of the round

except for the square-up holes, where it was found that

three would do the work. Two machines were used on a

bar. About 5 to 6 ft. was pulled in a round, and about

25 ft. advance a week was considered fair. The cut was

fired first. As soon as the smoke and gas had cleared, the

rest of the round was fired. After the incline had

advanced a little, the gas was found to cause considerable

delay even with the air blowing as is the custom. A
water spray was then tried, setting up the pipe before the

blast and afterward turning on the water from a valve

placed outside the incline. After the spray had run a

few moments, the men entered and pulled it to the face,

spraying the face, wall, muck and the sides. While before

the use of the water it had been necessary to wait probably

an hour before work could be started, after its use the

men could return almost immediately. The machinemen
did no mucking. A small air hoist was placed at the

bottom of the incline, and an extra bar was set a short

distance behind the machine bar to which extra bar was

attached the pulley by which the cars were pulled up for

the trammers to load.

The third method was used at a new shaft being sunk

at the Creighton mine, Ontario, Canada. All mucking
in this shaft was done by the machinemen directly into

skips. A good temporary headframe was erected and an

electrically driven two-drum hoist installed that was as

good as the permanent hoists at some mines. This shaft

was 33x8 ft. and inclined at 5-5°. The same type of cut as

that used at Crean Hill was employed, but the shaft was

.sunk all in one part. Blasting was done electrically, the cut

was fired first and mucked out, after which th6 rest of the

round was fired. Three bars were used on each side of the

shaft, carrying two machines each, making 12 machines in

the shaft. The rounds pulled ranged all the way from

6 to 10 ft., but averaged about 7 ft. Complete and
accurate figures were kept of all operations, and an elab-

orate daily report was made from which a monthly sheet

was prepared. The figures for several months are shown
in the accompanying table.

The shaft was sunk in granite most of the way. Con-

Eiderable time was lost blowing smoke, but when the shaft

NO. 3 SHAFT, CREIGHTON MINE, CANADIAN COPPER CO.

reached the sixth level, a drift was put in to connect with
the old workings, which furnished a strong draft and
good ventilation. From the eighth level a drift was
driven to the line of the shaft and a raise put up to meet
the shaft above. Chutes were constructed at the raise

bottom with the idea that muck could be drawn off here
after the raise met the shaft and that the machinemen
could employ all their time drilling facilitated by .stoping

the shaft into the raise. The raise proved to be rather
small, however, and the muck could not be drawn off

quickly enough, so that considerable mucking had to be
done. The raise choked up once or twice and had to be
blasted down. On the whole it can perhaps be said that
the raise hardly justified itself. True, a few additional
feet were gained in advance for the month, but since the
rock drawn off from the chutes below had to be taken up
through the ore shaft and the ore hoisting suspended
from time to time, the output was lowered. No figures
are available, as to the cost of raise and shaft. It took
about 8 to 10 hr. to drill a complete round and about 2-4

hr. to muck it out and blast. The table .<hows the per-
centages of time consumed on the various operations.

Jsicfi&Ihaiiiffies»s at tHhie F©2o Miirae

By EiiMET F. Galijoan*

The writer has recently had the unusual experience
of encountering a sulphide ore .so extremely hard that
it could not profitably be mined with stoping machines.
It was nearly impossible to drill holes deeper than 3 ft.,

as the drill bits would heat to such an extent in a short
time that they would batter and it would be impossible
to get another steel to follow.

After experimenting for several weeks with different

kinds of steel, it was decided to di.^continue back-stoping
and try mining underhand with jackhamers. It was an
easy matter to handle the muck, as there was a ventilating

raise through the block at the end of the ore shoot; so

two jackhamers were started benching, taking the cuts

from the raise. At first not much headway was made,
as the benches had to be started in such shape that the

ore would run into the raise without any great amount
of mucking. As previously found in work with the

buzzers, the drill bits of the jackhamers would heat in

the dry holes and there was no available water closer

than the second level below. Therefore a pipe line was
laid to the water supply and a 500-gal. tank installed

with air connections, so that the water could be forced

through the pipe to the machines. Each jackhamer was

•Superintendent I'ozo Gilpin Co., Idaho Springs, Colo.
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then equipped with a water hose, clamping it to the

machine just above the steel holder, and on the end of

this hose a nozzle valve was used so that the machineman
could regulate the water to clear the hole but not use

an excess. At this point the grief was ended, as the

water cooled the drill bits and it was found possible to

drill holes to any desired depth. The tonnage broken

per .jackhamcr was greater than it had been possible to

break ^^"itll three buzzers in the backstope.

ftlh« i Steel
The high degree of precision easily attainable in

ordinary surveying and engineering measurements with

the steel tape is often not realized, because of insufficient

attention to the sag and slope errors. Help in dealing

with these errors is furnished by two diagrams prepared

by W. H. Rayner, of the University of Illinois, who
discussed them recently in a general paper on taping

errors, before the Illinois Society of Engineers and

Surveyors.

The sag correction is read from the diagram, Fig. 1,

which is for a 100-ft. tape. The curves relate to different

Temperature effect was also mentioned by Mr. Rayner
as important. The diiference in tape temperatures between
summer and winter measurements may amount to as

nntch as 100° F., sufficient to cause a discrepancy of

3.4 ft. in a mile or, in land measurement, 0.86 acre in

a section.

Ho^yy O^ Foimft Hoiafs'eesasaj

A new line of explosives, bearing the trade name
'•'Arctic" and claimed to be truly nonfreezing under the

most severe winter conditions, is being made by the E. I.

du Pont de Nemours Powder Co., Wilmington, Del. While
water-resisting, these explosives are not recommended
for subaqueous work. "Arctic"' powders contain no
nitroglycerin and are therefore materially cheaper than
straight or extra grades. Their velocity of detonation

is reported to be even quicker than that of straight

dynamites. They can be used in driving tunnels, shafts

or other close work, as the fumes given oif on detonation

are not obnoxious and will not cause headache. All

standard-size cartridges are available; if necessary, they

can be packed in bulk in paper bags, which are in turn

1-4 iJj \%
V/eigh+ of Tape in Pounds

FIG. 1. DIAGRAM OF SAG CORRECTION

pulls and give the corrections for any weight of tape.

Thus, for a tape weighing U/g lb. the sag correction for

1 i-lb. pull is 0.04 ft. Ordinary 100-ft. steel tapes weigh
from 1V4 to 2 lb. llr. Rayner believes that the average

pull is lower than commonly sujiposed ; in standardizing

steel tapes 12 lb. is often used.

The slope correction, is given by Fig. 2 to the same
vertical scale as in Fig. 1. Like the sag correction it

is subtractive; that is, the measured distance is greater

than the true horizontal distance. Comparing slope and
sag corrections, it appears that a 1%-lb. tape under 12-11).

pull has tlie same sag correction when held free horizontal-

ly as its slope correction when continuously su])]iort('(l

on a 41/4% slo])e. This means that (when no corrections

are applied in taping) it is ])n)bably better on slopes less

tlian 5% to make measurements with the tape lying along

the slope (continiiniisjy supported), since the error thus

introduced is no hn'/cr than tiie sag correction witli the

tape freely held Imiii^ontal. At the same time the

precision is iniprovcil hy eliminating the uncertainties

of plumbing down whi, li is such a difficult operation lor

the average man.
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IinistsilSsi<tD©Ea ©f T^Sse Mills
By Charles Labbe*

In sppaking of tube mills I prefer to distinguish be-

tween the small ones, conical or cylindrical, -supported on

two bearings, or trunnions, and the large ones, which run

entirely on tires, or the medium sizes where most of the

weight rests- on a single tire, the other running in a trun-

nion. Those of the small sizes-require the care given only

to heavy machinery supported on two Ijcarings. This is

advantageously simple, but the large tube mill, 20 to 24

ft. long, could not be very well supported on two bearings;

a weight of 20 to 40 tons resting only on both ends would

require such reinforced construction that the manufactur-

ers have not done it to any extent.

As the tires and rollers are placed 12 to 16 ft. apart,

the foundation is of prime importance. If the concrete

SAcrff-
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LAYING OFF CENTER LINE OF THE TUBE MILL

base that supports one set of rollers is independent of

the other, it is likely to be the cause of future trouble.

Experience has proved that the foundation must form a

solid block extending from one end of the tube mill to the

other, regardless of the depth. If concrete is used, it

must he the very best under each set of rollers, but can

be made poorer to fill in between and around the pillars.

Beinforcement, although not absolutely necessary, is

recommended. If the rollers were set on independent pil-

lars, masonry or concrete, nothing would prevent them

from spreading or moving to one side or the other and

putting everything out of line. The same would happen

if any chance was given the pillars to settle. Even vibra-

tions of near-by machinery have caused well-set independ-

ent pillars to move sufficiently to give trouble, and the

space in between had to be filled and reinforced.

The center line of the foundation-bolt templet, being

also the center line of the tube mill, must be lined u]) with

the mainshaft, because once in place, nothing can be

moved. If the shaft is overhead, two phnnb-bobs are

•Jlechanical engineer. Nelson, Nev.

lowered from the same side of 1 i ui\ A'
on the mill floor, Fig. 1. Lay the same diotauee AH and
A'B' square to AA', the center line of tube mill. To
check points t^vo lines are fastened on the shaft, one on
one side of the plund) lines at 1 and 2, the other end
at B and B', l)oth lines perfectly square with the shaft.

Pleasure the distance IB and 2Ji' which must be the same:
also 1, 2 and BB' must be equal. If you have a transit

handy, using the two plumb-bobs to get A and A', the job

is very simple. If the main shaft rests on the mill

floor, to have the center line of tube mill parallel with the

;-haft, simply takes equal distances from the shaft to both

ends of the line on the templet squarely with the shaft.

In finishing the foundation of the upper part of the

block on which the roller castings will be set, be sure to

make it perfectly level and use a rich mixture of concrete.

"\Mien the casting is put in place and the bolts straight-

ened, it should be again made sure that everything is

level. It often hajipens that the cast-iron base has a

limited area liearing on the concrete. In such cases it is

advisable to place between the casting and the concrete a

sheet of iron % in. thick, extending beyond the base and,

better yet, under this extended base to place a sheet of

rubber y^ in. thick ; because if the area of contact is not

thus extended, the casting may "eat"' or grind into the con-

crete, especially in that portion close to the driving gear,

where the vibrations are at a maximum.
To unload a tube mill from a wagon or car, two long 12x

12-in. timbers may be placed under the tube supported

on cribbing made of (ixG-in. tubes 12 to 18 in. apart and a

chain block at each end to control the descent. Unless

you can unload on a very even floor, large timbers will

have to be laid for a track, placed parallel and 4 to G ft.

apart, according to the size of the tul)e mill. Iron pipes

or round timbers may be used for rolling the mill, spaced

?> to 4 ft. apart. Bring the tube alongside the foundation

and in the meantime put the rollers in their boxes on the

opposite side of the mill from which you are working,

with the adjusting screws set as far back as possible.

Place timbers at right angles to the tube at the wooden

rollers, so that with the help of jackscrcws it may be

pushed up high enough to rest on tiie tul)e-mill rollei-s.

If the tube mill is not already lined, it should be

done now, for there will be several days' work adjusting

shafting, etc., during which time the cement may set;

or if metal lining is used, this naturally takes time to

put in place for the first time.

The most important adjustment for a tube mill running

on tires is the setting of rollers, because on this being cor-

rect depends the wear, upkeep and the smooth running of

the mill. On one side of the mill set the four roller-

bearing boxes against the shoulder of the ca.sting and

tighten the bolts lirmly. This side of the mill is not to

l)e touched any more under ordinary circunistnnces, the

rollers on the other side being adjusted to r:r.iM' the tube

to travel one way or the other. To gage accurately the

set of the rollers, cut a piece of iron to tit in betw._ 'U

them, shape both ends somewhat like a center i)unch and
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use this gage as you would an inside caliper. The bumper
rollers are placed on each side of the tires. They must
allow the tire to run % in. outside of the rollers' edge

;

not to hold the tube on one side or the other, but simply

to limit its travel.

The adjusting screws have square heads, and 1, 2, 3, 4

should be stamped on their faces, so that when one screw

is turned the other will be turned the same ; otherwise

the rollers will wear unevenly. The driving shaft (jack-

shaft) is installed, lined up with the mainshaft and the

gear keyed in place. If a clutch pulley is used on tlie

mill, it had best be placed on this shaft where it is in

sight all the time and handy for adjustment or repairs.

A pinion gear comes with the mill, but for convenience

it is well to have an extra one on hand with a key fitted

ready to put on should the original one wear out or break.

Should the tube mill have herringbone gears, allow it

very little side play, because the wear would be all on one

side and would increase the power required to rotate the

mill. At least one manhole must be provided to permit

inside inspection without opening either end ; an opening

of I'^xlT in. will be sufficiently large for an ordinarj- man
to crawl through. The lining being in place, the mill

may be run empty for several hours to limber the shaft

and bearings. If any bearing becomes hot when well lub-

ricated, the remedy will not be salt, sulphur or castor oil,

but to find the cause and remove the defect. After a satis-

factory- empty run, lialf a load of pebbles is put in the

mill and both ends closed.

Calkixg Joixts and Bolt Holes

All bolts, joints and parts subject to leaks should be

put together with hemp or cotton wicking dipped in as-

phaltum. There should not be a single leak in the whole

tube mill—do not figure on a leak taking up in the

future. This is not a boiler where a package of cornmeal

will "fix it all up." Cyanide solutions will work their

way where there is the slightest chance, and the leakage

increases unless remedied in time. The mill half-loaded

with pebbles is run for a couple of hours, and pebbles are

added until the full load is in. The engine or motor
behaving well, the water is then turned in at the feed

box. If any leaks show up, stop and attend to them
at once. If there are places that are unhandy to get at

or to crawl into about the mill, make the repairs your-

self so that later on you can direct new men how to

get to them and tell them what tools they need. No feed

or solution is given to the tube mill until everything is in

perfect running shape; then the ore is fed in proper

amounts.

The tube mill having run a day or so, the gears and tires

are lubricated with heavy oil. Grease as used in grease

cups does not work well; the heavy ])ressure pushes it to

one side and it is thrown off, never being fluid enough to

run back and cover the rollers. I have found heavy oil

most satisfactory. Should the tube run heavier to one side

tlian the other, the rollers must be adjusted; the tube

mill goes toward the rollers that are spread out and away
from ones that are i)nshed together; y^ or even % turn of

tliu adjusting screw •; is often sufficient to keep the tube

"floating" in its projur position. After the tube mill

lias bi 1 n running steady for "quite a while," it is a good
idea to open the manliole and go inside to see how the

lining is wearing on tlie sides and ends. Always keep
rxtra lining on hand, artl when worn thin, take no chances

but replace the worn-out parts at once, because the sliell

will not stand much grinding and repairs to the shell

are expensive and take time.

Before shutting the tube mill down, always run most
of the feed out. It will leave the inside wet but not
muddy, and it will be much easier to start; otherwise the

water will run out, leaving a thick pulp which, with t!'<'

pebbles, forms a compact mass, and when starting t!

whole mass mtist be lifted over the center either by han :

or by rocking back and forth with the motor or chitch until

this heavy part has passed the center and has become
broken up. The man starting a tube mill should never

throw in tlie clutch too roughly or he may expect to bum
it out, throw the belt off or bum out the fuses or the

motor ; for the starting power required is several times the

power necessary to keep the mill going. Remember this

and act carefully.

Jire Ta^ppairagBlocRs for

By B. Magnus*

At Mount Morgan, Queensland, after many years of

experimenting with different material for tapping blocks,

it was found that more satisfactory service could be

obtained by using chrome ore than from cast-steel, cast-

iron or cast-copper water-cooled blocks. The chrome ore,

however, must be of the highest grade, as ordinary chrome
ore is a failure.

By using a block of chrome ore about 18-in. cube and
drilling a 1-iu. hole through the center with a miner's

rock drill, it was possible not only to do away with all

water around the tapping breasts of the forehearths, but

also to have no occasion to renew the breasts for weeks at

a time, whereas the most successful water-cooled cast-iron

breast seldom lasted a month when running on low-grade

matte. The chrome-ore block was foimd to work equally

well with the high-grade matte from the concentration

furnace. Entirely aside from the saving in water and
first cost, the continuous operation of the furnaces was
much prolonged. The danger from explosion is likewise

cliniiuated.

The method is due to W. V. Smith, assignor to United

States Metals Refining Co., Chrome, X. J. U. S. Pat.

1,166,721, Jan. 4, 1916, and is noted in Joiirn Soc. Cheni.

Itul, Feb. 29, 1916.

Impure molten bismutii is treated with the followiii_

reagents in succession and skimmed after each operation :

Sulphur, to remove the greater jiart of the arsenic, anti-

mony and copper; sodium hydroxide, to remove tellurium

and tlie remaining arsenic, antimony and sulphur; zinc

to remove gold, silver and the remaining copper; an<i

sodium hydroxide, to eliminate zinc. The refined metal

is finally purified from lead by crystallization.

At the Mill of the A'ellow Pine Mlnlnsr Co., Goodsprin^s,
Nev., during 1915, the mill head averaged lO.ZTo lead, 31.8%
zinc and 5.4 02. silver per ton. This made 1,521 tons of lead

concentrate, which averaged 53.2% lead, 13.75% zinc and 281

oz. silver per ton; 11,260 tons of zinc concentrate, which aver-
aged 4.4% lead, 33.2% zinc, 2.5 oz. silver: and 2,173 tons of

Blime, which averaged 7.3% lead, 35,1% zinc and 4 oz. silver.

There were S33 tons of waste sorted out on the belt conveyor

•Consulting engineer, 61 Broadway, New York.
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By K. L. Hallett*

The analysis of fuel aud illuminating gas is a problem

which the chemist and engineer encounter frequently

l)erause of the rapid strides that have been made in

the development of natural-gas fields, in the improvement

of gas producers and in their use in industrial plants.

There are many occasions when it is necessary to analyze

samples of gas containing small amounts of hydrogen

and methane. When I started this investigation I found

that the textbooks contained many conflicting directions

regarding the proper amount of combustible gas that

A SCHEME FOR FUEL-GAS ANALYSIS

should be present in the gas mixture in the Hempel ex-

plosion pipette, to give a complete combustion without

the oxidation of any of the nitrogen. To insure accurate

results, it was thought best to establish carefully the

limits between which the combustible constituents of the

gas should be present. This paper will be devoted to a

summary of the results obtained and a brief description

of a satisfactory method of operation to be used in the

analysis of gases.

The Gas Analysis Apparatus

The constituents determined in the gas were the ones

ordinarily considered in fuel-gas analysis—^carbon dioxide,

illuminants, o.xygen, carbon monoxide, methane, hydrogen

and nitrogen. The apparatus used was the regular form
of Hempel burette with a set of absorption pipettes,

single and double, and an explosion pipette. The burette

was filled with distilled water saturated with carbon

dioxide, and the explosion pipette and leveling bottle

•Chemist, National Lead Co.. 129 York St., Brooltlyn, N. Y

were filled with mercury. Drj- cells aud an induction
coil ca])al)le of giving a quarter-inch .spark were used with
the explosion pipette.

The analysis -was carried out in the usual way, carlwn
dioxide being determined first by ab.sorption in potassium
hydrate contained in a double pipette. Illuminants were
next absorl)ed in fuming sulphuric acid contained in one
side of a double pipette, the other side of which was filled

with sulphuric acid having a .specific gravity of 1.84. From
the sulphuric acid the gas was again pa.ssed into potas-

sium hydrate to remove any sulphurous acid that might
have been formed and also any sulphuric-acid vapor.

Oxygen was then determined by passing the gas into a

single pipette containing sticks of phosphorus, and finally

carbon monoxide was determined by alisorption in acid

cuprous chloride contained in a double pipette.

The gas remaining after the absorption of carbon
monoxide consisted of methane, hydrogen and nitrogen.

Sufficient air was added to give the oxygen needed for

the combustion of the methane and hydrogen, and the

mixture was passed into the explosion pipette, where it

was ignited with a spark from the induction coil. A
heavy plate-glass screen was placed in front of the pipette

before the mixture was exploded. The confection was
measured and the remaining gas was then passed into

potassium hydrate to absorb the carbon dioxide result-

ing from the combustion of the methane.

One volume of methane combines with two volumes
of oxygen to form one vohmie of carbon dioxide and two
volumes of steam according to the equation :

CH, -f 0, + 0, = CO, + ILO -f H,0
The steam immediately condenses to water, and the

carbon dioxide formed is equal in volume to the original

methane.

Two volumes of hydrogen combine with one volume of

oxygen according to the following equation

:

H, + H, + 0, = H.O + H,0
The contraction after explosion due to methane is

twice the volume of the original methane, and the con-

traction due to hydrogen is one and one-half times the

\olume of the original hydrogen, from which the amount
of hydrogen present in the original sample may be

calculated.

When this work was started, the following problems

came up for consideration : First, for how long a time

should sparking be continued in the explosion pipette

to give complete combustion, and would excessive spark-

ing cause oxidation of nitrogen ? Second, how large a

percentage of combustible gases should be present to

insure complete comluistion and what was the maximum
percentage of conib\istible allowable and beyond which

oxidation of nitrogen would begin to take jiliuc?

The effect of sparking was determined liy measuring

100 c.c. of air in the burette, transferriim ir to the ex-

plosion pipette, passing a spark through it for varying

lengths of time and again measuring it in the burette.

Up to 30 sec. sparking gave no contraction, but when
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continued longer there was an average contraction of

0.28 c.c. for each minute of sparking. It was therefore

decided that it is safe to spark up to 30 sec. but no longer.

It was afterward found that when the combustible gases

are present in the proper proportion, an instantaneous

spark causes complete combustion, and even if the amount

of combustible gases present is not sufficient for complete

combustion, an instantaneous spark will cause the com-

bustion of all that can be burned and continued sparking

will have no further effect.

In determining the percentage of combustible gases

reqiiired for complete combustion, the theoretical mixture

of oxygen and hydrogen was used. This mixture was

made by electrolyzing distilled water slightly acidified

with sidphuric acid, in an apparatus that I designed,

shown in Fig. 1.

A glass tube A 1 in. in diameter contains two platinum

leaves B, which are fastened to platinum wires fused

through the sides of the tube and connected to the ter-

minals of a direct-current circuit. A one-lamp resistance

is placed in series in the circuit. The upper part of the

tube A is about 8 in. long above the platinum leaves and

acts as a reservoir from which the mixture of oxygen and

hydrogen may be drawn. The top of the tube is con-

stricted so that a piece of i\-in. rubber tube fits tightly

over it. The rubber tube is closed with a screw clamp,

and virtually forms a regular Hempel connection which

may easily be attached to the burette when some of the

oxygen-hydrogen mixture is required.

COMBIXATIOX OF COMBUSTIBLE GaSES

The proper percentage of combustible gases which

should be present to insure complete combustion and not

oxidize nitrogen was determined by taking different

amounts of the electrolytic mixture of oxygen and hy-

drogen, diluting with air to a volume of 100 c.c. and

igniting in the explosion pipette. It was found that the

sum of the combustible gases and the oxygen theoretically

needed to oxidize them should be between 30% and -10%

of the whole. The most satisfactory mixture was found

to be from 33% to 35%. If less than 307o was present,

the combustion was incomplete; if more than 40% was

present, some of the nitrogen was oxidized and the

contraction was greater than the oxygen and hydrogen

originally taken. To insure complete combustion, oxygen

should be present to the extent of about 25% more than

the theoretical amount.

An appreciable explosion occurs when less than the

proper amount of combustible gases is present, but the

combustion will be found to be incomplete. Projjer

combustion is accompanied by a vivid Hash.

The calorific power per cubic foot for methane is 1,0(55

B.t.u., and for hydrogen is 345 B.t.u. Two volumes of

methane require tour volumes of oxygen and two volumes

of hydrogen one volume of oxygen for combustion, from

which it will bo seen that when the combustible gas is

composed of methane, more heat is generated in the ex-

plosion than when it is composed of hydrogen. If

therefore any coiKiderablc portion of the combustible

gases consists of in'thane, the percentage of combustible

gases and oxygen should be nearer 30% than 40%. If

33% lie taken as the best mixture and if the mixture be

not allowed to var\' gr.Mtly from that figure, the results

will be excellent in all ca.scs, whether the conibustii)le

gases consist of hydroLan or methane or a mixture of

the two. The proper mixture may easily be made by

diluting with air or adding the required amount of the

oxygen-hydrogen mixture from the apparatus already

described.

When the combustible constituents of a gas are un-

known, it is sometimes necessary to run a preliminary

analysis to determine thair approximate percentages, so

that the proper explosive mixtitre may be accurately

prepared. When hydrogen and methane are determined

in this way, burette readings may be made to check

within 0.1 c.c, if care is exercised in allowing the burette

to drain properly and all connections are carefully made.

The details of manipulation of this method may be

found in many books on gas analysis and will not be

elaborated here.

By H. D. Gueexwood*

Many of the metallurgical-furnace products sent to the

laboratory only for copper contain some of this element

in the form of a silicate, which is not decomposed by

nitro-hydrochloric acid, but has to be either fused or

treated with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids.

The routine method for copper in nonchilled furnace

products in this laboratory is as follows:

One gram of the sample (100-mesh) is weighed out, 5 cc.

cone. HNO3 added and. after the action has ceased, 15 cc. HP
added and evaporated to soft dryness; 10 cc. cone. H2SO1 is

then added and evaporated to fumes of SO3. Cool, take up
with H.O, and proceed as usual.

As the number of samples received at times far ex-

ceeded the number of platinum dishes available, gold

dishes were made and tried

out. These worked so success-

fully that more have since

been made. In making these

dishes a serviceable working

dish was aimed at rather than

an artistic one. Sixty-five

grams of refined gold was

cast into a button in a bone-ash-lined scorifier, the bone

ash clinging to the bottom was dissolved off in weak acid,

the button hammered flat under the trip-hammer, then

rolled in the assay rolls to the desired thickness. Disks

314 in. in diameter were cut out, taken to a metal spimier

and spun to the shape desired.

The cost of spinning was as follows: Making of

chuck, $2.65; spinning three dishes, $1.50; cost per dish,

$1.38. The cost of the subsequent dishes was reduced

to $0.50 per dish, as the previous chuck was used. The

gold loss in spinning was 0.33 gram or $0.20 for the

three dishes. The weight of the dish is determined by

the thickness of the metal desired.

Tiie siiape and form found best was 2.5 in. in diameter,

1 ,V in. tall, with beveled corners and top. The following

GOLD EVArORATING
DISH

tabic es the loss in weight while in use

:

WeiKht new dishes, grams. .57.3940
After 2 months' use, grams. .57.2500

Loss, grams 0.1440
After 12 months' use, grams. 56.8720

Loss, grams 0.5214

54.1570
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Gold dishes can replace platinum dishes for hydro-

fluoric-aeid treatment to an advantage only in works

where gold refining is carried on. The gold is on hand,

L-harged out at the regular price and credit given for the

Scrap returned. The work of melting and rolling is done

l)y the assayer in his spare time, and after a little practice

the spinning of them can also be done in an ordinary

lathe. Gold dishes, however, cannot be used for fusions

or mcinerating precipitates on account of the low melting

\mnt of gold.

Paper pulp has been found useful for the 'iltration

of ammonium-citrate solution from the digestion of phos-

phates for the determination of available P^O^. It is

used as follows: Fit a filter paper (9 cm. S. & S. 595)

into 2-in. filter cone. Fill full with paper pulp, and after

part of water has run through, press the mass against

the sides of the cone extending above the edge of the filter

paper. In filtering, the cone may be filled full, as the

jmlp prevents leaking at top of filter paper. The complete

filtration and washing to a volume of 400 c.c. or more is

usually complete in 5 min. or less, instead of the half

hour or more required without paper pulp, thus materi-

ally shortening the time of the operation.

If ashless paper pulp is used, it may replace asbestos for

use with Gooch crucibles. After ignition nothing remains

but the precipitate, so that ordinary methods of gravi-

metric analyses are applicable.

To prepare the pulp, make a mixture of one part strong

HNO3 with four parts water in a wide-mouthed bottle.

Then add an ordinary filter paper. Shake this vigorously

until the mixture is reduced to a fine smooth pulp. Throw
the mass on a Biichner funnel, wash free of acid, then

mix the pulp with water to form a thin liquid that will

pour easily for use.

Metlh©dls ©f Rapadl AnasiSs^SES

In tile article on "Methods of Rapid Analysis," by L. B.

Pringle, in the Journal of Apr. 8, 1916, p. 650, the loss of

a line by the compositor spoiled the meaning of one of

the descriptions. In describing preventive solutions, the

text should read :
".

. . consists of 160 grams mangan-
ous sulphate, 1,750 c.c. water, 330 c.c. phosphoric acid

and 320 c.c. sulphuric acid." In describing the washing

of the lead-sulphate precipitate it may be noted that cold

water may be used instead of the alcohol specified.

IK

T©^glheiniSiia^ Paper Falteirs

A paper in Chemical News (mentioned in The Engi-

neer, Feb. 4, 1916), by Dr. Clayton Beadle, on the tough-

ening of filter papers, describes a useful and simple

method of strengthening a filter paper to such an extent

that it will withstand the pressure produced by a power-

ful filter pump.
The paper is folded and fitted into a dry funnel in the

ordinary way, and then a few drops of nitric acid of 1.42

specific gravity are allowed to fall in the apex of the paper

cone. The funnel is canted and quickly rotated so as to

saturate the free unsupported apex of the cone with the

acid, and is then immediately rinsed out under a tap,

•P. L. Hibbard, in "Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem."

being filled and emptied from the top repeatedly, and
finally rinsefl out with distilled water if the presence of

tap water is undesirable.

This treatment does not slow the filtering action of the
paper. On the contrary, it tends to accelerate it, though
treating the paper similarly all over slows the filtering

very considerably, perhaps four or five times. The
method is credited to E. J. Bevan, about 30 years ago, but
few people seem to know of it.

B^ireftte=FaMB!rag Device
I!v James (). Joiixstoxe*

This device does not expose the chemicals to tiie action
of rubber tubing, no stopcocks are necessary, and the zero
mark is reached without extra manipulation. It consists
of a siphon of i/g-in. glass tubing with its lower end in

the bottle of standard reagent and the upper end in the
burette, terminating a little above the zero mark. Tlii.^.

A BURETTE-FILLING DEVICE

end is drawn out to about j^ in., but not smaller. It

is held in place with a rubber stopper. Anotiicr tube

enters the burette through the stopper i but terminates

just inside and is connected outside with about 18 in.

of rubber tubing. To fill the burette, the operator sucks

through the rubber tubing till the reagent fills the burette

above the zero- mark. When he releases the suction, the

excess reagent is siphoned back into the bottle. It is

important that the upper end of the siphon should not

touch the sides of the burette. The suction may be

obtained by means of a suction pump using a three-way

cock to apply and release the suction.

Silver In Separated From Inivalent Mercury, according to

the classic method, by leaching out silver chloride with

ammonia from the mixture of mercurous and silver chlorides.

N. von Zweigbergk (Zeit. anorg. Allgem. Chem.. vol. 93, p.

320) remarks that the test fails if mercurous salts arc greatly

preponderant, and advises, having settled that mercurous
mercury is present, that it should be oxidized to mercuric with
sodium hypo-chlorite and nitric acid, in case no confirmatory

test for silver is obtained. That is, the absence o( very small

amounts of silver cannot be affirmed if lai^;o amounts of

mercurous salts are present simply because tt i- ordinary test

for silver fails and the modification of the test should be usxi.

•Chemist, International Lead Reflning Co. East Chlc.i.ao.
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I »j<.viii;lit by Bruwn & Uawsmi iiiiU E. M. Newiuan

MINING MEANS AND ADJUNCTS IN THR SOUTH AMERICAN COUNTRY
Upper view showH -., pack train of llamas In a typical Bolivian mining village. Note the simple method of keeping

tne corrugated-iron roots on the buildings. The lower view shows the Casapalca copper smeltery, I'eru. working at an
altltuile of 14.000 ft.
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uwu & Dawson ;uui t. M. Newman

MINING MEANS AND ADJUNCTS IN THE SOUTH AMERICAN COUNTRY
The upper view Is of a copper-laden train from Cerro de Pasco smeltery in the Cordilleras,

hydro-electric generating station of the Cerro de Pasco compan;
The lower vi
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I rejid with interest the article entitled "Education of

tlie Mining Man," in the Journal, ilar. 18, which brought

out the idea that there are other important functions of

the business of mining outside of engineering.

Apparently it is difficult for the technically trained man
to realize this fact. The writer has noticed cases where

the technically trained engineer, upon assuming the duties

incident to one of the departments of production or those

of management, considered his duties as less important

and more or less subordinate to those of engineering, and

would still dwell upon the engineering functions of the

business instead of developing the possibilities in his new

division of effort.

The technically trained engineer seems to overlook the

fact that a knowledge of the markets where the materials

and supplies necessary to production may be best secured

;

their purchase, transportation and storage, which is inci-

dental to purchasing; the employment and application

of labor, supplies and power, incidental to production

;

the supervision, compensation and organization of labor,

and the proper balancing of the activities of each depart-

ment in itself and to the other departments, as well as

the adjusting of the business as a whole to the activities

of the outside world, incidental to management ; the proper

recording, analyzing and costing of the operations of the

business, incidental to accounting: the knowledge of the

markets in which the mine's production must be sold,

together with the selling of the production, incidental

to selling; and the raising of working capital, disburse-

ment and investment of earnings, etc., incidental to financ-

ing, are also functions of the business of mining that are

separate and distinct from that of engineering.

Of course it is well known that mining engineering has

been developed to a high degree of efficiency and that its

field of activity is as broad as any of the other divisions

of the business of mining, especially when it is consid-

ered to cover the mechanical, electrical, metallurgical and

chemical technique of mining operations, as well as the

technique of ore development and extraction. Neverthe-

less, it is only one of the important divisions of the busi-

ness of mining.

In the development and equipment stage of mining,

proper engineering is all-important, and of course the

great advance in mechanical and technical efficiency of the

present-day production methods of mining, milling, smelt-

ing and refining of metals over those of 15 years ago has

been due principally to the brains and inventive genius

of the trained engineer.

However, in the operation of producing mines, the rou-

tine work of tlj. ( ngineering department is far from being

of niost imprjiiaiMC to the economical and profitable

ujii-ration of tlir Imsiness machine.

I'licre is a great iii cd of business efficiency in present-

day mining operations, due no doubt to the great pub-

licity and attention <^l\on to tlie technical and mechanical

Bide of mining. The need in numerous large mining cor-

porations having wonderful technical departments and
magnificent mechanical equipment is not for more techni-

cal or mechanical efficiency, but for more business effi-

ciency, more intelligent purchasing, better and more
human organization and management, more uniform and
practical accounting and costing, and a broader knowledge

of the world's markets in which the production must be

sold.

The awakening interest of mining managers in profit-

sharing and bonus systems of compensation, central em-
ployment stations and lay-oft" systems, safety- and per-

sonal-efficiency departments, as well as sickness and acci-

dent insurance and benefits, etc., evidence the realization

of the need of exercising efficiency in the human and busi-

ness side of mining. T. 0. McGrath,
Auditor, Shattuck Arizona Copper Co.

Bisbee, Ariz., Mar. 23, 1916.

In the Journal of May 15, 1915, Alvin R. Kenner
discussed the subject of indexing and filing, pointed out

some of the defects of the Dewey decimal system and
presented a substitute classification. I bought a copy

of Dewey's "Decimal Classification" in 1892 and have

followed that system for filing clippings, pamphlets and
catalogs ever since. I became acquainted with the system

at the college library when I was a student and adopted

it, as I believed the study given to the subject by the

author would save me from mistakes that would be hard

to remedy, and I am still satisfied with the choice I

made.

One essential in any system of filing is to file allied

subjects under the same heading every time so that they

can be found. It is easy to file things according to a

whim and then to forget where they were put. If a

paper is put away in a careless manner with no thought

of getting it again, it might about as well be filed in the

waste basket.

I have found limitations in the Dewey system and have

added subdivisions to subjects in which I have been

especially interested, and in others I do not use all

the subdivisions that Dewey gives. For example, Dewey

gives : "622.G7 hoisting engines, ropes, drums." I placed

the surface-hoisting plant under this number and have

subdivided it by letters which I use as suffi.\es to the

numbers, thus

:

622.67 PI — Plants and systcm.s in gencr.-il

622.67 H = Hoisting engines, steam, air, gas
622.67 El = Electric hoists
622.67 Wr = Wire ropes, fittings, safety hooks
622.67 Hf = Headframes. chairs
622.67 A = Animal- and man-power hoists
622.67 S = Signals
622.67 T = Mine telephones
622.67 M = Miscellaneous; controllers tor hoists, accidents

I interpreted Dewey's "022.68 cages, skips, buckets,"

to include all underground equipment, so there is con-

.--idcrable of the hoisting plant that is not included under

622.67. The reader may criticize the material that I

have included under hoisting plants. For example, wire

ropes are a manufacture of iron and steel and might be
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put under such manufactures at 672; also, mine tele-

phones might go under 654.6 with other telephones under
the head of "communication." I will agree with that

criticism when it applies to a general library where in-

formation on wire ropes or telephones might be desired

by persons who had no connection with mining, but it

(Iocs not apply to a private file where the owner is

interested primarily in mining.

The principle must hold that matter is to be put
under the subject to which it is related and that is

of most interest to the owner of the file. Dewey
emphasizes this principle by numerous remarks in the text

of his book; thus, after '"532.8 applications, machines,"

relating to hydrostatics and hydraulics under the heading

of "physics," is the note: "Except for libraries making
physics much more prominent than useful arts, all the

ai)plications will be more useful under their proper heads

in useful arts."

The use of letters for additional subdivisions, as I

have shown for 622.67, is indicated in the introduction

to Dewey's book as giving "all needed freedom to the

personal equation" and provides for "peculiar classifi-

cation in pecailiar cases." To me the Dewey system

appears to be an excellent one for filing one's personal

papers. The fact that it is so largely used in libraries

is a strong recommendation for it, as it enables one to

use such libraries more easily from his knowledge of

their system of classification. If it is found to be too

brief on certain lines, it can be expanded by suffixing

numbers in the next decimal place or by using letters

for suffixes. Neither of these moves the matter from
the general class assigned to it by Dewey.

An Extension of the Dewey System

The Universit}- of Illinois has published a pamphlet

on "An Extension of the Dewey Decimal System of

Classification Applied to the Engineering Industries,'"

which gives elaborate subdivisions of engineering subject,

620, 621, 622, 624, 625 and 628, transportation 656,

metallurgy 669 and building 690 and repeats the classifi-

cation of allied subjects as given by Dewey. It is a

complete guide in itself to the filing of technical subjects.

In filing I place clippings and small papers in 7xl0-in.

i-tout manila envelopes with one of the long edges open

and made without a flap. These are marked with the

number and subject of the contents and, while the file

was small, were stood on end on a shelf with the opening

toward the wall. When the file outgrew this arrange-

ment, I got pasteboard and light wooden filing cases to

hold the manila envelopes and loose pamphlets on related

subjects, and devoted one filing case to a general subject.

The filing cases are 714x11x214 iu-> open on one long

edge. The envelopes and pamphlets are slipped in with

their backs out, and then the cases are stood on a shelf

with the open edges to the back and against the wall,

which keeps the contents reasonably clean. These envel-

opes and filing cases can be bought of the Library Bureau,

Boston, JIass., or they may be made at a local pai)er-box

factory. The shelves for filing are spaced 12 in. apart

so as to give room to tip up the 11 -in. cases in removing

them, and sometimes I have had a curtain hung in front.

This equipment is cheap and grows with the quantity

of matter that is to be preserved. The size is convenient;

it will take most pamphlets and magazines; pages from
the engineering papers will go in the envelopes by folding
once without trimming; large sheets like maps, blue-
prints, etc., are folded until they are small enough to

go in, the creasing being condoned to facilitate the filing.

The only troublesome things I have are pamphlets that
are too large for the filing cases and too heavy to be
folded, as some catalogs and government reports. These
I put on top of the filing cases, in the space below the
next shelf.

Mr. Kenncr closes his article with a section headed,
"Does it pay to file?" and draws the conclusion that it

does. He says "yes," while I am almost ready to say
"no." If a young engineer should ask me about it I

would tell him to go slow in building up a file. Let
me illustrate by my own experience. I have taken one
continuously and at times have bought or received from
others several engineering papers during the 20 or more
years covered by my file. I have received the trans-

actions of one engineering society for 15 years, also

numerous government reports, trade publications and
miscellaneous pamphlets and papers from various sources.

I have made clippings from the papers and dissected the

transactions and filed these and the pamphlets. The
result is that I have a file that is a burden; it has
outgrown shelving that occupies one end of my study
and extends from the floor to the ceiling. If I move, as

I have done and most engineers do, it will be laborious

and expensive to pack, transport and reestablish. So
unless an engineer is sure that he is a fixture, he had
better avoid the encumbrance of an extensive file.

There is another disadvantage in a personal file. It

creates a habit of saving, and one spends time in

skunming through the current publications, choosing

articles that appear worth saving, trimming and number-
ing them and then putting them away, instead of reading

them carefully and absorbing the information contained.

]\lr. Kcnner suggested in his article that an assistant

could do the mechanical work, but until an engineer has

advanced considerably in his practice, he will not have

an assistant and meanwhile he must keep abreast of the

current progress in order to advance.

The Problem of What To File

The problem of how much or how little to file is a

hard one. As I write, a post card arrives from the

Bureau of Mines oft'ering me any of six pamphlets, 6x9
in. in size with a total of 300 pages, which I can have
for the asking. They are all on interesting subjects

relating to my business, but they are not applicable to

work on hand. They will occupy an inch on the shelves.

How many shall I send for?

As a file grows, it requires increasing attention, since

as the material under the general heads increases, it must
be subdivided and this editing requires more time and
knowledge of the subject matter than the first filing.

Thus take the heading of "hoisting plants" used as a

previous example. In a small file everything relating

to the general subject can be put in one receptacle but

as the items increase in number they must be subdivided

and a separate holder provided for each sul> livision.

General articles will then l)ogin to be trouMt^'Uie; they

must be dissected by clipping or by abstr.K I'nu and the

parts filed under their respective subheads, or they irv,-

be ]iut into imo iicneral holder under the main licad '_'.
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The latter method simplifies the filing, but when the

subject is to be consulted most of the material relating

to it will be found in its own special holder. The

general holder will also have to be searched in order to

be sure that one has all that is available. Slips of pai>er

in the file with references to articles filed elsewhere are

a help in finding things, but add to the first labor of

filing.

There are engineers whose work necessitates their

keeping a file, but I believe the cases are limited to

men who are conducting experiments or investigations

as a business or a hobby, are teaching or are preparing

technical literature, and then the file should be limited

to the subjects involved and after its contents have been

digested and abstracted the superfluous matter should be

discarded. With a young engineer or a man engaged

in engineering along any broad line, it is better to read

and digest the current engineering literature that comes

to him, making brief abstracts of his reading with choice

clippings added, so that in time he develops a compact

treatise based on his own study. Notices and reviews

of new books and memorandums of pamphlets that can

be bought should be entered as a guide to sources of

additional information. If the notes are made in a

loose-leaf notebook, they can be arranged by subjects.

This abstracting will take time, Init by limiting the

amount of literature coming in to what one can digest,

the result will increase one's knowledge and will give

a compendium of current information that will be

a valuable supplement to a few well-chosen books and

keep the librarv- in a portable form. The gain in available

information will be worth more than the possession of a

cumbersome file in some distant study. I\Iy object in

writing is to point out, especially to young men, the

importance of keeping posted on current engineering

practice, but to avoid the error of accumulating an

unwieldy file of things he may want some day.

Edward B. Durham.
2227 Ward St., Berkeley. Calif.

Vsiimadla^sim Sim MflclhiigsiEa

I have before me Bulletin Xo. 18. Mineral Technology

Series No. 9, Arizona State Bureau of Mines. The title

of this bulletin is "Vanadium'"; its author is P. E.

Joseph.

Under the heading "Vanadium in the United States,"

on page 8, appears a paragraph describing a supposed or

reported occurrence of vanadium ore in ^lichigan. The

following is the paragraph :

Michigan: Here vanadium ore was discovered in Baraga
County, 7 mi. north of Sltanee and 30 mi. from L'Anse, the

nearest railroad station. This ore is endlichite. The orebody

is a fissure vein and at a depth of 12 to 13 ft. is 24 in. in width

and seemingly increases as the depth of the shaft increases.

The orebody is soluble silicate which contains 21.5% of

vanadium and traces of uranium, calcium and magnesium
carbonate and iron in varying amounts.

In the third line of this paragraph we are infoniied

that the ore is endlichite, bvit in the last sentence the

author states that the orebody is soluble silicate con-

taining 21.5% of vanadium and traces of uranium.

Evidently the author is reprehensibly careless or is

simply ignorant of the mineralogy of vanadium minerals.

But after all, he seoins merely to have conden.<ed in

this absurd paragrajili the essentials of an aitide by

George W. McGhee.

The reported discovery of valuable vanadium ores in

Michigan created considerable interest at the time, and
I took the trouble to have Prof. W. E. Hopper, of this

department and the Michigan College of Mines, make
an investigation. Subsequent to Professor Hopper's
report vein materials were examined mineralogieally

and chemically by him and by Prof. A. E. Seaman and
no vanadium or uranium minerals were found. I hope
that you will find space in the Journal to dispose of

this reported vanadium discovery. R. C. Allen,
Director, Geological and Biological Survey.

Lansing, Mich., Apr. 13, 1916.

In the Journal of Jan. 1, IDlii, M. R. Percy asks for

the record tonnage hoisted through two compartments
of a shaft.

I do not know of any better record tlian that of the

Crown Klines here in May, 1914, 26 working days, when
16,530 skips, each carrying 8 tons, a total of 132,240 tons,

were hoisted from a depth of 2,400 ft. As far as I know,

this \\'ork constitutes a world's record.

C. M. Rasmussen.
Crown ilines, Johannesburg, South Africa,

Feb. 24, 1916.

^m'W PATEMTS

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

agitating and settling tank. John E. Rothwell.
Butte, Mont., assignor to Color.ado Iron Works Co,, Denver,
Colo. (U. S. No. 1,179,658; Apr. IS, 1916.)

BL.\ST FURNACES—Charging Bell for Blast Furnaces.
Julian Kennedy, Pittsburgh, Penn. <U. S. No. 1,178,522; Apr.
11, ii:ii6.)

CL.ASSIFIER—Ore Classifier. William W. Guest. Alameda,
Calif., assignor to The Ecla Mining Corporation. (U. S. No.
1,17!>,640; Apr. 11, 1916.)

CONCENTRATOR—Ore Concentrator. Charles E. Thomp-
son and Hans Nelson. Denver, Colo., assignors to The Mine
and Smelter Supply Co.. New York, N. T. (U. S. No. 1,180,210;
Apr. IS. 1916.)

DISTILL.ATION FURNACE—Furnace for the Distillation
of Metals. Robert H. Engle, Trenton, N. J. (U. S. No. 1,180,-

IIS; Apr. IS, 1916.)

DRILL—Rock Drill. Daniel S. Waugh, Denver. Colo., as-
signor, 1)V mesne assignments, to The Denver Rock Drill
Manufacturing Co., Denver, Colo. (U. S. No. 1,178,892; Apr.
11, 1916.)

DRILLING—Core Barrel for Drilling Machines. Joseph
M. Gibeau, Mesaba, Minn. (U. S. No. 1,179,173; Apr. 11. 1916.)

HYDItOMETALLl^RGT—Process of Extracting Metals
from Tlioir Ores. William E. Greenawalt, Denver, Colo.

(U. S, No, 1,179,522; Apr. IS, 1916.)

MINIO CAGES—Safety Catch for Mining Cages. John T.

Pero and Llewellyn P. Jones, Parsons, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,178.-

942; Apr. 11, 1916.)

ORE TREATMENT—Apparatus for Treating Ores. Ed-
ward R. Holden, Los Angeles, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,179,J13;

Apr. 11, 1916.)

SCREEN. Edgar B. Hayes, Park City, Utah. (U. S. No.
1,179,42S; Apr. 18, 1916.)

SEPAR-ATOR—Ore Separator. Ivan E. Nelson, Santa Clara,

Calif. lU. S. No. 1,179.744; Apr. 18, 1916.)

SICTTLER AND CI^ASSIFIER—Combined Settler and Hy-
draulic Classifier. Courtenay De Kalb, Tucson, .\riz. (U. S.

No. 1,177,S49; Apr. 4, 1916.)

SINTERING MACHINE. John F. Austin, Monterey, Mex-
ico, .-issignor to The American Smelting and Refining Co.,

New York, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,179,390; Apr. 18, 1916.)

TITANIUM TETRACHLORIDE— Method and Means for

Producing Titanium Tetrachloride, (TiCl, ) Louis L. Bar-
ton Ninirara Falls, N. Y., assignor to The Titanium Alloy
Manufa?t'uHng Co!, New Y^rk. N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,179,394; Apr.

18, 1916.)

WASHING—Table for Ore and Coal Washing. Charles L.

Thomi>«iiii Denver Colo, assignor to Th<- Mine and Smelter
sXirc'.:, Den\.'er, Colo^^ (U. S. No, 1,180,209; Apr. 18, 1916.)

ZINr—Clean-Out Apparatus for Zinc Furnaces. Frank
Hlnkey, Springfield, 111. " "' -•-""(U. S. No. 1,178.518; Apr. 11. 1916.)
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At a meeting of the New York Section of the Mining

and Metallurgical Society of America, at the Engineers

Club, New York, Apr. 19, a constructive program for the

amendment of the present mining laws of the United

States was considered. The meeting was well attended.

The subjoined memorandum was introduced

:

The following is an outline of the main provisions re-

garded as necessary for the improvement of the United

States mineral-land law. It is intended to give, not the

precise legal phraseology to be used, but the objects to

be secured ; and it is understood that in the proposed

legislation all existing or vested rights shall be recog-

nized and also that all provisions of the present United

States statutes and department regulations not conflicting

with the new statute shall remain in full force, unaf-

fected thereby. This includes Section 2,319 of the Re-

vised Statutes, declaring all valuable mineral deposits in

lands belonging to the United States to be free and open

to exploration and purchase, and the lands in which they

are found to occupation and purchase, etc.

The new legislation proposed is to secure the follow-

ing principal changes

:

I. The survey of the public lands to be completed as

soon as possible and all surveyed lands to be classified

as mineral or nonmineral according to the meaning of

these terms now established by the United States statute

or judicial decisions; such classification, officially an-

nounced, to be final until subsequently changed by the

Government, and no such subsequent change to affect

the rights of location under the former classification.

Lands thus designated as mineral to be open to the loca-

tion of mineral claims only and lands designated as non-

mineral not to be open to the location of mineral claims.

II. Mineral claims hereafter located to be 660 ft.

square—that is, 10 acres in size and sqiiare in form

—

with boundaries running N and S and E and W. Such

claims, when located on surveyed land, shall be subdivi-

sions of the surveyed sections.

Note—This area is about the same as that of the 300x1,500-

ft. claims of Colorado. The location would be, of course,

subject to all prior rights, surface or underground; and in

many districts, claims already located may leave only rem-
nants of area not suitable in size or shape for separate loca-

tions. In such cases the practice now authorized by the

Supreme Court, of establishing "imaginary boundaries"—that

is. of claiming the full area of a claim and then disclaiming

the parts of that area already occupied—would be followed.

If such a location has no extralateral rights, it will cause

no special trouble. The purpose of this provision is, so far

as existing rights do not prevent, to make mineral claims as

easy to define as agricultural ones.

III. Any number of claims to be located by one person

or association ; and upon lands already surveyed and offi-

cially classified as mineral, the actual discovery of a valu-

able deposit not to be necessary to a valid location.

Existing regulations concerning the marking, notice and

record of location to be continued, with the additional

requirement that within one year after the date of loca-

tion record thereof shall be made in the United States

Land Office of the land district.

IV. The present requirement of $100 annuiil work upon

each claim, to be amended by providing that $100 per

claim may be paid annually into the United States Land

Office in lieu of the performance of such work. A per-

.=on or association holding a group of contiguous claims

to be permitted to do the assessment work upon one claim

and thereby hold the group, but such work to be of amount
equivalent to $100 for each claim of the group. If any
person or association perform assessment work in any one
year to the value of $100, or more, in excess of what is

required to be done in any one year, the excess may be
applied to succeeding years, provided, however, that no
fractions of $100 shall be considered for this purpose.
Proceedings for patent to remain as now.

V. Subject to the existing extralateral rights of min-
ing claimants or patentees, the holder or patentee of a
mining claim located hereafter to have the e.xclusive right

of possession and enjoyment of the surface held by him
and of the minerals under it, bounded by vertical planes
passing through surface boundaries of said land, but
not the right to follow any mineral deposit beyond said

planes. And the holders or patentees of claims hereto-

fore located to have similar exclusive possession of all

the mineral in claims not covered by any existing extra-

lateral rights.

VI. Notice of location of all mining claims, made after

the date of the passage of this Act must be filed for record

with the register and receiver of the land district within

which the lands are situated within one year from the date

of each location, and unless final entry and payment be

made for such claims within seven years after date of

location, exclusive of the time covered by pending adver.se

claims, all rights thereunder shall cease.

During a prolonged discussion of the foregoing memor-
andum, it was voted to rewrite the last sentence of Article

1 as follows:

Land thus designated as mineral to be open to the location

of mineral claims only, and land designated as nonmineral not

to be opened to the location of mineral claims unless land
designated as nonmineral be proved to contain mineral.

In making this addition, it was contemplated that there

would have to be a definition of "mineral." The idea

of the meeting was to provide means for the location of

mineral claims on unoccupied lands classified as "non-

mineral," if "mineral" should actually be found therein;

moreover, to provide for the location of claims on public

lands that have not yet been classified.

Article 2 was amended so as to make mineral claims

1,.330 ft. square; that is, 40 acres.

Article -i was amended so as to make the annual assess-

ment work $200 on a 40-acre claim, with the proviso

that $300 per claim may be paid annually into the

United States land office in lieu of the performance of

such work.

The last sentence of Article 5 was rewritten as follows

:

And the holders or patentees of claims heretofore located

to have similar exclusive possession of all the mineral in said

claims that is not covered by any existing extralateral rights.

Article 5 as drafted and amended abolishes extra-

lateral rights in so far as any claims hereafter to be located

are concerned. The extralateral rights of existing claims

may not be taken away, however, wherefore any new loca-

tion and grant of patent may be made only with the

reservation of such rights. The rights of existing claims

having been thus expressly preserved, the last sentence

of this article confers upon previously located claims the

rights to everything comprised within the \ovtical pro-

jection downward of their side lines that is not legally

claimed by anybody else, this being thus an addition to

the oriirinal extralateral rights.
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The Council of the Mining and Metallurgical Society

of America has referred to the Society's committee on

mining law the memorandum adopted by the New York

Section, has authorized the immediate publication and has

invited general discussion of it.

The report of the Kennecott Copper Corporation is

published, covering the period from May 27, 1915, when

the corporation began operations, to Dec. 31, 1915. On
Feb. 1, 1916, the initial dividend of $1 a share was

declared. This required a cash disbursement of $3,780,-

583, and after its payment there was on hand in cash, or

cash assets and copper, in excess of $13,600,000. This

does not include the corporation's interest in the cash and

copper on hand and in transit, of the Braden Copper

Mines Co. or Utah Copper Co. nor its equity in the Alaska

Steamship Co. and the Copper River & Northwestern

Railway Co. In this estimate of cash assets copper to the

extent already sold has been carried at the net selling

price which the corporation will receive therefor; to the

extent not sold, it is valued at 22i^e. per lb.

The Kennecott Copper Corporation was incorporated

Apr. 29, under the laws of the State of New York. On
May 27 it acquired the entire property, assets and liabili-

ties of the Kennecott Mines Co., and also the entire

property, assets and liabilities of the Beatson Copper Co.

The properties so acquired have been producers for the

last five years, with ore reserves steadily increasing in

extent, but in order to confer an increased measure of

stability, it was deemed wise to make an investment in

shares of copper-mining companies in other fields, whose

properties had been demonstrated to contain ore reserves

of such large tonnage as to give assurance of long life.

It was also believed advisalile to acquire ownership of all

the stock and bonds of the Copper River & Northwestern

Railway Co. and a substantial holding of the stock of the

Alaska Steamship Co., thus not only securing protection

in essential transportation facilities, but also acquiring

properties with earnings fully justifying the investment.

In pursuance of this proposal the following purchases

were made : 404,504 shares of Utah Copper Co. ; all or

part of the outstanding shares, bonds or debentures of th(!

Braden Copper Mines Co. ; from the Alaska Syndicate all

the outstanding stock and bonds of the Copper River &
Northwestern Railway Co. ; and of 13,000 shares, out of a

total outstanding capital of 30,000 shares, of the Alaska

Steamship Co.

Thk Al.vskax Phopehtiks ()\vni;i)

The Kennecott mines are about three miles from Ken-

necott, Alaska, the terminus of the Copper River &
.Northwestern Ry. The two principal mines of Kennecott

are the Bonanza and Jumbo, which are about one mile

apart. The altitude at Kennecott, where the mill is situ-

ated, is 2,200 ft., while at both the mines it is 6,000 ft.

Each mine is connected with the mill by an independent

aerial tramway.

The Beatson miiic is on Latouche Island, Prince Wil-

liam Sound, Alask;i. :ind is one-half mile from deep-water

tran^])ortation.

Tlif total number df feet of drifts, crosscuts, raises,

winzes and inclines in tlie Bonanza mine is 10,504 ami

in the .Tum})0 mine 0.(il)2. The eonecntrator has a eanae-

ity of 700 tons per 24 hr. It is equipped with Blake and
Symons crushers, bull jigs, rolls, Hancock jigs, Wiltley

and Deister tables. The average grade of ore milled was

10.20% copper. The average recovery was 84.67%. The
concentration ratio was 6.27, and the average grade of

concentrates produced was 54.1 %.
The concentrates and the crude ore that does not

require concentration are shipped to the Tacoma smeltery.

An ammonia leaching plant is being built to treat the

tailings from the concentrator. It is expected that a

profit of $1 per ton of tailings treated will be made on

14c. copper.

The Beatson mine is also fully equipped. There is a

concentrator at this mine, having a daily capacity of

about 700 tons and employing only the oil-flotation

process. The concentrator was put into operation in May,
1915. Before that time only crude ore was shipped. The
average grade of ore milled was 2.23% copper. The
average recovery was 77.17%. The concentration ratio

was 9.21 and the averaaje grade of concentrate produced

15.87%.

The Kennecott mines are served by the Copper River

& Northwestern Ry., the ore and concentrates being

hauled 196 mi. to Cordova, the ocean terminus of the

railroad. Service is maintained on both railroad and
.<;teamship lines throughout the year.

The Beatson mine is on tidewater, and its product is

shipped direct from Latouche, which is an open port

during all seasons and shipments are steadily maintained

throughout the year.

At the Bonanza and Jumbo mines at Kennecott the

mining is underground and operations are carried on

uninterruptedly throughout the year. At the Beatson

mine at Latouche both underground and open-cut mining
are carried on.

Pkoductiox -VXD Costs or Alask.vx Copper

The corporation's mines in Alaska produced during

the seven months of its operations ended Dec. 31, 1915,

approximately 63,000,000 lb. of copper at a cost of less

than 5c. per pound. Of this but 57,555,183 lb. was
received at smeltery and taken into profit and loss. The
balance was en route and is carried at actual cost of

mining and milling. Total costs on ])oundage received

at smeltery were as follows:
Per Lb..
Cents

Mininjt and mUUngr 1.19
Freight to smeltery 2.18
Smelting and refining 1.37
Selling 0.18
General expense 0.06
Marine insurance 0.09
Proceeds silver contents '0.52
Miscellaneous earnings 'COl

•Deduction.
4.54

The average copper content of product shipped from
both mines during the seven months was 60.11%.

BliADKX COPPKI! MiXKS

The Braden owns at Sewell, Chile, 2.362 acres, and at

Rancagua for railroad terminals about 16 acres. At the

present time it also has a concentrator with cai)acity of

-1,100 tons of ore per day, its own complete smelting plant,

hydro-electric power plant, and a village for housing its

em])l<)yces. The entire property is in the jirovince of

O'Tliggins, Chile. The terminal of the mine's railway at

Rancagua is about 48 mi. southeast of Santiago. Tlie

priiK'ipal crroups of mines are kno\\'n as Teniente, Fortiina
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and Centinela. The company owns its owu railroad,

running from Sewell to Rancagua, a distance of about 45

mi. ; at Rancagua it connects with the government-owned

railway which runs to Valparaiso on the seacoast. The
ore in the mines is a concentrating copper ore in the form

of sulphides of copper in a brecciated andesite; the ore-

bodies occur around the periphery of an extinct volcano.

Pope Yeatman, consulting engineer of the Braden

Copper Co., estimated as of Jan. 1, 1915, 113,694,880 tons

of ore. with an assay value of 2.84%, and allowing for

dilution in mining, he reduces this value to 2.5%. He
estimates the life of the mine 32 years, with a plant

having a capacity of 10,000 tons of ore per day.

During the last quarter of 1915 there was milled

382.553 tons of 2.16% ore and the production was 11,-

236,470 lb. of copper at an average cost of 7.9c. per lb.

It is proposed to increase the present capacity of the

mill, which is about 4,400 tons of ore per day, to 10,000

tons per day. When this plant is completed the produc-

tion will amount to 136,800,000 lb. per annum.

OcEAx AXD Rail Traxsportation

The Alaska Steamship Co. has a fleet of 15 steamships

operating between Puget Sound ports and various ports

in Alaska. They connect with the Copper River & North-

western Ey. at Cordova, with the Juneau Steamship Co.

at Juneau, and in addition with the White Pass & Yukon
Ry. at Skagway, the Alaska Northern Ry. at Seward, the

American Yukon Navigation Co. at St. Micliael, and with

local boats at other ports for various points. The com-

pany operates under a regular schedule, both summer and
winter, to all but the most northerly ports, such as Nome,
St. Michael, etc.

The Copper River & Northwestern Ry. is a modern,

standard-gage road running in a northeasterly direction

in the Copper River valley to Chitiua, a distance of 132

mi. from Cordova, thence in an easterly direction follow-

ing the Chitina River to Kennecott, a distance of 64 mi.

from Chitina and a total distance of 196 mi. from
Cordova. It is open to traffic the entire year. The major

part of the road is built on a water grade. It has a

complete telegraph and telephone system along its entire

line and adequate dockage and wharfage facilities. The
railroad traverses what is known as the copper mineral

belt of Alaska and within a few miles of the Bering River

coal fields. The ocean terminus of the railroad, Cordova,

is a landlocked port, open the year round. The road

connects with the Alaska Steamship Co. at this point.

The income account for the period May 27 to Dec. 31,

1915, shows operating revenue from copper and silver

produced $10,656,847 ; net income, less operating expenses,

$7,709,504. After paying interest on bonds, taxes, and
setting aside for depreciation of construction and equip-

ment $169,338 and dcjiletion of mining property $430,-

661, there is left a balance of undivided ])rofits, Dec. 31,

1915, $6,573,797.

The State Department, at Washington, is in receipt of a

telegram from Mexico City stating that the new taxes

on mining jiroperties will go into effect on July 1. 1916.

With reference to precious-metal mines the following

rates will prevail: 1 to 10 pertenencias, 6 ^lexican gold

pesos each per annum; 11 to 50 pertenencias, 12 pesos

each; 51 to 100 pertenencias, 18 pesos each; over 100
pertenencia-s, 24 pesos each.

AVith reference to nonprecious-metal mines the follow-
ing rates will prevail : 1 to 50 pertenencias, 6 Mexican
gold pesos each per annum; 5] to 200 pertenencias, 12
pesos; 200 to 500 pertenencias, 18 pesos each; over 500
pertenencias, 24 pesos each. The export tax on silver

and gold \vill be 10% ad valorem, and the state tax

will be raised to a maximum of 2%.
•«

Uffiiatledl ^aiac SmmeEttaiag

The United Zinc Smelting Corporation was chartered

on Apr. 18, under the laws of New York, with 600,000
shares of no par value, to acquire control of the zinc-

lead mines of the Kenefick Zinc Corporation in the

Joplin district, and of the smelting plant of the Clarks-

burg Zinc Co.. at Clarksburg, W. Va., and to conduct
a general mining, smelting and manufacturing business.

Raymond, Pynchon & Co., acting as sj-ndicate man-
agers, state that the offering of securities of the United
Zinc Smelting Corporation has been over-subscribed and
the subscription books closed. The Kenefick Zinc Cor-

poration properties include the following mines in the

Joplin district: Media (new mill only recently com-
pleted). Electrical, Coyote, Airedale and Milan; these

properties are estimated to have an annual output of

25,000 to 30,000 tons of concentrates, and there are no
outstanding bonds or other liabilities other than current

indebtedness. The zinc-smelting plant of the Clarks-

burg Zinc Co., controlled by Pearlman Co., Inc., con-

tains 3,648 retorts comprised in four blocks of 912 retorts

each. It is planned to construct two additional blocks,

bringing the total equipment up to 5,472 retorts. A new
acid plant will be an important feature of the improve-

ments at this works.

The officers of the United Zinc Smelting Corporation

will be: President, William Kenefick, of the Kenefick

Zinc Corporation ; vice-president, Russell A. Cowles, of the

Buffalo Copper and Brass Rolling Mills; vice-president

and treasurer, Arthur Day. of the Kenefick Zinc Corpora-

tion. The subsidiary companies will retain their corporate

organizations for the present. The offices of the new hold-

ing comi)anv will lie 115 Broadwav, New York.

c Manaairag C^o.

In 1915 the Baltic Mining Co.. Painsdale, Mich.,

produced 12,028,947 lb. of copper, according to its annual

report. The net profit from the year's operations was

$949,965, and there was a balance of $1,440,516 in quick

assets at the close of the j'ear.

There was stamped 378,443 tons of rock, from which

12,028,947 lb. copper was produced, or a yield of 31.79

lb. per ton. The cost of copper was 9.5c. per lb. and the

average selling price ]7.4e. Of 468,315 tons of rock

hoisted, 89,872 tons, or 19.19%, was discarded by sorting.

During the year 54.240 cu.yd. of stamp sand was run

into the mine for filling. The increased yiel 1 !^i" tm
over ])revious years is mainly due to the irin.- auent

in underground sorting.

Sen Water for t"«iu'eii«rn<lon is being use! . ; ihe plan.

Moonta mines and pipe lines have also been r 1 for Its u-

flre service at various points, as well as i r treneral

poses at tlie mechanical shops and stable.-^
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Heretofore the agitation with regard to the reform of

the present mining-land laws of the United States has

been destructive rather than constructive. It has been

the consensus of opinion that the extralateral and

discovery-prerequisite features of the present law should

be abolished, and moreover that the law should be revised

in whole, not nierely in a piecemeal way. But there has

been no proposal, both broad and intelligent, as to what

should be substituted. Indeed there has not yet been

consideration of the defects of the present law with re-

spect to the location of tunnel sites and mill sites, the

conflicts between placer and lode locations, the principle

and performance of assessment work, the recording of

claims and the lack of provision for appeals to the courts

from decisions of the administrative officers. To be sure,

an excellent bill has been introduced by Senator Smoot

at this session of Congress, but it does nothing more than

to provide for the abolition of extralateral rights in a very

simple way and to provide for the proper recording of

claim locations. The broad bill introduced by Doctor

Foster in the House of Representatives has met with

nothing but the ridicule that it deserves.

A comprehensive constructive program for the reform

of the mining-land laws was introduced at a recent meet-

ing of the New York Section of the Mining and IMetal-

lurgical Society of America, report of which is to be found

elsewhere in this issue. Everybody interested in mining

is urged to read that carefully. Let it be particularly

noted, however, that the actions then taken were not the

actions of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of Amer-

ica, but only of the New York Section thereof, publica-

tion at this time being authorized by the Council of the

Society in order to throw the subject open for puljlic

discussion. Criticism and discussion by everybody inter-

ested is earnestly invited, it being hoped thereby to obtain

a consensus of ideas as to principles to serve as a basis

for the drafting of an actual bill to be introduced in

Congress.

For convenience we shall in this editorial refer to the

document introduced on Apr. 19 simply as the ;\lemo-

randum. It is obvious that the drafters of this had no

intention of pressing particular points outside of the main

lines upon whicii nearly everybody is agreed in principle,

but contemplated merely the presentation of a series of

specific suggestions which mining men in general should

begin to discuss. They had in mind, of course, the abn-

lition of l)(jth the extralateral rights and tiie di.scovcry-

prerequisite features of the present law, but in other

respects, especially as to administrative features, the

idea manifestly was to make the lca.st po.ssible departure

from the present law and to retain the phraseology of the

pn-.nt law to the fullest possible extent, thus utilizing

the decision of the (ourts as to the meaning of terms, etc

If discovery is not to be a prerequisite to location, it

follow- (hat there mu>t l)e, as soon as possible, an oflicial

classify, ation of the puMic lands into tho.se that may be

taken up by mineral claims and those that may be taken

up otherwise. Previous to the completion of such a classi-

fication, however, there must be means for the location

of mineral claims upon unclassified lands that anybody

may desire to prospect. Moreover, there must be provision

for the location of mineral claims upon lands classified

by the Government as nonmineral (and retained by it)

if the existence of mineral therein should be proved. In

this connection there must be some definition of what is

meant by "mineral." This article is naturally one of the

most difficult to write properly, and as framed in the

^Memorandum, was prol)ably intended to be no more than

suggestive.

In its second article the Memorandum proposed that

mineral claims hereafter located be 660 ft. square—that

is, 10 acres in size—with boundaries running north and

south and east and west, such claims, when located on

surveyed land, to be subdivisions of the surveyed sections.

The 10-aere unit is the legal unit of placer claims under

the present law (see Section 2330 and Land Office Regu-

lations 22-2-t of Mar. 29, 1909). In Section 2329, it is

provided that where the lands have been previously sur-

veyed by the United States, the entry of a placer claim,

in its exterior limits, shall conform to the legal subdivision

of the public lands. This is just what is done in article

II of the Memorandum. The provision that claims lo-

cated on unsurveyed lands coincide with the cardinal

]K)ints of the compass is something new, but simply in

line with the long-existing policy of the land office that it

will not permit or sanction entries or locations that cut

the public domain into long narrow strips or grossly

irregular or fantastically shaped tracts.

Acfordiug to the present statutes relating to mineral

lands, jdacer locations are made for placer deposits prop-

crlv speaking, for petroleum lands, for saline lauds and

for lands valuable for building stone ; in short, for about

all kinds of mineral deposits except mineral lodes and

coal lands. Apparently, the framers of the Memorandum
contemplated making the existing placer-claim unit the

basis for all locations, including those that are necessary

for tunnel sites and mill sites. Possibly they did not

mean it also to apply to coal lands, but if such exemption

were intended, it is not so stated.

The New York Section amended the claim unit to be

10 acres instead, of 10 acres. There is precedent both for

large claims and for small claims. The ^lexican unit

—

the pciienenda—is about 2^0, acres. The British Col-

umbia claim is 1 ,500x1 ,500 ft.—that is about 51 V^ acres. It

may lie remarked that the present law of British Columbia

was itself a substitute for an extralateral law, just as it

is now ])roposed to make a substitution in this country.

There are good arguments in favor of both tlie large

and the small square claim, but wo think that those in

favor of the small claims are the Ijctter. They give more

elasticity in making locations. It is just like the sub-

division of coinage. Business can be transacted better

when there are small coins—dimes, nickels, etc.—for mak-

ing change than when the smallest piece is a quarter.
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Anyone who desired to take up 40 acres could of course

take up four "tens."

Article III of the Memorandum sets no limit upon

the number of claims that may be located by one person.

As to the wisdom of this there will be much discussion,

and properly so. These are times of great operations

when large areas are necessary as a basis for proper devel-

opment. The principal of unlimited location has worked

well in IMexico. Yet the danger of claim-hogging is one

to be considered. The essential feature of Article III is

the abolition of discovery as a prerequisite to location, a

reform as to which almost everyone is agreed. Recog-

nizing that new principle, it might be feasible to set a

limit to locations when discovery had first been made, but

permit unlimited locations under other conditions.

Article IV, as to assessment work, was properly amend-

ed by the New York Section so as to make the require-

ment at the rate of $5 per acre as at present. New
features are the permission given to the claim holder to pay

a sum into the Land Office in lieu of assessment work, pro-

viding a means for the holding of claims when assessment

work may not be done conveniently ; but in order to adhere

to the spirit of the present law which looks to the devel-

opment of the natural resources, the payment of cash in

lieu of work is discouraged by making it half as much
again. The principle of the cumulative crediting of assess-

ment work is taken from the British Columbia law. The
other new feature, namely, the concentrating of assess-

ment work upon a single claim and thereby holding a

group, simply states what the courts have already ruled

in certain cases, the present law being vague with regard

to this matter.

It will be observed that the Memorandum makes no

provision for tunnel sites and mill sites. If the pre-

requisite of discovery be abolished, there is no reason why
the man who wants to drive a tunnel or build a mill

should not take up the necessary land as a mineral claim

if it be in mineral land ; if in nonmineral, he may take it

up in some other legal way. There ought to be some

provision, however, in a new law whereby in the granting

of further claims there should be a reservation by the

Government of right of way for legitimate purposes of

mining, and provision for the acquiring of such right

by private persons. In certain parts of the country that

is already possible under the terms of state laws, but in

some states that is not so.

Article V abolishes extralateral rights in any future

locations. Of course there may be no subtraction of extra-

lateral rights already jiossessed. This necessitates a quali-

fication of the rights to a claim in certain conditions

under a new law. Suppose that a new claim B were

located beside an old one A and suppose the vein of A
were found to dip into B, the owner of A would have the

right to follow it into B and the grant of B would neces-

sarily be with that reservation. The law should further

provide that for the mining of such an extension the

owner of A should have the right to excavate in the foot

wall in B, in order to avoid such a complication as hap-

pened at National, Nev. But there is another contingen-

cy. Suppose a vein were discovered in B and dipped into

A. The owner of B would have only the portion com-

prised within the vertical projection downward of his

side lines. The owner of A would have no claim to the

extension under the existing law, for he would not have

the apex. Article V proposes to settle such a point by

preserving to A all existing extralateral rights and more-
over, conferring upon it everjthing comprised within the
vertical projection downward of its lines that i- not cov-

ered by any existing extralateral rights. These provisions

are comprehensive and ought to be satisfactory to every-

body.

Article VI provides for the filing of notices of location

within a year and the termination of all rights if final

entry be not made within seven years—two simple but
necessary provisions that are taken from Senator Smoot's
bill now pending in the Senate.

It is desired and hoped that all of these points may
receive very full discussion. Our columns are open for

that purpose.

IS

1<S

On several occasions of late we have referred to the

backwardness of Great Britain in the metallurgy of

copper, lead, tin, zinc, etc.—indeed in most branches of

the metallurgical art save iron and steel. We have point-

ed out the blight of labor conditions existing there as

being one of the factors in this, being well aware that

there were of course others. One of the others is the

secrecy that is maintained respecting the works of the

country and the adherence to a policy that is aU but

incredible. Not long ago we had some correspondence

with a very distinguished British metallurgist with re-

gard to a technical contribution that we conceived would

be of general interest. His reply to one of our letters

was both interesting and illuminating. Thus, he wrote:

I thank you for your invitation to contribute an article

and regret tliat I cannot do it—regret the fact and regret the

reasons. It is a curious thing that in this country it is only
the large-scale industries like iron and steel that have any
sort of interchange of knowledge, experience and ideas. The
smaller works and the most backward ones are as jealous as
cats and as seclusive as oysters. They may and do work
together in matters commercial, but they usually close their

works to one another, do not speak of any technical things
and do not encourage or even pejmit any interchange among
their technical staffs. I think I may safely say that this

state of affairs is at its worst as regards the , which
are generally small and have inherited very bad traditions.

I have now been connected with this branch of metallurgy
in England for many years and have never had the chance
of knowing anything of any works I was not connected with.

In my own district there are several other works. I have
not seen any of them and do not know anybody connected

with them. Their owners would have a fit if a visit from
me were proposed, and I think my owners would conversely

be likewise affected. It is deplorable, it is also humiliating

as an attitude, but there it is!

With your works things seem to be just the reverse.

All information seems open, and managers are allowed to

give full accounts of all they are doing, as befits those huge
concerns with great capital and immense and secure supplies

of ores. To read of metallurgical developments in America

—

in copper notably, of late years—is a sort of romance to a
man who has spent his life in the comparatively petty work of

old and small concerns with their very narrow limitations.

It is fascinating, but also not a little depressing, as you will

readily understand.

Where would American metallurgy have been if our

corporations had not learned the advantages of inter-

change of ideas? We !~till have some works that are

operated under the tradition of a former generation,

when the ideas of f<ccrecy obtained here as they continue

to obtain in Great Britain. There is a geiu'v;'.] suspicion,

however, that secrecy in any American motalhucical works

is a veil to conceal bad practice, and in ir ac than one

instance that is known to be the case.
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An engineer had taken over an old abandoned mine

with a view of opening and operating it. One day while

on a tour of inspection of some of the old workings that

had fonnerlv been very heavily timbered, he was accom-

panied by a "Cousin Jack," who had been in his service

for a niimber of years. Jack stopped, squinted along a

line of stulls, then asked: "Damme, lad! what for fasliun

timberin' do 'e call that—neither plumb, paralyzed or in

rotation ?"

The manager of a metallurgical plant that has frequent-

ly been described by visitors, generally with inaccuracy,

has written us the following pertinent letter:

The description of the works by B- S. C- in the

of Dec. 10 is incomplete and inaccurate. I do not want
to go into detail pointing out the omissions and mistakes, but

I should very much appreciate, if in future, visitors who like

to write about what they have seen at the plant advise me
of their intentions. It is not possible to write much wortli

printing after just having walked around the works for an
hour or so; but if asked for, the necessary detailed informa-
tion would always be supplied witli pleasure.

This is from an unusually broad-minded manager. We
fear that the majority of managers would not be so

liberal. His point about incomplete and inaccurate

descriptions seems to be well taken. There is no doubt

that there is too much careless writing by casual visitors

about the things they think they have seen.

Henry Ford, after a visit to Louis Enricht, the Farni-

ingdalc, L. I., chemist who claims to have discovered means

of using "doped" water to generate power for running gas

engines at cost of l^/^c. per gal., said, according to a news-

paper special, "I'll match my time against any man who
has an idea. I believe this man knows what he is talking

about. He convinced me that he is absolutely sincere."

New Ford car on which Enricht will make further experi-

ments was shipped to Farniingdale. The inventors of all

devices for perpetual motion M-ill look to Mr. Ford as

the Mfficenas of their craft. E. J). Lewis, an Elmira

inventor, is already in the field. He is reported as claim-

ing that l>y putting an ounce of sulphuric acid, costing-

just 2c., into a gallon of water, and equipping this mix-

ture with two electrodes, connected to a l)attery, hydrogen

can be set free. This gas, he holds, will make as good

fuel as gasoline. This ought to be as good as the ounce

or two of "green fluid" that Colonel or Professor Enricht

u,ses.

The good old rule that evei-y i-i.se in the price ol' a

commodity is due to the machinations of some trust has

its exponents still, as is shown l)y the rush in Congress to

bring the oil companies to book for the high prices of

gasoline, remai'ks the Ennimi Post. It was begun in tlx'

House l)y Steenoi-son, of IFinnesota ; it was carried into the

Senate by Martine, of New Jersey, and Hitchcock, of

Nebraska. If numbers of the Senate would turn to their

own Document .\'o. 310 they would find information to

show that there is no icason for panicky assaults upon the

large oil corporaliniis. The Secretary of the Interior

traced the disparity !» tween supply and demand in gaso-

line to causes both nulinal and evident, and translated the

ftffects of those causes into cold figures. He stated that it

was possible that financial manipulation by various inter-

ests might have played a slight part in the rise, but that

it could be only the slightest. Every gathering of chemical

or mining experts or men interested in motor fuels results

in agreement that the cost is due to decreasing production

and rapidly mounting consumption, and is inevitable.

^:

In the famous Case of Mines, brought by Queen Eliza-

beth's attorney against the Duke of Northumljerland, in

!he eighth year of her reign, it was eventually decided that

the mere presence of gold and silver in a deposit made it

a Mine Eoyal, but if they were totally absent, the royal

prerogative was of no effect, says the London Financial

News. Commenting on this the reporter (Plowden)

affirms "that there are but six kinds of metal in the earth

;

viz., gold, silver, tin, copper, lead and iron. These six

are engendered by the coition of quicksilver and sulphur,

such being the ordinance of God. Gold is the son of sul-

phur and quicksilver. Silver is the daughter of the same
union, less noble than her brother, gold. And the other

metals, viz., tin, copper, lead and iron proceed from their

said father anB mother. They have by accident become
imperfect, veluti leprosi filii ex leprosis parentibus—like

leprous sons from leprous parents." All mines, he adds,

carry gold and silver in some proportion, so that the

resolution of the court "is grounded upon an ignorance

of the nature of base-metal mines." Well, anyway, we
hope the clerk of the court isn't going to add anything

to the Minerals Separation cases.

We have jjreviously remarked about New York being

the only one of the world's great capitals within whose

limits a mine has actually been worked. We referred of

course to the iron mine of Staten Island, which has been

operated as recently as during the last 10 years. In a

recent publication by the Staten Island Antiquarian

Society, Charles Gilbert Hine gives some interesting

details of this. The "Yserbcrg" of Dutch nomenclature.

"Ii-on Hill" of the English, was worked for ore as early

as 1644. The ore was limonite, or bog ore, occurring

in surface pockets ; therefore no signs remain of eai-ly

exploitation except the shallow basins from which tlie

ore was dug. The height was once known as Toad Hill,

and "Toad Hill paint" is an expression found in old

documents. The red, oxidized earth was mixed witii

whitewash by old settlers who wanted color. It was also

supposed to possess the virtue of giving durability to the

wash. The name "Toad Hill" is one of several variants

of an original at whose identification numerous attempts,

never quite satisfactory, have been made. The writer of

the present note saw ore being dug from these pits about

3.5 years ago, and as noted, some has been dug during

the last 10 years, but opci'ations during the last 50 years

liave been but spasmodic. Even nearer to the heart of

New York is the old copper mine of .\rlington, N. J.,

the locus of which may be seen from our olTiee windows.

J*;

Two preposterous bills, one introduced by Mr. Taven-

ner, of Illinois, and the other by Mr. Van Dyck, of

Minnesota, make it unlawful for any Government olTicor to

use a stop watch or make a time study of the job of any

employee. The preamble of i\Ir. Tavenncr's bill is wortliy

of record on this page:

\Vhereas, A stop watch Is u.sed In tlmlnK workmen while at

work to ascertain the maximum amount of woric possible for

the most capable man In a Klvcn time and making this the
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"standard time" in which work must be done, and by a system
of premiums and bonuses, together with disciplinary measures
sufficiently severe to enforce the system, this "standard time"
is the speed to which all workmen must eventually attain if

they are to retain their employment: and
Whereas, Experience has shown that the American work-

man by his exceptional celerity performs about twice the

work performed by the manual worker of other countries,

with the concomitant condition that the ratio of accidents
here Is from three to four times as high as in other countries;

and the tendency of so-called "scientific management"
through the above timing and bonus features will be to

further aggravate the accident disabilities and mortality
aforesaid and reduce the workman to a mere mechanical,
instead of a social and moral, relation to his work, and, more-
over, are unnecessary to secure adequate efficiency of labor;

and
Whereas, By a stop-watch time study you may be able to

determine the time in which a piece of work can be done,
but you do not thereby determine the time in which it ought
to be done.

Therefore, the stop-watch must not be used. Verily

many members of Congress must have a hard time in run-

ning the gauntlet between the fool-killer and the walking-

delegate, the incarnation of whom is one Samuel Gompers
sitting threateningly in Washington.

J. A. Comer & Co., Inc., has a method of assaying

which recovers all of the metal in the ore and not merely

the portion shown by the old-fashioned fire assay. Some
of the results attained are referred to on page 253 of the

Journal of Jan. 30, 1915, Massachusetts "pudding stone,"

for instance, giving $1.60 by fire assay and $24 by the

Comer method. Ore from Vermont showed $-1 and $36
by the two methods, Alaska concentrates, $16.53 and
$90.65, and so on. In forwarding a recent advertisement

of J. A. Comer & Co., Inc., in which old-fashioned fire

assays are listed at $1, Comer assays at $5 per throw,

cash strictly in advance, one of the Journal subscribers

says

:

It looks as though our oUl-time methods would have to
give way to modern science, especially if this advertisement
becomes widely circulated. The amount of time that has been
expended in research work must go for naught in view of the
upheaval in scientific circles that will be caused when this
information becomes known. Those engineers who locate a
mass of gold by the mere flop of a hazel twig will, with this
new method to fall back upon, be able to make complete
returns on all prospects. Like all good things it comes high,
but I presume this should be expected in view of the enormous
amount of time that must have been spent in research that
led to the development of such a method. Again, why kick,
when the new method is capable of giving returns that are
six times greater than the old fire method, at only five times
the cost. This new method is (pardon) a Comer, and it will
be a pity to have it subjected to any criticism whatsoever by
our scientific societies, which should, I think, vote it summa
cum laude. It is not based on a fallacy, as was the method
Callahan used in Los Angeles during 1906 and 1907. Callahan
used a microscope and often persuaded people to give up theii"

pursuit of wealth in mining ventures because the rock showed
no gold or tellurium. Speaking of Callahan reminds me of a
meeting of officers and shareholders I once attended at the
request of one of the latter who hesitated to "pungle" up for
another assessment. Callahan was the engineer and met with
his employers to show them some of the trophies taken from
the mine and to lend courage to the timid, never to abandon
any tunnel after it had been driven half-way through a
mountain. The microscope would convince all those present
that "there were millions in it." There were 12 or 15 men
present, among whom were the president, vice-president,
secretary and treasurer of the mining company. At one side
of the room was a table upon which "were many specimens of
the "wonderful ores," a compound microscope of uncertain
age and an electric desk lamp with which to illuminate the
specimens about to be observed. Callahan would select a
specimen and, to show his scientific training, would give it

the salivary once over, then place it upon the stage of the
microscope. After adjusting the light and focusing upon a
moist crystal of hornblende, those present would all pass
around the table io view the wonders that nature had put

into the desert hills for them. Using Callahan's words upon
that occasion, "They were now viewing the purple of Cassius
caused by the oxidation of the tellurium." As you are much
better known throughout the mining world than I, it occurred
to me that it would not be misunderstood if you called atten-
tion to the great losses that are taking place in the districts
indicated in the advertisement.

This sort of thing .seems contagious. J. A. Comer &
Co., Inc., hails from Seattle, AVash., and now comes an-
other man from the Northwest who has put his money
into a mill and thus describes results:

1 have been working on the Central Oregon volcanic scoria,
or ash. for the past 17 mo. I long ago found that this material
carried values in several kinds of metal, especially in gold,
silver and platinum, but how rich the material was 1 found a
very difficult thing to settle. Ordinary assaying always fell
down on this ore. but after long and patient work. I came to
the conclusion that an amount approximating $2.50 a ton
could be recovered in gold and silver with varying amounts
in platinum. Basing my work on this idea, I interested Will
H. Bard, of Portland, in the matter, and since then we hav€
made as many as 400 tests under many different conditions
and using many different methods of extraction. After we
proved to our own satisfaction that the values were really
in the ore, we began building a mill in which we could treat
enough of the ore to fully establish the values. This mill was
built on the banks of the Deschutes River. 7% mi. west of
Terrebonne, Ore. We began operations about Oct. 1, and
since that time our work has been redoubled and we have
proved that we recover $5.07 in gold and silver from each ton
of ore milled. We also made a very valuable concentrate.
Now, the strange part of this matter is that an ordinary fire

assay for gold and silver does not show much more than 10%
of the actual values recovered in milling this ore. Chemists
and metallurgists will, no doubt, dispute this fact, but we
are here to prove that such is the actual fact. None of the
gold is free. The deposit of this sand or ash covers at least
2,000 sq.mi.. and the depth is more than 500 ft., or, say 1,250,000
tons to each acre of this territory. We have proved that there
is a profit of more than $2 a ton in milling this ore. By figur-
ing a little, you will see that here is the biggest gold discovery
ever made, a hundred times over, and one where the man who
builds a mill and operates it can absolutely know that his
profits are sure. We have not incorporated any company or
sold a dollar's worth of stock, therefore we are at liberty to
state the facts as they exist.

The engineer who has sufficient command of his work
to be able to make estimates for his superiors in round
numbers and thereby reach correct and rapid conclusions

demonstrates the value of "preparedness" of a kind. It

requires some experience and an exceedingly reliable

sense of per.spective to do this work well, but it is worth
cultivating. To be able to give the "boss" an outside

figure for temporary use that will stand the so-called

"acid test of time" is to be indeed a master of one's pro-

fession, says Power. To do this kind of work, one needs to

acquire an insatiable appetite for cost dat-a and to learn to

carry in one's head some of the basic figures of operation.

first cost and fixed charges. A knowledge of the slide-

rule is helpful, though not essential if a man is good at

approximate calculations by mental arithmetic. Without
seasoned judgment it is hazardous to offer figures of this

kind, for there is always the probability that the "boss,"

having once received them, will use them as final in his

later deals and dickers with the board of directors,

outside manufacturers, competitors and other potentates.

But often it is entirely ]iossible for an engineer to prepare

a rapid exaggerated cost estimate, making the items round

and large enough to be on the safe side and thus to at

least indicate the possibilities of the particular problem

in liand. Not all engineers have the taste for these rough-

and-ready a])iu'o.\iinations, but the man wb i can handle

such work with a sense of proportion and with accunivv

sunu'ient to establish the main points in record time is

indeed tn lii' envied.
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FERS0HAILS

Li. W. Goodwin, of Boston is at White, Georgia.

H. C. Enos, recently at El Paso, Texas, is now at Joplin,

Missouri.

J. W. Stockham, lately at the Golden Age mine, is now at

Boise, Idaho.

G. D. E. Mortimer, lately at Nelson, Nev., is now at Coto-

pasi, Colorado.

Frederick P. Burrall. lately in New York, is now at

Dawson, Yukon Territory.

W. H. Geis, recently at Berkeley, Calit., is now at the

Skldoo Mines, Skidoo, California.

S. F. Shaw is visiting Anaconda. Butte & Superior and
Elm Orlu properties in Butte, Montana.

F. R. Van Campen, recently at Olean, N. Y., is now at the

Beatson copper mine, Latouche, Alaska.

R. W. MacNichol, recently in San Francisco is now with

the Commercial Mining Co. at Rye Valley, Oregon.

Frederick S. Porter, of Seattle, Wash., is now with the

Alaska Treadwell Gold Mining Co. at Treadwell, Alaska.

John Seward, of New York, is investigating a mining
property in Nova Scotia and expects to return about the end

of April.

C. B. Lakenan and Pope Yeatman have been visiting the

mines and mills of the Utah Copper Co., with R. C. Gemmell,
general manager.

H. F. Black has been appointed assistant to president of

the Midvale Steel Co., Cambria Steel Co. and Worth Brothers

Co., effective Apr. 15.

Fred Hellman, general manager of the Chile Copper Co. at

Chuquicamata, Chile, was recently at Salt Lake City, and
went from there to San Francisco.

Harrison Prindle. formerly of South Chicago, is manager of

the Lebanon Blast Furnace Co.'s furnace at Lebanon, Penn.,

which will soon be started up for the manufacture of man-
ganese products.

Dan Griffin, foreman of the Steward mine, of the Anaconda
Mining Co., is making an extended trip to California for the

benefit of his health. Chas. Bonner is in charge of the mine
during his absence.

R. B. Lamb is now consulting engineer for the Oatman
Southern Mining and Milling Co. and the Pittsburg Mining
and Milling Co., also of Oatman, Ariz. His present address is

25 Broad St., New York.

Newton Booth Kno.x has been appointed consulting engi-

neer to a wolfram-tin mine in Spain, and has left London
for the mine, expecting to be there about a year. His address

is Minas de Phoenicia, Noya, Province de Coruna, Spain.

Allan J. Clark, B. C. Yates and W. J. Sharwood, of the

staff of the Homestake Mining Co., at Lead, S. D., have been
chosen members of the South Dakota advisory board of the

National Preparedness Association. At a recent meeting
Mr. Clark was designated secretary of the board.

F. L. Boardman. %vho was formerly foreman in charge of

U. S. Bureau of Mines Mine Rescue Car No. 5, has resigned

from the Government service to enter the service of Anaconda
mining company. He will be employed in the Bureau of

Safety, and will have charge of all first-aid and mine-rescue
work.

The Tacoma Exploration Co. has established offices in the

Bank of California Building, Tacoma. Wash. The company
will take up the examination and development of mines and
prospects. W. R. Rust, formerly president of the Tacoma
Smelting Co., is president of the company; L. A. Levensaler,
manager; and G. W. Duncan, secretary.

Thomas Hoatson, president Calumet State Bank, Calumet.
Mich., with a party of friends recently visited Sutter Creek,
Calif., being the pruests of T. Walter Beam, manager of Con-
solidated Amador mines. Mr. Hoatson is one of the sub-
scribers to the purchase of the mine which was formerly
known as the Old Eureka, from Hetty Green.

Robert J. Rale y h.is resigned as district sales manager of

the Sullivan Madiimry Co. for the Lake Superior iron and
copper ranges, with ..nice at Duluth, Minn. John F. Bcrtel-

Ing succeeds Mr. Unl.y as district sales manager and will

have his headquarters .it Ishpemlng, Mich. Mr. Berteling is a

graduate of the Mlchlcan College of Mines and has been In

the district with the Sullivan Machinery Co. for ilve years
paat.

Abraham Houghtaling, 86 years old, died at San Francisco

Apr. 4. He was born in New York and left there at the age
of 20 for California having a stormy voyage around the

Horn. Mining in Amador County engaged his attention for

some years.

F. Anton Siebert, pioneer resident of Columbia, Calif., died

at that place Mar. 29. He was born 82 years ago in Bastadt,

Baden. Germany, in 1834. He came to America at the age of

IS. resided in Boston and a few months later joined the rush
of gold seekers to California. He went to Stockton and
later to Tuolumne County and engaged in mining near Co-
lumbia. He was one of 12 men who operated the old Tiger
mine in Main Gulch, one of the richest gold mines in that

rich period of California placers. Mr. Siebert also followed

the Eraser River excitement, but returned to Columbia. Later
he gave up mining and devoted his time to commercial pur-

suits.

William R. Thomas died at Catasauqua, Penn., Apr. 13,

aged SS years. He was born in Wales. Coming to this

country, he started to work in a machine shop at Beaver
Meadow, and after a varied experience, became superintend-

ent of the Crane Iron Works, now owned by the Empire
Steel and Iron Co. For some years he operated iron plants in

the South and later was consulting engineer for Davies &
Thomas Co., who built miles of cast-iron tubing for the New
York and Philadelphia subways and the Hudson River tun-

nels. He received one of the first patents ever issued for a
gas engine, and also had patents for milling, furnace and
automobile machinery.

Andrew Long Horner, general manager of the Springfield

Tunnel and Development Co., in Tuolumne County, Calif., died

at Sonora on Apr. 16. Mr. Horner was born in Pennsylvania
Dec. 19, 1849. He had been identified with large mining en-
terprises in California and other Western States and Alaska,
and for the past nine years was at the head of the company-
operating the Springfield tunnel on Table Mountain. He engi-

neered a great undertaking and approximately coincident

with his death had reached the end of the struggle for the

opening up of one of the largest ancient channel gravel de-

posits in California. At least the engineering problem has
been worked out and only additional labor is necessary to

complete the enterprise. Mr. Horner's home was in Oak-
land where his wife survives him.

Joseph Henry Collins died Apr. 12 at his residence, Crinnis,

Par 'Station. Cornwall. England. He was a member of a well

known family of mining engineers and was himself an engi-

neer of high reputation, of wide experience and high standing.

Born and brought up in Cornwall he was from 1868 to 1880

chief chemist and metallurgist of the Rio Tinto company in

Spain. Since ISSl he had practised as consulting engineer

and mine manager in London, and had inspected and reported

On mines in Norway. Sweden, Spain. Hungary, Mexico,

Canada and the United States, besides managing several Cor-
nish mines. He was for a number of years head of the firm

of J. H. Collins & Sons, of London and Cornwall. He took an
active part in several technical societies and had been presi-

dent of the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, the Royal
Geological Society of Cornwall, the Royal Cornwall Polytech-
nic Society and the Royal Institution of Cornwall. He was a
close student and careful writer and was the author of several

books on the geology and mineralogy of Cornwall, besides a
number of papers on mining and metallurgical subjects, and
many lectures.

S'""

SOCEETHES

Colorado School of MincH—The seniors leave Golden on the

annual trip of inspection to the mining and metallurgical

camps of Colorado, Utah and Montana, Apr. 24, and will be
gone until May 23 when they will reach the school just In

time for graduation. The Itinerary is practically the same
as for years past, Including Colorado Sprlng.s, Portland, Cailon

City, Leadvllle, Breekenrldge, Shoshone, Glenwood Springs
and New Castle, Colo.; Castle Gate, Salt Lake City, Bingham
and Garfield, Utah; and Butte and Anaconda, Mont. Several

members of the faculty have been notified of their dismissal

to be effective at the close of this college year, this being

In line with the policy adopted by the board of trustees last

year when Dr. Phillips was appointed to the presidency and
given authority to reconstruct his faculty.
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SA.V FRA>"CISCO—Apr. 19

Xatomas Gold-Dredeine and Reclaniation Projects, under
the general management of Emery Oliver, have been approved
by Frank B. Anderson, president, and Directors Judge Curtis
H. Lindley. John D. McKee and W. Mayo Newhall, who re-
cently visited the ground and the dredges at Xatoma where
L. D. Hopfield is field manager. Mr. Anderson stated that
the work is progressing satisf.actorily and that all of the
details of the reclamation project are being carried through
on schedule time. Improvements have been made on Xatoma
No. 4 dredge which recently went into commission, equipped
with two tailing stackers for the proper distribution of
tailing, in the reclamation of ground dredged for gold and
to be afterwards turned over to agricultural uses.

Univatering: Xorthend Comstock Mines to the 2,900 level

is rendered imperative by the fact that high-grade ore has
been disclosed below the 2,700 level and the water is within 6

ft. of that level. It has been necessary to open the old Union
shaft from the 2,000 to the 2,700 level on account of caving
between the 2,000 and 2.400. Immediately upon completion of
this work, which should be reached by the end of May, Super-
intendent Symmes will probably report on the unwatering be-
low the 2,700, so that his recommendation may be acted upon
by the Comstock Pumping Association. The flow of water
in the deep levels is much less than expected: below the 2,500

the llow is less than 1,000 gal. per min. There is no danger
of sudden influx of water as has been feared.

The Argonaut, since the settlement of the apex suit, has
been going along rapidly with the installation of a tailings

dam, improvement of the metallurgical plant, and the in-

stallation of an underground hoist. It is expected that the
Argonaut dam will be completed by the middle of May, where-
upon the Bent Bros, of Los Angeles will raise the Kennedy
dam an additional 25 ft. in height. The Eastwood multiple
arch dam proved wholly satisfactory in the impounding of
tailings of the Kennedy mill and this successful installation by
the Kennedy Mining and Miling Co. induced the Argonaut Min-
ing Co. to use the same kind of retaining dam for the im-
pounding of tailings from the Argonaut mill. Before the apex
suit against the Argonaut was settled, the company con-
templated a system of disposing of tailings which would not
require extensive construction but which would serve the pur-
pose for a period of about 15 years. But since the successful
operation of the Eastwood dam at the Kennedy mine, the
Argonaut Co. determined to install the present system which
will make a permanent retaining dam for practically all

time.

Independent Oil Producers Agency handled 13,931,201 bbl.
of crude oil in 1915 at a cost of O.OOSc. per bbl. The operating
expense totaled $66, $$3; appraisement committee, $43,356; de-
preciation, $1,774; reserve on oil sales, $90,573; balance for
year 1915. $21,441. The agency is considering a plan to estab-
lish one or more Rittman plants in the state. Standard Oil
reports state that the first quarter of 1916 was the most pros-
perous period the oil industry has known for about 2 years.
This is shown by the amount of development work performed
in the 3 months, which was close to a record for field activity.

State Mining Bureau reports that 163 new wells were brought
in from Jan. 1 to Apr. S; and that many of these wells are
in untested territory. Crude oil produced in all fields of Cali-
fornia in March amounted to 7,525,0S1 bbl.. according to the
Independent Producers Agency. This is the largest monthly
production since October, 1915. Shipments from the fields in

March amounted to S,36S,S69 bbl., thus reducing the stocks
by 843, 7SS bbl.

BITTE—Apr. 20
Bine-Sky Lan- Violations have been so frequent that the

State Auditor has sent out a warning to stock brokers. This
is interpreted to mean that the prohibition against the sale of
certain oil stocks is absolute, and that other concerns will
have to show satisfactory proofs that they have something
more material than hot air. The investment commission has
a list of 32 concerns selling oil stock in direct violation of the
law and it is the intention of the commission to call a halt
to this illegal traffic.

The Workmen's Compensation LaiT of ^lontana has just
been reported upon by the state industrial board which states
that during the nine months the new law has been in

operation in Montana, it has more than fulfilled the promises
made for it. The statement shows that 1,163 employers and
over 60,000 employees now come under the provisions of this
law. A total of 4.S22 accidents was reported to the board.
Of this number 107 were fatal. As a result of injuries 847
employees have received compensation while 3,948 returned to
work before the compensation payments began. Although the
payments under the compensation act are now averaging
more than $1,000 per day, the board calls attention to the
fact that accidents are decreasing in number and the safety-
first campaign is having its effect. The consensus of opin-
ion is that the new plan is much more satisfactory than the
old liability method because the go-between or ambulance
chaser is now entirely eliminated and whatever money the
employer pays out, goes directly to the injured employee in
its entirety or in case of death to his beneficiary. The new
order has also resulted in many economies. The savings made
in time of courts and juries is no small item. If the unusual
and exceptional accidents, suffered by the North Butte Min-
ing Co. in October, with the loss of 16 men. and by the
Anaconda Copper Mining Co. in February, with the loss of
22 men, be excluded from the list, the average cost of com-
pensation would be a little less than 20 <;^ of the cost existing
in the most favored states.

DENVER—Apr. 31
A Large Body of l.ow-Grade Zinc-Carbonate Ore» perhaps

the largest in the Leadville district, has been opened in the
Gallagher property on East Carbonate Hill. The ore contains
from 12 to ISTc zinc and is an ideal ore for the manufacture
of zinc oxide. The Western Zinc Oxide Co. has contracted for
10,000 tons of the output of this property.

The Roosevelt Drainage Tunnel has been connected with
the Elkton shaft, in the Cripple Creek district, at a depth
below collar of 1,640 ft. As soon as the shaft can be put
into shape, it will be used as the exit for all rock broken from
the breast of the tunnel which is being pushed ahead toward
the Vindicator mine.

A Noticeable Feeling of Discontent exists among the Lead-
ville miners, in spite of the fact that the mine managers and
the smelters have raised wages about 10"^. The miners feel
that they are entitled to $3.50 a day. while the lO^c increase
gave them only $3.30. The extremely high prices now being
paid for all metajs mined in the camp, with the exception of
gold and silver, are the foundation on which the miners
place their demands. Miners throughout the Leadville district
are not organized. There is a union here but its membership
is small. L'nion men are now carrying on a campaign to get
all the miners into the organization. A number of the men
have joined the union but the majority are still considering
the question.

I'nited States Reduction and Refining Co. holdings were
offered for sale Apr. 15 at Colorado Springs, pursuant to a de-
cree of foreclosure. Xo sale was effected, however, the stipu-
lation being set by the officer of court that no bid of less than
$250,000 would be entertained. The properties offered were the
the Standard plant at Colorado City, the Union and Xational
plants at Florence, the Metallic at C.vanide, part interest in

the Cripple Creek Sampling and Ore Co., the United States
plant at Cation City, the Xational Sampler at Cripple Creek,
various mining claims in the Cripple Creek and Brecken-
ridge districts, .1 200-acrc ranch in Fremont County, water
rights, reservoirs, pipe lines, franchises, contracts, etc Sale
was postponed until Apr. 25.

SAbT L.\KK CITY—.4pr. 30
3Iembers of the I'tnh (oniniittee to assist the Naval Con-

sulting Board in the matter of industrial preparedness have
begun plans for an industrial survey of the state. The com-
mittee consists of W. C. Ebaugh, representing the American
Chemical Society: A. F. Parker, of Ogden, for the American
Society of Civil Engineers; Lafayette Hanchett, representing
the American Institute of Mining Engineers; Markham Chee-
ver, chief engineer of the Utah Power and Light Co., repre-
senting the Americ;\n Institute of Electrical E!ii;i:ioers: and
William Wraith, of the International Smelting Co . represent-
ing the American Society of Mechanical Enginot i s. The above
engineers, who have been appointed state a::i'i-iors by the

Secretary of the Xavy, after being chosen by i-.ve engineer. us
societies, will begin as soon as possible with the assistance
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of field aids, an inventory of the manufacturing and other in-

dustries of Utah that would be useful in case of war. The
committee will be assisted by members to be selected from

local commercial and professional bodies.

The Utah Apex, at Bingham, is one of the largest lead

producers in Utah. The company made net earnings of

$202,719 for quarter ended Feb. 29, 1916. as compared with

$65,011 in the quarter preceding. Shipments are averaging

over 350 tons of crude ore and 60 tons of concentrates daily.

The flotation equipment, installed at the mill during 1915, has

given better results than looked for by the management, show-

ing a recovery of 90"^ of the lead. It has been decided to

sink the Pervenu shaft to the 500-ft. level.

A Detailed Geolojrical Investleatlon of the Cottonwood and
American Fork mining districts will probably be undertaken
by the U. S. Geological Survey during the coming season.

Recently, Utah mining men sent in a petition for such an in-

vestigation and, according to Director George Otis Smith, this

work stands first on the list of projects for the geological

work of the Survey in Utah during the coming fiscal year. It

is stated that all plans for the coming field season, however,
remain in a tentative stage until the passage of the sundry
civil bill. It is hoped that the topographic work, needed in

addition to the published map of the Cottonwood district,

can be started early in the season, and that geological work
can follow closely after it.

EL. PASO, TEX Apr. 31

Concessions by the State of Sonera Are Annulled by a de-

cree issued today by Governor Calles, declaring void all for-

eign concessions and franchises. He also declared that no
more remissions of taxes would be permitted. As previously

indicated in these columns, this does not necessarily mean
the permanent annullment of all franchises, but merely the

enforcement of a financial expedient. In other words, with
all the chips gathered to the jackpot there will be a new
deal. Mining companies, such as the Cananea Consolidated
Copper Co., holding their property by Federal concession, are

affected only to the extent that operating and other conces-

sions have been granted by the State of Sonora; these may be

the subject of further negotiation. A conference has been
called by Secretary Luis Cabrera, of the Department of

Finance, of all mining men regarding the increase of 100%
in mine taxes to take effect May 1.

JOPLIN, MO -Vpr. 20

Another Zinc-Smelting: VVorlvM is to be erected across the

river from Fort Smith, at Van Buren, Ark.; ground is being
cleared and the works will have a total of 3,200 retorts,

though also a four-block plant. This plant is being built by
L. Vogelstein & Co., of New York

One Thousand Tons of High-Grnde carbonate of zinc was
the output of the North Arkansas mining field for March;
and many of the mines in the Rush Camp were unable to get

their ore hauled. Good progress is being made on the Yell-

ville-Rush railroad, which will eliminate this drawback to

this camp. A traction engine that hauls 20 tons of ore at

one trip is one of the recent innovations being tried out by
the operators in an effort to get their product to market.

All Joplin District Kecords Were Broken for one week's
shipments by the output of lead and zinc for the week ended
Apr. 15 amounting to 27,401,280 lb. which sold for $1,433,-

827. This tonnage is about 10,000,000 lb. above the present

weekly production and represents the previous week's cleanup
of practically every pound of ore in bins at the mines
throughout the district, 153 mining companies appearing in

tne sales reports. Total production of the district for the

first 15 weeks of 1916 amounts to 224,053,838 lb., which sold

for $12,833,717, a sum that has been exceeded only nine times

by any annual output during the last 50 years.

The Port Smith Spelter Co. is rushing the construction of

its new four-block zinc smeltery at South Fort Smith, Ark.

The office, storehouse, ore bins, coal bins and the foundation
for the lour blocks have been completed, and brick laying

has been started on two of the blocks. H. S. Buck, of Pitts-

burgh, Pcnn., vice-president and general manager, states

that the plant should be making spelter by July 1. The
plant is to have 640 retorts to the block, or 2,560 retorts in

all, and will cost about $250,000. Natural gas will be used
for fuel. Eastern men are reported to be behind the plant,

but their Identity cannot be learned here. It Is rumored they

are associated with th.' big brass Interests. So far the com-
pany is discountInK ill its bills.

DII.ITII, MINN,—Apr. 20

A Temporary Floml of Lnlior Is reported by employment
agents at Duluth, duo t.. the Influx of men from the winter's

logging operations. Th. opening of the pit mines will rapidly

absorb the entire surplns, however, as they will require from
'<,000 to 10,000 more men on the Mesabl Range alone.

Interlake Xaviitation Opened at the .\merican head of the

lakes Saturday, Apr. 22. The movement of iron ore to the
Duluth-Superior docks and Two Harbors docks is now in full

swing. There are huge stockpiles at the underground mines
on the Vermilion, Mesabi and Cuyuna ranges. Some of the

mines, especially on the Vermilion are getting short of stock-
piling room and are making their initial season shipments
direct from the skips. It is estimated that the Duluth,

Missabe & Northern will ship 21 million tons this season. Es-
timate for the Duluth & Iron Range road, with docks at Two
Harbors, is 11 million tons. As near as can be ascertained the

Great Northern road will ship 15 million tons, which includes

all ore shipments over that system, and not merely from the
Hill properties.

BR.IlINERD, MIJfN Apr. 19

On the Cuyuna Range, at least seven new properties will

enter the ranks of shippers, this season, viz.: Croft, Meacham,
Cuyuna-Sultana, Mahnomen (pit), Hoch, Ferro and Mangan.
Shippers of manganiferous iron ore will be much in evidence,

including Cuyuna-Mille Lacs, Cuyuna-Sultana, Ferro, Iron
Mountain (recently renamed Hoch) and Mangan. If current
statements are to be believed, these operations have sold, or

can sell, their entire 1916 production at substantial advances
over prevailing iron-ore prices. Of the above, the Cuyuna-
Mille Lacs is the only one that has shipped any considerable
tonnage prior to this season. Among the straight iron-ore
mines, the Croft made its maiden shipment this month, being
the first Bessemer ore shipper in the district. Adjoining the
Croft on the west, the Meacham property—a Rogers-Brown
operaton—is being put in shape by the installation of a new
hoist and headframe. Considerable drilling is being done In

the district. New drilling is about to be inaugurated on the
Cuyuna Range Addition to the City of Brainerd, not many
blocks distant from the city's business center.

TORONTO—Apr, 22

The .Manitoba Government has sent M. J. K. Allen, an en-

gineer, to tlie gold mining region lying to the northwest of

Pas to report on thj^B^ibility and cost of two portages
which will make^^^^^^trict accessible by canoe route.

Several companle^^SMQK>aring to undertake development
and an active minlr^^JBOon is anticipated.

Power for Kirkland Lake is assured as a result of a meet-
ing, held in Toronto on Apr. 19, when it was voted to extend
the transmission lines of the Northern Ontario Light and
Power Co. from Cobalt to Kirkland Lake. The closing down
of some of the Cobalt plants has given the company a surplus
of about 5,000 hp., which will now be available for the mines
farther north. The new line will pass through the Boston
Creek and Sesikinika sections before it reaches Kirkland
Lake.. The decision of the power company to extend the lines

is of great importance. At present the mines are using coal

and wood for fuel, and find this very expensive. It is probable

that power will be sold at from $50 ©60 per horsepower-
year.

A Bits -Vmalgamatlom may be made of the various properties

held by the Canadian Mines and Finance Co., which is really

the Timmins-McMartin syndicate. This company controls

the Hollinger and owns outright the Acme and the Mlllerton

companies as well as a few claims that are not included in

these companies. It is proposed to form a new $30,000,000

company, to take over all the properties on the basis of 45%
each for the Hollinger and the Acme and 10% for the Millerton

and the other claims. The present shareholders of the Hollin-

ger are to rectlve 4 ',» shares of the new company for each share

of the present stock. The new company is to have 6,000,000

shares of $5 par. The proposed amalgamation will no doubt
be advantageous, as it will permit of cheaper working costs

and will assure a long life. The different properties have
been developed with this end in view and it was only a case

of selecting the most advantageous time.

To Poster the Zinc Industry, the Canadian government will

offer a bounty for a short period after the war. Sir Thomas
White, minister of finance, has given out the following: "That
it is expedient to authorize the payment out of the consoli-

dated revenue fund of a bounty of 2c. per lb. on zinc or

spelter containing not more than 2% impurities, produced In

Canada, from zinc ores mined In Canada, provided the stand-

ard price of zinc or spelter in London, England, at the time

of producticm is less than £36 19s. 3d. sterling per ton of 2,240

lb., when the bounty payable shall be an amount equal to the

difference between such standard price per ton and £30 19s.

3d. per ton; further provided that In no event shall bounty

be payable when the price received for zinc by the producer Is

8c. or more per lb. and that no bounty shall be payable on

zinc to the producer during the continuation of the war, and

In no event on zinc or spelter production after July 31, 1917."

The total amount payable under the proposed act shall not ex-

ceed $400,000.
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ALABAMA
GULF STATES STEEL CO. (Biimingham)—Contract has

been let for new steel tipple at Shannon mine, near Oxmoor.
This is a deep-mining operation.

AKIZO.VA
Gila County

ARIZONA COMMERCIAL (Globe)—Machinery for electric
plant is to be delivered May 1.

COBB EROS. AND HILL (Gibson)—Report 2-ft. vein high-
grade wulfenite; property adjoins Gibson mine.

ARIZONA ZINC AND LEAD (Miami)—New organization
to work the Little Frank group, 15 mi. east of Globe, de-
veloped by 400-ft. tunnel and several prospect shafts. Offi-
cers are Frank Gassaway, president, R. H. Emery, vice-pres-
ident, and Fay Hiatt, secretary-treasurer, all of Miami.

3Iohave County
NELLIE (Oatman)—New machinery being installed; shaft

down 90 ft. will continue to 400-ft. point.

BOUNDARY CONE (Oatman)—Shaft down 740 ft. and be-
ing deepened 4 V2 ft. a day.
FRANK MEREDITH (Hackberry)—Has struck 4-ft. vein

5% copper in 400-ft. adit on claims north of Hackberry.
BIG JIM (Oatman)—Crosscut on 485-ft. level cut vein at

110 ft. and at 135 ft. was still in the quartz. A. G. Keating,
superintendent.

CASH ENTRY MINING (Oatman)—New subsidiary of Oat-
nan Combination Mining Co., will develop Cash Entry claims.
Machinery ordered.
OATMAN NORTH STAR (Oatman)—Hoisting plant in-

installed; 70-ft. shaft sunk by hand will be continued to 500-
ft. level: pannings from shaft show free gold.

MURDOCK EXTENSION (Oatman)—New mining corpora-
tion whose incorporators and stockholders are all women.
Miss Kate Christy, of Phoenix, is treasurer, and Jeanne Max-
well and Anna Stevens are other incorporators.
OATMAN PIONEER (Oatman)—This property, formerly

known as the German-American, 2 mi. from center of Oat-
man district, has opened an oi-eshoot on the 200-ft. level
for a distance of 65 ft. Property optioned to Minor S. Keith
and associates of Boston a few months ago. E. H. Dawson is
manager.

Pinal County

RAY-HERCULES (Ray)—Plans for mill of 1,000 tons
initial daily capacity, at Kelvin, 6 mi. south, being drawn by
George Bradley. Mill designed to admit construction of ad-
ditional units up to 5,000 tons daily. Twenty-nine drill holes
already down indicate mineralized area ni3y be wider than
formerly expected.

Santa Cruz County

BURRO AND JOPLIN (Patagonia)—These groups bonded
to J. E. Masters, who will erect 50-ton concentrator. Burro
claims developed by 1, 400-ft. shaft.

R. R. R. (Patagonia)—R. R. Richardson has sold this mine
to the Harrison interests, formerly of Mexico, for $500,000. C.
C. Sanders, mining engineer of Patagonia, who acted for the
Harrisons, will manage the property. Development cam-
paign will be instituted at once and a mill will be erected to
treat low-grade ore not heretofore utilized.

Yavapai County
MONTEZUMA MINING (Crown King)—Erecting large saw-

mill to cut mine timber; camp will be rebuilt.

MIDDY (Mayer)—A 6-in. manganese vein opened in tun-
nel; first ever found in Bradshaw Mountain district.

NELSON (Crown King)—A tunnel in 3.200 ft. to connect
deep working with surface outcrop, has milling-grade ore;
production will begin as soon as connection is made.

RANDOLPH GEMMILL CO. (Crown King)—Treating daily
over 100 tons of old Crown King dump; plans to increase ca-
pacity to 250 tons to take care of Nelson, War Eagle and
Gladiator production.

Yuma County
ARIZONA-EMPIRE (Parker)—Freighting daily 3 carloads

of ore to Parker; two new hoists will be installed; 20 men
employed.
SWANSEA MINING (Swansea)—Shipping daily three car-

loads 4% copper ore to Humboldt smeltery; recently opened
new orebody averaging 5";^ copper.

C.\LlFORMA
Amador County

CHROMIC IRON ORE is being mined on the Courtright
place, near Stony Creek. Stated that Ben Freguila and asso-
ciates have contract to furnish a large tonnage.

PLYMOUTH CONSOLID.\TBD (Plymouth)—During year
1915, the 30-stamp mill treated 129,500 tons, average recovery
J5.01, working costs $3.04 per ton; "middle chute," opened on
15th level, followed up to 950-ft. level; shaft sunk 300 ft. and
levels opened at 2150, 2300 and 24S0 ft.

Butte County
SOUTH BANNER (Oroville)—Reported that Richard Phil-

lips, manager, contemplates installation of a mill about June
or July.

CHROME DEPOSITS at Woodleaf, owned by Dickey &Driesbach, are lierng mined; contract has been awarded toCluby i: Johnson, of Oakland, for hauling 50,000 tons on motor
trucks to Oroville for rail shipment. Reported that chromic
iron has been disclosed near I'entz on property of John Mar-
chant, of San Francisco.

CalaveraN County
PIONEER (Angels Camp)—San Francisco men and Easternmen are reported to have oi)tion on Pioneer and the adjoin-mg Morse and Rose properties and will develop on a large

scale. Pioneer adjoins Gold Cliff, the leading producer of the
Utica company. Shaft will be deepened to 1,000 ft. before
levels are run.

Columa County
RUBY KING (Maxwell)—Mine situated 2\i mi. northeast ofcook Springs has installed crushing machinery for experi-ment to determine whether ore can be economically and com-

mercially prepared for manufacture of paint.

Inyo County
CERRO GORDO (Keeler)-Net earnings in five-month pe-

riod ended Feb. 29, 1916, amounted to $40,260. Principal in-come was from zinc.

TUNGSTEN CLAIMS, 8 mi. west of Bishop, are proving of
sufficient interest to induce road improvements. L. E. Ste-
vens, of Kingman. Ariz., and P. M. Townsend controlling the
group of claims, formerly owned by Nobles, Cooper and Row-
ing, contemplate 200-ton mill.

MANGANESE (Owl Holes)—Ore being hauled from pointknown as Owl Holes to Riggs on Tonopah & Tidewater R.R .

57 mi, north of Ludlow. Hauling done by Frank A. Campbell
with Yuba ball-tread tractor moving 14 tons to each load and
requiring 36 hr. for round trip of 78 mi.

BIG PINE DISTRICT is attracting attention of prospectors
who claim to have discovered deposits of copper, silver, tung-
sten and lead. Town practically deserted, the population be-
ing in the hills prospecting. Discoveries in Loretta and
Waucoba sections, east of Big Pine, reported.

Napa County
RUTHERFORD MINING CO. (Rutherford)—Granted per-

mission by the Corporation Commission to sell 19,000 shares
at 75c. per share to install plant.

Nevada County
PROVIDENCE (Nevada City)—Central shaft has reached

2,000 ft. Champion, River City and Home will be developed
through this shaft, which is to continue to 3.000 ft.

MOUNT.\INEER (Nevada City)—The 10-stanip mill, com-
pressor and part of tramway, destroyed by fire Mar. 13. F. J.
Sloat and the Benders, of Hamilton, Ohio, owners. Loss over
$10,000; no insurance.
BRUNSWICK (Grass Valley)—The 40-stamp mill running

regularly, crushing about 3,300 tons of ore per month. Oper-
ating cost reduced from $8.45 to $6.7S per ton.

GR.\SS VALLEY CONSOLIDATED GOLD MINES (Grass
Valley)—New incorporation to succeed the Gold Center. An
electric hoist, 20-stamp mill, a tube mill and further sinking
are contemplated. C. A. Brockington, superintendent.

Plumas County
ENGELS (Keddie)—Lower tunnel started to tap orebodies

at 750 ft., S.'iO ft. below present deepest level.

WALKER (Portola)^Machinery is arriving for flotation
plant in Grizzly Valley, 4 mi. by wagon road from the mine.
Tramway will be installed.

Shasta County
AFTERTHOUGHT (Ingot)—Supt. John W. Bull has started

retimbering old tunnels and resuming work on important
scale.

Sierra County
MONARCH AND CLEVELAND (Sierra City)—Additonal

power plant and sawmill to be installed and lower tunnel to
be driven. R. G. Gillespie and D. McGonigal, operators.

COLOR.VDO
Clear Creeli County

FRENCH FL.VG (Idaho Springs)—A 45-ton mill is con-
templated. C. H. Ripley, manager.

SILVER KING (Pumont)—New mill to be built by Hendrie
& Bolthoff Jlfg. and Supply Co., of Denver.

BELLEVUE-HUDSON (Idaho Springs)—Rich strike, made
by Geisecke & Co.. leasing on Bellevue vein 1,000 ft. from por-
tal of Rochester tunnel on 14th level. Vein 2 ft. wide.

DOCTOR TOWN (Empire)—This property in Daily district
being developed by .-^rgo Leasing Co., Albert Hanson, resident
manager. Ore in adit contains pyrite, galena and sphalerite.
Mill is contemplated.

COLORADO CENTR.'VL LEASING CO. (G( ortretown)

—

Dumps on Leavenworth Mountain being sampled to determine
best method of treatment. Erection of a mill is under ad-
visement. E. S. Wiard and G. Kyner are in chaisi^^-

Boulder County
MAZDA TUNGSTEN (Boulder)—Company incorporated

to acquire seven Tungsten Mountain properties. Matthew
Moyle is superintendent.
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RARE METALS CO. (Rollinsville)—Sampling and tung-
sten-concentrating plant will be built by Colorado Iron Works
Co., of Denver. Raymond Akins. engineer in charge o£ con-
struction.

Lake County
HARVARD (Leadville)—The sinking pump being used at

this shaft was manufactured by the Byron Jackson Iron
Works, of San Francisco, and is not, as previously stated, a
Krogh'deep-well pump.

San Jnan Connty

ADAJMS (Gladstone)—Gilhaney & Oleson, lessees, have
opened 6-ft. vein of quartz banded with hubnerite.

RUBT (Silverton)—Recent development, in Maggie Gulch,
disclosed a vein of hubnerite ore. 4 to 6 ft. wide. E. J. Hol-
man & Co. have option on the property.

KITTEMAC (Silverton)—Mill, remodeled tD include Huff
electrostatic separation, has started treating ore mined years
ago. Aerial tram being repaired; mine development resumed.

San Mignel Connty
OPHIR SUPERIOR MIXING CO. (Ophir)—S. E. Smith ap-

pointed superintendent. Development on Calumet will be
resumed.

C.\RIBEAU (Ophir)—Old stopes, now being sampled by
Charles Hockin. may be treated by flotation. George L. Bing-
ham is manager.

Sammit Connty
WELLINGTON (Breckenridge)—Apr. 1 wages of all em-

ployees increased 35c. per day. dependent on price of spelter.

Teller Connty
UNITED GOLD MINES CO. (Victor)—In Trail property,

southwestern slope of Bull Hill, a 10-in. vein of 3-oz. gold ore
has been opened by J. L. Wilson.

VINDICATOR (Independence)—Last two Golden Cycle pur-
chase notes called Apr. 19. Entire Golden Cycle mine paid for
out of profits in less than 14 months, without interfering with
dividends.

JERRY JOHNSON (Cripple Creek)—The oreshoot on SoO-
ft. level of main shaft has been opened for 70 ft. Vein 4 to

6 ft. wide and averages $25. Mine now being developed by
Cripple Creek Deep Leasing Co.; one-half interest held by the
Milltown Extension Gold Mining Co.

in.\HO
Shoshone County

INTERSTATE-C.\LLAHAN (Wallace)—Reported that new
mill of large capacity will be built on a site near Enaville.

HECLA (Burke)—At annual meeting, report showed profit

for 1915 of $561,751 from production of 692.444 oz. of silver
and 24.917.S67 lb. of lead. One ton of ore or concentrates was
shipped for each 5.6 tons of material mined.

CASTLE ROCK (Wallace)—Work resumed after suspen-
sion of over three months caused by snowslides. Drifts east
and west from 200-ft. shaft show vein of copper ore of good
grade. Mine now being developed by Idaho-Nevada Explora-
tion Co.

N.ATIONAL (Mullan)—Profit $S.000 is understood to have
been made in March, with mill running only one shift. Mill
is IV mi. from mine, connected by electric tram; motive
power capable of delivering ore for only one shift. More
powerful motors ordered and on arrival mill will operate full

time.

MICHIO.VX
Copper

FRANKLIN (Demmon)—Wolverine sandstone cut and
crosscut driven through Kearsarge formation.

SENECA (Calumet)—Development plans call for sinking
two pairs of shafts. First pair to be sunk at once in north-
east quarter of Section 2S near No. 2 Mohawk shaft: second
pair sunk later in southwest quarter of Section 22.

KEWEENAW (Mandan)—Shaft sunk to 1.600 ft. point,
made 14th level. On sixth level development drift shows 20 ft.

width reported to assay nearly 2<^ copper along foot wall.
Total of 1.900 ft. of drift on this level in good ore.

Iron
RICHMOND (Palmer)—Operations have been started at this

mine.
SOI'TH JACKSON (Negaunee)—This openpit mine reopened

with about 75 men.
REPUBLIC (Republic)—First Marquette range property

to start loading from stockpile.
SECTION 6 (Ishpeming)—Stripping is almost completed.

Shovel is down to the ore in places.
CH.APIN (Iron Mountain)—Two shovels are loading from

stockpile for shipment to Escanaba dock.-s.

DETROIT IRON AND STEEL CO. (Detroit)—Contemplate
building a thjrd l^last furnace at Zug Island plant.

MINNESOTA
Ciiyiinn Kanee

RC)WR iRiv.rton>—Wc.ik of installing Jigs in concentrat-
ing plant proKre^'Mnc. Two .thovels working in the pit.

TABERT (Brainerd)—Shaft .l.iwn 60 ft. About 1.000 gal.
water per rain, beint,' handled.

Mexalil Ranee
CROSBY (Nashwauk)—Mill started Apr. 20; constructed

last autumn and had !<.itrsfactory test early this year.
TIOGA (Chiaholm)— l>'Velopment work is being rushed.

Some drifts have reached ore and shipments will soon be
started.

MAHo.N'ING (HIbbin.: )—Expects to ship 2,900,000 tons this
year. Frjur or llye sho\.!.s will be at this work; one shovel
at present strippinK-

H.ARTLET-BURT (Chisholm)—Man killed Apr. 14 while
engaged in test-pitting. Fastening of bucket of ore on cable
gave way, dropping bucket on minei-'s head.
NORTH EDDY (Hibbing)—Underground property of Tod-

Stambaugh interests developed last summer. Billings under-
ground-loading machine in operation. Shipping about 600
tons a day.

COLER.AINE is becoming active. Four shovels are strip-
ping at the Canisteo on two shifts. Two shovels are stripping
at the Holman and the Arcturus is employing three shovels
day and night.

HARRISON (Nashwauk)—Six shovels are set up for sum-
mer's work, including a big Bucyrus of revolving type, with
6-cu.yd. dipper, for casting overburden on bank—only shovel
of type on the range.

OLIVER (Buhl)—The Wanless and Shiras mines are being
equipped underground for electric haulage. Engine houses
being enlarged to make room for electric equipment. Elec-
tric-driven compressor installed at the Alpena.

Vermilion Rani^e
SOUTH CHANDLER (Ely)—Miner crushed to death by

cave-in on 13th level. Apr. 15.

McCOMBER (Ely)—Pumping station has been cut on the
100 level; No. 9 Fairbanks-Morse and No. 9 Cameron pump
installed. Officials report 20-ft. vein of hematite of Bessemer
grade. Planned to sink to the 300 level.

MISSOIRI
Joplin District

BABCOCK (Joplin)—This 200-ton mill north of Joplin is
being completed. Steam power used. Mining at two levels,
145 and 170 ft., in soft ground.

J. A. T. MINING CO. (Joplin)—The new mill on Snapp
land north of Joplin is producing about 45 tons of con-
centrates a week although ground is not yet well opened.
Soft ground being worked at a depth of from 159 to ISO ft.

CHAPMAN BROS. & LONGACRE (Webb City)—Erecting a
500-ton mill at their mine north of Webb City. Completed
plant will cost $80,000, and will include condensing Corliss en-
gines and two compressors. There are three shafts already
sunk into ore, the formation being typical sheet ground.

Madison County
MADISON MINING CORPORATION (Fredericktown)—This

new company has taken the old silver mine, and adjoining
property of A. H. Handlan. and will operate it for tungsten,
wolframite occurring in a quartz vein. This old mine, operated
many years ago for silver, is S mi. west of Fredericktown.
near the St. Francois River, on road to Ironton. Concentrator
may be erected. H. W. Edmondson is manager.

MONT.VX.l
Broadwater County

THREE FORKS COPPER MINING C<^. (Three Forks)

—

Sinking shaft in Emerson district recently opened 4-ft. vein
of copper ore at 350 ft.

Fergus County

HANOVER GYPSUM CO. (Lewistown)—The 7-mi. spur
to property has been completed by Great Northern Ry. and
power line is being run by >fontana Power Co. First ship-
ments of gypsum will go to Bellingham, Wash.

Granite County
ALGONQUIN (Phillipsburg)—-A test shipment of 50 tons

of manganese ore has been made to the Eastern market.

JelTerNon County
MOUNT THOMPSON (Basin)—Tunnel driven 1,000 ft. on

vein and much low-grade ore opened. A gasoline engine,
compressor and machine drills recently purchased. Mill con-
templated.

Lincoln Connty
BANNER AND B.ANGLE (Trov) — Definitely taken over

from the Greenough Estate by Snowstorm Mining Co. Re-
ported capitalization will be increased from $1,500,000 to
$2,000,000 to finance new venture and remove mill from Larsen
to Troy, build hydro-electric plant and railroad to mine.

MadiMOn County
MOFFIT (Twin Bridges)—Copper ore being shipped to

Butte for treatment. Mine now operated by Mines Develop-
ment Co. of Butte.

AJAX (Rochester)—Pittsburg capitalists completed nego-
tiations for leasing this old silver-lead mine. Property will
be unwatered. retimbered and new hoisting plant and machin-
ery installed.

MiHMonla County

INTERMOUNTAIN (Superior) — Preparations being made
bv Wallace. Ida., men to operate this property, formerly the
Amador. Mining will shortlv con mence on 200- and 400-ft.
levels. A 100-ton mill constructed last summer.

Silver Bun- County

DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Orebody on 2.500-ft. level opened
for 400 ft., showing average S-ft. width assaying 67t. copper.

BUTTE-DETROIT (Butte)—Work started on the Ophir
mine preliminary to a resumption of operations.

.AN.ACcNDA (Butte)—Drifting started on the 500 level of
old Nettie silver mine; so far no rich ore has been found.

PILOT-HUTTE (Butte)—Stockholders will receive $12.27
on final distribution of assets. Including the $1,125,000 re-
ceived from Anaconda company for the Pilot mine, there is for
distribution a total of $1,130,554.

GREAT BUTTE COPPER CO. (Butte)—This company Is

being organized to acquire assets of the Butte & Bacorn
company on basis of 1 for 10 shares and rights to additional
new stock at 66c. per share.
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NEVADA
Storey County

HALE & NORCROSS (Virginia)—Reopening of tunnel con-
tinued.

UNION (Virginia)—Sliaft reopened to 340 ft. Ijelow 2,000
level.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Extracted 101 tons, averag-
ing $19, from No. 1 stope, 2,500 level.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—Extracted 29S tons; total value,
over $6,000. North drift 2.700 level reopened to 250-ft. point.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Extracted from
stope No. 3, 1,600 level, 350 cars of ore. Jacket mill received
375 tons mine ore and 531 tons dump rock.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—West crosscut, 2,500 level, iB second-
vein formation of main Conistock lode. East crosscut 2,700
level in porphyry and quartz, low assay. Mill crushed 475
ton.s custom ore.

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

BURRO MOUNTAIN (Tyrone)—First unit of new 1.000-
ton mill started on Apr. 15.

SILVER CELL (Pinos Altos)—Streak of 50% silver ore
in vein on 350-ft. level: P. de la Pena, mining man and
former governor of the state of Coahuila, Mexico, has bought
200.000-share interest.

NEW YORK
Sullivan County

ST. NICHOLAS ZINC (Summitville)—Mine reported op-
tioned to New York syndicate and operation expected soon.
Situated on the Ontario and Western R.R. between Summit-
villi' and Mamakating. Upper workings and dump carry
con.siderable lead; 1.100-ft. tunnel cuts vein at foot of moun-
tain.

OREGON
Baker County

COUGAR (Sumpter)—Taken over on IS months' lease and
bond for $300,000 by recently organized United Gold Mining
Co. Cyanide plant and additional tube mills ordered for old
mill and 25 men will be put at work upon arrival. E, C. Brain,
formerly of Helena, Mont., general manager.

SOUTH DAKOTA
L,anrenee County

REPUBLIC (Deadwood)—Sol Burns and John Sanford. of
Maitland, have lease on Blaine tunnel. Milling ore "will soon
be shipped.
WELLS FARGO (Deadwood)—Lessees of this Golden

Reward property are dewatering Imperial shaft on Blacktail
gulch to drain Wells Fargo.
WASP NO. 2 (Flatiron)—Payment of 5c. dividend on Apr.

15 makes total this year, realized from tungsten mining, 17^c.
per share, or $85,000. Mill running steadily. Last shipment
consisted of 23 tons mixed grades, from 34 to 60% tungstic
acid, sold for a level price of $S2 per unit.

ORG HONDO (Deadwood)—In application before state
engineer for authority to divert water of Whitewood for mill-
ing and other purposes, Oro Hondo was given permission to
use all water in excess of that owned or appropriated hy
prior claimants. Shaft is now 2,000 ft. deep; results of devel-
opment are not announced but understood to be highly
satisfactory.

RATTLESNAKE JACK (Galena)—Milling suspended pend-
ing adjustment of differences between owners, C. B. Harris, of
Galena, and William Sansom, of New York, regarding Sunday
claim, belonging solely to Harris. Meantime six men are
employed underground. Property in last few months has
produced some exceptionallv rich ore, while mill has been
treating 60 tons daily of $15 to $20 material.
HOMESTAKE (Lead)—Installation is being made of con-

centrating equipment for treatment of tungsten ore-s. Plant,
which will have capacity of about 20 tons daily, will contain
five stamps, Wilfley and Deister tables. Ore will be crushed
at Star shaft, thence carried on picking belt about 100 ft. to
stan)ps. High-grade ore will be hand-picked from this belt.
Golden Summit claim has produced nearly 100 tons of shipping
ore during last winter and much greater amount of mill rock
has accumulated.

Pennin»::ton County
TUNGSTEN MINING IS BOOMING at Hill Citv: Black

Hills Tungsten Co. is employing 30 men In mine and mill and
making regular shipments: Black Metal leased to aggressive
operators and numerous claim owners are working their own
properties. Wolframite has recently been discovered in the
pegmatites and has resulted in renewed activity over a large
area.

TENNESSEE
Polk County

TENNESSEE COPPER (Ducktown)—Has resumed ship-
ments of sulphuric acid on contract with International Agri-
cultural Corporation. The 1915 acid production was 210,666
tons; copper, 12,750,418 lb.: expended on new construction,
|I.0ii6.S43; net profit, $1,058,158 Ore reserves at end of vear
6.087,421 tons, not counting ore indicated by diamond drilling
below eighth level.

rT.vH
Beaver County

KING DAVID (Frisco)—Mav resume development on this
property adjoining the Horn Silver; 309,854 treasury shares
to be sold.

COMMONWEALTH (Milford)—Work to be resumed. Ore
carrying copper, silver and an excess of iron opened on
Beaver claim. Strevell, Paterson and Bradley of Salt Lake
are Interested.

MONTREAL (Milford)—From 12 to 15 cars monthly of
low-grade copper ore being obtained near contact of lime-
stone with monzonite porphyry in the Rocky district.

Juab County
TINTIC SHIPMENTS for week ended Apr. 15 totaled 171

carloads valued at $210,000 from 23 shippers.
IRON BLOSSOM (Silver City)—Drift on 1,100 Uvel fol-lowed copper vein for 80 ft. Winze will be sunk another

TINTIC STANDARD (Eureka)—Teams started hauling ore
5 mi. to Iron Spur. Three cars ready for shipment. Oreopened near 1.500 level.

SIOUX CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—After several years in-
activity, the company will try to develop the continuation of
Iron Blossom copper deposit.

.
PLUTUS (Eureka)—At a special directors' meeting de-

cided to begin development at once. Walter Fitch elected
niember of the board; Jesse Knight is president; David Evans
vice-president and general manager.

Salt Lake County
SILVER SHIELD (Bingham)—Raise in the new lead-sil-

ver orebody for 35 ft., has shown ore to be from 39 to 45 in.
thick. One car shipped.
HOWELL (Salt Lake)—Controlling interest in this BigCottonwood property, adjoining the Cardiff, secured by EzraThompson and J. C. Lynch of Cardiff company.

Utah County
AMERICAN FORK is becoming active. Snow melting rap-

idly, and ore hauling will soon begin. Mining or development
being done at the Pacific, Earl-Eagle, Bellerophon, Bav
State, Alpine, Empire, Wasatch Range and other properties.

WASHINGTON
Stevens County

NORTHPORT SMELTING AND REFINING (Northport)—
Third lead furnace of 300 tons daily capacity being erected.

BLUE ST.\R (Chewelah)—Ground slide into old upraise
last winter exposed extensive shoot high-grade lead-silver ore.
Property bonded by E. M. Keough and U. T. McCurry. Will
ship ore soon; 20 tons already sacked.

WISCONSIN
Platteville Distrtrt

MAPLE GLEN (Platteville)—Ore proved on Linden farm.
3 mi. southwest of Platteville; sinking shaft.

SHULLSBURG-FAIRPLAY (Shullsburg)—J. P. Wherrv and
others have taken over this property on the Fred Howe land
and are erecting 50-ton mill.

C.VNADA
British Columbia

FLORENCE SILVER (Ainsworth)—Will construct 200-ton
concentrator at property on Kootenay Lake, also hvdro-elec-
tric power station and aerial tram; Ferdinand R. Wolfle, of
Spokane, president and manager.

CONSOLIDATED MINING AND SMELTING (Trail)—Con-
struction of a plant for production of sulphuric and hvdro-
fluoric acid has been started. First unit of electrolytic zinc
refinery in operation. Copper refinery contemplated.

Ontario
KERR LAKE (Cobalt)—March production of 214,920 oz.,

highest for several years.

DOME EXTENSION (Porcupine)—Shareholders ratified
agreement giving Dome Mines an option.

NORTH THOMPSON (Porcupine)—Shaft being continued
to 500-ft. level. Mill is contemplated.

VTPOND (Porcupine)—The Davidson vein encountered on
500-ft. level, where it is about 13 ft. wide.

TIP TOP (Kashabowie)—This mine shipped 350 tons of
copper ore to the smelters, the first shipment tor several years.

ADANAC (Cobalt)—High-grade ore found below 200-ft.
level. Company which owns 60 acres adjoining Temiskaming
is offering 250.000 shares at 50c.

L.\KE SHORE (Kirkland Lake)—A 6-in. vein of high-
grade ore with 7 ft. of milling ore has been cut at the 300-ft.
level. New compressor will be installed.

CROESUS (Munroe)—Considering installation of small
mill. Ore above 200-ft. level assays about $500 for a width of
20 in.: vein on 300-ft. level not so rich. Company obtained
$40,000 from SOO lb. of quartz while sinking shaft.

HOLLINGER (Porcupine)—The 4-wcekly statement for
the period ended Mar. 24 shows gross profits of $151,302. from
the treatment of 28.712 tons of ore of the average value of
$9.04 per ton at a working cost of $3.32 per ton. In addition
12.7S1 tons of Acme ore were treated.

AUSTRALIA
ASSOCIATED SMELTERS (Port Pirie, S. A.)—Acting Attor-

ney General Mahon announced on Mar. 31 that all Broken Hill
producers, except Sulphide Corporation, which has its own
smelting plant, had joined in -Associated iiroject to smelt
refine and sell their concentrates for period of 50 years.

CHOSEN
ORIENTAL CONSOLIDATED (Unsan)—February product

of $118,157 made by 200 stamps running 2S days, crushing
24,675 tons.

CHINA
EXTENSIVE IRON DEPOSITS reported at Laiwuslen.

Shantung Province, about 30 mi. east of railroad. Estimates
from hasty survey indicated possibility of 200,000,000 tons of
ore.

DUTCH EAST INDIES
BIDS FOR A GOLD-MINING PLANT on the Island of

Sumatra will shortly be asked from AmeriiMi' and British
manufacturers by the Dutch government, acoor«iir.s to a cable
from the Hague.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK—Apr. 26

During: the last week copper became significantly stronger,

but all of the other metals were w-eaker, the prices re-

ceding on relatively light business.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—During the early part of our week of record,

the business in copper was relatively light, at unchanged
prices, but on Tuesday some business of major character was
transacted at an advance. Producers are now so generally

sold out. and consumers are so well covered, that the prin-

cipal market is for delivery in July and later. Near-by de-

liveries command a stiff premium, but there is neither much
copper for sale nor much demand for it. Agencies that are
able to supply near-by copper were sellers at the end of the

week on the following scale: April, 30c.; May, 29?4c. ; June,

29»4c.; July, 2S%@29.; August. 2SH@2S%; September, 251/2;

October, 2S»/4: November. 28%; December, 28; all regular
terms. The business transacted during the last week was
chiefly with domestic consumers.

The average difference between the gross price and the

net price for copper in 1915, based on the sale of a large part

of the output, was 0.32c. per lb., i.e., the sale of copper on
"regular terms" netted 0.32c. per lb. less in cash. New York.

Copper E.vports from Baltimore for the week were 2,790,-

545 lb. to Great Britain and 1,120,138 lb. to France.

Copper Sheets, base price, is 36V4C. per lb. for hot rolled

and 37 1/2 c. for cold rolled. Usual extras charged and higher
price for small quantities. Copper wire is 32i4@33c. per lb.

for large lots at mill.

Tin—Up to Tuesday the market was dull. On Tuesday a
good business was reported transacted, chiefly in futures.

The market exhibited no features of special interest.

Exports of tin concentrates from Bolivia to the United
States were first made in noticeable quantity in 1915. when
there were 1,S75 metric tons, estimated to contain 1,132 tons
metallic tin. For the three months ended Mar. 31, 1916, the
exports were 1,521 tons concentrates, containing 898 tons tin.

Lead—The principal producers reported a fair business
done from day to day in relatively small lots. Everybody
came down to the price of the principal producer, and the St.

Louis market returned to proper tune with the New York
market.

Spelter—But very little domestic business was reported.

Some round lots were sold for export, for such deliveries as

June-August and June-September. The bulk of this busi-

ness was taken at 15?i@16c. On Wednesday there were
sellers as follows: May. 17c.; June, lG^4c.; third quarter,

ISV^c; fourth quarter, 14c. It was rumored, however, that

certain interests were trying to sell fourth-quarter delivery

at 13% cents.

Receipts at Baltimore for the week included 9.845 tons
zinc ore from Spain.

Zinc SheetM continue active with good sales. Quotations
have advanced slightly and the base price is now $25.50 per
100 lb., f.o.b. Peru. 111., less S',; discount.

Other Metals

\KW YORK—Apr. 2«

Aluniiiiiim—Business has been quite steady, with fair de-
mand. Deliveries on contract are good. The market is still

inclined to be easy, with quotations at 58® 60c. per lb. for No.
1 InKOts, New York.

Antimony—Spot and near-by Is quoted at 39®40y..c. per
lb. with .the. marki I unmew^hat erratic after a week of statrna-
tion. Shipment frnm China within one month Is quoted 32%®
33V4C. per lb,, c. 1. f., Niw York, duty unpaid.

(liilckallver—BuHlne.us t« moderate ahd buyers seem to be
holrtlntf batk. St<)ol<>< in tTi^'Eaift are Kood, and buyers ap-
p&ytMily arte'hpplht l''.r, fui'trrer. ri-tltictlons. New ,Y'>rk qUo-
laitii.iis are l20'&l2." per' flaatc of ir, lb. It Is said that these

quotations have been shaded, and a sale is reported as low as
$106 per flask. San Francisco reports by telegraph $125@130
per flask, with a very quiet market.

Nickel—Business is steady and prices unchanged. Ordi-
nary forms are 45® 50c. per lb., according to size and terms
of order. Electrolytic nickel is 5c. per lb. higher.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Platinum—The market remains quiet and without material
change. Transactions are of a small order. Sales have been
-larie at $S0@86 per oz. for refined platinum. Hard metal
3 <moted about $5 per oz. higher.

.Silver—The market, owing to the Easter holidays, has been
inactive most of the week, but on the reopening of the
London market on Apr. 25 it e.\perienced a very sharp advance
to 32d. This rise is due to limited supplies and urgent

land from England and the Continent for coinage. Large
shipments have been made from China to India on account of

Indian Government so that silver stocks have been
greatly reduced in China, and the possibility of China selling
freely eliminated. Russia has also taken about 5,000,000 oz.

from China for coinage, and it is reported that Russia needs
e silver. The disturbances in Mexico continue to affect

the production of silver seriously. The stock of silver in

London is small, about £600.000, and while the market closes
quieter at 32,'jd. the tendency continues firm with higher
prices probable.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
JOPLI.\, .MO.—Apr. 23

Blende, high price, $122.25; per ton 60% zinc, premium ore,

$120: medium grades. SllS'ffilOS; lower grades, down to $100;
calamine, per ton 40% zinc, SSS'STB; average selling price, all

grades of zinc, $112.72 per ton. Lead, high price, $105.10, per
ton 80% metal content, $102@100; average selling price, all

grades of lead, $93.39 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED APR. 22.

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week.. 18,8X7,710 948,600 2,667,330 $1,238,550
Totals this year... 229,020,280 20,317,770 37,506,050 $15,228,610

Blende value, the week, $1,075,180; 16 weeks, $12,788,650.
Calamine value, the week, $38,830; 16 weeks, $762,490.
Lead value, the week, $124,540; 16 weeks, $1,676,870.

The zinc-ore production of this week is estimated at 10,000

tons. Buyers, following the weaker tone of spelter, and the
lighter demand for ore, dropped price offerings $5 on premium
to $10 on medium grades of zinc blende, while calamine was $5
lower. The shipment of 9,880 tons would leave but a slight
Increase to the stock in the bins, most of which, except some
withheld this week, is sold for iminediate delivery. A Stott
City mine made a carload sale of blende this week, the first

for several years. Greenfield is producing considerable cala-
mine and Ash Grove produces about two carloads of calamine
monthly.

PLATTEVILLE, WIS.—Apr. 23
The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $112@

115 per ton. The base price paid this week for 80% lead ore
was $95(gi9S per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED APR. 23

Zinc Lead Sulphur
ore. lb. ore, lb. ore. lb.

Week 3,464,000 472,900 943,600
Year 66,180.000 2,252,910 16,700.200

Shipped during week to separating plants, 5,936,000 lb. zinc

OTHER ORES
Pyrites—Receipts at Baltimore for the week included

8,084 tons iron pyrites from Huelva, Spain.

Manganese Ore—Imports of manganese ore in the United
States in February are reported by the Department of Com-
merce at 8,685 gross tons. For the two months ended Feb. 29

the imports were 9,876 tons in 1915, and 25,333 tons in 1916;

increase, 15,457 tons.

.Vntimony Ore—Demand continues subject to ocean-freight
difliculties from South America. Ore afloat has been sold

during the week at $2.75 per unit.

Tungsten Ore—Quotations have declined sharply again.
The increased activity in this country and South America
stimulated by the very high prices is bringing out large
supplies. Actual sales for immediate delivery have been made
as low as $70 per unit. Most consumers have contracted for

their immediate requirements and futures can be sold only
at a discount which holders are not willing to concede. The
break will probably eliminate a good many speculators.

Iron Trade Review
XEW YORK—-\pr. l'«

The iron and steel markets show no material change. The
demand for export is unabated, notwithstanding recent
intimations of a falling off, and domestic orders are steady
and pressing. The mills g;enerally are full and early deliv-

eries are quite out of the question. This condition Will appar-
ently continue through the year.

Exports from Baltimore for the week included 3,689,970 lb.

steel billets, 2,435,979 lb. steel skelp. 3.501,260 lb. pars and
wire rods nni\ H92',532 lb. tinplates to Groat Britain.

The United Stateii Steel Corporation makes the following-
statement for the quarter ended Mar. 31, the net earnings
including surplus over working expenses, ordinary repairs
and renewals:

Net earnings: 1915 1916
January $1,687,150 $18,794,912
February 3,638,578 19,196,396March 7,132.081 22.722.316

Total $12,457,809 $60,713,624

Depreciation and renewal funds $7,859,253
Interest and sinking funds 7,080,499
Premium on bonds redeemed 261,000

Total charges $15,200,752

Surplus for quarter $45,512,872

From this surplus is to be deducted $6,304,919 for divi-
dend on preferred stock and $6,353,181 for l>4 7o dividend on
common stock, leaving $32,854,172 balance. The net earnings
for the quarter were the largest ever reported.

PITTSBURGH—Apr. 25

Following the wage-advance announcements by the three
large independents at Toungstown. Apr. 15. and by the Steel
Corporation Apr. 18. as noted In last report, nearly all the
other iron and steel interests have announced advances, to
become effective May 1, and averaging fully 10%. Whether
this advance, following the advance of slightly more than
10% on Feb. 1. will settle wage matters in the iron and steel
industry for the rest of the year, is open to question. Labor
is extremely restive. The strike of Pittsburgh molders in-
augurated Dec. 13 is not settled, and the employers seem to
have lost ground in the past fortnight. A general strike of
machinists in the Pittsburgh district is threatened, for full

pay for eight hours' work, on the basis that the men will
work more than eight hours, but ^vill secure overtime rates
for the additional time. Employees of the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Co. have already gone on strike for
this basis. In a published signed statement the great majority
of the machinery makers of the district have stated positively
tliey will grant no such demand. The employees of the Pitts-
burgh Coal Co. and one or two independents went on strike
yesterday morning, claiming the McAlpin agreement has been
wrongly interpreted, but the operators claim they are sup-
ported by the miners' national officials and that the matter
will be settled within a few days. Recurrent and perhaps
very serious labor troubles are expected as long as industrial
conditions remain as at present.

Specifications against steel contracts continue heavy, but
strictly new buying is further reduced and is now at a low
rate. Such quietness is natural when business has already
been done so far ahead The tonnage of prompt material in-

quired for is not large, but is sufficient to maintain premiums
previously obtained for prompt shipment, and even to increase
them.

While the steel mills reached nominally full operations last

September they continue to break man? records, and the out-
put is now larger than at any time.

FERROALLOYS
Ferrosilicon is still quoted at $S3i§85 at furnace, but there

is practically none available for early delivery. As high as
$90 per ton at seaboard has been paid for prompt shipment.

Spiegeleisen is quoted at $70(ff7o at furnace for 20% man-
ganese for early delivery.

Ferronianjcanese—There is only a moderate tonnage of
English now available for the first half of 1917. at the regular
price of $175. Spot continues to be quotable at $400 when it

can be found and a few sales have been made at this figure

and slightly higher.

Two additional furnaces have been put on ferromanganese.
These are No. 2 Colebrook. of the Lackawanna Steel Co.. and
No. 2 Dunbar, of the American Manganese Co. The net gain
is only one stack, however, as No. 1 Dunbar has gone out for

repairs and relining.
IRO.N ORE

Opening of navigation on the Lakes is slow. The port of

Escanaba is open and the first cargo was taken from there
by the "Willis L. King." Ice at the Sault in still heavy and
the first boats are not likely to pass before May 1. Ship-

ments of ore this season will be limited by the bottoms to

be had. So many boats have already been chartered that there

are few now available, and they are asking high rates. The
opening is further delayed this week by very storm> weather
on the Lakes.

fOKE
Coke production in the ConnellsvlUe region 10 ihe weel;

is reported by the '('ourier" at 462,920' net tons; shipments,

454,395 tons. Shipiiunts of Greensburg and Upin r Connells-

ville districts were :;;i.,')23 tons.
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Assessments
Company

I

Delinq.l Sale

Andes, Nev. May 9|May 31
Benton. Ida JApr. 15[May 15
Black Jack, Utah |Apr. ll^Apr.

Bonanza. Utah Apr. 18 May 18
Dennemora, Ida 'Apr. 5 May 15

Diam'dfield Black Butle.Xev.' Apr. 12|^:ay 1

Duffway, Utah [Apr. 24 May 15
May 1 Ji:

Apr. 14|May 15
Apr. 12; May IS
Apr. 15 May 13
May 15 June 10
June 15, July 8
May 1 June 4
Apr. 2.s|Mav 20
Apr. 5

1
May 8

Apr. 22|May 13
Apr. 13 May 5

East Hercules. Ida.

.

Echo. Ida
Elise. Utah
Emerald. Utah
Eme.'-ald. Utah
Emerald, Utah
Federal Ely. Nev. .

.

Friend. Ida
Great Bend. Nev. .

.

Horseshoe, Ida
Indian Queen. Utah
King David, Utah JApr. 13 May
Laclede. Ida Kpr. 25|N::iy 15

Lehi Tintic. Utah May lOMay 27
Nassua. Utah Apr. 24 May 15
Nevada-Douglas Apr. 17 May 16

Nine Mile. Idaho May 12i June 1

North Bunker Hill. Ida Apr. ishviay 20
Old Veteran. Ida May 6 June 3
Overman. Nev [May 3'May 23
Pioche Coalition, Nev Apr. 17 May 15
Plutus. Utah 'Apr. 13 May 5
Republic. Utah [Apr. 22 >:ay 13
Rhode Island, Ida jMar. SOMay 15
Sierra Nevada, Nev .May 5|May 25
Snowstorm Est., Idaho May 9 June 13
Spider, Utah Apr. 26 May 15
Tarbos. Ida iMay fijjune 6
Tiberius. Ida Anr. l.i|May 15

Umatilla, Nev Apr. 17 May 22
Utah-Arizona, Ariz Apr l4JMay 10
Utah Con.. Utah

|

Apr. 22;May 13
Zuma. Utah lApr. 24'May 15

old aT'

Amt.

$0.02
0.005
0.01
0.03
0.002
0.01
0.0033
0.0015
0.002
0.0025
0.0033

. 0033
0.0033
0.005

002
0.01

03
0.005
0.005

. 003
0.002
0.005
0.10
0.0015

. 002
0.02

05
. 0025

0-005
0.005

002
(15

0.003
0.005
0-05

001
0.005
0.0025

005
^.0025^

The following securities were sold at auction recently:
$6,000 Ohio Copper Co. first mortage 6'~f gold bonds, due
1917, Sept.. 1914, and subsequent coupons attached.
§24.000 Bingham Central Railway Co. first mortage 6%
gold bonds, due 1948, Oct. 1914. and subsequent coupons
attached, SIOO each, S5,200. 175 shares Metropolitan
Petroleum Co., Oklahoma corporat ion. SIOO each. SIO lot.

Stock Quotations

SAN FRANCISCO Apr 2.^ SALT LAKF. Apr. 25

Name of Comp.

Alta
Andes
Best & Belcb^
Bullion
Caledonia
Challenge Con
Confidence
Cons. Imperial...

.

Con. Virginia
Gould & Curry
Hale & Norcross. .

Jacket-Cr. Pt
Mexican
Occidental
Ophh-
Overman
Savage
Seg Belcher
Sierra Nevada
Union Con
Utah Con
Belmont
Jim Butler
MacNamara
Midway
Mont.-Tonopah. .

.

North Star
Rescue Eula
West End Con...

.

Atlanta
Blue Bell
Booth
C.O.D. Con
Comb. Frac
D'fleld Daisy
Jumbo Extension.
PItts.-Silver Peak

.

Round MountatD.
Sanfl.-^tc.rm Kendall.
Silver Pick
Central Eureka. .

.

Argo
Big Jim
lAsy Boy
Oatm&a Cres
Oatman No. Star.

.

Tom R««d
United Eafltern. . .

United Wwtem...

Na of Cc up.

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining..
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Emma Cop
Gold Chain
Grand Central. . . .

Iron Blossom. .

Lower Mammoth.
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs, . . .

Silver King Coal'n

.

Silver King Con. .

.

Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

COLO. SPRINGS Apr. 25

Acacia
Cripple Cr'k Con..
Doctor Jack Pot...

ElktonCon
F,l Paso
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign
Golden Cycle
Isabella
Jack Pot
Jerry Johnson
Mary McKlnney..
Portland
Vindicator

TORONTO

LONDON
Alaska Tre'dwell
Burma Corp
i :an A Motor.
Camp Bird
El or'.

Supirunza
Mexi':" .Mlnea..
Neclii. pfu
Orovllk-
Santa (•nrt'dls.

Tomboy
Touch ( fakes.

.

Apr.

1 17

10

3 16
014
014
010

Hallcy
'hambers Ferland
'onlagos
La Rose
Peterson I>ake. . . .

Klght (.f Way
-•'•a Superior

T. A Hudson Bay.

,

Temlskamlng
Trcthewey

,

Wetllaufer-Lor
Home Exteu

ne I-akc
I roicy O'Brien
I|il..llin«cr ,

I Imperial T.

.

Jupiter
M'lniyre
T'lrc-ii. Crown
I'r.slon E. D

^.nd
Ht Dome..

N. Y. EXCH.

Name of Comp.

Alaska Gold M. . . .

AlasVa Juneau
Am.Sni.A-Ref..com .

Am. Sm. & Ref., pf.

Am. .Sm. Sec., pL A
Am.Sm. Sec, pf. B.
Am. Zinc
Anaconda
Matopllas Mln
Bethlehem Steel. .

.

Hethleheni SteeL pf.

Butte & Superior.. .

Chile Cop
Chino
Colo. Fuel & Iron.

.

Crucible Steel
Dome Mines
Federal M. & S.. . .

Federal M. & s., pf.

Great Nor,, ore., ctf.

Greene Cananea.. .

.

llomeatake
Inspiration Con.. , .

International Nickel
Kennecott

.

Lackawanna Steel.

.

Miami Copper
Nafl Lead.com
National Lead. pf..

.

Mev. Ccmsol
Ontario Mln. . . .

(Mlckallver
Quicksilver, pf
Ilay Con
Republic IifeS, com..
Republic l&S. pf..

.

Sioss-Sheffleld

Sloss-Sheffleld, pf.

.

Tennessee Copper. .

Utali Copper
U. S. steel, com
U.S. Steel, pf
Va. Iron C. & C. .

.

BOSTON EXCH Apr. 25

Name of Comp.

N. Y. CURB
AltaCon
Beaver Con
Buffalo Mines
Butte & N. Y
Butte C. & Z
Can. Cop. Corpn.. .

Cashboy
Cerro de Paaco ....
Con. Ariz. Sm
Con. Coppermlnes..
Con. Nev .-Utah..

.

DIa. Black li

First Nat. Cop
Florence
Goldfleld Con
Goldlleld Merger. .

.

Granite
Hecla Mln
Howe Sound
Kencflck Zinc
Kerr Lake
Magma
Majestic
McKlnley-Dar-Sa.

.

Mines of Am
Mother Lode
Nevada Hills

New Utah IJinghani
Nlplssing Mines.. . .

Oro
Ray Ilercules

Rochester Mines. .

.

St. Joseph Lead

—

Hturid'd on of N.J.

.

Standard S. L
Stewart
Success
Tonopah
Tonnpah Ex
Tonopah Merger. .

.

Trlbulllon
WlUleKnob. pf. ...

Yukon Gold

Adventure
Ahmeek
Algomah
Allouez
Ariz. Com., ctfs..

Bonanza
Butte-Ballaklava
Calumet & .Ariz..

Calumet & Hecla.
r'entennial

Copper Range. .

.

Daly West
East Butt-e

Franklin
Granby
Hancock
Hedley
Helvetia
Indiana
Island Cr'k, com.
Island Cr'k. pfd..

Isle Royale
Keweenaw
Lake
La Salle

Mason Valley. . .

.

Mass
Mayflower
Michigan
Mohawk
New Arcadian. .

.

New Idria
North Butte.. . . .

North Lake
Ojibway
Old Colony
Old Dominion. .

.

Osceola
Qulncy
St. Mary's M. L.
Santa Fe
Shannon
Shattuck-Ariz
So. Lake
So. Utah
.Superior
jSuperlor & Best..
iTaniarack
[Trinity
Tuolunrae

I U.S. Smelting. .

.

.U.S. Smelfg. pf..

jutah Apex
I Utah Con
Utah Metal
Victoria
Winona
Wolverine
Wyandot

BOSTON CURB Apr. 25

Bln^'ham Mines.. . .

Boston Ely
Boston & Mont. . .

.

Butte & Lon'n Dev
Calaveras
Calumet-Corbln.. .

.

Chief Con
Cortez
Crown Reserve
Davis-Daly
Faglf A Blue Bell.

.

Houghton Copper. .

Iron Cap Cop., pf..

.

Mexican Metals
Mojavo Tungsten. .

Nat. Zinc & Lead.

.

Ne\ftda-l>oueIas. .

.

New Ballic
New Cornelia
Ohio Copper
Oneco
Raven Copper
Rex ConB
Rllla
lUilted Verde Ext..

tLast Quotations.

Monthly Averngre Prices of Metals

SILVER

Month
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SYNOPSIS—Pyrites cinders received at the West

Norfolk, Va., plant are chloridized and leached, or

if low in copper, are given a simple acid leach. The
pregnant solutions are precipitated on scrap iron.

Cost per ton of capacity for chloridizing-leaching

plant greater than for a smclting-converting plant.

The Virginia Smelting Co. i.s completing at its works

at West Norfolk, Va., a diloridizing and leaching plant

designed to treat 150 tons of pyrites cinders per day. The
present construction provides for chloridizing-leaching

about 60 tons per day, and for leaching, vnth salt water

and dilute sulphuric acid, about 90 tons per day. The
intention is to chloridize the material that is highest in

copper and to leach with the more simple acid treatment,

without preliminary furnacing, cinders that are lower

in copper. The direct acid leaching is a cheaper process

•Secretary. Virginia Smelting Co., West Norfolk, Va.

and can l)e done in a much less expensive plant. The
residues from the leaching, whether chloride or sulphate,.

are sintered in a Dwight & Lloyd sintering plant that has.

a capacity of 150 tons per day.

The chloridizing furnace is the square-shelf tj-pe com-
monly used in Sweden and Scotland. It was supplied

by the Furnace Patent Co., of Philadelphia, of which
Utley Wedge is president, after designs by Eamen &
Beskow, of Helsinborg, Sweden. In this type of furnace
heat is provided by the burning of producer gas, which
in this installation is made in a small Wood producer
in the same building \\nth the chloridizing furnace. This
gas is burned on the upper hearth of the furnace, the

products of combustion escaping through a steel stack.

The remaining four hearths of the furnace are down-
drafted, the gases from them being forced by a fan

through a clilorine tower, the purpose of which is to

absorb the chlorine and furnish a dilute acid liquor for

leaching of the cinders.

PLAN OF CHLORIDIZING AND LEACHING PLANT, VIRGINIA SMELTING CO.. WEST NORFOLK. VA.
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The material coming to the works by barge is dis-

charged at the company's dock into standard-gage rail-

road cars, and in them is switched to a long trestle, 22

ft. high, and dumped into bins. From these it is fed

by a system of belt conveyors to the screening plant, where

the oversize is fed direct to roUs and the undersize dis-

charged automatically into the mixing bins. From these

From the mixed-ore bin the charge is drawn at frequent

intervals throughout the 24 hr. by a series of feeders,

conveyors and a vertical elevator, and is delivered to the

top of the Ramen-Beskow furnace. Here automatic feed-

ers, arranged to operate in unison with the rabbling arms
of the furnace, deliver it to the furnace. A recording

pyrometer shows the temperature in the upper half at

Loading Pyrites Cinder from Stockpile witli Locomotive Crane Sintering Plant, Chloridizing Building- and Chlorine Tower

i! f
n 1
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heats the first leaching solution, which is either dilute

wash or fresh salt water. After tlie water-soluble cop-

jHT has been removed by circulating this liquor, it is

drawn off, and the dilute acid from the chlorine tower

IS put on. After this has been circulated a sufficient time

ti) absorb all the copper that can be removed by this means,

tlu> tank is washed with salt water and is then ready for

discharging. The discharging is done by a locomotive

crane operating a grab Irackct, the material being taken

from the tanks and loaded into 50-ton railroad cars. These

cars are switched to the trestle under one end of which

are the bins for feeding the Dwight & Lloyd sintering

plant. FVom these bins the material proceeds automatic-

ally through the standard Dwight & Lloyd sintering equip-

ment and is discharged as screened sinter into standard-

gage railroad cars, in which it may be shipped to market

by rail, or delivered at the dock for transfer to barge.

The pyrites cinder that is not to be ehloridized is trans-

ferred by locomotive crane, from the railroad cars in

which it is received, to the leacliing tanks. Here it is

treated first by salt water, and later ^vith a dilute solu-

tion of salt water and sulphuric acid. After suitable

washing it is discharged into the railroad cars by the

locomotive crane and is ready to go to the sintering-plant

bins.

Copper Precipitated with Scrap Iron

The solutions from the leaching tanks, whether chlor-

ide or sulphate, are carried by suitable launders to the

precipitating plant, where they are brought in contact

with scrap iron to precipitate the copper. The cement

copper collected in these tanks is washed by the usual

method over a fine screen. It is then allowed to drain

on filter bottoius, until it is ready for shipment.

The company is considering increasing its chloridizing

equipment to a point where it will he able to chloridize

1-50 tons per day. It is probable that this added in-

stallation will be made shortly. The accompanying views

give a good idea of the appearance of the plant. The
large amount of construction necessary for the treatment

of so small a tonnage is at once apparent. The cost of

such a plant per ton capacity is larger than the cost

of a smelting-and-converting jjlant per ton capacity.

The Kuskokwim Dredging Co. will install, next year,

on Candle Creek, .\laska, a 3i^-cu.ft. bucket-elevator

dredge which will be built by the Union Construction Co..

of San Francisco. The construction material will be

landed on Kuskokwim River, near the town of McGrafE,

in July of the present year, being shipped from San
Francisco and freighted in a distance of 7 mi. to the

dredging ground next winter. The construction crew will

be sent in overland from Sorrey to McGraffi next March,

so that the dredge will be ready for operation in June,

1917. The dredge will be equipped with a complete set of

Neill jigs in connection with the gold-saving tables. The
steel equipment will in all probability be of the type that

was installed on the C. J. Berry dredge, built by the

Union company.

The dredge will be steam-driven, the fuel to be Alaska

spruce, which is expected to cost $10 per cord delivered

at the dredge. Tests have shown that 2i/i cords is equiva-

lent in steam generation to 1 ton of sacked Wellington
coal. The dredge will dig 30 ft. below water line. The
Kuskokwim Dredging Co. is composed of Thomas Akin
and Henry Riley, who will operate the dredge, and H. J.

Peake and W. W. Johnson, of the Union Construction

Co., of San Francisco.

Tesasaessee Coppeir Co.
The annual report for 191 •> of tlie Tennessee Copper

Co., Copperhill, Tenn., with mines at Ducktown, .shows

profits for the year amounting to $1,242,093. This was
equivalent to 24.85% on the capital stock.

Four dividends of 3% each were declared during the

year, amouuting to $600,000, and there was set aside for

depreciation $175,000, leaving a net amount of $458,158

to be added to the surplus account. There was reserved

for depreciation of concentrating plant and charged to

cost of operation $38,722. The sum of $264,030, cover-

ing construction and equipment that has been abandoned,

superseded or replaced, has been ^Titten off and charged

to general depreciation reserve.

The production of copper for the year from ores out

of the company's mines amounted to 12,750,418 lb., and

the iDroduction of sulphuric acid amounted to 210,666

tons of 60° Baume. There was recovered, in addition,

60,953 oz. of silver and 276 oz. of gold, the proceeds of

which were credited to copper .sales. The profits from

sales of sulphuric acid were not deducted from copper

costs. The tons of ore mined during the year were 511,-

940, and the tons of ore smelted were 475,301. The ore

yielded 2().83 lb. of copper per ton.

The cost of producing and marketing per pound of tine

copper was as follows

:

Total cost of mining and smelting $O.OS76S
Freight, insurance, refining, selling expense, less
gold and silver credited .01206

Administration and legal expenses, including taxes.. .00551

Total $0.10525

At the Burra Burra mine, underhand stoping has been

entirely discontinued, and the output from the mine is

now coming from back slopes and from cutting out on the

levels preparatory to back-stoping. The shaft-loading

pocket at the Burra shaft, in continuous service during

the vear, has enabled the hoisting of the output in less

than a full shift, which has enabled repair work and tiie

handling of supplies to be carried on more advantageously.

Broken ore in the stopes Jan. 1, 1916, amounted to over

250.000 tons,which is double the amount on Jan. 1, 1915.

During the year diamond-drill holes put down from

the floor of the eighth level showed the continuity of the

orebody without change in mass or value 400 ft. below

the floor of the eighth level.

The material smelted during the year was as follows:

Tons
Tennessee copper ore 448,921
Converter slag (includes 13,631 tons ore) 21,2b9
Blast-furnace slag ^'IVr
Sinter (includes 9.873 tons ore) li'"-i
Quartz H?'!;
Limestone \r,-\--
Matte (includes 2.87fi tons ore) •'>.>'

'

Total 635.630

Coke 28.472

The sintering plant ran for a portion of the year and

treated 5,784 tons of flue dust and 8,SS-.' tons of ore fines.

Early in 1915 war conditions affcetcd the fertilizer

industrv in the South to such an extent that shipments
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of sulphuric acid were reduced to a point where the plant

could not be operated to capacitj". This resulted in the

erection of additional large storage tanks and the con-

struction of facilities for concentrating, as well as the

erection of plants that would use sulphuric acid in the

production of other merchantable products. Sales were

made of concentrated sulphuric acid in large quantities,

and tank cars for its transportation were leased and pur-

chased. After April, 1915, improved demand and the

facilities provided enabled the sulphuric-acid plant to

operate at full capacity. A large addition to this plant

is under construction and will be in operation during the

latter part of 1916. Additional facilities that have been

provided for storing, concentrating and distributing this

product render interruption of operations hereafter less

liable, as there are provided outlets independent of peri-

ods of depression in the fertilizer industry. During the

year 210,666 tons of sulphuric acid 60° Baume were

produced. For the utilization of byproducts a plant has

been installed to introduce nitric acid into the sulphuric-

acid process in place of relying exclusively upon the

burning of nitrate of soda at the sulphuric-acid plant. A
considerable portion of the sulphuric-acid output is now
being concentrated to oil of vitriol.

A sum of $1,006,843 was expended during the year for

new construction and equipment, a portion of which rep-

resents work on the new phenol plant at Eidgefield Park,

N. J. ; the balance is additional construction and equip-

ment for the mine, smeltery and sulphuric-acid plants at

Copperhill.

m

Masaeral Firodltactaoini ©f Q^elbec
The preliminary statement of the mineral production

of the province of Quebec during the year 1915, as

prepared by Theo. C. Denis, superintendent of mines,

says that despite the abnormal industrial and economic

conditions now affecting the whole world, the production

of metalliferous ores reached a record figure ; large

increases in nonmetallic products such as magnesite and
asbestos were recorded ; but on the other hand there was

a heavy falling off in the value of the production of

structural materials.

The mineral and metal production in detail was:

Asbestos, 114,115 tons; asbestic, 25,700; chromite, 14,-

076; copper and sulphur ore, 142,769; feldspar, 32; glass

sand and phonolith, $8,000 value
;
gold 45,553 oz. ; graph-

ite, 135,200 lb. ; kaolin, 1,300 tons ; magnesite 16,285 tons

;

mica 619,350 lb.; mineral waters, 305,275 gal.; mineral

paint (ochre), 6,264 tons; phosphate, 200 tons; silver,

93,602 oz. ; zinc and lead ores, 634 tons.

The production of asbestos, which showed a large

increase, was divided as follows: Crude No. 1, 2,734

tons; No. 2, 2,631; mill stock No. 1, 12,502; No. 2,

36,945; No. 3, 59,303 tons. The rock mined amounted
to 2,134,073 tons, from which a value of $3,118,524 of

asbestos was recovered, or $1.46 of asbestos from each

ton of rock quarried. Of the rock mined a proportion

of approximately 20% is barren and is not milled.

During the calendar year 1915 the number of men
employed in the niincs, quarries and concentrating mills

of the province of Quebec was 5,777 as compared with

6,956 for the previous year. The number of accidents

reported to the Burcjiu of Jlines during 1915 was 173,

of which 13 were fatiil, 3.25 per 1,000 men.

K.eEiaedli®s IPOS' Eiaco!nigs"vuiaftH©s of
Ytsli©Ea Places' IRegtmSsi^aoiras

By J. A. Macdoxald*

The multiplicity of placer-mining acts and regula-

tions in the Yukon has given rise to much litigation

and dissatisfaction among the miners. The difficulties

met with by the surveyor of these claims in disentangling

the various intermixed regulations cause profound irrita-

tion on his part. It is said that in "every change of

Federal representation a change in the mining regulations

follows." The reason for this saying is evident from the

following brief history

:

Mining in the Yukon was of little consequence prior

to 1897. At the time of the great rush in that year,

p.^ J
^se Line Na Z-'

'

Showng how ++ie Loccr+or of N&l Clair

gets ^0 Pay-5-t-reaks and Renders Ctaim
MaE Practically Worthless

no.z.
Right-Angled Creek Claims

Showing Advantage of First Claimant

n6.3.
Showing Incongruities

at Angle

FI6.4 "-'"nne'~T\

Suggested Improvement in Method of Layout-.

(Forks Bisected)

FIGS. 1 TO 4. TERRAINE CONDITIONS UNCOMPREHENDED
BY THE LAW

however, the old amended act then obtaining was replaced

by an entirely new one, known as "Eegulations Governing
Placer Mining in the Yukon."' This was in force, with

some changes made in 1898, until three years later, when
more changes were made. This 1901 act did not meet
with favor from the miners, and another new one,

entitled the "Yukon Placer Mining Act," was passed in

1906 and remains in force to the present. It is not

sur]irising that these frequent and rapid changes in the

mining regulations have caused endless litigation.

In the Yukon under the ])resent regulations a placer

claim is to be staked out in the form of a rectangle

500 ft. wide along the general course of the creek and
with side lines extending 1,000 ft. on both sides of the

creek. A base-line is generally run along the general

direction of the creek, and this line forms the center

of the claim, see Fig. 3. There are numerous cases in

which the rights of ownership to claims have never been

defined, hence so much litigation. These may be called

incongruities, a few of which are herewith presented, and

in at least two cases a remedy is suggested

:

In Fig. 1 we have what are called "Creek-Forks Claims."

Suppose at a creek forks the first miner on the ground

•p. O. Box No. S3, Ottawa, Out.. Canada.
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i-takes claim No. 1 on one fork, and his claim, being

staked as provided by law, gives him 1,000 ft. on each side

nf the 500-ft. base-line and thus extends across the

adjacent fork, giving him two or more lengths of pay-

,-!treak, each the length of a claim, and one on each creek.

This, as readily seen from Fig. 1, makes claim No. 2 on

the adjacent creek practically worthless to its locators.

Per when the next miner conies along to stake out

claim No. 2, he finds that the locator of No. 1 claim

lias run his stakes clear across the adjacent creek, and
only a portion of a claim remains to be staked.

Further Icongruities and Proposed Remedies

Another incongruity is illustrated in Fig. 2. Here
a small creek is shown running into a large one at

right angles. The larger creek has a wide valley on

the smaller creek side, and its j)aystreak lies on that

side. A miner stakes claim No. 1 along the smaller

creek in the valley of the larger one, so that his claim

of 1,000 ft. on each side of the base-line along the

smaller creek will include 2,000 ft. of paystreak in the

larger creek valley, whereas the regulations primarily

intended that such a paystreak should be staked in

claims of 500 ft. only. It will be seen in this case

that the first claim staked gobbles up almost half of

the paystreak of claims 3, 4, 5 and 6 along the large

creek, a most unfair procedure.

Another serious shortcoming in the regulations is

illustrated by Fig. 3, showing how the angles in the

base-line affect the staking of claims. The treatment

of claims in the vicinity of such angles has given rise

to a great deal of bickering. It is hard for a surveyor to

adjust these claims in any satisfactory way, for if they are

staked according to the regulations, as they must be, there

is necessarily overlapping at the angles, while fractious

remain unchanged. It will be seen in Fig. 3 that claims

1 and 2, which were first staked out, have the full area,

while 3 and 4, notably 3, lack considerably.

Now as to suggested remedies : In the case of angles

at the base-line, Mr. Ogilvie, the pioneer surveyor, has

spent many years in the Yixkon and has suggested, and

in a few cases—actually carried out a remedy—splitting

the angles at the base-line corners. This made irregular

side leugths, but it gave the largest amount of fair play

of any remedy yet proposed. This suggestion, unfortu-

nately, is not legally allowed today.

As to a remedy for conflicting creek-fork claims, the

writer suggests simply splitting or bisecting the angle at

the forks by running a line in a direction that will

divide the ground equally between the two creeks, as

shown in Fig. 4. In the case shown, this line need not

be run more than 2,000 ft. In this way each claim on

each fork has equal fair play. The bisecting line forms

the side boundaries of the adjacent claims, and there is

no overlapping or gobbling up of two paystroaks by

greedy prospectors.

liivnr and Rt-latcd NU-kel Steels—The Bureau of Standards,

)epartmont ot Commerce, proposes to issue a series of circu-

;i.rs of information on thie properties of the more interesting

r technically important metals and aUoys. The first of the

iries. Circular No. 5S. entitled "Invar and Related Nicl«el

teols," describing the properties of the nonexpansible alloy

iivar and other nickel steels, has just been published The
iiawnetic, electrical, thermal and mechanical properties are

iven with numerous illustrations, together with statements

oncerning microstructure, constitution, applications and

lUices of supply. Copies will be sent free upon application

o the Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

Raifl Ftpodltmctlioini asii I^IS
The total production of rails in the United States in

1915 is reported by the American Iron and Steel A.eso-

ciation at 2,204,203 gross tons, an increase of 259,108
tons, or 13.3%, over 1914; but a decrease of 1,773,684
tons from 190G, which wa.s the year of maximum pro-
duction. Details of the production for two years past are
as follows, in gross tons

:

, 1914 , , 1915 ,

Tons % Tons %
Openhearth steel 1.525,851 78.5 1,775,168 80.5Bessemer steel 323.897 16.6 326.952 14.9
Electric steel 178
ReroUed 95.169 V.9 102',6&3 4.6

Total 1,945,095 100.0 2.204,203 100.0

Girder and higli T-rails for electric and street railroads
are included in the figures given. For recent years the
quantities thus included were as follows: 1912, 174,004
tons; 1913, 195,659 tons; 1914, 136,889 tons; 1915, 133,-

965 tons.

The number of mills rolling rails in 1915 was 22, of
which 14 made openliearth, 9 made bessemer and 9 made
rerolled rails. No iron rails have been rolled since 1911.
The proportion of openhearth steel rails continues to

increase. The quantity of alloy-steel rails has also de-
creased.

The classification of rails by weight or section is as
follows for two years:

, 1914
, , 1915 ,

Tons % Tons %
Under 50 lb. per yard 238,423 12.3 254,101 116
50 and less than S5 lb 309,865 15.9 518,291 23 5
85 and less than 100 lb 868,104 44.6 742,816 33 6
100 lb. and over 528,703 27.2 688,995 31.3

Total 1,945,095 100.0 2,204,203 100.0

Heavy rails are by far the larger proportion made. The
increase in sections over 100 lb. is considerable. Rails
are now rolled up to sections of 125 lb. per yard.

Ts-otialbll© im. C©iracrett® WorM.
The causes of trouble in concrete work have been

enumerated by the Kansas City Testing Laboratory in

the order of their frequency, as follows : Lean mixtures
containing too much water, too much sand or too much
rock, giving a concrete or mortar of too low density.

Such concrete sets up slowly, absorbs water and disinte-

grates with freezing. In finished work for floors the

use of too much water or working after initial set has

taken place in the mortar is the cause of dusting of the

floors.

Freezing of mortal r or concrete frequently gives the

appearance of concrete that has been thoroughly set up.

The strength of concrete or mortar while frozen is very

nearly the same as the strength of concrete that has

thoroughly set up, but wliile thawing it has practically

no strength. Forms should never be taken off of concrete

while it is at a freezing temperature. Abnormal tempera-

tures if excessively high cause too rapid setting or too

rapid drying out of the concrete, and if too low, delay

the setting, so that the concrete dries out or is subject

to disturbance before the initial set has taken place.

Dirty aggregate is a common cause of weak concrete.

Particularly is this the case with the rock that contains

conglomerate of clay or shale, or laminated rock. Poor

workniansliip, allowing the segregation of (he aggregate,

and inaccuracies in the proportions and time of mixing

and careless placing of concrete are the rausc of nuu-h
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trouble in such work. Improper storage of cement or

defective manufacturing yield poor cement.

Organic matter in the sand or water is an infrequent

cause of poor concrete. Occasionally samples of sand

are found that contain sufficient organic matter to prevt'nt

tlie proper setting of the mortar or of the concrete. These

are usually bank or pit sand. River sands are rarely

the cause of trouble on this source unless the water

contains a larsre amount of sewage.

The statistics of iron production in Great Britan, as

collected under charge of the Secretary of the Iron aud
Steel Institute under the new arrangement, are issued

much more promptly than they have been for several

years past. The figures for the full year 191-5 are here

given in gross tons, comparisons being made with 1914

and 1913:

1913 1914 1915
Forge and fountlrv 3.943,139 3.430,448 2.597,638
Hematite (bessen-.tr) 4.057.678 3.235,400 3.564.276
Basic 2.125.700 2.003.696 2.272,684
Spiegel and ferro 355,400 336,354 255.464
Direct castings 103.601

Total 10,481.917 9,005.898 8.793.65H

Castings made direct from the blast furnace were not

reported prior to 1915. The total make of pig iron in

1915 was less than that of 1914 by 212,239 tons; and
less than 1913 by 1,688,258 tons. 'The year 1913 may
be accepted as a normal one.

ilakiug allowance for decrease in stocks and deducting

exports, the total consumption of pig iron in Great

imported only at prices to be determined by cuiTLUt

freight rates. A fair price for im])orted ore in December.
1915, was $25 to $35 a ton for 50% ore in full cargoes

of 7,500 tons. The retail prices ran as high as $45 a

ton, and one lot of two tons was imported at $125 a

ton : this was ground and packed in casks.

The price at which chromic iron ore was sold on the

Pacific Coast during 1915 ranged from $11 to $18 a

ton f.o.b. cars point of shipment. On ore that contain?

more than 50% chromic oxide, a premium of 50c. a

ton was paid for each addition,al unit. The silica per-

missible in 50% ore was limited to 8%, and a penalty

of 50c. per ton was imposed for each additional unit

in excess of that quantity.

A bulletin by the United States Geological Survey,

entitled "Chromic Iron Ore in 1915," by J. S, Diller,

just issued, gives further details regarding the producing

counties in California and a bibliography of recent pub-

lications concerning chromite. This bulletin is an

advance chapter of the forthcoming volume of Mineral

Resources.

E^atmiiaclhaiag MsiS'a^oldl No. 5
_ JosisaBa

Sax Fraxcisco Cokrespoxdexci:

Active construction of Marigold Xo. 5 dredge in Yuba
Basin field, California, by the Union Construction Co.

for the Marysville Gold Dredging Co., was begun Dec. 20,

1915: the hull was launched Fel). 16, and the dredge will

MARIGOLD NO. 5 DREDGE TAKING THE WATER

Britain last year is estimated at 8,500,000 tons, or about

130,000 tons more than iu 1914, notwithstanding the

les.-^er production.

dhirosmac Eiroinv Os'e 11^115
The production of chromic iron ore, or chromite, in

the United States in 1915, according to the United States

Geological Survey amounted to 3,281 long tons, valued at

$36,744, a gain of 2,690 tons over 1914. The average
annual price from 1880 to 1915 has been $14.82 per ton.

The output in 1915 came entirely from California, and
by far the greater part from Shasta and Fresno Counties.

California has large undeveloped resources in chrome
ore.

The total supjjly of chromic iron ore, chiefly foreign,

has been very uinritaiu and the prices generally have
risen. The confrarts made before the European War
began have been entiiely suspended, and ore is now being

CATERPILLAR TRACTOR HAULING THE 41-TON SPUD

be ready for commission about the first of May. It 1

16-cu.ft. buckets and is of all-steel construction, pattern

after Yuba Xo. 14, which was built in 1913 by the Yi;

Construction Co. The illustrations show the launclii'

of Marigold Xo. 5 dredge and the hauling of the diggi;

spud with a CO-hp. caterpillar engine: the weight of t

spud was 82,000 lb. The hull was launched on ways -

at a grade of 1^^ in. to the foot, which was probabl\

stec]ier pitch" than necessary, as shown by the angle .i

which the boat went into the water.

The Mexican Petroleam Co.'m GuHhcr, which was brouu
in early in February, is estimated by I. C. White, State Gci'
gist of West Virginia, who made an examination of the M' ^

can properties, to have flowed at the following rates on i

different days specified: Feb. 15, 152,000 bbl. per day; F. i'

16, 190,209 bbl.; Feb. 17, 211,009 bbl.; Feb. 18. 221.186 bbl.; Feb.

19, 260,858 bbl. These figures do not take into account the
large amount of oil that broke into fine spray and was carried
away by the wind over a radius of two miles, which caused
Mr. White to estimate the total fiow at the time the well wa»
closed, on Feb. 19, to be not far from 300,000 bbl. daily.
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tSYXOPSIS—A staletnent of the leadiny fiijures

of ilip. gold industry, showing that prodxiction has

increased, trliile profits remain stationary and the

dividends are somewhat lessened.

Lloyd George, the pre.seut British Miiii>tri' of Miini-

tioii<, but theo Chancellor of the Exchequer, declared

some time ago that silver bullets would win the great

war. The Kand last year has certainly done its share

toward producing gold, that essential element in his cam-

paign. The 53 companies of the main reef have produced

£37,264:,993 worth of the precious metal, or £82,000

more than the previous record of 1912, but they crushed

no less than 28,314,539 tons to achieve that output in

contrast with 25,480,361 in the earlier year. Owing to

))oorer returns from the outside districts, Lydenburg,

Heidelberg and Barberton, the total Transvaal production

valued at £38,627,461 is not a record, being £84,000 below

that in the rival year. From the shareholders' point of

view, to translate the French phrase, "It is magnificent,

but it is not war."' From the British Imperial standpoint

one may well declare, '"It is magnificent, and it is the

demand of the war,"' which has tended to augment the

production.

Productiox, Pkofits and Dividends Cojii'ared

The companies have crushed 2,613,000 tons more than

in 1914, but the declared profits have advanced from

£11,553,700 to only £11,931,100. The dividends paid by

the companies have amounted to £7,617,600 against

£8,073.500 in the previous year, which was, however, dis-

tinguished by bonuses of o\er half a million paid by the

Kobinson and Ferreira Deep companies out of accumu-

lated profits. The year 1915 benefited in this direction

to the extent of only £100,000, paid as a bonus by the

Meyer & Charlton, another of the field's historic com-

panies. These factors account for all but £36,000 of

the shortfall.

Furthermore, the Eobinson, which is nearing e.xhaus-

tion, decreased its normal distribution by £110,000, while

the Ferreira Deep paid £73,500 less on what may be styled

current account. This mine, and the Village Main Eeef

immediately adjoining, both suffered from the effects of

earth tremors, which I referred to in a recent article in

the Journal—so much so that the latter has made heavy

losses since September. It had already cut the June dis-

tribution from 35 to 20% and passed the Christmas divi-

dend entirely, thus paying £236,000 less than in 1914.

The three great amalgamations have also done indiffer-

ently. The Crown Mines' distribution brought £180,000

down, paying only £611,000 against £799,000 in 1914 and
over a million in the three previous years ; while the East

I>and Proprietary distributed but £275,200 in contrast

with £428,000. It is true the Eandfontein Central paid

'^V'l;%> equal to £108,600 last year against nothing in

1914, but the return is disappointing.

There is, however, a reverse side of the shield in the

Eastern Rand,- the development of which was later than

•p. O. Bo.x 3621. Johannesburg, South -Vfrica.

the Central section. A new producer in the ilodder Deep
paid £175,000, Van Ryn Deep £90,000 extra, ilodder B.

£87,500 additional, and New Modderfontein (which is

devoting a large proportion of profits to plant extension)

£35,000. Brakpan was £75,000 to the good and Geduld's

distribution £51,000 better. The importance of the far

East Rand is indicated by the fact that eight of its mines
contributed nearly 30% of the Rand's dividends. Another
great mine, the Government Areas, producing £850,000

gold a year and, engaged in doubling its crushing capacity,

has not yet reached the dividend era. In the course of

a year or two the ratio is likely to increase materially.

The Rand reveals a drop of 3d. per ton in recover}-,

the average for the year being 26s. 3d. returns from the

high-grade Plodder Deep, the average of Government

RAND U.NIT FIGURES, 1901-1915

—

COSTS GIVEN ON
TWO BASES

Areas and the excellent showings of other mines in the

neighborhood tending to neutralize any falling off at

certain Central and Western properties. Reckoned over

the whole year, working costs for the reef are 4d. per ton

higher. It was only in the second half of the year that

the rise in the price of stores, caused by higher prime

costs, higher- freights, etc., was felt at all seriously. Tlie

labor position has been remarkably satisfactory, about

211,500 colored persons being employed on the Rand pro-

ducing mines in the final months of the year. While this

has naturally a very favoi-able effect on output, it may be

considered that an abundant labor supply scarcely makes

for low costs. There may be a tendency not to utilize the

labor to the best advantage, but on the other hand, stand-

ing or overhead charges are spread over a larger tonnage.

In the last six months an average of 6,200 drills were

working on the Rand producing mines, compared with

6,100 in the corresponding period of 1914. It is admit-

ted that hand stoping, though permitting of narrower

working and thereby bringing up grade, is more expensive

than machine work.

For the Rand, as well as for the whole Transvaal, the

rate of ])rorit comes out at 8s. 5d. per t.'ii, against 9s. in

1914, 9s. 6d. in 1913 and a level half-sovereign in 19V:.
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Mines of the outside districts made £255,000 profit, wliich

is in sharp contrast with the £425,600 earned in 1914.

The returns were seriously affected by the diminished

output of the Transvaal Gold Mining Estates, owing to

the floods in the early part of the year, and by the woeful

falling off at the Nigel in the latter part.

The expenditure figures are rather impressive, the total

for the Eand beng £24,65:,fi59, compared with £21,943,-

692. An increase of £2,714,000 has a distinctly satisfac-

tory incidence on economic conditions in Johannesburg

and the Eeef towns generally, as, indeed, throughout the

whole country. Last year the Eeef companies spent a

solid million more than the entire annual production no

further back than 1906, while five years ago the expendi-

ture was below 20 millions.

Some critics have directed attention to the disparity

between the declared working profits and dividends ; it is

explained by various extraneous taxes and charges. But

last year the margin was more than usual, the difference

THE RAND RETURNS FROM 1901 TO 1915

being no less than £4,313,500. While profits have in-

creased £378,000, the dividend total is £456,000 less,

mainly accounted for by the smaller distribution of accu-

mulated profits by way of bonus. The widened gap is

only to be expected from the special war levy and heavier

assessments on account of miners' phthisis compensation.

The accompanying table, contrasting Eand dividends and

profits in recent years, will prove of interest in this con-

nection :

COMPARISON OF DIVIDE.N'DS AND PROFITS
Profits Dividends

1911 £11.4t5.S61 £7.763. (IS6

1912 12.678,095 7,952.9;i4

1913 12.174. S26 8.205.1!i9

1914 11,553,697 8.073,436
1915 11.931.062 7,617.561

A section of Soutli .\t'rican politicians glibly advocated

increased taxation of the mining industry, though it

already contributes, directly and indirectly, 1.45% of the

entire revenue-—on the testimony of the Secretary of the

Treasury. A glance at the accompanying diagrams, pre-

senting both the bulk and unit aspects and taking a

perspective view over 15 j'ears, will show that since 1908,

when the Chamber of Mines first took cognizance of

profits, holders of mining scrip are not getting any pro-

portion of the augmented production. In that period

the output was advanced 30%, but shareholders are actu-

ally getting £900,000 less. On the drastic basis adopted

by some local economists, but not indorsed without qual-

ifications by myself, of deducting dividends from recovery

so as to get at the working cost figure, the rate is no less

than 20s. lid. per ton, compared with the Chamber of

Mines' rate of 17s. 5d. actual mine and head ofiBce charges.

Out of this 3s. 6d. per ton has to come in normal times,

government profits tax, capital expenditure defrayed out

of current revenue, payments against accumulated debt

and what have lately become somewhat serious items

—

debenture interest and redemption. Last year the special

war levy had also to be met out of this 3s. 6d. This extra

and temporarv' levy represents a payment of one-half the

ordinary profits tax of 10% on the net produce subject to

allowance for amortization of capital at the end of the

life of the property.

'^.

FireEscIhi laiffipoE'tSB S<9n4' airad B9>S5

In a report from Consul General A. il. Thackera, ot

Paris, publi.*hed in a supplement to Commerce Reports,

dated Mar. 27, 1916, the following figures of imports

in 1914 and 1915 are given:

1914. 1915.
Metric Metric

Articles Tons Tons
Potassium and soda S.4S1 19,520
Coal and manufactures of:

Briquettes 749.060 400.920
Coal 15.430.258 19,067.743
Coke 1,457.931 224,936

Copper,, raw 78.522 111,400
Copper, sheets, wire, etc 11.61S 14,727
Iron and steel 109,550 902.585
Lead 41.910 51,750
Nickel 3.174 3,892
Phosphates 719.584 339,152
Saltpeter 297,190 254.008
Sulphur 116.018 102.757
Tin 7.216 9.003
Zinc 30,651 36,125

The imports of raw copper in 1915 (111,400 metric

tons) were the largest ever known in France, the previous

record being 94,860 tons in 1913. Of the receipts in

1915, 103,291 tons came from the United States, 4,015

tons from England and 4,094 tons from other countries.

Coloif'a<dlo"s ILnemi ILaiv

By a. L. II, Street*

Placer-mining property is subject to lien under the

Colorado statutes to secure payment for labor performed

in its development or for materials, machinery or fixtures

furnished for working the same, and a dredge boat used

in handling and washing gravel is a "fixture" within the

meaning of such laws. These two points were decided

lately by the Supreme Court of Colorado in the case of

Stearns-Eoger Manufacturing Co. vs. Colorado Gold

Dredging Co., 153 Pacific Eeporter, 765.

Plaintiff was permitted to enforce a lien against

defendant's property for machinery furnished for a

dredge, as against objection that placer grounds were not

•Attorney at law, 829 Security Building, Minneapolis, Minn
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included in the mining property against which liens

might be filed under the laws of Colorado, but the

Supreme Court finds that they are comprehended by the

phrase "deposit yielding metals or minerals" found in the

statutes. It was also unsuccessfully contended that the

dredge boat could not be regarded as a "fixture" because

it was not affixed to the land; the court holding that the

character of a fixture may be fixed by its use, as well as

by attachment to land.

m

<Copp®ip Oeposltls*

By Cyhil W. K.NiGHTf

For about a quarter of a century the origin of the

nickel-copper deposits at Sudbury, Ont., has been fre-

quently discussed. In most of the standard works on ore

deposits they are described as being among the best

ores to have this origin. In 1892 Vogt,^ of Norway,
advanced a similar theory to explain the origin of the
nickel deposits of that country. In recent years A. P.
Coleman'' has been the chief supporter of the views of

Barlow and Vogt.

In the year 1903 C. W. Dickson" attacked the mag-
matic-segregation theory and concluded from microscoi>i.

evidence that the sulphides were deposited from solution.

Later Campijell and Knight" confirmed Dickson's con-
clusions by metallographic methods. Several other inves-

tigators, notably Beck*, from laboratory studies have
advanced views similar to Dickson's. An important paper
by.E. Howe" also casts doubt on the igneous origin of
some of the orebodies. Misleading descriptions given by
other writers in regard to the contact of ore and norite
are pointed out by Howe.

Nevertheless those who considered that the ores were
deposited from solution did not succeed in overthrowing
the theory of igneous origin. They were like still, small

M.\P OP NICKEL DISTRICT, SUDBURY, ONT.VRIi

examples of deposits of magmatic origin. In 1888 J. II.

Collins,* one of the first to describe the occurrences, after

a brief examination and in conformity with the then

prevalent theory of the origin of ore deposits, considered

the ores to have been deposited from solution. A. E.

Barlow- about two years later put forward the theory that

the sulphides had crystallized out of a molten magma.
This became known as the magmatic-segregation theory.

In his important report' on the area issued about 11 years

afterward. Barlow gave many reasons for believing the

•Published by permission of the provincial geologrist of
Ontario, Canada.

tAssistant provincial geologist, Toronto. Canada.
'"Quart. Jour. Geol. See," Vol. XLIV, 1SS8, pp. S34-S.

=Geol. Sur. Can., 1S90-91, Vol. V, Part S, pp. 122-38; also
"Ottawa Naturalist," June. 1891, pp. 1-20.

»Geol. Sur. Can., Vol. XIV, 1901.

voices crying in the wilderness. Some were told that they

were singularly unfortunate in the choice of their mate-

rial for study and that they had not done sufficient field

work. While holding firmly to the magmatic hypothesis,

certain writers have admitted that aqueous solutions have

played a part in the rearrangement of the ores and in the

formation of the few nontypical deposits such as the

WorthinKton.

•"Can. Min. Rev.," February, 1894.

"Ont. Bur. Mines, Vol. XIV, Part III, 1905: also Canada Dept.
Mines. "Tlie Nickel Industry," 1913.

""Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng.," Vol. XXXIV. pp. 3-67.

•"Economic Geolo.ery," Vol. II. 1907, pp. 3r.0-e6; also "Engr.
and Min. Journ.," Nov. 17, 1906.

*"The Nature of Ore Deposits." R. Beck, v- U
""Economic Geology," September, 1914, pp. .^OS and 514
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It is the purpose of this brief note to show that the

magmatie-segregation theory, as an explanation of the

origin of the Sudbury ore deposits, is untenable owing to

the structural and age relationship of the rocks. In so

doing, two or three deposits will be specifically men-

tioned.

The Creighton orebody is the most important and

largest nickel deposit in the world and one of the greatest

metalliferous mines of any kind. It is considered by

certain workers to be the example par excellence of the

macmatic-segregation theory. As shown on the accom-

panying map, it occurs at the contact of granite and

norite and dips at an angle of about -±5° to the northwest.

Granite forms the foot wall, norite the hanging wall.

The theory of magmatic segregation^" postulates that the

sulphides—the heaviest materials of the molten norite

—

settled to the bottom of the norite and rested on the

granite foot wall. This explanation is wholly untenable.

Why, may be briefly stated.

IXTESTIGATIOX OF THE AgE OF THE RoCKS

The granite foot wall forms a great, coarse-grained

intrusion 13 mi. long and 2 to 3 mi. wide. Field work by

the writer during the past year has shown that it is

vounger than the norite, not older, as has been assumed

by the magmatic-theory advocates. Dikes of the coarse-

grained grahite. penetrate the norite. Hundreds of them

have actually been counted. The age relationship is so

clear that it would be unnecessary to emphasize the fact

had it not been denied. The granite dikes can be traced

foot by foot into the norite. They penetrate it hundreds

of feet. The exposures are often unsurpassed for the

purposes of the geologist. There are also small, fine-

grained granite dikes intersecting the granite itself, but

they have nothing to do with the question. Clearly then,

since the granite is younger than the norite, the molten

sulphides could not have settled to the bottom of the

norite magma and rested on the granite foot wall, for the

very good reason that the granite was not there when the

norite was erupted.

The age relationship of the rocks and orebody is as

follows : A great mass of norite penetrated a complex

composed of schistose sediments and igneous rocks. The
complex and norite were invaded by granite which now

forms the foot wail of the Creighton orebody. Then came

a period of ore formation, during which solutions circu-

lated along and near the contact of the granite and norite

and deposited the nickel and copper sulphides which form

the oreljody. The relationship may be briefly given in the

following table, the youngest materials being shown at the

top:

C Period of ore deposition from solution
Prs ramhrianJ Intrusion of coarse-Kralned granitei-re (.amorian-; intrusion of norite, cutting: complex of sedi-

L ments and igneous rocks

A second mine, the Worthington, may be mentioned.

This orebody is simply a brecciatcd basic dike. Solutions

circulated along the interstices of the fragment* and blocks

and deposited tlic nickel and copper sulphides in these

interstices. Even the supporters of the theory of igneous

origin were compel Icil lo recognize that this noiitypical

Sudbury deposit wa- not wholly of magmatic origin.

"•'Jour. Geo!.." Vol. XV. 1907, pp. 759-82; Geol. Sur. Can.,
reprint of a "Report on the Nickel and Copper Deposits of
Sudbury," .Vo. 961, pp. 122-30; Ont. Bur. Mines, Vol. XIV, Part
III. pp. Ifi-l'J.

At the Frood, or Xo. 3 mine, where 30,000,000 tons or

more of ore is said to be available, the ore occurs largely

in schistose beds of graywacke and to a less extent in

norite or gabbro. The maps of the area incorrectly show

the deposits to occur wholly in norite or gabbro. The
graywacke has been crushed and brecciated, and along

this zone, solutions have deposited their burden of nickel

and copper sulphides. Some sulphides also impregnate

the intrusions of basic rocks. Knowing now the struc-

tural and age relationship of the rocks and orebody at the

Creighton mine, there is no authority for assuming that

the ore of the Frood is of igneous origin.

Fallacy of ^Iagmatic Segregatiox Theories

The fallacy of certain general arguments that have

been advanced to support the theory of magmatic segrega-

tion may now be briefly pointed out. It has, for instance,

been stated that norite and ore are mixed in every degree

and that spotted norite may occur long distances from

orebodies. And it has been argued that, because the ore

minerals are intimately intergrown with the original min-

erals of the norite. their magmatic origin is hardly to be

questioned. But the sulphides also mix in every degree

with granite and greenstone, the former of which is

younger than the norite, the latter older than tlie norite.

The granite and greenstone are also spotted with sul-

phides in a similar manner to the spotted norite. The
spotted granite, greenstone and graywacke seem to

have escaped the notice of investigators,^^ who have

considered the spotted norite to be evidence of the

magmatic origin of the orebodies. Thus, following

this reasoning, the ore in the granite and greenstone

would be also of magmatic origin. But the theory

is seen to be even more impossible when it is pointed out

that tlie ore mixes in every degree with graywacke.
(Obviously the ore in the grawacke is not of magmatic
origin.

Thefe are other points regarding the origin of the

Sudbury nickel-copper ores, not touched on in this paper,

that will be dealt with in a fortlu-oming publication and
further evidence in support of the theory tliat the ores

were deposited from solutions which probably emanated
from the norite will be given.

During 1915 the Honiestake Alining Co., Lead, S. D..

reports that it milled 1,5T3,822 tons of ore which
yielded $6,428,786, or an average of $4.08 per ton.

Total receipts were $6,525,783, including miscellaneous

earnings. The company realized $19,237 from the iJale

of tungsten ores. Dividends of $2;2 10,208 were paid

during the year. Total expenses amounted to $4,180,-

238, leaving a net profit of $2,345,545 from operation.

During the year 17,114 ft. of drifts and 1.001 ft. of

raises were run. Preparations have been completed to

sink the Ellison .«haft to the 2,000.-ft. level. The
Pocahontas mill has been completely rebuilt and the

Amicus mill is being overhauled. It is stated that all

jilaiits are in good condition and that the ore reserves

are suflicient to supply the mills for many years. The
cost as indicated from the figures given was about

$2.66 per ton with no additions to capital accounts.

"Ont. Bur. Mines, Vol. XIV. Part III, 1905, p. IS; also "Eng.
ind Min. Journ.," Feb. 9, 1907, p. 29.5.
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F>v ,]. E. Clexkkll*

!SYNOFSIS—Estimation of metallic aluminum is

necessary as a measure of its utility as a precipi-

tant. Chemical accuracy in sucli an estimation is

difficult to attain, but satisfactory comparative

methods may be used. Such methods hare been

worked out and are described.

The value of aluminum dust for technical purposes

depends chiefly upon the amount of metallic aluminum

contained. Some rapid method of estimating this con-

stituent is therefore highly desirable. A volumetric

method I devised has been in use for several months in

the laboratory of the Butters Patent Vacuum Filter Co.,

at Oakland, Calif., and appears to answer all require-

ments, though, as will be pointed out later, its theoretical

basis is open to criticism in several particulars, and it

cannot lay claim to great accuracy.

In seeking a process that would be rapid enough for

practical iise, attention was naturally directed to the

known methods for the estimation of metallic zinc in zinc

dust.i

An attempt was made to apply these methods in a

seemingly analogous case, but it soon appeared that there

are important differences in the behavior and reactions

of the two metals. Thus the process depending on the

reduction of bichromate j'ielded such erratic results in the

case of aluminum dust as to be practically valueless.

Wahl's method, depending on the reduction of ferric

sulphate in cold neutral solution by metallic zinc, yielded

no result in the case of aluminum, but a modification of

this test forms the basis of the method finally adopted.

This modified process is rapid, simple and easily carried

out without any special skill in manipulation and gives

results that are of value for comparative jmrposes at least.

After a somewhat extensive research, two methods—the

gasometric and the volumetric—were finally selected as

worthy of consideration. These are described.

The Gasometric Method
The gasometric process consists in dissolving a known

weight of the du.st in dilute hydrochloric acid and collect-

ing and measuring the hydrogen evolved. Theoretically,

the principle is simple, depending on the reaction,

Al + 3HC1 = Aici^ +:3H (1)

In practice, however, it is complicated by various con-

siderations. Other metals, such as iron and zinc, may be

present, which will also evolve hydrogen. The vessel from
which the gas is evolved originally contains air and w'ater

vapor; the gas must be collected under known conditions

of temperature, atmospheric pressure and tension of

aqueous vapor. It must be accurately measured and the

proper corrections applied. These points render the

method unsuitable for regular technical use, although the

actual manipulations are tolerably simple. For occasional

use as a check it should be valuable, and it is capable of

giving results of great accuracy, since the volume of

•Metallurgical chemist, Oakland, Calif.
'".Tourn. Cliein., Met. and Min. Soc. of S. Africa," February,

iai2, and "Eng. and Min. Journ.." Apr. 19, 1913, pp. 793-7.

hydrogen to be mea.sured is large in proportion to the

weight of aluminum dust taken for the tests. For really

accurate results somewhat complicated and e.vpensive

apparatus would be required.

The gasometric method, as carried out in our labora-

tory, is as follows: A weighed quantity (100 to 500 mg.)
of the sample is placed in a generating flask together with,

say, 50 c.c. of drlute hydrochloric acid containing 20%
cone. HCl by volume. The generating flask is connected

with an inverted flask or other convenient receiver stand-

ing over water, so that the whole of the gas evolved,

together with whatever air was originally pre.sent in the

flask and leading tube, may be collected and measured.
After the gas has cea.sed to be evolved in the cold, the

generating flask is heated and its contents allowed to boil

gently for 5 min. The heat is then withdrawn, and on
cooling, water rises through the leading tube and fills the

generating flask all but about 3 c.c. The receiving flask

or tube, while its neck is still immersed, is connected by
rubber tube and stopper with the outlet of a burette

partly filled with water and open at the top, all connect-

ing tubes being full of water. The pressure of the col-

lected gas is then equalized with that of the atmosphere

by raising or lowering the burette, with stop-cock open,

until the level of liquid is the same in both vessels. The
volume of gas is then measured, the temperature noted

and the necessary corrections made for temperature, pres-

sure and aqueous vapor-tension, from the formula,

_ V{B~r)*''-
J

where

T"„ = Required corrected volume of gas at 0° C. and
760 mm, pressure;

T' = Observed volume at actual temperature /° C

;

B = Barometric pressure in mm. of mercury

;

t = Temperature (C.) of gas at time of equalizing

pressure

;

T = Tension of aqueous vapor at t° C;
A= 7G0 (1 + at);

a = A constant (0.00;)(5(5,5 for the centigrade

scale).

[Tables giving the values of T and A for a considerable

range of temperature are to be found in various text-

books and engineers' reference books—.See Sutton, "Vol-

umetric Analysis," 8th Ed., pp. 6-26-9.]

A blank test must be made with the same flask and

quantity of liquid, all conditions being the same except

that no aluminum dust is added, to determine the volume

of air expelled w-ith the hydrogen. The quantity found

is likewise corrected for temperature and pressure. The
difference between the corrected volumes in the actual test

and the blank is the corrected volume of hydrogen

obtained.

The following data arc assumed: Atomic weights—

H

= 1.008; Al = 27.1 : 1 c.c. H at standard temperature

and pressure = 0.09004: mg. H = 0,8099 mg, Al,

Example illustrating method of working:

(a) Preliminary test to determine volume of air ex-

pelled from generating flask: Data—Capacity of flask
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and leading tube, 219 e.c. ; volume of 20% HCl taken,

50 e.c. ; original volume of air (at 14° C), 169 e.c; vol-

ume of gas collected (T^), 170.1 e.c.

B = 760; t = 19.7° C.;T = 17.073; A = S14.S72.

_ 170.1 (760 - 17.073) _
^^ - 814:872

^^^-^

(b) Test on sample of aluminum dust : Data
—

"Weight

of dust taken, 200 mg. ; volume of 20^0 HCl taken, 50

e.c. ; total capacity of receiver, 518.3 e.c. ; residual water

after test, 98.0 e.c; volume of gas collected (T'), 420.3

o.c

t = 18.5° C.;T= 15.845; 5 = 755 ; A = 811.53.

^ 420.3 (755 — 15.845) _„ _

^'>
=

811:53 ' = ^^^-^ ''

Correction for air expelled from flask = 155.1 e.c.

Corrected volume of hydrogen = 382.8 — 155.1 =
227.7 e.c = 20.502 mg. H = 184.414 mg. Al = 92.21%

Al.

Tests by this method were iisually found to give results

too high. This may have been due to some error iu the

measurement or correction of the volume of gas, or to

TABLE 1. TESTS ON STANDARD ALUMINUM GRANULES
(From J. T. Baker Chemical Co.)

A = Number of e.c. permanganate required.
B — Iron equivalent to 1 e.c. of standard permanganate.
C = Per cent, of Al indicated, assuming equation (2).
D = Per cent, of Al indicated, assuming a mean value

99.87% for standard.
E = Parts Fe equivalent to 1 part Al,

.\ B C D E
KMnO. Fe Al Al Fe

Test No. e.c. Mg. % % Mg.
1 121.30 4.930 96.7 102.1 5.99
2 120.25 4.957 96.4 101.8 5.97
3 97.00 5.977 93.8 99.1 5.81
4 96.25 5.955 92.7 97.9 5.74
5 96.50 5.955 93.0 98.2 5,75
6 98,55 5. 882 93,8 99.1 5,80
7 100.60 5.868 95.5 100.8 5.91

Mean 94.56 99.86 5.85

AB 99.87 AB
C = : D — ; C — 1.056 C; E = .

6.182 94.56 99.87

the occurrence of some reaction other than that given in

equation (1). The matter was not investigated further,

as the method was considered unsuitable in any case for

regular use in the plant, and attention was directed to the

following volumetric method.

The Yolumeteic Method

As already mentioned, the reduction of ferric sulphate

by metallic aluminum does not take place in cold neutral

aqueous solution. If, however, suflicient free sulphuric

acid be added and the liquid be heated, ferrous sulphate

is formed proportionally to the amount of metallic alum-

inum present.

The results obtained with samples of known composi-

tion were usually about 5% lower than those indicated

by the supposed reaction,

3Fe3(SO,)3 + 2A1 = Al2(S0,)3 + 6FeS0, (2)

so that for accurate results it is necessary to standardize

on a sample of pure metallic aluminum or on a samiilc of

which the aluminum contents have been exactly deter-

mined by some other method. From equation (2) above,

it follows that 1 part Al = 6.182 parts Fe reduced from

ferric to ferrous iron, or 1 part Fe = 0.16177 parts Al,

as,<suming Al = 27.1 ; then Fe = 55.84.

The test as generally made in our laboratory is as

follows: 100 mg. of the aluminum dust is accurately

weighed and placed in a conical flask provided with

stopper and bunsen valve to reduce risk of oxidation,

together with 5 grams of pure ferric sulphate, roughly

weighed; 50 e.c. of dilute sulphuric acid, containing 25%
H2SO4 by volume, is then added and the mixture heated

gradually until the ferric sulphate has completely dis-

solved and the liquid is boiling gently. Usually by the

time this condition is reached, the whole of the metallic

aluminum will have also dissolved. A few fragments

occasionally require longer treatment. If the aluminum
dissolves completely with moderate heat, it is not essential

to boil. The flask is then cooled to room temperature by

placing under a running tap, and 50 cc. of cold distilled

water is added. The liquid is then titrated with standard

permanganate.

A convenient standard solution contains 3.35 grams
KMn04 per liter of this solution; 1 cc. = 1% Al,

approximately.

With samples of ordinary aluminum dust the reaction

takes place without visible evolution of hydrogen. When
the powder contains coarse flakes or granules, some effer-

vescence can be observed. In such cases it would seem

TABLE 2. TESTS ON "BRONZE POWDER"
(From Bronze Powder Works, Elizabeth, N. J.)

A — Number of c.e. permanganate required.
B = Iron equivalent to 1 cc, standard permanganate.
C = Percentage Al indicated, assuming equation (2).
D — Percentage Al, assuming 1 mg. Al = 5.85 mg. F^ (mean

result of tests in Table 1).

A BCD
KMnOi Fe Al Al

Test No. CC. Mg. % %
1 113.9 4.957 91.3 96.5
2 115 4.957 92.2 97.4
3 115.2 4.957 92.4 97.6
4 93.3 5.977 90.2 95.3
5 92.8 5.953 89.4 94.3
6 94.8 5.891 90.3 95.5
7 96.0 5.868 91.1 96.3

Mean 91.0 96.1

AB AB
~ 6.182' ~ 5.85'

TABLE 3. TESTS M.ADE ON SUPPOSED "C.P." ALUMINUM
DUST

A, B, C, D, as in Table 2.

A B C D
KMnOi Fe Al Al

Test No. CC. Mg. % %
1 115.7 4.930 92.3 97.5
2 116.4 4.930 92.8 98.1
3 114.7 4.957 92.0 97.2

Mean 92.4 97.6

TABLE 4. TESTS MADE ON ALUMINUM DUST PREPARED
AT THE OAKLAND PLANT, JANUARY, 1916.

A, B. C, D, as in Table 2.

A B C D
KMnO. Fe Al Al

Test No. CC Mg. % %
1 93.8 5.S6S 89.0 94.1
2 93.5 5.868 88.7 93.8

Mean 88.9 94.0

that the titration must indicate a result too low, as part

of the Al has been dissolved according to the reaction,

3H,S0, + 2A1 = A1.,(S0J, -f 611 (3)

without reducing its equivalent of ferric sulphate.

Another source of error, which acts in the opposite

direction, is the presence of iron, zinc or other metal

capable of reacting with ferric sutphate. For accurate

work, therefore, these metals must be determined and

their effect allowed for. When, however, comparative

results only are required, as in checking the quality of

factory products from day to day, the rapid test described

is sufficient. For some purposes also metallic iron, zinc,

etc., would be as effective as their equivalent of aluminum,

in which case no correction ought to be applied. The
reactions in the case of iron and zinc are presumably:

Fe + Fe..(S0j3 = 3FeS0, (4)

Zn + Fe2(S0,)3 = 2FeS04 -f ZnSO^ (5)
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Assuming Al = 2?.l; Fe = 55.81:; Zn = 65.37, 1

part metallic Fe has the same reducing power as 0.4853

part metallic Al, and 1 part metallic Zn has the same

reducing power as 0.2763 part metallic Al.

In making the ordinary tests for controlling plant

0])erations, a sample of the purest obtainable aluminum

dust is accepted as a standard. Tests are then made

toncurrently with the standard dust and with the sample

to be examined, the result of the latter being expressed as

a percentage of the standard.

For the investigations made in our laboratory to test

the accuracy of the method, two standard samples were

selected.

Xo. 1. Aluminum granules from J. T. Baker Chemical

Co. The.se were said to contain Fe 0.05%, SiOo 0.08%,

leaving a balance of 99.87%, which is presumed to be

metallic aluminum.

Xo. 2. The purest obtainable ''bronze powder" (alum-

inum dust) manufactured by the Bronze Powder Co., of

Elizabeth, X". J.

Although the granules are of higher purit\' than the

dust, there would be a fallacy in using them exclusively

for standardizing, owing to reaction (3), in which part of

the Al is shown to be dissolved without equivalent reduc-

tion of ferric salt.

The details of a number of determinations are given in

the accompanying tables. In each case 100 mg. of the

sample and 5 grams, approximately, of ferric sulphate

were used. The amount of sulphuric acid differed in

different tests, but in all cases a sufficient excess was

present.

m

Pato Dced^aira^ Opes'ata©ias

The SVo-c-u.ft. dredge of Pato Mines (Colombia),

Ltd., near Zaragoza, Colombia, during the fiscal year

ended Sept. 30, 1915, dug 31.07 acres having an average

depth of 26.1 ft., according to the report of W. A. Prich-

ard, consulting engineer. The total yardage handled

was 1,308,470, jdelding $618,884, an average of 47.3c.

])er cu.yd. The prospecting estimate for the ground

dredged was 47.1c. per cu.V'd. The actual recovery above

]irospecting calculations was $11,638—partly represented

|py what was recovered from 111,118 cu.yd. of tailings

handled during the period, of which no separate account

was taken. The dredge dug on an average 0.4 ft. more

than the prospected depth. The approximation of pros-

pecting figures to actual recovery is unusually close and
possibly will not be approached so closely in the future,

as there is on an average but one prospecting hole to

each 0Y2 acres, as compared to one hole to each % acre

of ground dredged during the last year.

During the early part of the period under review, the

<lredge passed through a section of ground previously

dredged, so as to avoid crossing Pato Creek, until pontons

lould be obtained to make the dredge more seaworthy.

During February and ^larch time was lost, owing to the

dredge being in clayey ground during the driest part of

the year. In April there was a shortage of power for

al)out a week on account of the unusually dry season,

and another week was taken at the end of the month to

aild four pontons to the hull to improve the flotation,

"Inch is now satisfactory. In June three days were lost

while a third unit was being connected up in the power

bouse; this provides a spare unit, while two units are

furnishing jjower to the Pato and the neighboring Nechi

dredge.

The remainder of the year was without special incident.

There were the usual stoppages on account of clay choking

hopper and .stacker and for general repairs, chiefly due

to the old bucket line and resultant tumbler troubles.

The low yardage and high working cost during the

first part of the year were offset by unusually high yard-

ages during the later months. The maximum co.«t was

in April, 24.2c. per cu.yd., and the minimum, 4.8c., in

July, when the dredge was operating in the channel of

Pato Creek, where tlie overburden was a light silt. The
addition of the pontons to the dredge was a considerable

factor in increasing the yardage during the latter part

of the year. The field operating cost for the year aver-

aged 11.4c. per cu.yd., as compared with 18.43c. during

the previous year.

The average monthly yardage was 109,442 (not includ-

ing a total of 111,118 cu.yd. of tailings handled during

the year). The maximum yardage, 226,292, was dug

in July; for seven months of the year, however, the

yardage averaged less than 100,000 cu.yd. The total

dredging time for the year was 6,821 hr., an average of

18 hr. 41 min. per day, or 77.9% of the possible time.

The average monthly expense was $12,369, divided as

follows: Running expense, $3,074: clearing ground,

$761: electric power. $1,067; repairs, $3,129; bullion

expense, $933; general expense, $3,405. In August a

ditch was started to connect Pato and Camboro Creeks,

so as to divert Pato Creek through the pond as the dredge

worked northward. This will provide pond water to the

dredge as well as an additional outlet for the Pato floods,

and afford more protection to the Pato dam.

The reserve, or undredged prospected area, on Oct. 1,

1915, was 497.7 acres, which is estimated to contain 21,-

130,350 cu.yd. of an average value of 30.7c. The value

per cubic yard of the gravel to be dredged during the

current twelve months is expected to be above average

grade, probably about 45c. per cu.yd. During the cur-

rent vear it is proposed to continue dredging northward

along the extreme western fringe of the prospected dredg-

ing area. This will keep the dredge along the edge of

the swamp, pond-water circulation being provided by the

Camboro ditch until the dredge itself makes a larger

canal. There is much clay in this section, but no in-

superable difficulties are expected in handling it. With

new tumblers and bucket lines, the dredge capacity is

expected to be greater than during last year, Mr. Prichard

estimating an average of 150,000 cu.yd. monthly. The

operation of the Xechi dredge will also reduce the pro-

portion of overhead expenses chargeable to Pato opera-

tions.

The Mineral Resonrcen of Portn^ml attracted considerable

attention List year. larRoly because of the importance of its

production of wolframite, according to "Daily Consular and

Trade Reports," .\pr. 11, 1916. The demand from Engrlajui,

France and the United States became so active that prices

advanced from $6.1S to $1S.25 a unit. The Portuguese jrovern-

ment placed an embargo on tungsten, but as the mineral Is

not employed in any local industry it was flna'.'y arranged

that each of these three countries should receivL> one-third

the output. In .^ome mines, taken over by an A'livii.'an com-

pany, the enginet-rs discovered molybdenite, the existence of

which in the country had not ben previously ki^own. Tung-

sten has been taken from alluvial deposits, lu: lodes will be

worked In order to supply so far as possi! :• the lncrea.<ed

demand.
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?4ails of Practical Mimini

Hamtaer=Drill R©tataira^ Device
By Weaxe Dlxstax*

The drawing illustrates an ordinary hammer drill or

jaekhamer in which the piston reciprocates in the cylin-

der by means of compressed air. The usual guide nut is

superseded iiy the clutches .-1 and B in the illustration.

Clutch B is screwed rigidly in the drill chuck E and is

bored to fit the outside of piston rod C. Clutch A is made
to traverse freely from the shoulder in chuck E to the teeth

of clutch B: it is also fluted on the inside to fit the

itc. This shaft, having outside dimensions of 10 ft.

10 in. by 17 ft. (5 in. is divided into five compartments.

Ten jackhamers of the first down-.*troke pattern were
used, with four spare drills always on hand to replace

any machines taken out for repairs. Fortv holes were

drilled per cut, some to an 8-ft. depth.

As a result of using jaekhamer auger drills instead of

hand drilling at one of the properties on the Mesabi

Range the drilling speed was increased from 1 ft. in

eight minutes to 1 ft. in one minute, and the powder
cost was reduced over 50%.

ROTATION SECURED BY TWISTED GROOVES

twisted grooves on piston rod (". Since the front head

and washer is common to most hammer drills it needs no

description, as it is simply made to contain the drill

chuck and allow it to revolve freely. The action for rota-

tion is as follows:

Assuming the piston C to be striking drill bit F, as

shown, on its upward stroke clutch .1 meshes with clutch

B by the friction caused between its fluted grooves and

those of the piston rod C". It remains in contact with

clutch B until the uppenuost part or the full stroke is

reached, thus rotating the drill chuck E from the moment
it is in mesli with clutch B. the ]iower Ijeing transmitted

to drill bit F through A. B and drill chuck E. the piston ('

being held from rotating by the guide D. The advantages

are the simplicity of construction and elimination of

the numerous complicated mechanical parts of the ordi-

nary rotating gear, twist bar or ratchet and pawl.

I^Site of Slhg^ft Sim^Miirtk^ om tlKe

Qo^elbic IRamy^e

At a new shaft on the Gogebic Range in Michigan,

sinking from surface, the remarkable record of 190 ft.

was made during a month of 31 days, working 24 hr.

per day, three 8-hour shifts, including Sundays. The
shaft is going down to a depth of 2.500 ft., and th'u

record will presumably be broken as the organizatiou

becomes perfected and is not handicapped by having to

blast short holes as at the start. This advance includes

steel tin)l)ering in the .<haft, completely lagged to within

a couple of sets of the bottom. Twelve water jackhamers

are being used on this job.

On one of the first shaft-.sinking jobs in this terri-

tory where the j;i' klinmers were used, the sinking speed

averaL'id from 1 tn •"> ft. per day and this included tlie

placing of steel sets mul lagging, the occasional concreting,

•BcHcon, Cariborne. Cornwall, England.

Tws'BikOtuits fos" Miiae Trachs*
The development of narrow-gage railway tracks is con-

fined chiefly to limited layouts for industrial plants and
to mining operations where limited clearances necessitate

it5 use. A coal-mining company operating many mines

which had been developed independently was forced by

HeelDislanceti'.,

Frog

End Elevort-ion

Swi+ch
Side Elevation

Fit;. 1. ST.\NDARD FROG AND SWITCH DESIGN FOR
XARROW-G.\GE MINE AND INDUSTRIAL. TRACKS

(conomic necessity to .standardize its equipment. As
some of the mines were already developed c.\tensively, it

v.as not considered advisable to relay the tracks entirely

to change the gage, but it was found possible to use one

type of frog and switch for all turnouts.

Standard designs were adopted, and the results of eom-

jiutations were placed in tabular form for the use of the

construction gang. Certain assumptions had to be made,

such as the length of the wing rails of the frog and the

heel distance of the switch, but they were all within the

limits of accepted practice and can be applied to any

industrial-track .system. The designs of the frog and

switch ])oint, shown in Fig. 1, were made after consider-

ing both simplicity and economy of construction. Any
nrdinary blacksmith or ironworker will make the.«e parts

without difficulty. The cost of making a No. 5 frog an.

I

•Bv Ralph D. Brown, assistant general superintendent
O'Gara Coal Co., Harrlsburg. II!., in "Engineering News" ol

Feb. 3, 1916.
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two (i-lt. switfh points at a well-eqiiijipeil mine sliop

was: Material ^G.o'i ; labor of blacksmith and machinist,

.'jltJ.oS; total, $12.95.

A cast-steel frotr supplied by manufacturers at a cost

of about $6.50 is inherently more rigid than the riveted

frog, but unless unusual precaution is taken, it is dif-

ficult to fasten it securely to the ties. In order to stiffen

the riveted structure, cast-iron fillers may be added which

also support the flange of the wheels in passing over the

throat of the frog, thus relieving the jar to the rolling

stock.

In designing various parts of the turnouts, it was kept

in mind that all such turnouts may be of only temporar}'

usefulness in one particular location and that the con-

stituent parts may be used many times before being cast

aside as useless. The standard frog is somewhat shorter

than one designed to the specifications of the American

Railway Engineering Association, but the saving in

weight and bulk, with the consequent saving in making

FIG. 2. STANDARD TURNOUT FOR NARROW-GAGE MINE
AND INDUSTRIAL TRACKS

the several installations, will more than offset any loss

due to instability.

The cost of laying and ballasting a Xo. 5 turnout coni-

jilete, as shown in Fig. "2, was as follows:

One 30-lb. No. 3 frog and two 6-ft. points .

40 ties, 5x6-in., (g- 20o.
Spikes, bolts, tie-plates, etr. ...

1 low switch stand and rods
2 headlocks. 5x6-in., S It. long

Total material
La.ving. 16 hr. @ 35Jc

'

Ballasting and surfacing. 8 hr. @ 35Jc

The dimensions of the standard frogs, switches and

turnouts are given in Tallies 1 and 2. The formulas used

for the turnouts are as follows:

G — BsinX — FsiuY
Churd le>ii/th f =

SinH^ +n
,, ,. ,, (t — B sm X — PsmY
liaduts h = - ^ y= ACr

COS r — COS X ^

Lend S = (ft + i/o G) {sin X — sin Y)
+ B cos X + F +

in which

X = Frog angle

;

F = Angle of point rail;

B = Length of wing rail

;

F = Length of switch rail

:

= Distance from actual to theoretical fmg point;

G = Gage of track ;

E = Eadius of turnout.

The dimension of was taken as 2 in. and the iiecl

distance of switch points as 414 'i^-

The spacing of the ties depends on the size of the tie

and the style of the turnouts. If the regular set of

switch ties is used as in standard-saire trackwork, 5.\6-in.

ties spaced 18 in, c. to c, will give good results for track

laid with rails weighing up to 40 lb. per yd. If the

turnout is laid with ties of even length staggered in, as

shown in Fig. 2, a spacing of 16 to 18 in. c. to c. for each

branch has proved satisfactory. This style of construc-

tion is specially well adapted to underground turnouts,

where headroom is limited and flat ties 3.\5 in. or 3x6
in. are used.

Standard Frog for Motor Turnout (Right or Left)

Frog length Wing Heel I.ength of .Straight
.\ngle, R.iil. of Frog. Rail, Distance, Throat, Rail,

Frog X per Yd. ABC D E
No. Deg. Min. Lb. Ft. In. In. Ft. In. In. Ft. In

,^ 18 55 30 4 16 2 8 3H 2 3
4 14 15 .30 4 8 20 3 oj 2 9
4 14 15 40 4 8 20 3 6} 3" '" " 10 20 3 2 7* 3

11 25 40 20

Standard Switch for Motor Turnout (Right or Left)*

Dist. I.ength of Length of
Length Between Rail Rail Gage of Bridle Rod

Wt. of of Point, Bridle Planed, Punching Track, Rod, Pupching,
Rail, Lb. F Rods. L H J K G M N
per Yd. Ft. In. Ft. In. Ft. In. In. In. In. Ft. In. In.

20 4 0(1 rod) 1 4 4 2 36 5 8} 25
25 4 (1 rod) 1 6 4 2 40 6 oj 29
30 4 (1 rod) 1 9 4 2 42 6 2} 31
30 6023264244 6 4} 13
30 76303042 48 6 8} 37'2952!
40

* The throw of switch point is 35 in. for all cases-

All switch ties should be of hardwood and treated

if possible, as decay will set in before mechanical

v,-ear destroys their usefulness.

TABLE 2 DIMEN.SIONS FOR TURNOUTS IN N.\RROW-G.\GE TR.\CK3»

Gage of Track, 36 In.

Mid-
Length of Length of Chord ordinate
Switch Radius of Length of Straight Curved Curved
Points. Turnout, Lead, Rail, Rail, Rail,

Frog F R S T U V
No. Ft. Ft. In. Ft. In. Ft. In. Ft. In. In.

3 4 42 7A 16 3H 10 9H 10 lOA 4A
4 4 81 H 19 3 13 5 13 8 31
4 6 75 8} 22 6 14 8 14 lOf 4A
5 4 141 7} 22 2J 16 4i 16 7A 2J
5 6 126 7 26 OJ IS 2i 18 45 3H
5 7! 122 9i 28 4J 19 0! 19 2| 4rt
6 7! 184 9i 30 9S 21 5; 22 9 4A

Gage of Track. 42 In

in
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On account of the elasticity of hoisting cahles, con-

Eiderable stretching or shortening of the cable takes place

when loaded enrs are placed on or moved from the cages,

particularlv at the lover levels, where the length of cable

under tension is greatest. This causes difficultj' in mov-

ing the cars to and from the cages, and in order to over-

come this it is necessary to use some form of support

to hold the cage in position independently of the cable.

Generally these supports, or '•chairs," consist of short

steel bars which project into the shaft and upon which

the cage rests when at the station. They are moved into

position by means of a lever at the station and are an

effective means of holding the cage in place, but there

is alwavs danger of their being left projecting into the

shaft when it should be clear. Lowering cages, carrying

men, into chairs that had been left projecting into the

shaft has caused serious injury to a number of men.

The safety device for chairing cages, shown in the ac-

companying illustrations from The Anode, was developed

for the purpose of eliminating the danger mentioned,

and is the invention of W. H. Price, foreman of the

Moonlight mine. As shown, it consists simply of a chain

with a hook at either end. One hook is fastened to an eye

in the station timber, while the other may be engaged in

a hook on the side of the cage to support it when at the

station. '\Mien the cage is hoisted, the hook swings back

into the .station and there is no possibility of any ob-

struction being left in the shaft. Some care is necessary

in reinforcing the station timber to hold the eye, and

also in lining up the chain witli the hooks on the cages,

but this is easily accomplished.

Nearly all ore mined by this company is hoisted in

ski]>=. but this device has proved useful at the Moonliglit

Until the invention of the oil-burning forge in recent

years, it was impractical to place the mine blacksmith

sliop underground because of inevitable vitiation erf mine

air which is bad enough at best.

An interesting use of an oil-burning forge is shown in

the accompanying illustration in a prominent Alaskan

lAClK KQUll'liJj WITH CliAI.N AND HOOK INSTE.VU OF LANDING CH.VIKS

and Never Sweat iiiiics and its use is suggested wherever

the old form of ilmirs are still present, as a necessary

safety mea.sure to ii'M-nt the frequent accidents incident

to till ir use. The cost of installation throughout an entire

mine would bo less than thiit caused by one chair accident.

UNDERGROU.ND BL.\CKSMITH SHOP IN AN AL.\SKA MINE

gold mine. This shop is situated on the 2,100-ft. level

and about 9.35 ft. from the shaft. The forge, shown at

the left end of the picture, is not divided with

smoke or gas flue, and yet the men work without the

slialitest inconvenience or impairment of health. No
special means are used to ventilate

this chamber, the conditions being

those prevailing in any well-mana-'-ed

mine. This forge supplies the two

Leyner sharpeners and accomplishes

tlie duty formerly assigned to two

forges operated on the surface. The
great advantages accruing from
this installation are the avoidance of

hoisting and lowering the drill steel,

wliicli, in turn, results in the elim-

ination of two nippers on the sur-

face, tlip readiness with which every

drill-runner is always kept supplied

with tlie proper bits, and—a most

important item—an increased ore-

lioisting capacity. A similar instal-

hition is planned for the 2,300-ft.

level, with corresponding economies.

The forge in question is the Case low-

pressure oil forge made by the Den-

ver Fire Clay Co. The consumption

of tlie fuel varies somewhat, depend-

ing on its grade, from 1 to 11/^

gal. per hr. It has been found that

cheap, ordinary fuel oil, California tops and first or

second distillates make a suit^iblo fuel.

The capacity of this forge, when used steadily in large

mine sho])s, is about nine V/x-in. steels per minute

—

sullicient to keep tiic tender busy.
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iiadlflEa^ FilteiP Or^Biffis
Bv F. A. VOOHHEES*

Some little care is required in arranging a set of reels

and sheaves for rewinding the wire on the drums of filters

of the Oliver tj'pe. In our practice we used to apply the

brake directly to the reel that holds the wire, but the

drag caused the wire to embed itself so deeply in the roll

REWINDING SYSTEM FOR FILTER DRUM

that unwinding was hindered. This condition was cor-

rected by using an intermediate reel containing three or

four turns of the wire. The brake is applied to this reel,

and the wire unwinds freely from the coil, passing around
the intermediate reel and thence to the sheaves and filter

drum.

HflcMeS-Fflataimg witilh F-aas'e Hackel
The various common fiictors which afl:"ect nickel-plating

were recently investigated by F. C. blathers, E. 11. Stuart

and E. G. Sturdevant (April meeting, American Electro-

chemical Society, Washington, D. C), who report on the

matter from a strictly scientific standpoint. Their con-

caused by iron from impure anodes. The authors say
ordinary "nickel-plating" should be termed "ferronickel
plating." The addition of 2% of magnesium or nickel
chloride makes the anode corrosion appro.ximate the the-
oretical. The nickel anodes, supported by lead hooks,
may be completely immersed, thereby reducing the anode
scrap, and should be placed in bags to catch loosened
particles of nickel.

The addition of 0.2 to 0.3% of ammonium citrate
keeps the solution clear and free from sludge, permit-
ting the use of a shallower tank and less volume of
solution. The solution should not be stirred within 8
or 10 hr. of using if solid particles from the anode are
present. The greater the ratio of nickel sulphate to
nickel-ammonium sulphate the brighter the deposit. The
more acid the solution (to the point of acidity to Congo
red) the more shiny the deposit. The best bath seemed
to be

: Nickel-ammonium sulphate, 4% ; nickel sulphate,
10 to 14%; boric acid, 1 to 3%; magnesium chloride,

2%; and ammonium citrate, 0.2 to 0.3%. A current
density of 14.8 amp. per sq.ft. niav be used, which plates
0.001 in. in ll/o hr.

GrSileEasi. aia Goldl anadl Salves O^es
By Paul W. Avery*

The sulphide ores from the lower levels in El Oro
district carry a small percentage of galena which is rich

in gold and silver. It appears on the Wilfley tables as

a thin blue streak occupying the zone above the pyritic

])ortion of the concentrate and immediately below the

free gold if any be present.

Formerly this galena was allowed to go to the concen-

trate-treatment plant and receive its cyanidation along

with the gold- and silver-bearing pyrites. This was found

to lie a mistake, as the galena did not receive treatment

adequate to reduce its residue to an economic limit.

TABLE 1. REMO\^AL OF BLUE STREAK FROM WILFLEY
Amount PbS

Cone.
Obtained,

24 Hr.,
1 Tabic,
Kg

24 Hre.
9 Tables,

Kg
73 206

Assay,
Grams per Metric Ton,

Au Ag
19,075 17.625

n in HjO.. 433 610 3.384

This product can be readily melted into Pb bars here.

28,346 24,254

'.Ton Sulphidi
.\nalysis, %

00
77

30.456

Five stamps. Alexican currency at old rate,

Total Concentrates Separated Into
Blue Streak
Analysis, %

67 30

\'alue per Ton,
Mc3ucan Currency,
All .\g

25,426 98 528.75
.\g@ t0.03
per Gram

37,794.57 727.62

fori.

Total

25,955.7

Possible
Production
per Month,

Kg
2,196.0

Value

$56,997

Iron Sulphide
.\nalysis, To

1.30
(K)

n 00
8,20

Insol. . .

.

borV-.. .,

Total

Blue Streak
.\nal>~sis, ^c

1.20
17.20
3.70

9S 90

elusions will have to be verified by the jiractical plater,

but arc intere.'^ting, nevertheless.

The purest nickel anodes obtainable should be used.

While 98.8% Ni anodes dissolve irregularly and with

pitting, no impurities are introduced into the bath. .Much

of the trouble due to bad-colored deposits and sludge is

To find out if there was galena present carry: _ _ !>',

sufficient to warrant its separation and special f. i;uniont,

a test was run on one of the Wilfleys over a certain

period of time and the amount per 24 hr. - 'mined.

Table 1 shows the result. Monthly recovi ...ve been

from two to three metric tons.

Commonwealth Mining and Milling
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The analysis ^hovvs that tlie galena carrie.* about 67%
Pb. In actual practice we were unable to obtain galena

as clean as this, as at times con.siderable iron pyrites

contaminated the lead streak. To obtain the galena it

was necessary to pass the total concentrates over a

reconcentrating table where the lead streak was cut out

by means of an iron or wooden finger. This finger was

screwed to the table fairly tight, so that it could be

T.\BLE 2. PRELIMINARY MELTING TESTS ON GALENA
CONCENTR.\TES

DiEference
Wt.Pb A—B =
Button <•; pb Wt in Wt. Pb in

Time Grams, in Grams Slag.
Chage Melting Fusion A Cone. B Cirams

I

100 grams cone
I

.3 grams assay slag I

I
J

;i grams borax 1 30 min.
1 3 grams soda -

|

heat Good G8 68 68

!1
gram charcoal ... rather low

5 Fe nails I

100 grams cone
|

3 grams assay slag
|

2 grams borax ... . [ 30 min,
fi grams soda .

I
heat CJood 66 68 68 2

1 gram charcoal ...
|
rather low

I 5 Fe nails I

[
100 grams cone .

'

3 grams assay slag
I

III
J

Ogramsborax .^ 30 min.
6 grams soda .

,' heat \'ery

1 1 gram charcoal . . j rather low good 66 68 68 2
I

5 Fe nails I

f 100 grams cone. 1 30 min.
IV I 10 grams assay slag 1 heat Not

j

. 05 gram charcoal .. .

[
rather low good 62 68 68 6

[ 5 Fe nails
}

[
100 grams cone. i

3 grams assay slag
|

30 min.
V[ 3 grams borax ! heat Fair 60 68 68 8

1 3 grams soda. ,
rather low

grams charcoal. |

' 5 Fe nails
( 100 grams cone ,

|

VI j 3 grams assay slag ' 30 min.

]
6 grams soda .

j

heat Fair 63 68 68 5
4 Fe nails.. . ! rather low

j' 100 grams cone. ] 30 min. Not

J
3 grams assay slag ^ heat good

VII 1 12gramsbottleglass
[
rather lowNo

I 4 Fe nails I fusion

[
100 grams cone

[

j
3 grams assay slag

I
30 min. Not

VlII 12gramsbottleglass • heat good

I

1 gram niter |
rather lowNo

I 4 Fe nails
J

fusion
i' 100 grams cone

|

I 3 grams assay slag 30 min. Very
IX egramsCaO ,' run hot good 65 68 68 3

I 4 Fe nails J

[ 100 grams cone I 30 min. Very
X 6 grams CaO > run hot good 63 68 68 5

4 Fe nails
J

The fineness of Pb bullion will depend on extent of Pb oxidation in melting.
Calculated fineness Pb bullion produced. 42.1 Au, 33.8 Ag. Assay of slag: Au =
l.OiJl.7 grams, and Ag 3,678.3 grams per metric ton. This correction made in
calculating fineness.

regulated at intervals by the attendant as the table load

varied. The galena was discharged into a large box with

a filter bottom wlierc water or solution could drain off.

The small crucible tests shown in Table 2 were run

in the assay-oHicc furnaces to find out what we could

d(i in melting the lead concentrates. Afterward a large

TABLI-: 3 RKTREAT.MKNT OF GALENA
Treatment

S.ilid- CaO
Charge I,i,|uid KCX, Kg per PI,

Class Preliminary Grams Ratio '', Ton Aeetati-

Water coni-cntra- Sum- 100 I : Id 3 74 20
tion—200

Water coneentra- 18-hr oxidation 100 1 : 10 3 74 20
tion—200 with H.,SO,-6K

Water con.entra- None .50 1 : 20 3 74 20
tion— iOii

Water coneentra- IH-hr uxidalion ,50 1 : 20 3 74 20
tion—200 with HCl

Water coneiMtra- .None .50 I : .50 0.395 70
tion—iOii

Water cone.ntrn- Nnn. .50 1 : .50 395 70
tion—LOO

Wat«r coneentra- \ ii. .50 1 : .50 0.395 70
tion— lOll

Water coneentra- . n. .SO 1 : .50 0.395 70
tion—iOo

All pulps groun'l •}< LurkMiu l>uur<l to minuH 200 mesh.

test with about so l^u. „f jraleiia was run in the zinc

room in a No. 100 graphite crucible. The resuH was

satisfactory. It wa^ found by using about 15% sodium

cariii'iiate and a lai;;c excess of iron that piacticallv all

the lead was thrown dnwii with a very fluid slag. An
addition of scrap iron was necessary before the pot was
poured. If care was not taken in this respect little or

no lead was found on pouring. In other words the

fusion amounted to a. big fire assay for lead where, as

everyone knows, excess iron must always be present or

a reserve reaction takes place, converting Pb to PbS.
At present we ship the lead bars obtained in this

manner to the refinery, but it seems to me that with

a suitable cupelling furnace this lead bullion could be

reduced to dore and the resulting PbO used in cyanida-

tion instead of the commercial litharge purcha.sed outside.

Cyanidation of this galena, if treated fresh, is also

possible, as is shown by the results given in Table;5.

Strong solutions should he used and the treatment carried

on preferably in air agitators.

Bfittflesaess ©IT A.2asa©aledl Copper
"It has been shown that the brittleness of copper devel-

oped during heating in the jirocess of manufacture and
fretpiently ascribed to 'burning,' is in reality a deoxida-

tion." concludes W. E. Ruder, in a paper read at the

Washington, D. C, meeting, of the American P^lectro-

chemical Society, Apr. 27-29, 1915. "With ordinary

commercial cop])er, serious brittleness begins to appear at

-100° C. in dry hydrogen, at 000° C. in wet hydrogen, at

about 800 to '850° C. in CO, and at 700° C. in steam.

Cojijier which had previously been deoxidized by the ad-

dition of boron remains unaffected at all temperatures

in a reducing atmosphere. This brittleness is therefore

due to the reduction of the cuprous oxide around the

primary copper grains, leaving a spongy ma.ss. of little

mechanical strength, and not to any direct action of the

hydrogen u])on the copper it.self."

[1 Jc«dicMefi=F]laSa!mg

'the question of rapid nickel-plating was discussed by
Oliver P. Watts at the Washington, U. C, meeting of the

American Electrochemical Society. He finds the use of

nickel-chloride electrolytes run hot the best way to attain

spetMl. The bath contains: NiS0,.7IL0, 240 grams
per liter; NiCL.Iill.^O, 20 grams per liter. After di.s-

sdlving these salts add nickel carbdiiate and heat until all

the acid is neutralized, then lilter or decant and add

20 grams II.,HO., ]ier liter. Heating this solution from
79° F. to 158° F. lessens its resistance mie-hall'. The

COXCENTRATES FROM WIFLEV TABLE

HgCl,

II

Hg
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The Indiana Minin<r Co.. operatin.g in Michigan,

rcj)orts for the year ended Dec-. 31, 191-'), that its

expenses were $3G,419, leaving a balance of assets over

liabilities of .$14,.574, of which $12,753 consisted of

unpaid assessments.

Work for the year was confined almost entirely to

the endeavor to find Xo. 2 drill hole on the 600-ft. level

with the object of exploring it from that point to the

bottom and thereby determine the position of the rich

copper deposit cut by the drill at 1,441 to 1,492 ft. A
chamber about 100 ft. in diameter was opened around

the theoretical position of the drill hole on this level

v,-itliout finding it. Late in the year it was decided to

cease hunting for it on the 600 level and to drift for

the lode at the 1,150-ft. and 1,400-ft. levels.

A. C. Lane, formerly state geologist of Michigan,

lielieves that the deposit lies a short distance east of the

«haft in which direction drifting is proceeding, and also

'idvises further exploration above No. 8 conglomerate in

the horizon of the South Lake beds. Work will probably

be done on this in the coming summer.

P©s'C'iiapa!ae°dPO'tRrEa MaEaes
During 1915 the Porcupine-Crown ilines made a profit

of $297,853 on 46,419 tons of ore, 41,326 tons of which

came from the mine and 5.093 tons from the tailings

of the old amalgamation mill. The average value of

mine ore was $14.46 per ton, on which an extraction

of 97.70% was made. The re-treated amalgamation

tailings averaged $3.15, of which 85.77% was recovered.

The table shows the total cost per ton of ore.

COST PER TON OF ORE
Mining, development antj exploration $2.93
Hoisting and tramming .325
Mill operations 1-09
Power, heat and maintenance 1.23
Mine, general expense .52
Administration, insurance, taxes .62r,

Total $6.72
Other charges in profit and loss account .96

Total average cost of mine ore $T.6S

Cost of tailings per ton treated, not included in the fore-
going. 97c.

There is 23,964 tons of ore broken in the mine and

ore reserves are estimated to contain $1,250,000. A total

of $240,000 was paid in dividends during tlie year.

The report of the Xortli Lake Mining Co.. operating

in Michigan, for the year ended Dec. 31, 1915, shows a

balance of liabilities over assets of $15,556. Work at

the property was continuous throughout the year. The
( rosscut to the northwest at the 400-ft. level was extended

252 ft. from the bottom of the inclined winze and three

very promising amygdaloid lodes were cut, all carrying

copper. They prol)ably correspond to the South Lake
lodes Xos. 1, 2 and 3. Only a small amount of opening

was done on them because the work again broke through

into the overburden at this depth with possibility of

flooding the mine and the positive knowledge that there
would be no stoping ground above the level.

The main object of the exploration, however, wa.?

accomplished says the report, in that it has been proved
that the lodes looked for are thei-e and that they are
copper-bearing. Shaft sinking was resumed in August
and has continued uninterruptedly since. It is the in-

tention to sink to the 800-ft. level at which depth the
lodes mentioned will again be opened by cros.scut. A
crosscut will also be driven southeast at this depth to

explore lodes known to exist in that direction. The shaft

should reach a depth of 800 ft. by June 1, 191C.

The cost of sinking 226 ft. was $49.27 per ft., and
the cost of crosscutting 420 ft. was $19.82 per ft.

'0.

i^eserve Maiaainig Co.
The Crown-Reserve Alining Co.. Cobalt, Out., Canada,

reports a net profit of $133,307 for 1915. The .state-

ments show that $13,326 profit was made on mine
operations, $160,255 on investments. $16,140 on Silver

Leaf lease and $2,183 from sundry' sources. From these

profits $58,507 is deducted for prospecting and develop-

ment leaving a net profit as stated. The production

amounted to 657,395 oz. of silver.

The company has paid a total royalty tax of $880,000
lo the Ontario government on a 10% basis. Beginning
with 1916 the tax will be lowered to 3% on all Cobalt

mines. Dividends were suspended Aug. 23 after the

payment of $106,128 during the first part of the year.

Total dividends paid amount"to $6,102,408. The property

lias produced 19,086,536 oz. of silver to date. Dividends

liave equaled about 32c. per oz. of silver output.

Development for 1915 amounted to 3,387 ft., making a

total of 29,586 ft. of development work on the property

to date. The operating cost of producing silver in 1915

was 45c. per oz. A summary of costs to date shows that

the average cost for all silver produced by the mine is

14.96c. per oz.

ISas'iiies=M.ainig Oe-^elopirHiLenat

The Barnes-King Development Co., Butte, Mont.,

rcixnts a profit of $147,968 from operations, practically

all coming from operations on the North Moccasin

property. The profit from this property before deduct-

ing expenses at other jdaces amounted to $201,568. A
summary of receipts and disbursements from ilar. 1,

1911, to" Dec. 1, 1915, shows total receipts of $1,632,703

and expenses amounting to $1,406,091, leaving a balance

of cash, bullion and Xew York City bonds amounting

to $226,(il2. A total of 47,038 tons of ore was mined

and milled from the Xorth Moccasin. The average

assay value of this ore was $9.08 per ton. but 89.7% of

the gold was extracted.

Of the ore treated, 43,399 tons was oxidized. Cyanuie

consumption was 0.4 lb., zinc 0.43 lb. and lime 4.03 lb.
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per ton. The ore when roasted and treated separateh'

gave an extraction of 81.3% with a lime consumption

amounting to 21 14 lb. per ton and a cyanide consump-

tion of 1.3 lb. per ton. On the Piegan-Gloster a total

of 14,956 tons of ore was mined; average assay for the

period, $7.47 per ton, of which $1.14 was silver. Of the

total gold and silver content, 85.2% was saved; the total

gross value recovered was $86,171. Of the metals

recovered, 78.2% was by c)'anidation, 19.9% by amal-

gamation and 1.9% by concentration. It is planned to

give the Gloster mill a capacitv' of 150 tons per day

at a cost of $30,000 for construction.

m

Pos'tlaBad Qoldl Mairassa^ Co.
The report of the Portland Gold Alining Co., Colorado

Springs, Colo., shows a total production of 280,528 tons

of ore having a gross value of $2,287,498 in 1915. Of
this amount 55,339 tons was shipped to the Colorado

Springs plant and had a gross value of $24,685 per ton.

Lessees shipped 12.067 tons of a gross value of $22.75

per ton. In addition, the Victor mill treated 213,122

tons of a gross value of $3,033 per ton.

New developments amounted to a total of 19,808 ft.,

an excess of 4,216 ft. over the preceding year. The new
ore developed amounted to 3.6 tons for each foot of

development, and 35 new stopes were opened. It is

planned to sink a No. 2 shaft another hundred feet,

commencing Feb. 1. This, with the 1,800-ft. level only

partly developed, will add to the ore in sight and main-

tain the present production and grade of shipping ore to

tlie Colorado Springs plant.

The total mining cost.*, on a basis of per ton milled

at both mills, amounted to $2.5186 per ton, while on

a basis of per ton of crude ore produced, the cost was

$1.7965. Milling costs, on a basis of per ton milled at

both mills, was $5.00887 per ton, while on a basis of

per ton of crude ore produced, this was $3.6297 per ton.

Important operating data for the year are given in the

accompanying table.

OPERATING COSTS OF THE PORTLAND MINING CO.
Total shifts 128.266
Average shifts per day 379%
Averafre shifts underground 243%
Total machine-drill shifts 27.710%
Average machine-drill shifts 82
Average cost per machine-drill shift (beside labor). $1.56
Total cost of explosives per ton broken $0.2141
Tonnage broken per machine-drill shift 13.58
Tonnage handled per shift per m.an 2.9
Tonnage handled per shift underground per man... 4.57
Total stoping, 313,089 crude tons, average cost per

ton $1.7202
Development work only, 63.163 crude tons, average

cost per ton $2.17"
Total, 376,252 crude tons at an average cost per ton $1.7965

The Stratton's Independence mining property, adjoin-

ing the Portland mine, consisting of 110 acres of mineral

land, was jjurcha.sed in June, 1915, at a cost of $325,000.

Tlie immense tonnage of low-grade ore in the Portland

and adjacent mines can now be brought to the Indei)end-

ence mill by gravity haulage, and last, but not least

important, is the ample dump room for tailings acquired

through the Independence purchase.

Ms'.s^ CoimsoHicSAted
The Mass Coi.- .li.lMted Mining Co., Ma.«s, Mich., for

1915 reports a pr< 'Iik tion of 4,638.452 lb. of fine copper,

which it sold at an nverage of 18.36.3e. per lb., or for a

total of $851,739. T!i<- total receipts were $852,439, and

the ni t profit was $li;7,473 for the year. No dividends

were paid, so that the balance of cash at the close was
$213,361, as compared with $45,887 at the end of 1914,

Mining, milling and development costs were $587,981

;

taxes and insurance, $17,995; smelting, freight and
custom expense, $60,564; construction, $18,425, The
company expects to increase its copper production during

1916,

The Keweenaw Copper Co., operating in Michigan, re-

ports for the year ended Dec. 31, 1915 that 8,598 ft. of de-
velopment was done on the lands of the Phoenix Consolidated
company. The Keweenaw Central R.R. resumed operations
in May and suspended them again on Oct. 31. Cash on hand
Dec. 31 was $45,992 and $49,532 due from assessment No. 5.

The Al^omah Mining Co., operating in Michigan, reports
an operating loss for the year ended Dec. 31, 1915. of $32,733.

The company sold 5.005 lb. of copper at IS.Oc. per lb., as com-
pared with 12,467 lb. at 13.6c. in 1914. Total receipts in 1915

were $15,601 as against $31,717 in 1914. Operating expenses
were $33,735 in 1915, $17,719 in 1914. Cash on hand Dec 31,

1915, was $7,705, and accounts payable were $6,593.

The La Salle Copper Co., operating in Michigan reports for
the year ended Dec. 31, 1915, that it treated 80,959 tons of
rock, recovering 9.67 lb. of copper per ton, or 782,493 lb. total

against 45.509 tons treated in 1914, from which 11.88 lb. of cop-
per per ton was recovered. Total receipts were $150,598
and total expenses were $166,121. leaving a loss for the year
of $15,523 and a deficiency of assets to liabilities of $94,636.

The Gnlf States Steei Co, reports for the year ended Dec.
31, 1915, that net earnings were $544,647 with other income
of $75,026; final net profits after adjustments $608,943. From
this, dividends of $191,100 were paid, leaving surplus of $417.-

843. This pays up all the accumulated dividends on the first

preferred stock to Jan. 1, 1916. Total assets are given at

$9,371,213 and the adjusted profit and loss surplus is $692,-

766.

The Old Colony Copper Co., Boaghton. 3Iich„ shows that
8,319 ft. of diamond-drill holes were drilled during the year
ended Sept. 30. 1915. In accordance with the original plans
all work on the property was confined to drilling the "May-
flower lode." This work is so nearly finished that the com-
pany will soon start a shaft to develop the orebody indicated

by the drill holes. The company started the year with a
balance of assets amounting to $56,971. Receipts during the
year consisted of $704 from rents. $2,163, from interest and
$15,9S2 from assessment account, total receipts. $18,849. Ex-
penditures totaled $40,154. leaving a balance of assets at the
end of the year aggregating $35,666. Expenditures consisted

of $27,657 for diamond drilling, including superintendence,
labor and supplies; $4,408 for taxes and $8,089 for general
expense and Boston office.

The Xanmlceas Copper Co.. Houghton. Mich., for 1915 re-

ports that the total expenditures from the commencement of
operations to the end of 1915 have amounted to $109,513, of

which $54,032 had been spent on development and $25,481 on
general and administration expenses. It is stated that the

exploration work up to d.ate shows that there is a shoot of

copper-bearing ground in the northern part of the property
which undoubtedly is worthy of development at depth, but
that this should not be done until the whole possible copper
formation has been explored on the adit level. There was a
$26,858 cash balance on hand at the close of the year. Be-

sides this the company has invested in bonds and notes, $142.-

254. There are 200.000 shares, par value $25, of capital stock

authorized, of which 102.000 shares have been issued and
upon which $10 per share has been paid in.

The Horn Sliver Mining Co., Frisco, Utah, reports for 1

.a production of 30,057 tons of ore yielding $165,888 for a pr :.:

of $74,710. Of the ore produced 4,241 tons was lead-silver

ore, 1.374 zinc ore, 11.816 zinc-lead ore. 42 tons copper ore,

and 12.579 tons was old slag. Nothing of importance trans.

plred during the year in connection with the property. •

ceptlng that a sale was made of the tailings dump that 1

been on the property many years. This dump was sold ; .

$150,000, of which $25,000 was paid in cash, the balance to be

paid for at the rate of $1 per ton with a minimum of $5,000

per month. The contract of sale also called for the erection

of a tailings-treatment plant to cost not less than $30.nnn,

which Is to he turned over to the company without cost when
all tailings have been treated. This plant was completed in

December, and operations began in January, 1916, The cost

of the plant was approximately $45,000.
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Ps'opeESes' Slamaes A^i^sitos'

The Devereux patented agitator, a boat's propeller on

the end of a vertical shaft, placed in the center of a

small or large tank, flat or conical bottom, certainly ranks

with the best of slimes agitators. On account of its ease

and readiness of putting a charge in motion, it allows

tanks of any size to be used as settlers as well as agitators.

It will agitate pulp of almost any specific gravity thor-

oughly and efficiently with not excessive power. The
simplicity of its few working parts, the little attention

needed, the effectiveness of its agitation and the utiliza-

tion of tanks of any size are qualities liard to excel.

In a tank 30 ft. in diameter vrith conical bottom of

23° and vertical side 9 ft. above cone, a 4-ft. diameter

four-bladed right-hand propeller revolving 90 r.p.m.,

using 10 hp., installed 6 ft. above the apex of the cone,

will put in agitation a slimes charge of specific gravity

1.25 to 1.5, or 100 to 165 tons of dry slimes, from rest

to agitation in about 20 min. RoscoE Wheeler,
ilill Superintendent.

Hedley Gold :\Iining Co., Hedley, B. C, Apr. 6, 1916.

UE!iaSe<dl§ftg&^esMaira©B=Sil=ILsiEa<d ILsi-w

Relative to the title subject dealt with in the Journal

Apr. 29, I think the amount of annual labor in dollars

in par. 4 should state also a minimum number of days'

work, say 15. This would be equivalent to $5 per day

wages plus between $1 and $2 for powder and supplies.

In every mining camp are contractors who will undertake

to do the annual assessment on a group of claims for

$20 or $25 or $30 per claim and render sworn certificates

of annual labor therefor. In some districts a hole -Ix-lxlO

ft. deep is considered to represent $100 worth of work,

and is so accepted by th^ recorder and the local court.

Tliese contractors can well afford to dig such a hole in

soft ground for $20, or such a matter, and since the

10-ft. hole is acceptable, there is no use talking to them

about the ethics of the question. Specifying the size of

hole to be required would not overcome the evil, because

one man would dig in wash, wliile another might have

only hard rock on his claim and would therefore be put

to a disadvantage comparatively. Whereas, on a wage

basis, allowing a minimum number of days' work to

rc]iresent the $100 annual labor, I think, would overcome

the evil and would tend to get more work done on the

claims and would tend to lessen the perjury that is an-

nually committed in swearing to annual labor (not) done.

I think one year is too long a time for the locator to

have in which to register his location (see par. 6). I

think it could be much better if he were required to

register his location within the calendar year in which the

liK-ation is made. It might be necessary to qualify this

for Alaska and sections like Thunder Mountain, where

^nnwfall is excessive, and it might be impossible for the

liKator to get out 1o the recorder until spring. However,

it would be just as difficult for him to make a location

with that much snow on the ground as to travel to the

recorder's office. The locations during the Thunder
Mountain excitement naturally come to mind, when so

many locations were made on ground entirely covered by

snow, that many trees that served as location monuments
were found, when the snow melted away, to have several

different discovery notices posted on them, one above the

other, representing the thickness of the snowfall between
the different locations.

I had an experience holding some claims in Goldfield,

to protect the Eastern owners, over the j-ear end on ac-

count of alleged assessment work done and recorded, and
my difficulties would have been infinitely increased had
the locators and vendors, wlw had the assessment work
done, had the privilege of waiting a year to record their

location. Percy E. Bjlrbocr.

New York City, May 1, 1916.

TKe Metipac Ss^stleina

It was with not a little surprise that I read the opinion

of the Journal with regard to the metric system in its

editorial of Apr. 15. The arguments for and against the

metric system are well known and oft repeated. We must
all regret the fact that the Arabians should have been

cursed with ten fingers in place of twelve. The discussion

of a duodecimal system of numbers using two new char-

acters between 9 and 10 used to be a source of mental

gj'nmastics for our grandfathers. The decimal system of

counting, however, is here to stay and we must accept it

as received.

Suppose a law were passed requiring all laboratories

and such institutions to abolish the metric system for

the sake of uniformity and to adopt a yard-foot-inch-

gallon-quart-pint-pound-oimce-pennyweight and whatnot

system. Could you conceive of the injustice done to

humanity—not in discarded weights and measures and

scales and gages, for they are relatively cheap, but in

misdirected endeavor?

It is not generally known how extensively the metric

system is now used in our industrial plants, and that

when it is not used, some other decimal system generally

is. In work requiring great precision, parts are made

to a thousandth or a ten-thousandth of an inch; other

fractions smaller than a sixty-fourth have probably never

been used to any ext<?nt and the usual limit is a sixteenth

or at most a thirty-second. In civil engineering it is

seneral ])ractice to use decimals of a foot. Every trade

or craft has its own unit—a chain, yard, rod, pace, foot.

inch, etc. Few people could tell otl'liand how many square

\ards in an acre or how many inches in a rod. I have

Jiurposely avoided mentioning units of volume or weight,

since you practically admit the superiority

system in these branches.
"

Lake Linden, Mich., Apr. 17, 1916.

[Our correspondent confuses the ni;;. - r of decinuil

notation with the matter of standards.— Ivlitor.]

the metric

^Il-.VDEK.
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Tli> ii|)|ier view show:

ro]i.vrli;)il. r.iKi. liy HrmvTi & Diiwsiiii ami E. X. Newiiiiill

.\IlMNi; MHAN.S ANU SCKNES IN 'I'lII'; .SiJimi AiMEUIOAN COUNTltlliS

tratiKportation method In the Bollvlun mountain country, where the llanui repliiees the well-known
burro. The lower view Mhows a volcano rising from a typical salt desert
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Photos'© T.Brittain Johonnesburg'So.Afiica -^

METHODS OF UNDERGROUND WORKING BY NATIVES ON THE WITWATERSRAND
upper view is of single-iiand drilling in tlie narrow ore bed. Followingr is a native cleaning out a lu>'.

of water. The lower view shows a piston drill, kept down l).v the old system of water and :
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The report of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. for

1915 has been issued and forms an interesting record of

the company's activities. Development in the mines

amounted in total to 35.31 miles of work, as compared

with 33.15 miles in IQl-i. Shafts at the different prop-

erties were sunk to additional depths aggregating 4,980

ft. Development shows satisfactor}' results, particularly

on the lowest levels, where the orebodies show, on the

whole, no diminution in size or metal content, and in

many instances show increased .size and value. During

the year the mines produced 4,376,556 tons of ore and

6,783 tons of precipitates.

The reduction works treated 4,421,628 tons of ore and

other cupriferous material at Anaconda and 384,065

tons at Great Falls. Of the total, 4,258,129 tons

was from the company's mines, 535,223 tons was pur-

chased or treated for other companies, and 12,342 tons

of precipitates and cleanings from old works at Anaconda

Metals in process on Sale of metals $61,473,677.85
band at beginning

—

copper and lead at .Sales of mercbandise .. . 3,778,654.72
cost, silver and gold Royalties, tolls, etc 3,004,048 73
at market $17,554,757.16 Rent of properties 73,430.66

Mining expenses, in- Metals on hand,copper
eluding development 17,254,622.39 and lead at cost, and

Ore purchases, includ- silver and gold at
ing transportation . 13,647,704 . 67 market 18,944,074 . 67

Transportation of ore
from mines to reduc-
tion works 1,029,670 . 54

Reduction expenses. . . . 10,694,032 44
Transportation of met-

als, refining, and sel-

ling expenses 4,492,171 . 87
Cost of merchandise

sold 2,559,686.24
Administration and

taxes on income and
timber lands 573,545.43

Balance carried down. . 19,467,695 89

$87,273,886.63 $87,273,886.63
Amount charged off for

depreciation and re-

serve $1,900,578 42 Balance brought down. $19,467,695.89
Interest 984,233 . 34 Income from invest-
Balance, profit, to fore- ments in companies

going balance sheet.. 16,695,806 13 not entirely owned . . 112,922 00

$19,580,617.89 $19,580,617.89

was treated. At Anaconda there was produced 189,483,-

047 lb. of fine copper, 6,982,822.24 oz. of silver and 75,-

679.668 oz. of gold. At Great Falls the production was

64,828,527 lb. of fine copper, 2,022,795.44 oz. of silver

and 31,023.08 oz. of gold. Of the total production,

235,076,289 lb. fine copper, 8,064,986.02 oz. silver and

106,702.748 oz. of gold came from the company's mines.

The International smelterj' at Tooele, Utah, treated

270,374 tons of copper ore and 395,573.87 tons of lead

ore, from which 14,271,174 lb. of copper, 113,002,657 lb.

of lead, 5,090,157 oz. of silver and 48,020.361 oz. of gold

was produced. The smeltery at Miami, Ariz., started

work on May 21, 1915, and has treated during the year

70,303.72 tons of concentrates and 17,104.52 tons of

purchased ore, producing 51,769,669 lb. of copper, 69,-

999.52 oz. silver and 822.179 oz. of gold.

The International lend refinery, at East Chicago, Ind.,

treated 55,;J76.49 tons ci load bullion from Tooele and

2,266.06 tons of foreign ore, j.roducing 103,121,355 lb. of

common and conoding lead, 9,164,073 lb. of antinionial

lead, 4,031,610.1). ..z. of silver and 18,135.6 oz. of gold.

The refinery of ;!h Karitan Copper Works, at Perth

Amboy, N. J., tn.i'.'l 162,282.18 tons of copper bullion

and 719,342.75 oz. -; .^Iver bullion, producing 323,850,-

718 111. of fine copj,. r, 16,025,993.18 oz. of silver and

1 74,407.766 oz. gold.

During the last half of 1915 the greatly increased busi-

ness of the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific Railway Co. gave

an opportunity for demonstrating the economy and effi-

ciency of electrical operation. A gross business was
handled that it is believed would have been impossible

over a single track with steam equipment. The growth

of the trafBc has required large expenditures for improve-

ments. During the year 6,506,525 tons of ore and
freight and 230,684 passengers were transported. The
gross earnings were $1,627,475.90; miscellaneous receipts,

$44,174.98; operating expenses, $995,871.89; taxes, inter-

est and rent of leased lines, $195,750.37; leaving a net

income of $480,028.62. A 6% dividend was paid,

amounting to $150,000, leaving a surplus of $330,028.62.

The profit and loss account for the year is shown in the

accompanying table.

sa^ira Trade aKa Leadl anad Ziirac

The imports of lead into the United States in Febru-

ary and the two months ended Feb. 29 are reported by

the Department of Commerce as below, in pounds:
February Two Months

Lead in ore 3,429,439 3,727,111
Lead in ba.oc buUion 6,805.867 9,310.844
Lead, metallic 6,778 17.035

Total lead 10,242,084 13,054,990

Tlie lead in base bullion was almost all from Mexico.

Actual weight of lead ore imported for the two mouths

was 17,952 tons, of which 3,680 tons came from Mexico,

940 tons from Canada and 13,108 tons from Australia.

Zixc Imports axd Exports

Imports of zinc in all forms in February and the two

months ended Feb. 29 are reported by the Department of

Commerce as follows, in pounds

:

February Two Months
Zinc in ores 31,108.322 68,146,714
Metallic zinc 91,794 272,029
Zinc dust 250,001 455,972

The total tonnage of zinc ore for the two months was

7 7.782 ton.s, 16,020 tons being from Mexico, 127 tons

from Costa Rica and Guatemala, 89 tons from Peru, 2,671

tons from Canada, 3,468 tons from France, 3,079 tons

from Spain, 2,719 tons from Italy, 218 tons from China

and 49,395 tons from Australia. Of the zinc dust im-

ported, 342,967 lb. was from Japan.

Exports of zinc from the United States in February

and the two months ended Feb. 29 were, in pounds

:

February Two Months
Zinc pigs, bars. etc. from domestic ore 12,618,270 27,232,962
Zinc pigs, bars, etc., from foreign ore 7,837,433 14,900.434
Plates and sheets 4,967,345 11,319,460

Total metallic 25.423,054 S3,452,8.i6

Zinc dross 3,206,915 3,206,915
Zinc dust, rc-exporU 51,183 59,7l!>

In addition to tlie exports here given, manufacture

zinc were exported to the value of $32,551 in Februai

and $62,778 in the two months ;
quantities not given.

•K

A ScSaolaiPslhinp Ssa Clheinmncall

EEa^fliaeeTr'DirB^

The Chemi.sts' Club of Xcw York announces the estab-

lisliment of a sdiolarshi]) fund, the income from whicli,

aiiproximatcly $500 per year, is to be devoted to assisting

deserving young men to obtain education in the field of

industrial chemistry or chemical engineering. This

scholarship has been endowed by Dr. Victor G. Bloede,

a prominent manufacturing chemist, of Baltimore. Its

benefits will be ojien to properly qualified applicants
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without restriction as to residenee and may bo effective

at any institution in tlie United States that may be

designated or approved by the Chemists' Club.

Applicants must, as a minimum qualification, have

completed a satisfactory high-school training and present

a certificate showing that they have passed the entrance

examination requirements of the College Entrance Ex-

amination Board or its equivalent. All inquiries should

be addressed to the Bloede Scholarship Committee of the

Chemists' Club, 50 E. 41st St., New York. Applications

for the academic year 1916-17 should be in the hands

of the committee before June 1, 1916. The scholarship

will be awarded on or before July 1. 1916.

QtuKBeinisIlsiiradl

The official report of the Queensland Mines Department

for 1915 shows that the gold production was substantially

the same as in the previous year. The total was 249,-168

oz. fine gold in 1914 and 249,711 oz. in 1915; a gain of

'313 oz., or 0.1%. The production of silver was 253,964

ox. in 1914 and 239,748 oz. in 1915; a decrease of

14,216 oz. last year.

The production of other metals and metallic ores in

1915 was as follows in long tons, the figures for 1914

being added in parentheses: Tin, 2,125 (2,085); cop-

per, 19,704 (18,436); lead, 487 (724); antimony, 193

(none); wolframite and scheelite, 419 (241); bismuth-

wolfram ore, 247 (193); bismuth, 3 (1); molybdenite,

97 (78) ; manganese ore, 200 (6).

The production of nonmetallie minerals was, in long

tons: Coal, 1,024,273 (1,053,990); limestone for flux,

149,917 (119,805) ; ironstone for flux, 45,686 (48.090) ;

fireclay, 4,963 (5,317). The production of opals was

valued at £500 and of other gems £600, against £2,000

and £15,800 respectively, in 1914. The demand for gems

ceased almost entirely on account of the war. The total

value of the mineral production was £3,324,861.

The total mileage of wire in use for exchange and toll

service, according to the annual report of the American

Telephone and Telegraph Co., was 18,505,545, of which

1,029,951 was added during the year. Of the total over

16,050,000 miles were exchange wires and over 2,450,000

toll wires. These figures do not include the mileage of

wire operated by connecting companies. Of this total

wire mileage 93% is copper; 10,536,837 miles are under-

ground, including 607,872 miles of toll wires in cables.

The underground conduits represent a cost of $94,500,000

and the cables in the conduits .$111,200,000—a total in

underground plant of $-205,700,000.

There are 196,841 miles of phantom circuits in the Bell

System, an increase during the year of 7,279 miles. Par-

ticular attention is called to the mileage of "phantom
circuits," reported this year for the first time.

The ordinary telephone connection consists of two wires

technically called a telephone circuit, each wire constitut-

ing one "side" of the circuit. A phantom circuit is a

circuit superimposed on two ordinary circuits by so con-

necting the two wires, or "sides," of each ordinary circuit

that they can be used as one side of the phantom circuit.

In tliis way three ])ractical talking circuits can he

obtained from four wires.

By using each side of the phantom circuit in the same
way, an additional phantom circuit can be obtained and
in this way seven circuits can be obtained from eight
wires. This "phantom on a phantom," sometimes called
a "ghost," is not used commercially, as the gain does not
justify the added complications.

He^yy Maiaana^ ILaw ana Mesic©
A new mining law, providing increased taxation for

large holdings in Mexico, is announced in a dispatch to
the Evening Pout from Mexico City, under date of May
2. It says:

Mexico'.s new mining law, which has been awaited tor
months by capitaHsts, represented by investments of more
than $850,000,000, gold, was promulgated May 1 by a decree
issued by General Carranza.

The new law, which takes effect July 1, calls for a general
increase in taxation on all large properties with a correspond-
ing benefit for the smaller operators, the announced intention
of the government being to break up holdings that are con-
served more for speculative than for development purposes.
The unit for taxation is the pertenencia, or mining claim, of
one hectare, or 2V4 acres.

The assessment on gold and silver mines is $6 yearly on
from one to ten claims; 11 to 50 claims, $12 each yearly; from
51 to 100 claims, $18 per claim yearly; on 101 claims and
upward, $24 each yearly.

Many American companies have holdings aggregating
more than 2,500 acres. Representatives of some of these large
corporations say that hundreds of claims will be let go by
them because of the new tax. The government asserts that
this is the very purpose of the law in order that the smaller
operators may be given a chance to develop lands that other-
wise would lie idle.

Rao Tairatl© Coop Ltd,
The rejwrt of the Rio Tinto Co., Ltd., for 1914-15

was read at the meeting of the company at London, on
Mar. 31, 1916. A half-year's dividend of 2s. 6d. per
share on the preferred shares and a final dividend of 35s.

per share on the ordinary shares, making with the interim
dividend paid in November last, £2 15s, or 55% for

the year 1915, were declared. The company was operat-
ing its properties throughout the year, although it was
stated that ocean freight and fuel were so high as to

increase materially the expenses. The advancing prices

of copper, however, more than compensated for the liigh

cost of producing it.

Esii^iffiieeir'S Wallll Psi,ir(tacapsitl® aim

A citizi'us' parade in favor of ])rciirtredness will be

lield in New York on May 13 and will be reviewed by

Jlayor ^iitchel, Major-General Wood and Rear-Admiral
Usher. The engineers of New York and vicinity are

invited to participate, and large numbers of them will

do so. Enrollments and requests for assignments should

be sent to J. S. Langthorn, secretary of the committee,

250 W. 54th St., New York. The engineers' division-

will assemble at Washington Square at 11.30 a.m., and

will be disbanded about 1 o'clock.

More Than 30,000 Tons of Wood Flour, valued at j-.iiO.OOO.

are used annually in the United States in two widely different

industries, the manufacture of dynamite and inlaid linoleum.

For use in dynamite, the trade demands are s.iid to require a
white- wood (lour, since the freshness of dyn.imite stock is

indicated by a light color. Dynamite flour iinist .ilso be very
absorptive, so there will bo no leakage of r. t:r.^!ycerln from
the finished product. Wheat-flour mill refu-i li.is also been
used in dynamite making, but wood flour .^s practically

replaced all other absorbents in this country.
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The Anaconda tonipany aekls another to the t-opper

producers reporting a liui;e profit in 1915 and a huge

surphis at the end of that year. The profit was $!(>,-

095,806, or about $7.15 per share. The surplus at the

cud of 1915 was $15,051,865. The 1915 profit was

probably earned on a basis of about ITi/ic. for copper

and 50c. for silver. The profit during the first four

months of 1916, on a larger production, on a copper

])rice nearly 10c. per lb. higher, and on a silver market

that has risen nearly 50%, indicates a probable return

for this year that staggers the imagination. If condi-

tions are maintained as at present, it may be 4 to 5

times the profit of 1915.

The Anaconda financial statements do not go into

the details that we should like to have, but nevertheless

they give the impression that nothing is buried out of

intention to smooth over things. Particularly healthy

in its look is the deduction of about $1,900,000 for de-

jireciation of mining and smelting plants, which is carried

in reserve and constitutes a fund out of which replace-

ments can be made when required. These plants are

carried in assets at about $40,000,000, wherefore the

deduction for depreciation in 1915 was about 5% of the

book value. A^liether that is adequate or not we shall

not venture to suggest. It is certainly more than com-

jianies of this class usually allow. Thus, the American

Smelting and Refining Co., valuing its properties at

$142,513,000, charged off $1,646,565 for depreciation in

1!>15: and ('tab Copjicr Co., with property account of

about $25,000,000, charged off only $547,000.

A particularly striking thing of the last Anaconda

report is the exhibition of that company as the great

metallurgical concern that it is. Here is the output of

its several smelteries and refineries:

Washoe ....

Great Falls

.

Tooele
Miami

Plant

fin at Falls.
!', ( h'caKO.
R-iritan. . . .

Totals .. 3b8,679,243 22,080,398 223,566 56,142

Of courx', tlie figures for the refineries du])licate to a

large extent those of the smelteries, the difference n'|)rc-

-cnting bullion that was refined for otiici' snichrrs. In

1916 zinc will be added to the list of metals.

Til jioiiit of ore '^melted the Anaconda coiiipaiiy is far

alii'ail of tiie Auniiciui Smelting and IJelinining Co.,

wliirb in 1915 smelted 4,15:3,092 tcms of charge, tiie

aitna! ore being of course somewhat less. While the

latter company deri\cil 1,578.611 tons of ore from its

own mines, the Anaconda smelted 1,258,129 tons of its

own product. The possession of its great mines is of
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|ilus till' increased cost of smelting owing to higher wages,

dearer material, etc., the profits of the smelters do not

l)an out quite so high as when the smelting margin of

the day is correlated with the costs and extractions that

used to be but are no more.

However, the smelters are converting an extraordinarily

large part of their ont]mt into brass special, for which

they get a large premium, and that is a strongly

ameliorating factor. The present demand for spelter is

largest from the brass makers. The consumption for

c;alvanizing has been greatly curtailed. The manufacture

of galvanized wares for ordinary purposes has been all

but paralyzed by the existing conditions.

With regard to the increased capacity for spelter pro-

duction, it is to be remarked that it is falling short of

^^•hat is commonly estimated for it, for two reasons: (1)

Scarcity of labor is preventing its utilization to maximum
extent; (8) the yield of spelter per retort in use is

much below normal.
'^"

TIhe Ad'^siirace iia Salves'
About a month ago we recorded a shai-p advance in

the price of silver, which carried it up above 60c.

))er oz. in New York, the highest point reached since

the beginning of the war period. For a large part of

April the price held between C2 and 65c. but during

the last week there has been another sharp advance and

it is now selling at TTi/i''- per oz., which is the highest

price on record for over 20 years. The nearest approach

was in November, 1906, when it sold for a short time

between 7\ and 72e., that price being followed by a

rapid fall.

The present advance is peculiar in that it is not the

result of a heavy demand from the East. China has

been taking a little more silver than for some months

jiast, but the exports to India during the first quarter

of 1916 have shown a very considerable decrease from

last year. The present advance seems to be due to two

causes, one being the unprecedented demand from the

European mints. The English mint has been a heavy

buyer, and large quantities have been taken by France

and Russia. The silver coinage now being put out in

Elurope is on an unprecedented scale. The exigencies

of the war have practically eliminated gold from circula-

tion abroad. Some coin was needed to meet the require-

ments of the people largely accustonu'd to a metallic

currency, and in addition to this a great amount has been

used in paying the soldiers of the diiferent nations.

The other cause for the rise has been the fact that

stocks available are not large and that the offerings of

silver have been unusually light. The main supply of

the London market has come from the United States

and Canada for .some time past, and holders there have

not been over-liberal in their offers. The supply from

.Mexici) has been less than usual, owing to the troubles

in that country, which have interfered very much with

mining activity, and no new source of supply has come

lorward. Production in the I'nitcd States and Canada

lias not fallen off to any great extent, luit the producers

;ind owners seem to have held back as much as possible

and have not pressed their metal for sale.

The demand for silver for iise in the arts has been

very good in the United States for some months past.

Tn Europe, of course, the industries using silver have

h.'cn kept back by the war. The indications are that

the present demand will continue strong for some time
to come and that prices will be well maintainwl,
although there may be .some reaction from 'he present
high level. Moreover, there are fair promises of a good
demand from the Far East, which may become a large

demand if business in China becomes more settled.

TIhe Rao Tiiato Report
Most of the producers of copper are jubilant over the

great profits they realized in 1915, but here and there is

a discordant note. The loudest of the.-;e is the report of

the Rio Tiiito company, which is rather lugubrious. To
be sure, the market price for its copper rose considerably

during 191.5, but the cost of production rose nearly as

much. Ocean freights became so high as to cause an
actual loss on some of its shipments of ore, and fuel not
only became very scarce and high in price, but also the
freight on it rose to six or eiglit times the usual rates.

"As to the future of the copper market," remarked Mr.
Fielding, "I think that during the war we may expect

fairly high prices, but the American producers have run
up the quotation of electrolytic copper too far above a

reasonable figure, especially in view of the increa-sed out-

put which every copper mine in the world is making or

trying to reach during this period of exceptional prices."

Thus the American producers are blamed once more
for jacking up prices. It is strange that the buyers are

never responsible, and also it is strange that just such

causes as rendered the Rio Tinto management to be un-
happy are not considered by ^Ir. Fielding to have played

an important part in establishing the price.

Si

The lieutenant-governor of Burma has lately been to

the field that supplies much of the tungsten coming
from India and, according to the London Time.9, has

jilaced eveiy possible means at the disposal of the mine
owners to provide for the output of tungsten, even to

the extent of building roads and bridges. This is

in decided contrast to the attitude of certain Indian

officials toward mining, only a year or two ago,

when they forced the Burma Corporation developing

the Bawdwin lead-silver-zinc mines to install a 1,000-hp.

Diesel engine, instead of permitting the company to use

mider rea.sonable conditions an idle waterpower in an

undeveloped sparsely settled region in the Northern Shan

States. It is perhaps not astonishing that some false

ideas should exist as to the basis of true conservation,

inasnnich as it has taken a great war to open some

j)eople"s eyes to the importance of mining to the structure

of modern civilization.

'•^

111 the report of the Anaconda Copper ^lining Co.

lor the year ended Dec. :U, 1915, Mr. Ryan says that

the product of the company is sold ahead for a longer

time than ever before in its histoid. He expresses the

opinion that present conditions will continue to exist

while tlic war lasts, and he believes that the i-estoration

of ]ieace in Europe will, with ])erhaps a brief interveu-

ing jU'riod of readjustment, be accompanied by an

enormous demand for copper when industrial activity

is resumed and the work of rehabilitation is undertaken.

This is not only the opinion of ]\Ir. Ryan, we may add.

but also it is the opinion that is held uciurally in well-

informed quarters of the copper industrv.
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lY THE WAY

The 1915 report of the Wallaroo & Moonta Mining and

Smelting Co., Adelaide, South Australia, says : It is

gratifying to be able to report that the company has done

all that has been possible toward assisting in the manu-
facture of war munitions. The mechanical shops at

Wallaroo mines have been altered and the machinery-

adapted so as to e3q3edite shell making. Some delays

occurred in the matter of the steel supply and gages,

but it is hoped that the business may soon be reduced

to a clear course in order that rapid progress in the

work may be possible.

m
King Midas, the golden-touch monarch of the fable, has

a formidable modern rival in "King Jack," commercially

and better known as zinc, says the Wall Street Journal. In

less than a year the price of zinc ore has doubled, recently

selling at $130 a ton, bringing a wonderful wave of pros-

perity to the section of which Jopliu, Mo., is the center.

The stories of miners and prospectors lifted from poverty

to wealth in a few months would tax belief if they were

not borne out by very matter-of-fact income-tax reports.

In the district comprising the southern half of Missouri

there are 13,000 taxable incomes; twice as many personal

taxable incomes as a A'ear ago.

Si

Joseph E. Gay, the late president of the Wol-

verine Copper Mining Co. and the Mohawk Min-

ing Co., left an estate valued at over a million

dollars. Besides accumulating stocks and bonds above the

capacity of the average man, Mr. Gay was a collector of

other things, especially coins, jewelry and Greek glass.

According to the appraisal filed in the surrogate's court,

^Ir. Gay owned 423 rings appraised at $9,026; scarf pins

to the number of 771, valued at $7,207 ; brooches appraised

at $1,819; a coin collection listed at $2,178; and the

Greek glass was appraised at $511. Most of the estate

was in stocks, bonds and notes, $820,591. He had de-

posits of $315,031. He owned no real estate in Xew
York, but had a country place in Xew Hampshire, whose

value is not included in the New York appraisal.

The adoption of the metric system in India, said Alfred

Chatterton, Director of Industries and Commerce, in a

paper presented to the Indian Industrial Conference at

Bombay, noted in The Engineer, Feb. 4, 1916, would

complicate all its dealings with the rest of the Britisli

Empire and would inevitably force it into closer commer-

cial relations with countries using the metric system. It

may perhaps be thought that if Inilia led the way, the

British Empire would follow; but there is no possibility

of the 1'.; .'ish-speaking races adopting the metric system.

That is ; dream of visionary enthusiasts. We liave

accepted the metric system for use in our laboratories,

and that is as far as we intend to go. The idea, therefore,

of India adoptiiiir tlio metric system does not come within

the range of p:^ tical politics. In the future wc are

going to strengtli. .. the ties that unite the various parts

of the British Eni|.::( , and we may take it as certain that

if there is to be m . reform in regard to weights and

measures in India, it v ill bo in the direction of bringing

them into line with the rest of the Empire.

Dividends paid in April, 1910, by 47 United States

mining companies making public returns amount to

$9,632,083, as compared with $4,248,185 paid by 27
companies in April, 1915. Industrial and holding com-
panies allied to mining paid $3,625,032, as compared
with $2,499,316 in 1915? Canadian, Mexican and Central

American mining companies paid $2,398,989 in April,

1916, and $1,187,460 in April. 1915.

The payment by the Granite Gold was its initial

dividend, and that on the Bethlehem Steel common was
also an initial paraient. The Centennial-Eureka payment
was the first since April, 1914. The Butte-Alex Scott,

Kendall and Pennsylvania Consolidated payments were

United States Mining Companies Situation Per Share Total

Ahmeek, c Mich. $3 00 $600,000
AUouez, c Mich. 1.50 150.000
Bunker HiU Con., g Calif. .025 5,000
Bunker Hill & Sullivan, l.s Idaho .50 163,500
Butte-Alex Scott, c Mont. 10.50 8.32.765*
Caledonia, l.s Idaho .03 78,150
Centennial Eureka, l.s.g.c Utah 100 100,000
Champion, c Mich. 6.40 640,000
Dalv-Judge, S.I Utah .25 75,000
DucktowD, e Tenn. .42 83.916
Golden Cvcle, g Colo. .02 30.000
Granite Gold, g Alaska .02 8,600
Hecla, Is Idaho .10 100.000
Hercules, Is Idaho .30 300,000
Homestake, g . S. U. .65 163,254
Iron Blossom, s.l.g Utah .10 100,000
KendaU, g Mont. .10 50,000*
Kenefick Zinc, » Mo. .10 20,000
Lakeriew, z Utah .03 15,000
Little BeU, l.s Utah .05 15,000
Mammoth, g.s.c Utah .05 20,000
National Zinc & Lead, l.z Mo. .04 20,000
North Star, g Calif. .20 50,000
New Jersey Zinc, s X.J. 10.00 3,500,000
North Butte, c Mont. .50 215,000
Osceola., c Mich. 4.00 384,600
Pennsylvania Con., g CaUf. 5 . 775 297,274t
Plymouth Con., g Calif. .24 58,520
Portland, g Colo. .03 90,000
Prince Con, l.s Nev. .05 50.000
Reorg. Booth, g Nev. .25 250,000
Socorro, g N. M. .05 18,865
Seven Tr. Coalition, g Nev. .025 36,077
Shattuck Arizona, c Ariz. 1.25 437,500
Silver King Con, l.s Utah .10 63,758
Silver Pung Coalition, I.S Utah .15 187,500
Success, z Idaho .05 75,000
Tennessee Copper, c Tenn. .75 150,000
Tonopah Belmont, s Nev. .125 187,500
Tonopah Ext., s Nev. .10 94,343
Tonopah Min.. s Nev. . 15 150,000
United Verde, c Ari». .75 225,000
Utah Apex, c Utah . 125 66,000
Utah Con., c Utah .75 225,000
Vindicator, g Colo. .03 45.000
Wasp Xo. 2, g S. D. .05 25,000
Wolverine, c Mich. 6.00 360,000

Metallurgical and Holding Companies Situation Per .Share Total

American Smelters Sec, pfd. A U.S. $1.50 $249,747
American Smelters Sec, pfd. B U.S. 125 375.000
Bethlehem Steel, com Penn. 7.50 1,114,650
Bethlehem Steel, pfd Penn. 1.75 260,890
Cambria Steel Penn. 1.00 169,360
Guggenheim Expl U.S. 11.85 9,879,724t
Repul)Uc Iron & Steel, pfd U.S. 1.75 357,296
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd U.S. 1.00 204,I69t
Sloss Sheffield, pfd ..^ Ala. 175 117,250
U. S. Sm., Kef. it Min., com U.S. 1.00 351,115
U. S. Sm., Rcf. &Min.. pfd..,. U.S. .875 425.555

Canadian, Mexican and Central American
Companies Situation Per Share Total

BcavctCon.a Ont. $0.a3 $60,000
Butters Salvador, g C. A. .25 37,500
Cons. Min. & Smelt Can. 2.50 145.130
Greene Con., c Mex. 1.00 1,000,000
Heiiley, g B.C. .50 60,000
Hollingcr, g Ont. .04 240,000
La Hose Con., B Ont. .05 37,465
McKinley-Darragh, e Ont. .03 67,431
Xipissing. 8 Ont. .25 300.000
New York & Honduras Rosario. g C. A. .60 100.000
Porcupine-Crown, g Ont. .03 60.000
Peterson I.4ikc. 8 Ont. .0175 6.3,000

Rambler-Cariboo, c B.C. .01 17,.'-.00

Seneca-!<uperior, 8 Ont. .20 95,776
Standard Silver-Lead, 8.1 B.C. .025 50,000
Tough Oakes, g Ont. .125 65,187

* Liquidation dividend, t Final cash liquidation, t Account back diWdend.

]icpii<lation dividends—final in tile case of the Pennsyl-

vania and semi-final in tiie case of Kendall, these projier-

ties having been sold. The Guggenheim Exploration

dividend was the final cash disbursement, the stock and

other assets of the company having been previously

distributed.
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E. A. Sanford, late of Hurley, N. M., has gone to Salt Lake
City.

S. F. Shaw is visiting mines in the CcBur d'Alene district in

Idaho.

N. Richmond, of San Francisco, has sone to Fairbanks.
Alaska.

J. C. Draper, lately at Garfield, Utah, is now at Victor,
Montana.

R. J. Burgess, of Boston, has gone to Canyon Mines,
Towle, Calif.

H. C. Wallick. recently at Monterey. Calif., has gone to

Ruby, Alaska.

Clyde Holmburg, recently at Bisbee. Ariz., is now at Cum-
pas. Sonora, Mexico.

Harry J. Wolf, of Denver, recently inspected mines in the
Cripple Creek district and has gone to Leadville.

C. D. Kaeding, general manager of the Dome Mines, Por-
cupine, Ont., has returned from a visit to New York.

Hayes W. Toung, instructor at Stanford University, Cali-
fornia, has been made assistant professor of metallurgy.

R. B. Watson, managing director of the Nipissing Mines Co.
of Cobalt, is visiting the Oatman gold camp in Arizona.

Cuyler Adams, who has been some time in Southern Cali-
fornia, has returned to Deerwood, Minn., on the Cuyuna
Range.

George G. Thomas has been appointed manager of the
Dome Lake mine. Porcupine. Ont.. in place of A. H. Brown,
resigned.

John Seward, of New York, is now investigating some
mining properties in New England. He will be back in New
York in May.

C. T. Griswold of the Associated Geological Engineers has
returned to the Pittsburgh ofHce from professional work in
southwestern Montana.

B. J. Melstead has been appointed general manager of the
Winnipeg branch office of the Milton Hersey Co., chemists and
mining engineers, of Montreal.

Walter Douglas with a party of ofHcials of the Anaconda
Copper Co. visited Morenci, Ariz., last week and inspected the
mines and plants of the Detroit Copper company.

Dr. L. D. Ricketts has just returned from Chile and has
been visiting mines in Miami, Ariz. Dr. Ricketts was married
Apr. 26 to Mrs. A. W. Greenway. of Warren. Ariz.

C. O. O'Connell. who has been in California for some
months on account of his health, has resumed the manage-
ment of the Tough Oakes mine. Kirkland Lake. Ontario.

Eliot Blackwelder. professor of historical geology at the
University of Wisconsin, has been appointed professor of
geology and head of the department, at the University of
Illinois.

R. W. Schultz, late mill superintendent of the Mond Nickel
Co.. Ltd.. at Coniston. Ont.. has accepted a position as staff
metallurgist with Minerals Separation. Ltd. He is at present
at Calumet. Michigan.

Fred W. McKee. assistant superintendent of the Hazelton
furnace of the Republic Iron and Steel Co.. Youngstown. Ohio,
has been appointed superintendent of Hall furnace of the
company at Sharpsville.

Arthur Little, formerly president of the American Chemical
Society, has been engaged by the Canadian Pacific Railway Co.
to organize scientific research with the object of the develop-
ment of Canadian mineral, chemical and hydro-electric
resources.

Alonzo G. Kinyon. superintendent of locomotive operation
on the Seaboard Air Line Ry. for a number of years, has
resigned this position to become chief' consultant of the
board of engineering research power generation in steam loco-
motives for the Powdered Coal Engineering and Equipment
Co.. Chicago. Mr. Kinyon is at present vice-president of the
Traveling Engineers' Association and a member of the execu-
tive committee of the International Railway Fuel Association.

Frank H. Probert has been appointed professor of mining
in the University of California. The position has been filled
only in a temporary way since the death of Professor Christy
in 1914. Professor Probert is widely known as a consulting
and managing mining engineer and has visited many mining
districts in this country. He is a graduate of the Royal
.School of Mines in London and w.as employed in Canada. Ger-

many and .Spain, finally settling in the United States in 1901.
since when he has practiced as a consulting engineer. He has
delivered several courses of lectures at the University.

B. E. McKechnie nas resigned his position as general
superintendent of the Lebanon plant of the Pennsylvania Steel
Co. to take elYect May 1. He has been at Lebanon for the
past 10 years as superintendent of the concentrator and for
the last year as general superintendent in charge of concen-
trator and blast furnaces. He has accepted a position with
the Hanover Bessemer Iron and Copper Co. to have charge
of the mines at Hanover. N. M.. and to build a concentrator
to recover the iron and copper values in the ores. He left
for Hanover May 2. in company with John W. Brock, presi-
dent, and D. M. Barringer. secretary.

Louis P. Wardle died at Santa Monica. Calif.. Apr. 18. aged
86 years. He was born in New York, and as a young man
for some years worked on the Mississippi River. In 1849 he
joined in the rush to California and was employed in mining
in Sierra County for 10 years. In 1859 he went to the Corn-
stock with the pioneers of that district and since that time
resided in Virginia City. Nev.. until about a year ago. when
he went to South California for his health. He was employed
for many years at the Crown Point and Savage mines and
also took an active part in Nevada politics, being associated
for a number of years with Senator John P. Jones. He retired
from active work some years ago. He leaves three daughters,
all married.

Horatio P. Livermore. born in Livermore. Maine, in 1S37.
died in San Francisco. .\pr. 26. 1916. Mr. Livermore was
known in San Francisco as "Father of Russian Hill." This
sobriquet was given him by the residents of that section of
the city because of his 20 years' labor in building up the hill
and drawing to it a class of citizens who reflect credit upon
his efforts. During his childhood his parents moved from
Maine to Boston and at the age of 19 young Livermore went
to San Francisco and to a position with Reddington & Co..
druggists, from which he rose to managing partner. The
company was interested in quicksilver mines in Napa County,
and Livermore turned his attention to that mining industry.
Later he was a strong factor in the advancement of irrigation.
Livermore next took up electric transmission and with Albert
Gallatin 20 years ago constructed the Folsom-Sacramento
electric transmission plant; this was the first electric trans-
mission plant installed in the northern part of the state.
Fifteen years ago he retired.

SOCHETHES

Chamber of Mimes and Oil—The annual meeting was held
in Los Angeles. Calif.. May 2. After an informal dinner
addresses were made by Seeley W. Mudd on "Mining and the
Southwest" and by Warren C. Kennedy and Theodore Martin
on the woriv of the chamber.

Qneen'H University—The Kingston School of Mining has
been amalgamated with Queen's University, Kingston, Ont..
and will henceforth be conducted as a regular faculty of the
latter. At the -final meeting of the shareholders and gov-
ernors of the School of Mining the following were elected
trustees of the University: R. Crawford. J. B. Carruthers and
R. E. Kent, of Kingston: M. J. O'Brien. Renfrew: T. B. Cald-
well. Lanark, and Dr. Willet G. Miller. Toronto.

Iniversltj- of WaahlnBton—Thirt.v students and instructors
from the College of Mines took part in the annual spring
excursion early in April. Studies were made of the new
reverberatory and casting furnaces at the Tacoma smeltery,
the Du I'ont jiowder works located on Puget Sound and the
Britannia Mining and Smelting Co.'s mine and mills on Howe
Sound, near Vancouver. B. C. The Britannia mills are using
Hancock jigs. Burchart tables and Minerals Separation flota-

tion cells to effect a high recovery on low-grade chalcopyrite
ore.

.VmtTleaii Institute of MInInK' Kniclneers—The annual meet-
ing of tile New York section will be held at the Chemists"
Club, 52 East 41st St.. New York. May 12. Tiu- nominating
committee appointed at the last meeting h;n e i>i'.sented the
following names: Chairman. David H. Brow: . vi.e-chairman.
Percy 1^. Harbour: secretary. A. D. Beers; ti surer. O. A.

Eohn. After the meeting a joint session wi.: ' !. Id with the

American Electrochemical Society at which ; of. W. D. !"an-
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croft and George D. Van Aisdale will speak on the subject of

flotation.

Vniverslty ol Itah—A lecture on "Thawing Frozen Gravels

In the Arctic" was delivered to the engineering students at

the university Apr. IT. by Dr. Henry Mace Payne. The meth-
ods used by the Canadian Klondike Co. at Dawson T. T. were
discussed, including dredging and method of thawing gravel

by use of hot water instead of steam. Mention was also made
of the operation of the Lena-Goldfields Co. in Siberia, where
rich gravels along the Bodaibo River are worked. New
dredges are to be installed there.

Utah Society of Engineers—The annual election of ofiBcers

and banquet were held at the Hotel Utah. Apr. 19. The of-

ficers for the coming year are: Guy Sterling, president; C. J.

Ullrich, first vice-president and ^V. A. Wilson second vice-

president: L. H. Krebs. treasurer and Hugh C. Lewis, secre-

tary. R. B. Ketchum was chosen a member of the executive

committee. About SO members attended the banquet. The
speakers were: City commissioner Heber M. Wells, who
talked on "Municipal Problems": P. A. Simpkin and A. R.

Barnes, attorney general.

Montana Society of Encineers—The annual meeting was
held at Helena. Apr. 6. 7 and S. April 7 was devoted to a

visit to Hauser dam on the Missouri River and to the Scratch-

Gravel mining district which is developing into a promising
camp at the very doors of the City of Helena. April 8 was
devoted to the usual business and to the reading of reports

and professional papers. A banquet at the Montana Club
ended the meeting which was attended to by about 50 mem-
bers. The officers elected for the ensuing year were: Presi-

dent. A. W. Richter. of Bozeman: first vice-president. James H.

Kyd. of Butte: second vice-president. E. P. Mathewson, of

Anaconda: secretary and librarian. Clinton H. Moore, of Butte:

treasurer. Samuel Barker. Jr., of Butte: trustee for three

years. Chauncey Berrien, of Butte.

American Electrochemical Society— The annual meeting
was held at Washington, D. C. Apr. 27-29. Some of the

important papers were the following: "Magnesium," by 'W.

M. Grosvenor: "Electric Furnace Products." by F. J. Tone:
The Nitrogen Question." by W. S. Landis: "The Brittleness

Annealed Copper." by TN'. E. Ruder: "Faults of the Small
Electric Arc Furnace." by W. M. McKnight: "The Rennerfelt

Electric Arc Furnace," by C. H. Von Baur: "Corrosion and the

Engineer," by W. H. Walker: "Effect of Rust upon the Prog-
ress of Rust." by J. Aston: "Electrolytic Zinc," by W. R.

Ingalls: "Recent Progress in Electrolytic Irons," by W. O.

.Storey. An excursion to Mount Vernon on Friday afternoon.

Apr. 28. and a meeting on Saturday. Apr. 29, at the Bureau of

Standards were features.

TRADE

Hazard Mfg. Co.. Wilkes-Barre. Penn. Booklet. Keystone
Railroad Signal Wire. Illustrated. 16 pp.. 4>4x7'A in.

Lidgerwood Mfg. Co.. 96 Liberty St.. New York. Bulletin

No. 16. Gasoline Hoists. Illustrated, 10 pp.. 9x12 in.

The Goulds Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y. Bulletin No. 120.

.Multi-stage Centrifugal Pumps. Illustrated, 20 pp., 7>/;XlO in.

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Bulletin No.

1632. Centrifugal Pumps and Centrifugal Pumping Units.

Illustrated, 44 pp.. 8x10% in.

Raymond Bros. Impact Pulverizer Co., Chicago. 111. Cata-
log No. 12. Grinding, Pulverizing and Air Separating Machin-
ery. Illustrated. 64 pp.. 8x10^4 in.

Fairbanks. Morse & Co., Chicago, III. Bulletin H17SB. Type
Y (Semi-Diesel) Oil Engine. Illustrated, 4 pp., 6x9 in. Bul-

letin H192C. Type T Oil Engines, Style V. Illustrated, 8 pp.,

6x9 in.

Nelson Valve Co., Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Penn. Cat-

alog, Extra Heavy Steel Gate Valves for Superheated Steam
:»nd Other Power Plant Service; illustrated. 24 pp., 5x7',4 in.

The E. I. du Pont de .N. mours & Co., of Wilmington, Del.

have published a clay-blasting booklet. As it is the flr^it

booklet ever isued on this subject it contains valuable and
interesting inform;ition. Some of the phases covered ire

digging clay, stripinnc. blasting down shale, digging plastic

clays, mining Aim . l:iys. draining clay pits, as well as full

information on the use r.f explosives. The booklet will be

sent to any addres.s upon request.

The Myers-Whal. y Co.. Knoxville. Tenn., Is distributing

catalog' .N'o. 6 entitled "Shoveling Machines." The catalog.

heside.« the usual Information descriptive of the work of this

r>utom:itic shovel, has m.iny halftones made from photographs
„,!<.., .,,n.l i.f the slinx.l ,T I v i.rk li.nfllinir ci.al. I. ;iil, s.llt

and various other material. A diagram is shown giving 18

consecutive positions of the shovel during one complete cycle
of its work. It makes 13 cycles per minute.

The Dodge Sales and Engineering Co. is distributing
Catalog C-16 of its power-transmission machinery. This book
is bound in red buckram, contains 61.o pages, attractively
arranged and illustrated, and contains most valuable trade
informat'on, together with some technical tables for engi-
neers engaged in designing work of this nature. The book
is too valuable for promiscuous circulation, but will gladly
be sent to any engineer interested.

BHPUSTRnAIL HEWS
The Marion Steam Shovel Co. announces that it has

recently opened a branch office at 1018 Commercial Trust
Bldg.. Philadelphia, Penn.

The National Tube Co. has issued an artistic calendar,
which embodies the very useful idea of giving the dates for

three successive years on one sheet.

The Pacific Tank and Pipe Co. announces that after Apr. 17

the Los Angeles office will be in Rooms 910-912 Trust and
Saving Bldg., corner Sixth and Spring St. The company has
just erected a new and larger plant at East Wilmington
which is near the harbor of Los Angeles and is equipped to
handle business in better shape than ever before.

American Brass, the largest individual consumer of copper
in this country, has declared a regular quarterly dividend
of 1 >4 % and an extra dividend of 3HTr. Three months ago
l\i'/c and an extra of 3>i9c were paid.

Alexander C. Brown, vice-president of the Brown Hoisting
Machinery Co., Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed general
manager of the company in place of Richard B. Sheridan, who
has resigned to accept another position.

O. G. Smith, formerly connected with the Piatt Iron Works
Co., of Dayton, Ohio, has been appointed district manager for

the National Transit Pump and Machine Co., in charge of their

new branch offices in the Marquette Building, Chicago.

The Chicago office and salesrooms of the Goulds Manufac-
turing Co., manufacturer of pumps for every service, will after
Apr. 20 be at 12 and 14 South Clinton St.. Chicago. The com-
pany will still retain its warehouse at 3801-3811 S. Ashland
Ave., where it has been located for the last four or five

years.

The Union Carbide Co.. 42nd St. Building. New York, have
just incorporated a foreign company and starting about June
1 exp.eet to put up a very large power plant and mill for the
manufacture of carbide and ferro-alloys, about 30 mi. from
Bergen. Norway, to take care of all their foreign business.

They also expect to be able to ship their products to the
United States and land them here cheaper than it is possible

to manufacture the product in the United States, due to the
cheapness of water power and labor in Norway.

The Plains Iron Works Co. has purchased the property of

the F. M. Davis Iron Works Co., of Denver, and is continuing
the line of business formerly carried on by the company
practically without change at present. The officials of the
new company are: Charles Tully. president: Warren A.

Haggott, vice-president: M. C. Hubbell, secretary and treas-

urer: R. B. McConney, general m.anager. The first three are

new members of the corporation, while the latter has been
connected with the F. M. Davis Iron Works Co. in the capacity

of manager for several years.

The Justrite Manufacturing Co.. of Chicago, has completed
the new factory building at Southport Ave. and Kingsbury
St., which will be the now home of the company. This build-

ing is four stories high and contains 30,000 sq.ft. of floor

space. The principal business of this company is the manu-
facture of miners' acetylene lamps. The company also makes
fire-prevention devices, which include chemical fire extin-

guishers, nonexplosive safety cans for volatile liquids and
automatic oily waste cans, all of which are approved by the

National Board of Fire Underwriters.

R. W. Rost, Newark, N. J., salesman, has been promoted to

manager of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. branch at Al-

bany, N. Y., succeeding E. B. Sigerson, recently appointed

manager of the Buffalo branch. J. A. Leathermen, Portland,

Ore., salesman, has been promoted to manager of the branch

in that city. L. H. Vaughan, former manager at Utlca, N. Y.,

has been appointed manager of the branch at Newark, N, J.

He is succeeded at Utica by F. G. Richards, who has been

connected with the Newark branch as salesm.in. R. S. Her-

man, formerly a salesman with the Joplin, Mo., branch, has

been transferred to Salina, Kan., as manager of the new Good-

>ear branch there
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SAX FRAXCISCO—Apr. 2«

C'alifornla-Oreeou Power Co. has made application to the
State Railroad Commission for authority to enter the territory
of Trinity County and supply electricity to gold dredges.
The application is opposed by Northern California Power Co.
and Trinity Gold Mining and Reduction Co. The last-named
company states that it is a public utility already in the field

and adequately equipped to furnish all electric power needed.
The merits of the claims of the opposing companies need not
be discussed, but that Trinity County is going to demand
more electric power is evident from the advancement not
only in mining, generally, but particularly in the installation
of new dredges.

Coiiistock Mines are advancing steadily in production and
preparation for exploring lower levels. Union Consolidated.
for the week ended .4pr. 22, showed one of the largest ore out-
puts for several months, amounting to 357 tons of ore. The
feature of the production \vas the extraction of 73 tons from
No. 4 stope that averaged $55 per ton. The lowest average
per ton was $16.62, from No. 1 stope, producing 117 tons. No.
5 stope averaged $19.75 for 167 tons. The average value of
457 tons of ore crushed in the Mexican mill was $24.93. Good
progress was made in reopening and repairing Union shaft, 25

ft. being made in the week, making the depth repaired below
the 2,000 station. 365 ft. This shaft is to be reopened to the
2.700 level, upon the completion of which the unwatering
below the 2.700 level of the Northend mines will probably be
undertaken.

DENVER—Apr. 2S

Tiing-Nteu Hum Become a Factor in Politics, the Boulder
County republicans having passed a resolution demanding a
national tariff of $50 per unit on imported tungsten ores.

Cripple Creek is in the tungsten parade, too. .\cting on
statements made by Lindgren and Ransome in "Professional
Paper No. 54," the Puzzle vein opened through the Ophelia
tunnel is being explored for hiibnerite and small shipments
of high-grade mineral have been made.

Drainage at Leadville has taken a firm hold on the
operators as a salvation of the district. Every week it seems
tluit a new pumping project is launched. The Wolftone
.^haft is to be newly equipped with electrically driven centrifu-
ixnl pumps to drain this mine and the neighboring Robert
l-^nimet mine recently purchased by the Empire Zinc Co.
rieorge O. Argall, manager of the Iron-Silver company, is in
charge of another pumping enterprise that will utilize the
Mikado shaft on Iron Hill as the center of operations. Pump-
iiit; at the Harvard and Penrose shafts continues successfully.
lOxercising the benefits of drainage through the Penrose, the
f»ld Cloud City and Home Extension mines in the downtown
;u ea are being reopened. Outlying portions of the Leadville
resiion are also being considered. In Half Moon gulch, well
nil in the Continental Range, the Onyx group has been pur-
oliased by Eastern men. who propose to develop it under the
management of Fred J. McNair. Over the Mosquito Range
tip the east, in Park County, the famous old London mine will
lie given new development, contract for 550 ft. of drifting
on the lower tunnel level having been awarded to J. R. Murray
and Thomas JIalay, of Leadville.

RollinHville. a station on the Denver & Salt Lake li.R. in
the northern part of Gilpin County, is making a serious bid
lor recognition as a tungsten camp. The concentrator being
erected by the Rare Metal Ores Co. will be ready for operation
by June 1. The growing prominence of the Beaver Creek
district, only one mile from town, and the discovery that the
luTigsten belt extends a considerable distance south of Rollins-
ville, have resulted in a veritable "boom." Town lots and
iild buildings are being sold at unheard-of prices for this
place. Nederland is about four miles distant by a fair moun-
tain road. Heretofore, all shipments by rail from Nederland
have been hauled in wagons about three miles to Eldora, the
terminal of the narrow-gage "Switzerland Trail" of Boulder
County; but, by hauling to RoUinsville, shipments may be
loaded into standard-gage cars for shipment east. The Moftatt
Road (D. & S. L. R.R.) has already established a motor-truck
service. .\ good strike of tungsten at .\pex, S mi. above Black
Hawk, and another .it HughesviUe are reported. These ores
differ from the Boulder County ores in that the ferbcrite is

issiiiiated with pyrite as well as with gold and silver.

BI'I'IK Apr. 2«

Butte d: Superior >liiilns to. is now the corporate title of
the old Butte & Superior Copper Co., which had become a
misnomer and was consequently changed. The "flotation
report." required in the litigation with the Minerals Separa-
tion. Ltd., over the oil-flotation patents, has been filed and
shows that in March, 12,U'9 tons of concentrates were recov-
ered from 52,089 tons of ore treated at a cost of $2.69 a ton.
the concentrates being valued at $93.62 a ton. In February
49.S00 tons were treated at a cost of $2.52 per ton, and
10,775 tons of concentrates having a value of $93.56 per ton.
were recovered. These records are an improvement over
January when 49,429 tons of ore wore treated at a cost of
$3.05 per ton.

Every Operating Shaft of the Anaconda company in Butte
is now working practically at capacity. The daily tonnage
of these mines is close to 14,000 tons of ore and with some fur-
ther minor improvements that are under way this tonnage will
be increased to 15,000 tons per day. The approximate daily
outputs of the 22 operating shafts of the .Anaconda company
are as follows; High Ore, 1,200 to 1,350 tons; Leonard. 1,100
to 1,200: Mountain View, 1,100 to 1,200; Tramway, 1,100 to
1,200; .Anaconda, 950 to 1,050; Original, SOO to 900; Bell, SOO
to 900; Badger, 700 to SOO; Mountain Con., 600 to SOO; West
Colusa, 600 to 7.00; Pennsylvania, 600; Steward, 600 to 700;
-Vever Sweat, 600 to 700; St. Lawrence, 500 to 600 tons per
day. These are the 14 largest mines of the company. The
eight smaller ones are as follows: Berkeley, 300 to 400 tons
per day; Moonlight, 300 to 400; Belmont, 300 to 400; West Gray
Rock, 300 to 400; Poulin, 200 to 300; Silver Bow, 200 to 300;
Lexington, 150 to 200; Tropic, 100 tons per day. These
figures are approximate only as the output varies according
to conditions. The Pennsylvania was a larger producer
previous to the recent fire which has made it impossible
to do any mining on the 1,000-ft. level and curtailed pro-
duction on some other levels.

SALT L,.\KR CITY—Apr. 2.S

The Tintic .Milling Co.*.s Recent Cleanup, resulting from a
month's operations, amounted to about 25 tons, carrying sil-
ver, copper and gold of a value of about $1,000 a ton, or $23,-

000 for the lot. The mill began operating on a small scale
Feb. 22. and was gradually brought up to 100 tons capacity.
Ultimate capacity is to be 300 tons.

Old Tailings Dumps at Silver Reef near St. George, in
Washington County, are being examined and sampled, and may
be reworked in view of the higher price for silver. The sil-

ver deposits here occurred in sandstone. There was much
activity in this district in the past, and several large mills
were operated.

A i:!0-Mi. Power Line is being built by the Utah Power and
Light Co. from its terminal at Springville to the co.al-mining
section in Emery and Carbon counties. The line, which will
carry current at 40,000 volts, will furnish power for the U. S.

Fuel and other companies. The U. S. Fuel Co. is at present
operating with electric power generated by a steam plant,
but had for some time been negotiating with the power com-
pany to bring in power from outside. Some of the U. S. Fuel
("o.'s haulajfe ways are being improved, and everything will

be equipped for operating by electricity. It is expected that
the power line will cost $250,000 and be completed in .\ugust.

MORENCI. .'VHIZ.—.*pr. 27
A Gold .Xuft'get worth $22.50 was recently found by a Mexi-

can miner in the Indian Creek district in Coconino County.
This is only one of several valuable nuggets obtained in that
section within the last year and people are becoming inter-

ested. Several placer claims have been staked.

.\rizonn Power Co. is now furnishing about 10,000 hp. to

Yavapai County mines, following second power installation

on Fossil Creek. The United Verde takes about 3,000 hp., the
Consolidated .\r;zona Smelting Co. at Humboldt about 1.000

hp., and the remainder is distributed in smaller quantities to

other mines.

More I.nl>ur Troubles are threatened in the Clifton-Mor-
enci district. Gutierrez de Lara, the Spanish rali'.al who fiss-

ured prominently in the inciting of the stril<. l-crc last S< p-

tember, Guy Miller, of the Western Federal on, a man by

the name of Donmlly, of state federation imnections. .ind
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other professional agitators are here practicing their calling.

In a mass meeting at Morenci on .\pr. 23. they declared a
"closed" union camp would be established and all non-union
men would have to join or get out. De Lara is a favorite

with the Mexicans and they will probably do as he says.

Miners of the Detroit Copper Co. yesterday forcibly prevented
repair men from doing underground repair work "because
the mines were down for the day."

OATMAX, ARIZ.—.\pr. 38

Development \<'opk in Oatman is being pushed with in-

creased vig^or. There are now incorporated for operation in

this district nearly 200 companies. The camp is now firmly

established in the mining world, and is being visited by min-
ing engineers from every section of the country. The note-
worthy feature of the past week's activities was the opening
of the new orebody in the second (4S5-ft.) level of the Big
.Tim. The company today officially gave out an assay for the
vein from wall to wall, 43 ft., of over $12. On the 400-ft.

level, the vein was opened for 42 ft. and the average assay
officially given out was $7.44. The United Eastern is proceed-
ing with the building of its mill. Excavating is nearly com-
pleted, and numerous parts of the equipment have been re-

ceived. Development is in progress on the 66D-ft. level.

The Ivanhoe Consolidated Mines Co. this week shipped 50

tons of high-grade ore to the Gold Road mill. This was ob-
tained from the Nancy Lee claim. That the old saying of

finding gold in the streets is true of Oatman was shown
the other day when ore was uncovered in the heart of the
town, just back of the New Bank of Oatman Block.

PHOEXIX, ARIZ .4pr. 35

Another Model Mining Town is to be established in Arizona.
This is being built in the Ajo district at Cornelia, by the New
Cornelia Copper Co., a subsidiary of the Calumet & Arizona
Mining Co. The town is being laid out on the plan of the

City of Washington, with radial avenues leading out from a

parked and verdant civic center, where will be the railroad

station, the company's office building, and probably a hotel,

as well as other business buildings. The new townsite will be
the company's property, and its settlement and upbuilding
will be as modern, sanitary and attractive as possible. This
work will be in the direct charge of General Manager M.
Curley. who has already had experience of this sort. In the

Mesabi Range country, he laid out a model town a few years
ago, and for a time served as its mayor. Water for the new
town of Cornelia and for the company's works has been de-

veloped in a valley about 7 mi. distant, from which it will

be pumped electrically from 1,200-ft. wells in which the water
has risen 600 ft. There will be a store at Cornelia, but it will

be a cooperative institution, its patrons sharing in the profits.

A separate townsite will be provided for Mexican employees,
as was done at Ray. The New Cornelia company is employ-
ing about 400 men and there are about 1,200 people in the

camp. The railroad has now reached the town and construc-
tion is proceeding on the leaching tanks and the power-
plant foundations.

JOPLIX—.\pr. 30

Mine Operators Snbiirribed Liberally to a fund to pay a
visiting nurse and establish a dispensary for free medical
examination of school children, when the proposition was put
up to them at the recent meeting of the Southwest Missouri
Mine Safety and Sanitation Association. Dr. A. J. Lanza, of

the U. S. Bureau of Health, suggested the plan as the most
efficient method of preventing the infection of children from
tubercular parents in this district/

The KfTort to Achieve Higher Recovery in the Joplin mills

has recently resulted in increased popularity for the Dorr ap-
paratus for slime saving. Up until a few months ago there
was only one Dorr thickener in the Joplin field, the one at

the Wingfield-Bertha A. mine at Webb City. Recently the
I'icher Lead Co. has ordered five 36-ft. thickeners for its mines
at I'icher, Okla. ; the Cisco Mining Co. at Webb City is in-

stalling twr. 4')-fl. thickeners; theGranby Mining and SmeltinK
Co. hn? r i.ied two of the same size for its properties at

Granlj:. .Mont E. Mining Co. has ordered one 40-ft. and
one 14-ft "kener for it- mill at Webb City; and the Under-
writers' L.ir .i Co., the Ci .imerce Mining and Royalty Co., the

American Z. L. & S. Co.. and the A. W. C. Mining Co., each
will put in at least one thiclieiier.

Rail Connectli.il l.etween Miami and Richer, Okla, will

further stimulati- ; 'xtraordinary development in this field.

The Oklahoma, M •uii & Kansas R.R. has completed its

track from Miami t luher, through Commerce, and regular
servic- is to be .si ;. .1 May 5. The schedule has not been
announced as yet, liu i ..jrly trips may be tried. The need for

this r. I I road has bee i,
i
Hticuliirly marked In recent months.

Bad V • ither has mad' the wt non roads almost Impassable.

The gr it activity In the PIch and Cardln camps has called

for a large amount of freight hauling, as well as passenger
service. Three years ago there were nothing more than a te\r

farm houses in this section. Now both Cardin and Richer
are towns with populations estimated at from 750 to 1,500
each. The developments started in 1913 by the Richer Lead
Co. are largely responsible.

HOrCHTOX, MICH Apr. 39

Lake Copper is Well Sold Out. It can be stated, on the best
authority, that practically every mine in the Lake Superior
district has its copper sold for the remainder of the year
1916. The price average for the year will not be 30c., how-
ever. It likely will be nearer 25c The larger mines nego-
tiated sales for the first half of 1916 at prices in the vicinity
of 20c. Since then copper has advanced to around 30c., but
this high price has been received by none of the larger com-
panies, most of whom have sold their copper for late fall de-
livery at 26 or 27c. a lb.

Ahmeek's Copper Ontpnt in April will probably be a record
production. While there will be no appreciable increase in

rock tonnage the grade of the rock is running much higher.
In tlie North Ahmeek end of the mine the openings are now
confined to the known rich portions. The Ahmeek mine is

easily furnishing rock up to the mill capacity and under these
circumstances the policy of making underground selection in

block is followed as it is at several other mines in the district,

on the plan of securing the largest amount of copper at a time
when it can be marketed at the highest price seen in a long
period of years. Ahmeek is keeping six heads busy and two
additional stamp heads will be ready to go into commission in

June, when production can be increased about 25 per cent.

The First Shaft on the Old Calumet Property was started
in 1S66. The year 1916 is, therefore, the half-century mark
of continuous and successful copper mining of the Calumet
& Hecia Mining Co. During these 50 years copper mining
in the Lake Superior district has developed rapidly and regu-
larly and in most of that time the Calumet & Hecla has
been the largest producer of copper in the Michigan district, as
well as leader in its operative advancement. The Quincy
mine was in operation before the Calumet & Hecla was dis-

covered. And the old Huron (now Isle Royale) was operating
at that time. There were other mines working in Ontonagon
and Ke"n'eenaw counties but the size of the Calumet conglom-
erate deposit made all others insignificant by comparison,
as soon as its development reached a point where a proper
tonnage could be handled. The present Calumet & Hecla
Mining Co. was not organized until 1S71, when it was made
up of a combination of the Caiumet, Hecla, Portland and
Scott companies. The Calumet & Hecla is planning for some
proper observance of the half century of success. It will taki_'

place later in the year, no definite arrangements having yet
been 'determined.

TCROXTO—.4.pr, 38

Hollinerer Consolidated Mines. Ltd., is to be the title of the
merger of the Hollinger, Acme and Millerton gold mines and
claim 13,147 of the Canadian Mining and Finance Co., Ltd. The
new company is to have a nominal capital of $25,000,000, in

$5 shares, of which 200,000 shares will remain in the treasury,

the distribution of the remainder being as follows: Hollin-
ger shareholders. 2,400.000 shares; Acme shareholders, 2,100,-

000; Millerton shareholders, 200,000; Canadian Mining and
Finance Co., 100.000. A detailed report by General Manager
Robbins estimates the assets of the Hollinger will be approxi-
mately equal to the collective value of the other companies
included in the merger. Dealing with the allowance for

ore at depths below those already reached by development,
the report estimates that on the basis of a depth of 800
ft. the Hollinger and Acme will have 5,594,570 tons of ore
of a gross value of $48,196,390. On the assumption that the
veins persist to a depth of 1,400 ft. (diamond drilling having
proved the persistence of some veins below that depth) it is

estimated that these two properties have 10.430,000 tons of
lire, representing a gross value of $81,492,000. Mr. Robbins
Iioints out that the consolidation will give freedom from loss

in case of any geological disturbance found to affect local

orebodies; a speculative chance sjiread over a large area;
and lowered working costs. The problem of bringing the
properties together has been in mind for the last five years.

The results of geological research, the solving of milling de-
tails, the centralizing of plant and the development of under-
ground workings have all been shaped with the idea of ulti-

mately consolidating the properties. Forecasting the future
the report anticipates that the extension to Hollinger mill

should be completed by the middle of May, after which the

company should be able to treat 1,900 tons daily, increasing

the profits to $280,000 every four weeks, louring the year the

central shaft must be completed, and the mill extended to a

capacity of 3,500 tons dally. The latter work will require the

outlay of $750,000 and need one year for Its completion.
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ALASKA
BOOB AND TOLSTOI CREEKS in the Innoko district are

the scene of the latest stampede owing to report of rich gold
stril<e. Boob is tributary of Tolstoi Creelt, a branch of Diga
River.

OTT MIXING CO. (Fairbanks)—Has made shipment of
tungsten concentrates from Heilig stamp mill on Fairbanks
Creek.

JOHNSON & EWERS (Chena)—The Chena mill shipped.
Apr. 3, two tons of tungsten concentrates produced from this
Gilmore Creek property.

VALDEZ CREEK PLACER MINES (68 Devonshire St.. Bos-
ton, Mass.)—About 450 tons of equipment arrived Valdez
Creek: hydraulicking scheduled to begin May 20.

ALASKA TREAn"U'ELL (Treadwell)—Proposed consolida-
tion with Alaska United and Alaska Mexican, will involve new
combination shaft and crushing plant; new electric hoist of
capacity of 300 tons per hr. from depth of 4.500 ft.; also
new combination milling plant after plans of Bradley. Bruff
& Labarthe. Ball mills of Alaska Juneau type may be used.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

LEASERS AT COURTLAND recently shipped 50 carloads
copper ore.

AT SEBRING CAMP 75 men are taking out tungsten ore
from dry placers in Texas canon; concentrator in operation.

COMMONWEALTH EXTENSION (Pearce)—Development
proceeding on recently opened oi-ebody.

BUNKER HILL (Tombstone)—Daily capacity mill in-
creased to 160 tons; motor trucks have superseded horses in
hauling to station.

Coconino County
ASBESTOS claims of W. W. Bass, situated in Grand Caiion,

have been bonded to Eastern men.
Gila County

LAVELLE MINING (ChrLstmas)—Joe Lavelle is in Los
Angeles to buy mill and other machinery; $15,000 in rich gold
ore recently taken from shallow workings.

FINLETTER & YOUNG (Globe)—Shipped 40 tons high-
grade copper ore from claims S mi. south of Globe; also have
considerable tonnage 4% concentrating ore.

Mohave County
TELLURIDE (Oatman)—Shaft cut low-grade vein at 310

ft. for 16 ft.; sinking to 500 ft. ,

OATMAN BIG LODE (Oatman)—Opening a surface vein,
300 ft. from the Times property. '

CHLORIDE & TELLURIDE M. & M. (Chloride)—Manager
Vernor will reopen Schenectady mine, idle 30 years.

OATMAN BELLE (Oatman)—Recentlj- acquired by Lester
M. Dull and associates. Sinking to be expedited with new
machinery, now en route.

TENNESSEE (Chloride)—Large steam-driven compressor
being installed to facilitate deepening of 1,400-ft. shaft and
work on 500- and 1,200-ft. levels.

Pima County
AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING (Redrock)—One

of two furnaces of Sasco smeltery blown in Apr. IS. About
225 men are working at the mines at Silverbell.

GREATERVILLE DREDGE AND GOLD MINING (Greater-
ville)—Los .\ngeles company recently installed small dredge;
Horace J. West, superintendent.

Pinal County
OUTLAW (Picacho)—P. Zalazar sorting high-grade copper

ore for shipment to Sasco smeltery.

Santa Cruz County
TRENCH (Patagonia)—Main shaft cut rich silver ore at

450 ft.

RUPERT (Patagonia)—B. Shappell plans to install flota-
tion mill to treat dump of lead-silver-copper ore; 30 men at
work.

Ya%-apai County
HEDLET BROS. (Walker)—Made first shipment in April

of tungsten ore.

BLUE BELL (Humboldt)—On 1.000-ft. level a 26-ft. copper
orebody has been opened.

LAWLER. WOOD & CONNERS (Walker)—Shipment of
2,600 lb. high-grade tungsten ore ready.

TIGER CCrown King)—Installing new flotation inill. Old
dump of in,000 tons will be treated first.

SWASTIKA (Prescott) — Shipping high-grade silver-lead
ore from Silver Prince claim in Bradshaw Mountain to Utah
smelteries.

WAKATA (Congress)—Reports 30.000 tons gold ore ready
to break; 10-stamp mill will be installed in Martinez gulch.
2 mi. northeast of Congress, according to General Manager
Schmid.

JEROME-VICTOR EXTENSION (Jerome)—Organized by
Michigan and New York men to develop Hayncs copper prop-
erty adjoining United Verde. Shaft now down about 1.200 ft.

James T. Fisher, Calumet, Mich., president. J. P. Peternian
In charge.

CAI>IF(mSIA
.\niadur County

CONSOLIDATED AMAUOR (Sutter Creek)—Air compres-
sor, pumps and other machinery arrived and installation pro-
gressing rapidly. One surface building and large amount of
road building, grading and concrete foundation work has been
completed.

Eldorado County
BUNKER HILL (Georgetown)—Development of this cop-

per mine on Darst ranch in progress under direction of D. L.
Shepherd. Motor trucks to be used to transport ore to Auburn.
Mine idle since 1864; formerly shipped to England.

Kern County
SPILLMAN-JOHNSON (Randsburg)—Lease in Stringer dis-

trict producing about 30 lb. tungsten per day. Preparing for
installation of new concentrating plant.

X-RAY (Randsburg;)—J. B. Van Winkle and O. Warren, of
Los Angeles have option on this scheelite property in Pagh
district, near old Black Hawk mine. Examination begun by
Charles Guzman, lately from Ketchikan, Alaska.

BREYMER (Randsburg)—Tungsten ore from this group of
claims has been extracted and sacked ready for shipments.
Scheelite cropping runs parallel to the gold-bearing ledge
which A. F. Deidrick has been mining for several years.

ILLINGWORTH & DL'NNELL (Randsburg)—Final ship-
inent of 2.600 lb. high-grade tungsten ore. Apr. 18. completed
week's shipments, amounting to over $19,000 worth of ore.^
Decline in the price has caused firm to refuse to buy more ore
until market is more stable.

Nevada County
irNION HILL (Grass Valley)—Reported that Errol Mc-

Boyle of South Idaho mine secured option on control of the
Union Hill. Three-compartment shaft is being sunk at South
Idaho; A. M. Randol. superintendent. McBoyle recently ac-
quired mining rights adjoining South Idaho and if he se-
cures control of the Union Hill, it will add largely to im-
portance of the company's undertaking.

NORTH STAR (Grass Valley)—A new vein reported which
is expected to add greatly to life of property. While a re-
cent report shows large amount of ore in i^orth Star, no new
oreshoots are credited to Champion above the 2.400 level.
Cost of mining. $2.82 per ton; development, SSc; milling,
47.8c.; cyaniding, 35. Sc; other expenses. 8.15c.: total, $5.35 per
ton mined. Yield, $9.26. Mill treated 109,860 tons In 1915.
Sorting established late in year.

Placer County
MAGUIRE (Dutch Flat)—William Farrish, Jr., has been

examining this mine on Lowell Hill.

San Bernardino County
SIX TUNGSTEN CLAIMS in Atolia district are reported to

have been optioned by Joseph M. Murphy, of Los Angeles, who
also has sliort-term option on French group.

MODERN' (Atolia)—John Quirk, owner, and 4 leasers are
w'orking these tungsten claims.

OSDICK (Atolia)—More than 30 leasers are working this
tungsten ground east of the Spud Patch; 16 additional blocks
recently located and leased. Rich channel opened by Shaw
Bros, attracted this attention.

Shnsta County
AFTERTHOUGHT (Ingot)—Examination and development

in progress here is l^eing done by representatives of the .Amer-
ican IVIetal Co.. of New York, which may acquire 60^'t- interest.
Harry L. Brown, in charge.

Sierra County
NORTH FORK (Forest)—Unwatered and sink.ng of 200-

ft. main incline resumed. Gold-bearing quartz. 6 to 30 ft. wide,
foot wall diorite, hanging wall graphite schist. G. F. Stone.
in charge.

COl.OR.\DO
Clear Creek County

CROCKETT (Idaho Springs)—Reonened and being devel-
oped by A. J. McAlpin. who opened vein of smelting ore
assaying $40 a ton. Milling ore will be treated in Salisbury
mill leased for purpose from Stanley Mines Co.

JACKSON MILL (Idaho Springs)—At concentrating plant
recently taken over by Gustafson & Co. many improvements
made, including installation of two Huntington mills and five
sets of jigs. Bulk of ore treated will come from Edgar mine;
but custom ores will be received from I. D. L. Leasing Co.
and other operators.

tiilpin County
PIONEER (Apex)—Shoot of tungsten ore. 5 to .< ^ .a.\

opened in Martin vein. Four shipments assa.vin-- ''-. -Ti

and 20""; tungstic oxide made to Denver recently.

CHIGAN HILL, two miles above Blackhawk. is scene of
recent tungsten strike. Both tungsten and molybdenum found
here. Over 100 men in camp already.

Pueblo County
INCRE.ASE OF WAGES given 500 empl. :

- >£ United
States zinc-smelting plant at Pueblo, raisi ' , as long
as zinc remains above 15c. and 5% for .'tween 10a
and 15c. per lb. This is in addition to bov iiounced last
month and applies to next payroll.
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Teller Count?-
ELLA W. (Cripple Creek)—The new electric toist installed

in station cut on the tunnel level. About a carload of ore
is being shipped per day. Property to be thoroughly de-
veloped by Consolidated Mines and Reduction Co.

VINDICATOR (Independence)—Production for first quarter
amounted to 33.086 tons, net earnings $225,000. Development
has added to ore reserves, particularly in middle vein sys-
tem of Vindicator mine. On the 19th level. Golden Cycle mine,
drifts on the first vein cut by main crosscut are in medium-
grade ore. and improvement is anticipated. New centrifugal
pumps installed on 20th level; these include three Roturbo
pumps, each with capacity of about 300 gal. per min.; speed
l.SOO r.p.m., 35 hp. Only one unit is required now but in-
creased flow expected. Pumps lift water to sump on ISth
level, whence pumped to surface by triplex pumps. Total
water pumped about 450 gal. per min. Development on 20th
level now under way. The conversion of the concentration
plant at the Golden Cycle orehouse to a 300-ton flctation plant
is under way; if recovery checks previous tests, large mill
of at least 1,000 tons dail.v capacity will be built. A portion
of old La Belle power-plant building being remodeled pre-
paratory to installation of additional flotation equipment.

ID.VHO
ShoHhune County

ALCIDES (Burke)—Diamond-drill exploration, under con-
tract, by Diamond Drill Contracting Co., of Spokane, Wash.,
now progressing.

NINE MILE (Wallace)—This property idle for several
years will be reopened to develop a galena vein in the long
crosscut from Nine Mile Canon.

SUCCESS (W'allace)—Writ of mandate to compel dis-
closure of new contract terms with Grasselli Chemical Co.
filed with county Superior Court by Attorney James A. Wayne
representing Franklin R. Pfirman and other stockholders.

CARNEY COPPER (Mullan)—Control optioned to syndi-
cate of Butte men and W. H. Nichols, president of East Cale-
donia company. Over 70,000 tons of ore reported above No. 1

tunnel. Lower tunnel cut 15-ft. vein carrying copper and
lead.

MICHIG-\X
Copper

CHEROKEE (Lake Mine)—Resuming development on
larger scale this year. Boiler in place and Hoist will be set
up in No. 10 pit not far from Copper Range tracks. En-
couraging showing disclosed in pit last summer.

Iron

ALL IRON RIVER MINES now shipping either from pock-
ets or stockpiles. It is estimated that over 6,000,000 tons
will be shipped from the entire Menominee range this season.

FIRST MARQUETTE SHIPMENT was taken by SS.
"Francis O. Bobbins" carrying cargo from Rolling Mill mine
of the Jones & Laughlin Ore Co., Negaunee. Shipping is now
in full blast, boats arriving and leaving daily.

ORE SHIPMENTS FROM IRONWOOD to Escanaba have
ceased. All ore trains now running to Ashland. Ore that
went to Escanaba before Lake Superior was open to navi-
gation aided greatly in relieving situation at Gary. South
Chicago. Milwaukee and other points: most of the ore was
shipped by the Oliver Iron Mining Co.; as much as 35 trains
went to Escanaba in single day.

NEWPORT (Ironwood) — Will ship 2.000,000 tons from
Newport, Palms and Anvil mines this season. Shipments
already started to Ashland.

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS IRON (Ishpeming)—Because of high
prices for explosives company now using only 40% dyna-
mite, selling for 13%c. per lb. The 50% costs 15Hc.: GOCr.
ITiic; SO';, 191.4c. Claimed good results obtained with 40%
after miners become accustomed to it.

MISSOlRI-.\RK VNS.VS

Jon!!n DiMtriet

A 150-TON MILL has been comi)leted at Cave Springs for
Robert McClintock, of Ch cago.

MOXT B. (Webb City)—Twelve nc- sludge tables, engines
and other new equipni< nt lieing inslal'ed.

RED BIRD (Mansfield)—Mining men of P:or?perity have
taken lease and will reopen. No operations at this property
since 1902.

GOPHER (Webb City)—Company has bought Jim Smith
sheet-ground mine for i'lO.OOO. Mine fully opened with 250-
ton mill plant, 56-acie lease.

DAUGHERTY-THOR.VTON-BURCH—Jesse Bricgel of Chi-
cago and Fred M. Burch, of Joplin have taken a lease on 1.000-
acre tract west and southwest of Webb Citv. cornering the
rich sheet-ground district of that camp. .Most of land be-
longed to former Congressman James A. Daugherty. Drill
rigs now being moved to tract and it will be thoroughly de-
veloped.

Northern .VrkanxnN
PYATT (Pyatt)—This company erecting new mill for Gov-

ernor Eagle mine.
RED .MILL (Zinc)—This mine on Almy land has been

taken oyer by L. B. Jackson.
GEORCI.; WASHINGTON (Rush)— .Mill has been purchased

in Joplin for this mine in Boat Creek camp.
BEAR HILL (Rush)—This mine has started; largest mill

In North Arkansa.'i field, capacitv 250 tons per shift. Shaft
160 ft. deep and in ore almost from surface.

MI\M';S<(TA
ZENITH FURNACK CO. ( Duluth)—Company is enlarging

Its coke-oven plant Daily production of pig iron now 290
tons.

Cuyuua Itange
CrVUNA-SULTAN A ( Ironton) — Soo Line has 150 men

eradiiii; for permamrii npur to property. No. 3 sh.ift now
in op' latlon as timber vi,:,ft.

FERRO (Ironton)—Onahman Iron Co. will start erection
of a $30,000 concentrating plant, capacity 500 tons per da\
Company making all-rail shipments of its high-mangane.-it
iron ore to Chicago and Duluth regularly.

Mesabi Range
DUNCAN (Chisholra)—Mine closed and entire force trans-

ferred to Chester mine, which will be pushed to limit. Under-
ground haulage being installed there.

GREAT NORTHERN IRON ORE PROPERTIES (Hibbing)—
Much new equipment received; six new shovels, three Osgooii
73, three Bucyrus 103 C; eight SO-ton Lima locomotives
equipped with superheater.

TIOGA (Chisholm)—New property of Shenango Furnace
Company started last fall. Underground mine now beina
developed. Surface buildings completed; electric hoist with
new type of timber headframe.

MACE NO. 2 (Ngshwauk)—Shipping commenced first week
in Mav. Stripping by Butler Bros, started in September,
1915. Pit about 800 ft. long and SOO ft. wide. Ore loaded
with revolving shovels.

BENNETT (Keewatin)—Ore from pit being removed bv
Winston Dear Co. with two shovels. New compressor of
1.000 cu.ft. capacity now installed for Jackhamer drills which
are used exclusively. Laboratory being built.

Vermilion Ranp:e
SOUDAN (Tower)—Breakage of an S-in. water line flooded

mine, causing loss of week's work.

MOXT.\X.\
Beaverhead County

BEAVERHEAD OIL AND GAS ( Dillon)—Drilling outfit re-
ceived, good for depth of 4,000 ft. Property located about 9 mi.
south of Dillon; first well will be drilled in Sheep (Tafion.

BOSTON & MONTAN.A. DEVELOPMENT (Wise River)

—

Plans to start shipping from company's Spain mine in French
Gulch district, located 16 mi. from Washoe smeltery, using
motor-truck service. Over 30,000 tons ore blocked out, averag-
ing $17 per ton. Mining and shipping costs $10.per ton.

Broadwater County
BLACK FRIDAY (Radersburg)—Sold to E. N. Breitung &

Co.. of New York. Mine developed to 700-ft. level by in-
cline shaft; new owners will continue shaft. Property
equipped with electric hoist and a 50-ton mill.

Jel¥erson County
CRYST.\L COPPER CO. (Basin)—Organized by Walter

Harvey Weed and Paul A. Gow, formerly superintendent of
Pilot mine in Butte, to operate (i'rystal copper mine in Cata-
ract district, S mi. from Basin; will sink shaft. Property
worked in small way to about 200 ft. depth by tunnel.

BERTHA (Corbin)—Mine dewatered by Boston & Corbin
Mining Co. and mining will start at once. Shaft down 1,200 ft.

and considerable low-grade ore opened, but due to loss in
concentrating and low price of copper, mine was closed about
2 years ago. Expect good returns at present prices.

Silver Bow County
BUTTE & LONDON (Butte)—Shaft now down to 1,500-ft.

level. Several more stringers cut indicating another vein.
At present rate it is expected to have shaft down to 1,600-
ft. level station cut and ready for crosscutting, latter part
of June.

BUTTE & ZENITH (Butte)—Shaft unwatered; sinking pro-
gressing and will be carried to 1,000-ft. level before crosscut-
ting is commenced. Mine has ample pumps, having combined
capacity of 1.000 gal. per min. About 20 men on payroll.

DU PONT POWDER PLANT (Silverbow)—Company's en-
gineers engaged in work preliminary to construction of plant
on Browns Gulch Creek at Dawson, near Silverbow station.
Grading for branch line of B. A. & P. R.R. to plant will be
commenced at once. It is expected plant will be ready for
operation by end of year; will employ about 200 men.

BI'TTE-DULUTH (Butte)— .\11 personal property to be
sold to meet claims for wages amounting to $42,000. (iourt
ortli r calls for sale of all projierty that can be sold to ad-
vantage without injuring usefulness of plant and future oper-
ations, such as chemicals, fittings of all descriptions, pumps,
motoi's. transfo!-mers, etc. Petition filed by representative of
receiver asking for order to sell all propei'ty to satisfy total
claims in bonds, debts and wages, amounting to $775,431.

XKV.VD.V
KHniernlda C4>iiuty

GOLDFIELD CONSOL1D.\TED (Goldfield)—Final report
for February showed net profit $60,315 from 30.080 tons milled;
total costs $5.14 per ton. March estimate, gross extraction
$210,000 from 30,000 tons, operating expenses $156,000, net
realization $54,127; total costs $5.4S per ton.

Humboldt County
C1N.\.\B.\R STRIKE reported by Dan Dawson and Frank

Sumtneis at Antelope Springs, 35 ml. northwest of Lovelock.
Antiquated furnace treating 15 tons Dawson-Summers ore.

SEVEN TROUGHS COALITION (Seven Troughs) — Bird
winze now down to 1,625 ft.; drifts started both north and
south. Stated north winze from 1,500-ft. level at depth of 50
ft. shows S in. of bonanza ore.

HUMBOLDT QUEEN (Oreana)—First shipment In many
years made In April from this old silver mine, now under
lease to R. H. Rowland and associates. Two veins belrg
worked.

ROCHESTER U.VITICD MINES (Rochester)—This new com-
pany has aciiuired four groups of claims adjoining Rochester

|

Jlines and Rochester Mergei; on the west and south. De-
velopment started.

Nye County
TONOPAH PRODUCTION, week ended Apr. 22. was 8,334

|

tons valued at $175,272. Producers were; Tonopah Belmont.
2.S36 tons; Tonopah Extension, l.SOO; Tonopah Mining; 1.700;
Jim Rutler. 750; West End. 705; Rescue-Eula, 248; McNamara,
62; Halifax, 54; miscellaneous leases, 179 tons.
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TOXOPAH BELMONT (Tonopah) — During March. 13,120

rliy tons milled, net value $1!I1.120, net realization, $lan,4i8.

TOX<^iPAH EXTENSION (Tonopah)—Net profit tor March
$78,246, from treatment of 7,.t21 dry tons yieldinff $14i).S.t3.

Lincoln County
CONSOLIDATED NEVADA-UTAH (Piochc)—New 100-ton

concentrating plant running smoothly. First shipment ot

about 30 tons concentrates Apr. 19.

Lyon County
NEVADA-DOVGLAS CONSOLIDATED (Ludwig) — New

Sturtevant rolls, tube mill and agitators are in place. Shipped
about 13 cars high-grade ore in April. In the Western -^e-

vada. high-grade streak is also being followed.

Mineral County
NOBLE (Sodaville) — This tungsten property of Atkins,

Kroll & Co.. of San Francisco, is reported to have encountered
cassiterite. a streak containing 5.4% coming oft the tables

with the tungsten concentrates.

Storey County
OPHIR (Virginia)—North drift 2.700 level in vein matter,

low assay.
ANDES (Virginia)—Saved 30 cars of ore from intermediate

level stope.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Extracted So tons averag-
ing $9.(17 from No. 1 stope, 2,500 level.

UNION CONSOLIDATED (Virginia)—Extracted 357 tons of

ore. gross value over $9,000. Union shaft reopened and re-

paired to 2.365-ft. print.

COMSTOCK PUMPING ASSOCIATION (Virginia)—Pumps
on 2.000. 2,310, 2,500 and 2,700 stations running regularly.

Storage tanks for fuel oil being installed at C. & C. shatt.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Extjacted 440

cars of ore from No. 3 stope. 1.600 level. Repairs continued.

Jacket mill received 635 tons mine ore and 328 tons dump
rock.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Prospecting drifts on 2.500 and 2.700

levels in porphvry and quartz of low assay. Mexican mill

crushed 457 tons custom ore, averaging $24.93, gross value
over $11,000.

AVhite Pine County
NEVADA SCHEELITE CO.—A Utah incorporation, with

offices in Continental Bank Bldg.. Salt Lake City, has taken
over group of 20 claims in Minerva district to develop tung-
sten-bearing veins. About 15 men at work. E. R. Pembroke,
manager.

UNITED STATES TUXGSTEX CORPORATION (Ely)—This
companv operating placer and lode deposits at Tungsten, near
Mt Wheeler, about 45 mi. southeast of Ely. recently made
shipment of concentrates to Midvale Steel & Ordnance Co.

About 100 men employed in mine, mill and placer operations.

O. E. Roadhouse. superintendent.

XEW MEXICrf
Grant County

MOUNTAIN HOUSE (Hanover)—This group of claims, ad-
joining Empire Zinc Co. mine, leased to I. J. Stauber and
associates. About 20 men at work.

SOUTH D.XKOTA
I-,avrrenoe County

WA.SP NO. 2 (Flatiron)—First tungsten shipment tor pres-

ent year consisting of concentrates and high-grade mine prod-

uct sold for $S2 per unit.

HIDDEN TREASURE (Deadwood)—After crosscutting east

and west for 100-tt. distance management decided to continue
sinking shaft: work progressing at depth of 240 ft.

UTAH
Beaver County

CEDAR-TALISM.\N (Milford)—Shipments of zinc ore be-

ing made.
MAMMOTH COPPER (Milford)—Three cars shipped. Ore

near surface followed 70 ft.

MAJESTIC (Milford)—Ore being mined from 400 level ot

company's Hoosier Boy property.

LEONORA (Milford)—Drifting on 100-ft. level to reach
contact. Ore carrying silver, lead and zinc opened near the

surface. John Matson, president.

Juab County
TINTIC SHIPMENTS, week ended Apr. 21, amounted to

190 cars by 23 shippers. Largest output in a long time.

GEMINI (Eureka)—Nine cars shipped, week ended Apr.
21, by lessees.

CHIEF CONSOLID.\TED (Eureka)—March production was
138 cars, estimated at 6.000 tons.

GOLD CHAIN (Mammoth)—Ore assaying well in gold be-
ing mined on 400 level. Shipments amount to about five

cars a week.
SCR.\NTON (Eureka)—More than 50 men are working

under lease in old stopes and in the new zinc find near surface.
Nine cars of zinc ore have been shipped and 12 of lead.

Salt Lake County
UT.AH METAL AND TUNNEL (Bingham)—Earnings are

stated to be about $200,000 monthly.
SILVER SHIELD (Bingham)—A second strike reported

about 2,000 ft. further south than the earlier one, and in a
parallel fissure.

OHIO COPPER (Bingham)—Deficiency Judgment to cover
excess valuation was granted Empire Trust Co. ot New York
against Ohio Copper Mining Co. and others in the third district

court ot Salt Lake City.

Summit County
PARK CITY SHIPMENTS, week ended Apr. 21. were 3,173,-

303 lb. of ore and concentrates. The Silver King Coalition,
Daly-Judge, and Daly West were the shippers.

ONT.\RIO (Park City)—Four feet of ore of medium srade
is reported on 1,700 level.

N.\ILDRIVER (Park City)—Shipment ready for market.
An electric compressor will be installed.

SNAKE CREEK TUNNEL (Park City)—Drift now in 14.-
000 ft. has reached Daly-Judge line, completing present con-
tract with Mcllwee company. Water flow about 8.626 gal.
per min.

Tooele County
LAKEVIEW MINING (Saline)—Six feet of zinc ore opened

on tunnel level. South drift encountered lead carbonates
near contact of limestone and shale.

Itah County
EVA (Santaquin)—Two cars zinc ore mined and ready for

shipment. George L. Hyde is president.

PACIFIC (American Fork)—Tunnel now in about 1,200 ft.

Ore containing silver, lead and copper occurs in Assure in

quartzite. Under lease to Fissures Development Co.

GREAT WESTERN MINES (Provo)—Incorporated to ac-
quire claims in Utah. Wasatch and Salt Lake counties, owned
by Great Western Gold-Copper. Mountain Lake and Thor
companies. Jesse Knight, president.

washi\<;to\
Ferry County

KNOB HILL (Republic)—Shipped 24 cars gold ore dur-
ing first quarter: returns $11,562. expenses $8,523. profit $3,039.

Steventt County
UNITED COPPER (Chewelah)—First quarter, gross in-

come $64,616; expenses and equipment $30,587: net $14,029.
Ample power now available. No news regarding 90-day op-
tion held in New York, expiring soon.

WISCOXSIX
Platteville Lead-Kinc District

SAXE BROS. (Linden)—Will construct power milling plant
on Lampe sO-acre tract at Highland.

K. C. & M. (Benton)—Mine and mill purchased by Wilkin-
son Zinc Co. Indianapolis capital represented.

GOOSE HORN (Dubuque. Iowa)—This prospect again in

operation will be equipped with mill.

MONMOUTH (Hazel Green)

—

A 100-ton mill has been
erected on the Barrett land, formerly operated by the Murphy
company

SALLY WATERS (Platteville)—R. E. Davis and others
purchased one-half interest in this property at New Diggings
and will build mill.

REO (Platteville)—Alexander McMillan and associates
drilling on Thomas Hynes land. Hazel Green, obtained 32 ft.

of rich jack cuttings.

PIKES PEAK (Dubuque. Iowa)—A 100-ton mill is being
assembled by H. L. Williams and associates operating the

Great Western mine at Galena. 111.

WISCONSIN ZINC CO. (Platteville)—Has declared first

dividend of 2n ($20,000). Operates Winskell. Federal. East
End and Champion mines and is building mills on C. A.

Thompson. Longhorn and Birckbeck leases.

CAX.\D.V
British Columbia

GR\NBY (-\nvox>—Will construct auxiliary power station

giving 7.000 to "S.OOO hp. more; deficiency has handicapped
output during winter.

KOOTENAI ORE TRE-A.TMENT (Kaslo)—M. S. Davys, for-

merlv of Silver King mine, has taken over old sampling works
at Kaslo, and will convert into plant for treating lead-zinc

ores.
Ontario

BISHOP (Gowganda)—Rich ore struck at about 800 ft. In

adit.

L\KE SHORE (Kirkland Lake)—New vein, on 300-ft.

level. 7 ft. in width; 7 in. reported high grade.

KEOR\ (Porcupine)—Work started in March and shaft
now being sunk. Small steam plant installed.

AIcCANE (Kirkland Lake)—Main vein, which dipped out
of the shatt at 140 ft., picked up by crosscut at 1..t ft.

CREIGHTON (Sudbury)—Five compartment shaft down
1.300 ft. Big jaw crushers installed at 10th and 14th levels.

CROESUS (Munro)—Shaft continues in vein at 380 ft. Two
shipments high-grade ore made from the 100- and 150-ft.

levels.

AD\N\C (Cobalt)—The 4-in. niccolite and cobalt vein

on '00-ft level, followed downward, shows good silver con-

tent at 263 ft.

ANCHORITE (Porcupine)—Buildings completed and dia-

monti drilling under way at this property, under option to

Coniagas ot Cobalt.

CHAMBERS FERLAND (Cobalt)—The 425-ft. level cut the

extension of the Mever vein system; from 2 to 4 in. ot high-

grade ore in the drift.

MAIDENS McDonald (Porcupine)—Diamond drilling by
La Rose Consolidated shows orebody 750 to 800 ft. long by
4 ft. wide; gold content from $4 to $S per ton.

PORCUPINE CROWN (Timmins) — Decantation is to be
adopted- ore contains more sulphur than formerly. Vein fol-

lowed with good results on 600- and 700-ft. levels; new-

hoist working smoothly.

MEXICO
SANT\ GERTRI'DIS (Pachuca)—February profit previous-

ly reported at $18,000 should have been ClS.ooc.

BOLIVIA
COROCORO UNITED (Corocoro)—Opti.n held by Nortli

American syndicate, composed of Messni.>' ^•'"'\'>L';, J';'''",!ii
Rvan Charles Sabin et al., has been relin ;

-' l. Option price

reported as £1.350,000.
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Metal Markets

XE'W YORK—May 3

Without any exception the metal markets were quiet dur-

ing the last week, and in no case was there any special feature

of interest. .Copper was dull, but very firm. Lead and zinc

were both weakish.
An effort is being made by some metal brokers to revive

the business of the New York Metal Exchange and a letter

on this subject has been addressed to Secretary Redfield, of

the Department of Commerce. In this communication it

is charged that the prices for the metals.—copper, lead

and zinc—are established in London and that the American
copper magnates connive in this (reason not explained),

thereby preventing American supremacy in the markets. This
charge is too absurd to require any comment. The market for

copper is among the offices of the producers in New York. No
business is done on the Metal Exchange, there being no need
for it. If there were, it would be done.

Ojpper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—The large sales that were consummated just before
the close of our last week of record advanced to a new high
level, but during the latter half of the last calendar week
business was relatively light. Copper for July-August deliv-

ery was held at 29i>.c.. regular terms, and September at 29c.,

with sales reported of 2S^4C.. cash. New York.
In the second half of our week the market was duller

than previously, but was very Arm. Sales for August-October
delivery, for export, were made at 2S^4c., cash. New York.
At the close copper for August delivery was held at 29iic.,

r.t., and for September, at 29c., r. t.

Consumers have no^v covered their requirements up to

August and producers have fully sold their output. Any be-
lated customer who needs copper in May, June or July has
to pay a premium. For July copper 30c. is reported, and for

May-June, the premium is higher.
The average price received for copper by Shattuck-Arizona

in March was about 2614c. per lb.

Copper Sheets—The base price is 36 Uc. per lb. for hot
rolled and 37 Uc. for cold rolled. Usual extras charged and
higher prices for small quantities. Copper wire is 33@33iic.
per lb. for large lots at mill.

Vidlble Stocks of Copper in Europe on Apr. 30 are reported
as follows: Great Britain, 2,653; France, 4,570; afloat from
Chile, 3,700; afloat from Australia, 5,000; total, 15,923 gross
tons, or 35,667,520 lb. This is an increase of 1.016 tons over
the Apr. 15 report.

Tin—The market advanced during the latter part of our
week of record. Quotations are made, however, on very
small lots. The tin business continues greatly hampered by
the British e.\port regulations.

Lead—During the early part of the week the market was
dull, but sales of round lots were reported at TAc New
York, and 7.37^4 @ 7.42 "Ac, St. Louis.

In the second half of the week the market was duller
and softer, especially at St. Louis, where some business in

round lots was done at 7.32140.

Spelter—In the early part of the week the market exhibited
signs of sr

of busin. -•

eager cr •

asked t<

that they :

half a ceni
1

ery appeared
the third qu:i;

seemed to be disi -

During the sec.' •

ier, but business v

domestic demand ex
however, some sale.

The supply of »}>•

there appear to be c

and larger quantiticr

thing like demoralization, although the volume
irisacted was rather small. There was, however,
:>ii for even small orders. Producers who wore

: ices and failed to get the business found
undercut by somebody else to the extent of

i or so. Spelter for June and July deliv-
'1 liberal supply. As for delivery during

' 1 second half of the year, producers
to accept whatever they could get.

if of the week the market was stead-
y dull, there being scarcely any
ijccasional small lots. There were,

! ages for export.
: May delivery is very small, but
ible quantities available for June

.ly. .\t the close June spelter was

quoted at 16'4c., July at 15^4 @16c., August, at 15@15%c., and
third-quarter at 15c. Spelter for fourth-quarter delivery was
offered during the week at 13V2C., and business was reportel
done.

The Quinton Spelter Co., whereof J. G. Starr, of Joplin, M
is president, is reported to be planning the erection of a tw
block plant at Quinton, Oklahoma.

The United States Zinc Co. is reported as having purchased
a site at Blackwell, Okla., and to have begun the construc-
tion of a six-block plant.

The Grasselli Chemical Co. is going to build a smeltery at
Terre Haute, Ind.

The Fort Smith Smelter Co., which is building a four-block
plant at Fort Smith, Ark., is a subsidiary of the Trumbull

D.ilLY PRICES OF MET.\LS IN NEW YORK
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steel Co. of W'arren. Ohio, a manufacturer of galvanized sheet
iron. The officers of the Fort Smith Smelter Co. are D. W.
Kerr, president, and H. S. Buck, vice-president and general
manager.

Other Metals

NEW YORK—May 3
.Alnminain—Business has been again rather quiet and the

sales moderate. The market is fairly steady and quotations
are 58@ 60c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots, New York. Deliveries on
contract are good.

Antimony—The market has been dull and prices rather
soft and unsettled, with moderate sales only. Chinese and
other outside brands are quoted at 37®37V2C. for spot deliv-

eries. Shipment from China within one month is quoted at

32c. per lb., c.i.f.. New York, in bond.

It is understood that some metal is being offered for sale

from the new smelting plant of the Magnolia Metal Co. at

Matawan, N. J. Most of the antimony made there has been
used by the company itself.

QnlcksIIver—Prices are still depressed on a dull market.
Stocks are good for the present and buying has been rather

light. The New York quotations are $105 @ 115 per flask of

75 lb., with reports of sales even lower, which cannot be veri-

fied. San Francisco reports by telegraph $110@120 per flask

with a very quiet market.

Nickel—Business is steady and prices unchanged. Ordi-

nary forms are 45 @ 50c. per lb., according to size and terms
of order. Electrolytic nickel is 5c. per lb. higher.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

NEW YORK—May 3

Gold—Some gold from Japan is still coming in by way of

San Francisco. Some gold is still going to South America
and to Cuba.

Japane.te Exports of Bnllion and Specie were valued at

$14,765,668 in 1914, and $22,193,880 in 1915: imports, $4,535,326

in 1914, and $12,099,666 in 1915. Of the exports in 1915 a total

of $19,683,450 went to the United States.

Platinum—The market continues quiet with only moderate
sales. Buyers seem to be taking only for their absolute re-

quirements, while stocks continue small and sellers are not
pressing. Sales are made at $7S@84 per oz. for refined plati-

num. Hard metal is about $5 per oz. higher.

Our Russian correspondent writes that platinum mining
and platinum trading are now allowed as formerly. From
Ekaterinburg it is reported that work on the platinum mines
is renewed and some sales have been made at 65,000 rubles per
pood—or $63.70 per oz.—for crude metal. 83':'r platinum. The
government is now taking the platinum which it requisitioned
some time ago at 67,000 rubles per pood, paying 60,000 rubles
down, the remaining 7,000 being held till all formalities are
completed.

Sliver has advanced rapidly the past week, owing to a
broad demand at home and abroad. Buyers in order to protect
future business have in many cases contracted beyond their
immediate wants. In some cases the higher prices instead of
putting silver on the market have been a restraining influence
in causing owners to hoard the precious metal in hopes of
still higher prices.

Silver Receipts and Sliipnient.s at London for the three
months ended Mar. 31 are given by Samuel Montagu & Co.
as telow, in ounces of sterling silver:

1914 1915 1916
Imports 22,449,046 26,105.164 22,442,691
Exports 29,267,080 20,795,907 12,214,273

Excess E. 6,818.034 I. 5,309.257 1.10,228,408

"It will be observed how closely the weight of silver re-
ceived in the first three months of the present year approxi-
mates that in the similar pre-war months of 1914. On the
other hand the successive falls in the respective export totals
are very noticeable. In the case of this year's figures, the
reduction was owing to the exports to India being 11,543,597
oz. less than in the same period of last year."

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

JOPLIN, MO.—.\pr. 29

Blende, high price. $118.10: per ton 60% zi.ic, premium
ore, $115; medium grades. $110@95; lower grades, $90; cala-
mine, per ton 40% zinc, $80@70; average selling price, all
grades of zinc, $T05.15 per ton. Lead, high price, $104.84; per

ton 80% metal contents, $102@9S; average selling price, all
grades of lead, $100.62 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED APR. 29

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week.. 16,176,080 1,234,200 3.061,460 ?1, 069,360
Totals this year.. 245,196,360 21,547,970 40.567.510 J16, 297,970

Blende value, the week, $866,880; 4 months, $13. •;.';;;, 530.
Calamine value, the week. $48,480; 4 months. $810,970.
Lead value, the week, $154,000; 4 months. $1,830,870.

The production of zinc ore has further increased, but with
another cut of $5 per ton this week, and a very weak market
at the close, with indications pointing strongly toward a
further reduction, a rapid decline in production may be ex-
pected. Mr. Gallager, who claims to represent large Eastern
capital, was in executive session with a committee of the
Sanitation Association in Webb City, Thursday, and the leak
therefrom is to the effect that this capital is proposed to be
employed in the purchase of the high-grade ore of this dis-
trict to be held for higher prices, whenever a decline comes.
The new mines at Picher, Oklahoma, north of Miami, are now
marketing ore.

PL,.\TTEVIl,LE, WIS,—Apr. 29

The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $110
down to $105 per ton at the week end. The base price paid
for 80% lead ore was $95 down to $90 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED APR. 29
Zinc Lead Sulphur

Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore. Lb.
Year 72,544.000 2,484,410 18,162,500
Week 6,364.000 231,500 1,222,300

Shipped during week to separating plants, 6,174,000 lb. zinc
ore.

MONTANA ZINC ORE
Butte & Superior produced 15,700 tons of blende concen-

trates in April.

OTHER ORES
Manganese Ore—Manganese ore still commands a high

price, and is rather hard to get.

British imports of manganese ore three months ended
Mar. 31 were 86,605 tons in 1915, and 87.098 in 1916; increase.
493 tons.

Imports at Baltimore for the past week included 8,450 tons
manganese ore from Brazil.

Pyrites—Imports at Baltimore for the past week included
3,060 tons iron pyrites from Seville, Spain.

Antimony Ore remains strong, as very little ore is offered,
and even at present prices for metal the ore prices show a
handsome profit after refining; $2.70 per unit is the last price
today for 50% ore.

Tunesten—The position has not been clear. At the present
moment buyers' and sellers' ideas of what the price ought to
be are too far apart. Sellers can afford to wait, and have
decided upon that policy. The buyers are under the impression
that the high prices have brought out a considerable amount
of tungsten. It is hard to give even a nominal figure, as the
difference is quite $10 per unit between buyer and seller.

Iron Trade Review

>"EW YORK—May 3

There is some degree of quiet evident in domestic orders,
but a general opinion is that is due rather to uncertainty
about probable deliveries than to high prices. The export
business is urgent and mills find difficulty in accepting orders.
The general rush of business is fully up to what it has been
at any time recently.

The orders placed for steel rails for 1917 delivery in April
are reported at 965,400 tons. Rail orders placed in the four
months ended Apr. 30 were 2,373:800 tons.

Exports from Baltimore for the week included 2,702.650 lb.

steel billets and bars to France.
The Virginia Steel Corporation, lately organized with $3.-

000,000 capital, proposes to build a steel plant at Hopewell.
Va. Its plans call for four 90-ton openhearth furnace a^.!

rolling mills. T. F. Heath, of Petersburg, Va., is at the I... d
of the company. W. R. Miller, Pittsburgh, is consulting
engineer.

PITTSBVRCJH—May 3

The steel market has shown no striking developments in

the past week. There continues to be heavy specifying against
existing contracts for steel products and buyers are seeking
deliveries on material already specified. The mils ,ire making
every effort to ship steel to the customers wo need It most
and assert that they are not shipping any o :-; imers enough
steel to allow them to make any additions to MOcks. In some
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quarters it is stated that there is observed in the past tew
days a greater tendency to buy for third and fourth quarters,

among smaller interests which are not already covered, but
in general new buying may be described as light. The unfilled

tonnage statement of the Steel Corporation to be made next
week will probably show an increase during April of several

hundred thousand tons in the unfilled obligations, but this

will be due chiefly to the buying of rails for 1917 delivery.

About 1.500.000 tons has been taken in the past two months.

In accordance with the recent announcement standard rails

advanced yesterday about $5 a gross ton. the ne%v quotations
being 1.47 i-c. for bessemer and 1.56 Vic. for openhearth, f.o.b.

maker's mill, except in the case of the Colorado mill. Under
date of May 1 the National Tube Co. has issued new lists on
oil-country goods, making advances averaging $2 to $2.50

a ton on the smaller sizes, this following the advance of

Apr. 15 of about this amount on all sizes. Standard steel

pipe was advanced Apr. 21 by $4 to $12 a ton. according to

May Day brought hardly as much of labor troubles in the
Pittsburgh district as was feared. The striking machinists
of the Westinghouse interests marched in bodies to three of

the adjacent steel plants and one structural-steel plant but
did not succeed in getting enough men out to cause serious

trouble. At five large machine shops in Pittsburgh a numl^er
of machinists struck, but only one plant is closed, and the
effort of the machinists to secure an eight-hour day is ex-
pected to play out. The molders' strike, inaugurated Dec. 13,

continues. The only complaint the steel workers can have is

respecting hours, as their wages were advanced 10 to 15Tf.

Feb. 1 and lO'i in addition yesterday. There are likely to be
more or less labor troubles throughout the period of intense
activity, but no guess can be made whether they "will affect

the production or the consumption of steel in the greater
measure.

Pis Iron—The pig-iron market continues to give a poor
account of itself, failing to respond to the influences that for

weeks have been expected to cause a sharp advance. While
stocks held by furnaces and middle interests have been re-

duced sharply, to almost nothing, it is not known but- that the
stocks have merely been transferred to consumers' yards, since

consumers had as much reason as producers to fear a shortage.
The feature of the market in the past few weeks has been
that demand has been so light that whatever iron was desired
could usually be picked up at a price below- the supposed mar-
ket level. Thus the compilation of W. P. Snyder & Co., aver-
aging the actual sales in lots of 1,000 tons and over, shows
the April average at $20.70, Valley, for bessemer and ?1S,

Valley, for basic, 16c. and 25c. respectively below the Snyder
averages for March, and comparing with $21 and $1S.50 re-

spectively quoted as the market during the month. Sales
of small lots of basic have been made in the past week at

$18.25. The large inquiries for bessemer for export, about
60,000 tons for France and 40,000 tons for Italy, have been
dropped, apparently on account of the shipping situation. We
quote: Bessemer, $21; basic, $l.s.25; foundry and malleable.
$18.50(0 19: forge, f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher delivered
Pittsburgh. The average quotation on foundry iron during
April was $1S.50. Valley.

Steel—There are no regular offerings of soft steel, which is

quotable nominal at $45 for bessemer billets and sheet bars and
$45'?i50 for openhearth, with rods at $60. High-carbon rods
have sold up to $90. There is a considerable trade in second
discards, fi-om billets rolled to war-steel specifications. There
is much more of this steel than would be absorbed, except as

scrap, if ordinary soft steel were obtainable, and as it is

the billet discards bring $35 and upwards, according to their

adaptability.
FKRROALLOV.S

FerronianRnncMe—The market is quiet, with contrajCt at

$175, first-half deliveries being available, and spot at about
$400 per ton.

Imports at Baltimore for the past week included 2,012

tons ferromanganese from Liverpool.

FerroNilipon—While the nominal quotation for 50% ferro-

silicon remains $S3(5s5 per ton at furnace, second-half deliv-
ery, premiums of $5 and over per ton are paid for early deliv-

ery. Bessemer ferrosillcon is quoted from $32 per ton for 10',;

up to $42 for 16'/(. at furnace.

HiileKelelaen i.s quoted at $70®75 per ton at furnace for
20'; alloy for e;iiiy delivery. For second-halt $60665 at

furiiat-e is quoted.

I'OKKlrj.N- IRON
Brllinh S«eel PrudiKtiun in 1915 was 8,350,944 Kross tons,

the largest ever report' I of this 1,301,224 tons were bessemer
ur converter steel ami 7,049,720 tons openhearth steel. The

total increase over 1914 was 515,831 tons. The production of
wrought or puddled iron was 932,906 tons, a considerable
decrease.

IROIV ORE
The first cargoes of iron ore from Escan.aba arrived at

Buffalo and Cleveland last week. A number of vessels are
loaded at Duluth and ready to start as soon as the Sault is

clear. They will probably be dow-n this week.
Imports of iron ore into the United States in February

were 93,315 gross tons, being 14,542 tons more than in Feb-
ruary, 1915. For the two months ended Feb. 29 the im-
ports were 154,059 tons in 1915, and 183,159 in 1916; an increase
of 29,100 tons. The larger imports this year were 99.S56
tons from Cuba, 42,250 tons from Spain and 16,492 tons from
Sweden.

British Iron Ore Imports, three months ended Mar. 31,

were 1,295,132 gross tons in 1915, and 1,484,620 tons in 1916;
an increase of 189,488 tons.

COKE
Connellsville—The market has continued soft, with spot

furnace available at $2.25 or a shade higher. Spot foundry
brings $3.75 with increasing difficulty and will probably yield
to the influence of the recent decline in furnace. Buyers
show no interest in contracts for second half, in view of the
present softness in the market. Outside of a possible labor
shortage there is nothing to advance coke, as consumptive
requirements are easily met and additional byproduct plants
are to be completed in the next few months.

Coke production in the Connellsville region for the past
week is reported by the "Courier" at 446.220 net tons; ship-
ments. 452,672 tons. Shipments from Greensburg and Upper
Connellsville districts were 42,009 tons.

British Fuel Exports for the three months ended Mar. 31

were, in gross tons:

1915 1916 Changes
Coal 11.219,728 9.290.82S D, 1,928,898
Coke 235,174 368.244 I. 133.070
Briquettes 213,:i4S 316.304 I. 72,85r.

Ruokcr coal 3,978,631 3.273,224 D. 70,5,407

Total 15,676,879 13,248,,500 D. 2,428,379

The total decrease this year was 15. 5";^. Bunker coal is

the coal sent abroad for ships engaged in foreign trade.

British Coal Production in 1915 as finally officially reported
was 253.188.000 gross tons, as compared with 265,643.000 tons
in 1914, and 287,412,000 tons in 1913. The output in 1915 was
less than in 1914 by 12,455.000 tons, or 4.7'; : while the number
of men employed in the collieries decreased 12.2'';, showing
some increase in the efficiency of labor.

Coal and Coke Tonnaf^e of Pennsylvania R.R. lines east of
Pittsburgh and Erie, three months ended Mar. 31, in net tons:

1915 1916 ChanKCS
.•Vnthrar-ito 2,472,278 3,228,318 I. 756.240
Bituminous 9,771,'261 12,719,170 1.2.947,90!)
Coke 2,301,767 3,678,339 I 1,376,572

Totals 14,545.:)06 19,626,027 1.5,080,721

The total increase this year was 34. 9";^. The largest pro-
portional increase was in coke.

Chemicals

NEW YORK—May :J

The general markets are quieter and quotations are
inclined to be easy, though there is a fair amount of business
forward in heavy chemicals.

.Xrscnlc—The market is firm with a good demand from
cotisumers and only moderate supplies. For early deliveries

prices continue $6.50 per 100 lb. for spot. It Is said that

$6.40(§'6.45 has been done for futures.

Copper Sulphate—Business is rather lighter, but the mar-
ket is stead.v with less resale business doing. Quotations
continue $20@21 per 100 lb. for large lots, early delivery.

Sulphuric -Veld—Supplies are good and there is some com-
petition among sellers. The market for fiO-deg. acid is still

(luoted at $25 per ton at works. For 6fi-deK. acid $65 per ton
is named for early shipments, with as low its $50 for second-
half contracts.

PHTROl,Et'.M

The monthly report of the "OH City Derrick" shows new
oil wells completed In April as follows: Pennsylvania grade,
4411: Lima-Indiana. S4; Central Ohio, 27; Kentucky, 41; Illinois,

93; Kansas, 351; Oklahoma-.Vrkansas, 807; Texas Panhandle,
56; North Louisiana, 39; Gulf Coast, 126; total, 2,070. Total
production, 94,938 bbl. There were 108 gas wells and 382 dry
holes. On Apr. 30 there were 3,771 new wells under the drill.
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Asseffsiiients

Company Dellna. Hale

N. V. EXCH.

May 31
May I.'i

Apr. 29
Apr. IS May
May 10
Apr. 5;May 15
Apr

May 15

Andes, Ncv May
Bi'ti'on. Ida 'Apr, I

Blark Jack. Utah Apr,

Bunanza, Utah
Con. Virginia. Nev
Dcnncmora, Ida
Dium'tlncW Mlaok H'ullc. N
Dugway, Utah
Easi Hercules. Ida
F.chn, Ida
Ellse, Utah
Emerald, Utah
Emerald. Utah
Emerald. Utah Ijune 15 July
Federal i:ly. Nev JMay I June
Four Tlmbere, Ida May 5 June
Friend. Ida |Apr 2.SJMav
Goldstrlke Bon., Utah June 15 July 15
Great Rend, Nev [Apr. 5iMay 8

Horseshoe, Ida
[
\pr. 22 May 13

Indian Queen. Utah Apr. 13 May 5
King Uavld, Utah Apr. 13 May 5
Larlede, Ida \pr 2."ii^':iv 15

Lehl Tlntlc. Utah Maj
Nassua. Utah jApr
Nevada-Douglas I Apr,
Nine Mile. Idaho May 12 June
North Hunker Hill. Ida ... [Apr, ISIMay
Old Veteran. Ida May (i June
Overman. Nev May :i May
Ploche Coalition, Nev .Apr. 17 May
Rhode Island, Ida Mar. 30 May 15

Sierra Nevada, Nev iMay 5 May 2;

May 9 June l;

Apr. 26 May 15
May 6'June
Apr. IslMav
Apr. 17 May 22

Apr. 24
May 1

Apr. 14
Apr. 12;May IS

Apr. 15 May 13
May 15 June 10

10 May 17

24 May 15
17 May 10

ill. 02
005

0.01
0.03

05
0.002

01

0.0033
0015
002

0.0025
0.0033
0.0033
0.0033

005
0.001
II 002
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.005

005
(I 1103

0.002
005

0.10
0015
(H)2

0.02
05

0.0025
002
OS

0.003
005
05

Snowstorm Ext., Idaho.
Spider, Utah.
Tarbox, Ida.

.

Tiberius. Ida
CmatlUa, Nev Apr. 17 May 22 006
Utah-Arizona, Ariz lApr 14iMayin 0(1025
Zuma. Utah iApr. 24 May 15 0.0025

The following securities were sold at auction recently:

56.000 Ohio Copper Co. first mortage 6^J gold bonds, due
1917. .^ept., 1914. and subsequent coupons attached.
$24,000 Bingham Central Railway Co. first mortage G'^'c

gold bonds, due 1948. Oct. 1914, and subsequent coupons
attached. SlOO each, S5,200. 175 shares Metropolitan
Petroleum Co., Oklahoma corporation, SlOO each, 810 lot.

Stock Qiintatious

SAN FRANCISCO May 2,SALT LAKE May 1

Name of Co

Alta
Andes
Best 4 Belcher
Bullion
Caledonia . . - .

Challenge Con,
Contldence, . , .

Cons. Imperial
Con. Virginia.

.

Gould <!: Curry
Hale & N
Jacket-Cr. Pt
Mexican. . . .

occidental. .

.

Ophir
Overman

Seg Belcher,

.

\'eSle:

f'tati I nil

Belmont
Jim Buller
MacNamara
Midway
Mont.-Tonopah
-North Star
Rescue Kula
West End Con
Atlanta
Blue Bell
Booth
C o.n. Con
Comb. Frae
Dfleld Daisy
Jumbo Extension. .

Pltts.-Sllver Peak
Round Mountain .

Sandstorm Kendall
.illver Pick
Central Eureka. . ,

' of Comp.

Argo

Oatman No. Star.
Tom Reed
United Eastern
United Western

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining..
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Emma Cop
Gold Chain
Grand Central, ,

-

Iron Blossom.

,

Lower Mammoth.
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs, . . .

Silver King Coal'n
Silver King Con. .

.

Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

COLO SPRINGS May 2

Acacia
Cripple Cr'k Con..
Doctor Jack Pot...

ElktonCon
El Paso
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
CK)ld Sovereign...

.

Golden Cycle. . . .

.

Isabella.

Jack Pot
Jerry Johnson
Mary McKlnney.
Portland
VlndlcHtor

Alaska Tre'dwell
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I Tine Miimlinig^ Iimcdex I
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This index is a convenient reference to the current liter-
ature of raining and metallurgy published in all of the im-
portant periodicals of the world. We will furnish a copy of
any article (if in print) in the original language for the
price quoted. Where no price is quoted the cost is unknown.
Inasmuch as the papers must be ordered from the publishers,
there will be some delay for the foreign papers. Remittance
must be sent with order. Coupons are furnished at the fol-
lowing prices: 20c. each, six for $1. 33 for f5, and 100 for $15.
When remittances are made in even dollars, we will return
the excess over an order in coupons, if so requested.

COPPER
3191—ALLOY—Standard Test Specimens of Zinc Bronze;

Part I Preparation of Specimens. By C. P. Karr. Part
II—Microstructure. Bv Henry S. Rawdon. (Technologic
Papers. U. S. Bureau of Standards. No. 59, Mar. 15, 1916; 67 pp.,
illus.)

3192—ALLOTS—Some Tin-Aluminum-Copper Alloys. A.
A. Read. (Advance copy, Inst, of Metals, Mar., 1916; 13 pp.,
illus.)

3193—ANACONDA—Plan and Flow Sheet of the Anaconda
Works. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Mar. 25. 1916; 1% pp., illus.)
Excerpts from a booklet issued by the Anaconda company.
20c.

3194—ANACONDA—Washoe Reduction Works, Anaconda

—

III. L. S. Austin. (Min. and Sci. Press. Apr. 15, 1916; 9 pp.,
Illus.)

3195—ANALYSIS—Some Sources of Error in the lodometric
Determination of Copper. Carl E. Smith. cMet. and Chem.
Eng., Apr. 1. 1916; IVt pp.) 40c.

3196—ANNEALED COPPER—The Brittleness of Annealed
Copper. W. E. Ruder. (Advance copy. Am. Electrochem. Soc,
Apr.. 1916; 4 pp.)

3197—ARIZONA—Inspiration Consolidated. (Eng. and
Min. Journ., Apr. 15, 1916; IJ pp.) From report for 1915. 20c.

3198—BRADEN COPPER CO.—The Roasting and Sul-
phuric-Acid Plants of the Braden Copper Co. (Teniente
Topics. Dec, 1915; 9 pp., illus.)

3199—CALIFORNIA—Development and Equipment of the
Walker Copper Mine. Will C. Higgins. (Salt Lake Min. Rev.,
Mar. 30, 1916; 25 pp., illus.) 20c.

3200^CHILE—The Mineral Industry of Chile. Lester W.
Strauss. (Min. and Sci. Press, Apr. 1, 1916; 3S pp.. illus.) 20c.

3201—CHINO COPPER CO. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr. 22,
1916; 1 p.) Data from annual report. 20c.

3202—COPPER SULPH.4TE—Presente y Porvenir de la
Industria del Sulfato de Cobre en Espana. (Revista Minera,
Feb. 24, 1916; 3% pp.) 40c.

3203—CUBA—Mining in Oriente Province, Cuba. Joseph T.
Singewald. Jr., and Benjamin Le Roy Miller. (Eng. and Min.
Journ.. Apr. 1, 1916; 6 pp., illus.) 20c.

3204—FUME—Precipitating Fume by the Cottrell Process
at Tacoma Smelting Co. Milnor Roberts. (Alaska and North-
west Min. Journ.. Mar.. 1916; 1 p.. illus.) 20c.

3205—NEV.\DA CONSOLIDATED COPPER CO. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Apr. 22. 1916; 1^ pp.) Data from annual report
for 1915. 20c.

3206—PORPHYRY COPPERS in 1915. The. Percy E. Bar-
bour. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr. 22. 1916; 1 p.) 20c.

3207—PYRITE SMELTING. J. D. Audley Smith. (Min.
an<3 Eng. Rev.. Feb. 5. 1916; 2 pp.) 20c.

3208-RAY CONSOLIDATED COPPER CO. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Apr. 22, 1916; 1 p.) Data from annual report. 20c.

3209—SMELTINC5—.Seasoning Reverberatorv Furnaces. B.
C. King. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr. 22. 1916; % p., lUus.) 20e.

3210—UTAH COPPER CO. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr. 22.
1916; 1% pp.) Data from annual report. 20c.

3211—WATER PROBLEM at the Old Dominion Mine. P.
G. Beckett. (Bull. A. I. M. E.. Apr.. 1916; 31 pp.. illus.) 40c.

GOLD AND SIL.VF.R—GEOLOGY
3212—COLORADO—Preliminary Report on the Economic
oIoltv of Gilpin County, Colorado. Edson S. Bastin and
rn-.-; ;.I. Hill. (Bull. 620-M. U. S. Geol. Surv.. Jan. 21. 1916;

-;i pp.. iV.j^.i

3S14—<')N'T.\RIO—The Porcupine Gold Area. (Third Re-
port.) .V. O. Burrows. (Report. Ont. Bureau of Mines. Vol.
XXIV. P. C !, 1915; 73 pp.. illus.)

32i:i - ;r and south America—Gold and Silver
Depo.slts .1 and South America. Waldemar Lindgren.
(Bull.. .\ ', .\pr., 1916; 26 pp.. Illus.) Paper read at
Second l';t: - .m Sci. Congress. Jan. 3. 1916. iOd.

3215—UT. i! i.ology of the Cottonwood Districts. L. O.
Howard. (Mi. , .

,1 Sol. Press, Apr. 15, 1916; 5V4 PP-. IHus.)
20c.

3218—WESn; \ M'STRALIA—Geological Observations In
the MulUnc. Rlv< '.i. and Ularrlng Centers. North Coolgardle
Goldfleld. F. R. 1- i.Uni ::n. (Bulll 64, West. Aust. Geol. Surv.,
1915; 47H pp., lUu )

GOLD nil 1:111. i\G AND PL.VCKR MINING
3217—BRITISH 1:1 ' -.A-Mining In British Guiana. (Eng.

and Min. Journ., Api. : 16; H4 pp.) Excerpts from oHlclal
rrport. 20c.

321S—MOZAMB1QUI; -Dredging In Mozambique. L C.
la Marllere. (Eng. :ind Mli. Journ.. Apr. 15, 1916; 2 pp.,

I us.) ~'0c.

3219—RESOILING—Natomas and Re-Soiling. Howard D.
Smith. (Min. and Sci. Press. Mar. IS, 1916; 1 p., illus.) 20c.

3220—YUKON—Bench Claims in the Yukon. J. A. MacDon-
ald. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Apr. 22, 1916; 1 p., illus.) 20c.

3221—YUKON GOLD CO.—Dredging and Hydraulicking in
1915 by the Yukon Gold Co. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Mar. 25.
1916; 1% pp.) Abstract of annual report. 20c.

GOLD .\XD SILVER CV.\XIDIXG
3222—COBALT ORES—The Metallurgy of Cobalt Silver

Ores. Ill, Leaching of Chloridized Speiss with Cyanid.
Ralph W. Bridges. (Can. Min. Journ., Mar. 15, 1916; 2 pp ,

illus.)

3223—NEVADA—Cyaniding by Continuous Decantation at
Two Nevada Silver Mills—Pittsburg Dolores and Rochester.
(Met. and Chem. Eng.. Apr. 15. 1916; 5 pp., illus.) 40c.

3224—POISONING—Slow Cvanide Poisoning. J. D. Hub-
bard. (Eng. and Miti. Journ., Apr. 15. 1916; % p.) 20c.

3225—PRECIPITATION—Precipitating Action of Carbon-
aceous Shale in Cyanide Solution. Paul W. Avery. (Min. and
Sci. Press. Apr. 8. 1916; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

GOLD AND SILVER—GENER.VL
3226—ALASKA GOLD MINES CO. (Eng. and Min. Journ..

Apr. 22, 1916; 2 pp., illus.) Data from annual report. 20c.

3227—ARIZONA—Recent Mining Development in the Oat-
man District. H. E. Davis. (Min. and Oil Bull., Mar., 1916;
2 pp?, illus.) 20c.

3228—BURMA—The Bawdwin Mines. J. D. Hoffmann.
(Min. Mag.. Mar.. 1916; S pp., illus.) 40c.

3229—CALIFORNIA—The McAlpine Mine on the Great
Mother Lode. Will C. Higgins. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Mar. 15,
1916; 2J pp., illus.) 20c.

3230—CLASSIFIER—Rotary-Screen Ore Classifier. Charles
Spearman. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr. 15, 1916; % p., illus.)
20c.

3231—ONT.^RIO—Recent Developments in Gold Mining
Districts of North Ontario. Samuel W. Osgood. (Min. and
Eng. Wld.. Apr. S, 1916; 1% pp.) 20c.

3232—SIBERIA—Industrial Opportunities in Siberia. C. W.
Purington. (Min. and Sci. Press. Feb. 12. 1916; 6 pp., illus.)
Abstract of address before the Boston City Club. 20c.

3233—STAMP MILLING—An Improved Circular-Feed. All-
Screen Mortar for Stamp Mills. E. H. Moyle. (Min. and Eng.
Wld.. Apr. 1. 1916; 2^4 pp., illus.) 20c.

3234—UTAH—Resumption of Activities at the Howell Mine.
Will C. Higgins. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., Apr. 15, 1916; 2% pp..
illus.) 20c.

3235—WESTERN AUSTRALIA—The Mining Geology of
Yerilte. North Coolgardle Goldfleld. J. T. Jutson. (Bull. 64,
West. Austral. Geol. Surv., 1915; 32 pp., illus.)

IRON ORE DEPOSITS. MININ<i, ETC.
3236—BELGIUM—Die Erz- und Phosphatlagerstiltten Bel-

giens. P. Krusch. (Gllickauf, Mar. 4 and 11, 1916; 13 pp..
illus.)

3237—CHROMIC IRON ORE in 1915. J. S. Diller. (Mineral
Resources of U. S., 1915—Part I. Apr. 10. 1916; 6 pp.)

3238—CUBA—Mining in Oriente Province. Cuba. Joseph
T. Singewald. Jr.. and Benjamin Le Roy Miller. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Apr. 1, 1916; 6 pp.. illus.) 20c.

3239—DIVINING ROD—Mystery of the Divining Rod. S.
Le Fevre. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Apr. 8, 1916; 1 p.) 20c.

3240—EASTERN ORE MARKET—Renaissance of Eastern
Ore Market. C. J. Stark. (Iron Tr. Rev.. Mar. 16. 1916; 5 pp..
illus.) 20c.

3241—SCREENIN<3—Chain Grizzly at the Rowe Mine.
Riverton. Minn. J. Carroll Barr. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Apr.
1. 1916; 1>4 pp., illus.) 20c.

IRON .VND STEEL MET.\I,LIRGV
3242—ANALYSIS—.\nalyzed Irons and Steels—Methods of

Analysis. (Circular of Bureau of .Standards. No. 14, U. S. Dept.
of Commerce. Mar. 20. 1916; 17 pp.)

3243—BI>AST FURNACE—The Available Hearth Heat of
the Blast Furnace. Axel L. Feild. (Met. and Chem. Eng.. Apr.
1. 1916; 2% pp.. illus.) 40c.

3244—BLAST FURNACE—The Operation of the Blast Fur-
nace.—Slags. J. E. Johnson. Jr. (Met. and Chem. Engr.. Apr.
1. 1916; 9% pp.. illus.) 40c.

3245—CARBON DETERMINATION—The Determination ot
Carbon in Steels and Irons bv Direct Combustion In Oxygen
at High Temperatures. J. R. Cain and H. E. Cleaves. (Journ.
Ind. and Eng. Chem.. Apr.. 1916; 2% pp.. Illus.) 60c.

3246—CORROSION—The Effect of Rust Upon the Corrosion
of Iron and .Steel. James Aston. (Advance copy. Am. Elec-
trochem. Soc. Apr., 1916; 15Vj pp.)

3247—CUPOLA—A Pre-Hented Blast Cupola. J. A. Parsons.
(Journ. So. Afr. Instn. of Engrs., Mar., 1916; 4 pp.. illus.)

3248—ELECTRIC FURNACE—Some Faults of the Small
Electric-Arc Furnace Melting and Refining .Steel. W. M.
MrKnlght. (Advance copy. .Am. Electrochem. Soc. Apr. 1916;
4 pp.)

3249—ELECTROLYTIC IRON—Review of Recent Progress
In Electrolvtlc Iron. Oliver W. .Storey. (Advance copy. Am.
Electrochem. Soc. Apr., 1916: 10% pp.)
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3250—FOUXDRY—Labor Saving in the Foundry. Richard
Moldenke. ( Eng. Mag., Apr.. 1916; IS pp.. illus.) 40c.

3251—MAGXETISM—Investigation of Magnetic Laws for
Steel and Other Materials. John D. Ball. IJourn. Franklin
Inst.. Apr.. 1916: 45iA pp., illus.) 60c.

3252—MARTIN PROCESS—L'Acier Martin dans le Monde.
La Production Com.oai^e 4 celle des autres Aciers. Emile
Demenge. (Gfnie Civil. Apr. 1 and S. 1916; 10% pp.. illus.) 80c.

3253—MOTOR DRIVE for Steel Mills. F. B. Crosby. (Gen.
Elec. Rev.. Apr.. 1916; 15 pp., illus.) 40c.

3254—OPEXHEARTH STEEL—High Sulphur Does Not
Injure Openhearth Steel. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr. 1, 1916;
214 pp.) Excerpts of a review in Eng. News, Feb. 24, 1916.
20c.

3255—POWDERED COAL in the Open-Hearth Furnace.
(Iron Age. Apr. 13. 1916; 5% pp., illus.) .\bstract of paper by
C. J. Gadd before Franklin Institute, giving results of Ameri-
can Iron and Steel Mfg. Co. 20c.

3256—SPECIAL STEELS—Invar and Related Nickel Steels.
(Circular 58. Bureau of Standards, Apr. 4. 1916; 6S pp.. illus.)

3257—SULPHUR DETERMIX.\TIOX—An Accurate End-
Point in the Volumetric Determination of the Sulphur in Steel.
Herbert Zschiegner. (Journ. Ind. Eng. Chem., Apr., 1916;
Vi p.) 60c.

325S—UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Mar. 25, 1916; 1% pp.) Abstract of annual
report for 1915. 20c.

LEAD AXD ZI\"C

3259—ANALYSIS—Methods of Rapid Analysis for Lead
Ores. Lead Concentrates, Etc. L. B. Pringle. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., Apr. 8. 1916; % p.) 20c.

3260—ASSAY—A Simple and Rapid Assay of Lead. Greg-
ory Torossian. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem.. Apr.. 1916; % P)
60c.

3261—BELGIUM—Die Erz- und Phosphatlagerstatten Bel-
giens. P. Krusch. (Gluckauf. Mar. 4 and 11. 1916; 13% pp..
illus.)

3262—BLENDE ROASTING—The Roasting of Blende.
Maurice de Luramen. (Chem. Tr. Journ., Mar. 18, 1916; 2% pp.)
20c.

3263—BURMA—The Bawdwin Mines. J. D. Hoffmann.
(Min. Mag., Mar., 1916; S pp., illus.) 40c.

3264— CONCENTR.XTOR— New Granbv Concentrator.
Lucius L. Wittich. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 25, 1916; 1^4
pp., illus.) 20c.

3265—ELECTRIC FURNACES as Applied to Non-Ferrous
Metallurgy. Alfred Stansfield. (Advance copy, Inst, of Metals,
Mar.. 1916: 26 pp.)

3266—ELECTROLYTIC ZINC. Harrv A. B. Motherwell.
(Min. and Sci. Press, Mar. 18, 1916; 2H pp., illus.) 20c.

3267—MONTANA—Butte and Superior Copper Co. (Eng.
and Min. Journ., Apr. 22. 1916; 1 p.) Data from annual report.
20c.

3268—NEW YORK—St. Lawrence County. New York, Zinc
Field. B. J. Hatmaker. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Apr. 8, 1916;
1% pp.. Illus.) 20c.

3269—SMELTER—The Selbv Lead Smelter. T. A. Rickard.
(Min. and Sci. Press. Apr. S. 1916; 5% pp.. Illus.) 20c.

3270—SPELTER—The Production of Spelter in the United
States in 1915. C. E. Siebenthal. (U. S. Geol. Surv., 1916; 6 pp.,
illus.)

3271—SPELTER STATISTICS for 1915. W. R. Ingalls.
'Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr. 1, 1916: 6 pp.) 20c.

3272—SULPHUR IN ZINC BLENDE—Die Bestimmung des
Schwefels in der Zinkblende. H. Koelsch. (C;hem.-Ztg., Feb.
23, 1916; ?i p.) 40c.

OTHER MET.\1,S
3273—ALUMIN'UM—The Action of Boiling .A.cetic, Propionic

and Butyric Acids on Aluminum, with a Note on the Action
of Formic and Some Higher Acids. Richard Seligman and
Percy Williams. (Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind.. Jan. 31, 1916; 5V4 pp.)

3274—ANTIMONY in China. F. L. Cole. (Min. and Sci.
Press. Mar. 11. 1916; 4% pp., illus) 20c.

3275—ANTIMONY MINING in Coeur d'Alene District. Idaho.
Robert L. Brainard. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Feb. 12, 1916; 2%
pp., illus.) 20c.

3276—ANTIMONY VEINS at Bernice, Nev. Willard Mallery.
(Min. and Sci. Press. Apr. 15, 1916; 1 p.) 20c.

3277—CHROMIUM—Chromic Iron Ore in 1915. J. S. Diller.
(Mineral Resources of U. S.. 1915—Part I, Apr. 10, 1916; 6 pp.)

3278—COB.\LT as an Element for Thermo-Couples. O. L.
Kawalke. (Advance copy. Am. Electro-chem. Soc, Apr., 1916;
8 pp.. illus.)

3279—MANGANESE—Die Erz- und Phosphatlagerstatten
Belgiens. P. Krusch. (Gluckauf. Mar. 4 and 11, 1916; 13 pp.,
illus.) SOc.

3280—M.\NGANESE—Informe Sobre los Depositos de Man-
ganeso cerca del Pueblo de Mulege. B. C. H. Vincent Wal-
lace. (Bol. Minero. Apr. 1. 1916; 4 pp.) 20c.

3281—MANGANESE—Mining of Manganese Ore in Virginia—Reopening Crimora Sline. (Iron Age. Mar. 30, 1916: 2 pp..
illus.) 20c.

3282—MANGANESE—Notes on Manganese in East Ten-
nessee. A. H. Purdue. (Min. Resources of Tenn.. Vol. VI.
No. 2. Apr., 1916: 12 V^ pp.)

3283—MOLYBDENUM—The Sampling and -Assaying of
Molybdenum Ores as Practiced bv the Orillia Molybdenum
Co.. Ltd.. Orillia. Canada. B. C. Lamble. (Can. Min. Journ.,
Apr. 15. 1916: 1 p.) 20c.

3284—PLATINUM at the Boss Mine, Goodsprings, Nevada.
Frank A. Crampton. (Min. and Sci. Press, Apr. 1. 1916; 3>4
pp.. illus.) 20c.

3285—TIN—Boulder West Mine. Gurrumbah. E. Cecil
Saint-Smith. ((Queensland Govt. Min. Journ.. Feb. 15, 1916:
2^4 pp., illus.) 60.

3286-TUXG.STEX in Arizona. William P. De Wolf. (Eneand Min. Journ.. Apr. 15. 1916; 1 p.) 20c.
3287—TUNGSTEN-The Milling of Tungsten Ores. James

*. Magee. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Apr. 22, 1916: 1^« pp., illus.

^

3288—TUNGSTEN—Wolframite and Scheelite at LeadvllU
Colo. R. s. Fitch and G. F. L.aughlln. (Econ. Geol.. Jan. 191 •

6 pp.) 60c.

3289—TUNGSTEN MOLYBDENUM ORE— Concentratio:
Tests of a Tungsten-Molybdenum Ore from Callie Soak, PoonaMurchison GoldHelds. Alex. J. Robertson. (Bull. 64, W»-sL
Austral. Geol. Surv., 1915; 8^4 pp., illus.)

3290—VANADIUM. P. E. Joseph. (Bull. 18, Ariz. StateBureau of Mines, 1915-16; 10 pp.) Data on occurrence, uses,
etc.

XOX.MET.\LLlC MINER.VLS
3291--BAUXITE—Aluminum Hydrates in the Arkansas

Bauxite Deposits. D. C. Wysor. (Econ. Geol., Jan, 1916; iVi.
pp.) 60c.

3292—DIATOiLACEOUS-EARTH DEPOSITS in Denmark.
E. A. Manners. (Min. Mag., Mar., 1916: 214 pp.. illus.) 40c.

3293—GYPSUM-Frank L. Culin. Jr. (Bull. 19, Ariz. Bu-
reau of Mines. 1915-16: 8 pp.) Notes on occurrence, uses,
etc.

3294—MICA. Frank L. Culin, Jr. (Bull. 16 Ariz. StateBureau of Mines. 1915-16; 11 pp.) Data on occurrence, uses,
etc.

3295—NITRATE—The Mineral Industry of Chile. LesterW. Strauss. (Min. and Sci. Press, Apr. 1, 1916; 33 pp., illus.)

3296—PHOSPHATE—A Reconnaissance for Phosphate in
the Salt River Range. VTyoming. G. R. Mansfield. (Bull.
620-O, U. S. Geol. Surv.. Feb. 23. 1916; 19 pp., illus.)

3297—PHOSPHATE—Investigation of a Reported Discovery
of Phosphate in Alberta. Hugh S. de Schmid. (Bull. 12. Can.
Dept. of Mines. Mines Branch. 1916; 38 pp., illus.)

3298-PHOSPHATES and Dolomites of Johnson Countv,
Tennessee. Olaf P. Jenkins. (Min. Resources of Tenn.. Vo"l.
VI, No. 2. Apr.. 1916; 56 pp., illus.)

3299—SALT INDUSTRY and Resources of the Philippine
Islands. .Alvin J. Cox and T. Dar Juan. (Philippine Journ.
of Sci.. Nov., 1915; 43 pp.. illus.)

PETROLEUM AND >"ATUR.\L G.4.S
3300—C.\NADA—Laws and Regulations for Acquiring Ca-

nadian Public Oil Lands. (Petrol. Rev.. Apr. 1, 1916; 2 pp.)

3301—NATUR.A.L GAS—Establishing a Standard of Meas-
urement for Natural Gas in Large Quantities. Francis P
Fisher, (.\dvance copy Am. Soc. Mechan. Engrs.. Apr., 1916;
44 pp.. illus.)

3302—NATURAL GAS INDUSTRY. The. J. A. Leo Hender-
son. (Petrol. Rev.. Apr. 1. 1916; 2 pp.) Paper before Instn.
of Petrol. Technologists. 40c.

3303—OHIO—Structure of the Berea Oil Sand in the Sum-
merfleld and Woodsfield Quadrangles. Belmont Guernsey,
Noble and Monroe Counties, Ohio. D. Dale Condit. (Bulls.
621-N and 621-0. U. S. Geol. Surv., Feb. 3, 1916; 15 -^ 17 pp.
illus.)

3304—PENNSYLVANIA—Oil and Gas Map of Southwest-
ern Pennsylvania, 1915. Richard R. Hice. State Geologist.

2 pp., illus.) Map, also data on pro-

3305—ROUMANIAN PETROLEUM INDUSTRY During 1915
(Petrol. Rev.. Mar. 25, 1916; % p.) 40c.

3306—TENNESSEE—Structure of the Southern Part of
Cumberland County. Tennessee, in Relation to the Possible
Occurrence of Oil and Gas. Chas. Butts. (Min. Resources of
Tenn.. Vol. VI. No. 2. Apr., 1916; 3H pp., illus.)

3307—UNITED STATES—Exhaustion of the Petroleum Re-
sources of the United States. Showing the Present and Fu-
ture Supply and Demand. Also the Production of the Principal
Oil Fields of the United States. M. L. Requa. (Document No.
363. U. S. Senate, Mar., 1916; 18 pp.)

330S—UTAH—Oil Shale Industry Planned for Utah. Jerome
B. Ireland. (Salt Lake Min. Rev.. Mar. 30. 1916; \% pp., illus.)
20c.

3309—VALUATION—Principles of Natural-Gas Leasehold
Valuation. Samuel S. Wyer. (Bull., A. I. M. E., Apr., 1916;
14 pp.) 40c.

3310—WTO;^nNC3—Oil and Gas Near Basin, Big Horn
County. Wyoming. Charles T. Lupton. (Bull. 621-L. U. &
Geol. Surv.. Jan. 21. 1916; 34 pp., illus.)

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY GE\ER.\L
3312—COLOR.\DO—Preliminary Report on the Economic

Geology of Gilpin County. Colorado. Edson S. Bastin and
James M. Hill. (Bull. 620-M, U. S. Geol. Surv.. Jan. 21, 1916:
29 pp.. illus.)

3313—OHIO—Geologic Atlas of the United States. Colum-
bia Folio. G. D. Hubbard. C. R. Stauffer. J. A. Bownocker. C.
S. Prosser and E. R. Cumings. (U. S. Geol. Surv., 1915; 20
pp.. illus.)

3314—ORE DEPOSITS—The Para,genesis of Certain Sul-
phide Intergrowths. W. L. Whitehead. (Econ. Geol., Jan.,
1916; 14 pp.. illus.) 60c.

3315—ORE DEPOSITS—The R61e of Colloidal Miarration In
Ore Deposits. John D. Clark and P. L. Menaul. (Econ. Geol.,
Jan.. 1916; 5 pp.) 60c.

3316—STR.\TIGRAPHIC ME.\SUREMENTS—Nomo.graphic
Solutions of Certain Stratigraphic Measurements. Harold S.
Palmer. (Econ. Geol.. Jan.. 1916; 15 pp., illus. 1 SOc.

MIMXG—GENERAL
3317—ACCIDENTS—Coal-Mine Fataliti--? in the United

States. Albert H. Fay. (U. S. Bureau of ;,;:ics. Jan., 1916;
13 pp.)

3318—ARIZONA—Mining in Southern .\riiona. Chas. P.
Willis. (Min. and Sci. Press, Mar. 25, IJ'.t^; 1\ pp.. illus.)

20c.
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3319—ASIA—L'lmportance Economic de la Turquie d'Asie.
(Genie Civil. Mar. IS, 1!I16; Z\^ pp.) 40c.

3320—CAGE GUIDES—The Use of Wire-Rope Guides for
Pit Cages. Wm. Ross. (Iron and Coal Tr. Rev. Mar. 17,

1916: Ig pp., illus.) Paper before Scottish Branch, Nat. Assn.
Colliery Mgrs. 40c.

3321—CANADA—Markets for Eastern-Canada Ores. G. C.

Bateman. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr. 1, 1916; 1^4 pp.)

Cost System. Albert
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr.

20c.

3322—COST SYSTEM—A Mir
Hall and George C. McFeely.
1916; 15 pp.) 20c.

3323—DRILL STEEL—Tempering Drill Steel. John B.
Stewart. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr. 22, 1916; % p.) 20c.

3324—DRILLINC3—Machine-Drilling at Treadwell Mines,
Alaska E. P. Kennedy. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr. S, 1916;

lU PP) 20c.

3325—EXPLOSIVES—The Relative Efficiencies of Blasting
Gelatine and Gelignite as Used in Hand-Drill Stopes on the
Gold Mines of the Rand. W. S. Simpson. (Journ. So. Afr. Inst,
of Engrs., Mar., 1916; 2 pp., illus.) Discussion of paper pre-
viously indexed.

3326—HEALTH—Hookworm Disease Among Miners. Rush
M. Hess. (Min. and Sci. Press, Apr. 8, 1916; 1% pp., illus.)

20c.

3327—HEALTH—How a Miner Can Avoid Some Danger-
ous Diseases. A. J. Lanza and Joseph H. White. (Miners'
Circular 20, U. S. Bureau of Mines. 1916; 26 pp., illus.)

3328—HOISTING-ROPE QUESTION, The. C. M. Rasmus-
sen. Correspondence. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr. 15, 1916;

3 p.) 20c.

3329—INCLINE—Operating a Gravity Incline with Lim-
ited Cable. Charles Mentzel. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 25,

1916; 1 p., illus.) 20c.

3330—MINING METHOD—Mitchell Top-Slice and Caving
System. Robert H. Dickson. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar.
25, 1916; 414 pp., illus.) 20c.

3331—MINING METHOD—The Oilman Cut-and-Fill Sys-
tem of Mining. Robert H. Dickson. < Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Apr. 8, 1916; 2 ',2 PP. illus.) 20e.

3332—NEW MEXICO—Mineral Output of New Mexico in

1915. Austin C. Brady. (Min. and Eng. Wld., Apr. 1, 1916;
1 p.) 20c.

3333—OLD MINES—Does It Pay to Reopen Old Mines? E.

M. Weston. (Min. and Eng. Rev., Feb. 5, 1916; S\i pp.) 40c.

3334—ONTARIO as a Mining District. T. F. Sutherland.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr. 15. 1916; 1 p.) 20c.

333.5—PIPE LINE—The Nevada Wonder Pipe-Line;
matic Device for Checking Interruptions to Service.
Burgess. (Min. and Sci. Press. Mar. 25. 1916; 3?i pp.,

20c.

3336—QUARRYING—Electrical Equipment of the Alabama
Marble Company. R. T. Brooke. (Gen. Elec. Rev., Apr.. 1916;

3% pp., illus.) 40c.

3337—SHAFT REPAIRING—Concreting the Barron Shaft
in Pachuca. Mexico. J. E. Smith. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Apr. 15, 1916; 31/2 pp., illus.) 20c.

333S—T.VMPING in the Treadwell Mines. E, J

(Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 25, 1916; % p.) 20c.

3339—UTAH—Mining in Utah. L. O. Howard.
Sci. Press, Mar. 18. 1916; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

3340—VENTIL.\TION—The Influence Moisture in the Air
has on Mine Ventilation. Arthur C. Whittome. (Journ. So.

Afr. Inst, of Engrs., Feb., 1916; 11% pp., illus.) Reply to
discussion.

Auto-
J. A.
illus.)

Kenned.v.

(Min.

ORE nUKSSINO—OENEKAL
(Min.

PIi)

3341—FLOTATION—A Glossary of Flotation.
Sci. Press, Feb. 12, 1916; 1 p.) 20c.

3342—FLOTATION—Molecular Forces in Flotation,
face Compression. Dudley H. Norris. (Min. and Sci. P
Feb. 12, 1916; 4Vi pp., illus.) 20c.

3343—FLOTATION—Interfacial Tension in Flotation.
J. Stander. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 25, 1916; 1\
20c.

3344—FLOTATION—The Electro-Statics of Flotation. F.

A Fahrenwald. (Min. and Sci. Press, Mar. 11, 1916; 4 pp.,

illus.) 20c.

334.5—^FLOTATION—The Metallurgical Disposal of F"lota-

tion Concentrates. R. J. Anderson. (Met. and Chem. Eng.,
Apr. 1, 1916; 2% pp.) 40c.

;i34(;—FLOTATION—Washoe Reduction Works, Anaconda— 111. L. S. Austin (Min. and Sci. Press. Apr. 15, 1916; 9 pp.,
illus.)

3347—.^PREENING—Mass Screening with Flat Screens. Ed-
ward S. Wiard. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Apr. 1, 1916; 5 pp.,

illus.) 40c.

3348—SLIMES SETTLING—Rate of Slimes Settling. E.
E. Frei-. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr. 15, 1916; 514 pp.. illus.)

Fourth of a series of articles on ''Colloids In Ore Dressing.
20c.
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\ Gallium-Indium Alloy. Philip E. Brown-
1 liter. (Amer. Journ. of Sci., Apr., 1916;

I .n an allov formed upon the surface of a
til. distillation of zinc. 40c.
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II •.! Specimens. By C. P. Karr. Part

llenrv .S. Rawdon. (Technologic
iif Standards, No. 59, Mar. 15, 1916;
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II—Microstructure. 1
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67 pp., illus.)

3351—ALLOYS—St. I,
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Illus.)

3352—ALLOYS—The AnnealInK of NIckel-Sllver (Part I)

F C Thompson. (Advance copy. Inst, of Metals, Mar., 1916;
31 pp., illu.s.)

Tin-.\lumlnum-Copper Alloys. A. A.
Inst, of Metals, Mar., 1916; 13 pp..

3353—ALLOYS—The Electrical Resistances and Tempera-
ture Coefficients of Nickel-Copper-Chromium and of Nickel-
Copper, Manganese Alloys. F. M. Sebast and G. L. Gray.
(Advance copy. Am. Electrochem. Soc, Apr., 1916; 10 pp.,
illus.)

3354—ALLOYS—The Transformations in Alloys of Gold
with Copper. N. Kurnakow. S. Zeniczuzny and M. Zasedatelev.
(Advance Copy, Inst, of Metals, Mar., 1916; 27 pp., illus.)

3355—BLAST-FURNACE TAPPING by Electricity. Hiran.
W. Hixon. Correspondence. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr. 15.
1916; % p.) 20c.

3336—CORROSION—The Electrolytic Method of Prevent-
ing Corrosion. Elliott Cumberland. (Advance copy, Inst, of
Metals. Mar., 1916; 11 pp.. illus.)

3357—CORROSION—Third Report to the Corrosion Com-
mittee of the Institute of Metals. Wm. E. Gibbs, Richard H.
Smith and Guy D. Bengough. (Advance copy, Inst, of Metals.
Mar., 1916; 127 pp., illus.)

3358—ELECTRIC FURNACES as Applied to Non-Ferrous
Metallurgy. Alfred Stansfield. (Advance copy, Inst. of
Metals. JIar., 1916; 26 pp.)

3339—FURNACE LININC3—Chrome-Iron Ore as Lining for
Reverberatory Furnaces. Edgar Hall. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Feb. 5, 1916; Ij] pp.)

3360—PASSIVITY—The Passive State of Metals. C. W.
Bennett and W. S. Burnham. (Advance copy. Am. Electro-
chem. Soc, Apr. 27, 1916; 38 pp.)

3361—SCANDINAVI.\—Chemical, Electrochemical and Met-
allurgical Industries of Scandinavia. (Chem. Trade Journ..
Mar. 25, 1916; 1% pp.) Translated from La Revue des Pro-
duits Chimiques. 40c.

3362—SCRAP MATERIAL—Classification of Scrap Material
at the Naval Gun Factory. E. W. Bonnaffon. (Metal Ind.,
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1916. 20c.

3363—^LAG—Uses of Furnace Slag. Herbert Lang. (Min.
and Sci. Press. Mar. 25, 1916; 2% pp.) 20c.
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(See also Petroleum ami \atiiral C-as)

3364—BY-PRODUCT COKE—Electricity in By-Product Coke
Manufacture. (Elec. Rev.. Apr. 1. 1916; 2% pp.. illus.) .A.

description of the manufacture of illuminating gas and meth-
ods for the utilization of waste gases for generating elec-
tricity for use in the manufacture of the by-product coke.
20c.

3365—COST—Relative Costs of Coal and Oil Fuels. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. Mar. 25. 1016; 1^4 pp.. illus.) Reprint of
article by F. C. Fearing in "Power." Dec. 14, 1915. 20c.

3365a—LIGNITES—Economic Methods of Utilizing Western
Lignites. E. J. Babcock. (Bull. 89, U. S. Bureau of Mines,
1915; 73 pp., illus.)

3366—PULVERIZED COAL In Industrial Furnaces. S. H.
Harrison. (Eng. Mag., Feb., 1916; 11% pp., illus.) 40c.

3387—UTILIZ.ATKJN OF COAL— The Problems of Coal
With Reference to the Complete and Provident Utilization of
the Supplies and of Fuels Generally: A Preliminary Discus-
sion and .Scheme. Henry E. Armstrong. (Journ. Soc. Chem.
Ind., Feb. 29, 1916; 6% pp.)

MIXIXG ATiD MET.\l.l.i:U(iIC.\l, M.VfHIXERY
336S-^BELT CONVEYORS. A. Robertson and A. Mc.Vrthur

Johnston. (Journ. So. Afr. Inst., Mar.. 1916; 22 Vi PP., illus.)

Description of various types for handling materials from
mines, with data on testing and the life of belts; also belt
scrapers and cleaners and other accessories.

33fin—BELTING—How to Reduce the (~'ost of Belting. W.
P. Schaphorst. (Iron .\ge, .Apr. 6, 1916: 1 V4 PP) 20c.

3370—BELTING—Specifications for Purchase of Leather
Belting. (.\m. Machinist. Apr. 20. 1916: 2 pp.) 20c.

3371—CL.\SS1F1ER— .V Combined Hydraulic and Mechani-
cal Classilier. .M. G. F. Kohnlein. (Bull. A. 1. M. E., Apr., 1916;
6 pp.. illus.)

3372—COMPRESSORS—Underground Compressor Installa-
tions in Mines. Charles C. Phelps. (Min. and Eng. Wld.. Feb.
12, 1916; 214 pp., illus.) 20c.

3373—CONVEYORS—Handling Materials in Manufacturing
Plants. Robert L. Streeter. (Eng. Mag., Apr., 1916: 24% pp.,
illus.) Sixth article of series; deals with trucks and industrial
cars. 40c.

3374—DRILL—-A Mounted Hammer Drill for Drifting with
Pneumatic Feed. Frederick W. Copeland. (Can. Min. Journ.,
Apr. 15, 1916; 2% pp., Illus.) Description of Sullivan "DP-33"
drill. 20c.

3375—DRILL—The New Konomax Drill. E. M. Weston.
(Eng. and Min. Journ.. Mar. 25, 1916; % p.. illus.) 20c.

337(;—DRILL REP.MRS—Emergency Repairs for Rock-
Drllls. Wm. H. Washburn. (Min. and Sci. Press. Apr. 8, 1916;
1 p.. illus.) 2(lc.

3377—ELE(^TR1C FURNACE—The Rennerfelt Electric .\rc

Furnace. C. H. Vom Haur. (.Advance copy. Am. Electrochem.
Soc, Apr., 1916; 8 pp., illus.)

337S—EXCAV.ATOR—The Drag Line Excavator in Greater
Demand in Mining Work. G. N. Crawford, Jr. (Min. and Eng.
Wld., Jlar. 25, 1916: 2 pp., illus) 20c.

33711—FOUND.ATION-BOI,T CASINGS for Machinery.
(Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 25, 1916; 1 p.. illus.) From
article by Bruce Page in "Power," Jan. 4, 1916. 20c.

3380—FURNACE GRATES—Improved Grate Bars In Use at
.Sandoval. 111. Ernst Hermann. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Apr.
1, 1916; ^1 p., illus.) 20c.

3381—HOISTING—Safety Catches on the Cage. Noah T.

Williams. (Coll. Guard., Mar. 17, 1916; § p., Illus.) 40c.

33S2—HOISTS—Handling Materials in Manufacturlntr
Plants. Robert L. Streeter. (Eng. Mag., Feb., 1916; 25M; I'P..

Illus.) Fourth article of series, dealing with factory hoists.

40c.
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.'^yyOrSLS—a general review of the mineral

tvealth of Peru, its present development and possi-

bilities. The most important mininff is being done

by North American and British companies, copper,

silver and petroleum Icing ihe principal mineral

products.

Peru owes its discovery to the rumors of great wealth

in gold that reached the Spaniards in their colony at Pan-

ama early in the Sixteenth Century. These reports finally

fired the ambition of Francisco Pizarro to such an extent

that in 1524 he began his attempts to reach and gain

possession of this land of gold. After three years of perse-

In 1533 they captured Cuzco, the capital of the ancient

empire, and on Jan. 6, 1535, founded the City of Lima.

It is only in the last few years, since the advent of the

railroad, that there has been any change in the appearance

and life of Cuzco since the days of the Spanish conqui-sta-

dores, and it is still without question the most picturesque

of all the South American cities. Though the spoils col-

lected by the Spaniards were great, the ransom of Ata-

hualpa alone being estimated at over 15 millions in gold,

Peru never developed into a great gold-mining country

under the Spaniards, but it has shown itself to be a

country of unusual wealth in some of the other metals.

Peru extends along the west coast of South America

for a distance of over 1,000 mi. The major subdivisions

ik
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but is the least known and least developed portion. Tlie

coast zone comprises about one-tenth of the total area.

The Andine belt, which has a width of 150 mi. or more,

is the portion that contains the mineral wealth of the

country and consequently the one with which we are most

concerned. Through the greater part of this region the

Andes consist of a series of high, rugged ranges with deep

intervening valleys interrupted by frequent connecting

ridges. As a result, communication from one part of the

country to another is extremely difficult. There are no

easy lines of travel across the country in either a north-

south or an east-west direction, hence there are few coun-

tries in the world that are so inadequately provided with

means of internal communication as is Peru. The cus-

tomary mode of travel is to go by steamer to the nearest

port and then inland as best one can to the desired point.

Only Two Important Eailway Lines

On account of the almost insuperable difficulties and

expense of railroad construction in a country of such

accentuated relief, Peru has less than 2,000 mi. of rail-

roads, and most of the lines are short ones penetrating

only a few miles inland from some coast town. The only

two important railroad lines are the Ferrocarril Central

del Peru, generally known as the Oroya road, which, with

the Cerro de Pasco line and branches, has a length of 345

mi., and the Ferrocarril del Sur del Peru, with a length

of 540 mi. The country tributary to these two lines com-

prises the most highly developed and most accessible por-

tions of Peru, and yet each section is so inaccessible to

the other that Peru virtually consists of two separate

countries—a southern section that looks to Arequipa as

its capital, and a northern section with Lima as its

center. The southern line crosses the Andes at an eleva-

tion of 14,660 ft., but even more remarkable is the famous

Oroya road that on the Morococha line reaches an eleva-

tion of 15,865 ft., making it the highest railroad in the

world. So much has been written about this road, and as

we shall have occasion to speak about it in subsequent

papers on specific mining districts, a few general remarks

will suffice at this time. It is said to be the world's great-

est feat in railroad construction and is the work of an

American contractor named Meiggs. Construction was

begun in 1870 and completed to Oroya in 1893. Passen-

ger fares are at a rate equivalent to 5c. per mi. On the

western slope of the mountains the road follows the

precipitous gorge of the Eio Rimac and ailords the most

magnificent scenery that one can see on any railroad.

Nowhere else can one rise from sea level to nearly 16,000

ft. in so short a time. It is small wonder that more rail-

roads have not been built across the Andes in Peru, and

the development of the country must necessarily be slow

in the face of such difficulties.

The Ijipoutant Mining is Done by Foreigners

The mineral production of Peru has been increasing

rapidly in recent years owing to the large-scale develop-

ments instituted by foreign capital, which has been chiefly

American and English. The output of the various min-

eral products in t!ic order of their value is given for the

year 1913, being tbc latest complete statistics available:

Copper, 27,776 metric tons; silver, 299,132 kg.; petro-

leum, 2,071,112 bbl.; salt, 24,432 metric tons; coal, 273,-

945 tons
;
gold, 1,429 kg. ; vanadium ore, 3,000 tons ; lead,

T 927 tons; wolfram ore, 19:? tons; borax, 2,001 tons;

bismuth, 25,300 kg.; mercury, 460 kg. The total value

of these products in that year was over $23,000,i)(i().

It may readily be calculated that copper constitutes nearly

two-fifths of "the value of the total. Moreover, 80 7c of

the copper comes from the one department of Junin and

14% from the adjoining one of Lima, from mines that

are chiefly owned and operated by American capital.

These are' the mines of the Cerro de Pasco, Morococh:i

and Casapalca districts. Silver ranks next in important >

to copper and contributes one-fourth of the value of tlif

Peruvian mineral production; silver owes its position

almost entirely to the fact that the Peruvian copper ores

are argentiferous and the great output of copper has

SKETCH MAP OF PERU

resulted in a large silver production. Thus 81% of the

silver comes from the same two departments and from

l^ractically the same mines as does the copper, and is

huiice also chiefly the result of the activities of American

capital. There is, however, another important silver-

producing department, that of Ancachs, adjacent to

Junin on the north, which contributes one-tenth of Reruns

silver output, chiefly from argentiferous lead ores. This

department is characterized by a great number of com-

paratively small producers, both native and foreign. The

third most important mineral product of Peru is oil, the

value of which is over one-fifth that of the total mineral

production. This comes from the extreme northwestern

corner of the country, from the Deiiartments of Tumbes

and Piura, and the "industry is chiefly in the hands of

English capitalists.

The nonmetallic mineral products of Peru consist of

oil, coal, salt and borax. The value of the oil output is

twice that of the others and is increasing at a greater rate
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than the others are or can be expected to increase. The
value of the metallic products is twice that of the non-

metallic production.

The fact that the three principal mineral products of

Peru, copper, silver and oil, contributing 84% of the

total value of the mineral output, are produced to such a

large extent by outside capital emphasizes the dependence

of that country upon foreign capital for the development

of its mineral wealth. The two principal products, copper

and silver, contribute 62% of the total, and these indus-

tries are dominated to such an extent by American capital

that with the vanadium, coal and other minor American
mining interests included, it is evident that Peru owes

one-half of her mineral production to American capital.

This is interesting and important, as in no other foreign

country does American capital take such a prominent

rank. Anotlier point worthy of note is that except for

the industries stimulated by foreign capital, the mineral

production of Peru is practically at a standstill.

Coal Ixdcstry Developed by Metal-Mixixg Needs

The importance of the coal-mining industry is due

entirely to the coal-mining activities of the Cerro de Pasco
Mining Co., which uses the coal at its smeltery at Fun-
dicion. Over 93% of the total coal production comes

from this company's mines in the department of Junin.

Though the coal would rank as an inferior grade in this

drilling in the Department of Puno, north of Lake Titi-

caca, and oil has been found, but apparently the pro.spects

have not been sufficiently encouraging to warrant over-

coming the transportation diflBculties of that section.

BoiLvx AXD Salt MoxopoLrEs

The borax industry is in the hands of Borax Consoli-

dated, Ltd., an English company which has a monopoly
of the entire South American borax production. The
deposits occur in Lake Salinas, 35 mi. east of Arequipa,
between the two volcanoes Misti and Ubinas, at an eleva-

tion of about 13,000 ft. The mineral is the sodium-
calcium borate, ulexite, which occurs as a layer from 10

cm. to 1 m. in thickness but with an average thickness of

1/2 m., under a barren layer from 1 to 2i/2 m. in thickness.

The boric-acid content of the crude material is about

31%, which is increased by dehydration to 4T% or more.
The salt industry of Peru has been a government

monopoly since 1896 and is administered under govern-

ment supervision by a company known as the National

Salt Co. Under this law salt deposits are not denunciable

and those imder private ownership must sell their product

to the government at prices fixed by it. The profits of the

government from this monopol}' amount to over a half

million dollars annually.

Though the gold output of Peru has increased in recent

years and amounts to nearl)' one million dollars, if one

PART OF THE OLD MI.NI.XG TOWN OF
CERRO DE PASCO

country; in the mining region of Peru, where taquia, the

dung of the llama, is almost the only available fuel, even

such coal is a Godsend. Small quantities are also pro-

duced for local use in the departments to the north of

Junin lip to and including Cajamarca. In the province

of Huancaj'o, in the southern part of Junin, the Peruvian

Corporation attempted to open some coal deposits a

few years ago, but after spending considerable money in

development work, it abandoned the project because

the quantity of the coal did not measure up to the ex-

pectations.

The productivitj' of the Tumbes oil field in the extreme

northwest corner of Peru has been a great boon to much
of the west-coast country. There are two refineries in

the region, one at Talara and the other at Zorritos, the

products of which are used not only in Peru, but in Ecua-

dor and to a large extent in the Chilean nitrate fields, and
even find their way as far as the United States and Japan.

The Peruvian Steamship Co. and the Central Ry. of Peru

both use oil-burning engines. The fuel problem has been

met in many of the Andean mining camps in recent years

through the installation of Diesel engines, and Peruvian

oil has been the fuel generally used. There has been some

TUCTU, .\ MODERN MIXIXG TOWN, IN THE
MOROCOCHA DISTRICT

analyzes the figures, it is seen that the gold-mining indus-

try as such is of little importance. Less than two-fifths

of the gold production comes from precious-metal de-

posits, gold lodes and placers ; the rest comes as a byprod-

uct of mining other ores, and as in the case of silver,

chiefly as a byproduct of copper mining. For this reason

again, the department of Junin takes first rank with over

three-fifths of the gold output,' and over one-half of tlie

entire gold production comes from the copper ores of the

Cerro de Pasco mines. Ilowever, practically every one of

the Andean departments from Cajamarca to Arequipa

and Puno maintain a small production from gold ores

and gold placers. Attempts to revive the gold-mining

industrv on a large scale that have been made from time

to time have always ended disastrously. The most im-

portant gold mines in recent years have been the Chuqui-

tanil)o, near Cerro de Pasco ; the Cochasayguas, worked by

the Cotabambas Auraria in the department of Apurimac

;

and the Santo Domingo of the Inca Mining Co., an Amer-

ican corporation, the mine being situated on the eastern

slopes of the Andes in the department ot Puno. Though

in a region famous for its gold veins anl placers since its

discovery in 15.53, the Santo Domingo mine has again
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been idle for some time. All of these mines are equipped

with modern gold-milling machinery.

Silver and copper ores are being prodxiced in greater or

less quantity in all of the Andean depiartments. As
already stated, however, the great bulk of these metals

comes from the mines along the Oroya E.R. and its

branches in the Departments of Junin and Lima.

Only Aegextifekous Lead Ores Can Be Mixed

Lead and zinc are such low-priced metals that their ores

are not very attractive under the conditions that exist in

Peru. There is not a single modern lead smeltery in

operation there at present, and there never has been a

plant to treat zinc ores. Owing to their usual low preci-

ous-metal content, it has not been profitable to export

zinc ores. A trial shipment of sphalerite from Junin to

England in 1913 did not give sufficiently encouraging

results to lead to further shipments, and even last Octo-

ber, at the time of our visit to the country, when zinc had

been selling for some months at its recent abnormally

high prices, there was no evidence of an interest in zinc

mining. The higher silver content of the lead ores has

made possible their exportation and even treatment in

small primitive extraction plants in the country, so that

a small lead-mining industry has been kept alive. In this

metal again, the department of Junin leads with four-

fifths of the total production. The unusually high silver

content of the lead ores of the Department of Ancachs has

made possible an extensive small-scale mining industry

there which furnishes about one-tenth of the Peruvian

lead output. In this department there are over a dozen

small lixiviation plants with capacities of rarely more

than 10 tons daily, and in most cases much less, and a

half-dozen or more primitive smelteries with a daily

capacity of 10 to 30 tons each. This status of the lead

and zinc mining is due almost entirely to the lack of

transportation facilities and high transportation costs and

not to a dearth of deposits of such ores. Lack of adequate

capital to develop more than a small part of the country's

resources makes it necessary for these baser-metal indus-

tries to await more favorable conditions.

Mercury, Van'adium and Bismuth

Huancavelica is now a mere echo of its former greatness

as a mercury producer. Discovered in 1566, it ranked

for several centuries among the world's great mercury

producers, and it is estimated to have yielded in all about

50,000 tons of quicksilver. Today a production is barely

maintained. The high ))rice to which mercury has risen

has aroused the attention of E. E. Fernandini, who con-

trols the largest mining interests in Peruvian hands in

the country, to this old district, and he is looking into the

possibilities of reviving it. If Mr. Fernandini should

take hold of these old mines with the same vigor and
efficiency he has displayed in the management of his other

mining enterprises, this district may again be heard from.

Mention must be made of two other important metals

mined in Peru—vanadium and bismuth. Both of these

occurrences are in tiie Department of Junin; the vana-

dium deposit is the most remarkable occurrence of that

metal in the world and is owned and operated by the

American Vanadium Co., of Pittsburgh; the bismuth

mine furnishes onc-twolfth of the world's bismuth supply

and could easily furnish the whole. Since both of these

1 curnnccs will be fully described in a subsequent article.

there is no need of discussing them further at this time. |

There is a small output of tungsten ores from Libertad

and Ancachs, and tungsten deposits are known, though

they have never been developed, in the department of

Huancavelica. but Peru has never been an important pro-

ducer of this metal. Occurrences of practically all other |

metals, as antimony, molybdenum, nickel and cobalt, are f

known, but they have not been proved of economic value.

A most remarkable fact is the absence of workable tin

deposits in Peru, even in the southernmost part adjacent

to Bolivia, not far from Bolivian mines. The same is true

on the southern border of Bolivia in that the tin deposit-

do not extend into Chile and Argentina. There is in

marked difference in geologic conditions at these bouu
daries, so that it is rather curious that the artificial boun-
daries of Bolivia should have accidentally included all of

the Andean tin deposits. About 10 j'ears ago the Peru-
vian government instituted an exploration for tin ores in

southern Peru, biit without success.

The preceding survey of the mineral production and
resources of Peru has clearly brought out the fact that

the country is extensively mineralized from its northern
to southern boundaries along the belt that lies within the

Andes, but that as a metal producer at the present time
the Department of Junin stands out preiJmineut. The
only other departments of moment in this respect arc

Lima and Ancachs. Junin furnishes of the total metal

production 72%, Lima 15% and Ancachs 5%. The
country tributary to the Oroya railroad furnishes 87% of

the total. Rather than serve as a discouragement and
put a damper on the development of the rest of the coun-

try, these conditions, if properly interpreted, ought to

offer the greatest incentive to the future development of

the mineral resources of Peru. There is no reason to

believe that the Oroya road has opened up the only

important mineralized area in Peru, but the facts are that

with a limited amount of capital entering the country and
ample opportunities along this most important line of

transportation, this capital has not found it necessary to

open up new ways for itself, but has taken the easier

course of developing the most accessible opportunities.

There is no apparent reason why such departments as, for

instance, Ancachs or Huancavelica are not capable of

similar development, and there is every reason to believe

that they are. It is our opinion that whoever is enterpris-

ing enough to explore and develop such sections will

meet with equal rewards.

Mixing Laws Protect the Prospector

The mining laws of Peru arc liberal and offer encour-

agement for the development of the mineral resources of

the country. For the purposes of administering them,

the country is divided up into distritos miiieniles that

correspond practically to the provinces into which the

dc])artments are divided for general administrative pur-

poses. A mining claim is known as a perienencia and has

an area of 200x100 m., or 2 hectares, except in the case

of coal, oil, gold placers and saline deposits, for which

the unit claims have an area of 200x200 m., or 4 hectares.

The unit claim for saline de]iosits is known as the estaca.

The limits of perlriicnrias are vertical.

In denouncing mineral lands, a group of claims of not

more than GO perteiidirias may be taken—known as a

conccsion—for registering which the fee is 5 soles, or

$2.40 gold. But one is not limited even to 60 pertenen-
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cias, as a single individual may denounce any number of

concesions, so long as he pays the fee of 5 soles for each

group. The payment of this fee gives five months' posses-

sion, at the end of which period title to the property must
be applied for. The pertenencias are then survej'ed and
laid off and the titles drawn up and submitted for ap-

proval to the Minislerio de Fomento. WTieu they are

obtained, the pertenencias are subject to an annual ta.x

of 3 Lp. (Libra peruana)—about $14—payable semi-

annually. If there is a lapse of II/2 years in the payment
of this tax, the claims are again denunciable.

There are certain desirable features in these laws.

Their great liberality in not limiting the amount of

ground that may be denounced enables the discoverer of a

mineralized area to protect himself while he locates the

ground that he deems most valuable. On the other hand,

the tax placed upon each claim after title is obtained is

not high enough to make it a burden to anyone who really

considers the claims of value, while it is high enough to

prevent the holding of extensive tracts of land in prom-

ising regions merely for the purpose of excluding others.

The necessity of approval of the titles by the Ministerio

ow^ler can find some pieces of old corrugated iron, ho will

use them instead, and lacking other means of faMcning
them down, will pile stones on the roof to keep the wind
from blowing it away. There are no windows to the

house, but merely a solid wooden door, which when closed

admits neither light nor air. Chimneys are unknown,
and fires to cook by are built on the dirt floor in the

middle of the hut. The doorway is the only means of

escape for the smoke that collects under the roof and fills

the whole room. This primitive condition exists even in

such a comparatively large town as Cerro de Pasco.

Equally simple are the other needs of these people.

The women go barefooted and the men wear only sandals,

yet they travel over the mountains and through the snow
seemingly insensible to cold. Their clothes are to a large

extent homespun from the wool of the llama, the insepar-

able and necessary companion of the Indian. The llama

is almost as indispensable to this eountrj- as is the Indian

himself. Before the arrival of the railroad he is the only

means of transportation, and he can go where it is impos-

sible for the railroad to come. His flesh furnishes the

Indian meat, his wool the clothes, pack sacks and ropes:

PRIMITIVE NATIVE METHODS OF MARKETING .\ND ORE TRANSPORT IN PERU

de Fomento also makes it possible to protect the country

and the people from any such monopolization.

Even more generous are the laws in regard to taking up
water powers for mining enterprises. Such water powers

may be held without the payment of any taxes whatever.

Mines Dependent on Indian Labor

The labor in the mining regions of Peru comes entirely

from the Indian population, who are indeed almost the

only inhabitants of the high altitudes of the Andes, except

for the staffs of the mining companies. The elevations of

most of the mines are such that only a race accustomed

to them and inured to them for generations is capable of

the continued physical exertion of manual labor. Practi-

cally all the mines along the Oroya railroad that are now
in active operation lie above 14,000 ft. and the Minasragra

vanadium mine at 16.500 ft.—higher than the top of the

highest mountain in the United States. These conditions

make it probable that it will always be necessary to depend
upon the Indian labor.

The primitive state of the Indian population is almost

incredible and indescribable. Whole families, together

with all their domestic animals, live in a one-room hut
no larger than the average room in our houses. This is

built either of sun-dried bricks or merely of rough stones

piled lip for walls, often without mud or plaster between
them, so that they afford but little protection against the

wind and cold. The roof is usually thatched, but if the

his excrement. is the fuel of the country. All this he does

and yet is no burden whatever to his owner, as he forages

for himself on the bleak and desolate hillside, where often

there is so little vegetation that it becomes a mystery to

understand how he ekes out his existence. The Indian

markets are a never-failing source of interest. One of the

illustrations shows the small stock of supplies that these

people offer for sale after having in many cases traveled

several days to reach the market ; and in the case of those

coming up from the monlaila with such fruits as oranges,

they are frequently as much as a week on the road to

bring in a few sacks of fruit. Time is consequently of

little value, and where no unusual demand for labor has

arisen, wages are as low as 15c. and 20c. per day.

In such a rigorous climate, under such primitive condi-

tions of living, the population must needs be sparse and

the number of Indians available for mining limited. It

is estimated by the Peruvian government that over 20.000

Indians are employed in the mining industry of the coun-

try. Consequently in the most active mining centers,

o\\"ing to the increasing demand for men. wages are

constantly rising and even now range from 50c. to $1 or

more. The native methods of work are crude and inetfici-

ent, yet display at times considerable simple ingenuit}'.

It is not an uncommon sight to see the ore cnrriod out of

a mine on the backs of men and boys in s;u ks of hide.

The coca habit is almost universal among the Indians.

They keep a wad of coca leaves in one cheek, from wliich
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the saliva slowly extracts the cocaine, which dulls their

senses just enough to make them insensible to hunger,

fatigue and cold for an incredibly long time. The bulg-

ing cheek of the Indian with the ore basket on his back,

shown in the illustration, is caused by his wad of coca

leaves. This habit may be a necessary one to make such

an existence as theirs at all endurable. Since the Indian

must be depended upon to furnish the manual labor in the

development of the mineral resources of the country and

the number available is limited, it will be necessary to

increase his efficienc)'. That this is possible there is

abundant evidence, as for instance, at Morococha, where

he is successfully using machine drills. The Indians as a

whole are in such a low state of civilization, however, that

the task will be slow and tedious and will require con-

siderable patience on the part of their employers.

Since the metal-mining industry of Peru is so largely

in the hands of American capital and consequently under

the direction of American engineers, it will be of interest

to say something of the conditions of living of the Ameri-
can staffs and their families at the Peruvian mines. The
fact cannot be denied that these people are shut out

from many advantages that we have become so accus-

tomed to regard as almost necessary to our existence.

The time consumed in going to and from the United
States is so great that visits home can be made only at

long intervals. Mail service is so infrequent and often

unreliable as to render it difficult to keep in close touch

with affairs at home. There must be something to com-
pensate for these drawbacks, and the extent to which these

compensations are adequate depends entirely on the tem-

perament of the individual. If he can be happy only

when in constant and close touch with the cosmopolitan

life of our large cities in all its phases, let him not go to

the Peruvian mining districts—their primitiveness and
remoteness will be unbearable to him. If on the other

hand, he can find enjoyment and exhilaration in nature's

wildest and grandest phases and interest in a civilization

different from what he has ever seen or known, he can
forget much to which he has been accustomed and find

contentment even in these far-away places. It must be

said to the credit of the larger American mining com
panics that they provide their men with all the comforts
and conveniences that one can reasonably demand under
the circumstances. An accompanying illustration shows
the attractive quarters provided the American staff of the

Morococha Mining Co. at Tuctu. Tliere are sufficient

social activities at these places to take away some of the

feeling of remoteness and make life really enjoyable.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics of the United States
Deparhnent of Labor reports that the enactment of a

law prohibiting the importation, sale or use of any paint

material containing more than 5% of its dry weight of

a soluble lead compound is the principal recommendation
of the British departmental committee appointed to

investigate the diiPL'er of the use of paints containing

lead to the health nf persons engaged in painting

buildings. The apiiointment of this committee was
|irompted by the nuim rnus cases of lead poisoning among
painters and the bcliif that many of them could be

prevented by the same careful regulation or restriction

that has proved effective in reducing the number of cases

of lead poisoning in factories by more than one-half

since 1900.

Attention is directed to the possible dangers to health

arising from the vapors of linseed oil and turpentine

or turpentine substitutes used in all paints, whether
compounded with lead or leadless pigments, and to the

consequent importance of investigating their possible

effect on health, which the evidence before the committee
indicated might be serious enough to require action on
the part of the home office. The committee is of the

opinion that any bill that proposes to give effect to its

recommendations should empower the Home Secretary to

make regulations, if he finds it necessarj', similar to those

which he is now authorized by law to establish in factories

and workshops. Serious efforts have been made to deal

with the evil of lead poisoning among house painters

in France, Austria, Germany, Holland, Belgium and
Svritzerland.

About 30 deaths from lead poisoning are reported each

year among house painters in England and Wales. As to

the number of nonfatal eases, there are no complete statis-

tics, since house painters do not come under the factory

acts and reports of cases are entirel}' voluntary'. However,

the number of nonfatal cases in these countries is esti-

mated at about 750 per annum.

The production of alloy.-treated steel rails in the

United States has shown some remarkable fluctuations.

It reached its maximum in 1910, when the total was

257,324 gross ton, or 7.1% of the whole output. In

1911 the total was 153,989 tons, and in 1912 it was

149,267 tons, all but a few tons in those years being

titanium steel. In 1913 the total was 59,515 tons, 47,655

tons being titanium steel; in 1914 it was 27,937 tons,

23,321 titanium steel; in 1915 it fell to 24.970 tons, 21,-

191 tons being titanium and 3,779 tons manganese steel.

As might be expected, nearly all the alloy steel rails

were llea^7-section 85 lb. or more to the yard. The
greater part of the titanium steel rails made in 1910, 1911

and 1912 were for one company, and no statement has

been made of the wearing results.

CaSifoiPEaia MiiniieE'Sifis ana 19ES
The cutting oft' of foreign sources of supply by the

European War caused a marked increase in the produc-

tion of miscellaneous minerals in California in 191.").

Fletcher Hamilton, in an advance bulletin of the Cali-

fornia State Mining Bureau, rei)orts the following out-

puts for the year: Barytes, 410 tons; bituminous rock,

17,789; borax", 67,004; "chrome, 6,337; dolomite, 3,4!)-.>

;

feldspar, 1,800; lithia mica, 91 ; mineral paint, 311 ton-

;

iron ore, 646 long tons; and cement, 4,846,313 bbl.

Under l)arytes is included a small tonnage of witherito.

the carbonate of barium. This is the first recorded com-

mercial deposit in the United States. The production nl

chrome is the largest in point of tonnage since ISS^,

.

Some nickel ore was taken out at the Friday copper miiu

in .San Diego County, but as yet, the company has bee n

unable to get any smelter to treat it. A discovery of tin

ore was made in San Diego County, but no productidn

resulted. Molybdenite was mined in one or two localitii's

in the latter part of 1915, but not marketed.
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SYNOPSIS—After a careful analymn of fiolatum

conditions all of the different systems are found to

reduce to the same basis—a dependence upon thr

surface tension of a liquid in contact with a gax.

Many other factors enter the question, but ns an.ril-

iaries. Thr direilion of possilite im /irnreiiii'iit !.<

point cil nut.

It is iiuuli lasier to lell how flotation works than why it

works, and in this article I will attempt to show that the

hnniefliate causes of flotation phenomena can be illus-

trated and explained on a comparatively simple basis, al-

though the underlying reasons are more obscure. It is

not possible in a paper of this sort to go into details to any

great extent, and I am submitting what I have to say,

tiierefore, as an outline of a working hypothesis that

answers a number of puzzling ])ractical questions.

Tiiic (^("KsTiox OF DicFixrnoN"

Tlie first ilittieulty met with in the study of tiotation is

that of definition. What do we mean by "flotation""? We
can define other methods of concentration in terms of

some specific physical C}ualitv—thus both ordinary water

and dry concentration depend on variation in specific

gravity, magnetic concentration on different magnetic

pro])erties and electrostatic concentration on the different

5]iecific inductive capacity of mineral and gangue—but we
cannot yet define flotation in this way.

In order to make a preliminary definition, however,

vvc can make two statements of fact—first, that we are

concerned with the mutual action of the surfaces of solids,

liquids and gases, and second, that the surfaces of various

solid particles behave differently with respect to the sur-

'aces of liquids and gases. Using these two statements,

then, we can define flotation as that process of concentra-

tion which utilizes the behavior of different kinds of par-

ticles toward the surfaces of liquids and of gases.

With this definition we can then make a classification

of flotation methods that will embrace practically all of

the published methods. Class 1 utilizes the surface of one

(Uid and includes the Wood and Macquisten methods

;

Class 2 utilizes the surface of one liquid and of gas

bubbles, and includes the Potter-Delprat methods; Class

3 utilizes the surfaces of two immiscible licjuids, typified

by the Elmore process; while Class 4 is the same with

addition of gas bubbles and includes our modern methods.

Now in the study of such a classification we can begin

either by investigating the simplest case or we can take

some factor of the more complicated and study this. The
most prominent feature of modern flotation is the froth.

and without attempting a scientific definition, we can say

that a froth is a collection of bubbles, and further, we
can say that a single bubble consists of a liquid surface in

contact with a gas, which in some cases it entirely incloses.

This iirings us at once back to our Class I, since we have

precisely these conditions—namely, a lii|uiil surface in

contact with a gas.

\\ e can tlien ask the question, How and why does a
jiarticle heavier than water float on a water surface?
and if we can answer this we can expect considerable light

on the whole subject. It is olivious enough that if a

needle or anything else specifically heavier than water
floats, it does so primarily because of the effect of surface
tension. Now if this is true, there should be a definite

relation between surface-tension factors and the maximum
weight that we can support on a water surface, and if we
can experimentally verify sucli a relation we can consider
our assumption proved.

It has been stated that the maximum weight that can
be supported on a surface of water is equal to the surface

tension of the area supporting the weight; that is to say

that one square centimeter will support about 81 mg. As
a matter of fact it can easily be sliown that a square centi-

meter of water will support much more than this weight.

We can, however, derive the relation we are after from tl:e

surface-tension formulas for the difference in pressure

between two sides of a curved surface (as suggested to me

'Surface of Contactk'.E'-^^^-

T -IT
Sphrre, r = -.• Cylinder. P = '

FIG. 1. DIFFERE.N'CK I.N" PRESSURE BETWEEN T\VC) SIDES
OF A CURVED LIQUID SURFACE

by John Laugton), shown in Fig. 1. By the use of these

formulas we can calculate the maximum size of cylinder

that will float and can verify our hypothesis experiment-

ally by floating, for example, clean copper wire of various

sizes. The maxiiiuim size of copper wire, when calcu-

lated thus, is accordingly about IT or IS B. & S. gage,

depending on the area of contact. By careful manipula-

tion we can float a wire of a size very close to that cal-

culated, and \ve can therefore be sure our hypothesis

is correct. .Vccording to the hypothesis the length of wire

should make no difference, and in fact a long wire floats

just as will a short one.

Ei'i'KCT OF Sizic, Wkkiiit .\.\d SiiAi'i; OF Pauticlv:

It is hardly necessary to demonstrate that size and

weight is the next condition that determines flotation on

a water surface, as we are all familiar with the fact that

many substances which otherwise do not float will do so

when very finely powdered. The question of the influence

cif the sliajie of a particle can be answered by referring

again to oiu- two surface-tension formulas shown in Fig.

5. It can lie provetl mathematically from them that with

e(iual radii and surface of contact tlie sjiecific gravity of

a maximum-sized floating sphere may be twice that of a

floating cvlindcr, or in other words we have proved tiiat

tbo shape of a particle is an important condition of flo-

tation.

\\'e might ex]HHt from our tests with floniiug wires that

an airaimemeiit of floating ivlinders 'ike tliat slunvu
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in Fig. 2 would be an efficient mechanism for support-

ing a weight on a water surface by reason of surface ten-

sion. It is interesting to note that the so-called water

spider you have all seen and also read of in flotation

articles, which floats by reason of surface tension, uses a

similar apparatus for his purposes. He does actually float

on the horizontally held lower parts of his legs which arc-

so long as to form a series of cylinders, as seen in Fig. 3.

We have so far shown three conditions of flotation

—

surface tension, size of particle and shape of particle. The
remaining conditions are the presence or absence of sur-

face films on the particles, the kind of film, and the re-

sulting contact angle produced by them.

It can easily be shown, and we also know from flotation

practice, that films of various kinds on particles either

FIG. 2. ARRANGEMENT OP FLOATING CYLINDERS

produce or prevent flotation. A clean copper wire floats.

Wire of exactly the same diameter, but having an oxide

film, sinks promptly, while if the oxide film is changed

to one of sulphide, the wire again floats.

The reason for the different behavior of these three

wires is that the different films result in a diiTerent con-

/b/-/ of Cylindrical Legs Bearing on-

Surface of Water

THE WATER SPIDER
of New Jersfy." Smith,

tact angle. The contact angle is tlie measure of wetness

or "nonwetness" and is shown in Fig. 4. Valentine has

pr<ived theoretically and by practical test that one of the

l!"iiiii<in factors is the contact angle, which must be of a

certain degree to make floating possible, and we can there-

fore say that surface films either produce or prevent flota-

tion, arcoi'ding to the resulting contact angles.

We iiavi' been talking of coatings that arc solid lihiis,

but we (Jill slmw that a film may be eitlua- a solid, a li<iui(l,

a gas or ;iii .1 '(trie charge. The use of oil in practice

illustrates a li<|iii(l film, and just as with the solid film,

these liquid films will cither pi-oduce or prevent flotatiim

according to the i(-;nlting contact angle.

A good expel 11; :ii to show the flotation action of a

gas film is by dn;! inLf some particles of nialachitc con-

verti'(l to sulphide by the action of II^S, on a water sur-

face. These float very well, and the reason they do so is

that their contact angle is due to fiicir having a strongly

adhering film of gas. It is even possible, using great

care, to drop one of these particles halfway down through

some water and have it return again to the surface by

reason of this adhering film, which is large enough to buoy
up the particle. As these larger particles are dropped
down to the bottom of a vessel containing water, the ad-

hering film, which soon collects into a bubble, can be

])lainly .seen, and these bubbles adhere with considerable

persistency. This gas bubble is probably air, or at any

rate air acts in the same way since after forcibly detach-

ing the bubble, an air bubble can be readily attached.

It can also be shown experimentally that an electric

charge will so modify the contact angle on a particle as

to permit flotation that would otherwise not take

place. One way of showing that a difference of

potential will act in this way is by means of the

capillary electrometer. If a current is sent in the proper

direction, the capillary surface of separation of the mer-

cury tends to decrease as if the surface tension had in-

creased, and conversely a change of the surface by any

means will result in a difference of potential. In other

words, a change of potential at the surface of separation

of a solid and a licjuid will produce a change of surface

FIG. 4. THE CONTACT ANGLE, SHOWING WETNESS
OR NONWETNESS

tension and contact angle, and conversely a change in

surface tension by any other means will produce a differ-

ence of potential.

We have then proved four conditions of flotation,

namely : Surface tension, size and specific gravity of par-

ticle, shape of particle, and films and their resulting

contact angles. If we now sum up what we have done so

far it may be seen that we have proved that any particle

sjjccifically heavier than water may be made to float

provided it be small enough, of proper shape with respect

to size and weight, and provided it has a surface film

tlic resultant of which is a contact angle that pennits

fiotation. Such films may be either solid, liquid, gaseous

or electric, or a combination of any of these.

This statement is almost exactly that for the conditions

letiuired to produce a colloid solution or suspension, and

ue can therefore look to the study of colloids, and of elec-

ti-ostatics with which this is closely connected, to furnish

us the real reason for flotation.

.\'o Fl()T.\TION WlTIIOlTT .V SlTltKACIC FiLM

it is, of course, practically im])ossible to jjroduce a

surface free from films of any kind, but it seems likely

that for all such surfaces the contact angle with water

would l)c zero. This was the opinion of (Jiiincke, and some

f.\|i('riinrnts i)y Mickic on flotation on a water surface in

a \a(iiuni point to the same conclusion. In other words,

an abs(jlutcly clean ])article free from films of any kind

will not float. It must be emphasized that, while we can

show that certain films produce flotation by reason of

their contact angle, we have not answered the question

of "why" these films jji'oducc Ibc contact angles tbey do.
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W'liilc we have definitely given up some of our older ideas

as to the causes of flotation, among tliem being the idea

that metallic luster produced flotation, I think we are in

some danger at present of unduly emphasizing other fac-

tors. Among these is the danger of thinking that only

a sulphide can float and also that oil is absolutely neces-

sary to flotation. Most sulphides do float well, but they

are far from being the only class of substances that will

float. And the liquid film of oil around a particle is only

one of several kinds of films that will produce flotation.

A simple experiment may be made illustrating these

two statements. Chemically pure cuprous oxide, when
dropped on the surface of water, floats readily, in fact it

is quite difficult to wet. If it is placed at the bottom

of a beaker of water, however, and a bubble of air brought

into contact with it, the oxide at once attaches itself to

the bubble, rises to the top and remains floating. There

is a marked difference between the behavior of cuprous

oxide, which floats very well under these conditions, and

that of cupric oxide, which shows no tendency to float

under exactly the same conditions.

I think it is possible that this different behavior of the

two oxides of copper may be the reason that some

sulphides of copper float readily, while others do not

and may even require an acid treatment, since we can

readily imagine that the oxidation of certain ores under

Parffcle nrfh Film l^etuttmg

'Wet"ConfcKt ^ngle ,,

Parhde with Film l^tlfing
in'NonWef"ContactAngle

PART OF LARGELY MAGNIFIED BUBBLE.
SHOWING CONTACT ANGLES

certain conditions will produce a film of cuprous oxide

while other ores, or the same ones under different condi-

tions, will give a film of cupric oxide.

In the Potter-Delprat and similar processes, we have to

answer the question of why the gas bubbles attach them-

selves to the mineral particle and not to the gangue, and
also as to whether there is any particular virtue in the

way the gas bubbles are generated by the action of acid

on the carbonates of the gangue. If we can produce the

same result in several ways without acid and with different

gases, I think we are safe in saying that neither the acid,

the method of generation nor, generally speaking, the kind

of gas is an important factor.

I put at the bottom of a vessel that contained pure

water, some mineral particles whose contact angle with

water renders them "non-wet." By means of a small tube

with a bulb, by which I can produce bubbles of air, I put

a bubble in contact with a particle, and they became

attached and the particle was carried up to the surface.

This is exactly the action of this class of methods, and

this experiment pi-oved that neither acid nor any special

manner of producing the bubble is at all necessary. It is

necessary, however, that the particle have a certain con-

tact angle, for other particles which are wet do not react.

Why does the bubble attach itself to the mineral and

not to the gangue? Fig. 5 represents a largely niagnitied

diagram of a bubble of air or gas in contact with two ])ar-

ticles, one of these particles having a film with a result-

ing contact angle that would enable it to float on a water
surface, the other particle having a contact angle that
would produce immediate sinking on a water surface.

Considering this diagram, it is seen that the largely

magnified bubble is really only a surface of water in

contact with air or gas, and that the particle floats on
this surface for precisely the same reasons stated for the

conditions of the first class of methods. The fact that the

system of bubble and particle is small or movable does not

at all influence the surface tension and other factors that

govern this kind of flotation.

This can clearly be shown experimentally. Take a
tulie, wide at the end so that you can get a large bubble.

This bubble is simply a surface of water in contact with a

surface of gas or air. There is no attraction between
bubble and particle at a distance, but as soon as this sur-

face comes in contact with the non(-wet particle, it

attaches and floats on the surface exactly and precisely as

on a larger water surface. In other words, this second

class of processes is really only a modification of the first

class and the fact that the system of particles and bubble

is small or movable does not at all alter the surface ten-

sion or other factors that produce flotation, which are

jirecisely the same as those we have seen are effective in

the first class of methods.

Of course some of these methods have now, so far as

practice is concerned, only historical interest, but the ex-

planation regarding their action bears directly on our

modern methods. I will therefore speak also of the bulk-

oil or first Elmore process. We have to explain in this the

facts that certain kinds of particles enter and remain in

the oil, others remain at the surface separating the oil

and water, and others again enter and remain in the

water.

All three can be adequately explained on the basis of

surface tension together with the other factors already

mentioned, and Reinders has proved this both theoretically

and practically.

ReIXDEES' StATEMEXT of INEQUALITIES

*'If we represent the interfacial tension Ijetwccn liie solid

and water as T {s, w), the tension between water and oil

as T (li', o) and the tension between the solid and oil as

T (*', o), Reinders stated that:

"If T (s, o) > T (w, o) + T (.<, «•) the solid powder
will remain suspended in the water.

•^•If T (*-, w) > T («', o) + r {s, o) the solid will leave

the water and go into the oil.

"If T (tr,o) > T {s,w) -\- T {s,o), or if none of the

tliree tensions is greater than the sum of the other two,

the solid ])articles will collect at the boundary between the

oil and water.'"*

These expressions will also hold true for a particle com-
ing into contact with a l^lm of oil instead of a layer or

globule of oil, except that in tliis case the particle becomes

coated with a film of oil or does not become so coated,

instead of entering or not entering a layer of oil. It

should be em]ihasizcd that the reasons for the action as

shown by these expressions are precisely tlie same as those

stated for the first two classes of methods—namely, size

and shape of particle, and the kinds of film on this particle,

or absence of film, which produce by thoir presence or

absence the resulting surface tension ana contact anffies.
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To apply these facts to modern flotation work we must

consifler what we have in a flotation pulp and see if what

has been said will not show how the results obtained really

occur. Besides water the pulp will of course contain

mineral and gangue particles, air bubbles and oil. The

solid particles may or may not have enveloping films,

and if they do have them, the films may be any or all

of the four kinds we have stated. Air bubbles will be pres-

ent either as clean bubbles—that is, with their surfaces

in contact with the water free from any contamination

—

or their surfaces will have a contaminating film which

may be of any possible kind, or the bubble may be

in contact with an oil globule or layer of oil. The oil

obviously may be present either as a film or finally in the

form of an emulsion. Xow what happens when any one

of these phases comes into contact with another? I think

it will be clear that we can adequately explain any one of

tliese cases on exactly the same lines and for precisely

the same reasons as the results obtained in the other

methods preceding : or in other words, modern flotation,

from a theoretical standpoint, may be considered as a con-

glomerate of all our preceding three classes of methods,

iiut with a different mechanism—the froth—for separat-

ing the product obtained.

Let us take any one case of what may happen. Sup-

l>ose a particle comes into contact with a clean air bubble.

This gives obviously the same conditions as for our second

class. Suppose a particle meets a globule, layer or film

of oil. This means exactly the conditions of the third

class, and the same results will occur. Furthermore, at

least for the materials so far tested, th^ same kind of film

that either produced or prevented flotation on a water

surface without oil is precisely the kind that wnll cause a

particle tto enter or not enter an oil globule or be coated by

a film of oil. It may, however, be going too far to make

this as an entirely general statement. An experiment

can be performed to illustrat? it, and although the condi-

tions are not the same. I think it serves to show also what

happens when a particle meets a globule of oil in the pulp.

Oil Action" in' Flot.vtion Pi i.r

A globule of oil is susjiended in a mixture of ecpial

specific gravity. Exactly the same as in a flotation pulp,

a silicate partivle coming into contact with this oil will

not be wet by it, but will remain wet by the water. .\

particle with a coating of cupric oxide will act in the same

way, and finally, a sulphide particle or one with a sulphide

coating will be wet by the oil, the reasons for these results

being the inequalities of Reinders already mentioned.

There is one case that has not been illustrated—what

luippons when a particle meets oil in the form of an emul-

.-iou. From experiments made I think it safe to say that if

a particle meets emulsified oil, there will be no attachment

of oil to iiiiiieral unless some factor is introduced that will

break uj) or destroy the emulsified condition, and that (i>m-

sequently <iiiulsi(ication of an oil should be avoided in flo-

tation pnK til.'. If this is true, we would expect that sub-

-tances capuMi- f producing an emulsllied condition of

oils would be liiiniitul in practice, and conversely that

fiibstances capaM.' ><<! preventing or breaking up emulsili-

cation would be 'i.(n(ii( ial. I believe that this is the ex-

planation for the lui/zling deleterious action of .<ome or-

ganii sulistances sik li ;is glue tannin and saponin, since

thesi all belong to the class of compounds that arc ctli-

cienl in emulsifying nils. Fiiitliennore. it is ea.*y to show

experimentally that sulphuric acid prevents or breaks up
emulsions of oils, and it seems reasonable to suppose there-

fore that this is one of the reasons, although it may n

be the only one, for the use of acid. The fact that an
is not generally used at present is probably due to the fa

that the oils and mixtures now in use in many pla.

are not such as to emulsify readily.

There are a number of other substances besides sn

phuric acid having this property of preventing or destn

ing emulsions, and Table 1 shows the relative efficiency .

some of these that we have tested. In a case where sui-

T.\BLE 1. EMULSION-MODIFYING AGENTS
Sulphuric acid 0.244'7'f entirely prevents emulsiflcation
Cresylic .\cid 0.006';'f entirely prevents emulsiflcation
,-Vcetic .\cid 0.014*;> entirely prevents emulsiflcation
Citric Acid 0.066Cr entirely prevents emulsiflcation
Alum. Sulphate (I.DS':', prevented emulsiflcation
Copper Sulphate.... 0.30"7f prevented emulsiflcation
Ferrous Sulphate.... Xo action
Caustic Soda 0.30<;i No action
Sodium Chloride .... Stabilizes and incieases emulsi-

flcation

jihuric acid is used for the ]iurpose of preventing emulsi-

flcation of oil, we would therefore expect that the sub-

stances enumerated could be substituted with equal effect

in the relative amounts indicated by the figures.

Bubbles Coxstitite .\ik SrKF.\CEs

One of the things I ha\e tried to show so far is that

from a theoretical standpoint a bubble in the interior

of a pulp may be considered as simply a surface of water

in contact with air. In the study of modern flotation we

must of course consider what a froth really is, and we can,

if we feel disposed to use what D. H. Browne calls the

back end of the dictionary, call a froth a "multiphase,

heterogeneous, reticulated, cellular aggregate having

liquid septa inclosing the gaseous phase." but for practical

jnirposes it will be well enough to consider that a froth

is simply a lot of bubbles, with their surfaces more or

less contaminated, floating on a water surface and that

accordingly there is no need for any different factors to

explain the action of particles in a froth as lonipared with

the conditions already shown.

As a means or mechanism for .reparation of mineral or

gangue particles, the froth is of course simply a very

largely extended surface as coin])ared with a simple sur-

face of water, and this extension of surface will be more

or less proportional to the size of the bubble. If a space

(« in. deep above a surface of water 1 ft. scjuare is filled

with bubbles, the amount of increa.-icd surface may be

taken as roughly equal to the figures shown in Table 2.

The question of what oils to use in flotation has prob-

ably given more trouble from a ])ractical standpoint than

;inv other. In some cases the situation has be^-n something

TABLE 2. SURFACE AREA OF FROTHS
1 Sq.Ft. of Froth. 6 In. Deep

.\verage Diameter Surface Area
of Bubbles at Least

1 in. 18 sq.ft.
\L In. 37 sq.ft.

^4 in. 75 sq.ft.

% in. InO sq.ft.

like this: The inaniifactuier or producer of oils cannot

gel any definite ideas as to what kinds or (pialities of oils

are needed, ,<o lie sends to the plant superintendent prod-

ucts or mixtures marked 240B or lOOOA, or whatever

lie hapiiens to call them, with little information as to their

chemical com])osition or physical (jualities. The superin-

tendent uses one of these and gets good extractions,

altbougli he lias no information either as to the real com-

position of the oil or the iihysical (lualities that have given
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liim the results obtained. When he needs more oil, he

naturally asks the purchasinjr apent for a quantity of 240B
or whatever he has been usin<r. The purchasing agent

then finds that in the meantiiue either "^403 has trebled

in price or the producer's plant has burned or he is unable

to deliver for some other i-eason, but that he can get from

another producer 350X, wliicJi he is assured is much better

and may be cheaper. At this point the purchasing agent

goes to the chemist, states the case and wants to know
whether the chemist will assure him that he will be safe

in substituting 350.\ for 2-tOB. This follows the principle

adopted in some places that, if anything goes wrong.

"chenhez If rliemisf," but it does not work satisfactorily

in this case, since with the information he has, all the

poor chemist can do for the purchasing agent is to make a

small-scale flotation test of the two oils, which may or

may not be analogous to large-scale conditions.

Qualities of Flotatiox Oils

I think it is glaringly evident that what we should

have as soon as possible is a clear imderstanding of just

what are the physical qualities needed to make a suitable

flotation oil, and some rational method of testing in the

laboratory based on these qualities. We can at least make

a start in this direction if we consider why we use oils.

or in other words their function in flotation, and then

make a classification of them based on these functions.

It seems obvious enough that we want oils for two main

purposes—first, to furnish a film around a particle, and

second, to act as a means of making a foam or froth.

Laboratory tests show clearly that we can divide the "oils"

then into two classes based on this, which for want of

better names we can call "oilers" and "foamers." Fur-

thermore, these same tests, as well as practical experience,

appear to show that we must have in a mixture a repre-

sentative of each of these classes. I do not know ail the

qualities necessary for an oil of this first class, but I

think it is safe to say that we want, first, an oil whose

viscosity is such as to enable it to be finely divided or

extended, second, that it should not emulsify readily and,

third, that its physical qualities should be such that the

resultant of the interfacial tensions between water, oil

and particle should be such as to cause with certainty the

entrance of a mineral particle into it and the exclusion of

a gangue particle. It is upon this characteristic that the

availability of an oil probably depends.

If this is true, and if these are the principal qualities

needed, then it seems to me that a proper method of test-

ing should not be a very ditficult matter; and further, I

think that it also follows that there does not appear any

real reason why, instead of coal tar and more expensive

oils, we cannot use as the main constituent of our mixture,

crude petroleum oil or some properly treated portion of

tliis. Experiments we have made indicate that this can

probably be done.

.\s to the second class of oils, it seems obvious to me
tliat, since the object of the addition of these is to make a

foam and since one of the reasons why they do this is by

reason of their so lowering the surface tension of water as

\i> make this possible, other things being equal, the oil that

will reduce the surface tension most will be the one to be

selected. This is complicated, however, by the physical

action of one oil on the other and by tlie fact that in order

to have a durable film the contamination must be such as

tu give a surface capable of a variable surface tension.

I should like to emphasize the fact that it is necessary
not only for a particle to have a film, say of oil. but that
this film must also result in a proper contact angle, in ad-
dition to the other factors necessary to produce flotation

and this at once brings us to a rea,son why we use our
second da.ss of oils—namely, their effect on the .surface

tension and contact angle of the first class of oils.

If we place a small amount of any oil of our first class

on water it at once films out a more or less thin layer, and
we know that under such conditions the oil layer is wet
by the water, or in other words, its contact angle with the

water may be zero. Xow a mineral particle, even if sur-

rounded by a film of oil in this condition, will sink.

FsKS OF THE FrOTIIIXG OiLS

The result of the addition of the second class of oils is

that a minute amount of any of them, such as crude pine
oil, cresylic acid, etc., added, for example, to a surface
of water in a dish on which is a film of oil of the first

class, will result in an immediate and striking retraction

of the film. The oil then takes on in most cases a circular,

globular form, with a definite, positive contact angle.

In other words, in my opinion this proves definitely that

an important function of the addition of this minute
amount of, for example, pine oil, is to change the surface

tension and contact angle of the other oil or of a particle

coated by it so as to enable it now to float, which it other-

wise would not do. Heat apparently acts in the same way,

for if we drop some oil on the surface of hot water, it

does not film out but assumes the globular form.

If this reasoning is correct, it seems to me that, prac-

tically, instead of adding our oils in a mixture it will be

found more rational to separate them and add tlie proper

amount of the first class to our mixing apparatus or mill

and then, after we have coated the particles, to add tlie

second class of oils in our flotation apparatus. I believe

this should give better practical results, since it is exadent

that during the first operation we need to have our oil in

such a condition that its filming-out property will be at a

niaximum, which will certainly not be the case with a

mixture of both classes as ordinarily used.

In my opinion we are just beginning to realize the

possible future scope of the practical application of even

our present methods of flotation, and I personally do not

believe that we have at all reached the final form for the

practical application of the principles of flotation. When
these principles are thoroughly worked out. we shall be

not only in a position to work intelligently with our

present ]iroblcnrs, but also I can see no reason why at least

a certain number of kinds of selective flotation may not

be possible. Furthermore, since it is evident that our

])rinciples are similar to those, of colloids and since we

know that we can either suspend or coagulate and precipi-

tiite fine enough particles in a number of dilferent ways, I

do think it is possible that we nuiy finally have a suc-

cessful flotation without any froth and consequent power

consumption, or even without oils.

Tlie 'l'<>t:il Value of Slate of aU kinds sold in the I'nited

States in 191.') was ?4. 958,515, according to the United States

Geological Survey. This was a decrease of 139r compared with

1914. The sales of roofing slate in 1915 were 967. TSO squares,

valued at $3 ?l5,a34. and of mill stock 4.576.112 sq ft., valued

at $S19.672. Blackboard material and school sl;itos decreased

nearly 31%. The total number of operators wliK-h had de-

creased from 171 in 1913 to 157 In 1914, contiiu;..! to decrease

in 1915 to 14S. Virginia was the only state in which tho

number increased—from 7 to S.
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SPEtlAI, CoKIiESPOXDEXCE

The Round Mountain Mining Co., which is mining a

large deposit of disintegrated rhvolite on Round Moun-
tain, Nye County, Nevada, by the hydraulic method,

recently purchased all the interests of the Round Moun-

tain Power and Water Co. The deal includes all the

waters of Shipley, Jefferson, North Jefferson, Slaughter-

house and Shoshone Creeks, together with their tribu-

taries, and the complete hydraulic installation from Jef-

ferson and Shoshone Creeks to Round Mountain. This

system conveys water through a l(>-i:i. main under heavy

plant already in operation by the company. The Ki-in.

jiipe line, which has been in operation, extends from Jett

Canon, on the opposite side of Smoky Valley, to Round
Moimtain. The additional equipment will not only pro-

vide for increased yardage output on the ground at pres-

ent operated, but will enable the company to extend opera-

tions beyond the limit of the original plant. The total

investment in pipe lines and water rights now owned by

the company amounts to $.3.50,000. The negotiations

were coiiducted by Louis D. Gordon, under «hose manage-
ment the property has been brought to its present produc-

tiveness. The acquisition of the additional hydraulic

plant closes out all of tlie interests in Round Mountain

ROUND MOUNTAIN, NEVADA, WHERE PLAriOR orFHATTONS ARE NOW IN TROGRESS

T' II I.IXIC AND SLUICES VF ROUND MOUNT.-VIN l'l,ACh;i;

])re!-siir<:. The purchase involved iihmv than $100,000

and includes the Barker and Crowell ranches.

The Round Mountain property is al)Out 40 mi. nortb

of Tonopah. Round Mountain stands practically alone,

with Toi Va Be on the northwest and Toquinia on the

southeast. Big Smoky Valley is on the east, aiul there is

desert country h< the west. The illustrations show Round
Mountain and tb. placer area ; a portion of the ditch line

;

and the sluices in (ipcration. This last picture sJiows

plainly the charactir of rock tiiat is being handled.

Till' recent acquisitions give the Round Mountain Min-

ing Co. two completi' liydraulic systems, iiuiluding the

lit

at were controlled liy David S. Llewellyn, who took

e pro])erty out of a receivershi|) aiul demonstrated the

ssibility of hydraulic mining.

Last season 240,000 cu.yd. of material was handled,

d the mint returns showed that the value averaged a

tie more than $1.55 per cu.yd. Reserves are reported

over 1,500,000 cu.yd. and the value at $1 per cu.yd.

le average depth of the ju'oved area is 14 ft. The
qwsal of the tailings reiiuires no special engineering,

d there is no probability of legal interference, as therc^

no farming land to be destroyed by the tailings that

' sent out on the desert.
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Detlanls of Praciliceill Mimii™
iMiiiiiinniiiniiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniKiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiiiiniiiiniiw

ForBTmiirb^ T®©Ils for Anager DrflEs

Bv L. C. MooEE*

To utilize scrap pieces of round and hexagon drill steel

both solid and hollow, over one inch in diameter and less

than 18 in. long, an auger forming outfit, as shown in

the accompanying sketch, was made at the Morris-Lloyd

mine of the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. It was found that

an auger of the cross-section shown, would stop a BBR-
13 jackhamer drill hefore breaking and that when a pry-

ing action was put on the auger, the twisting tool, would

jreak first along section .4.1, which was the result desired.

In forming, the steel is heated for the length of the

blacksmith's fire and flattened in the forming tool to

the cross-section shown. Another heat is taken farther

along, and this process is repeated until the entire piece

i\. J';
^ Square _X^S^

Twisting Tool

^ZZZ2z2ZzZz^
Finished Auger

FORMING TOOLS FOR AUGER DP.ILLS

is dra\^Ti to the proper shape. It is then heated again in

sections as before and twisted by hand with the tools

shown, a complete turn being made aliout every five inches.

Two twisting tools are made, one with its shank to fit a

sipiare hole in the anvil top and the other with shank
to fit into a li/^-in. pipe 30 in. long.

This outfit has now been in use approximately one year,

o\er 200 augers have been made and not over six have

broken in the twisted section. The tools can be made
readily in any shop and will soon pay for themselves. A
good blacksmith and helper, using a steam hammer,
can make six complete augers per day.

lis® Oi !)ns4s

In some mines the water encountered underground is

practically constant, while in others it varies greatly with

the seasons of the year. Where the water is constant, it

is usually the custom to remove it by pumps suitably

placed at the proper levels. Mines that are subject to

le fluctuations in their water conditions cannot be

dewatered economically by this method. In the case of

one mine that was subject to nmih greater amounts of

water in the spring months, a water hoist was installed

to remove this excess, the constant inflow of surface and
underground water being removed by pumps.

•p. O. Bo.\ 101. North Lake District. Ishpemiiit;, Mich

The hoist consisted of two buckets operated in balance

in two compartments of the shaft. This excess water was
collected in a sump at the 300-ft. level so that the head
was not great. The hoisting cables were wound on cylin-

drical drums faced with wooden planks. These drums
were operated by the hoisting engines when necessarj-.

This installation, when idle, represents very little capital

and is not subject to the repair and depreciation charges
that pumps of the same character would be if idle nine
months out of the year. Where the demands are constant,

however, pumps are more generally used.

W.

A Safety T2'<nifiIe5^=WiB'e Bos
There have been several accidents during the past few

years in the Butte mines, caused by men accidentally

getting into contact with the trolley wires of the electric

haulage system. Some difficulty has been encountered in

providing satisfactory protection against such accidents.

The guards generally used consisted of two boards placed

Trolk)' wheel rotates
freely arvanc/pin
connecting' to

\

offset bar \

U.

Fig. 1

FIGS. 1 AND 2. DETAIL AND GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
OF TROLLEY BOX

in a vertical position, one on each side of the wire. On
account of the fact that the trolley pole and trolley wheel

were in a straight line and in a vertical position, it was
impossible to protect the wire from beneath and there

was always danger that a man carrying a drill on his

shoulder would touch the end of the drill against the wire.

The tiolley-wire box and trolley pole shown in the illus-

trations were developed at the Steward mine for the pur-

pose of eliminating this danger, says the Anode. The
main featui-es are: A ti'olley pole which supports the

trolley wheel i)y means of a horizontal offset plate, best

shown in Fig. 1, and a horizontal board guard which pre-

\ents the wire from being touched by anything pushed

toward it from beneath. The use of this board is of

lourse made possible only by tlie use of the offset trolley

wheel.

As shown ill the general sketch. Fig. 2, the sile opening

through which the trolley wheel is brought into contact

with the trolley wire, should be placed opii>~ite the near

side III' the drift. It is then practically av impossibility
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for a man to accidentally get anything in contact with

the trolley wire.

In case the trolley wheel should jump off the wire, the

horizontal offset piece will bear against the lower edge

of the side board nearest the trolley pole and ^vill prevent

the trollev wheel from doing any damage. When using

the old tvpe of guard, the trolley wheel sometimes jumped

off the wire and tore oft' the trolley-wire supports before

the motorman could get control of the pole.

This guard has now been in use on the 2,800-ft. level

of the Steward mine for several months and has given

complete satisfaction.

Belts and pulleys are of such importance in modern

machinery that anything concerning their smooth opera-

tion and safety in working should be emphasized.

It is common knowledge that when a belt is not run-

ning easilv, the operator usually smears some belt dressing

on it, frequently with the aid of a stick, and then rests

with the consciousness of a duty well performed.

The use of belt dressing should be abolished, says F. B.

Trescott, in The Anode, because it is unsafe, unnecessary

and wasteful. Tiie great bulk of belt dressing used is

applied while the belt is in motion, and

the accidents from this cause are

neither few nor slight. It is the easiest

thing in the world for a man putting

dressing on a moving belt with a stick,

for example, to have his arm drawn

into the machinery with serious conse-

quences to himself.

If belts and pulleys are properly de-

signed and adjusted, they do not re-

quire belt dressing for their smooth

operation. AMien the pulleys are clean

and the surface of the belt becomes pol-

ished through operation, we have an

ideal drive.

The first waste as regards belt dress-

ing is its cost. When ]ilaced on the

belts, it causes them and the pulleys to pick up

dirt and dust, which build up on the pulley, change

its cone, decrease the belt and pulley contat-t aiul

frequently cause the belt to slip or run oil' the pulley. It

i< therefore wasteful from the staiulpoint of efficiency.

When used on belts running on paper pulleys, the rosin

mid grease in the dre.-^sing cause the bolt to stick to the

I'ulley and strip the paper from it, this destruction being

out of all proportion to the legitimate wear and tear

which a company naturally expects.

Some men may hold different opinions on this matter,

but it is a remarkable proof of the position as outlined

that no bolting firm of standing will recommend belt

dressing of any kind (with the solitary exception of a

little light oil to keep the belts soft and pliable under

special local innilitions).

After many years' practical ex])erieiice, we know ih:i(

the con.sensus of i)|iiiiion among leaders of the jirofcssidii

is- that the manur.irturc of belt dressing is. in itself, eco-

nomic waste. Wr 1 ;i.,\\- full well that the manufacture of

the article cannot 1» ^topped hy any safety de])artincnt,

but the next best thing is woll within the jirovince of a

maniigcmcnt, namely: To prohibit its use entirely, relying

upon clean belting and pulleys for efficient working,

rather than upon apparatus choked up with dressing and

dirt, which needs more dressing to keep it running.

Total lack of proper lubrication or the mistaken idea

that any kind of so-called lubricating material will answer

as a wire-rope lubricant is often the cause of wire ropes

failing to give expected service. The lubrication of wire

rope requires the same careful study of the needs and
adaptation of lubricants to the conditions attending the

work as that of any other machinery, ilany ropes fail

because of the complete corrosion of the inside wires

while the outside wires are apparently in good condition.

A rope in use is continually subjected, not only to the

wear of the drums, sheaves or rollers, but also to a

constant wear and friction on the inside, due to the

wires in the strands nio\ing slightly when the rope is

bent which eventually causes their failure.

To be of value the lubricant should not only penetrate

to the hemp center and thoroughly saturate it, but it

should also coat thoroughly the inside wires. A proper

lubricant, while doing this, will have sufficient consistency

to cling to the rope and not drip off and leave it

practically dry a few days after the application is made.

TWO METHODS OF LUBRICATT.N'G HOI.STING ROPES

The accoiiiiiaiiying illustrations, from a Leschen &
Sons ]ianiphlet on wire rope, show some of the simplest

and best-known methods of api)lying a lubricant or

])rotector to ropes while in motion. No great expense is

necessary, as the equipment is of the simplest and can

be procured anyAvhere. Of course they cannot be applied

to ropes running at high speed, but where the ropes can

he slowed down they are ver\' satisfactory. Fig. I shows

a wooden trough of the siin])lest constniction placed mi

the ground under the rope, which runs in the bottmn

of the V. Lubricant is poured hot on the rope and i

Ijuiich of waste or rags is lield near the front in order lo

wi]ie off any excess and avoid dripjiing. A sheepskin

wiper, wool side down, should be used to remove the sur-

plus from the outside of the rope and work the coiii]iouiid

lictween the strands. It can be held in place by hand or

bound with a piece of wire.

AVIicre the ropes are accessible and can be slacked off

inoiigh to pass around the sheave, h'ig. 2 shows the

most efficient means of coating. The sheave is easily

removed and is heavy enough to keep the rope immersed

ill the hot compound. I^o])es can be coated in this

manner at much higher speeds than by any other method.
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An air lilt was installed from tiic 12th to tliu 10th

level and later one from the 10th to the drain tunnel.

The submergence on the air lift from the 12th to the

10th lever was 177 ft., or 477c. The top 100 ft. of the

colunm was made of 12-in. pijie; the bottom 100 ft.

and the two legs were of 10-in. pipe. The air was
su]>plied from a 4-in. line at 80 to 90 gage pressure.

.Short tests on this air lift showed that it liandled to

the lOth .station over 1,650 gal. per min., with an air

consumption of 1,080 cu.ft. per thousand gallons. The
highest efficiency obtained was 36%. In the lift from

the 10th up to the drain tunnel, which was 431 ft., the

submergence was 188 ft., or 30.4%. The top 200 ft.

of the column was 12-in. pipe, while the bottom 231 ft.

4 Plug nfHt

holes driHedinif

rinXO .\RRAXGEMEXT FOR .\IR LIFT

and the two legs were of 10-in. pipe. The air was
supplied throtigh a 4-in. pipe at a gage pressure averaging

from 90 to 100 lb., but which was always kept a.s high

as possible. This lift delivered to the tunnel 1,233 gal.

of water per minute, with an air consumption of 2,681

cu.ft. per thousand gallons delivered. The maximum
efliciency showed practically 30%.

During the period of unwatcring the 16th level, the

two columns on the 18th level Aldrich pumps were

converted into air lifts, one delivering to the 14th level

and the other one to the 12th. The water at that time

stood 36 ft. above the 16th level. These lifts were made
up as follows: A 3-in. air line provided with a foot-piece

made from 3-in. steel tubing, plugged at the bottom and

perforated with fV-in. holes drilled at a 45° angle, was

lowered to the sweeps connecting the columns with the

•Excerpt from a iiaper entitled "The Water Prolilem Kt the
Old Uominion Mine." to be presmted at the .\rizona meeting
<rf the .\. I. M. E., September. lOlfi. by P. G. Beckett, general
inanat'er. Old Doininion Copper Mining and Smelting Co.

pum])s. Both lifts ptilled the water through the valves

and suction of the Aldrich pumps and deliveied to the

14th level about 1,300 gal. per min. and to the 12th
about 1,000 gal. per min. The accompanying sketch

11 &c =

•oS

^
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Sa^i^^ §S@c§&ira Silver asad
C©pper

By Douglas Lay*

A method of metallurgy for recovering ruby silver and

irray copper has been devi.sed for application to the ores

of the Slocan, B. C, district. As practiced in the Slocan,

the system is put into operation on the four coarsest jigs.

On the first compartment of these jigs instead of making

lead concentrates high in lead, the aim is to get a product

that will imitate as closely as possible that natural asso-

ciation of minerals in which the ruby silver usually

occurs. This is a galena-blende-siderite association. Gray

copper is naturally better protected than ruby silver, as it

usually occurs in galena. It seems, however, to be more

]irevalent near the galena-blende-siderite association.

While the effect of this practice is, of course, to lower

the lead grade of the lead concentrates, the five-compart-

ment classifier jigs permit high-grade lead concentrates

to be made at the fine end of the mill, which offsets to a

great extent the lowering of the lead grade at the coarse

end. The higher the feed in lead the easier it is to put

this system into effect without any undue lowering of the

lead grade of the lead concentrates, because the pieces of

clean lead ore will, in any event, come out of the first-

compartment hutches of the jigs mentioned, along with

till! association sought.

CooSniffig Gas°IEini^a!me Water iira

tfiae Cs^airaadle Flainit

By ClIAItl-KS LABHKt

In the West am] Southwest, where gas engines are

generally used to furnish power in cyanide plants, trouble

is experienced in keeping the water of the engine's cool-

ing tanks cool enough to be of any benefit to the engine

;

ARRANGEMENT FOR COOLING WATER

especially in siinimc;-, v.hen the nights are nearly as hot

as the days and the water somewhat scarce. We have

overcome tlii tiouule in the following manner:
The outlet o! the cylinder water jacket is connected to a

pipe immersed in th. sump tank (the "gold tank" or the

barren solution tan': i:\n also be used, wliichevcr is the

most convenient), i :i pipe is made up of short lengths,

as shown in the aci":i ,'iiying sketch, using 45° or '.)()"

•Mining engineer, 12 W. >itbourne Road, Forest HHl. London.
TMechanlcal engineer. Nelson, -N'evada.

elbows so as to have the pipe run around in the bottom of

the tank. If the engine has a thermo-siphon instead oi

the circulating pump shown in the sketch, the upper

hot-water pipe goes directly from the top of the engine ii>

the connection near the top of the cooling tank and the

cooling pipe immersed in solution tank leads to the en-

gine cylinder's lowest connection completing the circuit.

A 40-hp. gas engine running our plant is connected as

per sketch to a 20-ft. pipe lying in the bottom of the

solution tank. The temperature of the water at tlii'

engine outlet is 140°, but after passing through the cool-

ing pipe and tank, it comes back to the cylinder jacket

at a temperature of 94°, whereas before making this im-

provement it was 14-5° at the outlet and 136° at the inlet.

This cooling method is used all the year round at our

plant, since in winter it keeps the cyanide solution from
freezing and circulates better in the pumps and filter,

while the heat given to the solution may help it to be

more efficient. The first work intended for it, cooling the

gas engine's water, however, was and still is its most im-

portant function.

ipaiialic SS&ovel*
All the mining machinery of the Penn Iron Mining Co.

has been operated by electric power for several years, and
when another shovel for stockpile loading was required,

FK; 1. THK RECONSTIUCTKP .SHii\i:i,

the advantages of an electric shovel were naturally con-

sidered. After much study, serious objections suggested

themselves to a shovel operated directly by electrical

apparatus by reason of the complicated control, severe

service on the motors and the heavy surges of current

required from the line. It was finally decided to construct

an electro-hydraulic shovel using water under pressure

to perform all the necessary operations except that of

propelling, for which a separate motor was best .suited.

•lOxccrpt from a paper by Frank H. Armstrong;, mechanical
enKlneer, I'enn Iron Mining Co.. presented at the A. I. M. K.
New York meeting, February, 1916,
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A car body with boom, dipper handle and dipper of

late design, but without any of the steam machinery,

was purchased. A motor-driven centrifugal pump, a

[)rossure tank, an air tank, a small air compressor and

water cylinders with phingers, pistons and valves, were

installed in place of the steam equiinnents. Originally

a large tank at the back of the car, carried air under

a pressure of 275 lb., while a smaller one served for

the water-pressure tank into which the pump discharged

and from the bottom of which the water was taken by

the main header to the valves. Back of the water-pressure

tank was another used as a suction tank, which received

the water exhausted from all the cylinders and from

which the pump drew its sup])ly.

It was soon found that the tanks and the air com-

pressor could be dispensed with, since a sufficient capacity

could be obtained without the xise of compressed air,

liecause the capacity of a centrifugal pump increases

rapidly as the head decreases. The removal of the tanks

lowered the center of gravity. Fig. 1 shows the shovel

after the changes had been made.

The dipper is hoisted by means of a large cylinder

and plunger, the double hoisting ropes pass around two

sheaves at the outer end of the plunger. One end of

these ropes is anchored to the front flange of the hoisting

cylinder, while the other end is fastened to the dipper.
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The Tonopah Miniug Co., of Xevada, reports that

96,735 dry tons of mine ore, averaging $1-1.41 per ton,

and 39,462 dry tons of dump ore, averaging $11.09 per

ton. were shipped to the mill. The average gross value

was $13.66 per dry ton. The mining costs were $3.73 for

direct cost and 58e. for indirect cost, a total of $4.31.

The estimated value of the total ore assets on Mar. 1,

1916. is $798,789. The estimated tonnage is 53,493,

including ore on the dumps. The estimated value per ton

is $14.93.

But few changes were made in the mill during the year.

Owing to the material increase in the cost of supplies, a

direct comparison with the cost of last year cannot be

made. Xotwithstanding the increased price of supplies,

the cost per ton of ore milled showed a decrease of $0,035

on direct costs below those of last year, and a decrease

on total costs of $0,077. In January and February, 1916,

tonnage milled was reduced from 400 to 250 tons per day.

The recovery of gross contents was 94% of gold and

90.9% of silver, a decrease of 1% gold and 0.3% silver.

The value recovery based on net smelter returns shows

9(1.3% against 89% for the previous year, a gain of 1.3%.

Tills is the highest net recovery in the history of the mill.

The increased cost of chemicals used is shown by the

fact that cyanide in 1914-15 cost 20.869c. per lb., and in

1915-16 cost 21.813c. per lb. Zinc in 1914-15 cost 9.231c.

per lb., while in 1915-16 the cost was 20.012c. per lb. The

cyanide consumption per ton of ore was 2.84 lb. and of

zinc 1.87 lb.

The total costs per ton were $3.<S7 for the miniug and

handling of dump ore. $2.94 for milling, 74c. freight on

ore milled, and 23c. for marketing mill products, a total

of $7.78 per ton. The metal losses in milling and refining

were $1.11 ; the profit per ton amounted to $4.77, equaling

the average gross value of the ore milled, $13.66.

Tile rc))on uf the Tharsis Sulphur and Copper Co..

Ltd., Huelva. Spain, for the year ended Dee. 31, 1915,

shows that the total quantity of ore raised during the year

was 401.150 tons, as compared witii 357,295 tons in 1914.

an increase of 43,855 tons. The sliii)ments were in all

546,536 tons, as compared with 517.688 tons in 1914, an

increase of 2^.848 tons. The pyrites shipped, including

wa!<hc(l oiv. amounted to 5U,995 tons, as compared with

5(il,(i;j7 i.iii- in 1914. an increase of 43,958 tons. The
shipments i<\' i opper ))reii|)itate amounted to 1,511 tons,

as compared with l.fill tons in the i)rcceding year.

Owing to the Miircity of lalioi- and other conditions, it

was found iliflitnlt to keep the metal works fully cm-

])loyed, but the <|nantity of ore treated did not fall much
siiort of that for llw previous vear. The new mechanical

roasting furnaces cfmiinne to give good results, and a

great rrduction in tlie iimsuniption of coal is effected

tlKTewitli. The exj'enditiire on new installations at vari-

ous works, with a view to insuring economical workmg,

continues to be heavy ; the sum of £23,679 8s. 8d. has been

added to the works-property account during the year.

The amount written off for depreciation was £10,994 lis.

fid. The net profit for the year, together with the balance

of £35,971 7s. 3d. brought forward from 1914, as shown

by the profit and loss account, amounted to £139,262 7s.

lOd. The directors recommend that the sum of £125,000

be appro]iriated for a dividend of 4s. per share, free of

income tax, equal to 10% on the capital of the company,

and that the balance of £14.262 7s. lOd. be carried for-

ward to the credit of the next year.

AE°DXOEaa Copper Co.
The rcjiort of the Arizona Copper Co. for the year

ended Sept. 30, 1915, showed a production of 37,416,910

lb. of copper. Total ores mined from the company's

property during the year amounted to 968,566 dry tons,

the yield as indicated by the smeltery returns on ore

treated, 39.23 lb. of copper per ton of ore, an increase of

3.06 lb. per ton as compared with the previous year.

Operations were interfered with in the early part of the

fiscal year by the European War and later by the strike

of rniners. Both conditions have been remedied in so far

as the company is concerned, and operations are con-

tinuing.

During the year Xo. 6 concentrator treated on the

average about 3.000 tons per 24 hr. and plans were

perfected to increase this to 4,000 tons j)er day in order to

include lower-grade ores. The capacity increase involves

the installation of 2 Symons disk crushers, 12 Cole screens

nnd 24 Wilfley tables, and the substitution of steel linings

and balls for flints in the Hardinge mills. Experiments

with oil flotation resulted in the ordering of 85 Callow

cells, installation of which will be comjilete about the

midde of the current year. At Clifton the old sulphide

concentrator is being remodeled to treat the ores from

King and Longfellow Xorth Extension mines, which are

tributary to the Coronado Ti.T?. and can be delivered more
(hea])ly at Clifton than at llorenci. This plant will have

a capacity of 500 tons per day. with jirovision for increas-

ing. .Ml ]ilants gave excellent results during the year.

Thr 'I'rinioiiiitniii M:iiiiiu: Co., Painc-sdale, Mich., reports,
for lUlj. a production of S. 3(12.896 lb. of copper on which it

matle a profit of $654,746 with copper sales averaging: 17.4(i4c.

per lb. The mine has paid a total of $1,450,000 in dividends
to date, but payments have been suspended since 1913. .A sum-
mary of operations for the last three years follows:

Rock Copper Yield Cost
Stamped, Produced, per per Price Net
Tons I>b. Ton. Lb. I,b. Received Profits

litis 229,149 4,990.93S 21.78 12.62c. 14.89c. $113,363.34
1914 277,251 5.048.306 18.21 12.21c. 13.38c. 58,639.93
1915 349,684 8,302,896 23.75 9.53c. 17.40c. 654.746.52

The average yield per ton for 10 years is 18.9 lb.; the aver-
age cost per lb., 12.0Ic.: and the .iverage selling price, 15.390.

Preparations are being made to run stamp sand through old

No. 1 shaft during the present year. No. 3 shaft was sunk
102 ft. and Xo. A shaft, 117 ft. The discard by sorting of rock
hoisted was !>.T>", . Some improvements in operating results

are expected.
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Correspoimdleinice amid Disc^ssaomi

The talk of reviving trading in copper on tlie Xew
York Metal Exchange has given rise to the publication

iif several statements that either are entirely ixntrue; or

—

while partially true—create false impressions. In the

lirst place, the price of copper for the world is not now
;nid has not been for the last 20 years fixed or materially

affected by the London iletal Exchange quotations. The
American copper producers, who sell 75% of the world's

output, independently of any metal exchange and of each

other, have made the price for the metal in direct nego-

tiation with the consumers in America and with con-

sumers and the metal trading concerns in Europe. It

is true that the London Metal Exchange has been used

repeatedly to affect sentiment on the part of the pro-

ducers and their customers. Kaw manipulations by the

big metal trading concerns have robbed the American
producer of much of his profit, as has been clearly pointed

out by Mr. Evan in a ])aper read at the National Foreign

Trade Convention in Washington, on May 27, 1914, and
upon other occasions. That has been due largely to the

fact that the producers in this country, acting separately

and in competition one with the other, have had no

means of meeting the combination of metal buyers on

the other side, who have repeatedly during the last 20

years depressed metal quotations in London without actu-

ally passing the metal. The amount of copper actually

]iassed through the London ^letal Exchange transactions

is infinitesimal compared with the amount sold directly

to consumers by the American copper jiroducers.

There has not been in recent years any genuine trading

in copper metal on the New York Metal Exchange. One
of the producers during the last few months of trading

on the iletal Exchange bought small quaiitites aggre-

gating less than 100 tons and had the greatest difficulty

in getting delivery. The machinery for transferring

ownership in the real metal had been used so little that

it could not be readily put to work.

The principal objection to trading in copper metal,

or rather in warrants representing copper metal, as is

done in London, is that the enormous production in the

hands of half a dozen producers would put the specu-

lating public absolutely at the mercy of any one of those

producers at any time it might lie desired to depress the

market.

To illustrate : Suppose the metal market had been

holding at a high level for a period and considerable

speculation had ensued and a great deal of metal was

represented by warrants outstanding that had been bought

by the public, suppose that one of the astute gentlemen

who markets the product of one of the large producers

makes up his mind over night that the market is not

real and that a sharp reduction in price would develop

buying and establish a more substantial and real ba.sis

for business. It is not to the interest of his company
that he communicate his ideas to all the other producers

and it is not permitled by the law that he should con-

liinBiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiniiiiiiiiiiiinimiiiuunnuuii^^^^^ i!i:H!nin:iuiii<;i:<:i[!t:';[:<: ^ --,

suit and agree with them as to redu<tion in price; xi

he comes dowTitown the next morning and orders hi.s

salesmen to quote copper at a very marked reduction t<i

all of the trade.

This probably would result in several of his large com-
petitors doing the same thing, and that very thing has
resulted in time past in a sharp decline in the price of

the metal. The financial losses to speculators would be

such that we would hear stories of deliberate ruin and
manipulation and of the other things that are habitually

laid to people who might be charged with responsibility.

directly or indirectly, for speculators' losses in the market.
Still, for his own company and perhaps for the metal
situation in general, that man might have taken a very

wise step.

The manufacturers of copper, often called the con-

sumers, are comparatively few in number. There is

no general public interest in the metal market, except

finally in the consumption of metal in very small units.

The theory that stable markets for the metal would be

provided by short selling when prices are high and bv

speculative buying when prices are low, is not one that

is likely to commend itself to persons who have their

capital invested in copper mines, and there are hundreds
of thousands of such persons. They are much better

assured if their products are marketed directly to manu-
facturing and consuming concerns, which is done to the

greater satisfaction of both parties and to the greater

benefit of the shareholders and the public generally than

if there were speculative interference. Cupiiuji.

New Y'ork, Mav 8, 1916.

The clamoring for trading on the iletal Exchange
comes principally from brokers who are desirous to en-

large their business. Y'^ears ago the Metal Exchange

furnished quotations which were arrived at by a com-

mittee but the so-called White Investigating Committee

severely reprimanded the managers of the Metal Exchange

for that practice, claiming that the quotations were mis-

leading and since then only actual i)id and asked quota-

tioijs have been ])ublished from the New Y'ork Metal

Exchange.

The desire to get information comes principally from

quarters that are not direitly interested in the metal

trade, viz.. from newspapers, from stock exchange firms.

etc. Any legitinuite consumer can get all the informa-

tion he needs by teleplioning to one of the large metal

concerns in this city, all of which are on coi'dial terms

with tlie consumers and arc always willing to give quo-

tations.

If the New Y'ork .Metal Exchange were to become a

center of metal trading it would be absolutely necessary

that substantial firms with large capital and responsi-

bility should take up this trading. The Now Y'ork Stock

Exchange has protected the traders by rlaiming a first

lien on the seat of the member of the Stock E.xehango

in case of anv failure and this seat luis always been a
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valuable asset, giving some protection and some standing

to anybody doing business on the Stock Exchange. The

seats of the New York iletal Exchange have a market

value of only $100 and a book value of from $300 to $-400

and, therefore, would not be any safeguard. Further-

more, it has to be borne in mind that while trades on

the Stock Exchange are settled within 24 hours—or at

the longest from Friday until ilonday—the metal trades

would make it necessary to carry obligations for weeks

and mouths, inasmuch as metals have to be sold for for-

ward delivery.

It is evident from this that unless the buyer and

seller were both responsible a system of margins

would have to be introduced wliich would make
trading on a large scale impossible ; for assuming that a

company like the Anaconda with a production of 150,-

000 tons of copper per annum, should want to sell its

product for three months in advance—say to sell 45,000

tons of copper and put up an original margin of $20

per ton—it would have to furnish $900,000. If the

market price should continue to advance after the sale

had been made it would have to keep up the margin and

in extraordinary times—like the present—the additional

margin might amount to as much as 10c.@15c. per lb.

It is obvious that the large sellers under these circum-

stances, could not afford to trade on the Metal Exchange

and put up the margins, nor could the Metal Exchange

waive the margins, for there are mighty few buyers whose

responsibility would justify the acceptance of contracts of

such magnitude. The same is true of other metals.

Trading on the Jletal Exchange will come when there

is a real demand for it and when consumers or producers

clamor for it. As far as the consumers are concerned,

1 cannot see why any consumer should ordinarily go to

the New York Metal Exchange and buy his metal tin-

der the most severe terms when he can purchase the

metal directly from the producer on more convenient

terms. Copper is sold to American consumers ''deliv-

ered, 30 days," i.e., payment is not due until 30 days

after delivery at their works. If the consumer were to

buy on the Metal Exchange he would have to pay sharp

cash upon the presentation of a delivery order or storage

certificate. He would then go with this storage receipt

to the refinery on which it was issued and ask them to

ship the copper. He would get his copper maybe 30

days after he had paid for it. He would have to carry

one month's additional product or he would be compelled

to put up cash for 60 clays' supply of his mill. It does

not seem to me rea.^onable that consumers will be anx-

ious to do this even though some of them are financially

alilo to do so. In fact, we have not found that con-

.^umcrs are availing themselves freely of the privilege

to di?"iuiit copper bills at 6% per annum even at times

when nioni'v is only 3@4% per annum.
I do not take any stock in the argument that is put

forth to the eflfeet that the big ])roducers could bank-

rupt the Mital Exchange at any time. Experience has

taught us that this can not be done. Producers have

learned their h>>tm as to their ability to mani])ulatc tlic

Metal Exchange. \ need only to draw attention to the

well known tran-a. ti-m on Thanksgiving Day, l!t01. (in

the London Mctiil Ivxchange. At any rate, whatever

American producer- i ould do to the New York Metal

Exchange they couhl do to the London and Hamburg
metal rxchanges.

My conclusion is simply that there is no real demand
for the establishing of a iletal Exchange in New York

;

that if such demand should come the whole appearance

of the metal trade in New York would have to change

to make is possible to trade on the Metal Exchange.

New York, May 8, 1916. Akgextum.

The article about the Malm process in the Journal of

Apr. 15, ])rompts this statement by me.

The offer to 'Sir. lonides and myself to cooperate with

the Bunker Hill & Sullivan management in working out

a solution of their slime problem came unsolicited, in

January, 1914. Our terms were forthwith accepted, gen-

eral plans for mill and specifications for apparatus were

prepared, and word was passed along the line that the

company would soon be independent of the smelters. R.

8. Handy, the Bunker Hill & Sullivan mill superintend-

ent, was placed in charge of the work. I endeavored

to render service in some way for the rather liberal fee

that I was receiving, but there was no chance. Few of

my suggestions or protests received any consideration;

tlie management seemed only concerned that I appear

liusy, whether it be at mixing concrete, washing beakers

or anything else. The monotony became bearable only by

frequent trips to Spokane and Denver. On my return to

Kellogg, about Aug. 1, I was assigned two assistants as

my staff. I was given full charge for two weeks. At the

reception given by the town of Kellogg to ilr. Bradley

it was announced to the world that the development of

their hydrometallurgical schemes indicated success. Up
to this time no connected or serious attempts had been

made to try out dry chlorination.

I proposed that either I be permitted to assume full

charge for a stated period, with an appropriation of a

definite sum, or be fired, as I had invited the manage-

ment to do in July. I was fired. Charge, lese majeste.

Jlost of the employees of the company who had been

brought into contact with the work at the North mill

appreciated and commented upon the general farce.

Messrs. Clark and Botenelli, of the electrical department,

however, deserve great credit for the results they secured

in the electrolysis of fused zinc chloride, handicapped as

they were. A rehearsal of the attempts of the metal-

lurgical staff along both mechanical and chemical lines

would put even Charlie Chaplin to shame. The process

bad no chance. AVliy make it the goat ? It has had trials

and tribulations enough. There may be another side to

tliis story. I assure you there is more to this side, but

space forbids. Joiix L. Malm.
Denver, Colo., May 3, 1916.

The anonymous article in the Journal of Apr. 15 has

just come to my attention. It does not .suri)rise me that

tiie contributor prefers to remain anonymous both as to

himself and his "authoritative" source of information, for

tlic false statements in it would not do credit to anyone's

rc|mtatioii.

•Mr. Malm and I did not urge the removal of tlic

equipment from Georgetown to Kellogg, but advocated

the completion of the ))lant at the former jioint, and it

was the management of the Bunker Hill & Sullivan coni-

))any that insisted on its removal, as tlie following ex-
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tract from a telegram, dated Kellof(g, Mar. 24, 1914, and

signed, Stanly A. Easton, to Mr. Malm will show:
After considering all circumstances and after correspond-

ence with San Francisco, I have decided to equip a plant here

by purchase of machinery at Georgetown under option of

Mar. 17. . . .

This was their first mistake and was the beginning of

their di.saster, for at Kellogg the work was put under the

control of R. S. Handy, the mill superintendent, and to

his credit be it said—even though too late—that he ad-

mitted that he was not the man for the work.

Contrary to the statement in the Journal, the electrol-

ysis of fused zinc chloride was proved to be eminently

practicable. There were initial difficulties caused in the

first instance by our being unable to convince the man-
agement that eleetrolysis'was easier to carry on in a large

cell than in a small one. The reason for this is that tem-

perature changes take place slower in a large body than

in a small one, and in every operation there is a definite

range of temperature between which the best results are

obtained.

A battery of six small cells was built, 6x6 in., to try

out some linings, and the management insisted on these

cells being run to determine the practicability of the

electrolysis and then thought that it could chloridize ore

in a tube mill designed for a capacity of 5,000 lb. of

chlorine with a supply of about 50 lb. a day.

The output of zinc per cell was limited to 125 lb. per

day, this being the capacity of a 2,000-amp. generator.

With this output the electrical staff of the company pro-

nounced themselves satisfied with the results. There

were troubles at the start with the larger cells, which to

a certain extent were unexpected, but which were also

due to the parsimony of the company in failing to provide

a .suction pump, wherefore the zinc chloride had to be

melted under atmospheric pressure in place of under

suction as is proper; also there were troubles due to

hasty construction. The result of these difficulties was

the design of a cell which overcame them and its con-

tinuous operation for a period of three weeks. At the

end of that time a 4,000-amp. cell was fitted up, but the

management expressed itself as being so well satisfied

with the results already obtained that they devoted their

attention to other matters and never ran it.

The acid-resisting filter, again contrary to the Journal's

statement, proved perfectly satisfactory for 15 charges of

4 tons each, after which it was blown up by the accident

of 75 lb. of air pressure being turned on, when it was

only designed for 25 lb. and to the negligence of not

providing the safety valve that had been requisitioned.

Later experiments were made on other types of filters,

but our barrel type was eventually rebuilt and used, and

Mr. Handy informed me recently that it was used with

perfect satisfaction in their subsequent work until they

found that the product that they were making in their fur-

nace would leach without filter-pressing, when the use

of it was naturally abandoned.

The process at Helena was started on similar lines to

those developed by Mr. ]\Ialm, but soon departed from

them. One important difference is that at Helena an

aqueous solution of sodium chloride is electrolyzed in

place of the fused zinc chloride, and another is the much
higher temperature at which chlorination is effected. The
many other obvious differences are apparent in the fiow

sheet published in patent No. 1,173,467.

In the Journal of Nov. 14, 191 I, it is stated:

Mr. Bradley telegraphed to the "Journal" as follows:
The experiments referred to are not yet completed and
much more experimental work must be done, but all work so
far done promises ultimate success. We have installed a
Malm modified dry-chlorination unit to have a cai>acity of 50
tons raw ore per day The greatest difficulty has been in the
electrolysis of zinc chloride, but ultimate success here also
seems certain. The metallic zinc liberated is to be reused as
a precipitant, and the chlorine gas set free Is to be used for
chloridizing all the metallic contents of our ore containing
lead, silver, zinc, iron, copper and gold. The idea is to make
the process continuous, recovering all metals as metals with
little I0S.S. Experiments indicate that any excess iron can be
disposed of by a light roast. Lead pigments may also be
made.

The interest of this quotation is that it was made by
F. W. Bradley, president of the Bunker Hill & Sullivan

company directly after his visit to the property, and he
made similar statements at a dinner given to him in

San Francisco a few days later. Mr. Malm left Kellogg
on Nov. 10, 1914, and has not been back, so the criticisms

made in the Journal's article must be due to something
that happened subsequent to his departure.

The Bunker Hill & Sullivan metallurgical staff was
composed of men whose experience in metallurgy was
confined to water concentration. At the time of our work
there was not one man in evidence around the mine or

mill who had had any previous experience in hydro-

metallurgy or even a good ordinary education in chem-
istry. It is not surprising therefore that their deductions

are erroneous.

About six separate and distinct excuses are given for

the abandonment of the ]\Ialm process by the Bunker Hill

& Sullivan. They are like the excuses of a schoolboy

on being late to school. His shoelace broke, the clock was
slow, his collar tore and he could not find his hat. One
excuse might have been true. Four given at once are prob-

ably all quibbles. The j^arallel has much to commend it.

Denver Colo., May 1, 1916. S. A. Ioxides.

[We have excised from the communication of ilr.

Malm some charges respecting the Bunker Hill & Sullivan

management that are manifestly based on nothing but

conjecture. The editorial articles of a paper are usually

anonymous. Our article about the ilalm process wa.s not

an "attack" upon the process. It was a statement of what
the results at Kellogg had been. We are fully satisfied

as to the authority of our information.—Editor.]

FirecnpaftattloKa of Cac^siaa^inni

From exjicrit'iici' that I have had in determining

cadmium in spelter, I jDreviously found it rather difficult

to effect complete precipitation of cadmium sulphide by

hydrogen-sulphide gas, it requiring over an hour to pre-

cipitate the cadmium sulphide. In spite of this length

of time, I have often found cadmium in the filtrate,

complete ])recipitation not taking place. I found out.

after a little experimenting, that comjilete i)reeipitation

can be obtained in the following manner:

Pass iiydrogen-sulphide gas through the solution for

about 5 to 10 mill., remove from the generator and

make slightly ammonical with ammonium hydrate. This

preci])itates the Cd and Zn. Then acidify with dilute

sulphuric acid, dissolving the Zn and Cd remaining in

solution. Mild proceed with the passing ot' gas for an

hour. In this way complete precipitation will be effected.

Andim '^ WrrxsTADT.

l?altimoiv Copper Smelting and Rolli Co.. Baltimore.

Md., Apr. 26, 1916.
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THE INTERNATIONAL SMELTING WORKS AT MIAMI. ARIZ.

Showing the buildings containing the machine shop, converters, reverberatories. roasters, sample mills and concentrate bins

This equipm
.'JYMONS DISK CRUSHERS AT INSPIRATION CRUSHING PLANT. MIAMI,

nt is at the crushing plant at the mine, where the ore is coarse-crushed bi-tore bei the concentrator

1 II ]RR THICKENERS .\1 ':.-'
I M 1: \TMN .M I I.I.

This eiiulpmcnt is used at this plant both for dewatering tallinss and for dewatering the dotation concenlrat.s
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TWO VIR^VS OF THE BOUR MOLYBDENITE MINE, NEAR RAJ[OXA, SAN DIEGO COUNTY, CALIF.

The first photograph shows a general view of the workings, while the second shows the relative size of a silver half-dollar
and the patches of molybdenite in tlie vein

INTERIOR OP THE COMMON\A'EALTH MILL. TEARCE, ARIZ.. SHOWING THE TUBE-MILL. :>LCTIOX
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SYNOPSIS—Locaiion chosen for economy in

construction and operation and future enlargement.

Works consist of sampling mill, lead sintering

pjiint, blast furnace and lead and silver refinery,

(opacity 1,200 tons ore per 24 hr.

The general layout of the new smelting works of the

Blinker Hill & Sullivan Mining and Concentrating Co.,

designed by Bradley, Bruff & Labarthe, is shown in the

accompanying illustration. Announcement was recently

made that the new works would be erected at Kellogg,

Idaho. The decision regarding the site was made after

a thorough investigation of other situations both on the

coast and at points in the interior. After comparing the

advantages of various places it was found that Kellogg

offered the greatest economy in construction and opera-

tion. The difference in transportation upon the ore and
concentrates from the mine and mill to the smeltery site

was the greatest factor affecting operating cost and

buildings. The situation has proved a most advantageous
one, offering a terraced site that will permit the economi-

cal handling of material by gravity and result in a consid-

erable saving in operating expense.

The plant will be equipped with large bin-storage

capacity from which the ores will be conveyed by belt

conveyors to the sampling mill. Mechanical samplers of

the Yezin type will be used and the mill will have a capac-

ity of 50 tons of material per hour. The material after

sampling will be taken by belt conveyors to the storage

and mixing bins for the Wedge roaster and Dwight &
Lloyd sintering machines. There will be provided one

26-ft. Wedge roaster and four iS-iu. Dwight & Lloyd
sintering machines. The product from the Wedge roaster

will be returned to the Dwight & Lloyd "mixture" bins.

The Dwight & Lloyd product will be discharged into

cars. These cars, when loaded, will be switched and
dumped into the blast-furnace charge bins. There will

be 24: charge bins ecjuipped with scale hoppers for weigh-

ing the charges from the bins. The contents of the

GENERAL, I'LAN OF KU.NKER HILL & SULLIVAN' SMELTING PLANT NEAR KELLOGG, IDAHO

greatly favored Kellogg. The Oregon-Washington Rail-

roail and Navigation Co. tracks pass near the site, and the

work> tracks, whicii will be of standard gage, will connect

with the O.-W. R.H. & N. at several points near the plant.

During the investigation of sites no time was lost in

designing the smelting plant and in determining the

equipment to be used. As a result, it has only been neces-

sary to arrange tJie various buildings in the most economi-

cal manner that Hie KeUogg site afford.s. The greater

part of the equipin. nt lias been ordered and is well on the

way toward com]j|i'tic)ii.

The site chosen i'li the new lead-smelting jjlant is upon

^Touiid owned by Hh liunkci' Hill company and is one

Miile west of the Bunker Hill mine tunnel and West Mill

liopper, after weighing, are dumped into blast-furnace

( liarge cars, hauled by electric locomotives to the blast-

furnace building and discharged directly into the fur-

naces.

There will be three leaii-blast furnaces, each 48x180 in.

at tlie tuyere line. Slag will be handled in standard-gage

steel pot cars of 130 cu.ft. cajjacity. Tiiese will be iiauled

by electric locomotives and electrically operated. The
lull I ion will be handled hot from the blast furnace by

means of an electric crane and taken directly to the

drossing and refining department.

In the lead refinery there will be provided two .softening

furnaces, four desilverizing kettles, two refining furnaces

and four merchant kettles. In addition there will be
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hard-lead and dressing furnaces. The silver refinery will

be equipped with six retorts, two cupelling furnaces, one

fine-silver furnace and crucible furnace for gold melting.

Dore bars will be parted by the sulphuric-acid process and
the silver precipitated bv copper. Cop]>er sulphate will

be precipitated and will be marketed in the Northwest.

The gases from the blast furnaces, roasters and refin-

eries will be passed through a baghouse, where the fume
will be collected. The gases after passing the baghouse

will be carried away by means of a concrete stack 2U0 ft.

ill height and 12 ft. in diameter. In the design and
arrangement of the plant consideration has been given to

later enlargement of the various departments.

T© Cireafte TarSlIf C©fiimB!aflS§n©Ea

A bill to create a tariff commission, which was revised

and reintroduced into the House b}' Representative

L'ainey, of Illinois, has been analyzed and indorsed by a

special committee of the Chainber of Commerce of the

United States, of which Daniel P. Morse, of New York,

is the chairman.

The bill provides for a tariff commission of sis mem-
bers, to be appointed by the President and confirmed by

the Senate, but not more than three of these members to

be of the same political party. The members would serve

for a normal term of 12 years and receive a salary of

10,000 per year each. The President would designate

the chairman and vice-chairman. There would be a secre-

tary at $6,000. With the exception of the secretary and

a clerk to each commissioner and such experts as might
be employed from time to time, all employees of the

commission would be under the classified civil service.

For the expenses of the commission there would be an

appropriation of $300,00rt each year. The commission

would have its head office in Washington, but it might
through its members or agents conduct its inquiries

throughout the United States and in foreign countries.

The commission will be empowered to compel the attend-

ance of witnesses from any part of the United States, the

production of books, papers, documents, etc., issue sub-

poenas and enforce them through the courts.

The Real del Monte properties of the United States

Smelting, Refining and Mining Co. are producing about

50,000 tons of ore per month, averaging li oz. of silver

per ton. This is at the rate of 8,400,000 oz. of silver

annually. Nominal production is in the neighborhood
of y,000,000 oz. "From silver operations in Mexico alone,

the company is earning at the rate of 21/^ times the $4
dividend on its common stock, says the Boston News
Bureau. "Even,- development on the big silver strike

corroborates the original statement that it is the greatest

discovery in centuries of ^Mexican mining. The strike

consists of two veins, nearly identical in grade. The ores

have averaged better than CO oz. silver, which means at

present prices for silver over $46 per ton. There is

gold, however, to the value of about $6.50 a ton, so

that it is a true statement of facts to say that the new
strike is running between $50 and $55 a ton, or between

$45 and $50 net after deducting costs of $5 a ton. This

extraordinary richness is emphasized by comparison with

$8 a ton on the regular grade of ore now being worked.

Although over $20,000,000 worth of new high-grade ore

has been put in sight, none of it is being mined and

the little that has been treated has come from the nat-
ural ])rocess of drifting, no sloping having yet been
attem])tcd. In view of the.«e extraordinar\- develop-
ments . . . it is interesting to recall that the original
Real del ilonte holdings cost the United States K.niuanv
but $2,500,000 in gold."

:^

CIhi5P©im©lo^y ©f Miiraniag foa?
April, E9I16

Apr. 1—No. 7 dredge of Natomas Co. .-^ank.—Wages
increased on Mother Lode, California.

Apr. 3—Miami Copper Co. increased its dividend to
$1.50.

Apr. 12—Wage increase voted by Leadville operators,

dependent on the price of spelter.

Apr. 14—Navigation opened at head of Great Lakes.
Apr. 1.5—First unit of new Burro Mountain mill

.started.

Apr. ir—Books of Guggenheim Exploration Co. closed,

thus terminating its existence.

Apr. 18—American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co. de-

clared 50% stock dividend.—Announcement of wage in-

crease by United States Steel Corporation.—Sasco smel-
ten- in Arizona blown in by American Smelting and
Eefining Co.

Apr. 21—Foreign concessions and franchises in Sonora,
Mexico, declared annulled by decree of the govenior.

Apr. 25—Construction of new zinc plant of Daly-Judge
Mining and Smelting Co. begun.

Apr. 27—Tamarack stockholders voted to sell their

property to Calumet & Hecla.

ScIhoSairslhiap
The Chemists' Club of New York announces the estab-

lishment of another scholarship fund, the income from
which, approximately $400 per year, is to be devoted to

financially assisting deserving young men to obtain

education in the field of industrial chemistry or chemical
engineering. This scholarship has been endowed by

William F. Hoffmann. Its benefits will be open to

properly qualified applicants without restriction as to

residence and may be effective at any institution in

the United States that may be designated or ajiproved

by the Chemists" Club. Api)licants must, as a minimum
qualification, have completed a satisfactory high-.*chool

training and present a certificate showing that they have

passed the entrance-examination requirements of tlie

college entrance examination board of its equivalent.

All inquiries should be addressed to the Hoffmann
Scholarship Connnitt*.>e of the Chemists' Club, 50 East

41st St., New York City. Applications for the academic

year 1!)]6-1T should be in the hands of the committee

on or before June 1, 1916. The scholarship will be

awarded and candidates selected and notified on or before

July 1, 1!)1(!. William P. Hoffmann, the founder of

tlie Hoffmann Scholarship, is president of the AmericaJi

Oil and Sujijily Co., of Newark, N. J., and is well known

for his philanthropic work.

S-i

The Tofo Iron-Ore Ueposlts, according to '
' Ceiitralblatt

der Hiitten und Walzwerke." contain ov< .. u'jO.OOO tons

carryingr: FeiOa. SS.SSCi: Fed. 12.00; AljOr, I '^^ SiOt. 1.35;

combined water, 0.99: CaO. O.IS; MnO. -' S. 0.022: PjOj.

0.030<;i; or Fe. 68.509^; S, 0.022 and P. O.OIS'

I
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•Recent discussion lias rendered us all familiar with

tlie methods b)' which the pushful German got control

lit our metal industries. We know that his insistent

impudence at last placed him in the position practically

of dictator. His American associates made Great Britain

pay £80 or £90 a ton for spelter, whicli they eagerly

supplied to Germany for £30 a ton. Well, thanks to

Mr. Hughes, . . . the villianous German metal ring

has been broken up. . . . Simultaneously with the

crippling of one menace, however, another has come into

view. The place of the excluded German as 'boss' of

the British metal industry is being taken, not by

Britishers themselves, but by the pushful American."

Thus begins a recent editorial in the Financial News,

of London.

There follows a diatribe about the American mining

engineer, who, "by loudly trumpeting his unique abili-

ties, succeeds in elbowing out the more capable (but.

unfortunately, also more modest) British mining engi-

neer." (The italics are ours). "The cry is arising in all

directions that the British mining engineer has now no

chance." This strange editorial has drawm forth some

columns of approbatory communications from British

ensineering readers, who in effect say, "Hear, Hear!'

and " Let us organize a union like tlie I. W. W. and

exclude the Americans from any work in the British

Empire. Even let us consider the expulsion of the

American members of the Institution of Alining and

Metallurgy."

There was an uncommon lot of nonsense both in the

initial editorial and in the following communications,

but since the outbreak of the war the British have been

hard hit in more ways than one—hardest perhaps in

the exposure of not only their unpreparedness, but also

their lack of resourcefulness. Being aware of the

depressed state of mind tliat this has produced, we make

allowances for ill temper and unjust charges.

The American mining engineer has not been pushful

in the past, nor has American capital, in so far as

foreign countries are concerned. Indeed, we have found

fault with their sluggishness in sticking so closely to

North America. When American engineers have gone to

the British colonies, other than Canada, it has been,

almost without exception, for the reason tliat they were

sDccifically invited by British owners. American engi-

n'eers were induced thus to go in large numbers to South

Africa about 20 years ago, the benefit of their experience

in deep mining on a large scale being desired. Alter

they had developed a groat industry—and nobody will

depreciate their manner of doing it—they wore gradually

released and ntnrned to the United States. At present

there are fewer American mining engineers in South

Africa and in .\ii-iralia than at any time since mining

operations began m those colonies.

Tliere are a Lw American mining engineers in

proiiiiiient positions in London, the most eminent of

them being H. C. Hoover, but if the British are

as proud of Hoover as we are, they ought to be ashann

of themselves. The few American mining engineers in

London do not put themselves forward in any disagree

able way, and the recent comment resi^ecting tin

presence it not only entirely uncalled for and unju-

but also indicates a vindictive spirit among persons ol

small caliber of mind. We venture to say that there ar.

10 times as many mining engineers, managers, supc;

intendents, etc., of British nationality in the Unite 1

States as there are American in all of the British Empii

But right-minded men do not consider engineerii

ability and service in terms of nationality.

If Great Britain finds herself in an unsatisfactory

.state with regard to mining and metallurgy, she mu-i

look to herself and consider what she has done a;

what she has not done—chiefly the latter—in the pa-.

Great Britain and her colonies have not been able, or

have not taken the trouble, to support any great mining

schools. Even the Royal School of Mines was not able

to stand alone. It became necessary to amalgamate it

with other technical schools under one administration.

Compare with the United States, where mining schools

of the first order flourish in many quarters. Yet the

Royal School of Mines has been a good school and has

turned out many able and distinguished engineers, but

not enough of them. The truth is simply that the British

nation did not appreciate the importance of the metals

and minerals in modern industry and warfare, did not see

the value of the mining engineers and failed to take the

trouble to train them in large numbers.

Compare also the difference between American metal-

lurgical works and British. In the one case openness,

free interchange of information, the public recording of

data in the transactions of the engineering societies.

In tlie other case, selfish secrecy, such as a distinguished

British contributor described recently in these pages.

Of course tlie British leaders—political, commercial,

financial and engineering—know better than what the

Financial News has lately been shouting. That i.s

nothing but the outgiving of the small minds. But

even they ought not to blame otlicr iieojile for what is

tlu'ir own fault.

laoir&

So much that is purely conjectural has been publish©

about flotation—much of it more or less foolish—thr

it is a pleasure to call attention to the article by G.

Van Arsdale that aiipears elsewhere in this issue. Thi

exposition is the result of long experimentation by ai

experienced and skillful investigator. It is, in fact,

summary from his i)er,'ional notebook and, as such, i9

particularly valuable to the practical operator. There

is no indulgence in imaginative tlieorv-, and facts devel-

oped by experiments are reduced to their simplest terms.

Mr. Van Arsdale is in charge of the research de]mrt-

ment of Pheljis. Dodge & Co., and has, naturally,
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conducted his investigation in such manner as to bring

out the basic facts that are of the greatest practical

value to the operator. The article throws a flood of

light on the problem of how flotation really works and

.-hould be considered a milepost in the advance of the

art. In addition to an appreciation of ilr. Van Arsdale's

work, the gratitude of the profession is due to Phelps,

Dodge & Co., who, notwithstanding the policy of silence

adopted by most of those who have had anything to do

with the subject, have freely presented to the engineer-

ing public the final result of an investigation that has

required the u.«e of much time, a considerable amount of

money and a high degree of technical skill.

From time to time there is agitation for trading in

metals on some metal exchange in this country, which

would naturally be the New York iletal Exchange.

Attention has been drawn to a revival of such agi-

tation by the publication of a letter addressed to

Secretan,- Eedfield of the Department of Commerce.
The publication of that letter ought to have been

delayed until the dog days, for it is more appropriate

to the silly season than to any other time. The charge

that Americau prices are established in London and

that the American copper magnates (who sell about

75% of tlie. world's copper production) are conniving

to restore the British supremacy is so utterly foolish as

not to require an}- further comment.

The idea of a metal exchange is, however, one with

respect to which there may be real misconception. In

fact, we are apprised through numerous letters from the

West tliat there still prevails the notion that business

in copper, lead and zinc is actually done on the

.so-called New York Exchange. There has been no

such business worth mentioning for many, many years.

The trading on the New York Metal Exchange died

out because there was no ueed for it. The clamor for

a revival of it comes from brokers who would like to

have a way of increasing their business. Along with

the waning of the New York iletal Exchange there was

also a waning of the business of the old brokerage firms.

The producers and consumers learned how to do business

directly with each other and found that there was no
need for intermediaries.

The matter is therefore one that is purely of economic

character. The producers and the consumers know each

other and are able to do business directly and satis-

factorily with each other. If ten, twenty or one hundred

brokers, with their office corps and accompanying ma-
chinery', should be introduced, the industry would have

to pay the expense, which would come out of the pro-

diu-ers or the consumers, or both, and conditions would

be far less advantageous than they are now. Some
further facts and views respecting the situation a.e

given by two well-informed correspondents, whose com-

munications, invited by us, are published elsewhere in

this issue. The long and the short of the matter is that

if there were need for trading on a metal exchange, we
should have it. There has not yet been any evidence

of a need. At present the New York Metal Exchange

is like Humpty-Dumpty, and neither all the king's horses

pnd all the king's men, nor Secretary Eedfield, uor any-

body else can put it together again.

Tlhe Salves' Ps'odl^ceips
The recent rise in the value of silver lends interest to

the inquiry of who are the principal silver producers.

The accompanying tables give the silver production of

the important producers in the United States and Can-
ada. Unless otherwise stated, the figures represent the

production for 1915.

UNITED STATES
No. of Shares

Production. Oz. Issued

/ oOl.OSOcom.
American Smeltingand RefininKCo 76.117.453 I cOO.OOOpf.
.Anaconda Copper NUninK Co. (Montana) 9.003.618 2,331.2o0
International Siiielting Co. (Tooele) 5,090,157 (Anaconda)
U. S. Smelting Co 12,071,863
Bunker HUl & Sullivan M. and C. Co 1,300,000 327,000
Butte & Superior Copper Co 3,985,090 272,697
Calumet <fc Arizona Alining Co 1,381,078 617,412

/ 60.000 com.
Federal Mining and .Smelting Co 934,450 (c) I 120.000 pf.
Hecla Mining Co 692.444 1.000,000
Kennecott Copper Corporation 591,692 2.7S0.583
Nevada Wonder Mining Co 1,199,246 (a) 1.482.860
North Butte Copper Co 944,285 430.000
Phelps. Dodge & Co 1,388.149 450.000
Tonopah Belmont Development Co 2,968.565 (b) 1,500,000
Tonopah Mining Co 3,000,000 (c) 1,000,000

(a) YearendedSept. 30,1915. (b) Year ended Feb. 28, 1916. (c) Estimated.

CANADA

Beaver Consolidated
Buffalo Mines
Coniagas
Crown-Reserve
McKinley-Darragh Savage. . .

Temiscaming & Hudson Bay.
Kerr Lake.
La Rose 1.368,247 (c)
Nipissing 9,097,391
Seneca-Superior Silver Mines 2,017,150
Temiskaming Mining Co 278,961 (e)

Consolidated ilining and Smelting Co 2,230,500 (f)

Production, Oz. No. Shares Issued

900.000 (a) 2,000,000
822,791 (g) 1,000,000

2,002,054 (b) 800,000
657,395 1,999.957

1,112.976 (e) 2,247.692
393,360 (c) 7.761

2,036.962 (d) 600.000
1.498.627
1.200.000
478.SS4

2,500.000
58.052

(a) Year ended Feb. 28, 1915. (b) Y'ear ended Oct. 31, 1915. (c) Y'ear
ended Aug. 31, 1914. (d) Year ended Aug. 31, 1915. (e) Calendar year
1914. (0 Year ended Sept. 30, 1915. (g) Year ended Apr. 28, 1915.

The first four companies are metallurgical concerns;

that is, much of their production is derived from ore

purchased. This is especially the case of the A. S. & R.

Co. However, the bulk of the Anaconda and U. S.

Smelting productions comes from their own mines.

The Butte & Superior is a zinc-mining company, and
the portion of its silver actually realized is therefore con-

siderably less than what is reported, which is the content

of the ore.

According to a recent dispatch from General Persh-

ing's headquarters, the peons and natives in the north

of Mexico were very nervous and much disturbed over

the rumored withdrawal of the American troops. They
fear the reestablishmeut of a reign of terror when the

Americans go. What authority there was for this dis-

patch we do not know, but it has a truthful ring. We
do not believe the humble and industrious people of

Mexiixi enjoy bandit -sway any more than do the citizens

of our own border.

The proverbial mining town of tiction, '^ miles long and

IS inches wide, is to be replaced by a carefully planned

municipality. An architect has been employed to \Aiu\

the municipal group for the new Pheli)s-Dodge town.

Tyrone, N. M., the metropolis of the Burro ilountain

Copper Co. In the company's last annual report, the

statement is made that "in onler to secure anhitectural

consistency and ecoiioniy of ctuist ruction, the work of

planning and designing the entire group of municipal

buildings, as well as their surroundings and a centrally

located plaza, has been ])laced in the hands of B. G.

Goodhue, architect, of New Y'ork. In planning the

town, the welfare of the people who are to occupy it

has received first thought.
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BY THE "WAY

M. L. Kequa, who needs no introduction to mining

engineers, is the author of an article on the petroleum

resources of the United States, which was recently intro-

duced in the United States Senate and ordered printed

as a Senate document. In the course of this article Mr.

Recjua makes the following remarks

:

The policy of the Standard Oil Co. is in sharp contrast.

They are content to find a market for their refinery residuum,
given -which, they make no further effort to sell fuel oil. One
is tempted to inquire as to the relationship to the State as
between the Standard Oil Co.. which extracts every product
before selling the residuum for fuel, and the small producer
who sells crude oil for fuel without any intermediate refining

—the one conserving the Nation's resources the other
destroying them.

Is not this rank heresy in the Halls of Congress?

Mining engineers desiring to keep thoroughly up to date

should follow the near-war near-news items in the daily

papers. In the Xew York Times of Apr. 13, 1916, it is

said that army surgeons have discovered cyanide of potas-

sium in the headwaters of streams in the Madera district,

and that "mining companies which 'bleach' ores by means

of a cyanide solution discovered that several pounds of

cyanide of potassium had been stolen from their labora-

tories." It is well known that mining companies cook,

wash and iron their ores (usually in the reverse order)

to recover the valuable contents; and also that some em-

ployees spin yarns in order to weave certain items into

the expense accounts. It would be interesting to learn

the details of the bleaching process, which is doubtless

undertaken to make the ores lighter and thus reduce

transportation charges.

The recent debates in Congress on the subject of an

appropriation for a Governmental plant to make nitric

acid from the air caused great perplexity among the

members of Congress. They have been used to regarding

themselves as experts on all matters—banking, finance,

economics, military- preparedness, the reform of the

mining laws, Arctic exploration (including Doctor Cook's

claims to the discovery of the Xorth Pole)—and here

came up one that previously they had not thought about.

Moreover, it was a '"twister." How could anybody get

nitric acid out of the air? But Congressmen were not

long in regaining their customary- assumption of omni-

science, and a few days ago we had Mr. Longworth telling

liis colleagues that the manufacture of nitrates by the

liydro-electric process is ob.'^olete. The fact that German
interests have disposed of their holdings in such plants in

Noiway and that Germany has maintained it.-Jelf during

the war without an otitside supply of nitrates was alluded

to as an argument against the Mussel Shoals ])roject.

Sir Ricliiinl A. S. Redmayne, the new president of the

Institution of Mining and Mtbillurgy, in accejiting this

office on Mar. 2:!, directed the attention of members to the

important part tln' mining indu.<try played not only in

the present crisi,-. Imt in England's general comineivial

life under normal i mi unistances. He said in i)art:

Mining, which Is • vir second greatest industry—for I sup-

pose V. I must put arRuulture first—should be made to con-

tribute more to Indu.stiial recrneratlon and advancement.
Great Britain, and more esper ially England, is the most

highly mineralized area in the world. Xo other country con-
tains such a variety of mineral resources of use to mankind,
not even the United States of America. Other countries may
contain vastly greater quantities of one or more of the use-
ful minerals, but no country so many and so varied. If we
extend our view and intake the whole British Empire, there
is no fuel, ore, stone or clay which is not contained therein.

It behooves us. therefore, to know exactly where we stand in

respect' of our mineral resources.

He urged that a more thorough organization of the

mineral resources be effected and suggested that the

services of the Institution would be of value in the prose-

cution of such a plan.

The daily newspaper association recently declared

against the tise of press-agent "stuff." Xevertheless, this

much-berated individual occasionally displays his wares

so attractively that some of them "get across." Here :-

the picture painted by the Oatman Investment Co.'s pri --

agent of Arizona's new Eldorado: "The mining camp of

Oatman has been successfully organized and established

without the aid of King Alcohol. Crowds of people pass

along the streets of the camp, all busy, and they are

remarkably sober. They typify the best that there is in

American enterprise ; men who have conquered the desert

wastes and the mountain fastnesses. For any other quest

except the goddess Gold, the mountain grades would be

well-nigh impassable, but Oatman is a modern city. Half
a dozen hotels—commodious, convenient and attentive in

service : .<tores of all kinds, dentists, doctors, lawyers,

electric light, ice plant, telegraph and telephone are here

in evidence, and day and night long teams pass over the

grades bringing in timber and machinery for the mines.

And, last, but not least, Oatman has a jail. It is a

cement structure with modern conveniences for the nur-

ture and admonition of the unruly."

Premier Asquith. addressing the Xational Committee
for Relief in Belgium on ilay 4. paid tribute to the

"untiring humanity of the United States,'" and added:
"Had it not been for the intervention of the United
States and Spain, it probably would have been a military

impossibility for the Allit^ to have saved the civil

population of Belgium from starvation. The work done

by the.^e two nations constitutes one of the finest achieve-

ments in the history of humane and philanthropic organ-

izations. In this connection it is almost unnecessary to

refer to the s]>lendid piece of organization performed

by ^Ir. Hoover, which Lord Curzon described as the

most remarkable illustration of quick, scientific organi-

zation known, and I believe that is not exaggeration."

Mr. Hoover in an address said the total expenditure for

relief in Belgium and northern France to date was

!? 132.000,000. Of this $1.5.000,000 had been provided

by charity and by service rendered by the United

States, and an equal amount by the British Empire.

About $5,000,000 came from cliarity from other jiarts

of tiie world. The remainder was ]>rovided by economic

measures of the commission, by tiie sale of food and by

subsidies from the allied governments.

Certain forcsiglited individuals who bought bar silver

last summer and "sat on it," or in other words, stored it

in wareh(mses as a inirely speculative ]iroi)osit.ion in the

ho])es of a substantial rise, have turned a neat profit on

their investment. Some iilocks of 00,000 oz. were taken
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out of the market and placed in storage for accounts of

this character, says the Trihune. There was a time, not

so many years ago either, when Wall Street played the sil-

ver market in much the same way it does stocks and bonds

now. The current boom in silver calls to mind the inter-

esting days of the late 80's and the early 90's. Then the

silver market was in the midst of one of the greatest

booms on record. Silver sold as high as $1.31 an ounce

for a time. The United States Government was a heavy

purchaser of silver at that period, a Federal statute re-

quiring heavy monthly purchases of the metal. The in-

terest in silver was so great that the commodity was

traded in on the New York Stock E.xchange through the

medium of what were known as "silver bullion certifi-

cates of deposit." Each certificate represented 1,000 oz.

of 1,000-fine silver on deposit with a designated deposit

company which charged 2c. a day storage. Dealings

dwindled as interest in the silver market died out, and

finally were stricken from the list, although until as late

as 1909 there were some of the bullion certificates still

uncanceled, on which storage had wiped out the equity.

Alfred Craven, chief engineer of the Public Service

Coriimission, was the principal witness at the session on

May 2 of tlie Thompson Joint Legislative Committee,

which continued its investigation of the circumstances

attending the two cave-in. disasters in the new subway

excavations- in Seventh Aye. and Broadway last Sep-

tember. As reported by the Evening Post, Mr. Craven

asserted that he had been an engineer for 45 years, mostly

engaged in mining work, and that he "probably knew
more about mining work than many so-called mining
engineers." Mr. Moss, the chief counsel of the committee,

remarked that a report made by an engineer of the

Federal Bureaii of Mines on the cave-in disasters had
commented upon the apparent al)sence of engineers

acquainted with mining work in the supervision of subway
building. Mr. Craven affirmed that his engineers knew
much more about local rock and subsurface conditions

than men who came from outside of the city. He
briished away certain criticisms levelled at the commis-
sion's supervision of the timbering in the Seventh Ave.

and Broadway cuts in the Engineering and Mining Jour-

nal by saying that the writer could not have been familiar

with the actual conditions. "We have the biggest and
most dangerous job ever undertaken," said Mr. Craven
in reply to further questions. "And it has been most
successfully administered, with a remarkably small nuni-

ber of accidents." There is something humorous in the

views of the civil engineers wlien they enter u]ion the

underground problems of the mining men, but when they

result in fatalities they do not look so funny.

The mining engineer is really coming into his own.
Have not we the right to say that, when mining engi-

neers are being talked about as presidential candidates?
We are used to mining magnates being United States

Seimtors, but none of them was ever talked aljout as a

])ossil)le president. But here we have John Hays Ham-
mond, mining engineer, figuring in the public eye as a

"dark horse." Furthermore, there is T. Coleman du
Pont, who actually has the Delaware delegation. ]\Ir.

du Pont was until lately the head of the Du Pont powder
company, which has a good deal to do with the mining in-

dustry, but he started out in life as a mining engineer. Du

Pont worked with pick and shovel for two years in a Ken-
tucky coal mine before going to the Massacliusetts Insti-

tute of Technology to study mining engineering. His
course completed,he became engineer in the mine in which
he had been a laborer. Next he was made superintendent.

Then he was called to the general managership of a steel

company. Later he was president of three mining com-
panies, and then became a builder of steam and electric

railways. In 1900 he first entered the powder business

at the request of his Delaware relatives. After develop-

ing the assets of the company from $1.5,000,000 to $80,-

000,000, he retired to avoid participation in the making
of war munitions for use in Europe. He is now planning
the mutualization of the Equitable Life Assurance So-

ciety, control of which he purchased after leaving the

powder company. He is building a $2,000,000 model
road to run 100 miles through Delaware.

"Prof." L. P. Burrows, the Canadian "nickel wonder,"
should receive some attention from the automobile-

manufacturers syndicate that is seeking more gasoline.

Burrows last year secured a patent in Canada for a

method of "treating coal and other material." He pas.«es

superheated steam, or gases therefrom, over heated bitu-

minous coal in a chamber or digester from which air is

excluded and, according to the patent specifications, con-

verts the coal "into magnetic and nonmagnetic metal-

liferous substances and a carbonaceous substance, without

loss of original weight. . . .In various precipitating

tanks, other solid and liquid products are collected and
the gas finally leaving the last precipitating tank may be

used for burning to give light or heat. In the evolved

liquids will be found hydrocarbons of commercial value,

liaint, lubricating oil, illuminating oil (corresponding to

kerosene) and a higher distillate (corresponding to gaso-

line or petrol.)" When the country becomes commercially

blockaded, as Germany now is, it may be practical to use

benzene as a basis for motor spirit. After patenting the

manufacture of water gas, et al., this fertile inventor

applied superheated steam or gases therefrom to Sudbury
nickel ores in a similar digester

—

et voila 1e nicl-el!

Sounds like one of Garnier's stories. The patent specifi-

cation is interesting reading and should be secured by

anyone contemplating a monotonous railway jounrey. "The
nickel ore to be treated is taken direct from the mine and
crushed to about -iO-mesh. It is then put in the digester

and treated with a gaseous reagent [obtained by the

superheating -of steam] . . . It' not present in the

ore, nitrous and chlorine substances may be added as

fluxes. The refined nickel and other products will be

recovered from the digester after the operation." E.x-

tremely simple; and the cost—well, never mind the cost.

One of the "political metallurgists" in the Canadian

])arliament stated the other day that TO lb. of powder

obtained by this method from 100 lb. of Sudbury ore

would give 50 lb. of metal—containing iron, nickel, cop-

per and what not—that would be as etfective in alloying

steel as pure nickel. Thus is emphasized—from the polit-

ical metallurgical standpoint—the futility of the elalwrate

aiul costly plants erected by the ^lond and International

companies lor smelting and refining this '>ro. Yet these

companies have some eminent metallur„;.-t> in their em-

ploy, and it is just as well to await r report befoiv

stampeding to the new alchemy.
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John Boyle. Jr . of Kingman, Ariz., is now at Los Angeles.

G. E. Wolcott. recently at Cripple Creek, Colo., is now at

Kingman, Arizona.

H. G. Officer of New York has gone to Chile for the

Andes Exploration Co.

Roy F. Heath has gone from Des Moines, Iowa to White
Sulphur Springs. Montana.

C. A. Phelps, recently at Columbus, Ohio, is now at the

Great Falls mine. Potomac, Maryland.

R. B. Lamb, of New York, is in the Oatman district, Ariz.,

and expects to be there for several weeks.

H. C. Wilmot has joined the staff of the Andes Exploration
Co., having sailed from Xew York on May 6 for Santiago
de Chile.

B. Dawson Coleman has resigned his position as a director

of the Pennsylvania Steel Co. and also of the Cornwall Ore
Banks Co.

George E. Parish has been appointed consulting engi-

neer for the Tri-Bullion Smelting and Development Co., of

Xew York.

Dr. 'W^. F. M. Goss, dean of the college of engineering of

the University of Illinois, has been appointed an associate

member of the Naval Consulting Board.

Charles Fell, superintendent of the pipe mill of the Na-
tional Tube Co. at Lorain. Ohio, has been appointed manager
of the plant in place of Max M. Suppes, deceased.

F. W. Waterman, chief engineer of the steel plant at

Lorain, Ohio, has been appointed general manager of the

new tube mill, which is to be erected at Gary, Indiana.

Chas. L. Fay. of Wilkes-Barre, Penn., has been appointed
head of the safety and welfare department of the Davis Coal
and Coke Co. with headquarters at Cumberland, Maryland.

Dr. Francis Church Lincoln, director of the Mackay School

of Mines of the University of Nevada at Reno, will sail from
New York on May 27 on his way to Peru and Bolivia on min-
ing business.

John McNeill, former superintendent of construction and
and reduction for the Cariman Mining and Milling Co., Cari-

bou and Cardinal, Colo., has gone into the mercantile busi-

ness at 4301 S. Broadway, Denver, Colorado.

Alfred H. Brooks. Sidney Paige, H. G. Ferguson and J. F.

Hunter. Jr., of the U. S. Geological Survey, have joined the

military training camp, which is being held at Fort Orgle-

thorpe, Ga., during the month of May.

R. D. Montgomery, manager of the San Vicente mine in

Mexico, has gone to Los Angeles for a two months' vacation.

Shortage of water at the mine has handicapped operations

and only 10 stamps are dropping.

R. T. Bayliss. chairman of the Exploration Co., of London,
was struck by a Zeppelin bomb on Apr. 26 and was so severely

injured that it was nece.'sary to amputate an arm. According
to a cable dispatch received in New York Ma.v 9 he was mak-
ing as good progress as could be expected. His many Ameri-
can friends will express their deep sympathy for him in this

great misfortune.

Miss Josephine Patten, secretary of the State Board of

Water Control, is the first woman secretary of the California
St.T(e Commission. Miss Patten succeeded Louis R. Glavis as
sfctTft.iry of the State Conservation Commission in 1913.

Sh<- has been connected with water problems in the West.
ha- . l.rpun her experience as private secretary to Con-
ci'

-

fi K.nnedy of Iowa. Following that she was chief
rlf'k M the Ceneral Land Offlce at Portland, Ore., where she
handlpfl Uie clerical work for the famous Alaska gold land
case. She was transferred to Great Falls, Mont., and later to

the U. S. Forest Reservo.

Dr. Davi<l Starr Jordan will retire at the end of the pres-
ent semester from the position of chancellor of Stanford Uni-
versity and will have the title t,t chancellor emeritus. Dr.

Jordon's retiremeni i,s automatic, lie having reached the age of
6.T years prescrlbul !. the rules of the board of trustees. He
was the first pre.wMl. ni of Stanford University and has been
with the institution ;;,", years. He is the author of numerous
books and pamphlit.s. He has held the position of ,-issist-

nnt U. S. Fish Commi-^.-iloner for many years and also hild the
ost of International ("..mmissioner of Fisheries. He was
ief dirpctor In the w( ihl peace foundation In 1910. In 1909

I 191 'i he was presidetu of the American Association for the

A A-ano ment of Science.

Charles Albert Davis died in Washington April 9. aged .Sa

years. He was well known for his investigations on peat and
allied subjects and was peat expert in the U. S. Bureau of

Mines.

William J. Leddell died at Summit, N. J., April 27, aged 69

years. He was in early life well known as a mining engineer,
but later engaged in smelting and the manufacture of al-

loys. He was president of the Leddell Metal Co.. which has
a plant in Long Island City.

Enos M. Barton died at Biloxi, Miss., May 3, aged 72 years.

He was for 20 years president of the Western Electric Co..

retiring in 1908. since which time he has been chairman of
the board of directors. He "was born in Jefferson County, N.

Y. When a boy, be commenced work as a telegraph operator
and was employed in that way for a number of years, inci-

dentally finding time to take courses at the University of
Rochester and in New York City. About 1S69. he went into

partnership with G. W. Shawk and later with Elisha Gray,
the firm taking the Western Union repair shop at Cleveland,
Ohio, and engaging in the manufacture of electrical appa-
ratus. In 1S72. the Western Electric Manufacturing Co. was
incorporated to continue and enlarge the business of the firm.

This continued until 1879. when it was reorganized on a larger
scale and removed to Chicago. Mr. Barton was vice-president
of the reorganized company until 1887, when he was made
president to succeed the late General Anson Stager. Mr.
Barton was concerned mainly with the administrative side of
the business, but his practical knowledge of electricity was
frequently brought into use and he took out several import-
ant patents, especially on switchboards. The business of
the company grew so that its business was transferred from
the original shops in Chicago to the extensive plant at Haw-
thorne near Chicago. Mr. Barton made his home at Hins-
dale. 111., where he established a large dairy farm. He was a
trustee of the University of Chicago and a governing member
of the Art Institute.

>©CSETSE^

American Society of Mechanical Kn^ineers— The final

meeting of the New York Section for the season was held
May 9. when a paper was read by H. G. Stott. The section
is arranging for a series of excursions to points of interest

about New York, during the summer.
Mining and MetallurKieal Society—The next meeting of the

New York Section will be held on the evening of May 18

at the Engineers' Club, No. 32 West 40th Street. New York.
An illustrated lecture will be delivered by Dr. H. M. Payne.

.\merican Bleetrochemical Society—A joint meeting of the
New York sections of the American Institute of Mining Engi-
neers and the American Electrochemical Society was to be
held May 12. The topic of the evening was fiot.ttion; the
speakers being Geo. D. Van Arsdale: "The Mechanism of
Flotation," and Wilder D. Bancroft: "The Theory of Flota-
tion."

Joint Committee on Military BnKlneerinfc—The Chicago
Elevated Ry. s.vstem through its president. Britten I. Budd,
and the Peoples Gas Light and Coke Co.. Chicago, through
its vice-president, E. J. E. Ward, have just subscribed for 25

memberships each on the Chicago Joint Committee on Mili-

tary Engineering. These memberships will be given to em-
plrpytes of these concerns. The Joint Committee was founded
less than three weeks ago by men all of whom are members
of all the varibus technical organizations In Chicago, In-

cluding the local branches of the four nation.il engineering
societies. The Joint Committee already has outlined a pro-
gram consisting of a series of lectures by representatives of
the Corps of Engineers of the United States Army. Engineer
officers of the National Guard will conduct inspection trips

bringing out the military phases of road building, bridge
construction and sanitary engineering iti militar.v camps,
other phases of military engineering will be added to the
program later. The first open meeting was held April 15, in

the rooms of the Western Society of Engineers where an-
nouncements were made concerning the work. From 25

founders the membership has jumped to over 200 and new ap-
plications are coming In daily. The first lecture was given
Thursday, Apr. 20, by Lieutenant-Colonel W. V. Judson. Corps
of Engineers, U. S. A., Chicago, at the Hamilton Club, Chi-
cago.
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SA.\ FRA.VCISCO—May 3

Striking Mng'neHitc and Chroniite Miners in the Porterville
district, who were persuaded by agitators to demand an S-hr.

day and increased pay on May 1, have returned to work. Out
of 650 men employed in the district only 25 failed to return
to work and all vacant places were filled immediately. Mine
owners say none of the 25 who stayed out will be reemployed,
on the ground that they are professional agitators. Threaten-
ing letters are reported to have been received by truck driv-
ers employed by the Porterville Magnesite Co., and the drivers
immediately armed themselves and prepared to meet any
attacks that might be made. The prompt action on the part
of the mine operators and the men will probably stop any
further demonstration on the part of the agitators.

Not Only Huokworni but Tuberculosis is said to be menac-
ing the miners of California, according to a preliminary report
recently filed by Joseph H. White, special agent of the Indus-
trial Accident Commission. Investigation of deaths of min-
ers recorded at Jackson, Amador County, shows that of 116
deaths, SS'/r were due to tuberculosis and only 20% due to
accidents. The average age of miners dying from tubercu-
losis is given at 46 years. This report is a preliminary step
to a survey for determining the prevention of tuberculosis
among miners of California and to suggest a remedy. Mr.
White, as sanitary engineer of the U. S. Bureau of Mines and
the Industrial Accident Commission, has rendered his prelimi-
nary report of investigation of the hookworm, in connection
with Dr. J. G. Cumming, of the State Board of Health, Exam-
ination of 1,000 miners indicated that approximately 407},

were infected with hookworm. The survey of hookworm
conditions will be continued for a period of about three years.

Tlie Cronn Reserve Mining Co., of Cobalt, Ont., recently
issued a report of its operation at Dedrick, Trinity County,
Calif., where the Globe Consolidated Mines have been put into
the producing class. A vigorously prosecuted exploration
campaign resulted in the taking of this property under lease
by the Globe Consolidated Lease, Inc., the control of which is

owned by the Crown Reserve. The property consists of ap-
proximately 2,500 acres of mineral lands, with water power,
timber and other mining essentials; the equipment includes
crushing and cyanide mill, power house, machine shop, saw
mill; in fact everything necessary for the extraction and
treatment of about 100 tons of ore per day. The property
has produced about $650,000, the ore averaging $10 per ton.

The oreshoot is reported to be 1,500 ft. long, averaging 6 ft.

wide and containing ore assaying about $9 per ton. The ore
has been worked out in the upper levels and it is upon the
continuation of the oreshoot to greater depth that the
company depends for future profitable operation. The Globe
Consolidated is one of the few paying quartz mines in Trinity
County. The county contains large areas of gold-bearing
quartz, which have lacked development largely because of the .

expensive haul by team from the Southern Pacific R.R., which
runs through the west side of Shasta County, at a distance of
from 30 to 70 mi. Since Trinity County has never had a
railroad nor a flour mill, it will be readily understood that the
cost of living is high. Automobiles for passenger service are
gradually putting the old horse-stages out of commission, but
horses still have the lead in hauling heavy freight.

DEXVKK—May 4

Tetrnheclrite in Beinc Found In Cripple Creek at a depth
of 1,350 ft. in the Buena Vista vein of the Isabella company; at
about the same depth in the Blue Bird vein; on the 1,300 level

of the Portland; on the 1,200 level of the Vindicator; and on
the 15th level of the Moose. Wherever this mineral is thus far
found, it accompanies high gold content, and in the Moose, the
ore is also rich in silver.

The Tungsten Area Is Seine' Kxpnnded. The deposits in

northern Colorado, heretofore spoken of as the Boulder fleld,

are now known to extend into the neighboring county, Gil-
pin, for a considerable distance to the south. It was the
knowledge of this fact that decided the officials of the Rare
Metdls Ore Co. (same personnel as the Vindicator Consolidated
Gold Mining Co.) to erect the splendid tungsten-concentration
mill now under construction at KoUinsville. Among recent
ilisclosures of tungsten in Gilpin County is one in the property
of the Pioneer Mining Co. at Apex. This ground was opened
for gc'd-mining purposes and a crosscut was driven about

700 ft. to intersect the Martin vein. While drifting in this
vein, a 6-in. streak of fine tungsten ore has been developed
alongside a good gold-bearing shoot. The metal has been
mined further south on Chigan Hill, close to Blackhawk.
The flurry this week in the tungsten market does not deter
prospectors, operators, nor deals in properties. Among promi-
nent transfers is the purchase of the Chris Bracken group of
four claims in the Sugar Loaf district of Boulder County by
A. H. Carlisle, of New York.

BUTTE, MOXT, May 4

Work Wan Resumed at Ophir Mine on May 2 after a long
idleness. The mine is in the southern section of the Butte
district and belongs to the reorganized Butte Central Mining
Co. A force of 15 men was put at work repairing and putting
machinery in shape for operation. As soon as machinery is

ready, shaft will be unwatered and sinking to 2,500 level will
be started. The shaft is now down 700 ft. The Ophir was a
prominent silver producer in the past and is expected to show
considerable amounts of zinc ore in depth.

-\naeonda Broke All Previous Reeords in metal production
during April. Copper produced at Great Falls and Washoe
plants amounted to 33,300,000 lb., the largest production in

any one month. Although figures of silver, zinc, lead and
gold production are not given out. they too will surpass
previous records. Estimates of production of silver, as a
byproduct, are close to 2.000,000 oz. Work on the company's
zinc properties and on the zinc concentrator at Anaconda and
refinery at Great Falls is being pushed to the limit and next
three months will bring this big additional output of company
into market. The annual meeting of the stockholders will be
held on May 17 at Anaconda.

A Federal Nitrogen Plant in Montana was proposed some
time ago by U. S. Senator Walsh of Montana. In a speech
before the Senate a few days ago. Senator Walsh said that
Montana, with its numerous available power sites for almost
unlimited generation of electric power, was an ideal location
for such plants in that the nitrogen obtained would not only
be of immense benefit to the Federal Government in time of
war for tlie manufacture of explosives but also in time of
peace for the manufacture of fertilizers. He urged the Senate
to formulate plans for making the sites, which he mentioned
in detail, available and put them in shape for generating the
power necessary for the manufacture of nitrogen.

The XeM' AVage Scale in Butte probably makes it the high-
est paid all-the-year mining camp in the world. In several
districts higher wages are paid to certain classes of men,
but there is a classification in those districts which gives
helpers, muckers and trammers a less wage than is paid the
miners. In Butte the scale for all these 'S uniform. The
new scale here makes a minimum of $4.50 for regular miners,
$5 for shaft and winze miners, with none of the penalty
restricfions that apply in many of the southern districts.

The labor agitators who predicted a year and a half ago that
the Butte miners would find the company cutting their wages
as soon as there was no recognition of their unions have
proved to be false prophets. The 25,000 men affected are con-
tented and prosperous and there has never been a more satis-

fied or prosperous feeling in the community than exists at

present. The total payrolls of the Butte district have now
passed the $3,000,000 per month mark, and probably are clo -o

to $40,000,000 per year.

S.\I^T LAKE CITY—May 4

Land in Sevier County in the south-central part of the state,

amounting to about 23.000 acres, will be thrown open to entry
June S, according to information received Apr. 2S from Wash-
ington by the local I'nited States land office.

A New Klectrolytie Zinc Plant is to be built by the Daly-
Judge company, which h.is now definitely decided upon a

site—the Smith fleld in Deer Valley. Excavation w.is begun
Apr. 25. Plans and drafting are being done at llie Daly-Judge
mine. M. H. Kuryla is in charge of constru.lion work. An
office is btins built on the ground and it is proposed to build

a concrete road to the plant.

The Mineral I'mdnets Co., at Marysvale. has added a second

unit to its potash plant near the mouth of Cottonwood Cai^on.

This will practically double the output of 20 to 30 tons of
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potassium sulphate daily, in which form the potash is recov-

ered. Construction has been in charge of George Church of

the Westinghouse-Church-Kerr Co.. of Xew York. The separ-

ation of the potash from the alunite has been improved.

Alumina is obtained in pure form as a byproduct.

Further locreases In the Wage Scale are being made by a

number of Utah mines, owing to the advancing price of

metals. On Apr. 2S, the Utah Copper Co. announced another

increase in wages for employees at the mine and mills, this

becoming effective May 1. The notice posted in Bingham
read as follows; "All day labor that has been paid more than

$2.85 per day will receive an advance of 25c. per day and all

day labor that has been paid $2.S5 per day or less will receive

an advance of 20c. per day. this increase to be tffctive as of

Jlay 1. 1916, and to remain in effect while the average monthly
price of copper is 25c. or more per pound, Xew York quota-

tion." The notice posted at the mills at Garfield read: "All

common labor working S hr. will receive an advance of 15c.

per day: all common labor working 9 hr. will receive an

advance of 20c. per day. and all skilled labor will receive an

advance of 25c. per day. The above increase became effective

May 1. and is made dependent on the price of copper." In-

creases of 25c. per shift were made by other mines at Bing-

ham. About 3.500 men at the Utah Copper mine and mills and
about 1.600 men at the other mines in Bingham will be

affected. This is the third increase in wages since Aug. 1.

1915. The Silver King Coalition at Park City has granted

an increase so that none of its underground workers will be

paid less than $3.50 a day. The Chief Consolidated at Tintic

and the contracting company, which is doing development
work for the Chief has increased wages 25c. a day. affecting

about 300 employees. The Centennial-Eureka and the Eagle &
Blue Bell have also increased wages.

O.VTM.W, ARIZ, May 2

Namerous Headframes in Process of Erection in Oatman
give some idea of the extensive development work now in

progress in this district. From the United Western into the

heart of the camp, no less than 15 headframes may be seen in

a distance of Hi mi. Fifteen new companies started active

operations during the past week, the majority of them being

financed and in a position to carry on an extensive campaign
of development. One of the newest companies here is the

Little Jim, just formed by «. L. Wilson, of Los Angeles, who
purchased the Surprise. Prince Albert and A. Y. claims from
Frank Garrison and Lewis R. Wallace. The question of ore-

reduction facilities for the numerous properties now develop-

ing is already being discussed as large bodies of the low-

grade material will not bear transportation out of the district.

JEROMIi:, ARIZ.—May 3
The Vnlted Verde Copper Co. is making preparations to

increase production from 5,000,000 lb. monthly to S,000.000 lb.

in November, by increasing the mine output- The new No. 5

shaft, which is SOO ft. deep from the 1,000-ft. tunnel level,

will handle much of the increased ore production. After the

shaft is concreted from collar to sump, a new electric hoist,

good for 3,000-ft. lift, will be installed. For the purpose of

supplying the reverberatory furnaces with 1,000 tons of

"fines" daily, a crushing-and-screening plant is being installed

at the portal of the tunnel on the 1,000-ft. level.

A Boom for the Jerome District that will compare favor-

ably with the Oatman excitement is what Jerome people are

now expecting. It may not be so fervid as Oatman's but a

steady increase in development work is looked forward to.

All hotel and lodging accommodations are already overtaxed
and incoming trains are crowded to capacity. If the present
rate of increase holds throughout the summer, the original

population of 3,500 will be doubled. New companies are being
formed, old mines being developed, and everybody is buying
an.l talking mining stocks. The United Verde Copper Co.

W'll employ 500 more men, the United Verde Extension con-
tinues to add to its force, and perhaps a dozen other more or
less t!ev.-loped properties will employ additional men. The
United Verde Extension has ordered a new compressor and
other machinery to facilitate development on the 1,400-ft.

level and tlie sinking of a winze from the 1.400- to the 1.600-ft.

level. A f'te for a smelting plant is said to be under consid-
eration. Tlie Copper Chief, owned by the Hayden Development
Co.. has let a contract for frf iKhtlng 30 tons daily to Clark-
dale. Engineers are on the ground mapping out development
work to explore recent copper find. The Jerome-Verde has
let a contract for th- construction of a road. 2.100 ft. long, to

the new shaft site, l.r.oo ft. from the main shaft of the United
Verde Extension. .\ft<r the road Is completed, machinery will

be placed and the tl..ift sunk to at least 1,000 ft. depth.
Jerome-Verde has also entered into a contract with United
Verde Extension, by v.hich the latter will perform 150 ft.

•f development monthly in the mines of the former from the
itter company's deep working.'.

W .\l,L.VCE. lO.iHO—May 3

Profits of Cfpur d'Alene Minins Companies in 1915 approxi-
mated $10,500,000, as compared with $6,031,406 in 1914. accord-

ing to the sworn statements made to the assessor of Shoshone
County. The notable features of the returns this year are the

extraordinary earnings of the Interstate-Callahan and Suc-
cess mines, both zinc producers, and the fact that the opera-
tions of the Morning mine of the Federal company have
become highly profitable. The Gold Hunter appears for the

first time among the profit earners.

JOPLIX, MO.—May 5
Xine Thonsand Tons per Week is the estimated output Of

blende from the Joplin district now. and this total will be
slightly increased soon by new concentrating plants now
about ready.

A Zinc Smeltery at Qninton, Okla., is the plan of Joplin
capitalists and some outsiders. Jesse Starr, a Joplin banker,
is reported to be backing the proposition but states there is

nothing for publication in regard to the plan at this time. A
company has been organized with §150,000 capital.

The Greatest Producer this district has seen is claimed for

the Blue Goose mine, near Cardin, Okla. This mine, operated
by the Commerce Mining and Royalty Co., is now making 40

tons of high-grade zinc concentrates daily with only a 350-ton
mill. There is said to be enough ore blocked out for 25 years'

work.
Coiiperative Smeltery Plans are still being pushed by James

F. Gallagher, and he announces today that his backers from
the East are starting for Joplin today. Identity of interests

they represent will be kept secret until the required 3,000

tons of zinc ore is actually contracted. Mr. Gallagher says he
already has 2,000 tons promised and that he believes scheme
will be given trial. Operators generally are reported as un-
decided about the proposition.

DULVTH. MIXX.—May 5

Lake Superior Iron-Ore Dock Facilities are listed in the
accompanying table, compiled by the engineering department
of the Duluth & Iron Range R.R.:

Number of Capacity
Port and Railroad Docks Pockets in Tons

Escanaba, C. & N. W 4 ....
Ashland. C. & N. W 2 1,734 360,100
Two Harbors, D. & I. R 6 S78 168,900
Duluth, D. M. & N 4 1,536 288,000
Superior, G. N 4 1.192 357.600
Superior, N. P 1 102 35,700
Marquette, South Shore 1 200 45,000
Marquette, L. S. & 1 1 200 50,000
Ashland, Soo Line 1 314 31,400
Superior, Soo Line 1 300 90,000
Escanaba, C. M. & St. P 2 480 90,000
Michipicoten, Ont., Algoma Central 1 12
Key Harbor, Ont., C. N. & 1 20 2,000

The Total Storage at the Lake Ore Docks is equal to 1,518,-

700 tons. There are 29 docks with 6,9.'^S pockets. About $20,-

000.000 are invested in ore docks, six of which are built of

steel and concrete. The docks listed in the above table will

be operative this season.

Cuynna Range Prospectors are now drilling north of Crom-
well. This point is about midway between the Mesabi and
Cuyuna ranges and the exploration is regarded here as another
effort to establish a line of connection betwen the two ranges.

TOROXTO—May 4
Oil Flotation in Cobalt is making good headway, there now

being two plants under construction. The Buffalo is putting
in a plant to treat 600 tons a day. Of this tonnage, 100 tons
will come from the mine and 500 tons from the old tailings
pile. There are about 350,000 tons of concentrator tailings that
will average between 5 and 6 oz. Ag. It is interesting to note
.n this connection that the Buffalo is distilling pine oil from
some of the old stumps around the property. It has succeeded
in drawing the attention of the government to the work and
the latter has decided to have the Mines Department and
the Forestry Department investigate the feasibility of install-

ing plants for the production of pine oil from northern Ontario
woods. The McKinley-Darragh is installing a 175-ton flotation

plant. This will treat only tailings from the mill and will

not attempt to treat old tailings piles. In the bed of Cobalt
Lake and in that vicinity are large tonnages of tailings from
the McKlnley-Darragh, Niplssing, Cobalt Lake and the North-
ern Customs concentrator. In another section of the camp are
tailings piles from the Hudson Bay, Buffalo and Coniagas.
Plans are now under way for the formation of a company
that would install plants for the treatment of all those
tailings. The companies owning the tailings would be alloted

stock in proportion to the estimated tonnage, the majority of

the stock to go to the people who put up the plant and under-
take the financing of the proposition. It is understood that

John M. Callow, of the Callow pneumatic system of flotation,

is Interested: the General Engineering Co., of Salt Lake, has
opened a branch office In Cobalt and has installed a miniature
flotation plant for testing purposes.
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AliASKA
ALASKA MEXICAN fTreadwell)—Crushed in March 18,025,

yield, $23,287; operating expenses, $27,780; construction, $5,-
652; loss, $10,145; yield per ton, $1.30.

ALASKA TREADWELL (Treadwell)—Crushed in March
80.871 tons; yield $132,fiSl; operating expenses $103,592; con-
struction $10,400; net profit $18,689; yield per ton, $1.66.

ALASKA UNITED (Treadwell)—Crushed in March, Ready
Bullion. 24.530 tons; 700-Ft. Claim, 22,365; yield $45,552 and
$32,153. Ready Bullion net profit. $4,426; 700-Ft. Claim loss.
$10,956; yield per ton, $1.87 and $1.45.

ALASKA GASTINEAU (Juneau)—April estimates, 165,930
tons milled, heads 94c. per ton. extraction 78.71';; ; last seven
days, about 40.000 tons of $1.40 ore was milled and overrun
may bring heads up to March grade, $1.03. Grade expected
to improve in May and June. Tonnage may be increased after
middle of June when new slopes east of shaft should be ready.

KENNECOTT (Kennecott)—Copper shipments from Alaska
for eight months ended February amounted to slightly over
69,000,000 lb., an increase of more than 200% over correspond-
ing shipments of previous year. Product from Bonanza,
Jumbo and Beatson mines has overtaxed capacity of Ta-
coma plant and some of product now going to Garfield, Utah,
and thence to Eastern refinery.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

JOHNSON COPPER DEVELOPMENT (Johnson) — Shaft
now down 675 ft.

GORDON (Benson)—American Tungsten Co. said to have
optioned these mines, 12 nil. southwest of Benson, to Colorado
tungsten operators.

PERRY & SELLIGER (Johnson)—Have leased group of 9
tungsten claims from J. H. Getzwiller and have put large
force of men to work; will pay 30% royalty on net returns.

Gila County
INSPIRATION (Miami)—On account of mine production

being ahead of mill consumption, mines were down 24 hr. re-
cently; mill taking 14,000 tons daily.

Greenlee County
SHANNON (Clifton)—The 150-ton pilot leaching plant for

commercial-scale treatment of mill tailings and semi-oxidizecJ
ore is to be ready by July.

Maricopa County
RED ROVER (Phcenix)—F. Gillespi and other Oklahoma

City men bought Red Rover silver-copper propertv, 50 mi.
north of Phcenix.

Mohave County
UNITED WESTERN (Oatman)—Drifting in ore on 500-ft.

level; new compressor installed.

O.'VTMAN UNITED (Oatman)—New compressor in place
and shaft sinking in progre.'^s.

OATMAN COMBINATION (Oatman)—Shaft at depth of 100
ft. encountered low-grade v.ein.

OATM.-VN LEADER (Oatman)—Shaft being timbered; hoist
and compressor being installed.

TOM REED, JR. (Oatman)—Station is being cut at 300-ft.
level and crosscutting will be started.

TOM REED (Oatman)—High-grade ore reported cut in
crosscut at 575-ft. level of Black Eagle shaft.

Pima County
GLANCE (Twin Buttes)—E. G. Bush has increased ore ship-

m.ents to El Paso from 4 cars to 6 cars per week.
ARIZONA NO. 6 (Twin Buttes)—Has been purchased by

William Read, of Tucson, who has begun sinking new shaft
Vein assaying 8 to 22% copper and 10 oz. silver was opened
recently.

CARDIGAN & MYERS (Cornelia)—Group of 30 claims, ad-
joining New Cornelia, transferred to Michigan syndicate.
NEW ATLAS MINES CO. (Silverbell)—Crosscut from sur-

face to tap S6-ft. shaft is in rich oopper-zinc ore. Twelve
carloads ore recently shipped from shaft averaged $30. Prop-
erty consists of five patented claims, 2.000 ft. from Arizona
Southern spur from Redrock to Silverbell.

Pinal County
HOUSE (Casas Grandes) — Pierce & Dewev. Inc., have

taken over this old mine; have 21 men at work. Report
rich strike of copper glance.

Yavapai County
LAWLER, WOOD & CONNERS have shipped 1 1.^ tons 70%tungsten ore from their claims in Eureka district.
UNITED VERDE EXTENSION (Jerome)—New 1,500-cu ftcompressor on ground; will be operating in 30 days.
CALUMET & JEROME (Jerome)—The Shattuck-Arizona

company Has option and will probably begin development
soon. Group comprises 188 acres and has 100-ft. shaft and
l.lOO-ft. tunnel.
JEROME CONSOLIDATED GOLD MINES (Jerome)—New

corporation, organized by A. E. Weidnian. of the Three Medals
Co.. to take over 6 claims located recentlv bv John Perez.
3 mi. north of the Three Medals propertv. A 16-in. streak in
quartz ledge carries high gold.

C.tLIFORM.l
Aniailor County

killld^Am- '^!.7^^n^tf,/,?^"''^
Creek)-Peter Zurich, miner.

r^AJ.i5 „f^P • ^' P" ?""" 'evel: examining or repairing gas
Lopezr neck^'brokem' "''"'''' °" ^"""^ ^'' "" ^^^^'^'^ "^ ^•

nnenert'l^!^ J^'"''"''"'^'''''
<''"'" '"'"•^- ^°"B idle, may be re-

^Frnul »nri p1'''"?^'U'',, '"!"•,^""""K whom are John F. Arm-
neai 5.>fiSom

Erhart. formerly manager Channel mine

decfri^d'^t^'^V J^V^.'^^'*-
'Sutter Creek)—At annual meeting.

stamps in° operation.
"^^ development campaign; 20 of 40

Butte County

nnr^t^n^^/^f^ °°^° DREDGE CO. (Oroville)—New incor-
?2^ U *° ^^^^- "^'^'' mining operations of Oro Water, Lightand Power Co. in Butte and Calaveras Counties.

'-'Bm

CalaveraH County

F» ir^m.^„°.^f
(Melones)—Sylvester Martini died en route toI'airmont hospital San Francisco. Apr. 19, from injuries re-ceived from explosion of missed hole.

MALTMAN (Angels Camp)—Reported propertv purchasedby Italians and active development in progress; propertv on
mi^ls

"^ ^^^'''^' ^'shtner. Sultana and Ikgels

Inyo County
..«„£'^^??^'^ HILL DISTRICT, southeast of Big Pine, reportslecent discovery of silver-lead ores and 18 men employed.

tons^non?h?°^'^°
(Keeler)—Shipments approximate" 1,000

AERC)PLANE (Bishop)—High-grade scheelite disclosednear surface; A. G. Clark, of Los Angeles, owner; L. E Portersuperintendent. = .
i v.. «.<=,

r.rn^JinJ.^'^'^^ ,??^i^ (Bishop)—Jesse Riley and WilliamDrouillard installed Huntington mill to treat high-grade gold
ore. Lead-silver ore discovered by Riley, 3 mi. from Southern
irielle.

YANEY & MacIVER (Bishop)—Tunnel disclosed scheeliterunning better_ than 10% tungsten. While doing explorationwork about 2d tons of ore extracted, running 1% tungstenand about $25 in gold, silver and copper.
esx.':"

Kern County
TUNGSTEN CLAIMS south of the old Black Hawk minenear Randsburg. reported purchased bv J. W. Key and WM. Fox. of Taft.

SUNDOWN (Randsburg)—Property near the Sunshinetaken over by J. McPhee and will be developed bv shaft.
ROYAL & PHILLIPS (Randsburg)—Work beiun on thisantimony property where well-defined ledge reported un-covered for 350 ft.

= r -u

YELLOW ASTER (Randsburg)—First quarter showed in-
creased returns. Orebody above average grade lately opened
at depth. C. H. Fry. superintendent.

SUNSHINE (Randsburg)—About $2,000 worth of tungsten
ore taken out of a hole 3 ft. long 2 ft. wide and about 1 ft. deep
on the surface. Shaft at 15 ft. disclosed high-grade scheelite
vein. Jesse Jewett and Grant Illingworth. lessees.

Nevada County
MURCHIE (Nevada City)—Henry W. Miller, representing^ew lork men. reported to have taken option. Mine may be

unwatered; is equipped with hoist and 10-stamp mill.
UNION (Nevada City)—Ten days more will be required tounwater mine sufficiently to permit an investigation \ cavewas encountered in shaft av drain tunnel and as far down as

200 level there is accumulation of sediment which renders
pumping difficult. Examination will be made bv J. Nelson
Nevius. of Pasadena.

EMPIRE MINES AND INVESTMENT CO. (Grass Vallev)—Final payment made on Pennsylvania mine reported: also
acquisition of full ownership of Town Talk placer mine and
Body, Bogue and Manion properties. Company maintaining
large production from both Empire and Pennsylvania and
developing on 4,600 level. At the Empire, 60 "stamps are
dropping and 20 at the I'ennsylvania.

Sliaita County
MOUNTAIN (Keswick)—Heavy shipments of higK-,grade

copper ore and concentrates are going to the company's smel-
tery at Martinez.

GARDELLA DREDGE (Redding)—Dredge built on Clear
Creek, 3 mi. from Redding, put in commission during week
ended Apr. 30. Property is known as the McCormick-SHltzer
farm, containing 3.000 acres, much of it being good dredging
ground.
MAMMOTH (Kennett)—The Fridnv-Lowden tunnel started

4 months ago is now in 1.400 ft. Rate of drivins? increased to
15 ft. a day. When completed the tunnel will be 4,000 ft.
long and out the ore zone 400 ft. deeper than i hv lowest work-
ing in the Mammoth. Estimated cost is api 'i>;imately $10(1,-
000. At sniolter.v. three furnaces are in op. i •;! producing:
over 1.700,000 lb. of copper per month. M st of ore comes
from Mammoth mines, but 300 tons a d:i ire taken from
Balaklala. and a small tonnage from iV. onhorn. besides
siliceous gold and silver ores for fluxing.
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Tulare Connty
NEW MAGNESITE mines are to be served by an exten-

sion of the Porterville Northeastern R.R., south from Success.
Last year company built branch to Tulare Mining Co. proper-
ties at Magnesite. .A.n average of 50 carloads of magnesite
consigned weekly from Porterville to Eastern points.

Yuba County
MARYSVILLE DREDGING (Marigold)—Marigold No. 5

started digging May 6; operating smoothly.

RED RAVINE (Marysville)—At annual meeting, voted to
raise $20,000 for development. Mine in Dobbins district and
should have been producing but for special difficulties. H. A.
Geach, secretary-treasurer.

COLORADO
Boulder County

FERBERITE is name of new town that has grown up in
the vicinity of Duncan and Black Prince mines in Boulder
Caiion. Several cottages and group of tents erected and ap-
plication made for post office. A large force employed by
Jijhn Duncan and associates, in development of mines and
erection of mill.

EAGLE ROCK MINING AND MILLING CO. (Boulder)—An
addition to mill has been made; about 100 men employed.

BOL'LDER TUNGSTEN PRODUCTION CO. (Boulder) —
Clark tunnel now in about 800 ft., cut four promising veins
containing tungsten ore. Mill in operation at maximum ca-
pacity. About 150 men employed.

Clear Creek and Gilpin County
WIDE WEST (Georgetown)—This Leavenworth Mountain

property being reopened.
RED OAK MINING CO. (Georgetown)—Development fund

of $25,000 subscribed by Iowa men to reopen this property.
JOSEPHINE (Georgetown)—This West Argentine property

being developed by Stephens Bros, of Georgetown. Shippeij
$50 ore by sorting.

PIONEER (Central City)—Crosscut intersected Martin vein
at 560 ft from portal. Tungsten ore. 2 to 6 in. wide dis-
closed for 50 ft. Active development in progress.

FRENCH FLAG (Idaho Springs)—New high-grade gold-
silver oreshoot opened in the 235-ft. level south heading.
Payable ore on 135-ft. level also and the 315-ft. level will be
advanced to cut Silver Age vein. Machinery for new 45-ton
mill ordered, equipment includes crushers, jigs and Wilfley
tables. Company estimates IS. 000 tons of $7 ore in old slopes;
a ratio of concentration of 14:1; and a saving of 60 to TS^c.

San ^li^ruel County
COPPER RIVET (Sinbad)—Contract awarded to Michael

O'Neill for development tunnel.

LIBERTY BELL (Telluride)—New high-pressure pipe line
will be installed to carry water from Deer Trail Basin to
Liberty Bell mill.

TOMBOY (Telluride)—In April mill ran 28 days; crushed
12.000 tons, yielding $41,000 bullion, $49,000 in concentrates;
expenses, $60,650; operating profit, $29,350.

SANTA CRUZ (Ophir)—Being developed by Wichmann
and Myers of Ophir. High-grade ore opened and a carload
from development shipped to smeltery at Durango.

Teller County
ROOSEVELT DRAINAGE TUNNEL advanced 235 ft. in

.\pril; cut watercourse in Elkton ground.
GRANITE (Victor)—Large electric hoist, furnished by

Wcllman-Seaver-Morgan Co., for Dillon shaft.
BLUE BIRD (Cripple Creek)—I. ,T. Russell, leasing on

dump, shipped 10 carloads averaging $4.60 per ton to Golden
C.vcle mill.

ID.VHO
Sho.«ihone County

MARSH (Burke)—Operated at loss of $69,026 in 1914 and
of $63,791 in 1915. according to report just issued for these
two years; W. Earl Greenough, manager. Annual meeting
to be held June 13, when change in control is expected.
Shipped 400 tons of ore and concentrates in March, said to
have netted $55 per ton.

.MI.SSOURI
A 10% WAGE INCRE.XSE for miners was announced on

May 4 by leading mining companies in southeast Missouri
field. The increase in wages since last June is about 30%.

Joplin DiHtriet
A. P. GIPSON (Joplin)—Purchased 20-acre lease on Bar-

rett land at Porto Rico. Will erect 400-ton mill.
OKANBY (Joplin)—Has completed draining operations at

P.. & H. mine at Chltwood. Ore being taken from three
shafts.

CHILDRESS AND SHELDON (Joplin)—Have taken 493-
acre li-ase in Peacock camp. Will drain land and build 300-
ton mill.

FLANNP.RY ZINC CO. (Sarcoxie)—Property ag:ain In full
operation after installation of Diesel engines. Offices of com-
pany at ('Mithage.

KOMEST1;i:tch JII.VINO ro. (JopUn)—with three men,
obtained 23 tons of high-grade concentrates in one week.
Mine in Barbee Park near old race track.

T. F. COYNE iWebb City)—Has leased Katy C. concentrat-
ing plant and Hiii.ill tract at Prosperity, west of mines re-
cently sold by hlrn lo Briegel and associates.
GRAHAM & Cf(. i.r.iplin)—Have opened one of richest sill-

.riti- mines in reccrii years on li.inkers land. Two carloads

..f ore obtained In on.- week with half-dozen hand Jljgs.

MINNKSOTA
Cnyuno

CUYIINA-DULUTll Mronton)—Orebody on 300 level will
I I; opemd soon, aubst niNilly Increasing output.

HC'lI (Manganese)—operations resumed May 5 with crew
I'l 50 iMcn, under same management as Ferro mine.

CUYUNA-SULTANA (Ironton)—Has bought electrically
driven air compressor of 600 cu,ft, capacity, from Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Co., also Ingersoll-Rand rock drills.

CUYUNA-MILLE LACS (Ironton)—Plan to sink new pro-
duction shaft about 400 ft. from the present shaft. Upon
completion, mine will be electrically equipped.

MesabI Ranf;!:e

HILL (Marble)—Three shovels working night and day in
pit; ore sent to Trout Lake concentrator.

HAWKINS (Nashwauk)—Three shovels in pit; all ore sent
to washery; about 5,000 tons of concenti'ates made daily.

CROSBY (Nashwauk) —Cleveland-Cliffs company has one
shovel in west pit; also milling from north pit. All ore washed
in new plant; 125 men employed.

ARCTURLTS (Marble)—Oliver company has one shovel
stripping. Now uncovering ore in certain places, but bulk
of development will be done in winter.
MEADOW (Aurora)—This Cleveland-Cliffs mine, opened

last fall, was formerly a Jones & Laughlin lease. Under-
ground mine now being operated two shifts.

HOLMAN (Taconite)—Drainage shaft being sunk south
of pit. Shaft of three-compartment type; will be 255 ft. deep,
now 140 ft.; concrete throughout. In pit two shovels at work
in wash ore. One shovel also stripping east side of pit; will
materially enlarge limits. This further stripping necessitated
new shaft.

MONTANA
Deer Lodge County

GOLD COIN (Silver Lake)—Leasers opened gold vein and
plan to start mill.

RELIANCE (Southern Cross)—Butte men incorporated
Montana-Reliance Gold Mining Co. to operate this group, three
claims 4,000 ft. south of Southern Cross mine of Anaconda
company. Old 100-ft. shaft will be sunk to 300 ft. and cross-
cut to vein started.

Granite County
ROYAL BASIN (Maxville)—Operations recently resumed

with 10 men; wagon shipments made. Ore assays 4% to 5%
Cu.

BROOKLYN (Princeton)—Construction of 100-ton mill and
water-power plant progressing with crew of 40 men; to be
ready July 1. Water conveyed by flume from Finlay Basin,
4 mi. distant, 400-ft. head being acquired, and 150 hp. gener-
ated.

Le«-is and Clark County
NORTHWESTERN METALS CO. (Helena)—Declared bank-

rupt Apr. 25. Liabilities $65,000. Several years ago company
erected a $250,000 plant near Helena for treating ores by a
complicated chlorination process.

BEHM (Helena)—Preparations being made to operate this
mine in Blue Cloud district for tungsten. Mine worked orig-
inally for gold, scheelite being thrown on dump as worth-
less. Old iOO-ft. shaft dewatered and prospecting started.

MiNHoula Connty
TARBOX (Saltese)—Three shifts preparing property for

mining. Sawmill ordered. New niill and a compressor plant
to be, constructed this summer.

LAST CHANCE (Saltese)—Development being carried on;
shipments of gold-silver-copper ore will commence as soon
as snow is gone.

Po«-ell County
MONTANA GOLD MINES CO. (liearmouth)—Incorporated

to take over Mammoth group at Coloma, in Garnet district, 12
mi. north of Bearmouth, on N. P. Ry. Equipment consists of
10-stamp mill, hoist, compressor, shops. Ore blocked out esti-
mated at 10,000 tons. New company to continue development.

Silver Bow County
E.\ST BUTTE EXTENSION (Butte)—Orebody disclosed in

No. 6 shaft averaging 15% in copper and 20 oz. silver per ton.
Shipments being made to East Butte smeltery.

EAST SIDE MINING CO. (Butte)—Has taken 50.000 shares
of Bullwhacker stock at 50c. a share. Rapid progress being
made at property, and shipments increased materially.

BUTTE-DULUTH (Butte)—Bondholders endeavoring to in-
tervene in suit brought for purpose of selling property, alleg-
ing claim superior to those of miners and other workmen for
wages.

BUTTE & GREAT FALLS (Butte)—Crosscut on 500-tt.
levtl tapped V. G. vein. 210 ft. from shaft. Drifting on this
v<in and orosscutting continued to intersect Dewey and Gene-
vieve veins.

BUTTE * SUPERIOR (Butte)—Mined and milled in April
51.000 tons, from which 15,700 tons of concentrates were
secured. Zinc in concentrate.s, about 16,500,000 lb.; silver, 340,-
000 oz. About 10 tons lead concentrates m.ade per day.

Bl'TTE-BALLAKLAVA (Butte)—Reports that recent slump
in stock was due to reduction in output and e.\haustion of
ore reserves decl.ired unfounded by mananement, which al-
leges equipment inadequate to handle both waste and ore.

BUTTE & I^ONDON (Butte)—Shaft sunk 90 ft. and entire
dlstiiiue timbered in month of April; now down to 1,535 ft.

Work done by Rainbow Development Co. under contract and
is considered a record in Butte. New electric pump will be
installed on 1,600 level.

NIOVAOA
Ilumlxilalf County

ROCHIOSTER MIORGKR (Rochester)—South drift. No. 4
vein. Pitt tunnel, encountered high grade; milling ore cross-
cut for 4 5 ft.

ROCHESTER MINES CO. (Rochester)—Recent bullion ship-
ment $20,000 for flrst half April. On East vein at 800 ft. on
dip, oreshoot opened for 350 ft., maximum width 30 ft.
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Lincoln County

CONSOLIDATED NEVADA-UTAH (Pioche)—New mill
placed in commission Apr. 15 by superintendent Van Wagenen
and concentrate shipments have started. Mine reopened, Apr,
IS. Some high-grade ore being sorted and shipped direct to zinc
and lead smelters.

Nye County

TONOPAH ORB PRODUCTION, week ended Apr. 29,
amounted to 8,569 tons valued at $179,502, compared with .8,334
tons for week previou.s. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont.
3.015 tons; Tonopah Extension, 1,850; Tonopah Mining. 1,750;
Jim Butler, 800; West End, 585; Rescue-Eula, 200; MacNamara,
119; Halifax, 102; miscellaneous leases, 148 tons.

JIM BUTLER fTonopah)—During March produced 3,166
tons of ore on which profit was $24,678.

HALIFAX-TONOPAH (Tonopah)—Long south crosscut on
the 1.200-ft. level, run for ventilation purposes, connected with
the Buckeye-Eelmont workings. Development on 1,700-ft.
level, suspended pending this connection, to be resumed.

REORGANIZED WHITE C.\PR (Manhattan)—Sinking of
additional lift of 100 ft. at main shaft and station at 310-ft.
level completed. Now drifting east and west 'to get beneath
oreshoots. Tests on ores from upper levels indicate 90%
extraction by cyanide after roasting. Erection of roasting
plant contemplated but awaits development of lower level.

Storey County
ANDES (Virginia)—Saved 22 cars of ore from intermediate

level.

CON. VIRGINIA (Virginia)—South drift, 2,700 level, dis-
closed favorable vein formation showing streaks of quartz
and clay.

OPHIR (Virginia)—North drift, 2.700 level, in vein matter,
low assay. Main north lateral arift, 2,500 level, repaired to
430-ft. point.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Extracted from
No. 3 stope, 1,600 level, 344 cars mill rock. Jacket mill re-
ceived 765 tons of ore.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—Extracted 319 tons ore, gross
value nearly $11,000. North drift, 2,700 level, reopened to
330-ft. point. Union shaft reopened to 390-ft. point below
2,000 station.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—West crosscut, 2,500 level, in
porphyry and quartz; east crosscut. 2.700 level, in porphyry
and quartz of low assay. Mexican mill received 367 tons cus-
tom ore, average $34.11.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—North drift, 2,500 level,
shows 2 ft. of quartz assaying $12; south drift, 2 1^ ft. of quartz
assaying $20; 33 tons of ore saved, averaging $19.67. Bottom
of winze from No. 1 stope in vein formation of fair assay.

NEW MEXICO
Grant County

AUSTIN (Tyrone)—Beale & Brown, leasing from Porter-
field Bros., of Silver City, shipping high-grade copper ore from
this property in Burro Mountains, northwest of Tyrone; 30
men employed.

CARLISLE (Steeplerock)—Made initial shipments of sil-
ver-lead ore to El Paso smeltery and zinc ore to Canon City.
Colo. A 75-ton test mill will be completed by middle of
month. Forty feet of ore has been passed through without
finding wall; force of 200 men being added to daily. Ore
hauled 16 mi. to Duncan. Ariz.

Luna County
WINGFIELD INTERESTS, of Nevada, reported to have

acquired tungsten properties, 3 mi. south of (ilage, owned \>y
Dr. M. M. Crocker, of Lordsburg.

EMBUDO TUNGSTEN MINING CO. ( Rinconada)—New Colo-
rado corporation will develop tungsten properties in Rio
Arriba County. Leo B. Erwin, E. E. Beyle and I. M. Beyle,
of Colorado Springs, interested.

I»EXIVSVLV.\NIA
DONORA ZINC CO. (X)onora)—Plant of 32 Wetherill fur-

naces being erected. Estimated cost, $100,000.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Lawrence County

NEW GOLDEN WEST (Rochford)—Crosscut tunnel started
in hanging wall of orebody Milling will not be attempted for
several months, although considerable surface ore is now
available.

COLUMBIA (Keystone)—In this property, being developed
under direction of Superintendent Blackstone, of the Home-
stake, orebody has been cut on 200-ft. level. Vein 7 ft. in
width; high gold content.

UTAH
Juab County

TINTIC SHIPMENTS for April amounted to 717 cars; for
week ended Apr. 28, 187 cars. More miners are working in the
district than in many years; properties that were unable to
work when metals were lower have resumed operation, and
ore of too low a grade for shipment in the past and left in the
workings is now being marketed. The April output was one
of the heaviest in history of district.

YANKEE (Eureka)—Beck Tunnel ore channel encountered
in eastern end of property; face in quartz of same character
as in Beck Tunnel.

GOLD CHAIN (Mammoth)—Ore found near line of Don
Pedro claim, in which Gold Chain and Mammoth each have an
undivided interest. Ore carries copper, gold and silver, andwas opened in raise from 700 level.

loo?'^'^-'^
(Eureka;—Good showftig of silver-lead oro Bothlessees and company working. Drifting east of old ore zone

or ^00 V^r^T.*"' T/''"^ '"^Y?'
hy. company, and continued 200

ope'neVk ^ro'n^BlSssom""""""^*"'" °' "'"""'' "^-^'"" '"*"">'

1 i-^n^?^? ^ ^^UE BELL (Eureka)—New ore opened on
Jr^h^W'''"'^- I'-'OO, "• fi-om the main shaft, and Yunh-V ","

wiVi '^^"
^"J' °"ier ore so far opened. New ron t,r.

--'

^^L f^-
satisfactorily, and development, retar.if-.i ,1,,.

15? tons'dlif
'" *'^"^'^ increased. Mine produciim ai.^.A

Salt l..ake County
SOUTH HECLA (Alta)—Only irregular shipments can bemade at present owing to bad roads. Mine in ex^eUent condi-

abonf''^\t,"^'??^Il^^^'^
(Alta)—Active development will begin

fnterserttnn nf
">'.<'« /hifts. Tunnel will be extended to cutintei section of mam fissure with Sidney and Dryburg fissuresMICHIGAN-UTAH (Alta)—Les.sees. in upper levels shin-

?, n^^T""
^'"""'' tramway. Company extending Copper P^fnC;

Gr"zzlv and Ci,i^?,''lJ''^'' •" *° '•"' downward eTtlnsion ofKjiizziy ana City Rocks veins,

ieson^yi^t?^n^"'^'^°
(Bingham)—Following recent discover-

l.-ffhi ,
\ "? ?" company account resumed. Two strikes made

tho^,^lt'''\°r;'V""''- ,""''• .*" " '^bove tunnel about 3,500 fT in
IrJ S!^^ '°

K'^
continuation of Highland vein, productive in

^ufher f'n^J"""^'' ^'S'?^
properties, and the oXr 2,000 ft/uither m—vein parallel to the first. R. H Shaw lessee

manage""""
'"^- '"'"'^ superintendent. H. F. jbsephsV gener"'

Summit County

tons"^?^rf n'^nTi
SHIPMENTS during April amounted to 6.485tons or ore and concentrates. ,-»«**

NE\Y, QUINCY (Park City)—Active development beintrdone. Air furnished by the Daly-West.
<=veiopment Demg

isfa^fo"rv'"t'^rvmS^ l;^''i'i''u*^"j,^—
^'^"' electric hoist has had sat-isractoiy tryout. .Steel headframe pract cally completed Sitefor new zinc plant not yet decided.

completed, bite

h.i^^P'?^., ^P° CONSOLIDATED (Park City)—Shipments
rfi'^h''^'' -^y ^^'^^y '^"°«'' «"" "e resumed. Coal teamrhavereached mine, and returning will bring down ore

th.^I^^^\'^^^
FLAG (Park City)—Levels of this mine fromthe 1 000 down have been leased by the Park City Mines Co

opmint cT " ""^ ''""'' under lease to the Alines olveU
KEYSTONE (Park City)—Work will start immediately onwinze sunk 160 ft. from the tunnel level ;wm1I be con?,-J^uedto ore channel, where $500,000 worth of ore is alleged tohave been mined through deep workings by the adfoiningSilver King Coalition. Suit filed for $150,000 damages amendedand demands increased to $1,500,000. Heavy machinery willbe shipped to mine soon. Directorate consists of John Mac-G nnis and H. I Wilson of Butte; C. W. Saacke. of New YorkAlfred Frank, Ernest Bamberger, John Dern. and H.B Mc-Millan, of Salt Lake Cit.v. L. B. McCornick. treasure"

CA.V-tDA
BrltLsh Columbia

QUEEN MINES CORPORATION (Salmo)—Free-millinggold ore. 30 ft wide, opened on 700-ft. level, supposed to becontinuation of ore disclosed in upper level. E V Bucklevmanager; M. E. Cannon, Appleton. Wis., president.
HUDSON BAY (Salmo)—Syndicate, headed bv Havden

,jtone & Co., of Boston, now announced to be in "control ofthese zinc mines, 7 mi. from Salmo. A large concentrator is
to be built under direction of J. L. Bruce, manager of Butte& Superior company. New adit and a 9-mi. branch railroad
will be undertaken. R. K. Neill, mine superintendent.

Ontario
GENESEE (Cobalt)—New vein. 2 to 5 in. wide, carryinglow silver content, dipped into shaft at 98 ft.

McCREA (Boston Creek)—Shaft down 65 ft. on vein, about
18 in. wide, carrying milling ore for a stoping width.
„„„^9^^'^ (Porcupine)—In April production of gold \vas $177-
000, from treatment of 37.300 tons; average value, $4.75 ner
ton. "^

McINTYRE (Porcupine)—Mill now treating 350 tons per-'"• Jupiter ore is coming to the mill on new tramway at
Ore encountered at 1,000-ft. leve'l on

DOME LAKE (Porcupine)—Cyanide plant now in commis-
sion after satisfactory preliminary tests. Extensive diamond
drilling will be carried out. Lateral holes will be drilled from
the 100-, 300- and 400-ft. levels and a deep hole will also be
sunk.

ME.\ICO
SANTA GERTRUDIS (Pachuca, Hidalgo)—In March

crushed 25,904 tons; estimated profit, £22,390.
CANANEA CONSOLIDATED (Cananea. Son.)—April pro-

duction: Copper, 5,348,000 lb., silver. 205,748 oz,, gold 1 1<>3
oz. ' '

NIC-AR.4GUA
CENTRAL AMERICAN MINES, LTD. (Matagalpa)—March

operations show improvement; production 3,063 tons, vield
£4,551, expenses £4.121. I'nprecedented rain interfered oper-
ations last season; workings twice flooded. Normal condi-
tions restored in February.

COI.OMBI.V
NECHI (Zaragoza)—Dredge restarted Apr. 15, after shut-

down of five weeks for general repairs including new bucket
line and addition to gold-saving tables. La.'<t cleanup aver-
aged 92c. per cu.yd.

CHOSEN
ORIENTAL CONSOLID.-VTED (Unsan)— .Milled in March

26.9K8 tons; bullion $136,258, matte $1,021. Diy season: neces-
sar.v to start Taraool steam-driven electric plant for Taracol
and Tongkol mines. Cable estimate, April cleanup, $136,255:
ore milled above average.
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Metal Markets
NEW YORK—May 10

Copper continued very strong on the basis of 29c. Lead
was dull and soft during most of the week, but at the close

rallied smartlj'. Spelter was dull and declining.

Copper, Tin, Lead cind Zinc

Copper—A very large business was done, practically all

of it being with domestic consumers, but the transactions

were confined to a few houses, others having no participation

in the business. Most of the transactions were for August-

September delivery, and were done at 2914c.. r. t., by concerns

that would sell only for the two months together, and at

2914c., r.t., for August, and 29c., r.t., for September by con-

cerns that were willing to sell separately. Some September-

October business was done on May 6 at 29c., r.t. In gen-

eral, however, there was not much demand beyond September,

and several producers rather courted business for last-quarter

delivery at 281;. U 2S^ic., r.t. There was one sale of a round

lot for December-January delivery. There was a good deal of

inquiry for delivery far into 1917, some of it from govern-

mental quarters, but producers were averse to selling so far

ahead, at any rate, not at the prices suggested, which are

understood to have been something like 20 (g 23c. per pound.

Producers no longer have any May or June copper left,

and only a little for July. All kinds of premiums for July

shipment are talked about as having been realized, as high

as 33 @ 34c. On the other hand, it was definitely reported that

one consumer had been offering prompt copper for resale at

30c., this consumer having found itself overbought owing to

unexpected developments.
Exports from Baltimore for the week included 3,584,603 lb.

copper to London.
A dispatch from Houghton, Mich., says that the most val-

uable cargo of copper ever shipped from Lake Superior left

Houghton May 10 on the steamer "Underwood." The weight
is 3.500 tons and it was collected at Copper Range, Dollar Bay
and Hubbell docks.

Copper Sheets are 37c. per lb. for hot rolled and 38c. for

cold rolled. Copper wire is 33H® 33 14 c. per lb. for large lots

at mill.

Copper Exports in February Included 302,802 lb. in ore and
matte; 56.139.159 lb. metal; 56,441,961 lb. in all. In addition

copper manufactures valued at $1,264,687 were exported;

weight not given.

Tin—There was a good business in futures, but only a
little in spot, the price for which is swayed by the condition

of whether buyers or sellers of small quantities happen to

predominate at any given time. Last week the sellers were
in greater force than the buyers and the market declined.

VUlble Stocks of Tin on Apr. 30 are reported as follows:

United States, excluding Pacific ports, 7,448; London. 8,105;

Banka and Billiton, 4,186: total, 19,739 gross tons. This is an
increase of 957 tons over Mar. 31, and of 3,954 tons over Apr.
jii of last year.

imports of Tin Ore and Concentrates into Great Britain in

-Mr . were 3,890 gross tons, of which 3.527 tons were from
1 ' . 1,189 tons from Nigeria and 174 tons from other

I f aJ- -Tjuring most of the week the market was dull and
dUtini •. ly softer, lead being offered at concessions of 5 to

10 points from the price of the A. S. & R. Co. by important
flrst hanOp. Some trading houses were bombarded with offers

at 7Hc., Xcw York, and 7.25'S 7.30c., St. Louis, by other
traders anu ^me of the small producers. Such foreign busi-
ness as was tr.ken w.is filled with bonded lead which was
offered at less tV.p.r. 1

lot of lead was f ' '

filled partly with :•

with domestic ni'

foreign country w
mestic market natu
7.35c., St. Louis, and

Spelter -Scarcely
l.Tst week

)ie American parity. On May 10 a round
for export at full price, the order being

" out of bonded warehouse, and partly

The sale of a large lot to another
lorted to be in negotiation. The do-
rallied smartly and closed firmly at

"• r. .Vew York.

business was reported transacted
].i (.nrri. ..f unusual character that is

not to be regarded as quotational, such as a sale of a laru

quantity by one producer for delivery far into 1917. whic.
business was reported done at 10%c. Fourth-quarter spelter

was reported sold at 13c. In the general market scarcely
anything was done and quotations are based on ofterintr?

June spelter was offered during the week at 16c.. July
15%c.. and .\ugust at 15c.. with indications that those prk
would be shaded. Third-quarter spelter was offered at H% i.

15c. , and in the latter part of the week. June-July-August
spelter was reported offered by one producer at 14 -4 c. There
is very little unsold May spelter, but there appears to be

considerable available for June and a liberal supply for July
Some consumers have wanted to resell early spelter. The

D-MLY PRICES OF METAI.S IN NEW YORK
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market was distinctly softer, without there being any selling

pressure by producers or any interest exhibited by consumers.
Receipts at Baltimore for the week included 1,500 tons

zinc concentrates from Australia.

Zinc Sheets are active and in demand. The base price is

unchanged at $25.50 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru, 111., less 8% dis-

count. There have been some good inquiries for sheets for

export.

Other Metals

NEW YORK—May 10

.Vlnminum—The market continues steady as to prices with

a good demand. Deliveries on contract are freely made, but

spot metal is rather scarce. Quotations are unchanged at

58® 60c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots. New York.

Antlmon}-—Spot and near-by is quoted at 35 @ 36c. per lb.

The market is dull and weak, despite rumors, which cannot
be confirmed, of impending orders of some size by munition
makers. Sliipment from China within one month is quoted
at 28 @ 30c. per lb., c.i.f.. New York, duty unpaid.

Nickel—The market is rather active with a good demand
for export in addition to the usual requirements. Quotations

are steady at 45@50c. per lb. for ordinary forms; with oc.

additional for electrolytic nickel.

Quicksilver—The market was dull and decidedly weak.
At the beginning of the week the price was about $105 for the

small sales that were being made. Recovered quicksilver,

which sells normally at $15 per flask below new quicksilver,

was sold at $S5. At the close we quote $95, New York, for

virgin quicksilver. San Francisco reports $110. market quiet.

The decline in quicksilver is due to causes previously men-
tioned, together with increasing domestic production. Con-
siderable quicksilver is coming in from Mexico and South
America.

Minor Metals—Current quotations for Bismuth are $3.15@

3.25 per lb. New Y'ork. The London price is lis. per lb.

—

Cadmlnm is quoted at $1.25 @ 1.50 per lb.—Cobalt is $1.25 per

lb.—MaBneslum is quoted at $5.50 per lb. for 99</f pure.

—

Selenium is from $3 up to $5 per lb., according to quantities.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

NEAV YORK—.May 10

Gold In the United States Jlay 1 is estimated by the Treas-
ury Department as follows: Held in Treasury against gold
certificates, $1,462,841,319; in Treasury current balances, $222,-

566.597; in banks and circulation, $634,140,488; total, $2,319,-

548,404; this being an increase of $430,405,939 over May 1 ot

last year.

Platinum—The market is very quiet indeed and little busi-

ness has been done. Dealers still ask $85 per oz. for refined

platinum, but sales are reported at $82 down to $77 per oz.,

and the quotations are between those points. Hard metal is

about $5 per oz. higher.

Silver—Tlie market the past week has been very erratic,

fluctuating between 37% and 35,',;d. The sharp decline was
occasioned by the Indian Bazaars and certain speculative
interests realizing on accumulations. Today's reaction to
36 '^d. indicates good undertone with continued demand for

silver for coinage orders in all probability.

To show the extent of the demand for silver for coinage it

is stated that the French Mint, which in ordinary times coins

8,000,000 to 10.000,000 fr. yearly in silver, is preparing to coin

80,000,000 fr. this year. Its purchases of silver will probably
reach 400.000 kg. The issue ot silver coin in Great Britain

in 1915 was £6,092,569 face value, and was more than six times
the average ot the past 10 years.

It is reported that two large shipments of silver from
China to India, made early in April, are being coined at the
Bombay mint into Egyptian piasters.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

JOI»l,l-\, -MO :»in>- li

Blende, high price, $117.74; per ton 60';;, zinc, premium ore,

$115; medium grades, $110@95, lower grades, $90; calamine,
per ton 40% zinc, $80@70; average selling price, all grades
ot zinc, $102.24 per ton. Lead, high price, $102.60: per ton
80% metal contents. $99(g)97; average selling price, all grades
of lead, $98.07 per ton.

SHIPMENTS "WEEK ENDED MAY 6

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week 16.163,430 1.620,970 2,411,430 $1,026,420
Totals this year. 261,359,790 23,168,940 42,978,940 17,324,390

Blende value, the week, $847,300; 18 weeks, $14,502,830.

Calamine value, the week, $60,900; 18 weeks, $871,870.

Lead value, the week, $118,220; 18 weeks, $1,949,090.
On Thursday buyers expected to make another tut of %i

in premium ore, but when prices were made Friday last
week's price offerings prevailed. Today, however, there was
a general weaker tendency to the market. It is hinted that
smeltermen held the price from a decline on account of the
presence of the gentleman from Boston who is trying to

organize producers into a joint stock company for the sale of
ore. The shipment continues at near 9,000 tons with the pro-
duction in excess of this figure, adding slightly to the reserve
stock each week. It is reported late tonight that one com-
pany is purchasing heavily for next week's delivery.

PI,ATTKV1LI,E, \VIS.—May 6

The base price paid this week for eo'/t zinc ore was $104
down to $97. The base price paid for 80% lead ore was
$95@90 per ton.

SHIPMENTS, WEEK ENDED MAY 6

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore, Lb. Ore. Lb. Ore. Lb.

Week 5,260,000 191,790 5,305.400
Year 77.804,000 2,676,200 23,467,900

Shipped during week to separating plants, 4,652,000 lb. zinc
ore.

OTHER ORES
Manf^anese Ore—Prices are working up, with a strong

demand. Recent sales of some small cargoes of Brazilian ore
are reported at 72c. per unit on dock. It is reported that
85® 90c. per unit has been offered for Indian manganese ore
at seaboard.

Pyrites—.\rrivals at Baltimore for the week included 9.489
tons iron pyrites from Hueiva, Spain.

Antimony Ore is slightly easier and prompt business has
been done at $2.60, with forward sales at $2.50 per unit.

Tungsten Ore is in much the same position as reported last
week. Increased supplies have tended to depress the market.
but sellers are unwilling to give way. and buyers have ap-
parently combined to depress the market. No sales are re-
ported except a few small lots. Quotations are entirely nomi-
nal at $60 per unit for spot and $50 for forward.

Iron Trade Review
XEW YORK—May 10

The volume of new business is reported less. The mills con-
tinue extremely busy on both domestic and export work, and
new orders cannot be filled for months to come.

Notwithstanding the advances in wages made strikes and
labor troubles in various places are interfering with produc-
tion and delaying deliveries which are already much be-
hind.

Exports from Baltimore for the week included 124.765 lb.

tinplates to London; 5,103 tons steel rails and 219 tons splice

bars to France.

Pig Iron Production in April was nearly stationary. The
i-eports of the blast furnaces, as collected and published by
tlie "Iron Age" show 322 coke and anthracite stacks in blast

having a total daily capacity of 109,100 tons; an increase

of 600 tons over April. Making allowance for the charcoal
furnaces, the total production of pig iron in April was 3,-

262,800 gross tons; for the four months ended Apr. 30 it was
12.978,800 tons. Of this 9.125,000 tons, or 70.3<rc. were made
by the fuinaces owned or operated by steel companies.

Pis iron Made in .Alabama in April was 227.378 tons, of

which 151,729 tons were foundry iron and 75.639 tons basic

pig. The total compares with 136,963 tons in April, 1915.

It was 8,105 tons less than in March of this year owing to

the shorter month; but the daily average was 7,579 tons in

April, against 7.596 in .March.

Exports of Iron nnil Steel from the United States in Febru-
ary reached a total value of $54,155,386. The tonnage so far

as reported was 368,820 tons, an increase of 224.267 tons over

February, 1915. The exports for the two months ended Feb.

29 were as follows, the tonnage of those exports which are

reported by weight being given in gross tons:

1915 1916 Chan:,es

Tonnage exports . . . 283.342 745.941 I. 462.599

Machinery value ...$15,612,888 $28,269,773 I. $12,656,885

Total value 34.524.172 105,799,193 I, 71.275.021

The total increase in 1916 was 206. a";!. The imports ot iron

and steel so far as reported by tonnage were 20.279 tons in

February, as compared with 7.505 tons in February of last

year.

PITTSBl lUiH—May 1>

The labor situation is giving both prodii ^^s .nd consum-

ers of steel the greatest concern and all ot!- •• issues are sub-

ordinate to the question whether steel can jo produced, and
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fabricated into finished form, at the rate the actual ultimate

consumptive demand would dictate. The serious labor troubles

arising from the Westin^house strike have practically dis-

appeared, but there is trouble at many other points, and more
seems to be brewing. As soon as the militia was called out

by reason of the assaults mobs of Westinghouse strikers were
making upon industrial plants in their vicinity order was
restored. The works that had been closed for fear of violence

were opened and even the plant at which a strike really

occurred, the East Pittsburgh plant of the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Co., resumed today, in part at

least, and under precisely the working conditions obtaining

before the strike. A demand has ben made upon the Toungs-
town Sheet and Tube Co. for an eight-hour day. something
quite impossible to grant with labor already so scarce, and
the answer required by next Saturday will necessarily be un-
favorable. While no formal demand has been made at other

plants in the Toungstown district there is a distinct possi-

bility of strikes throughout that district. The machinists'

movement for an eight-hour day seems to be spreading and
the Pittsburgh machine shops at least have organized on a
scale that indicates preparedness to meet a very serious issue.

Prices for steel products for delivery at mill convenience

show a tendency to advance, though there are no important
changes and that branch of the market is indeed quite neg-

lected. Buyers do not care to commit themselves while pro-

ducers foresee too much trouble in filling orders already

booked to be concerned about booking more tonnage. The
pressure for deliveries is increasing steadily, whether because

more material is being required or because buyers are more
fearful of the labor situation in the next six months can
hardly be determined. Premiums for prompt shipment of

steel are somewhat on the increase.

Structural business is light as to general projects, but

railroad structural work is to the front and the structural

shops are well filled. Car buying is lighter, but has not

entirely disappeared with the high prices ruling, and the car

shops are filled for six months or more.

Pig Iron—The local pig-iron market in the past 10 days

has been the dullest for a long while, there being an almost

complete absence of inquiry. Prices have not suffered and
may be quoted as firm. Calculations of those who expected

a sharp advance have been completely upset. These were
based largely upon the large amount of steel works construc-

tion in progress, indicating heavier consumption in future

when pig-iron production cannot be increased, but the scarcity

of labor is postponing the completion of the additions. The
foundries, with a strike of molders on their hands since last

December, and now a strike of machinists started and pos-

sibly gaining in strength, are naturally indisposed to make
fresh commitments. We quote: Bessemer, $21@21.50; basic,

$18.25® 18.50: foundry and malleable, $18.50@19; forge. $19ig)

18.50. f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Steel—Offerings of ordinary soft-steel billets and sheet

bars are a trifle less rare than formerly, but with no softening

in the market. A sale of 1,000 tons of ordinary openhearth

billets is reported at $45. maker's mill, Pittsburgh. A large

tonnage of "second discards," from war-steel billets, is being

disposed of at various prices. There is considerable inquiry

for war steel for delivery throughout 1917. despite the recent

statement that war orders for steel would be light in future.

Prices on all special steel continue to advance. We continue

to quote ordinary soft-steel billets and sheet bars at $45 for

bessemer and $45@50 for open-hearth, rods being about $60

per ton.

FERRO.VLLOYS

FerromnnBnne»e—The situation as to spot ferromangancse
has eased off a trifle, and it is stated that some is to be picked

up at $350. whereas until lately $400 was minimum and up to

$450 was paid. We quote prompt at $350^400. contract re-

maining at $175, with second half 1917 now offered as well

as first half.

Propaiations are being made to put Williamson Furnace at

BirminBh.-\m. Ala., on ferromanganese. Brazilian ore will prob-

ably be used.

Spleici-N-Uen—Promjit deliveries cannot be had; for third-

quarter ?7u-;i 75 at furnace is asked for 207f material.

FerroMlllcon—Prices for 50',; alloy remain nominally $83®
86 at furnace, but premiums have to be paid for any delivery

earlier than July or August. Bessemer ferroslllcon Is quoted

from $32 for 9",^ up to $43 for 16','c. both at furnace.

iRo:« ore:

.Shipments of iir.ii ore from the Lake Superior district In

April are reported l.y the Cleveland "Iron Trade Review" as

below. In gross ton.s:

1913

49.307
4,438

43.949
87.175
174,989
143.974
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Mining Companies—United States

Adama, 8.1.C

Ahmeek, c

Alaska Mexican, g.. , .

Alaska Treadwell, g. .

Alaska United, g
Allouez. c
Am. Zinc, Lead & Sm..
Anaconda, c

Argnnaut, g
Arizona Copper, com.
Arizona Copper, pf

BaE'lad-.Chase, g., pf..

Baltic, c

Barnes-King, o

Bingham N. H., c

Bonanza Dev., g
Brunswick, g
Bunker Hill Con., g.

Bunker Hill & Sul., l.a.

Butte-Alex Scott, c

—

Butt«-Ballaklava, c . . .

Butte & Superior, z.

Caledonia, l.s.c

Calumet & Arizona, c.

Calumet & Hecla, c...

Camp Bird, g.a

Centen'1-Eur., l.s.g.c

Center Creek, l.z. .

.

Champion, c. .

Chief Consolidated, s.f

Chino.
Cliff, g
CHff, g ,•.•
Colo. Gold Dredging..
Colorado, l.s.g

Commercial Gold
Continental, z.l

Copper Range, o

Daly Judge, s.l

Daly West, 8.1

Doctor Jackpot, g
Doe Run, 1

Eagl'' & Blue Bell, g.3.

Elkton Con., g
El Paso, g
Ernestine, g.8

Fed. M. & S., com
Fed. M. & S., pf

Florence, g
Free Coinage, g
Fremont Con., g
Frontier, z

Gemini-Key'ne, l.g.s..

.

Gold Chain, g
Gold Coin of Victor.

.
.

Gold Dollar Con
Gold King Con., g
Golden Cycle, g . . . .

Golden Star, g
Goldfield Con., g
Grand Central, g
Granite, g
Hazel, g
Heda, l.g

Hercules, l.s

Homestake, g
Horn Silver, l.s.z

Iowa, g.3.1

Iowa-Tiger, g.f

Ir

Colo.
Colo.
Mich.

Mich
U. S
Mont
Calif

C.ilif..

Mich..
Mont.
Utah..
Colo .

Calif..
Calif..
Ida....

Mont.
Mo
Mont.

.

Ida...

Mich.
Colo.
Utah

.

Colo.
Utah.
Ore. .

Utah..
Colo..
Colo. .

N.M..
Idaho.
Idaho.
Nev. .

.

Colo..
Calif..
Wi
Utah
Utah
Colo
Colo
Colo
Colo

I Bio
.. .1 Silver, s.l.g

Jamison, g
Terry Johnson, g. .

.

Kendall, g
Kennecot; Cop , c.

Kennedy, g
King of Arizona, g.

Klar Piqnette, 2.1...

Knob Hill, e
Liberty Bell, g....
Little Bell. 1.3

Magma,
SU of,, K.s

Marv McKinney, g. . .

.

Mav Dav, g.s.l

Mokican, g.9

Miami, c

Modoc, g.s

Mohawk, c .

Monarch-Mad'a, g.s.l .

Montana-Tonop., s.g. .
.

Mountain, c

National, g
Nevada Con., c
New Century, z.l

New Idria, q. ...... .

North Butte, c
North Star, g
Old Domin'n, M. & Sm.
Ophir, s.g

Opohongo, g.s. I

Oroville Dredging
Osceola, c
Parrot, c
Pearl Con., g
Pharmacist, g
Pioneer, K
Pillsburgh-Idaho, I

Pittsburgh Silver Peak,
Portland, g

Utah..
Colo..
Cal...
Idaho.
Idaho.
. . D .

I 'tab.

.

Colo..
Colo..
Utah.

.

Colo. .

Wis. . .

.

Wash...
Colo...
Utah...
Ariz
Utah. . .

Colo...
Utah...
Nev. . .

.

Ariz....
Polo ..

Mich...
Cnlo...
Nev...
Cal....
Nev.. .

.

Nev. . .

.

"-lev...

•tab.

Cal .

Mich..
Mont..
Wash.

.

Colo. .

Mas...
Ida. .

.

Nev...
Colo. .

Wash.

Issued Par Total

1,438,989
80,000

200,000
180,000
200,000
180,200
100.000
193,120

2,331,250
200,000

1,519,890
1,426,120
184.819
100.000
400,000
228,689
300,000
395,287
200,000
327,000
79,311

2.50,000

272,697
2,605,000
617,412
100,000

1,100,05
100,000
100,000
100.000
8.S0.676
seg.g.so
3110.0(10

1 00.000
100,0(10

1 flOOddd'O 20
1.7.50.000

22.000
385,187
300.000
180.000

3,000,000
65,7.S3

893.146
2,500,000
490,000
300,000
60.000

120,000
1,0.50,000

10.000
200,000

1,2.50

5,000
1,000,000
1 ,000,000
2..500,000

1,000,000
1,500,000
400,000

3,559,148
.500,000

1,6.50,000
900,000

1 ,000,000

1 ,000.000

251,160
400.000

1,666.667
3,000

1,000,000
.500,000
390.000

2. .500,000
lOO.OOO

2,780,583
100,000
200,000
20,000

1 ,000,000
133,.5.52

300.000
240,000
400.000

1,309,2.52

800,000
201 .600
747,114
500,000
100,000

$ 122,004
778,000

4,650,000
3,507,381
15,685.000
2,045,270
350.000

1,108,820
103.070,000

1.720,000
18,922,096
2,129,063
202,304

7,950,000
30,000

960,493
1,425,000
203.315
890.000

17.263,500
1,054,119
125,000

8,451,524
988,650

24,.383 049
130,750,000
10,806,551
4,150,000

Dec.

^o^v.
Feb.
Feb.
Apr.

Amt.

10

25

0.10

0.10

Corrected to May 1. 1916.

1,000.000
921,Sfi5

250,000
7.50,000

1,999,4,57
330.000
100,000
4.30.000
2.50.000
162,000
201,600
S9S,07S
0.S6,4ns
06,1 .50

229,8.50

1,909,711
1,.500,000
5,000,000
809,407

2,790,000
3,000,000
1..500,000

$0.01
04

3.00
10

0.75
0.30
1 50
50

1.50
10

0.30

10
2 00
0.075

20
20

0.06
0.02!

,50

10.50
50

10.75
03

2.00
15 110

24
1 00

15
6 40
05

Mar. '1

Dec. '1

Oct. '1

Sept. '1

Apr '1

Apr. '1

Apr. '1

Aug. '1

Mar. '1

Apr '1

Mar. '1

Mar '1

Jan. "1

Apr '1

550,000 Oct. '1

12,640,O0OiApr. '1

395,064 Feb
7,785,470

90,000
210,000
775,000

2,570,000
43,7.50

.551,000'Dec.
15,7.59,7.50Mar
1,230.000
6,(506.000

84,814
3,550,969
446,573

3,.579,460
1,707,.545

150,000
2,708,750
9,576,253
840,000
180,000
258,000
146,202

2,305,000
1.30,000

1,350,000
100,000

1,417,319
4,290,000
140,000

28.999,832
1,633,2.50 Dec
2S6,500iDec
971,000 Dee

4.1.55,000!Apr.
11,650,000 Apr
39.544,924 Apr. '16

5.662,00O|Feb. ' "

270,167'Dec
25,179 Dec

2.650.000 Apr. '16

4,9.50,000 Dec "
386,100lDec. '15

!S7,.500 Nov. "

1.555.000 Apr.
2.780,583 Mar.
1.831.001 Apr.
306.000 Aug.
2.59,000 Apr.
70.000 Oct.

l,752,795l,Sept. '15|

90 000.\pr. '16] 0.05
360.000 ^lar.

2 340.000 Api
1,169,308.1 uly
268,000 ~

June '14

Feb.

Oct.
Feb.
Dec.

Apr.
Jan.
Mar.
Dec.
Aug.
May
Feb.
July
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Dec.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
May
Feb.
Dec.
Nov. '15

Apr.
Mar.
Oct.

Mining G)mpanies

—

United States—(Conttnued)

0.10
01

1 00
03

0,00!
10.00
1.50
25

0.15
0.00!
0.76
0.10
0.02
0.10
0.10
1 ,
50

1,00
0.10
1,00
0,02
2,00
10.00
0.03
0.02
OOOj

01
0.02
0.05
0.10
0.02i

01
0.01

10
30

. 65
05

0.00 J

1.00
0.10
0.10
0.01

01
to

1 00
0.03
0.12
0.50
O.OOJ

161,910
6,333,770
275,000

4,275,000
40,000

488,588
4,216,2,50
570,000

20,975,887
237,600

1,930,000
12,922.000
4.887,040
6.885,000
2,06,S,3I)0

Sd.OOT

Do
Feb.
May
Dec.

16l 0.50
05
02

0.03
75

1.25
0.01
7.00
O.OI
0.10

Mar.
Ort.
Mar.

i.56Mar
13.621.025 .\pr

7,871, S3n July
LSI,422 Doc.
87,500 Feb.

2,041,.526 Oct.
217,083 Apr.
771.200 July

10.3.57.0SO .Apr
67..500 Fob,

'4

10
.50

01
1 00

.50

;o
2 50

10
02
12

4 00
1 63
02
00}
03
04
02

0.03
12 01

Quincy, c
Ray, c
Roorg, Booth, g
Republic, g
Rochester, l.z

Hound Mountain, g. . . .

Seven Trougha Coal., g.
St. Jo.seph, 1

Shannon, c
Shattuck Arizona, c. , . ,

'T King Coal,, 1,9...

Silver King Con., l.s. .

.

.Sioux Con., s.l.g

.Skidoo, g . . ,

Snowstorm, eg
South Eureka, g

idard Con., g.s
Stewart, s.l

.Stratton's Ind., g
Success, z
Superior & Pitts., c. . .

.

Tamarack, c
Tennessee, c
Tomboy, g.a.

Tom need, g
Tonopah Belm't, a.g. . .

.

Tonopah Ext., g.s
Tonopah of Nev., s.g..

.

Tri-Mountain, c
Tuolumne, c
Uncle Sam, g.a.l

United Cop. Min., c
United (Crip. Ck.) g. . .

United Globe, c
United Verde, c
Utah, 8.1

Utah, c

Utah Con., c

Valley View, g
Victoria, g.s.l

Vindicator Con., g
Wasp No. 2, g
Wellington Mines, g
Wolverine, c
Yak, s.l

Yankee Con., g.s
Yellow Aster, g
Yellow Pine, l.z.s

Yukon Gold, g

Mich..
Ariz. .

Nev . .

.

Wash..
Mo...
Nev...
Sev., .

Mo...
Ariz...
.Ariz. .

.

Utah..
Utah..
Utah.

.

Cal .

Ida...
Calil..
Cal..
Ida...
Colo.

.

Ida...
Ariz. .

.

Mich..
Tenn.

.

Colo..
.Ariz. .

.

Nev...
Nev...
Nev.,,
Mich..
Mont.
Utah.

.

Wash.
Colo. .

Ariz. .

.

Ariz..

.

Utah..
Utah.

.

Utah..
Colo.

.

Utah..
Colo
S. D...
Colo.

.

Mich .

Colo. .

Utah..
Cal...
Nev. .

.

.'Mas. .

.

Divi.l..

Total
I

l.n

10,000
1,571,279
1,000,000
1,000,000

4,900
1,266,591
1,.500,000
1,409,466
300,(XX)
350,(XX)

1,2.50,000

637,582
745,389

1,000,(XX)
1,.500,01K)

299,981
178,394

1,238,302
1,00(1

l,.5f)0,0fl0

1,499,79:
60,000

200,(«IO

310,000
909,^ ~

1,500,000
943,433

1,000,000
100,000
800,0(X
.5(K),(XX)

1,000,000
4,000,100

23,000
300,0IM1

100,000
1,624,490
300,000

1,000,000
2.50,000

1,500,000
.500.000

10,(X)0,000

60,IMX1

1,000,000
1,000,000
100,000

1,000,000
3, .500,000

$22,107,500i.Mar
3.918,4.30 Mar
300,000, .Apt.

170,000; Nov.
190,846 July
363,3651 Aug.
252,572 Apr.

10,549,763 .\Iar.

7.VJ,0(XJ Jan.
3.762..500'Apr

13,9fi0.885 Apr
878.615 Apr.
872,0U'
365,0fX) Oct.

1,192.103 Oct.
638,878 Jan.

5,274. 4071.VOV.
2,012.314 Dec.

6ls,i;25 Jan.
l,2a).0fX) \pr.

10,31H,.5(i9 Dec.
9,420.000 July
5.206.2.50 Apr
3,709,335 June
2.443,7.".7iApr.
8,018.027!Apr.
1.132.115 Apr

13,300.000 Apr.

•12

•13

Dec.
-May
Sept.

1,4.50,(XXJ

520,WX)
495.000
40,000

410.435 Jan.
2.921.0001 Mar.

37.522.000iApr.
281,860 Dec.

36.783, 122| -Mar.
9.375.0001 Apr.

210.(l(«l|Dec.

207,.T(X),Mar.
3.352.500, Apr.

8,880 000 Apr.
2.007.6S5 Dec.

107,.5OO Jan.
1,175,789 Jan.
993 008, Mar.

7,875,0001 Mar.

'16 .«.', ii'i

'16 .-/)

'16i 2.-,

001}
O.r/t
0.04
0.021
0.25
0.50
1.25

_- 0.15
16 0.10

0.04
0.01
0.02
0.07
0.25
0.05
0.04

16 a5
15 O 38
'07 *.W
16 0.75
•15 0.24
•15| 0.06
16 0.121

10
15

2.00
0.10
05
01
04

13.00
75
02

2.30
0.75
O.lM
0.04
03

0.05
0.02
6 00

•loi 03
•13: 01
161 02
•16 10
'16i 0.07t

Iron, Industrial and Holding Companies

Am. Sm. & Ref., com ..

Am. Sm. & Ref., pf

.^m. Smelters, pf. A.. . .

.Am. Smelters, pf. B. . . .

Greene Cananea. ......
Guggenheim Expl
Inter'l Nickel, com
Inter'l Nickel, pfd
National T..ead, com.. . .

National Lead, pf
Old Dominion, c

Phelps, Dodge & Co...
U. S. Steel Corp., com..
U. S. Steel Corp., pf . . .

U.S. S., R. & M., com,
U. S. S., R. & M., pf..

U.S..
U.S..
U.S..
U.S.,

N. Y
N. Y
Ariz
U. S
U. S
U. S
U.S.-Mex
U.S.-Mex

501,080 «100
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Assessments

Company Dellnq. Sale Amt.

Algomah, Mich
Andes, Nev
Benton. Ida
Black Jack. Utah
Bonanza, Utah.

.

Con. Virginia, N(
Dennemora. Ida
Diam'dneld Black Butte. X
Dugway, Utah
East Hercules, Ida
Echo, Ida
Ellse, Utah
Emerald, Utah. . -

.

Emerald, Utah
Emerald. Utah
Federal Ely. Nev
Four Timbers, Ida
Friend, Ida
Goldstrike Bon., Utah
Great Bend, Nev
Horseshoe, Ida
Indian Queen, Utah
Kewanas, Nev
Khig David. Utah
Laclede, Ida
Lehl Tintlc. Utah
Nassua, Utah

—

Nevada-Douglas
Nine Mile. Idaho
North Bunker Hit!. Ida
Old Veteran, Ida
Overman, Nev
Pioche Coalition. Nev
Rhode Island. Ida. . . .

Sierra Nevada. N
Snowstorm Ext., Idaho
Spider, Utah
Tarbox. Ida
Tiberius, Ida
Umatilla, Nev
Utah-Arizona, Ariz

Zuma. Utah

Stock (|ii4»tatious

SAN FRANCISCO May 9 SALT LAKE
Name of Comp.

Alta
Andes
Best & Belcher

—

Bullion
Caledonia
Challenge Con. . .

.

Confidence
Cons. Imperial .

.

Con. Virginia
Gould & Curry.. .

Hale & Norcrcso.

.

Jacket-Cr. Pt
Mexican
Occidental
Ophlr
Overman
Savage
Seg Belcher
Sierra Nevada. . .

Union Con
Utah Con
Belmont
Jim Butler
MacNamara
Midway
Mont.-Tonopah..
North Star
Rescue Eula
West End Con...
Atlanta
t)Iue Bell....
Booth
COD. Con
f oinh. Frac
DiKi'i Daisy
lumii.) i-;xtenslon

Peak
tain..

tKlulI.^aiHl

Sllvi

Ccntr.'i! Ijir.,1-.;.

Argo, . .

Bin Jim
Lazy Boy
f>atman Crca.
Oatman No. S',.r

Tom Rccd
L'nited Eastern
United Western.

Ala»kaTre"dwell
Burma Corp. .

,

Cam & Motor.
Camp Bird
El Oro
^:i^^(•^anza

Mexico MlrifrH...

•-rill, pfd .

Name of Comp.

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining..
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Emma Cop
Gold Chain
Grand Central. .

.

Iron Blossom
Lower Mammoth.
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs. . . .

SilverKingCoarn,
Sliver King Con.. .

Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

COLO. SPRINGS May 9

Acacia
Cripple Cr'k Con..
Doctor Jack Pot...

ElktonCon
El Paso
Flndlay
Gold Dollar
Gold Sovereign
Golden Cycle
Isabella

Jack Pot
Jerry Johnson
Mary McKlnney..
Portland
Vindicator

.04J
J. 01
.03)

TORO.VTO

Ualley
Chambers Fcrland
Conlagas...'.

La Rose
Peterson Lake.

,

Right of Way
Seneca Superior. . .

r. & Hudson Bay.
t > inlHkamlng. ...
I iiu'wey

,

laufer-Lor
i:xten

I lake
' 'iirlen.

N. Y. EXCH. May 9|
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MedhaimScs^]! Feedlnimg as AppMedl to
'er=ILes\dl BIls\stL F^

J>Y L. Douglass Axdeuscn-

SYNOPSIS—A general review of the application

of mechanical feeding to blast furnaces, and recent

improvement in maJcing up the charges for silver-

lead furnaces. The new system at Midvale, Utah,

eliminated about 50 charge ivheelers and improved

the metallurgical worl: of the furnaci's.

The importance of the correct feeding of blast furnaces

has been well recognized by all metallurgists, particularly

since long rectangular furnaces replaced the small round

furnaces once used for lead and copper smelting.

With increase in size of the furnaces, it began to be

realized that the full benefit of increased tonnage was not

being reaped as long as the antiquated hand-feeding prac-

tice was maintained. This was true of all t\-pes of bla.st

furnaces, whether ferrous or nonferrous. Consequently

increase in size was soon followed by the development of

many devices for proportioning the charge constituents

and introducing them to the furnace with the minimum
of hand labor. Coincindent with the use of these devices

came bitter experiences in furnace irregularities until

finally the underlying principles of correct furnace feed-

ing were recognized and the mechanical-feeding devices

CHARGE-COLLECTIXG LARRY USED AT MIDVALE. UTAH

Indiscriminate dumping or shoveling of charges into the

furnaces would bo. one of the surest means possible of

bringing about bad furnace running. Hand feeding, still

employed at many jilants, has an advantage over mecluiii-

ical feeding in that faulty conditions can be promptly

rectified as they become evident. For this reason mechan-

ical feeding with its rigid unchangealiility has not

been looked uiioii with general favor.

•Superintendent, United States Smelting Co., Midvale. Utah.

were so designed as to accomplish automatically whar had

been obtained through the older, more laborious and more

costly method of hand feeding.

The various ingenious mechanisms now constituting

the "tops" of modern iron furnaces are Avitness(>s of this

development. The development of mechaiiital feeding

for nonferrous furnaces has been somewhat slower, but

of late some noteworthy progress has been made whirh it

will be the effort of this article to outline.
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The practically universal round shape of the iron blast

furnace as compared with the generally rectangular shape

of copper and lead furnaces has made it necessary for the

development of mechanical feeding to proceed along dif-

ferent lines. The copper furnace does not seem to be so

sensitive as the lead furnace to the manner of its feed-

ing, which is undoubtedly the reason why mechanical feed

for the coi^per furnace was developed in advance of that

for the lead furnace. But even here certain principles

had to be borne in mind and the manner in which the

charge was deposited carefully studied.

Developments in Feeding Copper Furnaces

At one copper-smelting plant fed from small V-shaped

side-dumping cars, certain furnace irregularities proved

extremely puzzling until it was discovered that the apron

plates were making an extreme segregation of coarse and

fine material. A simple change rectified this, and the

irregularities disappeared. The far-famed long furnaces

of Anaconda are fed from cars tilted by air cylinders in

such a manner as to give just the right disposition of

material in the shaft.

In addition to the manner in which the material is

deposited in the furnace, the way in which the charge is

form scales and a side-discharging larry that moves at

right angles to the bins and the furnaces. The
charge materials are drawn one at a time from
the respective bins into the charge car to the cor-

rect weights. The car then moves but a few feet

to the furnace, where it discharges. These bins are used

in connection with the Messiter system, which really

makes up the ore charge before it is deposited in these

ore bins. IMany other examples might be cited of success-

ful practice in mechanical weighing and charging.

Until recently, however, the systems of charging in use
\

at lead furnaces left much to be desired, nealy all methods
involving much hand labor. Efforts were made to over-

come this drawback, but with unsatisfactory results.

Lead Blast-Furnance Charging

The broad underlying principles of correct lead blast-

furnace charging were most ably and clearly set forth by

Arthur S. Dwight in his paper^ before the American
Institute of Mining Engineers. This paper deserves the

title of a classic in metallurgy, for the entire profession

is deeply indebted to Mr. Dwight for his exposition of the

desirability of segregating the coarse into the center and
the fine material to the sides of the blast furnace and for

BELT FEEDElt.S U.NLiEli HOr'PER-BOTTOlI BI.NS
OPERATED BY GEARING FROM LARRY

made up and the various constituents weighed out is of

importance, for the former is consideraijly dependent

upon the latter. Here again it has been possible to work
out economical arrangements more readily for the copper

furnace than for the lead furnace. Some admirable

schemes are in use at many plants. Perhaps the best of

these is the well-known Jlessiter bedding system installed

at Cananea, Bisbee, Clifton, etc.

At the ilason Valley smelting works there was installed

a clever and economical arrangement of individual weigh-

ing hoppers under the main bins. A scaler weighed out

into the resjjertive hoppers the requisite amounts of the

various ingredients of the charge; the charge-train crew

had then merely to run the charge cars under these iiop-

pers, draw out the material already weighed, tran.sport

the train of cars to tlie furances, and dump.
At the Calumet & .Vrizoiia smelting works at Douglas is

another excellent arrangement. Bins for holding the

ingredients of the charge are arranged in rows i)aranel to

the IciiL'th of the fill i\:i. I'M. Under flwse bins arc iihit-

AliC GATES UNDER FLAT-BOTTOM BINS .\I.Si) ul'ERATEU
BY THE CHARGE-COLLECTINC; LAKKY

his invention of the "spreader" for accomplishing this.

Tlie adoption of the suggestion has materially improved

the metallurgical recovery at many plants.

In this paper was described the Pueblo system of charg-

ing lend furnaces with the Williams charge car, the length

of which a]iproximated tlie length of the furnaces, thereby

making it jiossible to drop a charge at one time through-

out tlio entire length of the furnace. Tiie charge car used

at East Helena, .Mont., was somewhat different in de-

sign, but still accomplished the same jiurjiose of dropping

tlie charge the entire length of the furnaces. In describing

recent developments it is to be remembered that both cars,

one or the other of which is to be found in the majority

of mechanically fed lead ])lants in this country, required

the services of a large crew of "charge wheelers" to obtain

tiie various ingredients of the charges from the beds, bins,

etc., wlieel them to the scales, weigh them, wheel them

to a slot ill tlie floor under wliieh ran tlie charge car and

'TraiiM.. a. I. Jl. E.. Vol. X.XXII, 1«02.
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then carefully dump them so as to spread the materials

evenly throughout the length of the car.

The work of these charge wheelers is exceedingly ardu-

ous. Much of the charge had to be shoveled up from the

ground and only by most rigid watching could there be

any certainty that the charges were being made up cor-

rectly. There was a strong temptation for tired men to

slight the weighing and trimming of buggies, and not

infrequently entire buggy loads would slip and become

piled in heaps in the charge cars instead of being properly

distributed. When a charge called for many ingredients

and several blast furnaces started to run fast, it took an

alert foreman to be certain that the small mob of excited

shouting wheelers was getting the charges in correctly.

If his attention was called away for a few minutes by

trouble with bin gates or other distractions, only the

carefulness of the "dumpers" could prevent mistakes.

Realizing how dependent the jjlant operation was on this

work, it was no infrequent thing for these charge wheelers

to make sudden unreasonable demands and to go on strike,

thereby tying up all operations. It will be realized there-

fore that although this system was a great advance over

straight hand feeding, it still left much to be desired.

For some years no material advance seemed to be made
over this system except in perfecting further Mr. Dwight's

MOPPK BOTTOM BINS

-LAT-BOTTOM BINS, , iPDItIO 5mTCH
TRACKS rOR !CAL€ LARRia, IFT OACC

BLAST FURNACCS

I E] H D D B

TRACK LAYOUT FOR WHOLE CHARGING SYSTEM

spreader in the top of the furnace. It became recognized

that too great a segregation of coarse and fine material in

the furnace was as great an evil as no segregation at all.

If possible the charge should have a uniform chemical

composition throughout with a predominance of coarse

material in the center. Too great a segregation tended to

produce a condition wherein coarse limerock went to

the center while fine leady material stayed on the sides

with a tendency to start crusting. The segregating efEect

of the spreader was then modified, or "toned down," by

making it of angle irons, leaving spaces through which
some fine material could get to the center and prevent

the charge column from becoming too loose and open.

A typical successful arrangement in connection with

the Williams car is shown in an accompanying illustra-

tion. This spreader is lacking the center ridge of the

Dwight spreader, but only because the charge is dumped
in two streams from this car instead of one, as in the case

of the Hixon car. Other plants using charge cars dump-
ing in one central stream have purposely omitted the

center of the original Dwight spreader so as to ]iermit

part of the charge to drop directly into the center of the

furnace without segregation. Various other modifications

are in use as the ores handled or the furnaces in service

seem to call for them. E.xperimental work along this

line is still going fonvard, but the soundness of Mr.
Dwight's theories .seems to remain unchallenged.

The International smelting plant at Tooele was
probably the first to break away from the burden of the

large crew of charge wheelers involved in connection with
the charging system just described. To overcome this the

charge bins were supplied with a series of weighing hop-
pers, one under each bin. Scalers weigh the respective

ingredients into these hojjpers. The charge car, having
a hopper approximating the length of the furnaces, moves
in a direction parallel to its length, traveling on tracks

running from over the furnace tops to underneath the
scale hoppers. It is apparent that this arrangement dis-

penses with charge wheelers. The scale hoppers are sup-
plied with arc gates through which the weighed material
is allowed to flow as the charge car runs back and forth

underneath the respective hoppers in order to get the

material distributed throughout the length of the car.

No beds are made up, the greater part of the ore at this

plant being sintered. The whole arrangement is well

worked out and a great credit to its designers.

ilore recently there was installed at the Midvale, Utah,
plant of the United States Smelting Co. still another

system.- Here the Williams car with its small army of

charge wheelers had been in use for several years. In

designing the new system two things were aimed at, in

addition to large economy in labor: (1) Getting the

charges into the furnaces thoroughly mixed, and (2) get-

ting uniform chemical composition throughout the length

of the furnaces. The old system of layer feeding was
justified in hand feeding whereby it was possible to get

uniform distribution in the furnace. But any chemical

reaction is expedited by intimate mixture of the ingredi-

ents involved. Furthermore the more uniformly the

charge be distributed in the furnace the more uniform
will be the furnace work. These theories seem to be

borne out by a marked improvement in metallurgical re-

sults since the installation of this system, which closelj'

approximates the ideal of steady, uniform feeding.

Charges Collected ix Scale Cars at Midvale

In brief, the system at ^Midvale involves the use of

scale cars and mechanical feeders. A row of hopper-

bottom bins carries bulk material such as roast, lime-

rock, iron ore, coke, etc. A parallel row of flat-bottom

bins contains the beds.

The scale cars carry hoppers mounted on scale beams,

the length of the hoppers approximating that of the blast

furnaces. Each car has mounted on it a TV2-lip- motor

provided with mechanism by which it can be connected

—

by pressing a foot treadle—with any pair of feeders or

arc gates opposite which the Oar nuiy stop. There are

eight scale beams, permitting as many ingredients to be

weighed out readily. The feeders underneath the hopper-

bottom bins are pairs of wide canvas belts ; underneath the

flat-bottom bins are pairs of reciprocating undercut

arc gates. Bed ore is cut down by two men in the bod

bins and shoveled to these arc gates, which are also oper-

ated by the 7l/^-hp. motor mentioned. This motor is

handled by an Allen Bradley controller, giving sensitive

control. To increase this sensitiveness and to avoid over-

weighing, the scale pointer is provided with a plus-and-

=U. S. Pat. 1.176.S7S bv Leslie Douglass Anil, rson, assigned
to United States Smelting. Refining and Minn-. ; Co.
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minus beam, which is set at the start of any weighing so

the painter moves when the total weight received is short,

say 100 lb. of the final weight. Setting this auxiliarj-

beam on the zero mark, the scaler then cautiously weighs

in the remaining amount, having been forewarned and

not, as usual, committing the error of overweighing.

The feeders and the arc gates are of extreme width,

the purpose l^eing to feed the hopper unifonuly through-

out its length. By this means the irregularity liable to

occur when depending on hand distribution by buggies or

b\- moving the charge car back and forth under a flowing

stream is eliminated.

The original charge car at Midvale is still retained, ex-

isting construction making it impossible to run the scale

cars directly over the furnaces as would have been desira-

ble. Instead the scale cars now run on a bridge over the

charge-car track. In this bridge is set a system of deflec-

tors through which the charge is dropped, becoming there-

by thoroughly mixed before it lands in the charge car

MODIFIED DWICJHT STRKADER AT MIDVAT^E, UTAH

beneath. After receiving tliis charge the car is backed a

few feet under a floor with a slot through which briquettes

and scrap iron arc dumped after the old manner.

The track system for the scale cars is looped Ijy means
of two sets of spring .switches which avoid any manual
switching. Leaving the dumping bridge, the scale cars

move under the hopper-bottom bins, stopping and draw-

ing out charges at the designated points and proceeding

ahead until the switdi puts them over on the parallel

track of the flat-bottom l)ins. Backing uj) on this track,

one stop is made to draw out bed ore l)y motor, and finally

the car is back at the dumping point again.

The scale cars are of heavy constriiction, liding on two

swiveled four-wiicclcd trucks each iiaving two large and

two small wliecls. The construction permits of ])assing

around sharp ciiivcs. They were built by the Brown
Hoisting Machinery Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, whose engi-

neers deserve inu<li credit for the manner in which they

grasped the problem and fitted new construction to old.

The introduction of the system described made it ])o<-

sible to cut down the charge crew for five furnaces bv

over fifty men. The innovation, being somewhat radical

in view of the well-known sensitiveness of the lead fur-

nace, was installed with some apprehension which, how-
ever, has proved to be entirely unfounded. The greatest

fear was felt lest the metallurgical recovery should be

spoiled, or in other words, the loss of metal be increased.

There has been found on the contrary a distinct im-

provement, which can be largely ascribed to the regular

and uniform feeding that the furnaces have had since

the installation of the system described.

Present practice indicates that whatever method (jC

feeding be employed, the following principles must be

carefully adhered to if the best possible results are to be

obtained : The various charge ingredients must be cor-

rectly weighed. They must be disposed from one end of

the furnace to the other so that a section at any point will

show present the same proportions of the various ingredi-

ents as had been figured necessary for the entire charge.

Mechanically all these ingredients should be well mixed
together with a predominance of coarse in the center and
fine on the sides. The simple statement of these principles

is no indication of how far from simple it is to carrj'

tlicm out in practice at reasonable expense.

The conditions attending the presence of rock gas in

the Cripple Creek mines was investigated by George A.

Bnrrell, at the suggestion of George S. Rice, chief mining
engineer of the Bureau of Mines. xVn excerpt from the

.summary of a paper to be presented at the Arizona meet-

ing of the American Institute of Mining Engineers in

September, 1916, by George A. Burrell and Alfred W.
Guager of Pittsburgh, Penn., follows:

The escape of gas from the rock strata into the lower

workings of the mines of the Cripple Creek mining

district is a menace to life and to mining. The outflow

of this gas, supposed by Lindgren and Ransome of the

United States Geological Survey to represent the last

exhalations of the extinct Cripple Creek volcano, is

largely influenced by outside atmospheric pressure, be-

cause it is confined in the rocks under low pressure.

At a few mines a pressure system of ventilation has

been installed to assist the ordinary natural circulation.

Under this system air is blown into the mines by a fan

lilaced at the top of the shaft, thereby placing the mine
workings under a little pressure, at some places equiva-

lent to 6 or 7 in. of water (about 0.5 in. of mercury).

This method assists materially in keeping the gas forced

back in the rocks. The gas as it occurs in the rocks is a

mixture of carbon dioxide (11%) and nitrogen (8G%).
The bad effects on life and lights are jirincipally due to

the fact that the rock gas so dilutes the air of the mines

that the oxygen therein falls to a jtoint where lights will

I'dt burn or so low that life is endangered.

Men should not work where candles will not burn, and
should not be solely reliant u]ion the acetylene flame for

guidance regarding bad air. The acetylene flame will

burn in air where the oxygen is only a few per cent, above

tile ]>ro]iorti«n that is dangerous to life, hence only a small

margin of safety is assured. Because of the nitrogen con-

tent, greater danger is pirscnt in the lowest parts of the

workings, ])articularly in the lioltom of winzes and shafts.
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By J. A. ]\lAfDOX.\LD*

Visitors to the Yukon gold fields are often puzzled to

account for the "idios}'ncrasies" of the paystreak along

many of the creeks. For instance. Fig. 1 illustrates a

portion of Hunker Creek and the course of the paystreak.

Across claims Nos. 1 and 3 the paystreak was satis-

iactory and proved profitable to the owners, and even

where it crossed the corner of No. 3, it was so rich

that No. 3 proved a valuable claim. But here it took

a detour into the bench and left creek claim No. -1

completely barren, while the bench claims were found

to contain more gold than claims 1 and 2. At claim

G the paystreak narrowed to almost nothing, so that

claims 6 and 7 were only moderately rich. After

diagonally crossing No. 7, the pay.streak widened out,

increased in richness and thence went into the sidehill.

A wide paystreak is not necessarily the most valuable.

The richest strike in the Yukon was on pay dirt 150

FIGS. 1 TO 3. SHOWING LOCATION. VALUE A.\'D DEPTH
OF DIFFERENT PAYSTRE.\K.S

ft. wide ; 300 ft. is not uncommon, and even 1,000 ft.

widths are found at intervals. In some cases extremely

narrow paystreaks have pro\ed immensely valuable. On
Lombard Creek the pay, which was all on bedrock from
(i in. to 2 ft. deep, was only from 15 to 35 ft. wide.

About two years ago $13,000 was taken out of a claim

near the mouth of the Lombard. The gold was coarse

—

a $10 nugget being the largest, while many smaller

nuggets from $1 upward were found. A body of muck
and ice about 30 ft. deep lies on top of the gravel.

An effort is being made to open up some of the.se

Lomliard Creek claims.

Dominion Creek is famous fur the amount of gold it

has ])roduced, chiefly from what is known as the upper
and lower discoveries. It has its idiosyncrasies too. The
upper discovery was certainly rich; farther down it was
fairly good, but it petered out completely, and for 13 mi.,

including 120 claims staked out and persistently pros-

pected, near the mouth of Gold Rim, not an ounce of

pay dirt was found. From point G, Fig. 2, the paystreak

i-eappeared, and proved immensely rich. Here many
claim owners made princely fortunes. Gold Run itself,

•Box 83. Ottawa, Ont., Canada.

for the first 4 mi. up from its mouth, showed a fine

paystreak ; Sulphur Creek, farther down, also had a very
good one. At points (} and 8, Fig. 2, which are points
of confluence of Gold and Sidphur Creek.s, the val-c-v

of the Dominion is very wide, and the paystreak seemed to

sjtread all over it. Below the mouth of Sulphur, the

pay was not so rich, but was still considered good. Below
was the mouth of Gold Run down some distance to below
where Sulphur joins Dominion Creek, the valley widens
out, and there the paystreak was approximately 1,000 ft.

wide in many places. Along this stretch the pay gravel

was quite rich. On claims 232 and 2,320, about $26,000
was taken out in six weeks. The pay channel on these

two fractions ran directly across the creek almost at

right angles—an unusual thing. Some miners claimed

that this pay channel was part of the Dominion paystreak,

and others that it came from the Veronica or Rob Roy,

tributaries of the Dominion in the immediate vicinity.

Shafts sunk on the Rob Roy Creek, with crosscuts driven

from them for .some distance failed to discover the pay.

The most acceptable theory is that this rich paystreak,

beginning near the mouth of Gold Run, was a former

continuation of Gold Run's narrow channel, which prob-

ably joined the old main channel of Dominion at some

distance farther away than at present. The gold found

in these fractional claims differs from that recovered in

the claims on Gold Run. However, gold varies in grade

not only from the different creeks, but also from different

portions of a given individual creek.

The pay is frequently found in the sands at Nome,
within two or three feet from the surface and is similarly

found in some of the creeks of Alaska. For example,

on Anvil Creek the pay was in some cases only 3 ft.

from the surface. Ordinarily, however, the average depth

of the paystreak is about 30 ft. On Bonanza Creek in

the Canadian Yukon some of the best pay was found

27 ft. below the surface. In a cross-section at right

angles to a given creek bed, both bedrock and pay gravel

usually bed about horizontally, and seldom rise to parallel

the surface slope. For example, illustrated in Fig. 3, near

the creek the pay was found 30 ft. below the surface;

further along, where the hillside rises, it was 70 ft., while

in the hillside the pay was 170 ft. from the surface. With

the downstream fall of a creek both bedrock and paystreak

usuallv maintain their depth below the creek bed, some-

times for long distances.

IFrairal&lliira MairaSinig Co.
The report of the Franklin Mining (.'u., ojieratiug at

Demmon, Mich., for the year ended Dec. 31, 1915, shows

an operating loss of $87,142. The company hoisted

151.309 tons of rock, of which but 133,018 tons was

stamped. From this 1,314.969 lb. of copper was recov-

ered, which sold at an average price of 19.83c. per lb.

The opening work put in sight, as of Dec. 31, 600.000

tons of conglomerate of average value. December pro-

duction was 250,000 lb., and an amount equal to this

figure has been sold for each month of 1916 at over 25c.

per lb. No. 2 conglomerate shaft will probably be re-

opened this summer in the effort to increase production.

A GeoloBio Folio «f Silver City, K. M., district has been
published by the United States Geological P: :^>: The folio.

No. 199, contains 19 pages of text, 2 maps. ! . : .; ture-seotion

sheet, 15 plates, 17 text figures, and is ri :
il.d by the De-

partment at 250. per copy.
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©imilrolof ©r^
By Oliver C. Ralston f

" temperature on the rate of settling of pulps of different

SYXOr^IS—A continuation of the di^cusnion of densities. He tested the rate of settling of one pulp at

methods of controlling the actions of slimes. various temperatures from room-temperature up h<

Experimental results are noted on selected- ore 190° F. and then down to room-temperature again. PL

slimes. It I.S shoirn that settlement can be accel- thouglit that possibly the settling velocity would be ;.

erated or retarded, and that, under certain circiim- fected by air adhering to the particles, and if so, heatii .

stances, a selective separation can he made, settling to nearly the boiling temperature of the water woulil

one constituent and allowing another to remain remove this air, so that the series of settling curves ob-

suspended. tained on lowering the temperature would be different

— from the series obtained in going up. No visible effect on

The slimes upon which the major portion of this work tlie rate of settling was noticed. He found that at 60° F.

was done were taken from the dump of the old Horn a pulp settled at the same velocity no matter what thi'

Silver mill at Frisco, Utah. This dump is finely ground previous history of the solution.

material that contains quartz, feldspars, calcite, kaolin, As DurelP* has recently speculated that poor settli:

sphalerite, galena, anglesite, cerrusit*?, pyrite, chalco- in cyanide plants is often due to air in the solution, n

pyrite and related minerals. A complete analysis of the might be well to call especial attention to the work of

ore is included in Table 1. The material has been ground table i. analyses op ore slimes used in

several times bv various parties in the attempt to extract experiments

the values contained. Mo.st of it is already very finely H"^;"^
^''co""' Cenuai Coailuon

ground, so the portion passins: a standard Tvler 200- % % % V,
^

, . 1 ,

'^ -11 i- " f ii Insol 53.6 51.46 69.0 12.5
mesh sieve was screened out and weighed portions ot this cao 2.2 4.97 2.45 1.1

material were u.sed in the tests. Xf^oV
.'

'. '. '. '. '. ". '. '. '. '. '. '. '. '.

'. t,:Adet. L^ndet. ">:8'' ^I'.e

Another ore upon whicli considerable work was done ^so
"^et*^*^

^"9''^''
%'^5s^ 299

was the slimes from the Ophir Hill Con.*olidated mill, Pb .•.'..."......:::.:.: tU s.ss oios 0:21
' Cu 0.2o 1.16 1.04 0.13

of Ophir, Utah. Small amounts of galena and sphalerite s 6.13 4.69 undet. 0.92
. ,

^
. . 1 . /-> 1 As Undet. 0.25 Undet. Undet.

With some pyrite are earned in a quartzose gangue. Only co^. 1.37 Undet. 2.60 19.04

the material passing a 200-me.sh screen was used. „°f- „'^J- .^^- ^f-
.,. ', '^

» ., ,, T ^ , , . . Ag 6.70 0.02 7.06 0.15
An o.xidized ore from the tirand Central mine, ot au 4.12 undet. 0.24 Trace

Eureka. Utah, was also ground through the 200-mesh
Nichols, which fails to confirm Dureirs guess. I repeated

sieve for test work. It is a thoroughly oxidized ore carry-
Nichols' experiment, adding dry ore to water in order

iiig copper, gold and silver. A great amount of oxidized
^j^^^ ^-^ ^jj^^^ j^^i^,^^ ^^.^U ,3^ retained on the surfaces of

iron minerals in the material gives it a bright-red coior,
^j^^ particles, and found the settling rates at 20° C, both

although there is a considerable percentage of silica in
,,^.fy^^. .,„^| .^f^^,. ,3Qijj„„. „^,^ .^^ ^j,. i.,.^,^^ ^,^g solution, to

the gangue. The fourth ore experimented upon was from
^^ j^j,,^^,^^ identical. In fact. Nicliols' slimes, on long

the old Honenne mine, at Stockton, Utah, and was a
j^^jj-,^„ ^^.j^,, ,in,ultaneous agitation, became deflocculated

thoroughly oxuhzed ore of zmc carrying smithsonite. cal-
^^ ^j^^, p^^^,^^ ^f ^^^^ settling at all instead of settling

amine and limonite. It was al.-^o ground tluougli the 200-
faster

mesh sieve. Xicliois thought the temperature effect on the velocity

Effect of Temperature on Settling of settling was due to the change in density of the water.

„, . , „,..,. .,, . Ashley'^ criticized this point and brought forward the
The increased rate of settling of ore shmes with increase

.^^^^ ^j^^^ ^,^^ ^^.^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^, j ^^.^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^
of temperature has been known for some time, but so far

.^^ ^,^^ ^..^^^^.^^, ^^ ^j^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^. ,^^^ ^,^^^^^^^^^^ ^,^^j
a.^I know, no attempts to prove any e.xplanations of these

^^ ^^^^ ^^.^,j-^^ ^.^^^ ^j^^ ^^,^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^j^^ ^,^ ,^ ^^^^

effects have been pub ished. Richards'- states that slimes
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^,^^^ ^,^^, ^^^.^.,^^ ^^^, ^^^^^^ ^^^^^

will settle considerably faster 111 warm water than in
^^.^^^.^^^^ ^ fri.tional resi.stance proportional to the vis-

.old water H. S Nichols- has conducted experiments
^.^^.^^. ^^ ^j^^ ^.^^^^^ ^^^^^ .^^^.^^^^,^. .ti^^.i to the size

on the settling of day shmes obtained from a decomposed
^^ ^,;^ ,ha„nels. He calls attention to the fact that the

dike ,n British Columbia. His paper is^ very obscurely
^..^^.,^^.^^. ^^ ^^.^^^^^ ^^ g^. ^ .^ ^^^^. ^^^ ^^f^,^ ^^ j^^ ^.^^^^.^

worded He speaks, for example, of the diffusimv of the
^^^

^, ^ ^^^^.^^ ^,^^ ^^^^^^.^^, ^^ ^j^^^ ^^.^^^,^. ^.,^^^_^^^^ ^^^,^, ^
pulp, where the context shows that he mean its fli ut'on.

^^^^^„ .^^.^^^age in the same lange of temperature.
On^senes of experiments had to do with the effect of

j^^ ;^^^^^^. ^^^^^^ ^^^^^.^^ measurement of the effect of

•By permission of the Diroctoi- of the United States Bureau temperature, I took settling curvcs on the Horn Silver

°'
fcommunicated hy D. A. Lvon. metallurgist in charge of ore. Using pulp of 9.4% solids as a starting point in eacli

Salt Lake Station. In co8peration with the metallurgical re- ,.35^ Teilineraturcs frOlU 2° to 49 C. were invcstl-
search department of the University of Utah. O. C. Ralston,

, , r^, '
. ,., • ii xi • 1 j i

assistant metaiiurni.st. Bureau of Mines. gated. Tlic percentage of .solids in the thickened pulp

m ™'D?eVllnU••'^•v.^mfr'"an^clerL\^p^lr^Tii"fhe^ at different times is given in Fig. 1. These curves reveal

S'lifr-^e a'-co^nllnu'a.^:;;: or..H>'?,Vsc'u"ss7o'i ff' t^h^'pap^e^rf a'n.T*;;;!!! "" enormous effect of temperature on tlie rate of slimes

appear in an early iksu'-

"Textbook on "Ore Dressing." Vol. II. p. 1147. ""Lkiuid Jets." C. T. Durell, "Met. and Chem. Eng.," Vol.

'«"Min. and Sd. Pres-- Vol. XCVTI. pp. G4-6 (1908). "Trans. Xlll. p. 714 (1915).

I M. M .• Vol. XVII. I'
-'' 'T'o-, "Min. and Sci. Press." Vol. XCVIIl, p. 831 (1909).
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Hi'ttlement. Taking the time necessary to settle the

material in a 200-c.c. graduate from 9.4% solids to 35%
solids, as an example, it can he seen that it takes nearly

fiJiir times as long at 2° C. as at 49°. Table 2 was pre-

pared after this manner, giving the times necessary to

allow the change in pulp density at the various tempera-

tui'es, and a column of figures is included giving the

absolute viscosities of water at these temperatures. The
last column of figures in this table represents the quo-

tients obtained by dividing the time in minutes by the

absolute viscosity. For convenience these quotients are

all multiplied by 10. In case the settling velocity is

proportional to the viscosity of the water, these quotients

should all have the same value. It can be seen that this

is practically true with the exception of the one for 2° C.

As these tests were made in glass graduates set in glass

jai's filled with water at the desired temperature and the

TABLE 2. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON VELOCITY
OF SETTLING

Absolute Constant.
Temp. °C. Time, Min. Vi-scosity (Time -=- Viscosity)
49 14 0.0056 250
3" IS 0.0070 257
22.25 24.5 0.0096 255
11.2 33.5 0.0131 256
2 (approx.) 54.5 0.0170 320

r.-VBLE 2A. VALUES OF CONSTANT (TIME H- VISCOSITY)
AT DIFFERENT PERCENTAGES OF SOLIDS

Temp. °C. 20% 25% 35% 40% Solids
49 lie 152 250 456
37 121 164 257 430
22.25 129 161 255 396
11.2 131 174 256 389
2 (approx.) 159 212 320 440

temi3erature kept constant "by hand" by adding more hot

water or ice, as occasion demanded, there was considerable

dilTiculty in keeping the test at 2° C, and the value of

the constant obtained at that temperature is known to be

subject to considerable error. Table 2A contains the

values of this constant obtained for the times when the

various tubes were at tlie following series of pulp densi-

ties : 20%, 25%, 35% and 40% "solids. The constants

obtained when the pulps in the various tubes were at
;*•")%, solids are probably the least subject to accidental

variations, as they had been settling long enough to mini-

mize any accidental effect of turbulence that might affect

measurements taken during the first few minutes of

settling. The observations at 40% solids are on portions

of the curve that are very flat, and the attainment of

great accuracy of reading the position of the surface of

the settling slimes was difficult, since the distances trav-

eled were very small. So the observations at 35% solids

may be regarded as being least affected by accidental vari-

ations or by errors of measurement. All of the readings

at 2° are known to be of doubtful accuracy, but the values

of the constants for this temperature are suflficiently near

to the constants in the same column to reassure us. We
may therefore conclude that the rate of settling of a slime

is inversely proportional to the viscosity of the medium
in which it is suspended.

Fig. 2 gives data dcrixed from Fig. 1 and shows the

actual velocity of subsidence of the surface of the thick-

ening slimes as conditioned by the percentage of solids in

the ])ulp at eacii of the various temperatures. In pass-

ing it is well to call attention to the fact that the per-

centage of .'^olids in the pulp increases at practically a

constant rate after the particles have attained their max-
imuni velocities, starting from zero. This is shown by

the straight portion- of the curves of Fig. 1. The curve

suddenly changes direction \\-hen the compacting phase

of settling is entered and seems to be almost a straight

line again. These observations hold for most of the
curves prepared during this work, where percentage of

solids was plotted against time. The velocity of .settling

of individual particles and of the surface of the slimes

constantly decreases, but the rate of increase of the per-

centage of solids of the thickened pulp seemed to be

practically constant, within limits, for most of the tests

in the graduated cylinders.

Commenting on the curves of Fig. 2, it can be .seen

that the velocity of settling of the surface of the thickened
slimes, as conditioned by the percentage of solids in the

pulp, becomes very small at 39% solids. This low
velocity is nearly the same for all the different tempera-
tures investigated. At 39% solids is the point where the

slimes enter the compacting phase in these experiments and
slowly thicken to 50% solids. The slow rates of settling

during this period did not allow measurements of suffi-

cient accuracy to draw any conclusions as to the effect of

tem])erature on the velocity of settling during the com-
pacting phase, except that the velocity is rather small in

any case and is probably conditioned more by the physical

condition of the particles themselves than by the vis-

cosity of the medium in wliich they are suspended. As
all the velocity density curves converge to the point (39%
solids) at which the pulp enters the compacting phase, it is

possible to utilize a series of such curves for determining
this critical point.

Effect of Heat Settlixg

An interesting experience was related to the writer by
AValter Neal, who was at El Oro mill of El Oro ^lining

and Eailway Co. during the winter of 1905. After an
exceedingly cold spell the slimes of the mill suddenly
ceased settling and nothing seemed to avail in making
them go down. Finally, knowing that the solutions had
been chilled much below their usual temperature, tests

were tried with the pulp warmed slightly, and the slime

was found to settle freely. A few steam jets into the

solution soon put the mill in working order again.

It is hard to see how this strange effect could be due
to temperature alone. A cyanide solution is truly a very

complex solution after a few months' work, and it is

probable that some effect on ionization of compounds in

the solution may have allowed deflocculation of the slimes

in question at the lower temperature. Further, in the

phase-rule study of four component systems it is known
that in any "reciprocal salt pair" only three of the possi-

ble four constituents generally exist at any one tempera-

ture, and there is a certain ''transformation point" at

which one of these three components disappears and above

which the fourth component is formed. Such an effect,

accompanied by adsorption of one of the vanishing con-

stituents, might account for this phenomenon, but it

would require the services of a skilled physical chemist

to unravel this mystery. In fact, the possible complexi-

ties are such that it is doubtful whether such effects could

ever be explained at all. For the present we shall have to

confine ourselves to the elucidation of the simpler laws.

The relative rates of settling of slimes should be af-

fected by temperature in the same way, no matter what

the depth of the ves,<el in which the settling takes place.

However, in order to gain some idea of the ]u-oper pre-

cautions to take in translating any results to the large

scale, one test was run in a long tube wliii li, in order to

contain 200 c.c. of pulp, was four times as long as one of
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the graduates containing 200 c.c. which were used in

these tests. Of course it cannot be expected that the rate

at which the average density of the thickened slimes

increase will he as great in the long tube, for the reason

that the individual particles have a much greater distance

to sink through the water. It was thought, however, that

the velocity of the individual particles might be the same

in both tubes whenever, the percentage of solids was the

same. In order to ascertain if this were the case, tests

were made in a graduate and in a long tube with identical

amounts of pulp (200 c.c.) of identical densities (9.4%
solids at the beginning of 200-mesh Horn Silver slimes).

In Fig. 3 are shown the settling curves expressed in the

number of millimeters that the surface of the settled

slimes had subsided below the surface of the clear water

at any given time.

The slope of such a curve will be the velocity of settling

of the slimes surface in millimeters per minute. From

compacting was indicated at about 42% solids instead of

39% average solids. These conditions are much nearer

to those of Free's tests, and with an even greater length

of time necessary to reach this phase, as was necessary in

most of his work, it is easy to see how this kink in his

curve could be well smoothed out. The delay in the

appearance of the kink for the compacting phase in the

long tube makes it possible to understand the results of

^Mishler^" at the Tigre mill, Sonora, ilexico, where it

was found that thick slimes settled appreciably faster in

tall vessels, while dilute slimes settled at about the same
Aelocity in diiferent-shaped vessels, depth having very

little effect.

The strange humps and kinks in the two curves in Fig.

4, which are more exaggerated than with any other den-

sity of slimes studied, may be explained on the basis of

our assumption of three possible types of settling—subsi-

dence, consolidation and compacting. The long tube.

880
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to expectations and seemingly contradictory to the con-

clusions of the tests reported on the long and the short

tubes, the etfect of thus varying the length of the column

of pulp for any given percentage of solids in the pulp

was to decrease the velocity of settling of the thickened

slimes surface in proportion to the depth of the column of

this material. One might expect the longer column of

this material to settle the faster, just as a long column of

rubber would compress more easily than a short one.

Another warranted prediction could be based on the long-

and short-tube experiment and would state that the

velocity of settling would not be affected by the length

of the column (within certain limits). Contrary to either

expectation the long column of pulp containing, say,

20% solids settled more slowly than the short column of

pulp containing 20% of solids. In Fig. 5 are the settling

curves for lots of 5, 10, 20. 30, 40, 60 and 100 gm. of

Horn Silver ore (minus 200-mesh), giving the distance

that the surface of the thickened slimes had sunk below

tube). The fourth column gives the products obtained

by multiplying each velocity by the corresponding depth,

and it can be seen that the result is nearly a constant.

Table 3A is a similar table for the same set of tests when
each had reached an average of 30% solids.

The fact that the product of the depth of the column
of settling slimes by its velocity of settlement (at constant

cross-section of the tube) is a constant for any given

percentage of solids means that the velocity of settling is

inversely proportional to the depth of the column of pulp,

or to the number of particles present, in tubes of the same
cross-section.

After the previous work with the long and short tubes,

it was hard to accept this conclusion, but repetition and
rechecking of the work failed to change tlie facts. In the

long- and short-tube tests the .same number of particles

were arranged in tubes of varv'ing length, the cross-.section

diminishing as the length increased. Why the long-tuV)e

tests do not compare with these is hard to understand,

y<-.\
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culate the slime.s and i^rotect the soliUiou of cyauide

from decomposition by acids has become accepted prac-

tice. The use of sodium hydrate to deflocculate clays,

in order to separate out the impurities by sedimentation,

followed by flocculation of the suspended clay by alum or

by sulphuric acid, is also well known.

One dilute slime that I studied at the Ontario mill,

near Kellog.ir, Idaho, seemed to be completely defloccu-

lated. It contained about one part of solids in 100 of

water and was the dirty overflow of a Dorr thickener.

Sodiiun chloride was added in increasing amounts until

rapid settling took place. Xearly l%XaCl was required

in order to make a test tube of the suspension settle com-

pletely in 15 min. Sulphuric acid caused the same effect

when present to the extent of 0.1%, and ferric sulphate

caused a like effect when present to the extent of 0.01%.
The efPect of electrolytes in the flocculation of colloids

has been considerably studied by colloid chemists, and the

following general laws are of interest here: The active

agents that cau.?e flocculation of colloids are the Ions

from the electrolytes. Positive ions tend to flocculate

negative colloids and to deflocculate positive colloids.

Xegative ions have the reverse effects. As to whether a

certain electrolyte will flocculate a definite colloid or not

depends upon which ion is adsorbed by the colloid to the

greatest extent, and this in turn depends upon concentra-

tion of the solution and temperature, as well as upon the

colloid involved. The cause of adsor])tion is unknown. If

the positive ions are adsorbed on a certain definite col-

loid more than the negative ions of the electrolyte, the

coUoid will be flocculated, and in case an excess of nega-

tive ions is adsorbed by the negative colloid, it will be de-

flocculated or*" rendered more stable by the higher electric

charges on the particles. Taking the case of a colloid that

tends to adsori) different cations to a greater extent than

tlie anions and comparing the effects of a series of elec-

trohtes with different cations, it is noticed that a bivalent

cation is many times as effective as a monovalent one and

a trivalent cation is even more effective. Thus with a

colloid suspension of quartz particles that are negatively

charged, the amounts of electrolytes barely sufficient to

produce coagulation are often found to have the follow-

ing ratios for. say, the chlorides of sodium, calcium and

aluminum, respectively

:

NaCl Valence of cation. 1

CaCU Valence of cation, 2
AlClj Valence of cation, 3

Coagulating power, 1

Coagulating power, 40
Coagulating power, 1,600

Why the polyvalent ions are more strongly adsorbed and

hence much more effective as flocculating or coagulating

agents is not known, but it can be seen that there are

great possibilities in the use of polyvalent ions, such as

those of iron, calcium, aluminum, ferrocyanides, ferri-

cyanides, phosphates, etc., in the control of operations

with slimes, such as settling or thickening, or flotation.

The ratios given vary somewliat with different conditions

and are so pronounced only in the ca.<e of suspensoids.

Emulsoids do not react to the .same extent. Emulsions of

oil are met witli in flotation, l)ut not elsewhere in metal-

lurgy.

The ions of liydrogen and hydro.xyl, differing from

other monovalent ions, are very strongly adsorbed and

hence usually overshadow the effect.s of the ions that

accompany them. Thus in acids the hydrogen ion usually

exerts the most powerful effect, and in l)ases the hydroxyl

ions are predominant. Ilcnce, when acids are found to

"W". \V. Taylor, text im "The Chemistry of Colloids," p. 107.

be flocculators, the bases are usually found to be defloc-

culators of the negative suspension—colloids. As most

ore suspeusoids are negatively charged, this particular

effect of acids and alkalies is well known. Some of the

weakly dissociated organic acids have special effects of

their own.

The colloid chemists have worked with a great manv
different .suspensions, and the polarity of the charges

some of these is given here. Most of them are compoui.

prepared in the laboratory and were suspended in il -

tilled water. Among the positive sols may be mention^

ferric hydrate, aluminum hydrate, chromium hydrate,

cadmium hydrate, most other hydrates, titanic acid,

methyl violet, methylene blue, magdala red, some metals

like lead, bismuth and iron, etc.''* The negative sols

include most metals—for example, gold, platinum, ead-

mium^—and many metallic compounds like silver chlor-

ide, arsenious sulphide, cadmium sulphide, prussian blue,

colloidal .<ulphur, silicic acid, stannic acid, vanadium

pentoxide, molybdenum blue, indigo, etc.

IRb.tuis§aa!ni Msura^SiEaese I Kadtia stiff's*'

By M. STTtojiBi:n(i*

Russia takes the_first place among the countries supply-

ing manganese ore, which represents one of the principal

articles of export to the United States. In the decade

1903-12 (the last period during which data on the world's

production of manganese ore can be obtained) Russia

sup]>lied 37% of the total production, British India sup-

plied 20%, and Brazil yielded about 12%.
The principal district in Russia where manganeses ore

is mined is the Caucasus, which during the decade 1904-

13 yielded on an average 33.2.50,000 poods (600,378 tons)

per annum, or about 7-5% of the annual Russian produc-

tion. The annual production of the Xikopol district,

second in importance, averaged 10.800.000 poods (19,"),010

tons), over 24% of the total production. In the other dis-

tricts, the Ural and Western Siberia, the output did not

reach any considerable magnitude in 1912; the Ural

yielded 1,900,000 ]ioods (21,487 tons) of mangane.<e ore,

while the jiroduction in Western Siberia did not exceed

8,400 poods (l.J2 tons).

Recently attention has been drawn to a new region

])roducing manganese ore—the Gaisinsk district in the

province of Podolia near Hoshevatovo, on the Rudnitza-

Olviopolsk line of the Southern Side railways. The
natural su])ply of the ore, a pyrolusite, is ajipaicntly a

large one: the distance from Odessa l)y rail via Rudnitza

is 334 versts (221 mi.). Up to the present the mining

is in an embryonic stage, and acconling to private infor-

mation, the production has not ex<ce(led 2r).000 ])oods

(
|.">0 tons), which has been supplied to tiie southern

uu'tallurgical works.

The manganese industry of the Caucasus, concentrated

ill the Shoroi)ansk district of the province of Kutais, near

Chiaturi, works chiefly for the export tra<le. During the

decade 1904-13 the annual exjiorts of Caucasian mangan-

ese ore averaged 37,700,000 jmods ((i8li,73i) tons), dis-

tributed as follows: 640.82.") tons (93.97%) was exiwrted

to foreign countries, while 39,900 tons was supplied to

South Russia.

"Taylor, ibid.

•Kdltor "Journal of the Russian-American Chamber of
Commerce," 27 Gr. Jaklmanka St., Moscow, Ituasia.
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Tlhe Oailioniaini DSs^ricilo Arisoimsi
I'.Y :i;iiv A. Pal.mi.i;

JSYNOPiSIS—A (Icscrijjlioii of the mines and de-

velopment of this new low-grade gold camp in

Arizona, which it is believed will develop several

steadily producing mines. A well-equipped town

of several thousand inha,hitants has resulted from
these unusudi and iiilrn'sling dcvclopuu'iits.

Tlie Oatniau district is situated in Mohave Count)',

Arizona, about 12 mi. east of the point where California,

Nevada and Arizona come together. It is reached by stage

from Kingman, Ariz., 27 mi., or Needles, Calif., 20 mi.

distant. The early history and geology of the region were

described by J. D. Speer in the Journal of Jan. 1, 1916,

and so will be omitted here except to state that low-

grade free-milling gold is found in shoots in fissure veins

backing of such men as D. C. Jackiing, Philip Wisenum.
Seeley W. :Mu(ld and Frank Keith and others.

Broadly speaking, the veins of the district might be
divided into four zones from north to south as follows:
The (iold Koad, Tom Heed, Vivian and Black Range.
These e.xhibit distinct fissure systems, l)ut appear to con-
verge toward the southeast. Another zone migiit lie dis-

tinguished toward the northwest in the vicinity of the
Times, Hercules and Pittsburg. The veins in this locality

have nearly east-west strikes, but it is proljable that they
l>roperly belong to the other zones and have locally been
deflected from their normal courses. The Gold Koad and
Tom Iieed zones have been traced northwesterly for sev-

eral miles, as far as Union and Secret Pas.^es.

The low grade of the veins, many of which are concealed

by detritus or flows, and the lack of bonanza ore have

THE CAMPS OF OATMAN AND OLD TRAILS. ARIZONA, AND THE SURROUNDINr. DISTRICT

under a capping 300 to 400 ft. thick. The real revival of

the district occurred in the spring of 191.3. The Tom
Reed mine sunk a new shaft, crosscut and missed the vein.

Two practical miners, George "W. Long and T. L. ]\lclver,

formed a theory regarding the location of the vein,

sulistantiated their theory by underground observations

at the Tom Reed, and 1)ouglit what they felt were the

proper claims on which to find the vein. They were able

to raise sufficient funds for the necessary development
work, which revealed a vein of good ore 30 ft. wide at

the 300-ft. level. This is the nucleus of the present
TTnitcd Eastern, which was placed on a finn liasis by the

•Mining engineer, 512 Custom House, San Francisco, Calif.

demonstrated the necessity of deei> work and the develop-

ment of sufficient backs to guarantee continuous milling

operations before any attempt at output can ho mad.'.

Because of the comparatively gentle tojiography, tlie hills

not rising to any great heights above tlie surroundi.ig

country, there are few instances in whicJi tunnels i':in lie

used. The customary procedure is to sink in )>roxiiiiitv

to the vein and crossiiit at from 300 to 500 ft, depth.

The andesile is not hard, breaks well and stands without

heavy timbering, S-in. sawed timbers being used in most

of the shafts. Naturally timbers are ex]HMisivo but with

good superintendence a two-compartment ai.d manway
shaft can be sunk and timbered for $30 !• ~^10 a foot.
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The first indications of the vein are small stringers of

quartz and calcite scattered through the andesite and

exuding water. At about the tune these veinlets appear,

the andesite walls show slight pyritization and will yield

a little free gold in the pan. In the oreshoots the vein

matter shows pronounced hematite and manganese stains.

Many of the veins show considerable width. The United

Eastern averages 25 ft. across; the Big Jim was cut at an

angle giving a width of 46 ft. and is estimated to have a

width of 40 ft. The United Western went 15 ft. through

The vein to a horse, and had just cut through the horse

when water was encountered in such quantity as to make a

temporary cessation of work necessary, so the width of the

vein is not known. The oreshoots usually carry gold for

the full width of the vein and may be anywhere from 50

to 350 ft. in length with about the same amount of barren

ground.

Water is invariably encountered in the veins at depth,

and although the flow is small, the handling of it has been

the cause of some embarrassment. The supply of commer-

cial electric power is limited, and consequently the rate is

high. For this reason most of the mines have installed

gasoline plants, which are obviously unsuited to under-

ground pumping operations. At least one mine has in-

stalled a steam pump, but fuel is high and steam is always

a disadvantage underground.

All the developing mines are equipped with gasoline

power. Almost without exception the plants appear well-

chosen and well-installed, and amply but not over

equipped. Hoisting is entirely by buckets, which in many
instances are equipped with the platform crosshead for

the use of the men.

In the two producing mines three systems of stoping

are in use. Some of the Tom Eeed stopes are square-set,

while the Gold Road is using the shrinkage system where

possible, but has resorted to filling in some of its stopes,

the condition of whose walls does not suit them to shrink-

age. In general the andesite walls of the district, although

brecciated to some extent, stand well, and this, in con-

nection with the wide veins, some averaging 30 ft. for

considerable distances, offers an ideal condition for shrink-

age stoping methods to be used.

CoN'Tixuocs Counter-Current Decaxtation Used

There seems to be no choice in the matter of milling

practice. The gold is all free, but so fine that efforts to

recover it by amalgamation have been wholly unsatisfac-

tory, a saving of only 35% on the plates being realized

in the early mills. The ore is, however, readily amenable

to cyanidation at a reasonable cost and an extraction of

'>0'yi or better is obtained.

It is probable that the Colorado River, 2,000 ft. lower

than Outman, has established a pemianent water level

for til is country. If such proves to be the case, the

oxidized ores may reasonably be expected to extend to that

depth, 80 that present milling practice will be standard

for years to come with the exception of minor changes

such as at present exemplified by the United Eastern,

which will use ball mills for ])iimary crushing instead of

.stamps, the old regulation standby.

While the Gold ifoad mill has been described heretofore,

a brief outline oi tlic practice at tliis plant will be given

aw exeinplifying tlie milling system that will undoubtedly

be generally adopted lor the treatment of these ores. The

ore is hauled about 1 oimi ft. Iroin the crusher bins at the

shaft in mule-drawn trains and dumped to the battery

bins. From these it is fed by swinging feeders actuated

by a stamp tappet to eight 5-stamp batteries of 1,050-

Ib. stamps, where it is crushed in solution. The pul])

from the batteries goes to five duplex Dorr classifiers, the

sands from which go to four -ix'i'Z-ft. tube mills using

Danish pebbles. From this point on the process is a con-

tinuous counter-current decantation using Dorr thick-

eners and Pachuca tanks.

Instead of using filter presses for the separation of

the tailings, the solution is displaced in the last series of

tanks by water from the mine and the tailings discharged

continuously from the bottoms of the tanks. The preg-

nant solution is clarified, mixed with zinc dust and passed

through a Merrill press. The precipitate is roasted and

run down in a tilting furnace. Extraction by this process

is 92% with a consumption of one pound of zinc and six-

tenths of a pound of cyanide per ton of ore treated. Costs

are from $2.50 to $2.75 per ton, but it should be borne

in mind that present costs of any chemical treatment

can hardly be taken as a fair criterion. The mill is treat-

ing 2G0 tons per day.

Typical Mixes of the Various Zones

Obviously even a brief description of all of the operat-

ing properties in the district would be out of the question.

Very brief mention will be made of one or more of the

mines on the different zones, but it should not be assumed

that the property chosen is necessarily any more repre-

sentative than some other might be.

The most important mine on the Gold Road zone is the

mine of that name. The geologic formation at Gold Road

is the same as that throughout the district, but with

the peculiarity that here veins are found in the rhyoliti'

dikes as well as in the andesite. The mine is opened

by two shafts, No. 1 and No. 3, which are 800 and 1,100

ft. deep respectively, the 1,100 level at No. 3 being equal

to the 900 level at No. 1. The main workings are on the

700 level of the No. 1 shaft. The vein is from 8 to 10

ft. thick and is mined by shrinkage stoping and filling.

In the earlier days of the mine an open stope was carried

from the 800 level clear to the surface.

The ore is hoisted at the No. 1 shaft by a 15-hp. vari-

able-speed electric hoist with double drum, operating one

automatic dump skip and a counterbalance. It is dumped
to a bin from which it goes over a grizzly to a 5K Gates

gyratory crusher and thence through a raise to a bin gate

in a tunnel 50 ft. below. The tunnel is on a level with the

bin track at the mill, and transportation is effected by

mule-drawn trains.

A central power plant with 200-kw. motor drives a

15x25x20 Ingersoll-Rand two-stage compressor and a

dynamo for the lighting system. The compressor sup-

plies air at 100 lb. to both shafts and the mill.

Gold Road is producing approximately $700,000 per

annum. It is paying dividends, but the amount is not

given out, all of the stock being owned by the United

States Smelting Co.

Just at present the Gold Ore mine, .joining the Gold

Road on the north, is attracting considerable attention

from the fact that it has become a producer on a small

scale. The company, operating to the 550-ft. level, has

opened some rich shoots in a (i-ft. vein, but is taking out

only its low-grade ore and sending it to the Gold Road

mill, mainly to dispose of ore taken out in development
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and to Joteniiine if Gold TJoad inillinf( practice is suit-

able to its ore.

A nvw jH'operty, on wliicli the only dcvelojiinuiU is a

50-ft. shaft sunjv bv hand, is tlie Midas. It is on the (iolcl

Koad zone some distance beyond the JIoss and is of inter-

est in proving the continuity of the vein system. In its

[iresent stage of development nothing can be said of the

ilidas further than tliat surface conditions are as favor-

able as tho.«e usually found in the district.

The Tom Eeed is operating from one main shaft which

is 900 ft. deep with about -±,000 ft. of drifts. Milling

practice is similar to that at the Gold Eoad, but the

mill is smaller, having a capacity of 125 tons a day. Divi-

dends to date are in excess of $2,500,000.

It was the loss of the main Tom Reed vein that led

Lonij and !MiIvcr to start the work that resulted in mak-

(jradirig lor a mill is in progress near the shaft. It will

follow the general jjractice of the district, but will use ball

mills for jjrimary crushing instead of stamp.s.

Of the new mines, next to I'nited Eastern, Big .Tim

is probably the most developed. This mine has crossi ut

a 40-ft. vein on the 400 level and, at the time these not'-s

were made, was expecting to reach the vein on the 500 any
day. The average of the vein from wall to wall is ^T.-l-l,

but it is expected that the average of the ore handled will

be increased by careful mining.

Big Jim is one of the best financed companies in the

camp and, now that ore seems to be assured, is preparing
to equip with larger compres.sors and 150-hp. electric-

hoist, steel gallows frame and mill.

Anothei- mine on the Tom Reed zone is the Oatman
Gold on a vein system paralleling the main Tom Reed

THE CAMP OF OLD TRAILS, WITH BOUNDARY CONE PEAK IN THE DI.ST.\NCE

ing a mine of the United Eastern. The old shaft has been

can-ied down TOO ft. vrith levels at 30?, 463, 5G5 and 665

ft. All these levels have found ore and about 2,000 ft.

of drifting has been done. Various statements have been

made as to the value of the ore lilocked out. Inasmuch
as the most conservative, $10,000,000, comes from the

numagement, it is safe to regard these figures as authori-

tative. The average value is from $24 to $25 a ton; all

samples running over $100 a ton being disregarded.

The shaft is equipped with a 30-hp. gasoline hoist and
a 12xTi/2-in. straight-line compressor. A new two-com-
jiartment shaft is being sunk about 1,000 ft. from the

'lid one, and the machinery has just been installed. This

consists of a double-drum hoist geared to a 150-hp. vari-

able-speed induction motor and a 150-hp. motor belted

to a 12xl9xl(i-in. two-stage Tngersoll-Rnnd comjiressor.

vein and extending northwesterly through the Fcssenden.

The Oatman Gold has sunk to the 500 level and extended

a 15-ft. sump on its Kokonio vein, which appears for 4,500

ft. within its lines. At the Kokomo shaft two small

leeders intersect the main vein, and these feeders show

lich ore. The shaft is equipped with a 20-hp. gasoline

hoist and a 1 lx8'|4-in. 300-cu.ft. compressor.

As previously mentioned, the United Western lias cut

;;. 15-ft. vein, but has been delayed fi'om proving it on

account of water. The 15 ft. gave assays ninning from

$8 to $16. This vein outcrops noticeably on the surface^

and at a depth of 65 ft. ran $2.50 to $3 a ton. It is

(H(uipped with a 50-hp. hoist and a 14xl5-in. three-drill

compressor belted to a 60-hp. gasoline engine.

The Tom Reed zone is the mo.st develcpcil and tlie one

on which the most iuterestiiii; discoveries Iiave been made.
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The Vivian zone is so-called from the Vivian mine,

which, in times past, had a production estimated at $100,-

000, but which has lieen iclle for several years. In this

zone are the Gilt Ed.ae, Boundary Cone, Dome and sev-

eral others. These properties are in the prospecting stage.

The principal mines of the Black Eange, the most south-

erly zone of the district, are on a very prominent quartz

outcrop, locally called the Xellie vein, which can be traced

across the country through the Black Eange and Xellie

o-roups for several thousand feet and which, having re-

sisted erosion more than the inclosing andesite, stands

up boldly to a height of 25 ft. or more.

The Black Eange has sunk a shaft to a depth of 300

ft., which cut the vein at 150 ft. At the 300 a crosscut

was started and run 120 ft., when it was found necessary

to stop work until equipment could be installed for hand-

ling the water. The equipment consists of a GO-hp. gaso-

line hoist and two straight-line gas-driven air com-

pressors.

The Xellie and the Oatman Syndicate, the latter in

control of J. Parke Channing, are still in the early stages

of development.

South of the Xellie and the Black Eange operations are

just commencing on the Green Quartz. This property is

distinguished by having a peculiar chloritic quartz and

producing ore, from the surface, of sufficient value so that

the former owner supported himself thereon for some

years by the crude method of hand mining and working

Lis ore in an arrastre.

What is sometimes called the Xorthwest zone embraces

the Times, Pittsburg, Hercules and a number of neigh-

lioring properties, in which the veins have a general east-

erly and westerly strike and a northerly dip. It is prob-

able that development will demonstrate that these veins

are continuations or offshoots of the main fissures which,

locally, have taken a different course.

The Times, considering the stage of its development,

is one of the best-equipped mines in the district. A 22-

ft. vein, supposedly a continuation of the Tom Reed,

was found on the surface, and assays from a general sam-

ple taken out while excavating for the hoist returned

$27 a ton. A shaft has been sunk IJO ft., and cross-cuts

are being driven to the vein, and at another point it lias

])een reached Ijy a 300-ft. tunnel. Equipment consists of

a 25-hp. gasoline hoist and a 1 lx!S-^4.\10-in. angle com-

pound compressor belted to an 80-hp. engine.

Boom B.vsed ox QrAxriTY Mk.vn'.s Stability

While it is no doubt proper to designate Oatman as a

boom camp, it is different from other boom camps of

recent years. Strikes have been sensational from the

standpoint of quantity rather than quality, and from the

start it has been recognized as no poor man's camp. This

lias brought home the fact that while the district has great

possibilities, it is going to take money to realize them.

Everywhere there is a spirit of optimism and enthusiasm,

but the liysteria that accompanies the possibility of get-

ting rich over night is lacking.

All transportation of passengers is by automobiles, and

motor trucks are used for all the freight except that des-

tined to be hauled over the steepest roads, in which case

string teams of ten, twelve or even more horses or mules

are used. Freight rates are rather high—$12 to $1") a

ton from Needles or Kingman—hut the necessities of lilV

are very reafionable in comparison with other districts

similarly situated. With the exception of certain com-
modities, particularly hard to get, such, for instance, as

fresh milk, it is probably a fair estimate to say that

ordinary living expenses are not more than 20 to 25%
higher than in the Coast cities. Eooms can be had for a

dollar a day and upward, and a good meal can be bought

for from 50 to 75c.

A stock exchange has been formed recently with a mem-
bership of 47, of whom it is expected that 15 to 18 will

engage in active trading. The first session was held Apr.

10 and 28,100 shares were sold at an average price of 38e. [

per share. This move has been looked at askance by many
who have seen the baneful effects of stock manipulation

in some of the Xevada camps. It is hardly likely, how-

ever, that it will have a serious effect on legitimate opera-

tions in Oatman. For one thing the fact that the actual

\alue of the mines will depend on systematic development

work and conservative management rather than a chance

lucky strike will limit speculation in the stock. Another
reason is that Arizona has and enforces a rigid blue-sky

law. A repetition of the Sullivan Trust Co. or X'at C. '<

Goodwin & Co. is not possible in Arizona.

Arizona Law.s Check Wildcatting

Many will recall the incident of a certain Xevada "cop-

per" whose treasury stock sold up to about a dollar a share

under the manipulation of a famous operator, only 20c.

per share of which found its way into the treasury. This

could not occur in Arizona, as the law specifies that a cer-

tain percentage (85, I believe) of the money derived from

the sale of treasury stock must actually be paid into the

treasury. Further, it is provided that promotion stock

must be pooled and not thrown on the market until the

company is properly financed, so that the money paid for

stock in the financing stages of a mining venture actually

goes to the development of the mine and not to enrich

some promoter.

Operating under these restrictions there has been more
money actually paid into the treasuries of the various

mines than in any other camp of recent years at the same

period in its history. It is also true that development and

operation have been on a more systematic scale and under

more practical mining men than has been the general rule.

As a matter of uniformity the managers recently got

together and adopted the following scale of wages, whicli

was accepted by the miners. There is a union in the

cam]), liul membership is not compulsory and the district

is open. Following is the scale that went into effect

.\pr. l(i:

Hand miners $4.00
Hand ininirs in shaft 4.50
Machine miners 4.!)0

Machine miners in shaft 5.00
Tlml)ermen 4.50
Muckers, trammers, nippers and topmen 4.00
Millmen $4.00-4.50
Minimum for unclassified labor $3.50

Power for operating is one of the pi'obleiiis of the dis-

trict. There is no hydro-electric power available and only'

one commercial ])ower company—the Desert Light and

Power Co., of Kingman. Conse(|uently most of the com-

panies have installed their own gasoline plants. Power

from either source costs about $15 a horsepower-month.

Costs of mining and milling should be fairly unifonn

tlii-ougliout the district. Total costs at the Tom Eeed

ai-e in excess of $8 a ton, but it is the general opinion that

this is too high. One engineer has submitted tentative
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costs on cvaniding at a niaxinuini of $2.30 per ton under

normal conditions and it is jarenerally considered that on a

basis of moderate production total costs should not exceed

$3 a ton.

A ^\"l:LL-EQlIPrI:D and Substaxtial Towx

Oatinan has gathered its population from all the niiu-

ing districts of the West. The man who went over the

Skagway trail in '9^ rubs elbows with the old tinier from

(iilpin County or the man who shipped the bonanza car

from the Hayes Monette lease, all brought there by the

same attraction.

The influx has been greater than there were permanent

acconunodations for, and the whole district is dotted with

tents and small shacks. But for so young a town Oatman
is unusually well equijiped to supply the necessities and
comforts of life. There are churches and schools and,

except the saloon, every conceivable business, even to a

hairdresser and manicure. Tliei'e are several large stores

carrying good stocks; business is good and collections

])rompt. There are three banks, one strictly local and two

branches of larger institutions at Phcenix and Kingman.
Oatman has electric lights, Postal and Western Union
telegraph, local and long-distance telephone service, three

hotels, numerous rooming houses, two weekly newspapers,

two first-class picture shows, several restaurants, one with

au orchestra, dance floor and near-cabaret, a roof garden

and men's social club.

The residents have been too busy to get together and in-

corporate a city, but the business and social welfare is

overseen by the Oatman District Chamber of Commerce,
which has 150 members and a very much on-the-job secre-

tary. Through its etTorts the town has been equipped

by means of private subscription with a water system with

lire plugs and a volunteer lire department with hose cart

and chemical engine. The locality is naturally Iiealthy,

and to keep it so, the Chamber of Commerce has dis-

tributed garbage cans and disinfectants to the residents,

calling their attention to a state law enjoining the use of

such preventatives of disease.

As soon as Oatman realized it was shooting out of its

knickerbockers, it took steps to make a city of itself. Jan.

1 JIain St. was a wagon trail in a gully with buildings

every which way. Xow it is a four-rod surfaced street

with the buildings bearing at least a semblance of align-

ment. There are several three-story buildings, and some
of the office buildings have a neat stucco finish.

The town is supplied with good water from springs,

which is pumped to large tanks at an elevation sufficient

to give ample pressure for lire protection. The supply is

sufficient for a town of 8.0i)0. aiul other sources are avail-

able from which the total supply obtained would answer
for twice that number.

A BOOZELESS Boo.M

Oatman is dry and glad of it. Notwithstanding a

recent Supreme Court decision holding that one could

bring liquor into the state ju'ovided he did not sell it, Ari-

zona has started out to prove that prohibition can be made
to prohibit. Xeedles, Calif., is only 20 mi. distant, with

licpior galore, but in four days in a real live mining camp
I saw only two cases of intoxication, both slight, and T

know that one of them came from Xeedles.

There are two police officei-s in camp, a deputy sheriff

iind n night watelnnan. The deputy has about the easiest

job of anyone in the di.striet, his most strenuous duties

being to keep the traffic moving, and the night watchman
was engaged only Apr. 1 as a precaution against fires.

I learned of only one case of claim jumping, which was
settled amicably. There liave been only two jjublic tijrhts

in the last four months and not a shooting scrape si.n.c

the newcomers came in. One of the most peaceable men -i

the place has been known as a notorious gunman througii

nuiny of the boom camps of recent years. Xot feeling

properly dressed without his favorite Colts and learning
that he could not pack them without a permit, he applied

to the sheriff: only to be told that there was strictly noth-
ing doing. So, like all of the rest, he goes about his busi-

ness without his "irons" and finds that he has no use for

them in this model conununity.

An attempt has been made to inject a touch of high
life into the district at the "49 Camp." about half a mile
from Oatnum proper. Here tliere is a dance hall with the

usual appuitenances, but it is a pretty tame affair and
the strongest you can buy your lady is "Tally—Guaran-
teed no alcohol." If there is a game of stud, a faro layout

or a roulette wheel in the camp, only the initiated know
the trail and they are not telling it. The streets are alive

in the early evening, but about the time the movie show
lets out the lights are dimmed and tliere is a general move-
ment toward bed, to be ready for another day.

Ail these restrictions ha\e a very important bearing on
the great industrial problem. This was sized up very

tersely by one of the older residents of the camp. The
conversation had turned toward the possibility of labor

trouble, when he said : "Well, you know a miner is a

natural-born spender. He has to spend his money for

something. Up here he can"t put it into booze or over the

table so he is investing in stocks in these mines, and
these fellows aren't going to be in a hun-y to start any-

thing tliat will hit their own pocketbooks unless they have

a real grievance."

I learned by inquiry that this statement is true and that

an unusually large number of the men, especially the

older residents of the camp, have invested in local stocks.

Sentiment as to prohibition is unanimous, iliners. opera-

tors and business men declare that business is better than

with liquor and gambling and that their absence is directly

responsible for the orderly condition of the district

Wii-T. Be a Lakge Low-Grade Camp

The "expert" has been fooled so many times that tJie

engineer who has the temerity to predict the future of

a new camp is generally regarded by his colleagues as

rushing in where angels fear to tread. However, devel-

ojiments atOatman are now sutlieiently well advanced to

allow of some prediction of the possibilities of the district.

The (iold I'oad and Tom l\eed are proven mines. The
United Eastern, with its $10,000,000 of probable ore,

can certainly be called a mine. The Big Jim will soon

have done suflicient work to entitle it to this dignity.

Possibly United Western will soon be in that class also,

as well as some of the otliere.

The veins are traced for great distances along the sur-

face, they are wide and are umiuestiouably true fissures.

The natural conclusion is that they have deprli. AVhether

the ore persists, to depth, development alone can demon-

strate, but even if they do not extend beyond the proven

limits of tlni,Gold T{oad and Tom l{«>d. tiuro will be ore

in the district for a generation to com^-
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It must not be assumed that all the mines now develop-

ing are to become dividend payers or even producers. In-

evitably, some of them, especially the later ones, which

took the ground left between the pronounced mineral

zones, will draw blanks. But I believe that from the

production standpoint the Oatman district will be com-

parable with the Tintic district of Utah. Tintic has

produced steadily for the past 45 years. The ore is

in shoots, and from time to time a mine lacking develop-

ment drops out, but there is always a steady output from

a large number of mines and a goodly portion of them

are paying dividends.

As yet the geology of the district is little understood,

and it may be that future developments will reveal possi-

bilities not now recognized. The orebodies of Goldfield

were twice delimited before Jumbo Extension drove into

the shale-latite contact and made a bigger mine of itself

than it had ever been before.

It is hardly to be expected that Oatman will produce

another "Big Bonanza" or another Homestake, but I be-

lieve that the conservative attitude of the people and the

investors, the employment of practical mining men to

handle the mines and the money available^ for develop-

ment work give reason to believe that it will eventually

become a large low-grade gold camp with several produc-

tive propei-ties of moderate size which can be depended

on for production and dividends for some years to come.

per. All unsold copper was carried at 13..5c. per lb. The
ninth quarterly dividend of 50c. per share was paid on

Mar. 31, a total of $788,564.50, and $737.50 was paid a.s

part of the eighth dividend on 1,475 .shares, the result of

conversion of bonds delayed in transit on account of Euro-

pean conditions.

The report of the Nevada Consolidated Copper Co.

for the first quarter of 1916 shows a production of 6,157,-

862 lb. of copper in January, 6,436,853 lb. in Febrtiary

and 6,565,559 lb. in March, a total of 19,160,274 lb.

The tonnage of ore treated was 827,880, averaging 1.66%
copper. Tlie cost of copper, including Steptoe plant

depreciation and all charges except ore extinguishment,

and after crediting miscellaneous income, was 9.65c. per

lb. Earnings are computed on a basis of 23.478c. per

lb. for copper, and all unsold copper is inventoried at

13.5c. per pound.

The surplus for the quarter was $1,782,083, after

paying the twenty-fifth dividend of 37i/^c. per share and
extra dividend No. 4 of 12l/^c. per share; $142,360 was

set aside for plant and equipment depreciation and $83,-

498 for ore extinguishment, leaving a net credit to earned

surplus for the quarter of $1,556,224 and a balance of

$6,405,780 in earned surplus.

TliO' report of the Utah Copper Co. for the first quarter

of 1916 shows a production of 36,564,533 lb. of copper

—

11,999,910 lb. in January, 11,849,972 lb. in February and

12.714,651 lb. in March. The total ore treated was

1,984,600 tons of average grade of 1.4333% copper.

Average extraction was 64.27%.

After making allowances for .smelter deductions and

crediting miscellaneous income, including Bingham &
Garfield Ry. earnings, the average cost of copper was 7.19c.

per lb. Total net profit was $7,079,830; dividends paid,

$4,061,225; and net surp]u.s, $3,018,605. Earnings are

computed on a basis of 26.131c. per lb. for copper. Divi-

dend paid on Mar. 31 was at the rate of $6 per year, plus

an extra dividend of $1 per share.

Tlie report of the Ray Consolidated Cu])pcr Co. for

the first quarter of 1916 shows a production of $15,801,-

5(iS lb. of copper—1,164,043 lb. in January, 5,539,408 lb.

in February and 6,098,117 lb. in Marcli. In addition to

the copper from concentrating ores, 608,540 lb. was con-

tained in ore smelted directly, making the total copper

output 16,410,108 lb. Totalore milled was 745,940 dry

tons, an average of 8,197 tons daily, assaying l.(i31%

copper. Milling cost was 57.59c. per ton, and mining and
coarse-crushing cost was 69.23c. per ton, 5.02c. of wliich

was for coarse-crushing.

Average net cost of cojiper ))cr ])ound was 10.579c., in-

cluding 121/^c. per ton for mine-develoi)ment cost, and
after crediting dividends of the Kay & (iila Valley R.R.,

revenues from gold and silver and all other miscellaneous

income. Total of profit and income was $2,205,547, leav-

ing a net surplus of $1,416,245 after paying dividends of

$789,302. Earnings are based on 24.598c. per lb. for cop-

The report of the Chiuo Copper Co. for the first quar-

ter of 1916 shows a production of 5,316,975 lb. of copper

in January, 4,617,220 lb. in February and 6,333,255 lb.

in ilarch, a total of 16,267,450 lb. The total .amount

of ore treated was 714,400 tons, containing an average of

1.8719% copper. Average extraction was 60.82%, or

22.77 lb. of copper per ton milled. Of concentrates,

58,07'3 dry tons was produced, averaging 14% copper.

From shipping ore 47,014 lb. of copper was produced.

The cost per pound of net copper produced was 8.95c.,

an increase of previous cost due to the lower grade of

the ore treated. The total net income was $2,746,987,

leaving a surplus of $1 ,659.512 aftr paying $1,087,475

in dividends. Earnings were based on 26.566c. per lb.

for copper and all unsold copper on hand and in transit

at the end of the period is inventoried at 13.5c. per lb.

The dividend for the quarter was $1.25 per share

—

at the rate of $5 yearly.

Fo^Eislhi nia ILaBSe Mtuids of

Potash in large proportions is present in the brines and

muds of the Salduro Marsh, a sink in tlie Salt Lake

Desert, about 60 mi. Avest of the southwest edge of Great

Salt Lake. From the clays underlying the salt body

which covers the marsh, the Cnited States Geological Sur-

vey collected samples at depth of 8 to 12 ft, in which

the dissolved salt.s were found to contain from 2 to about

3^/2% of potash, and 21/4% was found in the soluble salts

at a depth of about 4 ft. According to analyses made
by the Survey, the brines and muds from the Salduro

Marsh contain considerable magnesium chloride as well

as chlorides of potassium and .sodium, and so are similar

to the German potash deposits.
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FillaEag IBl©clfes iToiP EdmeiP Wlheels the information is published promptly and made readily

accessible to all interested.
By Johx F. Speddinu*

At many of the mines on the Lake Superior iron

ranges, the hoists are situated at considerable distances

from the shafts, and the ropes are supported between

drums and head .sheaves, on idler wheels similar to the

one shown iu the accompanying sketch, Fig. 1. The
metal wheel rim is "filled" with a number of wooden
blocks, as shown, and the ingenious method of cutting the

block curves in use at the mines is the subject of these

notes.

The blocks are first cut to the correct size, except that

the two sides that have to be curved are first cut straight,

and just large enough to allow the cutting of the curves

to the proper size demanded by the wheel rims.

Two hardwood forms, A and B, are attached to the

table of the band saw, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

The block is first put into form A, Fig. 2, and pressed

aifainst the saw which cuts a circle of 14-in. radius. The

>!^ 3/xJf

The assumption frequently made by surveyors that the

compass has changed its direction regularly at the rate of

3 min. per year or 1 deg. in 20 years, is not borne out by

the data of the Survey. At the present time, for example,
in the New England States the north end of the compa.ss

is moving west at the rate of about 6 min. per annum.
In Porto Rico this westerly motion is as much as 10 min.,

and along the northeastern coast of Brazil it is about 16

min. Thus, instead of a change of 1 deg. in 20 years,

there may be a change of 1 deg. in 10 years or even in five

years or less, depending entirely upon geogra])hic location.

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

FIGS. 1 TO 3. RAPID SAWING OF FILLING BLOCKS

block is then taken out of form A, and the curved face

just cut is pressed to the corresponding curved face of

fonn B, as shown in Fig. 3, and as the block is moved
forward, the saw cuts the circle of 10-in. radius. The
operation is rapid for cutting the very large quantity

of blocks used annually and is the most satisfactory

method known to the writer.

images aim (u©irsiipsi§s i'Jas'eeuHOira

According tu L. A. Bauer, director of the Department

of Terrestrial ilagnetism, Carnegie Institution of Wash-

ington, in a paper presented at the 100th anniversary of

the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, the changes

in compass direction reach very appreciable amounts

with the lapse of time. The compass even changes its

direction between morning and afternoon by an amount

appreciable in accurate land surveying. During a so-

called magnetic storm the compass direction may change

suddenly by a degree or more. All such fluctuations are

recorded at the magnetic observatories of the Survey, and

•Mining engineer. P. O. Box 290. Ely, Jlinn.

In all cases of gas poisoning prompt and etticient first-

aid treatment is of the greatest importance. The records

show that the practical knowledge of rescue and first-aid

methods in these emergencies still

leaves a good deal to be desired. This

state of affairs will continue until all

mine managers set themselves to make
a well-equipped underground first-aid

service an integral part of the routine

working organization of the mine. Sev-

eral of those attempting rescue, work-
ing with misdirected heroLsm, have in

the past lost their lives, and many
more have been temporarily overcome,

through ignorance or heedlessness of

the risks they have run. or .sometimes

from lack of provision of adequate

means of local ventilation. The follow-

ing points are suggested by L. G. Irvine, in the Medical

Journal of South Africa, September, 1915, to be ob-

served in attempting rescue

:

1. When gas is encountered, the first thing to do is at

once to turn compressed air into the place iu which it has

occurred and to keep it turned on throughout. This at

once supplies with purer air those overcome and makes it

safer for rescuers to enter the danger zone. It seems an

obvious precaution to take, but neglect to do so has not

infrequently resulted iu disaster to those attempting

rescue and in fatal delay in e.xtricating those already over-

come. No one should enter the danger zone until it has

been well blown out for several minutes.

2. No man must enter tlie danger zone alone. Loss of

life lias occurred from this. Four men are the proper

number to form a rescue party, so that if one is disabled,

the others may be able to help him. Men who have

already been engaged in rescue work should not enter the

danger zone a second time if fresh men are available.

3. RescHiers should carry with them iif or two candles

to test the air, and also electric lamp-, or failing these,

acetylene lamiis. Never take it for granted that the air
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IS safe because candles continue to burn, but always

iegard it as an urgent danger signal if candles burn low

or go out. If this happens, rescuers should at once with-

draw, and wait until the place has been more thoroughly

blown out, unless rescue can be ctTected immediately and

easily.

4. The next thing to do is to bring the affected man
as quickly as possible to the nearest place where the air is

fresh,, and then at once to attend to the breathing. To
liring the man to the surface before commercing treat-

;i cut will, in bad cases, give that treatment little chance

1 success, and in cases where artificial respiration is

required the delay will render treatment hopeless. Yet
this sort of thing still happens.

Routine first-aid treatment recommended is as follows

:

1. In slight cases where the man is conscious and quite

able to .swallow, the usual treatment is to give a dose of

emetic (copper or zinc sulphate are commonly employed),

and when that has acted, to follow with a dose of sal

volatile. This procedure is to be adopted both in cases

of carbon-monoxide poisoning and of suspected nitrous-

fumes poisoning, the object being that the act of vomiting

will help to remove mucus and gas from the lungs. There
is no doulit that effectual vomiting gives great relief and

is a valuable safeguard against after-effects, particularly

in nitrous-fumes poisoning.

2. In all cases of carbon-monoxide^ jujisoning of au^

severity oxygen, should be administered.

3. When the man is unconscious oxygen should m\au-
ably be given and persevered with until conscioiisucss is

restored. When breathing is obviously failing, artificial

respiration must be employed as well. Either the S}h es-

ter or Schiifer method may be used. The former is com-

monly more convenient on the wet and uneven surfaces of

mine ground, but the latter is more effectual and should

be tised when circumstances permit. In desperate case.--,

where breathing has ceased, the use of artificial respira-

tion may sometimes be possible on the spot where the man
is first found, ])rovided that the place has fir.st been well

blown out. To do so requires courage and judgment, but

it has saved life in at least one case within my knowledge.

4. The man must be kept warm throughout by extra

covering, friction of the limbs, etc. He must not be

allowed to exert himself too soon, since the carbon-

monoxide poisoning exertion may readily cause a danger-

ous exaggeration of the condition. On no account, even

in comparatively slight cases, should the affected man
be allowed to walk home. Hot strong coffee should l)c

given, and alcohol should be avoided.

5. All cases of carbon-monoxide poisoning of any
-iverity should be sent to hospital, and this rule should

invariably be foUovt'ed where the circumstances .suggest

that nitrous-fumes poisoning may have occurred. It is

most important to keep these cases under observation,

since the danger of acute symptoms setting in after api)ar-

ent temporary recovery is always present. The nicdical

attendant of the jiatient should l)e notified in all cases of

exposure to gas, jiarticularly wlien poisoning by funics is

suspected.

A word about cimtics. Tho.se used are not always to

be relied on to prodm c ])rom])t and efficient emcsis, and if

tlicy do not do so, niay cause nausea and depression. In

slight cases of carbon-nionoxide ])oisoning two-dram doses

of liicarbonate of Boda hiivo been found a useful substitute.

Tlic eriii (ation of ;; i which it causes acts in a siniihir

way to the act of vomiting. For the more severe case».

and in all cases of nitrous fumes poisoning, the use ol'

apomorphine hypodermically is suggested. This drug is

more reliable, and produces a prompt and not too pro-

longed emesis. Apomorpliine should be preceded or fol-
j

lowed by an injection of strychnine or (preferably)

]>ituitrin.

In the first six mouths of 1015 (i, 750,000 tons of water

were lifted from the 10th, 12th and 14th levels of the Old
Dominion mine at Globe, Ariz. During this period S)9,000

tons of ore were hoisted from the mine ; in other words,

for every ton of ore extracted, and hoisted, the company
had to pump out of the mine GS tons of water, a propor-

tion of water to ore that is obviously not conducive to

cheap mining. During the first half of the year the pump-
ing costs amounted to 29% of the total undergroun<l,

hoisting and surface expense. Details of the pumping
costs during the flood period were so abnormal as to have

no particular value, but the total pumping expense, the

operating labor and supplies amounted to 10%, power to

5-1% and repair labor and supplies to 3(5%. In the pre-

vious year (1914) operating labor and supplies amounted
to 23% of the toial, power Gl% a'nd repair labor and sup-

pin^ liil This 19 shown giaiihically m the accompanv-

mi 1915

DISTRIBUTION OF rUMPING EXPENSE

ing diagram. The repair expense consists of repairs, labor

and material to steam lines, water columns, pumps, sumps
and drain tunnel, as well as the installation of emergency

l)unips, air lifts, etc. In the power expense, which is the

heaviest individual item of the pumping costs, fuel oil is

practically 87% of the total, which, during the period

from Jan. 1 to June 30, 1915, would make the fuel-oil

expense 47% of the tot^il pumping costs.

III a pa])er to he ]iroseiited at the Arizona meeting of

the American Institute of Alining ICngineers, September,

191(), Walter R. ("rane gives an account of liis investiga-

tions into the rifling in diamond-drill cores. This is of

scientific rather than ecoiioniit' interest. The coiudusions

leaeiied by the invostigatious are briedy summarized by

l:im as follows:

1. Rilling of cores is jirddiieed hy torsional viiiration

of tlie rods.

2. The formation of multiple tiircads, (u- a number to

the turn, is determined by tiie intensity of vibration, char-

acter of the cutting medium and the core.

3. The ]utcli of tlic threads is determined i>y sjieed of

rotation of the rods.

•Kxrerpt from paper entitled, "The AValcr I'mhlem at the
01<1 Ooininlon Mine," by T. G. Becl<< tt, Chib.. .\rl-/.., to lie

preaentc-a at Arizona meeting of A. I, M. E., September. lIMfi.
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4. The size and length of rods prolialily at-t only imli-

rectly to modify the size, shape and piteii ol' threads.

As rifiiug ol' core is produced by rotation and varies in

prominence with the intensity of vibration, it is possible

to prevent or very materially reduce the vibratory action

of the drilling mechanism l)y reducing the speed of rota-

tion of the rods. This method of procedure would
ui:doubtedly be much less difficult and troublesome and
far more efficacious than greasing the line of rods.

*t

By D. E. Ciiaklton*

A simple and efficient method of float control for a

mine ])ump, which has been effectively used at one of

the ^lesabi Range mines, is shown in the accompanying

illustration. The sump, which underlies a portion of the

nnderground piimproom, is 10x12 ft., by 10 ft. deep,

ex.-avated in ore and timbered. Under ordinary con-

ditions the water level in the sump is about 4 ft.

below the concrete floor of the pumproom. A 10-in.

by 2x2%-ft. wooden float is attached to a %-in. manila

FLOAT CONTROL FOR MINE PUMP

rope passing over a double-wheel pulley placed directly

over the sump center. The planked-over sump has a

hinged door slotted to pass the rope. From the pulley

the rope is extended to a 12-in. wooden wheel which is

fastened directly to the steam-inlet valve on the pump,
a distance of about 15 ft. This wooden wheel is of

ly^ in. thickness and grooved i/> in. deep on the

circumference. The rope is given a double turn around

the wheel and carried back to the other wheel of the

double pulley, passing under and over and thence to one

of the caps forming the roof of the station. A counter-

balance of sufficient weight to regulate the passage of

the steam into the pump when actuated by the float is

ai)l)lied on the rope between the pulley and the point of

fastening. As the float rises or falls, the steam flow is

reduced or increased, thus regulating the rapidity of the

))ump stroke.

•.Milling: engineer, Virginia Mining Co., Virginia, Minn.

When anytiiing "goes wrong" with a machine diiii

underground, it is sent out to the machine shop, or

siiould be, for repairs. Usually tlie drill is placed upoL
n bench, wheie it is taken apart and repairs made. Thi-
is very inconvenient, for the drill is too high; the bench

STAND FOR REPAIRING MACHINE DRILLS

is usually against a wall, making the drill accessible from
one side only and therefore necessitating the turning of the

drill end for end, perhaps several times; and the drill

will wobble, making the work slower and more difficult.

To make this work easier, the stand shown in the

accompanying illustration was designed. This stand

consists of a column arm held about 2 ft. from the floor

by two standards of lx3-in. flat iron, bent as shown and
fastened rigidly by two caps of the same material bolted

to the standards. The standards are bolted to the floor.

A column-arm clamp is fastened to the column arm and
the drill to the clamp. The drill is then held rigidly at

a convenient height for work; it is accessible from all

sides and can be swung in any direction desired by merely

loosening the clamp nut.

'ifiuflirag v^ni

By James Quikk''

The Prince. Consolidated mine diiring March, 1915.

mined slightly over 15,000 tons, averaging about 500

tons per day. The entire tonnage came from 8x7-ft.

development drifts, each requiring twenty 5i/4-ft. holes

to break and averaging 34 tons broken per drift per

nuichineman, and requiring two muckers to clean up the

round. Fifteen jackhamers were used to break the daily

production of 500 tons. The ore is an iron-manganese

replacement of alternate limestone and shale beds.

A record in drifting was established by a machineninii

working on a bonus. In 22 shifts, an 8x7-ft. drift was

advanced in Cambrian shale 152 ft., averaging nearh'

7 ft. per shift.

Our daily output of 350 tons at this writing requires

but 10 headings, all drifts, using only 10 jackhamers.

the only drTlls eniplo}'ed.

Prince Consolidated Mi "1 .-^nititini:
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5car. Cash reserve was decreased $36,605. At the old

mill the stamp duty was 2.616 tons per day per stamp
as compared with 2.326 tons in 1914. The increase was
due largely to increase of fines in the ore sent to the

mill. The new stamp mill crushed 2.988 tons per day

per stamp.

Medlles^ Gold Maimiia^ Co.
The Hedlev Gold Mining Co., owning the Nickel Plate

and Sunnyside mines, on Xickel Plate Mountain, at Hed-

ley, B. C, in its report for 1915 shows that the mill has

treated 74.265 tons of ore, all mined from the Xickel

Plate property. Most of the diamond drilling was done

last .year, the object being to determine just what kind of

ore could be found in the lime-silicate beds below the

I'resent stopes. This work, although not complete, was

satisfactory, indicating a tonnage of 88,400 and a milling

value of $12.50 per ton. A crosscut 200 ft. long was run

from the Xo. 4 level of Xo. 5 incline, which intersected

this ore, and it is now being mined.

Several small payable orebodies were discovered in

other sections of the mine, and the opening of others is

expected. The reserve tonnage above the Xo. 4 tunnel

level of the old workings is 35,025 tons averaging $8.53

per ton, and below the Xo. 4 tunnel level is 388,527 tons

averaging $10.55 per ton.

Conditions in the lower levels of the mine have, within

the last two years, changed considerably. While the ore-

liodies are larger than the upper levels and stronger in

every way and, contrary to the rule at most gold mines,

maintain at least the same grade per ton, the specific

gravity of the ore has increased so that it requires only 10

cu.ft. to make a ton, where formerly it required more than

12 cu.ft. This is caused by the increase in arsenopyrite

and adds considerably to the cost per ton of ore milled,

since the concentrate tonnage has increased from 3,831

tons in 1913 to 6,218 tons in 1915. This condition,

together with war prices and miners' wage increases, tends

to reduce profits.

Attempts have been made to determine the most profit-

alile method of treating this ore. For two months 25%
has been treated by total cyaniding with satisfactory

results. As soon as this system is adopted, the costs will

reduce and the sur])lus incTcase correspondingly. On
account of the ore ciiange it was found necessary to add

more machinery to the cyanide plant. This was done, and
it was put in operation the latter part of October, liic

total expenditure being $34,291. Further expenditure

I'or additions to the plant amounted to $10,976. The
whole i)lant has been brought up to the highest efficiency.

Power plant, mill, tramway, flumes, etc., were put in good

sliape, and when the additions planned for 1916 are made
at an estimated cost of ap])roxiniatcly $60,000, it sliouhl

run with but few repairs for many years.

Tlie net profit for the year was $374,745. Dividends

jmid aggregated $300,000,' or 2')% on the issued capital

i^tock. I'ndividcd profits, after all dividends were ])aid.

MSimeSp ILtd.

Report of the Seneca-Superior Silver Mines, Ltd.,

Cobalt, Ont., for 1915, shows that during the year silver

was sold at an average of 51.29c. per oz., as against an
average of 53.02c. per oz. in 1914, entailing a loss of about

$25,000 due to the low price of silver coincident with the

war. Xotwithstanding the higher cost of explosives, steel

and mining supplies of all kinds, silver was extracted at

a cost of 23.45c. per oz. as against 30.53c. in 1914. The
reduction in cost was due to the fact that exploration

work was reduced to a minimum, and also to the fact that

a great part of the ore produced came from the stopes that

were filled with ore broken in former years.

During the year 2,047,150.2 oz. of silver was pro-

duced, an amount slightly in excess of the ore reserves at

the end of 1914. The reserves at the end of 1915 consist

for the most part of broken ore in the stopes, detached

jjortions of ore in floors and pillars and low-grade ore

below the fourth level and in the dump. It is estimated

that this will yield between 400,000 and 450,000 oz. of

silver. The accompanying table shows a complete cost

of operation and administration.

OPERATION AND ADMINISTRATION COSTS
Gross Per Oz.

Smelter loss $20,999.65 1.03c.
Royalty 280,860.94 12.25c.
Marketing 47.100.99 2.30c.
Operation 122,986.18 6.01c.
Exploration 9,891.21 .48c.
Depreciation 7,600.73 .37c.
Administration 20,649.60 1.01c.

Total cost $480,089.30 23.45c.
'fit 569,990.92 27.84c.

Gross value $1,050,080.22 51.29c.

There were practically no extensions to the plant
during the year, and expenses were confined to operation

and maintenance. The mill was in constant operation,

running three 8-hr. shifts a large part of the time. The
costs (operating expenses) for four years have averaged

10.6c. per oz., the maximum for any one month being

18.7c. and the minimum 3.7 cents.

Tfine Bs'tuiiras^'yiclfe Coirasoladlaliedl
The Brunswick Consolidated Gold Mining Co., Gra.ss

Valley, Calif., for the year ended Jan. 27, 1916, reports

a total ]iroduction of $323,556 from 22,004 tons of on;

treated. The total gross income, including miscellaneous
reccii)ts, was $326,820. Expenditures for all purposes
included $39,751 for a new mill, and other improvements
amounted to a total of $189,071, leaving a net profit of

$37,749, or $1.72 per ton of ore treated. For 1914 the

total cost was $10.45 per ton, or $8.45 per ton, exdu.sive

of shaft sinking and improvement.s. During 1915 the

operating cost was $6.78 per ton, with $1.81 for iin-

luovements, making the total cost $8.59 per ton. With
the. new mill working full capacity it is expected that

the working cost will be reduced to less than $6 per ton.

'rhrii. dividends, intnling $71,151, were paid during tiie
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amounted to $-i;55,070 on Jan. 1, 1910; $0,329 was

expended for perfecting the liydro-electrie plant, the .sum

heing charged to capital account; $:),l.'iG was spent in

completing the installation of a new jaw iTushcr, and

fi;l,512 was expended on a new house for mine superin-

tendent and $34,291 on additions to the cyaniilc plant.

All were cliarged to capital account.

]Be^'^©r C®ims®Ilaidl§ift®dl MamieSg lLt<S.o

The report of the l^caver Consolidated Jlincs, Ltd..

Cobalt, Ont., for 191.5 shows that a total of 5,211 ft. of

development was performed and that 8,480 eu.yd. of

stoping was done.

The capacity of tlie mill was increased, and it is now
treating from 12.5 to 150 tons per day. There is a large

(piantity of surface dump which will probably be milled

during this year. Broken ore in fills underground, ready

for the mill, anu)unts to 34,3.32 tons. During the year

30,093 tons of ore was treated, recovering 474 tons of

concentrates which produced 349,900 oz. of silver. Pro-

duction was curtailed owing to the low price of silver.

Tlie total recovery, incliuling ore shipped or milled,

amounts to 746,310 oz. of silver.

The company recently took an option on the stock of

the Kirkland Lake Gold Mines, Ltd., which owns 365

acres of land in the Kirkland Lake district in the Town-
ship of Teck. On the McKane lot of the Kirkland Lake

jiroperty is a fully equipped jjlant consisting of two

boilers, small compressor and sufficient mine buildings.

A vein has been discovered and proven for a distance of

1,400 ft. A shaft was sunk on the vein to a depth of

79 ft., from which their engineer reported as-says varying

from $46 to $262 per ton. The agreement with the Kirk-

land Lake Gold Mining Co. provides that the Beaver shall

spend at least $2,000 per month on development for the

next year, with option of taking it up at a fixed price at

the end of that time.

On capital account there has been invested $11,640.

and two dividends of $60,000 each have been paid. Ex-

clusive of ore in dump and in the mine, they have on hand
bullion in store and due from smelters aggregating an

estimated value of $170,".i';8. Although mucli silver has

been stored, some has had to le so'.d at low prices to meet

current expenses, but a large quantity is being held in

expectation of mucli higher prices.

Vac(l©irasi (Coppeir
Tlie Victoria Copper .Mining Co., Victoria, ilich., for

1915 reports a production of 1.199,095 lb. of copper at

a cost of about 16.5c. per lb. Total receipts were

$317,087, of which $25,706 came from assessments.

Expenditures amounted to $245,431. Balance of quick

assets over current liabilities was $1 12,280.

There was 133.984 tons stamped, indicating a yield of

about 11.2 lb. of copper per ton. Development work
totaled 4,802 ft., making a graiul total of 63,971 ft. of

ojjenings on the property. The new .shaft is completed to

ihe 12th level and a temporary hoist was expected to be

in operation there by Feb. 1, 1910. This will more than

double the present hoisting capacity.

:*:

The I'nion Copper Land and Mlnini; Co., Michis-in, reporls
some sales of timber concluded during 1915, and shows n nel
lash balance Jan. 1. 191C. of $13,745.45. No sale of mineral
lands was made, the total land holdings remain unchanged.

The Seven TrouKhH Coalition Mining Co^ of Lovelock,
Nev., for the year «.ndinK Dec. 31, 1913, reports ore returns,
$397,069; bullion in transit, $11,004.33; interest, $3,453; total
income. $41,111,527. Total expenses for the period were $238,-
652; and excess income over expenses, $172,874. Four regu-
lar and one extra dividends were paid during the year, the
total of which was $180,380.

35
The Keport of the Plymouth Connolidated Uold .MineM, Cal-

ifornia, for 1915 states that the quantity of ore treated
amount(;d to 129,500 tons, yielding £133,549. The working
expen.ses amounted to 10s. 7.1 6d. per ton, and development ex-
penditure to Is. ll.OSd. per ton. or a total of 12s. 6.24d. per ton,
and the gross profit to £51,465. £5.709 is written off for de-
preciation, as well as the balance remaining to the debit of
development and administration expenditure account, £4,483,
and after making provision for income-tax, the net profit
was £39,214, which, with the amount brought forward, makes
£39,434, out of which dividends amounting to £36,000 have
been paid and £2,534 carried forward.

Si

The South Laiie Mlnine Co., Houghton, Mich., for 1915 re-
ports an income of $119,072, of which $108,324 was received
from the sale of stock. The total expenses were $102,714.
leaving a balance of quick assets $16,958. During the year
3,933 tons of rock was stamped for this compan.v at the
Franklin mill, which yielded 61,637 lb. of refined copper, in-
dicating an average yield of 15.4 lb. per ton. This rock was
sent to the mill in the nature of a test for the purpose of ob-
taining some definite information as to the average grade of
rock that could be mined in quantity from all the lodes. Total
development amounted to 4,276 ft., of which 1,209 ft. was
crosscutting and 3. 067 ft. was drifting.

Mason & Barry, Ltd. IS. Domingos Mine, Portugal) report
for the year 1915 a total quantity of ore broken and raised
at the mine, 192.942 tons, as against 259,23.S tons in 1914;
shipment during the same period, inclusive of ore from ce-
mentation work, amounted to 168,118 tons, as against 257,616
tons in the previous year. The profit and loss account for
the year shows a gain of £59,737, of which it is proposed
to devote £55,551 to a 30% dividend. There was written off

for depreciation £10,000, nearly half of which was to cover
new works and plants added to captital account during the
year. The rate of exchange between England and Portugal
during 1915 was very favorable to operation.

Tlie Superior & Boston Copper Mining Co., Globe, Ariz., for

year ended Sept. 30, 1915, received from all sources $73,638 and
spent $103,394, leaving a balance on hand of $29,529 as com-
pared with a balance of $59,285 on Oct. 1, 1914. The mine
produced ores to the value of $96,695 during the year, of
which $42,164 was produced by leasers. Development work
consisted of 1,457 ft. of drifts and crosscuts and 637 ft. of
raises. The company owns 800 acres adjoining the Arizona
Commercial and United Globe properties on the east, wliich is

fully paid for. A program for the development of sulphide
ores at and below the 1,200-ft. level has been definitely out-
lined for 1916. The production to date amounts to a little over
$1,500,000 from o.xidized ores mined in the upper levels.

The Report of tlie Mount Morgan Uold MininK Co., Queens-
land, Australia, for the half year ended Nov. 28, 1915, shows
that the ore raised during the period was 203,767 tons of

Mount Morgan ore, and 26,270 tons of Many Peaks ore. The
concentrating plant treated 83,985 tons of ore for a produc-
tion of 24,022 tons of concentrates. C>f these, 18.431 tons
were smelted, the balance being on hand at the close of the

term. Combined tonnjige of material treated at the smelting
plant, amounting to 162,867 tons, yielded 4.310 tons of fine

copper, and 62,779 oz. of gold. .-V new calculation of ore re-

serves has been ordered, which is expected to be completed
in time for the next report.

Total revenue for the period was £647,038 8s. 8d.. and ex-

penditure charged to profit and loss, including development
and depreciation, was £4 78,395 13s. 5d. Balance of undivided
profits brought forward from last year was £186,992 Is. 5d.

Dividends paid during the year amounted to £150,000. leaving

a total balance carried forward to next account of £205.634

16s. 8d. In the concentration plant the table concentrates

accounted for 31.89% of the copper, and 40.82'. of the gold,

while flotation concentration accounted for 56.6'r of the cop-

per, and 31.76f; of the gold. This makes a total extraction

of 88.49'; copper, and 72.58""; gold. Working cost per ton of

Mount Morgan ore treated, including devolopnient and rea-

lization charges, are 42s. 5.54d., as against 10s. 3.Sd. per ton

for tlie previous half yeai.
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OxFas©t§^fl©Eae vs. Arc WeldaEi^ A Ssfsmpositiaina oira Mairasigesiaeiat*

It is a rather difficult matter to conipare arc and oxy-

L'tvlene welding, inasmuch as each process presents

. rtaio advantages as well as disadvantages.

From the standpoint of portability, both to the mine

;uk1 from place to place on the job, the arc is superior. It

IS the usual practice in oxyacetylene work to use a tank of

oxygen and an acetylene generator. Oxygen tanks are

exceedingly cumbersome, and where it is necessary to

transport them any great distance, especially by mule-

back, this process becomes almost prohibitive. An acety-

lene generator need be installed but once, but the storage

of carbide presents certain difficulties, especially after a

(an has been once opened. On the other hand, the arc

process requires only a resistance element which is small

and .seldom weighs more than .50 lb There is, of course,

no comparison between the rubber tubing used for oxy-

acetylene work and the cable used in arc work. Rubber

tubing is far lighter, but its life is much shorter. How-
ever, a complete arc outfit is very much lighter than an

oxyacetylene outfit.

In point of sim])licity there is little choice between the

two methods. The average mine mechanic possessing

ordinary intelligence can pick up either process with

equal facility. There is this to be said for the arc process,

however: A few electrical connections are all that are

necessary, whereas with the oxyacetylene ])rocess there are

valves to get out of order, pres.'sure to regulate, rubber hose

to get torn and the ever-present danger of an explosive ga^.

A year's supply of electrodes and fusing wire can be

kept almost any place and requires little space. If the

ap))aratus is to be moved any great distance, the arc

pi'occss again comes into favor, as it occupies considerably

less space and is much lighter. From the viewpoint of

safety the arc process has the advantage, as it operates

with current that is .safe to handle. With acetylene there

is always the danger of a leak with subsequent prob-

ability of an explosion. Then, too, acetylene, if leaking,

is as bad to inhale as blackdani]). If the oxyacetylene

torch is properly controlled, it ]irescnts a reducing atmos-

phere, whereas the conditions surrounding an arc are of

III oxidizing nature. However, this is a relatively minor

ii^idcration except for very fine work.

If wij now leave aside all other considerations and com-

jiare the two methods from the standpoint of a])plication,

there i- littU; to choose from. For small repair work

where i urking surface is small, tlie oxyacetylene

|'rocc-> 1- I I'Crior, but for larger jobs the arc is nnich

(juicker and does a cleaner job. In the matter of welding

cast iron not much can be said in favor of either process.

In the hands of an expert fairly good work can be done

by either method, but the novice will have his troubles

regardless of process, as cast iron i.s one of the most ditTi-

cult of metals to wcbl. However, with ])ractico tiw aver-

n<re mine mechanic should i)e able to do satisfactory work

ill cast iron with eitiicr proces.s. Jay H. ScHMinx.
('IpvcIhimI, Ohio. Ami, -J.s. 1!)16.

As an auditor to a large mining and smelting concern,

I should like to submit my views as to various improve-

ments that could be made in the operation of the mining
and smelting end of similar corporations.

My colleagues who are in charge of the mining and
smelting end of my particular company are, in my opin-

ion, altogether too absorbed in what they consider the

practical end of their operations, and do not give suffi-

cient consideration to the results as they alfect the books

of the company. For instance, in my opinion it is quite

unnecessary to use underground the amount of timber

that is demanded by the mining men, and it would be

much simpler, from my point of view, if the smelter man
were to make 100% recoveries, which would obviate the

necessity for immense calculations in distributing metals

among the slags, flue dust, products, etc.

Various recommendations that I have made from time

to time, such as the addition of the flue dust to the hot

slag and the resmelting of the resulting product, have

met with scant courtesy, and my repeated suggestions

for the formation of a special committee consisting of

members of the clerical department, to deal with improve-

ments in the mining and smelting operations have, I am
sorry to say, been rejected with scorn.

I have to point out that there is no necessity for ap])ly-

ing this same scheme to the work of the clerical depart-

ment, as there is no room for any improvements in that

direction.

If you could bring your vast influence to bear upon

the faded intellects of such men as I have just indicated,

I think it would be for the good of the country.

Calculass.

The editor of the Journal has referred to me for com-

ment the modest and unassuming contribution signed by

Calculass.

I think it possible that Calculass, after years of

study, might be capable of running a donkey engine, but

I am afraid that a too frequent use of a comptometer has

curdled any gray matter that he originally jiossessed.

He does not seem to appreciate that it is (|uite sufii-

cient work for me and for men of my particular calling

to make the best attempt jjossiblc to treat the miserable

grade of so-called ore supplied to my smeltery by the

underground de])artnient, without having to consider the

futile and asinine suggestions forwarded by the head of

a departnu'nt whose work is already done for him by the

overworked staffs of the other dcjiartments. and who

seems to think—l)ecause of the present miserable and un-

satisfactory methods of organization existing in this com-

pany, his particular dei)artnicnt is an unwelcome necessity

and almost an excrescence—that he put the ore under-

ground and originated methods for treating it, and in

fact is the whole show.

•From the archives of "The Dally Fume."
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I have no doubt that it is our auditor, who hides liis

name and fan)e under a nom de plume, which he has so

cliaracteristically adopted, and that he could easily make

more than 100% recovery in the smeltery so long as he

was allowed to be his own assayer, and provided all his

slag, flue dust, etc., were used for filling up swamp lands

where subsequent assaying of these materials would be

impossible.

Finally, I would point out that if the manager of the

mine would adopt some reasonable method—which could

be easily devised—for differentiating between waste rock

and valuable ore ; it might be possible to approximate the

recoveries requested by our worthy auditor; but so long

as the underground department continues in the habit

of forgetting that it has eyesight immediately it goes

underground, we poor smelters cannot be expected to

do more than the 98.1% recovery we are now achieving.

Slag Beetle.

plaints that we invariably receive from it, we have
also to resign ourselves to the continual misrepresenta-
tion of facts which is daily set forth by the a.s.say office.

We can tell by the look of the ore how much valuable

material there is in it, and yet, in spite of repeated re-

quests, the assay office refuses to confinn what we know
to be true.

I can only say in conclusion that if I had my way I

would give each of the gentlemen to whom I have been
referring one month's salary and suggest that they would
find a better outlet for their energies sweeping the
streets on the back corners of a city, and better results

would be obtained by appointing the office boy in charge
of the auditor's department, the latest arrived immigrant
in charge of the smelting department, and a stoker off a

tramp steamship in charge of the assay office.

I may say that I now feel better and beg to remain,

Gaxgceitl.

I am the manager of the underground department of a

large mining and smelting corporation and have read ^dth

interest the effusions signed by Calculass and Slag Beetle.

.Judging from the tenor of their remarks, it would be

imagined that the troubles they have are entirely due to

the sins, omissions and commissions of the miner and
tlie mining department. I imagine Calculass and Slag

Beetle are the mental defectives who are pretending to

manage certain departments of my own company. They

ha\e ,apparently, no appreciation of the fact that were it

not for the wonderful skill and results of the mining de-

partment, their puny little efforts would result only in

disaster to all concerned.

Calculass and the whole of the staff of his department

are, after all, purely figure manipulators, who seem to

consider that 9-5% and over of all the fixed charges of

this corporation should be debited against the under-

ground department, and they, in the magnitude of their

ignorance, have been trying to take a hand in the purchas-

ing of supplies for us. They actually suggested the

other day that the waste timber from the manufacture of

matches could be properly used underground as props in

our main drives. I presume they also think that tooth-

picks would make very good driving laths. But in any

case their particular department is practically beneath

contempt, and if it were not for the fact that the general

superintendent somehow considers that they are in a

measure necessary, I for one would vote that all the figur-

ing and calculations showing the results of the mining
department should be worked out by that department, and

I feel certain that under these circumstances costs would

be sho«n lower, even if no more ore were produced.

The nasty, dirty, insinuating remarks contained in

Slag Beetle's letter are only an example of what must
be expected from the smelting department that invariably

questions the tonnage and assay of all the splendid ore

sent to it from underground. I verily believe that if

we sent them pure smelted gold they would question its

value and complain that we were debiting them with

the airholes contained in the bars.

I would ask you, sir, what is the smelting de])artment

for? If we were to do everything that the smelting de-

partment thinks we should do, it would be out of a job.

It seems to think that we have nothing else to do but

remove every particle of waste material from the crude

ore while it is underaround. In addition to the com-

IR©EIl Sihellls

In the Journal of April 1. 1916, there was published
a note on "JIangane.se- vs. Chrome-Steel Roll Shells,"

by M. E. Percy, in which he says that he would like

to have somebody's exi>erience with manganese- and
chrome-steel crusher plates. I give herewith the result^

(if two tests on crusher plates of these two steels:

CHROME-STEEL JAW PLATES
InstaUed July 4, 1910, to Mar. 17. 1911, inclusive

Weight of set, lb 921
Cost, f.o.b. mill !!!!!!!!! $96.93
Tons milled during period "... 70 •*i)6'>0
Cost per ton milled '.'.'...'.

$0.00138

MANGAXESE-STEEL JAW PLATES
Installed Mar. 18, 1911, to Jan. 22, 1912, inclusive

Weight of set, lb -.n
Cost, f.o.b. mill '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.! $7'>6''
Tons milled during period 86 478 70
Cost per ton milled '.'.".'.*.*

$0 00084
Difference in cost, in favor of manganese steel, per ton milled.. .. $0.00034

In another test, run at another property during the
first part of 1914, chrome-steel plates crushed 48,736
tons of ore and mangane.se-steel crushed 99,451 tons of
ore. In this ease both plates were made from the same
])attem. This test was run by reliable men, but they
will not permit their names to be mentioned in con-
nection with it. However, I can assure you that the
data quoted are absolutely correct.

I want to take this opportunity to correct Mr. Percy's
impression as to service obtained from manganese-steel

balls compared with chrome-steel. There are practically

no manganese-steel balls used at the present time, and
1 am familiar with a test that was recently run in

which the manganese-steel balls gave slightly better

service than chrome-steel. But their manufacturing cost

is greater than for chrome-steel, making the latter more
economical. However, the time may come when the

manufacturing cost of manganese-steel balls will be

reduced to a ])oint where they may compete with

chrome-steel.

At present I do not think that any of the manganese-

steel manufacturers are giving much attc 'ion to the

making of balls, owing to the great den : for steel

for other ajipiications that have been dr.>. -d.

Fraxk i:. .lolIXSON.

.')2,5 Newhouso Building, Salt Lake C\-\. Utah. May
2, 191(i.
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VIEWS IN THE NEW AND INTERESTING CAMP OF OATMAN, ARIZ.

Th'- nrosperlty of thla new sold district continues to attract iittnition. The upper photoKraph shows a general view of the
town and vicinity. The lowir is a viiw lu the streets of Oatman
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TWO OATIIA^' PROPERTIES. THE ORION MIXING AND MILLING CO ABOVE AND THE CNITED EA.-^TKRN BELOW
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spared!imess
The greatest parade in the history of the country, if

not the world, was reviewed in New York, May 13, by

MaA'or ilitchel, Major General Wood and Admiral Usher.

The parade was composed of civilians representing 64

trades or professions. It started at 9 : 30 in the morning,

and the last platoon passed the reviewing stand at 9 : 40

in tlie evening. At no time was there a break in the

line of more than three minutes' duration.

A careful compilation of the number of marchers, made
with indicators by representatives of the New York
Times, fixed the total at 12.5,683, made up as follows:

Male civilians (excluding
Women
National Guardsmen
Spanish War Veterans...
Bandsmen

105,674
3.287
7,994

Total 125,683

This exceeded by 45,000 the largest parade that had

ever been given previously, the Sound Money Parade of

189(i, and exceeded by 50,000 the Business lien's Parade

in 1908. Over 60.000 men had to be refu.sed enrollment

because of the inability to pass more than the above num-
ber l)y the reviewing officers within the allotted time.

There were no uniforms, no wheeled vehicles, and no

horses except in the National Guard and those used by

the Grand Marshal and his staff. But although civilian

clothes were worn, almost every marcher carried an

American flag, which, besides the battalion colors, made
a sight impressive beyond mere superlatives.

The purpose of the parade was to impress upon the

country at large, and to the pifflefists in Congress in

particular, the overwhelming popular sentiment for ade-

quate national preparedness.

There were 7,000 engineers in line, marching in

platoons of 20, each platoon with a leader, and they

without any doubt presented the finest appearance of

any body of men in line and earned many plaudits from
the 1,000,000 spectators who lined Fifth Avenue during
the entire 12 hours.

They were led by the Naval Consulting Board, com-
posed wholly of engineers from the national engineering

societies, which includes eight members of the American
Institute of ]\lining Engineers. Then followed the

delegation from the Engineers' Club; then the other

engineers, the mining engineers furni.'^hing 10 platoons.

It was the first time the engineers of New York ever

appeared in a body, and it was a most significant event in

many ways. When W. L. Saunders. Thomas A. Edisou,

Pope Yeatman, A. S. Dwight, W. H. Aldridge, E. G.

^[lilsbury and many others will march afoot in the ranks
'1 r-uch a demonstration, it betokens a depth and weight
of public opinion which ought to have an effect even on

a Congres.sman.

The handling of such an army, with ever}' unit on
time throughout a 12-hour period, was an engineering

feat—the direct result of preparedness. Col. Charles H.
Sherrill was made grand marshal because of his experi-

ence with the otlier large jiarades mentioned and his

especial fitness for the job. He chose for his staff and
aides some of our best business organizers and National

Guard officers, who commanded each regiment and bat-

talion, all of M'hom were accustomed to handling men in

large units and obeying orders. Those who witnessed

tli'» .spectacle can little appreciate the amount of effort re-

quired in advance to build up such an organization; to

marshal the units in the side streets ; have them enter the

line on time ; turn off into side streets and be dismissed

;

and have the human tide keep on flowing regularly for

12 hours without hitch and without holding any unit

more than the minimum time. The organizers know
full well the size of the task imposed by the handling

of 125.000 men—not a large army as armies go nowa-

days. They will not be alone in this realization. The
effect of the parade will be beyond estimate at this time,

but besides the demonstration of a public demand for

defense it has shown to thousands the need of ample

preparation when time is not the controlling factor.

The National Guard of New York to the number of

8,000 closed the parade with an inspiring column. The
22nd Eegiment of Ensrineers with its combat train and

CoiJ.vriglit, P,iul Thonipsou

THOMAS A. EDISON AND W. L. SAUNDERS, LAWRENt
ADDICKS IN BACKGROUND. LEADING NAVAL

CONSULTING BOARD IN PARADE

ponton train, the balloon signal wagon, tliu armoi^

motor car, and much other equipment, was an educati-

to the layman as to the part the engineer takes in w:i

The i)arade of the engineers forms a fitting climax i

the military-engineering lecture course, which was 1

1

first organized effort of the engineers along this line, (!

tails of which have appeared regularly in the Journal.

Of our well-known mining men who were actively ;i

.sociated with this parade and in some instances gave tin

entire time to it for many days in advance, were: L. I

Eicketts, Bradley Stoughton, C. F. Rand, J. Parke Ch:i:

ning, Arthur S. Dwight, of the Military-Engineerin.

Lectures Committee; Lawrence Addicks, W. H. Ahlridiii

Karl Filers, II. W. Hardinge, J. B. F. Ilerreshoff, J. 1

1

Janeway, S. J. Jennings, George F. Kunz, B. l'

Lawrence, P. de.P. Eicketts, E. G. Spilsbury, G. C. Stom

of the Honorary Parade Committee; L. D. Iluntoon m
the Equi])ment Committee.
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The annual report of the Alaska Juneau Gold Mining
Co. for the year ended Dec-. 31, 1915, states that the

sale of 400,000 shares of the treasun' stock at the par

value of $10 earh was consummated, for funds to be

expended for the further development and equipment

of the property, which would enable the company to

earn $1,400,000 per year. Since then the work of

further developing and equipping the property has been

energetically pushed and the development work to date

confirms all estimates upon which the representations as

to earning capacity were based. Other underground

work has made such progress, that it can be positively

stated that by the end of this year the mine will be able

to supply 8.000 tons of mill ore per day.

Practically all ore and waste excavated as a result of

the development and preparatory mining work during

1915 was sent to the company's 50-stamp Pilot mill

\rith a recover}' of $201,036 from 179,892 tons of

material so milled. This work has enabled the company's

engineers to experiment with different types of apparatus

and to intelligently draw the flow sheet for the new mill.

The engineers, besides having the Ijenefit of this ex-

perimental work on the Alaska Juneau ore, have been

able to profit by the experience of the neighboring Alaska

Gastineau mill and by the ball-mill practice of the In-

spiration mill in Arizona, with the result that they have

adopted the Inspiration ball-mill for the principal crush-

ing work and have adopted the Deister rougher and slime

tables for concentrating in the new mill.

Contracts for all the necessary machinery and supplies

were let with the intention of having the mill in operation

by January, 1917, but as the grading and foundation

work were delayed several months by the severity of last

winter, it is now estimated that the first section of the

mill cannot be ready until ^March, 1917.

On Jan. 1, 1916,\he cash on hand totaled $2,232,123,

which sum is sufficient to take care of all outstanding

obligations, to complete the mine preparatori- work for

an output of, and to complete the installation of all

equipment nece.ssary to mill, 8,000 tons of ore per day.

Details of Mixe Opeeatiox.s

The most important development work of the year was
done upon the North orebody on the No. 4 level. The
work conformed to a general mining scheme previously

decided upon, which embraced the imdercutting of a

section of the orebody about 700 ft. long by 250 ft. wide,

driving intermediate levels, placing chute raises and
bulldozing chambers at regular intervals, and the driving

of about 18 raises from the back of the cut-out area to

the level above. From these raises numerous powder
drifts are to be run for the purpose of blasting and
forcing the rock to cave as required. The main raise

(No. 2) will provide a main thoroughfare for the upper
levels of the mine, as well as additional ventilation.

In addition considerable work was done in the way of

straightening the drifts which are u.sed for the main
haulage and in trimming the sides of Gold Creek tunnel

and other avenues in the mine to facilitate the passage

of t!,.? 10-ton cars which will be u.sed in mining.

During the year a certain amount of sloping has been

performed above the No. 4 level, not only to provide

ore for the mill, btit also to carry the stopes to a suffi-

cient height to meet the requirements of the program.

The total run-of-mine ore broken by cutting out wa-
51,030 tons, and the total run-of-mine ore broken bv
stoping was 78,478 tons. During the months of May and
June the rock obtained in stoping No. 401 slope wa-
sorted, yielding 5,059 tons of sorted ore and 14,690 t.!.-

of wa.ste. This latter was stored in the stope and ...-

classified as run-of-mine ore after .sorting stopped.

The work laid out for completion by Sept. 1, 191i,.

with the percentage now completed is shown in the follow-

ing table:

Total Estimated
Footage To Be
Driven by Sept. Footage
1. 1916. Esti- Driven Percentage

_ mate Corrected Up to CompletedWork Dec. 31. 1915 Dec. 31. 1915 Dec. 31. 19ir,

Main raise No. 2 1.225 471 34 45
Intermediate drifts .... 2,676 2.176 81 31
No. 4 level drifts 2.390 1,966 82.25
Bulldozing chambers . . 390 68 17 44
Chute raises 1,750 1,406 80.34Manway raises 275 186 67.63
Stope raises 3.300 2.105 63.79
No. 3 level drifts 1,930 250 12 95
Powder drifts 8,000 2S1 3.51

Total of all development 21,936 8,909 40.61
Cutting out 100,000 tons 23,600 tons 23.60',;

It is estimated that 76,400 tons yet remain to be cut

out before completion.

During the first five months of the year all ore was
sorted in the stopes, it being found that the resulting

slate was sufficient in amount to keep the floor of the

stope within good working distance from the roof. From
Jan. 1 to June 1, 52,205 tons of rock was broken in the

stopes and from this there was sorted out 16,657 tons of

ore, having an average assay value of $3.2184 per ton.

The duty of a machine drill in stoping was 50.2 tons

per shift, from which was sorted 32% of quartz and
fines. In cutting out, the duty of a machine drill was
19.7 tons per shift, from which was sorted 32%.
During the year 1,329 samples from development

returned an average assay value of $1.04 per ton. Those
taken exclusively from the Aurora orebodv on the No. 2

level averaged $2.09 per ton. The samples taken ex-

clusively from within the limits of the North orebody
on the No. 4 level averaged $1.01 per ton. All develop-

ment work within the area of both the Aurora and the

North orebodies is sampled whether in waste or in ore

and is included in the averages given.

During the year the stock of broken rock in the mine
was increased by 60,115 tons ore and 36,937 tons waste.

During the year a total of 16,775 ft. of development

work was done.

Operation' of and Results at Mill

Since Feb. 21, the date the last 10 stamps were

installed, the entire 50-stamp mill has been in operation.

The running time for the entire year was 318 days.

While crushing through y^-m. screen, the duty ranged

from 11.2 tons to 19.7 tons per stamp day, with an

average of 14.45 tons; crushing through No. 8-mesh

.screen, the duty ranged from 7.68 tons to 9.76 tons ]hm-

day, with an average of 8.88 tons; and crushing thrun.:li

24-inesh screen, the duty ranged from 5.03 tiin< tn

6.68 tons per stamp day. with an average of 5.^ ? tmis.

The capacity of the entire mill for the actual running

time averaged 565.09 tons per day. This docs not

represent the ultimate capacity of the mill, however,

since at no time has the entire mill crushed through '/4-i'i-

screen with the Chilean mills used in ri.ir entirety as

regrindimr machines. In that case t!; i«il- would, no
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doubt, have had a capacity of at least 18 tons per stamp

day, or 900 tons per day.

Biillion produced by aiiialsaination from all sources

(hiring the jear is shown in the following table:

Source Gold Silver

Direct amalgamation $124,645.51 $623.64
Galena concentrate retreatment 6,4a7.3.T 32.65
Iron concentrate retreatment 632.60 3.54

Total. 1915 $131,735.46 $659.S3
Total, 1914 55,386.04 339.17

Total to date $187,121.50 $999.00

There was an abundance of labor available throughout

the year, the average number of men employed being 301,

and the average wage paid. $3.52 per day.

TOTAL ASSAY VALUE OF ROCK JIILLEU TO DATE

E^S fca K.= 83.= ^ 'S.> C> r-> SS E->
1914.. 60.026 $0.9104 $0.1355 $0.1140 $0.2700 $0.0027 $1.4326
1915.. 179.S!t2 .6029 .3948 .0920 $0.0035 $0.0128 .2827 .0010 1.4797

date 2:i9.!iis .3270 .11050 .0027 2681 .11013 1.4183

Tiic death of Fi'aiik (J. .T;nnicv. :\lay 12. at his Ikhuo

in Los Angeles, following an operation for appendicitis,

was the cause of the deepest regret and sorrow to his

many friends, and especially to his business associates.

Mr. Jaiiney was born at Salt Lake City, Oct. 12, 1866,

and was educated in the public schools there. In ISTO

he entered the employ of Nicholas Treweek at the Lowell

mine in Park City, Utah. In 1882 he went to Walker-

ville, Mont., where he was hoisting engineer at the Alice

mine. He obtained his first milling experience at the

Old Lead Mine mill in Bingham Canon, Utah, and after-

ward became su])erintendent of the mill. In 1890 he

was as.sociated with B. M. Jones in the electrification of

the Salt Lake City street-railway system and afterward

i)ecame superintendent of motive power of the Rapid

Transit street-railway system of Salt Lake City. Atiout

18!)3 he went to Toledo, Ohio, as chief electrician of the

Toledo street-car .system.

He returned to Utah to enter the employ of the L. C.

Trent Co. as consulting engineer and traveled e.\teiisi\cly

for them, erecting milling plants at various points in the

West, including De Lamar, Idaho; Jerome, Ariz.; and

Xeedles, Calif. In 1896 D. C. Jackling, at that time

superintendent of the Consolidated Mercur Gold Mines,

gave him the position of general foreman. When Mr.

Jackling severed iiis connection with this company, Jaii-

ney succeeded him as mill suiierintendent. In 1901 he

went to Delaniar, Nev., as mill superintendent of the

Hdainar (iold Mines Co. and superintended the erection

"f the mills, remaining there until the incorjioration of the

Utah Copper Co. in 1903, when he again liecaine as.sociated

with Jackling, and assumed the position of mill superin-

tendent. The successful completion and o|)eratioii and the

remarkable -liowing of the Utah Cojijier Co.'s mill are due

largely to liis genius and great mechanical ability. At

the time of his death lie not onlv occupied the ]iosition

of manai;er of mills for the Utah Copper Co., i)ut al.so

of the Ciiino Cojiper Co., Hay Con.solidatcd Copjier Co.

and Rutte & Supirior Co|ipi'r Co., as well as that of

(iiisulling inetallnigical engineer for the Alaska (iold

.Mining (!o. He wa- a thirty-second degree Ma.-ion and

a inenilicr of El Kiibli Shrine, of Salt Lake City, lie

w:i- a member of tli' .\lta Cliili and the Countrv Cliili. of

Salt Lake City, and of the California Club and Midwick
Country Club, of Los Augeles. He is survived bv a

mother, a widow, nine children and six grandchildren.

For tiie lirst time since its organization in 1880. the

Xew Jersey Zinc Co. has made public a financial state-

ment covering the first quarter of 1916 as follows:

Xet profits $8,561,385
Deduct:

Bond interest $40,000
Res. retire bonds 75.000 115,000
Surplus for quarter S.446,3SS
Dividends paid 6.650.000
Balance net 1,796,3S5

The net profit of $8,o61,38.5 was after all expenses in-

cluding depreciation had been deducted. How much wa>

charged off to this or the cost of ojierations does in>t

appear.

Acioni]ianying the figures was this statement signed

by H. S. Wardner, treasuer: "Stockholders should real-

ize that these unusually large profits are due to abnormal

trade conditions and must not be regarded as an index

of normal earninsrs."

^o So CO. R. JRetlnaaiag

Tlie ( opper-vefiiiing capacity of the .\merican Smelting

and Eefining Co.'s plants is" approaching 1 .000,000,000

lb. per annum. All three refineries have extended their

capacities, but at Baltimore more comprehensive en-

largements are in ]irogress, which sliould be completed

by the end of summer. The maximum capacity for these

plants will then be as follows : Baltimore Copper Smelt-

ing and Uolling Co., 588,000.000 lb. per annum ; Amer-
ii'an Smelting and Refining Co.'s Perth Aiiiboy plant,

312,000,000 ib.; Tacoina Smelting Co., 180.000,000 lb.

The capacities given are of course for maximum output

under high-price conditions, and it is hardly expected

that the normal outjnit will reach these figures. The
nominal ca]iacity of these plants at the beginning of 1916

was: Baltimore," 354,000,000; Perth Amboy. 240,000,000;

Taionia, 120,000,000 lb.

The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Coiiimerie, at

Washington, announces the ini])orts and exports of cop-

]H'r during March, 191(i. a< shown in the accompany

table:
rOl'PEK TK.VDl-; IN Xl.XRCH. 1916

Gross rc.ntciits.
Imports: Tons rounds

Ore 41,229 ;i.2i;s,235

Concentrates 10.389 2.294.400
Matte and reKulus 3.882 :i. 243,975
Unrefined, etc.. in bars, pigs, etc.. lb.. 25.717,307 ........
Refined in bars, plates, etc 583,165
Old. etc., for remanufacture 1,064,820
Composition metal, copper chief value 66,935
Copper manufactures, n. e. s

E.\ports—Domestic:
Ore S.754 373.891
Concentrates 310 51,000
Matte and rewulus •• -^i
Unrefined, etc.. in bars, pigs, etc 358.811
Hetined insoLs. bars, etc 59.916,932
Old and scrap 3,398
I'lates and sheets 2,741.124
Wire 1,971,346
.\li other manufactures

Mo"^^ Flotatlnoirii Woirlfes

Till' fonniilas noted in Fig. 1 of the article ou '"How

Flotation Works," in the .hmrnal of May 13, 1916, are

transposed. Correctiv .stated, the formula for the sphere

or T
is V - „ , and that for the . vliiidcr, V = 7,.
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TSae Fs'iees for ftlhe Metals
Some of the metals that soared to phenomenal prices

have fallen from their high estate and are going to fall

farther. That is a safe prophecy when no specification

ar, to time is attaclied to it. It is ohviously a matter

Olt time only, for extraordinarily profitable prices are

bound to stimulate production to an extent that sooner

or later will reduce things to a normal basis.

The most spectacular decline has been in quicksilver.

This metal which ordinarily is worth $40@45 per flask,

rose to about $300, but is now dovm to about $90 in a
market that looks none too good. The advance was in-

itially well-founded, but when it had already gone far,

the sellers undertook to boost it artificially and let their

greed run away with their good sense. The Du Pont
])owder company represented the situation to the British

government, which released a sufficient supply to relieve

the large consumers making explosives on militarj' con-

tracts, and the bottom promptly dropped out of the

American corner.

Antimony is another drooping war-bride. From a

price of about 4oc. per lb. there has lately been a decline

to about 31c. Tungsten ore has fallen from about $85
p<!r unit to about $45. In both of these cases increasing

pi'oduction is also the explanation.

The same thing has been looked for in spelter during

the last nine months. The production has been stead-

ih' increasing in a remarkable way, Imt the experts have

been deceived right along by the unforeseen proportions

of the demand from the brass-makers. "Wolf !" has been

cried so often when no wolf appeared that most people

have lately been lulled into the comfortable feeling that

diere is no wolf.

For about a year the spelter market has been conducted

without the balance wheel of an unsold stock. The price

lias declined several times on the selling by interests

Ihat thought they saw the end of the boom and rallied

f.martly when they found they had been mistaken. We
liave learned to look for several signs indicating the

j)ernianent decline. Among these will be the contraction

of the premium for high-grade, intermediate and brass

f.pelters, then the reselling Ijy consumers wlio find them-
selves overbought, and finally the accumulation of un-
liold stocks in the hands of producers. The latter have

made so much money during the last year tliat they will

not be forced to sell in order to get cash to carry on
their business. Therefore there should he no urgency
about their selling at first and no demoralizing pressure

until they are confronted with the choice of making up
their minds whether they would rather have money or

epelter.

nuring the last fortniglit the spelter market has been

ijuietly declining. There appear to be some of the signs

that have been anticipated, not as yet very strong, but

nevertheless indicative. Tlie next six weeks, taking us

up to the mid-year, is likely to produce interesting de-

r'elopmcnts in the spelter market.

Turning to the other metals, copper is still very strong,
supplies being scarce with no signs of immediate in-

crease, but here also the expanding production must teU
in the long run. Lead also is strong, but not so strong
as copper. Ten days ago this market wa.s wabbly, but
rallied on some more large export sales being made. The
behavior of this market indicates that it is about at its

zenith.

.Silver had a belated rise and is perhaps the freshest

of the metals in that respect. Having gone up about

50% since the beginning of the year, the cream of the

advance has probably been skimmed, but there appears to

be a well-informed confidence that it may go even higher
than at present.

The scarcity of ships and the consequent great increase

in ocean-freight rates is checking our foreign commerc-e
in a very serious way, especially inasmuch as it is becom-
ing impossible in many cases to get freight room for

love or money. Adventurers and traders are building

new ships as fast as they can turn them out. They are

rajudly restoring the American merchant marine. At
the end of 1915 the merchant marine of the United

States, includiug all kinds of shipping, was made up of

2G,r01 vessels of 8,389,429 gross tons, which was an in-

crease in the year of more than 460,700 gross tons. This

fleet, which is second only to the merchant marine of

Great Britain (with a total of 20,874,309 tons) was com-
posed of 6,953 steam vessels of 5,781,416 gross tons,

5,866 sailing vessels of 1,384,474 gross tons, 4,327 barges

with a gross tonnage of 999,166 ; 8,996 documented motor
vessels of 162,394 gross tons and more than 500 docu-

mented canal boats of an approximate tomiage of 61.900

gross. There were under contract on Mar. 31, 1916, in

American shipyards 31 vessels of between 8,000 and 12,-

000 gross tons, as compared with 26 in British yards. In

American yards there were 77 vessels under contract of

between 5,000 and 8,000 gross tons, against 88 of the

same size in British yards.

But this expansion of American shipping, however

pleasing, is far from being enough. We have succeeded

in impressing our manufacturers with the importance of

trving to get as much as possible of South America's

1,200 million dollar yearly imports, as this will mean a

50% increase in our exports if we get all of it. In spite

of all that has been done so successfully thus far, we
are about to lose much of our new trade there unless

something is done immediately to relieve the situation.

Prior to the war freight rates to Buenos Aires were

about $4 a ton. The average purchase price of a freight

steamer is about $50 per ton. Recent rates have actuallv

reached $40 to $50, according to commodity, and this

was paid because it was absolutely necessary. So tliat

freight rates for a single 30-day trip arc now greater

than tlie purchase price of the steamers hotdre the war.
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If we fail to ship now, when we are having our op-

portunity, South America will be compelled to manu-

facture at home a good deal of what the}- now buy from

us, and that market will be lost.

The situation is one that calls for earnest thought and

prompt action. It is distressing to look across the Hud-

son Eiver aud see the great tonnage of German ships tied

up there, idle. Cannot the Department of State negoti-

ate some plan whereby American shipping com])anies

might purchase or lease them? Cannot Congress imme-

diately give it a free hand to put them under the Amer-

ican flag if a trade could be arranged ?

m

The most embarrassing thing in the present indus-

trial situation is the unreasonable and ever-increasing

demands of labor. The corporations, especially the min-

ing and manufactiiring companies, have made great

profits, some of them a great deal more than others

for special reasons. All of them have been generous in

sharing profits with their workmen, wages having been

raised repeatedly and voluntarily. But labor is scarce

and uneasy. Its market value has appreciated. The
employer is daily confronted by new demands. Resist-

ance is followed promptly by a strike. In the mining

and metallurgical industry the latest have been strikes

by the lead miners in southea,*tern ilissouri and by the

zinc smelters in Oklahoma. Neither in lead mining nor

in zinc smelting may any strong resistance 1)e offered.

In some of the less profitable industries, however, the

maximum limit has been reached and works have been

shut down where new demands exceeded what remained

to give. We shall see more of that l)efore we are done

with the present industrial movement.

The behavior of labor is perfectly natural. The sup-

ply is relatively scarce. It is a bull market for labor.

If the employer will not pay the market price, his men
will go elsewhere if they belong to the more mobile

classes. If to the less mol)ile, they will 1)e uneasy and,

recognizing perhaps that their employers cannot pay any

more under existing conditions, as in the case of the

railway companies, will inspire them to rai.«e rates (with

the permission of tlie aiitliorities, if necessary) and make
the public pay.

The most alarming tiling about the situation is the

demoralization among artisans, mechanics and laboring

men generally that is produced by tlic extravagantly liigli

wages of the day. The ari.stocratic lead burner, getting

$10 per day, time and a iialf for overtime aiul a bonus for

linisliing his job by a s])ecified date, prefers to linger

in the lobby of the hotel and to ride around in his

Ford car to working 10 hours a day and six days in

the week. The shoveler in the mine, who used to clean

up 35 tons of ore per day, want-; a higher wage with a

limit of 20 tons. The smelter is careless about liis work

and when his l)oss remonstrates, exiiibits his independ-

ence by quitting and acce])ting a position in a neighboring

plant where tlicy are not so particular about metallur-

gical efficiency.

Alas ! that tlic tenets of the laljor leaders do not in-

clude principles of economy, etiiciency, and profit-sliaring !

As to the last, a reient re|)ort by the welfare dei)art-

nient of the Natifinal Civic Federation gives us rather

I irliMpiMv view.

Civic workers have been engaged for 12 months in

investigating more than 300 so-called profit-sharmu

schemes, and their report covers the analysis of about 200

plans. The report comes to no conclusion for or against

tlie profit-sharing idea, but it devotes more than 260

pages to an exposition of the many plaus in force today,

or tried and abandoned, and sets forth a group of interest-

ing opinions and discussions, both from prominent em-
ployers, representatives of organized labor, and from I

special students of the subject. The views of the leaders I

of organized labor appear unanimous in opposition to the
\

general theory and practice of profit sharing, while a

large number of the employers whose plans are analyzed J

in the report, consider profit sharing a success.

"ilany reasons," says the report, "are given by these I

employers for their faith in the idea. Among these are

that it promotes more continuous service, reduces cost of

production, secures more regular attendance at work,

builds up confidence and creates a spirit of cooperation,

gets rid of rolling stones and encourages home building,

enables the company to keep its employees during rush

seasons, induces salesmen and others to work harder, pro-

motes efficiency, interest aud loyalty, and increases the

profits of the business."

'•Yet," the report continues, '"employers who have had
experieuce on the subject are by no means a unit as to its

practical value. Some express disappointment that the

efforts of their companies were not appreciated by the

men, that they seemed to prefer their total earnings in

fixed wages, with no variable element, that they were

suspicious of the employers' motives, that they insisted

upon joining unions and presenting demands in spite of

the companies" efforts to give them an extra share of the

business, that when stock was sold to employees upon

favorable terms they would dispose of it at a profit when
its value rose and so get the habit of watching the stock

market, that when the profit distribution was large the

employees learned to expect a similar 'bonanza' every year,

and were disgruntled if they did not get it."

Yet we have a satisfactory and apparently successful

system of profit sharing in our copper-mining industry,

where wages have been adjusted on a sliding scale ac-

cording to the price for copper. Among the copper

mines there .seems to be far less demoralization of labor

than in any other branch of our industry at present,

except among those lead mines where a similar system

has been adopted. This system is well worthy of study

and further extension, but it is possible of course only

in cases where the whole industry is ba.sed on the market

for a single, staple commodity. It could hardly be ap-

j'lied to the fixing of the rate of wages in a woolen mill.

Villa remains uncaught, and the situation as to Mex-
ico a])pears now to be a more or less futile effort to

keep Jlexican bandits from raiding into American ter-

ritory. The logic of events is clearly that the United

States will have to go into Mexico to jjut things in order,

and will have to raise and equip forces sufficient to do

it. The present administration nuiy continue to hesitate

about tiiis, but sooner or later it will have to be done,

and will be done. The demoralization in Mexico is deeper

and nu)re terrible than most jjcoplc in this country under-

stand. The country is bankrupt, its inhabitants are with-

out means to obtain adequate food and clothing. Car-

ranza is but a figure head. Banditry prevails.
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The A-B-C of Safety is A-l\vays-B-e-C'-arel'ul.

The combined statement of Joplin banks, just com-
piled, shows, according to the Boston News Bureau, de-

posits of almost $10,000,000—an increase of 118% over

a year ago, testifying to zinc producers' prosperity.

The star bonehead play is described in a recent number
of the American Smelting and Refining Co.'s Safety Re-

view: Solid Ivoryski, of Cokedale, was putting water

into his cari)ide lamp by first filling his mouth with water,

then scjuirting it into the lamp. As he put his lips to the

lamp it suddenly flamed out, burning his lips.

In a recent number of the esteemed Saturday Evening

Post we note the mention of a "merchant prince, who
had grown rich extracting phosphate of aluminum from

the I'ocks west of the town" (Port St. Vincent, on the

Caribbean Sea). Maybe so; we would give two kopecks

to know the process and to what use the material was put.

si;

A soap bubble blown by Sir James Dewar at the Royal

Institution on Feb. IT did not burst until Mar. 24 (as-

sisted by Zeppelin ?), which is given by the London papers

as a record life for a bubble. We don't know about this.

We have seen some mining promotions lasting a little

longer than that, and we bet Dewar's bubljle didn't go

any more completely than they eventually did.

A broker received a request from a small customer to

get an offer of 100 shares of Union Sulphur, says the

Annalist, of New York. When the report came in the

(Hstomer began to laugh before the broker brought over

the slip. The stock was offered at $12,000 a share. The

bid might have been an important part of the record,

but that was missing from the slip.

"A three-foot gold vein was discovered at a boiling

spring," says the EUijay (Ga.) Times-Courier, "gushing

up almost in a spout and bringing up particles of gold;

and upon investigating the spring, digging and panning

cut the particles of gold, the lode was stripped naked and

found to carry free gold." Don't see why they didn't

let it keep on spouting gold; panning is such a back-

lireaking job.

jS

Bulletin boards at mines collect a choice lot of simpli-

fied spelling and occasional bits of operating humor.

Trnivnie Topics, the clever magazine edited by the staff

(if the Braden Copper Co., reproduces the following entry

(.11 the night-shift logbook of the nodulizing plant at

Scwcll, Chile: "Ring in Kiln very hard, the stoff waht

is stickcn to the linncn is nothin but Slim, tried to

midelvs ct but no use bad to runner out. I leavt one of

(lem nippels on the tabel if the burner aint in use it shoot

lie took out or she burns up dat is therisen we are usen

so many dem nippels.''

acted as a resister against rust. And one of our rather
sarcastic friends thought that so finished, the shells looked
better as souvenirs on the top of a grand piano in a
drawing room. The subject may now be settled and
further discussion cease. We have it from a high Ru.~>iaii

authority, says tlie American Maclnnist that the fine

finish and polish are to prevent pulling off some lint from
the cotton gloves worn by the soldiers who load the guns.
A rough surface on the shells would pull off some of this

lint, which would fill up the clearance between the shell

and the gun bore and impair the accuracy of the firing.

An advocate of scientific management told the follow-

ing tale the other day, says Engineering and Contracting.
Two men stood watching a steam shovel at work. With
a clatter and a roar the .shovel bit into the .steep bank,
closed on a cartload of earth and dumped it on a waiting
car. "It makes me wild," said the first onlooker, "to see

that monster taking the bread out of good men's mouths.
Look at it. Why, it's filling up those cars faster than a

hundred men with picks and shovels could do it." But the

other onlooker shook his head ajul answered : "See here,

mister, if it would be better to employ 100 men with picks

and shovels on this job, wouldn't it be better still to em-
ploy 1,000 men with forks and tablespoons ?"

m

The champion dividend payer among the mining and
metallurgical companies is without any douljt the New
Jersey Zinc Co., which has just declared its regular quar-

terly dividend of 4% on its capital stock of $3.5,000,000

and an extra dividend of 5%. This company makes three

commodities that have participated in the phenomenal
rise of prices during the last year, namely, spelter (high

grade), spiegeleisen and sulphuric acid. The principal

stockholders of the New Jersey Zinc Co. are enimierated

by the Boston News Bureau as follows: August Heck-
scher, 32,214 shares; other members of the Heckscher

family, 5,-592 ; Edgar Palmer, 30,124; Ralper Palmer,
7,08';"; David B. Jones, 17,9TG ; T. D. Jones, 18,049 ; J. L.

Riker, 10,941; J. P. Wetherill, 17,500; S. P. Wetherill,

12,586; Hetty Green, 3,500; W. F. Hardenburgh, 7.3(34;

J. E. Hayes, Jr., 10,762; W, 0. Morse, 10,.50O.

:^

Technical literature is, like life, becoming more com-

plex as we grow older—or else we are getting into our

dotage and are less quick of comprehension. At any

rate we invite attention to the following: "Every chemist

in general will agree that up to the present our methods

of gravimetric, and volumetric analysis are apt to have

some phase where the accuracy is in doubt, where the

reaction is not fully, or in some eases purely hypothetical,

and therefore not absolutely correct ; we therefore go

through journals and chemical literature to find our way

out of a labyrinth of reactions which take place by a

.simple precijiitation of two bodies chemically act«d upon

according to the laws which govern these reactions, visible

and obscure, to all our scientific eiuleavors. methods,

instruments, ability and chemically reasoning." We are

this minute groping out of said labyrinth.

The high polish of Russian shells has been the subject They were sinking a shaft, says bngin, ;
c and I oti-

much discussion. One reason suggested when the trading, and had got down about 100 '. One of the

lelU were silver- or nickcl-i.lated was that the platino- workmen fell in but lodged about a tliirc^ '

r.c way down
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and his fellow laborers struggled to save him. Just as

they thought they had succeeded, Pat crashed down

another 25 ft., when another obstruction caught him and

the rescue campaign was begun anew and witii greater

difficulty. When they were a second time on the point of

success, to the dismay of the rescuers, Pat went headlong

into the lower depth. All was silent, no sound coming

from the unfortunate Irishman. The foreman leaned

over the edge of the shaft and shouted : "Pat, I say, Pat."

From the depth came the answer : '"Hurroo." "Are you

much hurt. Pat?" "I am not." ''Where are you, Pat?"

'"What's that ye're sayin'?" "Where are ye?" "Wlier^

am I? Where am I? Glory be to heaven, I am on the

bottom at lasht."

'0.

A picture of a bunch of tennis players in a mining com-

pany's annual report would not ordinarily be considered

(oinnie il font. However, the annual report for 191.5 of

the HoUinger Gold Mines Co., Ltd., Ontario, Canada, con-

tains two unusual features which in this case give a grip-

jnng personal touch to the report that could not possibly

be done by anything less vital than in this instance. The
report states

:

llore important than our operations of mining: and milling
has been the response on the part of the members of the
company's organization to the call for men to serve at the
front. It is with mixed feelings of pride and regret that I

submit the following list of men who have left us to go upon
active service. Of these. Charles E. Barnett and Arthur H.
McKay will not return; they lie buried "somewhere in France.'*

Let us hope that there will be no further loss of life to record
among our representatives at the front.

FolloAving this is a list of the men who are with the

British, French and Italian armies, giving their foi'mer

position at the mine, their present rank and organization

in the service. There are !t4 names on the list, includ-

ing men in every de]iartinent from chore-boy to geolo-

gist. The average number of men employed during the

year was ','.l-^. so that the company's contril)ution of men
is a strikingly large one. On another page of the report

is a large halftone of a group of tennis players "from
it chance sna])shot taken on the Canadian Mining and

Finance Co.'s tennis courts, shortly liefore the outbreak of

the European War." This group shows eight tennis play-

ers, all of whom are in the service at the front, including

the two who died on the field of honor. There is appar-

ently no place for slackers with the Hollinger, and the

company lias done the handsome thing by its .soldier em-

ployees.

Selling lots in a ''sulphur subdivision" is the latest

form of real estate-mining speculation that is being of-

fered simultaneously to farmers and other small investors

in Illinois and the East, and possibly in otiier parts of the

country. This ]jarticular form of speculation is offered

as the "Standard Sulijhur Co.'s land subdivision, situated

in the famous sulphur and oil fields at Sulphur, La.,

near the Union Sulphur Co." Land that docs not con-

tain sul])liur or oil in this part of Louisiana is worth

only about $20 an acre. The Standard Sulphur Co.,

Inc., however, proposes to sell the small investors lots of

300-sq.ft. area lor $:50. A brief calculation will show that

there will be It") <>f these lots ])er acre, and at ^IJO a lot

they would bring the modest price of $4,350 per acre, or

I total of $.348,000 lor the 80 acres which it is proposed

to sulp<livide. By liiinj,' the great success of the Union

Sulphur Co. in thiit viiinity, the Standard Sulphur Co.

endeavors to make it appear that these are low prices

and easy terms. It will be remembered, however, that

Herman Frasch drilled a well about a mile from the

I'nion Sulphur Co.'s dome and found only limestone.

The promoters endeavor to figure what will be the value

of each lot they are offering—if they strike sulphur.

Their method of doing this is to take a mathematical

excursion as follows: "Suppose the land is underlaid with

a deposit of pure sidphur 120 ft. thick. A calculation

will show that in 80 acres there would be more than 418,

000,000 cu.ft. of sulphur ; e.*tiniating each cubic foot to

weigh 12.5 lb. we would have 2(i, 13(5,000 tons of sulphur,

valued at more than $522,000,000. This would mean
a value to lot holders of the enormoiis amount of ."

It would be easier to swallow these figures and take a

t-hance with the promoters if they were more careful

about their statements or misstatements of known facts.

For example, one paragraph of the prospectus leads off

with the statement "according to reliable authorities, an

average of 600,000 tons of sulphur is annually being

taken from the holdings of the Union Sulphur Co. near

ours, " Prospective investors may discover from the files

of the Journal and other reliable .sources that these figures

are exaggerated, and also that the consumption of sul-

phur in the United States is not much over 300,000 tons

per annum. A company operating a similar "real estate-

mining speculation," in the southeast corner of the .<ame

section as the Standard's land subdivisiim, drilled a hole

about 4,150 ft., but struck neither sulphur nor oil,

A
J. Parke Channing is one of the bulwarks of the art

of aviation in the United States and is distinguished in

the Aero Club of America, whereof he is one of the charter

members. He is not personally an aviator, but he has

U.NIQt'K LIKi: MEMBERSHIP PARn OF AERO CLUB

made more than one a.scent. .\s a lite member of the

Aero Club he recently signalized the importance of the

organization by presenting to each of the 28 life members
a membership card of .«olid gold, stamped with the seal

of tilt ( liib and mounted on a folder of lizard skin.
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lUVISTA DEL SERVIZIO MINERARIO NEL, 1!I14. Pp. 404.
Ministero di Agiicoltura, Industria e Commeicio. Ber-
gamo, Italy.

TKXADA ISLAND. B. C. By R. G. McConnell. Pp. 112, illus.

Memoir 5S, Canada Depaitmeiit of Mines, Geological Sur-
vey Branch. Ottawa.

THE DATA OF GEOCHEMISTRY. Third Edition. By Frank
Wigglesworth Clarke. Pp. 821, Bull. 61 fi. V. S. Geological
Suivey, Washington.

LABOR LAWS OF CALIFORNIA. Compiled by John P. Mc-
Laughlin, Commissioner. 4V4x6V.", pp. 2.S2, paper. Bureau
of Labor Statistics, San Francisco, Calif.

UPPER WHITE RIVER DISTRICT, YUKON. By D. D.
Cairnes. Pp. 191, illus. Memoir 50, Canadian Department
of Mines, Geological Surve.\' Branch, Ottawa.

NDVA SCOTIA: ANNUAL REPORT OF THE MINES, 191.5. By
Hiram Donkin, Inspector of Mines. Pp. 181, illus. Depart-
ment of Ptiblic Works and Mines, Halifax, N. S., Canada.

FIELD ANALYSIS OF MINERALS. For the Prospector, Min-
ing Engineer, Traveler and Student. By G. D. McGrigor.
4i;;x7, pp. SS; 3s. 6d. The Mining Magazine, London, E. C.

FOURTEENTH REPORT OF THE GEOGRAPHIC BOARD OF
CANADA CONTAINING ALL DECISIONS TO MAR. 31,
1915. Pp. 273. Department of the Interior, Ottawa, Ont.,
Canada.

GEOLOGY OF CRANBROOK MAP-AREA, BRITISH COLUM-
BIA. By Stuart J. Schofleld, Pp. 245, illus. Memoir 76.
Canada Department of Mines, Geological Survey Branch,
Ottawa.

DESCRIPTION OF THE LABORATORIES OF THE MINER
BRANCH OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MINES, OTTAWA.
Pp. 51, 60 plates. Bull. 13, Canadian Department of Mines,
Mines Branch, Ottawa.

THIRD REPORT TO THE CORROSION COMMITTEE OF THE
INSTITUTE OF MET.VLS. By William E. Gibbs, Richard
H. Smith, and Guy D. Bengough. Pp. 127, illus. Institute
of Metals, London. England.

UEBER DIE AUSFAELLUNG DES EISENOXY'DS UND DER
TONERDE IN FINNLAENDISCHEN SAND- UND GRUS-
BOEDEN. By B. Aarnio. Pp. 76. illus. Geologiska Kom-
missionen. Helsingfors, Finland.

THE UNDERGROUND AND SURFACE WATER SUPPLIES
OF WISCONSIN. Bv Samuel Weidman and Alfred R.
Schultz. 6 1,^x9 1/2. 664 pp.. illus. Bull. XXXV, Wisconsin
Geological and Natural History Survey, Madison.

THE QUARRY MATERIALS OF NEW YORK—GRANITE,
GNEISS. TRAP AND M.\F;BLE. By D. H. Newland. Pp.
212, illus. New York State Museum Bull. No. ISl, Jan. 1,

1916. University of the State of New York, Albany, N. Y.

A WATER-POWER RECONNAISSANCE IN SOUTH-CENTRAL
ALASKA. By C. E. Ellsworth and R. W. Davenport: with
a section on Southeastern Alaska, by J. C. Hoyt. Pp. 173,
illus. Water-Supply Paper 372, U. S. Geological Survey,
Washington.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA: .A.NNUAL REPORT OF THE GOVERN-
MENT GEOLOGIST. Including Appendix Comprising a
Catalog of OfHcial Publications Dealing with the Geologv
and Mineral Resources of South Australia. Pp. 22, illus.
L. Keith Ward, Adelaide.

MINERAL LAND CLASSIFICATION. Showing Indications of
Iron Formation in Parts of Ashland, Bavfleld, Washburn.
Sawyer, Price. Oneida. Forest. Rusk, Barron and Chippewa
Counties. By W. O. Hotchkiss, assisted bv E. F. Bean and
O. W. Wheelwright. 6i4x9V2, pp. 367, illus. Wisconsin
Geological and Natural History Survey, Madison.

'

MANUFACTURE OF GASOLINE AND BENZENE-TOLUENE
FRr)M PETROLEI'M A.\D DTHER HYDROCARBONS. Bv
W. F. Rittman. C. B. Button and E. W. Dean, with Bibli-
ography Compiled by M. S. Howard. Pp. 26S. illus. Bull.
114. U. S. Bureau of Mines, Washington.

Contains an interesting resume of the cracking processes
in use described in non-technical and unusually readable form.
followed by detailed technical description of processes and
apparatus.

KOWKASH GOLD AREA. By I\ E. Hopkins. 6V,xl0. pp. 15.
Illustrated, with maps. Bulletin No. 27, Ontario Bureau
of Mines, Toronto.
Embodies the result of a preliminary investigation made

last September, following the discovery of gold, and a sub-
sequent visit later in the year covering other discoveries. The
original gold discovery was made by E. W. King Dodds. The
Kowkash area presents pre-Cambrian rocks similar to those
found elsewhere in northern Ontario.

ABSTRACTS OF CURRENT DECISIONS ON MINES AND MIN-
ING. Reported from Mav to September, 1915. Bv J W
Thompson. Pp. 124. Bull. 113. U. S. Bureau of Mines]
Washington.

This bulletin is the fifth of its kind to be published by the
Bureau of Mines, the four preceding being Bulletins 61, 79,

90 and 101. The wide demand for the information contained
in these bulletins has led the bureau to decide to issue
similar ones with sufficient frequency to keep reasonably
current the records of decisions of Federal and state courts of
last resort on nuesticms relating to the minei'al industrv.

THE LURE OF CRIPPLE CREEK GOLD. By William Y
Seaman. 4')ix6'^, pp. 48, illus., paper; 15c. William Y.
Seaman, 184 2 Stout St.. Denver, Colo.

This little pamphlet contains a very interesting descrip-
tion of the discovery, development and history of the Cripple
Creek District, gives a few figures of total production and
many interesting anecdotes of the men and the days which
made the camp so famous.

ELEVATORS. A Practical Treatise en the Development .uid
Design of Hand. Belt, Steam, Hydraulic and Electric E1--
vators. By John H. Jallings. 5i4xS>4. PP. 217, illu.>'.

American Technical Society Chicago, 111.

A practical book by a practical man, of interest to the
mining man only regarding the application of the elevator
principle to man-hoists. In this connection thtr book has
some interesting diagrams of the wiring systems of electric-
ally controlled, multi-speed, automatic cars for various num-
bers of floors or stopping points.

THE DIESEL ENGINE IN PRACTICE. Bv J. E. Megson and
H. S. Jones. 4^4x6>4. pp. 136. illus.. "leather; »2. Tech-
nical Publishing Co., .San Francisco, Calif.

This little book has been prepared for the purpose of giv-
ing to engineers who are running or interested in Diesel en-
gines the benefit of many years of practical experience in
operating them, by one of the authors. He believes "that not
lOVr of the operators of Diesel engines know one-quarter as
much about their engines as the average steam engineer
knows about ills engine."

The book deals briefly with the history of the invention.
the reasons why the introduction of the engine has made
such strides abroad and so little progress in this country, and
follows with an interesting and well-illustrated chapter de-
scribing the operation of the engine. The experiences with
earlier installations, including a series of acceptance tests.
fuel oil and the effect of altitude, are taken up, and a chapter
is devoted to the operation and care of the engine. There are
20 or more manufacturers building different types of Diesel
and semi-Diesel engines in this country, several of them
adopting foreign designs. Some of these types are described.
Under the caption "Commercial Situation" a comparison of
the costs of installation and operation of Diesel and steam
plants is made, and a chapter is devoted at the end of the
book to the Diesel applied to marine purposes.

THE METALLOGRAPHY OF STEEL AND CAST IRON. Bv
Henry Marion Howe, Professor Emeritus of Metallurgy.
Columbia University. Quarto, pp. 641, profusely illus-
trated; with 45 plates of micrographs; $10. McGraw-Hill
Book Co.. New York.
Here is a rich mine of information for all persons, whether

users or manufacturers, who are interested in the quality of
steel and cast iron. In includes everything related to the
subject of quality, from manufacture to slip bands, character-
istics of fractures, micro-constitution and the application of
the phase rule. The book touches but briefly on the n:an-
ipulative side of metallography, such as methods of testino;,

etching mediums and apparatus for microscopic examination.
which is already well covered in other text and reference
book.s, but delves deeply into the philosophy and theoretical
phase of the metallography.

The method of exposition is the same as that followed in

recent years by the same distinguished author—namely, of pre-
senting all the important evidence extant, to.gether with a
minute and masterly analysis of the facts adduced. In thi.<

analysis the author shows that extraordinary ingenuity in

making a difficult subject clear and that mental grasp of
complex subjects w'hich he possesses to so marvelous a de-
gree.

Among the principal subjects discussed are manufacture,
nomenclature; constitution (including micro-constitution).
thermal and physical transformations, formation of graphite,
the application of the phase rule, the structure of metals, ,1e-

formation under strain, including slip bands, silhouettes,
twins. X-bands. ghosts ami (iber. with related subjects such
as rupture and fracture.

The direct and practical usefulness of the book was not
a predominant idea in the author's mind, as explained in

the preface, but we prophesy that it will be of inestimable
benefit to all those who desire to secure a real mastery of the
underlying iirinciples governing the qualities of the metal
discussed, and that it will be a reference book a great mau.v
years hence, whin the mind of man has developed more
nearly equal to that of the author.

Besides a great number of tables, curves and illustration;;,

the book contains more than 300 micrographs, which form the
largest and finest collection which we know of in .iny one
place.

A most unfortunate weakness in this Look is the index,

which actually does not occupy as many p;is;es as the table of
contents, and which is wholly inadequate for any practical
use. especially for a reference book such as this is destined
to be.
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FE3RSOHAIUS

Gus Holmes, of Salt Lake City, is in New York.

E. W. Steele, of Taeoma, Wash., is now at Hayden, Ariz.

Paul W. Clark, of Berkeley, Calif., is at Tonopah, Nev.

H. C. Klaus, recently at Berkeley, Calif., is now at Jar-

bidge, Nev.

E. M. Bagley. recently at Los Gatos, Calif., is now at

Oatman, Ariz.

C. L. Constant, Jr., returned to New York on May 11 from

a short trip to Cuba.

Russell T. Mason, of Los Angeles, Calif., is now at Harqua
Hala. Yuma County, Ariz.

Frank G. Stevens has removed from Halifax, Nova Scotia,

to Toronto. Ont., Canada.

B. B. Thayer leaves for Butte on May 14, expecting to be

back in New York about June 1.

Myron R. Walker, lately of Tucson, Ariz., is now with the

Cerro de Pasco Mining Co. in Peru.

Dale L. Pitt, recently of Park City, Utah, is now with the

Taeoma Smelting Co.. at Taeoma, Wash.

J. B. Tyrrell arrived in New York, May 11, on his way
home from England and proceeded to Toronto.

Charles Geddes for two years connected with the Stand-

ard Oil Co. at Shanghai has returned to San Francisco.

R. R. Leslie, manager of Butters Divisadero Co., Salvador,

is now in New York and will probably remain for 10 days.

J. R. Finlay is going to deliver the commencement address

at the Colorado School of Mines, Golden, Colo., on May 26.

Heath Steele left New York May 10 to make examinations

in South Dakota and Arkansas and will be absent until

June.

W. R. Ingalls is going to deliver the commencement ad-

dress at the School of Mining and Metallurgy, Rolla, Mo., on

May 26.

A. G. Burrows, of the Ontario Bureau of Mines, has been

detailed to complete the geological survey of the Boston Creek

gold area.

George B. Dillingham, formerly at the San Vincente mine,

has gone to Tepic to take charge of the development of a

copper-lead-zinc mine.

Edward Barrett, for 10 years manager of the Jeanesville

Iron Works at Hazelton. Penn., has resigned to take up prac-

tice as a consulting engineer.

W. E. William, an American oil expert, recently returned

to San Francisco from India, where he says the fields are

producing oil on a large scale.

Charles J. Harrah, formerly vice-president of Midvale Steel

Co.. recently spent several weeks in California and visited San

Francisco on his return to Philadelphia.

Alden H. Brown has returned to New York after several

months in Colombia and will return there after making a trip

to Cub.a relative to an iron-ore property.

A. L. Graham has been appointed superintendent of the

Superior & Boston Mining Co. He was formerly with the

Arizona Commercial Co. and at the Old Dominion mine in

Arizona.

Frank R. Corwin has resigned his position as shift super-

intendent at the Copper Queen to become assistant superin-

tendent for the Consolidated Arizona Smelting Co. at Hum-
boldt, Ariz.

W. H. Coverdale and W. W. Colpitis announce that their

practice iis consulting engineers will hereafter be conducted

under the firm name of Coverdale & Colpitis at 66 Broad-

way. New Y'ork.

M. Alan HIII. assistant superintendent of the openhearth
department uf the National Tube Co. at Lorain, Ohio, has been
appointed .sup<.-i intenden ol the openhearth plant of the Colo-

rado Fuel and Iron Co. at Pueblo

Arthur J. Ho.okin. of Denver. Colo., will on June 1 resume
his partnership with Frank J. McNair and will make his head-j

quarters at Leadville. Colo. The original firm of McNair &
Hoskin was dissolved 13 years ago.

Frank M. Estes, formerly resident engineer tor the Amer-
ican Smelting and U. fining Co.. Sonora, Mexico, is now in

rharge of the office of the same company, which was re-

cently established at .^i.okane. Wash.

G. C. Bateman, formerly connected with the Canadian Min-
ing and Exploration Co., has been appointed general manager
of La Rose Consolidated, in place of R. B. Watson who has
resigned to look after his private interests.

Sidney A. Reeve has opened an office at 120 Broadway, New
York, as consulting engineer, specializing in tests, patents,

and litigation. He was at one time professor of mechan-
ical engineering at Worcester Polytechnic Institute.

F. L. Lowell, deputy mine inspector, is making an extended
inspection of mines along the Mother Lode in Amador County,
Calif. John W. Gebb. deputy mine inspector, is engaged in

similar work in the Grass Valley and Nevada City dis-

tricts.

R. T. Bayliss, the well-known chairman of tlie Exploration
company, who met witli a serious accident from a Zeppelin
bomb on Apr. 26. as noted last week, was in his own house
at Newmarket at the time, standing by a window and was
struck by a fragment of a bomb exploding outside.

A. J. McQuatters. president. Alvarado Mining and Milling
Co., Parral, whose property has been raided a time or two
lately, and who has participated in tliree otiier conferences,
was present at the conference between Generals Scott and
Obregon at El Paso, Tex., May 9, but withdrew on complaint
of the Mexican representatives that his business connections
rendered his presence undesirable.

H. C. Perkins and Hennen Jennings are to sail from
Seattle for Alaska June 20, to look over the physical condi-
tion of the Treadwell mines. Mr. Perkins and Mr. Jennings.
together with F. W. Bradley, constitute a committee of three
to agree on the basis of the proposed amalgamation of these
mines, which agreement will in turn have to be ratified by a
majority of the stockholders of each company.

John E. Mattson, Ironton, Minn., owner of the fee to the
Armour No. 1 mine, died recently, leaving an estate valued at
$700,000. He began life as a painter. He was a Scandinavian
by birth.

Captain B. F. Chynoweth. well known copper country min-
ing man. died. May 10, at his home in Houghton, Mich. He
was born in Pottsville. Penn., 65 years ago, going to the
Michigan copper district witli his father, the late Captain
John Chynoweth, a pioneer of the district. At one time Cap-
tain B. F. Chynoweth was the sole owner of the Mass cop-
per rfiine at Ontonagon, Mich., disposing of his interests there
in ISOS. He was interested in a number of copper properties
in the West. Interment was in Houghton.

Lucien I. Blake, a well-known electrical engineer, died at
the Boothby Hospital in Boston, Mass., on May 4. Professor
Blake was born in Mansfield. Mass.. in 1S54, and was graduated
from Amherst College in 187S. after which he took the de-
gree of doctor of philosophy in Berlin. He was the inventor
of a submarine signal and of an electrostatic ore separator.

In making his experiments on the submarii.e signal he used
the United States frigate "Constitution." Professor Blake was
a brother of Percy M. Blake, consulting engineer, of Boston.

J. Winchester Holman died suddenly at his residence in

Chicago. May 10, of heart disease, aged 4.5 years. He was born
in Indianapolis and when a young man engaged in the ad-
vertising business. For some years he represented the "Jour-
nal" in Chicago; later in connection with George b. Scott, he
acquired control of the "Mining World." removing its ofHce

from Butte, Mont., to Chicago. He aided in organizing the

Mining World Co. in 1903 and successively held the offices of

secretary, treasurer, vice-president and president. He was a

member of numerous clubs and societies and was universally

popular among his friends and associates. He leaves a widow,
two sons and a daughter.

John Edson Sweet died in Syracuse, N. Y.. May S, aged 88

years. He had a long and varied career as a mechanical
engineer and designer, and was widely known as the origi-

nator of the straight-line, high-speed engine. For some
years he was an instructor in Cornell University. He was
one of the founders of the American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers and in fact It was he who first suggested the

formation of the Society. He was a member of several other

technical societies, and was the first president of the Engine
Builders' Association of the United States. In 1913 he was
awarded the John Fritz medal for his achievement in ma-
chine design and In construction and development of high-

speed engines.
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SA.\ FKA.VCISCO—May 10

iTIarlKOld Xo. 5 Dreilf;e. completed and started digging on
May 6, was built by the Union Iron Works Co., of San Fran-
cisco. In the "Journal" of May 6, 1916. an item on p. SOS
regarding the launching of this dredge, contained an error in

stating that the dredge was built by the Union Construction
Co., of San Francisco.

Oil Inspectors To Be Appointed by the State Mining Bu-
reau under civil-service rules, will be examined in San Fran-
cisco, Los Angeles and Bakersfield, May 20. There will be
four appointments at salaries from $1,500 to $2,100 a year. At
the same time examinations will be held for oil-well di-illers

at salaries ranging from $2,100 to $2,400 a year. The oil de-
partment of the State Mining Bureau has made great progress
in the investigation of water infiltration and has incidently
published a large amount of valuable information for oil oper-
ators; and the best of it is that under the law the operators,
who are the persons benefitted, are paying for the services.

There was a time when a strong effoi't was made to put the
cost of this service to the oil industry upon the whole tax-
paying people of California; but finally in the last regular
session of the legislature wisdom prevailed and the un<ler-

taking was begun in the proper way and is now producing the
expected results.

The Duteli-S^veeney-App Mines in Tuolumne Count,\' are
giving encouraging returns under development by W. J. Lor-
ing and Boston men. Mr. Loring I'ecently left for a con-
ference with his Boston associates and on the day of his

departure, received information from the mines that in ex-
tending the north drive on the 1,6.50-ft. level in the .Sweeney,
an oi'cshoot had been opened for a length of 160 ft. At the
S40-ft. point north of the Dutch shaft, at the face of the
north drive on the 1,650-ft. level, a crosscut to the east inter-

sected the ore. The oi)erations of Mr. Loi'ing and his Boston
associates also include a large acreage of quartz ground in

Calaveras County near the Melones mine. The amount of
money spent remodeling the Dutch stamp mill and installing
two Hardinge mills is sufficient evidence of the faith Mr. Lor-
ing has that the properties can be again put in the dividend
class. The Dutch and the Sweeney have been kept going for

the last two or three years as producing mines but the App
was allowed to run down. Mr. Loring's success in asso-
ciation with Albert Burch in- the reopening of the Plymouth
Consolidated mine in Amador County, has made it possible
for him to obtain options on a number of old properties.

While the Plymouth Consolidated was developed by money
furnished by Bewick, Moreing & Co.. the operation of the
Dutch-Sweeney-App and the prospecting of other properties
in Calaveras County are being financed solely by American
money, principally from Boston.

DENVKR—May 11

Deep Development in Cripple C'reelt continues to bring in

Important strikes of fine ore. The latest cause for belief in

the efficacy of deep mining is the discovery of a 6-ft. vein at
p depth of 1.900 ft., carrying from 2 Vi to 614 oz. gold per ton.

Tile Piirlidnle District, in Fremont County, of which little

has been heard for years past, is reviving. Among the old
properties being reopened are the Green Mountain, Copper Girl,

Copper .lack. Copper .lerry and the Bonrite. As might be in-

ferred fi"om the name, the chief metal produced is copper
but there are also small amounts of gold and silver.

Montexunia Is Beconiini:; Active again. In this Summit
County camp, which has lain dormant since the 90's, two mills
have been modernized and are being run steadily; residents
are anticipating the extension of the railroad from Keystone.
Georgetown, only 12 mi. distant, in Clear Creek County.
but separated by the continental divide, is experiencing a
wonderful revival, too. With silver at the existing encourag-
ing prices, the entire central portion of the state, from
Boulder to Silverton, is brushing up all its deserted silver
mines and real interest is again manifested in prospecting
for this metal.

Tiiree Important Pnmpinur I'lnnts are working steadily at
lowering the water levels In the Leadville mines. Although
the Penrose workings have been unwatered to within IS ft.

of the bottom, the flow of water has so increased that the
I'Uinps are making little headway. Water has been lowered
' ^ ft. in the Harvard shaft and the effect is noticeable in the

decreased How of water in the Wolftone, where a new pump-
ing equipment is draining the mine to new depths. Over in
Iowa Gulch, several miles southeast of the city, the old
First National mines are about to be unwatered by H. H.
Wallasea and associates.

Lenilville Is Resuminf; Its Old Aspect as a busy camp.
With the rising prices for metals, of which Leadville is capa-
ble of producing nearly all, the district promises to be the
liveliest one in the state this summer. The unusually heavy
snowfall of the last winter is impeding activities but, in the
words of a well-posted resident, "every old mine that was ever
worked is to be reopened." Attention is being given to the
occurrence of tungsten. It Is now believed that, for years
past, this metal has been wasted through lack of identifi-
cation of its minerals, scheelite and hubnerite—just as was the
case with the non-sulphide zinc ores until about a decade
ago. Tungsten is an associate of gold in the true fissures
of Breece Hill, as for example in the Little Jonny and Gar-
butt veins. This district may soon become as excited over
tungsten as have Boulder and Gilpin counties.

niTTE—May 11
A New Mine Witiiin Tile City of Helena may be the re-

sult of developments on R. A. Barretts Jack mine, situated
on the south slope of Mt. Helena within the city limits. Two
veins have been cut, one containing lead-silver ore. and an-
other carrying gold; both veins are high-grade and are about
2 ft. wide. The property is developed by a shaft and tunnel
and some shipments have already been made.

Activity in Rimini District, in Lewis and Clark County, is

increasing. Anaconda is working fifty men on the Porphyry
Dike to determine the extent and richness of this ore for
which a large mill will be erected if ore proves to be of a
satisfactory grade and extent. The Monte Cristo mines have
been taken under lease by W. A. Clark. Jr.. of Butte, and the
Barnes-King Development Co. is opening the Woodrow Wilson
property on Bald Mountain. An Eastern syndicate is exam-
ining claims owned by James J. Hill in this district. Min-
neapolis men have purchased the old Monarch mine and will
reopen it and construct a mill; this property contains silver-
lead ore and adjoins the Porphyry Dike mine, under option to
the Anaconda compan.\'.

ReopeninK' tlie Drumlumnion 3Iine at Mar>'sville is in

prospect. William Mayger, w'ho owns the controlling inter-
est in this old mine, which at one time was the biggest gold
producer in state, has announced that the property will be re-
opened within next two months, all litigation having been
settled. The property is in good condition to start up, with
exception of the mill which will require overhauling. Elec-
tric power will probably be substituted for steam. There are
nearly 20 miles of tunnels, shafts and drifts. It is esti-

mated that $1.5,000,000 has been taken out and that large
bodies of low-grade gold ore still remain in mine. Another
Marysville activity is that of the Marysville Gold Mining Co.

which has acquired 30 claims and contemplates erecting a
mill as soon as development has demonstrated the magnitude
and value of the orebodies already opened.

KpiloKue to lOlm Orlu and Butte A Superior LitiKUtlon

—

According to the decision rendered some time ago by Judge
Bourquin in this famous case, an accounting was to be had
of the ore taken out b.v either company from the other com-
pany's ground, prior to the decision which defined the ex-
tent of territory belonging to each. The matter is now be-

ing threshed out before Judge Bourquin and the court is asked
to render a decision as to the value of the ore removed by
Butte & Superior from what the court has decreed is Elm
Orlu ground. It has been agreed that the amount of ore in

dispute is 31. S2.') tons on which the Butte & Superior com-
pany's statement shows a profit of approximately $2;i. 000.

Mining costs are not at issue but the Elm Orlu company has
sought to show that wasteful, or at least not the most eco-

nomic methods Were employed in reducing the ores. It is con-
tended by the Elm Orlu company that the Butti- Reduction
Works, at that time a Clark concern, obtained a greater ex-

traction from Ihese ores than was achieved at Basin, where
the Butte & Superior company treated its ores prior to build-

ing its Butte mill. Manager Bruce of the r.^tto i<.- Superior

said that he considered 65 to 70% a fair r.i vo-y for a con-

centrating mill at that period.
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SALT LAKE CITY—May 11

Smoke Suits are again pending against the United States

Smelting- Co. and the American Smelting and Refining Co.

Hearing was begun on May S before Judge Tillman D. Johnson

in the United States District Court in the case of H. J.

Wheeler, who asked for a permanent injunction restraining

the smelting companies from operating their respective plants

at Midvale and Murray. Later the case of John A. Anderson

was substituted for that of H. J. Wheeler, to which it is in

many respects similar.

The Great Aetivity in the Cottonwoods has resulted in co-

operative effort to improve the road down Big Cottonwood
Caiion. This is now being widened to permit of hauling by
auto-truck. About 100 men are at work grading the road, the

expense of which is to be shared by Salt Lake County. Salt

Lake City and mining companies operating in the caiion.

At Alta in Little Cottonwood shipments have been held back
by a bad stretch of road, covering about a mile immediately
west of Alta townsite in front of Superior Gulch. Mining
companies are planning to combine to furnish a large force

of workmen to clear away the snow here. The work will

require but a few days, after which shipments can be made
regularly to the railroad at Wasatch, 9 mi. below Alta.

ELY. 3iEV.—May 13

Tun^stonia, the new camp at the north end of the Snake
Range tungsten belt, is one of the richest portions of the en-

tire zone, and is attracting much attention. The most im-

portant operation at present is that of the Ophir Mining Co..

controlled by A. R. Shepherd and George M. Rea. of Los
Angeles. They have under option a group of 20 claims,

traversed by six or more veins, some of which have been

traced for more than a mile through this and adjoining prop-

erties. They have a 20-ton milling plant that is now being

increased by the installation of another 20-ton Eccleston ball

mill and a Wilfley table. The original plant comprised a 2u-

ton ball mill, two Eccleston tables, steam engine, crusher, and
other incidental equipment. A good water supply has been

developed from springs near the mill, and a comfortable camp
has been established. Over $25,000 worth of concentrates has

been produced in the course of the preliminary operations,

which were conducted somewhat as a "try-out" of the prop-

erty, rather than as an effort at handling a large tonnage.

The Veta Madre. from which this hiibnerite ore was mined,

ranges from 20 to 30 ft. wide. Most of the ore was sent to the

mill without sorting. Handled in this manner, it ran from

1% to 27c but if sorted, a much higher grade product

could be obtained. Sixteen men are now on the payroll. Con-
tiguous to the Ophir property, on the north and west. Charles

Osterland and associates of Ely have a group of 21 claims,

some of which cover the northerly extension of the Veta
Madre. Fourteen of these claims are held under option

from Dan Simonson and Hugh Hale, and others are held

by location. High-grade hiibnerite ore has been obtained in

a number of veins that have been opened, and slabs of rich

float varying from 4 in. to a foot in thickness are found on
the surface of some of the claims.

OATMAN, ARIZ,—May 11

Lateral AVorlt is now being undertaken by many of the

Oatman developing companies that have reached the objective

point in depth from which they will explore for commercial
ore or develop veins already encountered. This applies espe-

cially to such companies as United Western, Ivanhoe. Oatman
Gold, Fessenden, Arizona Tom Reed. Black Range. Boundary
Cone, Gold Range and Lucky Boy.

.lOPLIN—May i:{

A Tariff for Zinc Ore will be the platform of Charles T. Orr.

a Joplin operator, who wiU enter the race for Congress here

this fall. It is expected that he will have the backing of local

producers of zinc ore. The present Congressman, Perl D.

Decker, is a democrat and voted for the Underwood tariff.

Conflrmatlun of MerKer of the Picher Lead Co., of Joplin.

with the Eagle White Lead Co., of Cincinnati, has been made
by O. S. Picher. president of the local company. Final details

Of the consolidation are to be arranged at a meeting to be

held June C. The new company will be known as the Eagle-
Plcher Lead Co., and general offices will be in Chicago. It

will have a capitalization of $10,000,000. The Picher com-
pany Is capitalized at $.').000.(i00 and the Eagle company at

$2,000,000. Mr. Picher will move from Joplin to Chicago
but, according to present plan.s. other ofTicials in this district

will not be chant-ed.

ST. LOI'IS, MO,—May i:«

The American Zlne. Lead mil NnieltInK <-o. Is considering
absorbing the Granliv Mining and Smelting Co, on the basis

of $:!::, per share foi the 20.000 shares which have a par
va\v of $100.

A Suit For a Receivership has been started by a minoi n

stockholder of the old Doe Run Lead Co. When the St. Jo.= .
;

Lead Co. took over this property, nearly all of the stock \\

exchanged for St. Joseph stock, but a few stockholders i^

fused to come in. so that it has been necessary to keep up

the old company.
Shovelers in the Flat River Di-strict went out on a strik.

for higher wages on May S. demanding more pay. They ha^l

been receiving $2.40 for a day of S hi-, for loading 22 cars

(about 1 ton per car), with a bonus of 30',f extra, which

gave them $3.12. The bonus system of extra pay had been

adopted, as it saved the 30 days' notice that it is necessary to

give if a change is made in the scale, and three advance.s of

lOff bonus had been made in the past six months. The men
have since returned to work at a slight advance, as the now
scale that has been accepted is a flat rate of $3.20 per shift

for loading 20 cars.

CAXDOR, .\. r.—May 11

Gold Minins in Montgomery County is "on the blink" again.

The Uwarra mine, formerly the Montgomery, has pulled its

pumps and shut down indefinitely without even leaving a

watchman on the job, other than the boarding boss. The
Geological Survey credits Montgomery County with a gold

production of $90,000 in 1915, of which Uwarra was the largest

producer. The lola mine was closed down nearly two years

ago, but subsequently sold to the Martha Washington Gold

Mining Co.. which owned a plat of ground adjoining both

the lola and Uwarra. This company started up the Tola Mill

and operated it for a short time, but also abandoned opera-

tions, and nothing is being done now at these three proper-

ties. The old 10-stamp mill of the Montgomery, which has

not operated for about 10 yr., has been dismantled and shipped

to Groth & Dixon, at Moxville, N. C. and it is reported that

10 more stamps from the old lola mill are being negotiated

for by the same people.

MARQUETTE. MICH.—May 12

Members of the State Tax Commission and the state geolo-

gist held a conference in Marquette, May 11 and 12, with mine
managers from the Michigan ranges. About 30 mining men
were present. The object of the meeting was not to lower

or raise assessments, but to figure out a better basis for

making the mine valuations. The mine managers maintain

that a five-year period is too short to use as a basis in mak-
ing determinations. The commission averages the selling

price of iron ore at Lake Erie ports over a five-year period

in setting the mine valuations. It is believed that a change
in the method will occur as a result of the Marquette meeting.

DILITH. MINX May II

The Ore-CarryiniBr Steamer "S. R. Kirby" broke in two and
sank on May 9. at a point 4 mi. off Eagle Harbor, Lake Su-

perior, a distance of 194 mi. from Duluth. Of the crew of 22

men. but two have been reported saved thus far. Overloading
is given as cause of accident. Steamer was owned by the

Harvey H. Brown interests, of Cleveland. Ohio, and has been in

service upward of twenty years.

TORONTO—.May 1.1

Increased AVaees for Silver Miners were announced on

May 6 by most of the Cobalt mining companies. Underground
workers will receive an additional 25c. per day from May 1.

In addition all employees will receive a bonus of 25c. per day
from June 1 as long as the price of silver remains over 70c.

I)er oz. The bonus will be decided by the average New York
price for the month.

.Vbout .S.OflO .\eres of the tilllles Tlnil>er Limit on the

Montreal River in the Cobalt area will be opened for pros-

pecting and staking from June 1, according to an announce-
ment of the Ontario government. Portions of the limit have
been opened from time to time under the supposition that

silver might occur there in paying quantities, but so far

mining operations have not been attended with success.

The Bill Taxing ExcesH Profits of mining and other com-
panies has not yet passed its final stages in the Canadian
Parliament. It has received a second reading and its adoption

is practically assured. It is understood, however, that it will

be a much less drastic measure in its operation than at first

appeared probable, as in carrying it out assurances have
been given that reasonable allowances will be made for the

exhaustion of ore reserves and tlic risk attending mine
development.

ProhlhitInK F..<<|>ortatlon of Natural iinn is to be the policy

of the Alberta Provincial C.overnnK-iit. During the session of

the legislature just closed a charter granted to the Northern
Alberla Natural Gas Co. contained a provision limiting its

operations to the province and It was declared to be the Inten-

tion of the government to Incorporate a similar clause in any
charter hereafter granted empowering companies to supply

natural gas. Projects which have recently been put forward

for supplying places In Saskatchewan and Manitoba from the

Alberta gas fields will consequently bo abandoned.
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ALASKA
DEVELOPMENT IN VALDRZ AND PORT WELLS districts

will be undertaken during coming- summer by H \\ .
Vance.

W. A. Dickey. Galena Bay Mining Co.. A. C. Baldwin. Lert

Cooper and F. M. Coekrell.

CLIFF (Valdez) —Red Ellis continues to work on new
strike at old Clift mine.

GLENDENNING ( Valdez)—J. G. Galvin and associates have
bonded this copper property in Port Wells district.

BEATSON (Latouche)—Increasing output of mine. New
2.0UU-cu.ft. compressor ordered. W. E. Dunkle, superintendent.

KNIGHTS ISLAND COPPER (Valdez)—Will install addi-

tional equipment during summer. P. J. Bonner, superin-

tendent.
ALASKA TREASURE SYNDICATE (Treadwell)—Develop-

ment will start at once at this property 2 mi. below Treadwell
on Gastincau channel. M. S Hudson in charge.

GR\NBY CONSOLIDATED (Vancouver, B. C.)—This com-
pany preparing to operate Midas copper mine near Valdez on
larger scale. Tramway and mill material en route to Valdez.

PANDORA (Valdez)—This uroup of copper claims on

Knights Island, near Valdez. bonded to New York syndicate

Vein said to be 40 ft wide; carries copper and small amount
of gold.

ALASKA MINES CORPORATION (Valdez)—Shipping (pop-

per ore from property at Fidalgo Bay. Has also acquired

additional properties on Knights Island. E. D. Reiter.

manager.
VALDEZ GOLD CO. (Valdez)—This company will operate

reorganized Cameron-Johnson property under superintendency
of Jack McDougall. Air compressor and drills will soon be

installed. G. S. Rankin. Seattle. Wash., president.

ALASKA JUNEAU (Juneau)—Work progressing rapidly on
new mill- some concrete forms removed from mill foundations.
First consignment of steel for mill has arrived and work on
power house is nearing completion. Manager, P. R. Bradley.

ALASKA TREADWELL (Treadwell)—Sinking continues in

both Central and Mexican shafts. Walter Stevens, mine fore-

man, is in charge at Treadwell shaft and Peter Johnson at

Mexican. Good progress is being made in both shafts with
Sullivan drills hitherto not much used in this district.

ARIZO.\A
CocliiNe <'oiinty

REPUBLIC (Johnson)—Shipping daily about 200 tons of

i':', copper ore to El Paso smeltery.

BLACK PRINCE COPPER CO. (Johnson)—Started work
with small force cutting station on fourth level; new machin-
ery ordered and drifting will follow its arrival.

SHATTUCK ARIZONA (Bisbee)—April production was 1,-

See.S.SO lb. copper; 130.570 lb. lead; 19,S49 oz. silver and 3.'i3.57

oz. gold. Copper production for four months, 6.049,521 lb.

COPPER CHIEF (John.son)—New Sullivan compressor is on
ground, oil tanks and new oil-burning boiler being installed;

on completion of this work, output will be greatly increased.

IRON CAP (Copper Hill)—Good ore opened on ninth level.

Iron Cap shaft being retimbered; new headframe in place,

hoist compressor, ore bins and railroad spur being installed.

March production. 230,690 lb. copper.

.Mohave County
OATMAN CRESCENT (Oatman)—Compressor in position

and contract for driving tunnel will soon be let.

na foiintj

DURHAM RANCH COPPER PROPERTY in the Tortillita
Mountains is being drilled for the IT. S. Smelting. Refining
and Mining Co. bv engineers under direction of F. B. Weeks,
who recently arrived in Tucson to make examinations of a
number of properties.

GOULD (Tucson)—Walter Wakefield and associates, of
Tucson, making preparations to unwater and repair old shaft.

AJO CONSOLIDATED (Ajo)—New machinery installed;
crosscutting and drilling in progress; reported deal to trans-
fer i^roperty to Eastern men.

Vttvaiiai Coiiiity

LINCOLN (Crown King)—Ten-stamp mill going into oper-
ation.

fAMFORM.-V
nil< Cii

COLOMA HILL where Marshall discovered gold in 184S
is still iiroducing large nuggets. Two prospectors. Frank
Amsterdam and George Patrick, recently went prospecting
on the hill and after three hours work took out nuggets ag-
gregating $120. Recently a bridge contractor, getting gravel
for concrete work near this point, constructed a sluice and
washed the gravel for gold before using the concrete and
i.iade money out of it.

Butte County

BLUE HOG (Magalia)—This drift mine now being operated
by San Francisco men. J. Evans, foreman.

EUREKA (Magalia)—Option on this mine, owned by
Thomas Mugford, exercised before maturity. C. Crowder. of
Chico, interested.

I':iil<>r:i<li> < <iunly
CIIR(;ME ORE to lire amount of 50.000 tons reported to

have been taken uniler option by William Amstalden. De-
posits are in the vicinity of Salmon Falls and Negro Hill.
Many prospectors out.

RED WING (Placerville)—High-grade ore reported from
100 ft. drift. A 2-stamp mill for development purposes is in
operation.

VIRGIN AND VALENTINE (Placerville) — Tungsten re-
ported discovered in the Virgin, and half-interest in the two
claims sold to John McCloud. of Nevada City by William
Judson.

Kern Countj*

SIDNEY POINT (Randsburg)—F. Moon has leased this
property which includes the White gold mine; vein of high-
grade scheelite found on 200-ft. level.

Marin County

POTASH RECOVERY CO. (Sausalito)—Formed for manu-
facture of chemical products, especially potash and other fert-
ilizer's from distillery waste under patented process, 5(>o

shares of common stock issued H. O. Chute and John 1».

Spr-eckels, Jr., in exchange for- license to use the process.

Napa County

CORONA QUICKSILVER (Vallejo)—James B. McCauley
reported to have shipped 25 carloads of rich retort ore; treat-
ment plant to be installed at head of James Creek near Oat-
hill.

PITTSBURGH GOLD MINING CO. (Nevada City)—A 1.000-
ft. crosscut being driven from the Pittsburgh shaft to the Gold
Flat ground which produced high-grade quartz in upper
workings.

Plumas County
MUP>r>(iCK COPPER (Quincy) — Preparations being made

fui 1 •.sii rnpi inn. Mine shipped last season.
.MiiH.xwK MINING (Quincy)—Work resumed. 14 men em-

pliryeii. I';.xpect to start shipping copper ore again.
SENECA CONSflLIDATED (Greenville)—Reported that

plans contemplate larger mill and cyanide equipment.
WALKER COPPER (Portola)—Operations temporarily

suspended pending settlement of misunderstanding between
owners. Plans in progress for completing installation of
concentrating plant with capacity of 100 tons per day.

San Rernanliuo County

ATKINS. KROLL & CO. shipped 210 tons of tungsten con-
centrates from the Atolia mill in April.

BOREHAM & PHILI^IPS. 12 mi. north of Kelso, made ini-
tial shipment of car of lead ore. If returns warrant they will
develop property.

Sierra County

SIERRA DEL ORO (Downieville)—More ore encountered
in tunnel now being driven by W. I. Redding and associates.

BUTTE SADDLE (Sierra City)—Bonded to E. B. Barnett.
Surface improvements being ma(ie. New lower tunnel will be
driven.

WHITE BEAR (Downieville)—Work resumed in New York
tunnel to find northern extension of White Bear channel.
John Costa, lessee.

BRANDY CITY HYDRAULIC MINES (Brandy City)—With
abundant water supply, now liydraulicking. three shifts, with
good returns. George F. Taylor, manager.

YORK (Downieville)—Finney Mines, Inc.. of 825 Tenth
St., Sacramento, incorporated May 1 to take over option. Re-
construction of ditch, flume and power line completed. Un-
watering and sinking of old shaft to begin June 1. G. B.

Morse in charge.
SiNkiyoii County

CHROME DEPOSITS recently found about 10 mi. from
Happy Camp in Elk Creek. Reported that formation can be
traced for- a length of 1.200 ft.

DAKIN (Happy Camp)—Copper- claims bonded to F. Dakin.
Jr.. by Thurman Crumpton and John Maddo.x. Ore contains
copper- and gold.

MT. VICKNON (Yieka)—This old mine, on divide between
Yreka and Dcadwood, leased by J. S. I>obyns. of Butte. Mont.
Lower tunnel driven 600 ft. disclosed 3-ft. vein carrying mill-
ing ore.

ANDERSON & CO. (Happy Camp)—Developing property in

Oak Hollow in the divide between Happy Camp and Nolton.
Installing 5-stanii) mill. Water will be taken from Siski-
you Mines Co. ditch, out of Thompson Creek.

KLAMATH PLACIOR (Scott Bar)—Reported that Martin
Andrew and Oeoi-go Milne have sold 153 acres of placer
ground to R. J. Barber, of Boston. Property has been worked
with two giants and two more are contemplated.

Tuolumne County

LIVE OAK (Jamestown)—Development progressing satis-

factorily; shipping to Black Hawk mill; ore largely free
milling."

NYMAN CONSOLIDATED (Jamestown)—In last nine
months. 5,525 tons mined and milled, yielding $,>.63 per ton.

Charles E. Shafer, manager.
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SPRINGFIELD TUNNEL (Columbia)—Heavy blast in roof
of tunnel exposed 4 ft. of rich gravel on Apr. 29. at a POint
beneath the old Buchanan channel, bench gravels of which
were worked in early days. Gravel just opened is 414 ft. be-

yond old workings.
Ventura County

U S BORAX CO. is permitted by Corporation Commis-
sion 'to sell $300,000 of its 5%, 30-year bonds. Bonds are se-

cured bv trust deed covering borax mines and properties m
Ventura" and Kern Counties and are to be issued to Borax
Consolidated. Ltd., of London, in payment of approximately
$302,000 indebtedness.

^^^^^^^^^
Lake County

WESTERN ZINC OXIDE CO. (Leadville)—Has elected new
director'! as follows; H. T. Sheffield, C. N. Brooks, J. B. McDon-
ald, c" H. Collins and John Eberville. New buildings being
er, cted by contract.

San Juan County
RUBY (Silverton)—Property in Maggie Gulch being vigor-

ously developed by Holman and Stich who have opened 5-ft.

quartz vein containing stringers of hiibnerite.

CROWN JEWEL (Silverton)—Gray copper ore, carrying
high gold and silver, opened in Diamond tunnel under Emer-
ald property on Anvil Mountain. Under lease by Andren,
Jackson and Gustafsen.

Teller County
ELKTON (Elkton)—Main shaft now timbered to within 100

ft. of station at Roosevelt tunnel level.

UNITED GOLD MINES (Cripple Creek)—New officers, suc-
ceeding Milliken management, are: A. E. Carlton, president;

H McGarrv, vice-president and general manager; Richard
Roelofs, Leslie G. Carlton and Irving T. Snyder, directors; R.

C. Wilson, secretary-treasurer; L. J. Russell, superintendent.

ID.\HO
SbOHlione County

SUCCESS (Wallace)—Mill again operating at capacity.

New orebodv opened bv short crosscut from main shaft at

1,300-ft. level. April profits, about $90,000.

HERCULES (Burke)—Hercules production in 1915 was
49 441 tons of ore and concentrates; gross value, $3,090,174;

mining cost $950,852; transportation and reduction, $986,219;
l>etternients, $57,084. This property previously premier pro-
ducer in the Coeur d'Alenes fell into third place last year;
was closed three months owing to nonrenewal of smelting
contract.

MICHHJ.VN
Copper

AN AIR BLAST on May 10 shook Houghton and Hani-ocl<

severely and did considerable damage in lower workings of

Quincy; slight damage sustained by several other mines.

WINONA (Winona)—With completion of new shafthouse.
production which has been about 200,000 lb. monthly will be
increased.
KEWEENAW (Mandan)—Operations will be extended

when mill now nearing completion is ready to go into

commission.
HANCOCK— (Hancock)—Producing over 400 tons dally

from Pewabic lode through main shaft; this rock averages
only about 17 lb. per ton, but is profitable under present con-
ditions. More men are being employed and production will

be increased.
QUINCY (Hancock)—From No. 7 shaft, this mine shipping

I'ewabic rock and stoping on larger scale will soon be under
wav. Rock is of higher grade than that secured from main
Hancock shaft, running nearly 20 lb. per ton.

Iron
EMPIRE (Palmer)—Mine being unwatered. Operations

will start in three or four weeks. No ore in stock at present.

AMERICAN (Diorite)—Big cave occurred to the west of

mine. Expected for some time. Mine now considered safer.

OHIO (Michigamme)—Two shifts now being worked. First

ere shipped two weeks ago. Only mine working in Michi-
gamme field. Portland to start in few weeks.

ODGERS (Crystal Falls)—First ore shipped last week.
Little mining lieing done. Mostly development work. In an-
other month mine should ship steadily. Shaft started last fall;

now bottomed and drifts being extended to ore.

ANGELINE (Ishpeining)—Operations discontinued. Allege
difficultv in disposing of high-grade bessemer ore mined here.

Better demand for the high-phosphorus grades. Property
will be worked when market demands change. Ore runs as
high as 69% in iron.

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS (Ishpeming)—Prices for explosives
quoted, p. S36, May 6, are reported incorrect; Aetna Lxplo-
slves Co. office at Duluth quotes as follows for Upper I'en-

insula iron mines: 40% standard dynamite, 13'4c. per lb.;

60% dynamite, 14%c., and 60% dynamite, I614C.

MISSOIIRI-ARKANSAS
Joplln DiNtrlct

KING SOLOMON (.Melva)—Drained and will be operated
by Joplln mining men.

NATIONAL (Joplln)—Constructing new 200-ton mill on
Empire land south of city. Ore found at 70 ft.

NAVY BEAN (Wentworth)—Sold to Tulsa, Okla., men, who
will erect 300-ton mill. Includes 300 acres of ground.

SAM HILL (Joplln)—Making good output of calamine and
lias Just broken into lower run of blende, with some lead.

BONEHEAD (Laulon)—Mine recently taken over by new
company. As John .\. Hall mine, this property has been fair

producci'.
PERKINS (Oranby)—Second tailing mill started by E. T.

rerklns & Co., making 30 tons calamine per week. Mill mod-
rn and electrified.

WH,\T CHEER (Duenweg)—Fire In tailing pile for three
h',ur8 when 4-ln. gas line under It broke. Mill threatened

but saved by hard work. Entire pile appeared on fire. Burned
long after gas was cut oft.

Northern Arkansas
CHARLEY BOY (Buffalo)—New 150-ton mill started.

"^YELLOW ROSE (Rush)—Producing 15 tons concentrates
per day.

RISING SUN (Zinc)—Old Jack Pot mill remodeled and min-
ing started.

ALMY RED (Zinc)—Expending $10,000 in rebuilding mill.

Operating tunnel and shaft.

PHILLIPS (Yellville)—Good ore face exposed in shaft at

this mine; mill just purchased in Joplin.

MONTAN.\
Broad«-«ter County

KEATING (Radersburg)—Will construct 150-ton mill to

cost $50,000; second unit to follow on completion of first. Ore,
averaging $20, being mined at present on 300- and 700-ft.

levels Shaft will be sunk 300 ft. from present depth of
1.200 ft.

rirnnite County
BASIN (Phillipsburg)—Work commenced at this placer

mine with improved equipment, including Hungarian rimes
and Pulsator jigs.

LewLs and Clark County
MONTE CRISTO (Rimini)—W. A. Clark, Jr., of Butte, has

lease and is driving tunnel.

M.-iiDDEN (Helena)—Crosscut tunnel intersected gold vein,

395 ft. from portal, at depth of 110 ft.

LOLA C. (Augusta)—Several veins of rich lead ore, carry-
ing some gold and silver, exposed by recent development.
Tunnel started to explore at depth.

MONARCH (Rimini)—Minneapolis men have purchased
this silver-lead property. There is tonnage of low-grade or«
opened and new owners will erect mill.

HEAD (Helena)—Scratch Gravel Gold Mining Co. will sink
shaft to 500-ft. level as soon as new steam plant can be in-

stalled at this mine. Eight cars shipped to East Helena
smeltery during last half of April.

Fergus County
BARNES KING (Kendall)—Company's April production

was smallest for many months, having devoted attention
largely to development work. Total receipts from bullion
from I'iegan-(^loster and North Moccasin mines was $34,900.

At Piegan-Gloster 2.933 tons were mined and milled, yielding
$4.09 per ton; at Moccasin, 3,592 tons, yielding $6.37 per ton.

Madison County
MINES DEVELOPMENT CO. (Silver Star)—This Butte com-

pany has leased Green-Campbell mine and will install ma-
chinery at once. Mine worked in past for copper but mill con-
structed for treating complex ores was not a success.

Mineral County
INTERMOLTNTAIN (Iron Mountain)—Mill now treating 65

tons of old Amador dump ore, running 2\^% copper; concen-
trates to 14 to 18%,. Beginning May 15, 110 tons of ore
will be mined and milled.

Silver Boir County
BUTTE-COLUMBIA MINING CO. (Butte)—Driving tunnel

to develop 33 claims in eastern section of Butte district, south
and east from Columbia Gardens.

TUOLUMNE (Butte)—Capital stock increased from 800.000
shares to 2.500,000 shares of par value of $1 and directors
authorized to sell or trade property.

BUTTE-BALLAKLAVA (Butte)—Company expects within
a weik to resume normal output and hoist 200 tons per day,
averaging S'-. % copper. On l.SOO level, oreshoot is 23 ft.

wide. On 2,200 level, 4 ft. of 8% ore was opened. Average
from two levels is expected to run over 4%.

ANACONDA (Butte)—Although developing old Lexington
silver mine for its zinc ores, claims are still owned by Atlan-
tic Mines Co., organized three years ago to take over property
of La France Copper Co. one of the Heinze corporations.
Atlantic company proposes to sell property to Anaconda for

$12.50 per share; 100,000 shares outstanding.

NKV.ADA
ElHuieralda County

GRANDMA CONSOLIDATED MINES CO. (Goldfleld)—Com-
pany organized to aciiuire Grandma property east of Kewanas.
Three-compaitment shaft started.

REORGANIZED t-RAt-KEHJACK (Goldfleld)—Placing com-
pressor anil lioist at old :!2n-rt. shaft which will be repaired.

Active underground development will follow.

FLORENCE GOLDPIELD (Goldfl.ld)—Development near
old bonanza workings on 250- and 530-ft. levels has blocked
tonnage of low-grade ore amenable to flotation. Company
may acquire flotation plant erected by leasers on site of old
mill.

JUMBO JUNIOR (Goldfleld)'—Fractional claim, joining
Velvet of Jumbo Extension on northeast, will be explored
from Velvet shaft at S90-ft. or shale-contact level. Apex
litigation eliminated by agreement to pay Reorganized Booth
Mining Co. $10,000 from proceeds of ore extracted.

G0LDI''II':LD CONSOLIDATED (Goldfleld)—Estimated pro-
duction for April follows: Tons mined. 30,400; extraction,
$222000 expenses, $162,000; realization, $60,000. March final

report showed net profits $54,127 from 30,000 tons. Succe.'fs

of 50-ton pilot plant has induced company to order flotation

equipment for large plant.

Humboldt County
SEVEN TROUGHS COALITION (Seven Troughs)-Strike of

high-grade ore reported on the new 1,600-ft. level, considered
ccmtinuation of high-grade orcbody found on upper levels.

Frank Bird, superintendent.

SEVEN TROUGHS MINING CO. (Vernon)—At recent annual
melting l>oth factions agned to coHperate and development
will be started on 70(i-ft. level of Falrview mine. L. A. Pried-

inaii. of Lovelock, reelected president.
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Nye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for weok ended May 6 was

6.552 tons, valued at $143,190. compared with 8,569 tons for
week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont. 2.S64
tons: Tonopah Extension, 1,S50; Jim Butler, 800: West End,
485; Rescue-Eula, 193: Halifa.x, 182: North Star, 58: miscella-
neous leases. 120 tons. This does not include production
of Tonopah Alining Co. as milling was interrupted by power
trouble.

BIG FOUR (Manhattan)—Leased for one year to C. F. Wit-
tenberg and associates. Mill being overhauled.

TONOPAH MINING ( Tonopah)—Mill again running three
shifts: improvements made while repairing fire damage.
TONOPAH BONANZA (Tonopah)—Shaft being sunk by

contract. Now do\\'n 1.435 ft. with 1.500-ft. point as objec-
tive where station will be cut and pumps placed.

RESCUE-EULA (Tonopah)—During April company shipped
about 800 tons: estimated profit, $12,000. Raises Nos. 1, 2, 3
and 4 on the shoot continue in mill ore and station being cut
to sink winze in the ore. New bins with grizzlies and sorting
tioor completed.

MIZP.AH EXTENSION (Tonopah)—Property operated un-
der option by Tonopah Mining Co. Sinking of main winze
below 1,155-ft. level and lateral development on 1,214-ft.
level continues. Stoping of flat low-grade vein to be under-
taken on limited scale to determine possibility of profitable
extraction.

Storey County

.\NDES (Virginia)—Saved IS cars of ore and started clean-
ing out old winze.

CON. VIRGINIA (Virginia)—South drift, 2,700 level, shows
4-ft. vein carrying quartz and clay, at 75-ft. point.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—Mill down 4 days for cleanup and
general repairs. Mill crushed 140 tons custom ore.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—East crosscut from bottom
of winze below 2,500 level passed through 7 ft. of mineralized
quartz.

OPHTR (Virginia)—Main north drift, 2,500 level, opened
to 470-ft. point. North drift, 2,700 level, in porphyry and
quartz of better value.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Saved 103 cars of
ore from No. 3 slope. 1,600 level. Jacket mill received 69
tons mine ore and 656 tons dump rock.

UNION (Virginia)—Extracted 244 tons as follows: 2.400
level. No. 4 slope, 36 tons, $30.17: No. 5 stope, 142 tons, $47.79;
2.300 level. No. 1 stope, 66 tons, $11. North drift, 2,700 level,
repaired to 350-ft. point. Union shaft repaired to 405-ft.
point below 2,000 level.

TEXAS
EL PASO SMELTING WORKS (El Paso)—Plant running at

capacity and yards filled with cars. Shippers notified to
reduce shipments to minimum.

FREEPORT CHEMICAL WORKS (Freeport )—This com-
pany, representing the .Stauffer Chemical interests of San
Francisco, will erect a sulphur-refining plant to refine sulphur
from the Freeport Sulphur Co.'s wells. Latter company now
using about 3,()00 bbl. of fuel oil daily in its three "steaming"
plants.

IT.VH
Jnab County

TINTIC SHIPMENTS for week ended May 5 amounted to
2(18 cars, the largest weekly output in years.

M.\Y DAT (Eureka)—April earnings were about $5,000;
shipping monthly about 100 tons of lead ore and 200 tons
of zinc ore.

DR.\GON CONSOLID.ATED (Silver City) — Shipments
iimount to about 500 tons of shipping ore monthly; 70 tons
daily of low-grade ore to Tintic Milling Co.; and 200 tons daily
of iron ore to Valley smeltei's.

SCRANTON (Eureka)—At annual meeting. Mav 11. new
directorate elected, consisting of T. G. Wolf. H. A. Knapp. B.
H. Throop, of Scranton, Penn., and R. J. Deighton and W. H.
Bramel. of Salt Lake. Mine working under leasing system
two months: seventeen cars of zinc ore and seven cars of lead

e shipped.

Salt Lake County

UTAH COPPER (Bingham)—Rough estimate places April
output at about 14,000,000 lb. as compared to 12.714,651 lb. in
March.

ALTA TUNNEL AND TRANSPORTATION (Brighton)—
Small body of high-grade silver-lead ore cut in this tunnel,
jw in over 2.000 ft.

UT.AH APEX (Bingham)—March operating profits were
$107,936: silver production, 70,827 oz.; lead. 4,104,818 lb.; copper
260.072 lb.

SOUTH CARDIFF (Salt Lake)—Articles of incorporation
filed. 1,000,000 shares, par value Ic. G. N. Lawrence, president.
Company owns 87 acres short distance from the Cardiff.

Summit County
ONTARIO (Park City)—During April Federal Leasing Co.

shipped 294 tons from levels above the 1.500. The 1,500 and
1.700 levels being worked by company, which shipped 4S3 tons.
Company is stated to have on hand 120.000 oz. silver.

SILVER KING CONSOLIDATED (Park City)—This com-
pany is beginning extensive enlargements and improvements.
Preliminary work begun on concentrating mill, and an aerial
tramway will be built connecting the mill with the railroad.
\\'ork has also begun on tunnel to develop Tha.vnes (iafion
section of property. Shipments, for some time held back by
bad roads, now being made regularly.

I'tnh County

B.\Y ST.-\TE (.American Fork)—A survey is being made
preliminary to beginning development.

MILLER HILL (American Fork)—Leasing company being
formed to operate this property with view to searching for
the continuation of ore-bearing fissure in the Pacific.

P.VCIFIC (American Fork)- New ore, recently opened .=iOO
ft. below surface by means of tunnel, has been drifted on to
the north and south and both faces are still in ore.

A\'aMliln(^ton County
AT GOLDSTRIKE preparations for work during sumniT

are being made at several properties in old Bull Valley section
near .Modena. Men are working at Virginia: and Goldstrik-.
Bonanza and Hassayampa are getting ready to begin work.
Bonanza will sink its shaft to 200 level; for this purpose
assessment of Ic. a share levied.

W \SHI\«;T0\
SnobomiHb County

NORTHWEST CONSOLIDATED MINING CO. (Monte Cristo
via Silverton)—Contract let to Bayside Iron Works, of Ever-
ett, for aerial tramway to convey copper ore to railroad.

SteveuM County
METALINE CONSOLIDATED (Metaline)—Will resume de-

velopment on old M. & M. property.
METALINE ORIOLE MINING CO. (Metaline)—Capital in-

creased to resume development and install 50-ton mill. Fred
N. Davis, manager.

LE.AD AND ZINC CO. (Metaline Falls)—Shipping two cars
weekly of high-grade zinc concentrates: also two cars monthlv
of carbonates. Installing 11 more Overstrom tables and will
add another ball mill.

LOON LAKE COPPER CO. (Loon Lake)—Shipments of
hand-sorted ore being made from this copper mine, 6 mi. north
of Loon Lake. Ore being taken from old Clark tunnel and
from both shafts above the water level.

C.\X.\D.\
British Columbia

QUEEN MINES (Salmo)—This group of gold mines report-
ed optioned to J. R. Rutherford, representing Tonopah-Bel-
mont company.

ECHO SILVER-LEAD CO. (Nelson)—This company being
organized by L. J. McAfee, of Spokane, to develop Echo group
near Standard mine at Silverton.

UTIC.\ MINES CO. (Slocan)—Shipments, first quarter. 230
tons lead concentrates and 20 tons zinc concentrates, estimates
profits $8.S22. Will sink on east vein from No. 4 level; west
vein being developed on No. 3 level.

EFANJAY GOLD MINING CO. (Salmo)—This company
recently organized to take over Fawn gold group in Sheep
Creek district. Four-stamp mill of adjoining Nugget property
leased to handle output from small high-grade vein. J. A.
Irvine, of Spokane, Wash., president.

Ontario
COBALT SHIPMENTS in April, over Temiskaming &

Northern Ontario Ry., were: Beaver. 38.54 tons; Buffalo, 62.55;
Cobalt. 84.37: Coniagas. 86.37: Crown Reserve, 124.88: Kerr
Lake, 128.25; La Rose, 87.59: McKinley-Darragh. 163.09; Mining
Corporation of Canada, 288.07: Peterson Lalve (Seneca-Supe-
rior ore). 46.95; Temiskaming, 39.68: total. 1.150.34 tons. Casey
Cobalt (New Liskeard), 30.64 tons. Alexo nickel mine (Por-
quois Junction) shipped 700 tons.

COLUMBUS (Cobalt)—Work resumed on this prospect.
KERR LAKE (Cobalt)—Production during April 225.423 oz.

RED JACKET (Cobalt)—Leased by Homer. Gibson, who will
form a syndicate to operate.

SILVER QUEEN (Cobalt)—Work resumed under old man-
agement with A. Grierson in charge.

BE.AVER (Cobalt)—Deep shaft to reach lower contact
of diabase and Keewatin now down about 1,60() ft.

GREEN-MEEHAN (Cobalt)—Edwards-Kingsville Syndi-
cate, which now controls this property, has put 14 men at
work.
TRETHEWEY (Cobalt)—Experimenting with flotation

process for treatment of tailings, of which large tonnage is
available.

VIPOND (Porcupine)—Davidson vein brolcen into about
20 ft. each way from crosscut on 500-ft. level, showing good
grade of ore.

McKINLEY-DARRAGH (Cobalt)—Raise put up from 200-
ft. level on Vein 20 for 10 ft. is in ore, 3 in. wide, running
2,000 oz. a ton.

COCHRANE (Cobalt)—This property, adjoining Temiskam-
ing, has been taken over on 30-day option by Crown Reserve
and is being unwatered.

HOLLINGER (Porcupine)—Excavation begun for addition
to mill, which will contain 100 more stamps and 10 additional
tube mills. Capacity expected to be 3,500 tons per day.

MEXICO
ESPERANZ.A. (El Oro)—Jlilling resumed Apr. 22.

BOLIVIA
CERRO DE PASCO MINING CO., of Lima. Peru, recently

had a representative in Bolivia looking over tin properties.
HAYDEN, STONE & CO.. of Boston, are reported to be

negotiating for tin mines of the Cia. Agricola y Miner.i de
Oploca at Chocaya and the adjoining property of the Ara-
mayo. Krancki- Mines, Ltd.: also reported negotiating for
Llallagua. which adjoins famous Uncia mines of S. I. Patino.

.*FRIC.\
GOLD PRODUCTION in Rhodesia in March was S0,205 oz..

an increase of 5.0.34 oz. over February. For throe months
total value of gold produced was $4,645,07i). : increase of
12.4'; over last year. Other mineral proiii:> ; i'li in Febru-
ary included 18.025 oz. silver. 28S tons copp':. -3 tons asbes-
tos, 6,300 tons chrome ore and 35.388 tons c.>:il.
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Metal Markets
NEW YORK—.May 17. 191fi

All of the markets were dull. Spelter was very weak. In

copper and lead there were no special features.

Copper, Tin. Lead emd Zinc

Copper—But very little domestic business was reported.

.\ small volume of export business was done, some of it for

deliveries as far ahead as February. 1917. There was but

little demand for near-by copper, and on the other hand but

little offered for sale. The most noteworthy feature, however,
was offerings for resale by domestic consumers. This trimmed
off the previous premium for early deliver.v. On May 16 May
copper was offered at 29i.ic.. r. t. The major market continues

to be in copper for delivery from August to October, and sales

for that delivery were made at 29c., cash. New York, without

chan.^e during the week.

Copper SheetM, base price is STi^c. per lb. for hot rolled

and 3Siic. for cold rolled. Usual extras charged, with higher
prices for small quantities. Copper wire is 33>/4@33%c. per

lb. for large lots at mill.

Tin—Business was very light. The market was simply
dull and steady.

Lead—Reports were confiictinj?. some producers having
done good business, while others did none at all in spite of

offerings at concessions. Following the large export sales

that were made on May 10. some further foreign business was
done with Japan, while a considerable volume of business in

small lots was done with a variety of foreign countries, show-
ing that it was cheaper to buy lead here at domestic prices

than to buy it in London. At the same time a moderate
volume of domestic business was done. Toward the close

there appeared to be a little more uncertainty than there had
been and more of a difference in the views among producers.

Spelter—As in the previous week, business was so light

that there could scarcely be said to be a market, and quota-
tions are based largely on offers. Certainly there was no
broad market. Prices declined on liberal offerings by pro-
ducers, which became lower fron-. day to day. The business
that was done was chiefly for June-July and June-July-
August deliveries, the supplies available for those months
being apparently ample, especially for July and August. The
supply for earl.v deliver.v has been increased not onl.v by the

expanding production but also b.v the cancellation of orders
bj- consumers. A disturbing feature was the renewal of offers

to resell b.v consumers, some considerable quantities being
talked about, and the overtures being made in not the wisest
way. High-grade spelter is reported offered at 25c.. and
intermediate at 20ia20%c.

Zinc SheetH—Market is weaker and owing to decrease in

price of raw material sheets went off a cent a pound. Base
price is $24.50 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Peru, 111., less gi/t discount, for

carload lots.

Other Metals
.\i;\\ VOKK—Maj IT

Alnmlnuni—The market is steady and with little change.
Contract deliveries are good, but there is not much outside
metal to be had. Quotations are 5Si^60c. per lb. for No. 1

ingots. New York.

Nickel—The market is rather active with a good demand
for e.\port in addition to the usual requirements. Quotations
are steady at 4.'>'5 50c. per lb. for ordinary forms; with 5c.

additional for electrolytic nickel.

AntlmuD.v—There is jiractically no market for antimony.
The decline in price has scared out buyers and no concession
on the part iif the sellers will bring sales. The quotation for
spot at SliiiSir. per lb. is purely nominal. Shipment from
China within one month is quoted at 25^260. per lb., c.i.f..

New York, duty iinp-iid.

The Antlmon.v ,'-;iiiciting and Refining Co., of .Seattle is

building a plant ,it \:(ii Asselt, Wash., to treat about 20 tons
of ore dally. Th. ..re will be brought from Idaho, Oregon.
Ilrltlsh Columbia an. I Alaska. The products will be anti-

mony regulus or oxi.le and refined antimony. VV. I). Wood
..f Sen I tie ig presiil.iit: C. M. I'hilipson, superintendent and
. hemist

Uniekailver—The market held at $95 per flask of 75 Ih

until Tuesday, when the price dropped to $90. Although t

market is dull and sagging, there is some showing of n

newed interest at this price. San Francisco reports $95 n

ket quiet.

Minor Metals—Current quotations for Blsmutb are $3.1

3.25 per lb.. New York. The London price is lis. per lb

1 adniium is quoted at $1.25® 1.50 per lb.—Cobalt is $1.25 per
lb.—MagneNiuni is quoted at $5.50 per lb. for 99'; pure.

—

Selenium is from $3 up to $5 per lb., according to quantities.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Gold, Silver and Platinum
.\EAV YORK

—

Mity IT

Gold receipts at New York durint; the past week included
about $4,400,000 from Canada, chiefly from Ottawa.

Gold production of the Transvaal in April was 754,672
oz., being 42,017 oz. less than in Marcii. but 10.592 oz. more
than in April, 1915. For the four months ended Apr. 30 the
production in values was $59,720,177 in 1915, and $63,920,362
iM 1916; an increase of $4,200,185. or 7%, this year.

There are reports that the Chinese Government is consid-
ering the establishment of a gold currency. It cannot be
expected that such a measure can be carried out for a Ions
time to come.

Plntinum—The market is very quiet and little business
has been done. Sales have been made at $80 per oz. for refined

platinum, off from $85 last week. Hard metal is about $4 per
oz. higher. Scrap platinum brings $70 to $79 per oz.. depend-
ing upon its condition and circumstances.

Our Russian correspondent writes that the platinum busi-
ness is generally without change. The government now ac-
cepts platinum taken by it at the price of 67.305 rubles per
pood. Therefore the prices on private sales have risen to the
last price. The large companies have renewed the develop-
n.ent work for the summer operation. Two dredges are
ordered tor the platinum mines in the North Ural (Nicolo-
Pavdinsky Co.) at the Bucyrus works; they are of 7^2

cu.ft. size. For the last fortnight some poods have been
sold in Petrograd to export in Japan at the price of 68,000
rubles. The quotations are. in Petrograd, 67,OOO® 68,000
rubles per pood; at Ekaterinburg, 17.50 rubles per zolatnik.
These prices are for crude metal. 83% platinum, and are equal
to $66.15 and $6.58 per oz., respectively.

Silver—Market after very erratic changes for a few days
following the decline to 35 ^d. has become more steady at

361,8 tiSe^id. The underlying conditions do not seem to have
changed, but the speculative feeling has moderated, and the
legitimate demand has slacked off to some extent.

Coined Silver in the Initeil States Jlay 1 is estimated by
the Treasur.v Department as follows; Standard dollars. $568.-

270,900; subsidiary coins, $187,569,944; total, $755,840,844.

which is $2,500,300 more than on Jlay 1. 1915. Of the silver

dollars $487,472,288 are held in the Treasury against silver

certificates outstanding.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
.lOPLIN, MO.—May IS

Blende, high price. $108.10; per ton. 60'~c zinc, premium ore.

$105; medium grades. $100@S0; no market on lower grades;
calamine, per ton 40*^; zinc. $70<g)55: average selling price,

all grades of zinc. $96.74 per ton.

Lead, high price. $101.50; per ton SO</r metal contents.
$98ig96; average selling price, all grades of lead, $97.08 per
ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED JI.\T 13

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week.. 13.826,270 910,500 2,857.440 $851,460
Totals this year.. 275,186,060 24.079.040 45,836.380 $18,175,850

Blende values, the week. $679,530; 19 weeks. $15,182,360.
Calamine value, the week. $33,250; 19 weks, $905,120.
Lead value, the week, $138,680; 19 weeks, $2,087,770.

When it became generally known this evening that the de-
mand throughout the week had been exceptionally light, with
no support whatever today, it developed that buyers could
not purchase on even as low as an $80 base, as none had or-
ders tor ore in any quantity or at any price. Locally it was
a collapse as great in surprise to buyers as to sellers.

The shipment dropped to less than 7.400 tons and it is esti-
mated that not to exceed 4.500 tons were purchased for future
delivery. The production is likewise falling off, and indicates
approximately 8,500 tons.

Pl,.\TTF,ViLI>E. WIS May 13
The base price paid this week for 60% zinc ore was $103

down to $97 per ton. The base price paid for SO'; lead ore
was $92 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED .M.\Y 13

Zinc Lead Sulphur
Ore. Lb. Ore. Lb, Ore. T.b.

Week 5.244.000 181.130 r,55,300
Tear 83.048.000 2.857,330 24.123.200

Shipped during week to separating plants 8.006.000 lb. xinc
ore.

OTHKK ORKS
.Antimony Ore maintains its nominal quotation of about

$2.50 per unit for all positions.

Tungsten Ore experienced a severe drojj during the week
and is quoted at $40 to $50 per unit. The sudden stopping of

purchases accelerated by fear of speculators that price would
E-ci still lowpr dropped the price to $40 per unit for prompt

and forward delivery. This low price attracted some interest
and the price reacted to $45 but there were no large scale
tran.sactions.

Iron Trade Review
.\KW ifJRK—May IT

The feature of the week has been the placing of larat
contracts for shell steel and barbed wire for export. I'o-
mestic business has b.en rather quiet. The Steel Corporation ^^

statement for Apr. 30 .showed very large orders, but .some of
this is due to the rail orders placed in April to avoid the ad-
vance in price on May 1. Most of these orders are for 1917
delivery.

The pig-iron market is dull, with very little new business
in sight just now. A new buying movement is expected soon.

The I nited StateM Steel Corporation reports the unfilled
orders on its books on Apr. 29 at 9.829.551 tons. This is the
largest quantit.v ever reported. It exceeds the quantity re-
ported Mar. 31 by 498,550 tons, and that on Apr. 30. 1915.
by 5.667.307 tons.

PITTSBIRGH—3Ioy 18
The demand upon the Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co..

with an answer required last Saturday, was flatly refused.
A mass meeting on Sunday proved a fizzle and no serious
trouble developed Monday in the Youngstown district. Labor
conditions in the Pittsburgh district have continued to im-
prove and fears of general labor disturbances in the iron and
steel industry are considerabl.v reduced.

The steel market has turned still quieter in most branches,
but this is to be attributed to th-i fact that mills are sold up
and buyers covered, since an act!ve demand is still reflected
in specifications against contracts, and in actual orders in the
pipe market, in which actual o riars. rather than contracts for
specification in future, are the rule. The pipe mills made a
new record in April for a month's bookings, and May thus
far is keeping up the pace.

Pig Iron—The dullness in pig iron of late is, if possible,
accentuated. There is simply an absence of inquiry. The
furnaces appear to be firm in their price views, but whether
.hat is in ."pite of or because of the lightness of inquiry is a
quistlon Apparently there are very few who expect a de-
cline, '.vhile expectations of an advance would be greater if

new construction work, looking to more steel making ca-
pacity, and hence larger consumption, were proceeding more
rapidly. We quote: Bessemer. $21 @ 21.50; basic, $18.25; foun-
dry and malleable. $lS.50(gl9; forge. $18@18.50: f.o.b. Valley
furnaces. 95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Steel—The market has broadened further, with freer.

though still very limited, offerings of soft steel. Less is

heard of quotations on soft open-hearth at above $45, while
there have been sales at that figure, which is substantially
the quot.ible market for bessemer and open-hearth billets and
sheet bars, with forging billets at $65 70 and wire rods at
about $60. War steel specifications command various higher
prices, and there is a good tonnage going in rounds, largr
forging billets and shells.

FERRO.\l,L,OYS
FerroNilieou very firm, demand being greater than the sup-

ply. For 50'; alloy prices are nominally unchanged at $83®
85 per ton at furnace; but for early delivery premiums of at
least $5 are paid, Bessemer ferrosilicon is from $32 per ton
for 9ff up to $43 for 16'rr, at furnace.

.Splesreleineu is scarce and is firm at $75 per ton for 20%
alloy, delivered. Last-half contracts are held at $60<g65
per ton. at furnace.

FerroninneanrHe—The market continues rather quiet, with
apparently less uneasiness as to deliveries. Spot is quotable
at $350@400 and contract at $175. seaboard, with deliveries
offered for second half of 1917 as well as first half.

Chemicals
.\K\V YORK—May IT

The general market continues fairly active and firm. Busi-
ness in heavy chemicals is good.

.\rsienie—White arsenic seems to be in steady demand and
prices are firm. Quotations are $6.50 per 100 lb. for both
spot and futures. Imports in February were 289,954 lb..

against 466,016 lb. in Februar.v of last year.

Copper Sulphate—-Trading has been rather quiet and prices
are easier. Sales are reported at $19W20 per 100 lb., accord-
ing to size and conditions of order.

Nitrate of Soda—Business is fair, but prices are again
easier under the influence of large present and prospective
supplies. Current quotations are $3.10 per 100 lb. for spot
and $3.05«Ji3.10 for futures.

Sulphur—The market is strong and piioes are a little

firmer, chiefly owing to the high cost of transiuirtation. The
present price is $30 per long ton. New Tork.
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Company

Assessments
Delinq.i

N. Y. EXCH. May 16 BOSTON EXCH May IG

Name of Comp.

Algomah. Mich
Alpha. Nev
Andes, Nev .

.

Benton. Ma
Best & Belrher, -\ < ^.

Black Jack. Uial-

Bonanza, Ut^i
Challenge, x-.v

Con. VirgiTiu;. N^^"

Dennemor.1. Ida
Diam'dneld Blark Butte. N
Duirway, Utah
East Hercules, Ida
Echo. Ida
EUse, Utah
Emerald, Utah
Emerald, UtAh
Enterprise, Ida
Federal Ely. Nev.
Four Timbers, Ida
Friend. Ida
Goldstrike Bon.. Utah
Horseshoe, Ida
Idaho & Los Angeles. Ida
Kewanas. Nev
Lehl Tintic. Utah
National. Ida. . . .

Nine Mile. Idaho
North Bunker Hill. Ida
Old Veteran, Ida
Overman. Nev [Ma:
Phedora. Ida May
Ploche Coalition. Nev ,Apr.

Rhode Island, Ida JMar
Sierra Nevada, Nev May
surer Cable, Ida
Smuggler. Utah
Snowstorm Ext., Idaho
Sonora. Ida
Spider. Utah
Tarbox, Ida
Tiberius. Ida
Umatilla, Nev
Utah-Arizona, Ariz,

Zuma. Utah 'Apr

005
0.01
0.002
0.02
0.0015
0,002
0.02
0.05
0.005

15! 0.0025
151 0.002
25 05
10 0-005
1 0.0025

13 003
30' 0.004
15 005
20 0,05
l."^)' ()(H

22 0.005
16 0025
is' 0.0025

Stock Quotations

SAN FRANCISCO May 16 SALT LAKE
?of < ump.

Alta
Andes
Best & Belcher
Bullion
Caledonia
Challenge Con
Conndence
Cons. Imperial
Con. Virginia
Gould & Curry
Hale & Norcrosa. .

.

Jacket-Cr. Pt
Mexican
Ocfldental
Ophir
Overman
Savage
Seg Belcher
Sierra Nevada
Union Con
Utah Con
Belmont
Jim Butler
MacNamara..
Midway
Mont.-Tonopah. .

.

North Star
Reacue Eula
West End Con
Atlanta
Blue Bell
Booth
COD. Con
Comb. Frac
n'flcid Daisy. . .

.

Jumbo Extension,

.

Pltts.-Sllver Peak
Round .Mountain.

.

8andHtorm Kendall
Pick.Sllv

Central Eureka.
ArKo
Big Jim
Lazy Boy
Oatman Cree
Oatman No. Star.

.

Tom Reed
United Kaatern .

United Western .

LONDON
Alaska Tre'dwcll
Burma ('orp .

Cam A Motor
Camp Bird—
El Oro
Esperanza . .

Mexico Mines..
Ncchl. pW
Orovlllc
Hanta Gcrt'dts.
Tomboy
Tuucb Oakcs. .

' or Cc

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining..
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Emma Cop
Gold Chain
Grand Central. . . .

Iron Blossom
Lower Mammoth.
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs. . . .

Sliver King Coal'n.
Silver King Con..

.

Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

COLO. SPRINGS May 16

Acacia
Cripple Cr'k Con..
Doctor Jack Pot...

ElktonCon.
EI Paso
Flndlay
Gold Sovereign
Golden Cycle
Granite
Isabella

Jack Pot
Jerry Johnson.. ,

.

Mary McKlnney..
Portland
Vindicator

TORONTO

Bailey
Chambers Ferland
Conlagas
La Rose. . -

Peterson I,^ke. ,

Right of Way. .,

Seneca Superior,
T. & Hudson Bay
Tcmlakamlng . .

Treihtwey
Weiilautcr-Loi....
Dome Exten .

Dome lAke
loiey O'Brien.,
iloiiinger.

. ,. . .

Ifitijcrlal

Jupltrr
Mfliiiyrc
Porcu. Crown. .

.

Preston E. D. . .

Vipond
Weal Dome

Alaska Gold M . . .

Alaska Juneau..

.

Am.Sm..!fcRer..com .

Am. Sm. & net,, pt.

Am. Sm. Sec., pf. A
Am. Sm. Sec, pf. B,
Am. Zinc
Anaconda
Batopllas MIn
Bethlehem Steel. . .

Uetlilehem Steel, pf.

Butte & Superior.. .

Chile Cop
Chlno
Colo. Fuel & Iron..
Crucible Steel, . .

.

Donu> Mines
Federal M. & S. . . .

Federal M. 4 S.. pf.

Great Nor., ore ctf.

Greetio (ananea.. .

.

rioniestake
Inspiration Con.. . .

Internationa] Nickel
Kennccott.
Lackawanna Steel.

.

Miami Copper
NafI Lead.com
National Lead, pf...

Nev. Ctmgol
Ontario Mln
Oulckslivpr
Quicksilver, pt
Hay Con
RepubllcIiS.com..
Repithllc I&S, pf..

.

Sloss-Sheffleld

Sioss-Sheffleld. pf.

.

Tennessee Copper.

.

Utah Copper
U.S. steel.com
U.S. steel, pf
Va. Iron C. & C. . .

Name of Comp.

N. Y. CURB
Adanac
Alta Con
Beaver Con
BufTalo Mines
Butte & N. Y
Butte C. &Z
Can. Cop. Corpn.. .

Cashboy
Cerro de Pasco
Con. Arlz.Sm
Con. Coppermlnea..
Con. Nev .-Utah.

.

Dla. Black B
First Nat. Cop
Florence
Goldaeld Con
Goldfleld Merger.. .

Granite
Hecla MIn
Howe Sound
Jerome Verde
Keneflck Zinc
Kerr Lake
Magma
Majestic
McKlnley-Dar-Sa.

.

Mines of Am
Mother Lode
Nevada Hills

New Utah Bingham
Nlplsalng Mines.. . .

Oro
Ray Hercules
Rochester Mines. . .

St. Joseph Lead—
Standard S. L
Stewart
Suocees
Tonopah
Tonopah Ex
Trtbulllon
White Knob, pf
Yukon (lOld

.Adventure
Ahmeek
Algomah
Allouez
Ariz. Com., ctfs.

.

Bonanza
Butte-Ballnklava
Calumet & Ariz.,

Calumet S: Hecla.
r'pntennfnt

Copper Haiige. . .

Daly West
East Btit'e

Franklin
Granby
Hancock. .-.

Hedtey
Helvetia
Indiana
Island Cr'k. com.
Island Cr'k, pfd..

Isle Royale
Keweenaw
Lake
La Salle

Mason Valley....
Mass
Mayflower . .

Michigan
Mohawk
New Arcadian.
New Idria
North Butte,. . .

North Lake
OJtbway
Old Colony
Old Dominion. . .

Osceola
Qulnry
St. Mary's M. L.
Santa Fe
Shannon
Shattuck-Arls
So. Lake
So. Utah
Superior
Superior & Boat..
Tamarack
Trinity
Tuolumne
U.S. Smelting. . .

U.S. Smelt's, pf..

Utah Apex
Utah Con
Utah Metal
Victoria
Winona
\A'olverine

Wyandot

iW

"H

4^

BOSTON CURB May 16

BInsham Mines.. .

Bo.stnn r:iv

Boston & Mont. .

.

Hutte A- l.on'n Dev
Calaveras
Calumet-Corbln..

.

Chief Con
Cortez
Crown Reserve
Davis-Daly
Eagle & Blue Bell

.

Houghton Copper.
Iron Cap Cop,, pf.,

Mexican Metals.. ,

Mojave Tungsten

,

Nat. Zinc <!b Lead
Nevada-l'ouKlas. ,

New Bairlc

New Cornelia
Ohio Copper
Oneco
Raven Copper. . .

.

Rex Cons
Rllla
United Verde Ext.

tLast Quotations.

Monthl^r Average Prices of Metals

SILVER

Month
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SYNOPSIS—The new tin-smeltiiuj phtid uf the

American Smelting and Refining Co. produced its

first crude tin on Mar. 7, from Bolivian concen-

trates, and maris the beginning of important

reciprocal relations between the United States

and Bolivia. Regular practice is followed in

smelting at Perth Amboy, but the crude tin will

be refined electrolyticalJij—a departure in tin

metallurg ij

.

The Americas—chiefly Bolivia—mine about 20% of

the worid's tin and use—principally the United States

—

about 45% of the world's output. It is fitting, there-

fore, that the tin mined in America should be smelted

of the Perth Amboy works. The first crude tin was made
at the new plant on Mar. t from Bolivian concentrates
and at the time of the writer's visit was being cast into

anodes, preparatory to the starting of the electrolj-tic

refinery when a sufficient accumulation was at hand.
As the refining of the Bolivian crude tin on a commercial
scale by the electrolytic process is something of a

departure in the metallurgy of tin, this department has

to work out many features of the practice as it goes

along. The smelting department, however, is proceeding

along established lines and is in charge of an experienced

tin smelter, E. V. Pearce, formerly with Williams, Harvey
& Co., Ltd. Mr. Pearce was, so to speak, raised in the

tin industry, his father having been managing director

of Williams, Harvey & Co.'s works at Liverpool and

LAYOUT OF TIN-SMELTING WORKS OF AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING CO.

in America. Though there have been some previous

attempts at tin smelting in the United States, for one

reason or another they have been short-lived and un-

fruitful. The American Smelting and Kofining Co., has

just started its new tin smeltery under conditions whicli

promise for this industry, new to the United States, a

happier history than the past .

This new tin-smelting plant is at Maurer (Perth

Amboy), N. J., and is housed in a series of steel-and-

hullow-tile buildings near the electrolytic-copper refinery

Iloyle, where as a boy tlie younger Pearce spent much
of his time, eventually becoming assistant manager. A
few years ago Mr. Pearce went to Budajiest to establisli

a tin-.smelting works that was to supply the Au.-;tro-

TTungarian government. His family has for years been

intimately connected with the tin-smelting industry, and

a cousin is now in charge of the works of Williams,

Harvey & Co., at Liverpool.

Briefly, the new tin-smelting plant consists of a

receiving and sampling department, two Wedge muffle
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roasters, two reverberaton^ furnaces—of large size as

regards the metallurg}- of tin—a liquation furnace and

casting department to produce the anodes for the elec-

trolytic refineiT. This at present comprises 68 tanks

placed in one end of the copper refinery, but eventually

will probably be placed to the east of the anode-casting

building.

Tin smelting, speaking generally, is a small high-grade

operation. The ores or concenti-ates, after being unloaded

at the docks, are delivered into a sampling room

provided with a concrete floor. The ores are re-

ceived in sacks, and on account of the value of the

material, great care is taken in the handling. The
tin shipments are made in small lots, and the sampling

is usually done by taking each tenth sack as a repre-

sentative sample of the lot, following in this respect the

established traditions of the industry. In the sampling

department a crusher and set of rolls is provided for

the purpose of crushing any ore that does not happen

to be in fine condition. Most of the material to be

smelted, however, is already in exceedingly fine condition,

consisting of concentrates. After having been sampled,

the ores are elevated by a steel-housed bucket elevator to

the main receiving bin.

Polygonal Stoeage Bixs Ixclosed in Building

On account of the high value of the material, there

are some unusual features in the receiving department.

The receiving bin, built in an inclosed portion of the

plant, is itself entirely inclosed and has the section of

a 16-sided polygon with the lower portion in the form

of a frustum of an inverted pyramid. The bin, built

throughout of steel construction, is hung from near the

top of the receiving room and contains 16 compart-

ments, delivering through a series of 8-in. pipes ranged

approximately in a circle at the small end of the inverted

pyramid. Under the center of the bin is a turntable

and platform scale, over which the charge car is placed.

Canvas pipe, connecting the steel-pipe discharge of the

various compartments, enables the operator to draw into

the charge car any ingredients desired.

^A'hen the charge mixture is ready, it is trammed to

tiie roasting room, where the charge is dumped into

another steel-housed elevator that delivers to one of two

AVedge five-hearth muffle roasting furnaces, where the ores

or concentrates are given a sweet roast. The muffles are

fired with fuel oil atomized by air supplied at about

24-oz. pressure by a No. 5 Eoots blower, which also

supplies air for the oil burners of the reverberatory

smelting furnaces. The roasting and smelting depart-

ments have two units each, one furnace in each case

being intended as a spare so as to insure the continuous

operation of the plant. The Wedge furnaces are 16 ft.

in diameter and roast to a practically dead roast about

35 tons of tin concentrates in 24 hr., but this tonnage

can be exceeded when desired.

The roasted ore is trammed in small charge cars to

the fumace-stock room in which is suspended another

16-sided bin, similar to the one receiving the crude ore.

Platform .scales are installed on a turntable underneath

the bin as in the crude-ore storage department, and the

contents of the furnace-stock bin can be drawn into charge

cars, ju.st as the roast charges were made up. In the

stock bin are compartments containing limerock and

anthracite crushed to i/g in., so that the necessary lime

for flux and the anthracite required for reduction may
be drawn directly into the charge cars containing the

calcines. The completed charges are dumped into a

mixer and thence elevated to a small storage bin placed

at a suitable height to fill, by gravity, charge cars run-

ning on a track over the reverberatory-furnace hoppers;

the charge is further mixed on being drawn from the

hoppers into the reverberatory furnace, and on being

spread therein with hand rabbles.

Eevekbekatoeies of Large Size foe Tin .Smelting

The reverberatory furnaces, two in number, are about

12x38 ft. (inside) and are among the largest tin-smelting

furnaces in existence, most tin furnaces of earlier con-

struction having capacities varying from one to five tons

per charge. The Perth Amboy furnaces are lined with

firebrick and have a brick bottom sloping toward

the taphole, which is at the side of the furnace, approxi-

mately in the center. The furnaces are heavily ironed

and have springs at the ends of the tie rods for the

purpose of adjusting the roof tension when the furnace-

man happens to overlook this important feature.

Each reverberatory furnace is provided with two oil

burners, the oil being atomized by air supplied at about

24-OZ. pressure, as in the case of the roaster burners.

There are four charge hoppers along the center line of

the furnace; the charges are drop{3ed through charge

holes in the roof at intervals of 9 to 10 hr. The charge

normally consists of 15 tons, containing about 12 tons

of calcines and the necessary amount of crushed limerock

and coal. It is highly desirable to reduce to a minimum
the amount of slag produced, as this has to be re-treated

on account of its high tin content. When the charge

melts, ebullition takes place on the production of carbon

monoxide and the reduction of the tin oxide. The furnace

does not require much attention, but after four or five

hours, is stirred by hand rabbles to assist in getting the

coal that may be unconsumed mixed with the molten

charge. When the evolution of the gases has ceased,

the charge is usually ready to be tapped. On opening

the bay at one side of the furnace, the molten charge

flows into a two-compartment forehearth. This is

a low rectangular steel box, 10x4x1 ft deep, and is

lined with firebrick, the brick partition wall having an

opening at the bottom. As the metal and slag are both

drawn out of the furnace in tapping, the hole at the

bottom of the partition is kept plugged at first. When
the first compartment is sufficiently filled with metal and

slag so that the supernatant slag will not pass through

into the other compartment, the plug is opened and the

clean metal permitted to collect in the larger compart-

ment. The slag in the first compartment is allowed to

overflow and is caught in a pot car running in a

depression between the two reverberatory furnaces. The

slag is hauled by an electric locomotive to the dump

and, after cooling, is broken up and crushed to about

i/g in. When enough slag has accumulated, a special

run is made on this material, and while the first slag

may contain from 10 to 257c SnO„ the final slag dis-

carded from the "slag run" will be about 1 to 1.5 % Sn.

The furnace is tapped as dry as jwssible and the bay

again stopi>ed up with clay, and recharging immediately

begins. Three or four charges are usually obtained per

24 hr. ; from each of which a tap of about seven tons of

metal is obtained.
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After cooling for a short time, the metal in the fore-

hearth is tapped into a pot and taken to the anode-casting

department. As the pot car containing the molten tin

enters the anode-casting department, it goes up a short

incline which gives sufficient height to permit delivering

the metal into a pouring ladle with three spouts. The

metal is cast into shallow molds, placed on trucks, three

molds being filled simultaneously. After casting into these

molds, the crude tin is charged when convenient into a

liquating furnace, from which it drains into an externally

fired pot about 6 ft. in diameter. In this pot it is agitated

by compressed air—equivalent to the agitation formerly

obtained by the old hand method of "tossing"—to remove

the dross. This operation may take from one to five hours,

and when the dross has been separated and skimmed, the

tin is fed by a centrifugal pump into a pouring ladle

that delivers into anode molds on a casting wheel of the

Walker type. The tin anodes are lifted by a small air

hoist and loaded on cars for tramming to the electrolytic-

refining department.

The tin-smelting department is designed to operate

with a small force of men—three per shift in tlie roast-

ing department and about six men in the smelting and

anode-casting department. The reverberatory furnace

during the period of smelting requires but little atten-

tion, and the smelting crew attends to the liquating and

casting of the crude tin in the anode-casting department.

The number of men employed in the receiving depart-

ment of the smelting plant depends upon the arrival of

supplies.

The dust made in the tin plant is carefully collected

and recharged. That produced in the roasting furnaces

is minimized by the use of muffle furnaces. The rever-

beratory furnaces make but little dust; the coarsfet of

this is collected in hoppers underneath the waste-heat

boilers installed in the reverberatory flues. The fine dust

and gases pass into a 7-ft. steel flue for cooling and

thence into a baghouse containing 22-4 bags, 30 ft. long

and 18 in. in diameter.

Eefining the Tin Electrolytically

The electrolytic-refining department is the feature of

this plant in which a decided departure from standard

methods has been instituted, and for a number of months

its practice will have to be developed on a working scale,

based on the experience obtained in a small pilot plant.

The electrolytic refinery comprises at present 68 tanks

similar in size and construction to those used for copper

refining. The tanks are of wood, lined with an asphaltic

coating to resist the electrolyte—mainly hydrofluosilicic

acid of about 15% strength, in which is dissolved about

4% of tin. In circulating this electrolyte it is necessary to

use hard-rubber fittings, the delivery of which caused

some delay in the starting of the electrolytic refinerj' on

a commercial scale. In the Perth Amboy yards, the

American Smelting and Refining Co. has a suljjhuric-

acid plant of about 50 tons' daily capacity, and here it

will also make its current requirements of hydrofluosilicic

acid, though the initial supply was purchased.

Each tank in the electrolytic refinery will contain about

11,000 lb. of tin anodes. The cathode starting sheets

will Ix; of tin about Vs in- thick, made by casting in a

manner similar to the making of thin lead-cathode sheets.

According to the results in the experimental, or pilot, plant,

the (urrent density will be about 13 amp. per sq.ft. and

the deposition per ampere about double that of copper.

The anodes will be in the tanks about 20 days, and the

output of the initial plant will be between 15 and 20

tons of electrolytic tin per day. The electrolytic tin

produced has averaged from 99.96 to 99.98% fine, or

purer than the Straits product. Credit for this achieve-

ment is due E. L. Whitehead, superintendent of electro-

lytic refining at the Perth Amboy plant. The tin will

lie marketed as "A. S. & E. Co. ELECTEOLYTIC."
Manufacturers of high-grade tin foil and of tin plates

have reported that preliminary' trials with this brand gave

entirely satisfactory results, no manipulative difficulties

being experienced. The company therefore expects the

brand to become popular quickly.

laiaBEtig; Me erg
edinaess

The Connnittee on Industrial Preparedness, an ad-

junct of the Naval Consulting Board, which has been

referred to before in the Journal, has for its chairman

Howard E. Coffin, one of the leaders in the countrv's

automobile industry. W S. Gifford, statistician of the

American Telephone and Telegraph Co., is supenising

director of the work of the committee, which is proceed-

ing to inventory the manufacturing and industrial re-

sources of this country along lines previously described.

This committee is composed of representative members

from each one of the five national engineering societies

for each state. The members of the American Institute

of Mining Engineers who have been appointed on this

committee, together with other engineers representing

other societies who are closely in touch with or allied to

the mining business are

:

Alabama—Priestly Toulmin. president, Lehigh Coal Co.

Alaska—Philip R. Bradley, Alaska Treadwell Gold Mining

Co.; John V\'ulzen, Alaska Gold Mines Co.

Arizona—John C. Greenway. general manager. Calumet &
Arizona Mining Co.; A. G. McGregor. Calumet & Arizona Min-

ing Co.; David W. Jones, chief electrician, Arizona Copper Co.,

Ltd.
Arkansas—J. R. Fordyce, president, Thomas Fordyce Man-

ufacturing Co.

California—G. W. Dickie; C. W. Merrill. Merrill Metallur-

gical Co.

Colorado—D. V\'. Brunton. T. B. Stearns.

Connecticut—Eli Whitney, president, N. & N. H. Trust Co.

Delaware—Thomas Coleman du Pont; Charles L. Reese,

E. J. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

District of Columbia—Hennen Jennings; John H. Finney,

Southern manager. Aluminum Co. of America.

Florida—Robert N. Dickman.
Georgia—S. W. McCallie, state geologist.

Idaho—Stanley A. Easton, George F. Waddell.

Illinois—Frederick K. Copeland. president, Sullivan Ma-
chinery Co.

Indiana—George P. Hulst, International Lead Refining Co.

Iowa—E. A. Sayre, general manager. Kagle Coal and Min-

ing Co.

Kansas—H. G. Hixon, metallurgist. Prime Western Spelter

Co.
Kentucky—Frank D. Rash, vice-president and general

manager, St. Bernard Mining Co.

Maine—R. H. Richards, professor mining engineering, Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology.
Maryland—W. H. Peirce, vice-president and general man-

ager. Baltimore Copper Smelting and Rolling Co.

Massachusetts—W. E. C. Eustis.

Michigan—M. M. Duncan, general manager, Cleveland Cliffs

Iron Co.
Minnesota—H. V. Winchell.

Missouri—P. N. Moore.
Montana—J. L. Bruce, manager, Butte & Superior Copper

Co.; Eugene Carroll, vice-president and general manager,

Butte Water Co.: C. V. Nordberg. Nordberg .Manufacturing Co.;
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E. P. Mathewson. manager, Washoe Reduction Works, Ana-
conda Copper Slinins Co.

Nebraska—Walter T. Page, manager, Omaha plant, Amer-
ican Smelting and Refining Co.

Nevada—'U'. E. Trent, Trent Engineering Co.

New Hampshire—H. R. Batcheller.

Nevr Jersey—B. F. Cresson. Jr., chief engineer, N. J. State

Board of Commerce and Navigation.

New Mexico—Stephen O. Andros.

New York—Charles F. Rand. Spanish-American Iron Co.

North Carolina—Joseph H. Pratt, state geologist.

Ohio—Charles S. Robinson, second vice-president, Toungs-
town Sheet and Tube Co.

Oklahoma—M. M. Valerius, Valerius, McNutt & Hughes.
Oregon—A. M. Swartley, Bureau Mines and Geology.
Pennsylvania—Vance C. McCormick, publisher, trustee for

estates.

Rhode Island—Walter M. Saunders, Saunders & Franklin.
South Carolina—H. L. Scaife, lawyer and manager of min-

ing companies.
South Dakota—Allan J. Clark, metallurgist, Homestake

Mining Co.

Tennessee—A. A. Blow, president. Carolina Copper Co.

Texas—Arthur J. McQuatters.
Utah—Lafayette Hanchett, director. National Copper Bank

and Bankers Trust Co.; William Wraith, general manager.
International Smelting Co.: William C. Ebaugh, consulting

chemist, U. S. Smelting Co.

Vermont—C. B. Hollis, general superintendent. Eastern
Talc Co.

Virginia—Frank U. Humbert, manager of mines, Low
Moore Mining Co.

Washington—J. C. Ralston, vice-president. Pacific Coast

Pipe Co.

West Virginia—I. C. White, state geologist.

Wisconsin—F. W. O'Neill, sales manager. Nordberg Manu-
facturing Co.

Wyoming—W. D. Waltman, general manager, Franco-
Wyoming Oil Co.

3y a. L. H. Street*

Suit by one who had been employed as jigiuan and

shift boss in a concentrating mill, brought to recover dam-
ages for injuries sustained through his clothing becom-

ing caught by a projecting setscrew on a revolving pulley

on a lineshaft in the mill, recently afforded occasion for a

decision by the Supreme Court of Utah concerning the

liai)ility of employers for accidents of this kind, as affected

by questions of contributory negligence and assumption

of risk. (Ockey vs. Bingluim-Xew Haven Copper and

Gold Mining Co., 154 Pacific Reporter, 586.)

Plaintiff was injured in the manner indicated while at-

tempting to replace a belt on a pulley in defendant's

mill, and when he sued to recover damages on the theory

that the injury was attributable to the mining company's

negligence, the company pleaded contributory negligence

and assumption of the risk as a defense, as well as its own
freedom from actionable carelessness. The trial court,

sustaining the defense, dismissed the suit, but the Su-

preme Court rever.sed the order on plaintiff's appeal.

The principal points decided by the higher court arc

that it is usually the province of the jury in such cases

to determine whether an employer has been guilty of negli-

gence in ]iermitting a projecting setscrew to remain un-

guarded, according to what ordinary prudence demands

considering the location of the screw and other particular

circumstances; and tiiat plaintiff was not guilty of con-

tributory negligence and did not assume the risk of the

accident, it appearing that all the other setscrews on the

phaft were countersunk and that he reasonably assumed

this one was, and it further appearing that the setscrew

was not observable while in motion and that plaintiff's

duties did not require him to make such inspection of the

machinery as would have disclosed the dangerous condi-

tion to him in the exercise of ordinary care.

Vsil^siSIoia ©if ©aH Fs'opeir'tlaes

By Doksey Haghk*

How many oil men ever take time to consider the

earning capacity of an oil lease or to analyze production

conditions ? In buying production it is customary to base

the estimates on net production or the total production

of a lease less the royalty. For the purpose of illustra-

tion a lease in Oaklahoma, one year old, having 20 wells

on it, is selected as a unit. This lease averaged 20 bbl.

per well per day when purchased. Expected performance

100

5^90
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all taxes and insurance. The items to be considered in

the receipts are: (1) The value of the oil produced

and (3) the value of the interest on the oil produced.

The total profit i.s, of course, the total receipts less the

total expenditures. The yearly profit is the total profit

divided by the number of years the investment runs.

The gross production of the lease is 400 bbl. per day.

The gross production, less % royalty, is 350 bbl. There-

fore, at $.500 per bbl. of daily capacity, the total initial

pajTiient is (supposing it is all paid at once) $500 X
350 = $175,000.

In figuring profit, salvage must be taken into account.

It amounts to the value of the casing and pipe on the

lease, powers, gas engine, jacks, etc. Place such a

valuation at $500 per well for wells 3,000 ft. deep, then

the total will amount io $500 X 20 = $10,000. This

amount is to be subtracted from the original investment

in considering the matter of total expenditures. The
interest at 8% for 4 yr. is $175,000 X 0.32 = $56,000.

The salvage does not enter into this interest consideration.

The operating cost is composed of the following items

:

Salarj' for pumper, expenses of book-keeper and for super-

intendence, besides repairs to power unit, engine, etc.

It totals $500 per month, or $6,000 per yr. Therefore,

for 4 yr. the operating cost is $6,000 X 4 = $24,000.

Some will consider this allowance too high, but when

figuring on paying responsible men it is a fair estimate.

Under taxes we consider the gross production tax of

2%, an income tax of, roiighly, 1%, fire insurance and

workingman's compensation, etc., 1%. A liberal estimate

will be 4%, which we will base arbitrarily upon the gross

production of the lease. A detailed accounting would

perhaps make it 1% more or less. To obtain this 4%
allowance, one must consider the value of the annual

production (see Table 2 column 3) and multiply that

by 0.04.

TABLE 2. ESTIMATION OF VALUE
1 2 3 4

Less $6,000
Less % Field

Value Royalty Expense
327,000 First 12 months Not considered in the settled

production
126,000 Second 12 months $126,000 $110,250 $104,250
90,000 Third 12 months 90,000 78,750 72,750
63.000 Fourth 12 months 63,000 55,130 49,130
45,000 Fifth 12 months 45,000 39,375 23.375

$324,000 $283,505

The value o£ oil less the royalty is $283,505. The income
tax, insurance, etc., are as follows:

First Tear Second Tear Third Year Fourth Tear
$110,250 $78,750 $55,130 $39,375 $4,410.00

04 0.04 0.04 0.04 3,150.00
2,205.20

$4,410.00 $3,150.00 $2,205.20 $1,575.00 1,575.00

Total taxes $11,340.20

Total Expenditures:
Initial investment $175,000
Interest 4 yr. at 8% 56,000
Operating cost $6,000 per yr 24.000
Taxes and insurance 11,340

$266,340

The value of the oil produced in the four years is the

total production of the lease for that period which, as

shown in column 2, Table 2, amounts to $324,000. The

royalty is %, so the value of the oil to the man who
secures the lease is $283,505. To this must be added

the interest on the oil produced.

At the value of $1 per bbl. the production is worth

$283,505. Part of this production money has been carry-

ing interest, for the money will of course be invested,

so that the interest received must be added to the actual

cash sales of the oil. In such case the dividends are

assumed to be paid annually. If paid semiannually or
quarterly the money will of course draw more interest.

However, if the money received from production is put
at compound interest, it is neces.sary to figure the initial

investment at compound interest, which will offset the

interest on the oil value. This complicates matters too

much for an illustrative example, .so simple interest has

been chosen.

The total dividends will bear 4% interest while

accumulating and, if reinvested in good securities, will

bring 8%. So the dividends are computed on that basis.

Also the field expense will bear bank interest, which we
put at 2% for 4 yr., as the expense goes on four years.

The total interest is then as shown below. The value

of the interest on the oil is shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3. INTEREST TABLE
Amount Rate
$104.250@4% for 6 months $104,250X0.02= $22,085.00
104.250©8% for 3 years 104.250X0.24= 25.020.00
72,750@4% for 6 months 72,750X0.02= 1,455.00
72,750'aS9f f'T 2 years 72,750X0.16= 11,640.00
49,130 -a 4 T^ for 6 months 49,130X0.02= 482.60
49.130® 89!^ for 1 year 49,130X0.08= 3,930.40
33,375 a 4 ',r for 6 months 33,375X0.02= 667.50
6,000 @ 2 <S for 4 years 6,000X0.08= 480.00

The total receipts will be $283,505, the value of oil

and $46,260.50 interest on it, or a total of $329,765.50.

The total profit equals the total receipts less the total

expenditures, or .$329,765.50 — $256,340 = $73,425.50.

This is a total of 41% profit, and the average profit per

year is 1014%.
A net profit of but 41% in four years is not large.

Of course one has all his money returned and interest at

S%, with an added annual profit of 101/4%. However,

there is considerable risk attendant upon such invest-

ments, so the margin of profit is not large enough. The

price of $500 per bbl. is manifestly too high to be

ottractive, but $400 per bbl. would allow a fair profit.

The same production at $600 per bbl. would be a poor

risk, as shown in Examples 1 and 2.

EXAMPLE 1

$400 X 350 = $140,000 $140,000
Interest, 4 years at SVc 44.800
Operating expense ,•???
Taxes, insurance, etc 11.340

Total expenditures ; $220,140
Total receipts as before 329,760

Total profit $109.(

Profit on initial investment:
Total profit $109,620

Total profit, 727c. Profit per year = — = 18%.
4

EXAMPLE 2

At $600 per bbl. the cost would be the initial invest-
ment, 350 X 600 (less $10,000 "junk") $200,000

Interest. 4 years at 8 9^ 67.200
Taxes, insurance, etc. (as before)- 11.340
Operating expense (as before) 24.000

Total expenditures $302.;
The total receipts will be as before 329.'

It must not be assumed that the property has played out

at the end of 5 yr., for in numerous instances properties

produce for many years after the initial investment has

been returned. In such cases a profit of but 2 or 3%
on the original investment may be earned. It is, however,

manifestly unfair to rate the profits on such a basis. An
appraisal of the property and a revaluation is necessary.

Such a valuation will be upon the cxptM-d production

for the remaining life of the wells wi:I; due allowance
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for all risks. Such revaluations may give a new valuation

of but 10% of the initial investment.

It may be best to treat the later profits as percentage

upon the price the property would bring at the end of

the 4-}T. period that the initial investment has covered.

One must consider each field as a unit. The production

curve given may hold in one place but not in another.

The principle of computation will remain the same.

'^.

At the twenty-fifth annual general meeting of the

Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, at London, May
11, 1916, Walter McDermott made an address in appre-

ciation of the 700 members of the Institution serving in

Europe. Since there are a great many men ineligible by

reason of nationality and residence and from considera-

tions of health, age or special obligations, the number of

700 represents a high proportion of the available men who
could be expected to serve. There have already been 27

decorations conferred, besides a large number of other

distinctions won.

Referring to the Royal School of Mines, Mr. McDer-

mott called attention to the fact that 137 are serving out

of 151 eligible by nationality. In addition there are eight

students doing important munitions work, which would

probably be considered just as valuable to the nation as

field service. Therefore, there are actually serving in the

of appreciation, accompanied by presents, to fellow mem-
bers serving in the Royal Engineers tunneling companies.

At the meeting those who were unable to go into active

service put their feelings in the form of a motion, in wbich

it was recorded that.

We, members of the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy,
present at the annual general meeting of the Institution, de-
sire to record our sense of pride in and of gratitude to the
lurge nuniber of our fello\v members who are privileged to
serve in His Majesty's forces and in those of the allied na-
tions in the various theaters of war; and in expressing our
appreciation of their ability, courage and devotion to duty,
of which we have seen so many evidences, we desire to send
them greetings and heartfelt wishes for their welfare, and
for their speedy return to their civil professions, whose best
traditions they are so splendidly maintaining.

The president called attention to the debt owed by the

nation to those who had already fallen in battle. He
hoped that those who were left would never forget what

they owed them. Enemies might kill their bodies, but

their undying fame would act as a spur and inspiration to

the vouth of Britain to carrv on their noble work.

IR©cIliy Mo^safeaiasii Cl^lb Dicairaea*

A beefsteak dinner was given on May 11, lOlG, at the

Rocky ]\Iountain Club, New York City, in honor of Wil-

liam B. Thompson, vice-president. The accompanying
photograph shows the dinner in progress, many of the par-

tici])ants l)eing well known in the mining world. Aniens

DINNER GIVEN BY THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN CLUB. OF NEW YORK, TO WILLIAM B. THOMPSON,
ITS VICE-PRESIDENT

Reading from left to right the guests are: Front row—Samuel Crowther, F.
Thompson. L. R. Palmer, Charles Starek, M. H. De Young, John Hays Hammond
C. F. Rand, Wallace Flint, W. S. Proskey. In the second row are Karl Eilers. E. O. Holter,
S. Cjuale.v, Barnard Powers, L. Steindler, Gordon Williamson and G. O. Eaton

Hamilton. G. L. Stone, William B.
Montgomery, E. G. Spilsbury,
S. R. Goldman, Joseph Soss, J.

war 115 out of 151. Of the remaining si.x, three are

ineligible on account of health or of being under age, so

there were only three out of 151 left, and doubtless they

had sufficient reasons for not serving. Thus nearly 100%
of the students, the mining engineers of the future, have

recognized the call of their country.

Fatalities and casualties have been heavy, as might be

expected from a service giving so many distinctions; 24

Royal School of Mines men have been killed, 27 wounded,

and 3 missing, making a total of 54 casualties. Although
many are included proljably among the number of 700 in

the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy referred to, the

Royal Schorjl of Mines on the whole has 210 of its former

students serving.

The speaker called attention particularly to the kindly

'tion of the Americiiii members of the; Institution resi-

iJi lit in London, in sending a cordial New York message

these may be mentioned John Hays Hammond, president

of the club ; E. Gybbon Spilsbury, Adolph Lewisohn, Karl

toilers. Otto Sussnian, P. A. Robbins and William B.

Thompson, the last-named, being the guest of honor. The
object of the Rocky Mountiiin Club is to ]irovide an

Eastern home for Western men and so promote inter-

change of ideas and lead to closer relation between the

representatives of both sections.

The initial number of The Gold Bar, the official organ

of the Treadwell Committee of Safety of the Alaska

Treadwcll (iold Mining Co., made its appearance Mar. 31.

The editors announced their intention to make a ''live"

magazines of it. We wish them success in the endeavor.

Their first issue is a praiseworthy one.
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>s\inniplles s^imdl Tlheir Eimfterprettailaoini
\'>\ I']. II. Dickenson* and II. .1. VolkkkI

SYNOFSIi)—Methods outlined fur plotting assay

maps and showing value of ore, width and tonnage.

Forms for Jceeping notes and tabulating data to

niahi' III cm /irrnianently accessible.

(Jranting that anj'oiie who will can easily inform himself

on all phases of scientific sampling from the literature

extant, there still remains a very important side of the

topic that has been but slightly touched on.

In the present article comparatively little will be said

on the actual cutting of the sample, the idea being more

to indicate the methods of interpreting the results of

sampling after they have been obtained and to indicate

the conclusions that may be drawn from such data. The
subject first taken up will be mine samples taken from

the drifts, crosscuts, raises and other workings of the

mine as they progress, and how the results may be

expressed in tons of ore in sight at a correct value. The
question of daily assays of the run of ore as it comes

ivora various parts of the mine will then be taken up,

and some of the conclusions that may be based on these

assays will be indicated.

The data herewith are based upon actual field and

office work and experience in medium- to large-sized

copper mines which are roughly of the vein type, where

the mineral contents are fairly uniform in distribution,

with no very strongly defined walls.

Methods Outlined Constitute Best Usage at

DiFf'EKENT Mines

In the Sudbury district some of the nickel-copper

deposits are of this type, and Alaska also has properties

^answering to this general description. The methods

outlined will not adhere to the practice observed in any

one mine, but the best of such usage as has come under

'Our observation will be dealt with.

In order to simplify the discussion, we will assume the

examples given are from a small copper mine of the

type already referred to, and only the copper in the ore

will be considered, it being assumed that the gold and

silver are negligible. This may seem to unduly restrict

the subject, but the underlying principles are the same

^and are capable of general application.

Hand sampling alone will be considered, and for that

work the proper tools are much the same the world over,

the usual single-hand hammer and moil being all that

is necessary to detach the sample and either a box or

canvas to catch it. Perhaps those who have conscientious-

ly labored over a precious but extremely tough sample

and have had it suddenly fly off the wall far from the

box held near-by, will hastily vote in favor of a canvas

spread on the floor as the best receptacle to catch the

sample. With a canvas, however, there is risk of con-

tamination, but this becomes less as the uniformity of

the deposit increases. In most instances it would appear

as if a box were the better receiver of the two, for even

though some of the chips are lost, a clean good sample

is assured by this means.

•Mining engineer. Bruce Mines. Ont.. Canada.

t94 South Highland Ave.. Ossining, N. Y.

Tlie sample interval is another point which judgment
and experience must decide. In the Sudbury disrrift

a 3-ft. sample taken on both sides of the crosscuts li;.''

been observed. This appears to overdo the matter. Any
interval or length of sample shorter than necessary wastes

time and money. The proper length must depend upon
the distribution of the mineral in the deposit. If the

ore is uniform in quality, the samples may be longer;

if it is spotty, they must be shorter. In the type of

deposit under discussion 10 ft. has been found to be

very satisfactory as a distance between samples taken

across the backs of drifts and a length of 10 ft. for

samples when taken along the walls of crosscuts. In

raises, owing to the difficulty in getting good samples, it

is often good policy to cut the interval in half or to

take samples on opposite sides of the raise.

Of course samples always cut across the orebody. If

a sample runs suddenly from ore to waste, the ore should

be kept separate from the waste.

Whatever weight of sample is decided on, it must be

kept uniform. While it is probably true that a 100-lb.

sample across a certain length more nearl)' represents the

true value than a 10-lb. sample over the same length, yet

ten 10-lb. samples are better than one of 100 lb. In

deposits of the type under discussion it appears that a

small sample taken from a groove Y^ ^^- cleep and 2 in.

wide gives an accuracy quite commensurate with the

requirements of the case.

Quite as important as fairness in sampling is the correct

spotting of each sample. When working across the back

of a drift, there is no difficulty encountered, as the

distance along the line of the drift from the last mine

survey station at once gives the desired position. Along

the walls of crosscuts, however, similar practice is very

inaccurate and it is best to measure the diagonal distance

from the nearest station to the beginning of the first

and to the end of the last sample. If there are any

intermediate stations, as many other distances may be

taken as desired, thus assuring sufficient checks to preclude

all chance of error.

Method of B\gging the Sample

Each sample is ])ut into a canvas bag, a tag is dropped

into the bag, and it is then tied shut. It is not assumed

that there are any interests abroad to salt the samples.

If the samples are wet, some difficulty may be had in

preserving the legibility of the tag, and if tight folding

alone does not accomplish this object, the tag may bo

inserted into a slit in a soft piece of wood. This scheme

will preserve the figures almost indefinitely.

Once the samples have been brought to the office, thoy

are poured into the baking tins and dried by any means

available. An ordinary coal stove is very good for thi>

purpose, the pans being laid on the top several tiers deep.

After drying, the ore is crushed, quartered, groxind to

about 80-niesh, rolled, and assayed by the cyanide method.

A small jaw crusher and a rotary pulverizer make a very

good outfit for the size reductions, ^ith a Jones riflle

for the quartering. The only trouble likely to be ex-

perienced with a rotary pulverizer is that the revolving

disk in wearing down its babbited bearing, finally no
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longer coincides with the stationary plate and a ridge

results on one side of the stationary- plate, which causes

the machine to stick. The Braun planetary pulverizer

overcomes this trouble, but in any event the ridge is

easily removed with a file. All these machines in the

laboratory must be kept clean, and a broad paint brush

and haucl bellows or compressed air piped in are quite

indispensable to prevent unintentional salting.

The interest of the office in the sample starts with the

note-taking. The following form of notes gives a very

clear record of the position of the sample, kind of rock,

etc. The elaborateness of the notes depends upon the

requirements of the case.

Mine No
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made for this in scaling the dimensions. One method of

overcoming this is to lay out an accurate scale on the

tracing, thus having each print carry its own scale.

The assays along the drift are taken as representative

only of the ore within the area covered by the drift, yet

these assays are of the greatest importance, as they give

the information from which to judge the proper dividing

point between crosscuts. In a similar manner the assays

from the raises, although in themselves comparatively

unimportant, serve to indicate the manner in which the

values vary from one level to the next.

The next step is to tabulate the various areas and their

assays and to multiply each area by its assay. The total

product is then divided by the total area, and the result

is the average assay for the whole. The result in the

present example is

:

NO. 3 LEVEL NORTH
Rrst-grade ore 3,366 sq.ft. at 3.51%
Second-grade ore 1,609 sq.ft. at 2.06%

We will suppose that the same process has been gone

through for No. 2 level with the following results:

NO. 2 LEVEL NORTH
First-grade ore 6,200 sq.ft. at 6.10%
Second-grade ore I 3,100 sq.ft. at 2.00%

We now find the volume of the block between levels

by the method of mean end areas and the average value

of the ore as follows, considering only first-grade ore

:

No. 2 level 6,200 sq.ft. 06.10 Product 37,820
No. 3 level 3,366 sq.ft. 03.51 Product 1 1 ,796

2 )9.566 05.14 49,616

Mean Area 4,783
4,783 sq.ft. X 60 ft. (the distance between levels) = 286,980 cu.ft., which, at 12

cu.ft. per ton = 23,900 tons average 5.14%.

It is assumed in this calculation that the value of the

ore varies uniformly from one level to the next, as this is

indicated by the assays from the raises. Had this not been

the case, it would have been necessary to give the average

for each area a weight in proportion to the vertical distance

to which it was judged to extend. The volume is found

by the method of mean end areas. The estimate of

volume is far from exact in any case, and any additional

accuracy gained by the use of the prismoidal formula

would be largely meticulous.

There remains now, to deduct the volume of ore repre-

sented by the drifts, crosscuts and raises, each at its

proper assay value.

When there are stopes between levels, deductions must

of course be made to cover them. In this connection it

is important that the stope surveys be kept up in such

a way that cross-sections can be plotted at sufficiently

close intervals to permit of ready calculation of their

volume. If all the ore is drawn from the stope and

records have been kept of the tonnage from each stope

and its grade, the problem is a simple one, but if such

records have not been kept, the volume must be calculated

and a value assigned to it, bearing in mind the assays

(lu the level above, the level below, the manner in which

the values vary between levels as indicated by the raise

samples and the relative amount of each grade removed

as shown by the stope sections. In the case of shrinkage

stopes where part of the ore remains in the stope, it is

lir,st necessary to assign an assay value to the whole

volume of ore represented by the stope and then to deduct

the amount that has been withdrawn, thus arriving at

the tonnage and grade that remains.

If no records have been kept of the amount of ore

;ind its grade drawn from each stope, the problem of

ivaluating the ore that remains is a difficult one. For

example, if the ore near the bottom of a stope is of better

grade than near the top, that remaining will l>e of lower

grade than the original volume of ore whose place it

occupies because more of the high-grade ore will have
been drawn off from the bottom. For this reason alone,

if for no other, it is well to take occasional samples from
the back of each stope as it goes up. In choosing th.;

points at which these .samples are taken, their purjjo.-e

should be kept well in mind, as a few samples well-placed

may give more infonnation than twice their number of

badly placed ones.

Intekhelation of Data ox Map

It has been said that the map shows all the data
necessary to answer the question of tons of ore in sight

of a given grade. It does, but the interrelation of these

data so as to deduce reliable results requires the exercise

of judgment and a knowledge of the trend of as.says of

the orebody, of horses, barren streaks, faults and of a

thousand other considerations that can be gained only

by a close study of the orebody and of similar oreiiodies

elsewhere. Once the sampler, the surveyor and the assayer

have done their work, the calculation of the ore in sight

is far from being a mere matter of arithmetic.

A daily record should be kept in the mine engineering

office of the tons of ore drawn from each stope and the

grade. The usual method of .sampling this ore is to have

boxes placed at the mine ore bin or at the loading pocket,

marked with the number of the raises, and as each ear

is dumped, a grab sample is taken from it and placed in

the box marked with the number of the raise from which

the car has been drawn. The capacity of the car will be

known, and the number of cars is best kept track of by

the usual tally board. At the beginning of each shift

the tally boards are noted and the boxes are emptied and

the samples taken to the assay office. This method of

sampling is necessarily inaccurate, but in most instances

it is the only method available.

The fact, however, that these samples are inaccurate

should always be kept in mind when conclusions are

based upon them. In this connection it is well at the

end of each month to compare the average value of the

ore for the month as determined from these samples

with the average based on the smeltery or concentrator

returns, as in this way a line may be had on the extent

to which the grab samples are apt to be in error. Where

the ore is spotty and irregular in character, they may

vary so greatly as to be almost worthless, while where

the ore is more uniform in character, they may be found

to be fairly reliable.

The following is a good method of recording these

samples, two books being kept. Book No. 2 is most

DAILY (HTPIT—BOOIv NO. 1

Total Total Total .\vcniEe
Tons Aver- Prod. Tons As.say

Raise Stope For ace to to to

Date No. No. Tons .\s.say Product Day Assay Date Date Date

Mayl.. 2 200 3 1 020
Mavl.. 5 2 100 2.7 270
.May 1 . . 16 3 00 B. 1 360

360 3.5 1,250 360 3.5
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point of view, and without some record of the output from

each stope the question of the proper deductions for

Btopes when the periodical estimates of ore reserves are

made becomes largelj- a matter of guesswork.

The data recorded in book No. 1 lend themselves

particularly well to graphical representation, and curves

for each month are frequently plotted showing the total

STOPE OUTPUT—BOOK NO. 2

. Stope No. 2 Product Tons Assay
Date Tons Assay Product to Date to Date tc Date

May 1 300 3.0 S90 890 300 3.0

May 2 500 3.0 1,310 2.400 800 3.0

ore produced each day, the average assay for each day,

the total tonnage and the average assay to date. At the

end of each month an entr%- should be made in book No. 1

sliowing the true tonnage and grade of ore for the month

as given by the smeltery returns.

At some mines from which shipments to the smelter are

made only at comparatively long and irregular internals,

these fig\ires may be gone into somewhat more elaborately

in order to have an approximate idea of the net returns

from each day's operations. If we take from the costs

of the previous month, or from the last month during

which work was carried on under similar conditions, an

average cost per ton that will cover all items, we may

write down a figure showing approximately the total cost

of each day's work. From the daily tonnage and grade of

the ore we may calculate the pounds of copper produced

each day, and by assuming an average price for copper,

we may obtain a rough idea of the profit or loss on each

dav's operations, or on the month's operations to date.

Figures of this latter kind, when applied to the various

grades of ore separately, are frequently of value in

indicating just how low-grade work can be handled at a

profit.

The extent to which the daily assays are subject to

analvsis will depend upon the requirements of each

individual case and also upon the extent to which these

a.ssays can be relied upon.

The writers are quite aware that in the foregoing many

important points have been touched upon verj- lightly

or overlooked entirely, but their idea was not to discuss

mine valuation or mining economies, but merely to give

a general idea of the methods by which samples and

their assays can be interpreted.

Gtislf Staaes Stteel Co.
This company owns iron and coal mines, a blast furnace

and steel works in Alabama. Its report for the year 191.")

shows net earnings over all expenses of $fi(»8,943, from

which were paid accrued dividends on the first preferred

stock amounting to $191,100, leaving a surplus of $417,-

813, which is being applied to improvements and exten-

sions of plant.

The production reported for tlie year is 3GS,39 1 tons

coal, 13.S,211 tons coke, 82,382 tons pig iron, 135,9(57 tons

steel ingotis, 119,515 tons billets and slabs and 205.G59

tons finished steel, chiefly wire, bars and nails.

Negotiations are i)roceeding looking to the construction

of a byproduct coke-oven plant. For this purpose and for

various other improvements, whidi the company's increas-

ing busine.ss renders imperative, such as the equipment of

the ore property, automatic stokers for the rod mill

boilers, new machines and blacksmith shops, new ware-

liouses for galvanized-wire products, the directors have

offered to the stockholders certain unsold treasury securi-

ties the issue of which will bring the total up to $2,000,-

000 first-preferred, $4,000,000 second-preferred and

$5,000,000 common stock.

Fs'olblesia OEa fh.® Rasadl
Jo 1 1AXXESBURG CORRESPOXDEXCE

Shortly after the Boer war attention was attracted tc

the mortality among rock drillers on the Rand, "which
is stated by medical men to be chiefly due to the clog-

ging of the lungs by the dust inhaled in the prosecution

of their mining work. It has been generally recognized

that the application of water sprays at the working faces

to allay dust, with or without the use of respirator, would
very greatly minimize the dangers to health of this class

of workmen." Everyone believed that rock drillers were

tlie only men exposed to the disease, no one knowino

anything about the danger caused by the fine dust from
blasting and shoveling. In the year 1902, attempts were

made to determine the extent to which rock drillers were

afl'ected. The sanitation and ventilation of the mines

was deemed capable of great improvement.

The water Leyner drill was tried underground, but

neither the machine nor the steel could do consistent

work in the hard ground with unskilled labor. The
Government Commission presented its report in 1903 and

,

it first drew attention to the fact that all underground
workers were subject to the disease and that most of the

workers were affected. Numerous experiments to test

water injectors, sprays and water blasts were carried on.

A prize was awarded in 1904 for an atomizer and a

patent water drill. Fans were introduced to aid the

ventilation in a few mines, and the success of the

experiment led to the adoption of numerous ventilation

schemes in other mines. However, there was no true

realization of the risks ran and tlie issues at stake.

Drillixg Is Not the Oxly Cause of Dust

Attempts were made about this time to introduce

sprays attached to the machines, but the miners never

bothered about using them. The trouble in drilling is

that in most cases the miner shows his natives the upj^er

holes to be drilled and then retires to his box some

liundreds of feet back in the drift under the impression

that the dust will not reach him there. Later investi-

gations have proved the fallacy of this belief. Mine
captains and shift bosses were more concerned in keeping

the mine going than in tr}'ing to reduce dust conditions.

Ill 1906 the first dust-prevention regulations of the

government came into force. It called for the regulation

of blasting operations to avoid exposing miners to dust

and smoke ; tlie i)rohibition of anyone from entering

the working place after blasting until the fumes had

been sufficiently dissipated ; it stipulated that machine

drills should not be u.sod iinless a water jet or spray

or other equally eflScient means of allaying the dust was

]<rovided, and that the manager should maintain in good

order all the necessary plant and material for allaying

dust. The benefits to be derived from .shorter working

hours and confining the work of treating rock to one

shift also received attention. The 8-hr. working day was

made law in 1911.

In 1908 a regidation was introduced that water should

be carried to every develojiment face and to every tlry
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and dusty stope, and that the floor and sides of the

working place should be kept wet and that dusty rock

must be properly dampened.

lu December, 1911, another revised edition of the

mining regulations came into force. Powers were con-

ierred on managers to take disciplinary measures to

enforce the regulations. It was definitely stated that

the supply of water and dust-allaying appliances became

the duty of the manager and the responsibility for their

proper use became the duty of the miners.

In 1912 managers began to exercise their power to

fine men without the delay of calling in inspectors and

holding a regular court. Men have, however, the right

to appeal against any penalty. Unfortunately natives

are exempt, and thus most of the underground workers

are not under good control in this respect. In 1913

the regulations were again revised and the blasting of

holes in development faces was prohibited unless an

efficient water system was installed. On the air pipe

between the water spray and the main air column, a

<:heck valve should be fitted to guard against water

leaking back and getting into pumps or rock drills.

At blasting time water is turned into the air pipe and

the air turned on the working face, and a very fine

diffusion of water in the escaping compressed air takes

is thus secured.

Workers Compelled to Wet Working Places

No one is allowed to be at any place in a mine if the

air contains dust, smoke or fumes perceptible to any

of the senses. Rock drillers were compelled to keep the

walls and roof of their working place wet for a distance

of 25 ft. from the face. Natives drilling dry were

ordered to use wet swabs around their drills. Blasting

was forbidden except at the end of a shift without

express permission of a mine official. Water and ventila-

tion plans must be furnished to the government. The

manager should supply ample clean water and cut off old

and disused workings, which act as reservoirs for dirt and

dust-laden air.

While these practical measures have been taken ex-

perimental research has been going on to determine the

exact nature of the disease, the kind or kinds of dust

that produced it, the value of respirators and the cause

of the excessive mortality caused by the disease.

It has not yet proved possible to specify exactly, either

from physical examination or chemical analysis, what

kinds of dust are harmless and what kinds are harmful

when breathed, but in general it seems that hard material

is harmful, while soft is harmless. Large quantities of

fine auriferous looking dust can be seen with the micro-

scope in the lungs of men who have been exposed to

dust and who have died of lung disease; but whether

the dust has been harmless or not, it remains in the

lungs for many years. Harmless hematite dust, easily

recognized by its red color, was abundantly present in

the lungs of a miner who died of fibrotic miners' phthisis,

due to work on the Witwatersrand, although it was 13

years since he had worked in an iron mine and eight

years since he had left gold mining.

By continual inhalation of crystalline siliceous dust of

certain kinds, the lungs become predisposed to bronchitis

and also to attack by tubercle bacilli, the effects of

which constitute phthisis. It is very generally believed

that a fibrotic condition of the lungs may be produce<l

Ijy the influence of dust apart altogether from infection

by the tubercle bacillus. Annual experiments have
proved that intense exposure to dust will produce fibrosis

apart from tubercular infection, but though fibrosis

(the practical conversion of the lung tissue into fibrous

tissue) is commonly far more prominent in cases of

miners' phthisis than in ordinary phthisis, the historv-

of the cases I have seen seemed to point to tubercular

infection as a main cause of final fibrosis.

Dr. Watkins Pitchford states: "Pulmonary silicosis

implies an excess of silica in the lungs' tissue and the

direct effect of this is to produce an overgrowth of the

connective tissue of the organ and to thus impair its

function. The condition so established is rarely fatal

of itself until the affected lungs are invaded by the

tubercle bacilli, when miners' phthisis is developed.

This infection seldom spreads to other organs, and

infection is rarely communicated to others unless their

lungs have l)een damaged. In any ordinarj- adult

individual dust is present in the lungs to the extent of

10 to 15% of the ash, but in the lungs of those having

died of phthisis 30 to 50% is silica. The most noticeable

effect of silicosis is loss of expansion of the lungs. To
suppress the disease, workers must be prevented from

inhaling dust, and all those infected with tuberculosis

must be excluded from the mines.

The condition on the Rand today is that a great im-

provement has taken place, but that portions of the

mines are still badly ventilated and the air generally

contains several milligrams of fine dust. The regulations

are not well observed by the bulk of the workers, and

there is no doubt that silicosis is still being contracted.

It is to be hoped that ventilation will be further im-

proved and that means will be found to enforce more

rigidly the regulations. The next great step in advance

will be the exclusion from work in or about the mines

of anyone, white or black, infected with the tubercle

bacilli. It is to be hoped that these few notes will be

of service to those engaged in the campaign for better

working conditions in the American mining industry.

Btuitte ^ S^peipaoip Copper Co..

The report of tlie Butte & Superior Copper Co. for the

first quarter of 1916 shows that 164,500 dry tons of ore

was milled averaging 15.692% zinc and 6.844 oz. silver

per ton. The total amount of zinc in concentrates was

47,938,530 lb., a total of 92.855% recovery. Mining

costs were $4.0341 and milling costs $1.5736 per ton—

a

total of $5.6104.

The value of concentrates sold and miscellaneous in-

come was $4,623,143. Operating costs, taxes, etc.,

amounted to $1,068,203, leaving net profit of $3,554,940.

Earnings are based on a price of 16.1052c. per lb. for

spelter. The name of the company has been changed to

"Butte & Superior Mining Co."

A <GaIMtiainm<=Iini(dla^OTii AMos^
A few months ago F. G. McCutcheon, chemist of the

Bartlesville Zinc Co., observed some mercury-like globules

upon the surface of a leady residue from the distillation

of zinc, say P. E. Browning and II. S. Uhler, in Ameri-

can Journal of Science, April, 1916. The appearance of

these globules seemed to be due to the fact that the resi-

due had been stored away in a warm place, and the phe-

nomenon suggested to the observer the subjection of the
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residue to a sweating process. This treatment resulted

in a more abundant separation of the peculiar material,

which, from the character of its source and its low melt-

ing point, suggested the element gallium. It proved to

be essentially an alloy of that element with indium.

Through the kindness of the manager, K. Stock, and

the chemist of the company, we were supplied with sev-

eral grams of the alloy and a considerable amount of the

leady residue. Rough analyses of these products show

the gallium-indium alloy to contain about 10% of

indium, with small amounts of zinc and lead, and spec-

trographic traces of copper and silver. The leady residue

contains about 95.6% of lead, a fraction of 1% of copper,

about 3% of gallium and indium together, and about

1.2% of zinc.

Tlh© Eira^airaeeip lira ftlh® Tropics
In the course of a paper on tropical appointments for

electrical engineers, George E. Archdeacon, in the Elec-

trical Review (London), Mar. 17, 1916, makes some

observations of interest to the miner.

The question of total abstinence, or moderate indulg-

ence in alcoholic drinks in the tropics is perhaps one of

the most vexed questions of the day. Each side has its

strong adherents. The author from personal observation

and experience in various tropical districts, advises total

abstinence from all alcoholic liquors between sunrise and

sunset; after sunset he thinks a moderate indulgencce

usually does not harm, but seems to act as a necessary

stimulant.

The care of one's health in any tropical country must

at all times occupy a serious portion of one's thouglits.

Constipation at any time has evil effects, but in a tropical

country its result is simply deadly. Try and imagine the

effect of the climate upon the average young man who
has all his life been used to cold fresh breezes, when he is

suddenly dumped down, say, in the malarious and mal-

odorous district of the River Amazon, where the tempera-

ture in his bedroom throughout the night is about 90° F.,

while the hydrometer shows about 85 to 95% humidity.

One can well understand that living under those condi-

tions, one loses all desire for movement or exercise and
only cares to lounge about in pajamas, with a long iced

drink at hand. Exercise must be the watchword and

plenty of it, yet that is just the thing that one does not

feel inclined to indulge in. This, again, is the occasion

when a strong will must be exercised.

Another vexed question is quinine. Should one fortify

oneself against malaria by taking, say five grains per day,

or not? If one does this, trouble arises in the administer-

ing of it if one (in spite of being charged with the drug)

contracts malaria. Here, again, we find the experts

taking sides on this grave issue. Beyond doubt a daily

consumption of quinine appears to reduce the risks of

malaria ; therefore, on the principle that prevention is bet-

ter than cure, the author is of the opinion (in spite of slight

deafness fre(|ucntly caused by the habit) that one should

never neglect the daily dose of quinine when in a malari-

ous district.

First-aid remedies to carry depend largely upon what
district is being considered—tropical diseases vary greatly

in difPerent districts. For examjile, yellow fever in Brazil,

but never in India, Malay Straits or Cliina ; sleeping sick-

ness and hlackwater fever in West Africa but never in

Brazil, China or India.

Mahirial fever, however, is found in all tropical coun-

tries. Perhaps the most useful items to be observed are

:

Vaccination against smallpox ; inoculation against enteric

fever; chlorodine for cholera and dysentery; quinine for

malarial fever ; corrosive sublimate for wounds and

scratches; ice-cap in case of sunstroke. [Tincture of

iodine is far superior to corrosive sublimate for wounds
and scratches.—Editor.]

Apart from the mosquitoes, chills are the most fruitful

causes of illness, and they frequently lead to serious

results. It is most important to avoid chills; many a

man has gone to his grave through kicking off his sheet

during the night and sleeping with the fan blowing a

draft of cool air onto his body. A cholera belt should

ahrai/s be worn during the night.

The all-im])ortant question of clothes will doubtless

require a considerable amount of thought. Again, local

conditions must be inevitably the guide. Many districts

have a fierce tropical summer, yet during the winter it is

necessary to wrap up in thick furs and have a roaring fire

in the bedroom. The style of one's clothes must be care-

fully considered. In India, Africa and the Malay Straits

white patrol jackets buttoned up to the chin are usually

worn, whereas in Brazil, Hongkong and Shanghai white

jackets cut in a similar style to our lounge jackets at

home, showing white soft shirt, collar and tie, are consid-

ered the only possible wear for a gentleman.

To sum up the whole subject, life, to be fairly certain

and healthy in the tropics, should be (with a few reserva-

tions) maintained in a manner similar to that followed at

home. The most important items to be observed are

plenty of exercise, plenty of sleep, plenty of good food

and plenty of optimism.

CosasdruactnoEa

The alloys entering into the construction of a Zeppelin

brought down in France are given, with their analyses,

by the Revue des Produits Chemiques as follows, accord-

ing to Iron Age:

Angle Channel
Brackets, % Sections, % Braces, ^/,

Aluminum 90.27 8S.68 99.07
Zinc 7.80 9.10 0.13
Iron 0.45 0.43 0.38
Silicon 0.37 0.49 0.36
Copper 0.73 0.70 0.06
Tin 0.11 fl.lS

Manganese 0.27 0.4.')

Nickel Trace Trace Trace

The braces are evidently commercial aluminum, while

tiie other parts are alloys of aluminum, zinc, copper and

manganese. The absence of magnesium is noticeable.

Tlie impression has l)een that this metal was extensively

used, at least as an alloy.

The LeiiNc of the Vene/.ueinn Snit MliieN l)v tile River and

Coast Navigation Co. having expired on Dec. 31, and no appli-

cations for another lease having been received in response to

a call issued In November last, the Government of Venezuela

took over the direct administration of the salt mines on ,Ian.

1. 1916, in accordance with a presidential decree In the "Dlarlo

Oficlal." The Ministry of Finance will establish warehouses

or agencies for the sale of salt in such localities in Venezuela

as seem most likely to furnish customers. The salt remaining

In or en route to the existing warehouses or agencies at the

termination of the contract with the navigation company will

be subject to a tax of 0.25 bolivar per kg. (2.23c. per lb), this

tax to be paid on or before July 1, 1916.
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OosaveiaaeEaft ]lEasp®ctla©ffli (Gag©
for IHsiimdl DraMs

By C. C. Phelps*

There are as manj- different ways of running a Jack-

hamer as there are of killing the eat of proverbial distinc-

tion. One man is partial to the Use of his right hand as

the guiding force, another uses his left. Another uses

both his hands, bearing down with all his weight. It is

not unusual to witness a drillman in a restful pose, with

one leg slung over the handle.

Motion study does not play much part in the efficient

operation of this type of drill. About the same footage

can be drilled, irrespective of the way the machine is

handled. This is of course largely due to the fact that

the rapidity of the hammer blows rather than their force

accomplishes the speedy penetration; and the automatic

rotation obviates rifling.

There is, however, one bad feature about careless hand-

ling of hand drills which is not generallj' appreciated—its

Figr. 2

Fig.

y DETAILS OF INSPECTION GAGE

tendency to increase the repair expense. Careless hand-

ling of the machine will tend to keep the steel and drill

out of line, and in time this will wear the rotation sleeve

in the front head of the drill, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The piston is designed so that the center of its face will

strike squarely on the head of the steel shank. It is

apparent that e.xcessive wear of the rotation sleeve will

jierrait the end of the shank to come in contact with the

edges of the striking face of the piston, eventually chip-

ping off pieces of the latter. These fragments may wedge

around the steel or lead to further fracture of the piston.

It is therefore highly desirable to inspect the rotiition

sleeve periodically and replace it before it wears to such

an e.xtent as to endanger the ])r»])er working of the piston.

For the purpose of determining when a worn sleeve

should be replaced, a gage such as that shown in Fig. 2 is

used by the test department of the Ingersoll-Rand Co.,

•Ingersoll-Rand Co., Ill Broadway, New York.

in connection witli experinieiilal maiiiiiiff.. This gage,

consisting of a piece of jj-in. he.xagon steel with a pin

through it, of about the proportions shown, is used for

testing sleeves for ''/^-m. he.xagon shanks. When the

sleeve has worn sufficiently to permit the gage to enter

and the pin to rest on the front head, as shown in Fig. 3,

it is an indication that a new rotation sleeve should be

sul)stituted.

»

In the deep well of the Peoples Natural Gas Co., of

Pittsburgh, at McDonald. Penn., there is considerably

more than a mile of casing without joints in the ordi-

nary sense, screw fittings having been abandoned in favor

of oxyacetylene welding. Tlie ilcDonald well is now
drilled to 7,181 ft. It is claimed to be the deepest well

in the United States and the second deepest in the world,

its rival being in Galicia, about 7,3.50 ft. deep. The ob-

ject in drilling the McDonald well was to determine

whether there was another productive sandstone in

this district at greater depth, the geologic evidence

pointing to this possibility at a depth of about 8.000

ft., where it is exi^ected that the Clinton-Medina for-

mation will be encountered. The size of the well at

the surface is 13 in., then 10, 81/4, f.% and 41/2 in.

Heavy casing with screw fittings was used before it

was decided to try the acetylene-welded casing. The
actual weight of welded casing in the hole is 45

tons. The Welding Engineer for January, 1916,

gives some interesting data regarding the welding,

supplied by F. R. Goehler, Pittsburgh representative

of the Oxweld Acetylene Co., which did the work.

The welding was begun on Sept. 1 and completed

on Sept. 29, though this time was not entirely con-

sumed by the welders. The welds were done in 25

min. each without hurrying, and 15 to 20 min. more
was allowed for cooling. Mr. Goehler writes:

In doin^ this work we had the ends chamfered to 60* to

grive us a chance to make a good, deei), wide weld and we
built the welds up to %-in. reinforcement all around. -Ml

this casing was in 22-ft. lengths. The first 250 ft. was 5\«-in.

O. D. casin;j with %-in. walls, and the remainder, 6,071 ft.,

was 5-in. O. D. with ^4-in. walls.

Two lensths were welded together in the yard, then
hoisted into the derrick and lowered. About 5 ft. of the
casing was kept above the floor of the well and was sup-
ported by steel wedges placed between the casing and the
steel blocit through which it was lowered. Then two more
pieces, welded to.gether. were hoisted, butted up against the
last lowered casing and welded. The weld was permitted to

cool sufflclently to permit the placing of the hand upon it

before the wedges were removed and the casing lowered. .Vt

the top of the derrick was placed a plank with a half-circle

cut in one side, against which the upper end of the pipe was
held while the lower end was welded. This was done to

insure absolute alignment of the pipe when welded, one of

the vital things in this work being to have straight casing:
otherwise the wire on the drill tools, w^orl<ins" back and forth
while drilling, would gradually cut the casin- where it Inter-

fered.

At the bottom of the well there was a .eroat deal of salt

water, the pressure being estimated at about 3,000 lb. In the
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first length of the casing lowered we placed a wedge, or

••shoe," being an oak plug about 3 ft. long driven into the

end of the casing and then soaked in water. This shoe was
put in so that the salt water might buoy up the pipe, which
was being lowered before the welds were cool, and thus take
as much strain from the welds as possible. It was intended

to drill this plug out after the casing was all lowered, but
when about 2.500 ft. had been lowered, the plug blew out
with terrific force shaking the ground around the well for a
considerable distance. As a result of this we had to place,

in the next piece of tubing that we welded, a plug with a
small steel ring in back of it to hold it. After the entire

6,321 ft. of casing was in place, this ring and plug were
drilled out.

Prior to the welded-casing experiment the operating com-
pany had used a string of heavy casing with screw fittings

—

the ends upset having a screw fitting, while back of the upset
parts on each end w're two collars fastened together with
bolts. All this was necessary to hold the casing together, as
the screw fittings themselves could not do this. Necessarily,
these upset ends, bolts, etc.. took up considerable room and
did not permit of casing of the maximum diameter. One of

the big advantages of welded casing was doing away with
the screw fittings, collars and bolts, permitting the use of a
larger casing, with resultant larger interior opening.

Drilling at this well, which is on the Robert Geary

farm, 4 mi. from McDonald, has been suspended as

two strings of tools and a bailer are at present in the

hole and fishing has been in progress for some months.

The drilling was commenced on Nov. 7, 1911, with

Charles Swaub as chief driller, E. E. Alfred, assistant

driller, and J. B. Walters and Frank Mackey, tool

dressers. From 232 to 3,440 ft., the formations were

similar to those found in other wells in the district;

from 3,440 to 6,200 ft. slate predominated, after which

black, white, gray and brown sand and salt were en-

countered.

"^ A TfopacaS RatSoca IList

Although ration list.< have often been published, they

have but rarely concerned themselves with the tropics.

In going over some old papers recently, says R. C. Hard-

man,' in Engineering and Contracting, I found a list of

rations used some ten years ago ia the Philippine Islands

by the Bureau of Engineering, or Bureau of Public

AVorks, as it is now called. These rations were for the use

of reconnaissance parties, survey parties and construction

camps. It will be noticed that all the articles are such

, Cost ,

Provision Quantity Unit Total

Pork sausage 6 cans SO. 22.5 $1.35
Beefsteak and onions 1 can .325 .325
Corned beef hash 7 cans .185 1.295
Compressed ham 2 cans .26 .52
Beef stew 2 cans .28 .56

Corned beef 2 cans .275 .55
Mock turtle soup 2 cans .27 .54

Bacon 4 lb. .20 .80
Flour 17 lb. .0405 .69
Corn meal 5 lb. .095 .475
Rolled oats 5 1b. .155 .775
Crackers, soda 4 lb. .14 .56
Bread. Boston brown 4 cans .13 .52
Pork and beans 2 cans .18 .36
Corn 4 cans .165 .66
Succota.«h 4 cans .18 .72
Potatoes 15 lb. .0235 .355
Onions 5 1b. .0295 .15
Peaches, evaporated 2 lb. .145 .29
Apples, evaporated 2 lb. .17 .34
Prunes 2 1b. .105 .21
Jam. blackln-rry 4 cans .15 .60
Jam. strawberry 2 cans .15 .30
CofTee 3V. lb. .27 .945
Tea, Early Breakfast ^ lb. .40 .135
Sugar, granulated 10 lb. .079 .79
Cream, Highland cond S cans .11 .88

Lard 5 1b. .16 .80
Baking powder lib. 1.07 1.07
Pickles 1 qt. .425 .425
Vinegar 1 qt. .065 .065
Mustard, French >, bet. .205 .07

.Salt I, hot. .18 .06
Pepper « box .60 .20
Tomato catsup 2 pt. .375 .75

Total J18.60

'Colorado Springs, Crii,,.

as can be well preserved under the extreme climatic con-

ditions encountered in the tropics.

The rations were for one American for 30 days, and
were ample for the time. In most localities it was possible

to supplement this fare with chickens, eggs, fish, shrimp,

crabs, frogs and various native vegetables and fruits. For
Filipino "surveymen" the ration was three condensed-milk
cans full of rice per day with an occasional can of salmon
when fresh fish could not be obtained.

The straightening of a special 3-in. screw that had been

bent in transit was described by D. A. Hampson in the

American Machinist. As the threaded part was 20 ft.

long and the truth of the work must be undoubted, it

was no usual job. The bend was ascertained to be a

decided "kink" not far from the middle.

The first step, after definitely locating the bend, was
to lay tlie screw in a V-block on a long planer, with the

STR.A.IGHTEXIXG A LONG SCREW

bend right in the block and the screw in the position

sho^m exaggerated by the dotted lines. Clamps were

put on each side of the block and the screw drawn down
until the bend was in the opposite direction. Dents and

bruises on the thread could not be tolerated, so leather

liners were used in the block and under the clamps.

Springing the screw to line was not attempted. It

was sprung beyond straight while the metal at the bend

was swelled enough by peening to give a set to the screw.

Xo peening was done on the face of the screw, but a con-

cave-faced tool was made that could be used on the bottom

of the threads. Three or four trials were made before a

perfect job was secured, but it was done very easily and

proved much less formidable than it first appeared.

©ra^Hiirae Esscavataoira Costs
Operators having conditions suited to the dragline

method of mining will be interested in the following

data from the Excavating Engineer, April, 1916. For

excavating 50 mi. of open drainage ditch in the Pioneer

Irrigation District, near Caldwell, Idaho, the Reclama-

tion Servicce used Bucyrus dragline excavators.

The ditch depth varied from 7 to 14 ft. and in bottom

width from 5 to 12 ft. with side slope of IVg: 1. The

ground surface consisted of heavy loam underlain by 7 to

12 ft. of either clay or hardpan. Prol)al)ly 20% of the

material handled was hardpan. The surface operated

over was so soft that the caterpillar style of mounting

was chosen, which gave a bearing surface of 120 sq.ft.

with a bearing pressure of 920 lb. per sq.ft.

Each dragline excavator had a 50-ft. boom carrying

a li/i-yd. bucket; main machinery driven by a 50-hp.

motor and swinging machinery by a 25-hp. motor.
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Power was supplied from main line 44,000-volt trans-

mission, transformed down to 440 volts for use by the

dragline motors. Power cost Ic. per kw.-hr. and the

average amount used per yard of material excavated was

0.9 kw.-hr.

Three 8-hr. shifts were worked, each shift consisting of

an operator, an oiler and a laborer, the later during

blasting. The amount excavated by each ship was
staked, and an efficiency report for each operator com-

piled monthly and the highest ones published. Average

digging results varied from 15.5 to 185 cu.yd. per hr.,

depending on conditions, the latter figure being the aver-

age maintained by one operator from Aug. 14 to 31

inclusive, 1915. During the best month's run, August,

1915, of total working time, digging consumed 77.2%,
mechanical repairs 13.8%, electrical repairs 5.8%, mov-

ing 3%, and blasting 0.2%.
The unit-cost details for the entire contract, exclusive

of depreciation and overhead cost, were as follows

:

Labor: Per Cu.Td.
On excavations $0.0105
On repairs . 0044
On blasting and drilling .0012
On moving machine .0029
On clearing right of way and trimming banks .OOOfi
On engineering and superintendence .0033

Total labor cost $0.0229
Supplies:

Electrical power at 0.01 per kw.-hr JO.OOSS
Repair parts and miscellaneous supplies .0077
Wire rope and armored cable .0015
Blasting supplies . 0015

Total unit material and supply cost $0.0195
Electrical installation of transmission lines $0.0125

Total -unit cost $0.0549

Solas' OIb§®2"!5r®.tl5oims

A form for the calculation and recording of solar obser-

vations, devised by V. K. Jones and given in the Colo-

rado School of Mines Magazine for May, 1916, has been

used successfully and, he says, is practically fool-proof.

This form is printed on cards 3x5 in., suitable for filing.

All data copied from the notebook are in the left-hand

column, while the logarithms, etc., are in the right-hand.

The results, which should be easily available for refer-

ence, are to be found at the bottom of the card.

Astronomically the card is in error because of the fact

that the means of the observed azimuth and vertical

Formula: Cos Az =

DIRECT SOLAR SHEET
sin dec.

- tan L . tan A
cos A . . _ -

First term + for North and -

For North Latitudes
for South'dec's.

Date
Hour
Station
Boolt No. .

.

Page
Taken by .

.

Worked by.
Latitude

Dec.
Diff..

Cor.

M'n V. f

Rofrac. . .

M'n alt..

1. V. A.
2. V. A.
3. V. A.
4. V. A.
Sum ....

Mean..

.

1. Az.
2. Az.
3. Az
4. Az
Sum
Mean
Azimuth. .

Needle
Az. Cor .

Needle Cor.
Ass. var. . .

.

True Var.

.

Colog cos L. .

.

Colog cos A . .

.

Log. 1st term..
First term . . .

Log. tan L
Log tan A —
Log 2nd term . . .

Second term
First term .

—
Sum = Nat. cos Az
Bearing angle
Add or stib. from . . .

.

True azimuth .

M'n. observed Az.

.

Correction

angles are used directly in the calculation instead of work-
ing out each separate observation and averaging the
result. A great number of observations were checked and
the results have never been found to be more than two
minutes in error. Ordinarily the two methods agree
within one minute, which is well within the accuracy of

the metliod of taking direct ob.servations as a whole.
With these cards an observation can be easily worked up

in from eight to twelve minutes, depending upon the
accuracy required, and when the work is done the figures

are in shape to be checked or consulted at any time. A
cross-reference to the number of the sheet is entered with
the notes in the fieldbook and the cards are filed in a
card-index cabinet.

This method has not only proved a labor saver but
has also proved to be an eliminator of errors.

juirag lueajfiis ana Ji^apes"

An ettcctive way in which to stop leaks in pipes, par-

s aim

sto]

ticularly those caused by cracks, consi.sts in wrapping wire

in a double layer around the pipe over the leak. Furnace
cement or Smooth-on is about the most suitable substance

LEAK CLO-^LLY aj with wire

to put on the pipe to fill up the interstices and will serve

to make the layers and pipe one solid mass.

The wire will .strengthen the pipe at the same time and
prevent its bursting. It should be applied as hot as

possible, so that it will not expand after being wrapped
on. If it is put on heated, it will bind tightly on the

pipe when it contracts while cooling and will usually be

found effective.

Clklcsi^o ]!iI®s®-=CS§iSiap) Tool
The hosc-clainp tool illustrated herewith is manufac-

tured by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. and will be

found useful where

an exceptionally tight

joint is required. A
piece of wire is bent

into U-shape over the

block, and the two

ends are inserted over

the loop into holes

in the crosshead and

caught together by a

turn. The distance

between the cross-

head and block is

then increased by the operation of the spiral-throaded

screw. When sufficiently tight, the crosshead is rotated,

binding the ends together which are then cut off.

HOSE CLAMP TOOL

Remarks

:

•By A. P. Com Washington, u. C. in "Power," Mar. 2S.
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An elementary analysis of the principle involved in

the liquid manometer, or U-tube, for niea.suring low

pressure of gases, such as chinmey and furnace draft and
the effect of unequal tube diameters is made by R. S.

Bayard in Power, May 16, lOlG, with particular refer-

ence to the question as to whether it makes any differ-

ence in the accuracy or the method of reading the

instrument if the two glass tubes forming the U are of

the same diameter, or "bore." In experimental work it

often happens that two commercial glass tubes are not of

the same internal diameter, especially if bought at differ-

ent times. The effect of this difference is that the move-

ment of liquid will be greater on one side than on the

other, and this causes uncertaintv in the mind of the

In this calculation the area of the tube enters into the

problem twice—once as a multiplier to get the water

volume and once as a divisor to get the pressure per unit

of area, or per square inch. Thus the area of the tube

cancels out in the calculation of the pressure and the net

re.sult is simply that the pressure pier square inch is the

product of the height of water column supported in

inches, by weight of one cubic inch of water, or P ^ 3 X
0.03606 '= 0.10818 lb. per sq.in., the same as already

found.

The area, or bore, of the tubes therefore has no effect

upon the calculation of pressure when both tubes are of

the same diameter, but what is the effect when the tube

areas are unequal?

Referring to Fig. 2, tube A is %-in. and the open tube

B is but %-in. bore. As before, let the total column of

water supported by the gas pressure be 3 in. The relative

Fig. I.Tube Diameters

Equal

Fig. 2.Tube Dionie+ers

Unequal

Rg 3 Reservoir or Barometer Type.

Practically One Column Reading Only

Fig. 4 Combined Reservoirilnclmed Type

VARIOUS PROPORTIONS AND FORMS OF DRAFT G.\GES COMPARED

observer, and it is surprising how often this question is

raised.

If the two tubes arc of the same diameter, the down-

ward movement on one side must be exactly equaled by

the upward movement on the other side. In Fig. 1 this is

.-hown by a li/^-in. displacement downward at A and a

li/4-in. increase of depth at B, making a total "reading"

of 3 in. water, this being equal to tlie pressure

measured.

The area of a V^-in. bore is 0.196 sq.in., and so the

volume of the water .supported by the gas is 3 X 0.196 =
0.588 cu.in. Tlie weight of a cubic foot of water being

taken at 62.3 lb., tlie weight of a cubic inch will be

0.03606 lb., and the weight of the column supported will

be 0.588 X 0.03606 = 0.02120 lb. This weight being

supported on an area of 0.196 sq.in., the pressure per

square inch will be P = 0.0212 -f- 0.196 = 0.10818 lb.

per sq.in.

downward and upward movements may be obtained by

calculation, l)asing the problem, as before, on the fact that

the volume forced out of A must be added to B. If then,

tube A is y^-m. bore and its area 0.196 .sq.in. and tube B
is %-in. bore and its area 0.11 sq.in., then, if .t is the

depression in tube A, the volume displaced downward is

0.196.r cu.in. Also, as we have assumed the total column
to be 3 in. long, as in the first problem, the sum of the

depression in A and rise in B must be 3 in., so rise in

B nmst be 3 — x and volume added to B must be 0.11

(3 — x) cu.in. But the volume lost by A must equal the

volume gained by B, .so 0.196.r = 0.11 (3 — x), or 0.196.C

= 0.33 — O.llar; so 0.306a: = 0.33 and x = 1.078 in.,

wliich is the depression in A. The rise in B must be, as

stated, 3 — a; = 3 — 1.078 = 1.92 in.

Tlius the water-level movements are unequal, the de-

pression in A being 1.078 in. and tiie rise in B 1.928 in.,

tlie latter being almost double the former.
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Now the pressure represented by the gage may again

be calculated by first figuring the weight of the column

of water. The area of tube B, which is now holding the

water column, is 0.11 sq.in. and the upstanding water

column is, as before, 3 in.; so the volume is 0.11 X 3 =
0.3.'^ cu.in. and the weight of this column is 0.33 X
0.03606 = 0.0118998 lb., and the weight per unit of area,

or pressure per sq.in., is 0.0118998 h- 0.11 = 0.10818 lb.

per sq.in., as in the previous problem.

It makes no difference, therefore, in the result whether

the two tubes are of large or small bore, nor does it aflect

the result if the bore of one tube is greater or less than

that of the other. The only controlling factor is the

height of the column, and the pressure measured is al-

ways the product of the height of the colunni by the

weight of unit volume of the liquid used. If the height

is in inches, the unit weight must be in pounds per cubic

inch and the answer will be in pounds per square inch.

If the height is in feet, the unit weight should be in

pounds per cubic foot and the answer in this case will be

in pounds per square foot.

The application of the foregoing leads to a practical

simplification of the manometer gage. It was observed

that the liquid movement in the larger side of the U was

less than that in the smaller one, but that the total height

of liquid supported will always be the same for the same

pressure and liquid used. It is quite practical to increase

the diameter of the pressure side of the U to such an

extent that the most of the liquid travel will be in the

smaller leg—in fact, so that the movement of the liquid

level in the large leg will be negligible. This makes it

convenient to arrange the "zero point"' at the liquid level

of the large-diameter leg and have the entire movement
of the column, to all pratical purposes, confined to the

smaller-diameter leg, and instead of measuring from two

moving liquid levels, it is necessary only to measure from

the fi.xed zero point to the height of column in the smaller

leg. Of course there is a small error due to movement of

level from zero in the large-diameter leg, but this may be

made so little that it is negligible, so that the instrument

needs to be observed only at one place—the height of the

liquid column in the small tube, ilany commercial forms

of draft gages and some cheap barometers work on this

principle. Fig. 3 shows such an instrument, the total

reading being 29 in., while the corresponding depression

of the "zero" side is only 0.0725 in.

In some cases the draft gage is made on a slant so that

the scale may be much extended for close reading. Hero

the true column of liquid is of course the vertical height

as before, but the scale may be laid out on the diagonal,

or slant, so as to obtain much larger-scale divisions for a

given vertical movement.

This is shown in Fig. 4, it being understood that the

vertical dimension of 3 in. is the true liquid column

heisjht representing the pressure, ju.st as in the previous

case, but that the diagonal .scale is laid off in large divi-

sions so that the scale will read 3 in., even though the

diagonal distance may be three times as great in reality.

This makes it possible to read very .small movements of

the liquid column with accuracy. To be accurate, the

slant of the tube nmst be exactly that for which it was

calibrated and the instrument set level, as the movement

will vary with the slant. Disregarding either introduces

a grave error, and the instrument should be carefully

leveled when set and occasionally checked up with a level.

Roastimg
Among the metallurgical innovations developed by the

staff at the Herculaneum plant of the St. Joseph LK'ad
Co., according to the annual report, the following were
particularly worthy of note:

Careful calculation of the thermal reaction takin;.'

place on the sintering machine and heat ab.sorption data
from a theoretical point led to experiments in roasting
raw matte along with varying quantities of either calcite

or dolomite (chat). From the foregoing, a successful,
efficient and cheap procedure has been developed for

desulphurizing matte. This consists in passing an equal
l)nlk of crushed linierock or chat, thoroughly mixed, over
the sintering machine. The resulting product is an
excellent sinter quite low in sulphur. As the sintering

process, when it can be made to work, is the cheapest
known method of desulphurization, the invention and use
of this process should be of great profit to this company
and of great value to others engaged in similar lines of

work. From a chemical point of view the interesting fact

of this matter is that probably a ferrate of lime is made,
the iron taking its acid valence. On the face of it the

matter looks likei the combining of two bases to make
a fused .salt. Therefore the foregoing explanation looks

reasonable. Whatever the final chemical exjjlanation may
be, the practical results are first-class in every wav.

After an extensive series of tests made with various

mixtures, compositions and suction pressures in a small

experimental apparatus, full-scale tests on the whole

sintering plant at Herculaneum have been made in double

roasters, the object being to get as high a lead tenor

as possible in the final product, with the minimum of

sulphur. This procedure had already been worked out

successfully and commercially elsewhere, using a sinter-

ing machine for preroast and a H. & H. pot to fini.sh

with. The procedure is, therefore, not original. The
resitlts of the tests so far made have been successful, and

it is estimated that the expense of the additional

installation needed to carry the process out on the entire

tonnage of this plant (195,678) would pay for itself in

one year.

:*

In the Anaconda Copper Mining Co.".-^ sal'ety-lirst mag-

azine. The Anode, for May, A. R. Walsh gives the fol-

lowing ten pertinent '"Don'ts" for our old friend the

mule skinner. .

Don't get your animal excited.

Don't ride the door end of a car.

Don't use a short tail chain.

Don't ride an overloaded car.

Don't .iunij) on a moving car.

Don't Idck a switch ; use your hands.

Don't take a chance with a ear that is in bad order.

Don't take a chance with a defective joint ; fix it.

Don't make a fiying switch.

Don't kick a switch from the train.

m
The Coiiiiiiercliil Electrolyte for Iron Production is given

by Oliver W. Storey ("Trans." .\m. Electrochem. Soc, Wash-
ington, D. C, meeting) as loQ grams FeSO, . TH:0, 75 grams
FeCI».4H;0 and 120 grams cNH.):SO. per liter having a spe-

cific gravity ot 1.125 at 20° C. .\mmonium oxalate is used as

an addition agent. The anodes are basic-openhearth steel, and
the cathodes are % to H in. before being pulled.
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The Tamarack Mining Co., Calumet, Mich., for 1915

reports a production of 3,888,150 lb. of refined copper

produced at a c-ost of li.OTc. per lb. and sold for 19.10c.

per lb. Including miscellaneous income the mining profit

vras $78,987. The company also received $230,000 from

the sale of its mill and closed the year with a balance

of $1,204,980 in quick assets. The following is the

statement in part given in the report by the board

:

Tour directors have recently received from G. M. Hyams,
one of the stockholders, a request that the company bring- suit

against the former directors and the ofBcers of the Calumet &
Hecla Mining Co. to recover damages for mismanagement of

your property in former years.

Some months ago a suggestion -svas made that the Calumet
& Hecla might consider a purchase of your company's prop-

erty if an agreement could be reached as to its value. Tour
directors did not consider that they were sufficiently informed
on the question of value, and they therefore employed an ex-

pert mining engineer. W. E. Parnall, who for many years
operated the Tamarack mine and who is thoroughly familiar

with its past history, to examine and report on the value of

your company's property. After investigation at the mine
itself and elsewhere, he has reported a valuation of the as-

sets, other than mineral in the ground, at $4,616,734. from
which should be deducted the company's debts of $349,286.

He considers it impossible to put a value on the mineral
veins, for reasons which will appear later.

Mr. MacN'aughton, the present manager at the mine, has
for some years been of the opinion that it does not pay to

operate it, because the cost of getting copper out of it exceeds
what that copper will sell for, except under the unusual con-

ditions now prevailing. Mr. Parnall does not deny that the

copper to be obtained from Tamarack by the methods now
in use costs on the average more to produce than it will sell

for, but he is of opinion that a different method of mining
would be profitable. In this Mr. MacN'aughton does not agree
with him. Mr. Parnall points out that there is a large body
of Osceola amygdaloid not ready for extraction, which, if de-

veloped, would make a much larger mine than the Tamarack
has ever been, and he regards the ore now undergoing mining
(both conglomerate and amygdaloid) as more properly to be

worked and of more value in connection with the develop-

ment and extraction of the unopened mineral. His conclu-

sion is that if the production were largely increased, it would
be profitable. He declines to set a value on the mineral,

because the veins which he thinks ought to be worked in con-

junction with those now blocked out are not opened up and
cannot be seen and sampled. Air. MacNaughton, on the other

hand, regards the ore now opened up as valuable only to sell

on the present high copper market and all development of the

amygdaloid vein as money thrown away.
The officers of the Calumet & Hecla do not regard the

unopened mineral bodies as of any value, and they do not
think that increasing the production would prove profitable.

The mineral now undergoing e.xtraction is worth something
because of the high price of copper, but they would not care

to consider sub.sequenl mining operations after the ore now
opened up has been taken out. Therefore they place a much
Io\ver value on the machinery and equipment of the mine
than Mr. Parnall does. This value is not susceptible of deter-

mination by experts unless it be first decided whether it is to

be appraised on Mr. Parnall's theory or on Mr. MacNaughton's.
and as there was no prospect of agreement between your
directors and the officers of the Calumet & Hecla as to the
theory to be adopted, no attemi-t has been made to agree upon
a value. Owing to the radical difference of opinion as to the

value of the orebodies and the mine equipment, further Investi-

gation seems necessary before this question can be deter-

mined. It Is fair to say that the officers of the Calumet &
Hecla did not consider It worth while to submit any offer

for your property, because their views as to its value differed

so widely from Mr. I'arnall's, and the negotiations have pro-

ceeded at the request of your directors, who were of opinion

that whatever the offer might be, the stockholders of the

Tamarack were entitled to have it submitted to them for their
consideration. Where Mr. Parnall and Mr. MacXaughton dis-

agreed as to the value of particular assets, other than the
mineral and the mine equipment, the opinion of independent
experts was adopted, and a lump sum was added by the Calu-
met & Hecla for the mine and its equipment. The net result
of the negotiations, which have extended over several months,
is that the Calumet & Hecla offers to purchase all the assets
of the Tamarack company, except its holdings of Mineral
Range R.R. stock, for $3,563,4S6, and to assume and pay the
existing debts of the Tamarack company. This means $59
a share to Tamarack stockholders. This offer is conditional
upon the sale and delivery of the Tamarack property being
completed by June 1, 1916.

It is agreed on all hands that the present method of min-
ing cannot continue long and that it would be unprofitable
except for the present high price of copper. The only prac-
tical alternative is to expand the production in order to reduce
the cost. Mr. Parnall is of opinion that this can be done
provided additional heads of stamps can be procured and
the necessary money is forthcoming.

The Copper Ranire Co., Houghton. Mich., reports a net in-

come of $3,564,762 from the operations of its mines and rail-

road during 1915. after deducting $1,854,324 for one-half the
profits on the Champion mine, which goes to the St. Mary's
Mineral Land Co. A. dividend of $3 per share, amounting to

$1,182,003, was paid. The following table gives costs and
profits for the year:

COSTS AND PROFITS
Production, Cost Price

1915 Lb. per Lb. Profits Received
Baltic 12,028,947 9.50c. J949.965.40 17.4c.
Trimountain 8,302,896 9.52c. 654,746.52 17.4c.
Champion, one-half... 16,703,799 6.30c. 1,854,524.52 17.4c.

Copper Range Co 37,035,642 S.06c. $3,459,236.44 17.4c.

The Copper Range Co., which has succeeded the Copper
Range Consolidated, now holds 99,990 shares of stock of the
Baltic Mining Co., 99,353 shares of the Trimountain Mining
Co., 96,500 shares of the Atlantic Mining Co., 50,000 shares of
the Champion Copper Co. and 42.443 shares of the Copper
Range Railroad Co. stock. The company has paid $15,168,749

in dividends to date. The average yield of fine copper per ton
of rock stamped for the last 10 years is 22.50 lb. per ton. Dur-
ing the same period the cost has averaged 9.8c. per lb., and
the average selling price was 15.1c. per lb. In 1915 the cost

of producing copper was 8.06c. per lb. on a production of 37,-

035,642 lb. An average of 17.4c. per lb. was received in 1915
for copper.

The Mines Compnny of America, operating the El Rayo,
the Dolores, Creston Colorada, La Dura and Grand Central
Verde mines in Chihuahua and Sonora, Mexico, reports total

receipts for 1915 amounting to $955,953, and expenses for

mining and milling of $884,916. leaving an operating profit of
$71,037. Interest receipts amount to $8,909, making a total

income from operations $79,946. General expenses and taxes
were $31,400, leaving a net profit for 1915 of $48,546. The
company closed the year with current and working assets of

$732,089, and current and working liabilities of $56,358, leav-

ing a net balance of quick assets of $675,731. There Is also

a claim of $392,859 against the Mexican Government on ac-

count of the war losses. In the Dolores mine. 2,838 ft. of de-
velopment work was performed on and above the 500-ft.

level. At present the 600 and the 700 levels are In the water.

The following table shows the ore reserves as estimated on
hand Jan. 1, 1916:

Assay Value Total
per Ton Value

$1.') 94 SI,.'>93,015.00
14 21 175,1)78,00

Tons

Ore in place 114,298
Broken ore stored in stopes 12,365

Total 120,663 $14 00 »I,708,693.0O

Values are based on $20 per oz. for gold and 50c. per oz.

for silver.

The milling plant was not operated In 1915. A general
summary of ore reserves for all the properties operated by
the Mines Company shows a total of 418,016 tons of ore esti-

mated to contain $4,414,393 In recoverable mineral.
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The Utah Consolidated Mining Co., Bingham Canon, Utah,
reports for the year 1915 that 207,119 tons of copper ore and
65.129 tons of lead ore were mined which yielded 8,836,091
lb copper, 17,777,604 lb. lead, 370,985 oz. silver and 19,387
oz. gold. Profits for the year were $1,128,122. During the
year 1915 the company purchased the Bingham Copper Boy
group of copper claims which has an area of 141.6 acres and
adjoins the Utah Consolidated Mining Co.'s property on the
north. It is stated that this ground has no developed ore,
but has a fair prospective value. Ore reserves are estimated
to contain 266,700 tons of copper ore, averaging 1.907^ copper.
0.05 oz. gold, 0.69 oz. silver; and 43,500 tons of lead ore
averaging 16.21% lead, 0.04 oz. gold, 4.96 oz. silver and 0.70%
copper. The company received $24,750 in dividends from its

holdings in the Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

:*;

The Centennial Copper Mining Co., Calumet, Mich., reports
a production of 2,347.500 lb. of refined copper for 1915 and a
mining profit of $142,439. There was also an income of $106.-
044 from the sale of 33,836 shares of the L. M. S. & R. Co.
The following table gives results for the last four years:

1912 1913 1914 1915
Tons of rock treated 106,517 85.443 138,136 150,191
Cost of mining, transpor-

tation, stamping and
taxes per ton of rocl{. . . $1.9202 $2,179 $1,838 $1,753

Pounds of mineral obtained 2.567,385 2,324,040 3,311.780 3,029,880
Product of refined copper. 1,742,338 1,612,262 2,287,130 2,347,500
Per cent, of refined copper

in mineral 67.86 69.37 69.06 77.48
Pounds of refined copper
per ton of roclc treated. 16.36 18.87 16.56 15.63

Cost per pound:
Mining expense 11.74c. 11.55c. 11.10c. 11.21c.
Construction 0.00c. 0.00c. 0.00c. 0.00c.
Smelting, freight, com-

mission. Eastern office
and all other charges 1.32c. 1.37c. 1.11c. 1.16c.

Interest 0.40c. 0.46c. 0.35c. 0.08c.

Total cost per pound
refined copper 13.46c. 13.3Sc. 12.56c. 12.45c.

of the rock hoisted in 1912 1.04% was discarded as waste,
in 1913. 5.987^, in 1914. 0.67%, in 1915, 0.92%. The company
ended the year with $273,118 balance of quick assets.

The Champion Copper Co., Painesdale, Mich., reports for
1915 profit of $3,709,049 from a production of 33,407,599 lb. of
refined copper, which was sold at an average of 17.4c. per lb.

Dividends aggregating $3,100,000 were paid, and a balance of
$1,815,868 in quick assets was on hand at the end of the year.
To date the company has disbursed $11,500,000 in dividends.
A three-year summary of operations is given herewith:

Rock Copper Yield Cost
Stamped, Produced, per per Price Net

Tons Lb. Ton, Lb. Lb. Received Profits
1913 421,849 12,080.594 28.64 10.71c. 14.89c. $504,767.61
1914 614,854 15.807,206 25.71 9.21c. 13.38c. 658,175.99
1915 923,743 33,407,599 36.17 6.30c. 17.40c. 3,709,049.02

The average yield for 10 years is 25.68 lb. per ton; the
average cost per lb., 8.7Sc.; and the average selling price.

15.17c. It is stated that openings made during the year
sho'w an average grade of ore. A large area of ground was
opened between Nos. 2 and 3 shafts in what was previously
supposed to form the foot wall. A total of 943,793 tons of
rock was hoisted, of which 2.12% was discarded in sorting.
During the year 220,920 cu.yd. of sand was used for filling.

The Mary Mnrphy Gold Mining Co., Cripple Creek. Colo.,

reports a total profit of $281,196 for 1915, out of which bond
interest of $13,660 was paid, the balance credited to profit and
loss account. The entire milling plant was operated through-
out the year on the basis of 175 tons daily. The following
table gives details of ore and mill products shipped for 1915:

Tons Value
Lead 1,925.31 $168,483.60
Iron-copper 1,741.32 43,470.31
Zinc 4.700.36 327.570.10

Company concentrates 8,366.99 $539,524.01
Company bullion (ounces) 49.73 613.83
Company crude ore 2,642.49 61.075.79
Tributers' crude ore 1.830.12 38,931.28

It is stated that fiotation tests have been successful and
that a large part of the profits for the year may be credited
to the successful development of this method of treatment.
Ore reserves are estimated at 12.100 tons broken in the mine
of which 12.000 tons was milling ore. It is estimated that
the mill ore will net $125,000 and the shipping ore $3,000. It

is stated that other reserves are sufficient to operate the mill
jL.t its present capacity for six months and perhaps for a
year. Development work consisted of 4.401 ft. of drifts, 1.170

ft. of crosscuts and 1,677 ft. of raises, at an average cost of

$7,22 per ft. The mine produced 60.500 tons of ore at an
operating expense of $5.56 made up of mining, $3.20; milling,
$1.99; tramways, 12c., and general expense, 25c. There is set
aside for the acquisition or development of new property
$110,000.

m
The Wallaroo & Moonta MInlne and Smeltlne Co^ Adelaide,

South Australia, in the 26th Annual Report for the year ended
Dec. 31. 1915, shows profits for the year, after making pro-
vision for State and Federal income tax. of £12.165, and roy-
alty on mining leases. £1,414, were £168,085. Dividends to the
amount of £60.000 were paid during the year. The balance
now standing to credit of profit and loss account is £163.321.

The Wallaroo mines produce 58,551 net tons of ore, which
average 9.58% copper. The Moonta mines produce 7,994 net
tons of ore, which average 16.82% copper.

The cementation plant at Moonta mines produced 938 net
tons of precipitate, which averaged 73.07% copper.

The Wallaroo smelting works treated during the year the
following ore and precipitates: Wallaroo mines ore, 57,839
tons; Moonta mines ore, 7,902 tons; sundry purchased ore,
641 tons; Moonta mines precipitate, 1.025 tons; total. 67,470.

From this was produced 7,653 tons of refined copper; 3.027
oz. of fine gold; and 2,884 oz. of silver, 996 fine. The produc-
tion of sulphuric acid was 5,966 tons at a cost of 20s. 7%d. per
ton. The manufacture of bluestone has been discontinued.

The Silver King Consolidated Mining Co., Park City, Utah,
for year ended Feb. 1. 1916, disbursed $255,032 in dividends
and closed the year with cash and liquid assets amounting to
$232,644. as compared with a balance of $210,471 on Feb. 1,

1915. The mine produced 13,719 tons of ore, the net receipts
from which amounted to $519,478, yielding a net return of
S37.87 per ton against $34.74 for 1914. The gain per ton was
principally due to the increased prices for lead. The follow-
ing table gives the output and dividends of the company since
its incorporation:

Dry Oz. Lb.
Tear Tons Lb. Lead Silver Oz. Gold Copper Net Value

To Feb. 1,

1913 ... 612 461,830 27,813 55.111 9,656 $27,143.36
Tear end-
ed Feb.
1, 1914.. 609 316,434 22,319 39.700 6.343 19.846.81

Year end-
ed Feb.
1. 1915.. 9,987 5,593,786 503,784 513.763 257,912 346.990.40

Year end-
ed Feb.
1, 1916.. 13, 719 7.843,139 652,076 605.214 411.086 519.478.42

Totals. .24.927 14.215.1S9 1.205,992 1.213.788 684,997 $814,856.52
Dividends to Feb. 1, 1913
Year ended Feb. 1, 1914 •$308 79117
Year ended Feb. 1, 1915 251032 75
Year ended Feb. 1. 1916 255,032.60

Total $814,856.52
•Derived from judgment paid by co-tenant.

Underground costs for 14,351 tons amounted to $2.59 per
t»n. Prospecting work cost $6.75 per ft. The development
work consisted of 10,787 ft. of drifts.

W.

The Alloaez Copper Co., Calumet. Mich., during 1915 pro-
duced 10,043,459 lb. of copper at a profit of $924,680. Divi-
dend payments amounted to $200,000. leaving a net balance
of quick assets of $963,811. The following tables gives com-
parative results for the last four years:

1912 1913 1914 1915

Tons of rocli treated 33;?,61S 236,663 3^,457 534,705
Cost of mining, trans-

portation, stamping
and taxes per ton of
rocic SI 613 $1 6S7 $1583 $1365

Pounds of mineral ob-
tained 8,787,120 6,640,000 9.40S.470 14,506.440

Pounds of refined copper
produced 5,525,455 4,091,129 6,056.548 10,043.159

Per cent, of refineti copper
in mineral 62.88 6161 64 37 69 23

Pounds refined copper per
ton of rocic treated . 16 56 17 29 17 09 IS "S

Cost per pound:
Mining expense 9 74c. 9 76c. 9 26c. 7 27c.
Construction. 100c. 16c. 00c. 19c.

Smelting, freigiit, commis-
sion, eastern office and
all other charges 1 87c. 1 94c. 1 S3c. 1 S4c.

Interest paid 31c. 23c. CH'c. 01c.

Total cost per pound
refined copper 13.52c. 12 09c. 11 . ISc. 9 31c.

In 1915 of the rock hoisted 0.189% was discarded by sort-

ing, as compared with 0.484% In 1914, 1.269% in 1913 and
1.868% in 1912. No. 1 shaft has now reached a total depth
of 3,544 ft. and the bottom of No. 2 shaft is now 3,407 ft. from
the surface. A total of 4,S5S ft. of development work was done.
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The RoIIinger Gold Mines, Lt<L, Timmins, ©nt., report
shows that since the beg-inning' of 1912 and to the end of 1915
$4,170,000 has been paid in dividends, and ?9. 304. 000 recovered
from 728.000 tons of ore milled. The capital assets of tlie

company have been increased during the year by expenditure
for plant of $314,707 and for development work of perma-
nent character of $3,923 and expenditures for deferred de-
velopment of $95,336, including the cost of breaking 35,000

tons of ore in excess of that removed. Current assets show an
increase of cash on hand from $370,468 to $429,487. Ore re-

serves have increased from 1,162,960 tons, valued at $13,35S,-

420 on Dec. 31, 1914. to 1,600,800 valued at $16,031,600. Since
1911, 2,327.792 tons out of an estimated gross value of $25.-

810.383 have been blocked, and 726,992 tons having a gross
value of $9,778,783 removed. The average value of all ore
removed to date has been $13.45 per ton. The average value
of the estimated ore reserve at the end of the year stood at
$10.02 per ton, as compared with $11.49 at the beginning of
1915. The principal work of the year consisted in mining and
milling 334,750 tons of ore having a gross value of $3,384.-

666 and an average value of $10.11 per ton. Exclusive of
taxes and depreciation an actual working profit of $6.16 per
ton was made. Gross profits amounted to $2,063,466 an in-

crease of $276,787 over the previous year. Gold bullion was
valued at $3,169,813 an increase of $480,459 in spite of the
lower grade treated, the comparative values having been
$13.67 per ton in 1914 as against $10.11 per ton in 1915. This
difference was compensated for somewhat by a reduction of
$1.23 per ton in the working costs. After making deductions
for depreciation, etc.. and the payment of dividends amount-
ing to $1,560,000 there was $351,466 carried to surplus.

Oroville Dredjiing:, Ltd.. the California operating company
of the Oroville Dredging Co.. Ltd., operated two dredges dur-
ing the year ended July 31, 1915, on the west side of the
Feather River, according to the report just issued. The
gross bullion return of the dredges was $228,594, from 55.97

acres of ground. The net profit by dredging was $114,303,

and the profit from the company's other producing unit in

California, the Boston Machine Shop Co., was $8,525, making
a total net operating gain of $122,828. Besides this the com-
pany has investments amounting to over one million dollars,

most of which is represented in S% income notes of Pato
Mines (Colombia). Ltd.

For dismantlement of California dredges $20,000 was writ-
ten off during the year. A block of 4.35 acres, being the
ground unworked by the old Exploration No. 1 dredge which
sank Feb. 25, 1913. was dredged by the Natomas Co.. of Cali-

fornia, under an agreement whereby Oroville received one-half
of the net proceeds, amounting to $1,514. The machinery on
both No. 3 and No. 4 dredges is in good condition, and by using
precaution the company expects to be able to prevent or re-

tard decay of the hulls until all of the available ground is

worked out.

The average depth dug by the Oroville dredges in 1915
was 28.4 ft., the average daily yardage 3,520 and the re-

turn per cu.yd. 8. 89c. The total dredging cost was 4.45c.. and
the net operating profit 4.44c. per cu.yd. The expenses were
subdivided as follows: Labor and material (operating), 1.46c.

per cu.yd.; electric power, 0.82c.; water, O.OSc; repairs, 1.60c.;

smelting and express charges, 0.04c.; management, 0.27c.;

taxes and insurance, 0.18c.; total, 4.45c. per cu.yd. Of the
dredging expenses, labor and material amounted to 32.8%, and
rei)airs amounted to 36%. The power expense was 18.3% of
the total. The yardage, yield and net profit per acre last

year were as follows: 45,911 cu.yd.; yield, $4,084; expenses,
$2,042; net profit, $2,042 per acre. The two dredges operated
87.5% of the possible time during the operating season.

The Ulnehani MIneH Co. of Suit Lake reports a net income
of $197,923 for 1915, of which $102,458 was dividends received
on the Eagle and Blue Bell Mining Co. stock. The Dalton
and Lake group of mines was operated the entire year, while
the Commercial for reasons was shut down Sept. 1. The fol-

lowing table is a statement of the ore shipped to the Salt

Lake valley smelters:

Freight
Smelting
Stimpling Net

and Smeltor
Mine Dry Tons Gross Value Assaying Returns

D&LLead 6,419.804 »10."),227.58 »29,82.i.20 t7.i.402 :t8

DALCoppcr 25,798 858 149,929 01 42,830.77 107,092 24

Coml. Copper

Total 44,975.187 $296,617.45 884,174.76 $212,442

Total mrtnl content* were; 3,399 oz. gold, 188,216 oz. silver, 2,244,078
Uaci, 1,221,219 lb. copper.

The Eagle and Blue Bell Mining Co., produced 26,744 tons
of ore having a gross value of $492,488 which was shipped to
the smelters. The net smelter returns were $280,135 after
deducting $212,353 for freights, smelting, sampling and as-
saying. The metal contents of this ore consisted of 1.2SS oz.

gold. 441,263 oz. silver, 8,275,734 lb. of lead and 3,806 lb. of
copper. The net gain from mining operations, as shown by
the report, was $150,392.

The Daly-Jndge Mining Co., Park City, Utah, reports a
profit of $538,755 for 1915 and dividend payments of $300,000.
The mill treated 63,935 tons of ore which produced 10,828 tons
of lead concentrates and 7.169 tons of zinc concentrates. The
ratio of concentration was 5.8 to 1 of lead concentrates and 3.5

to 1 of all products combined. The mill was operated 539
eight-hour days with an average capacity of 357 dry tons
per 24 hours. The slime settling plant has been installed
in connection with oil flotation plant. The following gives
details of production for the Daly-Judge Mining Co.: Crude
ore sold. 5.809 tons; ore concentrated. 63.935 tons; total ore
extracted, 69,744 tons.

AVER.^GE VALUE OF ORE .\ND CONCENTRATES, PER TON
Per Per Per Per

Oz. Oz. Cent. Cent. Cent. Cent. Sold
Tons Silver Gold Lead Copper Zinc Iron For

Crude 5,809 30 32 0.034 17 73 1 86 10 82 7.67 $23 93
Lead concen-

trates 10,82S 3172 03 38 57 118 9 93 15 01 38.26
Zinc concen-

trates 7,169 17 41 015 3 77 44,46 6.08 68.08

Output Since Incorporation.

Oz. Oz. Lb. Lb. Lb.
Silver Gold Lead Zinc Copper

To 1915 4.977,485 11,138 22 103,647.108 77,162,053 2,512,434
1915 644,935 642.00 10,954.273 9,775,097 472,441

Totals 5,622,420 11,800 22 116,601,.381 86,937,150 2,984,873

Total receipts from ore sales to 1915 were $5,441,420 and
dividends were $855,000; during 1915 the ore sales and divi-

dends were $1,041,413 and $300,000 respectively.

The Nipis.slns Mines Co., Cobalt, Ont., Canada, for 1915 re-
ports total production of 4,097,391 oz. of silver valued at $2,-

222,256. Net receipts were $1,441,427. Dividends for the year ag-
gregated $1,200,000. Based upon the production of 4,097,391 oz.

and 77.904 tons milled, the cost per ton of ore was $10,023 and
per ounce of silver $0.1906. Details of these costs are given
in the following table:

Hydraulicking
Diamond drilling

Development and exploration
Sloping
Assaying and engineering
Administration and office

Boarding house and crmp maintenance.
Insurance and taxes ...

General and legal

High grade mill
Low grade mill
Depreciation
Marketing product
Corporation, N. Y. office and traveling.

Per Ton Per Oz.
Ore Silver

SO 530 $0 0101
.017 .0003

1.331 .0291
1.314 ,0250
.113 .0021
.353 .0067
.109 ,0021
.328 .0062
.209 .0040
.646 .0123

3.877 .0737
.780 .0148
.498 .0095
.157 .00.30

I rents and interests .

Total cost of production $10 023 $0.1906

The total cost of production was 35.1% of the gross value
of production. The Nipissing mine has produced from the

date of its organization 41,209,238 oz. of silver having a gross
value, including cobalt, nickel and arsenic paid for, of $23,-

428,184. For this production the company has received $22.-

158,065 from the smelters, and has paid dividends aggregating
$13,740,000, including that declared Dec. 13, 1915, but not pay-
able until 1916.

In surface prospecting. 111 acres were hydraulicked at a
cost of $372.08 per acre. There were 445,653 cu.yd. remove']
from an average depth of 2.49 ft. The cost per cubic yar^l

was 9.27c.. made up of: Labor, 4.S3c., power, 3.98c. and sup-
plies. 0.46c. The average pressure at the nozzle was 136 lb.

Ore reserves are estimated at 182,748 tons, to contain 8,-

921. 71S oz. of silver. The average price received for silver

was 50.06c. per oz. Costs were reduced from $11.60 to $10.02

per ton of ore and from 19.S0c. to 19.06c. per oz. of silver.

The Report of the MnHun Vnlley Mlnen Co., Terrlngton.
Nev., for the year ended Dec. 31, 1915. shows that, since

discontinuing operations In October, 1914, It has not been con-
sidered for the best Interest of the comjiany to resume mining
and .<<meltlnB operations until such time as a sutllclent and
satisfactory supply of other ores could be arranged for so as

to derive the greatest benefit from the Mason Valley ores.
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While negotiations with this object in view are still in prog-
ress, nothing definite can be stated now as to the probable
outcome. During- 1915, engineers employed by the company
have canvassed the districts tributary to the smeltery, and
have kept in touch with all new mining developments there-
in. This work is still being carried on and, as a result, some
properties have been optioned and are being prospected and
investigated.

The company's properties are being kept in good condi-
tion and ready for resumption of operations. The organiza-
tion for this purpose has been reduced to a minimum. The
copper unsold at Dec. 31, 1914, was sold early in the year at
prices which realized $15,70.5 in excess of the inventory value
after deducting all commissions, delivery charges, freight, re-
nning, and all other operating charges not determined and
paid Dec. 31, 1914.

In 1915 the funds of the company were invested in bonds,
which on sale netted a profit of $153,415. The funds have
since been invested in bonds, which return a good rate of in-

terest. The sinking-fund requirements for 1913 were complied
with by the cancellation of '49 of the company's $500 bonds,
which have been purchased for $12,337, resulting in a profit

to the company of $12,162.

Charges to profit and loss account for the year includes
$5,446 on account of reduction in prices on inventory of min-
ing and smelting supplies, depreciation on plant of $74,193,
and a reserve for possible loss in accounts receivable, or other
claims, $10,000. Net profits for the year amounted to $974.
Together with profits of $12,16S on account of redemption of
the company's bonds makes a total addition to surplus ac-
count of $13,143.

The North Star Mines Co. of Grass Valley, Calif., for 1915
reports a gross production from the North Star mine amount-
ing to $1,089,750. Operating expenses amounted to $525,984,
and there was spent for development $103,895, leaving a
profit of $459,906. The company spent $181,935 for property
purchase and improvements, leaving a balance of $277,971.
Dividends amounting to $250,000 were paid. The company
operated the Champion mine at a loss of $111,175, in addition
to which $17,448 was expended for property purchase and $15,-

250 for improvements, resulting in a total deficit of $143,873.
The production of the North Star mine was derived chiefly

from the 3,400-, 4,000- and 4,400-ft. levels and was obtained
from 117,906 tons of rock mined and delivered to the mills.

Of this 8,046 tons was sorted out as waste, leaving 109,860
tons of ore crushed, which yielded an average of $9.92 per

In addition to operating expenses there was spent $139,333 for
replacing the mill which was destroyed by fire in 1914 and
$144,036 for an Interest in the Lake Milling, Smelting and Re-
fining Co, After these expenditures the net increase In cur-
rent assets during 1915 was $214,709. The following table
gives comparative results for the last 4 years:

1912 1913 1914 191.5

Tons of rock treated 531,105 314,679 474,349 6*0,270
Cost of mining, transpor-

tation, stamping and
taxes per ton of rock . $1.54 $2 12 $149 $1.45

Pounds of mineral ob-
tained 11.461,410 5,889,000 9,451.115 13.727,832

Pounds of refined copper
produced 8,1R6.957 .4,158,548 6,601,235 9,342,106

Per cent, of refined copper
in mineral 7143 70.64 69.85 68.05

Pounds refined copper per
ton of rock treated ... . IS.

4

13.2 13.9 13.7
Cost per pound:

Mining expense 10.01c. 16 07c. 10.67c. 10.56c.
Construction 0.20e. 73c. 53c. 1.50c.
No. 7 Shaft 0.15c. 0.27c. 00c. 0.33c.
Shaft "A" and explora^

tions 05c. 01c. 0.00c. 0.00c.
Unwatering Huron mine.. 08c. 10c. 0.05c. 0.04c.
Reopening No. 1 shaft . 0.00c. 0.00c. 13c. 0.23c.
Smelting, freight, com-

missions, eastern office,

etc 1.31c. 1.53c. 1.46c. 2 06c.
Interest 0.09c. 10c. 0.21.. 0.22c.

Total cost per lb. re-
fined copper 11.89c. 18.81c. 13 05c. 14,94c.

The above cost of 14.94c. per lb. for 1915 includes extra-
ordinary expenses during the year equal to about 2c. per lb.

Of the total rock hoisted the following percentages were
discarded as waste: 1912, 14.7'/,; 1913, \oA^c : 1914, 12.4%;
1915, IS.C^c. The first unit in the new mill was placed in

commission June 7, 1915. The second unit was started July
9. and the third Aug. 26. The mill has been in continuous
operation since completed and is handling 2,000 tons daily.

Si

The St. Joseph Lead Co., Bonne Terre, Mo., reports a com-
bined net income of $2,853,863 for 1915. Dividends amount-
ing to $854,980 were paid. The average price received for

lead at East St. Louis for the year was $90 a ton as com-
pared with $74 for the previous year. The output of pig
lead at the smeltery was 84,356 tons as compared with 77,404

tons produced in 1914. The following table gives details of

income of the St. Joseph and subsidiary companies for 1915:

The Bonne Terre division mined 589,422 tons of ore, of

which 135,042 tons were mined from an area of 2.51 acres of

Mississippi Bonne Terre St. Francois
,. Consolidation ^ St. Josepn Uoe Run River & Bonne Farming County

Total Eliminations Lead Co. Lead Co. Terre Ry. & Cattle Co. Railroad Co.

Net profit from operations. . . $4,293,428.62 $2,160 934.20 $1,740,284.87 $333,154.98 $30,870.42 $18,184.15
Other income 108,931.68 $802,418.25 681,620.19 100,579.75 125,038.04 4.111.95

Gross income $4,392,360.30 $802,418.25 $2,842,554.39 $1,840,864.62 $458,193.02 $34,982.37 $18,184.15
Income charges 902,395.84 230,748.05 660,341.97 308,283.90 135,902.30 14,353.82 14,261.90

Net income for the year. $3,489,964.46 $571,670.^0 $2,182,212.42 $1,532,580.72 $322,290.72 $20,628.55 $3,922.25
Profit and loss charges (less

credits) 636,100.94 618,905.74 228,473.89 245.406.63 481.52 219.06

Surplus for the period. . . $2,853,863.52 $571,670.20 $1,563,306.68 $1,761,054.61 $76,884.09 $20,147.03 $4,141.31

ton. The average cost for operating was $4.79 per ton and virgin ground. The balance was mined from areas previously
95c. for development expenses, making a total of $5.74 and worked, covering an area of 5.06 acres. The total area mined
leaving a profit of $4.18 per ton. for the year was 7.57 acres, which produced an average of 77,-

Of the total production 80.37 7c was obtained by amalgama- 862 tons per acre, giving an average yield in concentrater of
tion and 19.63% was recovered by cyanidation. It is esti- 3,041 tons of metallic lead per acre.

mated that 97.4% of the total gold and silver contents of the The Leadwood division mined a total of 489.285 tons of
ore was recovered. The following table gives the detailed ore. Of this 485,002 tons was mined from virgin area of
cost per ton mined and per ton crushed: 10.72 acres. The remaining tonnage came from 0.15 acres

Per Ton Per Ton which had been previously worked. The production per acre
Mined Crushed mined was 45,021 tons yielding in concentrate 2.292 tons of

Mining S2 822 83.023 metallic lead per acre.
Milling .478 512 The Doe Run mines produced 1.045.916 tons of ore. of which

M^nintenalice. .,........!!!!!!!!!!! ^ ^ !!!!! 1 ! ^ ! ! !033 035 895,539 tons was mined from virgin area of 16.18 acres. The
Bullion .026 .028 remaining tonnage was mined from ground previousy worked
Miscellaneous. 288 .308 covering an area of 3.12 acres. The production equaled 54.192
.'NOW X ork Omce . 150 .IttO . .,,. . **«,-«- *
Taxpg 244 262 tons of ore per acre, yielding in concentrate 2,1(9 tons of
Accident and benefit 084 000 metallic lead per acre. The following table gives a summary

J14
of tons of ore milled, concentrates produced, tons of lead

Less sundry receipts 014 015 content and average yield of ore in metallic lead:
Net operating expenses. $4 469 $4. 787 Tons Average Yield
Development Expenses: Tons Ore Tons Con- Lead Lb. Lead

North .Star mine (9,988 ft.) 882 940 Division Milled centrales Content per Ton Ore
.Total operating and development H 'i!i\ *M?^ Bonne Terre 592,687 37,033 23,146 7S.7

^"='<' 9 2o9 9.919 Leadwood 490,283 36,973 24,971 lOl.S
^ Doe Run 1,044.363 62,373 42,003 S0.4
W.

The Isle Royale Copper Co.. Houghton, Mich., reports a 2,127,333 136,379 90,120 S5.0

production of 9,342,106 lb. of copper during 1915, sold at an The power plants of the St. Joseph and Doe Run Lead
average of 18.36c. per lb. Silver sales amounted to $38,973, companies on a basis of 34.359,458 kw.-hr. showed a power
making total receipts $1,754,224. Expenses for operation to- cost of 0.77c. per kw.-hr. The power consumption was equiva-
talled $1,255,947, leaving a profit of $498,277 for the year. lent to about 1C.3 kw.-hr. per ton of ore mined and milled.
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ORE BINS AT HEAD OF COLORADO JIIXIXG CO.'S MILL THL ilLXE TLMBEK YARD OF THE COLORADO MINING CO.

COLORADO MINING CO.'S OPERATIONS AT AROROY. MASBATE. PHILIPFINB ISLANDS
Fo. 8 opencut, No. 1 level of the mine The 175-ton, 20-stamp, all-slime cyanide mill
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TUBA NO. in, ALL-STKKT- 'Kil.n I 1 :l';i >i ;I0, HAMMDNTuX, I'AMlv. I;i:anV 1- oi; LAUXCHIX' ;

A large congregation of spectators at the ceremony. This photograph sliows everything ready tor the moment of launching

LAUNCHING YUBA NO. 15 GOLD DREDGE AT HAMMONTON. CALIF.

This is a 17-cu.ft., bucket-elevator, California-type dredge, built by the Yuba Construction Co., MarysvlUe. Calif., and
launched in the Yuba Basin field on Mar. 26, 1916. The launching was performed with considerable ceremony. This
machine is the largest gold dredge in existence, as far as is known. Its bucket line is deslgnedi to dig a total of 80 ft.

below the water level. The hull is 165 ft. long, 6S ft. wide, 11 ft. 6 in. deep and weighs 1,700.000 lb. It is a noteworthy
addition to the already large fleet of California gold-recovering dredges
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Wlhi5^ thi® Metrac S^^steina?

The editorial, "Beware the Metric-System Movement !"

appearing in the Journal of Apr. 15, calls attention to

a state of affairs that should awaken keen interest on

the part of the engineering profession. Strong opposi-

tion should be aroused to the measure which it is proposed

to "railroad" through Congress, making the adoption

of the metric system corapulsor\% and deferred action

secured until there should prove to be a more widespread

demand for such a movement than now appears to be

the case.

However, few persons in technical callings can fail

to see the superiority that a decimal system of measure-

ment and computation would have over the use of units

liaving vulgar-fractional parts. It is with this conception

that the writer undertakes to present through your

columns some ideas and suggestions pointing to what
he considers a practical method of adapting our present

system of weights and measures to a decimal notation.

Fortunately, the civil and mining engineers, in their

surveying and mapping, have adopted a decimal system

liy dividing the foot into tenths, hundredths and thou-

sandths on their tapes and level rods. But whenever

this branch is called upon to lay out structural work
of an}' kind, the members are "up against it," for the

mechanical brandies still make their measurements and

draw their plans by using the inch with its vulgar-

fractional parts.

In field work there is nothing that gives a stronger

liability to error than the use of blueprints marked in

feet and inches, and quarters, eighths and sixteenths of

an inch. These plans are often drawn by mechanical

draftsmen who have never had any field experience in

laying out work, and the dimensions are frequently given

in such a way that numerous calculations in the field

are necessary, often under stress when a force of men
are lying idle until the work shall have been laid out

for them. I have frequently marked new dimensions

in red pencil on blueprints, and sometimes changed them

to decimal fractions of a foot, especially when only a

tape in feet and hundredths was available, in order to

avoid the nerve-racking delay occasioned by poorly

dimensioned plans.

These considerations have lead me to the conclusion

that a decimal system for measurements and drawings

may be adopted and successfully applied to all of the

branches of engineering, and under it our plans and

maps would be so drawn that the metric or any other

Fvstem could be simply used in scaling them. Tlie foot

is a convenient unit of linear measurement and is

applied in every branch in this country. It would

therefore be best to retain the foot and abolish inches

and their vulgar-fractional parts, substituting in their

stead, tenths, Iiun<lredtlis and thousandths of a foot.

The chain, pole and link are becoming obsolete in land

measurement, and fiet and tenths are used instead. The

mile has an even thiimI,,!- ,.r fcrt, ii>: dois -^„ mile, wliilo

iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiira^

iJrj- and j-^ mile work out to feet and even decimals.

It is unfortunate that our unit of land area, the acre,

M-hich equals 43,560 sq.ft., is not a perfect square.

However, by dividing it by 10 a perfect square is secured

whose side is 66. It might be of advantage to adopt this

as the unit of land measurement. It is just a trifle less

than 0.25 hectare of the metric system.

The idea of adopting a standard system of scaling for

niajis occurred to me several years ago, when I was in

the emjjloy of a mining company as resident engineer.

We used a scale in which the foot was divided into 300
])arts, each part representing a foot on the mine maps

—

that is, the map was made ^g^ natural scale, or 25 ft.

to the inch. We made a large general surface map and
adopted a scale of ^^^ which was yV that of the mine
maps, or 250 ft. to the inch. There is a six-faced scale

made and in use, on which the faces are divided into

TTTiT' T^F' rh^ TBTT' Th ^^^ TT^ 0^ » foot. It was this

scale we used on our maps instead of the ordinary

engineer's scale divided into ^, -^, ^, ^, -^ and ^.'^

of an inch, and there are strong reasons for making
this the standard. In an article published in Engineering
Xeirs, Aug. 18, 1910, I suggested the adoption of this

system of scaling in the following words: "In this con-

nection, the writer would suggest that it should be tlie

practice among engineers to use this scaling system on

map work, as it gives the map distances in decimal ratios

to field distances and makes it simple to convert them
into the metric scale."

The United States Geological Survey uses a similar

system, their quadrangles being drawn to a scale of

TTSinnj' autl having on their margin a scale in miles

and one in kilometers; T^-gVinr •'^ Ths '•^ the ^-J^- scale

suggested as the standard, and each small division on

that scale would represent 250 ft. on the Geological maps.

This system, then, would work out admirably for all

map work. It is extensively used by the English and,

perhaps to a less extent, is in use in this country.

In considering a decimal system to be proposed for

adoption by mechanical and electrical engineers and

arcliitects, I feel tiiat I am perhaps treading on dangerous

ground, for I know they are more strongly averse to a

change of system than the other branches. And justly

so, probably, for their plans, patterns and standard

machine parts are based on the use of that miserable

little scientific enemy, the inch. However, I am going

to suggest a system that I lielieve would jirove entirely

practicable and would fit in excellently with that which

has been suggested for adoption by engineers engaged

in surveying and nuipping.

My idea would be to have the architect's scale, which

is""used in most mechanical drawings, divided into ^.

A' ^Vt A' bV ^^^ TtV "f »• foot, and divide each of

the end divisions on each face into tentlis and fractions,

as the architect's scale now in use is divided into

twelfths on the end divisions. The -j^ scale would he

halfwav between the 1-in. and the ll/a-in. to the foot.
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the -^ would be a little larger than the i/^-in., the -^
a little larger than the %-in, the ^^ larger than the

Vx-m., the -^ would be almost the same as the y.\-m..,

and the -^ slightly larger than the ^^-in. For drawing
to larger scales the -^ could be doubled so as to make
the plan % natural scale, and the ^ could be adapted
to a 1/2 natural scale. All present gages, patterns, etc.,

could be worked out quite closely to thousandths of a
foot, and in any event, future work could be made to

conform to these decimal dimensions. Mechanics' and
carpenters' scales could be divided into tenth divisions,

tliese tenths divided into tenths, and while the smaller

divisions would be halved on the carpenters' rule, they

could be divided into tenths, or thousandths of a foot,

on the mechanics' measuring devices. The hundredth
and half-hundredth of a foot, are very closely equal

to the eighth and sixteenth of an inch respectively.

As has been stated in your colunms, there would not

be so much objection to changing the units of weight

and of volume as there would to changing those of

distance. This is because the former are more or less

transitorj' in their value, -while the latter are lasting

and of record throughout our industrial and legal

systems, Ho^vever, it would be a simple matter to

decimalize the pound, gallon and other units of weight

nnd volume. The chemist and those of similar scientific

pusuits use the metric system almost exclusively, and

tills is as it should be. As far as I am aware, there

has been no decimal system devised for the measurement

of lime or for circular measurement. AVhile there seems

to be no particular advantage to be derived from the

former, there would be in the case of the latter, as any

of your readers who have figured out bearings from

azimuths or deflection angles are aware. The degree

might still be used as the unit of circular measurement.

The Centigrade measurement of temperature 's ex-

tensively used and should be adopted as the standard.

It is especially convenient to have zero the freezing

point of water, and -f 100° the boiling point.

There seems to be no stronger reason that the nations

should have a common system of weights and measures

than that they should have a common language or a

common monetary system. The latter would be more

advantageous from a commercial standpoint than the

first-mentioned, and it is a considerably simpler calcu-

lation to convert pounds into kilograms, or liters into

gallons than it is to figure out the number of dollars

and cents in a given number of pounds, shillings and

pence. Bexjaiiin H. Case.

Asheville, N. C, Apr. 25, 1916.

While I am not aware where or when the o])ening-up of

settler tapholes by means of an electric current was first

tried, as a matter of historical interest I inclose a copy of

p clipping from the Greenwood Times, B. C.

:

Keeping matte tapholes open in large settlers, particularly

where the matte produced carries enough copper to chill

readily, is a difficult matter, the matte freezing ahead of the

bar as it is driven in. where what Mr. Hixon calls "muscular
metallurgy" is employed. Thawing by electricity is not new,
but details as to methods of operation, current strength, etc.,

are not readily accessible. The scheme is as follows: Elec-
trical energy to operate the works is received at 2.000 volts

alternating current, but for electric haulage this is trans-

formed by motor-generators to 250 volts direct current. The
current in use for thawing should be of low pressure and
large quantity, and therefore connection is made from the
direct-current switchboard Into a water rheostat, adjusting
the volage to what may be required by the distance between
the plates that receive the incoming and outgoing current.
The adjustment is quickly secured by turning a longitudinal
rod, upon which there is a right- and a left-hand screw,
thereby drawing the plates closer together or moving them
farther apart with corresponding variation of resistance.
For convenience the tank is placed out of the way in the
power-house basement and a mortise gear, operated by a
handwheel from the level of the power-house floor, is em-
ployed. At the blast furnace the wire Is attached to a carbon
1 in. in diameter by 30 in. long, and this being inserted into
the frozen tap hole creates an arc that quickly melts every-
thing ahead of it, the only trouble being to know when to
stop and avoid a "runaway." An important point is that the
operating workman should wear a mask and very dark gog-
gles, otherwise there will be serious injury to the eyes and
the skin of the face. In making connection the positive side
only is connected to the carbon stick, the negative being
grounded through the settler.

Unfortunately the date of the clipping was not noted
at the time, but it was about 1904.

Tooele, Utah, Apr. 19, 1916. J. Cuthbekt Welch.
m

Ma^Ha^aEaese vSo dhi2=@inae=»§t©eB
IR©M SlheEls

Replying to M. R. Percy's letter in the Journal of

Apr. 1, 1916, in the case of feed rolls crushing mate-
rial, roughly, li^ in. in size, my experience is that

manganese-steel shells have at least double the life of

those of chrome steel. In the case of finer material the

ditference is not so marked and consequently the advan-
tage lies with the cheaper chrome-steel shell.

Apart altogether from the question of material used

for roll shells, when coarse feed is delivered to the rolls

steps must be taken to prevent corrugation or shells

must be rejected before they are half woni out, and
crushing costs must be high in consequence. Corruga-

tion may be eliminated liy the employment of rolls having

automatic lateral adjustment, which are expensive (con-

sidered from the initial outlay point of view only), or

by means of emery bricks kept pressed against the shell

surface by a yoke. As a rule small plants cannot afford

such luxuries as the former, and must rest content with

the latter expedient. As to crusher plates, there can be

no question that the advantage lies with manganese steel

by a very wide margin. D. Lay.
"

12 Westbourne Rd., Forest Hill, London, S. E.,

Apr. 17, 1916.

'^.

H®w Process of (GoEd Recoveips^
Editor Enyiiieeriny and Miniixj Journal,

New York City.

Dear Sir:

I will be personally obliged if you will ]niblisli tlio

following communication which may jirove interesting to

many of your readers.

Thanking you sincerely, I am.

Yours very truly.

May 8th, 191(;. W. Wesley Miller.

NEW PROCESS OF GOLD RECOVERY WANTED
Editor "Engineering and Mining Journal."

Sir: The writer knows the location of a vast gold-bearing
zone, but Are assays do not give anything like the gold tenor
proven to be in the material by certain wet assays. I want to

get In touch with a mlUman having a new :iiui economical
process for refractory ores. W. WESLEY MILLER.

26 St. Pauls Rd.. -Vrdmore, Penn.
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The production of sulphurif acid, expressed in terms

of 50° acid, in the United States in 1915 was 3,868,152

bhort tons, valued at $29,869,080, together with 189,795

short tons of oleum, or fuming acid, of different

strengths, valued at $2,787,971, making a total of 4,057,-

947 short tons, valued at $32,657,051.

These figures, compiled by W. C. Phalen and just

made public by the United States Geological Survey,

include so-called bj'product acid, or acid produced at

copper and zinc smelteries. The production from this

source in 1915 was 1,056,830 short tons, expressed in

terms of 50° acid, valued at $7,042,126, together with

59,189 short tons of oleum of different strengths, valued

at $579,115.

The production of acid is tabulated as follows

:

PRODUCTION OP SULPHURIC ACID IN THE UNITED
STATES IN 1915, BY GRADES IN SHORT TONS

Price
Grade Quantity Value per Ton

50° Baume 1,51S.271» 510,681,246 $7.04
60° Baume 657.076 4,976,453 7.57
66° Baume 1,019,024 14,211,381 13.95
Otlier strengths 189.795t 2,787,971 14.69

Total 3,384,166 $32,657,051 $9.65

50°, 60° and 66t re-
duced to 50° 3,868,152 $29,869,080 $7.72

PRODUCTION OF SULPHURIC ACID FROM COPPER AND
ZINC SMELTERIES IN 1915, IN SHORT TONS

Price
Source Quantit.v Value per Ton

Copper smelteries, 60° 360,522 $2,749,633 $7.63
Zinc smelteries, 60°.. 484.942 4,292,493 8.85
Other strengths 59.189 579,115 9.78

Total 904.653 $7,621,241 $8.42

60° acid reduced to
50° Baume 1,056,830

•Includes acid reported not only as 50°, but also as 52°,
53° and 55°. tincludes stronger acid reported as oleum, etc.,

carrying varying percentages of free SO3.

Too much weight must not be attached to the values

given in the tables, for sulphuric-acid prices have varied

widely during the year. Producers who had previously

entered into long-time contracts sold acid at prices much
below those now current, especially during the last p.art

of 1915. The trade in strong acids was active on account

of the demand from the explosives and war-munitions

industries, but this demand came only after the first

quarter of the year and was very strong only during the

latter half of the year. Before that time some acid plants

were shut down. The average values given are therefore

much below those which ruled on the market at the close

of the year.

Shipments of California crude oil in April, 1916,

broke the previous records, except for the month of

June, 1914. The amount was 8,785,715 bbl., or a daily

average of 292,857 bbl. The total for June, 1914, was

8,986,951 bbl. There was only a slight increase in

production in April as compared to March, so that the

stocks were reduced by 1,413,235 bbl., which is the great-

est reduction recorded in a single month in recent years.

The Independent Agency reports indicates that the total

production in April was 7,372,480 bbl., a daily average

of 245,749 bbl., or an increase in daily average over

March of 3,005 bbl.

Total stocks of crude in the field and pipe lines at

May 1 amounted to 53,022,830 bid. The reduction in

total stocks for the first four montlis in 1916 has

amountea to nearly 3,000,000 bbl. Development record

for April shows 53 wells completed, as against 35 in

March, and 220 wells being drilled, as against 195 at

the close of March. At the end of April there were 77 rigs

up, being an increase of 15 over March. Abandoned wells

numbered 21, which was 16 more than were abandoned

in ]\Iarch. Tliere were 6,368 producing wells at the

close of April and 6,282 at the close of March.

Messac^sa C©ffiap31©s£aties

There are several thousand people in this country who
are intimately and thoroughly conversant with Mexico,

Mexican conditions and the Mexican people. None of

them lives in Washington, and no one there has a speak-

ing acquaintance with any of them so far as can be judged

from the way the Mexican situation has been and is

being handled.

It is a unique experience to cross the bridge over the

Rio Grande River from the strictly American City of El

Paso and arrive in about three minutes in El Ciudad

Juarez, which is not only typically Mexican, but is as

foreign as though one had journeyed several days, in-

stead of several minutes, into a distant clime. The
streets are not paved, the houses are built of dobe brick,

the gardens and lawns are not in front or around the

house but are inside, surrounded by high patio walls,

the churches are different, the people are different, dif-

ferent things are exposed for sale, and difl'erent kinds of

food are sold and served.

Juarez, however, is not without traces of the Mexican's

contact with the American. As one progresses into the

interior of Mexico and reaches parts where the people

are entirely unacquainted with Americans or outsiders,

he finds the Mexican people primitive but kindly, shrewd

but sincere. Down near San Bernardo, in the heart of

Sonpra, two American mining engineers, together with

mozo and pack trains, having lost the trail, arrived late

one night at a hacienda at which everyone had long

since retired for the night. However, after the usual

luilloos, the ranch ero roused his whole household, gave

admission to the travelers, made up especial accommo-

dations for them for passing the night and visited with

them to the point of weariness, which only his courtesy

made bearable. This is not an unusual e.xperience in

Mexico, but where in the United States would Amer-
ican ranchers give any such reception to wayfarers?

These ]3eople were not of the wealthy and educated class.

They were ranch people, living far removed from a city,

wholly unaware of telephonos or telegraphs and wholly

unacquainted with the railroad.

An American traveler coming to a peon thatched hut

anywhere at a similar unseemly hour will be furnished

witli a rawhide bed; a fire will be lighted in the open

hranero, and the peon will roll a cigarette in corn husks

and smoke stolidly while you dispose your impedimenta

in liis humble domain and make yourself comfortable

for a night's lodging on the rawhide bed which is his

most luxurious piece of furniture. This kindliness toward

American travelers is probably more customary than not,

but it is not found along the border sei)arating this

country and Mexico, and it is along this liordcr where

the greaser is found of the greasiest type. What mak

the dill'ercnce? The answer to this is that a Mexican

peon or a Mexican laborer is a pretty good sort of a fel-
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low until he gets in contact with the Americans and
acquires the American's meanness and vices. Then he

becomes a greaser, and he is always worse than the Amer-
ican from whom he acquired the degeneracy. It is not

impossible to tell which section, in a general way, of

]\Iexico an American is familiar with by his opinions

of and experiences with the native people. If he is

operating on or near the border, his opinion of the ilex-

icans is not fit for publication. If he is familiar with

people who live down in the foothills of the Sierra iladre

on the western slope—people to whom white men are

more or less of a curiosity—he finds them kindly dis-

posed, as here descriljed.

The vast majority of them are densely ignorant, but

that is their misfortune and not their fault. Down on

the west coast one of these American travelers brought

a 19-year old Mexican boy from the fastness of his

canon abode to the City of Alamos, a two-day saddle jour-

ney. The boy for the first time rode in a four-wheeled

vehicle and came back to his master smiling, and vnth

evident pride annuonced that he rode en el carruaje

a long distance and was not afraid. This is priniitive-

ness beyond the conception of the average American, and

people like this, in the right hands, can be molded into

most faithful servants and employees.

The Mexican people are different—peculiar in many
wa3's; mentall}', physically and psychologically. Tliey

are a mixture of the haughty Castilian, the proud Aztec

and the humble Indian. The resultant is anomolous.

When a ^Mexican rubs elbows a little with the white

man, gets a little graft and a little power, he gets un-

usually topheavy and his sway over the unsophisticated

simple people of the hills is complete. They are not

to blame if the charlatan's version of our vacillation at

Tampico, Vera Cruz and south of Columbus convinces

them of our worthlessness and unreliability.

The normal Mexican is a peaceful fiesta-loving fellow

who lives with the minimum of effort and the minimum
of comfort. Now that the entire country has been bandit-

ridden so long, be it by cientifico, constitutionalist, or

what-not-ist, the Mexican people are hungry. The only

place where they can get three meals a day is in the

army. That is the most potent factor in keeping the

ranks full, be the faction what it may. The leader

steals the money or steals the grub and can feed his men,
so "he should worry."

Now the Mexicans as fighters are not to be despised.

Their forbears were proud and brave, and years of op-

pression have not wholly quenched this spark. Dr. Woods
Hutchinson asseverates that any people fed a regular

and ample diet and kept under military discipline for

three years will become brave fighters. Chinese Gordon
developed in this very way his famous and never-defeated

troops from the peaceful Chinese, whose traditions for

thousands of years have been most pacific and whom he

was willing to pit against any equal number of troops

in the world. By this token also the fighting forces of

Mexico should not be despised even though as marksmen
they may not .measure up so well.

One of the racial traits of the Mexican is shrewdness.

A beneficent Providence, who gives the blind an ab-

normally keen sense of touch, who fashions the feathers

and skins of denizens of the forest to blend with their

environment to their great protection, has made the

Mexican muy coyote to compensate for some things de-

nied him, and a white man who does not know the Mex-
ican people and comprehend this atavistic trait is com-
pletely lost in dealing with them.

Any politician or near-.statesman who attempts to deal

with Mexicans on the assumption that they are just

like we are, only a little more sunburned, will get into

just such a mess as we now have down on the border.

maiaeip

TOKONTO COKRESPOXDENCE

The 191.5 report of the Hollinger Gold Mines, Ltd.,

Timmius, Ont., Canada, is particularly interesting on
account of the details of the HoUinger-Acme-Millerton
merger. Since the report was written the annual meet-
ing of the company has been held and the merger ap-

proved. It has been decided to form a new company
called the Hollinger Consolidated Mines, Ltd., %Fith cap-

ital of 5,000,000 shares, $5 par value. Of this amount,
$2-l,000,000 will be issued for the various properties and
plant and there will be $1,000,000 reserved for the treas-

ury. The allocation of the capital will be as shown in the

table.

ALLOCATION OF SHARES IN NEU' HOLLINGER
CON.SOLIDATION

Shares Par Value
In the treasury 200.000 $1,000,000
Issued to HoUlnger shareholders... 2,400.000 12,000.000
Issued to Acme shareholders 2,100.000 10.500.000
Issued to MUlerton shareholders... 200,000 1,000.000
Issued to Canadian Mining and
Finance Co 100,000 500.000

5,000,000 $25,000,000

An exhaustive and detailed report has been issued

that shows the potential value of the different properties,

particularly with reference to the persistence of values

below the lowest depths to which the veins have been

developed. In the different estimates made, it is shown
that the Acme, while slightly lower in grade, has greater

potentialities than the Hollinger.

The ore reserves of the Hollinger on Dec. 31, 1915,

amounted to 1,600,800 tons averaging $10.02, or a total

of $16,031,600. The ore reserves of the Acme on the

same date were 1,776,360 tons averaging $9.06, or a

total of $16,100,180. On the Millerton'only a small

amount of development has been accomplished and the

ore reserves are estimated at 400,000 tons averaging

$6.50, or a total of $2,600,000. It will thus be seen

that the known ore reserves of the three principal prop-

erties aggregate $34,731,780. According to the arrange-

ment Hollinger shareholders will receive four shares of

the new stock for each share of the old stock that they

hold. In addition to receiving the same rate of interest

and increased flexibility of stock having a smaller market

value, they will also have the advantages of freedom

from loss in case of geologic disturbances found to affect

the orebodies; a speculative chance spread over a larger

area and lower working costs.

The Hollinger mill capacity is being increased to 1.900

tons a day, and this addition should be completed in

May. Plans are under way to gradually increase the

capacity to 3,500 tons a day. This work, to.^ether with

the completion of the central shaft, will require a year's

time and the expenditure of $750,000. During last year

Hollinger treated 334.750 tons, and paid dividends

amounting to $1,560,000.
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Tlie price of silver has fluctuated considerably in the

past week or two, falling off from the highest level

reached, but rapidly recovering much of the decline, the

changes being chiefly due to speculative movements in

London. It still remains, however, at a very much higher

point than it had reached in recent years, and there are

no indications of any permanent or considerable decline.

As we have already noted, a large part of this advance has

been due to the insistent demands from the European

mints for metal for coinage purposes, coupled with some

improvements in the purchasing for India. The current

demand for that country has been, however, largely satis-

fied from China, where it is evident that there nuist have

been a considerable stock of hoarded silver accunmlated,

probably in the hope of improvements in business, which

has been disappointed by the disturbed political condi-

tion of the country.

The causes for the great increase in coinage demand

have been, as heretofore noted, the extensive withdrawal

of gold from circulation, leaving silver to supply the call

for metallic currency. The English and French mints

during recent months have increased their output of silver

coins eightfold to tenfold that of normal times and do

not yet seem to have reached the limit of the demand.

Silver currency in India has been drawn down to a ])oint

where more coinage appears to be necessary. In addition

to the ordinary currency requirements of the country, a

large quantity of silver rupees has been taken to pay the

Indian troops in Egypt and to finance the campaign in

Mesopotamia. Even the United States mint seems to

be short of the metal, for it is understood that it is ready

to buy a quantity of silver for subsidiary coinage, al-

though the purchase has been delayed by the high prices.

This demand has come at a time when supplies are ap-

parently not over-abundant. While the production of

silver last year has not been finally ascertained, the best

estimates put it at 195,(500,000 oz., against 211,100,000

07.. in 1914, a decrease of 15,500,000 oz., which was chiefly

due to the disturbed conditions in Mexico and to the

reduced production of Australia on account of the diffi-

culties arising over the contracts for the treatment of

Broken Hill ores.

Going back of the abnormal conditions arising out of

the war, we find that in the four years, from 1911 to

1914 inclusive, the production of the world was, in round

figures, 884,000,000 oz. Of this, the exports to India

absorbed somewhat over 300,000,000 oz., or more than

one-third. The silver coinage I)y other nations, according

to the United States mint reports, took about 3.80,000,000

oz., leaving of the four years' output somewhat less than

200,000,000 oz. for use in the industrial arts, for orna-

ment, etc. Various causes, among which is not to b(!

neglected the consumjjtion of silver in ])hotogra])hy and

in the making of moving pictures, have increased the in-

dustrial demand, and it seems altogether probable that all

the surplus was absorbed and that stocks of the white

metal were not unduly large—certainly not large enough

to meet the greatly increased coinage demand. The latest

manifestation of this demand is understood to be the pur-

chase by Russia of a large amount of the metal, of which

no less than 15,000,000 oz. is to be minted in Japan.

How long this demand will keep up is uncertain, but

there is every prospect that its influence will be felt for

some time. In view of the conditions in Mexico, it does

)iot seem probable that production is increasing there,

and there is no reason to expect any excess of supplies,

although the high price will probably draw out all the

surplus silver that is available. Our own production is

probably on the increase this year, on account of the

larger output of copper and lead, but this increase is

not sufficient to offset the decline in other countries.

One result of the appreciation in the value of silver

may be felt in the higher value of silver coins. In most
countries during the past few years, these have been ad-

justed to the bullion value of the metal in a greater or

less degree, and it is only where under the fiscal systems

the silver coinage has been exchangeable for gold, that

such adjustments have not been made. Thus, in Mexico

where the silver dollar, or peso, has had its value fixed at

50c. gold, the present price of the dollar as bullion is

from 5c. to 10c. above its face value and only the dis/

turbed business conditions would prevent an extended ex-

port of the coins. A cable despatch today reports tha

sale of 7,500,000 silver pesos from the Philippines to

India. If silver continues to go up, the same would

be the case with the silver rupee of India, though

a further advance—to about 441^^ or 45d. in London

—

would be necessary before the export of rujices would be

])rofitable on a large scale. The rise in silver may have

an extended effect ; at any rate it is one of the peculiar

conditions arising from the present war which has altered

and upset so many values.

One interesting phase of the new develo]unent of the

zinc industry in the United States is strikingly illus-

trated by the re]iorts of the Department of Connnerce,

with regard to the imports of ziner ore. Previous to the

war our smelters imported a considera/)le tonnage of

/iiic ore from British Columbia and Mexico, but scarce-

ly any, save for an occasional cargo, from anywhere else.

According to the Department of Commerce the importa-

tion of zinc ore during the month of March last was

32,511 long tons, whereof 3,000 tons came from Italy,

2,100 from Spain, 1,422 from Canada, 16,024 from

.Mexico, 7,928 from Australia and 2,000 from French

Africa.

With tin's line development of an ini])ort trade, it

is discouraging to hear that some short-sigbt(Hl persons

are making efforts to check it. In certain zinc-producing

districts of the United States there is a revival of ideas

about increasing tiie tariff on zinc ore, but of more im-

mediate importance is the movement contemplated by
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the Treasury Department to alter the established system

of valuing imported ores, which at this juncture would
be like throwing a hamiful of grit into delicate ma-
chinery.

IE.sspfl©sIv©§ &.m<S. ftlh® Papeip

In connection with the growing shortage of jiaper

stock, which has become a source of more or less alarm
to all publishers and other users of paper in large quan-

tities, there is considerable misconception as to the rela-

tion of the use of paper and paper stock in the manufac-
ture of high explosives. As a matter of fact, the amount
so used is extremely small. Guncotton is made from
cellulose of high nitration, but raw cotton and not paper

stock is used for this purpose. Smokeless powder is

made from guncotton by further nitration and treat-

ment with ether, alcohol and various alkalies for neutral-

ization. To obtain satisfactory results when smokeless

powder is used, it must be manufactured from cotton that

has not lost its original cellular structure. Cellulose

made from any other stock would give a powder that

would be so erratic that it would be very unsatisfactory

from a military standpoint, and military uses are almost

the only ones to which guncotton is put, except what is

used in the manufacture of gelatin dynamite.

The conservation of paper and paper stock is impera-

tive, and if all users of paper, both large and small,

would adopt the policy whifh some concerns have, a

marked effect would be immediate. The Du Pont com-
pany publishes an interesting monthly regarding the

products which it manufactures and their application in

economic uses. It had a plan to double the size of this

organ, which has a circulation of 200,000 per month, but

this matter has been suspended entirely for the present

and even circularizing not absolutely necessary has been

eliminated. This is a broad-gage policy which this par-

ticular concern can more readily afford under the cir-

cumstances than some others, perhaps, but there is no

doubt that more care should be exercised in general, and
no paper or rag stock should be wasted or burned, but all

should be very carefully conserved. Conservation of the

other fellow's forest or water power a thousand miles

away is common theme for dissertation, but conservation

of one's own waste material and byproducts is a subject

to which too little attention is given.

TTlh© A,2imeipacsi.ira lEsagaiaees' A.Ibs'cD)Sidl

Numerous communications shovWng why the American
mining engineer should be excluded from the mining

business in London and throughout the British Empire
continue in the London Financial News. One of its cor-

respondents says that the xVmerican control of the copper

market is a good deal worse than the German-American
control of the spelter market and asks if it be not out-

rageous that British Columbia copper ore and metal

should be shipped to the United States for smelting and

refining. "How weighty a matter this is," said he, "is

]iartly shown by the millions Britain is now paying the

American mining magnates for metallic copper extracted

from British ore." Some may think that the control of

the world's copper market ought to be taken away from
the Americans, but so long as they refine and sell 75%

of the world's total, of course that is going to t)e a
difficult job.

The position of the American mining magnates in
London itself i.s especially a focus of criticism. The
expression of pique then becomes verj' pointed. "A
shareholder" of the Zinc Corporation calls attention to
the present unsatisfactory position of that company,
which up to 1911 paid good dividends when zinc was
£23 a ton and now pays nothing with zinc at £90. If
about f;500,000 of its reserve capital had not been used
in ventures undertaken before the war, he generou.sly
points out, the money would now have Ijeen available a-s

the nucleus of a fund for the erection of its own zinc
works in England. Another shareholder hopes that there
will be an effort to combine to get a new board free from
Ameiican control, forgetting that an American brain
created the Zinc Corporation and made it the brilliant

success that it has been.

It would be a work of futility and thanklessness to
undertake to clear up ideas in such muddled heads. The
authors of these communications furnish the best evi-

dence of the uselessness of their own services. What is

to be said for a man who proposes seriouly that in the
case of British mining institutions no person shall in

future be eligible for membership unless he be a British

subject, and further that all existing foreign members
be requested either to become naturalized or, if thev de-
sire to remain members, to give an undertaking not to

practice within British territorj'

!

Hotlos ifs'osiffi OMcasil ]R©p©ipSs

The official reports of the mining companies that have
lately come out contain many bits of interesting and
important technical information. Thus, in the Miami
report it is remarked that for the purpose of checking

up the assays of the low-grade sulphide ore developed

by chum drilling in a certain area, 3.338 ft. of drifts

were driven in the same area on the 420-ft. level. The
average of 667 samples taken from the drifts was 1.24%
copper, compared with 1.21% copper estimated from the

churn-drill work.

It is also mentioned in the Miami report that the

substitution of iron balls for pebbles as the grinding

medium in the tube mills has made the attainment of

increased tonnage more easily possible, with moreover a

finer product than results from the use of pebbles.

In the Kennecott report we observed that an ammonia
leaching plant- is being built to treat the tailings from

the concentrating mill. It is well known that the

Calumet & Ilecla has been investigating the subject of

ammonia leaching and is now constructing a plant for

that purpose, but it has not been heretofore published

that the Kennecott company was experimenting on the

same lines. It is rather a remarkable development, even

in this age of extraordinary things, that so complicated

a process as ammonia leaching may well be supposed to

be .should be contemplated at a mine far in the interior

of Alaska.

Incidentally it may be remarked that Kennecott is

probably the cheapest large producer of copper, its

figure for about 57,500,000 lb. in 1915 being 4.54c. per

lb., divided as follows: Mining and milling, 1.19c.;

freight to smeltery, 2.18c.: smelting and refining, 1.37c,;

selling, 0.18c. ;
general expense, 0.06c.; marine insurance.
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0.09c. These extraordinarily low figures are due, of

course, to the large size of the divisor—that is, the

grade of the ore. The average copper content of the

product shipped from tlie two mines of the company in

Alaska during seven months of 1915 was 60.11% copper.

The Nevada Consolidated report is illuminating of

the common idea that in estimating the porphyry mines
the quantity' of ore is usually underrated, while the grade

is overrated and the cost of producing copper is usuall)'

figured too low. Nevada Consolidated was regarded

several years ago as having delimited its orebodies and
being a liquidating enterprise. In 1907, when production

was begun, ore reserves were estimated at 14,432,962 tons

averaging 1.97% copper. At the end of 1911 the ore

reserves were supposed to be at the maximum, with

±0,853,371 tons averaging 1.66% copper reported. How-
ever, we find them at 50,525.289, averaging 1.652%
copper, on Dec. 31, 1915, notwithstanding that 18,473,011

tons had l)een mined and milled since 1907. The increase

up to 1911 was due in part to the inclusion of ore of

lower grade, but manifestly that was not so in the sub-

sequent increase.

On the other hand, the present reckoning of about

^%% copper is materially lower than the original,

which was upward of 2%. However, improvements in

copper metallurgy have operated greatly in favor of the

copper-producing companies and without any doubt have

offset the original overestimates of grade of ore. With
regard to cost of production the Nevada Consolidated

report enables a real figure to be deduced. Up to the

end of 1915 the company had sold 391,593,615 lb. of

copper at an average of 14.128c. per lb., realizing

$55,32,811. During "this time it disbursed $19,975,893

to stockholders and, moreover, accumulated an earned

surplus of $4,849,555. The cost of production was
therefore $30,499,361, or 7.7808c. per lb. Of course this

allows for the earnings of the Nevada Northern railway

and the smelting of custom ore in the Steptoe Valley

plant.

A demand for silver to which little reference has been

made is found in the quantities u.sed in the motion-

picture business. Silver is indispensable in photographic

chemicals, and a good authority estimates the quantity

used by the "movies" at about 15,000,000 oz. yearly

—

which is quite an item.

A communication just received by a prominent finn

of ore buyers in New York reads as follows:

"I scan yoir adv. im the ilining Joirnel where you
buy Tungsten Ores what is yoir prices you ar paying
for it please let me now as I hov abot 100 lbs. of of verry

high persent Tengsten ores and consentrates I would
like to dispose of. Yoirs trully"

tut

I recently prepared specifications, says an engineer in

power, for two ]0.\200-ft. self-supporting steel cliiniiieys.

Upon opening the Itids it was found that they were

termed "steel stacks." In taking bids under a former

specification for a masonry chimney, this did not occur.

Upon looking the matter up it was found that a means
or a structure for carrying off smoke could be termed
a pipe, tube, funnel, shaft, conduit, flue, breeching,

uptake, stack or chimney. It was also found that an
accepted distinction among builders is, that if constructed

of steel plates it is a "stack" and if of reinforced concrete

or masonry it is a "chimney." This is not borne out to

any great extent by writers dealing with the subject;

they for the most part classify all under the name
"chimuej'."

The American Smelting and Refining Co. has acquired

ownership of three vessels, two of which will sail under
the American flag between the United States and Chile

and the third between this country and Europe. The
boats are the "Republic," the "Sherman" and the "Poto-

mac," with a combined gross tonnage of 19,800 tons.

The price paid for each vessel was about $700,000, ac-

cording to the New York Tribune. The "Republic" was
salved in the harbor of Papeepe, Tahiti, one of the

Society Islands, after having been sunk by its French
owners to save it from being totally destroyed b}' a Ger-

man commerce raider. Japanese interests formerly

owned the "Sherman," which sailed under the Chilean

flag under the name of "Gobernador Bories." The "Poto-

mac" was owned by Sale & Co., of Liverpool.

The ancients were well acquainted with asphalt. Taci-

tus, in a description of the 'ilare ]\Iortuum, written some
time in the B. C.'s, gives the following account of the

methods employed in collecting the material: "At a

stated season of the year the lake throws up bitumen.

Experience, the mother of all useful arts, has taught men
the method of gathering it. It is a liquid substance,

naturally of a black hue, and by sprinkling vinegar upon

it it floats on the surface in a condensed mass, which

those whose business it is lay hold of with the hand, and

draw to the upper parts of the vessel ; thence it continues

to flow in and load the vessel till you cut it off. Nor
could you cut it off with brass or iron. It shrinks from

the touch of blood." Presumably, says Engineering and
Contracting, when the vessel was loaded, the captain

waved a bloody shirt and the surplus bitumen in terror

leaped back into the lake.

The Mainischi, of Tokio, states that in 1915 exports of

copjier from Japan amounted to 60,000 tons, of which

30,000 tons was consigned to Russia, whereas the amount

of its production was also 60,000 tons, of which 40,000

tons represented domestic consumption. While the quan.

tity of copper available for export was thus not more than

20,000 tons, total exports amounted to 60,000 tons. The
explanation lies in the enormous imports of coins, princi-

pally from China and in a small measure from Chosen,

which are melted down and refined, says the New York
Sun. The Chinese li coin is chiefly imported from

Tsingtau, where quotations stand at about $10 per 100

kin. From this coin are extracted not only copper, but

also the more valuable tin and a considerable percentage

of zinc, and the li coin has yielded handsome profits for

its importers. Li coins have been hoarded up for cen-

turies in China and are in great quantity.
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The imports of lead into the United States for ilarch

and the three months ended Mar. 31 are reported by the

Department of Commerce as below in pounds:
Three

March Months

Lead in ore 2,162.865 5,889.976

Lead in base bullion 4,339,071 13,649,91

5

Lead, metallic 258,889 27o.924

Total lead 6,760,825 19,815,815

The actual tonnaije of ore was 8,342 tons, of which

7,337 tons came from Mexico, 587 tons from Canada and

328 tons from other countries. The base bullion was

nearly all from Mexico.

Imports of zinc in all forms in ilarch and the three

months ended Mar. 31, are reported by the Department

of Commerce as below, in pounds

:

Three
March Months

Zinc in ores 28,326,482 96,473,196
Metallic zinc 163,067 *35,096

Zinc dust 323,281 779,253

Of the zinc dust imported, 477,633 lb. came from

Japan. The total tonnage of ore imported for the three

months was 110,293 tons; 32,044 tons being from Mexico,

1(33 tons from Costa Rica and Guatemala, 90 tons from

South America, 4,093 tons from Canada, 3,468 tons from

France, 5,379 tons from Spain, 5,719 tons from Italy,

2,000 tons from Tunis, 218 tons from China and 57,321

tons from Australia.

Exports of zinc from the United States in March and

the three months ended Mar. 31, were, in pounds:
Three

Exports March Months
Zinc. pigs. bars, etc., from domestic

^^^^^^,851 37,705,813

Zinc, pigs. bars, etc., from foreign
^ ^^^^^^ 16,049,543

Zinc plates and siieets 5.869,655 17,189,115

Zinc blocks, etc., reexported 336.000 336,000

Total metaUic zinc 17,827,615 71,280,471

Zinc dross 2.530 ^'^SMf^
Zinc dust, reexported 36,i00 96,419

Exports of metallic zinc in March were slightly less

than those reported last year, the difference being 731,-

539 lb., which is 3.9% only.

Maiagsiimese SMsppfl?^ of Qeffffim^Ea^

From time to time there have appeared statements in

the press to the effect that German metallurgists had

discovered a process of making steel without the use

of manganese alloys. Chief among these was a boast by

Dr. E. Schroedter, a metallurgical writer, that German

steel masters had been able to carry on their operations

without importing manganese ores. An interesting state-

ment with regard to this, written by "A Belgian Engi-

neer," appeared in Iron Age of Apr. 27, the substance

of which is given below:

The very healthy financial condition of the big German steel

companies and the foresight of their purchasing departments,

as well as the nature of the trade, favored an accumulation of

trreat stocks of these ores in the yards of the blast-furnace

plants. Thus the vi^ar found most of the works with a handy

reserve, which with the reduced production of steel lasted

about 10 months.
The invasion of Belgium and northern France with their

important iron industries and the capture of Antwerp gave to

the Germans the ore stocks of that region. All the man-
ganese ores were confiscated by the military authorities and

carefully shipped to the Westphalia district under the expert

supervision of a technical commission. It is futile to attempt

figures, because no shipping data of Antwerp are available.

I only recall that Belgium and northern France have capacity

for the production of 6.000.000 tons of pig iron a year, mostly

steel-making pig. Anybody will be able to draw conclusions

about the importance of the manganese item.

In the spring of 1915 the Siegen and Nassau mines, which
before the war were not worth working on account of the

low percentage of manganese (about 15 to 20). the high cost

of mining and the competition of the imported ores, were
pushed to the highest production possible to meet the demand
of the market.

In the summer of 1915 prices went up. scarcity was felt and
the winter campaign was in sight. Substitutes for mangan-
ese ore were looked for and found. The most important was
the slag of the ferromanganese blast furnaces of Westphalia,

worthless before the war and accumulated as a nuisance in

immense cinder dump hills. As every metallurgical engineer

knows, the blast-furnace process involves a large loss of

manganese, the slag taking it up. This slag, with 8 to 14%
manganese, gives under the present conditions in Germany
a pretty fair ore. its mining cost being low and the slag

especially fit for flux additions for basic pig iron. The only

disadvantage of its use—the high coke consumption per ton

of iron blown—is not serious, as fuel is available in the

empire. The enormous supply of this substitute will cer-

tainly help to lengthen the war.
The secret of the German metallurgist, which I think a.

recent German writer had in mind when referring to the way
in which Germany has dealt with the manganese problem is

merely the spirit of saving that characterizes all the Euro-
pean metallurgists, especially the Germans. Savings and
theoretical efficiency are the passwords of the iron industry

there, and there is more freedom to the technical expert than
the sharp business man of America allows his engineer. To
illustrate by an example: Premelting of ferromanganese at

basic-bessemer plants gives Just enough saving of metal to

pay for the melting furnaces and to balance the fuel cost.

The practice is common in Germany, but is considered here as

an unprofitable complication.
Even considering the reduced war production of steel in

Germany (to about two-thirds normal), everybody must
admit that scarcity of raw materials exists and that the

prices of ore have gone up, but manganese is still available.

But I question if even the hampered manufacture in Germany
under government control drives the price of ferromanganese
to the high mark now paid in America under the pressure of

speculation, Germany will not face a serious situation in

manganese before the spring of 1917.

The Consorzio's figures for Silieian sulphur produc-

tion for the month of Februarv', 1916, the latest official

statistics, show a marked decline in the output. Sales,

on the other hand, exceed those of the previous year,

and stocks are correspondingly reduced.

In February, 1916, the production was only 16,865

metric tons, as against 24,799 tons in the corresponding

month in 1915. Shipments for the month were 53,023

tons, as against 35,121 in 1915. There were marked in-

creases in the exports this year to the following countries

:

France. Great Britain, "Greece and Turkey," "Sjiain and

Portugal" and South Africa. Stocks on hand at the end

of February were 258,766 tons, as against 365,330 tons

last year. Sulphur stocks in Sicily are the lowest they

have ever been since the Cousorzio took over the direction

of this industry.

The report of the Magma Copper Co. for the first

quarter of 1916 shows a production of 2,043.784 lb. of

coi)iier. Tlie average cost was 9.13c. per lb., and the

average price received was 22.39c. per lb. The operating

profit for the quarter was $270,201, and the average

profit per month was $90,067.

A Mnp of the Aren .Around ColumbUH. N. M.. is included In

Bulletin 61S just issued by the United States Geological Sur-

vey. The map shows in detail all the natural and artificial

features as far north as Deming.
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Safety of the Anaconda Mining Co. to accept a position in

the operating- department of the Kenneeott Copper Corpora-
tion. T. Oaas, formerly shift-boss at the Tramway Mine, has
been appointed assistant safety engineer for the Butte mines.

Albert Wright of Havana arrived in New Torlc this week.

F. A. Dalburg, recently at Ralston, Penn., is now at Lima,

Peru.

E. M. Murpliy. recently at Rolla. Mo., is now at Vinita.

Okla.

Harry J. Wolf, of Denver, is inspecting mines near Butte,

Mont.

Franklin Osborn, recently in Chile, is now at Peabody,

Mass.

H. P. Henderson is in Cuba and will return to New York
about June 1.

C. M. Weld reached New York last week after a protracted

stay in Cuba.

Dr. R. W. Raymond has gone to his summer home at Wash-
ington, Conn.

Bennett R. Bates, recently in Johannesburg, Kern County,
Calif., is now in Chicago.

W. W. Adams, recently at Minas Palomas. Coahuila. Mex-
ico, is now at San Antonio, Texas.

M. L. Uglow, recently at the University of Minnesota, Min-
neapolis, is now with the Cerro de Pasco Mining Co. in Peru.

W. F. Devlin has recently been appointed superintendent
of the mill of the Silver King Coalition Mining Co. at Park
City, Utah.

George J. Wilson, formerly of Philadelphia, has entered the
firm of Wilson, Lackey & Co., of Los Angeles, Calif., as a gen-
eral partner.

Edwin E. Chase and son have returned tc Denver, Colo,

from a trip to the San Diablo Mountains in the southwestern
part of Texas.

C. E. Reese, mill superintendent of the Temiskaming mine.
Cobalt, Ont., has been appointed also superintendent of the

Beaver mill at Cobalt.

Walter M. Brodie has been seriously ill at the Bucking-
ham Hotel, New York, for the past three weeks, but is

progressing favorably.

Dave Irwin, foreman of the Burro Mountain Copper Co.,

at Tyrone, N. M., visited and inspected the mines and plants

of the Detroit Copper Co. and the Arizona Copper Co., at

Morenci, Ariz., recently.

Dr. Ralph H. McKee has resigned his position as pro-
fessor of chemistry in the University of Maine, to become head
of the research department of the Tennessee Copper Co. with
laboratory headquarters at Ridgefleld Park, N. J.

Dr. Willet G. Miller, provincial geologist of Ontario re-

turned to Toronto on May 14 from a three months' trip to

England and France, and sailed from San Francisco with T. F.

Sutherland on May 23 for Australia and New Caledonia.

Milton H. McLean, general manager of the Detroit Copper
Mining Co.. Morenci, Ariz., is now making a business and
pleasure trip to New York and other eastern points. Dr.

A. V. Dye, of the Phelps-Dodge corporation, acts as general
jnanager of the Detroit company in the absence of Mr. McLean.

E. J. Bruderlin. of the smelting plant at Salida, Colo., who
was recently married, will accompany Mr. and Mrs. F. E.

Weeks, consulting engineer of the Ohio & Colorado Smelting
and Refining Co.. on a trip of inspection to the mines and
smelting works in Chile. He will be gone about four months.

Walter K. Mallette, for some time with the engineering
force at Anaconda, has resigned to take charge of the con-

struction of the Bunker Hill & Sullivan smeltery at Kellogg,
Idaho. He is now in San Francisco consulting with Bradley
Bruff & Lebarthe, the designers, but will leave for Kellogg
in a few days.

William F. Jahn, mill superintendent of the New York &
Honduras Rosario Mining Co. for the last three years, has
returned to the United States. His address for the next few
months will be Riebeling. Mont. F. C. Devereux is now in

charge of the New York & Honduras Rosario mill at San
Juanclto, Honduras.

Charles A. Chase, mining engineer and manager of the

Liberty Bell Mining Co. at Tellurlde. Colo., met with a serious

accident May 13, when his automobile went over a bank on a

.steep mountain road In the Boulder County tungsten field.

Although his head was badly cut and his left wrist broken,
he Is recovering speedily.

W. C. Douglass, formerly assistant safety engineer for

the Butte mines, has resigned his position with the Bureau of

Dr. Elmer L. Corthell, an eminent civil engineer and
president of the American Society of Civil Engineers, died

Ma.v 16 after a long and successful career.

William S. Wintersteen died recently at Bethlehem, Penn.,

aged aS years. He was a noted chemist and was, for many
years, connected with the New Jersey Zinc Co., part of the

time as head chemist.

Louis Philip Smith died recently in Butte, Mont., aged S4

years. He was liorn in Albion. N. Y., but went West when
a boy. After some years spent in Colorado, he went to

Montana and was one of the five men who discovered the
famous placers of Alder Gulch. Recently he had been work-
ing the Little St. Lawrence mine near Centerville.

James Harvey Payne, a graduate of the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology, died recently in Baltimore. He was
connected at different times with several cement manufactur-
ing companies and with the Braden Copper Co., of Chile, but
recently had given most of his time to consulting work. He
was a specialist in the use of rotary furnaces and had de-
signed and constructed' several plants.

Joseph Tatnall Lea died in Philadelphia, May 12, aged 77

years. He was one of the oldest and best known men in the
Philadelphia iron trade, having been in business in that city

for over .50 years. He represented many blast furnaces and
other manufacturing corporations and was largely interested

in several of them. For some years he was vice-president of
the Algoma Steel Co. and of the Lake Superior Corporation.

Morton B. Smith died in Brooklyn, N. Y., May 16, aged
73 years. He was head of the Morton B. Smith Co. and was
generally recognized as the oldest metal dealer in New
York. As a young man, he became associated with William D.
Andrews, who had established a metal brokerage house in

1847. After several changes in title, as different parties

entered, the firm finally became Morton B. Smith & Co., and
was incorporated under the present name in 1899.

On May 2. William K. Pullis. of Toronto, a well known
Northern Ontario prospector, was drowned in the rapids of the

Nagagami River about 17.5 mi. west of Cochrane, Ont.

He was camping by the river with E. King Dodds and C. W.
Evans, of Toronto, and in company with Mr. Dodds undertook
a canoe trip down the river. The canoe got into a cross
current in the rapids and overturned. Mr. Pullis attempted
to swim ashore, but was unable to do so and was carried away
by the swift current, his companion who clung to the canoe
saving himself with great difficulty. At last accounts the
body had not been recovered.

SOCHETEES

MiiineNota School of Mines—The Senior class, under the
direction of Professor I'eter Christiansen, has been visiting

mines and mills at Leadville and elsewhere In Colorado.

American Klectrochrniieal Soelety—At the recent annual
meeting, the folfowing ollicers were elected for tlie ensuing
year: President, Francis A. J. Fitzgerald. Niagara Falls, N.

Y. Secretary, Dr. Joseph W. Richards, South Bethlehem, Penn.
Vice-presidents, O. A. Sohluederberg, F. J. Tone, and W. H.
Walker. Managers, W. D. Bancroft, Dr. Carl Hering and E.

F. Roeber.

American Iron anil StrrI InHtltute—At the annual meeting
of the In.stitute held in New York recently, retiring directors

were re-elected for the ensuing three years. These are as

follows: Edward Bailey, Harrisburg. Penn.; Joseph G. Butler.

Jr., Youngstown, Ohio; E. A. S. Clarke, New York; William H
Donner, Philadelphia; Willis L. King. Pittsburgh; Samuel
Mather, Cleveland: John A. Topping, New York.

Society of Clicniicnl Indniitry—The latest meeting of the
New York Section was a Joint meeting with the New York
sections of the American Chemical Society and of the Amer-
ican Electrochemical Society, at Rumford Hall, 50 East 4l8t

St., May 19. The subject considered was: "Some Prob-
lems In the Petroleum Industry." by Raymond F. Bacon. As
was expected the subject of the evening was discussed by
those Interested In It.
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Colorado School of Mines— The trustees on May 11, ap-
pointed three new professors to the faculty. George J. Young,
recently of the mining department of the University of Min-
nesota, will succeed F. W. Traphagen in the chair of metal-
lurgy. Claude C. Van Nuys, of the South Dakota School of

Mines, takes the chair of physics at present occupied by L. F.

Miller. George C. Dolman, principal of the Monte Vista, Colo.,

high school, is the first appointed to the new chair of Eng-
lish and Foreign Languages. The Senior class is on its

long tour l3ut will reach Golden May 22. Commencement will

occur Friday, May 26, the principal address to be delivered by
James R. Finlay.

HMBUSTRIAJL UKW^
The Kalbperry Corporation has opened a new office in the

Metropolis Building, 31 Union Square, New York, for the pur-

pose of conducting business as chemical engineers.

The International Filter Co., of Chicago, builder of water-

softening and filtration plants, has appointed Wilbur S, Wild-

ing as Eastern representative in charge of the New York office,

i'hich is in the Woolworth Building, New York.

The Terry Steam Turbine Co., Hartford, Conn., has ap-

pointed O. E. Thomas, 626 Washington Building, Los Angeles,

as its district sales manager, for a territory covering Arizona

ind the southern portions of California and Nevada.

Chas. L. Foster, formerly manager of the Akron District

foi the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., has taken

charge of the sales department of the Electric Furnace Co..

of Alliance, Ohio. Mr. Foster has had a long experience in

the electrical line, having been for 13 years with the Westing-

house company.

The Zinc Concentrating Co. has closed a contract with the

Dings Electro-Magnetic Separator Co., of Milwaukee, taking

over all the rights to that company's zinc-iron separators and
all its outstanding contracts. The Zinc Concentrating Co. will

operate both the Campbell separators and the Ding sep-

arators, in addition to the Etherington-Singer roaster.

The Quigley Furnace Specialties Co., No. 26 Cortlandt St.,

New York, will manufacture and deal in high-grade furnace

materials, such as high temperature furnace cements, insulat-

ing brick, automatic fuel-oil valves, oil, gas and po\ydered

coal burners and appliances, temperature and draft recording

and controlling systems, gas analyzing instruments, etc.

The Consul General of Uruguay in New York informs us

that the law of that country making it unlawful to circulate

in Uruguay catalogs and other printed matter in which
weights and measures other than those of the metric system

are used, does not apply to catalogs issued by foreign firms

lid printed in foreign countries. Firms here can send such

catalogs to Uruguay, but it must be shown that they were
printed in the United States.

The H. Koppers Co., Pittsburgh, has under construction 640

byproduct coke ovens for the Carnegie Steel Co. at Clairton.

Penn.; for the National Tube Co. 20S at Lorain. Ohio; 204 for

the Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. at Youngstown, Ohio;

94 for the Toledo Furnace Co. at Toledo, Ohio. Recent con-

tracts include ISO byproduct ovens for the American Steel and

Wire Co. at Cleveland, Ohio; 120 for the Colorado Fuel and

Iron Co. at Pueblo, Colo.; and for a large plant for the Public

Service Corporation of New Jersey.

TRAO^ CATAIU©<GS

Clark Car Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. Catalog E9. Extension

side dump cars. Illustrated, 12 pp., 4x9 in.

Scranton Pump Co., Scranton, Penn. Bulletin No. 107.

Scranton Triplex Plunger Pumps. Illustrated, 12 pp., 6x9 in.

National Transit Pump and Machine Co., Oil City. Penn.

Bulletin No. 302. Power Pumps. Illustrated. 16 pp., 6x9 in.

The Goulds Mfg. Co., Seneca Falls, N. Y. Bulletin No. 102.

Single Acting Trunk Plunger Pumps. Illustrated. Ifi pp., .sxlO

in.

Stow Mfg. Co.. Binghamton. N. Y. Booklet. "Portable

Tools of Proven Value." Drills, Grinders, etc. Illustrated, 20

pp., 31/2x6 in.

Ingersoll-Rand Co., 11 Broadway. New York. Form No.

3029. IngersoU-Rogler Class ORC Duplex Corliss Steam

Driven Air Compressors. Illustrated, 32 pp., 6x9 in. Form No.

3036. Turbo Blowers. Illustrated. 10 pp., 6x9 in. Form No.

4120. Leyner-Insersoll Water Drills. Illustrated. 44 pp.,

6x9 in.

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 2i<c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

AGGLO.MERATING—Art of Agglomerating Ores. James
H. Payne. Baltimore, Md. (U. .S. No. 1,1S1,244; ilay 2, 1916.

>

ANNEALING FURNACE or Leer. Lewis Steelman. Mill-
ville. N. J. (U. S. Nos. 1,178,549 and 1.178,550; Apr. 11.
1916.)

COMPOUND METAL BODIES, Process of Producing. Otto
H. de Lapotterie, Koppel, Penn. (U. S. Nos. 1,180,248 and
1,180,249; Apr. 18, 191C.)

COPPER—Process of Extracting Copper from Its Dree.
William E. Greenawalt, Denver. Colo. (U. S. No. 1.180,844:
Apr. 25, 1916.)

CRUSHING—Fastening Means for Crushing-Rolls. Jesse
Goff, Webb City, Mo., assignor of one-half to Daniel F. Butler,
of Webb City, Mo. (U. S. No. 1.1S1.304; May 2, 1916.)

CRUSHING—Grinding Plate for Mills. Joseph H. Heish-
man. Port Huron, Mich. (U. S. No. 1,179,429; Apr. 18. 1916.)

CRU.SHI.\(J—Stamp Mill. Edward H. Moyle, Los Angeles,
Calif. (U. S. No. 1,181,535; May 2, 1916.)

C-RUSHIiVG—Stamp Mill. Frederick Bassett, Philipsburg.
Mont. (U. S. No. 1,183,521; May 16, 1916.)

CRUSHING— Tube Mill. David E. Carlson, Chicago
Height.s. 111., assignor to Chalmers & Williams, Inc., Chicago
Heights, 111. (U. S. No. 1,183,431; May 16, 1916.)

CYANIDING—Process of Cyaniding. Harai R. Layng. Sen-
eca, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,183,086; May 16, 1916.)

DEWATERING—Means for Simultaneously Conveying and
Dewatering Material. Hugh B. Lowden, Denver. Colo., as-
signor to Colorado Iron Works Co., Denver, Colo. (U. S. No.
1,181,022; Apr. 25, 1916.)

DRILL-SHARPENING MACHINE. Charles Christiansen,
Gelsenkirchen, Germany. (U. S. No. 1,180,570; Apr. 25. 1916.)

DRILLING—Rock-Drill Cradle. James Howard Vivian,
Johannesburg. Transvaal, South Africa, assignor to Holman
Brothers. Ltd., Camborne, England. (U. S. No. 1,179,782; Apr.
18. 1916.)

DRILLS—Dust-Collector for Drills. Frank F. Riggs, Lead,
S. D. (U. S. No. 1,181,925; May 2, 1916.)

DRILLS—Improvements in Connection with Rock Drills
and the Like. M. T. Taylor and D. A. Loring, Cornwall, Eng.
(Brit. No. 1,.S62 of 1915.)

DUST SEP.\RATOR or Grader. William S. Osborne, Can-
ton, Ohio, assignor to the Bonnot Co., Canton. Ohio. (U. S.

No. 1.182.413; May 9, 1916.)

ELECTROLYTIC APPARATUS. William E. Greenawalt,
Denver. Colo. (U. S. No. 1.183.188; May 16. 1916.)

EXCAVATOR. Peter Gavin, Kamloops, B. C. (U. S. No. 1.-

180,288; Apr. 25, 1916.)

FLOTATION—Copper Precipitant. Henry Livingstone Sul-
man and Hugh Fitzalis Kirkpatrick Picard, London, England,
assignors to Minerals Separation American Syndicate (1913)
Ltd., London, England. (U. S. No. 1,178,191; Apr. 4, 1916.)

FLOTATION of Minerals. Raymond F. Bacon, Pittsburgh,
Penn assignor, by mesne assignments, to Metals Recovery
Co. (U. S. No. 1,180,816; Apr. 25, 1916.)

FLOTATION—Ore-Flotation Apparatus. John M. Callow.
Salt Lake City. Utah, assignor to Metals Recovery Co., Au-
gusta, Me. (U. S. No. 1,182,748; May 9, 1916.)

FLOTATION—Process and Apparatus for Separation of

Ores bv Flotation. Albert W. Thompson. Fitchburg. Mass..

and David Cole, El Paso, Tex.; said Thompson assignor to G.

M Parks Co., Fitchburg, Mass. (U. S. No. 1.180,089; Apr. 18,

1916.)

GOLD SEP.\RATOR. Jerome W. Sweet, Half Moon Bay,
Calif. (U. S. No. 1,181,695; May 2, 1916.)

LAMP—Acetylene Lamp. Augie L. Hensen, Chicago, 111.,

assignor to Justrite Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 111. (U. S.

No. 1.180,492; Apr. 25, 1916.)

LIMESTONE—Process of Calcining Limestone. Rea Hart.
Rockford, 111., assignor to Rea Hart and Bailey B. Page, Co-
partners doing business as Hart & Page, Rockford, 111. (U. S.

No. 1.179.180; Apr. 11. 1916.)

MINE DOOR. Andrew J. Johnson and Peter Blessant,
StoningTo... 111. (U. S. No. 1,179,321; Apr. 11, 1916.)

ORE TRE.\TMENT— Process of Treating Ores Bearing
Precious Metals. Edward R. Holden. Los Angeles. Calif. (U.

S. No. 1.181,077: Apr. 25. 1916.)

RADIUM Extraction of Radium from Carnotite Ores. Etc.

Herman Schlundt. Columbia. Mo. (U. S. No. 1.181.411; May
2, 1916.)

ROASTING of Sulphur-Bearing Ores. Harry H. Stout. New
Ynvk N Y assignor to General Chemical Co.. New York. N.

Y a Corporation of New York. (U. S. Nos. 1,181.183 and 1.-

181,184; May 2, 1916.)

SEPARATOR—Ore Separator. Edward R. Holden, New
York, N. Y (U. S. No. 1^81, 666; May 2. 1916.)

STEEL—Alloved Steel. James Churchward. Mt. Vernon, N.

Y assignor to Churchward International Steel Co., New York,
n'.'y. (U. S. No. 1,181,570; May 2, 1916.)

TIN \i)paratus for Preparing Tinned Boxes and the Like
for Detinning. Philipp Oensheimer. I^izabeth, N. J. assignor

to Gnldschniidt Detinning Co., New York, N. Y. (U. S. No.

1,181.660: May 2. 1916.)

ZINC—Extraction of Zinc from Its Ores or Products. Henry
Thomas Durant. London. ICngland. assignor to Ihe lletals Ex-
traction Corporation Ltd., London, England. tU. b. No. 1.180.-

765; Apr. 25. 1916.)
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SAJf FRANCISCO—May 17

Robbery of niinffworth & Dnnnel at Randsbnrg on May
10 of about ?20,000 in cash was probably inevitable. Rands-
burg and Atolia have for the last year been the scene of

tungsten-mining operations in which large amounts of money
have been accumulated by prospectors and miners who have
discovered or operated tungsten deposits on leases. Illing-

worth & Dunnel deal in mercliandise, having one of the larg-

est stores In the Randsburg region, but the firm is also en-

gaged in mining, buying and selling mines, grubstaking
prospectors and leasers, and does a depository business for the

accommodation of their numerous customers. The firm has

a reputation for integrity and fair dealing and has been lilce

a bank in the absence of such an institution, and it was
known, by everybody who was acquainted with the com-
mercial and financial situation in the region, to carry large

amounts of money in safe-deposit boxes. It is the history

of all boom mining camps that thieves of various caliber are

always among the list of camp followers. There is little

doubt that the robbery was committed by professional

yeggmen who probably felt particularly safe because the

camp is isolated, being 100 mi. from Bakersfield, the county

seat. Telegraph communication was immediately directed to

the sheriff, and the Pinkertons at Los Angeles were also

notified. But thieves with an automobile might easily make
their escape by way of ilojave, Kramer, or San Bernardino

and get out of the country by way of Los Angeles or San
Francisco. lUingworth & Dunnel, the Yellow Astor store and
Wells. Fargo & Co. at Randsburg and the Teagle store at

Johannesburg all handle large amounts of money. There is

no bank and there has never been felt the need of a bank.

It is possible that the robbery will now convince the people

of this region that a bank with a strong vault is one of the

necessary adjuncts to the safety of valuables in the camp.

DENVER—May 1»

Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. fired up its furnace A, May 17;

this is the largest blast furnace in the West, and gives some
indication of the expanding demand for iron and steel in the

intermountain country.

United States Reduction and Refining Co.'s Mills and other

properties in El Paso. Teller and Fremont Counties have been

purchased in bankruptcy by Spencer Penrose, of Colorado

Springs, for $100,000. It is probable that the Standard mill

at Colorado City and the U. S. mill at Florence will be im-

mediately dismantled.

Chemical Product.s Co. is the title of a Denver concern in

which Lafayette Hughes and R. V. Barkalow are prominent

factors. An old property formerly used as a paper mill has

been reequipped with modern metallurgical and industrial-

chemical apparatus. Although much local curiosity has been

aroused by the secrecy with which the research and the oper-

ations have been conducted, it is a fact that the company,

among other things, is manufacturing barium oxide which it

utilizes in the manufacture of hydrogen peroxide. The com-

pany is pushing research along numerous lines and is pre-

paring to produce chemicals that were rendered scarce by the

European War. It will also mine its raw materials.

BUTTE—May 17

Tunneline the Slain Ranee of mountains east of Butte

has long been a favorite dream of Butte promoters. Promis-

ing showings have been opened along the continental divide

and many mining men and geologists have held to the belief

that rich copper deposits might be found. Actual work has

Anally been started on the tunnel project by a company
known as the Butte-Columbia Mining Co. The portal will be

a short distance soutfi and east of the Butte-Duluth property

and the plans are to drive it a distance of 3.700 ft. into the

mountain at a depth of about 1.500 ft. The promoters believe

they will find ore, and In any event count on making a profit

from the water they will doubtless drain from the mountain.

Butte-Dulath BondhnldrrH will make an effort to save the

property by bidding it in at a receiver's sale. They have

received permission from the district court to Intervene In a

creditors' suit against the receiver. In which the court had

directed the receiver to sell so much of the property as would
be found necessary to pay off the labor liens and clalm.s of

supply men. The Intervention of the bondholders served to

postpone the ordered sale, and they are asking that the

bond mortgage ($500,000) be made a prior lien on all the

property and that the bondholders be permitted to buy the

property at the receiver's sale. In doing so they would
assume the other debts of the company. What plans they
have, if any. for raising the necessary funds, is not made
pulilic. Captain Wolvin, the manager and chief owner of the
company, is in New York, having left Butte when the finan-

cial storm wrecked the company. His friends say he has
been endeavoring to raise funds for refinancing and that he
has been meeting with some success. The failure of Butte-
Duluth caught an unusually large number of local investors,

many of ^'liom backed the company and took convertible
bonds. Most of the bonds held locally were converted into
stock just before the crash came, and the stock, of course,
has little or no value now, it being very doubtful that the
property can be sold for enough to pay the outstanding
bonds. The Butte-Duluth owns a considerable acreage, on
the east side of the district, containing a large tonnage of
low-grade copper ore, running from one to four per cent., and
a leaching and electrolytic precipitation plant. Operations
were continued through the worst period of the war depres-
sion, and it was claimed that the company was turning out
copper at a cost of 7c. per lb., but the stories were received
rather skeptically by mining men. Anaconda and others had
options on the property, but after examinations and investi-
gations forfeited them.

SAUT UAKE CITY—May 18

Potash and Glauber Salts Are Beinis; Extracted from the
water of Great Salt Lake by the Utal\ Chemical Co., a sub-
sidiary of the Diamond Match Co. Construction work on the
factory situated near the shores of Great Salt Lake not far
from this city was begun late in 1915, and carried to com-
pletion during the winter. Operation began the end of April.

The product is being shipped to Chicago, and from there in

part sent as fertilizer to cotton states in the South.

Eighteen Utalt Mines appear in a list showing those Amer-
ican mines, whose dividend payments have equaled or more
than equaled the amount of capitalization. In most cases the
total of dividends far exceeded capitalization. The Utah
mines in the list are: Beck Tunnel, Bullion Beck & Champion,
Centennial-Eureka, Colorado, Consolidated Mercur, Daly-
Judge, Quincy, Gemini-Keystone, Daly West, Grand Central,
Iron Blossom, May Day, Ophir, Silver King Consolidated,
Silver King Coalition, Sioux Consolidated, Utah Consolidated
and Utah Copper. In April of this year 10 Utah mines paid
dividends aggregating $S67,25S.

The Holt-Christensen Process Co. filed articles of incor-
poration May 17. This is the interesting outcome of a tech-
nical development already described in the "Journal" col-

umns. The company is organized to deal in and operate
plants for the treatment and reduction of ores for which it

holds 10 United States patents, which are made the basis of a
$10,000 capitalization, divided into 100.000 shares, par value
10c. Provo is the principal place of business. Officers and
directors are: Jesse Knight, president; George H. Dern, vice-

president; W. L. Mangum, secretary-treasurer; T. P. Holt and
J. William Knight.

More Utah .Mines Are Beint; Operated and shipping, and a
larger tonnage is being treated at the smelteries in Salt Lake
Valley than in years. All of the smelting plants are working
at capacity, and a large quantity of ore, especially sulphides

has been stockpiled. Much lead ore has been received. It is

impossible to treat more than a certain amount, on account of

the limited roasting capacity and the restrictions regarding;

the amount of sulphur fumes that are allowed to escape. One
of the lead smelters has accumulated enough ore to run three

months without purchasing any further supply. In the near
future shippers without contracts may have difficulty in dis-

posing of their output. The aggregate smelting capacity of

the local lead plants is approximately 3.000 tons daily. The
market for copper ores Is good, and material of this character Is

being freely taken. The copper-smelting capacity of the

different plants is about 5,000 tons daily. There has been a
moderate tonnage of tungsten ores shipped through Salt Lake
in the last six months, from Nevada, Utah and Idaho, but

there has not been so much tungsten shipped as commonly
supposed; the large amount of newspaper publicity has ap-
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parently had some effect in scaring buyers in the East in re-

gard to over-production, so that at present there is practi-

cally no market. Antimony ores are in good demand, and
material of this character is being handled from southern
Utah, Nevada and Idaho. There is practically no market for

uranium and vanadium ores at present. The National Radium
Institute at Denver has bought a small amount of ore from
around Green River, at comparatively low prices. However,
assessment work on uranium and vanadium claims is being
done in some cases.

SEATT1,E, AVASH,—Mny 18

The Output of FairbankH District for 1916, it is now gen-
erally estimated, will be $1,000,000 more than in the season of

1915. R. C. Wood, president of the First National Bank at

Fairbanks, places the estimated output at $4,450,000, and this

bank's estimate is generally accepted in the North where its

predictions for several years have been borne out by final

statistics. Figures gathered from the banking company's
field force, showing estimated yield from the various creeks

of the Fairbanks district for this Tear, are as follows:

Chatanika, Cleary, Wolf and Chatham Creeks, $550,000; Fair-

banks Creek, Crane Gulch and tributaries, $200,000; Little

Eldorado Creek, $120,000; Dome Creek, $160,000; Vault Creek,

$50,000; Pedro Creek, $20,000; Coldstream Creek, $325,000;

Gilmore Creek, $50,000; Ester, Gold Hill, Happy and St. Pat-

rick Creeks, $375,000; ,Smallwood Creek, Big Eldorado, Fish

and tributaries, $75,000; Quartz Creek and quartz production,

$50,000; Tenderfoot Creek, etc., $200,000; Hot Springs, $1,000,-

000; Tolovana district, $700,000; antimony, tungsten and other

ores, $400,000; total, $4,455,000.

JUNEAU, ALASKA—May 10

Much Diamond DrlHins is being done in the Juneau gold

belt. The horizontal hole being drilled by Lynch Bros, from
the face of the 2,250-ft. tunnel of the Alaska Gold Belt Co.,

near Juneau, recently reached 1,680 ft., which is a record for

the North country, if not a world's record. Some years ago
the Alaska Treadwell Gold Mining Co. drilled a horizontal

hole about 1,200 ft., accomplished, by the way, with the same
drill—a Sullivan "Champion"—which has a rating of only

1.500 ft. on vertical holes. It is thus seen that thfe l,6S0-ft.

hole on the Gold Belt property far exceeds the capacity of the

drill as recommended by the manufacturers. The severe duty
required of the drill is shown by the fact that it used all the

air from a 6-drill compressor to turn the rod, whereas under
normal condition this equipment requires approximately the

same amount of air as a large piston drill. Lynch Bros, are

understood to have a contract to drill another long hole from
close to the portal of the tunnel, in a downward divection,

to prospect the ground below. It is reported that the Gould
& Curry orebody was cut by the first diamond-drill hole,

and that tunneling will be resumed in the near future, under
the direction of A. B. Dodd, managing director, to continue
the development of this company's claims. Lynch Bros., of

Juneau, have also obtained a contract for from 4,000 to 9,000

ft. of drilling, practically in the town of Douglas. It is

understood that R. A. Kinzie, former superintendent of the
Treadwell company, is to be in charge for Eastern men. If

results of the prospecting are as expected, it may mean
operations fully as large as the Treadwell and will result in

a boom for the town of Douglas. Other core drilling is to

be done in this district for the Alaska Road Commission;
John Zug, assistant engineer, has asked for bids for core-drill

work to ascertain the formation and condition at points
across Gastineau channel for a bridge foundation. This work
calls for twelve holes through overburden to bedrock. The
bridge will connect Douglas. Treadwell, Juneau and Thane
for pedestrian and vehicle traffic, thus eliminating the use of

boats and ferries for intercourse between these communities.

PHOENIX, ARIZ,—May 18

TniiKXten Ores Are Beinj^ Mined in four counties in Ari-
zona: Yavapai, Pima, Cochise and Mohave. Probably the
greatest activity is in Yavapai County; practically all the
tungsten mining in this county is confined to the Eureka,
Tip Top and Tule Creek districts, as described in the "Journal"
of Apr. 15. In Pima county, the only tungsten mining of im-
portance is in Las Guljas district, southwest of Tucson. The
principal shipper from this district is the International
Tungsten Co., operating a 20-8tamp mill, which will be added
to as production demands. Robert O. Boykin recently shipped
8,640 lb. of tungsten ore, worth about $6,180, which was milled
with a portable plant from ores of Las Guijas district. The
Cochise County tungsten camps are particularly active. The
concentrator at the Primes camp is being run day and night;

about 15 tons of high-grade concentrates are made weekly
and shipped to the company's refinery at Primes, Penn. Many
individuals are also making good profits. In the Draper camp,
several new tungsten properties are being opened. Seventy-

five men are working dry placers in Sebrlng camp. From the
Little Dragoon Mountains, ore Is being regularly freighted to
Benson for shipment. There are rich deposits of scheelite and
hiibnerite at Russellvllle, four miles north of Dragoon. The
Johnson district is also augmenting its output. In Mohave
County, the Yucca Tungsten Mining Co., at Yucca, has com-
pleted a 25-ton concentrator and about 40 men are employed.
The Williams Tungsten Co., also of Yucca, is considering the
installation of a mill. L. L. Stevens has a few men in the
Aquarius Mountains, making a tungsten concentrate, which he
hauls to Kingman. A 60'% concentrate is being made in

Boulder Cafion from lode claims and placer ground. At
Cedar Valley, the Admaier Mining Co.. is working 20 men on
a wolframite vein and is operating a 25-ton mill.

OAT3IAN, .\RIZ.—May 17

Important Chances in Tom Reed management have taken
place following the annual meeting. S. S. Jones has resigned
as general manager and has been succeeded by Edward W.
Rabb. formerly at the Tennessee zinc mine at Chloride; Ellis
Mallory will also join the Tom Reed staff. Changes in the
directorate are: Charles N. Post, T. L. Auten and W. B. Cord
succeeding E. R. Bradley, W. C. Mason and John Sprague. It

is understood that W. P. Mooredyke may be elected president
to succeed Charles Grimes. About 25 companies are now
operating in the Black Range section, 5 mi. from heart of

Oatman. The recent strike of the Black Range company has
increased interest in this part of the district.

JOPLIjr—May 30
Randolph D. Talmadge, a mine owner of Joplin, has been

appointed field aid for this district to assist in obtaining
the proposed industrial census of the United States in the
interest of preparedness. Mr. Talmadge hopes to complete
the census by June 1. Local operators are helping the work
as much as possible.

Not a Single Bid For Ore was made last week in the Okla-
homa section of the district on account of the slump in the
spelter market, which put sfeveral smelting companies out
of the local ore market. The Oklahoma field has become
a heavy producer and it is predicted that it will soon pass the
Joplin division and come next to the Webb City-Cartervllle
camp in point of production. The ore, however, is not so
high grade as in the Joplin camp and the section consequently
suffers more under a poor market.

ISHPEMING. MICH,—3Iay SO

AVaBe.s Asain Advanced in this district by the Cleveland-
Cliffs Iron Co. The increase was effective May 1, the action
following the advance by the Oliver Iron Mining Co. Other
companies on the iron ranges are also increasing the pay of

the men.

The Record for a Single Day's Loading was broken on
May 16 at the Marquette docks of the Lake Superior & Ish-

peming Ry. A total of 43.000 tons of iron ore was placed
in the holds of boats; the former record was 42,300 tons.

Shipments are heavier from the Marquette docks than for

some years past but there has been a falling oft in shipments
from the Escanaba docks.

No Change in Mine Valuations is expected as a result of

the tax conference between the mine managers and members
of the State Tax Commission. The mine owners are com-
plaining more about the system in vogue for determining
valuations than they are about their assessments. One point
brought before the commission that had never been men-
tioned at a previous tax gathering was that if mine valua-
tions in the Michigan field are reduced, other local property
should also be lowered, as all property is dependent upon the
iron-mining industry. The mine managers urged this point
and it met with the approval of the commission.

TORONTO—May 10

The Canadian Tax Bill, under which mining and other com-
panies are taxed 2.'i'". on excess profits, subject to liberal al-

lowances for exhaustion of ore, has passed its final stages and
is now a law.

The Calgary Oil Field has not attracted much general at-

tention since the boom of two years ago. However, develop-
ment has been going on steadily on some of the locations and
at least three wells, the Dingman, Prudential and Southern
Alberta, have oil in commercial quant'ties. At the Dingman
a reduction plant has been installed and is expected to be in

operation by the end of the month. It has been built so

that additional units can be installed if required and Is

planned so that the wet gas which the well produces can be
converted into gasoline without any separate operation.
Tankage is available for the storage of oil which may be
sent from other wells for refining. The I'rudential is In-

stalling a new pumping plant, tests made some time ago
indicating that It will prove a good pumping well.
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ARIZONA
Gila County

GREATER MIAMI COPPER CO. (Miami)—Incorporated to
develop group of 20 claims on Mineral Creek, formerly be-
longing to W. R. Jones and Grover Sikes; several carloads
copper-silver-gold ore on dump. N. E. Milford, secretary.

Mohave County
JOHN WALKER discovered high-grade gold quartz on

surface in Wallapai valley; others entering district.

TENNESSEE (Chloride)—Rich ore struck on 1,400-ft.
level.

SCHUYLKILL (Chloride)—Now being unwatered: shaft
will be deepened from 500- to 1,000 ft.

GOOD LUCK (Chloride)—E. J. Scott and G. H. Hadley
have taken over nine claims lying between Schuylkill, Ten-
nessee and Schenectady.

IVANHOE (Oatman)—Crosscut now in 216 ft. on 500-ft.
level.

BLUE BIRD (Oatman)—New equipment installed; shaft
down 120 ft.

LUCKY SAM (Oatman)—Shaft, down 175 ft., has encoun-
tered vein.

TlirES (Oatman)—Drifting on 20-ft. vein in Martin tunnel
workings, from which good assay was obtained.

BLACK R.\NGE (Oatman)—Encountered 40-ft. vein at 300-

ft. level; no official assay yet reported.

OATMAN UNITED (Oatman)—Headframe completed; small
hoist being used temporarily, awaiting arrival of 40-hp. Fair-
banks-Morse engine.

SUNSET AND INDEPENDENCE (Oatman)—H. S. Walker
and other Colorado investors have formed new company to

take over Sunset and Independence groups. Development
already under way. v

MOHAWK CENTRAL (Oatman)—M. J. Monnette, of Hayes-
Monnette lease fame, in Goldfleld, associated with G. W.
Long, manager of United Eastern. John A. Hassell and J. P.

Loftus, of Nevada, taken large interest. Plan more equip-
ment and speedv development. Mohawk group adjoins Tom
Reed and lies between United Eastern and Oatman United.

PAY DAY (Kingman)—Excitement aroused here by strike
of rich gold quartz in Pay Day mine. 70 mi. northeast of
Kingman. In one day over 20 wagonloads of "stampeders"
left Kingman for scene of strike.

Pinal County
MAGMA (Superior)—Construction of 100-ton zinc concen-

trator commenced; entirely separate from copper concen-
trator; contract let for sinking main shaft from 1.200 to

1.600 level.

RAY HERCULES (Rav)—Last drill hole passed through SO

ft. of 3<^c copper ore. (Concentrator with initial capacity of
1,000 tons being considered. George O. Bradley may design
mill; J. M. Callow, consulting metallurgist.

AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING (Hayden)—Exca-
vation for a third reverberatorv furnace and other machinery,
which will increase capacity of works 30'r. practically com-
pleted. Reconstruction of sampling mill, destroyed by tire

Apr. S, nearly finished. Company plans to erect $20,000 recre-
ation building, including gymnasium and swimming pool.
Twenty brick cottages for employees being constructed.

Yavapai County
FLTRLOUGH DEVELOPMENT (Wickenburg) — New York

men organized company to develop copper property. Will
begin sinking 1,000-ft. shaft at once; George Holder, super-
intendent.

COPPER CHIEF (Clarkdale)—Mill treating 130 tons $S

gold ore; shipping 30 tons copper ore daily to Humboldt
smeltery. Mine yields gold for first 250 ft.; sulphides for next
400 ft.; shaft only 650 ft. deep.

JEROME-SUPERIOR COPPER (Jerome)—New organiza-
tion, in which employees and officers of United Verde are in-

terested, will develop about 60 claims, lying south and east
of the Arkansas & Arizona and North Verde, originalb' lo-

cated bv Sutliffe & Stanridge. Organizers include R. D. Tally,
mine superintendent for United Verde; Thomas Taylor, smeltery
superinlenilent; J. J. Stanton, master mechanic; Leroy Ander-
son, counsel; and others.

CONSOLIDATED ARIZONA SMELTING (Humboldt)—In
first quarter, UH C, Blue Hell and De Soto mines produced
25 618 tons; concentrator treated 19,36rt tons; smelting plant
treated (custom material Included) 20.S42 tons; copper produc-
tion, 1,691,000 lb.; silver. 21,'J03 oz.; gold, 905 oz. Net profits.

$160,478, of which $78,395 were made In March. Operations
during January and February seriously Interfered with by
weather conditions
regular shipments.
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that made It Impossible to maintain

CAMKORMA
Aniadnr County

BUNKER HILL (Amador City)—The 120th consecutive
monthly dividend was declared payable May 15. Good srade
of ore being extracted from the lower levels. E. Hampton
Is superintendent.

PLYMOUTH CONSOLIDATED (Plymouth)—Preliminary
statement of James F. Parks, superintendent, of production
and costs In April. 1916: Ore milled, 11.000 tons; total value,

$59,900; working expense. $27,136; d.vclopment expense, $4,188;

surplus, $28,576; other capital expenditures, $4,273.

CONSOLIDATED AMADOR (Sutter Creek)—Hoist to be
used for installing the three pumps for unwatering the shaft
is about ready for operation and pumps are on the ground.
Foundations for machinery are lieing laid and supplies of
timber and steel are arriving. Transformer installation com-
pleted. Work shop erected. New steel headframe aviU be in-
stalled when preliminary work is completed. T. Walter Beam,
manager.

Calaveras County

AMERICAN GOLD DREDGING CO. (Comanche)—Instal-
lation on Mokelumne River of third dredge said to have been
arranged. This company succeeded Oro Water Light and
Power Co. of Oroville. .

Inyo County
ANTIMONY ORE reported in the Argus range, 20 mi.

southeast of Darwin, on the rim of Panamint Valley, near the
pass where the Ballarat-Trona road crosses range. Located
by Ralph Williams and George Johnson and optioned to R. W.
Moore and H. P. Russell, of Bishop.

TUNGSTEN PROSPECTS, east of Bishop, still attracting
attention of prospectors and investors. Strikes reported on
ground owned by Dr. Robert O'Neal and others of Bishop;
this is just west of the Tungsten Mines ground. Only traces
of tungsten were visitjle in outcrop but high-grade ore dis-
closed at shallow depth. Willis tungsten claims in Shannon
Carion. 10 mi. south of Bishop, optioned to Charles W. Alvord,
of Bakersfield.

Shasta County
NOBLE ELECTRIC (Heroult)—Smeltery run for three

weeks with one furnace and reported to have produced ferro-
manganese at rate of 12 tons per 24 hr. Second furnace will
be in operation about end of ilay.

GUGGENHEIM INTERESTS reported to be making exami-
nation of dredging ground on the Bassett, Van Balveren,
Mfrk and Patterson farms, embracing about 1.000 acres. Key-
stone drill being used to prospect Bassett farm near Sacra-
mento River.

DREDGING GROUND, owned by William Diestlehorst.
embracing 160 acres on Clear Creek, reported bonded to El
Oro company of Yreka. Prospecting being done by shafts.
Diestlehorst has operated small dredge of his own design
several years.

ASBESTOS reported ready for shipment from Sims. The
deposits are situated on Mears Creekj and owned by J. J.
Hartigan, of Castella and H. T. Mecum. Operation is In
western part of Shasta County, but in district separate from
the asbestos mines in Trinity County.

COLOR.\DO
Boulder County

ANNA L. (Boulder Falls)—Shaft down 100 ft. and 150 ft.

of drifting done in ore.

BR.\CE (Nederland)—Twelve sets of lessees at work on
this property, recently acquired by Degge & Clark.

WHITE RAVEN (Boulder)—Being developed by L. A.
Ewing & Co. Shaft down 400 ft. High-grade silver-lead ore
being shipped.

LOGAN (Crisman)—Sale to Boulder and Kansas men re-
ported; mine is gold and silver producer, and recently tung-
sten was found.

SPRADLEY (Camp Loveland)—Being developed by W. T.
Branson. Shaft down 100 ft. and station is being cut prepara-
tory to drifting both ways on rich tungsten vein.

WILD TIGER (Boulder Falls)—Vigorous development is

under way at this property, owned by C. M. Mc.Mlister. of
Boulder. An S-drill compressor purchased and exploratory
tunnels will be driven. A Temple electric drill will be
tried.

CIinfTee County

MONARCH-MADONN.\ (Monarch)—Fred Watson, miner,
was killed May 17, when he fell 200 ft. in shaft No. 6.

San Juan County
SHIPMENTS FROM SILVERTON during April were; Sil-

ver Lake. 78 cars; Sunnyside, 36 cars; Iowa-Tiger. 22 cars;
Dives Leasing Co., 3 cars; D. McLean, 2 cars; N. C. Maxwell &
Co., King Bros. & Co. and A. Jackson. 1 car each; miscella-
neous shipments, 2 cars; total, 146 cars.

San MiKuel County
BALLARD (Tellurlde)—Operations resumed by Anderson

and Lacey, lessees; mill in Bear Creek Gulch in operation.

CONCENTRATES SHIPMENTS from Tellurlde during April
were: Tomboy, 52 cars; Smuggler-Union, 50 cars, of which 30

were shipped to Durango and 20 to Blende; Liberty Bell, la

cars; total, 117 cars.

FAVORITE MINES AND REDUCTION CO. (Tellurlde)-
This new company incorporated by Philip L. Foster, William
D. Thornton and D. A. Herron has commenced active develop-
ment on Favorite mine at Ophir. D. A. Herron, manager.

Summit County
MILLING CAPACITY in Breckenrldge district being In-

creased. Puzzle 5n-ton mill nearing completion; gravity and
flotation concentration used. Ball mill and electric separatorij

added to Old Union mill eiiuipment. Jessie mill overhauled
and enlarged; now ready for operation.
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EXCELSIOR (Frisco)—Regular shipments lead-zinc ore
beins made by lessees.

JUMBO (Montezuma)—Zeeka Heilman, machineman, in-
stantly killed, Apr. 31, by fall of rock in stope.

DUNKIN (Breckenridge)—Development work on .this
Ni'iper Hill mine under way. Shipments of gold ore being
made-
WELLINGTON (Breckenridge)—In spite of bad roads, 50

tons concentrates per day being shipped. Production to be
doubled .soon.

OLD UNION (Breckenridge)—New shoot of lead-silver ore
opened while retimbering old crosscut tunnel. Mill treating
ore from Old Union and Country Boy.

WASHINGTON (Breckenridge)—First car of concentrates
shipped recently to Chamberlain sampling plant. Much
development under way. New shoot of lead-silver ore, carry-
ing some gold, opened. Increase in mill equipment contem-
plated.

IDAHO
Bouuer County

ID.\HO-CONTINENTAL (Porthill)—Completing 300-ton
concentrating mill on site of mill destroyed by Are. Recently
shipped two cars of sorted lead-silver ore.

Custer County
LOST PACKER (Bonanza)—This copper-gold property,

owned in Salt Lake City, is being reopened for the season
by Manager John P. Boyle.

Owyhee County
SOUTH MOUNTAIN (Silver City)—Reported that Stanly A.

Easton and associates, of Wallace, will develop this old cop-
per-lead-silver-zinc property, comprising 16 claims. (iol-
conda tunnel will be cleaned out and development started at
once.

Shoshone County
BASIN (Burke)—Control taken by Hercules Mining Co. of

these five claims adjoining its property on south.
INDEX (Wallace)—Crosscut tunnel to develop this group

at 500-ft. depth now in 250 ft. Henry Gilbert, manager,
RAY-JEFFERSON (Wallace)—This company, building 250-

ton mill, now controlled by Day interests and output will be
shipped to Northport. Wash., for smelting.

BOSS ZINC (Osburn)—Development of this zinc-lead-silver
prospect on east fork of Two-Mile Creek, will be undertaken.
Control optioned to Lieb Bros., brokers, of Wallace.
HYPOTHEEK (Kingston)—New electric hoist and head-

frame in place, and mill practically completed. Orebody
opened on 500-, 700- and 900-ft. leyels; exploration on 1,100
level, east and west, encountering ore.

MICHIGAN
Copper

TREMONT DEVON (Ontonagon)—Sinking third drill hole.

LAKE (Lake Mine)—Shipping about 300 tons daily to
Baltic mill.

AHMEEK (Ahmeek)—By end of June, eight stamp heads
should be ready to run; expected to handle 5.600 tons daily.

FRANKLIN (Demmon)—Second shaft being opened; month
or more necessary to do required cleaning and retimbering.
NEW ARCADIAN (Houghton)—Mill run of New Arcadian's

additional stockpile will be made as soon as Franklin mill
can spare the heads.
NEW BALTIC (Houghton)—At 1,230 ft., drill cut the con-

gLomirate. showing S ft. well mineralized; concludes diamond-
drill explorations, as the dip and trend of all formations are
now laid out. Plans shaft at south end of property, to open
New Arcadian lode and the conglomerate.
MOHAWK (Mohawk)—Purchased 900 acres of Torch Lake

shore land with a mile running over to Portage Lake, from
Roebling interests; gives good dockage on Portage Lake and a
good mill site on Torch Lake, practically opposite Quincy
stamp mill. No present intention of erecting another mill.

COPPER RANGE CONSOLIDATED (Painesdale)—Cham-
pion rock running 37 lb. copper per ton at present; better
than average for last year, which was considered remarkable
record. Baltic and Trimountain maintaining tonnages and
grade, Baltic running over 31 lb. The lower openings are av-
erage rock in each case; slight improvement noticeable in Tri-
mountain. Preparations for rebuilding Trimountain stamp
mil) proceeding but construction will not be rushed; present
mills are able to care for output and Trimountain mill is to be
rebuilt to provide for emergency.

Iron

AUSTIN (Gwinn)—Reopened after nearly two years' idle-
ness. Three other mines. Stephenson. Stegmiller and Gwinn,
now working in (^winn district.

FORTUNE LAKE (Crystal Falls)—Winston Bros., who
have contract to divert Briar Hill Creek water from this ore-
body, will use dragline excavators; 15 houses being erected.

MINiVKSOTA
Mesuhi Rnn>:;e

UTICA (Hibbing)—Steel headframe now being erected.
ORDEAN (Virginia)—Two shovels cleaning up surface of

orebody. Pit ready to ship any time.
HELMER (Buhl)—This Minnesota state-lease mine, oper-

ated by Swallow & Hopkins, is shipping.
MISSABE MOUNTAIN (Virginia)—Twelve drills doing fur-

ther exploration to obtain information for stripping. One
shovel removing ore from pit.

HULL-RUST (Hibbing)—Seven shovels are in Hull-Rust
pit. All loading ore except one or two which encountered
some overburden among old caves.

PHILBIN (Hibbing)—Improvements at this undergroundmme are practically completed. Pump room installed. Ex-tension to engine house and change house also completed.
„. j^L^'^^-V^^ (Virginia)—Shipping from stockpile occasionally,inree underground workings now In operation; ore from twohoisted through .shaft, and the other dumps from side of hillinto pocket.

r-v»^/'v" ^l^^^'^ (Calumet)—A. Guthrie & Co. stripping forthreat Northern Iron Ore Properties. Three shovels In opera-tion, two features of present work are use of Gordon sprr-adr-rto level dump, and power track lifter.

-MISSOVRI
Joplin DlMtrlct

^»ji?^*^°,^'^"^'^^./''°P''">—S"'l<''"e new mill on Fairviewcemetery lease; mill burned two years ago.

finAfPi^f^^ BROS (Galena)—Let contract for mill on Mar-tin land, following drilling; shaft well under way.

fniinS^'^^'^n-^'^^'^ (Joplin)—Six new shafts going down,following drilling campaign in which good strikes were made
rr=,v?i^V^/^^^'^ » ^^^^ . (Carthage)—Being drained by
chiner "to w rk"^"^

companies are installing ma-

ccJ\.^r^^^^^, (Joplin)—Purchased 307-acre tract north-east of Carterville, adjoining sheet-ground field, for $30,000and will prospect.

,
.JESSE BREIGLE (Joplin)—Let contract for 20,000 ft of

,.''li\"l5 S? 1.000-acre lease recently acquired west and south-west of Webl) City.
O. W. SPARKS (Joplin)—Started 300-ton mill on School-

tSSh?, '"/ff °- M'l'^O"'-' Lead and Zinc Co.'s land, in SouthJoplin, following four good drill strikes.

MOXTAXA
Deer Lodge County

ANACONDA (Anaconda)—Construction on several plants atWashoe Reduction Works approaching completion; -inc con-centrator nearly finished and in copper department, Instal-

fhl?,]l ?,i cAn'fnA Vf'^^t F-alls type converters now completed.About 24,500,000 llx copper produced in April.

LctTit) and Clark County
PORPHYRY DIKE (Rimini)—Anaconda has large force atwork developing and testing property which covers about 250

acres. Lowest point of development now 250 ft. below surfaceValues so far range from 5c. to |o per ton in gold. Expected
to average about $3 per ton, with mining and milling costs
of II per ton. Plans call for opencut mining. There is ''O-stamp mill on property.

Powell County
ARMILDA (Avon)—Rich ore, running from 12 to 25r:r incopper and from 2 to 5 oz. in gold, reported in this mine.owned by Helena-Scratch Gravel Mining Co.

Silver Bon- County
DAVIS-DALY (Butte)—Quarter ended Mar. 31 shows re-

ceipts $42.5-10 from ore and $2,228 miscellaneous revenues-
disbursements $39,981. New Nordberg hoist, with capacity
of 1,100 tons in 16 hr., ordered for delivery in four months.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—Quarter ended Mar. 31shows profits, $3,554,940. Mill recoverv now about 93'"', Com-
pany's monthly payroll, with nearly 2,000 men, is about $'50 -
000 at present.

EAST BUTTE (Butte)—Results for May promise to be
best for many months. There has been steady Increase for
two months both in tonnage and grade of ore, how above 4%
copper. Output for April at Pittsmont smeltery, 1,501.000 lb
copper, an increase of 195,000 lb. over March.

BUTTE-BALLAKLAVA (Butte)—Case of Anton Donati and
partners against company was dismissed Mav 11 bv Judge
Lynch. Partners had a month-to-month le.<\se" on 1,6'00 level
of Ballaklava. They were made to quit without notice and
sued for $6,000 damages. Court held that 30 days' notice not
needed to end agreement of that kind.

ANACONDA (Butte)—At company's Emma mine, in resi-
dence district of Butte, surface improvements are being rushed
to permit active exploitation of zinc and silver ores; new
hoist will be in place and other machinery Installed bv July
1. when stoping will be started; crosscut from company's Gag-
non mine on 1. 500-ft. level is being pushed toward Emma with
all possible speed to permit raising to meet Emma shaft. At
company's Nettie mine, in western section of Butte district,
ore was encountered in drift on 500 level. Ore is being blocked
out and within 30 days company expects to ship ore high in
silver to Washoe works. In years past. Nettie was one of
Butte's famous producers of rich silver ores.

NEV.VDA
Clark County

YELLOW PINE (Goodsprings)—Now shipping about l.SOO
tons of zinc concentrate and 250 tons of lead concentrate per
month. New 75-hp. power plant just installed at mine. Divi-
dend of $150,000 May 10 makes total paid in 1916 $350,000.

PRAIRIE B'LOWER (Goodsprings)—Under bond to F. A.
Hale and associates, who have force of men cleaning out old
workings preparatory to further exploration. Adjoins Yellow
Pine oh north and has shipped considerable ore; idle last
few years.

BOSS (Woodsprings)—Experimental plant erected for
testing methods of treatment of copper-gold-platlnum ore. of
which tliere is a tonnage blocked in the mine. O. J. Fisk. gen-
eral manager, announced that small plant, utilizing ohloridiz-
ing roast, will be erected in the near future, this method hav-
ing given satisfactory results in preliminary tests.

li^lko County
STARLIGHT (Jarbidge)—Second tunnel started to ex-

plore vein at greater depth.
LONG HIKE (Jarbidge)—The Interests holding bond on this

property have optioned additional claims. Employing about
50 men.
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BLUSTER CONSOLIDATED (Jarbidge)—Mill has started.
Mine again being examined by engineers representing George
Wingfield of Goldfield.
PHALAN MANGANESE (Shatter)—Faddis & Mitchell, of

Salt Lake Citv, have leased this manganese mine and will haul
43 to 45% ore by motor truck to Western Pacific R.R.

Esmeralda County
FLORENCE GOLDFIELD (Goldfield)—Purchased flotation

plant of Nevada Metal Extraction Co. and will at once add
sufficient equipment to bring capacity up to 300 tons per day.
The dumps, for treatment of which plant was erected by
leasing company, revert to the Florence. Underground re-
serves estimated at 75,000 tons expected to yield a profit be-
tween $3 and S4 per ton when treated in enlarged plant.

JUMBO EXTENSION (Goldfield)—Preliminary estimate for
April gives production at 2,721 dry tons, averaging $29.03
per ton, or a gross value of $79,000. Sampling, freight and
treatment amounted to $2S,500; smelting loss, $8,000; operat-
ing costs, $17,500: net profit, $25,000.

REORGANIZED BOOTH (Goldfield)—Dividend No. 4 de-
clared payable June 6: disbursement of about $50,000; total
since Mar. 6, 1916. almost $350,000, derived from proceeds
from settlements of apex claims. Property not working; shaft
dismantled and buildings removed.

RAT (Goldfield)—These copper claims, about IS mi. south-
westerly from Goldfield at the foot of Jackson Mountain, op-
tioned for ex-Senator W. A. Clark, of Montana. Shaft being
sunk to 300-ft. level, where first lateral development will be
undertaken.

Humboldt County
RICH TUNGSTEN STRIKE reported by Ernest Gray, 15

mi. north of Golconda in the Hot Springs Range; claims 4-

ft. vein carrying scheelite.

SPRINGER, LAMB & WHITE (Seven Troughs)—Tungsten
find made near Eagle Rock, 16 mi. west.

NEVADA PACKARD (Lovelocks)—Precipitates, valued at
$12,000. representing cleanup for last half of April, recently
shipped to Sell)j'.

BEESON (Lovelocks)—This tungsten property, 25 mi.
southwest, is preparing to make 500-ton shipment. Haulage
contract let to Broulet Bros., who will use 75-hp. Holt tractor
and 6 trailers on 20-mi. haul to Marion, on Southern Pacific
R.R. Mill to be built: Forbes Rickard, engineer. Equitable
Bldg., Denver.

Nye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended May 13 was

9.001 tons, valued at $192,678, compared with 6.552 tons for
week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont, 3,031
tons; Tonopah Mining, 2.250 tons; Tonopah E.xtension, 1,850
tons; ,Iim Butler, 750 tons; West End, 305 tons; Rescue-Eula,
237 tons; Halifax, 153 tons; North Star, 70 tons; Cash Boy, 50
tons; MacNamara, 41 tons; miscellaneous, 264 tons.

GREENWATER COPPER (Tonopah)—This company, now
developing Bonanza and Great Western properties in this dis-
trict, has shaft down 1.470 ft. in the Bonanza and will con-
tinue sinking to at least 1,800 ft. Great Western shaft in
ore-tjearing formation at 1,150 ft. where 70-ft. crosscut has
been driven, four pumps, with capacity of 300 gal. per min.
installed to handle increased water flow. John McGee, man-
ager.

Storey County
CON. VIRGINIA (Virginia)—South drift, 2,700 level, ex-

tended to 91-ft. point, vein 4% It. wide, carrying quartz and
clay seams.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—Bast crosscut at 70-ft.
point, in 2.500 incline winze, advanced 12 ft., face showing
vein matter; winze sunk 4 ft., bottom in vein material.

OPHIR (Virginia)—Main north lateral drift from incline
station, 2,500 level, cleaned out and repaired to 530-ft. point.
South drift also cleaned out and repaired; north drift from
joint west crosscut. 2,700 level, now out 74 ft. with face in
quartz of fair assay.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Repairs made in

Jacket 300 level crosscut and 16 cars of ore saved; north drift
cleaned out and 91 cars of ore saved; 274 cars saved on 1.600
level. Repairs made on 1.600 station of incline. Jacket mill
received 215 tons mine rock, 868 tons dump rock. One bar
bullion shipped. Installation of Deister concentrator tables
in progress.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—Ore extraction for week: From
2,400 level, 62 tons, $34.70: 71 tons, $48.02; from 2,500 level,
77 tons, $16.20. North drift, 2,700 level, extended 10 ft.;

total length in good repair, 360 ft. In Mexican west crosscut
at 61-ft. point advanced north drift 6 ft., with face all in
quartz of low assay. Union shaft sunk 25 ft., now in good
condition to 2,430-ft. point. Repairs made above 2,000 level.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—West crosscut No. 2, 2,500 level,
advanced to 360-ft. point, face in porphyry and quartz; north
and south drift started on contact. East crosscut No. 4, 2,700
level, in porphyry and quartz at 160-ft. point. East crosscut
No. 5 started in drift 406 ft. south of the 2,700-2,900 Mexican
winze; face in vein matter of low assay. Mexican mill re-
sumed crushing custom ore after repairs; received 209 tons,
average assay $33.71.

SaiJTH DAKOTA
C'UHter <'o«nty

OLD MIKE (Custer)—Two cars of mica are being for-
warded weekly to trimming plant at Crawford, Neb.
CROWN (Custer)—This property of Westinghouse com-

pany is being reopened .ifter suspension of four years.

I^nwrence County
LEASING IN BALD MOUNTAIN DISTRICT Is responsible

for much of the activity noted there at present. Golden Re-
ward, Mogul and Ofcr companies have been granting leases
for some time, and numerous properties held by individuals
have been taken over by lessees. At least 40 different blocks
are being so worked and 125 to 150 men employed.

WASP NO. 2 (Flatiron)—Has carload tungsten ore and con-
centrates practically ready to market.
HOMESTAKE (Lead)—Two cars of wolframite ore recently

shipped. Tungsten concentrator will probably be ready be-
fore end of June.

ECHO (Maitland)—Goulds triplex station pump, with ca-
pacity of 125 gal. per min., driven by 15-hp. electric motor,
being installed on 200-ft. level. Lateral work to be resumed.

UTAH
Juab County

TINTIC SHIPMENTS for week ended May 12 amounted to
222 cars.

EAGLE & BLUE BELL (Eureka)—Operating new electric
compressor and hoist; will greatly increase production.
BECK TUNNEL (Eureka)—Drifting started on the 1,100

level, under contract to Walter Fitch, Jr. On the 900, cross-
cutting is being done l>y company.

GOLD CHAIN (Mammoth)—Operating again under favor-
able conditions; extending tunnel level into unprospected
ground. Old workings furnish four to five cars of shipping
ore weekly.
EUREKA KING (Eureka)—Organized to develop claims

adjoining the Selma and property of the Chief Consolidated
in north Tintic; Ray Van Cott, president. Some low-grade
ore opened in tunnels. Sinking to 500 level will be under-
taken.

Salt Lake County
BONNEVILLE NATURAL GAS AND OIL (Salt Lake)—

Company organized to develop oil and natural gas in Utah.
Owns large acreage in various parts of the state. D. A.
S3nith, president; J. B. Taylor, consulting engineer.

CONGOR (Bingham)—Shipments will begin soon from up-
per workings, idle for years. There is some 3 to 5*7© copper
ore that will net a good profit at present prices. Company
working in Montana Bingham tunnel for some months: a raise,
starting 100 ft. back of the face of the tunnel (in about 4,048
ft.), is up 400 ft. with 800 ft. more to go to reach old workings.

Summit County
NEW QUINCT (Park City)—Ore encountered in develop-

ment through 900 level of Daly West; will ship car soon.
DALY WEST (Park City)—Water supply is increasing and

mill will soon be in operation. Company will benefit from
delay, as since enforced closing, price of silver has risen.

SILVER KING CONSOLID.\TED (Park City)—New 50-ton
mill will treat material furnished by a second-class dump at
tlie mine and low-grade ore on the 1.800. The machinery,
wliich will be furnislied by Traylor Engineering and Manu-
facturing Co., will be housed in remodeled mill buildings of
former Grasselli Chemical Co. plant.

VIRGIXI-V
Campbell County

OTTER RIVER MINING AND MANGANESE CORPORA-
TION (Evington)—No. 1 shaft down about 92 ft. and will
be sunk 65 ft. more. Anotlier shaft soon to be sunk. John
W. Woodson, of Lynchburg, president.

C.\NAD.\

British Columbia
CANADA COPPER CORPORATION (Greenwood)—Two fur-

naces now treating about 1,400 tons daily. In Copper Moun-
tain property. 12 mi. from Princeton. 10,000,000 tons of 1.73%
copper ore indicated by drilling campaign, now discontinued
and supplanted by underground development including 2,noo-
ft. tunnel; installing 12-mi. power line from Princeton; 2,000-
ton flotation mill contemplated. Oscar Lachmund, manager.

Ontario

WEST DOME (Porcupine)—Cut 5 ft. of $18 ore with dia-
mond drill.

VIPOND (Porcupine)—Ore reserves of Mar. 31 were 91.000
tons, averaging $5.24.

DOME EXTENSION (Porcupine)—Let contract for 3,000
ft. of diamond drilling.

DUNCAN SYNDICATE (Larder Lake)—Uncovered vein
carrying much free gold.

L.\ BELLE KIRKLAND (Kirkland Lake)—Shaft down 315
ft. Considering mill installation.

WKTTL.MTFER (South Lorrain)—High-grade ore extracted
from near old working shaft, 130 ft. down.

DAVIDSON (Porcupine)—This mine, now owned by West-
ern syndicate, is being dewatered and will be actively de-
veloped.

NII'ISSING (Cobalt)—During April, estimated net value of
ore mined. $167,446; bullion from Nipisslng and custom ores,
$447,546.

CKOWN RESERVE (Cobalt)—Has relinquished option on
Globe mine in California. Recently took option on Cochrane
mine in Cobalt and claims in Boston Creek.

MINING CORPORATION OF CANADA (Cobalt)—Second
annual report nf this company, which owns Cobalt-Townslte,
Chamt)ers-Fcrland and Col)alt Lake mines, shows output of
4,563,957 oz. silver against 3.185,124 in 1914 and net profits of
$1,193,395 as compared with $752,105.

McINTYUE (Porcupine)—Annual report year ende'd Mar.
31, showed total bullion production, $779,990; disbursements,
$447,946; operating profits, $327,524. In regard to recent im-
portant discoveries, report says that crosscut on 1,000-ft.
level from m.aln working shaft on Melntyre Extension crossed
the l)Oundary of the Melntyre, opening large body of high-
grad<' nulling ore, partly on property of each company. De-
velopments on upper levels Indicate that further orebodies
may be cut before crosscut reaches No. 5 shaft.
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Metal Markets

NEW'' YORK—May 24

All of the metals were reactionary during the last week in

a dull market. The weakness was most pronounced in the

case of spelter.

Gspper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—Scarcely any business was reported by produc-
ers and quotations are based cliiefly on offerings. The larg-

est producers are sold so well ahead that they are indifferent

to the market, but other producers who are not so well sold

court further business by offering at concessions, without
there being any pressure to sell. The premium on near-by
copper has substantially disappeared. There is still a fair

quantity of August copper for sale, but producers appear to

be most interested in selling for delivery in the last quarter

of the year. Prices receded on all deliveries to the extent of

about %c. per lb., as compared with the end of our last week.
In the trade this reaction causes no apprehension, but sim-

ply reflects the dullness that has now been prolonged for

several weeks. The common opinion is that a renewal of buy-
ing demand will put the price back to the 29c. basis, i.e.,

the terms of the principal producers.

Exports from Baltimore for the week included 3,359,862 lb.

copper to Prance.

Copper Sheets, base price is 37V4c. per lb. for hot rolled

and 3SV4C. for cold rolled. Usual extras charged, with higher

prices for small quantities. Copper wire is 33%@33%c. per

lb. for large lots at mill.

Visible Stocl£s of Copper in Europe on May 15 are reported

as follows: Great Britain, 2,833; France, 3,700; afloat from
Chile, 2.875: afloat from Australia, 4,300; total. 13.708 gross

tons, or 30,705,920 lb. This is 2.215 tons less than the May 1

report, the decrease being mainly in copper afloat.

Tin—This market was very dull. In the latter part of the

week there was a small recession in price, reflecting the weak-
ness in tlie London market.

Arrivals of tin at New York for the month up to May 24

ere 3.002 gross tons. Tin afloat for New York on May 20

was 3.580 tons.

Corrected reports put the output of tin from the Banka
mines in 1915 at 16,200 gross tons, against 15,319 tons in the

preceding year.
The corrected statement gives the exports of tin from the

B'ederated Malay States for the two months ended Feb. 29

at 17,243.394 lb., which is 1,089,894 lb. less than last year.

Lend—This market became distinctly weaker, most of

the independent producers being willing to shade the price

of the A. S. & R. Co. by 10 points or more. In the St. Louis
narket lead was offered by producers down to 7^4c., while
the A. S. & R. Co. maintained its price of 7.42^4c. Some
speculative lead was offered at lower prices. There was
much interest in the trade over a Japanese contract for which
tenders were made on May 23, to be decided on May 24. Most
of the American producers competed for this order. Some
of the large producers report sales for export right along
through the week at good prices.

Spelter—Business reported was more than in the previous
week, but still continued small in volume. Some producers
reported nothing but scattering carload business, while others
booked some round lots both for domestic and foreign ac-
count. These sales were chiefly for delivery running tlirougli

the second half of the year. Owing to the great variety of the
deliveries for which sales were made tlie market was difll-

cult to quote. Considering the average, the price faded away
gradually. There was a general willingness to sell, without
any exhibition of pressure, but signs of the latter became a

little more evident. On the other hand tliere was some re-

serve displayed by certain smelters who are of the opinion
that the market is going to rally, and who are accumulating
spelter rather than offering it for sale. Spelter for prompt
and early delivery continues scarce on the face of things,

but there is some doubt as to whetlier it is really so scarce
as appears. One thing is clear, that the market has been

falling of its own weight, there having been no manipulation.
There has been a general desire to see how it would behave
when left quite to itself.

Imports at Baltimore for the week included 7,500 tons zinc
ore from Cartagena, Spain.

Zinc SlieetH—The base price was reduced Ic. on May 23 and
is now $23.50 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Peru, 111., less 8% discount.

^VJumlnum—Contract deliveries are easier and comprise
most of the business done, as outside metal is rather scarce.
Prices are unchanged at 58@ 60c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots. New
York.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Other Metals

XEW YORK—May 24

Antlinonr—The market continues practically nil with
prices much softer on small business. Spot is quoted at 2S@
29c. per lb. Shipment from China within one month Is quoted
at 24 §250. per lb., c.l.f.. New York, duty unpaid.

QnicksilTer—The market Is again lower and Is at present

rather unsettled, chiefly owing to offers of some lots recently

from Mexico or South America. New York quotations may be

put at $S2'!i S5 per flask of 75 lb. Sales have improved a little.

San Francisco reports ?S5i@90 per flask on a quiet market.
The London price remains £16 10s. per flask. The L.ondon and
New York prices are now about on a parity.

Xickel—The market is rather active with a good demand
for export In addition to domestic requirements. Quotations
are steady at 4o@50c. per lb. for ordinary forms; with 5c.

additional for electrolytic nickel.

Minor Metals—Current quotations for Bismuth are $3.15

@

3.25 per lb.. New York. The London price is lis. per lb.

—

Cndminm is quoted at $1.2o@1.50 per lb.—Cobalt is $1.25 per

lb.—MaKnesinm is quoted at $5.50 per lb. for 99 <:^ pure.

—

Selenium is from $3 up to $5 per lb., according to quantities.

Gold, Silver cind Platinum

NEW YORK—May 24

Gold Receipts from Canada last week were $4,000,000,

making the total brought to New York from that country

$12,450,000 on the recent movement.

Gold Exports from Sau Francisco for the four months
ended Apr. 30 were $14,470,272: imports. $7,965,225; excess of

exports, $6,505,047. Silver exports for the four months were
valued at $3,939,075; imports, $825,959; excess of exports,

$3,113,116. Of the silver exports $33,250 were In coin and
$3,079,866 In bullion.

Japan's Gold Holdings at the end of April, according to a
report from the Ministry of Finance amounted to $254,235,000,

of which $194,415,000 is owned by the Bank of Japan, while

$59,820,000 is due the Imperial Treasury. The bulk of this

amount is kept abroad. The Bank of Japan holds only $84,-

745,000. There is $19,940,000 on deposit in New York. The
funds in the Treasury vaults are estimated at $47,856,000, a
gain of $24,925,000 over last year. The large increase in gold

holdings is said to be due to receipts from the sale of muni-
tions and to the heavy expansion in the foreign trade of the

country.

Platinum—The market is still very quiet and sales have
been small. The price remains unchanged, at about $80 per
oz. for refined platinum and $4 or $5 higher for hard metal.

Silver has had a sharp reaction from 36 "4 to 34d.—caused
by realizations on holdings (so far as the information can be

obtained), of India operators. Market is steady at the decline

and as the underlying conditions are unchanged it Is probable.

Some improvement in price may be looked for in the near
future.

The Government of Colombia has arranged to buy In New
York sufficient silver for 1,000,000 fifty-cent pieces. The coin-

age will be done at the United States Mint in Philadelphia.

A despatch from Manila, May 23, says that the Philippine

Government has sold to the Indian Government 7,500,000 silver

pesos, at a price not stated. The Philippine peso has a face

value of 50c. gold.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

JOPLI.X. MO,—May 20

Blende, high price $102.30; per ton 607r zinc, premium ore,

$100; medium grades $90!&80 and lower grades down to $70;

calamine, per ton 40'/f zinc, $60@50; average selling price, all

grades of zinc, $88.88 per ton. Lead, high price $98.70; per

ton 80% metal content, $96(&95; average, all grades of lead

ore, $95.94 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED MAY 20
Blende Calamine Lead Values

Totals this week 9.048,340 70,640 2.051,670 $503,610
Totals this year. 284,234.400 24,150.040 47,888.050 18,679,460

Blende value, the week, $403,110; 20 weeks, $15,585,470.

Calamine value, the week, $2,100; 20 weeks. $907,220.

Lead value, the week, $98,400; 20 weeks, $2,186,170.

A large proportion of this week's shipment was purchased
around a $90 base, but buying yesterday and today for future

delivery. Is around $80®<85 base. There is some evidence this

evening of a slightly Increasing demand for blende, with the

demand for calamine nil. The estimate of 4,500 tons pur-

chased last week is checked with a shipment of 4,559 tons

thi.s week. Shipments of ore have begun to the Plchcr Lead

Co.'s new smeltery at Henryetta, Okla. The continued decl;v

in ore prices will result in a sharp reduction in the wa-
scale next month, and some fears of trouble are entertain'

PLATTEVILLE, WIS.—May 13

The base price paid this week for zinc ore was $90 per to:

for top grades down to $80 per ton base for medium graO-
assaying down to 52r'r, all sold on an assay basis of So

metallic zinc. The base price paid for SOTt lead ore was $9i

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED MAY 20
Zinc Lead Sulphii

Ore. Lb. Ore. Lb. Ore, L>
Week 5.416.000 143.600 950.1
Year 88,464.000 3,000,930 25,073.;;

Shipped during week to separating plants, 5,834,000 1

zinc ore.

OTHER ORES
Manganese Ore—Prices are still strong. Brazilian ore is

quoted at 70 (g 75c. per unit at seaboard ports. There is very
little Indian ore to be had, and about S5c. per unit is asked
for small lots.

Arrivals at Baltimore for the past two Tveeks included
35.500 tons from Rio Janeiro, Brazil; 7,350 tons from Cuba;
1,300 tons from India; a total of 55,550 tons manganese ore.

.4ntimeny Ore maintains its quotation at $2.50 per unit
from which figure reductions are not expected on account
of the continuing high ocean freight rates.

Tungsten Ore shows no material change from last week.
Offers are made at $40i?f45 per unit for both spot and future
deliveries, but sellers are not disposed to accept these low
prices. It is believed that the decline will affect supplies
and a scarcity may restore the market.

Iron Trade Review

XEW YORK—May 24

Just at present the larger share of the new business seems
to be coming in on the export side. Heavy orders are reported
for shells for delivery through the balance of the year, and
for steel billets for delivery abroad, especially to France and
Italy. Domestic orders have been comparatively light, though
not by any means absent.

High prices seem to be having an effect on structural steel

and fabricators are holding back. Outside of some new sub-
^\'ay contracts in New York, there is less work on the market
than for some weeks past. Some large contracts appear tc

be lield back, partly on account of prices and partly by un-
certainties as to deliveries.

Pig iron has been quiet. There has been a good inquiry foi

iron in Seaboard territory, but only moderate buying in th«

West.'

Bids received for steel required for the new subways in

New York varied considerably in amount. For riveted steel

the range was from $93 to $120 per ton; tor beams and shapes.
$82 to $110 per ton.

Exports from Baltimore for the week included 5,723,514

lb. steel billets, 9,273,488 lb. steel rails and 360,525 lb. rail

joints to France; 1,880 tons pig iron and 1,916 tons steel billets

to Italy; 695,900 lb. steel rails, 85,595 lb. rail fastenings and
1,568.000 lb. pig iron to Chile; 4,934,261 lb. miscellaneous iron

and steel to Cuba.

Exports of Iron and Steel and products thereof from thB
United States in March reached a total value of $58,300,29',,

which compares with $20,551,137 for March, 1915. The ton-

nage, so far as reported, was 438,150, against 174,169 last

year. The exports for the three months ended Mar. 31 were
as follows, tonnage of those exports which are reported by
weight being given in gross tons:

1915 1016 ChanKee

TonnaRC exports 457,611 1,184,091 I. 726,480
Machinery, value $25,666,783 $44,513,754 1.818,846,971
Total value 97,507,107 228,433,621 1.130,926,514

The total increase this year was 134.3"^. Imports so far as

reported by weight were 8.054 tons in March, 1915. and 15,158

in 1916; increase, 7,104 tons.

PITTSRl'RGH—May 23

The steel situation continues very strong. Outside of

orders for war steel there Is very little strictly new business

being placed, buyers having covered their prospective require-

ments for a long time ahead, by contracts, while new projects

are coming up less frequently, on account of high costs and
labor scarcity. There has been a decrease In speclflcation.s

against contracts, but the specifications are still running some-
what ahead of shipments. In the first three months of the

year specifications piled up rapidly. Since the first of this

month contract obligations on books have decreased, but the

volume of actual shipping orders. Including speciflcation.s

against contracts, has Increased.
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The Steel Corporation has just booked a large tonnage of
shell steel, estimated at between 200,000 and 300,000 tons. In
the past three weeks independents have booked a large ag-
gregate of war steel and the total war steel placed since the
first of the month probably exceeds half a million tons. There
is still some inquiry for shell steel, while there is large inquiry
for barb wire. The shell steel has been almost exclusively
for this year's delivery, but barb wire will be taken for 1917
delivery.

Labor conditions have become much quieter, and mills have
much less apprehension than a fortnight or a month ago.
Warmer weather will curtail output somewhat, but the mills
expect heavy production and shipments throughout the year.
Only a very small volume of additional business would serve
to operate them at capacity into 1917.

Steel prices are practically stationary and large advances
are hardly expected for the future, while on the other hand
it is not expected there will be any general revision downward
until the great mass of orders now in hand is filled.

Pig Iron—It is stated that some sales of basic at $18.25,

Valley, have stiffened the market so that the next important
sales may be at $18.50. Despite occasional lots of resale foun-
dry offered at cut prices, on account of the strike of molders,
the furnaces are holding firm at their former quotation of

$1S.50. The market as a whole is very quiet but shows a
decided undertone of strength in the circumstances. We
quote: Bessemer, $21(gi21.50; basic, $18.25@18.50; foundry,
$1S.50@1S.75; malleable, ns.25@18.75; forge, $18@1S.25, f.o.b.

Valley furnaces, 95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Steel—The recent large sales of shell steel in the form of
billets and large rounds have not stiffened the ordinary billet

n:arket materially, since the indisposition of mills to sell soft
steel has been due to their holding capacity in reserve for any
war orders that might be offered, the war steel being so profit-

able that no chances are being taken of being unduly loaded
with orders for ordinary billets. Sales of soft-steel billets

in the past fortnight have been chiefiy of odd lots accumulated,
or against rolling capacity open for a few weeks, no extended
contracts being accepted. Sales have been chiefly at $42@45
for bessemer or openhearth billets, sheet bars being held
at the same range, but with no buyers. Forging billets are
$65® 70, with occasional odd lots offered at less. Rods range
from $55 to $60, according to circumstances as to tonnage,
delivery and analysis. The soft-steel market is a shade easier
than a month ago, but appears to be a trifle firmer than a
week ago.

FERROALLOYS
Ferromanganese—The market for spot ferromanganese has

been very quiet for several weeks, the rush being over. Prices
for spot are easier, at $325@350, but still extremely high
compared with the contract price, which remains at $175,
with deliveries offered for first and second half of 1917, pro-
duction for this year being quite well sold out.

Arrivals of ferromanganese from Baltimore for two weeks
past were 1,024 tons from Liverpool.

The Seaboard Steel and Manganese Co., No. 5 Wall Street,

New York, has acquired Temple Furnace at Temple, Penn.,
and will run it on ferromanganese, using ore from Elkton,
Va. Hartley C. Wolle, formerly with the Cambria Steel Co.,

is president.

Ferrosillcon is unchanged, but pressure for early deliveries

is easing up, as supplies are gradually increasing.

Spiegeleisen is in demand still and 20 to 25% alloy for
early delivery is held at $70@75 per ton, delivered.

FOREIGN IRON
Pig-iron Production in Germany in March "was 1.114.194

metric tons, being 77.571 tons more than in February and
175,756 tons more than in March, 1915. For the three months
ended Mar. 31, the total make was 3,229,245 tons, which com-
pares with 2,616,194 tons in 1913 and 4,614,912 tons in 1914,

before the war.

IRON ORB
A corrected statement of iron-ore shipments from the

Lake Superior district in April, the first month of navigation,
gives the figures by ports as below in gross tons:

Port. 1913 1916 Changes
Escanaba 49,307 398,214 I. 348,907
Marquette 4,438 .'j3,258 I. 48,820
.\shland 43,949 147,852 I. 103,903
Superior 87.175 211,340 I. 124.165
Dulutli 174.989 538,281 I. .303.292
Two Harbors 143,974 309,466 I. 165.492

Total 503,832 1.638,411 1.1,154,579

Of the total this year 409,200 tons went to Lake Erie ports.
Total ore reported on Lake Erie docks May 1 was 3.343,405

tons, against 6.092,303 tons in 1915. The total on dock Dec. 1,

1915, was 8,910,551 tons. The total shipments by rail to fur-
naces, winter of 1915-1916 were therefore 5.566.S4G tons. Add-
ing these winter shipments to 35.149,412 tons, the amount
shipped to furnaces during the navigation season of 1915.
gives 40,716,358 tons as the entire shipment of ore from Lake
Erie ports to furnaces during the year ending May 1. as
against 25,230.489 tons for the year ending May 1, 1915.

COKB
Coke production in the Connellsvllle region for the week

is reported by the "Courier" at 440.678 net tons; shipments.
440.077 tons. .Shipments of Greensburg and upper Connells-
vllle districts. 36.367 tons.

Coal production of the Dutch government mines of Om-
bilien and Poeloe Laoet in Sumatra in 1915 was 555.295 metric
tons, an increase of 4.007 tons over the previous year.

Connelliiville—The market is extremely quiet at all points.
Some producers have been endeavoring to encourage restric-
tion of production, but without great success. There is only
occasional demand for spot, while the few consumers uncov-
ered for second half are biding their time. We quote: Spot
furnace, $2.2562.40; contract, nominal, $2.50@3; spot foundry.
$3.50® 3.75; contract. $3.50. per net ton at ovens.

Anthrncite Shipment.s in April were 4.528.784 gross tons, a
decrease of 2.126.S41 tons, as compared with April. 1915.
For the four months ended Apr. 30 the total shipments were
20.914.432 tons in 1915, and 22,236,791 in 1916; an increase of
1,322,359 tons this year.

Fuel Exports and Imports in the United States, two
months ended Feb. 29, as reported by the Department of Com-
merce in long tons:

- Exports -

.\nthracite. .

.

Bituminous.

.

Coke
Bunker coal

.

Total.

1915

368.339
1,218.033
101.756

1,030,867

1916

568,527
1,9S4,0&4
179,005

1,106,974

1915
-Imports—

1916

4,375
315,007
10,101

329,4832,719,195 3,838,570 259,726

The bunker coal or coal supplied to ships in foreign trade
If practically all bituminous. The principal trade Is with
Canada, and showed large gains in exports this year. Outside
of that country the notable increase was to Italy, which took
261i653 tons this year against SS.622 last year.

Chemicals

NEW' YORK—May 24
The general market has been rather quiet and prices have

been ratlier easier.

London despatches to the New York "Journal of Com-
merce" report that a working agreement has been arranged
between Brunner. Mond & Co. and the Castner-Kellner Alkali

Co. The merger is planned for the purpose of extending the

British foreign trade in chemicals, to prevent competition in

foreign markets between these large concerns and to seek
the trade in England of manufacturers who have heretofore
relied largely on the products of German manufacture. It

is understood that Brunner, Mond & Co. are allotting 200.000

shares, estimated to be worth £800.000. to the Castner-Kellner
Alkali Co., which will allot 250,000 shares valued at £850.000

to Brunner, Mond & Co. An Interchange of directors has also
been arranged, by which many members will act on the

boards of both companies.

Copper Sulpliate—Export demands have been satisfied for

the present, and business has been quiet. Prices are easier.

$1S@19 per 100 lb. being asked for large lots.

Nitrate of Soda—.\prll production of nitrate in Chile is

reported at 243.000 tons; shipments. 219,500 tons. Supplies
here are good and prices a little-easier at $3.10 per 100 lb. for

spot and $3 for futures.

Pyrites—Arrivals at Baltimore for two weeks past in-

cluded 15.431 tons iron pyrites from Huelva, Spain.

Siilpliur—Shipments are still quoted at $30 per ton. New
Yorli. Spot supplies are rather scarce and premiums are
aslved for immediate delivery.

PETROLEI-M
Exports of petroleum from Rumania, which were 1.036.446

metric tons in 1913, fell to 654.024 tons in 1914. and to 429.087

tons in 1915. Nearly 90% of the exports In 1915 went to

Austria and Germany.
Exports of mineral oils from the United States in March

were 218.019.240 gal., an increase of 50,866,546 gal. over March.
1915. For the three months ended Mar. 31 the exports were
465.1S9.41S gal. in 1915, and 569,254,805 gal. in 1916; an
increase of 104,065,387 gal., or 22.4%, this year.
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Assessments
N. Y. EXCH. May 23 ^ BOSTON EXCH May 23

Company
I

Delinrj
Na ; ot Comp.

Advance, Mont June
Algomah, Mich ' May
Alpha. Xev June
Andes. Nev May
Best & Belcher. Nev June
Challenge, Nev June
Coeurd'Alene Antimony, Ida. June
Con. Virginia. Nev JMay
Diam'dfleld Black Butte. Nev. [.\pr.

East Hercules. Ida [May
Em^ald, Utah Nlay
Emerald, Utah - . June
Enterprise. Ida May
Federal Ely. Ntv • -May
Four Timbers, Ida May
Friend. Ida Apr.

Goldstrike Bon.. Utah .June

Howell, Utah Apr.

Idaho & Los Angeles. Ida ... 'June

Kewanas, Xev May
McKinley. Utah jMay
National, Ida iJune

Nine MUe. Idaho May
Old Veteran. Ida. May
Overman, Nev May
Phedora. Ida 'May
Rhode Island, Ida ^lar.

Rio Grande. Nev ^May
Rob Roy. Ida June
Roosevelt. Utah June
Sierra Nevada. Nev May
SUver Cable. Ida May
SUver Star. Ida jJune

Smuggler. Utah May
Snowstorm Ext., Idaho [May
Sonora, Ida

|

June
Spider. Utah I.\pr.

Sunset, Ida June
Tarbox, Ida [May
Tiberius, Ida Apr.
tTmiatilla, Nev Apr.
Utatar-Arizona, Ariz Apr.
Uvada, Nev June
Western Paclflc. Utah May
Zuma. Utah Apr.

15 July
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l!v William 11. Gkuxow'

SYXOFSIS—Churn-drill field laid off in JOO-ft.

squares and roads built so that an equal number

of holes would be on each machine road. Method

of drilling, electric operation, sampling and keep-

ing records described. During 12 months, SI

holes, aggregating 37,025 ft. were drilled with

four machines. The average cost for the year was

$2.04S per ft. Totah cost.for the period, incUid'

^h^ original cost of mactiines,:-was $3,257 per ft.

.'iTI^Nyg the mouth of June, 1,9'I'4, the Detroit Copper

M'ining Co., of ilorencij^ Ariz., begau thiei.J)ro^pectiug by

mtaus of churu drills of ar number of__^'t]^!^i8' situated

a'bout. three-quarters (|f a mile to the ndrwiriof ' Jlorenci.

I'he first step was tfie laying out- "of rffe holes. The
country to be drilleiT*'\vas surveyecR|into 200=ft. siquares

and the corners accurately located hv a corner stake and

sides, necessitated considerable blasting and excavation.

This preliminary work was accomplished by a ilexican

boss and a gang of from 6 to 15 laborers, under the

direction of both the drill foreman and the chief sampler.

Four Armstrong No. 22 drills were purchased, with-

out engines and traction attachments, to carrj' on the

work, and each was completely equipped with drilling

and fishing tools. These machines, fitted with several

improvements suggested by the requirements of the serv-

ice, ha\e proved to be very satisfacton*. An interesting

feature of the work was operating the machines by elec-

tricity. This was determined upon because electric pow-

er was close at hand, and on accotmt of the high cost

of fuel and the diiEculties that would arise from attempt-

ing to distribute it to the various drills in sufficient

quantities. Power at 250 volts was supplied to each rig

from a substation in which was a motor-generator set

taking alternating-current power at 2,200 volts from one

IIURN'-DRILL FU:L1i AT .M( HiKXi 'L .^HmW i.\. I MP AND DRILL

reference point. As shown on the iiiaii, one corner,

"G.4," was made to coincide with the Idaho shaft, and

the coordinate axes were then shifted about this point

as a center, so that the lines would follow the contours

as nearly as possible. AVith the completion of the sur-

vey, the work of connecting the various corners by a

system of roads was begun. As four machines were to be

used, the problem became one of so connecting the

corners as to bring as nearly as possible an equal mini-

Ijer of them in each of four roads. How this was ac-

complished may be best understood from the map.

Tlie cutting of the fifty-odd stations, in many cases,

in solid rock, and the building of more than 16,000 ft.

of connecting roads, up and down and around steep hill-

•Mining engineer, Detroit Copper Mining Co., Morenci. Ariz.

of the company's high-tension lines which runs across

the field. On the switchboard were circuit-breakers and

fuses to guard against lightning and those excessive over-

loads which are likely to occur in this class of work.

P'rom the switililioard, lines were run out to the rigs,

at all of which the system of wiring was similar.

Before being hauled out to the field, each drill was

furnished with a 2.5-hp. direct-current adjustable-speed

motor of the followng rating: 230 volts, 94 amperes

and 100-1.200 r.p.m. Circuit-breakers and fuses were

provided at eat'h machine, in addition to those at the sub-

station. Tlie motor was bolted to the frame directly over

the front wheels. The controller and circuit-breakers

during the first few months of the work were mounted

on a separate frame, whicli stood on the platform at the
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rig. This was done because it was thought that the con-

stant jarring and vibration of the machine would soon

sliake them to pieces; but the extra trouble caused by

this arrangement while moving and the sacrifice of floor

space on the platform led to the experiment of attach-

ing these appurtenances directly to the frame- of the

machine by bolting the controller to the rear end of the

frame, the circuit-breakers directly overhead and the re-

sistance along one side. This change, bringing as it did

all operating levers and handles ^vithin easy reach, re-

sulted in a convenient arrangement for the driller; and

no ill effects due to Jarring and viln-ation were experi-

enced. A system of gearing of 7 : 1 reduction transmitted

the power to a pulley, which was belt-connected to the

band-wheel. This band-wheel was provided with three

friction surfaces, upon one of which the friction pulley

for the main hoist engaged and upon another that for the

sand reel. A friction clutch engaging upon the third

controlled the spudding and drilling mechanisms. In

addition to the main drive motor, a 2i/2-hp- direct-current

motor was installed at each rig to operate the blower for

the forge. This was belt-connected to a No. 2 Sturte-

vant fan, and the two were mounted on a sled, thus

facilitating transportation while moving.

^Iethod of Moving Machines

The machines were moved from hole to hole in the

following manner: An iron stake was driven into a

hole previously hand-drilled in the solid rock; around

this a %- or %-in. wire cable was fastened, the other

end being wound around the main hoisting drum. Steep

grades were negotiated by means of double or triple

blocks. Upon arriving at a .station, the machine was

jacked into position and leveled up. Following this the

platform was laid, the mast raised and the sheds erected.

Then all the rest of the equipment (forge, fan, wrenches,

tools, etc.) was hauled in. The average length of moves,

or average distance between stations, was 150 ft. AVith

both crews working together while moving, which was

the custom, it would generally take from 21/^ to 3 shifts

from the time one liole was left until spudding was

begun in the next. The hole was always started as soon

as possible, the day-shift crew doing the drilling and the

night crew finishing the rigging up.

The depth to which the spudding attachment was

used ranged from 90 to 120 ft., depending upon the

driller. Old rope in 300- or 400-ft. lengths was always

used for this purpose. When the change to the walking

beam was made, the spudding line was usually taken

off and either discarded or saved for future use, and at

tlie same time a new line or one in good condition was

reeled on. As in the case of the change from spudding

to drilling, the jars were included into the drilling

string at various (lei)ths. Some of tlie men preferred to

use them when drilling was started, while others waited

until it i)ecame necessary to use them. Of the different

sizes of tools on band—10%-in. size, 8Vi,
6I/4 and the

1%—the 81/i-in. was the most used, because it was a

convenient .size with which to start a hole, gave good

footage returns and afforded a large sample. The 10%-

iii. size was usually em]>loyed only when caving ground

was anticijiated, tliougli later on holes were put down to

a couple of hundred feet with this size bit where 8Vi-

in. casing was to be lowered with a view to saving the

caljle. Tilt' (ii^-in. size was much used, I)ut chiefly in

holes started with tools of larger size. The 4%-in. tools

were used chiefly in those holes which it was desired to

keep going to greater depth, but in which the use of

the larger sizes was prevented, either through crooked-

ness of the hole or the caving of the ground necessitating

the lowering of 5-in. casing.

While most of the drilling has been done with 2-in.

hemp cable, about 3,000 ft. have been drilled with wire

line. Of the latter, several sizes—%, % and %-in-—
have been used. The % and %-in. cables were dis-

carded hoisting cables from the mines, but the %-in. size,

practically all of which was "California Special Wire

Drilling Cable," has given good results in drilling from

depths "around 300 or 400 ft. to 700 ft. and beyond.

It was especially valuable in wet holes of small sec-

tion. As may be imagined, the hemp cable was much
preferred by the drillers, except in the case mentioned.

The use of wire line in short holes brought forth many
complaints from the majority of the men, who main-

tained among other things that they could not "get the

motion." could not get the tools to turn, and also that

they could not prevent breaks by guarding against dan-

STOVE FOR SAMPLE DRYING

gerous places in the line as readily as witli hemp cable.

In order to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion regarding

tl^eir relative merits, the com])arative initial costs of the

cables and the feet discarded per foot of hole drilled

must be taken into consideration and a detailed study

made of the time required for performing such opera-

tions as splicing, filling sockets, etc., with both kinds of

cable. Up t(i .hiiic 1, IKl."). every foot of hole drilled

In lienip cmIiIc bad rcndevi'd useless for further drilling

0.(i; ft. iif lu'ui]! line. The corresponding figure, 3.99

ft. for •j4-in. wire line. b(iwe\er. is based on data col-

lected during too short a perit)d and for too limited a

footage to .serve as a reliable basis of comparison.

During the first ten months the work was divided into

two piirts and carried on uiuler the sujiervision of two

departments. The initial work was in charge of a drill

foreman, whose duty it was to superintend the actual

drilling operations and to strive for a high footage. The

final work was in cliMrgi' of a diief sampler, who was re-

sponsible lor the proper sampling of the holes. Both

departments were under the immediate supervision of

F. II. Hayes, chief geologist. It was thought that, with

the one nuin working for high footage and the other for

reliable sami)les, the best results would be obtained. The
arrangement worked well until toward the end of the
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work, when it was deemed advisable to conil)ine both

departments into one. Under normal runninj^ conditions

two 8-hr. shifts were worked at each rig per day. When
for various reasons any one of the drills was shut down,

the crews at that rig would he sent to work the third

shift at some of the other machines. A crew consisted

of a driller, a helper and a sampler. The driller with

his helper had full charge of the machine while on

shift and performed all operations in connection with

its proper running. They cleaned the hole at .5-ft. in-

tervals and dumped the cuttings into a launder, from

which point the sampler took charge of them, as will

be discussed further on. It was the sampler's duty also

to assure himself of the exact ultimate depth of, and to

ascertain the reliability of, each sample. In addition

to this and to serve as a hasis for compiling data on the

work in general, he was required to keep a complete log

of all operations performed during his shift and from

this to make out a shift report.

To assist in the handling and hauling of supplies, tools

and other heavy equipment, a teamster with a wagon and

four horses was always in the field. An e.xtra laborer

was employed to help him and to perform other mis-

cellaneous tasks. A ilexican packer with four burros

kept the forges supplied with coke and the samplers'

stoves with coal and brought all samples to the assayer.

Tins ilETHOD OF PifOSPECTIXG '\^'ELL SuiTED TO THE
Geology

With the exception of one quartzite rib, the rock is

a sericitized quartz-monzonite porphyry, in which the

primary minerals are disseminated chalcopyrite and py-

rite mechanically mixed, and the economic mineral chal-

cocite. The ore occurs in the zone of secondary enrich-

luent lying below a capping which is almost thoroughly

leached and varies in depth from to 3.50 ft. At the

bottom of Fairbanks Gulch the capping is not so well

defined, for there the sulphides were found right at the

surface. However, as the top of Colorado Hill is ap-

proached, the leached zone increases in thickness, reach-

ing a maximum of about 3.50 ft. at the summit. In

general it may be said that the uppefr limit of the chal-

cocite zone in this region follows a curve somewhat less

convex than the profile of the surface. An ideal .section

of a hole put down in the region would show at the

top a leached zone in which the copper assayed from

to 0.2.5% and in which the iron occurred as hema-

tite ami limonite ; then one or more zones into which

the process of secondary enrichment had concentrated the

copper to profitable percentages; and finally, at the bot-

tom of the hole, the primary mineral, assaying about

0.3 to 0A% copper.

An important feature, and one which has been closely

observed in the field, is the degree to which the processes

of silicification, kaolinization and sericitization have

progressed, for upon these depends the strength of the

walls in the mine to follow. In some places the rock

has been so thoroughly altered that it readily caves and

runs in, coming up in the bailer as thick clayey balls,

tending to clog the riffles in the splitter. On the other

band, the ground has in many places been rendered very

hard by silicification of the porphyry.

The depths at which ground water was encountered

were carefully recorded for each hole, together with any

important changes in its level after being struck. Like
the ui)per limit of the chalcocite enrichment zone, the

ground-water level was farthest from the surface below

the summit of the hill and nearest the surface in Fair-

banks Gulch. In most instances water was struck only
after dejttlis of at least -500 ft. had been reached.

In general the ground may be .said to have been well

ada])ted to the method of prospecting employed. Cav-
ing gave considerable trouble in only one section of the

field—along the southern end—but this was effectively

handled by the u.«e of casing. Ribs of hard silicified por-

ph\ry occurring below regions of softer porphyry would
frequently divert the tools from the vertical. Such con-

tingencies were usually remedied, either by shooting the

hole or Ijy filling it up to the required depth with rock

and cast iron and straightening it out by redrilling.

Five-Foot Samples Taken and Split to Eigiit-

Porxn Lots

As reliable >anipling was tlie ol)je(t. and as the de-

posit was irregular, 5-ft. samples were taken throughout

the depth of the hole. As it was equally important to

know the exact length and ultimate depth of a sample

as to know its assay value, the hole was mea.sured. This

was called "checking in" and was done by laying off

on the sand line the measured distance from the tops

of the sand-reel flanges, up over the sand sheave down
to the top of the platform as many times as possible,

and then using a 5-ft. stick for the remainder. All

measurements were made from the top of the platform,

as this was to serve as the datum plane in all subse-

quent calculations. Depths were determined on the sand

line due to its almost negligible stretch. The samp-

ling equipment consisted in the main of a launder, a

splitter, a drying stove and a desk.

All the cuttings from a 5-ft. section went to make
up the sample for those 5 ft., whether the sludge was

bailed out more than once or not while the distance

was being drilled. Before drilling for the next sample

was started, the hole was cleaned out as thoroughly as

possible with a dart-valve operated bailer. The error

arising here was negligible because the cuttings were so

thoroughly mixed up by the drilling tools that the heav-

ier particles had practically no time to settle out before

the sludge was brought to the surface in the bailer. From
the bailer, which was lowered through a trap-door in

the platform, the contents were discharged into a launder.

These launders Mere built of 2xl2-in. planks and varied

in length from 10 to 18 ft. They were partly lined

with iron plates of Yg in. thickness to facilitate clean-

ing, and the place where the bailers were dropped into

them was still further ])rotected by heavier plate. They
usually rested lielow the platform in a ditch, with their

head ends below the trap-door and projected out toward

the downhill side of the station, with a slight pitch, to

hel]i carry the sludge to the splitter.

These splitters consisted simply of a series of Jone>

sanii)lers' mounted on a framework in such a way that

the tops of the riffles would be approximately horizontal

when the frame was attached to the launder at an angle

of about 4,5°. As the sludge passed through each

set of riffles, it was split into two parts, one of which

dropped to the ground as the reject and the other dis-

'Desciibed in "Eng. and ilin. Journ." .\ug. 21. 1915. p. 303.
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charged upon a wide apron, -n-hich mixed it and con-

veyed it to the next set of riffles, and the process repeated.

The cuttings were passed through from four to six of

these sets of rifiBes,. depending upon the quantity of

sludge, \rhich in turn was determined by the size of

hole drilled. The aliquot part of the whole remaining

after the last split was collected in a metal pan, 12x

18x4 in., to one of the handles of which was attached

a small brass check bearing the number of the rig and
the depth of the sample. This was then placed upon a

drying stove designed for the purpose, dried, placed in

LAYOUT OP CHURN DRILL FIELD AT MORENCI

a canvas sack, together witii an assay ticket made out iu

duplicate and containing the numbers of the rig and of

the hole, the depth at which taken, the date, a word
as to its reliability, and the sampler's initials. The
brass cheek -previously referred to was tied to the bag

on the outside for purposes of identification. This sam-

ple, weighing from 8 to 15 lb., constituted the assay

sample and was sent to the assayer and its copper de-

termined by the potassium-cyanide method. A small

amount of each sample, ground down and ready for as-

say, was placed in a suitably marked envelope and stored

away for possible future use, such as, for instance, the

running of composites. The assay values were entered

on the tickets that accompanied the sample in the sack.

One of these was sent to the chief geologist's office and

the other to the churn-drill office.

In addition to the assay sample, a certain amount of

sludge was taken as a grab sample from the reject; this,

after being washed free of mud and slime, was roughly

examined by the samplers and briefly described on their

shift report, then placed in a paper bag properly labeled

and sent to the churn-drill office for examination with a

hand lens and blow-pipe.

The sampler's stoves were constructed of small angles

and i\-in. iron plate, 8 ft. long. 2 ft. G in. wide, and
stood about 3 ft. 6 in. high. At one end there was a
firebox 2 ft. square, from which a flue ran back to the

other end under the entire top and discharged into

an 8-ft. stovepipe. Below this flue and running back

from the firebox were two shelves, upon which wet sam-
]iles could be dried under slower heat. AVlien correctly

fired, these stoves effectively handled as many samples as

were normally taken in one shift. Care had always to

be exercised not to overheat the samples and thus break

down the sulphides.

The log was kept in ordinary engineering fieldbooks

in the followinir manner:

LEFT SIDE
Hole G-6. Machine Xo. 1
Date 7/15 14. Shift 7:30 a.m.
Drnier, John Smith
Helper. 'William Jones
Sampler, H. Brown

From To Time Occupation Depth

7:30 7:40 10 Cleaning out
7:40 8:30 50 Drilling 475
S:30 S:45 15 Bailing
S:45 9:00 15 Changing bits

RIGHT SIDE
Depth at beg. of shift. 480 ft.
Depth at end of shift.. 500ft.

Advance 20 ft.

Bits changed, 2
Bits sharpened, 2

Any Remarks Regarding the
Work

4 splits, 1 bailing, 5 bailers
(Description of sample)

In the front of the book were placed some blank forms

to be filled out, containing such information as the

following

:

1. Time of starting and finishing hole.

2. Depth at which change from spudding to drilling

was made.

3. Depth at which drilling jars were first used.

-I. Distance from top of platform (datum plane from

wjiich depths and elevations are figured) to actual col-

lar of hole.

.5. Depth at which ground water was first encountered

and any important changes occurring in its level there-

after.

(i. Amounts of drilling and sand line and casing on

liand, supplied and used up.

The shift reports made out by the sampler contained

tlio following:

1. Date, shift, machine, hole number.

2. Xames of members of the crew.

3. Distribution of their time for the shift.

4. Footage made in drilling, cleaning out, reaming

and underreaming.

5. Size and feet of casing lowered and pulled.

6. Details as to (1) how tools were working. (2) char-

acter of ground (that is, stability), and (3) ground-

water level.

~. Description of the samples taken, under which were

given (1) the depth, (2) name of rock (according to the

sampler), (3) color of sludge, (4) minerals, and (o)

quantity of sludge, number of times sjjlit, reliability and

length of sample, and estimate of the copper content.

8. Further statements in regard to the shift's work.

These reports were brought to the churn-drill office

by the samplers. Here they were entered on tlie records

and then sent to the chief geologists's office for filing.
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The importance of keeping complete records of the

work was early recognized, and a comprehensive system

was worked out and carried along with the work. These
records are of two kinds; that is, for each hole there is

a "Drilling Record" and a "Geological Record." Both
have been kept on standard cross-section paper, which
is well adapted to the purpose. Prints are readily made
from this paper; while drilling and assay curves and
geological sections are readily plotted to scale upon it.

The finished "Drilling Record" for any hole contains

a complete history of the actual work performed at that

hole from the time the previous hole was left. It

consists of a sheet 48x22 in., upon which, beginnning at

the left, are entered the date, shift, names of members
of the crew, depth and advance made, level of the ground
water, character of the ground in regard to hardness

and stability, and the length of time consumed in drill-

ing, cleaning out, reaming and underreaming. Under
tliese last four headings various subheadings are given;

for example, the operation of drilling is divided iip into

actual drilling time, bailing time and time for changing

l)its and stringing tools. Under the last tliree main head-

js—cleaning out, reaming and underreaming—are col-

umns for depth and advance. Farther to the ri^ht is

a section headed "casing," in which the size and number
of feet of casing lowered, pulled or left in hole, time

required for these operations, and also for preparing

to case, are given. Next come columns for the follow-

ing : "Tools hung iip" ; fishing jobs with the cavises and
results ; repairs to machine, to cables or to sheds ; and
delays, such as waiting for power, tools, supplies and re-

pair parts.

Then the number of samples taken and the time re-

quired for measuring in are noted, and following this

are columns containing the time consumed in moving
and rigging up to start a hole, one for general remarks

and miscellaneous items, and finally, one for total hours

worked during the shift. These columns are added \\p

every month and on completion of the hole.

Some of Data Plotted ix Cukves

In addition to the foregoing, three curves are plotted

on the right-hand side of the sheet, of which the first

gives the average rate of drilling for each 5 ft. of depth.

The purpose of the other two is to show how the average

rate of drilling varied to date with respect to actual

drilling time in the one and with respect to total oper-

ating time (exclusive of moving and rigging) in the

otlier. The title gives the hole number, the machine
number, the elevation of the collar and the date of start-

ing and finishing.

On the basis . of this data a monthly churn-drilling

progress report was made out, sho^ving for each rig and
hole the footage made, total number of shifts worked,

total actual drilling hours, together with tlie ratio of the

latter to the total hours, number of samples taken, num-
ber of hours over the hole, also the average rate of

drilling per shift, per hour of total operating time, per

hour of total time exclusive of moving and rigging, and
per hour of actual drilling time.

The "Geological Record" consists of a sheet 43x23 in.,

on the left of which are columns containing the date,

depths of samples and assays, a statement as to reliability,

color of sludge, nature of borings (regarding size and
clay content), name of rock, rock and ore minerals, the

order of predominance in the sample of the various con-

stituent minerals and any remarks. An assay column
and curve, together with average assaj-s, a geological sec-

tion and elevations of certain mine levels are plotted on
the right-hand side and complete the sheet. These loose-

leaf sheets, when bound together, will constitute a per-

manent record of drilling on Colorado Hill.

Small representative samples of the cuttings of each
5-ft. sample were placed in vials about 11/^ in. deep and

% in. diameter, bearing a label marked vnth the hole

number, depth, copper assay and name of rock. The
presence of cojjper in quantities over 2% is represented

by filling tlie bottom to a depth of i/o 'n. with concen-

BK«»im^fe--> ygtr

AUTOMATIC S.\MPLE SPLITTERS AND MlXlNi; AriUWS

trates, and between l..")';; and 2%, with a quarter inch.

These bottles placed end to end provide a record very

similar to the core of a diamond drill.

The recording of data and the examination of the cut-

tings were taken care of by two men who had previously

been samplers at tlie rigs. This work was done at the

churn-drill office. In case of shutdowns at any of'the

machines, the samplers, as they worked on a salary basis,

were detailed to the office for odd jobs.

During the year ended June 1, 1915, 51 holes repre-

senting a total of 37,025 ft. had been put down by the

four macliines and a total of '(',428 samples had been

taken and tlic data filed.
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The deepest hole was E-5, which went to a depth of

1,039 ft.; 11 holes went to depths ranging from 800 to

842 ft.; 13 averaged between 7.50 and 799 ft.: 12 from

700 to 740; and the rest were with a few exceptions put

do\^Ti to depths ranging from 500 to 700 ft. The aver-

age depth of all the holes on June 1, 1915, was 726

ft. The total number of shifts during which work

was being done at the rigs was 2,248.7. from which the

general figure of 44.1 working shifts for a 726-ft. hole

may be derived. In connection w'ith this, however, it

must be borne in mind that on moving and casing jobs

the day and night shifts worked together, and that this

is counted as one shift. On this basis the average feet

per shift for the entire period was very nearly 16.5.

The record advance for one shift w-as 78 ft., but this

was done while spudding. Footages varying from 50 to

77 for one shift were of common occurrence.

APPROXIMATE SEGREGATED COSTS PER FOOT
JUNE 1, 1915

DriUing;
Drilling
Reaming
Cleaning out
Casing
Fishing
Moving
Miscellaneous

$0,387
009
006
038
022
098
02.5

$0,585
Supplies;

Oil and grease $0,004
Tools and new equipment .114
Water 035
Cables 203
Casing 073
Drilling 002
Miscellaneous -022

$0,453
Tool Sharpening;

Labor $0,015
Supplies 027
Power 001

Power;
i^lectric power
Oil
Labor
Supplies
Electric shop

Repairs;
Labor
Supplies
Machine-shop expense

Sampling and Ass
Labor
Supplies
Assaying

Expense;
Foreman ..

AVatchman
Clerk
Horse hire
Telephone
Electric lighting
Power for pump (figure does not show in 3rd place)..
Packing
Road building (after Aug. 1. 1914)
Station building (a'ter Aug. 1. 1914)
Sanitation 1 Figures do not show (

Bunkhouses \ in 3rd place of i

Fire insurance I decimals 1

Total per foot
Preparatory Expense, including

Station and road building to Aug. 1, 1914.
Transporting rigs and equipment to field.
Ruildlng bunkhouses
Main water line
Telephone line
Tool s
Installation of power units and lines

Geology and Engineering, Including models, estimation
of quantities, mapping, locating noles, etc

$0,043

$0,110
.001
.052
.033
.005

$0,201

.005

$0,140

$0,297
.062
.037

$0,396

.001

.001

.002

$0,230

$2,048

$0,416
.043
.046
.021
.004
.269
.174

$0.01S

$3,039
.218

Allowing 240 paid shifts per month to the four rigs

under normal running conditions, 2,248.7 shifts repre-

sent 9.37 months during which all the machines were in

actual operation. From this it follows that the average

APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE COSTS TO JUNE 1, 1915
Based on Co
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Maim^fe^ctl^re ©f CartFid:
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The manufacture of cartridge l)rax<

has so long been kept secret that those interested

will welcome this article at a time when this com-

modity is in such demand. The drawing of cart-

ridge cases is admittedly one of the severest tests

of the fiuality of this material. The entire process

of making cartridge brass—from the mixing to

shearing the cast ingots—is given, together with

the furnaces and tools, in detail.

The demand for cartridge brass during the past year

has increased more rapidly than the means for its pro-

duction. A number of firms not directly engaged in

this class of work have installed equipment for making

brass, in some instances building their own machines on

account of the very long deliveries promised for nearly

all classes of brass-working machinery. It is proposed

to describe the methods and tools used in the production

of finished bars of brass suitable for making blanks for

cartridge cases. The author is not an experienced l)rass

Go per cent, of scrap brass, which may consist of scrap

from the blanking press, overhauling machines and
shears, the point being to eliminate foreign scrap, skim-

mings or scrap from the floor and mold pits, which ma\
contain dirt and other impurities.

3. The rigiit is reserved for inspectors for the pur-

chaser to take samples and make chemical analysis of

metals in stock, to check for conformity with specifi-

cations.

4. Chemical analysis of the finished metal ordinarily

allows a variation of plus or minus "2 per cent, in the

specified copper content, the proportions being usually

67 per cent, copper and 33 per cent, zinc up to 71 per

cent, copper and 29 per cent. zinc. The total impurities

permitted in the finished metal vary from 0.2 per cent,

to 0.4 per cent., with the additional requirement that

arsenic, antimony, phosphorus and cadmium must he

kept within a minimum of from 0.04 to 0.08 per c-ent.

In actual practice we have found that the foregoing limits

of plus or minus 2 per cent, are fair and are about as

good as may be secured with the average class of work-

Poi^road Track
-do'- A

S>s.

' rr>T^^ "^^^^ ^^">^^'^"^^'
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ment and have been annealed in the bar previous to being

blanked. A cupping test is usually spec-ified and is de-

sirable, as it shows the temper of the nietal and so checks

its suitability for the first drawing operation without

reannealing, as that is not absolutely determined by the

elongation test previously described.

6. The variations permitted in dimensions of the fin-

ished blanks vary from plus or minus 0.005 in. to plus

PIG. 2. TYPICAL SQUARE PIT CRUCIBLE FURXACE

or minus 0.015 in. in diameter. The allowance in thick-

ness varies from plus or minus 0.003 in. to plus or minus
0.007 in. \Aliere close limits are required, it is usually

because the disks are sold by weight and the purchaser

wishes to keep poundage down as low as possible, as other-

wise the manufacturer would furnish disks of approxi-

mately the maximum dimensions.

7. The visual examination is one of the most impor-

tant points of inspection. . The disks are inspected for

flaws, folding cracks and other defects in the surface

and for pipes and cracks in the edge of the blank. This

inspection is most important, and upon it usually 99

per cent, of all rejections are made.

8. Of the several methods of inspection probably 100

per cent, inspection is the best and fairest to both manu-
facturer and purchaser. As the metal is made in small

lots at a time, there is not a condition of uniformity in

manufacture which would warrant a partial or percentage

inspection. Also, when the latter scheme is used, the

inspectors require a lower proportion of rejected disks

in the lot selected than the average on total inspection,

so that usually it is necessary to return to total inspection.

9. Aside from the foregoing items various other clauses

are inserted in the s])ocifications liy the purchaser's

covering number of rehandlings allowed on rejected

materials, size of lots submitted for inspection, micro-

photography and the manufacture of selected disks into

cartridge cases for the development of interior flaws or

defects not shown Ijy visual examination.

As with all inspection where the most important jioint

is visual examination, wliich is entirely dependent noon

the judgment of the inspector, there is a ])ossibility for

considerable variation in opinion as to the extent and

seriousness of defects. For this reason no hard and fast

rule can be laid down as to what constitutes fair visual

inspection. Where the inspection is done by a third party

regularly engaged in ins))eetion work, better results may
be obtained than from inspection by the purchaser di-

rect, whose judgment is based on personal opinions rather

than experience as to the extent of defects that may be

passed.

That division of the plant where the brass is melted

and cast is usually termed the casting shop. This de-

partment covers all work from receipt and storage of

copper and spelter up to the delivery of sheared bars

to the rolling department. All the work may be carried

on in one large room with suitable space partitioned

off for a metal-storage and weighing room, hereafter

called the scraproom. The usual construction is a steel-

frame mill building about 25 ft. high to the bottom

chord, so designed as to give maximum ventilation. The
two main points to be considered in locating the casting

shop are car sidings convenient for unloading metal for

the scraproom and full and ample storage for fuel and
ashes. As the sheared bars are handled on wagons, the

location relative to the rolling mill is not so important as

long as it is within a convenient distance for hauling.

Fig. 1 shows a floor plan of furnaces, ash alleys and
mold pits for a typical installation. As the plant de-

scribed was built for making cartridge brass in short bars,

the pits are only 3 ft. 4 in. deep. In plants where the

usual variety of rolled and drawn brass is handled, deeper

]uts, lip to 10 ft. for casting bars up to 13 ft. long, are

used. The unit of equipment is known as a set of fires,

generally consisting of 10 furnaces and the necessary

auxiliary equipment for the complete operation for cast-

ing bars. Each set of fires is handled by one caster and
bis helpers. The jib crane shown is for lifting the pots

from the furnace and carrying them over the molds ia

the mold pits. The jib crane should be of such length

that it can take in the extreme molds of each set of fires

without greatly interfering with the adjoining set of

fires. The space occupied by each set of fires is equal

to that of 10 furnaces, the molds that can be filled by
the output of the fires not taking a greater length of

space in the mold pit. Tlie size of the furnace is de-

termined by the maximum size of the crucible used, the

selection of which is covered under the discussion of

crucibles. Assuming that the No. 90 crucible which is

13% in. in diameter outside will be the largest size, and
that we design our furnaces for coke as fuel, which re-

J//f^!

FlC. 3. .MOLD FKO.NT A.\D II.VCK

quires tiu' greatest s])ace, say 5 in., and that the brick

wall between each two furnaces must be not less than

131/2 in., we have a nuuximum distance between centers of

furnaces of 33 in.

Fig. 2 shows a larger-scale section of the furnace de-

signed in accordance with these calculations. The fur-

naces are made square, as this style has a great advantage

over liic round furniiiTs in fliaf tiic corners hold the (ire
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aiul permit ijlaeini,^ the crucible ton;;-,s on tlic crucibles
more easily. Tlu; furnace should be deep enough to
])rovide at least 12 in. of fire beneath the bottom of the
crucible, so that as the fire burns out on tlie grate the
bottom of the crucible will not become cold. The depth
sliould also be such that the top of tlie crucible is always
below the bottom of the flue opening, in order to have all

l)arts of the crucible subjected to an even lieat, The
furnace should be bricked up so that but one course of
brick around the inside need be removed when the fur-
naces are relined, putting in only enough tie-bricks to
the second course to hold the lining. The life of the
lining varies greatly with the fuel used, coke making a
much hotter fire than coal. Operating two shifts for
four months made relining necessary on furnaces burning
coke. The quality of firebrick and fuel must be con-
sidered as in other furnace work. The grate bars are

] in. square, set on two bearers, such as a piece of 60-lb.

rail. The draft may be natural or induced. A forced-
draft system does not gi\-e satisfaction, as it rarely bal-

ances, thus throwing out into the room intense heat,

which becomes a serious consideration in hot weather.
The ash alley should he of a cross-section that will

allow easy passage of a wheelbarrow for removing the
ashes when cleaning the fires. The coke bin, as sho^vn,

sliould provide storage for at least two days' requirements,
and the monorail trolley is probably the simplest means
for filling the bin from outside storage.

The quickest fire is not always the most desirable in

the long run. Using a special 21-in. square furnace,
we have been able to take out 21 heats in 24 hr., including
cleaning fires twice. This is during cold weather; but
it is doubtful if it is economical, as men cannot be secured
readily who will stand up to such work, and the life of

the crucible is greatly reduced. We believe 14 and pos-
sibly 15 heats per 24 hr. in winter a good production,
falling off to 10 or 12 in warm weather. The men em-
ployed are not, as a rule, steady workmen, so that pro-
duction is not a matter of simple arithmetic only.

There are other styles of furnaces, such as reverberatory
furnaces, the Schwartz furnace and the type known as

I,'
r

FIG. 4. MOLD STRAINICH

the tilting furnace, in which the crucible is tilted for
pouring. In all these a distributing ladle must be used,
which means a second pouring of the metal. Hepeated
installations of the old-style crucible furnace, rcjilacing
some of the foregoing, show that for certain classes of
woik it is still tlie best in spite of the crucible expense.

Of late there has been considerable experimenting with
various kinds of fuel. The plant here discussed Fs laid
out for burning coke or coke and coal. Where ma.xinium
production is demanded, that method is most efficient
which will enable the greatest number of heats to be
obtained from one furnace in a given time. Hard coal

rJ-T
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Mold Wedge

FTG. 5. HOLD rLAXOKl) FOR POUKINT;

is probably the slowest fuel u^vd, and the length of time
required for getting out a heat is the only objection to it,

as in other respects it is very satisfactory. Coke gives
a much hotter and therefor faster fire, with a greatly in-
creased wear on the furnace lining. Both oil and natural
gas would seem to be desirable. The author has not had
experience with oil-fired furnaces. Twenty of the fur-
naces shown in Fig. 1 were equipped for burning natural
gas, using forced draft. Different methods for venting
the furnaces were tried, but without great success. Thn
heat from the furnaces was such that the cover brick
became red hot and conditions were made intolerable
for the workmen. We do not believe that the gas fuel
was given a thorough trial, as it is no dou!;t the ideal

fuel for crucible furnaces and will prove successful as
soon as it has been put through an experimental stage
in a large plant, where furnaces are necessarily set close

together.

The fuel consumption varies with the rate of pro-
duction and the size of the crucible furnace. Xo exact
data can be given ; the most reliable figures indicate from
0.4 to O.G lb. of coke and coal (mixed) per ])ound of
metal melted during a jieriod of several months, with 18-
in. round and 21-iii. square furnaces.

The molds for the cartridge brass may be seen in Fis.

3. They arc made of gray iron containing 2.5 silicon and
finished as shown. The size of the mold is determined
by the width of bar required and the weight, which should
be such that one pot of metal will make full-length bars.

For convenience in handling, the bars are usually mad(^
from 80 to 125 lb., unless the size of the finished bar or

sheet requires more metal. In rolling, the metal flows

almo.st entirely in the direction of the rolls, so that if

bars are ]iassed through straight, there is no appreciable
widening. Kars are cast in regular work up to 15 in.

wide in short bars and i\\> to 10 and 12 ft. long in narrow
bars. It is always best to cast the bar of a thickness

that will av(U(l as niiuh rolling as ]iossible, and the ps-in-

thick bar is now about standard size, although 114-in.

bars arc made at times.

The molds should be planed on the joint. Otherwise,

they will be strained in banding, as the wedges tend to
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straighten out the molds, which rarely come exactly

straight from the foundry, and thereby produce stresses

that will soon crack either the front or the back of the

mold. Also, with unplaned molds the leakage is many
times that of the planed type. Another advantage is

that the bars come clean and of even thickness. Some
experiments with molds planed all over inside have been

made by other firms in an effort to insure east bars more

uniformly good, but without favorable result. The molds

shown are of very heavy section, but the weight may
be cut down as soon as the most economical form is

determined. In making rolled rods bars are cast II/2 in- iu

diameter and upward in solid bored cast-iron molds. The
iron must be free from blow-holes and other flaws.

An important adjunct of the mold is the strainer.

Fig. 4. In pouring, the strainer should be kept full,

The several kinds of tongs may be seen in Fig. 6. All

are made of wrought iron by the blacksmith shop in the

plant. The most important are the crucible toners for

handling the crucibles. In forging, these tongs should

be shaped to a cast-iron crucible of the same size as that

to be used. Tongs should always be refitted whenever

there is a change in either the make or the size of the

crucible. Ill-fitting tongs injure the crucibles and may
cause a loss many times the value of several sets of tongs.

When worn and burned out of shape, the bits shonlil

redressed or cut off and new ones welded to the rein>.

Other tongs are spelter tongs for dipping the speltL-r

in the molten copper, mold tongs for lifting the fronts

and backs of molds, band tongs for handling the hot

bands, stirring-rod tongs for holding the graphite stir-

ring rods, and bar tongs for lifting the hot bars from

f<--—4'--->i ,i4

S+irring Rod Tongs

€.0.

Scraper Fuel

PIG. fi. .\ V.VRIETY OF TONG.S USED FOR H.VNDLINC. THK WORK

BO that the slag and dirt passing the skimmer will not

enter the mold.

The mold is held together, as illu.«trated in Fig. 5, by

three bands wedged up tightly. Tlie i)an(ls and wedges

should be made of first-quality cast steel, if the use of

expensive forged pieces is to be avoided. The order and

manner of driving the wedge are shown by the numbers.

This metiiod has l)een found to reduce leakage.

The life of a mold is very uncertain. Some few foun-

dries make a specialty of ingot molds, and their ))rodii(t

has a high reputation. One of the largest brass makers

in this country, after some years of experiment and ex-

perience, found that the molds of one firm gave uniformly

50 per cent, longer life than any other make. ^lolds

should average at least 2,000 to 2,500 lioat'i

tile pit when the molds are stripped. These different

kinds are illustrated in Fig. 6, and tiie weights, number
required and other data are given in the table.

The remaining equi])nient includes skimmers for skim-

ming the pot when it is lifted from the fire and for

holding back slag and charcoal that is not removed by
skimming when pouring, scrapers for scraping the ffiolds,

wire brushes for cleaning molds after scraping, heavy

iuukets for mold dressing, powdered charcoal and flux,

chea]) 4-in. flat brushes for ap]ilying mold dressing,

sledges, hammers, etc. Some of these tools may be seen

in I'ig. G, and other data are given in the table. In

most cases two sets of tools are allowed for each .set of

fires, as the tongs become too hot to be comfortably han-

dled if u.sed continuously.
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In the table the probable life is given in heats. The
author has not enough data at hand to give more authentic

figures.

Crucibles are, aside from losses, the greatest single

item in the cost of producing brass. For this reason

many attempts have been made to get away from th" use

of crucibles. Long experience in crucible making shows

that the best materials are Ceylon graphite and Kliiigcn-

berg crown clay. , Ceylon graphite is free from mica and
is about 98 per cent. pure. The Klingenberg clay comes

from a small district around the village of that name in

Germany. These materials are blended and mixed iu

proper proportions, molded, dried and burned in a kiln.

The amount of excess air in the kiln determines whether

or not the graphite is burned out of the surface of the

crucible, thus making the white or blue crucible. Ob-
viously, the matter of color is of no importance, although

manufacturers are called upon to supply crucibles of a

given color. Crucibles usually contain from .50 to 60

per cent, of graphite.

Crucibles are known by number, each unit in the num-
ber representing nominally the capacity to hold ;} lb. of

molten metal. Therefore, a No. 90 should hold 270 lb.

FIG. 7. TOTE BOX AXn SPELTER-BRE.-^KING BLOCK

of brass. About 80 to 90 per cent, of the capacity of

the crucible may be used, depending on the care of the

caster.

A year ago crucibles containing the best material sold

for from 5 to 7q. per iinit in the nuiuber. At the present

time, owing to the high value of Ceylon graphite, the

prices are 11 to 13c. per unit; and as the makers have

only American clay to iise, they expect only 8 to 10 heats

per crucible. The average life of 1,.500 crucibles pur-

chased in July, 1915, was about 18 heats, so that the

actual cost per heat has quadrupled. Manufacturers

claim that their cruciiiles average 25 heats, and doubtless

this figure may be attained with the best materials.

The life of a crucible is shortened by ill-fitting tongs,

as previously stated, by excess fluxes of various kinds,

by soaking in the fire longer than necessary to melt the

metal, by too high furnace temperatures in the endeavor

lo get quick heats, by wet or sulphurous fuels that at-

tack the outside of the crucible, by carelessness iu stirring

the metal and by general lack of care in handling.

In the employment of fluxes such as fluorspar and

various silicates a mean must be determined so that the

metal will be purified with a minimum erosion of the

crucible. The crucibles should be thoroughly dried and

annealed for two of three weeks before being ]iut into

service. This is frequently done by storing them on a
floor on top of the muffle furnaces u.sed for annealing
in the rolling mill. A careful record of the size and
numljer of crucibles given to the casters should be kept.

The best size of crucible has been found by long prac-

tice to be the No. 80, holding a charge of 200 to 220 lb.

of brass. This crucible makes two bars of convenient
size ill narrow metal or one in wide metal. It seems to

have a somewhat longer life than larger crucibles and
therefore, striking a mean between labor and crucible ex-

pense, gives the lowest cost of ])roduction. There is much
Juggling of sizes, and many makers rate their crucibles

above standard, so that buyers should compare cubic con-

tents and weights rather than size numbers.

There are several compounds on the market for ap-

plying to the crucible as a paint. .Some report these

materials to be of value. Broken crucibles should be

placed in l)ins, and in spare time, laborers may be set

to work chipping off the inside surface, which may have

some metal adhering to it. Tlie latter is reclaimed with

the ashes. The old crucible material commands a market
price of from .$10 to $15 per ton.

Probably no .uibject in brass making has received as

much attention as fluxes. And when all has been said,

brass makcis are still employing the same flu.xes with

or witliout their potent secret additions. For clean scrap

and new metnls such as must be provided in making car-

tridge brass, phosphorus and common salt seem to give

the best results. The phosphorus is in the form of 15

per cent, phosphorized copper, 1 oz. per 100 lb. of metal.

A larger quantity may be used if needed, but not enough
to give a perceptible amount of phosphorus in the fin-

ished metal. Common salt, somewhat finer than crude

rock salt, should be added, about one handful per 100 lb.

of metal. Care should be taken to avoid an excess, as

this attacks the crucible.

The im])urities to be removed are nuiinly copper oxide,

sand and dirt. The foreign metals—tin, iron and lead

—

cannot be removed, and none should be introduced by

iron stirring rods, brass scrap containing lead, etc. The
copper oxide forms readily, and for this reason the melt-

ing metals should be covered with powdered charcoal to

prevent oxidation. Patent fluxes are generally in the

identical class with medicines of the same description.

The metal-storage room, also known as the scraproom

and weighing room, is one of the most important parts

of the brass-numufacturing plant. Here the new metals

are received and stored, all scrap is received and weighed,

and the charges for each heat are weighed up iu correct

])roportions. The plan. Fig. 1, gives the arrangement at

tlij ]ilant described. The room contains bins for the vari-

ous grades of scrap, keeping clean metal, floor scrap and

the recovered metal apart; space for storing bars of cop-

per and spelter ; a four-bar scale for weighing the charges

;

a platform scale for weighing metals received and the cast

bars on wagons before and after shearing; and a powerful

lever shear for cutting new metal and cast bars. As the

records of this work are very important, a small office

should be provided so that the foreman may keep his

records neatly and accurately. The scales for weighing

the charges are set by the chemist and sliould be kept

under lock. The charges are weighed up in small iron

]«ins illustrated in Fig. 7.

The cast bars are brought in in a wagon and weighed

on the ;ilatform scales. The heads or gates of the bars
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are then cut off in the shears and the bar cropped back

until the cross-section shows good metal without pipes or

other defects. It is important that a skilled man of ex-

cellent judgment have charge of the shears, as much good

metal may be cut off as scrap if the bar is cut back too

far. Likevrise, a large amount of work is wasted and

the percenta^re of scrap in the finished product increased

if the bar is not cut back far enough. The color of the

sheared section will indicate relatively small variations

in the copper and zinc content, so that the experienced

shearman will recognize bars that are outside the speci-

fied limits and cut them up. A bar that is cut to much
less than half its length should be cut up, as it is probable

that it has objectionable defects not visible. It also

gives trouble in handling and rolling. The shears should

be powerful enough to cut brass ll/^xlO in. They will

then be able to cut up copper ingots in suitable sizes for

weighing out exactly on the charging scales. A small

breaking block for spelter is also shown in Fig. 7. After

the bars are sheared, they are weighed, and the caster

is credited with the weight of good metal thus produced.

The floor scrap—from broken pots and leakage from the

mold pits—is collected once each day and weighed into

the storage bin in the scraproom.

The charges weighed up in the scraproom are brought

out on the casting floor and set behind each furnace,

accurate record being kept of the number of boxes given

each caster. The first operation, starting each day's work,

is to clean the fires by pulling out the grate bars and

removing the ashes, care being taken to punch out the

TABLE OF EQUIPMENT FOR ONE SET OF TEX FURNACES'
Number Life in Weight, Cost,

Name of Article Required Heats. Each Lb., Each Each
Crucible tongrs 2 7,000 55 56.00
Spelter tongs 2 yOO 12 1.2.')

Stirring-rod tongs 2 2.500 13 1.25
Band tongs 1 Indefinite 6 ....
Mold tongs 1 Indefinite 9 ....
Bar tongs 2 7.000 6
Skimmer 1 35 5 ....
Scrapers 3 Indefinite 4 ....
Punch bars, 7 ft. ot 1-in.
round iron 3 .... .

.

....
Chisel, %-in. hexagon

flat, 14 in. long 1 .... .. ....
Files, IS-in. bastard-cut

mill 2 ..
Hammers, 6-lb. crosspeen

blacksmiths', 12 - in.
handle 3 . .

Fuel cover 1 Indefinite 20 ....
M'ire brush, s 3 10.000 .. .20
Charcoal box, wooden,
4x4x3 ft 1 . .

Oil pail, heavy 2-qt. bucket 1 .... .. ....
Oil brushes, 4-in. flat paint 2 .... .. ....
Salt pail, heavy 4-qt.
bucket 1 .... .. ....

Per Lb.
Molds 20 2.000 450 .05
Bands SO 200 25 .05
Wedges 100 3,000 5 .03
Strainers 20 Indefinite 27 .03

•The figures are approximate, as in some instances they are
based on estimate only.

clinker tiiat has formed at the bottom, as this .some-

times reduces tlie cros.s-.section of the grate to one-third

its actual size. A fi-e.'^h fire is then built, wliich in con-

tinuous operation is usually liglited by the hot bricks in

the furnace. As the fire conies up to licat, the crucible,

which has been previously warmed by being on top of

the furnace, is placed in tlie fire, and tlie heavier metal

of the charge, except spelter, is laid carefully in the

crucible, care being taken that the metal does not tend

to wedge the pot apart during melting, when the pot

becomes .soft. Ordinarily, a ring made from the upper

half of an old crucil)le is placed on top of the erucil)le

to hold the scrap and copper t'l.it .Mnin.t },< put i\«\,\r

In this case the scrap should be put in the bottom, as

it melts faster than the copper.

After all the metal is melted and up to a bright heat,

the spelter, which has been warmed by lying on the fur-

nace, is thrust iKnieath the surface of the metal and is

rapidly melted and alloyed with the copper. The brass

is then stirred thoroughly with a graphite stirring rod,

so as to secure a homogeneous mixture. The graphite

stirring rods are expensive, but are the best for high-

grade brass, as iron from an iron stirring rod will alloy

with the brass and thus increase the impurities. During

the melting, salt and powdered charcoal are thrown on

the metal, the charcoal to protect the molten metal from

the atmosphere and the salt to act as a flux. After a

vigorous stirring, the metal is given a minute or two to

allow the impurities and dirt to come to the surface in the

form of slag. The crucible tongs are then placed on the

crucible, which is raised from the furnace by means of

the jib crane. The outside surface of the crucible is

cleaned, and it is then lowered on clean sand on the floor.

The slag is skimmed off and a block of wood thrown on

the clean surface of the metal.

The point might be made that there is the same ob-

jection to the iron skimmer as to the iron stirring rod.

Actually, the amount of iron absorbed in skimming is

much less, and graphite is less suited to the rougher

handling. The crucible is then raised and placed over

the strainer on the mold and poured, tipping the crucible

forward with the tongs, keeping back the residue of slag

and charcoal with the skimmer.

The block of wood in burning tends to keep the air

away from the metal and is useful in reducing the

amount of spelter burned out. The strainer should be

kept full of metal so that the slag and dirt passing the

skimmer remain on the surface and do not enter the

mold. The molds should not stand .slanting sidewi,se,

as there is a possibility that impurities and gas pockets

will lodge in the corner of the mold instead of coming

to the surface, so that one edge of the bar may be de-

fective for the entire length of the mold.

The molds are prepared by scraping with the scraper

and brushing down thoroughly with a wire brush, after

which they are painted with lard oil. Many substitutes

are offered as a mold dressing, but lard oil seems to

secure the best results. The molds are then banded and
wedged up tight and are ready for use, the strainer being

placed on top. After pouring, the metal is soon chilled

sufficiently to allow the bands to be knocked off and the

mold opened. The bars are raised with the bar tongs,

and the burrs are filed off. Then the bars are piled on

the floor behind the mold pit and allowed to cool until

they can be loaded on wagons and taken to the shears

in the .scraproom. The molds are cleaned thoroughly

and dressed with lard oil each time before being used.

The term '"losses" covers the difference between the

metal weighed out and melted and the total metal re-

turned. Tiie gro.ss loss includes the metal in the ashes,

and the net lo.<s is that determined after the ashes have

been put through the recovery plant and a large part

of the metal in the ashes reclaimed. The net loss is

therefore the dilTerenee between metal melted and that

returned from all sources.

The melting loss varies with the ty])e of furnace used,

*-ize of charge and proportions of mixture. On cartridge

bni^-i miller the conditinn-; mitliniMl tin- !rrn« lo-:s varies
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from 3 to 5 per cent. No figures are available for the

net loss, but in other plants it varies from 1 to 3 per

cent.

The loss represents a greater money value than the

profit in manufacture and therefore should be given the

most careful attention. An installation and working

conditions which prevent metal from being lost in the

fire by careless charging and by the use of worn-out

crucibles and which avoid excessive volatilization of spel-

ter by not using enough charcoal to cover the molten

metal, by not overheating the metal, by pouring as soon

as ready and not soaking the metal, by not using un-

necessary draft, etc., will go far toward reducing this

expense.

^letal spilled in handling and pouring is recovered from

the mold pits and floor each day. This is known as floor

scrap, and to it is added the solid metal picked from the

skimmings and ashes, which contain the metal represent-

ing the difference between the gross and tlie net losses.

No figures are available to give proportion by weight of

recoverable metal in the ashes in the plant described, but

it has been found by other firms to run from 0.2.5 to

0.50 per cent, by weight of ashes.

This recovery is made by concentrating and refining

processes. The quantity of ashes is not sufficient to war-

rant a recovery installation in any but a large plant. The

floor scrap may be melted directly with the charge in

small quantities or remelted and sheared before using,

as the quality of work may require. Some specifications

for cartridge brass jjermit the use of floor scrap; and if

used judiciously, no bad effects v^all be noticed.

In addition to the tools and equipment mentioned the

following materials are required in the approximate quan-

tities given, which are the results of several months'

operation

:

Coke 50 lb. per 100 lb. metal melted
Charcoal (used in lighting-

fires) 01 bu. per 100 lb. metal melted
Lard oil No. 2 0.04 gal. per 100 lb. metal melted
Salt 0.25 lb. per 100 lb. metal melted
Phosphorized copper 1 oz. per 100 lb. metal melted
Graphite stirring rods, I'^x

18 in. long 30 heats each

For a plant having 40 furnaces, or four sets of fires,

there will be required 4 casters, 16 to 20 casters' helpers

and 4 laborers. These men will be able to produce from

5 to T heats from each furnace in about 9 hr. The casters

are paid on a tonnage basis at the rate of 17 to 20c, per

100 lb. of good sheared metal. The casters pay two

helpers at 6.5c. per round, which is one heat from each

of the two furnaces comprising a set of fires. The firm

supplies additional helpers at the same rate, giving three

men if special circumstances require them. A better ar-

rangement is to pay on a tonnage basis for the entire

crew about as follows, per 100 lb.: Caster, 8c.; floor

helpers, 5i/4c.
; pit, 4i/4c.

In this scheme the bars are marked with the crew

number, and a deduction is made for bars scrapped at

the overhauling machines in the rolling mill, as metal

apparently good at the shears may be poor metal when

overhauled—that is, the process of scraping off the sur-

face metal, dirt, etc., preparatory to rolling.

The scraproom requires about 10 men—1 on the shears

and 6 on the scales. The pay of these men runs from

20 to 30c. per hr.

The direct cost for producing sheared bars ready for

rolling is about l/oc. per lb. of metal melted, divided about

evenly among labor, supplies, renewals, etc. To this

figure must be added the value of metals lost and biirden.

These items may vary greatly. The distribution of

metals between weighed eliarge and sheared bars is as

follows

:

Per Cent.
Metal weighed out 100.00
Net loss, volatilization, etc 2.50
Recovered metal, ashes 2.00
Floor scrap 5.00
Shear scr.ap 10.00
Good sheared bars 80.50

These figures represent what may be called fair to good
operation, but undoubtedly offer opportunities for fur-

ther economies. The importance of accurate records will

be appreciated in making an estimate. Several of the

most necessary are shown.

To many it might seem that the crucible-furnace meth-

od of making brass is antiquated and that units of larger

capacity should be used. But segregation, gas occlusion,

rehandling and consequent cooling in ladles and higher

losses are still disadvantages of the large furnace that

must be taken into consideration.

For rolling, the metal must be homogeneous and abso-

lutely free from dirt. Therefore, metal molds are pre-

ferred, and the consequent chilling allows no time for

impurities to rise to the top. Also, the chemical analysis

must be fairly close; and as one component of the alloy

is easily oxidized, the metal must be melted, poured and
cooled quickly. Xo doubt many improvements wiU be

introduced into brass making in the immediate future,

as experimental investigation is now being taken up in

earnest bv nianv manufacturers.

By a. L. 11. Stkef.t*

A contract for sale of a mine, under agreement that a

portion of the purchase price should be paid out of the

proceeds of development, bound the purchaser to install

machinery and keep tlie mill in operation, under penalty

of forfeiture of the contract on abandonment of work

for six mouths.

Interjireting this agreement, the California Supreme

Court holds that it required the development work to

begin promptly after the purchaser took possession of the

propertv, and not merely after the machinery was in^

stalled ; and that, in any event, failure for six months to

install the machinery entitled the seller to forfeit the

contract. (Baiandun vs. Barandun Mining and Milling

Co., 156 Pacific Eeporter, 473.)

l2a^®iPSttsiS©=CsiIllsilhaE:a

Report of the Consolidated Inierslate-Callahan Mining

Co., Wallace, Idaho, for the first quarter of 1916 shows

total net value of shipments and miscellaneous receipt* of

$1,030,410. Operating costs were $207,117, leaving

profit of $823,323. Total tonnage mined was 29,897

tons; sbipping ore, 17,132 tons; a ratio of 1.84 to 1.

Concentrates produced were 903 tons of lead concentrates

and 12,972 tons of zinc concentrates. The lead concen-

trates assayed 19.89 oz. Ag and 50.4% Pb, and the zinc

concentrates assayed 49,12% Zn, The recovery of zinc

in concentrates was 88%, Cost of mining was $4.48 per

ton; of milling, $1.46. and of shipping, $0,533 per ton—

a

total cost of $7.06 per ton treated.

•.\ttornev at law. S29 Securit.v Building, Minneapolis, Minn.
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meimt at thi.e Alaska Jtuuraesius

By Johx Richakds*

Tlie cutting of the drainage ditch in the Gold Creek
tunnel, the 6,500-ft. woriiing adit into the Alaska Juneau
mine, was postponed until the tunnel was completed.

The ditch when started was IM;-"^!^/^ ft- and ran along

the left-hand side of the tunnel. This work was started

JACKHAMER U.-^KD IN TRIMMING UP THE TI'.N'NEL

in July, 1914, with all drilling being done by hand.

The ditliculty with the ordinary machines working on a

column or bar, in this work, was that the tunnel had

to be kept o]ien for haulage at all times. This prevented

liie use of a rigid set-up as the train might come at

Jackhamers -

August Sept. Oct. Nov. Uec. Jan. Feb. Mar.

Feet driven... 514 396 431 815 1.2S7 1,018 810 1,044
Labor cost per

foot J1.36 $0.91 $0.49 $0.30 $0.3S $0.37 $0.4fi $fl.3S

Explosives cost
per foot 21 .27 .27 .27 .28 .28 .29 .27

Total cost
per foot. ..$1.57 $1.18 $0.76 $0.57 $0.66 $0.65 $0,75 $0,65

iiny time and necessitate the removal of the bar. After

two months of hand drilling, however, the Ingersoll-lland

jackhamers were started nn tlio work. The size of the

•Superintendent, Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Co., Juneau.
Alaska,

ilitch was increased to 2.\3 ft. at the time llie jackhamers
were introduced. The accoinjianyiiig table sliows the cost

of the work by months.

The above figures summarize to the following : Average
cost of labor per foot when hand drilling was $1.36,

when nsing jackhamers, only $0.43. The data on run-
ning times and footage drilled were not olitained due
to the intermittent character of the work. Drilling and
mucking was done by the same crew and it was neces-

sary to so arrange the work that the train service would
not be interru]rtcd.

In conjunction witli digging the ditch, the tunnel,

originally of 7.\9-ft. cross-section, was straightened and
widened to a minimum of 8 ft. In many places the

roof was low and this too was taken down. The drilling

for this work was done by the jackhamers, the depth of

holes drilled varying from 1 to 7 ft. In taking down
the roof, a portable mounting, designed in the Alaska
Juneau .«liops, was used to hold the machine in place.

This mounting, shown in the accomjaanying illustration,

consists of a short length of 1-in. pijjc terminating at

its upper end in a small fork which fits around the

cylinder of the drill, and its lower end, sliding inside

a li4-iii- pipe with a collar and set screw at its tipper

end which make possible the adjustment of the fork at

any height. At the lower end of the larger pipe, which
is about 4iv. ft. long, is a larger fork, spreading about

]() in. at the lower points. This fork rests on the ground

anil, gives the whole mounting stability.

When nsing this mounting in drilling the lower fork

is placed slightly forward, giving the mounting a back-

ward slant when starting the hole. As the hole deepens,

tiic mounting becomes vertical and then is inclined to

the front. From time to time the upjier fork is raised

and adjusted by the .set screw in order to keep the

machine in line.

The <'hief advantage of the jackhamer in this work

was its portability and its ability to drill while so close to

the wall or roof, requiring a minimum inclination for

the hole and hence a minimum amount of rock broken

for the gain made in height or widtli, and allowing also,

longer holes to be drilled.

Mnime<=Csi2° Wlheels
Complaints are being made liy mine ()])erators concern-

ing the types of minc-t-ar wheels. Such wheels have

always been made similar to those of the railroads, in

regard to the depth of the flanges, says V. \V. Crawford, in

Cual Age. However, the mine tracks are not laid with

the same accuracy and pennanence as those of the rail-

roads, and in consequence the cars frequently jump
the track, with inconvenient results.

It is suggested that the flanges should be made deeper

to insure a safer grip on the rails. The wheelbase of mine

cars is necessarily short in order to pass the short curves,

and this admits of more or less rocking motion, which,

together with unevenness of track, causes the wheels to I
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use above the rails, at times sufficiently to allow the

flange to pass over. Therefore it is reasoned that the

Hiinges ought to be enough deeper to prevent such junij)-

ing. The usual depth of the fiangos is about 1% in.,

sometimes less. It is believed they ought to be U/l; or

Ce "xmsimp e

In draining mine workings in comparatively flat viens,

one of the most common conditions is that of pump-
ing an amount of water, which varies widely with the

seasons, against a low static head, through a long dis-

charge line.

In such a case the increase of head due to the re-

sisting friction of the interior surface of the pipe may
become gi'eat, so that the static head is only a small

]iercentage of the total resistance against the pump. The
head due to friction in a pipe increases nearly as the

square of the velocity, and for a long discharge line with

relatively small static head, the total head will vary in

approximately the same ratio.

The delivery of a centrifugal pump increases directly

as the speed, while the head developed increases as the

sipiare of the speed. Also, wlien the speed of a properly

designed centrifugal pump is clianged from the normal.

CURVES OP EFFICIENCY, HORSEPOWER, SPE_ED AND
HEAD AGAINST WHICH PUMP OPERATES

the efficiency changes ijut siiglitly at first, so that a varia-

tion of speed of 309c higher or lower is possible, without

greatly decreasing the efficiency from its maximum.
It thus appears that a centrifugal pump with adjust-

able-speed drive is most admirably adapted to meet the

condition mentioned ; that is, a variable delivery against

a discharge head consisting principally of frictional re-

sistance. Under the conditions named, the pump will

show a good and nearly constant efficiency at all speeds

and deliveries; and owing to the relation between velocity

of flow and frictional resistance in the pipe, reduction

of the delivery to one-half will reduce the power require-

ment to approximately one-fourth the maximum.
it is readily seen that when, owing to seasonal or other

conditions, the amount of water to be handled is con-

siderably less than the maximum, the adjust-able-speed

centrifugal pump is of great value, giving much better

pov\-er economy than any constant-speed pump arranged

to handle the maximum discharge.

Power available underground for driving a centrifugal

pump will generally be in the form of direct current.

The shunt-wound motor, with speed adjustment by shunt

•A. N. Cole, In "Coal Age," May 20. 1916.

field control, shows good efficiency at all speeds within
its range; and when direct-connected to a properly de-

signed centrifugal pump operating under the conditions

previously outlined, a unit results having good efficiency

over a wide range of delivery.

To illustrate the foregoing, curves are given herewith,
sliowing the characteristics of a 4-in. single-stage, double-
suction centrifugal pump, direct-connected to a 40-hp.

shunt-wound motor having a speed adjustment from
1,1().5 to 1,?.50 r.p.m. and a delivery at its maximum speed
of (iOO gal. per min. against a 30-ft. static head, through
850 ft. of 5-in. wood pipe.

An inspection of these curves shows that at 1,750 r.p.m.

and a discharge of fiOO gal. per min., the power require-

ment is 33.2 hp. and the efficiency 61%. At 1.10.5

i-.p.m. the discharge is 300 gal. per min.. the power re-

quirement is 8.2 hp. and the efficiency .57%. A regular

gradation exists between these extremes.

.Salt-water pumping plants on the Pacific Coast expe-

rience a great deal of trouble, at certain seasons of the

year, on account of the enormous quantities of kelp drawn

REVOLVING KELP SCREEN

into the suction ])it or ]ii])e. The Cliuquieainata is build-

ing a long trestle to carry its suction far out from
shore in an endeavor to alleviate this trouble. At El

Segundo refinery of the Standard Oil Co.. near Kedoudo,

Calif., an ingenious and effective screen has been devised,

according to Potrrr. May 23, IflKi, to solve this problem,

A six-sided revolving screen rack, shown in the acconi-

]ianying illustration, extends across the pit. Screens 4x6
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ft. are hinged along one edge to the rack. The screens on

the under side of the roll hang vertically, and the bottom

one seats against an angle iron embedded in the concrete

of the pit floor. The pimip suctions are in the rear of this

angle iron, and the current draws the kelp against the

screen, where it is caught by a number of prongs. ^Mren

the screen Ijecomes covered with kelp to a degree that

interferes with operation, the rack is rotated, permitting

a fresh screen to seat on the angle iron, and raising the

kelp-covered one above the water surface, where the kelp

is removed by forks and rakes. A hand-power crane span-

ning the pit is used to rotate the rack when it is too

heavily loaded to move with pry bars.

By C. Carlton Semple*

At the Tonopah-Belmont mine at Tonopah, Nev., the

collars on the shanks of hollow drill steels for the water

Leyner drills are upset by a pneumatic-hammer machine

improvised out of an A-8 Waugh hammer drill, by

Mr. Hendricks, the master mechanic. The device is

also used to upset the collars on the tool-steel stock in

making the feed screws for air drills. A much stronger

job is done by upsetting than by welding separate pieces

DEVICE FOR COLLARING MACHINE STEEL

on, since in the latter case failure usually results at

the weld soon after the piece is subjected to hard usage.

The device is extremely simple and effective, as shown

in the accompanying illustration. On a strong table

are mounted two pieces of 5xl-in. steel bent, as shown

at A. The ends are turned up at B, and across them

is bolted a heavy plate C. An A-8 Waugh air-hammer

drill is securely held between the plate C and the block

D, in a horizontal position. The block D is movable

and held in })lace by the i)lates E and F and secured

by the bolts G so that the distance between D and the

die holder // can bo adjusted, but held firmly at the

required distance once the adjustment has been made.

A die holder, or anvil, // is secured at the end of the

table, the general design of this piece being shown in

detail in the sketch. The dies for this block are made

in halves, one of which fits in the recess of the right-

•Mlnlng engineer, Stamford. Conn.

hand side of the block, while the other half of the die

is held in the movable piece /, which is forced against

the other piece by the key •/. One-piece dies to suit

the work to be done are inserted in the chuck K of the

drill.

In adjusting the device to the desired distance between

D and //, a short piece of angle-iron is slipped over the

feed bar L, holding the desired spacing by bearing again--

the end of the drill and the plate C.

The required adjusting having been made, the key J

is removed and the movable die block / moved over so

that the stock, heated at the point where the collar is

to be formed, can be .inserted between the two parts of

the die, the short end of the piece on which the collar

IS to be formed passing into and being held by the

one-piece die in the drill chuck. The movable die block

/ is brought up close on the stock and driven home by

tapping on the key. Air is then turned on and the

collar upset.

In making the collars on the larger drill feed screws,

two heats are necessary to finish the job; a heavier drill

would be better for such work. Nevertheless 70 such

feed screws have been made on this machine in one day,

where formerly 6 had been considered a good shift's work.

The work done by this machine in making collars on

the shanks of water Leyner drills and

on feed screws is shown by the sketches

at the right of the accompanying illus-

tration.

Miiaeips^ Us© ©f Cexdlaa*

ana tlh© Hortlhwestl
In the Canadian Northwest sound

cedar trunks are found up to 3 ft.

diameter. These are of course dead

and dry and have few branches. Min-

ers doing assessment work or pros-

]iecting find them a source of great

assistance. A clear tree is selected near

the camp site and sawed down and

into pieces about 10 ft. long. With

broadaxes and wedges these are split

readily into slabs. These slabs are pris-

matic in shape. A little deft trim-

ming with the broadax reduces this to

a more or less even board. A frame-

work—built of heavy slabs and sheeting of thinner ones

forms the sides, roofs and floors. One of these cabins may
be made in two days by a man and his "pardner" and is

weatherproof throughout the severest winter.

Chunks sawed from cedar logs are split with great

ease. In an hour's time one chunk can be sawed off and

split into firewood sufficient for 3 days' use. Cedar in

the Northwest is known as the minei-'s friend.

WUh a View to Prerrntlnfc the Spread of FIreii which may
obtain too strong ii hold on siiuaie-set stop«s to permit ex-

tinction without floodins the worl<ings, the Broken Hill

Proprietary Co., New South Wales, forms in various places In

the workings, barriers to the progress of flres by having all

timber connecting adjoining sets replaced with iron or steel

spreaders, generally railway rails. It these barriers are con-

structed while ordinary stoping proceeds, very little added

expense is Incurred, as there Is generally a stock Of old rails

available at low cost.
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ILesicI §; .„.i„^ Oafta of tlhe

The followiug tonnage figures of materials smelted and
produced and fuel used are taken from the 1915 an-

nual report of the St. Joseph Lead Co., Bonne Terre,

ifo.. and cover the operations at the Herculaneum plant.

In the first table are given the tonnages of the materials

-
; 1 1

. . i 111 and of the resulting products. In the second tahle

the tonnages are distributed to the different departments

in which they were treated. The figures are complete and
speak for themselves. Many sidelights on Missouri smelt-

ing practice can be found by a careful study of these two
tables. This report is another case of commendable pub-
licity concerning technical operations, which is becom-
ing more and more the policy of progressive companies.

TOXS OF MATERIALS SMELTED AND OF RESUXTIXG PRODUCTS

Material
Lead Bearing:

Concentrate
Flotation
Rough matte. . .

.

Crtished matte.

.

Roast matte. ...

Gran, matte
Cr. sint
Flue dust ... .

.

Baghouse fume .

.

Sintered ore
Sintered matte.

.

Unrefined lead .

.

Re&ned lead
Lead B. sand ...

.

Slag
Copper matte. . .

Cr. sint. ore

Fuel:
Coal
Coke
Fuel oil

Flux:
Limerock
Sand—quarry. .

.

PjTites cinder. .

.

Iron cinder
Chat
Scale
Ingot drippings.

.

Spelter

. Produced-
Tons
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Formulas for estimating the amount of coal for heating

buildings have been in use for several years. The writer

has used two of these formulas—that of E. F. Tweedy, of

New York, and that of D. S. Boyden, of Boston. Mr.

Tweedy's formula employs the glass and wall surface,

giving a value obtained on a number of buildings in New
York City. The corresponding ordinate gives the tons

of coal per heating season. In the Tweedy formula, tons

of coal per vear = —- + 2G. where 11' is the net wall
' ' 4.5

surface and G is the glass surface.

Mr. Boyden's formula is somewhat complicated, but in

the writer's opinion it has the advantage that it takes into

consideration a difference in the operating conditions in

the different buildings. E.xperience is necessary in the

use of this formula, however, as serious errors are likely

to affect the variables to such an e.xtent that the calculated

result will be far from correct. The formula follows:

Ton,s of coal per yea?' =

~^\'' + {C\XG)+{(\X\V)
X LXdXhX 34

(', X (130 — T)

in which

r = Gross volume of the building, including base-

ment, if heated;

= Square feet of glass surface, lO^f being

added for north and west exposures

;

11 = Sijuarc fcot of wall surface, \0% being

added fur luirtb and west exposures;

a = Average air changes ])cr hour during healing

|)eriod ;

(\ = Constant for glass— 1 for single glass:

('„ = Constant for wall—usually 0.2 for brick and o.;i

for stone

;

C'g = Constant for local conditions—5.1 for Boston,

.5.7 for New York
;

T = Factor dependent upon the relation the beating

])lant bears to the jiremises heated :

L = Factor for [jortion of building not heatctl or for

building heated to 70° F.

:

e = Average evaporation in pounds of steam l>er

pound of coal

;

d = Number of heating days during season
;

h = Average number of hours of heating ]H'r day.

Under normal operating conditions, when steam is on

tbe heating system for from 3.200 to 3..500 hr. during the

heating season of seven months, the two formulas agree

fairly well with the actual results, as shown in the ca.><e of

three buildings, as follows:

Building
No. 1 No. 2 No. a

Act unl coal, net toiM 6.'i.'> 485 I..172

Twcctly formula 02.'i 380 L.'iOO

Boyden formula fliiO 409

•Excerpt of a paper by Ocorne W. Martin In the "Journal
of the Ami-rlcan Society of HeatlnK and Ventilating Engi-
neers," from "Power," Feb. 15. 1916.

Wlule the three amounts agree closely in the case of

buildings Xos. 1 and 3, for building No. 2 the result by

the Tweedy formula is much below the actual, probably

owing to the fact that much heat was wasted through

leaky windows, increasing the amount of air change per

hour.

Among those in charge of building operation for the

United States Government, the practice is followed of

assuming the condensation of 500 lb. of steam per scjuare

foot of radiating surface per season. The writer believes

this to be a safe figure, as in the case of the three buildings

cited the condensation approximated -400 lb., 430 lb. and
420 lb. per square foot per season respectively, assuming

an evaporation of 7 lb. in each case.

The writer's method of estimating the coal require-

ments for heating a building is to employ the Tweedy
formula and check with the Boyden formula and the Gov-

ernment method. A comparison of the results with the

known requirements of a similar building completes the

]irocess.

While the amount of coal required depends largely on

the amount of exposed wall and glass surface, yet it has

been found that the total cost of operation bears a fairly

well-defined relation to the volume of the building.

©pers^ftaonti airadl Msiiirafteiraainice

Cost of Aerial Tifammwrays*

At the Solvay Process Co., Syracuse, X. Y., the cost,

including general expenses and taxes, for operating and
maintaining the main-line aerial tramway (3t,4 mi. long)

and the quarry lines (aggregating I14 mi. in length) for

transporting stone is approximately as follows:

Number of buckets per month 110,000
Gross tons per month 55,000
Cost per bucket, holding J ton each $0.04
Cost per gross ton .09
Cost per net ton .0.S

Cost per ton-mile .03

The cost of transportation over the short branch lines

is less tlian 3c. per bucket, which, however, is more than

2c. per mi. because the main exjiense is at the terminals.

In tbe main-line costs about one-quarter has to be trans-

ferred from the bucket to the line. These expen.ses do not

include the cost of transferring the bucket from tiie cars

to the rails, but only the cost of dis]iatching and receiving

the bucket.

At the Eureka Slate Co., Slatington. Calif., the co.st of

transportation on a tramway operated directly by water

power, requiring a maximum of 20 hp. when run at full

cajiacity, is about 5c. per .square (about 700 lb.). The
line is 15,300 ft. long and has a capacity of 300 squares

of slate in 9 hr.

At Sopris, Colo., the Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. has

a line 2,370 ft. long, used for disposing of the waste from

a coal washery. Self-dumping buckets are used, and the

capacity is 20 tons ])er hr. The cost of o])eration and

•Abstract from "Aeri.Tl Tiainways," by the American .'*tccl

and Wire Co.
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niaintenaiR-e is between 3 and lo. i)er ton of material

handled by this tramway.

The Cia. Manufacturera de Ladrillos Areniscos, Coah.,

Mexico, has an aerial tramway 1,950 ft. long, handling

500 tons of sand every 9 hr., at a cost of -Ic. (U. S.

currency) per ton. Considering the difficult manual labor

in filling the cars from the river bottom, the management
considers this a very reasonable cost.

At the Mond Xickel Co., Victoria Mines. Ont., Canada,

a tramway 11,400 ft. long, used for transporting ore,

capacity 25 tons per hr., shows a cost of operation of about

6c. per ton-mile on a basis of 150 tons per day, including

loading and unloading.

At the Curwensville Fire Brick Co., Bolivar, Penn., a

tramway 2,337 ft. long, capacity 30 tons per hr., is used

for transporting clay. At present about 50 tons per dav

is handled at a cost of $3.50 to $i. Previously this was

hauled on wagons at a cost of 45c. per ton, which would
represent $22.50 for the quantity now being handled,

which shows a saving of $15 to $20 per day by the opera-

tion of the tramway.

At the Washington Portland Cement Co., Concrete,

Wash., a cableway 3,750 ft. long, with an hourly capacity

of 60 tons, is used for transporting limestone. The cost

per ton for transporting material over this tramway is as

follow'S

:

During 1909. caiHed 7S.734 tons at SO 03991 per ton
During 1910. carried 79 767 tons at .02939 per ton
During 1911. carried 111.097 tons at .03602 per ton
Durine 1912, carried 118.396 tons at .06385 per ton
During 1913. carried 172.415 tons at .02S77 per top

The cost for the first si.x months in 1912 was high,

owing to the purchase of new track cables and additional

rolling stock required to increase the capacity of the line

from 45 tons to 60 tons per hr.

At Bingham, Utah, the Tiutic Mining and Develop-

ment Co. has run a tramway 21/2 mi. long continuously

for five years. The average tonnage moved amounts
to 600 tons per day of 9 hr., and the cost has averaged

814c. per ton of material transported.

Cost of a Cs^ossc^ist Adit*
The main working of the I'ortlanil Canal Tunnels,

Ltd., consists of an adit 3,671 ft. in length; it crosscuts

what is known as the fissure zone of Glacier Creek. The
portal of the adit is about 3I/2 mi. north from Stewart,

B. C, and 350 ft. above mean high tide at that point.

The heading. 71^x8 ft. in the clear, was driven a

distance of 2,916 ft. at an average rate of 8 ft. per day.

The best weekly record was 67 ft. and the best monthly

271 ft. Two 8-hr. shifts per day were employed, consist-

ing of four machinemen and three shovelers. After the

1,000-ft. mark was passed, four shovelers were employed.

Compressed air at 100-lb. pressure was delivered into the

tunnel through a 4-in. pipe. Two 314-in. Iiigersoll-Rand

E44 drills, mounted on a 7-ft. single screw bar, were used.

Miners and shovelers started work together. The bar was

set up above the rock pile, and from 10 to 12 holes were

drilled from this position. By this time the rock was out,

the bar was lowered, and three lifters were drilled. The
first 1,600 ft. of the tunnel is in greenstone, while the

remainder is in argillites, quartz and jiorphyry.

With but two exceptions during the entire work, a

round was drilled in everv shift. Five-foot rounds were

•Excerpt from paper by W. J. Elmendorf. "Trans. Can.
Min. Inst.." 1915.

drilled, but seldom "bottomed." Three 20-cu.ft. cars were
used, and tramming was done by the shovelers. The track

of 20-11). rails, 18-in. gage and 14% grade, was laid on thf

left-hand side of the tunnel. One switch, about half wa

.

in, was used; the empty incoming car was taken off th>

track near the face to allow the loaded one to pass. At
a point 730 ft. from the portal an 80-ft. adit was run.

opening into a caiion. This not only made an excellent

dumping place, but shortened the tramming distance b-.

750 ft. The shovelers laid and leveled the track. Th-

floor from within 3 ft. of the face to 40 ft. back wa-

covered with «tcel plates before blasting. A drain 12 in.

deep was made on the right side of the tunnel, the lifter

being drilled low for this purpose.

Ventilation was provided by two .Schiitte & Korting

blowers. The ventilating line consisted of 10-in. diameter

24-gage galvanized pipe. The pipe was made in 10-ft.

lengths with riveted joints, painted with tar and wrapped

with muslin. The compressor was run two hours after

blasting to clear the tunnel.

TIME AND COST OF OPERATIONS
Average Time of Operations

Hr. Min
Picking down and setting up 1 00
Drilling from upper set-up 4 30
Shoveling back and lowering bar 30
Drilling from lower set-up 1 15
Tearing down 10
Blowing out holes §
Loading 15

Total 7 45

Detailed Summary of Costs
Cost per

Labor: Foot
Machine men $3,953
Shovelers 3.673
Timbering .258
Drainage 042
Ventilation .077
Ties and wedges .135
Compressed-air line .072
Compressor men 1.166
Blacksmith and helper 1.216
Superintendent .876

Total J11.468

Supplies:
Powder $2,562
Fuse 134
Caps .032
Candles .14"!

Blacksmith coal .125
Machine drills and parts .503
Drill steel 118
Timbers .052
Repairs on compressor .027
Oils .031
Miscellaneous .073

Total S3.S02

Equipment: Total Cost
Muck sheets $110.00
Steel rails 1.290.00
Ventilators 225.00
Ventilating pipe 960.00
Compressor air line 1,070.00
Cars 400.00

Total $4,055.00
Length of tunnel 2,916 ft.
Total cost S4S.5S4.01
Cost per foot $16,661

All supplies were bought at Vancouver. B. C., and sent

north by steamship. The prices of some of the more
important supplies at the tunnel were as follows: Dyna-
mite—40%, $0,134 per lb.; 60%, $o.l.')9 per lb. (powder

was used in about the proportion of 30% of the former to

70% of the latter) ; steel rails (20-lb.), $72.24 per long

ton ; blacksmith coal, $27 per ton.

The scale of w'ages was as follows: Machinemen and

shovelers, $4 per day; blacksmiths and compressor

men, $5. Beyond the point to which these tigures apply,

the size of tlie tunnel was cut down and the costs de-

creased about $1 per foot.
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TWO VIEWS IN THE COEUR D'ALENES. THE UPPER SHOWS THE I'LANT OV THE TAMARACK & CUSTER
CONSOLIDATED MINING CO., AND THE LOWER THE OLD SNOWSTORM PLANT AND VICINITY
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VIEWS IN THK MINING DISTRICT OF AROROY. MASBATE, PUILIl'PINK ISLANDS
,?,'Z?i"^~y,?"'\F C?_'".,!.'1*'.I'_''":'JPl.R'?''«'' '^"fi'"'' foundati.)n. Colorado Minlns Co. 2—Diesel eiiRines

bI?r''^lf^ntf?i'i'v,,,!";:;l;l'L'''',?/v,'''^!;^^'?°'"'^*'°^^-°'i' ^^^ ''°'^.^ '° Aroroy. 4—Unloading from boats at theArofoy 'landViiV 5—fiieDarr.o, native quarters of the Colorado Minine Co. 6—Timber yard of the Colorado Mining Co.. on the Guiiiobatan River
S—The 50-ton cyanide mill of the Keystone Mining Co. at Aroroy

-The Syndicate Mining Co.'s 115-ton mill at Aroroy.
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By Olivei; C. RALSTOxf

SYXOPSL'>—Continuing the rfiscu^-sioH of slimes

control. The electric-charge character is men-

tioned, and the action of various substances on

slimes. Precipitation b'j chemical re-agents is

studied.

The amount and sign of the electric charge on a sus-

pended particle depends entirely on the composition of

the solution in which they are contained, so that it is

possible to make this charge either positive, negative or

zero, by the use of the proper proportions of the proper

electrolytes. The study of different minerals when finely

ground and suspended in different solutions offers a

field for much new work. As a rule flocculation will re-

sult when the electric charge on particles is reduced below

a certain minimum allowable value, no matter whether

the charge be positive or negative.

In Fig. ? is given the contact-potential of the oil-water

contact surface in an oil emulsion, as measured by

Powis" who has obtained a like series of curves for the

glass-water contact surface. For measuring the polarity

and size of the electric charges on oil droplets Powis has

used a method that is the same as that described for mak-

ing .such measurements on ore particles in the beginning

of this paper. The addition of various amounts of the

electrolytes mentioned in the curves changed the contact-

potential of the particles of oil, and one sees that the

exact potential of the particles of oil toward the solution

varied greatly with the material in solution. The concen-

tration of the electrolytes used differed so widely that the

cube roots of tlie concentrations were plotted instead of

the concentrations themselves, in order to get all of the

data conveniently on one diagram. By use of the proper

electrolyte it was possible to increase the negative charge

on the oil. to decrease it or even to lower it to zero and

pass over to a positive charge. Powis' data on the contact-

potential of a glass-water surface were obtained between

the glass of a microscope slide and the water on it and

were similar to the diagram of the oil-water .surface. So

one can see that the electric charges are carried not only

bv small particles, but by larger ones as well. Even the

glass containing water which stands on the table before

you is charged negatively toward the water. The only

difference is that the weight of the glass tumbler is so

large compared to the magnitude of the charge carried

on its surface that the charge is not ordinarily evident.

However, I have .'jeen the electric effects on enough ore

particles and oil droplets to feel that they must be

of importance. The results of this theory have also been

prolific, as will shortly be .«een.

Ellis,^* working witli emulsions of cylinder oil. has

•By permission of the Director of the United States Bureau
of Mines.

tCommunicatcd by D. A. Lycm. metallurslst In chaigt- of
Salt Lake station, In cooperation with the metalluritlcal re-
search department of the University of Utah. O. C. Ralston,
assistant metallurgist. Bureau of Mints.

This Is the seventh of a series of articles treating of
"Colloids in Ore Dressing." Former articles appeared In the
"Journal" of Feb. 5. Mar *. Mar. IS. Apr. 15 and 29 and May
13, 191S. The eighth will discuss "Slime Cakes" and will
appear In an early Issue.

""Zelt. physlk Chem ," Vol. LXXXIX, p. 91 (1914).

'•"Zelt. physlk. Chem," Vol. LXXXIX, p. 91 (1914).

found that it is negatively charged when emulsified in

water and that the addition of colloidal hydrate of iron

in gradually increasing amounts lowers the charge of the

oil droplets, as the iron hydrate is positively charged, and

the electric charge of the resulting complex particles is

the resultant of the charges of the two colloids. The
contact potential cur\e passes through zero from the

negative side to positive potentials when the iron

hydroxide predominates. When the potentials of the

jiarticles of the complex were between —0.0-1 and

-|-0.035 volts, the suspension was unstable and tended

to flocculate. When the potential of the particles was

greater than the.se two values, whether positive or nega-

tive, the suspension was not flocculated and was stable.

In mechanical terms it would seem that with the particles

charged sufficiently strongly, with either positive or nega-

tive electricity, they will repel one another with sufficient

force so that they will not flocculate. When the poten-

tial of the charge reaches a certain minimum allowable

value, the particles do not repel one another with sufficient

force to prevent them drawing together by some other

unknown force and flocculating. This would e.xplain

why there is a certain definite threshold concentration

of a flocculating salt below which there is no noticeable

effect and after reaching which flocculation is practically

complete without further addition of salt being of any

advantage. A sufficient amount of this electrolyte will

often cause the colloid to assume an electric charge of

tlie opposite sign and of sufficient potential to make the

suspension stable again. This is to say that there are

only certain concentrations of these electrolytes that are

effective in flocculation and above or below these concen-

trations the action is that of deflocculation.

COXTROL OF ElEITRIC CHARGES

This explanation should be sufficient to make clear

what was the exact purpose of using the electrolytes and
other substances the effects of which are summarized in

Table 4. It was perfectly feasible to take an ore slime,

to deflocculate it .«o that it would not .settle, to flocculate

it to any degree so that it would settle more and more
rapidly, or otherwise to (ontrol it.

The data in Table 4 are the observations on the relative

rates of .-icttling of the respective slimes (four in number)
in pure water and in solutions of various materials. In

eacli test, whore not otherwi.<e stated, the initial density

of the pulp was 9.4% solid.*. This particular density

was chosen as tliere are few in.stances in modern ore

dressing in which more dilute pulps are being thickened,

and moreover this density is fairly common. On the two

oxidized ores, wliicli ordinarily settled completely in 15

mill., the relative distance .•settled in the first 3 min. was

used for comjiarison. With the two sulphide-ore slimes,

which settled fairly completely in one-half hour, the diS'

tanec .settled during the first T) min. was taken as ar

index of the rate of settling, so that the percentages of

increase or decrea.<e of speed of settling could be calcu

latcd for use in Table 4. The tabulation of the complete

data obtained in the.«e tests would have been beyond the

purjiose of this ]iaper and will later be incorporated in a

more extensive treatise.
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In order to soo if the same relative ciian.izes of veloeity

take plaec when a given amount of eleetrolvte is added

to pulps of different densities, three dilfereiit densities of

TABLE 4. EFFECT OF VARIOUS SUBSTANCES 0.\ SLIMES

Bullion Coalition Ophir Hill

Grand
ubstance Horn Silver Slimes Central Ore
xalic Increasing amounts Amounts up to
icid up 0.08% give in- 04 <^c Kive no

creasing effect, de- effect

crease speed 40%
Uarbolic No effect

id...
ric 0.0125% decreases 0.01 <~c defloc-
id . . . . speed 31 %, 0.05 de- culates the ore

creases speed 33 %, esperiallv the
0.10 decreases iron
speed 22%, NaOH
increases disper-
sion

HCl 0,025% lowers 0.025%, lowers
speed 16%. final speed 5%
density unaffected 0.204^ lowers

0.0516% low-
ers speed 10

0.025% raises speed 0.0516% de- 0.0258^^^ defloccu- 0.0.516% rais

41 %, final pvdp 30 flocculates iron, lates ore es speed 37"?

% solids differential set-
tling. 0.4%
speed increas-
ing

0.05% raises speed 0.026% defloc-
46%. final % sol- culates iron,

ids. 35% 0.050 %defioc-
cutates com-
pletely

Slight lowering 0.02% lowe
speed, 0.1 % gives speed ^^
32% final soUda. 0.05% defio

0.4% gives 24% culates
final solids

0.82% lowers speed Small effect, line

30%. smaller a- appeared higli-

mounts less effect er

0.0516% defioecu-
lates H.SO, floc-

culates and set-

tles faster

Alum .

.
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lime and the settling hastened by the addition of a little

soap. Soap is a cheap semioolloid. An emulsion of 39

parts pine oil, nine parts soap and 59 parts water has

been patented by Littleford" and assigned to the Minerals

Separation, Ltd. This emulsion is said to flocculate the

ore colloids and allow a better separation of the metallic

sulphides in any concentration process. Doubtless the

flotation process is one of the main processes referred to,

for tlie reason that it is a very important matter to obtain

clean flotation concentrates when the gangue is very

colloidal and some method of coagulating the slimes of the

gangue seems necessary. Oleic acid is a good flotation oil,

and the sodium oleate and related substances in soap will

probalily make soap one of the most desirable materials

for the control of ore slimes in connection with the flota-

tion process.

Coagulation axd Flotatiok

Aside from the subject but apropos of flotation, the

froth of a flotation machine, when viewed in a glass win-

dow in the side of the machine, has the appearance of

coagules of sulphides, as though the oil or other agent

had flocculated the sulphides. The gangue, to sink away

from the froth quickly, should also be flocculated. While

acids, alkalies and other addition agents may have other

functions, they can easily have a coagulating effect on

portions of the ore. Chapmau^^ and Minerals Separation

have taken out a patent for a method of flocculating

gangue slimes which consists of the use of any of a number

of weakly dissociated organic acids, like tartaric acid,

whose action of coagulation is slow enough to allow a

sulphide froth to l)e formed before the floccules of gangue

are formed and thereby no particles of sulphides are en-

trained in the gangue. This slow action of such com-

pounds is ascribed to the fact that they are only weakly

dissociated. It is claimed that test work at Anaconda and

at the Burro Mountain Copper Co., using argols, the

commercial potassium acid tartrate, has been very prom-

ising. Sulman^^ and Minerals Separation likewise claim

the use of a fluosilicide in place of acid when colloidal ore

slimes are encountered.

I am further privately informed that flour has been

found of assistance in the settling of the Miami slimes.

J. V. N. Dorr has told me that clays and dirt are settled

from solutions at the nitrate works in Chile by the addi-

tion of manure. The use of solutions of glue or of

gelatin-^ in connection with a sulphate of a heavy metal,

like the sulphates of iron, zinc or copper, mixed into a

solution so that one part of glue and one part of iron

sulpiiate are contained in 2,500 parts of water may be

efficient. One gallon of this solution added to 17 gal.

"of the effluent water from a gold, copper, lead or other

mill, followed by gentle stirring for a few minutes, will

cau.«c the settling out of all the suspended matter. While

French ascribes this action to a film of the colloid caus-

ing each ore particle to lose its affinity for the water,

experiment will convince anyone that it is a ca.se of floc-

culation. Glue is seen to be an efficient flocculent of some

of the ores experimented on and reported in Table 4. In

fact, the Horn Silver slimes are somewhat o.xidized, owing

to weathering, and soluble sulphates are detected. This

doubtless explains the high efficiency of gelatin on this ore,

as the heavy metals are known to be good coagtilators of

gelatin-**. This is known as "salting out." Mr. Laist,

of the Anaconda Copper Co., has informed me that he has

tested glue and several of the heavy metal sulphates on

the Anaconda slimes with satisfactory results, and that

it would be feasible to use this method in case they ever

needed an increase in settling capacity and in case the

glue or other addition agents did not interfere with sub-

sequent flotation treatment of the slimes. This latter

point is well taken, as glue is known to be deleterious

to flotation. However, it is a desirable addition agent in

the electrolytic deposition of zinc and other metals from
solutions and may find use to a considerable extent in

the new hydrometallurgy that is springing up.

Henry Bailey-' has patented the vise of colloidal sul-

phur in the treatment of slimes from tin and other ores,

the colloidal sulphur acting to flocculate the ore in the

manner already described. The sulphur emulsion is pre-

pared by decomposition of an alkaline or alkaline-earth

polysulphide with an acid or by the action of an acid on a

thiosulphate. Free sulphur in the colloidal state is lib-

erated in these reactions.

Pkeferextial Flocculatiojj^

Schwerin-^ has likewise taken out two patents, one of

which is for the purpose of ''separating substances in sus-

pension" and claims the addition of "suitable electrolytes

to the substances in suspension." The ideas mentioned

are largely in the treatment of clays and of peat, while

ores are not mentioned, although the wording of the patent

could allow its extension to cover ores. As the coagula-

tion and settling of colloids by electrolytes has been known
for some time, it is doubtful if a patent of such general

claims could hold, especially as it is dated May 30, 1911.

Schwerin's second patent, just mentioned, states that

some substances in suspension seem to be inactive toward

electrolytes and that they can be made active by the

addition of the proper colloids, such as silicic acid, so

that they will be caused to act more like colloids. This

is doubtless what has been happening when organic col-

loids and electrolytes are used simultaneously, as in

French's patent. All the foregoing methods of floccu-

lating slimes by the use of organic colloids might easily

be explained by the assumption that the organic colloids

are adsorbed onto the surfaces of the weakly acting ore

particles, rendering them more sensitive toward electro-

lytes. Freundlich and Bros.sa-^ have recently noticed a

"sensibilierung," or sensitizing of albumin sols toward

electrolytes by the addition of a suspension of fen-ic

hydrate. They likewise assume that larger particles of

a complex of the two colloids are formed and .state that

several cases of "sensitizing" are in the literature, but

that it had not been recogtiized as a general phenomenon.

An inspection of Table -1 will reveal the fact that some of

the organic ions have effects that arc peculiarly their own

and that do not fall in line with those of other electro-

lytes. As an instance, citric acid tends to deflocculate

most of the ores to which it is added and sodium hydrate

added subsequently will not counterac't its cllVcts. This

behavior of organic electrolytes is well known to colloid

»nj. S. Pat. No. 1,142,S22, June K,, 191.5.

^British Pat. No. 17.327. of July 21. 1914.

^British Pat. No. 4,938. of Feb. 2.5. 1914.

^K. G. French, U. S. Pat. No. 1,065,678.

="W. W. Taylor. "The Chemistry of Colloid.>i," j). 124.

"British Pat. No. 18.490, of 1912.

»U. S. Pat. Nos. 993.888 and 1,029,579.

»"Zelt. phyalk. Chem.," Vol. LXXXIX. p. 307 (1915).
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cliemist.s, and any good text on colloids will mention the

unclassifiable effects of these electrolytes—especially those

containing organic anions.

Finding that many of the organic colloids flocx-ulated

ore slimes and believing that it was in some way connected

with salting out or else with Freundlich's sensitizing,

it was assumed that any insoluble chemical precipitate, if

produced in the body of the ore slime, should tend to bind

the particles of the slime into flocks which would sink

faster. Thus alum followed by sodium hydrate reacts to

give an insoluble precipitate of aluminum hydrate which

is also colloidal. The Grand Central slimes, when treated

with a definite amount of alum followed by sodium

hydrate, gave quick satisfactory settling. When the

sodium hydrate was added first and the alum some time

later, although the reagents were used in the same amounts

as in the experiment cited, the slime would not

settle any faster than the original slime. As sodium

hydrate tends to disperse this ore, it was probabh* well

adsorbed and reacted on by the ore, so that the alum did

not have an opportunity to form aluminum hydrate to

any great extent. This same ore, when treated with first

sulphuric acid and then sodium hydrate, increased its

TABLE 6. FRACTIONAL SETTLING OF GRAND CENTR.\L
ORE

100 Grams Ore (200-Mesh) in 1,ODO-C.C. Graduate, FHled with
Water, 0.051S% Na.COj

'/( of Total
Heads Settled Suspended in Suspension

Weights 100 gm. 49.00 51.00 51.0
Copper l.OOS'^^ 0.47 1.52 77.1
Silver 7.49 oz. 3.86 11.00 74.7
Gold 0.241 oz. O.IS 0.30 68.5
Iron 12.46% 9.80 15.00 61.5
Insoluble 67.90 76.80 59.40 44.6

rate of settling, and the same result was obtained by add-

ing the reagents in the reverse order. Thus the order of

addition of reagents makes a considerable difference in

some cases and no difference in others. Each ore seemed

to have its own peculiar characteristics in this way, so

it is unnecessary to multiply instances. Each particular

ore contains so many different minerals and in such differ-

ent physical arrangement from other ores that intelligent

guesswork in the application of reagents seems to be all

that is possible at the jji-esent time.

The ambition of the slimes engineer should be to defloc-

culate one group of minerals while another set will settle

out. This has been attained in the case of Schwerin's

British Pat. No. 19,313 of 1914, described elsewhere in

this paper, where he was able to get a concentrate of iron

ore by settling in solution.

The writer observed a similar effect with the oxidized

ore of the Grand Central mine. When an alkaline dis-

persing agent, such as sodium hydrate silicate or carbon-

ate, was added to a pulp of this ore containing 10% of

solids, the reddish iron claylike material became defloc-

culated and subsided very slowly, while a dark-colored

siliceous material settled out immediately. In pure water

there was no such separation. The analyses of these

fractions are appended in Table 6. This material, before

pulping, had been passed through a 300-mesh sieve. The
l)lack, coarser siliceous material that settled first might

he regarded as sands and the red material as slimes, but it

was also perfectly feasible to deflocculate the black mate-

rial as well by addition of more defloccuating agent. Still

tbe grains of the dark material could be distinguished by

the microscope, while those of the red material were

impalpable.

In the table we see that the greater portion of the cop-

per, gold and silver of this ore remained witli the

oxidized iron compounds that remained suspended in the

water.

Another test on somewhat coarser material gave a de-

flocculated iron product carni'ing 4% Cu, 21 oz. Ag and
0.7.5 oz. Au, but the extractions of the three metals were

only slightly over 50% and were regarded as unsatis-

factory.

These results show that there is a considerable possi-

bility' of putting this method to some commercial account,

for certain tj'pes of ores. The writer was not able to

make the other three ores separate in any such marked
fashion, although promising indications were given by

the calamine ore, where the iron minerals again showed

a tendency to be dispersed before the zinc minerals.

Instances might be multiplied of the various possible

methods of controlling ore slimes, but it is the purpose of

this paper to be suggestive rather than exhaustive. The
fact that each ore is individual in the way it reacts toward

addition agents makes it difficult to give general .state-

ments as to the value of anj' particular addition agent for

controlling the properties of slimes. In spite of this, a

short .summarv' of the properties of these addition agents

and the ways in which they will usually react is given in

Table 7. This sumary is based largely on the experience

gained in this research.

T.\BLE 7. EFFECT OF ADDITION AGENTS
Inorganic Electrolytes:

Sodium chloride is rarely an effective addition agent for
either flocculation or deflocculation of various slimes, and
when added to water to any extent demanded by the ore. is

likely to increase the viscosity so that the particles will settle
slowly in any case.

Ferrous sulphate, the copperas of commerce, is a fairly
efficient flocculating agent for negatively charged particles
by virtue of the fact that the heavy bivalent ion of iron is

strongly alisorbed by the colloid particles. It is a defloccu-
lator of positively charged particles under some conditions.

Zinc sulphate, copper sulphate, magnesium sulphate, mag-
nesium chloride, calcium chloride, etc.. act in the same ^vay^ as
iron sulphate. Magnesium and calcium chlorides are being
used for flocculating slimes in the overflow water of many
German ore-dressing plants.

Alum and other aluminum and ferric salts containing
trivalent positive io.ns are often tremendously effective in the
flocculation of negative ore particles.

Sulphuric acid and hydrochloric acid are often effective
coagulants of negative colloids owing to the hydrogen ions.

Sodium hydroxide is a most effectve deflocculator of neg-
ative colloid owing to the strong adsorption of the hydroxl
ions. It will flocculate positive colloids, owing to the same
cause.

Sodium carbonate, owing to its alkaline reaction, will
generally react in the same %ray as sodium hydrate.

Sodium silicate—This salt hydrolyzes into sodium hydrate
and colloidal silicic acid which carries a negative charge.
Both of these products will tend to disperse or deflocculate a
negatively charged ore slime, and hence sodium silicate is one
of the most effective agents of this kind, although its full

effect is felt rather slowly.

Lime—The bivalent calcium ion is more strongly adsorbed
than the hvdroxvl ions and hence lime usually coagulates
negative colloids. It is widely used for that purpose in

cyanide mills. Its effect is the opposite of that of sodium
hvdrate, in which the hvdroxvl ion is predominant. The ad-
sorbed ions have been found to be carried down with the pre-
cipitated colloids, as has been shown by any number of ex-
perimenters.

Organic Electrolytes:
As mentioned in the body of the article, these substances

react in many diverse ways. Citric acid and oxalic add and
their sodium "salts have been found to deflocculate most ores.
Acid tartrates are said to slowly flocculate the negatively
charged slime particles. This field has been almost untouched
by metallurgists.

Organic Colloids and Semlcollolds:
Tannin seems to deflocculate nearly all ore colloids and is

known to affect clays in the same way. Inorganic electrolytes
in sufficient amounts will reflocculate the slimes so treated
with tannin, but the colloids have V>een protected by the tan-
nin so that these electrolytes .ire less effective than on the
untreated ore. It produces its maximum effect after standing
several hours. It is very deleterious in flotation, although its
solutions foam well.

Saponin, the substance used to make beer foam, has an
effect similar to tannin.

Albumen, from the white of an egg. is more or less indif-
ferent, but tends to deflocculate most ore slimes.
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Ox blood, which contains albumin among other things, is

a strong deflocculator and its effects are very hard to coun-
teract.

Soap is an effective flocculating agent with many negative
slimes, giving large fast-settling flocks.

Glue tends to flocculate most ore slimes efBciently, espe-
cially in the presence of electrolytes, and is known to be bad
for flotation.

Gelatin is also an excellent flocculator.

Starch has not been experimented with, but the good effect

of flour at Miami is probably due to starch.

Any of the foregoing colloids can be salted out by electro-
lytes and thereby cause flocculation of the ore slimes in which
the process takes place.

The various methods for the technical control of ore

slimes have been discussed critically and supplemented by

experiment, and the general conclusion is that the laws

of colloid chemistry are applicable to ore slimes. The

e.xperimental results seem to justify the conclusion in

every particular. The processes of flocculation and de-

flocculation play an important part in the various methods

that have been proposed to treat slimes for separating

certain minerals or for settling them, or for suspending

them permanently in the liquid for any desired purpose.

Organic colloids have been found to be peculiarly effective

agents to use in the control of ore slimes, especially in

conjunction with electrolytes.

The report for the year ended Dec. 31, 1915, of the

Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining and Concentrating Co.,

Kellogg, Idaho., states that operations were continued at

full capacity throughout the year, with slightly increased

output over former years and with the maintenance of

usual efficiency.

Owing to increased metal-market prices and receipts

from other sources, the net available surplus for the year

amounted to $1,819,888, from which dividends aggre-

gating $1,062,750 were paid.

The Caledonia and the Sierra Nevada Consolidated,

owners of adjoining properties which were under the

Bunker Hill management, paid to the latter company

dividends totaling $533,557. The Caledonia company

produced at full capacity during the year and has con-

tracted for the sale of its output until Jan. 1, 1917. The

Sierra Nevada Consolidated ore-selling contract to the

American Smelting and Refining Co. expired Apr. 29,

1915, and the smelting company refused to renew or

extend it, or to receive the Sierra Nevada ore other than

under new terms equivalent to an advance of from $4

to $6 per ton, depending upon the metal market. As it

has not been possible to find a market with any other

smelting company for these ores at the former rate or at

what seemed a fair rate to the Sierra Nevada com])any,

it has not sold any ore since Apr. 29, 1915, and no

production has been made and only moderate exjiloration

and maintenance work has been done since.

The Kellogg, or mine, cost per ihhuhI of lead during

1915 was 1.50c., exactly the same as in 1914 and 12%
lower than the 1913 cost. At the same time there has

been an increase during the year in the smelting com-

pany's charge per pound of lead from 1.91c. for the year

1914 to 2.70c., which has made the average charge for

1915 amount to 2.40c. per lb.—an increase for the year

of over 25% as compared with the same cost for 1914.

This increase in charges of the smelting company is

largely due to the expiration on June 1, 1915, of a modi-

fication of the smelting contract made in 1910, which

modification the smelting company has refused to renew.

Relief from this situation by the electrochemical method

for the reduction of these ores, mentioned in former

reports, have been continuously applied during the year

with encouraging results, but the method in practical

detail is not yet sufficiently developed to justify proceed-

ing on a larger scale than the experimental small ton-

nage plant now in use.

Because of the.se facts and because there is practically

10 years' ore supply in the mine and deep development

work and geologic conditions are highly favorable for

additional decades of mining life, the company felt fully

justified ill making plans to substantially increase out-

put and to provide smelting facilities for the lietter con-

serving of the metals in tlieir own ores. and the ores of

affiliated mining companies.

Outlays for experimentation, improvements and addi-

tions to the concentrating plant have been amply justified

by the market increase in the recovery of the metals in

the ores, and a still further increase is expected.

The case against the Stewart Mining Co. for removing

ore froiii the Saxon claim was settled favorably to the

comjiany, and there is no other litigation pending to

which the company or any of its affiliated companies is

a party.

Successful ex]iloratioii woik has been conducted regu-

larly on the No. 14 level (bottom), 1,000 ft. vertically

below the Kellogg tunnel, and all conditions of formation

and ore occurrence were found to be normal.

Tiic ore reserves blocked out to date are : Stemwinder
mine. 19,389 tons; Sullivan mine. 7-18.152: Bunker Hill

mine, 2,806,389: making a total of 3,573.930 tons.

Tlhie MiEJies ©f ToET^I&nim Iiavite

Alining in Tonkin offers es]iccial t)pportunities to

American capital, according to American Consul Law-
rence P. Briggs, Saigon, French Indo-China, who states

that Tonkin is rich in minerals and the expected market

value of the output for 1916 is $3,000,000 for coal,

$1,500,000 for zinc, $1,500,000 for tin and tungsten,

$1,200,000 for cement and $300,000 for antimony. ^Man-

ganesc, copper, lead, iron, silver, gold and ]>hosphates are

known to exist and have been jiriidiiccil, but in small

quantities, as shafts and mining machinery are practic-

ally unknown and the mining is almost exclusively by

loolie hand labor in surface operations which are little

more than stone quarries.

Up to Jan. 1, 1916, about 120 mineral concessions had

been granted, of which only a small ]>roportion had been

c.\]iloited. The mineral production for 1916, on account

(if the stimulus due to the European War, will be greater

than in any preceding year. Tin, tungsten and anti-

mony mines were never successfully operated before the

war, but were called to life by the enormous demand and

excessive prices for these minerals on this account.

Backward development has been due to lack of capita),

and in the absence of sufficient French funds to meet the

needs of the industry, it is hoped that American capital

will investigate this field. The only successful coal mine,

that of Ilongay, produced 90%' of the entire output and

is controlled by English capital. Most of the zinc mine^

were financed by Oerinan firms, which carried the prod-

ucts to refineries in Belgium and Germany.
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0\niershij), or at least tlip nominal control of mines,

must remain French, according to the mining laws of

Indo-China. According to these laws no mine can be

owned or exploited except by a citizen of France or

native of Indo-China, or by a company organized ac-

cording to French law, with its headquarters in France

or its dominions and with the majority of its admin-

istrators citizens of France or natives of its dominions.

An order has' just Ijeen filled for the United States

(toverument for thirty 3-ton motor trucks of the Riker

type, one of which ran from Columbus, X. M., to El

Paso, Tex., over the rails of the El Paso & Southwestern

Railway system, making the run of 93 mi. at an average

of a. little better than 19 mi. per hour. The truck

carried 20 soldiers with their complete equipment and,

on arrival at El Paso, was derailed and driven up the

main street to General Scoffs hotel, where the General

inspected it and pronounced the test satisfactory. This

run was made possible by a flanged rim device which

MILITARY MOTOR TRUCK IN THE SOUTHWEST

is clearly shown in the illustration and which was

invented and developed by A. L. Riker, vice-president

and chief engineer of the Loconiobile Co. of America,

which filled the order for the Government. Mr. Riker is

chairman of the committee on Internal Combustion

Engines of the United States Consulting Board.

The order for the 30 trucks was placed ^londay morn-

ing and was filled in every detail Tuesday afternoon.

The trucks were loaded on a special train in the yards

of the Erie Railroad in .lersey City, and were shipped

directly through to San Antonio, Tex. Forty-ono

mechanics and drivers accompanied them on a special

train consisting of engine. Pullman, sleeper, diner and

express cars. It is expected that these trucks will go

into immediate service on the ^Icxican border.

m
Xine DlMtlnct Seismic DlBturbnnceM were recorded at the

Balboa Heights observatory. Canal Zone, during the month of

.April. They varied in intensity from 1 to V on the Rossi-

Forel scale of I to X.

C&tiase of Ras^d ^a^rtlhi Tresraors
By a. Cooi'EK Key*

The Witwatersrand Earth Tremors Commission iias

issued its report. The word "shock" would appear mc^re

suitai)le than tremor. Shocks extend broadly over an
area with a radius of 4 mi., and their frequency and
intensity have increassed. In three cases the intensity

exceeded 10 mm. on the seismograph record, the worst

being on Sept. 28, 191.5, with 1.J..5 mm. From the pro-

gressive upward tendency it may be inferred that still

severer shocks than any felt before are probable. The
am])litude of record must not be confused with amplitude
of shocks, as the instrument magnifies the movement very

largely and the ground probably moves to the extent of

a fraction of a millimeter. To test the violence of the

shocks, a leveled plate was put in a room on the first floor

of the Cullinan Buildings, Jobanneslnirg, and three ordi-

nary lead pencils were stood up on one end on it. Although
several severe shocks took place over several months, none
of the pencils was overturned until the shock of Sept. 28,

when one pencil, which was probably less accurately

squared at the end than the others, was upset. This

appears to .show that the amplitude of

the .shocks was quite small. The in-

tensity of the most severe of the

Johannesburg shocks may be put down
as IV or V of the Rossi-Forel scale

—

"IV feeble: felt by persons in motion,

but not generally ; disturbance of cer-

tain objects. V, moderate, felt by

every one; disturbance of furniture,

etc., quite general." But the different

character of an earthquake and a shock

makes a comparison difficult.

The shocks are of sufficient violence

to be distinctly felt as a bodily sensa-

tion, to awaken the average sleeper,

to rattle crockery and windows, and in

exceptional cases to dislodge and break

crockery. In the more pronounced

>liocks the physical sensation is that of

a thud caused by a heavy weight fall-

ing. Sometimes they are accompanied

by noises resembling thunder. There

does not appear to be any marked dif-

ference in intensity of shocks in the southern and north-

ern suburbs; very heavy shocks are felt in the mines

themselves.

There is a distinct difference between the local earth

tremor, or shock, and an earthquake, both in physical

sen.sation and seismogra])hic record. The continued

oscillating movement of an earth(|uake is almost absent

in file case of local shock. The shock is more of a sudden

jerk; in the record the ]ien often jumps along the paper

instead of making a continuous trail. The duration of

an earthquake is also much longer, the waves commenc-

ing small, gradually increasing and then decreasing.

Distant earthquakes have been recorded with much larger

ami)litude than those of the local shocks, yet they have

not been locally perceptible. Earth tremors do occur

witiiouf mining and have been recorded both in parts of

the I'nion of South .Vfrica and in Scotlaiul (at Comrio.

O. Box 3("i21, Johannesburg. South Africa.
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in Perthshire, where an earthquake house was erected

and three or four tremors a year recorded until about

1880). It is not possible, however, to attribute the

shocks experienced on the Eand to any natural causes.

For one case such as at Comrie there are hundreds where

they are traceable to mining operations.

The committee rejects the theories put forward by

witnesses that the shocks are due to pumping water in

the mines, or seasonal influences, vibration of batteries or

distant volcanic influences. Xo satisfactory evidence can

be brought forward for such surmises. The committee

finds a sufficient and sole cause in the extensive mining

operations, especially along the Central Witwatersraud.

This explanation fits all the facts and phenomena.

Two slices of the earth's crust, corresponding to the

South Reef and the ilain Reef ledges dipping 40°, are

removed almost contiguously over large areas. In the

cavities thus formed, portions of the solid ground called

pillars are left in at intervals. They are anywhere from

10 to 40 ft. in diameter and are supplemented by timber

supports or packs built of waste rock, by sandfilling from

the surface and by intact areas of unpayable ground. In

addition, large blocks of ore, whether payable or \inpay-

able, are left in around the shafts with the object of safe-

guarding these vital passages against any danger of move-

ment which might close them up or interfere with the

regularity of hoisting operations, on which efiicient min-

ing so largely depends. Thus the weight of the overly-

ing mass of rock originally distributed over the whole

area is thrown on the pillars, on the adjacent immined

ground and on the artificial supports provided. As long

as the depth of the reef is small, the weight to be taken

up is also small and the supports withstand the strain.

IxcREAsixG Weight Thrown On Pillars

If the area excavated is relatively small, the weight of

the superincumbent mass is taken up by the surrounding

intact reef, the strata overlying bending through to some

extent as the ends of a beam. But as the depth increases,

the pressure on the pillars left in increases, and this is

accentuated by the increased area of the excavations,

which become so large that little weight of the superin-

cumbent mass can be taken up by adjacent unmined
ground. In proximity to faults and dikes there is no

adhesion to surrounding country and the entire weight is

thrown on the pillar supports and sometimes onto par-

ticular supports. Pillars are strained to a greater extent

than they can bear and are crushed. The reefs mined

and the quartzites between tliem and above them for

several thousand feet are massive, hard brittle rocks of

great resisting power. They are more liable to rupture

.suddenly than would he soft rocks like shale. The shocks

and bursting of pillars are frequently coincident.

Tiie committee deals with the shaft collapses at the

Village Main Reef, the Ferreira Deep and similar occur-

rences at otiier mines, with reference to the feature

observed in connection with tlie l)ursting of pillars or the

projection of rock from a sto])e face, with a gust of wind

and a noise like blasting. The report says the word "air-

blast" is misleading and suggests "rockburst" as more

accurate and descriptive. The damage done to buildings

is insignificant and in many ca.ses is attributable to defec-

tive material and workmanship. While shocks in the

future may exceed those that have gone before, the vio-

lence will not be sufficiently great to justify apprehension

of any disastrous effects on buildings, as it is unlikely

that the violence of the shocks can increase to such an

extent as to be many times more severe than those already

felt. Settlement is likely to be gradual, crushing in pil-

lar after pillar as the weight is. successively transferred.

It is obviously impracticable to restrict the size of areas

to be excavated if containing profitable ore, since it is one

of the fundamental principles of economic mining to

utilize all payable ore available. The owner has this

right unless its exercise becomes a danger to the com-

munity. Mining without pillars is impracticable and

might result in the pressure being thrown on the slope

faces, and severe bursts might take place. To obviate the

bursting of drive pillars, the levels may be driven in the

foot wall and the reef exposed by a series of crosscut

raises. This method would be disadvantageous in mines

with only a small percentage of payable rock. Difficulties

of finding the zones of profitable ore would be greatly

increased, and the method is probably economically inap-

plicable to this class of mines. Even in more profitable

mines, changes in value and percentage of payable ore

are sometimes rapid and the running of levels in the

foot wall would enhance the difficulty of obtaining data.

The method might be applied where there is sufficient

uniformity of value. Where drive pillars show a tend-

ency to fracture and burst, they should be made larger

until the slope is exhausted and mined as soon as possible

thereafter, or should be entirely discarded and replaced

by substantial packing. Blocks of unpayable ground left

intact are visually very large and thus able to resist prac-

tically any pressure. Where the unpayable blocks are

small, it would probably be better to remove them if in

a pressure area, even at a loss. In the case of future

shafts it is suggested that the pillar for any deep-level

shaft be never less than 500 ft. in diameter, if situated

in a section that is unpayable or largely so. Such an

extensive pillar may be unnecessary. The alternative of

making the bottom of the vertical shaft well below the

reef plane has also been suggested. Deep incline shafts

should be placed well in the foot wall. The removal of

all pillars and the fiUing-in with sand is deemed imprac-

ticable and uneconomical.

Prevention op Shocks Xot a Mining Essential

It is pointed out that although shocks are unpleasant

and even alarming, the taking of steps to avoid them does

not primarily constitute one of the objects of mining.

The underground effects of rockbursts are far more seri-

ous than those felt on the surface and should be prevented

for this reason. If the ])revention of shocks in Johannes-

burg entailed mining methods that would greatly in-

crease the cost of mining, the small amount of damage

and the alarm of the inhal)itants would be insufficient

grounds on which to base the experiment of such meth-

ods. But when the modification of existing practice

should result not only in greater safety and economy,

but also in diminishing the frequency and severity of the

shocks, it may rciisonal>ly be expected of the mines that

such steps should lie taken.

Rxpnrinilon of 7.lnc Ore to their AUiea nnd to America Is

aprain established by a ministerial order of Apr. 10, .according

to a telegram from the United States Con.sul (Jeneral at Paris,

published in "Dally Consular and Trade Reports," Apr. 1.1,

1916. The original permission to export zinc ore to allied

countries and countries of North and South America was
granted by decree of Feb. 12, 1915.
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The production of pig iron in the world has been

seriously affected during the last two years by the war

now raging in Europe. This will be shown l)y the

figures in the accompanying table, nearly all of them
from official statistics, which give as closely as possible

that production for the last three years. The figures

for the United States and Great Britain have been

reduced to metric tons for jrarposes of comparison.

In 1913, which was a year of steady and intensive

business activity, the world's production was the largest

ever reported, the total approximating 80,000,000 tons.

In that year the United States and Germany, the two

leading producers, both made their greatest output on

record, while Great Britain showed a very large make,

altliough in that country the total had been exceeded two

or three times in earlier years. The lesser producers

—

France, Belgium, Russia, Austria and Canada—all

showed good records, and until near the close of the

year the prospect was that even these would be exceeded

in 1914. Toward the end of the year, however, business

began to decrease in activity, and 1914 opened with rather

PIG-IRON PRODUCTION OF THE WORLD IX METRIC TONS
1913 1914 1915

United States 31.461.610 23.705,458 30,394.872
Germany 19.309,172 14,389,547 11,790,199
Great Britain 10,649.628 9,149,992 8,934,358

Three chief producers 61,420,410 47,244.997 51,119,429

Canada 1,128,967 783,164 928,339
Austria-Hungary 2,369,864 2,020,000 1,960,000
France 5,311,316 5,025,000 4,750,000
Belsium 2,484,690 1,560,000
Italv 426,755 385,340 395,000
Russia 4,548,396 4,261,008 3.696.560
Spain 424,744 435,000 419,000
Sweden 730,300 635.100 767,600
Other countries 550,500 495,000 480,000

Total 79,395,472 62,844,609 64,515,928

a dreary aspect, so that the first half made a total which

wa'S below that of 1913 in a marked degree. The opening

of the war in August naturally caused a serious fall,

and although there was some recovery later, it was slow

and the gradual extension of military operations into

seme of the iron-producing sections still further brought

d'tvu the total production. The entire year showed a

decrease of i 7,500,000 tons, as compared with the great

total of 191o, The remarkable point about this is that

very nearh' half the decrease was in the United States,

whicii was not directly affected by the war, although

its business conditions were very seriously disturbed by

the financial complications arising therefrom.

In 1915 changes in the area directly affected by the

war were very considerable, but
,

perhaps not so great

as might have been expected. Thus in Belgium, which

has always been a very steady producer, though not

one of the largest, the production has disappeared for

the time. France was quite seriously affected, owing

to the German occupation of some of the area from

which her furnaces have been accustomed to draw their

ore supply. Germany managed to keep up its pig-iron

production to about 60% of the normal, and Ru.-sia

showed a considerable decrease, owing to the desolation

of some of her coal and ore fields. The United States,

however, showed a notable recovery, the total reaching

within about a million tons of the record established

in 1913, while Canada also reached verj' nearly her

highest point. The total iron made in 1915 was hardly

equal to the demand, and at the close of the year all

countries where it was possible to do so were pushing

their iron making to the highest point of capacity.

It is to be noted that the increased production in 1915

was practically all in the second half of the year, the

first half showing only a small and slow improvement
over the depressed conditions of the previous year.

In 1913 the three chief producers—United States,

Germany and Great Britain—made 77.4% of the total

output of the world. In 1915 tliey increased their lead

somewhat making 79.2% of the total. This gain was
entirely due, however, to the high production of the

United States, which in 1915 made 47.1% of the world's

total, against 39.6% in 1913, this gain in proportional

output being chiefly due to the falling back of the

German furnaces. So far as the present year has gone,

it looks as though there would be a still greater lead

in this country.

Under all the conditions the production on the conti-

nent of Europe has been kept up remarkably well.

Germany has maintained very nearly the output which

in ordinar}' years was required to meet its home trade.

Exports, of course, have been cut off almost entirely.

So far as we know, the chief difficulty in Germany has

been with the supplies of iron ore, but it has been possible

to obtain a very considerable quantity of the minette

ore used in the Rhine and other districts from within

the lines of the German advance. Imports of the

higher-grade ore from Spain have been cut off, but it

has been possible, we believe, to obtain considerable

quantities from Sweden.

The nature of the demand for iron has, of course,

changed considerably during the war period. Probably

an unusual proportion of the pig iron made has been

converted into steel, which has btvn used for shells and

other munitions of war. In the United States a very

considerable part of the prodiiction has been so used and

expoited, altliough the actual quantity so consumed has

been somewhat exaggerated in public estimates.

The quantity' of material used in tliis pig-iron pro-

duction reaches enormous figures. Even the diminished

production of 1915 has required the handling of about

129.000,000 tons of iron ore, 6.5.000,000 tons of coke or

coal for blast-furnace fuel, at least 20.000,000 to 25,-

000,000 tons of coal for power and other purposes around

the iron works and about 30,000,000 tons of limestone

flux and other material. That all tliis should have bec>n

ti-ansjiortod and handled in a year of abnormal demands

for other and unu.<ual purposes is a remarkable feature

nf til,' sitll.-ltion.
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Amidst the great excitement in the zinc industry dur-

ing the last year, it is surprising that electrothennic smelt-

ing has received so little attention. If there were ever a

time to develop a new art, we had it last year, when
smelting margins were so big that almost any kind of

metallurgical misadventure might be risked without much
fear of loss. Previous to the outbreak of the war an

electric smelting plant at Keokuk, Iowa, was contem-

plated, but as yet it has not even been begun.

The only places where electrothennic smelting is being

conducted, that we know of, are those places in Scandi-

navia previously reported. Recent information from

there is to the effect that electric smelting has been de-

veloping on a gradually increased scale at Trolhiittan

and has now attained an output of over 6,000 metric tons

of spelter per annum. The process remains as hereto-

fore—the ore is first smelted in one set of furnaces and

the crude spelter tlius produced is redistilled in the refin-

ing furnaces. The refining of scrap spelter, dross, etc.,

is also being carried on at Sarpsborg.

For some time past plans have been discussed for

increased facilities for smelting, and it has now been

decided to secure the necessary water power from the

Glomfjord waterfalls, situated in Xordre Helgeland, in

Nordland. These falls have been purchased by a company
formed for the ])urj)ose, and when fully harnes.sed are cal-

culated to yield 12.5,000 hp. The works are expected

to be completed by 1918. and the hydraulic power olitained

will be used for smelting ore.

Plans are being made for an important experiment in

electric zinc smelting in Italy. It is manifest therefore

that the idea still lives. However, it is rather strange

that so little has been done in this direction during a time

when the hydrometallurgical-electrometallurgical process

has sprung into prominence from almost nothing.

;*;

Flotation continues to pxT)and. Its use is widening

rapidly, and the almost universal spread of experimenta-

tion has led to a much b'oader knowledge of the

))rinciples attending its application. It is particularly

noteworthy that flotation is developing in spite of the

strenuous efforts on the part of tho.se holding process

patents to keep the essential facts secret. By sheer merit

this system of metallurgy is taking a high place in the

estimation of the world's metallurgists. Independent

investigators are discovering the facts and making them
public through the technical press. With the assistance

of the published data, operators can develop systems

applicable to their own ores.

Up to this time the theoretical liasis of flotation has

been shrouded in mystery. The ])atent holders have

added nothing to scientific knowledge of basic facts, and

it has remained for independent investigators to develop

a jiractical theory. This work is rapidly rounding into

shape and i-; pointing the way to further improvement.

The explanation by G. 1). Van Arsdale that ai)i)eared

in the Jottriial of May 13 goes a long way toward show-

ing that the fog of mystery surrounding flotation is not

a real one, but a hypothetical condition induced by

popular ignorance upon the subject. By citing a few

incontrovertible facts, Mr. Van Arsdale has succeeded in

pointing out a rational basis that is simple and easily

understood.

It is noteworthy, too, that many authorities agree that

some of our pet hallucinations may soon be relegated

to oblivion. ^Ir. Van Arsdale believes we may have, some
day, flotation without froth and possibly without oil.

Professor Bancroft has pointed out that a perfectly pure

oil may not form froth and that the frothing tendency

is diie to colloids in suspension in the oil. If that is

true, then we may have some other frothing agent and

may omit the oil for frothing purposes. Since we know
that flotation of minerals may occur without oiling the

particles, it does not seem at all impossible that the oil

may be, in time, eliminated for that purpose also. The
outlook is interesting and important. We wait anxiously

for the appearance of each step toward a perfected proees."

that will some day be reached.

Blsisftnini^ h>y Use ©f ILnqj^nd ASr
Considerable attention has been drawn to statements

emanating from German sources that liquid air has been

successfully used for blasting, with very much lower

cost than from the use of any other form of explosive.

The principle depends upon the fact "discovered a long

time ago that liquid oxygen, 90% pure, in contact with

organic matter such as powdered charcoal or with

petroleum absorbed in some inert substance, produces

a mixture which can be readily detonated with a resultant

jMwerful explosion.

There are so many practical difficulties in the way
of using liquid oxygen, or liquid air, for tliis purpo.se

that it is verj' doubtful if the method has any place

in mining operations except in Germany, where the

blockade has prevented the importation of nitrates from

Chile, the nitric acid from which is the most important

component part of explosives for ordinary mining as well

as militaiy purposes.

In using liquid air for blasting, a cartridge is manu-
factured containing powdered charcoal or whatever or-

ganic material is used, held in place by gauze and

cardboard, the ends of the cartridge being closed with

cork. The liquid oxygen is introduced into the center

of this cartridge by means of a tube passing through

one of the corks and is distributed through the organic

surrounding substance through gauze ports. Vent holes

have to be provided so that gaseous oxygen may escape.

Electric detonators are used for the explosion.

The liquid oxygen has to be brought to the mine

in specially devised containers, and the cartridge has

to be loaded at the place wheve it is to be used and has

to be fired immediately; otherwise the liquid oxygen

gasifies and (he cartridge becomes noncxplosive.

This method of blasting cannot be used in wet holes,

because the water would freeze, owing to the action of

the liquid air, and furthermore holes of not less than 2

in. diameter have to be used. Under conditions where

no other explosives could be or were available, this

method might appeal to mining men, but under ordinary

conditions it certainly seems to be an unattractive propo-

sition for practical work.

Liquid oxygen is said to be one <ii' the ])owcrfiil

ingredients in the hand grenades used in trench warfare

and in the bombs droppetl from aiiroplanes.
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We are in receipt of a letter inclosing $10 with tlie

request, "Please send me the full receipt for treating
.•-ulphide ores."

Consider the caution of our great Government, says the
Boston Xews Bureau. It has placed an experimental
order for three Lewis machine guns. Today England has
20,000 machine guns on order in this country; Canada is

signed up for several hundred. And Springfield advices
declare that for two or three years no Benet-Merciers or
Maxim-Viekers have been made at the Springfield
arsenal. But this is to be remedied. The Government
has bought three machine guns.

Under the heading "A ilecca for Promoters," the
New York Times says, cheered by the reports of prosper-
ity in the metal trades, with high quotations making
It profitable to operate silver, lead and copper mines
which had to give up when prices went down, West-
erntrs have been heading for New York in the hope
of being able to interest capital in abandoned workings.
One concern has been organized especially for the purpose
of taking options on gold prospects. An old-time miner,
who thought he had retired with a modest fortune, was
in the financial district yesterday with a plan for re-

opening one of his properties, which he says can now
l)e operated at a good profit, and the strange part of
it is that he obtained a promise of enough capital to
let him try the experiment.

Carrying iron ore in a good year—or a poor one either

—

is a profitable business. In 1915 the Duluth, Missabe &
Northern Ey. earned $9,909,549, of which $8,673,727 was
fiom iron ore. The net income was $5,711,647, and the
dividends paid were $3,084,375, or 75% on the capital
stock. Even in 1914, which was the poorest year for seven
years past, the earnings were sufficient to pay 10% on the
stock. The Duluth & Iron Range R.R. in 1915 earned
$5,966,931 gross and $2,992,274 net and paid dividends
of 50% on the stock. In the poor year 1914 it could onl\
pay 20%. The Duluth & Iron Range has just retired
$3,500,000 in 6% second-mortgage bonds, by issuing
an equal amount of stock. Both these roads, bv the way,
are owned by the Steel Corporation. Two years ago they
were "ruined" by an order of the State Railroad Com-
mission cutting rates on iron ore from 80 to 60c. per ton.

Sending supplies to an isolated mine by aeroplane
is the latest adaptniioii of aerial transport. Aeroplane
service to the Dolly Varden mine in the Alice Arm
district of British Columbia prevented a shutdown,
threatened by exhaustion of supplies, due to the unusually
prolonged winter weather. The aeroplane service to the
Dolly Varden is being rendered uncler contract by the
California Aeroplane Co. at a cost of $600 a month and
provides, according to the Spokesman Review of Jfay 17,

for an average of ti^'o round trijjs daily between the
company's wharl on Alice Arm, a branch of Observatory
Inlet, and the mine which is distant about 14 mi. from

tidewater. Supplies to the amount of 600 lb. ^re to
Ih' conveyed to the mine on each trip. The Dolly Varden
is a rich silver-lead mine, and it is now propfjscd that
shipments of ore, carefully selected on account of hi'iii

silver content, may be made by the same method on
return trips. With the great development of a\iation.

aerial transport is destined to be an important aid to the
mining industry. In case of "stampedes" to new finds,

an aeroplane would give its owner a great advaiitasre

over ordinary "hikers," and it seems certain that in a

few 3-ears supplies will be regularly carried by aeroplanci-

to many isolated mines. It may seem so to the Spokesman
Review but it doesn't to us.

Dividends paid in .May. 191(1. by :U United States

mining companies making public returns amount to

$11,108,170, as compared with $1,564,144 paid by 2!

companies in May, 1915. Industrial and holding com-
panies allied to mining paid $6,810,747, as compared
with $8,335,435 in 1915. Canadian and Mexican com-
panies paid $1,644,627 in Mav, 1916, and $558,540 in

:\ray, 1915.

The totals for the first five months are as follows:

^Mining companies. $56,737,834, as again.<t $15,410,388

United States Mining Companies Situation Per Share Total
Alaska Treadwell. g .\laska SO 30 $100,000
.•ilgomah. c Midi 100 70.000
.\naconda. c.. Mont 1 30 3.496.875
Anchor, s Xev 01 5.000
Big Four. Eip Vtah 05 20,000
Big Run Zinc. I . Mo 03 3.000
Bunker Hill Ccn, g. Calif. 025 5.000
Bunker Hill & Sullivan, Is Idaho 50 163,500
Caledonia, Is . Idaho 03 7S.150
Champion, c Mich. 6 40 640.000
Chief Con. sgl Itah 05 44.14S
Commercial, g Ore. 005 8,330
Golden Cydo, g. Colo 02 30,000
Granite Gold, g.

.

.\laska 02 8.600
Hecla.ls Idaho 10 100.000
Homestake. g.. s. D. 65 163.254
Hercules. Is. Idaho 20 200,000
Inspiration, c. Arii. 125 903.678
Jopbn Ore M nd Spelter, l.z Mo. 055 22,000
K-niiefirk Zinc, ..• ., z Mo. 10 20.000
Kennefick Zinc, pfd.z Mo. 1 75 8 750
Mary Murphy, g Colo. 07 25,900May Day, g.s.l Utah 02 16.000
Miami, c.

. . _ Ant. 150 1.120.671
^^ational Zinc and Lead. I,z, Mo. .05 25.000
Nevada Wonder, g s N"ev. . 10 14s!2$6
New Jersey Zinc, z N J. 9 00 3.150.000
South Eureka, g. Calif. 07 20,99S
Success, z Idaho 05 75.000
Tamarack & Custer Idaho 02 35,330
Wasp No. 2, g S. D. 023 12,500
ImtedVede, c .\riz. .75 225,000
Wilbert, l.s Utah 01 10.000
\ el ow .Aster, g Calif. .03 3.000
lellow Pme, z.l.s Xev. 15 130.000

Metallurgical and Holding Companies Situation Per Share Total
Cahfornui Kxpl.Tiiiioii f. s. $0.12 S2S.139
IntiMKiii. n il \,. k, 1. |,l.l l". s. 1,,W 133.689

f.' ^ '

I"
1 .Mich. 2 00 320.000

.l^. ^ - U. S. 1 73 6.304.919
\eritin. >\ti.!ri'. U.S. 10 4.000
White Knob Copper i Dev., pfd.,g Calif. , 10 20,000

Canadian and Mexican Companies Situation Per Share Total
j^mparo-Bs Men. 10.05 $100,000
Chonta pan y Anexas • .Mex. S 75 61250
Chontalpan y Anexas Mex. 25 00 (a) 175.000
Granby Cons, c B.C. 1,tO 224,977
Green Cananea, c Mex. 2 00 972.41S
g'-d'.'-.v K BC. 50 60.000
Holinger, g Ont 20 120.000
Lucky Tiger ,.x 06 42.920
.No. .Am. Magnesitc Que 7 00 13,062
Standard Silver-Lead, s.l. . B.C. ,025 50 000

(a) Capital retired.

in 1915: metallurgical and holding com]nuiies. 1916,
$37,041,787 as again.<t $26,731,200 in 1915: Canadian
and Mexican companies, 1916. $10,164,020, as against
$4,180,364 in 1915.

Seven of the United States mining companies were
initial dividend payers, namely: Algomah, Big Four.
Big Run, Inspiration, Joplin Ore and Spelter, Kenefick
Zinc pfd. and Tamarack & Custer.
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[fllitsirs^ IEiragHKa©©2'aEa^ ILect^res Copper Marfiiet of Ma-^ir®

The last of the series of Military Engineering Lectures

held at the United Engineering Societies Building in New
York was delivered May 22 by Capt. T. S. Robins, Corps

of Engineers, U. S. Army. The subject was the landward

defense of the Atlantic Coast.

On account of the richness of the prize, any enemy at-

tacking on the Atlantic side would naturally seek to

obtain that portion of the country between Boston and

Norfolk. Captain Robins outlined the strategic points

in the defense of this section and gave figures concerning

the length of front required to defend Boston, Philadel-

l^hia, etc., and the number of troops required for those

various lines, figures so startling and so impressive that

it was greatly to be regretted that the attendance at this

final lecture was not up to the average heretofore.

For reasons too well kno^^ii to mention, New York
would be the primary object of an invading force, and
inasmuch as the food supplies of New York are never

sufficient for more than three or four days, the importance

of guarding the trunk lines leading into the metropolis is

self-evident. The landing points along the coast from

which these trunk lines could be attacked by raiding par-

ties were enumerated, and the necessity for troops on the

spot and not mobile troops somewhere else, which could

be transported only too late to prevent a successful raid,

was dilated upon. The National Guard of New York

State is generally conceded to be the best type of organ-

ized militia in the country and numbers from 10,000 to

14,000 men. It is estimated that in case of impending

attack or invasion in this country, it would require this

entire force to guard the water-supply system of New
York City, coming as it does from the Catskill Mountains,

more than 120 miles away, through the series of lakes,

tunnels, aqueducts, etc., which constitute one of the fa-

mous engineering accomplishments of the era.

Army officers during the past few years have made
detailed studies of the methods of defense of this section

of the country, and detailed maps have been made showing

when semipermanent fortifications, trenches, etc., should

1)8 established. These plans are filed away and very care-

fully guarded. The encouraging fact that they are in

existence and that the problems have in a measure been

worked out is discounted by the fact that owing to

the paucity of officers in the service at present, an entirely

inadequate number are familiar with these plans, and

there are no men for digging the trenches even if they

knew where their location was specified. The new

Army Bill, whatever may be its defects and whatever criti-

cism may be leveled at it in detail, does give the country a

framework for a more extensive organization by provid-

ing for a larger number of officers in the regular service.

The committee on these Military Engineering lectures,

on which are several prominent mining men, has perfected

its organization in many ways and will continue its work,

although there will l)e no further lectures until fall. At

that time an entire program will be presented to the engi-

neers and further and advanced work taken up. This ser-

ies of lectures lias been a great success in every way, and

the army lias paid a coiiii)liment to the members of the

Narious engineering societies by stating that it is a great

comfort to them to know that they have so many capable

men on whom to depend for engineering service.

For some time Havre has ranked as the most important

copper market in France, says Daily Consular and Trade

Reports, Ajjr. 1:). 1916. At the close of 1911 the stocks

at Ha\re amounted to only 2,827 tons, as compared with

5,624 tons at the beginning of the war in August, 1914.

By the end of 1915 the stocks had fallen to 1,299 tons,

as a result of the demands of consumption and the im-

practicability of making imports from England.

At the beginning of 1915 almost all the purchases

of electrolytic copper held by the Havre traders were

resold to contractors in war supplies, and as a result

of the large margin between standard copper and

electrolytic copper these sales were not followed by a

restocking of the market, because the furnishers of war

supplies obtained their material directly from the country

of origin. It is probalile that at the end of the war the

market will resume its normal function, which is to serve

as intermediary between the producer and the consumer.

IroEa siua^ Steel isa Swedesa
The Swedish Iron Masters' Association reports pro-

duction of iron and steel in Sweden for three years

past as follow.?, in metric tons:
1913 1914 1915

Pig iron 730,300 635.100 767,60^
Wrouffht-iron blooms 158,500 113,300 119,200
Converter steel 115,800 93,000 90,400
Openhearth steel 469,400 407,600 498,400
Rolled iron and steel 401,900

The number of works active at the close of 1915 was

101 blast furnaces, 155 puddling hearths, 14 bessenier

converters, 60 openhearth furnaces.

Exports for three years past are reported as follows,

in metric tons

:

1913 1914 1915
Pig, Spiegel, etc 225.500 179,800 305,100
Puddjed blooms and bars 198,200 131,700 187,000
Other finished forms 78,900 71,300 96,800

Total 502,600 382,800 588,900

Scrap is included with pig iron. The exports of iron

ore in 1915 were 5,994,000 tons, against 4,681,000 tons

in 1914 and 6,140,000 tons in 1913.

Imports ill 1915 were 115,900 tons of pig iron and
114,100 tons finished iron and steel—a total of 230,000

tons, against 238,800 tons in 1914 and 247,700 tons in

1913. The decrease from 1914 was chiefly due to smaller

trade in rails.

G^affdlnira^ tfiae Precaotuis Metals
Now that gold is so carefully watched by the Britisli

government, the jewelers have been made to understand

tliat the melting of money is regarded as not altogether

patriotic, and government prohibition has been threatened,

according to Daili/ Consular and Trade Reporh, Mar. 28,

1916. Toward tiie close of last year the government

imposed an embargo on platinum and required the

jewelers to make returns as to the amount in stock.

For the present no more platinum will be allowed to

go into consumption.

;*;

Tamnnnin'M MInrrnI Production for lOlS has been odlciaMy
reported by the Secretary for Mines, as follows, the items
bclnK arranged In ordi-r of descendinR value: Blister copper.

7,901 tons; tin ore, 2,599 tons; silver-lead ore, 10,383 tons; gold

(fine gold including gold contained In blister copper), 18.547

oz.; coal, 64,536 tons; wolfram, 95 tons; iron pyrites, 12,836

tons; osmlridium, 247 oz. ; bismuth, 6 tons; copper, 66 tons.
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I*. V, D:iiiinian, lately at Aurora, Xev.. is now in Chicago.

H. A. KiiNMfll, lately at Wallace, Idaho, is now at Joplin,

Mo.

John J. t'roNton, Jr., has gone from Globe, Ariz., to Victor,

Colo.

Stanford Leland, lately at Bland, N. M.. is now at Mackay,
Idaho.

W. R. ThoniaH, recently at Zacetecas, Mexico, is at Sell-

wood, Ont.

Daniel Reicfael. recently at Berkeley. Calif., has gone to

Than . Alaska,

H. M. Anderson, lately at Redwood City, Calif., is now at

Thane, Alaska.

Thomas Morcom. lately at Lynchburg. Va., has gone to
Montpelier, Idaho.

J. P. Chadwick, of the Braden Copper Co. in Chile, is at

North Waterloo, Maine.

AVilliam Braden wa,'! in Lima late in Slay, and will make a
stay of some duration in Peru.

Leighton Stenart, recently in Chile fur the Andes Explora-
tion Co., is now in New Tork.

Roman KozIonHki has been appointed director of the Bo-
livian School of Mines at Oruro.

Thomas McC«nnac has gone from Pioche, Xev.. to the
Groom mine at Las Vegas, N. M.

A. J. Anderson, recently at Mogollon, N. M., is now with
Moose Mountain, Ltd., at Sellwood, Ont.

B. E. SIcKechnie, late with the Pennsylvania Steel Co. at
Lebanon, Penn., is now at Fierro, N. M.

J. C. Fuller, lately at Copperhill, Tenn., is now with the
Cuban Portland Cement Co., at Mariel, Cuba.

K, G, Clapp of the Associated Geological Engineers is con-
ducting geological explorations in Southern Oklahoma.

W. E. Dnnkle has succeeded F. R. Van Campen as super-
intendent of Beatson Copper Co. at Latouche Island, Alaska.

Charles A- Bnrdick has returned to Ne^v Tork from Vir-
ginia where he has been engaged for about a month on exami-
nation work.

R. R. Leslie, mine manager of Butters Divisadero Co., Sal-

vador, sailed from New York for London, May 20. He will

return in about three n-eeks.

Samuel C Thomson, has recently returned to New York
from a trip to Alaska and an investigation of mining prop-
erties in Tuolumne County, Calif.

Chas. F. Williams, formerly with the Chino Copper Co. at

Hurley, N. M., is now mining engineer with the Cananea Con-
solidated Copper Co. at Chivatero, Mex.

Professor E. J. Saunders, of the department of geology of

the University of Washington, will conduct a geological field

course from June 19 to July 28 in the Glacier and Yellowstone
Parks.

Joseph Struthers who was lately with the Johnson Electric
Smelting Co., has become treasurer of the Federal Export
Corporation and the Federal Shipping Co., of 111 Broadway,
New York.

Frank P. Wells, diamond-mining expert of Johannesburg.
South Africa, is stopping in New York at the Hotel Martin-
ique. He will be pleased to meet anyone interested in diamond
mining or prospecting.

S. Nasanuma has opened an office at room 1042 Equitable
Building, 120 Broadway, New York, as representative of Mit-

subishi Goshi Kaisha. doing a large mining and ocean ship-

ping business in Japan.

A Party of Capitalists, including the directors of the Mc-
Intyre mine, headed by Colonel Hay. made an inspection of

the property and other Porcupine, Ont., mines last week, re-

turning to Toronto May 24.

James A. Lannou has succeeded Webster P. Gary as sup-
erintendent at the Atlas Mining and Milling Co.'s property.

Ouray, Colo. Mr. Gary resigned to take a position with John
M. Callow, Salt Lake City. Utah.

L. G. E. Blenrll formerly sales manager for the Denver
Engineering Works and for the past three years engineer for

the Mine and Smelter Supply Co. at El Paso has accepted n
position with the Colorado Iron Works at Denver as sales

engineer.

(•illiert RiKB, who for many years was at the head of the
research dt-partment of the New Jersey Zinc Co., and lately
resigned that position to take charge of the zinc metallurgical
branch of the Associated Broken Hill Smelters, started from
New York, May 27, on his way to Australia.

G. H. CunninKham who has been superintendent of con-
struction of the electrolytic zinc plant at Washoe Reduction
Works, Anaconda Copper Mining Co., Anaconda, Mont., has
been appointed construction engineer in charge of installa-
tion of equipment 100-ton electrolytic zinc plant, which the
Anaconda is building at Great Falls, Mont.

Frederick J. H. .Merrill, from 1899 until 1904 State geolo-
gist of New York, from 1905 until 1913 consulting geologist
and mining engineer in Mexico, Arizona and California, and
since 1913 field assistant of the California State Mining Ku-
reau, has moved to Los Angeles, where he will resume con-
sulting practice in geology and mining engineering.

L. B. Weed, superintendent of the iron mine at Sunrise,
Wyo., has been promoted to be general superintendent of all

the iron mines and stone quarries operated in Wyoming, Col-
orado and New Mexico by the Colorado Fuel and Iron Co.
His headquarters are at Pueblo. Mr. Weed was succeeded as
superintendent at Sunrise by Thomas Tucker, former fore-
man of the mine.

John Hushes, who for 13 years past has been general agent
of the United States Steel Products Co. and for three years
past special agent for the United States Steel Corporation, as
well, has been made assistant to President Farrell of the
Steel Corporation. This change has been brought about by
the recent promotion of W. B. Perley, as active head of the
new Canadian Steel Corporation.

OBHTUA^Y

W. H. Daniels, of Spokane, Wash., well known as a mine
owner and operator in Minnesota and Idaho, was drowned
in CcEUr d'Alene Lake. Idaho, Apr. 30, by the upsetting of a
boat.

.Major John W. Eckman died at Pulaski. Va., May 11, aged
74 years. He was born in Pennsylvania, served through the
Civil War and soon after settled in Virginia where he be-
came interested in the development of the iron industry. He
was for over 30 years general superintendent of the Pulaski
Iron Co. He was one of the promoters and a large owner in

the sulphuric acid plant at Pulaski.

Cloud C. Conkling, chief civil engineer of the Lackawanna
Steel Co.. died May 8, aged 53 years. He was born in Rens-
selaerville, N. Y.. spent his boyhood days at Scranton, and was
educated in the public schools of that city. He entered the
department of civil and mining engineering of the Lacka-
wanna Iron and Steel Co. in 18SG, as rodman, continuing with
that company, now the Lackawanna Steel Co., in various ca-

pacities. He had entire charge, for the first year and a half,

of the construction of the company's plant at Buffalo, and was
chief engineer of the company up to 1904, at which time he
left its direct employ to engage in practice as consulting
civil engineer at Buffalo.

SOCEETSES

l*or1lniid t'enient .Vssociatlon—The Extension Division will

conduct at Lewis Institute, Chicago, June 26 to July 1, .1

short course in concrete for manual training and vocational
teachers.

Sew Mexico School of Mines—At a recent meeting of the
board of regents of this school at Socorro, Prof. Fayette .-V.

Jones was unanimously reelected president. Prof. E. D. Kins-
man, of Boston, was elected to fill the newly created chair of

civil engineering.

ITniversity of Illinois—Professor G. A. Goodenough of the
Department of Mechanical Engineering, has undertaken an
analytical study of the stresses in convex boiler heads; actual
experimental work to verify the analytical results will be
undertaken by Professor H. F. Moore of the Department of
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. The Babcock & Wilcox
Co. has presented a cylindrical drum to be used in the tests.

The Department of Mechanical Engineering has Just received

from the Crane Company of Chicago. Illinois, through its

representative. Mr. D. G. Park, an unusually complete and at-

tractive exhibit of the product of this company, including a
number of very large valves, steam traps and other power
specialties.
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CnlTersity of California—The College of Mining has com-
pletely reorganized its curriculum. The students are now
allowed to choose between four-year courses for rnining

engineer, metallurgist, economic geologist or petroleum en-

gineer. This choice is to be made upon the completion of the

freshman year, which is the same for all four courses. The
petroleum engineering course will include special work, in

chemistry, invertebrate geology, petroleum mining, drill-

ing and control of oil wells, methods of extracting oil

and gas. the economics of the oil industry, and valuation
of oil lands; also a new course will be given in petroleum cost

accounting. The College of Mining, of which Prof. An-
drew C. LawS'^n is now dean, has an enrollment of 96 students.

HEW FATEBJTS

IHDUSTRSAE^ HEWS
The offices of Browne & Caine, Inc.. are now at 2112 Michi-

gan Ave., Chicago.

A Dominion charter has been granted to Arthur D. Little,

Ltd.. Montreal, a corporation organized and equipped for the

service of Canadian industry and the study and development
of Canadian resources. The special facilities of the new cor-

poration will be supplemented by the entire staff organization

and equipment of Arthur D. Little. Inc., Boston.

The Traylor Engineering and Manufacturing Co. announces
that owing to the increasing demand its present shop ca-

pacity will be more than doubled this spring. The improve-
ments already under way consist of the erection of a new ma-
chine-shop 76x500 ft., having a balcony 30x400 ft. for small

tools, etc.; an addition to the present plate-shop 110x112 ft.;

a warehouse 75xlS8 ft., and four stories high; rearrangement
of the trackage system made necessary for handling the

greatly increased business.

TRADE CATAIUOGS

The Wm. Powell Co.. Cincinnati. Ohio. Circular. Throttle

Valves. Illustrated.

The Richardson-Phenix Co.. Milwaukee. Wis. Bulletin No.

5. Oil Filters. Illustrated. 24 pp.. 8^^x11 in.

Herman A. Holz, 50 Church St., New York, N. Y. Cata-

log. The Brinell Meter. Illustrated. 10 pp., 9x6 in.

Buffalo Foundry and Machine Co., Buffalo. N. Y. Catalog.

Bell Steam Hammers. Illustrated. 34 pp., S>/2Xll in.

The A. & F. Brown Co., 79 Barclay St.. New York. Catalog.

Power Transmission Machinery. Illustrated. 132 pp.. 5x8 in.

Western Electric Co.. 463 West St.. New York. Catalog.

Inter-phones and Accessories. Illustrated. 60 pp., SxlOVz in.

Sullivan Machinery Co., Chicago. 111.. Bulletin 70-C. The Sul-

livan "DR-6" Mounted Hammer Drill. Illustrated. 16 pp..

6x9 in.

May-Nelson Mfg. Co., 1202 F St.. Washington. D. C. Bul-

letin No. 5. Rotary High Vacuum Pumps. Illustrated. 12 pp..

5>Ax8H in.

Municipal Engineering and Contracting Co., Railway Ex-
change, Chicago. 111. Catalog. Concrete Mixers. Illustrated.

32 pp., 8x9 in.

Armstrong Cork Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. Catalog. Non-
pareil High Pressure Covering for Heated Surfaces. Illus-

trated, S3 pp., 9x6 in.

Taylor-Wharton Iron and Steel Co., High Bridge. N. J.

Bulletin No. 113-D. Tisco Manganese Steel Chains. Sprockets

and Conveyor Parts. Illustrated, 24 pp.. 6x9 in.

Taylor-Wharton Iron and Steel Co., High Bridge. N. J.

Bulletin No. 104-A. Tisco Manganese Steel Repair Parts for

Gyratory and Jaw Crushers. Illustrated. 16 pp.. 6x9 in.

IngersoU-Rand Co.. 11 Broadway, New York. N. Y. Form
9023. Imperial Tie Tamping Outfits. Illustrated. 24 pp. 6x9

in. This bulletin describes a tie tamper made on the prin-

ciple of a hand hammer drill.

The Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport. Conn. Cata-

log. Riker Worm-Dive Motor Trucks. Illustrated. 4S pp.,

Sxll in. Bulletin. "What Our Worm-Drive Motor Trucks Are

Doing." Illustrated, 54 pp.. Sxll in.

Sprague Electric Works. 527-531 W. 34th St., New York.

Bulletin No. 48.907. Five-hundred Pound Electric Hoists.

Illustrated. 8 pp.. 8xlOV4 in. Bulletin No. 49.600. Flexible

.Steel Armored Conductors. Flexible Steel Conduit. Stamped
IV.ecl Boxes. Fittings and Tools. Illustrated. 24 pp.. 8x10^4 In

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

ALUMINUM—Process of Recovering Metals. Clinton S.
Robison. Chicago. 111., assignor to The Metallic Smelting and
Refining Co.. Chicago. 111. (U. S. No. 1.1S0.435; Apr. 25. 1916.)

CONCENTRATOR—Ore Concentrator and Classifier. Fred-
erick N. Hubbell. San Francisco. Calif., assignor to David R.
Carrier. San Francisco. Calif. (U. S. No. 1.184.240; Mav 23.
1916.)

COPPER REFINING—Process of Refining Copper. Edward
C. King. Cananea, Mexico. (U. S. No. 1. 183. 736; May 16, 1916.)

DESULPHURIZING—Process of Desulphurizing Ores.
Howard F. Wterum, Upper ilontclair, N. J., assignor to the
Sulphur Syndicate. Ltd.. London. England. (U. S. No. 1.182,-
951; May 16. 1916.)

DREDGE METER. Theodore Eder. Sacramento, and Dan-
iel T. Owen. Perkins, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,181,511; May 2. 1916.)

DRILL—Fluid-Pressure-Operating Mechanism. Omar E.
Clark. Denver. Colo., assignor to the Denver Rock Drill Manu-
facturing Co.. Denver. Colo. (U. S. No. 1 1S3.275; May 16. 1916.)

DRILL—Rock Drill. August M. Becker, Toronto, Ont.
(U. S. No. 1.1S3,S27; May 16. 1916.)

DRILL—Rock Drill. Omar E. Clark. Denver, Colo., as-
signor to the Denver Rock Drill Manufacturing Co., Denver,
Colo. (U. S. No. 1.1S3.274; May 16, 1916.)

DRILL CHUCK—Chuck for Percussion Drills. Lewis L.
Scott. St. Louis. Mo. (U. S. No. 1,182,934; May 16, 1916.)

DRILLING—Means for Attaching Rock-Drilling Machines
to Their Feeding Devices. John Frederick Van Der Velde,
Jeppestown. Johannesburg, Transvaal. (U. S. No. 1,181,701;
May 2. 1916.)

FLOTATION— Separation of Metallic Sulphides. Leslie
Bradford, Broken Hill. N. S. W., .\ustralia. (U. S. No. 1.182,-
S90; May 16. li<16.)

FLUE PRODUCTS—Method of Treating Flue Products.
Francis C. Rvan. Hammond. Ind.. assignor of one-half to
United States Metals Refining Co.. Chrome. N. J. (U. S.
No. 1.182.320; May 9. 1916.)

GAS—Method of Purifying Gas. Carlton F. Moore. Salt
Lake Citv. I'tah. assignor to United States Smelting. Refining
and Mining Co. (U. S. No. 1. 184. 006; May 23. 1916.)

HOISTING—Apparatus for Preventing Overwinding at Col-
lieries and Mines. William Henrv Ashton. Wigan, England.
(U. S. No. 1.183.057: May 16. 1916.)

L.\MP—Mine Lamp. William McKean White and Everton
C. Brommer. Indianapolis, Ind.. assignors, by mesne assign-
ments, to Electric Service Supplies Co., Philadelphia, Penn.
(U. S. No. 1.1S3.147; May 16, 1916.)

LEAD AND ZINC—Process of Treating Ores. Edward Har-
rison Snvder. Pioche. Nev. (U. S. No. 1.184.585; May 23.
1916.)

MINK CAR—Warren V. Johnson and Joh!i Lee McDowell.
Bloomsburg. Penn.. assignors to American Car and Foundry
Co.. New York. N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,183,982; May 23, 1916.)

MINE-CAR WHEEL. Warren V. Johnson. Bloomsburg.
Penn.. assignor to American Car and Foundry Co.. St. Louis,
Mo. (U. S. Nos. 1.1S3.9S4 and 1. 183.985; May 23. 1916.)

MINE-CAR WHEEL (Roller-Bearing). William J. Mc-
Donald. Huntington. W. Va.. assignor to American Car and
Foundry Co.. St. Louis. Mo. (U. S. No. 1.183,994; May 23. 1916.)

MINE-CAR WHEELS. Oiler for. Victor Willoughby. Jef-
fersonville. Ind.. assignor to American Car and Foundry Co..
St. Louis. Mo. (U. S. No. 1.183.941; May 23. 1916. )

JIOTOR. Daniel S. Waugh. Denver. Colo., assignor to Den-
ver Rock Drill Manufacturing Co., Denver. Colo. (U. S. No.
1.183.257; May 16, 1916.)

REFRACTORY ORES— Electrochemical Treatment of
Metal-Bearing Material. William Holman James. Johannes-
burg. Transvaal. South Africa, assignor, by mesne assign-
ments, to New Refractory Ores Ltd.. Johannesburg, Transvaal,
South Africa. (U. S. No. 1,184.456; May 23, 1916.)

ROASTING—Rabble-Arm for Roasting-Furnaces. Harry H.
Stout, New York, N. Y., assignor to General Chemical Co.. New
York. N. Y. (U. S. No. 1.184.394; May 23, 1916.)

SEPARATOR — Drv Ore Separator. David M. Owings,
Canton, and William R. Kinsey. Bartlesville. Okla. (U. S.

No. 1.183.226; May 16. 1916.)

SINTERING—Method of Treating Ore. Max McMurray,
Cleveland, and Benjamin J. Mullen and Harry Peppel, Lee-
tonia. Ohio; said Mullen and said Peppel assignors to United
Iron and Steel Co.. Cleveland, Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,183,891; May
23. 1916.)

SLAG-DISINTEGRATING APPARATUS. Lars Larson,
Chicago, III., assignor of one-fourth to George Paulson, Chi-
cago, 111. (U. S. No. 1,184,462; May 23, 1916.)

SI'LPHT'R—Process of Recovering Elemental Sulphur from
Sulphur Gases. William Francis Lamoreaux, Isabella. Tenn.
(U. S. No. 1.IS2.915; May 16. 1916.)

THOKIUM—Recovery of Thorium. Edward D. Campbell
and Robert J. Carney, Ann Arbor, Mich. (U. S. No. 1,182.880;
May 9. 1916.)

ZINC—Electric Furnace Permitting the Extraction in a
State of Puritv of Zinc from Its Ores. Eugene Francois COte
and Paul Rambert Plerron. Lyon, France, assignors to So-
clfte Anonvme pour TElectrometallurgie du Zinc, ProcMfs
cote, et Pierron, Lvon, France. (U. S. No. 1,184.520; May 23.

1916.)

ZINC—Process of Roasting Zinc-Blende. Charles A. H. do
Saulles. Now York, N. Y. IV. S. No. 1,183,172: May 16, 1916.)
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SAX FRWCISrO—May 22

llnion Consolidate*! Made a A'eiT Record of ore extraction
on the Comstock which is a reminder of the early-day pros-
perity of the North End mines. The extraction of ore for the
weelc ended May 20 reached 484 tons, the gross value of which
was aproximately $17,000, or an average of ?35.40. The best
ore came from No. 4 slope on the 2,400 level which produced
nearly $13,000, the ore averaging: about $45 per ton. No. 5

stope on the same level averaged $33 per ton. An improve-
ment was also noted in the ore from No. 1 stope on the 2,500

level. The north drift on the 2.700 level continues to show-
vein material of low assa.v and the Mexican north and south
drifts on the 2,500 level are in a promising formation. The
484 tons produced by the Union were treated at the Mexican
mill. The Sierra Nevada, Ophir and Con Virginia are advanc-
ing drifts and crosscuts in promising vein matter and the
Union shaft has been repaired and placed in good condition
to the 465-ft, point below the 2.000 station. In the Gold Hill

region the Crown Point-Belcher and Jacket saved 594 cars
and the Jacket mill received S58 tons.

The AVilshire BiNbop Creek Co., operating in Inyo County,
has legal complications added to its other troubles. The
company was incorporated under the laws of Arizona and has
its principal office in Bishop. Calif., which Is the nearest post
office to the mine. The capital stock is divided into 5,000,000

shares of a par value of $5 per share, which is a rather high
capitalization. Andrew Heide, a stockholder, has petitioned
the court at Los Angeles for a writ of mandate directed
against Gaylord Wilshire, president, and Mrs, Mary Wilshire,
vice-president, to compel an exposition of the hooks and to

secure the names and addresses of the stockholders. Heide
alleges that there are approximately 6,000 shareholders in

the United States and other countries and that Wilshire is in

control of the corporation, owning the majority of the shares.
It is alleged there has been no meeting of the stockholders
since the one held in London in 1913 when there was no
quorum present; that since November, 1913, no financial
statement has been furnished or has been accessible to
the stockholders; that an assessment of 5c. was levied
on the capital stock to pay certain indebtedness and that this
indebtedness was less than the amount secured. Mr. Wilshire
is reported to have stated that the attorneys have been
offered every facility for examining the financial books and
accounts of the company and invited to put an expert to such
an examination. Wilshire claims that tlie real purpose
of the investigation is to secure a list of the stockholders for
the purpose of inducing the stockholders to pay to the inves-
tigators a fee of 2c. per share for adjusting the affairs of the
company and winding up the corporation.

A'ALDEZ, ALASK.l—Hay 1«

In The Valdez and Port Wells* DLstricts, the outlook for

the coming year is encouraging. The wildcatting methods
of old seem to have been eliminated, and properties will be
worked on a more sensible basis, with installations of equip-
ment which some of the niines now justif>'. The two leading
mines of these districts—the Granite mine at Port Wells, and
the Ramsay Rutherford mine near Valdez—will operate as
heretofore. The Granite has been entirely paid for and is lie-

ing run at a profit under the superintendency of W. R. Mil-
lard. The mine is well equipped with air compressor, drills,

milling and other machinery, and holds the position of the
leading mine in the Port Wells district. The Ramsay Ruther-
ford mine has always been operated at a profit, but, owing to

glacial conditions, is not operated during the fall and winter.

DENVER—May 26

Deep Exploration o( the Camp Bird Mine is being con-

ducted by a corporation organized under the name of the
Camp Bird Tunnel Mining and Transportation Co. The meas-
urable reserves of the Camp Bird mine, according to the man-
ager's report for the first quarter of 1916, are reduced to the

negligible quantity of about 1,200 tons, and there is little

prospect of developing any more of consequence in Camp
Bird vein until after the 2-mi. tunnel, now being driven, shall

have reached the vein Regarding general developments in

the mine, he said that work on the ninth level had disclosed

a character of vein and rich ore showing along the floor fully

sufficient to wa;rrant exploration at greater depth. Further,

tins stretch of ground represents but about lO'J of a min-
eralized vein, the remainder of which can only be work'd
with any degree of safety, if indeed at all, through a drain-
age tunnel; and while it is possible the ground immediately
under ninth level might be explored by sinking shaft No. 3,

the other 90'; of vein would still remain but partly developed,
and for this reason it was decided not to sink a shaft that
would only partiall.v develop, but to drive a drainage tun-
nel, the completion of which will leave all of the mineral-
ized stretch, 4,000 ft. in length, accessible for exploration at
minimum expense. The drainage tunnel, with its portal .it

grade delivery of the mill, will require a drive 10,700 ft. long
to reach the vein. At the end of the first quarter, the tun-
nel had Vjeen advanced 329 ft. and the work is being vigor-
ously prosecuted.

The Drop in the TunKsten Market has created a decided
commotion in this state particularly in the Boulder-Gilpin
field in which there has been such feverish activity this last

winter and spring. The miners and promoters, being unwill-
ing or unable to believe that the drop in prices has been due
to the increased production, both domestic and foreign, are
organizing with the view of controlling the market. A
largely attended meeting was held at Nederland, speeches
were made b.v several men who have attained some prom-
inence in the district, and a committee of 15 was appointed
to represent the numerous small camps in the district. It

was advocated that the producers could control the price

by concerted action. Such a suggestion is. to the unpreju-
diced person, puerile. The situation with regard to the sale

of tungsten ores and concentrates in this field is difficult to

analyze. It is stated on good authority that the only mineis
who are able to dispose of their productions are the lessees

from the three dominating companies, owning much of the
valuable territory in the l:;elt, who are under binding con-
tracts to purchase, on the $60 schedule, all the ores offered

by the lessees. Contradicting this statement it is stated that
certain "independent" miners have actually sold their ores the

past week on the $60 schedule. Another statement is that

such sales were made by the independents but that they were
made at prices around $40®' 45. JIany promoters of new com-
panies are endeavoring to dissipate the gloom and to substi-

tute assurance of an early restitution of high prices for tung-
sten-mine products. Meanwhile, the law of supply and
demand and not a combination of consumers is dominating
the situation.

nlTTE—May 2.".

The Specter o( Lalior Trouble looms large in Butte again.
and it some of the minor unions carr.v out their threats to try

and enforce a demand for increases in wages, a shutdown
may result again. The miners have an agreement with the
mining companies by which they are paid on a sliding scale,

according to the price of copper, but in the last year they
have been raised twice voluntarily by the mining companies
because the price of copper has gone higher than was anti-

cipated when the agreement was made. Every time that the

miners have received added compensation for their hazardous
labor, nearly ' every otlier union in the district demanded
raises or made new and exacting rules for the government of

tlieir employment. Landlords instantl.v raised rents on room-
ing houses and the rooming-house keepers in turn raise 1

rents on rooms for miners, so tiiat in the end of the round tl\e

miner was worse oft after his rai.se in wages than he was
before. Now. several more unions, more or less directly con-
nected with the mining industry, serve notice on employer-
that after June 1 the common laborer must be paid $4 p: r

day. and the teamsters must have a 50c. increase, and hcd-
carriers must have $6 per day! The employers' association,

which includes in its membership Anaconda. North Butte.

Butte & Superior. East Butte and the Clark interests, in

addition to a large majorit.v of the important business houses
of lUitte. have issued notice to all members tliat the raises

will not be granted. The employers say the demands cannot
be granted without serious future consequences, and that to

grant them would lie unfair to the miners. Heretofore it has
been ditllcult to hold merchants in line because they have
been afraid of the unions, and the result has been a very
unjust rate or scale of wages enforced by different unions.

Now. however, all the mining companies, railroads and other
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large employers of labor are well united, and if the labor
unions attempt to enforce their demands an interesting fight

may be looked for, and the public, as usual, is prepared to

get the worst of it.

SALT liAKE CITY—May 25
Potash Has Been Found near Cedar City and Parowan, in

Iron County, in the southwestern part of the state. The
material occurs in light-colored sandstone beds about 400 ft.

thick lying between two beds of conglomerate. The material
is partly in the form of a potash alum; salts of soda, mag-
nesia, etc.. are probably present. On some of the protected

faces or cliffs there has been an accumulation of the potash
and other salts, but the grade of any particular bed and of

the large mass of sandstone through which the material
occurs remains to be determined. A large number of claims

have been staked, and recorded at Parowan, the county seat.

This section is reached from Lund, a station on the San
Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake R.R., there being an auto
stage to Cedar City, 34 mi. distant.

EL,Y, IVEV,—May 23
The Snake Ranse Tungsten District continues active.

At Tungsten, the United States Tungsten Corporation con-
tinues to uncover new veins. The company has 'n its em-
ploy a very efficient prospector in the person of A. R. Ross,

who is a sort of a "free lance" employee, going whither he
will over the property, following up float to its sources and
opening new veins; this work has been of much importance
in determining the resources of the property. The mill is

running steadily and turning out a good quantity of con-

centrates and general conditions in the camp are excellent.

On the west slope of the Snake Range, the Consolidated
Tungsten Co. is developing the Big Four vein at several

points, and the Gem vein on the opposite side of Williams
Creek. Out on the hillside, in the open air, a convenient dis-

tance above the bed of the creek, there is being assembled a
crusher, 5-stamp mill and Wilfley table, all on log foundations.

The mill will be run by steam engine and will be housed later.

A storehouse, however, has been erected for the concentrates.

One of the largest natural exposures of tungsten ore is on the

Kirkeby & Lundgren property on the south side of the creek

above the Consolidated mine. The vein is exposed for a

height of 80 ft. on the 100-ft. cliff wall, it is 6 to 10 ft. wide
and contains a high-grade streak 6 to S in. wide.

MOREXCI, .VRIZ.—May 25

The "Lalior Forward Movement" received further agitation

in the Clifton-Morenci-Mitcalf district on May 22, 23 and 24.

There was much speech-making, marching and dancing. The
color was conspicuously Mexican, the Italians and sundry

other nationalities, including Americans, all of which make
up about 30';'r of the workers in the district, participated but

scantily in the festivities. The event was the culminating

effort in a vigorous campaign to make these 100',J union

camps; after this everybody is supposed to have a card. As
the leader promised at the beginning of the movement that

all workers would have to join or get out, just what will

happen when they learn there are a good many yet out of the

fold is interestingly speculative. There is no end to which
Moyer's delegates will not go to gain their object. When, after

the militia was called to the border, the mining companies
issued rifles to American employees as a measure of pre-

paredness against a possible uprising of Villa sympathizers

(there are lots of Villa sympathizers here), the agitators

promptly told the Mexicans that the Gringos were being armed
to combat offensively the union movement. The mining com-
panies have issued a "Blue Book." containing all the agree-

ments and conclusions between the managers and the griev-

ance committee to date. Among other things and In addition

to the raise in wages, the managers promise to keep the

peace and preserve the law and to allow their employees to

spend their wages where and for whatsoeever they choose.

PHOENIX, ARIZ May 24

The Mnicnia Copper Co. at Superior has lately secured

about all the proven ground near the camp, paralleling the

dike that seems to mark the valuable area and starting back
beyond the old Silver King, at the head of the Stoneman
grade. Magma began with two claims of the old Silver

Queen: later It took on long lease a few claims from the

Queer Copper Co., on which the Magma concentrator was
built. Then followed the acquisition of the rest of the Queen
Copper ground, despite protest of Queen stockholders. To the

eastward, the claims of the Lake Superior & Arizona com-
pany have been taken over by a group of Magma men, who
will start operation.^ soon. The L. S. & A. workings are tilled

with water from the nearby Queen Creek, and It is probable

a large pumping plant will be one of the first requisites. The
great dike referred to stretches away toward the east, with

a long line of prospects paralleling It and the auto road to

Ra.v. The Ray copper deposits, however, are of such different

sort that no connection appears probable between them and
those of the Superior district.

Many Miners Have Enlisted in the "Arizona Volunteers,"
following the departure of the militia for border-patrol duty.

A large crowd attended a preparedness rally at Globe on May
22. Capt, R. R. Knotts, who is in charge of the work of

enlistment in that district, announced that the mine managers
Avere cooperating heartily in the movement. He said that
Mr. Beckett, of the Old Dominion, agreed to insure the reem-
ployment of any man who has been working at the mine for

30 da.vs, who enlists in the volunteers; he also agreed to

pay any married recruit from his working force one month's
pay and any unmarried man 15 days' pay. Mr. Gottsberger,
manager of the Miami Copper Co., also agreed to reemploy
any of his men who join the volunteers and to aid the work
with a monetary consideration. Mr. Mills, manager of the
Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co., is away at present,
but the captain said he felt sure that upon his return Mr.
Mills would take a similar stand. To date of the meeting,
the enlistments reported were: Bisbee, 25: Globe, 10; Phoenix,
2!>; Tucson. 22; Yuma, 34; Snowflake, 21; Prescott, 23; Mesa,
7: Tempe, 13.

xCL PASO, TEX May 25

The Fir.st Return of Mining Men to Chihuahua since the
exodus of Americans from the country, immediately hfter the
Santa Ysabel massacre, has just taken place. On May 23 A. J.

McQuatters, president of the Alvarado Mining and Milling
Co., accompanied by about 30 mining men, left Juarez over
the Mexican Central R.R. for Parral. A heavy shipment of
supplies preceded the party to Chihuahua a few days ago. It

is understood the supplies will be taken on to Parral and that
the Alvarado company's mines will resume operations at once.

ISHPEMING, MICH,—May 28

Operators of Ore Boats on the Great Lakes are complain-
ing of difficulty in maintaining their crews intact, with the
result that there have been frequent delays at lower-lake
ports and at the head of the lakes. A number of the freight-

ers, loading iron ore at Duluth and Two Harbors this spring,

have been held up for hours because they did not have suffi-

cient men. According to the new seamen's law a boat captain
may not leave port now unless he has a full crew, and many
complain that the new law is working a hardship on them.
The men who are leaving the boats at the head of the lakes
are attracted by the high wages being paid on shore in that
section and many are going to the mines on the Mesabi
range. There is not any shortage of labor at the mines as

yet as many miners have returned to the district during
recent months. Men who left for other mining districts have
come back because they prefer to work in the Lake Superior
district, although the wages for miners are higher in many
other camps.

JOPUN—May 2T

State Mine Inspeetor 1,. I. Bureh, who has had immediate
supervision of the Joplin camp for the last three years, has
sent his resignation to Governor Major and will become
superintendent for the Roscoe Conklin interests in this dis-

trict, represented by Jesse Briegle. Mr. Burch has been a
consistent worlver for "safety first" in mining, and has helped
materially in bringing about better conditions for the miners
of the district. His successor has not been appointed.

Fire Destroyed Two Mills during the past week. The Wal-
lower-Cumberland jjlant at I'rosperity took fire, supposedly
from defective electric wiring, and was a total loss despite

good fire-fighting equipment. This was one of the steadiest

producers in sheet-ground field. Origin of a fire that com-
pletely destroyed the Duquesne mill southwest of Joplin Is

unknown. There were 12 miners underground whom it was
imposible to bring up at the mill shaft after the bhize was
discovered but they were rescued through a field shaft that

had long been unused. Mattes Brothers, owners of this prop-

erty, estimate their loss at $fiO,000. P. C. Wallower, owner
of the Cumberland, Is considering plans for rebuilding. He
has three other mills In this district.

TORONTO—May 25

Speetaeulnr Samples of ore showing free gold, taken from
a claim S ml. from Dryden on the Canadian Pacific Ry. In

northern Ontario are on exhibition here. The discovery was
made by Ernest G. Rognon, formerly of the Nome gold camp,
and work up to the present has disclosed a vein 2 ft. wide
with visible gold throughout. A test shaft has been sunk
23 ft. and high-grade ore to the value of $8,000 extracted. An
assay of 1 Vj tons is stated to show $119 to the ton. Frank
Lorlng, of Toronto, and R. T. Cornell, of New York, have ex-
amined the property and reported favorably as to the richness
of the showings.
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ALASKA
ANTIMONY MINING is so active that Tanana "Valley Ry.

will run two trains daily to Chena. About 1,000 tons should be
ready for first boats.

GIDEON & QUIRK, operating on "No. 11 below" on Dorne
Creek, in the Fairbanks district, encountered rich gravel in

hole 130 ft. deep; heretofore practically nothing found on
claims Nos. 8, 9 and 10 below discovery, though Dome Creek
has produced over $7,000,000.

ARIZON.V
(ila County

JOHN FULLER of Young, struck 4-in. streak of high-grade
gold ore in claims on Spring Creek.

GLOBE-MIAMI DISTRICT shipped in April 8,389 tons cop-
per bullion and 15.112 tons copper ore; of the ore, 7,791 tons
were from Globe and 7.341 tons from Miami.

RAY (Rav)—A 7.500-hp. steam turbine is being added to

generating p'lant; important changes being made in concen-
trator at Hayden; installing machinery to dry concentrates
and facilitate handling.

Mohave County
GOLD ROAD (Goldroad)—Winze now nearing 1,400 ft.

will be sunk tn 1,.500 ft. before crosscutting.

WALLAPAI PRESClOUS METALS (Golconda)—Taken oyer
by W. A. Eaton, of Duluth. Minn.; development to begin im-
mediately; hoist, compressor and drills to be installed.

WILLIAMS TUNGSTEN (Yucca)—F. M. Townsend. of Los
Angeles, is head of company, which has acquired these tung-
sten mines in Aquarius range. 12 mi. from Yucca; recently
shipped 4,400 lb., high-grade ore.

Pima CoTinty

YUMA (Tucson)—Has just shipped 110.000 lb. molybdenum
ore to New York, reported valuation. $17,444.

SOUTH CORNELIA COPPER MINING CO. (Ajo) — Incor-
porated to develop 10 claims, 3 mi. south of the New Cornelia;

E. Sundstrom, manager.
Pinal County

SILVER KING (Silverking)—Reported New York com-
pany will reopen famous Silver King mine, idle 30 years.

CHRISTMAS (Christmas)—Will begin sending 2.50 tons

daily to the Hayden smeltery as soon as sampling mill there

is reconstructed.

Yavapai County
CUSTOM SMELTING PLANT may be erected at Presjott by

English capital represented by George G. Lemons, of Lon-
don Local business men asked to donate site and buy $oO,-

000 stock, to be paid for, after $500,000 has been expended in

construction.
VESUVIUS (Zonia)—An 18-in. streak of free gold ore

opened.
MONTEZUMA (Prescott)—Will soon be treating 40 tons a

day; small flotation plant ordered.

SHILL GOLD MINING (Humboldt)—Will resume operation
in near future; John P. Kelly in charge.

BOSTON & JEROME COPPER CO. (Jerome)—New incor-

poration to develop 200 acres in Verde district.

EUREKA (Wickenburg)—Sold to Boston investors by J.

Zeisiger. of Cincinnati; have $200,000 in development fund.

WAKOTA (Congress)—A 10-stamp mill to be installed;

shaft now down 1,380 ft.; formerly known as Coronado mine.

FORD GENUNG AND GARCIA (Wickenburg)—Group of

manganese claims sold to California men; initial shipment
made. •

MONTE CRISTO (Wickenburg)—Will develop thoroughly
before shipping; 20 men employed. E. W. Thayer, of Phoenix,

owner.
BLACK COPPER CHIEF (Prescott)—This mine in Black

Hills will be unwatered and worked, according to J. M. Sul-

livan, president.
CINNABAR (Copper Basin)—New York syndicate acquired

cinnabar claims in Copper Basin, owned by Messrs. John
Ross, McNary, Roberts, Ebel and Hall. Purchase price, $75,-

000.

JEROME-VERDE (Jerome)—Sulphide ore running 3%%
Cu struck in tunnel on 1.400-ft. level, being driven on contract

by United Verde Extension; dimensions of orebody not yet

determined.
JEROME-PORTLAND COPPER MINING (Jerome)—New

company to develop Brook.shire group of 22 claims, adjoining

the Green Monster and Equator in vicinity of Copper Chief.

John M, Sullivan and George Brookshire, organizers.

STODDARD MINES (Stoddard)—Machinery for 100-ton flo-

tation mill on Agua Fria river, arrived at Mayer; will be
freighted out, 5 mi., when road under construction is cotn-

nleted; will treat ores of Stoddard Mines. Co. and Copper
Queen Gold Mining Co.; Rush M. Hess, superintendent.

.\RK.\IWS.\S

Soier County
AMERICAN STAR ANTIMONY CO. (Gillham)—Five open-

Ines deeoest 225 ft., now lieing worked, mainly by lessees;

Off being treated by company; J. G. Battelle, Columbus, Ohio,

president.

C.\LIFURMA
Amador County

WILLARD (Magalia)—This lOO-acre placer taken over by
S. D. Mesmith and W. E. Young, of San Diego. The Willard
was famous in 1S56 for finding of a $10,000 nugget; idle 40 yr.

Channel will be opened by tunneling.

NORTH STAR (Silver Creek)—Reported that this property,
and the Bovson. South Keystone and Mclntire claims between
Sutter Creek and Amador City, adjoining the Keystone, will

be developed by Tacoma men through the 1,000-ft. shaft.
Charles Colpe, general manager.
AMADOR STAR (Plymouth)—Installation of electrical ma-

chinery completed and unwatering of shafts begun prepara-
tory to deeper sinking. Mine formerly worked in connection
with old Bay State. B. C. Clark, superintendent; formerly
manager of the Lightner mine at Angels. Reported that E. A.

Stent and others are behind this enteiprise.

Bldorado County
CARLOAD OF CHROME ORE, the first of recent production

in this county, shipped from Folsom recently; hauled by motor
truck from Salmon Falls to railroad. Deposit near I>atrobe

purchased by San Francisco men; 2.000 tons to be mined and
shipped. Chrome deposit on the Steele ranch near Pilot Hill,

located by J. J. Smith and others, also sold to San Francisco
men. will be developed.
YELLOW JACKET (Placerville)—Development started,

under option, by A. Bebie, of Denver. Mine owned by Supervi-
sor Creighton.

PACIFIC PORTLAND CEMENT CO. (Auburn)—The 600-ft.

tunnel will be extended to 1.200-ft. point in Mountain quarry
on Middle American River. Property opened from surface
by two gloryholes and a third will be started.

Glenn County
CHROME (Fruto)—Carter-Quigg, of Wilmington, De!.. op-

erating chrome mines in foothills of Coast Range in the west-
ern part of county; 16 men employed. Ore hauled under con-

tract by team distance of 3 mi. to bins; to be reloaded, with-
out handling, into motor trucks that haul the ore 16 mi. to

trestle bins at railroad.
Inyo County

ZINC DISCOVERT reported about 2H mi. from the new
camp of Tungsten City. Eleven claims located.

MOLYBDENU'M found on north fork of Pine Cf"'' above
Round Valley. Vaughn. Sproul and Beaugard, of Bishop, have
some fair specimens of the ore.

TUNGSTEN discovered by Spear Bros, on their copper
property in Ubehebe district; have delivered about 200 lb. of

good-grade scheelite ore at Lone Pine.

Kern County
CALHOUN (Randsburg)—Both gold and tungsten found

by George Calhoun in this placer claim in Stringer district.

YELLOW ASTER (Randsburg)—At annual meeting. May
\f> Ancker-Mooers-Burcham faction \oted io<^ of stock elect-

ink directors as follows: Albert Ancker, president: E.D.
Mooers, vice-president; W. J. Cotton, 2d vice-president and
managing director; Dr. R. L. Bureham. secretary; E. L. Ken-
ne>" R. A. Dallugga and C. C. A. M. de Pauw.

Nevada County
COPPER PROSPECTS at Spenceville. North San Juan.

Sweetland and other nearby camps being developed: Queen
Regent Merger Co. operating small furnace at Spenceville.

ELSIE A. (Nevada City)—Optioned by Thomas Nolan to

Eastern men.
, ,, » ,. i. .» »«

CHAMPION (Nevada City)—Reported that a rich shoot ot

ore has been opened; no particulars are available.

PITTSBURGH (Nevada City)—Mine has passed from con-

trol of the Weissbein family to Bert Schlessinger, of San
Francisco; development resumed.

GOLDEN CENTER (Grass Valley)—Installation of cya-

nide plant begun: mill running on good ore and installation

of second unit of 10 stamps contemplated.

r\SSlDY MINES CO. (Grass Valley)—New corporation to

develop Cassidy and Linden claims, parallel to the Empire.

M Walters, president; A. Harvey Wright, secretary.

UNION HILL (Grass Valley)— E. L. Oliver. F. W. McNear
and others cif San Francisco, believed to be interested in op-

tion on this propertv and that Krrol McBoyle will be man-
lion on^;>^^

1
.J,'

,,(. deepened to 1.200 ft. Mine is equipped

000 and Sullivan-Donovan $i;i.!>00. Old workings will be un-
watered and development undertaken.

Snn Bernardino County
MOJAVE TUNGSTEN CO. (Tungsten)—Working wide vein

on 150-ft. level. New 20-ton mill started.

CATHEDRAL COPPER CO. (Daggett)—Two carloads high-

grade giild-oopper ore ready for shipment: Drift at 100-rt.

level ill 30 ft. on ore. Newton Evans, manager.
STANDARD MILL. & MINING CO. (Atolia)—New crusher

and sampling works nearing completion on Atolia-R.nndsburg
?oad. where water will be available from tov- "' *'"'•

Wright & Deane, owners.
of Atolia.
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COLORADO
Boulder County

BOULDER & 'WESTERN R.R. may be extended from
Boulder to Nederland, if citizens of Boulder will raise one-
half capital needed.

EAGLE ROCK (Xederland)—Mill capacity will be increased
to 100 tons per day.

ROSS & FOLEY (Nederland)—Have decided to open their
20-acre tract to lessees; electric power from Colorado Power
Co. available.

RAMBLER (Nederland) — A 12-in. vein assaying 12C5-
tungsten opened in trenching by sub-lessees. Stated vein has
been exposed for 400 ft. Ground owned by Wolf Tongue Min-
ing Co.

Chnffee County
ONYX DEPOSIT discovered in Katmundoo Park, nine miles

north of Salida. Quarry may be opened.

Clear Creek and GUpin Counties
STANDARD (Freeland)—Contract awarded Julius Pardi to

advance main tunnel 400 ft. and sink winze 110 ft.

FIFTY GOLD MINES CO. (Black Hawk)—Purchase by
Cripple Creek men contemplated; examination made.

LITTLE GIANT (Lawson)—Company plans 50-ton mill;
estimated 75.000 tons of ore. Property opened by Commodore
and Tabor tunnels; machine drills in operation in both open-
ings. St. James adit advanced .SnO ft.; breast row under old
shaft; raise will connect with bottom of shaft. Ore opened in
adit.

ONONDAGA MINES CO. (Georgetown)—Has control of
Doric tunnel and plans power plant at portal. Tunnel will be
advanced and crosscut will 1 e driven westward to connect
with east heading driven on the Ruler vein from Capital
tunnel. Contract awarded J. L. Claypool, of Idaho Springs, to
advanced Ruler drift, 500 ft.

DoloreH County
BUCKHORN (Rico)—Reported 17-in. vein, assaying $26 in

gold, opened in this Newman Hill property.

La Plata County
MINING IN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT will be resumed by

May Dav, Idaho and Tinbroeck mines. Reported that Columbia
mine, owned by James Doyle, which has been operating all
winter, will build flotation plant.

Mineral County
COMMODORE (Creede)—Work has been resumed.
BACHELOR (Creede)—New mill under construction.

DEL MONTE-CHANCE (Creede)—Surface water giving-
much trouble. Shipments will be increased soon.

PARK-REGENT (Creede)—Vein of good-grade ore. 7 to
10 ft. wide, opened recently in northern end of property from
Nelson tunnel.

CREEDE UNITED (Creede)—Mill operating steadily, treat-
ing 2,000 tons per month; shipments S cars lead and 1 zinc
concentrates. Production will be increased.

HUMPHREYS MILL (Creede)—Flotation process installed.
Mill treats ore from Bachelor, Commodore, Last Chance, New
York, Amethyst, Happy Thought and Park-Regent mines.
Ore transported through Nelson tunnel, 3 mi. in length.

Park County
LONDON (Alma)—Contract let to drive south main tun-

nel 550 ft. to cut large oreshoot opened in other workings.
Planned to drive second tunnel, farther down mountain;
tunnel also to be used for transportation with electric haulage.
Lessees on London mine producing good-grade ore. Snow
loads have broken, necessitating suspension of shipping for
short time.

Summit County

TAILINGS DUMP of Excelsior mill purchased by Den-
ver men, and will be retreated for zinc.

MECCA BARS (Breckenridge)—Hydraulic mining will soon
be resumed here.

EUREKA (Breckenridge)—Tunnel will be driven to cut at
depth oreshoot opened in shaft.

HAMILTON (Breckenridge)—Work will be resumed in

near future and mill will be enlarged.

RILLA (Breckenridge)—Crosscut tunnel being driven into
North .Star Mountain. A. C. Howard, superintendent.

LITTLE GOLD PAN (Breckenridge) — New mill ready.
Shoot of good-grade ore opened in tunnel driven from mill
level.

WELLINGTON MI.NES CO. (Breckenridge)—Option secured
on Sallie Barber, across gulch; shaft will be unwatered to
examine.

JESSIE (Breckenridge)—Electric power will be installed
in mill, displacing steam power. During April, in spite of coal
shortage, 1,000 tons were mined and milled.

ID.MIO
SboHbone County

NELLIE (Oshurn)—C. E. Benedict bonded this old property
and will sink shaft 100 ft. farther. Lessee and Silverado com-
pany considering building Joint mill. Ore is gray copper with
high silver.

P.IG CREEK (K(llogg)^Leaser on upper part of mine has
shipped seven carloads of 71- to 107-oz. silver ore within
last few months; company will drive crosscut 500 ft. below
leased ground.

TUSCUMBIA (\.':illace) — Tdora mill, on Beaver Creek,
which with this mine Is under lease to Ehrenberg & Nelson,
Is now running; concentrates hauled 10 ml. to railroad dt

Prlihard. Ore contains zinc and lead. Improvements In mill
duiing winter resulted in higher zinc recovery.

MARSH (Burke)—Break In power service stopped pump on
flOO level for 3 hr. 20 min., water rose and put pumping mo-
tor out of service. Motor raised, but pump is under water.

Two smaller pumps checking flow of water and it is expected
to get another pump in service before water reaches 700 level.

CONSTITL'TION (Kellogg)—Shaft sunk 200 ft. on vein; at
100 ft., drifts run east and west 50 ft.; west drift in zinc ore
of shipping grade its full width and east drift for about 30
ft., from which point ore is of milling grade. At 200 level,
ore contains more lead. Now hauling ore 10 mi. to railroad at
mouth of Pine Creek. Plan 150-ton mill.

UNION (Burke)—Leasers opened 2 ft. shipping galena and
6 in. zinc ore in crosscut from Oreano tunnel, cutting 12-
ft. vein at 450 ft.; oreshoots on opposite walls; mixed mill-
ing ore between. Leasers will extend old Hidden Treasure
tunnel, which was run 4,000 ft. many years ago into Union
ground, and should cut vein in about 1,000 ft. at depth of
1,200 ft.

RAY-JEFFERSON (Wallace)—New 250-ton mill on Beaver
Creek to be completed July 15; some machinery on ground;
building almost ready. Gravity tramway 1,400 ft, long will
convey ore from upper workings, where oreshoots in three
veins opened from 100 to 400 ft. in length. Ore also opened on
Carlisle vein near mill. Expect railroad up Beaver (ireek
this summer; distance about 10 mi,

MICHIGAN
Copper

ONONDAGA (Houghton)—Developing with one drill on
Sec. 34.

L.\KE (Lake Mine)—Shipping about 300 tons of rock,
averaging about 2S lb. Increasing working force.

WY.\NDOT (Houghton)—Over 3,000 tons now accumulated
in stockpile preparatory to test run in Winona mill.

MASS (Mass)—Increasing underground development,
though many other mines are neglecting this to obtain maxi-
mum present production.

QUINCY (Hancock)—Following success of sand-filling at
Copper Range properties, this company will use mill tailings
for same purpose.

NORWICH (Ontonagon)—This property, comprising 1,200
acres, has been acquired by a syndicate, including James Mac-
Naughton, Fred Smith, L. L. Hubbard and others, and will be
drilled.

ISLE ROYALE (Houghton)—Shipping about 3,000 tons
daily, 2,000 being handled in company mill. Most of ore com-
ing from shafts Nos, 4, 5 and 6; Nos. 1 and 7 will be ready
soon.

MIXXKSOTA
Cuyuua Range

FERRO (Manganese)—Shipping about 500 tons per week
of manganiferous ore. Car recentlv shipped to Chciago as-
sayed 27.94 ri Fe, 0.042 P, 24.10 7t Mn and 15.94% SiO^, value
about $9 per ton at mine.

MeNBbi Rang;e
SELLERS (Hibbing)—Four shovels now operating two

shifts: removing ore and some surface material.

BRUNT (Mountain Iron)—Ore being removed from openpit
and dried in ore dryer, the only one now in use on Mesabi
range: capacity, 2,000 tons daily.

SILVER (Virginia)—Ore bein^ removed with one shovel
and two locomotives from stockpile; air compressor recently
installed at mine.

W.^NLESS (Buhl)—Creek which runs over part of under-
ground workings now being diverted by hand ditching; new
generator set not yet received.

KERR (Hibbing)—Two shovels are stripping, mainly
cleanup work. Mine will be ready to ship as soon as track
facilities are provided.

HANNA A. (Mountain Iron)—This openpit, first opened up
in 1909. has been idle for two years; will reopen this week,
A Model 35 revolving Bucyrus shovel has been purchased.

MISSOIRI-ARKAXSAS
Joplin DiHtrict

ORONOGO MUTUAL CO. (Oronogo)—Dewatered Hockaday
shaft and will operate mill.

WEST VIRC1INL\ (Galena)—Enlarged mill on McElroy
land, south of Galena; will reopen Margaret mine.
WADE (Joplin)—Building new mill at Gilt Edge mine,

east of Tipton Ford; two shafts: ore from 40 to 80 ft.

F.\RE .<t GRAHAM (Klondike)—Completed mill on old Yel-
lo%v Jacket mine. Using centrifugal pump for dewatering.

CENTl'RY (Prosperity)—New mill completed to replace
.\rkansas plant. Now handling 2.500 tons weekly and will
increase output. Ore running from 2.4 to 2.75';;.

MILTON (Webb City)—New mill being built by G. W. Field,
of Boston. He is officer of National Zinc and Lead Co., but
this mini- is personal investment.

MISSOURI ZINC SMELTING CO., of Webb City, is the title

of a new company formed bv Webb City men to acquire and
operate the Rich Hill, Mo., zinc smeltery. Plant is turned
in as full payment of capital stock of $100,000.

Northern ArknnNnN
SHIPMENTS for week totaled 1,300,000 lb., 22 carloads.

SURE POP NO. 2 (Rush)—New mill well under way.

MONT.41VA
Cnnrnde County

QUEEN OP THE HILLS (Neihart)—Anaconda company
now working about 40 men on this group of old silver mines;
also on Gait and Broadwater mines in this camp; all were
Important silver producers In early days.

1>eer Lodfire County
BLUE EYED NICLLTE (Anaconda)—This old lead-silver

mine, a few miles west of city, has been reopened for zinc:
tramwav built from shaft to bottom of hill may be used Jointly
liv otheV old mines of camp, incluillng the Gladstone, Horr'
Silver, Kevstone. Crystal Fraction, Blue Lead, Whale ant.

Silver Basin.
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Silver Bow County
EAST BUTTE (Butte)—The l,SOO-ft. level of No. 2 .shaft

now being opened. About 20% of ore is obtained through
Dutton shaft. Daily output of company's mines about 4,000
tons.

TUOLUMNE (Butte)—Acquired control of Colusa-Leonard
and Butte Main Range properties, adjoining Leonard mine
on east and Tropic mine on north, by agreement to do about
$500,000 development.

ANACONDA (Butte)—This company is shipping about 150
tons daily from Tropic mine on extreme eastern edge of
Hutte's producing section; ore being mined from 500- to 900-
ft. levels; new 600-gal. pump ordered for 1,600 level. In
Nettie mine, in western section, development of silver vein
encountered on 500 level continues favorable and shipments
may be begun in few weeks

NORTH BUTTE I Butte)—Pres. Thomas F. Cole recently
announced that the north crosscut on 2,200-ft. level from
Granite Mountain shaft had cut 41/2 to 5 ft. of lO'/J ore;
breabt still in ore. On SOO-ft. level, crosscutting in progress
to reach Sioux Chief vein, which had been disclosed for 107
ft. with an average width of 9 ft. on the 700 ft. level, where it
averaged 5.1% Cu and .3 oz. Ag. Diamond-drill explora-
tion will be undertaken below l,a00-ft, level.

ive:brask.\
AMERICAN SMELTING AND REPINING (Omaha)—All

employees working 10 hr. will hereafter work but eight, with
same daily wages as previously.

NEV.VDA
Clark County

INGOMAR (Goodsprings)—Recently purchased by S. S.
Arentz and associates of Salt Lake. Tramway constructed
and shipments will soon commence.

ANCHOR (Goodsprings)—Dry concentrator operating suc-
cessfully, shipping about 400 tons per month; dividend of Ic.
per month being maintained. R. W. Moore in charge.

SULT.\N (Goodsprings)—New compressor, air hoist and
drills being installed; about 300 tons per month of zinc-car-
bonate ore being siiipped. Henry Robbins, owner.

BULLION (Goodsprings)—Sold for $50,000 to Salt Lake
men; property equipped with dry concentrating plant; pro-
ducing about 250 tons of lead concentrate monthly. Thomas
Vardon will be in charge.

Churchill County
NEVADA HILLS (Fairview)—In quarter, ended Mar. 31,

milled 12,366 tons yielding $72,519; operating profit, $16,424.
Company has acquired tungsten property in Arizona. Develop-
ment of Oro Fino property su.spended.

Humboldt County
ROCHESTER MINES (Rochester)—Strike in south drift on

West vein now i-eported to assay 60 oz. silver across 7 ft.

The orebody at the north end of the property on the 150-ft.
level is running as high as $25 across 5 ft.

Lincoln County
PRINCE CONSOLIDATED (Pioche) — Some of equipment

for company's new 200-ton concentrator now at Bullionville;
will treat Bullionville and Dry Valley tailings,

Xye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended Mav 20 was

9,520 tons valued at $196,638. compared with 9.001 tons for
week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont, 2,929
tons: Tonopah Mining, 2,800; Tonopah Extension, 1.850; Jim
Butler, 850; West End, 471; Halifax, 209; Rescue-Eula 155;
MacNamara, 40; miscellaneous 216 tons.

Storey County
MEXICAN (Virginia)—On 2,500 level extended north and

south prospecting drifts in porphyry and quartz of fair assay.
On 2,700 level, east crosscut in vein matter, low assay. Mexi-
can mill received 484 tons custom ore averaging $35.40.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Extracted 517
cai"s of ore from 1,600 level and 77 cars saved from Jacket,
300 level. Water held 65 ft. below 1,600 level. Jacket mill
received 406 tons inine ore and 452 tons dump rock. Four
miners burned to death bv Yellow Jacket shaft fire, started
on May 23 at 1,400 level by blowing of fuse.

IT.VH
•Tuab County

TINTIC SHIPMENTS for four weeks ending Mav 20
amounted to 864 cars, as follows: 192, 208, 222 and 242 cars.

CHIEF CONSOLIDATED (Eureka)—A 200-ft. railroad spur
completed to this property; made necessary by increased ton-
nage being shipped, and will allow 12 or 13 cars to be held
here.

TINTIC MILLING (Silver City)—Understood to have more
than made expenses during April, and better results antici-
pated for May. Satisfactory recoveries being made of all
metals except gold. High price of chemicals, especially for
acid and chloride of lime, are making it difficult to get e-ood
r. covery without greatly increasing operating costs. T. P.
Holt, superintendent of the plant, is working on an electrolytic
process, vi-hich may make it possible to get better recovery.
Capac'tv of plant at present is 100 tons a day, and might
have been increased but for difficulty with the Knight-Christ-
ensen roasters. Ore being treated is coming from the Iron
Blossom and Dragon properties.

Salt Lake County
ALBION (Alta)—Lessees in old workings have several cars

silver-lead-copper ore ready.

LOGGER (Salt Lake)—Tunnel in Big Cottonwood Cafion
is: in 365 ft. following mineralized fissure.

SILVER SHIELD (Bingham)—Ore continues in openings in

both of new discoveries; one car shipped and another nearly
leady.
WASATCH MINKS (Alta)—Shipments will soon be made

Iv company and by lessees. Surveys completed for new
•Irainage and operating tunnel.

SOUTH HECLA (Alta)—Ore stored in bins and broken in
mine estimated at 2,250 tons. Forty men working, and force
will be increased to 75. Nine 4-horse teams are hauling
ore. Orebody followed 300 ft. horizontally and is up to 25
ft. thick; on the pitch it has been followed 490 ft. to surface,
outcropping at old Wedge shaft.

Summit County
A NEW MILL being built by J. M. Fallon and John Hen-

drickson on Silver Creek below Park City to treat tailings.
Concentration on tables will be followed by flotation.

DALY WEST (Park City)—Mill started Jlay 20, after a
shutdown of several months, due to lack of water.

NAILDRIVER (Park City)—This property, which recently
closed down, will resume work under 18-month lease to
John D. Fisher.

CAAWDA
Ontario

HUDSON BAY (Cobalt)—Mine to be reopened.
VIPOND (Porcupine)—Loss of $355 in operating last three

months.
KERR LAKE (Cobalt)—Relinquished option on Smlth-

Labine property at Sesekinika.
KENZIE (Boston Creek)—A one-tenth interest in this

property sold for $10,000.

CROESUS (Munroe)—Producing about $1,000 a day in
high-grade gold ore from development.
WEST DOME CONSOLIDATED (Porcupine)—Cut 5 ft. of

$45 ore in diamond-drill hole at depth of 513 ft.

PORCUPINE CROWN (Porcupine)—Installing extra thick-
eners in mill on account ore from lower levels running higher
in sulphides.

McEWEN BROWN CLAIM (Beatty Township)—Narrow
rich vein found by McEwen Brown, 2 mi. west of the Croesus;
optioned by C. A. Foster who is developing.
DOME EXTENSION (Porcupine)—Dome Mines, Ltd.. has

begun testing this property by diamond drilling; contract
let to James W. Reed. First hole will be put down at least
1,500 ft.

DO.MINION RAND (Porcupine)—On this company's north
property in Deloro Township, new vein var>'ing from 1 to 4
ft. in width and 500 ft. long has been disclosed. Dike, carry-
ing gold, also encountered on the east.

HOLLINGER (Porcupine) — Four-weekly statement for
Apr. 21 shows gross profits $158,646. from 29.590 tons of ore.
average value $9.09; working cost. $3.54 per ton milled. Mill
also treated 13.083 tons of Acme ore. Increased rates for sur-
face labor 25c. a day and also increased rate of loyal-service
bonus to underground men.

Quebec
JOHNSON (Thetford Mines)—E. Morrissette and J. Bru-

neau were instantly killed and Joseph Turcotte had his leg
broken by rock slide in this asbestos mine on May 19.

Yukon Territory
CANADIAN KLONDYKE (Dawson)—No. 1 dredge started

Apr. 17; cleanup Apr. 29 was 9"' ^''.. No. 2 dredge started
May 10; Nos. 3 and 4 expected t.» "low shortly: delayed by
loss of repair parts in shipwreck.

MEXICO
Sonora

ORE EXPORTS FROM SONORA through Agua Prieta for
April were: Nacozari. 9,396 tons; El Tigre. 234; Churunibabi.
47; Anteguera. 16; Santa Margarita. IS; Panama. 18; Rosario.
22; Bella Union. 11: Saint Sava. 32; La Cruz. 7: Esperanza. 32;
Promontorio. 171; Belen. 126; San Francisco. 28: La Fortuna.
27: total, 10,185: El Tigre also shipped 30 bars silver bullion
weighing 3,916 lb.

BELEN (Cumpas)—Shipping about one car per week; de-
veloping and concentrating.

MONTE CRISTO (Moctezuma)—Management assumed by
Laskin Bros, of El Paso; shipping a car a month of high-
grade ore.

ARCHIPELAGO (Cumpas) — John Boyd just placed in
chaige; shipping 3 to 10 tons daily: body of 14rj- copper
ore in new shaft.

W.\SHIX(5TON (Cumpas)—F. O. Bostwick. one of owners.
when arranging to put in mill discovered that ore contained
soheelite: has shipped about 9 tons of 60'^, concentrates.

TR.\NSVAAI- (Cumpas)—Leo G. Cloud has leased mine
f'nd unwatered Ultima Chanza shaft: has developed vein of
'Z^% copper ore carrying silver and gold. Four cars shipped
and more on the road.

BOI.IVI.V

AN E.XTRAORDINARY GOLD NUGGET weighing 14 lb. is

reportid to have been found by an Indian working in the
("huquiasuillo placer near La Paz. This placer was sold two
viars ago at receivership sale to Benedicto Goytia. former
president of the Bolivian Senate, and has been worked lately
by Indian tributers.

CHOSEN
ORIENTAL CONSOLID.\TED (Unsaii)—In March, crushed

26,918 tons, vielding $157,061; operating costs. $70,227: net
profit. $87,384.

IN'DIA

RUHM.\ C0RP(">U.\T10N (Bawdwin)—Tiger tunnel, to open
rhiiiamen oreliodv at depth of 500 ft., now in over 5.000 ft.;

fstimat.d lenutli " about 6.000 ft. Monthly progress over 300
ft . uitli machine drill.-;.
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Metal Markets

XE^V YORK—May 31

All of the metal markets were again reactionary last week,
the recession being most pronounced in zinc and copper.

Lead and tin were both soft. No large volume of business
was done in any of the metals.

Gspper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

C«pper—The total volume of business was extraordinarily
light, and so far as reported to us was chiefly for June-
July and for August deliveries. The premium on prompt cop-
per has entirely disappeared. Copper for shipment during the

last quarter of the year has been offered liberally at 26c.

regular terms.
The reaction in copper is regarded among producers with

entire unconcern, most of them having sold their output far

ahead. The recession is what naturally happens in a dull

market, there being always some interests that have copper
and want to sell it.

Capper Sheets are unchanged at 37.5c. for hot rolled and
38.5c. for cold rolled. Copper wire is 33H@33?4c. per lb. for

large lots at mill.

C«pper Exports are expected to reach a large total for

Slay, as there have been a number of heavy shipments, especi-

ally to France.

Tin—This market also was dull. On May 31 there was a
sharp decline, reflecting the weakness in London.

Arrivals of tin and tin concentrates at Liverpool in April,

reduced to equivalents in metallic tin. were, in gross tons:

Bolivian. 1.730; Nigerian, 565: total, 2.295 gross tons.

Corrected shipments of tin from the Straits Settlements in

April were 4.645 gross tons

Lead—Domestic business was light. Some export business

was done right along at full prices, especially from Pacific

Coast ports. In the St. Louis market there was talk about
some very low prices, but offers apparently did not emanate
from producers. The latter were fairly firm in their atti-

tude, there being no accumulation of stocks in their hands
above the normal working stocks. On transactions actually

reported prices varied considerably according to kind of

lead. The Japanese contract, respecting which there was
much talk last week, was awarded to Japanese houses.

Spelter—The decline in this metal continued on relatively

light business. Some moderately large foreign orders were
taken, but these were not sufficient to halt the decline. Con-
sumers were again offering to resell prompt spelter in rather
large quantities. Large producing interests continued to

hold aloof, but there were increasing signs that smaller pro-

ducers are willing to meet the market. June spelter is in fair-

ly liberal supply, and for delivery later than June there ap-
pears to be plenty, producers not being very well sold beyond
June. For this reason the difference between the prices for

near-by and later deliveries has contracted materially. In the

early part of the week producers were offering July-December
spelter at 12c., and at the close July-December was freely

offered at 11 cents.

Zinc Shertn are again easier although a good demand is re-

ported. The price had eased off another cent and is today

t22.50 per 100 lb. f.o.b. Peru, III., with 87o discount.

Other Metals

NEW YORK—May 31

.\atlmnny—The market remain."? dead, further recessions

In price failing to bring out business Spot has been offered

at 25c. per lb. carload lots. Shipment from China within one
month is quoted nominally at 21 @ 22c. per lb., c. i. f.. New
York, duty unpaid.

Aluminum—The market continues to show a fair demand.
As for several weeks past this has been satisfied by contract
deliveries, which are now rather free. Outside material Is

still scarce. Current quotations are 58^60c. per lb. No. 1 in-

gots New York.

BTickel—The market continues steady with about the same
amount of domestic business as usual and with rather a brisk

demand for export. Quotations are 45f50c. per lb. for ordinary
forms, according to size and terms of order. Electrolytic

nickel brings 5c. per lb. premium.

Quicksilver—The market is weak and rather uncertain.
Purchasers seem to be holding back as much as possible, and
will probably wait until the market turns again before order-

ing. The New York price is $7S per flask of 75 lb. for large

lots: SSO'gSl for smaller orders, but quotations are rather ir-

regular. San Francisco reports by telegraph $80 per flask

with a quiet market. The London price continues fixed at
£16 10s. per flask.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Gold, Silver and Platinum

NEW YORK—May 31

Gold shipments have continued to come from Canada dur-
ing the past weel< and the total receipts on the present move-
ment are now nearly $21,000,000. It is thought that the re-

serve supply at Ottawa has been nearly exhausted. Some
people have started the theory that South African gold is

coming here by this roundabout way.
The Norwegian Government proposes to release the State

l!ank from the obligation to accept all gold offered" to it for

coinage. The reason is the great accumulation of gold in

Norway The Bank will be allowed to accept bullion for

deposit. The Swedish government is considering the same
action.

Platinum—The market has been very dull here with very
little business forward. The high price is discouraging to

manufacturers and jewelers are not buying this season. The
apparent price is $80 per oz. for refined platinum, with $8415)

86 for hard metal, according to quality.

Our Russion correspondent writes that during the last

fortnight, since the platinum industry and market were de-

clared free from official control, there has been a consider-
able revival in activity. In Petrograd, some quantities have
been sold at 68.000 rubles per pood and negotiations are pend-
ing for a further sale of about 10 poods. There is a good de-
mand for internal use in connection with war purposes. It is

the general opinion of the large dealers that further advance
in prices is probable. The quotations for crude metal, 83%
platinum, are 68,000@69.000 rubles per pood at Petrograd and
17.25'S17.50 rubles per zolotnik at Ekaterinburg. These prices

are equivalent to $67.13 and $65.33 per oz. respectively, on
the average.

Silver has declined owing to speculative operations. China
selling, and in all probability pooling arrangements. The
underlying conditions have not materially changed, and as

the amount of silver in London—about 7.000.000 oz, at last

account—is not large, it is quite possible to manipulate the

market toward higher prices.

Samuel Montague & Co. write from London as follows:

"The influence of the great ^'ar upon currency is very far-

reaching. For example, it was stated in the National Review
of Shanghai that merchants in Shangtung and elsewhere.
especially of a certain nationality, were buying up copper
and other coins and melting them down for sale and export
abroad This practice is. of course, illegal, and very few
Chinese are engaged upon it because they realize the risk of

heavy punishment which they run. The more, howevei", the
practice is extended, the more need will arise for small silver

coino, and it is not impossible that the loss of a certain

amount of copper currenc.v is one of the reasons why China is

not in a position to export silver on the scale that recently

took place, notwithstanding the great rise that has since

occurred in the price."

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

PLATTEVILLE, AVIS May 13

The base price paid this week for zinc ore was $80(g)83

per ton for top grades down to $75 base for medium grades
assaying down to 52'/}. The base price paid for 80% lead
was $90 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED MAT 27
Zinc Lead Sulphur

Ore. Lb. Ore. Lb. Ore. Lb.
Week 5,246,000 487,590 517.500
Year 93,710,000 3,488,520 25,590,800

Shipped during week to separating plants, 5.954,000 lb. zinc

ore.

.lOPLIN, MO.—May 37

Blende, high price. $98.10; per ton 60'; zinc, premium ore,

$95; medium grades, $90@75, and lower grades down to $70;

calamine, per ton 40'; zinc. $50@42; average selling price,

all grades of zinc, $82.21 per ton.

Lead, high selling price, $95.15; purchasing price for

future delivery per ton 80% metal content, $92.50; average sell-

ing price, all grades of lead ore, $93.36 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED MAY 20

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week.. 12,157,090 782,040 2,430,020 $645,300
Totals this year... 296,391.490 24,932,080 50,318.070 $19,324,760

Blende value, the week, $511,560; 5 months, $16,097,030.

Calamine value, the week. $20,310; 5 months, $927,530.

Lead value, the week. $113,430; 5 months. $2,299,600.

At a meeting of producers held Thursday the cessation of

night work was discussed, many f.avoring immediate action.

Though svrongly favored no definite action was taken. It is

believed tonight some producers will act independently and

by reducing the demand for labor forestall the pos.sibl1lty
of labor trouble next month. The wage-scale settlement,
based on the average base price of blende during the month,
presages a severe cut for June, with the May average $90.62%
per ton, against $108.50 for April, or a decline of $17.87%.
The heavier demand noted a week ago increased the shipment
1,900 tons over the previous week. Buying on the lower
level of prices is of better tone tonight, but a further decline
is anticipated.

OTHER ORES
Antimony Ore—There has been some inquiry for ore, but

no business has been done. Prices remain purely nominal at

$2.50 per unit.

Tuncsten Ore—The market has not seen much change
during the past week though all indications are that It has
reached about bottom for the time being and will gradually
get into a steadier growth again. Several lots in the hands
of speculators are pressed upon the market and have rather
a disturbing affect. Once, however, these lots are disposed
of. prices should be steadier. Prices at $40 per unit are
entirely nominal. Very little material is coming in.

The Formen Trading Co. of New York has begun the
manufacture of tungstic acid at a new plant located at Read-
ing, Penn. The acid is being manufactured from scheelite

ores. The daily output will be about one ton of acid. This
material has been tested by several large steel mills and has
proved to be satisfactory to them.

Iron Trade Review

NEW YORK—May 31

The export trade continues to supply the chief part of the

new business coming forward, but that is sufficient to keep
the mills busy.

PITTSBURGH—May 30

The situation in the steel trade continues very much in

the same position as a week ago. Reference was made last

week to the very large tonnage of shell steel booked by the

Steel Corporation and the total of war steel placed with Inde-

pendents. There is still some inquiry for war steel and it

is evident that a large tonnage may be secured. The great

difficulty in the way is that many mills are not prepared to

take contracts for the deliveries required, which may cause
some trouble. In the meantime, very few orders for domestic
material are coming in. partly because of the high prices, but
partly also because of the probable delay in deliveries of

material. Barbed wire for export is still in strong demand
and is being taken for delivery all over the first half of next

year. The principal domestic business offering now is in the

contracts for bars tor the agricultural machinery people in

the first half of next year.

So far as work goes, most of the mills are abundantly
provided with orders to keep them busy through the balance

of the present year. There is less apprehension now than
there was about labor conditions, and not much difficulty is

anticipated at the present scale of wages. There Is still some
trouble outside the mills and the molders' strike persists

rather stubbornly.

PIk Iron—The market is hardly 's stiff as it was for some
grades, although there has been a good demand for bessemer
and basic pig. The market as a whole is rather quiet, but
shows a fairly good undertone, under all the conditions. Bes-

semer and basic hold their prices fairly well and sellers con-

tinue pretty stiff on foundry, notwithstanding the presence

of some resale lots on account of the molders' strike: We
quote: Bessemer, $21 (?i)21.50; basic. $18.25® 18.50; foundry,

$18.50@1S.75; malleable. $1S.25@18.75: forge, $lS(?ns.25.

These prices are all f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 96c. higher deliv-

ered Pittsburgh.

Stcol—The recent large sales of steel do not seem to have
affected the ordinary market to any great extent, except that

ofi'orL; are not quite so free. Bessemer and openhearth billets

and stvcl ..ars can be had at $42!?f45 a ton, but it is not easy

to get extended contracts at these prices. Forging billets

remain at $65®' 70 per ton with rods from $5a*f60 at mill.

On the whole, the market is a little easier, except in the

case of forging billets for which there is a pretty strong
demand. There do not seem to be any accumulations of

material left at any of the mills.

PERHO.\Ll,OY'S

PerroninnKaneNe—Imports at Baltimore for the week in-

cluded 1,014 tons ferromanganese from Liverpool.

.\t Pittsburgh inquiry is not so large and is less urgent.

most consumers being evidentl.v supplied or having contracts
in sight to cover their requirements. Some sales of domestic
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ore reported at $325 @350 per ton for early delivery. The
contract price for imported remains at $175 for 1917. produc-

tion for this year being sold out.

Perrosillcon—High grade, 50',/, is still nominally $S3@
S5 per ton at furnace. The supply is a little better, but

premiums are charged for early delivery. Bessemer ferro-

silicon i.= quoted at $33 for 10% up to $43 for 16';;, at furnace.

Spiesfeleisen is in demand and is held at $75 per ton for 207o

at furnace.

FOREIGN IBOX
The number of blast furnaces active in Great Britain

during the quarter ended Mar. 31 was 2SS. .\t the close of

the quarter there were 2S5 stacks in blast.

Steel Production in Germany in March was 1. SCI, 502 metric

tons, an increase of 124,657 tons over February. For the

three months ended Mar 31 the output was in metric tons:

Converter
Openhearth. . .

.

Direct castings.
Crucible
Electric

Basic

1,825,610
1,565,562
149,437
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Aaseasments N. Y. EXCH. May 29| IBOSTON EXCH May 29

Company

Advance, Mont
Algomah. Mich
Alpha. Nev
Andes. Nev
Ural 4 Belcher, Nev,
Challenge. Nev
Coeurd'Alene Antimony, Ida.

Con. Virginia, Nev
Kast Hercules Ext., Ida. . . .

Emerald. Utah
Kmerald. Utah
Knterprise, Ida
Federal Ely, Nev
Four Timbers, Ida
Ooldstrlke Bon.. Utah
Howell. Utah
Idaho & Los Angeles. Ida , .,

Imperial. Ida
Kewanas, Nev
McKlnley. Utah . . .

National. Ida
Nine Mile. Idaho
North Franklin. Ida
Old Veteran, Ida. . .

Overman, Nev
Phedora. Ida
Rio Grande. Nev
Rob Roy. Ida
Roosevelt, Utah
Sliver Cable. Ida
Silver Star, Ida
Smuggler, Utah
Snowstorm Ext., Idaho
Sonora, Ida
Sunset. Ida
Tarbox, Ida
in-ada, Nev
Western Pacific, Utah

Dellnq.' Sale

June l.S July
May IK

June 7 'June
May May
June '.} June
iJune 12 July
June :i\

May l(t June
May 1 jjuly

May is'june
June 15'July
May 2n June
May I June
May .5 June
June l'> July

1.5 June
June 2 July
June 12 July
May 1 June
May 22 June
June 2 July
May 12 June
June 19 July
May (J June
May 3 May :

May July
May 22 July :

June 10 July
June I July
May 22 June
June 14,July
May 15 June
May 9 June
June 5 June :

June 3,June :

May f> June ;

June 24 July ;

May 16 June

0.03
U 02
0.05
0.05
0.01

05
001.5

0033
0033
001
005

0.001
0.01

01
005

0.005
01

0.0025
0,02

II 0.0015
0.005
0.02

U5
005

0.002
002

0.02
0.005
0.002

. 0025
0.003
0.004
0.002

05

Sold at auction during: the last week:
225 Argonaut Mining Co. at $6% per
share; 1,968 White Knob Copper and De-
velopment Co., Ltd., pfd., and $7.50 scrip,
at $1.85 per share.

Stock Qiiot.'itions

SAN FRANCISCO May 25 SALT LAKE May 29

; of Comp.

Alta
Andes
Best & Belcher..
Bullion..

Caledonia
Challenge Con. . .

Confidence
Cons. Imperial. .

.

Con. Virginia. . . .

Gould & Curry.,,
Hale & Norcross
Jacket-Cr. Pt.

Mexican
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Savage
Seg Belcher
Sierra Nevada
Union Con
Utah Con
Belmont
Jim Butler
MacNamara
Midway
Mnnt.-Tonopah
North Star
Rescue F.ula

We^t End Con
Atlanta
Blue Bell
Booth
C,0,D. Con
Comh. Frac
nneld Daisy . .

.

Junibo Extension.

.

Pitts .-Silver Peak. ,

Round Mountain..
Sandstorm Kendall
Silver Pick
Central Eureka . ,

Argo . , .

Big Jim
lA7.y Boy
Oatman Cres
Oatman No. Star..
Tom Reed
United Eastern , . . ,

United Western

Loxnox
Alaska TrcMwell
Burma Corp .

C.im * Motor
Camp Bird . . .

.

cI <Jro

I-^peranza
Mexico Mines..
Xechl. pfd. ,

.

Orovllle.

Santa Oeri'dls
Tomboy..
Tough Oakes

£ti IOi(
2 11 :

15 '

14
16
13

? of Co

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mlnins.
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Emma Cop
Gold Chain
Grand Central, .

,

Iron Blossom. . .

Lower Mammoth
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con
Seven Troughs. .

.

Silver King Coal'n
Silver King Con. -

Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

COLO. SPRINGS May 27

Acacia
Cripple Cr'k Con,
Doctor Jack Pot.,

ElktonCon
El Paso
Findlay
Gold Sovereign..

,

Golden Cycle. . . .

Granite
Isabella

Jack Pot
Jerry Johnson., , ,

Mary McKinney,
Portland
Vindicator

TORONTO

Bailey . .

Chambers Ferland
Conlagas
La Rose
Peterson Lake. . , ,

Right of Way
Seneca Superior. .

T. & Hudson Bay.
Temlskaming, .

Trethewey
Wettlaufer-Loi
Dome Extcn
Dome Lake
Foley O'Brien
Holllnger
Imperial
Jupiter. . ,

Mclntyre

Preston E. D
VIpond
West Dome

ti2i

.28

,03J

Name of Comp.

AlflBka Gold M
AlaaVa Juneau
Am.8m.AI{ef.,com .

Am. Sm. fe Ret., pt.

Am. Sm. Sec. pf. A
Am. Sni. Sec, pf. B.
Am. zinc
Anaconda
Butopllaa MIn
Bethlehem Steel. . .

Bethlehetn Steel, pf.

Butt* & Superior..

.

Chile Cop
Chino
Colo. Fuel & Iron.
Crucible Steel .

Dome Mines
Federal M. A S. . .

Federal M. & S„ pf.

Great Nor., ore ctf

.

Greene Cananea. , ,

llomeslake
Inspiration Con.
International Nickel
Kennecott .

Lackawanna Steel.

.

Mlatnl Copper
Nat'l Lead, com.. . .

National Lead, pf...

Nev. Consol
Ontario Mln
cjulcksllver

Quicksilver, pf
Hay Con
Itepubllc IAS, com..
Republic I&S. pf..

.

Sioss-Sheffleld .

Sloss-Sheffleld. pf. ,

I'enneaaee Copper. .

Utah Copper
U.S. Steel, com
U.S. Steel, pf
Va. Iron C. & C. .

.

N. Y. CURB
Adanac
Alta Con
Beaver Con

,

Buffalo Mines...,
Butte & N. Y.. .,

Butte C. & Z. , .

Can. Cop, Corpn
Cashboy
Cerro de Pasco. .

CO!

Con. Coppermlnea.
Con. Nev.-Utah. ,

DIa, Black B
First Nat. Cop
Florence
Goldtield Con
Goldiield Merger., ,

Granite
Hecla Mln
Howe Sound
Jerome Verde
Keneflck Zinc
Kerr Lake
Magma .

Majestic
McKlnley-Dar-Sa.

,

Mines of Ain
Mother Lode
Nevada Hill.'* , , .

New Utah Bintrham
Nlplsslng Mines., , ,

Oro
Ray Hercules
Rochester Mines. . .

St. Joseph Lead. . .

.

Standard S. L
.Stewart

Success
Tonopah
Tonopah Kx
Trlbullton
White Knob, pf
Yukon Gold

4H

Name of Comp.
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This index is a convenient reference to the current liter-
ature of mining and metallurgy published in all of the im-
portant periodicals of the world. We will furnish a copy of
anv article (if in print) in the original language for the
price quoted. Where no price is quoted the cost is unknown.
Inasmuch as the papers must be ordered from the publishers,
there will be some delay for the foreign papers. Remittance
must be sent with order. Coupons are furnished at the fol-
lowing prices: 20c. each, six for $1, 33 for Jo, and 100 for ?15.
When remittances are made in even dollars, we will return
the excess over an order in coupons, if so requested.

COPPER

33S3—ANAliTSIS—The Electrolytic Determination of Cop-
per in Copper-Manganese. Emil D. Koepping. (Met. and
Chem. Eng.. -\pr. 13, 1916; 1 p.) 40c.

33S4—ARIZONA—Jerome. Ariz., the Center of a Great
Copper Mining Industry. Wm. P. DeWolf. (Min. and Eng.
Wld., Apr. 22, 1916; 2hi pp., illus.) 20c.

33S3—CHALCO(7ITE—Observations on Certain Types of
Chalcocite and Their Characteristic Etch Patterns. Discus-
sion of paper of C. F. Tolman, Jr. (Bull. A. I. M. E.. May,
1916; 5 pp.) 40c.

33S6—CHLORIDXZING AND LEACHING PLANT of Virginia
Smelting Co. F. A. Eustis. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. May 6,

1916; 2'4 pp.. illus.) 20c.

33S7—COST-ACCOUNTING in the Construction and Opera-
tion of a Copper Smelter. Ernest Edgar Thum. (Met. and
Chem. Eng., May 1 and 15. 1916; 7 pp., illus.)

33SS—KENNECOTT COPPER CORPORATION. (Eng. and
Min. Journ.. Apr. 29. 1916; I'i pp.) Data from official report.
20c.

33S9—MARYLAND—A Metallographic Study of the Copper
Ores of Marvland. Robert M. Overbeck. (Econ. Geol., Mar.-
Apr., 1916; S'O pp., illus.) 60c.

3390—ONTARIO—Origin of Sudbury Nickel-Copper De-
posits. Cvril W. Knight. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May 6,

1916; 1% pp., illus.) 20c.

3391—ORE DEPOSITS—Surficial Indications of Copper—I.

Frank H. Probert. (Min. and Sci. Press, May 6, 1916; 6?i
pp., illus.) 20c.

GOLD .-VXD SILVER—GEOLOGY
3393—ONTARIO—Kowkash Gold Area. P. E. Hopkins.

(Bull. 27, Ont. Bureau of Mines, 1916; 15 pp.. illus.)

3394—RAND—The Conglomerates of the Witwatersrand.
E. T. Mellor. (Bull. 13S, I. M. M.. Mar. 16, 1916; 26% pp.) Dis-
cussion on paper previously indexed.

3395—SOUTH AUSTRALIA—The Tudnamutana Mining
Field. L. Keith Ward and R. Lockhart Jack. (Report No. 3,

Geol. Surv. of So. Australia, 1916; 25 pp., illus.)

3396—SOUTH DAKOTA—Black Hills Gold-Bearing Iron-
Quartz-Tremolite Belt. B. M. O'Harra. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Apr. 29, 1916; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

3397—WESTERN AURTR.\LIA—The Mining Fields of
Western Australia. A. (xibb Maitland. (Bull. 64, West. Aus-
tral. Geol. Surv., 1915; 13'2 pp.. illus.)

339S—YUKON—Idiosyncrasies of the Paystreak. J. A. Mac-
donald. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May 20, 1916; % p., illus.)

20c.

GOLD DREDGING AXD PL.VCER MIXING
3399—BRITISH COLUMBIA—The Solution of Some Hy-

draulic Mining Problems on Ruby Creek, B. C. Chester F. Lee
and T. M. Daulton. (Bull, A. I. M. E., May, 1916; 8 pp.,
Illus.)

34 00—NEVADA—Round Mountain Placers. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., May 13, 1916; 1 p., illus.) 20c.

3401—NIGERIA—A Pioneer Bucket Dredge in Northern
Nigeria. H. E. Nicholls. (Bull. 13S, I. M. M., Mar. 16. 1916;
4% pp.) Discussion on paper previously indexed.

3402—PROSPECTING Before Dredging on Seward Penin-
sula. Alaska. Corev C. Brayton. (Min. and Sci. Press, Apr.
29, 1916; 5?i pp., illus.) 20c.

3403—YUKON PLACER REGULATIONS, Remedies for In-
congruities of. J. A. Macdonald. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May
6, 1916; 1 p., Illus.) 2nc.

GOLD AXD .SILVER—CV.VXIDIXG
3404—CYANIDE CONSU.MPTION on the Witwatersrand. H.

A. White. (Journ. Chem. Met. and Min. Soc. of So. Afr., Mar.,
1916; 1% pp.) Discussion of paper previously indexed.

3405—DEWATRRING-CONE REGULATOR—A Device for
Regulating the Underflow of Classification Cones. (Journ.
Chem.. Met. and Min. Soc. of So. Afr., Mar., 1916; 214 PP.,
Illus.) 60c.

3406—ONTARIO—Metallurgy at Tough-Oakes Gold Mines,
Ltd. Chas. A. Randall. (Can. Min. Journ., May 1. 1916; 5 pp.,
illus.) 20c.

3407—PRECIPITATION—Estimating Metallic Aluminum In
Aluminum Dust. J. E. Clennell. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May
6. 1916; 2% pp.)

3408—SALV.ADOR—Cyanldatlon at the Comacaran Mine,
Salvador. A. H. Peckham. (Min. and Sci. Press, Apr. 29,
1916; 2% pp., Illus.) 20c.

3409—SOLUTIONS—Electrolysis of Alkaline Solutions of
Potassium Sulphocyanate. Welton J. Crook, L. E. Booth and
Arthur Thiele. (Met. and Chem. Eng., May 15. 1916; 4 pp.)
40c.

GOLD AXD SIL'\'^R—GENERAL
3410—ALASKA-JUNEAU GOLD MINING CO. (Eng. and

Min. Journ.. May 20, 1916; 1 p., illus.) Details of operations
from ofTicial report. 20c.

3411—ARIZONA—Oatman and the Tom Reed-Gold Road
Mining District, Ariz. Etienne A. Ritter. (Min. and Eng.
Wld., Apr. 1, 1916; 4 pp., illus.) 20c.

3412—ARIZONA—The Oatman District, Arizona. Leroy A.
Palmer. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May 20, 1916; 5^ pp., Illus.)
20c.

3413—GALENA IN GOLD AND SILVER ORES. Paul W.
Avery. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. May 6, 1916; 1 p.) Galena oc-
curs in sulphide ores from lo'wer levels in El Oro district;
details of tests to determine best method of treatment are
given. 20c.

3414—GAS FROM ROCK—The Composition of the Rock
Gas of the Cripple Creek Mining District, Colo. Geo. A. Bur-
rell and Alfred W. Gauger. (Bull. A. I. M. E., May, 1916;
20y2 pp., illus.)

3415—MEXICO—The Contact Mines of Vera Cruz. R. B.
Brinsmade. (Mex. Min. Journ., Apr., 1916; 3 pp., illus.) 20c.

3416—MONTANA—Mine and Mill of Bannack Gold Mining
Companv. Will C. Higgins. (Salt Lake Min. Rev., May 15,
1916; 21/4 pp.. illus.) 20c.

3417—NICARAGUA—Gold Mining in Eastern Nicaragua.
Cassius E. Gillette. (Mex. Min. Journ., Apr., 1916; 1 p.) 20c.

341S—ONTARIO—Metallurgy at Tough-Oakes Gold Mines,
Ltd. Chas. A. Randall. (Can. Min. Journ., May 1, 1916; 5 pp.,
illus.) 20c.

3419—RAND MINING in 1915. A. Cooper Key. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. May 6, 1916; 1% pp., illus.) 20c.

3420—WESTERN AUSTR.\LI.\—Certain Mining Centers at
the South End of the Yalgoo Goldfield—Golden Eagle, Porcu-
pine, Bonnie Venture and Crusoe Groups. H. P. Woodward.
(Bull. 64, West Austral. Geol. Surv., 1915; 5 pp., illus.)

IRON ORE DEPOSITS, MINING, ETC.
3421—CUBA—The Iron Deposits of Daiquiri, Cuba. Dis-

cussion of paper of Waldemar Lindgren and Clyde P. Ross.
(Bull. A. I. M. E.. May, 1916; 7 pp.) 40c.

3422—TURKEY—Die Mineralschiitze der Tiirkei. C. Doel-
ter. (Montanistische Rundschau, Apr. 16, 1916; 314 pp.) To
be concluded.

IRON AXD STEEL METALLURGV
3423—ALLOTROPIC CHANGES—A New Thermo-Electric

Method of Studying Allotropic Changes in Iron or Other
Metals. Carl Benedicks. (Advance copy. Iron and Steel Inst.,
1916; 10 pp., illus.)

3424—BELGII^M—Die Entwicklung und Bedeutung der
Eisenindustrie Belgiens. R. Kind. (Montanistische Rund-
schau, Apr. 16, 1916; 2 pp.)

3425—BLAST FURNACE—Burdening the Blast Furnace. J.
E. Johnson, Jr. (Met. and Chem. Eng., Apr. 15, 1916; "% pp.)
40c.

3425-a— BLAST-FURNACE OPERATION. Casting and
Flushing the Furnace. Blowing In, Blowing Out and Banking.
J. E. Johnson, Jr. (Met. and Chem. Eng., May 15, 1916; 9% pp.)
40c.

3426—BLAST-FURNACE PRACTICE—Measurement of the
Temperature Drop in Blast-Furnace Hot-Blast Mains. Dis-
cussion of paper of R. J. Wvsor. (Bull. A. I. M. E. May. 1916;
8 pp., illus.) 40c.

3427—CAST IRON—The Control of Chill in Cast Iron. Con-
sidering the Elements Effective in the Manufacture of Mal-
leable and Chilled Car Wheels. Discussion of pa|)er of Graf-
ton M. Thrasher. (Bull. A. I. M. E.. May, 1916; 1\ pp) 40c.

3428—CHROMIUM STEEI^—Initial Temperature and Criti-
cal Cooling Velocities of a Chromium Steel. C. A. Edwards.
J. N. Greenwood and H. Kikkawa. (Advance copy. Iron and
Steel Inst.. 1916; 27 pp.. illus.)

3429—CORROSION and the Engineer. W. H. Walker.
(Advance copy. Am. Electrochem. Soc, Apr., 1916; 4% pp.)

3430—CORROSION—The Theory of the Corrosion of Steel.
Leslie Aitchlson. (Advance copy. Iron and Steel Inst., 1916;
IS pp., Illus.)

3431—ELECTRIC-STEEL PLANT—Bethlehem's New Elec-
tric Steel Plant. (Iron Age, May IS, 1916; 1% pp., Illus.)

20c.

3432 — FERRO-ALLOYS— Rustless Ferro-Alloys. Leslie
Aitchlson. (Engineer, Apr. 21 and 28, 1916; 3 pp.. Illus.) 80c.

3433—FRANCE—Outlook for the Steel Industry of France.
H. H. Campbell. (Iron Age. May 18, 1916; 214 pp.) 20c.

3434—T.NTDUSTRIAL STEELS—How to Select Industrial
Steels. Arthur K. Paige. (Eng. Mag.. May, 1916; 9 |ip.) 40c.

3435—MANGANESE-STEEIy CASTINGS In the Mining In-
dustry. Diirusslon of paper of Walter S. McKee. (Bull.
A. I. M. E, May. 1916; ^\i, pp.) 40c.

3436—MARTIN PROCESS—L'Acler Martin dans Le Monde.
Emile Demenge. (G<^nie Civil. Apr. 15 and 22, 1916; 8 pp..
Illus.) Conclusion of article previously Indexed.
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3437—METALLOGRAPHY of Steel for United States Naval
Ordnance. Di.scuasion of paper of Harold Earle Cook. (Bull.
A. I. M. E., May, 1910; 914 pp.) 40p.

3438—OPEN-HEARTH PRACTICE—An Improvement In
Open-Hearth Practice. (Iron Akc. May 18, 191G; 1 Vz pp.,
illu.s. ) Translation of an article by K. Kniepert In Stahl und
Ei: 20c

3439—PIPING AND .SEGREGATION—Controlling Piping
and .Segregation. Henry M. Howe, also discussion by E. P.
Kenney. (Iron Tr. Rev., Apr. 27, 1916; 6 pp., illus.) Paper be-
fore Am. Iron and Steel Inst. 20c.

3440—PURE IRON—The Effect of Vacuum Fusion Upon
the Magnetic Properties of Pure Open-Hearth Iron. Trygve
D. Yensen. (Met. and Chem. Eng., May 15, 1916; 2 pp., illus.)

40c.

3441—RECALESCENCE—Early Experiments on the Recal-
escence of Iron and Steel. A. Mallock. (Advance copy. Iron
and Steel Inst., 1916; 5 pp., illus.)

3442—SURFACE TENSION EFFECTS in the Inter-Crystal-
line Cement in Metals and the Elastic Limit. F. C. Thompson.
(Advance copy. Iron and .Steel Inst., 1916; 39 pp., illus.)

3443—TESTING—A Few Experiments on the Hardness
Testing of Mild Steel. W. N. Thomas. (Advance copy. Iron
and Steel Inst., 1916; 1.5 pp., illus.)

344 4—TOOL STEELS—Note on the Relations Between the
Cutting Efficiencies of Tool Steels and Their Brinell or Sclero-
scope Hardness. J. O. Arnold. (Advance copy, Iron and Steel
Inst., 1916; 3 pp.)

l.E.\D AND ZINC

344.5—ANALYSIS?—A Proposed Quick Analytical Method
for Determining the Zinc in Retort Residues or Electric Zinc
Furnace Slags. Woolsey McA. Johnson. (Met. and Chem.
Eng., Apr. 1, 1916; 314 pp.. illus.) 40c.

3446—CONCENTRATION of Zinc Ore in Wisconsin. H. P.
Wherry. (Min. and Sci. Press, Apr. 22, 1916; By, pp., illus.)
2nc.

3447—ELECTROLYSIS of Zinc Ores. Hartwell Conder.
(Austral. Statesman and Min. Stand., Apr. 13, 1916; 3 p.) 40c.

3448—JOPLIN—Studies of .loplin Ore Deposits. H. Foster
Bain. (Min. Mag., Apr., 1916; 61/2 PP.. illus.) 40c.

3449—LEAD .SULPHATE—The Decomposition and Reduc-
tion of Lead Sulphate at Elevated Temperatures. W. Mosto-
witsch. (Bull. A. I. M. E., May, 1916; 9^4 pp.) 40c.

3450—PRODUCTION of Lead in the United States in 1915.
C. E. Siebenthal. (U. S. Geol. Surv., 1916; 4 pp.)

3451—SMELTING—Bunker Hill and Sullivan Smelting
Works at Kellogg, Idaho. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May 13,
1916; 1 p.. illus.) 20c.

OTHER METALS
3452—ALUMINUM—Notes on the Analysis of Aluminum

and Its Allovs. W. H. Withey. (Advance copy, Inst, of
Metals, Mar., 1916; 15 pp.)

3453—ANTIMONY—Los Criaderos de Antimonio de Mexico.
(Bol. Minero, Apr. 1. 1916: 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

3454—ANTIMONY PRODUCTION in Hunan Province,
South China. A. S. Wheler. (Bull.s. 138 and 139, I. M. M , 1916;
7 pp.) Contributed remarks on paper previously indexed.

3455—MANGANESE—Owl Head Manganese Deposits, San
Bernardino County, California. R. L. Mann. (Min. and Eng.
Wld., Apr. 15, 1916; 1% PP-. illus.) 20c.

3456—MANGANESE ORES of Russia, India, Brazil and
Chile. E. C. Harder. (Bull. A. I. M. E., May, 1916; 371/4 pp.,
illus.) 40c.

3457—MERCURIAL POISONING. (Travelers Standard,
Mar., 1916; 41/2 pp.)

3458—MOLYBDENL'M—Some New Methods of Testing for
Molybdenum. James Moir. (Journ. Chem. Met. and Min. Soc.
of So. Afr., Mar., 1916; % p.) 60c.

3459—MONEL METAL. F. H. Mason. (Min. and Sci. Press,
Apr. 22, 1916; 2 pp., illus.) 20c.

3460—NICKEL—Origin of Sudbury Nickel-Copper Deposits.
Cvril W. Knight. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May 6, 1916; 1% pp.,
ilius.) 20c.

3461 — NIOBIUM-TANTALUM MINERALS — Analysis of
Niobium-Titanium Minerals, With Some New Tests for Ni-
obium. Tantalum and Titanium. James Moir. (Journ. Chem.,
Met, and Min. Soc. of So. Afr., Mar., 1916; 1 'Ji pp.) 60c.

:t462—PLATINUM SUUSTTTL'TES—A Development of Prac-
tical Substitutes tor Platinum and It.s Alloys, with Special
Reference to Alloys of Tungsten and Molybdenum. Discus-
sion of paper of Frank Alfred Fahrenwald. (Bull. A. I. M. E.,

May, 1916; 3V2 PP-) "tOc.

3463—QUICKSILVER REDUCTION. Herbert Lang. (Min.
and Sci. Press. May 13, 1916; 8 pp.) 20c.

3464—RADIUM—On the Extraction of Radium, Etc., by
the U. S. Bureau of Mines. Correspondence from Chas. L.
Parsons. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., May, 1916; 3>,4 pp.)
60c.

3465—RARE MINERAL.S—Notes on Rare Minerals in Mad-
agascar. T. P. Waites. (Journ. Chem., Met. and Min. Soc. of
So. Afr., Mar., 1916; 2 pp.) 60c.

3466—TIN—A Combined Hydraulic and Mechanical Classi-
fier. M. G. F. Sohnlein. (Bull. A. I. M. E., Apr.. 1916; 6 pp.
illus.)

3467—TUNGSTEN—Devon Wolfram Mine, Near Coolgarra.
E. Cecil Saint-Smith. (Queensland Govt. Min. Journ., Feb. 15,

1916; IH pp., illus.) 60c.

3468—TUNGSTEN—Wolframite Mining in the Tavoy Dis-
trict, Lower Burma. E. Maxwell-Lefroy. (Bull. 138, I. M. M.,
Mar. 16, 1916; 10 pp.) Contributed remarks on paper pre-
viously indexed.

3469—VANADIUM—The Determination of Vanadium by
Cupferron, C„Hr,N (ONH,)NO. W. A. Turner. (Am. Journ. of
Sci., Apr., 1916; 4^4 PP.) 60c.

.XOXMETALLir .'HI>'RRAL,.S
3470—ALLANITE—The Radio-Activlty of Allanite. L. S.

Pratt. (Bull. A. I. M. K.. May, 1916; 1 p.) 2(Jc.

3471—CLAY—Pennsylvania Fire Clay. Discussion of paper
of L. C. Morganroth. (Bull. A. I. M. E., May. 1916; 1 p.) 40c.

3472—CRYOLITE—The Cryolite Mine at Ivigtut. Green-
land. Clinton I'. Bernard. (Min. Mag., Apr., 1916; 2 pp.,
illus.) 4 0c.

34 73—EMERALD DEPOSITS of .Muzo, Colombia. Joseph
E. Pogue. (Bull. A. I. M. E., May, 1916; 24 pp., illus.) 40c.

3474—FULLER'S EARTH In 1915. Jefferson Middleton.
(Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1915—Part II; 4 pp.)

3475—NITRATE—Labor-Saving Problem of Chilean Ni-
trate Field. V. L. Havens. (Chem. Engr., Apr., 1916; 2%
pp.)

3476—NITRATE—The Genesis of the Chilean Nitrate De-
posits. Joseph T. Singewald, Jr., and Benjamin LeRoy Miller.
(Econ. Geol., Mar.-Apr., 1916; 12 pp.) Paper before Pan-
American Sci. Congress. 60c.

PETROI>Ei;.M AND N.%Tl-RAL, GAS
3477—BURMA—Geology of the Country Near Ngahlaingd-

win, Minbu District, Burma. Cesare Porro. (Rec, Geol. Surv.
of India, Dec, 1915; 21% pp., illus.)

3478—ILLINOIS—Geologic Structure of Canton and Avon
Quadrangles. T. E. Savage. (Extract from Bull. 33, 111.

State Geol. Surv., 1916; 9^4 pp., illus.)

3479—ILLINOI.S—Petroleum in Illinois in 1914 and 1915.
Fred H. Kay. (Extract from Bull. 33, 111. State Geol. Surv..
1916; 20 pp.)

3480—ILLINOIS—The Carlinville Oil and Gas Field. F. H.
Kay. (Bull. 20. 111. Geol. Surv., 1915; 13% pp., illus.)

3481—TEXAS—A Reconnaissance In Palo Pinto County,
Texas, With Special Reference to Oil and Gas. Carroll H.
Wegemann. (Bull. 621-E, U. S. Geol. Surv., 1916; 9 pp., illus.)

3482—WYOMING—The Effect of Structure Upon the Mi-
gration and Separation of Hydrocarbons. L. W. Trumbull.
(Bull. 1, Wyoming State Geologists Office, 1916; 10 pp., illus.)

MIXING L.VW
3483—REFORM of the Mining Laws. (Eng. and Min.

Journ., Apr. 29, 1916; 21/2 pp.) Memorandum introduced at
meeting of New York section. Mining and Metallurgical So-
ciety of America, outlining changes considered desirable; also
editorial.

3484—REFORM—The Law of Mines. Franklin Wheaton
Smith. (Min. and Sci. Press. Apr. 22, 1916; 4 ^i pp.) Discus-
sion of act under which mineral lands are acquired and held,
and the changes needed. 20c.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY—GENERAL
3485—INDIA—Notes on the Geology of Chitral, Gilgit and

the Pamirs. H. H. Havden. (Rec. of Geol. Surv. of India.
Dec, 1915; 65 pp., illus.)

3486—MAGMATIC DIFFERENTIATION in Effusive Rocks.
Discussion of paper of Sidney Powers and Alfred C. Lane.
(Bull. A. I. M. E., May, 1916; 2'4 PP-. illus.) 40c.

3487—MANGANESE SOLUTIONS—The Oxidation of Man-
ganese Solutions in Presence of the Air. Victor Lenher.
(Econ. Geol., Mar.-.\pr., 1916; 2»,4 pp.) 60c.

34SS—SERICITE, a Low-Temperature Hydrothermal. Austin
F. Rogers. (Econ. Geol., Mar.-.\pr., 1916; 37 pp., illus.) 60c.

3489—SOUTH ALTSTRAI-IA—Tie Geology and Prospects of
the Region to the South of the Musgrave Ranges and the
Geology of the Western Portion of the Great Australian Arte-
sian Basin. R. Lockhart Jack. (Bull. 5, Geol. Surv. of So.
Austr., 1915; 72 pp., illus.)

3490—WESTERN AUSTRALIA—The Mining Fields of
Western Australia. A. Gibb Maltland. (Bull. 64, West. Aus-
tral. Geol. Surv., 1915; 13% pp., illus.)

MINING—(iEXERAL
3491—ACCIDENTS—Coal-Mine Fatalities in the United

States, February, 1916; List of Permissible Explosives, Lamps
and Motors Tested Prior to April 15, 1916. Albert H. Fay.
(U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1916; 20 pp.)

3492—ACCIDENTS—Coal-Mine Fatalities in the United
States, 1915; List of Permissible Explosives, Lamps and Mo-
tors Tested Prior to January 1. 1916. .\lbert H. Fay. (U. S.

Bureau of Mines, 1916; SO pp., illus.)

3493—ALASKA—Report of the Territorial Mine Inspector
to the Governor of Alaska for 1915. (William Maloney. Terri-
torial Mine Inspector.)

3494—ARIZONA—Mining in Northern Arizona. Chas. F.
Willis. (Min. and Sci. Press, Apr. 29, 1916; 1 »j pp., illus.) 20c.

3495—BLASTING—Liquid Air as an Explosive. (Min. Mag.,
Apr., 1916; 2 pp.) Editorial commenting on the application in

Germany of liquid air, as substitute for explosives. 40c.

3496—BR.\ZIL—Mining Industry in Brazil. Benjamin Le-
roy Millir and Joseph T. Singewald, Jr. (Eng. and Min. Journ.,
Apr. 29, 1916; 3% pp., illus.) 20c.

3497 COLOMBIA—Mining Possibilities in Colombia, South
America— I. Matt W. Alderson. (Min. and Eng. Wld., May
20, 1916; 3^i pp., illus.) 20c.

349S—C0-0PER.\T1VE EFFORTS in Mining. Joseph P.

Hodgson. (Advance copy, A. I. M. E.. Sept., 1916; 3 pp.)
20c.

3499_DIAMOND-DRILL CORES, The Rifling of. Walter
R. Crane. (Bull. A. I. M. E.. May 1916; 11 pp., Illus.) 40c.

3500—DUST—Recent Investigations on Dust in Mine Air
and tlie Cau.sation of Miners' Phthisis. James Moir. (Journ.
Chem.. Met. and Min. Soc. of So. .\tr.. Feb., 1916; 2 pp.) Reply
to discussion of article previously indexed.

3501—ELECTRIC POWER—.Application of Electric Power
to Mining Work in the WItwatersrand Area. South Africa.
Discussion of paper of J. Norman Bulkley. (Bull. A. I. M. E..

May. 1916; 3 pp.) 40c.

3502—FIRES—Explosiblllty of Gases from Mine Fires.
Geo. A. Burrell and Geo. G. Oberfell. (Tech. Paper 134, U. S,

Bureau of Mines, 1915; 31 pp.. Illus.)
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3503—ITALIAN MINERAL INDUSTRY. The. Editorial,
(llin. Journ.. Apr. 29, ISlfi; 1 1,*. pp.) 40c.

3504—MINE TRACKS—Turnouts for Mine Tracks. (Eng.
and Min. Journ.. Mav li. 1916: 1 Vi PP-. illus.) From article by
Ralph D. Brown in" -Engineering News." Feb. 3, 1916. 20c.

3505—ORE TRANSPORT—A Description of the General
Lay-Out of the Modrler P. Gold Mine, with Particular Refer-
ence to the Methods Adopted for the Transport of Ore Under-
ground. H. Stuart Martin. (Journ. So. Afr. Inst, of Engrs.,
Feb., 1916: 2% pp.) Author's reply to discussion of paper pre-
viously indexed.

3506—PERU—The Mining Industry of Peru. Joseph T.
Singewald, Jr. and Benjamin LeRoy Miller. (Eng. and Min.
Journ., May 13, 1916: 5% pp., illus.) 20c.

3507—PERU—Vistas Del Peru. H. E. West. (Min. and
Sci. Press. May 13. 1916: 3 pp.. illus.) 20c.

350S—QUEENSLAND MINING INDUSTRY in 1915. Report
bv Under Secretary for Mines. (Queensland Govt. Min. Journ.,
Jiar. 15, 1916; 16% PP-. 'llus.) 60c.

3509—RUSSIA—The Urals and Their Mineral Wealth. T.

H. Preston. (Min. Mag., Apr.. 1916: 5 pp., illus.) 40c.

3510—SHAFT SINKIN(3—Three Shaft-Sinking Methods.
Albert E. Hall. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Apr. 29. 1916: 1%
pp., illus.) 20c.

3511—SIGNALING—A New Battery Signaling Bell. W. M.
Thornton. (Trans. N. Eng. Inst. Min. and Mech. Eng.. Dec.
1915: 1314 pp., illus.)

3512—SURVEYIN(3—Practice in Rapid Taping in Montana
Mountain Work. E. E. Thum. (Eng. News, Apr. 27. 1916;
=4 P-) 20c.

3513—TURKEY—Die Mineralschiitze der Tiirkel. C. Doel-
ter. (Montanistische Rundschau, Apr. 16, 1916; 3% pp.) To
be concluded.

3514—UTAH—Mining in Utah. L. O. Howard. (Min. and
Sci. Press. May 13. 1916; 1 p.) 20c.

3515

—

W.AlR—British Mining Industry in Relation to the
War. Presidential Address by R. A. S. Redmayne. (Bull.

139. I. M. M., Apr. 27, 1916; 16 pp.)

3516—WASHHOUSES—Lackawanna Washhouses at Loomis
Collierv. C. M. Young. (Coal Age, Apr. 29. 1916: 1>4 pp..

illus.) 20c.

3517—WIRE-ROPE LUBRICATION. George R. Rowland.
(Coal Age. May 6. 1916; Ig pp.) 20c.

ORE DRESSING—GENER.^L
351S—CRUSHING—Fine Grinding; Stamps and Ball Mills.

Henry Hanson. (Min. and Sci. Press. May 13, 1916: 3 pp.)
20c.

3519—CRUSHING—Installation of Tube Mills. Chas. Labbe.
(Eng. and Min. Journ.. Apr. 29. 1916; 1 >/4 pp.. illus.) 20c.

3520—FLOTATION—Direct Drive for Flotation Machines.
Girard B. Rosenblatt. (Min. and Eng. Wld., May 20, 1916;
114 pp., illus.) 20c.

3521—FLOTATION—How Flotation W^orks. G. D. Van
Arsdale. (Eng. and Min. Journ., May 13. 1916; 5 pp., illus.)

20c.

3522—FLOTATION—Notes on Flotation. Discussion of
paper of John M. Callow, by G. D. Van Arsdale and others.
(Bull. A. I. M. E.. May. 1916; 4% pp.) 40c.

3523—FLOT.ATION—Recent Progress In Flotation. Robert
J. Anderson. (Journ. Franklin Inst.. May. 1916; 15 pp.) 60c.

3523-a—FLOTATION—Testing of Pine-Oil for Flotation.
(Bull. Can. Min. Inst.. May. 1916; 2^4 pp.. illus.)

3524—FLOTATION PRACTICE in Missouri. L. A. Delano.
(Min. and Sci. Press. Apr. 29. 1916; 1 p.) 20c.

3525—FLOT.VTION PRINCIPLES. Oliver C. Ralston. Cor-
idence. (Min. and Sci. Press. Apr. 29. 1916; 2 pp.) 20c.

„.^26—SLIMES—The Control of Ore Slimes—I and II. (Iliver

C Ralston. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Apr. 29 and May 20. 1916;

6V4 pp., illus.) 20c.

MET.-VLLl'RGY—GENER.*!.

3527—BLAST-FI'RNACE FEEDING—Mechanical Feeding
as Applied to Silver-Lead Blast Furnaces. L. Douglass Ander-
son. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. May 20. 1916; 3% pp.. illus.) 20c.

3528—BRITISH COLUMBIA—Metallurgical Improvements
in British Columbia. E. Jacobs. (Can. Min. Journ.. May 15,

1916: Hi pp.) 20c.

3529—COST-ACCOUNTING in the Construction and Opera-
tion of a Copper Smelter. Ernest Edgar Thum. (Met. and
Chem. Eng., May 1 and 15, 1916; 7 pp.. illus.) .sOc.

3530— ELECTRIC-FITRNACE PRODUCTS. (Ferro-Alloys.
Aluminum. Abrasives. Etc.) F. J. Tone. (Mot. and Chem.
Eng.. Mav 1. 1916: 2Vi pp.) "ne of a symposium of papers
on Niagara Falls Power, presented at Am. Electrochem. Soc.
meeting. Apr. 27, 1916. 40c.

3531^RO,\STING—The Double Roasting Process at East
Helena. (Min. and Sci. Press, May 6. 1916; 4V2 1>P) 20c.

FIELS
(See iiImo rctroleiim iinil KnturnI <inM>

3532—BRIQl'ETTING—Fuel Briquetting in 1915. C. E.

Lesher. (Mineral Resources of the U. S., 1915—Part II; « pp..
illus.)

3533—FLUE GASES—Instruments for Recording Carbon
Dioxide In Flue Gases. J. F. liarkley and S. B. Flagg. (Bull.
91. U. S. Bureau of Mines. 1916; 60 pp., illus.)

3534—FUEL ECONfi.MY. Wm. A. Bone. (Journ. Soc. Chem.
Ind.. Apr. 15, 1916; 7Vi pp.) Sllc.

.MI\I><i .4XD .MK'I'AM.l IKilC.tl.. M.lfHI.NERY
3535—BELTING—Specifications for Purchase of Leather

Belting. (Am. Maeh., May 25. 1916; 4% pp.. Illus.) Discus-
sion of previous article from viewpoint of manufacturer and
user. 20c.

3536—BRITISH MACHINERY and the Russian Market. P.

Gurewitch. (Engineer. Apr. 21, 1916; H4 p.) Reviews Rus-
sians need for mining machinery, and proportion of It sup-
plied by Great Britain. 40c.

respo

3550—BASIC
Solubility o
(Journ. .Soc.

3537—CHEMICAL APPARATUS — The Manufacture of
Chemical Apparatus in the United States. Arthur H. Thomas.
(Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem., May. 1916; 4(4 pp.) Address
before Am. Chem. Soc. April, 1916. 60c.

3538—CONVEYING MACHINERY—Handling Materials in
Manufacturing Plants. Robert L. Streeter. (Kng. Mag., May.
1916; 30% pp., illus.) Concluding article of series—monorails:
pneumatic systems; gravity conveyors: automatic weighing
machines. 40c.

3539—EXCAVATOR—Light Steam Shovel with Scraper Ac-
tion. (Eng. News, Apr. 27, 1916: 1 p., illus.) Describes the
Keystone traction excavator. 20c.

3540—FLUE GASES—Instruments for Recording Carbon
Dioxide in Flue Gases. J. F. Barklev and S. R. Flagg. (Bull.
91, U. S. Bureau of Mines, 1916; 60 pp.. illus.)

3541—FURNACE—A Practical Design for a Tungsten or
Molvbdenum-Wound Furnace. F. A. Fahrenwald. (Journ.
Ind. and Eng. Chem.. May. 1916; 1 p., illus.) 6(jc.

3542—HOIST—The New Electric Hoist of the North Butte
Mining Co. Discussion of paper of Franklin Moeller. (Bull.
A. I. M. E.. May. 1916: 2 pp.) 40c.

3543—INSULATION for High Temperatures. P. A. Boeck.
(Iron Tr. Rev.. Mav 11, 1916: 214 pp.) Paper before Am. Soc.
of Mechan, Engrs. 20c.

3544—LABORATORY FURNACES—High-Temperature Lab-
oratory Furnaces. (Engineering, Mar. 17, 1916; 11/2 pp.. illus.)
Comments on a paper by J. A. Harker before the Faraday
Society. 40c.

3545—PUMPIN(3—The Centrifugal Pumping Plant of the
Durban-Roodepoort Deep. Ltd. E. G. Izod and J. A. P. Rouil-
lard. (Journ. So. Afr. Instn. of Engrs., Feb.. 1916; i% pp.)
Authors' reply to discussion.

SAMPUNG .\ND ASSAYING
3546—ALUMINUM DLTST—Estimating Metallic Aluminum

in Aluminum Dust. J. E. Clennell. (Eng. and Min. Journ..
May 6. 1916; 214 pp.)

3547—BORAN IN MATTE FUSION. Effect of. G. E. John-
son. (Eng. and Min. Journ.. Apr. S. 1916; 2 pp.. illus.) 20c.

354S—MINE SAMPLING and Mapping. Robert J. Burgess.
(Eng. and Min. Journ.. Mar. 25. 1916; 1 p.) 20c.

3549—TOLUENE—The Determination of Toluene. With a
Note on the Application of the Method to Benzene and Xylene.
Hugh W. James. (Journ. So-j. Chem. Ind., Feb. 29, 1916; 4^4
pp., illus.)

INDISTRI At, <HEMISTRY
SLAG—The Influence of Fluorspar on the

Basic Slag in Citric Acid. G. S. Robertson.
Ind., Feb. 29, 1916; 1 ?4 pp.)

3551—COAL-GAS RESIDUALS and Their Application. Fred
H. Wagner. (Journ. Frank. Inst.. Apr.. 1916; 19% pp., illus.)
60c.

3552—COAL-TAR PRODUCTS—Electricity in a Coal-Refin-
ing Plant. Frank D. Burr. (Elec. Rev.. Feb. 26. 1916; 2% pp..
illus.) Describes new industry being started in Denver by
Denver Gas and Elec. Light Co. to obtain tar products from
lignite or noncoking' coal. 20c.

3553—LABORATORY—The Functions and Organization of
a Technical Laboratory. B. D. Porritt. (Journ. Soc. Chem.
Ind.. Mar. 31. 1916; 2% pp.)

3554—NITROGEN. CARBON, ETC.—The R61e of Chemistry
in th^ Wai-. Allerton S. Cushman. (Journ. Franklin Inst.,
Feb., 1916; 27 pp., illus.) 60c.

3555—PHOSPHATES—The Solubility of Mineral Phosphates
in Citric Acid. Part II. S. S. Robertson. (Journ. Soc. Chem.
Ind.. Feb. 29. 1916; 3 pp.)

3556—POTASH—Evaporation of Brine from Searles Lake.
California. W. B. Hicks. (Prof. Paper 9S-A. U. S. Geol. Surv..
Feb. 21. 1916: 9 pp.. illus.)

3557—POTASH from Kelp; A Record of Handling Kelp In
Commercial Large-Scale Operation. 1. F. Laucks. (Met. and
Chem. Eng.. Mar. 15. 1916; 414 pp.. illus.) 40c.

355S—POTASH from Kelp in Southern California. H. L.
Glaze. (Met. and Chem. Eng.. Apr. 1. 1916; 2 pp.) 40c.

3559 — POTASH RECOVERY and the Cottrell Proces.s.
(Min. and oil Bull., Mar., 1916; 3J pp.. illus.)

3560—SULPHURIC ACID — The Roasting and Sulphurlc-
Acld Plants of the Bradun Copper Co. (Tenicnte Topics. Dec,
1915; 9 pp.. illus.)

3561—NITROGEN INDl'STRY. The. W. S. Landis. (Met.
and Chem. Eng., May 1, 1916; 2^ pp.) One of a Symposium
of papers on Niagara Falls power, presented at meeting of
Am. Electrochem. Soc, Apr. 27. 1916. 40c.

3562—WAR—The American Chemist and the War's Prob-
lems. James R. Withrow. (Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem.. May.
1916; 3 ',4 pp.) Address before Am. Assn. for the Advance-
ment of Sci.. Dec. 30. 1915. 60c.

HIISCKI.I.AMOOf S

3568—ALASKA—General Information Regarding the Terri-
tory of Alaska. (U. S. Dcpt. of Interior. 1916; 69 pp.. illus.)

35fi9 — .AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING COM-
P.VNV'S REPORT. (Eng. and Min. Journ., Mar. 25, 1916: H4
pp.) .Abstract of annual report. 20c.

3570—BELGIUM—The Great Industries in Belgium Before
and During the War. H. Hubert. (Engineer, Mar. 10, 1916:
^1 p.) Fifth article of serli'S. 40c.

3571—LABORATORIES—Description of the Laboratories of
the Mines Branch of the Department of Mines, Ottawa. (Bull.

13, Can. Dcpt. of Mines, 1916: 51 pp. and 60 plates.)

3572—PATENT LAW—The Need of a Change in the Patent
Law. James M. Hvdc. (Min. and Sci. Press, Apr. 15. 1916;
4 pp.) 20c.

3573—RUSSIA—L'lndustrle Russe et Son Developpement.
(Gfnle Civil. Jan. 29. 1916; 2% pp.) 40c.

3574—SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT—The Work, the Worker
and His Wages. V. B. and L. M. Gllbrcth. (Iron Age, .Mar
9, 1916; 2% pp.)
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firocess, but in 1897 the smelting of these ores to matte

was commenced, and in a short time a dozen or more small

plants were erected. Ores ranging above 30% Cu were

exported to Europe or sold to the Yauli and Casapalca

smelters, and those lower in copper were reduced to matte

for exportation. The first blast furnace in the region was

that of E. E. Fernandini at Hauraucaca. In 1898 an
American syndicate became interested in many of the

mines, and in 1902 the Cerro de Pasco Mining Co. was
organized. This company's smeltery at La Fundicion was

put in operation in 1906 and again placed Cerro de Pasco

among the foremost metal-producing districts of the

world, but this time as a producer of copper.

The principal operator is the Cerro de Pasco Mining

Co.. Init E. E. Fernandini, a Peruvian, is an important

SrNOF8IIS—From 1630 to ISOS Cerro de Pasco

was a silver camp. With the advent of the Cerro de

Pasco Mining Co., copper mining began in earnest.

Ores occur in rliyolite conglomerates and tuffs. Oxi-

dized silver ores of little importance today iut

copper-sulphide ores, noiv being mined, carry silver

and a small amount of gold. Geology of the dis-

trict is discussed at some length and the mining

and smelting methods are outlined.

The Cerro de Pasco mining district was discovered in

1G30 and until 1898 was a silver-mining camp. During

this period only the oxidized, or pacos, ores were worked

and it has been estimated that a total of 9,000,000 tons of

LOOKING ACROSS CERRO DE PASCO FROM MINING COMPANY'S GENKliAL OFFICE

ore yielding an aggregate of $5(;5.000,000 was taken out.

These ores were treated in the neighborhood in many small

amalgamation plants using the patio process. An enor-

mous number of these was erected, and it is estimated they

had a total capacity of 185.000 tons per year, although

only a small fraction were ever in operation at any one

time. After the district had been long on the decline, it

suffered a great setback in 1893 when the price of silver

dropped so low, and another in 1897 when the Peruvian

government refused to coin any more silver.

The copper-sulphide ores had been worked only suffi-

ciently to supply the copper sulphate required in the patio

•Associate in economic geolog.v, .lolins Hopltins University,
Baltimore. Mil.

tProfessor nf geology, Lehigh University, South Beth-
lehem. Penn.

jii'oducer though on a much smaller scale, and in addition

there are several other small producers. The Cerro do

Pasco Alining Co. obtains its coal supply from its own
coal mines to the north of Cerro de Pasco ; has at La Fun-
dicion, 14 km. south of the mines, a smelting plant tha(

is producing over (5,000,000 lb. of cojijier per month; near

Oroya it has built a 12,000-hp. hydro-eleetric jilaiit with a

70-mi. transmission line: the company completed and

operates the Cerro de Pa.seo K.K., running from Cerro de

Pasco to connect with the Ferrocarril Central del Peru at

Oroya, a distance of 133 km., with branch lines to the coal

mines, "iS km. long. It is estimated that 2-"> to 30 million

dollars has been invested by this company in Peru, which

is piobably the largest sum ever invested in a copper

operation and certainlv the lamest investment of Amer-
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ican capital in a single mining enterprise in South
America, tliough recently it has l)een closely seconded by

the investment of the Chile Copper Co. at Chuquicamata

in Chile.

The output of the Cerro de Pasco mines is over 30,000

tons per month. The ores carry copper as the most valu-

able constituent, with appreciable quantities of silver and

gold. The average grade of the ore shipped from the dis-

trict is about 11 oz. silver and ?% copper. The ratio of

precious metals to copper is such that the l)lister copper

carries 1 oz. An and 140 oz. Ag per ton. Though this may
seem low for a district that was at one time a producer of

silver only, these precious metals add appreciably to the

value of the ores.

The Cerro de Pasco district is situated in the midst

of a group of low hills on the painpa between the two

ranges of the Andes at an elevation of a little more than

14,000 ft. The distance by rail from Lima is 342 km.,

and the elevation at the Cerro de Pasco station is 14,208

ft. Owing to the comparatively low relief, this also rep-

resents approximately the elevation of the mines. Except

for the absence of trees and the rapid change in tempera-

ture accompanying the appearance and disappearance of

the sun, it would be difficult to realize the great eleva-

tion, as the only rugged snow-capped mountains visible

are far away on the horizon.

Ore ForxD ix Rhyolite Agglojierates and Tuffs

The greater part of the country in the vicinity consists

of limestones and limestone conglomerates associated with

which are some shales and sandstones. These sedimentary

rocks are of Mesozoic and probably chiefly Cretaceous age.

They have been cut by numerous igneous intrusions, and

immediately to the west and northwest of the town of

Cerro de Pasco is an area of igneous rock surrounded by

limestone, which has a diameter of about 1% mi. and has

the composition of rhyolite. Roughly, the western part of

this area of igneous rock consists of rhyolite and the east-

ern part of rhyolite agglomerates and tuffs. The ore

deposits are found mainly in the rhyolite agglomerates and

tuffs, and the greatest mining activity has centered in

the southeastern part of this area in the immediate vicin-

ity of the City of Cerro de Pasco.

The area between the Esperanza and the Diamante

shafts was the scene of the greatest activity in the days

when this was a silver-producing camp. Down to a depth

of as much as 100 ft. this area was underlain Ijy a great

mass of oxidized argentiferous material known as the

/iiiros ores, the richer ])ortion of wjiich was worked first by

means of opencuts and later also by shallow underground

mining. The huge underground caves left unsupported

liave since collapsed and increased tlie size of the open-

cuts, leaving the series of immense pits, or tfijos ahiertos,

as evidence of the great amount of material removed in

tliose days. The silver content of the [xuos material

left behind varies greatly, but the copper content is

almost uniformly negligible. It is an excellent examj)le

of enrichment in silver and leaching of copper in the zone

of oxidation. Even to this day local patches of pacos

ores are found that carry enough silver to make them

]:;-ofitable and are worked by raising on them and allow-

ing them to cave into the lower sulphide stopes. The oxi-

dized ores, which were the source of Cerro de Pasco's

riches for several centuries, are of practically no import-

ance? in tlie present mining activity of the district.

Below the oxidized zone an enormous mass of low-grade

pyritic ore is encountered that for the most part is too

low-gi-ade to be workable at present. At the north end,

in the vicinity of the Diamante shaft, there is a layer of

rich copper ore between the zone of oxidation and the

deeper-lying lean pyrite. On the other hand, the latter

in depth grades over into an ore carrying appreciable

(luantities of galena and sphalerite. A little farther south

toward the Esperanza shaft, the principal oreshoot of the

mine, the Piiia Blanca, is encountered. This ore is a

mixture of pyrite with enargite and famatinite, and in

places consists almost entirely of the copper minerals.

Here and there a little patch of galena is found, and from
level 4 down, the north side of this oreshoot carries abun-

dant galena and sphalerite. Several distinct veins of

high-grade ore of the kind found in the Piiia Blanca cut

the mass of low-grade pyrite. Much of this rich ore con-

sists of soft drusv enargite and famatinite and has the

500' lOOO' ISOrf

SKKTCH MAP OF PART OF CERRO DE PASCO DISTRICT

appearance of secondary sulphides formed within the mass

of lean primary pyritic material. Such an interpretation

is contrary to the evidence of Graton and Murdoch,

obtained in their study of the copper minerals in general,

who say "the mineral (enargite) appears to be practically

in all cases primary," and the richer shoots may simply

be due to a large extent at least to primary sulphide

cnricliiiK'nt.

This siil])hi(_le-ore mass is evidently a replacement stock

in a country rock of rhyolite agglomerate and tuff. About

its ])eriphery there has been also a great deal of silicifica-

tion, so that considerable dark cherty-looking silica occurs

in places, for the most part as bands and lumps that

grade outward into soft altered rhyolitic material.

Sejjarated from the larger sulphide mass by about 100

to 200 ft. of intensely sheared rock, the original character

of wiiich has been obscured by this metamorphism but

which is ])rol)ably the same igneous material, is a smaller

orebody known as the Xoruega. This lies to the east of

the south end of the Piiia Blanca. It is an orebody evi-

dently identical in character and genesis witii the other.

The country rock is a soft altered rhyolitic rock in places

grading into the same kind of black chei'ty silica impreg-

nated with more or less i)vritc. The main ore mass con-
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fists of a lean pyrite that is frequently so sugary in tex-
ture as to readily disintegrate to a sand which it is almost
impossible to keep from running in the stopes. Within
this are the richer shoots of enargite ore.

CuoSS-YeIXS KKI-HESliXTlXG DiFFEIiKXT TyPE OF
Orebody

An entirely different type of orebody is represented by
the cross-veins, which are a series of veins with an east-

west strike on the west side of the sulphide stocks. The
most important of these are found in a belt directly west
of the south end of the Pifia Blanca shoot. They liave a
northerly dip of about 6T° and an average width of 5 ft.

In order from south to north, the principal ones are kno\ra
as the Cleopatra, the Docena, the Bolognesi and the San
Ancelmo. Quartz and pyrite are the most abundant min-
erals in the vein tilling; the principal copper minerals
are enargite and famatinite ; considerable tetrahedrite and

the Diamante shaft « little over a half-mile to the north,
and the cross-veins througli it and the Excel.^ior shaft
about the same distance to the west. The maximum depth
reached is COO ft. An important independent mine in the
belt of the cross-veins is the Docena. Several smaller
mines are working veins of similar character to the north
of these, among which the most important are the Hui
Seilor and the San Expedito. The latter is such an inter-
esting example of occurrence of ore in well-defined shoots
that a description of it will be given.

Ore Occlrrexce ix Sax Expedito Mixe
The San Expedito mine is situated about midway be-

tween tlic Excelsior and Diamante shafts and is a small
mine worked through two shafts 60 m. deep. It is being
operated under lease by Bartolome Novoa, who ships the
ore to the smelting works at La Fundicion. The countrv-
rock is a rhyolite agglomerate with which is associated

ONE CJF Til

some chalcopyrite occur. Luzonite, a dimorplious form
of enargite, is said to occur, but none was seen in this

group of veins, though it was collected in ore from some
of the veins to the north of this group. Eich pockets and
shoots also occur in the veins, but on the whole the copper
minerals are sufficiently well distributed to make the veins

workable through practically their entire extent.

The country rock of the veins consists of the various
phases of the rhyolitic rock. Near the Esperanza shaft
it consists of the highly sheared rock mentioned in con-
nection with the sulphide masses; farther west it passes
into the rhyolite agglomerate, and in the vicinity of the
Excelsior shaft it is the true rhyolite.

The C'crro de Pasco ilining Co. is working these ore-

bodies through three shafts, of which the Esperanza,
about 900 ft. north of the railroad station, is the princi-

pal one. The sulphide stocks are worked through it and

more or less tuff showing distinct stratification. Cutting
this rock are three veins, known as the Bronce, Parallel
and San Expedito. with the strike relations shown in the
sketch. The dip is steep to the north or northwest.

In tlie upper levels only the San Expedito and Parallel
veins are present, but the latter does not extend below M)
m. in depth. The Bronce vein first appeai-s at that depth.
unites with the San Expedito to the west, and beyond
the junction determines the course of the united veins.

These veins are by no means workable throughout their
whole extent, but the profitable ore occure in distinct ore-

shoots of limited size. The largest oreshoot is one in the
San I'^xpedito vein, which is encountered at a depth of

30 ni. at the jioint .1, where the stringer from the parallel

vein unites with that vein. It has a flat westerly pitch and
at a di]itli of 50 m. is found at the junction of the San
Expclito and Bronce veins. On the 50-m. level at the
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point C, in the Bronce vein, there was a small pocket of

rich ore that contained 150 tons carrying 2-5% Cu. The
C(>])per content of the ore mined is above the average for

tile district, hut the silver content is low. The most dis-

tinctive form of the shoots is that of small horizontally

elongate mas.ses that 'Sir. Xovoa appropriately likens to

sausages. Many of them are only 1 to 2 m. wide with the

same height and a length of about 10 m.
As is commonly the case in the veins of the district, the

most "abundant minerals are quartz and pyrite. The
valuable copper mineral is enargite, some of which occurs

in the form of luzonite. and there is also some tetrahedrite

present. Massive g^vpsum, as well as a little selenite, was
seen at several places in the veins. There is no apparent

system in the distribution of the oreshoots, and for that

reason the method of mining is most irregular and con-

sists merely of drifting about from one in search of an-

other. Consequently the most primitive native methods of

mining are emjjloyed.

Treathext of the SixPHiDE Ores

Since the pacos silver ores are no longer a factor in the

district, the many small patio plants have long since been

abandoned. The small copper-matte smelteries were not

able to compete with the two large smelting plants and
have also succmnbed. The presence of modern smelting

works has done away with the advantage of exporting the

richer ores, and consequently all the production of the

district is handled in the two works of the Cerro de Pasco

Mining Co. and E. E. Fernandini. At the mine the ores

are subjected to no other preliminary treatment than

hand-sorting. At La Fundicion the crude ore is screened

over %-in. screens and the oversize smelted at once. Fn-
dersize is sintered on six Dwight-Lloyd machines, with

a total capacity of 250 tons daily.

The Cerro de Pasco Mining Co. has at La Fundicion a

thoroughly modern smelting plant. The ores are received

in twelve 2,000-ton steel ore bins that are filled from the

railroad tracks over them. There are six reverberatory

furnaces and four water-jacket blast furnaces having a

daily capacity of about 300 tons. The slag is granu-

lated and runs out on the hillside below the works. In the

converter department there are seven stands. Coke is

made in the company's coke plant, consisting of seventy

75-ton beehive ovens, from coal obtained from its own
mines. Fire and silica brick are made at its brick plant.

A limestone quarry on the railroad between the mines

and the smeltery furnishes flux. A 12,000-hp.

liydro-electric plant furnishes ample power both for the

company's operations in this district and for the use of

the Morococha Mining Co. in the Morococha district. The
diverse activities of this company illustrate well the neces-

sity of having a complete plant capable of supplying prac-

tically all of its own needs, if success is to be expected

in mining in such distant countries. They also emphasize

the need of adequate financial backing and large invest-

ments, if such a mining enterprise is not to be lioi)elessly

handicapped in it.s development.

The Hauraucaca smeltery, of Fernandini, which handles

the rest of the oriw of the district, is mncli snialicr tlian

Cerro de Pasco's, but it is a well-equip|)('d plant. It con-

sists of two blast furnaces, of 70 and l.'tO tons' capacity

respectively, two roasting furnaces and two reverberatory

furnaces. In addition there is a 120-ton concentrating

mill with 8tami)9, iiuntington mill, jigs, Wilflev tables, and

vanners in which the silver ores from the Colquijirca mine
are concentrated before smelting. Both coal and taquin

are used for fuel. Power is furni.'ihed by a 1,200-hp. hy-

dro-electric plant on the Rio Blanco.

Probably no other outside factor has contributed so

much to making this enterprise of the Cerro de Pasco

Mining Co. a success as has the presence of workable beds

of coal, some of which are of coking character, and for

that reason it seems appropriate to say a few words here

in regard to the company's coal-mining activities. Al-

though for the most part of rather indifferent quality, this

coal has made the company independent of importations

of foreign coke and of taquia, the dung of the llama, as

fuel. It would have been impossible to secure adequate

amounts of the latter for an enterprise of such magnitude.

The two principal coal mines are the Goyllarisquisga

and the Quishuarcancha, which lie to the north of Cerro

de Pasco and are connected with the smelting works by a

branch line leaving the main line at Vista Alegre between

the copper mines and the smeltery. The Goyllarisquisga

liranch has a length of 2C\ mi., and from it branches a 10-

mi. line to Quishuarcancha. The region is one of consid-

erable relief with deep gorges. 1'he grade on the railroad

is steep and reaches a maximum of 5%. At Quishuar-

cancha the coal must be hauled up a 3,G00-ft. incline

San Expedito

VEIN SYSTEM IN SAN EXPEDITO MINE

through a vertical elevation of l.Kin ft. from the mouth
of the mine to the railroad. It is an unusual spectacle to

see coal mines in operation at such altitudes as these,

ranging from 12,000 to 14,000 ft. above sea level.

The coal is of late Jurassic or Cretiiceous age and, asso-

ciated with fireclay, occurs in a series of white- to gray-

colored sandstones. The beds are not very jiersistent hori-

zontally and vary greatly in thickness. The maximum
thickness is GO ft., but the average of the beds being

worked is about 5 to 10 ft. Most of the coal is soft and

triable and is high in sulphur and ash. IJoiighly, it aver-

ages one-third fixed carl)on, one-third volatile matter and

one-third asii. W'asliing cuts the ash content in half and

raises the fiiei value to over l-.'.Don l^t.u.

A LarKi- Dcmiinil f(>r liifiLsorlnl lOnrfh m ili:itomlte—known
also .TS kicselguhr— for u.si' in thu manufactiiic of dynamite
and for metal cleaning and sugar reflninK. exists in England
accindinK: to the "LondDn Engineor." The Imperial Institute

acoordinKiy sUKSested to the -Australian authorities that vari-

ous samples of Australian diatomite should be forwarded to

the institute for techniral examination. Samples were re-

eelved from Victoria. New South Wales. Western Australia
and Tasmania. Those from Victoria and New South Wales
proved to he of most promisinK quality. In i)articular, sam-
ples from the l.lllicur deposits, northwest of Ballarat, in

Victoria, found favor there with dynamite manufacturers to

whom they were submitted, and it is probable that there will

be a ready market for LlUicur diatomite in the United KinK-
dom. Before the war EnKlund's principal suppl.v of diatomite
was obtained from Germany.
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Mami^aKaese iia Sotiatllhi (CaroSanaa

By Reginald \V. Pktpj:*

Xear the town of ilcCormick, S. C, is a group of

old workings known as the Dom gold mines and with

them a corresponding deposit of manganese. The con-

dition of the gold mines, long ago robbed to and a little

below the water level, fully justifies the accounts of

their former output of between $1,000,000 and $2,000,000,

to the Philadelphia and Dahlonega mints.

The country rocks consist of slates and schists with

a strike of G0° E. and pitch of about 10° N., forming

a section 2,000 ft. long of the great belt running
diagonally through Georgia, South and Xorth Carolina

and Virginia, on which are situated mo.st of the past

and present profitable gold mines of the Southern

Appalachians.

The extraordinarj- concentration of mineral along the

three parallel ore courses and its sudden termination

where the manganese vein commences, in the entire absence

of faulting or intrusive dikes, may possibly be accounted

for by the fact that gold remains dissolved when in the

presence of manganese oxide and then the gold in original

solution in meteoric waters precipitated itself upon the

more adaptable iron sulphides, while the manganese oxide

The manganese vein lies against a thick seam of quartr

2ite forming the hanging wall along the regular strike

of the upturned slates and first appears in a bold out-
crop of quartz carrying .seams of pyrolusite and psilome-
lane, whether following some rule or not I was unable
to discover, but it is not lenticular.

The slates fonning the foot wall have become an
amori)hous mass of red, mottled clay as deep as can
be seen in a shaft sunk about 30 ft., or to nearly water
level. The manganese is intermingled with rotten quartz

stringers, the former predominating and easily separated

in the oxidized zone, particularly in offshoots spreading
into the soft foot wall, but forms at intervals into large

bodies up to 10 ft. in thickness diagonally across the

strike, sometimes as much as 40 ft. At certain intervals

these shoots are amorphous, soft wad with mangane.se
content above 30% and have been mined to 30 ft., though
the material now on the dump was then too low to pay
transportation. At certain points along the vein, notably

Xos. 1 and 3 openings, the .surface soil for about 100 ft.

south is highly impregnated with concretionary masses

of high-grade manganese, much of which apparently was
detached from the vein by the weathering down of the

outcroppings, fragments of which have rolled down and
subsequently been further enriched bj' atmospheric waters

EA.ST OPEXINc; X( ). 4. LOOKIXG EAST OX ORE
IX PLACE

became concentrated by itself, beyond and distinct. The
distribution of the gold begins abruptly in the Dorn,

900 ft. long enriched from 16 to 30 ft. in width, followed

by the Belle, parallel and 300 ft. to the north, opened

from 6 to 20 ft. in width and TOO ft. long, then the

New York vein, again parallel and 600 ft. north, 8 ft.

wide and exposed about 800 ft., to a point where all

workable ore disappears. The first manganese outcrop

begins 250 ft. to the south and is traced nearly half a mile.

Thus in no place in these ore courses are values

abreast of one another, very much as I observed

to be the case on the ilother Lode of California, where

there is no point between Placerville and Sonora in

Tuolumne County where there are two paying mines

directly opposite each other. A pious Cornishman with

an imagination told me that the Creator had broadcast

just so much gold to the fathom, much being scattered

in the wind, while some had trickled from the hand of

the Great Sower forming the oreshoots, presumably for

Cousin Jack himself to garner.

•Mining engineer, Calvert BuUding, Baltimore, Md.

E.\ST Ol'EXIXG XO -1. LOOKIXG WEST, SHOWIXG WIPTH
OF ORE IN PLACE

or the more ordinary method of aggregation of particles.

The area of these surface deposits is limited, probably

not over two acres, clearly showing their derivation from
the vein. The clay is not residual, but decayed slates

in place and quite different from such of the Virginia

deposits as I have examined. At the first outcrop I

picked up 2 tons of high-grade ore from an area of

150x100 ft. and li/^ tons of still higher grade from

50x100 ft. south of Xo. 3 outcrop, but it is not probable

that this ground will be productive for more than a few

feet in depth, where there may possibly be beds of con-

siderable size. So far as can now be ascertained, the

ore becomes more massive in depth along the vein,

though on account of the method of extraction formerly

employed, mingled ore and waste being thrown back as

wt)rk i>rogresscd, none of it can be seen in i>lace. Several

hundred tons standing in No. -1 cut shown in the photo-

graphs, has high metallic contents. I see no reason to

doubt the lontinuation of the ore to considerable depth

without material change of value, though general hardness

will increase proportionately in the unaltered zone.
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One vertical diabase dike, 5 ft. thick, penetrates the

hanging wall at right angles at a point in the largest

workings, but shows no sign of causing any alteration

in the vein, nor does it appear in the foot wall, so was
evident!}- formed after the original impregnation. The
quartzite hanging wall is cut off abruptly at the western

end where the manganese first outcrops and the gold

disappears.

The shipping ore contains an average of 43% iln,

0.16% P, 5.00% Si02 and 2.10% Fe, and is composed
of an irregular mixture of pyrolusite and psilomelane

which, being hard, can be kept apart from the wad. The
last shipment of ore was made in 1914 to the Tennessee

Coal and Iron Co.—about 500 tons, while the past

history of the mine shows shipments to have been regularly

made, prior to the war to England from Augusta, Ga.,

Ijv rafts and boats down the Savannah Eiver to seaboard.

The following tabulation, compiled by the United States

Bureau of Standards and published in Circular Xo. 55,

gives the thermal conductivities in metric units of a num-
ber of common materials, also the number of B.t.u. of heat

which would pass in one hour through a sheet of the ma-
terial 1 ft. square and 1 in. thick, with a difference in

temperature between the two faces of 1° F. Thermal
conductivity in metric units is the amotmt of heat in ca-

lories that will pass in one second through each square

centimeter of a plate 1 centimeter thick, if the difference

in temperature between the surfaces is 1° C, and is

given in Column A; the transmission in B.t.u. per hr..

per sq.ft., per in., thickness for each degree F. difference in

temperature is shown in Column B.

Material A B
1. Silver 1.0 2.900.0
2. Copper 0.9 2,600.0
3. Aluminum 0.5 1,450.0
4. Iron 0.14 400.0
S.Rock 0.0025 to 0.009 0.7 to 26.0
6. Porcelain 0.0025 7.2
7. Brick 0.002 to 0.005 6.0 tp 15.0
s. Glass (ordinary) 0.0016 4.6
9. Water 0.0014 4.0

10. Plaster (ordinary) 0.001 to 0.0015 2.9 to 4.3
11. Wood (hard) 0.0006 1.7
12. Asbestos paper 0.00045 1.3
1.3. Asbestos felt 0.00025 0.7
14. .Sawdust O.OOOIS 0.52
13. Wood (very soft) 0.00015 0.43
16. Paper 0.00013 0.3S
17. Cork board 0.00012 0.34
18. Wool 0.00010 0.29
19. Hair felt 0.00010 0.29
20. Cotton wool ' 0.00009 0.26
21. Feathers 0.000057 0.16

Tlhie Eir5i<lefi*iaatioEial NiclfeeS C®.
The fourteenth annual report of the International

Nickel Co. for the fiscal year ended .Mar. 31, IDKi, gives

the following figures:

p]arnings of all properties after deducting manufac-

turing and selling expense and ordinary- repairs and

maintenance, $14,091,612; other income, $249,:i54 ; total

income, $11,340,966. Administrative and head-office

expense, including traveling and legal, oifice rent, salaries

and conmiissions, corporation and ca])ital-stock taxes,

$870,860, leaving net income amounting to $1 •'5,470,1 06.

From net income was deducted for depreciation of

plant $806,000; mineral exhaustion, $900,827; foreign

(•(jnipanies not included, $15,000; which leaves the total

net profit.s for the year, $11,748,278. From these profits

dividends were paid during the year of $534,756 on the

preferred stock and $9,431,803 on the common stock,

leaving a balance of undivided profits of $1,781,719 to

lie added to .surplus.

During the fiscal year $1,414,807 was expended for

additional property, construction and equipment. The
number of stockholders lias increased materially and is

now 7,145. as compared with 4,465 one year ago.

Xo technical details whatever of operation are given,

but the concluding sentence of the president's report

states that "During the past year the operation of the

compan}-'s plant has been continuous and the result

satisfactory to the management."

CoppeE" airadl ^iiac aia JJapaea

According to the Board of Trade Journal, the output of

copper in Japan during 1915 is estimated at between

70,000 and 75,000 tons, an increase of about 15% over

the 1914 output. The exports of copper from Japan were

as follows:

Tons. 1914 Tons, 1915
China 13,850 1,430
Hongkong 2,560 90
British India 2.440 1,220
United Kingdom 6,790 12.200
France 3,470 3,940
Germany 2,100 ....
United States 4.680 7,800
.\siatic Russia 5,000 29,000
Other countries 2,110 320

Total 43,000 56,000

Prior to the war the zinc-smelting industry in Japan
was a very small one, the output for 1914 being estimated

at 5.000 tons. Cessation of competition, however, gave

a great impetus to the industry, and the production in

1915 amounted to 16,000 to 18,000 tons, while it is ex-

pected to reach 25,000 tons in 1916. Exports of refined

zinc from Japan in 1915 amounted to 5.300 tons, mainly

to the United Kingdom, France and Eussia. Zinc concen-

trates were obtained from China and Siberia. [The tons

herein referred to are probably tons of 2,240 lb.—Editor.]

F®ftsislh fs'oinffi Ws^©2imaEa^ ILava
Lava in the Leucite Hills, Sweetwater County, Wyo.,

is composed largely of leucite, a mineral rich in potash.

This lava, called wyomingite, is there very abundant.

and the total quantity of potash it contains is estimated

at 200.000,000 tons, but it has not yet been profitably

extracted. In a series of experimental studies of the reac-

tions of various salts on wyomingite under certain condi-

tions, the United States Geological Survey has obtained

interesting results as to the extraction of pota.sh, which

are published in the Profe.ssional Paper 98-1). The jiaper

may ])rove suggestive to chemists who arc studying meth-

ods of extraction of potash from igneous rocks. A copy

of the report may be olitaincd free on application.

ProcenH of ImpnrtInK «<> ViifUMed TunKNtrn or Molybdenum
the properties of the fused metals l)y correcting the porosity
of the unfusid metals is effected, according to H. I^elser, by
impregnating a sintered and shaped piece of W or Mo with a

paste of amorphous or colloidal W or Mo, In vacuo, or by
applying the paste by rubbing. If the piece which has been
so treated be heated over the point of conversion from the

amorphous modification into the crystaline variety, and this

operation be repeated often enough, a completely non-porous
product is obtained. The unfused W Is heated preferably to

above 1,300° In order to Impart an increased density and hard-
ness to the metal.
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iSVNOl'SIS—E.miii.inaL\o)i ami slorij of tlw man-
ner in which different constituetils of hlende

behave toward roasting and their effect on sulphur
elimination. A description of the m.ode of opera-

tion of the Hasenclever, Delplace, llegeler, Mc-
Dougal and Spirlet furnaces and the particular

advantages of each. Brief comments on gases from
hlende roasting for sulphuric-acid manufacture
and relative amounts of acid so produced in

England, Germany and Belgium.

Blenck', which at the present time is tlie most impor-

tant of the zinc minerals, is a sulphide of zinc containing

in the pure state 67% zinc and 33% sulphur. In prac-

tice the hlende which readies the roasting plant contains

from 35 to 55% zinc, and has a sulphur content ranging

from 25 to 30%. Tlie zinc sulphide is mixed with varying

quantities of the sulphides of lead and iron, as well as

with silica (SiOj), carbonate of lime (CaCOj) and mag-
nesia (MgCOg). Many blendes also contain fluorine

(CaPj) and sulphate of barium (BaSO^).
Sulphide of zinc not being reducible in a practical

manner by carbon, it is necessary, in order to be able to

extract the metal, to transform the ZnS into the oxide

of zinc, whence arises the necessity for as complete roast-

ing as possible. In practice the complete elimination of

the sulphur from blendes is not possible, which will be

appreciated from an examination of the manner in which

the different constituents of blende behave toward

roasting.

Sulphide of Zinc—Heated in contact with air, ZnS is

transformed into the oxide according to the equation,

ZnS + 30 = ZnO + SO,. A portion of the SO. lib-

erated by the roasting is oxidized to SO3, which trans-

forms a certain quantity of the ZnO formed into sulphate

of zinc. If the roasting is well conducted, this sulphate

is finally decomposed ; but if a part of the sulphate re-

mains undecomposed in the roasted blende, losses of

zinc are occasioned thereby during reduction.

Sulphide of Lead—The lead sulphide contained in the

blende gives place during roasting to the formation of

PbO, PbSO^ and SOj, the quantity of sulphate formed

being often very important. If the blende is poor in

silica—as lead sulphate is not decomposed by the tem-

perature of the blende furnace—this sulphate will turn

up again in large measure in the roasted blende. 11',

on the contrary, the blende is highly siliceous, as is often

the case, the silica will react with the sulphate of lead

to form a silicate according to the equation,

PbSO^ -f SiO, = PbSiOg + SO,

Silica then exercises a favoraljlc eft'eet u])on the desul-

phurizatiou of the ore.

Sulphide of Iron—This is altered by the roasting to

ferric oxide ( Fe.O,, ) . Some ferrous and ferric sulphates

(FeS04 and Fe2(S0_,)..,) may be formed at the com-

mencement of the proc'css, but they are easily decomposed

to ferric oxide before the blende leaves the furnace, as

•Reprinted from "Chemical Trade Journal and Chemical
Engineer," Mar. 18. 1916. The footnotes are by the editor oi
"Eng. and Min. Journ "

(he decomposition of sulphate of iron takes place at alx^ut

T00° C, a temperature lower than that of the furnace.

Carbonate of Lime—Under the action of the heat ami
of the acid atmos])here existing in the interior of the

furnace, the lime is largely transformed to sulphate of

calcium (CaSO^). The sulphate formed may react with
(he silica to give different silicates according to the quan-
tities of SiO, and sulphate present, but the action of

SiOj on calcium sulphate only commences at a tempera-
ture of at least 1,000° C. The sulphate of lime may
equally react with the ferric oxide (Fe.Oj), according
to the equation,

CaSO, 4- Fe,03 = CaOFe.Oj + SO^ +
but this reaction only commences at 1,100° C. As tem-
peratures of 1,000° and 1,100° C. are not always reached
in blende furnaces, and as sulphate of lime only com-
mences to decompose under the influence of heat at

1,200° C, it is seen that the greater part of the sulphate

of calcium formed during roasting will be met with
again in the roasted blende.

Carbonate of Magnesia—As with lime, the greate.-t

portion of the magnesium is changed to the form of sul-

phate (MgSOJ. Sulphate of magnesium is less stable

than the calcium salt, and a part is decomposed in the

hottest regions of the furnace ; but nevertheless the sul-

phur combined with magnesium in the raw blende is to

be regarded as nonutilizable.

Sulphate of Barium—This is met with in certain

blendes in noticeable quantities. It is only decomposed
by a temperature bordering on 1,500° C, and although

silica and ferric oxide may react with it, their action

only commences at 1,000° C. Sulphate of barium will

therefore be found again in the roasted blende.

Fluorine—Fluorine is a constituent of many blendes.

During roasting CaF, is decomposed under the action

of the heat and acid atmosphere, the fluorine being

evolved partly as silicium fluoride (SiF^) and partly as

hydrofluoric acid (HF). This acid energeticallv at-

tacks the packing of Glover towers so that often these

need renewing after a year. When blendes containing

fluorine are burnt, the precaution should be taken to

have a Glover in reserve.

The foregoing analysis of the manner in which the

principal constituents of blendes behave toward roasting

shows that if the ])roccss is well carried out, the roasted

blende will only contain the sulphur combined with lead.

I'alcium, magnesium and barium. This amount of sul-

phur is that referred to as uonexpellable.

In ]iractice there is always a certain quantity of sul-

phur in excess, depending on the quality of the ore,

more or less on the care taken over the roasting, and
also on the kind of furnace employed. The majority of

roasted blendes contain a certain percentage of sulphate

of zinc. \\'e have seen that there is always the forma-
tion of ZnSO, during roasting by reason of a reaction

betw^'cn the ZnO formed and SO,. It is determined that

ZnSO, lioiited in a current of air decom]Hises at a tem-
])eratnic in the neighborhood of 770° C-—that is to say

at a (iinperature that is exceeded in every blende furnace.

The o.xperiments of Landis and Hofman show that if the
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l)lende in the furnace is not constantly submitted to the

influence of a current of fresh air, there is established

iin equilibrium system, ZnO — SO, — — ZnS04, which

may persist up to very high temperatures.

The practical conclusion to be drawn from this is that

the blende must be stirred as much as possible in order to

bring each particle in contact with fresh air, and that

this air must be continually renewed in order to carry off

the products of the dissociation of ZnSO^. If blende is

roasted in a furnace in which these conditions can be ful-

filled, it should not contain any ZnSO^, or at most an

exceedingly small quantity.

What has just been said applies particularly to the

final period of the roasting—that is to say, to the last

hours during which the blende remains in the furnace.

The commencement of the roasting of blende presents

no difficulties. After the blende is lighted, a regular and

frequent stirring is necessary. If the blende, once lit,

is not raked regularly, the upper layer alone is desul-

phurized and forms a crust, impeding contact of the air

with the lower particles, and consequently oxidation. This

is because with blende there is no catalytic action like

that due to the presence of Fe^Oa during the roasting of

pyrites.

The conditions necessary for obtaining a well-roasted

blende at the same time as sulphurous gases suitable for

good working of the lead chambers may then be sum-

marized as follows: (a) Regular raking of the blende

as soon as it is ignited, in order to renew the layer in

contact with air, and thus permit of the combustion of

the greater part of the sulphur; (b) toward the end of

til? roasting, the remaining sulphur, as well as the

ZnSO^, must be eliminated by frequent raking in a

current of fresh air, the blende )»eing maintained at a

temperature of from 800° to 850° C.

These requirements, and especially the latter, imply

the employment of furnaces with relatively low roast-

ing compartments, so as to make good use of the air

introduced, the furnace being, moreover, arranged for

])reheating the air introduced.

Types of Blexde Furxaces

(icnerally speaking, one may say that the whole of the

!)leiido roasted is treated in furnaces belonging to three

well-characterized types—Hasenclever (Rhenania), Del-

])lace and Hegeler. The first two are hand-operated fur-

naces and are almost exchisively employed in Europe

;

tlie third is a mechanical furnace in general iise in the

United States.

These three furnaces are muffle furnaces, so as

to permit of the transformation of the sulphurous

gases evolved during roasting into sulphuric acid. For

many years the Hasenclever furnace, despite all its de-

fects, was considered as being the only one permitting

of roasting blende for producing H^SO^. It was only

toward 1888 that Delplace constructed his first furnace,

wliich deserved an enormous success owing to its ingen-

ious arrangement, the good roasting which it permitted

and aiiove all, its small fuel consumption. To this last

point was attaclied considerable importance l)y European

manufacturers, the latter not then having difficulties as

regards labor. In the United States the conditions arc

reversed, labor Ixiing scarce and dear and coal clieap,

whcefore the need for mechanical furnaces even as far

from perfection as the IlegeliT type.

The Hasenclever fuinace is sufficiently known not to

need description. Let me say merely that it unites all the

disadvantages that a blende furnace could possess. It

consists of three muffles of a slightly less length than

that of the furnace, which is about 35 ft. The blende

must be pushed from one end to the other of each muffle

by means of very large paddles and by a movement re-

calling that of an oar. This makes the worker's task

difficult. The working doors are necessarily very large,

so that when the furnace is operated a considerable ex-

cess of air enters, cooling the blende and diluting the

gas going to the Glover. The interior height of the

roasting compartments between base and arch is rela-

tively great, leading to bad utilization of air. From the

cooling that takes place each time the doors are opened,

it follows that an intense heat is required to bring the

furnace to the temperature necessary for the reactions.

This applies, above all, to the lowest hearth, where by

reason of the little sulphur remaining in the blende,

the heat due to the combustion of sulphur is insignifi-

cant. The consequence is that the consumption of fuel

is very high—at least 20 to 25%. The working of the

furnace being difficult, the outpiit of the laborer is not

good and does not exceed 800 or 900 kg. of blende.

The characteristics of the Hasenclever furnace are,

then: (1) Difficult working and bad field of the oper-

ator; (2) very high roasting compartments, giving bad

use of air and gases poor in SOj; (3) large working

doors, giving entrance to an excess of cold air and hin-

dering the frequent raking of the blende in the lower

position by reason of its rapid cooling: (4) high fuel

consumption.

The Delplace Furxace

The Delplace furnace is composed of a series of units

similar to those of a j\Ialetra furnace and is furnished

with grates heating the lower shelf of each unit, the

flames from the grates circulating under the lower hearth.

The working of the furnace is the same as that of an

ordinary Maletra furnace, the raw blende being charged

upon the upper hearth and remaining a certain number
of hours on each of the hearths from top to bottom. The
battery of Delplace furnaces is generally composed of

9, 12 or 15 units, each burning about 1,000 kg. of blende

per 24 hr. Each grouj) of three units is furnished with

two fireplaces, each of which has a muffle heated by the

heat radiated from the fire and into which the coal is

charged. In this muffle the coal distills, giving iip its

volatile matter and forming coke. When the evolution

of volatile matter is completed, the coke is ])ushed onto

the fireplace, where it burns. Air heated by the waste

heat of the burners is brought by canals led in several

directions to burn the gases liberated by the coal. This

permits of distributing the heat in a very regular manner.

The air used for the combustion of the sulphur in

the blende is also strongly heated before being intro-

duced into the furnace. This disposition of the burners,

together with the recovery of the waste heat, enables the

blende to be roasted with an extremely reduced quantity

of fuel, several works em]iloying this furnace having a

consumption of fuel of 10% of the weight of the raw

blende charged.

The height of the roasting compartments of the fur-

nace—that is to say, the distance between the upper side

of one slab and the lower side of the following one—is
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fii/^ ill. The operating doors on each shelf are very small

and exar-tly proportioned to enable the introduction of the

shaft of a rake, the section being about 12x11/^ in. All

this has, as a result, a great concentration of heat as well

as good utilization of the air introduced into the furnace.

Sulphurous gases are obtained containing on an average

G.5 to 7% of SO,. This it is impossible to attain with

any other type of blende furnace. The fact that the

operating doors are very small pennits of working the

furnace without the latter cooling in any noteworthy

manner.

Operating is the same as with a ^laletra furnace. Each
unit is worked with four or six hours' interval. The
laborer begins by emptying the lower hearth containing

blende that has been completely roasted, then bringing

down successively one hearth the contents of the furnace.

The uppermost hearth emptied, he charges it with from
] 80 to 2-50 lb. of raw blende. Every hour or every two hours

during the four or si.x hours' interval between the working

of a unit, the operator rakes each hearth of that unit so as

to stir the blende and renew the layer on top. It is easy

to appreciate the advantage of this method of working.

The operator works in a compartment of restricted di-

mensions, and has only to stir a minimum quantity of

blende, which gives easy labor and a yield higher than

with the Hasenclever furnace. The j'ield per operator

with the Delplace furnace varies from 1,000 to 1,200 kg.

Each time that the furnace is operated in order to lower

the blende from one hearth to another, the ore is vigor-

ously stirred and brought into contact with the air. This

also takes place when the operator rakes over the charge.

The furnaces being back to back, a compartment is al-

ways worked at the same time as the corresponding com-

partment of the opposite side. The blende which falls

from the front is piled on the immediate lower hearth

of the rear. By this method of working the operators

mutually control one another.

The Delplace furnace thus possesses the following

jioints: (1) Easy working and good yield; (2) low

roasting compartments giving (a) gases rich in SOo

(7%), (b) concentration of heat favorable to roasting;

(:>) small operating doors, enabling frequent stirring

without cooling the furnace; (4) heating of the air in-

troduced into the furnace; (5) low fuel consumption.

The Hegeler Furnace

The Ilejreler furnace, which is mechanical, is cm-
ployed in the United States by all the zinc smelters who
transform the sulphurous gases of roasting into sulphuric

acid. Introduced in 1882, it has scarcely been modified

since. The furnace has two compartments about 75 ft.

long. Each compartment has seven hearths, the lowest

two being fitted witli muffles for the heating. The move-
ment of the blende across the furnace is carried out

by means of rabble arms dragged by a chain. The rake

enters at one end of a shelf and leaves at the opjwsite

;

then, after being cooled by the air, enters the furnace

again. Each shelf is fitted at its two e.xtreniities with

movable doors, permitting the entry and exit of the

rakes. Tiie height of the shelves is relatively great

(about 2 ft.), which makes a defective use of the air

nnd gives gases very poor in SO^ (3 to 41/^%). The
lilende is stirred at intervals varying from 11/^ to 2 hr.,

which is little for a mechanical furnace. The cajiacity

uf a Hegeler furnace is about 40 tons of blende per

24 hr. ; but although the furnace is mechanical, the

number of workers varies from 13 to 1-5. The consump-
tion of coal is very high (2.5% of the weight of the raw
ore charged). The necessary power is about 40 hp.

In view of its dimensions a Hegeler furnace cannot
be constructed in an existing building. If one adds that,

the cost of the furnace is about $(iO,000, it will be seen

that if the use of this apparatus is possible in America,
it will not be so in Europe. Besides the di.sadvantages of

having an imperfectly roasted ore, the gases very poor in

SO,, the cost of roasting a ton of ore is the same as

with a Hasenclever furnace and is much higher than with
a Delplace.'

The McDolgal Flr.v.me

For the last decade E^uropean manufacturers have been
aware of tlie interest that a good mechanical furnace for

the roasting of blende would present, and numerous sys-

tems have been proposed and tried. ^lost of the trials

have been with a view to adapting to the roasting of

blende furnaces the ilcDougal type—trials which have
established that this kind of furnace is not suitable. As
soon as they have a diameter scarcely great enough for

obtaining a suitable production, the height of the roast-

ing compartments becomes too great for good use of

the air. iloreover, if the diameter of the furnace did
not require a considerable rise in the arches, it would
nevertheless be necessary to have a sensible distance be-

tween two consecutive ones in order to replace, if required,

a broken. arm. Another point to the disadvantage of the

McDougal-type furnace is that it generally produces

much dust. If this is not of capital importance in

roasting pyrites, it becomes so in roasting blende, having
regard to the value of the zinc. In addition, any fur-

nace employing cast-iron rabble arms must have them
strongly cooled with either air or water circulation. This.

then, involves on the one hand carrying off the heat units

from the furnace, while on the other supplying them bv

burning coal in the fires.

-

The Spirlet Furnace

The only mechanical furnace tried in late years and
not having these inconveniences is that invented by a

Belgian engineer, X. de Spirlet. The principle of the

furnace is original and entirely distinct from what has

previously been essayed. The characteristic of the ap-

paratus is that it has no metallic portion in the interior

of the furnace. This is composed of a certain number
of platforms of fire-clay material su)x?rposed and alter-

natively fixed and movable. The fixed ones are carried

on six columns arranged round the furnace, the movable

ones turning about an imaginary vertical axis. Tliey are

fitted with rollers and move on a rail carried by ctilumns.

Into the interior face of each arch are built a certain

number of fire-clay bricks arranged like teeth and dis-

placing the blende toward either the interior or the ex-

terior. The space between two consecutive plates forms

a shelf of the furnace and is closed by a sand joint.

'Hegreler fiiinaees are now being: built with hearth lengths
up to GO ft. and roast as much as 50 tons of ore per 24 hr.
(input). Suih furnaces can hardly be built at as low as
jfiO.onO. cirtainly not nowadays. Formerly $75,000 was a
rough estimate for the furnace alone.

-'Mr. lie Lummen does not mention the Merton furnace.
whidi in:iy be considered .1 combination of the reverberatory
and .Mcl'ougal type and has found some successful use amongr
zinc s! u'lters. it is said, though but little reliable data on this
subject are available.
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Generally the furnace comprises three shelves, the lowest

alone being heated. The advantages of such a construc-

tion aif apparent. From suppressing the metallic arms,

the height of the shelves is verj- slight—hardly greater

than that of the shelves of the Delplaee furnaces. The
consumption of coal is small, never exceeding 10%. As
the shelves are low. the production of dust is not im-

portant. The weak point of the furnace is evidently the

emplovTnent of teeth of fire-clay material, which would

necessitate the stoppage of the furnace when the number
broken became too great.^

Several attempts have iieen made to roast blende in

rotary trommels like modern cement kilns. These at-

tempts have never brought an^-thing but disappointments

to those who have made them. Besides the great diffi-

culty of constructing such muffle furnaces, the utilization

of the air is as bad as possible, giving gases containing

a very feeble percentage of SO.,. Moreover, the roasting

is defective. As far as Europe is concerned, one can say

that up to the present no mechanical furnace has been

definitely adopted for the roasting of blende.

SvLPHCRic Acid

The utilization of the gases from the roasting of blende

and the method of transforming them into sulphuric

acid are the same as for the gases produced by the roast-

ing of pyrites. As the SO, content of the gases from

blende furnaces is not always so high as that of pyrites

gases, for the same acid output a somewhat larger cham-

ber space must be counted on if blende is burnt. As
most blendes contain fluorine, the life of the Glovers is

generalh' quite short enough, whatever the quality of

the packing employed. Usually after 12 or 18 months'

working the packing of the Glover must be replaced, so

that one must always be kept in reserve.

The consumption of nitrate is practically the same

as with pyrites, excepting always if furnaces giving gases

poor in SO, are used.

As regards the life of the lead chambers, this is prac-

tically tlie same as with pyrites. !Many Continental and

American zinc works employ the contact process in con-

nection with their blende furnaces, the system most in

favor seeming to be that of Grillo-Schroeder. It was

at the zinc works of Grillo that Dr. Schroeder invented

and tried his contact process. Operation is not more
difficult than -with pyrites, except that more precautions

must be taken in washing the gases before putting them
in contact with the platinimi, on account of the regular

presence of silicon tetrafluoride in the sulphurous gases

from blende furnaces.

England producing little zinc, the quantity of sul-

phuric acid made from blende is insigrnificant in com-

parison with that produced from pyrites or spent oxide.

In Germany the quantity of acid produced from blende

does not differ sensibly from tiiat produced from pyrites.

In Belgium, on the otlier hand, 65% of tlie total pro-

duction of .sulphuric acid was made from blende, ex-

plainable by tlie fact that Belgium produced annually

nearly 200,000 tons of zinc, representing a quantity of

blende to be desulphurized of about 450,000 tons. So

considerable a production would be possible only with

'The Splrlet furnace, which was described in "Enff. and
Min. Journ., of Oct. 3, 1914, Is reported to be In successful
use at the works at Overpclt and Lomniel In Belgium. Fur-
naces of this design have lately been tried experimentally at
Arcentlne, Kan., and Cleveland, Ohio, and a rather larK>-
number of them are now bein^ erected In the United States.

difficulty if the Belgian zinc works were obliged them-

selves to desulphurize all the blende treated in the zinc

furnaces. That is why these works have working ar-

rangements with the acid works more or less in the vic-

inity. These latter receive the raw blende, extract the

sulphur, and then return the roasted blende to the zinc

works. Tlie roasting works receive the sulphur gratui-

tously, and also what is called a ''roasting bounty"

—

that is to say, for each ton of blende roasted they receive

a fixed sum, which ten years ago reached 10 or 12 francs.

In later years this bonus has declined to 5 francs and
even less, the works having more demands from acid

makers than they have blende to be desulphurized. This

desire on the part of the acid makers to roast blende,

due to the sensible difference in the cost price of the

acid, has been developed since tlie introduction of the

Delplaee furnace, which may be employed at choice either

for blende or pyrites, the fires being extinguished in the

latter case.

[iin\iB&]^ for

May 1—United Zinc Smelting Corp. began business.

—

Tamarack & Custer paid initial dividend.—Xew ilexican

mining law promulgated in a decree issued by Carran-

za.—Inspiration paid initial dividend.

May 2—Work resumed at Ophir mine, Butte district.

ilay 3—Silver price crossed 75c. for first time since

1893."

ilay 4—Wage increase announced by leading mining
companies in southeast Missouri district.

ilay 6—Marigold Xo. 5 dredge, Yuba County, Cali-

fornia, started digging.—Increase in wages announced
by most Cobalt companies.

May 8—Strike of shovelers in Flat Eiver district

—

AlgOinah paid initial dividend.

May 9—Ore-carrying steamer "S. E. Kirby" broke in

two and sank in Lake Stiperior; overloading given as

cause.

May IT—Furnace A of Colorailo Fuel and Iron Co.

blown in.

ilay 23—Fire in Yellow Jacket sliaft. on the Corn-

stock ; four men killed.

>!ay 20—Yukon-Alaska Trust declared initial divi-

dend.

Mouad^Csistiaer AllkaSn Meipger
Aimouiueiuciit lias been made in London of an impor-

tant heavy-chemical combination for the purpose of ex-

tending British foreign trade. A working agreement has

been arranged between Brunner, Mond & Co. and the

Castner-Kellner Alkali Co., providing for an interchange

of stock and directors. The coml)ined t'ai)ital of the two

companies represents approximately $10,000,000. The
arrangement affords great possibilities for obtaining new
trade in tlie British Em])ire, much of which formerly

went to Germany, and new business is expected in many
neutral countries. Tiie new plans are said to involve

important economies besides avoiding unnecessary com-
petition in soliciting foreign trade. The business em-

braces the manufacture of salt, soda, soap, alkali and

aluminum products. Brunncr-^Iond & Co. recently ac-

quired control of tlie Ammonia Soda Co.
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for Prospectts
By Louis A. IfKini-ss and W. Clii roiiu J{eiiflss*

SYNOPSIS—A description of gasoline-driven

units used in developing a prospect that had out-

grown the stage of handwork. Suitable, with slight

modifications, to many other similar problems.

Vertical 16-hp. gasoline engine and vertical belt-

driven duplex air compressor capable of running
one hammer drill chosen. Drill-column air hoist

substituted for windlass.

To a considerable extent the needs of the small mine
have -been neglected in mining literature. The profound
disputations of efficiency experts, the ambitious plans for

o]ierating at the lowest cost the occasional large orebody,

have become the obsession of mining writers until today

the thousands of small operators seem neglected, despite

the fact that there are ten small mines and prospects oper-

ating for every mine of size sutficient to render the more
ambitious articles necessary. For that reason this article

has l)een written to describe the type of plant we are using

today in developing a prospect that has outgrown the

earliest stage of handwork, and which we believe, with

some slight changes, would be found suitable for the

purposes of hundreds of small operators where circum-

stances make imperative the use of machinery but tlu-

lack of developed orebodies prohibits an investment in

the more common forms of mining machinery. Suffice it

to say that the outfit described pennits drilling, hoisting

and pumping by machinery, and yet, when dismantled,

it will not in the aggregate weigh over three tons, inclu-

sive of engine, compressor, hoist, pump, drills, etc., mak-
ing it an ideal equipment for prospecting in out-of-the-

way places or for developing prospects already found.

The extreme ease of installation is another commendable
feature, requiring as it does but the lightest of founda-

tions, making it possible to give a prospect a trial fo*- a

short time and then pack up and move elsewhere.

Advantages of Gasolixe-Poaveh Outfit

Operating in the East Belt of California in the grano-

diorite area that surrounds West Point in Calaveras

County, we found that progress below the surface-

altered zone would be extremely slow unless some form

of machine drill was provided. Hitherto, here in West

Point 3 to 4 ft. of hand-drill hole per shift was about the

average in the unaltered granite. The prospect we were

fl]iening up was not sufficiently developed to install more
than a light, portable outfit that could be moved else-

where should further work fail to disclose satisfactory

results. These factors were paramount in influencing us

in oi)taiuing tlie outfit we have at present.

As water power at the prospect was available only about

five months of the year, the sources to be considered were

steam and gasoline. Hitherto nuist of the mines in this

vicinity had been installing boilers and firing them with

the abundant wood supplies of this timbered country. Even

at that they were paying $3 to $;).50 a cord for wood

•West Point. Calaveras County, Calif.

laid down at the mine and were burning two cords per
sliil't to secure 30 or 40 hp., aside from tiie wage item of
the attendant. We concluded that some form of gasoline
engine would not only Ije far lighter and more portable,

but also much cheaper to operate. This conclusion has
been borne out by experience, as the fuel expense is far
less even in this wooded country wliere gasoline must be
hauled 30 mi. from the railroad on an upgrade; and
further, when your gas engine is once adjusted the ser-

vices of an attendant are uuccessary, leaving all hands
free to attend to other duties in or around the mine.

There are many excellent oil and gasoline engines on the
market, but most oil engines are of stationary type and
consequently too heavy for ready portability, lloreover,

in a country like this, where the freight item alone

amounts to 8c. per gal., the ditTerence in cost of the vari-

ous oils laid down is not great enough to decide against
gasoline, which permits the use of a lighter engine.

We found in the vertical type of gasoline engine the
[lower unit best suited for our purposes. Our Clav 16-18-

FIG. 1. CLAY 16-HP. GASOLINK ENGINK

lip. marine engine (Fig. 1), equipped for stationary use

with two flywheels and a governor, weighs 1,800 lb. and
is amply heavy for reliability and light enough for port-

f.bility. To illustrate the ca.se of installation for engine

and compressor, we laid down two logs 13 ft. long and 12

in. thick ; two (ixi! crosspieces were mortised into the logs

near one end, to iirovide a bed for the engine; bolts run-

ning through legs, erosspieces and engine base tied the

whole together. The compressor, which is belt-driven, was
mounted in a like manner near the other end of the logs.

This siini)le and light type of foundation has proved satis-

factory, as two years of continuous operation has shown.

The engine is extremely regular and dependable in

operation and well-adapted to this class of oivratioii.

Theic are no doubt plenty of other makes equally well-

sut.il, but this one embodied all the factors that we
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required, and we have never felt regret at the selection.

In choosing a compressor, the same factor of lightness

had to enter into the situation, and we found what we
wanted in the Gardner-Eix duplex vertical belt-driven

compressor, which is designed to run at from 225 to 400

r.p.m. In selecting the size, we looked for a compressor

that would be sufficient to run one hammer-type air drill

and so picked out the 6x6 size with a capacity of from 45

to 80 cu.ft. of free air per minute.

It will be seen by reference to Fig. 2 what a compact
unit this compressor makes when belted to the engine

in Fig. 1. The engine develops its power at just the

proper speed for the compressor, so that it may be belted

direct without any alterations of the pulleys furnished.

The compressor is equipped with light steel disk valves

because of its high speed. Its operation has been entirelv

satisfactory during the two and a half years that it has

been in operation, and in that time the total repair ex-

pense was only $2 or $3 for two of the light steel disk

valves. This type of valve has been so successful that

many of the larger compressor companies are equipping

their machines with them. As the total weight of com-
pressor and flywheel was only 1,500 lb. it fitted in well

FIG. 2. GARDNER-RIX VERTICAL DUPLEX AIR
COMPRESSOR

with the rest of the outfit. An automatic unloadcr on

the compressor permits it to run on a vacuum at full

pressure, relieving the load on the engine when the drill

or hoist is temporarily stopped.

Since our acquisition of these power units two j'ears

ago, several direct oil-driven compressors have come on

the market in small sizes well-suited for prospects and put

out by the larger firms—one of 66 cu.ft. capacity weighing

only 3.000 lb., that can be sectionalized for niuleback

transportation.

With the small air capacity available in such a plant, it

is possible to operate only tlie lianinier type of drills

because of tiie large air consumption of the piston ma-
chines. Experiences, however, in tliis cam]) of West Point

with its hard granite, have demonstrated tiiat the light one-

man hammer drills can drill just as fast as the heavier pis-

ton machines requiring twice as much air and tw'o men for

operation; consequently the cost per foot drilled is much
less. There are many types of hammer drill drifters on the

market that can be used without a bar in stoijing and
with a bar in sinking or drifting, making the one drill

applicable for all drilling. Examples of such machines

are the Waugh "Bed Devil" and the Cleveland "Little

Miner." As a digression in passing, it may be of interest

to note that a Waugh "Eed Devil" in the Lockwood mine
here at West Point drove 150 ft. of 5x7 drift in solid

hard granite in 50 machine shifts with but one man and
one machine on a shift. When it is considered that this

entailed drilling 50 ft. of hole per shift besides setting

up and shooting, all by one man, the performance speaks

highly for these hammer drills.

Advent of Mounted Jackiiaiiers

The Ingersoll-Eand Co. now has a mounted jackhamer
on the market which is an achnirable machine for the sev-

eral classes of drilling, as it is equipped with the Leyner
watering device to lay the dust.

Such machines, which can be used either for stoping,

sinking or drifting, probably constitute the most effective

single unit for a plant such as we are describing.

Several years ago, however, when we assembled our

plant, no "Eed Devil" or mounted jackhamer was avail-

able, so we procured an Ingersoll butterfly-valve stoper

and a jackhamer and have used them for every class of

drilling. Our method of drifting with the jackhamer and

stoper combined may be seen by references to Figs. 3 and
4. The cut is formed by rows of holes Xos. 1 and 2, the

method of drilling these being indicated. We found this

the most satisfactory cut we could obtain with the stoper,

and it breaks quite well. The holes in rows 2 and 3 are

drilled just slightly above horizontal. The lifters can be

put in in dry, hard ground with a stoper, but then drilling

progress is very slow and the hole has to be cleaned quite

often. The lifters may, however, be drilled to greater

advantage and with much greater ease by using the jack-

hamer with the U-shaped wooden trough, as shown in

Fig. 4, which illustrates about how hard the niachineman

has to work when tising this system. The handle of the

jackhamer slides along the sides of the trough, and by

bracing his back against the 3x4 piece of lumber used as

a footrest for the stoper, the miner is able to use his feet

to keep the machine up against the ground and mean-
while smoke his pipe of peace. These holes must be

drilled wet because of the large amount of dust, but a

water can is easily adjusted to feed the proper amount
of water to the mouth of the hole.

In stoping narrow veins of ore without shooting down
any waste, we found it convenient to cut the handle of

the stoper in half, thread it and put on an elbow and

nipple projecting downward. With this shortened handle

we were able to work in stopes only 15 in. wide without

taking down any waste rock, as it was possilile to use the

stoper in any place in which a man could find room for

hhnself. We will admit, however, that it is rather hard

work and would not recommend such a procedure for any

miner of generous girth.

Our main entrance is through a tunnel, but we found it

convenient to install a Leadville drill-colunm hoist whicii

weighs only 275 lb., without the column, for winzing.

It is about the size of two candle boxes placed side by

side and is capable of handling a load of 500 lb. at a speed

of about 80 ft. per min. operating on compressed air at
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90 lb. The air consumption is in the neighIwrhood of

tliat of a hammer drill, so the compressor plant described

above is well able to operate it.

Our experience is that these hoists are about as far

ahead of the windlass as the machine drill is ahead of a

team of hand drillers, and furthermore, they eliminate

FIG. 3. DRILLING DPaFT ROUND WITH STOPERS

the deadly mouotuny and wearisome lai)or inevitable in

"windlassing."

In pumping, where the quantity of water is not over

2,000 or 3,000 gal. a day, almost any type of small steam

pump will be found to run satisfactorily on the air fur-

nished by this outfit, although freezing is liable to occur

and give trouble unless some kind of a trap is used in the

air line. We have been using a duplex 4x4x21/2 steam

pump operating on compressed air, which is of ample

size for the requirements of most prospects. Although

this pump was designed as a boiler-feed pump, we found

\iz^ii..^_^fe

PIC. 4. EASY METHOD OF DRILLING LIFTERS WITH
JACKHAMERS

no trouble in sinking with it, the water most of the time

being thick and muddy from drillings and the refuse

of blasting. A sinking pump that can be hung on a wall

plate is the most useful type of course. Pumps run on

compressed air require a large amount of air, so that none

but a small one can be utilized in this way with the air

icsources of our outfit. AVhere the water is especially

bad, it is best to make separate provision for its handling
such as a jackhead belted to the engine, if such a move is

possible.

With the small air capacity available it must not be
supposed that the drill, hoist and pump can be kept going
at the same time, but by arranging the routine work prop-
erly, a considerable amount of work can be accomplished
in a limited time by such an outfit as described, with two
or three men on each shift. By providing a valve on the

air line to the pump by the side of the hoistman, the pump
can be operated in the intervals of hoisting.

In conclusion we would say that we seldom use over 7

or 8 gal. of gasoline in a shift, and by buying it in bulk,

the expense is very low as compared with the wages of

wood choppers.

Js^esa anadl T^ira^s^eira Steel
Xot until after the declaration of war did Sheffield steel

makers realize how dependent they had been on Germany
for their supply of certain alloys, particularly tungsten,

says an American consular report. The realization of this

condition produced a panic, and prices rose rapidly. To
meet this condition, several plants were started for the

extraction of tungsten from wolfram ore—one by a com-
bination of 29 firms, of which 27 are situated in Sheffield.

This company, known as the High-Speed Alloys (Ltd.),

built a plant at Widnes, in Lancashire, from which sup-

plies are now being obtained, and business is being devel-

oped as rapidly as possible. In order to control the price of

this essential commodity, the government commandeered
the supply of wolfram ore in the British colonies and
fixed a maximum import price of $13.35 per unit. It also

fixed the price for ferrotungsten at $1.38 per lb. of tung-

sten contained in the alloy and of tungsten powder (96

to 98% pure) at $1.43 per lb. These actions relieved the

situation considerably.

As far at least as Great Britain is concerned, Sheffield

has a monopoly on high-speed steel. The British govern-

ment recently fixed maximum prices at which this steel

can be sold in the home market. These prices, which have

been accepted by the High-Speed Steel Association of

Sheffield, are:

For ordinary quality, approximately 14"^ tungsten, 70c.

per lb. (basis); for superior quality, approximately lS9i

tungsten, 93c. per lb. (basis) net cash, delivereil at the cus-
tomer's works, with the following e.^tras: Rounds and
squares, 3 to 8 in. inclusive, 8c. per lb., under ^4 in. to >4 in.,

6c. per lb.; flats, under 1 in. by % in. to Vi in. by \i in., and
if in sizes over four times in width over thickness, 6c. per lb.;

bevels of approved sizes and sections, 12c. per lb.: bars cut

to length, 10% extra; exceptional sizes and sections, not
covered in the above list, subject to special quotation.

Although it is admitted that the prices fixed represent

a fair profit on the jiresent cost of production, there is no

doubt that, as the result of the unprecedented demand for

this article, much higher prices can and have been ob-

tained. Xo announcement has been made, but it is known
to the trade that slightly higher prices have been fixed

to cover dealings with other countries. Price regulations

do not cover dealings with neutral countries.

We have learned from an .\mcrican tool manufacturer

that the (|ucstion of molybdenum as a substitute for tung-

sten has been under investigation for several years. In

fact, w lien high-speed steel was first made, some of it was

allnyc.l with molybdenum to give high-speed cutting qual-

ities, either wholly or in conjunction with tungsten, but
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such steel has not proved satisfactory for the manufac-

ture of cutting tools of certain classes. It has been used

successfully for lathe and planer tools and the like, but

molybdenum steel has not been dependable, and some

manufacturers have reported a great deal of trouble in the

heat treatment.

The situation with regard to tungsten steel has been a

great handicap to American manufacturers, but they have

met it as best tiiey could. Carbon tools are being very

largely substituted. "UTiat little tungsten steel there is

available necessarily brings the cost of tools abnormally

high. Tungsten steel has been selling in the market

around $3 a pound base. The very small sizes have been

difficult to obtain at any price, owing to the fact that

the mills are crowded with carbon business, and they dis-

like to roll high-speed when it is so very costly, because of

the loss they sustain in the operation of drawing. Small

sizes have ranged anywhere from $4 to $12 per lb.

By a. L. H. Street*

A law enacted at the 1911 session of the Idaho

legislature provides that discharge or laying off of an

employee shall not terminate his right to wages until

all wages due are paid, except that not more than thirty

davs' wages shall be collectable after such discharge or

laying off on account of default in payment. The law-

gives the same lien to secure payment of this penalty

against the employer for nonpayment of accrued wages

as is given to secure payment for actual service.

The validity and purposes of this law, as applied to

mining companies, was declared recently by the Idaho

Supreme Court in tlie case of Olson vs. Idora Hill Alining

Co., 155 Pacific Reporter, 291. Sustaining the validity

of the law, the court declares its object to be a proper

one—to pre\ent the privation to which many laborers

are subjected if unreasonably delayed in the collection

of their earnings, especially after their employment has

ceased. It is further held that the law does not penalize

an employer for failing to pay an employee's unjust claim

for wages nor entitle an employee to claim extra wages

when he has l)y liis own conduct pre\ented the employer

from making full settlement at the time of the discharge

and demand for payment, nor preclude the employer

from interposing any valid counterclaim or defense to the

employee's claim.

Csxiafos'laaa Safety=BesiiP GEuab

The mine-safety department of the Industrial Accident

Commission of California, under the leadership of Edwin

lliggins, chief mine inspector, issues monthly "human

interest" letters to the miners of California. These are

<lesignated Safety-Bear letters and have already secured

:5,500 members for the Safety-Bear Club, which has for

its object the promotion of safety among mine workers.

These letters are issued the middle of each month and

contain much of interest to the safety-first movement.

The coTumission is also issuing bulletins in this con-

nection. Bulletin No. 1, relating to safety and efficiency

in mines, takes up the question of accidents due to fall

of roof and loo-se rock and mine fires and gives sugges-

• Attorney at law, 829 Security Building, Minneapolis, Minn.

tions for their prevention. A list of illustrations of

safet}' devices on file with the commission is also given.

These drawings or the bulletin may be secured free by

mine operators in California by applying to Edwin Hig-

gins, 525 Market St., San Francisco, or 423 Union

League Building, Los Angeles.

AlasMsi C®8ill Faeldls Opeiaed

Official announcement by Secretary Lane of the Interior

Department was made June 2 that regulations have been

issued under which private individuals and corporations

may without further delay begin the leasing and opera-

ting of the extensive anthracite and bituminous coal

fields of Alaska. Ten years have elapsed since the Alaskan

coal fields were withdrawn from private entry and develop-

ment. The regulations are accompanied by maps and im-

portant general information regarding the lands in ques-

tion. Copies may be secured on application to the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office.

This announcement means that about 33,370 acres of

coal-bearing lands in the Bering River country and about

13,920 acres in the Matanuska section are restored to

entry. Small areas in each of the fields have been reserved

as required by law, but all the rest of the coal lands are

opened to private lease in amounts not exceeding 2,560

acres to any one person or corporation.

Leases will be granted for a period of 50 years. The
Government exacts a royalty of 2c. a ton the first five

years and 5c. a ton for the succeeding 20 years. After

this period of 25 years, it is provided that the royalty shall

not exceed 5% of the selling price of the coal. The

royaltv exacted is considered small but reasonable in view

of all the conditions, and was made low for the purpose

of encouraging the leasing and also the development of

local 'markets.

The Govermnent's plan is to receive proposals for leases

without delay. Preference will be given to those who

will make the largest investments and the earliest develop-

ment of the coal fields for commercial purposes. The form

of lease is similar in large part to the private leases ob-

taining in the "West Virginia coal fields and has been

passed upon and approved by a board of coal operators.

agi Coia^estaoia IRedltiaced

The fi-eight situation in the East has so improved that

the conference formed two months ago, when embargoes

were necessary to make it possii)le to move freight in the

East, was dissolved on May 31.

The latest reports showed that the total of loaded cars

held by Eastern railroads was 25,000, which was about

normal. On Mar. 23, when the conference took charge,

it was (>1,400, and the total number of loaded cars held

by connections for the New Haven on May 19 was 2,137,

as compared with 15.213 loaded cars held for the New
Haven by connections on midnight of Mar. IG.

The TiiMrumhla Itlinlnic nnil MtllInK Co., operating In the

BradMhaw Mountain District, has struclt an ore shoot 50 ft.

lone by 4 ft. wide that carries sliver amountins ,to 12.38.68 per

ton and 3.S'; copper. James H. Sullivan, general manager,
formerly of Tonopah, who made the strilte within the first

three weeks of his employment, regards the find as being

significant, since the ore in the Tuscumbia has marked simi-

larities to the ores in the Tonopah district.
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Deta^ills of Fractlical Mimimi

By E. W. l\. BiTciiKR*

In its endeavor to minimize as much as possible all un-

necessary work in mining operations, the Republic Iron

an'd Steel Co. has introduced ready-made turns on its

subs. Similar turns may be in use elsewhere, but as far

as we know, the old method of fitting each individual turn

Side View of

Wide and Narrow Tie

Top View of Wide Tie

"s fh:e in Base of Rail

Both ends ofall rails
drilled for spikes

(E

Top View of Narrow Tie

U ..j'-j-'.-.^-k- -J-/'

DETAIL OF STANDARD SUB-TURN

is the one generally in use. This requires considerable

work in cutting and bending the rails, entailing a cer-

tain amount of loss. The bent rails also persist in accu-

mulating, and eventually a large number have to be

straightened out with an attendant waste of steel and

time.

When running a new drift, straight sections 10 ft. long

are laid as the drift progresses. Wide tics are placed at

the joints of the straight as well as the curved sections.

The narrow ties are placed between the joints where neces-

,«ary ; as a rule two are sufficient on the 10-ft. sections.

The dimensions of these ties, drilling, and drilling of the

rails are indicated in the accompanying illustration. The

track and plates are held in place by driving spikes

thi-ough the drilled holes into the regular boards laid on

•Republic Iron and Steel Co., Gilbert. Minn.

the bottom of the drift or into flat wood ties. The outer

of the two adjoining holes in the wide ties is used for ad-

justing purposes when necessarj'.

In .starting a new drift from the side of another one, a

10-ft. section of straight track is removed and replaced

with the two plates indicated in the illustration. Should
the plates not come at the desired place, the position can

be adjusted by the use of the smaller sections, which are

made 2, 4 and G ft. in length. Two curved sections com-
plete the turn, from the end of which the straight track is

continued. A greater or lesser length of curve can Ije

made by adding sections to or subtracting them from the

regular curve.

Coinistainift<=Fio'«^ Device
The following description from Engineering Xews

portrays a device used by Isaac C. Brewer to give a

constant flow of acid on Glover and Gay Lussac towers:

It consists of a 4x4-in. timber, the ends turned round

and mounted in wooden bearings above the supply tank.

Spiked on this are three wooden wheels—each made of a

circle of a 2-in. plank, with a 1-in. circle on each side,

nailed with the grain at right angles to that of the 2-in.,

and fonnin? a rim. From the first of these wheels

F[n^rMndarVl m Wooden

Siphon,

-—Ty ^- ;—
)^
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1^

^>^(^scinrgs of
llangirgBo(f,

-^Vieight

Vf^ Hanging

Hanging
;

Boot-Y\
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CONSTANT-FLOW SIPHON

hangs a float, resting in the liquid of the supply tank.

From the second wheel hangs a boot by means of a chain

threaded through the handle. In the end of the chain

is a hook which fastens into a link of the chain and

enables the boot to be raised or lowered. This boot has

a discharge near the top and empties into a discharge

box surrounding it, with its opening near the bottom.

The third wheel carries a weight balancing the boot and

float. A siphon is set with one leg in the liquid of the

.^upplv tank and the other in the hanging boot. The

liead of this siphon, and therefore its flow, is controlled

hv lowering or raising the hanging boot; and once set,

the head and dii^charge remain constant, for float and

boot risi' and lower with liquid of the supply tank. For

use with acid the tank is lined with lead. A handy man

cnn Iniild and set up this device in a short time and the

1. !:il expense is small enough to be negligible.
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Accldleiratts

A body chart, or dia.tjram, showing the percentage of

Dou-fatal accidents to different parts of the body, arranged
from a tabulation of 6.719 non-fatal injuries from ac-

cidents at coal mines, has been prepared by the Bureau
of Mines and is contained in a pamphlet entitled "Coal
Mine Fatalities in the United States, 1915," compiled
by Albert H. Fay. It will be seen from the illustration

that practically 30% of the accidents at coal mines result

PERCENTAGE OP NONFATAL INJURIES RECEIVED BY
THE BODY IN MININO ACCIDENTS

in injuries to the legs, and tliat injuries to the hands
amount to 14%, and other parts of the body as shown.
This diagram was prepared to aid surgeons and hospitals

in selecting the necessary supplies for use at coal-mine
hosv)itals and should be as applicable to metal mining as

to the purposes for which it was prepared.

Sil©'w T© Sftope CemmeEat
It is sometimes thought that only one thing is neces-

sary for the safe and effective storage of cement—a tight

roof. Many years' experience has convinced S. P. Baird
that water-tight storage is not enough, and he has given,

in Enf/ineeriii/j Xews, the following requisites for cement
storage

:

1. Cement will retain its strength for :iii indcfinilc

period when stored in air-tight containers.

2. Cement will be injured less by storing in paper

sacks tlian in cloth sacks, everything else being equal.

3. Cement in any kind of commercial packages will

be injured least while in .storage if the packages are piled

as closely together a.s possible. In otlier words, the out-

side surface of the pile of sacks should be the smallest

amount possible.

4. Piles of cement sacks should be covered with a

tarpaulin to prevent as far as possible the circulation of

air through tiie pile.

Note the word "tiirpauliii" ; an ordinary canvas cover

is not a tarpaulin, but a paulin. Five parts coal tar.

one part gasoline and one part good japan drier make
a water-tight black coating for canvas.

Surface condensation often takes place on a stored sack

of cement. The moisture is carried into the cement

to its great injury as well as the practical destruction

of the sack. The destruction of the sack may not be

evidenced at once; but it may be returned to the mill

and refilled and sent to some other job, where it bursts

and is paid for by a iJerson who was in no way
responsible for its condition.

There is a saying among cement men that if you

turn your ceiiient—tliat is, move it from one pile to

another—once a month, it will not be injured by an

indefinite period of storage. This is not the ease; pile

it closely and cover it as nearly air-tight as possible

and you will have very little caked cement. If the

cement is caked it isi better to let it alone until you

aie ready to use it rather than break the cake, thus

jiresenting fresh cement to the action of the air.

MesiStmiPairti^ C©inics»ete A^^ipe^site
HEa Re^oEvflEa^ Bosses*

The revolving measuring boxes shown in the accom-

panying illustration have been successfully u.sed by the

Coronet Phosphate Co., of Hillsborough County, Fla., in

the construction of a reinforced concrete bin. The
yardage did not warrant the construction of sand and

stone bins, and the mixing yard consisted of the usual

CONCUKTE Ac;i;KE(.JATE MEASURED I.\ lilflVOLVING
BOXES

liiading platform adjacent to the cement shed. The re-

viihing boxes were used in measuring both the sand and
the stiiiii'. which had to be wheeled up runways to this

)ilairiiiiii. The cement was measured and discharged

iliicctly into the mixer.

The boxes are proportioned in size to hold the exact

quantity of each material and are jilaced on 'iV^-'in.

pipe as axles, with two or more boxes to the stand as

desired. The ])i|)e is carried through holes in the

4x t-in. posts, whicli are braced and carried on a 4x4-in.

supports.

A dry batch of 101,1; cu.l't. ol' 1:2:1 mixture was used

and required three 2-cu.ft stone boxes, two lU-eu.ft.

sand boxes and one IVa-'U-^t. cement box. The frame-

work was light and could easily be moved into the stone

or sand piles or from one joh to anothei-. The whole

•II. II. Andrews in "Englneerint; News," May 2r>, 1916.
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framework is detachable and can he taken down in a

few minutes.

The bottoms of the boxes were high enough to allow a

wheelbarrow beneath in such a way that the box could be

turned on the pipe, discharging the load and righting

itself for loading. The apparent objection to this form

of loading is in the height of shoveling the material,

but by using scoops the boxes were quickly loaded and

the additional height was not objectionable. Loading de-

lays were eliminated, and a uniform mixture obtained.

By a. CoiiN*

The motor bell shown in the illustration has proved

to be satisfactory in the mines of the Republic Iron and

Steel Co., at Gilbert, Minn.

It is simple and does not

depend on any outside

power for its operation.

Thi.s bell is attached to the

wheel of an underground

electric locomotive. The
revolution of the wheel

causes the bell to ring.

Wlien the cylinder points

downward, the steel ball

falls on the plunger A
and causes it to strike the

gong. As the bell turns

upward, the ball recoils on

its spring, and is ready for

the next turn. The rate

of travel can be easily de-

termined by the sound of

the bell as its frequency

and tone depend directly on the speed of the motor. In

this way it acts as a safety device. It is the intention of

the Republic Iron and Steel Co. to install these bells on

all of its underground motors.

S®inffie Rapid MaiiawiFaicftmiraEag

An example of exceedingly speedy manufacturing is

recounted by a pump maker in some recent advertising.

The work done is remarkable enough to be interesting to

the profession in general.

The Los Angeles office of the Layne & Bowler Co.,

Kansas City, Mo., was called over the long distance on

Dec. 27, setting forth the need for pumps for the unwator-

ing of the ^Mascot mine of the American Zinc, Lead and

Smelting Co., in Tennessee. On Dec. 28 the manager of

the mining company placed orders for five 16-in. 320-ft.

pumps. These pumps were all special, and patterns and

castings had to be made, which necessitated working dny

and night until the last piece of material was ready for

shipment. On Jan. 4, eight days after the receipt of the

first information that pumps were wanted, the first car

was sent out by express, the transportation charges on this

particular car being over $2,839. On Jan. 5 the second

car was loaded and shipped. This car weighed 20,584 lb.,

and expressage was $1,883. It happened that these tw,.

cars made their trip just a day ahead of a serious washout

and arrived at destination without any ilchiy.

•Box 267, Gilbert. Minn.

AUTOMATIC LOCOMOTIVE
GONG

Shafting was purchased in the East and worked over

in Eastern shops. This material was also shipped by ex-

press, running the express bill on the entire shipment well

up over $13,000. Telephone and telegraph charges totaled

$241. The ru.sh in this matter is explained by the fact

that the mining company was losing about $-5,000 a day

while the mines were shut down.

The manufacturing company sent two special installers

to put the pumps together, and they had 50 men at their

disposal to do the work. They worked in three shifts of

8 hr. each, the special installation men from the factor}'

working from 18 to 24 hr. each day.

On Jan. 14 the announcement was made that the

first pump had been running for 12 hr. ; on Jan. 25 the

mines were completely unwatered.

In less than 30 days from the time the manufacturing

company knew of the existence of the purchaser of these

pumps, they had the pumps built, shipped, installed, and

the mines completely unwatered and in condition to oper-

ate. The occurrence is a good example of what concen-

trated effort can accomplish and shows what may be done

when the necessitv arises.

A piston ring with interlocking joint, as shown, has

recently been placed on the market by the Chalsmith

Sales Corporation, 2 Columbus Circle, New York City,

and is made in the usual variety of sizes. These rings are

A PISTON RING WITH INTERLOCKING JOINT

made of gray iron cast singly. The skin of the iron is

left on the inside, to insure resiliency. The joint is

machined to close limits and is practically gas-tight. It

can open from fj to Y^ in., according to the size of the

ring, before thei'e is passage for the gas.

lesife VsiStifle of Ftiaels*

Ivind of Fuel

Carbon, pun'

Wood, kiln dn
Wood, air dri«

Cliarcoal . .

.

Coke

"Power." June 6, 1916.
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OEa Tlhe SiiateiriEa^ of Fflotatioira

At the anuual meeting of the Xational Fire Protection

Association, held at Chicago, ^Nlay 9-11. the Committee
on Signaling Systems submitted suggestions for protec-

tion against lightning. These, according to Power, ^lay

30, 1916, included the installation for smoke-stacks, tak-

ing for example a stack 140 ft. high. The type and weight

of conductors and other materials for use on stacks and

the details of their installation are matters requiring in

many cases expert investigation of the special con-

ditions.

Two ground rods, the miriiraum number required for

stacks of this t^'pe, are provided. A band of the conduc-

tor encircles the stack near the top, to which the air

terminals and ground rods are connected.

The air terminals are spaced about 6 ft. apart around

the periphery of the stack top and extend 18 in. above

By B. Magxus*

The concentrating ore at Mount Morgan, Queensland,

contains about 2% of copper and from 5 to 7 dwt. of

gold. About 70% of the latter exists as free gold, but

it is in exceedingly fine form. It was found that by
grinding the ore fine, much of this free gold was caught
in the thick froth of the flotation machine. Although
fine-grinding did not materially improve the recovery of

copper, the extra gold saved warranted grinding the

ore to about 80-mesh.

The resulting concentrates were naturally extremely

fine. While there was only a small tonnage of these

concentrates to treat, if was possible to get an excellent

product from the Dwight-Lloyd sintering machine by

mixing concentrates and blast-furnace flue dust in the

proportion of 1 : 3. TMien the percentage of concentrates

r^-— -4-^9'-
f<-
— -9-0---

I Diam.5Ms\

I'C.S.Bolfs

DET.\1LS OF SINTEUI.NG I'OTS USED .\T MT. AIORGA.N WORKS IN QUEENSLAND

the top. They are of solid material provided with a

thread on one end to be screwed into clamp connectors

assembled on the band; the other end terminates in a

point.

The air terminals are held in an upright position with

fasteners set into the l)ri<ks as near the top of the stack

as possible. The band encircling the stack is provided

with fasteners not farther apart than 3 ft., and the

ground rods have them at least every 5 ft.

All parts of the equipment which are subject to the

corrosive effects of the smoke are protected by a covering

of lead not less than -^ in. thick.

in the mixture was increased, the sulphur contents rose

so much that the Dwight-Lloyd machine neither gave a

good product nor did it handle nuuh tonnage, the fine

concentrates having a tendency to choke tlie bed.

^\ith tlic increase in the production of concentrates,

it was necessary to adopt some other means of sintering.

Preroasting the concentrate, followed by pot sintering,

was undertaken. The preroasting was originally attempted

in an Edwards furnace. The product from the Edwards

furnace was so fine physically that it was not possible

to Jiand'e the concentrate either on the Dwight-Lloyd

•Consulting engineer. 61 Broadway, New York.
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inachiiie or in the pot-sintering plant. A test made by

preioasting in a Godfrey furnace and sintering in a

pot proved entirely satisfactory, and a permanent plant

with this type of equipment was installed. A matter of

interest to metallurgists who may have material of this

character to treat is the fact that, in preroasting, the

Godfrey roaster gave a product that was coarser than

the concentrates sent to it, some agglomeration evidently

taking place in the Godfrey furnace.

The preroasted material from the Godfrey furnaces is

taken by belt conveyor over a line of 10 sintering pots,

9 ft. in diameter at the top, the details of which are

shown in the accompanying illustration. These pots are

first charged to a depth of 8 or 10 in., and after this

priming has become well ignited, the remainder of the

charge is delivered by the conveyor. The blast pressure

varies from -i tq 12 oz. and is fed through the usual

perforated grate—made of cast steel originally, although

at present cast-iron grates are being used owing to the

difficulty of obtaining the steel product. The pots hold

about 111/^ tons of raw material, which is reduced in

sintering to about 10 tons. The charge is usually

finished in about 14 hr. The pots are tilted by chain

blocks and deliver the sintered charge on an inclined

floor of rails set in concrete. Side-dumping cars run

along a depression beside the concrete-and-steel floor, and

roasted material is raked into the cars as required.

>o lCJa.Sfl 52°©S

An investigation is being conducted by the California

State Mining Bureau as to the feasibility of concen-

trating methods for quicksilver ores. Much experimental

work has yet to be done, but sufficient data have been

gained to make a preliminary statement of partial results.

Quicksilver mining in California has become more and

more a question of economically handling larger ton-

nages of lower-grade ores. Since Robert Scott evolved

his fine-ore tile furnace in 1871, there have been no

improvements worthy of mention in the metallurgy of

quicksilver until the present agitation for concentrating.

A surprising feature of the situation is the absolute lack

of any systematic sampling and assaying at the quick-

silver mines. There is not a quicksilver mine in

California known to possess or utilize an assay office.

The distillation assay with the "Whitten" apparatus is

simple, quick and accurate. The old-timers have been

complacently saying, "the furnace gets it all" and that

they did not need to assay. It is doubtful if the Scott

fine-ore furnaces in operation in California are averaging

"3% extraction. In addition much quicksilver is absorbed

by the furnace and condenser walls ; also soot is formed

which has to be re-treated for contained mercury. The

prod- 'ts of fuel combustion, being mixed with the

vajiorized mercury, cause condensing troubles.

Experiments by Walter W. Bradley, of the staff of the

Mining Bureau, have shown that high extraction (above

<)0%) can be obtained by water concentration on tables,

with friable ores in which the cinnabar is distinctly

crystalline. Crushing by rolls produces a minimum of

slimes. If, however, the pulp contains cinnabar slimes,

the extraction by tables will be low, but can be im-

proved by classification and treating the different sizes

on se]iarate tables. The slimed cinnabar can be recovered

iiv flotation. High extraction has been obtained by

flotation tests in finely ground (—80-mesh) fresh ores,

utilizing either pine-oil derivatives or eucalyptu.^ oils.

'"Fresh"' ores are specified because, contrary to common
conception, cinnabar on exposure does oxidize sufficiently

to affect flotation results, as .«ome of the.'^e te.«ts have indi-

cated. Good results were obtained by table concentration

on an ore carr}'ing natural quicksilver.

The concentrates have to l}e roasted. Retorts are of

limited capacity, and the concentrates becau.=e of their

high specific gravity require stirring to prevent packing.

A small furnace of the Scott type could be used with a

narrower shaft and narrow shelf-.slit, such as in use

at the New Idria mine for treating soot. Some form

of rotary roaster may be adapted, or a small-sized unit

of the ^IcDougal or Wedge type of mechanically rabbled

furnace, muffle-fired.

The ultimate decision between a straight furnace

reduction or concentration and roasting of concentrates

will be a matter of comparative costs coupled with com-

parative extractions. The initial installation of a Scott

fine-ore furnace unit is high (including condensers, etc.,

$1,000 per ton per day capacity.) The extraction is

low (in the majority of cases probably less than 75%),
and the cost of operation is low—oOc. to 7oc. per ton

for large units, economically managed, though this does

not include repairs, interest or depreciation on the high

initial installation capital. A concentrating plant of

equal capacity will require less than one-tenth the initial

capital expenditure and a correspondingly lower deprecia-

tion charge. It will give 25% to 30% higher extraction,

but the operating cost, on account of finer crushing, will

be 30% to 50% higher.

Se^s'e^ataomi aim Goldl B^llioffa

In a paper read at the February, 191G, meeting of the

A. I. M. E., by James H. Hance, it was pointed out that

in sampling such material as cyanide bars by drilling,

variations in the assay were frequent owing to segrega-

tion in the original material. Drillings taken near the

edge of a bar were ordinarily higher than dip samples,

while drillings near the center of the top or bottom were

generallv lower. Usually drillings from the top assay

higher than do those from the bottom.

The presence of silver seems to diminish this segre-

gation, probably owing to the solvent properties of silver

toward certain base metals such as lead and zinc. This

suggests one way partly to overcome the difficulty of assay-

ing cvanide bullion. If to all bars known to contain little

or no silver, enough were added to give 90 to 100 points

present, a uniform bar after melting could be easily ob-

tained. From the assay of this bar and the silver added,

the original fineness could bo calculated.

Decrenxr In flic Copper Content of Sine was brought about

at the Detroit Copper ^rining Co.'s smelting phtnt. .Tccord-

iilg to the report of V. T. Hastings, superintendent, by not

aHowing the nialto to accumulate in the settlers. The copper

in the slag in i;U3 was 0,38-:;. in 1914 0.3.t'~<- and in 1915 only

"S <> An aveiaiie slag analysis for 1915 is given as: SiO,,

35.3 <;;; PeO. 3S.6';i.: AljOs. 9.5>;<: CaO, ILS-r,; MgO. 1.4<;r. This

slag is slightly higher in lime and lower in iron and silica than

in the priced ing two years. Other metallurgical improve-

ments at Morenci, Ariz., include the introduction of flotation

in the company's concentrator, but owing to interruption of

operitMins in the last quarter of 1915. practically no benefit

was a. ived from this addition. Old tailings, of which there Is

a , . isiderable accumulation, may eventually be treated by

1. . riling methods.
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A new type of motor designed especially for heavy work
has been developed by the WestinThouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co. It is of the slip-ring induction type

and can be furnished in sizes from 11^ to 200 hp. for op-

eration on two- or three-phase 220- or 440-volt 25- and
60-cycle circuits.

The rimning torque of these motors is the maximum
obtainable, and the starting and pull-out torques in all

lO-HP. HEAVY-FRAME INDUCTION MOTOR

motors exceed twice full-load torque. They are so con-

structed that repairs can be quickly made and maximum
strength is obtained, while weight and over-all dimensions

have been reduced to a minimum.

As manganese steel caniiot be macliiued liy ordinary

methods, says the April, 19 IG, Bulletin of the Taylor-

Wiiarton Iron and Steel Co., it is of the highest import-

ance that accurate information be furnished before cast-

ings are made. The shrinkage of manganese steel is

greater than that of ordinary steel. A shrinkage of -,% in.

per ft. should be allowed in making patterns.

Aslbesftos Psicl&nini^ T^o^yv Made isa

ftlhe Uirantedl Sftjates

When tlic foreign-made snjiply of a.sbestos jjacking

began to decrease, due to war influence, American manu-
facturers .saw their ojiportunity to break the strong hold

of the foreign manufactures. This was made ea.sier by

the fact that 8.")% of the world's production of asbestos

comes from Canada.

The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. perfected an as-

bestos packing known as "Goodyearite," which is made

of long, strong fiber combined with those ingredients

that are insoluble in steam and oils. This gives a product

dependable in every way, which has been subjected to a

heat of T50° continuously for tno hours without char-

ring. In hydraulic jiipe lines, high-jjressure steam lines,

boiler connections, valves, flanges, oil pipe lines and in

service where there is contact with acids, "Goodyearite"

has been found proof against deterioration.

A new recording meter for flow of steam, water, gases

and air through pipes has been announced by the Bailey

Meter Co., 141 ililk St., Boston. The outfit comprises

an orifice plate in the pipe line, with upstream and
downstream pipe lines nmuing to a recording differ-

ential-pressure gage.

The orifice is the segment of a circle, and the orifice

plate is made of g'j-in. monel metal, corrugated near

its outer edge so as to need no gasket at the pipe con-

nections. The greater pressure is led to the inside of a

bell floating in mercury and the lower pressure to a

sealed hotising chamber. The float walls increase in

liAILEY RECORDING FLOW METER ATTACHED TO
BOILER FOR STEAM MEASUREMENT

thickness from top to bottom, giving a variable exposed

interior cross-sectional area so that the rise and fall are

directly proportional to change in pipe flow. This per-

mits a chart with uniform graduations.

An integrator is provided, and there are numerous
details of refinement at dilTereiit ])<)iiits of the meter to
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cliiiiiiiato effects of vibration, prevent spilling or blowing
out mercury, etc. Tbe How meters are also provide(l,

when desired, with standard pen mechanisms for record-

ing pressure and temperature on the flow chart.

Ps^elheaiSninii^ Steel arm

An oil-burning furnace extensively used for beating

drill steel is now made with a prelieating chainber, which
greatly increases its capacity. Tliis preheater is a section

that fits between the body and cover of the furnace of the

old design. It is therefore a simple matter to attach this

section to an old furnace by changing a few bolts. The
type of burner now furnished with this furnace is suitable

OIL-BURNING FUKNACE WITH PREHEATING CHAMBER

for either high- or low-pressure air. It has merely to

be throttled for high pressures, and when this is done, it

is as efficient as burners designed especially for high

pressures and eliminates the noise common to them. The
floor space occupied by the Xo. 3 Leyner furnace is

.'5x1 ft. No foundation is required, installation being

cf)mplete when air- and oil-supply pipes are connected.

The manufacturers arc tlie Ingcrsoll-Kand Co., 1 1 Broad-

way, New York.

Directt°M.®adlaini^ Olkinffiinffietes'

The direct-reading ohnimeter shown is the latest nuxli-

iied form of the type of portable obmnieter made by the

Roller-Smith Co., 203 Broadway, New York City, and
was designed especially for measuring the resistance of

relay points in electric signaling systems.

It is in general a slide-wire bridge having self-contained

galvanometer of sensitive but rugged design, self-

contained drv cells which :uv cunvenientlv located for

renewal, galvanometer key, stylus and Belf-contaiiicd

resistances.

The ca.se is of hardwood, highly polished and provided
with hinged top, latch and lock and leather handle.

There arc tliree ran-e—O-l, 0-10 and 0-100 olm].-—

DIRECT-READING OHilMETER

each on a scale 15 in. long, each scale being of a different

color—namely, blue, red and black. Cleans are thus pro-

vided for making all relay-point tests as well as many
other resistance measurements within the range of the

device quii-kly and readily.

S(gIlf°Ps'®peM®dl Afll=Air©tuiEa(dI

A material reduction iu the cost of disposing of waste

material is aceomj)lished by the use of a motor-driven

all-around dump car made by the Orenstein-Arthur Kop-
pel Co. and shown in the accompanying illustration. The

DUSCHARGINO ITS LO.\D

car can be handled easily by one man. The dump can

be built up ti> both sides or to the end, as desired. The
speed of tiavcl is relatively high, and no special dumping
mechanism is needed at the disposal point.

The dimensions of the car are: Length, ft, 8 in.;

vidih. 5 ft. 10 in.; height, 4 ft. 8 in.; capacity. 54 cu.ft.
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CHINESE OPERATING A LEYNER DRILL SHARPENER MONUMENT AT COLOMA, CALIF., TO JAS. W. MARSHALL,
AT TUL MI CHANG MINE. CHOSEN WHO DISCOVERED GOLD IN CALIFORNIA ON JAN. 12, 1848

south ff)rk of the american river at coloma. calif. thio two white boulders at the water's
i;i)i;e are at the spot where m.'vrshall discovered gold
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Bsidll?^ Needed
For some time past the Council of the Canadian

Mining Institute (H. ilortimer-Lamb, secretary. Ritz-

Carlton Iloteh Rooms 911 and 912, Montreal) has

associated itself with an endeavor to induce the govern-

ment at Ottawa to place a mining law for the Dominion

on the statutes, so that the condition of instabilitj'

resulting from the present system of regulations by

Order-in-Council will be replaced by more stable con;

ditions. Under the direction of the Hon. William

Templeman, Minister of Mines in the late Laurier

Government, a bill was drafted, but has never been

introduced into Parliament, chiefly for the reason that

its provisions regarding placer mining were not approved

t)y Dr. Alfred Thompson, il. P. for Yukon Te.-ritory,

who claims that the present Alining Act is entirely

satisfactory to the mining conmiunity of the territory

he represents.

Xow, one would imagine that the chief director of

~urveYs for the Yukon, a practical surveyor resident in

the territory several years, should know something of

this matter and the effect and results of the working

of this law, from a practical, not theoretical, standpoint.

Anil he does. The writer is intimately acquainted with

the late chief director of surveys for Yukon Territory.

In a letter to the Mining Journal, dated Jan. 16, 1915,

the writer said

:

F. H. Kitto. director of surveys in Yukon Territory, sum-
marized, at Ottawa, the objectionable features of these placer-

min-ner-claim regulations and offered suggestions for correct-

ing their many incongruities, and it is to be hoped the depart-

ment, under whose jurisdiction these surveys are made, will

act on them. The unsatisfactory conditions under which the

miners labor, the endless confusion and litigation and the

utter inability of the surveyor to work intelligently, all call

for a drastic change.

This phase of the subject has been dealt with in the

recent article in the Engineering and Mining Journal,

entitled "Remedies for Incongruities in the Yukon Placer-

iiining Regulations," and it is possible that at least

some of these suggestions may be embodied in the forth-

coming bill. One of the best discussions on these

incongruities is emijodied in a paper read before the

Association of Dominion Land Surveyors, by ilr. Kitto,

at Ottawa in Fel)ruary, 1915. which I trust the Council

of the Canadian Mining Institute will read carefully,

for it contains the views of a practical surveyor and

mining man who has no political interests to conserve.

But there is another objectionable feature in the present

Yukon Mining Act: The pros])ector of dredging ground

in the Yukon is handi(api)ed by the regulations which

require the payment of $100 per mile of river bed 00

days after application is made or, rather, filed. He is

allowed to acquire 10 mi., but has to i)ay $1,000 down,

$10 per mile each subsequent year of the existence of

his leasehold, and wittiiii three years of the issuance

of his lease is required to place on the property a dredge

approved by the Minister of the Interior.

One or more seasons will be required to prospect his

groiuid thoroughly. If he begins prospecting before

making application, he is at the mercy of anyone who
may deem it good enough to acquire. The stipulated

"60 days after application" will hardly enable him to

get on the ground the necessarj' machinery and appliances

for prospecting. The drilling equipment to make the

necessary tests will cost a large ainouut of money

—

$:?,000 to $5.000—laid down at White Horse and take

at least a month to get there. It will probably cost

as much more in time and money to get the drilling

equipment on the property. All that can be done in

the '"60 days" is to make a superficial examination.

The minimum width allowed for a dredging stream

is 150 ft. Should a prospector have a leasehold 10 mi.

long, measuring from 200 to 300 ft. in width, such a

stream ought to have at least a pair of drill holes at

intervals of 500 ft. and this would not give too con-

clusive a test. This would involve 100 weeks, and as

a favorable season means about 23 weeks, it is clear that

it would involve five seasons to complete the prospecting

of the area.

The late Mr. Ogihy. who spent the best years of his

life in the Klondike in the capacity of chief government

surve)'or, suggested this: That the applicant after 60

days be required to pay down 10% of the purchase

money and to begin, as soon as practicable, comprehensive

prospecting operation or work, not limiting the time to

any specified number of days, for what would be possible

in one place would be absolutely impossible in another.

The territorial mining engineer or some other com-

petent authority should be able to decide easily what

was and what was not possible in each individual case.

Then as soon as a sufficient portion of the leaselvold was

prospected and results warranted it, the installation of

a dredge should be required within a reasonable time.

Should all the ground not prove profitable, the privilege

of abandoning the unprofitable portion should be pe -

mitted and the balance of the prospecting fee on this

portion of the property should be refunded.

A dredging leasehold 10 mi. in length, having an

average width of 300 ft., contains 363 acres ; the record-

ing fee for the first year is $1,000 and is $100 for each

subsequent year. The representation work on a dredging

lease, as the law stands at present, is—exclusive of

prospecting which is absolutely necessary—for the first

three years $75,000 to $100,000, which is equivalent

to the cost of a dredge; this, before a wheel is turned,

may be several times that amount. This would be at

the least estimate $30,000 a year for the first three years,

or nearly $250 per acre.

The dredger is required to do certain work each year,

and if he fails, he is liable to lose all. This decision

is in the hands of the Minister of the Interior at

Ottawa, and it may be assumed that this gentleman will

never impose any unreasonable or unnecessary hard-

shi])—provided political exigencies do not interfere.
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There is, however, no positive assuraiiee that the Minister

may not exercise the right of cancelhitioii permitted by

the regulations, and this thought naturally engenders

doubt in the mind of the investor.

The future of dredging is the future of a large area

in the Canadian Yukon, which is too poor or too diffi-

cult for the miner of small means to operate by sluicing.

It is not therefore unreasonable to ask consideration of

the restrictions placed on the dredger. He must have

more assurance against loss and more freedom of action.

He cannot assign his leasehold without the consent of

the ilinister of Ottawa. J. A. Macdonald.

P. 0. Box 83, Ottawa^ Out., Canada, May 13, 1916.

[Doctor Thompson was not the only one who opposed

the new Mining Act as drafted. 'Many of its provisions

were objected to by Mr. McConnell, the present director

of the Geological Survey of Canada, Mr. ilcEvoy, and

many others with experience in western Canada. Doctor

Thompson's objection was backed up by the very reason-

able statement that the Act would be thoroughly un-

popular throughout the whole Yukon Territory. Mr.

Macdonald leaves it to Le inferred that the mining laws

of Yukon Territory are regulated by Order-in-Council,

while, as a matter of fact, placer mining in the Yukon

has for many years been governed by a definite Act of

Parliament, though quartz mining is still governed by

Order-in-Council.

Laws must be efficiently administered if they are going

to be of any service. J. H. Curie saw the conditions

clearly when he visited the country, and the following

statement by him well fits the case:

The handling of the mining industry—the bacltbone of the

country—has been wealt and inefficient. There are, firstly,

far too many officials, and from the gold commissioner down-
ward, nearly all are ignorant of mining matters. The local

mining laws are weak; the miners are for ever quarreling

over boundaries and water rights, and the only remedy ap-

pears to be a lawsuit, or series of suits, in the local courts.

The gold commissioner, his assistants and the claim inspectors

seem to have no power, or to be afraid to use it. Their

only remedy is, "Oh, take it into court." Dawson, as a con-

sequence, reeks with lawyers and litigation. A couple of

Australian mining wardens of the old school, who would
ride up the creeks themselves, interrogate the parties to a
dispute, and settle the matter on the spot, sticking the boun-
dary and water-right pegs into the ground themselves and
warning the men to touch these at their peril, would do more
good than the dozens of officials there now and would soon
empty the courts of litigants.

He might have added that most of the officials were

thoroughly venal and the people had no confidence in

them. We have not read Mr. Kitto's paper, but should

be inclined to give much more weight to the opinion

of a mining engineer or mine operator than to that of

a government surveyor.

The dredging regulations, as quoted by Mr. Macdonald,

appear to be correct. A man could not expect to get

a mile of river bottom for much less than $100, and

$10 a year rental is purely a nominal sum. These con-

ditions are very much easier than they were in the early

days of the Klondike, and if a man seriously considers

acquiring dredging ground, it would be difficult to think

of any place where he could get it cheaper. One valid

!)ut humorous criticism that was made on the mining

laws years ago is recalled, which might still apply,

namely: The Government should give a man a good

piece of ground for his money, and if the ground first

given was found not to be good, it should take it back

and give him a piece that was good.

Mr. Macdonald has made one good point, in that a

man should not forfeit his ground for temporary failure

to satisfy the Minister of the Interior that lie was doing

a certain amount of work, for the Minister is advised

by his clerks in the country and these can generally

lie bought or influenced one way or the other. A.s to

the con.sent of the Minister to a transfer, this is a formal

matter and has never been denied to people of any
financial strength whate\er.—Editor.]

CsiEft Yotia IBes^t Bt?
The London Arizona Consolidated Copper Co. shipped

500 tons of copper ore during the month of March. This
ore is extracted from tunnels and cuts and placed in

piles. These piles, when large enough, are shoveled into

boxes, which are carried on burros a distance of from
one to three miles and emptied upon a platform. The
ore is then shoveled into wagons and hauled to the rail-

road, where it is shoveled upon a makeshift platform.

Then it is shoveled into a car and shipped.

The railroads will neither put in shipping facilities

nor permit others to do so. The ore is mined from a

stratum on the face of a caiion about two miles long,

running east and west. Two miles south of this other

work is going on ; two miles west, ore is being extracted.

All the work is in charge of one man. who is also

the superintendent, physician, foreman, shiftboss, cashier,

surveyor, buyer, storekeeper, roadboss, stableman and
horseshoer. He does his own housework, cooks his food

and pays for it from his o^ii cash. He said a so-called

big corporation made a contract a year ago to open the

ground, but so far nothing has been done and the bond-

holders don't want such a corporation on the property.

He said, moreover, if the would-be capitalists will keep

away he will show up such a quantity of ore that some
sensible man will gladly erect a smeltery on the ground.

Can you beat it ? L. Lyxdox.
Winkelman, Ariz., Apr. '). 1916.

The article in the Journal of ilay 2T on "Mexican
Complexities" is so true that I want to add my con-

firmation of it. Formerly, whenever one got away from
the border or from the railways, the people were easy

to get along with. I have been alone for mouths, work-

ing 50 to 100 of them in the interior, and had no trouble.

I have put in 30,000 mi. in the saddle in Mexico and

always was made welcome at the house of the poorest

peon or at the richest hacienda. Several times the only

bed has been given up to me. I have known them to

sell their last decaUtro of corn to travelers—strangers

—

v.hen they themselves would have to go miles to buy more.

]\Iexico used to be all right. There is no telling when

it will be so again. G. L. Sueldox.

Ely, Nev., May 31, 1916.

I am sending a sample' of a mineral locally known as

"stolenitc." Specimens of this kind are found at Atolia,

Calif. I am reliably informed that the mineral is used

there as (il)legal tender at ])oker tables.

l.os .Vngeles. Calif.. Mar. 31. 1916. Subcriber.

'The sample received was a rich specimen of scheelite.
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D. C. Jackling is the owner of the steam yacht
"Cyprus," which word is the origin of our word "copper."'

The home station of the yacht is San Francisco, whence
Mr. Jackling goes in her on his inspection trips to Alaska.

About three months ago he, with a party of friends

—

including Charles Hayden, K. R. Babbitt and Mr. and
Mrs. Sherwood Aldrich—steamed south in her to visit

mines on the AVest Coast of South America. On June 1

the}' arrived in New York. The rest of the story

is as told picturesquely in the Globe

:

Harbor men were thrilled to-day by the picturesque

sight of a large yacht as she steamed into the East Eiver

at 18 knots on her way to an anchorage off the New York
Yacht Club at Twenty-third St. Above her long, grace-

ful lines black smoke was rolling back from her two
rakish funnels, on her forward deck two brass guns to

ward off possible pirates gleamed in the sunlight, and
her sheer prow laying back the white foam on either side,

bore in gilt letters the name '"Cyprus."

On the bridge, in an immaculate yachting suit and

watching the harbor panorama unroll before him, stood

over 300 ft. long, and displaces 2, .500 tons. She carries

a crew of 50 and has 15 cabins capable of accommodating

•DO guests. She has even- appointment known to the

modern yacht and a few not to be found elsewhere, among
them a complete motion-picture theater and a golf course.

After her o^^Tier, who is attending to some business

at his New York office, 25 Broad St., has made an over-

land trip to San Francisco and back, the "Cyprus"

probably will carry another party on a cruise in eastern

waters.

Hew Stirs)k© ^t (G

By Leeoy a. Palmer*

A new strike of rich gold ore has been made a few miles

from Barstow, Calif., which is attracting a great deal of

attention locally and causing a growing interest in out-

side circles.

The strike is in what has been named the Goldstone

Alining District, near the southwest corner of T 14 N,

IJ 1 W, San Bernardino meridian and about 33 mi.

slightly east of north of Barstow, the nearest post office.

STEA.M YACHT "CYl'UU.^ iWMJD BY D. C. JACKLING

the owner, D. C. Jackling, a copper and gold mining
man of San Francisco, who, accompanied by his wife

and 12 guests, was finishfng an 83-day cruise from the

(ioldon Gate, some 17,300 miles.

On coming ashore he said that the "Cypru.s" had
touched at many ports of South America, and that for

51 of the 83 days the engines had turned over contin-

uously.

"Our party left the yacht at Valparaiso, and journeyed

by rail to Buenos Aires, where she picked us up again,"

said Mr. Jackling (the yacht had come around Cape
Horn in the meanwhile). "Later we touched at Kingston,

Santiago and Havana, and from the Cuban capital we
have made New York in just three days."

It is worthy of note that the liners usually take at

least four days from Havana to New York.

"Yes," Mr. Jackling went on, "in the 17,300 mi. we
have maintained a speed of 13i/{; knots for the whole

time."

The "Cyprus" was built several years ago at Seattle,

after designs by Cox & Stevens, of New York, is well

It is reached by motor in about two hours over good roads

with only one stretch of bad grade. The elevation is

about 3,500 ft. The location is at the edge of the Mohave
Desert wliere the foothills of the Granite Mountains rise

bj' moderate slopes to a slight elevation above the sur-.

rounding country.

The first location in the district was made by G. L.

Drumm and W. M. Clancey, who discovered and located

the Big Drumm claim Mar. 17, 1910. After doing assess-

ment work on this property for three years, they sold it

to a Boston company, which sunk a vertical shaft to a

depth of approximately 75 ft.

While this was being done, about the middle of Febru-

ary, 1!)16. the two Redfiold brothers, who were working

for the Big Drumm and doing some prospecting on the

side, were going over some ground—to the northwest of

the Big Drumm claims—wbicli had liecn located in 1910

by Charles McElroy and allowed to lapse. A\'liilc sitting

on a ledge to rest, one of them casually knocked olf a

piece with his pick and discovered that it was liberally

•Mlnine engineer, 512 Custom House, San Francisco, Calif.
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sprinkled with free gold. They immediately located

three claims, which they sold shortly after to the Boston

company for $15,000, and the Goldstone Mining Co. was
organii5ed to work the group. On further inspection ot

this property, the old McElroy location monument was
found, a closer examination of which showed it to be com-
posed of quartz fairly glistening with free gold.

Following their sale of the Goldstone group, the Red-
fields made further locations to the northwest and ex-

hibited rich specimens therefrom. These discoveries

started a local stampede, and within a few days the dis-

trict was located for a length of seven miles and a width

of one mile.

QuAiiTZ Fissure Veixs

As far as observations go at present, the structure of

the district is a syncline with its axis striking about N 35°

W. The present activity is in a series of easterly dipping

;'|-.\.\ll' ,MIIJ. AT

strata underlaid to the west by a (luarl/.ile which appears

to be identical with a quartzite appearing at some dis-

tance to the east also. Overlying this quartzite is a gray

lime, distinctly stratified and interbedded with shale.

The contacts between the lime and the shale appear very

distinct, and they doubtless belong to the same scries,

while the quartzite is distinct and earlier.

The strike of the bedding planes is aiiin-cjxiiuatoly X
35° W, with easterly dip very steep. fre(|uently vertical

or nearly so. These sediments are older than certain

lak(> beds found to the south and known to be Tertiary,

but further than that they are pre-Tertiary nothing

definite can be said at present.

Traversing these sediments on a strike of N 10° W is

a system of parallel dikes of which at least four outcrop

prominently. These dikes are of a light greenish-gray

rock, fine-grained and tentatively called andesite. The
veins are found with westerly dip on or near the contacts

of the dikes with the country rock. The Goldstone vein

is in a limestone hanging and a shale foot wall but within

a few feet of one of the most prominent of the dikes.

Whether the dikes cut the Tertiary lake beds has not yet
been ascertained, so that their age is not known. It is

not su))po.sed that they do, which of course places them in

the pre-Tertiary also.

The average width of the veins is approximately 4 ft.

The Goldstone vein seemed to have this width, but at first

what appeared to be the shale foot wall turned out to be

a horse, and the true width had not been determined at

the time of writing.

The veins appear to have been formed by upward cir-

culation in true fissures. They are well-defined with a
zone of slight brecciation of the walls, which is mineral-
ized by stringers from the main veins. The Goldstone
vein can be traced readily for several thousand feet. The
pay shoot is a heavily oxidized quartz found on the hang-
ing wall. Southerly from the main group of claims is a

series of veins, less prominent, with a strike almost due
east and west.

Little Developmext Doxe Thus Fak
At the time of writing (six weeks after the first

strike), little development had been done. The Gold-
stone has an opencut on the vein and is sacking ore that
ihe engineer states ran, on grab samples, over $200 per

loll. The Big Drumni brought in the small one-stamp
mill shown in the accompanying illustration before it

sold out to the Boston company. This is the only mill

I be district has ever had. After hauling water from
hidian Springs, 9 mi. distant, the mill was set to work
and laboriously pounded up three tons of rock which
plated $196 and left $20 in the tailings. A ledge on the

P.clmont, south of the Big Drumm, has been followed
^0 ft. in a shaft with widths of from 2 to 4 ft. and assavs

of from $2 to $12. Northwest of the Goldstone is the

iJedfield group. This shows a few shallow cuts, and
simples taken almost anywhere in the vicinity of the

\cins will pan on crushing, Init the owners were reticent

about giving out definite information or allowing sam-
pling, so not much can be said about it.

So far there has been so little development work in the

district, and none of it systematic, that no one can form
; conclusion concerning it. There are certaiidy some
enticing surface showings. From the stringer on the Big

Drumni a small tobacco-can full of dirt yielded $11 and
the vein assayed $150 to the ton for a width of 2 ft.

Tiio Goldstone vein, iiartieularly. is well-defined and
can be traced across country for a considerable distance.

It is undoubtedly a true fissue which can be expected to

go to depth. Whether the values will ]iersist is another

matter, wliieh can only be proved by further development.

llritort of the 'IVrrltorinl Mine Inspector of AInnka to the
Govirniir for Ihe year 191.") h;is been m.ide. .Tiul covers in an
interesting way the mining operations of all kinds in the Ter-
ritory duriiii; that period. Not the least interesting part of the
report is a ootuplete list of all the dredging companies, quartz
mines, and placer mines in the Territory, with their addreses
and in each case the name of the manager or operator. Dur-
ing tlie year 168 placers, 31 quartz mines, and 30 dredges
were inspected. Out of a total number of 5.000 men employed
in mil around the mines In the Territory, there were 23 fatal
aciiiUiits during the year, being a ratio of 4.6 per 1.000 men
employed.
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On June 5 the American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co.

exercised its option to acquire the entire capital stock of

the Granby ^lining and Smelting Co.—200,000 shares

at .$400 per share, total ^8,000,000. Payment is to be

made in the form of cash $fi,000,000 and $2,000,000 iu

bonds to be issued against the Granby properties. The
American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co. will pay $4,000,-

OuO cash out of its surjilus and will obtain the remainder

by selling 40,000 shares of new common stock to its

shareholders at $50 per share.

The Granby company owns zinc and lead mines

m southwest Missouri, a lead smeltery at Granby, and

zinc smelteries at Neodesha, Kan., and East St. Louis,

111. The latter—the Rose Lake plant—comprises a

sulphuric-acid factory. The following statement is made

bv one of the officials of the American Zinc, Lead and

Smelting Co

:

In behalf of the Granby company, a Maine corporation,

which he has organized for the purpose, H. S. KimbaU, presi-

dent of the American Zinc. Lead and Smelting Co., has pur-

chased the Granby Mining and Smelting Co., a Missouri

corporation.
The Granby Mining and Smelting Co. of Missouri was

organized in 1864. It owns in fee approximately 30,000 acres

in the zinc district of southwestern Missouri. For about 50

years, and until quite recently, its revenues have come from
royalties paid by lessees operating on these zinc lands. With-
in the last two or three years it has itself developed deep

ore at Granby. Mo., and it is now operating from this deep

ground a mine with a large known tonnage of exceptional

richness, and has started other similar developments in the

same field.

The Missouri company has been a dividend payer practi-

cally since its inception, and it has, out of earnings, acquired

10,000 acres of coal land in Illinois; has built a new coal-

zinc smeltery and sulphuric-acid plant in East St. Louis

similar in character and capacity to the Hillsboro smeltery

of the American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co.; has bought
and improved a gas-zinc smeltery at Neodesha, Kan., similar

in character and capacity to the American Zinc, Lead and
Smelting Co.'s Bearing plant, and has acquired a small lead

smeltery at Granby. Mo.
The spelter produced from these properties is known as

prime western and brass special, these brands being different

from the high-grade Mascot and intermediate brands which
constitute the major portion of the American Zinc, Lead and
Smelting Co.'s spelter.

Approximately 7 5";;, of the Granby spelter to be produced
during the balance of the year 1916 has already been sold

on firm contracts, together with a considerable tonnage
through 1917, and all of its sulphuric acid has been sold up
to and through 1920, all of these sales and contracts being at

very satisfactory prices.

Tile ret (lu'ck assets of the Granby company of Missouri

exceed $:,750,C'iO, of which nearly $1,000,000 is in cash. Its

current liabilities are less than $300,000. Prom sales already
made, the r.et quick assets of the Missouri company should
bo increased to above $4,000,000 by Jan. 1 next.

Thi- Granby company of Mis.'^ouri has just declared a divi-

dend of $2,000,000, in the form of 10-year ^':'r, bonds, secured

by mortgage of its real estate, and the company, subject to

this mortgage, has been taken over by Mr. Kimball in behalf

of the Granljy company of Maine for $6,000,000. It is pro-

po!;ed that the American Zinc company shall acquire the

property, together with all the quick assets, at the exact price

paid by Mr. Kimball.
By the purchase of this large acreage, much of which is

known to contain extensive zinc-ore deposits, the American
Zinc company wil obtain an assured supply of high-grade
zinc concentrates, enabling it to produce, at a low cost per
pound, spelter of a character different from and supplemen-
tary to the brands it Is now producing. By pursuing the

same policy of development In this new field It has pursued
In regard to its Mascot properties in Tcnmasee, its e.irning

capacity will be i.rcatly increased and assured for a very long

period of time.

The net <:ulck assets of the American Zinc, I.,ead and
Smelting Co. as of June 1 were approximately $7,000,000, and
of the Granby fMissouri) company approximately $2,750,000,

a total of nearly $10,000,000. ro that it would bi feasible

to finance this purchase entirely out of earnings; neverthe-

less, after consideration, the directors of the American Zinc
company believe that a portion of the purchase money should
be provided by an issuance of common capital stock.

A meeting of the stockholders of the American Zinc com-
pany will therefore probably be called in the near future to

authorize the issuance of additional common shares, and If

the authority is voted, the directors will issue approximately
40,000 new common shares, to be offered to stockholders at
$50 a share, thus providing approximately $2,000,000, the bal-

ance of the purchase i:rice to be aid out of earnings.

St. Louis banking interests representing in part a portion
of the Missouri company'? stockholders, and certain large
stockholders of the American Zinc company stand ready to

take, at $50 per share, without commission any stock not
subscribed for.

The properties of che Alissouri company have been care-
fully examined and accounts have been carefully audited,
not only by its own engineering and operating forces, but
by well-known out.side engineers as well, and their reports,

and the purchase of the properties by Mr. Kimball, have been
predicated entirely upon the value of the properties and their
earning capacity on a 5-cent. spelter market.

H©'^^ YorSs. lEsa^nBaees's Ts'svSiniiirai

The Engineers' Training Battalion of New York, or-

ganized under the auspices of the Military Engineering

Committee, has received military instruction during the

last three months through the courtesy of Col. William

G. Bates, commanding the 71st Infantry, Lieut.-Col. E.

W. Van C. Lucas, commanding the 22ntl Corps of Engi-

neers, and officers of their commands. A review of this

battalion by Major General Wood and the Military En-
gineering Committee was held at the armory of the 71st

Infantry, June 1.

Although the battalion has been drilling but twice a

week for three months, the showing made was most cred-

itable and was favorably commented on by many army
officers who witnessed the review unofficially. Omitting

the usual platitudes regarding changes and benefits

therefrom, one change is significant and worthy of com-

ment. This short service has sufficed to implant in the

mind of almost every one of these engineers the desira-

bility and advisability of universal compulsory military

training in this country.

The same evening, at a dinner given to Col. Charles

H. Sherrill, the grand marshal of the preparedness par-

ade held ^lay 13, the official figures of the ]iarade were

given for the first time. The number that paraded was
140,130. Col. Sherrill said, "It is well to remember that

it took si.x weeks of hard work by hundreds of men to

put this parade on the street, and yet we did not equip,

or feed or transport them. This proves that talk of

raising an army of a million armed citizenry overnight

is only ]iolitical bosh."

lR.l^lhtts UiradleB' Lodle ILocsiftnoifts

A milling ((iinpaiiy's acquisition of mill sites under

locations made by others did not constitute any waiver

of the company's independent rights under mining-lode

locations, according to a decision of the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, in the case of

Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Co. v,*. Worthen Lumber
Mills, 22!) Federal Reporter, 960, affirming a decree of

the United States District Court for the District of

Alaska. It is further decided in the same cast' that any

repn^sentations made by the mill-site locators that it was

nonmineral in character could not be imjiuted to the min-

ing companv, unless it procured the locations to be made.
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TS&e M.eais©Kiis f©r ftlh® IReceiratL

The New Haven railrnad has explained the reasons

for the recent embargoes on freight, which were so

vexatious to all shippers, including the shippers of copper,

sj)elter and lead, that are consigned so largely to points

in Connecticut. In general the trouble originated from

the unnecessary concentration of shipments, especially

coal, within certain periods and the chronic delay in

unloading freight of all kinds. As remedies the railway

officials have recommended the following to shippers:
Ship at an average rate, only as rapidly as unloading is

assured.
Help to avoid accumulations in the treighthouses.
Load and unload every car promptly—the day it is placed,

if possible.

Endeavor to get all cars on any certain track loaded or

unloaded each day, so that the track may be cleared and
respotted as a whole. This is of great importance where
tracks are used for other switching movements and main
tracks required for important and fast trains.

Get in your supply of coal for next winter during the
season of favorable weather, commencing immediately, order-
ing shipments forward moderately and at a regular rate. It

was the overbuying of coal in large quantities last fall that
started the serious congestion during the past winter.

Improve your existing facilities, where possible, for
unloading, handling and storing freight, requesting the
cooperation of the operating, transportation and engineering
officers of the company, who will do all they can to help you
work out and make effective any such improvements.

Use your influence with all other shippers and consignees
in your neighborhood in order that the delinquency of one
may not penalize the many.

If shipments are not received when expected, do not order
ir. excess of immediate requirements, and thereby commence
the creation of a situation that cannot be handled, but take
the matter up with the representatives of the company, and
attention will be given by the transportation department.
The transportation department will be able to help if freight
is promptly taken away at destination, but an undue accumu-
lation increases the difficulties and causes delay in getting the
records necessary to trace your shipments and then giving
you the assistance required.

This statement is important in that it clears away
the suspicion that the railway-carrying capacity of the

eastern part of the country had become insufficient and
that large sums of new capital would be needed to

increase it. The New Haven road serves the most con-

gested territory, and its experience may fairly be taken

as an index of that of other Eastern roads. Manifestly

the prime remedy is simply better organization—more
brains. E. E. Clark, interstate commerce commissioner,

recently said that the capacity of the New Haven road

was decreased 50% by slow unloading. Anybody who
travels among the frcightyards, factories and coal depots

of New England—and elsewhere for that matter—cannot

fail to be impressed by the clumsiness and costliness of

handling freight after the cars have arrived at their

destinations. If material were handled in such ways in

mines and smelteries, there are many good dividend-

payers that would not pay anything. Without any doubt

a good deal of capital ought to be laid out in improving

facilities, but the first thing to bo done is to inject some

high grade of gray matter into the problem and devise

a better organization.

Haii&dwriting on tHe Wall
During the last year we have witnessed extraordinary

rises in many of the metals—figures having been attained
that five years ago would have been characterized as pre-

posterous if anybody had talked about them. Among
the major metals zinc has been the most spectacular;

among the minor metals aluminum, antimony and tung-
.'^ten have been the star performers. Of late there has

been a sharply declining tendency in the markets for

zinc, antimony and tungsten that probably foreshadows
the return of those metals to normal levels. There is

nothing mysterious or malevolent in the recent behavior

of these markets. On the contrary their action is pre-

cisely what ought to be and what has been expected all

along.

The cycle is obvious. Extraordinary and insistent de-

mand elevates price. High price stimulates new produc-

tion. Sooner or later the time comes when the supply

outstrips the demand, whereupon the price declines, even-

tually reaching the normal level at which the business

may be conducted with the ordinary percentage of profit.

The time of such a cycle is determined primarily by the

facility with which new production may be organized.

In spelter the deficiency was never of ore supply, but

rather of smelting capacity. During the last year new
smelting capacity has been provided in a rapid and even

romantic manner. Since the first of 191G the reports

of the organization of new smelting companies have

been so frequent that it became a good deal of a job

to keep track of them. Similarly has the production of

antimony ore and tungsten ore been stimulated in all parts

of the world, but especially in the United States. Let

anybody run over the weekly record of mining news in the

Journal and note the number of new antimony and tung-

sten mines being worked in all quarters. Even the old

antimony mines of Arkansas and the old tungsten mine
of Connecticut have been reopened. Declines in prices

were inevitable.

The same things will eventually happen in the cases

of copper, lead and aluminum. That it has not already

hapjiened with those metals is due to the facts that the

production of them could not be increased so quickly and

moreover, the business in those metals is more concen-

trated and better organized than in other cases, and for

that reason, partly, the advances in them were not so

extravagant.

The alarming thing about the return to normal con-

ditions is that so many people have forgotten what normal

conditions are. Tungsten miner.* are grieving about the

depression in their industry arising from a decline of

the price for ore to $50 per unit ! Previous to the war

tungsten ore was worth about $t;(j?? per unit. In the

Joplin district there is resentment respecting the fall

in the price of zinc ore to $85 per ton ! Previous to

the war it was worth about $40(«'45. Both in the tung-

sten and zinc districts mass meetings are being held to

consider what steps should be taken to relieve the suf-
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feriiig miners, threats are being made to the effect that

ore will be held back until smelters pay what it is worth,

that mines will be closed down if necessary, that the

wages for labor will be reduced, that there will be steps

to secure a tariff that will keep ore prices up to what
they ought to be, namely, the maximum attained during

the war period.

This exhibition of greed is human, but nevertheless

is mortifying by reason of its childishness. However,

there is no doubt that many people are going to lose

money in the further decline of prices for ores and
metals from levels that even now are extravagantly high.

High prices had the natural effect of bringing into pro-

duction mines and works that normally could not pay.

I\Iines were equipped and new works were built. The
phenomenal profits that were expected were sadly eaten

into by the insatiable demands of labor and the in-

creasing inefficiency of labor. When some people talk

about being unable to produce zinc ore for less than $75

or $80 per ton they are probably telling the truth. De-

posits yielding only 1 to 11/2% zinc have been opened

in the Joplin district.

Tliose miners and smelters who started early and have

recouped themselves will prepare to go out of business

when the bell rings. This will relieve the labor situa-

tion and will pave the way for the reduction in wages
and weeding out of the inefficient that is inevitable. It

is to be hoped that this will come about with no great

disturbance, but it will not come about until there is a

surplus of men and the good ones are anxious to keep

Iheir jobs. There will be, of course, a good nianj^ miners

and smelters who started late and will never recoup their

investments. This will happen to many who bought

properties at high prices from the far-seeing who cashed

in early. Tliey will have to console themselves with

the unsatisfactory thought that they took a chance and

lost.

The recession in the metals does not indicate slack-

rning in business so much as it does increased production

stimulated by the high prices. Nobody is responsible

but the producers themselves. They could not eat their

cake and have it too. Eventually the same thing will

liaiipen in copper, but that is probably still rather far

ahead. The production of copper is not something that

may be instituted quickly. The creation of a new pro-

ducer takes millions of money and years of time. This

is why copper is the strongest of the metals. There

I'.ave been no new producers of great consequence since

tlie outbreak of the war except Inspiration and Chu-
quicamata, which fortunately were just coming in at

that time.

Hiacipesise nira ngia

The enormous increase in our foreign trade is general-

ly supposed to be largely due to the exportation of

imniitions of war. According to figures comjuled by

T)r. Edward Ewing Pratt, chief of tlie Bureau of Foreign

and Domestic Commerce, De])artni('iit of Commerce, at

\\'ashington, this is not so. Our foreign trade in 1015

amounted to $5,.'3;5:],OOO,000, as compared with a total

in mi 3 of $4,277,000,000. At the present rate our

foreign trade for the fiscal year ending July 1, 1916,

will amount to $6,300,000,000. Of these ratlier incom-

)(rcliensibie figures, the increase in the exports of muni-

tions has actually been less than the increase in the

amount of secondary war supplies exported or the items

that have no direct relation whatever to the war. The
largest increase in exports has occurred in the groups

which might be called "secondarj' war supplies" and those

articles which have no direct connection with the war.

The smallest increase in actual amount has taken place

in the direct munitions of war.

The increase in exportations of munitions of war to

the belligerent countries for six months ended Dec. 31,

1915, was approximately $153,000,000; the increase in

exports of secondary war supplies to belligerent countries

for the same period was approximately $195,000,000;

while the increase of exportations which have no direct

relation to the activities of belligerent nations and of

all other products to belligerent and neutral nations

amounted to approximately $188,000,000.

However, since the British quartermaster list is said

to contain 50,000 different items it is more than probable

that most if not all of the products listed as having no

direct relation to war do have such relation. The view-

points of a British quartermaster and a United States

bureau official are quite different.

'0.

Statistical tables for I'Jlo have just been issued by

"Lloyd's Register of Shipping," which show some in-

teresting figures concerning the shipbuilding industry of

England during the last year and throw some interesting

sidelights on the direct effects of Germany's submarines.

The total addition of steam tonnage during the year

was l,4Gl,81fi tons gross and of sailing tonnage 61,934

tons gross, or in all, 1,523,750 tons gross. Of the

tonnage added about 51% consisted of new vessels,

practically all built in the United Kingdom.
The gross reduction of steam tonnage amounted to

1,452,679 tons and of sailing tonnage to 82,222 tons,

or in all to 1,534,901 tons. Of this decrease 232,949

tons was sold to foreign owners dviring the year.

During 1915 the number of steamers on the official

Register of the United Kingdom decreased by 86, Init

the tonnage increased by 9,137 tons, while the number
of sailing vessels decreased by 182 and tlie tonnage by

20,288 tons. The total number of vessels on the

'•Register" therefore decreased by 268 and the total

tonnage by 11,251 tons during the year.

Despite the fact that it takes many months to build

a ship and only a few minutes to sink one, these figures-

show that the English have been building ships fastei

than the submarines have been sinking them.

With ^lay 31 speculation on tlie London Metal

Exchange ceased by order of the British government.

Thereafter trading was permissible only with purciiasers

who intended consuming the metal. On the other hand,

the seller must have the metal. There is to be no more

short-selling.

The London Metal Exchange will thus become even

more of a shadow of itself than over. For a long time

nobody in the wliolesale metal business of the United

States has ])aid any attention to the quotations cabled

from London. The absolute absence of meaning in them

may now be emiihasized more than ever.
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BY TH^ WAY
Ac'ording to dispatches from Chihuahua City, Mexico,

Pablo Lopez, leader of the Villa band that murdered

IT American mining men at Santa Ysabel, Chihuahua,

and supposed leader of the Columbus N. M., raid, was

shot by a firing squad of Constitutionalist soldiers on

June 5 at Santa Rosa, Chihuahua's place of execution.

John Papassimakes made a big gold strike up in On-

tario a short time ago, and after him the new mining terri-

tory at Boston Creek was denominated "The Greek

Strike." The story of Mr. Papassimakes, as it has come

from the Canadian gold fields, is one of romance. Re-

port credits him with being a member of a nolsle Greek

family. Anyhow, he was a painter of pictures when he

went up into the wilds of Ontario, looking for scenery to

paint. The discovers^ of the yellow metal was purely an

accident, and now Mr. Papassimakes does not have to

make pictures except for pastime, and is rated among

the gold millionaires. "Some men are born great, some

achieve, etc."

"Sleeping sickness" following the bite of a tsetse fly

in West Africa five years ago, is reported to have caused

the death of Dr. Albeit Curtis Perveil, of 14 Hancock

St., Brooklyn. Dr. Perveil, who was a graduate of the

medical college of New York University, went to Africa

in 1910 as physician for the OflEm River Gold Estates,

Ltd., in Nigeria. While canoeing along the Congo ( ?

)

River with a band of prospectors, he was bitten by a

tsetse fly and, according to the Times, went to Paris for

treatment at the Pasteur Institute. He apparently re-

covered from the effects of the poison injected by the fly.

While in Belgium at the oiitbreak of the European War
he was again taken ill and returned to his mother's home.

He was attended by several physicians, but gradually

grew worse. After several months' treatment he recov-

ered sufficiently from his lethargy to walk about his room.

Several weeks ago he was removed to Roosevelt Hospital

for an operation on his spine. The hospital authorities

would not say whether or not the proposed operation had

been performed. They simply announced that he died

at noon on ]Mav 30.

The scarcity of ocean tonnage has some far-reaching

eft'eits. Thus a report from U. S. Commercial Attache

P. B. Kennedy, at Melbourne, Australia, says : "The em-

bargo on the export of coal from Australia, established

some time ago by the Commonwealth government, has,

it now appears, a certain bearing upon American shipping

in the Pacific. The reason for the coal embargo, it may

reasonably be assumed, is to facilitate the export of wheat,

there being at present something like 135,000.000 bu.

in the hands of the Wheat Board, which is held up on ac-

count of shortage of tonnage. The interpretation of the

coal embargo, according to reliable information, is that

a permit for the export of coal will not be given to any

vessel that can carry wheat. Recently the 'Ayrian" se-

cured a permit to load coal at the same time that the

'Star of Holland' was definitely refused. These vessels

are American sailers, capable of carrying aliout 3,500

tons dead weight of coal. They had come down from

the Pacific Coast of the United States with cargoes of

lumber; they desired to proceed with coal to Chile and

there load nitrate for San Francisco. It was impossible

for the Wheat Board to secure insurance on the 'Ayrian'

because it was not tight. The 'Star of Holland,' however,

being suitable for carrying wheat, had to proceed to Chile

in ballast. This would seem to mdicate that only leaky

American sailers can expect to load coal and secure a

profital)le round voyage. It would be a case of the poorest

being the best. For the first time in 20 years it is pos-

sible to refer to 'American shipping' in these waters. Old

sailing vessels, many of small size, have emerged from

creeks on the Pacific Coast and are running down to

Australia with cargoes of timber. At present there are

five such sailers in the port of Melbourne and 12 more

are on the way. As a rule, they return to the United

States empty, endeavoring to lose no time in picking up

another timl)er cargo at high freight rates."

MEW FATEHTS

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 2dc.

each. British patents are supplied at 45c. each.

AMALG.^MATOR. Joseph H. McNeil. East Saugus, Mass.
(U. S. No. l,lS2,lis9; May 9, 1916.)

ANODE SLIMES—Process of Treatment of Anode Slimes
and Similar Materials. Francis C. Ryan. Hammond. Ind.. as-
signor of one-half to United States Metals Refining Co..

Chrome, N. J. . (U. S. No. 1,185,005; May 30. 1916.)

BLASTING^Combined Tamper and Charger. William
Frost. Tallula. 111., assignor to John C. Boeker, Tallula, 111.

(U. S. No. 1,1S3.290; May 16, 1916.)

CONCENTRATOR. Charles F. Paige, Oakland, Calif., as-
signor of one-third to Adolph W. Jones and one-sixth to

Harry B. De Moov, Oakland, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,185,129; May
30, 1916.)

CRUSHING—Reduction Mill. Oscar C. Beach, Los Ange-
les Calif., assignor to Frederick W. Braun, Los Angeles,
Calif. (U. S. No. 1,185,046; May 30. 1916.)

DRILL—Rock Drill. George R. Bennett, Denver, Colo.

(U. S. No. 1,183,846; May 23, 1916.)

DRILLS—Improvements in Connection with Rock Drills

and the Like. M. T. Taylor and D. A. Loring, Cam Brea,
Cornivall, England. (Brit. No. 1,S63 of 1915.)

FERROALLOYS—Process of Refining Ferro Metals. Albert
E. Greene, Chicago, 111. (U. S. No. 1.185,396; May 30, 1916.)

FURNACE—Metallurgical Furnace. George L. Danforth,
Jr and Samuel Naismith, South Chicago, 111. (U. S. No.
1.185,290; May 30, 1916.)

HOISTS—Safety Apparatus for Mine Hoists. Daniel F.

Lepley, Connellsviile. Penn. (U. S. No. 1,183.306; May 16, 1916.)

INGOT MOLD and Feeder. Bloomfleld H. Howard. Aspin-
wall, and Ernest J. Turner, Pittsburgh, Penn. (U. S. No. 1,1S2.-

374; May 9, 1916.)

KIESELGLTHR—Composition for Building Materials and
Process of Making the Same. Arthur H. Krieger, Los Anire-
les Calif., assignor to Kieselguhr Company of America, Los
An'geles, Calif. (U. S. No. I,ls4,184; May 23, 1916.)

METAL COATING—Method of Applying Protective Coat-
ings to Metallic Articles. Clarence Mark. Evanston, 111., as-
<^i|nor to Clavton Mark, Chicago, 111. (U. S. No. 1,184.194;

May 23. 1916.)

MINE-CAR RUNNING-GEAR. AVarren V. Johnson and
Robert C Kepner, Bloomsburg, Penn., assignors to American
Car and Foundry Co., St. Louis, Mo. (U. S. No. 1,1S3,9S3; May
23, 1916.)

MINE-C.\R WHEEI^S, Oiler For. Warren V. Johnson.
Bloomsburg. Penn., assignor to American Car and Foundry Co.,

St. Louis, Mo. (U. S. No. 1,183.981; May 23, 1916.)

MINE-CHECK HOLDER. William A. Williams, Barton,
Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,182,953; May 16, 1916.)

MINE CHUTES—Safety Device for Mine Chutes. John F.

Hume, Redding, Calif. (U. S. No. 1,184.958: May 30, 1916.)

ORE TREATMENT—Treatment of Ores. Frederic A. Eus-
tis Milton. Jhiss., and Charles Page Perin, New York, N. Y.,

assignors to Moa Bay Iron Co. (U. S. No. 1,185.187; May 30.

1916.)

STEEL—Combined Process of Refining Metal and Reduc-
ing Ore. .Albert E. Greene. Chicago, 111. (U. S. No. 1,185,397:

May 30. 1916.)

STEEI- SCRAP—Process of Melting Scrajj Metal. Albert E.

Greene Chicago, III., assignor to American Electric Smelting;
and ICnuineering Co., St. Louts, Mo., a Corporation of Missouri.

;U. S. No. 1. 185.394; May 30, 1916.)

.^ll.I'HUR—Operating Sulphur Well.'=. William D. Huflf.

I 1 I'uvette, La., assignor of three-fourths to Louise Guidry
Vioss. New Iberia. La. (U. S. No. 1,184,649; May 23, 1916.)
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C. W. Puringrton, London, has been re-engaged as con-

sulting engineer to the Lena Goldfields, Ltd.. in Siberia.

Mark R. Morgan, of Port Arthur, Ont., has been appointed
mining recorder for the Kowkash district, with headquarters

at Tashota.

E. Cr.ll Brown, mining engineer, of Los Angeles, is visit-

ing the tungsten camps in San Bernardino and Inyo Coun-

ties, California.

X. A. Tlmmins and John F. Caldwell recently inspected

some of the copper and gold properties of the Lake-of-the-

Woods district, in Ontario.

Louis Davidson Ricketts, of Bisbee. Ariz., former consult-

ing engineer of Phelps-Dodge interests, was a recent visitor

at San Francisco on a pleasure trip with Mrs. Ricketts.

Prof. Edward AV. Berry, of the geological department of

Johns Hopkins University, will do work in Mississippi and
Texas for the U. S. Geological Survey during the coming
summer.

Clyde Xye, of New Orleans, Lloyd Nelson, of Santa Rita, and
Vere Lensnre, of St. Louis, are the first to graduate from the

Texas School of Mines, at El Paso. They were given diplomas

last week.

L. F. LeBrnn, formerly superintendent of the Jerry John-

son mill. Cripple Creek, has resigned that position to become
general superintendent of the Linda Ventura mine, Blue-

flelds, Nicaragua.

Edward L,. Stengrer has returned from Palevskoy Zavod,

Russia, having completed a two years' engagement as mining

geologist tor the Sissert Mining District Co., Ltd., in the

Perm government.

J. AVoods, of the U. S. Bureau of Mines and Industrial

Accident Commission of California, visited Randsburg in the

first half of May and gave lessons in first aid to the miners.

Same instruction will be given at Atolia.

\t the Reception following the review of the Engineers'

Training Battalion at the armory of the 71st Infantry, in New
York, were many mining people, among whom were Mr. and
Mrs. Karl Eilers, Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Dwight and guests, and
Mr. and Mrs. H. TV. Hardinge.

P. D. .Vtaler, who was for a number of years manager of

the Idaho .\lamo Consolidated Silver Lead Mines, Ltd., in the

Slocan district. British Columbia, recently took charge of the

Afrati mines and calcination plant of the Anglo-Greek Mag-
nesite Co., Ltd., at Afrati, Greece.

Col. J. J. Penhale took the lead in organizing a Flanders

Branch of the Canadian Mining Institute among the members
serving at the front with the British forces. There was a

dinner on Mar. 2. which is graphically described in the May
bulletin of the Canadian Mining Institute.

A\'. '\V. Tarney, president of Consolidated Virginia Mining
Co.. Herman Zadis. president and otherwise connected with
several Comstock companies, and J. M. Purrinston, secretary

of the Chollar and Potosi, all of San Francisco, recently visited

the Comstock mines for the purpose of inspection.

Major R. AV. Brock has been appointed to organize and
command a Western Universities' Battalion. In a recent issue

the Victoria "Daily Times" pays a high tribute to Major
Brock's ability as an organizer, and remarks that he is one

of the most efficient and popular officers in British Columbia.

Robert AV. Breadner and James A. RuMsell. of the Canadian
Department of Finance, have been appointed respectively

commissioner and assistant commissioner of taxation under
the recent act for the taxation of excess business profits.

They will be assisted In administering the law by officials

appointed in the various provinces.

E. Dullenx. after spending fifteen months at the front as

an officer of the French Army, has been appointed a member
of the French Government's AVar Purchasing Commission In

New York, and has direction of arrangements for the ship-

ment of all materials purchased for the French engineering
SI rvice. His address is 25 Broad Street.

E. L. Doheny ha« retired from the presidency of the Cali-

fornia Petroleum Corporation to give his entire attention to

the business of the Pan-American Petroleum and Transport
Co. and Mexican Petroleum. Thomaa A. O'Donnell. who has
been vice-president and general manager since the organiza-
tion, has succeeded Mr. Doheny in the presidency.

.Vdolph Lewlnohn. president of the Hebrew Sheltering
Guardians Society, has given t20,000 for the purpose of fur-

nishinK another cottage for the Institution, which now has

638 children in cottages, under a plan which has proved
eminently successful. This institution is one of the most
progressive of all of the child-caring institutions in the

country.

Prof. 'William Bollock Clark, head of the department
of geology at Johns Hopkins University, and state geologist

of Maryland, has been appointed by the Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States a member of a committee of five

to discuss with the representatives of organized labor a modi-
fication of the anti-trust laws by which cooperative agree-
ments under the regulation of the Federal Trade Commission
might be allowed in those industries dealing with the pri-

mary natural resources.

Edwin E. White, of Ishpeming, Mich., has resigned his

position as chief geologist with the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co.
and will leave June 10 for India, to accept a similar place
with the Tata Iron and Steel Co. He will make his head-
quarters at Sakchi, near "w'here the company's mines are
situated. Mr. 'White was with the Cleveland-Cliffs as chief
geologist for seven years and brought the department to a
high state of efficiency. His successor has not yet been
announced-

David H. Browne received the degree of doctor Of laws
from Queens University. Apr. 26. In mentioning this the
editor of the monthly bulletin of the Canadian Mining Insti-

tute remarked correctly that Mr. Browne is not only a dis-

tinguished metallurgist, but is also a humanitarian, a scholar,
and a wit. He has shown a keen and practical interest in

educational matters, and has been ready at all times to
befriend the younger members of the profession who have
sought his advice or assistance.

T. M. Denis, provincial superintendent of mines of Quebec,
was called to the colors by the French Government in April
last. When nine years of age he came to Canada, and
although, since then, 35 years have passed in which he has
had no opportunity to visit France, his name has been main-
tained on the roll of French reservists. Mr. Denis sailed from
New York for France on Apr. 22. Both the Dominion and
the Quebec governments have made application to the French
War Office asking that he be permitted to return immediately.

Fred B. Close, who has been in charge of the exploration
and development operations at the White Pine Extension,
Michigan, as superintendent, has resigned his position and is

succeeded by William R. Bolley. who has been engineer at the
property for the past year. Mr. Close was in charge of the
original explorations undertaken by the Smith interests, of
Detroit. Mr. Bolley was employed by the Copper Range mines
before going with the 'White Pine Extension. Mr. Close will
contiriue in direction of other explorations he is conducting
in the White Pine district.

Charles Baciieralupi died at Newton. Eldorado County, Calif.,

on May 15 at the age of 72 years. He went to California in

the early days and engaged in placer mining; he was one
of the pioneers in hydraulic practice.

Edward August MacDonald died at Green Valley, Eldorado
County, Calif., on May 11 at the age of S9 years. He was
one of the pioneers, going to California in 1852 and engaged
In mining. He had been a resident of Eldorado County for

69 years.

Charles Grimes, mining capitalist and operator, until re-

cently general manager and controlling factor of the Tom
Reed mine, at Oatman, Ariz., was found dead May 23 in his

room in Kingman, Ariz. His body was shipped to his home
in Pasadena, Calif., for burial.

Capt. AV. H. McClintnck died at Sonora, Tuolumne Coun-
ty, Calif., on May 23 aged 62 years. He was born in Sacra-
mento and was engaged in mining in Tuolumne County; a.

number of yrars ago he was associated with the Don Pedro
Gold Mining Co., operating on the Don Pedro Bar.

Charles Sweeny died at Portland, Ore., May 30. He was
born In New York, 1S49; fought In the Civil War, then went
to California and later to Nevada and was engaged in min-
ing on the Comstock. He was severely injured in the Are in

the Belcher and after that went to Portland and was one
of the organizers of the Merchants' Exchange. He moved to

Spokane in 1SS3 and later became interested in mining In

the Coeur d'Alenes, where he operated extensively. He was
Instrumental in consolidating several mines Into the Fed-
eral Mining and Smelting Co., and was a director In several

other companies. He was well known in the West and In

New York. He loaves three sons and two daughters.
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SAN FRAXCISCO—May 31

The Last Chanee DIstrirt in Placer County is becoming
more active. At tlie Pacific mine, 25 men are now employed
and the property is malting- a good showing. The Glenn mine
has cut the channel and expects soon to be producing pay
gravel. The Home Ticket mine, operated by D. M. Day. is

employing about 20 men. While the snow has been melting
fast during the warm weather, the road from Auburn to Last
Chance will not be opened before the middle of July. There
was S ft. of snow last winter, which is 3 ft. more than normal.

The Shell Co., a New York corporation, has conveyed to
the Shell Co. of California property approximating $375,00"
in value, situated in the Counties of Alameda, Contra Costa,
Fresno, Napa, Sacramento, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Santa
Cruz, San Joaquin, Solano, Sonoma, Stanislaus and San Fran-
cisco. The land in Contra Costa County is used as site for
refining plant, etc., that in San Francisco for shipping ter-
minal, and in the other counties some of the land is for pipe
line or delivery stations and some of it includes oil lands.
The Shell Co. of California is becoming strongly established
in the oil industry and is one of the large marketing concerns.

The Rittmaii Process is being introduced in California by
Dr. David T. Day. who has recently returned from the San
Joaquin field, where he went with Doctor Rittman to explain
the process to independent oil producers. The Standard Oil

Co. has so far declined to adopt the process, holding that its

own methods of refining are fully sufficient. The idea, held
by some, that the adoption of the Rittman process by inde-
pendent producers in California will cause an immediate
reduction in the price of gasoline is inerely a supposition,
based upon the notion that the process will be speedily
adopted and be successful in increasing the production of
gasoline at a lower cost than present methods.

The Smoke-Belt Farmers in Calaveras and Amador Coun-
ties are prosecuting their suit against the Penn Mining Co.,

operating the copper mines at Campo Seco. Damages aggre-
gating about $200,000 are alleged to have resulted from fumes
from the smeltery. The suit is before a Jury in tVie United
States District Court In San Francisco. Judge W. C. Van
Fleet voluntarily disqualified himself and Judge Frank H.
Rudkin, of Spokane, is sitting in the trial. This aggregation
of oomplaints from 30 farmers has been pending for about
two years. The facts regarding this suit have been told in

the "Journal" and need only to be briefly referred to here.

The farmers did not bring these suits voluntarily, but at the
solicitation of a firm of attorneys in San Francisco who are
reported to have offered to stand the expense and divide the
spoils. Some of these farmers are reported to have declared
upon being appealed to that they had no complaint to make
against the Penn Mining Co., but were willing to take a
chance so long as the attorneys were paying the bills. Cop-
per smelters have been making money with the high price for
copper and no doubt the attorneys will be anxious to have
these suits speedil.v tried so that if there is a favorable
verdict it may be collected while the price of copper is still

sufficient to enable the Penn Mining Co. to pay the damages.

IndnstrinI Accident Statistics for 1913, .and comparative fig-

ures for 1914, have been issued by the state commission,
showing that in 1915, 533 persons died from accidents in

California, a reduction of 158 from 1914. The report shows
that 71 deaths occurred in the mining and quarrying indus-
tries in 1915 and 86 in 1914. The commission regards this

improvement as a result of the careful planning of the work
of the safety departments. The commission issues a monthly
bulletin containing news regarding compensation insurance.
It is shown that the refund to policyholders for the years
1914-1915 amounts to $165,000 and promises further substan-
tial refunds when legal reserves have been released. The
financial report shows that the state insurance fund writes the
largest compensation-insurance business in the state, having
increased its lead over the nearest competitor to more than
$250,000. The report claims that state capitalization has
forced rate reductions and adds that new rates soon to be
published will "show a revision which is principally down-
ward." This is an interesting statement in view of the fact
that so far as the mine-employees insurance is concerned, the
California Metal Producers Association had a lively discussion

over the high state rate, obtained a low rate from the regular
companies and was really the means of forcing the state in-
surance fund to reduce its own rates.

DENVER—June 1

The Old MininK Town of UeorKeton-n, in upper Clear Creek
County, formerly produced largely of lead-silver ores; since
silver's demonetization, mining in the district has been de-
sultory but with the new prices prevailing for silver and lead
as well as for copper and zinc, which occur as associated
metals in the ores, the old camp is becoming decidedly ac-
tive. Among the mines most active at present are the Seven-
Thirty, Burleigh Tunnel, Onondaga. Capitol. Santiago and
Whale—all mines that were famous years ago. Operations at
the Colorado Central are being carried on by a group of men
comprising C. L. W^oods. Edward S. Wiard. C. C. Worland.
Harry W. Robinson, L. D. Welch and Tallmadge Kyner; al-
though a company wa.s formed, it is a close corporation.

Prosperity in Colorado Metal Mining- has again become
a conspicuous fact. Throughout the districts of the state,
wages are being voluntarily raised by operators, although
there is not the slightest indication of labor unrest. This
apparent generosity is because metal miners are scarce this
year. The dullness in mining here for the past few years
obliged many miners to either move to other states or to
undertake new occupation.s, with the result that this sudden
revival in mining in all the older camps, together with the
excitement in the tungsten areas, has placed a premium
on experienced mine labor. Since it was chiefly gold mining
that continued active during the depression, those miners
who remained at their trade in Colorado drifted to the gold
districts like Cripple Creek and Telluride. Mining companies.
anxious to benefit by the attractive prices for silver, zinc
and lead, have been prevented from operating at desired mag-
nitudes because of this shortage of men and they have, here
and there, figured out new wage scales to secure miners from
the gold camps. New schedules of wages will be in effect
today in most of the districts of the state, increases being
based upon existing metal prices and in the nature of profit
sharing. The increases will vary from former wages by from
7 to loTr. There does not appear to be any concerted action
between the operators. Schedules differ in the various dis-
tricts as well as at different mines in the same district. The
average raise in the San Juan region is about 30c. per shift
so long as silver remains above 65c. per oz. In some districts.
zinc miners will receive 8 to lO^c more than heretofore. At
the Mary Murphy mine, which produces complex ore, a raise
of 50c. per day is given all men who have been receiving
more than $3.50 per shift, while 25c. per shift is added to the
wages of those men who have received $3.50 or less. If spelter
should fall below $10 or lead below $6, these bonuses will
be halved. In some camps a flat raise of 23c. per shift is
announced for all classes of mine labor.

BUTTE, MONT.—June 1

Labor Troubles are again to the fore owing to the demand
of the Worliingmen's Union and the Teamsters' Union for
an advance in wages from $3.50 to $4 per day. to take effect
on June 1 and June i:^. respectlvel.v. The demand has been
refused by the Silver i:cw Employers Association which in-
cludes the mining cmpani s, merchants, etc. Union leaders.
pretending to speak for their followers, thereupon declared
that they will get tho raiso or ti,' up the town. At the present
writing no announcement has been made as to whether or not
the men will go on striko in case the employers insist on their
refusal to recognize the demand.

The \Vicltes-Corbin District is now active. The Boston &
Corbin company, operating Bertha and adjoining properties
near Corbin, has finished unwatering mine, and stoping and
shipping will be resumed at once to take advantage of high
price of copper and silver. Mount Washington mine. 3
mi. from WieUes. is shipping from 50 to 60 tons of rich
silver ore daily and doing large amount of development work
to block out ore. The L & C claims in Lump gulch have been
taken under lease and bond by a syndicate of Butte men for a
consideration, said to be $20,000; the mine \p S mi. south of
Helena in district formerly known as a large producer of
rich silver ore: new management expects to besrin develop-
ment work immediately.
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SEATTLE, W.A.SH May 31

Copper Prodnction in Alaska in 1918 will exceed all pre-
vious records. Kennecotts Alaska properties are now pro-
ducing at the rate of about 10.500.000 lb. monthly; the mill-

ing facilities both on Latouche Island and at Kennecott are

being increased; at the Beatson mine on Latouche Island, the

milling capacity, now about 600 tons daily, will gradually be
brought up to 1.000 tons by the end of the season: at Kenne-
cott the company is planning to double its present caoacity

of 750 tons, and high-grade crude ore is also being shipped
from both properties. An interesting metallurgical development
at Kennecott is the new ammonia leaching plant which has
brought the copper extraction at Kennecott up to about 95^^;

the leaching plant is treating the concentrator tailings, re-

covering the carbonates that formerly went to waste in the

gravity-concentration process. There is considerable activity

among the smaller copper mines of Alaska this year and,

with the prevailing high prices, many prospects are ship

ping selected ore from their development operations.

SALT L.*.KE CITY—June 2

The JudBment Against Ohio Copper may be bought in by a

new company, to be formed by the principal bondholders.

The Ohio Copper Co. was declared bankrupt some time ago,

and a receiver appointed to wind up its affairs. Foreclosure

proceedings were brought by bondholders and a hearing was
held in Salt Lake in March. The bondholders received judg-

ment for the whole amount of the bonds, $1,242,000. The prop-

erty will be sold to satisfy the judgment, and it is probable

will be taken over by the proposed company of bondholders.

At present, the property is being worked by the General

Exploration Co., the lessees having already paid royalties of

approximately $200,000.

The Electrolytic Zinc Plant at the Murray works of the

American Smelting and Refining Co., has been in operation

since about the first of the year. It is, however, only an ex-

perimental plant, and is designed to assist the lead plant by
eliminating the zinc from some of the lead-zinc ores. While
the zinc plant is doing excellent work in relieving the lead

furnaces of a zinky charge and making their operation much
easier, it has not yet been determined that the present type

of treatment plant for the zinkiferous ores will be perma-
nently adopted, as experiments in this connection are still

being continued. From the announcement that the American
Smelting and Refining Co. had under construction an electro-

lytic zinc plant, many had assumed that this might approach

in size the great works now being erected by the Anaconda
Copper Mining Co. at Great Falls, Mont., but this is not the

case. The company's plans have not matured in this respect,

and furthermore the present supply of zinc ores at Salt Lake
does not warrant the erection of a plant of the size Anaconda
is building.

Judge Mining and Smelting Co. is the name of the reor-

ganized Daly-Judge Mining Co., of Park City. The original

authorized capital of the former Daly-Judge was 150.000

shares. In May, 1902, the capitalization was increased to 300,-

000 shares, par value $1, and in March. 1916, a further increase

to 500,000 shares of the same par value was made. A part

of the increase was offered to stockholders at $6 a share pro

rata, and the remainder at $S. Enough stock was offered at

$6 to be absolutely sure it would be taken, and sufficient

funds collected to enable the company to construct its new
zinc plant near Park City, leaving in the treasury ample
reserves to continue dividends at the present rate of 25c. a

share quarterly. At the annual meeting in Jersey City, the old

board of directors was reelected as follows: H. Otto Hanke,
president; Moylan C. Fox. vice-president; George W. Lam-
bourne, secretary, treasurer and general manager: William M.

Bradley and A. C. Wall, additional directors. The company
is in the best financial condition in its history, having quick

assets of $700,000 and over $1,000,000 available for construc-

tion of the new electrolytic zinc plant.

ELY, NEV,—Jane 1

Nevada ConHolldated has generally been misunderstood.

There has been an idea that It had nothing but delimited and
short-lived orebodies. On the contrary, the new drilling, from
year to year, has increased the tonnage. Even during the

month of April there were 8,500 ft. of prospecting drilling

ilone. One hole showed an important thickness of 4% ore.

Mining and milling tests on a.lO.OOO-ton lots of ore have shown
tl.it good profit can be made on ore assaying 1% copper. Drill

holes in the bottom of the Eureka pit show nearly GOO ft.

of 1 " ore.

The cost of timbering In the Ruth mine is extraordinarily

heavy, the ground swelling In such a way as to crush 12-in.

Bets In three days In some places. The management Is now
adopting a sort of gloryhole method of mining. Plans have
been put up to the main office to drive a long transportation

tunnel, getting nearly 500-ft. depth below the bottom of Ihe
Eureka pit and of the Ruth mine, and to extract the low-
grade ores by gloryhole mining.

The company has decided to spend $400,000 at the concen-
trating mill, abandon the old trestle, which is in rather bad
condition, run around on the hill, obtaining the proper ele-
vation, erect new crushers and enlarge generally, with the
idea of increasing the milling capacity to 16.000 tons, perhaps
IS. 000 tons, of ore per day. Recently the present mill put
through 15,000 tons of 2% ore in one day, saving about 75%
of the copper.

JOPLIX—Jane 3

Labor Troubles are threatening again in this district, but
it appears today that they will be of short duration. The
average base price of zinc ore for April was between $100
and $110, but for May it dropped to between $80 and $90.

As prices went up operators increased wages at the rate of
25c. a day for each $10 raise, but when they announced a
50c. cut in conformance with the lower ore price, they were
notified by the Brotherhood of Holster Engineers that the
cut would not be permitted. At most mines, the reduced
wages went into effect Saturday morning, June 3, and about
one-fourth of the mines were shut down as a result of a walk-
out of hoistermen. Under the wage schedule the hoistermen
drew $4.75 per day when ore was between $100 and $110, and
instead of permitting a cut to $4.25 they want $5 a day.
At the Kirkwood mine, south of Carterville, there was a free-
for-all flglit between about 50 men calling themselves strikers
and an equal number of shovelers and machine men who had
been pulled from the ground and ordered to quit work. Sev-
eral were injured but none dangerously. A number of hoister-
men have informed their employers they would be ready
to go back to work Monday at the reduced wages.

HOUGHTON". MICH June 1

The Calumet & Hecia Leaching Plant will be in operation
by July 15 or possibly before that date, if present plans carry.
.\dvanee experiments, covering a period of several years,
indicate that the amount of copper that will get away in the
tailings from the mill and regrinding plants and leaching
plant will be limited. Eventually it is hoped that less than
3 lb. of copper per ton of rock can escape. What the rich

conglomerate now yields per ton of rock handled—about
30 lb.—was an average loss in the mills in the early days
when the rock was running 100 lb. to the ton.

DILVTH, MIXX June 3

Minnesota's Largest Taxpayer, the U. S. Steel Corporation,
on May 31 paid $2,290,614.06 to the county treasurer of St.

Louis County, being taxes for first half of 1915. The sum
waS divided as follows: Active mines, $1,539,001; inactive

mines, $723,118; Duluth plant, $23,666; miscellaneous, $4,829.

The First Consignment of the 1,000 steel ore cars ordered
by the Duluth, Missabe & Northern Ry., has arrived. Eight
locomotives of a new and powerful type are also en route.

A new record in ore hauling will be made by the road this

season. An average of 35 trainloads of ore is being handled
daily at the Proctor yards, being 10 more than the average
in rush times last season.

Higgins Land Co. Decision in the district court at Duluth
requires the company to pay William J. Wallace $15,000 for

services in the readjustment of the company's mining lease

with the Steel Corporation. Spencer & Marshall, Duluth, at-

torneys, secured a verdict for $103,000 from the company some
time ago for services in the same matter, and one Frank A.
Barber sued for $50,000 but settled out of court. All of
which indicates that the company must have secured an ex-
ceedingly valuable readjustment with the Steel Corporation.

TOBOXTO—June 3

A Bill to AHsist Prospectors in the building of trails, roads
and bridges has been introduced into the British Columbian
Legislature by Hon. Lome A. Campbell, minister of mines.

The Mines Development Act provides, among other things,

for the payment to miners of 50% of the cost of roads, bridges,

etc., after same have been inspected and the construction ap-
proved by the provincial engineers.

Investigation of Northern Ontario Mineral Regions has
been undertaken by the Ontario Bureau of Mines. Ellis

Thomson has been detailed to examine the gold area south
of Dryden, to which attention has recently been directed by
the Rognon discovery. Percy E. Hopkins, assistant provin-

cial geologist, and party will make a further investigation of

the Kowkash area. Prof. M. B. Baker, of Kingston, will

examine the neighborhood of the Long Lake gold mines and
the serpentine area In Dundonald Township, on the Temls-
kamlng & Northern Ontario Ry. Prof. A. L. Parsons Is In-

vestigating molybdenite outcrops In different localities

throughout the province.
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ALASKA
RICH GRAVEL found on Michigan Creek, by L. J. John-

son, Walter Johnson and Frank Solly. Creek is tributary o£
Good Paster River in Tanana recording precinct: gravel only
10 to 12 ft. deep.

SEA COAST MINING CO. (Valdez)—This gold property at
Shoup's Bay being examined by C. Bergstrom preparatory to
development. C. Christopher, president.
ALASKA MEXICAN (Treadwell)—In April, crushed 12,880

tons; yield, $20,095; operating expenses, $22,185; operating
loss, $2,0S9; construction $3,232; yield per ton, $1.58.

ALASKA UNITED (Treadwell)—In April, crushed in
Ready Bullion mill 24,220 tons, in 700-Ft. Claim mill 18,270
tons; yield $54,293 and $29,239; operating expenses $31,368 and
$38,505; profit, $22,925; loss, $9,266; construction $3,906 and
$2,987; yield per ton, $2.26 and $1.61.

ALASKA TREADWELL (Treadwell)—Crushed in April,
77,991 tons; yield, $132,908; operating expenses, $97,607; oper-
ating profit, $35,300; construction, $10,462; yield per ton, $1,72.
Company's proportion of "Central and Combination Develop-
ment," undertaken in connection with the Mexican and United
companies, included in operating expenses.

ARIZONA
Cochise County

COPPER QUEEN (Douglas)—Starting smeltery enlarge-
ments including two new converters and additional roasters.

CALUMET & ARIZONA (Douglas)—Roasters and two ad-
ditional reverberatory furnaces being erected. Power house
being enlarged.

MASCOTT COPPER (Mascott)—Gold ore valued at $70 a
ton struck on 100-ft. level; orebody on 150-ft. level traced
200 ft. to surface.

CENTURION (Wilcox) — New hoisting equipment and
pumps being installed; development to be resumed soon;
J. P. Richardson president.

LEADVILLE (Courtland)—Optioned to U. S. Smelting, Re-
fining and Mining Co. for $600,000 according to F. B. Weeks,
examining engineer of U. S. company.

GOLDEN RULE (Manzora)—High-grade gold-lead ore en-
countered; 2()-stamp mill being put in shape for operation;
installation of 50-ton crusher and additional equipment to
enable mill to treat custom ore being considered.

Gila County
HUGH DAGGS, of Phoenix, thinks he has low-grade copper

deposit at Payson, similar in extent to Ray. Zone about V2
mi. wide by 6 mi. long, contains 70-tt. porphyry dike, V2 mi.
long, in center of which runs 7-ft. ledge, from which copper
glance has been taken; valuable only as a low-grade opera-
tion; may be prospected with churn drills.

INSPIRATION-NEEDLES COPPER CO. (Miami) — This
impany being reorganized; will develop property in Live
ik Caiion by drilling. Dan R. Williamson, president. H. C.

Malloy will be in charge.

Mohave County
THE ENTIRE CERBAT RANGE is active owing to high

price of silver and base metals, as well as to important de-
velopments at depth in Golconda and Tennessee mines. This
range has commercial deposits of nearly every metal mined
in the United States.

1
cut

SCHBELITE (Yucca)—J. F. Miller has 6-ft. vein scheelite
ore, samples of which run 28% tungstic acid.

TIMES (Oatman)—Mill ore reported in crosscut tunnel.
) assays available. Devoting attention to sinking shaft to

300-ft. level.

TOM REED (Oatman)—On 575-ft. level of Black Eagle
shaft, ore has been opened in drift for over 60 ft.; average
value about $10.

TENNESSEE (Chloride)—Working over old dump; higher
recoveries possible through small flotation plant at concen-
trator at Needles, Calif. Waste of former times is now ore.

WALNUT CREEK MINING AND MILLING CO. (Los An-
geles, Calif.)—Permitted to sell 66,585 shares at 35c. for pros-
pecting 10 copper-bearing quartz claims in Maynard min-
ing district.

BIG JIM (Oatman)—Now has its electrical machinery in
operation; current from Desert Power Co.'s plant in Kingman.
Drifting on the 400- and 500-ft. levels. Oreshoot not yet
opened to full extent in either direction.

GOLD ORE MINING CO. (Goldroad)—Shipping about 25
tons of $25 to $30 ore daily to Gold Road mill. Approximately
1,000 tcins of ore broken in stope recently staitivl. Aside
from the United Eastern, Gold Road and Tom Ueed, this mine
probably has more ore developed than any other property in
district.

ARGO MINES CO. (Oatman)—Shaft down 533 ft. An aver-
age of 6 ft. per day made in sinking for last 16 days, work-
g three shifts with Jackhamer drills. In driving crosscut
1 4no-tt. level, mostly in rhyolite. 280 ft. was made with
iikhamer drills in 27 days, working three shifts. This is

olialily best record for sinking and drifting in district.

OATMAN COMBINATION (Oatman j—Shaft down about
325 ft. At 100 ft. passed through vein abcjul 7 ft. wide that
averaged $3 per ton. Now sinking in footwall andesite and
will not do lateral work until 500-n. level is reached. Equip-
ped with 15-hp. Fairbanks-Morse gasoline hoist, 180-ft. elec-
tric-driven Sullivan compressor, Jackhamer drills, etc. Effi-
cient management; during last three months road built 1,500
ft., equipment installed, and shaft sunk to present depth.

Pima County
NEW ATLAS MINES (Silver Bell)—Recently made third

important strike.

PROVINCIA (Tucson)—Situated in Sierrita Mountains;
sold to W. C. Abbott and Stanford Williams. Specimens from
surface asayed 40% copper and 50 oz. silver; shaft will prob-
ably be sunk.

PIONEER SMELTERY (Sahuarita)—Companies operating
in Twin Buttes district plan to purchase and reopen. Ca-
pacity to be increased to 500 tons daily. Projected railroad
from San Xavier district to Mineral Hill and Paymaster dis-
tricts will furnish considerable tonnage.
COWBOY MINING AND SMELTING (Twin Buttes)—J. R.

McGee, B. P. Daniel, H. E. Farr, A. D. Le Baron and S. E.
Brown ai'e officers of new corporation acquiring 74 claims, 6
mi. southwest of Tucson, formerly belonging to J. R. McGee. A
200-ft. tunnel shows complex sulphide ore, carrying copper,
gold, silver, lead, zinc and molybdenum.

Yavapai County
NEW YORK SYNDICATE reported to have taken over

War Eagle, Gladiator, Wild Flower, Crown King and old
Tiger groups in Bradshaw Mountains.

OCTAVE (Congress)—Winze from tunnel on 300-ft. level
of new shaft on Little Joker claim in high-grade ore; 1,000
ft. distant from rich old workings.

SHEA COPPER (Jerome)—Has ordered churn drill; D. J.
Shea, president, and J. P. Connolly, secretary-treasurer, both
of Jerome. Mine adjoins Copper Chief.

RICHINBAR (Richinbar)—Reported that this old group of
gold properties in Black Canon will be reopened. Plans in-
clude modern mill and road to rail'way.

JEROME VERDE (Jerome)—Development plans changed;
instead of sinking new shaft, will deepen old (Columbia shaft,
now down 725 ft. New hoist and compressor to be in-
stalled.

CALIFORNIA
Amailor County

AMADOR STAR (Plymouth)—Reported 4 ft. good ore dis-
closed in new shaft at vertical depth of 227 ft. Shaft is 200
ft. south of tunnel. Baylies C. Clark, Sutter Creek, super-
intendent.

CENTR.\L EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—C. E. Julihn making
examination for company. Reported that mine has prospect
tor more orebodies below the 3.200 level. Directors decided to
levy assessment of 5c. per share for development. Central
Eureka is situated south and adjoining the Old Eureka and is
Joined by the South Eureka on the south. Equipped with 40-
stamp mill. J. A. Davis, superintendent.

Butte County
MAGALIA has been visited l)y a number of engineers look-

ing for mines during the last month. The unusual activity
is causing renewed attention to this famous old district.

YANKEE HILL (Quartz)—Under bond to W. P. Anderson
and associates who will operate.

ORO PINO (Drift)—W. F. Anderson and partners, owners.
are in pay gravel. Formerly large producer.

THOMPSON (Drift)—Under bond to G. C. Allen and asso-
ciates of Chico; sinking an incline to tap ancient channel.

J. P. LITTLEFIELD, representing Sutro interests, is driv-
ing on channel adjoining the Eureka on Little Butte Creek.

WILL.4RD (Quartz)—This Red Hill mine, famous for third
largest nugget in California, purchased by W. E. Young and
associates of San Francisco. Idle for 20 years. On west
branch of Feather River.

LUCKY JOHN (Drift)—Owned by J. D. Hubbard and as-
sociates of San Franci.sro. Will be worked through main tun-
nel 900 rt. long and raise of 96 ft. to gravel. Washing oper-
ations will commence in about two months. Adjoins the Min-
eral Slide, which may also be opened.

(^nla**eras County
CALAVERAS CONSOLIDATED (Carson Hill)—This prop-

erty and others adjoining the Melones have been optioned by
W.'J. Loring, manager of the Dutch-Sweeney-App, to explore
the large bodies of low-grade ore.

Inyo County
TITNGSTEN CAMP is advancing rapidly in the installation

of electric power and treatment plants. Manager Stevens, of
Tungsten company, stated that power had been guaranteed by
Nevada-C:>liforiua Power Co., by Jlay 29; mill progressing;
will occupy space 70x147 ft. and is to be ready in 60 days:
two 38.0011-11). Anaconda type rolls have been delivered by
team fiom tlie railroad at Laws. Reported .Veroplane ledge
provocl for nearly 40 ft. Little Sister lower tunnel is in 125
ft.; socoiid tunnel started 100 ft. vertically nearer surface.
Muiizinuor <& Gibson found new tungsten deposit in cai\on
souili of Bishop Creek Cation.
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Kern County
YELLOW ASTER (Randsburg)—The 100-stamp mill crush-

ing 500 tons ore per day. Recovery by amalgamation in ex-
cess of $35,000 per month. Company contemplates dry screen-
ing plant to eliminate coarse waste before reaching stamps.

Xevada County
UNION (Nevada City)—Mine unwatered and cleaning out

lower workings started. Large amount of mud and silt in the
bottom of shaft and drifts.

EMPIRE-PEXXSYLVAXIA (Grass Valley)—Sixty stamps
at the Empire and 20 at the Pennsylvania dropping on quartz
from 4,800 level, said to be high-grade. New productive ter-
ritory developed. Monthly production about $125,000.

Snn Bernardino County
IN ATOLIA. it is reported that about 100 men have been

laid off and tiie East Union and Barr mines closed, be-
cause of sharp break in tungsten prices and unsatisfactory
showing in lower workings.

ATOLIA (Atolia)—D. Gretto, miner working in No. 1 shaft,
had back broken and has been placed in plaster cast; while
riding in skip, head struck timber and he was bent backward
over skip and fell 20 ft.

Trinity County
WEAVERVILLE DISTRICT is active, water for hydraul-

icking being abundant. La Grange and Union Hill mines
working full forces. Large amount of machinery being hauled
through AVeaverville to Heurtevant mine. 40 mi. below Junc-
tion Citv. where a dredge is being built bv Valdor Mining
Co.

TRINITY DEVELOPMENT CO. (San Francisco)—Author-
ized by Corporation Commission to issue $93,000 bonds to
Trinity Exploration Co. in payment of balance of purchase
price of approximately 200 acres dredging land. Company
also permitted to issue 1.994 shares to E. A. Wiltsee, Herbert
Fleishhacker, John MacGinnis and Frank W. Griffin.

COL,OR.*DO
Clear Creek and Gilpin Counties

MASCOTTE (Georgetown)—Car of high-grade gold-silver
ore assaying well in lead and copper shipped recently.

ONONDAGA (Georgetown)—Car of ore being shipped daily.
Stope 70 ft. long opened on ISO-ft. level; vein 20 in. wide.

KITTY OUSLEY (Georgetown)—Imperial Mining Co., has
given a lease on this property and active mining has begun.

IMPERIAL (Georgetown)—Smelter returns on two cars
of gold-silver-copper ore shipped recently gave $137 per ton.

RED OAK (Georgetown)—"tt'orkings will be cleaned out
and retimbered. Raise connection between Sceptre and Sun-
burst adits will be made.

.\ETN'-\ (Georgetown)—This Griffith Mountain property
being developed by Richard Kane. A 10-in. vein opened assay-
ing 45'^ lead and 40 oz. silver.

ESPERAXZA (Georgetown)—Development of this Colum-
bia Mountain property resumed by L. Lucas. Vein of high-
grade ore opened in main tunnel.

LIXCOLX MIXES CO. (Idaho Springs)—Charles Orpin and
associates, of Denver, have been given lease on LTncle Sam
vein and will develop actively through Big Five tunnel. Com-
pany will also carry on development. H. A. Wimb-ush. presi-
dent.

Lake County
LITTLE SILVER (Leadville)—This Fryer Hill property re-

cently unwatered and work begun on 240-ft. level. J. B. Mc-
Donald in charge.

Ouray County
CAMP BIRD (Ouray)—Milled in April 1,389 tons; profit

£5,400.

ST. PAUL (Red Mountain)—Oreshoot carrying gold, silver
and copper recently opened by lessees in crosscut from 500-
ft. level. Ore in district occurs in chimneys, and it is stated
that shaft was sunk alongside hard-rock casing of oreshoot
now broken into.

Summit County
PLACER-GOLD RECOVERY at Breckenridge by two Ton-

opah dredges and French Gulch dredge $45,000 to $50,000 per
month.

HAMILTON (Breckenridge)—Mine in Summit Gulch will
be reopened. Mill equipped with stamps, plates and concen-
trating tables.

OLD UNION (Breckenridge)—New shaft being sunk in

French Creek valley opened good-grade lead ore. Shaft
equipptd with No. 9 Cameron pump; more water expected
when shaft goes below creek level. Mill overhauled; will
treat ore mined in main-tunnel workings. Property operated
by Colorado Ore Salvage Co.

IDAHO
Owyhee C<»unty

NORTH STAR AND TRIUMPH (Hailey)—These old mines,
on East Fork, in Wood River district, optioned to Federal
Mining and Smelting Co., of Wallace. Considerable ore is

blocked out but development will be continued pending the
designing and erection of a mill suited to the complex sllver-
lead-zlnc ores.

ShoHhone County
CONSOLIDATED INTER.STATE-CALLAHAN (Wallace)—

Profits for first quarter, 1916. were $S23.323; operating costs,
$207,117; mined 29,897 tons; milled 2fi.514: shipped ore and
concentrates, 17.132; zinc recovery, SS^t ; total costs, $7.06 per
ton mined.

ILLINOIS
IROQI'OTS IRON (Chicago)—Option held by C. D. Caldwell

and C. T. Hovnton reported exercised. Company has four
blast furnacew .it South Chicago. Rumored that Iroquois,
Federal, Byprodvicts Coke r<iri>oration and Mark Manufactur-
ing C;o. may f«rm b.TSls of new consolidation.

MICHIG.\N
Copper

WOLVERINE (Kearsarge)—May output reduced last week
of month by railroad washout.

WHITE PIXE EXTEXSION (Ontonagon)—Shaft now down
60 ft. Clearing ground for cottages.

CASS COPPER CO. (Onton.igon)—Diamond drilling will
commence at once on old Norwich property, in which James
MacXaughton, of Calumet, and oth;rs are interested.
TAMARACK (Calumet)—Godf: .y M. Hvams has brought

suit at Grand Rapids to restrain sale to Calumet & Hecla.
Sale date may be voluntarily extended beyond July 1.

ADVEXTURE (Greenland)—Mill is in fairly good condi-
tion, but reopening of mine, idli nine yearc, will require at
least 60 days. Xo. 3 shaft will be retimbered for 80 ft. andnew pipe column will be necessary.

Iron
W. H. SMITH, representative of Henrv Ford, of Detroit,

inspected mines of Crystal Falls and Iron Riv:r districts.
ROLLIX'G MILL (X^egaunee)—Has shipped from pockets

and from stock 50,000 tons of ore thus far this year.
SPIES (Iron River)—Shaft bottomed; drifts now being ex-

tended to ore. All mine buildings and dwellings completed.
Some ore will probably be shipped in the fall.

INDIAN' .A. (Iron Mountain)—Stripping completed and unde'-
ground mining will be discontinued. Ore milled and hauled to
surface through old shaft. Shipments from stockpile started
to Thomas Furnace Co., Milwaukee. Wis.
NORTH LAKE (Ishpeming)—Stripping completed on Sec.

6 property. Ore being mined with steam shovel. About 20
ft. of ore will be mined thus and the remainder milled.
Drifts have been run under deposit from Morris mine.
NORTH TRADERS (Iron Mountain)—J. T. Spenser sold

three-quarter interest to E. X. Breitung & Co. Work this
year disclosed siliceous iron ore. Part of property will be
stripped and mined by shovels. Shaft will he put down 125
ft. to reach remainder of deposit which adjoins Antoine Ore
Co. on north.

MINNESOTA
Cuyunn Range

CUYUNA-SULT.\XA (fronton)—Equipment for No. 2 shaft
to be delivered by June 15. Xew dry house completed and
office building under construction.

CUYL'NA-MILLE LACS (Ironton)—Drift toward new No.
3 shaft disclosed orebody hitherto unknown. Management
may strip the principal deposit; ov:rburden 50 to 75 ft. in
depth.

RIEDER IRON' CO (Duluth)—Organized to explore Cuy-
una Range lands. Drilling will be started on SV^, NW^,
Sec. 7, 4.T-29, immediately northeast of Wilcox mine. Presi-
dent, W. A. Hicken, Duluth, Minn.

Mesabi Range
AGNEW (Hibbing)—Opened in Jlay, after 1% years' idle-

ness, has small shovel at bottom of pit loading- ore into
tram cars; ore hoisted through shaft.

TIOG.A. (Chisholm)—Machinery for washing plant being
installed, includes one 10-ft. cylindrical screen and one 25-
ft. log washer, placed directly below shaft house. One shovel
now stripping part of the property; Winston & Dear of
Hibbing have the contract.

Vermilion Range
NORTH CHAXDLER (Ely)—Entire underground force

struck May 22 for increase of 25c. per day. from $2.55 to
$2. SO. Rate is 25c. less than present Steel Corporation rate.

V. DURRELL IRON MINING CO.—New corporation or-
ganized to explore three 40-acre tracts; one known as the
McDonald Forty, in Sec. 30, 63-11, will be developed by shaft.
Incorporator.^ are H. P. Durrell, F. W. Farnsworth and W.
r. Hatcerlev. of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Edward Lynch of Du-
luth. Property held under lease; fee owned by A. M. Chis-
holm and others of Duluth.

MISSOIRI
•lopiln DiHtrlet

GARDNER (Aurora)—Xew mill on United Zinc Co.'s land
completed.

SMITH-HODGES (Wentworth)—Purchased Blue Bell mill.
Will enlarge.

M1L.\N (Carterville)—Closed temporarily for repairs. New
sludge plant being added.

PEACOCK (Peacock) — Three centrifugal pumps, elec-
trically driven, started draining.

r)8.\GE (Baxter)—Will build mill on tract east of Cardln
where recent drilling indicated good orebody.

.STATE LINE (Commerce)—Good strikes made on tract
on Kansas-Oklahoma lino north of Commerce. Will build
mill.

NATIONAL (Prosperity)—Rich strike in drill hole on new
lease near Coyne mines. Will do more drilling and may erect
another mill.

WALLOWER (Joplln)—Has begun new 350;t_on plant to
one dest - - " -. «.,...

trically operated.

MrCLELL.\ND (Joplln)—Building new plant at Chltwood
on virgin tract. One shaft down, another being started, to
reach disseminated formation at ISO ft.

CHITRCH (Commerce) — Dyke, HefTernan. Henault and
Plump have richest hand Ji« operation In district on Church
lease near Cardin. With only four jigs, mnle two carloads
of high-grade eimcentrates in two weeks after breaking into
ore In shaft at 160 ft. Will install more jigs.

replace one destroyed by fire at Prosperity. Will be elcc-
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MONTANA
Beavrrhead County

ORIGINAL BANNACK MINING CO. (Bannack)—New air
cumpressor. gasoline hoist and accessories being installert On
I'loneer claim, oreshoot 1,800 ft. long estimated to contain
..re averaging $11 in copper and gold. Shaft to be sunk 300
ft. to explore orebodies.

CaHcade County
ANACONDA (Great Falls)—First unit electrolytic zinc re-

finery expected to be ready in September if there is no delay
in getting electrical equipment from General Electric Co •

buildings completed and electrolytic tanks now being in-
stalled. Company preparing zinc mines at Butte for 2.000-ton
output, which will be concentrated at Anaconda and prod-
ucts sent to Grtat Falls for refining. Emma mine practically
ready for production from 800 level and above; crosscut from
1,600 level of Gagnon mine is being driven toward Emma;
new hoist installed and sinking from SOO level will soon
be begun. Douglas mine, 12 mi. from Pine Creek, Ida., has
ores blocked out and can ship as soon as road is put in
condition. At Alice mine, shaft is down to 600 level but no
mining is yet done. Ore is being broken in upper levels of
Lexington and will be shipped upon completion of concen-
trator at Washoe reduction works.

Lewis and Clark County
ROSE ROCK MINING AND MILLING CO. (Helena)—Will

develop six claims in Grass Valley district, tour miles north-
west of Helena. Veins carry gold, silver, lead and some cop-
per. Near Franklin mine of Cruse estate in Scratch Gravel
district. Shaft will be sunk to 300 ft. Hoist good for 500 ft.

AliHHOula County
MAMMOTH (Bonita)—Will be developed by crosscut 2,000

ft. to attain depth of SOO ft. Seven miles from railroad. Wal-
lace. Ida., men interested. Four cars lead-silver ore shipped

eviously by owner.
Silver Bon- County

ANACONDA (Butte)—The fire in Pennsylvania mine, bv
which 21 men lost their lives, has been extinguished. All
working levels again in operation, producing 750 tons per day.

EAST BUTTE (Butte)—The SOO-ton flotation plant is treat-
ing tailings from the mill and small additional tonnage from
accumulated tailings. Will not erect acid plant at pres-
ent, as reported.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR (Butte)—Mav production estimated
at 54.100 tons yielding about 16.500,000 lb. zinc, about 300.000
oz. .Oliver and 260,000 lb. lead. Good ore in Jersey Blue claim,
both east and west of shaft on 1,100 level.

BUTTE-BALLAKLAVA (Butte)—At present only 50 tons
of Z% ore being hoisted daily as against 300 tons up to
two months ago. Development carried on below 1,600 level.
Shaft down to 1,700 level and ore being blocked out.

BUTTE-ZENITH CITY MINING CO. (Butte)—Sinking shaft
at this property. 6 mi. west of Butte. Shaft is 765 ft. deep;
will be sunk to 1,000-ft. level; crosscuts will be run to inter-
sect Paint and American veins. Corinthian claim former sil-
ver producer.

BUTTE & GREAT FALLS MINING CO! (Butte)—At meet-
ing held May 24 in Great Falls, capitalization doubled to
carry on more extensive development. Property in most
northern section of Butte district, 6 mi. north of Auc.conda
Hill. Drift on V. G. vein is now in silver-lead ore; cross-
cut nearing Genevieve vein.

ELM ORLU VS. BUTTE & SUPERIOR CO. (Butte)—Upon
basis of 31,S25 tons of ore taken from Elm Orlu ground,
Butte & Superior will settle controversy, according to deci-
sion handed down. May 29, by Judge Bourquin of the Federal
court. War price of zinc will not be used in settlement but
average monthly quotations at the time ore was mined and
milled. Butte & Superior allowed $5.75 for mining, freight-
ing and milling costs. In addition to value of zinc, $1 per
ton of ore will be added in settlement to include other
metals extracted with zinc, and simple interest at 8%, all to
be paid by Butte & Superior to Elm Orlu.

NEVADA
Clark County

GREEN MONSTER (Goodspring.s)—Shipping zinc-carbon-
ate ore encountered on 300-ft. level. Road over Wilson Sum-
mit will shorten haul to railroad; motor trucks being used.

BON.ANZA (Goodsprings)—Root Mining Co. incorporated
to take over property, 8 mi. west of Goodsprings. Ore is
high-grade zinc carbonate; 15 cars shipped first three months
of year, netted owners over $50,000.

I<^nieralda County
C. O. T>. CONSOLIDATED (Goldfield)—Ellsworth & Morris

lease on Gold Bar and Victor claims recently shipped carload
of 59t copper ore.

JUMBO EXTENSION (Goldfield)—Velvet or No. 2 shaft
soon to become main working shaft; spur track laid to new
ore bins being erected at the collar.

GOLDFIELD CONSOLIDATED (Goidflcld)—Final report
for April shows 30.400 tons treated at net profit of $60,041.
Total operating costs, $5.11 per ton; net costs. $4.94 per ton.

YELLOW TIGER (Goldfield)—Shaft unwatered and being
retimbered. Denver office states adjoining ground of Red
Lion company will be developed through 700-ft. level, Tiger
shaft.

GREAT BEND (Goldfield)—On 400-ft. level, drifts con-
tinue in low-grade quartz. At iioint 260 ft. east of shaft,
raise started to connect with old lease workings.

ATLANTA (Goldfield)—Ore shipments suspended. Devel-
opments continue on lower levels; considerable tonnage cop-
per-gold ore being blocked that may be profitably treated
by flotation.

HORN SILVER MINING CO. (Hornsilver)—After idleness
of 18 months, development resumed with crew of 10 men.
Some ore of shipping grade being extracted from surface
workings west of main shaft

NEW JERSEY (Goldfield )—At Exchequer shaft, develop-
ment proceeding on third, fourth and fifth levels. Ore of good
grade being hoisterl for shipment and millling ore being de-
veloped in this property in eastern section of camp.

SILVER PICK (Goldfield)—As result of encouraging as-
says obtained from core drilling operations at shale-contact
horizon, contract let to sink main shaft to 1,000-ft. level.
Core drill being reassembled on 500-ft. level west to prospect
Phelan vein.

PIONEER CONSOLIDATED (Pioneer)—Mill treating about
30 tons per day; about 65'); saved by amalgamation and
tailing impounded. Slopes on 110-, 170-. and 250-ft. levels
vary from 10 to 30 ft. In width. Some ore being sacked for
shipment. Plan to enlarge mill.

Lincoln County
DORIS (Pioche)—Cyanide plant resumed after installing

rolls and other additional equipment.
CONSOLIDATED NEVADA-UTAH (Pioche)—Two cars of

zinc concentrates shipped recently. Plant treating 60 tons
per day. about half from mine and rest from dumps.

Nye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended May 27 was

9.400 tons compared with 9.520 tons for week previous. Pro-
ducers were: Tonopah Belmont. 2.990 tons; Tonopah Mining.
2.800; Tonopah Extension. 1.S50; Jim Butler, 750; West End.
650; Rescue-Eula, 210; Halifax. 150 tons.

JIM BUTLER (Tonopah)—April profit was $31,671.45 from
3,272 tons of ore shipped to Tonopah-Belmont plant at Millers.

TONOP..\H BELMONT (Tonopah)—April profit was $103,300
from milling 12,335 tons having net value of $168,493. Bul-
lion production was 2,458.92 oz. gold and 232.268 oz. silver.

GIPSY QUEEN (Tonopah)—New pumping equipment on
1.350-ft. level now installed and three shifts sinking shaft to
1,500-ft. point, where lateral development will be undertaken.
TONOPAH EXTENSION (Tonopah)—April profit amounted

to $89,863 from treatment of 7,232 dry tons; net value of $160,-
154. Bullion production was 1,634 oz. gold an(3 175,184 oz.
silver.

TONOPAH MINING (Tonopah)—April profit $50,100 from
7.364 tons; average value $17.26 per ton. In the Sand Grass
claim on 1.260-ft. level, northerly crosscut encountered ex-
tension of Murray vein; ore good milling grade.

AFTER ALL MINES CO. (Tonopah)—New company formed
to take over Umatilla ground and an equal adjoining area of
Montana-Tonopah. Will be prospected from the 1.540-ft. level
of the Victor shaft of the Tonopah Extension.

RESCUE-EULA (Tonopah)—Winze down 2S ft. in ore but
sinking suspended pending placing of power hoist at collar.
No. 4 raise showing 6 ft. of good ore. Drift from No. 1 raise
has connected with Belmont workings in Occidental claim.

CALIFORNIA & TONOp.iVH (Tonopah) — Being wo-ke-1
under option by Tonopah Mining Co. Temporary ore bins
erected and stopes on third level producing about two cars
of milling ore per week. Drifts on 600-ft. level continue in
quartz returning low assays.
MACNAMARA (Tonopah)—President Joseph L. Joseph re-

cently visited property to determine advisability of resuming
milling operations at company's plant. Tonnage available for
profitable extraction at present silver prices. Property now
operated through West End shaft.

Mineral County
SHIPMENTS being made from Luning bv following mines:

Mayflower, Never Sweat. Turk and Wall Street. Silver Guar-
dian, Vacation, Champion, Anderson. Wedge Copper, Hart-
wick, Houghton, Luning Aviator, Copper Queen, Finney and
Shipper. About 300 men working in district.

R. B. TODD MINING CO. (Luning)—Meyer tunnel in 314
ft.; crosscut south encountered ore. Robert B. Todd, Reno,
Nev., manager.

LUNING-IDAHO MINING CO. (Luning)—McDavitt shaft
down 100 ft. on foot wall. Left ore at about 60 ft. and cross-
cut will be run at 100-ft. level. Conte winze is down 25
ft., showing high-grade carbonate and sulphide. Hahn tun-
nel will be extended to hanging-wall contact.

Storey County
ALPHA AND EXCHEQUER (Virginia)—Joint west cross-

cut advanced 5 ft. through hard quartz.

ANDES (Virginia)—Sampling old workings near the shaft;
saved 8 cars of ore from intermediate level.

CON VIRGINIA (Virginia)—South drift advanced to 123-ft.
Iioint; vein continues full width of drift; large amount of
quartz coming in.

COMSTOCK PUMPING ASSOCIATION (Virginia)—Con-
tinued repairs to I'liitm shaft and i>repared to install new
discharge column below the 2.000 level in the C. & C. shaft.

OPHIR (Virginia)—Cleaning out and repairing 2.500 and
2.400 levels in progress; blower installed. North drift on
2,700 level advanced to 100-ft. point, face in quartz of fair
assay.

SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—South drift on 2.500 level
advanced; face shows quartz of average assay value $12 per
ton. Winze, in No. 1 stope. sinking and timbering reached
S7-ft. point; bottom in quartz of fair assay.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—North drift on 2.500 level advanced
to the 32-tt. point; face in porphyry and quartz of low assay.
West crosscut on 2.700 level advanced 12 ft., face all In
quartz. Mexican mill received 391 tons of Union ore. averag-
ing $41.62 iier ton.

UNION CON (Virginia)—Extracted 391 tons; gross vnliK-
more than $16,000. From 2.400 level stopes saved 156 ton;-,

averaging $51.16 and lOS tons. $47. 9J; 2.50'' level 127 tons.
$16.51. North drift on 2.700 level advani , d to 22-ft. point;
face in quartz of fair assa.v. Union shaft reopened to the
2.500-tt. point.
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KEW MEXICO
Dona Ana County

FULLER'S EARTH discovered 12 mi. northwest of Las
Cruces by Robt. E. Nix and associates, of El Paso.

Grant County
ECLIPSE (Steeplcrock)—Now shipping high-grade ore;

George Kalar. president.
CARLISLE (Steeplerock)—New 50-ton mill operating; ore

averages $1.50 Au, 3 oz. Ag, IH^ Cu, 7% Pb and 17c Zn.

JIM CROW IMPERIAL (Steeplerock)—Few tons recently
shipped from 200-ft. level averaged : oz. gold. 500 oz. silver
and '2% copper. Geo. H. Utter, :f Silver City, owner.

EMPIRE ZINC (Cleveland)—Flotation mill will be built
to handle tailings from Cleveland concentrator: car of con-
centrates shipped dail.v; force soon to be doubled.

HANOVER BESSEMER IRON AND COPPER CO. (Fierro)—
Will erect first unit of large concentrator to recover copper
contained in the iron ore. B. E. McKechnier, general man-
ager. Philadelphia men interested.

SOUTHWESTERN NEW JIEXICO (Hachita)—New organ-
ization to develop recent discovery of rich lead ore in Big
Hatchet Jlountains; 2-ton auto-truck hauls ore to Hachita.
30 mi. north: T. J. Barnes, who made discovery, is manager.

Otero County
SHIPMENTS from Jarilla camp in April were 3,300 tons.

Sierra County
CARMEN (Hermosa)—J. H. Whitman opened new vein

high in gold and silver.

CAB.\LLO MT. MINING (Cutter)—Shipping about six car-
loads 6 '•.<•; chalcopyrite ore monthly, mostly from Marion
mine; working 15 men. Situated in Caballo Mountains, 15 mi.
west of Cutter; force to be increased; Foster G. Smith, general
manager.

NEW YORK
American smelting and refining (New York)

—

Activity in mining industry assures plants of this company
of practically all the ore they can handle this year. Not-
withstanding" that no revenues are expected from Mexican
properties. "Boston News Bureau" estimates earnings of com-
pany for first five months of 1916 at rate of 25":^ per year on
common stock. Companv now has in hand greatest campaign
of enlargement in its historv. Fully $6,000,000 being ex-
pended this year on plant additions; greatest enlargement at
Baltimore copper refinery, but Tacoma and Perth Amboy
plants also being increased, bringing total refining capacity
up to aproximately 1.000.000.000 lb. per annum. Tin smelting
and refining plant at Perth Amboy now operating at about
half capacity will gradually increase its operations as sup-
plies of Bolivian tin concentrates are assured. Sasco copper
smeltery, recently purchased in Arizona, being brought up to
capacity, and enlargements in progress at El Paso and Hay-
den plants.

TEXAS
TEXAS STEEL CO. (Beaumont)—This company, recently

organized by Beaumont men. will develop iron deposits in
Cass. Marion and Upshur Counties, and may build reduction
plant near Beaumont. Test shipment of 5,000 tons to Eastern
furnaces ran over 56% Fe. S. G. Burnett, interested.

l-T.-VH

Beaver Connty
PALOMA GOLD & SILVER (Milford)—Shaft is being sunk

314 ft. daily. Carbonate lead ore is being drifted on from
400 level. Lead-silver ore opened, 200 level, north of shaft.

Box Elder County
I,AKEVIEW (Saline)—May shipments amounted to 16 cars;

14 zinc and two lead. Promising lead ore opened in southern
end of property. Main tunnel in over 1,200 ft.; 90 men em-
ployed by company and 50 by lessees.

UNITED PROMONTORY (Saline)—Crosscutting, from bot-
tom of 100-ft. shaft, opened rock mineralized with stringers of
copper, lead and silver. Property is seven miles from sta-
tion. There is considerable activity in this end of district.

Juab County
TINTIC SHIPMENTS during May amounted to 92S cars;

for week ended May 2fi. 261 cars.

DRAGON CONSOLIDATED (Silver City)—Shipped 147 cars
in May. High-grade and milling ore are being shipped; also
about 340 tons of iron ore daily.

TINTIC MILLING (Silver City)—The second car of con-
centrates has been shipped. Present capacity of the mill is
>i0 to 100 tons daily; may be enlarged.

OPOHONGO (Mammoth)—Settlement made on car of
ore, averaging 7.73'~'r copper. SOc. gold, 6.6 oz. silver per ton,
which brought $1,030: shipped by lessees below 700 level.

COLOR.\DO CONSOLIDATED (Silver Citv)—Deep work
will he undertaken and the Beck Tunnel shaft sunk to 1.600
level in hopes that quartz opened on the 1,100 level will be
found.

Salt Lake County
UTAH COPPER (Bingham)—April production amounted to

I4,557,2!s2 lb. copper.
SOUTH HECLA (Alta)—Ten cars shipped week ended May

26. Plan to increase shipmenLs to two cars daily.

SELLS (Alta)—Reorganized and directorate increased from
five to seven. Ezra Thompson, is president. Active devel-
opment will be carried on. Ore is being shipped.

ALTA TUNNEL & TRANSPORTATION (Alta)—Has pur-
chased 65 acres of patented ground adjoining the Emm.a,
Flagstaff, and Prince of Wales. Drainage and transporta-
tion tunnel now in 2.000 ft. will be extended another 1,000
ft. Tunnel should cut at right angles fissures that have
been productive in upper workings.

UTAH MF.TAL & TUNNEL (Bingham)—Almost all of
Bingham -New Haven stock exchanged for Utah Metal, and
old company will be di.ssolved In near future. Shipping 100
tons crude ore dally and treating 225 tons. Flotation may
be installed. High-grade ore is being shipped from both

the Bingham-New Haven and Utah Metal. Drifting started
from 750 level of Bingham-New Haven to search for con-
tinuation of Utah Metal orebody.

Summit County
PARK CITY SHIPMENTS during May amounted to S,214

tons of crude ore and concentrates.

AMERICAN FLAG (Park City)—Aleck Lytts, a Finn, killed
May 27 by falling 400 ft. down shaft from 700-ft. level.

SILVER KING CONSOLIDATED (Park City)—Road is
open and shipments of 60 tons daily being made. Second-
class ore opened on 1,800 level—lo\\'est of mine. Machinery
ordered for new mill and for 10.000-ft. aerial tram. Grading
being done for new compressor and machinery to be in-
stalled on site of proposed new tunnel.

Tooele County
STOCKTON STANDARD (Stockton)—Recently organized

to work eight lead-silver claims. Drifting from bottom of
200-ft. shaft to cut orebearing fissure. Shaft sunk 70 ft. on
vein further up hill.

Vtah County
IN AMERICAN FORK, with the opening of roads, more

properties are being operated; these include the Belerophon,
Bay State, Earle-Eagle, Texan. Live Yankee, etc. Prepara-
tions for work are being made at the Major Evans, Boley,
Smuggler, and Globe Consolidated. The strike at the Pacific
has stimulated activity. Here vein has been followed for
several hundred feet. Shipments of lead-silver ore of good
grade being made from winter accumulation.

\VISCO.\SIN
Zinc-Lead Distriet

FRONTIER (Benton)—The 200-ton mill on Hird lease
now ready.

ST.A.NDARD METALS CO. (Cuba City)—Completing 100-
ton mill on Anthony mine.

JIONMOUTH (Hazel Green)—A 200-ton mill has been
built on old Murphy tract. Cost, $12,000.

GR.\ND VIEW (Benton)— .\. P. Craft and associates have
built 100-ton mill on this property north of Benton.

BLOCKHOUSE (Platteville)—New shaft penetrated seven
"sheets' of high-grade jack in 10 ft. of ground; 200-ton mill
just completed; property, formerly the Cruson, abandoned
6 yr. ago; Kistler and Stephens, owners.

CAN.\DA
Britisli Columbia

GRANBY (Anyox)—Smelted 76,000 tons in April, highest
monthly tonnage yet attained. Four furnaces in operation.
Ores from Midas mine in Alaska will be received in June.
At Anyox, Hidden Creek reserves have been increased; pres-
ent ore supply comes from 150 ft. above sea level, but dia-
mond-drill exploration has been done to 150 ft. below sea
level.

Ontario
DOME (Porcupine)—May bullion, $189,000 from 39,400 tons,

average value $4.80 per ton.

KERR L.\KE (Cobalt)—Option on Smith-Labine claims in
Sesekinika extended.

R. A. P. (Boston Creek)—High-grade ore showing free gold
struck in shaft at 157 ft. Vein widening.

BENNY HOLLINGER (Boston Creek)—A 2-ft. vein opened
for 200 ft., has spectacular showings of free gold.

SUCCESS (Porcupine)—At 200-ft. level, vein No. 1 has
widened to IS in. and high assays have been obtained.

HOLLINGER RESERVE (Porcupine)—Purchased by B.
McEnaney. who is supposed to represent Benjamin HoUinger.

GILLIES LIMIT area of over 7,000 acres thrown open
for prospectoj's June 1, but there was no rush to stake. Only
five claims recorded on first day.

OPHIR (Cobalt)—Diamond drilling disclosed Keewatin-
diabase contact at a depth of 600 ft. Working agreement
made with People's mine, adjoining, to use latter's shaft.

MEXICO
SANT.\ GERTRUDIS (Pachuca)—Milled during first quar-

ter, this year. 67,352 tons; estimated profit, about $275,000; mill
averaged 67'; capacity for quarter, but 7S9'r In March. Gen-
eral manager reports labor supply improving; scarcity of
timber remedied by renting special trains to bring regular
amount from El Oro district; good stock of all other sup-
plies. Interesting experiments conducted with ball-mill
grinding and flotation. Crosscut mineralized wall rock, North
vein, 16th level, for 53 ft.; assayed 1.56 dwt. gold and 13.2
oz. silver. In April, milled 23,148 tons.

S.4LVADOR
BUTTERS SALVADOR (San Sebastian)—Treated In April

3,525 tons; heads, $15.35; residues, $2.12 per ton. Profit, $23,-
000.

AFRIC.\
FANTI CONSOLIDATED (19 St. Swithlns Lane. E. C,

London)—On the Dagwin Extension property, about 30 ml.
from the port of Sekondi and only a few rods from the Gold
Coast Government Ry., West Africa, important find of high-
grade manganese was made.

CHOSEN
KUHARA MINING CO. (Kapsan)—Purchased Collbran cop-

per mine for 3.000,000 yen; the products are to be taken to
company's Saganosekl (Japan) works for treatment.

ORIENTAL CONSOLIDATED (Unsan)—April bullion, $143.-
701, divided as follows: Tabowie mill, $29,146; Taracol mill.
$26,786; cyanide plant, $5S,02!i: Maibong mill, $24,806; tube mill,
$4,934. Completed tree planting for present year, having
set out 175,000 acacia, larch and pine trees. Cordwood rail-
way reopened. Cable estimate. May cleanup, $133,000.
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Tfine MarHletl Report
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Metal Markets

M3\V YORK Jlliu- 7

During: the last week the principal markets were irregular.

Spelter, which previously had been weakest, halted in its

decline and rallied feebly. Lead replaced it as the particularly

?ak feature. Copper was very dull and but little changed
from the previous week.

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—Copper experienced another dull week. Some of

the largest agencies reported no inquiry whatever. There
were a few transactions of million-pound and two million-

pound lots, but any seller was lucky to book more than one
of these and there were several days when there were no
reported transactions, and quotations but nominal. The pre-

mium for prompt copper has entirely disappeared and sellers

during the last week made no difference in prices for June
copper and for July-December contracts, provided they had
the copper to sell. There were intimations, however, that

sellers would be glad to dispose of distant futures at material
concessions.

The recent lull in buying is explainable in part by the
overpurchasing of Connecticut manufacturers a few months
ago when the freight embargo was in effect. The New Haven

Iway officials have called attention to the tendency of con-

ners at that time to buy and put on the cars more ma-
terial than they really needed, with the hope of getting some
of it through promptly. Certain copper manufacturers appear
to have done just that thing. This also explains why certain

of them have lately been willing to resell copper.

Copper Sheets are unchan.sred at 37.5c. for hot rolled and
38.5c. for cold rolled. Copper wire is 33@33'/4c. per lb. for

large lots at mill.

Tin—Business was very dull, both as to spot and futures.

The price receded a little from day to day until June 7 when
there was a slight rally.

Lead—The reduction by the A. S. & R. Co. to 7c. on June 3

was foreshadowed by the cutting of prices by the independent
producers that had been going on for some time previous.

Sentiment had been bearish and very little business had been
done. The principal producer therefore made a sharp cut,

which, of course, was immediately met by the independents.
At the new level there was an improvement in demand as
compared with the previous week, and some round lots were
booked. The market "was, however, irregular, one producer
reporting a fair business, another large producer reporting
considerable inquiry but relatively little business done and
three other producers reporting neither much inquiry nor
much business. It is certain that some shading of price be-
gan again on June 6. It is noteworthy also that while there
were tonnage transactions of prompt and near-by lead in

the St. Louis market at 6.85c. on that day, tonnages for

July-August-Septemher shipment were offered at 6% cents.

There was some export business in lead done during the
last week and an increase in the foreign demand is hoped
for. The statistical position of the metal is still regarded as
very good. Some of the large producers carried over into

June nothing in excess of their normal safety reserve. It

is believed, therefore, that any considerable renewal of de-

mand might cause a sharp rally in lead. On the other hand,
if demand of good proportions fails to materialize the price

is likely to crumble away further. For the immediate time
the policy of the important producers is to await develop-
ments.

Spelter—The decline in this metal reached a point where
buyers, both speculative and consuming, became interested,

and upon their appearance in the market there was promptly
a stiffening of price. Business of fair proportions was
reported during the week—large in comparison to what it

had been for several weeks previous, but short of what would
be necessary to dispose of the average weekly production.
There was considerable inquiry from galvanizers and some
sales were made to them. There were also some small export
Bales.

A large part of the buying appeared to be, however, short
covering by traders and producers. With regard to the latter
it seemed that some of the concerns building new plants.

estimated to be producing about this time, had previously
disposed of their expected June production. Through delays
in completion of their works, which are apt to happen, they
were short of metal with which to fill their contracts and
took advantage of the favorable opportunity to cover in the
open market. The considerable volume of business done for
June and June-July delivery is explained to some extent in

that way. The supply of June metal being still rather scarce,
or anyway in strong hands that are disinclined to sell for
what they consider low prices, the market advanced rather
more on early deliveries than on the later.

On the whole, the rally was feeble, and the lower quota-
tion coming from London on June 7 put a damper on bullish
sentiment. There were sellers right through the week of
spelter for delivery during the last half of the year at llVic

D.MLY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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and during the last quarter, at lie, which prices were about
the same as in the previous week.

High-grade spelter was quoted on June 7 at 24 @ 25c.. and
brass special at 15c. There was a fair demand for these
superior metals, but suppl.v was manifestly increasing.

Zinc Sheets are easier. The base price was reduced on
June 3 to $21 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru 111., less &</c discount.

Other Metals
XEW YORK—June 7

.\lnminnin—Business continues on a good scale, demand
being mainly satisfied by contract deliveries, or by the prin-

cipal maker. The quotations continue unchanged at 5S@60c.
per lb. for Xo. 1 ingots. New York.

.Vntimony—The market remains dull with practically no
business during the week; but. although prices are lower,
the tone of the market is steadier, as a result of various
reports about big inquiries from abroad and a general feeling

that there is no immediate chance of cessation of war and
that therefore buying of antimony in considerable quantity is

probable. Spot is quoted at 22® 24c. per lb.; shipment from
China within one month 19@ 21c. per lb. c.i.f., New^ York, duty
unpaid.

Xickel—The market continues steady with about the same
amount of domestic business as usual and with rather a brisk
demand for export. Quotations are 45(5 50c. per lb. for ordinary
forms, according to size and terms of order. Electrolytic

nickel brings 5c. per lb. premium.

Quicksilver—The market shows some improvement in sales

and demand, but prices are again easier. The New York
quotation is $70 per flask of 75 lb. for large lots; $70@74 for

smaller orders. San Francisco reports by telegraph $74 per
flask on a quiet market. These prices are below the parity
of London, where £6 10s. per flask is still the price. The dif-

ference is almost enough to induce exports: but there are

no very large stocks to draw upon.

Gold, Silver cind Platinum
XE«" YORK—June 7

fioiti—More shipments were received from Ottawa last

week bringing the total on this movement up to over
$30,000,000. It is reported that the Bank of England gold
reserve at Ottawa has been increased by a large shipment
from Russia. Exports from New York for the week included
$1,000,000 gold coin to Cuba.

Gold in the Vnlted States June 1 is estimated by the Treas-
ury Department as follows; Held in Treasury against gold
certificates outstanding. $1.476, 127,SOS; in Treasury current
balances, $219,304,336; in banks and circulation. $636,062,689;

total. $2,331,494,834. being an increase of $416,70S,$3g over
June 1 last year.

Coined Silver in the Vnlted States June 1 is estimated by
the Treasury Department as follows: Standard dollars. $568.-

270.900: subsidiary coins. $187,401,488; total. $755,672,388. Of
the standard dollars $490,002,678 are held in the Treasury
against silver certificates outstanding.

Silver—The market is quiet after the decline from 32 %d.
Both China and India are reported as sellers, and though the
feeling has rather favored an advance, no marked change is

in sight at present.

Platinum rem.iins dull with transactions on a ver.v moder-
ate scale. There has been no material change and quotations
are around $80 per oz. for refined platinum. Hard metal is

$84^86 per oz., according to quality.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets
JOI>l,l\. MO June :S

lilende. high price $92.90: pir tcin fiu', zinc, premium ore.

$90: medium grades, SS0Ti70, and lower grades down to $60;

calamine per ton 40<i'r zinc, $60'S50: average settling price,

all grades of zinc, $77.77 per ton. Lead, high price $93.95;

average settling price, all grades of lead, $92.16. purchased
at $92.50 per ton 80";; metal content: the price today for

future delivery is $82.50 base.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED JUNE 3

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week 11,892,010 1,103,050 1.981,490 $596,630
Totals this year. 308.283,500 26.035.130 52.300,560 19,921,390

Blende value, the week, $474,690; 22 weeks, $16,571,720.

Calamine value, the week. $30,660: 22 weeks, $958,190.

Lead value, the week, $91,280; 22 weeks, 2,390,880.

Men at hoists went out today at probably a half dozen

mines, and their places were Immediately filled :it two. 1. W.
W. walking delegates atti mptt-d to repeat th.- action of a

year ago. by getting a number of the strikers to start out

and carry everything with a hurrah. One mine was closed
and they passed to a second, but without augmenting theii
forces. Instead the men thrown out followed them and joined
the men thrown out at the second mine in a hand to hand
engagement, driving off the I W. \V. with rocks and turning
them over to officers. Resident miners with families have not
forgotten a year ago, and it is unlikely the strike will i;:

much headway.

P1,ATTEVIL,LE, WIS June 3

The base price paid this week for zinc ore was $77@78
per ton for top grades down to $70 base for medium grades.
The base price paid for 80 Tr lead ore was $88 per ton.

SHIPMENTS. WEEK ENDED JUNE 3

Zinc
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PITTSBlRfiH ;

The steel market has grown still quieter. The mills

express the view that the usual summer dullness has started

a few weeks earlier than usual but there is no doubt that the

high prices and the well-covered condition of buyers are

responsible. Railroad buying has ceased entirely, except for

the filling of occasional fresh wants in car-repair material

and track supplies. In structural work investment undertak-
ings have practically disappeared and there is no longer

much railroad work, but there is a fair run of structural for

works extensions.
Large premiums continue to rule on plates for early deliv-

eries, but in other directions premium prices are less in

evidence, and it is seldom that premiums are paid on bars and
shapes. The pipe mills have had very large bookings, con-

tinuing to date, and are unable to make shipments as rapidly

as desired. Tinplate has become extremely scarce for prompt
shipment, there being scarcely any offerings, and it is said

as high as $6 might be obtained, forward deliveries easily

commanding $5.50, while the season price was $3.60, and 90%
of the tonnage involved in season contracts is already
specified.

The outlook is for practically unchanged prices for months
to come, with probably no general readjustment this year.

It is improbable that prices will go any higher except per-

haps on a few commodities. The large mills are comfortably
fixed for full operation into 1917 but most of the smaller mills

will have to book additional business of consequence within
three months to maintain operations.

The coal strike in the Pittsburgh district has forced many
of the steel works to buy prompt coal, West Virginia being
the chief seller, at prices up to the equivalent of $2 at Pitts-

burgh district mines. Some of the miners are now going
back to work, pending a settlement, and the market may be

easier.

PIk Iron—The market continues very quiet. There is con-

siderable new export inquiry for iDessemer. but not much is

being closed, buyers evidently waiting to see if there will be

any further decline in ocean rates, which until the past fort-

night were prohibitive. Inquiries for basic are infrequent

while foundry iron inquiry is generally limited to lots of

carloads to 200 tons. A few odd lots of resale southern iron

have been offered at the particularly low price of $14, Birm-
ingham, which would easily put the iron into Pittsburgh at

under Valley prices, an unusual alignment, W. P. Snyder &
Co. report average prices for May, based on actual transac-

tions reported to them, at $20,833 for bessemer, an increase

of 13.3c., and $18.1607 for basic, an increase of lS.07c. There
was 15,000 tons of basic sold to Republic at $1S„ as recently

reported, and there is room for surmise that practically all

the other sales were at $18.25. The average quotation on
foundry iron in May was $18.50, Valley. We quote; Bessemer,
$21; basic, $18.25; foundry, $18.50; malleable, $1S.25@1S.50;

forge, $18, f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher delivered Pitts-

burgh,

Steel—The market has eased off further, as one or two at

least of the large mills would now sell definite tonnages for

regular delivery at $40(5/42. the range at which odd lots of

prompt have lately been selling. For some time the market
was $45 minimum for any delivery, and practically nominal
at that. Rods are $550160 and forging billets $65(5)70 per ton.

FERROAM.OY!<
Ferroniangane.se—The market continues quiet. There is

little demand for spot, but on account of scarcity the marliet

keeps up to about $325. Contract remains at $175, with only

1917 deliveries offered. Some sales of domestic are reported

at $275(5)300 per ton for early delivery.

It is learned that representatives of English makers of

ferromanganese have been advised that deliveries to this

country henceforth will be handled through the British con-

sul general at New York instead of by private firms, which
had been acting in such capacity under special arrangement
with the British Admiralty. A similar change will apply in

the case of spiegeleisen, manganese ore and such other prod-

ucts as may be shipped here from the British Isles. The
distribution of ferromanganese through representatives of

the British Government in this country has been followed in

order to serve the purpose of the latter to prevent any of

these shipments or the steel into which they enter from being

used to the benefit of enemy countries

SpleBeleisen is still nominally $65 per ton for 20% at fur-

nace, but for early delivery up to $90 per ton at furnace is

asked.

FerroHlIicon is still nominally $83(g)S5 i)er ton at furnace

fur 50%; but premiums of varying amount are asked for early

deliveries. Bessemer ferrosilicon is from $33 for 10% up to

S43 for 16%, at furnace.

IROM ORB
Shipments of iron ore from the Lake Superior region in

May are reported at 8,449,580 tons, a record for that month,
and an increase of 3,437,221 tons over May, 1914. For the
season to June 1 the total shipments were 10,107,991 tons, an
increase of 4.591,800 tons over last year.

COKE
Coke production in the COnnellsville region for the week is

reported by the "Courier" at 436.812 net tons; shipments, 437.-

091 tons. Shipments of Greensburg and Upper Connellsville
districts were 40,925 tons.

ConnellHville—The market for spot furnace coke has
stiffened, some sales having been effected recently at $2,75.

according to reports, but there have been offerings at $2.50.

There have been two or three requests for suspension of ship-
ments on contract, one being due to a strike at two Cleveland
blast furnaces. The strength of the market is doubtless due
to the coal strike in the Pittsburgh district, about 75'v of
the union miners having already gone out, with a practical
certainty the rest will go out Wednesday. A local convention
has repudiated the recent scale settlement and proposes nego-
tiations for a fresh settlement. Already there has been
demand for coal from the lower Connellsville region and
more is expected. We quote: Spot furnace. $2.50)3)2.75; con
tract, nominal, $2.50(a3; spot foundry. $3.25@3.50; contract.
$3.50, per net ton at ovens.

Pocahontas region reports that the labor shortage in the
region is becoming more serious, owing to the steady migra-
tion of mine workers to other states and the absence of any
important offset in the way of new arrivals. It is reported
that Italian miners have been advised by their consuls to
seek work in munition plants that are engaged in filling

orders for Ital.v, while the high wages offered for unskilled
labor by such establishments also make a strong appeal. The
prohibition law is still another factor in causing foreigners
to leave, although the operators claim that the men who do
remain are more steady and efficient workers as a result of
the law.

Coal shipments from Newcastle, BT. S. \V., by water three
months ended Mar. 31 were 1.013,001 tons in 1915, and 777.359
in 1916; a decrease of 235.642 tons.

Chemicals

NEW YORK—June 7
The general market shows a tendency to quiet down as

the dull summer season draws near. Heavy chemicals have
been slow, though prices are rather firm.

Arsenic—Sales have been fair, but are slowing down a
little. Spot brings $6.25(3)6.50 per 100 lb., according to order.
while $6 per 100 lb. is quoted for futures.

Copper Sulphate—Inquiry has been slow, especially for
export and sales have been moderate. The market is again
easier and $14.50 (fS $15.50 per 100 lb. is quoted for carload lots
and over, with $2.50 per 100 lb. extra for small lots.

Nitrate of Soda—There is little change in the market and
prices are unchanged, but not very firm, at $3.10 per 100 lb.

for spot and $3 per 100 lb. for futures. Imports of nitrate
in March were 79.S7S tons, as against 21,617 tons in March
last year. Shipments from the West Coast are reported for
the four months ended Apr. 30 as follows, in gross tons:

To 1914 1915 1916
IDurope 5S7.200 227.700 446.500
I'nited States 226,050 191.050 406.100

Total 813.250 41S.750 852.600

The April shipments were 202.600 tons. Quantities afloat

nn Apr. 30 were 306.900 tons.

Sulphur—Freight rates remain high and there is not very

much material for early delivery. Spot is held at $33 per long
ton, with $30 asked for futures.

Sulphuric .\elil—Trading for the week has been again
mainly for small lots, but there are inquiries for some large
quantities. The quotations are $22@25 per ton for 60-deg.

acid at works. For 66-deg. acid $50 per ton is asked for early

delivery and $45 for second half.

petro1jEi;m

The monthly report of the "Oil City Derrick" gives new
wells completed in May as follows: Pennsylvania grade, 681:

Lima-Indiana, 102; Central Ohio, 23; Kentucky. 66; Illinois.

169; Kansas. 477; Oklahoma-Arkansas, 961; Texas Panhandle.

66; North Louisiana, 58; Gulf Coast. 155. The total was 2,658.

with an aggregate production of 154,456 bbl. There were 160

jias wells reported and 467 dry holes. On May 31 there were
4. US new wells in progress.
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N. Y. EXCH. June 6; IBOSTONEXCH June 6

Assessments

Company Delinq. Sale Amt.

Advance. Mont June 15 July
Algomah. Mich May 18
Alpha, Xev June 7 June
Andes. Xev May 9 May
.Arbroath. Wash June 1 July
Best & Belcher. Nev June 9 June
Central Eureka. Calif June 16 July
Challenge. Xev June 12 July
Coeurd'Alene Antimony. Ida. June 31

Confidence. Xev June 23 July
East Hercules Ext.. Ida May 1 July
Emerald, Utah Jime 15 July
Enterprise. Ida May 20 June
Fortima. Utah June 15 July
Giant. Ida Jime 16 July
Goldstrlke Bon., Utah June 15 July
Idaho & Los Angeles. Ida ... June 2 July
Imperial. Ida Jime 12 July
Leonora. Utah June 20 July
Liberty. Utah June 1.5 July
McKitiley. Utah May 22 Jime
Xational. Ida June 2 July
Xorth Franklin. Ida June 19 July
N'orth Lake, Mich June 14
Dphir, Xev June 13,July
Phedora. Ida .May 9 July
Rio Grande. Xev jjune 22 July
Rob Roy. Ida 'June 10 July
Roosevelt, Utah June 1 July
Silver Cable. Ida May 22 June
silver Star, Ida June 14 July
Snowstorm Ext., Idaho May 9 June
5onora. Ida June 5 June
Sunset. Ida June 3 June
rarbox. Ida May June
Utah Centeimial. Utah May 20 June
Uvada. Xev June 24 July
Western Pacific, Utah May 16 June

IS SO. 005
.. 1.00
28 0.03
3ll 0.02
ll 0.002

28l 0.05
14! 0.05
7; 0.05

. . 0.01
14i 0-10
3] 0015
5, 0033

20 001
s 0.005

I" 003
15 01
1 005

12 0.005
11 0-005
3 005
15 0.0025
3 0.02
8 0.005

I

1 00
6, 0.05
1' 005

22 0.002
10 IH2

1 0.02
10 0.005
1 002

13 0.003
30| 0.004
24 002
20 115

19 0025
27 02

6, OOJ

Stuck Qnotations

3.AX FRANCISCO June 6 SALT LAKK
Xa : o( Comp. t of Comp.

.Alta

.Andes
Best & Belcher
Bullion
Caledonia
Challenge Con
Confidence
Cons. Imperial
Con. Virginia
Gould & Curry
Hale & Xorcross. .

.

Jacket-Cr. Pt
Mexican
Occidental
Ophir
Overman
Savage
Seg Belcher
Sierra Xevada
Union Con
Utah Con
Belmont
Jim Butler
MacXaroara
.Midway
Mont.-Tonopah. . .

.

North Star
Rescue Eula
West End Con
Atlanta
Blue Bell
Booth
C.O.D. Con
Comb. Frae
D-fleld B.B
DDcld DaUy
Jumbo Exten-ilon.

.

Pltts.-Sllver Peak
Round Mountain.

.

Sandstorm Kenriall
Silver Pick
Central Eureka. . .

Argo
Big Jim
Lazy Boy
Oaiman Cree
Oatman No. Star..

.

Tom Reed
United Eastern. .

.

United WMlem

LO.NRON

Beck Tunnel
Black Jack
Colorado Mining..
Crown Point
Daly-Judge
Emma Cop
Gold Chain
Grand Central. . . .

Iron Blossom
Lower Mammoth.
May Day
Opohongo
Prince Con

Troughs. . . .

KingCoal'n.
Silver King Con. .

.

Sioux Con
Uncle Sam
Yankee

!sii

COLO. SPRINGS June 6

Acacia
Cripple Cr'k Con..
Doctor Jack Pot...

lEIktonCon
!ei Paso
JFlndlay
jGold Sovereign
Golden Cycle
Granite
Isabella

Jack Pot
iJcrry Johnson

"nS 'Mary McKlnney..

?o I Portland

07 ii^'"'"'^*""'

.70
'

TORONTO

J 42

nalley .C8
Chambers Ferland .20
[Conlagas 4.871
|La Rose.
i Peterson Lake. . ,

Right of Way
1 ^i5 i

^heca Superior
. .

4 37) T. i Hudson Day.

13 ;
Temlskaming. . .

-——
- Trethewey

^"y -'^ Wcttlaufer-Loi
Alaska Trc'dwcll £6 lOs (Hi Dome Exten.
Burma Corp 2 12 6
Cam * Moior.

.'
14

Camp Bird 9 u
El Ore

I

10 3
Esperanu ' 116
Medao Mines... 4 2 6
Neetai, pfd M 3
OravBIc 16

fanta Gert'dls.

.

U 6

Tomboy..

l.ake.

Foley O'Brien..
HolllnKcr
Imperial
Jupiter
iMclntjTe
jporcu. Crown.

.

Preston E. D.

.

VI pond..
13 1 1 West Dome.. 361

Name of Comp.

Alaska Gold M
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.vih)( 'cller Es^cewaHor iim tllhie M©inidlnl[l(
By C. a. Thomas*

SYNOP^SIS—^-i Liibecker excavator erected on

Dominion Creek, Yukon Territory, is to be tried

this season hy the North West Corporation, Ltd.

This chmn-hucket excavator is of a type used in

digging brown coal in Germany, but has been

specially designed to ivWidand the severe duties

involved in digging the Klondike gravels. The
outcome will be watched with interest by oper-

ators of gold dredges trhirh this machine is de-

signed to replace.

During the summer of 1915 the North West Corpora-

tion, Ltd., erected a chain-bucket excavator on Dominion
Jreek. in the Klondike minino; district, Yukon Territory,

Canada. The construction work was completed too late

hy this company for removing overburden is locally

known as ground sluicing, assisted by water under pres-

sure, and has been fully described^ by E. E. McCarthy.
Many miles of ditches have been constructed along

Dominion Creek, and during the last three years between

three and four million yards of muck have been moved.

Excavator a.s Substitute for Dredge

Xearly all the mining companies operating on a large

scale in the Klondike on creek or river gravels are using

the ordinary type of floating dredge ; but the Xorth West
Corporation, Ltd., decided to try a well-known German
type of excavating machine,- remodeled and strengthened

to withstand the severe conditions of gravel digging, and
has fitted this excavator with a washing plant and stacker

for handling the coarse tailings. The excavator was con-

FIi;. 1 LtJBECKER EXCAVATOR ERECTED ON DOMINION CREEK, YUKON TERRITORY

u the fall for a trial run, and the demonstration of tliis

iiachine as a placer-digging and washing plant will not

le made until the ground has thawed to such depth as to

lUow excavation of the gravel without the added cost of

irtilicial thawing.

This English corporation owns or controls a great

iiaiiy miles of low-gi-ade creek and river claims on the

ndian Eiver watershed, and has been experimenting for

everal years on the remo\al of frozen muck overburden,

^'liich, acting as an insulating blanket, keeps the under-

ying gravel frozen the year around. Where the gravel is

!ot naturally thawed, it is necessary to thaw by means of

team before excavation is possible. The method adopted

•Uesident manager, Yukon Gold Co., Dawson, Y. T., Canada.

structed i)y Taylor & lluljliard, Leicester, England, and

is designated as "Chain Elevator Xo. 11," while the

washing-plant and stacker machinery was built by Leach

& Goodall, of Leeds. The whole machine,' weighing ap-

I)roximately 170 tons, is self-contained and is designed

to o]K'rate on two sets of tracks of 391,^-in. gage, the

outside rails of these tracks being about 231,^ ft. apart.

The excavator consists of a KJ-wheel carriage, made
of two longitudinal steel box girders, 3G ft. G in. long,

spaced 18 ft. apart, carrying the steel frame of the

machine. This frame is composed principal'y of l"-?-in.

i"Min. Mag:.." April, 1914.

=Maiie by the Liibecker Maohinenb.'. u Oesellsehaft, Liibeck.
Germany; described by GeorKo J. Younf!'. "Brown-Coal Minima
in Gormany," Bull. A. I. M. E., February, 1916.
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channels and I-beams, having approximately the follow-

ing over-all dimension!;: 27 ft. long, 22 ft. wide and 27 ft.

4 in., high.

The machine is carried on four trucks of four wheels

each. Each truck has two flanged wheels on the outer

side and two flat-surfaced wheels on the inner. The two

flat-surfaced wheels on the port trucks are used as driving

wheels, the power being transmitted from the motor by

means of a set of bevel gears.

The speed of the machine, traveling parallel to the

opencut, can vary from 3 to 10 ft. per min., and will be

determined by the depth to which the buckets are digging

at any time.

The upper tumbler, which drives the bucket line, is

geared direct to a 100-hp.. motor. This tumbler is six-

sided—three flat and three having projecting cast lugs

which, as the tumbler revolves, enter the open spaces in

the connecting bucket links, propelling the line in

the desired direction. The lower tumbler consists of two

machine is operating. The buckets are spaced approxi

mately at 4 ft. 9 in. centers ; links are 14 in. to the cente

of pins. The solid links are Si/axli/a in., while the link

that form the opening for the upper-tumbler driving lu^

are Vs^'i-V2 ™-
, , i xv.

The buckets are filled as the line travels toward th

machine on the lower side of the ladder, which is thi

reverse of the ordinary dredge operation. After passin.-

over the intermediate tumbler, the full bucket line travel

up a sheet-steel chute, being held about 3 in. from th

bottom by cast lugs on the sides of the chute. At th

same time that the buckets are being filled, the who!

machine will be propelled along its two sets of track

corresponding to the swing of the floating dredge.

As the line passes over the upper tumljler, the rear (

the bucket disengaging from the connecting chain, allo»

its contents to slide out the back end into the dum

hopper. Before the bucket passes over the top of tl

upper tumbler, it is in an upside-down position over ti

TERN VIEW. LUBECKER EXCAVATOR, SHOWING HOPPER, W.\SHING PLANT AND STACKER;
ALSO, SETTLING TANKS UNDER T.\BLES

round cast flanged wheels (i 1 in. in diameter, spaced 48

in. apart and tied together on the lower tumbler shaft

with 1-in. iron rods. The intermediate tumbler consists

of two round cast flanged wheels, 4-5 in. in diameter,

spaced 48 in. apart. The bucket line passes from the

movable ladder over this idler to the stationary-ladder

frame built into the excavator frame.

The digging ladder is built up of light plates, angles

and channels; length between lower and intermediate

tumbler, approximately Sli/o ft.; inside dimension, 49x54

in. It is designed to dig 25 ft. below the track as well as

25 ft. above, at angles of 45° from horizontal. The dig-

ging ladder is suspended from the intermediate tumbler

shaft.

BUCKKTS AhK OlMCN-CoN.VECTKD ANI) ArK FiI.I.KIi WhKN
Tn.WKLINd TOWAHI) THK MAflll.NK

'J'he buckets are open-connected, made uj) of riveted

sheet steel, with cast-steel cutting lip. They are con-

noted by means of "Jackmanized" steel links and pins,

a cast-steel lug riveted to the sides of the bucket forming

one of the links of the chin. Tiicse lugs and connecting

links, tra\"ling in a (li;inncl on the under side of tiio

ladder, keep the bu<>«et- ('own against the material to lie

excavated and ta^/- lli< ntire digging strain when the

\

liopjier. The empty line returns to the lower tumbler

suspension or carried on light flanged-wheel idlers.

As the gravel is dumped into the hopper, it is drag|

to the starboard side of the machine by an endless ra

chain composed of cast links and crossbars, supported i

driven by cast sprocket wheels. At the end of the st(

plate ((impartment (Fig. 2) through which _
the ra

chain carries the material to he washed, there is nv '-•"

ing that allows all material to drop to a second m
ment immediately below; and the same chain ret

after passing over the sprocket idler, drags the iii;iic

over a set of grizzly bars, approximately 20 ft. Ion::. 'I

P-in. s]>ray pipes, extending the full length of tli:

pai-tment, furnish the water for washing and scp

thr lines and gold from the coarse material. Tin

tion is to do away with the revolving or shakin-

of olher types of placer-mining machines. The li

after passing through the grizzly, are carried by 8

slniccs to the gold-saving tables. The coarse materii

dragged by the cros.sbars of the raker chain past

grizzly-har ends, where it falls into a metal chute an

conveyed by gravity to the stacker.

Till' tallies arc constructed in two 2()-ft. sections of

sluices each, having a fall of li/o I't- in 20-ft. and a i

:ii.ii i.r ;ilioiit 720 sq.ft. After the water and fines 1
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passed over the last section, they are follected in a steel

sluice and carried across the machine to the sand-elevator

settling tank (Fig. 4) on the port side of the excavator.

Tills settling tank is 54 in. hy 37 ft. 7 in., with bottom
slo]>ing to the center, making a sump for the collection of

sand for elevation by a bucket conveyor. These buckets

elevate the sand to the top of the machine, where it is

dumped into an extension of the steel chute that delivers

the coarse material to the stacker. The water from the

sand-elevator tank is conveyed across the machine to a

series of steel settling tanks under the tables. From these

tanks the water is repumped to the spray pijies over the

grizzly bars, and in this way will be used over and over

for washing the gravel.

The capacity of the water tanks on the machine repre-

sents the total amount of water that can be utilized for

washing and is as follows: Settling tanks, 8,070 U. S.

1.; sand-elevator tank, 3,831; total, 11,901 gal. It is

proposed to replenish these tanks with fresh water at the

.'ud of each cut, but if this method does not furnish suffi-

ient water to disintegrate and wash the gravel, then a

series of hydrants will be installed at the rear of the

excavator and water taken aboard as required while the

machine is in motion.

The stacker is 70 ft. in length, equi])ped with a 24-in.

canvas conveyor belt, and as at present constructed, can-

not be lowered or elevated. The discharge end of stacker

is about 20 ft. above the level of the rails.

The bucket line is driven by a 100-hp. motor through

nil intermediate shaft. On this shaft is arranged a fric-

conipleted, the track will be .shifted to the rear and a
second cut taken out. Before the tailings deposited by the
stacker will interfere with the machine, it is expected that
a cut of sufficient area will have been opened to allow
the free operation of the machine on bedrock. After the
excavator has been moved down on bedrock, digging will

be done above the tracks, the ladder extending upward.
The constructors of this excavator expect it to prove

superior to the ordinary dredge, giving the following a.s

some of the reasons: (1) Smaller initial cost and capital

expenditure; (2) lower cost of operation
; (3) elimination

of artificial thawing; (4) exposing bedrock to view; (5)
making it possible to clean bedrock by hand if desired;

(6) raising percentage of extraction.

ViMsx Dtiatlnes ®Ea Ziiac Ore
froffiffi Messnco

Special taxes imposed by Villa, the ilexican bandit, on
Mexican zinc ore intended for shipment into the United
States do not become dutiable charges on the merchandise
under a ruling made by President Sullivan, of the Board
of General Appraisers, sitting as a reappraisement official,

says the New York Times.

It appeared from the papers and testimony in the ease

that the ore in question was shipped to this country by J.

del Riogo, of Juarez, being entered at St. Louis Aug. 28,

1915. Before the ore was allowed to leave Chihuahua, the

so-called Mexican government represented by Villa

exacted a duty of $45.3G American currency on the ore.

FIG. 3. DIGGING LAUDER, BUCKET LINE AND
LOWER TUMBLER

ticiii clutch that can be set so that the pinion will be auto-

matically released if the strain becomes too great for the

lucket line. The ladder hoist is driven by a 30-hp. motor.

This motor is also geared to the drive wheels that propel

the machine. The 12-in. water pump is direct-connected

to a 50-hp. motor. The raker-chain, stacker and sand-

elevator drives are all taken from a countershaft con-

nected to a 30-hp. motor. Tlic electrical equipment was

manufactured by the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

Power will be furnished by the North Fork Power Co.

from the North Fork of the Klondike River, 19 mi. from

(he present site of the excavator on Dominion Creek.

The transmission line will deliver current at a voltage of

.'!;'>,000, which will be reduced to 220, the voltage required

l)y the electrical equipment on the excavator.

The machine has been constructed on wie of the areas

stripped of muck. At first a cut will be excavated down
to bedrock and parallel to the track. When the ciil is

FIG. 4. PORT VIEW; NOTE SAND ELEV.\TOR AND
SETTLING TANK

In making entry at St. Louis, the importers deducted

this charge from the dutiable value.

The St. Louis appraiser disallowed the deduction,

added it to the remaining market value, and assessed

duty. No question arose as to the value of the ore itself.

An appeal was taken for a review of this Custom House
action. Judge Sullivan said that it was shown beyond
all question that the Mexican duty in ipiestion was
exacted on all merchandise exported from that portion

of Mexico under the control of Villa. Another point

brought out was that the tax was not jiart of the market
price of tlio merchandise in Mexico.

"In my opinion," s.'id the general appraiser, "it stands

on the same footing a.- switching and freight charges,

dediK ted on entry, and nondutiable. The per se value

of the merchandise is not iu controversy. This duty

should be deducted on entry."" The appraisei*'s action in

adding tiie tax for dutiable ]iuri^oses was reversed.
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The iron-ore production of the United States in 1915

reached a total of 55,526,490 tons, according to the

figures collected for the United States Geological Survey

and prepared by E. F. Burchard. This was an increase

of about 14,000,000 tons over 1914 and was a larger pro-

duction than in any previous year except 1910 and 1913.

The average value at mine, as computed by the Survey,

was $1.83 per ton in 1915, against $1.81 in 1914. Tlie

production by states for the two years is shown in the

accompanying table.

IRON ORE MINED IN THE UNITED STATES IN
1914 AND 1915.

(In Long Tons)
State 1914 1915 Changes

Minnesota 21.946,901 33.464,660 1.11,517,559
Michigan 10,796,200 12,514,516 I. 1,718,316
Alabama 4,838,959 5,309,354 I, 470,395
Wisconsin 886,512 1,095,388 I. 208,876
New York 785,377 998,845 I. 203,468
Wyoming 366,962 434,513 I. 67,551
New Jersey 350.135 415,234 I. 65,099
Pennsylvania 406,326 363,309 D. 43,019
Virginia 378,520 348,042 D. 30,478
Tennessee 330,214 284,185 D. 46,029
Georgia 67,722 115,701 I. 47,979
North Carolina 57,667 66,453 I. 8,786
Missouri 37,554 40,290 I. 2,736
New Mexico 81,980 34,806 D. 47,174
Other States 108,732 41.194 D. 67,638

Total 41,439,761 55,526,490 1.14,086,729

The "other .states," in which small cjuautities were

mined included California, Colorado, Connecticut, Idaho,

Kentucky, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada,

Ohio, Utah and West Virginia. None of these states is

credited with more than a few thousand tons.

Iron ore was mined in 27 states in 1914 and 23 in 1915.

Three of these states—Idaho, Nevada and Utah—pro-

duced small quantities of ore for metallurgical flux only;

part of the production from California and Colorado was

for smelting flux and part for pig iron and ferroalloys:

the remaining states produced iron ore for blast-furnace

use only, except small tonnages for paint from Georgia,

^lichigan, New York, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. Five

states—^Minnesota, ^Michigan, Alabama, Wisconsin and

New York—which have in recent years produced the

largest quantities of iron ore occupy in 1915 their

accustomed places. Only one of these, New York, pro-

duced less than 1,000,000 tons in 1915

The principal iron-mining districts in the United

States, except the Adirondack district, are interstate, and

statistics of production by districts are of more interest

and importance than statistics by states. The Lake Supe-

rior district mined nearly 85% of the total ore in 1915

and the Birmingham district about 8.5%, or a little more

than one-tenth as much as the Lake district. None of

the other districts mined as much as 1,000,000 tons. The

increase in production in 1915 was especially marked in

the Lake Superior district, where it reached 40%. The

Adirondack and Chattanooga districts each showed a

large increase.

The figures given for the Lake Superior district in this

report differ somewhat from those officially supplied by

the mining and transportation comi)anies, the totals of

which were publi.shed in the Journal of Apr. 1. This

difference is partly due to the exclusion by the Geological

Survey of the Baraboo Kange and some other Wisconsin

mines.

There were seven minCs that produced more than

1,000,000 tons of iron ore^each in 1915, two more than in

1914. First plai o in ],i)15 was held liy the Malioning at

Ilibbing, Minn., seci>J^d plaic by Ilulbl.'nst at the same

\

place, and third place by the Red Mountain group near

Bessemer, Ala. The production of these mines in 1915

was respectively 2,.311,940 tons, 2,307,195 tons and 2,138,-

015 tons.

The apparent consumption of iron ore, obtained by

adding together the shipments of ore from tJie mines, the

sales of zinc residuum and the imports of iron ore, and

deducting from the sum of these the exports of iron ore,

was 56,286,058 gross tons in 1915, compared with 40,-

613,448 gross tons in 1914, an increase of nearly 39%.
The ratio of pig iron produced to iron ore consumed was

53.15% in 1915, compared with 57.45% in 1914.

This does not take into account tiie consumption of

iron ore in openhearth furnaces and rolling mills, which

amounts to about 900,000 tons 3'early. This is partly

offset by the use of mill cinder, pyrites residue, etc., in

the blast furnaces.

The American Institute of Mining Engineers is de^

sirous of having a complete set of photographs of its

honorary members in order that these may be hung in

the ilembers' Room. A letter has been sent to all the

living honorary members of whom the Institute has not

portraits, asking for a photograph.

Appended hereto is a list of the deceased honorary

members of the Institute. If any reader of the Journal

can assist the Institute in obtaining photographs of them,

their aid will be appreciated greatly. We suggest taking

up the matter with the families of the decea.sed honorary

members, if any readers hajipen to know them, or else

that they write the secretary of the Institute, letting him
know the names of some of their intimate friends now
living or members of their families, in order that he may
taike up the matter.

Three years of effort have at last enabled the Institute

to get a complete set of photographs of past presidents

and it now hopes to be equally suctessful with photo-

graphs of its honorary members.

HONORARY MEMBERS (DECEASED)
Year of Tear o
Election Decease
1872. Bell, Sir Lowthian* l;i»l

1892. Castillo, A. Del is"'
1902. Contreras, Manuel Maria 1 '.'"i'

1888. Daubr6e, A I-"'
1884. Drown, Thomas M.* 1 '.'" i

1890. Gaetzschmann, Moritz is'i

1873. Gruner, L 1^^-

1891. Kerl, Bruno l^'n'

1895. Le Conte, Joseph 1 1" 1

1891. Lesley. J. P l^"
1899. Osmond, Floris 1 '•

1

:

1S90. Patera, Adolph ls"i

1886. Percy, John* 1^^'

1888. Posepny, Franz Is'
1884. Richter, Theodor In'i'

1899. Roberts-Austen, W. C i:'":

1890. Serlo, Albert IS'
1880. Siemens, C. William Is^:
1909. Swank, James M T'

1

1872. Thomas, David* '"'
1873. Tunner, Peter R. Von '

1885. Wedding, Hermann I

In the cases of the names marked by asterisk photogr:i;
are already possessed.

Mlnernl ReHource« o* Taiwan (Formosa), according t i

report from U. S. Consul, H. C. Huggins, are not extent
There are lands now in the possession of the savage tni

that are supposed to be rich in minerals, but these lands li

not yet been completely explored. The total value o£ n

eral products in 1914 was $2,264,528, of which the two n'

quartz mines yielded $910,360, the 345 coal mines $65J

and the copper mine $525,774. The production of petrol.

was expected to be very great, but the reality has not t"

up to expectation. The quality of the oil is very poor.
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Medlhodls ©f Mes^s^raimg Dujistt Losses
atl Copper Q^eeim Works*

SYXOPSIS—The methods employed for deter-

mining the dust losses at the Copper Queen reduc-

tion worls, Douglas, Ariz., are described and the

various formulas used discussed. Velocity of stack

gases measured by pitot tubes, but flue velocHy

was too low for safe determination with this appar-

atus and the static-balance method was used.

Gases filtered through asbestos fabric, which is sat-

isfactory for all smelting gases, flannel being satis-

factory only for blast-furnace and cojiverter gases

but not for roaster gasps.

Prior to 1909 the determination of dust losses at tliQ

Copper Queen smelting works at Douglas, Ariz., had not

been studied much and estimates of dust losses, with a

few exceptions, were the results of tests by what has been

termed "chemical methods"; that is, the aspiration and
filtration through cotton, wool or some similar medium of

a few liters of gas, the dust being weighed on a chemical

balance, and the volume of gas computed from the volume

^H fo fbrfa/

of Stack—Wr P

No8Buffa/0

J
Asbesfos Bag./3 Diam x 14 Long

j6P!pe

h' Recording Thermomefer

or Indicating Pyrometer

^-Differential Draft Gages

C=Tees used insteadoff/Sotys

to permit of cleaning Pipe

0= Bottle ofAmmonia for Neutralizing SO^

n=^— ~~~

-^^S^

APPARATUS USED AT COPPER QUEEN WORKS FOR DETERMINATION
OF DUST LOSSES

of aspirator water. The possible error of this method is

anormous and the probable error much too large for

eliable results. Since the object of the tests was to dis-

cover not only the extent of the dust losses, but also the

possibility of profitably reducing them, it was decided

that the method adopted must have the following charac-

teristics :

1. The sample of gas taken for filtration must be

•epresentative of the whole volume of gas ; that is to say,

t must have the same dust content. This condition will

ie fulfilled in all cases if the gas sample is drawn off

.vithout change of rate of flow. Then it will contain the

anie proportion of entrained or suspended particles of

du.st ii.- tlic original ga?. In llie ca.-.e of flue gases which
contain only fume at a temperature above or near the

sublimation jioint, this conditio!! need not be adhered to

since the fume will not behave as entrained particles, but

more nearly as a true gas. Consequently the gas sample
in this case only may be drawn off at any rate of flow.

8. The gas sample taken must be large enough (a) to

yield sufficient dust to permit of accurate chemical and
physical examination; (b) so that the ratio of the total

volume of gas passing through the flue to the volume of

gas sample taken, shall not be too large.

3. The methods of measurement of gas volumes should

be such that an occasional independent check can be

made.

The dust-loss determinations so far made at the Copper
Queen smelting plant fall under two heads: (1) Deter-

mination of stack losses. Here gas velocities are rela-

tively high and may be measured with accuracy by pitot

tubes. (2) Determinations of the loss from one depart-

ment made by measuring the amount of dust passing a

certain point in the flue, deducting the dust collected in

the remainder of the flue. The gas

velocity in most of these cases was too

low to permit of measurement by pitot

tubes, and so the static-balance method
of sampling had to be adopted. Vel-

ocity head is measured by pitot tubes

of the form recommended by W. C.

Rowse,^ and Ellison differential-draft

gages, using petrolic ether instead of

the gage oil supplied. The former
has the advantage of being less vis-

cous and also lighter, but in the summer
in Arizona it is necessary to shade the

gage carefully, as evaporation of the

ether would otherwise be too rapid. At-

mos])heric pressure is determined by a

standard mercury barometer and flue

temperatures by a Bristol (indicating)

pyrometer or a Bristol recording ther-

mometer. For the temperatures of the

gas sample, a 600° F. mercury ther-

mometer is used. In order to con-

vert velocity head from inches of water
into feet of gas, it is necessary to know the specific gravity

of the gas. This is computed from the analysis of the gas.

Sulphur trioxide, sulphur dioxide and carbon dioxide are

determined together: SO3 by the Hawley method;- Sl)^

by absorption in a measured volume of a standard solu-

tion of Na^COj in the presence of excess H„0„; and CO,,

gravimetrically. In addition, oxygen and water vapor

are determined, the remainder being taken as nitrogen.

It is found in practice that the specific gravity of all the

gases, at points used for dust-loss determinations, closely

approximates 4% heavier than air. However, this was
not taken for granted, and the precaution was taken of

making specific-gravity determinations before each test.

5 Pipe

Excerpts from a paper. "Determinations of Dust Losses
X the Copper Queen Reduction Worlcs." by J. Moore Samuel,
esting engineer, to be read ^t tlie Arizona meeting
Vmerica

' ' "
Institute of Mining Engineers. September. 191§.

'•Trans. A. S. M. E.." Vol. 35. p. 643 (1913).

^"Eng. and Min. Journ.." Vol. 94. p. 9S7 (Nov. 23. 1912).
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The apparatus used in the first series of tests was as

follows : An 8-ui. pipe was placed outside of the steel stack

from the top to the base. The upper end of the pipe was

extended to a point inside the stack, 7 ft. below the top.

The suction intake was varied by swinging in the arc of

a circle having a radius of 8 ft. 9 in., the stack radius

being 11 ft. 6 in. The first series of tests was made at

five different points, but since no appreciable difference

in dust loss could be found, subsequent tests have been

made with the suction intake in its most extended posi-

tion, 3 ft. 9 in. from the center of the stack. The S-in.

pipe was connected to a Xo. -t Sturtevant fan which was

driven by a 5-hp. variable-speed motor. The fan dis-

charged through an 8-in. diameter flexible connection

into 'a 4-ft. diameter vertical drum of boiler plate. The

outlet at the top of this was a 12-in. nipple, to which was

wired a bag 28 in. in diameter by about 20 ft. long made

of closely woven flannel. The top of this bag was closed

by a cord, the end of wliich passed over a pulley. This

afforded a means of shaking the dust out of the bag into

the drum. The bag was housed in a wooden structure.

A set of pitot tubes was placed 5 ft. inside the stack, 90

ft. above the base of the stack, the temperature of the gas

being measured at tlie same point by a Bristol recording

thermometer. Another set of pitot tubes and a mercury

thermometer in the 8-in. pipe were used to measure the

gas sample.

FoEMULAs Used ix Measuring Gas Velocities

The basic formula v = ^ 2gh gives v the velocity- of

the gas in feet per second, if g the acceleration due to

gravity is in feet per second and h the velocity head is in

feet of gas at the temperature and pressure of the gas.

Now if P is the reading of the differential-draft gage in

inches of water giving difference between pressure in

dvnamic and static pitot tubes, T the temperature of the

gas expressed in the absolute scale. SW the specific grav-

ity of water at the temperature of the gage and ^g the

specific gravity of the gas at a temperature T, then
" SW P

Velocity head = -^ X r^

Since the pressure of the gas is constant, its specific

gravity varies inversely as the absolute ^mperature.

Hence h is proportional to FT and i; = i\V FT, E, being

a constant. Now if ^Y is the weight of gas that passes a

cross-sectional area of 1 sq.ft. in 1 sec, then

^ \~p

W = vy. Sg = k^yl PTX^ = A'^|
y,

In order to obtain the same weight of gas per square

foot per second in both stack and pipe (which insured

having the same velocity of gas in stack and suction

intake), it was only necessary to run the motor at such a

speed that the quotient of F divided by T was the same

for both stack and pipe readings.

Given the velocity and sjjccific gravity of the gases, it

is obvious that volumes and weights of gas can be easily

computed. The volume of the gas sample, however, will

be high if taken as the product of this velocity by the

area of the sample pipe, owing to the fact that the center

velocitv is higher than the average. Readings should be

taken along a diameter at the centers of annular rings of

equal area and the average computed from tliem. Tins

gives a factor for correcting center readings. This factor

should be determined for several different velocities, as it

depends on the velocity of the gas and the sizg and nature

of the pipe. The early tests were not corrected in this

way ; in subsequent tests this correction was made. After

running the fan at the correct speed for a number of
;

hours, "the dust collected was cleaned up, weighed, sam-

pled and assayed, and the dust and metal losses computed.

Gases Filtered Through Asbestos Fabric

The method at present used, where high gas velocities

are encountered, is the same in principle and is shown
^

diagrammatic-ally. The measurements are made in the .

same way, but the gas sample goes through the filter

under suction instead of under pressure, and the filter is

made of asbestos fabric instead of flannel. A large fan

is used on account of the increased head required to pull

the gas through the heavy asbestos fabric. This bag iSj

weighed before and after the run and the dust brushed out?

of it. The dust will contain some asbestos, but this mayi|

be removed by screening through a coarse sieve. '€

This method has several advantages: When filtering"

the gas under pressure any leaky place between the fan

and Ihe filter will result in the escape of gas carrying its

dust with it ; but when filtering under suction, slight leaks

do not matter, since they only allow outside air to be

admitted. Measurements of the gas are made in front of

the filter, in the pipe, which can easily l)e made air-tight

So a correct measurement of the gas sample is obtained

with the certainty that all of it goes through the filter.

The asbestos fabric has the advantage over flannel '

it can be used for all smeltery gases. Flannel was s;

factory for the blast-furnace and converter gases, but was

destroyed almost immediately by the roaster gases, on

account of their higher SO3 content ; for the first series of

determinations of roaster loss, it is true, flannel was used,

but it was necessary to put ammonia in the path of the /'-

and that resulted in the dust being contaminated

ammonium sulphate and sulphite. The net effect of

was to make the screen analyses of dust of no value,

filter of 200-mesh phosphor-bronze screen was triei'i

was not affected by the gases chemically and filterti:

efficiently, but it had no strength, and the expansion and

contraction disrupted it quickly.

Low Gas Velocities by Static-Balance Metho-

Gas velocities in the stack were high enough t.

measured readily by pitot tubes. To determine the

loss from 'any one department, measurements had i

taken in tlie "flues where the velocity was such as to

a just-measurable velocity head. Accordingly, pitot 1

were used in conjunction with a sensitive Ellison

as one method of gas determination, but more rcl:

was placed in tlie measurement of flue-gas velocity l

static-balance method. Two static tuljes are placed,

inside the sample pipe and the other in communis

with the flue only, and they are connected to a differs

draft gage. By adjusting the speed of the motor sc :

zero reading is obtained on this gage, the gas flows

the suction intake at the same velocity as in the

around or near the sample pipe. Outside the flue t!i'

travels through a pipe of smaller diameter than tii.

tion intake. This results in a magnification of the yen" i

ity in the ratio of the areas of the pipes and permita |

accurate velocity measurements.

If V is the velocity of the gas in this smaller pip-

its temperature, T^ is the temperature of the flue p'
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loth temperatures being in the absolute scale, and if D
[» the diameter of the suction intake, d the diameter of

I he smaller pipe, then the velocity of the flue gases around

the sample pipe equals

In using this method the piping is arranged so as to

measure a velocity' of between 30 and 40 ft. per sec. The

Milume of the gas sample, indicated by the pitot tube in

•he small pipe, gives a measure of the velocity of the gas

,t the suction intake ; it is only in rare cases that the rate

flow of the gas will be uniform over the whole cross-

-ectional area of the flue. In order to compute the volume

of gas flowing through the flue, it is necessary to obtain

factor to convert this velocity into volume. The free

ross-sectional area of the flue is first determined by

.aking soundings of the dust line at a number of points

Across the flue. These can then be plotted and the area

.Itftermined with a planimeter. If v is the velocity of the

L'as at the sample point, A the free cross-sectional area of

he flue, then

V = EAv

A" the constant being the ratio of the average velocity of

the gases over the whole flue to the velocity at the suction

jtake. Two methods have been used to determine K.

Tlie most direct method is to make a careful exploration

.f the flue with two sets of pitot tubes, one being kept

It the position of the suction intake and the other moved

t(i a series of points across the flue. The cross-section of

he flue is divided into a number of equal areas and these

cadings taken at the centers of such areas. From these

vadings, the volume of flue gases is computed and the

factor K obtained and used in the dust-loss tests.

Checking Pitot-Tube Readings

The other method of determining K can be used where

-'as velocities are too low for pitot-tube readings, or as a

heck in pitot work. Velocity readings with pitot tubes

r,re taken at some point in the system where the cross-

'ctional area of the conduit is a minimum, a sufficient

number being taken to give a fair average. Simultaneous

-as samples are then taken at this point and in the flue

lor which K is to be determined, and these gas samples

are analyzed for one or more constituents such as SOo,

1 0, or 6. Since the volume of gas passing the first point

IS known, and the simultaneous gas analyses give the

I'ercentage of excess air admitted into the system between

wo points, the volume at the second point can be obtained

from these and a comparison of the gas temperatures at

'he two points.

The exploration of the roaster flues showed great vari-

ition in gas velocity across the flue. From this it was

inferred that the filtration of a gas sample from any one

I'oint would give a dust loss that was too high or too low

ifcording to "whether the suction intake was in a zone of

higli or low velocity. Accordingly, it was decided to make

-mall-scale tests to give the comparative dust content of

fhe gases in different parts of the flue. These were

ieferred to the suction intake of the large-scale tests.

The apparatus used for this was developed by the engi-

neers of the Western Precipitation Co. and has been

'lescribed by W. N. Drew.^* Briefly it consists of a small

~^ourr,. A. S. M. E.," VIII. Vol. XXX, p. 67G (December.
'.915).

suction intake with two statics as in the large-scale work.

At Douglas 14-in. and %-in. pipe was used. The gas

was filtered through a weighed fat-extraction thimble,

was drawn out by aspirator, and the rate of flow adjusted

to zero on a ditt'erential draft gage connecting the two

statistics. Velocities were computed from the volume of

water dra^vn from the aspirator, corrected to tempera-

ture and pressure conditions in the flue. About 12 cu.ft.

of gas constituted a sample, and the dust from it weighed

from 0.1 to about 4.0 grams.

The width of the flue was divided into 10 equal sec-

tions and readings taken at the centers of each section.

One section and the check readings at the suction intake

were determined per day, and the average dust content

of the gases per section referred to the suction intake.

The average of the 10 ratios so obtained was used to

correct the dust loss computed from the large-scale deter-

minations at the fixed suction intake. This correction

was applied only in the case of the roaster flue, other cases

showing only minor variations.

Usaited Sftgittes Ssmeitiirag Report
The United States Smelting, Refining and Mining Co.

for the year 1915 shows operating earnings of all com-

panies of $7,579,184, from which allowances for depreci-

ation, improvement and reserve amounted to $986,860,

leaving net profits for the year of $6,592,324. From this,

additional reserves for depreciation of $888,900 were al-

lotted, dividends paid on the preferred stock of $1,702,225

(7% per annum), on the common of $263,336 (11/2%),

and $3,737,863 added to the previous surplus of $4,515,-

592, leaving an undistributed surplus as of Dec. 31, 1915,

of $8,253,455. The common stock has since been placed

on an 8% basis.

The metals produced (including those from custom

ores) were: Copper, 26,923,674 lb., sold at $0.18183 per

lb. ; zinc, 34,105,471 lb., sold at $0.14964 per lb. ; silver,

12,071,863 oz., sold at $0.49965 per oz. ; lead, 87,102.179

lb., sold at $0.04546 per lb. ; and gold, 196,481 oz. The

ore tonnage from Centennial Eureka, Mammoth, Gold

Road, Tennessee and Bingham mines was 1,066,025 tons.

Capital expenditures were : Securities of coal companies

in Utah, $50,006; other stocks, $515,366; additions to

plant in the United States and Mexico, $413,024; mine

properties and other charges to capital account, $80,930

;

zinc properties in Kansas and Missouri, $953,598 less

$600,000 reserve for depreciation, $353,598 ; total capital

expenditures, $1,412,924. Current assets, eliminating

intercompany accounts, were $17,343,239, of which

$2,482,831 was cash, $3,867,148 notes receivable (includ-

ing $3,418,612 loaned to the Utah Coal properties). $6,-

172,836 in metals in transit, in process and in hand,

$1,287,128 in ores, mattes and byproducts and $1,573,611

in supplies, fuel and timber. Accounts payable (includ-

ing payrolls) were $935,727; drafts in transit. $712,304;

reserves for freight, refining, selling commission, etc.,

were $1,283,225; and dividends payable on Jan. 15,

$688,893; making current liabilities only $3,620,148.

Zinc Pkoperties

Owing to the wide spread between zinc-ore and spelter

prices, the company acquired the smelteries at Altoona,

lola and La Harpe, Kan., with an estimated capacity of

250 tons daily, leased the Ravenswood mine, near Reeds,

Mo., and erected a mill of 750 tons' daily capacity thereon.
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The total cost of the zinc-smelting properties was $953,-

598, of which $600,000 was written off in 1915. The

remainder of their cost wiU be written off in the coming
BtisaEdl Hafts'Si.tie

Vol. 101, No. 25

vear.

Coal output was 707,559 tons in 1915, as against

703,936 tons in 1914. All the coal companies will be

consolidated into the United States Fuel Co. The $10,-

000,000 of 6% collateral-trust guaranteed notes of the

Utah Co. and the $4,000,000 notes of the Smelting Refin-

ing and ;Mining Co. were called early in 1916 and an

issue of $12,000,000 of 6% notes placed. These are due

Feb. 1, 1926, and are convertible at any time, holder's

option, into common stock at $75 per share.

ISIPROVEMEXT AT THE MeTAL MiXES

At the Bingham mines, Utah, the Niagara tunnel was

widened and straightened and the level will be used

hereafter as the main haulage route. Pneumatic locomo-

tives were installed to replace the electric locomotives and

wiU be used to supplement hand tramming. Shipments

from the Bingham mines amounted to 94,166 tons of lead

ore and 34,313 tons of copper ore.

At Midvale, Utah, the mill capacits- was increased from

350 tons per day to 600 and will be increased to 675

tons. A new baghouse was erected and additions made to

the ore-roasting department. An electrolytic process was

developed for the recovery of cadmium from the flue

dust. The Centennial-Eureka mine shipped 49,530 tons

of ore. Development was continued in the Bullion Beck

& Champion and a small tonnage of zinc and lead ores

extracted.

At the Mammoth plant, Kennett, Calif., 290,473 tons

of ore was produced, 46,027 tons of which carried a large

percentage of zinc. The ore was sorted, the copper ore

going to the Mammoth smelterj% the zinc ore to Kansas.

At Gold Road, Ariz., the mine produced 96,272 tons,

which was cvanided. A 1,500-ft. shaft was commenced.

At Needles, Calif., a flotation plant was added to recover

zinc from the tailings. The Tennessee mine at Chloride

contributed most of the 47,897 tons treated.

The railroad situation still ties up the Richmond

Eureka mines, Nev. The lead refinerj' at Grasselli, Ind.,

increased its capacity by 25% and the copper refinerj' at

Chrome, N. J., bv 10%. The Real del Monte y Pachuca

mines in Mexico operated at 50 to 80% capacity despite

the political situation and an epidemic of typhus.

The exploration department, under Sidney J. Jennings,

examined data pertaining to 786 mines and immediately

turned down 655. A preliminary field examination of

118 was made and a complete examination of 13. Beside

the Reeds zinc property, an interest was acquired in an

alunite propertv and a lease taken on a large number of

claims in Leadville, Colo., which are being unwatered and

developed. Work and litigation are being carried on at

the Alaska proi)erty, and work is also being continued on

the Califoniia property.

The Shul-ko-nhnii Lead "nd Zinc Mine In Hunan Province

Is one of the Important producers of these metals in China.

Prior to the war. Its products were under contract to go to

Carlowltz & Co.. of Hankow, but as they have been unable to

fulfill their engagements In this respect, the Hunan Mining

Board has decided tcr erect a smelting plant at Sungpo capable

of turning out 100 tons of lead and zinc per day. The mines

have been worked for centuries, and lately at the rate of

50,000 to 60.000 tons per annum. The ores contain galena,

blende. Iron and copper pyrites and occur at or near the

contact of syenite and limestone.

The Army Reorganization Bill as finally enacted author

izes the President to make an investigation to determine

the best process "for the production of nitrates and other

products for munitions of war and useful in the manu-

facture of fertilizers and other useful products." He is

further authorized to select a water-power site or other

site and to construct a plant for the manufacture of sucL

product. The products of the plant are to be used for

military and naval jrarposes to such extent as the Presi-

dent niay deem necessary, and any surplus may be sold

under such regulations as he may prescribe. The bill does

not specify the capacity of the plant, but $20,000,000 it

appropriated for its construction and an issae of Panama

Canal bonds to raise the money is authorized in case suf-

ficient funds in the treasury are not available. A provi

sion is inserted that the plant must be operated "solely bj

the Government and not in conjunction with any othej

industry or enterprise carried on by private capital."

In view of the widely published fact that one of th(

most needed measures for national defense is the provisioi

of a supply of nitrates that will be available for use ai

any time the shipment of nitrates from Chile is inter

rupted, there is no doubt that the Government will ])ro

ceed promptly with the construction of the plant am

more especially since it will furnish so many luscioui

plums for the faithful.

Si

Hew C®I®inab>a^!a Mairaiia^

M.©guslsi<ta®Eas

Under a decree regulating the granting of concession;

for the working of mineral deposits on public lands ii

Colombia, concessions restricted to an area of 3.86 sq.mi

will be granted by that government for 25-yr. periods

says a recent consular report. Within 18 months of tb

approval of the contract the concessionaire must file wif

the Ministry of Public Works the precise location

his mine, plans of the workings and samples of the n

eral. A further period of six months is allowed in wl

to commence mining operations.

The government claims the right to 15% of the gros

receipts of the working and authorizes the concessionair

to erect all necessary buildings and to establish roa^

railways, cableways, telegraph and telephone line-. •'

Concessions granted to citizens of the republi'

be transferred to aliens upon permission of the Colui

government.

Ilinmprovedl TralHRic ConadlitaoiniS

The net surplus of idle freight cars on the railroad.s ,

the United States and Canada on June 1 was 55,24-1, aJ

compared with 30,607 on May 1, an increase of 24,637

The figures indicate a decrea.se in the volume of traffic

but railroad men point out that current reports of railroa'

,

earnings show no considerable slackening of improve,

ment and are of the oi)iiiion that the increase in idle carj

was due principally to the relief from the freight conj

gestion. The increase was almost entirely in bov-rnr-

and more of these became idle on the Western tli

the Eastern lines, representing largely cars held n

East at the time of the congestion.
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Bv A. C'liOI'EJ; Ki

SYXOPSIS—Scientific counting of injurious dust
articles in measured volumes of air shows that

after blasting, the dusty mine air breathed hij a
miner in a minute contains 2,Jt50 million injurious

farticles. This number can be reduced by water
spraying to 10 million per minute.

The Transvaal Miners' Phthisis Prevention Committee
as recently issued a special report on the percentage of
.jurious particles in mine dust and on the results of
-untiug the particles of dust in the air. Experiments
low that the measures in use for diminishing the quantity

: very fine injurious particles of dust inhaled by mine
orkers, when properly applied, are efficacious.

It was arranged that, as far as possible, the experiments
lould be comparable anioii'i- tiifm^^elves, and to tlint one]

sample of dust was divided by Bedimentation into two
portions, containing the fine and very fine particles, with
the dividing line at 13 nucrons. In addition, the numb.,T
of siliceous particles was directly counted under the
microscope in a small portion of the original suspension
fluid, and from this the number of particles originally
in the air could be calculated.

To establish some standard of comparison, observations
were made of street dust in the town of Johannesburg,
with wind blowing at least 30 mi. an hour. One sample,
collected near the dump of the Robinson mine, contained
100 million particles per cubic meter of air; the other
sample, of town dust, 39 million. The sample taken from
near the dump contained 4 mg. of injurious dust, the town
sample 2.4: mg. The percentages of injurious particles
were 87 and 91 respectively, whereas nearly all samples
nf rnir.c ,lii.f cjntain 98% by number. These above-

<'0!.\riL-lit by T. Brill.li

riRILLING WITH 2%-IN. MACHINE AND KEEPING DOWN I >l ST WITH WATKH SPRAY
Juliiuuesburg

'St of them were carried out at the Village Deep mine
'1 in the same working place, tests for the efficiency

water sprays being made consecutively in one develop-
nt end. Doctor McCrae's researches had showed that

silica particles foimd in silicotic lungs did not exceed
microns in diameter. It was therefore concluded that
rtides between 12 and 50 microns in diameter were
atively unimportant in the causation of disease, and
't only those of less than 12 microns, called the very
t^ or injurious dusf, need be taken into account. Each

P. O. Box 3621, Johannesburg, South Africa.

ground conditions may certainly be classed as very dustv.

it is calculated that a person walking 3 mi. an hour in

such dusty air would inhale 1.750,000 injurious particles

jier min. Such days occur only occasionally, however,

and samples taken on ordinary days with 10-mi. winds

would certainly give much lower n^sults. A sample of

mine air taken at a dead end on Monday morning

—

blasting having taken place on the previous Friday and

drilling on Saturday—contained 170 million particles, of

which 60% by weight was injurious. This air, when
breathed by a person walking, would give him about 5
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million injurious particles per niin., and judging by

coniparative figiires, the human lung can withstand this

amount of attack.

We consider now the worst kind of atmospheres pro-

duced by mining operations in the absence of dust-laying

devices. Air sampled near the face of a drive 3 min.

after blasting a 3-hole cut contained 86,000 million silica

particles, practically all injurious. The average diameter

of 2 to 3 microns was exceptionally small, and their

number 1,000 times what was found in the streets on

e.xceptional days and at lea;'t 100 times what usually is

produced during all other mining operations except during

dry-drilling. A second samide, taken about 25 min. after

blasting, in an airway carrying air from several stope

faces, gave rather lower results—63,000 million particles

foUowino- day in the same drive, with the water spra

turned on for 30 min. after the cut had been blastet

gave almost identical results. The residual unlaid du;

was very little coarser than the original blasting dus

although in all four samples taken 99.1% of the numbt

of particles in the original blasting dust had been remove

by the water spray. In the itnsprayed air a miner woul

breathe 3,400 million injurious particles every minut

while after 30 min. use of the water spray the numb

left to be breathed was only from 10 to 20 millions. Th

is by no means so good as street air, but is not likely i

be a serious menace if breathed for only a short tim

as is ustial.

Dry-drilling is now prohibited by law, because it pr

duces enormous quantities of dust. Samples of air takt

DUILLI.N'O UIM'HK WITH
Copyiiglit liy T. Biitt^iiii, Johannesburi

-IN-. MACHINR. WATER SUt'I'LIED BY TUBE AT THl'- H01.E

per cubic meter, practically all injurious. Nowadays, no

one breathes such deadly air except where a regulation'

is contravened. In this work tiic sampler was protected liy

a smoke lieimet. Tlie samples show the enormous quan-

tities of very fine dust produced by blasting and tlie

imperative necessity of iircvcnting it; inliahitioii iiy any

mine worker.

Immediately after tlie air samiile had l)ccii t'.Ucii. a

large and ct^Kient water spray, was turned on for 30 niiii.,

after whicli two ,iir samples gave 110 and 390 million

particles entinly injurious. Two samples taken on the

m^Kulctlon 100 (32) prohibits «iilr:incp «o .e"'''';. '"'''';'?'

wlr.-.cii or oilier clo::o i.liiccn within 30 niln. of piiltlnK tl e

water Biir.iy In action, nn.l then only If the iilr U fno from

duct. «moile and tumU p.rceptlblo >))• nlKht. smell or other

•enaos.

near piston-type drills gave from G,500 to 20,000 milli'

of particles per cti.m. Hammer-type drills give bet

rc'Milts. With pii;ton drills the percentage of injure

du t l.y weight varied from (u, to 'IS; with hiiminer dr

it was only 31 7o.

Wet-drilling under normal conditions w.is the suLj

of 1 I exiieriments. Four air samples taken from n

Ingciholl drills gave good results—1,000, 850, 450

270 millions of particles per cu.m. The number

iiijuiious particles breathable per minute was foiini!

be aiiout 18 millions. The lowest result was 8 niilb'

whidi is very satisfactory, being of about the same H'

iiitude as that of street dust. Such results, howi'

cannot be obtained unless water is so introduced t
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the working point of the drill is constantly wetted. Two
other air samples from near Ingersoll drills gave 1,900
millions and 53 millions of injurious particles breathable

per minute. This is not satisfacton,-, being seven times

Ihe amount obtained under the best wet-drilling condi-

tions. Five air samplings near 'Waugh drills gave rather

better results—750, 370 and 300 millions. For some
unknown reason these figures are not concordant with

those of Leyner drills (hollow, with axial jet of water),

from which the results were good but variable, owing to

leaks of compressed air which atomized the dirty water

with which they were fed. Theoretically, these drills

should produce no dust at all, but they are unfortunately

not proof against wear or rough usage. When in order

they are capable of reducing breathable injurious dust

to 3 million particles, which is excellent for underground.

When not in order they give several times as much. In

considering Leraer drills it was found that care had to

be taken that they do not become so leaky as to atomize

the water used, unless such water is free from sediment.

Sediment, consisting largely of very fine particles, may
be transferred into the air and thus into the lungs. In

one instance, the number of particles per cubic meter

was thus increased from 29 millions to 239 millions.

Similar contamination takes place when dirty mine water

is being atomized at any point of the mine. It is

probably as dangerous to breathe the foggv' air caused

thereby as tlie clear air left after the evaporation of the

fog. For atomizing purposes, only water quite free from

injurious sediment should be used.

Air samples from crusher houses under bad conditions

ave from 380 to 1.100 millions of particles, but under

3od conditions only 55 millions.

Blastixg Produces Exokmovs Quantity of Dust

As a measure of the injurious character of any air

breatlied, the number of particles is a better criterion

than weight. A small number of comparatively innocuous

large particles add greatly to the weight, but not to the

count of particles, as shown by the fact that in the

majority of instances the number of particles of very fine

injurious dust exceeds 98% of the total. Summarizing

the report, it may be said that blasting operations pro-

duce enormous quantities of dust, the great bulk of

which is very fine and most injurious. Its inhalation

should be avoided at any cost. ;Maehine drilling without

water produces a smaller quantity of dangerous dust than

blasting, but the amount is still verj- large and it is

liable to be inhaled over a much longer period than air

ontaminated by blasting. By the use of water applied

u a proper manner with suitable devices, the dangerous

lust can be diminshed to a small fraction of that produced

when drilling drj'—in fact, to less than 1% of the original

quautit}-, when it is comparatively innocuous. The im-

perative necessity' of using proper devices for laying dust

and constant vigilance in their application is emphasized.

Uidinar}- mine water should not be used for spraying by

means of atomizers. Leyner drills should be discarded if

the air leaks, atomizing the water and causing fog.

It may reasonably he hoped that dust-laying and pre-

autious in avoiding inhalation of air charged with dust

lavc led. and will continue to lead, to a marked decrease

in the liability of miners' phthisis. Cooperation between

operator and miner are necessarA- to accomplish these

much to be desired results.

The committee has drawn up a diagram embodying
some of the main results of its investigation. It does

not lend itself to reproduction in this form, but the figures

given are striking enough in themselves even without

diagrammatic aid. This diagram is being posted at all

the IJand mines by the Chamber of Mines

:

dust is deadly
Effects of dust allaying on number of particles breathed

per minute:
Millions
of Dust

BLASTING Particles
•Five minutes after blasting cut, no water spray 2.450
After using water spray for 30 min in drive 10

DRILLING
Sli-In. Piston Drills:

•Collaring dry 125
Collaring wet 57
•Drilling dry J30
Drilling with wet jet in hole 12
Watering with cup 28

Hammer Drills Without Water Feed:
•Collaring dry 64

Collaring wet S

•Drilling dry IS
Drilling with wet jet in hole 9

Hammer Drills With Efficient Water Feed:
Collaring 3

Drilling 6

CRUSHER HOUSZ3
Dusty conditions 31

Dust well laid 2

GENERAL
Dust-laden air entering drive after blasting 1.770
Mine air after standing over Sunday 4

Street dust (excluding visible) on a dusty day 2

•Work under these conditions is prohibited by law.
USE W.\TER.

The figures given are the number of millions of

particles of dust of Vjooa of ^^ i^^th and less in diameter

breathed per minute.

MiK^e-LfA^^ Viols^tion as
He^Ii^es&ce

By Arthur L. II. Street*

The principle that an employer is liable for injury to

an employee directly resulting from the formers failure

to comply with a statutory safety requirement, without

regard to any question of carelessness in any other respect,

was applied by the Tennessee Supreme Court recently

in a suit brought against a zinc-mining company to

recover for injury to a miner while being drawn up a

shaft in a bucket. (Graham vs. American Zinc Co., 179

Southwestern Reporter, 138.)

The Tennessee mining statutes require that buckets

used for hoisting purposes be covered and make provisions

for certain structures inside shafts to make safe the ascent

and descent of employees, and the court finds that tiiese

requirements were not complied with. It was objected

by defendant that the laws did not ajiply because the mine

in question had not been completed, but the court decided

that it was sutticient that the shaft had been sunk and

the construction of cross-entries had been begun.

Again it was asserted that plaintiff assumed the risk

of being injured by remaining at work with knowledge

that the safety laws had not been complied with, but the

court overruled the contention, sjiying: '"Such a conclu-

sion would place the employer in the position of power

which only the legislature should occupy, since it would

enable him to either destroy or maintain the policies of

the state according to his own will and purpose."

'.\ttorney at law, Security Building. Minneapolis, Minn.
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By E. E. PreeI

SYXOPSIS—Theories of plasticity are discussed,

and it is concluded that high plasticity in natural

clays is probably due to films of gelatinous colloids

about the particles. There is no evidence that these

ever occur in slimes. The factors tending to in-

crease or reduce colloidality of slimes are sum-

marized.

By no means the whole of the difficulty in handling

colloidal slime is due to slowness of settling and the other

disturbances of sedimentation that have been discussed in

previous articles of this series. As much or more trouble

is caused by the imperviousness of a layer of such slime

when settled or accumulated on a filter. From the prac-

tical viewpoint two properties are of outstanding im-

portance—the retention of water in the slime cake and

the resistance offered by the mass of slime to percolating

liquids. Both are concerned with the size and number

of the pore spaces between the slime particles, but the

discussion of the factors controlling these pore spaces

will be clearer if we preface it with some outline of

another property of slime-like bodies—plasticity. As will

be apparent presently, this is not really a property of

normal metallurgical slimes. However, the clays and

other typical plastics are not in themselves without in-

terest to the metallurgist, and their study has shed im-

portant light on some of the more obscure phases of the

subjects that concern us more specifically in these articles.

Classification of Theories of Plasticity

The definition of plasticity involves considerable dif-

ficulties ; into which we shall not enter. In general three

more or less distinct properties seem to be involved in the

varying conceptions for which the term is employed.

These are ( 1 ) the degree to which the mass can be kneaded

or worked when wet, as putty is worked; (2) the ten-

sile strength of the mass when dry; (3) the degree to

which the mass will retain or increase its tensile strength

on burning. The third of these depends upon many

factors, such as the presence and binding power of fluxes,

which are of no interest in the present connection, and

this element of the conception of plasticity we shall ig-

nore altogether. Of the two others, many authors insist

that only the first should be called plasticity, the other

being called by some other name. This difference of

terminology seems unimportant, but it is important to

remember that these two properties of workal)loness when

wet and of strength when dry are not the same nor nec-

essarily related. It is quite possible for a substance to

possess either without possessing the other. In the litera-

ture the two concepts are hopelessly confused, and the

attempt to relate both ])roperties to tlic same set of causes

is in large part responsible for the multitude of theories

of plasticity that have been proposed.

•This la the elchth of a series of articles dealing with the

subject of "Colloids In Ore Dressing." Former papers ap-

peared in the i.-fsuc-s of Feb. 5. Mar. 4. Mar IS. Apr. 15 and
59 May 20 and June 3. 1916. The next article will be a con-

tinuation of the discussion of the "Properties of Slime Cakes,"

and will appear in an early issue.

tChemlcal engineer, 1105 Madison Ave., Baltimore, Md.

These theories it is not necessary to discuss in detail,

since they have already been reviewed very completely by

Ashley in the papers frequently cited in the previous

articles^ and in the recent paper of Davis cited in the ap-

pended bibliography. It will suffice to say that the the-

ories fall into four classes, which regard plasticity (and

tensile strength) as due to:

1. Simplefineness of grain in connection with adhesive

and other quasi molecular attractions between the par-

ticles.-

2. Some peculiar shape of the particles, permitting

interlocking, unusual adhesion and the like.^"

3. Capillarity and water-film actions between the parti-

cles, complicated by increased viscosity in these water

films due to the presence of adsorbed salts, colloids or

the like.'

4. The presence of enveloping films of gelatinous col-

loidal materials about the particles.^

It is manifest that some of these theories have prom-

inently in view the matter of tensile strength, while

others are concerned mainly with explaining the ease

with which the plastic may be worked. It is just as

manifest that none of these classes of explanation is en-

tirely without importance. For instance, a certain fine-

ness "of grain is obviously requisite. One cannot imagine

a plastic gravel. Practically, the interest focuses on

differences in plasticity. Just as one slime is excessively

colloidal and another not so, without apparent reason,

so one clay is plastic and another useless without any

visible relation to mineral composition, fineness of grain,

shape of particle or other obvious property. It is these

enigmatic differences which the theories of plasticity sel

out to explain.

Davis, in the paper mentioned, reviews all of these

theories and concludes in favor of the fourth, regarding

the presence of gelatinous coatings about the grains as

the necessary and sufficient conditions for high plasticity

It must be "understood, of course, that a material, to b('

plastic, must be of fine enough grain and otherwist|

suitable and that a certain small degree of plasticity wilf

exist in all finely divided wet powders regardless of tlv

presence of gelatinous coatings. The presence ni

sence of such coatings explains only the marked differ'

in plasticity between clays apparently similar otherw hi'

In this conclusion the writer concurs, but it shoul.l !

noted that the conclusion applies only to natural

and other normal plastics. Nothing is implied :

freshly ground rock powders such as slimes.

It will be useless to review the details of the evi^

favoring the presence and efficacy of these gelat)

'EsppciaOv, U. S. Geological Survey, Bulletin 388 U>"
Bureau of Standa^d^3. Tech. Pap. 23 (1913).

and Ashley.
"Termier. "Comptes Rendus,» Vol. CVin. p. 1071 (1889)

Llnder, Tonind.-Zeitung." Vol. XXXVI. p. 3S2 (1912).

'Purdv and Moore. "Trans. Am. Ceramic Soc," Vol XI, I

5S2 (190li); Grout and Poppe, Ibid., Vol. XIV. p. 80 (1912).

'Schl.lsing, "Comptes Rendus." Vol. LXXIX, pp. 376.

(1874); Hohland. "Zelta. Anorg. Chem.," Vol. XXXI, p.

0902), and many subsequent papers. See also the papers c|s

Cushnian and Davis cited in the bibliography.
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coatings. Taking for granted the failure of plasticity

(however defined) to correspond to mineral composition,
shape or size of particle, or other tangible property of
the clays, the other evidence may be summarized under
four heads.

1. There are many parallels in behavior between very
plastic clays and the gelatinous colloids such as albumin,
gelatin and the like. Instances are the adsorptive power
for dyes," shrinkage and cracking on drying,' the rate
of water loss to a dry atmosphere,** etc.

2. Plasticity is increased by the addition of vegetable
extracts and other gelatinous substances, this having been
a common ceramic procedure for centuries.^ In at least

a few cases organic gelatinous substances have been ex-
tracted from clays found to be very plastic.^"

3. Plasticity is greatest in those clays that have been
longest and most thoroughly exposed to the weathering
agencies, which agencies are known to favor the produc-
tion and supply of gelatinous colloidal materials."

4. There are microscopically visible evidences of altera-

tion at the surface of the particles of plastic clays, these
evidences being mainly a more than ordinary roundness
and unsharpness of contour" and a tendency for the sur-
face layer to adsorb dyes in larger concentration (greater
density of color) than is the case with fresh rock par-
ticles."

It is easy to criticize this evidence and to point out,

for instance, that the surface alterations visible under the
microscope may -(veil be illusions due to diffraction ef-

fects ; that parallels with colloids in absorption, etc., may
be due simply to extreme fineness of particle ; that gela-
tinous organic materials are commonly present in natural
soils and clays, plastic or nonplastic; and so on indefi-

nitely. Space is lacking for detailed consideration of
these criticisms and the writer can but record his opin-
ion—by no means final—that the balance of evidence
favors the real existence and importance of colloidal gela-

tinous coatings about the particles of the more plastic

• lays. For those especially interested the references given
will provide introduction to the original literature.

Classification of Gelatinous Colloids

The gelatinous colloids which we suppose to be con-
cmed in the production of high plasticity may be of two
kinds; (1) the organic colloids like gelatin, tannin and
ome of the so-called humus substances of soil; and (2)
the inorganic gelatinous colloids like colloidal silica, fer-
ric hydroxide or alumina. Organic colloids of the type
mentioned may result from the decay of vegetable mat-
'.T and are present in many normal soils.^* Many clays
re formed or deposited under conditions permitting, if

"ot requiring, the presence of such organic substances.

*5imilarly the inorganic gelatinous substances mentioned

'Ashley, loc. cit.

'Rohland, loc. cit. and his "Die Tone" (1909).

,,
'Ashley, "Journ. Ind. and Eng. Chem.." Vol. Ill, pp. 91-5

D. "i; Brown and Montgomery. U. S. Bur. Standards, Tech.
l^ap- 21. 23 pp. (1913).

'Acheson, "Trans. Amer. Cer. Soc." Vol. VT, p. 31 (1904),
ina discussion: Ashley, "Tech. Pap. 23." pp. S2-4 (1913).

„i'°^?W°s'"&i loc. cit.: Davis, loc. cit.; Bottcher, "Sprechsaal,"
ol- -Mil, pp. 233, 252 (1908).

Davis (loc. cit.) gives many instances.
i'„n^.V^hman, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Bureau of Chemistry,
'•uiletiii 92. 24 pp. (1905): "Trans. Amer. Cer. Soc." Vol. VIII,
I'- 180 (1906): also papers cited in bibliography.

"Mellor, "Trans. English Ceramic Soc." Vol. V. p. 72 (1907).

,f
l'Sp,hreiner and Shorey, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Bureau

;'^S''.2' Bulletin 74, 48 pp. (1910); Cameron, "The Soil Solu-
'""1. Chapter XI (1911).

may result from the weathering of feldspars, micas and
other minerals from which clays may be formed.'* Pre-
sumably colloids of either class may cause plasticity, but
it seems probable that the organic materials are the' more
efficacious and that most, if not all, cases of unusually
high plasticity are due to them rather than to their in-
organic analogues. This seems especially probable with
that part of plasticity which is indicated by ease of work-
ing. With the properties leading to high tensile strength
on drying it is possible that the inorganic materials may
be equally or more active since the.se inorganic colloids
would seem more fitted to form coherent cementing films
between the mineral grains than are the organic materials.
Turning from natural clays to artificial slimes, we are

now in position to understand why it is improbable that
the latter will contain the gelatinous substances believed
to be important in the former. Gelatinous organic mate-
rials could scarcely be present in ordinary ores or enter
accidentally during the process of milling. Inorganic
colloids are more possible, but bodies of this kind are not
known to exist ready formed in any ore, and the silica,

alumina and iron present, even if crj-ptocrystalline or
apparently amorphous, are not in condition to become
gelatinous any more readily than the crystalline forms
of the same minerals.'" It is noteworthy, also, that slimes
seldom if ever show plasticities comparable in degree
with those of the more plastic natural clays. While it

must be admitted that the evidence is entirely negative
and amounts to no more than that gelatinous colloids

have not been found in ores or in slimes, it seems never-
theless reasonably conclusive. In the previous articles

I have attempted to show that the properties of slimes,

colloidal and otherwise, can be explained without recourse
to the hypothesis of gelatinous coatings. The fact, now
admitted, that such coatings are present and probablv
important in clays and similar products of natural
weathering is no reason for an assumption of their pres-

ence in slimes, since these latter are the product of

entirely different processes very differently applied.

Application of Pbinciples to Slime Pakticles

It will not qualify this conclusion essentially if we
admit, as of course we must, that a certain degree of

surface alteration will result from the action of water on
slime particles and that a certain approach to a coating of.

for instance, colloidal silica may be produced in this way.
Such alteration is but one case of the interaction of parti-

cle and medium that occurs in nearly all suspensions and
which has been discussed already. It undoubtedly has

importance in flocculation and sedimentation phenomena,
and it will appear below that there are probably note-

worthy influences on the porosity and permeability of

slime cakes. It is, however, a very different thing from
the alien coatings of the plastic clays, and it does not soeni

ever to go far enough for the creation of an important

true plasticity except, perhaps, with those unusual slimes

that have been long exposed to the weather. In such

cases, or where there has been artificial admixture of de-

caying vegetation or other organic matter, phenomena
similar to those of plastic clays may be expected and all

^Cushman, loc. cit.; Sullivan. U. S. Geological Survey. Bul-
letin 312. 69 pp. (1907): Clarke, lb. Bull. 491, "The Data ot
Geochemistry." pp. 454-TS (1911).

"The so-called "colloidal silica" of ores Is reallv onlv
cryptocrystalline silica. Though perhaps rightly " called
colloidal, it certainly is not an emulsoid (liquid-particle)
colloid of the type ot liquid colloidal silica, which tvpe alone
is believed to be efficacious in increasing plasticity.
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colloidal slime troubles will be greatly aggravated in con-

sequence.

A few practical deductions may be in order. The re-

quisite conditions for plasticity (assuming an aqueous

medium and bodies of the general nature of slim or clay)

seem to be (1) a sufficient fineness of particle and (2)

the presence of colloidal gelatinous coatings. Plasticity

will be increased by fine grinding, but much more largely

by the addition of a proper gelatinous substance. The

organic colloids are most usefid and are frequently so

employed. Most substances insoluble in water can be

made "more or less plastic in this way, l)ut this does not

necessarily guarantee tensile strength when dry since the

added gelatinous colloid may then lose its binding power.

The surface alteration which automatically furnishes gela-

tinous films will be favored by fine division (since this

increases surface), by long exposure to water or to

weathering and by high teanperature ; this last acting by

increasing the velocity of the weathering process. In

slimes plasticity (and colloidality) will be increased some-

what by fine grinding, more largely by long grinding

or by exposure to the elements or by grinding or exposure

at high temperatures, and most largely by the addition of

organic colloids. It must be emphasized, however, that

with the exception of slimes long stored in the open or

exposed to contamination with organic matter, the ap-

parent degree of colloidality will be very much more

largely controlled by the degree of flocculation as dis-

cussed in an article of this series than by surface alteration

of the particles.

MlU^Siir-y EiraglEaeeE'S* Use ®f

means for crossing rivers prevented a complete prosi- u-

tion of the victory of the 9th (Palo Alto). A pontuu

train, the necessity of which I exhibited to the depart-

ment' last vear, would have enabled the army to cross on

the evening of the battle, taken this city with all the

artillery and stores of the enemy and a great number of

prisoners—in short, to destroy entirely the Mexican

armv."
"Without proper equipment," said ]\[ajor Bond, "im-

provised bridges would often take weeks to construct.

What is known as ponton equipage is needed, and to oper-

ate this successfully requires experienced engineers.

There is a regular routine for ponton construction, and

so wonderfully simple is the equipage that unskilled men

can be taught to use it in a very short time ; but it takes

an experienced oflacer to direct the work."

"Military engineering," said ^lajor P. S. Bond, Corps

of Engineer, U. S. Army, in his talk before the Joint

ConnnTttee on Military Engineering at Chicago, May 18,

"is an adaptation of engineering, taken in its broadest

sense, to military needs. Military engineering in con-

trast to civil practice consists of makeshifts and tem-

porary expedients. The commanding general does not

ask, 'IIow much will it cost?' but, 'How soon will it be

ready?' Rough and ready makeshifts are tiio triumph

of the military engineer."

JIajor Bond was with General Funston and Colonel

Dodd in their Phillipine campaigns. Upon their arrival

in the Phillipines, Colonel Dodd ordered a bridge to

cross a certain stream. Tiie engineer company was still

on board its boat and all its equipage was unavailable,

as it was still packed in the hold of the vessel. The call

came at 11:30 p.m. The engineer troops disembarked,

were on the scene of work at midnight, had the bridge

well under way by 1 a.m. and by I? a.m. had it com-

pleted. Before 7 o'clock in the morning Colonel Dodd^s

detachment had crossed the bridge in entire safety. This

notwithstanding the fact that practically no tools and

no i)lant whatever were available and the material for

constructing the bridge was very scarce.

On Jan. 20, 1814, Napoleon wrote: "If I Imd had 10

])ont<)ns, I should have captured 10.000 wagons, beaten

I'riiK'C Schartsenbiirg in detail, annihilated his army and

clo.sed the war; but for want of ])r()iK'r means I coidd

not cross the Seine."

Writing to the Adjutant General under date of May

18, 1846, Gen. Zachary Taylor said: "My very limited

In Germany since the outbreak of war copper has been

replaced by galvanized iron for many purposes. The

Journal of ihe Society of Chemical Iiidmtry, Mar. 31,

1916, points out that galvanizing may be effected by the

hot process, the electrolytic process, Schoop's metal-spray-

ing process, or by sherardizing.

In the hot process, if the bath of molten zinc is allowed

to solidify, it must be heated from above for remclting,

otherwise the tank may be damaged owing to expansion

of the zinc. The temperature of the bath must not be

allowed to rise too high. Sheet iron galvanized by th(

hot process has about 400 gm. of zinc per sq.m. insteac

of about 1 kg. of zinc as formerly.

Cables for use in mines are now largely made fron

wire galvanized by the electrolytic process, because ii

wire galvanized by the hot process, unless the condition;

are very carefully controlled, the strength may be mate

rially reduced owing to the formation of a relativel;

brittle zinc-iron alloy. An advantage of electrolytii' gai

vanizing is that it reveals defects, such as fine cracks c

the like, in the iron, which woidd be concealed by hot gal

vanizing. It is also specially suitable for articles siuli a

springsrwhich must not be Jieated to a high temperntun

In the case of electrolytically galvanized sheet iron,

coating of 200 gm. of zinc per sq.m. is sufiicient ti. on

vent rusting.

Schoo]i's met^d-spraying ])rocess is specially suita-

galvanizing large objects.

Sherardizing is particularly suitable wlien it is ih

(o preserve the finest details of the article to be galvai

ized; iron screws which have been galvanized by tb

process are ready for use without further trcatmen

Narrow tul)es can be galvanized inside by sherardizin;

and this process is used in making the .") pf. galvanize

iron coins recently introduced in Germany.

The riinrconi Iron Co. of America, Marquette. Mich., r

ports that profits from operation for the first quarter of 1«

totaled 5;220,7.'i9. From thl.<! sum was deducted $4 1,724 1:

terest on borrowed money and special disbur.scmcnt on pl»

account. This left a net balance of $179,01.'".. Curr.nt indobtt

ness was reduced $147,000 during the three monllis. .ind $9'

000 was expended upon capital account. The company pi)

chased a steamship for $90,000. The company had orders (

the first six months of the year for 60,177 tons of charct

pljr Iron, while contracts are now being: booked for the Ir

half of this year and for delivery early in 1917.
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Haia^nia^ SIhi©@ftaEa^ Tammlbeips

aim SlhgifUs

By Atha a. Richie*

In most cases shooting timbers are hung on two

traight rods. The objection to this system is that when

qc timbers are dropped before starting to put in a new
't, one end usually falls ahead of the other and the

uaight rod is bent. As the rod has to be taken out and

111 in the other liole every time a set is put in, it is

wessary to straighten it while still in the timber. Every

liiftman knows about the difficulties encountered in

niiig this. Usually the miner takes a hammer and
minds on the end of the bolt until he finally gets it out.

s a result the threads are so badly injured that the bolt

iiLSt be sent to tlie surface to be rethreaded. In some

liices the shooting timbers are hung on chains, but as

ley are hard to keep hooked, the method is not a popular

le. Rods made with a joint in the center are occasion-

lly used also. These are all good methods, but it is the

t'^d kv^H

r=^

a
13 Z X

Shooiing Timber

DETAIL OF HANGING TIMBERS FOR SHOOTING

liter's Opinion that the following is an improvement on

m all.

The jointed rod already mentioned can at least be

irked through the hole in the wall plate even though it

ly not be in exact line with the hole in the shooting

mber. The jointed rod has to lie changed from hole to

lie every time a new set is put in. To overcome this

iiture I devised the link method, in which the rod is

ver taken from the shooting timber until continuous

listing has torn the timber away. If but one hole is

ired in the shooting timber midway between the ])oints

'i«re the holes KB are usually bored for all other nieth-

Is and the link used, the upjier end of the bolt can be

"ing so as to go into either of the holes of the wall

'ite. The lower nut should not leave the end of the bolt

' posed to flying rocks from tlie shots as the threads

""1(1 thus be left open to injury. The link and eyes in

H' bolt should not be more than 12 in. in length or they

I'lnnt be screwed up tight enough to hold the end and
li'lille shooting timbers. If lOxlO-in. timbers are used,

"' link and eyes together should not exceed 10 in.

'"'oting timbers 12x12 in. could lie used in the center

•Rox 931, Tonopah, Nev.

instead of 8x12 in., and they would give more protection
to the divider.-, than the 8x8-in. piece would afford.

In the illustration C shows the two eye-bolts previously

mentioned. These must be changed each time a new .^et

is hung.

?»!

SBa©© iFoip Hatmlisa^ Rails \tl

©peirapaft

By L. D. Davexpokt*

The accompanying sketch shows the details of a shoe
used in the openpit mines in the Hibbing district, for

hauling rails. This device prevents the end of the rail

from burying itself in the uneven ground. It is often
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door at the bottom of the stack, set the cannon on the

bottom and in the center of the stack, light the fuse and

close the fliie door.

The explosion shakes and loosens the soot adhering

to the sides, causing it to fall to the bottom. It can then

be removed through the flue opening.

A charge of 8 in. of FFF powder, IS/^-in. diameter,

is sufficient for a stack up to 100 ft. high and i ft. diam-

eter or over. The number of shots necessar}- to thoroughly

clean a stack depends upon its condition. Ordinarily

three or four shots will clean a stack, but if very dirty

it may require more. The size of the charge and length

of the cannon can be regulated to suit the height and

diameter of the stack.

There is no doubt about the efficiency of this "gun"

for cleaning smoke-stacks. One of the largest manufac-

turing concerns in the country has used this method

for several years, without an accident or injury to the

stacks.
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A Vasllbl© ^cad A^dlalbSe Sngiraal

Fape
In a 3V^-mile pipe line recently laid for compressed-air

transmission, there were found to be a number of places

where holes had rusted through the pipe. Instead of

using flat iron clamps bent to fit the pipe and bolted

tosrether, a short section of the same size of pipe slit in

half was clamped over the leak with U-bolts and

bar-iron yokes, says Coal Age. The first tvpe of

Vghi&iing both hndfo spring

chwp fffioy from pipe as shorrn

exaggererfed

Shori lengih ofpipe ofsame
size OS fine is usedplacing
greaiesipressure orer leak

TWO METHODS OF PATCHING SPLIT PIPE

patch, which is commonly used, tends to spring away

from the leak when its bolts are tightened, while the

latter puts the pressure right on the leak and makes a

better and cheaper patch. Of course, with either style

of clamp, gaskets are required. Tar paper or pasteboard

A PAIR OF LAY TONGS

from ordinar}' boxes gives just as good results, at least

for several months, as the highest-priced gasket material.

In laying a line of this length it is an advantage to use

the regular "lay tongs" used in pipe-line construction

in place of stillson wrenches or chain tongs. One size

of tongs for each size of sleeve and at least two pairs

for each size of pipe are required, and more would be

better. For this line satisfactory progress was made with

this number, in addition to chain tongs for holding the

pipe section immediately adjacent to that being laid.

The following diagram for the simple and positi

wiring of a signal system is given in the Electrical R
view and Western Electrician-. It will indicate at tl

sending and receiving points simultaneously, both 1

means of lights and gongs.

The self-restoring, three-point keys are simply

sembled, or may be procured from any supply house,

relays should be of approximately 20 ohms resistance, ai

preferably of the knife-edge armature type. A relay

this type operating on a circuit of from 21 to 24 volts

•^Station no.i ^Stat/o/vmi

WIRING DIAGRAM FOR A VISIBLE AND AUDIBLE SIGN.

ver}' positive in operation, with a current consumpti

of only from 0.015 to 0.020 amp. This allows of its i

on a circuit up to 1,000 ohms resistance one way. T
bells should be wound for 24-volt operation and the lam

designed for the same voltage.

If it is desired to use the circuit for telephone co:

munication as well, any standard local-battery telephc

connected across the circuit in series with a condenser

2 microfarads capacity will give the desired result,

the wiring diagram letters A, B and L indicate cor

spending terminals.

A Clloftlh BacMirag f©ir Maps
By a. I. Letorsex*

After considerable experimenting, the following v

found to be a satisfactorj' and easy method of putti

cloth on the Ijacks of paper maps, drawings, etc.,

order to strengthen them for field or office use.

The cloth is soaked in water and stretched as tigh

as possible over a smooth board or table top, using thun

tacks or carpet tacks to hold it in position. The map
drawing to be mounted is also soaked, and a coat

paste is applied to the back of it as well as

the stretched cloth, rubbing the paste well into i

meshes of the cloth. Pressure is then applied

means of a roller, to obtain a close contact betw(

the cloth and the paper and to get rid of any

cess paste. It is allowed to stand thus until dry. T

paste used was the common wall-paper sort, which, if

should happen to get on the surface of the map, (

be easily rubbed off without any harm being done. C
must l)e taken in soaking the print that the ink u:

docs not run or smear, and also in api>lying the pressr

that the surface does not rub off. Unbleached mus
makes a strong backing cloth, and since it is of cl

weave, it will support the map if further work is to

done on it. With a little care the result is a joint tl

is stronger than tlie paper, leaving a neat and servicea

print that will stand much hard usage.

•Fergus Falls, Minn.
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Iflirae JiT syg

The question of water supply at a mine plant is an

important one. Water is essential for operation and fire

lervice. In large cities where the fire risk is frequent

and great and the service demands are high, it is usually

the practice to have two independent water systems

—

3ne of high pressure connected to the fire hydrants and

the other of lower pressure connected to the house mains.

In deciding on the water system for a town site or

mine plant, it is well to keep in mind the following

factors: (1) Source and amount of water available;

(2) fire risk—concentration and character of buildings,

danger from outside sources of fire, brush fires, etc.,

danger from inside sources of fire, friction, storage of

combustibles, etc., character of inhabitants; (3) needs

jf the project as a whole.

As a general rule it is considered safe to have the

fire protection and service system combined into one

system if the following points are observed

:

(1) System laid out in a gridiron formation with a

large circuit bordering the extreme area and smaller

laterals within the area.

3. The presence of no dead ends in the system.

3. Distance between no two hydrants to be over 200 ft.

4. The presence of additional hydrants in the proximity

to buildings, but not within 40 ft. of them.

5. In no case more than one hydrant on a 4-in. line

or more than two on a 6-in. line between headers.

6. The location of sufiScient gate valves to shut off as

much as possible of the the area not afl:ected in the case

of fire in any region.

7. The location of a storage reservoir taking its suction

from a sufficient source and having sufiicient capacity

for at least two hours' requirements under fire conditions.

8. The location of a piimp taking its suction from

the reservoir and having its discharge connected to the

main header. This pump should be capable of maintain-

ing the pressure at 80 lb. or more throughout the system.

A system of this character was laid out, in a specific

instance, with these main points in view and, after a few

minor changes, was pronounced acceptable to the in-

surance inspector. The source of supply consisted of

three 8-in. supply lines—two of cast iron and one of

wood—which were connected to the main header. Each

line was provided with a post indicator valve, the key

of which was in the posession of the fire chief. These

at all times indicated which of the intakes were closed

and which open. In addition to these valves, check

valves were provided set against the return of water to

the river from which it was drawn. The object of these

valves was to prevent i^lant water under high pressure

from returning to the river pumping station in time of

fire and at the same time permit low-pressure water

(20 lb.) from the pumping plant to enter another part

of the header and flow into the reservoir. The main

header connecting these three intakes was one end of

the gridiron circuit and consisted of 8-in. cast iron. From
this header a branch of 8-in. cast-iron pipe fed the

reservoir. An electrically driven pump fed the water into

the mains at 80 lb. pressure. Gate valves were placed

at all intersections so that the high pressure could be

directed into any section. The positions of all gate valves

were indicated by white signposts set in the ground

pointing toward the valve and showing the distance to

the valve from the head of the post. Where the water

lines run down the center of passageways, these valve

heads were capped with a section of 4-in. cast-iron pipe

with the bell upward and a wooden block in the top.

The water system was laid out on a blueprint of the

plant in colored pencil, and the size of pipe and type

of connections, location of valves, etc., were indicated.

This was given to the field engineer, who usually located

the center line of the pipe by stakes every .50 ft. marked
"6-in. water line." A good deal of trouble was ex-

perienced in getting the hydrants in their proper position

so that they would line up properly at constant distances

from foundations. As the hydrants were 16 ft. from the

mains, this distance was laid off at right anglas to the

main and three stakes put in. The first gave the center

line for the excavation, and the hydrant was placed in

line with two others set 16 ft. from the center line of

the main and on each side of the hydrant location.

After a few hydrants were reset, the rest were usually

lined up correctly the first time. The excavation was

uniformly 3 ft. below the ground level, so that it was

unnecessary to give grades on the center-line stakes.

However, the foreman and engineer went over the ground

together and in places where cuts and fills were expected

later, the excavation was deepened or shallowed to give an

vdtimate final depth of 3 ft. As soon as the excavation of

a main and hydrant-line trench was completed, the pipe-

fitter foreman, having previously been given a bluejirint

marked similarly to that of the engineer, laid out the

bell holes in the bottom of the trench. These were spaced

to accommodate the necessary bells on the pipe and also

fittings, valves, etc. It might be mentioned here that

the engineer had to keep a weather eye out and see that

the pipefitter foreman was notified immediately upon the

completion of a section and that he immediately laid

out the holes, or else a delay was very likely at this

point. As soon as they were laid out, the laborers

excavated them 6 in. deep. During or before the

excavation the necessary pipe fittings and pig lead were

delivered to the ditch. The pipefitters then packed the

joints with oakum and leaded them. After a line had

been laid backfilling was dumped over the middle of ihe

pipes for anchoring.

The ditches for the local connections were meanwhile

laid out and dug. Taps were made in the top of the

main by a hand tap, the water having been turned oft"

after the test. The mains were cast iron and the local

connections galvanized. In making these taps, care should

be taken to see that expansion in the local connection

is allowed for. This was done conveniently by using

two 90° bends at right angles, giving a flexilile joint.

The line was then tested out with gradually increased

pressure until the final fire pressure was reached. If no

leaks were developed, the installation was accepted by

the engineers and the excavations were backfilled, care

Ijeing "taken to tamp well during the filling. Tho

hydrants were "backed" with a wagonload of coars((

"•ravel or slag to give them a firm setting and alsci

"ivo drainage for any small leaks or drips encountered.

Smnll Jnckhnmers are used successfully in loosening up
glacial drift when blasting is impractical. In the New York
subway construction, drift is loosened by this method ana
sluiced to waste similarly to hydraulic methods of minini:.

Large boulders can be undermined with the Jackhamer until

the point of safety is almost reached and the rtnal dislodg* -

ment accomplished by a well directed stream of water.
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By Rot F. Smith*

The accompanying sketches show a transfer truck and

landing chairs recently designed for an inclined cable

tramway, operation on a 20° slope at the side of a mill.

Platforms are to be placed at the top and bottom of

the incline and at three intermediate points on the levels

of the main floors of the mill.

This track has a 30-in. gage and a 36-in. wheelbase.

It is built to accomodate either mine cars or trucks

having 18-in. gage and either 18- or 24-in. wheelbases.

It will also be used to hoist machinerj' and structural

stalls ©f MilEinig' amid SmeMmg
nil!;:: :iiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiimuiuinnmiiinimmiiiiiiiiminmiiiinimiiiim^^^^^^^^ mill imiiiiiiiiiiimi iiiniiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifflimiiiiiiiiiiiiiffliiiiiiiiiii iiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiBniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiml

Ssia©Staimg Opeff-attloias at
Gs'eena'woodl im. fl9'Il5

The annual report of the Canada Copper Corporation,

Ltd., the holding company for the British Columbia Cop-

per Co., which operates a smeltery at Greenwood, B. C,

gives the following data relative to its smelting opera-

tions, which were resumed by the blowing in of one fur-

nace July 26 after a protracted period of idleness.

Average metallurgical conditions were fair during the

period of operation. A slightly reduced tonnage per

furnace over former operations was obtained, due to run-

ning a more refractory charge than formerly. The supply

of ore available permitted the opera-

tion of only one furnace.

, , The total amount of ore smelted

during the period was 122,514 tons

dry weight, which consisted of 115,140

tons of company ores and 7,374 tons of

custom ores. The coke used represent-

ed 14.44% of the total charge and

contained 22% ash. The time of ac-

tual operation was 158 furnace days,

and the actual amount of ore smelted

per day per furnace was 775.4 tons.

The work was performed by an average

of 49.2 men per day, with an average

wage of $3.48 per day.

Ore shipments from the Mother Lode
mine were 105,085 tons dry weight,

the average analysis of which was, gold,

0.037 oz. ; silver, 0.21 oz. ; copper,

0.8746%; silica, 28.5%; iron, 21.2%;
lime, 17.7% ; sulphur, 3.15% per ton.

The Lone Star mine shipped 6,510

tons dry weight which assayed gold,

0.032 oz. per ton; silver, 0.193 oz. per

ton; copper, 2.60%. The Queen Vic-

toria mine shipped 754 tons dry

weight, which averaged 0.0037 oz. gold,

0.77 oz. silver and 2.28% copper. There
was produced 1,850 tons of matte, averaging 48% copper

per ton. The amount of slag made was 105,280 tons, con-

taining 0.0043 oz. gold per ton, 0.072 oz. silver per ton,

and 0.286% copper. Tlie rest of the analysis was, silica,

3.85% ; iron, 23.5% ; lime, 20.5%. The production of

metals amounted to 1,734,385 lb. of copper, 23,003 oz.

of silver aiul 5,417 oz. of gold.

W.

RedtmctlaoBa ®f ©ssndles Iby Ms^dlro-

Experiments have recently been made by E. Newbery
and J. N. Pring (Proc. Royal Soc, Vol. 92, p. 276) on

the reduction of metallic oxides by hydrogen at about

2.500° C. and pressures up to 150 atmospheres, the result-

ing water lu-ing partly decomposed with sodium. CroO,

and MnOo wore reduced to metals whose melting points

THE TRANSFER TRUCK AND CHAIRS

material during the period of mill construction. The

frame of the truck is constructed of 4x6-in. and 6x6-in.

timbers on which is laid 3-iu. plank flooring and the

mine-car rails. In order to sprag the mine cars on the

transfer truck, %x%.x20-in. long slots are cut in the

flooring in which to lay two pieces of bar iron. The

weight of the truck is 800 lb.

Landing chairs of the type shown can be easily made

from ordinary' stock by the mine blacksmith. The link

connecting the chairs on opposite sides of the incline

passes beneath the track.

While this was designed for this particular mill job

it can be used in underground work and permits hoisting

in an incline without transferring loads to skips besides

saving the price of the skips and the cost of an elaborate

skin-dumping device at the collar of the shaft.

•Mining engineer, 1845 Grant Ave.. Denver. Colo.
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were 1,615° ± 15° C. and 1,230° ± 5° C. respectively.

From the sharpness of the melting points it was inferred

that these specimens were purer than those hitherto pro-

duced. VjOj was reduced to YO, Nb^O,, to NbO, UaO, to

rO„ TiO, to TiO, CeO, to Ce,0,„ while Al.Oj, MgO,
ZrOj, Y2O3 and ThOo were unchanged.

Two discarded mine-car wheels placed face to face on a

shaft make a good roller for carrying the cable of an
inclined hoist. At any mine there are usually several

old car wheels on the scrap heap. To take these and
make a cable roller is a simple task that any mine
blacksmith can accomplish in two hours. The job is

a particularly easy

one, provided the

wheels were loose on

the car axle. With
most car wheels the

hub protrudes be-

yond the outer rim.

Knock this hub off

with a sledge and
chisel and then place

the wheel flat under

a drill press and
drill four i^-i'^-

holes as illustrated.

Two wheels having

been prepared in this

manner, they are

placed face to face

and bolted together car wheels bolted together
svith %-in. bolts and
Iriven on the shaft. Any shaft with a diameter snuiller

than that of the bearing hole in the wheels will do, as the

rt'heels can be shimmed to fit. This is also true if the bear-

ng within the wheels has been badly worn. The flanges

)revent the cable from slipping off, and the chilled bear-

surface of the wheels wear well under the cable.

Rejected car a.xles can be used as shafts for the rollers,

provided the ends are not so badly worn that they will

lot give a good bearing in the boxes.

Tests have been made by II. Encll to determine whether

he reaction CdS + I, = CdL, -|- S can be used for the

letermination of cadmium {Zcit. Anal. Chem., Vol. 5-I-,

915, p. 537 ; abstr. Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind., Feb. 29,

915). The precipitated cadmium sulphide was washed

ree from hydrogen sulphide and the filter and precipitate

igorously shaken with 50 c.c. of water and a measured

olume of standard iodine solution. Finally the excess

f iodine was titrated with standard thiosulphate solution,

t was found that the reaction between the cadmium sul-

ihide and the iodine took from 11 to S-t hr. for com-

letion. Good results can be obtained, but the method can-

lot be regarded as entirely satisfactory.

Accurate results can be obtained by a method based on

he reaction, CdS -f 2 Ag^O, = Ag,S + Cd(NOs),,

i'hich takes place quickly and quantitatively. The pre-

cipitated cadmium sulphide is washed with warm 2%
ammonium-sulphate solution till free from hydrogen
sulphide, and paper and precipitate are then vigorously
shaken with 50 c.c. of water. An excess of X/10 silver-

nitrate solution is added, the mixture well shaken, 5 c.c.

of 25% nitric acid added, the mixture again well shaken
and, after standing for a few minutes, filtered through
]ndp. Iron alum is added to the filtrate, which measures
about 250-300 c.c, and the excess of silver nitrate is de-

termined by titration with X/10 ammonium-thiocvanate
solution. The same method is applicable to the estima-

tion of zinc, which is precipitated as sulphide in aceiic-

acid solution, the chief difficulty being to avoid contamina-
tion of the zinc by iron.

©^"SMIrad F^iTim ea®iniC5^ CL*sise

The three symptoms which indicate good or bad fur-

nace conditions and combustion efficiency are flue-gas

analysis, flue-gas temperature and draft. The first two
factors show the degree of efficiency, and the draft helps

to locate trouble when present. The Dwight furnace-

DWIGHT FURNACE-EFFICIE.XCY C.\SE

efficiency case contains instruments for measuring all of

these three factors, comprising a flue-gas ajiparatus, a

draft gage, a draft thermometer with the necessary tubing,

chemicals, funnel, filler, extra j^arts and a book of instruc-

tions for using the outfit.

This apparatus, which has just been adopted by the

r'arnegie Steel Co. after investigation, is being put on the

market by the Dwight IManufacturing Co., 12-14 South

Jefferson St., Chicago, 111.

The i;iVei-f.s <.f Adilitiun AKonts in electrolytic silver-rofln-

ing baths were reported on by F. C. Mathers and J. R. Kuebler
at the Washington. D. C. meeting of the .\merican Electro-

chemical Society, Apr. 27-29. Tartaric acid is said to be the
most effective agent in producing solid, adherent deposits

from silver-nitrate baths. A good composition is 3'""r each
of silver as silver nitrate, nitric acid and tartaric acid. The
further .addition of 0.01 '^'t of glue twice dail.v makes the deposit

much smoother, darker and more shiny. This same effect is

produced by 2% of ferric nitrate (the cathodes then showed
0.086% of iron). If economy is desired at the expense of

smoothness, 0.5% of tartaric acid and 0.01 ; of gU'<- may be

used twice dally. More tartaric acid must be adctcd after

about 1 gram of silver has been deposited per cubic centimeter
of solution. The deposit is brittle and hence is of no value
for plating.
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Detes'siaiEaaitaoEa of T^jra^steira
By Edw_u!D J. Sheda*

The usual methods for the quantitative determination

of tungsten, such as decomposition by aqua regia, fusion

or leaching with caustic soda, afterward precipitating by

mercurous nitrate, or decomposition by hydrochloric and
hydrofluoric acids, while giving good results are not en-

tirely free from criticism. The mercurous-nitrate meth-

od gives good results under proper conditions, but requires

special skill in manipulating. The hydrofluoric method
entails the use of considerable expensive platinum ware,

and the aqua regia method is tedious and it is very

difficult to get perfect decomposition with it.

The method I have worked out is a modification of

the aqua regia method and has been used in several

hundred determinations, the result checking closely. It

is as follows:

Weigh 0.5 grams of the finely powdered ore into a

small porcelain crucible, add 2 grams of sulphur flowers.

Mix thoroughly, cover wdth -1 grams more of the sul-

phur, place the lid on the porcelain crucible, preferably

in a muffle, heat hot enough to ignite the sulphur and
continue to heat for 20 min. Xow increase the heat

to drive off the remaining sulphur, take off the cover and
heat to a red heat for 5 min. Allow to cool and transfer

by brushing into a No. 1 beaker. Treat with 4 parts

hydrochloric acid and 1 part nitric acid ; boil gently un-

til decomposed—it may take from % to l^^ lir. boiling.

Now evaporate to about 3 cc, dilute with 30 cc. of hot

water and 5 cc. of hydrochloric acid, boil 5 min., then

let settle until clear. Filter through double paper (9

cm.) and wa.sh well with hot water slightly acidulated

with hydrochloric acid. Dissolve the tungstic acid on
the filter with a hot solution containing 30 cc. of am-
monia, 1 grams of ammonium carbonate and 250 cc. of

water. JIake about seven washings using as little as

possible. Receive the filtrate in a tared 50-cc. porcelain

dish. Evaporate the solution on water bath to dryness,

and then ignite the residue at a red heat, cool and weigh

as WO3.

DefeeiPirimDirasiGnoKa of AH^mmiinia

The proper method of determining alumina in sili-

cates has recently been investigated by E. Selch {Zeit.

Anal. Chem., Vol. 54, li)15, p. 395; abstr. Jonrn. Soc.

Chem. Ind.,Feb. 29, 1916). Decomposition of silicates with

hydrofluoric acid and sulpliuric acid yields satisfactory

results if the last traces of fluorine are removed by treat-

ing the residue with dilute sulphuric acid, evaporating

the mixture and expelling the sulphuric acid by heat. The
residue is then dissolved in hydrochloric acid and the

alumina precipitated in the usual way. If the silicate

is decomposed by fusion with alkali carbonates, the alu-

mina should be treated with hvdrofluoric acid and sul-

phuric acid, evaporated, and ignited until again constant

in weight: any loss that takes place is due to silica,

and a corresponding weight is added to that of the main
quantity of silica. The latter should also be treated with

hydrofluoric acid and sulphuric acid, and any residue

remaining after ignition should be coxmted as alumina.

W.

H©2iffie°Msidle E.Eec^s'ac M®4 Plate

In tlie accompanying illustration is shown an electric

laboratory plate that is cheaply and easily made, gives

sufficient heat for all that is required of a hot plate and

:

is safe to operate. The body of the plate is made from

'

one piece of thin galvanized iron, the edges bent up and

'

riveted, forming a box 22 in. long by 14 in. ^ide and 4i/^
I

in. higli. A lid of the same material, forming the plate I

surface, with edges I14 in- high and Just large enough '

to slip over the body of the plate, is made in the same
manner. Four legs, also of the same material, are cut

and riveted to the body, raising it 6 in. from the surface.

'

A sheet of asbestos is placed in the bottom of the box,;

and 17 sets of small porcelain insulators in superimposed!

pairs are bolted through the bottom of the box by means)

•Chemist, Henry E. Wood Ore Testing Co.. Denver, Colo.

CO>rV'ENIENT ELECTRIC HOT PLATE

of I4x5-in. bolts. The lead wires from the hot plate arc

connected over one phase of a 440-volt alternating-current

three-phase circuit and are brought in through the side oi

tlie plate body by means of short bolts insulated from f''f

plate body l)y sheet mica. The lead wires are br.

to the upper and lower insulators of the first set, as si

in the illustration, and there connected to the series 01

resistance coils. These coils, of Xo. 16 Climax resistan.

wire, made by winding about a round stick, are st:

in a series from one upper insulator to the next and 1

one lower insulator to the next, until the point .1 i

reached, where the connection is made.
A small rheostat and a knife switch at a convenieni

place on the wall complete the equipment. If one healj

will suffice, the rheostat is not necessary.

The wires arc all completely insulated from the body 0)

the plate, even should one of the coils burn through ani

both ends fall to the bottom of the box. In case of i,

broken coil it is an easy matter to remove the plate lii

and make the necessary repairs. !
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Tihi© Hew T©cIhiini©Il©@V
EdITOEIAL C0EHKM'i»\IjI

SrXOPSlS—The Massachusetts Institute of
Technology celebrated its Golden Jubilee this

week. Very fittingly this was also the occasion of
'he dedication of its magnificent new buildings,

where the Institute and Harvard University will

hereafter cooperate in the education of engineers.

This article gives a general description of the

grounds an-d buildings and of the ceremonies ac-

companying their occupation.

It is quite unlikel}- that there is devoted to edu-
cational purposes any other group of buildings that com-
bines greater advantages of situation and construction

than are found in the new grounds and buildings of the

Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technol-

ogy. In the midst

of Greater Boston

at an imposing

place on the

Charles River Es-

planade the Insti-

tute has secured

the land and has

erected the struc-

ture shown on the

following page.
Incidentally it is

of interest to men-
tion that the de-

sign, engineering

and construction

of these buildings

have been in the

hands of Technol-

ogy graduates.

The method of

planning for the

new buildings fol-

lowed an unusual

course. Custom-
arilv when one

wishes to c o n -

'truct a building

the architect is

ailed in and all

matters are put
nto his control. Here the beginning was at the other

*nd, and plans already fairly well outlined were put into

the architect's hands to be developed in final detail.

When the plot in Cambridge was purchased, President

MacLaurin sent first to the heads of all the departments
f Technology, asking each one to make plans for his

epartment as if there were no other department in the

iistitute. The same procedure was requested of the

\\'alker Memorial and Athletic Council, so that well-

eveloped outlines were furnished by men who were them-

"Ives exjwrts in planning, being the heads of civil and
ther engineering departments. When the ideas of these

rincipal men were developed' to a degree, Mr. MacLauriu

PLAN OF THE NEW MASSACHITSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

called them together ; then followed a coordination of the
different plannings. The result is now manifest in sub-
stantial form, and the .Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology is moving into a new home that from subfounda-
tion to roof is especially suitable for the purpose for which
it is intended.

One of the items that was not overlooked was the
question of distance to travel. This has impressed it^lf
upon the minds of the students of the former Institute,

where, with the several buildings on different streets and
quite widely separated, the five-minute interval between
lectures proved to be scant time in which to get from
one detached laboratory to an equally detached drafting

room. The consideration of allied cour.ses was therefore

made by the registrar, and those courses which were likely

to be taken by the

same student in

his standard work,

or the most pop-

ular of the options,

were placed in de-

partments close
together. In a

group of buildings

of which the axis

is nearly one-half

a mile in length,

The importance of

this arrangement

will be appreci-

ated. The educa-

tional portion of

the new Technol-

ogy buildings may
be described as a

connected group

of buildings three

and four stories in

height, attached

to. and on each

side of, the li-

brary. The li-

brary- is the hub
and predominat-

ing feature of the

construction, and
its great dome
looks down on the

court from a height of nearly 200 ft. This central court,

which is open to the river front, expands when near the

Esplanade into two large minor courts. These and other

courts interior to the buildings insure the necessary light-

ing of the rooms. These courts are flanked by the depart-

ment buildings, and the latter are linked together so as

to afford circulation under one roof throughout all i.x>r-

tions of the structure. It will be unnecessary for the stu-

dent to don a raincoat and go out of doors in pa.<sing from

one exercise to another. The comparatively narrow build-

ings receive light from both sides, and in addition all of

the drafting rooms are on tlie top floor, where there are

skylightvS hidden by the parapets.
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The fundamental principle of interior construction

comprises a system of bays of uniform size, which may be

compared to the sectional bookcase in the home library.

The floors are hung on the walls entirely free of the

partitions. Eooms can be made in any multiple of the

unit by merely removing partitions; and since these do

not support floors, the desired changes will be easy and

inexpensive. Each department may thus have its rooms

suited to its future needs instead of modifying its future

needs to suit the limitations of its rooms.

In addition to providing for this expansion of room

space the plans also permit growth of the various build-

ing sections or wings. There is a chance of enlarging the

departments in future buildings, and the present con-

struction affords the opportunity of erecting extensions

or wings so that any department may expand into a

building suited to its needs. These will be added usually

either in one or two directions, but with some depart-

ments three directions are possible.

This planning is the result of careful consideration of

the needs of the Institute by the various technical men at

the head of the departments, in consultation with the

architect. Unknown as they are today, the common needs

of any department can be met without disarranging any

of tlie other established departments. This provision

for the future will assure to the departments about twice

as mucli space as they receive now, when Technology has

taken possession.

The great court embraced by the wings opens upon the

Charles River Esplanade, the boulevard established by

the Metropolitan Park Commission. The frontage of the

Technology lot is 1,500 ft. along this, while the length

along Massachusetts Ave. is nearly the same. Half of

the property is to be devoted to the educational purposes,

and the ether half will be for social facilities, which the'

Institute has heretofore lacked. It is the intention tn J.--

veiop the Walker Memorial, an undergraduate club liuu-,

gymnasium, commons, a dormitory system and other ^u-

dent features.

The view from the river shows strikingly the splendid

[proportions of the whole group. It is not possible to get:

the proper depth of the court from the illustration, but itj

must be remembered that the central dome of the librarj|i

is about 600 ft. back from the Esplanade. i

Educators from all parts of the world have been u

Boston this week for the dedicatory e.xercises of tk

new buildings and the celebration of the fiftieth an-

niversary of the establishment of the Institute.

An interesting spectacular feature of the exercises wai

the water festival of Monday, held in the Charles Rive

Ijasin. The Institute has demonstrated to the citizens o

Boston the adaptability of that body of water to aquati

sports. In addition to the masque and pageant hel(

in the Court of Honor of the new buildings a spectacl

of interest was the formal transfer of the archives of th

Institute from the old buildings to the new site. 1

procession of the corporation and faculty of the Insti

tute assembled at the Rogers Building and proceede

to the basin. Here, after the fashion established Ion

ago in ancient Venice, the officials of Technolog

then made their first formal entry into Cambridg

over the waters of the basin in a Boston-built barg

-
'•'WtWaiittliW IIII IIIl ll lW '

l illl lil ll ll llllWII^ .mil iitiiiMlipi >~..;;.;..;^;;
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This vessel is something new in American naval archi-

tecture. The after-deck rises in tiers followin^r the pat-

tern of the ancient vessels, making an elevated quarter-
deck for the highest officials. The rail is broken in

places to form entrances to the vessel, and at these points
are exquisite decorations. The hold ahove the lower deck
:s provided with openings through which the oarsmen
propel the vessel on its way. Fifty Technology students
have competed with their fellows for the honor of rowing
'^his unique barge.

Boston has wonderful opportunities in the Charles
River basin for the pleasure of its people, but these have
thus far been practically neglected. This week, two
torpedo boats and a submarine were in the basin, and a
race in pulling crews in boats from the warships sta-

tioned in Boston helped furnish excitement. The Tech-
nology class crews had a race, and races of single shells

and war canoes rounded out the exposition of speed
coming from the application of muscle.

Followang the exposition of muscle and what is some-
times called the "ash breeze,"' came examples of speed
from the wind, as shown in races of yachts and sailing

canoes. Yet another step forward, and speed from pow-
er—mechanical power—was shown by fast motor boats

in action, not only by what we usually understand
by "motor boats," but sea-sleds as well and a patrol

squadron of five submarine chasers.

Overhead, aeroplanes performed various evolutions,

and a most unusual and interesting demonstration of
a man-carrying kite was made by Samuel F. Perkens,
a Technology graduate, who volunteered to show the

results of his studies and invention along these lines.
The ero«ming attraction in the alumni proceedings was
the pageant and masque. The court of the buildings
furnishes a setting such as is seldom found within the
limits of a great city. The buildings were illuminate<l
with the same degree of skill that characterized the light-
ing of the San Francisco exposition, the elec-trical en-
gineer who liad charge of the latter being in charge of
the illumination here. As the flotilla carrying the fac-
ulty and honored guests and bearing the archives of
the Institute arrived at the embankment, the signal was
given for the beginning of festivities. In the middle
of the court was a space fitted with all the devices of a
modern stage. Spotlights illuminated special features,
while flood lighting and vertical rays gave rise to inter-
esting color effects.

In this arena there was delineated step by step man's
progress in conquering the forces of nature. The huge
circle was filled with thousands of elements—students
and other participants—in chaos and confusion, a mag-
nificent spectacle of uncoordinated jostling forces. It
vras a world without rule. Primordial man sees this
world and thinks to conquer it. He is represented by a
group of the huskiest of Technology students, selected
with care because of their physical prowess. Again and
again savage man enters the circle and again and again
is flung out by the forces that do not know his bidding.
Growing more and more intelligent and calling to his
aid great principles working with Reason and ^Yill and
Skill—spnbolical characters that come to his aid—he
subdues chaos, and order and civilization are established.

I IL I III

I

'<ii'Mfi''tf*'l'^'^*"'~*"

'UTE OF TECHNOLOGY AS SEEN FROM HARVARD BRIDGE
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In the Journal of June 3 appeared an editorial on

electrothermic zinc smelting, in which it is remarked

that in these times of great excitement in the zinc

industrj' so little development should be made in this

line. I can answer that by giving the result of some

experimental work on the zinky copjjer ores of the

Teziutlan Copper Co., at La Aurora, Estado Puebla,

Mexico, in 1913.

The general average of these ores was 4% Cu and

10% Zn, but ore containing as much as 38% Zn could

be selected from the mine, and it was on this selected

ore that the experimental work was done. About three

tons was crushed and roasted to 2% of sulphur, which

was the lowest we could roast it with the means at hand.

This consisted of a core-baking oven in the foundry.

The electric furnace was 2 ft. square in section and

2y2 ft. to the spring of the arch, through which the

charge was to be fed from a funnel which was kept full.

The first trial was made with a carbon electrode buried

in the bottom of the furnace and connected by copper

supplied from the converters to wires and the trans-

formers. The other electrode came down through the

arch and was a carbon rod 4 in. diameter by 48 in. long.

The transformer was rated at 3,000 amp. at 110 volts,

but several times during the experiments the ammeter

needle ran clear off the scale, so that it was impossible

to tell just how much current we were using until the

electrodes could be pulled apart and the resistance in-

creased.

The condenser was a T-in. wrought-iron pipe 8 ft.

long, built into the side of the furnace shaft at the spring

of the arch at an angle of 45°. The .slag tap hole was
2i/> in. above the bottom of the furnace, so that a reserve

of melted material would be retained for starting after

tapping slag and matte. The walls of the furnace were

9 in. thick, of firebrick, and bound together with angle

iron on corners and by tie-rods. The charge consisted

of roasted ore mixed with 16% of powdered coke and

charcoal.

The first start was made by carrying molten slag

and later matte from the blast furnace in crucibles and

pouring it into the electric furnace through the charge

hole until there was a contact between the vertical

electrode and the submerged electrode through the slag

and matte. It developed tiiat this was not a good

method of starting, and later it was found that when

we used two electrodes coming together at an angle

through the arch, we could start easily by using a little

scrap iron or copper held up by a wooden pole against

the ends of the electrodes when the current was on.

This caused a short-circuit and developed a lot of

heat in the scrap iron, and by using the jwle as a jxjker

through the tap iiole, we could stir the scrap iron up

when the heat development was not rapid enough. By

adding a little charge to the sera)) iron, we soon got a

mass of fused material, and after that the chief difliculty

was to avoid using too miich current, thereby endang<r-

ing the transformer.

The first trial resulted in a runaway around the

submerged electrode, and then we put both electrodes

through the arch so that they came together at an angle

of 45°. In order to make a tight joint around the

electrodes where they passed through the brickwork,

asbestos packing and wet clay were used.

The first trial run was made with a cement bag tiiMl

over the end of the 8-ft. length of 7-in. wrought pipe

that served as a condenser. After two hours the zim-

vapor came through the condenser so rapidly that the

bag was ignited, and thereafter the zinc flame buriifl

at the mouth of the condenser. The condenser was partly

filled with a powdei-y substance that by analysis showed

up to 75% Zn. This powder burned spontaneously when

exposed to the air.

There was no metallic zinc in the condenser in a

liquid condition. Analysis showed that unreduced charui

had been blown into the condenser by the zinc va\'Or

acting like a blast from a tuyere. Here is the wln>li

difficulty with electric smelting of zinc ores. When tin

furnace is in operation at full capacity, the evolution nl

zinc vapor is so rapid that it blows a part of the un-

reduced charge into the condenser along with the zini

vapor, and consequently a finished product cannot In

made at one operation. Also, the heat absorbed in vapm '

iilg the zinc is in excess of the amount required to m

the charge and unless power is verv^ cheap, would mak
impossible without other considerations.

We did not wish to produce metallic zinc as there v,a-

a good market for zinc powder for cyanide precipitation

at Paehuca and elsewhere in Mexico, but we did requiri

to attain a degree of purity of product that was far fnmi

what was actually produced. Several trials were niadr

but always with the same result, and then a change \vn-

made in the furnace, but it never started again, li'i

reasons that will appear later.

It occurred to nie that if charge were blown into tin

condenser, it must lie because the zinc vapor was olili

to pass through the charge in order to get into the

den.ser. Therefore, instead of putting the cliarge in

the top of the furnace and having the electrodes -m
I'oundcd by it, why not force it in to the bottom of i1h

furnace by a piston and smelt on to]> of the charge ? Tin

seemed a logical solution of the difficulty, and it seeni'^

as goo<l as done. Fortunately we had some old m
cylinders that had Ijoen used to operate ore gates "i

bins, and one of these was fitted with a ram 2 in. n

diameter, working in a pipe connected with a ho]>|" i

The chiuge was placed in the hopper after the wli

ai)])aratns iiad been securely bolted to the furnace, i

l)]ungcr, or ram, inclined ujjward at an angle of

so as to deliver the charge between the electrodes insidi

the furna<c.

By operating a three-way valve, the plunger could In

drawn jjack, allowing the pipe to fill partly with the
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lowdcred charge. Then, by a turn of the valve handle,

he pressure on the air piston was to force the charge

ip into the furnace. That is as far as it ever went, for

he plunger jammed in the pipe full of loose dry powder

nd would not or could not be moved by .'5,000 lb.

iressure on a 2-in. plunger. I then reduced the

liameter of the plunger to 11^ in. and later to li/t in.,

vithout result. The charge could not l>e forced through

I pipe 18 in. long with a free di.scharge, on account of

he friction and packing. If this could not be done when

here was no resistance, it was plainly out of the ques-

ion when the charge was partly fused and pasty.

Philadelphia, June 3, 1916. Hiram W. Hixon.

[This is an interesting record of experience. The

intrainment of ore dust by the zinc vapor in tearing

)ut of the charge is a difficulty, as Mr. Hi.xon suggests,

)ut it ought to be controlled in another and less muscular

vay than he proposes, and can be. The introduction of

he ore beneath the slag was the subject of a patent by

rharaldsen, which has previously been described in the

Journal.—Editor.]

Age ^s

aini<^ ]Edl^csifta©ira

The question of age and experience vs. youth and

ducation has come to my attention in one form or another

great many times. It is the inevitable attendant of

)rogrPss. The younger generation of keen, educated men

eplacing older men having a wealth of e.xperience is a

ommon sight. This, however, is not the phase of the

[uestion I wish to discuss. In mining work and in con-

traction in particular, it is the practice to have young

ngineers in charge of small areas, all being under the

upervision of a resident engineer. They are responsible

or the progress of the work in their area. Under their

upervision are foremen of the difEerent types of labor

ised. These men are older and more experienced, but

or the most part not highly educated.

The engineers are on a salary basis and on the "stalT,"

vhile the foremen are on an hourly basis, although their

nonthly average pay is the equal or superior of the engi-

leers. In construction work there are many times when

few hours' overtime in concrete pouring or brickwork

11 mean the saving of a day or more later on. For

his work the foreman and laborers receive overtime,

vliilc the engineer, who is bound to be on the job when

ny work is being done, receives nothing. The engineer

3 supposed to judge of the advisability of overtime work

nd apply it whenever it is of economic advantage.

An engineer is supposed to know how to lay out work

that it will be carried on in the most expeditious mau-

ler. He is supposed to see that the requisite quantities

if all materials reach the proper place simultaneously

vith the arrival of properly supervised labor of the type

:o handle the material. He is supposed to see that the

york is carried on according to best engineering practice

it the least cost. It is evident that he is the goat upon

vhose frame any and all errors and delays are finally

lung. The handling of several hundred men on winter

onstruction is no sinecure for the labor foreman, and

iiany are his trials. Being on an hourly basis, however, he

ilways has the privilege of quitting and stands a good

han'ce of being immediately rehired on some other por-

ion of the work or on the same work later. The engineer.

however, is bound by salary conditions to stay at lea.st

one more month and by the ethics of his profession until

the job is finished. In one instance that I recall, .seven

labor foremen were successively in charge of the labor

on some winter concrete work extending over a period

of two months. On account of weather conditions and
overtime, the work was verj' hard and called for a high

degree of ability and endurance. Cement finishers

worked under electric lights until midnight, and con-

crete mixing started at 6 a.m. It was no uncommon oc-

currence for the engineer to be routed out at 6 : .30 Sunday
morning to check some grades or interpret a blueprint.

He always had to make the round of the finishers before

turning in at night. Th engineer on this job of course

did not quit, but carried the work through, breaking in

a new labor foreman every week. At its completion he

made his detailed cost statement. This did not check

very accurately the figures of the original estimate (which

he did not make ) , so that he received nothing but a rep-

rimand for his services. The job ran about $.50,000, and

the engineer's salary for the period was about $2.50,

or yo7o.

Another instance that I recall was a sewer system. This

ran about $20,000, and the engineer's salarj' was $100

of it, while the item of superintendence ran $1,000, or

0%. As the customary allowance for engineering and

superintendence is from 5 to 15% of the total value of

the work, would it not be good economics to raise the

engineer's "ante" a bit? He has the power to reduce

costs more than any other one individual by his ability

and knowledge. Can't his remuneration be commensurate

with his ability and responsibility?

I recall with regret the case of a transitman, a college

graduate, who resigned from the engineering force and

obtained a carpenter's job, as the remuneration was about

$45 more a month and the hours easier

!

Of course the advocates of underpaid engineers will

bring out the questions of "future," "experience," "pro-

motion in a good company," etc., but working at the

question from the purely utilitarian viewpoint of dollars

and cents to the mine operator or construction company,

wouldn't it be a good idea to raise the young engineer's

salary enough to place him on a par with his labor fore-

men, at least? Is it a good idea for our young transitmen

of today (who should be the engineers of tomorrow) to

forsake the ranks of engineeruig, even temporarily, for

the trades?

Just as I write this, I receive a letter from one of our

leading mining schools, which says that muckers can get

jobs from $125 to $150 per month, while recent gradu-

ates acting in the capacity of surveyors, assayers. samplers,

etc., receive $90 to $100 per month. I should appreciate

hearing the company viewpoint on this subject.

New York City, May 27, 1916 Fritz Williams.

^:

SiIos'a2sonatal Dirill]! Moies
AVe notice with interest an it^m apix^aring in the

Journal of May 27, 1916, p. 961, which suggests that a

diamond-drill hole recently drilled l,6S0-ft. dcH?p is a

world's record for horizontal holes. This company drilled

one such horizontal hole at No. 6 Quincy shaft. Houghton

Countv, Mich., 1,870 ft. with an E. J. Longyear Co. Xo. 2

hydraulic machine. E. J. Loxgyeae Co.

Minneapolis, Minn., June 2, 1916.
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\rhat i.« meant by the fixation of nitrogen. The molecule

of nitrogen is of little use to mankind, bnt the atom

of nitrogen is of very great importance and is the most

necessary element to plant and vegetable life and the

most necessary element in the manufacture of explosives

for the destniction of life. Nitrogen fertilizers are used

throughout the world at the rate of about $300,000,000

worth a year. Either decrease in price of fertilizer or

hicrease in education and betterment in farming methods

will lead to an enormously increased consumption.

The manufacture of synthetic nitrates by the fi.xation

of nitrogen is all-important at the present time, lor

reasons too well known to need repetition. There are

three principal methods by which this fixation is accom-

plished at present. The original process was based on

experiments made as far back as 1785, which showed that'

electric sparks passed through air would enable the

gen thereof to bum some of the nitrogen, thr

oxidizing it to nitrous vapors. The Bradley & Lu

process wJiich was worked out at Niagara Fall-,

results of which were published in 1903, was the ..ii

successful industrial process for converting the nitrogen

of tlie air into nitric acid by means of the electric are

This same result, by means of differently constructed

apparatus, has been achieved by various other investl

gators whose names attach to their particular metliod,

of which perhaps more is heard of the Pauling process

nbw than any other. In Norway the abundant water

power prompted the greatest development in this line

So tluit at the present time more than 200,000 electrical

horsepower is being used in the manufacture of artifi-

cial saltpeter with further additions in hand and con-

templated which will bring the total power consunmied

to about 500,000 hp.

Jlore largely used than this process is that foi

synthesis by treating calcium carbide in the electric ar

whereby nitrogen is converted into calcium cyanami

(C,N,j, which is an excellent fertilizer by itself. 1

treating this cyanamido with steam, under certain con

ditions, ammonia is produced, or this may form th(

.startin<^ j-oiut of the manufacture of cyanide. For th(

utilization of this process Dr. Baekeland says there an

to-day three factories in Germany, two in Norway, tw(

ill Sweilcn, one in France, one in Switzerland, two il

Italy, one in Austria, one in Japan and one in Canada

but not one in the United States. A total of 200,000 hp

is used for this entire output of cyanamido with plan

made for further ])lant extension, one English comiian;

contennibiling the application of 000,000 lip. in Norwa;

and 100,000 hp. in Iceland to cyanamide production.

Owing lo the fact that certain metals and metalloid

will comliine witli nitrogen to form nitrides, anothe

type of ]iroccss has licen developed, of which the Serpe

is perhaps most prominent. Nitrides can be used direct!

as fertilizers, or lliey can be made to jiroduce amnioni

under suitaiile treatment. A Gcmian process has sue

ceedcd in nlihiining aluminum nitride with the use

One of the developments in the zinc industry tluit prob-

ably will be of great industrial importance is the extent to

which galvanizers have been going into the production of

spelter on their own account. The most noteworthy

example is of course the United States Steel Corpora-

tion, which already has three large plants—Carondclet,

Cherryvale and Donora—and probably will build an-

other in course of time. The largest single consumer of

spelter is therefore not only supplying a large part of its

own requirements already, but may some day supply all

of it. Other galvanizers have begun to do the same thing.

Although this development was started by the extrava-

gances in the spelter market since the war began and the

consequent paralyzing of the galvanizing business, it is

by no means unnatural or likely to be merely ephemeral.

Many of the steel makers who do galvanizing also per-

form* processes in which large quantities of sulphuric acid

are required for pickling jnirposes. It is therefore logical

for them to look favorably upon a raw material—blende

—

which will furnish them with both zinc and sulphuric

acid. In jiroducing them directly at the point of con-

sumption, there may lie, moreover, some saving in freight.

It is manifest that when the lirass makers cease to buy

spelter for ammunition making and when the zinc indus-

try reverts to its normal basis, the absence from the mar-

ket of some of the large galvanizers is going to be keenly

felt. Certainly the spelter market will be narrower than

it was formerly. \Miile many of the new smelteries that

have lately been built will be abandoned when the boom

departs, it looks as though the plants of the galvanizers

would be permanent institutions. Donora presents such

an appearance to everyone who visits it.

Tlhe Fassg&Hnoira of HS^ff-o^eim

Nitrogen, which is the largest component part of the

air,. consists of a molecule made up of two atoms bound

together by the equivalent of three bonds of aflfuiity,

or as the chemist would say. it has a valence of three.

When nitrogen exists alone, as it does in the mechanical

mixture known as air, it is a perfectly inert, inactive

gas and does not enter readily into chemical combina-

tion. If, however, these two atoms of nitrogen in the

molecule are torn apart, eacli one of them is in an

actively unsatisfied state and is prepared to fix itself

into niany combinations with other elements. In other

words, the molecule of nitrogen is quiet and harmless,

whereas the free atom of nitrogen is dynamically very,

and sometimes terribly, reactive. If each one of the

molecular bonds of nitrogen is satisfied with hydrogen,

we have NIT.,, or ammonia, with which we are all

familiar and which is a much more important compound

tlian is generally realized. In tearing ajiart this mole-

cule of nitrogen, it is necessary to fix each atom of the

nitrogen to three atoms of some other element, say

hydrogen, in order to make a stable compound. This is

anj

i
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an amount of electrical energy claimed to be one-eightii

Hiat needed for the electric-arc process and one-half that

lor the cyanamide process—the result being calculated

for equal weights of fixed nitrogen. Pure alumina for

the manufacture of aluminum metal can be produced

liy this process.

.\ fourth method is the Haber process, which consists

ill the direct synthesis of ammonia by the union of

hydrogen and nitrogen direct and has been developed in

Uermany to such a wonderful commercial success that

all (iernian capital has been withdrawn from the Norwe-

iaii fixation plants and concentrated in the commercial

installations of the Haber process, the prime advantage of

which is that it is not dependent upon cheap power.

Germany has a population nearly three-quarters that

of the United States, although occupying an area less

than 80% that of the State of Texas; nevertheless, she

is said to produce under normal conditions 95% of

the foodstuffs that she consumes. Germany accomplishes

this because she uses seven times as much fertilizer as

the United States Tper acre cultivated. It is estimated

that her powder bill for one day alone during the present

war averages about $1,000,000. There seems to be no

denying, therefore, that her existence at the present time

depends upon the high state of development to which

she has brought the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen.

The Southern Electro-Ohemical Co., at Great Falls,

S. C, about 50 mi. south of Charlotte, N. C, has erected

a small experimental plant to produce about four tons

nitric acid daily by the application of the arc method

Unown as the Pauling process. The Southern Aluminium

Co., at Whitney, N. C, which has for several years been

building a large plant for the manufacture of aluminum

at a site where the abundant water power of the Yadkin

Ri\er can be utilized, plans to start the manufacture

of alumina by a thoroughly tested commercial process

and then to change over unit by unit to the Serpek

process, which has not been tried out on a commercial

scale. In this Serpek process aluminum nitride is

formed from bauxite and then this nitride is decomposed

to form ammonia and alumina, which is the nitride

method of nitrogen fixation already mentioned.

There is therefore in this country at this time no

synthetic nitrate production of any consequence. The

proposition for the Government to father a nitrate plant,

passed by Congress, touches a matter most vital to the

welfare of the United States in both times of peace and

times of war if such times should come. There arc

various processes which are commercial successes and

are extensively used. Lack of cheap power, which costs

one-third less in Norway than our cheapest at Niagara

Falls, has heretofore been the bugaboo of attem])ts to

start the industry in this country.

In 1898 Sir Williams Crookes, in his presidential

address before the British As.sociation for the Advance-

ment of Science, called attention to the fact that, at the

then increasing rate of consumption, the nitrate beds of

Cliile, the only important world's supply of natural

nitrates, would be exhausted before the middle of this

iitury. Nitrogen fixation, therefore, will have to be

developed in this country unless wo are to shift our

dependence for nitrates and nitric acid from Chile to

sonic European country which employes fixation processes.

Uninformed persons lay .stress on the utilization of all

byproduct coke-oven ammonia for the production of

nitric acid in time of war. The production of c-oke-

oven ammonia is an extremely variable quantity and,

like the production of coke, depends upon the fluctua-

tions of the iron industrj'. The production of ammonia
from this source in any normal year is entirely inade-

quate for safe reliance in the event of war, but it is

not readily available either for that use or for fertilizer

jiiirposes because it originates in more than 20 different

places scattered between the Atlantic Coast and the

Mississippi River and between the Gulf of Mexico and

the Canadian border. The conserving and collecting of

tile ammoniacal liquors from these various plants and

shipping to some central plant would be impractical in

time of stress, to say the least.

There are steps which the Government could right-

fully take to foster the starting in this country of

nitrogen-fixation plants but the appropriation of $20,000,-

000 for the installation of a government plant for nitro-

gen fixation is as unjustifiable as is the appropriation

of $11,000,000 for an armor-plate plant or a propor-

tionately large sum for a copper smeltery or a zinc plant.

The fact that the Canadian Mining and Exploration

Co., organized by powerful and prominent interests to

acquire and develop mining properties, liquidated after

having investigated 1,500 propositions without finding

one sufficiently attractive to induce it to undertake its

exploitation is still being used in various ways as a sad

commentary on the chances which a nonexpert investor

in mining stock has of picking a winner, and moreover

to show that the mining industry is on the wane, that

good mines are no longer to be found. This notion, how-

ever, fails to take into consideration fundamental dif-

ferences in the policies of the several exploration and

development companies.

One of our largest and most successful mining organi-

zations maintains an exploration department, and accord-

ing to its annual report for 1915, had presented to it for

consideration 786 properties. Of these 655 were rejected

after an office examination of the reports and data sub-

mitted. A preliminary field examination of 118 was made,

and 13 properties were accorded a complete examination.

For the year previous 639 properties were otfered. Of

these 538 were rejected after an ottice examination of the

reports ami data submitted. A preliminary field exam-

ination of 82 was made, and in the case of 19 properties

a comiilete sampling and examination was undertaken.

Now the policy of this company is to acquire only mines

that have a sufficient tonnage of ore developed to show

them a profit under their scheme of operation. Many

mines today operating at a loss could be worked at a

profit by an organization as large as the one we arc

(oiisidering, and it is on this margin of operating re-

turns and on its capabilities of more extensive and more

intensive operations that this company relies. So that

prospects, no matter how promising, are not considered.

Another of our largest mining concerns operates on an

entirely different basis, considering only prosjiects and

declining to undertake the purcha.<e or acquisition of a

developed mine. We are not informed as to the number

of jimpositions this company considers in the course of

a year, but from its policy it might reject perfectly good,

developed mines, which fact would be no reflection on
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the propositions, because the very same mines might be

most desirable from the standpoint of the other com-

pany just cited.

We have in mind another company, not incorporated,

composed of ver}* wealthy men experienced in the mining

business, who are continually on the still hunt for good

mining properties. They will not consider a prospect,

but only a mine with a developed tonnage, and while

unlike the other company we have just mentioned, they

have no operating organization, they have the means for

equipping a property that is suffering from lack of or

poor equipment and inadequate working capital and mak-

ing from a mediocre property a big success, as they have

recently done in one instance in British Columbia. The
men in this aggregation say : "AMiy should we go through

the worry and mental anguish of developing a prospect

when we do not have to?" So that by this aggregation

also, prospects, no matter how alluring, will not be con-

sidered.

The Gold Road, a revamped old producer; the Miami,

made from a prospect into a big mine; and the Hedley,

a re-equipped and enlarged producing mine turned into

a big dividend payer, are specific examples of the results

of the respective policies enumerated.

ilore prominent than any of these three companies

is the Jackling-Hayden-Stone group, which up to now

has made a specialty of handling only propositions of

enormous size that are of such low grade that only opera-

tions of great magnitude can be made to pay. Tlie Utah

Copper, Ray, Chino and Alaska Gold are too familiar

to need further mention.

Of course, when a company lets it be known that it is

in the market for mining propositions, it is sure to be

deluged with all sorts and kinds, a comparatively large

number of wliich will probably, in any event, not with-

stand a rigid office examination. However, owing to the

different policies of the companies, the number of rejec-

tions that they make, of the propositions submitted, is

not an index of the value of the propositions considered.

It shows not that there are no good mining propositions

to be had, but only that the particular kind of propo-

sition to fit their specified requirements was in the

minority.

New mines are being found continually and developed

into big successes. The most shining examples recently

have been the Interstate-Callahan, now the third largest

zinc producer in the world; the United Eastern, the

new banner property of the Oatman gold-mining district

in Arizona; the Mascot zinc mine, in Tennessee; the

White Pine copper, in ilichigan ; the Magma, the Com-

monwealth, and finally, the United Verde Extension, all

in Arizona, the last, perhaps the least well-known of

any, but one of the most striking copper discoveries of

the period.

The Plymouth Consolidated, in California, an old mine

for a long time dormant, has been made into a successful

mine by Bewick, Moreing & Co., which company has now

taken over the Eureka mine, also in California, and ex-

pects to bring it to the point of successful exploitation.

The New Cornelia, at Ajo, Ariz., is a comparatively

recent acquisition by another mine, which promises big

success, as does also the P.urro Mountain, being developed

by Phelps-Dodge at Tyrone, N. M. The Matahambre

copper mine in Cuba, the Yukon Gold's now operations

in California and in Iditarod, Alaska, the Tonopah Min-

ing Co.'s acquisition of placers in Colorado and many
others come to mind, of new mines found and developed

or old ones, failures, rejuvenated and made profitable.

The number of exploration companies mentioned is not

by any means a full list, but merely typical.

Not only is the field of opportunity not barren, but

there is a marked need of an exploitation company for the

handling of comparatively small properties. There is

always a large number of such promising prospects held

by men who need capital, but who cannot interest the

larger companies that disdain small-scale operations.

The propositions either need a moderate amount of cap-

ital to put them on a producing basis or a reasonable

fund to develop them to a stage where they will be

attractive to some of the larger exploration companies.

Then to bring them before these larger companies would

also be a proper function of this exploitation company

of the new type suggested.

gffSi

When the first papers by William Campbell and C. W.

Knight, dealing with the examination of ores and other

opaque minerals by reflected light on polished surfaces,

were published in the Engineering and Mining Journal

and in Economic Geologij in 1906, few geologists realized

the effectiveness and scope of this new application of

metallography. Ten years have passed since then, and

during this time the technique of the method has been

slowly evolved. The proper ways of preparation and

polishiug have been ascertained, delicate microscopes with

strong illumination have been perfected, and each inves-

tigator has painfully worked out ways of mineral diag-

nosis, not easy by any means to the beginner. Some of

these methods, like that of Koenigsberger, based on the

polarization of reflected light, or that by Leo, based on the

colors produced by slight etching, have proved ineffective.

At tiie present time etching by acids, potassium cyanide,

ferric sulphate, etc., supplemented by other microchemi-

cal tests and by observations on color and hardness, have

proved the most satisfactory means of diagnosis, but a

comprehensive record of these reactions was still lacking.

For this reason geologists and mining engineers should

welcome a little book just published by Joseph Murdoch,

for several years an assistant and associate of Prof. L. C.

Graton. With the greatest care Dr. ]\Iurdoch has ascer-

tained the reactions for practically all opaque minerals,

and they are so arranged that in skilled hands the identi-

fication of each mineral becomes comparatively easy. It

is optimistically stated by the publishers that the method

is so perfect that previous experience is unnecessary,

Tiiis nnist be taken with a large grain of salt. While

there is no such necessity of thorough knowledge of optics

as in ordinary microscopic work with thin sections and

transinircnt minerals, the novice will find all kinds of

pitfalls, and his conclusions as to genetic relations ol

minerals may prove valueless. The literature of metal-

lograjshic research a])plied to ore deposits already contains

mucii evidence of dilettantism, and it is to be hoped thai

budding authors will realize that this branch of science

demands a full knowledge of minerals and the laws oi

their dc]»>sition and that it must be supi)lemented bj

optical Wdik on the trans])arent gangue materials.

It is siifc to say that metallogra])hy ap])lied to ores has

immensely widened our conceptions of the successive
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metasomatic changes which constantly take place in the

metallic minerals and brought the realization that a large

number of doubtful minerals are nothing but mixtures.

The geologist will find in this method a key to the succes-

sion of events in an ore deposit, and the mining engineer

will easily ascertain why some of his ores are difficult to

treat or to concentrate. Some questions, long in doubt,

such as how silver is contained in galena, have been read-

ily solved. In delicacy and power the method is much
superior to that based on the study of thin sections, and
our knowledge of ore deposits is just beginning to profit

from this new line of investigation.

^¥ TME WAY
The tungsten boom is responsible for the latest form

of embezzlement. On May 26 Mike Bernstein was ar-

rested in Salt Lake City on a warrant charging him
with the "embezzlement of tungsten ore valued at
$3,000." Tliree hours after being notified by Sheriff

Crane, of Ely, Nev., Deputy Sheriff Penrose arrested

his man in Salt Lake City, after having found one sack
of the ore consigned to Bernstein at the Wells Fargo
express ofiBce.

Si

Dr. John Grant Lyman, widely known for his mining-
stock promotions, was found guilty in the United District

Court, New York, June 7, of using the mails to defraud
in connection with the operation of a brokerage concern
under the name of John H. Putnam & Co., after the jurv'

had deliberated 1-5 minutes. He was sentenced to 18
months in the Federal Prison at Atlanta. The trial

lasted nine days and Lyman was his own lawver. He
is also under eighteen months' sentence in California.

The Attorney General of the United States is con-

sidering whether he ought once more to proceed against

the Standard Oil companies on the ground that the dis-

solution ordered by the Supreme Court was carried out

in name rather than in fact. The real reason is that the

price of gasoline has risen to a high level, which is the

subject of a great deal of complaint in Henrj'ford terri-

tory. The proper action to be taken against the several

oil companies is to compel them to sell gasoline to owners

of $1,000 cars at 10c. per gal., while the owners of big

cars should be charged -tOc. Another satisfactory

expedient would be to compel owners of oil stocks to

surrender them for distribution among the consumers

of gasoline. These are the only ways of curing the

gasoline trouble that we can think of, unless people will

refrain from using so much of it.

Actual figures, appearing in the Financial Chronicle,

showing the increases which great industrial concerns

have made in the number of their employees, would doubt-

less be even more startling, says the Evening Post, if

increases in wages were also shown. One concern alone,

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co., augmented its labor

force from 5,300 in October, 1914, to 62,200 in De-

cember, 1915, an increase of 1,070%. Increases in other

large industrial companies are not so startling; but they

are none the less instructive, if only because they are

more representative. The Steel Corporation, which aver-

aged 180,000 employees during 1914, had 227,000 in

December, 1915. Bethlehem Steel enlarged its force

from 15,600 to about 22,000. The Westinghouse com-
panies, employing 18,300 men in March, 1915, had 31,600
in March this year. Western Electric showed an increase

of 10%, and General Electric of 20%.

An official notice issued by Juan T. Bums, Mexican
Consul General in New York, appears in the New York
Times, June 9. The adverti.sement reads:

The Mexican Consulate General of New Tork.
To the Mexican Residents.

Important Notice.
I wish to remind all the Mexican residents of the States ofNew York. New Jersey, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New

Hampshire. Rhode Island and Maine, which are under the
jurisdiction of this Consulate, that it would be advisable for
them to call at the offices of the Consulate and register, ac-
cording to the regulations of the law.

JUAN T. BURNS. Consul General.

Senor Burns, when seen at the Consulate General at 1 20
Broadway, said there was nothing extraordinarv- attached
to the insertion of the notice. "It is simply the carrying
out," he said, "of a regulation of the Mexican government
which has long been in force. Similar regulations are
observed by other countries. I can assure vou that there

is no military reason for the action we are taking."

m
Speaking about the depreciation of currency in Mex-

ico, Samuel G. Bhi:he tells in the Saturday Evening
Post of the experience of a mine owner that he knew.
He closed down and came out early in the troubled per-

iod, leaving cyanide valued at $6,000 gold, in a ware-
house in Vera Cruz. He owed in Mexico, to Mexicans
mostly, considerably more than 300,000 pesos, which,
with pesos worth 40e., gold, as they were at that time,

made his debt some $120,000, gold. " The European War
came along. Cyanide rose in value. He made a killing.

He sold his cyanides for $17,000 dollars, gold. With
that $17,000 he bought Carranza money at $1.90 a hun-
dred pesos, or less than 2c. a peso. Inasmuch a^ i';

has been decreed by First Chief Carranza that Carranza
money must be accepted at par by Zklexicans in pay-
ment of all obligations of this sort, this man paid off

a debt that really amounted to $120,000, gold, for $17,-

000, gold, by converting that $17,000 into Carranza
pesos and discharging his indebtedness with those. The
^lexicans had to take the 2c. money at its face value.

The First Chief had decreed that. If they refused it.

they were guilty of treason to this magical creator of

fiat values.

The death of the old Territorial Enterprise at Virginia
City on June 1, the first newspaper published in Nevada
and one of the most famous journals of the West in its

wild days, now merged with the Virgina City Chronicle,

recalls a deal of history of the great days of the Comstock,
says the San Francisco Chronicle. Mark Twain first as-

sumed that pen name as a local writer on the Enterprise.

Into its history al.<o comes Rollin M. Daggett, who estab-

lished the Golilcn Era and the Mirror in San Francisco,

Judge C. C. Goodwin, Dan de Quille and Senator William
Sharon. It was in 1862 that Samuel L. Clemens came to

the Enterprise as a reporter. Before that time he had
written a number of leters to it from Aurora, in Esmer-
alda Ciiunty, signing them simply "Josli." He had not

then thought of the name "Mark Twain." When he first

came to the Enterprise, all hands called him "Josh." He
did not like the name and in casting about for a better

one hit upon the sobriquet "Mark Twain," digging that
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up from his old daj's on the Jlississippi Eiver. His fellow

reporter on the Enterprise was Dan de Quille, otherwise

William AYright, who remained for many years as local

editor of the paper and whose humor was familiar to

magazine readers of a generation ago. The old Enterprise

office was a plant complete even to its dining room and

kitchen, with the Chinese cook, "Old Joe.'" "The old

Chinaman," says Dan de Quille, "was long thought to be

the boss cook of the town. This was chiefly for the rea-

son that he was able to place the butter on the table

molded into the form of lions, dragons and the like. So

much was said in praise of Joe's lions, tigers and dragons

that he finally gave most of his time to the modeling of

such works of art. Presently mouse hairs began to be

found in the biscuits every morning, and flies and bugs

in other articles of food. An investigation brought to

light unpleasant discoveries and Joe was fired by acclama-

tion. Other Chinamen followed, but as all hands were

now constantly on the watch for faults in the cookery,

none remained long, and presently cooking in the office

was discontinued and the employees dispersed to try

their luck among the restaurants."

The Treasury Department has altered its regulations

for the appraisemeiit of the value of imported zinc ores.

The new method of ascertaining the value of zinc in

imported ore under the provisions of paragraph L of

section 3, tarift' act of 1913, based upon the selling price

of zinc in the United States, published by the Treasury

Department, June 3, 1916, as T. D. 364-16 is as follows:

To appraisers of merchandise and others concerned

:

The following method will be followed by appraising

officers in determining the value of zinc in imported ore

arriving in the United States after July 1, 1916:

(1) From the ascertained assay deduct 8 units for

sulphide- and 6 units for nonsulphide ores. The remain-

der will represent percentage of recoverable zinc in the

ore, which multiplied liy 2.000 will give the number of

pounds' of zinc recoverable from a ton of ore.

(2) Multiply the result as above ascertained by the

average price of prime western spelter in East St. Louis

for the week in which the ore was exported ; that is, the

v/eek including the date of sailing of the ship or day the

car leaves the foreign country. This will give the gross

value of the zinc in the ore at the time of its exportation.

(3) Deduct from the gro.ss value of the zinc in the

ore as above ascertained the following:

(a) The freight actually paid from the foreign mine

to the dome.stic smelter receiving same in the United

States.

(6) The insurance actually paid.

(c) The actual shipjiing charges.

(d) Foreign export duties and charges, if any.

(e) Treatment charge (as explained in par. 4).

(/) Penalties for iron, as stipulated in paragraph 5.

{g) Duty on lead contents, if any.

{h) Duty on zinc.

(4) Treatment charge. («) For sulphide ores the

treatment charge will be ascertained as follows: From the

value of the recoverable spelter in a ton of 2,000 lb.

nx-diuni grade Joplin sul])hi(lc ore, 60^ base, deduct tiie

average of the quoted prices for such ore and $1..50 per

ton of 2,000 lb. as representing the average freight on

Joplin ores from Joplin. Mo., to common Kansas smelt-

ing points.

(b) For nonsulphide ores the treatment charge will

be ascertained as follows: From the value of the recover-

able spelter in a ton of 2,000 lb. of 40% calamine ore

deduct the average of the quoted prices for such ore and

$1.50 per ton of 2,000 lb. as representing the average

freight paid from Joplin, Mo., to common Kansas smelt-

ing points.

(5) Penalties.—On iron ore deduct penalties as fol-

lows: $1 on each miit of iron in excess of 1% up to and

including 6% ; 50c. per unit on each unit of iron in

excess of 6% lip to and including 12%; 25c. for each

unit of iron in excess of 12%..

(6) The average market price of Joplin zinc ore and

prime western spelter to be taken in accordance with

quotations contained in the Engineering and Mining

Journal for the calendar week including the date of the

sailing of the ship or day the car leaves the foreign

country.

(7) Eccoveralile spelter, wherever that term is used in

this memorandum, means for sulphide ores the assay

minus 8 units, and for nonsulphide ores the assay minus
(> units.

Example: Sulphide Ore
A.s.sume; Assay 4S% zinc, 6C/ lead, 14<^ iron; freight mine

to smelter, $13 per ton of 2,000 lb.; insurance, $1.50 per ton;

loading- and expenses, $1 per ton; prime Western spelter. 15c.

per lb.; medium grade Joplin ore, SO'/r base, $100 per ton.

48% — S;; =40 9', X 2,000 1b. = 800 lb. at 15c $120.00

Deductions;
Freight, mine to smelter $13.00
Insurance
Loading anil expense 1.00

Penalties;
14'/, — 1% = IS-/,

5'/, at $1.00
6% at .50

Treatment:
60'/, —89; = 527o X 2,000 = 1,040 at 15c.
Ore duotation $100.00
Freight to smelter 1.50

$14.50

Lead, 2,000 lb. X O",, = 120 lb. at %c.
78.40

$41.60
$41.60 -i- $1.10 = $37.82 dutiable value.

Example: Nonsulphide Ore
Assume: Assay 36'/^ zinc, 39', lead, 2% lion; freight, mine

to smelter, $10 per ton of 2,000 lb.; export duty, $1; prime
Western .spelter, 15c. per lb.; Joplin calamine, 40% base, $50
per ton.

36'/, — S% — 307, X 2,000 lb. — 60n lb. at 15c $90.00
Deductions:

Freight, mine to smelter $10.00
Export duty 1.00

Iron penalty, 2% — 1% = 17^ at $1

Treatment;
409; — 6'/,, = 34'/^ X 2,000 lb. = 6S0 lb.

at 15c $102.00
Ore ciuotation $50.00
Freight to smelter 1.50

51.50

$27.50 -:

Owing

M.IO = $25 dutiable value.

the fact that the several factors necessary to

dc'termiiie I lie market value or ])urchase price of zinc ores

are usually not known at the time of shiiiment, and im-

porters cannot ascertain the value of the zinc in the ore,

colli'ctors iuc authorized to ])crniit entry by appraisement

of zinc-bc;uiiig ores, Andimow J. Peteiis,

Assistant Secretai'y.
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MINERAL RESOURCES OP THE UNITED STATES. 1914.
Part I, Metals; Part II, N'onmetals. H. D. McCaskey,
Geologist in Charge. 5V4x9, pp. 995 + 1122, illus. U, S.
Geological Survey. Washington.

DICTIONARY OF ALTITUDES IN THE DOMINION OP CAN-
ADA. (Second Edition.) By James White. 6^x9%, pp.
251. Canadian Commis.sion of Conservation, Ottawa.

MISSISSIPPI, ITS GEOLOGY, GEOGRAPHY, SOILS AND MIN-
ERAL RESOURCES. By E. N. Lowe. Pp. 335. illus. Bull.
12, Mississippi State Geological Survey, Jackson.

THE NEW ZEALAND OFFICIAL YEAR BOOK. 1915. By
Malcolm Fraser, Government Statistician. 5i/ix8'4. pp.
1.004. illus. John Mackay. Government Printer. Welling-
ton, New Zealand.

ANALYSES OP COAL SAMPLES FROM VARIOUS PARTS
OP THE UNITED STATES. By Marius R. Campbell and
Frank R. Clark. Pp. 120, Bull. 621-P, U. S. Geological
Survey, Washington.

GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY OF THE GALENA AND ELIZA-
BETH QUADRANGLES. Bv Arthur C. Trowbridge and
Eugene Wesley Shaw. HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT
OP JO DAVIESS COUNTY. Bv Bernard H. Schockel. Pp.
233, illus. Bull. 26, Illinois State Geological Survey, Ur-
bana. 111.

UNITED STATES STANDARD BAUMfi HYDROMETER
SCALES. Pp. 13. Issued Apr. 5, 1916. Circular No. 59.
U. S. Bureau of Standards. Department of Commerce,
Washington.

STANDARD DENSITY AND VOLUMETRIC TABLES. Pp.
67. Issued Mar. 30, 1916. Circular of Bureau of Stand-
ards, No. 19. Department of Commerce, Washington.

REPORT OF BRITISH DEPARTMENT COMMITTEE ON THE
DANGER IN THE USE OF LEAD IN THE PAINTING OF
BUILDINGS. Pp. 207. Bull. No. ISS, March, 1916, U. S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Washington.

ORE DEPOSITS OF THE BEAVERDELL MAP-AREA. By
Leopold Reinecke. Pp. 17S. illus. Memoir 79, Canadian
Department of Mines. Geological Survey Branch. Ottawa.

GEOLOGY OP FIELD-MAP ARE.\, B. C. AND ALBERTA. By
John A. Allan. Pp. 312. illus. Memoir 55. Department of
Mines, Geological Survey Branch, Ottawa.

REPORT OP THE TENTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. May 25-2S, 1915. Pp. 254,
illus. U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Stand-
ards, Washington.

THE PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY OF WISCONSIN. By Lawrence
Martin. 6y2x9Vs. pp. 54 9. illus. Bull. XXXVI. Wisconsin
Geological and" Natural History Survey. Madison. Wis.

SUMMARY REPORT OP THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. DE-
PARTMENT OF MINES FOR THE YEAR, 1915. Pp. 307.
illus. Sessional Paper No. 26. Canadian Department of
Mines. Geological Survey Branch, Ottawa.

GEOLOGY AND ORE DEPOSITS OF ROSSLAND, BRITISH
COLUMBIA. By Charles Wales Drysdale. Pp. 317. illus.

Memoir 77, Canadian Department of Mines, Geological Sur-
vey Branch. Ottawa.

DIRECTORY OF THE IRON AND STEEL WORKS OP THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA. Eighteenth edition,
corrected to Jan. 1. 1916. Compiled by the Statistical De-
partment of the .American Iron and Steel Institute. S^^x
8^4; pp. 440; cloth. The American Iron and Steel Insti-
tute, New York. Price, ?12.

The preparation of a directory of iron and steel works
was one of the first labors undertaken by the late James M.
Swank when he became the executive officer of the old Iron

and Steel Association. The first edition appeared in 1873, and
in all 17 editions and two supplements appeared under Mr.

Swank's editorship. The latest edition was dated in 190S. al-

though two supplements have appeared since that year. The
growth of the steel trade since that time has been so great

that these supplements have been insufficient to cover it, and
a new edition was urgently needed. It is hardly necessary to

say that the earlier editions showed the industry, accuracy
and good judgment which characterized Mr. Swank's sta-

tistical work, and that the directories have been of great

service to all interested in the trade, in fact really indis-

pensable.
An important change has been made in the general ar-

rangement of the directory. In the first edition the data of

the various industries were arranged by geographical dis-

tricts. In view of the fact that the industry 40 years ago
depended largely upon local ore and fuel supplies, this was
a wise and almost necessary arrangement. This plan was
followed in the later editions: but with the growth of the

industry and the improvement in transportation methods, the

motive and reason for a geographical classification gradually

disappeared. For similar reasons, including also the broad-

ening of ownership, the classification under blast furnaces,

rolling mills, etc.. has also lost its motive.

In the new volume the names of all companies, firms and
individuals making pig iron, wrought iron, steel and their

finished products are given in alphabetical order, regardless

of location, and can thus be easily found without the aid

of an index. Under each name is given a comlensed de-

scription of the plant or plants owned. In addition to these

lists a supplement of 70 pages gives lists of blast furnaces,
steel converters, rolling mills and other finishing plants.
These are simply lists, descriptions of the various plants hav-
ing been given in the main section, and are rather in the
nature of a classified index, which may often be convenient
for reference.

So far as a preliminary examination can show, the work
has been carefully and completely done. This latest edi-
tion is a worthy continuation of the admirable work of Mr.
Swank and reflects much credit upon Howard H. Cook, as-
sistant secretary of the institute, William G. Gray, the head
of Its statistical bureau and other members of the institute
staff.

HEW FATEHTS

United States patent specifications listed below may be
obtained from "The Engineering and Mining Journal" at 25c.
each. British patents are supplied at 40c. each.

CLAYS—Art of Refining Kaolin and Similar Clays for Use
in Making Pottery and Like Products. William W. Simonson.
Cincinnati, Ohio. (U. S. No. 1,185,254; May 30. 1916.)

-Miner's Tool. Ole Hanson, Lead.
746: May 30, 1916.)

CRUSHING—Method of Making Stamp Shoes. Francis S.

White, Philadelphia. Penn. (U. S. No. 1.186.055; June 6. 1916.)

CRUSHING—Pulverizer-Mill Yoke and Pusher. Walter S.
McKee. Chicago. 111., assignor to American Manganese Steel
Co., Chicago. 111. (U. S. No. 1.186,214; June 6. 1916.)

C. Hayes. Leona Mines.
)

DRILLS—Improvements in Rock Drills. F. E. Kewley and
J. A. Corner, Bristol. Eng. (Brit. No. 7.709 of 1915.)

DRILLS—Support for Coal and Rock Drills. Nils D. Levin.
Columbus, Ohio, assignor to The Jeftrev Manufacturing Co..
Columbus, Ohio. (U. S. No. 1. 185. 809; June 6. 1916.)

W. W. Crawford.

S.

Lowe.

Alexander ^V. Carroll, Elizabeth.
May 16. 1916.)

FURNACES—Improvements in Furnaces.
London, England. (Brit. No. 2,481 of 1915.)

FURN.ACE. William M. Kelly, Anaconda, Mont. (U
No. 1,186,104; June 6. 1916.)

TG
(U.

GOLD-SAVING APP.\RATUS. Ernest H. Gagnon. Billings.
Mont. (U. S. No. 1,186.304: June 6. 1916.)

HYDROMETALLURGY— Process of Extracting Metals
from Their Ores. William E. Greenawalt. Denver. Colo.
(U. S. No. 1.186.306: June 6. 1916.)

L-\MP—Miner's Electric Lamp. Angelo Toler, Berwind.
Colo. (U. S. No. 1.186.454; June 6. 1916.)

MALM PROCESS—Process of Treating Metal and Mineral-
Bearing Materials. John L. Malm, Denver, Colo. (U. S. No.
1.185,817; June 6, 1916.)

MELTING FURN.\CE.
N. J. (U. S. No. 1,182,893;

METAL-COATED IRON OR STEEL ARTICLE. Clarence
Mark and Clavton Mark. Jr.. Evanston. HI., assignors to Clay-
ton Mark, Chicago. 111. (U. S. No. 1.186.217; June 6. 1916.)

MINE-LOADING MACHINERY. Frank Billings. Cleveland.
Ohio. (U. S. No. 1.185.050; May 30, 1916.)

MINER'S PICK. John W. Shallenberger. Canal Fulton.
Ohio. (U. S. No. 1. 186.343: June 6. 1916.)

NITROGEN—Fixation of Nitrogen. Edgar Arthur Ash-
croft. London. England. (U. S. No. 1.186,367; June 6, 1916.)

STEEL—Manufacture of Steel. Harry E. Sheldon. Pitts-
burgh. Penn. (U. S. No. l.lSo.252; May 30. 1916.)

STEEL SCRAP—Process of Melting Steel Scrap. Albert E.
Greene. Chicago. 111. (U. S. No. 1.185.395; Slay 30. 1916.)

SULPHIDE ORES—Process of Treating Ores Containing
Load. Roval S. Handy. Kellogg, Idaho. (U. S. No. 1.1S5.902:
June 6. 1916.)

SUI..rilURIC ACID—Process for the Manufacture of Sul-
phuric Acid. William H. Waggaman, Washington, D. C. (U. S.

No. 1.185.092: May 30. 1916.)

T.VPPING HOLES—Method of Opening Hard or Proxen
Tapping Holes. Henry Charles Witis, Johnstown, Penn. (U. S.

No. 1.186.35S: June 6. 1916.)

TITANIC ACID—Method for Obtaining Titanic Oxide.
.\uguste J. Rossi. Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor to Titanium
Allov Manufacturing Co., New 'fork, N. Y. (U. S. No. 1,184.-
131; May 23. 1916.)

TUNNELING M.\CH1NR. Carl W. Hodgson, Denver, Colo.
(U. S. No. 1.185.797; June 6, 1916.)

ZINC—Process of Preparing Pure Zinc-Sulphate Solution
from Zinc Ores. Shunjiro Araki. Osaka. Japan. (U. S. No.
1. 185. 757: June 6, 1916.)

ZINC—Process of Smelting Materials Containing Zinc or
Other Volatile Metal. J. M. Hyde, Berkeley, Calif. (Brit. No.
2,221 of 1915.)
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Ii. Child, recently at Lake City, Colo., in now in Boston.

W. Kemp, recently in Chile, is now at Grass Valley,

S. Griffiths is now at Island Mountain, Trinity County,

Calif.

M.
Calif.

W. E. Simpson is developing a molybdenite property near
Amos, Quebec.

Henry P. Smith, lately at Guanajuato. Mexico, is now at
La Jolla, Calif.

O. G. Eneelder, recently in the Island of Sardinia, is now
in Hoboken, X. J.

F. liynirood Garrison sails for Brazil June 17 to be gone
three or four months.

Heath Steele has gone to Bonne Terre, Mo., to make some
professional investigations.

T. B. Connselman, recently at the School of Mines, Minne-
apolis, Minn., is now at Duluth.

Thomas McGuokie is superintendent of the Sterling Coal
Co., Ltd., at Drunheller, Alberta.

Charles F, Thompson, recently at Mattapan. Mass.. is now
at the Logan mill, Crisman. Colo.

Charles R. Vorok, recently at Golden, Colo., is now with the
Bartlesville Zinc Co. in Oklahoma.

James S. Douglas is in the East attending college festivi-

ties, and making also a business trip.

Albert E. Hall, recently in New York, is now with the
Sable River Copper Co., at Masset, Ont.

Hneh Rose, manager of the Santa Gertrudis at Pachuca,
Mexico, is visiting at '^'illiamstown, Mass.

Ijind.sey Duncan, lately with the Cie. de Boleo, at Santa
Rosalia, Lower California, is now at McGill. Nev.

Robert E. Cranston left San Francisco. May 29, for Mon-
tana, to be in Butte and vicinity for several weeks.

E. B. Durham, lately at Salt Lake City, Utah, is now at

Kennett, Calif., with the Mammoth Copper Mining Co.

F. Danvers Po^ver has opened new offices in the Perpetual
Trustee Chambers, Hunter St.. Sydney, New South Wales.

A. W. FnhreuH-nld and P. A. Ballard, both of South Dakota,
graduated from the New Mexico School of Mines, at Socorro.

John Seward is at Nutley. N. J., having returned from a
trip of three weeks to Ontario to examine mining proper-
ties.

Rnssell A. Co^vles, president of the Buffalo Copper and
Brass Rolling Mills is director in the Keneflck and the United
Zinc Smelting companies.

Stephen Bin'h, vice-president of the Alaska Development
and Mineral Co. of New York, will be married June 24 to Miss
Mary Rand, of Minneapolis.

B. Mattlngly, recently with the Tonopah-Belmont Mining
Co. in Nevada, i.s now at the Surf Inlet gold mine on Princess
Royal Island. British Columbia.

H. P. Henderson will be in Boston next week to take part
In the Harvard '01 Quindicennial celebration, and will shortly
thereafter leave for Jerome, Ariz.

Charles AVarren Hunt, of New York, secretary of the
American Society of Civil Engineers, recently visited San
Francisco and other points In California.

H. C. Steese, vice-president and general manager of the
Brier Hill Steel Co., Youngstown. Ohio, has resigned. He will
continue a member of the board of directors.

W. M. Brewer, of Victoria. B. C, will spend the field sea-
son of this year investigating metal mines and conditions on
Vancouver Island for the British Columbia Department of
Mines.

P. W. Humbert, who has been manager of mines for
the Low Moor Iron Co. of Virginia, has been made gencr.al
manager. Mr. Humbert Is also on the U. S. Naval Consulting
Board.

G. G. S. lilndaer, past president of the Canadian Mining
Institute, who has been for two years past In China, has
practically completed hia work there and Is on his way to
London.

R. J. Webster, manager of the Standard Oil Co. of Cal-
cutta, and JoHeph J. Carey, assistant manager of Standard
Oil Co. at Saigon, French Indo-Chlna, have returned to San
Francisco.

E. M. Habbv recently superintendent of the Tennessee in

Chloride, Ariz., for the United States Smelting, Mining an.

I

fining Co., is now manager of the Tom Reed Gold Mines •

at Oatman, Ariz.

Daniel Harrington of the Bureau of Mines is in Butte,

Mont., where he will, in company with Dr. Lanza of the Puli-

lic Health Service, make an investigation of health condi-

tions both surface and underground.

Samuel AV. Cohen, general manager of the Crown Restive
Mining Co., Ltd.. and the Porcupine-Crown Mines Ltd., has
returned to Cobalt, Ont.. after a two months' examination trip

through Idaho, Oregon and California.

Rodolphe L. Agassis, late vice-president, has been chosen
president of the Calumet & Hecla Mining Co. That office has
been vacant for over a year. James 3IaeXaughton, late eec-

ond vice-president, has been chosen vice-president.

J. C. Define, who for over 10 years has been connected
with the Ray Consolidated Copper Co. as underground sup-
erintendent of mines, resigned his position to take up the
active management of the Pinal Development Co., of Arizona.

E. C. Hutchinson, of San Francisco, president of the
Kennedy Mining and Milling Co., recently visited southern
California, including the Pan-California Exposition at San
Diego, where a moving picture of the Kennedy mine is ex-
hibited.

W. J. Loring has returned to San Francisco from a visit in

Boston and New York in connection with the Dutch-Sweeney-
App mines in Tuolumne County, Calif., and a large number
of mining claims in Calaveras County "n'hich he is preparing-
to develop.

Theo. C. Denis is on his way from France to Canada to re-

sume his duties as superintendent of mines of the Province
of Quebec. The French Government released him from liis

obligation to military service at the request of the Gov-
ernment of Canada.

John C. Devine, assistant superintendent since 1906 at Ray
Consolidated Copper Co., has resigned to devote his atten-
tion to the development of the Renfro property of the Pinal
Development Co., of which he is president. Charles H, Smith
succeeds Mr. Devine at Ray.

Louts X. McDonald has been appointed assistant general
superintendent of the Carnegie Steel Co. in place of John
Hughes, who is now assistant to the president of the U. S

Steel Corporation. He has been for some time superintenl-
er\t of the Ohio district of the company.

The Board of Trustees of Stanford University has adopted
resolution of appreciation for the services rendered by Da\id
Starr Jordan, who was the first president of Stanford, \'.as

recently made chancellor and now carries the title of cli

cellor emeritus, having been retired from active duty.

Upon request of the Bureau of Mines, a committee of '

American Chemical Society has been appointed as an li-

visor.v committee to the Bureau of Mines on chemical i>i 'i -

lems in connection with its investigations. The commili.e
consists of Drs. C. H. Herty. L. H. Baekeland and W. R. Wlut-
ney.

G. A. Jo.Hlln is in Boston taking part in the Technoloux
reunion. He will be in New York June 15-19 at the ll.i.l

Manhattan and will then return to Kansas City, where h. is

at present engaged in directing the mineral examinatiiei.s

and explorations of the Dierks Lumber and Coal Co., In .\\-

kansas and Oklahoma.

G. H. Cunningham, superintendent of construction
electrolytic zinc plant, Washoe Reduction Works, Anae<>
Mont., has recently been api)ointed construction engineei
charge of Installation of equipment In the new 100-ton elec-

trolytic zinc plant, which the Anaconda Copper Mining i o

is building at Great Falls.

John R. Stnnton is first vice-president of the Non-r
missioned Officers' Volunteer League of America, a pei i

nent organization formed with the ambitious purpose of nnia
talnlng permanent barracks In 10 of the largest cities In tin

country for the training of "non-coms." The permanent
office Is at 12 Broadway. New York.

The StaiidInK: Committee on MetallnrKT appointed by tin

British Advi.sory Council for Scientific and Industrial I;

search coiL-iisLs of the following members: Prof. .1

Arnold, .Mr. Arthur Balfour, Prof. H. C. H. Carpenter.
C. H. De.seh, Sir Robert Hadfleld, F. W. Harbord. J. I

alter Hoylc. Professor Huntington, W. Murray Morrison,
Gerard Muntz, G. Ritchie, Dr. J. E. Stead, H. L. Sulman
F. Tomlinson.

C, A. Warlnir and K. Hnguenln. field assistants of the <

fornia State Mining Bureau, have been engaged In visi

the Death Valley region, including all the active mln.
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camps and thence into northern Inyo County, attracted by
the tungsten discovery near Bishop. Tliey report that Keane
Wonder and Si^idoo are both busy and that Ryan, the terminal
station on the branch line of the Tonopah & Tidewater, has
become a mining center. Ryan is about 15 mi. northeast o£

Greenwater.

At the Tom Reed Mine, Arizona, the entire management
changed on June 1. The resignation ot the superintendent,

S. S. Jones, the assistant superintendent. Dr. J. M. Francis,

the mine foreman, Wm. Flanigan, the mining engineer, J. D.
Sperr, and the master mechanic, A. W. Harris, tooli effect on
June 1. The new management has been on the ground for
the past two weeks getting acquainted with the workings.
Practically the entire new crew are former employees of the
U. S. Smelting, Refining and Mining Co.'s Gold Road mine.

Harrison A. Dunn, chief engineer of Tramways Co., Mex-
ico, D. F., is reported to be languishing in prison in the Mex-
ican capital. Howard L, Francis, also an engineei- of the
Tramways Co., recently arrived in New York, is quoted as
saying that unsuccessful efforts were made to secure trial

for Mr. Dunn, although appeal was made to the American
diplomatic representative, Mr. Rogers. Mr. Dunn is a gradu-
ate of the Michigan College of Mines, 1909, and was form-
erly manager of the South Live Oak Development Co. at

Miami, Ariz.

Following on the appointment of D. H. MeDoneall as gen-
eral manager of the Dominion Steel Corporation, and the ex-

tension of his duties to include the general managership of

the Dominion Iron and Steel Co. in addition to the position of

general manager of the Dominion Coal Co., there have been
several new appointments at the mines. Alfred J. Tonge has
been appointed general superintendent of mines, in addi-

tion to his former duties as mining engineer. J. D. Max-
well, has been promoted from the position of district su-

iperintendent of No. 2 district to be assistant general super-

lintendent of mines, and Alex. S. McNeill, formerly manager of

No. 2 colliery, is appointed superintendent of No. 2 district.

Frank Graham, well known as a mine operator and mill

manager in the Georgetown district in Colorado, was killed

May 17 at the Mendota mine by a fall of rock while he was
superintending retimbering.

(apt. Jamex H. Polglase, of Iron River, Wis., died recently

in Chicago, following an operation. He was 48 years of

age and a native of Cornwall, England. Upon arriving in

the United States he went to work in the mines at Ishpeming,

Mich., going later to the Mesabi range, where he was made
captain of several properties. His headquarters were in Vir-

ginia, Minn. When the Davidson Ore Co. entered the Iron

River field. Captain Polglase was placed in charge of the

mines. He held that position until a few years ago, when he

retired to engage in the mercantile business. He was well

known throughout the iron districts.

William Haas died in San Francisco, May 31, of heart

failure. Mr. Haas was 67 years old, born at Reckendorf, Ger-

many, and came to America, arriving at San Francisco in 1SG5.

As the head of the firm of Haas Bros, he was director of the

agency which that firm controlled for the sale of quicksilver.

For several years the Eureka Co., a quicksilver selling agency

or pool, controlled the purchase and sale of quicksilver in

California and Nevada. Mr. Haas was prominent as a director

and part of the time president of the Eureka Co. Indirectly

directly, he was connected with the New Idria Quicksilver

Mining Co. and remained its selling agent after the di.'^soUi-

tion of the Eureka company.

SOCIETIES

Indiana irnlversity—The fourth season of the summei
school of field geology began June 15, under the direction ot

Dr. J. W. Beede. The party will continue the study of the

Clay City, Indiana, quadrangle. This is regular work in geo-

logic surveying, including the mapping of the stratigraphic

and economic geology, the study of the paleontology, physio-

graphy and geography of the quadrangle.

[.like Superior Mining Inslitutc—Jan. 20, 1917, has been set

as the opening date for the next annual meeting ot the In-

stitute. The members will go to Birmingham, Ala., to inspect

the mines and mills of that place, with a side trip to New
Orleans. It will be impossible to hold a meeting this sum-

mer, as the mining men are too busy to leave their work.

Most of them can get away in the winter, when many of the
mines are Idle or not working to capacity. It is difficult for
them to leave their work during an active shipping season.

Colorado School. of Mine*—President Phillips of the Bchool
at Golden, Colo., announces the following appointmtnts to
take effect Sept. 1: George J. Young, now Professor of Min-
ing Engineering, University of Minnesota, to the professor-
ship of Metallurgy; Claude C. Van Nuys, now Professor of
Physics, South Dakota School of Mines, to the professorship
of Physics; Carroll G. Dolman, now principal of the High
School at Monte Vista, Colorado, to the assistant professor-
ship of English and Foreign Languages; Fred. G. Carter.
University of Wisconsin, to be athletic director.

American Mining ConKrreHM—A New Mexico chapter has
been organized at Silver City with approximately 100 mem-
bers to start with. The officers are: John M. Sully, of Santa
Rita, first governor; Thos. H. O'Brien, of Dawson, first vice-
governor; George H. Utter, Silvw' City, second vice-gover-
nor; B. M. Sawyer, Tyrone, third vice-governor; T. L. Lowe,
,Silver City, treasurer; Don Lusk, Silver City, secretary. The
directors for the first year are: C. T. Browrn, T. H. O'Brien,
E. D. Tittman, W. G. McDonald, Gregory Page, L. B. Prince,
John M. Sully, A. T. Kirk, J. A. Mahoney, E. Fraser-Campbell.
Geo. A. Kaseman. J. L. Lawson, J. M. Palmer, J. M. Vigil,

E. A. Miera, Chas. A. Spiess, Geo. H. Utter, and E. M. Sawyer.

Maryland Geological Survey will have a number of parties
in the field during the summer gathering data for systematic
reports on the Silurian and Carboniferous formations, eco-
nomic reports on the coals and fire clays, and on the under-
ground waters. The following instructors and graduate stu-

dents of the Geological Department will be engaged in this

work: Professor Swartz and Dr. H. Bassler will be in the
Silurian and Carboniferous region of western Maryland. G.

M. Hall will be at work gathering materials for a report on
the fire clays of the state. W. A. Baker will gather data
regarding the equipment of the coal-operating companies
for a report on the Coals of Maryland. J. P. D. Hull will

spend part of the summer mapping the soils of Howard
County and the balance in workiiig on the geology of the
Piedmont area of the same county. H. Insley will work on
the Piedmont area of Harford County and on the under-
ground waters of the northeastern tier of Piedmont counties.

D. G. Thompson will work on the underground waters of

portions of central and western Maryland.

American Iron and Steel Institute—At the ICth general

meeting in New York, May 26 and 27, Judge E. H. Gary
made a presidential address which was a careful study of

present and possible future conditions in the steel trade. An
address was made by Edward N. Hurley, vice-chairman of

the Federal Trade Commission, on "Modern Business Condi-

tions." The handling of raw materials was discussed in a

paper on "The Distribution of Materials in the Blast Fur-
nace," by George W. Vreeland. superintendent of blast fur-

naces, Carnegie Steel Co., Mingo Junction, Ohio. The advance
in methods of converting the pig iron into finished products

was covered in the paper by Dr. John A. Mathews, presi-

dent, Halcomb Steel Co., Syracuse, N. Y., entitled "The Elec-

tric Furnace in Steel Manufacture," and in the paper on

"Rail Manufacture," by Dr. John S. Unger, manager, central

research bureau, Carnegie Steel Co., Pittsburgh. One of the

varied uses to which finished products are put was the sub-

ject of Jacob Loewenstein's paper on "The Hell Gate Bridge."

Mr. Loewenstein is engineer, American Bridge Co., New York.

EHOUS HEWS
F. K. Ulair, formerly secretary-treasurer and sales man-

ager of the S. K. F. Ballbearing Co.. has resigned and has

become president of F. R. Blair & Co., Inc.. with offices at 50

Church St., New York.

G. H. Stephens, until recently vice-president and eastern

manager of Stcphens-Adamson Manufacturing Co.. Auror.i.

111., has retired from active business on account ot ill health.

Mr. Stephens has been prominent in the conveying industry

for 25 years and has enjoyed a wide acquaintance among ma-
chinery users of the East.

The .Vmcrlonn Mnngnncse Steel Co., Chicago, has found It

ncces.iary to provide increased manufacturing facilities, and

has therefore purchased the plant of the Brylgon Steel Cast-

ing Co.. at New Castle. Del. This Is a large, uptodate steel

foundry, having a monthly capacity of approximately -tOO tons

of steel castings. The company now has two plants at Now
Castlo, Del., and one plant at Chicago Heights. 111. The task

of converting the newly acquired plant into a manganese
steel foundry ot the latest and most efficient type is progress-

ing rapidly, and it is expected to be producing next month.
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SAN FRAXCISCO—June 8

The Penn Minins Co. at Campo Seco has won in six of the

37 smoke suits filed against it by a firm of attorneys acting

for certain farmers in Calaveras County. The hearing of 11

more of these cases is set for Sept. 5.

Mines of the Death Valley BeBion are more active than

usual this year, spring and summer ordinarily being the dull

season on the desert. South of Beatty. a station on the Tono-

pah & Tidewater R.R.. it is estimated there are 450 men

steadily employed by the various mining companies. The

Tecopa has finished its 75-ton mill, and in addition to concen-

trates, is shipping 35 tons daily of crude ore. It is reported

that this company has opened a rich orebody 12 mi. east of

Tecopa. The Gunsite and Noonday are said to be keeping up

a normal output. The Ibex zinc mine at Zabriskie. is reported

to have been acquired by the Goodsprings company and

preparations being made to increase the output. This com-

pany is putting on motor trucks for hauling ore. The man-

ganese mine at Owls Head was sold recently by Alexander

Yeoman to the Mollett Development Co. of Massillon. Ohio.

This company has installed two 30-ton Holt tractors of the

caterpillar type for hauling ore 27 mi. to the railroad at

Riggs. One of the Riggs properties at Baker. 40 mi. north

of Ludlow, is shipping 3 cars of silver-lead ore a week. The

Pacific Coast Borax Co. roaster at Death Valley Junction is

running to full capacity. In fact the entire region tributary

to the Tonopah & Tidewater R.R. is prospering.

Mining EnBineers of Ncvarta visited the Comstock mines

on Mav 19. driving from Reno in automobiles. They were

accompanied bv Governor Emmett D. Boyle, of Carson. W. L-

Saunders. of New York, and Charles Renter, of San Francisco.

Other members of the party were: Henry W. Rives, J. B.

Racine. L. W. Hartman. J. C. Jones. E. K Williams. H. K.

Vernon Robert Nye. of Reno; John 'W. Hutchinson. J. D.

Brown. R. W. French. E. A. Snedaker. Goldfield: R. A. Hardin,

Walter P. Dale, Jr., Aurora; John C. Moulton. Blair; Curtiss

Burt. E. .T. Shrader. Rockland; C. Week, Mason: Lee D.

Dugan, Gold Circle. Most of the visitors were accompanied

by their wives or other members of their family. They were

the guests of Superintendents Whitman Symmes and Thomas

P. McCoimick. After visiting the Mexican mill they went

down the Union shaft and made a long tour of the lower

levels; thence through the Mexican. Sierra Nevada, Ophir and

Con Virginia. An informal luncheon followed the visit under-

ground. Governor Boyle tendered the thanks of the visitors

to the ladies of Virginia City, and Judge F. P. Langan on

behalf of the Comstock operators extended their greetings in

the brief speech in which he resented the published imputa-

tion that Virginia City and towns in the vicinity are among

the "ghost" communities of the past; he stated that, on the

contrary, the Comstock Is operated by the same energy.

Inspiration and courage which animated the pioneers of a

halt-century ago.

DKWEIl—June 8

TnnKxten Mlnlnic continues a leading topic at Silverton.

The Dawn of Day. Ruby. Marshall, Wolframite. Clifford.

Tungsten King and Adams mines are all being operated solely

for this metal. The Sunnyside. Highland Mary, National

Belle. St. Paul and Silver Lake mines are producing their

usual quota of ores containing the other metals tor which

this district has been famous many years.

Vulcan Mlne» and Smelter Co. blew In Its new furnace at

Vulcan. Gunnison County, on May 18. This smeltery was built

to handle sulphide ore from the Vukan-Good Hope mine and

to reduce It to a matte running approximately 25',> copper

with a small amount of gold and silver. Installation and

management are under the personal supervision of C. H. Mace.

Among prominent alockholders In this new company are

Robert G. AlnHWorth. well-known manufacturer of precision

Instruments. C. P. Mety and G- orge E. B.rmont, all of Denver.

This property produces tellurlde of copper, the Identity of

which was discovered by Dr. Louis Weiss, of Gunnison, one of

the owners; native tellurium also Is found here In Interesting

crystals. Water pumped from the mine Is heavily charged

with copper sulphate from which 87% of the copper Is

recovered by precipitation.

Cripple Creek's Output for May was S4.150 tons of a gross
.

value of $1.1S5,S40 or an average value per ton of $14.09. Of 1

this production. 52.300 tons had a value exceeding ?20 per :

ton The Isabella mine produced about 1.500 tons. The \

El Paso mine is credited with nearly 2,000 tons of a gross

value of about $50,000. The Golden Cycle mill at Colorado i

City has during the last few months, been gradually enlarg- (

ing its treatment capacity from 1.000 tons per day until now ^

it is treating 1.500 tons. This plant is handling heavy ship- !t

ments of dump materials from the Elkton. Gold Coin. Gregory x

and Economic mines. The Portland company has recently I

granted numerous new leases to blocks of the Independence

ground. Attention is being directed to the granite area on

the western slope of Mineral Hill northwest of the city of

Cripple Creek, a steam hoisting equipment having been in-

stalled there by Colorado Springs men.

Bl'TTE, MOXT.—June 8

Native Copper in the Tropic Mine, the new property of the

Anaconda company at the extreme eastern edge of the Butte

district, has attracted considerable interest. The native cop-

per is found in minute particles embedded in masses of

crushed and cemented quartz, occurring in large kidneys in

the vein. The Tropic is shipping 150 tons per day. the ore

being mined from the 500- to the 900-ft. levels. The Tropic

is the most easterly producing mine In the district, and a

short distance south of the Butte & London property now

being developed by the Rainbow Development Co.. a Cole

concern, and the rich discovery is strengthening predic-

tions made for the Butte & London, the shaft of which has

reached the 1.600-ft. point where a level will be opened and

the property explored north and south by crosscutting.

The Labor Situation, due to the strike of the members of

the Workingmens' Union, has not thus far seriously inter

rupted the routine of local affairs. The first visible effect was

the taking-off of street-car service throughout the town and

outlying districts. This worked greatest hardship on miners

living at a distance from their working places who were

dependent on the street cars for transportation. The general

public either walks or makes use of private autos and jitney

busses. Over 2.000 men are now idle on account of the strike.

The number will be swelled considerably by the walking out

of the teamsters on June 12. when all unionized transportation

will cease. Citizens have been laying in provisions and coal

and the community seems determined to take a firm stand

against the movement for higher prices. At a meeting of

the Clerks' Union the other night no vote was taken on the

motion to strike.

Several Aoeidents In Butte Mines last week attracted

attention. A metal carbide lamp caused the death of A.

Moran, a motorman's helper at North Butte company's Specu

lator mine, on June 6. while walking through a drift h€

stepped on a rail and at same moment the lamp touched the

trolley wire overhead; efforts of first-aid department to revive

him proved fruitless. The night before, at same mine. I. Gu»-

tatson fell down the shaft, having evidently fainted and fallei

oft the cage while being hoisted. Marshall Viz. a miner at th

Anaconda company's Bell mine, on the same day was found

In the sump of the Bell shaft; what caused him to pitch intc

the shaft has not been determined. On June 7. Mike Berklch

a miner working near the station on the 1.100 level of Ana

conda's Moonlight mine, missed his footing and fell 600 ft. t(

the sump where his body was recovered by a searching party

S.VLT LAKE CITY—June O

Itah Was Third In Lead Production in 1915. accordlnj

to figures collected by the U. S. Geological Survey. Mlssour

was tli^t. with 195. C34 short tons: Idaho second with 160,68'

tons, and Itah next with 10(!,105 tons. ,

Sale of .state School Lnndn was under consideration latcl>

at a mei ling of the state board of land commissioners and I

was d.ridid that no more such land, known or believed t'

contain mineral or coal deposits, will be sold by the Stat

of Utah HT.tll the United States Supreme Court hands dowi

final d.. i: .111 In the controversy over the right of the Stat

to its !-. Km] lands irrespective of their contents.

Chief <-,,n».illdated. originally organized with 100 acres o

land at i:i)ieka In the Tlntlc district, has since increased It
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holding-s to 4,500 acres, one-sixth of which Is patented.
Preparations are being made for sinking to depth on recently
acquired ground in east Tintic. The shaft will be directly
north of Homansville pumping plant. Eureka City Mining
Co., organized several years ago to take over mineral rights
under the Eureka townsite will soon be dissolved, as Eureka
City Mining Co. stock has been turned in for exchange with
Chief Consolidated. Property owners in Eureka townsite
were given shares in Eureka City Mining Co., according to

acreage. Chief Consolidated net earnings in April were
(69,000 and May results were about the same. On May 1 there
was about $370,000 in the treasury.

DOIGLAS, ARIZ June »

.\inerlcan-Owned Mines in 3lexioo are threatened by the
decree, No. 56. issued by Gen. P. Elias Calles, providing that
the government may intervene and operate any mine in

Sonora that is not in operation June IS, or which, after that
date, is idle for a longer period than eight days. Tn the event
of the government actually launching into the mining indus-
try, it promises to turn over to the owners all profits remain-
ing after all operating expenses, state and federal taxes are
paid. But if the balance sheet should happen to show a loss,

the owners would have to chip in for the deficit. The Car-
ranza government has also issued a new decree, superseding
the one of May 1, increasing the duty on all metals exported.
Export duty on silver is increased from $2.54 per kg. to $4.97.

On copper the duty is raised from 5c. to 9.2Sc. per kg. Similar
Increases apply to other metals. The decree goes into effect

at once and the duties have to be paid in gold.

ST. LOVIS—Jane 12

Old Slag Piles at Bonne Terre, made in the early days
when air-furnaces and scotch-hearths were employed, are
being shipped to the Herculaneum smeltery as they are found
to contain sufficient lead to warrant retreatment under pres-

ent conditions.

DrHline In the Disseminated Lead Belt of Southeastern
Missouri is very active. More diamond drills are now engaged
than at any time in the history of the district. While some
of this drilling is confined to development of present ore-

bodies, considerable work of an exploratory nature is being
done. The Baker Lead Co., of Boston, for example, has put
two drills at work on the Turley tract, near Bonne Terre.

JOPL.I>~—Jane 10

The Holstermen's Strike, which was started a week ago. is

still under way but is not meeting with much success. A
number of the larger mines are down, but in almost every
case they are doing repair work and commonly declare that
inability to get hoistermen is not the cause of their shut-
down. At some mines there is talk of installing skip hoists,

which will do away with the necessity for skilled hoistermen,
but no actual move in this direction has been reported.

The Cisco Mining Co. has just completed one of the most
modern plants in the district on a lease on the Royalty land
south of Webb City. A skip hoist will be used and there will

be an uptodate mill for ore and tailings under one roof.

There are six jigs, 18 sludge tables, three Dorr thickeners, and
other modern apparatus, including electric motors. Oper-

ations will be conducted at a depth of 255 ft., where there is

an 18-ft. ore face that is expected to average ST recovery in

blende and galena. Gordon Battelle. son of Col. J. G. Battelle.

of Columbu-s, Ohio, is the majority stockholder in the Cisco.

The Joplln Wage Scale in general use at present is one

conceded by operators after the strike of about one year ago.

While it has never been agreed to by the men acting as a
union, because the operators never have recognized any union,

it has proved generally satisfactory. It provides wages as

follows when the average basis price of zinc ore is $50 to $60

for any month: Machineman, $3: powder man, $3.25; mL-.chine-

man (tripod), $3.25: machine helper, $2.50; boss shoveler,

$J2."): trackman, $3; trackman helper, $2.50: mule driver. $2.50;

bruno man, $2.50; pumpman, $2.50; tub runner, $2.50; pig tail,

$2.50; roof man, $3. 'With each rise or fall in the price of zinc

ore to an average price above $60 or below $50, an Increase or
decrease of 25c. per day for every $10 change is declared. The
wage for shovelers varies at different mines, but the Increases
or decreases for them are made to approximate those for

other workers.

A Zinc Ore Producers' .\8.suclation has been organized in

Joplin that has some semblance of permanency. Some of the
larger producers are behind it. P. D. Butler has been made
president, and a membership of approximately 100 has already
been acquired. It is the intention of this organization to

•ooperate with the Safety and Sanitation Association which
has been in existence for more than a year at Webb City,

and it is also hoped to form other associating organizations
in every camp in the district. One of the primary purposes

is to get necessary Information aa to ore prices and market
conditions. Another purpose Is ultimately to establish an
ore producers' bank, with a capitalization of ll,'»0O.O0O. for
the purpose of financing producers who wish to hold their ore.
This is admittedly a big proposition and not likely of accom-
plishment immediately.

HIBBI.N'f;, Ml>'\.—June 10
A Record In Maklntp a I'rodncer from an openplt property

will probably be made by Butler Bros., who are stripping the
Lamberton mine, a Great Northern Iron Ore Properties' lease,
near Hibbing. Stripping operations started a few days before
Christmas and It is thought that the mine will be shlpplne
about July 1. the period of development work thus being but
a little over six months. The overburden varied In depth from
30 to 60 ft., being of the clay-and-boulder combination com-
mon to the Mesabi. The pit from which shipments will first
be made will be about 600 ft. wide and about 700 or 800 fl.
long. The erjuipment used in the work has been steam shov-
els, one of the Model 100-C Bucyrus and the other of Model 100
Marion type. There is the accompanying locomotive equip-
ment now comprising two 55-ton locomotives and two locomo-
tives of about 70 tons weight. The buildings accompanying
the work at the mine have not been large and the spur track
of the Great Northern R.R.. which will carry the ore. Is al-
ready laid. This constitutes what Is probably the record In
stripping a mine preparatory to shipments and is an Illustra-
tion of the effect of the great demand for ore on certain
operators on the Mesabi.

H«1(;HT0\, .MICH. June 10

White IMne Extenxlon's C'roxscat in the new shaft at 50 ft,

has cut a promising copper formation, samples from which
ran 100 lb. of copper per ton compared with 13 lb. indicated
by the drill cores at this point. The showing is regarded as
important as the shaft is a mile from the original exploration
shaft and the drill cores showed copper-bearing rock all this
distance. It is also important to recall that the drill cores
were richer at greater depth.

"Air Blasts," it is believed, will not cause much further
damage to the Quincy's working shafts. Some years ago
when the situation was at its worst. Manager Lawton put into
practice the plan of maintaining 200 ft. of rock surrounding
each shaft opening as it went down. This required the mainte-
nance of a great deal of valuable standing rock, near the
shaft, but it "did the business," inasmuch as there have been
no air blasts in any of the lower levels since that time.
Every air blast has. on the other hand, occurred at a point
half way from surface to the bottom and when damage has
been done to the shaft proper it has happened where shaft
pillars were particularly narrow. The reason for the hope
that there will be no future trouble comes from the fact that
Shafts 2 and 7 "came home," as the Cornish miners say. some
time ago. And last month No. 6 shaft "came home" too.

kicking up a little damage in getting In but not a fatality nor
serious injur.v resulted. A rearrangement of the miners above
the spot where the damage was done made it possible to
maintain production at a figure nearly normal. The shaft
was damaged somewhat for a distance of several hundred
feet but has been quickly repaired.

TORONTO—June S

To EncouraKe the Production of Potash which is greatly in

demand for fertilizing purposes, etc., the e'anadian Depart-
ment of the Interior has issued new regulations regarding
prospecting for salts of potassium in the western provinces

and northwest territories. It is provided that mining rights

for such minerals may be leased at 25c. per acre for the first

year and at 50c. for subsequent years. As much as 1.920 acres

can be leased by one applicant for a term of 21 yr. but speci-

fied improvements must be carried out.

The Rice Laiie tiold District of Manitoba is creating con-

siderable excitement in Winnipeg, and a rush to the locality

is likely to ensue. Angus MacDonald, who has been working
in this region for four years has arrived in Winnipeg with a

quantity of high-grade samples from the Gold Pan mine, some
of which are stated to show S0'> gold. Last fall MacDonald
and his p.irtner. Hugh A. Smith, succeeded in Interesting

Boston capitalists and development was carried on through
the winter and spring on the Gold Pan and Gold Seal claims.

The vein on the Gold Pan from which the samples were taken
is 32 in. wide on the 12B-ft. level. McDonald is making
arrangements to take a party of Winnipeg business in< n

to inspect the area. The Rloe Luke district, in which claims

have been staked covering an area of about 7 mi. by 3 ml., lies

between Lake Winnipeg and the Ontario boundary and about
100 mi. northeast of Winnipeg. The camp Is 50 mi. from the

nearest railway and there are numerous portages on the

water route by way of Lake Winnipeg. Bad Throat Creek and
Clearwater Ijike.
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ALASKA
ALASKA GASTINEAU (Juneau)—Milled in May 175.000

tons of $1.40 ore: tails, 24c.; extraction. 82.85%, as compared
with 77.4791 in March and 78.71% in April.

ARIZON.V.
Cochise Connty

SHATTUCK ARIZONA (Bisbee)—May production, 1.383,-

963 lb. copper; 25.S65 oz. silver; 326 oz. gold.

EXPOSED REEF (Bisbee)—Owen T. Smith and J. P. Steele

bonded this old gold property and will worlt it for tungsten.

Coconino County

WHITE MESA MINING (Flagstaff)—Robert Mitchell, of

Nogales. and N. G. Douglas, of Phoenix, rnaking detailed

examination with view to purchase: low-grade porphyry de-

posit on Little Colorado River, north of Flagstaff.

GUa County
INSPIRATION (Miami)—Record broken recently when con-

centrator handled over 16.000 dry tons in 24 hr.; foundations

for 19th and 20th units about completed.

CONTACT (Globe)—Situated in Pinal Mountains, 12 mi.

south of Globe; acquired by New York men; contract calls

for development to begin within 4 weeks.

Graham Connty

SAN JUAN COPPER (Safford)—Controlling interest bought

bv F W. Estabrook, of Boston, a director of Miami Copper

Co Development on extensive scale will begin; churn drilling

has already indicated 900,000 tons of 3.67% copper ore.

3Iohave County

PAYROLL (Chloride)—Crosscut on 400-ft. level has struck

main lead-zinc vein opened on the 200.

RESCUE (Chloride)—In the 45-ft. adit J. C. Clark has

struck 4-ft. vein, carrying high silver and some gold.

TOWNE (Chloride)—Active development begun by Pasa-

dena. Calif., men; S. S. Jones, formerly superintendent of Tom
Reed mine, in charge.

W B RIDENOUR (Kingman)—Leasers extracting high-

grade o7e from this old mine in Grand Canon; carload recently

shipped brought $8,000.

Pinal County

ARIZONA ZINC AND LEAD (Ray)—Reported that mill will

be erected: tunnel in 400 ft.; vein contains zinc, silver and

gold.

<^HnT<;TAlAS (Christmas)—This .A.. S. & R. Co. mine ship-

ping -^lo tons daily to Hayden smeltery: aerial tramway
frSm mine to Christmas. S. H. Sherman, superintendent.

PINAL DEVELOPMENT (Troy)—New company to develop

Renfro Kroup. about S60 acres. 1 mi. east of Tioy John C.

Divine. Iresident Driving 1.200-ft. adit to reach deposit at

depth of 500 ft.

U S VANADIUM DEVELOPMENT (Troy)—A $75 000 cor-

noratioii of Phoenix men. to develop Sullivan vanadium de-

SSsft 1 mi. southeast of Troy. H. H. Temple, president;

erect'ion of mill being considered.

Yavapai Connty

GARDNER TUNGSTEN (Tip Top)—A 10-ton concentrator

being hauled from Peoria, about 40 mi. southwest.

UNITED VERDE EXTENSION (Jerome)—Reported discov-

ery of another high-grade orebody on 1,200-ft. level.

BLUE BELL (Mayor)—Copper orebody. running 4% to 5%
copper. 26 ft. wide, explored for a distance of 80 ft. on 1,000-

ft. leveL

MAJOR M. & M. (Walker)—Operations will be resumed but

will be conHned to Eureka property until flotation mill is in-

stalled.

MARTIN. BUTLER & PRICE (Tip Top)—Sold tungsten

property to Patch & Ingram, of Chicago, for $25,000, ore

shipped from Turkey station.

ALTO (Prescott)—F. C. Norman and D. C. Maclver ac-

oulrx-d this gold group In Thumb Buttes district, 8 ml. east of

Prescott: 50-ton ball mill to be Installed.

MONARCH (WlckcnburK)—Controlling Interest bought by

T R Jones, of Cart.rville.Ga.; copper and gold ores: water

for mill pumped 7 mi. from Hassayampa River.

CROWN KING TUN.NEL (Crown King)—Actual driving of

proposed 15.000-ft. tunnel under way; has opened copper ore.

Dr. F. A. Wheeler, Interested; see "Journal. Apr. 1. p. 660.

BRADSHAW REDUCTION (Crown Klng)--HoldlnK com-
pany of Randolph-Gemmlll Development Co. has taken oyer

Tiger Crown King and Wlldflower mines; ores will be treated

at Randolph-Gemmlll reduction plant.

Yuma Connty

FORTUNA (Yuma)—W. H. Enderton claims to have found

long lost lode of this famous old mine,

CACTUS QUEEN (Swansea)—Organization of Colorado and

Missouri men to develop 11'.. copper claims purchased from J.

C Tappan for $100,000: H. H. fiarsbee In charge.

PRIDE (Parker)—New hoist installed; shaft down 60 ft.

in 10-ft. copper orebody.
ZEROLITE-M.A.MMON (Parker) — Shipments copper-gold

ore going to smeltery at Garfield. Utah.

COBRITA MINES (Salome)—Shipped high-grade copper ore

from this group of 14 claims, east of Tank Pass. D. W. Hall

in charge.
BON\NZ\ IMPROVEMENT (Salome)—Incline down 100 ft.;

in gold'-copper ore; shipments begun. R. R. McDonald,
superintendent and principal owner.

EMPIRE (Parker)—Compressor and 12 drills being in-

stalled; will work Treasure Hill, a mountain 6 ml. north of
Parker, for gold and silver.

SWANSEA (Swansea)—Deal for sale of mine and smeltery
being held up bv leases on the mine held by W. J. Thomas
estate, which have about 9 months to run.

ARK.\XSAS
INTEREST IN OIL AND GAS DRILLING in Sebastian

County is increasing. Within a 10-mi. radius around Fort
Smith" 2!> wells are being drilled.

MANGANESE MINING is active in Independence County,
particularly around Pfeiffer. Batesville and Cushman. As
much as 10 cars has been shipped in a single week.

CALIFORNIA
Amador Connty

CONSOLIDATED .\MADOR (Sutter Creek)—Headframe in-

stalled and hoist tested. Collar sets placed ir old shaft and
being concreted. Pumps on ground; expect to begin pumping
about June 15.

Butte Connty
ROBINSON (Drift)—Under bond to J. A. Veatch and asso-

ciates of San Jose and Napa. Incline being sunk to intercept
old channel on west branch of Butte Creek. Same men devel-
oping the Royal Drift on Big Butte ridge.

SPRINGER AND MATHEWSON (Quartz)—These proper-
ties under bond to Harrv M. Thompson representing San Fran-
cisco capital. Ten men at work. Equipment consists of
steam shovel, capacitv 1.500 cu.yd. in 10 hr.. large crusher and
rolls to crush to 1-in. ring. Crushed ore is run through sluice

boxes to save coarse gold and samples carefully taken P'es-
ent operations are merely for sampling. The vein is about 300

ft wide and can be followed for miles through Butte County.
Preliminary results so good that concentrating plant is now
under construction.

Calaveras Connty
CROSSET (Angels Camp)—High-grade ore reported in this

old prospect. Dan Mackey is developing.

A.MERICAN GOLD DREDGING CO. (Comanche)—Third
gold dredge on Mokelumne River to be installed.

CALAVERAS COPPER CO. (Copperopolis)—Improvements
being made to flotation plant. Encouraging development in

lowest levels.

?fevnda County
NORTH STAR (Nevada City)—Telluride ore reported in the

Providence on 1,800 level. Believed to be an extension of

shoot the old Providence company worked on the 1,200.

San Bernardino Connty
EMPEROR (Nipton)—This group of G. H. Hamstadt. ad

joining old Copper World property, leased to Arthur Kunze
and Michael Conway. Three carloads of 24'-, copper ore and
six cars of 40'; zinc carbonate recently shipped.

PACIFIC MINES CORPORATION (Ludlow)—Has acquired
property of Roosevelt Mining Co. and Bagdad Chase Gold
Mining Co. About 300 acres, 9 mi. south of Ludlow. Opened
to depth of 300 ft.; more copper at depth. Fr.-uikW.Koyer
estimates 100.000 tons of $10 ore above 300-ft. level: also

200.000 tons of $5 ore. for which mill may be built. Mayor
James M. Curley, of Boston, is a director.

Sierra County
BLUE JAY (Downieville)—L. G. Higgins owner, struck

continuation of ledge which yielded rich pocket; taking out

ore.

FINNEY MINES, INC. (Downieville)—Permitted to sell 31,-

250 shares, par $1, to net 80c. for purchase of machinery anti

equipment.
CLEV1;LAND gold mining CO. (Sierra Citv)—Reorgan-

ization to elear title to Cleveland quartz mine being developed
under l.on.l, by R. G. Gillespie.

WILLi'TGHRY (Gold Valley)—Ore showing free gold be-

ing mine. I. Milling to be resumed. E. M. Farrell and asso-

ciates, of Downieville. owners.

ORO (r).)wnlevllle)—Work resumed. New tunnel being ru

to cut lo.le 100 ft. deeper than lowest workings and tap ricl

shoot of N'j. 3. Dr. G. P. Reynolds, of Alameda, developing
under bond. John Costa in charge.

Shasta Connty
GARFIKLD (Redding)—J. W. KiUlnger has bonded thi^

property in Old Diggings district and new tunnel will b(

driven 600 ft.

SHAST.\ NATIONAL COPPER CO. (Redding)—New corpor
atlon to develop mineral holdings In T. 34 N., R. 5 W., aboui
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1,000 acres adjoining Mammoth property. William H. Mc-Rwen. C. F. Brouillard, N. P. Fries. S. S. Norton, of RedUinij,
interested.

MAMMOTH (Kennett)—New sawmill installed at Stowell
mine m operation; capacity 7,000 ft. per day. Cottages, board-
ing- house, office and storehouses will be constructed; this camp
employs 60 men, and the Spread Eaple, 2 mi. distant, 35 men.
At the Friday-Lowden, new tunnel is in over 1,700 ft.; is 400
ft. lower than the No. ,5 main working level of the Mam-
moth. Company has 1,200 men on payroll.

Tuolumne County
CHILANO (Tuttletown)—High-grade gold ore encountered

after several months' development.
DUTCH-SWEENEY-APP (Jamestown)—Mill treating 200

tons daily. High-grade ore recently disclosed. M. J. Loring,
manager, recently advanced wages 25c. per shift.

COLUMBIA (Tuolumne)—Unwatering of 200-ft. double-
compartment shaft completed; shaft will be deepened to 1,000
ft. Old 10-stamp mill will be put in commission.

TARANTULA (Shawmut)—Operation resumed after long
period of idleness. Ex-Gov. Henrv T. Gage, of Los Angeles,
recently took over property and has interested S. C. Thomson
and associates of New York in this and adjoining properties.

RAWHIDE (Jamestown)—Water in shaft now at SOO level;
sampling and assaying above proving satisfactory. Mine con-
tains large body of low-grade ore. Lowest level l.SOO ft., and
shaft may be deepened. Operated by Silver Peak Mining Co,
John Mocine, manager.

COLORADO
Clear Creek County

BIG FIVE (Idaho Springs)—New tramway constructed to
connect portal of tunnel with Colorado & Southern Ry. tracks.

LONE STAR (Idaho Springs)—This Chicago Creek property
being unwatered; west drift from shaft will be advanced.
W. R. McClellan, manager.

IMPERIAL (Lamartine)—Being developed under lease by
Lindall & Eckberg through Money Musk shaft. Silver ore
opened in drift.

MINERAL CHIEF (Georgetown)—Being cleaned out and
retimbered preparatory to resumption. Moline tunnel will be
advanced. Tramway will be overhauled. Charles Lancaster,
superintendent.

RED OAK (Georgetown)^—Development on Democrat
Mountain resumed: Sceptre adit will be driven to connect with
Sunburst adit which enters mountain from other side at
slightly higher level. A .^hort raise will connect and provide
good ventilation. Raise will be extended from Sceptre adit
to old Astor mine.

Denver County
AMERICAN COAL REFINING CO. (Denver)—Plant will be

remodeled; cost of new machinery and ovens estimated $50,000.
Principal products are flotation oils, ammoniacal liquor, tar,
creosote and toluene.

Hinsdale County
NEVERSWEAT HILL was site of good discoveries recently.

Teams hauling ore from Gladiator, General Sherman and (3ood
Luck properties.

COLORADO-UTAH CO. (Lake City)—Operating old Golden
Fleece mine; flotation process being installed.

Lake County
GARBUTT (Leadville)—Leasers producing 150 tons daily.
LA PLATA (Leadville)—Work started on this California

Gulch property by W. E. Bowden Co.

Rio Grande County
,EL MONTE MINING AND MILLING CO. (Monte Vista)

—

Building dry-concentration mill on Guadaloupe group across
Alamosa River from Jasper. White auto-truck will haul
supplies 33 mi. between Jasper and Monte Vista. E. V. Busch,
superintendent.

San Mlsiiel County
TOMBOY (Telluride)—In May, crushed 14,000 tons, yielding

$47,400 in bullion and $65,000 in concentrates; expenses $63,-
100; operating profit, $49,300.

COLORADO M.A.NGANESE MINING AND SMELTING CO.
(Norwood)—Development resumed on property below Nor-
wood; ore hauled by "wagon to Placerville and shipped thence
to Ball Bros., of Muncie, Ind. James Belisle, manager.

Summit County
WASHINGTON (Breckenridge)—Mill will be remodeled;

ore being blocked out.

UTAH TUNNEL (Kokomo)—Leased to Leadville men; large
shoot zinc-sulphide ore opened.

HAMILTON (Breckenridge)—Repair of 750-ft. tunnel com-
pleted and driving resumed. New machinery, including a ball
mill, will be installed in mill.

PUZZLE (Breckenridge)—New mill will treat ore from
mine dumps, as well as production of Puzzle Leasing Co. This
company pushing development work and shipping lead-car-
bonate ore.

IDAHO
Shoshone County

PAWTUXENT (Wallace)—Crosscut from Rex workings
•encountered ore that has been drifted on for 700 ft.; 14 men
working. James F. Callahan, interested.
TAMARACK & CUSTER (Wallace)—Mine closed May 31.

Reported Northport smeltery crowded with ore. New mill
may be built across river from the Hercules.

HECLA (Burke)—Leased Federal 500-ton mill, formerly
used by the Stewart; mill will not be operated at capacity.
Contract for smelting reported renewed for one year with
International Smelting Co.

FOUR TIMBERS (Wallace)—New compressor being In-
stalled on this property adjoining Ray-Jefferson. Lower tun-
nel being driven. William Shannon, manager. CoUax, Wash.,
men interested.

MICHIGAN
Copper

MASS CONSOLIDATED (Mass)—In May, mined 978 carsof ore averaging 13 lb. In addition, five cars of mass andbarrel rock were sent direct to smeltery.

ton^^f'o>^^iofm7?,*'?'^i~'^''^,
production was over 110.000

L;. w,?£
'^'^'>'>'> tons in April. Seventh stamp head will

abo i m'i;;Ti^'Sf T ^^°V^ •'\;'»' ^^ .^i^hth head w/ll be ready
abont ^ 6 1 ...r,^'

August, when mill will be able to handliaoout .j.bOO tons of rock per day.
CALUMET & HECLA (Calumet)—The third of the newfurnaces at Hubbell will be handling copper this month Fur^nace will have capacity of from 150,000 to 200,000 lb every

hinJfL^f^V-
automatically operated. The 18 older snialler

ll"on'r'^R^VvT^l%^'' ^" «"'^'''"^- »hree on poor stamT^'c'k

Iron

nr^ur^l? 'Michigamme)—Regular shipments now being made
^Ippe ?^ "^f,^.'^

working in Michigamme field, also the onlyplace on the range where I monite ore is beine- minoVi TitiPortland is expected to commence operating soon
^

OLIVER (Ironwood)—Aurora's new shaft started- newPabst shaft will be started in about two months One wlMbe vertical and the other inclined; thev will riplace threeshafts now being used. All machinerv "will be operated bv
wood't'hls^yelr.^

company will spend about $l,000,SoO il,* Iron*-

MI.\NESOTA
Cuyuna Rnngre

MAHNOMEN (Ironton)—This optnpit property will make
;^firb^^^"adtn'iTr2M"gu^i?JI.

''^'''- ^"' "^^"'^ l^wo"Lh?v%1l

ting 40c. per unit for manganese content in excess of Is"FERRO (Manganese)—Record price for Cuyuna Range oresrecently obtained by Onahman Iron Co., operating thif mineShipment of 111.7 tons sold to Miami Products (?o. Chicago
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Vermilion Range
•^^^AIP^?^, (Ely)—Foundations completed for new eauin-ment at No. 5 shaft. Mining at new shaft will start soon

MISSOURI-ARKANSAS
Joplin District

f„-^'"^^^M^"^^?^^°^^^ (Joplin)—Purchased Meadow Larktract south of Duenweg and will develop. Drilling 11 y^arsago showed lead and silicate from 10 to 40 ft.
Jears

,
? ^JP^^^'^, (Joplin)—Installed new compressor jigssludge tables and boiler at Red Lion mine. Ground draik^dand mining begun. Have 75-ft. face of 2.50<> ore

°'^ainea

GIBSON & SCHERL (Joplin)—Paid $S,OOo'for 40-acre tractsouthwest of Duenweg, on which one shaft is going down-drilling recently showed good ore at about 200 ft
""""

y. S. SMELTIN(5—Has abandoned mine at Reeds, Mo and
^ ^^J^T.aa'^''^.?' '^ '"'M^ 'if.a'" Cardin. Okla.. recently hdughtfor $125,000, adjoining the Blue Goose, one of district's biggestmines; prospecting has indicated equally rich orebodj? It
is a 6% lease from the Indians.

Northern Arkansas
WINCHESTER (Rock Creek)—Will erect mill.
PHILLIPS (Yellville)—Machinery for new mill has arrived
SUMMIT HOME (Rush)—Crusher and jigs being installed.
SILVER RUN (Rush)—First concentrates shipped from

PARADISE (Dodd City)—Settles & Williams will erect
m.iU immediately.

MORNING S'TAR (Rush)—Two men killed and two injuredwhen slab fell June 3. Worst mining accident in history ofArkansas field.

MONTAN.V
Broadwater County

IRON MASK (Helena)—This lead mine on Indian Creek inHassett district will be reopened bv James Jobb. Opened to
350 ft. by shafts. Boiler and hoist on property.

Deer lyodee County
MONTANA RELIANCE GOLD MINES CO. (Southern Cross)—Sinking shaft to 300 ft., where crosscutting will be started

About 1,200 tons ore now on dump assaving $13.65 in gold
per ton. New 600-cu.ft. compressor and lieadframe to be in-
stalled.

Silver Bow County
ANACONDA (Butte)—During May companv's Washoeworks broke its previous record in production of copper with

total of 26.1100,000 lb. At Great Falls copper production was
about 4.000.000 lb. as against nearly double that amount in
April. Total tor both plants was about 31.000,000 lb, as
against 33,600.000 lb. in April. At the Emma mine, new hoist-
ing engine is in place and shaft sinking will begin soon
Development on 200. 400 and 600 levels has blocked out much
zinc ore and it is expected 400 tons per dav will be shipped
to Washoe concentrator as soon as completed.

NKV.VD.V
Esmeralda County

GOLDFIELD CONSOLID.\TED (Goldfteld)—Preliminarv re-
port for May gives net realization at $52,500 from 3!;,400
tons ore treated. Production was $214,500; operating ex-
penses $162,000.

Humboldt County
ANTIMONY AND SILVER MINES CO. (Battle Mountain)—Properties in Galena Cai)on include an antimonv group now

being worked with gasoline hoist. On the silver group, awhim is being installed. A. J. Weber, 305 Judge Bide., SaltLake City, Utah, president.
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LA TOSKA (Havden. via Oreana)—Main tunnel now in
2,800 ft. Now controlled bv Humboldt Consolidated Mining
Co.; Charles F. Champion. lOS So. La Salle St., Chicago, presi-
dent. John B. Newman, superintendent.

Lincoln County
PRINCE CONSOLIDATED (Pioche)—Shipped in May 13,800

tons; belowr recent average; attention diverted to mill con-
struction at Bullionville; milling to start in July.

Xye County
TONOPAH ORE PRODUCTION for week ended June 3 was

S77S tons valued at $183,264 compared with 9.400 tons for
week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Belmont, 3.052
tons; Tonopah Mining:. 2.100; Tonopah Extension. 1,S50; Jim
Butler, 7.50: West End. 566; Rescue-Eula, 151; Halifax, 198;
North Star. 68: miscellaneous. 43 tons.

KANSAS CITY-NEVADA CONSOLIDATED MINES CO.
(Bruner, via Luningr)—Acquired Phonolite Paymaster, Phono-
lite Silent Friend, Big Henry and Duluth Gold Mining Co.;
contemplate 50-ton mill, and 11-mi. pipe line to bring water
from lone Valley. R. E. Bruner, manager.
MIDWAY (Tonopah)—At No. 2 shaft, east and west drifts

on 800-ft. level continue in full face of quartz with en-
couraging assays. On 1,100-ft. level south crosscut being
driven. At No. 1 shaft 28 men working on leases with
weekly shipments going to West End mill.

Storey County
CRO'^'N POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—On 300 level of

Jacket, west crosscut cleaned out and repaired; 72 cars of ore
saved. No work below 300 level, account gas from recent fire.

UNION CON. (Virginia)—Ore extraction for week: From
2,400 level, 191 tons, $26.01: 107 tons, $44.25: from 2.500 level.

90 tons. $20.22. On 2,700 level north drift extended 34-ft. point,
face in quartz.

MEXICAN (Virginia)—On 2,500 level, north drift on west
cross-cut advanced to 46-ft. point, face in porphyry and quartz
of low assay. On 2.700 level, west crosscut advanced to 30-ft.
point, face in porphyry and quartz. Mexican mill received
388 tons custom ore, average value $31.67.

SIERRA NEVAD.\ (Virginia)—(5n 2,400 level, sampling old
stope near south boundary and preparing to open old east
crosscut. On 2,500 level, south drift advanced 3 ft. in low-
grade ore. Winze in No. 1 stope sunk and timbered to 90-ft.
point, bottom in quartz.

White Pine County
CONSOLID.^TED COPPER5IINES CO. (Kimberly)—John

M Callow is reporting to directors on the advisability of re-
modeling old Giroux mill and installation of flotation process.
Four churn drills have been operating since February with
favorable results.

NEW JERSEY
NORTH AMERICAN COPPER CO. (56 Vanderbilt Ave.,

New York)—Purchased tract on Newark meadows and will
erect plant for manufacture of copper products.

XEW MEXICO
Grant County

CARLISLE (Steeplerock)—Orebody, running high in gold,
silver, copper and lead, discovered in unmapped old work-
ings at bottom of 137-ft. winze from 500-ft. level: deposit
developed bv two crosscuts from 300-ft. tunnel. New concen-
trator running satisfactorily. Electric-light plant installed;
camp has 300 inhabitants.

AL'STIN COPPER (Tyrone)—New organization to work
high-grade continuation of mineral zone of Burro Mountain
Copper Co. Capitalized at $1,500,000. shares SlOO each: in-
corporators T. J. Findlev, Charles Biesel, and J. W. Crowders,
Robert Krakauer. W. E. Arnold, Wilber Judson, all of El
Paso, and John M. Wiley, of Silver City, statutory agent. Leas-
ers have been shipping from property.

Socorro County
SOCORRO MINING AND MILLING (Mogollon)—Treating

over 200 tons daily, with production of about 2 tons of gold
and silver bullion per month.

CLIFTON (Mogollon)—Oaks Co., of Alma, recently took
bond on southerly half of this property from Socorro. Opera-
tions W'll be increased and ore shipped to Socorro mill.

PACIFIC (Mogollon)—Shaft at this property, recently op-
tioned to Socrro. is beinir retimber^-d and other preparations
made for extensive production. Aerial tramway to Socorro
mill will be completed in 60 days, when from 50 to 75 tons of
ore will be shipped daily.

TENNESSEE
THE OLD "SCHOOL PROPERTY," it was voted at last

election, will be leased to William Young Westervelt, 17
Madison Square East, New York, and will be diamond drilled.
Ducktown Copper, Sulphur and Iron Co. not interested, as
reported. Property is south of Burra Burra mine of Tennessee
Copper Co. and west of Mary mine of the Ducktown company.

IT.\H
Juab County

TI.VTIC SHIPMENTS for week ended June 2 were 241 cars.

EUREKA MINES (Eureka)—To be opened at depth by
drifts from the 1,500, 1,300, 900 and 600 levels of the Gemini.

NEW BULLION (Eureka)—This property In north Tintlc
is being worked under lease by J, C. Dick. Five cars lead-
zinc ore shipped.

GEMINI (Eureka)—May shipments 2.200 tons. The Ridge
& Vallev, being develoiied through this property, shipped 4
cars, netting about $6,000.

Garfield County
GREEN & FAGERGREN (Coyote)—Have leased Utah

Antimony Co.'s mine at Antimony. Began milling on May 21;
heads 15'', Sh; recovery about 95",. Ore opened by former op-
erators aljout 150 ft. above bottom of caflon: ore face widen-
ing at depth. About 20 men working. Ltssces experienced
mill operators, formerly with Butte & Superior and At-
water mill In Montana; have otnces at 218 Kearns BldK.. Salt
Lake City.

Salt Lake County
SELLS (Alta)—Ore hauling begun. Over 200 tons accumu-

lated. Ore opened in K.P. ground, recently acquired.

SOUTH HECLA (Alta)—About 75 tons being shipped daily
from 250 and 350 levels. Development being done on the 500.

BOSTON DEVELOPMENT (Salt Lake)—During May, 350
tons were shipped, from 1,700-ft. level. Operating old Max-
field mine.
UTAH APEX (Bingham)—April profits estimated at $140.-

000, exceeding recently declared dividend of $132,000. March
profits were $107,000.

UT.\H COPPER (Garfield)—Directors appropriated $2,500,-
000 for enlargement of milling capacity. Present copper
production about 170,000,000 lb. per annum.

SALT L.\KE POWER AND WATER (Salt Lake)—Com-
pany formed to drive tunnel running southeasterly three
miles from western slope of the Wasatch and ending at Max-
field mine. Here tunnel will be 2.000 ft. below surface, and
will give 3,900 ft. on dip of the beds. Company will even-
tually take over Boston Development.

FORTUNA (Bingham)—Sold by Simon Bamberger to Leroy
Eccles. of Ogden. and associates for $250,000; there are 150
acres of patented ground, and 12,000 ft. of workings: adjoins
the Ohio Copper and the Dalton & Lark. Ore is heavy sul-
phide, carrying copper. There is also some lead-silver ore
Several veins on porphyry-quartzite contact and in quartzite
itself.

Summit County
P\RK CITY SHIPMENTS for week ended June 2 amounted

to 4.921.395 lb.

KEYSTONE (Park City)—New compressor and electric
machinery will soon be installed and shaft sinking begun.

JUDGE MINING AND SMELTING (Park City)—New steel
headframe at Anchor shaft is in commission. Excavation for
new zinc plant is in progress.

McFADDEN & ERICKSON (Park City)—Recently com-
pleted mill on Silver Creek began operating May 31. Six
tables making lead-zinc concentrate.

NEW QUINCY (Park City)—Work carried on through the
Daly West, showing favorably. Shipments for week ended
June 2, made from the new strike, amounted to 128 tons,

VIRGINIA
.\ugusta County

KENNEDY (Lipscomb)—This manganese mine, formerly
operated by Steel Ores Co. of Virginia, has been taken over
by Manganese Products Co., 35 Wall St., New York.
""~CRlMOR.\ (Crimora)—Readjusting mill; one-half in opera-
tion turning out carload of washed ore daily. Opencutting
with 2-cu.yd. Cable Excavator Co. dragline bucket. William
L, Hogg, manager.

Campbell County
PIEDMONT MANG.\NESE CORPORATION (Lynchburg)

—

Mine and mill purchased by Jlessrs. Van Ness, Herrmance and
others. Preparation being made to bring daily mill capacity
up to 200 tons of washed ore. Henry Mace Payne, consult-
ing engineer, 233 Broadway. New York.

WISCONSIN
Zinc-Lead District

TIFFANY (Platteville)—Plans 150-ton mill at Potosi.

BELL (Platteville)—The 100-ton mill will be completed
by July.

M. & .\. (Platteville)—New mill will be in operation about
July 1 at Rewey.

VANDEVENTER (Benton)—Roy Coulthard and others
have organized Greater Mining Co. to reopen this old producer

WEST END (Platteville)—Incorporated by D. J. Gardner
and partners to develop prospect on Louis Weigle farm. 4H
mi. southwest of Platteville; small milling plant will be built

WICKS (Mineral Point)-—This new company has let con-
tract to C. C. Mathey to move Liverpool mill at Mineral Point
to its prospect at Linden. C. J. Fawkes, Mineral Point, presi-
dent.

CANADA
Ontario

AGUANICO (Cobalt)—Under option to the Coniagas; now

C.\.V.\D1AN COPPER CO. (Copper Cliff)—Will spend $250,
000 on new dwelling houses at Copper Cliff and at the Creigh
ton mine; also about $300,000 in additions to hydro-electrit
plant.

MclNTYRE (Porcupine)—Directors of Mclntyre, Mclntyr*
Extension and Jupiter companies considering amalgamation
The Mclntyre holds stock control of the two others, but wltl
recent promising developments a complete amalgamation con
sidered advisable.

DOME (Porcupine)—Costs for May; Mining and hoisting
79c.; development, 60c.; crushing and conveying, 8c. ; milling
72c.; general expense. 27c., making a total of $2.46 a ton
understood to cover all charges including depreciation. Ton
nage milled was 39.400 tons. Three new 8-tt. Hardinge bal
mills ordered to replace stamps.

COLl'MRIA
CERTTGUE DREDGING CO.—William H. Houston, of Rec

Bank, New Jersey, U. S. A., was appointed receiver on Ma>
22 for thi^i company having placer property on Ccrtigu*
River In department of Choco.

ANGLO-COLOMBIAN DEVELOPMENT C"). (Andagoya
via Buenaventura)—This company estopped ( -i May 29 fron
operating its dredge on Condoto River; Injuiut on obtained b>
Henry C. Granger, who claims gold-platinum ground In

which diedi^'e was operating.
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Coppe

Metal Markets

NEW YORK—June 14

The reactionary tendency in all the metals continued, with,
however, a far better undertone in copper than in anything
else. The outstanding feature of the week was the extraor-
dinary dullness, the transactions in both copper and spelter
being unusually light.

3er, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—The principal producers reported no business and
scarcely any inquiry. One firm bid for a round lot for export
had to be refused, owing to time conditions, not by reason of
inability to supply the copper, but owing to impossibility of

getting the freight room at just the time necessary.
Incidentally, it may be remarked that foreign buyers are

now more independent, and intimate that they will cancel
contracts if the stipulated time for shipment is not conformed
to exactly. This imposes another element of chance upon
the exporter, and without doubt reflects the increasing ease of

the metal situation abroad. Also it may be reniarked that
ocean freight rates are becoming easier, although still very
high. The present cost of putting copper in Europe is esti-

mated at about Ic. per lb., whereof %c. is for freight.

Returning to the subject of the domestic market, copper
for July and August delivery was easily to be had. In the
absence of transactions quotations are necessarily based on
offers to sell and therefore are more or less nominal. The
market appeared to be on the basis of aljout 27c.. net cash.

New York. Futures were offered at 26c.. or slightly higher.

Copper Exports from Atlantic ports June 1-10 were heavy,
reaching a total of 12.807 tons. Exports from Baltimore for

the past week included 1,400.332 lb. copper to Great Britain;

2,521,799 lb. to France.

Copper Sheet!* are unchanged at 37.5c. for hot rolled and
38.5c. for cold rolled. Copper wire is 32i^(g)33c. per lb. for

large lots at mill.

Ai-sible Stocks o( Copper in Europe June 1 were: Great
Britain. 2.792; France. 3.770: afloat from Chile, 3,000; afloat

from Australia, 4.100; total. 13.662 gross tons, or 30.602.880 lb.

This is a decrease of 46 tons from the May 15 report.

Tin—There was a fair business, mostly in futures. The
market fluctuated more or less in conformity with the market
in London.

Visible Stoeli.s of Tin May 31. including tin afloat: London,
7.834; Banka and Billiton. 4.505; United States, excluding
Pacific ports. 7.275: total. 19.614 gross tons; a decrease of

125 tons from Apr. 30, but an increase of 4,968 tons over May
31 last year.

Lead—Business in this metal was less than in the previous
week, although several lots of pretty good size were reported
sold. There was again considerable perplexity respecting
prices, the principal producer maintaining its prices un-
changed, and doing some business, while all of the outside
producers were cutting prices. On June 14 a round lot was
sold at 6.70c., New York, and another of almost the same size

was done at 6.55c., St. Louis. The trade is looking for a fur-
ther cut by the A. S. & R. Co., to be made soon.

Spelter—The business in spelter was extraordinarily light.

and in the absence of reported transactions of significance
our quotations are nominal, based on offerings, representing
the average of the market as nearly as we can determine.
The certain thing is that the market became distinctly weaker
during the week on offerings by small producers, reselling
consumers and traders. The large producers in general stood
aloof, realizing their inability to dispose of tonnages at any-
thing but such concessions as they did not like to contem-
plate. The market was, therefore, free from general pressure,
although there were signs of pressure from certain quarters.

At the close, June spelter was offered at 12V4c., July at 12c.,

third-quarter at 11 Vic, fourth-quarter at 10>,4c., and last half
of the year at lie. At those prices there were sellers but
not buyers, save for occasional nibblers. Producers were
apparently desirous of selling all they could for the last half
of the year at lie. or as near that as they could get.

Under the provisions of the Trading With the Enemy
Amendment Act, 1916, the British Board of Trade has made

an order determining all contracts between the Zinc Corpora-
tion and Aron Hirsch & Sohn.

The Sulphide Corporation Intends to exercise its option to
purchase the property of the Central Zinc Co.. and will
increase the capacity of the smeltery at Seaton Carew, which
when enlarged will have capacity for smelting 30,000 tons
of ore per annum.

Zinc SheetM are easier. The base price was reduced on
June 13 to $20 per 100 lb., f.o.b. Peru. 111., less 8% discount.

Other Metals

Antimony—There has been no change in the stagnant
cond'tion of the market. Prices have been continually shaded
without bringing out any business except on Monday, when

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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there were some transactions which, however, had no effect on
the market. The rumored foreign government orders, amount-
ing to between 400 and 500 tons, have not been placed and no
bids "were made, the representatives being content to "wait

for further recessions in price. Spot is quoted at 21c. per lb.

Shipment from China within one month is quoted nominally
at lS'gl9c. per lb., c.i.f. New York, duty unpaid.

AlnDiinam—Contract deliveries are a little slower, and
outside supplies are limited. Prices have hardened a little,

and quotations are now 59 @ 61c. per lb. for No. 1 ingots. New
York.

Nickel—The market continues steady with about the same
amount of domestic business as usual and with some demand
for export. Quotations are 4D'ffo0c. per lb. for ordinary
forms, according to size and terms of order. Electrolytic

nickel brings 5c. per lb. premium.

Qnicksilver continues weak and business rather slow. The
New York quotation is $6S per flask of 75 lb. for large lots;

$6S(?f"0 for smaller orders. There are reports that these
prices have been shaded down as low as $65. San Francisco
reports by telegraph ?70 per flask on a quiet market. London
price is unchanged at £16 10s. per flask, which is considerably

above New York. There are reports of some imports at New
York from Mexico and South America, but they have been
small lots only.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

NE\V YORK—June 14

Gold imports from Canada continue, the total amount re-

ceived on this movement being now nearly $49,000,000 It

is understood that the gold reserve held at Ottawa is largely

gold from the Transvaal, which reaches Canada through
Pacific ports.

Transvaal gold production in May is reported by cable at

777.6S1 oz.. which is 23,009 oz. more than in April, and 14.133

oz. more than in May. 1915. For the five months ended May 31

the total was 3,652.768 oz. in 1915, and 3,870,103 oz.—or $79,-

995,029—in 1916; an increase of 217,335 oz. this year.

Platlnnm continues quiet with small transactions only, and
no considerable change in conditions. Prices are a little

easier, $77 ©79 per oz. being quoted for refined platinum.

Hard metal is $4@6 higher, according to quality.

The Board of General Appraisers has decided that wire
made of a platinum-rhodium alloy is not free as platinum, but
is subject to duty as an unenumerated wire product.

Silver—The market continues to decline, owing to less

competition among buyers, and to sales made on China ac-

count, in some way connected with the poor export situation
and low exchanges.

Mexican dollars have been quoted in New York, June 8,

at 48^@53»4c.; June 10, at 49@54c.; June 12 at 49%'§'55c.;
June 13 and 14 at iS%@5ic. The range is rather unusual.

EXPORTS .\XD IMPORTS
Exports of Copper from the United States for April and the

four months ended Apr. 30 are reported by the Department of
Commerce as follows, in pounds:

April Four Months
Ore and concentratea, contents 366,741 l,2S4.g60
Blister and black copper 3,015,0i5
Refined, ingoU, bare, etc 43,391,756 207,261.733
Plates and sheet* 686.656 6,180.287
Wire 2,430,371 7,777,975
Old and scrap 11,986 28,062

Total, lb 46.887,510 225,518,032
Manufactures of copper, value Jl ,043,801 $4,724,452

The actual tonnage of ore and concentrates exported In

April was 33,217 tons ore, 10,218 tons concentrates and 1,394

tons matte.

Importu of Copper for April and the four months ended
Apr. 30 are reported by the Department of Commerce as be-
low, in pounds:

Imports: April Four Mentha
Ore and concentrates, contents 11,508,841 48,702,395
Matte, contents 1,374,602 8,383,147
Unrefined, blister, eU 27,065,079 94,579,304
Refined, bars, plates, etc 1,918.332 2,498,490
Composition, copper chief value 81„582 2.33,1.'}4

Old and scrap 861,058 3,591,813

Total, lb 42,810,094 157.988,283
Copper manufactura, value $4,105 $15,808

Actual tonnage of copper-bearing material imported In

April was 33,217 tons ore, 19,218 tons concentrates and 1,394

tons matte. The net exports of copper In all forms were 67,-

529,749 lb. for the four months. Of the Imports 96% were In

ore, matte and blister copper.

Imports of Lend in all forms in April and the four months
ended Apr. 30 are reported as below by the Department of
Commerce, in pounds:

Four
April Months

Lead in ore 3,243,475 9.133.451
Lead in base bullion 142,374 13,792.289

Lead, metallic 2,267,735 2,543,659

The actual quantity of ore was 18,213 tons, of which 10,076
tons were from Mexico. The base bullion was nearly all

from Mexico.

Zinc eind Lead Ore Markets
PL.iTTEVILLE, AVIS.—Jnne 10

The base price paid this \veek for zinc ore was $77@78
per ton for top grades, down to $70 base for medium grades.
The base price paid for SO^r lead ore was $84 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED JUNE 10
Zinc Lead Sulphuf

Ore. Lb. Ore, Lb. Ore, Lb.
Week 5,258,000 235.700 573,600
Year 103,684,000 3,811,930 26,769,700

Shipped during week to separating plants, 5,598,000 lb. zinc

ore.

JOPLIN, MO June 10

Blende, high price, $92.10; per ton 60% zinc, premium ore,

$90; medium, $S5@75; lower grades, $70; calamine per ton
40% zinc, $65@55; average selling price, all grades of zinc,

$78.66 per ton. Lead, high price, $85; base, $92.50@82.50 per
ton 80% metal content; average selling price, all grades of
lead, $82.34 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED JUNE 10

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Totals this week.. 12,547,220 510,430 2.693.700 $624,527
Totals this year... 320,830,720 26,545,560 54,994,260 $19,545,960

Blende value, the week. $499,510; 23 weeks, $17,071,230.

Calamine value, the week, $14,180; 23 weeks, $972,370.

Lead value, the week. $110,880; 23 weeks, $2,501,760.

It is estimated the mixup arising from the strike of hoister-

men restricted the output of the Webb City and Duenweg
mines one-third, failing to have any effect in other parts of

the district. All mines desiring have put on nonunion men
and are running undisturbed. A number are taking advantage
of low ore prices to overhaul old and add new equipment.

OTHER ORES
Mansanese Ore continues strong, but it is difRcult to give

quotations, as most deliveries of imported and domestic ores

ar& on contract. The nearest available prices are 75® 85c.

per unit for Brazilian and Indian ores.

TunK.sten Ore is very quiet. Holders are not now pressing
sales and only small business has been done, at about $32@36
per unit for ore running 55 to 65% WO3. There has been no
resumption of general buying.

Antimony Ore has been sold during the week at $2.50 per
unit for immediate deliverj-, but the demand is falling off.

Iron Trade Review
NEW YORK—Jnne 14

The iron and steel trade show but little change from
the last report. It is an accepted fact that domestic orders
are being held back, the high prices and the probable delay
in deliveries being the determining factors. Thus many build-
ing projects are held in suspense or are waiting until condi-
tions are better.

Pig iron outside of the steel works continues slow and
sales are on a moderate scale. Southern iron is being pushed
for sale to some extent. Much of this is due to holders of
speculative iron who are beginning to be desirous, perhaps
anxious, to realize on their holdings.

Exports from Baltimore for the week included 1,101 tons
pig iron; 2,498 tons old rails and 1,970 tons barbed wire to

Italy; 13,124 tons steel rails and 622 tons rail Joints to

France; 2,491,421 lb. bars, 946,600 lb. wire rods and 112,000 lb.

wire to Oreat Britain.

The I nited Staten Steel Corporation reports the total un-
filled ordirs on book. May 31, at 9,937,798 tons of material; an
increase of 108,247 tons over Apr. 30, making a new record.

Plsr-Iron Production—The reports of the blast furnaces,
as coUecti cl and published by the "Iron Age," show that on
June 1 there were 321 coke and anthracite furnaces in blast
having an aKgregate dally capacity of 108.400 tons; a decrease
of 700 ton.s from May 1. Making allowance for the charcoal
furnaces the total make of pig iron in May was 3.386,000

gross tons; for the five months ended May 31 It was 16,364,800
tons. Of this total 11,533,900 tons, or 70.5%, were made by
the furnace.s owned or operated by steel companies. The
May production was at the rate of over 40,000,000 tons a year.
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PITTSBURGH—June 13

While the steel market has continued to grow quieter in

general, there is still a great deal of activity in some direc-
tions, particularly in the export line. Although fully 500,000
tons of shell steel was placed with mills in May there have
been moderately heavy bookings since the first of this month
and there is still fairly large inquiry. The Steel Corporation
is understood upon good authority to have received orders for
no less than 175,000 tons of barb wire from Russia, while a
relatively small tonnage was placed with independents. There

a moderate volume of buying in the domestic market for
early deliveries of various steel products, while there is some
contracting for bars, plates and shapes for late deliveries,

most of the contracts requiring specifications to be filed dur-
ing the fourth quarter, although delivery is not promised
before the next quarter.

On account of heavy production, and by reason of a slight

slowing down in the rate of specifying against current con-
tracts, the large mills are able occasionally to offer some
relatively early deliveries, and the premiums hitherto paid
to smaller mills for prompt shipments are dwindling. Prompt
plates, however, still command 3.75c.

Even with as dull a market as anyone expects the steel

market should remain very strong for several months, while
with a moderate amount of buying during the next few months
the position should be secure throughout the year.

Most members of the trade were surprised by the Steel

Corporation showing a gain in unfilled obligations during
May of 108,247 tons, as the state of the market in the month
would have suggested a loss. It appears that the gain was
caused by heavy export orders, chiefiy of war material, rein-

forced by some rail business that was virtually closed before

the $5 advance of May 1. but was formally entered during

May. A decrease in .Tune is generally expected.

More miners are returning to work in the Pittsburgh coal

district, pending a settlement of the difficulties growing out

Df the recent scale settlement, and fully one-third the union

mines in the district are operating. The steel mills have paid

as high as $2 to $2.75, delivered, for coal, but are not buying
this week.

Pie Iron—The local market is extremely quiet in all direc-

tions, except that there is continued good demand for bessemer

for export, and in some quarters this is expected eventually

to cause the market to advance on bessemer and other grades.

Domestic demand is very light but furnaces are maintaining

prices. We quote: Bessemei-, $21; basic and malleable, $18.25

@1S.50; foundry, $18.50; forge, $18, f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c.

higher delivered Pittsburgh. Pig iron is being produced at

the rate of 40.000.000 tons a year and the rate is likely to de-

crease, rather than increase, owing to hot weather.

Steel—The market is fairly strong. Mills are offering odd

lots of soft steel, as they find optn capacity, at $40@42, for

either billets or sheet bars and would probably name similar

prices on a round tonnage for extended delivery. The mills

have been selling ail the discard b-llets arising in the manu-
facture of shell steel that the market would absorb, as such

steel can be used only by certain consumers, and there are

now large accumulations, perhaps exceeding 200,000 tons.

This will have to be reserved for future consumption as the

industries can absorb it, or be used by the mills as scrap.

FERROAL,L.OYS

Spieeelelsen is in better supply and is quoted $60@65 per

ton at furnace for 20';c. and about $701575 for prompt delivery.

FerroMllicon is unchanged at $S3@S5 at furnace for 50%.

Bessemer ferrosilicon is from $33 per ton for 10% up to $43

for 16 Tf. at furnace.

ForroniiinKnnese—Demand for prompt ferromanganese con-

tinues very light. Occasional sales of prompt and July are

made at $250. The contract price remains at $175. with 1917

deliveries offered.

The production of ferromanganese and spiegeleiscn in the

United States in May was 35,844 tons; for the five months

.ended May 31 it was 69,411 tons in 1915. and 145,837 tons in

1916; an increase of 76,426 tons this year.

Imports of ferromanganese into the United States in April

were 6 497 gross tons; for the four months ended Apr. 30 they

were 25.898 tons.

S.VII,T STE. MARIE C.IN.VL TRAFFIC

The freight passing through the Sault Ste. Marie Canals in

May was 12,293.476 net tons, an increase of 4,944.909 tons

over May. 1915. For the season to June 1 the total tonnage

was: East bound. 11.319.403 net tons; west bound, 3. 189. 435;

total, 14,508,838 tons, an increase of 5,725,536 tons over last

year. The total number of vessel passages this year was

3.913, showing an average cargo of 3,701 tons. The mineral

freights included in the totals were in net tons except salt,

which is given in barrels:

1913 1916 Chao«<«
Anthracite 378,221 3.52,108 D. 26,113
Bituminous coal 1.397,902 2,581,1.50 1.1.183.248
Iron orr- 5,318,633 9,019,862 1.3.701.229
Pig and manufactured iron 46,901 44.309 D. 2,392
Copper 28.118 13.423 D. 14.693
Salt, bbl 147,301 179,882 I. 32,581

Of the total number of vessels 2,969 passed through the
United States canal and 944 through the Canadian canal

IRO\ ORE
Lake iron ore continues strong, though there is little pres-

ent activity in the market, most contracts being closed for the
season. Shipments are moving quickly, many furnaces taking
ore direct from the boats, so that unloading to docks is quite
light.

Shipments of ore by ports for the season to June 1 are
reported by the Cleveland "Iron Trade Review" as below, in

gross tons:

Port. 1915 1916 Changes
Escanaba 528..50r, 1.443.400 I. 914,83(
Marquette IS3..i(i3 014.813 I. 431.448
Ashland 557.r>li5 1.102,893 I. 543.228
Superior 851.0M 1,933,681 I. 1.082.617
Duluth 2.149.310 3.209.325 I 1,060.015
Two Harbors 1.246.222 1.803,879 I. 557,657

Total 5,516,192 10.107,991 1.4.591.799

The total increase this year was 83.2^^. The May ship-
ments were the largest ever reported in a single month.

COKE
Coke production in the Connellsville region for the week

is reported by the "Courier" at 431.872 net tons; shipments.
431.235 tons. Shipments of Greensburg and Upper Connells-
ville districts, 40,820 tons.

ConnelUville—Prompt furnace coke commanded $2.75 all

last week but this week the market is easier, with sales at

$2.40 and ample supplies available at $2.50. Pressure for

prompt coal has abated on account of more miners returning
to work in the Pittsburgh district. Two second-half contracts
have lately been closed, one for about 20,000 tons a month of

particularly good grade, at $2.G5, and another for a smaller
tonnage at about the same price. Operators are not asking
above $2.75 and negotiations now pending are likely to result

in contracts at less. We quote: Spot furnace, $2.40@2.50;
contract, $2.50@2.75; spot foundry. $3@3.50; contract, $3.50.

per net ton at ovens.

Anthracite Shipments in May are reported at 5,547.899

gross tons, being 1,019.115 ton3 mori' than in April, but 250.-

062 tons less than in May. 1915. For the five months ended
May 30 the total shipments were 26,378.266 tons in 1915. and
27.784.690 tons in 1916; an increase of 1.306.484 tons, or 5"";,

this year.

Chemicals

NEW YORK—June 14

The general markets are again quieter, although current

demand is strong and deliveries on contract are heavy. New
business, however, has been rather light.

Ar.>ienic—Demand is rather slow, but there is no pressure

to sell, and hardly any change in prices. Current quotations

are $6.25® 6.50 for spot, according to size of order; $6 per

100 lb. for futures.

Copper Sulphate—Exports have been lighter and the mar-

ket is easier, sales being made at $14@15 per 100 lb. for

carload lots for prompt delivery.

Nitrate of Soda—Business has been fair for the season, and

prices are steady at $3.10 per 100 lb. for spot. Futures are

i?tronger. $3.10@3.20 per 100 lb. being asked for forward posi-

tions.

Pyrites—Arrivals at Baltimore for the week included 3.583

tons iron pyrites from Seville. Spain.

Sulphur—The market is firm, with an active demand, and

prices are strong. $35 per ton being asked for spot and $30

per ton for futures.

PETROI.EIJI

Exports of mineral oils from the United 8tat.s in .^prll

were 156.170.113 gal., being 13.415.523 gal. less than in April.

1H15. For the four months ended Apr. 30 the total exports

were 634,775 054 gal. in 1915. and 725.424.918 gal. in 1916; an

increase of 90.649.864 gal., or 14.3':; this year.

According to a recent report the production of the Baku

oil fields in Russia was 573.000.000 poods—or 69.000.000 bbl. cf

.42 gal.—in 1915; an increase of 2.000,000 bbl. over the previou,-.
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N. Y. EXCH. June 13i BOSTON EXCH June 13

Assessmenta

Company
1
Delinq. Sale ' Amt.

Advance. Mont Jxrne 15 July
Algomab. Mich May IS

Alpha, Xev June 7 June
Arbroath, Wash June 1 July

Best & Belcher. Xev June 9 June
Blue Bell. Ida July S Aug.
Bullion. Ida July 10 July

Cedar Creek. Ida July S Aug.
Central Eureka. Call! June 10 July
Challenge. Xev June 12 July
Coeurd'Alene Antimony, Ida. June 3

Confidence, Nev iJune 23 July
East Hercules Ext.. Ida play 1 July

Emerald, Utah 'June 15 July
Enterprise, Ida 'May 20 June
Fortuna, Utah 'June 1.5 July

Friend, Ida 'June 3D July

Giant, Ida June 16 Jul.v

Goldstrike Bon., Utah June 15 July

Idaho & Los Angeles, Ida ... June 2 July

Imperial, Ida June 12 July
Independence, Itia July 8 July
Laclede, Ida July 3 July
Leonora, Utali. June 20 July
Liberty. Utah June 15 July
National, Ida June 2 July
North Franklin, Ida June 19 July
North Lake, Mich June 14

Old Veteran, Ida iJuly S .Aug.

Ophir, Nev June IS.July

Phedora. Ida May 9 July
Rio Grande, Nev June 22|July
Rob Roy, Ida June 10 July
Rockford, Ida Jtme 30 July
Roosevelt. Utah June 1 July
Silver Pick, Nev July 5: Aug.
Silver Star, Ida June u'july
Sonora, Ida June 5 June
Sunset, Ida June 3 June
Swansea, Utah July 10 .Aug.

Tarbox, Ida May c> June

15 S3. 005
.. 1.00
2S 0.03

1 0.002
2S 0.05
5 002

31 0.01
5 0.01

14 0.05
7 05

.. 0.01
14 0.10

3| 0.0015
8 0.0033

20 001
S 0.005

20 0.002
17 0.003
1.5 0.01

1 005
12 0.005
29 0.001
25 0.003
11 00.')

3 005
3 0.02
8 0.005

. 1 00
5 . 002
6 0.05
I 005

22 0.002
10 002
21 002

1 0.02
14 0.01
1 0,002

30 0.004
24 002

1 0.0025

Uvada, Nev..
Wallace, Ida.

.
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DriM- e\inidl T©o]l--Slhig\rpeiniiLinig Slhiop
at tlhe Copper Q^eeim Mamie

SYNOPSIS—Central shop far tin- .ihurpindinj of

drill and tool steel designed as a result of extended

time study and efficiency work. Central shops sup-

lily drills for four different shafts situated 2,600

to 3,800 ft. apart. Shop handles and sharpens over

1,200 pieces of steel and tools per day. Detailed

cost of sharpening given for different items of ex-

pense. Cost of making up new steel and time re-

quired for each and the number of sharpeners and

helpers engaged. Interesting application of a mir-

ror to a drill sharpener to enable the operator to

see the bit ivhich he is forming, which ordinarily is

obscured Jii/ llie const nictinri of Ihc niiirhiiic.

The productive area of the Warreu dit;trict, Arizona,

is wide and comparatively sliallow. Many shafts are

therefore needed, for convenient access to working j)laces.

At the Copper Queen six are now in operation. In 1908,

when ore hoisting was centralized, the lilacksmith shops

at each shaft were abandoned in favor of the large and

more convenient quarters which formed a part of the

central shops then newly built. Drills and tools were

still sharpened at the different shafts. A Holbrook

power sharpener was operated ou two shifts, the other

sharpeners only ou one. Frequently there were enough

picks, tools etc., to keep a man or two for hand woik on

night shift as well as day.

The only advantage of several local shops close to the

work is that transportation on the surface is not required.

The objections to that arrangement arise from the num-
ber of shops in operation. In every shop there must be

enougli workmen to carry the peak load, but upon an
ordinary day at least a fraction of one man's time is

wasted. In a central shop with, for instance, four times

as nnicli work as the small shop, the fluctuations in the

flow of work are not so extreme, and the excess of labor

should be one-fourth or less of that needed in four sep-

arate shops, and a more complete equipment can be

afforded, from which there will be a saving of labor. Bet-

ter supervision can be secured, and thus the standard of

work for speed and quality of sharpening and tempering

iNTiJumu OF .sii.\i;i'i:\-i\ii siioi-, simwTx.; row i:xtkxt aiu:ani;kmi:xt of EQUIPMENT
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should be higher. When it was decided to equip a cen-

tral shop, a site was selected nearest to the center of

gravity of the work.

Steel and tools are transported on the surface by motor
truck and pass through the same shafts as before, with

minor exceptions due to changes in oi>erating conditions.

A direct road connect** the shafts, the distances between

them being as follows : Czar to Gardner shaft. 3,800 ft.

;

Holbrook to Gardner shaft, 2,650 ft. ; Gardner to Lowell

shaft. 2.850 ft. ; Gardner to Sacramento sha't, 3,250 ft.

The general arrangement of the shop is shown in Pig. 1.

All day-shift work, underground and surface, stops at

3 : 30 p.m. At that time the truck begins to collect dull

tools from the shafts, which are raised before the end of

the shift, and replaces them with others ready sharpened

from the shop.

Upon reaching the shop with dull tools, the truck is

backed on turnsheet A, Fig. 1, and a rough seiJaration of

ir^

KOtOFKlOO

SUDeSUPJffW

STACK

FIG. 1. GENERAL .\RR.\NGEMEXT OF CE.NTKAL DRILL SHOP

All the machine-drill steel from a division

proper car, standing on one of the tracks

tools is made,

is put into its

at B, or which may be run out on the turnsheet behind

the truck. The picks are taken from the side of the

truck and placed in the dull-pick racks, and the miscel-

laneous tools, of which there are not many, are dumped

on the floor near forge G. A list of tools and steel from

the division is made out by the tool nipper for the truck

driver, who turns it over to the shop foreman.

Most of tlie work is done at three oil forges, E, E' and

/T—the first two for drill steel and the third for picks.

The coke forge G is for miscellaneous tools. Tlie forge

E' is not ordinarily in continuous use for sharpening steel,

but is used for shanking new and old Leyner steel, etc.,

and for other repairs.

The tools sliarpened are of the following classes: 11/4-

in. hollow steel (with bits of five sizes for five lengths of

steel); 1-in. solid cross steel (with bits of four sizes);

%-in. hollow steel for pluggers ; picks ; and miscellaneous

tools.

The lull complement of men employed in the shop is as

follows: 1 foreman; 2 machine-drill sharpeners, 2 helpers

or heaters (forge E) ; 1 steel repair man, 1 helper (forge

E') ; 1 ])ick sharpener (forge /•').

At the beginning of tlie shift the machine-drill steel

from the difl'viii) ilivi-ions is found, each in its own car.

on tracks B. the picks in the dull-pick racks and the mis-

cellaneous tools near forge G. A division car is pushed

on the turntable, .shop cars are arranged opposite on

track BB, and all hands but the pick sharpener begin to

sort steel. In sorting the steel, each size of each class is

put in a shop-car compartment by itself. The steel and
tools are again counted, to check the tool nipper's list,

so that the same number of each class may be returned

to the shaft from which it came.

The object of so thoroughly sorting the steel is to

distribute it to the best advantage between sharpeners,

and so that dies and dollies will be changed but once for

one type and size of bit. The larger bits go to machine
No. 3. the smaller to No. 2. The overflow, or

steel to be repaired, goes to No. 1. Each machine, how-
ever can sharpen any steel, and the load may be shifted

from one to the other as it over-balances, always with

the intention of keeping down interruptions to straight

work, by unnecessary changes of dies or

.-._ >! dollies. The steel needing repairs, of

whatever kind, is put into a shop car

by itself and pushed to a position near

sharpener No. 1 on track BBB.
Sorting takes about 40 minutes,

during which time the forges are

lighted. As soon as it is finished, sharp-

ening begins.

The routine for sharpening on ma-
cliines No. 2 and No. 3 is similar. A
shop car loaded with dull steel is

placed on track BBB opposite the forge,

convenient to the heater, and an

empty one for the sharpener. The
steel is heated by the helper and passed

to the sharpener, who sharpens it and

places it in the proper compartment

of the sharp-steel car. The holes in the

hollow steel bits are drifted out by the

helper on a punching machine H,
which has been moved to a convenient position. After all

the steel is sharpened, it is reheated and tempered, and

re-sorted into division cars in a reverse manner. Any
.shortage due to unfinished repairs, etc., is made up from

stock. If there is any time to spare at either of these

machines, it may be used in repairing steel. This con-

sists of straightening or clearing plugged steel, etc., or

making new shanks. The repair crew clears out plugged

drills, straightens them and makes new .shanks for broken

steel. They also make up new steel as it is required, or

sharpen stcd if there is more than the regular sharpeners'

can handle.

The tenii)ering is accomplished by relieating the cold

sharpened steels in the oil furnace and tempering them in

c-lear water. The tempering tanks are constructed of

wood, ."{.xlxl ft. 10 in. Tliere is a depth of water of 1 ft.

4 in., and there is a wire grating 3 in. above the bottom

to sup|iort the steel while cooling.

The steel is heated by the drill heater and passed to

the drill sharpener, wlio plunges it in the tank and moves

it ai)()ut for a few seconds before standing it up on tlu'

grating. The steel is heated only an inch or two back

from the cutting edge.

There is a constant flow of water into and out of the

tank. The temperature varies in hot weather between

83° and 105° F. In one observed case, after tempering
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bits of Sj'jj-in. gage, the water rose from 83° to 105°,

but on continuing the work, it remained at the higher

temperature while tempering 135 starters of 2i/4-in. gage.

If the steel should be overheated, it is plunged and drawn

to a color before being plunged for the final temper.

The wire netting is to prevent the bit standing in an

accumulation of sludge in the bottom of the tank, which

would oljstruct the free circulation of water about it.

About 220 pieces of li/4-iii- hollow steel are tempered per

hour.

The pick sharpener lights his forge and begins sharp-

ening at once. There is nothing unusual in this process,

except that both the dull- and sharp-pick racks are within

convenient reach, and the arrangement of the forge,

anvil, tempering tub and air hammer are in the positions

which have been found most convenient. After sharpen-

, the pick point is quenched, drawn to a good color and

then i^lunged for final cooling. The number of picks

varies considerably from day to day. He may finish by

large to hold 20 pieces of Leyner steel on each side. They
are heated by a light oil of 20° Be., whifh is burned in

2-in. low-pressure Case burners. Two burners are used

in each of the steel-heating forges, but one in the pick

forge. It takes about 4 minutes when the furnace is

hot to bring the heavier steel to a working heat, but the

heat is moderate and there is little danger of burning

the steel. The steel furnaces require relining about

every two weeks. The arch across the top, which is sep-

arate from the forge, can be replaced without delay as

spares are kept on hand and can be set on when desired.

The outside of the furnaces is unusually cool. The
hoods, which are a little wider and longer than the fur-

naces, are supported on counterweighted pulleys and tele-

scope into the large stacks. They may be rai.sed when

repairing the furnace, but in ordinarj' operation are low-

ered until they nearly touch the steel. There is sufficient

draft past the steel slot to carry nearly all the waste heat

up the stack and away from the workmen. The pick fur-

HOLLOW-STEEL PUNCHING MACHINE AND OIL FORGE AT COPPER QUEEN .>^HOP

noon or perhaps not until two o'clock. Whenever he is

done, he replaces broken pick handles, or handles new picks,

and is then free to sharpen miscellaneous tools or assist in

tempering or re-sorting sharpened steel into the division

cars. The shop foreman helps to sharpen picks and miscel-

laneous tools, tempers steel, sorts and lends a hand gen-

lly to whatever crew may need assistance. The work

i\eraged l)y keeping a large reserve supply of steel and

toiils made up and sharpened. In case it is impossible

to sharpen all that come to the shop on any particular

lav, some are drawn from stock and an equal number

f sharp tools sent back. The dull tools which are held

over are sharpened as soon as possible and put into the

itorage racks.

There is one IngersoU shariu'iiing machine of the

Levner type (No. 1) and three Leyner machines of an

older pattern (Nos. 2 and 3). A third Leyner is held in

reserve, to be used in case of a breakdowni. Each

sharpening machine has a small mirror attached in such

a position that the sharpener from his working position

at tlie levers can see the bit that is l)eing shari)oned. They

hiive been used on machines at this property for about

three years and are of great convenience.

The oil furnaces are not of unusual design. A sketch

of the furnaces used by the Ilomcstake Mining Co. was

followed with but slight changes. They are sufficiently

nace is similar but smaller. It is also double and holds

3 picks on each side. It is relined about ever)' two

months.

The rate at whirh oil is burned change.; with the speed

of sharpening, and no rate jtcr hour can be given. The

oil costs about 3.8c. per gal., which shar]H>ns from !) to

10 pieces of steel. Recently it was measured for 10 con-

secutive days and on an average 9.31 articles per gallon

were sharpened, costing somewhat le^s than the amount

given in the costs, in whicli the oil was measured less

accurately.

It has been found desirable to open the hole in hollow

steel deeper than can be done by the pin in the dolly

alone. It was formerly tlie practice to drive. a long pin

down by hand, the heater setting the shank of the drill

into a socket in the floor and holding the drift pin, which

was struck by the sharpener. This operation took 0.315

min. for each bit and not only occupied lH>th men, but

was fatiguing to the shaqiener.

In order to relieve the sharpener of this labor and

save time, air-operated punching nutcliines were designed

and put into service. The steel is griiijied by jaws oper-

ated by a foot lexer, a valve is thrown by hand and the

pin driven down and witiidrawn by air pressure in the

large cvlinder. The smaller cylinder is filled with oil

to cushion the stroke. The stroke is so rapid that the
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drift pin is not heated by the hot bit. The heater has

time to attend to heating the steel, to punch the heated

bit and have it ready to the sharpener's hand by the time

he is ready for a new piece. The gain of approximately

14 of a minute is therefore net. These machines were

made up from cylinders on hand. No doubt the design

might be improved if new machines were to be con-

structed. Both before and after sharpening, a jet of

compressed air is forced through the steel by the heater

or sharpener, to see that the hole is free.

The division cars for holding steel are shown in Fig. 2,

the shop ears in Fig. 3 The latter have four compart-

ments, in order to hold as many different sizes as pos-

sible. They revolve on the trucks, so that the working

.'•ection can be turned toward the operator. The pick

chutes are shown in Fig. 4. The dull-pick racks are set

so that picks slide down toward the sharpener. The

sharp-pick racks are sloped the other way, so that they

materially in proportional quantities, a fair compari-son

with former records may be made by taking the total

number of articles sharpened in each case.

When several shops were working, the articles sharpened

were as follows

:

Articles

Hollow steel, IJ-in. dia
Hollow steel, J-in. dia
Solid cross steel 1 to li in.

Picks
Miscellaneous tools. . .

Total pieces sharpened per day .

The cost per piece sliarpened was

:

Labor
Fuel (coke)
Furnace and powe
Miscellaneous ...

sharpener repairs.

103
751
239

Cents

4.62
1.14
0.45
0.18

Total cost per piece sharpened 6
.
40

The rate of pay was $4.71 per day for all men em-

ployed. Details of the items, furnace and power sharp-

ji,f
'-j^' u - 3'y H

Side Rod Forging
Assembly

F-IG. 2. DETAILS OF DIVISION CAR FOR HOLDl.NiJ DRILLS

feed to the outside, where they may l)e reached conven-

iently when loading on the truck.

A study was made of the conditions of work in dciail

and as a whole. The equipment for each operation is

arranged as conveniently as ])o.ssible, with the intention

of reducing unnece.i.sary motions. The standard of

sharpening and tempering has been noticeably raised.

Breakage of slianks is increased by running the steel after

the bit is dull. Tliis was forcibly shown liy a great in-

crease in broken shanks on an occasion wlien, for a day

or two, the bits were not hard cnougli and the (Utiing

edges Ijattercd.

It has not been po.«sil)lc to distinguish in cost belwccn

thf <iifri'rcnt articles sharpened. Since they do not diilcr

Fit;. 3. DETAILS OF FOUR-COMPARTMENT i^ORTING CAR

ciicr rciKurs and miscellaneous, are not known so accu-

rately, nor are total charges so correct as sjiown by

records in the now shop.

The now shoj) lias been in operation lor a little more

than a year. The rollowiug is a talmiation of work and

ROLTINE ARTICLES SHARPENED

IJ-in. hollow steel

1-in. hollow steel. . . .

I-in. solid cross steel.

Picks
.MiscellancouB tools. .

.

Totals
Picks rehundlod.
.Steel repaired. .

.

.July,
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NEW-SHOP COST OF SHARPENING
Cost per

Labor
Sharpener 1 Labor material
Repairs /

Furnace repairs
Fuel oil

Compressed air
Miscellaneous
Surface transportation

Total for
July

$1,057.29
75.74
161,37
7,38

156.57
103 44
5.47

3 13c.

22c.
0.48c.

02c.
0.40c.

31c.
02c.

0,25c.

Total for
December
$1,081.21

97 01
88,52
16,84

148 45
102.00
4.03

Cost per
Piece
2.95c.
0.26c.
0,24c.
0.05c.
0.41c.
0.28c.
0.01c.
0.25c.

higher wage scale, the lowest costs were made. Average
costs for routine sharpening during the last six months
of ]91o would be 4.59c. per piece sharpened, as crjni-

pared to l.f)4c. and 4.20c. respectively in .July and Decem-
ber. This is exclusive of transportation.

NEW STEEL CUT, MADE UP, SHARPENED AND TEMPERED
Pieces in Pieces in
July December

IJ-in. hoUow steel 351(atl5c. 437@17c.
!-in. hollow steel 250® 9c. 105@10jc.
1-in. cross steel solid 903® o}c. 60® 6jc.

COST OF CUTTING, FIRST SHARPENING AND TEMPERING
Labor $100.25 $73.40
Sharpener repairs 2.19 1 . 47
Furnace repairs 1 . 47 .94
Fueloil 12,27 7.85
Compressed air 8.10 5.40
Miscellaneous 54 .16

Operation

Shanking
Bitting
Tempering shanks

,

Tempering bits. . .

,

liscellaneous

Number
Pieces

258
258
258
258

Labor
Cost

$18.83
5 52
3 46
1.22

$29.03
1 92
2 58

Cost per Time per
Piece Piece

7 3c. 3 39min.
2 14c. 996min.
1 34e. 1 24 mio.

47c. 0.44 min.

1 2oc.
0.74c.
1 00c.

6.04 min.

Total cost of operation .... SI ,892 . 08 $1 .627 , 28

This cost of making up steel is estimated from short-

time records of shop work. If there is an error, it is an

underestimate of tln' nxt of niakiii"' up steel, which would

THE SORTING CAR AND DIVISION CAR IN USE

be to the disadvantage of sharjicning costs. Tlie cost of

repairing steel and rehandliug picks

Tlie cost

iiichuk'd ill

amounts charged, but the numl)ers repaired do not ap-

pear in the divisor when obtaining the cost per piece

handled, since there are no records of steel repaired, etc.,

in. the earlier costs with which comparison is made.

Since the use of hollow steel has increased from 200%
to 325% and the operations of sharpening and repairing

this type of steel are more costly, tlie comparison is to the

disadvantage of recent work. This steel was formerly

shanked in the central blacksmith shop and was .so nnu-h

mi^re costly that a comparison is not of value.

Records of two months' work are given in detail. They

were selected as being representative. In December the

Totals $33 53 12.99c.

The steel made up at the foregoing cost was : 80

starters with 214-in. bits; 80 seconds, 2-^; 80 thirds,

1%; and 18 fourths with liJ-i"- Wts.

The temper was drawn on shanks, but the bits were
plunged. In this operation seven men were employed

—

three sharpeners, three helpers and the foreman, who
tempered the steel and did other miscellaneous work.

The steel was delivered already cut into lengths. Lost

time due to .starting fires, etc., is in-

cluded in the co.st. This work was at

an unusual rate. It is not believed that

it would be equaled in regular routine.

In this day's work, the pieces pre-

pared for sharpening did not u.se up the

whole day. The repairs, miscellaneous

charges and fuel were estimated from
ordinary running expenses.

The motor-truck crew consists of a

driver and one or two Mexican helpers.

The labor cost of operating the

truck for the second half of 1915 was

at the rate of 1.46c. per min. or, since

the average time occupied was about

two hours, $1.78 per day. The cost of

truck maintenance and repairs, exclu-

sive of depreciation, is 22.2c. per mile.

A round trip beginning at the supply-

department garage and returning to the

.<ame point is 4.7 mi. and costs $1,045

l)er day. The cost of .surface haulage

per piece for the whole number sharp-

ened, to compare with former costs.

is 0.25c. Since tools for the Gardner

shaft were not delivered by truck, those

actually transported cost 0.;37c. each.

The s1ku|) steel, picks, tools, etc., are

truck at the shop at the rate of 07 piecesloaded on the

\)QV niiiuitc. and 118 pieces per minute are unloaded at

the shaft. The dull tools arc loaded on the truck at the

shafts at the rate of 4C.3 pieces jier minute, and (51.9

]iieces per minute arc unloaded at the shop and placed in

cars or racks.

Some Special Speed Tests

A few tests have been made to determine the maximum
rate of sharpening dilferent tools. No special preparation

was made, but the men were asked to speed up. The runs

started with tools hot in the furnace and stopped with

an et]ual number heated and ready for sharpening. In

these speed tests the bits and pick jioints were required

shop was operated nearly at capacity and, in spite of a to pass inspection. The picks were tempered, but not the
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Pteel

day";

and
pick;

These rates could not be maintained throughout a

5 -work. A sharpener and helper handled the cross

hollow steel, and a sharpener without helper did the
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PiTOperMes of SHnmriie CaRes==II]I
r.v K. K. FuKEf

SYNOPSIS'—Porosity includes three concepts—
the amount of pore space, the size of the pores and
the continuity of pore spaces. The first controls

water retention and the other two control per-

meability. The theory of permeability is outlined

and practical discrepancies are explained.

In previous articles all the factors known to be con-

tributory to the colloidality of slimes have been discussed.

Before proceeding to the matter of porosity of slime cakes,

it may be profitable to summarize a little more formally

the conditions tending to produce or to decrease an exces-

sive colloidality. The necessary conditions for the pro-

duction of a colloidal slime are tv;o: (1) Great fineness of

particle of at least a part of the slime; (2) a low degree

of flocculation of this finely divided material. Both con-

ditions are necessary. Xeither is sufficient alone. It is

useless to enter here into the question of fineness of

particle or its possible control. Usually such a degree of

control as would entirely or almost entirely prevent the

production of very fine material is not practicable, and no

less degree of control will be of much assistance against

colloidal troubles. The degree of flocculation will be

increased by dissolved salts and acids in practically all

concentrations and by alkalies in certain concentrations,

mostly high. It will be decreased by low concentrations

of some alkalies and by the presence of gelatinous coat-

ings, in the rare cases when these are present. There are

also many variations in the degree of flocculation the

causes of which are not yet understood. Apparently the

surface alteration discussed in this article tends to de-

crease the degree of flocculation, but this is not entirely

certain.

COXTROL OF THE COLLOID CONDITION

Ignoring many minor uncertainties and assuming a

slime of constant fineness, rules for practical procedure

may be stated thus: Colloidality will be increased by (1)

the presence of small amounts of free alkali (except

lime), (2) prolonged grinding or long exposure to water

or the atmosphere, (3) grinding or storage at high tem-

peratures, (-t) the presence of organic materials such as

would be supplied by decaying animal or vegetable mat-

ter. Colloidality will be decreased by the avoidance of the

four conditions just cited and also by (1) the presence

in solution of acids or of neutral salts or of certain alka-

lies in certain concentrations and (2) rapid grinding and

handling. The relative quantitative importance of the vari-

ous factors mentioned and the decision as to which should

Ije selected as a means of practical improvement will de-

pend upon local conditions different in each case. In

general the presence of organic matter has the most effect,

but is rarely encountered. Xcxt in quantitative import-

ance are the presence of dissolved acids, salts or alkalies.

Of much less effect is the time of grinding, or storage,

unless it runs into years, and of still less effect are changes

of temperature between usual limits.

This is the ninth of a series of articles dealing with the
subject of "Colloids in Ore Dressing." Former papers ap-
peared in the issues of Feb. 5, Mar. 4. Mar. IS. Apr. 15, Apr. 29,
May 20. June 3 and June 17, 1916.

tChemical engineer. 1105 Madison Ave., Baltimore. Md.

Turning now to the matters of iiorosjty and permeabil-
ity, we again encounter a confusion of t«!rms. Hy "'poros-

ity" different people mean one or more of three entirely

different things: (1) The amount of pore .«pace, (2) the

size of the pores and (3) the continuity of the pores.

It is justifiable to call porous, say, a tin colander, a piece

of pumice and a Swiss cheese. However, the colander is

freely permeable to water, the pumice much less so and
the chee.se not at all, whereas both the pumice and the

cheese may have a much larger amount of pore space in

the same volume or cross-section than has the colander.

It is unnecessary to amplify the illustration in order to

make manifest that we must keep a clear distinction

between these matters of pore space, pore size and pore

continuity. The word porosity we shall drop altogether

for the present.

Turning fir.'^t to the matter of amount of pore space, it

is convenient to consider a special case—that of uniform
spherical particles piled together. Several uniform and
symmetrical arrangements are possible, ranging from the

loosest possible piling where each sphere touches four

others to the closest possible piling where each touches

twelve others. It has been shown by Slichter^ that the

percentages of pore space (by volume) in these two cases

are 47.64 and 25.95 respectively, and that these percent-

ages are independent of the diameter of the spheres so

long as all be uniform. In a thickened slime the particles

are not all spheres nor are they of uniform size. It ought

to be possible for irregular particles to fit together

more closely than spheres could do and also for the

smaller particles to enter and partly fill the spaces

between the larger. It would be reasonable, therefore,

to expect slime cakes to have even less of pore space than

the lower limit given. As a matter of fact exactly the

reverse is true.

The normal slime mass, thickened by free .settling

instead of having less pore space than that of an
assemljlage of uniform spheres, frequently has more than

the spheres could hold even with their loosest packing.

The usual 40 or 50% of water in such thickened slimes

corresponds, when allowance is made for specific gravity,

to 60 or 70% of pore space. It is customary to explain

this unexpectedly high percentage of pore space as due to

films of water held about the particles and preventing

actual contact. It is probable that something of this

sort really occurs, but it is not necessary to assume it in

order to explain the facts. Particle? of irregular shapes

may arrange themselves more loosely as well as more

closely than spheres. Bricks, for instance, if piled end to

end, may be arranged in an open structure containing

considerably more than 45% of pore space. If we join

to this the conception of partial cementation of particles

or even of a resistance to sliding over each other such as

might 1)0 due to a sticky surface, it is easy to conceive a

liormanent structure still more open. If the bricks of the

))revious illustration be held together by mortar, they can

be built into a permanent structure—for instance, a hoii.<e

—in which the amount of pore space is many times the

amount of solid material.

UT. S. Geological Survey, Nineteenth Annual Report. Part 11.

p. 306 (1S99).
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The practical deduction is that the amount of pore

Bpace i.-^ controlled much more largely by the structure

of the mass—that is, by the mutual arrangement of the

particles—tlian it is by the size, shape or other nature

of these particles. The retention of water in slimes

thickened by sedimentation is more a matter of the

arrangement of the particles than of their character.

With filter cakes formed by pressure or suction, this is

not so strictly true, but even in this case the structure

of the slime mass is of extreme importance. Obviously

there are matters with which the degree of flocculation

will have much to do.

Practically the amount of pore space is usually less

important than the permeability of the mass to percolat-

ing solutions. Considered from this point of view, the

slime cake is a mass containing innumerable tiny capil-

lary tubes through which the solution must flow. The
formula commonly employed for the flow of liquids

through such capillary tubes is due to Poiseuille- and is

Q

where Q is the rate of movement of the liquid, 7; is the

head or driving force, d and / are the diameter and length

of the tube respectively and A' is a constant depending,

among other things, upon the viscosity of the liquid. The

formula includes two assumptions : ( 1 ) That the tube is

very long in comparison to its diameter, and (2) the flow

is either at constant velocity or so nearly so that the

energy change due to change of velocity- is negligible in

comparison with that due to friction or to change of head.

It has been found ex]ierimentally by Seelheim' that this

formula holds quite well for the percolation of water

tlirough sand, clay and powdered chalk, and Bell and

Cameron* have applied it successfully to the expression of

the movement of water and solutions through filter paper,

soil and other porous media. If one imagines a slime

cake of uniform particles uniformly arranged and of

uniform thickness, the d of this formula will be the dis-

tance between the particles and the /. the thickness of the

slime cake. The h will represent the effective head, or

difference in pre.«sure between the two sides of the cake.

It is apparent that the rate of flow ought to vary directly

as the head, inversely as the thickness of the slime cake

and directly as the fourth power of the distance between

the particles.

This formula is not in very good accord with the results

of metallurgical experience. Experiment and practice

agree that the rate of percolation decreases with increas-

ing thickness of slime cake considerably more rapidly

than in the direct proportionality which is required by

the formula.' Similarly, in some cases at least, the rate

of flow increases with increa.se of head rather less than

the formula ]>reilicts,* and tiie difference in rates of flow

with sands of different size is also considerably less than

would be indicated. According to the formula the in-

crease of particle diameter by ten would increa.«e the

rate of flow ten thousand fohl. In practice the difference

="Ann. Chlm. Phys.," Series 3. Vol. VII. p. 50 (1843).
'••Zelts. anal. Chcm." Vol. XIX. pp. 387-418 (1880).
•••Jour. Physical Chem/^ Vol. X. pp. 658-74 fl906).
This is shown very clearly by the experiments of Youns

-•Ited In the hlblioeraphy, as well as by the liirtje amount of
',T)I11 experience with vacuum filtration processes which is now
available.

•Sweetland. ••MIn. and Scl. Press," Vol. XCIX. p 853 (1909):
TounK, loc. clt.. pp. 846-851: Warwick, cited in bibliography.

is usually much less and apparently is proportional to a

lower power of the diameter than the fourth."

In the existing dearth of precise experimental evidence

it will not do to be dogmatic, but there exist certain

known factors modifying the formula of Poiseuille which

seem sufBcient to explain the various discrepancies noted.

First, as to tlie more than proportional decrease of flow

which follows increase in the thickness of the cake, it

seems probable that this is related to the third factor

mentioned as contributing to the usual conceptions of

porosity-, namely, the continuity of the pores. Pores in

a slime mass are not straight holes directly through the

mass, but very tortuous passages, many of which are

entirely plugged and allow passage of water only by side-

wise communication with neighboring passages. It fol-

lows that increase in thickness of the slime cake will

increase the effective length of pores in greater propor-

tion. This factor of tortuosih' of the passages can

scarcely be formulated mathematically, but it seems com-

petent to accotmt for the discrepancies between formula

and fact so far as thickness of the slime cake is concerned.

The relation of rate of flow to size of particle is.

strictly speaking, a relation to the size of the interstices

T.\BLE 1. TEMPOR-\RT AND PERM.\NEN'T FLOCCULATIO>
OF K.A.OLIN SL'SPEXSIONS BY DIFFERENT CON-

CENTRATIONS OF CALCIUM CHLORIDE
Percentage Increase of Volume by

Flocculation
Concentration Total

CaCl. (Temporary and
(Grams per Liter) Permanent Permanent Only

500 624 160
100 467 121
25 460 122
5 496 111
1 512 119
0.05 391 94
0.01 169 87
0.005

between the particles, but with tmiform size and arrange-

ment of particles this will bear a constant ratio to the

diameter of the particles and the d of the Poiseuille for-

mula may be taken as this diameter. The formula re-

quires that the rate of flow should vary with the fourth

power of this diameter. That it seldom, if ever, does so

in fact is jirobably due to the failure of usual metallurgi-

cal conditions to satisfy one of the assumptions upon
which the formula is based, namely, that the capillary

tubes through which flow is occurring must be very long

relative to their diameter. For obvious practical reasons

beds or slime cakes of fine particles cannot be made too

thick, and they are ])robably not tiiick enough for com-
plete conformity with the conditions postulated by the

formula. It is to be expected, therefore, that the true

formula for flow through the interstices of slimes will

carry a power of the diameter of particle lower than the

fourth but higher than that inchuled in the formulas for

flow through pipes of finite length or through orifices, in

which formulas the power of the diameter is usually

between the second and third. More detailed analysis is

unnecessary. The practical conclusion is that tiie actual

rate of flow will vary directly with an undetermined
power of the diameter between the .«ecoiid and fourth. A
change in diameter of particle will ])roduce a relatively

much larger change in the rate of percolation. Thus
stated, the ])rinciple is in full accord with experience" and

'it is perhaps well to point out that these and following
deductions apply equally to percolation under gravity head,
to iiressure nitration or to vacuum nitration. The means by
which the percolation head is applied have no importance in
consideratiim of the properties of the slime cake.

".See also Hatschek, cited In bibliography.
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inuiiediately makes clear the reason for the low permea-

bility of colloidal slime cakes. The characteristics of such

slimes are extreme fineness of particle and low degree

of flocculation. The pore spaces are very small, and the

intc of percolation is decreased in still greater ratio. It

should be noted that this matter is entirely one of the sizes

individual pores and has no necessary relation to the

total amount of pore space. A sand composed of s])heri-

cal particles one millimeter in diameter will have the

same pore space (when similarly packed) as one with

particles 0.1 mm. in diameter, but will have a permea-

bility hundreds if not thousands of times greater.

It is obvious that flocculation must have great import-

ance to this matter of permeability. Under most condi-

tions a floccule will behave like a single particle of larger

diameter. It follows that if the floccules remain as such

in the thickened slime, flocculation will greatly increase

the permeability as well as the pore space. This is not

because the percentage of pore space is greater, for that

percentage is determined largely by the internal spaces

between the constituent particles of the floccule. The in-

crease of permeability occurs because the pore spaces

between the floccules are individually larger.

The Permanence of Flocccles

It must not escape attention that this conclusion

includes the very important assumption that the floccules

persist as such in the settled or thickened slime. That
this is not entirely true is suggested by some recent

experiments made by Dr. F. K. Cameron, H. F. McCall
and me. Working with kaolin and quartz powders in

various flocculating solutions, we have found that the

degree of flocculation e.visting temporarily during sedi-

mentation is considerably greater than that existing after

all the floccules have settled and have become compacted

as fully as will happen under the impulsion of their own
weight. However, the final, permanent degree of floccula-

tion is not zero, but may be considerable. As an example,

there are given in Table 1 the temporary and permanent

degrees of flocculation of kaolin in solutions of calcium

chloride. In general, one may conclude that a part of the

flocculation existing in normally flocculated slimes is

temporary only and will vanish on thickening, but that

another part is permanent and will persist. The numeri-

cal ratio of the permanent to the temporary flocculation

undoubtedly depends upon many factors, most of which

are imperfectly understood. It is useless to attempt

precise generalization, but one imagines that in most cases

the degree of flocculation after .settling will bear some

relation to the degree before and that slimes that are well

flcK'culated and that settle readily will tend also to be

satisfactorily permeable. Undoubtedly many exceptions

will be encountered, but the conclusion as stated seems

in substantial agreement both with theory and with prac-

tice. The converse conclusion that nonflocculated slimes

settle to impervious masses needs no demonstration.

It is probable that this matter of the relative jierma-

nence of floccules lies at the root of the third discrepancy

between the Poiseuille 'formula and practice, namely, the

observation that increase of head does not always induce

a fully )iroportional increase in the rate of percolation."

"It must be remembered that permeability and rate of
percolation are not interchangreable terms. The permeability
Is a property of the slime mass. The rate of percolation
depends on this property and also on the head and the prop-
erties (mainly the viscosity) of the percolating liquid.

Even those floccules that are nominally persistent must
be held together by comparatively weak forces. The
experimental fact that most of flocculation originally

existing in the suspension does not persist indicates that

the floccules yield readily to the relatively small pres-

sures due to the weight of the mass itself. A percolation

head acting on such a ma.ss operates in many ways like an
increase of gravity or of mechanical pressure on the slime

mass, and it is probable that many floccules which other-

wise would persist are broken down thereby. One con-

cludes that an increase of head may produce an increased

consolidation of the slime mass with a resultant narrow-
ing of the pore spaces and a decreased permeability. The
rate of percolation may not actually decrea.se, but it fails

to increase as much as would correspond to the increase of

head. An explanation is provided also for the reported

effect of sudden variations of head or of exposure of

slime cakes to the air in decreasing permeability and for

the observation which the writer has once or twice run
across that slimes settled under conditions of much vibra-

tion from neighboring machinery are more compact than
when settled without such vibration.

The FrNCTiON of Sand in Slime Filtering

From similar consideration one may deduce an explana-

tion of the common experience that the addition of a

proportion of coarse sand to a colloidal slime greatly

increased the rate of percolation.^" A certain direct effect

is to be expected from the simple presence of the c-oarser

material, but it is probable that there is an even more
important effect in increasing the persistence of the floc-

cules. The coar.ser sand grains, being rigid and of con-

siderable strength, relieve the floccules of a large part

of the total compressive stress and protect them in the

same way that the heavy compression members of a build-

ing frame take the main load from the weaker lateral

members, leaving these latter to carry only the lesser

transverse stresses necessary to maintain equilibrium.

The analogy is not perfect, but it will suffice to illustrate

one possible function of the added coarser material and
one that seems sufficient to explain the fact* observed.

In conclusion we may note briefly the effect of varying

temperature upon the behavior of settled slimes. As was
mentioned in the second article, there is some evidence

that although increase of temperature promotes settling,

it does not increase the degree of flocculation, but rather

decreases it slightly, the more rapid subsidence being due
altogether to the lowered viscosity of the water. If this

be true, slimes settled at higher temperatures should be

more compact and should contain both smaller pores and

a lesser percentage of pore space. The evidence for this

is by no means conclusive, but it is borne out by the

observation of Salkinson" that an increase of 6° F. in

the temperature of the system produced a diminution of S

in. in a 5-ft. column of the thickened slime. At first sight

it would be reasonable to extend these observations to the

matter of ))ermeal)ility and to infer that since slimes are

more compact at higher temperatures, the permeability

will then be less. Indeed, this really may be true of

permeability as distinct from rate of percolation. I am
acquainted with no evidence. It is a commonplace that

the rate of percolation (or filtration) is greater at higher

•"See, for instance. Megraw, "Eng. and Min. Jour.," Vol.
XCVII, pp. 1057-5S (1914).

""Journ. Cheni. Met. Mln. Soc. S .-Vfrioa." Vol. VII, pp. 103-(>
(1907),
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temperatures, but the cause of this may lie altogether in

the lowered viscosit}- of the water or solution. It is too

often forgotten that mill problems are coucerued as much
with the behavior of water and of aqueous solutions as

with the behavior of mineral particles. The many and

important influences of the changing viscosity of water

are far too little appreciated. ^-

The Summary of Data ox Permeability

In summary, porosity includes three distinct features

:

(1) The amount of pore space, (2) the size of the indi-

vidual pores and (3) the continuity of these pores. The
retention of water by thickened slimes is a matter of tlie

amount of pore space. Permeability is a matter of the

size and continuity of the individual pores without regard

to their total amount. The amount of pore space (which

means the percentage retention of water) is affected rela-

tively little by the size and character of the particles of

the .^lime and relatively nuuh by the mutual arrangement

of these particles—that is, by their degree of flocculation.

This degree of flocculation is usually greater in the sus-

pension before subsidence than in the settled slime after

subsidence is complete, which means that only a part of

the initial flocculation is permanent. Only this perma-

nent flocculation is effective in increasing pore space or

pore sizes. The amount of the permanent flocculation is

decreased by increased pressure on the slime cake or by

mechanical vibration or jar.

The rate of percolation or filtration depends upon the

thickness of the slime cake, the diameter of the particles

composing it and the differential pressure or head of the

percolating solution. It has no necessary relation to the

amount of pore space. It will decrease with increase in

thickness of the slime cake but in somewhat greater ]iro-

portion, the precise ratio depending upon the degree in

which the capillary pas.sages through the slime cake are

indirect and tortuous. This tortuosity will depend, in

turn, upon the fineness of particles and the degree of

permanent flocculation." The rate of percolation will

increase with the head but in somewhat less ratio, the

departure from e.xact proportionality being dependent

upon the extent to which the pressure of .the increased

head destroys floccules and reduces the degree of perma-

nent flocculation. The permeability (and rate of percola-

tion) will increase with incr?ase in the mean diameter

of the particles and according to a power of this diam-

eter between the second and the fourth. The actual power

of the diameter effective in any given case will rise witb

increasing thickness of the slime cake or with increasing

tortuosity of the pa.<sages through it. Permanent floccu-

lation will increa.se the permeability greatly by raising

the effective mean diameter of the particles. The perma-

nent flocculation increases Ijoth the amount of pore space

and the permeability, the former largely because of the

spaces interior to the floccule and between its component

particles, the latter because of the increased size (not

amount) of the exterior spaces between the floccules. Tn-

"Ct. Caetanl. "Mln. and Scl. Press." Vol. CVI. p. 442 (1913).

"The literature of plasticiLv Is very extensive and the fol-
Idwlns articles will serve as summary and introduction. On
permeability, pore space and the theory of percolation and
filtration the literature Is very meatrer. I am acquainted with
no adequate Keneral treatment. Three of the more imi)nrtant
special articles arc cited below, and others, still less general,
have been cited In the text. Reference should be made al.so to
the standard textbooks, especially nirhards' "Ore DresslnK."
Cushman, Allerton .S., "The Cause of the CementlnB Value of
Rock Powders and the Plasticity of Clays," Journ. Amer.
Chem. Soc." Vol. XXV, pp. 451-08 (1903).

creased temperature appears to decrease slightly the

amount of pore space in the settled slime. It increases

the rate of percolation probably entirely because of the

decrease in the viscositv of water.

At a meeting of the Anglo-French Exploration Co., at

London, Apr. 28, 1916, J. B. Tyrrell, Canadian repre-

sentative of the company, offered some remarks regarding

Canada as a field for mining investment, ilr. Tyrrell

said, in part, that the building of the Canadian Pacific

Ky. opened a new era in mining in Canada. It gave access

to a new and previously inaccessible country ; it opened

up new mining districts, and in a rock-cutting on the

railway itself there was exposed for the first time the

vast nickel deposit near Sudbury. A new interest in

mining was stimulated, and as a result the mineral pro-

duction rose in 1890 to a value of £3,450,000, or at the

rate of 14s. per head of population. During the next

•5-yr. period development and production progressed slow-

ly, but steadily, and in 1895 the output of the countr}' had
reached a value of £4.200,000. In the following year the

gold filacers of the Klondike district were discovered, and
by 1900 the mineral output of Canada had jumped to

£1.3.250,000, or 50s. per head of population. In five

years the mineral production of the country had been

trebled. About one-half of this increase, or a third of

the total production, was derived from the gold of the

Klondike, but the other half was attributable to a general

development of the mineral resources of the whole coun-

try and to the keen interest which the people were taking

in all mining enterprises.

After 1900 the production of the placer mines of the

Klo;ulike began to decline, and by 1905 it had decreased

from £4,600,000 to £1,600,000 a year, but notwithstand-

ing such a heavy drop in the output of that extraordinary

camp in far Northern Canada, mining had been so active

throughout the Dominion that the total mineral produc-

tion had increased to a value of £1 1,200,000 a year.

Shortly before the close of this last 5-yr. period a new
silver-bearing field had been discovered in a rock-cutting

on a new railway line in the midst of the pine forests of

northern Ontario, but as yet its influence had been only

slightly felt in the statistics of the mineral production

of the whole country. The center of this district is now
the town of Cobalt, and up to the end of December last

it bad produced 234,000,000 oz. of silver.

In 1910, at the end of the .succeeding 5-yr. period,

Canada's annual mineral ])roduction had increased by

£r.800,000 to a total of £22,000,000 ; £3,000,000 of this

increase was due to the output of silver from Cobalt, while

£1,800.000 was due to a general acceleration of mining

activity throughout the whole countr}'. During the five

years just past the mining industry has been making
steady progress, and in 1915 Canada yielded mineral

Cushman. Allerton S., "The Colloid Theory of Plasticity,"
"Trans. Amer. Ceramic Soc," Vol. VI. pp. 6S-7S (1905).

Davis, N. B., "The Plasicity of CHay," "Trans. Amer. Ceramic
Soc," Vol. XVI, pp. 65-79 (1914).

Davis, N. B., "The Plasticity of Clav and Its Relation to Mode
of OrlKln." "Bull. A. I. M. E.," 1915, pp. 301-30,

Hatshck. Kmll. "The Mechanism of Filtration," "Journ. .Soc.
Chem. Inil," Vol. XXVII, pp. 538-44 (190S).

Warwick, A. W., "Conditions GovernlnK the WashlnK of Filter
Cakes," Mln. and EnR. World," Vol. XXXVIII, pp. 797-99
(1913).

YounK, GeorKc J., "Slime Filtration," "Trans. A. I. M. E.," Vol.
XIII. pp. 752-84 (1911).
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wealth to the value of £28,500,000 or 74s. per head of

the population. The average annual increment of in-

crease in mineral production for the ten years 1905 to

1915 has been £1,400,000. Most of the knowledge pos-

sessed of the country has been acquired by people who live

in the southern border region, and such knowledge refers

to the border region itself or to the country immediately

continguous to it. Within or near this southern border

are the great nickel mines of Sudbury, the silver mines

of Cobalt, the gold mines of Porcupine, the copper mines

of Quebec and most of those of British Columbia, the

asbestos mines of Quobee, and the great coal fields of

Alberta.

Beyond the populated and partly developed southern

horder land is a vast area that is still untenanted and

unprospected. The means of transportation into it are

imperfect, and no local supplies of food are available, so

that even if men should penetrate into it, they would be

unable to live and work in it until they could obtain a

regular supply of provisions from the settled country to

the south, which they might supplement later by clearing

the land of its forest growth and raising provisions for

themselves. But transportation facilities are being grad-

ually improved all the time, and with these improvements

the men who are scattered along the borders of civilization

and liave begun the development of the country behind

them continue to push on farther into the wilderness. In

this way, through the enterprise of restless but experi-

enced men, inured to every kind of hardship, the unknown

lands are explored and prospected, while the fuller devel-

opment of the mineral and other resources of the country

behind them is left to others drawn from the larger cen-

ters of civilization.

BipSttHslh MniraeB'SiE FtrodiMacttnoEao E935

An advance report (subject to revision) from the Brit-

ish Home OflSce gives tiie following figures of luineral

production, in long tons, under the Coal Mines Act dur-

ing 1915: Barium compounds, 7,477; clay and shale,

exclusive of fire-clay and oil shale, 236,506; fire-clay,

1,839,746; igneous rocks, 79; iron pyrites, 9,255; iron-

stone, 6,080,218; limestone, 4,464; oil shale, 2,998,652;

sandstone, including ganister, 141,420. Under the Met-

alliferous ]\Iines Act, the following were produced: Ar-

senic, 2,496 long tons; barium compounds, 53,324 •,

bauxite, 11,723; chert, flint, etc., 3,033; clay and shal'.'.

86,202; copper ore and copper precipitate, 746; fluorspar,

25,577 ;
gold ore, 5,086 ; gypsum, 204,574 ; igneous rocks,

43,010; iron ore, 1,795,887; iron pyrites, 1,280; lead ore,

20,698; limestone, 283,216; man-ranese ore, 4.()40; (k'her,

umber, etc., 4,030: rock salt* 131,348; sandstone, includ-

ing ganister, 57,626; slate, 48.893; tin ore, 6,805 (of

which 385 tons were undressed) ; zinc ore, 12,057 long

tons.

These figures do not represent the total iniiicral i)ro-

duction, as the quantity of minerals, iiirhiding inm ore,

limestone, etc., produced under the (Quarries .\<t has

not yet been reported. The totals for coal and for tlie

ores of copper, leail and zinc are probably sui)staiitiiUly

complete.

Coal production in 1915 from all mines and oiuMijiits

-was 253,180,000 gross tons, as given iu the Journul for

May 6 last. The iiund)ev of jiersons employed at nnncs

under the Coal ]iliiies Act was 953,643.

s ftlhe Mattes' wiftK
ILeadville?

LkaOVII.I.E CoiiRESPON-DENTE

The old camp of Leadville does not create much dis-

turbance on stock exchanges. Stock speculators seldoni

think of this famous district in central Colorado that

began producing metal way back in 1860 and ha.s never

let up. The exchanges do not carry any Leadville stock.s

;

they are never quoted. The district is therefore different

in this respect from the majority of the American min-

ing districts of the present day. Whereas mining activ-

ities never cease and production is steadily maintained

from many properties, owners and operators can see no

possible benefit to be derived from promiscuou.< selling

and transferrence of stock.s. To a certain degree this is

due to the ownership of most of the mines being vested

in single individuals or in close corporations.

Again, Leadville seldom figures publicly in mine pro-

motions. This does not mean that new mines or com-

panies are not occasionally started, but that the custom

in the district is for the quiet inauguration of new activi-

ties by a few associated persons who put in their own
capital, run their properties without ostentation and ovrn

them in their entirety rather than organize companie.s

and develop the properties with capital obtained Ijy dis-

iwsing of interests. A mine promoter would be a real

curiosity on the streets of Leadville. This remark is not

intended as any critici.sm of the practice of promotion

as it pertains to most mining districts, the point being

made simply to show this interesting fact about Lead-

ville's career.

People, therefore, do not lose money in Leadville listed

stocks. Quite true, money has often been sunk in un-

profitable ventures in the district. When a new mining

project is contemplated, a resident puts his own money

into it—if he has it. If he cannot handle the situation

alone, he quietly interests outside parties who visit the

district. Such persons, being satisfied with the proix)-

sitiou made to them and their engineers report proving

affirmative, promotion is accomplished, and frequently

even the news])apers are unable to ascertain the identity

of the new investors. In other words, capital is usually

introduced into Leadville projects not in the way of

speculation but as investment.

Where is there another mining region in the world

that has operated continuously for 56 years and can

boast of the many metals that i.-:sue from Leadville's

mines? The mineralization of this area is another unique

feature. Leadville ])rodu<es, conuuercially, gold, silver,

copper, lead, zinc, iron qnd mangane.*e; while it has de-

posits carrving bismuth, molybdenum and tungsten, some

of which iiave at times been worked, though mainly as

side issues.

The first discoveries were of placer gold by prospec-

tors en route to the California gold fields. From the

beginning trouble was experienced with a heavy rock

that clogged the riffles of the primitive sluices, but its

identification as the carbonate of lead carrying silver was

not made until 1874. Jleanwhilo, in 1868, the first gold

vein was opened and the first stamp-mill was built. In

1875 the first smeltery was built to treat the gold and

the lead-silver ores that had by that time been extensively

proved. From that time on the growth of the distrii't's

population and activities was rapid; but there was no
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town called Leadville until 1877, when a petition from
citizens resulted in the establisliment of a post office.

The name Leadnlle was selected only after a considera-

tion of such names as Cerussite, Agassiz and Lead City.

In 1880 the town had 28 mi. of streets (partly lighted

by gas), more than 5 mi. of citj' water pipes, 14 smel-

teries and 13 schools. In 1886 "s. F. Emmons, of the

LTnited States Geological Survey, estimated the area of

the then producing section as approximately one square

mile. Since then the known mineralized territory has

been much extended, although it is now far from thor-

oughly developed or even prospected.

The geology of the area is not particularly complex in

its essentials, but the existence of numerous strong faults

has rendered following the measures somewhat diiBcult.

Briefly stated, the formations consist of great beds of

limestone lying upon Archa?an granite and alternating

with smaller beds of quartzite, all these sedimentaries

being more or less intruded by porphyries. The argen-

tiferous lead ores are found as replacement masses in the

limestones, while the gold and copper ores are generally

in the siliceous rocks—porphyry and quartzite. Whereas

the typical orebodies of the district are irregularly

shaped and irregularly spaced masses in the sedimentaries,

there are also typical veins and these are, in fact, the

principal carriers of gold.

For many years past this district has produced great

quantities of silver-bearing iron-manganese ore that is

sought by the Colorado smelters for its excellent fluxing

qualities. This sort of ore occurs in much the same man-
ner as does the lead-silver ore and is the oxide of iron

and manganese.

In the operation of many mines certain heavy brownish

and yellowish rocks were encountered abundantly asso-

ciated with orebodies in limestone. These were carefully

avoided as being nothing more than worthless gangue or

country rock until about ten years ago, when they were

identified as the carbonate and silicate of zinc. A new
impetus was then given to raining here; abandoned mines

in which these minerals were previously avoided were re-

opened and zinc mining became a new industry.

None of the numerous early-day smelteries remain.

These plants served well in their time. Today Leadville

has the splendid modern Arkansas Valley plant of the

American Smelting and Refining Co. and a locally owned
smeltery to treat the nonsulphide zinc ores of the district.

Cyanidation was introduced in the late '90's, but it did

not prove succcsful with the gold ores of the district,

applied, as it was, only as a leaching process. Most of

the ores, especially the sulphides, are smelted without

preliminary dressing, but they could well be concentrated

if shipment to distant smelting points was necessary.

Electrostatic .separation has l)een practiced for years in

one large mill, while flotation, following tabling, is in

successful use in another, liut relatively new plant. The
district offers splendid opiKirtunities in the adoption

of uptodate modern methods of concentration.

Mining at Leadville was never carried to any con-

siderable depths because of heavy flows of water. Tliere

are known to be large quantities of ore in all the old

mines, below water levels. Two years ago a leading op-

erator entered into arrangements with the owners of

surrounding properties whereby he was able to enlist

capital and to organize a pumping company that has just

succeeded in unwateriiig an area partly within the city

limits and termed the Downtown district. During tlie

past winter a corporation with large mining and smelt-

ing interests throughout the country secured control of

another group of properties and installed a second im-

portant pumping plant that is now accomplishing its pur-

pose. A single company, encouraged by the success of

these two enterprises, has recently undertaken, with new
equipment, to drain its propert)' to new depths. These

deep-drainage projects have thus taken a strong hold in

the district, and various companies are contemplating

similar work. Already numerous old mines in the previ-

ously flooded portions of the district, but now unwatered

by the pumping operations, are being reopened, and the

immediate future for the district is bright indeed.

I'p to the present time the greatest activities have been

in the hills immedately east of the city. The geological

series in these hills extends considerable distances to the

east, north and south, and there are great virgin areas

with just as attractive possibilities awaiting the pros-

pector and capitalist. The typical Leadville formations

described terminate a short distance west of the city

along the bed of the headwaters of the Arkansas River,

which here flows south. West of this river the region

consists of granite comprising the Sawatch Range or

Continental Divide. This area, closely tributary to

Leadville, is traversed with porphyry dikes and sheets and
with fissures that have been but little explored, but in

which a few noteworthy orebodies have been profitably

exploited. This area, too, extends possibilities to per-

sons possessing the means to explore and develop.

It cannot be denied that Leadville has been rather dull

for a few years past, but at present the district seems to

be on the eve of a most important period of prosperity.

There is not an able-bodied miner in the district idle. In

fact, men are all too scarce. Therefore we come back to

tlie. question at the head of this article, and we conclude

tliat Leadville, with her wonderful resources of base, semi-

precious and noble metals, can be described by saying in

"modern classical" language, "She's all right."

I*'

G©ldl Mairanimg aEa ClhaSe

By Makk R. L.vmh*

There are five small stamp-mill and cyanide plants

in Chile treating gold and silver, but all are on a very

small scale, the largest having a capacity of 30 to 40

tons daily. There are two Tremain stamps and three

gravity batteries, but the tfltal capacity is insignificant

—

except to the owners. The most attractive, perhaps, is

the"">!ina Miles," which at present is treating 3-oz. ore.

The ore is free-milling, thou'ih the little plant includes a

table and some leaching tanks. The concentrates are

shi])ped to Europe, 9 to 10% of the content paying all

charges.

All the small mines are Chilean owned. The capital

and energy required for carrying the venture through is

sujiplied by local capitalists. The Chilean is always ready

for a venture in mining and is a thorough sportsman,

taking his losses or gains coolly and is always ready for

the next venture. lie pays for what he buys and insists

upon having the best. In questions of teciinical assist-

ance he is just as ready to j)ay. I am only sorry there

are not thirty million instead of three million Chileans.

•Ania-Chalmera Mtg. Co.. Santiago, Chile.
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By liOY S. ISoNsiii*

Dumping waste is .-iii iinpoitunt i'ai-tur in the cost

of mining, especially when doing a lot of "dead work"
or nndergroimd development. Any device which will

lessen the cost of this operation is therefore worthy of

consideration and installation if possible.

The apparatus shown was made up on the property

and has given entire satisfaction, having reduced the

time of unloading about one-half, to say nothing of a

material saving in labor. Before its installation two
men and two Ijoys were required to dump the car

A DEVICE FOR DUMPING WASTE CARS

(I'/i-ton capacity) ; now two Imys dn the work with the

expenditure of little eifort. This type of crab, as it is

called, may be pushed along on the ties as the dump
pile advances, without trouble or any great loss of time.

Timber hewn on two sides, such as is used for mine

tics, forms the framework of the crab, which -is held

together by 40-d. nails and two- iion straps. These

straps, chain and eye-bolts used on the lever, were taken

from the scrap pile, and their cost may, therefore, be

neglected. The cost of this crab figures up as follows:

Ss'ft. timber (a) li/,c. ycv ft., $0.87 ; -i lb. 40-d. nails @ 2c.

per lb., $0.08; 7.5 hr. labor @ 17il;c. per hr., $1.30;

total, $2.35.

ff^aiadlSirfig tllhi© T©Ea§aoini Ikji Si

A cableway rope sluiuld be chosen so that there will be

a factor of safety of I when the ma.ximuni load at the

center of the s])an is producing a deflection equal to 5%
of the distance between supports, says Lciclien'.s Hercules.

This deflection should then be maintained, and to this

cud the rope should be ])ulled in or out as the temperature

rises or falls during the course of the year.

•Mining Engineer. Low Moor Iron Co., Low Moor, Va.

To find the tension in a cableway rope, the following
simple method is very convenient : For a deflection equal
to 5% of the span (the load being at the center of the
span) the tension in the rope is equal to 5 times the
load added to 21^ times the weight of the suspended
rojic.

Foldanag §af©(t5^ (Gatte for Cs&ges
The safety gate shown liy the accompanying sketch is

used on all cages at the Esperanza and Pilares shafts

of the lloctezuma Copper Co.'s mine at Pilares de
Nacozari, Sonera, Jle.xico. The gate consists of few
parts and is of extremely simple design. It fully

accomplishes the purpose of a cage gate, yet has the

advantage of folding back against the sides of the cage
(ompletcly out of the way when supplies and materials

are being loaded.

The cages at Pilares are of the standard all-steel design,

and wliile employed to some extent for raising ore in

1 ars, they are used principally for the tran.sportation of

men and siqiplies required in the mine. The cages have

Fig.l Fron+ Eleva+ion Fig.E Side Elevor+ion

FOLDING S.VFKTV G.VTE FOR C.\G1CS

a single deck just large enough for one steel mine car

of the usual 20-in. gage, end-dumping type. The back
aiul two sides of the cages are covered by stoel plates

bolted to the frame extending above the cage floor to a

height of 4 1

'oft.

Each half of the safety gate is bolted by imn straps,

detailed in Fig. 4. to the steel siding of the cage.

'J'he bent bai-s A, of which there are three for each side

of the gate, ai-e made of %- or 1-in. round stwk 4 in.

less in length than the side length of the cage plus

one-half the front width. Each bar is bent at right-

angles at a distance from one end equal to 4 in. less

than half the width of the ca^je. and again at a distance
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01 2 in. from the same eml, so that the bar has the

form shown in Fig. 3. The short right-angle bcud is

threaded to receive" a nut. The other memher making

up the rest of half the gate, detailed in Fig. 5, is a

straight bar of steel B %s3 in., 4 or 41/0 ft. long, with

a handle C riveted or bolted to it at a convenient height,

and with three holes D for the side bars, which are bolteil

ill as shown in the illustration. Fig. 1 shows one side

of the gate folded back against the side of the cage, and

the otlier side let down into position, the lower end

of the bar B dropping into a rectangular slot E in the

tloor of the cage, a small steel plate F, suitably slotted,

being attached to the wooden floor of the cage to act

as a^'catch or guide for the bar B. In the folded back

position the gate is held by the keep G.

The accompanying illustration shows the method of

Avater collection and removal used recently in a shaft-

sinking operation in Pennsylvania, according to Coal Age.

The shaft was provided with a water ring, from whicli

there was considerable leak-

age, so a second temporary

wooden water ring was hung

40 ft. lower. The water in

it drains into a IVi-ii- P'pe

extending downward about

50 ft. vertically to a tec. 011c

branch of whii'h is plugged ;

the other has a nipple lead-

ing to another tee, from

which another IVi-in. pipe

leads up so as to discharge

water into the upper water

ring. Into the bottom verti-

cal branch of the second tee

a Vi-'in. compressed-air pipe

enters and rises

aliout 18 in. into

the water-discharge

line. This air lil't

elevates the water

collected in the sec-

ondary ring to the

first ring, from
wliicli it is pumped

to the surface liy

the main units. The

use of air lifts for

auxiliary unwatcr-

in shaft-sinkin

Compressed Air the
down ihe Shcrff

ARR.ANOICMKNT FOR EJKrTlNO
WATER I^-ROM THIC L.O\VKR

WATER RING

Aim Emmpiro^edl ISltaeps'niaft Tualb©

If the cover of the cylindrical container for blueprints

does not fit tightly, the jirints are subject to dampness and

the attendant deterioration. The following an-angement

to remove this fault was shown recently in the American

A TIGHT BLUEPRINT TUBE

Machinist. A felt wheel A, about % in. thick was turned

down to the right size and then shellacked to tlie inside

of the cover. The tube B now hits the felt, making a good

joint. No trouble is experienced in keeping blueprints in

iTood condition by the use of this device.

A^t^offlffi^flac Cat? Ret^rBa

At the Belmont shaft of the Tonopah-Belmont company

at Tonopah, Ncv., the ore is raised in skips that dump into

a small bin in the headfranie, from which it is conveyed

. DOUBLE HOPPER- } ^^"^^
BOTTOMi SIDE-
DUMP CAR

Sheave.^

operations seems to be increasing. It is a flexible instal-

lation and more easily extended than sinking puni|)s, with

their water, steam and exhaust lines. Kvcn if ojicrated

hy compressed air a sinking pump is more cumliersome

tiian an air-lil't.

A OrlllInK CoiitcHt Intw.en a »limle-ji.cl(er iu.d u J;ick-

hnmer arranged by I^ouis A. Rehfuss. We8t I'ulnt. Calayeraa

Coltv ('allf , renuUed in tl.,- Jackhamer, with air at (iO lb

diilllnK SI in., whil- the han.merHman drilU.d fl l"; Tile cost

per Jackhamer nhlft tlKiire.l out 1.7r, times tha of the

h'nd-drlllin.. shift, but the .ost per foot of hole <"-Hl" "N

i^h. Jacl'hamer figured only 19V4% of the cost ot hand-drilled

hole.

AUTOMATIC CAK-UETURN DKVICE

in a car over an inclined trestle to the cylindrical steel

ore bins at the crusher house. Tlie work of the descend-

ing loaded car is utilized to tri]) automat irally the doors,

Ihiis dumping the load, and to return the cmiity car to

the front of the ore bins at high speed.

The working of the silicme is readily com])rehended

ihrougli a study of the accompanying sketcli. 'i'he track

is sni)porle(l on stringers carried by bents, and from a

point just beyond the front of the ore bin the trestle is

on a fairly steep grade Immnlialclv in front of the bins

llie track is level or ncarlv so. Some way down the

track, a slienve (' is siiiiportcil hdow tlic track-carrying

stringers, while still farther In-low and beyond the second

(,;(. I. in. not shown in the sketch, is another sheave I).

over uhirh a cable passes, running l)eiween tlie rails.

Below, the cable runs from the sheaves to the correspond-
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iu'^ cnrl of a t\vo-whc'c4e(l trolloy E running on a short

track below the car track. Attached to tlie cable between

the car tracks so that it lies on and across the track is a

barF.
From the trolley E hangs a double suspension rod G

connected to one end of the heavy timber structure //,

which is pivotally mounted on one of the bents at /.

The structure // is so built as to carry a load of rock, a

concrete block or other suitable weight. The ore car is

of the double hopper-bottom type with trippers K for

opening the side doors. The car is provided with a bumper
J between the front wheels.

The loaded car is pushed a few feet to the edge of the

incline, thence it descends rapidly and with increasing

momentum, the bumper ./ engaging the crossbar F, mov-
ing it in the direction of the lower sheave D, with the re-

sult that, being attached to the cable, the trolley E is

moved from its position A to B, lifting the weight ff

thereby about the pivotal point I. At the same time

I-

T/Mf OFFICE
GENERAL OFFICE

|< 15'

jr r'T"T'"T'

MANAGERS OFFICE

I F,AFE

SUPERINTENDENTS
OFFICE

MAIN FLOOR
--A

The following is the design and specification for a
mine-plant office recently constructed. This building
housed comfortably the operating office, engineering office

and time office for a property employing alwut 600 men.
The building itself is of two-story frame c-onstruction,

3.5x1.5 ft., set on brick piers. A brick vault 10.x 12 ft.,

having iron doors opening into the main office on the

first floor and the engineer's office on the .second, is for

the protection of the records from fire and theft. The
outside is covered with clapl)Oard, the roof shingled and
painted all over. The inside is ceiled throughout with

Xo. 2 grade tongue-and-groove ceiling. All rooms are

electrically lighted and steam-heated. The function of

each room is self-explanatory.

The sills are 6.\8-in. rough timbers ; first-floor joists, 2x

10-in. S 4 S ; second-floor joists, 2.\8-in. S 4 S ; studs, 2.x6-

in. 8 4 S
;
partition stud.s, 2x4-in. S 4 8 ; rafters, 2x6-in.

--/5'--— 5>l<---/? '--->!<—

SECOND FLOOZY

f/r777f/^777/7'//77?7///?77/7?/A7?77.'///T/^^^7^.

PLAXS AND ELEVATIO.N'S OF MINING COMPANY OFFICE

the tripper L on the track-carrying stringers engages the

catches K on the car, causing it to dump its load. There-

upon the weight H drops back, moving the trolley E
h-Aik to its position A, causing the cable with its cross-

liar F to move to its former position, all iieing done so

(|uickly that the crossbar in engaging the bumper ./ strikes

it witii such force that the car is returned at high speed

to its position in front of the headframe bins. The

sketch shows the principle.

:*;

DuPont Products is the title of an interestinK booklet

published by E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Wilmington,

Del., which will be a .surprise to those who believe that the

Du Pont company manufactures solely explosives. This book-

let lists and describes 2.51 distinct commodities manufactured

and sold by this company, which, besides coverinR the en-

tire field of explosives, contains also other commodities rang-

ing from the transparent material used in auto curtains to

the near-ivory used in jewel boxes and toilet articles and

the imitation leather with which many automobiles are now

upholstered. It is not only a most interesting and in-

structive little Dooklet, but a handy coTnpfnrtitrm of inform-

ation relating to the 251 commercial produces covering a

wide range of general business.

rough : doois. 2 ft. I! in. by (i ft. li in. : windows. 2 ft. S in.

by 4 ft.

It was found by actual tests that sized lumber for fram-

ing is more economical than rough, as the additional cost

for material is more than offset by the extra time required

to fur and dress the rough framing to get it in condition

for ceiling.

A building of this type costs in the neighborliood of

.$2,000 to .$2,500, depending on local conditions. If tlie

structure is to be reduced or enlarged, the approximate

cost can be figured by allowing $1.2.5 per square foot of

dimensions and applying this positively or negatively to

$2,500, as the case may require.

If built in the tropics it is well to screen the windows

and porch and place inverted dishpans on the piers under

the sills to reduce the possibility of insects in the office.

If built in the north it is well to knird in the spaces

between the piers to assist in keeping the office warm. A

layer of building paper under floors and beliHul wall.-:

is also advisable.
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"W. L. Zeigler*

After Xo. o Wilfley tables have been in operation a

iminber of years, the first serious weakness usually ap-

])ears in the supporting trusses, causing the deck to have

an unsteady motion and afEecting the separation of the

ore. To replace the original trusses necessitates prac-

tically the complete rebuilding of the deck. The method

illustrated was used to repair 10 decks, and all have been

in constant operation for three years, none having shown

i's?'Bars

JIETHUU OF KEPAIRIXG CONCENTRATOR DECKS

the least weakness. This is a rapid and inexpensive

manner of replacing the trusses, and the tables show a

wonderful stability even on a shaky table floor. If the

surface has become warped, it may readily be drawn back

to the original plane with the supporting angle trusses.

Jgisraes' IReiriF'aeto2'§^=02=© Process
William Ilolman James, of the Village Main Reef gold

mine, Johannesburg, Transvaal, South Africa, has pat-

ented (U. S. Pat. 1,18-1,45C, assigned to the Xew Re-

fractory Ores, Ltd., of Johannesburg) certain electro-

chemical treatment of refractory ores prior to cyanidation.

Tlie process contemplates treating refractory precious-

metal ore with a solution witlldraw^l from the vicinitj'

of an anode in an electrolytic vat containing a solution

of sodium chloride, or other salt of a mineral acid. (The

solution may be drawn from either electrode but prefer-

ably from the anode.)

The refractory constituents are supposed to be dis-

solved and removed with the solution, after which the

ore is assumed to be amenable to the ordinary cyanide

process for extraction of the precious metal. The elec-

trolyzed liquid is stated to have a preferential action

on the refractory substances, and jiractically no precious

metal is dissolved so long as refractory substances are

present. Certain of these such as grapliite, though not

dissolved, are said to be liberated from the ore upon the

dissolution of the other rcfractorj' substances, and are

to be recovered in any suitable manner; for instance,

graphite may float to the surface of the liquid and be

skimmed off. In case arsenic is tiie principal refractory

*MiU superintendent, Success Mining Co., Wullii

constituent, it is said to be preferable to use an alkaline

cathode product in place of the acid electrolytic product.

It suggested that the refractory-metal constituents, after

having gone into solution, may be recovered by treating

the solution in any appropriate mamier.

Hsiffips'oveffinieiatts ^t lEsiS^ Sleleiaa

Among the im])rovements in lOl.j at the East Helena

smelting plant of the American Smelting and Refining

Co., the following are enumerated by

retiring president ]\I. H. Gerrj-, Jr., of

the ilontana Society of Engineers, in

his annual address:

The constmction of large natural-

draft ventilating hoods and stacks in

front of blast furnaces Xos. 1 and 2,

completing the work started in the

previous year. These are for the pur-

pose of carrying off the smoke arising

from the tapping of slag and matte

from the furnaces and forehearths.

The rebuilding and enlarging of the

cruciljles of blast furnaces Xos. 1 and 2, increasing the

effective length of the furnaces by 2G in. and their ca-

pacity by approximately 15%.
The rebuilding and enlarging of the crucibles of blast

furnaces Xos. 1 and 2, increasing the effective length

of the furnaces by 26 in. and their capacity by approxi-

mately 15%.
The installation of a lead-molding or casting-machine

in the drossing ])Iant for handling lead bullion was also

noted. The lead bullion from the blast furnaces is dumped
into 50-ton drossing kettles, and after skimming off the

dross, the bullion is drawn into a pouring ladle that

discharges intermittently into molds holding about 100

lb. each, mounted on an endless chain. The bullion is

automatically molded, stamped with a lot number and

discharged from the end of the machine on the loading

trucks.

In connection Mith welfare matters a considerable sum

of money was sjicnt in guarding machinery and other

safety measures rt>commended by the general safety com-

mittee and the workmen's safety committee. A modern

changehousc was constructed of hollow tile and brick

with steel roof trusses and asbestos-shingled roof. This

(hangchouso is ctpiipped with 500 sanitary steel lockers,

wash sinks and shower baths for the use of all employees.

In this building is the olTice of the plant physician, wiio

speiuls 2 hr. at the plant each day. The doctor's oflice

is furnished with modern equipment, a supply of medi-

cines, bandages and first-aid apparatus. There were also

installed wasiirooms and lunchrooms in various parts of

the plant. This should be an important factor in pre-

venting "leading" of workmen, as it encourages the

practice of washing tlie hands before eating.
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DotmgEsis HsSsiEadl Wag® R^Hes
The following is the wage scale now prevailing at

tlie Alaska Treadwell, Alaska United and Alaska Mexican
mines at Douglas Island, Alaska:

Machine drillers
Machine helpers
Mine laborers .

.

Amalgamators .

Feeders

$3.50 per day
3.25 per day
3.00 per day

$120.00 per month
100.00 per month

Vannermen $95 to $130 per month
Machinists $3 to $7 per day
Blacksmiths $5 to $6 per day
Tool sharpeners $4.50 per day
Blacksmiths' helpers 3.00 per day

Employees who board at the company's boarding house
pay $25 per month for meals and $2 for a room. The
average number of men employed per day for the year

by Alaska Treadwell was 718 and the average wage paid

was $3.61. The Alaska United employed 276 men at

$;5.46 and Alaska Me.xiean 121.24 at $;L36.

^r^ims'iwacIrS. Coims©Iladlgiii©dl C©stts

The ore production from the Brunswick Consolidated

Gold Mining Go., Grass Valley, Calif., for the year 191.5

was 22,004 tons. The average mill head was $11,113 per

ton, of which $8,887 was recovered in bullion and $1,201

STAMP-MILL DATA FROM THE BRUNSWICK MILL
Value

. Stamp Duty ^ Oz. Bulllnn
Stamp Tons Tons Stamp Quicksilver Recovered
Hours per per Hours Fed to per Oz.

Tonnage Run Hour Day Lost Batteries Qi.ick Fed
New mill 3,728 29,840 0.1249 2.9S8 5,200 1,625 $12,373
Old mill 18,276 167,610 0.1090 2.616 7,590 10,421 16.988

Totals ... 22.004 197.450 0.114 2.673 12,790 12,046 $16,365

DETAILS OF OPERATING COSTS PER TON
General

Per Ton
Administration, salaries $0.3238
New York and San Francisco offices .0912
Traveling expense
Mine expense accou
Taxes
Fire insurance . . . .

Casualty insurance

.0259

.1125

.1512

.0297

.1267

New shaft headframc .._New mill construction, labor
New mill construction, supplies ....New dry construction, labor
New dry construction, supplies . . . .New shaft spur track station, laborNew shaft spur track station, suppll

Per Ton
upplies $0.1857

4132
783S

.0164

.0118

.0128

Total mining and milling cost, per ton IS.5923

in concentrates, making a total rec-overy of $10,088,
indicating a tailings lo.ss of $1.1025. Total mill extrac-
tion was 90.087c), of which 80% was recovered in bullion

and 10.08% in concentrates. There was a total of 375
tons of concentrates of an average value of $70.31 on
which the cost of freight, retining and loss in treatment
was $17.12 per ton.

C©sm\psi.2=®itlfl\7® C©st^ of OastLlfllafte

In a series of tests on pumping water with internal-

combustion engines, C. 11. Knowles, general foreman of

water works, Illinois Central K.R., in an article in Engi-
nevrinfj and Coniractinf/, states that he found that distil-

late is the most economical of the low-grade oil fuels.

The cost per water horsepower for pumping was 53% of

the cost of pumping with kero.'sene and 27% of the cost of

pumping with gasoline. In pumping against a total

head of 61 ft., with an SxlO-in. single-cylinder double-

acting pump direct-connected to a 6-lip. 4-cycle horizontal

ga.soline engine using distillate, the cost per 1,000 gal.

was $0.0033; using alcohol, $0.0327; using kerosene,

$0.0056; using ga.soline, $0.0124; using motor spirits,

$0.0092. The consumption per hour in pints with the

different fuels enumerated was as follows: Distillate. 6:

alcohol, 7 ; kerosene, 6 ; gasoline, 7 ; motor spirits, 6.

AVith a 12-hp. 4-cycle gasoline engine with a hit-and-

mi.ss governor, pulling a 7t-;-x30-in. working barrel in a

deep well, the cost of pumping ])er 100 gal. of water.

using gasoline fuel was $0,029; using distillate, $0.0108.

L.abor
Supplies
Power
Pump labor
Pump supplies . . . .

General repairs . . .

Tribute labor
Tribute percentage

.1643

.0428

.0130

.0014

$4.9657
MillinK

Labor $0.2997
Supplies O4S0
Power 1736

0299Bullion freight and refining charges.
Concentrates freight and treatment..

Lanoi' . .

Supplies
Power

$0.0334
.0106
.0034

$0.0474
Repair Accounts

Mill repairs, labor $0.0095
Mill repairs, supplies .0617

.0017

Improvements
$0.0729

Mine telephone insitallation
Mine equipment
New road, labor
New shaft headframe, labor

iffi©iiJi©E= lUJiesaffiiBinig

The cost of cleaning a boiler is given in Power of

May 23, 1916. by Harry A. Cox. who" says that although

certain variables enter into the i>it)blem. such as the

character and thickness of scale, these can be taken into

account and comparison made on the liasis of the cost

per tube. The boiler in this case is a B. & W. operated

at 200 lb. pressure and was cleaned with a water turbine.

Size of tubes, in
Number of tubes
BorinK time, hr
.Approximate thickness of scale, 1

Cost Data:
Cutter wheels
Water, 9,000 cu.ft., $0.1S per 1.000.
Labor
Steam. 4.942 lb., $0,125 per 1,000..
Oil

$3 . 00
1.62
S. <S

The number of pounds of steam is figured on disjilaee-

ment, with 10% allowed for condensation losses, from

the number of strokes taken to clean each tube, the puni]i

being operated on full boiler pressure.
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THB KALTIC MILL, NEAR RED RIDGE, AND CONCRETE SMOKESTACK AND COAL DOCKS AT RED RIDGE, MICH.
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CAMI'EELL'S CREEK, CASTLKMAINIO, VHT1/KIA, A l."S'li;AI,IA. J -1;, ;ir ; i;i; I.A.XLj 1;j:1.\i; ItECLAI.MED FOR
AGRICULTURAL PURPOSKS

LEACHIX J L>nu:vlri FOR CHUQUICAMATA AT THE FACTORY AT COLOG.NE, GERMANY

1 K-FILY FILTER \T SYNDICATE MILL. 2—TUBE MILL AT COLORADO PLANT. 3—LANDING OF COLORADO MINE.

^^THE VILLAGE dInCE HALL AND AMUSEMENT PALACE. ALL IN THE AROROY MINING DISTRICT. MASBATE. P. I.
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In operating two types of slimes agitators in flat-bot-

tomed tanks 30 ft. in diameter and 10 ft. deep, it is found

that there is a great difference in power required. Two
tanks in which are placed four stirring arms on a vertical

shaft making 8 r.p.m., consumed 10 hp. A third tank in

which the Dorr mechanism is installed uses but 2.02 lip.

and gives a little better agitation. The stirring arms of

the Dorr are run 2.T r.p.m. This speed, in conjunction

with the air lift, which is a part of the machine, gives

excellent agitation. The Dorr machine requires 1.8 hp.

to operate the air lift and 0.22 hp. to drive the moving

parts. The slime charges have a specific gravity of 1.2

to 1.5.

An article appeared in the Journal of May 6, 1916, de-

scribing the Devereux agitator. According to the writer

this agitator used 10 hp. and was working on material of

about the same specific gravity as the agitators just de-

scribed and in a tank of essentially the same size.

L. S. Harxer,
Mill Superintendent,

Golden Cycle Mining and Eeductiou Co.

Colorado Springs, June 6, 1916.

^speipaeiniee of a Prospector
asa MoEadltuiras

All writers of repute tell us to search for the truth,

and with this object in view I give the following

facts with the hope that they may be of service to some

tenderfoot who may try prospecting in this country. Hav-

ing read of the rich mineral wealth of Honduras I thought

it would be worth a trial.

On arriving in the country, with a stock of the Spanish

language, about enougli to keep me out of jail and from

starving; found the people kind and accommodating,

friendly to the gringo when there is any chance to get

j'.ny money out of him, naturally suspicious, excitable and

emotional, the common man a good and faithful worker.

The office-holding class, of which there is an ungodly lot,

are as a rule grafters from Graftersville and tiiey can't

help it, as the majority of .salaries is not enough to

keep a cat alive. Besides he has to support one or more

sweethearts; they always look after their love affairs

first, business can wait, but the woman might get away.

I had no knowledge of rocks, geology, mining, minerals,

or prospecting, but hoped to get started rigiit by purchas-

ing a copy of the Mining Code, cost two pesos, and then

got it translaU-'d enougli to get the sense of it, cost another

25 pesos, and came to tlie conclusion that Honduras is

evidently in love with the miner, as the code gives him

about half the country with a six-strand wire fence around

it; l)ut I found out later that there is a vast difference

between mines and prospects, also that there are several

l;»ws since the Code tluit trim it of many privileges.

Xot knowing anything about prospecting, I thought it

would be best to grubstake an old hand at the game, which

I did, and sent him out. He came back in ten days with

a pocketful of rocks, some of which looked to me like a

cross between chalk and dry bone, but he had a report from

an assayer friend of his that he could recommend as

an honest man and had fifteen years' experience in the

business ; the assays ran away up in the blue sky, free gold

and sulphides. My man had spent all the money that I

had given him, 100 pesos, and wanted more to go

and make the denouncement. I told him I thought the

assay to be a fake, but to convince him that I was not a

quitter but in the game for keeps, gave him 200 more

for the denouncement ; he returned in a few days, busted

again, said the lawyers, interpreters, stamp paper and

hotel got the dough, but had a paper that called for a hole

to be sunk 30 ft. deep in the next 90 days. In order to d(

this work, had to order drills, hammers, picks, shovels,

from Xew Orleans, as none could be found in any of the

.stores. They arrived 35 days later and cost 97 pesos, as I

had to pay duty on them, yet the Mining Code said free

importation for mines. I thought the duty could be ar-

ranged and went to the Governor of the Province, and he

wrote a telegram to the Minister of Fomento, in Teguci-

galpa, explaining the situation and asked for free impor-

tation of the tools and for dynamite to do the work. This

wire cost me 2.65 pesos and now after 13 months have

never received any answer to it. The Government sells

black powder, but only one pound to one person per day.

The prospect was 12 mi. from the powder station and the

cost of hiring men to go aft«r it each day made it 10

pesos per pound.

The Mining Code gives the right for one mine to loan

another mine dynamite ; but I had no mine, only a pros-

pect; the result was I could not borrow a stick from any

one; I succeeded in buying 25 ft. of fuse from one man,

and six caps from a Carrib that he had smuggled into the

country to kill fish and got a friend to steal six sticks of

powder from the railroad company; otherwise I never

would have lieen able to sink the legal requirement hole.

In the meantime I had sent the first samples to the States

for assay which took 40 days and they were nothing like

tiie old honest leg-pulling artist but enough to warrant

investigation. Xow my 90 days about out, I went to the

Judge to take out the provisional title. The Judge told

me that I must have a lawyer to make the petition on

stamp paper, cost 25 pesos ; and tlie lawyer told me there

would be no charge in the Judge's office—simply present

tlic petition to the Judge and he would order his secretary

to make the title.

On tlic door of the Judge's office was posted the notice

—

Office hours 8 to 11 a.m. and 2 to 4 p.m. The Judge did

not come in until 10: 30 a.m.. wiien I presented my peti-

tion and he told me that he was very busy and to come

back at 2 p.m. His secretary and two other men had been

very busy all the time reading a newspaper, talking poli-

tics and about their love scrapes. I returned at 2 p.m.

and the Judge came in at 3 : 15 and told me if I were

in a hurry that he would do me a favor by ordering his
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secretary to make the paper after office hours, wliich he did
at a cost of 15 pesos for extra work. Apparently my
troubles have just begun. Recently telegraphed theMin-
istcr of Fomento for permit to import dynamite to work
iu the mine; he answered when a mine has concession the
law gives free importation, yet my application has been in
his office since last August pending his decision. No need
tor more details, the above shows how the game works.
Honduran officials claim that the mines are not worked,
yet when a man tries to do anything he can't do it. I

have kept an accurate account of even' cent spent on
this prospect and it stands now 1,102. .33 pesos and it looks

as if it will cost as much more before the definite title is

granted, if it is ever done. My advice to all prospectors,

especially the tenderfoot kind, is to stay out of Honduras
until }-ou have money enough to buy an established mine
and to the old-time prospector be prepared to do your
own assaying and sink the legal prospect hole with your
fingers and a Jackknife.

I know of other promising prospects Irat they can't be

handled under present conditions, the cost is prohibitive.

Xone but the rich need apply and they have no use for a

mine. The poet in truth has said

:

I started out to be honest.
With everything on the square.
But a man can't fool with the golden rule
In a crowd that don't play fair.

Hoping that others may have better luck than I have
and if you don't believe this tale of woe, then come and
try it yourself. The Texderfoot,

Roatan, Honduras, May 22, 1916. Qciex Sabe.

Under the stress of strong emotion, I rise to remark

:

To start with, I shall have to disqualify myself as an ex-

pert" witness; unfortunately I am not a geologist, and
what I know aljout the subject is only what the rough-

and-ready mining engineer picks up by the hard knocks

of everj'day life. So, to the brethren of that field of

endeavor, my testimony will be thrown out on the face of

it. However, in my own defense, let me state that during

the last 21/4 j'ears it has been my good fortune to have all

the developments of this district open to my inspection

and to have the privilege of hearing the ideas of men
far higher in the mining field than mj'self. If my
opinion is worth anything, it is due entirely to the ad-

vantages which have been so kindly thrown in my way.

Under the head of "careful observation," a rehash of

old reports and Government bulletins has been handed

out to the public by writers on the Oatman district, until

it would seem that the authors of those original publica-

tions must live in one long hideous nightmare.

Mr. Schrader seems to have started the ball rolling

when he described a green chloritic andesite, an older

andesite, and adularia in connection with this district

—

possibly a few other things in the rock line, too, but those

are the favorites among the present-day writers, ilr.

Schrader is a man for whom I have the greatest re-

spect. Under the conditions of his visit to this country

he had but a short time to spend in this immediate dis-

trict, and at that time there were in-actically no develop-

ments in the district of any note. His I'onclusions are

well drawn when one considers the develoiiments then.

If the "conversational geologists" would confine them-
selves to the statements actually made by Mr. Schrader,
they would not go far astray. But when u.ey make
ob.'^eryations by traveling in or out of the camp by aut<j-

mobile and without ever having gone through a real mine
in the district, they come out with statements which, to
say the least, are slightly misleading—and Mr. Schrader
gcU the blame but not the credit.

To start with, there is not a positively known instance,

•with one exception, where the valuable oreshoots do not
come at least within 100 ft. of surface. The Gold Road
mine has stoped to surface and so has the Tom Reed. Out
of four oreshoots in the district personally known to me,
two come to surface with commercial ore, one has l)een

proved within 100 ft. of the .surface and may come higher;
the fourth is the exception and only came to the 250-ft.
level. Xo other oreshoots in the district have been
proved enough to know how close to surface they extend.
There is undoubtedly a capping over some of the im-
portant veins in the district, and we would hardly expect
to find the ore coming through this capping, but its ver>-

occurrence seems to have slipped over the heads of the

writer artists.

\^\\ all the worry about ''green chloritic andesites" and
"older andesites" and whether there is any ore in one
or the other? I will defy any man alive to prove the
difference in the field. But then they do sound nice in

a report. Perhaps my eye is not sufficiently bright, but
I prefer to depend on microscopic examinations of thin

sections for my classification ratlier than hand -specimens.

yir. Schrader uses the terms and that seems to be suf-

ficient for most of the writers. However, ilr. Schrader
also says', "So far as learned the old andesite as a rule

does not contain workable mineral deposits, except along
lines where the latite has erupted through it.'" There is

a keynote which seems to have been overlooked. As a

matter of fact, there is not a single commercial oreshoot

worthy of mention in any of the andesites in this dis-

trict that is not intimately associated with latites. So
what is the difl'erence anyway?

Adularia is a beautiful word ! We all delight in

writing and speaking it. The mere fact that it is.

practically without exception in this district, microscopic

and invisible to the naked eye does not keep it from
being mentioned as a characteristic iu all writings. It has

the advantage of being pei'fectly safe. Who is going

to have a slide made to jirove it wrong? Let him beware,

for he w'ill probably find it in said slide.

This district is only just getting started. The next few

years may prove it the most important gold-mining dis-

trict in the United States. Xearly every ini]iortant min-

ing man in the country is financially interested in this

district, and the big men do not ]nit their money into

wildcats. Of course there are wildcats loaming around

these hills. No law can absolutely wipe them out But
no mining district in the country at a similar stage ever

had so much good legitimate development work financed

and under way. "We need good honest opinions regard-

ing the geology and other features, but we do not need

any more rehashed j^h rases and technical terms.

J. D. SPERR,

Oatman, Aiiz., June (i, 191ti. Mining Engineer.

'f. S. Geol. Surv., Bui. 397. p. ISl.
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/^YXOPSIS—Further details of the smelting, re-

fining and selling arrangements being made by

Australian officials to substitute British for Ger-

man control of the important zinc and lead output

of Australia given from the Acting Attorncij Gen-

iral's statement.

Mention has been made from time to time in the

Journal of the effort in Australia to make the common-
wealth less dependent on outside help in the smelting,

refining and sale of its base metals, particularly its im-

portant production of lead and zinc, wrliich was in Ger-

man hands prior to 1915. The principle of cooperation

on a scale of great magnitude has been adopted, bringing

practically every lead producer into the associated smelt-

ing enterprise at Port Pirie, and the zinc producers have

formed an association to market their output for a terra

of 50 years. The increase in the lead-smelting facilities

through the Broken Hill Associated Smelters Proprie-

tan-, Ltd., and the formation of the Australian zinc-

producers' association have already been commented upon,

but some further details of the plan for all-British con-

trol of Australia's metal output are given in Acting

Attorney General Mahon's statement, part of which is

here given:

"Since the outbreak of war the metals question has

been one of vital importance not only to Australia as a

world producer, but also to Great Britain and her Allies

a.s consumers, at the present time particularly in the

manufacture of munitions of war, and iinder normal con-

ditions for use in arts and manufactures. . . .

A.S.SOCIATED Le^vd Smeltery at Poet Pirie

"The problem of the treatment and realization of the

large output of silver-lead concentrates from Broken

Hill companies has been settled for all time. Every

mining and treatment company at Broken Hill has been

brought into the Broken Hill Associated Smelters Pro-

prietary, Ltd., excepting the Sulphide Corporation, which

possesses its own metallurgical works at Cockle Creek,

New South Wales.

"The Broken Hill Associated Smelters Proprietarj-,

Ltd., is practically a huge cooperative smelting, refining

and realization institution for the treatment of silver,

lead and gold ores and concentrates. The members of

the Associated Smelters are mining companies only, pro-

ducing ores and concentrates which are forwarded to

the works at Port Pirie for treatment. The majority of

the members have made contributions of capital, and the

value of land, ])lant and equipment will, when present

extensions are completed, amount to approximately

£1,000,000. Those companies that are at present unable

to contribute financially have been admitted as 'suppliers'

of concentrates and are placed on exactly the same basis

as regards the smelting, refining and realization of silver-

lead concentrates as the most important members of this

gigantic cooperative smeltery, and provision has been

made for tliese companies to contribute capital when their

financial position permits.

"The cost to all the supplying companies for smelting,

refining and realizing products is the actual average cost

over a stated period, plus a moderate rate of interest on

capital expended on the works and equipments. The
mine with the small output is, in fact, placed on almost

a better basis than one with a large output, because it is

securing for its small tonnage of concentrates all the ad-

vantages and economies of the lar::est ore-supplying com-
panies. It is doubtful if there is another example in

the mineral industries of the world where cooperation has

been carried as far as in the case of the Broken Hill

Associated Smelters Proprietary, Ltd. ^^^len the whole

of the extensions and additions to these works are com-

pleted, the annual output of refined lead will approxi-

mate 160,000 tons, and of fine silver about 6,000,000 oz.

The promoters of this cooperative smelting scheme are

justly entitled to great credit for their enterprise and
efforts, and also the thanks of every citizen of the Com-
monwealth. The practical effect of this company's opera-

tions is that the whole of the Broken Hill leady con-

centrates will be smelted and the silver-lead bullion

refined in Australia, and the refined metals marketed

under the rules and conditions of the Australian Metal

Exchange. The control of this enormous tonnage of

lead and silver has passed completely from 'German' to

'Britisli' channels, and it is satisfactory to know that the

demand for the company's metals exceeds the output.

Australian Zixc Producers' Associatiox

"The spelter question has been, and still is, a matter

of nmch concern both in England and Australia, the

former as regards its supplies of metallic zinc for in-

dustrial purposes and the latter as to the disposal of its

zinc concentrates, which amount to over 400,000 tons

annually, containing approximately 200,000 tons of me-
tallic zinc. For months past conferences have been

lield by representatives of the principal Australian zinc

producers with the Prime Jlinister, and since his de-

parture the Acting Attorney-General, and it is most sat-

isfactory to be able to report to the people of Australia

and Great Britain that as the result of these conferences

an Australian zinc-producers' association has been estab-

lished, and every important zinc-producing company
controlled by local directors, and with head offices in

Australia, has joined the association. The outstanding

com])anies are those with head offices in London, and

provision has been made for these and any other large

zinc producers in the Empire to join the association.

"This as.sociation is a cooperative institution, the mem-
bers of which are the zinc-producing C(unpanies that are

pledged to sell the whole of their output of marketable

ore, concentrates, spelter or electrolytic zinc, wliicbever

may be the ])ro(luct of any individual company, for reali-

zation through tlie medium of tlie association for a term

of 50 years. The association is not established for the

purpose of ]>rofit or gain as in the case of an ordinary

trading comjiany, but as the .sole medium for the dis-

posal of its incmbers' zinc products. The capital of thi.<.

association is nominal compared with the value of tiic^
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niiiterial that it will market annually. A small com-
nii.ssion will be charged on all transactions, and if the

revenue exceeds the amount necessary for a dividend

—

the maximum allowable is 10%—any balance is to be

rebated to the supplying companies in proportion to the

value of products realized. The memorandun) and arti-

cles of association stipulate for the head office to be in

Melbourne; there will also be a London office. On the

Melbourne directorate the Commonwealth Government
will be represented by a nominee, and the Imperial Gov-

srnment will be represented on the London Board; thus

public interests will be protected.

"At present the association controls 70% of the Aus-

tralian output of zinc material—ores and concentrates

—

and there is every probability not only of the Australian

producing companies registered in England joining, bul

also the Burma Corporation, which promises to be a

large producer of zinc concentrates. It is more than

probable that the Prime Minister, when he opens nego-

tiations with the Imperial government for an 'Empire

spelter scheme,' will have authority to speak and act for

zinc-ore producing companies whose outputs will amount

to 85% or even 95%- of the production of zinc minerals

of the British Empire. . . .

Metallurgical Progress Since the War
"In order that the public may have some idea of what

has been performed since the Commonwealth Govern-

ment adopted the wise policy of prohibiting the expor-

tation of all minerals and metals that can be treated in

Australia, it may be stated that the following-named

companies have enlarged their works, installed new plant

and appliances and generally increased the capacity of

their various metallurgical establishments:

Broken HiU Associated Smelters Proprietary, Ltd.,
Port Pirie. S. A.:

Extensions to smelting and refining works for th?,

treatment of lead concentrates and refining of
lead bullion. co.=iting £250,000

Electrolytic Smelting and Refining Co., Port Kembla.
N. .S. W.;

Additions and e.\tensions to plant and installation
of five refining furnaces f loO.OOO

Sulpliide Corporation, Cockle Creek, N. S. W.:
Extensions to acid and superphosphate works for

the utilization of sulphurous fumes from metal-
lurgical operations £50.000

There is also the probability that this company will
erect a silver, lead and gold refinery in the near
future, the cost of which will exceed £50.000

"Wallaroo & Moonta Mining and Smelting Co., Wal-
laroo. S. A.:

Extensions to treatment plant and the installation
of an additional large copper-refining furnace... £25.000

Broken Hill Proprietary Co.. Port \Varatah. N. S. W.:
Important additions and extensions to its new iron
and steel works.

Mount Lyell Mining and Railway Co.. Mt. Lyell, Tas-
mania:

Is conducting large experiments for the recovery
of sulphur. This company also has an option
over a group of mines in Tasmania, and it is very
probable that larse works will be erected for the
treatment of mixed ores from these properties.

"Several new companies have been formed to (Icvi'ldp

fp.rther the metal indu.'itries, namely

:

Metal Manufactures. Ltd.: Capital
The operations of this company will cover the
drawing of copper and brass wire and cables;
manufacture of tubes, plates, and all descriptions
of bronzes and alloys £200,000

.\ companv (not yet registered) for the production
of electrolytic zinc £250,000

.\rstralian Electric Steel, Ltd.;
'ihe objects of this company are the working up of
scrap iron and scrap steel, and the manufacture
of ferro-alloys in electric furnaces £40.000

"Several small plants have been installed for the sejia ra-

tion of bismuth minerals from wolfram and molybdenite.

;\lso, there has been restarting of the smelting of auri-

ferous and nonauriferous antimonial ores for the produc-

tion of iine gold and star antimony. The question of

alkali manufacture has not been neglected, and jiians are

progressing satisfactorily for the establishment of this

industry on a large scale. A carbide of calcium plant

is being installed by the Hydro-Electric and Complex
Ore Co. These companies also intend to work the 'Gil-

lies' process for the production of electrolytic zinc."

These matters were referred to at .<onie length at the

meeting in London, on May 2.j, of the British Broken
Hill I'roprietary Co., Ltd. Chairman J. S. Smith-
Winby, in .speaking of the invitation to join the Zinc

Producers' Association Proprietary, Ltd., stated that the

directors did not wish to i)ind the company to join the

association under the proposed contract for 50 years

—

considerably more than the life of the mine—but they

were in .sympathy with the general plan and would rec-

ommend to the shareholders that the company join the

association provided the contract form, as finally ar-

ranged, would safeguard their interests. In regard to

Commonwealth Attorney-General Hughes' plan to smelt

C>0% of the Australian zinc output in Great Britain

and 40%- in Australia and Allied countries, the chair-

man approved the plan of smelting 60% of the Aus-

tralian output in works to be established in Great Britain.

but hoped that most of the other 40%, would be smelted,

after the war, in France and Belgium, where the con-

ditions as regards cost, climate and market were unques-

tionably more suitable than in Australia.

Tentative proposals had been made by the Proprietary

directors to the British government for the support of

smelting works in Great Britain to the extent of giving

an order for certain quantities, say 1-5,000 tons of spelter

and 20,000 tons of lead per annum at pre-war prices,

but much difficulty was encountered in obtaining inter-

views beyond one or two junior officials of the different

departments. The chairman hoped that the plan might

eventually be attained through the consideration of the

matter by an independent cabinet committee.

Regarding the smelting of lead concentrates in Aus-

tralia, the chairman regarded the expense of smelting

in Australia as prohibitive so far as the Proprietary

company's mine was concerned, though it might not be

for other mines. Taking into account the ever-increas-

ing costs at the mine, the terms proposed by the Asso-

ciated Smelters would not be profitable under normal

jirices, and hence the company could not follow the

example of the "South" anil "North" Broken Hill mines

and join in the associated smelting scheme ; where those

two great mines could thrive, the British Proprietary

company's mine might starve. Some lead concentrates,

on hand at the outbreak of the war, were later sold to

Ja])anese buyers and proiHisals were received from Japan

to enter in contracts to .smelt these concentrates for a

term of years—if the German contracts were annulletl—

but the Commonwealth gi)verninent intimated that no

further metal exportations would be allowed and heme
nothing further could be done along this line. After

consultation with exjierts, the directors had come to the

conclusion that the best policy for the British Broken

Hill Proprietary Co. is to establish works in Great Britain

to treat its lead concentrates—and probably its zinc ihui-

ceiil rates, also.

A Consular llpiiort From VlndlvoHtok s.'iys that an Anslo-
.\morican syndicate has bought from the govornment and
paid for 250 platinum-gold claims in the I'ral Mountains.
The mines cover the system of the Godva. Lyala. Sosva and
Kakva Rivers of the V'argunsk government.
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Officials of the Standard Oil companies are quoted in

the New York Times as saying that the worst has passed

in the skyrocketing of gasoline prices and that a reduction

is to be expected soon. The hope, according to an official

who has to do especially with gasoline, is based on two

factors : First, that the Standard Oil laboratories have

found out how to extract more gasoline from crude oil,

and second, that the gaso'ine-producing quality of much
of the oil from the southwestern field is improving.

It was explained that the present high price of gaso-

line was due to a combination of causes which, it was
bhown, it was not easy for the layman to comprehend. In

the first place, there is the war. Most of the sources of

production in Europe are not producing at this time.

The Dardanelles being closed, the Allies cannot get gaso-

line from the Russian fields, and Russia isn't selling it

to anyone else. The Russians and Austrians have been

battling over the Austrian oil fields, and production is at

a standstill there. That makes a large demand itpou the

American supply.

Again, the German, Austrian and Turkish markets for

the byproducts of crude oil other than gasoline are cut

off. That makes an over-production of byproducts, the

lass of profit on which must be borne in large part by

users of gasoline.

Another factor in the great advance which has set the

present record price was that, two months or so ago, when
the heavy production season was beginning, the produc-

tion of the Gushing fields in Oklahoma fell off almost

50% and what oil continued to flow did not produce the

same amount of gasoline as before.

In order to make more effective the recent opening to

lease of coal lands in Alaska, announced in the regu-

lations of ]May 18, 191G, Secretary Lane of the Interior

Department has extended the time within wliich appli-

cations for lease may be filed to be first considered from
June 30 to Aug. I,"l91(;.

Under the plan adopted, api)lications received before

Aug. 1 will be considered together, and preference rights

so awarded as to .secure the largest investments and
earliest development. It is the desire of the Secretary

to give everyone interested in the coal-leasing proposi-

tion in Alaska ample opportunity for investment, and

the extension of the time in which to submit applications

is in furtherance of that policy.

'*;

The AlsHka IJiilted Gold MliInK Co™ operating at Douglas
Island, Ala.ska. reports profits for 1915 of $132,738 from the
Ready BuUion claim and $151,254 from the 7O0-Ft. claim and
dividends of $252,280 paid. There was 1.865 ft. of develop-
ment work done on the 2,000, the 2,200 and the 2.400 levels

and 4.551 ft. on No. 2 shaft. There was 183,565 tons of ore
broken and 68,589 tons drawn from reserves, so that 252,154

tons were milled. Reserves on Dec. 31, 1915, were esti-

mated at 2,288,590 tons in place and 294,515 broken, includ-
ing ore in pillars, of an average grade of $2.86. Reserves at
the end of 1914 were estimated at 2,144,062 tons of an aver-
age value of $2.85. The to'al cost of mining on the Read.v Bul-
lion claim was $0,890, of which $0,538 was for labor and $0,114

for powder and primer.s. On the 700-Kt. claim costs were
$0,904 per ton, of which $0,465 was for labor and $0,133 for

powdf-r and primers. Total Heady HulMon milling costs were:
Crushing, $0,022; tramming. $0,019; stamping, $0,182; con-
centrating, $0,070. Total, 700-Ft. milling costs were: Crush-
ing, $0,037; tramming, $0.015; stamping, $0,169; concentrating,
$0,052.

S®simac©!nift©imEaml CeEelbipatlnOEa ©if

Cgill^ffim®(l ®, SHecisi Maiaaimg C®.,

Houghton Coerespondexce

There is going to be a "large" party on July 15, 1916,

at Calumet, ilich. It is the celebration of the semi-

centennial of the Calumet & Hecla Mining Co., and the

company is going to observe this 50 years of mining
activity in a way all its own. It is going to be a big

family gathering of all the Calumet & Hecla "folks"-

—

the officers and directors and their families from Boston,

local officers, foremen and captains and miners, mill-

men, smeltermen and all their families. There are about

5,500 Calumet & Hecla employees, and most of them
have large families. All will be at the party. The
utter impossibility of handling a crowd three times as

large as the 20.000 people of the main Calumet & Hecla

family prevented the extension of invitations to the em-
ployees of subsidiary companies.

The details of the program have not been worked out

as yet, but there will be a parade of all of the employees

and there will be half a dozen bands, headed by the Calu-

met & Hecla band. Every employee of the company will

march in the parade, except some of the older men who
will ride in automobiles. Following the parade there

will be a review in the new Calumet & Hecla park. There

will be a brief address by Eodolphe L. Aga^isiz, the presi-

dent of the company, and another address by a speaker

of national renown, whose acceptance of the invitation

depends upon plans yet undecided.

Timothy O'Shea the Oldest Employee

Perhaps, the most interesting man to take part in

this party is Timothy O'Shea. He has worked for this

company continuously for 50 years and six months, hav-

ing had a job in the original pit. He now is employed

at the Hecla, a fine specimen of manhood, enjoying good

health despite his age and assuming no attitude of im-

portance because of the unusual distinction of loyalty

and continuous service.

He is but one of a large number of men who have

worked for many years for this corporation. There are,

altogether, l,4-l4 men of the 5,000 now employed who
have worked .steadily for this company for more than

20 years; 82-1 who have worked from 20 to 30 years;

480 who have worked steadily from 30 to 40 years; and

140 who have been employed more than 40 years. Such

a large force of loyal, steady, competent workingmen at-

tests the fact that the Calumet & Hecla is a pretty good

family, looking at it from the standpoint of employer

or employee.

JIeu.vls roR Old Emi'lovebs

Following the parade there will be fitting recognition

of tho.'<e men of long-time service. President Agassi/,

will pieseiit Timothy O'Shea and each of the 140 men
who have worked for the company for over 40 years

with a gold medal. This medal contains on one side a

replica with the faces of the late Quiiicy A. Shaw and the

late Alexander Agassiz, the two men who were respon-

sible, above all otlier.s, for the success of the Calumet &
]Iecla as a great co])per mine and a great company for

wiiicli to work. On the other side of the medal will be

the dates ] 8(50-1 OKi, the name of the employee to whom
it is presented and the company name. These hand-
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.«ome and valuahle medals were designed by V. D. Bren-
ner, who designed the Lincoln penny. The employees
wliose terms of service are from 30 to -10 years will re-

ceive silver medals—made of silver from the Calumet
mine—and the employees whose terms run from 20 to

30 years will receive bronze medals.

All the details for the day's entertainment have not

as yet been worked out. It is a large undertaking

—

the entertainment of 20,000 people in a place the size

of Calumet. In cas^e of rain or impleasant weather an-

other program, suitable for indoor observance, will be

substituted. So that the women and children will not

be compelled to go home at the noon hour, arrangements

are being made to provide free dinners for every person

present. This work will not be undertaken by an out-

side caterer. It will be given over to the organizations

of women connected with the various churches of Calu-

met who will be remunerated, but there will be no cost

to any of the Calumet & Hecla workingmen or to any of

their families.

It is interesting to observe, too, that every man will

receive his full day's pay during the day of the celebra-

tion, and the most expensive item of all to the corpora-

tion probably is the loss in copper production for a single

day with the present high price of copper.

The program for the afternoon includes sporting

events for men and women and children, and there will

be plenty of band concerts afternoon and evening. In

addition to the dinner served in the open playground

there will be a superfluity of good things to eat and
drink at other times and a general get-together picnic.

Discovery of the Calumet Conglomerate

"Wliile the year 1916 is the fiftieth birthday of the

Calumet & Hecla, 1866 being the year when the organized

vork actually started on the conglomerate formation, the

fact remains that the discovery was made in 1865 and

considerable work was done late in the fall of that year.

The Calumet & Hecla company was organized in 1871

as a consolidation of the Hecla, Calumet, Scott, Portland

and other minor companies. The first newspaper notice

of the discovery of the Calumet conglomerate appeared

in the Houghton Onzetie of Nov. 11, 1865. It reads:

strange Discovery—A party exploring on the Calumet prop-
erty, in cleaning out an old Indian pit in the conglomerate,
on Sec. 14, found an old wooden shovel in a very good state

of preservation. Its being made of hickory shows that it was
brought from some distant region of the country, as none of

that species of wood is to be found here. A birch-bark pall

has been found in the same pit, also a piece of copper showing-
distinct marks of being cut with some sharp instrument. The
ancient workings on this property are very extensive and now
bid fair to be the most interesting of any yet discovered.

They are the first we have ever heard of being found on any
of the conglomerate lodes.

On Dec. 2, 1865, this paragraph appeared:

Calumet—Reports are current of another and more exten-
sive ancient working discovered at or near the property, but

its exact locality has not come to light. The lyoperty will

doubtless be sold ere long.

In the Gazette of Jan. 7 there was an account of the

opening work done by Edwin J. Hulbert, then in charge

for Quincy A. Shaw, at the Huron mine, now part of

the Isle Royale and likewi.se in charge of the Calumet

developments. The Gazette, of Feb. 3, 1866, records the

meeting of the Calumet comjiany and the election of

directors as follows: Samuel V. Shaw, E. J. Hulbert,

John Leighton, Alexander Agassiz and Quincy A. Shaw.

ILeavin^ Mexico
With the negotiations between the United States and

the Carranza adiiiinistration in Me.xico approaching the

ultimatum stage and the ordering of tlie National Guard
to the border, the leading American mining companies
have for the most part ordered their American employee-
out of Mexico.

On June 21 the staff at the Greene Cananea mint-
left the Cananea district, 40 mi. .south of the Iwrder.

and the smelting works were closed. General Calles as-

sured the management that the property would not be

pillaged during the period of shutdown. There was an
anti-American demonstration at the office of the United
States consul, W. A. Julian, and some shooting at the

American flag, but reports of the demonstration are

stated on good authority to have been exaggerated. The
Mexican employees of the company have on the whole
been well .satisfied, and there has been no trouble sine

the plant was last placed in operation, production la>t

month having reached the maximum in the history ul

the company—practically 6,000,000 lb.

In the Nacozari district, in Sonora, the Americans in

Pilares were rounded up on June 18 and held under
armed guard for 24 hr. Orders were received from
General Calles on Monday to release the prisoners, and
at five o'clock in.structions arrived from the Moctezuma
Copper Co. for all its American cm]iloyees to come out

of Mexico. On June 20 about 100 Americans, includ-

ing 20 women and children, were reported to have ar-

rived at Douglas, Ariz., from Nacozari. The ^loctezuma

Copper Co. property will be kept open by its Mexican
employees, as was done on several previous occasions when
the American staff were forced to flee.

Part, if not all, of the American employees of the

Real del ^Monte company at Pachuca, Hidalgo, were leav-

ing the district on June 20 and were expected to proceed

to Vera Cruz for embarkation, if conditions required

this course. General Manager Van Law went to ilexico

several weeks ago and will probably leave the property

in the hands of local Mexicans and Englishmen.

The American Smelting and Refining Co. has had

none of its American staff in iFexico for several months,

its properties being idle except for Mexican caretakers

and such work as might be done without expert supcr-

\ision. The Mine* Company of America likewise has not

attempted to operate any of its properties in Sonora

and Chihuahua for some time and has no .\merican em-

ployees in the country. The Rato])ilas Mining Co. or-

dered its men out of Chihuahua in the latter jiart of

May after a bandit visit ; they came out by way of Lluvia

de Oro, at which time there were some .\mericans at

that property. It is not known whether the Lluvia de

Oro staff ha.i left.

On I\ray 23 President A. J. :McQuatters of the Al-

\arado Mining and Milling Co. and about 30 men pro-

ceeded to Parral. Chihuahua, to reopen the company's

proi)erties there. No information regarding their move-

ments is at hand at the time of going to iircss.

<;rny .Vcetiiti- of I,lmr has been classified as an important
constituent of military explosives, and tho British Minister of

^lunitions calls attention to the fact that doaliniis in it -are

now subject to the restrictions imposed under Dofonse of the
Realm Regulations.
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Will Ainniericsiini Ce\pMal 1

to tlhe Far EasUerm
AttttracUedl
d

By a. Coopek Key*

syyOPSIS—ir. W. Meln, consulting engineer,

of Xew York, with his associates, Messrs. Hoff-

man and Searle, sailed from Capetown in the

middle of May, after having spent a month investi-

gating the potentialities of the Far Eastern Rand

for the American Band Syndicate, which has been

formed by Adolph Lewisohn, associated icith

Messrs. Lewis and Marks, of London and Johan-

nesburg, which firm controls the East Rand Min-
ing Estates, in turn possessing rights over a

considerable tract of the Far Eastern Rand. The
entire area which awaits the development com-

prises upward of 250 sq.mi. and is conservatively

estimated to carry £4-50,000,000 worth of gold.

Whether American capital will develop this field

depends of course upon its measure of attractive-

ness. Mr. Mein will spend a few days in London
and will then report to his principal and financial

associates in New York. In these circumstances

the report of Mr. Kotze, the Union of South Afri-

ca government mining engineer, appears most

opportunely. It iras issued a couple of days before

the mail left Johannesburg.

The great ir.iportance to the Union of South Africa

of the opening np of the area kno\m as the Far Eastern

Rand will be appreciated from the calculation of R. N.

Kotze, the government mining engineer, that if only

one-half of the 73,988 claims not held by producing

companies in this area and containing reef at a depth

of less than 5,000 ft. prove remunerative, after a deduc-

tion of 60% for nonproductive zones (assuming a stop-

iug width of 4% ft., a dip of 7 dog. and a sorting of

40%), on a yield of 27s, 6d. per ton the yield of gold

would be approximately £450,000,000,

Size and Geological Characteristics

The memorandum < n the Far Eastern Rand is a most

thorough exposition of the features and development

aspect of this important district extending east and west

for about 20 mi. from the south of Boksburg to just

west of Endicott Station—that is, to the sub-outcrop

of the main reef .series—and from a point "i/^ mi. north

of Welgedacht Station to the Nigel, about 22 mi. Tlie

reef-bearing area is 247 sq.mi., or about 107,440 mining

('aims. It is traversed l)y three railway lines. Al-

though not geologically a basin, the .section may for

])ractical purptisos l)e considered as such, since on all

tides but that next to the reef it has an outcrop or sub-

outcrop. The only reef .series tiiat can at present be

considered of economic value is that correlated with the

main reef series, and specifically by Dr. ?'ellor of the

['iiion Geological Survey with the main reef leader. It

is estimated froiu mining and bore-hole data tliat over

2<l3 sq.mi. (equal to H8.]!)l claims) of the reef lie at a

depth of less tlian 5.000 ft. Although it is somewhat

O. Box 3fi^l. .lohannisburt;, South Africa.

doubtful wliether reef sitiiated at a vertical depth of

over 5.000 ft., with the information at present available,

should not be excluded as unprofitable, ground falling

within the area considered and containing reef in ex-

cess of that depth has been included in the discussion.

There are 19 farms within the area which have been pro-

claimed auider the Gold Law. They comprise 42,577

claims, of which 18,045 are held by existing mines and

6,404 claims are otherwise held. There are 18,128 claims

available for leasing on these farms. There are also

22 farms or parts of farms containing 64,863 claims,

of -which the portion containing reef at a vertical depth

of less than 5,000 ft. accounts for 48,396 claims. Ex-

isting producing companies may be looked upon broadly

as being already adequately provided with capital. The
balance of ground, excluding areas with reef at more than

5,000 ft., is 73,988 claims which will require capital for

development and exploitation. For a working company
this may lie roughly estimated at £1,000 per claim, but

a large allowance for certain sections which may never

prove sutliciently attractive to capital must be made.

Roughly, about £50,000.000 will be needed, spread over

a number of years, for caution must necessarily be

exercised in the opening up of new '-round in order to

minimize heavy losses unseparable in proceeding from
proved to unproved territory. A prudent financial pol-

icy will discourage the taking of too long leaps in the

dark. It will be seen that there are available for leas-

ing on proclaimed ground 16,842 claims when the other

farms are proclaimed, out of a total of 64,863 claims;

some three-quarters, or 48,000, is the balance accruing

to the owners of the farms or will become available. Of

the total of 65,000 claims, 49,200 contain reef at less

depth than 5.000 ft. Coal measures occur on the great

majority of farms in the area.

What the Producing JIixes Have Achieved

There are 11 jiroducing mines in the area: Brakpan,

Geduld, Government Gold Mining Areas, Modder B,

Modder Deep, New Klein fontein. New Modderfontein,

Van Ryn Deep, Van Ryn, Nigel and Sub-Nigel. They
control 14.203 claims and have produced £43,010,510

worth of gold, equal to 32s. 3d. jier ton. Dividends have

amounted to £11.110.000, representing 8s. 4d. per ton.

The official life ran 'es from 6 to 40 years, and averages

21 years, but several have notified their intention of in-

creasing their reduction plants, which naturally will ac-

celerate the exhaustion of the ground. Coal measures

cover tlie greater [wrtion of this gently undidating coun-

try, but over a stretch of 17 mi. they have been denuded,

exposing the underlying dolomite. The, width of this

stretch averages 21/^ mi. ; but in the northern part of the

area under notice, it is as wide as 9 mi. The wide dis-

tribution of the dolomite, with its acconi])anying water,

has in certain instances added considerably to the ditli-

culty and cost of shaft sinking, and lias also increased

mining costs. The Geiluld, for instance, averaged 1,826,-

000 gal. jier 24 hr. and the Spring Mines 1,952,000 gal.,

during the three veurs ended l)ecember, 1913. The gen-
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oral range in the cost of shaft sinking lias boon ahout
€;.0 per ft. for shafts from 2,.500 to 3,000 ft. deep, up
to £50 for sliafts from 3,000 ft. to 4,000 ft. and where
great quantities of water have been encountered. The
average dip assumed is 7 deg. Mining and boring opera-

tions have sliown that over almost the whole area only

oue reef is likely to be worked, though there are excep-

tions in the case of the Van I?yn (four reef.s in ])Iaces)

and Kleinfontein (three reefs in certain .sections). For
the jmrposes of estimation an a\erage width of 1% ft.

has been assumed.

Ratio of PiiODrrxiviTY ix Poor Zones

In most mines there are nonproductive areas from
which no ore is obtained ; it has never been deposited

iir has been cut out by dikes, is required for support or

is SI) narrow and of so low a value as to be unpayal)le.

The proportion nonproductive is smaller in the outcrop

mines in the northwest portion of the area. The per-

centage varies from 15 to 80 in different mines, on the

basis of existing relations between recovery and costs.

In estimating the possibilities of ground still to be worked,

fiO% is assumed as nonproductive; this will naturally

be too optimistic in certain cases and too drastic in others.

Tliere are indications that the poorer ground lies in

certain directions, but existing knowledge does not per-

mit any clear line of demarcation between payable and

unpayable areas. Further exploration will in time, no

doubt, indicate the promising sections more definitely.

JIixuiUM Financial Eequiremexts

In the 1908 Act it is laid down that the area to be

leased shall constitute a workable mining projiosition.

In determining the minimum size many factors have to

be considered and a fairly liberal margin must be allowed,

otherwise the proposition becomes unattractive. An er-

ror on the large side makes the proposition more attrac-

tive; one on the small side might make it hopelessly

unpayable. ^Ir. Kotze lays down the financial aspect

of a "working mining proposition" as one returning an-

nually over 20 years, after paying its share of profits to

the government, a dividend of at least 15% on the capital

sunk, with amortization of capital at 3%. Capital is

regarded as the exi^enditure on shafts, equipment and

development with interest at 6% to commencement of

production. "These assumptions nece.ssitate a dividend

of 18%% on the accrued capital when the life is 20

years. This may seem high, but considering the risks

run, such an expectation is by no means an unreasonal)le

demand. Of the areas available for leasing the most

attractive and suitable are those lying alongside proved

payable mines, as Brakpan, Geduld and Springs. The

following may be assumed to be the average reef con-

ditions: Proportion nonproductive G0% . dip 7 deg.,

sloping width 43^ ft., sorting 207( . total tonnage per

claim 9,000. depth 3.000 to 5.000 ft." In tlic Springs

Klines the ore reserve per end December, after mixing

with one-ninth its quantity of low-grade ore from otlier

sources would yield a recovery of 45s. ; Daggafontein

assays indicate 29s. 8d. A recovery of 27s. 6d. per ton

milled may be reasonably assumed.

Tile memorandum explains the terms of the lease on

ilodderfontein Xo. ](i7 (Government Gold Mining Areas,

and now yielding £70,000 gold a month), refers to the

two offers of 2,237 claims on Brakpan and Schapenonst

to which no resjionse was made and to the offer of lease

on Witpoortje Xo. ]2, for which one tender was received
but not accepted. It is worth noticing that the area
offered was 1,180 claim.s apparently niucji less than re-

quired for a workable proposition unless exploited by
the Rand Collieries Co. In contemplating the leasing
of an area lying between the Geduld Proprietary- and
the Springs Mines, an arrangement has k't-n concluded
with the Geduld Deep for inclusion, while 650 claim.s

lying between Modder B., Rand Klij) and Cloverfield

have been Ijeaconed off and surveyed in siiiiiliar antici-

lialion.

PuE.sEXT Procedcke Ixel.vstic

Mr. Kotze quotes sections 30, 46, 48, 52 and 53 of the
(iold Law of 1908, which deal with the leasing of mineral
rights. They embody a principle and ])rescrilie methods
of procedure novel in character. The principal section

(46) is too inela.stic, and after seven years' experience

it can be definitely stated that the law requires amend-
ment in several respects if progress is to be made in

the leasing of mining ground. Some areas are so small

that they can, like bewaar/ilaatsen, only be dealt with by

existing companies and Ibis is now impossible. The
whole initiative is within the government, which may
select unsuitable areas and invite tenders at inopportime

times. The period for tendering is unduly long ; "initia-

tive should be left with the parties who provide the cap-

ital ; details of area, capital, share of profit offered, to

the government." The authorities can decline the ap-

plication, or it can be modified by negotiation. A strong

advisory board to advi.se the government on all matters

pertaining to leases should be created, as alternative ma-
chinery to that at present existing. The condition that

the lessee shall within a specified time provide capital

required for equipment is onerous, and when areas are

to be worked by adjoining companies, not entirely ap-

plicable. In certain instances lessee should be permitted

to put up only sufficient capital for preliminary work

;

if this yielded unsatisfactory results, he might prefer

to drop the lease.

Proposed iloniFicvxiox of Procedvise

It is provided in the 1908 Act that the lessee pay a

percentage of the net produce as may be agreed upon to

the government. The government mining en- ineer pro-

poses to amend this so that the lessee should pay the

ordinary statutory profits tax of 10^ subject to capital,

amortization allowance, and such further share offered

and agreed to. Such division of the government's share

will show more clearly than at jiresent what amount the

government will receive as partner in the lease. Provi-

sion should be made for the further share being com-

muted into lump sums or into fixed annual payments.

Special supervision of the lessees' work should be un-

necessary, for this reason any assessment based on the

ton which is not accurately and automatically deter-

mined would not be acceptable. Profits cannot be falsi-

fied except by devices detrimental to shareholders. Profits

should form the basis and the government's royalty can

well be expressed in the form of a ])ercentage. As it

cannot be foreseen whether any particular area is going

to be highly profitable, moderately protital)le or even un-

pavable, the government's share should be expressed in

the form of a sliding scale. Here again, the ton basis is

unsuitable, and there would be constant trouble if the

K>;see were to have to pay the government a percentage
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of profits rising with tlie profit per ton. A safe basis

is the ratio of profits to recovery as adopted in the

ilodder lease and the other offers. It should be so de-

vised that, while the government gets a larger share of

profits when these increase owing to higher grade, it

shonld not increase unduly, when enhanced profits are

attributable to reduced costs. Otherwise, efficiency would

be penalized. ^Ir. Kotze does not say so, but this is

one of the defects of the ilodder lease scale.

Comparison of Present and Proposed Scales

It does not appear clear whether he intends that the

example he gives, illustrating a general formula, should

be interpreted as a definite reconuuendatiou. But if so,

adding the statutory 10% tax on profits as recommended

(about 9% in practice, allowing for amortization), the

total sums accruing to the government would be

:

Ratio of Profit
to Recovery, % Tax. 'J Sliding Scale. %
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_ pess ana tlhe Messacana
SaftMssitaoira

With tlie calling into Federal t^ervice of praetieally the

entire National Guard of the United States on June 18,

another step in the international relations between the

United States and ^lexico was taken that was in perfect

couforniit}- with the logic of events. For several years

logic has pointed to the eventual intervention by the

United States in ilesiean affairs, merely as a matter of

self-protection, for this country could not safely ])ermit

an indefinite continuance of anarchy in a neighboring

state. By the exercise of a strong hand, with knowledge

of real conditions in the first place, military interference

might have been averted. But by the pursuance of a

policy of watchful waiting, vacillation and mushiuess, we
have all along been leading to precisely the thing it was
sought to avoid.

The ilexican people, in behalf of whose right to

slaughter and pillage the President of the United States

spoke eloquently a few months ago, hold us in contempt,

remarked the New York Sun in its summary' of the latest

event. They believe that they are our superiors in cour-

age, in devotion to countn-, in all the virtues that appeal to

men not too proud to fight. In this lies the explanation of

tlie humiliating occurrences that have compelled the War
Department to put our entire mobile army in Mexico or

on the border, to strip our coast defenses of raen, and

finally to mobilize the National Guard of all the states.

Wc should amend this only by substituting for the Mexi-

can people, a part thereof, for we believe that a large ele-

ment of the ilexican people know better and will welcome

the American intervention that will enable them once

more to live in peace and in such hap]3iuess as they may
be able to extract from the condition of their unfortunate

country.

Wise or unwise as the policy of the Washington govern-

ment heretofore may have been, there is no use in engaging

in further recriminations. What has been done is done

and cannot be undone. It is the duty of every American

citizen now to stand with his country and render such

service as may be required of him. The calling out of

the National Guard will draw many mining engineers

from their peaceful employment and will leave gaps in the

offices and works. This is one of the consequences of a

< ountry going to war, or getting ready for it.

The calling out of the National Guard does not mean

immediate hostilities. The primary purpose is to have

an adequate number of troops ready for the defense of

our Mexican frontier. Tlie National Guard has not yet

been ordered to the frontier. Even after it has been, if

that happens, war may still be averted. However, the

logic of events points to eventual intervention and the

mobilization of our troops is simply another step toward it.

We do not believe that war will come now. It seems

foolish even to talk about it. The idea of Mexico de-

claring war on tlie United States is simply ridiculous.

Secosaidstr^^ E :z&ent off

During the last few years tlie efforts of mining geol-

ogists have been largely directed to the questions con-

nected with the enrichment of copper ores, while other

problems have in a measure been neglected. Tliere has

been an open competition in these studies between insti-

tutions of learning in the extreme East and in the far

West, sometimes so eager as to be amusing, the prit-e to

be captured being the possil)le important conclusions of

economic interest. The United States Geological Survey

has done surprisingly little along these lines, though
important investigations in enrichment of silver ores are

now in progress in that bureau.

One encouraging sign is the readiness to recognize that

the mere examination of the ores is not enough, but that

it must be supplemented by research as to the stabilitv' of

the minerals concerned and by investigation of the physi-

ograi)hic changes tliat have taken place in the districts

studied. Great progress has certainly been achieved, but

the problem as to copper is far from being conclusively

settled. The controversies mainly refer to chaleocite

and to its mode of deposition and its relation to the water

level.

Long before 1900 sulphides of late origin were observed

above and below the water level, but their secondary, or

"supergene," origin by descending waters was not recog-

nized until De Lauuay in 1S9T pointed out the existence

of such products above th; water level. In 1900 Emmons,
Van Hise and Weed establislied the supergene sulphide

zone at and below the water table. Then followed a time

during which all chaleocite was considered '"supergene"

and the occurrence of this mineral above the water level

was attributed to subsequent lowering of the water. The
unex])ected persistence of the chaleocite in depth at Butte

created an uneasy feeling among some people, who felt

that it was going far too deep for "supergene" waters.

Then '"entectit-" intergrowths of chaleocite and borniu

were found in depth at various i)lac-es sujiposed to indicai.

simultaneous deposition, and gradually the belief becani.

current that some chaleocite was deposited by ascendii _

hot waters, that it was of "hypogene" or primary origin

Some oliservers even went so far as to question the su]H"t

gene origin of covellite, to which most mining geologist

-

had clung tenaciously. The criterion as to the massive

character of the hypogene vei"sus the "sootv"" character of

the supergene chaleocite was established but soon rejectei;.

From Stanford University the "upward secoud,iv\

enrichment" theory was brought out. involving change

and enrichment by late ascending solutions, and after-

ward came the theory of dispersion of older sulphides

into colloid suspension and redeposition by such solutions.

So that as a result of all this the mind of the average

mining geologist is slightly confused. He knows that

there is hypogene and supergene chaleocite, but how is

he to distinsiuish tlie two? To add to his troubles and
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V, ..iiies, late investigations seem to show tnat the so-

called eutectie intergrowth is not eutectic at all, hut

instead the result of replacement of hornite by chalcocite.

A ray of hope breaks through these colloid suspension

theories. The Geophysical Laboratory of the Carnegie

Institution has ascertained that chalcocite formed below

!il° C. is rhombic, whereas it crystallizes in the isometric

system above this temperature. Xow then, as most min-

eral deposits were probably formed primarily above 90°

C, this is a crit<?rion worth having. Unfortunately chal-

cocite may show "inherited" structures from other incar-

nations—for instance, from hornite—and so it devolves

upon the investigator to determine whether it really is

<halcocite structure or whether it only looks like it. It is

hoped that the reader now realizes some of the difficulties

tiie copper experts are up against.

So much good work is being done that the next few

vears will doubtless show positive and reliable results.

M the present writing it looks as if most of the chalcocite

and all the covellite were deposited by reactions generally

caused by descending waters, but perhaps in some cases

hy solutions of primary or ascending character. It is

also known that the much-investigated minerals, while

usually forming at or below the water level, may under

circumstances also develop above that level of complete

saturation.

For at least four months of the current year our blast

furnaces have been making pig iron at the rate of about

40,000,000 tons a year, and the indications are that this

]iroduction will be kept up for the remainder of 1916.

With our present iron-making capacity this is as much
as can be expected : indeed, it is possible that the rate

may fall off a little, as the intensive working required to

keep it up may cause the blowing out of more stacks

for repairs. In the three years 1912-1915, the addi-

tions to works made were mainly to increase steel-making

capacity, and but few new blast furnaces were built or

started, so that there has been but a moderate increase

in the quantity of pig iron that can be produced. Some

steps have been taken toward an increase in the number

of s-acks, but it will be well toward the end of this

year before these new furnaces can be in blast.

\\'hilc it seems possible that our furnaces may reach

a total make of 40,000,000 tons this year, it has been

suggested in some quarters that the iron-ore supply avail-

able may fall short of requirements. This does not

seem probable. The iron-ore production in 1915 was,

in round figures, 55,500,000 tons, of which 46,900,000

tons came from the Lake Superior region and 8,600,000

tons from other sources. To this production is to be

added sometliing like 2,500,000 tons of imported ores and

of mill scale and cinder, zinc and pyrites residues and

otlier .similar material. The Lake ores are not only the

larger part of the ores in l)ulk, but the highest in grade,

witii very few exceptions, so that they furnish at least

809J of the raw material needed. Under present con-

ditions also, it is in the Lake region where the iron ore

output can be most quickly and largely increased. The

outside districts in the past have Ix'cn more uniform in

tiieir outniit. showing much less fluctuation in quan-

tity, thougii developments of tlie past year or two have

made possible a considerable gain in the South.

With 40.000,000 tons of pig iron to make, it would

seem probable that the Lake mines will be called on to

ship some 64,000,000 tons of ore. They have begun

well at the task. Up to the end of May over 10,000,000

tons has been shipped, though the opening of navigation

was late and the five months June-October ought to make
up nearly the balance, without counting the uncertainties

of Xovemher. The only point of doubt to be consid-

ered is a possible shortage of labor, and that has not yet

developed.

The ore mines outside of the Lake region can show

a good increase, if required, especially in the South.

Already preparations are in hand for a considerable gain

in Xew York and Xew Jersey. Mtich increase of im-

ports cannot be expected until there is a material change

in the ocean-freight situation. But with our owii sup-

plies there seems very little doubt that the blast furnaces,

with such additional stacks as may be completed, will

be able to work to capacity for a year to come, or until

we reach the period of reaction to which all past analogies

of the iron trade teaeli us to look forward.

^aiae Ossadl® ftpocmi Zanae AsHes
A new feature in American zinc metallurgy is the re-

covery of additional zinc from the residues remaining

after distillation in the retorts. Of course, about all the

zinc capable of reduction and distillation ought to be ex-

tracted in the retorts, but in American practice the distil-

lation is not ordinarily performed at high temperature,

relatively speaking. Probably the furnaces and retorts

of the American clays commonly used would not stand

it. Therefore there remains in the discharged residues

a considerable proportion of zinc that can be burned off

by ithoT means, can be collected as oxide, and there is

sufficient. unburned reduction coal in the residues to effect

that.

This sup]ik'nientary extraction of zinc was first done

at Bartlesvillc, Okla., where the burning was conducted

in heaps. Some work in this direction was also done at

Cherryvale, Kan. Several companies are now planning

to do this by means of Wetherill grates, either making
pigment or crude oxide to go back to the spelter furnaces.

The cost of the burning is estimated as low as $2 per

ton, which is not unreasonable, considering that no coal

has to be bought.

In discussing the oitening of a new mine that is now
being considered, we remarked to the manager: "Well,

this will be a steam-shovel operation, will it not ? You've

got ore from the grass-roots down." He replied that he

was not sure about that. "You see," .said he, "they have

been doing sucli wonderful things in underground mining

at the In.spiration that I'm thinking it nuiy be best to

avoid some of the troubles of opeupit work and start

right in underground."

Without any doubt the performances at the Inspiration

mine cxemjilify the last word in modern mining practice.

AVith an extraction of ore for 50c. ])er ton, with the

prospect that the cost may be reduced to 40c., the figure

is not very far away from steam-shovel cost, and there

are no deferred charges, etc. The autonuitic ore hoisting

at Inspiration is one of the unique things in mining.
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BY THE 'WAY

On his last tiij) to Xew York the late James J. Hill

was nettled b}' the insistence of many people that he tell

them when the war in Europe would end. He said im-

patiently: "If you want to know when this war will end

I will tell you ; it will end when somebody gets licked, and

somebody has got to get licked before it ends."

A novel method has been adopted by the Nevada
Packard Jlines Co. to ascertain the wishes of stockholders

as to whether dividends should be paid now, or a largo

cash reserve built up. Accompanying notice of the annunl

meeting July 5, are blanks on which the stockholders arc

invited to record their wishes, and whatever the majority

votes will be done.

A suffering traveler beseeches the Dorr compan)' to get

out a line of small thickeners for coimtry-hotel proprietors

to use on their coffee. A "clear coffee overflow" could be

guaranteed, the s. t. thinks, and the grounds could be

settled to a greater density than can now be obtained by

the guest through free settlement in his coffee cup. In

this way the securing of clear solution could be removed

from the feeding period and placed in a separate closed

circuit.

'&

Seven bays of the hollow reinforced-concrete dam built

on glacial drift at West Brook reservoir. City of Platts-

burg, X. Y., failed at about 9 a.m. on May 15. Sis of

the 22 bays, or 90 ft. of length, were torn out and pieces

washed a mile dowaistream. "This apparently was due

to the destruction of foundations under bays 3 to t after

several weeLs' leakage." Far be it from us to invade

the sacred precincts of civil engineering with criticism,

but we have a mental jjicture of a mining engineer trust-

ing "glacial drift" for a foundation.

Life in a powder mill can never become particularly

monotonous, says the Boston Neivs Bureau, and one of the

factors which eontrilnite to the interest in life is the fire

escape. The different "houses," or units, of which a pow-

der plant is made up are built two stories high. It is often

e.xtremcly desirable to have a handy, rapid exit. Accord-

ingly, at intervals of perhaps 50 ft., chutes are constructed,

half-round in section and at an angle of perhaps 30°.

Instantly an alarm is given, the workman dives head fore-

most into the nearest chute and is deposited, some half-

second later, safely on the ground, c.\ce])t that a little

skin may have been worn off. A recent visitor saj's this is

part but not all of the story, because it neglects to men-

tion the presence of a large pile of sawdust at the bottom

of the chute immediately in front of which is a pool of

water to act as a cooler during tlie "flare uj)."

Tim Huzzy, an old-timer of the Cripple Creek gold

district, long ago went on his last prospect. But his

doings and sayings, according to Eiu/inecring and Con-

tracting, still furnish many an anecdote at any gathering

of the Argonauts. One time Tim was engaged in a

lawsuit, and as he did not liave any money for attorney's

fees, he agreed to give his lawj-er one-eighth int«rest in

the mine for his professional services. The next day
Huzzy called on the lawjer. "The deal is off," said the

redoubtaljle Tim. "I can't give you a one-eighth inter-

est. It is too much. I'll only give you a quarter in-

terest, and if you won't take the case for that, it's no
go." Tim was a great hand in disposinfr of one-«ighths

in liis gold mine to secure funds for furtiier operations.

In fact, some merchants who had staked him, in c-onipar-

ing their lucky investments, found that Tim had sold

quite a few eighths. They called him to account. Tim
at once got mad. "Phat do you tiiink I have," he ex-

claimed, indignantly, "one of those ordinary' prospects

witli only eight-eigliths ? Xo, siree! I have a rale gold

mine with eighty-eighths."

This is related by a:i engineer: I called at an instru-

ment maker's to have a little attaehment put on my
compass-clinometer that I had schemed out. The clerk

was very polite.

"I want to save money for you," said he. I told him
that was kind and thoughtful of him.

"Yes," he continued, "If we can devise something that

can be made by my handy man, it probably will not cost

as much as if we have to send it out to the factor}-. Then
it would be a time job."

"Like what they are in automobile repair shops," I re-

marked, recallmg a recent bill for five hours of mis-

directed effort that was charged up as eight hours at T5c.

per hour.

"Just so," replied my friendly clerk. As I came away
I fell to thinking of that dreadful expression TIME,
the fetish of organized labor, and of unorganized also, I

fear. The fundamental consideration is not W(JRK, but

just time. It is the revolution of the hands of the clock

that counts, not accomplishment. The plundier who goes

to his work without the necessan,' tools is thinking more
of his time than of his work and renders a bill that in-

corporates some Jjetty larceny.

a;

In tlie gasoline-price inquiry now going on in Wash-
ington, independent oil jobbers testified before the Fed-
eral Trade Commission that the Standard Oil Co. had
demoralized the oil industry, and through failure of the

units of the company to compete in one another's fields,

had jeopardized the existence of independent jobbers and
refiners. They declared that arbitrary high prices set by

the Standard Oil in Ohio and Eastern States had diverted

the flow of oil from the independent refineries of the

iliddle West until the independent jobbers of the West,

where a lower retail price is set by the Standard Oil Co.

of Indiana, no longer were able to buy cnide oil at

prices which would permit them to compete with the

Standard company. E. B. Carson, representing the Con-

sumers Refining Co., declared, according to the Xew
York Times, that the profit made by liis conecrn had not

been tluough the sale of gasoline, but through a rise in

the price of crude oil. "The Consumers company ]Hit

2,000,000 barrels in storage when we couldn't get 30c. a

barrel for it," he said, '"and sold some of it for as nnub
as t?2 a barrel. Tiie big profits in the year came from our

gamble on crude oil.'' Quite all right for the independents

to benefit by a 700^ advani'C in the market (due to most
everybody getting the automobile bug), but quite wicked

for the Standard to do so.
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Jojn Carson, recently at Sierra lladre. Calif., i3 now at

Mullan. Idaho.

R. B. Brlnsmade, recently in Mexico, is now at St. Louis
jnd expects to remain there for a time.

A. T. Spring is at Boulder, Colo. He was recently with the

Utah Jletal Co. at Binghari Canon. Utah.

A. W. Newberry, of San Francisco, is spending the summer
in Peru and Bolivia on professional work.

M. H. Staver, lately at Ophir. Colo., has opened an office at

Lynchburg, Va., expecting' to s;jccialize in manganese.

\y. a. JIatteson has accepted a position as geologist with
the Empire Gas and Fuel Co., of Bartlesville. Oklahoma.

Robert E. Cranston left San Francisco June 13 for Elko.

Nev., to make an examination of the Lucky Girl mine, in the

Edgemont district.

Alexander P. Rogers has returned to New York from a long

professional trip to South America and is now at the Ray
Consolidated offices.

Whitman Symmes was in San Francisco early in June
negotiating for electrical equipment for deepening the Mexi-
can-Union shaft on the Comstock.

The Guegenheim Brother.s, who already had given JoOO.OOO

to the institution, have made a new contribution of ?165,000

to Mount Sinai Hospital in New York.

Corey C. Brayton and E. R. Richards have opened offices

in the Hobart Building. San Francisco, for the practice of

mining and metallurgical engineering.

Frank Carroll, for three years Alaskan manager for the

Ingersoll-Rand Co., has resigned and left for the States early

in June. He has no definite plans for the future.

Edn-ard L. Estabrook has returned from two years of

geological work in north China and has located at Platteville,

\Vis., as geologist for the Wisconsin Zinc Co. there.

Dr. A. J. Lanza, of the United States Public Health Bu-
reau and D. Harrington, of the Bureau of Mines, are now in

Butte, Mont., inspecting health conditions in the Butte mines.

Prof. R. C. AVallace, provincial mineralogist of Manitoba,
has gone to make an examination of the Rice Lake gold field,

which is attracting large numbers of prospectors and miners.

P. I,. Culver, president of the Beaver and Temiskaming
mining companies of Coljalt. Ont., has acquired a large Inter-

est in the Schumacher, of Porcupine, and been chosen a direc-

tor of the company.

Frank H. Probert wishes to advise his professional col-

leagues and clients that after July 1. 1916. his permanent
address will be University of California. Mining Department,
Berkeley, Calif.

JoNepIv B. Cotton, of Duluth. Minn., prominently identified

with the Cole-Ryan copper interests as legal advisor, will

open offices in the Equitable Building. New York. His Duluth
offices will also be retained.

.Arthur W. StevenH has just returned to Denver after mail-
ing examinations of properties in the Idaho Springs district,

and has left for Salt Lake City where he will spend several
days examining properties in Utah for Eastern principals.

R. n. ShoTFr. formerly general superintendent of the Brier
Hill Steel Co.. Youngstown. Ohio, and for the past two years
general manager of the Tata Iron and Steel Co., at Sakchi,
India, has resigned and will shortly leave for the United
States.

CharleM P. Perln, New York, has sailed for London, going
thence to India. At Bombay he will present to the directors
of the Tata Iron and Steel Co. a rei)ort on the projected
enlargement of the company's plant at Sakchi. Jlr. Perln will

be absent about four months.

M. H. Atwater is general manager of the Broadwater Mills
Co., of Park City, Utah, which is operating a 600-ton mill
on the complex lead, iron and zinc ores of Park City. He is

also In charge of the er<ction of the electrolytic zinc plant for
the Judge Mining and Smelting Co. at Park City.

JamrM M. .NelMan. who recently resigned as superintendent
of the open-hearth department of the Carnegie Steel Co.'s
Ohio works at Youngstown, has just been appointed superln-
ti-ndent of the open-hearth and duplex steel departments of
the Algoma Steel Corporation at Sault Ste. Murle, Ontario.

A. P. Bnaey, manager of the Penn Mining Co. at Campo
Seco. Calif., returned to the mine from San Francisco on June
10 after attending the trial of the smoke-belt farmirs against

liis company for damages. Six of the 37 cases were tried in

one hearing in the U. S. District Court and a jury verdict ren-

dered for defendant in half an hour.

Albert de Deken, a well-known Belgian chemist and metal-
lurgist, who has been in this country the past nine months,
sailed from New York June 10 on his return. He was con-
nected with tlie steel industry in the United States for a
number of years, having been chief chemist of the Carnegie
Steel Co. some years ago.

Territorial Senator Charles A. Snlicer, former manager and
present lessee of the Sulzer Copper Mines at Sulzer, Alaska,
was nominated by the Democrats of Alaska to run for dele-

gate to Congress against the present incumbent, James Wick-
ersham. Sulzer is very popular and will tour interior and
southwestern Alaslva before election.

H. S. Snow, manager \Yisconsin Zinc Co., Platteville, Wis.,
assumes the duties of traffic manager of the American Zinc,

Lead and Smelting Co. July 1 with headquarters at St. Louis,
Mo. H. C, George, formerly chief engineer of the Wisconsin
Zinc Co. has succeeded to the position vacated by Mr. Snow.
Carl Hayden takes the engineering work of Mr. George and
Xed Estabrook takes the geology and field work.

John I,. Stranaban died at Boulder, Colo., .Tune 3, aged 82

years. Born in Connecticut he had lived and worked in Chi-
cago and elsewhere before going to Colorado. He was prom-
inent in the early days of Cripple Creek. He went to Boulder
in 1890. and built himself a residence at Lakewood. In 1901
he acquired 70 acres of rich tungsten land at Lakewood.
which subsequently became valuable with tlie rise in the price
of the metal. An offer of $50,000 for a portion of the ground
was recently refused by him. In his earlier days he was
noted for his great size and strength.

William Nel.<«on Merriam. geologist for the U. S. Steel Cor-
poration, died June 13. at Duluth. Minn. Mr. Merriam had
been in poor health for some months, as result of an apoplectic
stroke. He was 56 years of age. having been born in 1860 at
Waupun. Wis. He graduated from the University of Wis-
consin. In 1882-88 he was with Lake Superior Division of
Pre-Cambrian Geology of the U. S. Geological Survey. In
1889-97 he did geological work, mainly in the Lake Superior
region for several companies. In 1898 he became geologist
of the Minnesota Iron Co. When tliat company was absorbed
by the Steel Corporation in 1901 he became chief geologist o'
the Oliver Iron Mining Co. at Duluth. He was a member of the
American Historical Association, Mining and Metallurgical
Society of America, American Iron and Steel Institute and
of many other clubs and societies.

SOCIETIES

Northwestern I'nlversity—The department of geology will
conduct a geological field course in the Lake Superior region
during Augu.st. It will be devoted largely to a study of the
Pre-Cambrian rocks with some attention to the Pleistocene
history.

California Metal Producers' Association—The second an-
nual California field meet which will include contests In first-

aid to the Injured and mine-rescue work will be held at Sacra-
mento during the State Fair on Sept. 6. It is expected that
this meet will attract a large crowd and every possible effort
will be made to make it as great a success as was the meet
held last September in connection with the Panama-Pacific
Exposition. As is customary in contests of this kind, many
prizes, including cups, medals, cash and merchandise, will be
provided. Robert E. Kerr is chairman of the committee at
625 Market St., San Francisco.

Graphite for Cyilniler Lubrication. Joseph Dixon Crucible
Co., Jersey City. .\. J. Booklet. Pp. 16. 3^4x6 in. Illustrated.

Wneon and Truck Knnders. The Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Colum-
bus. Ohio. Bulletin No. 177. Pp. 24. 6x9 In. Illustrated.

TlrrlU "KquallxInK" Gan Machine. TIrrlll Gas Machlni'
Lighting Co.. !()3 Park Ave., New York. Catalog. Pp. 16
4x9 in. Illustrated,
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SAN FRANCISCO—June 14

Magnlia District, in Butte County, is more active than
for 20 years past; not a boom, but a justifiable activity. The
district, within a radius of 10 mi. of Magalia, has yielded
a large amount of gold in the past and has the honor of hav-
ing produced the third largest nugget in the state's history.
The Willard nugget, taken from tlie claim at Red Hill,

weighed S32 oz.. Troy, and was valued at $13,312. Another
weighed 132 oz., and a number of nuggets from 5 to 11 lb. in
weight were also taken out of this property.

Oil Production in California fields in May amounted to

7,735,306 bbl., an average of 249.526 bbl. per day, the largest
daily output recorded since January, 1915. and an increase of

3.429 bbl. a day over April. Total shipments were 8.632,074
bbl. reducing stocks at June 1, to 52,126,062 bbl. Fifty wells
were completed during the month with an initial total pro-
duction of 3,651 bbl. per day. There were at the end of May
6,807 producing wells: Kern River field, 1.786; Midway-Sun-
set, 1.545; Coalinga, 853; Los Angeles and Salt Lake. 688;

Whittier-Fullerton, 587; Ventura and Newhall, 435; McKit-
trick, 280; Lost Hills-Belridge, 278; Lonipoc and Santa Maria,
238; Summerland, 112; Watsonville, 5.

The Second Annual California First-Aid and mine-rescue
field meet will be held at Sacramento, Calif., during the State
Fair, on Sept. 6, 1916. The meet will be held under the
auspices of the California Metal Producers' Association,

assisted by the Industrial Accident Commission and the U. S.

Bureau of Mines. Every effort w^ill be made to make this

meet an interesting one. Suitable prizes will be provided and
as soon as the judges are selected, rules governing the contest
will be sent to all teams entered, and a list of practice prob-
lems will be submitted. Entries should be sent at earliest

possible date to Robert I. Kerr, secretary, California Metal
Producers' Association. 1109 Merchants National Bank Build-
ing. San Francisco. No entries will be accepted after Aug. 1,

except by unanimous consent of the committee.

Fxplosion of Missed Holes caused three of the 10 acci-

dents reported in California mines in the first quarter of
1916. In addition to the fatalities, several men were seriously
injured. This record has given Edwin Higgins, chief mine
inspector, opportunity to present some interesting facts and
suggestions in Bulletin 2. relating to safety and efficiency in

mines, just issued by the Industrial Accident Commission.
Even the brief reiteration of well-known rules would be of
use to a large number of California miners. So long as min-
ing is practised it is probable that missed holes will be
fired, but the percentage of accidents from this cause may be
largely reduced by a study of the literature on the subject.

Bulletin 2 contains also discussion upon "Organization and
Prosecution of Safety Work" and sketches of safety devices.

DENVER—June 14

Donrntonn Mines Co., L.ea<lville, has finall.v accomplished
its unwatering project and is busy in reopening old workings
in the Penrose mine that have been submerged for nearly nine
.vears. An examination of the workings of all the mines bene-
htted by the pumping will be made as soon as possible.

Necotintions for Merger of the Vindicator Consolidated
Gold Mining Co., the Cresson, the Golden Cycle Mining and
Reduction Co. and the United Gold Mines Co. are under way.
.Such a deal would reunite in ownership the Golden Cycle mine
and mill which were separated when the Vindicator company
purchased the mine. Productions of these several companies
for last year are estimated at: Vindicator, $1,400,000; Golden
Cycle, 51.200.000; Cresson. $750,000; United Gold Mines. $75,000.

This week the Golden Cycle company has paid its dividend
No. 110, being its monthly distribution of 2c. per share.

Market Price for TunKsten Ore was the chief topic dis-

cussed in a 10-day suit that 'terminated June 10 at Boulder.

Hinman Brothers and George Retallack. lessees of a block of

ground belonging to the Wolf Tongue Mining Co., at Neder-
lund. brought suit to secure $5,500 claimed as money due
them on ore produced by them and sold under contract to the

company during the last quarter of 1915 when the company
refu.sed to pay more than $15 per unit notwithstanding the

sharp advances in prices for tungsten ore during that period.

Witnesses for the lessees had little ditficulty in convincing
tlic jury that at least a dozen competitive purchasers were

paying prices higher than $15 that virtually amounted to
the establishment of market quotations. The plaintiffs were
given judgment for the full amount sought. An appeal to the
.Supreme Court will probably be taken by the defendant cor-
poration which was shown, during the trial, to be closely
associated with the Firth Sterling Steel Co. and the Wash-
ington Ordnance Co. The plaintiffs were backed by practi-
cally every leasing concern in the Nederland district.

In the Sllverton DiMtHct, scheelite has recently been Identi-
fied in the Bismarck mine; years ago its owner. F. W. Kdhler.
opened up what was then supposed to be a calcile vein. Since
the recent excitement over tungsten took possession of the
district. Mr. Kohler decided to satisfy his wonder as to the
unusual weight of his calcite by having it analyzed and thus
learned of his tungstate of lime. The Ruby mine in the Sil-

verton district is producing about 10 tons of hubnerite ora
daily and this is concentrated in the Yukon mill. On the
adjoining Wolframite property, lessees have opened the Ruby
vein; while still farther away, on Middle Mountain, Jamea
O'Kelly has disclosed what he believes is the same vein.

BITTE—June 15

Hoisting l>y Steam Power has been resumed at the High
Ore mine, on account of the great demand on the compressed-
air system of the Anaconda company for the Butte mines.
This is the deepest of all the company mines in Butte, the
shaft being down 3,600 ft. By using steam at the High Ore
the air supply will be suflrcient for the other mines that use
air for hoisting.

The End of the Strilie of the Workingmen's and the Team-
sters' Union, after a duration of Just two weeks, was wel-
comed by nearly everybody concerned. The union leaders at

first declined to deal with the employers' association. Those
most affected by the strike began to feel restless and with
no prospects of an earl.v settlement in sight, the Employers'
Association decided that unless the union leaders would agree
to discuss the demands, it would take steps to relieve the
situation without the cooperation of the unions. It was at
this point that the more conservative members of the unions
urged a conference with the association and as a result all

workers have returned to their respective jobs at the wages
in force before the strike. It was agreed to discuss, at a
future meeting, means to stop landlords from raising rents
and dealers from increasing the cost of necessities beyond
reasonable amounts.

Rumors of a Further Consolidation of mining interests in

Butte are persistent, the latest being that the Anaconda com-
l>any is likely to talve over the Davis-Daly and the Nort'n
Butte. It is also in the rumor that the Greene-Cananea may
be turned over to the Anaconda company. .\t the time of the
general consolidation in Butte, by which the Anaconda com-
pany took over the Boston & Montana. Butte & Boston. Colo-
rado. Parrot, and later the Heinze properties, the North Butte
was excluded because that company was incorporated under
the laws of the State of Minnesota which required the unani-
mous consent of sliareholders for a sale of their properties.

Since then the laws of that state have been changed so that
a majority of the stockholders can disn^ose of their properties.
It lias been surmised that the law of that state has been
changed to permit the sale of the North Butte and the Greene-
Cananea, the latter also being incorporated under the laws
of Minnesota. The Tuolumne mine, it is rumored, will be
taken over either by the North Butte or the Anaconda com-
pany. Tuolumne lies between .\naconda and North Butte.
With the purchase of North Butte and Tuolumne, the .\na-

conda company would own Anaconda Hill, with the exception
of the two claims of the Elm Orlu and the Butte & Superior.

.Vetivltr In Kn.xtern Section of Butte District is marked
and the Northern Pacific management is considering the ex-
tension of a spur from its present tracks at the Pittsmont
mine to the Tropic and other properties tliat are now with-
out railroad facilities. Plans for development at the Butte
& Main Range, the Colusn-Leonard E.xtension. tlie Butte &
London and the Bullwhacker, will make such a spur a neces-
sity. About 200 tons of ore a day are being hauled from the
Anaconda company's Trov>ic mine to the nearest railroad spur
at a cost of 40c. a ton. The Bullwhacker also has to haul its

ore by team and so will the Butte ..4 Main Range which has
just been taken over by the Tuolumne company. .\t the latter
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ni-operty, shaft will be sunk from its present depth of 700 ft.

to the 1,000-ft. level where cro.sscuts will be run both ways
to explore the property. At the Colusa-Leonard Extension,

the shaft is 825 ft. deep and the Tuolumne company plans to

sink to the 1,600-ft. level and crosscut. At the Butte & Lon-
don property everything- is ready for further development by
crosscutting at the bottom of the 1.600-ft. shaft.

The Butte & Ely Copper Co. had a somewhat stormy
annual meeting on June 5, when the minority stockholde.-s

made a strenuous but unsuccessful effort to force the man-
agement to begin operations on the property which adjoins

the Nevada Consolidated at Ely. Nev. The minority represen-

tatives, however, had only 81.000 shares of stock, while the

majority, represented by Attorney J. W. Neukom. held 410,000

shares. Joseph B. Cotton. J. AY. Neukom, John D. Pope and
E. A. Maney were elected directors for the ensuing year.

The minority put in nomination for directors Fred Melch?r,

C. W. Goodale, J. L. Carroll, Malcolm Gill is and Ben Calkins,

five well-known Butte men connected with prominent mining
enterprises here. The minority demanded that the manage-
ment bring action to collect the $100,000 loan and $C.000 back
interest from the Giroux company; also demanded some action

on the management's promise to begin mining when the

price of copper reached 15c. A motion offered by C. W.
Goodale calling on the management to submit a report of the

ore reserves was also defeated. The objecting stockholders

were invited to remain at the meeting of the board of direc-

tors at which a resolution was adopted demanding the pay-
ment of the $6,000 interest due from the Giioux company but
nothing was done about demanding the principal of the loai;.

General Manager E. F. Gray reported that no mining had been
done as the proposed agreement with the Nevada Consolidated

had not been consummated because the Nevada company has
been carrying on Its mining operations between the Eureka
and Liberty pits and had not found It necessary to enlarge its

pit area during the year.

W.VLLACE, IDAHO—June 14

An Eleetrolytio Zinc I'laut may be erected on the Spokane
River a short distance below Spokane where 20,000 hp. is

available. For several weeks a representative of a syndicate,

composed both of Western and Eastern men, has made a care-

ful investigation of the present production of zinc in the

Coeur d'Alene district and a close estimate of the probable
production within the next IS months. His conclusion is that

by the end of the period stated this district will be turning
out approximately 850 tons of shipping ore and concentrates
per day. The success of the Anaconda company in the elec-

trolytic treatment of zinc ore. and particularly its success
in handling the complex ore of the Douglas mine, which the

company is now developing in Pine Creek section of the
Cosur d'Alene district, is certain to bring about a radical

change in the manner and place of treatment of zinc ores in

the northwest. At present all the zinc ore from this district

goes to Kansas. Oklahoma and Eastern smelteries, which have
the advantage of natural gas or cheap fuel. It is understood
that the Anaconda company's new plant at Great Fall.s, Mont.,

will have little, if any, more capacit.v than will be required
for the product of its own mines. The promoters of the pro-
posed plant on the Spokane River figure that with the splen-
did water power they hold and the advantage of a low freight

rate from the mines, probably .$1 or $1.50 per ton, they will be
able to compete successfully with the distant I'astern smel-
ters who are limited to the old processes in the absence of

cheap water power.

SAi/r I.AKK CITV—Juno l(t

Electrification or the liiiiKlKini A <;iirHclii Ity. is under
consideration, though no ai>i>ropi-iati()n for the work has yet
been made. This railroad, being a subsidiary of Utah Copper
Co., transports most of the Bingham Caflon production that
goes to Garfield.

The U. S. CieolOKicnl Survey is taking steps toward making
the much desired survey of the Cottonwood and American
Fork mining district, although the sundry civil bill upon
which this work is dependent has not yet been passed. Mean-
time, B. .S. Butler and F. F. Hintze, of the Survey are In this

city, and will in a few days leave tor the district.

The Utah Ore Snmitllnic Co. Is to erect another plant at
.Murray to take care of Increased shipments. The new plant
will be close to the old one. At present the sampler is

handling an average of 500 tons a day. The new plant on
which work will be started In the near futvire Is intended to

double the caiiaclty. The addition should prove of Interest to

.^ihlppers because it will cut down much waiting for cars to

take their turn In sampling, as at present. At Silver City the
sampler Is running nearly at capacity, having handled a

^xri-atly Increased tonnage since shipments from TIntIc have
been heavier. The Park City sampler of this company is

also in active operation. The three samplers together are

handling the largest tonnage in the history of the company.
These are the only important custom sampling mills in Utah,

though sampling facilities also exist at all the smelting plants.

EL PASO, TEX—June l.'>

The Ari/.ona Smelting Situation is becoming serious. Many
small shippers who have not contracts with the smelters are

being forced to close down or curtail their operations on

account of the smelters not being able to handle the ores.

There have been cases where men have bought or leased prop-

erties and had their first shipments turned down. In some
instances shipments have merely been limited, but in others

all new ores are refused, owing to the inability on the part

of the smelters to handle larger tonnages until certain exten-

sions have been made. Most of the smelters have long-

standing contracts with the more prominent producers; the

latter have greatly increased their output within the last

year, besides which there has been a general increase in tlie

amount of custom ore offered. The smelters, however, are

doing everything possible to take care of the increase in busi-

ness. The smelteries at Hayden, Miami and Douglas are all

making extensions and the EJ Paso smeltery will put into

operation five old lead furnaces as soon as they are sufli-

cientl.v repaired. Tlie old Sasco smeltery has been purchased
by the American Smelting and Refining Co. and blown in.

Efforts are being made to revive the old Pioneer plant at

Sahuarita, and the smeltery at the Swansea mine in Yum;i
County. There is talk of a custom plant at Prescott and of a
custom lead stack at AVickenburg. The l;;tter is particularly

needed as there are no lead-smelting plants nearer than
El Paso, and the Needles where capacity is limited.

VIRGINIA, MINN June 1«

I. AV. AV. Representatives have been organizing the

miners of the Virginia district for the past week and
claim to have several hundred already enrolled. The miners
of the Miller and the St. James mines at Aurora, on the east-

ern Mesabi, went out on strike two weeks ago. but some of

them have returned to their places. W. D. Haywood, secre-

tary-treasurer of the Industrial Workers of the World, who
was formerly connected with the Western Federation of Min-
ers, and W. D. Scarlet, of Chicago, who was prominent in the
Paterson, N. J., strike two years ago, have assumed charge
of I. W. W. affairs on the range. The striking- miners of the

Aurora district marched to Eveleth, Gilbert and Virginia
enlisting recruits. There was a little trouble at the Genoa
mine, of the Oliver Iron Mining Co., but no serious violence

resulted. None of the miners there joined the union. The
strike leaders claim that they will soon have every mine in

the Virginia district shut up tight, but the mine officials state

that this will not be the case. All of the mines here are still

operating, although man.v of the miners have left their work.
Fearing that there might be violence, all of the saloons of

Virginia were closed by orders of the city commission. There
are no saloons in Hibbing, Chisholm and some of the smaller
towns, having been put out of business when an old Indian
treaty was enforced this year. The strike leaders have been
asked to le.ave the city but they have refused to depart. A
mass meeting of about 1,000 citizens was held in Virginia.

Friday night, and the police will be given every support if

trouble is started. The demands of the men who are striking
are as follows: (1) A scale of $3.50 for work undeiground in

wet places, $3 in dry places and $2.75 on surface; (2) an 8-hr.

working day, miners to enter and leave the mine on company
time; (3) semimonthly pa.vdays; (4) immediate payment when
miner quits; (5) abolishing Saturday night shift in mines
where it has not been discontinued, the miners to be paid for

the shift; (6) abolishing overtiine work, or pa.vment at double
prices for overtime. The miners throughout the entire Lake
Superior district were granted an S-hr. da.v several years ago,
but it Is not from "collar to collar," the miners going to and
from thiir places from the collar on their own time.

(Later)—Mesabi Range strike has become more serious
All underground mines In BIwabik and Aurora ai*e Idle. Most
of those in Virginia, Gilbert and Eveleth are closed or work-
ing with small forces. Operators may decide to close all

underground mines in district.

JOI'I.IN—June 17

I'roilucdon .Miovc .Vormul is again being recorded in this

district, after two weeks of I'urtalled output on account of

refusal of the Hrotherhood of Hoister Engineers to abide by a

60c. cut In wages the first of June. While a number of the

striking holstermcn are still out, the'r places have been fllbd

at virtually all the mines. The sheet-ground mines In the

North Webb City section, which were down for a week and a

htilf. are all operating again, with new hoistcrmen. Mine
managers state they arc not getting quite so good a tonnage
as with the old holateimen, but believe they will be soon.
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GRANBY (Hadley)—Boyle Bros., of Spokane, are diamond-
drilling here for the Granby company.

B. L. THANE DEVELOPMKNT CO. (.Juneau)—Organized
by B. L. Thane, manager of Alaska Gastineau, to develop
AlaKkan and Canadian properties.

ALASKA-ENDICOTT MINING AND MILLING CO. (Juneau)
—E. M. Aldrich, of Spokane, is directing summer work at prop-
erty on Endicott Arm. Bernei"'s Bay region.

McKINLEY LAKE (Cordova)—George C. Hazelet has
bonded this quartz property for Eastern men; engineer will
examine this summer. Claims situated ]8 mi. from Cordova
and 3 mi. from Copper River & Northwestern Ry.

ARIZONA
Coehise ("ounty

KILMURRT-MORGAN (Bowie)—An S-ft. orebody disclosed
by shaft now down 121 ft.

FLUORINE (Pearce)—C. A. P. Brown and associates
bonded this mine tor $135,000 from William Mitchel.

BOWIE MINE.S DEVELOPMENT CO. (Bowie)—New com-
pany may build 50-ton mill on old Buckeye silver-lead mine.

BLACK PRINCE (Johnson)—New 100-hp. boiler in place
and stations cut for three new pumps to handle water from
ninth level.

APACHE PASS GOLD MINING CO. (Bowie)—Incorporated
to develop old Quillian mine, compri.sing 18 claims and hav-
ing two-stamp mill. Free-milling gold ore. but silver-lead
ore carrying gold recently opened in new tunnel. J. H.
Jaque, secretary.

Gila County

INTERN,\TIONAL (Miami)—Adding third reverberatory.

MIAMI MOTHER LODE MINING CO. (Miami)—Incorpor-
ated to acquire Mother Lode Extension, Five Points and Wil-
liam Schafer copper groups, 1,140 acres. William Schafer,
manager.

OLD DOMINION (Globe)—Pumping 6.500,000 gal. water
per day; lowest in a year. Increase of production to 3.400,-
000 lb. copper per month by having flotation concentrates
treated in reverberatories at International smeltery. Favor-
able developments at depth in Old Dominion, and in ITnited
Globe mine, at 1,600 level, high-grade ore was recently dis-
closed.

Slaricopa County

MORMON GIRL (Cave Creek)—Resumed development;
several shipments made.

H. K. PATCH (Peoria)—Taking out high-grade tungsten
ore from claims purchased from Butler and Martin.

MAX-DELTA (Phcenix")—Developing gold property south
of Phoenix; W. S. Jennings, superintendent; 12 men employed.

G.ARDINER & NESS (Peoria)—Making preparations to in-
stall concentrator on tungsten property on Tule Creek. Ore
carries tantalum also.

JOHN ASHER (Peoria) — Shipping high-grade lead-sil-
ver ore; sorting out molybdenum and vanadium ore also for
shipment to Los Angeles, Calif., where it will be treated.

Mohave Comity

ARGO (Oatman)—Shaft reached 555 ft. in 80 days' sinking;
being continued to 600 level.

GILT EDGE (Oatman)—Shaft at 300 ft.; water encoun-
tered; pump ordered from Denver.

OATMAN PIONEER (Oatman)—Good ore reported in south
drift at 400-ft. level. E. H. Dawson, manager.
OATMAN BELL (Oatman)-—Machinery installed and shaft

down 60 ft. Lester M. Dull, of Colorado, interested.

Br,ACK RANGE (Oatman)—Six feet of ore opened on 300-
ft. level. Pump now installed will prevent further delay
from water.

O.VTMAN GOLD GROUP MINES CO. (Oatman)—Incorpor-
ated by C. H. Shoemaker and Philadelphia men to develop
group in the Times Section.

OATM.i^N UNITED (Oatman)—Shaft down 110 ft. with tem-
porary hoist. New beadframe being wired for electricity to
be used with new hoist.

TOM REED (Oatman)—-Reported discovery of rich ore on
1,400-ft. level, the deepest working in the mine and district;
vein width said to be 12 ft.

ARIZONA CENTRAL (Oatman)—Charles E. Knox, of Tono-
pah, and Eastern men are developing this property, adjoining
United Eastern. Shaft down 100 ft.

BIG JIM (Oatman)—On 4S5 level, face of east drift in fine

ore. Sinking to 600 ft. being considered. Jafet Lindcberg,
of San Francisco and .Maska. has taken Important interest.

ARIZONA-BITTTE MINES CO. (Kingman)—Building mill to

treat zinc-lead-gold-silver ore of the Banner and other Stock-
ton Hill mines in Cerbat Mountains. Mill equipment includes
Blake crusher. Denver rolls. Huntington mill, 7 Butchart and
3 Wiinev tables, Stefty pulsating .screens. Delano deslimers.
and 75-l"ip. gasoline engine. F. E. Stellty, mill constructor.
Henry M. Crowther, manager.

Pima County
IMPERIAL COPPER CO. (Redrock)—Court awarded flue

dust and old slag at Sasco smeltery to company, rejecting
claims of creditors of Southern Arizona Smelting Co. Both
corporation:! bankrupt.

G'JULD (Tucson)—Optioned l>y American Smelting and
Refining Co. to secure flux for Sasco smelter.v. Same company-
reported to ha'-e optioned Copper Mountain group, 18 mi.
south of AJo.

Yavapai County
STAR (Walker)—W. L. Comer has resumed development;

shaft down 100 ft., in 3-ft. body $15 ore.

DUNDEE-ARIZONA (Jerome)—New hoist and compressor
installed. Shaft now 200 ft.; will be continued to 900 ft.

HOMESTE.\D (Walker)—Recently purchased by New York
syndicate from -Mrs. M. A. Milliken. Hoist and other machin-
ery being ijlaced,

TUNGSTEN KING MINING (Crown King)—Struck 2-ft.
vein of high-grade ore in Davis group, Tule Creek district; N.
H. (Jetchell president.

WHITE HORSE (Mayer)—Mine in Black Cafion district.
sold to Willard Bonduiant, of Los Angeles. Deep develop-
ment will be undertaken.

KEYSTONE (Prescott)—San Francisco operators nerotifi-
ing tor purchase of Dos Oris, Raven, Buzzard, and Mark
Twain claim on Hassa.vampa river.

WHITE SPAR (Presei.tt)—Sold to A. E. Moynahan, form-
erly mine inspector of Colorado; arranging for immediate
operations. Property on Hassayampa River.
JEROME VERDE (Jerome)—Columbia shaft being en-

larged to three compartments and deepened; 112-hp. hoist
and 700-cu.ft. compressor installed. J. B. Harper, superin-
tendent.

(1LD YORK (Yarnell)—Sold to San Francisco men; new
hoist, compressor and other equipment ordered; several build-
ings going up; large force will soon be put to work at this
gold mine; has 400-ft. shaft.

CLIMAX (Prescott)—Lens of telluride ore. running as high
as $600 gold, has been cut. Company has also taken over old
Catoctin group of mines on Hassayampa River; will unwater
and install new hoist.

C.\LIFOI»M.\
Aniu«lor County

SUTTER CREEK MINING CO. (Sutler Creek)—Unwater-
ing old Poundstone mine on East belt, 1 mi. from Sutter
Creek; reopening old shaft north of main shaft.

WILDMAN-MAHONEY-LINCOLX (Su'ter Creek)—Report-
ed option on 1 hese properties, believed to be in the interests
of Consolid.-ited .\mador Mining Co. which owns Old Eureka.

CONSOLIDATED AM.\DOR (Sutter Creek)—Transformers
installed, hoist and compressor connected, pumps coiinecte'l
to motors but initial unwatering shaft will proceed with
baler.

SOUTH EUREKA (Sutter Creek)—Ten stamps of Oneida
mill dropping on ore from lower wo'-kings of Oneida. Large
ore reserves opened east of m.-im South Eureka workings.
Eighty stomns dropping on South Eureka ore. W. H. Schmal.
superintendent.

Batte County
MANG.VNESE DEPOSITS at Clipper Mills being mined by

Noble Electric Steel Co.; 2 motor trucks hauling ore to
Oroville.

SMITH-UNDERSTOCK (Quartz)—On west branch of Butte
Creek, rich ore found at end of 120-ft. crosscut. Title
dispute on at present.

ZENITH CHROME MINING CO. (Forbestown>—New de-
posit of ciirome being worked. Reported that company em-
ploys 5 motor trucks hauling ore to Oroville. Company has
purchased another chrome deposit near Swayne.

EL (^R(^ DRED(3ING CO. (San Fiincisco) — Prospected
gravel on Butte Creek, near Chico. adjoining Pacific Gold
Dredging Co. Area about 33i; -acres and includes the lands
of McLaugh'in. Beck, Polk, I'erley and Crouch. Charles F.
Helman. manager.

Calaveras County
GOLD CLIFF (Angels Camp)—Reported rich strike m.-ide

on 1.600 level. New drift is bei..g opened on 1,S00 level. F.
J. Martin, superintendent.

C'\LAVERAS MINING CO. (Angels Camp> — New 7.'i-hp.

electric motor will be installed for air compressor. Exten-
sive development in progress.

I'^ldorndo County
WOODL.-\WN (Eldorado)—New owners will reopen.

CHI'RCH ITNION (Eldorado)—PrepBrations being made for
resumption by San Fr.incisco purchasers.

MONTEZUM.V (Placerville)—New vertical shaft has reached
S30 ft. Drifting on the 500 and SOO levels in progress. On ihe
500. Large orebodies reported, averaging about $5 per ton.
Vein on SOO is ribbon quartz on the foot-wall side, running
about ?10 per ton; white quartz on banging-wall side is low-

grade. ProiH-rtv owned l>v J. C. Heald and being developed bv
California lOxploiation Co. under direction .\lbert Bureh. of
San Francisco. .Mill mav be installed.
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Inyo County

CUSTER (Darwin)—Shipping: some high-grade copper ore.

though its main workings are in lead-silver zone of Darwin
district. Installing new hoist and compressor.

Kern Connty

POTASH NEAR KANE SPRINGS reported; a number of
claims have been located by Randsburg men.

GARLOCK-GOLER district is again active. Old tunnel
reopened bv Maples. Biddle and Weaver who encountered
large quartz vein carving some ore assaying $56 per ton in

gold, silver and copper; expect to ship 30 tons to Selby. Re-
ported strike caused small rush to district. In this region,
about 20 vears ago. much placer gold was recovered. Camps
were deserted when the Yellow Aster at Randsburg was dis-

covered.
Nevada Connty

IREL.AN (Nevada City)—Strike of high-grade ore in this
property attracting attention of prospectors to Alleghany dis-

trict. Ore contains arsenical sulphurets.

CALIFORNIA (Spenceville)—This copper mine being re-
opened by Partridge and Johnson, of San Francisco. Martin
Rourke is manager.

San Bernardino Connty

TUNGSTEN MINING is still active notwithstanding de-
crease in price of the ore. Several important discoveries have
been made recently in area between Atolia and Randsburg.
Tungsten belt extended to 10 mi. east and west of Atolia and
5 mi. north and south. Atolia Mining Co. curtailed produc-
tion but total output of independent producers amounts to
more than 100 tons a day.

Shasta County
HEROULT SMELTERY reported to have resumed smelt-

ing of ferro-manganese ores. Supply of manganese temporar-
ily curtailed, during which period iron ore from Heroult mines
kept plant going. Fifteen carloads of iron shipped East.

MAMMOTH (Kennett)—Reported that purchase of Stowell
group has been completed for |96,000, which included $13,000
delinquent tax claims.

Tnolnmne County

nUTCH-SWEENEY-APP (Jamestown)—High-grade ore
disclosed in the Dutch, following closely upon recent strike
in the App. Mill treating over 200 tons per day.

BACIGALUPI (Jamestown)—Taken by Pittsburg Silver
Peak Mining Co. on bond. James Diamond and H. C. Garner,
former owners, and Robert Pierson who promoted the deal
retain interest. Development being done under contract by
Barnev Whitaker and others. John Mocine, superintendent.

Cl<

COLOR.VDO
ar Creek Conn

-tonBOLTHOFF (Dumont)—Ground being liioken i

mill, following tests.

NEW ERA (Freeland)—Being developed under lease liy

W. A. Oilman. Mill in operation.

HUMBOLDT (Idaho Springs)—This Ute Creek property will

be reopened by the owner, John R. Wallace.

CONCRETE (Idaho Springs)—The crosscut has been com-
pleted and a west heading is being advanced on the vein. A
connection will be made with the bottom of the Concrete
shaft.

EDGAR (Idaho Springs)—Being developed by Nankervis
and associates of Idaho Springs. Vein opened by Big Five
tunnel 2.XO0 ft. from portal. West heading advanced 280 ft.

is in milling ore tested recently in Newton mill producing con-
centrates worth about $60 a ton. Pockets of smelting ore
also opened.

LAKE (Idaho Springs)—Being developed below the Big
Five tunnel level bv I. D. L. Leasing Co. of which George K.
Kimball is m.Tnager. Block of ground below old Moser and
Kline lease being opened at two levels with favorable re-

sults- vein 2 to 3 ft. wide and a.verages about $15 a ton. Shaft
will he sunk an additional 100 ft. and a new skip Installed to
replace bucket.

OunnlNon County

VULCAN MINES AND SMELTER CO. (Vulcan)—Controls
Vulcan, Good Hope and Mammoth Chimney mines, southwest
of Gunnison City. Vulcan shaft repaired and water now low-
ered to liOO-ft. level. Shaft is TOO ft. deep. Small copper-
matting furn.nce instalbd recently to treat dump ore and
later, mine ore. Auto truck will be used for hauling.

Lake County

WKSTERN ZINC MINING AND REDUCING CO. (Leadvllle)
—Preparing foundations for tour more zinc-oxide furnaces;
eight In present battery.

San Jii nty

SILVER LAKE (Silverton)—Two kinds of ore now mined
by lessees, sulphide ore carrying copper and lead, and gold
quartz ore. Underground development will be pushed vigor-
ously during summer.

Snn Mlmirl County

SHIPMENTS FROM TELLURIDR for May amounted to 120
cars; principal shippers were: Tombov, 58 cars; Smuggler-
Union. 67 cars; Liberty Bell. 11; Columbia Leasing^ 4 car.-).

SANTA Cni'Z (Ophlr)—Being developed by Wichmann and
Myers. Test shipments made to Sallda,

IMES (Sawpit)—Recent development highly encouraging.
Gold-sllver-lead-zlnc vein 2 to 4 U. wide, assaying from $40

Teller County

ROOSEVELT DRAINAGE TUNNEL flow was 14,065 gal, per
inin. on June 4.

ELKTON (Elkton)—Overwinding caused death of Roy
North and serious injury of another miner on June S.

.-VLBERT-BEACON GOLD MINING CO. (Cripple Creek)

—

Incorporated to work Prince Albert mine on Beacon Hill.
Frank Vetter, presidsnt and mr.nager.

GOLD SOVEREiaN (Crippl,; Creek)—On 1,400 level, Union
Leasing Co. has shipped $30 ore from recent strike. William
Reed, lessee, has completed mill for treating the dump.
NEW ER.\ LEASING CO. (Cripple Creek)—Formed by

James F. Burns to work Minnehaha claim of Jennie Sample
companv. Old drifts above 750-ft. level will be extended.
Edward" P. Arthur, Jr., superintendent.

IDAHO
Blaine Connty

Shoshone County

NORTHERN LIGHT (Kellogg)—Shaft sunk on this Pine
Creek property to 400 ft.; crosscut being run to two veins
opened on the 200 level.

CONSOLIDATED MARSH MINES CO. (Burke)—To be or-
ganized to acquire Marsh Mining Co., the Green Mountain
now controlled by Marsh, and perhaps some additional proper-
ties. Marsh's new executive committee is W. M. Lee, of
Duluth, Edward Pohlman, of Spokane, and W. Earl Greenough,
of Wallace. New company will have 2,000.000 shares, $1 par;
old companv has 1,450,000 shares outstanding. Share for share
exchange; remainder to be offered to shareholders first, then
to underwriting syndicate.

STEW.\RT (Kellogg)—Stockholders will meet in Kellogg
on July S to consider increasing capital stock from 1,250.000
shares' to 3.000,000. Additional .«tock to be used for acquisi-
tion of new mining property; two properties favorably re-
ported on bv company's engineers. Stewart mine practically
exhausted. Operations now limited to the Coeur d'.Vlene De-
velopment Co., control of which was recently secured; adjoins
the Stewart. About 50 tons of ore per day being produced,
concentrated under contract at Sweeney mill.

MICHIGAN
Copper

TAM.\RACK (Calumet)—Ore production last month was
over 40,000 tons; increase of 3,000 tons.

FR.\NKLIN (Demmon)—Made remarkable increase in ton-
nage in May. increasing by 154 cars to 553 cars of o."^.

OSCEOL.\ CONSOLIDATED (Osceola)—Production from
Kearsarge end of mine showing slight increase furnishing
2,318 cars in May; tonnage from old Osceola about average.

Iron

ATHENS (Negaunee)—Shaft down over 1,600 ft. Fir.^t

station will be cut at 1.850 ft. Shaft will be sunk to 2.600
ft.; will be deepest vertical iron-mine shaft in the country.
Ore struck unexpectedly in shaft at about 1.550 ft. Over
500 tons of ore from shaft now in stock. Sinking at rate
of 120 ft. per month. Cage being used in place of buck-
ets. Shaft is circular to the depth of 1.000 ft. and con-
creted to that point; below it is rectangular and will
be concreted later. Steel bearers being p\it in every 100 ft.,

and 10 ft. of concrete on each side. This will aid concreting
later; concrete will be poured from a number of points and
there will be no delays waiting for concrete to set. Shaft
should be bottomed about first of year.

MINNESOTA
MfNnbi Range

BRUNT (Mountain Iron)—A duplex Bury air compressor,
capacity 300 cu.ft. per miu., will be installed.

SHERIDAN (Hibbing)—Stripping operations nearing com-
pletion after two years' work. Overburden dumped Into Car-
son Lake, drained for the purpose. Stripping will probably be
completed by Sept. 1 and some ore moved this season.

MlSSOI'Itl

Joplln Dlxtriet

EVANS-HALL-SOY (Duenweg)—New mill started on Orr
land. Steam-driven plant; sludge department.

TRENT (Granbv)

—

Drilling campaign shows sheet-ground
orebody from 250 to 278 ft. Lease owners, Underwood &
Benintendi, will erect large mill.

B.VRRETT (Duenweg)—Jones & Gipson erecting nOO-ton
mill on recently prospected tract. Sludge unit operated by
separate engine. Concrete base for all machinery.

RAMAGE (Joplin)—Mine No. 6 in West Joplln camp Is

closed for improvements. Including Dorr thickener, sand jig.

Henry screen and five more sludge tables. Now have 15 tables.

GOTHAM (Prosperity)—Now producing from old Carnation
lease. New steam-driven mill with built-in sludge dei>art-
nient. Soft-ground formation at 200 ft. and sheet-ground at

215 ft. being worked.
ROLLAMO (Webb City)—Tailing mill recently produced

IS tons concentrates in 24 hr.; district's record for tailing
plant. Handling 1,200 tons daily in three 8-hr. shifts. May
Install 10 more tables.

MASCOT (Granbv)—Sold bv Underwood & Benintendi to
American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co. for $55,000. Consists
of fi8-acre lease and concentrating plant, near Granby prop-
erties recently taken over. Steady producer for number of
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MONTANA
Beaverhead <'€»unty

BANNACK (Bannack)—Employing 00 men in development
and shaft sinking. Another ciew of 20 men will complete
40-ton mill. Unoptioned portion of Golden Leaf group being
worked by Mr. Dunn, original owner.

FerjiTMH County
BARNES KING (Butte)—Reports ore mined in Mav at

North Moccasin mine was 3,779 tons yielding $28,000 bullion;
yield per ton $7.41, an increase of $1.04 over April. Piegan
Gloster produced 2,178 tons in May; bullion $10,000; vikU! per
ton, $4.09 Week's shut-down announced for repairs at both
mines. Shannon mine ready for sloping. Aerial tramway
from mine to Piegan Gloster mill under construction.

Granite County
BROOKLYN (Maxville)—Important strike at this old cop-

per-silver mine in crosscut at vertical depth 280 ft. Vein is
6 ft. wide. About 30 tons being extracted daily in course of
development. About six months ago property was taken over
by Spokane, Wash., men; 100-ton mill will soon be ready.

JelTer.son County
IN MONTANA CITY DISTRICT, a few miles south of

Helena, John Stevenson has bonded copper-silver-gold prop-
erty to Vancouver men. Vein 7 ft. wide, $12 to $14 per ton,
ore on dump. Leasers may erect small mill.

MOOSE MOUNTAIN COPPER CO. (Corbin)—Three high-
grade copper-lead-zinc-silver veins being developed; tunnel
in 1,400 ft.

Len'is and Clark County
SUNSHINE (Helena)—Owned by principal stockholders of

Scratch Gravel Mining Co.; shaft being sunk. Plans to begin
shipping copper-gold ore immediately and to install ma-
chinery.

SCRATCH GRAVEL MINING CO. (Helena) — President
CuUen announces shipments from now on will net at least
$30,000 per month; about 2.000 tons have been shipped to
East Helena smeltery, netting on average $2,300 for 40-ton
car. Most of this ore came from development work.

t*hilliii.s County
BEAVER CREEK MINING CO. (Butte)—Syndicate of

Butte men, headed b.v J. L. Bruce, of Butte & Superior com-
pany, acquired control of this property in Little Rocky dis-
trict, near southern edge of Fort Belknap Indian reservation.
Low-grade gold deposit, developed by 1.400 ft. of tunnels
and drifts; winze recently opened $6 rock. Equipped with
300-ton cyanide plant. It is said that 200.000 tons of $4 ore
blocked out. Syndicate to add new mill equipment costing
$50,000.

Silver Bow County
EAST BUTTE EXTENSION (Butte)—On 250 level. No. 6

shaft, 2V4-£t, vein opened by leasers.

EAST BLITTE (Butte)—May production, 1,517,440 lb. cop-
per. Nearly 20,000 tons of ore is being hoisted per month.

BUTTE & GREAT FALLS (Butte)—Crosscut on 500 level
has not yet reached Genevieve vein. Drifting in V. G. vein
showing good orebody.

ANACOND.V (Butte)—Will increase output at its Butte
mines about 30,000 tons a month by putting on four additional
shifts per month. Mines will operate on Sunda.v nights as
well as Saturday nights. Up to now company has been run-
ning mines only 26 days out of 30 each month, a plan that was
outgrowth of curtailment two years ago. New plan will in-
crease copper production 2,000,000 to 3.000,000 lb. per month.

NEVADA
Clark County

INGOMAR (Goodsprings)—Lakeview Mining Co., Samuel
S. Arentz, manager, has bond on this claim situated high on
limestone cliffs; ore typical zinc carbonate of section is .sent
through 500 ft. of No. 16 11-in. pipe at angle of 45° to plat-
form and chute where it is loaded on burros and packed 1,000
ft. to road; then hauled by tractors to Roach, Nev. Can pro-
duce steadily while zinc price is high.

FAko County

DELANO (Contact)—Employing 30 men and shipping three
cars copper ore per week. Heavier equipment to be added and
production increased.

RUBY FRANKLIN MINES CO. (Tobar)—This new com-
pany will operate group of eight zinc claims, 15 mi. from
Tobar. A. L. Hansen, 1119 Boston BIdg., Salt Lake City,
Utah, secretary.

£^Kniernlda County

BUTTE GOLDFIELD (Goldfleld)—Hargrove &• Cormack
lease recently shipped car of lead-silver ore, averaging $35
per ton, from this property at Gold Mountain.

RAY (Goldfleld)—Carload of machinery, including hoist,
compressor, etc., being hauled to these copper claims. Devel-
opments encouraging. Shaft down 200 ft.; 15 men employed.

.IT'MBO EXTENSION (Goldfleld)—May profit amounted to
$31,250. Production was 2,S50 dry tons, gross value $91,500.
Sampling, freight and treatment costs were $32,250; smelter
loss. $10,500; operating expense, $17,500.

Hi iiholdt County

RYE PATCH (Rye Patch)—Consolidation of old Alpha and
Silver Bell properties. Sulphide zone will be prospected by
diamond drilling.

SEVION TROUGHS CO.VLITION (Seven Troughs)—For year
ended Apr. 30, 1916: Ore returns amounted to $335,735; direct
operating expense, $214,561; administrative and general ex-
l>.nse. $26,574; profit. $98,977.

lilncoln County
PIOCHE ORE SHIPME.NTS for fortnight ended June 10

were approximately 9,000 tons from six propel ties, although
about nine-tenths of tonnage was from Prince ConBOlldateC

Mineral County
LUNING ORE SHIPMENTS from 14 properties, now operat-

ing in district, average 100 tons daily, the majority CurrylnE
from 4% to 6% copper.

Nye County
TONOPAH ORE SHIPMENTS for week ended June 10

amounted to 9.217 tons, valued at $183,766. compared with
8,778 tons for week previous. Producers were: Tonopah Bel-
mont, 2,802 tons; Tonopah Mining. 2,550; Tonopah Kxtension.
1,850; .Jim Butler, 750; West End, 630; Rescue-Eula, 210; Hali-
fax, 160; North Star, 55; miscellaneous, 210 tons.
MACNAMARA (Tonopah)—Stoping suspended pending con-

nection with Red Plume workings of Tonopah Mining Co.
for better ventilation.

BLACK MAMMOTH (Manhattan)—Under bond to Record
Lode Mining Co. Incline shaft now down to 100-ft. level
with 2% -ft. ore showing.

ROUND MOUNTAIN (Round Mountain)—With additional
water recently acquired, both the Jet Creek and Jefferson-
Shoshone lines are sluicing three shifts. Returns to date
indicate profitable season.

Storey County
SIERRA NEVADA (Virginia)—On 2.400 level continued re-

opening east crosscut; on 2,500 level saved 67 tons. $17.74.
MEXICAN (Virginia)—On 2.500 level north drift advanced

to 61-tt. point, face 'n porphyry and quartz of low assay.
Mexican mill crushed 456 tons custom ore, average $38.39.

COMSTOCK PUMPI.NG ASSOCIATION (Virginia)—Sierra
Nevada, Mexican and Union shaft repaired to 115-ft. point
below 2,500 level. C & C shaft preparing to put in new pump-
discharge column below 2,000 level.

UNION CON (Virginia)—Ore extraction, 389 tons. From
2.400 level 86 tons, $42.45; 195 tons. $48.75; from 2.500 level
lOS tons, $19.24. On 2.700 level north drift advanced to 46-
ft. point, face in porphyry and qu.artz.

CROWN POINT-BELCHER (Gold Hill)—Work continued
on 300 level, 16 cars of ore saved; no work below that 1< vel
on .account of gas from recent fire. Jacket mill ran 4 days on
dump rock, received 3s9 tons, shipped bullion.

OPHIR (Virginia)—Cleaned out west crosscut on 2.400
level 20 ft.; started and advanced 10 ft. on northwest drift;
12 in. quartz in face, assaying $8 to $20. On 2.500 level main
north lateral drift repaired 110 ft. to S30-ft. point; on 2.700
level, north drift extended 17 ft. to 32-ft. point, face in quartz.

NEW ME.XICO
RATE ON ZINC SHIPMENTS not exceeding $30 per ton in

value from Magdalena to East St. Louis. $3.75 per ton. Excess
collected by Santa Ff Ry. from Granby Mining and Smelting
Co. in November. 1915, ordered returned by Interstate Com-
merce Commission.

Grant County
C. & O. M. & R. (Pinos Altos)—Shipping lead-zinc con-

centrate, containing some gold and silver.

MILLS (Pinos Altos)—New headframe built: shaft retim-
bered; 16-in. streak ore on 100-ft. level carries gold, silver
and zinc.

CHINO (Hurley)—Estimated May production. 6.491.000 lb.
copper. Mill treating 2.000 tons per day more than average
of last year, or over 9.000 tons daily.

Otero County

LA LUZ, a new gold camp, is attracting attention. Tung-
sten and copper have also been found.

GARNET (Jarilla)—Sold to William Miiller and O. D. War-
nock, of El Paso; will develop.

IRON KING (.larilla)—.L H. Parker and Winchester Coolev.
leasers, will resume and will ship daily about 15 carloads
high-grade iron ore to Colorado Fuel and Iron Co.. Pueblo.
Co! ,

Sierra County

KRNKSTl.N'E (MogoUon)—Installation of large, double-
drum, electric hoist completed. Skips now used.

EBERIK (MogoUon)—Being developed bv the Oaks Co..
Alma, N. . . Last shipnient. 46 tons, averaging $17.

ROSiCi . IJi] vrCLI- (Rosed. ile)—Operations will be resumed
and mill rebuilt; J. P. Norvelle. of Terre Haute. Ind., owner.

MINTOE SILVER-LEAD MINING (Hermosa)—Lead ore.
lunning 60 to 70 oz. silver to ton. opened; five carloads already
on dump.

OREGON
(rant County

COMPTON MINES CO. (Susanville)—Platinum reported in
this gold-silver mine. The 140-ft. shaft and 175-ft. drift
showed good gold and silver assays; tunnel started to cut
vein 400 ft. below shaft bottom di.-sclosed blind load that
gave assay of $1.40 gold and 1.10 oz. platinum. O. H. Bennett,
Wallace, Idaho, president.

JoMeiihIno County
ANDERSON (Kerby)—This placer averaging $1,000 in' gold

and platinum every 20 days.
^V.\LDO (Waldo)—Many improvements made; preparing

for extensive working of this placer during coming season.
C.ALIPORNI.V M.-\NG.\NESE company is gathering chromic

iron ore from eight prospecting camps in hills surrounding
Kerbv. Ore is hauled 17 mi. in auto-trucks to railroad at
Waters Creek. More than 1,000 tons ready for shipment.
Chrome output of Josephine County for 1916 will exceed all
lirevious records.
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PEX>SY1.V.\.MA
CAMBRIA STEEL (Johnstown)—As soon as new blast fur-

nace at Franklin department is complete, two new openhearth
furnaces will be erected; cost about $200,000; will add .^00 tons
of steel to the present daily capacity of about 2,700 tons. More
furnaces planned at the lower Cambria mills.

TEXX'ESSEE
CHAT.\TA ZINC MINING AND MILLING CO. (Charleston)

—

Contemplates erecting mill at old lead-zinc mine of the Ashe-
ville company. Incline shaft. 2s0 ft., in ore. C. M. Streckler,
524 St. James Bldg., Chattanooga, Tenn., manager.

UTAH
Beaver County

BE.WER COPPER (Milford)—Shaft sinking being done on
low-grade ore.

BEAVER LAKE MET.\LS (Milford)—Two drills at work
sinking shaft to 100-ft. level.

SOUTH UTAH (Newhouse)—Leasing company understood
to be making proflt. Possible that flotation may make the
mine profitable.

Iron County

A CAR OP HEMATITE from the Iron Mountain deposits
shipped East for experimental purposes. The deposits at
Iron Springs and south contain immense tonnage of hema-
tite and magnetite; utilization only a question of time.
There are coal deposits in Parowan range. 12 mi. east. The
nearest railroad point at present is over 20 mi.

Piute County

INCTREASED ACTIVITY at and near Marysvale; new alu-
nite discoveries made. Residents of Marysvale approved $16.-
000 bond issue for water system.

BUCKSKIN MOUNTAIN COPPER (Marysvale)—Shipping
ore accumulated on the dump. Will be hauled to Marysvale.

FLORENCE MINING AND MILLING (Marysvale)—Mill site

secured in Sevier River bottom, a mile from Marysvale.

DEER TR.\IL (Marysvale)—Ore of good grade opened in

tunnel at l.SOO ft. There is tonnage of milling ore. and mill
may be built. Property is near mouth of Cottonwood Canon. 6

mi. from Marysvale, and near the potash plant of the Mineral
Products Co.

MINERAL PRODUCTS (Marysvale)—Treating 100 tons of
alunite dailv. Some changes and improvements in mill being
made to reduce dust losses from kiln and drying room. The
large alunite vein has been followed 1.000 ft. by a tunnel,
and is now from 20 to 25 ft. wide. Company planning erec-
tion of houses for employees.

Salt Lake County
dailySHIPMENTS FROM ALTA of four cars or mc

being made, the South Hecla being heaviest shipper
gan-Utah, Wasatch Mines, Alta Consolidated, Albion and
Sells also shipping.

CONOOR (Bingham)—Thirty to forty tons being shipped
daily from 120-ft. level.

MICHIGAN-UTAH (Alta)—.\bout 40 tons daily being
shipped by lessees from above the Cleaves tunnel and Grizzly
workings. Indebtedness much reduced.

ALBION (Alta)—High-grade ore marketed from upper
workings. Both shipping and milling ore opened. Crushing
machinery, jigs and concentrating tables will be installed to
treat the"latttr.

SOUTH HECLA (Alta)—Reported strike on 900-ft. level,

2.000 ft. from portal of Quincy tunnel. Ore opened by South
Hecla Extension, which is drifting for its own ground. New
strike is under lease to the South Hecla Extension.

Summit County

SILVER KING CONSOI,!D.\TED (Park City)—Quarterly
dividend $63,750 declared, making total to date $942,372. Ship-
ing 60 tons daily of first-class ore. Work on new mill and
other improvements progressing.

JITDGK MINING AND SMELTING (Park City)—Recent
tailings from notation plant carry 0.1 to 0.4% Pb and 1.6 to
1 8'» Zn Flotation concentrates tabled for lead and zinc
separation, the tailings from this separation being returned
and refloated in separate cell for lead product.

Tooele County

OPHIR AND DRY CANON districts are active. More leas-

ing than in some time, and heavier tonnage being shipped.
Working at the Dry Cafion Consolidated, Wandering Jew, Big
Lead, Kearsarge, Mono Development and Eureka-Ophir.

BROOKLYN (Stockton)—Lessees shipping silver-gold ore
high in iron.

QUEEN OF THE HILLS (Stockton)—Silver-lead-zinc ores
being mined by lessees.

HIDDEN TRE.\SURE (Stockton)—High-grade zinc ore be-
ing shipped from upper workings.

WXSUfSliTOfi
StcvcHM <'ounty

ELECTRIC POINT MINING CO. (Northport)—Hauling
high-grade lead ore over new 14-mi. road to Boundary. Shaft
200 ft. deep. Driving crosscut tunnel to tap orcbody at 360
ft. below outcrop. Roy A. Young, president.

WISCONSIN'

IRON LANDS in northern Wisconsin were studied by Wis-
consin Geological Survey which ha.s issued blueprints— In

advance of i)rinted reports—covering magmtu- line.s. ro.Tds,

streams, etc.. for 20 townships In Ashland, liayfleld. Price,

Sawver and Rush counties. Exploratory drilling will be con-
ducted bv W. I). Edaon. of Duluth, Minn., a Cuyuna Range
opcrulor.'ln Township 41-7, 9 ml. east of Hayward In Sawyer
County; this Is an entirely new field.

Zinc-Lead District

VINEGAR HILL (Platteville)—Will construct mill on
Yewdall property, adjoining Rundell mine at Livingston.

S.\LLY WATERS (Platteville) — The 100-ton mill com-
pleted by R. E. Davis and Douglas Corner at New Diggings.

LINDEN ZINC CO. (Linden)—Overhauling Campbell Sep-
arating plant at Cuba City; 2 new Singer-Campbell kilns to
be installed; capacity 75 tons green ore daily.

WISCONSIN ZINC CO. (Platteville)—Sinking Little Joe
shaft at New Diggings on J. M. Thompson land adjoining
Longhorn shaft which penetrated 2% ft. solid ore at 80 ft.,

and is being sunk 135 ft.

WYOMING
MIDWEST SULPHUR (Cody)—New plant, about 3 mi. from

Cody, being doubled; capacity by July 1 will be 15 tons dailv
of refined sulphur. Rock runs from 40V; upward in sulphur.
Output sold for two years. S. H. Corfield, manager.

C.4:*AD.\
British Columbia

STAND.^RD SILVER LE.\r> (Silverton)—Expenditures:
.April, supplies, $13,765; labor, $24,001; total, $37,766; receipts.
$131,309; apparent operating profit. $93,543; net proflt, $86,774.

HIGHL.AND V.\LLET MINING AND DEVELOPMENT CO.
(Spokane, Wash.)—Building mill to concentrate 69; copper
ore of Chataway and Samson groups in Highland Valley, about
20 mi. southwest of j^shcroft. Mill to be ready in August,
comprises Union Iron Works crusher and rolls, Hardinge
mill. -Anaconda deslimer. Butchart tables. Minerals Separation
flotation cells and Oliver filter to dewater concentrates.
Frederic Ktffer, general manager.

Ontario

WEST DOME (Porcupine)—Cut three veins with diamond
drill.

VIPOND (Porcupine)—Cut main orebody on the 400 and
500 levels.

TOUr?H OAKES (Kirkland Lake)—New body of rich ore
cut on 2n0-ft. level.

CASEY SENECA (Cobalt)—Closed. Development failed to
find any silver.

HOLLINGER (Porcupine)—Contracts let for foundation
work on 2,000-ton addition to mill.

NEWRAY (Porcupine—New company formed to take over
Rea mine; formerly worked by leasing company.
DOME LAKE (Porcupine)—Mill capacity increased to 80

tons a day. the Koering cyaniding system being used.

McKANE (Kirkland Lake)—Under option to the Beaver;
company report states development is highly satisfactory.

BELLELLEN (South Lorrain)—Shaft, down 280 ft., will
be continued until contact Is reached. Car of ore ready for
shipment.

LUCKY CROSS (Swastika)—Under option to the Trethe-
wey. Underground work stopped but surface prospecting will
be continued.

COB.ALT L.AKE (Cobalt)—Mill closed. Now belongs to
Mining Corpojation of Canada and ore is being treated in

main plant at the Townsite.
TRFITHEWEY (Cobalt)—Mill now working on broken

ore left in mine when closed owing to low price of silver.

Extensive exploration planned.
ROGNON (Drvden)—Vein has been stripped for nearlv

half-a-mile showing free gold at intervals. Another shaft
started on high-grade ore shoot.

CROWN RESERVE (Cobalt)—Has given up option on
McCrea properties at Boston Creek, but will do surface work
on two other properties in district.

HURONI.AN (Larder Lake)—Win be reopened. Small ton-
nage of rich ore developed by HoUinger Interests, but price
was too high to permit them to acquire.

ADAN.-VC (Cobalt)—New hoi.'^t Installed and drifting com-
menced on 300-ft. level on 10-ln. vein. Raising from 340-ft.

level to connect with orebod.v on the 2S0.

Mckinley DARR.AGH (Cobalt)—Flotation-plant heads
run 7 to S oz. and tails 1 '/4 to 2 oz.; capacity 150 tons a
day. Expect to Improve extraction.

PLEN.\URUM (Porcupine)—Being taken over by NIpissing
company of Cobalt. Immediate expenditure of $50,000 re-
quired. Mine has two good oreshoots but tonnage is small.

PKTERSON I.,.AKE (Cobalt)—At acrimonious meeting in

Toronto, ,Iune 17, old board of directors reelected, (^ash as-
sets. $202,427. Income practically all from royalties from
Seneca .Superior.

BEAVER (Cobalt)—Main shaft down 1.630 ft. I^ower con-
tact of diabase and Keewatin encountered at 1,570 ft. Station
being cut at 1.6nO-ft. level for lateral development. High-
grade ore. about 4 In. wide, 530-ft. level, proved for 20 ft.

NIPISSING (Cobalt)—In May mined ore. estimated net
value of $291, S9S. and shipped bullion, from NIpissing and
customs ore. estimated value of $420,822. High-grade mill
tieateil ix tons and shipped 55S.14S fine ounces; low-grade
mill trijited 7,032 tons.

MclNTYRE (Porcupine)—Ore reserves estimated at 202.000

tons, averaging $11. but do not include ore on 1,000-ft. level.

It is offlclallv stated that new vein on 1 OOO-fl. level shows J6

ft. of ore. Independent examination of Mclntyre. Melntyre
Extension and Jupiter will be made to arrive at basis for

amalgamation.
MEXICO

Nucvo Leon

MONTEREY STEEL AND IRON (Monterey)—Notwithstand-
ing unsettled conditions the Monterey Steel and Iron works has
been In continuous ojieratlon for the last few months. Iron
ore comes from northern Nuevo Leon and the Iron Mountain
In Durango. Steel billets being sent to France and Italv.
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Metal Markets

NEW YORK lane 21

The last was again a week of dullness and reactionary
tendencies
stronger.

but lead exception, becoming a little

Copper, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Copper—This market was again very dull, but more busi-
ness than in the previous week was reported, there being
several sales of million-pound lots. Certain of these were
for foreign account. Toward the close the market became
weaker, July-August copper being reported offered at 26140.,

regular terms.
The copper market is in an interesting condition. There

has been a rather long period of dullness and some sellers,

who are well sold up, but nevertheless not so well as they
would like to be, have been negotiating with prospective buy-
ers to find a basis for business. There is also apparently
truth in the reports of more foreign business pending. What-
ever it be, matters have not yet gone beyond negotiations
respecting price, as to which agreement has not yet been
reached.

The "Journal of Commerce" of June 9 made the following
interesting report: "An unusual case affecting freight charges
on a shipment of copper from Tacoma has just been settled.

Il appears that a Canadian buyer placed an order with a New
York house for some copper, the price being based on New
York delivery. The buyer later on arranged with the seller

to furnish delivery at Buffalo. The seller ordered the copper
shipped from Tacoma and it "was unloaded at Buffalo without
ever coming to New Yoi'k. The seller charged the buyer the
cost of the freight on the copper from New York to Buffalo,
against which the buyer protests, claiming that as the copper
had never been in New York such a charge should not be
made. The arbitrator ruled that the charge made by the seller

was proper in that the buyer had made a purchase of copper
at New York and later instructed delivery at Buffalo and that
although the copper had come direct to -Buffalo from Tacoma
that the seller had fully complied with the terms of the sale

and was entitled to the freight charge."

Exports from Baltimore for the week included 9,520,878 lb.

copper to Great Britain; 20,030 lb. to Rotterdam, Holland.

Copper Sheets are unchanged at 37.5c. for hot rolled and
38.5c. for cold rolled. Copper wire is 32@32i:;C. per lb. for

lar-ge lots at mill.

Vi. ibie Stocks of Copper in Europe on June 15: Great
Britain, 2,459; France. 4,000; afloat from Chile, 1,500; afloat

from Australia, 4,300; total, 12,259 long tons—or 27,460,160

lb.—which is a decrease of 1.403 tons fiom the May 31 re-

port.

Tin—This market declined from day to day. following the
decline in London. There was an absence of buying here, a
bearish feeling and a lack of confidence generally.

Tin exports from the Federated Malay States in May were
3.722 long tons. For the five months ended May 31 they
were 19,270 tons in 1915, and 18,224 in 1916; decrease, 1.04'j

tons.

Lead—There was improved inquiry right through the week,
and a considerable volume of business done, as reported by
several producers. One or two producers, however, continued
to report slackness of demand and sales at relatively low
prices. Toward the close, quotations were made on some large
lots of lead for export, and with this business coming in sight
the market became appreciably firmer. The prospect of trouble

with Mexico was of but little effect, scarcely any pig lead hav-
ing been coming out of that country lately. However, tliere

have been some importations of lead in ore which may be
cut off.

The statistical position of lead without any doubt continues
very strong, the stocks—in all forms, including ore, byprod-
ucts and bullion—in the hands of the principal producers be-

ing very small. Buyers, on the other hand, have been pur-

chasing only according to their requirements for current con-

1 umption.

Spelter—This metal was again weak on rather small busi-

ness. The principal producers are believed to be accumulat-

ing spelter, but there was absolutely no pressure from any
important quarter to sell prompt and near-by metal. The
market declined further, however, on the ofTerings of smaller
producers, and the absence of any general buying demand.
But few sales for domestic consumption were reported. The
largest single sale during the week that we heard of was for
export. Right through the week prompt spelter was offered
at 12c., declining to 11% at the close, when July was quoted
at llVjC. and August at lie. In the early part of the week
spelter for last-quarter delivery was quoted at 10-Hc. Toward
the close it was 9%c., bid, 10'4c., asked. High-grade spelter
was quoted at 25c.. and intermediate at 18c. Brass special
containing 0.6% lead was sold at 13c.. for prompt delivery on
June 17, and at 12%c. on the 20th.

DAILY PRICES OF METALS IN NEW YORK
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Zinc Sheets are again easier. The base price "n'as reduced
on June 21 to $19 per 100 lb., t.o.b. Peru, 111., less 8% dis-

count.

Other Metals

STEW YORK—June 21

.\lnnilnuni—The market has been active and a good de-
mand is reported. Prices have again hardened and quotations
today are reported at $3@6dc. per lb. for No. 1 ingots. New
Tork.

Antimony—There Is no change in conditions, the market
continuing dull and "weak with gradually receding prices.

Spot has sold at lS@19c. per lb. Shipments from China within
one month are quoted at 17c. per lb., c.i.f., New Tork, duty
unpaid.

Xickel—The market continues steady with about the same
amount of domestic business as usual and with some demand
for export. Quotations are 45<ff50c. per lb. for ordinary
forms, according to size and terms of order. Electrolytic
nickel brings 5c. per lb. premium.

Unicksilvep continued to fall in the early part of the week,
prices receding to $65 per flask of 75 lb.. New Tork. with one
sale reported as low as $61 per flask. On June 19 there was a
sharp upturn in the market, and prices advanced to $68 or $70.

The quotation today is $72@74 per flask, with better demand
and an upward tendency. Buyers seem to have exhausted
their stocks and have come into the market. The probable
stoppage of exports from Mexico has also helped the price.

San Francisco reports by telegraph more business and
a firmer market at $70 @ 72.50 per flask. London prices are
unchanged at £16 10s. per flask.

Minor MetalH—Current quotations for Bismnth are $3.15®
3.25 per lb., New Tork. The London price is lis. per lb.

—

Cadmium is quoted at $1.25@1.50 per lb.—Cobalt is $1.25 per
lb.—.Mnenesinm is quoted at $5.50 per lb. for 99*^ pure.

—

Selenium is from $3 up to $5 per lb., according to quantities.

EXPORT.*! .\>D I.MPORTS

IniportM of Zinc in all forms in April and the four
ended Apr. 30 are reported by the Department
as follows, in pounds:

April
Zinc in ores 31,416,141
Metallic zinc 125,966
Zinc dust 89,317

months
of Commerce

Four
Months

127.889,337
561,062
878, opO

Of the zinc dust imported for the four months 556,950 lb.

came from Japan. The total quantity of ore imported for the
four months was 147,803 tons

E.vportH of Zinc for April and the four months ended Apr.
30 were, in pounds:

Four
Months
47,080,918
18,473.548
25,564,369

336.000

Pigs, bars, etc., from dom. ores...
Pig.s, bars. etc.. from foreign ores.
Plates and sheets
Zinc, blocks, etc., reexported

April
9,375,105
2,424,005
8,275,254

Total metallic zinc
Zinc dross
Zinc dust, reexported

There
reported.

Exports of :>!lner:ilH

Mar. 31, as reported by

20,174,364

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 1,666

exported in April 30 tons of zinc ore, value not

91,454,835
3,209,445

97,419

iind Metals
'Revista Mine

Iron
Copper
Copper precipitate..

U-ai
Zinc
Quicksilver
MangnncW!
Pyrites
Sail

Siiuin. quarter ended
in metric tons:

Ores, etc,

191.5

962,457
11,489

1016

1,I17,'33

183

1,970
333,372
89,367

2.56

837.012
86,917

Imports of coal for the quarter this year were 452,939 tons,

an increase of 86,634 tons, as compared with 1915. Imports of

coke were 38,847 tons, an increase of 1,596 tons.

Gold, Silver and Platinum

MOW YOilK lune SI

Gold— Receipts from Canada at New Tork still continue.
The latest reported is $3,500,000 on June 20, making a total of

$66,000,000 during the past month.

Platinum—The market continues very quiet, with small
transactions only. There is no material change In prices,

which are reported by dealers at $77 '979 per oz. for refined

platinum. Hairl metal Is $4®6 per oz. higher. :ueordlnK to

quality.

Imports of platinum in March were 5,429 oz., against 324

oz. in March of last year.

Our Russian correstjondent writes that during the last

fortnight, since the platinum industry and market were de-
clared free from official control, there has been a considerable
revival in activity. In Petrograd, some quantities have been
sold at 68,000 rubles per pood and negotiations are pending
for a further sale.

Iridium is scarce and prices are high. Up to $85 per oz.

is named but most transactions are a matter of special agree-
ment.

Silver—The market is quiet, and is held in hand by the
buyers rather than by the seller, owing to an understanding
by which competitive buying in Landon is not so keen as
heretofore. Supplies are about equal to demand.

Mexican dollars have been quoted in New Tork, June 15,

at 48% (§53 lie; June 16 at 48% @ 53 Mi c; June 17 at 48% @53%c.:
June 18 at 49%@54%c.; June 20 at 49?4@55c. The range
is rather unusual.

Zinc and Lead Ore Markets

JOPLIX, MO,—June IT

Blende, high price, $92.45: per ton 60% zinc, premium ore.

$90; medium, $S5!g'75; to as low as $65; calamine, per ton 40%
zinc, $60@45; average selling price, all grades of zinc, $77.20
per ton. Lead, high price, $83.85; base, $82(5)80 per ton 80%
metal content; average selling price, $80.38 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED JUNE 17

Blende Calamine Lead Values
Total.s this week.. 13,464,280 1,024,340 1,555,370 $641,780
Totals this year... 334,295,000 27,569,900 56,549,630 $21,187,140

Blende value, the week, $552,110; 24 weeks, $17,623,340.
Calamine value, the week, $27,170; 24 weeks, $999,540.
Lead value, the week, $62,500; 24 weeks, $2,564,260.
One group of large producing mines is idle on account of

litigation, and scattering ones are still engaged in midsummer
repairs and extensions, thus the output continues to be par-
tially restricted. The output is still heavy and the reserve
stock has reached heretofore unrecorded proportions, approxi-
mating 19,000 tons. No mines are now idle on account of the
strike. Those desiring to resume operations have employed
nonunion hoistermen.

PLATTEVILLE, AVl.S,—June 17

The base price paid this week for 60'/r zinc ore was $77(g>

73 per ton for top grades down to $70 for medium gradea
The base price paid for 80% lead ore was $80 per ton.

SHIPMENTS WEEK ENDED JUNE 17
Zinc Lead Sulphur

Ore, Lb. Ore. Lb. Ore. Lb.
Week 4,840,000 110,000 766.900
Tear 108.524,000 3,921,930 27,536,600

Shipped during week to separating plants, 6,934,000 lb.

zinc ore.

MONTA.XA ZINC ORE
The Butte & Superior in May produced 15.140 tons of

blende concentrates, averaging 53.81% zinc.

OTHER ORES
ManKanene Ore continues strong though rather unsettleil.

Pi-ices are not easy to quote, as most ore imported is on con-
tract. About 75(SS5c. per unit for Brazilian ores Is the
range. There are no Indian ores on the market just at
present.

The U. S. Manganese Corporation has been incorporated lit

Albany, N. T., by W. R. Hopkins, M. P. Dalton. H. H. Meyers
and others, to mine and smelt manganese ore. The mine is

located at Elkton, Va., and comprises 1,000 acres, which the
new compan.v owns or controls. For the past si.x months ex-
plorations on this property have been going on and quantities
of high-grade ores are claimed to be assured. Besides sell-

ing ore in the market the company has leased a blast fur-
nace for producing ferro-manganese.

TunicHten Ore seems to have settled down to a range of

$306 40 per unit, on rather small transactions. Negotiations
are said to be pending for some quantities for export to

France and Russia, but no large transactions have been closeil

•red from South America be-
clal and high ocean freights

Antimony Ore is no loilge

cause lit present price.-) for t

it does not pay to shiii.

Iron Trade Review
\EU' YttICK—June 1*1

The main changes during the week have come from the
export demand, which has bei-n strong. Besides the orders for
.Mliells and other war material, some large contracts have been
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placed for rails and cars for Russia; also for plates for ship-
building for Japan. The Japanese orders have been pendinK
lor some time.

No price changes of any amount are reported. It is to be
remembered that a number of low-priced contracts will expire
July 1. and that this will involve some further readjustments
of price. The present high levels seem to have discouraged
some purchasing, notably in structural steel.

The pig-iron market continues rather notably dull, and
some weakness in prices is reported, especially in Southern
foundry iron.

Exports of Iron and Steel from the United States in April
for which tonnages are given were 384,920 gross tons, an in-
crease of 161,678 tons over April, 1915. The value of machin-
ery exports for the month was $17,526,899, being $7,127,183
more than last year. The value of all shipments of iron and
steel and their products was $58,722,411, showing an increase
of $38,082,842. The exports for the four months ended Apr. 30
were as follows, tonnage of those exports which are reported
by weight being given in gross tons:

191.5 1916 Changes
Tonnage exports 680.853 1,569,011 I. 888.158
Machinery exports, value $36,066,499 $62,040,653 I. 125,984. 1.54

Total exports, value 118,146,676 287,156,032 I. 169.009.356

The total increase this year was 143. 17r. Imports in April,
so far as reported by weight, were 16,569 tons in 1915, and
20,028 in 1916; increase, 3,459 tons.

PlTTSBl'RGH—June 30

The steel market has grown still quieter, except in the ex-
port direction. There is practically no buying of any conse-
quence by domestic consumers or jobbers and no expectations
are entertained that there will be any greater activity this
side of September. Steel producers appear to be well content
with the situation and are evidently well filled with orders
on which buyers will take deliveries as rapidly as they can
be made.

The quietness emphasizes the inherent strength in the situ-

ation, in that there is no disposition to cut prices, regular
prices of all steel products being maintained with the utmost
firmness. Premiums for early deliveries have continued to

decrease, except as to plates, and are now relatively unim-
portant.

Export demand is heavy, as it has been for several weeks,
and the neutral countries are more prominent as buyers than
formerly. The Allies are still buying freely. Russia has
placed with the Steel Corporation about one-half the 350,000
tons of rails recently inquired for, and is having difficulty in

arranging with independent rail mills for the deliveries
desired.

Tinplate is showing remarkable strength, the domestic
market having advanced squarely to a minimum of $6 a base
box, as against the season price of $3.60 named last November
Even higher prices are obtained for export. AH the mills are
crowding for tonnage and the output in the first half of the
year is probably between 10 and 20Ti, greater than in any pre-
ceding half year.

Pie Iron—Bessemer iron is a shade easier, though still

quotable at $21, Valley. Chicago has suddenly appeared as a
seller of bessemer for export, and has cut the Valley equiva-
lent price. The demand is heavy and it is thought there will

be enough for both districts. The domestic market is ex-
tremely quiet in all grades and foundry is off 25c. owing to

free offerings of resale iron due to light production by foun-
dries on account of the molders' strike. We quote: Bessemer,
$21; basic, foundry and malleable. $18.25® 18.50; forge, $18,

f.o.b. Valley furnaces, 95c. higher delivered Pittsburgh.

Steel—The steel market is found to be very strong when a
consumer desires to buy a specific tonnage made to his re-

quirements as to analysis and size, but rather weak when an
odd lot of predetermined character is to be disposed of. The
filling of war-steel orders has occasioned the production of al-

together too much discard and rejected steel for the market to

absorb. Billets and sheet bars are quotable at $40(S42 for

bessemer and $40@45 for openhearth, the higher figures being
for regular deliveries to the buyers' specifications. Rods are
$55@60 and forging billets $65rg70 per ton.

FF,RRO.\M,OYS

Splegelelsen is in better supply and is quoted $60@65 per
ton at furnace for 20%, and about $70@75 for prompt de-

livery.

PerroNillcon is unchanged at $83@S5 at furnace for 50%.
Bessemer ferrosilicon is from $33 per ton for 10% up to $43

for 16';, at furnace. Premiums of $5iS>7.50 per ton are still

charged on early deliveries.

FerronianKanexe—The market continues extremely quiet.
There is scarcely any demand for prompt and thus while 8up-
plies are light the market Is not strong, being about $225&
2.".0 for prompt or July. The contract price remains at $175.
only next year's deliveries being offered.

FOREIGIV IRON TRADE
German production of rolled iron and steel in 1915. as re-

ported by the German Iron and Steel Union, In metric tons:
Billets, blooms, etc.. 1,641,951: rails and rail joints. 1,424.338:
beams and girders, 765.653; bars, 3.32S.685; hoops. 265.139: wire.
750.934; plates. 966.898; sheets. 628.695; tinplates. 92.751: tubes.
460.765; rolling billets, 192,080; forging billets, 236,680; miscel-
laneous, 487,581; total. 11.243.360 tons, against 13.165.589 tons
in 1914, and 16,698,950 tons in 1913. The output was equivalent
to about 68% of that of a normal year.

PiiEir-lron Production in fiermnny in April is reported at
1,073,706 metric tons, being 42.488 tons less than in March.
For the four months ended Apr. 30. the total make was 6.149.-
690 tons in 1914, before the war began: 3.554.873 tons in 1913.
and 4,302,951 tons in 1916. This year's production is 748.078
tons more than in 1915; it is 70% of that in 1914. a normal
year.

IRON ore:
Shipments of Lake Superior ore are very heavy and June

will show a high total. Besides the usual tonnage already
under charter, there is a demand for more boats, and $1 p< r
ton is said to have been offered for wild tonnage from Duluth
or Two Harbors.

The strike of miners on the Mesabi range may interfere
seriously with shipments in July, if it continues.

COKE
Coke production for the week in the Connellsville region

is reported by the "Gourier" at 405.804 net tons: shipments.
408.383 tons. Production decreased owing to sales of raw
coal to the Pittsburgh district, a result of the strike there.
Shipments of Greensburg and Upper Connellsville districts.

4I,1S7 tons.

Connellsville—The market on contract furnace coke has
softened a trifle. Operators making the best grades, who
were recently firm at $2.75. are now willing to take $2.65.

while other grades could probably be had at as low as $2.50.

The Connellsville operators have lost several contracts on
which they were negotiating. Pocahontas operators having
sold some coke into the Chicago district, with a freight ad-
vantage of 25c., while the Lehigh Coke Co. at South Bethle-
hem has sold some Eastern consumers. With the recent addi-
tion this plant now has a surplus of coke for the open mar-
ket, beyond the requirements of the Bethlehem furnaces. Spot
furnace coke is stagnant. There is a fair demand for foundry-
coke, both spot and contract. We quote: Spot furnace, $2.4ii

@2.50; contract, $2.50@2.65; spot foundry, $3.25@3.50; contrac!
$3.50, per net ton at ovens.

.\ustriau Coal Production, quarter ended Nov. 31, in metric
tons:

1914 1915 Changes
Coal 4,021.354 4.427,283 I. 405.929
Brown co.al 5,724.905 5.978.40.") I. 23;t..'i00

Coke made 441.335 614.62S I. 173.293
BriquottL-s made 123,78.-4 113.226 D. 10..562

Of the briquettes reported this year 61,552 tons were made
of brown coal, or lignite.

Chemicals

NEW YORK—.Mine 31

The general market is again quiet and a tendency to mod-
erate activity is quite manifest.

Arsenic—Demand is moderate only and there has been some
competition for orders. Prices arc rather weak, but show
little change, at $6.25 per 100 lb. for spot and $6 for futures.

Copper Sulphate—A moderate business is forward hut
transactions have not been heavy. Quotations remain fairly

steady at $UW15 per 100 lb. for large lots.

Nitrate of Soda—Supplies continue large but demand is

good and no weakness is apparent in the market. Current
quotations are strong at $3.10 per 100 lb. for spot; $3.15(7 3.20

for futures. May shipments from Chile are reported at 94,300

tons, of which 88,000 tons were to the United States.

Sulphnr—^This article is in good demand and a fair volume
of business is reported. Quotations are steady at $30 per ton.

New York.

Sulphuric Acid—The market is a little easier and some
shading is reported. The current quotation is $22@25 per ton
for 60-deg. acid at works, buyers to furnish tank cars. For
66-deg. acid $40(^45 per ton is asked.
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N. Y. EXCH. June 20 BOSTON EXCH June 20

Assessments

Company I Dellnq. Sale Amt.

Advance. Mont iJune 15 July 15 SO 005
Algomah. Mich JMay 18

I

1 . 00
Alpha, Xev June 7 June 28 0.03
Arbroath. Wash 'June 1 July l' 0.002
Best & Belcher, Nev IJune 9 June 28' 05
Blue Bell. Ida IJuly 8 Aug. 5 002
Bullion, Ida July 10 July 31 0.01
Cedar Creek, Ida IJuly a Aug. 5 0.01
Central Eureka, Calif June 16 July 14 0.05
Challenge. Nev June 12 July 7| 0.05
Columbus Ext., Utah July 13 Aug. 81 0.02
Confidence, Nev June 23 July 141 0. 10

rast Hercules Ext., Ida May IJuly 3| 0.0015
Emerald, Utah June 15 July 8 0.0033
Fortuna, Utah Ijune 15 July s! 0.005
Friend, Ida 'June 30 July 20 .002

Giant. Ida June IG July 17 0.003
Goldstrike Bon., Utah June 1.^ July 15 0.01
Gould & Curry July 14 .Aug. 3 0.03
Idaho & Los Angeles, Ida ... Jime 2 July 1 0.005
Imperial, Ida 'June 12 July 12 0.005
Independence, Ida jJuly 8 July 29 001
Laclede, Ida IJuly 3 July 25 0.003
Leonora, Utah [June 20 July IL 005
Liberty. Utah June 15 July 3J 005
National, Ida June 2 July 3i 0.02
North Franklin, Ida June 19 July S, 0.005
North Lake, Mich June 14

|
1 .00

Old Veteran, Ida July 8 Aug. 5 0.002
Ophir, Nev June 13 July 6 0.05
Phedora. Ida May 9 July li 005
Rio Grande. Nev Juno 22 July 22 0.002
Rob Roy, Ida June 10 July 10 002
Rocklord, Ida Ijune 30 July 21 .002
Roosevelt, Utah June IJuly 1 0.02
Sierra Ncvado, Nev July 1 1 Aug. 3 . 10
Silver Pick, Nev July 5 Aug. 14 0.01
Silver Star, Ida June 14 July 1 002
Sonora, Ida June 5 June 30^ . 004
Sunset, Ida June 3 June 24' 0.002
Swansea, Utah July 10 .\ug. 1 0.0025
Uvada, Nev June 24 July 27 02
Wallace. Ida June 29 July 29 0.0025

Stock <ln»tntiou8

SA.V FRANCISCO June 20 SALT LAKE
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